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It Was Given Through the Medium* 
ship of Mrs. Julia M, Walton, Pres
ident of the Michigan State Spirit
ualist Association.
'Many ^people ask the .question, 

‘ “What good does Spiritualism, and 
mediumBhIp do the world?” Appro- 

, pos of this question I would like the 
space to relate some facts that were 

- of interest to me at the time, and re
cent events that have transpired make 
them still more bo. Years ago an 
uncle of mine died In California. I 
had been Interested to know the cir
cumstances attending his death and 
what became of his belongings, ps no 
one connected with him was with him 
or knew. So when I became acquaint
ed with a medium (Dr. Julia M. Wal
ton), I asked questions pertaining to 
his personal affairs, hoping to get oth
er things of an entirely personal na
ture. He hinted to me that some 
great disaster would befall that region 
(California). This was In February, 

' 1899.
Later, two years from ttiat time, ho 

informed me that it would be'ylolgnt' 
earthquakes, but did not tell me any 

I particulars. In the late autumn of 
■ 10(13 and the early part of 1904, my

As They Manifested in an Old Corner House
I dm under such deep obligations to 

my immortal friends who, in days 
gone by did so much for me and Mrs. 
H., that I feel it to be my duty to lay 
before the world, our experiences in 
the old home which was ours for forty

husband grew very anxious for a 
change of climate, as he was suffer- 
lijg from a very bad respiratory and 
asthmatic affection, and from the very 
glowing reports of the success of his 
friends who had located In San Fran
cisco, he was fully determined that 
he wanted to go there- He was suf
fering greatly from his chronic mala
dy In the latter part of December, 
1903, and In January, 1904, and 
thought that If he could only go to the 
Pacific coast that he would be profited 
physically and financially. At the 
time he was bo ill, Dr. Walton called 
6he evening on her way to church, and 
again after church, to see him. We 
had discussed the question of going 
to California when she was in her nor
mal state, and she had said that she 
would sell out and go with us.’ On 
the evening in question, which was ex
tremely blustering and cold, she said, 
“Well, I don’t blame you for wanting 
to get away from this, and as there is 
a lot of cold Weather before us yet, 1 
think that I could get out of here in
side of four weeks, too.” "Would 
you go?” I asked. “Yes, I will,” she 
responded

A few moments after this I looked 
up and saw that she was not in her, 
normal condition, but was, as we call 
it, entranced. And the power, or in
telligence, that was dominating her 
said:

“You tell the medium that she must 
not think of going to San Fraqcisco 
to locate; neither must you think of 
it (you can visit there, if you like), 
but in less than three years San Fran
cisco will be almost destroyed, and 
many of the coast towns,-and cities 
on the Pacific coast will be affected by' 
It. "YeB,” continued the guide or
controlling influence, “the Old Man of 
the Mountains’ tells me to tell
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THE SPIRIT WORLD.

work for the advancement-of Spirlt- 
• I uallsm, is as much, needed .in ■■Califor

nia as In any atate/on flocallty (where 
currences found their way into. our h^ve 
city and other newspapers, .and when a 0 . , ,
It became known that the old house

years. For twenty-five years of the 
time the good spirits performed many 
wonderful Works which I shall never 
forget. The old home has been taken 
down and I now write in another and 
more excellent house outwardly, but 
my affections for the scenes of earlier 
days was such that it was only by the 
long continued pursuasions of our 
children that I consented to have that 
old and dear home taken down.

I now propose to relate In a Berles 
of letters to The Progressive. Thinker, 
many of the strange.and wonderful oc
currences of those eventful twenty-five 
years In which they occurred.

In order that my readers may thor
oughly understand my position, It 
seems no'tessary for me to state that 
those manifestations which' convinced 
me of the existence of a spirit ¡world 
came always unexpectedly and un
sought; neither Mrs. H. nor I ever at
tended the seance of a professional or 
paid medium. We knew nothing -of 
commercial Spiritualism, and know 
nothing about it now. We never 
paid or received money or gifts or any 
return for our services of any kind 
or anywhere; therefore the objections 
of the skeptic cannot apply in our 
case, and we are too old now to seek 
for notoriety or applause by exaggera
tion.

My age 1b 83; my wlfes age Is 79, 
and we have been sixty years married.

It Is with ine a matter of conscience 
for it may be that soon some one who 
now doubts that there I§ continued life 
after the body’s death may, like my
self, be induced to reconsider the 
question as I was, and perhaps at 
length become a believer in the great 
fact that "death does not end all."

We never got anything outside our 
own house and surroundings which 
seemed to us entitled to confidence. I 
must here explain, however, lest I 

’ might be misunderstood, that J con
sider a spiritual medium is justified in 

’ making a charge for such services. I 
merely state the fact that we never In
voked the aid. of any one, but that 
all we experienced was spontaneous, 
.and very often startling in the ex
treme.

I propose in these letters to not 
only give the facts, but also relate the 
inferences which I draw from them, 
and speak of the teaching, direct and 
indirect of which I was the recipient.

Otir old home was regarded as a 
landmark, and from time to time 
sketches of the mysterious oc-

you 
thoY this, and gives the time as in _— 

spring, during the month of April."
When Mrs. Walton canfe out of the 

: , deep trance I told her of the prophecy 
and she smilingly remarked: "I have
no desire to be mixed up in an earth
quake,” and my husband and myself 
both concurred with her in that senti
ment, and we dropped the idea of a 

■ San Francisco or a California home.
Knowing full well there must be a 
basis of truth-in the prophecy as we 
had had occasion to verify some 
prophecies from the same source, I 
know of mothers in this city who had 
reason to bless the powers of this psy
chic, since the late terrjble earthquake 

’ in San Fr&ncisco, whose minds she re
lieved <JT suspense, somewhat, days be
fore the news of their sons’ safety 
came, and I have not a doubt that they 
would be willing to have" the facts 
known. I do not know why they 
should not. There are many others 
In other cities who have been relieved 
of susnense since the dreadful disaster 
of April 18. I have*ho doubt truth 
in this as well as in all other things 
will stand and be of service to the 
world, while the traitors and decep
tion will come to bewilder the senses 
of men. MRS. ANNA L. HUNT.
227 West Franklin street, Lansing," 

Mich.

A Few More Reflections on Religion.

rn«i uu. ■ i , i 
It is not with a spirit of Unjust or

His Apology for the Bible and Its Teachings,

was about te^te  ̂do^,^ leading
lawyer and highly respected gentle- untrained public W Xr 
man had a photograph taken of It, ..
^THOsW RE- Bret UrÍ and equip t ieir Instru-
T miz nn wnn At nw toattons ments ln order that thfey may become 
ARE°IN <ANY^°WAY °AS80cÍatBD capable, intelligent workers before en- 
WITH SPIRITUAL ■MANIFESTA- Hering upon their,public c ireer. There 
TIONS ARE IN MY OPINION MUCH «e but few indeed ' of The? ; Andrew 
IN ERROR * Those evidenced ota fd- Jaekson Davis',type; and‘there are al
ture Hte ^onZto thZ world a large toother too many.ignorant; mediums 
and never ran be comnr^sed into a depending entirely upoh their respect
church creed; they Are simply natural ^Nghe*01^^^
bofh the MBTandVhrun& wMch X m An-
acter Bas3nothing to do with them; kind-as conllnS «irougji ‘the toedlum-
they come agreéably to natural law.
And thA wìrahì- Hnirit must obsv law I possible for ru iiQvauced . .spirit to "Whv mv dear Mr Edito? I hive eramatlcally speak through such an 
kn^wnaD^dintofaHarminiallto when thero po.Ald not bo

ÍS tX «ve7^

and^enedlcttonB14 AhUt ^no ped «1^ a^I’ì^eòSS^or^ 
wfndir that the grXthof mind; ;and,M far as our
Ism 18 retarded for it has had heavy own observations llave,- -|beén chron- 
loTde to carry * I can remember hJw lcled we have seen opl# failure and 
a oresident of the sSTeociete disappointment resulting^ from such 
when I had included w addre» attempts. If we are toKegome mas- 
wXered in my ear “Now make ¿ ter °i an* situation, wq &ust be fitted 
short prayer and give'them a bless- nobler- action, Jijíore we can
out of LvTne^X’m^ Xei ““ay learn of outiguardian an-

to »« «UK-t colori»» or to
P°. ' , , , , . „ „ ¿ cated class of Spiritualists Who hafé-a

As my desire is to reach the unbe-1 deep and jt(ntéréÁt in the prqg-
liever, I shall not trouble you with ar- I re8S Spiritualistic ^organizations, 
tides of greater length .than perhaps 1,^ ^nmg to "atfl ih ^elr support, 
three-fourths of a column, as secular were these same BocietloB-as dignified 
newspapers, at home or abfoad (if a bod as:the avArAge oBurtih organl- 
the articles were too long) would not zatlon_ To Bupport sparse, Alliterate, 
be likely to repeat them, and I chose or fake medlumSj they wD| not, and 
The Progressive Thinker because of lt ls this claSB that seek shelter 
its wide circulation. among the Christian Hpieqtists, or the

In closing this first communication more liberal churches where is found 
it may be well to átate that I am not a a more congenial atmoBiihére.
member of any Spiritualistic society or What is absolutely ¡n^efled for tho 
religious church of any kind, but Mrs. Spiritualistic rostrum, ( are. mediums 
Harding is a very conscientious mem- and organizers, who arfl fully pre-, 
ber of the Episcopal church.-. Having pared for.thls work befo re-entering

! been baptized Into that establishment upon it. The-high; qlass speakers, 
: in infancy; she regards it as her legiti- Buch as Mrs. ’ Lillie, 1 A)bbjp Sheets, 
1 mate “home.” , Moses Hull, Mr. Barratt UnQtothers of

THOS. HARDING.' .................   _.:.kL .
, Sturgis, Mich.

(To be continued.)

institutions,

The belief [as set forth in the Truth ingiy on, with no thought of doing 
Seeker] that the lives ^of all great "'violence to veracity, wpich is the

men have been ordered according to agreement between word and fact.
■ the precepts found in the Bible is an 

article of the Christian faith. Like
Besides their creeds, which are ac-

----- ----- cepted on faith, the orthodox are 
the other articles of that faith it has . given to taking for granted and as- 
no foundiy,lon in fact, but, like the setting without attention to proofs 

“------' ’ such propositions as that civiliza
tion is the child of Christianity, 
that tlie Bible is the source of na
tional greatness, specifically that of 
England; that the church has ele
vated wpnian, and that religion is a 
promoter of morality. Does Ids- 
tory bear out these assumptions? 
Not in the slightest degree; but it 
is conventional to make them and 
heresy nevertheless to doubt their 
truth.

others again, it is affirmed, by 
those who hold it, on all occasions 
when not out of place, and fre
quently obtruded in irrelevant cir
cumstances. Although the affirma
tion is false, as a moment’s consid

eration must show, we do not con
clude that those’ who- make it are 
guilty of conscious • lying, They 
have become so accustomed, by reit- 
eyation, to, repeating tilings which 
are not so," that they go unreflect-

like him. who do not reason, will con
tinue to believe and to worship; will 
continue, to have faith in the god their 
minds have created, and to think when 
surprised or disappointed by events 
which occur, that for -some unknown

There Is no word in the English lan
guage that has been used to express a 
greater- variety of meanings, than the 

' word religion, and the way different 
individuals define., it, and proclaim 
their particular views as being the 
only correct ones, is quite amusing as 
well as absurd and far-fetched.

If everybody Is permitted to give 
to religion any meaning they see fit to 
bestow upon it, confusion and misun
derstanding must attend every effort 
to discuss the subject. In the words* 
of Lockq, gentlemen, “define your; 
terms," before you engage In an intel
lectual combat. If the subject of re
ligion Is to be discussed, -let the gen
eral understanding of that word be 
used, and let 4t be dealt wittf as the 
majority of mankind accept the word, 
and as every lexicon in existence de
fines it; a system of faith and wor
ship.

To call work religion, is such an 
absurdity that one moment’s reflection 
will reveal that fact to any one.. Ev
erybody knows and everybody admits, 
If consistent and rational, that religioA 
is nothing merta nor less than a belief 
which produces pious feelings "apd a 
tendency to indulge in-worship.

From the serpent to the sun men 
have found objects'of worship; and 
the gods that mortal man has men
tally constructed, ,and then worshiped, 
aro too numerous to mention.' But 
reason has killed;them all, and in. 
place of many gods or 'only ohe, we" 
now have universal energy working 
under laws or tiodes of motion that 
never change, and which is no more in 
need of worship, than its unalterable 

-• movements are affected by prayers 
and supplications.

Universal energy is deaf to man’s 
prayers, blind to Ills ceremonies, and 
indifferent to his systems of faith and 
worship. Universal energy-, on the 
25tli day of March', 1906, killed the 
Rev. G. B. Lentz of Carson, Iowa,, 
while in Ms pulpit and engaged in 

, preaching und praying. He was a be
liever in God, which reason haa killed 

' deader than an ' Egyptian mumAy, 
aiid held tho erroneous idea that ho 
■was divinely protected because of -his 
belief and.,worship; but his fate*ro- 
*oals how badly he was mistaken.

Still his followers, and millions just

their kind, have accoteplieheij much 
and have inspired, cb/fldeaoe ln.. thq 
public mind/such asuth&r.WP.osite co
workers-can never di "It follows, 
from the fitting example so nobly .ex
pressed by these letiders, thati-'ttiere 

ever happened to »Spiritualism is its should be many more; tnade ready for 
drifting into religious ways, 'customs the needed work.’ ’ There is always

reason they were decreed for a wise 
purpose.

The “Rev. Dr/’ McIntyre of this 
city, who says he was once a trick- 
layer in Chicago, had occasion to refer, 
to a railroad accident recently in 
which a brother clergyman was badly 
injured. His failure to use his rea
son led him to this conclusion; that 
Providence had decreed the accident 
and the Injury to the holy' man, but 
why, he did not know nor care to 
meditate on;' the last assertion being 
somewhat surprising. Had the Injury 
been inflicted on some prominent un
believer in Christianity,- he would 
have seen Instantly that it was a pu *- 
ishment meted out by Providence be
cause of the man’s mental attitude to
ward religion. But the man who 
thinks in a rational manner will never 
reach su6h conclusions, and if religion 
has so perverted McIntyre’s mental 
faculties, It would seem that change of 
occupation had been detrimental and 
he could do more good in th^world by 
resuming his trade instead of trying 
to perpetuate superstitious beliefs.

No religion permits of clean and ra
tional thinking^ and" the moment one 
accepts a belief in any religion, that 
moment he renounces the use of rea
son and chooses blind faith for his 
guide. This Is my objection to relig
ion fundamentally, for the highest 
faculty in man is reason, and when it 
is discarded he puts himself in the 
same predicament a man at sea would 
be Jh without a compass;. It Is all 
guess work, and he has notlilng to 
guide him. But only to religion does 
man surrender his reason; in every
thing else he sees, and ^realizes its1 
value, so but one conclusion can b’e 
reached by rational reflection: religion 
19 a detriment and an Injury. It was 
born in the infancy of-the human race, 
conceived in ignorance, and has al- 

*ways been'perpetuated by emotional 
methods or an appeal to the feelings. 
Because an infant is "pleased with a

and ceremonies. The ordination of L room at the top if one iai’able to fill it, 
public speakers to whpm is applied the and there is a» dearth of accomplished, 
title of pastor and Rev.; the effort to cultivated platform workers. . x 
establish a creed and build up a To think, of a speaket or message 
churchy institution, with universal en- medium, flaring to face; ah intelligent; 
ergy labeled Infinite Intelligence, J.o eflueffted audience, and. hurl such as- 
whom prayers are directed with closed tonishing scraps of1 illiteracy from 
eyes and solemn mien, strikes me as a their platfdrms, as, “I have saw,” or 
backward step and one to be deplored “I done it, and commit even worse 
by those who face the future instead offenses by the criminal Abuse of good 
of the past, and believe in going grammar.
ahead. When I read of the ordination And furthermore, it is 'only through 
of a public exponent of Spiritualism, sweet charity, that "another grave of- 
and laying down of rules for his con- tense has been tolerate#, that of or- 
duct, telling what must and muej not ganizers and chairmen taking iio heed 
be said from the rostrum, I cannot of rules of order, and 'ij: has been 
help thinking how that old war-horse knojvfl to occur in the/bresence of a 
Warren Chase, or William Denton, or state convention. whbrAi’he chairman 
Seldon J. Finney,, or Hegry ,C. Wright delivered'an invoca@5a?a'.lecture; and 
would hhve taken such instructions, or made remarks at intervals throughout 
how quickly they would resent the ef- the meeting, without pirfexcuse for so 
fort to apply restrictions. But If doing. The chair, ph ’these occasions, 
Spiritualism 1b to proclaim itself a re- was left vacant, and the 'good brother 
ligion and to adopt churchy ways and had no knowledge that tye had erred, 
methods sm;h things must follow as a Again, I make bold to cry^ut for 
natural sequence; but the old-timers schools and classes Co'hfTprganized for 
who gloried in free thought and free the purpose of preparing the unedu- 
speech must look down from the sum- cated, but gifted" ifiedfurns for their- 
mer land with anything but approval work. GONNA. itAjf MORRIS^.
-at the way things are going, as do _______ . /’•
many who still remain here and con- > .
itnue on the journey of IJfe. Sprinkles Self. With Bluipg, Instead of

Spiritualism is not a religion and Holy Water.
has no need of religious mummeries, The belief of all.j^oci^ Catholics in 
rites or ceremonies, and if its leaders the efficacy of hoty'jlrafar to guard 
persist in their efforts to-connect it against.evll was responsible for an in- 
With such things they are making a cident attended with1.jumapked for re- 
mistake which time will reveal with suits during the recent' Aevere electri
great clearness. cal storm at Houghton,!;Mich; 1

Spiritualism belongs to the domain A good woman, J&yliuicejLin years, 
of free thought, and nas no more use had sought her couch wljen the storm 
for a creed than universal energy has*] broke«at an early bpttrji] thA¡evening, 
for churches and clergy. and, with a pious ejecu|ation, she' be-

CHANNING SEVERANCE. sought her daughte'r^to'. get the holy
• Los Anceles Cal water. Obediently, ihh .daughter.ranLos Angeles, Lal. . to the place—the Ibtejllpn is Immate-

■ , . ■ ■ rial—grasped a' bottiei and hastened

With the exclamation, "Isn't this a ; 
whopper!” a well-informed and lib- : 
eral-minded Texas editor sends to the 1 
Truth Seeker a letter on the Bible 
written not long ago by Theodore 1 
Roosevelt, president. of the United 
States, to a Southern Br.anch of the ; 
Epworth League. The letter begins:

"Every thinking man, when he 
thinks,-realizes what a very large 
number of people tend to forget that " 
the teachings of the Bible are so in
terwoven and entwined with our ■ 
whole civ|c and social life that It 
would be literally—I do not mean" fig
uratively, I mean literally—Impossi
ble for us to figure to ourselves what 
that life would be if these teachings 
were removed. We would lose almost 
all the standards by wljich we now 
judge both public and private morala; 
all the standards toward which we, 
wlt^ more or less resolution, strive to 
raise ourselves."

We might, if it were worth while, 
question the right of Theodore Roose- 
-velt to >:Bpeafc-for "thinking men, since 
no one has ever suspected him of be
ing a thinking man himself. He is a 
warrior and a politician, and a writer 
of platitudes, but there is no evidence 
to be drawn from his published utter
ances that he has ever done anything 
in the way of independent thought. 
His assertion that we cannot figure 
what life would be without the'teach
ings of ..the Bible rpay be passed over 
with the remark that while it is al
ways difficult to say what would be 
the case If things were otherwise 
than "as they are, in a good many 
respects life would be much more de
sirable if the teachings of the Bible 

’eliminated from , among its 
rules. We know, fop example," how 

"much the world has gamed by-repudi
ating the teaching that certain per- 

{sbna :cal]eaZwitches, ■. -together with 
nori-observers of the Sabbath, shall "be 
■summarily put to death. Even Mr. 
Roosevelt’s trade of warfare has be
come more civilized by ignoring the 
command that wljen a city is taken in 
battle nothing that breathes shill be 
allowed to survive. Many other in
stances will occur„not to Mr. Roose
velt, but to the "thinking man.”

The words we have quoted are fol
lowed by these:

“Almost every man who has, by his 
life woik, added to the sum of human 
achievement of which the race is 
proud, of Which our people are proud, 
almost every Buch man has based his 
life work largely upon the teachings 
of the Bible. Sometimes it has been 
done unconsciously, more often con- 
Bclously, and among tho very greatest 
men a disproportionately large num
ber have been diligent and close stu
dents of the Bible at first hand.”

The orthodoxy of that statemept-is 
not to be questioned, but how about 
its truth? It reminds us of the dec
laration of Emperor William of Ger
many that to be a good soldier one 
must be a good Christian. An editor 

1 who called the Kaiser’s notice to Al
exander and Hannibal and Napoleon 
was imprisoned for lese-majesty (ma- 
jestatsbeleidlgung). We hope not 
to be convicted of Rooseveltbeleldi- 
gung if We remind the President that 
much was added to human achieve
ment of which the race is proud long 
before the Bible had been read, among 
nations who had not adopted its

had mastered it absolutely; mastered 
It as, later, he mastered only one or 
two other books, notably Shakspeare; 
mastered It so that he became almost 
a ‘man of one book,’ who knew that 
book and who instinctively put into 
practice what he had been taught 
therein.”

It is strange that an intelligent
person should get such a notion of
"Lincoln as that. Lincoln read the
Biblei no doubt, but how could he
have built up his entire reading upon 
the early study of that book of Jew-
ish fads and Fancies. There Is a
story credited by many of Lincoln’s 
adherents that When a young man he 
wrote a work denying the inspiration 
of the Bible, something after the fash
ion of Paine’s “Age of Reason,” but 
by the advice of friends withheld it 
from publication and destroyed the 
manuscript.

The biographies of Lincoln written 
by his intimates show him to have 
been a Freethinker, or an Infidel. His 
wife said he was not a Cbristlan. We 
do not claim to know what books he 
read in early lite; in a sketch which 
he wrote of himself he does not men
tion reading anything but lAw. At the 
age of twenty-one, he says, he could 
re^d, write, and cipher, anfl ihflt wads 
all. He quoted scripture sometimes, 
apparently for the efficacy it had in 
convincing hearers whose minds iwere

The Following Is by .a Catholic Priest 
Who Formerly Lived in Pittsburg, 
Pa., and Which Illustrates hi a 
Marked Degree tile Universality of 
Spirit Return. .'
The whole history of our race 

"bears witness to a general belief In 
the existence and manifestation of 
spirits. This belief is shared alike by, 
the lettered and the unlettered, the re
fined llterateur and the untutored sav
age. The Holy Scriptures teach, In 
words that cannot be explained away, 
that a spirit world really exists. The 
good spirits are sent to minister to 
those who hold the heritage of salva
tion.

The Witch of Endor had communi
cations with the spirits. Many evil 
spirits were cast out of unfortunates 
by our Lord. Indeed, the pages both 
of the Old and New Testaments are 
filled with references to the inhabit
ants of the spirit realm. Neither can 
any believer in the Bible doubt the 
possibility of spirits appearing to mor
tals. Decisive upon this point Is the 
mission of the Archangel Raphael 
who, in human form, accompanied the 
youthful Tobias on his journey, and 
although seen by many was not rec
ognized until he himself, at the end of 
his mission, disclosed his real nature 
and office. Decisive, likewise, Is the 
wondrous apparition of the Angel Ga
briel to our Lady when he announced 
to her that the lofty dignity of mother 
of the Prince of Peace had been con
ferred upon her.

But what of the spirits or souls of 
the departed—can they never return 
to us? ■ This 1b the question we ask 
involuntarily when dear ones are 
taken from us, when we tnoprn over 
lifeless forms. Under the safe guid
ance of the great St. Thomas, we an
swer emphatically that the spirits of 
the departed can. with God’s leave, 
come back to us. They may even, St,

not open to reason. Thus in discuss
ing slavery he said that a house divid
ed against itself could not st^nd, 
meaning that the Union could not ex
ist half slave and half free. After
wards he made it all free. ’ Had he 
followed the teachings of the Bible he 
woulfl have made it all slave.

,Ab the greatest act of his life, the 
one lor which., he will be longest., re-. 
membered, ¡was the issuing of the 
Emancipation Proclamation; and as 
emancipation is nowhere tbniteinpiated 
in the Bible; but is, as Remsburg 
says, a nullification of the commands 
of God, to say that he “put into prac
tice what is taught therein” Is to say 
the thing which in a large And general 
sense is not so. “Ye shall buy bond
men and bondmaids,” says the Bible. 
“And ye shall take them as an inher
itance for your children after you, to 
inherit them as a possesion; they 
shall be youi- bondmen forever.”- 
Could Lincoln have had in mind, when 
he liberated the slaves, the teaching of 
the Bible that they should be "bond
men forever"?

be also find Mr. Roosevelt, in the 
letter quoted from, speaking as fol- 

[ lows:
1 “You may look through the Bible

Thomas assures us, be allowed to ap
pear in visible form to the living, 
either by way of consolation or by, 
way of warning.

The grave, consequently, does 4ot 
seal everything. The departed, bo ten
derly loved, are not cut off from the 
circle of thought and of presence. An
gels and saints and dear ones are near 
to us; we can feel their presence; we 
are assured of their sympathy, and we 
are stronger and better and nobler be
cause of this intercourse with the In
habitants of the spirit kingdom. This 
permitted return and manifestation of 
the departed must be carefully distin- ' 
guished from the common idea of a 
ghost, which js that of an uncanny, 
white-robed object, stalking with 
measured steps through hallways and 
vacant rooms, and terrifying all by 
unearthly shrieks and foolish antics.

The Almighty always works in ways 
that are impressive and instructive, 
not in ways that arouse the mirth of 
the thoughtless and the disgust of tho 
serious. We can learn from this tho 
principle which may serve .as ,a guide,.. 
in passing judgment upon the vast ar
ray of facts carefully collected by tho 
Society for Psychical Research. Many 
of these incidents must certainly be ' 
classed as hallucinations, many as il
lusions, while a certain number must 
be ascribed to the action either of the 
departed,-of the demons, or of those 
spirits who keep watch and ward over 
human beings.—The Quarterly, Rev. 
Morgan M. Sheedy, editor.

SOME CORRECTIONS.

Concerning Tests by Certain “Materi
alizing Mediums.” '

rattle and tickled with a straw,” it 
does not follow that such amusements, 
are suitable all its life, for they are1 
not; intellectual development making 
them absurd later on. And bo It is- 

.with religion; for while it might have 
fitted "some requirements of man’s 
limited intellect In the remote past, it 
should now be discarded'for the same 
reason the rattle has no possible use 
except for infants;

We go back to seml-barbaric ages 
for religious literature and cling to 
that old Jew book, the Bible, as the in
fant clings W its rattle, but - If we 
have learned nothing since that age of 
the world, and must be In bondage to 
the ideas that then prevailed, then the 
theory of evolution-should be rejected, 
and the- admission be made that we 
Are stationary in our ' developments 
and progress is impossible.

Why tho mental productions of men 
who have preceded us should be. made 
a fetich to bo worshiped in the form of 
a book, passes my comprehension, and 
I refuse to be enslaved by what "un
known men thought and believed cen
turies ago. I possess the capacity to 
think and propose to exercise it, which 
no man is permitted to do after he 
connects himself with any religious 
system. He then becomes a believer 
and is expected to gape and swallow 
what ho is ,told. ? Another man’s brain 
does his thinking; and. as “pre-digest-' 
ed” breakfast foods relievo his stom
ach of work. It should perform, so is 
his brain given a rest from mental ac
tivity.- • '

To my mind -the worst thing that

o ..X, ». x „ into her mother’s .dartóned room. She
x Superstition Not Dead. I Sprinkled the content^ Olathe bottle in 

The age of superstition haïï not al- a generous mariñer, while the , elder 
together passed though people give woman dlppfed her finge j into tho fluid 
Jess heed to prophecies than in ages a»d devoutly crossed hérself. Secuté 
past. Yet an “I told you so” predic- ln the divine protection;., she turned 
tion attracts attention from the fact of face away from earthly. things and 
it having been fulfilled. Last Desem- found rest in peace. , ;
ber the Patriot published some proph- The daughter returned to the light- 
ecies as matter of curiosity, which ed room, and there..foilnd, in her con- 
have become too great a Yeality. They Aternatlon, that.Bhq.^d liberally be- 
were those nf Madam Thebes, a Pa- spattered the-.roonl vand her; mother 
rteian, who prophesied that Mt. Vesu- with laundry bluing).', the mornihg 
vitfs would have. a great eruption and the mother awoke tojflnd dots of an’ 
destroy some cities near it. "She also ultramarine hùe .^a.Y|he mewly p- 
sald that during the year some great Péred walls, of her chamber, that the 
American city would be destroyed by snowy counterpane OL her couch was 
earthquake. These two having been ( splashed with blub, -ap'd that on the 
fulfilled there remain other prophe- bosom of the lacy „lyMto 'robe was an 
sies to make a note of. They are not indigo cross. The^ongn'Klt.that, in 
republished to scare the .doubtful or the sight of. Provide?^
distract the nerves of. hysterical peo- not the acV.wás;s.éB/¡j-^pd:"áHie bluing 
pie, but as a'curiosity. They are thé wâs as much."a Wegüa.rd ras would 
destruction of two western'cities by have been thé sanp^^eij. wltter.—Chi
cyclones, the dissolution" of Russia, | caSQ Tribune. Zy 
the overthrow óf Turkey, the assassi
nation of the Czar of Russia, .a pro
tracted race war in the" South, de- HOSPITAIHTY..
structive spring-floods, in tlje" United I Yr
States, volcanic emptions in all parts , . " .-. ■ Kié' ■ ¡1 -,-,of the world, great lossóf life nt lea Blest be. the Bpo^^here, cheery, 
by storms, widespread earthquakes," a „ "guests retire, 
hot and sultry, summer with extensive To pause from.toll;- and .trim 
death rate, great religious and politi- V«' 'j I
cal movements in the United States -Blest that abode,and pain 
and England, and many other xninor L • fl " Y
disasters. ; Some of these might" well 1.4/4. every.:8tra^er^^fli||i8v a -ready 
be founded upon events transpired . .“A ’ 1l , 
prior to the prophecy. Thè political Blest be those. -with Simple
upheaval in Russia and the race ques- p cr°WnM). >
tion in the Sohth might servo as Wher.e 
promptings for some óf them.—Med- at tliat
ford (Okla.) Patriot. - ,I Or sigh withemjy iavsqme-mournful 

' ■ 1 «• 1 ■ —- I tale,-"
Precept is Instruction written in the I Or press tho bashful .’Stranger to his 

Band, the tide (flows over it, and-the food-, .ffiv ; "; v _. 
record is gone. Example 1b graven on I And learn°the luxury of'doing good, 
the rock.—Channing. I - ' . -^Goldemith. .

teachings. Caesar was a greater 
general than Joshua, perhaps as 
great as Oliver Crojpwell, probably 
greater than Gen. O. 0. Howard.

In civilization . numerous heathen 
peoples seejp to have had the better 
of their biblical contemporaries. The 
pagan Greeks surpassed in art the 
Jews Who had the word of God to in
spire them. Aristotle, Plato, Socra
tes, and Epicurus conu^re not unfa- 

-yorably with philosophers who have 
gone to. holy writ for their thoughts. 
We need not name the men of science 
who added to the sum of human 
achievement of which the world Is 

'proud. Science 1b essentially un- 
scriptural, "Send was never Christian 
until Mrs! Eddy burst upon us. The 
great physicians have> not followed 
the Bible or, received-l aid from its 
teachings. They. arA^sondemned by 
the fate of Asa, who*, in his Illness 
sought not to the Lord.but to the phy
sicians, and, as it is significantly add
led, Asa slept "With his "fathers. ...
' The astronomers have been ham
pered rather than helped by a study of 
the Bible, which affirms a flat earth 
with four cornersAnd the sun revolv
ing about it., the church following 
the scriptures, which.lt studied at first 
hand, put Galileo to the torture and 
burned" Bruno. at the stake ’for 
Achievements which the race regards 
.with pride. ‘
. Dr. Andrew D. White, in his “War-" 

far^of- Science with Theology,” has 
shown how every advance of the face 
has bden fought by first-hand students 
of the. Bible,.and now the Bible, as in.- 
.tefprete'd'by those whom Its divine au
thor appointed as its custodians, has 
condemned research. Invention, edu
cation, and about everything else we 
need to make us civilized. Mr. Roose
velt in praising the teachings of the, 
Bible and raising them to a place of’ 
first . importance proves himself * a 
fAlthful son of th/ church, but is at

from cover to cover, and nowhere will 
you find a line that can be construed 
into an apology for the man of brains 
who sins against the lights”
r Let us see: Is it sinning against the 
light to command the indiscriminate 
murder of men, .women and children, 
and to give inexperienced girls to sol
diers; and was Moses a man of 
brains, and was it any apology for him 
that the Lord had commanded the 
slaughter and the pandering? Is it 
silining against the light to lie or 
cheat_or steal; and. if the man of 
brains does these things can he find 
no apology for doing so in the fact 
that these offenses are authorized by 
the Bible, whose teachings he pro
fesses to follow? Take the line, "If 
any man preach any other gospel unto 
you than that ye have received, let 
him be acursed.” It strikes us that 
without any very violent wreching of 
the sense, that line might be “con
strued” into an apology for sinning 
against the light of toleration and In
tellectual hospitality.^ And so of hun- 
dredff*if not thousands of texts.

The reader might think that in the 
extracts quoted Mr. Roosevelt had 
reached the climax of ■ the preposter
ous; but let him cheer up. There is 
worse to come: ■

“The immense moral influence of 
the Bible, though, of course, infinitely 
the most important, is not the only 

■ power it has for good. In addition 
there is the unceasing Influence It ex
erts on the side of good taste, of good 
literature, of proper sense of propor
tion, of simple and straightforward 
-.writing and thinking.”

“Good taste,” “good literature,” 
"sinlple and straightforward writing 
and thinking”! Would Mr. Roosevelt 
like to have us point out Bomb of the 
good taste and good literature of the 
.Bib Island will he agree to hold An
thony Comstock while we are doing it? 
DM he discover the "sense of propor
tion” In thd-falth like a grain of mus
tard seed that, moves mountains? pid 
he find the straightforward writing in

To'the Editor:—As I think you and 
also your readers are interested In 
knowing the truth of all matters pub
lished in your paper, I wish to correct 
a statment made in the heading of 
the article on Legerdemain, written :>y 
J. A. Wertz of Anderson, Ind., in No. 
854. In justice to the Wonewoc camp, 
I ,wish to-say that the test seanco 
given by Mrs. Griffen, which is spoken 
of, was not given at the Wonewoc 
camp at all, but at the state camp
meeting, at Waukesha, in the presence 
of the officers of the state association 
at that time. Mrs. Griffea did no 
work whatever on the camp ground at 
Wonewoc that year. What work she 
did was done at a private house down 
town where she and also Mrs. Nellie 
Mosher were both stopping. Mrs. 
Catherine McFarlin, who was at that 
time one of the officers of the state as
sociation, attended her test seance at 
Waukesha and also the one at which 
she was exposed in Milwaukee, and as 
you know, in the account she wrote 
for yolir paper of that exposure, she 
stated that shetcoulo scarcely believe 
It possible that she was a fraud. 1 
did not attend her seances myself, but 
know others who did and are sincere 
in the-belief that her trumpet work 
was genuine, but perhaps she was like 
many others who are not satisfied to 
do what they can honestly, but want 
to do so niucn more that they aro 
obliged to resort to fraud.

In regard to Mrs. Bliss Green being 
-endorsed by the officers of the Wone
woc camp last fall after her exposure 
in Chicago, I think that is a mistake. 
Although she was allowed to ■'work 
there, and nothing was said against 
her work, it was_only done to please a 
few who would not believe her work 
fraudulent, and insisted on having 
her there. It is my private opinion 
that her work was a detriment to tho 
camp, as has been that of every mate
rializing fliedium who has ever been

ths same time recreant to truth, and 
historically has not a leg to stand on.

. Would anybody familiar with the 
career: of Abraham" Lincoln believe 
that the following,could ber-wrltton by 
a person who assumes to speak for 
“the thinking man”?
— “Lincoln built up his entire reading 
upon his-early .study'of the Blbl^. He

those words of Jesus?
• "Unto you it is given to know the 
mystery of the’ kingdom of God, but 
■ùnto them that are without, all these 
.things are done in parables: That see
ing they may ace, and" not perceive; 
and that hWlhg they may hear, and 
not understand; lest at any time they 
should be ' converted, and their sins 
should be forgiven them.”

Mr. Roosevelt's, letter Illustrates, as 
we have indicated, the orthodox cus
tom of: making Statements of1 a re- 

' llglous or polemic nature with no view, 
Whatevewto the necessity of -defending 
them by the citation of proof and. with 
no /egard to the haftapny of statement 
and fact. No wòhder that thought 'is 
chaotic when as Christians , the people 
are asked to accept on pain of damna
tion a'whole'mass of writings that 
upon- analysls'are shown to be dia
metrically opposed to the testimony of 
the. senses, 'Which they must' also ac
cept or beTegarded as insane. -

there. I do not wish to- think that 
there is no genuine materialization as 
I have never seen very much of it, but 
haveattended at least one seance of 
every materializing medium -Who. has 
attended the Wonewoc camp (among 
Whom were Mr. and Mrs. Amundson, 
who I see by your paper have recently 
been exposed) and have never yet 
seen anyone either of my own friends 

..or anyone "else’s that I could recog
nize.
Bliss

The night I attended Mrs.
Green's seance, there was

NOTHING AT ALL SATISFACTORY 
TO ME, but how can One pronounce it 
fraudulent when such intelligent men 
as Dr. B, F. Austin and "many other 
workers'who are prominent in the 
field, and. who attended the same 
night accepted the, “manifestations" 
as genuine and recognized their 
friends." The kissing'which could be 
heard all over the "room, sounded a 
little too material to me, .

" • MRS. G. W. BARGE.

Trtith itself, according to Locko’s 
fine saying, will not profit us so long 
as she is but held in the hand and 
taken upon trust from other minds, . 
not wooed and won and wedded by our
own.-—George Eliot. •4

which.lt


o •

This is a charming narrative illustrating the beauty, 
grapdeur and sublimity,.of the-spirit side of life,, the 
realms of souls, the'jmmoXai spheres of ekisfenceT 
-Margaret 0. W. Olipliant is the author.. And while it 
has been read by millions in the past,, it. will prove re
freshing andbsoul-inspiring to our'readers to again 
peruse it. and feel its thrills of inspiration, and enjoy 
its uplifting influence. \ 4:

.Chapter V.—Continued. .. . . i'l'Qm the ground with a touch, (or I
This fall.saved me.j I came to my- couJ4 not_xesist them. and led ma

Eelf after a time, and heard the pyess.-,.quickly along tho street into which
11 ng searching about. I had sense to 
lie still among the ashes thrown' up 

• out of the pit, while 1 heard their 
voices. •-Once . I gave myself up for 
lost? ■ The glitter of a lantern,flashed 
in my eyes, a foot passed, crashing 
among the ashes sp close to my cheek 
that the .shoe grazed it, I found the 
mark after, burned upon my flesh; 
but I escaped notice by a miracle. 
And presently I was able to, drag my- 
pelf up and crawl away; but how I 
reached the end of the valley I cannot 
tell. I pushed my way along meohUn- 

■ ically on the dark side. I had no fur-, 
ther desire to see what was going on 
in the openings of the mines. . I went 
on, stumbling and stupid, scarcely ca
pable even of fear, conscious only of 
wretchedness and weariness, till zat 
last I felt myself drop across the. road 
within the gateway of the other town, 
¿nd lay there with no thought of any
thing but the relief of being at pest.

When I came to myself, it seemed to 
me’that there was a change in-the at
mosphere and the l|ght. It was.less 
lurid, paler, gray, more like twilight 
than the stormy afternoon of the other 
city. Ascertain dead serenity was in 
the sky,—a black paleness, whiteness, 
everything faint in it. This town was 
walled, but the gates stood open, and 
I saw no defence of troops or other 
guardians.

I found myself lying across , the 
threshold, hut pushed to one side, do
that the carriages which went and 
came should not be stopped or I in
jured by their passage. It seemed to 
me that there was some thoughtful
ness and kindness in this action, and 
my heart sprang up in a reaction of 
hope. I looked back as if upon a 
nightmare on the dreadful city which 
1 had, left, on its tumults and noise, 
the-wild racket of the streets, the 
wounded wretches who sought refuge 
in the corners, the strife and misery 
that were abrohd, and,- .climax of all, 
the horrible entertainment which had 
been going on in the square, the un
happy being strapped upon the table.

How, I said to myself, could-such 
tblnigs be?'' Was it a dretlin?'' 'WaS' it 
a nightmare?.,. Was itsomething pre-, 

- sented to me in a vision,—a strong de
lusion to make me think that the old 
fables which: had been fold concerning 
the end. pf mortal ' life -.were •true?" 
When I looked back it appeared like 
an allegory, so that I might have seen 
it in a dream; and still more like an 
allegory were the gold mines in the 
valley, and the myriads who labored 
there. Was it all true, or only a re
flection from the old life mingling 
with the strange novelties whl'ch- 
would most likely elude understanding 
on the entrance into this new?

I sat within the shelter of the*gate- 
way bn my'awakening,..and thoughi 
over all Jhis. My- heart was calm,—: 
almost, in the revulsion from the ter
rors I had been through, happy. I 
persuaded myself that I was but now 

- beginning; that there had been no re-, 
ality in thesp latter experiences, only a' 
curious succession of njghtmare, such 
as might so well be supposed to follow 
a wonderful transformation like that 
which must take place between our 
mortal life^nd—the world, to come. 
The world to come! I paused' and 
thought of it all, until the heart be-' 
gan to beat loud in my breast. What 
was this where I lay? Another world, 
—a world which tvas not happiness, 
not bliss? Oh, no; perhaps there was 
no world of bliss save in dreams. 
This, on the other band, I said to my
self, was not -misery; for was not 1 
seated here, with a certain' tremu
lousness about me, it was true, after 
all the experiences which, supposing 
them even to have been but dreams, I 
had come through,—a tremulousnpss 
very comprehensible, and not at all 
without hope?

I will not say that I believed even 
what I tried to think. Something in 
me lay like a dark shadow in the midst 

■ of all my theories; but yet I succeeded 
to a great degree In convincing myself 
that the hope in me was real, and that 
I was but now beginning—beginning', 
with at least a possibility that ^.11

In this half convlc-might be well.
~tion, and after all the troubles that

wete over, (even though they might 
only have been imaginary troubles), I 
felt a certain sweetness. In^ resting 
there within the gateway, with my 

I back'against It. I .was unwilling to 
get up again, and bring myself In con- 

• tact with reality. I felt that there 
■ — was pleasure in being left alone. Car

riages rolled past me occasionally, and 
n<5w and then some people 6n foot; 
but they did not kick me out "of the 
,way or interfere with my repose.

Presently as I sat trying topersuade 
myself to rise and pursue my way, two 
men came up to me in a sort of.uni- 

• form. I recognized with another, dls- 
* tinct sensation of pleasure that here 

were people who had authority, repre
sentatives of some kind of govern
ment. They came up to mo and bade 
me coino with them in tones. which- 

■ were peremptory enough; butwhatof 
that?—better -the- most peremptory 
supervision than the lawlessness from 

- ^hich I had come. They raised me

that gateway gave access, which was a 
handsome. street, with tall houses on 
either side. . '

Groups of people were movjng 
about along the pavement, talking 
now and then with considerable ani
mation; but when^ iny companions 
were seen, there was an immediate 
moderation of tone, a sort of respect 
which looked like fear. There was no 
brawling nor tumult of itny kind ip 
the street.: The only incident that oc
curred was this: when we had gone 
some, way, I saw a lame man dragging 
himself along with difficulty on the 
other side of the street. My conduct
ors had ho sooner perceived him than 
¡they gave each other a look and dart
ed across,'conveying nje with them, by 
a sweep of magnetic influence, I 
thought, that prevented me from stay
ing behind. He made at attempt with 
his crutches to get out of the way, 
hurrying on—and I will allow that 
this attempt of his seemed to me very 
•grotesque, so that I . could scarcely- 
;help.laughing; the other lookers-on 
In the street laughed too, though sonie 
put on an aspect of disgust. “Look, 
the tortoise!’ some one said; “does he 
tMnk he can go quicker than the or
derlies?”

My companions|came up to the man 
wMle this commentary was going on, 
and seized him by each arm. —Where 
were you going? "Where have you 
come from? How dare you make an 
exhibition of yourself?” "they tried. 
They took the crutches from him as 
they spoke and threw them away, and 
dragged him on until we reached a 
great grated door which one of them 
opened with a key, while the other 
held tke.ioffender (for he seemed an 
offender) roughly up by one shoulder, 
causing hihi great pain. When the 
door was opened, I saw a number of 
people within, who seemed to crowd to 
the door as if seeking to get out; but 
this was not at all what was Intended. 
Afy Second companion dragged the 
lame man forwards, and pushed him 
in with so much violence that I coujd 
see him ■ fall forwards- on his face on 
the flodr'.' Then the other locked the 
door, and we' proceeded on pur way" 
It was not till some time later that I 
understood,-why. ; :

•In the mean time: I was hurried on, 
preeting a great many people Who took 
nd .notice of me, to a central, building 
in the.middle otthe town, where.I was 
brought before an official attepded by 
clerks, with great books spread out be
fore him. Here I was questioned as 
to my name and my antecedents and- 
the time of my arrival, , then dismissed 
with a nod to one of my conductors. 
He led me back again down the street, 
took me into one of the tall, great 
houses; opened the door of a room 
which was numbered, and left me 
there without a word.

I cannot convey to any one the be
wildered consternation with which I 
felt myself deposited here< and as the 
steps qf niy conductor died away in the 
long corridor, I,sat down, and looking 
myself In the face, as it were, tried to 
make out-what it was that had hap
pened to 'me'. The room was small 
and bare. There was but one thing 
hung upon the undecorated walls, and 
thafWas a long list of printed regula
tions which I had not tne courage for 
the moment to look at. 'The light was 
indifferent, though the room was high 
up/ and the street from the window' 
looked far away-below.

I cannot tell how long I sat there 
thinking, and yet it could scarcely be 
called thought. I asked myself over 
and over again. Where am I? Is it a 
prison? Am I shut In, to leave this en
closure no-more? What am I to do? 
How IS the time to pass? ■ I shut my 
eyes for a moment and tried to realize 
al! that had happened to me; but 
nothing save a whirl'through my head 
of disconnected thoughts seemed pos
sible, and some force .was upon me to 
open my eyes again, to see the blank 
room, the dtfll light, the vacancy 
round me In which- there was-,nothing' 
to interest the mind, nothing to please 
the eye,—-A blank wherever I turned.

Presently there came upon' me 'a 
burning regret "for everything I had 
left,—for the noisy town with all its 
tumults and cruelties, for the- dark 
valley with all its dangers.' (Every
thing seemed, bearable, almost agree
able, in comparison with this. I' 
seemed to have been brought here to 
make, acquaintance once more with 
myself, to learnover again what man
ner of man I was. ■ Needless knowl
edge? acquaintance unnecessary,- un- 
"happy! for what was there in_me to 
make me to myself a good companion? 
Neven I knew,-could I separate myself 
from that eternal consciousness; but 
it was cruelty to force the contempla
tion upon me. All; blank, black 
around me,-a prison! And was this 
to last forever? -

- I do not know how long I sat, rapt 
in this gloomy vision; but at last it oc
curred to me tOTlse and try the door, 
which to my • astonishment .was open. 
I went out with, a throb of-new hope. 
After all, it might not be necessary to 
come back. There might be other ex
pedients; I might fall among friends.

THB ^R'OORESSTVE THINKBR "- '
I turned down the long echoing stairs, 
on which I met various people, who 
took, no notice of me, and in whom I 
felt aio interest save a desire to avoid 
them, and at last reached the street.

To be put of doors' in ihe air was 
something, .thqugh there was no wind, 
but a mòtlb'nless, still atmosphere 
which nothing disturbed. Tl;e streets, 
indeed, were.full of movement, but not 
of life—though .this. seenis a. paradox. 
The passengers passed-on -their.-.way 
in long regulated lines,—those who 
went-towards the gates keeping rigor
ously to one side of '...the' • pavement, 
those whó carnè, to’the Other. -..They 
talked to each other, here aiid thefp; 
but whenever.-two men -in uniform, 
such as'those .who had been my con
ductors, appeared, siléncè ensued,' and 
the wayfarers shrank' from the looks 
of these persons in. authority.

• I walked all about the - spacious 
town: Everywhere there were tall, 
houses, everywhere streams of people 
coming apd going, but no. one spolte.to 
me, òr remarked me at alb I was as 
lonely as If I had been in it wilderness; 
I was indeed in a wilderness of-men, 
who were as. though they did not see 
me, passing without even a look of hu
man fellowship, each"absorbed in his 
own concerns, I walked and walked 
till my limbs trembled under me, from 
one end to the other of thé great 
streets, up and down, and round and 
round. But no one said, “How. are 
ypu? - Whence come you? What are 
you doing? At length in despair I 
turned agalh to the blank and miser
able room, which had looked to me 
like a cell in a- prison, I had wilfully 
made no note of its situation, trying 
to avoid rather than to find it; ;but 
my steps were drawn- thither against' 
my will. I found myself retracing my 
steps, mounting the long stairs, pass-' 
ing the samè péople, who' streamed 
alofig with, no recognition of me, as I 
desired nothing to do with them; and 
at last found myself wjthin the same 
four blak walls as before.

Soon after I returned I became con
scious of measured steps passing the 
door, and of an eye upon me. I nan 
say no more than this. From what 
point it -was that I was inspected I 
cannot tell; but that I was inspected, 
closely scrutinized by some one, find 
that not dnly externally, but by a cold 
observation that went through and 
through me. I knew and felt beyond 
any possibility of mistake. This re
curred from time to time, horribly, at ' 
uncertain moments, so that-I never 
felt myself secure from it. j I knew 
when the watcher was edming by tre
mors and shiverings through all my 
being; and no sensation so unsupporfc-. 
able has it ever been mine to bear. 
How much that is to say, no" one can
tei! who has not gone thrdùgli-tbósé 
regions of darkness, and learned what 
is in all their, abysses. I tried'at first 
to hide, to flingjnyself on,thç floor ?|o 
cdyér'my face, to burrowl in a davit 
corner.-, -Useless-attempts! -, 
that looked in- upon me had?ipowers! 
beyond 'my powers. I felt sdmetitnés- 
conscious of the derisive ' smile ’with 
which my miserable subterfuges were 
regarded. They were all in vain.:

And what was still more -strange 
.was that I had not energy to think of 
attempting my escape, My_ steps, 
though watched, were not restrained 
in any way, so far as- Ï was jfware. 
The gates of the city StoOd'open'oh all 
sides, free to those. wÿpr.-JKè0t.'.as well 
as.to those who came^ctraCrl''did not 
think of flight; O'f flight!''. ¿Whence 
should I go from myself?,Though 
that horrible inspection was from the 
eyes of some unseen being, it was in 
some mysterious way connected with 
my own thinking and reflections, s'o 
that thè thought came ever more and 
more btrongly upon me,thatlrom my
self I could’never-eScape. And that 
reflection took "ail energy, all impulse 
from me. I might have gone awây 
when I pleased, beyond reach of the 
authority which regulated everything, 
—how one should walk, where one. 
should live,—but never from my own 
consciousness. Op the other‘side of 
the town lay-a great'plane, traversed 
by roads on every side. There was no 
reason why I should not continue my 
journey there; but I did not. I had 
no wish nor any power in me to go 
away. '

Ih one of my long, dreary, compan
ionless walks, unshared by apy human 
fellowship, I saw at last a face which 
I remembered; it was that of the cyn
ical Inspector who had spoken to me in 
the noisy street, in the \ midst of my 
early experiences. He gave a glance 
round-him to see that-there wire ho 
officials in sight, then left the file In, 
which he was walking, and joined me. 
“Ah,” he said, “you are hgre already," 
with the same derisive smile with 
-which he had before regarded me. I 
hated the man and his sneer, yet that' 
he should speak to me was something; 
almost a pleasure. " '

"Yes," said- L “I am here.” Th^n, 
after a pause, in which I did not know, 

- what to say, “It is quiet here,” I said.
• "Quiet enough. Do you like it bet

ter for-that? To do whatever- you 
please-with no one-to interfere; or to 
do nothing you please, but- as you are 
forced to do it,—which do-you think 
is best?”

f. felt myself instinctively glance 
round, as he had- done,-to make sure 
that no-one was-ln sight. Then I an
swered, faltering, "I have always held 
that law and order-were . necessary 
things; and the.lawlessness of that— 
that place—Idon’t know-its name— 
if there is such a place,” I cried, “I 
■thought it was a dream.” :

He laughed In fils mocking 
“Perhaps it is alfi a- dream; 
knows?” he slad.

way. 
who

"Sir,” said I. "you have been longer 
here than I—" . . „

•'Oh," cried he, with -a laugh that 
was dry and jarred upon the air. al
most like a shriek, "since before your 
forefathers were bòrn!" It seemed to

me tfiat~he,Bpo,fce like one wÉo. out of 
bit.terneggj andj^espite^ .piado every 
darkpe^i ¿>Jacl$9FrBtiIbfi A . kind of 
madmaùsin hiel.Way; fOf’what was this 
daim d? 3Èé?^a plecéJof bravado, no. 
doubt, 'thd^est;'“/ ”

"Thqtalp strange!' Lsald, assenting, 
us whensther-et 16 such li hallucination 
it; is d^ ’ “You can tell’ : me; 
then, [ w^âpèf.a^tfi'ia^ . conies, 
and whi-ige-araiabliged to obey:’1 - 
! HeJoolifed atrftae 'US "if ’' hé-"-^ëré' , 
thinking Ri fii^riipi how to-hurt pie' 1 
nlost. 'T^n/^tiï; that^ laugh,- 
“We .iBükft-.trifdwofi aU -tliings-hi this . 
world,”'<lft2 said, c'to àèe if perhaps we 
can w^shall like,—,‘dls;
..clplin^^ç.rèlj-re^ in the other 
place. -..iyhen-.-you haye. gone all the 
round like me,nthen lierhàps .you will 
be able to pli'p-j^e?’

“Haye"yep chosenI asked, 
He only aoswcred;with a laugh.

,‘‘Come,”-hetoid.'"there Is amusement 
to bo liafHodrand that qf the most el
evated .yndni Wp màlçe repea’rclies 
fierp into.;the .moral.nature of man. 
Will.you"coïe? "But you must take 
the risk,” he'added yyith a'smile which 
afterwayds^L^iiderstopd.-’ ?
- We. went on .together after this till 
we reached thc‘‘’céntre of the'place, In 
which stood, .'¿n lininehse building 
with a dQmè^ whlç(i - dominated the • 

’ city, and into a great hall In the centre 
of that, where ¿ Crowd of people were 

j assembled. Tfle . ^puhd" of human 
• speech,, wnjçb. murmured . all „arpund, 
: brought new life;to my heart. And as 
■a gazed ath curious abpatatus erected 
on a platfpymjyse,fetal people spoke to 
.me. \
. “We liaye again,’’: said one, “the old 
subject to'-daÿ.”

• “Is it eèmçthïnE ’about the constl- 
itution of "hie( place?-’.’ I asked in the 
ibewildermentiof my mind.
i My neighbor looked at me -with 
alarm, glancing, jjehlnii them ’ to see 
what officiels pfigbt be near..

‘.‘The cohstilutlon of the place is the 
result of- tfle sëns’e 'ôf the Inhabitants 
that order must be' preserved,” said 
'the one who Jia4«spoken to. me first, 
“The lawless can find refuge in other , 
places. Herb'vie have chosen to have 
supervision; pi|isaji,ç|is removed, and 
order-kept... ;T§at, is enough. The 
constitution is hot under discussion."

“But man is,” said a second speak
er. “Let us to that in which we 
can mend.npthing. . Sir, you may have 
to contribute .your quota to our en- 
lightenmdÊto *Wo are Investigating 
the rise "p^‘. th'^ght. Yoii , are -a 
stranger;-,ypu m^y be able to help us.”

“I am te phiùsopher,” I said with- 
a panic «•hfch I could not explain to tat- Æ 7 . ■

‘That dggs ngj matter. ■ You aye a 
(trfesh.subject.”'t The-'speakftr..niadé a 
sHght moflSnenWitU hi/Mrid, a$d I’ 
turned ro^ijd to^seppp in à wlld/'siiil- 
deniÆrightajthoqglb I bad-BO.;,çpnçep- 
ition .whatefcouto^be^ohd'-to mW; -'hut- 
tÉècrowd*iîÀfl-p'itàëéd %ïose ÎSftnfl !Se;'

JSft. «WMA# afikHPtod rtliait r. 12 : qtrugglfid. 
!atnongpthefiî)cpusMàg1baêk-w'tffids with 
all' my fdrçé;”iin.id' cléfif jng'’, a”: siiace 
rç$nd . .liié: witih ùnÿ armQ.'butmy 'ef
forts àv'ere v^ip.i Two of itho officers 
sûddenlÿ- appeared- out.of theTcrowd, 
■add seizing ine bÿ'the arm'i,.foreé.^mé 
forwards. . Tjfe throng dispersed he-' 
fore them on either side, and I- was 
half dragged, ihalf lifted up upon the 
platform, Whefe itpqd the strapge àp.- 
paràtus which I fiad'contemplated with 
a dull wonden when. I came into the 
hall. ":■■'

My wonder^.did' pot last. long,. I 
felt myself fixed hr it, standing sup
ported.:ia:-that>pdsftiencby bands and 
springs, ao-toai aoieffort bT mine was 
necessary toihWd1 myself up, and none 
possible to 'félëasfe '--myself! I was 
caught by' everÿ jçdnt,. sustained, sup
ported, gxppsed to; the gape of whajt 
seemed a .world of upturned 'faces; 
among which Jt ¿awy' with a'sneer upon 
lb, keeping a lïjtlh behind the crowd," 
the-^ace of th# man-who had-ted me 
here. Above my head was-a strong 
li^ht; more brijliant than- anything I 
had ever seen, Ana,Which blazed upon 
my brain .till the hqir seemed to-singe 
and the skin shrink: I hope I may 
never feel such 'sehsfitlon again. 
Thé pitiib§s’lig&tc&ent into me like a 
knjfe; but even/my Juries were stopped 
by the fraipework-'ln which I was 
bound. I' could- breathe and suffer, 
but that was ajj. \

Then sefine >one;-got up: on the plat
form above mb arid' began to speak. 
He said, so far’çould comprehend 
In the anguish and torture ip which I 
was held, thatriib '.origin of-thought 
was the -questiôri hè was investigating, 
but that in .Âsfèï^PX!®^ subject the 
Qonfusion 'had bewildered,
them, and the rabidity-with which one 
followed ètiolhêf.1 ■
- “The pr^nt,..sample has been, 
found- to egtafift ¿reat persistency-of 1 
idea;” he said. “We hope that byiiis 
means som^4:lear^ theory may be ar- 
rived at.” 1^hen.ih§ ¡pulled over me a 
great movadde dens as a microscope, 
Which concdiltratdd- the insupportable 
light.- • The* wild9,^ hopeless passion 
that raged yfjHiinnny.poul had no out
let ln~the immovable apparatus that 
held me.. Pwas let down among the 
crowd, and“gxin^ted to them every 
secret mov^Sient:^'my being, . by 
some awful;process,.which I have never 
fathomed.- IA burning-fire was. in my 
brain; flamq'^eem® to run along all 
my nerves; speerihless, horrible, in- 
communlcable'fury- raged in my soul. 
But T was like. ajxhild—nay, like an 
image of wood ordtax—-in the pitiless 
hands that hold me;; What was the 
cut of a surgeoiVSüknJfè to this? - And 
I had .tHoffghtitliat cruel! - And-1 was 
powerless, and-cù'uld' do nothing—tox 
blast,, to destroyrioburn. with: : this 
same horrible'fl»n?e'''Jbè;-flonds ’that 
Bürrounded mèYifi ifiosired to do.
- Suddenlyi in tho faging fever of my 
thoughts, there sdrgefl'up the recol
lection of that word which had para? 
lyzed air around, and
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Rumlter Two.
The-first, paper.of this series dealt 

solely with the question of testament
ary capacity, and as that is the most 
important phase of the law affecting 
Spiritualists; this paper and several, 
others- to follow, will deal with the 
same question.. . .

The review of a case which came up 
In the Surrogate Court of Cayuga 
county, N. Y., in 1887, upon the ques- 
tloibof admitting to probate the last 
will and testament, of Morris Keeler, 
deceased; and which- afterwards went 
to. the Supreme Court-of that state, 
will fully explain the doctrine I have 
tried to make.clear.: Keeler vs. Keeler, 
12th N. Y. St., 148th.and 20th N. Y.. 
St., 442.. " .' -- , '. <.......

•■Morris'-Keeler was a farmer who. 
had lived over ■fifty years in the town 
of Moravia. At the time of the mak
ing, of his ¡will, July 8, 1881, he was 
seventy-seven years ol/l; and his wife 

‘was then seventy-one years of age and 
totally blind. He. died in 1886. Ha 
was a strong-minded, vigorous man; 
a good and successful .farmer, which 
was his sole occupation; clpse arid ex
acting in. all his business transactions, 
and suspicious of the "integrity of the 
men in his employ who had access to 
the movable property on his farm 
premises. Up to à time subsequent to 
the execution of the will, he continued 
to manage and carry on all his busi
ness operations with reasonable care 
and prudence.

Seances were, held at his home ns 
early as Ì857. In loflfl his house was 
reoullt and a dark room was fitted up 
for sittings, which were held daily and 
often‘several times a day. For many 
years, spiritual mediums either re
sided in the house or in the vicinity, 
aud visitors, including some very dis
tinguished persons, were permitted, 
through the mediums, to communicate 
with departed spirits -for paying for 
admission to this "mystic chamber.” 

. Much of the evidence given to prove 
his unsoundness of mind, relates to 
acts,, and sayings upon the subject of 
Spiritualism, among which the more 
prominent are the following: Upon the 
occasion Of the burning of a barn In 
his neighborhood, he said the barn 
would not have burned if the spirits 
had all been there. Fifteen years be
fore his^ieath, the pole of his wagon 
broke and fell down as he was driving 
into his barn on his returning from 
Cortland. He then said, and repeat
edly afterwards- remarked; that the 
pole broke upon the road and the spir
its held it up till he reached home. He 
was "surety On a bail-bond of a person 
under Indictment, who ran away about 
seven years before his death. He said 
the spirits told him the man had 
broken' ball and he claimed from a 
simitar-source of information to know 
where he was. In 1881 or 1882 he 
talked about putting a telephone from 
his' liousé to his barn that the spirits 
might keep him informed-of the condl- 
iion-ef. his stòck. He said they shook 
hands .and talked with him,-rode with 
hfifl ih!''llis'!5vlfgótì andiate'wlih him df 
the table. He once stated that he had 
known the spiritato-'lift up Ms hoiise 
and sei it down in its place, to show- 
their power, without ever breaking a ’ 
stone. •

He:-seemed to mistrust his brothers 
and' sisters; and in fact, believed that 
they were planning to get his property 
add that attempts had even been made 
id také his life to accomplish that end. 
Hb;ehid that he had been warned by 
the spirits of the designs of his relà- 
tlvfes, which was claimed to be un
founded, that the Surrogate refused to 
admit’ ■hls-.wfll to probate on the 
grouhEFthat Keeler was laboring- un- 
deran" Insane delusion respecting the 
attitude of fils relatives toward film. 
Thè 'Surrogate, however, distinctly 
stated in his opinion, that it was not 
merely the fact that Keeler was a 
Spiritualist/that caused him to reach 
his conclusion. To show that such 
was not the case, he says:

‘■‘From Uie earliest period of re
vealed history, the world, heathen, 
Jewish and Christian, have believed in 
spiritual beings, and many wrongs 
have been committed In attempts to 
discriminate against victims of witch
craft'and sorcery.”

One witness testified before the Sur
rogate that, Mr. Kèelér came with his 
wife to her house, which was a short 
distance from his home, in July, 1881, 
and brought the will and certificates

them. The thought that I must share 
the anguish did not restrain me from 
my revenge. With a tremendous ef
fort I ^ot my voice, though the instru
ment. pressed upon my Ups. I know 
not what I articulated save “God," 
Whether it was a curse or a blessing.

I had been swung out into the mid
dle of the hall, and hung amid the 
crowd, exposed to all their observa
tions when I succeeded in gaining ut
terance.' . My God! my God!' Another 
moment arid I had forgotten them 
and all-my fury in the tortures that 
arose within myself. What, thep, 
was- the light that racked my brain? 
Once more my life from its beginning 

*to its end rose’ up before me,—each 
sedne like a-spectre, like the harpies of 
the old' fables rending me with tooth, 
and daw. •'Once more I saw whfft 
might have: been, the noble things I 
might have done, the ^happiness I had 
lost, the turnings of the fated road 
which I might have taken,—every
thing that was once so possible, so 
possible, so easyf but now possible no 
more. .

My anguish was immeasurable; I 
turned and'wrenched myself; in the 
strength of pain, out pf the machinery 
that held me, and fell down,- down 
among all the cursesrfhat' were being 
hurled at me,—among the horrible 
and miserable crowd. I had brought 
upon -them tho evjl whicli I shared, 
and they fell -upon me with a fury 
which was like that"Whlch had prompt
ed myself a few minutes before; but 
they -could do nothing to me .so tre
mendous as the vengeance i had taken 
upon thorn.- I was loo miserable to 
feel the blovta-thaf rained upon me, 

■but presently I suppose I lost con
sciousness ! altogether, being almost 
torn to pieces by the multitude.

4- —j- . (Te Jy»-continued.)

of physicians and wished them to read 
them. Witness’s husband read the pa
pers qn<J said, to Keeler, "You don’t 
tnink any of your fqlks would break a 
.will made to your wife, do you?” and 
he said, “You don’t know them; they 
will come in upon herMlke a paek of 
hungry hounds.” ■ .

The fact that his will was contested 
to the uttermost, shows that Keeler 
had no Insane delusions when he 
stated that they would come in upon 
his wife “like a pack -of hungry 
hounds.”

An appeal, was taken from, the de
cision of the Surrogate to the Supreme 
Court of the State of New; York, and I 
here append sections of the opinion as 
handed down' by Judge' Barber. (The 
boldface words are mine.) . .
-.“It was competent for the contest
ants to prove the belief of the testator 
on the subject of Spiritualism, as ex
pressed by himself, and the occur
rences which took place aj the seances 
held at the testator's house, as bearing 
on the question of whether at the 
time of the making of the will, he was 
under an Insane delusion which influ
enced Mm in disposing of his prop
erty.”

“The mere belief of the testator In 
the various phases of Spiritualism, 
claimed by some to be nothing moro 
than unfounded delusions. Is not in 
and of Itself sufficient to prove that a 
person so believing, does not possess 
testamentary capacity. The delusion 
that will Invalidate a .will, must point 
to actual unsoundness of mind, or in 
other words. It must be an insane de
lusion. The court can not say, as a 
matter of law, that a person is insane 
because he believed in Spiritualism, 
and that ho can communicate with 
spirits and can be directed by them in 
business transaction. Such beliefs do 
not, in and of themsplves, afford a cer
tain and reliable test of insanity and 
testamentary capacity. Whether a 
man’s religious views and opinions are 
true or mistaken. Is not the subject of 
judicial Inquiry. The belief in Spirit
ualism is at" this time so common thut 
the law must regard its followers, 
when their testamentary capacity is in 
question, the same as those who have 
a different religious belief."

“The learned Surrogate based his 
decision on the fact which he found 
established by the evidence, that the 
testator was influenced in making'the 
will by the insane delusion that the 
Keeler family, who would have inher
ited his real estate if he had- died in
testate, were unfriendly to him, and 
were disposed to cheat and rob him of 
his property. If both of these facts 
as thus stated, are: supported by the 
proofs, -then the. decision of the court 
below should be sustained, for the law 
is well settled, that- If a person per
sistently believed '' supposed facts 
.which fiave no existence-except in bis 
perverted imagination and against ail 
evidence and probability, and conducts 
his-business affairs on .the assumption 
of their existence, he is, so far as they 
qre;;conoerned,,:under .a morbid delu
sion and is an insane person.”

> "8o,if-.-a person is- influenced by an 
insane: delusion to'make a. will dispos
ing of his -property differently from 
what hq otherwise would, the same is 
vofcL't

Says the learned judge further: "I 
have, examined the evidence with 
close attention for the purpose of de
ciding tn- my own mind, whether the 
testator actually believed that the 
feelings of his brothers and sisters 
toward him and his family, were of 
the character .which-he in his state
ments relative thereto expressed them 
to be, or'whether he uttered the re
marks which he made for the purpose 
of expressing to those in whose hear
ing they were uttered, his own ill 
feeling toward them, based upon what 
he regarded as a social neglect on 
their part toward him and his wife, 

.because they .were believers in Spirit
ualism and had entertained in their 
house those who claimed to be medi
ums and others who were co-believers 
with them in Spiritualism.”

On the question of testamentary ca
pacity, courts should be careful not to 
confound perverse opinions and unrea
sonable prejudices with mental alien
ations. These qualities of mind exist 
even in a Ijjgh degree, and yet, so far 
as regards the view which the law 
takes of the case, the subject may be 
sane and competent to perform a legal 
act. The true tesffif insanity is men
tal delusion.”

Again the learned judge says: “1 
am not fully convinced that the testa
tor wob led to make reflections, which 
he did upon the character and inten
tion of his brother, because of any de
lusion. If it should be conceded that 
it is established as a fact that the 
testator was under the delusion men
tioned, the question still-remains for 
thoughtful consideration, whether >he 
was influenced or controlled by the 
slme in giving, all of-his property to 
his wife, with a view of disinheriting 
hjs heirs,at law; or was he prompted 

Jby his affection for his wife to give her' 
all his property?"— '

The Supreme Court reversed the de
cision of-the lower court and sent the 
case back to have the Issues of fact as 
to the testamentary capacity of Keeler. 
tried before a jury-.

,The widow’s dower Interest in h'er 
husband’s estate would have been in
sufficient for her support; and we can 
readily see that Keeler acted both ra
tionally and humanely when he left 
all of his property to his blind and 
■aged.wife whepr she had for so many 
years stood faithfully by his side, 
helped him accumulate his property 
and unswervingly stood firm in those 
•religious opinions which made her 
and her husband the objects of ridi
cule and criticism. To have left this 
good old woman in her old' age- and 
blindness, without sufficient support, 
would have been unpardonable-ingrat
itude; or if not that, then Surely it 
would have savored more of an IN
SANE DELUSION than the act of cut
ting off thosa who had antagonized 
and not harmonized -with him, who 
had given, him the cold shoulder, a 
joint which nobody relishes, instead of 
warming towards him with fraternal 
affection. 1 ' ' .

This paper closes the consideration 
of the Keeler cash. • . '■

■■’ ■ (To be continued.) '
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splendid works. By this arrangement the cost Is such 
that the reader is enabled to secure the two books 
cpmj.n3d at the same price as was formerly asked 
(or them separately. This volume contains 462-nages 
and is handsomely bound in cloth, and contains an ei* 
ceilent portrait of thb author.

* * : THE QUESTION SETTLED
is a caxfu1 comparison of biblical atM Modern Spirit« 
uallsm. Nobook^of the century has made so many 
converts to Modern Spiritualism os this. The anther's 
atm, faithfully to compare the Bible with modern 
Phenomena and philosophy, has been accomplished.

ho adaptation of Spiritualism to tl\ wants of human« 
Uy; its moral tendency; tho Bible Doctrine of angel 
ministry; the spiritual nature ef man. and the objoc* 
tlons offered to Spiritualism, are all considered In the 
light of tho Bible, nature, history, reason and common 

'sense, and txjiressed clearly and forcibly.
THE CONTRAST ‘3

consists of a critical comparison of "Evangelicalism 
and Spiritualism. It is a moct able production, and 
Is a perfect storehouse of facts for those who wish 
to defend Spiritualism, or find arguments against ¿ho 
assumptions of Orthodoxy.
PRICE SI. FOR SALE AT THIS OFFICE.

“Spiritlsmand Mrs. Leonora E Piper,- 
and Dr. Thomson J. Hudsorgs .Théorles 
in Regard to It.” By Ex-Judge Abram 
H. Dalley; Demonstrates futility and 
inadequacy of Hudson’s explanations, of 
spiritual phenomena. JPrlco,-25 ■ cents.

"In the World Celestial,” by Dr. T. A. 
Bland. Interesting,- instructivo and 
helpful; Spiritually uplifting. Cloth 
bound, price $L \

'What AU the World’s a-Seeking,
RALPH WALDO TRINE. ,. |

Each la building bla world from within; thought la . 
the builder; for thoughts are forces,—subtle, vital, I 
irresistible, omnipotent,—and according as used do , 
they bring power or impotence, peace or pain, success 
or failure.—From TiUe-psgo. “

The above books are beautifully bound in grav-green 
raised cloth, stamped in deep old-green and gold, with 
gilt top. Trice, 11.25.' Forsalo at this office.

KflRF77fl IM.1>I inlwJujLI 1 D. Karem makes a 
»lea for a better birthright for children» and 
alms to lead individuals to seek a higher de* 
volopment of themselves through most sacred 
relations.' It is ■ pure in tone and aim, and ., 
should bo widely circulated« Price, cloth, 51« :,

IIMMAM» a Lector« Deliver«« to Ladle« 
Wul lnll ■ Only. J37 Mrs.|Dr. Hulburt. On 
tho present status or woman, physically,men-' 
tally, morally and spiritually.: Tho divine law- 
of true wwmonlal marriage, otc. Price, 10c.

m m 1T Mnfi Selections from tho con- ■ 
TAIiMIIII '«Sts of that anclept -1HUULUD book, Its commentaries, 

teachings, poetry, and legends. Also brief 
sketches of the men who made and commented 
upon It. By H. Folang. 860 pp. Price, cloth Of ,
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A BREEZY LETTER.

It

Haven and Hartford Railroad. Ac- come a DANGEROUS INFLUENCE

in Congress, this winged Hun eats Interesting to say this week. She is
a médium of rare powers.“everything that grows in the State of

ton, where he has been for six weeks

Keith’s Theatre. I wish the gullible

and on one occasion I
‘other refuge

nothing

CAUSES TUMULT IN CHURCH.

PRAYER AND RESIGNATION.JOSEPH AND ROCKEFELLER.

white throne, 
have heard, ’ have I 

soul on

cordiug to the Hon. Ernest W. Rob
erts, a Massachusetts Representative

in our ranks.
Mrs. Eva A. Cassell has something

they’ positively gpt down on their 
kffees and Jreg to be fleeced.”

others, and to-day is publishing the 
most successful Spiritualist paper in

, EVA A. CASSELL.- 
Chelsea, Mass.

Some Further Serious Reflections on a 
Bible Subject.

Comes From the Veteran Worker, 
Will.O. Hodge, Who Gives a Vivid 
Portrayal of the Good Work Being

A Spiritualist Temple for Rochester, 
, New York.

none, hangs my helpless 
thee.”

Rot! orthodox rot! and

As set forth in the New York Sun, Massachusetts" except the onion; 
|t was a bad hour for Massachusetts eats also tobacco plants, cotton plants.

r
0 K

In our ranks could witness the phen-«- pushed it behind the curtains of the 
nomena given by Houdini; the Spir- cabinet and in two minutes Houdini 
Itualistic legerdemain is pitiful be- stepped out free; the committee 
side Houdini's. And last winter at-, pulled the trunk out of the cabinet—

1868, when the professor was expert- agreeable comrades.
The Agricultural Appropriation bill

the world, financially.] - . =
To return to Houdini—I saw him do I

Houdini, the wizard, is now in Bob- this: A committee handcuffed him, 
Luu, wu<un uu u<«> Loou ?u. ..w-Lj behind, then put a thick bag all over 
giving legerdemain on the stage of him—sealed it# then lifted him into 

‘ ‘ . I wish the gullible a trunk, shut the trunk, leaked it,

the Empire Theatre, I saw a human it was etill locked and hasped; they 
body carried through the air—leger- opened the trunk and found Houdini’s 
demain. In plain gaslight the female .wife in the sealed bag (a moment be- 
llgure rose from<DUt her coffin, floated fore she had been in plain sight on 

' the stage). She was handcuffed with

When Professor Leopold Trouvelotte, 
a French man of science, came to live 
in Medford, wh^re^hey make or used 
to make the' worldwide rum. Our 
Dry friends may think there'is noth
ing worse than rum. They don't know 
the gypsy moth. Nobody knew it in

The gypsy moth caterpillar lias done 
enormous damage iu Russia, Poland 
and Italy and elsewhere. In some 
cases folks hive been driven from 
their homes. Instead, much Massa- 
cjiusetts real estate has depreciated in 
value. These caterpillars .are not

4

‘%

minting with it. He was going to in
troduce a new silkworm. Innocently 
he introduced the gypsy moth. The 
wind blew down a netting over some 

_ bushes on wliich lie was feeding 
some specimens of tills bug Attila. 
Away, they went. The professor 
warned the authorities, but nothing 
seems to have’been done. .. The gypsy 
moth went gypsymothing undisturbed 
for twenty years. Ever since 181)0 
the Massachusetts legislature bos 
been spending money vainly on the 
job of putting tills devil out of busi
ness..

Results, nothing. The rascal occu
pies 2,224 square miles 'of Bay State 
territory,, has spread to Rhode Island, 
New Hampshire and Connecticut, and 
is probably now on the road to New 
York, by way of the New York, New

carries an appropriation of $65,000 
for the establishing of. a quarantine 
against Professor Trouvdotte’s tru
ants. One citizen of Medford has 
spent $70,000 in fighting them. z

When an evil or destructive Influ
ence, whatever its nature or * kind, 
whether the gypsy moth,., a bad habit, 
or pernicious practice is created, if 
grows rapidly unless checked by RE
STRAINING MEANS.

The evil must be HELD IN ABEY
ANCE or dangerous results will 
surely follow. When legerdemain in 
Spiritualism first started on the part 
of a singie individual, no one expect
ed that It would: spread until it dp- 
filed many of the camps and all our 
large cities. Like the gypsy moth, it 
was allowed to grow until It has Jbc-

In space and a large hoop was passed 
over her head and along her body, 
over her feet, to show there were no 
wires attached to tha body. It was 
wonderful.

How those mature old fellows in 
our ranks, who chase after materiali
zation, and when the bogus medium 4s 
exposed—keep alive fraud by send
ing letters to the spiritual papers tell
ing how genuine the exposed medium 
is, and what wonderful things they 
have seen at her truly “true” seances 
—these mature old gentlemen, I say, 
whose eyesight is not to be believed, 
and whom somebody has trusted with 

■a whole dollar to fool away at a ma
terializing seance, how they would, 
have flocked to the Empire Theatre 
to see this materialized female rise 
in'the air—yes, jumped, run, 
tumbled over each other in their ef
forts to get into the best front seats, 
where the hairless fathers ot my 
country always sit, when a good show 
is on. I am sorry they could not have 
seen it, and for once beheld legerde
main done in a truly artistic manner 
Instead of the bungling why used at 
the cabinet.

How little I realized, when I wrote 
that- article on the phenomena of the 
.white dress, white hat white shoes and 
doll; their being taken into the spirit 
world for several days, etc,, and 
then returned—how little I knew 
what would be the outcome! An av
alanche of abuse and spite. A letter 
written to me by an elderly person 
who saw those wonderful happenings! 
And he knew they were true. * "Fudge! *

I know the editor’s ears burned, for 
part of the avalanche fell on him. I 
hope he is proof against mental sug
gestion, else he must have felt the 
heat and smelled the sulphur, and 
sensed the aura of his Satanic Majesty 
—in the suggestions furled Chicago- 
wards. And only think! the editor 
has lost several subscribers! 
Fudge! [But he has gained scores of

' For over fifty years this great and 
growing “city bf fruits and flowers," 
the first city that received ana shel
tered the Fox sisters when driven 
from their neighboring Hydesville 
home, the city where the Fox sisters 
first publicly demonstrated spirit re
turn, the city indissolubly associated 
with the initial phenomena of Spirit
ualism by the phrase of worldwide 
meaning, “the Rochester rapplngs,” 
has been without a temple or a build
ing of any kind dedicated to Spiritual
ism.

Now in the fullness of times, a 
grand opportunity has disclosed Itself, 
and thè First Spiritual Church of 
Rochester has, with great courage ai)d 
faith, boldly seized it and with the co
operation of the loyal friends of 
truth in both worlds, hope to have’a 
home and a temple worthy of the 
lofty gospel they are giving to, the 
world. '

On the corner of Plymouth avenue 
and Troup street, we have in Roches
ter, the beautiful Congregational 
church known as the "Plymouth 
Church," in dimensions about 75 by 
125 feet—a church that will seat 
l',400. It has* a fine (5,000 pipe or
gan, a lecture room with hardwood 
floor that will seat about 300, a fine 
pastor’s study, reception room, kitch
en, furniture, etc., and a large square 
tower and clock. The total cost of 
building and furnishings was over 
(60,000. The lot which is 100 by 140 
feet, is estimated to be worth (15,000; 
being in the very best quarter of the 
city.

For some time thisz property has 
been for sale, and the First Spiritual 
Bhurch has been 'looking with covet
ous eyes towards it. Lately R was 
resolved to secure an option upon the

the same cuffs placed on Houdini. A. 
committee of fifty, chosen from the' 
audience, surrounded the cabinet at 
the time and they swore there was no 
collusion.

Next day, the chief of police locked 
Houdini, by way of experiment, in the 
city jail, the -Tombs. He was locked 
naked in one cell, while his clothes 
were locked in another cell. He was 
chained to the floor by his feet, and 
hands also locked to floor, behind him. 
The corridor door was locked—two 
other doors locked, and the big en
trance door. The chief of police was 
perfectly sure that Houdini was locked 
up hard; he returned to headquarters, 
laughing.

In fifteen minutes hundreds of peo
ple jammed thezstreet round the jail. 
“Houdini is out! Houdini is out!” 
yelled the crowd who had been watch
ing the jail. So he was; he had got 
out of the cell where he was naked, 
had got into the cell where his clothes 
were, had dressed himself—got out of 
the corridor into a locked hall, then 
into another hall, and finally was 
seen coming out-of the*great front en
trance. The chief was duiiifounded; 
he ran forward .and examined the 
doors; every one was locked and no
body knows how the wizard, escaped. 
He did dozens of stunts like these.

When Interviewed Houdini said: 
“No! there is nothing „supernatural 
about my escapes. ■ It is all trickery. 
But the Spiritualists fairly mob me— 
they declare that spirits help me, that 
I am a medium, etc. Why, if I didn’t 
shut them out, they would take me by 
main force and make a medium of 
me, willy-nilly, and pour thousands of 
dollars into my coffers. I never saw 
people who are so anxious to be 
‘done,’ as the Spiritualists. They aro 
positively yearning to be faked put 
of their money—THEY ARE IDIOTIC 
IN THIS RESPECT. Don’t blame the 
fakirs, but blame the Spiritualists—

Woman Denounces Pastor Quayle as 
an Ignorant Man—Calls His Ser
mon False—Disturber Is Thought 
to Be a Spiritualist Medium.
As set forth in the Chicago Tri

bune, a large -audience at St. James’ 
Methodist Church, Forty-sixth street 
and Ellis avenue, was thrown Into a 
turmoil on Sunday vyhen the pastor, 
the Rev. William A. Quayle, was de
nounced at the close of his sermon by. 
a woman who rose from a pew In the 
center of the house and declared the 
pastor to be "an ignorant man, preach
ing of things of which he knew noth
ing.”

After she had shouted her protest, 
in spite of the efforts of the-organist, 
who tried to drown her volce by play-. 
Ing a hymn, the woman turned and 
walked out of thé church, muttering a 
curse upon the sermon and its au
thor.

The woman’s name was not learned, 
but it is believed that she is a trance 
medium. Dr. Quayle’s sermon had 
consisted chiefly of a scathing arraign- 
mént of-certain ideas which, in some 
quarters, have taken possession eff the 
public mind, and a warning to his 
congregation to be on their guard 
against them.

Among other things the pastor as- 
Ealled the principle of the open shop, 
the Elbert Hubbard cult, and the 
mania for consulting spirit- mediums 
and palmists.

“The prosperity of the palmistry 
and Spiritualism industries,” said Dr. 
Quayle, "is a disgrace to the people of 
this age. That men and women living 
in the light of the twentieth century 
should consult these fakers and pay 
them large prices for their supposed 

-predictions and feats of materializa
tion is inconceivable, yet it is being 
done, and hundreds of people in Chi
cago are being mulcted of hard-earned 
wages.

“It may seem preposterous to warn% 
this congregation against such things, 
but I do not believe 4t is superfluous. 
The mania is appearing everywhere.”

After his ' closing prayer, Dr. 
Quayle turned aside to pick up a hymn 
book and. at the same time the congre
gation was startled by hearing a wo- 
man’s voice coming from_the center of 
the church. ‘ ; ' ■

“I came here to-night,” said the wo- 
nian, “to hear Dr. Quayle because . I 
have heard sO much about him. I am 
greatly disappointed in him, though, 

, and J wish, here before a good audi- 
’ cnce^to denounce him as an ignorant

man who is talking on a. subject of 
^hich he knows absolutely nothing.

“Now he has'juBt called down -the 
blessing of God on this sermon1 of lies, 
and you listen to this sacrilegious 
act-wlthout a word of protest. I shall 
enter my protest, anyway.”

As the woman began speaking, ev
ery neck in the audience was craned 
to see who was making the disturb
ance. Persons in the galleryy who 
could not see the speaker rose to their 
feet .in an-effort to look over the rail.

Dr. Quayle had had no. opportunity 
to give out the hymn, but in an effort 
to prevent the confusion the organ
ist began playing. The woman, how
ever, only raised her voice to a higher 
pitch, and as sho finished her denun
ciation she was shouting with all~her 
might.

When she had finished she turned 
and walked down the aisle, muttering 
to herself in suCh a" tone that those 
near-her could hear: “O God, bring 
down a curse on this ignorant man’s 
head. « He knows not what he does.”

Several persons in the audience fol
lowed the woman and attempted to. 
learn her name, but she refused to 
tell it. Walking rapidly down Forty- 
sixth street, she boarded a Cottage 
Grove avefiue car.

The woman was undoubtedly cor
rect in stating the minister was ignor
ant and didn’t know what he was talk
ing about.

We do not think, however, that God 
will send any particular curse on the 
man, and the medium must have been 
badly off the mark to solicit him to do 
so. She probably is not yet aware 
that each one makes, Bis own hell or 
heaven regardless of any God7and no 
true Spiritualist or medium will pray 
to God to send a curse on any one.

JUS TICE.

church and a committee of the trustee 
board has paid the initial $500, secur
ing the property for three months, 
when (1,000 more is to be paid, and 
at the end of another three months, 
the balance, (13,500, making the total 
price for the entire property, (15.000,

The trustees hope in six months’* 
time to secure half th|s amount, and 
carry the rest for a few years on mort-' 
gage, as the rental of certain rooms in 
the church to societies will probably 
meet half the interest on the purchase 
price.

Publicly avowed Spiritdalists in 
Rochester are few in number and not 
wealthy, but the members of the First 
Spiritualist Church are a plucky band 
of true-hearted workers, who believe 
that Spiritualism is worthy of the 
best church and the best speaker than 
can be obtained.

Rochester Spiritdalists will make an 
earnest,'united and heroic effort to 
raise every dollar possible among 
themselves and in the city. They be
lieve they are working under spirit 
guidance, and they are relying upon 
the co-operation of Spiritualists all 
over America to secure a fitting home 
for their society and a respectable 
Temple to represent Spiritualism in 
Rochester which, in many ways, is, the 
real birthplace of our religion.

By direction of the trustees I am 
writing this appeal xto Spiritualists 
to com® to our aid in this hour of our 
need—this hour of our great opportu
nity.

If ,we succeed, Rochester Spiritual
ists will have one of the bqpt edifices 
in this city of finé churches; if we 
fail-«-but we will not.

Now the Latin proverb says, “He 
who gives quickly, gives twice.." 

' May I ask, therefore, the co-opera
tion of all societies, mediums, speak
ers, and Individual Spiritualists in 
this great effort.

Individual pledges of definite 
amount, payable in two, three, four or 
five months will be thankfully re
ceived. Societies thàt will give an en
tertainment for thé Rochester Temple 
Fund may kindly report through their 
secretaries.

Mediums and speakers who will 
give a seance or lécture in behàlf of 
this fund, will please forward their 
names. Pledges of any kind or 
amount may be sent to me'at 10 Ar
lington street, Rochester, N. If we 
are to take advantage of this great' op-* 
portunity, and secure this property at 
about 20 per cent of its real value, we 
flmsf get help outside of Rochester 
and we feel that we shall meet a gen
erous response.

Good friends of Spiritiialism, one 
and all, shall this movement not be 
made a grand success?

Let responses come from the 
granite states of New England, from 
sunny California, from the prairie 
lands of the North and West, from the 
banks of the Ohio and Mississippi and 
Missouri, from the warm and generous 
South, and from the* thriving and 
hopeful West, from- capital and from 
cabin, and from every man, woman 
and child who knows and loves this 
Gospel of the Angels. ,

B. F. AUSTIN.
10 Arlington street, Rochester, N. Y.

Me Mokes a Very Encojiraghig Report.

To the Editor:—Since thè recent 
convention of^the WisSonsih State As
sociation, mention of whlch.ita.made in 
my former letter, the^rltey, ¿as been 
busy afield, giving out. as1 far as his 
ability will allow, the truths of the 
spiritual philosophy, to'Sevdral towns 
have been vjsited, andi fair results re
corded. After the cloçe ofjfhe con
vention a couple of days’ rest, were eil- 
joyed in Milwaukee, while waiting a 
call south. * Circumstanced interven
ing which presented the trip, south at 
that time, I made my,way tp Oakfield, 
Wls., at which place two small meet
ings were »held. In Oakfield there is 
an earnest band of workers’! who are 
always ready to aid in the good work.

From this point the jfRirney to 
Clintonville was pegun; finding that a 
number of hours would be wasted at a 
junction point, the writer decided to 
stop at Oshkosh and visit friends 
there. While resting here for a few 
hours the cause of thé state associa
tion was broached to several’ of the 
good peogle of that place, which re
sulted in a few namos bejng. added to 
the official roster as ipeipbérB of thé 
state organization. '

At Clintonville, two fairly attended 
meetings Were held, and some interest 
awakened in the work. From here to 
Marlon is but a short distance, so the 
wanderer decided to stop there. Two 
quite well attended meetings were 
held at this point, notwithstanding the 
inclemency of the weather. At both 
of the above towns there are a few 

-very earnest people, anxious to see 
the good work carried to a successful 
issue.

From Marlon I went to Almond; 
here is another faithful band of 
workers, and though the notice had 
been insufficient to allow of adequate 
advertising, as was the case in each 
of the other towns visited, we had sev
eral very (... interesting services. The 
next stopping, point was Neillsville. .At 
this point there has been considerable 
excitement over Spiritualism, but not
withstanding this a new society has 
been organized, and the writer has 
had the pleasure of sending in what 
I believe is the first application for 
charter that th® new board has had to 
consider. '

The little society here, though 
young, Is making good progress, and 
has adopted a plan which all such new 
organizations should follow; they 
make a rule of holding home circles 
every Sunday night when there is no 
regular worker with them. These 
meetings are usually held at the pleas
ant home of Mr. and Mrs. Root. Sev
eral among their number, including 
Mrs. Root, have well qpfolded 'spirit
ual gifts, hence many good things are 
given out to Qie seekers after truth.

Right here I would like to again 
emphasize my previously expressed 
hope that all Spiritualists throughout 
the state will rally to the support -of 
the new board, and Bro. Brooke, the 
president They are undertaking a 
great work under 7 disadvantages, 
which, though not quite aa heavy as 
those under which the association la
bored a few years ago, ate heavy 
enough to dishearten <léss enthusiastic 
and earnest workers. This, burden is 
in the shape of an indebtedness of 
something over a . thousand dollars, 

»and is the result of the association's 
disastrous venture in- the camp-meet
ing business a' few years ago.

This burden, the writer is free to 
admit, became very Irksome to him 
during the last year or so, and because 
he knows what the feeling is, he feels 
to .call , upon the Spiritualists to aid 
President Brooks in hjs able efforts for, 

’ the'.caùse. : As stated1 before it is thé 
writer’s opinion that there Is wisdom 
in the selection of Mr; Brooks as chief 
executive. He has enthusiasm, -one of 
the most essential qualities in a work
er in such a position; then his years of 
experience are many, and he has the 
advantage,,of years, all of which make 
him pre-eminently fitted for the place. 
In M's8 Eoebel, his secretary, ho will 
find an able second, I am sure.

From Neillsville, the writer jour
neys home to spend a few days with 
wife and babies, and then takes up the 
work in Indiana about the 20th Inst. 
All poihts in that state wishing to 
have him pay a «isit -during the trip, 
had better .write at once. '

WILL J. ERWOOD. 
Black 'River Falls, Wls.

Something Doing on
the Pacific Coast.

Done on the Pacific Coast.
The Spiritualists ot San Diego have 

just concluded a three-days’ * mass- 
meeting, held under the auspices of 
the California State Association. This 
was the last of a series of four mass- 
meetings held respectively at Santa 
Barbara, Los Angeles, San Bernardino 
and San Diego, all under the direction 
wf Allen F. Brown, state organizer.

It speaks well for the interest in 
spiritual matters when such meetings 
can be carried to a successful conclu
sion while the public mind is still 
dwelling upon the terrible calamity 
.which has fallen upon San Fran cisco, 
and It speaks well for the pluck and 
energy of the state officers, who are 
not daunted by the calamities of earth
quake and fire, but who are moving 
straight forward In the face of seem
ingly unsurmountable difficulties.

Brother Arthur SL Howe, the state 
president and his estimable compan
ion, lost all their earthly possessions, 
including press and type and other ac
cessories used ih publishing the Occi
dental Mystic, the only organ of Spir
itualism published on the Pacific 
coast. They will locate for a season 
at Los Angeles, and it is their purpose 
to again fling the "Mystic” banner to 
the breeze as an exponent of a pure 
and clean Spiritualism.

Right here is an opportunity for 
California Spiritualists to show their 
appreciation of these workers, as well 
as of the cause they profess to love, 
by sending a dollar or more, thus in
juring an early resumption of this 
.worthy publication.

Among the speakers at our meeting 
we can mentioiwAllen F. Brown, Ar
thur S. Howe, J. L. Dryden, Will C. 
Hodge, Mrs. M. E. Howe and Mrs. M. 
S. Phelps,'of Oakland. The message 
work was in able hands, conducted by 
Mrs. Vlasek, Mrs. Howe, Mrs. Phelps 
and Mrs. Edwards, who is one of our 
local mediums.

‘ Rarely have-1 seen any better work 
performed anywhere than on this oc
casion, and while all acquitted them
selves with honor, the flower readings 
by Mrs. Howe were far beyond the 
ordinary.

The many friends of Mrs. Phelps in 
Oakland and elsewhere, are highly 
gratified with the progress she iS mak
ing and she bids fair to become oue ot 
the very best mediums for the public 
work. Mrs. Vlasek is an old-time 
public worker, is well known and 
needs no commendation of mine.

The music was a feature of the oc
casion. In addition to good congrega
tional singing, there were vocal solos 
by Brother Howe, Mrs. Phelps and 
Geo. W. Anderson who, though not a 
Spiritualist but bqlondlng to another 
organization, is not averse to lending 
his presence and voice on these occa
sions. Violin solos were rendered by 
Brother Fascher and Master Lydick, 
and a mandolin duet by the Misses 
Beck gave pleasure to the entire audi
ence.

But why, oh! why, will we persist In 
singing hymns and tunes which con
tinue to foster -the old church senti
ment and which tend to perpetuate 
the old superstitions, while having the 
Inspirational productions of a Long
ley, and which are very seldom heard 
in our meetings?

We hear of that river “which flows 
by the throne of God,” the “great

Dit J. M. FEEBUS’ 
Most Important Books.

R&ouoed prices.

“The Attainment of Womanly Beau
ty of Form and Features. The Cultiva
tion ot Personal Beauty, Based on Hy
giene and Health Culture. " By twenty 
physicians^ and specialists. Edited by 
Albert Turner." Of special interest 
and value. Price $1.

“Spirit Echoes." By Mattie E. Hull. 
This pretty volume contains fifty-seven 
of the author's latest and choicest po
ems. Neatly-bound in cloth, and with 
portrait of the author. Price, 75 cents. 
Cloth, (1. ■

■ “The: New Life.” -By Leroy Berrler. 
Eminently suggestive «long the Unes 
of "new thought.” Excellent in tone 
and tendencies. ■ Prloe. cloth. (1.

"The. Truth Seeker Collection of 
Forms and Cerempnies for the Use of 
Liberals.” Price, 25 cents.

As I am a reader of The Progressive 
Thinker, a paper that is doing more, 
in my humble opinion, than any other, 
to rub the wool and scales off the 
people’s eyes that have been plastered 
-over them by kingcraft, politicians 
•and priestcraft, for the past ages, in 
reading an item in regard to Joseph 
and Mr. Rockefeller, I felt a very 
strong impression to write on the 
same subject. From my view, Mr. 
Rockefeller takes a very narrow-mind
ed and bigoted view of that story in 
regard to Joseph and the famine.

Now if God (mind, I say if) is our 
“heaveply father,” we are his earthly 
children, and this -being the case, 
why did a just God send such a fam
ine to starve his children tp death, 
when he could just as well have sent 
a plenty, caused the earth to’produce 
dn abundance each and every year, 
as “nothing is impossible with God”?. 
There have been many famines in my 
day; there were millions of human 
beings starving In India, and even at. 
the present time thousands and thou
sands are starving in Japan. Now 
the same God the priests—Catholic, 
Jew and Protestant—tell ' us about, 
who "governs all things and is all- 
powerful,” Is either producing - this 
famine,, starving his children to 
death, or has no power to stop it?

How easy it would be for a God 
that made'this world in six days out of 
nothing, to make some manna and 
qualis, and drop them down to feed 
the people in Japan, as we read he did 
with the children of Israel in the wil
derness.

Why Is a just God engaged in any 
such barbarous, inhuman work? Just 
think for a moment of the millions 
upon millions of human beings .that 
have perished by -floods, volcanoes, 
famines and wars by a just,, loving,’ 
'merciful being! ■ If men want to en
slave their brothers and-sisters/and 
rob them of the -fruits of their toil, all 
they have to do is to form a band, and

do it in^he name of the Lord, or Jesus 
Christ, and go to meeting Sunday and ■ 
give the priests and ministers a share 
of it, and they will go right into 
heaven (?) At least that is what the. 
ministers tell us. How can I believe 
such statements?

If there is any one thing in this 
world that I feel thankful for, it is 
that'. I never got under the bands of a 
priest, or miiiiBter. ' Thanks to my 
spirit guides.
< Has not robbery and murder < been 
carried on long enough 1» the name of 
God and Jesus Christ?

At is just as great a crime when 
carried on by a nation under cover of 
law, as when done by a small band.

Jb it not a little strange that God 
should reveal nis plans to Joseph, who 
interpreted Pharaoh's dream. so^that" 
he, Joseph, might become rich"' and 
powerful by the misery and suffering* 
of many thousands of other people? 
This same God according to John D. 
Rockefeller’s argument, has revealed 
to John D. Rockefeller where the oil 
is, and how to manage to rqb the peo
ple qnd make them slaves,'under the 
mask of "profits.”

If we are going to have a God, give 
us a just one, not a God that will-have 
a few chosen ones to.reveal his-plans 
to, so that they can hooodwfnk and 
dupe the" people, making them slaves, 
to provide fine houses for them to live 
in, and palace cars, and automobiles 
to ride in, while the peopfe are toil
ing early and late with aching bones 
and aching’souls, and Uvirig a merely 
animal existence. ,7 • ¿.¡j

Nd! I do not'belieye there Is any 
God engaged in any* such barbarouS, 
inhuman work. - It^is carried on by 
Belfish, greedy men, using the name of 
God for a mask, to cgver ua. their own 
Iniquity; and the sooner the people 
can understand how'they are being 
deceived, the better “It ■ win ~ be for 
them. Keep on in the good work.

Norway, Maine, ¡¡g. K,RRQWN.
“Immortality, I Its .’ Naturalness, --Its 

Possibilities and Prddfs.”‘“By J. M. 
Peebles,#M. A., M. D./Ph.lD., Contains 
the address rejectedihyrth&Philosophi- 
cal Society of Great Britain,-¿with Intro
duction and Explanatory Letter. Price 
10 cents. ■

“Longley’s Beautiful^ Songs." £ 
new edition comprising in one volume 
the four parts, heretofore published, 
to which' is added part five, also a 
number of the author’s most popular 
Bongs, including “Only a Thin Vell Be- 
tween’Us” ahd its "Companion Piece.” 
Cloth, 75 cents. Bpards, 60 cents.

"Child Culture, According to ■ the 
La^fl of Physiological Psychology and 
Mental Suggestion'.” • By x Newton N. 
Riddell. A most ¡excellent work for all 
who have the care of"training of chil
dren. Price, 65 cents.

else!
Only once during our whole meeting 

did I hear any of Longley^ soul-ln- 
splring songs, and when they did sing, 
“There are homes over there,” one 
seemed transported to another clime.

Strange, passing strange that Spir
itualists can notice the inconsistency 
of advocating thè‘spiritual philosophy 
and.singlng orthodox hymns.

The lyceum session, under the direc
tion of E. Gertrude Smith, was a suc
cess and a very pleasing feature, espe
cially so to those who had never wit
nessed a drill of lyceum children.

C. A. Buss, our local president, 
looked exceedingly happy during the 
lyceum exercises; indeed he is always 
in a happy frame of mind when the 
temple work is jnoving smoothly.

Our worthy brother, J. L; Dryden, 
.who took his departure a couple of 
months ago to San Francisco, affiliat
ing himself with the work of the Her
metic Brotherhood, was also a victim 
of the great calamity, and passed

through the fiery furnace without 
even the smell of lire upon his gar
ments, though suffering losses in com
mon with others. He has returned to 
San Diego, and is now located In the 
temple where he is keeping open 
house, a veritable door-keeper, not in 
the “house of the Lord,” but in a tem
ple devoted to the progreqs of human
ity. ' >

A very pleasing feature at the close 
of the Sunday bight session, was the 
ordaining of the Horton brothers, Geo. 
R. and E. E., as ministers of the gos
pel of Spiritualism.. They are both 
magnetic healers, and have been very 
successful In their practice, and what 
is best of all, they are gentlemen pos
sessing probity of character which 
makes then an honor to the cause they 
represent.
. I am happy to be able to state that 
the California State Association has 
taken a very decided stand in the mat
ter of ordination, and is demanding 
character in all aspirants for such fa
vors. This should be the rule every
where, and when it 1b the rule we 
shall not have cause to blush for the 
conduct of our mediums and workers, 
but can point to tnem with pride as 
being representatives of the best relig
ion or philosophy ever given to man
kind,. * ,

In this connection, let me say a 
word for one of our local mediums, 
Mrs. S. T. Elliott, who for many years 
has stood the test of honesty as well 
as ability, and who to-day takes her 
departure for the North, bearing with 
her the best wishes of a host of 
friends who know her worth as a wo
man as well as test medium. To the 
friends everywhere she can be safely 
recommended as a true and honest 
worker, and they need not fear that 
qhe Is interested in any schemes to 
fleece the unwary. -We deem it right 
and proper in these days of fakeism 
and fraudulent work to magnify those 
whom, we know‘to be true and consci
entious in their life and work. Among 
others who have dropped down among 
us as brands plucked from the burning 
of San Francisco. Is the renowned 
John Slater, who looks none the worse 
for his experience, and who contem
plates the opening of a hall for his 
special line ot work. <

Organization 1b the watchword 
among the more thoughtful ot Cali
fornia Spiritualists, but strange to 
say, there are some who oppose it, but 
just ,wby they oppose it, it would be 
hard for themselves or anyone else 
to say.

Allen F. Brown as an organizer has 
done a splendid work the past year, 
and Is the right man in the right place. 
His many friends sincerely regret his 
affliction in being nearly deprived of 
eyesight, but are hoping for his speedy 
and complete recovery. I came near 
forgetting his worthy helpmeet, Cor
nelia J. Brown, who is state superin
tendent of lyceum work, and who ably 
seconds Brother Brown in all his ef
forts.

Now just a word regarding myself, 
l am very much better, and gradually 
improving from the severe sickness 
caused by accident while in Oakland, 
and am«nce more ready to at least try 
and do my share of the work when It 
can be found to do, although I am told 
by the doctors that a year will elapse 
before being fully restored.

In closing this somewhat rambling 
letter, allow me to pat the editor of 
The Progressive Thinker on the back 
for his continued effort in cleaning the 
Augean stables of tbe GATHERED 
FRAUD AND FILTH OF YEARS. IT 
IS A DIRTY JOB, AT BEST, AND NO 
DOUBT A VERY UNPLEASANT 
ONE, BUT THE END SOUGHT CER
TAINLY JUSTIFIES THE MEANS, 
AND THERE SHOULD BE NO HALT
ING UNTIL THE DESIRED RESULT 
IS ACCOMPLISHED.

We must stand before the world 
with CLEAN AND HONEST HANDS 
AND PURPOSES, and either Spirit
ualism or fakeism has got to go. You 
are now doing a work which should 
have been commenced twenty-five 
years ago. It will result in good. and 
no -one be injured except those who 
ought to be injured and a stop put to

W^at Is Spiritualism?
Who Ara These Spiritualists? and 

what Has Spiritualism Done for the 
World? By J. M. Peebles, M. D., M. A. 
An excellent book to put In the hand« 
of inquirers. Price, cloth, 75 cents:! 
Paper, 35 cents. it

Thr*e Job"#« Lectures.'
122 b0und PampNet otdeLS Dr’ lectures
hn»? ? HydesylUe, March 81,1898, 
}? RocbeBter, and later in London at 
ista °Dial Con8reas «1 Spiritual- 
raev lectureB> Illustrated, are
ranta ty and 8ch°larly. Price 85 VvUUJ. j I
By^rpoCMand Crush,n8 Review

Prfce PrimlUve ObriaUanSr.

Fiftieth Anniversary of Modern Spirit, i 
uallsm.

P8mPblet contalnlns an 
account of the exercises at Rochester of WK’ at the r«oi 

Spiritual■<* Modern 
of some S’ to?01“® ns the addtessea

Ks?1 coltnBe- 810. Pdci !

Death Defeated, or the Psychic Seiret 
of How to Keep Youna.

This book goes to the foundation of 
things health, the laws of health tha foods to eat, the Bubject of Sage 
who should marry and who should not 
marry the causes of divorce; the proper 
time for conception, gestation, the 
terminjng of sex, animal fle^h-eating 
what Herodotus, Hesiod, Homer Pythl 
agoras, Shelley, Graham and others ate 
hnV<t°<1Htha uPrOdUC6 10nE liie »“d 
how to live immortal" on earth etc 
Thia book Is written in Dr. Peebles’ usS 
ally clear, crisp style; and attracts the 
reader from the very first through its 
facts, logic and convincing arguments. 
Very handsomely bound In cloth.
* nee $L
Vaccination a Curse and a Menace t« 

Personal Liberty.
. This finely illustrated volume ot be- 
tween three hundred and four hundred 
pages, by Dr. Peebles, treats exhaust- 
ively of inoculation, cow-pox and calf- 
lyffiph vaccination from Jenner’s time 
to the present. It tells how the cow
pox pua poison la obtained—hot? tha 
vaccine virus, while causing many 
deaths, bows the seed of eczema, 
pimpled faces, cancers, tumors, ulcers 
and leprosy. It-gives a history of tha 
several years’ battle against vaccina
tion in England, Parliament making if 
"optional” instead of compulsory. ThlS) 
book should be in every school library 
and family. Price (1.25.

Immortality.
Its naturalness, its possibilities and. 

proofs. By J. M. Peebles, M. D. Price 
10 centB.

Spirit Obsessions, The Demonism 
of the Ages, Obsessions so Com
mon in Spiritism, Oriental andr 
Occidental Occultism, etc. ,

This book of 382 pages Is the most comnleto 
work ever written upon this subject; is nicely 
bound in cloth and printed in large type on 
good paper. Price, 51.00; postage. 19 cts.

Force ana Matterfe*’ PrlÄtoÄ UpOn a Pr°,0Und BU1>

Reincarnation, Soul’s Successive Em
bodiments, examined and discussed pro and con, 
by Dr. J. M. Peebles versus Dr. Helen Densmore 
and W. J. Colville. Price 30 ots.

Heaven Revised bLvSS
Called Death.. By Mrs. E. B. Duffey. A very 
interesting and instructive work. Price 26 cu.

their nefarious practices. I HAVE
NO PATIENCE WITH THE CLASS

If ft be thy ¿will, oh. Nature, that my 
sadness shall transcend

All the pleasures in the living, I will 
bear it to the end;

If it be thy holy edict or my due in 
earthly, life, "

Ta stand sipping from existence naught 
but pain and woe and strife,

I will bear it; not a murmur from 
my burning soul shall come, '

And my lips still warm viith kissing 
little Bobby shall be dumb.

s /

Fate' has pinned my soul to sadness 
for a long or little while,

By withdrawing from my presence 
that dear baby’s pretty',smile;

It has left my soul so lonely that I 
knotf not .what to do, 

And I try to dream the horrid, cold, 
dark facts as all untrue.

Then I wake and feel him' near me, 
with his face o’erspread the while 

With that same divinely lighted, find 
thatzhonest baby smile.

But when all: my woes are measured,; 
and when all is said and done, 

I am conscious there are others; I am 
not the only one. '

Aye! when I have had my limit, when 
■ ' ■ my soul has had its fill, 
There are many all around me deeper 

down in sadness still,,
Ami while weeping blinding teardrops 

in my lonely haunting place,
I can see those flippy parents looking 

- in that pretty face.
And, oh angels, how I pray you to 

give strength to tliat true heart 
Of wee Bobby’s Idvlng grandma when 

.. -’tis time for them to part.
I can feel the anguish coming to the 

- hearts that are divine,
And I know there comes ^sadness far 

surpassing this of mine.
And a prayer goes from within me to 

the angel guides each day, ■ 
For the right and for the‘comfort of 

.. those loved ones far away.- '
DR. T. WILKINS.

OF SPIRITUALISTS WHO ARE
AFRAID OF INJURING SPIRITUAL
ISM BECAUSE OF A CLEANSING 
PROCESS AND THE ELIMINATION 
OF UNDESIRABLE ELEMENTS, 
AND IF SPIRITUALISM CAN NOT 
STAND THIS TEST, THEN IT HAS 
NO BUSINESS HERE, AND WOULD 
DO WELL TO GET OFF THE FACE 
OF THE EARTH.

WILL C. HODGE.
Shn Diego, Cal.

DEATH DREAM IS TRUE.

These Prophetic Dreams, It Is Gener
ally Believed, Are Induced 

by Spirits.

Mrs. William H. Duncan, of 7313 
East Eighteenth street, Kansas City, 
Mo., dreamed Tuesday that her son, 
Leland, 17 years old, who had run 
away from home, had been killed. 
This morning a reporter for the Kan
sas City Post carried her the news of 
his death last night. The news was 
contained in the following Hearst 
News Service telegram:

• “Poughkeepsie, N. Y.—While a fast 
train of refrigerator cars from the 
west dashed early today from Statts- 
burg to Hyde Park on the New York 
Central Railroad, a boy clinging with 
one hand to the ladder at the end of a 
car held in midair the body -of a dead 
companion.

“The dead boy was Leland Dun
can, 17 years old, of Kansas City, Mo. 
He had been killed by his head strik
ing a railroad bridge. The lad with 

’the gruesome burden was Charles 
Butler, of the same age as Duncan, 
and who, with the latter, had been 
beating his. way east from Kansas 
City.,

“On. the bumper of the car lay 
Theodore Hamilton, aged 17, another 
juvenile soldier of torture, who as
sisted Hamilton as much as he could 
in saving the.body of Duncan from be
ing ground to pieces under the train 
wheels. x

William Duncan, father of Leland 
Duncan, is employed by the Bell Tele
phone company. When Mrs. Duncan 
was told the news of the death of her 
son, she gave a scream and tell to the 
floor In a faint.—Kansas City Post.

“Science and the Future Life." By 
James H. Hyslop, is one of the most' 
valuable acquisition' to the ’ literature 
of Modern Spiritualism that has ap
peared of late years. It is scientific in
its methdd, profound in its logic, and 
above all sympathetic to the truth- ---------- ” • • BDUYU illl AU 106 U*UU1

“Materialization." By Mme. E. whatever it may be and wherever it 
d-Esperance and Rev. B. F. Austin.' may be founds Price, cloth, (1.51). 10 
Excellent. Price 10 cents. cents postage extra.

The Líw Dicalnpe
By W. J. COLVILLE. A series -of twelve leo- . 
tures, intended as simple, practical expositions 
of the Ten Commandments in the spiritual as
pect. Price, BO cents.

. THE NEW LIFE.
By Leroy Berrier. An eminently suggestive ( 
work, of excellent tendencies, treating of the ■ 
mind's relations to the physical organism, and 
the power of thought in the upbuilding of 
health and character. Cloth, $1.

New Testament Stories
ed. Drawings by Watj'n Heston, with critical 
and humorous comments upon the texts. Hes
ton’s drawings are Incomparable, and excruci
atingly funny. One must eee tbe book to appre
ciate It; the pictorial satire cannot be tola. It 
will make you laugh heartily. Price in board. 
•1.00; cloth, 11.5a

HEROES AND HERO WORSHIP, AND 
THE HEROIC IN HISTORY.

By Thomas Carlyle.
A. remarkable book by a remarkable 

man. Marked by terse strength and 
vigor, deep thought, philosophy and dra
matic tensity of earnestness. A notable 
literary effort. A fine edition in cloth. 
Price 60 cents. »

THE WIDOW’S MITE,
AND

OTHER PSYCHIC PHENOMENA.

BY ISAAC K. FUNK.

A remarkable book, of intense inter
est to all, whether Spiritualists or Ma
terialists, investigators or believers.

The author has embodied in this 
book an account of his wonderful per
sonal experience, and has culled from 
other sources the experiences of others, 
including scientists of world-wide re
pute, making a volume of great value, 
(88 octavo pages. Price, cloth.42.

CHILD CULTURE

According to the Laws of Physio«1 
logical Psychology and

Mental* Suggestion, ' ,

BY NEWTON N. RIDDELL.

This is a work of singular excellence. । 
on a subject of great importance. It 19 
replete with wise and practical hints, 
helps and suggestions, of inestimable 
value to parents, and all who have the 
care of children, and all who are inter
ested in their moral, mental and physi
cal welfare. Its spiritual tone is uplift
ing. Price 60 cents. .

A ConspiracyAganisttheRepublic 
ByCharles B. Waite, A M., author.ot “History 
of the Christian Religion to the Year too,'‘etc. 
Price, paper, 15 cents.

WAUJHI« P0“1, Centares of Prcfmwr.
MVmnnS A Lecture delivered at the Freo- 

] thinker's International Ccnirress, Chicago, x:i., 
October, 1893. By Susan H. Wixo». R-<¿e,10o.
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- ANGELS AT CHURCH.

cocks.” “Bo King Boipjnon exceeded 
nil the king*-of the earth for rlctte* 
and for wisdom”—I. Kings 19; 23. 
“But” begins the next chapter, “Solo
mon loved many women." sii u 
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ter. You may do so a dozen times safe
ly, and then the next remittance may 
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fectly safe, and will save yourself an
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SOMETHING YOU SHOULD HAVE. 
It Will Only Cost You Four Cents.

.Reports in pamphlet form of the last 
N. 8. A. Convention are for sale at 600 
Pennsylvania avenue S. B-, Washington, 
D: C., at four cents each, postpaid, or 

. thirty-five cts. per dozen. Every Spirit
ualist should send forgone. Address 
Mary T. Longley, Secretary.

TAKE NOTICE.
All books advertised in The Pro-

gresslve Thinker can be obtained at 
this office. Express charges or postage 
prepaid at the price named unless oth- 
wise stated.

Without Power to Correct. -
The Progressive Thinker during the 

last few months has devoted: much 
space to the exposure of gross defects 
in the Christian’s Bible, their fetish, 
which they claim is-holy, inspired of 
God; and inerrant. Those who have 
read understandlijgly .what has been 
said of that terrify defective, book, 
its astonishing errors, its demoraliz
ing examples, its unworthy patriarchs, 
its corrupt prophets, its ignorant peo
ple, and its so-called divine teachers, 
cannot view them other than does-the 
editor.

Wo have asked in vain for correc- presence of angels. Referring to this, 
tibns. We have implored them, in we wrote-to him asking for details, 
the name of our common humanity, to and, in reply, received the following

The Whole World Noi In a (Ä hueldo Wave.
~ elf-- ■ ôf . 7 •

Spirit Return Is Being Acknowledged 
Everywhere—It Is Coming to the 
Front in AU the Walks of-Life,'
In one of the Daily Chronicle’s dis

cussions [as set forth in Ligh^,-of Lon
don, England,] of the case of the boy-1 
cotted vicar of Holton, the vicar- was 
quoted as saying that he -was consoled 
and sustained in his solitude by the

Never Before

4M A PSYCHIC WAVE.
• in__ _
i the .History of Man-

TW Emanate Frem a Master Minfl In a Mow 
tain Observatory.

eliminate the false and the vile from letter: ■
the book; to keep it out of the hands Holton St. Nicholas Rectory, 
of youth who would otherwise be cor- . Dear haVTbeen hway and 
rupted by reading its obscene pages, only on my return, saw your note. I 
We have begged the idol Jahvah. gen- have here passed through more or less 
erally rendered Lord, four times Je- of a great conflict; and my persuasion 
hovah, always a gross fiction, and only has been the very great need to realize

,, ; , , . . . God s presence continuously, and es-
worthy the barbarian people who wor- peejauy jn actual Offices of Relig- 
shiped it, shall not be confounded .with ion ¿s j have learned them, and I must 
the TRUE GOD, whose home is every- . write that I have- indeed experienced

Advanced Thinks for Thinkers.
A learned author who spent his life

time among the records of the past, in 
the British Museum, Wrote:

"We read of the ‘firs't mentiod of 
the Jews in the English Chronicles’ in 
(he year 740. These Chronicles of 
the Monasteries are false and ante
dated; nor are there any genuine no
tices in. Monkish Chronicles of the 
Jews in any part of Europe, at the- 
earliest, until the 13th century.”

The author could have truthfully ' 
told his readers, when the so-called 
Jews did appear In Europe, they were 
in fact the descendants of the ancient 
Phenlcians who were thus designated.

Romancers find the little tribe of 
robbers, said to be located 8,500 
years ago in the rocíes and fastnesses 
of the Lebanon mountains, every
where. The honest historian who has 
made careful search fails to find them 
anywhere. It is represented ten Jew
ish tribes were lost, who never, re
turned from the Babylonish captivity. 
The romancers claim to have found 
them on the high lands of Central 
Asia;, they have pretended to find 
traces of them 5,000 miles westward, 
In Ireland, in Spain, and, in tact, along 
the west coast of America. In truth 
they only find traces of the old Phenl
cians, the parents of commerce, whose 
white-winged ships were on every sea, 
whose sailors were in every port.

The history of the Jews was a need
ed production of a sect who had ‘ no 
early record of their own; who located 
their junior God, equal in age with the 
Father, In those desolate regions 
where now wander the barbarian 
Bedouins, as ignorant of their own be
ginning as are those now classed as 
Jews.

The places in Palestine, claimed to 
have been found by Helena, the wife 
of Constantine, in the 4 th century, 
were’ located by thb literary monks, 
800 years later, during the Crusades.

The story of the 430 years wander
ing of the sol-dlsant Jews, from Egypt 
to Canaan, a distance of perhaps 260 
miles, is probably an -ignorant account 
of an, ancient Semitic tribe, whose 
native habitat was on the eastern 
coast of the Persian Gulf; who jour
neyed along that coast, and the coast 
of the Indian Ocean until they reached 
the straits of Bab el Mandeb—Gate of 
Tears—20 miles across, stopping and 
building towns on their way, traces of 
which still remain. , They crossed the 
straits into now ' French Somaliland, 

• Africa; thence-westward through now 
Abbyssinia, they reached the Upper

where, whose dwelling 1b in every hu- corresponding aids, and- been pre- 
man- heart, and whose perfection and served in a manger that otherwise I 
exaltation is worthy of universal ado- °,xpected’ and Wblcb’ *

“ » - dare not doubt, have been vouchsafed
ration. - through God’s ministry of angels.

■ The bigot, whose narrow conception The Holy Scriptures suggest ’ their 
forbids his grasping great truths; presence in holy worship. Even the 
whose vision is bounded by his creed; Mercy-seat was overshadowed with 
.who absorbed his religious faith from actual figures pf cherubim for this 

„.m, „„j *>,„ purpose; under I circumstances, too,
um., 8 i,aCjel>ÎS tbe whenallfiguresgenerallywere repro-
"Thus saith the Lord,," the device of a bated.
crafty leader, to hold control over hls In: the Catholic church thé presence 
fugitive tatterdemalions, late Eygpt- of angels has always been recognized, 
lan slaves, as unerring truth, of course from the very earliest times, I believe, 
antagonizes bur positions. and especially at the altar.

Àre re i 7 ... Many expressions In the Psalms
The corrections desired w.e are fully point to the ministry of angels, and 

conscious cannot be made, because such an expression "bo. as I have seen 
there is no body of men or prelates theè in the sanctuary,” points to illu- 
clothed with the necessary authority mination, brightness,’ and calm, which 
»Sasas:
pliers of the faulty book made no pro- Bevoral crises of Christ’s life
vision for its emendation. They falsely in connection with this earth, angels 
credited its authorship to God, and exercised a special ministry. » - 
thus placed Ite correction beyond hu- God’s will to be. done on-earth-, in 
man reach. It is a repetition of the £he prayer of the faithful, as it is in 

heaven,” must point to-the aid of an- 
hlstory of the Brahman idol Jugger-, g0jg on eart.fl| no jegs jban to their 
nath. The reader will enjoy its exemplary service in heaveji.
story. Here it is: , AB we have to learn much from an-

Krishna, the eighth avater of Vish- gels,.bo Eph. ill: 10 instructs us that, 
nu, having died, his body was left in through the church, angels on _their 
the forest to rot. In time hls bones pa£ ^f W
were collected and deposited in a box. What important correlative duties

kind Has Such a Psychic Wave Been 
Sweeping OviJr the' Country as at 
the Prebent Ttine—It PeAneates AU 
Religion's Scitlis ku# I« Exerting on 
Jnfiuenj^ Tfifiro That Is Easily Dis- " 
cernirle—It Ofteilj,Makes Its Pres, 
enee Known Where Least Expected 
—A Woman Says1 She Is a Psycldc, 
Not Insane.
With a citation commanding her to 

appear life the. Probat? Court at» New. 
Haven, QpnD,', and show cause why she 
should not b^ committed to an asylum 
for the i.nsu.i|e, Mre. jDora Steele Jen
kins, wife of a wealthy resident of 
New Haven, Js at .the Martha Wash
ington jiotel, , East Twenty-ninth 
street, defying the Connecticut author
ities to arrest her. She is a pretty, 
petite woman of thirty, with peculiar 
gray eyes. . Her. eyes would seem to 
confirm her claims to being psychic. 
To her possession of psychic powers 
Mrs. Jenkins attributes all the trouble 
that has come upon her.

“Frpih a child,’’, gaid. Mrs. Jenkins 
to a repòrter of the World yesterday, 
“I haveybeon misunderstood because I 

i have the power of seeing things that 
others donot gee until long afterward. 
Of lafe this psychic power has become 
Intensified, and It has' brought all 
manner of trouble upon me. My hus
band believes I am crazy and would 
divpree nie. He has served the papers 
in a dlvdrpé suit upon my lawyers. 
Here is a Complaint sighed by him— 
Merrill Ci Jenkins—commanding me 
to appear, in'the Probate Court at 
New Haven on April 20 and be. exam
ined as' to my sanity. '

“No, indeed, J. did,-not for an in-, 
staiit think of going to court and put
ting myself Ip the .hands of tbo au
thorities.'i would be in an asylum 
now if I had done so. J was at my 
physician's Jn New Huven the day the 
cftatl9n''wa8 served upon me—that 
was on April 1'9—and I lost not a 
minute in’boarding a train for New 
York.” ' .

Professor Larkin, of Lowe Observatory, Cal., is not 
only a scientist, but an advanced thinker along free- 
thought, lines. His ideas are generally fascinating, 
logical,- poetical in expression and delightful to read, 
whether one agrees with him or not. He is not a 
Spiritualist, but would like to have the evidence pre
sented to him to make him one, and we hope that 
will'follow in due time. ' s

For' twenty days -I was with the more-laws to be applied to the better
chief representative of the human spo..n*ene of man-and increase of ids hap-
cles, the highest that have appeared, Plnes8' Not 011(5 of 01686 m60ting8 
at the great Congresses of Science in «Pened with prayer; suPPUcaiton was

® not heard; work was substituted. And
St. Louis. I was in a room with tile highest of the human race filled 
eighty-two of the chief mathematic the rooms. The present vast expau- 
clans on earth. Each one could weigh slon of mind cannot be much longer 
the earth, the sun and stars. The vast '
mechanics of the .universe was an open 
book-to them. And, in the World's 
Congress of Electrical Engineers, 1 
saw men who are able to “wire" this 
planet-and make1 it an electrical homo 
of beauty and happiness for aU man* 
kind* I attended, perhaps,-a hundred 
•of these meetings,'where 080 men, all 
told, with mighty intellects, grappled 
with ¡Nature, struggling to wrest her 
mysteries away. They wanted to find

cliained by cancerous creeds, cate
chisms, corroding confessions of faith, 
or'bibles. Science, natural law, and 
truth will burst all festering bonds, 
and the mind will at last be free. Pos- 
itlvdly, creeds are absolutely useless hi 
tile twentieth century—the century of 
the reign of mental law. An estab
lished church is a national incubus. 
All hleracliies must go soon, and will, 
except that hideous monster, the hier
archy of Rome.

Ing in the hearth of youth when cursed 
by the catechism.

The other half of the churches I 
would turn Into theatres. 1 would 
make the drama a majestic scene, and 
would let each child in the entire na
tion take part in moral dramatic, 
scenes, will; music, art and all good 
things galore. The awful horrors of 
the catechism would never be heard 
by a child if I had my way. Their 
young lives would never be saddened 
and crushed in blackened gloom by 
hearing of a raging God and imagin
ary hell. The sutterlng of children 
and.young people all these horrible 
centuries, caused by being deprived ot 
the glories of this lovely world oui 
day In seven, and forced to study 
mlnd-killlng, brain-curdling cate
chisms, has been bo terrible that de
scription is useless. I have suffered 
these horrors myself, and know 
whereof I speak.

I wouiq make every sixth .day a' na
tional legal holiday, given up to the 
enjoyment and happiness of the peo
ple. From 10 a. m. to noon I would! 
have highly entertaining '' Illustrated 
scientific talks to the children, with a 
wilderness of Instruments, micro
scopes, electrical and physical experi
ments, biological and botanical. The 
young people would take part in tha 
highly interesting manlpdlations. Ev
ery known kind of scientifice Instruc
tion would be' given in popular lan
guage to adults In-every dismantled 
church.

The people would hear of every ad
vance made by humanity every sixth 
day. They would become twentieth 
century people, with Intelligence be
yond comparison. I would drive hor
ror and gloom of .savage, bloody relig
ion from the fair face of the earth. 
"Sunday-schools," ll|ce these here de- . 
scribed, are now springing up In 
many places in the United States. In
terest 1b bo Intense that children beg 
to attend. No allusion Is made to re-
llglon; prayer is never heard. Light 
gymnastics, marchds, graceful drills, 
with posing and culture, have been

Rajah Indromon, under the Instruq* belong, therefore, to men and angele! 
tion of Vishnu, gained possession of St. Paul .writes, "because of the an- 
the bones, and procured the assist- Bels,”4n connection with meeting for 
anee of Vlshnu-Koormo—¿he archi- __tect of the gods, to prepare an Image, ,. J’ ^ber6tere, think it was not an 
in which the bones of Krishna were to Idl,e “P^lon used bv pm, that an- 
be deposited. The architect consented are alwaj«^ my experl-
on condition, if Interrupted by any encpe at
one, he would leave the figure in an pIeVo’^ting—wMcK I^iend off 

without premeditation and recourse to lii ono constructea d lemTJio on hlmIhi.the blue mountains of Orissa? Then bool£ ' Yours * saRnwr r 
for fifteen days he worked on the Im- th«all seelnelh^lelnDl^comnlele ± bX^dre per*

íiíaíSIt 80na1' but hls Justification is complete 
inlng the work was finished, and that Scripture Is concerned, and,
the architect had ascended to the ¡7 ‘
gods, entered the structure. «To hls ,ages wtih quotatton?
±BTXlrkG "& aid clearer than those he ^
mo still at work. Filled with wrath, B w j t cttatlon lsp

i ably faulty. It is found in-I. Cbr.
x,:10- K 18 the puzzling verse which

HUH.«« -Rrahmn1 1188 worried no end of commentators,
who M “For this cause ought the woman to

ha70 Power on her hea'd, because of mous In its unfinished condition; On th aaeela „ It fa al¿oat certain ' rito^l^hí‘LdWthe ™re±gv ^meaning is, "Fathis causl
írahmA^niRÓif ^tbat because the woman is:man’ 

tnu inferior) the woman ought to wear 
covering- on her head in the church | tablished the tame of Juggernath for- SZof the miXiers (or S

“This Idol of Juggernath is a bufce, , ' ,,unsightly figure of wood, bearing some that Is a stqall matter. The 
resemblance to the human form, but sreat matter stands ’ that. Scripture 
without legs or arms excepting two teaches the presence of angels In the 
short projections, or stumps proceed- church. What more likely? Are we 
Ing from the upper part of the trunk; n°t told that w©. are. surrounded 
it Ib painted black, with a red mouth, with a great company of witnesses”? 
and large red and white circles for 8811 that they are - ‘all ministering 
eyes.” " spirits” sent forth to help In our sal-

Such Is the hideous- appearance of vation? •
this god, worshiped by millions, be- It is worth remarking here that, a 
cause there is no earthly authority to very few years ago, a London seeress, 
correct its deformities. Rude as it 1b,_ under direction, visited a large num- 
it Is no more hideous to the ihought- ber of churches and chapels in ton
ful than Is Jahvah, the war god of the don, and with strange results. She 
Jews, which it is represented was- saw angels everywhere, but by -no 
transported over the plains of Pales- means as she expected. In the great 
tine by bellowing cows, before which thronged conventional and- fa^hlon- 
Davld in hls airy costume “danced able places there were very fewref the 
with all his might," when it reached spirit people, but In some half desert- 
hls camp, after which hls wife Michal ed places where thoughtful advanced 
sarcastically chided him by saying: teaching was given, with very little, if

“How glorious was the king of Is- any, ceremonial, there were crowds, 
rael to-day, who uncovered himself in most of whom were uninstructed Bplr- 
the eyes of the handmaids of his ser- its brought for education by angels, 
vants, as one of the vain fellows This may or may not. be true, but 
shamelessly uncovered! himself—II. -we do not mind admitting that wo see 
Sam. 7:2Q. 'nothing,unreasonable In it. If we care

And thus to “a man after God’s own to be yéry frank about it, it must be 
heart.” acknowledged that'much of what goes

 on - at the thronged ■ conventional

Nile. Colonies were planted along 
the entire route; well-marked traces 
are still found by travelers. They 
then descended the'historic river and 

. ultimately reached the Great Sea.
Phenicia was originally peopled 

from Egypt. The highway, by the 
way of Palmyra to Babylonia and 
Chaldea, was a short cut from Damas
cus to Mesopotamia and beyond to the 
land of spices.

These thoughts and suggestions are 
for those who dare think independent
ly of the inspired trundle-bed history 
of creation, as given by the fictitious 
Moses and his imaginary prophetic 
successors. Late British explorers 
have journeyed through Hadramant 
and Yemen, Arabia, and along the 
route here described to the Nile, and 
thence to the Mediterranean, and 
noted the, evidences of the movements 

• of ancient man, and all agree Lower 
Egypt was originally settled from the' 
South. 1

And may we not in this place, state 
' that Mashonaland, in Central. South 

Africa, has been explored by scientists, 
- who found evidences that the Phenl- 

1 clans had been there and mined for 
gold, and had left enduring monu
ments, in the form of large stone 
structures, still standing, in the inte
rior of which, buried In the debris of 
the earth floor, were found well-pre
served relics, showing positively that 
it was the Phenlcians who ’ had 
wrought for health in this distant re
gion? This was, doubtless, the Opher 
and the Tarshish which the great Sol
omon, with unbounded wealth and a 
multitude of wives and concubines, 
"the wisest of men” as taught,in "our 
Sunday-school catechisms, has the 
credit of Bending his ships, on three- 
year voyages, returning with "gold, 

. md silver, ivory, and apes, and pea-

Christian Faith.

’s 
4

Mrs. Jenkins }s a cultured woman, 
and her manner Is jiulet and convinc
ing. In New Haven she made her 
home at the NeW Haven House.

Describing the psychic side of her 
nature, Mrs. Jenkins said: “My little 
baby, whojiied seven years ago, cpmes 
to me and’I converse with him. Mr. 
Jenkins has always pooh-poohed this, 
but one mornln^he awoke and had to 
confess that during the night he had 
felt the Why lyipB on his chest.

“Perhapwajr.this.does seem put pf 
place in pur matter-pf-fact way pf liv
ing, but Afis trhe, and because it is 
true thos^who1’, cannot understand 
should not call liie crazy.

"Not loig ago something happened, 
In my sister's tfbme In Wateerfown, 
N. Y. I whs In New Haven. ,Ih the. 
middle of the nifeht I.was cbnsclouq'.ot 
having befell transported'! to ’ 'Water-, 
town. I saw mjJ Bister ¿nd my broth
er-in-law together. .-A shadow came 
between n^e andjAhem. My,, senses 
came to mg and?! exclaimed,:,;. ".Q.h,. 
thura. Is qe^d!”: .Laura 'la.
J ajmp^y those. wor<^
ti'Voipe',Jre».L'whl^ ;,L
m^de Mr.^Snkinq, wpite to...’W(q.tertown 
because I was afraid to dp BQ?.and in a 
few days the expianatien came. My 
brpther-jn-l'aw en the night my astral 
bedy was in Watertown,, had fainted, 
and as he lost < unconsciousness he 
had exclaimed, 'Oh, Laura is dead! ’ "

According to Mrs. Jenkins,“she was 
born in the old LeRay mansion ,. In 
Watertown, where Mme. Ferrett, Col.

[From-the Scientific American, pub
lished by permission of, the author.] 
I? The average temperature of the 

earth has been decreasing continu
ously throughout all periods of geo
logical time,

2. It will continue to lose heat un
til all has escaped into, space.

3. . The sun Is a medium-sized dy
ing star.

4. It will-lose all Its heat.
6. The earth can be destroyed by. 

a comet. ' t
Here .are, three possible ways in 

which the human species may be anni
hilated. It is certain that the race 
will be totally destroyed. We are, 
therefore, not permanent in nature. 
We have no abiding city, and 
are sojourners. The sun has passed 
the zenith oi Its glory, Is no longer
white-hot, and is cooling. Human be.

churches is simply-entertaining, and 
that what is called “The Service” is

Lord Bacon, one of the ablest schol- simply spectacular and musical. What 
ars of his age, born 1661, could not have.the angels to dp with that pretty 
have been orthodox. Stating what a formality? ,
Christian believes, He wrote:,,_T ... • , , with care, or a man who tries to do his

He believes three to be one and auty and makes mistakes is sorely 
to.?e three; a father not- to be smitten, or where a resplute thinker 

« il8 son: j son be listens to the call of the spirit and 
with his father; and one proceeding goes forth, even though it be-to the 
from both to be equal to both; he be- wilderness, or where two or. three 
lleyes In three persons In one nature iongjng and hungry souls watch for 
and two natures In one person He tMe mornlng, we can quite , under- 
believes a virgin to be the mother of sfand that the angels may be Inter- 
a son; qnd that very son of hers to be estea antrmay be there... -

Le Ray and Jerome Bonaparte Hvpd 
for -a long time. , As a child It -is in 
her. recollection . .that she would lock 
every door and window tightly upon 
retiring, and yet’ during the night she 
would be conscious qf persons mov
ing about her‘room. ‘ ‘

Her Ghostly Visitors.
“I^hen I wduld' go' down to break

fast in the m6i*hin,” continued Mrs. 
Jenkins, “I would-ask the folks if any 
of ..them had been in my room during 
the night. - Of course they had not; 
and then when I "Would tell them 
about my visitors they would laugh at 
me and point to their foreheads as 4f ' 
I were cracked. So ignorance runs in 
the world.” / •

“Such-an Incident as this has made 
weeks of my life niiserable. Mr. Jen- 
'klns would start to take his watch 
out and I would- say,"No;~I can tell 
you the exact' time.’ I would close 
my eyes and tell him to' a second just? 
the time. ■ He would- never believe me 
and usually claimed' that I had looked 
at a clock beforehand. If he did not 
do this he -would lose his temper and 
say the "devil was in-me.”

Mrs. Jenkins laughed when she was 
asked if she had eter beet able to tell 
•psychically what-Mr. Jenkins had in 
his pockets. ! - t

“I never- thought of trying that,” 
was her answer; “but- this psychic 
power Ib not at. my, command.; It 
comes spontaneously ’and without 
warning.”—NeW York World. -

Ings are mere creatures of tempera
ture. It Ib surprising to see how 
slight a change either way In solar 
heat would, end our career on earth. 
The earth Has passed through vast 
changes in temperature. 'Formidable 
glacial epochs have occurred. The 
last one-killed many millions of enor
mous animals, for tons of bones how 
fill ancient caves, and are burled, In 
the drift, ylf men lived then, they 
dled along with their animal associ
ates.

No proof is had ot vast antiquity of 
man; he belong^ to the geologicalmga 
known as the Recent.- That is, he ap
peared after the sun began to- die. 
For, without doubt, he could not have 
existed when the^un was pouring out 
its heat In mhilmunf“floods.: The ca
reer of man Is evanescent indeed; vast 
cosmical energies must cease raging, 
and almosUthe hush of silence obtain, 
that.he mlght come. A mere breath, 
a slight period of solar turbulence, 
can at any time terminate our exist
ence. If we ascend the highest mount
ain we die with cold; or descend to 
the deepest mine, we expire with heat.

Thub we are living between two 
sides -of a thin film. 'We cannot es- 

' cape. > The chemical constituents of 
our bodies have slight affinity, and can 
be separated easily. And it is ex
ceedingly easy for that pair of inscrut
able mysteries, life and mind, to fly 
away, from their unstable home. Man 
with a reasoning mind Is therefore of 
comparatively late appearance geology 
ically, though the time since he 
stepped upon the- cosmic stags- is 
long in years. Thus mind is the lat
est and most refined product of tho 
mysterious laboratory of nature.

Mind.

telephones, printing presses, and 
mathematics, and everything we have, 
upon which civilization is based, is due 
to severe labor.
■ The standing mystery is; Why does 
not Nature speak to her child? That 
is, if she is mental. If not, their in
quiry is useless. Man being equal to 
all other things in nature- does not 
need to worship. Adoration is now 
obsolete. Man, with a normal mind 
cannot help loving those glittering 
gems—those diamonds, rubles, sap
phires, opals and pearls—all suns 
piled on suns by the billion; also the 
circling planets in space; nor this 
beautiful world, the earth, with its 
mountains and tossing sea—even it 
they will not speak to him, but remain 
as mute as the stony lips of the Egyp
tian Sphinx.

How man longs for Nature to be
come articulate and give him some 
hint, some help in the solution of her 
riddles. But no; he must pass through 
labors greater than those of Hercules 
to add anything to our present store 
of wisdom. He must walk alone. To 
one not versed In such matters, and 
who does not know of 'the toil of 
days, months and years In a modern 
laboratory, where men actually wear 
their lives away in search after na
ture’s laws, it Is perhaps well to say 
that the human fr,ame has not been 
subjected to such tests of endurance 
In all history. But, If possible, they 
must henceforth work harder than 
ever. The ship of Science is now 
scarcely out of the harbor, has not 
“crossed the bar,” and Is not yet fully 
“launched In the.dedp." '

I am wall aware that my language 
In letter 287 is severe, and that some- 
readers were shocked. But really, I 
am taxing my strength for the benefit 
of mankind, and for the dissemination 
of the sweet, the good, the pure, and 
the true. It pains me to see man

I am-never alone on the mountains 
and under the silent stars without, 
thinking about the marvels of mind. 
The new sclence.jneatallsm, is as fas
cinating as astronomy. ...And it is
more complex.

■ received here reveals the
The enormous mail

fact that

her maker.’ - , ■ Ah, yes! we have much to learn
It will reaulre a profound mathe- about these angels. We are apt to 

maticia'n'to harmonize these conflict- .think of them—rand the painters and' 
ing propositions with good sense, but poets have taughtns to think of them 
they do not seem to be unreconcilable splendid heingsrwho are lost in 
so as' to prevent a trinitarian from ac-H . lost in heavenly joys, indifferent to
cepting the ImpossHfillties as gospel earth and callous as to hell.. What If 
truths. • > it is all a huge mistake? What if the

.— ----------  highest angels are in the thickest' of
The Evil and the'Good. ‘ the battle smoke and dust? What if

Jesus Christ himself is what he was on 
? S • earth,-one who came to seek and so

If the -Bible, by some magic turn save j^at which was lost? and-what if 
of Fortune s wheel, was again to fall tjlat means he Is at times in whatever 
under ban, it would beieagerly.read,- KelI there te ln the unse0n? 
where now It is used In English parlor flo^°rWno?’a C°nvenlent Stand for the idea" of angelhoodwe^BO^ 

n°T.ei . t. ... . re not wlt11 outward show, but with in-
It is true it was the attempt of the ward reality; and-if we think of un

church to keen the book exclusively in gels as those who spiritually .discern 
the hands'of priests, and away from everything, and who therefore reverse 

j the people,"which orlglnally made it In much that blinds our eyes and. holds 
such great dern'and. The translation u8 fa?f

I . .............. _ , ... Still as of old it is true that the.
of the Bible Into English, and Its gen- Kingdom of heaven cometh not with | 
eral reading has accomplished the observation, and that there .are first 
preservation.of our vernacular, only who will (in- the all-rpvéallng world)- 
slightly changed, among English be last, and last who will be first. It 
speaking people, for 400 years. In indeed be well for us to .accus- 
thla it has worked a real good. It Is ourselv.es to ^possibly great sur- 
wlshed its- general reading, and dis- Wlse concerning angels, when-we pass 
semination of error had not counter- beyond the veil. .
acted its redeeming influence. You are not simply to be kind and 

helpful to others; but whatever you
Human science IS an uncertain I do, give honest, earnest purpose to it.

guess.—Prior- -—Trowbridge;

ObituaryNotiqes.
One of dur distinguished lecturers 

out west lately Officiated at'the' funeral 
of a venerable iS^iritualist, and her 
scrutinizing atigntion noted - the. ab
sence of all. the (Spiritualist papers— 
NOT ONE WAS -TAKEN. • In that 
household.When: requested to send 
a nobituar^notieg' to. The Progressive 
Thinker, "she imu^eo'uBly declined to 
do so .on. thfl ground that it '(van UN-. 
FAIR- . AND UNCHARITABLE TO 
FORCE ’ Afi OBITUARY NOTICE ON 
A SPIRITUALIST^ PAPER, TO BE 
PUBLISHF^FR^Jl OF COST, WHEN. 
THE DECEASEDtNOR ANY OF HIS 
FAMILY HAD EVER PATRONIZED 
IT TO THE®XTENT OF A SINGLE 
CENT. . -.

One-speaker ¿¡yiis city at one„time 
sent us two-jobijuftry notices, lauding 
the deceased io -“the very sides," and 
neither of thSm iliffi been the recipient 
of any Spiritfialist < paper. We pub
lished thenf. however, and when ii 
friend of one of the deceased called 
for several copies to send awayr we ex
acted the usual price, and he became 
sorely vexed. ■ '

. A paper that-'is good enough "TO 
DIE BY,” should certainly be. good 
enough “TO LIVE BY.” ' .Nine-tenths 
of those whosb ,laudatory-obituary ho- 
tlces grace tire columns of The Pro
gressive Thinker,'and- published free, 
have never contributed a single cent 
towards its support! ; Spiritualist 
speakers In thd ‘future- are requested 
not to send such notices-to this paper, 
unless'they send pay: for the same at- 
the rate of ten-cents per line.- "

strange mental phenomena are hap
pening, And they are increasing; or, 
at least, more are recorded,. Twice I 
have written in the English Mechanic 
that the top of a mountain is a won
derful place. All alone and at night! 
And the profound mystery is deepened 
beyond all computation by the tele
scope. ' An incredible thing about it 
ail is that it does seem as' though Na
ture-ought to speak.

There is an inexpressible fact about 
mind wholly unknown to man at pres
ent. I expect any -day to hear that 

, some mentallst has made a startling 
discovery. Oh! if human beings would 
only study harder, find out more of 
Nature’s law?, and then obey them! 
How many more centuries must pass 
before men nee that they must obey 
the laws of nature, or surely and inev
itably suffer the consequences? Peo
ple think they can break the laws of 

"nature and escape results. This is ut
terly hopeless. ■ '

“Man is, from a purely structùral 
and animal point of view, very glosely 
united with the animal kingdom. He 
has no department-of his own, but be
longs to the Vertebrate department 
along with quadrupeds, birds, reptiles 
and fishes: He has no class of his I 
own, but belongs to the class Mamma-1 
lia.^ Neither has he an order of his 
own, but belongs to the Primates, 
along with monkeys, lemurs, etc. But 
from the psychical point of view it is 
simply Impossible to overestimate the 
space, which. separates man from all 
lower things. Man "must be set off, 
hot . only against the animal kingdom, 
but against the whole of nature be
sides, as an equivalent.” (Le comte, 
“Geology, ' p. 629) , - . . .

Here a great scientist places man 
equal to all else in nature. .It is true, 
good mathematicians and other re
vealers of nature’s daws are equal to 
all nature beside. Now, if the base of 
nature Is mental or if this mind has a 
trace of. analogy to the human kind 
of mind, it is incredibly unaccountable 
why.no Information is ever given to 
waiting man. Kepler toiled seventeen 
years to find his thrèe laws, ffewton 
labored, year af ter year. : to ■ discover 
gfavltatlon’s majestic laws,- and, all 
'discoveries come from arduous labor. 
Many students wear thélr lives out in 
research, adding a point or fact, and 
then die. It costs-dreadful .toll to 

■ bring a-law-of nature ,to light. The 
steam engine, railways,-- telegraphs,

substituled for silly, senseless, useless 
prayers. Music is always round 
about, with singing. And you ought 
to see happiness glowing and beaming 
on the faces of the children, and the 
light of joy on the features of their pa
rents.

These are not called Sunday- 
schools, but lyceums. They have 
reached a responsive chord ' in the 
human mind. From noon to night 
the time I would have the people pass 
in social entertainments, visits, excur
sions by rail and boat, games, athlet
ics, and other means of securing hap- 
ness. All brutal things, like fighting 
of men or animals, and of .racing 
horses until their hearts burst, I would 
punish by imprisonment in the peni
tentiary. I Would eliminate primitive 
savagery from the mind of man, and 
substitute enlightenment and mercy. 
In the lyceums, where tried happiness 

i surpassing any known to children be
fore reigns supreme, they never hear 
of hell, catechism, creed, or any name
less horror of the past. I would as 
soon draw the children into line and 
give each a bottle of whisky as. to 
hand them any original-sin catechism.' 
they are equally deadly to the mind.

Theatres in the Evening.
I would make the drama a standard 

science, and carry dramatic expression, 
art and elocution to the highest state. 
Historic and moral dramas would bo 
played within the spineless church 
buildings in the evenings. The peo
ple of the neighborhood would alter
nate In being the actors, and rustic 
home-made- plays would make young 
and old free from "loads of care.” 
Trained troupes from cities would of-

crouching and groveling in the dust, 
in puny worship. It is all unneces
sary and not required. For twenty 
days I was with the chief representa
tives of the human species, the highest 
that have appeared, at the great Con
gresses of Science in St. Louis. I was. 
in a room with eighty-two of the chief 
mathematicians on earth. Each ono 
could weigh the earth, the sun, and 
stars. The vast mechanics of the uni
verse was an. open book to them. 
And, in the World's Congress of Eleq? 
trical Engineers, I saw men. who are 
able to “wire" this planet and make 
it an electrical home of beauty and 
happiness for all mankind’.

-I attended, perhaps, a hundred of 
these meetings, where 98Q men, all 
told, with mighty intellects, grappled . 
with Nature, struggling: to wrest her 
mysteries away. They wanted to find 
more laws, to be applied to the better
ment of man and increase of his hap
piness. Not one of these meetings 
opened with prayer; supplication was 
not heard; work was substituted. And
the highest of the human race filled 
the rooms. The present vast expan
sion of mind cannot be much longer 
chained by cancerous creeds, cate
chisms, corroding confessions of faith, 
or bibles. Science, natural law, and 
truth will burst all festering bonds, 
and the mind will at last be free. Pos
itively, creeds are absolutely useless in 
the twentieth century—the century of 
the reign of mental law. An estab
lished church is a national incubus. 
All hierarchies must go soon, and will, 
except that hideous monster, the hier
archy of Rome.

Mighty Changes Now Almost Here.
। The existing order must be iwset. 
First cut every church steepele down 
to the roofs. Remove the cross, that 
priapic emblem of the age of savagery, 
from the sight of man. Turn half of 
the churches into lecture hails and 
scientific laboratories. Have, moving 
pictures of natural world-wide scen
ery; -of cities, and all races of the 
earth in panorama. Have lectures 
giving the new discoveries to date. So 

•much labor-saving machinery is now 
in use that holidays could be had ev
ery sixth day, and then do the world’s 
work. Perform all kinds of electrical, 
chemical apd physical experiments for 
the blessed children. Project the 
wonders of-the,world of the micro
scope on-the screen. Teach the laws 
of Nature in easy lectures, every state
ment illustrated by pictures, so the 
little tots could get glimpses of the 
splendors of Nature.. Teach temper
ance and rigid morality. BURN THE 
CATECHISMS. No set of words ever 
written are so deadly and terrible. I 
fead t^o to-day—the Methodist ■ and 
Presbyterian..“ Human ingenuity' can
not sink thought to more terrific and 
appalling depths.-

' Human reason stands aghast before 
the hideous language where innocent 
children are to be cursed with "orig
inal sin.” How much more beautiful 
to show the little- ones the teeming 
life in a drop of water, or the wonders 
of a flower or leaf. Ransack'nature 
for the children.; I have lectured to 
the dear boy's and girls, with stereop
ticon, electrical experiments and the 
microscope, and so intense was their 
interest that they were unconscious of 
the Bow of time? And I have • ¡seen

I suffering just as Intense. I- have 
seen the fires of hate and rebellion ns-

ten visit every little village. Hun
dreds of schools of dramatic art would 
spring up everywhere, and lectures, 
concerts, recitals, oratorios, with all 
Intellectual things, would resound 
throughout the land every sixth even
ing.
The Great New Science, Mentalism.
„ I would apply its teachings to edu
cation without delay. I would so 
completely upset present methods of 
teaching that a new type school could 
scarcely be reconized. I would almost 
change the present types of mind, and 
develop new kinds of human beings, 
like hundreds of new kinds of plants 
by Burbank in his marvelous Califor
nia gardens. Every phase of mental 
culture would be based on this won
derful, new, all-embracing science of 
mind.

The possibilities of this science are 
bo great that the entire career of man 
can be changed by it. This science Is 
based on differences in the minds of 
pupils. Born poets will not be taught 
the higher mathematics, and mathe- 

.matlcians will not be forced to wear 
their lives away in studies for which 
their minds are unfit. The sciences 
are rising in the United States; they 
will break down all barriers and be 
taught. These are sexology and race 
culture.

Thus three mighty new sciences can 
transform the human species and 
make the earth a happy garden home. 
First, annihilate creeds. Substitute
study of nature, study of mind, study 
of body, and produce a healthy, happy 
face. For it is now known that dis
ease can be almost entirely wiped out. 
And students of economics are also 
aware that poverty may be obliterated. 

"Changes so vast as to be beyond com
putations are on the way. Mediaeval 
mj^ths and historic horrors of a blood
freezing religion are about to vanish. 
The sun of science Is rising; it is 
evaporating the bitter and turbid 
streams flowing in from the suffering 
past.

IMPORTANT NOTICE

To the Spiritualists of Illinois-

The official board of the Illinois 
State Spiritualists Association, desir
ous of encouraging societies that wish 
to become affiliated with the state as
sociation, thereby receiving official
recognition, may secure a 
without the payment of the 
fee, provided application for

charter 
re ilar 
charter

is received by the secretary on or be
fore the last day of June next.

H. A. CROSS. Secretary.
560 E. 65th street, Chicago, Ill.

TAKE NOTICE.
Report reached me from St. Joseph, 

Mo ., that a “Prof." Bishop and a wo
man named Edwards are there, claim
ing to hold ordination papers from the 
N. S. A. as clergymen of Spiritualism. 
It ought to be understood by all Spir
itualists that our National Association 
never ordains anyone to the ministry. 
In all such cases Insist on being 
shown .their papers, and if not as rep
resented and above suspicion corre- 

. spond at once with. Secretary Longley 
at Washington, D. C.

~ GEO. B. WARNE,

Ah Opportunity for. Phenomenal Me- 
. diums. . '■

A responsible Investigator, residing 
in Chicago, authorizes us to state, that 
he will pay'- a medium liberally for a 
seance of any class of phenomena, to 
be held under test conditions to4 ba 
mutually agreed upon.

ourselv.es


It

champ, hut that she asserted herself 
as more entitled to own that body, and 
remain in it, than poor Bl. As for

Concerning Scientific Murder of Dissociated Bodies.

jng study of a very Biteresting case, 
but the most remarkable part of it is
yet to come. We Imye now to take ______ 
Sally into our most profound consider- Bl, Salley called her NOBODY—JUST 

- ‘ ' RUBBISH! She could not, however,

Ko f-r this has been u very Interest- WOMAN of that crowd. I don’t mean 
she claimed to be the real Miss Beau-

Mr. Dawbarn'has -something tQ say this week of 
special importance to every thinking mind. He en
ters the domain of a field that has been but little trav
ersed heretofore, and which opens up various mat
ters worthy of serious reflection. Can the mind be 
“cracked,” or broken up in “fragments?” is a ques
tion that is receiving the attention of scientists in va
rious sections of the country. You will do well to 
read and re-read Mr. Dawbarn’s article.

’ th»« ‘"auWm^âweaa.'’'
It happened that jugt ode express

ion-of her#—only one—throws some 
on this alHWortot question.. 

She had- quarreled" with' thè doctor,

Compounded! und Boiled Into One 
. . Body.

Most certainly the doctor does make 
put a very Interesting, case to be ar
gued before and decided by. the Su
preme Court of Cosmos, so. far, at 
least, as all these “dissociations,” 
With bits of memory and fragments of 
experience can be counted as exhibits, 
and filled with the other court records. 
And we can conceive that, differently 
endowed and variously excelling a’s 
they are, they may yet be truly com
pounded and rolled into one body, soul 
and spirit such as Charon will con
sent to ferry over the Styx, and Saint 
Peter to admit through his gate. But 
'sometimes certain of these “frag
ments,” . with all their bright intel
lects, behave so abominably that it 
seems certain Bl—-the skint—got the 
entire goodness belonging to the 
crowd. It will have to be most care
fully remixed before the old form, 
with its!new blendings, can be re-

ation. She won’t mix or blend. Not 
a bit cf it! Even the good doctor 
can't really count her as "disassoci
ated.” There is too jnuch of her. I 
can imagine it relieved the doctor s 
feelings when he had branded her as 
“Devil" in Ids analysis of the three 
in one. Site certainly was not n saint, 
at least of the historical variety; but .what the doctor intended, jt became a 
she cl:.imed to' be a woman, and THE battle royaL J

quite kill her, as she attempted. She 
watched the doctor, and learned Ids 
hypnotic formula, and hypnotized the 
others when she wanted to. In fact 
the doctor often wanted her .help, and 
tried to keep good friends with her. 
But at the last when Sally found, out

The world just counts heads and 
calls the.result its census. 80 many 
heads ro many milli°n inhabitants 
each with a head and body all to, him- 
eelf«

.The materialist and the believer in 
life after death have this in common, 
that it is form which they count as., 
man. One says thq. form dies and 
that is the end of trip man.The 
other says the form dies but ^that is 
NOT the end of the man.

Form I® All in All.
In earth life form is all in all. - 

loves and marries and' begets other 
foi-ms- Every experience is thought 
out or wrought out through form. 
The joys and woes, of life are only re
alized through form, and the woe of 
death is mitigated by belief toat form 
(will greet and know form in the here
after A human form is counted as a 
person, the only difference being that 
when we think of a person we include 
the form and something more. The 
mind goes with the form to make up 
the person we know In earth life, and 
expect to meet In the hereafter, 
women ana children are each counted 
as a person, though the Spiritualist 
believes That one person may some- 
times creep in and out of the form be? 
longing to another person and thqp 
make one form exhibit the mind of an- 
other form for a very brief‘hour.

that he was deallpg with a case In 
which a mind was not merely 
“cracked," but broken Into fragments. 
He afterwards discovered the cause, 
which was a shock sustained several 
years before. But as ap unwanted and 
unloved child Miss Beauchamp, had 
been born into earth life with a pre; 
disposition to "go to pieces" on very 
Blight provocation. ;. Dr. Prince came 
to the conclusion that If he was to ef
fect fl cure he miist either blend or de
stroy some of these personalities, and 
his book, just published, contains an 
analysis of each separate character, 
and the difficulties in his way, which 
took him years to overcome.

The doctor is just a scientist, and a 
very clever one, too,-but for him kill
ing is not murder if the victim hap
pens to be caught posing as a “dissoci
ated personality.” But for the rest of 
the world, Including the reader and 
writer, an acquaintance with-the In
teresting characters which_the doctor 
calls “dlsBociatè'd” arouses the same 
deep Interest as with any other person 
of our acquaintance.

A Saint in Her Naturò.
Here, to begin with, is Bl, called by 

him “The Saint,” but to whom he de
mies a full womanhood, and at last 
actually hypnotizes her into consent
ing to have her Individuality smoth
ered. She is a great Invalid, and her 
life is made still more burdensome by 
the conduct of the others who, using 
the same body, do and write many 
things which keep her depressed and. 
remorseful, as she feels that, in some' 
way, their acts are. hers. She is very 
religious, and prays for help and 
guidance with the agony of a soul- 
stricken sinner at-a revival. She is 
quite talented, mastering languages 
and shorthand easily , and thoroughly; 
àpd is a great stud etti." She is, how
ever, always ah invalid. She has 
much of the saint in her nature, being 
full of forgiveness'for her enemies, 
and meekly enduring Insult and in
jury. ’ . ’

A Dozen Personalities. ■
With such a,statement of what we 

mean by personality as a human -form 
with a mind in it, no one will find 
much fault. But we are startled and 
“rattled" when we are told by men 
of sclencSthat mind and form are not 
so'completely one as we Imagined. Or 
course the-form is one« and so tar as 
pve know the .most. Skillful surgeon 
'dpOs rot pretend to make' two of it; 
but the mind, we are told, only needs 
a certain amount of shock to break, in 
two, or . for that matter into a dozen 
personalities which must share, the 
one body among them as - best they 
may. These pieces of mind each sev
erally And individually eentrol the 
whole body, as they get the chance, 
and each, so far as we can see, thus 
becomes a real person. • ■
Study of This Abnormal Psychology.

A most careful study of this abnor- 
1 mal “psychology, extending over many 
years, has been made by Professor 
Morton Prince, M. D.. physician for 

1 diseases of the nervous system, at the

«Sí
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AMEIÀA COLBY LUTHER.

and had fought him to the bitter end 
when she realised that he .was trying
to smother her. Bite perceived that 
he was attempting! sciefiriflc murder 
of Rer personalify^ anal after many 
bitter struggles, she came to the con-

Criticism ola Lecture by Arch' 
deacon Colley.

An Impressive Marker Now Placed on 
the Grave of tills Illustrious' - 

Woman.

Éye Glasses Not Necessary.

F 

?■
fr

celved Into polite society, either here 
or hereafter.. ...

So far, as f have said, we do seem to 
have proof in this interesting case, 
that the human mind can be broken 
Into fragments, each .with a personal
ity that would certainly permit Its 
owner to be married, divorced or 
hanged or' murdered, In any civilised 
community.

It must be weird to have half a 
dozen persons greeting you through 
the one body, of Miss Beauchamp, and 
no two of tjiem treating you alike, so 
that from hour to hour you ...never 
know whether you are to be counted

forum of iMkeased K>e. Cared with
out Cutting or Uragalur,To the Editor:—I was somewhat 

amused and very greatly entertained 
by the articld written on ‘ “Phenom
ena,” bewildering, psychological lec
ture by the venerable Archdeacon Col
ley, rector of Stockton, -Warwickshire, 
England.

This most worthy gentleman is a

To the Editor:-—For the benefit of 
contributors to a fund that was raised 
to place a markoi' at the grave of Mib. 
Colby Luther, in the cemetery at Muu- 
cle; Ind., I wish to report that the 
stone .has arrived. It has been in
spected, accepted and ordered placed 

_ ,, , , -j (Spiritualist, and in the beginning of | |a committee appointed
longer be the Bally .of our story. Here ¿ls iecture makes these state- by the Ladies' Bazaar Society of Ches- 
is a brief extract from one of her last jjænfg. ■ terfleld Camp.
letters to;the"doctoff? ' , “Spiritualism—therefore this lec- T>»e first order was delayed, and

Will BL'b^Oi Sidrit? - ture—Is not for those who are satisfied- jarred in the shipment. The last or-v* »g,»*>t. r h,v_ _0 „.„ht der was cut from a block of best Ver-
"Bl Is going tohfttjea&all the time, tojnterfere with your religion, and' mout g>'a«H®, about 2 feet by 2 feet

B?e I you have no right to interfere with J*/ 18 inches, the limit permitted by
to Ba7,e l8n mine, so long as It enables us to do ^® cemetery taanagement for that

feoOBô? Sho jaAdh t mlido any labt | ¿HuHy Java merev nnrl walk liumlilv I claBu of work. On ono sldo is in- -will and testament like mliie. ...... RuYe ” Bcribed ia larS® three-quarter-round
She ought to make one too,- oughtn’t Ho mu“h „ „ d. nd ' B6ntl. letters, "Amelia Colby Luther. 1827
she? Some of The spirits; who negr menU t00' a?we have ar- —1898.” On the other side, at the
lected to do po are awfully troubled rived po)nt I am about to write suggestion of the writer, a quotation
now, and they try in every way to Upon aB j read the article, I under- ^rom Thomas Paine: "The world Is
atone for their éarfelessnéess.,,.... Btand that t>,e r£iVerend gentleman country, to do good my religion." bXsea^tohterooms, 52 Ber™ AU complete the cost will be about

To me that little extract embodies Bfrpet. Rn.lnrp Ixindon with one hundred dollars, which Is near the
one of the most important truths f other friends for the physical amount of donations received, 
in this book, dedicated as. it is to scl- manifestations, known as materlaliza- In comparison with other markers, 
ence. It is-'llglit through & ci&ckt I ai__ thiitoii thô dutG^tiiersin men- I ladies.consider It simple Eind sub-.

a tioned there appeared what the good stantial in construction; the lettering 
blooded scientist would have flung rp„tor terms an abnormal form of a an(i ornamentation artistic in design, the door, wide, and Msisted on shar- K tie English a fitting memento to the memory of
Ing Sally s knowledge ¡of the world of cWW o£ Élx or B0V6n yearaot ag6f and Mrs. Luther, who as an insplratlopfd 
■on' . ■ , ? iL* *£ . t a three gas jets burning in full flame at medium compelled the attention and

SaHy knew what spirits thought and the time, and that this abnormal respect of' unsympathetic auditors 
felt, therefore was a.spirit herself, one small flgure lnt0 lite before th-0Be with an oratory equaled by few, and 
and indivisible. Apparently she could gating with their esteemed and no encouraged to enthusiasm the popu- 
not answer her own question as to the <joubt favorite medium. * ' lace of the central and eastern states

t’emalns finam j am not doubting the genuineness pj fi®r ÇQW?,SÎul,a,?ilea:ls ior ecc*eBlaa“ 
swered by the doctor because it did Qf . Our good brother’s honest opinion tical and political liberty.
not permit of laboratory Experiment. and convictions as to the truth of his Much credit is due Mrs. Adella Dor- ? “y ^nTfteling? and perhaps commu- yel of Hartford City for the success-
proves that Bally was not part of Bl. pleating with the forms—which *ap- ful results of the Luther marker fund, 

anl îind th® r„est I peared, but I do doubt the reality of and aB manager and secretary qf the 
of this Interesting family oneness. spirits emanating from any medium’s lad!,®s’
Were They Spirits, Is tlie Question, body, and being, as the learned gen- rJL°RA HARDIN-MILLSPAUGH.

,,__ , „ „ „a. , tieman expresses if, sucked back Into tmesterneiu, ina.
Were they_ spirits? They exhibit medium’s body through clothing, , , T . ._______ ■

throughout the book just: as much and and jnt0 the heart ,
distinct personality as the reader or wpne 1 am open for conviction this RELIGION AND SITRITAULISM. 
writer, except that ftiere were gaps in statement seems rather absurd and ---------
their memories. The reader and fm-fPtehAa . ... . a , r, „writer murteach answer this question 1 Again he makes a statement that on A Vlew Oi a»d It8 Con-
for himself. The tioctor tells us al- September 25. 1877, several faces of sequences,
most In the last page his work, that womanly, attractiveness appeared at, - ■
after Sally s disturbing Influence hud an^ only „art]y issued from the medb Why js the world/ and the church 
been destroyed, when poor Sally had uni'8 left side. - in particular, bo opposed to the slow
been -‘squelched ’ by science,,he suc-1 js this. not going back to the very but steady advance of knowledge of 
ceeded in blending B2 and B4 Into a long ag0 ybncai myths? It rather things spiritual, of Spiritualism? And 
personality that had e full-orbed wo- reminds me of Sister Bryan’s, and my why are even some professing Spirit- 
manhood of its own,.combining appar- t0 and through the State House ualistB fighting to keep the spiritual
enVyi,.a11 tae fragm®“}8 pxcept Sally, at Topeka, Kansas, last July. ’ out of their ism?
and the memories .and experiences cf 1 while traversing the historical de- Is it not because of a lamentable su- 

ewVreriam^ ?' He had at last a partment, we ran across an old bible, peTficiallty In. the understanding of 
true Miss Beauchamp,, but it was not leather-bound, with brass corners and their own and each other’s position? 
the one who was hls.patient or any of I clasps. This bible was published In They deny the fundamental truths of 
his hypnotic creatlqns individually. Switzerland in 1545, and therein was what they try to promulgate, for the 
It was a new creation out of - the old a large illustration of Adam giving want of which the people are staiwing. 
materials, as distinct as the new. pirm t0 woman from the right ribs; It Is a deplorable fact, that many
creations In fruits and flowers by an(j yOll gpould have seen the great honest but superficial people in their
Luther Burbank, pian càn apparently 1 pam depicted on poor Adam’s face, effort to find light on the subject of
create man If the ra,w material be taught me that Instead of Spiritualism, fall into the hands of
® mil , .7. women being made from the .left ribs, either frauds, or mere babies In the

This'laBt Miss Beauchamp has, I be- wa were taken from the right; and work, and many of them never search 
llove, remained mWess.uf the-form j tWnk thl8 accounts for s always below the scum of commercial spirlt- 
for some two yearo.^hough subject to being man’s right bower. x ism .which makes Itself so broad and
brief lapses into . BL or B4 if she gets j am not commenting unkindly upon offensive, and lacking discernment 
excited or overworked. .¿That might our gOod brother's belief in regard to swallow or reject it all. The greatest 
fairly be the last wpfd anpnt the doc- spirit-return, for we know that our number of people are too superficial in 
tor and his clever and patient treat- dear DEPARTED CAN AND DO RE- their .observation and study, conse- 
ment of the poor Invalid yho applied TURN; but It cannot be possible that quently faulty in their perception and 
to mm for help, ^gls creation is a they enter any physical body, and ma- conception, especially so In things 
well,woman, and sqfjuld pjess the doc- terlalize arid dematerialize from that spiritual, and this fact ever has been 
tor. There Is,however, a,last word, to pOdy. acursethatholdsmanlnabjectslav-
be sqld to. toe believer injmmortmty, 1 am a firm believer in spirit return, ery and prevents his rising to his 
for he - is directly .concerned jn this a staunch Spiritualist from head to full stature of manhood, or deliverance 
quesupn of persqnaRty. .. i:. foot, and.know also that our departed from false shepherds, wicked rulers,

elusion she would be sent back “to 
where she came from;" that Is to say, 
out of earth life; for If lifer eyes were 
to be closed once' sibre she-would no

t a evps can be etrengthonod so that eye 
be dlspu^ with in the groat ma- 

Joritv at tines, has been proven beyond a doubt, 
by the testimony of thousands of peopfowho 

havu been cured by that 
wonderful little lustru. 
meat called “Aotlna.” Ac« 
tlna ulbQ cures hofo and 
granulated Uda, Iritis, etc., 
also removesCataracts and 
Pterygiums without cut. 
ting or drugging. Over 

‘•AM<na<Pi z seventy thousand ot th«Acunas have been sold; thereioreit is not an 
au absolute iacU The following cedXd^“ Ba“P10S 01 tU0Se U‘at are^‘

242 Y61“ 185th St. New
»7’ The “Actlua" cured me of 

t’he doctors said there was no cure 
outsideun operation. I have been entirely well

£au U md aud sew as ^ore. I can honestly recommend ‘‘An.
Vi1 afflictions of the eyr.
hmlly Kapp J920 Galena S’ eet, Milwaukee ' 

Wisconsin, writes: The “Aci na" I purchas«! 
SKhty°MvVenr “e° saved ‘•rolbor’seya- 

ter• five wasi near-sighted, wore num
ber fly e and six glasses, and now he can go to 
glasses.“'1'1 &0 h*“ WOTk aud st‘udy

v; H®wJ>roolc, Deputy County Clerk, Falr- 
inVhY?, wr'L,e3: Acunit” has cured my eyes 
so that I can do without glasses. I very seldom 
iftT^iO«nache,uow' aoa <'au study up tn eleven 
0 •?r a dtty's work the cilice.

Acuna, can be used by old and -vounf? with aa 11 13 Impossible Warm 
n,1— I nveri memher of a family can use 

,omor disease of the Eye, Ear. Ihroator Head. One will lu&t for 
ls lll™ys ready for use. “Actlna" 

will be senton trial postpaid.
NeiZ Vnrt!ll?eiil/ou,‘' nal2P ai“! “duress to the 
Dent. Xstr “«90 cE1“'rJc Association,

•' Walnut St, Kansas City, Mo., 
you will receive absolutely PHEW a valuable 
book, Prof. Wilson's Treatise on. .

Boston City Hospital. In a volume just 
^published by him entitled “The Dls- 
I sociation of a Personality," his experi
ences with a crowd of these personali
ties Is of thrilling Interest to every 

, student of man the mortal. His care
ful analysis and wonderful patience 
jwith Miss Beauchamp as Nos. 1, 2, 3, 
6, 5 and 6, will compel a_change of 

. thought almost as outreaching as, the 
researches in evolution by Darwin 
and Wallace. For If self-conscious
ness be the distinguishing mark be
tween man and other animals, as 
Claimed by scientists, what are we to 
understand by a number of such dis
tinct self-consciousnesses ail using 
the same oue body, and each with 
faculties, emotions, tastes, and expe
riences of its own, and a memory lim
ited to its own experiences, like all 
the rest of us?

After carefully studying this pro
found psychological work we can re
alize something of the surprise of Dr. 
Prince when he discovered that the 
Miss Beauchamp he had been profes
sionally trying to cure lor years, was 
pot really MISS BEAUCHAMP AT 
ALL, but only a piece of her, using the 
form of Miss B„ but with a set of 
memories of its own split off into ex
periences“ of horrible nervous suffer
ings, which were, for the most part, 
unshared by the others.

When Miss'Beauchamp first placed 
Jierself under the care of Dr. Prince 
he soon discovered that drugs and hy
giene were of no value in her case so 
he tried hypnotism, and upon the 
(wondrous power of “suggestion" is 
founded bis treatment and measurable 
•success in this perplexing case. The 
immediate result was the temporary 
suppression of his patient, and the ap
pearance of a very different personal
ity without any nervousness or ill 
health, and with memories and'experi- 

’ ences of her. own unshared by Miss
Beauchamp/ *

Saint, Woman and Devil.
To make what follows a.matter of

Fractional Part of a Woman; “
If any soul have a natural claim to 

Immortality, the right of Bl must be 
admitted. But the cruel' scientist de
clares that, in spite of her. goodness, 
she-“ is not a soul at all,'but just a 
fractional part of a woman; and he 
plans her professional annihilation, or, 
if you please, her “scientific murder.”-

B.l is ’very susceptible to sugges
tion, and therefore easily hypnotized, 
with the result that, for the tlnfe, she 
disappears, and a very different wo
manhood takes her place. But each 
remembers only her own experiences, 
with one remarkable exception called 
B3 or Sally. Sally Beauchamp was 
the name she gave herself, taken, 
from some book she was reading, so 
the name» Beauchamp is given by the 
doctor to the entire family to hide the 
real name of his patient. The per- 
sojiaiity“ evolved .when Bl is hypno
tized -Is called B2. The chief value of 
that hypnotic sei# is that she tells 
“out of school” of occurrences which 
poor Bl deems her most' sacred and 
private experiences. It is B3 and B4 
who with the unhappy Bl constitute 
what the professor calls “Saint, Wo
man, Devil.” B2“ and the rest he con
siders just hypnotic selves, such ■ as 
any of us might exhibit if hypnotized. 
But these-three stand tp him as actual 
fragments of the whole woman, so he 
calls them “dissociated personalities*”

A Most Marked Character.
I find it .lmposslble to accept Sally 

as a “dissociated personality,” as ail 
through the history there is a oneness 
aboiit her as clear and decided as that 
of any reader of this article. She 
comes to light tn the first place 
through hypnotism, but when she once 
gets her eyes open she exhibits a most 
marked character, and very different 
from any of the others. She is a lit
tle heathen, hating religion, yet know
ing every thought that passes through 
the mind of Bl, - She. actually writes

as friend • or foe. B.ut somehow, 
thanks to hypnotic suggestion, the 
doctor did at last convince all but one 
of these young ladies.that a judicious 
mixture would be decided improve
ment. ' _ ’
A Whole Menagerie Turned Loose.

B4 was a long time a most serious 
obstacle to the plans of Dr. Prince. 
She was a strong character, so men
tally strong that Sally could not read 
her mind. Ab a consequence they - 
fought all the time, not merely a cat 
and dog fight, but like a whole menag
eriri turned loose with what Sally 
called “bell to. pay," till the keeper, 
Dr. Prince, could somehow compel 
submission. These letters to-one an
other are worthy of• profound study, 
for they embody so much of what we. 
call “real smartness," that we wonder 
how the professor dared tp call the 
writers “fragments.” However he- 
has done It and must take the conse
quences. If he is Tight,'aS he seems 
to be, then Mollie Fancher, Rev. Han
na,; Mary Reynolds, the local preacher 
from Vermont, and the myriad others 
,ln different countries, now known and 
recorded by “very learned scientists, 
are all specimens of ‘the same genus. 
That Is to say, they are or have been 
just brokfen up specimens of humanity' 
that It has become the pride of science 
to analyze and reunite.

"Those whom God has joined let 
no man'put asunder’’ ,was a good 

• maxim until Deity ran foul of the di
vorce court. - And now, if it be assert
ed “those whom God has separated let 
no man unite, Science is doing it and 
must take the consequences. -

, , .Branded a, IJeyH-t;. . . e
•So far this has been a very interest

ing stfidy of a very interesting case, 
-but the most'remarkably part of It is 
yet to come. * We have now to take 
Sally Into our most profound consid
eration. She won’t mix or -blend.

careful'record, he was obliged-to num- 
tier the different personalities, and 
thus become a'sort of godfather to 
each. So his patients is labeled Bl, 
and the others B2, B3, etc., up to and 
including R6. Of, these three are spe
cially prominent and Interesting, be
ing produced through the hypnotism, 
of BL - The others came to life as the 
result of hypnotizing the personalities 
he had already evolved or created. 
No two are the least alike, or like hts 
patient,.whom ho calls BL So ,wfe 
have three of these personalities spe
cially prominent and important for 
our study in this article- These three 
the doctor aptly describes and distin
guishes as “saint, woman and devil.” 
This last term I think rather harsh, 
and I believe the personality calling 

' herself Sally and recorded as B3,
•would have been more suitably chriS1* 
ened “The Imp” by her godfather, the 
professor. '

The doctor soon made up his mind

out a biography of herself. .- She. 
seems to have always shared life with 
Bl, and learned everything that Bl 
-learned, if she wished. But she left 
out the French and-the shorthand, 
wherein she made a great mistake, for 
thé doctor, by talking to” Bl in 
French, could thus sometimes" keep a 
secret from the- sharp-eared Sally. 
But it was only for a little time, for 
Sally could soon read the thoughts of 
Bl. Sally was never, for a.moment 
sick, and declared she never slept, or 
needed sleep. Unlike the others, when 
not actually to the-front she generally 
knew just what was going on.
- The interesting and : all-important 
three were constantly writing letters 
to one another, and - to Dr. • Prince. 
And we can easily mark the personal
ity of each by the letters thus written, 
and also by the 'several accomplish
ments they each gained. In these 
“human fragments,” and including 
Sally, we have every manifestation of 
souls such as Moody and Sankey 
would have labored to convert. Yet 
our good clever doctor is certain that 
at least two out of .the three have only 
one soul between them, anti, he goes on 
to'Include B5 and B6, which last two 
came to the front by ■ hypnotizing 
Sally and B4. We have read in our 
childhood of fairies, naiads, etc., 
hunting zealously for a little immor
tality. Well, here they are, discov
ered by our professor, but posing In 
human form.
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ft NEW 6ATEGHISM
BY M. M. MANGASARIAN,

Fourth Edition—Six Additional Chap- 
tors—2C0 Pages, Bound tn Cloth, 1 
$1.00.—Containing Likeness of the 
Author.
“A New Catechism" has enjoyed a 

remarkable sale both in America and 
England. -George Jacob Holyoake 
tn his introduction to the English edi
tion of "A New Catechism," says:

"A New Catechism” is the boldest 
the brightest, the most varied and In
forming of any work of the kind ex
tant. The principal fields of human 
knowledge, which the churches have 
fenced round with supernatural ter
rors, the Catechism breaks Into, cher
ishing what is fair and showing what 
Is deformed. The notes, of which 
there are many, both ancient and con
temporary, are as striking as the 
text. The book is a cyclopedie of 
theology and reason in a nutshell.

Bplit and Shiveredjilnto ' Fragments, can and do return very tangibly to us, and Ignorant teachers.
It ffeems to he n îiiitnTrfi Vnrf thnt a t“1, wlth a host o£ friends, have While we know that much • which 

personality cambe Jmlit and shivered m<toy times witnessed the etherealiz- passes for Spiritualism is such in name FSagtfÆ h"0“ of'forms; but never emanating only, we also know that very much
man’v us stbatt&feW wavwafd f1-0“1 and through and medium’s cloth- which poses as religion, and as Chrls- 

ing or heart, and being sucked back «a“lty is such in name only and that 
such a “dlhsecisHon1 ôf' ■ùerso’nnïlfv ” into or through the physical heart, the superficial and the incompetent To UareSto»  ̂ ^. no- it sounds • too ridiculous, fail to see the difference In either

■nlaéo- nerhans’ to all of us we ran and disgusting for any one, let alone What then shall we say of those 
onlv enpsH 'Romo like Rev Hanna a man o£ suc11 astonishing intellect as who pose as the masters and mouth- ¿âroX become two bersonsln^ our Sood brother Archdeacon Colley. Pieces of the dlffereing factions, who' 
bôdv ^Othefs like Miss Beauchamn He makea another statement, and through the press or from pulpit and 
and Moilfe Fancher? pX^r haft I reminds °f the ^material- | platform seek to foist their personal 
dozen. '¡And Some, like Mary Rey-

it

Not a bit of it! Even the good doc
tor can’t really count her- as dissoci
ated.” There ip too much of her. I- 
can 'imagine- if relieved the doctor’s 
feelings when he had branded her as 
“Devil” in his analysis of the three in - 
one. ■ : -

She certainly, was not a saint, at 
least of the historical variety; but 
she claimed to.be a woman, and THE 
WOMAN of that crowd. I don’t mean 
She claimed to be the real Mlss Beau
champ, but that she .asserted herself 
as more entitled to own that body, and 
remain in it, than poor Bl. As for 
B4, Sally called her NOBODY—JUST 
RUBBISH! She could not, however, 
qulte"kill her, as she attempted. She 
watched the doctorrand learned his 
hypnotic formula, and hypnotized the 
others, when she wanted to; In fact 
the doctor often wanted her help, and 
tried to keep good friends with her. 
But at last when Sally found out what 
the doctor Intended it became a battle 
royal.

The doctor had at last made up his 
mind that Sally was just the “subcon
sciousness” of Miss Beauchamp, and 
when-a doctor makes up his medical 
mind even an emetic won’t “disso
ciate” it. Personally, If I am a whole 
personality, I don't believe in a sub
consciousness Independent of its head
quarters in. tne human brain. What 
is called “subconsciousness” is to. me 
only-an extension of a'man's normal 
mentality beyond the limit of his mor
tal sensee. However the doctor toot 
only believes in it, ‘but calls Sally one.

-At. least the ■ learned , professor 
seems to acknowledge that Sally Is 
not one of the “dissociated” crowd. 
She is all there every time, sharper 
than the sting of a wasp, and just 
about as amiable “as that insect. • But 
the doctor speaks, on one occasion, of 
her. exhibiting something, of a love 
side to her ‘ nature. She helped the 

■ doctor in his study of .this remarkable 
; case, even going into psychological de-

izing of the white dress, shoes, hat follies and absurd teachings upon us, 
dozen I and stockings that were recently de- as though they were infallible truths?

life- materialized by a Washington me- I The narrow-minded churchman de- 
11 e" 1 dlum, ' nounces Spiritualism as the works of

of several, of .whom aft the rest, like I o '‘Re’erend Colley says: “On. the the devil and a curse to humanity, and 
the Beauchamp family, would; if of June, 1876, he, at Southsea, will have nothing to do with It. The- 
brought to the surface, know nothing wlth no Uttle discomfort, wore all other, a narrow-minded Spiritualist, 
of nain or sickness’ ■ ' ' I day-under his clothing and next to the denounces religion and Christianity as

It annears as-if hvnnotism or else body several yards of muslin, andjn the blighting curse to humanity, and shock is necessary K 'toe evening he went to a young lady absolutely refuses to have anything to
to Eotofi on below th^su^ And medium of his own development, and do with either; and thus both lock
the new personality my b ¡ only “de- as a surPrls® her> aiter living horns in perpetuity.
mented” and fit for> asylum, like unwrapped a small bundle of- The churchman who cannot recog-,
one of the Beauclinmn family Tt toe attire anfijoosely pinning his card nlze the works of God in the laws ofseems it may s!me& exhibit a «8 ^ce and he. with the medium’s nature as manliest In Spiritualism is
saint like Bl, weak, suggestible, and elder sister, saw the muslin fade away, simply The victim of his superficiality 
very religions • or a strone willed oh- and like vapor from the medl- and consequent perception and concep-
stlnate character of marked Individu- um’s laP Vhere h§ had lai^ it, and at tion; to him the spiritual things of the 
alltv like B4 ,, ' the same time had willed it to be ta- bible arq in a sealed book, he under

go far as reoorded bv these scion- ken to a friend of his in London, stands the letter thereof only, hence title explorers I do not Remember an At midnight of the same night, when his opposition to the Splritual-ism. 
instance of change of sex in any of be arrived at Southsea he received a The Spiritualist who claims that re- 
these dissociated nersonalitlee This telegram from htS friend in London, ligion and Christianity has been a is most natural for we caXt con- ®ay‘ug he had received the muslin with blight to humanity has been led by his 
celve of the most skilled surgeon snlit- bis (Archdeacon Colley’s) card loose- superficiality, perception and concep- 
Um a; worn™ intoT a man or the re- V Pluned to it, and that it fell upon tion, to confound a stultifying theol- 
verse. And these facts of Nature do tots irlend’s face, just as he had got ogy with true religion, and a bigoted, 
not in the least militate against the I ^to bed. ’ hypocritical churchian-
other great fact called ‘.‘spirit return,” J believe our spirit friends ty, with a soul-ennobling Christian-
whlch is'as much a nafnral fact as this ln iact 1 KNOW they can carry ity. .
multiple personality.’ But they do articles,from one place to another, It is true that history is black with
throw a halo of mystery about the but I cannot believe'they have to en- atrocious crimes, oppression and tyr- 
fact ot personality in spirit life ter-anyone’s physical body, before they anny, but, verily, neither religion nor

We cannot conceive Immortal men appear to us. But because of my be- Christianity can be held . responsible 
and Women eXteting save as persons llef in tois matter it does not follow for the same; even the most orthodox 
And whether he or she can split over toat I know it all. I know but little and Ignorant churchman will admit 
there we cannot even guess for we concerning- the laws that govern tills that they were simply used as 
know absolutely nothing of the condl-- vast universe of outs, and in my esti- cloaks In order to justify their nefari- 
tions bT thht life r mation there are none so ignorant as ous means.

If “shock” can discover some in ■ those who claim to know so much or Those outrages were committed by
earth life, what can 7 be a greater a»; - „ , . ' fanatic pretenders, either through 1g-
shock to mental personality than the 1 am seeking for truth and truth norance or design, the result of the- 
process called death. ’Tearing the In-ionly al°ng the lines of the physical ology not religion; of churchlanity, 
dividual out of his earth body must be | denionstrations and know that some- not Christianity; those very depreda- 
a terrible shock,.'and».may well pro- somewhere, I am going to re- tions are rather conspicuous for the 
dues effects that. If understood, would I ceive what I am'seeking. I total absence of either religion and
explain much of the confusion, contra- ELIZABETH J. JAQUET. »1 Christianity, but definitely prove their
dictionsand limitations that mark Chicago, Illinois. .shameful perversion—of which Russia

* I to-day furnishes us with another 
• glaring example.

molds may even evolve a
such new personalities. The __  
long Invalid may weft be but just one

Other Excellent Publications
BY M. M. MANGASARIAN.

HOW THE BIBLE WAS INVENTED.

A New Lecture—Price, 10 cents.
This little pamphlet should be 

placed in the hands of every American 
citizen. The attention of preachers, 
theological students, and all church 
members should be called to the won
derful story of the Invention of the 
Holy Bible, which this lecture tells.

See that at least one orthodox 
neighbor of yours reads this lecture.

MOBALITY WITHOUT A GOD.
. With letter to Right Reverend 

Bishop Anderson, of Chicago. Price, 
10 cents.

JESUS CHRIST A MYTH.

A New Book.—Price 25 Cents.
This book examines the evidence for 

the historical existence -of Jesus, and 
finds It quite insufficient to prove that 
such a man as Jesus ever lived. It Is 
a most Important contribution to 
Modern Thought. It is prefaced by 
a letter to the Christian Clergy, and 
concluded by an answer to an editori
al in one of the Chicago morning pa
pers, attacking Mr. Mangas.arlan’s po
sition. Send your orders at once, as 
the first edition will soon be exhaust
ed.

tails with' a power of analysis that 
compels- admiration. ' -

Some Very Curious Experiences.
In her autobiography she tells us 

she remembers her childhood as al
ways associated .with Bl, who; by the 
wqy, she always hated .and-despised,, 
and managed .for years to make her 
life miserable. The trouble at that 
time was that while she could read all 
the thoughts* of Bl she could not-get 
her eyes open to earth life. ‘ At' last 
she accomplished this-and became the 
chief character to this wonderful play.

We have at this point to turn for 
a moment to the:doctor himself.. He - 
Is evidently a scientific materialist. 
Everything is to be explained from thè 
standpoint of a materialist who knows 
nothing and believes nothing that can
not be studied and' repeated over and 
over again in his or some other lab
oratory.

If he ever asked any of these “ap
pearances”- questions as to the invis
ible side of life, he has made no. ref
erence to It in his book. And most 
likely the various "fragments,” how
ever intelligent, would have ha^ noth
ing to tell, for they appear to have 
just woke up and gone to sleep again 
in a sequence that, took'no note of 
weeks, months or years. But it was 
very different with Sally. She pever 
went to sleep, and we have reason to 
believe she could have startled ' the 
doctor had he not been chained to the

spirit return. We seem at best to get 
only a limited .part tot .bur friend or 
loved, one’s personality. This has 
been explained by a, much twaddle 
abdut “iondltions” being unfavorable»

Spirits sometimes Seem to have only 
a limited earth expefl'ericri’like that of 

'Sally. And we must'“remember we 
only know Sally as zshejppeeps out 
through the organism: of Miss Beau
champ, exhibiting i/iin^pubtedly a 
character shaped fro,m .-certain por
tions of the mortal "brain teat, the oth
ers could not use. Spirit/.-Sally and 

.Dr. Prince’s Sally may bbl quite, dif
ferent persons. SaHgr ftnayi make a 
“spirit return” through some other 
form if- she can find her , way out. 
She will have to manifestPiiccordingly, 
and probably will nbUapp'efit either as 
clever or malignantiris in this history. 
. If Sally should cqmeftgain let us 
hope she may have somgi scientific 
friend in mortal lie ¿fted with a holy 
curiosity to find out what she has to 
tell about the spirit side of life, .even 
if what she says cannot be proved in 
his laboratory.

Meantime it seems as If Dr. Prince 
has proved the possibility of “Saint, 
woman (or- man) aqd devil” in each 
ahd all of us, if properly: “dissoci-
ated.” The wise man and the fool 
may.be very clBsely .related. It is 
only a matter.of association and disso
ciation for any of -uen;. With which 
observation I bring.-this .examination 
of the learned doctor’s book to a close.

. CHARLES .DAWBARN 
Ban Leandro;: Cal. -

NOBILITY, . The superficial student of whatever
- • -—;—L - » faction is even blind to fundamental
,It is not that the mountains make the' truthd, and from, his wrong premises 

men, r. - ' I cannot but draw wrong conclusions,
In solitary grandeur, but apart—' | hence we have so many blind leaders
The towering hilltops can but serve, to I of the blind who are constantly at war, 

■ start . hurling hypotheses and opinions, the-
A sleeping nobleness to life again. ' I ories and quotation, defiance and an- 
The -great-souled7 natures find their -athemas at each other, utterly obllv- 

province when tons to their own inconsistency. ■
They join the' tollfer in the street; the I Neither of. our ecclesiastic or. Spir- 

mart, I itualistic lamb»tails will ever bo found
Their honest, rugged sturdiness of I guilty of bringing any light to the 

heart . I world, unless they drop their grpund-
Kiridling responsiveness-unstirred tllLI less prejudice, and in sincerity of 

■ then. ' ■ ■ heart search deeper for the truth in
For such is not the' narrow, binding religion, Spiritualism and Christianity, 

creed, * I and they soon will find in the funda-
Nor struggle to excel at others’ 'cost— mental principle of either, a revelation 
The bickering selfish strife to win who of our destiny for time and eternity, 

' can. . our duty to-God and man, and a pro-
On'them the Pharisaic cult is lost; I gresslon from the lowest habits of 

-Theirs is to seek and help the crying man to the sublimest attributes of
■ need, God; of our own responsibility and
To stir in all the majesty of man. subject to the immutable law of com-

1 —Frederick William Memnrott. ’ pensation« -And that religion, Spirit- 
'---- :—:—■ ...---------------- ualism and Christianity are three In-

“Death, Its Meaning and Results.’’ separable links, forged together by a 
By J- K. Wilson, of the Pennsylvania kind Providence for unspeakable 
Bar. An absorbingly interesting vol- blessings to those who are found in its.
ume, of decided value. A narrative of embrace.
wonderful psychical events In the au- The man with- a dent, on his head 
thor’s experience. Cloth, 560 pages, II- where his bump of veneration should 
lustrated, $1.25. - '." be, may find the above “beyond his

“Continuity of Life a Cosmic Truth,” palo of comprehension, and of course 
By Prof. Wm. M-. Lockwood. The work ! is excused from taking any further no- 
of a strong, logical thinker,'on a deeply j tice hereof. • G. A. WOLTER.
important subject Pricèi cloth, $1, Chicago, D'

New and Enlarged Edition of
C. P. LONGLEY'S

Choice CoEectioii of
\ _ Beautiful-Songs, 

Containing ninety charming songs for 
home, camps, circles and meetings— 
words'and music, including "Only a 
Thin Vail Between Us,” and its com
panion piece; also beautiful words set 
to choice music, from the poetical 
works of.Lilian Whiting. (JT the lat
ter, Miss Whiting writes Prof, Ixmg- 
ley her pleasure at his setting to her 
poems and declares herself honored 
at the dainty music he has given her 
words. President Barrett of the N. 3. 
A. writes toat wherever he goes he 
finds the songs of Mr. Longley sung* at 
meetings and by the friends and he af
firms it as his opinion that Longlby’s 
musical compositions have ennobled 
the world. Price per copy, 50 cents 
bound in boards; 75 cents in cloth. 
tVholesale ratees made to societies, 
and dealers.

"Life and Moral Axioms of Con-
fuclus," is the title of a 62 page pam
phlet, which contains many of The 
moral aphorisms ■ and terseological 
teachings of the sapient Chinese phil
osopher, who lived 551 yeare before 
the ' Christian Era, and whose wise« tne unnsuau aru, uuu ..wiww «•■>0 
precepts have left a lasting impression 

I upon all subsequent nations. By 
• Marceaus R. K. Wright. Price 25cts.
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• Hus Borne Duty.

TO OHÍO SPIRITUALISTS.

Convention to Be Held at Cleveland.

The Spiritualistic Field—Its Workers, Its Work, 
and General Progress, the World Over.

CONTRIBUTORS.—Each contributor AS A GENERAL RULE, IN THIS
Is alone responsible for any assertion» OFFICE WE PAY NO ATTENTION TO 

' or statements he may make. The editor ANONYMOUS COMMUNICATIONS, 
allows this freedom of expression, be-¡ THE NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE 
lieving that the cause of truth can bo ¡WRITER SHOULD ACCOMPANY. ALL 
best eubserved thereby. Many 4>f the : MATTER, OF WHATEVER KIND,--J __ 1. n. ~ —.. .— ■ — - - - -

suppressed; yet we wish It distinctly । 
understood that our space is inade
quate to publish everything that comes | 
to hand, however much we might desire | 
to do so. That must.account for the 
non-appearance of YOUR article. |

WRITE PLAINLY^—We wouldv like 
to impress upon the minds of our corre
spondents that The ProgressiveThinker 
is set up on a Linotype machine tjiat 
must make speed equal to about four 
compositors, That means rapid work, 
and it is essential that all copy, to in
sure insertion in the pappr, ail other re
quirements being favorable, should be 
written plainly with Ink on white 
paper, or with a typewriter, and only on 
one side of the paper. - Please bear this 
In mind,

ITEMS.—-Bear in mind that items for 
the General Survey will in ail cases be 
adjusted to the space we have to occu
py, and'In order to do that they will 
generally have to be abridged more or 
leas; otherwise many items would be. 
crowded out. Sometimes a thirty-line 
Item is cut down to ten lines, and ten 
lines to two lines, as occasion may re
quire.

TAKE DUE NOTICE, that all items 
for this page must be accompanied by 
the full name and address of the writer. 
It will not do to say that Secretary or 
Correspondent writes bo and so, with
out giving the full name and address of 
the writer. The items of those who do 
not comply with this request will be 
cast into the waste basket.

KEEP COPIES of your poems sent to 
this office, for they will not be returned 
If we have not space to use them.

THIS GENERAL SURVEY DEPART
MENT IS ONLY INTENDED TO 
CHRONICLE THE ENGAGEMENTS 
AND WORK OF SPEAKERS AND ME
DIUMS. A REPORT OF WHAT THE 
VARIOUS SPEAKERS SAY WILL 
NOT BE PUBLISHED, AS WE HAVE 
NOT SPACE SUFFICIENT FOR THAT 
PURPOSE.

Ferd C. Suhrer writes: “The con
gregations of the Rising Suh Spiritual
ist Mission, 378 S. Western avenue, on 
Sunday, May 6, were large. An ad
dress was delivered by Sister Martha 
Price. Sister Susie Thompson and 
Bro. Chas. Thompson served as mes-
sage bearers. The afternoon 
profitably spent and all regretted the 
closing. This was our ■ Mediums’ 
Night, and Dr. L. C. Koehler- spoke 
briefly but convincingly, making plain 
the many advantages , to be gained 
here on earth by living spiritual lives..
As message bearers, President Kirch
ner called upon Brothers Thompson, 
Winters and Jones, who willingly re
sponded. Congratulations were nu
merous in praise of thpir work. We 
are pleased to report the addition of 
more names to our membership which 
is steadily increasing. Sunday, May 
20, Mrs. Martha Price will speak for 
us in the afternoon, and O. E. Miller, 
Ph. D„ will address us in the evening. 
Our bazaar in our temple on Oakley 
Blvd., between Jackson and Adams, is 
meeting with success and praise from 
our friends. A liberal pat/onage is 

, enjoyed, for which we are thankful.
If you have not yet found time to stop 
in, do so before we close, and bring 
your friends. You will not regret it.”

Mr. George Letford, the Spiritualist 
medium who, by the way, is one of 
the best traveling salesmen on the 
road, and numbers his friends by his 
acquaintanceship, was in the city this 
week. After business hours, he 
talked with the spirits of the other 
world, for the benefit of his .acquaint
ances.—The Apalachicola/Times, Fla.

Mrs. Lorinda G. Brown writes: 
“The Psychic Research Society of 
Rockford, Ill., have cheering report to 
make of progress, as the best of 
speakers have .been giving it new im
petus. Sunday evening, the 6th inst., 
Mrs.’ Cora L. V. Richmond ministered 
to the large audience, and it was evi
dent the closest attention was given- 
the speaker and the angelic powers 
through her organism. The address 
was a resume of her personal eperi- 
ences oh the platform during the se
ries of years she has been before the 
public, and reminiscences of the wide 
phenomenal and scientific co-workers, 
not only on the platform, but in the 
British and American Psychical Re
search Societies, and of the conclu
sions reached by experts in investiga- 

' tion, that not only is there no death, 
neither is communion of spirits lim
ited to mortals, and most charmingly 
was pictured the near approach of the 
universality of this communion. 
Those who have ever listened to Mrs. 
Richmond can know by memory of 
the beauty and spiritual uplift of her 
invocations and benedictions. She 
improvised three poems after the lec
ture, on topics given from the audi
ence, that were lucid delineations of 
the subjects. The, society hopes to 
have her with us again in June.”
• A Texarkana, Tex., paper says: 
"The Spiritualists of Texarkana have 
secured the services of Mrs. Isa Wil
son Kayner, a noted medium and lec
turer of Dallas, Texas, for a couple 
of lectures. The lectures will bo de
livered at the Miller county court 
house. Tests will follow each lecture, 
and questions from the audience Will 
be answered. While somewhat new in 
this fiart of the country the religion of 
Spiritualism_Jias quite a number of 
followers, though no effort at any
thing like permanent organization has 
ever been undertaken here in Texar
kana. Circles and table tappings 
there have been many, and in former 
-years some noted mediums visited the 
city, at intervals, but for the past ten 

• or twelve years no accredited medium
Has been here."

Georgia Gladys Cooley Is serving 
the First Spiritual Church of Balti
more. Nearby places wishing night 
meetings, consisting of lectures and 
messages, can secure her services. On 
account of changing one of her en- 
gagalnents to az later date, she will 
have the 2nd, 3rd and 4th Sundays of

celved the bpok, ‘Gems of Thought,’ 
this morning. I think it is fine. The 
Progressive Thinker Is fine, and it has 
helped a great deal. "All ■ true and 
good Spiritualists should, take it It
¡Fill do them good.”

v May 19,W

When writing for thia paper 
use a pen or typewriter.

ALWAYS GIVE YOUR FULL NAME 
AND ADDRESS WHEN. SENDING NO
TICES AND COMMUNICATIONS'FOR 
PUBLICATION, OTHERWISE THEY- 
WILL FIND THEIR WAY TO THE 
WASTE BASKET.

On March 23, 1906, Prof: H. H. Al
len, the astrologer, of Plainwell, 
Mich., predicted the terrible San Fran
cisco disaster. The prediction was 
published March 20, as follows: "The 
.stars predict and the signs plainly 
show Uie destruction of two towns. 
Serious and destructive earthquakes 
will occur in all parts of the ¡world, 
and especially near Sacramento, Cal.” 
In his latest prediction. Prof. Allen 
predicts the assassination' of the 
Czar of Russia and overthrow before 
the end of the year; rebellion in 
Spain; possible assassination of -the 
sultan of Turkey by the Red Hand so
ciety; death of some Michigan man 
prominpnt in political circles at Wash
ington, D. C.;-great floods in the 
United States; great race war in the 
South, before tne end of the year; 
great loss of life at sea, through ship
wreck, and more labor troubles.

R. Mitchell whites: "The Spiritual
istic Society Students of Nature had a 
large and ihteresting meeting Sunday 
evening at 461 W. North avenue. Mrs. 
M. Schumacher, our pastor, was assist
ed by the Hephzibah Order, in their 
Oriental costumes, in magnetizing 
aprons and handkerchiefs for healing 
purposes. Psychometric and clairvoy
ant readings were given by the differ
ent mediums present. The pastor-col
lected a hapdsome purse for the San 
Francisco fund. There, will be a 
crowning of a May Queen, May 17, at 
the home of our pastor, 144 Loomis 
street. Refreshments served. 25 
cents a ticket.”

Attracted to this city by the premo
nition that her son, Joseph, .who had 
left home several years ago, was here 
in distress and needed her, Mrs. An
drew Wenlger of Ranville, found her 
boy in the morgue on Thursday. The 
officials were preparing to bury him in 
potter’s field. Last Sunday Mrs. wen- 
iger dreamed that her son was In a 
house in South street and was calling 
for her to come to him. The mother 
hurried here, visited the South street 
address and was told that the boy was 
ill in the Pennsylvania Hospital. At 
the hospital she' learned that he had 
died the day before and that his body 
had been sent to the morgue. It was

“At the Golden Rulq Society, Paulina 
street and Park avenue, in the after
noon we had a short address by Mrs. 
N. E. Hill followed4>y her able guides, 
with convincing proof of spirit return. 
Messages were givgn by Mrs. Jaquet 
and Mrs. Hanson. z Music and sweet 
singing by Mrs. Frankie Cole. The 
evening services were conducted by 
Mrs. Hill, with a very inspiring lec
ture. We were also favored with the 
presence of Mrs. DeWolf Kiser, that 
grand veteran worker. Our services 
next Sunday will be a lecture by Dr. 
George B. Warne, followed with mes
sages from the friends who have pre
ceded us to the higher expressions” of 
this life.”

Wilson Fritch, Ph. D., of Boston, 
prominent as a lecturer on' important 
subjects, was in- Chicago last week. 
Geo. A . Fuller, chairman of the Onset 
Camp-meeting, speaks of' him as fol
lows: "Your lecture was logical, pro
found, scholarly and yet most enter
taining from the commencement to the 
end. You held the large audience' 
spellbound with your eloquence. You 
showed throughout the lecture your 
intimate acquaintance with all the 
new thought literature of the hour. 
The Onset Bay Association has already 
shown Its, appreciation by securing 
your services next year for three lec
tures in the regular course and five 
class lectures.”

Mrs. C. M. Chown write’s from Lima, 
Ohio: "The Religio-Philosophical So
ciety of Lima, Ohio, has just closed a 
very successful meeting for the month 
of April. The lectures and spirit .mes
sages were given through the ©edium- 
ship of Mrs. Georgia Gladys Cooley of 
Chicago. The meetings were held in 
the Auditorium every Thursday and 
Sunday evening. Large crowds at
tended each meeting, and everyone ex
presses himself as being well pleased 
with the meetings, and.enjoying the 
lectures very much. Mrs. Cooley has 
many warm friends here, and ' has ’ 
made a great many more friends on 
her last visit, who will always wel-. 
come her whenever she can find time 
to give us any attention.”

A jury in the circuit court at 
Bloomington, Ill., on May-7, decided 
the will of the late J. T. Crumbaugh 
of LeRoy, which left $25,000 to the 
cult of Spiritualism, was null and void, 
and that the contention that the mind 
of the deceased was affected .was cor
rect. The relatives contested the. 
will and the verdict is the sequel to a 
remarkable legal battle of three I 
weeks.—Chicago Examiner.

Dr. J. A. Marvin, Psycho-Magnetic 
Healer, has lately removed to Chicago : 
from Sterling, Ill., anti is now located 
at No. 83 Ogden avenue, where he can 
be consulted. He has certainly per-- 
formed cures that seem almost mirac
ulous.

Dr. Beverly writes: “The meetings 
at Arlington Hall, 31st street and In
diana avenue, are growing. Some
thing new and startling is revealed to 
the ■surprise of all.—. Harry Tobias will 
.be present every Sunday afternoon 
and evening for-some time. Ne is the 
.coming young man. No one we have 
ever heard has the deep .spiritual in
sight that he has developed. Dr. 
Beverly, is giving something .new in 
the: line of .‘Somno-Science,’ that he 
has lately developed. We have some 
fine mediums. who give tests to all .who 
apply. Come and bring gour friends. 
Admission free.”

OC^ANIDES.
Oceandies is a-psychical narrative i?y 

Caylyle Petersllea,’author of The "Dis
covered Country. This * book deals 
with the question Hi soul mates, or of 
the completediqgo.fi It Is intensely in
teresting, Prliie, paper cover, 50 cts. 
---------------- : on.;, ,  ------------- ;—;Gcm of Thought—

Every day I’ll try to do, 
Some little helpful deeds;

Just prov.e that I am true,' 
To all of human needs:

J. W. It.
For information concerning the 

Progressive Lyceum, authorized Les
son Paper for the National Spiritual
ists Association, address John W. 
Ring, Spiritualist Temple, Galveston, 
Texas.

Mrs. Geo. - Williams1 writes from 
Cleveland, Ohio! “The Ladles’‘Bpirit- 
ualist Temple Fund [Society of Fuller
ton street, Cleveland," Ohio, had the 
pleasure of listening bn.-Sunday last to 
a fine address'by Prof. Peck on ‘The 
Science of Immortality.' Prof, Peck's 
lecture was interesting and instructive 
and deeply impressive. Gn next 
Thursday eve he will lecture on .’The 
Angel and Demon in Man,’ and on 
Sunday afternoon next on ‘The Reign 
of Law in the Moral World,’ and on 
Sunday evening his topic will be ‘The 
Spiritualistic Idea of God.’ As next 
Sunday, the 13th of May, will be his 
last Sunday with us for quite a while, 
a large attendance is desired. '< Mem
bers of the temple will part with him 
with deepest regrets."

Mrs. May Elmo, poster, writes: “On 
Sunday last we were highly instruct
ed by the lecture delivered by Dr. Bur
gess, the president of the Chicago Spir
itualists' League. Following the lec
ture were messages and psychic read- 

rings by Dr. Burgess, Mrs. Lillie Bell 
and Prof. H. S. Fraser. Good at
tendance prevailed at both the 3 and 8 
p. m. services. Ou^ meetings ire 
open to all and are conducted every 
Sunday at 3 and 8 p. m., in Vincennes 
Hall, 3514 Vincennes ave. Good lec
tures and plenty of spirit message 

• bearers always present."
Mra. Josie Warnken writes from 

Troy, N. Y.: "The First Society ' of 
Progressive Spiritualists of Troy, N. 
Y.,-held'a memorial service Sunday 
evening, April 29, in memory of the
society’s departed members. Mr. 
Doty of Albany, a very interesting 
speaker, addressed the audience on 
Spiritualism. Mr. F. A. Edgerton of 
Albany, an excellent iectufer, deliv
ered a beautiful eulogy to the de
ceased members of the society. Men
tion was made in the eulogy of our 
late president, Elisha Waters, who 
was a Spiritualist for many years, one 
of the oldest pioneers in Spiritualism. 
Mr. Waters led one of the famous Fox 
sisters about the streets of Tro^, sight
seeing on the occasion of the young 
lady’s flrst visit to ' this city. Our 
late vice-president. Dr. Cheney, was 
also spoken of as a staunch friend of 
Spiritualism, and his home was the 
scene of many seances. He was be
loved by all who knew him. The 
speaker also spoke in loving remem
brance of Donald Mackey, Mrs. Lott, 
Mr. Bissell and Mr. Gernon. There 
were many others spoken of, but time 
and space will not permit. Mrs. Bind- 
schaedler followed with tests which 
.were received with pleasure.”

Mrs. L. Zimmerman writes from El
mira, N. Y.: "Elmira seems to have 
dropped out of sight and hearing for 
some time past, but the society has not 
ceased to continue sowing the seeds of 
Truth, and giving comfort to sorrow
ing, seeking souls. Although the 
church has been closed for the season, 
well attended and interesting meet

ings are being held at the residence of 
Brother and Sister Rhodes every Sun
day afternoon, where all are welcome 
and home talent prevails. Inspira
tional and trance speaking, by devel
oping medlums. -the relating of per
sonal experiences as to ’How and Why 
I Became a Spiritualist,’ tests and 
messages "from the loved who have 
arisen, Interspersed with singing, and 
two hours have passed all too quickly. 
Last month Mrs. Ira M. Smith, an 
earnest, ardent, faithful worker In our 
beloved cause, passed onward to join 

"her loved ones Though her earthly 
presence is missed she Ts often with 
us p.nd is one more to welcome those 
she loves, when they, too, shall enter., 
the higher life. Mrs. Mary C. Von 
Kanzler, a much loved friend, offici
ated at the services, voicing.the words 
of Truth, comfort and strength found 
only in our beloved philosophy. Upon 
invitation of the president of the so
ciety, she also officiated at the follow
ing Sunday afternoon services, giving 
a feast for the soul In her usual able 
manner."

Eva L. Stewart writes: “The Hyde 
Park Occtflt Society are having fine 
lectures and messages given by such 
speakers and mediums as Mrs. Mcln-
tyre, Dr. G. A. Burgess, Mr. A. W. 
Bloom and Dr. Greer for speakers, and 
Mrs. McIntyre, Mrs. Weaver, Mrs. A. 
W. Bloom, Mrs. Ella Johnson Bloom, 
Mrs. Jennie Staner Adams and Mr. E. 
Dlerkes as mediums. All gave satis
faction, so much so that "they have 
been requested to favor us again, I 
wish to particularly mention Dr. Rob
ert Greer of Maywood, who spoke for 
us on April 29. The Doctor having 
attained the age of 83 years, and hav
ing been a Spiritualist nearly all- of 
that time, certainly did fine in his dis
course. We had a number of univer
sity students present who have become 
quite interested in his address, and 
were present the next Sunday when 
Mrs. Jennie Staner Adams gave them 
some very convincing tests, ail recog
nized, and the best of it was, she gave 
to those who were skeptics. Mr. E. 
Dlerkes was present and his guides 
handled him with a vim, and his mes- 

’ sages .were well received. Our card 
parties are becoming more interesting 
as they see what beautiful hand-paint
ed china we give for prizes. We have 
concluded to change thé time of hold
ing them from Thursday, to Tuesday 
afternoon and evening of each week. 
May 13, we will have with us Mr. and 
Mrs. A. W. Bloom, and on the 20th, 
we expect Dr. A. C. Burgess, and on 
the 27th, Mrs. McIntyre. We mention 
these ahead as we know there are 
many'who are aixious to hear them.” 
“ J. Madison Allen, since leaving 
Florida has been busy In -Georgia 
nearly two months, Including Bruns
wick, Savannah and Atlanta. He lec
tured for the Psychological Society of 
Atlanta, April 29 and May 6. He has 
noW returned to his home at Spring- 
field, Mo., and may- be addressed at 
that city.

Mrs. Mary E. McDonald, lecturer 
and test medium, Norristown, Pa., re
suming platform work, desires engage
ments for fall and winter. Highest 

• references. Terms to suit.
Henrietta L. LicEtlg writes: “Sat

urday, May 19, will be Illinois Sun
flower Club day at the bazaar given by 
the Rising Sun Mission in its new tem
ple; Oakley Blvd., near Jackson Blvd. 
Lét tne members all turn out after
noon and evening, wearing their 
badges, and help to make this bazaar 
a great success. The Club..will,give 
its May tea party, Tuesday,- May."2,; 
in Its hall. No. 70 E. Adama strict. 

,Let aU the ircdlums be present to as- 
) BiSt”

. MARY ANytiCAREW, 
Wife, Mother, Spirit and Angel.

By Ctiky|e petersllea.

This most bqautl&l story of the ex
periences of a young wife and 
mother taken from her home on'earth 
to her home la the spirit -world, is told 
in such a realistic‘’way,, that one is 
carried awayJ with the sweet beauty 
and naturalness of'It. It makes ,the 
other world Appear .very near to*us.- 
This book has b'een ’a great comfort to 
many weary hearts who have lost 
mother, wife or babies. Price, neatly 
bound in cloth. JI.

Dr. H. B. Cole writest- “The pre
mium book, No. 13, duly received and. 
carefully read. The selections -are 
well made and cannot help but be of 
assistance, at least they will give 
thought waves a chance to progress.”

Married.—Mies Lara B. Lar6on of 
Los Angeles and Wm. A, Allen of San 
Bernardino were united in marriage at 
12 o’clock, April. 11, 19Q6» at the 
home of Mr. and Mrs,; D. A. Beau- 
dette, on Fiflh street. Mrs. Lilv M.
Thiebaud pronounced the marriage 
service. Both are' Spiritualists and 
will make their home In San Bernar
dino.
- A. W, Austin writes: “The.Church 

of the Soul, Mrs. Cora L. V. Richmond, 
pastor, at Its annual meeting on the 
6th insty elected the following officers 
for the ensuing year: Waldo Dennis, 
president; Mrs. S. J; Ashton, vice- 
president; Arlington W. Austin, secre
tary; J. Gieselman, treasurer; trustees. 
Gen. C. T. Hotchkiss, Waldo Dennis 
and J. Gieselman for the full term of 
three years; Wm. Richmond for one 
year, to fill vacancy. The large at
tendance and Increased membership of 
this pioneer society shows prosperity, 
and the many visiting strangers from 
out of the city, proves the abiding 
widespread consideration of the pas
tor. The Band of Harmony, the so- 
ciakliuxlliary of the 'church, at its 
meeting In the home of the pastor, at 
Rogers Park, on the 3rd Inst., elected 
for officers the ensuing year, Mrs. Cora 

•L. V. Richmond, president, Mrs. H. C. 
Goodrich, vice-president; Mrs. Mary 
B. Hill, secretary; Mrs. Allee Turbett, 
corresponding .secretary, and Mrs. 8. 
J. Ashton, treasùrer. During the sum
mer vacation they will entertain at 
the homes of members, on. the first 
and third Thursdays of each month, 
as notified by the secretary.”

Mrs. Amanda Coffman writes from 
Grand Rapids, Mich.: “Since my last 
report to your paper I was six weeks 
in Wisconsin and served the W. 8. 8. 
A. as missionary; also attended the 
state convention as-test medium. I 
wish to thank the many friends who 
helped to make me happy, and _my 
labors light. iAt the various cities 
and towns visited I was the recipient 
of many kindnesses expressed in 
words of cheer in gifts of flowers, etc., 
Words are weak when we wish to ex
press what the soul > feels. A kind 
thought for all workers and a God-1 
speed to The Progressive Thinker.”

Mrs. Maggie Henry writes: “At 
Spiritual Mission Chapel (Old 77J the 
hall was crowded. Prof. Stoller's lec
ture was very short, as we were again 

. favored by Miss Ella Carr and Miss 
'Christy Souls; both’are well known 
entertainers. Miss Garr favored us 
with a banjo sólo, and Miss Souls with 
a recitation. Madame DeLoux also 
favored lite with a song. We then had 
spirit messages by Madame De Loux 
and others. The Professor answered 
personal questions for all strangers."

W. J. Howes writes: "My (wlfe and 
I will be going on our vacation the 
latter part of May, and will be in the 
vicinity of St. 'Paul, Minn., and Rush 
City, Minn., for about three weeks 
and .would be pleased to hear from 
societies respecting engagements dur
ing that period. Address me at No. 
2108 W. Congress street, Chicago, Ill.

Lily M. Thiebaud. writes from San 
Bernardino, Cal.: "We bad a very suc
cessful mass convention here, of which 
I enclose program. We feel that 
much good will result from It: The 
C. S. 8. A. has held mass conventions 
Santa Barbara, Los Angeles, San Ber
nardino, and San Diego. I see letters 
from mahy friends In the east in The 
Progressive Thinker. 'We heartily 
congratulate you on your efforts to 
clean the ranks of fraud,. What wé 
want is clean, honest, 'mediumship 
and purest morals on the part of our 
mediums. We have plenty of such 
workers, ft is time the line was 
drawn on tricksters. May they be 
taughl the bettet way.”

Societies desiring the services oX»a 
platform test medium, .address Rev. 
Mabel Hafris, Lock Bok 265, Pitts
burg, Kansas. She will attend camps.

The Ohio Spisituallsts’ attention is 
Is called to the annual O. S. A. oonven- 
tion to conven? May 25, 26 and 27, at 
the First Spiritualists' Temple, Fuller
ton street, Cleveland, Ohio. .
' Arrangements are nearing comple
tion. Besides officers of the O. S. A., 
the following speakers and mediums 
will be present: Wm. V. Nicum, Day
ton; Dell A. Herrick, Akron; D. M. 
King, Mantua; J. A. Craig, Clyde; I. 
,W. Pope, Cleveland; Miss Elizabeth 
Harlow, Columbus; Mrs. Anna E. 
Baird, Elyria; Mrs, Edith McCrossen,. 
Columbus. Miss , Edna Grant, the 
spiritual nightingale, of Conneaut, 
will assist as soloist. •. a " t

“United we stand„idlvlded we tail.” 
This is the motto .wq, would like all 
Spiritualists toHconsifler and come to 
this convention ”■ ;to interchange 
thoughts and agree«,upon differences 
of-oplnions, thatthe ultimate outcome 
may be a lasting benefit to the Spirit
ualists of this .state as well as tne 
United States; that the deliberations 
of this conclave_be felt as a power for 
good to enligh^p tlm minds of many, 
hungry souls now held in'bondage of 
ignorance. ’ 1
. ■ Come as représéntSilves of societies 
or as individual#, as-Ohloans or from 
other states, afiq we will' try and 
make you welcome; as we need your 
help. -1 • V • - '

Take Broadway cát to. Fullerton 
: street, opposite’Souitf High School, or 
take Wilson through car to Marceline. 
avenue,' then walk north to Fullerton 
street Other information will bo 
given by -. C. A. SIOLLINGER,

Secretary O. S. A.
1305 Clark avenue,' Cleveland,.Ohio.'

| ‘‘Heliocentric Astrology or Essentials 
of Astronomy and I Solar Mentality, 
with Tables of Ephemeris from 1830 to 
1910.” By Yarmo Vedra. Price, by 
mail $1.50. :

Spiritualist services will' be held 
every Sunday evening at 183 E.. North 
avenue, corner . Burling street, com
mencing.at 8 o’clock sharp, x Con-

i ducted by Mr. and Mrs. Howes,

I Now: York State Association meetings.
A muss meeting will bp held in Ar

cade Hall, Broad street,-Hornellsvllle, 
N. Y„ May 26 and 27.> Spiritualists 
of that city and surrounding towns 
are-invited to come and participate, 

. Our annual convention is ttlpo to be 
held in Buffalo June 1, 2 and 3 at 
Spiritual Temple, corner of Prospect 
and Jersey streets, and we most cor
dially invite the workers and friends, 
not only of our own, l>ut of adjoining 
states, to be with us on that occasion.

H. W. RICHARDSON, Pres.
East Aurora, N. Y.

It Is Achieved in Renvcr, Colorado.

Greeting to our loyal friends in the 
ranks of Spiritualism! We won our 
case In which the license inspector of 
the city of Denver tried to have me 
convicted of giving a clairvoyant read
ing, In violation of the city ordinance 
requiring mediums to pay a license 
fee of ?100. After my appeal from 
the'decision of the police court, the 
case was set for April 19, in the county 
court, but later was postponed to May 
7.. Neither myself nor my. witnesses 
were called to testify, as the witness 
for the city under cross-examination 
by my lawyer, H. N. Sales, admitted 
that she had been sent out by the city 
officials for the purpose of getting evi
dence on which to convict me. Judge 
Lindsey rendered his decision on this 
point: The city cannot solicit a viola
tion of one of Its own ordinances to 
secure evidence against a medium. 
His ruling Was based on the fact that 
the city by sending one of its employes 
to get a reading, became a party to the 
offense, and therefore had no case 
against me.

To friends, co-workers and earnest 
Spiritualists who have sent letters of 
encouragement, as well as those who 
sent more substantial tokens of their 
Interest in the outcome of this case, I 
return my sincere thanks. Let us 
hope that ere long the cause of Spirit
ualism and the exercise of ' medlum- 
,ship will take theiiwplace above the 
reach of corrupt politicians and graft
seeking aidermen.

ALICE GEHRING-PATTERSON. 
Denver, Colo.

Excellent Results in a Materializing 
Seance.

I have just read an article from Dr. 
Morrison, in No 859 of The Progress
ive Thinker,- on the subject of mate
rialization, In which the author takes 
the stand that this phase of Spiritual
ism is not to be depended on—Is al
together too unreal to be believed In, 
and better be left out.

I can speak for myself In contradic
tion of his premises, "Seeing Ib be
lieving."

I will relate a chapter from- my own 
experience on the subject:

In 1884, my husband and son died" 
within 10 days of each other, in Texas. 
The following October I returned 
to Kentucky, -our former home, and 
resumed my former business, teach
ing, to enable me to educate my re
maining children, two sons. I fin
ished them in the Ohio Medical, in 
Cincinnati.

While the elder was at school I paid 
him a visit, my^first visit in my life 
to the city.

One afternoon I was induced by a 
friend from the country, to attend a 
materializing seance, given in the ho
tel on Front street, In a room never 
used before for the like purpose. _ In 
the course of the entertainment the 
medium said: "Is there a lady pres
ent named MrsrMary Eckman?”

■ After the' seepnd Inquiry I arose.
He then said: “You are wanted in 

the cabinet." I made my way into It.
I soon saw a white mist on the floor 

at the opposite end of the cabinet, 
slowly develop until I cried out, ex
citedly, “Is that you, Charlie?” A 
weak voice replied, “Yes,'ma, it is I.”

He came to me and laid his cold 
hand on my head, as tangibly as In 
life. He asked me about our Texas 
home. Was I contented there? if not, 
live in Kentucky. He told me not to 
mourn for him, for his home was too 
beautiful for him- to describe. He 
said I would soon be with him, and 
that he and pa watched over me. “But 
I can’t sjay longer,” he said; but pa is 
here anjl wants to see you. Then he 
began to go down, down, and when 
about two feet, from the floor; flashed 
out in a broad Sheet of lightning is 
natural as any 1 ever saw from the 
clouds.

The next was my husband who 
came the same way ip an opposite cor
ner, developed to a man six feeet, and 
came to me, laid his hand on my head, 
and talked to me about affairs known 
only to us two, in that audience. He 
then dematerialized just as Charlie 
did.

Now, where does the deception come 
in? I was from Texas. I was never in 
the city before. 1 knew nobody, and 
nobody knew me.

MRS. MARY P. ANDERSON.

Heresy Is Honesty of Spirit Made Man- 
” ifest.

Men ere continually mourning over 
heresy who are cheating widows out 
of their inheritance and making busi
ness men bankrupts by their selfish
ness. All our fine scholars and phil
osophy will not avail much, unless 
they teach men to pay one hundred 
cents on the dollar amt to produce a 
dividend here and now. Talk as we 
please about the superficiality of some 
men who seem to ignore poetry and 
Ideality In the interest of simple good 
works, they will assert their right to 
be heard as teachers and even Icono
clasts, until *we can show some prac
tical results of our fine idealizing in 
common, every-day honesty. Even 
morality in the lowest sense will be a 
broader principle than ever religion 
has been, if It touches the -every-day 
miseries and wants of needy men and

PASSED TO SPIRIT LIFE.

[Obituaries to the extent of ten Unes 
only will be Inserted free. All In excess 
Of ten lines will be charged at the rate 
of fifteen cents per line. About seven 
words constitute one Hue.] 1

Passed to spirit life, on May 1, John 
Thlmlor, of Harlan, Ind., aged nearly 
79. He was born in Germany, June 
11, 1827. He became a Snlrltuallst 
early in life, and remained firm in his 
belief until the end. He was. a pri
vate of Co. G, 152d Indiana. Services 
were conducted hyl Mr. Brindle, a 
Spiritualist speaker of Fort Wayne.

George W. Noble, on May 2, was 
crossing the street near his residence 
in Elyria, Ohio, when a street car 
struck him and he was Instantly 
killed. Funeral services were con
ducted at his late residence on May 
6, Rev. Fred D. Dunakin of Cecil, O., 
officiating. The remains were taken 
to Cleveland, Ohio, and burled In 
Woodland cemetery. Deceased has 
been for several years a flrm believer 
id the philosophy of Spiritualism, and 
universally respected by all who knew 
him. Had he lived until (August 10, 
he would have been 85 years old. He 
leaves a wife and three daughters and. 
many friends that love and respect 
him for the good-he bap done.

Have You Read
OUR i 

¡. PREMIUM
BOOK J 

OFFER ?

BETWEEN BO¿)Y AND SOUL.

| When We Interrogate the Literature 
of the Fast, of Whatever Kind, wo

I Find That It Substantially Agrees 
in Certain Respects Upon the Whole 
With Regard to the relations Be
tween the Body and Soul.
The soul and the body are distinct 

and separable. The body comes up 
from the ground and descends to the 
earth again. The soul comes from 
above, and in the last analysis, comes 
from God. The Egyptians and some 
other ancient peoples supposed that 
the soul of man is simply the presence 
in this world and in human form of a 
fallen'god, It is-possible to explain 
the statement of David that man "is 
made a little lower than the angels 
and 1b crowned with glory and honor” 
tn this way.

David is likely acquainted with 
Egyptian philosophy upon this sub
ject and embodied it here and there in 
his poetical musings, as we have much 
reason to think. The same thought Is 
found elsewhere In the Old Testament.

"The sons of God saw the daughters 
of men, that they were fair, and they 
took them wives of all which tney 
chose;’’ and “there were, giants in 
those days,” “mighty’men of old, men 
of renown."

Pagan nations not only believed in 
the fact that ordinary human beings 
came from Jupiter as their origin and 
source, but that there were beings 
among men wno were semi-human 
and semi-divine, the offspring of gods 
and human beings.

The notion of the immaculate con
ception was common to many ancient 
peoples. Greek and Rtynan poetry 
and mythology are full of it. That it 
had a root in early Jewish philosophy 
and that it came struggling down 
along the ages of Jewish history to 
the beginning of the Christian era and 
later, side by side with other poly
theistic notions on this subject,, can 
readily be demonstrated.

The ancient Hebrews not only 
talked face to face with God, but they 
entertained angels from heaven, who 
sat at meat with them and ate venison 
and other things not quite as unsub
stantial as the ambrosial nectar of the 
Greek and Roman divinities. It was 
no unusual thing for the spirits of 
heaven to take temporary human 
form among either Jewish or pagan 
peoples.

Some of these supernatural beings 
moved about through the sky on 
wings, and some seemed to have had 
the power of passing about through 
space without these'or other append
ages. All ancient nations anticipated 
our modern attempts at aerial navi
gation in their supernatural philoso
phy, It was also the notion of some 
ancient peoples that the souls of men 
came from animals lower, as well as 
spirits higher than- man.

This is embodied In thidoctrine of 
the transmigration of the soul.

Some of the divinities of the ancient 
Egyptians were supposed to dwell in 
animals lower than human. Oxen, 
crocodiles, birds, fish and many other 
minor forms of life have been sup- 

1 posed to contain the spirits of beings 
superior to rflan. For this reason 
they were worshiped. • 

, The human'mind has been very pro
lific in the investigations of this kind. 
There Is' no possible variation by 
which the supernatural and the nat
ural can be imagined to have come 
into contact-and union, which has not 
been the pel theory of some one .or 
other of the various grades of human 
beings who have lived, or still live, 
upon this earth. •

All trust to mere appearances for 
the ground of their beliefs and -all 
these have been more or less refined 
and elevated as we find men coming 
into higher and more scientific rela
tionship to environment and princi
ples of thought.

SAMUEL L. STIVER.

"Right Living." By Susan H. Wtxon. 
The author shows a wise practicality In 
her method of teaching the principle of 
ethics. She illustrates her subject- 
wlth many brief narratives and anec
dotes, which render the book more in
teresting and more easily comprehend
ed. It Is especially adapted for use in 
Children’s Lyceum. In the hands of
mothers and teachers it may 
very useful. Young and old 
benefited by it Price, $1.

“Discovery of a Lost Trail.”
B. Newcomb. Excellent in 
suggestiveness. Cloth, $1.50.

be made 
will be

By Chas, 
spiritual

"Social Upbuilding, Including Coop
erative Systems and the Happiness and 
Ennoblement of Humanity." By E. D. 
Babbitt, LL. E., M. D. This comprises 
the last part of Human Culture and 
Cure. Paper cover. 15 cents.

By the Author of

“fl Wanderer In Spirit Lands.”
“THE STRANGE STORY OF AMMAN

The Persian riystlc Emperor.

' A weird, powerfully told dramatic story of the earth life and subsequent 
-Experiences in the Spirit World of the "Guide,. Ahriziman.” Few books 
• are more calculated to hold the reader’s interest from the first page to the 

st, an^muph that is original and new-will be found in the, accounts given 
of Ahrinziman’s Studies in the Domain of Magic and its relation to obsession? 
and other perplexing problems of spiritual intercourse. Price, cloth $1.00.- 
Paper/60 cents.

Truly, the world has NEVER 6EEN 
the like before. Search the anna[a of 
history, ANCIENT AND MODERN; 
critically examine the history of Spirit
ualism; look here and there, In every 
nook and corner of the world, and you 
CANNOT find a parallel to the offer 
made in reference to these THIRTEEN 
remarkable PREMIUM BOOKS. They, 
constitute a wonderfully valuable Spir
itualistic and Occult ’ LIBRARY, and 
are furnished at a nominal sum. All 
are substantially bound ahd neatly 
printed, and those who purchase them 
are DELIGHTED WITH THEM.

We have now THIRTEEN magnifi
cent PREMIUM BOOKS which you 
can select from. -

GEMS OF THOUGHT, by SEVEN- ■ 
TEEN leading authors, is our last 
Premium Book.

Any one of the Thirteen Premium 
Rooks you may order, price 25 cents. 
This Is the price, remember, when you 
order only one book in connection with 
a yearly subscription. The paper, one 
year, and one Premium Book, $1.25. 
But if you order more than one Pre- 
niium Book the price is ns follows:

Any two of the Thirteen Premium 
Books you may order, price 70 cents.

Any three of the Thirteen Premium 
Books you may order, price $1.10.

Any four of the Thirteen Premium 
Books you may order, price $1.50.

Any live of the Thirteen Premium 
Books you may order, price $1,75.

Any tdx of the Thirteen- Premium 
Books you may order, price $2.05.

Any seven of the ^Thirteen Premium 
Books you may order, price $2.35.

Any eight of the Thirteen Premium 
Books you may order, price $2.65.

Any nine of the Thirteen Premium 
Books you may order, price $2.00.

Any ten of the Thirteen Premium 
Rooks you may order, price $3.10.

Any eleven of the Thirteen Premium 
Books you may order, price $3.40.

Any twelve of the ThirteenPremium 
Books you may order, price $3.85.

Lastly, all of these THIRTEEN Pre- 
luium Books here announced are sent 
out, all postage prepaid, for 4.15, 
something never before equalled in 
tills country or Europe.

.Bear in mind that every order for a 
Premium Book must be accompanied 
with a yearly subscription for The 
Progressive Thinker, which jy$l. We 
repeat that the world has never seen 
the like of it before.
OUR THIRTEEN REMARKABLE

•PREMIUM BOOKS FOR $4.15.
Tils toll&wius !s the list of titles of 

the Twelve Premium Books:
1—The Encyclopedia of Death, and 

Life In the Spirit World, Vol. 1.
2—The Encyclopedia of Death, and 

Life in the Spirit World, Vol. 2,
8—The Encyclopedia of Death, and 

Life in the Spirit World, Vol 8. Theaa 
three volumes have been prepared by; 
J. R. Francis. They contain tnvaluabla 
¿ata.

4—Art Magic, or Mundane, Sub-Mun
dane and Super-Mundane Spiritism, bjj 
<Mrs- Emma Hardinge Britten.

5—Ghost Land, Spiritualism, Occult
ism, by Mrs. Emma Hardinge Britten.

(6—The Next World Interviewed, by, I Mr». 8. G- Horn, a most remarkable ma- 
dium.

7—The Occult Life of Jesus, by Alex
ander Smythe, a medium of rare gifts.

8—A Wanderer in the Spirit Lands. 
Translated by A Farnese, a wonderful 
English medium.

9—The Religion of Man and Ethics ol 
Science, by Hudson Tuttle.

10—Seers of the Ages, or Spiritualism 
Past and Present, by Dr. J. M. Peebles.

11—The Great Debate Between Moses 
Hull and W. F. Jamieson.

12—Letters from the Spirit World, 
written through the mediumship ot 
Carlyle Petersllea.

13—Gems of Thought, by SEVEN
TEEN leading authors, is our last Pre
mium Book. '

Discovery of a Lost Trail
BY CHARLES B. NEWCOMB,

Author of “All's Right with the World." Cloth 270 
hagea. Mr. Newcomb made • distinct success with 
hAU’e Right with the World,” which coDtlanes tn the 

.front rank of the Metaphysical books that are dow so 
popular. Thereat number who have jeeu cheered 
and strengthened by him will welcome another book 
by this wise teacher whose words of help are doing ai 
much to nake the world better by making men aud 
women better able to understand and enjoy It.

“Discovery of a Lost Trail** /
Isa simple study of that strange and beautiful thing 
called life, but grand in Rs scholarly simplicity. It 
will bo in demand by m&ny who have not previously 
read metaphysical writings. Price »1.50. Fora&leaX 
CUa office.

Th© evolution'of Man. By Michael Faraday« 
Price. 15c._______________________________________2

flELIOGENTRIG ASTROLOGY, 
Or Essentials of Astronomy and Solar Men* 
tality, with Tables of Ephemeris to 1910. By 
Yarmo Vodra. With 64 illustrations, 85 of 
which aro original drawings by Holmes W. 
Merlon, author of “Descriptive Mentality.” A 
new system of personally determining tn© pri
mary fund of Mental ana Physical forcesand 
their results in mental aptitudes that dominate 
the nature of the individual as based upon date 
of birth. Price, cloth. 81.50.

fipocryniial New Testament, 
Being all the Gospels, Epistles, and other pieces 
now extant, attributed in the flrst four centu
ries to Jesus Christ, his apostles and their com
panions. and not Included In the New Testament 
by Its compilers. Price, cloth, 81.60.

Cultivation of Pei^onaf Haonetlsm 
A treatise on Human Calture. By Leroy Bar
rier, anthropologist and: author. A very sug- 
-SesVvo and instructive book. Price 81.00.

ft Veru Intepestina Book,tor RK,
Philosophy of work con- 

Spirltual Intercourse. account or the 
very wonderful spiritual developments at the 
house of Rev. Dr. Phelps, Stratford, Conn-jand 
similar cases in all parts of the country. Thia 
volume Is the Sr*" the author directly up
on the subject of Spiritualism, and has stood 
the test of many years. Cloth, 80c.; postage Ito.

STARTLING-FACTS,
OR

Deeds of Darkness Disclosed
This work devotes special attention 

to Auricular Confession and its rela
tions to sacerdotal celibacy, convents, 
monasteries, morality and civil and-re
ligious liberty. It is intended.to be an 
embodiment of facts and documentary 
evidence of the pernicious influence <4 
the confessional; a trenchant showing 
up of Romanism, based upon standard 
Catholic authorities; an eye-opener con
cerning the methods' and spirit, the 
moral turpitude and evil' works of Ro ■ 
manlsm.. Cloth, 75 renta.

completediqgo.fi


Two Except Spiritual Books

MftRY ANNE GftREWOGEftMIDES
Paper,

All readers will lie charmed with itenee, and is very interesting.

Ingersoll’s Lectures
44 Addresses and Answers to His Critics.

Is It Infallible?

. Chadbourn, .Nk-C.

18th of April. Mars was 23 degrees I heart, and well known to oiff N. 8. A.

with a 
certain

This great novel 1b written 
distinct purpose, to set forth

These books from the pen of the noted musician, medium and. author, 
Carlyle Petersllep, whose writings have been read and prized by thous
ands of readers of The Progressive Thinker, will assuredly be enjoyed by 

-all who read them. They are intensely spiritual and of absorbing Interest 
from beginning to end.

Psychical Novel.—Price 
Cover, BO Cents.

MRS. FRANK McCORMICK, 
■ - ' President.

MRS. W./3. SELBREDE, 
Secretary.

It is a spiritual book for Spiritual- as well as spiritually aided and up- 
Ists, and interesting for everyone. lifted.

available evidence •-hitherto 'to be 
found only Tn the most scattered and . ' 
inqccesslbie forint With greatscare 
and exactness 'M. Elbe has arrahged 
a-plain statement of' the discoveries,

THE SAN FRANCISCO •' ;■ g- l
! EARTHQUAKE.

A Most Remarkable' Medium. Deve! 
oped There.

•f r^ni ah embryo' lidychio 'State "up to a 
j'p&mt where they can become of great 
ir’actieal'ase ts-themselves'and others.

experience in the higher realms. The _________ ___  _________________
.work radiates a goo^splritual Influ-' iiy, is beyond one’s power to describe.

By Edward C. Smith.
" The Record of a generous life runs like a vine around the memory of 

our-dead, and ev^ry sweet unselfish act is now a perfumed flower.”

A Work of Immense Importance.

THB PROGRBSSiyB'THINKER
EARTHQUAKES. SPRINGFIELD, MASS.

A

VERMONT.

A CALL FROM'THE ROCKIES.

lington, Vt.

Ledge him round about. The Pro

day.

S. N. GOULD, 
Vice-president.

"PHENOMENA INDISPENSABLE, '

But Place and Timç Must- Be Con- 
sidered. -

WÎ9. 1005.

“HOW SHALL I BECOME A MEDIUM?”

Some Comprehensive Reflections as to 
: ' Their Origin.

The Queen City EóA/ Spiritualist 
: . Cnmp-nicqting.

This department Is under the man- 
pgementof . -•

; HUDSON TUTTLE.
Address him at Berlin Heights, Ohio.

NOTE—Tho Questions and Answers 
Iiavo called forth such a boat of io- 
Bpondqnts/that tp give all equal hear
ing compels the answers to be made in 
tho most condensed . form, and often 
clearness is perhaps sacrificed to this 
forced brevity. 'Proofs have to ba omit
ted, and the style becomes thereby.as- 
Bcrtlvo, which of all tilings is to be dop- 
iccated, Correspondents. often weary 
With walling for the appearance of 
their questions and write letters of-in
quiry: The supply of matter is always 
several weeks ahead of the space given; 
tmd hence there is unavoidable delay. 
Every one has to wait bls time ana 
place, and all are . treated with equal 
favor., ’

NOTICE.—No attention will be given 
anonymous letters. Full name and ad- 
'dress must be given, or the letters will 
hot bé read. If the request lie made, 
fJio namo will not be published. . The 
ctorrespqndenco off this .department has 
become excessively large, especially let- 
fers of inquiry requesting private an- 
Bwers, and while I freely give what
ever information I am able, tho ordi
nary courtesy of correspondents Is ex
pected. HUDSON TUTTLE. . .

■has to wait the tlme of rlpenlug. • You 
cannot hprry the process. The crisp 
red astracban comes in August, when 
the- winter fruit is- green on the 
boughs. You want ■ the . latter to 
stay in the orchard till the skies of 
autumn lower, and then it Is not 
ripe. You don't want it ripe till tho 
late-winter, in fact the longer this, 
is deferred the better, tor you and 
for tho apples. -

You feej sure that the time will 
come when tile sour juices will sweet
en, the hiird flesh’ grow soft and 
crisp, and the crabped worthlessness 
become of value.

I said this process could not be has
tened; it can - by, artificial means. 
The fruit can be ripened by heat, but 
It loses its flavor and fragrance and 
is stale. There are Incubators tor 
weakling babies, and so there might 
bo spiritual Incubators for belated 
souls, and by a great care and devoted 
attention these might be forced along, 
arid strengthened in spiritual knowl
edge, but it never would pay—I mean 
spiritually, of course. ’’

’ T. C. R., Toronto, Can.: Q. Would 
. । you advise me to study astrology, 

and if so, what system?
A. I advise you, and everyone 

else, most unreservedly and unquali
fiedly, NOT to study astrology? I 

• ¡cannot understand why astrology Is- 
so iqonstantly blended with Spiritual
ism. There is surely- nothing far
ther removed. The claim put for
ward that human character, is ruled 
by the planets,' the whole scheme ot 
predictions by “casting a horo- 
Bcope’,” is as baseless as a tale of 
•‘Arabian Nights.”

/ The way the "professors" of the 
art, the “great astrologers" make 

' their living ought to convince any;
-thinking person that their "science” 
is only pretension. They claim to 
predict future events. They gjve 

' business advice and tips on the
Btock exchange, and all for a-beggarly 
sum. If they had this knowledge, It 

• they were able to know the -occur
rences of to-morrow, they could in a 
year gather Into their hands the fabu
lous wealth of Wall street. ' Could 

' they locate mines, or find lost treas
ures, the mineral riches -of the world 
■would be theirs. Yet claiming this 

' knowledge they never use it fop their 
■ pwn benefit, but at imminent risk of 

arrest, they sell It to others for the 
price of a,supper, or lodging! There 
is nothing practical, or useful In the 
books on this subject.

As we hold Spiritualism dear and 
Bacred, let us draw the Une sharp and." 
clear between it and all fortune-tell
ing, “occultism” and faklrdom. If 
we do'not, let us not complain that 
law-makers punish “old dog ’Pray” 
for the cornpany he keeps.

Better they plod along in the glory, 
of their conceit until ' they in time 
ripen, out of their crabbed greenness.

Tho world will not deviate a hair’s 
breadth in its revolutions, for the be
lief or unbelief of all the people on. 
its surface, and hence the opinion of 
one preacher, or Methodist; more or 
less, is too Inconsequéntlal to' think 
about. The way a certain crow in the 
woods lays thq^sticks In her nest, is 
of as much moment.

We struggle on, and attempt to re
form, and plant the germs of new 
ideas. It may appear only disinal 
failure -to us, but perhaps wè are the 
rain and,sunllght, in this process, arid • 
years and years from n.ow, the germs 
will first bqgln to grow, and the fruit
age will come.,- We'do not know; ;per- 
haps. shall never know. • ’
: Tpere is this cause for hope for one 
wh/“burns the paper.” He confesses 
that he has a weak cause.; a defeated, 
thoroughly whipped cause, that will 
not bear the light of discussion. He 
confesses the other side is right, over
whelmingly right,-and the only way he 
knows to vent his spleen is to burn 
thé paper which expose? his belief. 
One would expect such a thing from a 
small boy—scarcely from a man, but 
we must remember such people are 
pen in stature only. Their bodies 
have grown, but their minds have re
mained In babyhood. As the Chinese 
bandage their women’s feet, the mind 
of the Christian-child is sometimes so, 
bandaged and swathed with comprèss- 
ing creeds and beliefs, that it makes a 
slow and distorted growth, and re
mains dwarfed. But unlike the de
formed foot, which remains perma
nently crippled, the mind, by’ slow 
growth will sooner or later burst Its 
bonds, and assume its superiority over 
the environments which hedge It 
round.

There is no -doubt but what earth
quakes are caused either-'by subter
ranean or atmospheric disturbances of 
ap electrical nature. ■•• There is at 
tilnes a Jack of- harmony in the equi
librium of the earth; its motor-pow
ers,-so to speak, are out of gear. 
These disturbances beyond u doubt 
are influenced at times through the 
Immense volume and force of planet
ary faatter moving through space; not 
only disturbing but intensifying or In
creasing atmospheric pressure, 1 be- 

Jlqve from what I-have read that the 
seismic .tremors which have beep re* 
corded for some years past 'by: astro
nomical scientists, should ■ have been 
recognized as a- warning that there 
was somehing wrong in the earth's -tn 
teyior, or- something doing in the 
heavens above. . ■ ■■. .

Alexis Perrey tabulated over 17,000 
earthquakes and seismic tremors in 
different parts of the world between 
J750 and 1842. Other scientists have 
also recorded thousands ; of earth 
tremblings at- different times during 
the past sixty years.

Nearly all the ancient writers on 
Seismology concurred In-' their opin-', 
ions as to the origin or causes.of earth 
quakes. Aristotle in a work published 
300 years B. C. (see- volume 5, of the 
works of Aristotle by Thomas Taylor, 
Book 2, page 528) placed on record 
the fact, that, "Itsometimes happens: 
that there Is an earthquake about of 
after the eclipses of the moon.” Al- 

• fred J. Pearce, an astronomical writer
In “The Science of the Stars,” page 55; 
says: “An unprejudiced comparison of' 

..the dates' of great earthquakes with 
those of eclipses of the sun and moon, 
show many very striking coincidences 
so frequently repeated as to lead to 
the conclusion that they are not "for
tuitous," and may have some "rap
port?1 , It is the planetary, positions’ at 
eclipses that are the causes (or the 
“signs") of earth quakes. It Is gen
erally found that the shock is felt at 
those places where Jupiter or Saturn 
is angular at-the moment of greatest

• • . „ • w a at r < • - 
In Taurus, anda sepMatliigla-from a 
square .with the ’Mqfiflir .

Raphael, in .his«..fidmiiMaoj .1906, 
page 11, speakiagiiofi thojjrhargBS of 
Mars through TaursBoigaldcPi’Earth
quake shocks.wlJk in fur
apart parts ot the rwarid."yqThis Is 
under “The Voice oTA'/hqHeaypns" for 

• April, 190«. Wo -IiWe ' this 
month earthquakes jimT 'volcanic dls- 
tufbances in South17 /ffrlcay* ’Martin
ique, Italy ^VespvIusL Fqroiosu, 
J upon, India,: tne J?ac^nl:, ca^ifjt and 
other places;.1 ’, 3 .. .... .7'7,,

I have dictated tlBCWrCKlMfe fro™, 
an astrological or Ailtfl^tanL b.otnt ..of 
.view. 1 firmly l)elifev.e''nn‘the other 
hand that uiuilh pf^tioj^yphic. phe
nomena am the A'00'015"
leal disturbances, tho tre
mendous pldnetaryJSOT-q^i ,pf‘.JNati|re, 

•which' gives thjs.bl'd ¡qa'rth"^ a 
fearful shaking .up at limps, qiij| when. 
Lhpeak of the. earth I refer ¿f course, 
to the great oceanffTwIten the’waters 
abnormally rise, and'1 the gaSes In the 
great central’ cavities of’the «fearth- it
self. This latter questioh, of. course, 
isifor geologists und astronomers, who 
•have marie the subject. ' of! earth
quakes a study on .different "Unes of 
observation than1 my ownt .’f........

GEO. W. V1AL1ROND.
Denver, Colo. ■ ! ¡ J ■' ■

---------
In the opinion of the writer Spring- 

field lias produced a.public medium 
unexcelled by any in this country, 
from the Atlantic to the Pacific: and 
there are many Spiritualists hero, ot 
travel and experience, who heartily 
concur in this opinion.
., -On Bunday afternoon, May 6, at the 
Splurltallsts -Hall in this< city, Mrs. 
Pilling appeared on a public platform 
for the first time. Until quite recent
ly the lady was wholly unacquainted 
with anything pertaining to the Spirit- 

-ualist movement, knowing absolutely 
nothing about mediumship; and yet, 
on thlSi herlirst attempt in public, she 
gave evidence of spirit communion of 
sb direct and. convincing a character 
as to start thé: scales from the eyes of 
skepticism, and send’ "shivers” up and 
-down thé spines of .old-time believers.

I have witnessed .the performances 
of mahy of the celebrated platform 
mediums, east’and west, but was never 
before in n public seance' where, there 
was'so much to commend and so little 
to criticise.

in the Light of- Ancient Wisdom aiid Modern Science.
BY LOUIS ELBE. - .

‘ This is the authorized translation' of 
the famous book which has been, cre
ating so wide a stir in scientific and 
religious circles throughout. France, 
un.der the title “La Vie Future." IV 
will be received with equal interest 
here, and will arouse very general dis-

tlieqrftsB, and ideas of the greatest In- ■ 
------------------ - ------------ vestigators together with his own illu- . 

cusslon, as the subject is one engaging, 'minuting views anil comments, and a 
nqt only scientists but laymen in-qvpr-r mass of authentic information reghrd-. 
increasing numbers. ’ ’ ' ihg the beliefs of the primitive Taces,.

fundamental question of the The book Is divided into (.wo parts;
Immortality of the Soul", has* dis- the first part-being devoted "to the' 

turbed the great thinkers of.al! ages; Ideas of the Survival as considered by 
and for the. solution of' this ¡eternal 'tlje Primitive races, apd’ tije'second to 
enigma humanity still seeks In vaini "'Deductions drawn from the Funda-

This volume offers forthe first time mental sciences. With .portrait ot 
a ,complete presentation of all the the-author, Price $1.20; postage 10c.’

Harveÿ- Browri: He hqs -been en- ( 
gaged?ito W«.
Circulating The- Progressive.-Tnlriker:: , 
(A. zealous Methodist brother he plied 
.With copies /.until thè ;Frettìhed inari 
was full and returned the last eppy, 
çndoràed, “These papers don’t do me 
^ny good." Undiqcouraged he sent 
thé IngersoH.'niimber, arid" when this 
dwarfed Methodist saw thè picture of. 
Ingersoll,- he. uttered words that 
poinded like anything but an out
burst of love, and rushed the paper 
into thé lire. He would do wpat lay 
within hip power to destroy heresy, 
and just as willingly would he burn 
the writers did the law allow. One 
of the three preachers who received 
this number, was so stirred up by it, 
that he preached a sermon on th^ 
Devil, advocating with lurid elo
quence the personality of the Prince 
of Evil.

"What can be done?” asks Mr. 
Brown, “to induce such men to read, 
and thus get out of the old rut? 
They need not be made to understand 
.Very much—only a little. If they 
¡could -be Induced to read they would 
Éee and be able to admit the full 
¡right. ’. How shall we make them 
pee?”. ’I, suppose we should be 
Charitable, for we. all came into the’ 
kvorld and found Christianity before 
us and not a solitary doubt ex
pressed. The rarest and hardest act 
is to admit that which we cannot help 
but believe after living, believing, 
teaching and acting a life-long lié.”
v A. ’Really Mr. Brown asks a diffi

cult gestion. How can a man who 
will not read, be made to read some
things he loathes and detests? He 
is proof against a revival sermon, and 
the ways of the evangelist.

The law forbids force, and hence 
persuasion is the only means, and If 
that fails he must be left over for 
the angels. There may be a slight 
show, if the man has not reached the 
extraordinary state of perfect sancti- 
Bcation. If he has, the patronizing in
solence of his self-sufficiency will

There are bright ' prospects for 
Queen City Park Spiritualist Camp- 
meeting- the' coming season, . which 
commences July 2 9, and continues un
til Sept. 3. The Pafk is located on a 
bluff two miles south of. the city of 
Burlington, on the shores of the beau
tiful Shelburn Bay. Here are - the 
finest sunsets in America; lovely 
walks and drives,1 four passenger 
trains daily with thälls f electric' cars’ 
gve.uy twenty minbtes;-post office; tele“' 
Phoiie,^ störe; and'ii'öiÄath'a^ft’-’öonrieet- 
ejä^ith-hotel.'. ’ '•/ ' '■ --L

eclipse; and that the shock usually 
takes place when Jupiter or Saturn 
(as the case may be) retrogrades over ' 
its own place at the eclipse, or tfhen, 
it arrives at the longitude of ’ the 
eclipse or tho square or opposition 
thereof.” So wrote Mr. Pearce in 
1881. ’

M. Delauney, ot the French Acad
emy, mhde many researches ’ along 
these lines, but* in addition to the 
foregone conclusions regarding 
eclipses, elucidated the theory” that 
some earthquakes were due to the 
passage of Jupiter ’ and Saturn 
through cosmic streams of meteors.

Dr, Goad (In his work, “Astro-Mete- 
orologlca,” published over two centu
ries ago) gave a list of twenty earth- 
quakeB which happened while Jupiter 
was In Taurus., ' Dr;' Simmonite, 
Commander' Morrison,' Alfred «J. 
Pearce.and other noted students ot 
seismic’science arrived ’dt'the same 
conclusion, - that earthquakes • : were 
more frequent when Uranus, Saturn;

Jupiter and Mars were in- the sigh of 
. Taurus or Scorpio. The constellation
Scorpio:is the direct opposite zodiacal’ 
Sign of Taurus. In ’’Urania," Febru
ary 1880, Mr. Pearce predicted that 
the entry, of Jupiter-and Satuin into 
Taurus In 1881 would produce great 
earthquakes. On the 3d of < April, 
1881'; ■ just'after Jupiter- an'd Shtiitn ’

To-the Editor:—Please allow, me 
just a little space ln..your paper to 
agree with J. A. Wertz of . Anderson, 
Ind,, that the pheno^tbna of Splrltual- 
Ism are indispensable..tn investigators. 
But I think that Place: and time, must 
l?e paid attention'to. -Thatit is an er
roneous Idea that ar lecturer must 
have a test medium, In: order to draw 
a crowd, If a lecturer falls- to inter; 
est the people with plain talk on the 
subject of the grand, unllftlng quali
ties of pur religion, that *we have erii- 
ployed the wrong person, whether It 
be man or woman. ■ • t.

I have often come in contact with 
.people, who for the sdkelof a position 
would not speak on- the subject- of 
Spiritualism, at the same time I k-new 
them to. be believers in both; the phe
nomena and philosophy. ■ Putting 
their candles under tlte cover of greed, 
gain and pride, lildlngitbeir preciou» 
light from those who; would hall with 
joy the glad news of C^lritual truth. 
I have found them burying their tal
ents In the ground.because- of fear 
that some reverend might term them 
superficial infidels. Ofiifor the day 
when men and womenxmay have the 
manhood, the womenirood;- to throw 
off these crumbling vestments of ev
erything pertaining to a greed, gain, 
pride or- creed, and stamd forth, ready 
and glad to shout the goani tidings of 
the truth of.true Spiritualism.

Then will tour ranks; bexsWelled Ato 
overflowing; then wlllnUjtS beautiful 
religion, mat lives byefactsl.arid not 
faith, be lifted above ail ridicule and 
censure, and out of the reaohi-of fakes. 
Elisha prayed thousands ■.ofji'ears ago 
and said-, “Lord, I prayrtjieelopen their. 
'eYes ¡that they may-seas!'; aid. so I ut-.
ter the ?ame. prayer,- and Mk the in
vestigator not.to ijloih-prldh to close, 
the window#- ofsxoumuL'>i<l Donot: - 
Shut your heart tq.ta^t&.pr ^osp-your 
eyeq to’,thaf-which ¿figpgq#spn sc-, 
cepts, because qf whMqomfi&ne might,- 
say on'thinlCJ.'^Mnk yourself,

. WPS; o h!J8> 
paBseo-^A^ygone, either^ysicolly

: ^Me^n,,^.^ ¡ic-Hdi;

Mrs, Pillings is entranced during 
her public work, the-communications 
through her being given by “Sagwah,” 
who-asserts he is an Egyptian who left 
the physical centuries ago. The me
dium's eyertre closed throughout the 
seance.

In- listening to Sagwah all are im
pressed by the beautiful and lofty 
character of the communications. Ap
parently little or no attempt is made 
to give "tests," and yet every .word'Is 
a ‘‘convincer." The spirit first estab
lishes his Identity beyond question by 
giving his or her full name and th^ 
names of relatives, together with ref
erences to the past and present, of a 
character to preclude all possibility 
of error, guess-work or collusion. 
Full names of dwellers in both spheres 
are called, out WITHOUT A MO
MENT’S HESITANCY, OR "FEELING 
ABOUT" FOR A POINTER,

When the spirit is fully recognized, 
•a beautiful message Is given, replete 
with sympathy, good cheer and en
couragement. Advice, together with 
the forecasting of events, frequently 
forms a part of the message. The 
earnestness of the one communicating, 
the tones of the medium's voice and 
the tender character of the'messages 
combine to awaken the emotions and 
wet the cheeks of many besides those 
directly interested.

Mrs. Pillings, as- before observed, 
knew scarcely anything of Spiritual
ism until about one year ago. Had 
■you space I should improve this op
portunity by giving to your readers an 
account of how this gifted medium has 
been "brought out” in so brief a pe
riod.— Suffice to relate that the lady, 
though formerly a devout - orthodox 
church member, had experienced a 
great restlessness, and unexplainable 
discontent for several months prior to 
the time when the light of the spirit
ual philosophy" first illumined' her in
ner perception. This discontent,’ as I 
understand, Anally took definite shape 
and .directed her steps-to Spiritualist' 

; gatherings in this city."
; _ During the past winter Mrs. Pil- 

-.lings lias .peen attending developing 
^circles'at the home, in this city, of 

•Dr. and Mrs. Proctor. Both Mr. and
: Mrs. Proctop are well calculated, by 

Study and natural gifts, to greatly aid 
.,-In ^developing and educating mediums

Frqm the Pen of the Gifted Inspirational Author, 
'CARLYLE PETERSILEA.

phases of spirit life and experience, 
as related to the gifted and inspired 
author. The question of soul mates, 
or of the united male and female con
stituting the completed'ego or angel. 
Is advanced as a vital truth of spirit

Wife, ‘ Mother, Spirit, Angel.—Neat 
Cloth Cover, Price $1.00.

This great,work relates the experi
ences of a young wife and mother, 
early called to the portals of death. 
It is very realistic, and the narrative 
is charmingly natural, and beautiful ■ 
iu Its tone of sweetness, it brings 
that other world very near to us; the 
comfort it brings to those bereaved 
of the dear ones of the home and fam-

A portly volume containing reports 
of the noted Colonel’s lectures, ad
dresses, and answers to critics. It is 
spicy reading, and will give pleasure 
to thousands of Spiritualists and Free
thinkers, who will find entertainment

and instruction combined in his in
comparable presentation of the truth 
as it appeared to him. The book con
tains an' Immense amount of 'matter, 
and is sold at a-mere nominal price.

Price, postpaid, only $1.00.

' A fine list of speakers -has' been se-’ 
cured: -Rev, B. F. Austin, Mrs. Helen 
P. Russegue, Mrs. Effie I. Chapman, 
Mrs, Jacobs, Mrs. Emma Paul, Mrs. 
Abbie Crossett, Alonzo F. Hubbard,’ 
Dr. S. N. Gould, and other noted 
speakers and mediums are expected. 
, Good music' will be furnished by 
the accomplished singers Mrs. Minnie 
Wood and MIbs Lula Alien.- Spirit 
message seances will be- held nearly 
every day during the meeting'. En
tertainments will be held often In the 
pavilion.

The ladies’ annual fair will be held 
about the 20th of August. . This sea
son the. hotel -is under new manager 
ment, bred M. Hunt, proprietor, .who 
will spare no pains to cater to the wel
fare of his guests.. He with a corps of 
help is putting the hotel and grounds 
in first-class -condition for the open
ing,. June 1, for city guests, camp 
boarders and those coming to the 
camp-meeting. A good restaurant is 
connected with the hotel where food is 
served by the piece, single meal, per 
day or Week;’also all needed cooked 
supplies for campers. For particulars 
in regard to hotel, address Fred M.. 
Hunt, Queen City Park, Burlington, 
Vt.

Circulars will soon be issued, giving- 
full details of the cortfing camp-meet
ing. For circulars, address Effie I. 
Chapman, Secretary, Cambridge, Vt.; 
A. F. Hubbard, président, Tyson, Vt. ; 
Dr; 8. N.-Gould, vice-president, Ran
dolph, Vt.; Fred M. Hunt, proprietor 
of the hotel, Queen City Park, Bur-

gressive Thinker for a steady diet 
for such babes is rather strong meat, 
and Ingersoll’s lecture on the Devil 
must have ' been a surprise. But 
such shocks are essential for mental 
growth, and time must be patiently 
given for the maturing of ideas. The 
man who has been educated to be a 
preacher, and entered on-the busi
ness of salvation, has staked his all on 
the truth of his position, his support, 
and that of his family; his prestige; 
hfs opportunity, all depend on his 
steadfastness to the old belief, and 

■he should receive charity and not 
contempt. After all, is it desirable 
that such men be converted to Spirit
ualism? Of course it Would be bene
ficial to' them; but the cause would be 
weakened, not strengthened by. the 
coming of a whole army corps to its 

•■ ■ banner; "Tbaro has been already too 
'' much broug.,1 in from the old ranks, 

and as early Christianity became pa
ganized, sb Spiritualism, is being 
churchlzed, smoothed down, and put 
in the old phraseology, until we do 
not know if we are in a church and 
Sabbath-school, or a free congrega
tion of thinkers!

The brrd. green and -.acrid fruit

',‘The Jesuits." By Rev. B. F. 
Austin, A. M., B. D. An excellent 
pamphlet. Price, 15 cents.

“New Testament Stories Comically 
Illustrated. Drawings by Watson Hes
ton. With Critical and Humorous Com
ments 'upon-, the7 Texts.” Heston’s 
drawings are Incomparable, .and ^cru- 
ciatlngly funny. Price, in boards, Jl; 
cloth, $1.50. .

.••The Spiritual Significance, or, Deatir 
as an Event in Life.” By Lilian Whit
ing; One of Miss Whiting’s most sug
gestive^ Intensely interesting, spiritual 
books. It is laden With rich, thought
ful spirituality. Price $1.

“After Her Death. The Story ot a 
Summer.” By Lilian Whiting^ No 
mind that loves- spiritual thought can 
fall to-be fqd and delighted "with this 
book. Beautiful spiritual- thought, com
bining advanced Ideas on the finer and 
ethereal phases of Spiritualism, leading- 
the mind onward into the purer atmos-. 
phere of exalted spiritual truth. A 
cook for the higher life. Price, cloth, 
$1.00.

“The Molecular Hypothesis of Na
ture.” By Prof. Wm; M. Lockwood, 
professor Lockwood is recognized as 
one of the ablest lecturers on the spir
itual rostrum. Ln this little volume he 
presents in succinct form-the substance 
of his lectures on the Molecular Hy
pothesis of Nature; and presentò his 
views as demonstrating a scientific ba
sis of Spiritualism. The bbo"k Is com
mended to all who love to study and 
think. Price, 25’cents. /

Tt"is fully answered in ‘‘Mediumship, and Its 
Laws, Its dcmditioDs and Cultivation,” by Hud
son Tuttle.^-Price 35.cents} Address him at 
Berlin Heights, Ohio '

Aiad.-. entered' -Tauims.-The earthquake 
»abolitosi itostìi^.’ABsWpeiagàp
place, killed;.4,0(IO 'pefsorfs’ arid ■< in- : 

r.jtred 1,500 others. ■ Qn. thei lifitb- Of- 
June, 1881, while Venus, Jupiter'and’ i 
Neptune were assembled' in' 'Taurus, 
34 villages and one' hundred lives 
were • destroyed by an earthquake in’ 
Armenia. On July 22, 1881, When - 
Mars was in conjunction’with Jupiter 
in Taurus, violent shocks of earth
quakes were felt in Switzerland/ at 
Lyons and Grenoble. Thousands .'of • 
Other recorded earthquakes to®k. place - 
when one of these four planet? were-in 
Taurus or Scorpio. . - ' .-

Many other great scientists Attrib-*; ' 
ute earthquakes to electricity, but: 
these writers were, and our modern 
scientists (knowing little or nothing, 
of Astral Science) are unable .to-ex
plain how the electricity was brought 
about. Those who have given the sci
ence a profound study have discovered 
that thè planetary influences alone can 
supply the clue. The fact is, elec
tricity is almost .constantly coming 
into the earth-froth the air or going 
from the earth into the air, and when 
it accumulates in any given place it 
will simply discharge itself; the re
sults being (in the words of Com
mander Morrison) "a shock, more or 
less severe, of earthquake.”

One thing is . certain that earth
quakes are Invariably accompanied 
with, or preceded by, electrical dis
charges, ,and attended -with thunder 
and lightning or ’ other atfnospherlc 
perturbations. Any analysis' of the 
records shows one astonishing fact, 
and that Is that there are more fre
quent earthquakes and tremblings re
corded after a lunar or solar eclipse' 
than before, and it was found the dis
turbances were of greater intensity 
when’a solar or lunar eclipse followed 
each other anywhere near or close to
gether. On February 9, 1906, there 
was a lunar eclipse, and bn February 
23 a-solar eennse. The ancient writ
ers on the cause of earthquakes,-laid it 
down as a rule that about 60 days af
ter the "mean" of two such eclipses, 
earthquakes may be looked for. There 
were 14 days between February 9 and 

■ 23, therefore the 16th or 17th would 
be about the average or “mean" date 
when the disturbing influences .would, 
begin to operate; 60 days from this' 
time will bring us to the 17th ór 18th 
of April, and it was on the 18th o> 
"April the earthquake in California be-' 
curred. I cannot spy from what I 

shave read and studied what influences 
the “fixed stars” have on the earth’s 
interior. My impression, however, is, 
that their distance is so great as’to 

. preclude any distinct or marked effect.
I have no doilbt but what every planet 
and fixed star exercises (in some way 
or other) some influence, but the true 

, causes of earthquakes, volcanic erup
tions, tidal waves and all these-excep
tionally great phenomena connected 
'with-the earth, must be looked for in 
the Zodiacal belt or zone surrounding 
our planet. The planetary motions 
and their geometric relationship on to 
the other in the celestial sphere sur
rounding the' earth will account for 
many, If not nearly all, of the trouble 

■ and their geometric relationship one to 
contend .with.

The late Commander Morrison -of 
the British Royal Navy (“Zadkiel”), 
in 1834 said:

1. Earthquakes generally followed 
an eclipse.

2. At a period of the earthquake 
many unusual aspects will be found 

( between the planets, more in number 
I. than usual. . x

.3. An earthquake frequently hap
pened when Uranus, Saturn, and Jupi- 

■ ter and Mars are in the sign of Taffrus

It Was Predjcted by Sirs, Mauij Lqr^, 
Drake, ^10 Is Now Located at No., 
I12J idatib Street, Boise City, Idaho.
To. the' Editor:—I omfibse an ex

tract,from a letter jusfcreeeived from 
J. S. brake In Boise City, Idaho, whibh 
may interest The Progressive Thinker 
readers, In reference to tlie predictions 
:qf-.Maud Lord Drake regarding the 
¡•ecdrit catastrophe on. "the -Pacific 
coast. ' L. 0,-tPARKER.-

Letter-Front J.-8. Drake. .
"Mrs. Drake has for.years predicted 

disaster on the-Pacific ;cdast, and for 
some months has insisteddt was com
ing soon.- When we werelln San Fran
cisco gpme .weeks ago; eiie. was. very 
restless and hurried.me out of-the 
city a week before I was.ready, and I 
had to negelect some important mat
ters. A month before the disaster oc
curred she had not been,able,to'.sleep 
until physically exhausted, and when 
the shock came, and during the three 
terrible days of burning,- .she was not 
able to sit up. She s.e,anie.d.:to feel ev
ery vibration of the'egrth,jihe air and 
of the people. Some Intelligence fore
shadowed on her the burning, toppling 
buildings, the fleeing, '.panic-stricken 
people days before’the Catastrophe oc
curred. L. never kney’ier to suffer 
as she has for a montii past." She 
had Jalked about It njaht'and day. .

“I tried to teir hhr 'W would not 
come In our day, and she sedmed al
most provoked at my stupid Unbelief; 
and now she saysanother is'to come 
with greater loss of life’, ¥nd' this she 
locates on the Atlantic-toast. ^'You 
know she has always said New York 
would be visited by earthquake dis
turbance. To-day is the'first day she, 
has been up’fot a' week',^b"th’e worst Is 
over there; and for the same cause 
I judge'the next terrlble cataclysm th 
noHmmediately near;. t;

"She felt -this sahie ivay before and- 
during the JohnstoWnnilood,’theUal- 
veston and Martlniquesblf"Mount Pe* 
•lee'disasters, and the febilng only 
leaves her when It is ilpoife'. Even 
•the minor disasterS.'Hke'thNbinking of 
the Rio Janeiro in sight^fssan Fran
cisco, affects her, andtfwhdfil they'are 

' oyer she is all right again; as - -
- “Truly the future af otLlirsJs her 

present. Yours truly,»;.'' sr- •
“4. S. DRAKE. -

"Boise City, Idaho.« u K

Much Credit IS'dtiG'the 'Doctor' and 
■ Mys. Proctor for the part they UaVe' 
sustained In'plating "this highly gifted 
medium before the public.

- Mrs., Pillings is a lady some forty 
odd years of age. She is entirely lack- - 
Ing In'ostentations or spectacular per

formances. Her garb Is plain, and 
'ehp comes before the public with no 
display of'flashing gems and tawdry 
Jewelry- that disgrace the hands and 
persons of- so many public mediums. 
She has accepted nothing as yet for 
her work, 'but 'tells all who desird» to 
pay to puF'what they would give her 
into a fund to build a spiritual temple 
for Springfield. '

There are quite a number of par
tially developed mediums in this city 
who need only intelligent directing 
and persistency to attain to high pro
ficiency in- psychic work. I am per
suaded that some of these Will yet be
come mediums of not and great im
portance. ' 'WK VAN WATERS. -

Springfield, Mass.

■, The Workers bOjWo
We lefWskaloosa, Iowa, April 18, 

for Montana, and arr|E?d ^t Billings, 
April 20/ and found.¿he E&jritualists 
very active under thea/leaggrship of 
Mrs. McCormack and^Mrtj^.Selbrede, 
president and secretary of the Mon
tana State Spiritualist Association. 
Billings has a fine Ibay .segiety that 
meets every Sunday- evening, Mrs.-

Montana.to the-Front—Able Speakers 
and .Honest Message- Bears Will 
-Moke the Convention a Great Suc
cess.
The Montana Annual State Spirit

ualist Convèntion will convene In Bil
lings, June 1,-2 and 3. This will be 
the largest and" most enthusiastic con
vention ever held in Montana.,

Delegates tifi'd friends, we cordially 
invite You all to be present. This is 
your work, ÿoùr. Cause, your associa
tion. ...

There, is important work for the 
good of the cause’ to be transacted- 
durlng our business sessions, and it is 
imperative that thé friends of Spirit
ualism be here’to aid'ln this work.'

Visiting friends and delegates are 
expected from Missoula, Butte, Great 
Falls, Helena,’ Anaconda,’ Bozeman, 
Livingston, Red Lodge, Dillon Bridges, 
Miles- City, ’ Sheridan, Wyoming and 
other cities, and étates.

> Now. wé want to call your attention 
to the array pf talent.

Speakers: Harrison D. Barrett, 
presideritrof the N. SI A. ; William D. 
Noyes, missionary for Montana;. Mrs. 
Frank McCormick, president of the 
Montana State, Spiritualist Associa-' 
tlon; Mr. W.’-J, ' Hicks, ex-president 
Montana S. Si A. ' » ’

Message bearers: Mrs. Eva McCoy, 
pastor of the First Spiritualist Church- 
of Billings; Mrs'. Cora B. Noyes, mis^ 
sionary for Montana. ■-

The prominent feature ofthe even
ing sessions will be the children of the 
lyceum, and the ordaining of /hree of 
our workers to the cause of Spiritual
ism. •'

Rates at Cottage Inn Hotel, $ 1 per

oun BIBLE:
WHO WT6.-IT? WO HOW?

A Voice from the Higher Criticism.
A Few-Thoughts on Other Bibles.

BY MOSES HULL
Excellent as an exposition of tile Higher Criticisih and an analysis of 

the Bible from’that standpoint. Of special value and interest to Spirit
ualists. For sale at this oflice. Price $1.00

Col. Robert G. ingersoU.

ROBERT G. INGERSOLL was a great and 
brilliant man, he was the greatest genius 
of his age. His place is beside Shake- 

speare, 'Voltaire, Goethe and Shelley. He was. 
a great Lawyer, Politician, Reformer, Orator, 
Critic and Philosbpher. His wonderful gift of 
language touched with the spirit and charm of 
poetry aided by hi$ powerful gift of wit and 
humor, made him the .most formidable foe the 

• church has ever had.
He was great because he was honest. He 

shook the^vorld with his eloquence and reason
ing. His arguments were never answered. As 

’ a Lawyer his 'arguments were always so con
vincing that he won his case.' <

He knew many things by learning and more 
by intuition.

He was an intellectual Giant, and it is very 
probable that the wonderful'combinations he 
possessed, the world will never see again.

The author who was a close friend and 
great admirer of Colonel. Robert G. Ingersoll, 
was assisted by near relatives who collected a 
great amount of valuable data, and in no other 
way could this information be obtained. The 
writing of the “Life and Reminiscences” was 
purely a labor of love; and it is useless to say 
has-been written in the fairest and kindest 
spiritr-every detail .having been carefully record
ed. Much of this data was collected and re
vised before,the Colonel’® death, and great care

was taken in only recording after careful research.
This valuable edition has been aptly illustrated with 

many beautiful half-tone illustrations of the Colonel in dif
ferent periods .of his life. Also portraits of his sisters and 
brothers, family, father and mother, together with a genea
logical chart, also.many valuable reminiscences. The work 
is well written, handsomely bound, and beautifully printed. 
All admirers of the Colonel will welcome its publication. ■

PRICE, cloth, $2.00. Delivered free.
Order direct of the PROGRESSIVE THINKER/ -

40 Loomis St,, Chicago, III. , • ■

Eva McCoy has been its pastor for the 
last year, and has dqnq. noble work 
for the cause in Billing^. The society 
has a good Ladies’ Aidiand a fine ly- 
ceum. We were employed by the so
ciety two evenings, and..by request 
have engaged in missionary work in 
Montana. We 'Visited Livingston and 
Bozeman, and found actew- Spiritual
ists, and will, visit those cities again 
sooh under more favorable conditions,.-

Butte,-the city thaticatted us. from 
Iowa, lies in the-hiiirt of .the Rocky 
Mountains, 5,780'feetabove the sea. 

. Mrs. M.-- 8. Logue sent,to Oskaloosa 
and Scorpio, and so on. . • ■ J jor ugl although notShfriiember Ot an

At the time of this .earthquake, the I organization, but a Spiritualist at

president and N. 8. A. missionaries. 
We found no society here iff operation, 
but received a warm welcome from 
Mrs. Logue, Mrs. Fife, Mrs. Bradley 
and others. They secured the old Ma
sonic hall for us, and Sunday dVening 
at the hall we were met by a large and 
appreciative audience. Address^ all 
letters to us at Baltimore Block, 71 W. 
Parke street, Butte,-Mont. .
: WM. D. AND CORA B; NOYES,

. -Missionaries for. the M. 8. 8. A.
■........ lllfllj tfrl -...   ■

' -"Spiritual Fire Crackers, Bible Chest- 
nuts and Political Pin Points” By J. 
8. Harrington. ' A pamphlet containing 
79 pages of racy reading. Price 25 eta.
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Another Unprecedented Offer
Read the Following Explanatory Sketches:

Our Thirteenth Premium Book.
pur Thirteenth Premium Book, now 

, ready for delivery, contains 356 pages 
of the piost interesting and valuable 
spiritual,occult andsclentiflc literature 
to be found in the same number of 
pages of any book ever published. It 
Is a work that no one, not radically* 
prejudiced against everything outside 
of a creed, can pick up and not /Ind

Mrs. M. T. Longley, 
entitled "The Spirit World, Where Is 
It? Its Conditions and Employ
ments," and in which her guide separ
ates the spirit worlds of the various 
inhabited planets as the planets them
selves are separated, but explains with 
great précision the spheres or spirit 
.worlds surrounding this particular 
planet.

These spheres, it is claimed, "are 
creatable, that one can create his own 
sphere, and come in touch with others 
who are in the same rate of vibration, 

■ who are in-a similar sphere or condi
tion.”

In this profound lecture Is some
thing highly educative to the spirit, 
and (must be of value after transition. 
It is full of comfort and information— 
comfort to those who long to be again 
with their loved ones gone, and infor
mation as to their source of employ
ment when they get there.

Countess tVachtmeistcr.
The second lecture is by Countess 

Wachtmeister, and gives in a straight
forward way the founding of and the 
purposes of the Theosophical Society. 
Placing before the reader three dis
tinct objects.

First—To form a nucleus of a uni
versal brotherhood .without distinction 
of race, caste, sex, creed or color.

Second—To study comparative re-J
ligion, philosophy and science.

Third—To investigate the unex
plained laws of nature and the powers 
that lie latent in man.

This leoiure shows the difference 
physically and psychically between 
people, especially women of America 
and those'of Europe; teaches how to 

s unfold the psychic powers, and gives 
reasons why so many mediums In 
Spiritualism unfold psychically, but so 
often Into unreliable mediums, and 
how to avoid these dangers, and the 

"• ■ dangers of obsession. It treats of 
crystal-gazing; the power of frenzy, 
Indulgéd in by the dervishes; ceremo
nial magic; of unfoldment through 
the Imagination; the deep breathing 
process; lastly, giving the methods, to 
an extent, practiced and taught by 
Helene Petrovna Blavatsky, in the un
foldment of the power to enter the as
tral realm at will. Alqpg the line of 
Theosophy it Is Interesting and In
structive, and will enlighten anyone as 
to the objects and benefits of its 
teachings.

Cora L. V. Richmond’s I 
lectpre on the theme, “The Twentieth | 
Century Fulfillments," is replete with 
prophecies. It gives a resume of the 
many prophecies of science that have 
in regular order been fulfilled; tells 
■how the energies; mentally and physi
cally, áre being InclinedJo the Inven
tion of the most destructive munitions 
of war, and how this will lead to uni
versal peace among nations; how the 
psychical unfoldments will raise the 
standard of true wisdom and morality, 
perpetuate the peace and harmony of 
the future human race. Mrs. Rich
mond is too well known as an instru- 
mept in the hands of highly unfolded 
spirits, as a lecturer, improvisatrist 
and author to need any laudatory 
comments.

SJie also has three other lectures in 
the book, one upon the subject, “God 
Is a God of the Living, Not a God of 
the Dead;” "Spiritualism and Chris
tianity;’’ and "Rev. T. DeWitt Tal
mage.”

C. W. Leadbeater.
"Dreams and Their Significance,” Is 

the’ title of the fourth lecture In the 
book, and was delivered by C. W. 
Leadbeater, the noted English Theo
sophical lecturer of London, to a Chi
cago audience.

This is a very candid, logical and 
explantory analysis ot the causes and 
effects of dream Impressions or waves, 
how received by the physical organ- , 
ism, the brain, and how it may be af
fected by conditions, disturbances in
ternal and external; the etheric part . 
of the brain; the astral brain, etc. . 
This Is one of a series of interesting 
lectures delivered by Mr. Leadbeater 
in Chicago, others of which are con
tained in this book. For Instance, । 
here are their themes: "Man and His !

whether approved in their entirety, by 
the reader or not, something of deep 
Interest, of Instructive tendency, of el
evating power will be found In them.

Prof. W. M. Lockwood.
“The Relation Science Holds to 

Natural Philosophy—Its Conflict with 
Every Phase of Religion,” is the title 
¿Prof. W. M. Lockwood gives to his lec-

UçÂàaAaa

The Prop« Thinker.
A Paper that Never Falters, Never Pauses in Its Effort for,the Greatest Good to 
the Cause of Spiritualism, Science/Mobility, Higher Thought, and a Better Life. 
Never Lacking for Life and the .Disseiriination of Most Important Mind-Food.

Give Us the Troth, the Whole! Truth, and Nothing but the Truth

A FLOWERY WARNING.

Just as it the Angels Came to Proph
esy the'Death of a Lovely 

Daughter.

LIST OF CAMP-MEETINGS.-

tpre, and lie recites many Instances of 
the progress ot science, and its popu- 
larity wlth the entire thinking, reason
ing world, Including advanced theolo
gians, and the effect this progress is 

( having upon the previously beclouded 
and befogged minds of creedalized hu
manity, Thls.productlon is in his 
usual deliberate, concise, : analytical 
and Instructive style of expression, 
and must be studied to be understood.

Prof. J. S. Loveland
produces a profound criticism of the 
famous mathematical argument, “Ab 
to the Existence of arSoul." He takes 
a flrm stand against iflental or intelli-

Spiritualist_Meetings.
It te important when a meeting is 

suspended, that notice be given us, so 
that inquirers may not be mislead. We 
want new notices of all meetings being 
held hero in public halls at the present 
time. v

Church of the Soul, Mrs. Cora L. V. 
Richmond, pastor, meets every Sunday 
in room 309 Masonic Temple. Service 
Il a. m. Sundav-school 10 a. m. Pas
tor’s address, 3802 Ridge avenue, Rog
ers Park. Day at home, Friday.

First German Spiritualist Society on 
the West Side. Meetings every Sunday 
at 8 p. m. in Garselman's Hall, corner . 
Ashland avenue and W. 13th street. |v,,uoa<.*uu, ana jn rpvor of mate- ■ The Light of Truth Church will hold 

rial causation; considering-the phe- services in Hopkins’ Hall 528 W 63rd 
nomena of Ilie from the vegetable and street, near Stewart avenue. Confer-

01 the Professor s strongest and most lng Thursday 3 p. m. Mrs. Jeffery Bur- 
anajytlcal lectures, and will be read land, pastor.
with deep interest by everyone. Chicago Spiritual Alliance Church, in

------  Vincennes Hall, 35th and Cottage Grove Mrs. Helen P. Russcgue avenue. Mrs. May Elmo, pastor, as-
offers a lecture for our book .on th« bje““fes ut S^Tp. m. ' 
subject, “What Has Spiritualism Given The Church of the Psychic Forces 
to the Worlds' which was’delivered holds services at Wilcox Hall, corner 
before a Boston audience. The lec- Champlain avenue and 43d b “ > 
ture beams with spiritual thought ?“r”dat’8 m £ The hall number is 361- 
from beginning to end, and states the g68 43d atreet Conducted by Mrs.
relative position to this and the after [sa Cleveland. __ _
life, of the spiritual -teachings. -Spiritual Science Society mee very

Bunday from 2 to 10 p. m-, at ArlingtonItev. Minot J. Savage’s Hall, N. W. corner of 81st street and 
lecture is a Comparison of Ancient and Indiana «venue. Admission to after- 
Modem Idea,, from the Mt. "And »“rt« 
Death Shall Be No More.” Herein he wonder, will always be In at-
compares the idea in the Old Testa- tendance. Others will assist. These 
ment, that ¿’death ends all,” which meetings will be continued all summer, 
presents such a gloomy, dismal pros- Dr. Beverly, president, No. 44 East 31st ' pect of any future state, to that of the ^^gpjritualist Temple'' has been 

; New Testament, where Paul says, "To opened by Mrs. Schwann, at 623 Bel- 
dle is gain," and to the present day mont avenue. Services held every Sum 
growing belief that it is only “transi- day aa^-^^^mM^^/every aer- 
tion.” The lecture Is one of Ms most TeB° and mUS1'-
logical upon a matter that will inter- v Spirituaiist Church of Students | 
est every reader. - oI Mature will hold its services at

Prof. Alexander Wilder, M. D., Flynn’s Hall, 4bti North avenue, corner
■ Robey street and Milwaukee avepue,contributes his views, gathered from a ery Sunday evening at 7:30. The hail 

careful study of the subject» "Bury- can be reached by Milwaukee avenue, 
ing Alive a Frequent Peril," and re- North avenue and Hobey s ru,,mb61dt 
lates many Incidents that have come cars. Mrs.
before him in his life experiences, and Schumacher, pastor, assisted by Dr. 
those ^related by other people. Some L'.C. Koehler and others. _
very fascinating reading and precau- - j-pe Christian Occult Church, United 
tionary suggestions are given in this Brotherhood Nall. 3245 State s ree . 
essay by Dr. Wilder: It should prove EvenLS“Dglven by“go!d mediums. Good., 
renjedlal of present-day methods of in- g attendance.
terment without proper investigations 1 Golden Rule Spiritualist Society;, 
of the deceased term. win hold meetings every Sunday at 3

’Dr. J. M. Peebles. and 8 p. m., at O'Donnell College Bl^
"Watchman Whnf nr South Paulina street, between Washing,Th w^tcb^aD’r^h8-t °i the Night? ton BoUievard and Park avenue. All 

The Morning Cometh,” are the first cordially Invited. '
words of Dr. f. M. Peebles, In his lec- Temple Light and Truth, 870 Waban- 
ture on "Spiritualism, in Its Relation sia avenue, near Robey street and 
to Life," delivered in London Eng North avenue. Sunday-school 10:30 a. 
He k>ves an illustrative word-p’alntlng £3
of the high moral standard to be ar- ovel.y Sunday, in German and English, 
tained by and through true soul inspl- The Hyde Park Occult Society holds 
ration, and cites the reader to Jesus regular Sunday evening services. 7:45 
as standing upon the “summit ot 819 Btreek between_ ,, . .. ot Khnbafk and Monroe avenues. Jacksonmoral science, and cites many other pari: carB pass the door. The best tai- 
Bible characters who reached almost ent available will be secured for all 
the same height; also the changing meetings. To spread the truth Is tho 
attitudes .of science or the sciences object of this society. Address all com- 

sueuces. —uujeations to Miss Eva ■ L. Stewart, This is a masterly discourse, and will corresponding secretary, 455 E. 55th 
be read with a warm degree of appre- street Entrance to hall, 319 E- 55th 
elation. - street.

Ella Bare The Spiritual Association of Sixty-
„„ „ ninth street and Wentworth avenue,presents an essay on Our Finer meets 6Very Sunday at Alberta Hall, 

forces, and In It deals .with the ac- B922. Hon. D. Gilmour will address the 
tion.of the unseen upon and in co-re- meeting at 7:30 p. m. Conference at 
lation with the seen; the laws of vi- 2:30 p. m.
bration; psychological functions, etc. The Rising Sun Mission will hold 
She ky™, „ * Tto
Progressive Thinker mostly by her gter Lodge Hall, *378 So: Western ave- 
beautiful poems, in which the "finer nue. All welcome.
forces” are Involved to their limit. Spiritual Mission Chapel (Old 77) 
Her essay is a lessen In Itself upon the 77 East Thirty-first street. Services 
necessity of right thinking and right ^eoryanV^
speaking and how to si^bdue the tur- DSyChic and message bearers in attend- 
bulent spirit. It Is a pleaslng'and in- ance. Prof. F. M..Stoller, conductor.
structive addition to the book. ’ Lake View Spiritual Union holds

Baba Bharata. meetings Sunday afternoons at 3
. , , „ , . o’clock, at Wells Hall, 1629 NorthWonderful Spiritual Phenomena,” nark street, corner Fletcher street, 

is an article from the New York Her- Services conducted by Dr. and Mrs. 
aid, and tells of materializing of food; Cart A. Wickland, assisted by others, 
spirits from heaven; praying In the Friends and co-workers condlally m- 

“ vited. Residence 616 N. Wells street.
P.e' The Englewood Spiritual Union, nomena of modern times, etc., by ¿^every Sunday at 2:30 and 7:30 at 

Baba Bharata, a “holy man” who the q, a. R. hall, 6236 Princeton ave- 
came to New York to mak^converts to nue. Every Thursday at 2;30, Ladies' 
his faith, which is “Love for all men.” Aid.
This is a fascinating production and a The German-English Society, Bund 
welcome bit of reading will it be to der Wahrheit No 18, B®,^?8 ®X'

ery Sunday evening at 8 o clock in 
Brand’s Hall, 152 North avenue, be

lter. Daniel W. Hull's tween Halsted and Clyboilrn. Also-
lerture on "Whence Our Christmas’” every Thursday evening in Math. Jung’s lecture on wnence uur onnstmas. 1071 Lincoln avenue, southeast 
delivered before an audience at Ta- “^er Ashland and Lincoln avenues;, 
coma, Wash., is an analytical crlti-. entrance first door north of Howard’s 
cism, or search into ancient history for 'theater. Frank Joseph, medium. Ev- 
the origin of the dav held sacred by erybody welcome.
all Christians, and celebrated in all Church of the North Star Spiritual 
Christian countries. The lecture is Union, incorporated. Meetings Sun- 
wholly from abiblical standpoint and ^Milwatikteavenue,MrWesto 
to the bible student will prove of avenue. Mrs. Letzter, speaker, and 
value. medium. All welcome.

M. M. Mangasarian. Church of/11 Souls holds services ev- ■
, . „. , , . - , , ery Sunday at 2:30 and 7:30. Every-This noted liberal lecturer and trav- body made welcome. 220 Western fe

eler discourses upon "The Abysmal nue, near Van Buren. Mrs. Squires, 
Monster,” telling the story of his trav- minister. ‘~ 
els in Europe and the Orient, and-of Mrs. Mary Hill holds meetings every 
the human ignorance noticeable; gives Sunda? 32a
his though on prayer, liberty, ”
churchlanlty and degeneration. The Progressive Sunflower Lyceum No. 
lecture Is full of interesting data and 1, holds regular meetings at 523 Bel- 
convincing thought. ' mont avenue, at 2:30 p. m.

Prdt. Elmer Gates, ,, ’. * < », _ , •
“The Light of Egypt. Wolumns 1 in an article from the New' York and 2. An occult litlrary in Itsijlf, a 

Worli gives some theories and some text-book of esoteric knowledge .as 
demonstrated facts relative to "Moral taught by Adepts of Hermetic PMlps- 
Sense Colors, and Their Influence
Upon Human Conduct, the results of inCoasistencIes and Blasphemies; a Re- 
experiments in Color ~ Psychology, y lew of Rev. T. DeWitt and Rev. Frank 
This is a strictly scientific deduction DeWitt Tajmage’s oft-repeated attacks 
and explanation? of a matter all are In- upon Spiritualism.” By Moses Hull. 
* cto’a in Price, 10 cents.

. "Spiritual Songs for the Use of Clr- Price -j cents, when accompanied cjeg> Campmeetings and Other Spiritu- 
with a yearly, subscription. See gre- aiist Gatherings.” By Mattle B. Halt, 
miuni diet on sixth pnga . price 10 cents,, ..

PSYCHIC; READINGS.
Letters answered. See 41 and tï, aooordhnr to 

length; C0B4 L. CO?. US: Huntington ave., Bos-, 
ton. Nubs. • ' ' ' .

Mils. E. M, HIJCIKWCH will anaWer 8’ 
aueaUonsror 23c. Send,own band writing and 

lock of link; .Sull reading, It, Bern Hill, Pierce 
Co., Wash, Ji-

Mfes. Bi Hedrick; Psychic, 
65 Herkime'r'Styr BroDklyn/N; Y, ‘ Private sittings 
dully., Seaneee. Bunday. TEuesduy and Friday« at 
8p. in;. Ladles’ Matinee'-Wodnesduy afternoon, 
2: 0, Telephone 2G22 J. Bedford. Readings by 
mtm.ll.WJ.

PSYCHO-MAGNETIC HEALER. 
Cures WU0n Others Fail.

J. A. Marvin, Psycho^Mag-netie Healer, has lo
cated in Chicago, at No. 83 Ogden ave.. half blk,' 
north of Madison st, Th.« Psycho-Magnetic treat
ment will cure where all else has failed. What
ever your dlfflcnltleSi call on orwrite him,and 
he will tell youiwhat he can do. No 'other can 1 
boast of greater success. 'Psychic diagnosis free. 
Take Madison st, or Ogden ave, car.

MRS. MAY A. PRICE
Will givo.CJairvoyani readings by mail, assisted 
by a-spirit teacher of Astrology, Tin ancient Greek. 
Will diagnose physical conditions, end give ad' 
vlce.'of theflplrit Physician.. Will tell you of ma 
torial conditions and give spirit advice, Sehd 
lock of hair, date of ¿birthyand one dollar. Laws 
of mediumship,taught ;Obsession or any unde* 
sirable influence cured. dU Fifth st., N.W., Wash* 
ington. D. O

How Is Your Stomach?
Do Not Make a 

Drugstore 
of Your Stomach. 

tarWe give Psychic Treatment with just the*® 
(ST right amountof the right medlelqp, "^£7 

■ WE MAKE CURES I
Health Is Catching I

When you are under our care. Send age, sex .and 
lending symptoms, and we will give you a iree 
diagnosis,

Dr. Charles E. Watkins,
HOTEL WESTLAND, 

Boston, Mass.

SOMETHING NEW.

fl UrtnAAp/tif Restores Lost Vision. 
H WUUuUlJUl Wrttelor Illustrated Circular- 
CnenFonfn showing styles and prices and 
OuuULGLIui photo of Spirit Yama, whode?. 
veloped this Clairvoyant power in me. I can ad* 
lust my Melted Pebb&Lens Spectacle as perfect* 
ly to your eyes at your own home and send by 
mail, as if you were mmy' office, Thousands will 
testify. ». V. DOOLB.

167 Winthrop ave,, Chicago. Ill.
B,'F. POOLE—Dear 'Sir:—The spectacles you 

sent aro perfect, and.'itl ever want another pair 
I will surely apply-tO'you. With many thanks, 
Mas. M. L. SOUTHERLAND, Huron. 0. Dak.

From an Old Reliable Worker.
For a club ot six I Will fiend & full and perfect 

Instruction Sheet, tor the development of your 
Spiritual gifts and which will. If carefully fol
lowed, develop fljay latent spiritual gift within 
you. Club of nix^elx copies for 11.26. Single copy 
3te, “TypewrittomP Bend’ express mobey orders 
only. ELIZABETH J. IJAQUET, 705 West Madi
son street, Chicago. v

PRACTICAL BOOKS

For Medial nUnfoldment.
nTToaltlvely gnaranige results if you follow 

my simple Instructions, i
jQLAJRVOYANC!j2J-»ClCth-bound, price 11.60 (re* 

duced ’from Ì2.Q0h Itieoches you how to pene* 
truto the veil of^nsc send matter, converse with 
spirits. read IhecpyBlal.^ee the future, prophesy 
attain illumination, and4>e a Yogis, 11 All BtudenTs 
will do well tosUidy this excellent volume."—Wt 
J. Colville. •'Dcfltiwoi’hon the subject.”—Mind. 
“MnrvelouB—Eroah-mBklng.’1—Lilian Whiting.

SPIRIT WORLD, by OjBffiold. cloth. 75 cents.
AURAS AND COLORB-With -exhaustive dic

tionary of color meanings. A unique .book for 
unique people. Price 50 gents.
-PSYDlIONETRY^ThfS ; first • and *rfmjy book- 

which teaches tbaeoloac© BO-thavyOmian prac
tice it. Price, 6Ì cents. . :

REALIZATION1—How-to enter thè super-con- 
Aclpueness and boti Yogis. Price, 60 cents.

.CRYSTALS for, crystal-gazing, anew lot at <2.25 
each, postage prepaid. *

HOW TO REMEMBER PAST LIVES-A Ms. 
Ser Its on this fascinating subject, Price, $1.00 
Send money to *

Make moneos payable to

;, J. C. F. GRUNB1NE,
(Specialist In Occult Sciences,)

A4 Strathmore Bond, Boulevard Sta., 
Bottoja* Moss,

AN ASTONISHING OFFER
Send three iwo-cent stamps, lock ot 

hair, age, name and the leading symp
tom, and your disease will be diagnosed 
free by spirit power.

Mrs. Dr. Dobson-Barker,
280 North Sixth St. 4 

San Jose, Cali

The Esoteric System 
of Development.

When siDtesmemphydclana, clergymen, teach
ers. mechanics, farmers, men'and women in all 
walks of life, write, as does Mr. C. F. Mulford: "I 
Freatiy^ppredato your clear, good expositions,” 
and as Mrs. Neville; “I haveueveiopea clairvoy
ance,” it is high time to investigate eo important 

'a System of Philosophy. You may try the Eso
teric lornftlae* of Albertus Magus or Thoosoph- 
tc&l Society, tf you will, here fa the essence of ft 
all In this System. Yog. pay hundreds of dollars 
for “tricks," “frauds,” “legerdemain.” “boxus 
rules," “dark circles methods,” which often lead 
to insanity or obsession. Thl^System is a con
scious one. and you develop consciously, and use 
your psychic and occult power consciously.

GT All I ask of you ..is to apply my System ac
cording to the simple.rules or conditions—the 
rest follows.

• GF"! do not care whaty our phase Is. this System 
will untoldXU My twelve years of practical ex
perience as a psychic and inspirational speaker 
and writer, (unfolded<by this System)’ counts for 
everything. My terms are within the reach of 
every earnest student. Send for prospectus en
closing a stamped; addressed envelope to.

J. O.TitHSUMBINE,
fSpecIallei In Occult Sclencoa),

24 Strathmore Rana, Boulevard Station, 
■ BotCon. Mau,

[Advertisement.]
DON’T ®E HUMBUGGED.

It Is Extremely Important That You 
Distinguish >iEr»or From Truth, 

■ the FalseSFroA the Genuine.

Don’t be hflmbugged by fake me
diums, and-put. uot<your trusj in fairy 
tales spun by fold-tliners” about their 
"wonderful-work.”« Cheese cloth and 
luminous -paint are Cheap and bring in 
easy dollars-from ncountless «dupes. 
‘"Mysteries of ábe Stance.” written by 
an old Spirituplist/s who has "been 
through the ¡filill/t? tells it all—how 
the fake work has been and is done, 
to this- day. uMathrlallzatlon, slate
writing, trump at-work, spirit painting, 
type-writing, «fork circle work—every
thing is explained, >and no one need be 
fooled if they have 'ordinary common ’ 
sense and a copy of the book. It is 
being sold in some places at 5Ó cents 
and one dollar. , -My price is always 
25 cents, postpaid; $1 for six copies. 
Addres¿ED. LUNT, Station A, Boston, 
Mass. .

"How to Train Children and Pa
rents.” Mrs. Elizabeth Towne takes 
the position that.in: many cases it is the 
parents that need- the .training more 
than the children, and advises parents 
to look to themeelves. Twenty-five 
cents could not be better spent than In 
buying this little book. Anyone that 
has the care of children should read it 
Price 25 cental-

A Happy Life Can Qnly Be When 
You Are Bn]oying Perfect

Health*

If you have Perfect health sorrow 
and poverty shall cease to be.

You are’ not enjoying perfect health 
or you would be a happy and content
ed individual and this grand old world 
would look good to yoi. If this in
terests you read farther.

Did you^ ever have a psychic diag
nosis of your case? If you are suff
ering with some chronic long standing 
disease that your family physician 
does not understand, why not consult 
the greatest diagnostician of this age? 
He Is considered authority on chronic 
disease; his great intuitive powers 
entitle him to the name of the Medical 
Psychic of today. We refer to

Dr. Charles E. Watkins.
Dr. Watkins is the man through 

whom the late Rev. Joseph Cooke, F. 
E. Bundry, M. D., Epes Sargent (at 
one time editor of the Boston Trans
cript), John C. Kinney of the Hart
ford Courant, Henry G. White and 
others had their wonderful seance 

I and they all signed a certificate tes
tifying to Dr. Watkins’ wonderful Psy
chic powers.

See page 3 5 “Scientific Basis of 
Spiritualism,” for sale by The Pro
gressive Thinker.

The Spiritual Science Association.
An incorporated society under the 

laws of the State of Massachusetts, 
has made arrangements with Dr. Wat- 
Ttins to diagnose disease free to all

. Two years ago this May ouy ¿dear 
daughter Rose, who recently went to 
immortal -life, brought me from her 
collection a potted plant in full bloom, 
and placed it on a bracket ’ jn the 
front porch.

It was beautiful from its glossy 
green leaves io its tender pink blos
soms, and always a reminder of the 
giver, many years "my own ll.ttle girl" 
aijd.then "my own girl," in her home 
on the bill, a quarter mile away,

The plant flourished all summer, 
and all winter it stood in the homiest 
room, an object of .real affection, never, 
er .-without blooms' on.it, and always 
without blooms on it, and always

In the spring it was more flush than 
ever, and again was placed outside. 
It was a wonder, and nothing ever 
molested it. ‘ '

Rose, the busy little mother, began 
to droop. Things tired her. Her 
ambitipn did not diminish, but we 
could see that her duties were bur
dens, and there was a strange pain 
troubling her almost constantly, which 
.was obscure in regard to cause.

• One midsummer morning she came 
driving along from having taken her 

^children to school and gave her 
cheery "hello!” at the gate.

I went out to meet her and was sur
prised to see her looking so ill.

“Oh, Rose,” I said, “you must not 
try to keep on as usual. ' You must 
stop or you will be prostrated. Then 
how you would worry. You are, too 
ambitious. It frightens me to see 
you looking so bad. Is the pain still 
troubling?”

"Yes,”, qhe said laughingly, "but 
nothing-can kill me!” She was then 
far along on her death march, and the 
pain was the seat of the hidden enbr 
my which was slowly evicting her' 
lovely soul from its mortal temple.

J'How thrifty your plant is growing!
What a beauty!”

“Yes,”I said,"your bloom and mine.
i Come tn, next timet"
1 And she drove up the street, shad
ed on each side with maple trees which 
her father had planted out when a lad 
on the farm where he was born and 
now lives.

I came in, giving my pink blossoms 
an admiring glance as I passed them 
on the big stone door step.

Not live minutes after I went out 
and the broad stone was completely 
strewn with the leaves, blossoms, and 
stems of my love-sanctified pot of 
flowers. The pot had not been moved, 
nothing was in sight; it had never 
bepn meddled withUn any way before. 
The root remaineed, but nothing else.

I felt that the floral tragedy might 
mean great danger for my Rose. Her 
wreck was coming, and was as total as 
the dainty plant wreck which fore
shadowed it. The root never revived.

ty.
Our Rose lives in revivified beau- 

• EMMA ROOD TUTTLE.

| Send in Your Dates and Name of Sec
retary at Once. < >

’ ' k 'Interest in the various Spiritualist 
camp-meetings has commenced, and 
secretaries of the saihe should report 
at once to this office, so that proper, 
announcement as to dates and officers 
can be made. '

Onset Camp. ■
Onset camp commences its thirtieth' 

annual meeting, July 22,' and closes '
August 26." For full .programs ad
dress the secretary, Onset, Mass.

Lake Brady, Ohio.
The fifteenth annual session of this ■ 

camp will commence July .1 and end 
Sept. 2. For full particulars address 
A. G. Keck, Akron, Ohio.

City of Light Assembly. -, 
The season opens at Lily Dale. N.

■¥., July 13, and closes September 3. . 
For program address Laura G. Flxen, 
General Manager.

Mt. Pleasant Park, Clinton, la.
The twenty-fourth annual camp

meeting at Mt; Pleasant Park, opens 
July 3p and closes August 27th. Pro
grams 'and Informatinn given to all 
who write to Mrs. M. B. Anderson, 
secretary, Clarkesville, Mo.

Chesterfield Camp.
Begins July 15 and ends August 27. 

Mrs. Lydia Jessup, secretary, Ander
son, Ind.

Sunnpee Lake Camp, N. H.
Sunapee Lake Spiritualist Camp 

i commences July 30 and closes August I 27. Address Thomas Burpee, Sutton, 
N. H.. or the secretary, Lorenza Wor
then, Hillsboro, Br., N. H.

Visksburg Camp.
Vicksburg camp, Mich., opens July 

30 and closes August 20. For full 
particulars address Mrs. Jeannette 
Fraser, Vicksburg, Mich.

New Era CampMeeting.
The New Era Camp-meeting begins 

July 9, and continues over four Sun
days. Address Rev. G. C. Love, pres
ident, 354 College street, Tacoma, 
Wash.

Edgewood Camp, Wash.
' Commences July 30 and ends Au
gust 20. For full particulars address 
George E. Knowlton, Tacoma, Wash.

Central Ohio Camp. z 
This eamp opens Sunday,- Juno 4, 

and closes Sunday, June 25, at Bue- 
lah Park, eight miles southwest of 
Columbus. For particulars address 
the secretary, 55 McDowell street, Co
lumbus, Ohio.’

Grand Ledge Camp, Mich.
The Grand Ledge Spiritualist Camp

meeting opens July 21, and clones Au
gust 21, With Mr. Oscar A. Edgerly as 
presiding chairman. For full par
ticulars address J. W. Ewing or W. R. 
Divine of Grand Ledge, Mich.

I who are sick wno call on him at his 
I office, or will send name in full, prop
er address, and leading symptoms.

Office hours from 10 a. m. to 4 p. 
m. Those who cannot call at these 
hours may call between the hour^ of 
7 p. m. and 9 p. m.

Dr. Watkins is a physician who has 
been in active practice in Massachu
setts 17 years. He is consulted by 
letter from persons all over thé world 
pud has had patients in every State 
in lb's Union that he has never even 
seen. If you are ill with any chronic 
disease we advise you to take advan
tage of this opportunity and call and 
consult with him.

Dr. Watkins does not treat acute 
diseases, only long standing chronic 
diseases such as Chronic Stomach 
Troubles and all Nervous Troubles, 
Rheumatism, Kidney and Liver Dis
ease, all diseases peculiar to females, 
and all men diseases, Lung and Stom
ach Troubles. He seldom fails to , 
cure Cancers and Tumors of all kinds.

No charge is made for consultation 
and diagnosis.

Remember the hour and place, at 
Hotel Westland, corner Massachusetts 
and Westland Avenues, near Sympho
ny Hall, Boston, Mass. . .

Wayside Jottings.
Since the last week of September I 

have been actively engaged in spread
ing the gospel of higher Spiritualism.

• I have met with every encourage
ment in our Spiritual work, for the 
true Spiritualist desires truth, the 
whole truth and nothing but the truth 
such as The Progressive Thinker Is 
sending out everywhere. Through 
its influence it has been made possible 
for all earnest workers'to find oppor
tunities to work in the great spiritual 
vineyard, where the harvest is plenty 
and something for all to do.
, By request of the Washington so
ciety, where I labored during April, I 
am writing this article. My work in 
that city was greatly appreciated*

Last Sunday when I entered the hall

TRU.MPETS;
Dark seance, 11.60; $2.00 Light Seance. The In- 

fallible fibre trumpets: cardinal enamel finish. 
Guaranteed, better than metal, insulated top and 
bottom 36 x 6. Booklet for development. 12 
eta., In stamps. Sett-developing cabinet; physi
cal combination: battery cabinet; plánchenos. 
Send stamp for circular. s
JAJS. NEWTON, <23 Dorr St., Toledo. O

DON’T READ TH IS.’
Frances f*. Loucks, one of the greatest Psychic 

wonders living that uses the spiritual X-ray with
out any leading symptom to direct, and locate all 
internal diseases. A trial will convince you. 
Nervous exhaustion and lost vigor of both sexes 
successfully treated, as hundreds can testify. 
Send name, age, sox, complexion and w cents Jn 
stamps, and receive a correct diagnosis of your 
case, free, worth dollars to you. Address,

FRANCES L. LOUCKS,
85 Wxrren 8U •toaebani. Masa
Those wishing Dr. J. S. Loucks’ treatment can 

get it by addressing Francis L. Loucks.

Theffindu SpiritualMa^azine
. A Monthly Journal on

Spiritualism and Occult -Science,
As cultivated In India, the land of mysteries.

Sfiisfiir Kumar Ghose.
- Ot the well-known Indian dally, 

"AMRITA BAZAR PATRIKA."
Annual subscription, Including postage. Kt.OO.

F. K. CBO8E, Manager. 
MBS. G. B, ADAMS. Agent.

6512 Indiana Aye. Chicago. Ill.

' “An Infamous Dynamite Roman Cath
olic Conspiracy Detected and Exposed.”’ 
“Romanism Exposed.” Two pamphlets 
by Rev. J. G. White, author of "Start
ling Facts.” Price, 10 cents- each, or 
two for 15 cents.,

"Success and How To Win It.” A 
lecture and course of twenty-four sue-, 
cess lessons by Dr. B. F. Austin, B. A., 
D. D. The titles of some of the lec-

■tures are as follows: Self Helps; Fi
nancial Success; Ideals; Economy; 
Planning; Attraction;'Courtesy; Kind- 
ness'and Tact; Angel Help. Price 25 
cents. ' •

■"Religious and Theological Works of 
Thomas Paine,", contains his'celebrated 
“Age of Reason ” and a number of let
ters and discourses .on religious and 
theological subjects. Cloth binding, 
430 pages. Price fl.

“Meaiuniship and Its Development, 
and How to Mesmerize to Assist Devel
opment.” By W. H. Bach. Especially 
useful to- learners who seek to know 
and utilize the laws of mediumship and 
development, and avoid errors. Price, 
gaper, 25 cents.

and saw the lovely palms, beautiful 
Jlowers, and listened to the sweet sing
ing of the dear little ones, and then 
listened to the remarks of Mrs. Ste
phens, conductor of the lyceum. and 
the recitations and responsive read
ings of all, I truly felt as though I 
did not have to pass to the beyond to 
find heaven or happiness, for it 
seemed to be within each one, and at 
the close of the lyceum the children 
were all take»-to the park to enjoy 
the beautiful flowers, view nature in 
all of Its loveliness, and behold the 
wonders of the Zoo; for the children 
have been taught kindness to the 
dumb brutes.

Upon their return they nearly all 
came in a body to the evening meeting 
where 1 was to baptize Goldie Evans 
and little Madeline Collins, who de
sired her life to be dedicated- to the 
cause of truth. These two beautiful 
children are mediums and as such are 
sweet and pure and we feel that their 
guardian spirits will aid and assist 
them through this life.. Six other 
children came running up to me say
ing, "Mrs. Baade, we are all lyceum 
children; .will you Christen us, too?” 
and last, if not least, a Catholic lady 
who was present brought her little 
babe to the rostrum, saying, “Mrs. 
Baade, such teachings as yours will 
help us air to live and be better; will 
you -baptize my little one?” and when 
I saw this earnest soul trying to free 
herself from the superstitions of the 
past, it seemed to me for a moment 
that the heavens opened, and the 
mother and child were baptized with a 
halo of light as the dear»spirlt guides 
addressed the mother regarding the 
ceremony and the symbols of water 
and flowers. ■ ,

After this ceremony I gave several
message^to those in the audience, and 
with a song and benediction of peace 
bn earth and good will to men, my 
work was completed for the society 
for this season. But as we bade the 
friends good-bye Mr. Wood pressed 
forward and extending the hand of 
fellowship, remarked, "God bless you, 
little woman.” I felt with such a 
blessing to follow me in future en
deavors I could not fail, and ih rteurn 
I can only say if all societies had pres
idents such as he to aid and inspire 
them the speakers would feel.encour- 
aged to ever do their best; and so I 
take my leave of this dear people and 
am now in Elkhart, Ind., for the 
month of May.

This is comparatively a new society 
but earnest souls are determined that 
the best talent procurable is none too 
good for them, and judging from last 
Sunday’s attendance and interest man
ifested, I shall hope for good results.

REV. NELLIE S. BAADE'. 
Elkhart, Ind.

"The Influellty of Ecclesiasticism. 
A Menace to^Amerlcan Civilization.’’ 
By Prof. Wm. M. Lockwood, lecturer 
upon physical, phyioiogical and psy
chic science Demonstrator of the Mo
lecular or Spiritual Hypothesis of Na
ture. Scholarly, masterly, trenchant 
Price, 25 cents.

"The Kingship of .Self-Control.” By 
Wm. George Jordan. It treats, of the 
crimes of the tongue, the Red Tape du
ty, the supreme charity of, the world, 
the revelation of reserve power, etc. 
Price, 30 cents.

“The Romance of Jude. A.Story of 
the Life and Times of the Nazarene 
and Hip People.” Through the medi
umship -of Mrs. M. T. Longley. An in
tensely interesting book. Neatly bound 
in cloth and gilt; .Only 50 cents.

Tho Ashley, Ohio, Camp.
This camp opens August 6 and clos

es August 27. For further particu
lars address Will Randolph, secretary, 
Ashley, Ohio.

Ocean Grove Camp.
This camp is located at Harwich, 

Mass., aud opens July 9, and closes 
July 23.

Winfield (Kansas) Camp.
The Winfield Camp Association will 

hold its thirteenth annual camp-meet
ing, commencing July 15, and ending 
July 25. Address Mrs. Maud K. Gates, 
807 North Manning street, Wluheld, 
Kans., for programs.

Unity Camp, Mass.
Opens on Sunday, June 4 and con

tinues every Sunday until the last of 
September.

Los Angeles Camp, Cal.
To be held at Mineral Park, com

mencing June 25 and ending July 25. 
Mrs. Nettie Howell is In charge.

Verona Park Camp.
The Verona P-ark camp-meeting, 

Me., will open Aug. 13 and close Aug. 
27. A. F. Smith, president, Bangor, 
Me.; F. W. Smith, secretary, Rock- 
la^. Me.

Mantua Camp, Ohio.
This camp, located at Mantua Sta

tion, Ohio, .will open July 9, and con
tinue to August 27. For further par
ticulars, address F. H. Sherwood, sec
retary, Mantua Station, Ohio.

Camp Progress.
Camp Progress, Moreland Park 

Grove, Upper Swampscott, Mass., 
opens Sunday, June 4, 1996.

Forest Home Camp, Mich.
Forest Home Spiritualist camp

meeting begins July 30, and closes 
August 20. For full particulars ad
dress the secretary, Mrs. Ruth East
man, P. O. Box 69, Mancelona, Mich.

Island Lake Camp.
Island Lake Camp, Mich., opens 

Sunday, July 23, extending until Aug. 
28. For programs of information, 
write or call on the secretary, H. R. La 
Grange, 185 E. Montcalm street, De
troit, Mich.

Niantic Camp, Conn.
The Connecticut Spiritualist Camp

meeting Association, at Niantic Camp 
Ground, Niantic, Conn.; season of 
1906 commences June 12 and con- •
tinues until September 11. 
particulars address George Hatch, 
South Windham, Conn.

For full

Wonewoc Camp-Meeting.
The Western Wisconsin Camp Asso

ciation holds its annual camp-meeting 
in Unity Park, Wonewoc, Wis.. Aug. 
5 to 27 inclusive. For particulars 
and programs write M. M. Blish, sec- 

’retary, Wonewoc, Wis.
Harmony Grove Camp.

Harmony Grove Camp-meeting As
sociation will hold its annual camp, 
Aug. 6 to 20. This camp is located 
three and one-halt miles from EScon* 
dido, Cah For further particulars in 
regard to the camp, address T. J. Mc- 
Feran, secretary, S2S Fir street, San 
Diego, Cal.

i Ottawa Camp.
Spiritualist Camp-meeting Associa

tion, Foreset Pack, Ottawa, Kansas, 
September 15 to 25 inclusive. Write 
for programs, H. W. Henderson, pres
ident, Lawrence, Kans.; Jacob Hey, 
secretary, Overbrook, Kans.

Franklin Gamp, Neb.
The Franklin Spiritualist Camp

meeting Association will hold its elev
enth annual camp-meeting commenc
ing September 1,'and closing Septem- 
beis. 17. D. L. Haines, secretary, 
Franklin, Neb.
. Haslett Park, Mich.

The twenty-fourth annual assembly, 
of Spiritualists at Haslett Park, Mich., 
commences. Aug. 6, and continues to’ 
September 3. For 'programs address 
E. F. Spross, Okemos, or D. R. Jessop, 
Williamston. t

Sunapcc Lake Camp.
This camp-meeting at Blodgett’s 

Landing, N. H„ commences J bl y 30 
and closes August 27.
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CRUMBAUGH Wi CASE

If . Excarnate Spilite Promote the 
Evils Complained of, It Behooves 
Uh to Seek u Remedy. There Can

• He but One, and That Is to Cease 
Propagating Candidates for the Sa
loon, the Brothel, and the Peniten
tiary. Simply Saying to the Poor 
and the Criminal and the Outcast, 
“Reform,” Is But Aggravating 
Their Pitiable Condition. If We 
Are to Find' a Panacea for the Ills 

‘ of Life, We’ Must Find a Remedy 
I for Man’s Wealth, Selfishness, and 
. Foolish Pride. -

Lizzie Doten says: (
", ’Tls a law of our being most polnt- 

edjy shown
•That each soul must live put a life of

its own, ' <
then be not too rash to judge of 
another, 
ever remember that man is thy
brother; -
made, the owl see where man’s 
sight is dim, '

They Come Unsolicited and Under Various Condi- 
ditions Just as Easily, so Far as Can be Ascertained 
by Mortals, as by Request and in the Seance Room, 
and Deliver Their Messages of Love and Uplift- 
ment in the Peaceful Sanctuary of the Home, and 
Out Upon the Star-lit Highways of Life. '

And the light that guides thee may be 
. ; darkness to him.

There 1b a great truth to learn, a prize 
if we win it,

There’s room in the "world for all that 
is in it." '

There is not a fact in nature that 
cannot be misused, and until it is put 
just .where it belongs it may be a 
curse instead of a blessing. A single 
fact Is capital enough upon which to 
build a science. Spiritualists have 
that fact, but the fact is one thing and 
the use to which it 1b put may be quite 
another. This teaches us that we 
should never attempt to prove any 
statemerit or assertion made by a 
spirit (in or’out of the body) by what 
any spirit says, for you can soon find 
another spirit who WILL CONTRA
DICT IT. Unless what you believe 
can bo shown to be in harmony with 
experience and reason, it is well to be 
modest in our declarations. An af
firmation that Is not susceptible of a 
theoretical demonstration Is of ques
tionable benefit, save as an outlet, for 
superfluous egotism. Human frailty 
IS such that we formulate a theory, 
and try to make facts conform to the 
theory. Worse still, we lug in irrele
vant matter, and make it do duty as 
witness, judge and jury.

If there is one fact that stands out 
pre-eminently above all others, that 
faqt is, I will be the same person in 
the spirit world, after transition, that 
I was here. I shall be divested of all 
gross materiality, but my character, 
my disposition, my propensities will 
be; on my arrival there, what they 
were when I left here. I will carry 

. with ,me the characteristic marks of 
Individuality. I will be.cultured-or 
illiterate, moral or Immoral, wise or 

-unwise in accord with my standing,

In 18611 was stopping at a hotel in 
Elgin, illiriols (that was two or three 
years before I purchased the’ old cor
ner house)/ One of the guests spoke 
to me across the room:.

“I understand, , sir, that you are go
ing to Sturgis, Mich.”

“Yes; I hope to leave for that point 
to-morrow.” .

“You will see a fine farming coun
try there."

"Yes,", said another, “and you will 
see the new spiritual temple.”

"Spiritual temple,” -1, repeated, 
“what may that be?”

‘(Oh, a church or building where the 
Spiritualists hold meetings.”

"But who in th? world are the Spir- 
itualists? ! never heard the . word be
fore.”

"They are a sect or party, the mem
bers of which talk with their dead 
friends. Strange you never heard of 
them."

“Are the lunatic asylums sb full 
that there Is room for no more insane 
folk?”

• “Oh! they are not insane. I can tell 
you some of the best people in Elgin 
are Spiritualists.”

' I was surprised, and when I got to 
Sturgis I attended the lectures at the 
temple.. I was Interested and got up 
a private circle out of curiosity. After 
the second meeting of our circle my 
wife and I were in our beds and fast 
asleep, when we were awakened by 
the loudest noises IJfiirik I ever heard, 
It seemed as If great beams of timber 
were dashed against the floor outside 
our bedroom door. We were terri
fied. My wife buried her head under 
the bed clothes, and although I pre
tended to be very brave to reassure 
her, the truth must be told I was just 
as much frightened myself. That 
was In 1861. (

A few years after that I was in the 
city of Coldwater. The war against 
the South had ended and the country 
was in a chaotic condition. I had 
been out of all business for some time. 
I had no home, almost no money, no 

'friends. I lay awake one night in my 
bed. I couldn't sleep. I was almost 
in despair. ‘.'Oh! heaven, whgt will 
become of her who sleeps so soundly 
by my side? * Our two young children,

education and Inclinations.
Nature’s analogies are safe guides , 

to other truths; so we will apply this 
illustration to the subject matter un
der consideration.

Spiritualism finds us just where 
, Christianity and materialism left us. 

Upon our advent i-nto Spiritualism -we 
brought with us our foibles, follies 

” and frailties, each adhering to us like 
barnacles on a ship, -mntil outgrown. 
We were handicapped by the psycho
logic effect of traditions, customs, 
false ideals, and wrong standards of 
conduct. Few, if any of us, can write 
for the "Open Court” without clearly 
indicating our former positions. To 
illustrate, I submit the contributions 
by Bros. Loveland and Peebles. The 
former never uses bible quotations, or 
the cabalistic words, God, Christ, or 
demon to support a theory or fact. If 
he should Inadvertently do so, his 
friends would declare that he was ob
sessed by that legion of devils that en
tered the herd of swine at the com
mand of Jesus.

On the other hand eliminate these 
figures of speech from Bro. Peebles’ 
vocabulary and he—he could no more 
spell his name than a bird without 
wings can fly.

Many truthfully believe that moral 
and mental obliquity Is the direct re
sult of spirit control.

True, suggestion is a wonderful op
erator in the realm of mind, but the 

-idea.Is but a revamp of bible stories, 
‘ and -furnishes an excuse for lack of 
moral stamina in ourselves, or friends.

Packing one’s infirmities on should
ers already heavily burdened Is a 
moral crime; twin sister to the scape
goat story.

We forget that the man naturally 
prone to evil, be he a Spiritualist, 

\ Christian, or Agnostic, unless condi
tioned and surrounded aright, Is the 
man easily led astray. It is an indis
putable fact that no hypnotized, mes
merist, or psychologist can Influence 

• any one to do that which is repugnánt 
to his nature when in a normal condi
tion.

It is generally believed that educa
tion and environment are the deter
mining factors in man’s career. I dis
sent. I aver that heredity (mental 

. bias and organic structure) govern 
his every thought and act, and that 
education and environment serve only 
to ameliorate, or accentuate, the ¡good 
and the bad cropping out here and 

. there. J
For proof I submit that my grand

father operated a still, bequeathed it 
to my father, who also operated it. 
At that time a Kentucky farm house 
without a supply of whisky was a rar
ity. When I set up housekeeping 
fifty years ago, a jug was part of.the 
equipment’. To-day a jug occupies a 
corner of my private closet. Notwith
standing these said-to-be pernicious 
examples, neither my brothers, myself, 
or my sons have at any time approxi- 

-mated inebriety. My organism is 
such that the combined Influence of 
all the spirits in the. universe cannot 
make a drunkard Out of it. . I venture 
the'assertion that there is not a hu
man being on earth who Is not, in one 
Way or another, obsessed to a greater 
Or less extent, nor indeed can there be 

•until there id an individual whose ev
ery faculty and function is fully un
folded. ■ ■ '

‘ I assert that all obsession is, at the 
outset, self-induced; and that while

Full Particulars in I^ferei^p tq the 
Contest to Break|he W|1L

mouths of two witnesses, every word 
Brian be established." "I will ’wake 
her up,” I thought, for if she .sees 
them she is Bure to cry out.’ Then I’ll 
know whether they are; objective or 
subjective." " '■

’’Minnie, are you awake?"
“I was asleep,” she said, and she 

opened her eyes.
“Oh! Tom, Tom,” she cried; “the 

room is full of lights! Don’t you see 
them? Why don’t you speak? Oh! 
there are hundreds of them.” ■ -

I knew, then that they were real: 
but were * they caused by spirits? 
Pshaw! that was a mere popish super
stition. I could not accept it, ■.

Next morning, having nothing to do 
I strolled into the postofflee. A letter 
was handed me. It had an English 
stamp on the envelope. I opened it. 
Oh!,how I rejoiced! It contained a 
draft on New York for 8100.’ . One 
hundred dollars 1b a small sum now, 
but a hundred In gold was ednsider- 

'able at that time. English hank pa
per Is gold,, and as every banker 
knows, there Is also a premium on 
British gold. Any way the reader 
may judge how acceptable the draft 
was to me at that time when I was al
most penniless.. It was payment of 
an old debt long lost sight of, but how 
welcome it was. I knew then why the 
little stars rejoiced and sparkled. 
But were they spirits? Ah! that was 
a horse of another color.

Soon after that I was down near 
Bloomington, Ill., and a medium gave 
me what she supposed a good test, but 
it wasn't a test, to me. “You will 
never believe until you have it in your 
own house,” she said.

• “I'll never believe at all, then," I 
said, “for every one in my house is

After deliberating forty-eight hours 
a jury In the MaoLeaij County (Ill.) 
Court decided that James T. Crum- 
baugh, the late banker of Leroy, was 
suffering from an insane delusion 
when he made hfs will,, Were that 
decision final-his’8260)0^0 estate, In 
the absence of a proper disposition by 
himself, would be distributed under 
the laws of Illinois to hiri nearest kin, 
many of whom he did.not wish to re
member to any qxtent. ,

Eight attorneys werd employed on 
each side, Ex-Governor F fer and Con
gressman Johri-A. Sterling leading the 
fight to sustain the .will. Neither our 
National or State' Associations are 
financially interested, in thq outcome. 
Eleven hundred acres of farming 
lands, valued at 8160,000 were left In 
the hands ot a self-perpetuating board 
of trustees with directions .to apply 
the Income therefrom: to building In 
Leroy' a substaritial ’. Spiritualist 
church, and maintaining a settled pas
tor thereof, and after (hat was done 
the remainder of the.proceeds was to 
be used in founding anfl maintaining 
a free public library for fils bid towns
men. The citizens’ and'the-members 
of the little Spiritualist society of that 
place thus have a cpmjnunlty ot In
terest in having the Will sustained.

' it was agreed that'ljri Crumbaugh 
was a strong, clear-fiea<ied\ business 
man, a kind neighbor afl|. 'good citi
zen. His insane-delusion wan sus
tained by his statement# |hat an infant 
son of six weeks haft efbwn to man
hood in spjrlt llfe; th^t<he often saw 
and conversed with tfiat he came 
to the bedside and - hid father and 
mother “good night”] (that rid ac
counted for his clean shaven appear
ance by telling hls fathiey, they had 
better barbers in heaveri/arid finally a 
so-called “spirit by the
Bangs sisters,- representing that only 
child grown to be a ffian pt thirty or 
more years was effectfvelyparaded be
fore.the jury and the crowded court
room. > < I

Judge Myers steadily filled against

Some Startling Phenomena Torselli Presented

WONDERFUL VISITATIONS.
Saved From the Earthquake by Spirit 

Power.

firmly opposed to all such things.” 
“You will have it mere,” she 

plied.
"How long will it be before 

comes?” -

re

it

too; what will become of us all?" I 
was in a wretched state of mind. Sud
denly the room .was filled with bright 
starMlke light. The entire atmosphere 
was charged with those, lights. I 
rubbed my eyes. Surely I thought my 
eyes or nerves must be in a terrible 
condition, but the lights .were still 
there. I had heard of “spirit lights,” 
but I did not believe in such things. I 
had read in the bible "that in the

"About seven years.”
• “uh!” I replied, "it may as, well 

stay away altogether. I have already 
waited four years. If X have to wait 
seven more, it may stay away alto
gether.”

Soon after that I bought the old 
corner house, ■ and just seven years 
after the above conversation, Mrs. H. 
and I were awakened from our, sleep 
at midnight, arid the proofs of a future 
existence were so overwhelmingly 
proved to ub both, that I actually wept 
•for joy, which I had never done befp/e 
nor since. I will giv^ a full account 
of our strange convlncement in my 
next letter. THO8. HARDING.

Sturgis, Mich.
(To.be continued.)

monism of the Ages, upon Its readers? 
The answer deperidB not bo much on 
the mental acumen of the Individual 
as it does upon' their predilections. 
To illustrate, I will classify them as 
Materialists, Christians, Lovelanders, 
Peebleites, and Nondescripts. Since 
no one gets more out of the mental 
arena than he puts into it, the Materi
alist and Christian find In it all the 
proof needed to warrant them in their 
denunciations of Spiritualism In gen
eral and mediums in particular. The 
attitude of the Lovelanders and Pee
bleites is best defined by quoting the 
aphorism, "Convince a man against 
his will, and he is of the same opinion 
still.” That of the nondescripts like 
a flea, that is, when you put your fin
ger on him he'isn’t there.

I WANT IT DISTINCTLY UNDER- 
STOOOD TJIAT I REGARD BROTH
ER PEEBLES AN IN TELLECTUAL 
GIANT, THE PEER OF ANY IN ALL 
THAT PERTAINS TO TRUE MAN
HOOD-SECOND TO NONE AS AN 
EXPONENT OF OUR PHILOSOPHY. 
NEVERTHELESS I THINK IT IS 
SUSCEPTIBLE OF ADVERSE CRIT
ICISM. The little I offer Is far from 
the truth, yet I present it in order to 
show how I would have regarded it a 
few years agb.

1. He virtually says: "No matter 
how plain a fact, how glaring a truth, 
I cannot accept It as such, unless I find 
a paragraph in the bible to corrobo
rate it.” , , .

2. That all the robbery, jobbery, 
venality and rascality penetrating and 
permeating our social» religious, and 
political life Ues at the dooç of de
mons.

3 That they were not demons 
(dead devils I shall call them) until 
they shuffled off the mortal coll.

4. That If these dead devils were 
transformed into living angels the 
human family would, in thé twinkling 
of an eye, become intellectual meteors, 
and paragons of moral excellence.

In behalf of these dead devils,- ush
ered Into this world without volition 
of their own. concelved, gestated arid 
born in an atmosphere of rant, cant, 
sickly sentimentalism, sham, fraud, 
hypocrisy, tempted beyond their pow
ers of resistance, I ask the good broth
er to turn his intellectual guns upon 
the source from whence flows trie 
seeds that produce the moral desola
tion and darkriess in the streams of 
human life, thé moulders of public 
opinion, a venal pulpit, and a' prosti-

the subject is in a positive .frame of 
mind .neither spirits in nor out of the 
Sesh can influence them. Excarnate 
spirits can and do influence mortals, 
yet I Insist that much of the influence 
supposed to emanate from spirits ’Is 
the direct result of past and present 
environment. ... — _

The-question at issue is: What et- 
fect has the book- Obsession- or Dd*

■tuted press.
Turn your guns upon living devils 

who while claiming to be mouthpieces 
of an omnipresent God, are ever ready 
(for a consideration) to solemnize a 
marriage (Holy smoke! what a traves
ty on common seiise) between a 14- 
year old child and . a ’hoary-headed 
•libertine’; diving deviln who- with colos
sal Ignorance, petty insolence and au
dacious impudence, in sepulchral tones 
utter “whom God hath joined together, 
let no man put'asunder” when the 
only God: was a shot-gun In the hahds 
of an irate father- living devils who 
shield themselves behind the coward’s 
castle (pulpit) to villify men and wo
men whose names will live in the re
public of letters and shine with lustre 
long after- such^ fawning scyophants 
shall have been lost in- unremem-

with their own, and have the moral 
courage to express them. • .-

Our dead devils having been con
victed before a court whose judge, 
prosecuting attorney, witnesses and 
jury are PeebleiteB, I appeal' the case 
to a higher court. The Open Court. 
There Is no need to Introduce Love- 
ers to controvert the plaintiff’s testi
mony. I .will recall fiut a single wit
ness. That witness says that an All- 
wise God made the earth and all 
things thereon, and that after they 
were made, “He saw everything he 
had made, and behold, it\was very 
good.”—Gen. 1:31.

If this language means what .It 
says; if it is trustworthy evidence, it 
not only exculpates'cur dead devils, 
but also, proves that God is a tyranni
cal boss, a bungling mechanic whose 
HANDIWORK, IN PART, IS IDIOTS, 
LUNATIC, PREVARICATORS, and 
who has a location somewhere above 
earth, and whose principal business is 
to keep one eye on sinners to see that 
they do not escape all the punishment* 
their sins so richly deserve; with the 
other watching sparrows lest one 
should fall without his knowledge, and 
numbering the hairs on baldheaded 
saints. ■

If excarnate spirits promote the 
evils complained of, it behooves us to 
seek a remedy. There can be but one, 
and that is to'cease propagating candi
dates for the saloon, the brothel, and 
the penitentiary. Simply saying .to 
the poor and the criminal and the out
cast, "Reform,” is but aggravating 
their pitiable condition.

If we are to find a panacea for the 
ills of life, we must find a remedy for 
man’s Wealth, selfishness, and foolish 
pride.

The sources of crime are- .to be 
found in the upper strata instead of 
thelower; the smalf streams that rise 
in the mountains make the rivers in 
the yalley below. The petty vices of 
our social life are the'small streams 
that feed the penitentiaries and prison 
houses.

Avoid in our special lives the evil 
of falsehood, and that which becomes 
crime in the lower is avoided.

Avoid that In business .which Is tol
erated because It is legal, but Which is 
as ipuch robbery as is .the burglar who 
enters your house .and takes your 
watch. ■ , -

He who overreaches his neighbor by 
legitimate speculation is responsible 

• for the midnight assassin who slays 
his brother. Begin with-that which Is 
Commendable in the ways oilstrife af- 

. .ter prosperity, that of deceiving’ your 
neighbor if you can. -Yours for'that 

■ liberty which proclaims:’ •

the attorneys.for the Fill in their con
tention that the decàpséd jnust be 
shown to have Relieved thihfffl not held 
by many other SpirittjaHBts, .»to estab
lish an Insane delusion and fils honor 
by somewhat narrow vierifsd&d an ex
cellent ground for a vfery’probable re
versal by the higher'(¿mii.

When-the president di the Illinois 
State Spiritualist rigsociayon . was 
called to the stand ha answered as a 
physician the hypotlietlcal'question 
prepaired by each Bide^.fuid tfieri under 
n storm nf objectlonB.i.wris ÀÙowed to 
introduce the six prlpSlilierirOf belief 
adopted by S. Ày disputo -name, 
but not describe, 'Varipus. phenomena 
manifested through ¿¡¡pi^diurns;1 He 
was forbidden to answp;GéV- Fifer's 
question : "Dp SpiritWlp/s- .generally 
believe that children';ipòw ,to phy^ 
and mental maturity in éplriFlife?”

The judge.wpuldt not. aliowihim to 
say a word about a BTnglb phase of 
•phenomena. The only/questionven
tured upon his.crpBBteXaifilnatlan was: 
"Do you appear as a. wltrièBS In this 
case'at thè invitation of attorneys 
for the will? ;

Thp will of Mrs. Criimbaugh, who 
died after her.husband, disposing of a 
830)000 estate, will probably be con- 
teBted on the same ground:

Mr. Crumbaugh emphatically stated 
in fils will that he made itiuninfluenced 
by mortal or spirit, arid that his wife 
was In fiearty agreement (with its pro» 
visions. •. ■

After studying trie Methodist-judge 
in Bloomington, and |he,;Presbyterlan 
judge In the Michigan- Goff case, it 
seems that they eagérìy- hold that a 
man who calls himself 'p -Spiritualist 
has a perfect right to rpafie a will, but 
if he chances to be an finthusiastic be
liever in any of its phenomena, he has 
an insane delusion, and Wb last testa
ment is not legal because of that Con
dition. . ' ■ -

Let our well-to-do .people, whenever

A wanderer in many lands, I have ’ 
come across much that Is interesting i 
and strange, and have heard many ) 
weird stories of the occult world, some i 
of .wulch were palpably untrue, but i 
others (told at first hand) had the un
mistakable ring of sincerity and I 
truth. ■ ■*• ।

Some years ago, when traveling In i 
the far West of America, I spent sev
eral months camping out on the vast 
and deserts of Arizona (occupying 
my time prospecting for minerals), 
and ,came a good deal in contact with 
prospectors and gold miners, some of 
whom had led adventurous, roving 
lives jn all parts of the world, and 
round the camp fires at night often re
counted strange and exciting experi
ences.

I remember one evening, when the 
conversation turned on tlfe supernat
ural, some rather queer yarns were 
spun, which had to be taken with 
many grains of salt; but one story, 
told by à rough, uneducated pros
pector, .was an- exception, and im
pressed me (arid others) strongly, as 
the raconteur was so’evidently telling 
the truth, and was so earnest rind sin
cere in manner, and character. He 
convinced most of us of the genuine
ness of his experience, the only ques
tion bélng whether it was not all Hal
lucination, though it seemed hardly 
probable that a strong, robust, mat
ter-of-fact inan like himself, devoid of 
any imaginative power, should have 
been deceived by, an Illusion of the 
senses. The story (It was told in the 
quaint, phraseology of thé Wild West) 
Is briefly as follows:

This man and, three companions 
.were prospecting In the heart of an al
most unekplored region In the terri
tory of New Mexico,, and were far dis
tant from thé'nearest town. It was 
early autfimn, - and the weather had 
been continuously fine and hot, so they 
always slept 'in thé'open, and did not 
carry a tent with them. One after
noon the weather . turned bitterly 
cold, a bllssard having suddenly 
come on, and just .before sunset snow 
began to fall, so they did not relish 
the idea of spending the night.in the 
open amongst the desolate mountains. 
They ha’d reached a small valley, 
around which jthe mountain walls tow
ered thousafifta of feet in Inaccessible 
precipices. À’ stream flowed down 
the centre of the valley, with grassy 
flats on either side, and on one of 
these flats, they espiod a small house. 
Greatly astonished ;at this discovery, 
and delighted at the prospect of shel
ter from tfie storm, they hurried for
ward, wondering whô :ori earth could' 
have settled infiùçhan aiWful wilder
ness in' an,Unexplored -country.

• - On reaching- the 'house, ihey found 
it was empty and deserted, and no 
sign of its 'ever- having beéri ihhabited: 
There wore four, rooihs, one of

without success, find had to glve^ip 
the attempt. Several other people 
had heard the same music and singing, 
and described it” as a ‘‘heavenly 
choir,”

Many years ago, a tragedy occurred 
in that locality. A party of pioneer 
emigrants .were surrounded uud mas
sacred by ji band of Apache Indians; 
but I don't know if there is any con
nection between' that event and the 
mysterious music.

Passing from Arizona to Ireland: •
A friend of mine told me he heard 

the "bansheb” distinctly before the 
death of his father, and not . o^ly 
heard, but also saw it, which Is a very 
rare thing (If not quite unique). He 
scoffed at the idea of “ghosts” and the 
"supernatural," but was quite con
vinced as to the reality of the "ban
shee.” One afternoon he and his sis
ter were coming up the avenue to their 
house (In the west of Ireland), when 
suddenly a horrible wailing noise 
broke out in the air high above their 
heads. Looking up in the direction 
from whence the sound proceeded, he 
caught a glimpse, through the tree 
tops, of a grey figure, like the form of

. In a recent letter from the eminent 
psychic healer, G. L. Lane, D. M., of 
Boston, Mass., was recounted the sav- - 
Ing of his sister by their mother.

The sister was visiting in Ban Fran
cisco, expecting to remain beyond the 
date of the quake, but one week pre
vious she constantly heard for three 
days a voice saying. -Go. Hattie! go, 
Hattie." A sense of great fear cn"?c 
over her, and leaving valuable n>< are 
unattended, she returned tn reived— 
in another state w
of her hoste 
was' wlp'-“' ■ ”.e 

■ The lrsl|npie 
rj, ana uie 

Orlen8 cost y0li ;fi‘®"’ltely nothing.-hrrovJtety novumg. Aren t tney worth 
1 “I" < on that oasis? Our faith Is 

•h?;™ „ hat tney win cure vou.dom anusend tj,„ „»n savior. Many 
guardian spw.o there were in’ the

bered nothingness; living devils who 
sneak behind the bar of public opin
ion to assassinate the reputations of 
men *and women whose only crime is 
that' of holding opinions "at variance

Freedom for man to own,.hini3elf,,to 
act his manhood out- ' : -

Free to believe ■ or. disbelieve, arid 
doubly free to dottbt.- “'

Freedom for scholar and for; echool 
for pulpit, press and. Bpeech', • . ’

For .creeds that have ceased to • learn ’ 
• < have also ceased to teachi ’ 
Freedom from ignorance whose’God is 

superstition’s ghost, •
From dogmas that have been a inar- 

; tyr’s piilory post.’
Freedom , to think before tradition’s 

musty shelf, \ :
Once for the text; twice for the gloss
■” • and three times, for Bein’-1 ' ‘

’- ' JAMES W. ADAMS.
. Home, Wash. -

a small old woman, 
flapping In the wind, 
round a corner of the 
disappear behind an 
building, uttering a 
noise in her flight.

with draperies 
sweep swiftly 
house roof, and 
angle of the 
shrill wailing 

His sister, who

doomed city, possessed of love, but 
lacking ¡the wisdom regarding planet 
vibrations, or why were not our pro
fessionals forewarned by their guard
ians?

The Bister was seldom sensitive to • 
spirit Influence.

This spirit mother is dally in the 
Doctor's home, and this Incident 1b but 
one of many expressions of love and 
wisdom given by his mother and his 
other scientific co-workers In the res
toration of his patients.

Such Is the glorious work of the 
loving, wise spirits.

J. BARTON STEWART. '

possible, make their: deflations to 
Spiritualism while still In tne mortal 
form.

We must be absolutely, certain of 
what is spurious, ahi what Is genuine 
In our phenomena, anu.i be able to 
clearly state when, lioW often and un
der what conditions Tatter occur. 
Then we can fearlessl j.:(ace. any cross 
examination. Let usdidv.e more com
mon sense, and more iateful arid thor
ough study of our fundamental proofs.

GEOgGESWARNE. •

A MESSAGE\QF HOPE.
•’ ( "H ’

Sitting one day at my^yindow, with a 
heart that haevy.^jth pain ,

Thinking and longlngjqr the.dear one 
heart that was heavy with pain,

When all at once cam®message of 
hope, from the ,piker ;Bide—

Not dead, but living^ not .gone, but 
near, is tfiexjne yofl’fl died.

Then the’thbughts camp rushing o'er 
■ me, of the-promise, jhe Master 

made ; ;
When he si.oke .the i^rds comfort 

to Mary who wejt at IgB grave;
And I said I will .follow hls^achihgs, 

* find weep. and-gi^Bvb .np.inore
But live ■ for the. enes^hp -jawait-» us 

: thefe.’.whdn this ^¿flsgrie life is 
- o’er. ' •
Then a sunshine of. jgladnsgS: swept 

• o'er trie, all my ^subtsarind fears 
floated by.’ • r;' ' ’

'And I kriow we’ 8haU-meet Twith the 
dear ones -,wfio'.i®erb Jfejken,’ we 

• ■ know not why;-i . y '’ 
Their welcome of glg&fqss <111 greet 

us, as. we pass.^o purjbeautiful 
home; ; •'*'•

Which’ our Master fegs, pgqmlsed to 
give us "when nonjorigprfon earth 
we ’shall roanri , ¡ L,

.- ’ CORAjL. figLLER. .
/ Seattle, Wash. ( V ?. ' ■

■ \ MAY ANGELS ¿U^D THEE.

Good night, my pne inost dear;: . 
. May angels watch thy Sleep;

No harm can .hover neat 7”. ■' 
The vigil that they ke^p.- ”

And when the AMp-nlng 
Brings day with ioll a

Still inay triergtM£my 
And guard' triée all thiilife.

• ' ,Ur* ■'

.'■strife, -

Good night, lovpd, ôrië, jgÄäilght;
The sleep that ’eraims <hee-.now. 

is peace. ' My heárt’Ar’light’-,:
While angels Mss^y^xàw;-

which was a large, spacious apartment 
evidently ¡ meant for a kitchen and 
general .sitting room, with a huge 
flreplacd', the: whole building being 
formed ‘of roughly hewn logs, such as 
is usual In the “backwoods.”

.’¡They hastily unsaddled, and sta
bled their horses In a shed adjoining 
which appeared as if it had only just 
been erected)’, and carrying their 
blankets. arid food, ! etc., Into the 
house, made jip ri large fire from dead 
pine wood found .nearby,"-and cooked 
their supper: ’ After' eating, they sat 
round-the fire with the intention of- 
smoklng and chatting as usual, but 
were overpowered with an unaccount
able drowsiness, and fell asleep. 
When they awoke It was late in the 
morning, arid they were astonished to 
find themselves lying out in the open, 
by the fishes of a- Are, with warm 
sunshine »pouring down on them, and 
no sign of the house they had entered 
the previous evening. On all sides 
snoW lay two or- three inches deep, 
except a large square space of

also heard It, was terrified.
Being somewhat alarmed, they hur

ried into the house, .where they still 
heard the sound, as did other mem
bers of the family, bu‘t the servants 
heard nothing. His father died early 
the next morning.

Many people have heard the “ban
shee,” as It attends on sevaral old 
Irish families as a death warning, but 
this instance is the only evidence of 
the phenomena I have received "at 
first hand.”

The vicar (Rev. A. Chambers, 
Brockenhurst,) of a country parish in 
hauts, related the following instance 
of "spirit return" to me:

A young man (of a neighboring par
ish), who was in great trouble and 
grief on account of the death of a girl 
he was engaged to, came to him for 
advice and help, as he knew that he 
(the Vicar) was a firm believer In the 
close proximity of the splritual'world 
and the possibility of the'spirits of the’ 
departed being able to return and 
communicate with their loved ones.

This young man was doubtful about 
the existence of another world and 
continued life after death, and was 
anxious to know If it were possible 
ever tp meet his-loved one again.- The 
•vient consoled’ hltii as best he could, 
arid’ assured -film that Brie whom, he 
mourned as dead was undoubtedly liv
ing In another phase of existence not 
far .removed- from this one, and ad
vised him to pray earnestly and con
stantly that a sign might be given, him 
that she still llved beyond the’ grave.

A week or so later the young than 
called again, and told him that, hav
ing faithfully followed his advice, he 
had been rewarded .with a wonderful 
manifestation. The spirit of her 
whom he had loved ’ and lost had 
twice appeared to him, and he was 
thoroughly convinced that it was real 
and not a hallucination. ,

Her first appearance was In brofid 
daylight, when he was alone in his 
office engaged in his usual business. 
Happening to look up from his ledger, 
he was amazed to. see his old “love” 
standing at tfie other side of the room 
looking earnestly at him. He thought 
at first he .was dreainlng, or. that it 
was an illusion bom/gflhls intend, de
sire to see her againj.sofie got oft his 
seat and shook himself. ïind rubbètLhis 
eyes, but the appaf^riri stilf'ÏJwas 
there, and moved a "little towards-.

A

UNITY CAMP.

Prosperous and Favorite Place of 
Resort.

The Lynn (Mass.) Spiritualists As
sociation will dedicate its new audito
rium at Unity Camp, Saugus, on Sun
day, June 3, which date will also be 
the opening of the camp season.

Last season ,we purchased the grove 
and paid for it; this season we have 
erected a large, comfortable building, 
with good rhof and floor, and sides 
which can be raised In pleasant weath
er and closed In case of rain or cold. 
It has been provided with enough set
tees to seat about one thousand peo
ple«

This building is not entirely paid 
for, but in view’ of the fact that these 
meetings have been carried on with 
free admission for the past five years 
aij.d will continue to be free, we feel 
justified in asking all who are interest
ed in the future of this camp, or have 
enjoyed the services in the past, to 
contribute according to their means, 
towards the payment of the debt In
curred.

. A large number of ' sneakers and 
mediums have promised to .assist in 
the dedicatory services, among which 
are Mrs. A. J. Pettengill, Mrs. Nettle 
Holt Harding, Mrs. C. Fannie Allyn, 
Miss Nellie M. Ptitiiey, Mrs. Cr.’Calrd, 
Mrs, Mamie A. Itelyett, Mrs. Mattle E. 
Lewis, Mr. and Ws. Osgood Stiles, Mr. 
J. S. Scarlett, "Prof. R. A. Macurda. 
Mr. F. F. Harding and others. A fine 
musical program will be given under 
the direction of President H. C. Chase. 
Refreshments can be procured on the 
grounds as usual. We regret very 
much that Dr. Alex Caird, to whose 
untiring efforts and efficient manage
ment in the past five years, we owe 
much of our present prosperity, will 
not be here to enjoy our new church 
With us, but our loss will be a gain to 
the Spiritual Cause wherever he and 
his talented wife may make their 
horde in the future.

MRS. A. A. AVERILL.

SUMNER AND LINCOLN.

Their Suffrage Opinions Comprehen
sively Expressed.

ground immediately around them,
which was quite dry and bare (not 
even 'grass ' covered). All their 
things were dry and intact, but their 
horses were missing, and they at once 
set out in search of them, and event
ually found them further down the 
valley, where they had strayed.

They were too much amazed and 
frightened to say much, but hastily 
packing up their things, mounted 
their horses and cleared out of that 
weird valley ‘ as quickly as they 
could traveling several miles before 
they stopped for breakfast.

Some weeks after hearing this 
story, I met a man in Prescott (Ari
zona) who had known one of the 
other witnesses of that strange inci
dent, and he said he had heard ex
actly the same story. It is a pity I 
was unable to obtain further informa
tion of it, but I, for one, quite believed 
the man who told lt.-'wfidly improb
able as the experience may appear.

Mrs. Crowe; in her Night Side of 
Nature, records à wèll-authenticated 
instance of a building which disap
peared in an unaccountable manner. 

’ - There, is a’canon in-South Arizona 
where trie inost beautiful ; music is 
heard at times, in the daytime as well 
as at night. ” It is a wild, lonely ravine 
iri a .barren, waterless region, inhab
ited only by rattlesnakes, tarantulas, 
-and horned toads—-a place of awful 
desolation, where the sun blazes with 
a pitiless intensity every day in the 
year on the interminable waste of 
rocks arid sand. A‘rough trail leads 
through this canon from a desert 
township to one of the gold fields, and 
miners and prospectors have often to 
pass that way, but never stop there, 
as there, is no. water within ten miles 
of it. The proprietor of the Wlcken- 
burgh Hotel (Wickenburgh, Arizona) 
told ine that one afternoon fie was rid
ing, through- the canon .when lovely 
iriuslc .burst out.in the air in front of. 
hlin; seeming.to increase gradually in 
"volume until it filled thé whole ravine; 
Greatly astonished, he stopped and 
looked around, to try and find out 
from, whence it proceeded, but could 
see no sign of any one. • It then.gràd- 
ually.dléd.awaÿ, as K It were drifting 
farther and fartheridown thé ravine. 
À-little further On the music began 
again, and this time he distinctly 
heard the sound’ o£: many volées.Bing
ing—soft, sweet voices! sounding far 
off," though the music was quite dose. 
He could hear no words, a but it

him, evidently trying to speak, as.Jler 
lips moved, but no sound came from 
them. Calling her by nam’e, he ran 
towards her, but as he’reached her she 
vanished.

The next time she appeared was at 
night. He awoke suddenly from a 
deep sleep to find a figure standing by 
his bedside whom he at once recog
nized as his loved one. For a short 
time they looked steadily at each oth
er, then the spectre raised its -right 
hand and laid it in a peculiar manner 
across its mouth. This action was re
peated three times in a deliberate, em
phatic way, as if to signify some
thing which the young man might un
derstand, but which at the time he 
could not comprehend the meaning of. 
Later he understood the significance 
of this peculiar gesture, as it evidently 
had reference to an Incident which oc- 
curred’before the funeral, when the 
body of the deceased was laid out pre
paratory to being placed in the cof
fin. A sister of the dead girl and him
self were in the room with the corpse, 
and he had bent down to kiss the 
dead-girl, when suddenly, for some in
explicable reason, the sister interposed 
and placed her open hand in a rough, 
deliberate way across his Mouth, and 
forced his head back. It is very like
ly that the spirit of the deceased ,was 
present, unseen, and ’ witnessed that 
little; episode; and when-she appeared 
tó her lover, later, she desired to show 
by her action that sha had seen what 
had occurred then. Possibly she at
tended her own funeral, as so many 
spirits do, gliding unseen amongst the 
throngs of unsuspecting mourners, 
who little know that the loved ones 
they have “laid to rest" in the grave 
are in-reality not there at. all, but 
often very near them, very much alive 
and conscious of all that is- Bald and 
done.—-Reginald B. Span, in Occult 
Review.

FOREFATHERS’ GRAVES.

Beneath trie roots of tangled weeds, 
< ; Afar in country; graveyards’ Ite'* - 
The men whose Unrecorded deeds

Have stamped this, nation's destiny.
We praise Ue present stock and inan;

But have we ever thought to praise 
The ¡strong, Btill, humble'lives that ran

The deep-cut channels ofthesedriys?
Beneath those tottering slabs of slate, 

.Whose tribute moss and mold efface 
Sleeps-the calm; dust that made us 
( . ■ J great, . ■ .. .

The true substratum ot our race.
’. ■ ’ —-James Buckham;

I sounded like an anthémof-sotrinkirid._______ , ,s■. qoVuuQu mk.6 uu uutucuiAJL-wme Kina.
MRS. glSHOP. | He spent an hour (in the. broiling

Chicago, III. - . r f - - - " trying to tocato tho'caund, hut
I • JcltJ upcuv uvm. ,vM .M*v> wiuumg f «
jfeat) trying to totatothesound, but guess.—-Prto& .

Human science 1» an uncertain

When the 14th amendment was un
der discussion In the United States 
Senate, a member said: "Suffrage is a 
political right which the few may give 
or withhold at pleasure." “Let that 
Idea,” replied Sumner, "crystallize in 
the minds of the American people and 
you have rung the death knell of 
American liberties.”

Abraham Lincoln once said, “No 
man Is good enough to govern anoth
er man without that other man's con
sent,” and suffragists say, "No man Is 
good enough to govern a woman with
out that .woman’s consent.”

The principle of consent underlies 
all human and divine government. 
In all the dealings of God with the 
Israelites, their right of consent was 
recognized. If they wanted a king, 
the established system was over
thrown to gratify them; nor would Je
hovah himself maintain a theocracy 
over them without their consent. 
“Choose ye this day whom ye shall 
serve,” was reiterated constantly in 
their experience, as it is evermore In 
the history ot each soul. In this di
vine recognition of Individual integri
ty is'the charter and justification ot 
all human rights.—Wisconsin Citizen,

Election of N. S. A. Trustee.
Due notice is hereby given to the 

Spiritualists and all concerned, -that 
at the regular meeting of the N. S. A. 
board of trustees, May 8, 1906, at 
headquarters in Washington, D. C., 
Arthur S. Howe, president of the Cal
ifornia State Spiritualist Association, 
and editor of the Occidental Mystic, 
was duly and unanimously elected by 
ballot to fill the vacancy upon the N. 
S. A. board left by the transition ot 
Brother Stephen S. Dye, till Oct 20 
next or till successor 1b duly elected.

MARY T. LONGLEY, 
N. S. A. Secretary.

JUNE LAND.

Blow,- gentle wind, front the heart ot 
the west,

- - Reach your glad anns to me, '
Touch with your fingers my forehead 

and breast,
' -And awaken my memory. . . ■
Bring me again all the visions ot 

hills— •
Purple and grey with mist— _

Green ad gold wjiere the sunlight 
spills •

His'wealth, with a lavish list. 
Set my spirit’once more in tune 
With your perfect, your mystic, your 

marvelous June! .
BESSIE BELLMAN.

It is painful to behold a man using 
Ms talents to corrupt himself. 
Thomas Paine.
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caused a hideous continuous noise and 
scuffle which was agony to my brain. 
Everyone pushed before the other; 
there was an endless rising and falling

ant anticipation which came over 
of the happy stillness here with 
horror and tumult of that place 
unrule which I had left.

When my thoughts reached

that silence was the only policy, I kept 
silent, with rage consuming my heart 

Presently I discovered by means of 
the new arrivals which kept coming 
in, hurled into the midst of us wlth-

jat blue 
on the

no- 
ortal 
filch

should have been well by this -time In. 
the fresh air." “It is bls turn now," 
said another. I turned my head as 
well as I could and spoke to them all.

“I am a stranger here,” I cried.

F * V

vho canIs de

,0

This is a charming narrative illustrating the beauty 
grandeur and sublimity of the spirit side of life, the 
realms of souls, the immortal spheres of existence, 
Margaret O. W. Oliphant is the author. And while it 
has been read by millions in the past, it will prove re
freshing and soul-inspiring to our readers to again 
peruse it and feel its thrills of inspiration, and enjoy 
its uplifting influence. I

Chapter V.—Continued,
While this lasted, it seemed to me 

that I had a dream. I felt the blows 
raining down upon me, and my body 
struggling upon the ground; and yet 
it seemed to me that I .was lying out
side upon the ground, and above me 
the pale sky which never brightened 

touch-of the sun. And I thought 
.persistent cloud wavered 

tpnt, and that I

K :

look up to it, and selves In
the land of hope'. It might be but. a 
dream; In this strange world ' who 
could tell what was vision and what 
was true? _ " I

The next thing I remember was that 
I found myself lying on the floor of a 
great room full of people with every 
kind ot disease and deformity, some 
pale with sickness, some with fresh 
wounds, the lame, and the. maimed, 
and the miserable. They lay round 
me In every attitude of pain, many

I know not what... The cries stopped;! 
the hand beat no longer, I think all 
the miserable crowd were still, and 
turned to where he lay. "When will 
you learn—that you have died, and 
can die no more?”

Thore was a shout of fury all 
around me. "Is that all you have to 
say?” the crowd burst forth; and I 
think they rushed upon him and killed 
him, for I heard no more until the 

i hubbub began again more wild than 
| ever, with furious hands beating, beat-
ing against the locked door.

After a while I began to feel 
strength come back. I raised 
head. I sat up, I began to see 
faces of those around me,- and 
groups into which they gathered;

my 
my 
the 
the 
the

noise was no longer so insupportable, 
—my racked nerves were regaining 
health.

as in the changes of a feverish dream, of pleasure
each man as he gofstrength to strug- dT‘ r 1 c0“Scl0US °f 
gle forwards himself, thrusting back ‘Wa’ J , “any
his neighbors, and those who w¿re dea',8: I did not die, perhaps
nearest to the door beating upon it ““ld aa that man had sa d 1 
without cease.,like the beating of a look/abt°U?hlm‘ “ he 
drum without cadence or measure, ^tradictod his. own theory- But 

.__  . , . he was not dead. He was lying closesometimes a dozen passionate hands . . ... , . , ___   „ , „, . to me, covered with wounds; but he 
together, making a horrible din and ’ ,, , „rjok ‘ opened Ms eyes, and something like a

r 1..' .. ti. * . . . . smile came upon his lips. A smile,—As I lay unable to join in that , . , . . * -» x ,x,t , . .. , I had heard laughter, and seen ridl-
struggle, and moved by rage unspeak- , . . , , . ' T . . „ .x„„„.x„ " .J t n x x cule and derision,,but this I had not
able towards all who could. I reflected T . . „ ■»h„x-r i, x >. x x. seen. I could not bear It. To seize 
strangely that I had never heard when . . . . , .. „xt. ___„ * <x xi., i. ,u x< j > him and shake the little remaining
outside this horrible continued appeal ... x . x, , . . i„» .A» t xv^ ♦ * , life out of him was my impulse but
of the suffering. In the streets of a ", „nt.«- t t 3 > x . x neither did I obey that. Again he r.e-clty, as I now reflected, quiet reigned. ,x. - ' j ,x „- /„x x ' , minded me of my dream—was It. aI had even made comparisons on my . * , .. .v-_ x , X, ... dream?—of the opening in the
first entrance. In the moment of pleas- , ,clouds.

and tha-moat dangerous journey—" 
voj^UsdMi'p.y altogether, and he 

only loo^d to say the rest, ..
“A journey?L Where?” .
I can toll ntfitaan what hla eyes said. 

I undeitood, J 'cannot tell him; and 
with IrejBbUn^Il my limbs seemed to 

, drop oufaiof joint and my face grow 
moist »Uh torftfr. I could not speak 
any mo^r than^ie, but with my Ups 
elmped, How?,¡¿’The awful thought) 
made a toemtMin the very air around. 
He shook his hhkd slowly as he looked 
at me, ey^ ull circled with deep 
Unes, looking, fyit of caves of anguish 
and anxiety; ,:and then I remembered 
how he had said! and I had scoffed at 
him, that the way he sought was one 
he did not know. - I had dropped his

with sores, some bleeding, some on 
hands and knees, dragging them- 
telves up from the ground to stare at 
me. They roused lln my mind a 
loathing and sense of disgust which it 
Is Impossible to express. I could 
scarcely tolerate the thought that I— 
IJ should be forced to remain a mo
ment in this lazar-house.

The feeling with which I had re
garded the miserable' creature who 
shared the corner of the wall with me, 
and who had cursed me for being 
sprry for him, had altogether gone out 
of my mind. I called out, to whom I 
know not, adjuring some one to open 
the door and set me free; but my cry 
was answered only by a shout from
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main in Spokane.
Meetings were held to advertise the 

evils of Spiritualism, and finally a 
grand union meeting was held to 
strike the final blow; they would all

ago, but no place surpasses in beauty 
the city of Spokane, In Washington, 
just east of the Cascade mountains.

The climate, the river, and especlal- 
. Thely the falls are all beautiful.

soil, the parks, are also very fine.
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They were to unite against Bplrltual- 
That is the reas-

Homeward Bowl-Âï and WrnW Ett 
. mas Da the Wau.

at'11: o’clock at night start on tin 
last slice of our trip. Taking It all 11 
all, we are glad that this trip wat 
made. .We.have bad, in some re< 
spects a hard trip and hard work, and 
plenty of it, but wei prefer to wear out L 
rather than to rest out.

: With thanks to all who have worked 
for the cause and for us, while on this 
journey, here the Etchings from the 
Hull Pilgrims must end.

I MOSES HULL.

hands in my fear; and yet to leave 
him' seemed ¡dragging the heart out 
of my breast,’, for none but he had 
spoken to me like a brother, had taken 
my hand and thanked me,

I looked out across the plain, and 
the roads seemqd tranquil and still. 
There was a cp.olnegs in the air. It 
looked like evening, as If somewhere 
in those far distances there might be 
a place where a weary soul might 
rest; and f looked behind me. and 
thought what J -'had suffered, and re
membered' the lazar-house , and the 
voices that cried and the. hands that 
beat against the door, and also the 
horrible quiet-of the room In which I

’ From that moment I tried-to Bhel- 
f ter him, and as I grew stronger and 

stronger and pushed my way to the 
this door’ 1 dragged him along with me. 

point I was answered by the voice b? lonS the *trUBTB’e wa* V““01’ 
some one on the level with myself, ly- or h°: 0T

¡ng helpless like me on the floor of the lasar-house. “They have taken their the door was opened. But I did 
precautions,” he said, “it they will not not Jet h m e°: and at ?ast’ now 1 
endure the sight of suffering, how ^s as strong as before,--stronger 
should they hear the sound of It? Ev- ban ,mo8‘ about °Ut int°
ery cry is silenced there." theT and \rofu^t Mm .with me.

"I wish they could be silenced with- Inf ° atmosphere
in too,” I cried savagely; “I would 80 Bill and motionless that there was 
make them dumb had I the power." S0/8^”6 ' fl /

"The spirit of the place is In you," but tbe i*“*8 to “e 
sald the other voIcr ^Ba ior 018 “om8nt “ WaS fr8edonl-

"And not in you?” I said, raising ’f8 ^¿truggle was over; 
my head, though every moment was tbe horrlble wera left beblnd’

lived, and the dyes which looked In at 
me and turnei},my gaze uppn myself. 
Then I rushed after him, for he had 
turned to go on. upon his way, and 
caught at his qlothes, crying, “Behold 
me, beholdjtne! T will go too!”

He reached out his hand and went
on without a word; and I with terror 
crept after him, treading In his steps, 
following like his . shadow. What it 
was to walk with another, and follow, 
and be at one.’ is more than I can tell; 
but likewise my heart failed me for 
tear, for dread, of what we might en
counter, and of hearing that name or 
entering that presence wMch was 
more terrible than all torture. I won
dered how it could be that one should 
willingly face "that which racked the 
soul, and how he had learned that Lt 
was possible, and where he had heard 
of the way. And as we went on I 
said no word, for he began to seem 
to me a being of another kind, a figure

By the time this reaches the readers 
of The Progressive Thinker the Hull i 
Pilgrljns .will, If no unforeseen calami- i 
ty Intervenes, be. nearing the end qf i 
their pilgrimage. ■ They will welcome ; 
their badgqr- domicile, as. they . have 
welcomed many homes while absent 
from their own "howe, sweet ' home.” 
We lon^ fpr a little home rest-as much 
as wo ever iohsed for an opportunity 
for work. ' ' .Wo are algo reminded that the an-' 
nual meeting of the Morris Pratt In
stitute Association begins on May 15. 
It will take the straining of every 
nerve for us to get there after having 
filled- the appointments .we now have 
out;;-' We hope to meet many-members 
of the Association, and many Spiritu
alists, who are hot members at this 
“gathering of the saints? - ' - :

The.prospects for the.success of the 
Morris Pratt'school- were never before, 
so bright as now. The hope, for it 
was'.never before' built on so solid, a1 
foundation,-. .

I think my, last paper for The Pro
gressive Thinker left me just before 
our fifty-eighth anniversary. Well, 
we had a fine meeting. The house 
wag-crowded as full as is allowable in 
this state. Among the speakers who 
took part in the meeting .were Mr. 
Mills of this city, and at ope t(me 
president of the State Spiritualist As
sociation, Mr. Little, of this city, and: 
the present president of the State As
sociation,. D. W. Hull, of Olympia, 
Harry J., M.oofe, of the whole world, 
Mrs,. Hull and myself. There were 
others whose names at this writing I

Mr. Wood was the .'.’feller" that I 
some years ago went to Lily Dale be- { 
fore ft hqcanie the ’’City of Light,” i 
ancj. caught on: to Miss Myra Lutes, the 
assistant postmaster,; and in broad 
day light .walked off, taking her along 
as his lawful prey. He- took her to 
the hovel.of the.Hulls, .where he had 
their marriage ratified;' He, probably 
Cotlld not have done It if the city had 
been enlightened by the new adminls- 
tratlon. As it is, they seem to have 
gotten into a qcrppe they will not be 
likely to'get but of soon, . . '

•If something is not,dope to prevent 
such attacks, . ,
"TheyTi.be hustlin' our:’ daughters off 

on a streak ol HghtUtn’ next.”
•It Is to be' hoped that- Lily' Dale 

forgave him. but he must not do It 
.again. . . . . .. . • : - - ■ •

Myr« is so good a wife, ujad. Earnest 
so good a husband that-L.can. pee in 
Mr?. Lutes' eyes, that If she had a doz
en daughters she would hope that they 
•would all get Into the Woods, by mar
riage. But' then- she could not al
ways make a home with all. of 'em, 
and so she is reconciled to have things 
as they are.

We have seen many, many beautiful 
towns since we left home six months

do not remember.
After each meeting there was an 

intermission, of ten minutes, after 
which the house was divided up into 
five or six divisions, or groups, and a 
circle or seance was held in each sep
arate group, and messages given for 
about forty minutes. With many 
this part of the work was far more in
teresting than any other part of the 
services. Such meetings as are de
scribed above follow every afternoon 
discourse. I am generally so wonr 
out with my work that I do not attend 
these meetings, but I hear them highly

bles the "New Jerusalem" of which 
I used to dream In my younger days.

Last winter the churches of Spo
kane united and got up such a cry 
against Spiritualism that they scared 
themselves into forming a combine.
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ism and It must go.
on the city was so “Hulled." With 
these good people Spiritualism had 
lived just long enough. It must be 
stamped out. Allow me to say here 
that Spiritualism has concluded, not
withstanding the oppositfon, to re-

FUBLIGflTIONS
OF

Hudson Tuttle

my companions In trouble. “Who do 
you think will let you out?” "Who 
is going to help you more than the 
rest?" My whole body was racked 
with pain; I could not move from the 
floor, on which I lay. I had to put up 
with the stares of the curious, ^nd the 
mockeries and remarks on me of who
ever'chose to criticise. Among them 
was the lame man whom I had seen 
thrust in by the two officers who had 
taken me from the gate. He was the 
first to jibe. “But for him they would 
never have seen me,” he said, "I

— --------- - full of awe; and I followed as one
agony; but this pretence of superior!- spirit sprang up as if I had been might follow a g|p»sL 
ty was more than I could bear, born *nt0 new ^e' ^he same where would he go? Were we not

The other made no answer for a mo- * suppose, upon my companion, flxed bere iforever, where our lot had 
ment; then he said faintly, “If it is so, tboueb ba was much weaker than I, beQn cast? 4Aud'tl)ere were still many 
it is but for greater misery." ■ ^or be r0S9 once a^' other great ,cltiqs where there might ’

And then hie voice died away, and mos^ 6 I®8® eagerness, and turned be mucb tacsee. and something to dls- 
the hubbub of beating and crying and ‘UBLantancously towards the other side tract the mind, and where it might be 
cursing and groaning filled the echoes. b*1?- more noss^bie tci Jive than it had
They cried, but no one listened to Not.that way,” I cried; "come with proved in^ the .other places. There
them. They thundered on the door, rea^- might be no tyrants there, nor cru-
but in vain. They aggravated all No rest—no rest my rest is to go elty, nor hoirlble 'tiolses, nor dreadful
their pangs in that mad struggle to 0B’ and be turne<i towards me gnem-e. q^ward^’ the right hand, 
get free. After awhile my companion, and B^’ed and said Thanks look- across tbe tgjain,.inhere seemed to rise 
whoever he was, spoke again. lng nto ^ace’ a word to oub 0( theagray distance a. cluster of

"They would rather," he said, "Ue ^ear! I had not heard It since . towers and-'^roota^llke another habit- 
on the roadside to be kicked and trod- Tush of. strange and’sweet and ahfe’-pjac^; qould tell that
den on, as we have seen, though to see dreadful thoughts c£me Into my mind. 80I0e£hing gutter ¡might not be there?' 
that made you miserable." I shrank and trembled, and let go his. surely everything^could not turn to

“Made me miserable! You mock arDa’ which I had been holding, but forbur0 and misery,''1 
me,” I said. “Why should a man be yban 1 l^Vkxlb01? J SB®™4 to fall j dragged on behind him, with all 
miserable save for suffering of his bach-into depths of blank pain and bbeBe thoughts-hurrying through my 

o.wn?”
"You thought otherwise once,” my

spoken of.
My meetings have been well attend

ed, and the people claim that they are 
deeply interested. The evening meet
ings for the past month have conclud
ed with a short seance held by Mrs. 
Ross of this city. I am not well enough 
acquainted with the people of this 
city to know exactly how the messages 
are received, I judge, however, that 
many of them are recognized.
• Mr. Walter Hall, the president of 

■ the First Spiritualist Society, Is as far 
as I can learn, just about the right 
man for the position. He succeeds 
wonderfully well In holding the socl-

"They have made my brain burn with 
their experiments. Will no body help 
me? It la no fault of mine, it Is their 
fault. If I am to be left here un
cared for. I shall die.”

At this a sort of dreadful chuckle

neighbor said.
And then I remembered the wretch 

in the corner of the wall in the other 
town, who had cursed me for pitying

ran around the place. “If that Is , 
what you are afraid of, you will not 
die,” somebody said, touching me on 
my head in a way which gave me In
tolerable pain. "Don’t touch me.” I 
cried. “Why shouldn’t I?” said the 
other and pushed me again upon the 
throbbing brain. So far as my sensa
tions went, there were no coverings 
at all, neither skull nor skin upon the 
intolerable throbbing of my head, 
Which had been exposed to the curi
osity of the crowd, and every touch 
was agony; but my cry brought no 
guardian, nor any defense or sooth
ing. I dragged myself Into a corner 
after a time, from which some other 
.wretch had been rolled out in the 
course of a quarrel; and as I found

J ¿Ut ’ He“was going-! dare to say
and caught him. "I will go,” I said, u now> t Mt dar0 thfln_ 

w ere you go. .. . to seek out a way.to God; to try, if it

him. I cursed myself now for that 
folly. Pity him! was he not better off 
than I? “I wish,” I cried, “that I could 
crustothem into nothing, and be rid of 
this Infernal noise they make!”

"The spirit of the place has en-1 
tered Into you,” said the voice.

I raised my arm to strike him; but 
my hand fell on the stone floor In
stead, and sent a jar of new pain all 
through my battered frame. And 
then I mastered my rage .and lay still, 
for I knew there was no way but this

out thought or question, that this was 
the common fate of all who werb re
pulsive to the sight, or who had aaY I forget my pain? 
.Weakness or Imperfection which of-' — 
fended tlii eyes of the population. 
They were tossed in among us. not to 
be healed, or for repose or safety, but 
to be out of sight, that they might not

A pair of the officials of the place w to Ue road 
passed as I spoke They lookedat me bacK__tllat road wWch had been n 
With a threatening glance, and half Qnce But for x trembled 
paused, but then passed on.. It was &t o{ road t £eare4
I now who hurried my companion .. „„„„ „„„ „„ __. TT th© name, wnlcn was as the plunging
along. I recollected him now. He . An✓ - , i / . of a sword into my inmost parts. All 
was a man who had met me In the ... .. . . . . ... Tt a > xx x. »a . - things could be borne but that. I
streets of the other city when I was . . . ..., . , . . , , dared not even think upon that name,

i still ignorant, who had convulsed, me _ . ,l . To. feel my hand In another man s

of recoveering my strength—the 
strength with which, when I got it 
back, I would annihilate that reproach
ful voice and crush the life out of 
those groaning fools, whose cries and 
impotent struggles I could not endure. 
And we lay a long time without mov
ing, with always that tumult raging in 
our eafs.- At last there came into my 
mind a longing to hear spoken .words 
again. I said." "Are you still there?”

"I shall be here,” he said, “till I 
am able to begin again."

“To begin again! Is there, 'here, 
then, either beginning or ending? Go 
on; speak to me; it makes me a little

disgust or annoy those who were more 
fortunate, to whom no injury had 
happened; and because in their sick
ness and imperfection they .were of no 
use -in the studies of the place, and 
disturbed the good order of the
streets.

And there they lay one above an- 
■ Other,—a mass of bruised and broken 
creatures, most of them suffering 
from injuries which they had sus
tained In what would have been called 
in other regions the service of the 
state. They had served like myself 
as objects of experiments. They had 
fallen from heights where they had 
bebn placed In Illustration of some 
theory. Thfty had been tortured or 
twisted to give satisfaction to some 
question. And then, that the conse
quences of these proceedings might 

. offend no-one's eyes, they were flung 
Into this receptacle, to be released if 
bhance or strength enabled them to 
push their way out when others were 
brought in, or when their importunate I 
Knocking wearied some watchman, 
knd brought him anVy-and threaten
ing to hear what was wanted.

•'(‘ .The sound of .this knocking against 
the door, and of the,cries that accom
panied it, and the rush towards the 
gening when anyone was brought in,

with the utterance of that name . _. „ _ . ... .., . , „ ... . hand was much, but to be led into
which, in all this world where we .. . , . . . .., _ . x . . , . that awful presence, by awful ways,
were, is never named but for punish- ., . , ‘-i ; .• . .. ., . T . . . which none knew—how could I bear
ment,—the name which ! had named , „ . _ .. -v _ . i. » < it? My spirits failed me. and my. 
once more in the great hall in the . .. _ .,. . . . . .. , „ . strength. My band became loose in
midst of my torture, so that all who ., . . . „ _ . _ „. . „ . ... . his hand; he g asped me still, but myheard me were transfixed with, that '_ , . „ . , . , . hold failed, u'd ever with slower and
suffering too. He had been haggard , . . , „ . .... . , . _ .. . „ slower steps \- followed, while he
thep, but he .was more haggard now. . . . . ..._. ’ . _ . seemed .to acquire strength with every
His features were sharp with contin- , ., . , ..., , .... ... winding of the way. At length he
ual pain; his eyes were wild with ... , ,, . ,, . , - ., .. ... said to me, looking back upon me, "I
weakness and trouble, though there x x v * . _I, „, , .. . . cannot stop; but your heart falls you.
was a meaning in them which went to, ,Shall I loose -my hand and let you

ety together.
Oiir young friend, Harry J. Moore, 

is to speak here during the month of 
May, after which, I believe, with the 
exception of one or two Sundays In 
June, when President Harrison D. 
Barrett occupies the rostrum, the so
ciety rests until September.

There, it is May 22. The time goes 
too rapidly for me. We are now in 
Spokane. Our last meetings were as 
good as any we have ever held in Se
attle. We fully intended to do more 
for the school before we left Seattle, 
but the calamity which overtook San 
Francisco aroused bo much sympathy' 
that we devoted one Sunday to talk
ing about the calamity and took up a 
collection for the sufferers. Then the 
next Sunday which was our last Sun
day In Seattle, came In Brother and 
Sister Cobb, refugees from San Fran
cisco. They escaped with about $7.00 
and only the few clothes they had on 
their backs. We had Mrs. Cobb—for
merly, Mrs. Neckless—give a few read
ings, which took well with the people, 
and they gave her a rousing collection. 
I did not dare even propose a collec
tion for the school? During our last 
two weeks we visited and visited, and 
then did not get half through. We 
left the Rynerson home where we 
were entertained, and went, and went 
to Hotel Newport, centrally located.

unite and pray for Brother Rasmus, 
the Methodist Divine-—a man who was 
more Methodist than divine. This 
reverend gentleman was asked by a 
rather saucy Spiritualist if he would 
deDate with a Spiritualist. His an
swer was, “Yes; I would rather debate 
with a Spiritualist than to eat when I 
am hungry."

He said he knew Moses Hull, well. 
He knew of said Moses Hull well. He 
knew Moses Hull well. He knew of 
Moses Hull going to different places 
and preaching against Spiritualism, 
and a pretended evangelical happen
ing along, and they two would get up 
a “furore,” and getting up a debate in

ETUDIES IN THE OUTLYING FIELDS 
OF PSYCHIC SCIENCE.

This work essays to utilize and e& 
plain the vast array of facts in its field 
of research by referring them to a com
mon cause, and from -hem arise to the 
laws and conditions of Man's spiritual 
being. Third edition. Price 75 cents.

LIFE IN TWO SPHERES.
In this story the scenes are laid on 

earth, and in the spirit world, present
ing the spiritual philosophy and the 
real life of spiritual beings. All ques
tions which arise on that subject are 
answered. Price, 50 cents.
HERESY, OR LED TO THE LIGHT.

A thrilling psychological story ot 
which Moses Hull .would” pocket four 1 evangelization and free thought It IB 

.— x.._x—x x_i,„—« ♦».„ 110 Protestantism what “The Secrets ofor five hundred dollars of the people’s
money.

All these fulminatlons were sent to 
tfie papers and .1 answered them 
through the same paper, and prom
ised to visit the city, and asked him 
to be ready to prove all these wicked 
things about Moses Hull. I asked 
him when and where he knew me? 
Where and during what years did I ■ 
get up these debates? Who was this 
accomplice of mine, who pretended to 
be an evangelical minister who helped 
me do this naughty work?

He saw that he had, as the boys say,

the Convent" is to Catholicism. PrlceC 
80 cents.
ANGELL PRIZE CONTEST RECITA. 

TI0N8.
For humane education, with plan of 

Ua Angell Prize Oratorical Contests. 
By Emma Rood Tuttle. Price, 25 cents.

AU books sent postpaid. Address 
HUDSON TUTTLE, Publisher, 

Berlin Heights, Ohio.

I have a fire in my heart,” he said,

my heart'
It seemed to me that in his touch 

there .was a certain help, though he 
was weak and tottered, and every mo-

"I must begin and begin—till perhaps
I find the way.” *

“What way?” I cried, feverish and 
eager; for though I despised him, yet 
it made me wonder to think that he 
should speak -riddles which I could 
not understand.

He answered very faintly, ”1 do not 
know.” The fooll then it was only fol
ly, as from the first I knew it was. I 
felt then, that I could treat him rough
ly, after the fashion of the place— 
.which he said had gotten into me. 
“Poor wretch!” I said, “yon have 
hopes, have you? Where hav» you 
come from? You might have learqed 
better before now."

ment seemed full of suffering.. Hope 
sprang up in my mind,—the hope that 
where he was so eager to go there 
would be, something better, a life 
more livable than in this place. . In 
every new place there is new hope. I 
was not worn out of that human im
pulse. I forgot the. nightmare which 
had crushed me' before,—the horrible
sense that from myself there was no 
escape,—and holding fast to his arm, 
I hurried on with him. not heeding 
where. We went aside Into less fre- 
quented_ streets, that we might escape 
observation. I seemed to myself the 
gdide, though I was the follower. A 
great faith In this man sprang up In 
my breast. I was ready to go with 
him wherever he went, anywhere— 
must be' better than this. Tims'! 
pushed him on, ’holding by his arm, 
till “we. reached the very outmost lim
it« of thé city. Here he stood still for 
a moment, turning upon me, and took

go?!’ •
"I am afraid; I am afraid!” I cried.
“And I too am afraid; but it is bet

ter to suffer more and to escape than 
tofiuffer less and td remain,”

“Has it ever been known that one 
escaped? No one. has ever escaped. 
This is our place,” I said; “there is no 
other world.” ,

“There are oilier world's; there is a 
world where ever^ -way leads to One 
who loves us stilJ.V,

I* cried' out with a great cry of mis
ery and scorn.. ‘‘There-ls no love!” I

on purpose to visit.
While there our Brother, Hiram L. 

Hull, .from Great Falls, Montana, and 
Brother, D. W. Hull from Olympia, 
Wash., came to visit us, so .we were 
glad- we were in a hotel where we 
could visit as we pleased. Brother 
Hiram we had not seen for about a 
quarter of a century, when he and his 
wife visited us in Erie, Pa., on their 
wedding trip. As the Hulls are thin- 
njtfg out, and those of them who are 
left continue their tussle with the 
world, bleaching out, we love these 
"last day” visits. Hiram is as much 
of a Spiritualist as either Daniel or 
myself, ’ That made the visit doubly

“bltten oft more than he could 
chew,” then he was compelled to con
fess that he never knew, and that my 
debates with this fraudulent "evan
gelical” minister, never existed .out
side of his frnltful Imagination. His 
stories were home-made or nothing 
else than ad captandum vulgus. He 
was Invited to step Into ■ the arena 
with this horrid Hull, but he had lost 
his appettite for debate—he would 
rather eat, even though he was not 
hungry, than debate. In fact he would 
go hungry if necessary, but under no 
condition could he be persuaded to 
meet me when I was within one thou
sand miles.

Complimentary tickets were sent to 
this man and all the other ministers 
of the city, to attend the Hull lec
tures, but save the good Unitarian 
minister, not one of them could have 
been drawn with a locomotive into

me by the hands..

“I have come," he said, "from' ’ 
where we met before. I have come by 
the valley of gold.. I have worked in 
the mines. I have served lit. the 
(troops of those who'are masters there. 
I have lived in this town ot tyrants, 
and Iain In this lazar-house . before. 
Everything has happened to me, more 
and worse than you dream of.” • 

-. "And still you go on? I would dash 
my head against the .wall and die."

“When will you learn,” he said with 
a strange tone in his ’voice, which,! 
though no one had been listening to 
us, made a sudden silence for a mo
ment,, it was so strange; it moved me 
like that glimmer of the: blue sky in 
my dream, and roused all tbe sufferers 
round with an expectation—though

“Friend,” he said, "before you were 
born into the pleasant earth I had 

। .come here. I have gone all tbe weary 
| round., Listen to one who Knows; all

said. ‘ ; ■
He -stood still for a. moment and 

turned and JookedoAt me. His eyes 
seemed to meM my -soul. A great 
cloud passed^ver ftem. as In the 
pleasant eartjlj-a. cjoud will sweep 
across the mbon; ahd then the light 
came out andstookdS at me again, for 
neither did h$0kno^ Where he was 
going all misgit end^n despair and 
double and, double Spain. -But if it 
-were possible that’ 8t the end there 
should be f<$hd for which he 
longed, upon ^nich^Is heart was set! 
He said with a ‘ faltering voice, 
“Among, all ■^honLLhaVe questioned 
and seen th^ Xa5p but °?a who

-is harder, harder, as you go on. ' You 
are stirred to go on by the restless
ness in your heart, and each new 
place you come to, the spirit Of that 
place enters into you. You are better 
here than you will be farther on. You 
were better where you .were at first, 
or even in the mines, than here. Gome 
no farther. Stay; unless—" but here 
his voice gave way. He looked at-mo 
with anxiety in his eyes, and said no‘ 
more.

He shook his head, and bls eyes 
grew, more soft “I am going," he 
said, and his Voice shook again. ”1 
am going—to trj:—the most awful

enjoyable.
On Tuesday, May 1, we reluctantly 

hade farewell to numerous Seattle 
friends, .and pulled out on the Great 
Northern for Spokane, Wash. The 
scenery along the route cannot be de
scribed, at least hot by my pen. There 
is nothing elsewhere that I have seen 
in the United States that can compare 
with this. We gazed and gazed on 
this mountain scenery until we were 
worn out from shere exhaustion. 
W hen we arrived at beautiful Spokane 
we found, ouf friend. Earnest Wood, 
at the station waiting for us.

my presence.
I replied to Rev. Rasmus on Monday 

night, Instead of on Sunday night, on 
purpose to give these holy men an op
portunity to attend but they bad 
heard or read, that somewhere a poet 
had said that,.
“He who on the battle field is slain 

can never shoot again,
But he who shoots and runs away 

may shoot another day.”
They wisely conclued to take an

other day’s shooting. „ .
I told them that if they would put 

in an appearance they might stop me 
during any ¿art of my discourse and 
correct any misunderstanding I may 
have got of the Rasmus discourse, 
but they were all in a starving condi
tion; they would rather eat than de
bate.

The Arcana of Spiritualism
A Manual of Spiritual Science and 

Philosophy.
The readers of The Progressiva 

Thinker are already acquainted with 
character of this book, it is intended 
by Its assisting, inspiring spirit-authors 
to furnish a compendium to the student 
of psychic laws and manifestations. It 
has been more than thirty years in pre
paring and contains all • that has been 
received by me through inspiration 
and research during that time on the 
subjects it treats. Few questions will 
arise in the minds of investigators 
that are not answered in Its pages. 
Price, $1.25 postpaid.

Address all orders to
HUDSON TÛTTLE, 
Berlin Heights, Ohio.

MOSES HOLL’S BOOKS.

echo seemed to come back and back 
from every side, No lovel no love! till 
the man who was my friend faltered 
and stumbled like a drunken man; but 
afterwards he recovered strength and 
resumed his way. T

And thus once more we went on. On, 
the right hand was that city, growing 
ever clearer, with noble towers rising 
u^ to the sky, and battlements and 
lofty roofs, and'behind a yellow clear
ness, as. 9? golden sunset My heart 
drew me there; it sprang up in my 

ana seen lu^g —- --- — breast and sang In my ears, Come, and
found the wayij: Bub:lt one has found come. Myself invited me to "this new,! 

place as a home. The others were 
wretched, but this will.be happy,—de-

it, so may I. half you will not coinè, 
yet let me go.” • ' —.r

“They will tear-you.limb from limb; 
they will burji you in . the endless 

i fires,” I said. Btit what is It to be 
torn limb from limb, or burned with 
fire? There came upon his face a) 
smile, and in my heart even I laughed 
to scorne what I-had said.

“If I were dragged - every nerve 
apart, and every thought turned into 
a fiery dart—and; that -is . so." ha 
said,—"yet will i go; if but perhaps 
I may see Love at thè end,”

“There is no love!" I cried .again 
with a sharp and bitter cry; and the

On Tuesday, May 8, we left Spokane 
or Billings, Mont, near one thousand 
miles on our way east The day was 
perfect and the weather delightful, 
and the scenery beautiful, but the cars 
were so crowded that we could nbt get 
a berth In the Pullman or the tourist 
sleeper, so we were compelled.to sit up 
all night. In twenty-four hours from 
the time we left the comfortable 
home of the Woods’ we found our
selves in as good and comfortable and 
genial a home, “The Cottage Inn," in 
the beautiful city of Billings, In Mon
tana. . Here the weather .was uncom
fortably warm, the murcury rising as 
high as 93 .in the shade; but our audi
ences were large and deeply'' inter-

lights and pleasures will be there. 
And. before us the way grew dark with 
storms, and there Blew visible among 
the mists a black Une, of mountains, 
perpendicular cliffs, and awful preci
pices, whch seemed to bar the way. I 
turned from that . line of gloomy 
heights, and gazed, along the path to 

। where the “towers.stood up against the 
sky. And presently my hand dropped 
by my slde^that Lad;been held in my 
companions-hand;, and l saw him no 
more. ‘

. ’(Uto he concluded.),

Encyclopedia of Biblical Spiritual
ism; A Concordance to the Principal 
Passages of the Old and New Testa
ment Scriptures which prove or imply 
Spiritualism; together with a brief his
tory of the origin of many of the import
ant books of the Bible. .Price $1.

Our Bible. Who Wrote It? When, 
Where, How? Is It Infallible? A voles 
from the higher criticism. Price $1. 
. Two in One, being a combination of 
the two books. The Contrast, and ths 
Question of the Spiritualism of the 
Bible Settled, together with a series of 
startling contrasts between creedal 
Christianity and the facts and philoso
phy of Modern Spiritualism. Price $h

The Spiritual Alps and How we As
cend Them, or a Few Facts as to How 
to Reach the Altitude. Price, cloth, 40 
cents; paper 25 cents..

Joan the Medium, or the Inspired 
Heroine of Orleans, or Spiritualism in 
France nearly 500 Years Ago. A most 
interesting book. Price, cloth, 40 cents;, 
paper 25 cents.

Christs of the Past and Present—a 
Comparison of the Christ-work, or Me
diumship of Biblical Messiahs'. Cloth, 
35 cents; paper, 25 cents.

pamphlets:

eSted.
Harry J. Moore lectured here four 

months last fall and Mrs. Eva McCoy 
has served the society for eight 
months; she has held the. society to
gether in good shape. . Mrs. McCor
mick the wife of tha proprietor ot 
the “Cottage Inn,” or -rather one ot 
the proprietors, is the president of the 
State Association of Spiritualists. 
She and her good husband do all they 
can with their.talents and their world
ly means to assist the cause along; • 
While they do not offensively ob
trude their religion before their guests 
and the public generally, they are ever 
ready to give an answer to every one 
who asks a reason ot their hope.

To-morrow our meetings close 
here, to hold -one meeting .to-night, 
and two besides the Lyceum to-mor- 

- row, .and lay the claims of the Morris 
. 'Bratt InsUtnte before the people, and

All About the Deva. Price 15 cents.
Talmagean Inanities, Incongruities, 

Inconsistencies and Blasphemies. A 
Review of Rev. T. DeWitt and Rev. 
Frank Talmage’s oft-repeated attacks 
upon Spiritualism. Price, 10 cents.

The Devil and the' Adventist?, a 
brief review of some of the recent at
tacks made by Adventists upon Spirit
ualism. Price. 10 cents.

The Spiritual Birth, or Death and IU 
To-Morrow. Price, 10 cents.

The Old and the New. Price 10 cts.
BOOKS BY MATTIE E. HULL.

Wayside Jottings. Essays and 
sketches gathered from the highway^ 
and by-ways of life. Price 75 cents. •

Spirit Echoes. Short poems and 
sketches. Very beautiful. Price, 75 
cents.. .The Spiritual Songster. A small 
booklet with words only, 'adapted t< 
congregational singing and circles, eta 
Price. 10 cents; $6 per hundred. - Post 
age, 50 cents. 1
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te said was based upon the official

over a wide area of territory. The 
problems which their mere presence
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■ ISLAND LAKE CAMP.HONESTY DEMANDEDLegerdemain Infernalische Great Evil

.lùÿ-

was handsomely merited! I have 
even heard sitters reel off a list of 
names until at last obs jVi<31mpntioned 
which the manifesting was 
pleased to appropriate.“. Some months 
ago, when I was cluiufed relative 
by a spirit-form in wllich II 'saw not 
the faintest resemblance t(g any - de
parted relative whomTI co,i|ld recall, 
but a very distinct resemblance to the 
medium, an estln&file ^ntleman 
cross-examined me with some little 
severity’ as to -my knowledge of my 
kinsfolk, and appeared to regard it as 
a moral defect In nie—or in them— 
that bo few of my blood11 relations 
should have left this suhluntuiy sphere. 
The propriety of treating all fiensitlvea 
with consideration and sympathy is 
obvious enough, but soilong'as sitters 
exhibit credulity so 'feToss'^aB this, 
there is likely to be norlack'of fraudu
lent mediums.—Scrutator )i:)

HOME-MADE GHOSTS.

Those at', an English Spiritualist 
ance Discovered to Be Created 
Pink Stockinet.

Se- 
of

The London (Eng.); Express has 
-the following: ; ,

IJramatic and startling accounts of 
the exposure of a Spiritualistic medi
um and his manager appear In the 
current number of Light, the official 
organ of Spiritualists. -

Dr. Wallace and Mr. .John Lobb, 
both ardent Spiritualists,'are responsi
ble for the exposure, and the culprits 
are Mr. Charles Eldred ot Nottingham, 
and Mr. Ellie, his manager, whose "ne- 
farjous trickery” was laid bare at a 
meeting held on March 5, at the house 
of Mr.-Ronald Brailey, Baywater.

The .week previously some interest
ing phenomena were said to have ta
ken place, which astonished most ot 
the sitters, one of whom was suspi
cious of the chair and cabinet used by

Very Many Spiritualists of Our 
■ Land Prefer to Be Known as ‘Fraud 

Hunters’ Instead of ‘Fraud Biders.’ 
Their Actual Orinux Is That They 
Have Become ‘Fraud Finders' When 
They Were Intentionally Nothing 
But Truthseekers at the Outset.” 
The following sentence from Col.

Van Horn’s article in No. 859 of The 
Progressive Thinker is worthy of 
careful study by all factions of Spirit
ualists: ,

. "What we want and need is less 
bad blood, less scoundrel-hunting and 
epithet, more charity, more study of 
phenomena, more common sense, and 
-—more mediums.”

Were th£ individual American Spir
itualists to receive a fresh baptism of 
common sense, there is no doubt there 
would be such a winnowing time that 
there would be far less in bulk, but a 
greatly improved quality of residuum 
which could be profitably studied as 
actual phenomena.

The very first step in the lesson 
must be to become satisfied that we 
have the REAL THING. . THE EX-

It Is portrayed in Roseate Hues as 
Most Excellent.

It seems as If Dame Fortune is tru
ly smiling upon the Island Lake Spir
itual camp grounds, having recently 
cancelled mortgages to the amount of 
$5170.82, held on our beautiful hotel, 
auditorium and steamer, bo this sea
son we are looking forward to the 
most prosperous year in the history of 
our camp.

The management has spared neither 
time nor expense in giving, to our 
many patrons the very best talent pro
curable.

/The opening week is assigned to 
Mrs. Amanda Coffman, apd following 
in their ffegular-ordercomes S. A. Her
rick, W. V. Nicum, Judge E. Thomp
son and Dr. George B. Warne, vice 
president of the N. S. A., and those 
desiring spiritual comfort will find at 
Island Lake reliable mediums.

Our finely equipped modern and
almost new 49-room hotel has

It Has Fastened Its Poisonous Tentacles on Spiritualism in England

! A Very Disagreeable Crime Table.
As set forth in the Chicago Dally 

»Ibune in an address before a com
pany of Presbyterians in this city late- 

_ly, Mr. McKenzie Cleland attacked the 
city authorities with marked severity 
for failure to enforce the law and sup
press crime. In support of Ills charges 
he presented a crime time table which

produces are numerous and .varied. 
No one man ever could so marshal the 
forces of law and order as to restrain 
them entirely. There are many 
things which must be charged against 
human nature and not against the po
lice officials.

Wherever two million people are 
gathered together in pretty close terri
torial limits and with many race ele-QC D6UU WU0 uocvu -------------

records, and declared that the city was ments represented, there disorder and 
ingulfed by a tidal wave of crime un- lawlessness will be found to rule. It
precedented in Ite history. According ; 
to the statements he read the situation 
is thus described:

A disturbance in the public streets 
every six seconds.

An arrest is made by the police ev
ery seven and one-half minutes.

An arrest is made for drunkenness 
every fifteen minutes. .

Larceny is committed every twenty 
minutes.

There is an assault and battery case 
every twenty-seven minutes.

(Burglary is committed every three 
hours.

■ A hold-up is committed every six 
* hours.

. There ard two suicides every day: / 
( There is one murder every day.

The figures are startling when pre
sented in such concrete form, and tell 
their own story of the greatness of 
tills municipality, for the number of 
disturbances and the array of crimes 
bespeak a large assembly of people. 
There are two million citizens under 
the jurisdiction of the Chicago police. 
These people represent almost every 
nationality on earth. They are spread

is the congestion of population and 
the remarkable development of the 
city, that are responsible for much that 
is startling in the way. of crime and 
evil.

Making due allowance for all this, 
-it is yet evident that the situation in 
Cliicogo is not particularly encourag
ing. The battle of life rages fiercely 
each day. Men break down from sheer 
exhaustion, and crime and sin follow

TRIUMPH OVER THE ARMY OF 
BIN AND CRIME.
‘ It is just as essential in the ranks of 
Spiritualism for ETERNAL WATCH
FULNESS, as it is in a large city, in 
order to prevent crime, and an in
crease on the part of criminals.

The fakes who have invaded our 
ranks are worse than the gypsy moth 
which has created so much trouble in 
Massachusetts. Because the latter 
evil was not fought in its inclplency,.lt 
has spread until the National Govern
ment lias had to take a hand In the 
light in order to hold it in partial

Mr: Eldred, the medium. , 
Subsequently Mr, Brailey examined 

the chair, which had been left at his 
house, and found it had a secret com
partment at the back, and also a 
keyhole deeply embedded and well 
covered up by the plushette material.

He communicated with Mr. Lobb, 
who had been one of the circle, and 
Mr. Lobb communicated .with Mr. Wal
lace. A key was made which opened' 
the lock, and a photograph was taken 
showing the secret compartment, 
which measured fifteen inches.

"We determined after this discov
ery to put a stop at the next meeting 
to any further fraud," Dr. Wallace 
says in the course of his article.

"I was asked by Dr. Lobb (who had 
to go-out of town) to arrange a meth
od of trapping the ciilprits. Several 
of the sitters at. the approaching sit
ting on Monday, were informed of the 
discovery. I asked one or two good 
Spiritualists to be present, and I 
knew, of a good clairvoyant who ar-

obeyauce. Unless fought constantly 
it would In the end ruin the whole 
country.

The gypsy moth evil has its paral
lel in Spiritualism, on a different line 
of disatrous work. The tricksters 
have invaded our ranks. Just think 
of the artificial toggery that has been 
used by them in personating your dear 
spirit friends, turning the holy Temple 
of-Truth into a place where lies are 
told and deception practiced.
' Oh ! Angels of Light, Love and 
Purity, when will Spiritualism be, free

quickly. Men give up the unequal 
struggle, and suicide is the relief 
sought. The city covers the criminal 
easily, and it Is his natural hiding 
place. If, to such «physical conditions 
there is ADDED AND UNDUE LAX
ITY in administration, if is' easy for from this legerdemain blight, fraud 

and deception that have fastened ontothe wickedness to get the upper hand. 
For this reason there is need of the 
constant vigilance of police author!» 
ties, and for constant prodding of 
such authorities by the people, ft-was 
that object which Mr. Cleland prob
ably had in mind in his sensational 
method of bringing home to the con
sciousness of the ministers and laymen 
who heard him speak the NEED OF 
ETERNAL WATCHFULNESS ON 
THE PART OF THE FORCES OF 
TRUTH AND RIGHT IN ORDER TO

it with their poisonous tentacles. I
In England as well as in this coun- | 

try, Legerdemain Spiritualism has 
acted its diabolical part. It is a dark 
pestilential blight there as weU ' as 
here, and the following is only an il
lustration of the hundreds of different 
methods used by these charlatans fo 
pollute our glorious cause. This ex
posure is published by Light, of Lon
don, England, a leading Spiritualist 
paper.

ranged to assist. t
“The seance having been opened in " 

the usual manner, a search of the me
dium was made and thè chai's was par
ticularly noted. It W8S fpjind that 
the stuffing «of the back of the chair 
was more pronounced, and the sensi
tive referred to, Mr.‘-Drew,’on psy
chometrizing it, assured those present 
that it had containb&pomffrvery sus
picious articles which must have been 
placed there just bifore the seance.

"The key was usedJand!the uphols
tered --panel in the back oiathe chair 
fell forward, the space beingqeomplete- 
ly packed with articles necessary for 
faking ‘spirit forms.',0

It was found that-ihe secret recess 
containing a .collapsible dummy head, 
made of pink stockinet,.srijhj flesh-col
ored, mask ( with Pieces of .^tosktoet. 
gummed over the tittles thè’ ' loose 
stockinet was doubtless used to repre
sent the shrunken ékinatxthe neck; 
six pieces of fine white China silk, con
taining in all thirteen yards; two 
pieces of fine black cloth (doubtless 
Med in the so-called materialization) ; 
three beards of various shades; two

RERTS IN OUR BANKS AND 
TREASURY DEPARTMENT FIRST 
DETERMINE WHAT IS CERTAINLY 
GENUINE, AND’AFTER BECOMING 
FAMILIAR WITH THAT STANDARD 
ARE PREPARED TO PASS UPON 
ALL COIN AND PAPER PRESENT
ED THEREAFTER. A genuine sig
nature must be first proven in court 
before the prisoner can be convicted of 
forgery.

We know of Spiritualists who are 
perfectly content to allow the coun
terfeit to circulate unhindered along 
with the genuine because they are 
confident that the latter is occasionally 
found. It is only the UNTIRING EF
FORT of the United States secret serv
ice operators that prevents spuaious 
currency from supplanting the out
put of mint and treasury.

Does our able brother remember by 
whom epithet-throwing and qcoundrel- 
hunting began? Some eight years ago 
the attention of the Illinois State 
Spiritualist Association was Unpre- 
meflitatedly turned towards Mabel 1 
Aber Jackman, a very distinguished ' 
product of Kansas. An ex-senator of 
Col. Van Horn’s own city sent the 
president of the aforesaid body word 
that the last named officer had been up 
against the “hardest proposition of 
the entire bunch." Her local adher
ents immediately unloosed the flood 
gates of personal abuse and false
hood in order to befog the real issue. 
In their zeal they coined the term 
“fraud-hunters,” which was eagerly 
adopted Into the editorial columns of 
the Light of Truth, then of Colum
bus, Ohio.

Many, very many Spiritualists of 
our land prefer to be known as 

■ “fraud hunters” Instead of “fraud

HOW THE MEDIUM DECEIVED THE PEOPLE.
- From the above photograph of the 
articles found in the secret compart
ment of the TRICK CHAIR, used by 
Mr. Eldred in his imitations ot gen
uine materializations, and ot the 
chair itself, our readers will gather 
some idea of the manner in which his 
tricks were effected.

The hooded shroud enveloping the 
dummy head is made of fine China 
silk, double throughout; and is clum
sily stitched down the front. It is 
much soiled, inside the hood,-evident
ly from frequent use. The taped 
apron made ot the same material, is 
also double, and was evidently tied 
round the waist beneath the folds of 
the shroud which reach down to the 
knees. ' The dummy head is made of 
stockinet, nearly flesh-colored, and 
Is long enough to reach loosely down 
to the shoulders; the paper mask Is 
pasted Inside of it. and small pieces of 
stockinet have been gummed over the

the mask above It, there is no wonder 
that, in the "conditioned” darkness 
which prevailed, Mr. Eldred led peo
ple to mistake it for the Bleeping "shrunken" medium. I

We give the above photograph as an 
"object-lesson” that Spiritualists may 
in future -be on their guard against, 
and ready for. the - crafty tricks of 
pretenders to mediumship, and also 
in the interest of all honest mediums, 
that they may realize the necessity for 
fraud-proof conditions and “light, 
more light," so that they may not be

mind by the first public seance at Mr. 
Bralley’s house, and to the curiosity 
I felt about the chair the moment I 
heard that the medium had brought it 
with him from Nottingham, and that 
bne of his “guides" had directed that 
it should be carefully wrapped up to 
preserve the “magnetism” with which 
it was charged from being dissipated. 
But there was an earlier stage of the 
exposure. In “Light" for January 
27, there appeared Dr. Wallace’s care
ful report of the Eldred seance which 
he had attended a few days before.

eye-holes.
A piece of black cloth lies on the 

floor, which if lifted up in front of the 
apron, gives the effect of de-materlal- 
izatlou. There is also a sleeve made 
of black cloth which wojild render the 
■hand and arm visible in the .dim light. 
The secret panel of the front of the 
chair is seen resting on the arm and 
shows the two catches and the hasp 
for the lock. The lock itself is In thé 
back of the chair just below the pad
ded roll at the top, and it is covered 
by the panel when placed in position. 
Two keys are threaded upon the string 
■which hangs over the panel, one ot 
which .was given up by Mr. Eldred 
when he confessed. Above the chair 
is the extending coat-hanger made of 
wire, which was apparently used for 
producing the second "form.” The 
grey wig above has its long hair 
pinned back at the ends. The iron 
hook projecting from the side of the 
chair was probably used to hang up, 
or to hold out, the second "form" 
when two “appeared at once.” The 
dark brown beard evidently did duty 
for “John, King,” the grey one, next 
to it, for Mr. T. Everitt, and the iron 
grey wig above the table may have 
done duty for other forms, as also the 
Bhort beard which rests upon the dra
pery depending from the table. The 
pocket electric flash light apparatus 
lying upon the table, with several 
yards of wire attached, with a “push” 
at the end, was employed to produce, 
lights at a distance, or inside the cab- 
net when the form was- outside in 
the circle. The white drapery hang-J 
Ing behind the "John King" beard 1b 
pinned together to make a small hood, 
and was probably used to give the ap
pearance of a child form.

With his coat spread on the chair, 
-suspended by means of the coat habg- 

. er, buttoned up and stuffed loosely 
ypjth the superfluous drapery, and with

That report I very carefully read, and 
though I .went to the seance at Mr. 
Bralley’s with a perfectly open mind, 
it enabled me to concentrate my at- 

das^ed with the plausible and con- ! tention upoh the crucial points of the 
Bcienceless rogues who seek to ex- sttting the movements of the 
ploit our movement in their desire to ‘‘child, the simultaneous appearance 

i of the two forms, the exhibition of the 
get rich quickly.____  shrivelled form of the medium, the

■irron n»nv mnnnn " “dematerialization” before the cur- “THE DAILY MIRROR. . Jt wb just at polnts
In the following paragraph the ...

“Daily Mirror,” of the 10th Inst., 
treats us more fairly than some of the 
other papers have done with . refer
ence to the exposure of Mr. Eldred’s 
pretensions to mediumship. The 
“MirTor” says:— ’ I ought thus publicly to bear testimony

"Spiritualists are very Indignant gervjce which, through the me- 
about the sham medium, whose tricks djum of “Light,” he rendered to the 
have been exposed in the last number cttUse of truth.
of their official organ, Light.” Gen- Allow me to add a word about my 
nine believers in the art of raising fr|end Mr. Brailey, who is always 
tables, rapping knocks, and causing ---- *
mystic lights-to appear are naturally 
furious .when a false shepherd appears.
That terribly compromises their cause 
with respectable people in the outside 
world, who cannot bother to make a 
distinction between the serious In
vestigator and the investigator for 
commercial purposes. But, really. 
Spiritualists need not fear. There 
are so many eminent people now en- 

1 gaged in pursuing the disembodied 
1 that the occupation cannot fairly be 
’ regarded with suspicion any longer. 
1 Why, even Mr. Balfour is interested to 
* the subject, and his brother is the 
; president of the Psychical Research

the sitting was most provocative ot 
suspicion. During the seance, and 
afterwards in reviewing it, I was very 
conscious of the help I had -derived 
from Dr. Wallace’s dispassionate but

been
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Aren’t they worth

REDUCED PRICES.

the

Spirit Obsessions, The Demonism 
of the Ages, Obsessions so Com
mon in Spiritism, Oriental and 
Occidental Occultism, etc.

This book of 382 pages js the most complete 
work ever written upon this subject; is nicely 
bound In cloth and printed I’d large type on 
good paper. Price, 11.00: postage. 19 cts.

Heaven Revised iivuivii nvnwv after the Change»
Called Death. By Mrs. E. B. Duffey, a very
Interesting and instructive work. Price 25 cts.

Reincarnation, » &T 
bodlments. examined and discussed pro and con. 
by Dr. J. M. Peebles versus Dr. Deien Densmore 
and W. J. Colville. Price 80 cts.

FREE $1.00 COUPON
Entitling Anyone with

RHEUMATISM
to recelvo prepaid, Free to Try, a regular 
Dollar pair ot Maglo Foot Drafts and valua- 
Dio now book (in colors) on rheumatism.

leased to A. G. Brown, this season, I 
and we p.re assured of good service. | 
Everything in season nt astoundingly 
low, rates, and another point to be ta
ken into consideration, the- manage
ment have installed a pumping plant 
for the hotel, and no longer do we 
have to depend on the wind-mill and 
nature, but at all times will have plen
ty of water In bath dtw wash rooms.

The musical department this year 
has been placed in the hands of Prof. 
Floyd Von Richter and Miss Nellie 
Gardiner, whose capabilities are not 
questioned.

This year we are going to make a 
specialty of our Wednesday evening

I musical and literary entertainments, 
I as we have some extraordinary talent

hlders.” Their actHaF crime ‘Is that-1 
they have become “fraud Anders" when I 
they were intentionally nothing but 
truthseekers at the outset.

Our brother should apply his stand
ard anti-epithet prescription impar
tially and allopathically in Kansas 
City and vicinity, as well as country
wide. One of the Colonel’s favorite 
home mediums planned a personal as
sault upon the writer of these lines 
when he should appear upon the plat
form ot a Michigan camp last August. 
There .was neither "bad blood” nor 
lack of charity in that conception ot 
course? It was calculated to pro-

wigs, one white and one grey; an ex
tending metal coathanger for suspend
ing drapery to represent the second 
form, with an iron hbbk on which to 
hang the form; a small flash electric 
lamp with four yards ot wire with 
switch, which could be used when -the 
medium was away from the cabinet 
to produce so-called spirit lights 
within; a bottle of scent, pins, etc.

“As soon as the members had gone 
Into the seance room, J, anticipating 
any difficulty there might be in deal
ing with the culprits, entered the 
house, accompanied by. a sympathetic 
and most snrewd friend who Is a mem
ber of the public detective service, and 
entered the room just as this discovery 
.was made.

“When he was challenged about the 
fraud, Mr. Eldred confessed his guilt, 
and handed over the key of the secret 
compartment.

“Instead of charging the two indi
viduals we tempered with mercy our : 
sense of horror, disgust'and indigna
tion at the infamous proceedings. I 
requested the return of the money ta
ken, which I must say was promptly 
done, and I confiscated-the dummy ar
ticles, which are now in the office of 
Light for inspection.

“I hope this discovery will prevent 
further attempts to prey upon the 
most sacred feelings of their fellow
mortals, many« of whom have, hitherto 
been their too unsuspecting dupes.”

Mr. Lobb states that this is the sec- 
ond materialization medium he has

penetrative report, and I feel that I

ready most interestedly to place his
remarkable psychic gifts at my ser
vice, though quite aware that I am 
nothing but a sympathetic Inquirer In
to the phenomena upon which Spirit
ualism Is founded. That at neither of 
the two Eldred seances held at his 
house he should have observed any
thing to excite his suspicion is easily 
explained by the fact that he was play
ing the organ, and that this not only 
occupied his attention, but involved 
Ms being right at the back of the cir
cle, thirteen feet away from the cabl-

Society!”

A FRIENDLY ACT.
Some kind friend has generously 

incurred the cost of publishing the fol
lowing advertisement in the columns 
of “The Tribune," London:

Spirit Medium Exposed.—Earnest 
believers are asked to note that' Spir
itualists themselves, eager to uphold 
the honor of: their faith and preserve 
it from being sullied by pretenders, 
were solely responsible for the recent 
unmasking of a fraudulent medium. 
No interference has come from outside 
skeptics.—Rollo.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR ON THE

If you have rheumatism cut out this 
free ‘dollar coupon and. send it to ua 
with your name and address plainly ! 
written on the blank lines. Return mail 
will bring you—free to try—a Dollar I 
pair of the famous Magic Foot Drafts, . 
the great Michigan cure for rheuma-

-tlsm. They are curing very bad cases 
of every kind of rheumatism, both 
chronic and acute, no matter bow se
vere. They are curing cases of 30 and 
40 years’ suffering, after doctofa and 
baths and medicines had failed. Bend 
ub the coupon to-day. When the 
Drafts come, try them. If you are 
satisfied with the benefit received-
then you can 
send us One Dol
lar. If not, wefe 
take your simple 
eay so, and the 
Drafts cost yoti 
absolutely nothing.

ÌMDIMMK

engaged. These social gatherings 
are followed by a dance, but that does 
not mean ,we are going to abolish our 
public Friday night dances, which will । 
start promptly at 8 o’clock.

Just a few lines more in regard to 
opening and situation of the camp.

Island Lake Camp Ib situated on the 
Pere Marquette R. R., midway be
tween Detroit and Lansing. There 
are four trains that stop daily at the 
Lake, all of which are met by our 
beautiful steamer, James N. White, 
to convey passengers to the hotel and 
the camp grounds; also express wag
on for baggage and freight.

The Camp opens the 21st of July, 
and closes the 27th of August, and 
those desiring to visit a watering place 
with purest of Lithla .water coming 
through our pumps to refresh you 
when you are tired and thirsty and for 
the followers of Isaac Walton, the 
Lake abounds with bass, x pickerel, 
pike, perch, .blue-gills, strawberry
bass, sun-fish and various other fish.

Come and spend your vacation with 
us and for your patronage in the past- 
we . wish to thank you one and all, 
and sincerely trust we will be able to 
make it more pleasant lor you this 
year.

For programs and Information 
write to H. P. LA GRANGE, Sec’y.

76 Joy street, Detroit, Mich.

trying on that basis? Our faith is 
strong that they will cure you, bo cut 
out and send the coupon to day to 
Magic Foot Draft Co., X0211 Oliver 
Bldg., Jackson, Mich. Send no money 
—just the coupon.

DR. J. M. PEBBLES’ 
Most Important Books.

What Is Spiritualism?
Who Are These Spiritualists? and 

What Has Spiritualism Done for the 
World? By J. M. Peebles, M. D„ M. A. 
An excellent book to put in the hands 
of inquirers. Price, cloth, 75 cents; 
paper, 35 cents.

FROM LILY DALE.

Dr. George B. Warne Elected on 
Board of the City of Light 

Assembly.

mote freedom of speech and “more 
study of phenomena” to a greater ex
tent than was intended. It is a 
pleasure to note that a companion 
miile plotter, in reality an Intended 
tool,' became later a boarder in the 
Detroit House of Correction.

Then, again, my mail has just 
brought me out ot piirifled Missouri, 
Buch an exhibition of tile spiritual out
pouring for which. Col. Van Horn 
pleads as to lead one to ask if this is 
au Illustration of the “more charity” 
and “less epithet" throwing for 
which he stands:
. “Mr. J. R. Francis, G. B. Warne, 
H. D. Barrett, et al.:—I have just 
read the interesting correspondence in 
the current issue of The Progressive 
Thinker between Col. R. T. Van 
Horn ot Kansas City, one time editor 
and proprietor of the Kansas City 
Journal, and the president ot the 
moribund N. 8. A., and I earnestly 
recommend that the fraud-hunting ed
itor and officers of the said N. 8. A. at 
once employ Col. Van Horn as their 
mentor in spiritual philosophy, in or
der that their dense ignorance may in 
future be prevented from driving all 
honest demonstrators of a future life 
from their ranks, and incidentally 
prevent some of the journals that 
have 'become rich’ fraud hunting and 
medium baiting from being, over
whelmed with libel suits. So mote it 
be. C. W. STEWART.

On Wednesday, May 9, the trustees 
of the City of Light Assembly held 
their spring meeting.

Albert C. White and Homer Todd's 
resignations were received with re
gret, and Dr. George B. Warne of 
Chicago, and Mr. E. B. Pray of Plain- 
field, N. J., were chosen to fill the va
cancies.

Dr. Warne was also elected treasur
er. There Is general satisfaction in 
naming such able and favorably 
known Spiritualists on the Board.

Dr. Warne brings -his wide experi
ence and excellent judgment, (while 
Mr. Pray is one of the most genial and 
enthusiastic Spiritualists li^the ranks. 
As the manager of one of the largest 
business concerns in the East, a man 
of wealth and culture, the City of 
Light Assembly gladly welcomes both.

Mr. Geo. L. Humphrey, the presi
dent pro tern, was elected Vice-Presi
dent.

A large amount of business was 
transacted, merchants licensed, con
tracts for repairs, improvements and

Dr. Peebles’ Three Jubilee Lectures.
A most elegantly bound pamphlet ot 

122 pages, giving Dr. Peebles’ lectures 
delivered In Hydesville, March 31, 1898, 
in Rochester, and later in London at 
the International Congress of Spiritual
ists. These lectures, Illustrated, are 
racy, meaty and scholarly. Price 35 
cents.

A Critical and Crushing Review 
By Dr. Peebles of the Rev. Dr. Kipp’s 
five lectures against Spiritualism. This 
crisp and critical reply of the Doctor, 
while repudiating spiritism, and all 
frauds connected with the subject, sub- 

i tains Spiritualism, considering it the 
complement of primitive Christianity. 
Price 25 cents.
Fiftieth Anniversary of Modern Spirit, 

ualism.
An elegant pamphlet containing an 

account of the exercises at Rochester 
and Hydesville, N. Y., at the celebration 
of the Fiftieth Anniversary of Modern 
Spiritualism. It contains the addresses^ 
of some of the most noted speakers' 
present. It contains the picture ot the 
Hydesville cottage, wreath, etc. Price, 
15 cents.
Death Defeated, or the Paychic Secret 

of How to Keep Young.
This book goes to tbp foundation ot 

things—health, the laws of health, the 
foods to eat, the subject of marriage, 
who should marry and who should not 
marry, the causes ot divorce, the proper 
time for conception, gestation, the de
termining of sex, animal flesh-eating, 
what Herodotus, Hesiod, Homer, Pyth
agoras, Shelley, Graham and others ate, 
the foods that produce long life and 
how to live "immortal” on earth, etc. 
This book Is written in Dr. Peebles’ usu
ally clear, crisp style, and attracts the 
reader from the very first through its 
facts, logic and convincing arguments. 
Very handsomely bound in cloth. 
Price $1.
Vaccination a Curse and a Menace to

“Congratulations on 'recent 
cess’ at Bloomington, Ill."

Not an abusive epithet in

helped to expose within the past two 
months. "When and where is this 
sort of business to stop?” he asks.

A SANE AND SENSIBLE ATTITUDE,
In a short editorial which appeared 

in the “Daily Mirror" on Friday, the 
16th Inst., the writer; "E. B.,” shrewd
ly observes with reference to the ex
posure of Mr. Eldred, that:

“It does not follow that we must 
abandon belief in the possibility of 
there being a spirit-;world) very near 
this world of ours just because there 
are a certain number or humbugs 
falsely pretending to-be awe to estab
lish communication.¡between the' two.,

net. I know no one who is less cred
ulous that he in judging manifesta
tions such,as these, or more sternly 
set against imposture; and I doubt not 
that had he been sitting with me in 
the front row of the circle he would 
have, been as little convinced by what 
happened as I was. And as soon as 
he received his psychometrical im
pression that there was a hidden Com
partment in the back ot the chair, he 
began to examine It, and never paused 
until the secret was laid bare.

This deplorable affair suggests sev
eral morals, one, and only one, of 
which I should like to point In at
tending materialisation seances I have 
often been struck.by the invincible 
determination of some sitters to recog
nize their departed friends. On one 
occasion,' a sitter addressed a spirit 
form as Aunt Jane, and then added, 
"No, it’s Uncle Robert God bless 
you, Uncle Robert!” Of that gentle
man a medium remarked that he was 
a capital sitter,' and from the medi-

RECENT EXPOSURE.
Sir:—In his contribution to your 

.columns Inst , week, Dr. Wallace is 
good enough to trace the Eldred ex- 
posur© to the suspicion excited to my linn’s' point of view the compliment

’buc-

the
above; its spirit is redolent with the 
aroma of the highest spheres! Its 
harmony is that of a certain animal 
who cannot sing without braying. 
No, thank you! Officers of the N. S. 
A. have already taken a course with a 
special instructor chosen from Mr. 
Stewart’s own family. . It was ex
pensive, but perfectly convincing to 
them and those they represented, as 
recorded at Minneapolis. Col Van 
Horn was invited upon his own quali
fications to join many others In a 
symposium of views upon a. question 
in need of “more-study.” The above 
screed can not Increase previous esti
mates of his actual worth.

Dr. Warne has not changed his 
general position upon the subject mat
ter named by Mr. Stewart. What 
can possibly have led to Stewart’s 
Saul-llke change of front?

March 25, 1905. he said in The 
Progressive Thinker:

“I HEARTILY AGREE WITH AND

advertising given out, and the execu- I 
five staff of the Assembly who will 
look after the grounds and comforts of 
the visitors, were engaged.

The Maplewood hotel was leased to 
Mr. S. J. Richardson, who will run it 
at the moderate price of Î1.25 per 
day and upwards.

A covered pavillion was ordered 
built by the lake, which will seat over 
100 people, and will add greatly to 
the attractions of the place.

On Thursday evening a reception 
was tendered to Mrs Humphreys and 
Mrs. Fixen. Nearly everybody on the 
grounds were there, and a number of 
speeches were made, expressing har
mony, good will and expectations of 

[ the greatest season Lily Dale has ever 
experienced.

I LAURA G. FIXEN.

Personal Liberty.
This finely illustrated volume of be

tween three^hundred and four hundred 
pages, by Dr. Peebles, treats exhaust
ively of inoculation, cow-pox and calf
lymph vaccination from Jenner’s time 
to the present. It tells how the cow
pox pus poison Is . obtained—how the 
vaccine virus, while causing many 
deaths, sows the seed of eczema, 
pimpled faces, cancers, tumors, ulcers 
and leprosy. It gives a history of the ' 
several years’ battle against vaccina
tion In England, Parliament making it 
"optional” instead of compulsory. Thia 
book should be in every school library 
and family. Price $1.25.

Immortality.
Its naturalness, Its possibilities and 

proofs. By J. M. Peebles, M. D. Price 
| 10 cents..

Most of us are still |n the, stage of un
certainty. We do apt deny that the 
firm believers in spirits mdy be right, 
though we have not1 yetlrgot to the 
point of active belief oursblves. We 
admit that there ar§ very likely 'more 
things in heaven and earth, than are 
dreamed of In out jihllosOphies.’ But 
we suspend our judgment'as to what 
these things are. . Ui

"Do not let us bejturne.fi from this 
calm attitude of mind, this state of 
readiness to accept any fMis that may 
be proved, by the conviction of a few 
swindlers. You onus had a 'flash' 
bank-note passed on you. - Yet you 
never thought of going about saying 
all bank-notes were forgeries. The 
Incident only made you more careful 
in examining notes when you received 
them,

“That is how we should treat this 
comical episode ot the' medium un
masked. It should make us more 
careful about accepting manifestations 
of the oeculL But It should not pre
judice us against belief in Spiritualism 
altogether. Whether thsf la or is not 

■ to be the religion of the future, as so 
i many hold. It cannot be condemned 
- off-hand just because some of Its 
; prophets are false.”

CONCUR IN ALL ' ^THAT DR. 
WARNE SAYS ON THE SUBJECT, 
AND WILL FREELY CO-OPERATE 
WITH HIM IN WEEDING SPIRIT- 
ALISM OF ALL SUCH PERSONS, 
AND FROM HENCEFORTH SHALL 
CONSIDER MYSELF A SERVANT 
OF THE CAUSE OF SPIRITUALISM 
TO RENDER ANY ASSISTANCE IN 
MY POWE.R TO THIS END.”

Alas! that Boanerges should be so 
spoil done for! He no longer co-op
erates.

Back ot all'our contentions multi
tudinous and many graded spirits are 
enlisted, and FINALLY THE MOR
TAL INSTRUMENTS^ THE HIGH
EST SPHERES WILL TRIUMPH!

GEORGE B. WARNE.

The New Camp Grounds nt Los An
geles, Cal.

Elsie Reynolds, who for years has 
entertained the gullible Spiritualists 
of Los Angeles and San Francisco by 
manufacturing spirits out of cheese
cloth, is not dead; neither is she out 
of a job because of her past exposures.' 
If Mr. Spinks and those associated 
with him as head of the Spiritualists 
Camp-meeting Assdciation .at Eden- 
dale, succeed in making the camp a 
success, Elsie can snap her Ungers at 
the members of the "Anti Fraud So
ciety” of Los Angeles, who exposed 
her twice.

She can also defy the city tax col
lector as the camp is outside the city 
limits.

Last Sunday, at the camp grounds, 
Mr. Spinks was selling lots and mak
ing oily speeches about the great fu
ture of the camp, while .his friend, 
Elsie Reynolds, in a cottage near by 
on the grounds, entertained the suck
ers at 50 cents each by posing as the 
spirit of “Aunt Betsey.”

It is being greatly feared that 
those Spiritualists who assist in 
making a success of this camp, may 
help to make a permanent nest for 
Elsie Reynolds, and all those belong
ing to the seamy side of Spiritualism.

P. A. JENSEN.
Los Angeles, Cal.-

A CHANCE to mark money.
Alarye number of your reMere sent me reci

pes for removing stains from my dress. I thank 
themalL In answer tolndutriesregardlngthe fruit 
business. I would say. I made 1121 last week, sold 
dtreoUons to 121 tamtnee; people pay 11. for direc
tions quickly. I have berries, grapes and peaches 
a year did. fresh bb when picked. I do not heat or 
seal the fruit, Just pnt 4tup cold, keeps perfectly 
fresh and costs ^Imoetuothlng. I feel it my duty 
toglre my experience, as anyone who wlll try, 
should make one or two hundred dollars In a few 
days right round home. I will mall A bottle of 
trait and complete directions to you, for 21 two 
centstamps.whlch is only the cost ot bottle.fruit 
malUmr case/postage, etc. -Address rranciB Ca- 
seyiKb. D^W.mth 8t..Block93. New \ork, N. Y. 
witnabonio of fruit for people to boo and taste 
you should soil hundreds of directions.

’The Light of Egypt” Volumi is 1

force and Matter Ms upou a

The Hpi
By W. J. COLVILLE. A series of twelve lec
tures, Intended as simple, practical expositions 
of the Ten Commandments in the spiritual as
pect. Price. K> cents.

and 2. An occult library in -Itsiilt, a 
text-book of esoteric knowledge as 
taught by Adepts of Hermetic Philos
ophy. Price $2 per volume.

“Life and Moral Axioms of • Con
fucius," is the title of a 62 page pam
phlet, which contains many of the 
moral aphorisms and terseological 
teachings, of the sapient Chinese phil
osopher, who lived 551 years before 
the Christian Era, and whose .wise 
precepts'have left a lasting Impression 
upon all subsequent nations. By 
Marcenus R. K. Wright. Price 25cts.

THE NEW LIFE,
By Leroy Berrler, An eminently suggestive 
work, of excellent tendencies, treating of the 
mind’s relations to the physical organism, and 
the power ot thought in the upbuilding of 
health and character. Cloth, 11.

New Testament Stories Strat ©A Drawings Uy WatsSn Heston, with critical 
and humorous comments upon the texts. Hes
ton's drawings are Incomparable, and excruci
atingly tunny. One must soo the book to appre
ciate it; the pictorial satire cannot be told. II 
will make you laugh heartily. Price In board, 
11.00; cloth. 11.50.

HEROES ANO HERO WORSHIP, ANO
THE HEROIC IN HISTORY.

By Thomas Carlyle. 2 -
A remarkable book by a remarkable ■ 

mau. Marked by terse strength and 
vigor, deep thought, philosophy and dra
matic tensity ot earnestness. A notable 
literary effort A fine edition In cloth.

I Price 50 cents. ,

bejturne.fi
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SOMETHINQ YOU SHOULD HAVE, 
it Will Only Cost You Four Cents.
Reports in pamphlet form of the last 

N. S. A. Convention are for sale at 600 
Pennsylvania avenue S. E., Washington 
D. C., at four cents each, postpaid, or 
thirty-five cts. per dozen. Every Spirit
ualist should send for one. Address 
Mary T. Longley, Secretary.
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All books advertised' in The Pro

gresslve Thinker can be obtained at 
this office. Express charges or postage 
prepaid at the price named unless oth- 
wlse stated.
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Medium Bailey’s Phenomena
His Wonderful Manifestations at Melbourne,

Australia, Mystifying the World.

TO VISIT ElWE.

They Cling to the Church for the Re
ward It Brings.

Very few Bible readers have any 
knowledge of Hebrew, the language in 
which the Old Testament is claimed to 
have been originally written. Thè 
“higher critics” have made great in
roads upon the authenticity of the 
compilation. Since the hieroglyphics 
of Egypt have been deciphered, and 
t ,ie monumental records are no longer 
sealed books, and the cuneiform char
acters of the Accadlans are read with 
the ease of Greek, the scholars are 
able to find the source of “divine reve
lation,” which told how. worlds were 
made In six days, of the rise of na
tions, of a universal flood, of the 
building of a tower to scale heaven, of 
the destruction of cities by an angered 
God, and of numberless other charac
teristic events, all mythical.

There has been no preceding period 
in the world’s history when learning 
was so widely diffused as now, when 
there was such familiar acquaintance 
with antiquity, and with the scholars 

• whose names survive the wreck of
Time.

Formerly nations, separated by a 
river, a chain of mountains, or a bar
ren desert were unknown to each oth-

When a person commences to write 
a description—however modified in 
tone—of certain remarkable manifes
tations he has witnessed at a spiritual
istic seance he is' almost invariably 
haunted with the depressing knowl
edge that much of what he writes .will 
either be disbelieved straight-out, or 
grudgingly accepted as the work of an 
honest enough but misguided man 
who has not sufficient sense to per
ceive that he has been made the vic
tim ot some clever trickery. And it' 
is not only when a man writes his de
scription that he is confronted with 
this haunting knowledge; .when he 
speaks of what he has seen and heard 
he meets with the same element of 
doubt as to his veracity or sanity.

“I know you are doubtful,” said an 
old friend lately. “Yes, I am satisfied 
about that; and I feel sure your judg
ment and powers of observation are 
fairly sound. But I simply cannot be
lieve what you tell me.”

Is It any wonder a person refrains 
very often from going into details 
when asked to do so? No man likes 
to be called either fool or liar. Im
pliedly or by direct accusation.

The private seances at Mr. T W. 
Stanford’s office, Melbourne, continue 
to mystify, almost startle, the twenty 
or twenty-five invited Bitters who as
semble every Friday night. I am not 
going to say It 1b Spiritualism or any
thing else; let Mr. Hosking, or any
body who chooses, call it what ‘Ism’ 
he or she may wish; I give it no name. 
It suffices for. my purpose to merely 
record dry facts sans bias, sans ex
aggeration, sans hysteria, resulting 
from Intense belief in toe occult I 
am still a materialist; my brain (such 
as it is) cannot yet accept the belief of 
the Spiritualist; my understanding sp 
far refuses to fall In line with those 
who say they “know.”

I Am Simply Mystified.
But if the manifestations be not 

Spiritualism, .what are they? They are 
not trickery.

In the past few weeks there have 
been some remarkable occurrences.

The same close search ef the medi
um, (Bailey) by two or three sisters, 
as was described in a former article, 
has taken place. He Is always lightly 
clad when he arrives at the seance 
room, and can thus be searched with 
sufficient thoroughness without re
moving his garments. He steps In off 
the street like any ordinary person, 
and on arriving in the outer office the 
search takes place. I am one of the 
searchers, and therefore know how the 
work Is done; it is absolutely above 
suspicion. Mr. Stanford Is toe other 
searcher. We both accompany Mr. 
Bailey (a la constable) to the other 
office or seance room, seat him at the 
table upon an office arm chair, so 
formed that the medium cannot get 
out of the seat without moving It 
back from the table. This he cannot 
do unobserved—notwithstanding the 
60 or 100 seconds of darkness while 
articles are being brought—as I have 
a seat next to him, and keep my foot 
In such a position that any movement
of the chair would be noticed, 
chair is a cedar one, with a 
horsehair seat and belongs to

The 
hard 

the
office, being used for ordinary purpos
es during daytime.

X hope the reader will excuse these 
lengthy, though—remembering the 
sneers of doubt In conversation—nec-

essary details. Tljey go to prove—if 
I be a truthful chronicler—that “fake 
or fraud” or trickery have no part In 
these demonstrations. But is it Spir
itualism? There are many great men 
in the .world today who will unhesita
tingly say yes. I am not great, and 
can only say I am mystified.

A Mystic Garment. v
Three weeks ago a beautifully, 

worked silken garment of many colors 
was brought. It was said by the spir
it to be the shirt of a nautch dancing 
girl of India. It was handed round in 
the light, and inspected and admired. 
So far. so good. It was placed upon 
the table out of the reach of the medi
um,, and the incidence was forgotten 
for the nonce. Ten minutes after
wards the ‘'spirit” of Dr. Whitcombe, 
who had control of the medium, Ab
dul having departed, said he had or 
dered the removal of the garment; as 
the nautch girl had died while wear
ing it. and he did not know whether 
she had had the plague or not. Out 
of consideration for the sitters he had 
told the Hindoo spirit to take the shirt 
away. . Every eye was immediately 
directed to where the garment had 
been, but It was gone,

A few minutes afterwards Abdul ex
plained that the glr had died from 
snake bite, and there was no danger 
of Infection. He accordingly brought 
the shirt back again, and there it was 
in its original place on the table. Mr. 
Stanford has the shirt at home now.

Remarkable Doings.
Stones with ancient markings on, a 

headdress of feathers and leopard skin, 
several birds, a warrior’s belt, also a 
quantity of “magic earth,” have been 
brought, and some of the latter was 
sprinkled on top of a flower-pot con
taining ordinary green mould. In 
half an hour a plant grew to a height 
of about an inch and a half. The pot 
ot mould was brought from Mr. Stan
ford's garden, and Mr. Bailey had nev
er seen it in his own personality, al
though he handled It while under con
trol of the Hindoo spirit.

Some marvelous addresses have late
ly been delivered by the following con
trols: Rev. W. H. Withrow, Dr. Rob
inson, and Signor Valettl; while a 
song In Persian was given a fortnight 
ago by the spirit- of Abdallah, also sto
ries “in character” by various de
parted persons, Including an Irishman 
and a Parsee. All these spirits spoke 
through the one medium, and each one 
was as distinctly different from the 
others in manner, gesture, style of 
speech, choice of language, accent, 
demeanor, and various characteristics 
as different persons in the flesh could 
be. The learned addresses of Rev. W. 
H. Withrow/and Dr. Robinson, were 
given in true platform style, and the 
matter was high class; while beauti
ful descriptive addresses have been de
livered by Signor .Valettl, who presum
ably was a highly cultured man In his 
“day of nature.”

A lecture by Mr. Withrow which 
was given on February 1, finished with 
a truly magnificent recitation from 
one of Ingersoll’s lectures, the manner 
of Its delivery being such as to hold 
the sitters enthralled. Mr. Bailey, In 
propria personae, could no more have 
delivered any one of those addresses 
than he could fly to the moon. On 
this point I am emphatic.—Melbourne 
Representative of the “Sunday Times,” 
Sidney, New South Vi ales.

Itov. May 8. Pepper, a Most Remark
able Medium, Will Take a Sea Voy- 
age—She“W1 Visit Berlin, 8t. 
Petersburg Paris and London, and 
It Is AWentir Hoped That Her 
Health Mby Be Bo Improved as to 
Permit HUir to Comply With Invita
tions Already ''Received, and Give 
Demonsttotlons'bf Her Remarkable 
Powers Before toe Psychical Socie
ties of tins Cities'Named.
To the Editor:—The FJrst Spiritual 

Church of Brooklyn, N. Y., (Madison 
street and Bpdfoyd avenue) will close 
its usual aft^rnogp and evening serv
ices on Sunday, June.3, and re-open on 
Sept. 23. It! wad 'expected that' the 
church would remain open during the 
whole month of June, but as eminent 
medical authorities have advised our 
pastor, Rev. May,^. Pepper, to take an 
early vacation and a sea voyage for 
the benefit of her health, the board of 
trustees and advisory board cordially 
acquiesced in the recommendation of 
her physicians,

Mrs. Pepper will sail for Europe on 
June 9, via the Hamburg-Americap 
Line, thus securing the advantages of 
a slow passage across the Atlantic,« 
With all the sea benefits predicted and 
expected by her medical advisers. 
After a two weeks’ visit with friends 
in Berlin, Mrs. Pepper expects to visit 
St. Petersburg, Paris and London, and 
It is hoped that such substantial im
provement in her health will occur, as 
will permit her to give limited demon
strations of her wonderful psychic 
powers before the psychical research 
societies of the. cities named. In all 
probability she will also be Invited to 
grant interviews with the rulers of the 
countries she ylslts, as well as some of 
the more prominent members of aris
tocratic court circles.

Mrs. Pepper .expects to return in 
time to fill her engagement at Lake 
Pleasant during the last week of Au
gust, after which she will visit the 
Etna and Madison camp-meetings, in 
Maine, returning to Brooklyn about 
the middle of September, and re-open
ing her church services on Sunday, 
September 23.

Marked success has attended the 
public administrations ot Mrs. Pepper 
since becoming pastor of the First 
Spiritual Church, and hundreds of 
skeptics and doubters, both In and , 
outside of church circles, have been 
convinced of the basic truths of Spir
itualism through the fine inspirational 
addresses and the wonderfully correct 
spirit messages and tests given 
through Mrs. Pepper’s phenomenal 
mediumship. The semi-weekly se
ances held at her home. 258 Monroe 
street, have always been most success
ful. Former skeptics have become so 
fully convinced of the reliability and 
thorough honesty , of Mrs. Pepper's 
psychic manifestations, that she has 
finally won a signal victory over all 
previous critics and opposers.

We. are expecting to en(er upon a 
still more successful season when toe 
church re-opens In September, and 
hope to proclaim the gospel of demon
strated Immortality more widely than 
ever. Our, sincerest thanks are due 
the editor of The,¡Progressive Thinker 
for his fraternal encouragement and 
appreciation during the past two years 
or more. His journal is held in the 
highest esteem by, the Spiritualists of 
Brooklyn, and wqrthlly ranks as one 
of the very best exponents of our spir
itual philosophy!’1

DR. JOHN C. WYMAN,

OCCULTISM
And the Attitude of the Catholic Church

Toward the Same.
So Much Discussion Is Heard in the Ranks of Spirit

ualism Upon This Seemingly Important Question, 
That We Are Pleased to Publish the Following Au
thentic Article, From The Occult Review, .by Rob
ert Hugh Benson, a Priest, in Good Standing With 
the Church—It Will Serve to Set to Rights a Here
tofore Uncertain Proposilion.

.while herself lending them no direct 
sanction or support.

(8) Further, It Is commonly be
lieved among catholics—I do not 
know with what justification—that 
the practice of occultism, at least In 
the case of professed mediums, tends 
to a relaxation of the moral sense. 
Ab In faith bo in morals the ■ church 
has a clear and uncompromising sys
tem; and she applies, accordingly, to 
every new clalrp made in the spiritual 
sphere this test among others—she 
asks whether Its effect upon character, 
as judged by her standard, is elevat
ing or the reverse; and it is certainly 
a fact that among the arguments ad
vanced by catholic theologians against 
the study of spiritism in particular la 
one to the effect that such study does 
not promote virtue, and, therefore, 
cannot advance true knowledge.

Now, to all this the answer of the 
occultist is plain enough. He de
nounces this very standard of faith 
and morals which the Catholic Church

er. The traveler drew on his Imagin
atlon and gave descriptions of peoples 
on the other side of a sea which chil
dren should not have believed, even 
representing tribes without heads, 
others with a single eye In the fore
head, and still others with eyes In the 
rear as well as In front, so they could 
see In all directions at the same time. 
The productions of such writers, still
preserved in our great libraries, 
the curiosities of literature.

It is Because of the Inroads on 
Ignorance of the past so many of

are

the 
the

educated, honest and critical clergy 
are vacating their pulpits and are en
gaging In other professions and voca
tions. Large numbers leave the 
church voluntarily, without making 
the real cause for their retirement 
known to the public, or to their fel
lows. There are others who remain, 
and hope to Introduce reforms by con
cealing their changed belief for a
time. It is such as they who are
charged with preaching heresies and 
are suspended from the ministry, and
driven from the church. These are
cases that frequently become public.

But note: Where there is one 
preacher retired, either voluntarily or 
by compulsion, from the church be
cause of changed faith, there remain 
a multitude of others who see the 
truth, but suppress their honest con
victions, feeling they are only church 
attorneys, like Bishop (irafton, and so 
remain in harness for the bread and 
butter the pulpit supplies.

It is for the same reason the con
verts in the pulpit to Spiritualism con
tinue in the church. An ecclesiastic 
is rarely or never a pioneer in advanc
ing great truths. He waits until a fa
vorable public opinion Is formed, then 
springs to the froht and claims all the 
honors. It was so as regards slavery, 
and the same is true of the temperance 
movement.

Thomas Paine was the American 
pioneer In advocacy of negro emanci
pation, as was Judge Hittel, of the 
temperance reform; but these men 
only received curses from the pulpit, 
because neither adored a vingin-born 
God. Every science was opposed by 
the church until it was adopted by the 
people. It clung to all the crude 
teachings of the Bible until forced 
Into the opposite. Even now the vul
gar books. Ruth Esther and Jonah, 
and the obscene Songs of- Solomon, 
are eulogized with the magdalene, 
while mothers are naming their 
daughters after harlots, because they 
Ron’t know any better. What won’t 
churches accept as divine if labeled 
Christian?

He had intellect to comprehend his 
highest duty distinctly, and force of 
character to do It; which of ui dare 
ask for a higher summary of life than 
that?—Huxley.

-Unless individuals are permitted to 
reflect and communicate their senti
ments upon every topic, it is impossi
ble tea. they should progress In. 
knowledge.—Wortman.

Not Complimentary to “the Lord."
Many years ago ,we read that inim

itable "Paradise Lost,” by the good 
John Miltoil. And soon after we read 
it again to a clergyman and his fam
ily. At the conclusion the dominie 
declared: "If any book additional to 
the Bible Is Inspired It Is Milton’s Par
adise Lost." When we commenced 
reading we had a very poor opinion 
of the Devil. As the reading was con
cluded our hatred of his Satanic Maj
esty had changed Into admiration, and 
our love for his rival was greatly les
sened. Hoping to regain esteeni for 
the Supreme we opened the Holy 
Bible at Isaiah 45:7, and read, ...

"I form the light and create dark
ness; I make peace and create evil: I, 
the Lord, do all these things."

We were shocked. We supposed 
the creating of evil was the exclusive 
province of the other fellow. -.We .will 
try again; so we opened to Amos 8:6, 
and read:

“Shall there be evil in a city, and 
the Lord hath not done it?"

Here was a conundrum by one of 
the superior prophets, and it suggest
ed an answer such as Isaiah had given.

But how much trust shall we place 
in the words of the Lord? When we 
recall the fact-that this Lord is the 
Jahvah of the Jews, falsely rendered 
Jehovah several times in the Old Tes
tament, usually Lord, we are distrust
ful of his integrity. We quote II. 
Chronicles 18: 19 to 22 inclusive:

"And the Lord said, ‘Who shall en
tice Ahab, king of Israel, that he may 
go up and fall at Kamoth-gllead?’ * * 
Then there came out a spirit, and 
stood before the Lord, and said, ‘I will 
entice him.’ And the Lord said unto 
him: ‘Wherewith?’ And he [the 
spirit] said, ‘I will go out and be a 
lying spirit in the mouth of all his 
in the mouth of these thy prophets, 
LORD said, ‘Thou shalt entice him, 
and thou shalt also prevail; gp out 
and do even so? Now, therefore, be
hold, the Lord, hath put a lying spirit 
1 nthe mouth of these-thy prophets, 
and the Lord hath spoken evil against 
thee." -

Then we learn from the residue 
of this chapter that the king became 
suspicious, so disguised himself and 
went up to the battle at Ramoth-gil- 
ead, where he was wounded,' and “died 
with the going down of the sun."

In any court of law. in these mod
ern times, if it had jurisdiction of the 
parties, it would convict “the Lord” 
and his “lying spirits” of a conspiracy 
to commit murder, and would sentence 
the culprits' to imprisonment for. a 
long term of years. And an. they af
terwards perpetrate the murder they 
would swing on a gallows, while the 
people would shout: “Served them 
right”.
' The TRUE God does not conspire 

to murder, neither does he keep “lying 
spirits” in- his service.

Wonder If the lying spirits manipu- 
.lated by the . fake mediums in these 
modern times are anyway related to 
the same breed waich successfully 
conspired with the Lord to kill King 
Ahab?

Pilgrimages to Jerusalem.
Hon. W. J. Bryan, who has been 

swinging around the globe, was last 
heard of by The Progressive Thinker, 
while he was addressing an audience 
In Jerusalem, In which he Is reported 
to have “expressed astonishment at 
the small proportion of Christians in 
America and Europe who visit Bible- 
land.”

■Should Mr. Bryan repeat his visit 
ten years hence, and at the close of 
each decade thereafter, his astonish
ment will be intensified at the contin
ued lessening of pilgrims to holy 
shrines which have greatly lost their 
importance.

No fall of man, no total depravity, 
no endless hell, no virgin-born God, 
no scape-goat, no vicarious suffering, 
no redemption through the blood of a 
crucified savior, and the Jerusalem of 
the past only a retreat of robbers to 
its mountain fastnesses, why should it 
continue a point for religious pilgrim
ages?

The railroad from Jaffa to Jerusa
lem terminates at Gehenna, a valley 
which bounds Jerusalem on the north, 
the hell of the New Testament, where 
the undying worm, - and the stench 
from decaying animals had complete 
sway. The refpse of the city was dis
posed of there, and the combustible 
portion of it .was consumed by fire, 
which was not allowed to go out; 
hence the "unquenchable fire." . Re? 
store the primitive use of that valley 
and It would be a splendid retreat for 
the fossils of a hell-fire age. They 
could go to hell by rail.

Brooklyn,:N;i Y^ Clerk.

IMPORTANT
Resolution Adopted by the Nation

al Spiritualist Association.

It is perhaps not generally realized 
how uncompromising is the attitude of 
toe Catholic Church towards what is 
understood by the word Occultism. 
Those who are not of her communion, 
and who think only of her a& a vast 
and ancient institution for the devel
oping of relations with the unseen—

tion, in her opinion, of sinfulness. 
Two such cases have come under my 
own experience: in the one, a woman 
was permitted to avail herself of the 
services of an amateur crystal-gazing 
medium; in the other a priest was al
lowed to attend a professional seance,

_ _ and both permissions were only grant-
possibly, even, as a superstitious and ed under the most stringent conditions.
uncritical institution that grasps at ev
ery straw that may help to save her 
claim from extinction—will be sur
prised to learn that for her children 
to attend a seance, to use planchette, 
to consult a medium (unless peculiar 
circumstances excuse it, or unless an 
action is undertaken in complete lev
ity and unbelief, and. in such manner 
as not to cause "scandal") is always 
and invariably reckoned as a "mortal"
sin. 
iy, 
be

Occasionally, although very rare- 
such peculiar circumstances may 
present, and deprive such an ac

But the general principle is clear. 
She forbids her children in the most 
emphatic manner, to have any deal
ings with what is commonly known as 
Occultism—a prohibition which no or
dinary confessor would dare to set 
aside; she goes even further, she dis
courages with all her power any irre
sponsible meddling with actions such 
as hypnotism, crystal-gazing and table
turning—actions which, although not 
certainly within the inner ring of Oc
cultism, are at any rate commonly un
derstood as approximate to It.

Yet one object of her existence, she cleslastlcal permission, shown prlvate- 
frankly confesses, Is to a large extent ly to the faithful—can doubt that the 
coincident with that of the occultist. J Catholic Church at least does give her
It Is her alm to bring the human race , absorbed interest to the subjects 
Into relations with the unseen and to .which occultists also desire to study. 

And, if any further proof is required 
of the supreme honor shown by the

keep It there, to teach her children the 
superior reality of the Invisible world, 
and even to draw them into direct 
communication with the spirits which

church to those whom occultists too 
would recognize as Illuminati, it is to

inhabit it; it is indeed a reproach cast be found in the fact that she places 
at her that she errs on the side of in the highest class of her servantsat her that she errs on the side of

sets up; he calls It arbitrary and old- 
fasnioned, and he attempts to reduce 
it to absurdity by remarking that a 
body which has for one of its objects 
the study of the invisible world
tiates its own claim to be heard 
the very fact of its rejection of 
further communications from the 
visible world—communications

vl- 
by 
all 
In-

---- -------- ,----------- al
lowed even by the church to be gen
uine.

At the regular meeting of the board 
of trustees of the N, S. A., held at 

■ headquarters In Washington, D. O., 
the following was unanimously adopt
ed at its session, May 0,1006:

Whereas, certain so-called Spirit
ualists, for the purpose of making se
cure the PRACTICE OF FRAUDU
LENT MEDIUMSHIP whereby an in
nocent public may be DECEIVED 
AND ROBBED,’ and the most sacred 
feelings of human hearts outraged by 
simulating the forms of and messages 
from their dead, are seeking to unite 
all fake mediums, their tools, follow
ers and dupes into a secret oathbound 
fraternity that will defend their trick- 
ery; andt

Whereas, they are wilfully, for their 
own selfish ends, representing the offi
cial board of the N. 8. A, as opposed 
to all physical or other legitimate 
phases of mediumship; therefore, be it

Resolved, That we call attention of 
all thoughtful Spiritualists to the fol
lowing resolution which was unani
mously adopted by our aimual con
vention of 1901, and which is still the 
authoritative epression of the N. 8. A. 
upon the question of phenomena, and 
is heartily concurred In by each 
member of the present board of the 
N. 8. A., to-wit:

“Be it resolved by the delegates to 
the National Association here assem
bled that we believe in, and stand for, 
GENUINE PHENOMENA of every 
reputable phase."

Good.
■ The Methodists have determined on 
an endless chain of prayer, to continue 
for five years, with the hope of reach
ing every Christian in the world be
fore the expiration of toe time named. 
The plan was devised by Rev. Brush-, 
Ingham of toe First Methodist Church 
of Chicago. The object is to reach 
every Christian In the world for the 
"glorious impartatlon of the Holy 
Ghost" Five million converts are ex
pected to be made during the period 
designated, and then they propose to 
do it agajn.

If the church succeeds In elevating 
humanity, and in making the world 
better by toe effort, we will all re
joice; but If bigotry, hypocrisy and su
perstition are only advanced; if toe 
narrow concept of creed-makers with 
past teachings In regard to the fu
ture life shall prevail then better if 
the effort is a failure.

Byron Stillman Passed to Spirit Litó.
The friends of Dr. Juliette Sever

ance will regret to hear of the death 
of her son, Byron Stillman, the poet 
He was laid to rest with short and im
pressive ceremonies on May 18. For 
a-lpng time his ears had been closed 
to the sounds of earth. He now hears 
the music oPthe choir invisible.

legerdemain.
We callJihe especial attention 

our readeri'to tfft accdunt given 
page 3, by Light, bf London, England, 
in reference'to bd^us materializations

of 
on

in that country. jNo sooner Is one de
vice to deceive todpublic in the dark 
circle exposed, thqn another is invent
ed to carry &n thejiefarlous work, and 
this practicejn conpectlon with Spirit
ualism has Ijeen well called “Legerde
main Inferpg^ismyor the Gypsy Moth 
of Splritualjijjn."

“Modern Miracles."
The above Is the title of an excel

lant monthly started by the Modern 
Science Publishing Co., No. 126 West 
34th street. New York., at fifty cents 
a year. It is devoted.to Spiritualism 
and kindred subjects. . . . ,

He. that wrestles with ns strength
ens our nerves, and sharpens bur 
skill. Our antagonist Is our helper.-— 
Burk«.

-—jut T.‘ " —~

Reduced Ratos to Lily Dale.
The Central Passenger Association, 

Including all railroads .through Indi
an©, Pennsylvania and Ohio has made 
a spécial rate’to Lily Dale as follows: 
Tickets bought July 17 and 31“ are 
good for 30 days, and wIU be sold 
from Chicago -to Lily Dale and return 
for 314; ClncInnatIr$11.30;, Indianap
olis, 812; St. Louis, 619.25. This is 
for the round ttjp tickets'to Lily Dale. 
Rates on other days the same as to 
Chautauqua. -Ask your local ticket 
agent for special rate, or write Mrs. L. 
G Fixen, 1047 Carmen avenue, Chi
cago,' inclosing stamp,

credulity in this respect, that she pro
fesses to know too much, that she 
claims to establish relations with the * 
souls of the departed which cannot be 
justified, and that she arrogates to 
herself powers which are beyond hu
man grasp.

Now it is not my business to be her 
apologist in this matter but only to 
state cue principles on which, so far 
as I know, she bases her conduct. I 
write only as an Individual priest who 
is deeply Interested in the whole sub
ject and who to some extent has stud
ied it, but who .whole-heartedly con
forms in practice to the guidance of 
her whom he considers as the su
preme Divine authority upon earth. 
It Is not my wish to say a single of
fensive word or impute a single motive 
other than good; I only desire to set 
down so far as I am able the reasons 
for which catholics assume the atti
tude that they do.

Firstly, then, I .would point out that 
the Church does not take her severe 
line out of Incredulity, even though 
Individual cathoHcs may sometimes 
affect ,to treat the whole subject of oc
cultism with contempt, just as others 
may be found, who, for lack of instruc
tion, attend seances in good faith. 
Such as do so are for- the most part 
Ignorant of the facts either of occult
ism or of their own theology. The 
official Church, on the contrary, as 
represented by her theologians, deals 
with the matter In a very serious spir
it indeed, and more than ever in these 
days when the subject is receiving 
such wide-spread attention and num
bering so many ardent devotees. Such 
writings as those ot Gorres in the last 
century, and of Mr. Raupert, in this, 
are sufficient proof that catholics are 
not all insensible to the claims of oc
cultism.

Now, the catholic and occultist are 
absolutely at one in reecognlzlng the 
immortality of the soul and the actu
ality of communications between In
carnate and discarnate spirits (though 
they may differ as to the mode in 
which those may be profitably made), 
and in rejecting the gospel of materl- 
alls'm as false to fact and Inadequate 
to human need.

The life of a catholic, so far as he 
is true to his religion, consists In an 
unceasing endeavor to establish and 
maintain his relations with the un
seen. He believes that at certain 
times, In certain places and by cer
tain actions, he enters into the clos
est conceivable union with the invisi
ble, and at all times he calls upon by 
name not only those who once lived on- 
earth like himself, but those spirits 
who have never been Incarnate, and is 
confident that his words are heard. 
He reveres above all other human 
creatures such as have been experts 
in this spiritual science—calling them 
saints—and holds that they still exer
cise an influence upon the world; he 
looks up with veneration to those 
who while still living on earth are 
In the most constant and conscious 
communication with the unseen, and 
he accepts with deep reverence,though 
seldom without reservation, the mes
sages or private revelations which 
such persons may receive.

Again, there Is one department of 
catholic theology, not indeed necessa
ry to the ordinary Wayfarer, but es
sential, in the church’s-oplnibn. to all 
who would with profit and without 
peril develop their highest spiritual 
faculties, which is entirely devoted to 
the subject in which catholics and oc
cultists are at one. - I mean “mysti
cal tneology.” This covers a huge 
range; it deals with the Interior acts 
of toe soul, the signs by which appar
ently supernatural communications 
may ee tested, even toe exterior acts 
necessary. for toe purification of toe 
ascending spirit; and it turns, roughly 
speaking, about three pivots. The 
first is that of purgation, by which 
disturbing influences may be quieted 
or removed; toe second, illumination, 
in which perilous region Hes toe be
ginning of those communications from 
the unseen by ,wklch the soul is in
formed and taught; the third, union, 
even more perilous and lofty, by which 
the soul, cleansed and kindled, is lift
ed into toe embrace of toe Father of 
spirits, and reposes in. Him. Her 
“dogmatic theology" too is explicit— 
too explicit in toe opinion of many not 
of her communion—as regards the 
truths and the departments of the in
visible world. To every class of beings 
she assigns places; functions and pow
ers, and supplies to her children mi
nute directions. for the recognition of 
the character ot each.: No one who Is 
acquainted with the writings of cath
olic theologians—or, to take a- more 
objective: instance, has visited such a 
church as that of the Sacred Heart in 
Rome, where evidences of the return 
of souls from purgatory are, with ec-

those who have altogether renounced 
even the innocent delights of sense in 
order that they may dedicate them1 
selves, so far as it is possible for em
bodied souls to do so, entirely to the 
world of spirits.

It must seem, then, remarkable to 
the non-catholic occultist that an in
stitution which is so fully in sympa
thy with his own desires should op
pose him so strenuously in his meth
ods. Briefly, I think, her reasons are 
as follows:

(1) In spite of her outspoken rec
ognition of the value of intermediaries 
she places, supreme above them all, 
Him whom she calls God; and she 
marks her sense of His unique posi
tion as Creator by a unique act which 
she calls sacrifice. No spirit or angel, 
not even she who is named “Mother of 
God,” can be approached in this man
ner except idolatrously; and, as a 
further sign of the church’s insistance 
upon the dogma, the only devotion 
which she lays as obligatory upon her 
children 1b their attendance at this 
act of worship.

A catholic who invoked Mary and 
the saints and the holy souls for twen
ty-three hours in the twenty-four, who 
passed his days and nights in an ec- 
stacy of vision who rose from . the 
ground while he prayed, who was ca
pable of bilocation, but who did not 
attend mass on Sunday, she would 
treat as a disobedient, rebellious and 
unspirltual child. Now she sees, or 
at' any rate thinks she sees, among 
occultists an absence of this supreme 
recognition; and that while indeed 
their religion is anything but material
istic, it falls very short of that which 
alone she accounts Divine. To her 
eyes it appears that occultists are so 
deeply absorbed in Interest in the crea
ture—even though that may be a rev
erent and unworldly interest—that 
they fall In the worship of the Creator, 
and she accounts for this in a variety 
of ways.

Partly, she maintains, it arises from 
an excitement resulting from the dts- 
covery that the spiritual world may 
and does become evident to the senses, ■ 
partly from the deliberate intention 
of spirits .who manifest for the pur
pose of leading souls astray. In any 
case, she declares, the fascination of 
occultism Is so great that its study 
does, as a matter of fact, retard rath
er than further the soul In Its search 
after divine truth.

(2) Next, she holds that this Su
preme Being has given an infallible 
revelation, attested in innumerable 
ways. It was issued, she claims, with 
sanctions which leave no doubt as to 
its authenticity; It still, to a large ex
tent, possesses those sanctions at the 
present day; it is marked by super
natural occurrences; it satisfies thé 
deepest and highest needs of human 
nature; it is found adequate to every 
age, character and capacity; and It is 
her business, she holds, to preserve 
that revelation Inviolate, to develop Its 
Implicit contents, and to extend it to 
the world as final and imperative. Ev
ery other system of religion, there
fore, even every statement of spiritual 
truth, she tests by her own faith; so 
far as those coincide, she approves; so 
far as they contradict, transcend, or 
fall short, she condemns them. It is 
not that she wholly rejects new truth: 
she employs system after system of 
philosophy to expound her beliefs, 
art to picture her visions, and science 
to illustrate her principles; she ex
plains, ever with greater and greater 
amplitude, the original deposit which 
she claims to have received. Neither 
does sne even reject new and private 
revelations in toto, she only denies 
that they can be generally necessary 
to the requirements of her children.

Now, among occultists she finds, if 
not a religion at least a system of be
lief which conflicts with her own. 
She hears the supremacy of God, the 
Divinity of Jesus Christ, the personal
ity of the Holy Spirit, the sacramen
tal system of grace, as well as other 
articles of her creed, denied or ig
nored. She condemns therefore—for 
she can do no less in virtue of her 
claims—the cult which disputes with 
her the Interpretations of the super- 
naturaL She treats her own children 
in the same way. There are innumer
able instances of devoted catholics 
who have claimeed to receive com
munications from the unseen, and she 
has subjected these to the same jeal
ous scrutiny, dealing with them in 
one of three ways. Either she con
demns these, communications as In
compatible with the faith which Is 
more secure than they can be,, or she 
approves them as consonant with her 
own'beliefs and recommends them to 
the study of the faithful, or she per
mits them to be reverenced by those 

• to . whom they have been granted,

To reply to this fully would be far 
beyond the scope of this paper; it is 
possible only to indicate the Hue of 
answr,

(a) The Catholic Church, even on 
earth claims herself to be not a nat
ural but a supernatural institution, 
indwelt by the Supreme Spirit, guid
ed by His voice, and counselled by 
His mind. She does not rest, as do 
all other Christian bodies either upon 
a book as it stands or upon the mere 
sum of human votes as regards its in
terpretation: she relies rather upon 
what she belives to be a supreme and 
wide-embracing revelation* from God 
Himself, which transcends therefore 
to her mind and renders her indepen
dent of all other individual communi
cations, though they may come from 
even the most exalted created spirits. 
Such a claim may or may not be true 
in the opinion of those who hear it, 
but it at least releases her from an 
otherwise Illogical and Inconsistent 
position.

(b) This world beyond the veil 
she believes, as we have seen, to be of 
an unimaginable extent, and composed 
of an equally unimaginable variety of 
characters. It is impossible, there
fore, she says, for any but infalibly 
safeguarded persons to test with any 
hope of security the authenticity or 
truth of communications apparently 
received from that source. Setting 
aside the danger of human fraud there 
still remains the far greater danger of 
spiritual fraud.

The church believes so firmly that 
the character that a man takes out of 
t„e world remains his substantially in 
the next, and further, that there is in 
existence there a huge force of evil 
or degenerated spirits whose object it 
is to deceive and ruin the souls that 
God would save, and of whose capaci
ties for Impersonation and fraud we 
have no adequate knowledge, that she 
sees no security anywhere, even in the 
voices of those supernatural beings 
that speak with apparent reverence of 
holy things, unless there is somewhere 
a touchstone of truia to which these 
utterances can be brought; and this 
touchstone she claims to possess.

These, then, I think are briefly the 
reasons on which the Catholic Church 
takes her stand. It Is not that she is 
incredulous, but that she believes so 
intensely; it is not that she condemns 
communication with the unseen, for 
she advocates It with all the power at 
her command, placing a belief In it 
among the irreducible articles of her 
creed; it is not that she lacks the deep
est sympathy with those who cannot 
believe death to be an impassable bar
rier, for she provides for such in
numerable gates of communication 
and windows of vision. It is rather 
that she values truth so highly that 
she hates what she believes to be half
truth or falsehood; that she loves God 
so much that she cannot endure the 
Ignoring of His claims; that she fears 
sin or self-will so terribly that she for
bids her children every path that, in 
her opinion, might lead to It. ,

TRAVELED WHILE IN TRANCE.

American Unconscious From Califor
nia to Australia.

A curious case of lapse of memory 
has just been revealed here on the ar
rival from the northern districts of 
New South Wales of an American, 
whose last remembrance was of Los 
Angeles, Cal. The American’s story, 
says a Sydney correspondent of the 
London Mail, is vouched for by two 
Sydney doctors, who have investigated 
the circumstances. The mysterious 
traveler, whose name I am requested 
to withhold, left Parahoe, in Califor
nia a few days before last Easter, in
tending to join his wife and family in 
Los Angeles. He remembers arriv
ing there, but has no recollection of 
What happened afterward.

He awoke to find himself lying un
der a tree in the Australian bush, and 
was immensely astonished at seeing 
around him many unknown forms of 
vegetation. He noticed that his hands 
were hard and rough, though he had 
never consciously done a day’s hard 
work. A bullock-driver passed him 
shortly after his awakening, and ha 
at once inquired the way to Los An
geles. The man stared in astonish
ment, and answered that Hill End 
was the name of the nearest township.

The man without a memory there
upon asked the date, and was told that 
it was late in October, and that he 
was in New South Wales. He worked 
his way to Sydney, a distance of some 
hundreds of miles, and is now trying 
to obtain employment here to get the 
money to return to his family. He is 
in total ignorance as to their where
abouts and as to his own doings dur
ing the six months between April and 
October.—LaCrosse (Wis.) Chronicle.

WIRELESS TELEPHONING

In Common Use on Japanese Fleet 
During Late War.

A new system of telephoning with
out wires has been rumored in .Vienna, 
Austria, during the past few days, and 
this has brought out the circumstan
tial statement that wireless telphon- 
ing is actually In common use in th« 
Japanese fleet, which has for some 
time employed it even for long dis
tances, in complete security against 
“tapping" or confusing external influ
ence. The inventor is stated to have 
effectually safeguarded his system 
against all darigers of this kind. The 
inventor is M. Kimura, a Japanese 
naval engineer, and the system is the 
exclusive and secret property of the 
navy.

Little minds are tamed and sub- 
dued by misfortunes; but great minds . 
rise above them.—Washington Irving.
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riable. ‘The same manifestations do not always occur un-gifts, it was an Indication of a great out-pouring.

facts.

Isle of Patmos, when “thereshall be no moré death.”

A Discourse Delivered Through Mrs. 
Cora L. V; Richmond, Before a Chi
cago Audience, March 24, 1906.

"And there shall be no more death; neither any soriow- 
ing nor any sighing."

The period predicted about the “dreaming of dreams' 
and the "seeing of visions” has more than been fulfilled.

We are not going to remind you of the hackneyed ac
count of “The Rochester Knockings" that has been given 
every year since Spiritualism has been known by name, 
because it is now approaching sixty years. Of course 
those who know about Spiritualism know that it stands- 
for the open communion between- the two worlds: this 
world, the visible and the realm invisible, and if you do 
not know about it it is not our fault, because It has been 
in the world since the most of you have been here. It has 
been accessible; it has juot been shut up in schools, col
leges and universities; it has not been a “revelation" sim
ply to the elect; it is the open door to all who; wish to 
know.

It you do not .w.lsh to know it under the name of Spirit
ualism you can join the Psychic Research Society and go 
around by the side door, or you can be a Theosbphist and 
go to India and get it by the way of Calcutta and Madame 
Blavatsky; or you can join the Christian Scientists, and get 
it by the way of Concord and Mrs. Eddy; or you can join 
any one of the several dozen “occult" societies in Chicago, 
and elsewhere, and just as soon as you get Inside you will 
know it is: Spiritualism. Or if you wish to be still more 
on the “safe” side you can settle down in any Christian 
church, excepting possibly the Roman Catholic church, 
and find it percolating through the sermons you hear there, 
just enough to keep pace with the advance movement, and 
not have it called Spiritualism.

We do not say “Liberal” churches, because, the Liberal 
churches have1 been rather farther from it than almost any

the acknowledgement at all this are simply repeating that 
which,they did not have. the. graciousness to acknowledge 
as ever having been in existence before.

Now that this truth la in the world we have repeatedly 
said, that it Is not the fault of the movement if people are 
ignorant of it. 'When one comes into your presence and 
says: “Well, I do not believe the stars move bo and so. X 
do not believe in astronomy,” of course, you consider him 
very ignorant, and very ostentatious In his ignorance by 
proclaiming it. Like the man that knocked Professor 
Alfred Russel Wallace down In England. He had an ar-

■ ■. . . f jq I c

your loved ones wore^heni? Like the young girl who, 
when, her mother was aw^ visiting, or on an errand of 
duty, went to the inouwr’sg^ardrobe and cried against the 
mother's clothing, she gid jjjft what you do sometimes over 
the body; only that t^g arlsqp one la there. Think how it 
must seem to your df^arteg.,friends if you weep over the 
worn-out garments t^ey hay# cast aside instead of turning 
to them, when they a^ sq nqpr and so very alive with love- 
You do not see theuLWlth <your eyes, you dp not ■ touch
them with your vlsibje But in order to appeal to 
human Infancy in. spiritual tilings, they have baffled science 

gument with the Professor to prove the world was flat in.- and made themselved'palpdble, demonstrated their pres- 
stead of round,. Mr. Wallace having the best of the argq- ence to the senses, cldt!iedj[ themselves, it may be, with 
ment, the man had only one recourse, to knock Dr. Wallace forms, made sounds ^oqi’ dwellings in order that you
down. So these people that get up in public parade in might know that they were there. Then you get to talking 
the papers and say, they do not “know anything about about these manifestations as if they were the thing Itself. 
Spiritualism and do not believe it," simply show their own. Probably If you knew the real reason,, that is .why the 
•ignorance. Anything that has been: in the world for over manifestations are so often confounded and many mistakes 
fifty years you could know about if you had cared to know made by j'pu, because you cannot distinguish between the 
anything about It. If you did not care or did not have the “true” and “false,” if you attach more importance to the 
opportunity to know about it, you should be as modest as method of the message than to the message Itself. If you 
Mr. Parker was—-Theodore Parker, who said: “In my care more about the. boy that brings you a telegram than 
busy life I have had no time to investigate, the phenomena the. message, from your friend, who Is far away in another 
of Spiritualism, but if it is not true it ought to be,, and [part of the world; if you are more interested in the post- 
whatever ought to be true I have-found is generally true.” office than the letter you receive; so if you are more Inter-

other of the denominations. They have, gone so far in 
UnlversaUsm and Unltarianism and waged their war so : 
well that they dp not feel like taking another step, so they 
stop almost at the threshold of materialism.

You remember what the Rev. O. B. Frothingham, the 
eminent Unitarian minister of New York, Bald when he 
moved backward into the orthodox church: that if he went 
any farther in. Unltarianism he would be a materialist. So 
he stopped just short of that point. Having no new reve
lation and losing hold of past revelations they can go no 
farther, unless they accept Spiritualism.

Fifty years ago Judge Edmunds said in New. York when 
there was some talk about the Spiritualists building a 
church: "You need not build any churches; it will not be 
more than half a century before Spiritualism will be advo
cated in all the churches. To-day you will hear good Spir
itualistic sermons (if you do not remind the preachers be
forehand of it) in almost any church in Christendom. But 
if it is. called “Spiritualism" they will deny it, saying while 
they accept the phenomena, “I am not a Spiritualist," like 
the Revs. Mr. Savage and Mr. Newton.

The knowledge of the underlying principles that are in 
the world to-day concerning the future life and concerning 
the powers of the mind and spirit while here embodied en
tirely dwe their existence to that which SplrituaHsts as a 
body celebrate throughout this country an.d the world to
day: the advent of Modern Spiritualism. It is not because 
at Hydesville, N. Y., three Uttle girls were made the in
struments of methodizing some sounds that came from dis
embodied spirits. There have been such sounds all the 

-way along; there have been indications all the way along.
When the law of gravitation was announced, it was not 
because- that was the first apple that had fallen, but it was 
because there was the first mind ready to take cognizance 

; OC the fact, and know the whereof that things fall to the 
ground when tney drop. So when Mother Ann Lee, in the 

'"‘ very first part of the nineteenth century, announced that 
• ijt would not be a half century or a quarter of a century be-

‘fqre the world's people would know all about this inter
communion between spirits and mortals that the Shakers

• then had: utterances, healing and all forms of manifesta
tions. She announced It, because it was coming, because 
it was almost here. If you had heard from the Shakers 
about those early days you would know, you would realize 
that they held this communion before, long before, the 
“Rochester Knockings.”

When a Mrs. Loomis, in western New York, or central 
New York, under the influence of a mesmerizer, said she 
got her information from spiritual beings, and went on de-, 
scribing them, and declared to the mesmerizer, that for 
the time being she was independent of him, that these 
other Intelligences were controlling her, it was a typical 
case of the “announcement.” When Andrew Jackson 
Davis went into a trance and described beings whom he 
saw there, that also was a prevision of the whole move
ment that seemed launched upon the world at a time whan 
there had been preparation.

You do not suppose that the “Rochester Knockings” 
spread as-the measles do and other things of that kind? 
Seemingly in places where the Rochester Knockings had 
not been heard of or read of there were people ready, and 
there were physical manifestations and speaking. The

Later on he said: “I beH.eve Spiritualism will be the reUg- ested In the method than you are In the message, the 
ion of the future,’’ I method will be confounded, the various gifts will be filled

So, dear friends, throughout the length and breadth of with mistakes because It is the message the spirit world 
this land; in Australia, in England, and possibly in Italy wants you to know; it is the great truth of life beyond 
and other portions of Europe people to-day celebrates the the. change called death.
anniversary of Spiritualism; but it is: not. that this; time, is: The spirit world does not want to have these manlfes- 
the particular, advent; it is not that’those indications were tations classified by science and put on the shelves with- 
the first, because your grandmothers used to hear the other fossils. Mr. James, Dr. Hodgson and the other pro- 
knockings on the foot-board of the bed whenever anybody lessors think that these manifestations are something that 
was going to die, but it was because then and there, near they are to “classify." Not while intelligence governs it; 
to Rochester and through the thinking world was a body it will never be. labeled, it is a great living truth. It is 
of men who were just ready to receive the thought, to' in- like some of those rivers that, will change their course; 
vestlgate the claim of the manifestations and to prove that they will turn up somewhere else. Spiritual phenomena 
they originated from no human source. Having proven just as soon as you seek to dam them up in one place 
that, the intelligence that was manifested and the mes- are governed by spiritual intelligence and cannot be count
sages which followed proved that they originated from in-- ed upon to produce or reproduce themselves, as the phe- 
telligencea outside of -the human body. nomena never need to be given under the arbitrary condi-

When simultaneously there sprung, up speaking, writing, pions, usually called "natural law.” Whatever law really 
healing, clairvoyance and all forms and phases of spiritual [ governs spirit communlqn.lt is not limited, it Is not Inva-

What Does It Mean in the
' Light of the Sool Teachings?

Now you might talk jyith a dozen people, a hundred, and 
perhaps one of them would know something about the 
manifestation'and practical application of electricity. A 
few others would have a little smattering of the knowledge 
that it Is'somethlng that goes everywhere. They turn 
on the button and they get the light, but who knows, 
among he mass of material people anything about that 
force that lights your cities, and takes your trolley cars 
from one end of the country to the other? By the simple 
contact of the trolley .with the small wire it becomes the 
motor for moving thousands tipon thousands; ah! millions 
of human beings. By more subtle and spiritual processes, 
by inconceivably finer forces this spirit communion takes 
place.

It should not be accounted strange if only one In a 
thousand, or a hundred thousand shall know to-day. But 
It is an encouragement that it is possible to know that 
somewhere in the deeper recesses of your nature, the spir
itual light is turned on, the spiritual forces are acting upon 
you. That this opens up a realm more vast than electric
ity, more wonderful than astronomy, and leads you into 
the kingdom of spiritual lite that belongs to you.

How very Indignant a person Is when he or she finds out 
that by some reverse of fortune or outside influence that 
he or she has been plodding in a cellar or In a coal mine 
day by day and deprived of an Inheritance where one 
might live in the open air and sunshine in a beautiful 
dwelling. One feels naturally indignant at having his

Now, as said before, apples had fallen long before New- der similar circumstances; sometimes they do not occur 
ton’s time, but there was no one. standing there to pick at all, showing that intelligence is more potent than any 
them off the tree in order that they might fall. They fell so-called “conditions." ’
in response to a universal law that has been always opera- ’ Q£ course, you are requested to conform to certain “con- 
tlve. But when there comes a period of out-pouring like ditions”; it is better for you. You are requested to be 
that which preceded and followed the birth of Jesus, like “harmonious”; it is better for you. You are requested in 
that which accompanied the Reformation, like that which a seance to join in singing, to have your minds in the best 
accompanied the greater and broader and more loving state possible; it is better for you. But if there was a cat- 
teaching of John Wesley it proves two things. Not only aclysm during an important and necessary spiritual manl- 
are people in earthly life ready, more ready, hut an intelll- testation It could take place. The “dear spirit -friends” 
gence is directing that which Is done, and the difference are not so limited as the “dear mortals,” and the adapta- 
between scientific discovery, as it is called by mistake, is [tion of human conditions is the one great and significant 
that this movement is the conscious impulsion of spirit in- message of phenomenal Spiritualism, the adaptation to hu- 
telligence toward the earth, toward reaching human lives, man conditions and human needs. Do you suppose that 
It is cumulative; it has increased more in fifty-eight years the movement is confused qr confounded because this me- 
than any other movement that the world has been familiar dlum is imperfect anduthatnne deceives? This has no 
with. It includes such a vast array of facts, such a wide more to do with the movement than it has to do with the 
expanse of philosophy it Is so all-inclusive; though there moving of the earth beqausd two boys stop on their way to 
would have been even a wider and more rapid Ificrease but I school and go to fighting. does not. disturb the equllib- 
for the fact that Spiritualists are like all other people, they rlum of the earth at all, nor does it disturb the movement 
obtain possession of one fact and the natural conclusion of of human beings. In-this» great period of falsehood, it 
that fact, and that Is often the limit. They fall to grasp would be a strange thing, .when men can manipulate that 
the entire proposition that is Implied'/ or indicated in the clicking instrument a^d ma^e it declare false returns on

one standing before you was controlled to speak before 
anyone in the neighborhood had heard of this thing which 
was in the air. It was a great movement; it was the ripe
ness of time.

In the theological world, Universalism, Unltarianism and 
various independent church people—“Come Outers” as 
they were called—had been preparing the way far the new 
idea of religion.

In the mental world Mesmerism and Psychology were 
the great liberalizing influences which caused experiments 
in psychology and kindred subjects, preparing the way for 
what is now called Psychic Research. Professor Gregory 
in the first half of the nineteenth century .wished to estab
lish a chair of Mesmerism in the Edinburg University, 
which was tabooed. Yet he lived to see the recognition 
of all these powers of the mind that were then scoffed at

When, now, about forty years ago, Professor Alfred Rus- 
sei Wallace and his compeers commenced the investigation 
of Modern Spiritualism they were laughed at as "dream
ers” and “idealists” who were wasting valuable time that 
should be devoted to science. But Alfred ¿ussel Wallace 
and his younger compeer, William Crookes,-Professor Var
ley and perhaps half a dozen others in this country and 
elsewhere saw the way to new enlightenment and never 
for one moment retraced their steps. Having ascertained 
that the phenomena of Modern SpirntuaHsm were simply 
facts, the testimony, the manifestation, the signs and 
tokens of communion with the spirit realm. Of course 
you know what Professor Varley helped to do in the laying 
of the Atlantic cable, and also helped to do with Professor 
Crookes in showing that electricity had nothing to do with 
the physical phenomena of Spiritualism, but that a more 

, occult force, under the Influence-of unseen Intelligences, 
was acting upon substance for enlightenment of human 
beings here.

The great “under world” of human thought has been 
lifted more than a century forward by .what has transpired 
in the last half a century, ..and the harvest of the first 
great minds that this idea took possession of Is left in their 
»onHmnTiy, and ft is just as valuable to-day as it was then, 
Only that a new crop of scientific minds, thinking they’are 
better equipped, that their discernment Is keener antt more 

^to be relied upon, have started to do the same thing that 
Professors Wallace, Crookes, Robert Hare; and Mapes and 
Denton in your own country tried to find an • ‘unknown law 

-* of nature” that did these things, and they found out that 
in every instance this “unknown law of nature” was spirit 
intelligence. These new professors are doing thgt same 
Ihing-to-day in the Psychic Research Society, Prof. James, 
Pr. Hodgson and those professors who came tardily into

the Board of Trade, if [these instruments for spirit manifes-
So, of necessity, Spiritualism as it exists in the world, [ tations were not also deflected. They are often deflected 

has its Hmltatlons, and it would not be among human be- by human thoughts add desires that perhaps they know 
Ings if It did not. But that which is open for every one apt of. When you consld^, that there Is hardly a man 
who wishes to learn has no such limitations. on the boards of trade:and stock exchanges but would get

But when you think of it, you celebrate the birth of the “pointers," If he could, from-any medium,—If he went to 
babe with a great deal of pomp and ceremony and keep on. a medium that would, be what he would go for—-it Is not 
until the baby, if it be a girl, does not want her anniver-1 surprising that there are-sometimes false returns. The 
sary celebrated, then you celebrate the marriage anniver- spirit of what you take /witff you is Invariably felt even if 
sary. But ordinarily all anniversaries are nothing com- the medium la honest, and If the medium is not, why, he or 
pared to the baby's birthday or mamma’s birthday, and all she is liable to reflect what comes. But in any event the 
this; but when you come to the anniversary of the day on I great truth is not affected, the one thing that has been 
which your dear one was withdrawn from your human [demonstrated over and over again.
sight, you have wished before you came to know about this These phenomenal evidences have taken place under un- 
communlon that you could skip this sad anniversary; that questioned conditions. Mr. Crookes set himself apart tor 
you would forget it; that something would happen that three years to investigate In his own house the phenomena 
you might never remember it. But on the day when you of Spiritualism under the ministration of the wisest spirit 
first became aware that your baby, your son, your daugh- intelligences. All these groupings of facts are here, but 
ter, your father, your mother, your brother or sister, your they would be perfectly valueless if it were not for the 
friend, did not die, that the body only went back to the message conveyed and the accumulation of facts represent
dust, and the spirit did not cease to live, the anniversary of ing not simply the facts of continued existence or that the 
that day no doubt you keep sacred in your minds and phenomena can be perpetuated, or that other facts can oc- 
hearte; you keep it sacred by a more divine and greater I cur much more wonderful; all this ls admitted. But it is 
love; more perfect joyfulness should accompany that an- not a succession of sight-seeing shows. Mr. Edison is not 
niversary than any other day. We wish people might re- busy in his laboratory getting up these electric expositions; 
member and keep the anniversary of the day sacred that he is busy finding out the principles concerning electricity, 
they passed from human sight, since it was the next great What these people do .with it he cannot always control.
step of their lives. Keep the day sacred in which you The great spiritual light that Is being poured out upon 
first knew of this knowledge that cast out aR tear of the world to-day is simply the beginning.
death, of the shadow of the grave, that made you cast implies th® beginning of what? The beginning of a 
aside the garments of woe and put on the garments of re- great spiritual cycle that is finally to illumine those minds 
joiclng. Let no custom, no external habit, no fashion I axe and will be made ready for spiritual perception, to 
compel you to do violence to their love and your feelings of ^now about the soul and spirit Not simply being Hm-

great light that percolates the litera
ture of to-day to make it extend to 
another strata of human unfoldment,

Bo, beloved friends, make sacred in 
no uncertain way that which commem
orates life over death, joy over sor
row, and restores <your loved ones 
[When you think them gone, and lights, 
up the great luminous pathway that," 
whether people know it or not, they 
are being led into. And make also 
the added note: that when once you 
open the avenue of spirit and spirit 
communion and the knowledge of the 
soul it can nevermore be withheld; 
that it leads from eternity unto eter
nity. And happy are they who are 
not afraid of where it will lead to; 
for the Kingdom of Truth and the 
Kingdom of Love are so wide and infi
nite that no one can be lost trusting 
the Father’s love and the. soul's eter
nity.

DE/VFNESS 
6ÜRE.D

By the Simplest Method Yet 
Discovered.

spiritual nature stultified at every turn; to be knocked 
down by tear, and never allowed even to approach the 
gateway of the other world, or to know where his friend 
has gone. He must ask no questions; he must wait until 
he has passed on, and then perhaps he will meet his 
friends and perhaps not.

Now when you are told that your friends have not died; 
that they have not gone far away, that they can communi
cate with you under certain external conditions outwardly, 
and spiritually if you will only heed them; that if you 
really knew, you can talk with your friends every day in 
spirit and in your thought. The day is coming when all 
this will be open to the human race; and so will all the 
possibilities that He behind: The sympathy between mind 
and mind in spirit states; the power of knowing what your 
friend is doing in California, Australia or China; the sym
pathy of loving minds on the earth.

Oh! but science offers many good illustrations. At first 
was the telegraph. Then even when the Atlantic cable 
was laid there were people who did not believe that a-mes
sage could be received from Queen Victoria. But the mes
sage was received and many, many thousand messages 
since. Now a ship in mid-ocean, without any Intervening 
wire can receive a message sent by a transmitter on the 
shore by the fine adjustment of sympathy between the 
“transmitter” and the “receiver.” Do you know now, why 
you do not get messages from your friends? Do you know 
now why you cannot perceive them day by day and hour 
by hour as they are trying to probe that shadow that Ues 
between you and them? The transmitter Is alive with 
love? What are you (the receivers) alive with or dead 
with?

Talk about surviving the change called death! Ib not 
this death, in which you have immured yourselves? How 
many minutes of the day, let alone hours, do you listen for 
spiritual voices? How many minutes do you seek in 
thought and aspiration to be the receiver for that trans
mitted message of love? How many minutes do you put 
aside your money getting and your household cares for 
this priceless message?

Oh! it is the chambers of the mind that need cleaning, 
and being used a little more. Dust and smoke, more or 
less, must enter the earthly dwelling. But this is the 
great house cleaning time of the spirit It is this that is 
going on in the world. “Set your house in order that at 
my coming you may all be prepared,” does not mean the 
material dwelling, nor those silver candlesticks before the 
altar, nor those various gold and silver things that they 
think so important to be kept burnished; but the bur
nished altar of the spirit; that which will otter no Impedi
ment’to your loved ones approaching you; that which will 
make the way clear for receiving the loved child who says, 
“Mamma, I love you.”

Now you are .waiting with outward ears expecting to 
hear the outward voice, when the voice is there calling 
day by day and year by year. Think of the little darling 
who has gone out from your home who has not gone far 
away, who will not. go far, whose guardians bring her 
near you every day to give you better, higher and purer
thoughts, 
and weep 
“Mamma 
here?”

Ninetj-flva par cent ft aU cases ot deafness 
brought to our attention Is the result of chronlo 
catarrh of the throat and middle ear. The air 
passages become clogged by catarrhal deposits 
stopping the action of the vibratory bones. Un

til these deposits are re- 
moved a cure U linpossl. 
Die. The inner ear cannot 
be reached by probing or 
spraying, hence the Inabil
ity of specialists In most 
cases to cure. Ear drums 
never cure deafness. That 
there is a scientific cure for 
deafness and catarrh is 
demonstrated every day 
by the ualof “Aetlua. The 
vapor current generated in 
the Actlua passes through 
the Eustachian tubes Into 
the middle ear, removing 
the catarrhal obstructions 
as It passes through the 
tubes and loosen up the 
bones, (hammer, anvil &ud 
stirrup) In the inner ear, 

making them respond to the slightest vibra 
tlon of sound. Actlua Is very successful lit 
curing ringing noises In the head. We have 
known people troubled with this distressing 
symptom for years to be cured in a few weeks* 
use of Aetlna, Aetina also cures pay fever, 
asthma, bronchitis, sore throat, weak lung; 9 
colds and headache, al) of which are directly or 
indirectly due to catarrh. Aetina is sent on trial 
postpaid. Wjlte us about your case. Wo give 
free advice and positive proof of cures. A val
uable book—Prof. Wilson’s 100 page Treatise on 
Disease, Free. Address New York & London 
Electric Association, Dept. 342D, IUD Walnut 
street, Kansas City, Mo.

But you go to the grave and scatter flowers 
when all the time the pleading voice says: 
and papa I am here! Don't you know I am 
In great moments of exaltation, in the twilight

hour, the darling was accustomed to climb upon your knee 
and put its arms around your neck, so it does now. Oh! if 
you would only know this and be in a responsive mood, be 
the receiver for that transmitted message across the bar
riers which are bnly on the visible human side.

But this palpable, yet often invisible world is just 
watting, lust here. Will you be ready? Are you willing 
to receive It? Is the. great light of love not sufficiently 
valuable that you shall endeavor to remove the barriers
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fl NEW GflTEGHISM
BY M. M. MANGASARIAN,

rejoicing. ited to know that their-departed friends still exist and can
Be so glad- for this morning, dear friends, for whatever to them, but the great intercommunion of souls.

else it represents, it represents the greatest and most per- , , t . . . . . , . _, p °, ’ , ” .. ® .. . _ . A faculty that has been, cramped, dwarfed, warped, direct realization of immortaHty that the human race has . . . . . . * , , . , . J. ' j j a „k . U verted and pronounced dead when quickened into activityever experienced, and each life that is aware of it should , „ , . ,,, , ... . . . . _ is Hable to produce singular demonstrations; so some ofrejoice with each concurrent season and say, one year, ten .. .. , . . .. ,. . . „ „J. i j j those thus quickened are often said to be “erratic peo-years, fifteen years ago to-day my beloved one dropped , _ . .\ „ , „ . „ „ . , / ,. . . , ~ , Pie. But, taken as a whole, Spiritualists are provokinglythe physical, the decaying form and was aware of the rai- ’ . ,. , . . ;; , , . ... % nr. Bane- They are not quite insane enough to be very greatment of Immortality,, of the mysteries of the higher life. , .. . x '°„ x . , ,. , , enthusiasts; they are not quite insane enough to take theIn that great sentence what unspeakable fears are .set , „ .. ... * .„ (full scope of the message; they are not quite insane
Q PI fl fl I I

_ .. _ ____________________ ..„enough to be sufficiently broad-minded. TheyMtenpred- Chrlstlans celebrate Easter morning, for they know the , . " . _ ., , .. . . , . , x. „ . . « , x icate so much upon “facts” that they have measurably for-spirit of that triumph in the light of the arisen Christ .. .. . . .. •. „ . . „ . . 'x. v j I,« gotten the great truths that lie beyond all demonstrations,‘through whose death they hope to be saved. But who ” .. A , . ... .___ a because they are limitless. We are hoping for bettershall narrow down the great upspringing of the human ... , .. ,, ,, x^ ii,. things they are growing more into the ideal,race to the sacrifice of another life for human salvation,
when here and now the trembling buds of Spring are wait- Why, fifty years ago if. we spoke of God or Jesus re- 
ing to nome forth, whose garments are waiting to ba re- spectfully before a Spiritualistic audience a great many of 
woven with the meshes of Ught, and the whole world Is ex-1 them would almost have convulsions. They had come out 
pectant of this glad rebirth of nature. of the church and it reminded them of what they had

Are not your minds as responsive to that great spirit of from, just as to juention a place might remind one 
truth that is revealed, and that to-day makes manifest that I °* his sorrows if he had onqe; suffered there. Forgetting 
even in~material nature death Is not with the grave, and ^hat people use many ,wprdq_improperly. That which lies 
do you not know that love never forgets? And lest you I iteyond all creeds is th^.grea^.universal life, the great uni- 
do not properly understand you are reminded of what you versa! Intelligence, ~th§, great universal Love. Spiritual- 
would have been and where you would stand If you. had 1 ara Browing to knòjW this, and in that degree they are 
not known of this truth, and you are reminded that those substituting Truth for^aetsu The truth of immortality is 
who at one time preached of the darkness and horror of I substituted for the fac|pf spirit phenomena.
the grave-and what might come after it are compelled by Now, do not misunderstand us. The manifestation is 
the very presence of this brightness in the air and the I absolutely necessary while you are here. You must mani- 
thought that is In thè world to declare the next life, the I fest in your bodies, an® when:you cease to have a body to. 
presence of ministering spirits, and the grqat added com-1 manifest through you tnust'Manifest in some way through 
fort that is here. They cannot deny it. ’ I another body, or through matter, or by direct contact with

Oh! but this is much! It is so important to know that I intelligence. Now wi’comW to the great point.' The 
In the celebrating of this anniversary and of the anniver-1 world grows into the1 possession of the higher, and more 
sary of your knowledge of it that you have taken a great spiritual attributes of the dftiid, known to have existed in 
stejufrom darkness to light, from death, to life, from sor- seers, prophete and thtfee endowed .with spiritual gifts— 
row to joy. That very step predicted by John upon the which many geniuses haVè/though these are not all the

people—the great spiritual Inheritance of the .race, the
Not only’does science declare that in.the visible world| privilege of knowing.of spiritual things; the privilege ot 

perceiving and knowing'bf spiritual beings. More endowed 
are some than others; more gifted-will some be than oth
ers. But as music is now taught to thousands and hun

death is a misnomer, since it Is but change and transmuta
tion of life, but this revealment declares that the spirit can
not die, that the soul is eternal, and that anything that 
can change and pass ought to. Last year's stubble, the 
dead leaves that are being crowded off by the new swelling 
buds; the’old shadow, the external things that was but 
the clothing for the. new germ; and these bodies, these in
struments that from- any cause are cast aside, are no more 
the friends you loved than the garments are that they may 
have worn, beloved perhaps for their "beauty, or because

that lie between. The spirits break those barriers;

Fourth Edition—Six Additional Chap
ters—8(10 Pages, Bound in Clotli, 
$1.00.—Containing Likeness of the 
Anthor.
"A New Catechism” has enjoyed a 

remarkable sale both in America and 
England. George Jacob Holyoake, 
in his introduction to the English edi
tion of "A New Catechism,” says:

"A New Catechism” is the boldest, 
the brightest, the most varied and in
forming of any work of the kind ex
tant. The principal fields of human 
knowledge, which the churches have 
fenced round with supernatural ter
rors, the Catechism breaks into, cher
ishing what is fair and showing what 
is deformed. The notes, of which 
there are many, both ancient and con
temporary, are as striking as the 
text. The book is a cyclopedia of 
theology and reason in a nutshell

dreds of thousands of people when a century ago there 
were only a few, so It is with these gifts of the spirit 
The privilege of knowing that each has intuition; to 
write, to communicate with each other (in silence, if you 
choose), and the knowledge that your friends are mani
festing to you personally will be generally known. That 
is the heritage- of the entire human race.

sometimes they move armies; they give you a message; 
they do all this for your benefit. But that.will not be the 
way by and bye. The medium for the message must be 
your own spirit. Ultimately it will come. Meanwhile these 
gifted ones thus endowed will be raised up in your midflt. 
Some will have clairvoyance, some other gifts. But the 
“gifts of the spirit” are not final. They are to bridge over 
until the world is ready. They are bestowed to help, in 
the blindness and deafness of spiritual things, the human 
race toward this attainment

Do not be contented with just having the comfort. Do 
not sit down, as many Spiritualists do, and say, “I feel all 
right I am satisfied. I know we live after the change 
called death, and there is no literal hell and personal 
devil.” Yes, but what does Spiritualism imply? It im
plies every active good for humanity. It implies that 
every living thing needs to be uplifted. It implies that 
this child on the street, that criminal in the prison cell in 
the light of this spiritual truth Is given to you to help.

Hell? Of course you do not fear Hades theologically. 
But you must be blind, deaf and dumb if you do not realize 
It here in that which is going on around you every day. 
Tell this child, "Do not be afraid of a future Hades. 
Come, learn the ways of love." Tell that unfortunate, it 
is not what torfures are to await him in the future or even 
upon the gallows, but that there is a spiritual light that 
can govern from within and conquer every shadow.

This knowledge (Spiritualism) is the great light that 
is in the world to-day. Turn off this electric light that Is 
in your city at night time, and put your city back to the 
light of seventy years ago, and there would be auch a cry 
from the* inhabitants of Chicago as has rarely gone forth; 
not even in the spasmodic attempts at reform has there 
been such a cry as there would be then.

So, dear ones, whether you realize it or not, whether 
you sympathize with It or not, whether yqu even know 
this thing by name that has come into the world and leads 
on and on unto the spiritual light of the soul and the Infl- 
nlte.lf it were turned oft from the earth, out of. this world, 
at this hour, and you were placed back just, where the 
thought pf the world was sixty or seventy-five years ago, 
you would cry out, pleading to be helped out of the dark
ness. You waht It here, in the world even It you say you 
do not believe. There are plenty of people in just that 
attitude. They like to have it near enough for them to 
feel Its uplifting power. In case of sorrow they would 
miss it so much. Even the reporter, oftentimes the most’ 
obtuse spiritually of all human beings, is influenced by it, 
and the writers for journals and magazines. It is the

Other Excellent Publications
BY M. M. MANGASARIAN.

HOW THE BIBLE WAS INVENTED.

A New Lecture.—Price, 10 cents.
This little pamphlet should be 

placed in the hands of every American 
citizen. The attention of preachers, 
theological students, and all church 
members should be called to the won
derful story of the Invention of the 
Holy Bible, which this lecture tells.

See that at least one orthodox 
neighbor of yours reads this lecture.

MORALITY WITHOUT A GOD.
With letter to Right Reverend 

Bishop Anderson, of Chicago. Price, 
10 cents.

JESUS CHRIST A MYTH.

A New Book.—Price 25 Cents.
This book examines the evidence for 

the historical existence of Jesus, and 
finds it quite Insufficient to prove that 
such a man as Jesus ever lived. It is 
a most important contribution to 
Modern Thought. It is prefaced by 
a letter to the Christian Clergy, and 
concluded by an answer to an editori
al in one of the Chicago morning pa
pers,-attacking Mr. Mangasarian’s po
sition. Send your orders at once, as 
the first edition will soon be exhaust
ed.

flpoGrgpUal Rew Testament, 
Being all tho Gospels, Epistles, and other pieces 
now extant, attributed in the first tour centu
ries to Jesus Christ, his apostles and their com
panions, and not included in the New Testament 
by its compilers. Price, doth, II.&Q.

.Cufthration oF Per^onaf Magnetism 
A treatise on Human Culture. By Leroy Bar
rier, anthropologist and .'author. A very sup 
•ast’ve'and instructive bools. Price SLOQ.

The’ Universe By n- Rosc-IUV UlllTVidV Tajg booklet contains 
71 pages of explanation regarding force; the 
beginning of.creation; what matter la; what 
Ilie Is; Immortality; psychic science: the son! 
of things, and ends with n poem entitled “Bong 
of Psycho," by Sauna Nickerson. Warne. Price 
25 cents. ...

communlqn.lt
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CONTRIBUTORS.—Each contributor AS A GENERAL RULE, IN THIS
Is alone responsible for any assertions OFFICE WE PAY NO ATTENTION TO
or statements he may make. The editor 
allows this freedom of expression, be
lieving that the cause of truth can be

ANONYMOUS COMMUNICATIONS. 
THE NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE 
WRITER SHOULD. ACCOMPANY ALL 
MATTER, OF WHATEVER KIND, 
SENT TO THIS OFFICE.

The Spiritualistic Field—Its Workers, Its Work, 
and General Progress, the World Over.

best subserved thereby. Many of the 
• sentiments uttered in an article may i;e 

diametrically opposed to his belief, yet 
that is no reason why they should be 
suppressed; yet we wish it distinctly 
understood that our space is inade
quate to publish everything that comes 
to hand, however much we might desire 
to do so. That must account for the 
non-appearance of YOUR article.

WRITE PLAINLY«—We would like 
to impress upon the minds of our corre
spondents that The ProgresslveThinker 
Is set up on a Linotype machine that 
must make speed equal to about four 
compositors. That means rapid work, 
mid it is essential that all copy, to in- 
cure insertion in the paper, all other re
quirements being favorable, should be 
written plainly with Ink oh white 
paper, or with a typewriter, and only on 
one side of the paper. Please bear this 
In mind. !

ITEMS.—Bear in mind that items for 
the General Survey willin all cases be 
adjusted to the spape we have to occu- 
py, and in order to do that they will 
generally have to be abridged more or 
Jess; otherwise many items would be 
crowded out. Sometimes a thirty-line 
Item is cut down to ten lines, and ten 
lines to two lines, as occasion may re
quire.

TAKE DUE NOTICE, that all items 
for this page must be accompanied by, 
the full name and address of the writer. 
It will not do to say that Secretary or 
Correspondent writes bo and so, with
out giving the full name and address of 
the writer. The items of those who do 
not comply with this request will be 
cast into the waste basket.

KEEP COPIES of your poems sent to 
tills office, for they will not be returned 
If we have not space to use them.

When writing for this paper 
use a pen or typewriter.

We go to press early Monday morn
ing, hence communications Intended for 
that current Issue should reach this 
office not later than the previous Satur
day mornlna. Bear this In mind.

ALWAYS GIVE YOUR FULL NAME 
AND ADDRESS WHEN SENDING NO
TICES AND COMMUNICATIONS FOR 
PUBLICATION, OTHERWISE THEY 
WILL FIND THEIR WAY TO THE 
WASTE BASKET.

TOPIC -FOR THE PROGRESSIVE 
LYCEUM.

Sunday, May 7,100«: “Live and Do.”

• Mrs. Carrle JÆ. Hinsdale, president 
of the State Association, writes from 
Fort Wortft lexis': “I enclose a notice 
to the Spiritualists of Texas, which is

A GREAT PSYCHIC WAVE,

I

I

THIS GENERAL SURVEY DEPART- 
WENT IS ONLY INTENDED TO 
CHRONICLE THE ENGAGEMENTS 
AND WORK OF SPEAKERS AND ME
DIUMS. A REPORT OF WHAT THE 
VARIOUS SPEAKERS SAY WILL 
NOT BE PUBLISHED, AS WE HAVE 
NOT SPACE SUFFICIENT FOR THAT 
PURPOSE.

Dr. Alex Caird of Lynn, Mass., was 
in the city last week. The Doctor 
thinks of locating in Chicago again, 
where at one time he was an honored 
resident. Through his instrumentality 
one of the most flourishing Spiritualist 
societies in the world has been 

"evolved at Lynn. He should have a 
wide field to work in, on account of 
his clear head and vigorous vitality.

His mind a blank since his experi
ence in the San Francisco earthquake, 
J. J. West, a wealthy miner ot Siskion 
County, Cai., arrived at Logansport, 
Ind., on the Pan Handle train from 
Chicago, fully recovered from his 
trance. He had 583, the remainder 
of 53,000 he remembers having just; 
before his memory left him. He does 
not know whether he spent the refit 
of it or whether it was taken (rom 
him. Physicians corroborate his 
statement that he does not drink.

C. H. Mathews writes: "A short 
time ago a woman who had gone to 
tne White House at Washington on 
business, was forcibly ejected there- 
irom. Now I see from the news from 
London, April 26, 1905, ‘A remarka
ble scene took, place in the house of 
commons, following an attack by Ev
ans, a barrister, upon the bill granting 
the right of suffrage to the women of 
the United Kingdom. A number of wo
men in the gallery shouted: ‘Hear!

Justice for women—divide! 
, A detachment of police 

What does
Hear!
divide!’. „ ____ 
turned out the women.’ 
such doings portend anyway, in the 
“civilized” 20th century?”

J. Frankenberger writes from Sac
ramento, Cai.: “Each of your corres
pondents made mistakes in the ver- 
tion of the great calamity which be
fell San Francisco. Mrs. Ballou says 
that on the morning of the 17th, the 
shock took place. It took place, how
ever, the 18th. Mr. Lewis says the 
shock commenced at about 5:15 p. m. 
Mr. Macade, the Government weather 
forecaster at San Francisco, says that 
the shock began at 5:13 a. m., on the 
18th. Mr. Lewis says the actual time 
of the shock was from 3 to 5 minutes, 
in great calamities like this the peo
ple are apt to make minutes of sec
onds. If that quake had lasted 5 or 
even 3 minutes (I mean the real shock 
that did all the damage, for there 
were lighter jars all that day), there 
would have been many thousands In
stead of a few hundred lost their lives, 
and this calamity would have gone 
down along with the great and de
structive ones described by Humboldt. 
All of the destructive part of that 
quane was accomplished in from 45 
to 50 seconds.”

acter having nothing whatever to do 
with them as they "come like rain” to 
the just and unjust alike, and. have 
been permitted in order to correct the 
errors of the unbeliever."
.. E. J. Jaquet writes: "The Golden 
Rule Spiritualist Society, on last Sun
day afternoon Was favored with psy
chometric readings from flowers by 
Sister Nore E. Hill, followed by a 
short talk and messages from Sister 
Emma J. Hanson. In the evening our 
worthy vice-president of the N. S. A. 
delivered one of his soul-inspiring lec
tures on True Mediumship, urging ev
ery true worker and Spiritualist in 
our ranks to put their shoulder to the 
wheel and aid in ousting all impuri
ties from our ranks, and impressing 
very strongly upon us the fact full 
well known to many of us, that until 
this is done, we as a body of Spiritual
ists would not be recognized by the 
better and more intellectual class of 
people. Our house was packed to 
overflowing in the evening, and all 
were greatly interested and pleased 
with Dr. George Warne’s impressive 
and very Instructive lecture. Oh'! how 
we .would enlarge and shine as bright 
stars in our ranks, could every Spirit
ualist platiorm be occupied every Sun
day afternoon and evening with such 
intellectual speakers as Dr. , Warne, 
Harrison D. Barrett, Moses Hull, Mrs. 
Lillie, Lyman C. Howe, and g host of 
others too numerous to mention. Mrs. 
Hill, the regular speaker for the Gold
en Rule Society, goes to Jackson, 
Mich., for the last two Sundays of the 
month to serve the society there.”

Mrs. B. Hilbert writes: "I will again 
take charge of my church, on the 27th, 
thanking Mr. and Mrs. W. Howes for 
their kindness, fncarlng for the church 
during my absence. I will be pleased 
to meet all my friends."

Having returned home after a most 
successful winter south. Miss M. B. 
Hedrick of 55 Herkimer street, 
Brooklyn, N. Y., has resumed her 
.work, and is holding seances regular
ly every Sunday, Tuesday and Friday 
at 8_p. m. Matinee for ladles on 
Wednesdays at 2:30. Private sittings 
daily. ' : .

Mrs. Martha Woolsey writes from 
Indianapolis, tnd.: “Spiritualism still 
booms in this city, and many are being 
led by their spirit friends to seek that 
higher state of living, that cheering 
blissful life, from which our loved ones 
still'cling to us and feed us spiritual 
food,-making us more forbearing and 
cheerful and life worth living. Last 
Monday, sister Anna Throndsen, pas- 

| tor of the Progressive Spiritual 
Church, was called to officiate at the 
funeral of Sister Lydia Nagelelsen, 
who was at the time of her’ passing 
away vice-president of the Golden 
Rule Ladies Aid Society of the Pro
gressive' Spiritualist Church. She 
was a noble, good lady, in her twenty- 
fifth year. Sister Throndsen spoke 
beautifully of her many endearing* 
qualities and words of comforL to the 
sorrowing family and friends.” *

Mrs. Helen Stuart-Richings writes 
from Manchester, N. H.: “There was 
a highly Interesting and well attended
convention at Hartford. Ct., the 
and 6th insts.”

The Occult Review contains the 
scription of a remarkable case

Dr. J. M. Peebles passed through 
the city last week from Whitewater, 
Wis.; where he lectured. He is un
doubtedly good for 25 years yet.

Mrs. N. C. Selbrede writes from Bil
lings, Mont.: "The First Spiritualist 
Church of Billings has had with them 
Rev. Moses Hull and his good wife, 
Mattie Hull. These veteran workers 
have given a number of very enter- 

, taining .discourses on Biblical, Philo
sophical and Scientific Spiritualism. 
Mrs. Hull gave the teachers and chil
dren of our lyceum many good-and in
structive words of encouragement. 
Last. Friday they attended a meeting 
of the Progressive Aid Society, and 
each gave most interesting talks on 
the subject."

The Michigan Democrat says: '-'The 
editor of The Progressive Thinker, a 
prominent Chicago newspaper, has 
written to Mr. Thomas Harding, in- 

, forming him that the columns of his 
paper are open to him to publish 

' therein a.full text of his strange expe
riences in the old house, recently 
taken down. Mr. Harding proposes to 
supply a series of articles in the form 
of letters to the ' editor, under the ' 
general, heading of “Guardian Angels 

. in An Old Corner House.” He will do 
so he says, “under the hope that some
one, or more who now believes that 
there is no continued life after the 
body’s death may be induced to recon
sider the subject,” as he himself was 
by the observations of twenty-five 
years in his own house. In these »ar
ticles he intends to strenuously oppose 
Spiritualists and materialists alike 
that these proofs of a continued exist
ence Involve religion or moral obliga
tions;'but that they are simply natu
ral and subject to nature's laws, like 

. of gravity or any other, char-

5th

de- 
of

double sight in the person of Miss 
Hough, whenever under hypnotic in
fluence. Blindfolded, she can read 
any kind of book and writes as well as 
in ordinary conditions. A reporter 
for the Dally Mail held a successful se
ance with the young lady by blindfold
ing her with a thick scarf of black silk 
and submitting to her Inspection a 
manuscript containing innumerable 
figures. The girl read them without 
any difficulty.

W. V. Nicum writes: “I lectured 
for the Light of Truth Spiritual So
ciety of Louisville, Ky., to a good au
dience, on Sunday, May 13. I notice 
me cause here is taking on a higher 
form, away from the crude manifesta
tions.”

E. R. Fielding writes: “The auxil
iary of the ï irst Association meets ev
ery Thursday evening at 402 A street 
S. E. Mrs. Stephens’ classes are held 
as usual Thursday afternoons; Mrs. 
Wm. Bockman's on Wednesday after
noons. The Temple League con
tinues its meetings through the month 
of May, and probably through June. 
Mr. Nigh is speaker for this society; 
Mrs. Zoller and Mrs. Ripple are mes
sage bearers. The musical selections 
are by Miss Farrow, Miss Johnson, 
and Mr. and Mrs. Freer."

J. M. White writes: "Oklahoma 
City is too hard a proposition for any 
worker to expect success in, but Mrs. 
Emma Nutt-Moore is bravely continu
ing the work I began there. Instead 
of continuing on to. the South I am re
turning North. For dates for grove 
or camp-meetings, address me at Win
field, ansas^ as I mean to make North
ward and East. Would like a settled 
year's engagement with a good society. 
Address General Delivery, Winfield, 
Kansas.”

Correspondent-writes: "The Psychic 
Research Society of Rdtkford, Ill., had 
great pleasure the 13th Inst.; in listen
ing to H. D. Barrett, president of the 
Rational>Spiritualist Association, lec
ture both afternoon and evening. In 
the afternoon Mr. Booth, president of 
the Science Society, joined in the pro
gram, and others of the same society 
were in the audience. All seemed 
deeply interested, and were glad to 
note improved vigor in Mr. Barrett, 
both in physique and powen in his dis
courses, over the condition when here 
on Easter-day. Plans were considered 
to procure high-grade talent for the 
platform for each Sunday till the June- 
vacation.”

Goin of Thought-
Live and do for all thy kind.

Every missing day;
Doing with tny hand and mind,

Help along the way.
To live is much, to act is more, won

drous is thy state.—J. W. R.
For .information concerning the 

Progressive Lyceum, authorized Les
son Paper for the National Spiritual
ists Association, address John W. 
Ring, Spiritualist Temple, Galveston, 
Texas.

Friends and patrons of Mrs. G. Part? 
ridge can reach her by addressing 212 
W. First South street, Salt Lake City, 
Utah.

Ferd C. Suhrer writes: "Mrs. E. 
Briggs, one of the Rising Sun .Mis
sion’s most popular workers, answered 
questions May 13, questions of a spir
itual nature only. Sister Hamilton 
Gill and Brother Jones were our mes
sage bearers. Thesq workers pré al
ways popular. In the evening, Dr, J. 
II. McFarland wds.our speaker. The 
22nd chapter of the Book of Numbers 
formed the basis of his sermon, which 
proved a popular theme. Dr. McFar
land Is one of our most earnest work
ers. As he brought his sermon to a 
close he received well merited and 
hearty applause, Sister Briggs will 
again answer questions for Us Sunday 
afternoon, May 27, and Dr. J. H. Ran
dall will address us in the evening on 
some popular topic.. Our bazaar is at
tracting strangers and callers from 
suburban towns every day, and visit
ors from all oyer the city, Thè new 
features and different methods em
ployed are becoming popular with our 
patrons which include men and wo
men. . Excellent coffee, ice cream and 
Rising bun cake are some of the most 
popular refreshments served by the la
dies. We also serve the' ‘Dandy’ sand
wiches. Money cheerfully returned 
if not satisfactory. Come and see us, 
and don’t take our word for it.”

Dr. E. B. Hazard of Lawrence, Kan
sas, subscribes for’ The Progressive 
Thinker, and orders ten of our re
markable premium books. He writes: 
“1 am glad that you are meeting with 
success. Your paper iq first-class, 
and doing the best kind of work. 
When Spiritualism is delivered from 
the grafters and troglodytes, it will be 
a gospel woçth having and æorth 
living."

Frank T. Ripley closes his engage
ment with the St. Joseph Spiritualist 
Society, May 28. He is engaged for 
the mass convention at Topeka, Kans., 
June 1, 2 and 3. He will leave To
peka, Kansas for Ohio, June 4, and he 
would like engagements en route to 
lecture and give messages. Terms lib
eral.

Della B. Platt writes from Battle 
Creek, Mich.: “The christening and 
memorial services held in Spiritualists 
Hall last Sunday evening, were well 
attended in spite of the severe storm, 
and all were well repaid for the effort 
made. The services consisted of the 
christening of a class of six little girls 
and one little boy, all robed in white, 
and each one carrying a bouquet of 
flowers. As they came up the aisle, 
preceded by our pastor, Mrs. Anna L. 
Gillespie, and our chairman, Mrs. E. 
S. Hoyt, they made a very impressive 
and beautiful picture.. When the ten
der words were spoken which dedicat
ed them to the spirit, and to each was 
given (heir'spirit name, emblematic of 
their character, many eyes were -moist' 
with tears, and each breathed, a silent 
prayer, ‘Loving angels, guide and’ 
guard the little ones through life’s 
voyage." After the christening a me
morial service was given in memory 
of our arisen friends, and many mes
sages were given from the beautiful 
flowers which banked the entire plat
form. This is the first memorial ser
vice held here, and was a grand Inno
vation for the society, but we hope it 
will not be the last. Next Sunday 
closes Mrs. Gillespie's xengagement 
with us at present, and every one is 
cordially Invited to be with us. We 
hope to hqve her with us pgain in the 
near future. She is a grand worker, 
and has gladdened many hearts with 
her words of love and wisdom.”

Eva McCoy, the wonderful test me
dium, writes from Billings, Mont.: “I 
am still serving the Billings society, 
and will until after the state conven
tion which convenes June 1, 2 and 3, 
after which I have a few open dates 
for Eastern camp engagements. My 
home address is No. 610 East Linn 
street, Marshalltown, Iowa. All com
munications will reach me from there. 
The Progressive Thinker is being read 
in many homes here, and is doing a 
grand work.”

Mrs. Anna L. Gillespie writes from 
Battle Creek, Mich.: “Last Sunday 
the 20th, closed my engagement with 
the Battle Creek society. The meet
ings all have been well attended and 
constantly increasing interest shown. 
I have been most tenderly cared for 
in the hospitable home of Mr. and 
Mrs. Estell, and will have only the 
pleasantest memories of my stay here. 
They are working hard to raise a fund 
for building purposes, a suitable place 
to hold meetings, which is sorely need
ed here. My alidress for the next few 
weeks will be Freedom Station. Ohio. 
I am to speak at the New York State 
Convention, held in Buffalo, June 1, 2 
and 3.”

Thè Searchers Publishing Company, 
an organization of German speaking
Spiritualists, have transferred their 
Sunday afternoon meetings
Flynn Hall to Nathan's Hall,

from 
1565

Milwaukee avenue, northeast corner 
of Milwaukee and Western avenues, 
.where they will hold public ‘Meetings 
every Sunday evening Instead of after
noons, until fall. Lectures in German; 
written questions in regard to the spir
itual philosophy or personal .affairs 
answered in German or English, by 
Editor Max Gentzke and Mrs. Anna 
Dodge; psychometric "readings, clair
voyant tests by'Mrs. Dodge, assisted 
byother mediums.

Mrs. Maggie Henry writes: “At 
Spiritual Mission Chapel, Old 77«, the 
hall was full of intellectual, looking 
people, many of them strangers to our 
beautiful philosophy. Our speaker, 
Prof. F. M. Stoller, delivered a very 
interesting lecture^ and It was highly 
appreciated by the audience; after the 
lecture spirit messages by Mme.fLucile 
De Loux and several visiting medi
ums; also psychometric readings by 
your correspondent. After the mes
sages and readings the Professor an
swered personal questions for all. Ev
eryone is welcome at our meetings. 
We intend to hold meetings all sum
mer, at 8 p. m.” .

Maurguerlte Mac writes: “May 31,: 
Thursday evening,’Mrs. M. A^-Burland 
will hold her regular monthly social 
in her parlors at 3019 Vernon avenue. 
If you want to spend a pleasant even
ing, just attend one of her gatherings. 
Prof-Leon and other good psychics 
will be present to give short readings,-
clairvoyant descriptions and 
messages. All ar.e invited.*

spirit

due them, jjt 
have a camp in

lems impossible to

but I believe, that
this summer, 
ball once set

rolling will not tyop till it reaches the 
proportlonlr'of a’grand camp-niceting 
qex't year. °*We!ffle holding regular, 
meetings, hud hitye good audiences. 
May 13 Yhe Fwt Worth. Spiritualist 
Society mW .tlie 'Truth Seekers from 
Dallas, at /Lake (Erie, (a summer re
sort betweeA the^wo cities) and held a 
joint service' intfre large Auditorium. 
A bountifurdlndjBr was served at noon 
and servlcdA resijHied in the afternoon. 
It was a loVely and every one had 
a good timAi”

Madame'^osepiiine and Mrs. Klsse- 
rau are h^ldjng , excellent meetings, 
'well attended; at Van Buren Hall, 
Madison street and California avenue,' 
each Sunday at 3 and 8 p. m. Fine 
tests and messages are given. All are 
welcome.

Carrie H. Mong, secretary, writes: 
“The Indiana State Association will 
hold a three days’, mass-meeting at 
Peru,, May 2-7, 28 and 29, Sunday, 
Monday and Tuesday, with Will J. Er- 
.wood and Dr. Geo. B.. Warne as 
speakers, and Mrs. Anna Throndsen as 
message bearer,. Special music -has 
been arranged;for this meeting, and 
we hope for a, large attendance from 
the neighboring towns.

NEW YORK STATE ASSOCIATION.

Tenth Annual Convention—A Glorious 
Time' Is Expected,

The convention convenes at Spirit
ualist Temple,, corner Jersey and Pros
pect streets, City of Buffalo, Friday 
mqrning, June 1, at 10 o’clock.

Thq. morning and afternoon ses-„ 
sions of Friday and Saturday, June 1 
and 2. will be devoted to the business 
of the convention, closing Saturday 
afternoon with the election of officers. 
The evening sessions of Friday and 
Saturday, also.'the three sessions of 
Sunday, June 3, are to be devoted to 
lectures, mediumship, music, elocution
ary readings, etc.

Leading speakers and mediums, not 
only of New York State, but from 
other states are to be present; even 
the grief-stricken state of California 
will be represented on the programme 
by the wife of the former president of 
that state association, Mrs. Anna Gil
lespie, wh<5 writes that they have lost 
everything by that awful calamity to 
the city of San Francisco, excepting 
their lives and their courage.

Rev. B. F. Austin; former state 
president Frank Walker; W. H. Bach, 
editor of the Sunflower; Carrie E. S. 
Twing, Tillie U. Reynolds; that veter
an worker, Lyman C. Howe, and a 
host, of others vyjn participate in the 
exercises, which,-are to be of an ex
ceptionally .order. The best of 
music has ty^en engaged and Miss Vic
toria Moor^the 'plocutlonist, wjll en
liven the sessions' with readings.

Former state trustee, Mr. Leo Man
ger, will enfprtalii the delegates at 
Hotel Victoria, 570 Main street, which 
has been designated as headquarters. 
Rooms, Eqnqpeau/ plan, occupied by 
one person,.,^ cents; occupied by two 
persons, Sl^qtc. y Meals at moderate 
cost. '

Service on American plan at same 
proportionqfe reasonable rates.

The ladlffi of we Temple Society 
will serve meals at the Temple each 
noon and- eanh« opening during. the 
three days, at 25 cents*, 
' : Take the Utica^'Electric Belt cars 
'from the* hotel to* qornerof Niagara 
and Jersey rstre^ts,. .Without change of 
cars, and at'one "fare.' No pains are 
being spared' In providing for the com
fort and pleasure of the delegates. .

H. W. RICHARDSON, 
State President.

NEW YORK SURGING AHEAD.

H. W. Richardson, President of the 
New York Stiatb Association, Writes 
to the Spiritualists of the State— 
An Urgent Appeal for More Active 
Work and a'Higher Standard.
We are not unmindful of the inter

est you have manifested in relation to 
Spiritualism, and appreciate your ef
forts for the extension of this knowl
edge. No doubt the consciousness of 
having contributed to the happineps 
and the uplifting of a fellow-man or 
woman has amply compensated you.

As the people come'to know more of 
Spiritualism and what it stands for, 
they more fully appreciate the great 
good from intelligent co-operation of 
spirits embodied with spirits disem
bodied, and from the ennobling in
fluence of advanced angel teachers 
whose inspiration touches and quick
ens the highest andjiest in our na
tures, and encourages the children of 
earth to kind thoughts, loving acts 
and noble deeds.

The increasing number of persons 
who are reaching out for this knowl
edge indicates that the time is oppor
tune for a larger work and new de- 
paitures that 5V111 place Spiritualism 
on a LOFTIER' PLANE, nearer in 
keeping.with the ideals of true Spirit
ualists (not only those who call them
selves such, but the thousands who 
remain outside the organized move
ment.

The officers of the New York State 
'Association have'endeavored to keep 
their colors flying, They have striven 
as best they could .with the support 
that has been accorded them; but with 
every true Spiritualist in the state 
united and working together harmoni
ously along the lines above suggested, 
infinitely more can be accomplished. 
Is there a person "Who has studied the 
subject and knows what Spiritualism 
really stands'fori',whether he •“'calls 
himself a $Alrituhlist, a Christian or 
an Agnostic, who "would not gladly 
welcome a departure which would 
place .Spiritualisin'on a firm founda
tion, in its legitimate position before 
the world aq ’ ao" practical reform 
movement?1" ''

Then let each be willing to sacrifice 
something; a'little time and effort, or 
a little money; 'And with« all your 
thougnt infl^encej/or the success of
such an uni

We invltd'tyoui’j co-operation and 
your attendance ¡$t the annual con
vention. „

It Is Sweeping Over the World With 
Irresistible Force—Baby Boy Sees 
Spirit of His Mother—Three-Year- 
Old Cambridge 'Tot Didn’t Know 
Parent .Was Dead. ,
A great psychic wave is sweeping 

all over the world, and SPIRIT Rid, 
TURN is being established all along 
the line. The little boy who saw his 
spirit mother furnishes irrefutable ev
idence of spirit return. The following 
is from Hearses American, of Boston, 
Mass.:

Walter Landry, three years old, too 
little to have heard of spirits, ghosts, 
or such phenomena, saw his mother, 
invisible to all others, standing in the 
kitchen of their home. At just that 
moment his mother’s body was being 
lowered into its graye at Hollywood 
cemetery, three miles away. And be
cause of this Spiritualists, theosophists 
and other believers in things mystic 
see in little Walter a medium between 
things in this land and the higher 
sphere.; . , . .

Tlere Is written the story of Walter 
Landry, of No. DG Stearns street, 
North Cambridge, and also the stories 
of other members of his family, as 
they told them'to a Boston American 
reporter, Beulah Dickinson:

Can the dead revisit their earthly 
homes?

This question is running like wild 
fire about the neighborhood of Stearns 
street in North Cambridge. A mere 
baby, Walter Landry, plainly saw his 
mother at the very moment she was 
being buried in Hollywood cemetery.

Some people have said that Baby 
Walter is perhaps an imaginative 
child, who has been reared with Sto
ries of bug-a-boo men and terrible 
ghosts.

Others declare that he may by men
tal telepathy have seen the vision, be
cause his father at the same time 
thought strongly of his dead wife and 
his baby boy at home.

But Mary O’Connor, the l|ttle boy’s 
aunt; who takes care of him, tries to 
give no explanation beyond the fact 
that her sister really appeared in the 
kitchen.

She knows nothing of Spiritualism, 
psychology or mysticism, but she is 
unshaken in her belief that Walter 
actually saw his mother's spirit.

Sitting on the steps of their cosy 
cottage, pounding his heels together 
and eating a big salt pickle, little 
Walter told me his story.

Just outside the gate stood his ex
press wagon. Toys were scattered 
around the yard.

. Lady Was His Mamma.
“Did you see who frightened you in 

the kltcnen the other day?" I asked 
him.

He nodded his curly flaxen head and 
opened his big dark blue eyes wider.

"I s-w a lady,” ne answered.
“Vvi.. t was her dress like?”
"She was all pink and yellow," and 

Walter smiled at the recollection.
"What did she say?”

'"She said 'Hello, Walter,’ and she’s 
my mamma.”

"Was she crying?”
"No, she laughed,” he said.
“Why were you frightened?”
" ’Cause.” And a bewildered look 

crossed his face.
"Will you show me where she stood, 

Walter?” I held out my hand.
He ran along through the hall, but 

in the dining room his smile faded and 
he stopped.

“Come on,” I said.
“No, I won’t. I’m afraid," he cried. 

His eyes grew terrified.
' "Never mind, Walter,” said his 

aunt, soothingly.
"You needn't go if you don’t want 

to.” "
She explained that not once since he 

saw the vision in the kitchen has be j 
gone into the room. I

Walter is an unusually bright baby. 
He will be three years old the ninth 
of July> but he talks like a boy of five 
or six.

Never Told Ghost Stories. i
Never has he been told any ghost, I 

fairy, or bug-a-boo stories. He is per
fectly healthy and normal. All day' 
long he romps and plays horse out in 
the yard. --

At night, .when he is unhoked, he I 
unlaces his own shoes and trudges i 
manfully up stairs to his trundle bed.

Walter sleeps alone and is never 
afraid. He is always merry and bright 
and except, for refusing to go into the; 
kitchen never refers to what he saw l 
that day. i

To his father, his sisters and his 
aunt Walter grows more sturdily pre
cious every day. They guard him 
closely from all harm.

“We are afraid that It’s a warning," 
said Mary O'Connor, a motherly young 
woman.

"When my sister was taken sick in I 
April and .went to the hospital . she| 
wanted to see Walter constantly. The I 
Wednesday before she died I took .him 
with me and it broke her heart when I 
took him away.

"Walter had never been told she 
was dead because he knows nothing of| 
death. Last week my sister’s body i 
was removed from the vault to' the 
grave.

“My brother says it was about 5 
o’clock when the removal took place 
In the cepietery.

"It was just about that time I was 
hanging a picture. I had forgotten 
the hammer.

her and all his brothers and sisters 
and his aunt every night.

Always he is happy as the day is 
long, because he is just a natural, 
healthy baby who knows nothing of 
death or the hereafter. And his duty 
is discharged when he prays for his
mamma. He firmly believes she 
only visiting for a while in heaven.

THE CAESE IN TEXAS.

is

There Will Be No Camp-meeting There 
Tills Summer.

To the Spiritualists of Texas:—I 
am sorry to report that there will be 
no camp-meeting in Texas this sum
mer. It was upon the Spiritualists of 
the state that the decision rested. I 
visited many places and talked “camp
meeting” everywhere. I only, asked 
for my railroad fare and entertain
ment, My book shows not enough 
money collected to pay the former; so, 
without the money, i the state. associa
tion Is helpless in the matter. At the 
annual convention in September, I will 
turn my books over to the committee 
on finance, or auditing committee, 
with itemized railroad expenses, and 
names and amounts subscribed^ In 
this connection, lei' me say that the 
largest individual subscription, $5, 
was from a widow; the next largest, 
$2.50, from a gentleman in Beaumont, 
who is just beginning to learn the 
truth that many others have- known 
for years; yet Texas has hundreds— 
yes, thousands of avowed Spiritualists 
who are each able to contribute as 
much as this young man who has not 
had the years of happiness and pleas
ure, which the knowledge of this 
truth brings to each heart. From a 
study of the situation, it seems to me 
that selfishness of individuals will ac
count for existing conditions in this 
state. With but few exceptions indi
viduals will spend money freely for 

•some personal gain; readings, seances, 
etc., are paid for willingly, and often, 
for that means a personal matter; bqt 
to give a dollar for the good of hu
manity seems to be more than they 
can do. They forget that invisible 
friends are giving far more to each of 
them than money could buy. I can 
not express my disappointment in the 
failure to have a ’campmeeting this 
year. Hoping this may explain the 
matter fully to those who contributed, 
as it is practically impossible to write 
each a personal letter.

CARRIE M. HINSDALE.

I WEAK AND SORE EYES
RESTORED

1 To Their Full Vigor.
No Cutting, No Drugging 

Free Trial Treatment
If you are troubled with your eyes 

in any way whatever, investigate the 
•Actina Treatment. It will prove to bo 
a blessing to you as it has in other 
cases.
Mr. E. R. Holbrook (Deputy County

Clerk) Fairfax, Va., writes:
"About nine months ago I acciden

tally stumbled across Actina. My 
friends said ‘humbug’ but I used it 
three months and have gotten rid of 
my glasses.” ,
Bitha Lyman, Bussey, Iowa, writes:

“After three oculists had failed to 
cure my eyes, the Actina effected a 
cure and I now read Without glasses.”

Mr. E. 0. Williams, Lacota, Mich~ 
writes: "I got Actina for weak eyes 
and granulated lids and the granula
tion left my eyes in three days after I 
began using It."

Margaret Haverly, Soldier Grove,
wis., writes: “I am pleased to 
what Actina has done for me. 
film on my right eye is all gone.
the best remedy I ever used."
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PASSED TO SPIRIT LIFE.

[Obituaries to the extent of ten lines 
only will be inserted free. All in excess 
of ten Unes will bo charged at the rate 
of fifteen cents per line. About seven 
words constitute one line.]

Passed to spirit”life, April 25, 1906, 
F. C. Bangs, one of Cleveland's most 
prominent citizens and Spiritualists. 
Born in Roylton, Ohio, Jan. 29, 1850; 
married Miss Cassie Johnson, Aug. 31, 
1868. He came to Cleveland in 1873, 
entering immediately into the arena of 
active business life, filling many prom
inent public trusts with honor and in
tegrity. His life was one of constant 
progression, mentally, morally and 
spiritually. He is survived by a wife, 
two married daughters and an aged 
father. His funeral was largely at
tended at the family residence, April 
27, by prominent people and friends of 
Cleveland and vicnity. The beautiful
floral offerings denote the love 
esteem of friends and neighbors, 
services were conducted by the 
eran Spiritualist, W\ Pope.
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CORRESPONDENT.

Passed to the higher life, May 14, 
at the hospital in Kalamazoo, Mich., 
Wm. I.‘Piper, aged 4 years and 8 
months. ..Services at residence in Au
gusta, May 17. Mrs. Anna L. Gilles
pie officiated.

Mr. H. B. Corey passed to spirit life, 
from his home in Tekonsha, April 7, 
aged 84 years. He has been a Spirit
ualist for many years. Services were 
conducted by the writer.

MRS. EMILY D. KING. 
Girard, Mich.

MARY ANN CAREW, 
Wife, Mother, Spirit and Angel.

By Carlyle Petersilea.

This most beautiful story of the ex
periences of a young wife and 
mother taken from her home on earth 
to her homein the spirit world, is told 
in such a realistic way, that one is 
carried away with the sweet beauty 
and naturalness of it. It makes the 
other world appear very near to us. 
This book has been a great comfort to 
many weary hearts who have lost 
mother, wife or babies. Price, neatly 
bound ip cloth, $1.

New and Enlarged Edition of 

C. P. LONGLEY'S

Choice Collection of

‘ Heard Baby Scream.
"Walter said he would get 

me and ran down stairs. -
“I heard a blood-curdling 

and Walter ran through the

it for

scream 
dining-

room crying: ‘The lady! I saw the 
lady, my mammal’

“He said she stood near the sink. I 
-could see nothing.

“We shall take good care of him 
because we love him and it would 
break dur hearts to rose him.”

Waiter has been told his mother 
-has gone to heaven, but he told me 
she would come back. He prays for

Beautiful Songs, 
Containing ninety charming songs for 
home, camps, circles and meetings— 
words and music, Including “Only a 
Thin Vail Between Us," and Its com
panion piece; also beautiful words set 
to choice music, from the poetical 
works of Lilian Whiting. Of the lat
ter, Miss Whiting writes Prof, Long
ley her pleasure at his setting to her 
poems and declares herself- honored 
at the dainty music ne has given her 
words. President Barrett of the N. S. 
A. writes that wherever he goes he 
finds the songs of Mr. Longley sung at 
meetings and by the friends and he af
firms it as his opinion that Longley’s 
muslcal composltions have ennobled 
the world. Price per copy, 50 cents 
bbund in- boards; 75 cents in cloth. 
Wholesale ratees madd to societies, 
and dealers.

If you cinpot attend in person, be' 
with us in gglrit. „ Let your thoughts 
go out, for X successful convention 
and a successful year, to the end that 
wise solutions of the important ques
tion may be reached;that an active of
ficial board may be selected, and that 
the results of thp coming year's work 
may be something to be proud of.

. H. W. RICHARDSON, 
President.

"The Infidelity- of Eccleslastlcism. 
A Menace to American Civilization.” 
By Prof. Wm. M. Lockwood, lecturer 
upon physical; phyiological and psy
chic science. Demonstrator of the Mo
lecular or Spiritual Hypothesis of Na-, 
titre. Scholarly,. masterly,' /trenchant; 
price, 25 cent®. ।

tí

By the Author of

“fl Wanderer in Spirit Líñfls.”
THE STRANGE STORY OF AMMAN.”

The Persian Hystic. Emperor.

A weird, powerfully told dramatic story of the earth life and subsequent 
Experiences in the Spirit World of the “Guide, Ahriziman.” Few books 
are more calculated to hold the reader’s interest from the first page to the 

st, and much that is original ahd new will be found in the accounts given 
of Ahnnziman's 'Studies in the Domain of Magic and its relation tp obsessions 
and other perplexing problems of spiritual intercourse. Price, cloth $1.00. 
Papetj 60 cents.

Mrs. A. L. Howe, Tully, N.Y..writes? . 
"Actina has removed cataract from 
both eyes so I can read without glass- ‘ 
es—am 65 years old.”

Hundreds just such testimonials 
come to us from grateful people, many, 
of whom have suffered and doctored 
for years without benefit. Actina is 
not a patent medicine but an instru
ment that is especially constructed for - 
the treatment for all eye troubles 
It will not injure the weakest eye, yet 
it is so effective that it has cured the 
most hopeless cases. If you would 
like to arrange for a free trial treat
ment of ten days write to us at once. 
Don’t suffer any longer. ‘ Our book 
will be sent to you free, and you can 
satisfy yourself that Actina cures 
where everything else fails. Address 
New York & London Electric Ass’n. 
Dept. 312T, 029 Walnut Tit., Kansas 
City, Mo >

Have You Read
OUR 

PREMIUM
BOOK

OFFER?
Truly, the world has NEVER SEEN 

the like before. Search the annals of 
history, ANCIENT AND MODERN;, ■ 
critically examine the history of Spirit- 
ualism; look here and there, in every, 1 
nook and corner of the world, and you 
CANNOT find a parallel to the offer 
made in reference to these THIRTEEN 
remarkable PREMIUM BOOKS. They, 
constitute a wonderfully valuable Spir
itualistic and Occult LIBRARY, add 
are furnished at a nominal sum. All 

i are substantially bound and neatly 
printed, and those who purchase them 
are DELIGHTED WITH THEM.

We have now THIRTEEN magnifi
cent PREMIUM BOOKS which you 

| can select from.
| GEMS OF THOUGHT, by SEVEN
TEEN leading authors, is our last 
Premium Book.

Any one of the Thirteen Premium 
Books yon may order, price 25 cents. 
This is the price, remember) when yon 

। order only one book in connection with 
| a yearly subscription. The paper, one 
| year, and one Premium Book, $1.25. 
I But if you order more than one Pre
mium Book the price is as follows:

Any two of the Thirteen Premium 
Books you may order, price 70 cents.

I Any three of the Thirteen Premium 
Books you may order, price $1.10.

Any four of the Thirteen Premium 
Books you may order, price $1.50. '

Any five of the Thirteen Premium 
Books you may order, price $1.75.

Any six of the Thirteen Premium 
.Books you may order, price $2.05.

Any seven of the Thirteen Premium 
Books you may order, price $2.35.

Any eight of the Thirteen Premium 
Books you may order, price $2.65.

Any nine of the Thirteen Premium 
Books y<m may order, price $2.90.

Any ten of the Thirteen Premium 
Books you may order, price $3.10.

Any eleven of the Thirteen Premium 
Books you may order, price $3.40.

Any twelve of the Thirteen Premium 
Books you may order, price $3.85.

Lastly, all of these THIRTEEN Pre- 
mium Books here announced arc sent 
out, all postage prepaid, for 4.15, 
something never before equalled in 
tliis country or Europe.

Bear in mind that every order for a 
Premium Book must be accompanied 
with a yearly- subscription for The 
Progressive Thinker, which is 31. We 
repeat that the world has never seen 
the like of it before.

OUR THIRTEEN REMARKABLE 
PREMIUM BOOKS FOR $4.15.

•The following is the list of titles of 
the Twelve Premium Books:

1—The Encyclopedia of Death, and 
Life in the Spirit World, Vol. 1.

2—The Encyclopedia of Deqth, and 
Life In the Spirit World, Vol. 2.

8—The . Encyclopedia of Death, and 
Life In tile Spirit World, Vol. 3. These 
three volumes have been prepared by, 
J. R. Francis. They contain invaluable 
data. , !

4—Art Magic, or Mundane, Sub-Mun« 1 
dane and Super-Mundane Spiritism, bj) : 
Mrq. Emma Hardinge Britten. i.

5—Gli&st Land, Spiritualism, Occult 
ism, by Mrs. Emma Hardinge Britten.

6—The Next World Interviewed, by ■ 
Mrs. S. G. Horn, a most remarkable ma« 
dium* .

7—The Occult Life of Jesus, by Alex« - 
ander Smythe, a medium of rare gifts, 

8—A Wanderer in the Spirit Lands, 
Translated by A. Farnese, a wonderful 
English medium.
, 9—The Religion of Man and Ethics ol . , 
Science, by Hudson Tuttle. i.

10—Seers of the. Ages, or Spiritualism 
Past and Present, by Dr. J. M. Peebles, ■

11—The Great Debate Between Mosea i 
Hull and W. F. Jamieson.

12—Letters from the Spirit World; ■■ 
Written through the mediumship ol

| Carlyle Petersilea.
I. 13—Gems of Thought, by SEVEN-.
I TEEN leading authors, is our. last Pro
1 mium Book,

I
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CONGRATULATIONS.

Some Trenchant Remarks by 
Prominent Physician.

“HOW SHALL I BECOME A MEDIUM?”

This department 1b under the man
agement of

HUDSON TUTTLE.
Address him at Berlin Heights, Qhla

NOTE—The Questions and Answers 
have called forth such a host of re
spondents, that to give all equal hear
ing compels the answers to be made In 
the most condensed form, and often 
clearness is perhaps sacrificed to this 
forced brevity. Proofs have to he omit
ted, and tlie style becomes thereby as
sertive, which of all things is to be dep
recated. Correspondents often weary 
with waiting for the appearance of 
their questions and write letters of in
quiry. The supply of matter is always 
several weeks ahead of the space given, 
and hence there is unavoidable delay. 
Every one has to wait bls time and 
place, and ' 11 are treated with equal 
favor. J

NOTICE.—No attention will be given 
anonymous letters. Full name and ad- 
¡dress must be given, or the letters will 
not be read. If the request be made, 
tho name will not be published. The 
correspondence of this department has 
become excessively large, especially let
ters of Inquiry requesting private an
swers, and while I freely give what
ever information I am able, the ordi
nary courtesy of correspondents Is ex
pected. HUDSON TUTTLE.

Ex-Senator R. A. Dague: Q. What 
Is the true theory of the cause of the 
earthquake which destroyed San Fran
cisco? Was it predicted through any 
spiritual medium?

A. The earthquake at San Francis
co Is not exceptional, for all seismic 
manifestations must depefid on one 
cause, modified by the conditions 
tvliich surround Its expression. Many 
portions of the earth’s surface have 
been subject to - far more violent 
changes, and have passed by without 
heeding, because In regions where the 
works of man were not present That 
a city was built over the focus of the 
present disturbance, called the atten
tion of mankind to its awful power of 
destruction.

If we imagine the earth as once a 
globe of incandescent liquid, a crust 
forming over its surface as its temper
ature falls we shall have something 
Bvhlch may be represented by an or
ange, the rind being the crust and the 
pulp the Igneous center. Ab the earth 
continues to cool this crust must con
tract, and In contracting wrinkles 
form. These wrinkles once formed 
WilLbe enlarged,by the constant con
traction, for they represent the lines 
pf least resistance^ After they have 
reached a certain point, the rigid rock, 
unable to yield, the flexure cracks 
alpng its axis, possibly to the fires be
neath, and then the molten mass, by 
the incalculable pressure, Is forced 
upward and overflows. The cracking 
of the great wrinkles or folds yet fur
ther weakens the crust, and conse
quently vast areas on either side are 
relieved of all strain, the whole ap
pearing along these folds.

■ The form of continents was at first 
rudely, outlined and determined by 
these .wrinkles», which by constant ele
vation and the flowing out of matter 
congealing into rocks, formed mount-

guarded by a sea-wall, which gives her 
citizens confidence, but without that 
wall the city would be comparatively 
safe; for the combination of circum
stances which wrought its destruction 
may not occur again in a thousand 
years.

The region will not be free from 
shocks, but their severity is many 
times more liable now to be felt by 
other sections. This Is not set down 
as prophecy, or as certain, but as the 
most probable. Possibly the full ad
justment has not yet been made, yet 
the chances are many fold that the 
tension has had full relief.

Was this evem pretJcled by medi- 
umsf

Prophecy has been from Immemo
rial time, and is at present being re
ceived as the seal of religion, and its 
evidence. Why? Who can tell?

Buddha, Christ, Joe Smith, all 
proved their divine power by proph
ecy? Spiritualists, at first, thought 
that spirits must know everything— 
the past and the future. As the 
Gods, know all things, there Is consist
ency in supposing one of their repre
sentatives must know, and if spirits 
have the prescience of God,- they 
should know. But these representa
tives of gods were only men, and the 
spirits are departed souls, so that it is 
not God’s Infinite knowledge we ap
peal to, and knowledge of the future 
cannot be gained In that way. Any 
pretense to give such knowledge as 
absolute is a sham and deception. A 
geologist, studying the strata of the 
Pacific coast, would conclude that 
earthquakes would be felt there and 
sometime with great severity. He 
.would even go so far as to say that 
possibly there might be, especially in 
the South, volcanic outbreak, but he 
would not, nor could not fix the date 
of these occurrences. The moment 
might depend on the activity of a vol
cano on the other side of the globe or 
the disturbance bn the surface of the 
sun, by which the magnetic currents 
or the earth were intensified and the 
liquid Interior thrown Into rushing 
tides. That geologist, as a spirit, 
would know no more, nor predict with 
any more certainty except as having 
greater knowledge.

The startling prophecy published by. 
Dr. Buchanan has been spoken of as 
perfectly verified. This shows how 
little confidence can be placed in such 
evidence. The terrible Jeremiad of 
the Doctor did not in a single point 
meet with verification. Of course as 
prophecies are usually applied as gen
eralities, something of a showing may 
be made, but unless place and date 
are given, of what value are general 
statements like, “there will be a great 
earthquake on the Pacific coast"? 
There are earthquakes, there every 
year, and many times a year, and 
rarely a year passes but somewhere 
they bring disaster. Because sclen
tflic men did riot prophesy the event, 
does not prove that geology is false, 
or the non-existence of its professors. 
It woud be considered as an insane 
conclusion to -make belief in the ex
istence of materlologlsts depend on 
their ability to predict what the 
.weather will be to-morrow. They 
may shrewdly arrive at an opinion 
from their knowledge of causes, but 
always there may Intervene indeter
minable Influences, unforeseen condi
tions.

That all events come by causes, 
makes prophecy possible to such Intel
ligences as are able to understand all 
the causes, and in Instances this is 
possible. The astronomer is in this 
manner able to calculate an eclipse 
one or a thousand years hence; the qc-

uln masses. The eastern shore line of 
the two Americas was determined by 
the Appalachian range, the western by 
that long chain beginning In . Alaska 
and terminating In Terra del Fuego.

Borne of Its peaks are among the 
highest elevations on the globe. Along 
this vast range everywhere Is appar
ent, the work of volcanic forces, now, 
and. for many ages quiet, but in places 
yet active.

- The axis of this mountain chain, is 
the yielding area, and the contraction 
not only of the continent to the east, 
but of the vast ocean floor of the Pa
cific, to the west, cumulates In the 
flexures of these ranges. -It will be 
yeadily seen that a simple rise or fall 
of the surface would do little damage 
to buildings;- and might take place 
and not even be noticed.

What, then, is the motion which 
produces such ruin? The contraction- 
of the earth as a whole is more than 
that of the crust, and hence if a large 
area is held fast on all its borders but 
one, there will be a pushing forward 
of that edge, or it there is greater con
traction of the crust, a drawing in
ward. in either case usually the force 
accumulates until the resistance is 
overcome, and the sliding of the strata 
on each other is instantaneous. The 
tremendous blow or shock of this 
movement sets the whole mass in vi
bration, and as portions of the crust 
push forward more than others there 
Is the appearance of vertical move
ment.
. Earthquakes are Indirectly related 
to volcanic disturbances. The vast 
masses of matter thrown out by Pelee 
and Vesuvius, relieve in proportion of 

F* r the mass ejected, the pressure on the 
crust and contribute to its contraction. 
Of course that relief Is felt on every 
portion of the crust, just as the es
cape of steam from a boiler relieves 
the pressure on its entire surface. 
Vast as the ejected mass may be,, it is 
an insignificant quantity compared to 
the earth, yet it may be quite sufficient 
to determine the critical moment 
When the resistance of the crust must 
yield.

Will the disaster recur?
A rank crop of prophecies and 

warning is being harvested by the 
newspapers, which would be interest
ing if it had matured before the disas
ter. But is now so late as to be stale 
with the odor of having been ripened 
by the event, and it is said on spirit 
authority, that the city will again be 
shaken down. Well, it may be. Gal- 
yeston may be overwhelmed again by 
a flood, and Charleston destroyed, but 
the probabilities are against such Jer
emiah predictions? After a great vol
panic eruption there Is usually long in
tervals of perfect rest. After a severe 
earthquake, the chances are greatly 
on the side of a period of repose. The 
Strata have been relieved of their ten- 
Elon and adjusted to new positions, 
bnd it may be a long time before they 
Will be unable to bear the cumulative 
Etrain. PROBABLY THE SAFEST 
REGION ON THE CALIFORNIA 
COAST IS NOW THIS SAME SHAT
TERED SURFACE OF THE 
¡WRECKED SURFACE. Galveston is

L “ X “ V J 'T 1 -tT Z - T-A’ V -4 b. ♦ V i a.” \■ >, • j/tsi«.' ■. ■ .

THE PROGRESSIVE THINKER
A TEXAS MEETING.

A Methodist Divine Acknowledges His 
Relief in Spirit Return.

On Sunday, May 18, the Truthseek- 
ers Spiritualist Society of Dallas, and 
the Fort Worth -Spiritualist Society 
held a union meeting at Lake Erle, 
near Fort Worth. The day .was bright 
and beautiful, and all hearts and 
minds seemed in harmony with the 
day,-and at 9 o'clock a. m„ the Dallas 
society started in a crowded car for 
Handley.

The picnic grounds are most beau
tiful and enchanting, far excelling 
anything in the neighborhood of Dal
las or bort Worth,.embracing a large 
lake of artesian water upon the bosom 
of which float many pretty boats; a 
theater and a concert hall with an ex
cellent orchestra, a profusion of flow
ers of many kinds, lovely lawns and 
shade trees, everything in fact to 
make a desirable and attractive sum
mer resort.

The meeting opened in the morning 
with an invocation by Mr. T. H. Eg
gleston of Fort Worth. Mrs. Carrie 
M. Hinsdale, well known as one of the 
best lecturers in Texas, delivered the 
address of welcome, followed by Mrs. 
Isa Wilson Kayner.Jn her most pleas
ing and attractive manner.

The service was Interspersed with 
aproprlate music and singing by the 
congregation; a violin solo by little 
Miss Lincoln, age 10 years, of Dallas, 
and a vocal solo by Miss Garder of 
Fort Worth.

Then came the call for dinner, a 
basket lunch, consisting of everything 
good to eat known to man, provided 
most lavishly, and served by willing 
hands upon rustic tables, already on 
the grounds, under shady trees. The 
luncn was a most appetizing feast.

At the evening service the opening 
address was by the Rev. Mr Hutson, a 
Methodist divine, who told us that 
while he had abaundant proof of, and 
fully believed in, the fact of spirit re
turn, he still held fast to his original 
belief in the Bible in which he finds 
convincing evidence of Spiritual Influ
ence over all the most important 
events off biblical history.

Mr. J., L. Jackson of Fort Worth 
gave an explanation of materializa
tion.

The musical program was a solo by 
Mrs. Lincoln of Dallas, a duet by Mrs. 
Chas. Williford and Prof. G. W. Quinn 
of Dallas,, and a very fine recitation by 
Miss Garder of Fort Worth.-

Many gratifying tohts were given by 
Mrs. Kayner, Miss Fay, and Mr. Bruce 
of Dallas, and Miss Lila' McLemore of 
Fort Worth. Mrs. Hinsdale pro
nounced the benediction'and all took 
the cars for their respective homes, 
feeling happy over the events of the 
day that will ever be remembered.

. MRS. GEO. W. QUINN,
, Secretary,.

SAYINGS OF SUSAN B. ANTHONY.

In Which She Illustrates Her Promi
nent Work.

cultation of a planet; the revolution 
of the earth. The spirits' have not 
prophecied, for the same reason that 
scientific men have not—because they 
did not know. Both could. foresee 
what might-come, and advise, either 
not locating a city on a given site, or 
bnilding It with reference to the men
ace.

Let there be no misunderstanding 
on this subject, for we do not deny 
the possibility of predicting ‘ the fu
ture under limitations, aS a conclusion 
from cause to effect. "What we do 
deny is a prescient faculty, either of 
man or spirit, enabling the future to 
be foreshadowed. It is time that 
there be a limitation to the powers 
granted to spiritual beings, and Spir
itualism relieved from the odium of 
fortune-telling, and spirit direction in 
the common affairs of life.

a

To the Editor:—Again allow me to 
congratulate you, - not only upon the 
vigorous manner In which you are 
CREATING HISTORY In -the Spirit
ualistic ranks by denouncing all kinds 
of fraud, and PRAISING ALL KINDS 
OF GOOD, but also by showing how 
the Spiritualists themselves are - con
stantly, being duped, and the standard 
of this* beautiful cause lowered- by 
quacks, charlatans, professors and 
pseudo-doctors. Your editorial, "Sci
ence to the Front,” as well as Mr. Tut
tle’s answer to W. B. V., in May 5 
number of The Progressive Thinker, 
tell me that after all there are think
ing brains molding the course and up
lifting this cause “that is everywhere 
spoken against”

One wonders why this beautiful 
cause which is gaining ground every
where among thinking people, Is not 
better organized for the public good, 
until one comes‘in contact with these 
slick fakirs of various kinds,. when 
one becomes disgusted, discouraged 
and their inner soul revolts at associ
ating witn such leeches, and this of 
course brings opprobrium upon ■ the 
real and jdst people who naturally 
will keep away from where these birds 
of prey gather.

Prof. Jackman of the U. of C., said 
that what we' want is a religion that 
will teach the people how to live,- and 
I suggest that the only way to avoid a 
doctor is tb learn and obey the laws of 
health. Gray’s'anatomy- would prob
ably be of more use, especially if 
taught to young people, than the bible 
Is. I suggest that Spiritualists should 
make the study of the laws of health 
a part of their curriculum at their ed
ucational Institutions.

D. S. HAGER, M. D.
Chicago, III. ’

No man is good enough to govern 
any woman without her consent.

’ Self-government is as necessary for 
the .best development of women as of 
men.

The greatest compliment ever paid 
me was that my life work had helped 
.to malte the conditions of the world 
better for women.

If you would have your requests 
granted, your legislators must knov?.- 

‘that you are part of a body of. constit
uents who stand with ballots in their 
hands.

So long as state constitutions say. 
that all may vote when 21, save idi
ots, lunatics, convicts, .and women,: 
women are brought down politically 
to the level of those other disfran
chised*. This discrimination is ,i relic 
of the dark ages.. The most ignorant 
and degraded man who walks to the 
polls feels himself superior to the 
most intelligent woman.

That women are "lawful citizens” is 
undeniable, since the law recognizes 
them as such through the visits of the 
assessor and the tax-gatherer—recog
nizes them as such in the police sta
tions, the jails, the courts and the 
prisons. Only at the ballot-box Is the 
lawful citizenship of women chal
lenged.

Who can doubt that when the rep
resentative women of thought and 
culture, who are to-day the' moral 
backbone of our nation, sit In council 
with the best men of the country, 
higher conditions will be the result?

I do not agree that .we have too 
many voters now. Instead of that, I 
say we have just one-half enough, for 
a majority óf the opinions of all the 
people combined is sure to be better 
.than the oplriioh of any one class. 
They call it a mistake giving to poor 
and uneducated men . the-- right to 
vote; where as the greatest wrongs 
in our government are perpetuated by 
rich men, the wire-pulling agents of 
the corporations and monopolies, in 
which the poor and the ignorant have 
no part. '

It Is in order to lift the millions of 
our wage-earning women into a posi
tion of as much power over their own 
labor as men possess that they should 
be invested with the franchise. This 
ought to be.done not only for the sake 
of justice to the women, but to the 
men with whom they compete.

I urge all to study the'' intricate 
problems of bettering the world; not 
merely the individual sufferings in-it, 
but the general conditions. Such 
study will show, the great need of a 
new balance of power in the body po
litic; and the conscientious student 
must arrive at the conclusión that this 
will have to be obtained by enfran
chising a new class—women.

A VIBRA®DRYEPEÔEH- 
. *-r| Ij.-l .

The Cause FiouriahUk ¿t Ban Bos-
nai’dino, 0 1

• ui. -SV I .

To the Editor:—A^wiwprds from
this Spiritualistic center, the oldest In 
the state of Califorma,jpa^,pot ba out 
of place. Under the leadership of our 
pastor, Mrs, Lily M. Thlebajqd, we are 
steadily progressing yi liberality of 
thought and psychlc^yol^yon. Our 
local workers are dev^pplqg,in a most 
satisfactory manner, ^nd. aq seem Im
bued with earnest asmyuti^pq toward 
spiritual growth. Wiq.pav^lso to re
cord a 25 per cent increase In mem
bership during the first, four months 
of the present year. 4 \

On February 25, Mrs. Eva D. Smith, 
who has been a resident medium in 
this city for eighteen years, was or
dained as a minister of the gospel of 
Spiritualism,, by our pâstor. The cer
emony was a most Impressive one. the 
words of the offleiator creating mental 
pictures of solemn and majestic 
beauty, which held the Idrgo audience 
spellbound.

During the latter part of April a 
mass convention was held In this city. 
Among the workers present rom out
side points were Allèn Franklin 
Brown, state organizer; Mrs; Cornelia 
J. Brown, state superintendent of ly- 
ceum work; Arthur S. Howe, presi
dent of the California State Spiritual
ists Association; Mrs. M. E. G. Howe 
of San Francisco; Mrs. Molly S. Plelps 
of Oakland; W. 0. Bowman and Mrs. 
Mary C. Viasek of Los Angeles, and 
Miss Maggie Potter of Riverside.

Mr. and Mrs. Howe lost everything 
In thé San Francisco fire, Including 
the plant and records of the Occident
al Mystic, of which Mr. Howe was ed
itor. Despite this seeming affliction, 
Mr. Howe sang several' solos . at the 
meetings, and no shade of disappoint
ment was revealed In' his vocal harmo
nies.

A pathetic Incident In connection 
with the convention was the terrible 
anxiety and distress manifested by 
the spirit of a man through the medi
umship of Mrs.' Viasek, who had been 
fatally injured by falling walls In an 
endeavor to rescue the pipers and doc
uments of tho “Mystic.” Mr. Howe 
was quite unable to recognize this un
known hero.

The floral decorations of our Spir
itual Temple during the convention 
were designed by the .noted English 
sculptor, Mr. Allen Hutchinson, who 
is a medalist and exhibitor in the prin
cipal European galleries.

There Is a distinct quickening of oc
cult forces in this city; .not only as a 
result of the convention, although 
greatly augmented thereby, but rather 
the culmlnative effect of the persistent 
efforts made by our local society to 
present the truth to thq' inhabitants of 
San Bernardino. There Is also a 
hearty co-operation with a kindred or
ganization devoted to occult research, 
this complete harmon^ bdffig a rare 
and unusual . phase ’of unsectarlan 
propaganda work. i"1'

Our temple building has •; stood In 
practically its present, location for 44 

■ years. Is it any wonder ‘ that our 
members love this vibratory^center of
spiritual power, and that w 
the generating magnet; Mrs. 
baud? E. J. BATES,

Ban Bernardino, Ca^ . ¡H

revere 
Thie-

Sec.

UTE AFTER DEATH.

The Great Desire to Know the Future,

To the Editor:-—I will relate an In
cident that transpired a few years ago 
at a neighbor’s house. I called in to 
see the aged mother .who was very 
sick. I found her in a dying condi
tion, her spirit - gradually taking its 
flight in the shades of evening.

A neighbor of his, who was present, 
and very lame, died in a short time 
after. He wrung his hands and cried, 
‘ Oh! what would I give to know If we 
live hereafter!”

I was sitting at the time by the bed
side of the dying mother, occasionally 
using the fan, and heard him taking 
on so pltful that I could not keep my 
seat. 1 dropped the fan and rushed 
out to his presence. “Oh! Mr. Sims,” 
I said, “I know .we do.”

“How do you know it? Please re
veal what you know.”

"Well, for Instance,” I said, “when 
we are resting on our beds In a deep 
slumber, we just breathe; our bodies 
are Insensible to everything, around, 
but where are our spirits? Away off, 
perhaps. In another state In the Union, 
having a good visit with some of the 
friends that had moved or gone there 
years before; or you farmers will be 
out in your stables milking cows and 
feeding horsps. When all this mind 
work is going bn our bodies are rest
ing quietly on our beds, but when 
death comes, and our bodies are laid 
away in the silent grave for an ever
lasting sleep, then our minds are 
free—free to roam!”

“Oh! how I long for that freedom," 
he said.

“It will not be long, my friend; we 
will soon meet the loved ones that 
have gone on before.’’

“Oh! I believe you. You are right. 
Our minds cannot die. We live after 
death. What a relief.”

“Yes, what a relief, my friend, to 
know that we live hereafter—-a life 
beyond the grave. It is joy beyond 
measure to know that when our spirit 
leaves the body, we are free—-free to 
go .wherever we wish."

MRS. S., E. TINKCOM.
Franklinville, N. Y.

DOES GOD GABE?

An Impressive Vision, Indicating Great 
Changes.

THE POWER OF 'IJÍIE SPIRIT. 
: , ,jin

As Manifested Through Material Sub- 
, stoned? '

"i . '."i
To tbs' Editor:.—! Hay.ejnoticed* in 

reading your paper for the past year 
or two a, disposition on trip part of 
many of your, readers to discredit ma
terialization as a spiritual phenome- 
npn. Thia seems strange to me, as I 
cannot understand upon what grotfnd 
they hold to their belief. To me there 
are two factors which are. fundamental 
in all the processes of nature; they 
are ever present—the thiqg that acts 
and the thing that is acted on, force 
and matter. Force transforms matter. 
Forces differ in their nature, so does 
matter. Spirit is tho force that ani
mates matter. To deny' this is to af
firm the death of tho spirit.

JWe come to knowledgci of Spiritual
ism by investigation of the phenom
ena. True Spiritualists áre made this 
way, by the evidence of the truth 
which the phenomena presents.'

Spiritualists who depend on faith 
for their belief Rave only shlftlng Band 
for their foundation. By our material 
senses this evidence is received and 
we come to know things.

Cognition is impossible without 
matter as a factor. By the action of 
spirit our thoughts emanate from a 
material brain. All bodily, sensations 
are realized through material sub
stances. We see, hear, feel, taste and 
smell matter; in fact anything that is 
not matter does not come within range 
of consciousness. We would have no 
knowledge of spiritual phenomena if 
they were not manifestations of mat
ter. If spirits werejio thing (noth
ing) They would not be, and of course 
could not make themselves known to 
us. They would be as Intangible to 
us- as the gods of Greek, Roman or 
Christian mythology. .

We have reason to believe from the 
evidence we have, that the. spirit 
world is a material sublimation of this 
world, a duplication to some extent, a 
freer world where progress Is unhin
dered and the process of,development 
continues, And without: . interruption 
until civilization is achieved. *

The inhabitants of this'spirit world 
are both spiritual and 0material, .for 
matter and spirit are inseparable.

Spirits throw off the gross matter 
when deata ensues, 4^d assume a 
more sublimated form.' 6f, matter— 
ethereallzed matter. TÜey ¿ave power

The recent earthquake in San Fran
cisco, brings vividly before me a vis
ion I had two years ago this last 
March. At the time it was received 
I did not think- it war of "any-value, 
but lately there has been so much de
struction and loss of life, I have 
thought there was a great deal of 
truth In it.

One morning about three o’clock 
something woke me out of a sound 
sleep, and I saw a man clothed in long 
white robes. He was walking back 
and forth over a piece of ground which 
was covered with snow. He would 
stop and examine the ground, look at 
me, and then point to a plie of long 
.white planks which resembled weath
er-boards. When he had my atten
tion, he pointed to this pile of white 
planks, and said: "I wish to show 
you something that has been puzzling 
your mind. You see these planks. 
They are symbolic, and represent the 
changes that we are making in the 
magnetism of the earth. We are with
drawing certain qualities of magnet
ism» and>aB . we withdraw-these cur
rents, .we place other currents of dif
ferent quality and strength in their 
place. While we are withdrawing 
this magnetism and replacing it as 
quietly as we can, it causes some dis
turbance in the earth centers and sur
face. The north and south poles are 
gradually but slowly being changed. 
This brings floods, cyclones, tidal 
waves, earthquakes and loss of life 
and destruction to property. It looks 
cruel to you, but not as cruel as you 
think.

“The earth is growing, and with 
this growth comes higher developed 
human beings, and .we have debated 
some time before we have decided to 
make this change In the magnetism of 
the earth. . We are doing it as easily 
as it can be done, for it must be done 
sooner or later, and we think it best 
to do it now for the good of the fu
ture races which will be more highly 
developed than those existing now. 
This must go on, as the earth must 
bring man to his highest state of per
fection that can be produced at this 
period of.the earth’s existence.”

STELLA NORRIS.
Ashland; Va.

Impressive Thoughts Given by the
Spirit Flavias Through the 

Mediumship of Mrs. C.
Soul harmony prepares the soil 

soul communion.
Love is the lute upon which

for
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A Work of Immense Importance.
>$<

In the Light of Ancient Wisdom and Modern Science,
BY LOUIS ELBE.

This la the authorized translation of 
the famous book which has been cre
ating so wide a stir In scientific and 
religious circles throughout France, 
under the title “La Vie Future.” it 
will be received with equal interest 
here,-and will arouse very general dis
cussion, ab the subject Is one engaging 
not only scientists but laymen in ever- 
increasing numbers.

The fundamental question of the 
"Immortality of the Soul” has dis
turbed the great thinkers of all ages, 
and for the solution of tills eternal 
enigma humanity still seeks In vain.

This volume offers for the flrat time 
a complete presentation of all the

available evidence hitherto to be 
found only In the most scattered and 
inaccessible forms, with great care 
and exactness M. Elbe has arranged 
a plain statement of the discoveries, 
theories, and Ideas of the greatest In
vestigators together with his own illu
minating views and comments, and a 
mass of authentic information regard
ing the beliefs of the primitive races.

The book is divided into two parts, 
the first part being devoted to the 
Ideas of the Survival as considered by 
the Primitive races, and the second to 
Deductions drawn from the Funda
mental sciences. With Portrait of 
the author. Price ?1.20; postage 10c.

Two Excellent Spiritual Books
From the Pen of the Gifted Inspirational Author, 

CARLYLE PETERSILEA.
These books from the pen of the no ted musician, medium and author, 

Carlyle Petersllea, whose writings have been read and prized by thous
ands of readers of The Progressive Thinker, will assuredly be enjoyed by 
all who read them. They are Intense ly spiritual and of absorbing interest 
from beginning to end.

06EAA1DES MftRY ANNE GAREN
A Psychical Novel.—Price 

Cover, 60 Cents.
This great novel la written 

distinct purpose, to set forth

Paper,

with a 
certain

phases of spirit life and experience, 
as related to the gifted and Inspired 
author. The question of soul mates, 
or of the united male and female con
stituting the completed ego or angel. 
Is advanced as a vital truth of spirit

Wife, Mother, Spirit, Angel.—Neat 
Cloth Cover, Price 91.00.

This great work relates the experi
ences of a young wife and mother, 
early called to the portals of death. 
It is very realistic, and the narrative 
is Charmingly natural, and beautiful 
in its tone of sweetness. It brings 
that other world very near to us; the 
comfort It brings to those bereaved

experience in the higher realms. The of the dear ones of the home and fam- 
.work radiates a good spiritual influ- ily, is beyond one’s power to describe.
enee, and Is very interesting. All readers will be charmed with It

It is a spiritual book for Spiritual- as well as spiritually aided and up- 
ists, and Interesting for everyone. •— ■lifted.

44 Addresses and Answers to His Critics.
A portly volume containing reports 

of the noted Colonel’s lectures, ad
dresses, and answers to critics. It is 
spicy reading, and will give pleasure 
to thousands of Spiritualists and Free
thinkers, who will find entertainment

and instruction combined In his In
comparable presentation of the truth 
as It appeared to him. The book con
tains an immense amount of matter, 
and Is sold at~a mere nominal price.

Price, postpaid, only ?1.00.

OÜR BIBLE:
mo »ROTE IT» MEN! MERE? HO»?

Is It Infallible?
A Voice from the Higher Criticism.

A Few Thoughts on Other Bibles.
BY MOSES HULL.

Excellent as an exposition of the Higher Criticism and an analysis of 
^he Bible from that standpoint. Of special value and interest to Spirit
ualiste. For sale at this office. Price $1.00-

LIFE and REMINISCENCES
Col. Robert G. Ingersoll.

By Edward C. Smith.
“ The Record of a generous life runs like a vine around the memory of 

our dead, and every sweet unselfish act is now a perfumed flower.”

“Discovery of a-Lost Trail.” By Chas. 
B. Newcomb. Excellent in spiritual 
euggestlveness. Cloth, J1.50.

“Social Upbuilding, Including Co-op. 
eratlve Systems and the Happiness and 
Ennoblement of Humanity.” By E. D. 
Babbitt, LL. D., M. D.. This comprises 
the last part of Human Culture and 
Cure. Paper cover. 15 cents.

It is fully answered in ‘‘Mediumship, and Its 
laws, Its Conditions and Cultivation/ by Hud
son Tuttle. Price 35 cents. Address' him at 
Berlin Heights, Ohio

MOUNTAIN HEIGHT OF PEACE.

When we gain the mountain’s summit 
After years of upward „toll, '

We perceive the winding pathway 
In its long, and devious coil.

Then we see that youthful folly ■ 
Led us through that crooked way, 

Causing much of pain and Sorrow.
When we sought but to be gay.

Youth, with rash, impulsive nature, 
Does not plan the life begun;

We must learn by many failures 
What to seek, and what to shun.

If is when our minds have ripened 
That we seek the higher life;

Wishing all mistakes be righted, 
. Ceasing discord, hate and strife.

Later, when we are descending 
Toward the setting of life’s sun, 

Tranquilly w.e see the splendor 
God has spread for every one.

Then we see that freaks and follies 
Which we loved so much in youth, 

Were but stepping-stories to wisdom, 
Which when old we win from truth:

When We. stand upon the “mountain” 
Symbolizing earthly peace, 

We commune with God through Na
ture, 

Living si th Him face toface.>

to vary the density of i itter as is
evidenced by their poy?er to appear 
and disappear. ... * r,”

AIL spiritual phenomena Are mani
festations' of spirit in conniption with 
matter. That we are Conscious of 
these phenomena-prove’s tlilb to be
true. _ ■,

Spiritualism is a rei 
Its ability to furnish.u 
immortality.

Faith and .worship a 
points in the cult ol

’öf fact by 
b proof of

. . strong 
Ituallsm.-

These things belong to the,^ supersti
tion of the mythologies That have 
passed away; Facts,, no,t fancies, are 
what, the world demands to^ay.

Spirits can and da, make them
selves manifest to ouraenæs through 
matter, therefore they are of material 
substance, and have power over the 
spirit bodies which they possess. If 
this were not so, we wbuld have ho ev
idence of their existence. To deny 
the power of spirits to materialize Is to 
deny the truth of Spiritualism, and to 
admit whatour enemies charge that 
Spiritualism is only -a product of the' 
Imagination. J. rv BAKER;

Indianapolis, Ind. e \

brates the harmony of life, the inner 
consciousness, the spiritual attribute.

Harmony perfects life, inharmoni
ous conditions déstroy. Love sancti
fies, radiates', purifies and separates 
the .material from the spiritual, like 
the dew of fragrance moistens and 
gives life to the soul.

Love Is the dlvlnest communion be
tween spirits—no word spoken, but 
thought, leaping, pulsates unexpressed 
through the soul in waves of light, 
and rest most peaceful, like the 
beauty of morn.

Love floods the soul with music; it 
is the vibration of ineffable light.

The highest mission of your life Is 
love. It is the light of spiritual life 
that lifts one to better conditions. In 
the interior of love one will find the 
real meaning thathnters inta thy life. 
Yield unto the subtle essence that 
gives life, power, strength. Love 
feels the tenderest touch, vibrates the 
sweetest pleasure, feels the deepest 
woe. ' ■ .

The-rose' is fairest when budding. 
Love is fairest when the soul is 
bathed In tears; it is the celestial har
mony given and returned. Like .a 
bright star, and blossomed in the 
night, blooms the flower of love.

Beyond themist will thé rose-bud 
of life in the mystery of color and 
fragrance blossom in the fields Of 
cloudless day. FLAVIUS.

Given through'the hand of Mrs. C.

Robert g. Ingersoll was a great and 
brilliant man, he was the greatest genius 
of his age. His place, is beside Shake

speare» Voltaire. Goethe and Shelley. He was. 
a great Lawyer, Politician, Reformer, Orator, 
Critic and Philosopher. His wonderful gift of 
language touched with the spirit and charm of 
poetry aided by his powerful gift of wit ahd 
humor, made him the most formidable foe the 
church has ever had.

He was great because he was honest. He 
shook the world with his eloquence and reason
ing. His arguments were never answered. As 
a Lawyer his arguments were always so con
vincing that he won his case. <

He knew many things by learning and more 
by intuition.

. He was an intellectual Giant, and it is very 
probable that the wonderful combinations he 
possessed, the world will never see again.

The author who was a close friend and 
great admirer of Colonel Robert G. Ingersoll, 
was assisted by near relatives who collected a 
great amount of valuable data, and in no other 
way could this information be obtained. "The 
writing of the “Life and Reminiscences” was 
purely a labor of love; and it is useless to say 
has'been written in the fairest and kindest 
spirit, every detail having been carefully record
ed. Much of this data was collected and re- 

: vised before the Colonel’s death, and great care
Was taken in only recording after careful research. «

This valuable edition has been aptly illustrated with 
many beautiful half-tone illustrations of the Colonel in dif
ferent periods of his life. Also portraits of his sisters , and 
brothers, family, father and mother, together with a genea
logical chart, also many valuable reminiscences. The work 
is well written, handsomely bound, and beautifully printed; 
All admirers off the Colonel will welcome its publication.

PRICE, cloth, 92.00. Delivered free.
Order direct of the PROGRESSIVE THINKER,

40 Loomis St,, Chicago, III.

ÏÆ3 AngeM CaS.

. "Tuo Spiritual Significance, or, Death 
as an Event in'Life.'/ ByiLilian Whit-. 
Ing. Oneof Miss Whiting's most sug
gestive, Intensely interesting, spiritual 
books. It la laden with rich, thought 
&1 splrttealSty. Price ?1

Harmony Grove Camp, Cal.
The board of directors of the Har

mony Grove Camp-meeting Associa
tion have held their May meeting and 
arranged to hold camp, open from 
July 22 to August 5, and are planning 
to have'an unusually large number of 
workers on the grounds, among whom 
will be our state president, Arthur S. 
Howe, and his good- wife. Other 
workers will be’ named later on.. We. 
anticipate having an exceptionally 
prosperous camp this season, Har
mony Grove 'camp grounds are- situ
ated four miles west from Escondido; 
in a most beautiful valley, amidst a 
grove of majestic-old live oaks,' an 
ideal spot for a summer, outing. .

McFERON, Sec.
San Diego, CM.
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THE CRUMBAUGH WILL CASE.

Ao Comprehensively Considered by 
, One Who Know Him Well.

z In April, 1905, J. T. Crumbaugh of 
Leroy, Ill., departed this life. He was 
over seventy years old. By severe toil 
and good .business management, he 
bad acquired an estate valued at a 
quarter of a million dollars, He had 
no children. Some years before bis 
iransltion, he made a will in which he‘ 

• ■ bequeathed the bulk of his property to 
ihe building and maintenance of a 
Spiritualist church and public library 
in Leroy, III.

The writer hereof had been weir ac
quainted with Mr. Crumbaugh for 
fifty-four years, and ' never knew a 
sounder-minded man up to the day of 
bls death.

A number of relatives who had not 
been provided for in the will, took le
gal action to break it on the charge of 
insanity on Spiritualism.

The ease was tried in the circuit 
court in Bloomington, Ill., a short 
time ago, and a verdict was rendered 
by tile jury against the will, and there
upon the writer of these lines felt im
pressed to write something on the 
subject, which he proceeded to do in 
the following communication, which 
was published in the Bloomington, 
Ill., Daily Pantagraph:

Editor Pantagraph:—The common
standard of judgment of Insanity.-con- 
sists in believing all others cranks or 
fools who do not believe as we do.

Socrates was tried, judged and con
demned to death by this standard, and 
yet the Intelligence of the present age 
regards him as one ot the greatest and 
purest men of ancient times. He was 
a clalraudlent medium, and told the 
people .what the voices said to him. 
They thought him crazy and wicked, 
and put him to death.

Later on, Jesus appeared', and had 
strange powers. He taught religious 
doctrines that were different from 
those believed'by the majority-of peo
ple. He, too, was judged by the above 
standard, tried by the court, con
demned and" crucified.

How stands the reputation of Jesus- 
to-day, and how stands the reputation 
of his persecutors?

And bo it has been all along the 
ages.

Every advance of religious thought 
has been met by fierce persecution.

Many thousands of innocent people 
have been put to death by Christians 
for the crime of believing new doc-
trines. The world has advanced to a 
state of Intelligence that precludes the 
murder of heretics, but a strong rem
nant of the old spirit of Ignorance and 
bigotry still remains.

7'he will of J. T. Crumbaugh has 
lately been set aside by a jury of 
twelve men, in the circuit court of Mc
Lean county on the charge of insanity. 
Hosts of reputable witnesses who had 
known him all their lives, testified to 
the soundness of his mind, but all to 
no purpose. It was proven that he 
believed In Spiritualism. That settled 

'the case. Neither the judge, jury, 
lawyers or witnesses, with a few ex
ceptions, have any acquaintance with 
Spiritualism. They are as ignorant 
on that subject as I am of the Greek 
language.

Expert medical men testified that 
Crumbaugh was Insane on Spiritual
ism because the things he claimed to 
know were impossibilities.

I .would like to see the m?.n who 
has ah intellect sufficiently great to 
enable him' to accurately draw the line 
between the possible and the Impossi
ble. Only g few years ago, if a man 
had said’ that we would see the time 
•when teiegraph inessages would be 
sent without wires across the land and 
the sea, and caught up at a great dis
tance by a receiving instrument, tuned 
in harmony ¡with the transmitting ln-
strument, he would have been pro
nounced insane for the reason that 
such a thing was impossible.

But to-day wireless telegraphy Is an 
accomplished fact, and the wise ex
perts are dumfounded. But they 
again draw a line, and say In effect 
that wireless telegraphy can only ap
ply to this planet, and cannot be ex
tended to the spirit world—that would 
be an Impossibility! And that Is all 
tney knew about It. As a matter of 
fact, the spiritual wireless telgraph 
has been In operation for many years, 
the wisdom of the experts to the con
trary notwithstanding.

I am so sure of this that I have had 
for years a standing offer of ?3,000 for 
duplicates taken In like manner of 
three articles in my possession ob
tained by spirit power—two of them 

' in broad, open daylight. One of them 
is a small piece of lace, the others are 
portraits of friends in spirit life. This 
is a plain business proposition. If 
you think I am crazy, I challenge the 
world to go for my money. It is now 
on deposit in the First National Bank 
of Bloomington, Ill. And now, oh, 
wise ones of earth, either make an ef
fort to capture my premium, or stop 
your cry about crazy Spiritualists!

One other point: The people who 
say that Spiritual phenamena are an 
impossibility, believe that Lot’s wife 
was turned to a pillar of salt for the 
crime of looking back to the home she 
was leaving.

They believe that Jacob while camp
ing by the roadside wrestled nearly 
all night with an angel.

They believe that ‘ a whale swal
lowed Jonah, kept him down tor three 
days, couldn’t digest him, and then 
threw him up alive and well.

They believe that Joshua, a mortal 
man, suspended the laws of the uni
verse, and commanded the sun to 
stand still, and it obeyed him, and 
hasted not to go down for the space 
of about four hours.

May God have mercy on their ig
norant souls. If they do not believe 
these things, then they are Infidels; in 
any event, they are not competent to 
Bit In judgment beyond their’ compre
hension.

Spiritualism does not depend upon 
any man’s will, land, gold, or silver; 
If It is true, it will stand; if false, It 
will go down.

A'man of brains and fairness will in
vestigate a subject before pronounc
ing judgment upon it. Spiritualism 
lias come to stay as long as our spirit 
friends see fit to keep open the gate
way between the two worlds.
! Its mission is to prove beyond a 
doubt the immortality pf the soul, lib
eralize public thought, and knock the 
bottom out of he[L- Its philosophy 
.will, endure through all comjng time

Leroy, Ill. Sr H. WEST. ■

•'Spiritual Fire Ci'ackors, Bible Chest
nuts and Political Pin Points.” By, J.’ 

■ S. Harrington. . A pamphlet containing 
. 79 pagds of racy reading. Price 25 cts. 
. ■ “The Molecular Hypothesis of Na

ture.” By £rof. Wm. M. Lockwood. 
Professor Lockwood is recognized as 
one of the ablest lecturers.on the splr-- 

-‘ itual rostrum. In. this little volume ho 
presents in-succinct form the substance 
of hla lectures on the Molecular Hy
pothesis of- Natpre; and .presents his

•views as demonstrating a sclentiflc ba- 
Bls of Spiritualism. Tho book is com
mended to all who love to study and

¿•think, Price, 25 cents. ,

A MISTAKE OOJAhEOTED/ .

Miss Edwards, Prof. Bishop and Doc- 
. tor Warne—The Professor Tested 

by a Wide-awake Spiritualist.
To the; Editor:—In your issue of 

May 19, you publish a letter from Dr. 
'Warne-;istatldg that he has been in-7 
formed that a woman named Edwards 
and a Prof.- Bishop were in St. Joseph, 
Mo., claiming to’have been ordained 
as ministers by the’National Spiritual
ists Association, and as they do not 
ordain any ministers such'claims must 
be. false, and most of . your readers 
would infer that any other claims of 

.mediumship which those parties may 
make would be fraudulent also. Dr. 
Warne advised all Spiritualists to de
mand to see.their ordination papers.

Since reading that letter I have 
called on Mr. and Mrs. Bishop, and 
they Inform me that they have never 
claimed to be ordained by the National 
Society, neither have they seen or 
heard any such claim made whilst they 
have been In St. Joseph, and I have 
failed to find anyone who has.

I Mrs. Bishop showed me ordination 
papers which she' had received from 
the Progressive Spiritual Society of 
Denver, Colo,, dated Dec. 9, 1904. 
She also showed me a certificate of an 
earlier date from the State Society of 
Nebraska, appointing her a mission
ary for that state. Those papers 
were issued to her as Miss Edwards, 
which was her name before she mar
ried Mr. Bishop, Mr. Bishop is not, 
and never has claimed to be ordained.

The two' are conducting very suc
cessful meetings there, attended by 
large and appreciative audiences. I 
have been interested in this phenom
ena for more than' ten years, and I 
have never attended a meeting more
intelligently conducted, or where the 
lecture, tests, and other phenomena 
were more satisfactorily presented, or 
where the honest investigator could 
get such an insight into the workings 
of fraudulent mediumship which they 
(the Bishops) so unmercifully assail.

I have had a sitting with Mr, Bish
op, and his work as a, slate-writer I 
consider eminently satisfactory. You 

• examine the slates, and see if they are 
clean, ‘ and otherwise all right. He 
then straps them together and covers 
them with a black cloth. He then 
hands you some paper to write your 
questions on, while he remains sev
eral feet away—nearly at the other 
sldespf the room. The, slates remain 
near you and in sight all the time. 
When you have finished writing your 
questions, you put them Into an en
velope which you seal and place upon 
the slate. Mr. Bishop now joins you, 
and along with you, places his hands 
on the cloth which covers the slates. 
In a short time you undo the Blates 
and find not only messages answering 
the questions asked in the sealed en
velope, but also questions you have 
asked mentally. Please remember 
that the slates, except being covered 
with the cloth, have never been out 
of your sight, or handled by anyone.

I don’t pretend to be versed “in all 
the ways that are dark” appertaining 
to fraudulent mediumship, but have 
been a subscriber for ten years to The 
Progressive Thinker, and have during 
that time always been an Interested 
reader of the same, and noted the 
many things you have had to say 
about the' frauds and in addition to 
that I-have-made the-acquaintance of 
a good many- mediums, and have op
portunities for judging as to the gen
uineness of much phenomena, a great 
dea[ of ,which .1 found to be’ fraudu
lent, hence I think I may without un
due egotism - consider myself as ca
pable of forming an Intelligent opin
ion as to whether a medium’s work is 
fraudulent or not, as the majority of 
those' Interested' in this work. I
unhesitatingly endorse Mr. bishop’s 
work as genuine. If It Is not I 
should like some one who thinks he 
knows to show to me and other read
ers of this paper how it is done.

Mr. Editor, you, and I also believe 
। Dr. Warne, are doing valiant service 
in driving the frauds from the ranks 
ot Spiritualism. May you both be 
long spared to continue the good 
work, but in doing so you will have 
to be careful not to allow' yourselves 
to be made the unconscious tools of 
certain jealous individuals who, for 
reasons of their own, resort to those 
methods. Dr. Warne does not say 
how he got his information, but I feel 
sure that he has been mislead, for I 
am confident you both only .want to 
know, the Bishops better In order to 
appreciate their work, and to find that 
you are all striving to attain the 
same end—clean mediumship.

Dr. Warne’s notice may be the 
means of working a permanent Injury 
and injustice to those mediums, which 
I feel neither of you would knowingly 
want to do.

The consistent fairness which has 
always characterized your paper, as
sures me that you will give this letter 
such space as you consider it de-
serves.

St. Joseph. Mo.
THOS FARTHING.

I Lake Pleasant Camp, Mass.
I The thirty-third annual convocation 
will open Sunday, July 29, and con
tinue till Monday, Aug. 27.

The Beethoven Quartette, one of 
the best vocal organizations In Boston, 
will sing-at all services and assist at 
concerts. The speakers and mediums 
are the best to be procured: Hon. A. 
H. Dalley, J. Clegg Wright, Rev. Wil
son Fritch, May S. Pepper, Lizzie Har
low, Albert- P. Blinn, Kate M. Ham, 
Carrie E. S. Twing, Carrie S. Thomas, 
Tillie U. Reynolds—a list secqnd to 
none. Our grounds are open to the 
presentation of all phases of HONEST, 
TRUE MEDIUMSHIP.

About fifty families have . already 
arrived and opened the ■ cottages for 
the summer. ,
.. Circulars of the meetings can be 
procured of the writer.' Cottages, are 
renting rapidly. An effort is being’ 
made by the management to have the 
grounds lighted by electricity during 
the entire months of July and August, 
and donations are being solicited from 
property owners and campers for that 
purpose. - Thfe writer has received a 
number of names of those who are 
ready to help. ’ ’

, ALBERT P. BLINN, Clerk.“
1 8 Grove Place; Norwich, Conn.

Predicted Hour of Death.
‘ Louisville, Ky;, May 15.:—Sunday 
night, May 13, William J. Baisch, .of; 
1224 Twentieth street, predicted that 
at 8. o’clock; p! ni. bn the 14th, he I 
would pass to spirit life. Just as the | 
clock'Struck-8, the-hour and date indt- t 
catedj.Baisch drew his . last, breath. 
Baisch- has been ill several months, 
tut his condition was not such as to 
cause.him or his family alarm. Sun
day he-grew' despondent qnd in .the 
evening told his wife he would die the 
•next day. He made his preparations 
accordingly, but all the while con
tinued at his business, that of a bar
ber.. He ..went- home and died as he 
had predicted.

. “The Jesuits.” By Rev. B. P. 
Austin, A. M., B. D. An excellent 
pamphlet ’

[Advertisement.]

LILY DALE

A Paper that Never Falters, Never Mus^s in Its Effort for the Greatest Good to 
the Cause of Spiritualism, Science, MoiHlity, Higher Thought, and a Better Life. 
Never Lacking for Life and the Qisserhination of Most Important Mind-Food. |

Give Us the Truth, the Whole* Truth, and Nothing hut the Truth
AT LANCASTER, RA.

Mrs. Sadie L. Hand Entertaining 
Spiritualists There With Bec- 

turcs and Seances.

the

The Spiritualists and all advocates 
of liberal thought In this conservative 
orthodox-ridden community, have 
abundant cause for rejoicing in the 
noble work done here by Mrs. Sadie L. 
Hand of Bridgeport, Conn. .This high
ly gifted psychic, richly endowed with 
all that is admirable in true woman
hood, has just left Lancaster, after 
giving a series of .public meetings and 
seances that cannot but bear fruit of 
Incalculable benefit to up, who as indi
viduals, and as a body of Spiritualists, 
are seeking for that pearl of great 
price, the truth according to the gospel 
of Spiritualism,

The spiritual uplift and some un- 
foldment that have come to the writer 
from the words of wisdom that ema
nated from • Mrs, , Hand’s spiritual 
guide, Gertrude, will remain with him 
as long as he has a mind to ponder on ; 
and a heart to cherish these high things 

'of the spirit. Indeed, the angel world 
seemed very tangible and real to us. 
While we sat in Mrs. Hand’s seances, 
we almost felt “the. touch of the van
ished hand, and heard the rustle of 
angel wings,” as tie.spirit messages 
came to us from the happy summer- 
land.

' Mrs. Hand’é sojourn extended over 
two Sundays, May 6 and . 13, She 
spoke through her spirit, guide,- Ger
trude, to large audiences on both 
Sunday evenings, and gave a series of 
threp public seances during, the week.

It is impossible to speak too highly 
of the generous, unselfish work done 
by Mrs. Hand for this young and 
struggling society. She came here
by.sepclal request of, and as a per
sonal favor to our late and highly es
teemed president, George A. Kiehl, 
who passed rom earth to. the higher 
and more abundant life of the spirit 
during her brief stay; and almost the 
last words Brother Kiehl spoke were 
a whispered request from his dying 
lips that she would again come to Lan
caster to help the cause he so dearly 
loved, and, which against^most in
surmountable obstacles, he so bravely 
sought to establish on a firm footing 
in our city.

Bro. Kiehl departed his earthly ten
ement of perishable clay on the night 
of May 13, taking his spirit flight In 
company with his sop] . mate, who 
stood in the shadow of the Valley 
awaiting him. to that home eternal In 
the heavens,, which she had been pre
paring for him thesp seven ; years.- 
y.ears.. With W •eternity-$£*s$ul pro
gression before them', they ■" are now 
roaming the fields Elysian, where the 
flowers. never fade. the hues of the 
rainbow are never .dltamed, the music 
of the spMres is neyer hushed, and 
wnere, looking back upon their earth
ly experiences, they shall see of the
travail of their souls and be satisfied.

The mortal remains of our president 
were interred in the family lot at 
Woodward. Hill Cemetery, on Thurs
day, May 17, the Rev. Sadie L. Hand 
conducting the services and delivering 
- beautifully appropriate addfess.

HERMAN ..C. HOCH.
Lancaster, Pa.

a

A CURIOUS PHENOMENON.

The Healer Saw a Shadowy Form Re
cede From His-Paiiefit’s-Body, and 
Then Be Absorbed by It.
A few years ago I was asked by a 

gentleman in a neighboring town to 
call upon his wife, whom he said had 
been bedridden for several Months, 
and doctoring for'heart trouble.

While questioning her as to her ail
ment and what had been done for her 
relief, I casually placed my hand on 
her head, when she became, as I sup
posed, asleep, remaining so for a few 
minutes.

While she was thus resting, I 
seemed to realize she had been dream
ing, and the dream was pleasant, but 
I did not know what it was about until 
she told me upon my inquiry. I had 
never met the lady before, she and her 
husband being strangers-to me. Her 
condition determined me to decline 
the case, but I was urged to take it, 1 
and for awhile was disappointed in 1 
the result. However, one evening, a 1 
day previous to the time my regular 
treatment, I was impressed to call, 
Which proved advisable.

I was met by the husband, who ex
pressed his gratitude, as his Wife, he 

I said, had suffered all day, and was 
nearly crazy. While treating her she 

1,-became, aqvl supposed, sound asleep, 
and I left without awakening her.

1 The next evening, upon calling, I 
was informed by the husband that five 
minutes after my leaving the previous 
evening, his -wife got off the bed, 
danced, around the room, and shook 
him with strength equal to that of a 
man, after which she returned to the 
bed; resuming her sleep. : . For awhile 
she awakened as helpless as before, 
with no‘knowledge of what she had 
done. . . . •

Realizing she had been entranced,- 
I was desirous she should repeat the 
performance, and was gratified by her 
doing so. .

Now follows, to me, my most Inter
esting observation. Continuing her 
trance after returning to. her bed. I 
was surprised to observe a shadowy 

'form recede from her body, and again 
being absorbed into it.- -This was re
peated several times before sbe finally 
awoke. While active she conversed 
in English with a foreign dialect. '

Upon inquiry I learned that she had 
at times tried to be a medium, or rath
er, practice mediumship for . amuse
ment, and it was .when I: determined 
she had so weakened the attraction of 
her body for its own spirit, that some 
other, spirit could at will use her body 
better than she could, and this spirit
ual condition had been diagnosed and 
treated as “heart disease.”

A lit tle wholesome advlee and con
tinued treatments so strengthened the 
connection between the. spirit and the 
body that she rapidly recovered and. 
is today a well woman. - -Sincerely 
yours for the truth,

ROBERT E. CHERRINGTON. - 
Hyde ?ark. Mass.' '- - ■

psychometric BeMMngM, 25c. and 3c. stamp' 
A Rev. Mary.-L. Lremieu. Gen. Dol, Pittsburg, 
Kaneos,

MRS. J>k. CAIRD. Clairvoyant and Auiomat-
' ie Writing -Medium, will give' readings daily 

at 2Qi Dartmouth Street, "Banner ot Light” Build« 
log, from V to 6.

Mbs. mimic Iimm, Trance Medium, 
1 will give roadings daily ut204 Dartmouth SU 
"25anneroiLlght”Bundliig. : < ..

Picnic Grove to Rent.
Tlia First aermiiuSplrltuallet Society will rent 

Its picnic Grove nt a very moderate price. Ad
dress MRS. M. GAal'ELMAU,762 W. 18U1Bt.,Clll- 

'cayo, Ill.

IfBS. B, M. HITCHOOClL will answer 8 
■ML . questions for 25o. Send own handwriting and 
loch of hair, Full roading, II. Fera Hill, Pierce 
Co., Wash, -

Miss. M. B. Hedrick, Psychic.
i 65 Heririiner St., Brooklyn, N. Y. Private atttInjrB 
; daily. Seuncee. Sunday. Tuesday and- Friday, at 
8p. m. Ladles’ Matinee Wednesday afternoon, 
2:XL- Telephone 2622 J. Bedford. Readings by 
mail, 11.00.

YOUH FÜTUHE FORETOLD
By Oriental-Egyptian Astrology. Send 25 cents 
(silver) for a trial reading- with prospecto of 
ot coining year. Give date of birth, month, year, 
and hour Itknown. Fall reading, with char till. 
Address F. F. NEIT2EL, Box $88, Spokane, Wash.

PSYCHO-MAGNETIC HEALER.
Cures When Others Fail.

J, A. Marvin, Psycho-Magnetic Healer, has lo-I 
cated in Chicago, at No. 88 Ogden ave., halfblk, 
north of Madison st,. The Psycho-Magnetic treat
ment wlll cure where all else has failed. What
ever Tour difficulties, call bn or write him, and 
he will tell you what he can do. Na other can 
boast of greater Bticeese. Psychic diagnosis tree. 
Take Madison et,, or Ogden ave. car. 1

How Is Your Stomach?
Do Not Make a 

Drug Store 
, of Your Stomach. GTWe give Psychic Treatment with just the RT right amountof tberlght medicine, 

WE-MAKECURESI 
Health Is Catching!

When you arc under our care. Bend age, sex and 
lending symptoms, and we' will give you a free 
diagnosis,

Dr. Charles E. Watkins,
HOTEL WESTLAND, 

Boston, Mass, |

DON’T READ THIS
Frances L. Loucks, one ot the greatest Psychic 

wonders Hying that uses tho spiritual X-ray with
out anyleadlngsymptotn to direct, and locate ail 
Internal diseases. * A trial will convince you. 
Nervous exhaustion and lost vigor of both sexes 
successfully treated, as hundreds can testify. 
Send name, age, sex, complexion and 10 cents in 
stamps, and receive a correct diagnosis of your 
case, free, worth dollars to you. Address,

FRANCKS JL. LOUCKS,
M Warren Sk. Atoncham. Mui.

fl LlnnAopfltr Restores Lost Vision,' 
n WvHUul 1UI Write for Illustrated Circular 
CnonF^nfn allowing style» and prices and 
OUuLLdLlui Photo of Spirit Yarina, wbodo* 
veioped this clairvoyant power In mo. I can ad
just my Melted Pebble Lons Spectacle as perfect
ly to your eyes at your own home and send by 
mall, os M you were In my office Thousands will 
tjeetify. D.». POOL®.

JW. Winthrop ave„ Chicago. BL
• B, F. P00LE^Deari81r:~The spectacles you 
sent are perfeck’-iuid UI over wain another pair 
I will surely sppiy to zyau. . With many thanks, 
MUS. M. L. 8OUSHEJ1LAND, Huron. S. Dak.

Those wishing Dr. J. S. Loucks' treatmentcan 
get it by addressing Francis L. Loucks.

TRUMPET^
Dark Seance, 11.50; (2.00 Light Seance. Tho in* 

fallible fibre trumpets: cardinal enamel finish. 
Guaranteed, better than metal. Insulated top and 
bottom HO x 5. Booklet for development, li 
cts., In stamps. Self-developing cabinet; physi
cal combination: battery cabinet; planohettes. 
Bend stamp for circular«
JAS.liBWTOK, <»8 Dorr SC,, Toledo. O

The Hindu Spiritual Magazine
A Monthly Journal on 

Spiritualism and .Occult Science, 
Ab cultivated in India, the land of myeterieB. 

Ebyed Shishin Kumar ¿hose.
Of the well-known Indian dally,

PRFD R FVAMS “amkita bazar patrika,”- GVnliw, AnnualBubscvipUon, Including postage, 13.00.
Fainouadledlum for p. k. GaoSU, Manager,

Slatewritiug, Qlairvoyance, Etc.; m
Since the reccntJcalamUy in San Francisco, may __________ ___________________________ ..
be addressed aa ioliowM; Fred P. Evans, Los Ga
tos, California, Earal2ft Seances or readings by Ohapacinn nr Pn««A«dnn in mail may be obtained by writing to Mr. Brans tor VDSBSSIon or possession in 
partleulara. BTOtCIAU-Mr. Bvuna has a low r>fvslnnmont Whirh ?
copies of his famous' book "Poycliograohy,' on .___ ueveiopnwni Vy J11CJ1 r
hand. This warkiwuQpublished at 12,GO per copy, month over »hundred responded tomy
and is devoted iotho many marvelous slatewrit- special article in The Progressive Thinker, and , 
ing experiments’,'glvenithrough his mediumship, thanked me for my bold, but courageous stand 
Also explains how thaAvrltluff is done, and how for Independent mediumship. But it only voiced 
he' developed his? wonderful power. The book is what thousands feel when they write; “1 want to 
profusely Illustrated. VJ7hllo they last you can unfold consciously and escape the Gtbraltars of 
nave a copy, postpaid»■fnr 11.2ft obsession." You can, and my system never falls

io afford you results ot an extraordinary order. ’ 
A prominent, business mon (name furnished)

a r*. u wrote a day Ogo. after completing tho system, *’IAll V&I) Unfold- UttairVOyanCC» never would have believed that I or any human
t . could have unfolded such clairvoyance as IPsychometry nnd Inspiration I have." Another, a prominent woman in Cal., 

UFThoieboote by J, O. F. Gramblno, tho 8M- fWet811
claliat In occult science, and development ol mo- ,hw^Fal?ure Is ImnosslMe ¿Maua^ evalem 
dlumabtp, teach you how to untold your psychic- boeauso my eyaletn

^pSo cut ihla add out and write me at 
yon_wiBh to go farther and deeper. . - once Mv torniR arc verv crbv indeed. Send
m^^mple^DBtruoUon^ resultfl If you follow atamped addressed envelope for full particulars.

0LA.1RV0YAN0E—OloUi-bouni, prloa tl.M (re- ' J. C. F. GRUMBINE,
duoed from »2.00). It teaches you how to pene- tSneciallBt In Occult Sciences)
trate tho veil of sense and matter, converse with (spectanm tn uccuit sciences),
spirits, read the crystal seo tho future, prophesy *4 Strathmore BonO.Boulevard station, 
attain illumination, and boa Yogis,' “All students Boston,Mas»,
will do welt td study this oxceUcntvolume."—W. ,
j. Colville. "BeBf work on the subject"—Mind, 
"Marvelous—Bpochamalrlng."—Lilian Whiting, ' ... .

SPIRIT WORLD, by Oaffleld, cloth. 76cents. TP>O Mo arhi 
AURABAND COLORS—With exhaustive die- IIIU I IdJUoLU 

Uonary of color meanings. A unique .book tor , • / 
“piYC&'oSBTRY-The0™«! and' only book ^l CalrnDBSS, »posslbllit

TheKinosfjjp ------REALIZATION—How to enter tho Buper-con- » New Thnilirhi
BciouBneas and be a Yogis. Price. 60 cents. Qr AnrPAI |-ncw HlOUgrlL.
. CRYSTALS for crystal-gazing, anew lot at 12.25 Wl wwu *v”uun «j^y ve inter- 
eacn, postage prepaid.;- Send money to • eating and instructive

I c P ODIIP1R1NR i®4 worth more than the price indicates, as anu* oraameptal and valuable addition to jhe libra-
(SpBciallaUn Occult Sciences.) ry. Price. 80 cents each.

IBA StrathmoW'Boad, Boulevard Sta.. 
Boston« Mas<» 

, «aft

* Two dainty white gift 
books by Wm. George' 

treating of &- 
dividual problems and 

•possibllitieslnthe

Self Contradictions of the Bibfe.
Ona hundred and forty-four propositions, tho- 

ologlcal, moral, historical and speculative; each 
' proved affirmatively and negatlvelybyquota- 

Mons from Scripture, without comment Price, 

AN ASTONISHING OFFER
Send three two-cent stamps, lock of n lVInOltnLY WUrxt\. 

hair, age, name and the leading symp- Continuity Of Life a Cosmic Truth 
tom, and your disease will bo diagnosed By Prof. W. M. Lookwood. ' 
irop hv «nlrit mwar . A masterly presentation of an Important sub-iree oy spirit, power. feet. A powerful argument along now and sclen-

ft- IiamLa« UUcUnes, establlehlng on a aclcntldo basisiho
MfO lir '• linnQnil'^flMrB mF fret ot the continuity of personal Individual con- 
lit I UI Uli UUUOUII UUlnVli sulous selfhood after laying aside the physical 

’ body. A book ot rare value. With seveffl 
230 North Sixth St. fine illustrations. Cloth. 11.00.

San^Jose, Call -------::------------------------

[Advertisement.] 
DON’T BKJHUJIBUGGED.

ThelnfiMItu of Eccfe&iasticism, 
A Menace to American Civilization. By Prof. 
W. M. Lockwood. A trenchant and masterly 
treatise. Price. 25 cents.

The DeveFoDment of the Spirit
„ v JUteAr Transition. By tho late M. Faraday. TheIt Is Extremely ^Important Xhat You origin of religions, and their influence upon the 

Distinguish Error From Truth, 'ge^dfivolopment of the human race. Price, 
the Falsa From the Genuine.  *

i . .Don’t be humbugged by fake me- Aryan San Myths, the Origin 
alums;-and put not your trust in fairy r of Religion.
tales spun by "oltfe-tlmers” about their ^BiSarah E.Titcomb, wirhan IntroducUon 

l-“wonderfuLworM'. Cheese cloth and ”01
luminous paint ane cheap and bring in . _____ ___________ * ______ '
easy dollarsffroni ceuntless ■ dupes. ■ “
“Mysteries Of. thaSeance,!’ written by rm,, „p a »tory ot th»
an old Spiritualist} who has “been tIIR HfllMllCB 01 jUilB
thrnuch- thelmiUl" tells It nit___h™ *luiuulluu U1 ot “Tho Naza-tnrougtt WP-JIUM.- _ieips it att—how rtno” and of Msjwoplo. Given Through th» 
the fake wphk has been and Is done, maHumehip ot mks.m-T. longley, to iraa 
to this day.h Materialization, slate- Fuller, and by him dedicated to humanity, it 
writing truwet,work spirit painting, SSiS
type-wntlngcdarBKBlrcle work-—every- to interesting reading. Price, cloth, 50 coats, 
thing iBexptalnedlaand no one-need be
fooled It thgw haw ordinary common ~ : ~
sense and aecopyzof the book, it is UnPlIliC! 9* <tlK1 u*6 Beyond and Within.' being sold tarnoma places at 50 cents rUBS
and one dollar. &®ly price is always noverdio.” ad excellent selection. Edited and 
25-cents, pe^tpalfe $1 for six copies, compiled by Giles B» Stebbins. Cloth, si. , 
Address EDLLUNT, Station A, Boston, 
Mass.
_ ____________________________ _  The Nemesis of > Thlns 

“The AttaHumenitof Womanly Beau- Chautauqua Lake by tho well-
ty of Form and Features. . The Cultlva- ~w - ■ ■■ •. ~ i ,
tion-of Personal Beauty, Based on Hy- 
glene and Health ¿Culture. By twenty HON. A., B» RTCHM.ONU, 
physicians and specialists. Edited by SbouM bo to too hands ot every Spiritualist ta 

rrnmor ” cnnMoi tbo land, • It is based on a Ulstorfosl ftct. butAlbert Turner. ,.Cl special interest through the narallvo is Woven a psychic fine iff 
and value. PrleffiSl. thought in the stylo co natuiat to ihoarcat

.‘‘Science andHhe Future-Life." Rv criminal lawyer that one can iet I Mo author’s
James H. Hystop, is onAof the most, 
valuable acquisition to the- literature 
of*"Modern Spiritualism :that has . ap- ......
peared of late years. It'is scientific in An Infamous a pamphlet ot st pages, com- 
its method, profound'in Its logic, and HnnimirAnv 51164 and published‘by tHo 
above all sympathetic-to the truth jato Bow j. G. whito, author
whatever it may be and Wherever It of nmnemus antl-CaUiollo works. It contains 
mav be found * Price cloth Al 50 in' dlncloaurta relative to a villainous plot to otor- ronte>stege extta. ’ ' J ’ 1 throwowfieerovenuneht Price,u-etau
. •‘Splritúaf songs fW tte Use of CIw . tnuiu, A Lecter. Deliverer to UOm 
tìe», Campmeettags and Other Splrltu- Wvl HyUmru, on
^st By Mattie ft Hull.
gytolO roots.-? ; dt¿ubacm¿itoiIHa^aíTá

The Program for the Com
ing Season.

JULY LECTURES 2:80 P. M.
18—Mrs, A. J. Pettenglll, Opening 

Address,
14—J. Clegg Wright.
15—Dr. Geo. B, Warne, Aspiration.

i 16—Conference.
17—Dr. Geo. B. Warne, Telepathy.

■ 18—Dr. 8. L. Krebs, Marvels and 
Mysteries of Mind. .

! 19—Dr. Geo. B. Warne, The Victors 
Vanquished.

20—Dr. 8. L. Krebs, Wonders of 
the World Within. .

21—Dr. Warne and Carrie E. 8, 
Twing. National Spiritualists Associ
ation Day.

2.2.—Mrs, R. S; Lillie.
23—Conference.
24—J. Clegg Wright. ■
25—Prof. 8. P. Leland, Ph. D. L. L.

D., World Making. ‘
26—Wilson Fritch. Spiritualism

Metaphysically. ‘
27—-Prof, S. P. Leland, Ph. D. L. L.

D., The World We Live On. •
28—WilsonFritch, Self-Realization.
29—Rev. Frederick A. Wiggin.
30—Conference,
81-—Rev. Frederick A. Wiggin.
AUGUST LECTURES 2:80 P. M.

. 1—Rev. C. L. Herald. Ph. D.. Life 
on a Man-o’-War. "

2—Rev. Frederick A. Wiggin.
3—Rev. Chas, Laying Herald, Ph.

D., That Man.
4—Rev. Thos P. Byrnes, Nature’s 

Masterpiece.
5—J. Clegg Wright.
6—Conference.
7—Miss Susie C. Clark.
8—Mrs. Annette J. Pettenglll.
9—Miss Susie C. Clark.
10—Mrs. Annette J. Pettenglll.
11—Miss Susie C. Clark.
12—Mrs. Helen L. P. Russegue.
13—-Conference.
14—Mrs. Helen L. P. Russegue,
15—Miss Marie C. Brehm, Woman’s 

Day.
16—Marie C. Brehm, The Little 

Swiss Republic.
17—Mrs-Helen M. Gougar, Munici

pal Ownership.
18—Marie C. Brehm, Temperance 

Day.
19—Marie C. Brehm and Helen M. 

Gougar, Peace Day.
20—Conference.
21—Hon Noah Webster Cooper, 

Back to Eden.
22—Oscar A. Edgerly.
23—Hon. N. W. Cooper, Human 

Honey Bees 1
24—Oscar A. Edgerly.
25—Mrs. R. 8. Lillie.
26—Oscar A. Edgerly.
27—Conference.
28—Mrs. R. 8. Lillie.
29—Mrs. Cora L. V. Richmond.
30—H. W. Richmond, Carrie E. 8. 

Twing, New York State Spiritualist 
Association Day.

31—Rev. Cora L. V. Richmond.
SEPTEMBER LECTURES 2:30 P. M.
1—Carrie E. S. Twing, Lyman C., 
Howe, Pioneer Day.

2—Rev. Cora L. V. Richmond, 
Closing.
SPECIAL CLASSES AT 10:30 A. M. i 

July* 13 to August 5—J. Clegg
Wright. !

August 28 to September 2-—Rev. I 
Cora L. V. Richmond.
SPECIAL EVENING ENTERTAIN

MENTS.
July 20-22—Frank Caldwell, 2,000 

.Miles on the Yukon River. Stereoptl- 
con views.

July 24—Wilson Fritch, Reading, 
UlyssDs

July 26. 27—Prof. B. Patty, 
Demonstration with Radium, Liquid 
Air and Wireless Telegraphy.

July 31, August 3—Frances Carter, 
Shakspearean Readings. '

August 6—Ladies. Schubert Quar
tette, Concert.

August 7-9—A. T Kempton, Hia
watha and Evangeline, Illustrated.

August 12-23—Miss Alice Ethel 
Bennett, Book Recitals.

August 14-16—Prof. E. B. Swift, 
Microscopic and Telescope Entertain
ment.

' ■August 19—Ladles Schubert Quar
tette, Concert.

August 28—The Lilies, Entertain
ment.

Among the mediums engaged are 
/Mrs. A. J. Pettenglll, Oscar Edgerly, 
F. A. Wiggins and Dr. W. O. Knowles.

Forest Temple meetings daily at 
9:30 a. m., 4 and 6:30 p. tn. Mrs. D. 
Devereaux, leader.

German meetings every Sunday, 
Tuesday and Friday at 4 p. m.. In Li
brary Hall. Mrs. Eliza Stumpf, 
leader.

Children’s Lyceum daily, except 
Sunday at 9:30 a. m. Demonstrations 
of Unseen Forces dally at 7 p. m., in 
Library Hall.

Band Concerts dally at 9:30 a. m , 
1:30 and 7 p. m.

Progressive Euchre every Monday 
evening in the Auditorium.

Dance every Wednesday and Satur
day evening in the Auditorium.

Sociable every Thursday evening in 
the Auditorium. I

The Ladies Schubert Quartette of 
Boston, has been engaged from July 
29, and the Northwestern Orchestraci 
Meadville, Pa., for the entire season.

We are preparing a great feast for 
you, with an Interesting and varied 
program, low transportation and good 
hotel abcommodations at moderate 
prices.

Arrange to spend your vacation at 
Lily Dale, Invite your friends and 
come prepared to receive great spirit
ual knowledge and upliftment.

For further information, programs, 
etc.fáUdress

LAURA G. FIXEN, 
’ - General Maiiager

1047 Carmen Avenue, Chicago.

OCEAN1DES.
Oceandles is a psychical narrative-by 

Carlyle Petersilea, author of The Dis
covered Country.- This book deals 
with the question of soul mates, or of- 
the completed ego. It. is Intensely in
teresting. Price,, paper cover, 50 cts.

‘‘The Kingship of SeU-Control.” By. 
. Wm; ‘.George Jordan. It treats of the 
crimes of the tongue, the Red Tape du-' 

■ ty, the supreme charity of the world, • 
the revelation of' reserve power, etc. 
Price, 30 cents. . .

“The Romance of Jude. A Story of 
nthe-Life and Times of the Nazarene. 
l and His People.”. Through the.medi-. 
umship of Mrs. M. T. Longley. An in
tensely Interesting book. . Neatly bound 
In clotli’and gilt. Only 50 cents.

ßtömag®,«^ Frinito,.gaper, 25 cents,

■ ‘It 'mop-.'eopd •lobfqns tuujioduii 
-Xjdeap b no ‘jenujq? iBm3a[/3a0flB u ;c> 
VOM -eqj, -pooAv>ioo7 'tUAl 
„'Uftwj, oirjEoo n eiyr jo X)inupuoo„> 

’-Mediumship ana Its Development, 
and How to Mesmerize to Assist Devel-. 
opmen t." By W. H. Bach. - Especially 
useful. to learners who seek to know 
and utilize the laws, of. mediumship, and 
development, and. avoid errors. Price, 
naner. 25 ronta. ■ v -. ■ ■ • ■

UST OF CAMP-MEETINGS?

X«.

Send in Your Dates nnd Name of Sec> 
rotary at Once.

may ze, IBW.’

' Interest in the various Spiritualist 
camp-meetings has commenced, and ■ 
secretaries of the same should report1 
at once to this office, so that proper 

| announcement as to dates and officers . 
can be mtide. . 1

Onset Camp, I
Onset camp commences Its thirtieth ! 

annual meeting, July 22, and closes [ 
■August 26‘. For full programs ad- ■ 
dress the secretary, Onset, Mass. , |

Lake Brady, Ohio. ' .
The fifteenth annual session of this 

camp will commence July 1 and end ‘ 
Sept. 2. For full particulars address 
A. G. Keck, Akron, Ohio. J

City of Light Assembly. ' i 
The season opens at Lily Dale, N. I

Y., July. 13, and closes September 3, 
For program address Laura G. Flxen, 
General Manager. ’

i Ocean Grove Camp.
This camp is located at Harwich, 

Mass;, and opens July 8 and closes ' July 22, 1906. For programs and In
formation, write Mrs. Mary B. Small, 
South Harwich, Mass-

Lake Pleasant, Mass.
Lak® Pleasant Camp opens July 29, 

and closes Aug, 27. For full pro
grams address Albert P. Blinn, 8 
Grove Place, Norwich, Ct.

Mt. Pleasant Park, Clinton, .....
The twenty-fourth annual camp

meeting at Mt. Pleasant Park, opens 
July 3o and closes August 27th. Pro
grams and informatlnn given to all 
who write to Mrs. M, B. Anderson, 
secretary, Clarkesville. Mo.

Chesterfield Camp. '
Begins July 15 and ends August 27. 

Mrs. Lydia Jessup, secretary, Ander
son, Ind.

I Sunapee Lake Camp, N. H. | 
I Sunapee Lake Spiritualist Camp ‘ 
commences July 30 and closes August j 
27. Address Thomas Burpee, Sutton, | I N. H., or the secretary, Lorenza Wor- | 
then, Hillsboro, Br„ N. H.

Visksbwrg Camp. ' !
Vicksburg camp, Mich., opens July | 

i 30 and closes August 20. For full i 
particulars address Mrs. Jeannette 1 
Fraser, Vicksburg, Mich. ।

New Era OampMeeting.
The New Era Camp-meeting begins j 

July 9, and continues over four Sun
days. Address Rev. G. C. Love, pres- ■ 
ident, 354 College street, Tacoma, । 
Wash.

Edgewood Camp, Wash. ' 
Commences July 30 and ends Au- । 

gust 20. For full particulars address ' 
George B. Knowlton, Tacoma, Wash, i

Central Ohio Camp. ।
This camp opens Sunday, Juno «4, ;

and closes Sunday, June 25, at Bue- I 
lah Park, eight miles southwest ot I 
Columbus. For particulars address I 
the secretary, 55 McDowell street, Co- | 
lumbus, Ohio.

!1 Grand Ledge Camp, Mich. I 
The Grand Ledge Spiritualist Camp- I 

meeting opens July 21, and closes Au-1 
gust 21, With Mr. Oscar A. Edgerly as j 
presiding chairman. For full par-' 
tlculars address J. W. Ewing or W. R. I 
Divine of Grand Ledge, .Mich.

The Ashley, Ohio, Camp.
This camp opens August 6 and clos- ! 

es August 27. For further partlcu-' 
lars address Will Randolph, secretary, 
Ashley, Ohio.

Winfield (Kansas) Camp.
The Winfield Camp Association will I hold its thirteenth annual camp-meet

ing, commencing July 15, arid ending 
July 25. Address Mrs. Maud K. Gates, . 
807 North Manning street, Winfield, 
Kans., tor programs. 1

Unity Cams, Mass. ' 1I Opens on Sunday, June 4 and con- ' 
I tlnues every Sunday until the last of 

September.
Los Angelos Camp, Cal.

To be held at Mineral Park, com
mencing June 25 and ending July 25, 
Mrs. Nettie Howell Is in charge.

Verona Park Camp.
The Verona Park camp-meeting, 

Me., will open Aug. 13 and close Aug. 
27. A. F. Smith, president, Bangor, 
Me.; F. W. Smith, secretary, Rock
land, Me.

Mantua Camp, Ohio.
This camp, located at Mantua Sta

tion, Ohio, .will open July 9, and con
tinue to August 27. For further par
ticulars, address F. H. Sherwood, sec-I retary, Mantua Station, Ohio.
' Camp Progress.I Camp Progress, Moreland Park 

i Grove, «Upper Swampscott, Mass., , 
1 opens Sunday, June 4, 1906.

Forest Morne Camp, Micb.
Forest Home Spiritualist camp- . 

meeting begins July 30, and closes 
August 20. For full particulars ad
dress the secretary, Mrs. Ruth East- ' 
man, P. O. Box 69, Mancelona, Mich. <

. Island Lake Camp-
Island Lake Camp, Mich., opens 

Sunday, July 23, extending until Aug. ; 
28. For programs of Information, ’ 
write or call on the secretary, H. R. La ' 
Grange, 185 E. Montcalm street, De
troit, Mich.

Niantic Comp, Conn.
The Connecticut Spiritualist Camp- , 

meeting Association, at Niantic Camp 
Ground, Niantic, Conn.; season of 
1906 commences June 12 and con- ’ 
tlnues until September 11. For full 
particulars address George Hatch, 
South Windham, Conn.

Wonewoc Cump-Meeting.
The Western Wisconsin Camp Asso

ciation holds ite annual camp-meeting 
in Unity Park, Wonewoc, Wls.. Aug. 
5 to 27 Inclusive. For particulars 
and programs write M. M. Bllsh, sec
retary, Wonewoc, Wls.

Harmony Grove Camp.
Harmony Grove Camp-meeting As

sociation will hold Its annual camp, 
Aug. 6 to 20. This camp is located 
three and one-half miles from Escon
dido, Cal. For further particulars In 
regard to the camp,.address T. J. Mc- 
Feron, secretary, 528 Fir street, San 
Diego, Cal.

I Ottawa Camp.
Spiritualist Camp-meeting ■ Associa

tion, Foreset Park, Ottawa, Kansas, 
September 15 to -25 inclusive. Write 
■tor programs, H. W. Henderson, pres
ident, .Lawrence, Kans. ; Jacob. Hey, 
sec/etary, Overbrook, Kans.

Franklin Camp, -Neb. ’
The 'Franklin Spiritualist Camp- 

meeting Association will hold its elev
enth annual camp-meeting commenc- - 
ing September 1, and closing .Septem
ber *17." D. L. Haines, secretary, 
Franklin, Neb. . ,. . -1

Haslett, Park, Mich. ’I
The twenty-fourth annual assembly I 

of Spiritualists at Haslett Park, Mich., 
coinmences Aug. 6, and ebntinues ta >: 
•September'.8. For programs address 
E: F. Spross, Okemos, or D. R. Jessop, 
Williamston. : . ; i ;

! j Sunanco Lake Camp,, 'i 
'This camp-meeïlng at Blodgett’«.

Landing, N> H.; commences July. 
an&closes August 27. •"-J
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ELEVATE THE MORAL FORCES.

DEATH FORETOLD IN SERMON.

M. A. CONGDON.per.
Hood River. Oregon.

DEATHBED VISION IS REAL.

falls. —Kennedy.

hip where she burned herself playing. .. v m V« *• •■“is 1 W» U 9*9 VAIVI ■ * a tl

with miches. She dlUnbed up on the the ros^—Channlng.

son." 
Barb.

her- 
17- 

saw

Í
■»?

Preacher’s Prediction, Which Moves 
Congregation, Proves True With

in Twenty-four Hours.

£

■ ■ Just a few hours before she 
self died' Miss Lulu Kendali, a

Thompson vs. Thompson. 21 
(N. Y.) 112, Decided, 1855.

"The’ question of sanity is one

Every Medium Ought to- Raise the 
Standard .of Their Work.

He is not worthy of the honeycomb 
that shuns the hive because the bees 
have stings.—Shakspeare. '

Vigorous Facts for Spiritualists to 
Consider.

»7 . —LongfelTow.
Preceptis instruction wrlttèndn tbo 

sand, tho ltidc flows over it,. and the 
record fagone. Examplq>ls graven on

Wisdom is the door to freedom, and 
self-knowledge is the throne .upon 
which freefiasn dwells.—Franz Hart-; 
¿ran. ■■■■'■■■' ■

There’s a brave fellow! there’s a man 
• of pluck! . '

A man who’s not afraid to say his say, 
Though a whole town’s against him.

E

Girl Sebs Father -Injured and Begs 
Help Be Sent Him*. ,

year-old girt of Keystone, S. D„ 
as-in a vision her father, S. R. Ken-

gPI^ITUALIgM—Progress, U^ersal Lawlot Faterà -

Spiritualist paper. | Ije >fagfe^ite ®binhf Gbe Original
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Spiritualistic phenomena are prob
ably as old as mankind itself.

From time to time it has been sup
pressed by -the authorities, which 
probably represented the will of the 
majority of the intelligent people at 
that time. If it were not for an intel
ligent Spiritualist press', I am inclined 
to think that the same suppression 
would again come about. Fakers, 
charlatans, bogus • healers, fortune
tellers, etc., are about as rank to-day, 
perhaps, as they ever were, and are 
keeping up the disgrace that has hung 
like,a black cloud for ages to this 
beautiful cause, and unless this will be 
thrown off and suppressed, and. the 
better encouraged, I am inclined to 
think thé authorities will -sooner or 
later be compelled to take notice of 
it.

, That the ancient Jews forbid it with 
severe penalty. Is history that has 
done the cause a great deal of harm 
by furnishing the narrow-minded, big- 

) ofed churchman ammunition that has 
availed him much. Do you not think 
there was plenty of cause for so con-' 
demning it? Do you not think, the 
same fauses are in effect to-day? I 
dare say they are. The very fight 
the editor oLThe Progressive Thinker 
is waging against frauds, tells me that 
the same conditions prevail to-day as 
in former times, only perhaps .slightly 
modified.

. Thé greatest good that the cause of 
Spiritualism has yet received, has been 
through the important work of the 
London Society of Psychical Research, 
and the man who was really the insti
gator of the formation for this .society -, 

-has done «Bore for Spiritualism by do
ing his best to learn' the truth, than 
anyone else that I know. In Kisjid; 

' dyess as. president of the society, in 
1894, he saysi

"Possibly historical research among 
thé .most ancient records may give us 
fragments of ■ unsuspected informa
tion; for it is very probable .that many, 

, if mot all, of the psychical phenomena 
1 ” we are now investigating, were known 

and the knowledge jealously guarded 
in ages long past. The ¿very high civ
ilization which is now known to have 

’’ existed thousands of years B. C., in 
, the earliest Egyptian dynasties, makes 

it almost inconceivable to imagine 
that subjects of such transcendent in- 

. terest to mankind were not then, part 
of the learning of the few, part of the 
‘wisdom of. Egypt.’ The seizure of 
this knowledge by the priestly caste 

x and Its retention to themselves with 
.. penalties to all intruders, was the, nat

ural sequence of the-lower-civilization 
that followed. i Thus psychical phe- 
nomena became veiled in mystery, 

/■■ arid- ultimately degraded to a . mis- 
chlpvous, superstition. Mystic rites 
were adddd to impress the mutltitude.

■ Finally domination, augury and necro- 
1 . mancy becamer methods of wielding,a 

■ mysterious. power held by few. But 
; 1 euch practlées wearied the people’s- in- 

teilect.-destrbyed their enterprises and 
distorted their conscience. The in
dustries and politics of the people be- 
catae, paralyzed, by giving heed to an 

' oracle; or to gibbering- splrits rather 
than to- reason and strenuous endeav- 

, or; The.,Hebrew prophets, themtates- 
me'n of-their day, saw this clearly and 
had the courage to denounce such 

_prjictices in /unmistakable terms, warn- 
'the people that by using these, things 

, as an infallible guide or as a religion, 
they were being misled, and reason 
was being-dethroned from her seat, 
and so the burden of their speech was, 

z ‘Thy spells, and enchantments which 
thou hast wearied thyself with, have 
led thee astray. ’”

People who use this beautiful gift 
entirely for their own personal,ends 
should be severely condemned.

The All Wise Infinite Intelligence 
who created us, also made it an estab
lished law that we must do a certain 
amount’of physical work to keep our 
bodies In repair, and therefore each 
one "should earn his bread by the 
sweat of his. brow.” Encourage the 
good in the Spiritualistic. cause qnd 
vigorously discourage the wrong and 
degrading element in it.

D. 3. HAGER, M. D. 
Chicago, Ill.

London, Eng.—"I have criticised 
adversely some., who have said they 
have seen visions. I will not do so 
again. I retract those censorious 
words.” ’

So spake the Rev. Meredith -Morris 
from the pulpit of Garth church, Maes- 
teg. South Wales.

“We have had our Easter commun
ion, and there were absentees. There 
were some who told me they would 
come, but I looked Into their. eyes and 
saw that they did not mean what they 
said. They did not come, and I af
terwards saw some of them—seven of 
them—gambling under a tree.

“Now, I have a message, and it is 
to all young men and to all others in 
this church. I have seen in a vision 
seven young men. and one of these 
seven will be called to his reckoning 
by his Maker, and that shortly."

,The preacher paused and was'con
vulsed with sobs. A wave of strong 
emotion passed, over the congrega
tion. . ' .

It was on Sunday that the sermon 
-jwas delivered. ' Strange to asy, on 

Monday .one of the young -men to 
whom the minister referred was 
killed in a colliery. ,, 

dall, meet with an accident which 
may result fatally and begged pite
ously that help .be sent to him. .

The young Jady died a few hours 
after she saw the vision, still protest
ing stojjtly that her father was hurt 
and begging piteously that some one 
be sent to succor him. The day after 
her desth It came to light that her 
father had met with an accident pre- 
cisely where and how she had seen it 
iq her vision.

The HON, CHARLES R. SCHIRM of 
Baltimore, Md., is entitled to the 
gratitude' of every Spiritualist in the 
land for Ids compilation of facts in 
reference to wills. He is an able law
yer, and jp-doing great service to the 
Causé of Truth by the arduous labor 
he has undertaken to place SPIRIT
UALISM AND THE LAW prominently 
before the world. In behalf of our 
numerous ' readers, we thank, most 
cordially, Mr. Scldrm.

Number Three. .
This paper is prepared after the 

fashion of a-lawyer’s brief and is al
most entirely made up of short ex
tracts of court décisions. -In my sec
ond paper I treated the Keeler case 
at. some length, but it Is unnecessary 
for- the purpose for which these pa
pers were designed to dwell upon the 
details of each case.

The expression, or something like 
it, is frequently made by thoughtless 
and uninformed persons, “that Spirit
ualists are crazy,” but a considera
tion- of the opinions of men learned in 
the law. Is here shown to be at vari
ance with the curbstone^ and barber
shop law which is dealt out gratis by 
people whose prejudice far exceeds 
their prudence and' breeding, while 
their opinibns are those .which have 
been funheled Into them by the tire
less devotees of the old thought, mis
interpreted. ; - .
' Cases.

1. In the. Chafin Will Case, the 
èoùrt refused té set aside the will, al
though the testator had faith in the 
statements of professed clairvoyants 
and spiritual mediums and believed in 
dreams, ’ This is a vqry interesting 
ca.se and discloses a character . some
what similar to that of Morris Keeler, 
referred to in hjy.last paper. -The tes
tator had-a strong belief'in all the 
things - pertaining to f Splt-lttiallsm,' 
and even went on long trips foxhunt 
for gold pnder the direction of pro
fessed médiums;, and yet he was an 
Excellent business man. positive in his 
opinions, tolerant of other people’s 
opinions, not very generous, somewhat 
suspicious, b.ut. withal hïs honesty and 
integrity were unbending. 32 Wis. 
560, Decided, 1873.

2. “Evidence was • .Introduced,” 
says the court, in the next case below 
cited, "that' the-testator was-a Spirit
ualist, and entertained, many, if .. not 
all, of 'thé yléws peculiar to that 
sect. ' We séé .'no other .évidence of -in
sanity, , Spihtualisin, so tar as, we are 
awarei Kas'never been held to. .be in- 
sadity.” 'Otto' vs. Doty, 61 Iowa, 23, 
Deeded April," 1883.’ , :

3. Where the testator before his 
death was perfectly compétent to, and 
did, transact , business to a very large 
èiteht'for himself and.as trustee for 
Others, and "as^a director of several 
iriCQrpoi'ated institutions, his will 
ivds held valid',', notwithstanding he 
exhibited many. eccentricities, ' and I 
claimed to be moré or less influenced 
by spiritual manifestations/ In this 
casé the court said,' “His peculiarities 
of 'opinions never disturbed his rea-, 

of the direct issues upon trfol,, ahd .it 
is a'fact to be determined and decided 
by the jury upon all’ the circum
stances and proof in the case. The 
court cannot say, .as matter of law, 
that a’person is insane because .he 
holds the belief that he can commu
nicate with spirits and can be and is 
advised, and directed by, them, in his 
business transactions, and in the-dis
posal of his*property. * * Other cir
cumstances and facts are to be looked 
to in connection with them before a 
satisfactory conclusion can be 
reached in regard to the soundness of 
the mind which entertains them.” 
Brown vs. Ward, *53 Md., 376, De
cided, March, 1880.

■ To be equal to the best, we need to 
do, all in our power. to elevate the 
moral forces, thus holding ourselves 
to the plane of those who are able to 
do good work through us and' by us. 
Moral advancement, the culture of the 
noblest traits of human character is 
the one thing that will lift our beauti
ful scientific philosophy to the realms 
of power in every line of demonstra
tion, and maintain It there. : The day 
demands the explanation and the man
ifestation of the truths of life, and 
the guardians of the doorways must 
be clean-hearted and clean-handed.

Our spirit scientists are doing a 
great work among themselves in prep
aration for that which is contem
plated for the earth plane in the not 
distant future, so every medium ought 
to be looking to raising the standard 
of their work, because by so doing 
they will hasten the day, and there is 
no better^way than to seek to enlarge 
the moral-perceptions, toning up thus 
both intellect and power to demon
strate. Betterment, ■ betterment on 
moral lines, must be our shibboleth if 
we want to. see the great cause pros-

LONG LIFE.

Count not thy life by calendars; “for 
years

Shall pass,thee by unheeded, whilst am
* hour—

Some little fleeting hour, too quickly 
past—

May stamp Itself so deeply on thy 
brain,

Thy latest years shall live upon its
• Joy,

His life is longest, not whose boneless 
gums,

Sunk eyes, wan cheeks, and snowy-
• white hairs bespeak

Life’s limits; no! but he .whose mem
ory

•Is thickest set with those delicious
» scenes
'Tis sweet to ponder o’er when even

5. "Evidence as to one’s religious 1 
belief or opinions regarding the exist
ence of rewards and punishments In a 
future state, is not admissible to 
prove insanity.” 16 Amer, & Eng. 
Ency. of Law, (2nd ed.) 611, and 
cases cited.

6. In the matter of the contested 
will of Helen C. Bush, 35 Mise, (N. 
Y.) 688, 696. the court said:

“The truthtor falsity of a religious 
belief is beyond the scope of a judicial 
inquiry. * * * Thus the court has often 
been asked to pass on’ the -falsity, of 
Spiritualism,' arid to hold' thpt.a Xol- 
lower of this faith; which, like Chris
tian Science. 1b -contrary • to' the con
victions of most men, was of necessity 
laboring under an insane' .delusion; 
but it has uniformely!refu‘te<fasff to de
clare or hold,” '■:.

’ 7. Matters of faith are riot the sub
ject of .investigation by a civil epurt. 
Writson vs. Jones, 13 Wallace,!679,

8. The High Chancery of ' New 
Jersey, composed of the .. .Chancellor 
and three- Vice-Chancellors,, -in . ■: the 
case of Middleditch vs. Wljliams, 45 
N. J., Eq. 726, saldt . .r ? .

“The testator .was a. 'bellevpf «in 
Spiritualism; that Is, he believed that 
the spirits of the dead .can communi- 
catewlth the living through, the 
agency of persons called mediums,; 
who possessed qualities and gifts' not 
possessed by mankind In general, * * 
(p. 585). The testator’s belief- was 
not a morbid fancy, rising-spontane
ously in his mind, but. a conviction by 
evidence. • * * Belief in Spiritualism 
is pot insanity, nor an insane delu
sion,” - '

! It will be observed that In this case, 
an attemnt was made to give a partial 
definition of Spiritualism; '

9. .We now turn to-a case.which is 
one of the earliest involving Spirit
ualism. '.It will be observed in the 
closing sentence of thé. court, herein 
qüôted, that the-tésiaior/Mr. Mèekér, 
like, Keeler in 20.N., Y., and "Chafin in ■ 
30. Wis.; was a man with, excellent 
business ability anil not easily dupeff 
in financial transactions.

Says the court: “Many a man has 
some hobby, and may ride it very 
much to the annoyance of others, and 
yet be., perfectly capable of managing 
his own affairs; and disposing of his 
property by déèd ,qr will., Hè-m'aÿ 
believe in Spiritualism,/the. book ttf 
Mormon, Fourierism, or :any other of 
the absurdities ,'of the. day which' in
fest’the brains of fanatics? He may 
talk-very much like a’ fool, as you or I 
may think, on these subjects, and un
duly magnify their Importance. ;, He 
may profess ah absurd fondness for 
music, and play the Pandean pipes, 
behave like a fool occasionally; may 
tell his dreams and call. them. Visions, 
find may believe,'in them; he may bé 
addicted to telling' Ues ab'bilt his,'will';, 
yet, gentlemen, we could not on thèse 
accounts pronounce him unfit tb man
age. his affairs, or disposé of his prop- 
értÿ in his life time; and could, not 
avoid his deeds, nor condémn hlm.tô- 
a lunatic hospital, as a fit tenant for 
such an Institution- So all’that, is 
proved makes it no reason for regard
ing him as not of disposing mind ând 
memory, and to set aside his Will.'/’.

"He' appears to have been shrewd 
enough not to lend his money or. sell 
his property on doubtful security,'not
withstanding the arts of Hoyt to pre
vail upon him to do so.” Turner vs. 
Hand, 2 Wallace Jr.,. 122, Decided 
October, 1855. /,'

The reference by the court to Spir
itualism as an absurdity of the . /day 
which infests the brains of fanatics,' is 
one that should not have been made; 
but, in the later cases, the courts 
seem to have avoidéd such offensive 
characterizations. And evèn here an 
attempt seems to have been made to 
soften the • harshness by -thé phrase, 
"as you or I may think on thebe sub
jects.” '- ‘

(To be continued.) '

Rev. d. C. Love and His Work;
To the Editor:—I am again serving 

thé Occhlt Band-of Harmany in-Taco
ma, .Washington.. This iiûçÿ second 
call'to this society, of forir/.Sundays 
each. ' On my return home, I will be 
in Portland only. a few days, going 
from Portland to New Era'.to get the 
camp in readiness,. for ..the- coming 
meeting in’July. . ■ ,

I am all enthusiasm for a grand, 
good work In the cause of truth, and 
with our N. S. A. president^ Harrison 
D. Barrett, with his logic and earnest 
delivery, we will cer.tàiniÿ have our 
philosophy well presented. We will 
also have good mediums present to 
prove the presence- of "our'departed; 
but living friends. Everybody who 
feels an interest in our camp and its 
success is invited to comedo its meet
ings this year, if possible, and-show by 
your presence the earnestness of your 
desire for its success. The board of 
officers can arrange for good talent for 
the meetings, but the size of the con
gregations depends wholly on the 
people who can and will attend. The 
board of officers in all their delibera
tions have ’been very harmonious, and 
that fact inspires them with the 
thought of a real harmonious and in
teresting Camp-meeting, beginning 
July 8, and continuing over four Sun
days. All letters after Jfine 25 will 
reach me at New Era, Oregon.

. REV. G. C,’L0.VE, '
. President.

She Played With Spirits.
Clara Celestia Cottle, aged 14 years, 

passed to spirit life, in Portland, Ore. 
She was always a medium, and played 
with spirits, often leaving pther play
mates for the company, of her little 
friends in spirit. Rev. G. C. Love de
livered the funeral discourse on the 
11th May of Myy, and realizing the 
lovely disposition of Clara Celestia 
and her power of discerning spirits, he 
quoted the text: “I thank, O Lord, 
that Thou hast hidden these things 
from the wise and the prudent, and 
hast revealed - them to the babes and 
the innocent.” Many friends of the 
young medium and her family were 
present, and their-floral offerings cov
ered the grave. .. .. . - -

CATHOLIC "DAT4.

Some Extract Fifom tlm Jesuits’ Code 
-of JtfoNla. fl

The Catholic ' Christian children 
can accuse their-parenfa of the crime 

?®reBy* although- .they""well know 
that for this they will be burnt. » » 
* Not only they prerallowridto refuse 
them food, if tlipy try to entice them 
from the Catholic faith, ’ but they 
even can without slnnhmmd with all 
Justice,' murder, their parerits if these 

th.em t<} Tandon the 
taith (Esteban, - Facunileli—Tratados 
Bobre los Manflamlentoà dé jà Iglesia. 
vol. i„ Jit. i, chaff; 33),; n

"It is allo wed. for a p on to kill his 
father, the latter beii^ ¿proscribed. 
A great .mainy ffuthorp-.affl& he may; 
and Bliould.that;£athorTb^ 
to the Society, I hol'd tlie'Bame opin- 
W a? those autjiors'/ (). .de Dlcas- 
tilli, De la JusUda del Dôrecho," vol. 
ii., p. 511). . ; > .y r.

‘itIb just to-refrUin, uhder penalty 
of mortal sin, .from (Returning what 
pas been stolen iri/ffmall quantities, 

• however great tlm s'tim total” (Anto
nio Pablo Gabriel, Jesuit; "Teblogia 
Moral”). A • ’. ?

"Small thefts takèuinn.Yurlous days 
from one man or.'sevfffol'&Bn, howpv- 

। or. great the . burn .stolen, will never 
constltuté mortal- W»’/.l(El Padre 
Bauna: “Stimri dé-lôé Petiâdos,” chap, 
x.. p. 145). _

"If the master do injustice to his 
servants . regarding ‘J tl'iètr ' salaries, 
these can sué the^tous qn.or, do-jus
tice to uiemselvèb bÿiv ay of compen
sation” (J. de Cadffimas üTheologlca” 
p. 214). : ■’ •■••

“God forbids JthSftlv hen it |s con
sidered bad. but fiotj wheh reputed 
good” (Casnedl: “Juïéièb'Teologlcos.” 
vol. 1„ p. 278);. ."•/' A

Javier Fegell|, ’ iltalian Jesuit, 
Judged it allowribW for ri' servant to 
steal from his master I by. way of com
pensation, provided lie did mot allo tv 
himself to be caught ^vlüi the hand in 
the bag (“Del Confessor,” p. 137).

Pablo, Lay mauri . approves-of «secret 
compensatton, an<l Wtlibi’ Lepus , is 
ot.the Bamè. opinion«.("Teologla Mor
al," lib. ill.,,.p. llpj’. ' ;( ;

“If a rriah kill 7 another believing 
thaf-to do so he'doés hot cause a very 
great amount of-eVIl this man sins 
only slightly,- becaubè hèjgnores the 
enormity of the action" 7 (Jobge de 
Rhodes, Jesuit “Téblbgla Sfoolastica.” 
t. i„ p.,322). • o? 7 •/ .-

■ “Ordinarily, one iiftiy Jtlïi a man for 
the value, of an-escudo“-UElBcob.ar).

.“You are permitted fo .Still a man 
who; has robbed'.ÿtlû-;of'!èfâ: or seven 
ducados,- even if'/Xÿb'ù rèéovèr -the 
amount robbed. "i'/dafo riot condemn 
as a;slnner;a mari 'Wito trleriio kill orie« 
whoops, taken froffS . him. anything 
worth antescùdo"; (Ë1 îtaffre Molina,- 

v,,^,; DbsïfciÜoW^ 6).
.‘.‘A’Bonols-:pffrfai^^

death of Msifather'hbctMise -of-.the'.'in- 
herltanoe,-but'nol'Mr thé death it; 
self”- (Crisis Técilôgiïaii^o'ifiiiia;-1702;.- 
Jesuit2)' Jua- de

; "If you belléytf'$rmïy, 
should' lie, ■.ltë”‘‘(Çhènédii'Je'$hit. ff. 
^fi-^JuWTeoOoh)^'-'

■ "The Æhristlanfrèligloil i&’éyidéhtly.j 
believable, but it Is not-Cvidently true, 
because^ fft, teaches : copiuqedly and I 
foa,ches.nonfused things, and' more'of- ' 
teh-.»than-not thôsé'xvlipijp'retènd that 
thé.Christian: religion.».is/e.yidently 
truthful see themselves obliged to con
fess that It is evidently; false; thus con
cluding that no evidently true religion 
exists; For how do you: know that the 
Christian religion? iff the most true 
among the many that exist. Have you 
visited all countries? You saw that, the 
oracles of the prophets were created 
by the 'inspiration: Hi iGod. . And sup
posing-P deny that they have, prophe- : 
sled, and malntalri-'.that the miracles 
a.irlbuted to Jésus-Christ¿re not 
true?" (Philosophfc&l -Thesis of the 
Jesuits of Caen, BUbfoijiied tn’thè Roy; 
al College of Bourbdri)ÿ;

“The sentiment : oi efove to God is 
not obligatory” (p^dra fripon, Jes-

“If you wish farJdiii.Petisr.in self- 
defense, you-may:;«Bwear;'before the 
tribunals that you hàvà'pot kjlléd him, 
adding within, yourself, unjustly” 
(Padre Gobât, Omas Morales, t. 11.,

chesterfield' CAmpmeeting.

Ah Array of Talent ^''engaged That 
' Promisestojfiltelt'aSuccess- 

fol Meetin^/Jp®'Season.

Camp Chesterfielff DpenffiJune 16, 
and closes Sept. -yA^-twelve ' .weeks.

The following is a^Xrtlaldist of the 
names of BpeakqrsiUiig&ed:'«'

Prof. Peck, Will-»iJ, jErwood, B. F. 
Austin, Dr. KnoyiltiBj.j Dr;;: Peebles’, 
Senator Tillman, of S./C.v Mrs.-Mary 
E. Lease, of New idyki W.W. Nicum, 
T. W. Smith, MrsKAhna; Gillesple^Mrs. 
Marion Carpenter,/Jhss lizzie Harlow 
and J^rs. Crassfiejd? /./ ' -

I Prof. Peck speaks pit the« first Sun- 
i day, closing his engagement July 15. 
i In the mean tlmey Mrs^Mary E. Lease 
i speaks on- Sunday,- - June -24, closing 
her-engagement-June

Rev. Austin begin^his work July 8, 
and closes July ISi.'Will J; Erwuod 

i jrom July 17; to Anna L.
i Gillespie July 10 t<? the close of the- 
i camp; Mrs.:Marlatf-CarpSiter from 
i July 22 to 29; Dr;- Knowles, August 

5 to AugnsU12; Dt- Peebles, August 
11 to August 16;’-W. V. Nicum, Au
gust 18 to August ZS^ Senilnr Tillman- 
of-South Carolina; Sunday^’August 26- 
(subject, "The Race?Problem;”) Miss 
Lizzie Harlow frottf August 28 . to the 
close of the camp. - s;« :

; The-camp is in fide tohditlon, in 
i fact, there never wisf X' timfe in its his
tory when it was-sb1 libaufftul as it Is 
this season. <■

The hotel will bi greauy improved. 
Its 500ms are beinfel^mintild, papered 
and furnished with!'/¿xc&tent beds. 
All the furnishing^- are .new. This 
will be welcome news to tfe patrons of 
this camp. -v

Thore will be WebKit entertain
ments, consisting of concerts, dramatic 

I shows and thb like._ lA eamp dance is 
I on .the-program, a? well us a Weekly 
I invitational.ball. .. A.kornet band will 

furnish music on Sfindays, and a Man- 
~<loHn Club1 of six’performers, will fur
nish music lor'all the »services.- -

MiBSvHarat-b pianist- 
and vocal--soloist, rlralng the first 
month the eQtert&tojp$ats-will be in 
charge of Prof. PdekV; i -. '

Mrs. Gllleapie alllConduct the en- 
tertalnments durmg remainder of 
the camp season, ,; r

For further info^atioB address 
Mrs. Lydia Jessup/CfesfeiUeld, -Ind. 

v Anderaon, Ind. /' lit,

K Was at Last, flltar Wann W^ars Years ol 
Walting, Rewarfletl..

’ Guardian Spirits are ever seeking avenues to com- 
.munieate with mortals. They often place - them
selves in touch with loved ones,'and induce a vision 
or prophetic dream, revealing some important fact 
necessary for the recipient to- know. For three, 
nights before meeting her mother, Alice Judge 
dreamed of h$r, and that she saw her.

It was, indeed,' a pathetic twenty 
years’ search of Mrs. Judge, almost 
blind, for her deaf and dumb daugh
ter, but she wag rewarded at last. For 
three nights before meeting her moth
er, Alkç Judge, as related in the New 
York World,; dreamed of her, that she 
saw her, though indistinctly. It .was 
during these three -nights and days 
that Mrs. Judge was puzzling aS to 
hows she could-reach. her child, of 
whose existence she had just become 
assured. Guardian spirits no . doubt 
induced the dream; .

For.twenty-one years, this mother 
and,daughter had sought each other, 
and now that tjiey were side by side, 
near enough to ■ touch, '-they were 
dazed by uncertainty. Hope, fear, 
expectancy, held thgjn in chains.

The mother, half blinded by years 
of ceaseless poring over newspapers 
in whlaii she hoped to find some trace 
of her - Jost child, was barely aware 
of the presence of a stately young wo
man. The daughter, warned by pre- 

■ monitipnihat -her'mother was • some
where near. sh'e still afraid to hope 
that this' might Indeed be she. De
prived of volpe and hearing, the girl 
could, not follow one syllable of the 
conversation., ’

The scene was In thé office-of the 
principal of. the Kew York Institution 
for- the instruction' of the Deaf and 
Dumb. Out of tall -windows there 
Vas a spa,cloijs yiew'of smooth, gtéen 
lawn ànd the broad Hudson’ flowing 
far below. . BüUno one-had eyes for 
these. We have arrived at the crux 
of the, most, thrilling- drama it has 
ever been the' fòftuné of this writer 
to witness. -The' principals were close 
to:great joy or black'despair. Enoch 
Henry Currier, principal of the insti
tution, ptoad. behind his .desk with a 
huge book of records before hfm. He ' 
wés questioning the mother; wjio stood 
facing him. .whilé at her..side, .only a! 

, fé.w.-feèt;dIqtant;.pat ’Alicg' Judge,: who; 
' longjjhM wondered •'who ¿nd.»where » 
■her'mdtJiérìnTght tò:

"‘Do you suppose you would know 
frarMliglrtèWi Mr; ;Çiwrfor<ask®dL... i 

■ -“Know ,fier?< -Know-mfy-' AlUe?' : Of 
co/ûrse Rd knów;hér!” the.-mother re-

';/“Wpùld you like to see her?” in- 
éûitod /the..principal; -

“L’cl’give-^I’d—Ohl. would I like to 
see héfcî!’ cried the poor old mother. 

' "I’d give everything I own in thè 
world/’ ’

.“Suppose-you turn and look at that' 
young lady- on'- yoùf, left," suggested 
Mr. Ctirrl^r „with a smlje. .• '

Mrs» Judge'moved very slowly—bo 
much dSp'ended on the next few’ sec
onds. ; The hopes and fears of a score 
of years. wèré exalting ; her, blinding 
her, bénùmblng every nerve.* And 
the girl, trained by experience as as
sistant matron of-thè-'institution to 
control. her. emotions, sat erect and 
,smlling, - her - features - calm, but her 
great blUe/eyèa’ feverishly brilliant 
with expectation. The color had fled 
from her cheeks. :

The mother .drew nearer, bent dorfn 
bo that her face ; touched the face of 
the girl. She could not see dlearly 
save at very close rahge. Every mo- 
■ment.seemed an age. The-gray head 
swayed very deliberately to and fro 
above the golden locks of the girl. 
In the strained silence the ticking of 
a little -desk clock sounded like the 
fierce, hurrying, beat of a; drum. For 
the space.of perhaps ten seconds the 
scrutiny lasted. Then the arms of the 
elderly woman flew forth; she tot
tered, fell upon her knees, and drew 
the girl close in a fond embrace.

“Oh, -Allie! -My Aille’” she cried. 
“Oh, my little one! O.h, my little girl! 
My little Allie!”

’ Her voice sank Into inarticulate 
cries of delight. Her tears and the 
tears of her'daughter ,were mingled. 
There was heard the strange, plaintive 
moan that thè dumb utter when deep
ly' moved. Mother and child, locked 
in a close embrace, swayed to and fro 

-weeping and helpless for sheer happi
ness, . forgetting even to kiss each 
other. The two. men present quickly 
turned and walked-to the other end 
of the room.. Thèy. were looking to
ward the Hudson; but they saw noth
ing. . ............. J

“Have a’clgar!” Mr. Currier urged 
eagerly. ‘.'.Have a Cigar! It’ll help: 
you!’! 1 ' - - ....
'It did. . ,
Some time after, the-mother arose 

and came to;Mr. Currier.
— "Tell her-I’ll give her ÿ beautiful 
new dress—a silk • dress! she cried. 
“I’ll spend ■ seventy-five dollars, but 
it’ll be the finest in the city."

The principal's fingers flew as he 
translated the message into the sign 
language. -,The eyes ' of the girl 

'danced for joy and her smile.showed 
how happy she was.' When'she• un
derstood her mother’s offer she smiled 
and'made the graceful deaf-mute sign 
of thanks-—kissing thectips of the -fin
gers of the right hand and sweeping 
the hand downward.
• The mother., starved for. so long, 
ran close to her daughter and clasped 
her again. Then back she flew to Mr. 
Currier.’ us a flood of new ideas, of 
questions, of doubts swept upon her.

"Tell Allie,” she cried in haste; 
"foil her I’ll give her a new hat—she 
must have a nice spring hat. And, 
say, dòes she:like candy? I’ll bring- 
some. And; oh! can I have her? Will 
you give her to me?” •

“Why, my .dear madam, she is ovqr 
twenty-one, and she can choose,” said 
Mr.- Currier, smiling. “There seems 
tò be little-doubt that she is your 
child.”

: "Doubt!” exclaimed Mrs. Judge. 
"Wait a, moment and I .will show you. 
Ask her If she has a scar on her right

4
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window ledge—oh, she was a wild lit
tle thing and strong!—and.one of the 
matches fell on -her and burned her 
on the right side.”

Fast as the mother talked Mr. Cur
rier’s hands flew, in interpretation. 
Before he had half finished Alice 
Judge was nodding,and. smiling ■ af
firmation and'pointing at her» right 
side. . .

"Now,” said the mother,- "please 
tell her I’ll give her a fine home. She 
will never have to work again.” . ■

"She is assistant matron here, at a 
gooff salary”—Mr. Currier began.

No matter,” the mother interrupted. 
’’Salary is nothing. Money is nothing. 
•I’ll give her all I’ve got.”

?But she’ll be much happier work-' 
Ing," Mr. Currier suggested.

"Happier!" Mrs. Judge cried.. 
“Then I"H keep her busy every mo
ment of the d^r/." -,

As the conversation was translated 
Alice Judge smiled again and again.

Will she come right home with me 
I now?” the mother asked '. .•

The girl shook her head ever so. 
slightly and at . the same / mojment 
smlld and affectionately .grasped-her 
mother’s hands.

"You must get acquainted," Mr. 
Currier suggested. "She ' wjR visit 
you whenever she is oft duty.”.

Alice Judge led her mother, away to 
show her the room in which-she had 
lived so many years. How. they com
municated with each other no outsider 
can pretend to say, yet it -was apparent 
hours afterward that there was'per
fect understanding between them.

The finding of the girl was one of 
the strangest bits of history The World 
has ever chronicled.

On the first page of this paper on 
Monday, April 16. waq a picture of 
four girls in gowns' and mortarboards 
“singing” an EaBter hymn’in the deaf- 
ipute sign, language to a congregation 

;0f- silent ,qnés Jn :St. Ajine’s. Church, 
.Qne;Hundred.-andForty-e!ghth.street 
And^/AmSteMam «Wnifo;" Bneafo 
picture .was a story of the episode, 
JJhffiùifffoBithqLBfotem tìiài;-’tìi6’.<iùàr« :
•tet .wqs.reji'.by

; ,“I’m.sure that the choir leader-is 
mÿr Allie,“, said Mr's. Judge, to thé re
porter to whom she showed .thé clip
ping in The World office. ’ ’A telephone 
call to thè rector of St. Anne.'s quick
ly developed the fact that Miss Judge 

’lived at the New York Institution for 
the instruction of the Deaf and Dumb. 
It- wai then too late in thé événirig tô 
visit the’ place, but upon, telephoning 
Mr, Currier It was learned that Alice 
Judge was there, and that, .visitors 
would be welcome in the day time;

On the .way up town next day-Mrs. 
Judge told of the long search' for .her 
daughter. ' .

“We lived in Third street, New 
York, in 1884,” she said. My husband 
was a good man, but unfortunate. As 
■we were at the moment .in,a state..of. 
destitution the Children’s Society took . 
Allie away and placed her in sème in
stitution—I never could flhef outwhich 
one.. :

“My husband died a few years later, 
and after, a time I married again. I 
have ah excellent home, how, blit ever 
since r found myself in comfortable 
circumstances I have ,worried night 
and and day about Allie. I knew it 
would do, no good to ask any of the 
institutioh people, for I was sure they 
had recommended that the child 
should be kept away from me, so I 
was helpless.

“But I found a plan. I bought three 
newspapers every day—The World, 
The Evening World and anotfièr even
ing paper—and I read them through 
from beginning to end. Sometimes I 
was too busy to read them for a day 
or'two. but I’d alwifys save them and 
read every line of news, for I felt sure 
that.sôoner or later I’d find something 
about my Allie. And, look! My eyes 
are worn out fay reading so much 
print. Do you see? I have to wear 
two pairs of spectacles to read with, 
and lately I also have to use this mag- 1 
nlfying glass.

"It happened that I did’nt read last 
Monday’s World until Wednesday 
evening, and then I was so dazed at 
seeing my child’s name that I didn’t 1 
know what to do. So I- kept my own I 
ccrttnsel for two days, and at/ last I I 
came here to The World office to see I 
if you’d help me. I knew; you would 
and could.”

“Were you ever tempted to give up 1 
the search In all those •years?”’ 1

"I couldn’t thlnk-of giving it up so I 
long as I had a bit of sight left,” said 
the-mother. “Sometimes I felt that 
there wasn’t much hope, but I could 

‘not stop. About ten years ago my 
friends said I ought 'to adopt a little 
girl, but I couldn’t do that; How could 
I do it when everytime I looked at the 
adopted child. I’d think her mother 
was wasted away looking for her as I 
was for Allie?” 1

Hbw mother and daughter were re
united has been told.- But here Is a । 
problem for psychologists: For three ! 
nights before meeting'her . mother Al
ice’Judge dreamed of her; that she 
saw; her,-1 although indistinctly, it 
was during these three ■ days and 
nights-that Mrs. Judge was puzzling 
as to how she could reach her child, 
of whose existence she had just be
come assured.

How did,that mother’s anxiety fly to 
the mind of the child?

WILLIAM INGLIS.

■ Dr. James H. Hyslop, head of the 
American Institute, for Scientific Re
search, announced yesterday that Dr, 
James Putnam, neurologist of Har
vard University; the Rev. Dr. Minot J. , ' 
Savage and the_Rev. Dr. R. Heber 
Newton had been'elected members of 
the board of trustees of the institute, 
which hereafter will make greater

. strides in psychical research in Amer
ica. Dr. Hyslop said that hé received 
word recently that the French govern
ment, which has been ahead of Amer
ica in such study since the days of 
Lharcot, had provided 4,000,000 
francs for an endowment of the Insti-' 
tut General Psychologlque, an instltu- . 
tion which Is to take up the investiga
tion of the various problems which 
have occupied the English Society for 
Psychical Research.

• The American Institute will investi
gate two types of psychology, those 
called abnormal psychology qnd super
normal psychology. The( objects of 
study in the first division will include 
neurasthenia and mental troubles. 
The second line of research will in
clude 'hallucinations of a healthy' 
mind. . The abnormal psychology; it Is - 
expected, will need the greater amount- 
of runds, as It is intended eventually. 
to have a hospital where patients will ’ 
be treated. There has never been any - 
investigation of cases coming under 
that category in this country, Dr. Hys
lop Babb

it is also the object of the institute 
to investigate the cases of the blind in : 
asylums and to study certain types of ; 
visual sensations, and see what can be 
made of the machinery of hallucina
tions. The loss of one sense, it is. 
neid, accentuates the others, and this - 
will also be studied. The deaf and 
dumb will also be studied for auditor 
hallucinations, and the insane for va- ; 
rious mental vagaries.

The institute intends to hold clin
ics in certain hospitals .which have 
promised to allow them room to treat 
these cases. Ultimately a hospital will 
be erected for the institute’s own 
work. Several professional men are 
said to be back of the movement who 
at present desire their names to re
main secret.

Dr. Hyaiop, in speaking of what a 
mental suggestion may do, told of a 
recent experience of his in the subway 
.with an intoxicated man. The man, 
he said, was angry and unruly, but 
Dr. Hyslop said he--beckoned to him „ 
and sat beside him, and by patting him ' 
and mental suggestion quieted him so 
that he left the train In good hjimor. 
This, he said, was merely suggestion, 
and not.hypnotism, Speaking about 
hypnotism, Dr. Hyslop said that the 
Institute could definitely settle the 
question wnether a man under hyp
notic Influence;could ba made; perform > 

' ajprfmjiml.nhy^ ar eyénLtftilçi.11. ?
said- he-doubted if a subject could-bA < 
made to do such-actsr--He-told ot kiB

hypnotic inflxfence; hesitated , to - do 
atiytlling absurd or ridiculous.—NeW 
York Sun.

IS REINCARNATION CONSISTENT?

The Influence of Heredity and Envir
onment.

In the General Survey of recent 
date, E. W. Grimm says, "no reincar-, 
nation, no.pre-existence; no pre-exist
ence, life had a beginning."

My criticism of this statement 
would be, that reincarnation presup
poses a general evolutionary advance 
as a whole. Time is limitless. There 
must havfe been a time, millions of 
years ago, when each present life ' 
must, according to their own'theory, 
have started to incarnate, from its 
lowest development. In the eternity 
of years before tiffs period, what - 
takes place? Has it remained stag- ' 
riant throughout eternity? This idea 
is on par with the Bible theory of cre
ation, where God after remaining in 
a trance through all eternity regained 
consciousness 6,000 years ago, and 
concluded to "create heaven and earth 
and all that in them is”;, in fact, one 
makes the other consistent. I main
tain that environment and prenatal in
fluence accounts for much of the 
crime and suffering In the world. In 
this age of scientific knowledge, intel
ligent people do not sneer as they once 
did at the old saying that the sins of 
the parents shall be visited on the 
children, to the third and fourth gen
eration; coming to understand that it 
refers solely to hereditary defects, as 
this can be plainly seen to be aside 

। from the' absurd doctrine of total de
pravity which dooms the race through 
all eternity.

Does not the Spiritualistic germ the
ory offer a better solution of this 
problem, by saying that each ego at 
birth draws to itself such of these 
(jprms as it is fitted for, by its own pe
culiar environment. Brother Grimm 
will please notice that this theory does 
not maintain, that life originates at 
birth, but assumes an individual 
status from that period, and begins Its 
course of progression, first through 
the mortal and then the spiritual 
phase. Ts It not reasonable that if 
while in the mortal form we advance . 
our own spiritual welfare by assist
ing others, a similar result should 
follow after we have laid aside the 
mortal garments? Then why this 
talk of taking to ourselves another 
body for the sake of progression, as 
the power of mind over mind is too 
well'known to be denied. /

■ As ah illustration of the folly of the 
supposed need of reincarnation, we 
will take a well-known instance. 
Years ago»England deported many of 
its criminals to au island. In a few 
years these hopeless criminals (who 
by the logic of reincarnation would 
have been under the necessity of suc
cessive embodiments) had through an 
improved environment grown to be a 
peaceable and law-abiding community.

1 Our prisons would be empty if it were 
1 not for the horrible condition by which. 
1 the mass of humanity are environed as 
a result of our cruel competitive sys
tem. S. L. FALL,

Tacoma, Wash. , .

For there is a perennial nobleness 
and even sacredness in work..- Were 
he never so benighted, forgetful of. his 
high calling, there is always hope in 
a man that actually and earnestly, • 
works.—Carlyle.
. You are not simply to be kind and 
helpful to others; but whatever you 
do, give honest, earnest purpose to it, 
—Tro.wbridgo. .
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This is a charming narrative illustrating the beauty 
grandeur and sublimity of the spirit side of life, the 
realms of souls, the imm^ spheres of existence. 
Margaret 0. W. Oliphant is the author. And while it 
has been read by millions in ¿he past, it will prove re
freshing and soul-inspiring to our readers to again- 
peruse it and feel its thrills of inspiration, and,enjoy 
its uplifting influence.

Cliapter V.—Continued.
I went on to the'clty of the evening 

light. Ever and ever, as/I proceeded 
on my way, the sense of haste, and 
restless Impatience grew upon me, so 
that I felt myself incapable of remain
ing long in a place, and my desire 
grew stronger to hasten on and on; 
but when I entered the gates of the 
city this longing vanished from my 
mind. There seemed some great fes
tival or public holiday going on there. 

“The streets were full of pleasure par- 
tiesj and In every open place (of 
which there were many) were bands 
of dancers, and music playing; and 
the houses about were hung with tap
estries and embroideries, and garlands 
of flowers. )

' A load seemed to be taken from my 
spirit when-1 saw all this,—for a 
whole population does not rejoice in 
such a way without some cause. And 
Jo »think that after all I had found a 
pjace in which I might live and for- 

• get the misery and pain'which I had 
known,'and all that..was behind me, 
was' delightful to my soul. ■ It seemed 
to me that all the dancers were beau
tiful and young, their steps went gay
ly to the music, their faces were bright 

. With smiles. Here and' there was a 
- master of the feast, -who arranged the. 

dances and guided the mulslcians, yet- 
seemed to have a look and smile for 
new-comers too.
' One of these came forwards to meet 
me, and received me with a welcome, 
and showed me a vacant place at the 
table, on which were beautiful fruits 
piled up in baskets, slid all the pro
visions for a meal, "fou were expect
ed, you perceive,” “he said. A delight
ful sense of well-being came into my 
mind. I sat down in the sweetness of 
ease after fatigue, of refreshment 
after weariness, of pleasant sounds 
and sights after the arid way. I said 
to myself that my past experiences had 
been a mistake, that this was where I 
ought to have come from the first, that 
life here would be happy, and that all 
intruding thoughts must'soon -vanish 
and die away.

। . After I had rested. I strolled about, 
and entered fully into the pleasures of

of ceremony?, directing what was go
ing on. He was‘an old man, with a 
flowing fobe of brocade, and a chain 
and badge .which .denoted-' his office. 
He stood' with a smile upon his Ups, 
beating .time’ with his hand to the mu
sic, watching the figure of the dance,

“I can get no one Id tell me,’’ I 
said, “what the occasion of all this re
joicing is.”'

“It is for your coming,” he replied 
without hesitation, with a smile'and a 
bow.

For a moment a wonderful elation 
came over me.- “For my coming!” 
But then I paused and shook my head. 
“There are others coming besides me. 
See! they arrive every moment.” ' 
• “It is for their coming, 'too,” he 

said -with another smile and a still 
deeper bow; “but you lire the first as 
you are the chief.”

This .was what I could not under
stand; but It was pleasant to hear, and 
I made no further objection. "And 
how long will it go on?” I said.

“So long as It pleases you," said the 
old courtier.'

How he' smiled!' His smile did not 
please me.- He paw this, and dis
tracted my attention. "Look at this 
dance,” he said; “how beautiful'are 
those round young limbs! Look how 
the dress conceals yet shows the 
form and beautiful movements! It 
was invented in your honor. All that 
ip lovely for you. Choose where you

tfleti>fe(fe; tijtough..
/ affÌlre cìty,' were^wak jiothlhg' but 

brightness and, ple^urp. zpus.iq pay
ing; and flags ^waving; and flowers and. 
dancers and everything that,was most

• gay. I asked several people whom I 
met what was the cause of the rejoic
ing; but either they were too much oc- . 
copied with their own pleasures, or 
my question was lost in.the hum of 
merriment, the sound of the instru
ments and of the dancers' feet.
\ When I had seen as much as I’de
sired. of the pleasure out of doors. I. 
was taken by some to see the Interiors 
of houses, which .were all decorated 
for this festival, whatever it was, 
lighted up with curious varieties of 

-lighting, in tints of different colors.
The doors and windows were all open; 
and whosoever would cotne in from 
the dance or from the laden tables, 
and sit down where they pleased and 
rest, always with a pleasant view out 
upon the streets, so that they should 
lose nothing of the spectacle. And the 
dresses, both of women and men, were 
beautiful in form and color, made in 
the finest fabrics, and affording de
lightful combinations to the eye.

The pleasure which I took in all I 
saw and heard was enhanced by the 
surprise of it, and by the aspect of the 
places from which I had come, .where 
there was no regard to beauty nor 
anything lovely or bright. Before 
my arrival here I had come In my 
thoughts to the conclusion that life 
had no brightness In these regions, 
and that whatever occupation or study 
there might be, pleasure had ended 
and was over, and everything that had 
been sweet in the former life. I 
changed that opinion with a sense of 

». relief, which was more warm even 
than the pleasure of the present ma- 

. meni; for having made one such mis
take, how could I tell that there were 
not more discoveries awaiting me, that 

- life might not prove more endurable, 
1 might not rise to something grander 

and more powerful?
The old prejudices, the old fore

gone conclusion of earth that this was 
• awotld of punishment, had warped 

my vision end my thoughts. With so 
, maby added faculties of being, inca- 

. pable of fatigue as we were, Incapable 
of death, rqcovqring from every wound 
or accident as I had myself done, and 
with ho foolish restraint as to what we 
should or should not do, why might 
not we rise in this land to strength 
unexampled, to the highest powers? I 
rejoiced that I had dropped my com
panion’s hand, that I had not followed 
him in Mb mad quest Sometimes, T 
said to myself, I would make à pil
grimage to the foot of those gloomy 
mountains, and bring him back, all 
racked and tortured as he was, and 

.. show him the plesant place which he 
' had'missed. -. •

■' Ifl |he4nean timp-the'music and thè 
dante went on. But it began to sure 
prlsq.Tne a little' that- there was no 
pause, that thè festival continued 
without intermission. I went .up to 
pne of'those who soemed the masters

will, all-’is yours. We live only for 
this; all 1b for you.” While he'spoke, 
the dancers came nearer and nearer 
till they circled us round, and danced 
and. made their pretty obeisances, and 
sang, "All iB.yoiirs, all Is for\you”; 
then breaking their lines, floated away 
In other* circles and processions and 
endless groups, singing and laughing 
till it seemed to ring from every side, 
"‘Everything Is “yours; all Is for you."

I accepted this flattery I know not 
why, for I soon became aware that I 
was no more» than others, and that the 
same words ¡were said to every new
comer. Yet myi heart was elated, and 
I threw myself Into all that was set 
before me. But there was always In 
my mind an expectation that presently 
the.nniBip and. the dancing would 
cease; and the tables be withdrawn, 
and a pause- come. At one of the 
feasts I was placed by the side of a lady 
very fair and richly dressed, but with 
a look of. great weariness In her eyes. 
She turned her beautiful face to mje, 
not with any Show of pleasure,. and 
there was something like compassion 
in'her look. Be said, “you are very 
tired,” as she made room for me by- 
her side.

“Yes,” I said, though with surprise, 
for I had not yet acknowledged that 
erven to myself. “There is so much to 
enjoy. We have need of a little rest."

“Of rest!” said she, shaking her 
head, “this is not the place for rest."

“Yet pleasure requires it,” I said,, 
"as much as—.” I was about to say 
pain; but why should one speak of 
pain In a place given up to pleasure? 
She smilefl faintly and shook her head 
again. AU her movements .were lan
guid and faint; her eyelids dropped 
over her eyes. Yet when I turned to 
her, she made an effort to smile. “I 
think you are also tired,” I said.

At this she roused herself a little. 
"We must not say so; nor do I say so. 
Pleasure is very exciting. It demands 
more of you than anything else. One 
must be always ready—

"For what?"
“To give enjoyment and to receive 

it.” There was an effort in her voice

neither what I heard nor what I saw; 
and only a consciousness of , somer 
thing intolerable buzzed and echoed 
in my brain. I longed for the ,<iuiet of 
the place I had left; I longed for the 
noise . in the streets and the hubbub 
and tumult e£ my first experiences. 
Anything, anything rather than this! 
I said to myseuf; and still the dancers 
turned,, the music sounded, the by
standers smiled, and everything .went 
on and on; r ,

My eyes grew weary with seeing, 
and my ears with hearing. To watch 
the new-comer^ rush. in. alj pleased 
and eager, to see the eye.B of the oth
ers glaze with weariness, wrought 
upon my strained nerves; J cculd.not 
think, I could not rest, I could not en
dure. Music forever aud ever,—a 
whirl, a rush of muslq, always going 
on and on; and ever ..that maze, of 
movement, till the eyes were feverish 
and the mouth parched; eyer . that 
mist of faces, now one gleaming out 
of the chaos, now another, some like 
the faces of angels,, .sonie miserable, 
weary, strained,with..AmlHng, with 
the monotony, ’ and tlj|,. ^rdieijs,' aim
less, never changing rpung,-. -

I heard myself calling to them to be 
still—Jo be still! to pa’use a momept» 
I felt myself stumble apfl turn, round- 
in the giddiness and horror .of that 
movement without ..reppse. And 
finally, I fell under the feet of the 
crowd, and felt the whiri go over and 
over me, and beat upon my.brifln, un
til I was pushed and'tjirust out of the 
way lest .1 should stpp .tha measure. 
There I lay, sick, satiate,,for. j.kubw 
not how long,—loathing everything 
around me, ready'to give . ail 'I had 
(but what had I to give?) for orits.ino- 
ment of silenced > But always the mu- 
plc went on,.and the. (fencers danced, 
and the people feasted, and the. songs 
and the voices echoecI up to the skies.

How at last I stumbled fortli I can 
not tell. Desperation mus^ have 
moved me, and that impatience which 
after every hope and disappointment 
cbmes back and back,—the one .sensa
tion that never failji. I dragged my
self at last by Intervals, like a sick 
dog, outside the revels, still hearing 
them, which was torture to me, even 
when at last I got beyond the crowd. 
It was something to Ue still upon the 
ground, • though without power to 
move,, and sick beyond all thought, 

' loathing myself and all that I- had 
been and seen. . For I had not ever 
the sense that I had been wronged to 
keep me up, but only a nausea and 
horror of movement, a giddiness and 
whirl of every sense. I lay ..like a 
log upon the ground. t

When I recovered my.faculties a lit
tle, It .was to find myself once more in 
the great' vacant plain which sur»- 
rouhded that accursed home of pleas
ure, —-a-great and desolate waste 

, which I could 'S8& 'tip.tfdcjt. .wiUcli,'7ny. 
/heart felted.to look at, which no 

longer roused any hope-In me, as if it 
might lead to another "beginning, or 
any place In which yet at. the last it 
■might be possible to live. As I.lay in 
that horrible giddiness and faintness, 
I loathed life and this continuance 
which brought me through one misery 

■ after another, and forbade.'me tp die. 
Oh, Jhat death would come,—Spath, 
which is silent and still, .which makes 
no movement and hears no sound! 
that I might end and be no more! 
Oh! that I could go back even to the 
stillnessTof that chamber which ! had 
not been able to endure! Oh! that I 

. could return,—return!- to what? To 
other miseries and other palp, which 
looked less because they were, past^ 
But I knew now that return was im
possible until I -had circled all the 
dreadful round; and» already I felt 
again the -burning of that desire that 
pricked anfe drove me on,—not back, 
for that was impossible. Little by lit
tle I had learned to understand, each 
step printed» upon'my brain as .with 
red-hot irons; not back, but on, and 
on—to greater anguish, yes; but on, 
to fuller despair, to experiences more

»nd understood,—for I had known a 
little upon .the • ewlh, and my old 
kupwledge i’inie ¿(ck/aud to learn so 
much more filled, me with new life. 
The' masteiUf allias one who never 
rested, nor seemed to feel weariness 
nor pain nor pleasure. He had ev
erything in his hand. All who were 
there .were his workmen or his assist
ants or his servafltfi. 'No one shared

terrible,—but on, and on, and on. 
arose again, for this was my fate.

to rise to this sentiment, but it fell 
back into weariness again.»

“I hope you receive as well' as 
give,” I said.

The lady turned her eyes to me with 
a look which I cannot forget, and life 
seemed once more to be roused within 
her, but not the life of pleasure; her 
eyes were full of loathing and fatigue 
and disgust and despair. “Are. you so 
new to. this place," she "said, “and 
have not learned even yet what is th^ 
height of ¿11 misery and all weariness; 
what is wprse than pain and trouble, 
more dreadful than the lawless streets 
and the burning mines, and the tor
ture of the great hall and the misery 
of the lazar-house—” • ■

“Oh, lady," I said, “have yoif been 
there?”

She answered me with her eyes 
alone; there was no need'of more. 
'.‘But pleasure Is' more terrible than 
ail,” she said; and I knew in my heart 
that what she said was true.

There is no( record of time in that 
place. I -.could not count It by days 
or nights"but sooji after this it-hap
pened to me that the» dances .and the 
music became no more than a-dizzy 
maze of sound, and sight which made 
iny brain whirl-round and round;'and 
I .too loathed-what .was spread bn the 
table, and the soft couched, ahd' the 
garlands, and,the fluttering flags and' 
ornaments.. . . ...

To sit forever at-a feast, to see for
ever th’e 'merrymakers, turn round 
and round, to hear-in your ears for
ever the -whirl of the . music; the laugh- 
ter, the -cries .-of pleasure!- There 
were'some who went oh aWon, And 
ndver sbemefl'to ’tire; but to" me the 
endless round came at last to be a tor-

I
I

could not pause ever for all the teach
ings of despair.

The waste stretched far as eyes 
could see. It was wild and terrible, 
with neither vegetation nor sign of 
life. Here and there were heaps of 
ruin, which ba'd been villages and 
cities; but nothing was in them save 
reptiles and crawling poisonous life 
and traps for the unwary wanderer. 
How often I stumbled, and. fell among 
these ashes and dust-héaps ' of -the 
past! Through what flrfeflni,oments 
I lay, with cold andsllmythlngs leav
ing their trace upon my flesh! They 
horrors which»seized-me; so ■ that I- 
beat my head against a stone,—why 
should ! tell? These were .naught; 
they touched not the'soul. :They 
were but accidents of the way;

. At.length, when body^anfl'sotll were 
low and worn out with misery and 
weariness, I came to another placé, 
where ail was so different »{tom» the 
last that the sight gave' tadà moment
ary solace; It was full ottUrnhoeS and 
clanking machinery and endless work. ' 
The whole air round .was aglow With 
the fury of the Ares; and men went 
and came like demons In the. flainesj 
with red-hot melting metal, pouring it 
into molds and beating It on anvils. 
In the hilge workshops in ■ the back
ground there wàs à perpetual whir of 
machinery, of wheels turning and 
turnings, and,pistons.beating, and all 
the din of labor. Which for a time re
newed the anguish of my brain, yet 
also soothed it,—-for there was mean
ing in the beating and the' » whirlings. 
And a hope rose within-me that with 
all the forces that' were hero; -some 
revelation might be possible,—some- 
tliing that would ..change the features

with him' i^1 IdsCouncils.' He was 
more than ^prluog among them; he 
was as a sgod.. 'dind -the things he 
planned anWm(idê. alid at which in 
armies ahd^Iç'nâ^ilS workmen toiled 
and labored, w¿r¡¿.like, living things. 
They were.made'of steel and iron, but- 
they moved like'the brains and nerves 
of men. They :went where he direct
ed them, and did Mhat.he commanded, 
and moved-at a touch... And though 
he talked Uftl¿ When hé saw how I 
followed all; he did,.lie was a. lit
tle moved towards me, and spoke and , 
explained to me the' conceptions that 
were in' his ’inihd. one rising out of 
anothér/liko (tljé leaf out of the stem 
and the flower-, out »of the, bud. For" 
nothing pleased: him that hé did, and 
necessity was up 011'111 in to go on and 
on. :. J

“They are like flying, things,” I 
sald;'"thex do your- bidding, .whatever' 
yóu ' cómmat|d^jLh^ttí; ' They are like 
.another and ¿.stropger race of men.”

“Men!" he,said; ‘Jwhat are men? 
The most cofitemptible of all things 
that are who will
undo in a ipQ^ntjjyhat It has taken 
millions of years, and all the skill and 
all the; strength,of générations to do. 
These are bettet (hail, men. They 
cannot think or feeL .They cannot 
stop but kt my »bidding, or begin un
less I will. dEWd’ffiBÚ been made so, 
we should-be i^pstey^ of the ..world.”

' "Had meníbeea m¿de so, you would 
never have been,»-rfor what could ge
nius have dohe’-or thought?—you 
would have beèp a'machine like all 
the rest."

“And better> sb!'**- iie said, and 
turned away; for at that moment, 
watching keenly as,;he spoke the ac
tion of a delicate combination of move
ments, all mads-and balanced to a 
hair’s breadth; thefre had come to him 
suddenly the idea ÓÍ something which 
made it a. hundred-fold more strong, 
and terrible. Forlthey were terrible,, 
these thlngs^at li^ed yet did not live,; 

.which weye ^|ls s^ves and moved at 
his will. When httiiiad done this, he 
looked at moj and Sa' smile came upon 
his mouth; ^tiut til# eyes smiled not, 
nor ever, changed' from the set look 
they wore. uA-nd the words he spoke 
were familial words, not his, but out 
of the old life. ,l^hat a piece of 
work man is ! " ijp ^id ; “npple ¿ rea-' 
son, how liíflálte In faculty! in feim 
and moving how ‘¿Xpress and admir
able! Andrei me jwhat is this

bewildering, so that I 
did not knpw ihow ■ tor reply; I an
swered like a child, upon his last 
word. 1 ‘ V , . x.

"We are dust no more,” I cried, for 
pride was in my ..heart,—pride of'him 
and his .wonderful strength, and his 
thoughts which , created strength, afid 
all the marvels he. did; "those things 
which hindered aré) removed. Go oni; 
go on! you want but another step. 
What 1b to preterit that you should 
not shake the universe, and overturn 
this doom, and break all our bonds? 
There is enough--here to explode this 
gray Action of a firmament, and to 
rend those precipices, and to dissolve 
that waste,—as .at-the time when the 
primeval seas dried up, and those in
fernal mountalns'roBe.”

He laughed, a,nd the echoes caught 
the sound and çkvé it back as if they 
mocked it. -".There.ls jenough to rend 
us all into shreds/"' he said, “and 
shake, as you say, ' both heaven and 
earth, and these plains and those 
hills.” • ¡

“Then, why," I cried in my-haste, 
with a dreadful hope piercing through 
my soul—“why flo you create and per-, 
feet, but never employ? When we 
had armies on the earth. ,we used 
them. You hate more than armies; 
you have force beyond the thoughts of 
man, but all without use as yet.”

“All,” he cried, “for no use! All In 
vain!—in vain!”s ,»-.

“O inaster!’’- I .said,- “great and 
more great in time :to come, why?— 
why?”

He took me by the arm and drew 
me close. /

“Have you strength," he said, “to 
bear it If I tell you why?”

I knew what about to say. 
I felt It in the quivering of my veins, 
and ,my heart bounded as if it would 

z escape from p?y breast ; but I would not 
- quail from what htoflid not shrink to 

utter. I coirld speak no word, but I 
looked hilrn in'thé’faèé and waited— 
for th¿t was more terrible than'all.

-He held me by the arm, as if he 
would hold mtx.up.iBhen the shock of 
anguish‘camé. f “'Îâêÿ are tn vain,” 
he said, “in ^iñy^c^pse God rules 
over- all.” j p ¡j -sée .

’ His arm waBétrofltpbut I fell at his 
feet like a détfff málfli-i

of myself as one can have who has 
been transfixed by that sword of fire, 
the master stood by me still. He had 
not fallen like me, but his face was 
drawn with anguish and sorrow like 
the face of my friend who had been 

(witb Ine in the lazar-house, who bad 
disappeared on the dark mountains. 
And as I looked at him, terror seized 
ihold upon me, and a desire'to flee and 
save myself, that I might net be 
drawn after him by the longing that 
was in his eyes.'-

The master gave me; his hand to 
help me to rise, and it trembled, but. 
pot like mine.

"Sir,” I. cried, “have not we enough 
to bear? Is it for hatred, is it for 
yengeaned, that you speak' that 
namp?”,’

“0 friend.”-he said, “neither for 
hatred nor’revenge. It Is like a flre< 
in my veins; If one could And Him 
pgain!” ; > .

.. "You, who are as a god, who-can 
make and destroy,—you, who could 
¿hake His throne!” 1

: He put up his hand. “I who am His 
creature, even hare—and still His 
child, though I .am so far. so far—” 
He caught my hand in his, and point
ed with the other trembling. “Look! 
your eyes, are more clear than mine, 
for they, are not anxious like mine. 
Can you see anything upon the way?”

The waste lay .wild before us, dark 
with a faintly-rising cloud, for’dark
ness and cloud and the gloom of death 
attended upon-that name. .1 thought, 
in his great genius and splendor of in
tellect, he had gone mad, as some
times may b(e; “There is nothing," I 
said,, and scorn caine into my soul; 
but even as I. spoke I saw—I cannot 
tell what-I saw—a moving spot- of 
milky, whiteness in that dark and mis
erable wilderness, no bigger than a 
man's .hand, no bigger than a Aower. 
“There 4s something,’' I said'-unwlll-. 
ingly; “it has no shape nor form. It 
is a gossamer-web upon some bush, 
ora butterfly blown on the wind.”

“There are neither butterflies nor 
gossamers here.”

“Look for yourself, then!" I cried, 
flinging his hand from me. I was an
gry with a rage which had no cause. 
I turned from him. though I loved 
him, with a desire to kill him in my 
heart, and hurriedly took the other 
way. The waste was wild; but rather 
that than to see the man who might 
have shaken earth and hell thus turn
ing to madness and the awful journey. 
For I knew what in his heart he 
thought; and I know that it was so. 
It was something from that other 
sphere; can I tell you what? A child 
perhaps—O thought that wrings the 
heart!—for do yon know what man- 

■- ner of thing a child Is? There are 
none in the land of darkness. I turned 
my back upon the "place where that 
whiteness”was. On. on. across the 
waste! ... On to.the cities of the night! 
On :far away from the -maddening 
thought, from hope that Is torment, 
and from the awful Name!

THE MAGIC MIRROR.'

The Wonderful Visions and Scenes 
That Appeared On Its Surface.

The above narrative, though it fe 
'necessary to a full understanding of 
the .experiences of the Little Pilgrim- 
in the Unseen, does not belong to her 
personal story ‘in any way, but is. 
drawn from the Archives in the Heav
enly jCity, where all the records of the 
human race are laid up.

(The End.) ■

Most

of this place and overturn the worlds
I weht

place and overturn the worlds. 1 
from, workshop to .workshop, ]

. How mlser^lp,(^ljiat image, and 
how unfit:to pfle! ..Jgeath-ls still and 
cool and sweet. . (TWO-is nothing in 
it that plercedlike tfWord, that burns 
'like Are. that^iends^n'd tears like the 
turning wheels. 0 life, O pain, 0 ter
rible name of Go thin -which is all suc
cor and all torment!-^ -What are pangs 
and tortures 'to that, which ever in
creases in Its awful power, and has no 
limit nor any alleviation, but when
ever it is spoken.penetratcB through 
and through th^.miserable-.soul? O 
God, whom once ilieailed my Father! 
O Thou; who’ ghvest'mejbelng, against 
whom I have fought, ,v/Hom I Aght to 
the end, shall ther^ never be anything 
but anguish in the soumhof Thy great 
name?

When I returned to such command

WINCHESTER, VA.

Excellent Work Commenced 
There by Mr. Leatherman.

The cause of Spiritualism is but, lit
tle known In the historic town of 
Winchester, Va.; but a few earnest 
souls in that locality who have learned 
the truth concerning spirit return, and 
enjoyed the blessings of communica
tion with loved ones gone before, have 
a desire to bring a ray of light to the 
mental sight of their neighbors and 
friends. Among these is Mr. Leather- 
man, a well known resident of Win
chester, .who for some months has 
been attending to business In Wash
ington, D. C.

Mr. Leatherman recently conceived 
the plan of taking some of the best 
known mediums and speakers in the 
District of Columbia to Winchester, at 
his own expense, a distance of elghty- 
flve miles from the Capitol, and thus 
giving his townspeople an opportunity 
of hearing Spiritualism as taught from 
the public plàtform. Accordingly, on 
Sunday, May 20, Mr. Leatherman, 

.with Mr. and Mrs. C. P. Longley and 
Mrs. Zoller of Washington, went to 
Winchester, where a hall had been se
cured, and held a public meeting 
which lasted nearly two hours. Mrs. 
Longley, under the inspiration of 
Spirit Johii Pierpont, , lectured upon

It seems-like a step backward into 
the days of the Arabian Knights to 
leJrn that in Washington a lady owns 
a magic mirror for which several psy
chological societies are making good 
offers, but such is the fact.

The late Dr. Hodgson, who died a 
few rnonthb ago, was one of the fore
most men of the day in scientific ex
periments, and for some time 'before 
his death he carried on negotiations 
tending to purchase this object, which 
has the reputation among psychics as 
a most wonderful glass.

Until about a year ago this mirror 
was in the possession of a Mrs. Gor
don, who lived on Tenth street north
west, between L and M streets. It 
had been given her several years ago. 
by Dr. Le Roy Taylor, who died very 
suddenly in October. 1904. Since 
Mrs. Gordon’s death it has been owned 
by her sister, and it is from this lady 
that the scientific societies are endeav-, 
oring to obtain it.

Dr. Taylor, who was one of the rich
est men of the city, was a great stu
dent of the occult, and made extensive 
researches in all kindred sciences, his 
library, now owned by the Scottish 
Rite, being the most valuable of Its 
kind in the United States. He bought 
the mirror from a second hand dealer 
in books on F street, the merchant 
having gotten it from the estate of a 
wealthy lady, who had spent most of 
her life in foreign travel. It is be
lieved that it came originally from the 
temple of Aiora, in the Himalaya 
mountains, at a manostery in the fast
ness, where the ascetic monks devoted 
their time to the development of the 
psychic powers for which the eastern 
adepts are famed.

The mirror is oblong Inshape, being 
about a foot apd a half in length by a 
foot wide. As taken in the hands it 
seems to be an entirely opaque ob
ject, but It is reayy composed of two 
parts, first a black wooden frame 
about three Inches Wide, and within 
this is a highly polished glass, perfect
ly dark. This color Is probably given 
by the back having been painted 
thickly with asphaltum, which is much 
used for the fashioning of mirrors of 
this kind.

The person wishing to consult the 
mirror, sits in a quiet room, holding 
the glass in the lap at the right angle 
so as to meet the eye with no reflection 
on the polished surface. If the user 
possesses any psychic power at all 
there will gather on the glass a dim, 
white cloud, which will slowly drift 
across and disappear into the frame, 
while out of the mist will appear faces 
and scenes of happenings on the other 
side of the world or events which will 
come to pass in the future.

While many may discredit this state
ment, yet there, are many persons 
here in Washington who have seen 
visions in this mirror—prophecies 
which have been verified to the very 
letter.

The late Judge Caswell of Califor
nia, once looked in It when visiting 
Dr. Taylor, and'within it saw the face 
of a near relative, then living in Pitts
burg. The hair was combed, back 
from the brow of the man In an unus
ual way, and the body lay still and 
white, inclosed in the narrow confines 
of a coffin. Two weeks afterward 
this relative died, and when the judge 
looked at the body in the casket, 
strange to say, thehalr was arranged 
in just the way in which he had seen 
it depicted two weeks before in the 
mirror.

Another time Mrs. Gordon, - who 
was a great friend of the Taylor fam
ily and a woman of remarkable psy
chic power, was looking into the mir
ror when she saw plainly pictured a 
house on fire. The mansion seemed 
to be standing in a lawn on the edge 
of a river, and from every detail it 
was seen to be the home of Dr. Tay
lor's son. Presently the house was 
seen to catch on fire, the flames issued 
from the windows. The next day a 
telegram came announcing the de
struction by Are of a beautiful home 
owned by young Taylor down the 

; river.
Among other visions seen .were 

those viewed by the two grandchil
dren of Dr.. Taylor, two daughters of 
young Le Roy Taylor, who now makes 
his home in New York. Within the 
mirror one of the children, who was 
about five years old, saw distinctly 
the face of her dead grandmother 

“beckoning to her, and grown persons 
in the room who .were standing 
around perceived the same picture at 
the same time. In »dozens of cases 
Mrs. .Gordon foretold the future when 
looking into this wonderful glass, and 
there are many persons in town to
day who will attest to its strange 
power.—Milwaukee Free Press.

"Spiritualism, Its Claires and Teach
ings, and the Spirit World, Rs Condi
tions and Employments. ’The lecture 
was most attentively, listened to and*
^vell received. It Was followed by the 
-giving of a number of spirit messages 
and test? by. Mrs. Zoller, which were 
also gladly'accepted.-

The meeting proved a success in ev
ery way, though the audience was 
small, '.owing to the fact of two unus
ual-meetings being held in the-town 
during that afternoon, one by a dis
tinguished ,.preacher,. the other being 
the quarterly meeting of the Society of 
Friends-.- ■ ■ ;

In his opening remarks Mr.' Leath
erman stated that, he'^had. designed 
this as but the. Initial number of a se
ries of , similar, meetings by speakers 
and mediums of Spiritualism, and that 
he would turn'the matter over to his 
Spiritualistic friends in town. It is 
understood that he will take other 
workers • to » the place. for the continu
ance of the good. work. -

The day . was a-most delightful one 
fe.polnt of weather and gave a pleas
ant trip to the: Washington folk, who 
were most hospitably entertained at 
the restful home of Mr. and Mrs. 
Leatherman until-train 'time bore' 
them on their on ward, way. ■ It was 
expected that Mr. Longley "Would favor 
tlie audience with some of -his tnsplru-. 
tlpnal songs, butas no Instriiment bad 
been secured for the hall, the musical 
part of the program was changed to 
congregational .singing:, of familiar 
hymns. Many expressions of gytUfl»- 
cation from attendants of the meeting 
Vere given to the workers and to the 

of this affair. COR.

ENTERS HER PROTEST.

Wants the Bibile Respected for 
Good In It.

the

Practical, Mechanical
smiE.s

The Carpenter’s and Builder’« 
Standard Library, 

By Fred T, Hodgson, Architect.

This series of1 new works on Modern C arpen 
teryand Joinery are to-day the approved and 
most helpful sei of practical builders' “educa
tors,’ published, consisting of the Steel Square 
in two volumes. Modern Carpentry and Join
ery, and Common Sense Handrailings. Price 
iwset of 4 vols., clotiL 81.00; or81.00 each: half 
eather. ffi.00. ■

Modern ■
Carpentry g

.1

and Joinery
A Practical 
Manual.
Just Published

By Fred T. Hodgson, 
M. O., A. A.

She well-known Technical writer. It is one of 
le best works ever turned out by him. Copi
ously illustrated with diagrams und figures, 

making themost intricate problems simple, def
inite und easily understood. Price. $1.00.

FARM ENGINES
and

HCW TO RLN THE.

The Young Engineer’s Guide

Ifhrm engines
HQViTOWS

&i

This book 
treats upon 
how to run a 
farm engine. 
The young 
engineer's 
guide. Fully 
illustrated. 
A complete 
instructor. 
This is the 
greatest of 
all works for 
the farmer.
Price, cloth, 
$1.00.

By James H. Stevenson, and Oth
er Expert Engineers.

The New Air-Brake Book 
Invaluable to Trainmen, 
Engineers, Firemen, 
Conductors, Electric 
Motormen end Mechan
ics. The Latest and 
Best 1904 Edition.
Modern Air Brake Practice, 

Its Use and Abuse.
With Questions and Answers

tor Locomotive Engineers and Electric Motor- 
men. By FRANK IL DUKESMITH. Price, cloth, U»

DYNAMO TENDING,
For

ENGINEERS
Or, Electricity for 
Steam Engineers.

By HENRY C. HORSTMANN 
and VICTOR H. TOUSLEY, 
Authors of ‘‘Modern Writing 
Diagrams and Descriptions 
for Electrical Workers.’’Cloth 
100 Illustrations. Price, 81.50.

DPA'TH ITS MEANING
1 I1 aud Kesults.

ByJKWilwn, of the Pennsylvania Bar. 
An absorDlnply interesting narrnttve relating a 
Berles of wonderful psychic manifestations oo- 
curringln .the writer’s experience. Cloth, illus
trated, 11.25.

I noticed in The. Progressive Think
er of May Ï9, an article entitled "The 
President, His apology for the Bible 
and Its Teachings.” While I do not 
think it possible for any Intelligent 
reasoner to accept as truth the mass 
of contradictions, inhumane and un
charitable statements contained in the 
bible, taken as a whole, still it is just 
as unreasonable to my mind to select 
certain parts and condemn the entire 
book, and assert that the world would 
be today in a far better condition had 
it never been given the bible.

I, take this opportunity of entering 
. my, protest against such wholesale de
nunciation, as so much of this spirit 
seems to permeate spiritualistic writ
ings. Being deeply Interested in the 
cause, and a firm believer in its phe
nomena, I plead for a broader chari
ty and perfect justice when Criticising 
the Christian bible.

The fact that Spiritualists as a body 
do not adhere as closely as they should 
to the example and precepts of the 
Christ spirit as exemplified in the low
ly man of Galilee, is much to be de
plored, for in no other way can Spirit
ism fulfill'its God-given mission of 

"redeeming the world from ignorance, 
fear and supefstitioif, teaching people, 
to reverence truth wherever found.

; KATHERINE DE WOLF.
Halifax, NoVa Scotia. ■

70 WOMEN fr'HO DREAD MOTHERHOOD 
—s:

trtomatlon Ho* They Moy Give Birth to Happy, 
Healthy Children Absolutely With.

x ' out Patn~Sent Free. •
No-woman need any longer dread tho pain, of 

ehUd-birth» or remain ohudleob. Dr. J. H; DyO 
baa devoted his UIS to rellerlnc the .arrows or 
women. He has proved that all pain at childbirth 
tur bo enUrely banished, and hBW|U yladly (ell 

jou bow It mby bo done absolutely free ol charro. 
Send your name »nd address to Dr. J.H. Dyo. 151 
IjCwIo Block, buffalo. N. Y.,‘ and hi Will.end Jun. 
postpaid, his wonderful book which lolls how tc 
<Jvo birth to,happy, healthy children, spsolutcl, 
witaoutvaiajalso, howto euroBUrinty, DO not 
delay, put tyrlto te-day.

Do not confine your children to your 
own learning. They were born in an- 

I other time.—Talmud, '

Researches fl01]ern SDintuan^m 
By SIR WILLIAM CROOKES. F. R. S„ with 
Illustrations. Of unusual interest and value, 
by one of the greatest scientists of the world. 
Price, 50 cents.

The Universe L-n Rose- lilt UllirvldU Thla booklet contains 
71 pages of explanation regarding force; the 
beginning of creation; what matter is; what 
life is; immortality; psychic science; the soul 
of things, and ends with a poem entitled “Sons 
of Psyche,” by Emma Nickerson-Warne. Price 
a cents.

BOOKS BY.-

LILIAN WHITING.
THE LIFE RADIANT.—Cloth,$1.00 
net. Decorated cloth 11.25. In this, her new book. 
Miss Whiting alms to portray a practical ideal for 
daily living that shall embody the sweetness and 
exaltation and faith that lend enchantment to life, 
It is. in a measure, a logical sequence of “The 
World Beautiful,” Leading into Bull diviner har
monies. “The Life Radiant” is characterized by 
the same essential qualities that have markea 
“The World Beautiful.”
CONTENTS—The Golden Age Lies Onward; Dis

cerning the Future; The Ethereal Realm; The 
Power of the Exalted Moment; The Nectar of 
the Sour.

THE SPIRITUAL SIGNIFICANOEj 
or Death us an Event In Life, cloth. 11.00 A book 
from her pen means new flashes of Insight, a

' elation of spiritual tnith almost Emersonian In 
kind.—Chicago Chronicle.

.THE WORLD BEAUTIFUL; First, 
Second and Third Series. Three volumes, 11.00 
per volume,
CONTENTS OP VOL. I.-JThb Duty of Happiness: 

Nectar and Ambrosia;Bollevo Ln the wings; The 
Vision aud the Splendor; The Enlargement of 
Relations; Friends Discovered, not made; A 
Psychological Problem: The Supreme Luxury 
of Life; Exclusive and Inclusive; Through 
Scorning Nothing; The Woman of the World: 
The potency of Cnarm; Fino Souls and Fine So- 
elety: The Laws of OurOoumry; In Newness 
of Life; The Heavenly visitors.

AFTER HER DEATH.—A Story of 
a Summer. Price, 11.00, Tho idoas in thesbooK 
will Afford comfort to thariy, hnd should briar 

. positive aid in sorrow to such as will receive its 
' message.—Hartford Post. . r
FROM DREAMLANb SENT—
Verses o'! tho Lite to Como. Now edition, with - 

; additional poems. Itw. Decorated olotK 11.25.
Lilian Whlung's verse is Uko a bit of sunlit land* ’ 
scape on a May morning.—Boston Herald.
KATE FIELD; A Record, with/- 
several portraits ot Miss Field, Including one by' 
EUhu Vedder. Decorated cloth, |2,00
A Study of Elizabeth Barrett ^rowpinz, z

ñtll

7



Future Outlook, i?

paying students dwouldri make the
Bchool selt-sustalqjpg.

Wls-

and

Oufor the cause of Spiritualism.

(Signed)

State of Iowa,

JOHN D. VAIL.

SB.

I have done the best I could, and I

premises.
(Signed)

10.
1

bv 
as;

W. A. WILLING, 
Complainant.

school, and of Spiritualism in 
coneln.

Beginning on the 13th, Mr.

In thé Mutter of the Misconduct of the 
State Spiritualists Associa

tion of Iowa.

$3,094.95 
Disbursémerits;

More judicious adverting should 
be done. A veryTÌttle lias been ..done

„ Bill of Complaint.
To thé Board of Trustees of the Na

tional Spiritualists' Association:

belief.
(Signed)

Icwa, chartered under the State Spir
itualists Association of Iowa, and 
makes complaint against said State 
Association of Iowa as follows, to-

Comes now W. A., Willing, a mem
ber in'good standing of the First 
Spiritualists Society of Northwood,

The Morris Pratt HWePrompt Action Taken, Legerdemain Spiritualism
.The Iowa State Spiritualist Association is No 

Longer Allied to the National, for Cogent 
Reasons Given Below.

Notes of the Annual Meeting, The^Woik of the 
Faculty, Its Financial Condition and

Spiritualists Are Getting Their Eyes Open to 
the Fac| That Things Are Not, Always

What They Seem To Be,

wit:
1—That the State Spiritualists As

sociation of Iowa Is duly chartered by 
the National Spiritualiste Association 
of the United States of; America; that 

- the First Spiritualists . Society of 
Northwood, Iowa, is duly chartered 
under the State Spiritualists Associa
tion of Iowa.

2—That said Spiritualists Associa
tion of Iowa Is guilty of gross mis-con- 
duct In the employment of one Josie 
K. Folsom-Stewart, and her husband, 
C.-W.; Stewart, to take part In the 
public work of the fifth annual conven
tion of the said Spiritualists Associa
tion of Iowa, which was held In Des 
Moines, on January 18 to 21 inclu
sive.

3—That said Josie K. Folsom-Stew
art and her husband, C. W. Stewart, 
were found guilty of fraudulent prac
tices and conduct unbecoming an offi
cial by a committee appointed by the. 

i official board of the National'Spirit
ualists Association at Its regular meet
ing In Minneapolis In the month of Oc
tober, 1905.

Wherefore complainant asks, that 
the charter of the State Spiritualists 
Association of Iowa be revoked. and 

—for such further, relief as the board 
may deem equitable and just in the

shamefully abused and maligned, and 
that she is. honest in her work and 
does not need helpers to fake. What 
she needs is sympathy and a harmoni
ous meeting and patience, and she 
will convince the most skeptical. We 
have many letters condemning the 
course of Mr. Willing. The Spiritual
ists of Iowa believe In giving, a 
“square deal” to every one, and we 
believe In giving every soul a chance 
to vindicate every Charge made 
against it. We who have been in the 
spiritual work for many years, know 
the subtlety of finer forces, medlum- 
istic power, and know that mediums 
cannot always do good work, and 
sometimes the test of them will make 
a total failure—this to us is the .best 
proof of genuine medium. So ,we say 
■keep on testing a medium, If she or he 
desires It, and are willing to go under 
the strictest test conditions you can 
think of, and if they finally succeed 
they ought to be highly honored. 
Test them we say, ninety and nine 
times. That’s the ojily way to find 
out the truth. That’s the way to keep 
souls good . and honest, and any 
crowd who shows the disposition ot 
the old Puritans, or of W. A. Willing, 
that when a. person is , once con
demned, that person Is condemned for 
all time-and Eternity, and that there 
could be po mistake by .the judges—• 
If that 1b their- platform; we of Iowa 
wish to withdraw from their company.

Respectfully submitted.

The series of meetings that engaged 
the attention of the residents of. 
Whitewater, Wis., and elsewhere, and 
which were held in Morris Pratt Insti
tute during the second week in May, 
marks an epoch in the life of the

Mrs. E. W. Sprague, N. 8. A. mission
aries, opened the series by holding 
services In the chapel of the Institute 
Sunday afternoon and evening, and 
Monday morning. Good audiences 
greeted them, and much interest was 
awakened by these glorious workers

JOHN ;D. VAIL, 
President.

DOR4. C. CROSBY, .
, . ■ .Secretary.

State of Iowa,.

t _ 88. '
Worth County.
I, W. A. Willing, upon oath depose 

and say, that I am complainant In the 
above entitled cause, that I have read 
the foregoing complaint, and know 
the- contents thereof, that the state
ments and allegations therein con
tained are true as I verily believe.

(Signed) ■ W: A.-WILLING.
Subscribed in my presence and 

sworn to before me by the Bald W. -A. 
Willing, on this 23rd day of February, 
1900. ■ •

(Signed) DOW SIMONDS, 
Notary Public in and for Worth

County, Iowa. ♦ . . .
(Seal.)
(Bill of Complaint of W. A. Willing 

as based bn Article 10 of N. 8. A. By
laws.) 11 * 4

Answer, to 'the'preferred’ charges by 
W. A. Willing agairistthe State' Spir
itualists 'Association-of Iowa: ' '

Our Reply.
’ To the .Board, of Trustees of the Na
tional Spiritualists Assoclatlori. of 
America ' arid' .Canada:—Now comes 
John D. Vali, president, and Dora O.

- Crosby, .secretary-of the State Spirit-, 
' uqflste-ABSQcIatton of!Towa,,'and nlhlte 

answer as follows: •
1—we admit that the State Spirit-; 

uallsts Association of Iowa- is a-duly 
chartered organization, subordinate to: 
the National Spiritualists Association.'

2—We admit that on the dates spe
cified in the charges, we did'arrange 
with Mtb. Josie K. Folsom-SteWart 
and'her huBbpnd. C; W.. Stewart, to 
take part in the public work of the 
fifth annual convention held In "Des 
Moines, Iowa. January 18 to 21 In
clusive, the said Josie K. Folsom-

. . * SB. z ,
Marshall County, _
I, John D. Vail, upon oath depose 

and'say that I am ong of the defend-, 
anta ..tor ,the State Spiritualists Asso
ciation of Iowa, and its president; that 
I bavé read the foregoing, answer. and, 
the statements made therein are ver- 
,ily true, to my best knowledge and

Subscribed In. my ’ presence and 
sworn to before me byDsfra C. Cros- 
thls 17th of March, 1906.
(Signed) CARRIE L. ANDERSON, 

Notary, in and for Marshall County. 
(Seal) '

State of Iowa,' ; . ■

Polk County.
I, Dora C. Crosby, upon oath de

pose and say that I am one of the de-- 
fendants for the. State Spiritualists As
sociation of Iowa, and its secretary, 
that I have read the foregoing state
ment and to the best of my knowl
edge end belief It Ip true.

(Signed) DORA C. CROSBY.
Subscribe;) .in . my presence and 

sworn to be fore me by, Dora C. Cros
by, this 19th day of March, 1966, . 
(Signed) CHARLES f. LEONARD, 
Notary Public, in and for Polk County, 

(Seal.) . .

Unanimous Action - of the N. S. A.
Trustees, Full Board in Session at 
.Headquarters, May 8,' 1006.
This board finds that.the Iowa,State. 

SplritnallStsiAssrifilatlon, b'^ its ’¿reBP" 
dent and secretary, enters the' plea of

Sunday afternoon friends from this 
city and surrounding country came, 
bringing their baskets, and a supper 
befitting the occasion was enjoyed by 
a large company of united friends of 
the school and the cause. Mi', and 
Mrs. Sprague remained to attend the 
anûual meeting of the Morris Pratt In
stitute-Association, and the Wisconsin 
State Spiritualist Association’s mass- 
meeting, both of which were held in 
the Institute the same week, aud 
when they went on their way to other 
appointments, the loving, appreciative 
thoughts.of a host of friends followed 
them. May they live long lu the body 
to continue the good work they are 
doing., ':
Annual Meeting of the Morris Fratt 

- Institute Association. » .
Qn Tuesday the annual meeting of 

thetschool association;was;held in tbe 
Institute, and was attended by many 
members from other cities^ Among 
the visiting members were the follow
ing, well-known; pronjlnent workers 
for Spiritualism:, Mrs. Cora, L. V, 
Richmond, Church; of the Goul, Chi
cago; Hon. Harrison D7 Barrett, Pres
ident N. S. A.; Dr. George B. Warne, 
President Illinois 8. 8. A.;- Rev. Qeo. 
H. Brooks, President Wisconsin 8. S. 
A.; Hon. John D. Vail; Dr., J; M. 
Peebles, lecture^ and writer; Mr; and 
Mrs. E, W. Sprague, N. S. A. Mission
aries; Mrs. Catharine McFarlin, Vice- 
president Wisconsin S. 8. A,; Mrs. 
Christine Cooper, treasurer M. V. 8. 
A. ; "Miss Lou'Jse G.“ Loebel, secretary 
Wisconsin 8. 8. A„ together with other 
friends whose presence helped to make 
this occasion a memorable one.. ; The 
meeting passed off pleasantly. Much 
business was done, and it was con
ceded by all that this was the' best, 
most harmonious and most largely at-, 
tended of. any meeting the. association 
has held since ita organization.

Reports -of officers and committees 
showed that a great deal of satisfac
tory work has bean done during the 
past year, and that the prospects of 
the school were never bo bright as at 
the present time.
’ .The election of officers resulted as' 
■follows: Moses Hull, president; ¡Geo. 
B. Warne, vice-president ;■ Emma J, 
Owen? secretary, A. J. Weaver, treas- 
erér. ’ "'

Four directors' were -elected, the 
terms of two having expiredi and two, 
Mrs. Clara L. Stewart and J. C.'B.ump, 
having resigned. Thé board of di
rectors now consista of the following

Stewart to give ballot and clairvoyant 
readings, and C. W. Stewart to give 
two lectures.

3—We reply that the two phases of 
test work that the medium was em
ployed to do. has never been ques
tion by . the National Spiritualists As- - 
sociation or anyone else to our 
knowledge, and the: Spiritualists of 
Iowa who had known <of her-, work in 
camp-meetings wanted her at the con
vention. They demanded that we give 
her a chance to prove her work If she 
could do so, by letting her: have' one 
evening to give a special test seance 
for her card-writing and pictures 
This we granted with the agreement 
that Mrs. Folsom-Stewart would make 
no charge for her other work for the 
convention. ' Only one member of the 
state association or of any subordi
nate association ever has made a pro
test, and W. A. Willing did not pro
test until after the advertising mat
ter had been distributed.

4—We reply that we do not com 
sider the charges of W. A. Willing are 
questions that the trustees of the Na
tional Spiritualists Association have 
anything to. act on, 'nor any other 
body of Spiritualists, until It has had 
a hearing by our own convention, and 
then on appeal. In fact we know of 
no by-laws, constitution, resolution or 
motion that requires any state associa
tion to submit for apporval, the 
names of the mediums, that the stat# 
associations wish to employ at their 
annual conventions or at any other 
time. We think the matter Is the pre-

guilty to the charge of “GroBB' Mis
conduct” In manner and form as 
charged by W.' A. Willing in his Bill 
.of Complaint upon which that ..body 
was summoned' to make defense.

We further>find that nothing-plead 
by said officers In extenuation of their 
action in any degree lessens their in
tentional and willful defiance of the 
decision of the N. S. A. convention at 
Minneapolis, in October, 1906, -at 
which after free and fair discussion, 
only nine votes were In favor of seat
ing C. W. Stewart and Josie K. Folsom 
as delegates, and of that number two 
were cast By John D. Vail and wife, 
three by persons who, on the final 
vote said that they misunderstood the 
Issue Involved, and two more by Mrs. 
•and Mr.-Louis Wllllams, the latter’of 
whom as hired attorney for Stewart 
and Folsom, by the character of his 
plea upon the convention floor, and 
later by private utterance admitted he 
believed his clients guilty as charged 
of fraudulent practices under’ the 
guise of mediumship.

We believe President John D. Vali 
guilty of willful neglect of duty in al
lowing the afofesald SteWart to utter 
upon the platform of the Des Moines 
convention, abuse and falsehoods 
about the officers of the N. S. A., with-

rogallve only of the state associations, 
and therefore declare that we are not. 
guilty of any misconduct, nor have we 
shown disrespect to the National Spir
itualists Association .in employing 

■ Mrs. Jbsle K. Folsom-Stewart, or the 
reason that the two phases of her work 
that we engaged her for, she had 
never been tried upon, nor was there 
any question in the minds of her 
■worst enemies that she was not a first- 
class medium In her work as a clair
voyant and ballot readier, the two

■ phases she did her work or the State 
Spiritualists Association.-

The card writing and picture special 
seance was for the benefit of many 
persons and friends of the medium 
who wished,to see her work In that 
line and judge for themselves, and 
after'they had witnessed'her..wonder? 
ful work" under the most rigid test 
conditions, more rigid than the Na
tional Spiritualists Association, re
quired (the details of .which are riot 
half told in the circular letter ) the de
mand was to Indorse her by the State 
'Association, which they did.

Therefore, we ask the National 
Spiritualists Association .to ignore the 
charges of Mr. W. A. Willing, and .re
mand the whole matter to the State 
Association of Iowa at their next con
vention. if not thé whole matter will 

“ be opened up’again at our next Na- 
• tional Spiritualists Association. Con

vention in Chicago, III., and if it is, 
we will have plenty of evidence that 
cannot be Ignored to prove beyond any 
doubt in any court in the .world.that 

, Josie K. ' Folsom-Stewart has been

put any protest upon his part as 
President ef an auxiliary body; we 
also note the monumental egotism 
with which he writes: "I have more 
real experience with all kinds of me
diums and have a better chance to 
know what I am talking about than 
the whole of the officers of the N. S. 
A., thus assuming data of which he 
has no knowledge.

We believe hfe headstrong course 
to be due to his unwillingness to 
weigh absolute proof of guilt unbiased 
by his personal friendships and pre-' 
vlous predilections.

Because President Vail and his offi
cial board have allowed themselves to 
be hoodwinked by skilled cunning and 
deliberate"trickery and sent broad
cast fulsome endorsements of Josie K. 
Folsom’s médiumshlp,'thereby Insult
ing the N. S. A. and degrading our 
cause, we hereby revoke and cancel 
the charter—No. 270—heretofore 
granted the Iowa State Spiritualists 
Associatlbn as an auxiliary to this 
body, basing our action up op Section 
.6, Article 10'of the N. S. A. By-laws: 
“Upon the finding of facts, the board 
shall rule and enter judgment as 
equity and justice may require, fining, 
impeaching, suspending; revoking or 
canceling the charter, certificate or 
commission as seems to it just .and' 
equitable.”

Adopted May 8, 1906, by the N. S. 
A. Official Board.

mbiqbei'stj Harrison D. Barrett, Geo.' 
H. Brooks, Mose? Hull,, A.- J., Weaver, ; 
George B. Warne, John D. Vail, F. M.
Rynérson, E. W. Sprigue and Emma :■ 
J. Owen. ' '

■ This board of directors and officers 
makes a strong working force for, the 
school, and Morris Pratt’Institute 1b 
on .the way toward-a grand sifccess as' 
an educational institution.' Spiritual
ists .everywhere are becoming more 
ànd more Interested, and next year 
promises to be the banner year of the 
school. Several Important ruléa'"for 
the government of the school were 
adopted, among them the following: 
“No student, nor person in the' employ 
ot the association, who habitually vis
its saloons, gambling-places, or houses 
of Ill-repute, or is guilty otherwise of 
disorderly conduct, shall be allowed to 
remain In the school, nor the school 
building.”

"For the first violation of this rule, 
when it becomes known, the penalty 
shall be a reprimand by the prlcipal of 
of the school, in private; for the sec
ond-violation, a reprimand by the 
principal before ^he faculty, and for 
the third violation the penalty shall be 
expulsion from the school and build
ing, subject to the discretion of the ex
ecutive committee.” ■ ■

The_Wisconsin State Mass-meeting 
was a great success in every way. I 
need say little about it as Secretary 
Loebel will doubtless make a, full re-- 
portlof it for the press. We shall 
ho'pe for more meetings of the same 
sort.

I must not omit mention of the 
crowning featùre of Thursday’s 
meeting, which was-the christening of 
the baby daughter of Mr., and Mrs. 
Byron Woodbury, which took place In 
the beautiful little chapel of ¿the Insti
tute, Mrs. Cora L. V. Richmond per
forming the ceremony. It was simple, 
impressive and very beautiful. . Mr. 
Woodbury was at one time a student 
in the school, and this ehristenlng of 
the little one born to himself and his 
sweet young wife, at this time, has a 
special significance, for all who wit
nessed it.
' To all the,workers who so-generous- 
ly assisted in these meetings, we as an 
association, extend our most grateful 
thanks. May the blessing of the-splrlt 
world rest upon each arid every one of 
them. ■ ;-7' ■ . '
1 The secretary’s report, and the re
port of the committee on resolutions, 
as accepted by the association, are 
given below. ; EMMA J. dWEN,. : - 
' , - ) Secretary.

' Secretary’s Report.. ■_

this year. A writeup irt1 the Wiscon
sin Industrial Review, and an “ad" in 
the Clinton Camp announcement, at a 
cost of 65 each, have been placed, with 
the approval of the*executive commit-, 
tep. We have small ads -In two or 
three of the .Spiritualist- papers, space 
for which is given, us. by the publish
ers. ‘

We need a newJ catalogue -which 
should be gotten out as soon as possi
ble, and a neat little folder to be en
closed in Jettqrs is irlucli needed. I 
would BUgest that some definite plan 
of advertising be adopted and acted 
upon.

- The Spiritualists of the United 
States have been verj; generous with 
Morris Pratt institute.' During the 
past four years, thousands of dollars 
have been given by gfenerous hands to 
sustain and further the, good work of 
education that has fieen, an'd is being 
doné here. During this 'time a great 
amount of Indebtedness has been In
curred, which has been a source of 
anxiety to the board of, directors and 
all concerned. Heweyer, .the finaricial 
condition' of the association Is much 
better than ever before. We are at 
less expense than formerly, and very 
substantial help: has .been received 
from various sources, ( Last fall at 
the convention in Minneapolis, the Na
tional Spiritualist “ Association do
nated one thousand dollars for the 
purpose of paying .off the-indebtedness 
of the school, for'which we are very 
grateful. All of this donation except 
a small portion which was not paid 
into the treasury,- was used conscien
tiously by your speretary anfi treasurer 
in paying debts as the N. 8. A. desired.

Our good friends, Mr. and Mrs. Ry- 
nerson, of Seattle', Wash., have put 
Into our treasury,this year abóut six 
hundred dollars,- gnd,. jn.-addition to 
this, Mr, Rynerson, recently gave the 
school a fine pibno; which is a great 
addition to the school furnishings. Mr. 
and Mrs,, Rynerspn. have.subscribed a 
thousand dollars to bp. paid Into pur 
treasury some time dur|hg the sum
mer or fall. These'1 good'friends are 
moved to be very igéripróuB. with the 
school and . latead doing .still more in : 
the future,. Other,.¿jlpnds have con
tributed generously, and many debts 
have been-paid ¡?ff. J' ’

: During the past ^éár Indebtedness 
to the amount of .$li316.62 has been 
paid, and we Btlll .^ave a ¡balance of 
old indebtedness' ' outstanding of 
$490.62. Of thls’áSibuiñ ?41O.O9 Js 
the balance due Teaney.iHall & Ten
ney, attorneys in tfise' Jato) litigation 
with the Pratt estafe, .and $80.53 Is 
still unpaid on a. bilTror furniture pur- 
chasedin 1902^' 1 .<;ani
; 'Paying out so miifch unsold accounts 
has left,us, a littleBhehln<hon our* ex- 

■ penses^ fpr the current but hav
ing doné“Bo. much’ In op^ year, and 

i ivith'bHfehlteriéd projects ‘mefore us, 
, We. do not dottht thdriwe sliall soon be 
, relieved of jte laq^^stlgf of, the bur- 
• den of debt that hap. rested, .find sfill 
; rests, In' a degre'é' jupón" jib. “ ' ’

By closing one's eyes, Cars and un
derstanding to the Legerdemain in 
Spiritualism, one will not have his 
nerves disturbed or shattered by the 
discordant notes of wrong-doing! 
Some Spiritualists have done that very

the shroud wliich reach down to the 
knees. The dummy head is made of 
stockinet, nearly itesh-colored, and 
is long enough to reach loosely down 
to Uie shoulders; the paper mask is 
pasted inside of it, and small pieces of

thing; they have closed their miuds to stockinet have been gummed over the
all thoughts of fraud and wrong-doing, 
and revel In the luxyry of beautiful 
thoughts, enchanting dreams of peace, 
quietness, harmony and good will. 
Such Spiritualists are really of little 
worth to the world in any great re
formatory movement, for they are’act-

eye-lioles.
A piece of black cloth lies, on the 

iloor, which if litted up in front of Ute 
apron, gives the effect x»t de-materlal- 
izatjon. There Is also a sleeve made 
of black cloth wlKch would render the 
hand and arm visible in the dim light.

ually “too good” to assist in cleaning The secret panel ot the front ot the 
house, and that must be done in con- choir is seen^resting on the arm and 
nection with any great work for Im- shows thp two catches and the hasp 
inanity, or evil effects follow,-just as for the lock. The lock itself is in the 
the evil effects of the Gypsy Moth fol- back of the chair ,?just below the 
lowed the “letting alone” policy in . padded roll at the top, and it. is cov-
Massachusetts, until its ruinous course 
was fully understood.

The plague ot legerdemain Spirit
ualism commenced’«! a period in our 
history when no one suspected that 
any one could be so low, so vile, so 
contemptibly mean and rotten as to 
imitate spirit phenomena, palming it 
off on a' gullible public as genuine.

cred J>y the panel when placed in po
sition. Two keys are threaded upon 
the string which hangs over the panel, 
one of wiridjj was given up by Mr. 
Eldred when he confessed. Above the 
chair -is tlie extending coat-liangci 
made' of wire, wliich was apparently 
used for producing the second “form.” 
The grey wig above has its longjiair

===S====^^ .
in bls arms. When the medium had 
scrambled into his seat a voice (not 
his natural one, but that which wy 
usually recognize as the voice of the 
control “Graem”) talked volubly ot 
the Iniquity of "breaking conditions.” - 
Mrs. Craddock rushed • in and there, 
was much contusion, not, however, 
sufficient to prevent one of the sitters 
observing that the medium took some
thing from his face and put It In bls 
pocket. The door was locked and the 
£ey given io me.

’ So far I hoped that this would 
prove nothing more than a case of 
'‘transfiguration," but when Mr. Crad
dock had come out of the trance, 
which he did in about eight or ten 
minutes, he refused to be searched, 
and violently demanded that the 
door should be unlocked. In the 
meantime Mr. Carleton found an “ev- 
er-ready” electric light apparatus in 
the drawer of a table in the cabinet 
which, previous to the seance, had 
been found to be empty.

I now consulted Colonel Mayhew, 
Mr.’ Carleton, and two other gentle
men. We agreed that the repeated» 
refusal of Mr. Craddock to allow 
themselves and the room, to ba 
searched, together with the discovery 
of the "ever-ready,’’ was sufficient ev
idence of trickery, and to end a • 
painful scene, of which four ladles 

' were unhappy witnesses, I allowed the 
door tp he unlocked and Mr. Craddock 
to go out. '

Are we coming to this—that all 
paid mediums are non-moral and, 
when their power Is fitful, make ar
rangements for “helping out?" I fear 
this is so. —W. Osborne Moore, Rear 
Admiral, London, Eng.,

Conuneneing jn tills country, it finally, pinned back at the ends. The iron 
came to the f^pnt with new features hook projecting from the side of th<r 
in England and France. Just think chftir was probably used to hang up, 
of the Trick-Chair, with its secret com- or tp hold out, the second “form”. 
partment, used by Mr. Eldred in Lon- when two “appeared at once." The 
don, Eng., in his imitation of genuine,dark brown beard evidently did duty 
materialization—Ills infamous work for "John King," the grey one, next 
of deception. The illustration In last to it, for Mr. T. Everitt, and the iron 
week’s paper did not show up as well grey wig above the table may have,
as the artist intended. The hooded 
shroud'enveloping the dummy head 
which the medium used, is made of 
fine China silk, double throughout. It 
is much s'oiled, inside the hood, evi
dently from much use. The taped 
apron made of the same material, is 
also double, and was evidently tied 
round (ft« jvnlgf licncnth _thn -folds Ot

done duty for other forms, as also the 
short beard which rests upon Ute 
drapery depending from the table.

In the above synopsis of wlrnt has 
been going on in England as well as 
this country—Legerdemain Spiritual
ism in all its hideous deformity. And 
now comes another exposure from 
Light, of London.

I think-in the'interest of truth the wife and I were forced to agree that 
following- facta are worthy of being the performance was a fraud, 
brought to public notice. '

, orir'iinuncial .agmim, 
Mattle HUH, hiavfi^fft ■ffivt<i'your‘iset-. 
retary during1 tliewyeaU7$'4'9.1,8T, of' 
their work since th? ...first of Novem
ber, 1905. They have written en
couragingly of their work arid. . the 
prospects ’of- the. school. Since Nov. 
.1, they haie been working mainly for 
themselves,, giving -incidentally, a 
meeting, pf .taMrig,a coilectlqn for the 
school, and have paid their own ex
penses. We cannot be’-too grateful to 
them for their unselfish labors for the 
school. ' - .

Durlng4he first slit months of the 
year, Mrs. Clara-Lx. Stewart was a 
financial agent of the M. P. I. A., but 
at the end of that time she suspended 
her labors in that capacity; and later 
resigmed all official, connection with 
the school. Your present. secretary 
was appointed by the executive to the 
office of Secretary made Vacant by the 
resignation of Mrs-. Stewart, • and en
tered upon the duties , of the office, 
Nov. 17, 1906.

Notwithstanding the tact that a pro
fessional book-keeper ’ ¿ms ' employed 
just before the animal meeting last 
year to "balance the bffoks,7 and not
withstanding the further fact, that our 
good Brother Vali did a great deal of 
work on them,-—did it conscientiously 
and with great painstaking,—I have 
been obliged to spend many hours and 
days searching, through the various 
books of record and financial char
acter In the office, iri order to be able 
to make a correct statement of“the 
financial affairs of th.e Association. 
This statement I herewith submit to 
you:
From June 8. 190S’ to May 15, 1906

—Receipts. —
Cash on hand June 8', 1'905. $ 196.22 
Subscriptions, donations arid

collections .. .. . I... 1,607.27 
Membership fees and dues.. 401.00
Tuition.................... ; .... 238.00
Board of Students -., . . .. . 3Q7-.74 
Rooms of students . .- 182.72 
Miscellaneous ....................... . '47.00
Loans.. .. ..... t . v.. 4 115.00

Being anxious to witness the • phe- i 
nomenon of1 materialization, my wife i 
and I were taken by some frlpnds of I 
ours to Mr. Craddock's house at Pin- i 
nér, to: take part in a seance. We : 
went In perfect confidence, and with- : 
out a shadow of suspicion, but, by the i 
time the seance was over, we were : 
forced to the conclusion that the whole 
thing was unadulterated fraud. The 
room In front of ub was pitch dark, 
and, behind the circle, it was slightly 
illuminated by a • red .photographic 
lantern., After an address by the me
dium iri'supposed trance, voices of an 
unquestionably "ventriloquial" char- 
aeter commenced. - -They could easily 
be xepogPltedj.aB-t^ -medium’s, voice, 
disguised; " Xftei “somewhat lengthy 
ItiteHalH; purportlpg- to tye re- 
lations of SlttefB, came found the cir
cle, illuminating their faces with -lu
minous screens. ■ Most of these bore 
a striking resemblance to one another, 
and were “faltea” of a most obvious 
character—the false beard, moustache, 
etc., being badly stuck on—and would 
have done poor credit to- a fourth rate 
marionétte show. One or two forms, 
pretending to be relations I had never 
had, citine “to me, and a little child 
called to my wife, calling her "moth
er”—we never have lost a child! My

welfare ot the school, and as usual 
have received for their services nothing 
but their .rooms and board. In Sep
tember, 1905, Mrs. Weaver reluctantly 
complied with the solicitation of your 
executive committee to accept the po- 

,sition of matron, adding its grave re- 
’spouslbillties to her previous duties of 
purchasing agent of household and 
table supplies. Be it therefore

. Resolved, That we tender her our 
most hearty thanks for- the tireless 
alertness, constant economy and rare 
unselfishness with which she has dis
charged her duties, and assure her 
that we greatly appreciate the sub
stantial aid she has given to the con
duct of the material Interests of the 
school.

Professor Weaver, in addition to 
looking after many details of manage
ment has continued to • render Ideal 
service as teacher In one of our most 
important departments and as princi
pal of thè entire work of Instruction In 
the Institute. ' Therefore, be It

Resolved, That we extend to him a 
fraternal expression of our gratitude 
for his patient demotion to his duties 
and for bls supreme loyalty to the de
velopment of a higher type of Spirit
ualism;- •

It was a satisfaction at the opening

We went again the week after, and
the same characters were impersonat
ed, that is. Dr. Graem, Dr. Arnold, 
Sister Amy, La belle Cerise, and Joey 
Grimaldi.' Again the same miserable 
farce took place, which could only 
find its parallel In the gullibility of 
some of the sitters, one lady remark
ing to her husband, as a form came to 
them, "Why, It’s your father!" and 
he, the husband, answered, "Why, bo

General expetlBes . T.-835.08 
Traveling expenses-‘.“J11; . .-." 232.54 
Salaries .. -.. I. ïWr- 461.40
Hull-Ryrierson account!, .yfr -. 30.46
-Loan .. •. .. . 25.00
Debts (expense and salaries) 1,316.62 
On hand .'... fl.A 193.85
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Mon nn^ kfin M Disclosed in the Bible,” I lull ullu Lil6 By Rev. Arthur Chnmbera, 
<nini|- I. npM»Associate of King’s College, 
OUlt IL W0l IlTLondon. An excellent book 
for Christian people who would investigate and 
learn the facts of Bible teachings as well as 
modern spirit phenomena. Price, cloth, 81.10.

VEDANTA PHILOSOPHY.
Lecture# by tbo Swami Viveka^atoda, ou Raia Togas 

or Conquering .tho Internal and other sub-»
JecU; also, PaUaJaH’a Yoga Aphorisms, with com« 
meutari& and a copious glossary of Sanskrit terms. 
Revised and enlarged, 12mo., Cloth, (1,00. Raja Yoga 
is an ancient system ot lndlan Philosophy, and one at 
the four chief methods that the Vedanta Philosophy 
Offers to obtain freedom and perfection." Swami viv* 
ekananda became a familiar figure In several Amort* 
can cities during tho three years following the Pa^ 
Mament of Religions at Chicago; he was cordially re* 
cel vodln America, where tho breadth and depth of 
bin teachings were soon recognised. His teachings am universal fa their application. The book Is eijean * 
&ML60. For sale at this office.

FROM INDIA ,
TO THE PLANET MARS,

A MOST REMARKABLE WORK.

Fascinating, Interesting and In
structive.

—— k
By Th. Flournoy, Professor of Psy

chology in. the. University of Geneva.
“Thu la an account of the experiment« 

with, the ‘Geneva Medium,1 Helena 
Smith. In her trances she lives tha 
final existence ot an Indian prince«» 
and of an Inhabitant ot tbe planet 
.Mars. Professor Flournoy and his fel- 

' low scientists have for more" than five
f yyta experimented with these astound-

it 18—no. It Isn’t, It’s mother!”. Ink physical phenomena.”
"Joey"-Informed me that one of the Thia la a work of thrilling interest 

It baa excited great attention In thisspirits present was my mother, who, 
I am glad to say, Is alive, and, for her, 
very well. I therefore determined to 
expose what I was convinced was 
fraudulent, and having obtained an 
invitation formy wife, self,' and my 
friend, the Hon. Dudley Carleton 
(lato 9th Cancel's), tye, ajteadftd last 
Sunday afternoon at Pinner, paying 
thirty shillings.

country and in Europe. Prica ILIKL

“The Light of Egypt.” Columns 1 
and 2. An occult library In itsiilf, a 
text-book of esoteric knowledge as 
-taught by Adepts of Henqiitlo Philos
ophy. Price ,$2 per volume.. ., _

•iLife and Moral Axioms of Con
fucius,” Is the tltle bf.a. 62 page pam
phlet, which contains many of the 
moral; aphorisms nnd terseological 
teachings of-the sapient Chinese phil
osopher, who lived 551 years before 
the Christian Era, and whose .wise 
precepts have left a lasting impression 
upon all subsequerit nations. By 
Marcenus R. K; Wright. . Price 25cts.
“Longley’fl .Beautiful Songs.” ' A 

new edition .comprising in one Volunae 
the four parts heretofore published, 
to which .is added part five, also - a 
number,'Of. the author’s moat popular 
songs, includlng'"Only a Thin Veil Be
tween Us” and its "Companion Piece.” 
Cloth, 75 cents. Boards, 50 cents.

Whitewater, Wis.; May. 15,1906.
To the Morris Pratt Institute Asso

ciation-Officers, Directors -and '. Mem
bers:—It 1b with much diffidence and 
éven trepidation that I undertake to 
make to you this, my first report of the 
work I-have done as your secretary, 
and to place before you-a statement of 
the financial affàlrs"ôf thé association.

. I had little" thought when I’acriefited 
the office of secretary, that I .was un
dertaking an àrdous task,—more diffi
cult than you can realize. However,

submit my report to you, feeling that 
for whatever It may lack in clearness 
or completeness, you will have pa
tience and fraternal consideration.

In the first place I wo.uld say, that 
much correspondence ,has been done 
with the view of interesting as many 
people as possible In the school, not 
alone that we might receive donations 
from them, but that students may be 
Induced to enter the school. - What 
we need more than anything else Is a 
'Sufficient number of students,'and we 
should work mainly along this line 
hereafter. In my'Opinion, twenty

.* eri : ¿^3,094.95.
In .conclusion let ime! st®a that thé 

prospects of-the Bchqgl are .bright; the'- 
indebtedness will soon be. ¿aid off; an 
-endowment Is proiiflBëaj 'we shall be 
able to secure the needed help in all 
departments, and with-'thexcontlnued- 
assistance of our spirit, qjid ' earthly, 
friends, and with.goiüi bigness man
agement, good Instruction, home-like 
surroundings,' and';the spirit of good
fellowship and helpfdlnesri among us; 
Morris Pratt Instltqto ,1s ¡pyre to be- 
çome the power for, good that Father 
Morris Pratt désigried/afid as we all 
■wish it to be.- ' “ •

Respectfully submitted, ■: •• 
.. „ . . : EMMA J,. OWEN,

. Secretary.

of the school year to find that Mirs. Al- 
faretta Niver had abandoned her In
tention of withdrawing from, the fac
ulty of the school. Her. pleasant per
sonality, enthusiasm of ’ manner and 
experienced methods have made- her 
department of oratory . and physical 
culture a benefit taevery student en
tering it, while it has made a favor
able-impression upon the educational 
circles of White .water. .
* We acknowledge our Increased in
debtedness to the unfaltering zeal" of 
Moses and’ Mattle Hull, who during 
their year of . work have by their 
.united efforts collected-for the school 
about five hundred -dollars, without 
any. expense.to‘the institution for their 
journeying». The fact that they give 
their efforts - to securely establish the 
.school without-receiving board or sal
ary, ought to silence all ; superficial 
critics until . ’they shall first have de
veloped a corresponding spirit of emu-

Report of Committee on Resolutions. 
Morris Pratt Institute,'. Whitewater,- 

.W1B., May 15, 1906.
• The committee tb which was re
ferred portions of President. Hull's an
nual report, submit-the following: - 
, Professor and Mrs. A. J. : Weaver 
during the school year of 1905-6 have 
continued: to give Treely'of their time, 
strength and ability to - advance the

The usual Impersonations were 
made. “Joey” announced that Mr. 
Carleton’s mother was present— 
Lady Dorchester being alive and well! 
A small- piece of mirror was handed 
round and we were asked to believe it 
was a spirit light. An old person, 
.with a stuck-on white beard, went to 
one or two, and. then there came to me 
a form with a turned-up white mous
tache, evidently stage property. He 
came quite close and I Immediately 
seized him by the arms. He struggled 
violently, and, unable to get away, 
threw himself backwards Into the cab
inet, pulling me with him. I called for 
light from Mr. Carleton, who carried 
a small electric lantern, and I found 
the person I had seized was Mr. Crad
dock! Some confusion followed and 
the medium was recognized by tne 
light. A Mr. Rodd, who was present, 
saw him remove the false moustache 
and place It In his pocket. I then re
leased him, and his wife concealed him 
behind the curtain. He ;then pre
tended to go under control of Dr, Gra
em, who expressed disapproval of the 
proceedings.

Rear-Admiral Moore who was "in 
charge,” now assumed command, with 
the approval of all, and appointed a 
search committee to search the medi
um and his wife. The door was locked 
and the key given to Admiral Moore. 
The lamp was lighted and I found a 
small electric torch, evidently used for 
“Spirit lights," In a drawer In the cab
inet, which, when examined by several 
before the seance, had been empty. 
Te medium, however, refused to be 
searched, and ordered us out. Mrs. 
Craddock attacked Admiral Moore 
with the fire-shovel In her attempt to 
get the key from him. Admiral Moore 
again demanded a search from Crad
dock, who placed himself In a fighting 
attitude and threatened to "set about" 
anyone .who touched, him.

Everything possible was done for 
• some time to get the medium to sub

mit to a search, but although the Ad
miral begged him for the sake ot his 
wife and child, and his reputation] he 
'resolutely refused. The' Admiral 
then told him we could only conclude 
that he was a fraud, to which he said: 
“Call me what you .like, you shall not 
search me now.”

Three Remarkalil« Books
«Th» DWln# Pedigree ot Man."
•'»Tiie Ijaw of PeyeMv Phenomena." 
“ASoientlilc Demonstratio^of tho Fn»*’ 

threLifte.”
The Divine Pedigree of Man.or the Testimony • 

of Evolution nnd Psychology to the Fatherhood . 
Of God. By Thompson Jay Hudson, LL. D. A 
most remarkable work, demonstrating the ex* 
btence'ot the Soul and Future Life, It Is seien» 
tifio throughout. Price Sl.Wk Dr. Hudson's 
work on "luo Law of Psychic Phenomena” Is 
also valuable. Price. 91.60. HU “Soieutifto 
Demonstration of tho Future Life” should be 
RfidbyalL Price il.W.

THE CAIII . ,TS nature, re- Hr II I LAT1ONS ano ex- 1 I IL CJVUL > PRESSIONS IN Hu.
MAN EMBODIMENTS. Third edition now on 
sale. Price 51.00. This is one of the -best books • 
given by the guides of Mrs Oora L. V. Richmond. 
They are really lessons, published primarily, as 
a book of reference for those who have been 
members of the classes receiving them. This 
volume is a careful compilation from reports of 
lessons, containing the bases of the teachings.

THE WIDOW’S MITE,
AND

OTHER PS/CHIC PHENOMENA.

BY ISAAC K. FUNK.

A remarkable book, of Intense Inter
est to all, whether Spiritualists or Ma
terialists,. Investigators or believers.

The author baa embodied tn thia 
book an account of bls wonderful per
sonal experience, and has culled from 
other sources the experiences of others, 
Including scientists of world-wide re
pute, making a volume of great value. 
688 octavo pages. Price, cloth, $2.

CHILD CULTURE.

According to the Laws of Physic, 
logical Psychology and 

Mental Suggestion.

. BY NEWTON N. RIDDELL.

This is a work of singular oxccIIp’’'''' 
on a subject of great importance. It is 
replete with wise and practical hints, 
helps and suggestions, of inestimable 
value to parents, and all who have the 
care of children, and all who are inter
ested in their moral, mental and physl- 1 
cal welfare. Its spiritual tone is uplift
ing. Price 60 cents.

latlon. ' \
We congratulate all members .and 

friends i of the Morris Pratt Institute 
upon the good fortune which brought 
us the services of Mrs. Emma J. Owen 
as our secretary. . Painstaking, meth
odical, and accurate in every detail, 
she has given our business records a 
reliability which enables ub to know in 
a moment .whence every dollar comes 
and how ft goes. Such services as hers 
are invaluable to us. ■

We extend to every one of our fac
ulty and. students a wish .that the va
cation season shall bring them pleas
ant environments, . renewed vitality 
and a safe return to September's op
portunities at the Institute.

GEORGE B. WARNE, 
CHRISTINE COOPER, 
E. W. SPRAGUE,

' ' Committee.

Mr. Carleton Mr. Rodd, and my 
wife give me full leave to state that 
they concur In every way In my de
nunciation of Craddock as a trickster. 
He may have been, may be now, a 
medium, but I say without doubt that 
bn this occasion he was caught red- 
handed impersonating spirits. ,

I would add that I am perfectly con
vinced of the mhln features of the 
faith held by Spiritualism, and this 
experience in no way weakens iny con
viction; but it is high time this abom
inable description of jugglery should 
be shown up, to prevent, If possible, 
the perpetration of further deceptions 
which can only end In the undermin
ing of the truth and the alienation of 
all who wish to believe It.—Yours, etc.' 
—Mark Mayhew (Lieut.. Col.);.

P. S.—I would add that after the 
refusal of search, Mrs. Craddock re
turned our money to us and we left.

J regret to have to inforin you that 
Mr. Craddock was detected last night, 
at a seance’held in his own house at 
Pinner, in helping out his manifesta
tions. - ’

While the face of the man. was be
ing exhibited by illuminated slate to 
Colonel Mayhow, the form was seized 
by him, a‘light was turned-on, and 
Mr. Craddock was found on the floor

A Conspiracy AgainsttheRepublio 
By Charles B. Waite, A M., author ot “History 
of the Christian Religion to the Year 200," etc. 
Price, paner. 25 cents.

thinker's International Congress, Chicago, EL, 
October, ISIS. By Susan H. Wlxon. Price, 10o.

Success, and How to Win It,
By B. F. Austin, B. A., D. D.

' A Lecture and course ot Twenty-four Succeea 
Lessons. Price » cents) ■

HEROES AND HERO WORSHIP, AND 
THE HEROIC IN HISTORY.

By Thomas Carlyje.
A remarkable book by a remarkable 

man. Marked by terse strength and ' 
vigor, deep thought, philosophy and dra
matic tensity of earnestness. A notable 
literary effort A lino edition, in cloth. 
Price 60 cents.

UVerü Interestina Book tor K ’
Philosophy of . '

Spiritaal Intercourse, account of the 
very wonderful spiritual developments at the - 
house ot Rov. Dr. Pholps; Stratford, Conn-jornd 
slmiiw cases In nU pans ot tho country. Thu 
volume Is ths tlr-t tvnruho author directly up- , 
ontho subject of Spiritualism, and.tumstood 
ths teat ot many years. Cloth, sea; postage too.
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“I am in jail and starving.
JAMBS."

SATURDAY, JUNE S, 1006.
A.VISION OF MY MOTHER.

1

Pro-

Ah, such visions make me anxious and

my

for’
forces of theyet as strong as the

filled In my

Oh, my mother, though I tarried from

You
be- And I

And

ard, an inti •lend of my father, a
NOTE FROM DR. WARNE.

Protestant Christianity of 225 years

Higginson ¡—There be nòw at sea a

(so they say)

an-

Then and Now. i

ac-

But

two

not hold ordi- 
The answer I

MOP Wets SOcle tela

most palpable 
My second child 

He was very 
his head had

amend their prayer book -on its 
count

to 
he

uplifting human beings with 
love and poems'too.

N. 8.'A., as they could 
nation by that body, 
received was:

‘‘These parties have

and 
ob- 
the 
the

Important. Correction.
In our leading editorial of

, Our enemies'-speak.d us. as they. 
héar;we judgo.of.-ourBelyes.au we.feel.- 
—Hannah Meare. ■ -

journey’s end and learned what had 
happened she did not give up in de
spair, but went straightway to the 
Judge with her mother’s plea, a plea 
that was as gentle as a lullaby, and

He Explains More Fully in Regard to 
thp Bishop-Edwards Ordinat

ion Papers.

instance more of the 
fact of spirit return, 
was named William, 
delicate from, birth;

storm—and the Judge’s eyes

That was alii
Fjopi the “City of the Angels,'

take notice.
All books advertised in The

Each day’s business was opened 
closed by prayer. Of course the 
ject was to gain God’s favor on 
one hand, and the patronage of

the emphatic passage of his song, 
would strike the table with bis “fist," 
and the glasses would rattle in prime

covet you.’
“Thpn I took the knife and I jab 

three times like this—like this. My

saying she did not understand these, 
.ceremonies.

She told qf going home with her 
uncle after the civil ceremony and 
living there until the church ceremo-

_ ?, >1 the preference over nature and scl-_ 
once, and who will go on deluding the 
innocent little ones so long as they

A Short, Very Pathetic and Touching 
Little Story by Rev. Thomas B, 

Gregory hr the Chicago 
' Examiner.

are paid or permitted to do so.
what a dastardly shame it is for us to"

ago:
“To the aged and beloved John

aunt was there, and she came 
tween, and the voice say, ‘Kill her,’ 
and I killed her. Then I pulled out 
the revolver, and one of the bakers

quite weary wating here, 
For I know I shall be welcomed to 

mother's spirit sphere, 
But my soul must linger longer 

the wJrk it has to do

J. R. FRANCIS, Editor and
M ill t&sj» iciSâtlsi ss fistln

---- ----- ■ - . - . ' .' -- L

“My uncle did then as he had done 
before," she said.

After the church 'ceremony the 
bride and her husband went back to

s I ?

(tas

TERMS OP SUBSCRIPTION'.
Tus Puacmsssivs Thikswb will bo f uxulxliod 

uaUl lurtaor notta al the tallowing termo, ta-
•variably ta advaura: 

Ou» Year. ............
» bix Mouths................ .. 

'tìilrtetiu Weeks,.....  
Elogio Copy........ ..

BEMm'AiiCES:
Aemltby PostoMoe Money order, Registered 

Letter or Orate on Chicago or New York. Il 
costs from ID to 15 cents to got checks cashed on 
local banka, to do not send them unless you 
Wlshthat amount deducted from the amount 
tent. Address all letters toJ. It FRANCIS, ID 
Loomis Street, Chicago, lit

TAKE KOTIPE« |
CSTAt the expiration ot subscription, it not re- 

ncH'eJ, the paper is Slscontfuued. No bills 
will be sent tor extra numbers.

jam you do not receive your paper promptly 
write UB, and any errors in address will be 
promptly corrected, and missing numbers 
supplied gratis.

C3T Whenever you desire the address ot your 
paper-ichunged, always give the address ol 
the place to which it has been goiqg or the 
change cannot be made.

TO FOREIGN COUNTRIES.
The price of The Progressivo Thinker 

per year to foreign countries Is |2,

AN ASTOUNDING NABRATIVE;

Girl Slayer of Two Recites Tragic Tale 
—-Shiveiy an® Betrayal Ending in 
Murder of Uncle and Aunt Told to 
Court—Causes. Women to Faint-

WORDS OF CAUTION.
You should not send money In a let

ter. You may do so a dozen times safe
ly, and then the next remittance niay 
be lost or stolen. Secure a postal order 
for five cents, and th;n you are per
fectly safe, and yvlll save yourself an- 
ooyance and trouble. <

SOMETHING YOU SHOULD "HAVE. 
It Will Only Cost You Four Cents.
Reports in pamphlei form-of Die last 

N, S. A. Convention are for hale at 600 
Pennsylvania avenue S. E,, Washington, 

• D. C., atrfour cents each, postpaid, or 
thirty-five cts. per dozen. Every Spirit
ualist should send for one. Address 
Mary T. Longley. Secretary.

Dramatic Story of Josephine Terra- 
nova ¡Deeply Moves Hearers in New | 
York Trial—Sho Heard the Voices 
of Spirits Commanding Her to Do 

, the Act.
' Among the high and the low, the 

rich and the poor, the virtuous and the 
outcast, the wise and the ignorant, the 
happy and the wretched, Spirit Return 
is manifested. .

In the following thrilling narrative 
the seventeen year old Josepliine Ter
ranova gives her tragic experiences. 
In the whole history of the world, if 
murder under any cRcumstunoes what
ever were justifiable, here it surely 
was, us a matter of self-defense.

Certanily here is a-flain case of 
spirit control, illustrating the fact that 
there qre avengers in The spirit-world 
as well as tliis.». .

Seveuteen-ypar-old Josephine Tetr ; 
ranovâ went on thé stand in Nejv York, 
on May 22, in her trial , for murder 
and gave the jury the history of her 
life with Gaetano and Concetta Rig- 
gio, her uncle and aunt, whom . she 
stabbed to death on thd*night of Feb
ruary 22, in their home at Williams’ 
bridge. I '

gresslve Thinker can be obtained at 
•this office. Express charges or pqstage 
prepaid at the price named unless oth- 
wise stated.

her uncle's house.
“When we were leaving/’ the girl 

said, clasping her hands together, 
"my uncle said; ‘My God! I hope they 
both die before morning.’ ” She told 
of visiting her uncle after twenty-two 

। days and the remark he made about a 
| girl born on Good Friday. She con-

They Gome Unsolicited and Under Various Condi- 
ditions Just as Easily, so Far as Can be Ascertained 
by Mortals, as by-Request and in the Seance Room, 
and Deliver Their Messages of' Love and Uplift? 
ment"in the Peaceful Sanctuary of the Home, and 
Out Dpoiijthe Star-lit Highways of Life. .

tinned:
“ 'Josephine,' he said, ‘was born on 

Good Friday, and girls born on Good 
Friday are not virtuous/ When he 
say that I felt something jump out of 
my heart. When he went home he 
say to Guiseppe: ‘You won't live with 
her for a wpek.’ ‘Why?’ says my hus
band. “You ask her about what I 
told you when you get home,’ he said.

Confession to Spouse.
“When we went home he asked me , 

what my uncle mean. I ask him what; 
my uncle mean' when he said ‘virtu
ous.’ my “husband told me and I went 
down on my, knees like this (the wit
ness crossed her hands before her 
breast) and I told him syhat^ny uncle 
had done. He said;‘You are no long
er my wife.’ And I lay down and 
cried,"

“What happened that night?"
"I SAW TJIE SPIRIT OF MY UN

CLE. He ■ come before me. I don't 
know what he was. "He was dressed 
in Ids regular clothes, I'did not touch 
.him. I was so—-kq?-—the witness 

: held out her arms. saw my áncle 
arid a voice said to me, ‘Kill Rim, kill

* “

Her story exceeeded in horrors any-' 
thing that had been related from the 
witness stand in the memory of court 
attaches. The jurymen turned their 
faces to look at the floor and some of 
-them bit thbir lips to repress their an- 
ger. ‘r - »

Dr. Carlos MacDonald, Dr. Allan 
McLane Hamilton .and other noted 
alienists were seated within the rail
ing to act as advisers to the prosecu
tion. The horror of the girl's story 
made even them turn thelt heads 
away. -

There Was no »Episcopal church in 
Sturgis at the time of which I write, 
and Mrs. Idardlng aBBOciated with the 
Baptists; bift ahclyvas terribly-bigoted 
against Spiritualism, so much so that 
for the sake of peace at home, I re
frained from even mentioning the 
name of Spiritualism in her presence. 
If she read or heard of a scandal ac
credited to it, she would say: "That is 
what Spiritualism does—separates 
husbands and.Wives, and destroys the 
happiness of homes!"'

"Ah! well,"'. I said, "it Is not likely 
to do that with us."

"Oh! we don’t know. Perhaps 
those people were as respectable as we 
are until they • became Spiritualists." 
So I avoided the subject in our conver
sations! As for me L could state with 
Horace.Greeley: "I cannot say for cer
tain, but’ 1 can see no good reason why 
spirits cannot retprn/’. -That was how j 
We both stood in regard to the ques-1 
tlon, when one night we. were asleep in 
our bed, and about midnight I .was 
awakened by the ,vibration pf the bed 
and bedstead. “ I was greatly alrmed, 
supposing Mrs;’ Harding was in a con
vulsion irons an apoplectic or epileptic 
fit. I seized her and cried, “Minnie! 
Minnie! for heaven’s sake, what is the

and when Mr. Shepard had his second 
tumbler aboard he would sing a song, 
the usual one being the old ditty, “Be
gone, Dull Care," ;
“My .wife shall dance and'I shall sing,

So merrily pass the day.
I hold It one of the wisest things 

To drive dull care away."
When the old gentleman came

style.
I never heard Mrs. H. sing a note 

before that midnight, and. yet she sang 
that song ss perfectly as ever' I heard 
Mr; Shepard sing it, and at the promi
nent part she would strike the bed 
clothes with her shut hand just as he 
did. 'Surely this was a revelation to 
me.

“Do I know who,this is?" I asked.

away out on the Coast of Gold, the 
message was flashed on to the great 
smoke-covered Metropolis of the Mid
dle West.

There it was put in the hands of the 
nether for whom it was Intended and 
the mother-heart ached for the son 
who was calling upon her in his 
trouble. *

But it is a long way from Chicago 
to Lob Angeles, the two places being 
separated by more than two thousand 
•miles! ■ .

And the mother was poor. She had 
no bank account, no stocks, or bonds, 
or mortgages, her sole earthly belong
ings consisting pf a.humble little home 
and its modest furnishings.

But her boy was in trouble, the 
message told her, and that was enough. 
No matter about the distance, no mat
ter about the little property she had—

mother’s love is not going to grow 
cold and die. In the “City of the An
gels," homeless, friendless, a stranger 
in a strange land, that mother will, 
stand by her boy to the end.

Through tire lonely days and the 
, still lonelier vigils of the night she 
will hum over to herself the f llttlq 
slumber songs she used to ping when 
her boy was_a baby in her arms. The 
vlslon-of the baby face and1 baby 
pranks will come to her over and over 
again, and for the culprit béVond the 
bars she will feel all of the old-time - ■ 
affection!

Ah, yes, the depth of a Mother’s 
Love! • i.

There's a moral to pur story, which 
moral may be put jn the shape of a 
question:

“Boys, can you afford to despise a 
love like this? In a word, can you 
afford, under any circumstances to go. 
back on Mother?”

A Lapse in Chronology.
On several occasions it has been 

sugg-.sted in these columns that the 
chroaologlsts who have fixed our 
datei for past events have enlarged 
time and added nearly or quite one 
thousand years to our calendar which 
had no existence in fact. It is strong
ly susplcionod by many good scholars 
' bat the period known as the “.dark 
rges,” of which history is Immensely 
i.onfiised and 1b almost a blank, never 
existed, the object to remove into the 
distant past events that never oc
curred. Reading the “Introduction

Moyes Hearers to Shrieks.
At one dramatic moment in the 

girl’s testimony' there was a shriek 
from the side inclosure, where, sat 
•some newspaper women assigned to 
the trial. Margaret Hubbard Ayer, a 
tall, handsome woman writer connect
ed with an evening paper, had faint
ed in her chair. A little later a sec
ond woman fell from her chair in a 
faint.

The prisoner was 8 years old when 
she came from* Italy to live with her 
uncle and aunt. She said her uncle 
began his bestial treatment when she 
was 11 years old, committing unname- 
able crime against her person. When 
she complained to the aunt the latter 
told her to do her uncle’s bidding. 
The girl was treated like a slave. 
She said:

‘,‘1 washed dishes, I scrubbed, I 
cooked for all the family. Some
times there were twelve, sometimes 
sixteen in the family. I got up some-

hlm.’ ” ' .
The witness arose from her chair 

and spread her arms, out violently. - \
"I TALKED WITH GOD.” SHE 

CONTINUED, “AND I ASKED HIM 
WHAT TO- DO AND HE’ ALWAYS 
SAY, ‘KILL YOUR UNCLE, KILL 
YOUR UNCLE,' AND HE SAY: ‘YOU 
ARE A'CHILD 17 YEARS OLD, AND 
YOU HAVE NO MOTHER, NO HUS
BAND, NO , FRIENDS-^-NOTHING.’

“Then my husband came and told 
me I have to go. . I beg him to take 
me back. Then I put on my weddingJ 
clothes and sent my wedding ring 
back to my husband and went to my 
mother.

Hears Command to, Kill.
"I went into the back yard and I 

cross myself three times and say: ‘If 
this is the voice of the devil It must 
go away.’ God said: ‘Kill him! Kill, 
him!’ I went to the house, and my 
aunt say: ‘Come up stairs.'

"I would not go at first beqause the 
voice did not tell me. By and by it 
did tell me and I went up. My uncle 
came and say: ‘Josephine, you are an 
outcast. I will take you back. I

matter?" She woke up and said:‘“I 
have had a strange.dream: I thought 
a 'tall man, an Indian, was trying to 
influence me as they do thé spirit me
diums.” ;

“It was merely a nightmare,” I said. 
"Now let us go'to sleep.”

Soon she began ,to shout triumph- 
This time I' Was even' more alarmed 
than before, ahd caught her arm to 
shake her. but she, flung my hand 
away, exclaiming, “Don’t touch me. I 
am Influenced.”

I was astohlBh^d,’ for she was the 
last person in the1 world I should sup
pose capable of such a condition.

Soon she beban to shout triumph
antly, and so loudly she could be 
heard a block away, “Waugh! waugh! 
Hard work! Won at last!” I thought, 
this was a strange way for a sober 
Baptist to act, and seemed very much 
opposed to the, dignity and good taste 
of an Episcopal lady of middle age.

In giving the replies of this Indian, 
I am compelled to employ my own 
tongue, as my education in the Indian 
language Iq very Imperfect

When the Indian ceased shouting, I

Io the Rise of English Culture," by ' 
that learned scholar, Edward A. Peth- 
orick, Esq., our eye fell on the follow
ing, p. xxxvli,

“Mr. Arbuthnot, after a search 
through the museums of Europe, came 
to the decision that there are no au-' 
thentlc papal records earlier than A. 
D. 1198.”

The writer cites "Mysteries of 
Chronology,” pp. 30, 31 as confirma
tion of ®s position. He adds:- •

“The historians' of Architecture 
mark the eleventh and twelfth centu
ries as the commencement of cathe
dral building in Italy, France, and 
England. There are no earlier re
mains of any ecclesiastical building in 
England; and on the Continent they 
succeed the Roman temples and pal
aces without a break. * • Forty years 
ago an eminent historian and states
man, happily still with us, observed 
that, ‘The .modern traveler, after his 
first few days in Rome, begins to 
search for relics of the twelve hundred 
years that Ue between Constantine 
and Pope Julius II. ‘Where,’ he asks, 
‘is the Rome of the Middle Ages?’ To 
this question, the writer adds; ‘There 
Is no answer.’ ’’ '

Mr. Petherick supports his views by 
the recitation ofmany additional facts 
and quotations from historians, and 
others; but we will not trespass fur- 

,ther on the reader’s patience at this 
time, only adding: Students of eccle
siastical history will ever keep the fact 
In mind, that there is a chasm in 
church history of a thousand years, a 
period which never existed. It was 
made by the monks In their cloisters 
to make real that which never oc
curred, and to add glory to fictitious 
characters they wished to eternize.

times at 4 o’clock, sometimes at 6. I 
went to bed sometimes at 11, 12 or 1 
o’clock. All the time my head rang 
and I HEARD .VOICES. My aunt 
made me work just the same. When 
I told her I didn't want to work she 
would strike me. Once she struck 
me on the jaw. I did not eat on that 
side for two weeks. Another time she 
broke a stick on my back. It hurt 
me for a week, but they did not get a 
doctor.

Tells of Her Wedding. I
“My uncle came to me and told me 

that Guiseppe Terranova want to mar
ry me.” she continued. “I say all 
right, for I like him good. Thep we 
have feast. Then his sister came and 
took me .to the priest. My uncle did 
not want me to go. He say the priest 
would tell me bad things. We went 
to the church and he followed us.”

The priest refused to hear her con
fession, or administer communion.

came up and grabbed me and says: 
‘What have you done?' and I said, 
.'Just what God told me to.’ and they 
did not arrest me;

“For two days I rode around on 
cars. I bought 5 cents' worth of 
cakes. Then the voice said: 'Go to 
your mother.’ My mother say, “What 
have you, done?’ and I say, ‘Nothing. 
God told me to.’ Then they come and 
arrested me. I did my hair and went 
with them.”

"Did you ever see anything after 
you were taken to prison?”

“Yob. On the brick—you know 
what prisons are made of—I saw my 
uncle and my aunt lying down; I hung 
my apron over them, for I did not 
want to see them. I saw them two 
weeks ago.”

asked him his name.
“Oh!" said he.b'names have no sig

nificance in your sphere of life.”
“But,” said I. ¡¡it will be necessary 

to apply some nape to you so that 
when we spdak qf or to you, we can 
dlstinguisnyou fcqm others."

“.Well, y:6u may call me Blue 
Jacket.” J'

He told hie that was the name he 
bore when ip our.pondltion. After he 
had left very many others came, some 
of whom X hgd Ifpown when a boy; 
on? in particular^,Mr. Charles Shep-

/Well, I should think you ought to 
know,” he replied, and then striking 
me on the shoulder, he said, “Tom, mV 
old boy, .how are you?” -I was an only 
son, and of course a pet with my 
father, and his guests always, patron
ized me accordingly. When Mr. Shep
ard mpt me. he used to hit me famil
iarly and say In his jolly way, “Well, 
Tom, my old boy, how are you?” 
That was another great revelation to 
me. He continued his pleasant talk.. 
“Now, Tern.,is,n’t this the most won-' 
derful thing’you ever heard of? You 
attended my funeral h^f a edntury 
ago. You saw them put my coffin In 
the ground and cover it up, and yet 
here I am talking to you through your 
own wife. Why, old boy, we never 
heard of such a thing in my time. 
You are fortunate In having for your. 
friend the spirit you call Blue Jacket. 
Although he calls himself a poor In
dian, I can tell you he stands high. 
Yes, you are indeed fortunate.” '

Many, very many, others communi
cated that night, but I shall not weary 
the reader. My wife and I were so 

■ fully convinced that I at least cried 
for joy, and there and then we prom
ised that in return for this great good
ness of our spirit visitors, we would 
go far out of our way at any time to 
do their bidding, or forward the great 
truth they were laboring to establish 
on the earth.

I cannot refrain from telling of one

she would sell that property, even 
though it be at a big sacrifice, and 
start for her sorrowing son! •

Oh, the depth of a mother’s love! ; 
In ail the .world there’s nothing like 
it! It will go through fire and water, . 
it will brave the lion In his den, it will 
make any sacrifice,- endure any pri
vation, face any danger in the attempt 
to reach and save its object!

The little home, with all that it 
contained, was speedily put into cash, 
and the mother began her long jour
ney across the continent. The train 
went Hke lightning—and yet to that 
anxious mother It seemed to creep, so 
desirous was she of reaching her 
boy!

None buj the mothers who happen 
lo read this story will be able to know 
how she felt—what mingled joy and 
sorrow, hope and fear, satisfaction and 
shame alternately possessed her soul 
as the Iron Horse was bearing her 
along toward the sunny land where 
her son lay behind prison bars!

A mother's love is one thing, the 
machinery of the law is another, and 
before the mother reached the “City 
eff the Angels” the law had tried and 
sentenced her boy.

But there isn’t law enough In the 
universe to put a damper on mother
love! It keeps right on loving, law 

i or no law. sentence or no sentence, 
and will never take "No” for an an
swer!

So, when this mother got to her

The above beautiful and pathetio 
little story touched me so forcibly that 
I ¿pnd it in for reproduction and ac
company It with a poem written pre
vious to the perusal of Mr. Gregory’s 
eloquent tribute to “Mother Love.” 

DR. T. WILKINS.

I dreamed of my old mother in my 
sleep of yesternight,

And my soul is still illumined with her 
love and brilliant light.

We just rushed right up together In 
our old-time fond embrace:

And within my soul still mirrored is 
her dear old spirit face.

I can feel her spirit touches, and that 
blessed mother kiss,

And my spirit still is floating In that ’ 
. sea of perfect bliss

That I seemed to gather to me as pos
sessions truly mine,

From my loving spirit mother, in the 
land of souls siblime.

She had lost her earthly palor, and her 
wrinkles and grey hair.

And her cheeks were round and rosy 
as a maiden's plump and fair, 

And though looking young and active 
and from earthly trouble free, 

She was still that blessed mother, and 
an angel unto me.

For the time I seemed quite conscious 
that my earthly form was shed, 

Not with that grand parting that oc
curs when one is dead;

Still I seemed quite tree and easy, and , 
I wanted to remain

With my mother in the future, on her 
blessed spirit plane.

jolly,.good-qk^ufea man of .lymphatic | 
temperament'.. Mÿ.father was fond of“ 
company,' and' Charley Shep, as ' my 
father used'^o call tlm, was a frequent 
guest at our table.' I was quite young 
when he died, and my wife had never 
known him at all, for she Is nearly 
five years younger than I, and was a 
mere babe when Mr. Shepard died.

Those old gentlemen used to enjoy 
themselves when they got together,

grown at the expense of his body, | 
which was a mere skeleton, but his In- . 
telllgence was beyond anything I had 
ever seen in a child. He died when 
three years old. No child ever loved 
a father better than, my little Willie 
loved me. He used to wind his thin 
arms around my neck and squeeze bq 
tightly, I often wondered how such 
little arms could strain so powerfully.

He came. He wound his mother’s 
arms about my neck, and pressed his 
head against my bosom; He “caressed 
me once more as he used to do long 
ago, and oh! how he wept! The tears 
ran down Uis mother’s cheeks, and be
tween his sobs, he uttered in broken 
accents, “Oh! papa, papa! these are 
not tears of sorrow, but of joy.” 

THOS. HARDING.
Sturgis, Mich.

. (To be continued.)

with tears as he remembered his own 
mother and the mighty love where
with she loved him.

Taking hol4 ot the woman’s hand 
the Judge looked through misty eyes 
into her sorrowful face and assured 
her that ho would do all that he could 
for her and for her boy.

It doth not appear, at present writ
ing, what the result will be. but of 
one thing we may be sure—that

the death-bed of your form, 
are conscious of my feeling, ever 
deep and true and warm, 
I know I am forgiven by your 
dear old soul of love, 
I soon shall be there with you 
In your spirit home above.

DR. T. WILKINS.

Religion and Politics Mixed.
The Republican state convention of 

Kansas, late in session at Topeka, 
which nominated Gov. Hoch for re
election, departed from the practice of 
secular bodies of that character, by 
opening their proceedings ,wlth 
prayer. It looks like an appeal to 
the church for votes.

We had a case of mixing secular 
and religious matters in this city sev
eral years ago. A bank was organized 
and conducted on religious principles.

church on the other.
The result: God was evidently 

gered to be mixed up with dollars and 
cents, so he'not only turned a cold 
shoulder on such procedure, but 
smashed the bank Into smithereens. 
It was the most stupendous financialA Powerful Appeal.

A friend and whilom correspondent 
on the other side of the ocean, still 
living, once wrote: ‘

“The Hebrew Pentateuch has not 
only retarded the growth of science 
in Europe for long centuries, but the 
Ignorant believers in it as a book of 
revelation, have tried to strangle ev
ery science at its birth. There could 
be and was little or no progress in as
tronomy, geology, biology, or sociol
ogy until its teachings were rejected. 
Progress has advanced in proportion 
to the repudiation. For myself, the 
nearer I approach death the more, 
earnestly—nay, vengefully—do I re
sent the false teachings that have em
bittered my life—not for myself onlyr 
out more for others, and most of all 
for the children. The education of 

• youth is chiefly in the hands -ot ortho
cox teachers, who still give the Bible

failure of modern times.
It 1b claimed heretofore an eagle 

has been the Republican 'emblem on 
the official ballot, but Morgan of Otta
wa, urges the substitution of a kiss- 
ing-bug. How would it do to substi
tute a graphophone praying for votes?

Is There Hope of Reform?
In the past the Bible has been the 

principal text book of the clergy. 
Their texts for sermons were gleaned 
from its pages. By selecting an occa
sional sensible passage they have con
veyed the impression the'whole com
pilation was made up of like worthy 
apothegms.

Bishop Samuel Fallows, of the Re
formed Episcopal Church, in a sermon 
at the evening session of their general 
council, late In session in Phlladel-’ 
phla, exhorted the clergy to take a 
lesson from the modern newspaper. 
He said the press in some respects 
had superseded the pulpit, and now 
exercised many functions which the 
pulpit had. lost. We quote verbatim:

"The preacher of to-day can learn । 
many valuable lessons from the mod
ern newspaper. He should emulate it 
and catch its style. The ideal news- ■ 
paper articles are sharp, short, pun
gent and to the point The sermon 
should have all these" characteristics.

The bishop said the press has been 
a faithful ally of the pulpit in break
ing down caste and in favoring hu
manitarian reforms and in advocating 
the rights of all.

“When the prayer book was first 
compiled,” he said, "journalism had 
scarcely begun its existence. Hence 

। no mention 1b made of editors in the 
■ enumerated list of .persons needing

An Impeached Book.
Until the close bf the Spanish-Amer

ican war the Bible was a tabooed 
book in Cuba, as throughout all the 
Spanish colonies in America, where 
Catholicism held complete sway.

The Pnst Rises Again.
The original of the following quoted 

letter, by tiev. Cotton Mather, of date 
1681, is reported on file in the Massa
chusetts Historical Society at Boston. 
It brings the reader in rapport with

“Many of the people of Montreal 
would rotten-egg Christ and his 
mother if they dropped into that city. .
and opened a gospel mill."—Lonnie’s the prayers of the church. No revls- 
Cialm llon to be deemed complete

- * which does not Include them, for no 
class requires morb the Intercession, 
of the saints.”

The press has no need of the pray
ers ot the faithful, so they need not

allow children to be taught that 
which we. know is false! The pres
ent calls on us with an appealing voice 
to protect the unborn future against 
this terrible tyranny of the past. Do 
not any longer allow the winding- i 
sheet of death to be the swaddling : 
bands on the helpless little ones for 
life. It is appalling to think of the 
populations that have already been 
victimized; the lives that have been 
wrecked; the brains that have been 
bruised; the hearts broken, by those 
who have been dashed against these 
barriers to human progress.
“Truth should inspire one effort. 

, more.
Mightier than any made before. 
The barrier wall shall surely, fall; 
The future must be free for all.” (

Enthusiasm Is to man -wjiat steam 
Is to a locomotive.'—Chicago' Nejrs.-- •

Clothed In the garb these people 
wore in the age they are reputed to 
have.lived/ neither of them would be 
tolerated in any modern city of Europe 
or America. The toiling and. middle 
classes of Palestine wore only a tunic I 
during the summer season, which ter-1 
mlnated above the knees, with very 
short-sleeves. Illustrations are given 
by Kitto in his Biblical Literature. ♦ 
■•‘Llppard, the Quaker author, some 

■sixty years ago, in a word painting, 
presented Jesus in costume, entering a 

i fashionable church in Philadelphia 
during morning service. We have not 
words In our vernacular tb reproduce 
the scene he presented.

Other Churches Should Copy.
For three years a special committee 

on forms, appointed by the Presbyte-' 
rlan General Assembly, have been at 
work revising their Book of Common 
Worship. The ^result is, thdy have 
eliminated from the marriage cere-, 
mony the word "obey." Thus one by: 
One the follies bf our ancestors are 
discovered and corrected. Only a lit
tle while ago the same denomination 
gave - infant damnation the * grand 
bounce. ■ ■

He alone Isa paupss;who neither in
i' spites mor yet provok@ Iove—Anon;

That church knew how the book was ! 
made, as one of Its priests declared in ; 
a public sermon a few years ago, and, 
hence, it has labored with great zeal to ■ 
prevent Its reading. » !

All know the Bible came to us from . 
Catholic hands^ covered all over with 
human gore. They were the assas
sins of human' liberty, and the book 
was projected and written to justify 
their crimes. They find a "Thus salth 
the Lord” for,hanging witches, and 
their inquisitorial fires were only fore
tastes of the miseries to which all 
who were not in the faith were eter
nally doomed. The whole history, of 
that church has been a bloody one. No 
falsehood, however base, has been 
omitted, if It seemed conducive to 
propaganda purposes. Is there any 
person outside of the Catholic church 
so credulous to. believe Its vile hands 
remained pure while it had' exclusive 
control of what Protestants art 
pleased to term the sacred pages of 
the “holy book?”

Who filled it' with interpretations? 
Who altered its.readings? The addi
tions and changes were made to mis
lead and deceive.'; As the production 
of rascals, the only conslstent course Is 
to treat the book 1 as Impeached— 
“False Ih one thing false In all 
things.” A person who ^will lie for 

• the glory qf God will commit any 
other misdemeanor in the interest of 
his creed. ''•b - >15 -

shlpp (for our friend Elias Holcroft of 
London did advice me by the last 
packet that it would be some time in 
August) called the Welcome, which 
has aboard It a hundred or more of 
the hereticks and malignants called 
Quakers, with William Penn the 
scamp at the head of them. The Gen
eral Court has accordingly given se
cret orders to Master Malachi Haxett 
of the brig Porpoise to .waylay said 
Welcome as near the end of Cod as 
may be and make captive of the Penn 
and his ungodly crew, bo that the Lord | 
may be glorified and not mocked on 
the soil of this new country with the 
heathen worshipps of these people. 
Much spoil may be made by selling 
the whole lot to Barbadoes, where 
slaves fetch good prices Ih rumme and 
sugar, and we shall not only do the 
Lord great service by punishing the 
wicked, but shall make great gayne 
for his ministers and people. Yours 
in the bonds of Christ.

— "COTTON MATHER."
Chamber’s' Encyclopedia says of 

this Cotton Mather:’
"He found that devils or possessed

’Foo Learned for an Episcopalian.
Rev. Dr. Crapsey, of Rochester, N. 

Y., was put on trial before an ecclesi
astical court of the Episcopal church, 
an April 25, at Batavia. He .was' 
charged with heresy, which, virtually, 
is “doctrinal belief at variance with 
the recognized tenets of his church." 
The trial was concluded some two 
weeks ago, with a verdict of guilty In 
manner and form charged, and the 
culprit was dismissed from the min
istry.

Rev. Frederic James Alexander— 
we take delight in spelling out his 
name In full-—was assistant rector to i 

, Dr. Crapsey In St. Andrew’s church, 
and was the prosecutor. It seems he 
desired his principal’s salary, and this 
he could only acquire by the dismissal 
of the occupant, and securing an en
gagement as rector for himself.

Besides informant. Rev. Alexander 
seems to have been the principal wit
ness. He claimed to have takpn

Brother Thomas Farthing’s commu
nication from St. Joseph, Mo., in The 
Progressive Thinker of May 2 6, may 
call for a word in explanation from 
myself. After reading the paper 
named a note that Prof. Bishop and a 
woman named Edwards could not 
have been ordained by the N. S. A„ I 
learned the report they were so claim
ing had also been made to Brother 
Grimshaw of St. Louts, and Secretary 
Longley of Washington, by the latter 
of whom steps were taken to give it 
official attention.

I replied to the first communication 
I urging a demand be made upon the 
parties to show their papers from the

What Are We Coming To?
Forty-three Presbyterian churches ! 

represented in the recent Presbytery 
ot Northern Indiana, at Valparaiso,1 
erased the words "eternal“ torment" 
from their creed, and substituted "de
struction." The report says: “The 
ministers present declared the ex
pression 'eternal torment,’ is not au- 

‘thorized by the Bible, and its reten
tion In the creed retards the growth of 
the church."

Infant. damnation ■■ discarded by 
Presbyterians, and endless damnation 
given “the grand bounce," they should: 
next turn their, attention to their three- 
headed God. a relic of ancient pagan
ism, inherited from their Catholic an
cestors, and substitute the one TRUE 
GOD, then they will be In the highway 
of Truth and endless progression.

a - st.
ReferetaBle Words.

"The busflfess m8n or politician who 
does-not tellrthe truth, cheats; and for 
the-cheat wd'BhouW have no use in 
any walk ofTifs-Tj—Theodere Roose
velt,'- j1.

Most nobl^wor^, which all can ap
plaud. ti . .. <1

“That dirty'-little atheist Tom 
Paine.”—TkODdortKRoosdvelt.

Thomas HMne^hs not a dirty man. 
A like exprAklon^as . made by a 
■churchman & thf^presence of Aaron 
Burr, while^ie wftft vice-president ot 
-the United RiStes> a He replied:

’ "Sir, Thoiias Paine eats at • my
table.” T ' 1

Thomas .Paine?wail above the medi
um statute. henpBjjwas not . “little.’ 
And he was not an“‘atheistic The best
arguments ever made by any author in 
opposition to athelsni came from thh 

- pen pf Thomas Paine. . H1b “Age of
Reason” was written1,to combat .ath&ii 
iSm, into - which France-was "plunging i 
headlong while h6 wrote. - The most1 
"Strenuous” politician¿should be cau
tious and do no wrong-to'the heroes of 
the. American.revolution,/- of-, which 

. Thomqs, Baine.®as among' Ike, - jqpst 
; prominent. ■ ■ -

persons .were familiar with dead and 
foreign languages, etc., and eagerly 
advocated the adoption of desperate 
remedies for the diabolical disease. 
It 1b well known that Mather was re
sponsible for the shedding of much in
nocent blood, and he himself admitted 
he had gone too far.”

The Library of Useful Knowledge 
adds:

_ “Mather firmly believed in witchcraft 
and suspecting there were, in. Boston, 
devotees of Satan, he applied himself 
most earnestly , to detect , them. An 
Irish woman having been denounced, 
as a witch, and Mather having no 
doubt she .was under the influence of 
an evil spirit, she was tried, con 
demned and executed."

The Spiritualists of these days, who 
(are Insistent that evil spirits "vex, 
besiege, and torment mortals,” will be 
delighted to And they had so worthy a 
yoke-fellow in the long-lamented Cot* 
ton Mather.

notes of Dr. Crapsey’s utterances 
which he reported in these words:

“I can't-remember all Dr. Crapsey 
said, but I remember our points. 
They were these: 'Jesus was born ot 
parents belonging to the middle class; 
he was born of a simple father and 
mother; he was the son of a carpen
ter.’ Toward the end of the sermon 
he criticised the attitude the church 
had taken in regard to the birth of 
Christ. He said if the church paid 
less attention to the second birth (the 
baptism) and more to the first birth, 
the church would be Much better off. 
Then, as what I should regard as his 
climax, he made the fourth point, 
that the fact the early church Chris-- 
tians predicated a miraculous birth of 
Jesus should be regarded as one of the 
greatest misfortunes that had ever be
fallen mankind.” ;

As a church attorney, the attitude 
Bishop Grafton gives ministers. Dr. 
Crapsey should have- destroyed his 
brief, and abandoned the profession 
when he saw the ridiculously false po
sition he must occupy in defending a 
church creed, with its miraculous con
ception by a virgin who gave birth to a

ordination from the N. S. A. Although 
I have not seen them, OTHERS HAVE. 
Does the N. 8. A. make Clergymen? If 
so, when and where do they ordain?”

Again, four days later, I was ad
vised:

“Mrs. Rev. Edwards and Prof. Blsh- 
' op claim to have papers from the N. 8. 
A.”

Inasmuch as the report about the 
parties named came from a Spiritual
ist personally known by myself, It 
hardly seems It could have been made 
without some foundation in fact.

The explanation of the discrepan
cies In the statements of all parties to 
the difference I must decline to under
take. I personally made no refer
ence to “any other claims of medium
ship which those parties (Mr. and Mrs. 
Bishop) may make,” confining myself 
wholly to that of ordination by the 
N. S. A. GEORGE B. WARNE.

weeks ago a-¡serious - error occurred 
which’is too important to escape cor
rection. : In the seventh paragraph of. 
said article- 430. appeared -where -40 
Was-intende'd,' The'.faultwvM Accident
ally. our own, and was overlooked in 
proof reading. .

. . ............... . I- A. .
No story is. the same -to us after the 

I lapse, fif Hike; .or. rather, we-whp read 
I it>ara nd longdr^the'same interpreters, 
7—George Ellof ‘:' ' '

God. Gods born of women are mor
tals, and had mortal fathers. They 
eat, and sleep, and grow, and die like 
other men; and preachers of brains 
recognize^ this fact; those who do not 
should be suspected of-dementia or in
sanity, and should be retired to an 
asylum.

At the period ascribed to Jesus’ 
birth, and for many preceding cen
turies it was the fashion to trace the 
parentage of prominent personages to 
Gods, aa the early Christians dishon
ored their J^sus with such a father, 
and made a hybrid of him, half God, 
half man, doubtless an impossible’ 
mixture. v

Dr. Crapsey, stripped of his sacer- 
i dotal robes, and no longer bound to 
i a creed that enslaves the mind-will 
find new fields in which he will be 
more serviceable to’ humanity than 
those from which he has been re
tired. .

: 'And now the next victim, of a slav
ish and barbarlous creed!

Another Heretic on the Tapis.
Rev. Dr. Samuel T. Carter, lately 

declared:
"There never was, there is not now, 

and there never will be such a God as 
the God of the Westminster confes- 
fession.”

Rev. Carter Is a promlent, highly' 
educated Presbyterian. A special 
meeting of his Presbytery was in ses
sion May 11, at Jamaica, Long Island, 
to take action in regard to' the Doc
tor's terrible heresy. What the out
come will be we can only guess. Buch 
an affirmation a . few centuries ago 
fagots and a fire brand would dispose 
of the renegade who has repudiated 
the Lord God of the Old Testament, a- 
position The Progressive Thinker 
gladly occupies. -

. Truth itself, according to Locke's 
fine-Baying, will not proflt us so long 
ae-eho.is. but held in the-hand and 
taltenrupon trust-from other minds; 
put wooed.’ and-wtm and wedded byour 
own.—George EUoL r

Made of Dust. .
Consider the effect of false teaching. 

Only the other day a child who had 
been taught God made man out of the 
dust of the earth was watching an ed-~ 
dying cloud of dust, being whirled into 
shape by the wind, when she cried 
outi "Mamma, oh, mamma, come here, 
quick! Look! I think God is creat
ing another baby.”—Massey. , ■

All the religions of the world are- ■ 
based ul>on error; humanity Is-higher, 
than theology; knowledge is fat pref- : 
erable to faith; action Ib more effective 
than prayer; and the best -worship . 
men can offer 1b hbnest work, in. order , 
to make: one another wiser and - hap- , 
Tiler'than. heretofore.—diaries- Brad- 
laugh,

ourBelyes.au


One of Professor W. M. Lockwood’s Characteristically Profound Scientific, Historic, 'Sarcastic,
and Very Interesting, Lectures..—A Poser for Theology. I. Ztt:

Professor Lockwood is entitled to the especial 
Ihanks of. the Spiritualists generally for the vast 
amount of interesting and suggestive data he pre
sents in his lecture. It will prove of. great value to 
every reflective mind.

The mental discord growing out of 
diverse systems of religion or politics, 

' arouses the lowest forms’ of human 
combativeness, and tends , to blood
shed. ' This is the history of all relig
ions in all ages of the past. This ten
dency obtains because the average hu
man lives on a sensual animal plane, 
selfish, and psychically bUnd.

To gratify Ills appetites and passions 
are basic impulses in ids general 
character, and any attempt to limit 
these appetites are sure to meet with
opposition and frequently with vio- menta of men.'

it is thoroughly antipodal and at vari
ance with the ethics of the Messianic 
principle id its practical form. The 
ethics of a ceremonial religion are, 
with few exceptions, limited to z thè 
mere formula of words pud lip service, 
amplifying and verifying the text 
found in Matthew 15:8, D: "This peo
ple draweth nigh unto mb with their 
mouth, and honoreth me with their 
lips; but their heart Is far from me." 

.“But In vain-do they worship me, 
teaching for doctrines the command-

lence. Hence any system of religion 
that caters to these indulgences, will 
meet with general approval and ac
ceptance, but such religions must be 
purely exoteric or of external cluirac- 
ter. They always involve the spec- 

-< tacuhir, the ceremonial calculated to 
Induce awe and fear, and the mys
tical.

The mystical ceremonies were the 
. Invention of cunning priests, who de- 

. slgnedly became “fishers of men” and 
claimed they had the power to save 
men’s rouls ln a heaven of bliss, or 
damn them to all eternity in the fires 
of hell. Tills kind of religion.—the 
religion ofpagan eras and more mod
ern time, is suited to the sensual de
sires and proclivities of mankind in a 
low state of intellectual development.

The Messianic doctrine is an eternal 
appeal to the intellect and spiritual 
perception of the soul. Between 
these two systems involving the,ethics 
of soul growth on one hand and the 
commercial propaganda of pagan the
ology on the other, there has ever 
waged an unceasing conflict of disa
greeing, combative .and quarrelsome 
factions, arousing individual conten
tion and inviting the sound of steel.

him, which the metaphor an<J poesies 
of dramatic art have obscured for cen
turies of time.

In Matthew 13:10 we read: “And 
the disciples came, and said unto him, 
"Why speakest- thou unto them [the 
multitude] in'parables?” Verse 13; 
“Therefore speak I to them in para
bles, because they seeing see not, and 
hearing they hear not, neither do they 
understand.” These paragraphs aptly 
illustrate the mental status not only 
of the average Christian, but of |he 
average pulpiteer as well. They have 
not been able to understand that the 
doctrine of the Messiah of the Orient 
was an individual dally cross of super
normal and sensuous appetites, and 
that these efforts conduce to a moral 
life, and stands thoroughly opposed 
to a sensuous form of mere belief and 
public, religious ceremonials. They 
have not been able to see that a be
lief in the personality of a Jesus who 
taught and followed the precepts>of a 
Hindu Messiah, contained no (saving 
power for them individually. • The 
one, a silent system of personal en
deavor; the other a Pharisaical public 
ceremonial to he seen of men.

Let us now Turn to ipne of these 
parables which has been the cause of 
psychic blindness to the average Con
stantine Christian.* We find it re
corded in Matthew 10:34: "Think

Inot that I came to send .peace ... 
rearth. I came not to send peace but

The strifes and mental conflicts in
volved in an effort to live and culti
vate the principles involved in Mes- 
siahship, were, and are, of ptfrely 
subjective personal character, while” 
the conllicts involved in a spectacular 
ceremonial religion, were fostered by 
schismatic dissensions and political 
strifes.

on
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z The presentation of the esoteric] 
meanings of those parables of Jesus 
(which have been the occasion for so 
much contention among commentators, 
and tbeologians, is fraught with many

-mental obstacles; and this is partlcu- 
i uarly true in the domain of religious

heresies. It took the Roman church 
a long time to recover from the shock 
occasioned by the astronomical dis- 

'■ coveries of Copernicus and Galllleo.
The discrepancies between Genesis and 
geology aroused pious discontent 
along the entire line of theological 
dogma; and the discoveries of Darwin 
and Wallace upon “The Descent of 
Man,” aroused ecclesiastlcal-lre to a 
point of mental heat, that was only 
equaled by the extended dogmatic

* criticism of “The Elements of -Psy
chology” by Herbert Spencer, in 
•which treatise he so plainly portrayed 
map’s mental assent to be in harmoni
ous accord yith the evolution and de
velopment of his functional system. 
Equally vigorous is the opposition of 
the clergy and ecclesiastical mind 
against any translation of texts of 
scripture that gives a different mean
ing and sentiment from that usually 
ascribed by their leading commenta-

( tors, D. Ds. and LL. Ds.
’’But believing in the democracy of 

Intellectual research and in that ge
nius of the present age that dares to 

-explore every avenue of human 
thought and speculation, affirming 
that the light of research and reason 
belongs to no class, cult or Individual 
person, we will undertake to unravel 
the exoteric meaning of those meta- 

■ phors almost hidden from view, found 
- in the parables ascribed to Jesus, 

(which for centuries have been a source 
of religious contention and secular op
position. In this undertaking it will 
be necessary that we have a precise 
view of the meaning of words of dif
ferent national origin in their Inter
relationship, also some knowledge of 
the history and customs of the time, in' 
which certain events are said to have 
taken place. In this connection we 
find the Hebrew word or term, Mes
siah, and the Greek word Christos to 
mean one and the same thing, viz., 
“the anointed.” Now if we apply our 
reason and a little common sense, we 
will see that the term “tie anointed”, 
is not a name of a.person; in other 
wordsiit is not a surname; hence it 
would be as rational to say Jesus Mes
siah, or Jesus Anointed, as to say 
Jesus Christ, since the terms Messiah 
and Christ mean one and the same 
thing, and in our language represent 
an action of past tense. These facts 
being in evidence we Till be obliged to 

* 1 seek in other avenues than popular
• opinion for the cause pr causes that 

. through centuries of time'have indoc- 
, trlnated these terms as the real name

Socrates and voiced in the writings trt 
Plato.

The Manlcheans of the third cen
tury, with which sect Augustine was 
connected for nine years, celebrated 
“the feast of the Messiah/’ not In 
memory of Christ, but as members of 
a mystical shrine.

Shrine Worship. |

of persons who never lived.
The Messiah of India.

The messiah of ancient India 
not the name of a person. It

was 
was

ê'f

” rather a principle of human self-devel
opment, announced by some “wise 
men” of India centuries before Chrls- 

•tlanity was known. It instructed this:.
“That every man who In quest of a 

nobler life, physically or mentally, was
' 'Willing to bridle his appetites and sen

suous desires, to lay aside his lusts 
and greeds for the sake 6f the attain
ment of virtue and knowledge, suf
fered within himself the pangs of cru
cifixion, and made vicarious atone
ment for his natural sensuous procliv
ities.” i

The man who made such heroic 
struggle, was in the eye of the Hindu 
magi, “the anointed one,” “the son of 
the Most High God,” the god of the 
conscious moral Intellect. . Our au
thority for this is found in Hindu 

. mythology, one of the oldest mytholo- 
. gies extant, and The History of the Re

ligious Sects of India by H. Wilson.
• In connection with these religious 

Sects, there is a legend, that in a lowly 
- building adjoining a cow-shed, a class 

of wise men met to consider the best 
method of self-development and evolu
tion—the best way to -develop all 

< that makes mankind grand, and gives 
him ethical light in the place of sen
sual blindness; and that this incidence 
in 'after time gave tIbb to the story, 
that Messiah was born in a stably."

• . Ideal of a Messiah.
The ideal of a Messiah was canon

ized in Virgil's time, and "known to. 
Homer: .It was known in the time of 
Zoroaster, who Aristotle says lived 
five thousand years before Plato. In
deed Soslosh was a son born to Zoro
aster by immaculate conception, in the 

~same -way the evangels describe the
birth-of Christ. ,

The messianic principle was known 
in ancient Persia. You will find it in 
the "Maxims” and ‘‘Morals’’: of Con- 
focius. It is inculcated- in the. life of

Shrine worship and the homage 
paid to tutelary gods were common 
and represent a vast system of house
hold, secular and national observ
ances. In secret orders and mystical 
circles the messianic principle held an 
Important place and in dramas and 
figurative representations it was made 
theleading character and persopale of 
the play. Free Masonry includes in 
its teachings the Messianic idea, and 
inculcates its practice among its mem
bers, as every Free Mason knows.

Shrine worship introduced Chris
tianity and mystical '’shrines were 
common among the early Christians 
until the time of the Reformation. 
The priests were the poets, who intro
duced religious idealism in poesy, and 
inculcated the marvelous and mysteri
ous in metaphors, parables, fables and 
allegories.

Important Facts to Note.
The first two chapters of Genesis in

troduces two distinct eras—the Ela- 
hlstic and Jehovistic, and are purely 
allegorical. Hence, each of these eras 
had their own system of gods, called 
Theogony. There is but little doubt 
tnat the four evangels of the New Tes
tament, Matthew, Mark, Luke and 
John, were poetical dramas and pas
sion plays, in which the messianic 
Ideal under the personale of Jesus 
Christ was portrayed. The rationale 
of this is deduced from the fact that 
none of these codex were known un
til a long time after the affirmed cru
cifixion of Jesus. Matthew, the oldest 
of these, was not put Into manuscript 
until the close of the third century, 
and some of the others a long time 
after that. Then again the large 
number of these manuscripts that 
were offered at the Nicene council aS 
late as 325 A. D., indicate their com
position as dramas, rather than an at
test of the personality of Jesus Christ. 
If this important matter of deciding 
upon the integrity of these gospels had 
to be left to "Constantine, Emperor of 
a Pagan Hierarchy/’ it would seem 
that God had no confidence in his own 
chosen people, and was very tardy in 
locating “his only begotten son,” as 
“the Savior of the world.”

Inasmuch as the word Christ is the 
Greek form of the Hebrew Messiah, 
meaning "the anointed,” and the 
word Jesus 4s the Greek form of the 
Hebrew Joshua, Jehoshua, -and Jeho
vah, meaning "a Savior,” and there
fore may apply to any person, we af
firm that the name Jesus Christ origi
nated in the Hebrew Messiah, repre-. 
senting the Messianic principle of nn-1 
dent India.

Pagan Religions Ideals.
This view is fully borne out in the ■ 

following historical facts; 1—That it: 
was customary for both Hebrew and’ 
Christian to adopt those pagan relig
ious Ideals that were ^so deeply in
grained that they could not set them 
aside or controvert them.

2—That" the evangels .represent an- 
era of poesy and dramatic personifica
tion in which the Messianic principle 
was represented in metaphor as tlje 
leading character in a play.

3—That there were individuals] 
who made effort to emulate and live 
the MessffiHc idea. . ' 1

Melchisedec of the Old Testament 
was regarded by the Hebrews as the i 
expected Messiah. , Epiphanius says 
of him, that there "were some in his 
day that believed that he was the son 
of God tn human form. A sect in the' 
4th century taught that he was an in
fluence of God. greater than Jesus 
Christ. Appollonius of Tyana was re
garded by some as being a follower of 
Messiah, and as one who taught the 
Messianic doctrine.

The correspondence of Jesus-with 
Abgarus, king of Edessa,, recorded 
by Eusebius, whether considered as a 
legend or as a historical fact, Mr- 
nishes additional proof of the individ
ual effort to live up to the Instruc
tions of the Messiah of the Orient

' "Jesus as nn Esoteric Character'
With all of .these deductions of his

tory in view, whether Jesus .be consid
ered ns an actual-person who In his 
time taught And indoctrinated the 
principles of the Messiah of India/or 
as an esoteric character represented in: 
the dramas and passion plays of the 
era introducing his name, we will 
point out the sublime and eelf-evident 
truths of .thoM:,parakies ascribed toJ

a sword.”
The Sensuous Animal Plane.

The mental discard growing out of, 
diverse systems of religion or politics, 
arouses the lowest forms of human 
combativeness, and tends to blood
shed. This is the history of all relig
ions in all ages of the Past. This pen
dency obtains because the average hu
man lives on a sensual animal plane, 
selfish, and psychically blind.

To gratify bls appetites and passions 
are basic impulses in his general 
character, and any attempt to limit 
these appetites are sure to meet with 
opposition and frequently with vio
lence. Hence any system of religion 
that caters to these indulgences, will 
meet with general approval and ac
ceptance, but such'religions must be 
purely exoteric or of external charac
ter. They always involve the spec
tacular, the ceremonial calculated to 
induce awe and fear, and the mystl-, 
cal.

The mystical ceremonies were, the 
Invention o. cunning priests, who de
signedly became “fishers of men” and 
claiihed they had the power to save 
men’s souls in a heaven of bliss, or 
damn them to all eternity in the fires 
of hell. This kind of religion—the 
religion of pagan eras and more mod
ern time, is suited to the sensual de
sires and proclivities of mankind in a 
low state of intellectual development. 
It is thoroughly antipodal and at vari
ance with tne ethics of the Messianic

And the writer intrcfJucBsQthe term 
’Christ, meaning the ‘'anointed,” and 
“the. approved of tqg gods’' indicat
ing thereby that the Chiim or Mes
sianic principle—not[p.s i^Jperson or 
persons—lay at the base of all re
forms, as well as the cause of mental, 
social, and factional!conflicts inviting 
.the use of the swor4«-> ■ di

This class of dramatic mttaphors la 
seen in Aesop’s fabiea. and plays, and 
comprise the leading" characteristic of 
Ovid s poetical metamorphoses.

With these deductions from histori
cal data regarding the custom of 
writers of poesy and moral dramas to 
represent in metaphor the leading 

I characteristics of a play, it is not dif
ficult to understand ihis parable. “I” 
this estoterlc principle; represented 
under the name of Jesps—“came not 
to bring peace, but a sword.”

In Matthew 10: 35, 36'we read: 
“Foil am comp to set-a man at vari
ance against his father^ and the 
daughter against her mother, and the 
daughter-in-law against her mother- 
in-law. And a man’s foes shall be 
they of his own household.”

Ignorance and •Credulity.
Every system of religion ever 

known has depended'.upon the ignor
ance and credulity of f the popular 
mind for Its numbers, 114 advocates 
and support. Its cldims for accept- 
ahee are made upon the character and 
number of its miracles, any and all of 
which, invite inental perjury, by the 
acceptance of cosmic ImpqsBibiiitles.

Fear of the wrath of some of the 
FORTY-SEVEN GODS OF THE 
BIBLE indicates the slavish mental 
state of religious adherents through
out the world. • Whenever a strong 
intellect and Individuality like that of 
Martin Luther dares to break away 
from any of these old ‘rel[gious cus
toms, and to establish’ a sect of their 
own, the supporters of the new sect 
w,ll find themselves at variance, not 
only with the parent church, but with 
the parents of the household home 
as well; and the statement that “a 
mdn’s foes Shall be they of his own 
household,” Is amply verified in all 
such Instances.

Note the religious and family wars 
that have been engendered by vari
ance in religiouB beliefs. At a time 
in England a little latpr than 1704, It 
was enacted in parliament "that if a 
Catholic "son chose to '[urn proteAant, 
he should be entitle^, to dispossess 
his father, and at oned take possession 
of the family estate.

Antagonism Aroused.
Give any rellglous^sect,, ^rotestant 

or Catholic, official '^oliHrel power 
collectively or individually-/and the 
wrath of God as it cafi only be filtered 
and interpreted throiigh a jow, com
bative and dogmatic irain' 'will array 
"a man against his father, a daughter 
against her mother, and the daughter- 
in-law against the mStherJn-law, and 
a man’s foes are they of his own household.”

hungry, a .thousand yaars .before. Se 
.violated the Sabbath; and when he. 
was accused of it he claimed tor him
self and disciples a . priori rights, say
ing, “Have ye not read in the law 
how that , on the Sabbath days the 
priests in the temple profane the .Sab
bath and are blameless?" (Matthew 
12; 1, 2, 3, 4, 5.) He was an anarch
ist and taught the ideal of ■“divide." 
To the young man who came io ask. 
him .what good thing he should do to 
have eternal life. Jesus said, '-go sell 
all thou hast and give to the poor.” 
.1 wonder how many Christians of 
that following we have here to-night!
Hold up your hands. There 1b not a 
single hand in view, Mr. President.
Some of the men are even putting 
their hands in their pockets to hang 
onto what they have got. I am 
afraid that we have no Christ-follow
ing Christians -out to-night. They 
keep this cross in their pocket-books, 
It is safer out of sight, and considered 
to-day to be just as respectable so
cially and morally. ,

Dramatic Metaphors.
Bo it seems evident that the writer 

of these metaphors in parable, had no 
reference to a Jesus that got hungry, 
destroyed property, and violated a 
Sabbath day. But It ¡does apply to 
the Messiah or Messianic principle of. 
human evolution. *‘for he that taketh 
not his cross and followeth after me” 
—-the only rational system of human 
development,—-"Is not worthy-of me.”- 
It must bp constantly borne In mind 

. that these parables are dramatic meta
phors, in which the- "me” represents 
the principles of Messlahship In the 
character of a person which ip intro
duced as the speaker.

Now very many people think that 
when Jesus speaks of taking a cross 
and following him, that he . Implies 
some burden must be borne—some 
visible token of physical effort or sac- 
•rlfice. This idea introduced Into 
India after the declaration of the 
Messianic principles, visible self-sacri
fices, self-torture, and even mutila
tions of the body. The entire system 
of "devoteeism" in India had its incep
tion in this erroneous and supersti
tious concept; and a relic of this is 
found in the mental expression of 
many to-day, who tell us that some 
sorrow or disappointment is their 
cross to bear with such fortitude as 
tney can religiously command.

In the Salvation Army at Indianap
olis a tev/ years ago, a man carried 
around on his shoulders a wooden 
cross as external-evidence, I suppose, 
that he was a follower of Jegus Christ. 
How little of the esoteric truth this 
man had, of the meaning of these 
words. How meagerly the popular 
Intellect comprehends them to-day, 
and how at variance with all forms of 
external religions, Is this spiritual 
view of the Messiah of the Orient. In 
its application to moral effort:

' Finding and Losing Life.
In Matthew 10:39, we read? “He 

that flndeth his life shall lose it, and
"He

principle in its practical form. The 
ethics of a ceremonial religion are, 
with few exceptions, limited to the 
mere formula of words and lip service, 
amplifying and verifying the text 
found in Matthew 15: 8, 9: "This peo
ple draweth nigh unto me-with their 
moùth, and honoreth me with their 
lips; but their heqrt is far from me."

“But in vain do they worship ..me, 
teaching for .doctrines the command
ments of men."

The Messianic Doctrine.
The Messianic doctrine is an eternal 

appeal to the intellect and spiritual 
perception of the soul. Between 
these two systems involving the ethics 
of soul growth on one hand and the 
commercial propaganda of pagan the
ology on the other, there has ever 
waged an unceasing conflict of disa
greeing, combative and quarrelsome 
fastions, arousing individual conten
tion and inviting the sound of steel.

The strifes and mental conflicts In 
volved in an effort to live and culti
vate the principles Involved in Mes- 
siahship, .were, and are, of purely 
subjective personal character, while 
the conflicts involved in a spectacular 
ceremonial religion, were fostered by 
schismatic dissensions and political 
strifes. • ,

These disagreements in religion’ 
have been intensified into barbaric fe
rocity by factional beliefs in-different 
gods, FORTY-SEVEN of which have 
a place and part in our modern King 
James’ Bible, and all of which, with 
the exception of the Elohim introduc
ing the first chapter of Genesis were 
either tutelary deities or brazen idols. 
These tutelary deities were household 
gods, and when they lived in -the form 
fhey were licentious libertines; sen
sual, dogmatic, revengeful, despotic, 
lying deceitful, bloody anid barbarous.

These gods had no place in their 
mental anatomy or'disposition to in
culcate the Messianic doctrine; and 
the numberless ' religious beliefs 
founded upon their worship, have 
been woefully minus the Christ prin
ciple, and the Influence these various 

; religious beliefs have reflected upon 
civilization and humanity, has been 
to corrupt and demoralize. .

A Multitude of Dramas.
At the time • these "dramas called 

Matthew, Mark, Luke and John were 
introduced there were no less than 
80,000 of them—some claim 100,000; 
and this historical fact which yon will 

; find in most of your encyclopedias, 
. ought to be sufficient evidence .and 

proof that they were popular din-mas, 
and not individual testimonies of the 
reality of a personality called Jesus 
Christ But whether a real-person or 
a character in a play, these parables 
contain an esoteric meaning of unim
peachable value; and the quotation re
ferred to above that, “I came ¡not to 
send peac§ on earth but a sword,” "has 
been amply verified. . ■ : !

Every new discovery in art, science, 
philosophy or literature, has met the 
odium theologium of the churchy and 

’ every effort on the part of a faction of 
the church to .shake off "some jold-time 
ceremonial has been the occasion for 
great contentions, inducing .violence 
and bloodshed. Indeed, every effort? 
of mankind to rise .above the narrow 
limitations of church doctrine and 
dogma as “the commandments of 
men," have'caused'the greatest vio
lence and daughter kno.wn to the 
page of history,

■ Jesus ..a Savior. -
The play writers of these evangels, 

whoever they may have been,- -made 
this desire of tha human to advance 
into -a-higher order of ethical life, the 
primordial cause of these conflicts; 
and in all these ■ evangelistical 
dramas, they clothed this cause under 
the name and personality of Jesus, 
which- as wa have shown In a preced
ing paragraph means-“A Savior,” 
Which as a concise metaphor repre- 
sents'this ethical or--moral tendency 
ds the saving element in >manJB life.-

The truth of this ftarable Is ampli
fied in the history or, al! 'denomina
tional belie’fB. For fifty-eight years 
Spiritualists and Spiritualism have 
been in Ihis whirlpool apd, tumult of 
family .discord antF; hatred. .These 
family 'strifes, "these'-^f^tef of spcial 
rancor, these prevailing’ ’systems of 
sectional and part,safi enmity, are 
thoroughly antipodal to the Messianic 
doctrine, and to Spiritualism as the 
philosophy of nature. They have their 
inception.ln anensuous system of the
ology, which planted In Eden with 
Adam and Eve a low-browed and vls- 
douB God, who placed ’at the end of 
the garden of Eden, cherublms and a 
flaming sword which turned every way 
to keep the way of the true life (Gen. 
3:24). This God, did not want man 
to have knowledge, and when he was 
outwitted by Mother Eve, and she gave 
Adam a taste of it, God was angry and 
placed a flaming sword around the 
tree of continued existence. Ai\d well 
do this following of Hebrew Theogony 
In the garden of Eden story, keep the 
“flaming sword tunring'every way, to 
guard the way of the'free of life."

In Matthew 10:37 we read, "He 
that loveth father and mother more 
than me, is not worthy of me; and 
he that loveth son or daughter more fhiiT» mo —x* -

he that loseth his life for my sake 
shall find it."

He that seeks for his life In the un
needed accumulations of this plane of 
existence, he that desires the glory 
and praise of men, and counts these as 
the most essential things to obtain, 
shall lose them. He cannot take his 
worldly goods and chattels, his treas
ures and bank account with him into 
the next realm of life. He has got to 
leave them here; he will lose them. 
That much of his life and time an'd ef
fort are of no value in the life in the 
spirit world. But he that foregoeth 
these accumulations and transitory 
honors In the interest of his own soul’s 
development, and in an effort to in
struct this self-evident course of eth
ical perception to his fellow kind—to 
humanity at large—for the sake of 
extending these virtues of the Messi
anic principle, he shall find his life. 
He will have spiritually accumulated
it. No metaphor of language ever

than me. is not worthy of me.’’
Easy of Interpretation.

With the understanding that the 
word “me," does not mean a person, 
but an ethical or moral principle, this 
parable is of easy , interpretation. 
“He that loveth father or mother more 
than me”—an ethical life—is not wor
thy of an ethical life; and “he that 
loveti^son or daughter more than-me” 
—a principle of ethica+flevelovment— 
Is not worthy of such development.

“And he that taketh not his cross 
wnd followeth after me. iis not worthy 
of me.” (Matt. 10:38J,;

He that does live flown .his sensu
ous proclivities from, day to day, is 
represented here as bearing a cross, 
hence-he that does not flo this is not 
worthy of “me"—an ethical manhood. 
These are sublime axiomatic truths 
and hpply to all men and all people 
who are not psychically blind.

Impressive Facts, presented.
Now, what does the sentence, “Fol

low after me" mean? Itees it mean -to 
follow after the person of Jesus, as 
boys today follow aftejj a band wagon ?

* Certainly not. ;
If it Aid mean this it could not apply 

to either sinner or s^[nt to-Qay. Did 
it, mean that the starving rabble who 
are said to-have followed him from 
place to place must Harry a crux, zu- 
lan, stauros. or the Aymbi^i of Venus 
on their shoulders, tg-beq^iie worthy 
of him? " . u j

Hardly that. . 'Hie, Epnstantlne 
Christians of to-day are] the only peo
ple who parade, perhaps ignorantly, 
these symbols of sex worship in pub
lic. Following attermlih with a cross, 
cannot apply here. Boes it mean to 
follow after Ms teachings Md individ
ual morals as he is shlfl tcetiave lived 
at that time ? If so, waRjlocal in its 
application, and couM ha® no moral 
or ethical bearing to-day, 'for the rea- 
sen that Jesus repreJenthd'as a person 
was Ignorant of coifMidn’TactB. He 
treated disease as a'tnariifbstation of 
an evil spirit and dey,il,..nHc cursed 
the fig tree because it had no fruit 
out- of seascin when he was hungry, I If he could'feed five' thousand, by a 

i miracle, why go hungry himself and 
I curse a fig tree.that didmot belong far; 
[ Mm? He destroyed, on .caused Jo be' ; 
destroyed other peopleis. property— 
witness the drowning of two thousand 
swine. He was a trespasser as is. 
noted in the text-when his hungry .flis- 

: clples on a Sabbath di%|broke off'and 
ate ears of-corn in.passing through /a 
field that did not belong to;nny of the 
flock; and then he tried to excuse ■.this- 
stealth by-referring, to nu. obsolete law, 
about what David did -when ’ lie 'i Mas

contained so important truth.
One of the Greatest Truths.

In Mark 16:16 we read: “He" that 
believeth and is baptized shall be 
saved; but he that believeth not shall 
be damned."

This is-one of the greatest truths 
that Christ or any follower of the Mes
sianic principle ever announced. 
What does it mean to be baptized in 
thia sense? Does it mean to' be 
sprinkled, or poured, or crossed with 
water? .

Certainly not.
Dobs it mean to be led down a nar

row stairs into a cistern under the pul
pit or altar and submerged into soured 
water where there are polywogs and 
dead rats? ,

I hope not. It would disturb the 
dead and the stomach of the living.

Does it mean to be led by a priest 
or clergyman through an ice channel 
into freezing water, and held under 
the icy flood until you strangle and are 
chilled? Is this the baptism Jesus 
recommended as a symbol of saving 
grace and purification.

Hardly, Hardly!
These public ceremonials have a re

pulsive pagan similitude. In ancient 
Syria of a man committed murder or 
a heinous crime, he washed his hands 
and conscience of the event by wash- ‘ 
Ing in the nearest running stream. 
If he belonged to a popular class, he 
had to confess to the priest and be: 
washed of his sin In public.

Baptism by water did not have its 
origin with the-lmmersion of St. John 
or Jesus. It is an old pagan ceremo
nial, .which ecclesiasticlBm borrowed 
for a symbol of being washed in the 
blood of the Lamb that taketh away 
the sins of the world. But Jesus had 
no reference to this kind of baptism 
in the text quoted. It is a different ; 
kind of baptism altogether.

Baptism of Holy Ghost.
When a man is thoroughly con- ] 

vinced that he is living a wrong life, 
he Is getting ready to be baptized into 
the ethics and morals of a better Ilie. . 
When he lives thisMesslanicllfe, and 
his moral" sentiment is strongly im-" 
bued with this tfuth, he is surrounded, 
engulfed and baptized into this higher ' 
order of living. This is the baptism: 
of the Holy- Ghost—the inward and ] 
subjective thought and aspiration to
wards"-a better to-morrow. That Je
sus Christ did. not mean a baptism 'of ' 
water 1b seen in. St. Luke 12:56: 
“But I have a baptism to be baptized , 

„with; and ¡how am I straightened till 
It: be accomplished.” "With these facts 
in evidence, let us now Interpret the 
parable referred to above; “He that 
believeth on me”—this moral princi
ple of self-effort—"shall be -saved”; 
"but he that believeth not”—on this 
self-effort to develop within himself a 

, damned.” Now this is a sublime exo
damned.” No wthis is a sublime exo
teric truth.. Jt does not require a 
public confession of some things the ’. 
world calls sin. It is not hastened by 
the mouthing, meaningless, hypocrit- 

I leal prayers at a religious revival. It 
| cannot be hastened and the sooner re- 
allzed by '• Ab-mens" grunts -and 

i groans of a perjured- Intellect, but 
i rather'ls demoralized by all'of these, 
external and ■ sensuous ■ pagan - prac-’ 
tibes. ■ ■ .......

! An ethical-baptism: is a. Bubjective' 
pfoceBk-^he soul'e perception - ■ of ■ -a"

true system of aavlpg grace. Constan- 
. .Une Christianity ana modern -church- 
, iautty are a deadly snare and stum- 
’ bling block in its pathway—-a cheap 

certificate of redemption from sin, in
vented by designing political priests to 
catch /or a price the mob who .wor
ship at the vulgar shrine of religious 
ceremonials. ■

The antipodes are no" further away 
from their opposites, than is thè realm 
of Messianic grace from the sphere of 
this religious hypocrisy and pretense.

In St. Luke 14:26 we find a differ
ent reading of the parable "relating to 
family discords in religious beliefs. 
It reads thus: “If any man come to me 
and hate not his father and mother, 
and wife and children, and brethren 
and sisters:—yea, and his own life 
also, he cannot be my disciple.”

The word "bate” in the original 
Greek is susceptible to two or three 
meanings. I think the . interpreter 
here put an extreme meaning to it. It 
ehould be dislike, and yet it is com
mon in both politics and religion to 

; say that we hate such a man because 
he Is a Republican, or a Democrat, or 
a populist, and it is a matter of al
most every-day remark to hear people 
say, “I hate such a man or family be
cause they are Catholics," or because 
they are Methodists. And it's consid
ered the proper thing to say that I 
hate the Spiritualists, even by those 
who run after mediump for a test. 
Ethics of Your Own-Soul’s Progress.

But you may dislike the religious 
ideals of your father and the family, 
and still retain, for them a warm place 
in your conscious intellect. Hence 
the true meaning of this parable 1b 
that you must hold of more value than 
all else the moral ethics of your own 
soul’s progress. You must Ue willing 
to forego family ties if necessary to 
gain your 6wn Messlahship. I care 
not what may be your religious belief, 
if you are a Presbyterian, Baptist, 
Methodist or Unitarian, there .will be 
those around you who do not like 
your religion. If you are a Spiritual
ist, the chances are that your father 
and mother will think you have gone 
mad. and your brothers and sisters, if 
there be money in the family estate, 
will be looking for a place for you in 
a lunatic asylum. But the last line in 
this parable gives the key to what the 
word "hate," really means, for It says 
a man must "hate-his own lite also.” 
You must be dissatisfied with your 
own life of carelessness, of reckless 
living and Sensuous habits, to become 
a disciple of Messiah, as the only 
Jeaus (savior) Christ and (anointed) 
Son of the god of the moral Intellect. 
To confirm this parable with another 
as Is the custom of the cloth.

You will find In St. John 3.3 the fol
lowing: "JesuB answered and said 
unto" him, verily I say unto thee, ex
cept a man be born again he cannot 
see the kingdom of God.”

Developing His Karma.
I have had that text quoted to me 

many times by my Theosophical rein
carnation friends, who affirmed that I 
would have to pass through many 
such changes before my soul could 
rest Bafely and securely in the king
dom of God. Not if I know it, ladies 
and gentlemen. It will require a spe
cial edict from the throne of theosoph
ical theurgia and a strong sense of 
heat and smell of sulphur, to ever per
suade me as a spirit to linger around 
the umbilical plexus of some develop
ing foetus, for the sake of developing 
my karma on the physical plane again, 
or rounding out my a'deptshlp in Yoga 
practice. That there are some who 
might possibly be benefited by another 
trial on the earth plane, Bqems quite 
reasonable, but I am inclined to think 
fhat a copy of John Stuart Mill on 
Logic, might eave some visionary mor
tals from the throes of transmigration.

But this is not the kind of birth re
ferred to in this parable. Ab a race, 
humanity are born in low mental es
tate, with the proclivities of the hu
man anljnal strongly in evidence.

With all of the blaze and blare of 
so-called Christian civilization around 
him, man is born, bred and instructed 
in a sensual way of living, and the ; 
great and sublime truths of India’s 
wise men who framed the doctrine or 
ethical philosophy of Messiah as a 
guiding star of life, falls but dimly on 
his obscured vision. "When man can 1 
comprehend the value of this truth of 
the soul’s evolution, when he as a 
thinking sentient being can be born 
into it, he will be born again, and this 
kind of a birth is even a beacon light 
to human progress and a wlse^ civil
ization.

In St. John 3:36 we read: “He that 
believeth, on the Son hath everlasting 
life; and he that believth not the Son, 
shall not see life; but the wrath of 
God abideth In him."

This parable contains a metaphor. 
The word “Son” in the drama haB ref
erence to the doctrine of the Messiah; 
Jt does not mean a person. He that 
believeth and practices this doctrine, 
has a progressive life, whereas he that 
does not believe in this system of eth
ics, can not see the beauty of an eth
ical life, but the yvrath of the passions 
abideth in him.

In St. John 4:25, 26, we read: "The 
woman saith unto him I know that. 
Messiah , cometh, ‘which is' called 
Christ; when he is come he will tell 
us all things.” “Jesus saith unto 
her, I that speak unto thee, am he.”

It seems that the Jews were look
ing for a moral as well as a political 
reformer—a teacher of the Messianic 
philosophy whom they called Christ. 
The play writers make Jesus such a 
personality, one -who was both teach
ing the system, and practicing it. 
Therefore Jesus is made to say, "I 
that speak to thee atn he.” This pas
sage shows the non-personallty of 
Christ as well as that of Messiah, 
since the woman referred to him as 
an expected Messiah called Christ. Ab 
both of these terms refer to a prin
ciple, it could not be the name of a 
person, but the name given to a dra
matic character.

Bondage of Man’s Tyranny.
Several'nations outside of Judea 

were looking for a Messiah to deliver 
them from the bondage of man's tyr
anny, made more intense by the char
acter of the gods the rulers of the na
tions believed in. This was true in 
Egypt, Syria, Phoenicia, Italy Gaul 
and Asia Minor. We are looking for, 
one here in Buffalo—some one to help 
the city fathers “hold flown the lid”; 
and every little .while there escapes 
fpom jhe prolific womb of New York 
City an evangel fresh from the' paint- 
shop of Anthony Comstock, who, guid
ed by the star of the rainbow city, 
speeds hitherward itili of Parkhurst 
zeal and Comstock’s latent modes, of 
motion.

] But it Is true, that no "wise men,” 
as of old, herald their approach—the 
greatness of their .mission and its suc
cess, lives and dies in the double- 

| capped head Unes of the morning pa- 
l péra announcing their arrival at night, 
i by the Colonial Express. Which side 
of “the lid" .these modern Messiahs 

i manipulate, deponent saith. not; but 
some disgruntled aldermanlc wag In a- 
fit. of irony remarks that all of these

deafness
6ÜREP.

Sy the Simplest Method Yet 
Discovered.

Nluety-flve par cent of nil casm of deafuoaa 
brought to our attention Is the i tsult or chronlo 
catarrh of the throat and middle ear. The air ' 
passages become clogged by catarrhal depool s 
stopping the action of the vibratory bones. Uu- 

til these deposits are re
moved u cure is Impossl 
bio. The inner ear cannot 
be reached by probing or 
spraying, hence the Inabil
ity of specialists in most 
cases to cure. Eur drums 
never cure deafness. That 
there is u scleptiac cure tor 
deafness and catarrh is 
demonstrated every day 
by the usl of “Actlna. The 
vapor current generated in 
the Actluu passes through 
the Eustachian tubes into 
the middle ear, removing 
the catarrhal obstructions 
ns it passes through the 
tubes und loosen up the 
bones, (hammer, anvil and 
stirrup) in the inner ear, 

making them respond to the slightest 'Vibra 
tlon of sound. Actlna is very successful in 
curing ringing noises in the bead. We have 
known people troubled with this distressing 
symptom for years to be cured in a few weeks' 
use of Actlna. Actlna also cures hay fever, 
asthma, bronchitis, sore throat, weak lungs, 
colds and headache, all of which are directly or 
indirectly due to catarrh. Actlna is sent on trial 
postpaid. Write us hbout your case. We give 
free advice and positive proof of cures. A val
uable book—Prof. Wilson’s 100 page Treatise on 
Disease, Free. Address New York & London - 
Electric Association, Dept. U42D,' 020 "Walnut 
street, Kansas City, Mo.

Cancer Cured
WITH SOOTHING, BALMY OILS. 
Cancer, Tumor, Catarrh, Piles, Fistula, Ulcere, 
Eczema and all Skinand Female Diseases. Write 
for Illustrated Book. Sent free. Address • 

DR7BYEI Broadway, Kansas City, Mo.
JK Vb A - BendA ll£klf W||I*A »nd wi willshow you
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explain the business fully, lememher w® (umDtee a clear profit 
of ISforevory day's work, Absolutely sure. Write at once.
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The above is the number of the pres
ent issue of The Progressive Thinker, 
as printed at the top of the first page, 
right hand corner. If this number cor
responds with the figures on your wrap
per, then the time you have paid for has 
expired, and you are requested to re
new your subscription. This number 
at the right hand corner of the first 
page Is advanced each week, showing 
the number of Progressive Thinkers 
issued up to date. Keep watch of the 
number on the tag of your wrapper.

ft NEW GflTEGHISM
BY M. M. MANGASARIAN.

Fourth Edition—Six Additional-Chap
ters—260 Pages, Bound in Cloth, 
$1.00.—Containing Likeness of the 
Author.
-'A New. Catechism” has enjoyed a 

remarkable sale both In America and 
England. George Jacob Holyoake, 
In his Introduction to the English edi
tion of "A Liew Catechism," says:

“A New Catechism" is the boldest, 
the brightest, the most varied and In
forming of any work of the kind ex
tant. The principal fields of human 
knowledge, whlcji the churches have 
fenced round wiia supernatural ter
rors, the Catechism breaks into, cher
ishing what is fair and showing what 
is deformed. The notes, of which 
there are many, both ancient and con
temporary, are as striking as the 
text. -The book is a cyclopedic of 
theology and reason In a nutshell.

Other Excellent Publications
BY M. M. MANGASARIAN,

HOW THE BIBLE WAS INVENTED.

A New Lecture.—Price, 10 cents.
This little pamphlet should be 

placed in the hands of every American 
citizen. The attention of preachers, 
theological students, and all church 
members should be called to the won
derful story of the Invention of the 
Holy Bible, which this lecture tplls.

Bee that at least one orthodox 
neighbor of yours reads this lecture.

MORALITY WITHOUT A GOD.
With letter to Right Reverend' 

Bishop Anderson, of Chicago. Price, 
10 cents.

JESUS CHRI&T A MYTH.

A New Book.—Price 25 Cents.
This book examines the evidence for 

the historical existence of Jesus, and 
finds it quite Insuffitlent to prove that 
Buch a man gs Jesus ever lived. It is 
a most, Important contribution -to 
Modern Thought. It is prefaced by 
a letter to the Christian Clergy, and 
Concluded by an answer to an editori
al in one of the Chicago morning pa
pers, attacking Mr. Mangasarlan’s po
sition. Send your orders at once, as 
the first edition will soon be exhaust
ed.

ftpocrypnal New Testament, 
Being all the Gospels, Epistles, and other pieces 
now extant, attributed in the first four centu
ries to Jesus Christ, his apostles and their com
panions, and not Included In the NewTestament 
by Its compilers. Price, doth, 81.50.

Cultivation of Personal Naonetlsm 
A treatise on Human Culture. By Loroy Bar
rier, anthropologist and [author. A very sup 
Bestlva and uiatinctlva book. Price 61.00. .

Discovery of a Lost Trail
. " BY CHARLES B. NEWCOMB,
Author of “ATTe Right ulth tho World.” Cloth 270 
pagea. ¿Mr. Nesrcomb mado o distinct cnccceswlth 
‘‘Airi Right with the World," which continues in the 
front rank of tho Metaphysical books that nro now eo 
popular. ■ Tbo gnjat number who have Joen cheered 
and strengthened by him win welcome another book 

'try tha wise teacher whose words of help ate doing a« 
much to nake the world better by maklozmonand 
womea botter able to understand and enjoy it.

'‘Discovery of a Lost Trail" 
ha simple ituBy ¿{that stnmgo and besntirin thing 
eallea lift, hut grand In lu scholarly almplloltr. It 
will be la demand by many who bare not nreriotuli . rsadxnauphyalcalwrMns». FrloegUO. For Brio ¡5 
(OfaaaioA _

HELI0GENTRI6 ASTROLOGY, 
Or Essentials of Astronomy and Solar Moq. 
tallty, with Tablos of Bphmnorts to 1910. Bi 
Tarmo Vedra; With Bi Illustrations; 85 dt 
which, aro original.drawings by.Holmes W. ; 
Norton, author of ^‘Doscriptfvo Mentality:” A

ICofitlnuedon"page- seven,

mtuy runi ot Mental And Physioabratoas snA । ' 
tholuesnlta In mental aptitudes tliBtúominate - 

■ thonatnroottliolndlriaualaB.taiBod-'upon.daia ' 
ol birth. Frico, cloth. 81.50.
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CONTRIBUTORS.—Eac\eontrlbUtor ; AS A GENERAL RULE IN THIS 
alone reRnnnHihin an®- «„oo.Hnn. OFFICE WE PAW NO ATTENTION TO 

ANONYMOUS COMMUNICATIONS.' 
THE NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE 
WRITER SHOULD ACCOMPANY ALL 
J’ALrER' 0F WHATEVER KIND, ] 
SENT TO THIS OFFICE.

Is alone responsible for any assertions 
or statements he may make- The editor 
allows this freedom of expression, be
lieving that the cause of truth can be 
best subserved thereby. Many-of the 
sentiments uttered in an article may be 
diametrically opposed to his belief, yet 
that is no reason why they should be 
suppressed; yet we-wish it distinctly- 
understood that our space is inade-1
jiuate to publish everything that comes 
to hand, however much we might desire 
to do so. That must account for- the 
non-appearance of YOUR-articIe.

WRITE PLAINLY.—We would like 
to impress upon the minds of our corre
spondents tliat The Progressive Thinker 
is set up on a Linotype machine that 
must make speed equal to about four 
compositors. That means rapid work, 
and ft is essential that all copy, to in
sure insertion in the paper, all otter re
quirements being favorable, should be. 
written plainly with Ink on white 
paper, or with a typewriter, and only on 
one side of the paper. Please bear this 
In mind.

ITEMS.—Bear in mind that items for 
the General Survey will in all cases be 
adjusted to the space we have to occu
py, and in order to do that they will 
generally have to be abridged more or 
less; otherwise many items would be 
crowded out. Sometimes a thirty-line 
Item is cut down to ten lines, and ten 
lines to .two lines, as occasion may re
quire.

TAKE DUE NOTICE, that all items 
for this page must be accompanied by 

■ the full name and address of tne writer.
It will not do to say that Secretary or 
Correspondent writes so and so, with
out giving the full name and address of 
the writer. The items of those who do 
not comply with this request .will be 
cast into the waste basket.

KEEP C'OPIES of your poems sent to , 
this office, for they will not be returned : 
if we have not space to use them.

THISCIENERAL SURVEY DEPART
MENT IS ONLY INTENDED TO 
CHRONICLE THE ENGAGEMENTS 

■AND WORK OF SPEAKERS AND ME
DIUMS. A REPORT OF WHAT THE 
VARIOUS SPEAKERS SAY WILL 
NOT BE PUBLISHED, AS WE HAVE 
NOT SPACE SUFFICIENT FOR THAT 
PURPOSE.

Mrs. Catherine McFarlin, prominent 
as a lecturer, is now open for engage
ments, either with societies or camps. 
Her permanent address is Plainview, 
Minn.

Eva L. Stewart writes: “The Hyde 
Park Occult Society has established 
the first Sunday evening .of each 
month as Mediums’ Night, at which 
time we invite all mediums to be 
with us to give proof of spirit return 
by their messages, I thereby doing a 
good work for us and themselves. At 
the last- one held Mrs. Adams and Mr. 
Hillis and Mr. Dierkes gave good sat
isfaction, On the I3th we had with 
us Mr. and Mrs. Bloom as lecturer and 
message bearer, and they, are to; be 
with us agiih on- June io'. 'Their 
work is very satisfactory. " On the 
20i Dr,LQ, A- Burgess, gave-ns. grand- 
thtRghts. He is to. be with us on

placed on the table. Mrs. M_. McIn
tyre Is to be with us on the 27th. An
other one of our society has just 
passed away—Byron Stillman. Com
munications have, been received from 
those of our members who have taken 
on the perpetual life, showing that 
what'we teach Is truth, that our 
friends’do return to us. Our -card 
parties are Increasing In numbers, 
and certainly nowhere else do they 
get any handsomer prizes than we give 
you who like to play! Come and see."

Wm. A. Thompson, at one time-"a 
resident of Du Quoin, III., writes of 
meeting many Spiritualists In Los 
Angeles, Cal.: ” I am impressed to 
speak the name of Stephen D. Dye— 
his sou I was so attractive. He was 
president of the Truth Seekers’ so
ciety, and one of the most energetic 

• leaders of spiritual reform work. His 
congenial companion is following his 
good example in her phase of healing 
the afflicted. I also have met many 
others, Harrison D. Barrett, John W. 
Ring, Colonel Dryden, Mr. Buss of San 
Diega-, D. W. Hull, Mrs. Nettie How
ell the hustler of the camp), Mrs. Lil
lie (whose,inspiration is so uplifting), 
Prof. Bowmaq, Mrs. Cowell, Mrs. 
Vlasek, Mrs, Sandford Johnston, and 
Prof. Loveland, who as a lecturer can 
not be surpassed." r

Mrs. Alice Baker's home address is 
No. 441 Wood street, Dallas, Texas. 
THIRTY TWO MAY 26

Mrs. L. B. Holt and J. Austin Stacy 
are conducting spiritual meetings at 
G. A. Hall, Montpelier, Vt. The meet
ings are largely attended, and the In- 1 
terest is growing every week. ¿Their 
work is of a high order. These meet
ings will continue through the year.

Mrs. E. J. Jaquet writes: "The
Golden Rule Spiritualist Society was 
nicely entertained last Sunday, May 
20, with short talks from Dr. Martin, 
Brother James E. Coe and Elizabeth 
J. Jaquet, followed by messages from 
Mrs. Helen Morse and Mrs. Jaquet 
Music by Mrs. Cole. The evening 
services were conducted as usual by 
our worthy president, Dr. Hill. The 
speaker for the evening was Dr. J. H. 
Randall, Mrs. Addie Clybourne follow- 

- Ing with messages, and despite the 
.weather there was a fairly good at- 

. tendance. Mrs. Hill, the regular 
speaker reports from her field of labor 

* a work being done in Jackson, with 
the promise of the next two or three 
weeks .bringing her In many watipums, 
not cnly for herself but for the society 
employing her. Our speaker for 
Sunday, May 27, was Mrs. DeWolf 
Kiser. She is yell known in our city 
and. needs no advertisement as to her' 

■ merits and genuine work in our vast: 
field of labor. Mrs. Isabelle R. Hall I 
recited one of her very masterly inspi-1 
rational pdems, entitled ‘Here and | 
Now,' and was greatly appreciated by 

■ the audience.”
Mrs. Marie Neal, secretary, writes: 

“Mr. and Mrs. Kates have just con
cluded a series of very- successful 
meetings for the First Spiritualist So
ciety of Conneaut, Ohio. -These effi
cient workers had been retained .to 

- serve our society for the month of 
' April, but were prevailed upon to re

main with us two weeks .longer.. -The 
meeting^ were largely attended, and 
much interest manifested.. Thirtirfive. 
now members have be.ena<lded-.tO"Oiir; 

• society. . Mr. and Mrs. Kates are Ye- 
sponslblo for much good accomplished 
Au our midst. They have'made many

.. Lprencja G-1 Brown writes from 
Rockford, Ill.: “Mrs. M. A. Burland 
of Chicago,.favored, the Psychic Re
search Society and its friends, Sun
day evening, .May 20, with a lecture 
that was listened to with close atten
tion by a good sized audience. Her 
controls asked for topics from the au
dience, which were given, namely/ 
‘What Relation Does Spiritualism 
Bear to Socialism, Evolution and 
Transition.’ The elucidation was 
such as to show that true Splrlt/uallsm 
pervades all that'tends to uplift hu
manity. Her readings and tests fol-' 
lowing the lecture were numerous and 
all recognized as correct.” I

Gem of Thp^ght—
"I will try toj)e kind to all harm

less living;(jreatiires, and try to pro
tect them jfrom pcfuel usage.”—Rand 
of Mercy PJs.dge.ni

For information concerning the 
ProgressivdBLy'cfeam, authorized Les-, 
son Paper hbr thai National Spiritual
ists Associatloti, A address John W. 
Ring, Spiritualist ^Temple, Galveston, 
Texas. i ii

: -.¡Jr.- '

The Society*-
LIGHT- MORE LIGHT,

Will Hold a
SOCIAL PARTY, With the

Best Music, Large Program,

A Communication From Juliet H. Sev
erance, M. D., Giving a Detailed Ac
count of the Transition of Her' Sou, 
Who' Was a Living Vomonstrutlon 
of the Grand Truths of Spiritualism 
•—Though Totally Deaf to Earthly 
Sounds, He Could Hear the Eu- 
chanting’Musi^ of the Angels.
To save answering many letters of 

Inquiry from those interested in my
self and my son Byron, I .will write 
somewhat in detail of his passing out 
of physical life. ;

On May 16, at five o’clock, p. m„ 
Fred (my other son) .Byron ajid I were 
sitting in the parlor chatting, laughing 
and writing to Byron (as he has been 
unable to hear for about a year). He 
arose and went to the kitchen to start 
supper, as he assisted me In my do
mestic duties, and always enjoyed so 
doing. In less than ten minutes the 
door bell ;rang, and Fred, on opening 
the door, was told by a neighbor that 
Byron had- fallen from the porch, and 
they’were bringing him up on the ele
vator. I met them at the porch door. 
He. was gone-—his neck and both arms 
.were broken, having struck on his 
head and hands.

PASSED TO SPIRIT LIFE.

[Obituaries to the extent of ten lines 
only will be inserted free. All in excess 
of ten lines will be charged at the rate 
of fifteen cents per line. About seven 
words constitute one line.]

Have You Read
»

I Elma Knapp Ostram of Orleans, 
Mich., was- released from eartji lite, 

i-May 10. Funeral the following Sat
urday, Mrs. A. E. Sheets officiating. 
Mrs. Ostram enjoyed a vigorous and 
beautiful old age, having reached 81 
years. She felt she was very soon to 
pass on; was not ill in bed. The day. 
before her death she changed the ad
dress of her favorite paper, The Pro
gressive Thinker, to that of a loved 
grandson. She leaves one son with 
whom she lived. .She had been a 
Spiritualist many years.

A. E. SHEETS, '

Mrs. Cordelia Roby passed to spirit 
life, May 15, 1906, at the home of her 
-daughterr Mrs. S. Elsworth, Hillsdale, 
Mich., after an illness of several 
months.' Her-pall-bearers were her 
four- sons and two sons-ln-law. . Many 
of the readers of The Progressive 
Thinker will remember her as an 
earnest Spiritualist and true .worker 
for the truth.,

LOUISA HUDSON.

OUR

W. J. Seymour writes from Tacoma, 
Wash.: “For the second time we have 
with us the Rev. G; O. Love of Port
land, Oregon, and he has made many 
friends here by his earnest and fear
less manner of presenting the truth of 
Spiritualism? On his former visit to When Wiling for thia paper- this city a tew ot us in one of his class 

use a Ben or tvnAWri^r circles were permitted to hear throughy wutei. lljln w{lile entranced the 8p}rlt o{ Wm
, .. □ H. Meljse. It was one of the-grandest

discourses I ever ' heard. Weare aildllMlCe,‘hät c^renrS sS thankful for the day .Brother Love Saturday, evening, June 9, 1906, at 8
office not later than the nrluimw Ratun. wss kioupht our way to preach the o’clock, at Mrs. Johanna Roennau’s
dV rtoMM ahe?r^»»7n gospel of Spiritualism. His message Hall, 1800 N.. Ashland avenue, Chi-

this |n mind. and test work is also.'of a very satis- cago. All welcome. Admission, 15
_ ■ _ ’ ■ — factory nature. Societies needing a cents at thé door. -. ^WAYS GIVE YOUR FULL NAJIB lecturer and medium will do well to _____ .______ ;......

AND ADDRESS WHEN SENDING NO-. correspond with Brother Love. He
TICES AND COMMUNJCÀTIONS FOR goes from here to New Era in Oregon ^one to other fields of labor where we 
J OBLIGATION. OTHERWISE THEY to preside over the camp-meeting of Predict for her a warm reception and 
WILL FIND THEIR WAY TO THE that association." earnest support. She. is to speak for
WASTE BASKET. Thos. S. Kizer writes fromLecatur the camp-meeting at Parkland, in.Au-
-- ------—----- —------- --------;---------  Ill.: l'Wé have with Us Rev. Dr J H FU8t wd, h?r I?any fl'i?nds

' Dfckev lat« nt Pnrtiane nX; ¿J have a chance to meet her again.

the -near future This was with one society in Tacoma, THE INFIDEL PHILANTHROPIST,
closes our. work for this season It a half years, -, —
was decided to continue our Ly¿éum ThoZh^difflrentlv^d “him8 Benefactions Have
and Thought Exchange toroughout- feIf and wlf| , dh„ Been Diverted From the Original
the. summer. The Ladies’ Aid Society ^orke”) are v sldn J in the ritv w! Channel Intended by Him, and the

»»MW
ly supners and entertainments beina worklnS 8ome for our society while ions No Longer Represent Him or a pleas® nf feature ,df^o™^ His Wishes. '-
have every reason to feel encouraged ßom“maste^ To We Editor:-=~Mr J. Ç. Hannon
in our progress and hope to resume lsm Last week one of his ■deUvere(i a eulogy on Stephen Gi-
our labors in the fall with renewed en- tur'a on nfilnPnrnnHnn rard's birth day before <he Spiritual-
érgy, striving always for. the welfare n «as htehbHns^  ̂ istic. Association; Eighth & Spring
and best.results for our society, and a„d Ms wife Garden‘ , ;
the advancement of the cause of M,(>p ®a?^> “Thé most appropriate service we
Spiritualism Jn our midst” . a«an renderÄdV memory today

D. -Edson Smith writes from Santa Portland where he haS an enLâment to caU publk attention to the fact 
Ana, Cal- : .“Three good, ' honest, for the fén and Winter ¿ontos ®I wish that M# W1H’ *wéh’ “’“•M®"«» a B“* 
whole-souled mediums, Mrs. Green- w could indüée himtordmaii inD? terplece of benevolent calculation, has ( 
field, MrP. B. T. Elliott and Henry catur Our beenperverted -fromltsorlglnalpur-
Davls, have recently come to this city couraged by his ministrations?” and’ P°se. and Girard College, without 
and they are doing a good work. A Uose j^t preceding Mw & A time T1?8?1 Creed'lfl V U8ed/°r theOf’ 
medium"s meeting was held at our before.” . - »Baunume logical purposes, çmd sectarian-prop
house yesterday afternoon, at which w, „ aganda. !-
four mediums spoke In a fully en- "Wth tte avenink cTna681 this conspiracy against Gl-
tranced state, and another had auto- North nr rard’B bequest VJW long premeditated,
matic writing. The revival of. Spirit- Unlù inifehnii 18 shown bY'W« argument of Daniel
ualistlc influence is so great here that ¿° 0108^11^11^ Webster before jthe Supreme Court,
we propose'holding regular meetings ™e^cfee aLÄ some fifty years <>. ■
at our house every Sunday evening. g H^sat^ as thwe.can be no Sabbath
We seem to have some good medium- £ „rand «X« observance in tbïg college, I deny it to
istic material among our citizens here, ha8 iS Ä8??4 b® a charity, for all charity is founded
out of which much educational good »Id of In tlie Christian Religion. As thismay cpme.” • Sld a°N® lecturer and medium, plan of education tends to - weaken

J. Osborn Lunt doesn't' like the cloud?^'aw beén^XeTÆ^V^ men's reverence,'« leads t^ 
nractice ofcharaina for admiRRinn tn a a “ e b?mea ous results, jatid net useful ends. * *
Spiritualist meeting He writes from »nJh ®orrow dw®'*■' and the t®ar? This will iaeunblehsed by GOd and de- Philade  ̂ a great miBtX J w h® - « b7 “any.We? ^lPed sP16ed b? ““n: At & immoral in all its
Spiritualists make In charging admît that the loved on« whom^hhy laid «ntent8 ^^T8' hJVni 18ad 
slon at the doors, placing thé meeting away, were still surrounding them as annoye^ *-nd I^ou,51ed llf9’ and on the same .footing as the theater! then to ear ™ Ä an U^Je8S^ menWry ®hen U

Webste?^1 adless was published 
amount to the basket than I would at the teachings of Spiritual “ruÄ tte the^trictÄ^
the door on the matter of principle Northwest Side, bringing the glad tid- steXn WavffwM a Catho?te by 
alone. Here is one of the great se- Ings to many homes where formerly It birth
çrets of the revivals. In our orthodox was denied. We trust to have Sister was a'hromineWason^
churches where the floors are thrown Krueger with us again on the re-onen- was,a Prominent mason, aiea witnout
open wide to the -public. On the door tog of the church and honeabat she ? ih a Th®of a Methodist church in Biddeford, mfy gather strength to recreaUon for Li a Ia °Wned a
Maine, a few weeks back, I saw the spirit Ld bodS Ais nephew,fa»d hta body was; removed
word-WCIcome,Vin gilt letters;' no ad- ^<and lead^^^^ tb^eoUege «fere it no.w is. -r .

¡'mission was'asked here, bufflo doubt herS sheWdéverOp'méâÂd- V 8 ^ortteauthorB were W- 
the .basket-rwas-weli .min«»-. ; . a. ,i°p- r laite,-Rouqqöire and Paine. He hadtb^basket wae-well filled. .. V in the teachings of the ,marb'ia busts mde of the foitoer in

Mary SkOgland writes approvingly losophy. _ ][brary .. ... -
of the article by Prof. Larkin. She -Ferd-C. Suhrer writes: “Mrs. Mar- Webster, to his argument before the. 
says. The article by Prof. Larkin tha Price addressed the congregation- Bupremé Court dwelt particularly up- 
Bhou|d be read by every young person of the Rising Sun Mission on Sunday on the anti-religious phaâé' of Girard’s
to America. - His words are telling, afternoon, May 20. Brother Charles character and will: .
and right to the point. There can be Thompson gave messages. Brother Ö. “Let us devise means to establish' 
no growth of mind which is enclosed E. Miller, Ph. D,vwas our speaker for schools of instruction that we may
to a creed, and fed on the catechism, the evening. Sister Hamilton- Gill banish 'ignorance' that has' been fos-
No wonder, that Christians are money- gave up to her .guides, and a number tered by priests and kings in all ages... 
mad. Their minds do not get above were made happy, by. 'Nannie.' Sun- Let us propagaté morality without bu- 
the material world. day night, June 3, will be Mediums’ perstition." ‘ ”

R. Mitchell writes: "The Spiritual- Nieht> and devoted principally to test , “Where do you get that?" asked 
istic Society Students of Nature had mediums. Dr. L. C. Koehler 'will de- Mr. Binney, the opposing counsel, 
a very interesting services Sunday JiverT.a brle^ address on this occasion. "I cot it where Mr. Girard got his 
evening, May 20, at Flynn’s Hall, 461 ~ur bazaar will be continued a week will, and I repeat It for the instruc- 
W. North avenue. Dr. O. E. Miller, “om May 25, making the closing night tion of my friend and the court. I got 
Dr. H. J. Wieneke being the speakers. Thursday, May 31. The Sunflower it from Paine’s Âgé of Reason." 
Brother Thompson gave many- con- “„ub wa® represented-Saturday, May Girard possessed a small library 
vincing messages. The crowning of 19.DVa delegation which seemed bent containing the.' works of Voltaire, 
Miss Pearl English as the May Queen ®n inspection. A handsome little sou- Rousseau, Paine'and thé encyclope- 
was a ■ grand ■ success. After the Xe ,J °L, , o^siQn was distributed dias, and the busts of Voltaire and 
crowning-and an inspirational poem by oy the Mission which was very appro- Rousseau, which V he ordered pre- 
the pastor, a large'basket of choice Prlate. The evening was pleasantly served in. a-muséum in. the college, 
roses were presented to the Queen by 8Pent- The Kid' from Texas, arrived His favorite ships-.avéré named after 
the members as a token of esteem, sometime ago from $ro. John W. Voltaire, Rousseau,- Hèlvetus Mon
Greetings and' spirit messages were end occupies a conspicuous-posi- tesque. t
given by • many mediums who were tlon- Oar iancV goods, ice cream, a special clause in the will as di
present on this occasion. • The' society e, ? , ^be uazaar are winning favor rected, is printed upon all cards of
netted a nice sum, and thanks one and With friends to the neighborhood and general admission:
all who took nart in this festival, uew faces are greeted, every day-and “I ENJOIN AND REQUIRE THAT
May 17, at the residence of Mrs. M. “ade welcome. Sunday, June 10, will NO ECCLESIASTICAL MISSIONARY 
Schumacher.” * be our last day at 398 S. Western ave-

. TT x nue. On Sunday, June 17, we willqnirknniMwSfenHrt^ At dedlcate our temple with appropriate
Spiritual Mission Chapel (Old 77) as ceremony. Dn J. H. MacFarland will
usual we had a large and intellectual lecture at 10:45 a. m., and Mrs. Mar-
audience, and we are always glad to tha Prlce at 3 p. m Onr j m
see many strange faoea-those whom be ready for tte IlttJe fon£;30
we know are strangers to our beauti- _ _
ful philosophy, and they are sure to Dryer writes from Cincinnati,
get something to think about from our Oblo; '9n renewal of subscription for 
speaker, for his-lectures are very in- Y°ur valuable paper, I received your 
teresting. His lecture was followed Premium book, Vol.,3 of The Encyclo- 
by spirit messages by Madame Lucile £~a °* Peath, and Life in the Spirit 

«DeLoux, and psychometric readings by World. To say I was delighted, does 
your correspondent. The Professor cover the ground. It is a book 
answered personal questions for all. handsomely bound, and a' fit ornament 
Everyone is welcome at our meetings.” *or any eenter table or library. ' It is 

. filled with spiritual—not gospel truths'
-a mine of wealth for the soul! havempastorhereMrl^'W Barton Wh®n ^PirituaIlata and investigators

^reTgood^nyVea^^ Ï ProÄ"
medium and speaker she-:has few ^SShÄInd 

continued hereafter, should subscribe 
for The Progressive Thinker. Spirit
ualists, If you take no spiritual paper,’ 
you cannot keep in step with this 
modern movement that is now sweep
ing over the .world, lighting the path
way that leads,to that eternity of souls 
.where all Ib peace." .

No one saw him fall, but the janitor 
heard the concussion, and rushed out 
to find him a lifeless heap; How it all 
happened will never be known unless 
he tells us from the other side.

He was born in DeWitt, Iowa, Dee. 
17, 1856. - He was unusually sensi
tive and affectionate asm child, and I 
have seen him’felled to the floor as 
from a blow, by a harsh .word. ■

He early evinced "h love for music, 
and Often would when practicing sit 
for hours intensely interested, and;— — --------------- »cipiui.
would hqve to be stopped, a thing notfElizabeth Schauss of Toledo. O.. offl- 
usual with children. He was a.born 
Spiritualist. (

For many years he has been medi- 
umistic in various phases, but princi
pally Inspirationally in music and writ
ing. Some of his experiences in this 
line have appeared in The Progressive 
Thinker. ’

He was foremost in entertainments 
nt Clinton camp during the many 
years of my engagement there, one 
year having charge of the music, both 
vocal and instrumental. He also was 
an entertainer at clubs, reciting most
ly original matter, and singing origi
nal songs.

-Before the close of his last class he 
complained of the loss of nerve power, 
and would easily fall. His hearing 
became Imperfect, showing some spin
al trouble, and for a while he could 
not walk without assistance.

His troublé, I believe, was the re
sult of an injury to his back when a 
boy, as it had always troubled him 
since.
I won’t get bo I can’t hear the piano.” 
the music sounds so far away. I hope 
I won’t get so I can’t hear the plana.” 
The next day he could not hear a 
sound.

He had composed many pieces, but 
always played them first, and then 
wrote them ; bo with hearing gone, 
musical composition ceased, but he 
played thejast day he .was with ub as 
finely as he ever did. He was often 
entranced by exquisite music we could 
not hear. This, continued to the last.

He had recovered almost entirely 
his locomotion. He could walk miles, 
and for the past few weeks was en
thusiastic over his improved ability to 
catch sounds, and on Sunday he said 
to a friend of ours: “I will hear per
fectly In four days." In just four 
days he passed over.
- During all his. afflictions! -he Was 
cheerful?.'witty- and entertaining; arid 
wrote much' for the press—many short' 
stories as well as verse. He loved ev
erything’ ideal, and “The time of my 
life,”, was what he would say of a two' 
months’ visit East last summer, when 
for the first time he-was In a country 
of hills and vales and babbling brooks. 
'. On Friday, May 18, a private fu
neral was held at the home, 578 East 
60th street, consisting only of the 
reading .of McCreery’s poem, "There 
Is No. Death," and one of his own com
position, “Will They Be Waiting for 
Me?" as follows:
When,! think of the past and the pres

ent, of the friends that have long 
gone away,

Of thé loved ones that are still around 
us, that will leave us in sorrow 
some day.

Then my thoughts take a turn to the 
, future, when my life on this

Albert Wentworth of Hicksville, O., 
.a life-time Spiritualist and loyal sub
scriber to The" Progressive Thinker, 
passed to higher realms, having 
reached an age of 77 years. The ob
sequies were held at the Disciples 
Church of Christ. Every seat In the 
spacious- temple was filled. The 
Hicksville Tribune spoke of the serv
ice aa "most beautiful and helpful.”

cigted by special request of deceased.

THE JEWS.

COR.

The Writer Seems to Think They Are 
Villainous.

To*the Editor:—A recent writer re
pudiates the idea of any effort to im
prove the Jews, affirming that as citi
zens they are most excellent. Well, 
thiiMs news, but hot reliable. As a 
class of house burners, and especially 
store burners to get a little Insurance 
money—why, it is a never-ceasing oc
currence. Yesterday's fires, sixteen; 
fifteen of them Jew names. , Every 
day, year in and year out, this is 
done.

As house-breakers and thieves of 
money, clothing and jewelry, their 
names are thick and constant. Every 
den where all this loot is concealed 
bears Israelite names!

Bankruptcy all the time! "Failed" 
—Liabilities 350,000. No assets. 
Everybody is pushed out of business.

, All the stores on Broadway from one 
end to the other have Jew names. As 
real estate sharks they simply distance 
all others. The theater and banking 
business is all passing under their 
stealthy control. ’ A little Jew bank 
¿own town, last week let a railroad 
corporation have fifty million dollars. 
Their ¿reed and rapacity is fast be
coming a menace to the very nation. 
We can’t hack them to pieces as the 
Russians felt they had to do, but some 
means should be taken for our protec
tion from these human leeches.

New York. C. F. SHORT.

Dr. T. A. Bland to His Friends and
flip Public, .

, > Tp, my friends,-.-Greeting.-^—Fam 76 
years of age today. I have been an 
active reformer for more than fifty 
years. My field of work has been a 
wide, and varied one. I have come 
In touch with many of the most prom
inent reformers of the nineteenth cen-

equals. If any one has a doubt of a 
life after death, send for her. Fur
nish her with harmonious..conditions 
and her band, of controls will do the 
rest. She has served the First Spirit
ual Sunflower Society two months very 
successfully." ' '.

Ed Dettmer .writes: "Pic-nlc and 
grand opening of the new grove, to be 
held by the First German Spiritualist 
Society, at Jestram’s Grove, Sunday, 
June 3. Take Aurora Line to Bell
wood, then.to grove; or Illinois Cen
tral to Oak Ridge, and then to grove. 
For information,-tickets, and cheap 
fares, call at the hall, 590 S. Ashland 
avenue. Tickets bought in advance, 
15 cents! at the grove, 25 cents.”

A fine ‘grove, with new buildings, a 
-large pavilion for dancing, and elec
tric lights, furnished by the owners or 
the grove; the most complete grove 
for the purposes Intended within or 
roundabout Chicago. In order to 
reach the grove, take the Garfield 

I Park elevated to DesPlaines avenue. 
¡There will bo automobiles there to 
take you to the grove at half the price 
charged-by the- Aurora line. The । 
ur<wehaa-new-‘b:iildtags,.and.the so
ciety owns the plant- for’eledtric light-1 
Jng.- - The grove will be rented to any I 
-one whofflenireirtomBe'it-for picnics or I 
other ■ purpose.-’ •-For -arrangements 
call on.-or write to Mrs; Gartloman, 

I No. 702 West 13th street, Chicago.. . -

OR MINISTER OF ANY DENOMINA
TION WHATSOEVER, SHALL EVER 
HOLD OR EXERCISE ANY DUTY 
OR STATION IN SAID COLLEGE, 
NOR SHALL ANY SUCH PERSON 
EVER BE-ADMITTED. EVEN AS A 
VISITOR.” i

Yet in spite of this plain statement, 
a church was erected in 1878. costing 
365,659.12^.,and ih it religious serv
ices are held da^y.

There are now at the college about 
2,600 pupils; each one on graduation 
day ds presented with a life of Girard, 
which 1b never read while they are in
mates. THIS LIFE STATES THAT 
GIRARD DIED ACA.THOLIC. Six of 
the pupils have adopted theology as a 
profession, and..one by the name of

I Meeser refused to contribute toward a" 
statue for Stephen Girard, his benefac
tor, who fed and clothed him during 
his boyhood, and;-he even refused to 
ask a blessing upon the monument, or 
be present at its unveiling, so much 
does he love the only one who pro
vided for him in his youth.

Of the thousands that have gradu
ated from thlfi-college, there never has

। ‘earth shal||b'e o’er.
And my body is dropped and the spirit 

takes flight to that beautiful 
shore,

Will the loved ones be there to receive 
me as I float from my body of 

' clay,
So weak from the change sailed tran

sition, will they come to conduct 
me-away?

For I now feel their presence so often, i 
and at night time in visions I.see, 

The loved ones that have passed on’be
fore me. I’m sure they'll be wait- 

- , Ing for me. .
So I take up my. trials and duties, try 
• to'live .the best life that I know,
Building and molding my spirit by the 
' I good I can do here below, 

For I know that death is but changing 
to meet again those that we love,

So If we live true ln the earth life, will 
our’ souls.. shine in brightness 
above,

We took the body he had left to 
Graceland, where.it was reduced to its 
original elementsby the wise process 
of cremation, and the ashes scattered 
under the grand old trees he loved so 
well. .

He still lives and loves, but his bod
ily presence so full of sweetness and 
patience will be sadly missed in our

Mr. Mohler writes from Canton, O.: 
“Charles J. Barnes of Warsaw, Ind., 
has been with us for a little-over one 
week, with ‘Jimmie,’ his newsboy 
guide. Mr. Barnes and his guides are 
without doubt the seniors of all. trum
pet mediums for pure, honest, phe
nomena. All the manifestations have 
been simply grand, moral, and while 
here his guides have been a great help 
to our developing circle which Is held 
twice a week at our home; on Wednes
day for Trumpet, and on Sundays for 
materialization. We have been mak
ing such rapid strides during the time 
they were with us that we jire having 
some manifestations in both phases. 
All true Spiritualists desiring the serv
ices of a medium will do well to call 
on Brother Charles J. Barnes to assist 
them in their developing circles.”

• Thos. Henderson writes from Phila
delphia, Pa.: "Mrs. Helen.Btuart-Rich- 
ings has just close'd a two months' 
course of lectures for the First Asso
ciation of Spiritualists, which were 
very well received and listened to with 
increasing- Interest. She has now

been one thatJias_deHvered a eulogy 
of their benefactoripn the. grounds or 
in the church’ built on the grounds 
with the money ol Stephen Girard, 
and not oneflfc h ’■hundred lave ever 
read the life oFtkd college in which 
they lived, and from which they re
ceived their gducaypn.

riJAMgS B. SMITH, 
Sec’y Paine Mpm. Association.

Phlladelphh}, Pq. c <
——. ; lb «>■. .-----------

Investi^tingnfor Himself.
“You can’ratuffJiie with this Santa 

Clause business any/more! " exclaimed 
the youngster1/as he rushed into the 
house and adoressed his mother. His 
eyes shone with'the lustre attending 
newly discovered truths and supreme 
contempt shaded hlb tones.

“I found out'/i|I about It, ma,” he 
continued. “They ain't anythin’ in it. 
Lknow all about, it, ’caueo I been told 
different, an’ now I know. You don’t 
want to try to fqol me any more, ma. 
That Santa Claus Scheme is all busted 
up. There ain’t nothin’ at all In it.

“An’ when I feet time,” he went on. 
breathlessly, “I’m going to look into 
this Jesus Christ business, too.” “■ . ■

This youngster promises'to be one 
of the .coming solons of - Brockton.— 
Brockton (MartQ'Enterprlse. ■ ■ ■ ।

"Continuity of Life a Cosmic Truth," 
By Prof. Wm. M. Lockwood. The work 
of a strong, logical thinker, on a deeply 
important subject. Price, doth, $1. 
' “The Commandments Analyzed,"price 

25 cents. "Blg Bible Stories,” doth, 
60 cents.

| PREMIUM 1
I BOOK j
I OFFER? I

Truly, the world baa NEVER SEEN 
the like before. Search the annals of 
history, ANCIENT AND MODERN; 
critically examine the history of Spirit
ualism; look here and there, in every 
nook and corner of the world, and you 
CANNOT find a parallel to the offer 
made in reference to these THIRTEEN 
remarkable PREMIUM BOOKS. They 
constitute a wonderfully valuable Spir
itualistic and Occult LIBRARY, and 
are furnished at a nominal sum. AU 
are substantially bound and neatly 
printed, and those who purchase theta 
are DELIGHTED WITH THEM.

We have now THIRTEEN magnifi
cent PREMIUM BOOKS which you 
can select from.

GEMS OF THOUGHT, by SEVEN
TEEN leading authors, is our last 
Premium Book. -

Any one of the Thirteen Premium 
Books you may order, price 25 cents. 
This is the price, remember, when yon 
order only one book in connection with 
a yearly subscription. The paper, one 
year, and one Premium Book, $1.25. ■» < 
But if you order more than one Pre- 1 
iiiluin Book the price is as follows: ' -

Any two of the Thirteen Premium 
Books you may order, price 70 cents.

Any three of the Thirteen Premium 
Books you may order, price $1.10.

Any four of the Tliirteen Premium 
Books you may order, price $1.50.

Any five of the Thirteen Premium 
Books you may order, price $1.75.

Any six of the Thirteen Premium 
Books you may order, price $2.05.

Any seven of the Thirteen Premium 
Books you may order, price $2.85.

Any eight ot the Thirteen Premium ' 
Books you may order, price $2.05.

Any nine, of the Thirteen Premium 
Books you may order, price $2.00.'

Any ten of the Thirteen Premium 
Books you may order, price $8.10.

Any eleven of theThirteen Premium 
Books you may order, price $8.40.

Any twelve of the Thirteen Premium 
Books you may order, price $3.85.

Lastly, all of these THIRTEEN Pre
mium Books here announced are sent 
out, all postage prepaid, for 4.15, 
something never before equalled in 
tliis country or Europe.

Bear, in mind that every order for a 
Premium Book must be accompanied 
with a yearly subscription for The 
Progressive Thinker, which Is $1. We 
repeat that the world has never seen 
the like of it before.

tury—a century noted for the number 
of men and women who were distin
guished for progressive ideas. Most 
of those headlights of humanity I have 
personally known, and with many of 
them I have been a modest co-worker.

I have been requested by my trelnds 
tó write a book of reminiscences' of 
some of the most prominent men and 
women I have met. Most of their 
names are already historic; but every 
historian has his own view-point and 
thus is able to enlarge and enrich his 
subject. My book is in press and will 
be issued soon. The title is:

"Pioneers of Progress."
It contains biographical sketches, 

personal reminiscences, anecdotes, 
etc., of Abraham Lincoln, Wendell - 
Phillips, William Lloyd Garrison, Su
san B. Anthony, Ralph Waldo Emer
son, Gerald Massey, Elizabetn Cady 
Stanton, Henry Ward Beecher. Thos. 
K. Beecher, Alfred Russell Wallace, 
John Clark Ridpath, Lew Wallace, 
Robert G. Ingersoll, Andrew Jackson 
Davis, Henry George, Robert Dale 
Owen and twenty others, whose lives
are a rich inheritance to the world.’

I shall publish this book myself 
and thus ggt the profits from its sale. 
I want a few hundred orders in ad
vance to help meet the cost bf first edi
tion. The book will be bound in li
brary cloth, uniform with $1.26 books. 
, To all who order In advance, en

closing-price, or promising to pay 
when notified that it Is ready for de
livery, this book will be sent for 51.00. 
' A friend, the author of a number of 
successful books, who saw the manu
script of this book, at once gave his 
order for 25 copies. Quite a number 
of other Chicago friends have given 
me their orders for one or more cop^ 
les.

Awaiting your-early and favorable 
reply, I am very truly yours.’

T. A. BLAND. . 
Phone Ogden 6381, 231 Hoyne Ave

nue, .Chicago, Ill.

"Spiritual Songs for the Use of Cir
cles, Campmeetings and Other Spiritu
alist Gatherings." By Mattie E. Hull. 
Price 10 cents. —

"Materialization.” By Mme. E. 
d-Esperance and Rev. B. F. Austin. 
Excellent. Price 10 cents.

¿ By the Author of

-fl Wanderer lo Spirit Lands.”

A

“THE STRANGE STORY OF AHRINZIMAN.”
Thé Persian ilystic Emperor.

A weird, powerfully told dramatic story of the earth life and’subsequent 
Experiences in the Spirit World of the “Guide, Ahriziman. ” . Few book! 
are more calculated to hold the reader’s interest from the first page to tin 

st, and much that is-original and new will bo found in tho accounts given 
of Ahrinzlman’s Studies in the Domninof Magic and its-relation-to obsessions 
and other perplexing problems of spiritual intercourse. Price, cloth $1.00. 
Paper, lio cents.

OUR THIRTEEN REMARKABLE 
PREMIUM BOOKS FOR $4.15.

The following is the list of titles oi 
the Twelve Premium Books:

1—The Encyclopedia of Death, and 
Life in the Spirit World, Vol. 1.

2—The Encyclopedia of Death, and 
Life In the Spirit World, Vol. 2.

3—The Encyclopedia of Death, and 1
, Life In the Spirit World, Vol. 3. Theeo 
three volumes have been prepared by, 
J. R. FreAcls. They contain Invaluable 
'data.'” ’’ - . <

4—Art Magic, or Mundane, Sub-Mun- < 
dane and Super-Mundane Spiritism, by 
Mrs. Emma Hardinge Britten. .

6—Ghost Land. Spiritualism. Occult- ’ 
ta, by Mrs. Emma Hardinge Britten.

6—The Next World Interviewed, by, 
Mrs. 8- G. Hom, a most remarkable me
dium.

7—The Occult Life of Jesus, by Alex
ander Smythe, a medium of rare gifts.

8—A Wanderer in the Spirit Lands. 
Translated by A Farnese, a wonderful 
English medium.

9—The Religion of Man and Ethics ot 
Science, by Hudson Tuttle.

10—Seers of the Ages, or Spiritualism 
Past and Present, by Dr. J. M. Peebles.

11—The Great Debate Between Moses 
Hull and W. F. Jamieson.

12—Letters from Um Spirit World, 
written through the mediumship ot 
Carlyle Petersllea.

13—Gems ot Thought, by SEVEN
TEEN leading authors, is our last Pre
mium Book. .

DR. J. M. PEEBLES' 
Most Important Bools.

REDUCED PRICES.

1. What Is Spiritualism and Who 
Are These Spiritualists? A book of 
131 pages, elegantly bound in paper. 
Price 40 cents; postage 5 cents.

2. Death Defeated, or the Psychic 
Secret of How to Keep Young. 300 
pages, handsomely bound In cloth. 
Goes to the root of life, health, hy
giene, marriage, divorce, find how to 
prolong life, etc. Price $1; postage 
12 cents.

8. Spiritualism Vs. Materialism. 
This volume, cloth-bound, contains a 
series of essays and arguments against 
materialism from the point of Spirit
ualism. Price 50 cents; postage 8 
cents..

4. A New Biography of Dr. Pee
bles, by Prof. E. Whipple. A book of 
600 pages, bound in cloth, and giving 
a full history of .the Doctor’s eventful 
life and travels, now 85 years of age. • 
Price $1; postage 18 cents.

6. Vaccination a Curse and a Men
ace to'Personal Liberty. This, an il
lustrated volume, treats exhaustively 
of calf lymph, vaccine virus, “option
al” vaccination or compulsory. Price - 
31; postage 12 cents. I

O. The Orthodox Hell. A soath- : 
Ing pamphlet against the Christian ’ 
doctrine of vicarious atonement - and ! - 
endless hell torments. Price 10 cents. ; .

7. Demonism of the Ages and Splr- K 
it Obsessions. A large volume of al- | 
most 400 pages. Treats of the angels, ; 
demons, obsessions, and evil spiritaci 
through all the historic ages. Price • -
$ 1 ; postage .15 cents.

8. Spiritualism Commanded of 
God. A reply to Seventh-day Advent-
lets. 30 pages. Price 10 cents; post
age. 2 cents.

0. Proofs of Immortality, the Lon
don “rejected” address-. 48 pages. 
Price 15 centa; postage 3 cents.

10. The Pro and Con of Spiritual
ism. 24j»ages. Price 10 cents; post- i 
age 2 cents.

11.
cents.

Spiritualism in All Lands. 81 
pages. Price 10 cents, postage-2 cen^s,

“Meaiumship and Its Development, 
and How to Mesmerize so Assist Devel
opment." By W. H. Bach. Especially 
useful to learners who seek to know 
and utilize the laws of mediumship and 
development, and - avoid errors. Price,

where.it


THE

By Hudson Tuttle, Editor-at-Largoigif AND

IWWERS^
This department is under the man

agement of •
• . HUDSON TUTTLE.

Address him at Berlin Heights, Ohio.

NOTE—The Questions and Answers 
have called torch such a host of re-

language of Washington Irvine: "Dur
ing this period (from the. death of 
Mohammed to 710) which did not oc
cupy four score and ten years, within 
the life-time of many an aged Arab, 
the Moslems extended their .empire 
and their faith over wide regions of 
Asia and Africa, subverting the em
pire of Khosrus, subjugating great 
territories in India, establishing a 
splendid seat of power in Syria, dictat
ing to the conquered kingdom of the 
Pharaohs, overwheimlng the whole 
northern coast of Africa, scouring the 
.Mediterranean with their ships, carry
ing their conquest in one direction to 
the very walls of Constantinople, and 
in the other to the extreme limits of 
Mauretania; in a word, trampling 
down all the old dynasties which once 
held haughty and magnificent sway 
in the East,”

The Mohammedan rule in India be
gan with Mahmud of Ghanzi in 1001, 
and continued for nearly 500 years,

a-

Crapsey Heresy Trial.
A heresy trial in these times is a 

burlesque, a solemn farce, amusing if 
not so pitiable. AU the. . church 
magnates gather in a .grand court of 
make-believe, and with awful dignity 
proceed hs though they were repre
sentatives of God. What is all tills 
iuss and feathers, this tempest in a 
tea-pot about? Has some brother 
preacher committed murder or iiui-

no new ones, for there‘vJM no mate
rial. The old were 1(decaybd, worm- 
eaten, ready to broaMJ-buti they could 
not be replaced. Wlien'khe floods 
came, bearing the drift, uufelghtly oozy 
foam, floating wrack,#f .willed lands, 
and swollen carcasseg<$>f effete beliefs, 
and crass fancies, thgy qfled: "See 
how we Restrain the ■ of de- BOOKS FOR ALL SPIRITUALISTS TO PERUSE.

SPIRITUALISTIC LITERATURE.

Prof. Lockwood’s lecture.
(Continued from page 5.) 

evangelists who undertake the purifi
cation of a city, are graduates In the 
school of Comstock and Parkhurst, 
and know how to squeeze both saint 
and sinner, when there is a dollar in 
the joint.

Sensuous Religion u Failure.
The tact that all large centers are 

alive with “these joints" is evidence 
stronger than Holy Writ, that the 
moral-ethics of ¿lie Messianic princi
ple—sometimes called the Christ 
principle”—lias never taken deep root 
in the intellect of Intervening ages; 
and another fact that city govern
ments throughout the United States 
are making frantic efforts to “hold 
down tlje lid," amplifies the truth, 
that a sensuous ceremonial religion,

VftUÜftBLE. LÍBRftRY 
...OF...

praved man!”. They flaw Apt that the 
strength was in the tide, not in the 
floating scum of agitation.

The theological dam which held the 
tated Solomon in his domestic ttr. [ Stream during the dirtfl iJE the Mid- 
ramrements? Oh no1 -but he has 1 nges, bends and thieatens collapse 

wW Pressed by the rising.flood of modern 
times, and the mental weather bureau bodv sa?d four tho^^^ 01®ad-

claiming it was from the Lord. > Ev- P^sts on tho mountaWsummits which I inaugurated by a pagan hierarchy, un- 
ery body in the court knows that what J16 cloudfajoi moHal fife- der Constantine, has. been an utter
the grandfather and the, somebody _ "°®* , • 1 ho sea that beats in fanurej trying to malte clean the.vis-
knew was far a way from the truth, but ,on. ¡.-J®b^ UIis Hale outside of popular society, while
it Is for the Interest of the church and ??y®? °f?h® is as nothing to Wjthin it is full of all manner of evil
their own. to make believe that the °£*¡he Joaia^ and dead men's bones. .

Call out tho heresy courts and ev- , „ ................... .
ery theologian in the world and set Social Evils Dominate.

ac. them at strengthening - the dam! These social evils dominate because 
OIXHO 1H cuuiv Ui HU uuuuiuuu mo- Bra.c® up tlie Planklu£ of myths and all forms of ecclesiastical creeds in- 
ment his common sense took the bit ?“® “J.11® ,bjnus11 and Odds and ends of ,doctrínate the concept and necessity of 
and eallnued over the dead-line car- tete^retations, explanations and com- a belief in the person of Jesus Christ, rylng him into the sunlit flelft’of.rea- Stake them down with ,the instead of the Messianic formula .of

Every one of his brethren want mysteries of God and,the efficacy of human evolution, which he in these 
■ H"'uyer! :.a'B , parables is made'to represent. Any-

The obstructing barricade cracks, I ¡thing short of this is treated as heret-

spondents, that to give all equal hear- 
Iqg compels the answers to be made in 
the most condensed ioim, and often 
clearness Is perhaps sacrificed to this 
forced brevity. Proofs have to be omit
ted, and the style becomes thereby as-1 unm overwhelmed by the Moguls. It 
eertive, which of all things is to be dep-1 i8 a intstalce that the Great Prophet 
recated. Correspondents often weary i w(,nt to jndIa r was by the invasion 
with waiting for the appearance or of the AjgllaM or parthans who had 
their questions and write letters of in- 1)revjousjy teen converted ■ to Islam, 
qu|ry. The supply of matter is always the standard of ti^ creacent wiis < „ , , .. .
several weeks ahead of the space given, wldely extended Jn ]ndfa. Ministers P°ok aa^ the cr0ed are ^fallible 
and hence there is unavoidable delay. a l I tiom God,
Hveryxone has to wait his time tad - of lllgtor oiatillg to re-] Almost without exception, theplace, and all are treated with equal Ugl0n .<Lylng £or Christ’s sake” was I cused 10 SulIty- I» aa ungarded 

», «i „ a,hi no riven taught.as justifiable by the church NOTJCE.—Lo attention will b g fathers and' has been effective to the 
anonymous letters. Full name ana au . t, F mini8tor-to ner- dress must be given, or the letters will P'aXd as for lBoa' Every oa® of Ws br0thren want I 
not be read. If the request be mofle, vert hlst^y, I» to as,toi to go but aTe toQ wek_ prayer^
rorresp’ondence o^thk department has Ab for the other statement of_souis ^j^g^josTrion yet tha^ties ^holding rields and is borne away on the crests I leal. That Jesús taught that a belief 
become excessively large especially let- dropping into hell five in a second, it Is strong__position friends and of taping waves with the yellow foam dn him was of ho use, per se, Is shown
tX ef lnS 1088 ^S1®88 thaa thelor“e? —taead and b^^ in . the paradoxical metaphor .
Sjvers and while I freely give what- To possess such a mind that wm think M f Protestant churches T®ef &mi Jbar to moulder into dust, found in St. John 12:4'4, 45; "Jesus eyer information I am able, the ordl- With exultant delight on the dropping Lye been shaken by these ’’heresy p*00 the stream ta'kink'tts natural cried and gaid, He that bellevth on me,

‘ íary. courtesy of correspondents is'-ex- of five Immortal souls Into hell at ev- trlàlB „ but th0 Episcopal has had lit- khaaael, will flow clear, as crystal, believeth not on me, but on him that
) tected. HUDSON TUTTLE. ery sw ng of a pendulum. Is a mark of trouble. Its ministers are edu- sparkling in the ligni to, the wide sent me.” “And he that seeth me, t
' a despicable and dwarfed soul! It is «« “ n ocean of.the infinite. lu . seeth him that sent me.”

P. Us its IMty are held by interesta and HUDSOÑ TUTTLE, This parable is strongly metaphor-
ru1“ rCP y “ ?Ue VnÂ ^^ouake’ hT01,611* p<7iaB {WW }0BS- ^ot by convtaüon It does® lot in- - Editor-at-La^ge N. S. A. leal, and means. He that bellevth this .

U«’ Dague concerning the eartnquaKe No res5ectable minister in the land oy couvmuoa. ii uoes bw m ,HnpirlnB of th« Mpssinli that I amwhich destroyed San Francisco, a’P?8' would degrade . himself by making | Pea8e fJ08,^0] - ’ * “ ’ * . ( teaching believeth not on me as a per-
mtstake was made in copy or by the 6ucb ft statement. Only Ignorantex- H offers. Its members accept the doc- A TBIBUTE TO OLD VERMONT. | B^tafsJn omsoM^coMt Pfor 
compositor which.'obscures the state-L ftUSltepŒs « are
•rient. It should read • . ± _ I the heU-racket 1 ^8congervatlve except the cftU10ijC The Latest Poem by Dean Clarke, Ex- dn the realm where belief could be ie-

I Side-shows at the great fairs have —conservative by its inertia. . It is pressive of His- Admiration for Ultimately exercised. “And he that 
the site of I tolo“m“UëcaîiBeV^ Catholic with another name, and was Grfien Mollntafc átate. ®6®^ *“®’ ~¡«- the value of these

• rel£aü¿nBYhTv are called “baX^ founded to gratify the amorous pas- nwnnwy ware. truths I am representing, seeth not me
retterauonB taey_are canea Dancers, _<ons of one of England’s rotten kings.: ,,, . > .; the person, but the truths involved inHow many Ce tbew preátaere1 standing bytt» As Episcopalians,^the bishops would An hsata't0ou- 01d Green Mountain the Mesrianlc mission, which he is 

r._ u I “re taos» preacners, stanuing ny me । o.1.nn, thnv -mnid nnt rim-nri mV, I State, - . .. . made in the drama of St. John, to por-
have? I can find that he had many I belleve^iB the gate to heaven, arnTby IaB No-^th^Enlsconal church has a Her^akes^nd riv^? bypp^sandjUJa, ^The suM^dhig verse 46 is a com- 

turns Jaa^e the tatracüons that breaks Her woods and vales *nd green^lad' píete demonstration of 'the'foregoing,
or concubines at Hebron anchen ^e horrors of hell! jt is with them pull ^^tonger ¿eld ft tempoE £ ^liness may weiFœmpare Sé wwlTïdThX™ beUeveS
more S¿ubS^»dh wiXÍ-K rled s^krtaft^r ft“ =d8 KÆ spirit“" W Wlth ™ laad «“-»«mply fair. Dn me should not abide in darkness.”

’many Is not stated, yet he'had eleven the side show gets his bread and but- ress h?8 b^en at work in the church Her rock-ribbed mountains raised on Thl8 “J®0^8 , I,H V16 '
"sons, born there, and probably-• as ter bv velninc the barker at the cates untii the two distinct and .antagonizing high si ator of the Messianic ideal— am come

many daughters, although a female 0£ the church gets his by yelping hell- forces, the conservative and liberal. Like Titan walls to li&the skyf 1 £ V^hWhOr°e^
• child was hot thought enough of by. flrej damnation and a scare-devil, (have locked horns In a conflict wbich • I Bedecked with robes « [living green,] «LmcÎ.0'*'

these semi-civilized tribes' to be metj-l - _ j must go on to a finish. The liberal ^dd grandeur to each'Fural ecene, sou! s evolution by living and practic-
tinnpd ------------ ------------------- Ipkces are led by Rev. Algernon 8. ¿nd guard the valleys &t: their feet las the precepts of the Messiah of% there -was * Bath-Sheba, ;for WHITE ELEPHANT HER MASCOT. Crapsey, of Rochester N Y blighting Xÿ’ànd scorching NOT IN
xx/hnTn Ha hRtrflVfid lier .husbBud Urlcthi I . j Churcîniiôn 869 lo tbls tri&l vastly lieat. I -DARKNESS.tohta death The Lord 1b said to have M™' de Thebes Tells The World She. more than an individual Issue. It Is - ' ...... • n । Constantine Christianity has pagan-1
been anin-v and killed their first born, Saw “Earthquake” Written in 1 em battle to the death between the old Beneath her gepial summer, skies ized the sublime truths of Messianic 
but he forgot his wrath and their next . the Hands of Californians. belief and the awakening methods -of ™0'8e01^ S-lmost a Paradise. ■ philosophy, and perverted, thrir mean- 
son was Solomon and It Is strange ' ------— scientific thought. He has been tried When autumn s crystal dews ing by attaching to them an external
that Jehovah should have been bo an-‘ Paris, May 19.—Mme. de Thebes, by a court made up of ministers, and Dye all the leaves with rainbow hués, or exoteric, interpretation. If Jesus
erv at David for title atrocious crime, most famous prophetess of modera j pronounced guilty, and if he does not Her landscapes new a »splendor show Christ as a real personage was a man-

" when If he had not Eave committed it, times, was asked by The World cor-1 go down on his knees and admit his That rivals e en the sunset glow. ifestatiôn of “God's love to theworld
the “wisest of men” would not have respondent how she came to predict error, he will,be sentenced. Well he WJtll Moraes, cattle, fl^ine^nd sheen. 0Yerj00em a WBtery why this
been born, and God’s famous temple last October that “a terrific shock will cannot be racked, tortured or burned, £row tllejr weaith while farmers 8,511 oî hlB not aptlear unt11 
would not have been built. be felt on the western coast of the AU this “high court" of Belf-ponsü- Bleep. W. - “F years after he cursed Adam, or nearly

Then there were ten “concubines United Btates.durlng the fourth month, tuted judges can do is to admonish, .¡with sugar, granite, riirbl'èl'ilate— 500 years after the time of Socrates.
whom he had left to keep house," and of 1906.” ‘I suspend or excommunicate, any one] ^d mills pnd'fact'ries adequate ; I Startling Facte.
on the day of his return, shut up till “I knew beforehand that a catastro-1 or all of which will add to his popu'-1 Wlth ¿£1^ fowls, add, fñút galore, naean .nlatltude that
the day of their death beeause he came phe would visit your land," she ex- ] larlty. He can go on preaching but Why need Verinonte<BiaXr more? Jesus^M born utaer the symbolism 

' hóme angry, not for anything they had plained, “from seeing the hands of not with the. church authority. The - V. I Jesus was Dorn unaer tne»Bymoousmdone. How-many more he had is left many Californians. AU pointed to ; scorpion has lost its sting with which Tho rocks and stoneambstaBet her doll I ^d Aristae“ tta ’
toirthe imagination. The inspired some frightful tragedy. But the heav- of old it could destroy. And render hardrihe summ^'s toil, T S^ac0 ^aat
writer ,seems to think the shutting, up ens .gaye me the final due. All that Rev. Crapsey is a heretic of heretics I WMm autumn s harvedt altais o er ^^ng M from^WO to 100,0°0 of 
of a half score of women, more or less, 1b of man's making or controlling lieá and the court could not . otherwise Abundance . crowds ¡each &Xhreshlng Sjése codexorte.atlmontalB, and only 
no^taffiy of comment,’and his havr in Ms palm. Bnf wlidn the elemental tÿ«ndeclare:that he was drifting away. J -<
ing sons by an indefinite lot of moth-]"forces are to Dlay "havoc with Ms ] from the teachings of the fathers Into] And welt-fed children' wound' each I Î?

-• ers/as'Ú most commendable trait. . 1 schemes he must take his 'warning new doctrines. After Ms denials, it is hearth _ d - u. 1« seema ®“>guiar that. u» nrsi.or
of the from the stars. . ’ difficult to discover any fragments Are gay as if they owped the earth. ^toe^w^ÆbftheT “
nd fÆ tatore Pthedtanta T M ^Æd^?

b, d.» « » a,.«... a,.«», ¿ ««- r *S rsr 7 "v? s1 V “n
1 - . Therefore palmistry could ity of Christ; that He waB the savior Devol°P8 courage, strength and will. to determine all of this important

textal Uon.S1Ve 1 VagUe’ i.nC°InPlete admOn1’ £ X Wbta' a riW ?lnC6 Bfta? £Ien T1” SKXrtL of thTs^posed Chrita 
(which If published now, would Bend “Before December is stricken from His resurrection and the doctrine of] “V^eTMount^ bra^w pa^wRtout any^nown^Uuction
_ ........................................... Let the'calendar the report of two more the Blessed Trinity. ,tlwse •»>.■“ pa^nwitnour any Known instruction

the children read about the crimes of disasters in America will be heard _ The finding of the court is Peculiar “Old Ethan’’ for his daring-chose, changed the Stabath of Jesus Christ
King David, his many wives and mis- throughout the globe. An epldetac inasmuch as it does not claim that Have wrought great deeds as worthy ^nd the Statath God commanded 
tresses, euphoniously called concu- will devastate a great portion of the these denials are opposed to the falne y ^d J-“® ^aaJa
bines, but as you value public moral- country and a financial scandal in the Bible teachings, but to the Apostle’s a« bin “in Great Jehovàh’s name ” r7 <»Ity, send Smoot home! The immacu- East will break the record for sensa- Creed, and as set forth In the Book of P® Jenovan s name. day of worship. It is remarkable in
late' Senate cannot endure his pres-, tlonal swindles. Common Prayers. The court voices As when the proud and haughty South nt
ence, and when a senator feels dis- “Floods threaten the shores of the church in taking these as of more "Secession" spoke from canwn’s ,,“T„ V»? wo
graced by another member, the cause France, and our artiste and men of let- value than the Scriptures. mouth, unw iyears alter me aeatn or its
must be overwhelming. Knaves are ters especially, must beware of the Perhaps Bishop Walker and the few Her heroes poured frori bvery town I 
usually proud of superior knaveVy, but ocean the next few months. Also the others who urged on this trial, may To put the lawless traitors down, introaucmg -vnristianrty was aal
the gorge of the Senate rises at polyg- head of one of Europe’s greatest per- honestly believe, but the great major- And fought till Grim Rebellion, sore, «?>?in
amy although if cleansed of bigamy, sonages is menaced. His fate is writ- ity of the leaders of the church are J Gave up the ghost—and War was o'er. „ÍS
graft, bribery, stealing, and general ten in the skies." heartily with the persecuted member. I • ' " •/ ”aaI'a2a®
rascality, there would not be a quorum Mme. de Thebes made, an unofficial He only says what every thoughtful ? en 00 Green Mountain Girls" were gonerally used in the England until 
left to transact business. trip across the Hermán frontier last] person must say, if not a hypocrite; I ’ true ( the close of the 8th century, and was

Praise David as God's anointed, and spring dn answer to the urgent sum- what every one who has canvassed the | “nd 1®{aLas 4116 Boys te Blue.” I J], eïïr°^®d. ,Jn r.anc® untu ta® mld* 
the wisdom of .Solomon, whom the monS of a “very important person- subject knows to be true. j And ,all they could, was bravsly done I, tueor tne^iiuicenrury.
Bible says “loved many strange wo-1 age.” A brief quotation will show the I T° aid the.cause our soldiers won; alLOi th®se J*^5?J1ca ^ata.Jn
men,” and had 700 wives and 300 con- Some time before that’ she an-> reader the masterfulness of thought of By them, in camp, the sick were evld®nce'the’modern thinker has the 
cubines, but in the name of all that is lswered an ánonymous imperative mes- this last victim of church authority. I aJed’ right to cnaiienge tue integrity or a
sacred in marriage, send Smoot home! sage from Italy. At the appointed “The history of Jesus is the product I While those at home helped till'the 8ystem of Christianity rounded upon 

David was ahead of Brigham Young secluded spot in the country she was of historic causes. He was born ini -field. the political intrigues or Constantine,
in his equipment of wives, and Solo- met by a masked stranger who blind- time to meet a great opportunity, andL. . wmen in tne spirit or .it? aogmatic
mon wouVi have made a Mormon elder folded her and led her into a dimly Jesus was the man created for the P<rj>IpafaIld^>.llaBnH,uI]reríkd aï? lnad0
green with envy. If he treated all he lighted chamber, where a black cur- purpose of inaugurating the move- . care, I ridiculous the sublime thoughts, pos-
had with impartiality, it would take tain hid its august occupants from ment which was to change the basis of 8108 and haasi°n Plays of theanost re-
hlm. nearly three years to give each a view. Through a slit In the drapery, human life. We have thought of him frites beat, I nowned philosophers kiiowa on the
single visit. He could not have known a small white hand, crept cautiously so long as a mythological being; have guest j scroll of time, by changing their splrit-
,them by sight nor name, nor his chil- out forlnspection. Under the spell of talked so long of him as a metaphysi-1 aae aoon of comfort, peace and rest ual metaphors, allegories and similes,
'dren! . her marvelous forecasts the mysterl- ckl abstraction, and have for centu-|The best of all her splendid charms , ° ta® rut,aiB*1 °“an external reHg-

It is not strange that this mob of ous one's reserve soon melted and, in pies placed him out of range of human I Of mountains, valleys, IHIÏb and farms; •ceJ?,noni -, k.5]]
¡wives and mistresses In his old age a burst of trust and gratitude, an ex- I vicissitudes at .the right hand of his Worth more than halls for church or talB 18, ® ? IVa, Pa“OS0Pay> ’Which
; “led away his heart,” and after build- alted personage stood revealed. 1 Majesty on High, that we cannot view state recognizes in the intellectual eyolu-
ing the temple of Jehovah, he went np clad in a black velvet gown of the him In historic connection without a Tho’ built of marble, ', hoofed with tloa of maa ““ emancipation from 

; on the hills and offered sacrifice to latest cut, wearing a single gold neck-' shock to our reverence * * »Weare slate; I care æas tae reanl .of
strange Gods. God was in a wrathful lace of Egyptian - design, the great not alarmed; we are relieved ¡when More tóved than palace1 walls ' find ]ta® ,Umest vtaS a? wor:, v®

;; mood for this sin, but he promised to French necromancer had very little of .I scientific history proved to us that) domes ’’ ever ,°Zra'. ,Y0U aaa my v?®11^8’
.- i .let Solomon and the people alone un- the traditional prophetess- about her the facts of his miraculous birth was I Are modest, peaceful, Dear Old Homes. caano^ord to pass these truths by,

■ ] til his death when” he assured the when she received The World corres- unknown to his mother and unknown 1 1 J úaheeded.
¡much-wived king that he Would make pondent. But her parlor, with Its to the whole Christian community of J Then hail to thee! dear-native state, 1 —.1 ■ ■ ■ ~  ----------
-it interesting for Æem. mantlepiece covered .with pictures of the first generation." I Thy sacred name we vote rate; ITheWisconslnStateSpiritualistAsso-

Choice reading for the schools! celebrities from stage queen Calve to We fully endorse the remarks made I Thy many -virtues abide ntar, elation. —
< . David and his wonderful son. were the German Emperor, is in every way by Dr. Hyde at the annual dinner of] And well hast thou been: named'“The Th„ -nr1àAAnrfn stot» Hnirf+noiui 

they living now, would be serving different from the ordinary drawing- the Union Theological Seminary, New star “ " . AatrntetionXm ite
tinie in the penitentiary, with indict- room. Over a Cabinet full of plaster I York, May 14: “The majority of theo- That never, sets,’’-o-but ^'faithful I

. mente enough reserved to keep them hands stands a bust of the younger logical seminaries are still, so wedded walts— . ab t n . ■
in the pen until they reached the age Dumas, who first Inspired Mme. - de to indefensible traditions that no in- The cynosure to heavah’s^frn gates! I very " success, mere were pres-

“Probably the safest region on the „„„ .......
California coast is now this same shat-1 men ym doors to persuade people 
tered surface,” meaning
the city.

Mrs. S. C. Lewis: Q. «vw | are mess preacners, atumms ny me i— 
wives and concubines did King David ¿oora of the church which they make they would not, dared ndt,

..gulsh between wife and concubine.
Place the Bible fh the public schools | vention. 

for the children to read! -Let I'
cheeks of modesty blush at

the author to the penitentiary!

of Methuselah. Thebes to develop her gift, of'clalrvoy-
V; ■ -------— I ance, by a long study of -palmistry and

R. S. Bell, Oregon: Q. Did Mo-(of the heavenly phenomena. On the 
’ ’ hammed conquer India? A Methodist table in the place of honor Is a letter 

preacher said in his sermon that the signed by Cagilostro, the noted Italian 
’ . prophet marched with an* army of mesmerist of the eighteenth century, 
v - 700,000 men over the seven ridges of Quaint Indian gods stare .fixedly from 
V ; the Himalayas, 30,000 falling by the the walls and everywhere are ele- 
■;? (way.- The path, he said, is still to lie phants In every pose possible to their 
'. seen; Further he said: “All the mill- ponderous build.
?' ■ ions who have not heard of Christ “The white elephant, beloved of the 
y are going to hell at the rate of five a gods,” said she. “My mascot of good 
' second.” I luck.”—New York Wield.

A. Mohammed was born in 571 ____ :—, » . . :
md died in 622 A. D. Hid great con- 'Tn the World Celestial” by Dr.T. A 

. tueSts, were of his own people and Bland. Interesting, instructive and
-ace—the Arabians. Immediately helpful; .Spiritually uplifting. Cloth

. if ter his death, Abu Beker was chosen I bound, price $1. .
Calif and tlie fanatical Omer and val- “Handy Ellectrlcal Dictionary." Ab. 
ant Kaled,’called “the Sword of Al-1 practical handbook of reference, con- 
ah," Derer, and Amru, he promul-. taining definitions of every used eleo- 
fated the faith by the sword. In the I trical term or phrase. Price 25cts.

“BOW SHALL I BECOME A MEDIUM?”
It is fully answered in ‘‘Mediumship, and Its 

Laws, Its Conditions and Cultivation, ■ by Hud
son Tuttle. Price 35 cents. Address him at

■' Berlin Heights, Ohio

late:

A Conspiracy Against the Republic, By Judge C. B. Waite, author ■ 
of “History of the Christian Religion to the Year 200. Price 25 cents. 

. A Few Words About the Devil. By Chas. Bradlaugh, the great Eng. 
lish freethought leader, with a story of his life aS told by himself and a 
history of his Parliamentary struggles. Price, 50 cents.

After fler Death. The Story of a Summer. Pervaded with pure and 
sublimely spiritual thought. Something to make the reader pause and 
reflect almost to entraneement. By Lilian Whiting. Price $1, 

Age of Reason. Being,an investigation of true and fabplous theol
ogy. A new and complete edition, from new plates and new type; J86 
pages. By Thomas Paine. Price, paper, 25 cents; cloth, 50 cente.

Ancient India, Its Language and Religions. Translations of the ar- . 
tides “Religion of the Veda,” and “Buddhism." The Study of the 
Sanskrit. By Prof. IL Oldenberg. Price 25 cents.

A New Catechism. By M. DL Mangasarian. A book suited to ex
press the thoughts of men, women and children living in the new times. 
Price, doth, $1.00.

Angell .Prize Contest Recitations. To advance Humane Education in 
all its phases. A book especially adapted to Lyceums. Full of enthus
ing ideas. By Emma Rood Tuttle. Price 25 cents.

Antiquity Unveiled. Ancient- Voices from the Spirit Realms. An in
tensely interesting work, carrying one deeply into the mysteries of the 
past. By J. M. Roberts. Price $1.50. .

A. P. A. Manual. A complete exposition of the principles and objects 
of the American Protective Association, with a vivid description of Ro
manism as it is to-day. Price 15 cents.

Apocryphal New Testament, being all the Gospels, Epistles, and other 
pieces now extant, attributed in the first four centuries to Jesus Christ, 
His Apostles, and their companions, and not included in the New Testa
ment by its compilers. Translated from the original tongues, and now 
collected into one volume. Price, $1.50.

Apollonius of Tyana. Identified as the Christian Jesus. A wonder
ful communication, explaining how his life and teachings were utilized 
to formulate Christianity. Price 15 cents.

Around the Year With Ella Wheeler Wilcox. By Ella Ruddy. 
Price $1.

Aryan Sun-Myths. The Origin of Religions. A valuable compila
tion of historical facts relating to the ancient conception of the necessity 
for saviors. By Sarah E. Titcomb. Price, cloth, $1.

A Scientific Demonstration of the Future Life, By Dr. Thomson J 
Hudson. Price $1.50.

4 Sex Revolution; By Lois Waisbrooker. author of ‘1 Helen Harlow’s 
Vow,” “The Occult Forces of Sex,” “Perfect Motherhood,” and many 
other works. Price 25 cents.

As It Is to Re. By Cora Lynn Daniels. This is a most spiritual book 
and gives a beautiful account of the process of.dying. Price, $1.

Asphodel Bloome and Other Offerings. A book of short poems by 
Emma Rood Tuttle. Neatly bound in blue cloth with silver letters. 
Price $1. , • *

Astral Worship. With a chart in the front cover with signs of the 
Zodiac. By J. H. Hill, M. D. Price $1.

Atlantis, the Antediluvian World. By Ignatius Donnelly, is a book 
of rare thought, proving the existence of a continent by the name of 
Atlantis having existed years ago. Price $2.

Auras and Colors. An Esoteric System of Teaching Concerning 
Halos, Aureolas and the Nimbus. By J. C. F. Grumbine. Price, 50 cts

Automatic or Spirit Writing, with other psychic experiences of the 
author. A book well worth the price, for its valuable suggestions to 
others wishing the phase. By Sara A. Underwood. Price, cloth $L 
Paper, 50 cents. ’ ’

Behind the Veil. Written by a spirit in a most interesting manner 
and describing his life in the spirit world. Price 75 cents. ’

Bible Marvel Workers, and the wondrous power which helped or 
made them perform mighty works and utter inspired words. Personal 
characteristics of prophets and apostles. By Allen Putnam. Price 75o

Bible of Bibles, or Twenty-seven Divine Revelations containing a de
scription of twenty-seven bibles, also a delineation of the character of 
the principle personages'of the Christian Bible, and an examination of 
their doctrines. By Kersey Graves. Prica,$L75.

Big Bible Stories. Placed in the crucible of Mathematics, they are 
made too absurd for anyone who can count on his fingers, one two 
three, etc. New and unique. By W. H. Bach. Price, 50 cents.’ ’

Can Telepathy Explain. By Minot J. Savage. Price $1.
Celestial Dynamics. A normal course of study in the Astro-Magnetic 

Forces of Nature. Just the book for mental healers or students in the 
: science. 107 pages. Price $1.

truth can enter them and long remain« — —- ■* » J/ s a* Mrs {jatherine -McFarlin firnt“S? WONDERS,-WILL CEAS^. . rice^refia^trMrm -Cq^ I V £

----- -- Wcl ■ >nc ■ mond, Mr;'tad Mrs. Sprague, Mrs. A. ^ sumX^dX - oi Her Dream t Portrait -H. Nlver. and'Mr. ' tad Mrs. Moses
“The seminary of tradition did mot I Painter Djid.o . I “„* _

want a Yale, graduate because he had < '——
been taught to think for himself and . Wooster, O., May .jMi-Mfiter being we continue to teach him to think for warned in a dream ®iht the was to jBhJ3000^a£^ 
himself,” responded Dr. Knox. . die alone In her kecllMeWome. and ' This is fine talk, but the free tWhk- that her bo’dy was to hi hlund by a “aa£ 
Ing must be along the lines oi the] strange man of whom-ehe -dreamed so anriii
creeds, or there is a heresy trial! --Al much about. Miss Aqua Jftwrlson. .50 
methodist theological school is main-1 years old, passed away'in her bed-last 
tained for the purpose of turning out night. Many years a&MSi Harrison 
preachers of Methodism« tad if they was a portrait palnt^ ; Oto day she 2“ hT^ahZi^nf mnd 
get out of the traces they are not toler- told a friend; she h< droned that 
ated. It is the same of all sects. The she would die alone and that her body inscription given by Dr.. Hyde over, would be discovered by .a stranger, „ “r: .B™*?
the.doors of the school appeals to one whose appearance so impressed her in 01 tbe
as the most appropriate: “Let none en- her dream that she waitable to sketch cau.30 a “ b
ter but hypocrites.” his portrait. The pdrW was hung

The chief work of theologians is and In Miss Harrison’s room,, and ta-day $™y®
always has been, to build a dam across Patrick Snyder, an itinerant, went to J?'earB^Cn?™“,,^lCn^
the stream of human progress, and ari her house to ask for w6rk. Several vaa n J
rest the further flow. The foundation women were in the hqu'se and asked parei t0 BuiTtZ?n^
of this obstruction was laid in the],him to break iri the door, iis they had I . ♦.
ages of ignorance, and spiles of stiper-1 become alarmed at thq^trango still-J ,on T stitlon Were driven deep and strong, ness about the place', ^yder com-1 , 189 L,°yd stre0t' Milwaukee, Wis. 
-Myths, traditions tad • -fables wero plied and the dead body ’of Miss Hot- —”■> —•* ■——-
enmeshed and .the stream for the- time rison was found in bed'and a start- ' Lasting.reputashuns are of .slow 
restrained. As the waters arose the ling counterpart of Sny.der . hanging groth; the man .whQ wakeg. famous 
theologians wove in - new ’myths or I upon the .wall with this legend as- sum morning iz very apt to go to bed 

icommeptarles on the old, tad.stre'nglh'j I cribod underneath: " I sum night and sleep It all off,—Josh
ened the bracing spiles. Tliojr drove “The man of my,dream.” . | -Billings. , . '

Character Building, Thought Power. A dainty little book and helo- 
ful. By Ralph "Waldo Trine. Price, 35 cents. *

Child Culture. A small book giving a treatise on how to rear chil
dren according to the laws of physiological psychology, and mental sug- 
gestioni By Newton R. Riddell. Priee 65 cents.
Conflict Between Religion and Science. By J. W. Draper. Price $1 75

Christs of the Past and Present. By Rev. Moses Hulk A valuable 
aook. Price, cloth, 35 cents'; paper, 25 cents.

Clairvoyance. A book of 109 neatly-printed pages, pertaining to a 
system of philosophy of clairvoyance, its law, nature and unfoldinent 
By J. C. F. Grumbine. Price, cloth, $1.50.

Common Sense. A book of the Revolution, and yet adapted to the 
present day. A book to inspire the reader to love his free America. By 
Thomas Paine. Paper, 15 cents.

Concentration. A series of six symbol cards and a valuable pamph
let? on concentration, meditation and inspiration, with instructions how 
to conquer yourself and-develop your innermost faculties. By Laura 
G. Fixen. Price 50 cents.

Continuity of Life a Cosmic Truth. By Prof. W. M. Lockwood the 
well-known lecturer. Those who have had the privilege of hearing 
Prof. Lockwood lecture will understand and appreciate the character 
of this work. -Price $1.

Contrasts in Spirit Life, and the Recent Experiences of Samuel 
Bowles. Given through the mediumship of Carrie E. S. Twing. prjee 
50 cents. • . , ■ ’

Cosmian Hymn Book. A collection of original and selected hymns 
for liberal and ethical societies, for schools and the home. Compiled 
by L. K. Washburn. Price, cloth, $1; paper, 50 cents.
' Crimes of Preachers. This book is just what its title indicates—a 
thorough exposure of the inner life of those elect of earth. A very in
teresting book. Price 35 cents.

Cultivation of Personal Magnetism. By LeRoy Berrier. Price, 50c, 
Data of Ethics. By Herbert Spencer. Price 50 cents.
Death Defeated, or the Psychic Secret of How to Keep Young. By 

Dr. J. M. Peebles. Cloth bound. Price $1.
Death, Its Meaning and Result. By John K. Wilson, a member of the 

Pennsylvania Bar. Cloth.’. Price, $1.25.
Dictionary of Dreams. One Thousand Dreams and Their Interpreta- 

tions. By Dr. Robert Greer. Price, 25 cents.
Discovery of a Lost Trail. By Chas. B-. Newcomb. A book that will 

help von see the beauty and joy of life. Pricej $1.50.
Echoesfrom the World .of Song. A collection of new and beautiful 

songs, with music and chorus, in book form. By C. P. Longley. Price, 
$1; postage 15 cents.

Edith Bramley’s Vision. A thrilling appeal to all who are interested 
in learning how the great forces of the Roman Catholic church are seek- ' 
jng to prevent the progress of liberalism. Price 15 cents.

Elsie’s Little Brother Tom. An interesting story for children. Allen 
Thurber, author. This book fills a need for literature for small folks 
as there are but a few books, and we recommend this as being interest-

• ing and instructive. Price, 75 cents.
Encyclopedia\)f Biblical Spiritualism, or a concordance of the prin

cipal passages of the Old and New Testament Scriptures which prove or 
• imply Spiritualism. By Moses Hull. Price $1.

Evolution of the Devil. The. most learned, accurate, scientific and 
philosophical analysis of His Satanic Majesty ever published. By Hepry 
Frank, the independent preacher of New York City. Price 25 centin.

Esoteric Lessons. A valuable book by Sarah Stanley Grimke, Ph. B, 
Cloth cover. Price, $1.50. ' .

■ Every Living Oreatute, or a heart-training through'the ammar world, 
By Ralph Waldo Trine. Cloth. Price, 35 cents. - '

Father Tom and the Pope and the History of the Pope’s Mule. Price, 
. paper,25 cents: cloth 50 cents. . - f,

Fifty Years in the Church of Rome. A book that.has done more to 
enlighten the world of .Catholicism than any other two published, By .t. 
Rev. Chas. Chiniquy, ex-priest. .Price $2.25. . »

Force andMatter, or; theJNatural Order of the Universe, with a Sy»« 
tem of Morality Based Thereon. A very popular scientific 'exposition.

' By P^ofi.‘IhldwigBuchlleI,,MI D. .Price, clotii;$l'. ' . ..
Front Dreamland Sent. A book oi j>oems. Verses of life to come.

By. Lilian Whiting, Price, $1. .. —



'June 8, 1906. "

WHITEWATER, W1S.

The Alumni of Morris Pratt Institute.

The graduates of'Morris Pratt In- 
etitute are as yet few in number, but 
they are of such character as to reflect' 
credit on the Institution. I desire to 
say a few words concerning those with 
whom the school has kept in touch.

Benjamin Bowen came here from 
California at the opening of the school 
the first year, a full-grown boy, stand
ing just at the parting of the ways 
where so many young meu, going to 
the left instead of to the right, are led 
into habits which finally in earth life 
end in moral disaster. The influences 
of this school Quickened into action 

•the latent sniyit of nobleness which 
was within him. and when he gradu- 

■ ated he was well prepared for a manly 
career. He married Miss Anna, Stew
art. the beautiful, eldest daughter of 
Clara L. Stewart, secretary at. that 
time of the institution, and settled in 

. Rogers; Arkansas, but subsequently 
moved to Waterloo. Iowa, where he 
now resides, doing credit to the school 
by his progressive, ideas and by the 
integrity of his life.'

Amalia Pfenning came here at the 
beginning of the first year from New
ark, N. J. She.'was a woman in mid
dle life, with high resolves who, by 
her studious habits and well-balanced 

"character, soon .won the esteem of 
teachers and students. Since-gradu
ating she has spent much time still 
farther preparing herself for public 
work on the Spiritualist platform. 
She has already filled a place as public 
speaker at. Lake Pleasant Camp, Mass. 
She will be heard from not only as an 
honor to the school, but .to . woman
hood at large as one of the brave pio
neers of.modern progress.

Agnes Chaffee of Pennsylvania and 
Alfa Bullock of Indiana were not only 
"graduates but were also teachers. Miss 
Chaffee especially was Instructor for 
two years greatly to her credit, They 
both are .now .in -Indiana .haying 
classes in vocal culture and oratory, 
based on the instruction received at 
this school. \ ■

Genevra" Spaulding .of ! Michigan,, 
though struggling with disease . 
through, the entire course , of school, • 
kept the books of the secretary .and 
sustained an honorable position in all 
her classes. She has won a high rep-“ 
utatlon on the platform of one or two 
of the Michigan camps by her recita
tions, and is a successful teacher of 

. physical culture and oratory.
Eugene Cooper, of Iowa, came 

here a mere boy of sixteen, and 
soon became a surprise to both teach
ers and students by the brilliancy of 
his intellect not only in class room 
work, but on the platform. After 
graduating he entered a commercial 
college where he won»such standing in 
the eyes of the faculty that as soon ad* 
he graduates he has been offered a po
sition as teacher in-the school. There 
is every reason to believe that not 
only Spiritualism proper but all ideas 
that make for human progress will 
have in this young man a distinguished 
champion whose career will reflect 
great credit on this Institution.

Mrs. Emma" R. Abbott is a, woman 
of Middlfc life who came here the first' 
year from Alliance, Ohio. I would 
like to use Mrs. Abbott as an example 
of what a woman can' accomplish by 
sheer force of character and deter
mined effort. When but a child of 
seven or eight her father moved from 

; the- North, into- a: slave 'state' where.. 
. there wexe no .'public.^pfthqlB, -She 

therefore grew-to womanhood without 
the knowledge of even the common 
'brAnoheB.of'learuin^|--wblt!h now every, 
child-gets-lu the school-room. In the- 
face of poverty and' in spite ot bfrp.tSsi- ' 
tlon on the si^e of near relatives.afid" 
friends, she-came to this .school and: 
paid her way by manual toil in the' 
kitchen, dining-room and hall-ways. 
The time she spent here covered a pe-
riod of four years. More or »less of 

. the time she, was called' home to' minis
ter at the lied side of the sick and suf
fering. But she always returned to 

. ... ..take up again the broken threads in 
■ the class room as best she could.

Starting at the very fdbt of the ladder 
of an intellectual career she steadily 

. ascended. It was with great pleasure 
her teachers watched the unfolding of 
her latent powers_which had lain so 
long almost ■ dormant-. Possessing 
good natural ability to begin with, her' 

' unflagging industry and ths strength I 
of her vigorous constitution laid for?' 
her a foundation fpr the future upon 
which she will be able to build a ca-, 
reer which will be not only an honor 
to the school which she so deeply 
loves but a help to Spjritualism and | 
every other movement for human wel
fare. ! ■ . ■ “

It ought to be said that in this 
work Mrs. Abbott's home has not suf
fered by her absence. Other hands 
washed the dishes and’swept the floors 
equally as well while she was winning 
laurels In the class room and in the 

. reUlm of intellectual growth. Must 
woman forever be denied the divine 
right to make the most of herself be
cause, forsooth, nature has so fash
ioned her physical structure that she 
shall be the bearer of babies?

Not so.
. Innumerable are the women who,. 

• ' like Mrs. Abbott, can be loyal to hus
band, children and hbme, and at the 

■same time not'be'disloyal to them
selves., Woman owes duties to other 
people, often dependent upon her, 
which she must not neglect, ,but 'at the 
samg time She owes duties to herself, 
to which she has no right to be false. 
Let Mrs. Abbott’s example be an en
couragement to vast numbers of wo
men to follow in her footsteps. My 
prayer is that all who may go from' 
this institution/may be as worthy_as 
those who have already graduated.

" A. J. WEAVER.'
< Whitewater, Wls. . , >

A Gem From Bryapt. . _ .
Yet nerve thy spirit to the proof, .

( And, blanch not at thy chosen lot; 
The timid good may stand aloof,' 
: The sage may frown—yet faint thou 

not;
-Nor heed the shaft too surely cast, 

The foul and hissing bolt of scorn;
For with thy side shall dwell, at last, 

yhe victory of'endurance born. .
* ' ' '—Bryant. '

-".Spiritual Fire Crackora, Bible Chest-1 
? BCts and Political Pin Points.” By J.

: . S. Harrington. A pamphlet containing' 
-79 pages of racy rehdjng. price 25 cts. 
! “The Molecular Hypothesis of Na- 
turd." By- Prof.;Wm. :M; -Lockwood. •

•. - Professor Lockwood is recognized as 
’ -one of the ablest lecturers on the spir- 

Itual-rostrum. In:this little volume he' 
. ¿resents in.succinct form the substance-

<. <h!s lectures,on the ■ Molecular .Ry-.
? ‘ pothesis of Nature;, and presents his
' -^e-^s as demonstrating a scientific ba- 

. sib of Spiritualism.' ■ Tha. book is com- 
: ’mended -to' all who', love to study and 

think.»Price,.25 cents. ■
■ “The New Llfe.'<-"Bj Leroy Berrler.
.7 ■ Eminently suggestive along the lines

• of‘"new* thought” Excellent in' tone 
an4 tendencies. Primy cloth. $1*

. THE SPIRITUAL CHRISTENING

Of tile Infant Son of Robert E. and 
Agnes O. Flight, nee Wink, of 
Washington, D. C., by Harrison D. 
Barrett and Mary T. Longley, Pres
ident and Secretary of the N. 8, A-> 
May 7, 100(1—The Occasion Was 
Also the Anniversary of the Marri
age of Mr/and Mrs. Fugitt.
Service, by Mrs. Longley under the 

inspiration of Spirit John Pierpont:
Dear friends, we are gathered 

here on this auspicious and sacred oc
casion not only to observe in loving, 
tender thought the anniversary of a 
happy wedding day, but also to conse
crate with name and benediction from 
the angel world, this child, the fruit 
of the happy union of this lovjng pair, 
the babe whom we present to you this 
-hour in sweet and tender-thought of 
love; a child of harmony and pekce, 
one that apgeis attend, one.whose life 
is to be consecrated to good works; 
one of thoep who do their best in life, 
to make the world better and brighter 
because they are here.

It may not be great deeds . and 
lofty scenes in which they mingle, but 
it is tha simple doing of that which 
is right and true that makes men 
truly great; and we trust that this 
babe,’now cradled in the arms of 
Love, will grow to be a good and noble 
man. This is the best thought, desire 
and-wish we can frame for him. We 
ask the angels of Harmony and Love 
to attend'him, watching over him by 
day and paring for him at night.

Dear ofles, at this'tjme we bear to 
this little one the sweet gifts of Na-' 
tijre, the beautiful .blooms of, garden 
and'valley, typical, in.the Pansy of no
ble and bright thoughts, in the Lily of ■ 
the vale, of purity and peace; these 
are for this babe as a token-of-love, of 
tenderness of purity and.peace [pre- 

- seating the . child .with-the flowers]. 
We also'sprinkle upon this infant 
brow these drops , of clear, crystal 
water [sprinkling the; baby’s fore
head],, for water is the symbol of 
purify in nature, the beautiful, clear 
fluid, that shall cleanse and freshen' 
ahd; rhakb all -things sweet. ’

J Dear friends, we. will not prolong 
this ceremony unduly, but will now- 
give to-this child the-name selected 
fqr him, Robert Payson Fugitt, and 
we ask God . and his holy- angelg to 
bless and befriend him through life 
and to make all things as bright and 
beautiful for him as may be for his 
good. . ’

And ■tbj'pu, his dear parents, we ex
tend tender blessing and love. You 
are responsible for bringing this little 
one into this world, have given him 
form and substance for the. service of 
his immortal soul, and so we ask of 
you, and believe you will, afford to 
him such care and protection, such 
guidance and helpfulness as he, shall 
need through the early years, until he 
shall be well equlped to stand forth 
in the arena of life as a worker, a use
ful member of society, a blessing to 
mankind and be ready to care for and 
bless his parents as they have cared 
for hiim

To the good friends who stand here 
in recognition of this service as well 
wishers and helpers to .this child, and 
for those who are absent in body but 
presenf. in spirit, we give n blessing of 
love, -peace arid good-will. May the 
sweetest benediction of • heaven-' rest 
upon each one.

.To C. Paxson Longley who stands as 
“God^father”-ln relation to this child,, 
and'i ¡whose-naw hejjeara-ta part, tfr> 
you, we give blessing, and ask that 
you watch over and care-for this child, 
to t^e.bestHoi'yourability while your 
nJofJiar life shall last, , and then, from 
'tneJ Gfe'at Beyond, give .your Influence 
arid beriedictlon to him during his 
earthly, years'. .

To the dear aunt and sister, Mrs. 
Johnson, who stands also as sponsor 
for this child, called by the world, 
“God-iriother, or Mother for 'Good, we
extend our blessing, and ask, dear sis
ter, that you’care for. and: love, and 
bless this child until you are calfed 
hence to receive your reward, in the 
land of eternal light and love. ■

Invocation.
Father in heaven, bless and direct 

each one. To the aged: grandmother 
here in mortal infirmity and the 
weakness of age, give thy. peace and' 
ah undefstandihg of thy Divine law 
until she.passes in.spirit to ¿ne high- 

■ 'er and'holier life of immortality. May 
.all present receive of thy light and the 
beauty of thy presence In the benedic
tion from above, the harmony, glory 
and-holiness of eternal wisdom and 
love. Amen. ■

Remarks of.Harrison D. Barrett.'
Dear "friends, it is almost a trespass 

for me to attempt to add one, word to 
the b^auty of this ceremony; I cannot 
do it. So many thoughts have rushed 
over me during the moments that my 

-friend, Mrs. Longley, has been con
ducting this beautiful service, my 
heart-throbs so that I- can scarcely 
control my feelings. I believe that 
this child that we have to-night con
secrated, to the work of man and an
gels, has come to us all to be a com
rade;-helper and blessing in .all our 
duties in life. I feel that children in 

■ this age have come to be companions, 
rathe? than servants; helpers rather 
than burdens; insplrers rather than 
the reverse, and such being the case 
we welcome them with open arms 
and give them the. sweetest, richest, 
holiest blessings of .our hearts, that 
they may grow into noble specimens of 
manhood or womanhood, and make 
this world the better because of their 
having chosen to walk and . work along 
the toilsome-ways of. its mortal course.

The holiness and-joy that, come our 
way insuch /gifts as these are God’s 
^tossings, and if I may speak person
ally, aS one in bestowing .this name 
Upon this sweet and beautiful child 
who’has coine to us so auspiciously to 
.help us live better and truer lives, I 
thank’ God for his being, and I' am 
.happy to be with you to-night. May 
'we SIL go forth from this place en- 
wrapt in a pure spiritual influence, 
with, hearts uplifted and. souls filled 
with-a conception of the highest and 
.best of God’s bounties to the children 
of earth. < ..
•- At the conclusion ¡of the ceremony; 

• Prof. Longley^ in a few choice words, 
presented the (babe with a gift of 

¡money, to which the parents responded 
•in grateful words. • Refreshments 
•were then-served and an hour of social 
■converse enjoyed - by all.—(Steno- 
■graphically reported for The Progress
ive Thinker by Mr. Evans, Trustee of 
the N. S. AO. ..

. MARY; ANN CAREW,
■Wife,' Mother, .Spirit an<L Angel. ■ 

-By Carlyle Pctersllca. ■ -■
■ This moht. beautiful story of .the ex

periences .■.-of: a 1 young -wife ■ and 
mother-taken-from her-home on earth . 
to her.homo in the spirlt fworld, is 'told 
lb- such a realistic -way, that- one ls< 
carried: away - with the- ewfiet.beauty; 
and naturalness*'of It." It’makeB the'- 
other, world appear-very;near-to tis'- 
Thls. book has been a great comfort to 
many -weary.hearts who-/b.h.'vp Jost 
mother, wife or babies. ■, j?rice, neatly 
bound in cloth, ?1. ,.V< ~ ‘

*FMB PROSRBaaiVB THINKER

The Progressive Mer.
A Paper that Never Falters, Never Pauses in Its Effort for ¿he Greatest Good to 

the Cause of Spiritualism, Science,’Morality, Higher Thought, and a Better Life. 
Never Lacking- for Life and the Dissemination of Most Important Mind-Food.

Give Us the Truth, the Whole Truth, and Nothing but the Truth

SpiritualiOeetings.
It la important when a meeting U 

suspended, that notice be given us, so 
that inquirers may not be mislead. We 
want new notices of all meetings being 
held hero in public hulls at the present 
time.

Church of the Soul, Mrs. Cora L. V. 
Richmond, pastor, meets every Sunday 
in room 809 Masonic Temple, Service 
11 a. m. Suridav-school 10 a. m. Pas
tor's address, 3802 Ridge avenue, Rog
ers Park. bay at home, Friday.

First German Spiritualist Society on 
the West Side. Meetings every Sunday 
at 8 p. m. in Garaelman's Hall, corner 
Ashland avenue and W. 13th street

The Light of Truth Church’will hold 
services in Hopkins' 'Hall 628 W 63rd 
street, near Stewart avenue. Confer
ence at 3 p, m. Lecture at 7:45. Mes
sages at each’ service. Midweek meet
ing Thursday 3 p. m'.' Mfh. Jeffery Bur- 
land, pastor. ,

Chicago Spiritual. Alliance Church, in 
Vincennes Hall, 36th hnd Cottage Grove 
avenue. Mrs. May Elmo, pastor,' as-, 
slsted by Hugh S. Fraser. AU wel
come. Services at 3 and 8 p. m.
'; The Church of the Psychic Forces 
holds services at Wilcox Hall, corner 
Champlain avenue an4T3d street, every 
Sunday. Couferenco at 8 p. m. Lec
ture at 8 p; nv. The hali'number Is 361- 

-863 East 43d street ' Conducted by Mrs.
Isa Cleveland. ,
. Spiritual Science Society meets .every 
Sunday from 2 to 10 p. m„ at Arlington 
Hall, N. W. corner of 31st street and 
Indiana avenue. Admission to after
noon meetings, free; evening service, 
15 cents. Mrs. Dixon and her daughter, 
the child wonder, will always be in at
tendance. Others will assist - These 
meetings will be continued all summer. 
Dr. Beverly, president, No. 44 East 31st 
street ’

A Spiritualist Temple has been 
opened by Mrs. Schwann, at 623 Bel
mont avenue. Services held every Sun
day and Thursday evening at 8 
o'clock. Tests and musu at every ser
vice. ' , ,

The/Spirltuallst Church of' Students 
of Nature will 'hold its services at 
Flynn’s Hall, 461 North avenue,-corner 
Robey street and Milwaukee avenue, ev
ery Sunday evening at 7:30. The hall 
can be. reached by Milwaukee avenue, 
North avenue and Robey street cars, 
arid the Logan Square and Humboldt 
Park Metropolitan elevated cars. Mrs.

i M. Schumacher, pastor, assisted by Dr. 
L. C. Koehler and others. ’ __
’ The Christian Occult .Church, United. 
Brotherhood Hall. -3245 State street/ 
Every Sunday, evening; at-. ,7:30. Test^ 

irtnessageq-givea by.goiM^ejilu^s.
¡ speakers in attendaride. ’ " «. > . .-.‘. jy 

uiimafioiden RulejSp,irltuallBti.8oclety;
'will hold.meetings,Meyery_Sunday at 8
and 8. p, m., at O'Donnell College "Bldg., 
South Paulina street, between Washing
ton Boulevard and . Park avenue.' AIL- 
cordially invited. - ■ ;.
. Temple Light and Truth, 370 Wabaii- 
ela avenue, near Robey street?;'ana? 
North avenue. Sunday-school 10:80 a. 
m. Lectures and.splrit iaeBBages given 
at 3 and 8 p. m., by- Mrs?T. Loll; pastor, 
every Sunday, in German and English.

The Hyde Park Occult Society holds 
regular Sunday evening , services, 7; 45 
o’cld<!k,' tt 819 K. ,55th Street^ between 
Klmbark and Monroe avenues. Jackson 
Park cars pass the door. The best.tal
ent available will be secured for all 
meetings? 'To spread the, truth' is the 
object of this society. Address all com
munications to Miss Eva L. Stewart, 
corresponding 'secretary, 455 E. 55th 
street Entrance ' fo halt 319 .E. 55th 
street / . ■ ‘

The Spiritual Association of Sixty- 
ninth street and, Wentworth avenue, 
meets every Sunday at Alberta Hall, 
6922. Hon. D? Gilmour, wlll.address the 
meeting at 7:30 p.' in.'? Conference at 
2:30"p.'m.

The Rising Sun Mission will hold 
services until further notice, Sunday af
ternoons at.3, evenings.at 8 o’clock, at 
Star'Lodge Hall. 278: Set Western ave
nue. All welcome.

Spiritual Mission Chapel (Old 77) 
77 East Thirty-first . street.- Services 
every Sunday at- 3 and 8 p.-. m. Belen; 
tific and philosophical ^features; best 
psychic and message bearers .in attend
ance. Prof. F. M. Stoller, conductor.

Lake View Spiritual Union holds 
meetings Sunday afternoons at 3 
o’clock, at Wells; Hall., 1629 North 
Clark street, corner1 -Fletcher street 
Services conducted by' Dr. and Mrs. 
Carl A. Wickland, assisted by others. 
Friends and co-workera condially in
vited. Residence 616 N.. Wells street.

The- Englewood Spiritual ~ Unibn 
meets every Sunday at '2:30 and 7:80 at 
the G. A R.-hall;-G236. Prlnceton ave
nue. Every Thursday ’at 2:30, Ladles' 
Aid.

The German-English '. .'Society, Bund 
der. Wahrhelt No. ^18, hbld$.services ev
ery Sunday evening at--8;>;'b'clock in 
Brand’s Hall. 162 North' " avenue, be
tween Halsted and' Clyboum. Also 
every Thursday- evening in' Math. Jung’s 
Hall, 1071 Lincoln avenue, southeast 
corner Ashland and Lincoln' avenues; 
entrance first door, north of Howard's 
theater. Frank Joseph, medium, lav- 
erybody welcome,- . _ >

Church of the North Star. Spiritual 
Union, incorporated; -•■/Meetings Sun
days at 8 p. -m. sharp;.,at Peris Hall, 
1546 Milwaukee avenue, near,Western« 
avenue;1 Mrs. -Letzief; 'speaker and 
medium. . A-Gi-Weicpm^s? , 
• Church: of AH Souls holds services ev
ery. Sunday. at 2:30 and 7:80.Every
body made. welcome.-: ?20 ¿Western ave
nue, near Van -Buren. Mrs.Squires, 
minister. < -
t Mrs. Mary HlILdwlds meeting? every 
Sunday and-Wednesday-evCnings at'320 
Flournoy street:: Good fipedkeijs and 
.messages. - ■ • ■■ -/

.Progressive: Sunflower Lyceum No. 
1, holds regular meetings at 528 Bel
mont avenue; at 2:3 0. pm.

"Social Upbuilding,' Including Co-op
erative Systems'and the HappineBD and 
Ennoblement of' Humanity By E. D. 
Babbitt, LL. D.^-M.-D;: -.This-comprises 
the last part ot-Human-Culture and 
Cure. Paper cqyeD l&iqenta:
V OceandicB Is,'a-¿psycblcaVnarratlve by 
Carlyle'Peterqllea; author of The Dis
covered Country.- -ThlB; .' book deals 
with the.questidn qfioiil'mates, or of- 
the 'complete'd :eg»;;i':It’ls .Intensely In
teresting. _ :Pric0, paper;cover, 50 cto. 
^'Discovery or wLOstTraU^^
B. Newcomb. -ExcMlent. in spiritual 
BuggeBtivenessi' 'Cloth,

psychometric Headings, 25c. and 2c. stamp 
r Rev. Mary 1,. Bremieu, Geo. Del, Plueburx, 
Kanaan.

PHÏOUjOMKTBIC .HEJlDIHGS, 25 cents.
A Scud-age. s'Mus. Fbanceb F. SeaNOLBK, 222 
Highland St, Pittsburg,' Kaul ■ -

MKS. db. 0A1R». Clairvoyant and Amoiuat- 
lo-Wrillng. Medium. wlU glvo readlugedally 

at 201 Dartmouth Streut, "Butiner of Llylic'’Bulld- 
tug, Bouton, Maas., from 0 to S.'

VptH. MAU/XBHEI;Wls«r, Trance Medium, 
JU. will^lvö roiuHugö^lally at 204 Dartmouth ßt, 
•’Banner of Llffht” BulWiug; Boston, Maae.

A Han# Book fàr SpiritüaliffU,—25 coplea 
for Jl.flt Addrees-'ÖTEPHEN BARNE8DALÏÏ, 
PHtsfordj N. Y. ¿ "

Picnic Gsove to Rent.
The First German Spiritualist Society will rent 

ItePicbic Grove ava very moderate (price, Ad- 
dresa MBS. IL GABTELMAN, 762 W; Mb st„Cbi- 
cajo, Ill.

MKS.K. M. ifltCUCOOH Win answer 8 
questions tor 25az8end own handwriting and 

look of hair, Fullieading, 11. Fern Hill, Pierce 
Co., Wash, 

____

Miss, Mi iB.jHedrickj Psychic.
66 Herkimer Bt.v Brooklyn, N. Y.. Private Bitilnga 
daily. .SeanceA Sunday, Tuesday and Friday, at 
8 p/Jm; Ladlea^Nadnee’Wednesday afternoon! 
8: 0. Telephone 2628 J, Bedford. Readings by 
mall,11.00. . ■ : •

Woman, 
a Ban Francisco reiuKee^desirea a position in

California, with SplrituaHate aa worklnghouBe- 
keeper,where she can'beher- own matron. Coun
try -preferred. Address, MRS. Et A, LONG.Dox 
77, Farmington. Cat

Can I Make Money?
You can; if you invest in our .Tbaiheim Colony 

Irrigated fruit land, at450 per aeri| Qr in our Cap
ital Stock, which is eecju'ed by the said land, and 
exchangeable for sgme.' Price 1100 per share.. 
Both will pay' you handsome profits. Write to
day for prospectus.' SCANDIA. LAND CO.. Oak
dale,Cal,

PSYCHIC READINGS
and elalmudienee. '^tterriewa dally. 10 toá¡ oth
er honra by. appatohnent. CORAL. COX, 116 
Huntington ave,-Boaion, Nass. Tol. 81882 Back 
Bay. Letters an8waMd;.:(Fee 11 and |2, accord
ing to length.)

YOUB FUTÜBE FORETOLD 
'By Oriental Egyptian Astrology. Send 25 cents' 
(silver) for' a trial reading wtth prospecté of 
of copiingyear.t (Give date of birth, month, year, 
and hour if knO#n¿ Mill reading, with chart: 11. 
Address F. F. HSITZEL, Box 0c8, Spokane, Wash.

PSYCHOMMAONETIC HEALER.
Care»>When Others Pail.

J. A. Marvin,.d?sye!3)-Magnotlc Healer, has lo
cated In Obieafix^ at J3o. 88 Ogden ave.? half blk, 
north of Madibon st, The Paycho-Magnettc treat' 
ment will cure .wters aH else has failed. What- 
everyour dlfficulttcs/rpaU on or write him. and. 
be will tell yoUvWhatuiQ can do. No other can 
-boast of greater.Bucoesa. Psychic diagnosis free. 
Tako Madison jib, or Ogden ave, car.

Vlston;
eirebiulf 
rices ana 
.who de-' 

Tel oped this Clairvoyant póweK4h’taA «Toan ad- ■ 
• ÌUàioiy;Melted Pobb'^LaneiflDectebld'as porfeej- 
Jy . tótfojir’eyea at your ow^honte aadeend by

U J*0“were k1

- ■ 157 Wlnthropiavo„Ohloûgp.' Ill.
ti.Dr F. . POOLS—Dear Sir:—Thi' eöeeteqjM ÿôüi 
sent arp perfect, and if I everjVanL angthßr pair 

?J_wlllßiiroly apply to you. WMh 'möby Thanka, 
HUB. Mi -L. SOUTHERLAND, Huroh, 8t Dak. .

FRED P. EVANS, h
,FamnuB Medium for . - *

Slatewriting, Clairvoyance, Etc.,- 
Since the recent calamity in San Francisco, may 
be addressed as fonaws; Fred P. Evans, Los Ga-,. 
tos. California.,Rurak29. Seances or readings by. 
mail may be obtained by writing to Mr. Evans tor 
particulars. SPECIAL—Mr. Evans has -a few' 
copies of his famous .book “Psychography," on 
hand. This work waapublished at <2.60 per copy, 
and le,dcvoted to the many marvelous slatewrit-" 
ing experiments ffjvcn through his.mediumships 
Also explains howuttm writing is done, and bow 
ho developed his wonderful power. The book is. 
■profusely .illustrated.. While they last you can 
have a copy, postpat4,-for 11.20.

All Can Unfold Clairvoyance, 
Psychometry and Inspiration!

. SVTheso books by J. O/F. Grumbine, the ape-. 
claHstin occult science,aind dcvelopjnentof me- 
diumahip, teach youiow to unfold your psychic* “ 
al powers to an extent wonderful toreallze. Then 
¿ou wish to go farther and,deeper.

O'* positively .guarantee 'results .if you follow - 
my simple Instructions.

CLAIRVOYANCE-Clothvbound, price <J.60 (re- i 
duced from 12,00). Ittehches you how topene- I 
trate the veil of sense and.matter, converse with ; 
spirits, read'thecrystal, see the future, prophesy 
attain Illumination, and bea Yo'rls, ‘¿All students 
will do well to study this .excellent volume.”—W. 
J. Colville. \'Beat work on' tha subject?'—Kind, 
“Marvelous—.Epoch-making."—LiltanWhitinr,

SPIRIT WOULD, by Gumeld, cloth. 75 cents. 
. AURAS AND. COLOBG^With exhaustive dic
tionary of 'color meanings. A unique book for 
unique peoples -Price 69 cents.

PSYOHOiffiTRYr-ThoT first and only book 
which tenches the science so that you can prac
tice it. Price, 50.cents., 

REALIZATION—How to, enter the. euper-con- 
eciouBpesi ahd be s Yogis.-' Price, 60 cents.

CRYSTALS for «ystahffaxing. a new lot st 1X25- 
eoOrj,postagie.prepai.(L' Send money to

J; C. F. URUE1B1NE,
• -(Sp^slist in Oocult Sciences,)

JtA Stratlxmore Bond, Bpntovard Sta..
.............Boston, Hau.

AN ASTONISHING OFFER
Send three twcMsent stamps, ' lock of 

hair, age, name and the leading syzhp- 
tom,- and youe diraasa • will be diagnosed 
free by splrftipbwdr. - -

Mrs. OObson-Bata,

[JMyedBsement.] 
DON'NS BE humbugged.

It Is ExtrOBfcly fenportant That You 
Distinguish ThSror From Truth, 

the False Fean the' Genuine'.

Don’t be (humbugged by fake me- 
diumB, andgrat net your trust in fairy 
tales spun bj>'“old-timers” about their 
'^wonderful works” Cheese cloth and 
luminous paint are cheap and bring in 
easy dollars Doss countless dupes. 
’’Mysteries 6f the Seance,’’ written by 
an old Spiritualist, who - has ’’been 
through -the mill,” tells it all—how 
the-fake workrlias beep..and is donp,- 
to thl&i' day. Materialisation, alate- 
-wrltlng, trumpet-work, aplrlt painting, 
type-writing, dark clrcleswork—every
thing 4s explalBedvand jio .one need bo 
fooled if «they, have ordinary common
sense and a copy of the .book.. It is 
being sold in come places, at BO cents 
and one dollar. My, price is. al ways 
25 dents, postpaid; $1 for. six copies. 
Address ED.. MINT, Station A. Boston, 

'Mana."

LIST OF CAMP-MEETINGS.
Send ip Your Dates and Name of Sec

retary at Once. '

Interest in the various Spiritualist 
camp-meetings has commenced, and 
secretaries of the same should report 
at once to this office, so that proper 
announcement as to dates and officers 
can be made.

Onset Camp, 
Onset camp commences its thirtieth

annual meeting, July 22, and closes 
August 2 6.. For full programs 
dress the secretary, Onset, Mass.

ad-i

.Luke Brady, Olilo.
. The fifteenth annual session of this 

endcamp will commehce july.l and — 
Sept. 2. For full particulars address 
A. G. Keck, Akron, Ohio.

How Is Your Stomach?
Do Not Make a 

Drugstore 
of Your Stomach. HTWe Vtve Psychic Treatment with juat the*53 O* * .JWit amount of the right medicine, 

WS MAK'E CURES I;

. ¿Health Is Catching!
When you ewseundor our care. Send age, box and I 
leading symptoms, and we will give you a free 
diUgpOBlB, . s ’ (

Dl Charles E Watkins,
' ' 1IOTED WESTLAND,

... . : . , 'i: Boston, Mass.

CCN’T READ THIS
Francas L. Loucks, one of the greatest Psychic 

wonders living that ueesthespiritual X-raywith- 
out any leading symptom to direct, and locate all 
internal-diseases. -A‘trial-will convince you. 
Nervous exhaustion and lost vigor of both eexea 
successfully‘heated, as. hundreds can testify. 
,8end"name, age, sex, oomplexlon-and 10 cents in 
stamps, and,receive a cornet diagnosis of your 
case, free, worth dollars to you. Address, 

‘ LOUCKS,
iSTVan-eoSt., ’ Itbnabun. Mux
TboBewlBhlw Dr. J.S..Loucks' treatment can 

. get It by addressing Francia L. Loucks.

The Hindu Spiritual Magazine 
. A Monthly Journal on 

Spiritualism and Occult Science, 
Ae cultivated in India, the land of mysteries.

“ Shishir Kumar Ghose.
Of the well-known Indian daily, 

“AMKITA BAZAR PATRIKA.” 
Annual subscription, including postage, <W.

P, K. GHOSE, Manager, 
MBS. G. B. ADAMS. Agent.

6512 Indiana , Chicago. I1L .

Obsession or Possession in
Development—Which?

pyLast month over a hundred responded to my 
special article In The Progressive Thinker, and 
thunked me for my bold, out courageous stand 
for independent mediumship. But it only voiced 
what thousands’feel when they write; "I want to 
unfold consciously and escape the Gibraltars of 
obsession.0 You can, and my system never fails 
to afford you results of an extraordinary order. 
A prominent business man (name furnished) 
wrote » day ago, after completing the system, ‘‘J 
never would have believed that I or any human 
could have unfolded such clairvoyance as I 
have." Another, a prominent woman in Cal., 
wrote.-‘‘My Clairvoyance enabled me to foretell 
the earthquake—thanks to your system.”
‘gyFallure is impossible, because my system 

comprehends all phases. ■
HF*Plea8O cut this hdd out-and write me at 

dude."* My terms«■ ate *fery saey?indeedSe&d, 
stamped addressed lenvelone.tor full particulars.

(SpoolaliBl in Occult Sciences), 
'9A StrAlhmoxe Road, Boulevard Station,

Boston. Mas«.

City of Light Assembly.
The season opens at Lily Dale, N. 

Y., July 13, and closes September 8. 
For, program, address Laura G. Fixen, 
General Manager.' . .

Ocean Grove Comp.
r This camp is located' at Harwich, 
Mass,, and opens July 8 and closes 
July 22, 1906. ’ For programs and in
formation, write Mrs. MaryB. Small, 
South Harwich, Mass. ’

Lake Pleasant, Mass. ■ ।
Lake Pleasant Camp opens July 29, 

and closes Aug. 27. For full pro
grams address Albert - P. Blinn, 8 
Grove Place, Norwich, Ct,

Sit. ♦‘leasunt Park, Clinton, la. .
. The twenty-fourth annual camp

meeting at Mt. Pleasant Park, opens 
July 29 and closes August 26. Pro
grams and informatlnn given to all 
who write to Mrs. -M,- B. Anderson, 
secretary, Clarkesville, Wo.

Summerland'Camp.
The Summerland Spiritualist Abso- 

ctatlon will hold its annual camp- 
meeting the last week in June, begin
ning Jpne 24. Mrs. F. Lee, secretary.

New Era CampMeeting.
The New Era Camp-meeting begins 

July 8,-and continues'over four Sun-; 
deys. Address Rev. G. C. Love, pres
ident, 427 Sixth st, Portland, dre. 

I - Winfield (Kansas) Camp.
The Winfield Camp Association will 

hold Its thirteenth annual camp-meet- 
irig, dommencing Aug. 24, and closing 
Sept. 2. Mrs. Maud K. Gates, presi
dent. 807 North Manning street, Win-1 
field* Kans.; Mrs. Addie McAllister, 
secretary, Winfield, -Kans.

island Lake Camp.
Island Lake Camp, Mich., opens 

July 23, extending until August 
27. For programs of information, 
write or call on the secretary, H. R. La 
Grange, 185 E. Montcalm street, De
troit, Mich.

Wonewoc Camp-ileeting.
The Western Wisconsin Camp Asso

ciation holds its arinual camp-meeting 
in’ Unity Park, Wonewoc, Wls., July 
15 to August 13. For particulars and 
programs write Gertrude Spooner, sec
retary, Wonewoc, Wls.

Ottawa Camp.
Spiritualist camp-meeting rtDUUUd,' 

tion, Foreset Park, Ottawa, Kansas, 
August 17 to 27 inclusive.

Assocla-

_ _______ Write
for programs, H. W, Henderson, pres
ident, Lawrence, Kans.; Mrs. May 
Cook, secretary, Spring Hill, Kans.

TheMajestu -
- •Jordan, treating of fix- Or x8imn666« ’ a dividual problems and 

S. -Ty. • •poBBlbilitlaalnthe

Tne w&niD -
.of-M-Controt. -iSTJÄ. 

* . • • • eating and instructive 
and worth more than the price indicates, as an 
oriiaznental and valuable addition to ths Ubro- 
ty.-«-Price. 80 cents each.

Self Contradictions of tfie Bi&fe.
OUs hundred and forty-tour propositions, the

ological, moral, historical and speculative; each 
proved affirmatively and negatively by quota- 
t.lonairom Scripture, without comment. Price, 
16 cents.._______ ’ -

A' MASTERLY WORK.
Coritinuity-df Life a Cosmic Truth

By Proft W« M. JUookwood.
A masterly presentation of an Important sub

ject. A powerful argument along new and scien
tific lines, establishing oh a acientiila basis the 
fact of the continuity of personal individual con- 
scions selfhood after laying aside the physical 
body. A booU of rare value» With several 
fine illustrations, Cloth* 11.00.

The Infidelity of Ecclesiasticism, 
A Menace to American Civilization. By Prof. 
W. M. Lockwood. A trenchant and masterly 
treatise, price, cents.

■ Th&BeveioDinent of the Spirit
After Transition. By the late M. Faraday. The 
crtgta’ofrellglona, and their influence upon the 
mental development of the ht'man race. Prloa, 
W oents. ..

Aryan San Myths, the Origin 
of Religion.

By Sarah E. Titcomb, wirb an introduction 
by Charles Morris, author ot “The Aryan Baoe.” 
rWoe,clpth<ll.D0.. . ___ ______

/jn’Tnfitmnnq Apamr>hietotasparos.oom- 
- rile*.and published by thevviuyiu^ujr..... Jàla * G. ajxUwl. 

of numorOM ûnll-Oa'thollo works. It contains 
dlsolqauras relative to ». villainous plot to over* 
tlirow dur tree govonunent Price. 15 cents

Chesterfield Camp^
Begins July 15 and ends August 27. 

Mr8>.l-bydi^ Je^up^fidereU^ Ander- 
■ -4-:- - - ■.. . ' 

'SunapecLikri Cam’lU N. H., 
Sunapee Lake Spiritualist Camp 

commences July'30 and closes August 
27. Address Thomas Burpee, Sutton, 
N. H., or the secretary, Lorenza Wor
then, Hillsboro, Br., N. H. , 

Visksburg Camp.
Vicksburg camp, Mich., opens July 

30 and closes August 20. For full 
particulars address Mrs. Jeannette 
Fraser, Vicksburg, Mich.

Edgewood Camp, Wash.
Commences July 30 and ends Au

gust 20. For full particulars address 
George E. Knowlton, Tacoma, Wash. 

Central Ohio Camp.
This camp opens Sunday, June 4, 

and closes Sunday, June 25, at Bue- 
lah Park, eight miles southwest of 
Columbus. For particulars address 
the secretary. 65 McDonell street, Co
lumbus, Ohio.

Grand Ledge Camp, Mich.
The Grand Ledge Spiritualist Camp- 

meeting opens July 21, and closes Au
gust 21, With Mr.. Oscar A. Edgerly'as 
presiding chairman. For full par
ticulars address J. W. ¿wing or W. R. 
Divine of Grand Ledge, Mich.

। Unity Camp, Mass.
Opens on Sunday, June 4- and con

tinues evbry Sunday until the last of 
September.

Los Angeles Camp, Cal.
To be held at Mineral Park, com

mencing June'25 and ending July 25.- 
Mrs. Nettle Howell is in charge.

Verona Park Camp.
The Verona Park camp-metting, 

Me., will open Aug.13 and close Aug. 
27. A. F. Smith, president, Bangor, 
Me.; F. W. Smith, secretary, Rock
land, Me.

- Mantua Camp, Ohio.
This camp, located at Mantua Sta

tion, Ohio, will open; July 9, and con-, 
tin’ue to August 27.- For further par
ticulars, address F. H. Sherwood, Sec
retary, Mantua Station, Ohio.

Camp Progress.
: Damp Progress, Moreland ___  

Grove, Upper Swampscott, Mass., 
opens Sunday, June 4, 1906!

Park

"The Attainment of Womanly Beau
ty of Form and Features. The Cultiva- 
tlon- Of personal-Beauty, Based on Hy
giene and Health Culture. By twenty 
physicians-and specialists. Edited by 
Albert!'¡Turner.” Of special Interest 
and< vhlue; Price $1.

Harmony GroveCamp,
Harmony Grove Camp:taeetlng As

sociation'will hold .its ann,ual camp, 
Aug. 6 to .20. This camp is ..located
three and one-half iniles from.Es’con- 
dido, Cal. For further particulars in 

, regard to the "camp, address ,T.. J. Mc- 
. Feron, secretary, ,528 Fir street, San 
' Diego, Cal.

Forest Moine Camp, Midi.
Forest Home Spiritualist camp- 

meeting begins July 30, and closes 
August 20. For full particulars ad
dress the secretary, Mrs. Ruth East
man, P. O. Box 69, Mancelona, Mich.

Niuntic Camp, Conn.
The Connecticut Spiritualist Camp

meeting Association, at Niantic Canip 
Ground, Niantic, Conn.; season of 
1906 commences June 12 and con
tinues until September'll. For full 
particulars. address George Hatch,- 
South Windhain, Conn. t

Franklin Camp, Neb.
The Franklin Spiritualist Camp

meeting Association will hold Its elev
enth annual camp-meeting commenc
ing September 1, and closing. Septem
ber 17. D. L. Haines, secretary, 
Franklin, Neb.

Haslett Park, Mich.
The twenty-fourth annual assembly, 

of Spiritualists at Haslett Park, Mich., 
commences Aug. 6, and contiguës to 
September 3. For programs address 
E. F. SprosB, Okemos, or D.’R. Jessop, 
Williamston.

Sunapee Lake Comp.
This camp-meeting at Blodgett’s 

Landing, N. H,, commences July 80 
and closes August 27. ■ ;

The . Ashley, Ohio, Camp. '
This camp opens Auguqt 6 and clos

es August 27. For further particu
lars address Will Randolph, secretary, 
Ashley, Ohio.

Dogs Knei^Best. '
My mother, who is a nurse, was at

tending a young lady who .was suffer
ing ylth heart trouble. This girl was 
very fond of dogs and had raised two ' 
bloodhounds from-puppies. During 
her illqess these dogs persisted in ’ 
staying ip the room under the bed. 
No one dared go negr them, and they 
would not be coaxed out.- She grew 
rapidly worse, and finally died, still 
the dogs stayed.

When she was ready for burial and . 
placed in the parlor, the dogs went in 
there and curled up under the casket. 
The funeral was held and as the cas
ket was placed in the hearse the dogs 
got under it and went to the cemetery. 
After the casket was placed in the 
grave and the people were leaving, the 
young lady’s father tried to coax the 
dogs home with him, but they would 
not^ leave the grave.

That night the young ladys mother 
was awakened from her sleep by 
ing her daughter in her dreams.
roused her husband, told him she 
seen their daughter and that she 
said, “Mother. I am not dead.”_______ The 
mother persisted in going to the grave 
and having It investigated. When 
they arrived there the dogs had dug 
the earth down to the rough box and 
had a hole dug in it. The body .was 
taken up and as the lid of the casket
was removed the young lady came tci 
and, rising up, held out her hands to 
her mother. This is a true story, sb 
my mother was a witness to it all. 
The young lady is alive and well to
day. ELIZABETH KELLEY.

Hyde Park, Chicago.

IMPORTANT
Resolution Adopted by the Nation

al Spiritualist Association.

Af the regular meeting of the board 
Of trustees of the N.-8. A., held at 
headquarters in Washington, D. O.. 
the follmving, was uiumtniourty adopt*, 
$d at Its sOsdoh; May'9,-1006:

Whereas, certain so-called Spirit-' 
ualists, for the purpose of mailing se
cure the PRACTICE OF FRAUDU
LENT MEDIUMSHIP wherdby an in
nocent public may be DECEIVED 
AND ROBBED, and the most sacred 
feelings of human li^irts outraged by 
simulating the forms of and messages 
from their dead, are seeking to unite 
all fake mediums, their tools, follow
ers and dupes into a secret oathbound 
fraternity that will defend their trick
ery; and,

Whereas, they are wilfully, for their 
own selfish ends, representing the offi
cial board of the N. S. A, as opposed 
to all physical or other legitimate 
phases of mediumship; therefore, be it

Resolved, That we call attention of 
all thoughtful Spiritualists to the fol- 
lowing resolution which was unani
mously adopted by our annual con
vention of 1901, and which is still Uie 
authoritative epression of the N. 8. A. 
upon the question of phenomena, and 
Is heartily concurred in by each 
member of the present board of the 
N. S. A., to-wit:

“Be It resolved by the delegates to 
the National Association here assem
bled that wc believe in, and stand for, 
GENUINE PHENOSIENA of every 
reputable phase.”

New and Enlarged Edition of 

C. P. LONGLEY'S

Choice Collection of
Beautiful Songs, 

Containing ninety charming songs for 
home, camps, circles and meetings— 
words and music, including “Only a 

1 Thin Vail Between Us," and its com
panion piece; also beautiful words set 
to choice music, from the poetical 
works of Lilian Whiting. Of the lat- 
tèr, Miss Whiting .writes Prof, Long- 
ley her pleasure at Uis setting to her 
poems and declares herself, honored 
at the dainty music ne has given her 
words. President Barrett of the N. 8. 
A. writes that wherever he goes he 
finds the songs of Mr. Longley sung at 
meetings and by the friends and he af
firms it as his opinion that Longley's 
musical compositions have ennobled 
the world. Price per copy, 60 cents 
bound in boards; 75 cents in cloth. 
Wholesale ratees made to societies, 
and dealers. ’ • ,

see- 
She 
had 
had

BURNS.BARRELS OF AIRn^^r. 
THE MOST WONDERFUL STOVE EVER .INVENTED I whb^£er>ekMMMdLI>lKMl 
drawn principally from atmosphere. Hscp SOS.barrela of air, while consuming ono. gallon «foil. Wood, 
coal and oil cost mdney. ONLY FREE FUEL IB AIR; Supply unlimited. No trust In control. Air belongs torlchandpoorallke. 

HARRISON’S VALVELESS AIR BORDER STOVE
Automatically generates gas from kerosene oil, rnlxlngU with air. Burns like gas. Intense hot tiro. Combustion perfect. 
To operate—turn knob—ell runs Into burner-touch a match. It generates gas which passes through air mixer, drawing 
in about a barrel of air, to every largo spoonfuLof oil consumed. That’s all. It is self-regulating, no more attention.' 
Bam« heat all day, or all night. For more or . less hpat, simply turn knob. Thora It remains until you como again. To 
Sut lira out, turn knob, raising burner,oil runs back Into can; Orc’s out. As near perfection ns anything In thia world. No 

Irt, soot, or ashes. No leaks—nothing to clog or close up.. Jjowlek—nortsvot^vaJvCjycHieatJavnder^roperjx^^

EDITING BUSINESS FOR AGENTS. 
® SALESMEN-MANAGERS-MEN OR WOMEN at home 
or traveling, all or part tlma-shOwlug—taking orders— 

.appointing agents. . MESSRS. HEAD & FRAZER, TEX.;
writes! ‘•EnclosoorderforfSl.OO. RUSH. Sellllke.hot 
cakes, sold soetoveBin out own town.” R. L. 
HUESTED, MICH., writes: “JBeea out one day and 
sold 11 stoves.” This patent now. Nothing likd it. 

- Demand enormous. Agents reaping groat harvest. Where 
operated people stop on stmt, leave their homes, glace 
of business, miss trains to watch this generator—excites 
curiosity—watch-lt ns though a thing ot lite. Shove, a 
dozen—sell ten. Write to-day tor special agents 
new plan. Send no money. World txnuppltci 
Gat In early for territory.' '■ ■

. 0. E. CARN, IND., writes: “Tha Harrison Oil-Gas Stoves
SECTIONAL CUF OF GENERATOR uro worth more than twice as much as they cost. It costs mo 

Ohly <54 ccats a dqy for faol.” L. 8. NORRIS,. VTt, Writes: 
“Tho Harrison Oil-Gas Generators aro wonderful savers of fuel, at 
least to 75% over wood and coal."- E. D..ARNOLD,. NEB., 
writes: " Saved $4. as amontlifor fuel by using tho Harrison 
Oll-OasStove. My rango cost mo 86.G0 nor month, and thoHarrlson 
only Sj.ag per month.*’ Objectionable features of all other stoves 
Wiped out. THotHltethosoeoldlnBtorcB. Ideal forcqoklng, 

roasting, baking, ironing,'canning fruit, 
Píenles, cottages, camping; also for heat
ing bouses, stores, rooms, ate., with radt- 
gtrngattuchmant. Nomoroearryingcosl, 

ladling,MbeMootadd dirt. Nohotflory 
kitchens. Absolntolysafaf rom explosion. 
NotdangarouallkagasoUna. Blmplo.dur- 
abla-laatfor^ears. Saves expensa, drud-

r-sa.wanaup. Sent to any address. «end no money-

EWORLD ©123 World Bldg.,Cincinnatis©
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Whence- Comes the Power ?
' “A full-form figure of. my arisen son, encircled in 
a halo of light crossed my room in midnight dark
ness, while I was fully awake.” . ; ,
. Doubtless lb is a truly spiritual, po- 
btlcal-mind that shines through-an ar- i 
ticle .of Dr. Morrison .(see The Pro- i 
gressive Thinker No. 859); but in i 
spite of sincere admiration I must beg 
permission to venture a few remarks . 
lor general consideration,' in the Ju- : 
terest of truth; based on .facts and 
logic; truth, always blazing so boldly, 
from the banner of The Progressive 
Thinker. » : ■

I fully endorse the-Doctor’s views 
and advice in regard to materializa
tion, since it evidently ’ offers the 
strongest temptations for fraudulent 

•performances. I never attended any; 
my spiritual knowledge rests on per
sonal experience and the study of Spir
itualistic literature. The Progressive 
Thinker leading always. • Only one 
phenomenon ever came to me that re

' sembled materialization,* but was 
called "etherealizatlon" by the late 
Dr, Hodgson with whom I correspond
ed, being at the time an associated 
member of the American branch of 
the Society tot Psychical Research.

Said phenomenon consisted In the 
full-form figure of my arisen son, en
circled by a halo of light, crossing my 

’’ room In midnight darkness while I 
was fully awake.

But to the principal question. . Dr. 
Morrison Bays: “The more thoroughly 
wq examine occult power,-the less..we 
are convinced of its spiritual origin.”

Strange! The-majority of investi
gators reach the opposite conclusion. 
Dr. Morrison points to the mysterious 
cosmic forces! that “run out -In phys
ical nndTnerital channels.” This, he 
concludes,-after saying that we “abso-! 
lutely'know nothing about th'ese
forces," »

o

The American Institute for Scientific Research-lts Field of Labor.

Among other things, even Prof. 
Flournoy. reached such a conclusion 
after the phenomena he witnessed 
through the famous Geneva, medium. 
Relating them all in his book, “From 
India to the Planet Mars," and vouch
ing forz the genuine mediumship of 
Miss Smith, he volunteers his aston
ishing conclusion as a climax, and 
then, steps aside to rest upon his lau
rels, undisturbed sp fâr by those who 
know better. » -

Are not most of the phenomena evi
dently calculated by invisible guests 
to invite questions to be answered by 
them? Can it he the sleeping medi
um? Do not the answers or messages 
often plainly denote personages in the 
spirit world of widely diverging char
acters, experiences and endowments? 
Are not those personages frequently 
identified? .

. Ab for the phenomenal mathemati
cal powers of an otherwise ignorant 
man, they simply show that it must be 
an intelligence superior to his . own 
that solves those, problems. Spirits 
declare that, though being-the same 
individuals they were on earth’, their 
senses and perceptions are immensely 
quickened. May not spirit mathema
ticians arrive at a. degree --of profi
ciency in solving problems that pass 
the limit'of our Ideas of possibilities, 
-and may not such spirits control some 
ignorant but medlumistlc mortal?
* What about painting mediums, mu-

• Sure enough, we' db not; '“neither 
_can we fqthom occult powers, ¡but wè 
find distinctions that riiust lead us to 
différent, cbnclusions. ' .

• The powei-'that moves the universe 
.is to all appearance a forever acting 
mechanical power, calculable, but un

: changeable. Occult p'ower defies 
..mathematics, and acts, according to 
the wish and whim of some intelli
gence commanding the power. .

• - To the question, "Whence the pow
er?" we must add-another one, "Who 
wields the power?” Is Is the rnedium 
entranced, or sitting quietly near the 
moving material objects? Theif it 
could, indeed, be onjy Kis or her sub
conscious self, as some wise scientists 
proclaim, while plain, common sense 
wonders at the assertion, and laughs.

. Is it not astonishing what a circui
tous road some scientists describe in 
occult research, to arrive at conclu
sions a thousand times more miracu
lous than the simple belief in spirit 
power?

To make an unknown psychic
quantity, termed subconscious mind, 
responsible for any kind of phenom
ena, seems downright preposterous.

A PROPHETIC VISION.

sical mediums, etc?

If you have the means at your command] contrib- ^TbL^ ap‘-

ute to this Great Movement now being inaugurated 
by Prof. Hyslop. It will lea(f you into nevj fields of 
thought. It will be a potent agent in establishing in 
every nation, anti among eminent literary men, and 
leading Divines and Statesmen, the Grand Truths of
Spirit Return. Join it! Contribute your spare dollar, 
and thus aid in.disseminating a fuller knowledge of 
Spirit .Return» than at present exists.. The- world 
needs The American Institute for Scientific: Research.

The American Institute for Belen
title Research now succeeds to the 
work of the Society for Psychical Re
search in this country and means to 
extend the field of investigation into 
Abnormal Psychology. Tills latter 
field, however, will iepresent an inde
pendent section of the Institute. The 
immediate work to be effected is'the 
reorganization of the investigations in 
psychic research in the United States. 
The Alncrican Branch of the London 
Society was dissolved a few days ago

• - 7 . • 4 ’. - - -

For preliminary organization the 
sum of «26,000 was asked-for and was 
finally pledged. Bpt the,!!! health of 
one bf the donors , fai^d and it was 
found best to release Ms pledge for 
$6,000. This sum has lyet.to be se
cured jn order ■ to;save |the $20,000. 
It is-boped that all who: lure interested 
in the work in this country, will see 
to it that this small1 siriA i^ promptly 
obtained. The dissolution. of the 
American branch had- mode it neces
sary to' act at once in iiie work of re
organization and ‘rhe- fund.for doing 
this’is imperatively'needed. It willin deference to plans formulated \ by _ .

the American Institute for Scientific- be several: years'before‘the, member

Really a Modern Miracle.

Can the crude automatic cosmic 
force produce 'the sublime creations of 
masters of art? Oh! common sense,' 
where art thou? ■ _

One more strange idea: "Probably 
your wife’s talking through the trum
pet is only the reproduction of im
pressions long since recorded on the 
brain.” '

. To the writer’s mind, and to many 
others albd, there are only two alter
natives with, regard- to' trumpet speak
ing: Either it is whrit it claims to be, 
or it 1b a humbug. Why taking so 
much pains to create "scientific soph
istries?” . . • • . •

Finally, dear doctor, I heartily 
agree with your appear“to all broth
er Spiritualists .tci;j)lace our feet;u'pori' 
the foundation of eternal tfrith;" but 
let us arrive at such truth fairly and 
squarely. ' ■

Finally, again: “Were I an artidt," 
etc. No doubt you.are. Brother Mor
rison, for your pen-brush has created 
a wonderful Utopia foriis to admire; 
but may the dear artist not soar too 
high to remember the fact that he def 
spoils our sublime philosophy of its 
"magna charta” for his'perfect world, 
if he shifts' the source of the phenom
ena from Spiritualism to soine other 
power to be hunted after? For, with
out the basis of genuine phenomena, 
where is our Spiritualism ?b

' . H. STRAUB.

Rancher Foresaw • Death in Well—-
•Wrote Letter to County Clerk Stat
ing Fears—Four Days Later He 

^Vas Killed by Blast and Body
Found by Neighbors. -
Coulee City, Wash;—Four days be

fore death overtook him, Ben Smith 
■ foresaw his end and committed his 
fears to paper. Smith was a home
steader, eighteen miles north of Cou
lee. On May 11 he addressed a letter 
to the county clerk of Douglas county 
stating he feared his end would come 
■before he was through with a well he 
was digging. The note left directions 
for the disposition of ,his effects and 
.was left in his cabin. '

On Tuesday the violent death that 
Smith foresaw overtook Tiim. Two 
heavy blasts were heard-from the well 
he was sinking arid, as the settler was 
not seen about the place for some 
days, neighbors investigated the mat
ter. The well was partly full of water 
and this being drawn out Smith’s dis
membered remains were found at the 
bottom. Both legs and an arm were 
torn off by the explosion.

A broken ladder gave the clew to 
the man’s'death. It was evident that 
after lighting the fuses he started for 
the surface, only to be precipitated to 
the bottom of the shaft by the collapse 

’ of the ladder. . .

THE PERILOUS ROAD.

“Yon - Must Pay in Coin You 
Given to Him."

The highway to wealth is a 
road,

• All paved with the skulls 
bones

Of victims who fell by the

SLEEPING, NOT DEAD«

Ye silent men, whp to the country 
■ gave .
The last full measure of devotion

life— . .. ,. 7.V,.... ' • ■ '
Ye fell asleep with-the tumultuous 
. ’strife , ,

Around you swelled in fury, like the-
-wave>••• 1 B

Which breaks upon the rocks which 
! prove its grave.. - .

Today, around you all the air is rife
With wailing cries from bugle and 

. from fife— .. ■ .
The'voice of that dear land: you died 

■ . to save,’ , , ■ ■ ■• • • . ■ ..'
Nay, ye have never died—ye live today

In every soul .which joys that-it is 
free;

In that fair flag with which the breezes 
play, ■ ' -

With every flashing star undimmed, 
unlost; ■ ? . '

tn all our hearts, which clay like 
r ■ yours shall be . . •

Before dur land forgets what free-
. dom cost. ’

_^Nisjet|e-M. Lowater in N. Y. Sun.

Research. The Section of the Instl- ship fees will even pay oifice and cler- 
tute which is to take the place of the ¡cal exj>enses. The i'ririri.stightlons and 
" ■' ; ’ - — —- --- publications cannot'/be'’ carried on

without additioriql riieailS.; ■ It is the 
intention to appeal tod , to work for a 
largo endowment, but 'for trie immedi
ate wants pf the undertaliing'thc small 
sum of. $5,000 wifi suflice to savc Hurt 
which has already-been' pledged and'

tiddy just dissolved will go under the 
name of the American Society for Psy
chical Research. The Institute itself
Is merely a board of trustees which 
shall serve as custodian and disburser 
of endowment fun^s to be used as 
subsidies for the. different Sections of

Have

perilous

and the

tyrant’s

the Institute arid such individuals en
gaged in similar investigations as phis _
board thifiks qualified for the work., dowments are sought . The smaller 
The'American Society for Psyctilc'al sqm must be obtained; af mice, and it 
Research will have its own independ-' is.honed that pubjieatioimMmy begin
ent council.

to carry .on the wdrkfor á ifew years 
on a small scale white ; adequate en-

: in the;, fail- • -

Applicants in special cases may be 
asked to give references, and shall 
then be expected to supply the names 
and addresses ot two persons of good 
standing in the community.,

A comprehensive scheme of mem-, 
bership has been adopted which is de» 
signed to encourage and even aid in 
the endowment of the Institute. Per
sons will be members-of the Sections, 
and not of the Institute proper. The 
following are the five types of privi
leged members: Founders, Patrons, 
Fellow?; Members and Associates.

■ Founders shall have all the prlvi-, 
leges of Patrons, Fellows; Members, 
and Associates, and shall have their 
names published in perpetuity, if so 
desired, in the Proceedings of the In
stitute in all its Sections. A person 
may become a Founder upon the pay
ment of J6,000.

Patrons shall have the privileges of 
.Fellows; Members, and Associates, and 
shall have their names published dur
ing their lives, if so desired, in the 
Proceedings of the Institute in all its 
Sections. • A person may be come a 
Patron upon the payment of $1,000.
' Fellows shall have the privilege of 
being enrolled in all Sections of the 
institute; oi»receiving the publications 
of the same; of the use,of the rooms 
and library; arid shall pay an annual 
fee of $26, A person may become a 
Life Fellow upon the ' payment of 
$500. .

Members shall have the privilege of 
. being enrolled in one Section of the 

Institute; of receiving all the publica
tions of that Section, and shall pay an 
annual fee of $10. A person may be

: some a Life Member upon the payment 
, of $200. ■ ,

Associates-shall have the privilege 
of being enrolled in orre Section of the

Spontaneous Phenomena the most convincing—No 
Fake Work about;the same—She was painfully sick, 
dangerously so, and the Spirit Came and Cured Her, 
Really a Modern Miracle, one that in ancient times 
would have been Ascribed to the “Lord.” -

To the Editor.—The following ac
count of a remarkable cure is taken 
from the. Springfield, Mass., Republi
can of May 22;

I believe this is a case of direct spir
it guidance and spirit aid. You will 
note that Miss Tahse deciares "some 
unseen spirit visited" her "and in
structed her exactly what to do; fur
ther; that through following this ad
vice to the letter she was speedily re
stored to health. At the same time 
Miss Tahse gives the credit for her re
covery “to the Lord alone,” without as 
much as "I thank you” to the kind and 
watchful, spirit friends who .were, at 
least, the instruments through which 
the cure was performed.

The fact that one limb had become 
shortened naturally leads to the con
clusion ' that some displacement of 
bone resulted from the accident, while 
local paralysis of the member would 
indicate this displacement caused un- 
natura.1 pressure upon the motor nerve 
at, or near the spine.

While the spirit friends of Miss 
Tahse must have fully understood 
from the start the nature of her case 
they were powerless, under ordinary 
physical and psychical conditions, to 
aid her. . -

Some peculiarity In her environ
ments at the time, coupled with tem
porary increase in the vibrations of 
her spirit aura, from causes not men
tioned, presented the "opening" which 
her spirit friends had long awaited.

She was at once put under spirit 
control and “COMPELLED TO ACT
AGAINST HER WILL." She “was

The American Institute for Scien
tific Research has been granted a per
petual charter by- the State of New. 
York. Its primary aim is to organize 
arid subsidize • investigations in ' Psy
chical Research and Abnormal Psy; 
chology or Psychopathology. The In
stitute proper will consist merely of a: 
board of trustee^, who shall act -as 
custodians and disbursers of the' en
dowment funds. They will not dlredi- 
ly supervise Investigations of; any 
kind. They will only see;*£o. it that 
iridividual inen or bodies of men shall 
be qualified to receive such aid ;^s the 
Institute shall see fit to grant in be
half of work. under . .its protection. 
The American Society for Psychical 
Research, which will be a section of 
the Institute,. will be organized as an 
independent body, .with a separate 
council wh|ch will have power to di
rect its affairs. The reason for the in
dependent organization of the society 
in.this manner is that it IS midst de
sirable to have the work of psychic re
search and psychopathology conduct
ed wholly apart from each other, as

The Institute is/B^Wy / to protect 
both fiejds. ,, . it .

1 The board »of' trusts,of ¿the >lristl» 
tute has .nbt been'com^Ibted/and will 
not be qntil.an.endqyrtiient iBisecured, 
its présent member arie'Dr/ifames J-.1 
Putnam, Harvard -‘University; Dr. Ml- 
riot J. Savage, New. York; Dr. R. He
ber Newton, Easthamptop, N. Y.; Mr. 
C. Griswold Bourne, N^y York; Mr. 
Charles N. Jones, NéW Ÿork ; Mr. Will- 
iairi S. Crandall, Nri^ Yb^;. Mr. Miles 
Menander Dawsori,vNäw York; Mr. 
Charles L? Bogle, -NeW ’'York,' and Dn 
James H. Hyslop,’’Hey York. The 
last five named persoife jtee ' the. in-, 
corporators, a^d wtli'teÿgn from the 
board âs soon-as it has ^een properly 
completed. '--• ' ’<’1.,

The Council ■ of• ihri'A^erlcari Soci
ety'is also in procès jÿf.,formation. 
Some time will be retired -to com
plete it... At present ï^éompTiseg the 
names of Professor’^ HOtoaine New-
bold,. of the Unife^i^ jof Pennsyl
vania; Professori-H7-îiQfmàrç Gardi
ner, of Smith Collègi Northampton, 
Mass.;. Professpr’-W/lt/Behedict, of 
the Unlversity of CiriéîiiçAti: Dr,.Wes
ton D. Bayley,- of -îmi^delphià, and 

the fields are more or less distiiict. Dr. James »H. . HYslojb-New, York.

Institute; of receiving only the Jour
nal published in tfiat Section, and 
shall pay an annual rfe.e,. of $5. A 
person may,become a -¿¿te .AssbMte. 
■U^on trie, payment of $100.

Trie funds contrlfiufeci'-by-- ’Found
ers, Patrons, Life Fellqws, Life Mem
bers,.- and Life Associates will be in
vestigated, arid.' only the incomes 
thereof .used in. the work of the In
stitute. : '

It. is ■ ihtended that each Section 
shall have itsjown publications. There 
will be an ahriuai volume of Proceed
ings and a Jourrial for each Section, 
as fonned; The: Profeedings will 
consist of detailed reports arid dis
cussions connected with the work of 
the officers arid Councils. The Jour
nal will consist of matter .which may 
be considered as the “raw material” 
for Investigation, and will be issued 
only to members of the Sections.

All communications and inquiries 
regarding the. Institute and 'the 
American Society of Psychical Re
search should be addressed to Dr.

^B.B B. . V^B ^B ^B   ^B B , . B^^ . .^B B-^ ^B . . BB^B

ordered to take an ice-cold bath,” 
made to exercise her arms and hands 
strangely and "to go through coritor
tions that were extremely painful to 
her.”

Without dopbt the strange motions 
and contortions of limbs and body 
were especially favorable to a reduc
tion of the displacement, and conse
quent relief from the undue pressure 
on the motor nerve of the affected 
limb.

While the “spirit was still upon 
her” it was possible for this power to 
also correct the functional impair
ment of the young woman’s vision.

Had. some physician performed a 
cure one-half as remarkable, or had 
trie'afflicted party received equal, heue- 
fit' iri " appareht ?ariswer toi'iezveafc.

company that the spinal cord was af
fected. -

Among Cincinnati physicians who 
pronounced her case one of paralysis 
induced by affection of the spinal cord 
were Drs. Blowyer, Freeman, Dand
ridge, Catterhorn, and Langdon, sev
eral of whom are said to be well- 
known specialists on nerve diseases.

Miss Tahse recovered $10,000 for 
her injuries.

For live years after the accident 
Miss Tahse took but two steps, and 
spent most of her time In a wheel 
chair. By remarkable force of will 
she kept house for her brother in 
Cincinnati until about a year ago, get
ting about the roojns in her chair. 
She had been for many years an inti
mate friend of Mrs. Sherwin, who is 
the wife of the roadmaster of the Bos
ton and Maine railroad. About a 
year ago she came to this city to visit 
Mrs. Sherwin, and has since remained 
here. She was unable to sleep when 
she came here, but she has gradually. 
Improved so that she hqs gotten about 
considerably with the aid of crutches 
and her chair. She has never been 
free from pain, however, since the ac
cident, and has been under the con
stant care of Dr. Charles F. Lynch. 
She has also consulted the local oc
ulists regarding her eyes, which were 
said to be affected with a» nervous 
trouble.

Visited by a Spirit.
Her Budden recovery had its begin- 

nlng Sunday night, when she was ta
ken ill. Miss Tahse claims that she
was then visited by some unseen spirit 
which seemed to '
against her will, 
made to move in 
she was forced to 
tions which were
to her.

compel her to act 
Her hands were 
queer fashion and 
go through contor- 
extremely painful

The spirit ordered her to
take an ice-cold bath and then to don 
an Immaculate gown. After this she
was ordered by the spirit to go 

herthrough further motions with . .. 
hands and body, and then rest for a

SAVED FROM THE DISASTER.

-fcL-

James H. Hyslop, 519 
Street, New York.

JAMES H.

West 149th

HYSLOP, 
Secretary.

sharp, goad, .
And left there their murmurs and 

groans
To tell of their sufferings day by day, 
That pilfered their vigor and" life 

away. '
The pathway that leads «to the “mill

ion” stak^, ' '
Is haunted at every turn

By echoes from myriad hearts that 
break- _

Because of the mandates stern 
That fetter'them fast from first to 

-last,
A miserable pittance to earn!

The greed of the monster who enters 
that race \ .

And strives for the coveted goal 
Will hesitate not, nor -slacken the 

pace- ■' .
That threatens the. peace. of his 

BOUl, ■ ... ■
But rush straight ahead with a menac

Ing. tread, • .
Regardless of cries from the "quick 

-or the dead.” :
Oh! inhuman monster,-your brother to 

crush ■ ■ . .. . .
By weight of your strong iron-rod; 

And out of the mortal his spirit to 
■ - push '•. ■■.' -..■■. ... ■■
By dint of your merciless prod!

Stern justice will say, for this you 
'must pay- . . ■

In coin you Have given to him;— 
The groans andAhe tears, and?harrow

ing tears.’ 'J - ■ ' --
. Will fill your sad cup to the brim, 

A. H. REYNOLDS.
Auburn; N. Y........ • - -

Lettcr.From Mys. Rose L. Bushnell- 
DonnEUy.

GOOD ADVICE.

"There’s a right way and a wrong way
• - ... .' .Our lives to live, ■ : -

There’sa-short-wayand a long way: 
' Our help to give. ■ ;

There’s a good way and a bad way
. .'For everything.- '

A merry: way and a sad way—
. . Don’t sigh, but sing.”

Truth itself;-, according; to Locke’s 
fine saying, will, not profit .us so long 
as'she is but held in the hand and 
taken .upon- trust from other, minds; 
hot wooed and won and wedded by pur 
own.—George Eliot. „

To the Editor ¡-¡-The three books I 
ordered have reached me safely. “Ah- 
rinzimah" came last. I have read It, 
both night and day. It is .one of the 
most intensely interesting books that 
has been my pleasure to read for many 
years. You, I am sure; will realize a 
very large sale from it. .

Oiir city of ¿even hills is struggling 
to rise from the ashes. ’
. We are thh.Ioosers of about $25,
000. My own Individual property was 
not touched by fire, but the quake did 
some damage to it. I have been look
ing for this disaster for over ‘ two 
years. At last my mother in spirit 
life Said:' “My dear child, go South.” 
My health was riot good at that time,, 
so it seemed the proper thing to do. I 
went, and then business called us back 
for a few weeks, and we had but just 
•arrived home two days before the 
shock came that devastated our proud! 
city, - I felt all the time while there, 
that I. must hurry away. It seemed 
as .we boarded the cars, that the hurry 
was not so greats My husband had 
just shipped his valuable horse, my. 
own carriage horse also, in time : to 
save the rig. ~. .

Oh! I cun never tell you fully of the 
dreadful calamity; the sorrow and the 
want it Is responsible for. I ask those 
who^belleve in certain-things, “Why 

■ their God was so unmerciful’ to his 
■own?" - ' . ■ • • . -.

' I was fearful that the precious Pro
gressive Thinker would, hot be able to 
reach us through al], the dreadful sur
roundings, but it came promptly? An
gels bless it!. ■■ • ■

. Moro than ever am I sure that San 
Francisco will yet. go down, .-• I will 
never trust it, as dearly as I love the 
sweet memories that cluster around 
my soul while I sojourned there;-; The 
precious dust of my-darlings rest there 
in their golden niche,- and flowers are 
blooming over the spot where once 
wo rambled in the sweet days of their 
companion's life;-but I can never-see 
the same again till I am -at - hotne 
“over there.” ........... -

, Rose L. Bushnell-DonnElIy.

forestwAs.
'. ’ —t , ■ ’

I wandered down a.fore'ÿt path 
With arching branchés over me.

My soul within me Burned with wrath 
iAnd, 'blind .with mïfèj l. could not 

.see! .. .
From scenes of strife'I went^iat day, 

From turmoil and -friin .heayy care, 
And sought thé qui^t forest way ; 

And tried to riurse;my ariger there.
But all my comrade trees -were calm, 

The flowers and fgrris spoke of 
. ’peace, . . ' \ i ' • .'
Arid o’er my soul there fell a-halm ’ 

That bade the. a,rigry- tumult cease.
• . • f • ■ ■- . 7 *

And, wearied,..with-my, walk',, at last 
I flung' myself-upbn'the'ground; *

My bitter: thoughts a#ay Least; : 
My fette'rjéd sôür'grpw -fiée, uri- 

bound. ; - .■ :. . !
The leaves were whisperingto.me', ;

Sweet birds <werefblngir® hr;- the 
■ ■ boughs; ■ :■ . . ■

The démonmares’begsitito iflee:' : :■; i.
As sun and shadow klBsed'Tny 

. brows. • ' : \....
Full length upon thO'qarth EJay

And thrôugh greeit tiiranebps • saw
-- blue skies;: ...' .

So all my hatr-ed^aMed' aotay, 
• While tears hedwrej ■ my 
. .eyes..'. "
I put a flower in my brbSst • 

When I went back. to ■ town

desert

once
more, +

And peace has been thy'coristant guest 
• Here in the mighty twnuUls roar.-
Here pent within thq^ar'islilown 

ThroughrtrH the hbt and sultry days,.
Beyond these walls (hatigrimly frown, 

I see those quiqtfOfegt ways. . -
I hear the bluebird and Jhe thrush, 

I seo the cool, green'branches , wave 
And in my soul there comes a hush . 
. As sweet- and soothing* as.the grave. 
' ■ —Wilbl^edDunroy.

----------■

FREED FROM FATE.

As a feather from the wings of Fate, 
Every changing breeze beguiled me.

I ran the scale from earth to heaven 
.- And. the pace from peace exiled me. 
A raging hailstorm beat me down, 
" And slimes of despond defiled me;. 
Dairie Despair now lent her filthy hand 

Till the weight of dross aniled me.
All down this course on the wings of 

. Fate . ... '
Beast of prey. and leeches fought 
• me, /

And beat me back from thé ray of 
fight ’ •

■ The hand of Hope .would allot me. 
But Love,' from her throne, in mercy 

. looked’ .
On the wreck King Fate had 
? wrought me; -, . .

Arid in her radiant, gentle way 
The folly of: drifting taught me;

She uprighted the waterlogged ship 
And on Life’s deep sea embarked

■. ■■. ‘ - • ? . .
.'■'Faith'. With Knowledge’! in shining 

■ : letters >: -
. Upon my. brow then remarked me; 

And thus from the spirit power of 
.. God,; .
-With-a. new born hope ensparked 

■ me. ■- . - ■ ■ ■ . - - - ,
bo one -by one- from the hands of Fate, 

Love, Hope and Faith inarched.me.
Now with Soul’s hand at the helm' 
The Fates I over whelm

As proudly I glide,over the sea. 
Though adverse winds may belle/' 
Tho rocks I can defy .

When Love’s bright: beacon guides 
me. ~ .

Pt^er’.jt would have been, deemed 
bf'súinéléhY íriip.ortó^ 
tended editorial comment; but Beirig a 
DEMONSTRATION OF SPIRIT HEAL
ING, the editor of the otherwise'lib
eral and progressive Republican makes 
no mention of it.'

WM. VAN WATERS.
Springfield, Mass,

REMARKABLE CASE OF HEALING.

Miss. Tahse's Amazing Cure—Cincin
nati Woman Visiting in Springfield, 
Mask., Throws Away Her Crutches 
and Glasses After Six Years of Par
alysis. .
A. remarkable case of restoration to 

perfect health from what seemed like 
permanent invalidism ■ has occurred 
this week to Miss Louise Tahse of 
Cincinnati, O., who has for the past 
year been a guest at the: home of Mr. 
and Mrs. Frank A. »Sherwin of 441 
Summer avenue. .

The case bears a close resemblance 
to the healing miracles and had it oc
curred 19.00 years ago would undoubt
edly have been generally regarded as 
such; but medical science attributes a 
logical reason for the sudden trans
formation. For some six years Miss 
Tahse has been an invalid, and phy
sicians have given her little hope that 
she would ever regain the use of her 
left leg, it having been thought that, 
the limb was paralyzed from the hip 
dowri. . .

The marvelous healing occurred 
Sunday night and Monday, the use of 
the limb having been restored al
most in an instant and with it unim
paired' sight, although the eyes had 
been affected since Miss Tahse was 12 
years old--. Miss Tahse credits her 
sudden reVjvery .to health to the Lord 

.alone and says, that the suffering 
which' she endured while the change 
was being wrought in her .was most 
excruciating. "

M16s Tahse was until six years ago 
in charge of one of the'largest candy 
stores in Cincinnati, but met with an 
accident which left her in such a con
dition that no less than 25 doctors of 
all schools and healers of all cults de- 
claréd hqr . incu rabie. • . '

While about to cross one of the 
principar streets in the city she step
ped into a noose in a rope which was 
being dragged behind a truck team. 
The noose closed up on her leg and 
she was dragged several hundred feet 
before the team was stopped. For 
some time afterward a fatal result 
was anticipated, but her remarkable 
constitution pulled her through. For 
more than eight months she was In a 
hospital fln Cincinnati. It was early 
seen that her left side was paralyzed 
from the hip down and It had been 
generally supposed by the. many phy
sicians who visited her in the course 
of a suit brought against the truck

time. At midnighf Sunday she awoke 
arid the spirit was still upon her and 
ordered her to exercise further with 
her hands.

After another rest she awoke about 
3 o'clock, and was then told by the 
spirit that Jacob’s ladder awaited her 
on-the roof- of the piazza just;.outslde 
of, window. She stood out oh. the 
r4pLJOr sPYtrial ihinjifes arid waved-; 
her hands on high, feeling that Christ 
was to wrilk up the ladder »with her.

She awoke from this delusion and 
returned to her ro<5m and slept until 
morning. She was apparently in the 
same condition in which she had been 
for the past two years when, she 
awoke. During the morning, howev
er, she became delirious, and it re
quired the combined effort of Dr. 
Lynch arid Mrs. Sherwin to control 
her.

During one of these delirious mo
ments she rushed from her bed and, 
hurled her crutches from her, saying 
that never again should she use them. 
At the same time she threw off her 
glasses.and declared that those were 
hereafter superfluous.

The amazed onlookers allowed her 
to walk about for a time and go down 
stairs. The delirium continued at 
intervals during the day, although 
Miss Tahse can now remember many 
incidents that happened during the 
day. ..

Monday-night she slept soundly and 
when she awoke yesterday morning 
she was perfectly lucid and without 
ari ache or pain. She can walk up 
and down stairs and. run about the 
yard almost as actively as before she 
was injured. . •

In the transformation the crippled 
. leg'seemed to have been stretched, as 

it was formerly shorter than the right 
limb, but is now exactly the samo 
length. Miss Tahse said last night 
that she never had any expectation of 
recovering the complete use of her 
leg and she is firm in the belief that 
she was suffering from'paralysis.

Naturally she was most happy over 
her regeneration, as she called it, and 
she received congratulations from a 
large number of friends yesterday.

Dr. Lynch does not, however, be
lieve that there was anything miracu
lous about the healing. He is in
clined to believe that there was never 
any affection of the spinal cord. If 
there had been, he said, nothing short 
of a miracle could have accomplished 
the restoration. He regarded it as a 
type of hysteria, but said he had never 
seen or heard of a case which had 
been suddenly restored to health, or 
of a case where health had been re
gained after such a long'period. He 
had known two or three other local 
cases in which'; recovery had been 

, made after what appeared to be par- 
alyBis. One of . these was of a man 

: named Coughlin, who was Injured in 
.Tait’s-coal yard in 1899 by a fall. 
He was in the hospital for a long time, 

, and. the evidence of paralysis was 
strongly corifirmed by the fact that a 

. nail could be driven up to Its head into 

. the paralyzed part without feeling. 
■ In about two years he regained the use- 
i of his limb, and Is now as well as ever. 
: He lives on Cass street ■

SPIRITUALISM.

The greatest of faulte I should say

. O. V. LABOYTEAUX. 
Reading, Mich. ••

Its Manifestations as Viewed by the 
» . World of Science.-

We often have to’ 
our own persons',- 
ers to account tor. 

-■ Nurture’ ■ your? with : great

y, in 
oth-

thoughts; to believe.-, in ... the. heroic

BO’
Within one's ®I£ must - be the 
wee of strength, thè hauls of conso-

. Theology is no longer a question of 
the skies. If God .is any where He is 
here, and the way to honor him 1b to 
work for his children, work for hu
manity. • And no preacher; no matter 
how orthodox, now dare dissent from 
this proposition, simply .because the 
best intelligence in the pew believes it. 
It is the pew .leads, not. thQ/ pulpit. 
The preacher always- preaches the gos
pel the people want The people who 
pay, get the goods. they demand.— 
Elbert Rpbbard.

To persevere in one’s duty, and to
. b.* bb . b bw . .b v~ • “ ^b ̂b bb bb V bb« > .^b < bb .. W. b bb ^^b ■ sb bb b ^b ,. '*b b. 1 . — ■ b • ■ • < . • b b *" * ■^— ^B bb « » b

is ta bs conscious of nona—Corlyle,, latito.—»Marcus Atrevas. 
sJ- 'TV-' ^5-___ - ‘ » Zt -^7». -» .__Ufi

bo silent is th^flrat answer to calum- 
Washington. '

J B , 'it . X t

.Spiritualism is the successor of the 
mediaeval occultism- and of the-older 
magic. To-day science, without ac
cepting its manifestations; studies 
them, and in these troubled waters al
most all the facts upon which tho new 
metaphysics. is founded have been 
fished up. Like magnetism, It has 
drawn the attention of physicians to 
the phenomena of: Induced sleep and 
has given many bf the data for the 
study • of hypnosis and suggestion. 
Tho mediums, who believe, like the 
anoldat pythonesses, that they are pos
sessed by foreign spirits, have served 
tot tested? of the change of person
- 1 I/- - , » - . * v

ality and telepathy. And it haswhnwn . 
that the prodigies, diabolic and divine, 
recorded in all early . religions were 
not so fabulous as thé critics fancied. 
At all events science admits that there 
is a force--call .It psychic ris Crookes 
does, neuric .with Baretz, vital with ' 
Baraduo or the odic force of Reichen- 
■bach—a force which can.be measured 
and described, which leaves Its mark 
on the photographic plate,, which em
anates from every living being, which 
acts at a distance, which saves or do- , 
stroys. Plato knew It. Great wiz
ards like Cardan made use of it. Tho 
charlatans like Cagliostro blundered 
upon it. The scientists have tho last 
word.—Everybody’s_MagazIno.

Do not confine your children to your 
own learning. They wore born. M an- 
oiher time,—Talmud. . -
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had’:been sitting in a 'alngte., .arm-’ 
chair reading s book before breakfast, 
protesting-that a horrible tramp had4 ' 
come to the window, made a diabolir
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Letters From the Spirit World.
Written’. Through the Mediumship of 
. Mrs. Carlyle

I feel the presence of iny dear hue- the eminent Robert Hare, Crookes and 
band, and he says to ..me: “Write, others. - Yes, to a qeifaUr extent; a 
write!”' Now I feel his presence
perhaps a better word would 'be,' I- 
Beuse his présence.. But I cannot see 
him with my matérial eyes, and I say;.. 
“Am I sure that he is really with me 
in a spirit Torni?” I sense his pres
ence, and he says: “Write, write!’.’

A short time Àgo,J. ..aaid: “I know, 
that a friend of mine will come to pay 
me- a visit to-day, for I sense the near
ness of my friend in the air.” /Now 
I had not the slightest reason to tjiink 
that my friend .would come to visit 
me on that particular, day, or' any 
other day, for that matter, for thé Ac
quaintance was but of recent date, 
and ÿet I could sense that, particular 
friend nearing and nearing my* home?

. until the door bell rang and there 
stood my friend in the material form.

Now the question arises: If J could 
sense the nearing form of my friend 
long before the actual presence was 
visible to my material sight, ought it 
not to be evidence that if I sense the 
presence of my spirit husband, he is 
actually near me?

I sense the words, "Write, write!" 
and material hearing is but a spiritual 
sensation caused by the vibrations of 
the air, or rather the ether, for it will 
soon be known that it is really the 
other, that vibrates instead of the at
mosphere, and many understand thé 
fact now. >

Telepathy will soon be an established

sure forerunner of that which is to be/ 
■in a. far more perfect fpfon Rdbert’ 
Hare is one of the foremost spirits en-■ 
gaged, in this - great. . invention, but 
there, is a very-large band, arid ail'the' 
grerifominds that have .left earth' 
within the last hundred, or fifty years 
andfless, aye deeply, very deeply» in
terested .in this invention; and the 
climax is Boon to be given to earth.. .
' Thebe j|B to bq a great advance in 
spirit .photography, • Spf rit' formB, to
getherwith spiritual sceheryj will 
soph ■^ppeaf upon the photographic 
plate,, for it will soon be discovered 
.that .a, far greater sensitive plate can 
be made.' ■' This' is also close at hand.

This letter is instigated by Robert 
Hare and the band of spirits with 
whom ¡he is associated, together with 
the granfi,and exceedingly bright soul 
before, mentioned. But they do not
cpptrol my .wife directly, 
a medium: between them

fact before all the world. Just 
Marconi's wireless telegraphy is 
established fact; and telepathy is 
true as telegraphy; both work or 
brate the ether.

The time is not far distant when

as 
an 
as 
vi-

no
one will be able to conceal thoughts. 
or desires, for every thought, wish, or

• desire vibrates the ether; and there 
will be thousands of receivers to catch 
these thoughts and wishes.

Telepathy, like. telegraphy, has al
ways been a great truth not well un
derstood. There is a transmitter and 
a receiver within the brain of every 
living being, birds and animals not 
exempt, and one has only to listen at
tentively to catch these thought vibra
tions from others. a

I have said In a former letter that I 
was growing very powerful and bring
ing other spirits to my aid. Some of 
these are exceedingly, lofty and grand. 
1 have one soul here with me now who 
is almost too bright to look upon by 
eyes like mine that have so recently 
left the earth life. Some of you 
might-lite to know thehame of this 
soul, and he tells me . that the people 
of earth would not know, him by a 
name'if he.were to give it; blit this he 
says: "We have long been at work- 
with.ln the soul realm, inventing a ma
chine somewhat like the one Marconi 
has given to the lower world, but with 
this difference, it will be operated by 
spiritual beings and by them alone, 
no particular medium being needed. 
This invention is to be given dqwn 
through a medium, or great sensitive, 
one even more so than Marconi, or Ed
ison. This invention will astound the 
whole world; and a sensitive is now 
being prepared for the work; then all 
the lower world will know, and the 
great question will be forever settled: 
“If a man die shall he live again?”

Many Spiritualists will say that they 
have known it all along. They have 
never had a doubt of Immortality, but 
there are millions who have doubted 
it and who still doubt.

Christians will say they have never 
doubted immortality; but there are 
millions of people who are not Chris
tians.

This great invention is not designed 
for any especial sect, but for each and 
every Individual that lives upon the 
earth. Do not say the prophecy Is a 
wild one, for I know Whereof I speak. 
We are only waiting for the sensitive 
to be prepared. Laugh at nothing, for 
you know not what great things are 
in store for you. When this shall 
have been accomplished, wars will 
cease; capital punishment will be 
abolished; murders will be unheard 
of; kings and rulers will disappear; 
man will not dare to .wrong his broth
er man; trusts and combines will 
flourish no more; the churches will 
topple and fall, and the silly prattle of 
the Savior and his atoning blood will 
forever cease.

I wish that this prophecy might be 
preserved within some archive until it 
is fulfilled, for I think my dear wife, 
through .whom I am now writing, will

Petersilea, and personally take the 
control. Their power .would' be more 
than she could bear; and it is the 
same way with most mediums.

When I first entered . this life I 
could .not have been a medium for this 
exceedingly bright band; but, now, 
they are able to make themselves 
known to me and tell me what to say 
through my wife. ;'
• I am very glad, you may be sure, to 
be thought worthy of such a great 
trust. . My greatest desire Is to serve 
the higher powers always; and how 
exceedingly thankful I am that my 
wife is still left down on the earth for 
a short time longer, to be the instru
ment that I can so easily mttke use of. 
It is very doubtful if I could control 
another as I can her.

The more advanced spirits here’with 
whom I come in contact, do not 
want the great truth of spiritual com
munication wrought into a .sect or 
cult. They do not like to hear people 
say, “Our glorious cause,” “our beau
tiful philosophy,” “the advancement 
of our cause,” but It should be said: 
“All the world desires to know the 
truth.” Have we the truth and noth
ing but the truth? v Truth belongs to 
every creature that lives upon the 
face of the earth; ft belongs not to us 
personally more than another. When 
one tries to narrow truth down to the 
limits_of a particular sect or cult, she 
will escape, for truth belongs to every 
creature in the earthly world as well 
as the spiritual world,, ONE, MIGHT, 
AS WELL" TALK - OF WIRELESS 
TELEGRAPHY BELONGING EXCLU
SIVELY' TO A- SECT OR SOCIETY. 
The great truth of wireless telegraphy 
belongs to the whole world; It Is . a 
great universal truth; and this Is 
what is soon to take place with Spirit 
communion. All the world shall 
know and every heart be made glad.

When I was with you in the mortal 
form I often saw music in thri air, and 
heard It as well, but dared riot men
tion it to my pupils or ordinary people, 
for fear they would think my mind 
was becoming unbalanced; and really 
I did not quite understand.lt myself; 
yet I knew that Beethoven heard his 
best music in the air, after he became 
stone deaf; and he often said that hfe 
saw it as a whole at the same time. 
Mozart invariably saw his music in the 
air, or as WP now' know, the ether; 
and more especially when walking in 
the park with his wife; and often 
when he had no paper ,wlth him .he 
would write It out on the white cuffs 
at his wrists; for if he waited'to get 
home, it would be lost to him. Much 
of his best music was written In this 
way; the theme at least; the varia
tions he could easily add afterward.

Now is it not evident to all, that if 
the brain can register sounds mart» 
only by spiritual beings, as well as 
register sights seen only by the spirit 
within a man, and these sights caused 
only by the vibrations of musical 
sounds from spiritual.beings, is it not 
evident, I repeat, that an instrument 
can be Invented thht can receive and 
register sights and sounds made by 
spiritual beings?

Well, Whatever one may think on 
the subject, sUch will be the case, and 
it is not so very far from you in the 
future.

Now, all ought to know that 
thoughts are things, or that thoughts 
form things, which amounts to the

fulfillment, 
professor, 

instrument 
much, al

first, beyond what your best mediums 
have already told you, for their 
brains have been the sensitive instru
ments that the spiritual world has 
■made use of; but, as time goes 'on, 
most astonishing things will be re- 

-vealed to you—things that I am not 
able now to tell you throqgh my .wife.-

What man will care ,to be a king or 
emperor when obedience and honor 
will be no longer rendered him? 
What man will care to bo a politician- 
•when his every secret' act will be re
vealed, every motive of his mind laid 
bare? What man .will care-to . be’ a. 
priest, when allthat he has believed to 
be true will vanish Sway like smoke 
before the wind; ms the. light of truth 
will penetrate evei'y riobk, and-corner 
of the earth? . .. ■

Some of'the old_Spiritualists may 
qay that this has'already been done by

It continue® to be a patent factlhdfl Spiritualism as 
an organized body-has no mortgage ((gi or title in fee 
:o thé manifestations of spirit /powers orYheir visita
tions to the earth plane; but orgànizfdd w'e are in a 
position-to enlighten the world ab Whé trüè value 
of the manifestations and their true source? ' ’

It is manifested in thousands of dlf- once trio É^jJeduné! tpo 'inconceivable, 
forent ways and circumstances. " The Reader, çorifêsa/fliai .ÎÏ . a child re- 
whole world seems to be aglow with turuet).'to y^iFVroiii fhe ^rave, looked 
incidents connected ’ vtitli Spirit Re- at ydu'wltli eyes,thaE you. could under- 
turn. Everywhere the'Occult Forces' Starid^'Anfifmqde yog feel by its pres- 
are at work as never before. There euce Mme sÿinpatli]^existing between, 
are men and women in the world to- you uiià trié’spiritual world outside of 
dpy who die'more sure of "the life be- vision, you'w'oultl riot shout.of it from 
yond the grave than of anytliing else, foe riewspapbls pr readily submit your; 
Tlie “ghost story” wliicli all desire has self to 'foe ‘¿fos^-exapiinatlon of “psy/ 
been' their own expérience. They have ebieal éçperiàî” J Àîany, iriteresting''in- 
seen their driad. But seldom will they’ cidérifoset; fbifo in The*. Strand Maga^ 
speak of these revelations! they are nt zine.- *’ " -C1 ' ' • ', - - .-■-■ , , ■ , X..Î f ■? -• ■ ■ , '

When Dr. Johnson expressed regret 
that' John Wesley did; not Jake more 
pains to collect evidence concerning 
the Wesley ghost, “What!” cried Miss 
Seward, with an incredulous smile, 
Warranted by Boswell, “What, sir— 
aboufr a ghost?’! ¡To which .we have 
the, great man’s answer thus set down- 
by Boswell; Johnson (with solemn ve; 
hemence)—“Yes, madam; this is à 
question which, after five thousand 
years, is yet undecided; a question, 
whether in theology or philosophy, one 
of .the most’important that can come 
befpre the human understanding/’

In some such frame of mind as this 
I would now Invite the readers oblig
ing consideration of certalii ghostly 
stories .which have left more than a 
ghostly impression upon my own 
mind; not disbelieving them because 
tfiey-are occurrences outside of his 
own experience; nor yet hastening to 
ascribe the mystery of these tales to 
the infallible machinery of ghosts, and 
there ending the matter. .No; but, 
leaving the whole subject to the ex
ploration and decision of science, I 
would ask him to . agree with our ex
cellent friend, Dr. Johnson, that the 
question is one of the most important 
that can come before the human un
derstanding, and to listen with a toler
ant, open, and humble mind to well- 
authenticated evidence for a larger 
science. For fny own part, I tell the 
stories with no definite theory of ex
planation in my mind,_but neverthe
less persuaded that the present nor
malities of life are not the bounds of 
human experience. The reader can 
tug me to the side of a hundred hy
potheses,, but not over, the Une of big
otry.

It happens that one of my most in
teresting stories flows naturally out of 
an experience not, perhaps, of a sen
sational nature. But let me, like a 
cunning writer of fiction, conduct my 
reader into the chamber of horrors 
through the little, half-open postern of 
suggestion.

I was staying in a'house once with 
two little girls of eight and seven. One 
morning/they came running out of a 
room on the ground floor, where they

lock all the doors/'drid Jam, so that 
they could not budge, all those which 
had ppltbqr 10,9k por .fastening, the 
bangings, ari$ speakings continued Just 
as inconsiderately and irrationally as 
ever. '"■ '•■

Now let me Interpose for a moment 
to say that henedwasino.caeo of the 
.discredited .Pqltgrgels.t,. There was no 
servant’in. foe Imu^e, no boy or girl— 
nobody butithri gardener and his wife.

They were' 'neyeii' afraid of the 
noises, and at last came to take no no
tice of them,' rAt night they would- 
hear doorA. downstairs clattering and 
echoing tlirough the house, and they 
would turn over on the other side in 
their bed‘ahii'Bay,''Drat them doors; 
why ever, won’t they ' let a person 
sleep?’’ Nor were they in the least 
dismayed in ¡the morning to discover 
that the doors werb all firmly latched 
and bolted. '’In it-word, they got in
ured to harhlleBS’ noises in the old 
house,' and soon tribk no notice of 
them.

“One evening;” said the gardener, 
“I came iff Iat6,’ and' made haste up
stairs to clean riiyself for a party we 
were invited to thqt night. My wife 
had gope on dHeid;' Well, ! saw the 
ghost—or whatever the blessed thing 
was—when! Was Shaving myself be
fore the glt&gj -‘I'Baw it in the glass. 
It came right-up ribhlnd me, all of a 
sudden, looked ¿VCr my shoulder, and 
made, a fried at Aid that was enough to 
curd milk. I whipped round, razor 
in hand—arid'tlfore was nothing there. 
I said tb mysfilffBYou must be dreain- 
ing,’ and foeri, forgetting for the mo
ment theddfegusflng face I had seen 
looking ari-me iiiThe glass—and I saw 
it as plain as I saw my own—I said 
to myself,lTt*wari$rreflection, or some
thing of thrit sb?K,’ and taking up the 
glass I Carried ID' to another part of 

■ the room, arid strirted oh my job again. 
I had got Ibrish lather on my face, had 
given the! Yrizor'another turn on riiy 
strop, andAvas jriit beginning to shave 
again, whdh over-fmy shoulder in the 
glass' appeiVB tlid'Same face aS wicked 
ad before, <hrid lodks at me till I could 
feel the sWfeat bursting out on my 
chest and fo'rehefca'J""

"reflex action of the brain!” and a 
poker.

■ For one moment let me dwell iov- 
•ingly Upon the word supernatural, 
which I have honored .with inverted 
commas in my- predecessive paragraph. 
“Supernatural''’ is a term which means 
absolutely nothing unless we hold that 

.man. has exhausted the Infinite fields 
of Nature. A thing is not natural be
cause we understand it, but becduse in 
its verity it belongs to Nature . Be 
cause we do not understand a thing, it 
is not on that account supernatural. 
The universe is vaster than human ex
perience! and even Shakspeare, whose 
intellect was. of a comprehensive na
ture, pnd who seems to have reflected 
upon mortal-destiny with si shrewd 
and ample spirit, suggestsAo the most 
ignorant of us that there may be 
things in heaven and earth which are 
not dreamed of in our philosophy. It 
is ever well to keep this possibility in 
inind, however vague and ridiculous it 
may seem, when that pestiferous little 

■ word "supernatural" kuns to our lips 
•like water seeking its own level.

And this caution, which I offer to 
the reader with all -humility, knowing 
the temptations .of amonfenfed gnosti- 

.cism, leads to a. story which neither 
■ the skeptics of the Society, for, Psy
chical Research nor the too credulous 
enthusiasts of the rational .press 
,(whatever, thopegood atheists may 
call.themselyeii..shpll explain -with, 
satisfaction to myself..
- A friend t>£ mine was staying at the 
riverside heme of a foreign gentleman 
living, in England.- ■ After dinner, pn 
the first night of his arrival, he was 
Bitting with his host in the library-, 
smoking comfortably before the fire, 
when of a sudden the great German

same. I know that many have 
scouted.this idea, but allow me to tell 
them it is true. Here in the spiritual 
world nearly all that we have are 
thoughts that have become things to 
us; and it. will not be long before 
thoughts will become things to the 
earthly world. If musical sounds can 
take on- beautiful forms; thoughts can 
do the same, and -especially if the 
thoughts are spoken.

' Carlyle petersilea.
/ ( To .be. continued.)

“An Infamous Dynamite Roman .Cath
olic Conspiracy Detected and Exposed.” 
“Romanism Exposed.” Two pamphlets 
by Rev. J; G; White, author of "Start
ling Facts.”-¡Price, 10. cents each, or 
two for . 16 cents.

“The Light of .Egypt.” Vqlumira 1 
and 2. An occult library in '-Rafit a 
text-book of esoteric ^knowledgii -' as 
taught by Adepts of Hermetic .-Philos
ophy- Price $2 per volume.
: “Longley’s Beautiful '.Songs." A 

ne.w edition comprising in.one volume 
the, four parts heretofore published, 
to which is added part five,, also' a 
number of tho.author’s most popular 
songs, Licluding "Only a Thin Veil Be
tween Us” and its "Companion Piece.”
Cloth, 75 cents. Boards, 50-cents.

cal face at them, which they imitated 
(with great destruction of their beau
ty), and, after lifting a minatory fin
ger, had passed on down the garden 
path to the hack of -the house. I was 
In a room immediately over the libra
ry in which they bad been sitting, and 
had heard no sound of.footstepson the 
gravel path; but their tale was scarce 
out of their Ups before I had. ma.de the 
descent of the stairs and was out in 
the garden at'the back of the house. 
There I found the gardener: and his 
boy placidly at work upon the flower 
beds, and received from them every as
surance that no' tramp had shown his 
face round the corner of the house.

■ It was not until I told the children 
■that they' must have Imagined the 
tramp that any theory of a phantasm 
occurred to my mind. But they were 
so pathetic in their protestations that 
he had come to the window and inter
rupted their reading, and were, more
over, both so exact in their description 
of his steeple hat,, his malevolent yel
low face, his black eyes, and his bent 
back curved under the load of a large 
pack clutched in Its place by a yellow 
hand against the breast, that I was 
driven to think that these two fresh 
and healthy country children had in
deed seen with human eyes one of 
those phantoms wearing mortal shape 
which sometimes visit, it is said, these 
pale glimpses of the moon.

With this idea in my mind—and im
pressed that both childrep, in the 
midst of their reading, should have 
seen the same figure—I presently 
sought out the gardener, referred to 
the occurrence again, and inquired of 
him whether there had ever been ru
mor concerning the haunting of the 
house.

He laughed away the supposition, 
and easily dismissed with the pleasant, 
if 'incredible, assertion that “the two 
young ladies must have been dream
ing.” . ,

“No," he said, “there’s^ no ghost 
here, and I hope there never will be. 
I’ve seen one, and that was enough to 
last me my lifetime.”

Now, as a curious collector of ghost 
stories, I am well injonned that the 
effect of a ghostly visitation is not, as 
it is too frequently thought to be,-of a 
terrifying nature. On the .contrary, 
we are told by people who have seen 
phantasms that in place of experienc
ing alarm, as they .expected,’ a quite' 
scientific curiosity consumed their be
ing, and they studied the ghost with 
all the cool detachment of an inter
viewer.

Wherefore, finding before me a vig
orous, deep-chested man, with clean 
eyes in a face baked brown -by the 
open heavens» who confessed to me, in 
a voice full of agreeable strength and 
energy, that he had seen one ghost, 
and that that was enough to last him 
for the rest of his life, I immediately 
dragged'out of him the story of his 
phantasm,. and found myself at the 
end entirely of his opinion, that one* 
such experience was enough for a life
time. And this is ids story.

He told me that ne had once gone 
with his wife to look after, a farm dur
ing the temporary absence of the 
farmer, a relation of. his, arid that he 
had gone Into the house well knowing 
that there were ugly stories about it. 
“But,” as ho said, smiling' into the 
face of heaven, ,'T was ¡never yet 
afeared of any mail, arid 1 didn’t look 
■to be scared out of my /senses . by .a 
banging door or a creaking wainscot.”
' As soon as they got into the house 

the bangings and the creaki'ngs began 
with disagreeable iteration. xThe 
gardener put it down to rats, and his 
wife to the innumerable draughts. 
But Rhen they took the trouble to

house. I’mdn't''want to Stop to see 
any more, f Wàé as'ljrtip as " a rag, 
and shaking all over.like a|iorse with 
the tnègrims. Arid ' what d .figure I 
must have njade’ at the patty; foy i 
bounces in upbn them with niy tie aiid 
collar clutched in my hand, just as I 
had picked ’em up from the chest of 
drawers, and looking as white as a 
clean pocket-handkerchief!" • ' '

Cardinal Nèwman has the startling, 
figure of a pirin''going to. a looking- 
glass to consjilt his image, and seeing 
nothing.' Next tit alarm .to such an 
experience, I tdke ’lt, is to behold over 
one’s shoulder^ in .the glass which re
flects oneself, a ïàce inhuman in its 
evil and Inhurrian in its verity.

The story'is ,oiLthe greater interest 
to me because J. know the gardener 
well and am conversant with his tone 
of mind. . Fqw men less likely to 
dream dreams'or’-to see visions ever 
followed thé tradé of Adam. He is a 
man of vigorous' thbught and vigorous 
action, unlike ihqst gardeners, a man 
quick on his feet, upright in his carri
age, swift in his. movements—such a 
man as wé take' to be typical of a color 
Sergeant in a féglnjent with fine tradi
tions. He was glad to be done with 
his storyr and turned impatiently, to 
his spade-work as one who would 
make up for lost time. Not a credu
lous or gossiping jnan,

Now, whatever may be the explana
tion of this vision in the looking-glass, 
I can relate a story which the reader 
will assuredly rejoice in—firstly, be
cause it can sp easily be explained, and 
■Secondly, because it calls for no drag
ging in of heaven. FOR IS IT NOT 
TRUE THAT S{NCE-THE CREATOR 
TURNED MAN-OUT OF A GARDEN, 
MAN HAS ■ BÎÎEN LABORING TO 
KEEP THE ÇRÉÀTOR OUT OF NA
TURE? f.

A lady'of my acquaintance arrived 
one day on the ¡landing of her house, 
and passing on towards, her bedroom, 

■saw, as she had,ï>ften 'seen before, the 
family nurse emerging from the bath
room on her way to the night nursery. 
A minute after one of the children in 
the day nursery .¡seeing her mother 
pass by the open door, called to her to 
do some trivial service. “Ask nurse,” 
the mother, nepliedj. “she is in'the 
night nursery.” >o“No, mamma, she 
isn’t,” answered the child; “she is in 
the garden »with- fc?----and E------- .” 
And at that inoment, dressed in her 
outdoor costume, the nurse made her 
appearance Rd theiltall -below and pro
ceeded to climb the stairs .with all the 
equanimity an acclimatized mortal.

Now here)ps we,have said, is a case, 
which the fi^t stupM man wiir explain 
away for yoà iri.^pè easiest manner 
imaginable. Vj’héqys here no need to 
"hazard a jyide solution,” as Sir 
Thomas Broyne^h^ it. The case is 
plain. , The uurse.gWas not dead; she 
did not die; ^e ip ,npt going to die for 
some conBiderable.Jlme; and the mis
tress continués' ,tn enjoy the robust 
health .whicii is tluL delight and envy 
of her friends. Therefore there is 
nothing “supernatural" iri the matter. 
No; it is merely i cade of reflex action 
of thé brain. TjieTaSy hrid seen the. 
nurse going p.ut'ôï/ihe bathroom a 
score of times: before, and the spec
tacle so photographed on her brain 
happened td/reçür .on this. occasion. 
Therefore to ¿lljafiies who are in the' 
habit of seeing their 'husbands smok
ing comfortably in an arm-chair and

boar-hound, lying outstretched be
tween the two men on the hearth, got 
upon its legs with a snarl, swung off 
into the middle of the room, and stood 
there barking furiously at nothing.

My friend looked over, his shoulder, 
expecting to see a servant enter the 
room, and then, turning to his host, he 
asked with a smile What it was the 
dog made such an alarming fuss 
about. His host, who was also smil
ing, put.a finger to his lips, signifying 
silence, and noddqd his head towards 
tie dog, as If to say, “Watch him; it 
1b worth your while.”
• Arid then my friend saw- what held 
him fascinated till the scene ended. 
He saw a huge dog barking at Noth
ing, making little furiouri rushes at 
Nothing, and getting angrier and an
grier, driving this said Nothing pearer 
arid nearer to the curtained windows. 
The hound’s eyes blazed with fury, 
his frothing lips disclosed teeth that 
dripped with the very violence pf hate, 

‘and the whole lithe body, with the 
coat roughened by rage, was tense 
with entnity. To doubt that there 
was no Thing in front of him, inspir
ing all this fury,- was impossible to my 
friend, -and for the IJfe of him he 
could not imagine why biB eyes failed 
to discover It.

As sorin' as the hound had driven his 
enemy to the curtains he returned to 
the hearth, laid himself down again 
before the fire, but this time kept his 
head erect, with uneasy eyes fixed 
upon the curtains.
' “He does that nearly every night,” 

said the host of my friend, smiling 
easily; “It Is a great amusement to 
me, and It is instructive. It phowB 
that animals see the world differently 
from human beings.”

“But what does he see?”
"A ghost. - Well, if you do not like 

the word, let us say an apparition. 
Yes, he sees an apparition.I have 

¡ tried to see it mfcny 'time, but"— 
shrugging his shoulders—“I do not 
fast sufficiently, perhaps! No; I have . 
never seen it.”

It came out that the house had long 
enjoyed the -reputation of being 
haunted. The new owner had no bé- 
HeOn the legend'when he took the 

. house,, and, Indeed, gave’ up thinking 
about it till the hound sprang up from 
the hqarth, almost night after night, 
and always at about the same time, 
arid went through the extraordinary 
passion oftinger which we have just 
described. My friend was amazed to 

• find his host bo callous to the uncanny 
¡•influence of . such a scene, but he as
sured him that he quite looked for
ward every evening to the passing of 
the spirit through the room, and was 
hopeful some day—if he could only 
bring himself to endure the Simple 
Life for a few weeks—of himself see
ing the vision. But his .chief Interest 
lay in the hound, and he spent the rest 

•of the evening in relating legends con
cerning ghosts which have appeared to 
dogs and not to human beings.

Now the reader may say to himself, 
if he is in the habit of reflecting as he 
goes, “These are interesting stories; 
they tend to confirm what I have al
ways held to be the truth, that there 
are stranger things in the world than 
physical science takes account of; but 
what I should like to be told is a story 
.which proves to me absolutely that 
personality persists after death—in 
other words, a properly authenticated 
story of a ghost seen aRer death.”

This is the desire of the world. 
There is no longing of the human 
heart comparable to this passion for 
light. Everything gives way before 
it. Christianity carried the whole 
world in its infant arms because it is
sued from an empty tomb. And the 
same desire is in the breast of human
ity to-day; but it lies sleeping, lulled 
into unhappy and almost frightened 
slumber by the distortions of a period 
of agnosticism. Physical science has 
so enlarged man’s conception of the 
universe that he- Is afraid to think of 
himself as other than a mere atom of 
the dust on which he crawls. But 
more and more philosophy is adjusting, 
human reason to the new discoveries 
of science. We find on this earth love, 
compassion, Belf-Bacrifice, justice; If 
they are Here they belong to the uni- 

' versé. Arrogance could no farther go 
than to make evolving man the crea
tor of. love and justice.' No; we must 
admit love into the universe. And if 
love—then a purpose and goal. And 

-we find'ori the earth a desire for life 
after death; the horror of annihilation 
(see foe later letters of Huxley and 

. Spencer) is all but universal among 
men. We, cannot bring ourselves to 
think of ourselves as not being.

The hunger of the world for light 
Was Its .first craving as' It came 
through the cavernous regions of its 
origin and looked consciously upon 
the universe. “How came the-unl- 
versé into being? How > is. it that I 
stand here—seeing,'hearing, feeling, 
hoping? J.am conscious of myself. I 
know that I do not know. I know that 
I wish to Ichow. Why? What does 
this all mean—the universe, the earth» 

. and I myself? To whrit end? Again,

is the destiny of his b’ouI,, ■ .
And there are men and women in 

the world to-day who are more sure 
of the. life beyond the grave than of 
anything else. . ¡The "ghost story” 
which all desire has been their o wn. ex
perience. They have seen’their dead.: 
But seldom will they speak of these 
revelations;, they are at once too sa
cred and too inconceivable. Reader, 
confess that if a child returned to you 
from the grave, looked at you witli 
eyes that you could uudeistand', and' 
.made you feel by its presence some 
sympathy existing between you and 
the spiritual world outside 6f vislbn, 
you would not shout'of! it from'the 
newspapers or readily submit, yourself 
to the cross-examinatioq •of “psychical- 
experts." ,

I know many people whip have had 
these experiences. There " are more 
men in thé world, perhaps,’who have 
seen ghosts than there are legends of 
ghosts.. But their stpriésr-rso real to 
them—would be as little convincing to 
thé world as the ordinary legend. You 
canifot put to the tests of’the police 
court these sublime' experiences. ' If 
you do ■ so, you end, as happened to 
poor Joan of Arc, :by:hurning»the vis
ionary for awicked. witch.

. Now there is one story ot'â. ghostly 
appearance long after death which ias 
in it SO many convincing proofs ot re
ality that even the hardened-skeptic, 
treasuring his unbelief, aqif,.R . were 
the last shreds of his, good name, must 
■admit a value to it. I tell foe story 
herq'as quickly as possible, and must 
ask the reader to believe that the evi
dence has been subjected, to the inost 
rigorous examination, and that ; the 
testimony of the man who saw the 
ghost is accepted, even by those who 
endeavor to give a physical explana
tion of the story, as unimpeachable.

A young man in America, a com
mercial traveller, was one day writing 
out his orders after a morning’s suc
cessful work among the local mer
chants. In the midst of his writing, 
with his pen driving rapidly and n 
cigar between bis lips, he experienced 
of a sudden an arresting sensation 
that he was not alone in the room. 
He lifted up his head, and there, sit
ting at the table beside him, one arm 
resting on the table’s edge, young and 
soft with the bloom of her youth, sat 
hie only sister whom he had mourned 
for nine years. So real was the vision 
that he sprang lip to greet and clasp 
her. All the years of mourning were 
borne away on a wave of transcendent 
happiness which overswept his soul. 
Dead for nine years? Dead? No; 
not dead. It .was the long time of

It will write in full sight-— , 
yes,iny«//sight and it will- ' 

. write more, write better, ' 
write easier and keep on1 
doing so longer than any | 
other typewriter.

THIS MONARCH TYPEWRITER CO;. . 
200 and 202 Wabash Ave,, Chicago, III,
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The Carpenter's and Builder’« 
Standard Library. 

By FredT. Hodgson, Architect,

••.K-WL» fonvjfoi

This series ot new works on Modern Carpen 
wy and Joinery are to-day the approved and 
motit helpful BetdT practical builders’ "educa
tors, published, consisting of the Steel Square 
in two volumes. Modern Carpentry and Join« 
ery, and Common Sense Handrailings. Price 
per set of 4 vol«., cloth. 81.00: or 81.00each: half 
leather, $6.00.

■turning leisurèl jo fori pages of . The 
Strand Magazine, W would say that 
when, , as'must fo often happen, the 
brain rèpeàts the'fainiliar picture dur
ing the husband’s-absence from-home, 
they are to throw n cushion at‘ the 
phantom and say “Booh!” If that 
does not frighten it away lot them try-'

and again; day after day, age after age 
—why ?” And this shine passion, dor
mant to-day after a period of agnosti
cism, will revive.' r Again and again 
it'wlll surge into the soul and demand 
Its satisfaction. It belongs to tho 
eternal'/verities,. . Science has its 
phases,'society its upheavals, art and 
literature their .revolutions;. but. 
through all the changes of this mortal 
life men lay their children in the dust 
and women stand at the grave . weep
ing.- Always—till we have been led 
Into AU Truth by the Spirit of the unf- 
verse—man will desire to know what I

mourning -that seemed hallucination. 
His reason was suspended. His sister 
was there at his side.

But as he moved towards her she 
vanished, and he found himselt back 
in reality, wondering what had hap
pened. Had he dreamed? Impossible., 
The ink was still wet on his pen; his 
cigar still smoked between his fingers. 
He was-awake and alert. Something 
he had seen—call It how he might— 
something that was the express like
ness of his dead sister. He had seen 
it with human eyes. He had seen it 
in the midst of commercial work. In 
broad daylight. At midday, with the 
sun pouring Into the"room.

When he questioned himself the re
ality of the vision was strongly 1m- 
presstd upon his mind by one little 
thing ho had noticed in Mb sister’s 
face—a blood-rbd scratch on one of 
her cheeks. This disfigurement was 
vivid and bo certain in its effects upon 
his mind that he could not shake off 
from his consciousness the conviction 
that he .had,-In some mystical: way,' 
seen his dead sister in the flesh. 
Every article of her dress—the comb 
in her hair, the brooch at her throat, 
the stuff and color of her gown—all 
were indelibly imprinted on his mind; 
but clearest memory of all, strongest 
and most convincing touch of reality, 
was the red'scratch on the spirit's face.

Now, most remarkable confirmation 
of this visitation was to follow, and he 
who saw the vision shall tell the se
quel in his own language: "This visi
tation, or whatever you may call it, so 
impressed me that I took the next 
train home, and in the presence of my 
parents and others related what had 
occurred. My father, a man of rare 
good sense and very practical, was in
clined to ridicule me, as he saw how 
earnestly I believed what I had stated; 
but he, too, was amazed when later on 
I told them of a bright red line' or 
scratch on the right-hand side of my 
sister’s face, which I had distinctly 
seen. When I mentioned this my 
mother rose trembling to her fe^t and 
nearly fainted away, and as soon as 
she sufficiently recovered her self-pos
session, with tears streaming down her 
face, she exclaimed that I had indeed 
seen my sister, as no living mortal but 
herself was aware of that scratch, 
which she had accidentally made while 
dolni some little act of kindness after 
my sister's death. She said she well 

■ remembered how pained she was to 
think she should have, unintentional
ly, marred the features of her dead 
daughter, and that, unknown to all, 
she had carefully obliterated all traces 
of the slightest scratch with the aid 
of powder, etc., and that she had nev
er mentioned it to a human being 
from that day to this. In proof, neith
er my father nor any of the family had 
detected it, and positively were‘una
ware of the incident, yet I saw the 
scratch as bright as if just made. So 
strangely impressed was my mother 
that even after Bhe had retired to rest 
she gbt up and dressed, came to me, 
and told me she knew at least that I 
had seen my sister.. A few weeks la
ter my mother died, happy in her be
lief that.she would rejoin her favorite 
daughter In the better world.”

Now the testimony of this witness is 
undeniable, and it has been received 
bv those who refuse faith in the psy
chical verity of the ghost. There is 
no question on that point. What, 
then, is the “explanation?” We are 
asked to believe'that the mother, sit
ting at home, and dwelling on. the 
memory of her dead child, of a sudden 
came into telepathic communication 
with her son, and his brain received 
the image of hers.

For one moment let us consider this 
explanation, remembering Byron’s re
mark about Coleridge's metaphysics: 
“I wish he would explain his expla
nation.” «

The. daughter had been in her grave 
nine years. Are we to suppose that 
the memory of this child was so vivid 
In, the mother’s mind that she could 
transmit, unconsciously» to-the mind 
of her son many miles away, and 
transmit It so definitely that he should 
see the child with a dlsflgure&ent of 
which he was unaware? . Was the 
mother thinking -of that sad mark? 
Then, why was not the image reflected 
on the .son’s mind the vision of -his 
sister in her coffin? She, was Bitting 
at hla side; she was dressed in every 
detail;- her arrh was-: resting on the 
table. Could the ’ mother—however 
earnestly she was’reflecting on that 
memory—fling sp natural an image 
over all those miles? Further» let us 
remember that "the son was not In 
trance, not even in' a mood of idleness 
favorable to the reception of such 
thought-waves, but that he was busily

Modern 
Carpentry 
and Joinery
A Practical 
Manual.
Just Published

By Fred T. Hodgson, 

M. O., A. A.
The well-known Technical writer.

This book 
treats upon 
how to run a 
farm engine. 
The young 
engineer’s 
guide. Fully 
illustrated. 
A complete 
instructor. 
This is the 
greatest of 
all works for 
the farmer. 
Price, cloth, 
?i.oo.

The New Air-Brake Book 
Invaluab’e to Trainmen, 
Engineers, Firemen, 
Conductors, Electric 
Motormen end Mecha# 
les. The Latest and 
Best 1904 Edition.
Modern Air Brake Practice, 

Its Use and Abuse.
With Questions and Answers

Cor IZoomotive Engineers and Electric Motoi* 
men. By FRANK IL OUKESMTTH. Price, cloth, 
IU0

For

ENGINEERS
Or, Electricity for 
Steam Engineers.

By HENRY C. HORSTMANN 
and VICTOR H. TOÜSLEY, 
Authors of “Modern Writing 
Diagrams and Descriptions 
for Electrical Workers."Clotb 
100 Illustrations. Price. 81.50.

By Thomas Carlyle.
A remarkable book by a remarkable 

mau. Marked by terse strength and 
vigor, deep thought, philosophy and dra
matic tensity of earnestness. A notable ' 
literary effort. A fine edition in cloth. 
Price 60 cents. 1

UM or Tlie Touch of An Angel Jim) Mother.
BY CARRIE E. S. TW1NC.

Her dedicatory Iinos are sufficient to show 
the spirit oi the cook as well as the auth0r. il 
reads, “Because my own children aYd all unasr 
the tender care of the • ansola. and my heart 11 
hunmy for the love of the young, I most loving* 
« dedicate this.book to. tho children of th«» 
world." This book is full ot soul elevating and 
nterestlng thought. ■ Price, cloth, H. For eui 
at thia office. . .

flDOGmpnal New Testament,
Being all Uis Gospels, Epistles, and other plodâi 
now extant, attributed lu tho first four centu
ries to Josus Christ, his apostles and their com
panions, and not included in the New Testament 
oy Its compilers,- Price, doth, 61. W.

understand.lt
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»flow. I t Has Overshadowed Our Ranks, Making the 
Crime Hunter an Absolute Neaessity. One After 
Hnother Are Sent to the Work House; or Peniten
tiary for Their Criminal Work, and More Will Fol
low as Spiritualists Become Aroused..

The CRIME HUNTER has become factor. As set forth by Elmer E. 
an integral part of modern civilization. Rogers, THE ABNORMAL CRIMINAL 
He .may be well regarded as one of‘CLASSES [IN SPIRITUALISM ANp 
THE SAVIORS OF MANKIND, as he OUT] COST THIS NATION MORE

- -----------1. — ’than five times us much as the totalferrets out tlie evils of society, expos------------ --— - - 
ing them to view, and demanding a expenses of the federal governm n .
reformation. What would the world How can that criminal class he held in

abeyance, or exposed without the unbe to-day without the CRIME HUNT- abeyance, or exposed witnouc uie un
it would be in the hands exclu- ceasing activity of the CRIME HUNT- 

ER? It was he who discovered Who 
,ne cAxotciw »..a. 'Was the ¿father of a cliild born in an

HUNTER is rendered more apparent asylum for the insane in this state, * • — *—..•»»» ,>nt

ER?
slvely of the criminal class. The ne.
cessity for the existence of the CRIME

every day.
During the past year more than

the mother being an imbecile—an act
brutal to the lowest depths of hell.

7,000,000 pounds of diseased meat, u .Indeed,.the,CRIME HUNTER is an 
fish, poultry, fruit and vegetables have ABSOLUTE NECESSITY, and without —- - - • . .j. —#1»« liiininii nonabeen kept out of the markets of Chi- 

' f cago, to which their, owners were 
hurrying them. But for the vigilance 

1 and activity of the health department, 
(. ’ Its members being typical CRIME 

: HUNTERS, they would have beemgold 
to citizens and consumed. How many

his constant vigilance the human race

W. FRÓSKSéélVB.TIÙHKBR
THE CLINTON .CAMP,

deaths they would have caused can only 
be guessed, but be sure the number 

.4, -would have been •very’’' great. 7” 
■fr:"'- chief reasons why meat was con- 
Idemned were tuberculosis, “lumpy 

jaw,” hog cholera, immaturity, and

would'. deteHorate. In Spiritualism 
he has become an essential factor—in
deed ABSOLUTELY NECESSARY. 
For many .years tjic fakes hove fas
tened themselves on our ranks like 
vipers. They have invaded to a cer
tain extent many of the camps.

They have often polluted the ros- 
The trum. .. '

They have sown the seeds of Buspt

emaciation. Fish was stale or tainted, 
and fruit and vegetables-were rotten. 

It is even found that meats con
demned. in other cities have been sent

cion all through our ranks in conse
quence of using artificial toggery to- 
represent, the' angels of heaven, and 
giving bogus testa.

But gradually the victims of fraud 
and crime are seeking the protection 
of the law, and demanding the punish-to Chicago and sold here, its a regular ________

business. Hut this infamous traffic is nient of the swindlers. Maybee, the 
not as thriving as it was?’for the city ' materializing medium, was sent to thei 
authorities in their' Fraud Hunting work house in Detroit for carrying on 
have been so active , that shippers, a work ot .deception. Two mediums 
have almost censed to send diseased are behind the bars in this city await- 

- animals to tills market. - , ing trial. ’ Patrick O’Leary, cluirvoy-
There is not a single commercial de- ant medium, bps just had,his' trial at 

where., the Binghamton, N. Y., «nd the end is not

ML Pleasant Park, the Center of the 
West for Spiritualistic Work—The 
Employment of Senator Tillman, on 
the Rostrum Shows the Trend of 
Feelings Now Generally Taking 
Hold of Camp Officials, to Not Make 
Their Respective Meetings Wholly 
Spiritualistic, but More Cosmopoli
tan, More Humanitarian, More for 
the Good of All.
Since going to press with the an

nouncements for the coming session at 
Mt. Pleasant Park, there has been a 
slight change in the program, as the 
enclosed circulars will indicate.

For August 12, Mr. and Mrs. 
Sprague will occupy the rostrum at 10 
a. m., and United States Senator B. R. 
Tillman at 2 p. m. Prof. W. F. Peck 
will deliver his lecture at 2 p. m. the 
following Tuesday. We realize that it 
takes ALL KINDS OF TALENT, ALL 
"SORTS AND CONDITIONS” TO 
MEET THE REQUIREMENTS OF 
UP-TO-DATE PEOPLE.

In securing the service of Senator 
Tillman we are able to introduce to 
the audience a statesman who has 
been bold and fearless Ln the Senate, 
and yet it is said of him, “that his 
fierce brown eye can soften compas
sionately and can twinkle with sunni
est humor.” In fact, with eleven 
years’ service in the Senate, Mr. Till
man has grown into .a national legisla
tor, whose intelligence, industry and 
integrity have won the respect, if not 
the love, of his greatest antagonist. 
Every man and woman who desires to 
keep in touch with the times should 

.avail themselves of this opportunity to 
hear him.

The exceedingly low • rates granted 
by the Western Passenger Association, 
and the cheapness with which out vis
itors: are furnished the most delightful 
entertairiment.onour grounds, should 
stimulate, many who have never done 
so, to visit our camp and enjoy- not 
only this lecture upon the problems of 
the day, but a few weeks’ • outing as 
well. Buy your tickets July 26, 27 
and 28, and on Tpesday and Friday of 
each week jjier.eafter.. Pay full faro 
and get a certificate from thé agent to 
that effect.- Present the same to the 
secretary; when coming upon1 the 
grounds, and ¿he will have it signed

o

' ' • j . ■ ■

The following Narrative from the Recored-Herald 
Magazine, Chicago,^ not-only a pathetic, but soul
elevating. The» grandeur of Spirit Return, and the 
superlative beauty o^good deeds in the walks of life, 
rate vividly portrayed Read it and profit by the les
son imparted, jo iu

And now I come to a mystery to drowsy senses. “Father!” it cried 
which 1 have no key, a puzzle ! cannot sharply, “what is it, dear?”

I was on my feet in an instant,unravel. I am /well aloitg iu years
and have studied many books and ar- bending over the bed. Job had strug- 
gued and discussed witli{ many scleu- ■ gled up to a sitting posture, and in his 
tists and psychologists, and yet I have eyes .waif that strange far-away look, 
never found an absolutely satisfactory He held up a warning hand: “Hush!" 
explanation of the st range jiff air. It he said feebly.- “Listen! Here come 
is, however, my theory Uiat. as the the boys!"
earthly tabernacle' was (lisspiveij? the .'Then'from somewhere the silver 
spirit burned like n flume, anil perhaps blare of a Inigle suddenly cut the
the vision of Job’s soul was. reflected night. It was followed by the distant 
in the mirror of oiir-Bubcdnsclousness. long-drawn rutile of drums. And as 
But that’s neither here nor there. Milly and I stared desperately at each 
yhere are more things in heaven and other, wo distinctly heard the tramp,

picture—kinder like a deer—grateful 
way of steppin’ round, and with them : 
sofe brown eyes. I remember when 
she used ter come a-playin’ here with 
you, Milly. I can see you now a-set- 
tln’ out there under them lilacs with 
your dolls as plain as if ’twas yestiddy. 
Delicate, pretty little creetjir! Who’d 
ever have thought she would come ter 
such pain and sorrow? Wall,” with a 
long-drawn sigh, “she’s back.”

"Back?” questioned Milly, her voice 
trembling.

"Yes, she come back to Malviny’s— 
her aunt Malviny Slocum,” he .ex
plained to me. "She lives up North 
street, in that old red house with a 
horse block in front. I dun'no,” he 
added reflectively, “what on earth 
Malviny wants with a horse-block. She 
haln’t never kept no horses and she 
discourages visitors. Mebbe, though, 
she; thinks it looks tasty and stylish. 
Have you met Malviny, doc? - Wall, 
boy, you’ve escaped a lot. She’s hard,1 
is Malviny—hard as nails—dretful pi
ous and God-fearin’, but colder'n the

earth than are dreamed of in : your tramp, of hundreds of feet, faintly at 
philosophy or mine.. - I first, then nearer an^ nearer.

It was the night ’ before Memorial "Who—what is it?” gasped Milly. .
Day. Job had dozed fitfully all day, I looked at Job. His face was trans
rousing only for his medicine or a bit figured, shining, with an, unearthly 
of nourishment. Milly sat on one side light. The tramp, tramp, had , now 
of the bed, which, in order to give Job reached toe gate. Up thrbpgh the 
all possible air, I had draLvn but ip toe garden came the sound, now accompa

nied by tlie jingling of sabejn and themiddle of the room. I was napping in 
a big chair on the oiliei! side,' The 
windows were open,. and .only ’the 
sound of the stream tumbling down

rattle of accoutrements. Milly rushed 
to the window, tore back the curtain, 
and looked but. The moon was sliin-

over the dam below the bridge could ing full on-her garden'. 1 shall never 
be heard. - J'1 forget her face as she turned ftnd

Suddenly Milly’s voice pierced my looked at me.

F

partaient of business 
CRIME HUNTER is not

The Binghamton (N. 
can says:

a necessary yet.

Y.) Republi-

“It took the jury jn toe O'Leary 
, case yesterday afternoon -about thirty 

, / minutés to decide that Patrick O’Leary ; 
- . [thei medium] was guilty of thé crime 

, of grand larceny in the second degree, 
" thereby convicting hlnTof the theft of 
; the diamond from Mrs. S.”L. Smith on 
; March 12 under toe pretense that he 

was going to “charm” it with a ten- 
. dollar gold piece by pttlng it in a so
lution of alcohol and loadstone.

“The case went to the jury_at 12:58 | 
p. m..and the jury, immediately .went; 
to diniien Returning shortly after 

- two o’clock the, case* was taken into 
consideration by these twelve good 

¡■f , men and true, and at 2:45, about fiL 
■/ .teen minutes after it was announced 
• that the; jury was ready, thé verdict 

< of “guilty” was recorded by Clerk 
■■Bonn '

One of the lawyers for the prosecu- 
: tlon spoke as follows at the trial, as 
„ set forth In the Evening Herald of 
K . Binghamton; May 18: ; < ;

, - Mr. Curtiss'began ’ hiB‘ address ' at
11:26. He explained that the prepent 
trial is one brought by the People of 
the State of New York, and'that Mrs. 
Smith is not the plaintiff, but a simple 
witness. It is not an action for recov
ering her diamond;' it is an action for 
grand larceny, and the' duty of the 
jury is to decide whether ' Desdmond 
received the diamond from this wo- 

. man and failed to return it. If so he 
'is guilty. If he did not receive a dia;
mond he is not guilty. Mr. Curtiss

did not have enough money-to pay his 
board here. He could not afford-to 
pay a month’s rate for advertising. 
He was broke, and it was an easjtmqt- 
ter for him to sell the diamond In Al
bany or Saratoga. /

"HIb plan since coining to Bing
hamton to this very minute has been 
falsehoods. He wants wou to believe 
him and acquit him, and' if you do you 
will brand this woman, Mrs. Smith, as 
a perjurer.

"If he had made a good defense he 
would have claimed that he did re
ceive the diamond and mailed it- back, 
but that it became lost in the mail.- 
But they did not do it. The line of 
defense has been a Une of trickery 
and deception; the worst I have ever 
seen in my years of practice.

"This is too thin; it won’t deceive 
anybody coming from this vile source. 
The state-demands, for the protection 
of -the public’, for the protection of the 
working' girl, the conviction of this. 
man and his. punishment.

•; “MrS7 SiriiffiilB to'be nbmmended,- 
fbr standing squarely up; by this coih- 
munity and bringing this man to; jus
tice. . Gentlemen of the jury, I thank 
you.”
. Thus ends the exciting trial of this- 
clairvoyant ine'dium, and-ire was justly 
found guilty.' When, 0 Angels' of 
Light, Love and Purity, will legerde
main Spiritualism be banished from

and validated, thus enabling you to re
turn for ONE-THIRD FARE.

To those who reside' near the Mis- 
Blssippl river, no more delightful trip 
could be imagined than that offered on 
the splendid steamers of the Diamond 
Jo Line, which has also granted our 
association the usual half-fare trans- 
porti^lon for the round trip.

And these are not the only features 
of excellence'. Lectures by Rev. B. F. 
Austin, Mme. Stuart-Richlngs, W. F. 
Peck, MrA Alice Barry, Rev. Thomas 
Grimshaw, Miss Harlow and Mr. and 
Mrs. Spragpe, followed with their con
vincing messages, form a program Bec- 
ond to none, and with a tendency to 
make Mt. Pleasant Park the center of ■ 
the West for spiritual work. "All ye 
ar# brethren” is a text ; which will 
bring you tp an a|tar around which 
all mankind can worship. Make up a 
party and spend the camp, season wlto. 
us. In the meantime you can receive 
programs' and other' information con
cerning the camp by addresing

MRS. M. B. ANDERSON,
Clarksville, Mo. Secretary.

A MASS-MEETING _

To Be Held in St. Louis, Mo., June 14,

our midst?

LEGERDEMAIN—FRAUD,

tramp, of hundreds of feet, faintly at 
first, then nearer and nearer.

."Who—what is it?” gasped Milly. "
■I looked at Job. His face was trans

figured, shining with an unearthly 
light. The tramp, tramp, had now 
reached the gate. Up through the1 
garden came the sound, now accompa- > 
nied by the jingling of sabers and the 
rattle • of accoutrements. Milly 
rushed to the window, tore back the 
curtain, and looked out. The moon 
was shining full on her garden. I 
shall never forget her face as she 
turned and looked at me.

The feet were on the stairs now, in 
the. room, marching round the bed. 
Job sat, bolstered up by the pillows I 
had hastily thrust behind him, his 
hand to his forehead as he continually 
acknowledged the salutes of those un
seen comrades.

"Ha! there you are.. ___ Tommy
O’Neill!" he muttered. "It does my 
heart aood ter see you once more. 
Still the ¿ame old cock of the walk, 1
eh, Tom? Andthe Lord save us, it’s 
Bill! ‘ Do you remember that day in 
tire trenches. Bill, before Chancellors-
ville? And Jocky Graham! Hoot, 

And

K

said In part:
"It often occurs that the conduct of 

a person Is more convincing than ths 
spoken words. She says she gave,him 
her ring, worth 8250, but worth far 
more than that to her, because it was 
her engagement ring. '

"She was not concerned over the 
loss of fifty dollars, but when he 
failed to return her ring she sent foç 
it. Would she have Bent • for an 
empty setting? . Never. Her actions 
that morning are plainly corroborative 
of her testimony. That diamond was 
what, was worrying hef.

"It wqs foolish for Mrs. Smith to go' 
to this fortune teller. I don’t take 
any stock in such foolishness myself. 
In common law it is a crime to engage 
in such business. But, we are all look
ing into the future with anxiety, wé all 
have our suspicions. How many of Us ' 
are' there that would not sooner see 

: the moon over our right shoulder than 
our left?

"It is religion and the faith of re
ligion that is toe cause of superstition.

. Why then condemn the thousands ot 
men and women who go to fortune 
tellers. Although counsel may con
demn we cannot indicate the phase of 

■ human character that the great Cre
ator has implanted in human frames, 
that prompted this woman to go to 
this man who claimed to have al
mighty powers:—to,this ‘Pat’ O’Leary, 
this ’Pat’ O’Leary who left his pick 
and shove] and added a professorship 
to his name.

“His weapon of defense is scandal. 
No woman who ever told a man the 
things he says she told him would 
ever go to him for advice. Shfe would 
not seek advice, and that proves that 
he is not telling, the truth.

“You will remember that he had a. 
man in the front" room. This man 
was a ‘spotter’ who stood in the front1 
window and told him who-the.people 
were who. came in.-. He would tell 
him how many children she had, etc.

. Then this man,- who has been told all 
about this woman, comes in and places 
his hand on her forehead and says, 
‘Mary J. Smith.’ A miracle (?) gen- 

' tiemen, a miracle (?). v
“If this woman told toe defendant 

all he says, she did would she have 
told the public that she had been to a 
fortune teller? If all he took from 
her was a ring without a diamond, 

. would she have had him arrested? If 
this woman had not associated with 
the.befet people in town, If she had as
sociated with questionable' people, Mr. 
Hennessey would have asked her 
about it. Not a single person was 
called to. impeach her character except 
this defendant. I have never seen a 
post office robber, a burglar or any 
criminal so .debased, so cowardly, so 
mean as this despicable, this infamous 
defendant. He would sink a ship for 
a few dollars,, and let perish all on 
bonrdi ■ He is too cowardly to be in n 
gang of dynamiters and blow up a 
safe or a hank, but he IS not too cow
ardly to steal from innocent women 
and girls. : :

"Where did he .get the 8265 he had 
tn Glens Falls- when arrested? - He

A Noted Medium Deplore^ the Exist
ence of the Same.

To the-Editor:—I have been silent 
some time, owing to illness and other 
difficulties, but I have read the papers 
as far ins possible, especially on the 
subjects of legerdemain aqd fraudul- 
lent mediumship. It is hard to be
lieve that bo much willful fraud is or 
can be practiced under the pretense 
of mediumship, BUT WE HAVE IT 
BROUGHT HOME TO US BY SOME 
OF THAT CLASS INVADING OUR 
TOWN. ONE AFTER ANOTHER 
Comes in, reaps a harvest 
OFF THE UNWARY AND FOOLISH, 
AND IS OFF TO OTHER FIELDS 
UNDER OTHER NAMES. One such 
is in town now, holding forth-. I en
close his advertisement, as it contains 
his picture.. We, of . course, hold 
aloof from all such, but it we try to 
tell the people they are not what they 
claim to be, we' are laughed at for our 
trouble.

Years ago my spirit guides said that 
the time would come when this move
ment Spiritualism would be TURNED 
INSIDE OUT TO PUBLIC VIEW, 
AND THE CORRUPTION PRAC
TICED IN ITS NAME BE BROUGHT 
FORTH FROM UNDER COVER. . It 
would create an ILL ODOR, but after 
it cleared away the cause would be the 
better for it; because more correctly 
understood in Its relative practices, so 
that by and'by methods can be adopt
ed to'separate-the true from the false, 
and let all wear only that- label. to 
which their Individual worth and ser
vice to the world entitled thelh.

■ You, Mr. Editor, are certainly do
ing the turning out to view, the wick
ed covered practices? You are WORK
ING VALIANTLY FOR TRUTH AND 
PURITY. Truth has nothing to con
ceal or fear, though error and wrong
doers may for a time be furious and 
threaten. They can Ho nothing hut 
reveal themselves. Thus the evidence 
pro and con I» brought- before .the 
courts of human reason to be passed 
upon in accord • with the findings. 
Through it • -tlie ? public becomes en
lightened. ThiS'is really making his
tory which forms an important part 
of our world. Aye, so keep on erect
ing guide-posts to show the' moving 
crowd how to proceed In their inves
tigations. , ■

True mediumship Is needed‘in. nil 
departments and needs and should re
ceive encouragement and protection, 
but when trickery is resorted " to’I; it 
should not be. allowed, because it 
brings those so-active, down in low 
lines of vibratory interactivity and .so 
marks their own satus -and is In the 
truest sense a detriment to .them-' 
selves, as well as to the public. True 
.mediumfehlp elevates thé’mediiini'and 
brings high ratios of vibratory con
nections and mental exchange; thus 
such n one is benefited personally, and 
benefits the world through his or her 
services thereto.

- MRS. M. KLEIN.
- Van Wert. Ohio.

,To-the Editor:—I have been In
structed by the Missouri State Board- 
to Inform the Spiritualists through the- 
columps of your paper, that the char
ter; of the so-called' First Spiritualist 
Church of Kansas. City has toeen re
voked by the State Board, and ‘is in no 
way affiliated, I am Informed, either 
with the National direct, or through 
the Missouri State Association.' Any 
one interested in this society, and 
wishing further 'information can re< 
ceive same by writing H. R. • Gates, 
4130 W. Bell Place, Secretary of the 
Board, St. Louis, Mo.

At a spécial meeting of the State 
Board, the Rev. Thomas; Grimshaw; 
speaker at the Temple in St. Louis, 
also a member of the N. S- A. Board, 
submitted to the Missouri State Asso
ciation a proposition to. hold a joint 
mass-meeting at the Gdeon, Corner of 
Finney and Grand avenue. The prop
osition was accepted, the mass-meet
ing tp be given, and arrangements 
made to secure toe Odeon for Junal4, 
15 and 16. We have secured the 
services of some of the best mediums 
in the United States and Canada to as
sist in this meeting; also Dr. Warne of 
Chicago, the vice-president of the N. 
S. A. All Spiritualists are heartily.in-, 
vRed to. attend this grand ' -treat of 
spiritual things, where the philosophy 
and phenomena of Spiritualism will be 
expounded by our most able speakers 
and mediums. I bespeak for this 
meeting s grand success, as never be
fore in the history of Spiritualism 
have the people become more interest
ed, and the Missouri State Association 
is putting forth every effort within its 
power to advance the cause of true 
Spiritualism, and to assist and encour
age true mediumship, that all men 
and i^omen may know that the conti
nuity of life is a, fact rather- than a 
faith.

On May 11, the Temple Lyceum, of 
‘which Mr. L. F. Beauvais is conductor, 
gave an entertainment, which was con
ducted by Sister-Gates, who is cer
tainly one of the best directors in the 
ranks of Spiritualists in the United 
States. Much credit is due herself 
and husband, H. R. Gates, in making 
the entertainment thfe most successful 
of any that has been given this year. 
It was not only a treat for the. lyceum 
children, but for the older people as. 
well, and a snug sum was realized to? 
■ward the Temple fund. - The State As
sociation of Missouri has appointed a 
committee of the whole to arrange for 
a picnic sometime-in July in some of* 
the beautiful parks in St. Louis. The 
exact date of this picnic will be an
nounced later. We expect also make 
this a love feast of spiritual things as 
well as a feast of material tfflngs, and 
hope every Spiritualist in St. Louis 
may come out and make this a gala 
day, not only for themselves, but for 
the departed ones ,who are.Interested 
in the development of higher spirit
ual civilization on earth. '

• - G. A. GILBERT/
Editor-at-Large.

^204 Lucas Ave., St. Louis, Mo. .

'.‘Life: and Mofa! Axioms of Con
fucius,” is the tltle of a 62' page pam
phlet, which contains .many Of the 
moral ' aphorisms add ' terseólbglcaí 
teachings of the sapient Chinese phil
osopher, who lived 551 years before 
the Christian Era, and whose wise 
precepts have left a lasting impression 
upon all sübseauent nations.-- By 
Marcenus R. K. Wright.. Price-25cts.

"In the World Celestial,” by Dr. T. A. 
Bland. Interesting, 'instructive, and 
helpful; Spiritually uplifting. Cloth- 
bound, price 81.

"Yes,” said Danvers ag.-he shifted - 
from his seat on the cracker barrel’ to 
a chair near the red-hot coal stove in 
Treat’s grocery-^,‘iyea. Blrrfeei I. lay-out 
to go" to soldiere’ reunion Decoration 
Day sure this y^ar!"

A shout of ribald laughter , greeted 
this statement. "He’s been a.-layin’ 
out’ever sence the war. ended,’“bawled 
Miles Tanner; “but'he never 
got no further than this here grocery 
store.” , ”. ,

Job Danvers bent his quizzical eyes 
upon Tanner. ’.'Ye nay laugh the 
other side of your moutbj Mijes,”, he 
calmly said, “when ye speS^e a march- 
in’ la the perade, lookin’- somethin’ 
grand.” '■

( “Oh, shuckB!" retortgd;,Miles, who 
was, the village, jester and feltoobliged. 
to live up to his repulsion,j^Jall the 
perade you'll ever be iji-maiiahln’ in, 
Job; will.be the’ one Jter lyingdom 
Come.”. , ■ a •■,: r 
.. Another roar of lau^feHl ‘greeted 
Mlles’ brilliant sally. Eflqn sq^ad the 
loungers in Treat’s greedy layghed at 
Job Danvers’ plans foruyeiwga Even 
so .had he accepted theijurailjqiy with 
mild-forbearance. Fore years! lie had 
planned idattend toe sq^lersv^eunion , 
on'MemoriaL'Day in a-/ neighboring 
city, and. each, year had bepty-disap- 
pointed— It had come, ift.be »¿proverb 
in the .village: “You'li dg ituyJten Job 
Dafivers goes to toe reujgon^’oi 

■ I had settled-lp ,toe ylilafee^ 
¿ibertdiC flV a Belling, " 4^
was a little bleak backi/oodg Bjace -in 
the western part, of New Yqrjt' state. 
Here among the .usual village types;,I 
met and became ‘ interested in Job 
Danvers, amah of about’ sixty-five, 
gaunt and spare of frame, with a pa
tientface and kindly eyes. He was an 
old- Soldier, scarred wl.th many marks 
.of battle. He lived with .his only 
child; a daughter, in a little-cottage on 

;tbq outskirts of toe village, just at the 
Joot of a high, hill. A „ stream ran 
-brawling before his plac'e, and just'be
low made a sudden turd,-, pjunged un
der a bridge and swept o^ down over a 
dam. The rushing of the water made 
a pleasant sound. The 'hiimble cot- 
.tag^ was transformed into a bower of 
beauty by morning glories and scarlet 
runners and golden nasturtiums, and 
the little garden plot before the house 
was a (jnass of bloom, for here sweet 
brown-eyed Milly Danvers'-tended’ her 
mignqnette and portulacn, her pansies 
and candytuft and'larkspur and a host 
of other old-fashioned flowers, it took 
me little time to discover that she her
self was toe prettiest flower in all that 
tangle of sweetness.

What enchanted hours I passed in 
that little old.,garden, hripiog Milly 
weed the beds and water ; the rose
bushes and dhalias! Job 'had fash
ioned a rude rustic seat which stood 
under a huge elm just outside the 
front door, and here he was wont to 
Bit, sunning himself, pipe- in hand, 
watching Milly and me with his kind
ly, indulgent smile: Dear old Job! 
I see him now in his battered hat and 
ancient army coat, puffing away, and 
directing operations by’ well-defined 
advice. > '

It was here that once in toe cool of 
a soft May evening he. told m'e of his 
various attempts to foregather with 
his old army friends on Memorial-Day. 
"Does eeejn as if the Almighty hed 
some special grudge agin my gatherin’ 
with the boys,” he said, ¡although not I 
complalningly, for Job Danvers was I 
ever as patient as his great namesake. 
"Fer years I’ve tried ter-glt ter Buf-j 
falo. to dine ’em; but everytime I lay 
by my expenses somethin’icomes ker-’ 
slap and upsets my apple-cart.’.’ .- :

"Too bad!” I sympathetically inter
polated. . • .'b m

“Wall, I dun’no,’-’ -returned Job. 
good-humoredly-—"mebbe!4t’<i all fer 
the best. I calkilate-God khews His 
business betterin' we . dot! ' Mebbe: He 
sees that if I was ter gd ter'Teunions 

•every year I’d git dretfulnpompbiis and 
stuck up.” < -di ' ¡uJ.

"You, Job?” I shouted wlMi laugh- 
ter; - ' ; : 1 SA’, rai

■ "Yes,” he said gentl??]qokilfe at me 
with his slow sideTglatftd. ’ ’fl'ni only 
human. It’s'hind of pWp, know, 
boy, ter be a-marchin’ iff a big •perade, 
drums .a-poundln’, sabdrs. a-jinglin’, 
horses a-rarin’ round, a%d = 0fd Glory 
—” he paused and touched "’Tiis hat 
reverently—“Old Glory'a-flylff ter .toe 
breezes. If makes eveW felfmr in toe 
pefcesslon gol-blamed -torotfd^that’s 
what it does. He says rer hfflfteif :• “I 
helped do it, by • hookey! . ‘jf fought 
and, bled and died' fer "my country. 
I’m a hero—that’s what I am—a hero, 
by jiminy pelt! and all .them folks 
there on the sidewalk d-gilwkin’ at me 
knows.it and admires.mh.,’fer ‘such.’

man thategoes by salutes him, and the 
flag-and the country through him. 
That’s a grand Idee, Why, if n was 
the reviewin' officer of a big perade, 
boy, I’d jest blow up and bust from 
conceit. And mebbe—I dun'no—but 
mebbe God sees how envious I might 
git when I see the Governor or some 
General or otheF a-standln’ up in a 
balcony and reviewin the perade—you
can’t tell.”

Soon after this exposition of 
dear old philosopher’s views, 
sturiiped slowly away to Treat’s

the 
he 

gro-
eery, and Milly took his place on the 
rustic bench and supplemented his 
remarks with a story of his repeated 
disappointments.

“Poor father!" she said, looking 
after the-gaunt figure, bent a little 
now as he Walked painfully toward 
the village—the old wound In the 
thigh had been troubling him again of 
late—"poor father! How he has saved 
and scrimped each year in order to go 
to Memorial Day reunion, only to be 
disappointed."

“What happens?.!' L asked sympa
thetically.

"Ah,” she replied half sadly, half 
iprqudly1, "you do not know father. He 
is always finding some one who, he 
thinks, needs the money more than he 
needs the trip/’

The year before Job had put by suf
ficient funds for his outing and.had in
vested :in a new Fuit of clothes, mean- 
;ipg to goA’in-style;” he told- Milly; 
Butrone day in -Walked his 'nephew, 
Frank Mathews, son . of his favorite 
sister. Susan, long since dead. Frank 
was an ambitious boy, anxious to have 
an education and get on in the world. 
His father, a tight-fisted old man, 
scouted the boy’s desired and was de
termined he should be content to grub 
along on the wretched farm, their 
home! The boy’s heart was set on a 
term at the normal school. He had a 
colt his father, had given him, and he 
had raised it with care, intending to 
sell it to pay:his way at the normal. 
One day his father sold the animal and 
cooly appropriated- the cash, despite 
Frank’s remonstrances.

The boy came down to his uncle, his 
heart bursting with rage and a sense 
of injustice.. Job listened to his story, 
and then without one word went to 
his little hoard, and bringing it out 
placed it in the boy’s hands, telling 
him to go on and get some schooling 
and not mind hjs cranky old “pap.”

"Father,” Milly said afterward,
"how could' you give up your trip
again? How could you—after all
these years?” 

"Wall, honey,” he replied mildly,
"I jest couldn't help giving Frank that 
money. Why, he sat there and looked 
a me with dead sister’s eyes. I see | 
her again jest as plain as I see you— 
cute little thing—we alius played to
gether—somehow I couldn’t do noth
ing else than ter give the boy the 
cash.” '

“He’s a splendid old trump!” I said 
with enthusiasm. "But what about 
this year, Milly? He is going sure this 
time, isn’t he?”

“Oh, I hope so,” she replied doubt-'

So you see, boy, how easy- ’tis ter git 
puffed up and vain.; ■ toebbe-^I
dun'no—but—mebbe that’s toe reason 
God alius lays a stumblih^block in my 
path. .■ > './Ji' ■
: “Then there’s envy.'tpy-,-” ire saldr—
‘there’s alius envy creepin' , .in. I

know wtiat ’tls ter be envious. I never 
see no.reviewin’ but that I kinder.en
vied the feller tl?at stands: up and re
views the troops. • -Jest think ! . *Every

tomb. She .don’t want Ellen there 
with her babe. Guess she'd have' 
turned her out inter the street if it 
hadn't been fer the speech of people.” •

"Wall,” he resumed after à moment 
of silence, "Miles he was a-sayln’ that 
-Ellen hadn't no other place ter go ter; 
that she would go out West ter lowy 
to live with her sister, if she had the 
money ter get there with. She’d like 
ter go away and begin life over again 
—fur away, ye know, from the tongues 
of folks. Ye know folks’s tongues 
can be awful cruel sometimes.”

“And so." broke Ln Milly with a half 
sob, “yoii*are going to give'her the 
money you saved?"

Job couched- again In deprecatory 
fashion. “I haln’t a-goin ter give it 
ter her, honey,”* he said gently; “fer 
I’ve been and gone and done it al
ready,” ,

Milly broke flown, and hiding her 
face on his shoulder wept bitterly.

“Now, now, honey, don’t take on 
so," Job expostulated. "I know ye 
want yer old pap ter go off on a lark 
and raise Ned along with the boys.; 
but jest listen a minute. Milly. When 
I went inter Malviny Slocum’s house 
an hour ago, what did I see and hear? 
I see a poor broken-hearted girl a- 
holdin’ of a little mite of a baby in her 
arms and a-cryln’ over Jt in a sort of 
hopeless way. And F heerd a gol- 
blamed sanctimonious old Bhe-dragon 
jest a-layln’ her tongue ter every 
abusin’ and cruel word she could think 
of and a-heqpln’ of ’em on that poor 
girl’s head. I jest walked in and 
says I: ‘Ellen, there haln’t no need fer 
ye ter stand such inhuman and terrible 
abuse as that. Here’s money enough 
ter take ye ter lowy ter your sister. 
Wall, honey, if you’d seen her face as 
she looked up at me through her tears 
—why, I got more comfort out of it 
than I ever could out of lookin’ at the 
Governor, or even General Miles. So 
you mustn’t feel I’ve given up much, 
fer I hain’t.”

But Milly had-thrown herself into, 
his arms and was crying over him and 
kissing him and telling him he was the 
best man that ever lived;' which I do 
not think was far from the truth.

’¡What did you say to Malviny, 
father?" Milly at last asked when she 
had recovered her composure.

“Wall, now, honey," rejoined Job 
apologetically, "I don’t believe you’d 
better ask about that.. It mightn’t 
souncl well in repfeatin’, and it might," 
here he poked me in the ribs, "sçaré* 
the doctor so he’d run like a white- 
head.” He laughed softly. “But I’ll 
say this: I didn't talk to. her like no 
bloomin' church member-^—drat her!”

Toward the end of May Job’s 
wound, which had troubled him 
through thé month, became badly in
flamed, and he took to his bed with a 
high fever. I attended him carefully, 
and at 'first had no special misgivings 
as to the result. It was this week 
that, chancing to be in Treat’s grocery 
one evening, I heard the loungers dis
cussing Job's failure to attend the 
Memorial Day reunion.

As briefly as possible I told the gap
ing crowd what Job had done with the 
money he had saved for a year.

A great silence fell on the uncouth 
throng. One or two men got up and 
slouched out without a word, I saw 
tears in the eyes of big Jim Treat, and 
as for Miles Tanner, he suddenly 
sprang to the top of the cracker bar
rel.

"Job’s a hero!” he yelled, waving 
his old brown woolen cap. "Three 
cheers fer him!”

And they were given with hearty 
good-will.

When next I wentjo see Job, to my

fully. “I pray nothing will prevent. 
Still, if he should hear of any unfortu
nate person who needs money, he will 
sacrifice himself again—that’s father.”

We sat titiking this sweet May even
ing until we heard the click of Job’s 
cane as he came pegging back from 
the. Village. Slowly he limped up the 

| garden path and sat down beside us, 
with a heavy sigh.

“Tired, father?” asked Milly solici
tously. . . . •

"Oh, not much,” he cheerily re
sponded. ITve been a-hearin’ about 
all the' preparations fer the reunion. 
Miles Tanner, he’s been a-readin’ out 
of the evenin’ paper; and.such doin’s 
you never heerd on. Bands from Noo 
York, and decorations^—a hull arch of 
flowers on Main street—and speeches 
and fireworks and politicians. The 
Governor, he’ll'be’ there with his staff, 
and General Mlles and toe Lord knows 
who besides. By gosh! it just 
warmed up my blood ter hear about 
it.” . .

"Father, I am so glad you are going 
at last!” said Milly, laying her hand 
affectionately oh his. arm. “It will 
add ten years to your life.” '

Job turned ’ his face aside . and 
coughed delicately. ' "Wall, " little 
girl,” he replied, gently patting'her 
hand, but not ¿looking at her, “I dun’- 
no—you can’t tell—but. mebbe I 
sha’n’t go.” ■

Father!” burst despairingly.from 
Milly’s lips.

' “There, there, honey," he said 
soothingly, “don’t ye git narovus’. You 
know there's many a slip—” 
"But; father, what' possible slip can 
there be.this year?” Milly-persisted.

. "Wall,” said . Job hesitatingly, "I 
heerd . somethin’ besides reunions 
down ter Treat’s. - I heerd 'em.tellin* 
'bout Ellen Rogers—you remember 
Ellen, Milly?”'.

I heard an inarticulate murmur 
•fronvMilly. ■ ■ r.

Job - waited a- moment, then went 
on; "Poor girl! She waB as pretty as a

Ì

mon, do ye ken Gettysburg?
there’s Captain Terry and Major 
Smith* and Lieutenant Tyler! 2 __  
proud, gentlemen, that you should vis
it a poor old soldier. And here—here- *

I am

co.me the colors!” Wi.th one last su
preme effort Job Danvers proudly 
drew himself up and raised his hand 
in final salute as the invisible flag 
went by.

Round^he bed, through the door
way, down the stairs, the garden walk, 
the road, over the bridge, dying away 
into silence, went the sound of the 
tramping feet.

We buried him on Memorial Day. 
And all the village turned out to do 
homage to tlie humble hero as he 
marched in the parade to Kingdom 
Come.—Edith Sessions Tupper, in the 
Record-Herald Sunday Magazine.
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amazement I found Tanner’s 
blocking up the doorway to 
man’s room. “I was jest 
doc,” he stated sheepishly, 
Job wants anythin’ done he 
ter holler and I’ll get a-goin’.

big hulk 
the sick 
a-sayin’, 
"that if 
has only

THE WIDOW’S MITE,
AND

OTHER P8/CHIC PHENOMENA.

BY ISAAC K. FUNK.

. Milly was at his bedside day and | 
night. His eyes constantly followed I 
her about the room and then turned 
to me with wistful significance. I un
derstood what was passing through 
hid mind, and one day, pressing his. 
hand, asked him if he would give me 
his little girl. He smiled and nodded 
with evident satisfaction, and soon 
thereafter fell into untroubled sleep.

And now I come to a mystery to 
which .1 have no key, a puzzle I can
not unravel. I am well along in 
years and have studied many books 
and argued and discussed with many 
scientists and psychologists, and yet 
I have never found an absolutely sat
isfactory explanation of the strange 
affair. It id, however, my theory that 
as'the earthly tabernacle was dis
solved*, the spirit bhrned like a flame, 
and perhaps the vision of Job’s soul 
was reflected in the mirror of our sub
consciousness. But that’s neither 
here nor there. There, are more 
things in heaven and earth’ than are 
dreamed of in your philosophy or 
mine. * - ■

It W^s the night before: Memorial 
Day. Job had dozed fitfully all day, 
rousing only for his medicine .or a bit 
of; nourishment. Milly sat on one. 
side of the bed. which, in. order to 
give Job all possible air, I had. drawn 
out in the middle of the room. I was, 
napping in a big chair on the other 
side. The windows'were open,, and 
only the sound of the stream tum
bling down over the dam . below the 
bridge could be heard. , . -

-Suddenly Milly’s voice pierced my 
drowsy senses. "Father!” it cried 
sharply,: “what is it dear?”

I was on my feet -in an instant,’ 
bending over' the bed, -Job had 
struggled up to'a sitting posture,-and 
in his eyes was that strange far-away 
look. He held up a warning hand: 
“Hush!” he said feebly. "Listen! 
'Here come the boys!”

Then from somewhere 'the- silver 
blare of a bugle suddeplv cut the 
night. It was followed by the distant 
long-drawn ruffle of drums.: And. ns 
Milly and I stared desperately at each

A remarkable book, of Intense inter
est to all, whether Spiritualists or Ma
terialists, investigators or believers.

The author has embodied in this 
book an account of his wonderful per
sonal experience, and has culled from 
other sources the experiences of others, 
including scientists of world-wide re
pute, making a volume of great value. 
688 octavo pages. Price, cloth. 82.

CHILD OULTxJRE.

According to the Daws of Phj’slc 
logical,Psychology and 

Mental Suggestion.

BY NEWTON N. RIDDELL.

Thls Is a work of singular excell?”'’'' 
on a subject of great importance. It is 
replete with wise and practical hints, 
helps and suggestions, of inestimable 
value to parents, and all who have the 
care of children, ¿nd all who are inter
ested in their moral, mental and physi
cal welfare. Its spiritual tone is uplift
ing. Price 66 cehts.

VEDANTA PHILOSOPHY.
Loctarci by tbe Swami VlTekaz^nda, oa RaJaTogat 

or Conaucrlnp tbo -Internal Macare, end other sub- - 
Inch; also. Patanjali's Yoga Aphorisms, with oom- 
mentarles and a copious glossary of Sanskrit terms. ' 
Revised and enlarged, IZmo., Cloth, S1.W. Raia Yoga 
Is an ancient system ot Indian Philosophy, and one of 
the tour chief methods that the Vedanta Philosophy 
offers to obtain freedom and perfection. Swami Vlv- 
elumanda became a familiar figure in several Amen* 
can cities during the three years following the Par
liament of Religious at Chicago; ho was cordially re. 
cclvedtn America, where the breadth and depth of 
bUitcncltlngs were soon recognised. His teaching. 
Ktuunircrsal tn tbeit application. The book la cheap

For sale at this offlca.
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Historic Reminders.
.Rev. Ezra Stiles, a distinguished 

Presbyterian clergyman, and president 
ot'Yale College, who died in 1795, 
thus eulogizes one of his parishioners 
who was captain of a Guinea slaver, 
spending his life In buying negroes In 
¡Africa, transporting them to America, 
and selling them in the open market, a 

• -crime against humanity .which was not 
closed In this country until 1808, 
when it was prohibited by our national 

\ Constitution.
Think of it, Christians engaged in 

the slave trade until less than one 
hundred years a^o, and eulogized by 
the clergy. Now Rev. Stiles tells of 

, the captain of a slaver, with probably 
1,000 slaves stifled for breath in the 
hold of his ship:

“God had blessed, him with, ft Bopd 
Estate and Ije apd his Family ' have 
been eminent for Hospitality (o all 
and .Charity to the poor and afflicted. 
At his death he recommended Religion 
to his Children and told them that the 
world was nothing. The only external 
blemish on his Character was that he 
was a little addicted to the marvelous 
in stories of what he had seen in his 
Voyages and Travels. But In his 
Dealings he was punctual, upright and 
honest/ and (except as to the File in 
the Oynment, the disposition to tell 
marvelous Stories of Dangers, Trav
els, etc.), in.all other Things he was 
of a sober and good moral character, 
aggeration In story-telling.”

The only blemish on this stealer 
and trafficker in human flesh was “ex
aggeration In story-telling.

How was it possible this Christian 
man, preacher and teacher, could, de
clare this sea captain engaged in such 
a nefarious pursuit “a good moral 
man”? Open to Genesis 10, and read 
from verse 18 to and inclusive of 25. 
Jn short:

Noah drank ot wine and was drunk
en. His son Ham, the father of Ca
naan, saw the nakedness oi the old 
man, and told his brothers about it. 
The ancient wlne-bibber, .whom the 
Lord had made captain of the ark, 
arousing from his deadly.stupor, said: ( 
“Cursed be Canaan; a servant of serv
ants shall he be to his brethren. And 
he said. Blessed be the Lord God of 
Shem, and Canaan shall be his serv- I 
ant.”

Christians interpreted Ham, and of 
course his posterity, as black, and 
Shem was white, therefore the black
man was decreed by Capt. Noah 
perpetual servitude.

The Pope, the great head of 
Christian church, Issued a • bull

to

the 
au-

thorlzing the enslavement of these 
black heathen; so good moral and 
God-loving Christian men invaded 
Africa with cargoes of whiskey and 
New England rum, involved tribes in 
war, and bought the captives made by 
each party, paying for them in dis
tilled damnation; the products of the 
good deacons at home, and thus our 
own loved America was peopled with 
stolen blacks deprived of every natu
ral right, their posterity having in- 

- creased to now full ten millions.
And who were they who led in mak

ing war upon this infernal system in
augurated by a drunken patriarch, 
confirmed by God, not denounced by 

. r Jesus, but affirmed by all Christen- 
' dom? Why Thomas Paine, first by an 
article In the Pennsylvania Magazine, 
and again in 1780 in drafting the 
emancipation act of Pennsylvania, 
While he was clerk of the Legislature, 
strengthened by the influence of Ben
jamin Franklin, and later by Thomas 

' Jefferson, all Deists whom the church 
denounced in the bitterest terms.

Slavery, the slave trade, qnd the in
citing of .wars in Africa for the cap
ture of negroes, originated with, and 
were productions, of Christian'Wicked
ness, and as such they should be 
held up to public execration for those 
acts. The Deistic leaders in the Rev
olution as Washington, Jefferson, etc., 
emancipated their slaves at 'death, 
but Christians: citing to.the cursed in
stitution until the emancipation proc-, 
lamatlbn of a Spiritualist president. 
And Spiritualists were haters of slav
ery from the beginning.
, . ---- 1— ..................

Enthusiasm .is to. man. what .steam. 
' is to b locomotive.—Chicago News. ■

One oí Our illustrious Leeturers over Títere 
‘‘sowinottoW^^ ;

Items of Interest Froiuftirs. Loie F. 
Prior.

How strange are the changes that 
come into the lives of many.

‘Tis over a year since I spoke to my' 
friends In the <lear old United States, 
through the columns of The Progress
ive Thinker; a year so full of labor 
and changing, scenes, that the days, 
week? and months have gone by with 

'such rapidity, that I was not conscious 
of their passing until the appalling 
disaster at San Francisco reminded 
me that I was far, far away from the. 
land of my birth, and those who are 
akin by blood, my family, and that my 
native state, my people, were passing 
through a night of darkness.

How little we know of the laws that 
rule this universe. Man builds solid
ly, firmly, permanently, or so he 
thinks^but in the Great Silence is a 
power, a will, whose laws he is only 
dimly conscious 6f, and which with 
one' breath turns into confusion and 
chaos all that- were, to man things of 
beauty and admiration. How soon 
have they been destroyed! How 
quickly has come death and desola
tion! ‘

The poet says: "Back to earth again 
flee ancient and holy things." Back 
into the elements go all that man con
structs upon this mundane sphere. ,

How much better if he would learn 
to build for eternity» where earth
quakes come not, where fire cannot 
enter!

Were it not for the dim but pure 
light that comes from the land of 
souls,' we -would seek to' lay the bur
den of mortal existence down. in 
that light we learn the need of keeping 
on, no matter how chaotfc, how dark 
or how depressing may be the condi
tions of earth life (all are necessary 
experiences); we must, as Walt Whit
man has written, “giver In darkness 
marching, on in the ranks, the un
known road still marching!” March
ing, some of us think the road famil
iar, but when a calamity confronts us, 
we realize how little is our wisdom, 
how small are we, how great is God 
and God's laws!

In learning how to live, how much 
of life is missed! How often the emo
tions of the humamheart sweep In tor
rent waves the banks of mortal con
sciousness, while the warring waters 
carry away all that are sacred and 
holy in our temporal existence. If we 
have commenced to learn the true les
son of Hfe-as shown m the light of the 
soul, we go bravely on, feeling that 
all is well and not one grain of mus
tard seed is lost

Blanco White’s sonnet becomes an 
inspiration to higher living and nobler 
being:
"Mysterious night, when our first pa

rent knew
Thee from report divine, and heard

one of the best physical and trance 
mediums it has ever been my privilege 
to mpet. . \

Mr. Stanford is doing all that a man 
of wealth can do to give to the world 
the knowledge which he possesses of 
Spiritualism, after an investigation 
and belief' in Spiritualism of forty 
years. Would that we had a tew 
more like him! It is his greatest de
sire to endow a Chair of Psychology at 
the Leland Stanford University, so that 
the phenomena of Spiritualism will 
have a fair and unbiased investigation 
at that seat of learning. I find my
self hoping that the late disaster .to 
the beautiful buildings at Palo Alio 
will not interfere with his plans. My 
reference to Melbourne compels me to' 
speak of a few of the noble workers in 
that City. .

•thy name, 
Did he not tremble for 

frame, 
This glorious canopy of 

blue?
Yet with the curtain of 

‘ dew,

this lovely

.light 'and

translucent

Bathed in the rays of the great setting 
flame,

Hesperys with the host of heaven 
came, .....

And, lo!' création1 widened in’man's 
view.

Who could have thought such dark- 
nesp lay concealed

Within thy beams, O sun! Or who 
could find

While fly and leaf and insect lay re
vealed,

That to such countless orbs thou 
mad'st us blindé

Why do we, then, shun death .with 
anxious strife?

If light can thus deceive, wherefore 
not life?”

And thus is the deeply thoughtful 
man and woman made strong for the 
work of mortal, life, knowing “what 
is, is best,” recognizing that all is law, 
hoping that all might be love also, 
finding that what takes place is for the 
good of the larger number, and that 
no life Is taken In vain.

I am back In Wellington, N. Z., after 
an absence of eight months. My trav
els took t0 Sydney and Melbourne 
(Australia), Hobart (Tasmania), and 
Dunedin, Christchurch and Welling
ton (N. Z.), and I may well feel that I 
have.vlslted most places of interest in 
this part of the globe.

In Melbourne Spiritualism is mak
ing rapid advancement, ' and has been 
greatly aided by Mr. T. W. Stanford, 
brother of the late Senator Leland 
Stanford, of California. The position 
he has taken and the published results 
of his seances with Mr. Chas. Bailey,

Mr. W.-H. Terry,1 former editor of 
the Harbinger of Light, is still the 
same staunch and faithful worker that 
he was when.at the head of that valu
able paper, and is doing much to aid 
in the work of truth. I spent many 
happy hours at his beautiful mountain 
hpme.’sopie miles ouf of Melbourne, at 
Fern Tree Qully, where the tall gum 
trees sing one to sweet repose.
'Mr. Otto Waschatz, the president of 

the Victorian Association of Spiritual
ists, Is a tower of strength and faith
fulness, whose every effort is to place 
our teachings upon the highest plane.- 
He is ably supported by his good wife, 
who finds no task too hard that will 
help the cause they both love.

Mr. M. Bloomfield, the hard-work
ing secretary of the V. A. 8., to whom 
I owe much for the earnest and con
scientious manner in which he, made 
all arrangements for the debate which 
was held in Melbourne, and the con
stant attention which he gave to every 
detail when we ylslted Sydney.

Mrs. M. Redfern, editor ofthe-Mes- 
senger, an up-to-date Spiritual paper, 
and a public speaker, is working nobly 
against jnany odds, and her faithful
ness will bring its own reward.

Mrs. Annie Bright, the energetic ed
itor of the Harbinger of Light, Ib put
ting before the reading public the best 
there is in SplrltuaUstic*llterature. 

. Mrs. Rising is Melbourne’s oldest 
and most faithful medium. When it 
meant more to be a Spiritualist medi
um in that city than it does to-day, it 
was her proud privilege to uphold th'e 
banner. '

Miss E. Nlnge’s “Progressive Book 
Shop" is well known throughout the 
colonies. I might name others promi
nent in the work—in fact I feel that 
were I to. go on enumerating the 
faithful and true in Melbourne, so 
much space would be required in your 
paper that more interesting matter 
might be crowded out.

The five months I spent in Mel
bourne, were, wlthbut question, the 
happiest I have ever spent as a public 
worker.

Three weeks in Sydney, and here I 
met noble men and true women labor
ing for the upbuilding ot Spiritualism.

I was two months in Christchurch 
where the Spiritualists have a nice 
meeting-place,—at one tithe.the Ger
man church. They are led by Mr. 
Fabling, a young man whose heart is 
in the work, apd a worthy number of. 
assistants. ■ . .

I am now serving the Wellington so
ciety for four months. From here I 
shall go to Gisborne, and then to 
Auckland.

In looking over the past year’s work 
I trust it will not seem like the utter
ances of an egotist if I say, "I have 
served my master faithfully, and trust 
that my itinerancy will be fruitful of 
much good!” “ '

Mr, McLean, president of the so- 
l ciety in Wellington, 1b anxious to test 
| the "settled speaker" plan, and hopes 
! that in the very near future such a 
method can be carried out. His idea 
is to pay a speaker and medium about 
11,500 per year, and place him (the 
speaker) upon the same footing as a 
minister of orthodoxy is. The system, 
we hope, can be adopted ere long, for 
when COMMERCIALISM is once 
taken out of Spiritualism, and our 
teachers paid a living salary, there 
will no longer be an incentive to pro
duce fraudulent manifestations.

In the past we have avoided a paid 
ministry, but I feel the time has come 
when to keep our phenomena pure and 
our philosophy and religion upon a 
high.plane, we must recognize the 
need of paying, educating, and guard
ing but teachers and mediums; THEN 
AND NOT UNTIL THEN, WILL WE 
BE ABLE TO PLACE SPIRITUALISM 
BEFORE THE WORLD, CLEANED 
OF ALL THE FILTH THAT IT HAS 
BEEN DRAGGING WITH IT.

EOIE F. PRIOR.

Tho Destikctibh711 of San Francisco 
FdreUld Uy-Mrs.1 Maud Lord

■ 1D . Jlrake.
The spirit bf'Jfiiophesy has not died 

out of .tlieiiuniyeHse. ■
Some nmy. extend that no pro

phetic utterance, disclosing eVents of 
the futund'has Wer been delivered to 
man. • Othets.ifiay contend that in 

. primeval .days, God, through personal 
interviews through priests, and proph
ets; communed with man and revealed 
to hipi thliigs tliit should transpire on 
earth in other days, or distant years. 
But these they regard as miracles, and 
claim (hat the days of . miracles have 
long since passed; and.now they con- 

- tend that the day- of miracle; having 
passed, no ¿rpphetlo declaration is 
given. .But, from the standpoint of 
science we m,ay safely conclude that 
.Whatever transpires ini the. universe 
occurs pursuant to the eternal and un
ending. laws of nature. Therefore, if 
prophetic declarations were given in 
the past they may recur in the pres
ent. But whenever they are given 
they recur, pursuant to natural and 
eternal law. •.

The declaration Of the Astrono
mer that, an eclipse of the sun, or a 
transit of Mercury will occur at such 
and such times, and ip: such and such 
places, is p prophecy In accordance) 
with natural laW, calculated and de
termined by human Intelligence.

Such a-predlction is a miracle to the 
uninformed, and a prophetic declara
tion. • , r

Some of my readers are able to 
place a column of figures upon thez 
blackboard and Instantaneously write 
down the aggregate sum of all the 
figures. I have seen pen who coujd 
do this. I have Been a man who 'would 
stand by ope -while he.was writing a 
column of Bixior ten flgures from top 
to bottom of .the blackboard, and as 
soon as the last‘figures were written, 
he would tell! the party what figures 
to write down, as the total sum of the 
whole column. ।, *

This was not a special providence.
The trained intellect of such q 

mathematician Was able to group and 
comprehend theifacjs and laws of na
ture bo as to-give an instantaneous 
result; while ihp great ipajority were 
obliged to plod ‘over the addition, fig
ure by figure, thd result was obtained.

Ijlow, there is no phenomena in na
ture, physical or psychical, but that 
occurs pursuant to the laws of na
ture; and . while there is such a wide 
margin of difference-between an oc
casional skilled-omathematician and 
and the rmorlty of them as above de
scribed, may it not be possible there 
are exalted'sphffts In the realms su
pernal wtofo are-iso far advanced that 
they can ¿gjasp^nd comprehend the 
facts apd lawq at nature—that from 
the causes of future events—they can 
instantanedbsly :4ee the result that 
may happen in distant-days and years 
to come? vj m

The writer believes it to be possi
ble, and Relieves! also thlit in these 
facts: a siltttlotpibf the problem ot 
prophecy pipy b$xfound‘.' But be that 
as it mayj be. $pur beliefs or disbe
liefs as to the question of prophecy 
What they4ftay, Thave a fe'w stubborn 
-facts th-'.TelMiC|, Tdnd e’achcibadet may i 
account-fqB'Qjem;tis best he can:

We ,seeTfrom -the columns ot The 
Progressive Thinker that all over the - 
country there have beeri prophetic ut
terances given foreshadowing to a 
greater or less extent the awful de
struction of San Francisco. . -

- But the facts to which I would es- - 
pecially call your attention are as fol
lows: I

, On Sunday evening, February 4, 
. 1906, Dr. York, the well-known ag

nostic and eloquent lecturer, Mrs Lew
is and myseli, with several others 
from San'Francisco, attended a public 
meeting in Oakland at which MRS. 
MAUD LORD DRAKE was the speak
er. '■ - ■ ■

Mrs Drake gave one of her most 
eloquent addresses under spirit con
trol. During the course of her re
marks a change came over her coun
tenance. A slight tremor seemed to 
thrill every fiber of her body. She 
seemed to be standing in the presence 
of some overshadowing, some iminént 
danger, and pausing a moment «aid:

"I see a great, .a most terrible ca
lamity overshadowing San Francisco 
and the Pacific coast. I see , the 
buildings in San Francisco .wrecked, 
and falling in all directions, and hun
dreds qf human beings are crushed In 
that’dire, that most terrible disaster. 
Now, I see the smoke arising here and 
there amidst the ruins. Volumes of 
smoke arises, '¿he .flames are -aris
ing! They increase! They spread with 
curling, lashing tongues of livid fire! 
They leap from building to building! . 
Now it is a vast ocean of flashing 
flames of fire; The force cannot be 
stayed till that fair city 1b reduced to 
ruin&f to ashes and desolation. It is 
now an utter desolation that defies all 
human description.”

It was hard to believe, I must con
fess, that such a calamity should bo 
soon befall that fair city,.the Queen of 
the Pacific. As the prediction was 
out of the ordinary, I made notes of 
it, but did not believe it,would occur 
in my day/or in thiq generation.

. The time of the disaster was not 
mentioned, and I felt that it might be 
possible at some time in thg far dls- 
tani .'future; but the prophecy was 
given more than two months before 
its fulfillment.
. The facts are before you, and now 

my friends, solve the problem as best 
you can.

In the month of March, Mrs. Drake, 
while under control, repeated the pre
diction in my own home; also in the 
month of March, in the rooms of Dr. 
Park, at 1206 Market street, while 
under control, she again foretold the 
destruction of San Francisco by seis
mic shock and fiery flames. *

On the 11th of March, 1906, Mr. 
had Mrs. Drake were in San Francisco 
on business. Mr. Drake had an ap
pointment to meet Mr. Bonebrake, of 
El Reno, Oklahoma, but as Mrs. Drake 
sqw the destruction of San Francisco 
so iminent and so near, she could 
neither rest by day or night, that Mr. 
Drake was obliged to leave before con
cluding his business, or awaiting'his, 
appointment with Mr. Bonebrake. ‘

While some of our good ministers 
have Baid that the destruction of San 
Francisco was an expression of God’s 
wrath on account of its s|ns, I believe 
that God works through cause and ef
fect, through natural and universal 
law.

No scientist; no human being is able 
as yet, to discover the cause of earth
quakes.

Hypotheses are to be found in an 
abundance, but.these are, one and all,- 
the merest suppositions and guesses; 
but dépend Upon it,' 'Whatever the cans- ' 
es are, they are scientific, and in full 
accord with the eternal facts and laws 
of the universe. If man could only 
collect sufficient data pertaining 
thereto, he could readily compute the 
time and place of an earthquake as 
can the astronomer the time and placé 
of an eclipse.

. GEO. W. LEWIS, A. M. 
1519 Broadway, Alameda, Cal.

Spiritualism is having, an upward tendency. ¡Spirit 
Return is being manifested.in all departments of life, 
and in all religious sects. The American Institute for 
Scientific Research, if. put in successful operation, will 
mark a. new era .in Spiritualistic and Occult Matters; 
in fact, it will be' instrumental in givipg.Our Cause a 
wonderful impetus..

' ♦ '• --------- -
MY DEAR FRIEND:' IF YOU 

ARE NOT A SUBSCRIBER TO THE 
PROGRESSIVE THINKER, THEN 
WE WANT YOU TO READ THIS 
LETTER, FOR IT IS ADDRESSED 
PARTICULARLY TO YOU.

WE SENIJi YOU A SAMPLE COPY 
THIS WEEK AND ‘ ASK YOU TO 
GIVE IT A CAREFUL PERUSAL. 
EXAMINE THE FIRST PAGE, AR
TICLE BY ¡ARTICLE, AND YOU 
WILL FIND IT OHOCKFUL OF IN
TERESTING MATTER.— S O M E- 
THING YOU SHOULD KNOW.

THEN TURN TO THE “SECOND 
PAGE, AND READ THE “LETTER 
FROM THE SPIRIT WORLD,” AND 
“SPIRIT VISITATIONS." THEY 
WILL INTEREST YOU. '

. PAGE THREE IS OF EQUAL IM-
PORTANCE. “LEGERDEMAIN"
WILL SET YOU TO THINKING IN 
REGARD TO TliE ACTUAL CONDI
TION OF OUR CAUSE» “AS THE 
FLAG WENT BY," A CHARMING 
NARRATIVE, SWEET, SOUL-ELE
VATING AND SPIRITUALIZING, 
AND WORTH A YEAR'S SUBSCRH’- 
TION TO THE PAPER.

PAGE FOUR ABOUNDS IN MANY 
CHOICE INSTRUCTIVE THOUGHTS, 
LEADING YOU TO A HIGHER 
PLANE.

ON THE FIFTH PAGE WILL BE

FOUND “SOINTILIjATIONS" FROM 
THE PEN OF HENRY MORRISON 
TEFFT, ALSO OTHER VEBY INTER
ESTING MATTER. »IB. TEFFT AL
WAYS WRITES CHARMINGLY.

THE SIXTH, SEVENTH AND 
EIGHTH PAGES CONTAIN A GREAT 
DEAL OF VALUABLE INFORMA
TION.
। EXAMINE CAREFULLY THE 
EIGHT PAGES OF THIS, THE 
LARGEST SPIRITUALIST PAPER 
ON EARTH TO-DAY, AND THEN 
PLEASE SEND ON YOUR DOLLAR 
FOB A YEAR'S TRIP WITH US, 
AND THUS KEEP THOROUGHLY 
POSTED IN CURRENT SPIRITUAL
ISTIC AND OCCULT EVENTS. OUR 
LAST PREMIUM BOOK, “GEMS OF 
THOUGHT," IS ESPECIALLY VALU
ABLE. SEND FOR IT. IT IS 
NEATLY BOUND’.IN CLOTH, AND IS 
MADE UP OF CONTRIBUTIONS 
FROM SEVENTEEN EMINENT AU
THORS.

PLEASE READ OVER OUR PRE- 
MIUJI LIST. THE PAPER ONE 
YEAR, AND ANY ONE OF THE 
THIRTEEN PREMIUM BOOKS YOU 
MAY SELECT, »1.25.

Yours Trul/,
J. R. FRANCIS,

40 Loomis Street, Chicago, 111.

i

Not a Creditable Example. ■ The Tyrant Still Active.
Bigotry never slumbers, but is everKing David is presented to us as a L.o„„.,______ uuv » avar

man after God’s own heart. Pupils laboring to maintain and adyance its 
in Sunday-schools are expected to take
him for an exemplar. The Lord was 
displeased with him for virtually mur
dering Uriah' to get his wife,' but in 
all else he had the approval of that 
heavenly functionary.

II. Samuel 12:29 tells us David 
gathered all the people together, and 
went against Rabbah, and fought 
against it and took it; then he took 
their king's crown from off Ijis head, 
and put if on his own, and brought 
forth the spoils of the city in great 
abundance, but, note, verse 31:

“And he brought forth the people 
that were therein, and put them under 
saws, and under harrows of iron, and 
under axes of iron, and made them 
pass through the brick kiln; and thus 
he did to all the cities of the children 
of Ammon.” .

- He who should lead in battle in our 
day, and should copy David’s, acts 
would be universally execrated. It 
was the cruelty, of a barbarian people, 
whose savage acts should be forgotten. 
Instead, though the Bible , abounds 
with equally abhorrent acts, Sunday- 
school children are asked to contrib
ute pennies to place in the hands of < 
heathen copies of this infernal record, 
and it is claimed millions of copies are 
sent out annually. ,

The influence must be to instruct 
the reader to follow thé example of 
these terrible atrocities. Instead of 
cultivating the nobler virtues. How 
can we hope to see humanity at its 
best when such soul crushing acts are 
blazoned on nearly every page of a 
book claimed to be inerrant which is 
in everybody’s hand?, ' .

No story Is the same to us after the I 
■ lapse of time; or, rather, we who read [ 
it are no longer the same interpreters.. 
—George Eliot.

I empire. It grasps every opportunity 
to invade the rights of others. Fail
ing in its attacks to-day it renews its 
assaults to-morrow with renewed en
ergy. No human right is free .from 
its touch. Its principle ambition Is to 
gain control of childhood and youth, 
and mold them to its will, thus en
slaving mind in its very inception, 
making it ever after its co-laborer to 
tyrannize over those who .will'not will
ingly submit to its unreasonable de
crees. '

A conference of Bigotry’s votaries, 
usually known as clergymen, recently 
assembled in New York, to plan a new 
campaign. 'For years,- ever' since our 
free public school system was inaugu
rated, preachers have sought, under 
the pretext of teaching good morals/to 
secure control of those ’stepping- 
stones to the future, and make them 
serve as highways into the church. 
Plan after plan failed/ but govern
ment with a heavy hand barred suc
cess. ?

The-hew proposition is- for. all 
schools to suspend afterneon'sessions 
on Wednesday of each .week, and -re
quire the pupils to . assemble in the 
churches, such as the parents shall di
rect, and there be taught religious- 
truth, otherwise pernicious bigotry, 
under the direction of the pastor.

A"“ Boston journal says:; "The 
scheme has this in its favor;, it is cor
dially approved as an. experiment by 
meh’of all faiths.” ’ If that statement 
is true then we have fallen into-evil 
times; but it is not true. It Is a pro
ject of designing religious dema-1 
gogues, and it cannot succeed..- . ■ :

; /Consult /the criminal. statistics, of I 
this'country. To .do. so visit the pen--1

They Come Unsolicited and Under Various Condi- 
ditions Just as Easily, so Far as Can be Ascertained 
by portals, as by Request and in the Seance Room, 
and Deliver Their, Messages of Love and Uplift- 
ment in the Peaceful Sanctuary of the Home, and 
Out Upon the Star-lit Highways of Life.

A Levitation and Cure.
A well-known gentleman of this

city, a banker by profession, met me
on the street one day recently 
said:

“Mr. Harding, do you believe 
will live after you die?"

“Yes," said I, "I know I will.” 
, "Well, how do you know?”

and

you

-itentiaries of the several states. If a 
truthful census;of their inmates is 
taken, if the revealments corroborate 
past observations, it will be found 95 
per cent of the convicts were regular 
attendants during youth . at Sunday- 
schools, where they were taught 
“church morals.”

It will be found the great churches 
contribute the principal victims toi the 
criminal representation in our penal 
institutions, Catholics and Methodists 
supplying the largest numbers, with a 
large list of prlests and preachers who 
are still desirous of teaching good 
morals, so have followed their late pu
pils into the forced retreat of the vile.

The reader will ever bear the fact 
in mind that the great crimes of the 
world, war, slavery, intemperance and 
polygamy, were late Christian virtues; 
that the world’s inventors and reform
ers were the Victims of Christian hate
and persecution continuing down 
our own times.

to

> • A Righteous Verdict.
Talleyrand, the learned Frenchman, 

who shaped'the policy of the courts of 
Europe for a generation, born in 1754, 

1 died in 1838, was educated for the 
' priesthood, and in’1788 was installed 
- a Bishop. In his famous letter to 
i pope Plus Vil,’ with practical knowl- 
• edge of what ¿e was writing about, 
i said: • ,,
* “It is a truth now,.well established 
, by experience,'-that the only alm of 
. priests Is to fatten on the superstition 

of the/grossly, ignhrant This Is the 
' reason.why enlightened men have de

nounced the priesthood as a class al- 
• ways ready to avail themselves of the 
■ simplicity of their unlearned devotees, 

so that they might increase and pre
serve their tyrannical sway over the 
children of men.0' -

nF .Ji».«.-------------
“Handy sofclectr4cal Dictionary.” A 

practical Fibdbodk of reference, con
taining definitiOBgrof every used elec
trical termer pbjrase. Price 25cts.

“'The Molecular hypothesis of Na
ture.” By /Prof/ "Wm. 'M. .Lockwood. 
Professor SBckwood Is recognized as 
one of theeiblestijecturers on-the spir
itual rostrum. In jthls little volume he 
presents in succiiict form the Substance 
of his leefifres' Sff the Molecular Hy
pothesis obflNattfre; and presents his 
views as drnnonslyaGng a scientific ba
sis of Spiritualism. The book Is com
mended to1®! who love to study and 
think. Pr(4fe}>25ajbnt8. •

“The Atthlnmefit of womanly Beau
ty of Form and Features. The Cultiva- 

.. tion of Personal Beauty, Based on Hy
giene and HealtH, Culture. By twenty 
physicians and-specialists. Edited by 
Albert Turner/' Qf special,- interest 
and value. ! Price SL .

“Cosmian Hyinn.Book.” A collection 
of original and! selected.hymns,.for:liln . 
-eral and ethlchr societies, for schools 
and.the homey®ompiled-by -L. K. Wash> : 
burn. This volume- meets - a • publio । 
want. It comprises 256 choice kelec- ; 
tlons of .poetry, and musio, embodying 
the highest .moral sentiment, .and,free i 
from all sectarianism.-. Price/ 50 cents.- !

ECHOES FROM THE 'QUAKE,

A Letter From George F. Perkins.

To the Editor:—Things are getting 
rather monotonous again. We have 
not.felt an earthquake shock since last 
Saturday, and hence must turn our at
tention to the already approaching 
mutterings of jealous wrangllngs over 
the merits, demerits, honors, etc., due 
the participants in the recent catastro
phe; and the distribution of monies, 
the settlement of insurance claims, 
land titles, etc., and finally it begins to 
appear that this is a goo<l country to 
migrate from.

The festive real estate agent Is In 
evidence conspicuously in the unlim
ited raise of house rents and forcing of 
payments on-mortgages and notes un
til it will soon be positively unbear
able.

There is a tremendous army of 
homeless families camped in the avail
able parks In San Francisco, Oakland, 
Alameda, Berkeley and inland towns, 
that is being fed from the generous 
eastern contributions.

•Just what they are going to do when 
the fund is exhausted, and while they 
are rebuilding the “San Francisco 
Beautiful,” is an open question.

It Is an overwhelming proposition, 
and the omniscient optimist will have 
his mind taxed, somewhat to adjust, 
things, I am thinking.

Acres and acres of ashes, bricks, 
stones, twisted steel and iron confront 
up when we stand on any street of the 
burnt district. ■

There is no .way of ascertaining how 
many people were- caugh^ in the col
lapsing of the large tenement build
ings that could not withstand the 
shock, nor the quickly following fire 
flend. The “Brunswick” was only one 
of many similar houses. It was sup
posed to have contained over 2 00. peo
ple, among them some ten mediums. 
Only three or four out of the lot have 
been heard from.

However brave we may try to be, or 
scientific in our . philosophizing, the 
awful calamity is past description, 
and pah’s vocabulary too limited to 
portray it-

After noting the sudden annihila
tion of hundreds of millions of dollars 
of property, it brings to our mind very 
forcibly the folly of living entirely for 
the sole'purpose of acquiring money 
and property.

This affair has leveled things in a 
few hours more effectively than a cen
tury of anarchism or-other reforma
tory movements, lessons of life given 
to us in a ghastly manner, and horri
bly realistic. Shall we profit by it?

Oakland, Cal. G. F. PERKINS.

"It would take too long to explain 
just now, but sometime I will write on 
the subject, and hand you a copy of 
the paper.”

"Most men will not be satisfied 
without having an experience of the}r 
own."

"Very true,” I replied, “but the 
statements of one whose veracity is 
known will do much to remove ob
structions and cause the subject to ap
pear reasonable.”

Now the peculiar sensation which, 
in my case, accompanied conviction, 
attached a seal, so to speak, to my 
knowledge. The influence never left 
my wife all next day. Of course we 
slept no more that night. It seemed 
to me there was no such a thing as 
death; that every object in the house 
was, in a manner vitalized. Every
thing she touched seemed to possess 
life. Wejvere alone in'the house, and 
she did the house work. She made 
the bread, and while mixing it she 
called me.

“Tom, just look at my hands, ^am 
not mixing this .dough. Some one 
else Is using my hands.”

Again she said, when sweeping the 
floor: “Just see this broom; it is mere
ly resting in my hand, but it appears 
to be doing the sweeping Itself."

When I returned to the house |
some time after breakfast, I 
her from her usual place.

missed 
I knew

she was under a peculiar “spell,” but 
opening the sitting-room door I saw 
her on her knees at the lounge; tears 
were rolling down her cheeks as she 
prayed most fervently for forgiveness.

“Oh! God, my Father, forgive me 
for opposing that which I now know to 
be Thy~truth, and with Thy help I will 
never again condemn anyone’s relig-
ion."

I closed the door softly and left 
to her prayers.

That was many years ago but 
has never violated her promise.

her

she

That great and good spirit whom we 
call “Blue Jacket” was her best and 
most powerful friend she had for the 
full space of twenty-five years. He 
healed her sicknesses, and proved 
himself het guardian angel In various 
ways. Let me tell of one among 
many of the so-called "miraculous 
cures” which he effected, and I hope 
to tell of many things done by him, 
the modus operand! of which none ot

“FEAST OF FAT THINGS.”
As Set Forth by an Eminent 

Journalist.

“A Conspiracy Against the Republic." 
By Charles B. Waite, A. M,, author of 
"History of the Christian Religion to 
.the Year. 200,7 etc. - A condensed state
ment of facts concerning the-efforts of 
church leaders to get control of the gov
ernment.- An important work. ■ Paper, 
25 cents.
. "Discovery a Lost. Trail." By ¡Chas. 
B. NewcSmb. . Excellent. in: spiritual 
Buggestlvenessi < Cloth, |1^Q.; .

‘ * -4. « ,, ‘ l - . r V r x <•

THE PROGRESSIVE .THINKER, 
I ALWAYS GOOD, IS NOTABLY SO— 
THE PAPER DATED JUNE 2, 1900. 
IT-IS A VERITABLE “FEAST OF 
FAT THINGS." HAVING BEEN A 
READER OF SPIRITUAL LITERA
TURE FOR NEARLY SIXTY YEARS, 
AND AN OBSERVER OF “THE 
SIGNS OF THE TIMES" FOR OVER 
FOUR-SCORE YEARS, I MOST 
GRACEFULLY DOFF MY HAT TO 
MB. J. B. FRANCIS AND HIS STAFF 
OF VALUABLE CONTRIBUTORS^ 
ADDING MY FULL CONFIDENCE IN 1 
MEETING THEM "IN THAT LAND 
WHERE THE BEAUTIFUL BEINGS 
THAT HERE PASS BEFORE US 
LIKE SHADOWS STAY IN OUR 
PRESENCE FOREVER.”

CHARLES H. MATHEWS. 
NEW PHILADELPHIA, OHIO.

I Çur enemies speak, of us as they 
hear; we-judgeof ourselves as'We feel. I 
.—Hannali-Mooro. . . ■ • • •

0

us can quite understand, opposed, as 
they were, to every law of known sci
ence.

Mrs. Harding was very sick. She 
had kept her bed so long she wished 
to sit up for a while. I took a rocking 
chair from our sitting-room and car
ried it to the kitchen, and sat it by 
the side of the cook stove, that being s 
the only stove having a fire in it. I 
placed a feather pillow on the seat 
and another at the back, and then 
helped her out of bed and sat her in 
the chair. The chair was an ordinary 
.black walnut rocklng-çhqlr, with cane 
seat and back. Let me further re
mark that all those remarkable occur
rences happened whpn I and probably 
she were In a state of mental abstrac
tion or absent-mindedness, and all 
thoughts of such things far away.

I sat in front of the stove, our 
chairs about 18 inches apart, and I 
had a perfect view of her chair and all 
abopt It. As we sat in silence I was sur
prised to observe her feet rising from 
the floor very slowly—not spasmodi
cally, but slowly and steadily "grow
ing up,” as it were. Then her limbs 
were straightened out, and the chair 
began to grow up. also Into the air. 
It was then set back and so placed 
that .the crown of her head was set 
to the north; her head and feet were 
then on or about a level. Then the 
chair and its occupant stood poised in 
the air perfectly motionless; a mount
ain rock of a hundred tons could not 
be more rigid and still than that chair, • 
from one to two feet from the floor.

I thought she might hâve been un
conscious, or in a trance, So I In
quired, “Are you pot tired from hold
ing out your feet?” .

”-I am not holding them out," she 
said. “They seem as if resting on a 
soft cushion, and there seems to be a 
fluid, magnetism, I suppose, entering 
at the crown of my head, ‘passing 
through my body and passing out at 
my feet; but, oh! Tom, I am very 
happy and resting delightfully."

Let me say here that she has always 
been very delicate, nervous and sensi
tive; she is small of stature, and her 
manner resembles that of rfn innocent 
child.

The chair remained in that position 
for about 15 or perhaps 20 minutes. 
Of course I was too surprised to take 
note of time. Then the chair began 
to descend very slowly, and when it re
gained its normal position, her feet 
were lowered with equal slowness to 
the floor. She then got up without 
help, and returned to bed, and as well 
as I can remember she was up before 
me in the morning, and got breakfast.

THOS. HARDING.
Sturgis, Mich.

(To be continued.)

THE RAISED VEIL.

Joy to the world! there is no death, 
For life will always be;

Lite individualized In man
Hath immortality.

I stood beside the wasted form
And saw life pass away;—

I The house no longer tenable— 
Life could no longer stay.

Where have you gone? Where are you 
now?

For somewhere you must b&.
The empty shell, the silent form.

Is all that’s left to me.
I twined my arms around the neck 

And kissed that long-loved face;
But no response: all cold and chill 

Was that farewell embrace.
Could I but see you once again : 

Oh, that the veil might rise!
To know that you are still the same, 

My own, my precious prize.
I crave but once, I ask no more, 

. Yourself, some self to see;
Then I will weep and grieve no morei 

Oh, show yourself to me!

The'veil is raised, and lol I see 
My loved one standing near!

Her loving gaze is fixed on- me; • 
And Jove’s old smiles appear.- 

- ■' THEODORE RIMPSON.
■, Vancouver,, B. C........ ....... •• -

(
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From the Pen ot Heoru Morrison Ten, Nor 
wlGh, Now York.1

“What an Enigma! What a ^trange^Chaotic and Con
tradictory.Being! Judge of All Things/Feeble, 
Earth-Worm 1 Depository of Truth! Mass of Un
certainty! Glory and Butt of the Universe r

In each Ute is a .mixtur^ of virtue- 
And vice. There is no one person 
that is all good, nor all bad. The 
richest ore is mixed with more or less 
slag. We .condemn men’s doctrine, 
as we do their lives, without knowing 
their true value. A brilliant man 
once said, “Some people would de- 
stroy. the^sun to prevent the growth 
of weeds.’’, Goodness carried to ex
cess becomes weakness. It takes

ground of science each separate fact 
stands in its true relation to all oth
ers. "Robert G. Ingersoll' liked to

brawn and muscle as. well as intellect .1 
. to make a full grown man. A slang < 

Word sometimes, expresses a deeper < 
truth than the most classic sentence. : 
Therri is-more virtue in some persons’ । 
profanity than there is in the prayer ' 
Of others.

I pity the individual who has never 
shed a tear, peer felt a deep sorrow, 
never sinned and repented—never 

¿committed,an act worthy of being re
pented of.

Life when viewed in all of its terri
ble realities, its tragic and fearful ex- 

' pertences, is really more to be dreaded 
t,han death. There may be more trag-' 
edy, more grief, more real experience 

■ wrapped up in a single tear, than in 
the whole history of many an Individ
ual soul. Our deepest thoughts are 
the haddest Primitive people who 1 
live near to nature are more serious in 
their manner and life than civilized 
races. “The solitary wild state is al- 

• ways a serious one. • • • the savage 
American tribes have been noted by 
travelers for their gravity and taci
turnity." The mountain seems sol
emn and the hills look B^d. All the 
grand, ttys beautiful, the inspiring 
manifestations of nature, whether in 
landscape, mountain, waterfall, cloud 
or sky, ever' speak to us in the minor 
key—never with joyful note.

It requires no priestly voice or in
tervention to make a place holy. Thp 
soil's purest .worship needs neither 
temple nor altar. The touch of a 
hand, the imprint of a foot, the' 
sound of a voice, may be a more sacred 
dedication of a place to the human 
heart, than prayers, hymns, and ritual. 
The immanent God manifests Himself 
In all the glory of this world, in every 
physical beauty seen, and in every 
mental thought and truth expressed.
"Whose dwelling is the light of set

tings suns.
i And the round, ocean, and the-living 

air;
'And the blue sky, and in the mind of 

man;— -
A motion and a spirit; which impels 
All thinking filings, all objects of all 

thought,
And rolls through all things.”

No man 4s so low or degraded but 
somewhere in his heart lies hidden a 
desire foy nobler ends, a kinship with 
the divine purpose. Food, shelter and 
clothing are all that is necessary for 
animal happiness. Man’s capabilities 
of happiness, of enjoyment, are bal
anced by his capabilities of misery and 
unhappiness. The language has-not 
been invented, the words have not 
been forged, capable of expressing 
either the gladness or the sorrow, the 
darkness or the light, which the hu
man heart can endure.

There are certain select souls who 
nevep have any commonplace experl
ful, but grand; events are notdreadful, 
ful, but grand; events are not useful, 
but tragic; with them it is never mere
ly excitement, passion, emotion, but 
their minds are always ^stirred as a 
tempest. Yet the vast majority are 
incapable of deep feeling on any sub
ject—either of joy or sorrow, love or 
hate, disappointment or fruition. 
They could never become martyrs for 
a cause, a principle or a person.

The man that knows little Is -hap
pier than the man that knows much.

Poverty and wealth, want and satie
ty, live side by side. Great accu
mulations cannot exist in one person’s 

. hands without a corresponding defi
cit in a thousand others; but riches 
breed as much discontent as poverty. 
No condition in life is satisfactory. 
Our hopes all center in the future, i 
the present is uninteresting. “The 
promised land flies before us like the 
mirage. The fruits of the tree of' 
knowledge turn as we grasp them to j 
apples of Sodom that crumble 'at the; 
touch.”

The past has a glory all its own. 
Everything is beautiful in retrospect. 
The most trivial things in our Ilves be
come interesting as we recede from 
them. Even our .sorrows become sa
cred, and we would as soon drop 

' from memory our joys as our gyiefs. 
Many of our experiences, as we look 

* back upon them, seem more ideal than 
real, more like dreams than realities.

Events in fife are Interpreted ac
cording to the' standpoint from which, 
they are viewed. If a person’s fancy 
runs different from ours in style or 
dress, .we call him vain or eccentric; 
if his logic does not-correspond to 
our opinions, we say his reasoning is 

■ unsound; if he is extraordinary adept, 
on' somo lines, we accuse him of being 
one-sided and unbalanced. A great j 
ra'an Is first a crank, then a genius. 
But the highest philosophy accounts 
things healthy, normal, and-beneficial.

. Thofo is nothing abnormal, ugly or'de- 
fective in- nature. • -From the vantage.

think and that evil is move or less 
accidental, and has an imaginary, 
rather than a real existence; that only, 
when at bey and ip the midst of hos
tile circumstances is human nature iif- 
cllried toward what 1b acj.jjaiiy crim
inal anfl vicious.” ' ' .

Everything moves upward. The 
■most filthy substance may in time be
come' purified, glorified into the, flavor 
of the fruit, or unto the bloom and 
fragrance of the flower Science 
changes, theologies change, divinities 
change. Doctrines that are , flt .and 
proper and satisfying to one age and 
people are entirely unfit for another 
age and another people.. Formerly a 
God 'of vengeance, a God of rewards 
and punishments was held up before 
the .world, but now it is a God of love.

Some one has said of a well-known 
author that In his work on dogmatic 
theology “Two pages are given to 
heaven and eighly-eight to hell." The 
old-time preaching was very harsh, 
commendatory and inflammatory, so 
was the religious literature; but all 
that has been modified, and the way 
'to heaven has been smoothed and 
made suitable to a more educated and 
intelligent condition of society.

What is truth to one man is error 
to another, “For as he thtnketh ip his 
heart, bo Is he." It all'depends upon 
our faith, our belief In the doctrine^ 
in the form. In the symbol by whiéh 
the desires and aspiration* of the 
heart are fed. The heathen, prostrate 
before his Idol, receives the same an
swer to prayer, as the Christian bow
ing before his spiritual God. The an
swer comes from within and not from 
Without "The kingdom of God Is 
within you," and it Is nowhere else 
located. “Though we travel the World 
over to find the beautiful, we must 
carry It with us. or'we find it hot."

The matter of faith is more or less 
a natural endowment Some people 
are naturally credulous; they easily 
take all statements at their face value, 
’while others analyze, question and dis- ' 
pute every point in the proposition. ! 
It Ib a queer notion- many have, that, i 
while science changes, society changes, I 
philosophies changé, religious doc- ) 
trlqea, crqeds and formulas muat al- 
waÿs’ "réiàain W Bam'e;7 ttat" centu
ries ago, God revealed Himself fully, 
completely, and finally into the world 
and that He had no flirthy revelations 
to make known to man. The same re
ligious formulas exist now that have 
been stated for hundreds of years; 
men believe them no more, but the 
rules are unchanged.

All rules are arbitrary and artifl-’ 
clal except what nature furnishes. 
Too much learning deadens the imag
ination. The fear of violating some 
rule, custom or habit, laid down by 
the critics, is a check on originality. A 
genius must have a free rein or his 
work is dwarfed. Truth cannot be too 
closely defined. Questions answered 
by yes or no often convey as much er
ror as fact.

A certain writer speaking of the 
doctrine of transcendentalism says: 
-The principles of transcendentalism 
are to be felt as religious emotions, or 
grasped by the imagination as a po
etic whole. They are not to be 
proved, neither are they to be set 
down in propositions as the articles of 
a creed. The truth comes to us not 
when We are critical, not when .we are 
working, but when we are receptive 
and passive."

Definitions are misleading. We 
cannot define beauty, poetry, oratory, 
inspiration, genius, nor religion.

Great stress 1b laid on finalities. 
The world Is always looking for au
thoritative statements. There can be 
no shadow .without substance.

Whether Christ is a historical fig
ure or a Action; whether his life ’is 
fable or fact; It makes no difference; 
the character portrayed 1b divine, the 
words said to haje been spoken by 
him are true and the teachings set 
forth are the highest that the mind of 

I man can conceive.
Fiction must appeal to our experl- 

ende, otherwise we * ignore it. The 
novelist does not create .the men and 
women he depicts—he finds them In 
actual life; Shakspeare created no 
characters; he painted In yords that 
which he saw and heard. He made no 
originals, he merely shows us' those 
already in' existence. ’

Whatever addresses Itself to the 
' universal heart Is eternal. ’There ri? 

only one kind of blood, only one kind- 
of water, only on$ kind of air, only 
one kind of matter; everything we see 
Is but different manifestations, of the 
same primal element.

All events come and go In regular 
order. First thé ègg, then the worm, 
then the butterfly. Man is nature’s 
finest and, last expression. /Every- 

. thing else was made subordinate to' 
this final act in the order of creation; 
yet man is only, àti aniinal.' All. Ms 
religion, morals and , refinèments are 
veneering—easily thrown off. • When 
conditions are right, an individual or 
a people, move backward with more 

. alacrity than they ever move forward.

Decay la a swifter agent than growth.
We profane ourselves by small talk, 

by gossip, by Inferior associations and 
by weak and unprofitable thoughts, 
There is no form of vice, no form of 
corruption, no condition of degrada-' 
tion bu^ what ' constant I association ’ 
will make it common.pia.ee and It will 
cease io be a matter of either aversion 
or reprobation. When. we realize 
how little people know Individually, it 
is a wonder they act so wisely col-: 
leetlvely. -The crowd of fawning 
sycophants, paying humiliating defer
ence to power and authority is every 
year growing larger. , Wealth, not ge
nius will Booh be crowned king. 
Where-the fountain is' corrupt the 
-whole stream is Impure. The herit
age.of a people stamps itself upon the 
mipd and body of a race the same as it 
does on a family. A nation of slaves 
can never become a,nation of freemen 
only la name; obsequiousaess, obedi
ence, servility, become a part of the 
individual nature which nothing but- 
■death can yvjpe out. ,

Men and women in the higher walks- 
are responsible for. the sins of society. 
If those in authority, If the people of 
■wealth and position, "would set the 
example of temperance, economy and. 
honesty, these 'virtues would become 
popularized among the mass and be as 
common as vice, dishonesty and in
temperance are now. Wealth to-day 
stands defiant, it defies justice, laughs 
at right,’ and sedrns the feeble efforts 
that are being put forth to make it ob-, 
serve the law. obey the statutes, and 
conform to the good order and .well
being of society.

“The aristocracy of the priesthood 
Is broken; the aristocracy of birth is- 
dead; but the aristocracy .of the dol
lar is in its meridian."

No man whose lifq is dominated by 
the philpsophy and teachings of 
Christ can ever become a millionaire; 
to make any such claim shows either 
dense ignorance or flagrant hypocrisy. 
The' system of weights and measures 
which God uses in weighing and meas
uring the moral and spiritual qualities 
of men are entirely -different from 
ours. Goodness is not practical. 
The Ideal life and the practical life 
never agree. The mind formulates 
plans, conditions, Imstitutjpmj and so
cieties, that look righteous and beau
tiful, but they are never realized. The 
model seems perfect but there ip ali 
ways trouble with the machine.

Man, both beautifies and deforms 
this world; he builds up and he tears 
do wn. The laws of gro wth and decay 
hold equal power and balance ’each, 
other. Strange as it may appear,: 
with the Increase of knowledge, refine
ment, and civilization, vice Increases, 
disease increases, and poverty in
creases. It is only one step from 
poverty to crime. Sin lives upon 
squalor, wretchedness .and unrest. 
Prosperity dries up the springs of In- ! 
iqulty. Doctors cannot diminish dis
ease, priests cannot .wipe out eyil, 
neither.can .courts ,and,,statutes, pre-; 
vent crime. '

It is not the anarchist, ' nor the 
highwaymen that the people > need 
stand In fear of. but It is the men । 
holding high business, social, legisla
tive and judicial posltions-j-men; 
clothed with authority in their chosen ' 
walks of life. It is the gentleman, 
not the loafer, that froms a menace to 
good government and to civilization. 
As long as the results of successful/ 
villainy are more applauded than the 
smaller accumulations of honesty 
and frugality there can be no reforma
tion in the morals of the people. A 
false man, whether, in word, thought, 
or deedr is a blight on community, a' 
hindrance to reform, and a block to 
progress. But falsehood shows just 
as well in. print as truti. The old cry 
“Prophesy not unto ub right things, 
speak unto us smooth things, propfiesy 
deceits,” still goes up. The majority 
of mankind prefer fable to fact, show 
to substance.

“Good God!” said Napoleon, “how 
rare men are! there are eighteen 
million in Itqly, and I have with dlffi- 

| culty found two."
"All things are shows,
And vain the knowledge of their van- 

tty;
Thou dost'but chase the shadow of 

thyself!
Rise and go hence; there is no better 

way
Then patient scorn;—nor any help 

for man!"
HENRY MORRISON TEFFT.

Norwich, N. Y.

“I HAVE DONE MY BEST."

As Vividly Portrayed by Will F. Grif
fen in His “Creed."

'X

A Remarkable Experience.
Converted Methodism to Spiritualism—A 

jSoul Divinely Illuminated. ; /

hater iu niy . ev^qg^Istty -tours of the soft ethereal light above me! The 
preaching 1 eamq to illurdwell ^Ky., whole heaven was illumined—was full 
where Brother Jjdl. Urisuey kindly of divine glory! O, the grandeur, the 
and patiently trj^d tOi P-xpInin to me beauty of that scene! No pen can de- 
the philosophy oi&piritfiiiliBin. No! scribe it. 1 shall never forgot it, for 
I was too set in W 1 fold him it seems to linger with me like a sweet, 
that he undoubtedly pif-ant well, but perpetual perfume, possessing my soul 
his spirits wpfe ‘ iinpssUnd devils per- forever. 1 arose from my knees con- 
bonifying his dead friends," and say- vinced, I was converted, and never 
ing beautiful filings’ only to lure “t]ie so realized before the dignity and won- 
soul deeper into fife quagmires of re- drous power of the human spirit and 
ilgious error,", . b , ' tiie glories of the spiritual world. The
'Invited, 1 went to his house, and in words,impressed up me were: “Eye 

liis room several of us bowed down in hath'not seen, ear hath not heard, 
prayer, and my prayer was tor “the neither hath It entered Into the .heart 
devils to be cast oqW While thus on of man to conceive the tilings that God 
my knees in earnest'prayer, the heav- iiatli prepared for those that love him, 
ens were opened’to me, ¿nd I saw .the but He hath revealed these to ns by 
hosts celestial—myriads!—floating in- ills spirit." •

I believe the life that we lead to-day is 
the life that was all decreed and 
planned—

That the blooms and thorns alpng the 
way were meant for us by the 
Master's Hand.

I believe the causeway stones that 
bruise and the grief that follows 
the wrongs that burn

Were meant for us-—that we might 
know—that we’mlght understand 
and learn.

I believe the storms of life’s great pea, 
that sometimes send frail souls 
afar,

Are,sent to-us that we may see how 
very weak we mortals are.

I believe that every sin-stained soul 
has in its depths the seed of 
right—

And .that some day, tho’ far away, 
'twill see and recognize thought

I count no creed; but I believe that 
when the worldly race is run, 

When all the task, the Joy and pain, 
the strife and sorrowing are done, 

That man shall come into his own and 
find the long-sought, cherished 
rest,

If he. can say, all truthfully, when p.11 
is o’er, "I’ve done my best,’’

'.'Death: Defeated; or thePsycblo Se
cret of How to Keep Young." ■ By J. M. 
Peebles,:M¿D., M. A., Ph. D. JPrit».$J.

To'the Edltor:-^For several months 
I have felt a desire to give some Ac
count of my conversion to Spiritual
ism, and the reason, for it. I wav 
brought up a Methodist and because a . 
preacher in their conference, thinking 
that it .was the most liberal, and. in 
brief far more broM than any Cal- 
vinlstlb form of theology. I received 
my appointments-yéár liy year, empha- 

i sizing in my public ministrations a 
spiritual religion.,

“If ye, being evil, know how to give 
good gifts to your children; how much 
more will your hèayénly Father give 
the Holy Spirit to those that ask him.”

I .must not forget here to mention 
that when ji child I heard while* in the 
South of the “spjrty .rèpplUES," and 
.heard also how they spread over the 
country, and for a'time our .neighbors 
would meet at night fron? house to 
house, trying to’^’alse the spirit rap
pers,” but this work was not then 
brought to any perfection, being only 
the initial stage-xif- Spiritualism-

At my father’s house I could occa
sionally hear ht night time, rappings 
In my room overhead. Then the

I Bounds would coi^, down the stairs 
about as fast as a person would natu
rally walk,' and would rap all along 
the way to the foot of my bed. These 

I phenomena produced ^TOanny feelings
in my heart, an! jpany ymes I covered 

|¡my head with theahed-cipthes taking a 
1 thorough sweat-lfeth tifi avoid hearing 
I these strange sop^s. t

- Several years.,pasB§4x and we had 
I ceased "raislng’.MLtheu spirits, but in 

th® meantime I read a took by Robert 
Dale Owqn entiti^g, "j^gotfalls òn the 
Boundaries, of AnqthepiWorld." One 
night after this a# I W upon my pil
low thinking qf.wfiat I had readi all at 

I opeo jfhe.Mind f.filew ^ jgustl 
I jHterlékifóaind r whistle. 
I Then mil was stlIWaiiii'lit fhtì'iiéxt irio- 
ment11 SAWA 'FLOATING IN 
THE AIR. ABOVE ME, , I equid only 
see It from the waist upward. V

I glided ’along with'the face turned to
ward . me, grave,, sedate—a real 

] spook. No word It, gave, nor sign, 
I bpt soon faded or vanished into the 
I air. It startled me! I was thor- 
| oughly awake, and I shall never forget 
. that face! That 'large forehead and 
I flowing white beard caused me to 

think of a dignified Roman se/útor.
Since that time 1. have met many per- 

I sons in the body,- but none to dupll- 
I cate that picture so well as Dr. J. M. 
I Peebles, whom. I typd the pleasure of 
I meeting at the Litchfield camp-meet

ing. - I wonder if • the' Doctor ever- 
I leaves his body and'appears to sensi- 
I tives, as is reported of many mediums I 
j Time passpd, and I read, thought, 
I prayed, and flnally'settled down in the 
I belief of angelic': ministry, but be

lieved this to be open to us especially 
only at the moment of our passing 
from this world to the great unseen: 
Then our spiritual eyes would be 
opened, but otherwise angelic visions 

I were, I supposed, few and far between. 
I Ab for Spiritualism, at this crisis,

what was not fraud or evil spirits I 
I supposed -might -be genuine, and it 
I looked-to rile moré and more reason- 
püble’as I pondered-upon the' subject 
I more deeply. I prayed earnestly for 
I light, more light! ; I was at that time 
I preaching in the South, and one day I 
I passed through Memphis, Tenn., then 
I the home of Dr. Samuel Watson, au- 
I thor of “When the Clock Struqk One,"
and I heard a maik prominent in Sun
day-school work relating an expose'of 

I Spiritualism -Which' took place in the 
j city the evening pjqvlous.

“And what did .Dr- Watson think of 
It?” I inquired.

I “Oh," said thè Suridà^-school teach- 
I er, “he is prepared,tq Relieve every- 
I thing connected slth Spiritualism, nb 

matter ho® mm^.qxqoses should be 
made." I did nq& quite fancy his

I method of treating thsi^ubject.
I Late^in my eyàhgeiìstic tours of 
I preaching I cana to ^ardwell, Ky., 
I where Brother JjqB, Gglsney kindly 
I and patiently triéd -toi^xplaln- fo me 
I the philosophy ot^plrñhallsm. No! 
11 was too set in wagg. ,1 told him 
I that he undoubtedly meant well, but 
his spirits were'*lìnbsIlàid .devils per- 

I sonifying Mb’ de^. Xtl^ad§/’ and say- 
! ihg beautiful thiqga.oi^y. to lure "the 
I soul deeper into the, quagmires of re- 
I Ilgious error.” ■'> <- '
J Invited, I went'ip:, his house, and in 

hls"fòom several of-us bowed down in 
prayer, and my prayer ¡was for “the

I devils to be cast out?' While thus on 
I my knees-in entrisi grayer, Ithe heav- 

ens-werè opened to me, and I saw the 
hosts celestial—myriads!-— floating in

I the soft ethereal light above me! The 
whole heaven was illumined—was full

•I of divine glory! • 0, the grandeur’, 
I the beauty-of that scene! . No - pen

can describe” it. I shall never forget 
it, for it seems to linger with me like 
a sweet, perpetual perfume, possessing 
my soul forever.' I arose from my 
knees convinced. I was converted, 
and never so-realized before the dig
nity and, wondrous power of the hu
man spirit and the glories of the spir
itual' world. The .words impressed 
upon me were: “Eye hath not seen, 
ear hath not heard, neither hath it 
entered into the heart of man to con
ceive the things that God hath pre
pared for those that love him. but He 
hath revealed these to us by His 
spirit."

Since that time my horizon has 
been widening and I have progressed , 
from faith to knowledge—*a knowl
edge of a future Immortal life;' of 
progress over there, and of a more glo
rious brotherhood here in this prese- 
ent world. •

There are none of the churches that 
seem broad enough to satisfy me. My 
soul has drunk deep from the fountain 
of life. My nature Is eclectic and 
naturally now takes in the best things 
of the Methodist,' the Unlverealist, the 
Unitarian, the Swedenborgian, the 
Quaker, the Shaker and the Salvation 
Army. They are doing their noble 
work in their way. I can be bound 
by no sect, nor can. t my nature be 
crushed again by any creed. Though 
I have peace and gopd will to all men, 
I like best the keystone In the temple, 
and that keystone Is Spirit. I seem to 
fit nowhere else. 1 Now, to me inspira
tion is not'confined to what was writ
ten two or three thousand years ago— 
a small pond, dammed up and stag
nant No! no! Give me the fresh 
flowing stream, a present inspiration 
embodying the Fatherhood of God, 
the brotherhood of man, the present 
ministry'of splrits and a good, pure 
lite, -and then with the Appstle I can 
rejoice “yith joy unspeakable.”

Now 'brothers, I want work. I 
have been an evangelistic- preacher 
for years, but I have grown up into 
the broad, liberal truth of Spiritual
ism, and I want work in the field. 
My good wife is as zealous as I am and 
has spiritual gifts, and my daughter is 
quite proficient at music. Give me 
calls—give me work, for I long to be 
breaking the bread.of life to those 
who doubt the future existence or are 
starving in trying to digest old or
thodox theology.

J. H. COLLINS.
Bardwell, Ky.

AN IMPRESSIVE EXPERIENCE.

Curlylo Petersilea Manifests to His 
Wife—He Comes Fully Material
ized and Affectionately Greets Her.

, To the Editor:—Feeling that I am 
In.duty bound to give to the world that 
which I know to be strictly true Injre- 
gar<f to the spiritual manifestations 
of niy dear departed husband, is the. 
cause of my writing this article. •

Mr. Petersilea, shortly before his 
departure to the spirit life, said to me 
many times in the most solemn man
ner, that if materialization was true, 
if he should depart first, he would cer
tainly -coiqp to me in a materialized, 
form.

, ¿Ve together had attended from 
time to time a number of materializ
ing seances while he was still in the 
body; but unfortunately all that we 
attended were surely fraudulent. I 
became very much discouraged and fi
nally came to the conclusion that 
there was no truth in materialization; 
not bo, my dear husband. He said 
that he believed allthingB were ppsel- 
,ble to spirit, and although we had nev- 
pr witnessed a genuine materialization, 
nevertheless he firmly believed that 
materialization was possible, and then 
he added: “If I go first, and it is pos
sible, I will surely matelialize to con
vince you of the truth.’ Dp not go to 
any seance. I will come to you when 
you are alone by yourself; and prom
ise me now that if these things hap
pen, that you will give that which oc
curs to the world."

I most solemnly promised; yet I did 
not think my husband would go to the 
spirit Ute first. "

Well, I waited for many weeks after 
he departed, but nothing occurred like 
materialization. He Was controlling 
me to write nearly every day, but 
nothing like a tangible form appeared.

I became more deeply discouraged 
than ever about materialization being 
true; but at last something has oc
curred.

I was alone when two tangible 
hands were placed within my own. A 
thrilling Bhock ran through me. 'l did 
not see the hands, tor I happened to 
Wb In the dark, but they were the 
hands of my husband as real as they 
ever were in life. I pressed them 
hard, to assure myself that I had not 
fallen asleep and was dreaming. They 
were soft, and gave way slightly un
der my fierce squeezing as though they 
had no bones within them.

I still held his hands within my 
oWn, but did not press them quite bo 
hard, and he pulled me with his 
hands just as he would pull something 
that resisted, and as he pulled gently, 
but firmly, I felt that all the living 
principle within me was being drawn 
forth from my body. At last I was 
entirely out of my body about three 
feet away from it. He still drew me 
toward him, took me in his arms and 
kissed me again and again. He then, 
with a sorrowful look, let go my hands 
and I sank back into my body; but 
my body was cold and stiff as though 
dead, yet soon it was all right once 
more. '

Now, this! most solemnly affirm tp 
be true, and I would .willingly swear 
to the truth of it in any court of jus
tice. Of course I cannot prove it to 
the Psychical Research Society, for I 
was alone at the timait oecurred; but 
my oath Is as good as that of another, 
and my most solemn oath I give.

MRS. CARLYLE PETERSILEA.
Garvanza Station, No 1., R. F. D.,Los 

Angeles, Cal.

Accompanying this letter from the 
Rev. Mr. Collins are a few lines from 
Dr. Peebles stating that he heard'Mr. 
Collins speak several-times last sum
mer at the Litchfield camp-meeting, 
and he is an enthusiastic speaker, and 
himself and family are singers and 
real workers, Mr. Crlsney, a banker 
In Crlsney, and others,- informed the
Doctor that he was 
est moral Integrity 
teemed by-all who 
him.

We trust that he

a man of strlct- 
and highly as- 
personally knew

will find work In
this great whitening field of Spirit
ualism.—[Editor.

AN ETHEREAL BODY.

“They Say They Have Seen the Ethe-- 
real Body, One of Man’s Subtler 
Bodies Interpenetrating the Dense 
Physical Body." ■
Thé Orientals have long claimed to 

have seen it with a higher vision and 
ttte Occidentals are now; seeing It by 
the. aid of Instruments. . In being able 
to see the skeleton of a live person by 
.Roentgen rays we have gone far to 
surmount difficulties in making out 
the shadow of the ethereal body. £ 
hazy, semi-transparent mass sur
rounds the bones in a skiagraph which 
seems to invite definition by simple 
methods o.f research requiring little 
more than a better understanding of 
the offices of the different rays of light 
to give us a glimpse of the man that 
survives the mortal casement.

The ethereal body, erroneously 
termed the soul, seems to be a com
pound of those electric corpuscles of 
which matter is supposed to consist, 
with the unknown principle of animal 
lifeZ and it is obviously a connecting 
link between mind and matter. A 
discovery of this sort fs calculated to 
revolutionize the mental sciences and 
correct many erroneous ideas. It 
particularly is important to ascertain 
how the ethereal body acts during 
life. Many doubt the existence of any 
inner form of this kind. But It is an 
established belief In the east, especial
ly in India, handed down from an
cient days. It is difficult to see how' 
their knowledge could have been so 
complete, even including the fact that 
the ethereal body never grew old after 
attaining maturity,..unless they had 
bédn able to catch sight of the ¡Ether 
form.—Chicago Tribune.

You are not simply to be kind and 
helpfubto others; but whatever - you 
dd, give honest, earnest purpose to It. 
—Trowbridge.'

IN BEAUTIFUL CRYSTOLA.

Reniai^able
Invention.

AN INSTRUMENT THAT RE
STORES EYESIGHT.

1 Spect&elesCan Be, Abandoncd.

This Instrument, which' the inventors have 
I patented, is called'’•‘Actlna'’—a trade^rnRrtc * 
|>vord,’ * ■ • - -

In the treatment. of eye diseases the invent* 
ors of “Aotlna” claim there is no need for out* 
ting or drugging the eye for most forms of dis* 

ease, Cataracts, pterygL, 
and other abnormal 
growths can be removed 
and weakened vision im* 
proved or restored by the 
new and more humane 
method. If this is a fact 
there will be no need to go 

■ blind or to wear spectacles. * 
“Actina“ has been tested In hundreds of cases 
and has affected marvelous cures. $oeoniident 
are the inventors that this device is au article 
of great merit that, they give absolutely a free 
trial. They want everyone interested to make 
a thorough investigation and a personal test of 
“Adina." One will be sent on trial postpaid;

They issue a book of 100 pages—a complete 
dictionary of disease—which tells all about‘fAc- 
tlna," the diseases it will cure, what others 
think of it. what morveious cures It has affect* 
ed, and all about the ressoufibillty of its own
ers—all is sent absolutely free upon request.' 
This book should be In the library of every fam
ily. ' Address New york and London Electric 
Association, Dept, • B42R, 020 Walnut Street. 
Kansss City, Mo.

Cancer Cured
WITH SOOTHING, BALMY OILS. 
Cancer, Tumor, Catarrh, Piles, Fistula, Ulcere, 
EczemaandallSkinandFemideDiseaseB. Write 
for Illustrated Book. Bent free. Address* 

DOYEii&aM Kansas City, Mo.

The above is the number of the pres
ent issue of The Progressive Thinker, 
as printed at the top of the first page, 
right Jiand cqrner. If this number cor
responds with the figures on your wrap
per, then the time you have paid for has 
expired, and you are requested to re
new your subscription. This number 
at the right hand corner of the first 
page is advanced each week, showing 
the number of Progressive Thinkers 
issued up to date. Keep watch of tho 
number on the tag of your wrapper.

The Poetical and Prose Works
----- wy-----

ELLA WHEELER WILCOX,

'M

'S
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Mr. Jolin W. Ring Sojourning in Colo
rado—He Expresses His Great Ad
miration for the Humanitarian Spir- 

- itualist, Henry Clay Childs, and
Crystola the Beautiful.
To the Editor and Readers of The 

Progressive Thinker:—As I had long 
promised myself the recreation of a 
summer in Colorado, I grew anxious, 
with the first indications of summer 
In Galveston, and here I am at Crys- 
tola, the Beautiful, where as yet we 
are.

We intend to make this the ideal 
spot for the summer, and for the en
tire year as far as that goes, where our 
people, and all people who love truth, 
can come and enjoy the grandeur of 
mountain nature, the climate, the 
scenery, the water and the birds, and 
all this the property of a devoted Spir
itualist, Henry Clay Childs, formerly 
of Illinois.

This wonderful estate, Crlstola, is 
on the Colorado Midland railroad, up 
Ute Pass, eleven miles from Manitou. 
All these açres and properties have 
been accumulated by this veteran Spir
itualist, and now that the lights upon 
the ftther shore grow brighter to his 
sight, he looks around to his own. the 
Spiritualists, to possess that which he 
has gathered.

There is a depot on the estate as the 
railroad runs for several miles through 
it. !

We have a hotel, printing plant, 
store, In fact every necessary conven
ience for modern living. *

The fertile valleys are being con
verted into gardens, and the breasts 
of the mighty mountains are being 
torn open to give forth thir rich de
posits of various minerals, principal 
among them, gold, as Crystola Is but 
eighteen miles from the far famed 
Cripple Creek gold fields.

Here will be found free camping 
ground, free water and fuel and con
genial association. Where can anoth
er such opportunity be found?

I avail myself of this opportunity 
to let The Progressive Thinker read
ers know of the ideal camping place 
for the summer.

Bring your tents and come for a 
stay in the rookies In sight of mighty 
Pike’s Peak amid the wonderful and 
majestic beauties of mountains.

The first Sunday I was here the col
ony of inhabitants organized a Lyce
um. The following, officers were elect
ed, and each Sunday afternoon in 
God’s own cathedral we will hold a 
session of Lyceum: Conductor, Mr. 
John W. Ring, formerly of Galveston, 
Texas; and National Superintendent of 
Lyceum work appointed by the Na
tional Spiritualist' Association; Guar
dian, Miss Sarah Ann Parr, of the 
Home Lyceum, Galveston, Texas. 
Watchman, Joseph Parr, of the Lyce
um, Galveston, Texas; Treasurer, Mr. 
Auex Green; Secretary, Mrs. George 
B. Lang, whose hùsband is manager 
of the Crystola Publishing Company; 
Librarian, Mrs. John Petersen of 
Home Lyceum; Guards, Misses Lina 
Grace North,'and Ethel Parr, and 
Messrs. Milo Lang and Merel Peterson.

I want those who are coming this 
way to know of this resort where-they 
can spend a day or longer amid mag
nificent natural scenery and pleasant 
company just outside the whirl of the 
city, yet not far enough removed to be 
deprived of the conveniences of the 
city.

Mr. Childs tells me that he wants 
the attention of all Spiritualists for 
these possessions are to be theirs, a 
gift to humanity; so come, my dear 
friends, and possess your own.

: - - JOHN W. RING. •
®reen Mountain Fails, Col. -

Mrs. Wilcox's writings have been the 
Inspiration of many young men and 
women. Her hopeful, practical, mas
terful views of life give the reader new 
courage in the very reading and are 
a wholesome spur to flagging effort 
Words of truth so vital that they Uv 
in the reader’s memory and cause him 
to think—to his own betterment and 
the'lasting Improvement of his own 
work in the world, in whatever line it 
lies—flow from this talented woman’s 
pen.

POEMS OF PASSION.
By Ella Wheeler Wilcox.

Many thousands of this book have 
been iesued, showing the estimation in 
which it is held. Presentation edition, 
with author’s portrait. Price $1.

POEMS OF POWER.
By Ella Wheeler Wilcox.

New and revised edition, containing 
more than one hundred new poems, dis- 
playing the author’s fine taste, cultiva
tion and originality. With portrait 
Price $L

POEMS OF PLEASURE.
By Ella Wheeler Wilcox.

This charming collection comprises 
many of the best poetic creations of the 
author. Embellished with portrait 
Presentation edition. Price JI.

MAURINE AND OTHER POEMS. 
By Ella Wheeldr Wilcox.

An Ideal poem about as true and lov
able a woman as ever poet create! 
With portrait of author. Price $1.

AROUND THE YEAR WITH ELLA 
WHEELER WILCOX.

A birthday book compiled by Ella 
Giles Ruddy, from the poetical and 
prose writings of Ella Wheeler Wilcox 
It epitomizes her inspiring optimistic 
philosophy with an apposite quotation 
for each day in the year. With author's 
portrait, and halftone illustratiyns 
prefacing each month. Cloth, price, |L

KINGDOM OF LOVE AND OTHER 
POEMS.

By Ella Wheeler Wilcox.
A magnificent collection of poems 

suitable for recitations and readings, 
true to the very best there is in human 
nature. Presentation edition, dark red 
cloth, $1.

STARTLING FACTS, -
OR

Deeds of Darkness Disclosed
This work devotes special attention 

to Auricular Confession and its rela, 
dons to sacerdotal celibacy, convents, 
monasteries, morality and civil and re 
ligiouB liberty. It is Intended to be an 
embodiment of facts and documentary 
evidence of the pernicious influence of 
the confessional; a trenchant showing 
up of Romanism, based upon standard 
Catholic authorities; an eye-opener con
cerning the methods and spirit, thn 
moral turpitude and evil works of Ro 
manlsm. Cloth, 75 cents.

AFTER HER DEATH.
The Story of a Summer. By Lilian Whiting. 

Pervaded with pure and beautiful splrltuaUty 
of thought Instructive anti helpful to air who 
love and seek the higher and finer ways or 
spiritual experience. Price. 11.00.____

THE WORLD BEAUTIFUL
Serie* one, two ana three. By Lilian Whiting. - 
Three choice volumes, each complete In Itedt, 

tn which splrltuaUty Is related to . v-uyday lite 
In such a way as to make the world beautiful.
Price. 81.00 each.

THE SPIRITUAL a6P3
And How We Ascend Them.,

Sow to reach that altitude where «plrlt ft sapramt 
Sd all thine« are subject to It, Dy MoaatHulL Trie* 

doth. 40 cenU> raj?cr25 eta. Foraalq

Nofecufar Hupotfiesis of Nature; 
The Relation ot.Itj.Principles to Continui^l Ex
istence anti io the Philosophy of Spiritualism. 
By Prot W. M. Lockwood. Paper, St cents.

common.pia.ee
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The Spiritualistic Field—It's Workers, Its Work,
and General Progress, the World Over.~

SENT TO THIS OFFICE.

F. DeWolf-Klzer lectured

We go to press early .Monday morn
ing, hence communications Intended for 
that current Issue should reach this 
office not later than the previous Satur
day morning. Bear th1s;1n~mfnd. ,

sentiments uttered In an article may he 
diametrically opposed to hip belief, yet 
that 1b no reason why they should be' 
Suppressed; yet we wish it distinctly 
understood that our space is inade-

Mrs. S.

' r1 THE PROGRESSIVE THINKER
TOPIC FOR THE PROGRESSIVE 

■ ‘ ‘ LYCEUM.

Sunday, June 10, 1090: Kindness Is 
Dearer and Better Than. Gold.

CONTRIBUTORS.—Each contributor . AS A GENERAL RULE, IN THIS 
is alone responsible for any assertions OFFICE WE PAY NO ATTENTION TO 
or statements he may make. The editor ANONYMOUS COMMUNICATIONS. 
Allows this freedom ot expression, be- THE NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE 
having that the cause of truth can be WRITER SHOULD ACCOMPANY AEL 
best subserved thereby. Many of the MATTER,. OF WHATEVER KIND,

quate to publish everything that comes J 
to hand, however much we might desire 
to do so. That must account tor the 
non-appearance of YOUR article.

WRITE PLAINLY«—We would like 
to Impress upon the minds ol our corre
spondents that The Progressive Thinker 
is set up on a Linotype machine that' 

• must make speed equal to about four 
compositors. That means rapid work, 
and it 1b essential that all .copy, to In- 

' sure insertion in the paper, all other re
quirements being favorable, should be 
written plainly with Ink on white 
paper, or with a typewriter, and only on 
one aide of the paper. Please bear thia 
in mind.

ITEMS.—Bear in mind that items for 
the General Survey will in- all cases be 
adjusted to the space we have to occu
py, . and* in order to do that they will 
generally have to be abridged more or 
less; otherwise many items would be 
crowded out Sometimes a thirty-line 

i item is cut down to ten lines, and ten 
lines to two lines, as occasion, may re
quire.

TAKE DUE NOTICE, that all Items 
tor this page must-be accompanied by 
the full name and address of the writer. 
It will not do to say that Secretary or 
Correspondent writes so and so, with
out giving the full name and address of 
the writer. The items of those who do 
not comply with this request will be 
cast into the waste basket

KEEP COPIES of your poems sent to 
this office, for they will not be returned 
If we-have not space to use them.'

When writing for this paper 
use a pen or typewriter.

ALWAYS GIVE YOUR FULL NAMS 
AND ADDRESS WHEN SENDING NO
TICES AND COMMUNICATIONS FOR 
PUBLICATION, OTHERWISE THEY 
WILL FIND THEIR WAY TO THE 
WASTE BASKET.

THIS GENERAL SURVEY DEPART
MENT IS ONLY INTENDED TO 
CHRONICLE THE ENGAGEMENTS 
AND WORK OF SPEAKERS AND ME
DIUMS. A REPORT OF WHAT THE 
VARIOUS SPEAKERS SAY WILL 
NOT BE PUBLISHED, AS WE HAVE 
NOT SPACE SUFFICIENT FOR THAT 
PURPOSE.

W. C. Marshall writes from Denver, 
Colo.: “The Psychical Research So
ciety of Denver has discontinued the 
public meetings in Normal School 
Building, until September 1, when the 
lecture course will be resumed with 
speakers of national reputation. 
Meantime the society will meet at the 
home of its pastor, Alice Gehring-Pat
terson, 1434 So. 15th street, on Sun
day afternoons for conference and 
discussion along the lines of Psychol
ogy, Advanced Thought, and Spiritual
ism. All persons desirous of joining 
the society can do so by applying to 
the secretary at the above number. 
Visitors’to Denver during the coming 
summer, who are in sympathy with, 
this work, aré Invited to' spend two 
hours with us on Sunday afternoon, 

. from 3 to 5.’’
H. W. Henderson writes from Law

rence, Kansas: "The Lawrence Spirit
ualist Society is doing a good work 
with Mrs. A. L. Lull and others who 
stop on their way through Kansas. 
Mrs. Hattie Johnson of California, 
¡was with us last week; all seem 
cheerful, and thus the good work 
goes- on. At the Ottawa camp-meet
ing, August 17 to 27 inclusive, we ex
pect to have a good ten-days’ meeting. 
With all our old friends and many new 
people, and with Will J. Erwppd and 
Mrs. A. L. Lull, and many more tried 
and true friends of Spiritualism, the 
work will go on Ih Eastern Kansas as 
of yore. The Progressive Thinker Is 
doing a great work here, and-we are 
gaining ground all the time. Better 
people are reading the paper and your 
books.”

M. Severance writes: “Kindly allow 
me to thank you for the great good 
being done by you editorially and 

। otherwise, in combating the rank er
rors of the Christians’ holy(?) man
made book, the Bible, so-called. Let 
the good work go on! Isn’t it 
strange, passing strange, how any 
semi-intelligent man or woman can 
read and believe all the stuff and non
sense contained in the 'sacred scrip
tures’? Does it seetn possible in this 
enlightened age that such a thing can 
be? My father having been a minis
ter for some forty odd years, and hav-. 
ing read the Bible through from Gen
esis to Revelation myself, I feel that 

■. I am in a position to appreciate all 
that you say relative to the same. You 
cannot make your statements too 
strong nor your protests any too forci
ble. Of course there are many people 
in the ranks of Spiritualism who re
tain certain ideas inherited by them 
concerning the Bible, that it is diffi
cult to rid themselves of.”

C. H. Mathews writes: "A fairly 
good- audience in the town hall, at Uh
richsville, Ohio, was addressed by 
Prof. Riley, a Spiritualist, on Sunday 

. evening, May 27. A good field for 
missionary work is Mill Township, 

- Tuscarawas county, Ohio.”
D. G. Hill writes: "The Golden 

Rule Spiritualist Society held its 
business meeting May 26, jn the par
lors of Sister and Brother Hill, 705 W. 
Madison street. There was a large 

■ attendance of its members; all busi
ness matters promptly attended to; 
all bills»paid, leaving the society with
out any debts, and quite a snug sum 
in its treasury. ‘-The May party dance 
was a fine success financially. The 
regular Sunday sessions of May 27 

..were as usual, short talks and mes
sages in the afternoon, which were 

: most interesting. In the evening

from a most Inspiring spiritual stand
point, ^and held her audience spell
bound. A letter from Sister HtU re
ports her doing a grand good work in 
Michigan, not only for herself but for 
the benefit of societies as -well. Sister 
Hill is also the recipient of the new 
Illinois State Spiritualist. Association’s1 
ordination. Mrs. Hill remains for an 
indefinite time in Michigan. Dr. J. H. 
Randal was elected last evening in 
the business meeting, assistant pastor 
to the Golden Rule Spiritualist So
ciety. Mrs. Isabelle R. Hall was 
elected assistant secretary to XV. 
Flury. Elizabeth J. Jaquet, who ,has 
been with us the past seven weeks on 
our pintform, leaves to-morrow,- - the 
28th, for Sheridan, Ill. • A vote of 
thanks was tendered- Mrs. Jaquet for 
her aid to us, not only as a willing 
free worker, but for her assistance as 
corresponding secretary pro tern, ler

th« month of May. A vote of thanks 
was also tendered Mrs. Sexsmith for 
kindly aid as corresponding secre
tary.” 1

The Society of Spiritual Unity held 
a good'meeting Sunday, May/-27, with 
good messages for all. Mrs. Kusse- 
row and Madame'Josepbine, mediums.

W. R. Cooper writes: "I wish to say 
that The Progressive Thinker has 
been decidedly above par/this last 
term, and I feel sure that the firm 
stand-you have taken in opposing 
fraud has won many converts to the 
cause- How I would like to clasp» 
hands with your Editpr-at-Large; he Is 
the right man in the right place—our 
worthy Hudson 'i'uttle."' 
( L. G. Brown, M. D., writes from 
Rockford, Ill.: "The Psychic Research 
Society of Rockford, Ill., was favored 
on Sunday evening .by the. presence of 
Mrs. E. J. Hanoon of Chicago. Her 
talent and personality are keenly ap
preciated by the friends here, and 
they hope to have her with them 
again. The meetings are suspended 
for the vacation, and only occasional 
sessions will be held until Autumn.”

Àmanda L. Coffman writes: “Re
turning from a visit covering a.space 
of two weeks and serving as a period 
of rest, I feel refreshed from the influ
ence left from the association with 
friends in Buffalo, N. Y., and Akron, 
Ohio. In Buffalo, It was my pleasure 
to meet Mrs. Georgiana Ripley of To
ronto, who 1b the present speaker af 
the temple. To listen to good things 
such as she advanced is a privilege 
that Is seldom mine to enjoy, and the 
Time I spent thus rapt in attention 
explains why so many did likewise. I 
found the society in a flourishing con
dition, much,credit of which is due to 
the work of the president, Mr. Rich
ard A. Hoyt. I also attended a serv
ice at Bro. Hulbert’s Harmony Circle 
pn Main street, and was furnished a 
treat in the sound philosophy of 
'Uncle Ned.’ I was cordially wel
comed by all our friends, and made 
thé honorary guest of many a friend
ly gathering, pne in particular; being a 
birthday party given-at the home of 
Mr. and Mrs. George I. Allen, In honor- 
of my guide Owenna. Òn this occa
sion the parlors and dining-room dis
played their pride of the Old Glory 
decorations, and the tables groaned 
under their weight of delicacies. MaUy 
local mediums were present, and with 
their guides, each taking part in the 
program, the evening became an 
event and passed only too quickly. 
But this was only a little of what I 
shared with Mr. and Mrs. Allen, with 
whom I stayed the greater part of’my 
time. In Akron I had equally as much 
to be grateful for in the home of Mr. 
and Mrs. Kepler. A week in each 
place seemed a very short time to 
stay where so much was done to enter
tain me, and the best was none too 
good, but my duties were imperative 
in. their call, and I arrived home feel
ing better than I have in som'e time 
and appreciating more ahan ever the 
value of my vacation.”

C. A. Solllnger writes: "At the 
ninth annual convention of the Ohio 
State Spiritualist Association, held at 
Cleveland, Ohio, May 25, 26 and 27, 
the following officers were elected for 
the ensuing year : President Fred *D. 
Dunakln, Cecil; first vice-president, 
Harry'S, Boerstler, Columbus; second 
vice-president, Thos. D. Bellis, Cleve
land; secretary, Carl A. Solllnger, 
Cleveland; treasurer, Samuel W. Ma
haffey, Conneaut; trustees, Mrs. Eliz
abeth Schauss, Toledo; D. A. Herrick, 
Akron; O. B. Clark, Ashtabula, and 
Mrs. Hattie G.- Webster, Columbus.. 
National delegate, Fred D. Dunakin, 
Cecil; alternate, I. W. Pope, Cleve
land; The next convention will be held 
at Dayton, May 1907.”

Correspondent writes: "Memorial 
services in honor of our arisen heroes 
were held Sunday, May 27, in the Sec
ond Spiritual Church, Thompson 
street, below Front street, Philadel
phia, Pa. The church was prettily 
decorated with many flags and one 
large flag draped the altar, over 
which was hung a large green wreath. 
The afternoon address was delivered 
by Mr.' Henry T. Greenwood, a G. A. 
R. veteran and conductor ot our ly- 
ceum twenty-four years ago. Mr. 
Greenwood spoke in an eloquent and 
impressive manner, and was followed 
by Mr. James Wallace and Mrs. Au
gusta C. Volk with many ‘excellent 
messages. In thé evening Mrs. Volk 
made a short address, after which she 
answered written questions. Her1 
work In the evening was nearly all 
done under trance conditions, and 
proved very satisfactory.” x ■—

hiary B. Hill writes: "The.flrst of a 
series of BÒcials will be held by the 
members and friends of the Band of 
Harmony, Thursday afternoon, and 
evening, June 7, at the home of Mrs. 
Hattie F. R. Peets, No. 874 W. Madi
son street, near Léavïtt. There will 
be progressive euchre froffi 2 till 4 p. 
m. ; score cards 25 cents, including 
coffee checks. .' Playing commences 
promptly at 2 o’clock. Six prizes. 
Everybody, expected to bring lunch. 
Goffe served at six o’clock. Coffee 
checks 10 cents. A delightful evening 
is anticipated, as extra artists have 
been secured. Our pastor, Mrs. Rich
mond, will be with us.. AH are cor
dially invited to come and bring your- 
friends.” i

Mrs. J. M. Kingman • writes : from 
Pittsfield, Mass.: “The First Spiritual
ist Society, òf Pittsfield,-Mass., closed 
its meetings: for ■ this season -with Rev, 
•Oscar A. Edgerly-for speaker the last 

. twó. Sundays ln - May- / Mr* - Edgerly 
gave the best oLsatisfactlon. In’ these 
days when thé Instruments of the in
visible world are being tried in -the 
crucible, it is refreshing when those

Gem of Thought-—- '
“Be kind'and bé gentle to those .who 

are old,
For kindness is dearer and better than 

gold.”
For information concerning • the 

Progressive Lyceum, authorized Les
son- Paper for the National Spiritual
ists ‘Association, addfess John W. 
Ring, Spiritualist Temple, Galveston, 
Texas.

i are found not wanting when put to the 
I test as Mr. Edgerly has been. ■ The 
Pittsfield Society will look forward 
with great anticipation to a year from 
now when, if possible, they may again 
have the pleasure of Mr. Edgeriy’B 
services. The society 1b young,, and as 
yet among the struggling ones,' but 
with great hope and much interest. 
All communications with this'society 
should be addressed to MIbb L. A. 
Abell, secretary, 48 West Housatonic 
'street, Pittsfield, Mass."

Ferd C. Suhrer writes of the Rising 
Sun Mission: “The friends of Presi
dent KirCnner were sorry to learn that 
he was confined to his home owing to 
a granulated eyelid, but at this writ
ing 1b able to be out again. Vice-pres
ident Thompson conducted the serv
ices. Sunday, June 10, interesting 
lectures will be delivered by ' able 
speakers both afternoon and evening 
and will be followed- by the guides of 
some of our popular workers. This 
-will be our last Sunday at 378 West
ern avenue. .On Sunday, June 17, we 
Will dedicate bur témple pn Oakley 
Blvd., between Adams and Jackson, 
with appropriate ceremony. Services 
■will be held at 10:45, 3 and 8 o’clock, 
with lyceum or Sunday-school at 2:45. 
Send or bring the little 'ones to learn 
of the higher life."

The Society— 
LIGHT, MORE LIGHT,

i.WWlda
SOCIAL mWY, With the 

Best Music, Large Program,
i and pajicfy ?
Saturday evening, *Jtlne 9, 1906, at 8 
o’clock, at Mrs. Johanna Roennau’s 
Hall, 1800 N. Ashland avenue, Chi
cago. All . WBlcbme. Admission, 15 ’ 
cents at the dopr. .

' , 1 ■ . iT ¿h ~

side of life, and christened b!x little 
girls and one boy.oy From here Bhe

।.goes to Port Huron, and ■ then to 
Cleveland to ¿fve lectures. Then she 
goes to New YOrk/Und back to Ohio,’ 
where she hafi’eifeht weeks of steady 
camp work. We ure doing fine, as we 
have fifty-two members in good stand
ing, and hope sometime in the near 
future to have a little home of our 
own. We had Mrs.nCpra Pullet Will
iams of Vicksburg,1 with)us May 2?. 
We only have three’ more Sundays be
fore vacation and when we open in 
September, Mrs. Anna L. Gillespie will 
be with us with joy to us all."

, Oscar A. Edgerly writes 
concluding my two mouths’ engage
ment at Baltimore, Md,, on Sunday, 
April 29,1 have been very busy filling 
engagements in New England. The 
first two Sundays,of May I was with

“Since

the society, at Worcester, Mass. I 
found their membership to consist of 
a most genial and progressive people. 
They are bound to do.a good work for 
bur cause in their part of the old Bay 
State. From Worcester I went to 
Pittsfield, Mass., a beautiful little city 
in the grand old hills of Berkshire. I 
found there a new society, few in num
bers, but making up in enthusiasm for 
what they lack in . membership. 'I 
found that the Pittsfield people held in 
high appreciation the . philosophy ot 
Spiritualism as well as'lts phenomena«, 
Judging from the general interest 
manifested by outside people, I con
clude that the society is destined to 
grow much larger during the coming 
year. While at Pittsfield, I had a 
most pleasant experience. Through 
an arrangement made by Jfr. Rhodes, 
a member of the Pittsfield society, I 
was invited to’ visit the Shaker fami
lies at Mt. Lebanon, N. Y. I can truly- 
say that I never spent a more interest
ing two days than I 'had with these 
pre-eminently intellectual and spirit
ual people. I think they are Spirit
ualists in the truest sense of the word. 
On May 23, I delivered a.trance dis
course at the assembly; room of the 
North’family. I am sure.our bnaker 
friends received the, address with as_ 
great an interest at it would be re-” 
ceived by those who we call our iowu 
people, I .was pleased to hear? while: 
at Lebanon, so many kind words 
spoken of our grand old patriarch, Dr. 
J. M. Peebles^ He is.surelytheld In 
high appreciation by our associate 
workers, the' Shakers. I speak at 
Providence, R. I., on Sunday, June 3. 
At present my time Is all engaged un
til April, 1907, with the exception of 
January, 1907. I will be pleased to 
hear from western societies desirous

PASSED TO SPIRIT LIFE.

. [Obituaries to the extent of ten lines 
only will be inserted free. All lu excess 
of ten lines vlll be charged at the rate 
of fifteen cents per line. About seven 
words constitute one line.]

Mrs. Olive Carlsoii passed to spirit 
life may 17, 1906, at her home, No. 
11 Leverett street,' Detroit, Mich,, aged 
31 years. She was a kind, loving and 
devoted wife and mother, respected by 
all for hep noble qualities. She leaves 
a husband and little daughter. They 
are blessed with an aBBurance of a life 
beyond. Services' conducted by Rev. 
Laura L. Crawford, 

• Alexander Love, ,a- veteran, in his 
89th year, paused on May 22, 1906, at 
New Philadelphia, Ohio. Mr. Love 
had a strong leaning fpr the Unitarian 
church and was a faithful student ot 
the sermons of Rev. .Minot J. Savage. 

•“Pope’s Essay on /dan” was more fa
miliar tp him ,than the Bible, and it is 
Bate to. predict that'St, Peter will at 
cnce give him a fipht Beat'ttmong the 
angels In heaven, ; It is hojied that he 
will telephone his'continued existence 
to his devoted son and daughter. He 
was burled at Fredericktown, Knox 
county, Ohio, on the 25th.

C. H. M.

. Mrs. Emma T. Logan, 597- Parish 
street, Philadelphia,' Pa., suddenly 
passed to spirit life;’May -26, 1906. 
She possessed a full knowledge of 
the continuity of life, and was a won
derfully kind-hearted woman as well 
as a good medium. ""Mrs. Augusta C. 
Volk of the’Second..Spiritual Church
officiated.

James Leach paâBÈd to spirit Ufé 
May 16, 19O6',J,tt tnç home of his 
daughter, Mrs.2ftcinik .Slechta, Hart
ford, S. Dak., after « fingering Illness 
of paralysis. yirunOTal services were 
held tne followlhg Friday. Deceased 
was nearly 73 ÿéarsbld, and leavés a 
wife, two sons and iSur daughters, to
gether with a !flost’1Jof friends, to 
mourn his loss. He was a Spiritualist 
for thirty-five ^ëàrs.

Passed to sfiWlt: life on May 14, J. 
K, Mooye oMaymmérland, Çiil., aged 
nearly 84. He’was born in Oswego, 
county>N. Y. ’iHe became a Spiritual
ist in 1870, antf renftrined firm in the 
knowledge thèRibf ùïftll thé end- The 

ffiail -'àfiaæ^ltël7 $eré.'. '’béàutjfyRy.. 
drapéariWth ¿pwenr‘Kÿ ’Hilr'njany 
friends'. Mustël('ànd services , were 
conducted by Mr?and!Mrs. R. S. Lillie.

THE SEASON CLOSER).

of engaging a trance speaker, 
dress 42 Smith street, Lynn, Mass.

R. writes front Denver, Colo.:

Ad-

Tt
has been many years since I sent you a 
communication fof publication, but 
thought a line from Denver would not 
be amiss, and that your hundreds of 
readers would be glad to know what 
the Spiritualists of our city are -doing. 
Mrs. Nellie C. Noyes of Boston has 
been holding regular Sunday even
ing meetings as speaker for the Spirit
ual Church of Truth, for the last 
seven months. The guide, ‘Charity,’ 
through Mrs. Noyes, gave an eloquent 
address on Memorial Day, .which was 
listened to with great Interest. The 
readings given by Mrs. Noyes are truly 
grand, and the kind and genial way 
Bhe has of greeting her friends has 
won for her a lofty name. Two 
weeks ago she celebrated her seventh 
anniversary of becoming a medium. 
Many of her friends gathered in the 
parlor of the hotel, where Binging, 
recitations and speaking were given, 
after which she ,was presented with 
many tokens of affection and lové by 
those present. We hope to be able 
to keep her here a long time, for she 
is doing a good work which is fully ap
preciated.” ,

Special entertainment has been- pro
vided for the opening Sunday, June 
17, at Chesterfield camp-meeting. In 
addition to the lectures by W. F. Peck 
and music by. the Remington band and 
the mandolin club, the Anderson 
male chorus of forty voices will give 
a concert in the auditorium during the 
aftempon. Mrs. Dr.'Pierce will hold 
a message meeting after the close ot 
the afternoon 'lecture. Mrs.,Mary E. 
Lease speaks on the following SundayH 
June 24.

R. Mitchell writes: “The Spiritual
istic Society Students of Nature, 461 , 
W. North avenue, corner Robey street, 
will hold an Indian cajnp-meeting ev
ery Sunday evening during June, July 
and August. ’ English and** German 
speaking. Conference meetings in 
general. Test given by mediums. A 
Spiritualistic christening of children, 
Sunday evening, June 10.. Our pas- 
tor, Mrs. M. Schumacher, will dedicate 
them to the spirit by placing beautiful 
flowers on them; also giving each 
child a spiritual name. Do not miss 
these meetings, as many mediums will 
take part."

Mrs. George Williams .writes: “The 
Ohio State Spiritualist Association 
held .its annual meeting at the First 
Spiritualist Temple on Fullerton 
street, Cleveland, O., May 25, 26 and 
27. It was largely attendedrtbe visit
ing delegations: being quite large. 
Most excellent vocal and instrumental 
music was furnished during the ses
sions. The services were of a varied 
and Interesting character, and were 
greatly enjoyed. The ladles of the 
Temple worked heroically to entertain 
the officers and delegates, and suc
ceeded nobly. Rev. D. A. Herrick, of. 
Akron, will officiate' at-- the. Temple 
during the month of June.” ■ '

, Miss Bessie C. Ellis writes from 
Battle Creek, Mich;: "Mrs. -Anna L. 
Gillespie of San Francisco, Cal,', has 
just closed a four weeks’ engagement 
here with good/success.-, While herb 
she delivered two lectures a day, and 
In addition she held Memorial services 
for the beloved ones across the .other

Miss Elizabeth Harlow, Highly Appre-, 
elated by the Society at Columbus, 
Ohio, Closes )Her Season’s Workj 
With a Profusion of Flowers and a 
Diamond Ring. ,
As the warm dayaicome and all na

ture sings forth In its renewed glory, 
one begins to think of changes which ; 
are good for human nature. Ab is the 
custom with, most Spiritualist socle-: 
ties, they close for the summer 
months, and the speakers hie them
selves away to pleasure grounds and 
camp-meetings. Accordingly the First' 
Church of Columbus, Ohio, closed a 
most successful season’s work on Sun
day evening, May 27;

There is great interest being taken 
in- the work here; ■

We have tried another year with 
philosophy only, and have success in 
every way. Those who come to us 
now, come to work and stay. The 
board of management has decided to 
try next season in the same way, with 
the exception of two months, which 
will be given to phenomena. The un
dersigned Is to return to the church in 
September.

The Ladies’ Auxiliary, which has 
been organized this year, has done effi
cient work in every way. It has 
earned $200 which it turned over to 
the working board to Kelp carry on 
the meetings. Now:its members are 
planning a bazaar to be held in 'early 
winter for next year’s work. Any one 
who has an Interest'.in Columbus is 
cordially invited to send some little 
article for this fair. The'chairlady of 
this work is Mrs. Hattie Beck, 138 
Monroe, avenue,

Sunday afternoon. May 27, the la
dles and their husbands gave a fare
well reception to their speaker, serv
ing a sumptuous banquet. Just be
fore'going to the banquet room we 
were all called to the .parlors, and 
there in behalf of the ladies, Mrs. Salle 

-presented the speaker;with a beautiful 
bouquet of fifty roses, and a diamond 
ring, as a-token of tteir love and ap
preciation of hfer efforts during the 
season. It came.-as aigreat surprise to 
the speaker, andi will always be one 
of'the sacred gBxns/lnqher life. She 
loves the people jof ‘oColumbus, and 
nothing will deter 'her from using ev
ery effort to make the church and 
what it stands fdr a tiioe monument to 
the life and love »f ‘Mui who gave it— 
Mr. Barcus. . lis > u - z..

It is with u fifing regret we .say 
good-bye,but wlffi anticipation mount
ing high, for wef(Are ttfbe united again 
soon. The old board of management 
did-excellent work, and-we feel the 
new one will’baits effibaL Mr. A. J. 
Maxson is presitent; P. Parsons, 
secretary; and WrE. Smith, treasurer.

Now for a visii with mother; then 
camp work, andoso the summer will 
quickly pass aw&y. ■ :

Sincerely, the speaker of said 
church, .

ELIZABETH HARLOW.

FORESHADOWING THE FUTURE.

Extraordinary Assertions Made in Ref
erence to Future Events—Mr.
Strasser Declares Without Any 
Qualifications That the Mlpd of the 
Hypnotic Subject . Is Omnipresent 
and Omniscient, and That Every- 

' thing Whatever in the Past, Present
or Future, Is Right Before Him..
A contributor to The Progressive 

Thinker says: ■
“We do not deny the possibility of 

predicting the future under limitations 
as a conclusion from cause to effect. 
What we deny is a prescient faculty, 
either of man or. spirit, enabling the 
future to be foreshadowed, It is 
time tljat there be a limitation to the 
powers granted to spiritual Seings, 
and-Splrltualism relieved from the odi
um of fortune-telling, and spirit di
rection in the common affairs of life."

According to this statement, the 
above contributor does not believe in 
the possibility of ( predicting future 
events in nature, or in the lives of per
sons or nations, except the respective 
prediction be a conclusion from cause 
to effect.
. All right; but where does he in
tend to', draw the line? -Is he sure 
that not all predlctions are conclusions 
from cause' to- efféct?' and ■ does he 
know all the pauses In the univerte 
in ord.er.to be able to at once classify 
a certain prediction?

No doubt many readers of The Pro
gressive Thinker would be greatly 
obliged for further Information on this 
subject.

The writer of the above .item., does 
not believe that man (or splritj'have 
the prescient-faculty which enables 
him to foreshadow the future. Evi
dently he has never studied thé scl- 
ence of hypnotism and clairvoyance; If 
he had, he would know that in the 
sixth stage of hypnotism—in the deep 
or dead tranee—the mind of a hypnot
ic subject is omnipresent and omnis
cient; that everything, whether in the 
past, present or future, is right before 
him; that space and time are no bar
riers to It; he would know that a hyp
notic subject in the sixth stage is able 
to answer any question, no matter of 
What nature, and entirely independent 
of his education, that he can talk in 
any language,- although he never 
learned it, that he can see and de; 
scribe any person you may mention to 
jiim, no matter how near or far away 
the same may be in space or time; 
that he can see Into the depths of the 
earth and locate layers of gold, etc., in 
Short, ttíht nothing can be hidden 
from his mental eye. These unlimit
ed powers of the human mind are 
scientifically established facts, and any 
good hypnotist having a good hypnot
ic subject at hand is able to demon
strate them; yes; man has a prescient 
faculty which enables him to foreshad
ow (foresee) the future, and some 
day, on the other side of life, he will 
see clearer still.

The powers of the mind of man and 
spirit are so great that any attempt 
to set limits to them will prove a mis
erable failure.

What Mrs. Emilie Strasser and my
self have seen and experienced dur
ing the last five'years is of such a 
character. that we are forced to as
sume that almost anything is possible 
to spirit power.

We-are firmly convinced that In ad
dition to foreseeing the future there 
are such as genuine etherealizatlons 
and materializations, spirit photo
graphs, slate .writing and tablet 
writihg, flower apportations, etc., al
though' we well know THAT THE. 
VAST AMOUNT OF THE BASES.T 
KIND OF, FRAUD IS .GOING ON JN 
THESE LINES.

For the possibility of foreseeing the 
future Ample proofs could be fur
nished, but this Is hardly necessary 
at this time.

The spiritual press of the day teems 
with the tèstimony of people in all 
parts of the globe, and their testimo
ny should certainly be of some value, 
and have some weight, unless all of 
these people are either fools or frauds. 
Even our daily newspapers every now 
and then relate Instances in ,whlch 
events have been foretold by clairvoy
ants or mediums long before they hap
pened. Such prophecies aré indis
putable facts, but whether or not they 
are conclusions from cause to effect, 
the writer does not pretend to know.

Your contributor also thinks that 
Spiritualism should be relieved from 
the odium of fortune-telling, and spir
it-direction in the common affairs of 
life.

^Vhat does that mean? Perhaps, 
the word "fortune-telling" Is not the 
veiy-4>est expression or designation, 
but whether or not there Is any odium | 
in fortune-telling depends entirely on 
what is meapt by it; if a fortune-tell-. 
er is regarded a fraud, then, certainly 
there 1b an odium in fortune-telling, 
but if he is a person giving honest and 
true advice in regard to the future 
welfare of his or her children on the 
earth plane, that a son dr daughter, 
brother or sister on the other side of 
life still have a deep affection for bis 
or her parents, brothers and sisters on 
this side, and that our spirit relatives 
and friends will avail themselves of 
every opportunity to further our ma
terial and spiritual well-being and 

•happiness; that is, to give us, when
ever possible, good Inspirations and 
good advice, to warn us of danger, and 
to inspire us, in the hour of adversity 
and despair, with new confidence and 
hope by foreshadowing the brighter 
times, and more fortunate events 

' which the future may have in store for 
us?

Why should these spirits not care 
fdr our common affairs of life?

Áre they not our fathers, mothers, 
brothers; sisters and friends the same 
as before? -

There cannot be any such thing as 
an odium of spirit direction in the 
common affairs of life, for it would 
not seem-to agree with the plan of the 
universe, supposed to be established 
by the highest intelligence, wisdom 
and benevolence. - ,

I uphold the possibility bf pre
dicting the future .without limitations.

Man has undoubtedly a prescient fac
ulty enabling him to foretell coming 
events.

The powers of the spirits, in this 
and other respects are practically un
limited, and it is their (the spirits’) 
constant endeavor to guide, inspire, 
advise, comfort and assist us in our 
common affalrsof life as well as in pur 
spiritual development, and man has 
reason to be thankful for it.

J. H. STRASSER.
Minneapolis, Minn..

IS GOD AN AVENGING BEING?

Does the Supreme Being Send i His 
Wrath Upon the People?—These 
Are Questions That the Editor of 
the Medford, Oklahoma, Patriot 
Puts to His Readers.
The éruptions of Mt. pelee and Ve

suvius and .the earthquake and follow
ing dreadful fire at San Francisco 
have beep heralded by many as the 
visitations of an avenging God upon 
the people for their great wickedness. 
• If God were an avenging being, In
flicting his wrath upon those who 
know Him not and obey not His com
mandments, the sins of the earth, es
pecially the‘great cities, are so great 
that nothing but ,a deluge or a fire 
that would destroy the face of the 
planet would purge it of Its .wicked
ness. If the great fire at Chicago in 
1871 and that of the recent earth
quake in San Francisco were the acts 
of an avenging God, what may we not 
say of New York, admittedly the most 
wicked city in America, or of London, 
In England, where all manner of 
crimes stalk abroad at high noon, or 
the great cities in heathen lands, who 
know not the God of the Christian 
world?

Following the great calamity on the 
Pacific coast an opportunity was pre
sented and embraced by the great ma
jority ot ministers to “point a moral 
and adorn a tale” while impressing 
their audiences with the necessity of 
more-righteous lives to escape the 
wrath of an avenging God.

Taking texts from Genesis ot the de
struction of Sodom and Gomorah, they 
proceed to make comparisons and to 
urge their audiences to flee from the 
wrath likely to come upon them be
cause of their wickedness.

. If those ancient cities were a fit 
comparison there should have ap
peared to those in San Francisco who 
served the Lord, an angel or other 
visitor to warn them, as was Lot, of 
the direful visitation, Not so, as the 
good and evil suffered alike tn San 
Francisco, San Jose and other coast 
cities. Surely an all-wise and all- 
powerful God would not have permit
ted those fS suffer who served Him 
alike with those because of whose 
wickedness He would destroy the cit
ies and country sorroundlng.

If we are to attribute to Deity the 
destruction of cities by volcanoes, 
earthquakes, tornadoes, etc., we must 
set aside the laws He has established 
by which these great calamities are 
enacted. We must .cease to study 
natural causes and content ourselves 
with placing upon the Ruler of the 
universe the great responsibility of 
producing these destructive scenes 
.that He may be avenged.

If it were true, and the people could 
be convinced of the truthfulness of it, 
we could go about our daily avocations 
unmindful of the dangers that beset 
our paths, leaving all to the interpo
sition of Divine Providence.

It was certainly no consolation to 
the distressed people of the Pacific 
coast, whose homes lay in ashes, 
whose business blocks tottered in the 
wind,, whose places of w.orshlp,, wkere 
they met’ to offer thanks to God for 
protection and favors, were destroyed, 
to say to them that they, tbp, must 
suffer the wrath of God .because they 
had not been Able to stop the wicked
ness of their neighbors.

These sermons suggest to the reas
oning minds a trend of thought which 
leads to questioning the existence of a 
Supreme Being; they cause people to 
doubt the watchful care of One of 

! Whom It is said that not even a spar
row falls to earth without His knowl
edge. They cause people to question 
an Interest in their welfare of Him to 
Whom they h^ve daily prayed for Di
vine guidance, and In doubting won
der if, after all their efforts to live a 
Christian life, they must suffer the 
fate of those who do wickedly. In 
doubting they are driven from the 
very attitude that the purpose of such 
sermons are intended to impress upon 
them and in the end to even question 
the existence' of a Supreme Being.

Better, we opine, is it that people 
are taught to believe that these calam
ities come from natural causes. That 
volcanoes, earthquakes and storms 
are the results of changed in condi
tions of the earth by which they are 
induced

Better that we study them from a 
realistic view rather than a supernat
ural one, as then we may retain re
spect and love for the God whom we 
adore, whether He be as to us a per
sonal Deity, or as to the Indian, a 
Great Spirit; to the Chinese a hideous
Joss, or a power that pervades 
life.

A Chance to Make Money.
I got berry stains on a "bine silk dress, will 

some reader tell me what win remove them. 
Wlille only a girl, I am making lots ol money 
seining directions for preserving fruit, I sell 
more than one hundred directions a week, for 
11 each. You do not beat or seal the fruit, just 
put it up cold, it will keep perfect, y fresh for 
years, and is much better and more healthful 
than canned- fruit. I will gladly help anyone 
startlu this business, and you can make money 
in city or country. I will mall a bottle ot fruit 
and complete-directions for 21 2-cent stamps, 
whhh is only the cost of bottle, fruit, mailing 
case, postage, etc. Address Francis Casey. 53 
E. i25th St., Block456, New York. N. Y. With a 
bottle of fruit for people to see and taste, you 
should soli hundreds of directions, right round 
home.

“Spiritual Songs for the Use of Cir
cles’, Campmeetings and Other Spiritu
alist Gatherings.” By Mattie E. HulE 
Price 10 cents.

“Materialization.” By Mme. E. 
d-Esperance and Rev. B. F. Austin. 
Excellent. Price 10 cents.

, By the Author of

‘fi Merer Id
“THE STRANGE STORY OF AHR1NZIMAN.”

"Continuity or Lite a Cosmic Truth,” 
By Prof. Wm. M. Lockwood. The Work 
bf.a strong, logical thinker,-on a deeply 
Important subject. Price, cloth, .$1. /

"Right Generation the Key to the 
Kingdom of Heaven op Earth.” By Dr. 
M, E'Conger. An appeal to . reason and 
man’s highest aspirations.. A plea.for 
justice and equality In all,the relations 
of life between men and women. 
Leatherette, 40 cento.

The Persian Flystic Emperor.

A weird, powerfully told dramatic story of the earth life and subsequent 
Experiences in the Spirit World of the “Guide, Ahriziman."- Few "books 
are more calculated'to hold the reader's interest from .the first page to the 

st; and much that is original and new will be found in the accounts given 
of Ahrinziman’s Studies in the Domain of M^gic and jts relation to obsessions 
and other perplexing problems of spiritual intercourse. Price, cloth $1.00. 
Paper, GO cents.

all

BOOK

Have You Read 
¡ OÜR 
C PREMIUM

■V* X/ yx ■ * »

OFFER ? ;
Truly, the world has NEVER SEEN 

the like before. Search the annals ot 
history, ANCIENT AND MODERN;, 
critically examine the history of Spirit
ualism; look here and there, in every 
nook and corner ot the world, and you 
CANNOT find a parallel to the offer , 
made in reference to these THIRTEEN: 
remarkable PREMIUM BOOKS. They, 
constitute a wonderfully valuable Spir
itualistic and Occult LIBRARY, and 
are furnished at a nominal sum. AU' 
are substantially bound and neatly, 
printed, and those who purchase them 
are DELIGHTED WITH THEM.

We have now THIRTEEN magnifi
cent-PREMIUM BOOKS which you 
can select from.

GEMS OF THOUGHT, by SEVEN
TEEN leading authors, is our last 
Premium Book.

Any one of the Thirteen Premium 
Books you may order, price 25 cents. 
Tills is the price, remember, when you 
order only one book in connection with. 
a yearly subscription. The paper, one 
year, and one Premium Book, $1.25. 
But if you order more than one Pre
mium Book the price is as follows:

Any two of the Thirteen Premium 
Books you may order, priee 70 cents.

Any three of the Thirteen Premium 
Books you may order, price $1.10.

Any four of the Thirteen Premium 
Books you may order, price $1.50.

Any five of the Thirteen Premium 
Books you may order, price $1.75.

Any six of tlie Thirteen Premium 
Books you may order, price $2.05. !

Any seven of the Thirteen Premium 
Books you may order, price $2.35.

Any eight of the Thirteen Premium 
Books you may order, price $2.05.

Any nine of the Thirteen Premium 
Books you may order, price $2.00. t

Any ten of the Thirteen Premium 
Books you may order, price $3.10.

Any eleven of the Thirteen Premium 
Books you may-order, price $3.40.

Any twelve of the ThlrteenPremium 
Books you may order, price $3.85.

Lastly, all of these THIRTEEN Pre
mium Books here announced are sent 
out, all postage prepaid, for 4.15, 
something never before equalled in 
this country or Europe.

Bear in mind that every order for a 
Pcamium Book must be accompanied 
with a yearly subscription for The 
Progressive Thinker, which is $1. We 
repeat that the world has. never segp 
the like of it before.

OUR THIRTEEN REMARKABLE
PREMIUM BOOKS FOR $4.15.

The following is . the Uat ot titles ot 
the Twelve Premium Books:

1—The Encyclopedia of Death, and 
Life In the Bplrlt World, Vol. 1.

2—The Encyclopedia ot Death, and 
Life in the Spirit World, Vol. 2.

a—The Encyclopedia of Death, and 
Life in the Spirit World, VoL 3. These 
three volumes have been prepared by 
J. R. Francis. They contain invaluable 
dpta.

4—Art Magic, or Mundane, Sub-Mun
dane and Super-Mundane Spiritism, by 
Mrs. Emma Hardinge Britten.

6—Ghost Land, Spiritualism, Occult
ism, by Mrs. Emma Hardinge Britten.

6—The Next World lifterviewed, by 
Mrs. S. G. Horn, a most remarkable me
dium,

7—The Occult Life of Jesus, by Alex- . 
ander Smythe, a medium of rare gifts.

8—A Wanderer m the Spirit Lands. 
Translated by A Farnese, a wonderful 
English medium.

9—The Religion of Man and Ethics of 
Science, by Hudson Tuttle.

10—-Seers ot the Ages, or Spiritualism 
Past and Present, by Dr. J. M. Peebles.

11—The Great Debate Between Moses 
Hull and W. F. Jamieson.

12—Letters from the Spirit World, 
written through the mediumship ol 
Carlyle Petersllea.

13—Gems of Thought, by SEVEN
TEEN leading authors, is our last Pre
mium Book.

“Religious and Theological Works of 
Thomas Paine,” contains his celebrated 
“Age of Reason,” and a number of let
ters and discourses on religious and, 
theological subjects. Cloth binding, 
430 pages. Price $1.

"After Her Deatn. The Story of a 
Summer." By Lilian Whiting. No 
mind that loves spiritual thought can 
fail to be fed and delighted with this 
book. Beautiful spiritual thought, com
bining advanced ideas on the finer and 
ethereal phases of Spiritualism, leading 
the mind onward into the purer atmos
phere of exalted spiritual truth. A 
book for the higher life. Price, cloth 
$1.00.

"New Testament Stories Comically 
Illustrated. Drawings by Watson Hes
ton. With Critical and Humorous Com- • 
ments upon ' the Texts." Heston’s 
drawings are incomparable, and excru- 
ciatingly funny. Price, in boards, $1;| 
cloth, $1.50.

“Science and the Future Life.” By 
James H. Hyslop, is one of the most 
Valuable acquisition to the literature 
of Modern Spiritualism that has ap
peared of late yeai-s. It is scientific in 
its method, profound In its logic, and 
above all sympathetic to the truth 
whatever it may be and wherever it 
may be found. Price, cloth, $1.5«. .10 
cents postage extra. ,

“The Jesuits.” By Rev. B. F.
Austin, A. M., B. D. An excellent 
pamphlet. Price, 15 cents.

“The Truth Seeker Collection of 
Forms and Ceremonies for the Use of 
Liberals.'" Price, 25 cents.

"Talmagean Inanities, incongruities, 
Inconsistencies and Blasphemies; a Re- 
\ lew of Rev. T. DeWitt and Rev. Frank 
DeWitt Talmage's oft-repeated attacks 
upon Spiritualism.” By Moses Hull. 
Price, 10 cents.

“Just How to Wake the Solar Plexus.” 
By Elizabeth Towne. Valuable for 
health. Price, 25 cents.

“Right Living." By Susan H. Wixon. ; 
The author shows a wise practicality in . 
her method of teaching the principle of ' 
ethics. She illustrates her subject 
with many brief narratives and anec- , 
dotes, which render the book more in
teresting and more easily comprehend- . 
ed. It is especially adapted for use In j 
Children’s Lyceum. In the'hands of 
mothers and teachers it may be made 
very useful. Young and old will be 
benefited by it Price, $1. ..

“How to Train Children and Pa<l 
rents.” Mrs. Elizabeth Towne takes ' 
the position that in many cases it is the ' 
parents that need the training more 
than the children, and advises parents 
to look to themselves; Twenty-five; 
cents could hot be better spentthan in .‘ 
buying this little book. Anyone that 
has the care of children should read it 
Price 25 cents.
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in this;' ■

and it must be'remembered that the 
cranks in spirit life were first cranks

This department is under the man- 
ngement of . ... X

7 HUDSON TUTTLE.
Iftddress him at Berlin Heights, Ohio.

hiOTE-—The Questions and Answers 
havù called forth such a host of re
spondents, that to give all equal hear
ing compels the answers to be made'in 
Hid: inost condensed form, and often 
clearness Is perhaps sacrificed to this 
forced brevity. Proofs have’to be omit1 
led, and the style becomes thereby as
sertive, which of all things Is to be <jep 
reoated. Correspondents often weary 
with waiting for the appearance of 
their questions and write letters of In
quiry. The supply of matter Is always 
several weeks ahead of the space given, 
and hence there.Is unavoidable delay. 
Every one lias to wait his time and 
place, and all are treated with equal 
favor. -

NOTICE.—No attention will be given 
inonymous letters. Full name and ad- 

\ dress must be given, or the letters will 
not be read. It the request be made, 
the name will not be published. The 
correspondence of this” department has 
become excessively large, especially let-, 
ters of inquiry requesting private an
swers, and while I freely give what
ever information I am able, the ordi- 

' nary courtesy of correspondents’ Is ex- 
peetdd. ’ HUDSON TUTTLE-

Haryey Brown: Q.. The Presbyte- 
riaiiMnlnister .here says that the doc- 
trine-of.total depravity does not mean 
that.,the whole human,race is to -be 
'considered as totally depraved, - but 
the total of-:liiimanity is depraved.
How is this new interpretation to be 
met?

A. What does the “total of human
ity” mean? Total includes’the whole; 
every, man, woman and child existing, 
ever, having existed or to exist. All 
■without ejcoeptibp arp depraved .but 
not “totally." We are glad’fo hear of 
an orthodox preacher,; stammering!^ 
offer an apology for this horrible libel 
on humanity and insult to bis God.

A,. A, Hodge, an.authority on this 
subject Jn .Johnson’s Cyclopedia, in 

■ his interpretation of the Calvinistic 
.creed,.says: ,“Tjis involves corruption 
of the whole' nature” [the fail ’ of 
Adam and results] “and absolute im- 
•potency of. the. will to good, is human
ity speaking wlthout>Temedy, and nec
essarily tends ¡to. the increase of de- 
prpvity and guilt. It is therefore said 
■to bo total." , . •

The doctrine Is, not that all the hu
man rape have some.degree of deprav
ity, but that all are" totally depraved, 
and that, this awful condition was 
brought about by the sin of Adam 
and Eye, So lnflnltely heinous is this 
sin, that man"has no hope in his own 
efforts.to extricate himself. ' The jus
tice and m^cytof God is not sufficient,

$

Review of Passinr ä
' - i-.. _____ „>■ . VW' <íí7rn 7.

BY HUDSON’TUTTLE, BDITOR-AT-LARQi^^f,^^..
■. ' .. . ■■ ’.do’, .a'-; ’’

“The Rockefeller Institute Begins Its they preteiid';.,.'W'^&£a^ihe''^xpe'rL 
• preat Work.” ments do not allow oT’iL03q.none of

• ’,„7 ..’ • ■ , , ____  the inoculations can it oe practiced.
The .millions of Rockefeller were , other exnerimerifiT’the value." nro-

gathered by cruelty, they increase by In other experiments^ the valúe, pro-

A

Charles L. Waffles: Q. What was 
the language used by the Egyptian^ 
during the six hundred' years the chil
dren of Israel lived Jn that country? 
and did that people use the same lan- 

■ guage during any -part or all of the 
time they remained in that country?

A. The anciept Egyptians were of 
the same race as the Jews, belonging 
to the Semitic family. This is proven - 
by the sculptures on the walls of their 
Semples, and the features of .the mum
mies. .Their language .was a dialect- 
of the Hamltlc, really another name 
for Semitic. The Coptq of^Egypt, de
scendants Of the lower classes, spoke 
this language until about-two hundred 
years ago, when it was superseded by 
Arabic. ’ ’ '

I do not mean that they spoke the 
ancient language, but in the same 
modified-' form.,that the Italian is a 
descendant of Latin. The ancient 
language died with the overthrow of 

” priestly rule In Egypt. Writing was 
the sacred prerogative of the priest
hood—too holy for common people. 
The written word.was alive, had a 
spirit that'could talk; and here in this 
belief, Inculcated by the priesthood,-is 
a full explanation of the. wonderful 
and divine power given to writing. A 
book was a living entity, and when 
Imparted by a god, it became a part of 
that God, and hence the wdrd—the 
Logos—became a part of the'trinity.

The ancient Egyptians labored un
der great, disadvantages In writing, as 
their method was the hieroglyphic, 
and more suggestive than accurate.

The language spoken by the priestly 
ruling class was the sacred tongue 
preserved in its purity, and. in the 
legends, doctrines, and ritual, were, 
like, the “unwritten work” of our se
cret societies, handed down by mem- 

■ ory rQm. generation, to-- generation.. 
_ The lower classes spoke the same im 

a corrupted,- ever changing torm, Tor 
they had no written forms as a guide

•. or to Insure permanency. ■
The children of Israel, according to 

the custom of those times, were kept 
isolated, and thélr arrogant pride of 
race would have prevented mixture to 
any great extent, but that their lead
ers, inIngling with the Egyptian rul
ing class, should abdorb their beliefs 
and.customs, and,the lower class yet 
more be Influenced by their neigh
bors, would be impossible to avoid. 
Tn fact so much was absorbed that the 
“Books of Moses*' are indebted for 

* their ’ cosmology, tbeir tlibology, and 
the decalogue and connected myth, to 
the Sacred Book of the Dead, the old
est scripture preserved. All the won
der-works and necromancy of the 
Egyptian priests, Moses had studied, 
and on trial surpassed them as an ex
pert.

The Jews jjpoke another branch of 
this great language, and had the ad
vantage of having early adopted pho
netic characters, Instead of picture 
writing. Hence the sacred tongue

only his grace, which means that he 
pardons sins, just because he has a 
mind to do so, not from any merit of 
the sinner!

The preacher who has sought to 
evade this horrible dogma, is as het
erodox as Ingersoll, but does not ap
parently sense his heresy.

Granting the premises of Calvinism, 
the conclusions to which Its great 
thinkers have arrived have the resist
less force of mathematics. There Is 
no example of the force of argument 
and keen discriminations of logic com
parable to the working out of this 
scheme by its master minds. It is.pit- 
lable that such Intellectual effort 
should have been expended on assump
tions which have not a shadow of sup
port. Cumulative science has proven 
beyond dispute that man was not cre
ated, but evolved; that the story of 
Adam and Eve is a myth; that by no 
possibility could they have existed, 
and hence the fall of man is a fancy of 
the childhood of mankind. Hence 
all the vast fabric of theology built 
thereon is a baseless fabrication. 
The scheme of theology is a mon
strous sham and false from foundation 
to topmost spire.

■ cruelty, and it ip , fitting that they 
should bo devoted to cruelty, . ■■

How a portion given to the the Uni
versity of Chicago was employed In the 
pursuit qf science/ meaning .the vivi
section oj! monkçys in lieu flf human 
beings, has been already mentioned. 
It would seem that the heartless cruel
ty of that schoo} could have no paral
lel and yet another started out in New 
York City, with public laudation. It 
is the Rockefeller Institute for Medi
cal Research, formally opened May 11, 
'with eclat. It represents an outlay of 
three millions of dollars; is five sto
ries high; built “fqr. business"; has a 
staff of fourteen professors, and ac
commodation for fifty students. A re
porter says;

"The equipment of the institute is- 
said to be perfect.. Every detail for 
a scientific investigation, from a large 
gathering of live dogsr eats, goats, 
■guinea pigs, rabbits and monkeys, to 
the most delicate instruments, have 
been provided. On the roof of the 
building, in a series of well venti
lated and wçll kept inclosures, are thé 
celts of many dogs which have been, 
gathered for the first experiments. 
During the inspection of the building 
yesterday, they eagerly leaped toward 
the glass upper panels of the doors, 
giving wild greeting to those who 
had visited them.. One fox terrier 
bounded up and down like a rubber 
ball, even neglecting his food, prefer
ring a kindly and friendly glance of a 
human eye. In an adjoining room 
was a lot of monkeys. One of them 
had been already Injected with the vi
rus of so many diseases that he en
joys the term Immune. The rest of 
his life is practically assured to him. 
He has had in a mild form about ev
erything worth having." -

In his address on the occasion.

longatiou of the-aniatialf^ifiuffering. - 
What Good?.0', ’

The most qmbWI i,,Mys|o],0£lsts, 
pathologists, s.uFge.Qjjs, physicians, 
•have given tjtojj- sfff the:
.worthlessness pf; ,wxperlmenta- 
tion. Lawsoq'Taii-.^^^ t last 
years of his life ift•reny.npiatlQji qf the 
conclusions to xhMkhe.hM'arrived by, 
vivisection. SurSePAiCleperal Gordon, 
Sir B. W. Rlchariisop; • Sir .- Charles 
Bell, Sir Thomas Watpon,.Sir,William 
Furgerso'n; 'wild. stated before .• the 
Royal Commission .that he>:., did- not- 
know of any advance in. surgery from 
vivisection.of.lower ai)|.ma]s;-Dr. Ed
ward gerdue. who’ pqidf thatlhe knew 
of no advance in medicine from experi
ments on animals, .buLpf mp^y. mis
takes, are .impartial' W|toesses/ 7'.. '

“I (ieny altogether” spld Lord 
Chief .Justice. Cdlefidger.“tlmt' it con
cludes the question to ' admit that 
vivisection enlarges _ human knowl- 
edjge.” He placed I^bJ objection on 
moral grounds. ' For admitting some
thing is gained to knowledge; is such 
cruelty justified? ■ / , ‘ •

Is an Apology Needed 
because this subject IS,fbrou!J])t.before 
the spiritual publipj^' lt ai)years that 
no other class of phpple.aie alive to 
the great moral Issue ipvolyed. There 
is not a leading spqulai1 journal in this 
country that will hjl'fylt.an. article re

was preserved in the writings, al-I-

Report of Editoï-at-Large,

'if-

thongh the people spoke a degraded 
language with a large mixture of 
words from surrounding tribes.

The glamor cast over the Jewish na
tion by the reverence for the Bible, 
has caused the greatest misunder
standing as to the character and civ
ilization of this people. They were 
not t*e least removed above the pres
ent wild Bedouin clans of the desert. 
They were wandering shepherds, and 
delighted by pillage and plunder. 
Their compulsatory residence in 
Egypt tended to soften and modify 
their character, and they became set
tled and agricultural. They ab
sorbed a share of the splendid civiliza
tion of Egypt, but were incapable of 
being influenced by its refinement or 
its social life. • Their tribal god repre
sents the cruel, relentless tyranny of 
their character. .

Alaskan Miner’s Dream.
My husband, • Albert Sunderland, 

went from Seattle. Wash., to Alaska, 
in the great rush of 1898. He landed 
at Nome June 5 with but little more 
than one hundred dollars in his pock
et. He purchased a few of the com
monest articles for housekeeping in 
orcier to lessen his expenses as much 
as possible. In a small tent he set
tled down near the beach and on The 
10th of June began to prospect for 
gold. •

He worked faithfully until the 18th 
of July of the same year, together with 
his partner, Mr. Link Wain, without 
realizing much more than enough to 
defray expenses. On the night of 
the 18th of July he retired to his tent 
quite early very tired and discour
aged. Djiripjg a, ..restless Sleep he 
dteapjed that I.'was w|th him’ and thqt 
he arid ‘I "together' ^walked ■ slowly 
along the beach toward the south, 
looking carefully at the earth, as we 
moved on. When we came to a point 
about three hundred feet from the 
camp we saw upon the sands a board 
probably two feet ' long and six 
inches wide, upon which was rudely 
scrawled the figures 8981.

The dream so impressed itself upon 
his mind that in company with Mr. 
Wain he repaired to the spot early 
next morning, and could hardly be- 
lidve his own eyes when he saw the 
board of his dream with the identical 
figures upon Jt. Immediately they 
began to dig and pan and found they 
had struck it rich. A claim was 
staked off and before the season was 
over they had cleared ?17,962.

When my husband wrote me relat
ing his remarkable dream and his 
good fortune I was amezed to find 
that I had dreamed the same dream at 
the same time, seeing the same kind 
of board with the figures 8981 upon 
it.

The strangest feature of this 
strange dream is that my husband's 
share of the clean-up was $8,981, 
which, reversed, is 1898.

We have no way of accounting for 
this dream, but that it is true many 
people in Seattle, Wash., will vouch, 
arid our own people in this city have 
heard us relate It many imes.

MARY A. SUNDERLAND.
Fort Wayne, Ind.

MARY.

Clear as the azure of bright 
skies

sunny

J. J. Hollingsworth, M. D.: Q. 
Having read your reply to the ques
tion about Symmes, of "Symmes' 
Hole" notoriety, was he not impressed 
bv spirit control with this Insane idea? 
The question Is, does the responsibil
ity rest with him and thousands of 
other cranks for the wild theories they 
advance, or does it rest with obsess
ing spirits?

A. It is obvious that spirits might 
impress the wildest Ideas, for there 
are “cranks,” ignorant and unreliable 
spirits on the other side as well as on 
this. There Is, however, no necessity 
of calling in their aid to explain the 
freaks of cranks and fakirs. It is not 
necessary because they produce noth
ing beyond their own narrow and In
tensely egotistical minds. There is 
nothing in the “hollow globe” theory, 
which conflicts with-every known ex
ample and law, In space, requiring In
operation from a higher source. It is 
hot desirable to escape the conse
quence of our own acts. If interfer
ence be granted in cases like this, 
where Is the line between the ideas of 
the individual and those received from 
¡without? Ideas can be originated in

Flashes the love light in Mary’s blue 
eyes; ’

Golden the-sheen of her brown silken 
hair,

Crowning In beauty her brow, won
drous fair;

Her coral red Ups are sweet as the 
rose; ,

Her musical voice in melody flows; 
The spirit of love illumines her face, 
And her form divine has angelic grace.
Deep in my heart her sweet face I en

shrine;
Awake and asleep our lives inter

twine;
H< earth form lies deep below the

green sod, 
Where violets bloom 

daisies nod;
When in the Silence 

abide
I sense her dear spirit 

side;;

and

where

close

chaste

spirits

at my

Awake and in dreams, on land and on 

Mary’s sweet spirit abides still with
me. ■ I

H. M. EDMISTON.
New York. ■
“Success and How To Win IL’

Prerident Elliott of Harvard, said that 1 
alt/ough the work of the school might 1 
entail pain to the lower animals, it j 
was the mo^t humane work that could ; 
be done. " . ’ ■

In the days of the Inquisition, dun- : 
geons were prepared in connection 1 
with the torture chambers, where men 
and, women were kept until the time 
came for them to be brought forth to 
torture. It was to gratify hate and 
love of pain in the name of religion. 
Religion, in thy name what suffering 
has been borne!

In the day of the great universities 
rooms are furnished for the multi
tudes of animals kept in store, to be 
brought forth before gaping students 
by red-handed professors, to torture 
such as no fiend of the Inquisition 
ever devised, in the name of science. 
Science that is the type and syrfibol of 
all that is noble, pure and truthful, 
which seeks to blend all phenomena in 
harmony as expressions of one benefi
cent cause. Science that in Its inner 
courts culminated righteousness, of hu
man character, pure and magnanimous 
as the conception of God; Science, in 
thy nqme altars are made, racks of tor
ture, thy courts shambles,, and the 
floor of thy temple flows with blood of 
i^e innocents. . .... ..

• “Me'dical” science ha?- 'bécnrte ' a' 
synonym of remorseless tortlire, and 
its now most lauded remedies are pro
ducts extracted from the blood of an
imals made putrid by fever produced 
by Injections of toxins.

Equipped for Business.
What is the business? The vivisec

tion of animals; experimentation with 
the toxins and anti-toxinri, according 
to the freak or whim of professor or 
student. "Most delicate instruments!” 
There are the racks to which animáis 
may be bound so firmly theycrinno't 
move; gags to force into their mouths 
that they cannot cry out; electric 
coils to apply to the nerves, and for
ceps, hooks, and scalpels to tear and 
cut.

The “material" was stored in liberal 
supply, to be constantly renewed as 
used up. .

What Is the Method of Study?
It is Illustrated by the monkey “that 

has had ¿bout everything worth hav
ing,” that has been Inoculated with 
every disease germ and toxin and anti
toxin., He has been made a herald of 
what is to come to all his untorunate 
tribe who fall into the hands of the 
men sent to the tropics to secure them 
for these musk-scented professors. He 
was inoculated with one disease, and 
after deathly sickness recovered. 
Then he was given another and an
other, Recovering, he had diphtheria 
serum injected into his blood, and 
after the fever of that corruption had 
subsided, was given tetanus serum, to 
test Its antl-toxlns, etc., etc.

This merciless process was con
tinued until there was no reaction 
against the injected poison. What was 
It for? What was discovered. Of 
what benefit to man are these experi
ments on monkeys?

Again what will come to the fox- 
terrier.so delighted with "a kindly and 
friendly glance of the human eye?" 
He was, as his actions proved, a pet 
accustomed to loving caresses. He 
probably was stolen and sold to the 
manager of this department of the In
stitute. He had longed for the com
ing of his friends, as a prisoner longs 
for freedom. HIS release will- come 
when he is dragged to the dissecting 
table. There a “wonderfully deli
cate instrument” is prepared to re
ceive him. Clasps grasp his limbs, a 
loop holds his neck, a gag is thrust 
into his mouth. He cannot move of 
flinch. The fifty students gather 
around in the seats, while the- dapper 
professor neatly removes the skin 
from, leg or side, showing the .mus
cles, lifting the arteries and veins with 
hooks; cutting through the ribs to 
show the action of the heart; remov
ing portions of the skull to show the 
brain; or inserting-an electric wire to 
give illustration of the spastas pró-

fleeting on these Institutes. They 
have only fulsome praffie-,’ The..pro
fessors fill the e.ars or reporters and 
editors, and the m0st wonderful 
things are promised.’ The college 
dodrs are closed against the public, 
and no-Inarticulate cry of pain can 
reach the outer world through,, the 
deadened walls of the' , dissecting 
rooms. Medical journals pfilJlsi} de
tailed accounts of revolting' expert-" 
ments without commen^or disapprov
al, or rank the red handed torturer 
among" the foremost scientists. ’When 
Senator Gallenger introduced a bill 
into Congress, asking for government 
Inspection of such laboratories, he met 
a storm of opposition. . AH he asked 
was publicity—that the people might 
know what was done.jn the dissecting 
room. ’ ”’ '

The Humane Association desired 
room at the St. Louip Exposition to-ex- 
hlblt some of the "delicate instru
ments,” imd other ojject lessons, but

To the Executive Board of the N. 8.
A.—Respected Sirs: “ ' -•
I have the plemiure,of reßortliig .the; 

wark done in this’ office for the last 
;.thi^, mouthy l>y. way pf contribution^ 
to thé press:' ..... . '............... .

“Evolution of the God Idea,—The 
God-òf Splritbällem,’1 ’Harbinger' of 
Light; Melbbürhé, Aüßtl'hlla. ' * * ' '

Reply tò’Rev. 'K^ attatk on 
-Spiritualism, StUtfames"Gazette, ' St. 
'James, Minn. i-L' . '-' • -

; The Rev. McFarlane came to thé 
assistance of his brother preacher, and 
this cuJleAforth..a. rejoinder in. .the 
sàme, paper/.. TJie; editor demanded 
pay for such .lengthy ,discussions, and 
the Spiritualists quickly.’raised a fund 
to pay, for, all the space I' wanted to 
use. 7 Both ministère came back -with 
'mòre hate ^4 anger than argument, 
and récèlv.ed a, final reply—final be- 
'cause they retired from the discussion. 
: “Dr. Randall , on Evolution and the 
•Bible,” Port/Huron Times.

“Review of Passing.. Eyents, Our 
Anniversary,"The P.r.ogresslvgLyceum, 
Banner, The.Progressive Thinker, and 
Sunflower. " . ■ ‘

"Straws Show the Drlfe of 'Public 
Opinion Regarding,Spiritualism, Spir
itualism and Marriage,”.. Banner of 
Light and The Progressive Thinker. .

“Revival of the Torture Chamber, 
Vivisection In the Chicago UulvçrsL 
ty,” Banner of Light and The Pro
gressive Thinker.

“The Only Guide,” Reply in Times
Union, Albany, N. Y.

?Is Spiritualism a Fraud or Truth?” 
Providence Journal. ;

"Review of Passing Events, The 
Proof of Immortality, Easter and the 
Resurréctton of Jesys,” Response to 
Bishop Courfland Whitehead, Mead- 
yille, Pa.

“Ghosts to the Front.—Prof. Ser
vies on Ghosts, Thy Sepular Press 
Yields to the \ Inevitable,” .Banner, 
The Progressive Thinker and the Sun
flower.

/'Father Sherman as a Revelator, 
The Velvet Claws of Theocratic Des
potism,” Banner and The Progressive 
Thinker. '

■ “Modern Spiritualism," reply to 
.correspondent in Milwaukee Free

Press. . /
"The Sàn Francisco Disaster, What 

Is It For?” Norwalk (Ohio) Reflector 
and Chronicle. '

President Harper succeeded in making 
the board rescind fills 'privilege, al
ready granted, and ep.nflqe'the exhibit 
to a narrow book st^I7 ',{pie humane 
people wanted to shtov, tjie public the 
appliances of this mmierjUnquisition, 
and if they could no^, jf i^iThing could 
be stiown, why was/suchj4 effort put 
forth by the vivisection professors to 
prevent them v

It is this experimentation that Pres
ident Elliott, head ot_6.ne..of the fore-
most Institutions of Jearn^ng in this 
country, calls “most’^unmjie!” I" ” 
is humane, Tvhat Iscfucljy?
can the human rilind.Jie j.fo
and distorted as to, yilep ef^ch a view? 
Only by believing ’{flight by the

If it
How 

dwarfed

are infe/lor beinçâ, rwithq|it rights, 
and not demanding-ip^rcy/br atten
tion from hini.. ' _

Spiritualiqtfyâs a class believe ¿n ev
olution and Ute corollary of the solid
arity and unity of all living beings. 
Th^y are humane, and believe In abso
lute and Impartial justice; in pity, 
mercy, and that.wrong done, to the 
least, is nevertheless a wrong. They 
believe that nëédless' suffering inflict
ed on the lower creation, is as repre
hensible as though on human beings. 
The infliction’ of crudity, makes cruel
men and women, ari> unfeeling, de
based and brutal people.

Its Influence on the Students.
We may deplore the suffering of the 

animal victims,, but the. influence on
the students is as deplorable. Tho 
most feeling and sympathetic will un-L-

der the influence of. .-.the pervading 
spirit, grow unfeeling:and hardened. 
After gaining a diploma, will the 
fledged doctor have the sympathy for 
his patients that he should? Will he 
not have desire to seize opportunities 
and proceed with his experimentation 
on human "material"? Will he have 
acquired a correct knowledge of dis
ease and its cure? Will he not trust 
largely In the innumerable toxjns and 
anti-toxins strained from fever putri- 
fied blood? Who would dare trust 
the life of one they loved to the mercy 
or skill of such a doctor? Yet these 
are the men who have made the “med
ical trust” the most grasping and tyr
annous of all others and constantly be
siege legislatures for laws to make 
them more secure in their position.

HUDSON TUTTLE, 
Editor-at-Ldrge N. S. A.

THE VILLAGE STREET.’

Illustrating Life in Various Phases.

I hear tt\p sound of childish feet 
Come pattering down1- the village 

street, ’ ■
And while the lightscinre echoes fly, 
Fair little ones comfeiflancing by, 
And rosy light, and pleasures meet, 
To guide them down the village street.
I sigh to think of cooling years, 
Of happy faces dimmed with tears; 
The free light footstops, weary grown, 
That walk the paths Wfilfecalone. 
Oh! sorrow oft and pain will meet
Those footsteps daincing tdown 
. street. ,t ' iei 

3d. ob
I see a youth and msiflenifnir, 
The roses bind her Boning diair; 
With smile and pout and airy play,

the

A
lecture and course of twenty-four suc
cess lessons by Dr.-B. F. Austin, B. A., 
D. D. The titles of some of the- lec
tures are as follows: Self Helps; Fi-

duced by electric currents.
“Horrible!” Yes, horrible! 

shocking to write or to read!”
"Too 
True,

this mortal life as well aS in thé next, cents.

nancial Success; Ideals; Economy; 
Planning; Attraction.; Courtesy; Kind
ness and Tact;: Angel Help. Price 25

“HOW SHALL I BECOME A MEDIUM?”
■ • . . * - . : ■

It is fully answered in “Mediumship, and Its 
Laws, Its Conditions and Cultivation, 'by Hud
son Tuttle. Price 35 cents. Address him at 
Berlin Heights, Ohio .

but how can such an accursed thing be 
exposed without shocking words? If 
so shocking to speak of, what must it 
be in reality? And for what Is it 
done? What is gained by a mob of 
students seeing, a professor cut a liv
ing dog into shreds? - •

, Not one dog, but scores-'and hun
dreds of dogs, cats, guinea pigs, goats 
and monkeys! Every day! for it is a, 
college for “work,” not' for- learning 
from books. There is to 'be< a con
stant experimentation. Hundreds of 
animals will be constantly' kept sub
ject to same form of disease, and tox
ins. ' Every student can have “mate
rial” for “study/’ that 1b, experimen
tation. When one crop of students are 
graduated, another takes its place and 
the “work” goes pn and In its infer
nal cruelty. ,

Do they not give anaesthetics?. So

"Lesson of the 
Banner of- Light.

Great Disaster,” 
In a changed form

this was sent to the Harbinger of
Light.

"The Crapsey Heresy Trial,” Ban-
ner, The Progressive Thinker and the 
Sunflower.

"Exploiting Ghost Stories,” The Ar
gus, Albany, N. Y.

I wish to express my appreciation of 
the interest .of the friends who have 
sent marked copies and clippings, and 
earnestly request, them to continue 
this essential helpfulness

■ I am respectfully,
HUDSON TUTTLE.

They jest along the pjeasaqt way, - 
‘And life, and love,' s^m gjpsing sweet 
While loitering dp^n. ¿he z village 

street. . y t-; >d ■ .
But, O, too surely pam qpq’care 
Will dim the brow passftig fair. 
Death will divide and lu^may seem 
To them like somenightmare

dream. . ja .
O, heaven! what trials 7 sharp may 

meet ’’’"

THOROUGHLY ANALYZED,

The Miraculous Cures at Lourdes, 
Analyzed by Goldwin Smith.

Those dreamers on the village street.
I see with footsteps,B5ft and slow, . 
An aged pair .with locks of snow; 
Withered the rose-cheek and the brow 
Where lies life's crown.’bf silver now, 
Yet happiest are the pilgrim feet,- ■ • 
That falter down the village street.
For soon, 0, soon', the'enfolding clay 
Shall drop from ., .then*, “ typed . souls 

■ away. ’ ■ ‘ J," ' .•
All the long toilsome journey o’er, ’ 
What joy to tread the ipmOrtal shore ; 
And love, undying love .Shall greet 
Those, footsteps on thé' golden street.

MRS, S. E. MACKLEY. .
Ferndale, Cal. .

VftlJìftBLE. LIBRARY
j , . OF. .

SF1R1MLISTI6 LITEKñTURE.

BOOKS FOR ALL SPIRITUALISTS TO PERUSE
Froni'So<|b'l3pul. of beautiful poems Jg all that ■-

,the title intjiegtes—pfofoundggiililiBie. and tunefully poetic and restful- '' 
inits variation. By Emma :R®od Tiitt)e. ’Price, cl^th, $1. 7

' . Germs of Mind in Plants, by R. H.-France, Tranlated by A, M.' Simons. ’ 
'Cloth, illustrated, 50 cents, ■ ,. , 1 r ■
'■ Gospel ÓÍ Buddha. 7,K^eo^djn^ old records. A translation from . 
Japanese, made under- fife" ¿itópiceS of the Rev. Shaku Soyen, delegate 4 
•to the Parliament of Religions, gy Dr, Paul Caras. Price, $1. •
. Gospel, of Nature., A’libóle .filled fi'pm beginning to end with spiritual 
truth of the most sublime and soul-stirring character. In touch with all1 
•life, By ,M. L. Sherman and'Wm: F;.Lyon. Price,..$L

Great Roman Anaconda; 'hr Thirty-seven and a half years in the 
Church of Rome. A 32-page pamphlet. By Prof. George P. Rudolph, 
Ph.D. Price, 15 cents? 7.

Happiness and Marriagé, •. 'jBy, ^lUabeth Towne. Price 50 cents.
Hów to Grow Successi ; By-Elizabeth Towne. Price 50 cents.
Harmonics Pf Evplutipn..' A Valuable work by Florence Huntley.

Cloth. Price, $2. - - ■ ’ ’ ''
Health and Power. A handbook of cure and human upbuilding by 

aid of new, refined and powerful methods of nature. By E. D. Babbitt, 
M. D. Cloth cover. Price, 35 cents. ’ >

as

A copy of “Les .Grandes Guerlsons 
de Lourdes" has been very kindly sent 
me by an upholder of the miracles, 
whose courtesy I welcome as a proof 
that we may differ without hostility. 
The work-is. elegant, and even sump- 

Juous,.'giving .full ’accounts” of the 
cases, "with fih'atogra'phs df the pa
tients. Such’¿ work Is in itself a tre-. 
mendous pledge of sincerity on the 
part of those by whom it Is put before 
the world. For what disaster could 
befall their church greater than con- 

.v,lotion of a series of false miracles?
Of cases of disease I am no judge; 

but what strikes me is that these are 
all cases of disease, and therefore at 
least open to Skeptical investigation. 
Why has there been no raising of the 
dead to life? Why has there been no 
restoration of an amputated limb? If 
the Almighty had thought fit to inter
pose by mirtfcle, would not the mira
cle have been of a character past 
doubt?-

I am not skeptical by nature, nor do 
I put limits to omnipotence. Let me 
see or be assured that medical experts 
have seen a raising to life or an am
putated limb restored and I shall be 
convinced.

Of' the maladies of which the 
Lourdes votaries are cured many seem 
to belong to the neurotic type, afford
ing room, as I suppose, for the play of 
diseased fancy. Lourdes, we are here 
told, “offers a vast field for the study 
of nervous maladies.” It is well 
known to what lengths diseased fancy 
will go. A lady of a nervous tempera- 
ment4n a neighborhood where I once 
lived was possessed with the belief 
that she was dumb, and could be In
duced to speak even on her deathbed, 
though she talked in her sleep. I had 
this from the physlan who attended 
her.

In telepathic gtories the retractive 
imagination, dressiM up the incident, 
seems to play a great part. May it 
not do the Sams’ in stories of miracu
lous cure?' The cure of a mortal dis
ease by- dipping in the pool of Lourdes 
would no doubt be as-real a miracle as 
a raising from the dead or the restora
tion of a limb; but can we be sure that 
the disease was realy mortal and that 
it had not been invested with that 
character by the delight and piety of 
the person cured?

To medical evidence, which is given 
in some cases, I should of course de

-fer if I were assured that the medical 
man was undlased and that his opin
ion was confirmed by the profession. 
This seems not too much to ask when 
we are called upon to believe a mir
acle.

I of course cannot with justice deny 
that I am biassed against belief In 
mljacles, which. If genuine, would 
confirm a religious faith at variance 
with my own convictions, and in the 
forni from which I most recoil, that of 
ultramontanlsm, with its Syllabus 
claiming for the Church temporal as 
well as spiritual power; asserting her 
right to the use. of force, thgt is, of 
persecution, and launching defiance 
against the leading principles of -mod- 
6rfi civilization.

-Bernadette, an ignorant .peasant 
girl of. fourteen, had, as she said, and 
no doubt believed, a vision of the Vir
gin Mary, who, in a series of inter- 

• views, inspired her with beliefs of the 
ultramontane type and launched her 
on a religious mission. This was the 
origin- and is .the support of Lourdes. 
If the female figure which Bernadette 
saw and ~wlth which she conversed was 
not the Mother of God, Lourdes falls, 
and great will eb the fall thereof.

, 'GOLDWIN SMITH. .

Heliocentric Astrology and Solar Mentality, with illustrations and 
ephemeris. By Verno Vedra, Cloth. Price, $1.50. .

Heresy, or Led to the Light. By the well known writer, Hudson 
Tuttle. Paper cover only. Price 30 cents.

<■ Heroes and Hero Worship. By Thomas Carlyle. Price 50 cents.
History of Atharael. Lite in the Stone Age. The history of Atha- ■ 

rael, chief priest of Al Aryans. Written through U. G. Figley. It is 
very interesting. Price 30 tents.

History of the Christian Religion to the Year 200. By Chas B. Waite, 
A. M. Cloth bound. Price $2.25.

_ History of the Inquisition. Just the book for those seeking informa
tion concerning that most damnable institution known in history—tho 
Roman Catholic Inquisition. By Cyrus Masón, M. D. Price 25 cents.

How the Bible Was Invented. By M. M. Manguearían. Price, 10 cts.
How to Train Children and Parents. By Elizabeth Towne. Price 

25 cents. /
Human Culture and Cure. Part First. Philosophy of Cure, Includ

ing Methods and Instruments. By E. D. Babbitt, M. D. Price, 75 ets. 
Part Second, Marriage, Sexual Development and Social Upbuilding. 
Price, 75 cents. Parts Third and Fourth, in one volume, Part Third be
ing devoted to Mental and Psychological Forces, and Part Fourth to the 
Nervous System and Insanity. Price $1. Part Fifth, The Bodily Or
gans, Their Diseases and the Great Natural Methods for Their Cure. 
Price, $1.

Heaven Revised. By Mrs. E. B. Duffey. Price 25 cents.
Human Personality, and Its Survival of Bodily Death. By Frederio. 

W. II. Myers. Edited by Richard Hodgson and Alice Johnson. Two 
volumes. Price $12. .

Hypnotism. By Albert Moll. Price $1.50.
Hypnotism. By L. AV. DeLaurence. Price, paper, 50 cents; cloth, $1.
Hypnotism and Suggestion. By C. Lloyd Tuckey. Price, $3.
Hypnotism. An Experimental Study. By Dr. R. von Krafft-Ebing. 

Price. $1.25.
Hypnotism, Its History and Present Development. By Fredrik Bjorn

strom, M. D. Price 75 cents. ;’
Immortality. Its naturalness, its possibilities and proofs. By J. M. 

Peebles, M- D. Price IQ cents. '
Inner Life Mysteries Explained. The present age and inner life, an

. cient and modern. By Andrew Jaekson Davis, Price $1; postage, 10c.
Influence of the Zodiac Upon Human Life. This book states the simi 

pie principles of the Zodiac in simple terms, and in a manner highly in
teresting and instructive. By Eleanor Kirk. Price, cloth $1.

Interviews With Spirits. A real visit with friends on the other side 
of life and a familiar talk." An interesting book. By Carrie E. S. 
Twing, medium. Price 50 cents. ' ‘

In the World Celestial. A story of spirit life. By Dr. T. A. Bland. 
Cloth. Price, $1. - .

In Tune With the Infinite, er Fullness of Peace, Power and Plenty, 
By Ralph Waldo Trine. Price, $1.25. .

Invisible Helpers. By C. W. Leadbeater. Written in the author’s 
charming style. Cloth. Price, 55 cents. .

Jesus Christ a Myth. By /I. M. Msngasarian. Price, 25 cents.
Jim. A story for young people, teaching spirit guidance. By Carrio 

E. 8. Twing. Price $1. .
Joan, the Medium, or the Inspired Heroine of Orleans. This is the 

most beautiful history of Joan of Arc ever written. Thrillingly inter
esting and convincing. By Moses Hull. Price, cloth, 40c; j^per 25c

Journeys to the Planet Mars, or Our Mission to Ento. By Sara Wcisa 
Cloth bound. Price $1.50. ‘

Just How to Concéntrate. By Elizabeth Towne. Price 25 cents
Just How to Cook Meals Without Meat. A small valuable book on 

vegetarian cooking. By Mrs. Elizabeth Towne. 25 centp.
Just How to Wake the Solar Plexus. By Mrs. Towne. A book on 

concentration. Price 25 cents. ’
Kanna. By A. P. Sinnett. Price 50 cents.
Karezza. Ethics of Marriage. A plea for a better birthright for 

children and a higher development of parentage through the most sa
cred relations. By Alice B. Stockham, M. D. Price, cloth, $1.

Kate Field. A Record. By Lilian Whiting. Price $4
Kingdom of Love and Othir Poems. By Ella Wheeler

Price $1. •
Koran.’ From the original Arabic. Price, cloth, $1.

Wileox,

✓
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"Immortality,- Its' Naturalness, It? 
Possibilities, and Proofs.” ,-By J. M. 
Peebles, M. A;, M. D., Ph. D., Contains 
the address rcjected by the Philosophi
cal Society Of Great.Brltaln. with Intro
duction and Explanatory Letter. Price 
10 cents.. ■ .

^Spiritual Fire Crackers, Bible Chest-
nuts and Political Pin Points.” By J. 
S. Harrington. A pamphlet containing 
79 pages of racy reading. Price 25 cts.

Koradine. A prophetic story, and a valuable book for girls to read.
Language of the Starw. Thin important work is the first practical ex

position of the Astro-Magnetic forces of Nature—in relation to man— 
yet issued. Price 50 cents.
Written by Dr. Alice B. Stockham and Lida Hood Talbot. Price $1.

Law of Psychic Phenomena. By Dr. T. J. Hudson. Price $1.50. ' 
’Lisbeth, a Story of Two Worlds. By Carrie E. S. Twing. Cloth 

bound, with portrait of the author. Price $1.
Longley’s Choice Collection Of Beautiful Songs. Price, board covers, 

40 cents. -
Life Beyond Death. Being a review of-the World’s Beliefs on the 

Subject, a Consideration of Present Conditions of Thought and Feel
ing, Leading to the Question as to Whether It Can Be Demonstrated as 
a Fact, to Which Is Added an Appendix Containing Some Hints as to 
Personal Experiences and Opinions. By Minot Judson Savage, D. D. 
Price, $1.50 ■, postage, 10 cents.

T.ife of Thomas Paine. Illustrated with views of the old Paine home
stead and Paine Monument at New Rochelle. By the editor of the Na
tional, with preface and notes by Peter Eckler. Price, cloth, 75 cents.

Life Work of Cora L. V. Richmond. An interesting book regarding 
a world-renowned inspirational lecturer, a pioneer worker in Spiritual
ism. Compiled and edited by H. D. Barrett. Price $2, postpaid.

Light of Egypt, or the Science of the Soul and the Stars. A grand 
•work of profound philosophical deductions, on a theme of great interest 
to everybody. 'Price $2.

Magic—The Old and New Magic. An explanation of the tricks of 
legerdemain. Price, $1.50; postage It) cents.

Mahomet, His Birth, Character and Doctrine, Historically correct 
Exact and perfect in every detail and beyond adverse criticism. By 
Edward Gibbon.' Price, 25 cents.

Mahomet tffe Illustrious. An apology for the life and character of 
this celebrated prophet of Arabia, containing 118 neatly printed pages. 
By Godfrey Higgins, Esq. Price 25 cents.'

Man and the Spiritual World, as disclosed by the Bible and ¿tudy. 
along the line of Biblical Spiritualism. By Rev. Arthur Chambers. 
Price, $1.10. . -

Man in the Past, Present and Future. A popular account of results 
of recent scientific research regarding the origin, position and prospects 
of mankind. By Dr. Ludwig Buchner. Price, cloth, $1.

Mpprinn and Other Poems. By Ella Wheeler Wilcox. Price $1. j 
Mary Anne Carew. By Carlyle Petersilea. Price, $1.00.

■ Mediumship and Ite Laws. A most valuable book by Hudson Tuttle, < 
Price,'35 cenK . ’ ■ ' : ■ < , ; ■ ■-? -; '

Mediumship and Ite Development, and How to Mesmerize to Assist^- 
Development. An eVery-day useful instructor in Psychic Science. Byf?"' 
W.H.Bach.Price, 25'cents/ ’ . . .' . '. '

Mollie Fancher, or the Brooklyn Enigma. Giving an account of th# ’ 
most marvelous case of spirit control on record. By Judge Abram H,
Dailey. Price, $1.50. .

Morality Without God. By M. ;M; Mangasarian. Price, 25 cents, .
Mysteries of the Seance, or Tricks and Traps of Bogus Mediums. .By 

a life-long Spiritualist; Being an expose of how fraudulent medium^ 
perform their tricks. Price, paper, 25 cents« ' , "

___ I__ 4 -_________________—J
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All Can Unfold Clairvoyance,
Ulysses.

IMPORTANT
Sta- 
con-

280 North Sixth St. 
San, Jose, Call

Resolution Adopted by the Nation' 
al Spiritualist Association.

HOTEL WESTLAND, 
Back Bay, Boston, Mass.

problems of Ufé. ' His clean .life and 
intellectuality-has long ago won for 
;him a place in the hearts of all H0N-,

Ocean Grove Canin,k.,-- 
This camp is located at?":‘HftrwJcli., nca h n <4 ama» T»a1.« n

Those wishing Dr. J. S. Loucks' treatment can 
got It by addressing Francia L. Loucher -

Lake Pleasant, Mass? ,
Lake Pleasant Camp opens July 29, 

and closes Aug.A?27/ .. Fo^tull pro
grams address Albert’ P. . Blinn, 8 
Grove Place, Norwich .Ct.

formation, write Mrs. jíary' B¿ Small, 
South Harwich, Mass.

A- Meeting- That Excited Unusual
■k>. terest.

Defense of the Los Angeles (Cal.)J 
Camp.

To the Editor:—This is the first

tinue to August 27. For further par-

A GRAND OFFER!
FOR ONE MONTH ONLY.

. Send age,?sex," leading symptom and 
your address, and we ‘ will diagnose 
your, disease y 8 E3T ANO...TRUTH-SEEKING • 8PIR-

July 22, 190G. For programs and in- ITUALISTS 
FcrrnoHnn nn-lin “O - ’ _____  _• __’ .

particulars address Mrs. Jeannette 
Fraser, Vicksburg, Mich.

YOUR FUTUHE FORETOLD.
By Oriental-Efyulian .iMnUQTogy. Send 25 cents 
(sliver) for a*4rUl rsMlur with prospects Pi 
of comlnryear.' ditto of birth, month, year, 
and hour if knownti FulFreadlne. with chan. Si. 
Address F. F. NKlrZEliEBox 088, Spokane, Wash.

PSYCHO-AIAGKETIC HEALER.
Cures WlveiiJOthers Fail.

J. A. Marvin, BBycUoiMakuetic nealer. hae Io* 
cated In-Chlcafopbt Ogden ave,. half blk, 
north of MsdieoAst. ThfePsyeho-Magnetlc treat* 
ment will cure aU else has failed. What*
ever your difficulties, dill on or write him. and 
he will tell you T«hat htecan do. No other can 
boast of greater successy-Psychic diagnosis free. 
Take Madfson Ogden uve, car.

REMEMBER-
No charge for diagnosing your case, 

DR. CHARLES É. WATKINS,

'A Middle a'ped, flktttaeg,Capable Worn Mn, 21a Snu-Fmncicca refuaeaLdosiree a position In 
California, with .SplrHualiats -ao .working house* 
keeper.whereBbBcun behev ownmatron. Coun* 
try preferred, -Addreea, MAS. E.- tAJ LONG, Box 
77,Farmingion, Cat ,

' Famous Medium for 1
Slatewriting, Clairvoyance, Etc., 
Sinoe tho recent calamity in San Francisco, may 
be addressed hs follows; Fred F. Evans, Los Ga* 
toe. California. Rural 89- Seances or readings by 
mail may be botalnedibywrlting io'Mr. Erans for 
particulars. SPECIAIa—Mr. Evans has a fow 
coples-of hiBTamoue..:taok.!•Payehography,,’ on 
band. This work-waapublished at 12.50 per copy, 

i and is devoted to the many marvelous sUtowrlt* 
ing experiments given through', bis mediumship. 
Also explains bow the writing is done, and how 
he developed his _wouderful power. The book la 
Erofusoly-lllnstrated. 'While they last yon can 

ave a copy, postpaid, fdrtl.SO. -

The Verona Park camp-meeting, 
Me., will open Aug. 13 and close Aug. 
27. A. F. Smith, president, Bangor, 
Me.; F. W. Smith, secretary, Rock-

. Picnic Grove-to Rent.
t The First German SpU’ihialibt Society will rent 
its. Picnic Grove at < moderate price. Ad
dress MRA M. GARlUaLMAN, W3 W. Nth Bt.,Chi
cago, Ill.
—---------------- -——/-------------------------

Miss. M. B. Hedriek, Psychic.
55 Horkimer 8h, DrooWynJN.- Y. Private slulnys* 
dally. Seances. Sunday. Tuesday and Frida/, at 
ftp. m. 'Ladles' Matinee Wednesday afternoon, 
2:0. Telephone 2G23 J,'Bedford. 'Readings by
mail, UM

pwchom.trU BoaCbig»,'I Bev. Mai» L. Bicuneu, oeu.- Del, piltsDun,, 
Kansas. _

Can liMake Money?
You ca», if-you InveM inonr. Thaltalm Colony 

irrigated fruit land, mJKO-per aero; orí» our Cap
ita! Stock, whleh ia secured by xhe«aid land, and 
exchangeable* for esmr. ^Tnca <100 per abare, 
Both will pay you basteóme profit*»- Write to« 
day for'-proBoectua. BLANDIA LAND CO., Oak« 

dale. Cal,

PSYCHIC READINGS
and chMtqudieuec. Interviews.daily. JO to oth
er boure by. appointment.. CORA L. COX. ¡16 
Hunticrton ave, Boetcm, Nase. Te). 21882 Back 
Bav, Letters answeretpnFee II and |2, aecord- 
inr toleuíü;.) '

nSTCUOHBTItlO KEABIKGS. 26 cents.I Bend- age.- Musf Faaxccs F. SpANO>,xn, 222
Highland SI., Wltaborg, Kan. - '

MB». »H..CAMIW; Clairvoyant and Automat- 
■JU. tc.WrlttnB:Medtum, wlltirive readtnxe dully 
• t 201 Dartmouth Street, "Banner ot Light" Build
ing, Boston, Maas., from 9 to 5. . - '

If RS. MAMIK HrnLYMTm. Trance Medium, 
JIL will give readings dallyut29J Dartmouth fit,. 
"Banucrot IJght"-UnUdlng,-;Boelou,Maae. ■

A Hona lfoolt for i^nivilualiBts,—r6 copies 
tor »1.00. ■ Addresa STEPHEN- BAIINE3DALE, 
Plttatord, N.Y. ' •

MBS. E..M7 -HIT,ummcM. will, answer 8 
queaUona for 25c.’ Bead.own handwriting and 

look of hair, Full reading.-tl- Fern Hill, Pierce
Co., Wash, - .

le Prof late
A Paper that Never Falters, Never Pauses in Its Effort for the Greatest Good to 
the Cause of Spiritualism, Science/:^ Thought, and a Better Life.
Never Lacking for Life and thei?Dissmmation of Most Important Mind-Food.

Give Us the Truth, the Whole" Triith, and Nothing but the Troth

SPIRIT VISITATIONS. ’
(Continued from puga 2.) 

engaged In entering up "orders," and 
smoking a cigaj- as.he did so.

It is surely less difficult to belleve-^- 
especlaljy in the light of our knowl
edge that the mother died a few weeks 
later—that the sister, who had great 
sympathy with him during life, had 
power given, her so to affect the mind 
of her brother that he was driven 
home in time to see his mother before 
she died, and perhaps to offer her the 
amazing consolation of assured com
munion with her daughter after 
death? But let us, in any case, not 
dismiss lightly a story of such remark
able interest, but. rather hope that sci
ence may in time b? able to offer us an 
explanation loss unpalatable to our 
reason than that of telepathic commu
nication between the mother and the

Send in Your Dates and Nameipf.Àeç-ï 
rotary at Once. . «.

I -----------
Interest in the various Sp^yMélisU 

camp-meetings has commenced.. apo 
secretaries of the same should report 
at once to this bffleo1.,sp. that pr'pper 
annpuncement as to dates and officers

I can be made.;?, . ; \... .? -

< ■ ' . Onset'Camp.
' ■' ■Qnset-eami» coijimences Its thirtieth 
jiannuai; meeting, July 22, and closes 

‘•A'ugustv26. For full programs ad- 
dress the secretary, Onset, Mass.

, 'liake'Brady, Ohio.
•' 'The fifteenth anijuel session of this 
camp will cbmiim^cfe?Tuly 1 and end 
Sept. 2. For full jiarlRmlarB address 
A. G. Keck, Akron, O'hlpc-: *:.

City of Light Apscmbjy.
The seaaon ..opens at- .1/1,ly '-pale, N.

Y., July 13, and,, close»'September 3. 
For program addr^.; Laura G. Flxem 
General Manager. ’

and al1’ whh. aye. suffering with 
STQJfAOH TROUBLE 

If it is not cancer or ulcerated stom
ach, -we will charge you for healing 
same ...only 95.00 per month, and all 
other? chronic, diseases, a great reduc
tion will be made., -

Write today. Do not delay.

You Who Receive a Sample Copy I 
of The Progressive Thinker 

Are invited to examine it carefully, and then 
send in-a DOLLAR and have it yisit you week
ly. Each one of the eight pages you will find 
especially interesting and valuable.

son. '' With one other story I will conclude . 
this brief paper on; phantasms. And 
my reasons for reserving till the end 
of my paper, so picturesque a story 
I will give at the conclusion of the 
■Whole matter.

. A lady named, the Countess Eugenie 
Kapnlst was staying àt Talta In 1889 
With her slater, the Countess Ina. At 
thié house fit a friend they met one 
evening a gentleman, Monsieur p——, who was there among the, other inva- | 
lids of that health resort, dying visibly 
of consumption. The Ceuntess Ina 
was asked to play some music after 
dinner, and she eat down to thé piano 
and played Mendelssohn’s "Prelude.” 
The flret bars were hardly struck 
when Monsieur P--- : gotup from his 
seat, advanced to the piano, and re
garded the player with the Utmost 

, anxiety. At its conclusion he told the 
; Countess Ina that she had chosen a 
। piece of music which was the especial 
favorite'ôf his dead brother, and that 
she had played it with all the charac
teristics' he associated bo fondly with

" ______ i'l'i,
,. ¡Inder the auspices of the Indiana k— 
/State Association of Spiritualists, the 
local;sdciety at Peru, Indiana, held an 
Interesting and beneficial mass-meet-, 
ing,' which was attended by workers 
and' members , from surrounding 
towns. . ■ I

. The; (¡peakers ¡for that occasion werS 
Will J'.’ Erwdbd and Dr. Geo. b4 
Warne, ■ while-Mrs.' Anna Throndsen > 
gave,an.unusual number of convincing ; 
and Comforting messages in. her own 
peculiar, but pleasing* manner.

While the audience was not as large ■ 
as was anticipated? each auditor could« 
not help but feel they had spent at 
profitable time, and drank from th» 
fountain of truth.

No word written by the -writer cant 
add to the lustre of Dr. Geo. B. Warnej 
as a. logical reasoner and expounder o£ 
the ’Spiritual philosophy. His lectured] 
carry a force that appeals to the one] 
who is a student in trying to solve the’

Mt. Pleasant PapkjjicipitOD, la.
The twenty-fourtli ;' annual camp-1 

meeting at Mt. Pleasant Park, opens 
July 29 and closes August 26,’ Pro- 

11 grams and Infoi-matinn given to all 
who write to Mrs. M. B. Anderson, 
secretary, Clarkesville, Mo.

Summerlaud Camp. 1
L 1 The. Summerland Spiritualist Asso- 
2 elation will hold its annual camp

meeting the last week in June, begin- 
~ ning June 24. Mre. F. Lee, secretary.

DO N’T READ THIS Winfield (Kansas) Camp.
ijoucXb one ot theKTeMesi voye'''» The Winfield Camp Association will wondersiivinYttaii»ea‘he»pwtuai^ hold ltg thirteenth annual camp-meet- 

»»»»njiMdinf symmom todmect. j I । commencing Aug. 24, and closing
Sept. 2. Mrs. Maud K. Gates, presl- 

suece.stuiiy treated, Iocentato -dent, 807 North Manning street, Win-K™ and «eotvt! a^ field, Kans.; Mrs. Addle McAllister,
Wm», worm doiiaralo yovt Address. Becretary, Winfield, Kans.

. FRANCE» L. LwvvnB,

Will J; Erwood established himself . 
as a plàifbrm favorite in Indiana 
when employed by the Indiana State 
Association as missionary, last year, ' 
and has lost nothing of his prestige, as 
he still holds popular sway with his 
listeners. This deserving young man; 
should merit the best position Spirit
ualists can provide for him, a settled' 
situation with a strong society. Spir
itualists make a mistake when such 
speakers are only given a short en
gagement. i
, President Schram and wife of Peru, 
opened the doors of their home to, 
speakers and friends and made all. 
feel the warmth of their hospitality.

While the society at Peru is no®' 
large, the member,s are earnest and- 
left nothing undone for the success ot. 
the meeting.

The hall wag beautifully decorated, 
with flags, growing plants and cut 
flowers, while'Merrill’s Orchestra dis
coursed appropriate and soul-stirring 
strains of music.

- MARGUERITE MILLER.
Rochester, Ind. , ,

New Era Camp, Aregon.
The New Era Camp-meeting begins 

July 8, and continues over four Sun
days. Address Rev. G. C. Love, pres
ident, 934% C street, Tacoma, Wash.

Sunupee Lake Camp, N. H.
time I encroach on the’’space of your 
valuable paper. In a late number ap
pears a short article from the pen of 
Mr. P. A. Jensen. This brother per
haps means well, but obviously harms 
and injures our camp affairs (if only 
temporarily), and besides puts a slur 
on the board of directors (particularly 
on Brother Spink), of this noble and 
unselfish undertaking, ffo gain for all 
the time and all the Spiritualists ot 
this glorious country of Southern Cal
ifornia a home of their own, which 
they ought^to have had before this.

I feel under obligation to reply to 
said article, a refutation based on facts 
against perversions. The essence and 
accusations of Mr. Jensen’s article is 
that the new camp ground has been 
opened for fraudulent mediums, espe
cially Mrs. Elsie Reynolds. This an-

A Monthly Journal on I Sunapee Lake Spiritualist Camp !
Spirltualta and O«ult “»S'Üffit.S&.XÏ

AscuWvateainmai&.uioian s 26. For programs and information
ùhtônir numar QllOSe, Write to the secretary, Lorenzo Wor- ¥ or tbo well-known Ind* n dally, then, Hillsboro Bridge, N. H.

“AMRITA BAZAR PATRIKA-” Island Lake Camp.
Annual subsertptlon,jInctuMwpo,MManager. -Island Lake Gamp, Mich., opens 
MBS.o n. ADAMS."Agent, ' July. 23, extending until August

K12 Indiana Ave., Chicago, in. 27, For programs of Information,
--------- ———-------; write or call on the secretary, H. R. La 
Obsession or Possession in Grange, Ï85 E. Montcalm street, De-

. ~ trott, Mich.Development—Wnicn t ..
. «Î-I net month over a hundred responded to my Wonewoc Camp-Meeting.
snStü àrüciein The irogressivo Thinker, and Western Wisconsin Camp Asso-
tfankt^ me for my hold, but co^ageoua at» elation holds its annual camp-meeting 
X«« in Unity Park, Wongwoc,’ Wis. July
untold consciously and enra^th^OlWlurB^ t lg to Augugt 13 For particulars and 
to afford you Results Ot an extraordinary order programs write Gertrude Spooner, sec-

retary-Wonewoc’Wls-St lave &be"h  ̂ OttaWtt Cwn»-

have?" Another, a prominent woman *n Cal.. Spiritualist Camp-meeting Associa- 
tion, Foreset-Park, Ottawa, Kansas,

Is impossible,-becauee my iiyslem August 17 to 27 inclusive. Write 
out and write rne al for programs, H. W. Henderson, pres- 

onw Mg terme are very easy maeedi send )dent> Lawrence, Kans.; Mrs. May 
stamped addressed envelope for full p Cook, secretary, Spring Hill, Kans.

J. C. F. URÜHBINB, Chesterfield Camp.
aiStrathmolTRoa^ Begins July 15 and ends August 27.
»AStrnthmore^Ko^.^^ Mys Jesgup_ Becretary> Ander.

_______ ___________________ — bod, Ind.
Vlsksburg Camp.

Vicksburg camp, Mich., opens July
30 and closes August 20. For full

his brother’s memory. ' < ■ ■
He was .something of a Spiritualist, 

and would have it that he had known 
Countess Ina before—"not in thia . 
world,” he said, "that is impossible; 
but in other worlds." He became bo 
enamoured of this idea that he prom- 
laed her to return after death and 
manifest himself to her, with the as
surance of a life beyond the grave. ' 

The two ladies thought little more 
of their odd fellow-guest. During 
•their stay at Talta they saw him walk
ing about with other people, and were 
amused by his quaint appearance, his, 
reddish fringe of beard, and a peculiar 
coat the color of hazel, in which he 
always went clothed; They neVer bff-' 
came really intimate with him.

In March of thé following year they 
were in St. Petersburg, and on a par-1 
ticular night they took a friend of 

: theirs to» see a performance of "Le 
Marchand de Venise.” This friend 

SEPTEMBER LECTURES 2:80,P. M. P™
I—Carrie E. 8. Twing, Lyman C. journey after the performance. Our 

two ladles, with their guest, changed 
their dresses immediately after the 
play, drove to the railroad station, and 

-saw their friend off by the tr^n leav
ing at one o'clock.

On going down the stairs ‘of the 
station Countess Ina was quicker than 
her sister, and, finding the- carriage 
waiting for her, got Inrimmediately. 
The Countess. Eugenie was, perhaps, 
two minutes later than her sistpr in 
reaching the landau, at the open door 
of which stoood a-servant waiting to 
help her In. .But as she put her foot 
upon the step’ she paused.

_ She felt that it was not her carri-
July 2S. 27—Prof. W. B. Patty a80- And sl?e had good reason' ior 

Demonstration with Radium, Liquid there on the front seat, sitting in a 
Air and Wireless Telegraphy. BreY Bhaft o£ llght' whlch miSht ^ave 

July 31, August 3—Frances Carter, been cast by a lamp, was a man whom 
Shakspearean Readings. she did not know—a pale man, with

August 5—Ladies Schubert Quar- reddish hair, and clothed In abas®*” 
tette, Concert. colored coat. So long was the Count-

August 7-9—A. T Kempton, Hia- ‘ 
watha aud Evangeline, Illustrated. t"v —---- , ...August 12-23—Miss Alice Ethel had caught on the step and sought to 
Bennett, Book Recitals. release it.August 14-1«—Prof. E. B. Swift, “Are you sure this is our carriage?, 
Microscopic and Telescope Entertain
ment.

August 19—Ladles Schubert Quar
tette, Concert.

August 28—The Lilies, Entertain- ----- -,ment. sister entered the carriage
Mrs.mAn j/pettengin“^^^^^!? ^Then she told her sister what she. eac^p08Trp’QnunBtNE
F. A. Wiggins and Dr W O RnowlM had seen, and both ladies agreed that J* ,

Forest Templet ’dally ai »e description of the man. was famil- t*»«
9:30 a. m. 4 and 6:30 p m Mrs. D But 80 ful1 of st»..
Devereaux, leader. is a year in a busy woman’s life that

German meetings every Sunday, neither of them could name the-farpU- , ...  .............- ■■ — ।
braVy^ JWL Mrs. a^Hza ^Stumpf ‘"X time after, meeting a friend ?h^S “h”’
leader. p ’ from Talta, they learned that Mon- patl^ with the the !

Children’s Lyceum dally, except sieur P------ , "that odd man," had and V® Ht^ '
Sunday at 9:30 a. m. Demonstrations died t™0 dayB aiter the aPP®arance of which we move upon this littie earth, 
of Unseen Forces daily at 7pm ?n the-ghost In the carriage. “A ce nom, striving to understand.

i Library Hall. ' la figure pointue et la paletot noisette ---------- ■ —>-------
I Band Concerts daily at 9:30 a. m retrouveront leur possesseur. Ma . [Advertisement.!
1:30 and 7 p. m. ‘ ’ soeur reconnut en meme temps que - VmT*AN’aRASY MARK?Progressive Euchre every Monday mol, grace a ma description precise." ARE YOUaas m-iKn-r 
evening In the Auditorium. At last they could put a name to the . ■. • .Dance every Wednesday and Satur- ghost.” Do You AttendHDàrlESeances for Mate*
day evening in the Auditorium. ' In this story fre have a phantasm rlaUanti«»*, Etc.?

Sociable every Thursday evening in ^hich should have appeared after,the Auditorium. • death, appearing during life,’ while .. ■ wn„lrf,TOU «and-having me' ex- ,
. The Indies Schubert Quartette of the person who had promised the vis- nla,_ t'o you.ijigt ROW ALL FAKE Boston, has been engaged from July was 1n a dying condition, and. ât ®’a‘a2oTy0HlLE how ÿon and 29, and the Northwestern Orchestra of that hour ot the night waé probably WO«K IS D^, how you and 

Meadville, Pa„ for the entire season, fast asleep. Moreover, the phantasm
We are preparing a great feast-for was invisible to the sister who had re- "Mysteries ot

you, with an interesting and varied ceived the promise^ and was manifestprogram, low transportatton and good to the sister who had pla"yed no share b® a »JrtttfMist/for Spiritual’
hotel accommodations at moderate in the compact .. Si tstorv and will
pr,ces- - * 1 have saved this etory to the end,

Arrange to spend your vacation at because, I .think, it leaves the reader Jt notxmlv'nxblains tollv howLily Dale, invite your .friends and tn exactly the state of mind which is «on^ It not^ly
come prepared to receive great spirit- beneficial' to future inquiry.. : He S’““L “ to detect and !
ual knowledge, and upliftment. knows not what to make of it,.- It for- th-^risSstert^ This book is 

For further information, programs blds a theory. It overturns hypoth- exP°se the trimesters. 1 ms do kis 
etc., address ' programs- °B®8 M {a8t ls they occur. - iâ7very endorsed and^ecommended by the

। LAURA G. FIXEN, particular it contradicts the . well-or- lea^“s a
. . General Manager Sd “eha Js ^

--------------- -;------------—------ -------— And is this not exactly’what a phan- and ln^^VsnlritoaUe^and dbnosed 
"The Kingship of Seif-Control.” By tasm should do? Anthropomorphism ar m

Wm. George Jordan^ It treats of the must surely lose its congenial conceit crimes, of the tongue, the Red Tape du- th® farther man presses-towards the ed 
ty, the supreme -charity of ‘the world, secrets of the universe. Into your thé- uthe revelation of reserve power, etc. ory of telepathy of your theory:of re- 5£ 
Price,.,30 cents. ' P flex action of the brain, into your, po- ^ty l®,"The-SpiritualSignificance,or,Death Hce-court of logic and your -school Ei^yomto^Vl^ Wi«e m^ 
as an Event in Life.” By Lilian Whit- room of natural causes, you shall ae’p
Ing. - One of Miss Whiting's most Bug- never cajole the infinite nor entice the cento ■ ED LUNTgestive, intensely intonating, spiritual eternal. We know that we do not q°tp?iorî PBo8mn Mms,’ ‘ T’ 
books. It is laden with rich, thought- know, and that at present is. the sum Staüon A, Boston, mass, 
ful spirituality. Price»!. of our experience; but we hope thatit „ ---------—--------- -Th» He® 111 the Purposes of human destiny, "Th® CommanfimsatsAnalyzeu,"price

last to & 25 cents. "Big rnie Stories," Cloth,
1« his humility.—Ruskin, j guided into All Truth, so Wt’gradu- W’cents. . . ; .k -

KeitbFiQMrrXost piston.
. eiWrite fof Tiluewited Circular 

fityleBond pjleesand 
Spirit Xarma, who de- 

veloped.thls CUfrvtoyamt^wep in me,- l ean ad
just my Melted Pebble Lens Spectacle as perfect
ly to your.; ¿yes at youn.own home and send by 
mail, os H yoa were In my office,’; Whousanda will 
'teatifjVA .9 B. ». POOLE.

157 Winthrop ave„Chlcago. Ill.
B, F. POOLE—Dear Sir:—The spectacles you 

sent are perfect, and if I ever want another pair 
Twin surely apply to you.- With many thanks, 
MR8. M. L. SOUTHERLAND, Huron, S. Dak.

FRED P. EVANS,

Gaiiiii-Meetlno program tor the Goinind Season
JULY LECTURES 2:30 P.3I.

13—Mrs. A. J. Pettengill, Opening 
Address.

14—J. Clegg Wright.
15—Dr Geo. B. Wurne, Aspiration.
16—Conference.
17—Dr Geo. B. Warne, Telepathy.
18—Dr S. L. Krebs, Marvels and 

Mysteries of Mind.
19—Dr. Ggo. B. Warne, The Victors 

Vanquished.
20—Dr 8. L. Krebs, Wonders of i 

the World Within. :
21—Dr "Warne and Carrie E. S. 

Twing National Spiritualists Associ
ation Day

22 —Mrs. R. S. Lillie.
23—Conference.
24—J Cleggi Wright.
25—Prof. S. P. Leland, Ph. D. L. L.

Howe, Pioneer Day.
2—Rav. Cora L. V. Richmond, 

Closing.
SPECIAL CLASSES AT 10:80 A. M.

July 13 to August 5—J. Clegg 
Wright.

■'August 28 to September’ 2—Rev. 
Cora L. V. Richmond.^
SPECIAL EVENING ENTERTAIN- 

MENTS. ;
July 20-22—Frank Caldwell, 2,000 

Miles on the Yukon River. Stereopti
con views.

July 24—Wilson Fritch, Reading,

AN ASTONISHING OFFER
1 - -1_ _•

hair, age, name and t d gust 20. For full particulars address
tom, and your disease willbediag George E. Knowlton, Tacoma, Wash, 
free 'by spirit power. Grand Ledge Camp, Mich.
Urn Dr nnhenn-Rarkar The Grand Ledge Spiritualist Camp- 
(Yllul Uli UUUuUII Uulnvlj meeting opens July 21, and closes Au- 

------ gust 21'. With Mr. Oscar A. Edgerly as 
presiding chairman. For full par
ticulars address J. W. Ewing or W. R.

D., World Making.
2 6—Wilson Fritch, Spiritualism 

Metaphysically.
2 7—Prof. 8. P. Leland, Ph. D. L. L.

D.t The World We Live On.
. 28—WilsonF-ritch, Self Realization.

29—Rev. Frederick A. Wiggin.
30—Conference.
31—Rev. Frederick A. Wiggin.
AUGUST LfcCTURES 2:30 P. M. I
1—Rev. C. L. Herald, Ph. D„ Life 

on a Man-o’-War.
2—Rev. Frederick A. Wiggin.
3—Rev. Chas. Laying Herajd, Ph.

D., That Man.
4—Rev. Thos P. Byrnes, Nature’s 

Masterpiece.
5—J. Clegg Wright.
6—Conference.
7—Miss Susie C. Clark.
8—Mrs. Annette J. Pettengill.
9—Miss Susie C; Clark.
10—Mrs. Annette J. Pettengill.
11—Miss Susie C. Clark.
12—Mrs.-Helen L. P. Russegue.
13—Conference.
14—Mrs. Helen L. P. Russegue.
15—Miss Marie C. Brehm, Woman’s 

Day.
■ 16—Marie C. Brehm, The Little 
Swiss Republic.

17—-’Mrs? Helen M. Gougar, Munici
pal Ownership.

18—Marie C. Brehm, Temperance 
Day.

. 19—Marie C. Brehm and Helen M.
Gougar, Peace Day. % '

20—Conference.
-21—Hon Noah Webster Cooper, 

Back to Eden.
. 2-2—Oscar A. Edgerly.
, 23—Hon. N. W-- Cooper, Human
Honey Bees

24—Oscar A. Edgerly.
. 25—Mrs. R. S. Lillie.
.. 25—Oscar A. Edgerly.

- 27—Conference. , J
• 28—Mrs. R. S. Lillie.

29—-Mrs. Cora L.-V. Richmond.
30—H. W. Richmond, Carrie E. S. 

Twing, New/York State -Bplrituhllst 
Association Day.

31—Rev. Cora L. V. Richmond.

Psychometry andlnspiration I 
fyThefte books by J. C. FvGrumblna, the spe

cialist In occult sciences and'development of me
diumship, teach yon.how to unfold your psychic
al powers to an extentwondertu) loreMixe. Then 

t you wish to go farther and deeper.ta^Poslilvely guarantee, results If you follow 
nniDton pnui ... my simple instructions. ’ •
2?o°we,Qo.fn^ in CLAIBVOYANCB-Clolh-Douna, price 41.» (re-
688 Eugeni© in regarding this person dnoed from |2.W). It teaches you how. to pene* that the servant imagined her dress irate the voU-atsense and matter, converse with 

* • . rv. -.a»" spirits, read thocrysta),see the future, prophesyn attain Illumination, and be a YorU. "AD students 
win do well to study this excellent volume.”~W.
3. Colville- ‘’Best work on the subject,”—Mind, 

-— - “Marvelous—Erooh^makiJnff.”—Lilian Whiting.
she asked of her sister. spirit world, by Gaineid. cloth. 75 cents,u ” onaworod th« AURAS AND COLORS-WUh exhaustive d(e- 

U£ course U 19» answered tne ttonary of coior meanlnffs. A unique book for
Countess Ina. "What makes you unique people. Price 6Q cents.dnnhf <♦?” PSYCHOMETRY—Tho Brat and only book

. . •, , , , wblchteachesthesclencesothatyoucanprac-
At this the vision vanished, and the uceit. Price, so cents. *Btat«r AntAYAil th« and tolr h«r REALIZATION?—Howr7to enter the super’eon*

sister eniei ea me carnage ana iok ner Bd0U8neM Rnd a Yoe4s. s»rjCei w cenls.CRYSTALS for erystnucrazlnir, a new 131 at 12.25 
ncm nostage prepaid.- Send money to

Elkton, S. D„ May 8, 1906. I 
Mrs. Dr. Dobson-Barker,—

Dear Physician and Friend:—I will 
now. write, thanking you for what you 
have done for me. Three years ago 
doctors Baid I had to have an opera
tion or would not get better. I got 
your address and wrote you. You 
have helped me more than any doctor. 
Besides, I didn’t have to have the op
eration. So now, I’m sure I’ll be 
cured of my sores ears. Any sufferer 
who wishes to .write to me, I’ll gladly 
tell what you did for me. Ailments 
too many to mention in my letter here.

Yours truly, 
SARAH GREGOR.

Divlne of Grand Ledge, Mich.
Unity Camp, Mass.

Opens on Sunday, June 4 and con
tinues every Sunday until the last of 
September.

Lbs Angeles Camp, Cal.
To be held at Mineral Park, com

mencing June 25 and ending July 25. 
Mrs. Nettie Howell is in charge.

Verona Park Camp.

swer distinctly abstains from dealings 
with Mrs, Reynolds’ mediumistic char
aster (pro as well as con); it has been 
venitlated in full in your valuable pa
per already.

The facts in the case are:. Mrs. 
Reynolds appeared ‘‘at the camp
ground like the rest of the people, af
ter general invitation in the papers: 
but very frank as she is she occupied 
a private apartment in one cottage 
built on the grounds by an individual, 
and arranged a meeting (seance). 
She did this without the permission of 
the board of directors, who distinctly 
agreed among themselves to keep the 
fame and name of the camp above re
proach; and that will be followed out 
conscientiously. . But our control does 
not include private property. We only 
control the camp ground proper (300 
by 400 feet), and the unsold lots. We 
invite our ill-informed and critical 
brother Jensen to join hands with us 
to help to preserve the good name of 
our grand cause from all contamina
tion in general and particular of our 
camp enterprise. If such a watchful 
man as Brother Jensen seems to be, is 
with us, that will then set.at rest the 
apprehensions of the Anti-fraud So
ciety of Los Angeles, and prevent 
fraudulent mediums to "snap the 

■ finger at them.”
Brother Jensen, don’t you think, as 

a good Spiritualist, you owe the board 
of directors of the camp an apology?, 
I would, if I were in your place.

C. A. NOLTE,
Chairman Board of Directors of the 

Semi-Tropic Spiritualists Associa
tion.

land, Me.
Mantua Camp, Ohio.

This camp, located at Mantua 
tion, Ohio, will open July 9, and

MARY ANN CAJREW. ticulars, address F. H. Sherwood, sec- I
mki retary, Mantua Station, Ohio.

Wife, Mother. Spirit and Angel. Harmony Grove Camp.
By Carlyle Petersilea. Harmony Grove Camp-meeting As-

This most beautiful story of the ex- 6OCiatfOn will hold Its annual camp 
periences of a {°un8 .a“d Aug. 6 to 20. This camp is located 
mother taken from her. home on eart-k three and one-half miles from Escon- 
to her home in the spirit world. Is told dld0 Cal For further particulftrs ln 
tn such a realistic way, that on^ is regar^ m the camp, address T. J. Mc- 
carried away with the sweet beauty per 8ecretary, 528 Fir street, San 
and naturalness of It. It makes the D<e(;o ga] . 
other world appear very near to^us. b ’ 'This book, has been a great comfort to Forest Morne Camp, Mich, 
many weary hearts who have lost Forest Home Spiritualist- camp- 
mbther, wife or babies. Price, neatly meeting begins July 30, and closes 
bound In cloth, »1. August 20. . For full particulars ad.

; _ ,________ dress the secretary, Mrs. Ruth East-

Newand Enlarged Edition of 
; C. P. LONGLEY’S 

Choice Collection of

man, P. O. Box 69, Mancelona, Mich.
- Niantic Camp, Conn.

The Connecticut Spiritualist Camp
meeting Association, at Niantic Camp 
Ground, Niantic, Conn.; season of 
1906 commences June 12 and con
tinues, until September 11. For full

"Death, Its Meaning and’ Results." 
By-J. K. Wilson, of the Pennsylvania 
Bar. An absorbingly interesting vol
ume, of decided value,;. A narrative of 
.wonderful psychical events in the au
thor’s experience. Cloth, 560 pages, il
lustrated, il.25.

"The Infidelity ot EcclesiaBtlclsm. 
A Menace to American Civilization.” 
By Prof. Wm. M. Lockwood, lecturer 
upon physical, phyiological and psy- 

-Cbic science.. Demonstrator of the Mo
lecular -8r .Spiritual Hypothesis of Na
ture;Scholarly, masterly, trenchant 
Price, 25 cents., ...

■« r

■ ' . ■ CAMMU. particulars address George Hatch,
CeaUtltOuWS, south Windham, Oono.

Containing ninety charming songs for . Th Franklin Smi-ituaUst Camo 

T^m VdrBetween Us'^and ite coin® e“th annaal camp-meeting commene- 

to choice music, from, thepoetical «eb Hames, sectary,
works of Lilian Whiting,-, Of the lat- Fra ““’ . „ „ •
ter, Miss Whiting .writes Prof, Long- ™le -^“cy, Ohio, Camp, 
ley her pleasure at his setting to. her This camp opens August 6 and clos- 
noems and declares-herself honored es August 27. i'or further particu- 
at the dainty music ne bias given’her lars address Will Randolph, secretary,’ 
words. PyesIdent Barrett of the N. 8. Ashley, Ohio. _ 
A? writes .that. /Wherever he goes he Haslett Park, Mich.
.finds the spngs.of Mr? Longley sung at _ The twenty-fourth annual assembly 
meetings and by the friends and he af- of spiritualists at Haslett Park, Mich., 
firms it as his opinion that Longley s commences Aug. 6, and continues to 
musical compositions haye ennobled geptemtier 3. For programs'address 
the. world. Price per copy. 50 cents B B. spross, Okemos, or D.. R. JeSsop, 
bound in boards; 75 cents in cloth. Williamston ■ ~
Wholesale rate'es made to societies, . ■ Gamp Progress. ’

At the regular meeting of the board 
of trustees of the N, S._ A., held at 
headquarters in Washington, D. C., 
the following was unanimously adopt
ed at its session, May O, 1006:

Whereas, certain so-called Spirit
ualists, for the purpose of making se
cure the PRACTICE OF FRAUDU
LENT MEDIUMSHIP whereby an in
nocent public may be DECEIVED 
AND ROBBED, and the most sacred
feelings of human hearts outraged by 
simulating the forms of and messages 
from their dead, are seeking to unite 
all fake mediums, their tools, follow
ers and dupes into a secret oathbound 
fraternity that will defend their trick
ery; and,

Whereas, they are wilfully, for their 
own selfish ends, representing the offi
cial board of the N. S. A, as opposed 
to all physical or other legitimate 
phases of mediumship; therefore, be it

Resolved, That we call attention of 
all thoughtful Spiritualists to the fol
lowing resolution which was unani
mously adopted by our annual con
vention of 1901, and which is still the 
authoritative epression of the N. S. A. 
upon the'question of phenomena, and 
Is heartily concurred inz by each 

; member of the present board of the

and dealers.. . , . : - -_ . Camp Progress?: Moreland’ Park 
"MeammsKlp and Its Development, Grove, .Upper -Swatapscott, Mass., 

and How to Mesmerize to Assist Derel- opens Sunday, June 4, 1906. 
opmeht” By W- H. Bach. Especially —r-——--------- - - -
useful-to learners who seek to know There Is an inmost center in us ail, 
and utilize the laws.of mediumship and- where truth abides la fullness.— 
development, and avoid errors. Price, Browning.

N. S. A., to-wit:
"Be it resolved by the delegates to 

the National Association here assem
bled that we believe in, and stand for, 
GENUINE PHENOMENA ot every 
reputable phase.” \

"Social Upbuilding, Including Co®p- 
eratlve Systems and the Happiness and 
Ennoblement of Humanity.” By B. T>. 
Babbitt, LL. D., M. D. This comprises 
the last part of-Human Culture and 
Cure. Paper cover, 15 cents.

“Harmonics of Evolution.The Philos
ophy of Individual life. Based Upon 
Natural Science, as Taught by Modern 
Masters of the Law.” By Florence 
Huntley. A work of deep thought, car
rying the principles of evolution into 
nowfields. Price, cloth,
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OF GREAT HISTORICAL VALUE.

o

A COMPREHENSIVE ANALYSIS

It

It

To guard the body from cold.

what they read their Bible and prayed

> who reflect their influence of religious
■' gloom that we all know cursed our an

cestors, and kept them in a state of

Verily we are the product of those mind best described by that of a lost 
Who preceded us; and their peculiarl- soul in hell. The hUInan intellect de-

titries of gloom and rank, superstition 
that Ue behind us, the wonder rises 
that the world has been able in spite 
of heredity and environments to rise 
as it has risen above such conditions.

The absolute justice ot th& system 
of things is as clear to me as any sci
entific fact. .The' gravitation of sin 
tb-morroW is ns certain as that of the

The Nature Origin of Theological 
Myths—Mythology the Parent 

’ of Theology.

indebted for the following: “The 
Cross of Christ, as the symbol of the

TOLL TAKEN ^pE'LliüE.
r '»¡S’. ; < j; —

'Twlxt Hie Cradle,'. .Man, and the
Grave.- ;

’ • We are just beginning to realize the effect of Sug
gestions, and to understand some of the laws that 
govern thought and control the mentality of the indi
vidual.

ties mental and physical have de- scended to the lowest point it ever 
. , •, . ___ reached since history was written, un-scended through an unvarying law, . .. ,, - ’

■ • . , • : , der the effect of the Christian religion,from, no one knows how remote a pe- we jook back through the cen. 
rlod. My case is not on exceptional ■ ■ - -
one, for the world Is full of people

The Effect on the Mind of Religion 
Based on-the Bible—A Vivid Por- 

: trayal—The Anatomy of Melan
choly—The Wonderful Power of 
Suggestion.
Never forgetting that religion is a 

syptem of faith and worship .based 
upon some kind of a mental concep
tion termed God, we are always pre
pared to deal with it in a rational,- 
common-sense manner. In no other 
way can we.

What, then, I ask, has been the in
fluence of religion on the human 
mind since the ideas it embodies were 
first promulgated and . absorbed as 
facts; when, as we now know they 
were only fictions, or at best the fan
cies of thoughts divorced from reason,

To me the fact is-plaln and undis- 
putable that all religious faiths have 
been injurious to humanity, for they! 
have enslaved the mind of man with 
their errors, and their limitations to 
which they would permit thought to 
go, and in saying this I make no refer
ence to the few good morals for hu
man conduct which have been sand
wiched into the products of supersti
tion and priestcraft everywhere, to 
serve as a bait for the unwary, and 
give to religion an attraction and a 
value absolutely necessary to - insure 
its perpetuity as a force in 'society. 
Without these, morals which define 
man’s duties to man, no religious sys
tem would be very successful, for 
they divert the mind from much vis
ionary nonsense and carry superficial 
thinkers past and over the rankest 
kind of superstition.

Moral sentiments^ are a great aid to 
religious rot when properly mixed; 
but a religion that starts out with the 
idea of a cruel and Vindictive God, the 
total depravity of human nature, and 
the doctrine of eternal punishment for 
Inherited sins, is the -worst kind im-
aglnable. That is the one we are 
living under, .and which lias left its 
cursed influence for long centuries on 
suffering humanity
.--•The Bible, Which is the source of 
this pernicious doctrine, still pro
claims these things; and all the hor
rors that have rested like a nightmare 
on the thoughts of untold millions 
that have preceded us, are still in the 
book; and whether partially ignored 
to-day by the clergy because enlight
ened intelligence rejects them, lose 
not sight of this fact.

Hell is still the basis of the Chris
tian religion and always will be; and 
the most flowery rhetorician of the 
pulpit who plays upon the great love 
of Jesus, must amit the fact when cor
nered, or reject the teachings of his 
"inspired” and "sacred” book.

Humanity does not need a savior 
without something exists to' be saved 
from, and that something in this case 
is found beyond denial in the word
hell. The question, “Are you saved?” 
which is still being asked by every or
thodox preacher, cannot be asked if 
not connected in mind with hell. It 
means absolutely nothing in any other 
sense; and the orthodox preacher who 
dares deny the doctrine of eternal 
punishment in his sermons, and who 
proclaims a disbelief in it, will find 
himself yanked up for heresy, like Dr. 
Crapsey, who has just been convicted.

The man who accepts the Christian 
religion and goes forth to preach it in 
any form does so with shackles on his 
intellect. In accepting a creed he re
veals his submission to the authority 
of some other man—for men make 
thorn all—and his willingness to be a 
mental slave; for he selects a circle 
within which he promises to. restrict 
hfs thoughts, and there he goes round 
and round, starting with a baseless 
assumption and ending with dogmatic 
assertions. And these are the men 
who claim to be leading the world, but 
are, in reality, holding it back.

No church will receive into its 
membership any man who stands on a 
moral basis alone, and the following 
question lately directed to the clergy 
still waits for an answer:

. “If I were to seek admission into 
any church, on the ground that I 
wanted to obey the sermon on the 
mount, and to live the thirteenth 
chapter of Corinthians, would I be re
ceived?”

Not much, for no church has yet 
been founded on such a creed; and 
there never will be one, for it would 
be completely divorced from religion 
and the fundamental doctrines of 
Christianity—-the existence of hell as 
a place of eternal punishment,- and 
salvation therefrom by belief alone in 
Jesus Christ This is the Christian 
religion in a nutshell, and all else is 
superfluity and redundancy of words.

I hate the Christian religion with 
every drop of blood in my veins, and 
when I contemplate its effect and in
fluence on humanity for nearly two 
thousand, years; language is powerless 
to express what I feel.

. It was my fate to be a descendant of 
Puritan- ancestors, and they were so 
unfortunate as to be for many genera
tions'the victims of the worst form of 
religion the world has-ever known— 
Presbyterianism—which went- so' far 
as-to consign infants-to the endless 
tortures of hell fire and brimstone. 
On such damnable thoughts their 
minds were fed, and into their very 
souls these horrible doctrines went 
and-found root. 1 hey brooded over 
such things-until life became nothing 
but a gloomy journey to the tomb; 
and nbta day. of their llves passed but

their souls/though they believed un
der the foreordination doctrine of 
John Calvin that the fate ofevery 
soul was decreed from the beginning,
-All possibility of knowing who was 

lost and who was s^ed was therefore । 
out’of the question, and that worst ot' 
all tortures to the human mind—un-1 
certainty, dogged their footsteps from I 
the cradle to the grave. Into’their 
lives came no sunshine, and their tem
peraments became melancholy under 
the workings of a natural law; and. 
'this affliction was transmitted under, 
the law. ot heredity to their progeny, 
and will continue to reach, though in. 
modified form, generations yet un
born.

. We are just beginning to realize the 
effect of suggestions and ’ to under
stand some of the laws that govern 
thought and control the mentality, of 
the Individual; and there is no room 
for doubt that that concomitant of 
“Christian civilization,” melancholy, 
is largely if not entirely due to the 
awful conceptions of eternal torments 

i in another world, which were instilled 
Into receptive minds brought up to. be
lieve it a crime against God to doubt 
such things.

Take- the boy in Cotton Mather’s 
time who did not want to live and was 
afraid to die, and we have the correct 
result of John Calvin’s brand of. 
Christianity; and melancholy can . be 
accounted for in the world to-day .with 
as much certainty as science can fore
tell an eclipse. . -

Richard Burton produced a remark
able book on the anatomy of melan
choly, and it will be. read by thinkers 
with great interest as long as melan
choly afflicts the race; but If he had 
sought for the cause of it in centuples 
of the damnable doctrines of Chris
tianity, he would have reached the 
fountain head.

Melancholy does not afflict savages 
and drive them to self-destruction, for 
their ancestors never fell victims to 
the blighting influence of unadulter
ated Christianity. No “suggestion” 
ot hell fire and damnation without 
end, has had its effect on them, so 
that is one "blessing" of civilization 
they have escaped. Being descendants 
of these fear-filled and gloomy Puri
tans, our family has inherited the 
melancholy taint, and Instead of be
ing born with our happiness ready
made, as Holmes expresses it, because 
of buoyant dispositions and optimistic 
tendencies, we have «11. “carried our 
cloud.” Our sires’ mother was full of 
fear and dismal forebodings all - her 
lifetime, and never a day passed that 

i needless anxiety and worriment ' did 
not torment her existence until night
time and sleep changed the current ot 
her thoughts. She came naturally by 
such a disposition, and in the same 
-way insured it in milder form to our 
sire; and he “carried his cloud” of un- 
definable fear all his days. We, his 
descendants, have been afflicted from 
earliest recollections with the melan
choly taint, for it runs in the blood, 
and goes back to the sixteenth century 
in New England—and no doubt fur
ther—when religious gloom hung like 
midnight darkness over those victims 
of Bible superstitions; when the sum 
and'substance of every sermon was 

fhell-flre and the only way to escape it. 
When^chlldreh, and in perfect health, 
that mysterious influence, that feeling 
of depression and gloom would come 
without warning and depart when it 
went, as quick as It came.

Mythology, we are told, Is the parent 
, of theology: Gerald Massey, poet and 

scholar, who hated.humbug and shams 
us much as he loved truth and virtue,- 
.accomplished the herculean task of 
mastering the facts underlying the 
mythos. • To unearth the facts under
lying mythology was to chase away 
the "spooks" of priestcraft aiid to lay 
bare the llteralized myths of theology.

In his great work. '‘Natural Gene
sis,” he shows that the fundamentals 
of all religions worthy of the name 
are traceable to the phenomena of the 
sun, moon and stars, 1, e., they are 
simply "celestial phenomena made 
mundane." The impartial student 
who has no salary or living to lose, 
and who is not mentally in bondage to. 
any system, will find a mass’ of evi
dence to prove ■ that the religions of 
the past two thousand years arë'but 
duplicates and copies of more ancient 
systems; tn'fact, are old figures’ "re- 
façed with new masks!” -

Gerald Massey knew well what’he 
.was. saying when he uttered the fol
lowing .words: "The Gospels contain 
a confused and confusing record of 
early Christian belief: ‘ ‘things most 
surely believed’ (Luke), (only be
lieved in! ) concerning certain myth
ical matters which were Ignorantly 
mistaken for human and -historical. 
Tfie Jesus of the Gospels Is but little 
of a human reality, in spite of *alI at
tempts to naturalize the Mythical 

■ Christ, and make the story look ra
tional. » * * So far from being derived 
from the 'model man,’ the typical 
¡Christ was made up from the features 
of various gods, after a fashion some
what like those of Mr; Galton, In 
which the traits of several persons are 
photographed and fused In a portrait 
of a dozen different persons merged 
.into one that is not anybody. And as 
fast as the composite Christ falls to 
.pieces, each feature is claimed, each 
¡character Is gathered up by the orig
inal owner!

Another scholor and searcher into 
the ancient mysteries lets the light in 
with terrific . force. He says: 
"Neither in early Christian art, nor in 
thé catacombs of Rome, is there any 
representation- of-, the resurrection'of. 
Jésus; but the resurrection’of Lazarus 
1b there- portrayed as-- an - Egyptian 
mummy on. the early Christian- mpnp- 

.JUents.^ .Moreover, this Egyptian 
mummy image was the. Egyptian- type 
bf the resurrection; and, further, its’ 
name was the/Karsat,’ which Gerald 
Massey, in his ‘Natural Genesis’ claims 
to be the Egyptian original for the 
.Greek ‘Christ.’ " This throws some’ 
kindred.light on the alleged prophecy: 
"Out of Egypt have I called my son" 
—esoterically “Sun," as will be. seen 
further on. It topk from three to six 
centuries of misrepresentation to 
evolve the so-called historical 
"Christ" out of the pagan data.

Proctor, the astronomer,.-in an ar
ticle In Knowledge, January,.1887, en
titled “Beginnings of - Christianity," 
spake these words: “All the miracles 
recorded in the New Testament, are of 
Solar origin, , and date back long be
fore Christianity had any existence. ■

“Because the sun brings light sight 
is given.to the blind, who were before 
blind because of the darkness. - Be
cause the sun’s light and heat .restore 
winter’s dead forms to life in: the 
spring time, the sun-god, therefore, 
raises the dead. Because the sun
god’s light and heat cause sickly veg- 
tation to grow strong and vigorous, 
therefore, he is said to heal the Bick. 
Because the sun’s light and heat turn 
the water into the rich juice of the 
grape vine, therefore, the Sun-god 
turns the water into wine. Because 
the sun in the early dawn rises above 
the sea horizon, the sun-god Is said to 
walk upon the waters. Because the 
sun re-appears after the darkness of 
the storm, he is said to still, the 
tempest.”

Like Gerald Massey, whose labors 
have cleared away a whole forest of 
superstitions, so also have we another 
giant of letters whose works and writ
ings are also a mine of wealth. I re
fer to William Oxley, to whom we are

THE MUCK RAKE.

Colonel Janies Hamil|on I^ls in an 
Address at Kansas ’’pity, sold: ‘{To 
Save the Nattóu froprt Muck Rakers 

, We Must Stop the ¿Mude-Maleéis.”
He Presented the Muck Raker as a 
Necessary Evil,; hutías-an Agent of 
Reform in that lie Exposed to 
View the Mudé that Created a Pesti
lence Throughout tlic TjaiKl and Be
came a Stench in the Nbs'úils of the 
Nation. ,. ? ; I. -

When the wildest.of mudt-rakers has 
appalled us with a taje

Which “so slanders man'Of honor that 
/ he ought to rot IrAjajl,"

Comes a government commission, ask
ing questions, and, .'behold,

■All the wild muck-i'aker: told us 
wasn’t half he ehbiild have told!-

Truth is still mostrange than fle- 
: tion, and Is this great truth you
■ ' doubt,’ ’ ..y.. i í.r
Read the records the commissions day 

by day keep tuning c>ut;
Who dares write imaginary tales of 
' • ’ jplunder such as those, 
Or can match their- ¡dark”; .disclosures 

.with fictitious. yllláinles?
And you say: “Whht-ehall it profit? 

’ Why iincover all theehame?
Why arouse the? pdliJic’h anger?

Things have always been the 
same!"-- •

.‘‘Ever since the tíméiof Adam," some 
one solemnly, .d^cl^ros, '

"Agitators have ’béen v screeching.
Why waste time wish these af- 
falrp?” :■ J /

Aye, since Adam's day {the greedy 
have reached aftor : more and 
more, ' ,

And the fattened biies have often 
been decisive heretofore;

But since Adam’s day. the people have 
demanded,’ now. andithen, 

Fair accounting fram'the-masters who 
have lost the shame of men.

• ■•' i- i •
So you say: “What shall; it profit?

Why set people'll' minds aflame? 
Why create distrust'and'anger? Why 

not cover up 'the. sh'am$?” 
is time for fair 'accounting when 

the truth provolfbs Idistrust;
is time for new adjustments—we 

have started to ’etyuM!
—Chicago '.Record-Herald.

■What toft-do you tak^ib/ llfe. jof life 
'Twixt thp cradle, Ihaii, and the 
. grave, ' \ ' c

And 'what is ihq^aln of your toil and 
BtrifeZ-.- ' ’■ eW

And Midas this answer-gase: .
"I gatlib^.the frujts ofia million’s toil, 

I revbTih seas of gold, '.■jv '
I reap the harvest:,from y leagues ot 

- soil, ‘ K".
But, alas! I an}.’growjB&-0!d!

“And wiibU I coriBidei!/'’6^e things- I 
have won,

■ The things that I call my own,
I seem .to feel that my work’s UI done, 

For these I have atone; .
A palace—apd shelter ffUmen claim— 

Purple, and linen and-, gold,
Fine raiment mine, but nd better than 

thine, . r. ■ .

“Three meals a day and a friendly 
roof, . . . .. r.-

And garments to Wrtto me in, 
These only mine, by their use’s proof, 

The rest is the prlcespf sin.
Three meals a day’and. the clothes,!

! A CURIOUS CASE.
’v, Z iT------T 'l

In a Trance. She Sees Strange Visions 
—“Wh^t I Biw^ItAVas Mar^ Like 
the Lor& God njmkejf Than' Any
thing Else”—Evidently in ¿Trance,, 
and Visited the Spirit Realms,’ Yet 
Rejects Spiritualism.

Personally I have never been free 
from an undeflnable fear, and though 
positive to a marked degree and gifted 
in life with nervous energy enough for 
two ordinary men, I have been held in 
check by that fear and the lack of 
confidence it induced. No effort has 
ever been able to remove this incubus, 
and mental science is as powerless'to 
dislodge it as prayer Is to move moun
tains. It will follow me to the grave. 
Verily we,.are the product of those 
who preceded us; and their peculiari
ties mental and physical have de
scended through an unvarying law, 
from, no one knows how remote a pe
riod. My case Is not an exceptional 
one, for the world is full of people who 
reflect the influence of religious gloom 
that we all know cursed our ancestors, 
and kept them in a slate of mind best 

■ described by that of a lost soul in hell. 
The human intellect’descended to-the 
lowest point It ever reached since his
tory was written, under the effect of 
the Christian religion, and as we look 
back through the centuries of gloom 
and rank superstition that Ue behind . 
us, the wonder rjses that the World | 
has been able In spite of heredity and 
environments to rise as it has risen 
above such conditions.

Knowing the effect of religión on the 
human mind, and realizing the neces
sity of destroying it afid its baneful 
influence, I would rejoice to see it 
wiped off the'face of the earth,-for un
til it Is,' the human mind can. never be 
free or the race rise to those lofty 
heights that right conditions’ would 
make possible.

The ringing words of Prof. Larkin 
in your Issue of May19, struck a re-: 
sponsivU.'chbrd in my' heart, and when 
the creeds.and catechisms are burned, 
it will be a glorious day for the world, 
for humanity with freedom to think 
clearly and rationally .will solve all Its 
problems.

; ■ CHANNING SEVERANCE.
Los Angeles, Cal. . 1

Sun-god, is formed by the vertical line 
between' the summer and winter sol
stitial points, and the horizontal line 
between the vernal and equinoctial 
points; the divisions between the four 
arms form the four seasons of the 
year; and at these four points are sta
tioned the four evangelists who record 
the history of the Sun-Savior, astro- 
masonically called Antinous, but bib
lically, Jesus. All ancient civilized 
nations had this game cross implied 
or expressed; for without it no sacred 
system could be concreted, and there 
was not, and is not, a single so-called 
religious ceremonial with its attendant 
worship but that is in actual conform
ity with the sun’s apparent path 
through the heavens.”

The oldest mother-god known to 
history is. the Egyptian Isis, and the 
Kreeko-Latin Mary, both (along with 
others) are represented by the sign 
Virgo (the virgin), and the appear
ance of this constellation (of stars) in 
company with that of Boots (trans- i 
lated Joseph) at the left arm of the 
Cross, at the. Vernal Equinox, is the 
prophecy of the birth of the Sun-god 
in.nine months, i. e., nine signs (of the 
zodiac), which brings the date to the 
winter solstitial point, our December 
the 25th. '

.The Bible is simply ah astro-theo
logical esoteric "work composed and 
computed from the stellar phenomena 
as witnessed from the latitude of 
Egypt. How or when the records 
came into the possession of the Rom
ish church is purely conjectural. To 
my view they were known to two or
ders: One represented the modern 
Freemasons, and the other by the 
state churches, who use them for the 

j regulation of their festivals, calendar

wear, ■ ; ? : ■ 
And a roof to eheltèir. rue,j ' 

This is the gain of lite’d foil and pain. 
As all too late I see.,1 ;;

"Though men shall sayvtten f come to 
die: •

‘Such and such was.he: worth,’ 
But I read my title, 'find sadly sigh, 

To seven poor feet earth.
The things I have won for thé deeds

I have done— ■; / ’
Shelter, clothing ahid firead, 

Whatever your name or station or 
■ fame
You have no less, no .more than the 

same ’’ ;
And the same last narrow bed.” 

St. Louis Globe-Democrat.
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to g®5 Sfi all sincerity tor BalraUon ofPearthto the sum—Huxley,
*Ä,-„ r.

and exoteric or external worship. This 
is the secret conflict between the Rom
ish hierarchy and Freemasonry which 
arose in the early stages of church 
history. The eccelsiastical party for 
reasons that are well understood never 
allowed the laity, or common people, 
to bo taught other than the literal.and 
surface meaning of the symbols; while 
the mystic brotherhoods wepe forbid
den bv the-rules of their orders to 
make public the real meaning that un
derlay the symbols..,

The Bible .narratives are founded on 
a trtie base,, not of personal historv, 
but of stellar, or celestial phenom
ena, Which are of necessity Infallibly 
true as such; and this, taken slth th®

astral interpretation of1 the' creation, 
deluge, and history of Israel, the birth 
and death of Jesus, sugtains the state
ment of Origen that "the' blaces, cities, 
and persons named' in;' the., biblical 
records are to be found >in the starry 
heavens and nowhere !,,‘Tlse." For 
people, read stars; for ‘tribes, read 
constellations (of stars)) -«and for 
leader, read the Sun-god, / ~

And, we may add. f<?r the - twelve 
tribes of Israel read the. twelve elgns 
of the zodiac, which also stand for the 
twelve apostles, as well as for’ the 
twelve-cakes baked by the Israelites, 
one for each tribe, betas but twelve 
symbols of the sun's dlscL-aB he. appears 
to.enter each of the twelve.signs (or 
houses of Zion) of the'zodiac In the. 
course ot the year. The.'Idea ot our 
jury of twelve men hqa probably Its 
origin in the twelve signs oltihe zo
diac, also symbolized-by; the hot cross 
bun, which is made to; represent' the 
real circle or belt of thejiodiac. Be- 
ihg’hot means the resurfectlon of the 
Sun-go_d after hiei crugtAxIoib?: as It 
were, between the t'wb-.t)jjevgs of au
tumn and winter, and'Mhep hid crosses 
the line north ot theTpauator.; he Js 
said to have arisen frolnjjihe <tead, as
cending into heaven. . lings which 
cross the bnn at, rigfii.inglgs, t. e.; 
from north to south, “nd east-to west, 
may be said to represent, the boyhood 
of the Sun-god (Spring)., toe man
hood ot the Sun-godv(Summer), his 
old age (Autumn ), +»xvhilea.•Winter
would signify his crucifixion,; death, 
and resurrection, and-athus the Sun- 
Savior was the ever-coming one, or the 
MeAsiah, who never .could himself be 
made.flesh, but was thb'light and life 
of all flesh. . But belilndlthe phenom
ena of sun, moon, and stars: there, is 
the joyful reality—a ' ¡spirit world, 

I where the spirits of men Shall find an 
i abode, a resUng-place.-k hbme, and to 
i know this is to-enter into sweet fel- 
i lowship with the spirits qf juBt men 
in varying degrees of ¿eternal progress 

i here and now--qpirito.wlk) have dis
carded the tattered garments of.mor
tality, and which doth .^compass us 
about as a great clojjd - —in 
The Two Worlds, MancheMer, Eng. .

. We often have to pay. tha penalty, in 
our own persons, of call oth-

to account for.—

I must

be. The
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____________________ ,n whatever ‘de, ifflnÄtaiÄwii ftu Mij R. Koch
of terror in her eyes at mention oflothe I “A dreadful pause ensued. Such terrible torture 
awoke at the county hlspltal yesterday as 1 then suffered no human breast can ever have en- 
seventy-seven days. after a sleep of c^n | Jq hgar yQUC^lf bCWailed
tramheatahwhich ft» long9 she by a loving mother, befallen ofa horrible-destiny, and 

not be able to'give a sign'of life of yourself I”Bhown to her will send her back to ■ _______________
Bleep again. ■

She. does hot believe in Spiritualism was a cold November even- 
andmever has, »nd yet she believes lng ln 1879> in the comfortably 

w?s warmed restaurant rooms of the
one whose name she will not now dis- h0UBe of fine arts in Vienna, they were 
C wl’« «.«* >. . . having quite a lively time. Guests

n th ,agaln b0 P“1 came, and guests departed; rattling of tbh» dishes, tinkling of glasses, joyful
iduinn^t^ tho 861 V0r‘ but .1B laughter and talking throughout,

2, th P r “ “nuer ^tt?®,!" Apart from this bea-like humming 
S, “ . V01?“ 8 ,hPS UntU She and bustling, in a quiet corner, the ar- 

t a i tlllery.captain Z and I were sitting at t,.^aa game ot chess. Just now the.clr- 
cumspective skillful fharksman shot a °tV2?llv6 street> 0lJ perceptible breach in my fortification, 

waklng ^ells whL" ’-Ahl^d
hoBpRaVon^pNM^^ t0 th° C°UDty urall>; ,,as ever at ^he ““avoidable 

Since her arrival atthe hospital she sa“®^ Dr R remarked) and tried to 
of science pUZZle t0 dootora and men smile. Though R. feigned to be cheer- 

seventy-seven you, dear
Shebat to her rocking S ’̂alte “r? You a^ear t0 be °ut °f hU’

e -aszasffas s

asleep?” she was asked. ' g0?,d bum°r f°r a long tlmo PevhaP®'
Weakness was graven in every line 2,uari„A.

put to ter. Ste m M lo . te.pH.1 ‘‘ «“I'“J" £1 fj?;
dr/JQfi nf hlna rr<n<rhoiw nnA hnv <r>-nir HGr CBeekS 1)100111 ID- GCUtjl UK© tWO

raws a

about her which indicated that some 2“
of her experiences during her long abow' ,,lias the l«obablllty o£ a 
memory to tell juTyet '^“d waa tbe girl buried?" Gx’
“new all the time what was go- ±^ehdnlth*^ agitated<
Jng on around me,” the slender wo- h roniipfl the
man answered courteously. “That is, . Tback Godi not yet- replied the 

lieitoal wbat 18 the matter w,th you’
something was holding me In that captain? You are as pale as a corpse 
state, •’ aud shivering as tn fever.
' “I felt' as if there was something Nothing! Only a recollection a- 

talking to me all the time—talking to tb°ugI1 a fearf1ul recollection which 
me—talking-to me—and I couldn’t ,8,les
get away,”' she added with a shudder, “h1!Is my heart a blood. Oh, it is hor- 
“But I believe that this time I am rib? to b® ‘5 a tra,T’.and 6 : h® 

.away from it all and-will not go back coffin and hear with full conscious- 
agnin. Don’t you think so?" Ahd ness. how the preparations for the 
she Ibbked at the questioner with her tf“ne,ral eere“1*^68 are “ad?L£o,^eay

•‘■It’s only a peculiar dlsea^' that's
all,” spoke up a buxom nurse In yeas- , I8®4 Lx ^r*ven Jn the narrow board 
surance. .-'•WlfWW’ «l8 ftorrlble to heagali

• “But, tell me,” asked the "Exam7 without being capable of giving’ the 
Iner” reporter. "This is a strange 8*8n pt Me. ' • ■ ' ■
cose. What did you see or know dur- . ^ke being lost in dreams the cap- 
tag this sleep that has kept you here BP°ke ■ these Y,orl^' Now b®
soAong?” . stared in vacancy while big drops of

- "I knew people that came to my Perspiration stood on his forehead 
bed if they spoke, and I knew their a few^ seoonds we, too, were not 
voice',’’ she answered quickly. "I capable of uttering a word. A Palm 
could not open my eyes and see them. £u pa“8e venfl?1ed' a ?
I-coulfi not move. But I heard what drGW b18
the voices that I knew told to me. I ¿eep eigh he wiped his forehead. It 
knew who was speaking, too. I knew is all over, he began, but now I 
my husband When he came. I could °we tbe an °£
not speak to him." ' singular behavior. Hear, then, I, too,

Behind the words of Mrs. Hawkins ?nc® ^a8 £n a L™11®6’ a?d \aVG T1' 
there was a suggestion that her men- lzGd
tai experience.during the long trance sad condition. At an early age I lost 
had given her an Insight Into the “y £atheKL Y11? had keGn a' “ V T y 
world beyond. ficer- Not tw«lve years old, I was

“Did you see spirits in your sleep?” ^a,COv ln the mllltary school at 
she was asked - Heinburg.

“No; not just that,” was the answer, , "£ ,deU«^ n
as a frightened expression came into a£te,r admission I was taken 
her large eyes. “I never did believe ous I I am°tVh u
in spirits. But I am too weak now to gered ^WG,e° “£e , ,dea?»,oJ ^ha8
talk about It I have hot even told impossible for my dear mother, who m^sbaid What I saw °W ^ed iu poor circumstances to make

if“

before her while she was in her sleep. away' , °nGJay “ J "±v£ 
“AU the time I felt like it was an- nnrtfl4

other person who had my mind and nTtae deld S How^ong I 
had taken it away,” she added. £hat ' JI „¿if® J
WasDitI°mMo^ Whether3’night or day, this, too. 1
""I will not tell nbhm thof ««w could not discern, for my eyelids also 
0UhehheadSV?6“rwni no?teU Xfttag ™ toe’lea^behtaTtt® tightly Moled 
more about IL T am afraid £®®tb‘ 1 feIt aeither cold nor waiDlth'
those pictures up again R will all i™6 CirhCBUJat‘°n °f th® bl°°d aPPe8red 
come back. That is what I 'dread the be“were extinguished—

“n nil he» .. .j iiig had ndt-forsaken me; the latter
the nurse who has S Tr’ Mr*
gmmback“^^^ W“an had grave! Ther®! all at once I heard a 

a ci. . rustling. The door opened and sev- 
nn erhl persons entered, among them wasJ wJn J the physician under whose treatment

sbe w“® awake until about j j had recOgnlzed him by his 
11 o’clock that night and.then she ‘ „ p-iidine sten
Wa“The a “He approached my bed, and ap-
ia ' ^b® reP°rt shows that at her home peared to be bending over me, touch- 
aha Ing me, as I imagined, although Ishe has blept continuously. could not feel his touch. His inanipu-

lation lasted a good while-for me an w — ’ i?8’f ^®;®Q“t<tber food, eternity. ‘A needle, Doctor!' I heard 
ihn wnnid Itend ' 0^ the flo°r.and him demand of the chief physician. A 
Hh ♦ ,2jdi 1 adath .e Slight rustling in the requisition box
that we placed her in. We could 8truCk my ear; then again a solemn 
raise her arm .over her head and.she. yAfter’ a long space of time
would keep it there longer than the the whispering voice of the examining 
strongest man on earth could do. She physiciafi could again be heard, 'Sta- 
would keep it there until we.took it singular! Does it not appear 

, _ , . , ; ‘ to you, Doctor, as though the boy is„ I think catalepsy.is a disease, but aj(Ve’ These fresh cheeks and lips, 
there is a look In her eyes when you elasUcny of this skin, this—’ 
ask, her-what-she saw when she was *'i beg, sir regiment physician, to 
asleep that I do not like at all. She look more closely at these dark spots 

a word .about those on right arm; they are undoubt- 
thingB, added tbe nurse as she turned edlv the death spots which are al- 
away.—Los Angeles Examiner. ready forming.’

—----- ---- ——. 'Just observed, already observed,
Josephine Terronova to Be Sent to dear'colleague, but notwithstanding I

Convent cannot banish the ludicrous thought
Vow Ver!- ten» q Whar» from mr mind that the boy—. But

brought before Justice Scott on’ the k®1, tbe experiment can do no harm, 
second charge of murder the indict
ment will be dismissed and the girl 
set free.

ony was fearful. In vain I attempted 
to give a sign of life* in vain. I was, 
and remained a torpid living corpse. 
My God! now my fate should be decid
ed. I listened intently, still no sound 
to be heard around me. Now, it 
stirred again; the experiment ap
peared to be over, and I had not felt 
the effect of the glowing rosin.

“Again the distant clock ' was 
striking, and mingled with it-1 heard 
the voice of the physician, which to me 
sounded hollow, like that of a ghost, 
mention the horrible word, ‘DEAD!’

“Arrange the conveyance of the 
corpse to the dead chamber of the 
garrison hospital,’ said he, addressing 
the chief physician, ’while I for my 
part will notify the mother by letter 
of the decease of her child.’

“That was the last that I heard. A 
deathlike swoon extinguished my rec
ollection. How long J lay thus-,-i£ 
days or hours—or what at all oc
curred with me, I do not know.

“The first sound that again was 
audible was that of rustling straw, 
and the turning about of stiff bodies, 
and then again I was embraced in the 
deathlike swoon. After a time that 
I cannot determine, for in my death
like condition I knew no measure ot 
time, a slight chill awakened me, and 
I imagined I heard the slamming of 

1 carelessly closed window shutters 
with which the howling gale of wind 
seemed to be playing. Notwithstand
ing the chill which shook me, it ap
peared as if a soft breath of life 
seemed to animate my rigid limbs. I 
made an effort to raise, and my first 
endeavors were successful. Now I 
sat upright and looked around me. 
There! What was tln^.? My hand had 
touched a stiff ley body. A sudden 
fright shook my brain. I made^n ef
fort to forsake my couch of boards on 
which I was lying, but I could uot; 
my feet were as heavy as lead.

“Now a pale ray of moonlight shone 
through a latticed window, and mo
mentarily illuminated the room in 
which I was.- It chilled my blood. 
Close by my side there were three 
corpses, twp in white shrouds, and 

| the third, one wrapped In straw.** 
I,- “The shadows of the dark, menae- 
| lng clouds, that were jURt chasiqg by 
-the pale sickle, of the moon, appeared 
to enliven the gloomy distorted feat
ures of thé dead. A loud scream es
caped my lips, and unconscious I 
again sank back on my couch.

"Confused humming voices of peo
ple, hasty steps and distant tolling ot 
church bells, awoke me again.

“I heard the door open, and I again 
heard the voice of the physician 
speaking in a low tone to the com
mander of the institute, Major M.

“ ‘There is no time to be lost. The 
minister and the invited guests have 
already arrived.’

" 'Only a few minutes’ delay, Sir 
Major. Perhaps the mother of the- 
deceased will yet come.’

that 
like 
had 
tell.

“ 'It will not do, Sir Regiment Doc
tor. The coffin in, Corporal Waser.’

“I heard the coffin set down with a 
hollow sound. They raised me up 
and placed me in it. The lid of the 
coffin creaked and clashed over me. I 
attempted to stir, in vain! The for
mer death-llke stiffness held my limbs 
In fetters. I tried to scream, but to 
no avail; my tongue was like lead be
hind Jhe tightly closed teeth. Great 
God! They will bury me alive! 
Clearly the strokes of the carpenter's 
hammer fell. Now he was done! 
The last nail was sunk In my coffin. 
No more escape! Buried alive!

“That was the last I was able to
think. The subsequent funeral 
dirges, the monoton'e prayer of the 
preacher, I only heard as in a dream. 
But suddenly a voice awakened me. to 
full consciousness. It was the voice 
ot my dear mother.

“ 'I must see him once again!—-see 
my dear beloved son: Open the lid. I
must see him once more! 
kiss him once morel’

" 'But, my dear lady,' I heard the
commander say, ‘it cannot 
coffin is airead}' clinched.’

< It is understood, however, that the 
District Attofnev will consent only on 
condition that the girl be placed in a 
convent. . .. . - . . .

: She insists that she can never again 
be happy with her; husband. A rich 
woman has offered to give Josephine a 
good home.

Enthusiasm Ab to - man-.what steam

A candle and a stick of sealing wax, 
I pray.’

“Again a gentle rustling, the whiz
zing of a match, which was again in
terrupted bv the officiating physician: 
’Uncover the breast of the corpse ?_• 
now “ • • here with the eeallng-wax, 
nearer the light—nearer—the deuce! 
I. do not want the glowing rosin 
drbpped on my. fingers', but on the 
breast ot the boy!’

“A dead silence followed this short 
command of the physician. .'In the 
hrtance a clock was striking. My ag-

" 'Take my life!- I must see my 
dear child once more, Sir Major!'

"A dreadful pause ensued. Such 
terrible torture as I then suffered no 
human breast can ever have endured. 
Alive in the coffin! To hear yourself 
bewailed by a loving mother, befallen 
of a horrible destiny, and not. be able 
to give a sign of life of yourself!

“Gentlemen, to describe this terrible 
torture no mortal’s pen can ever ac
complished. At length after long 
fearful moments it stirred, and with a 
crashing sound the iron nails of the 
coffin were removed, and that horrible 
black roof fell rattling on the floor. 
A loud shriek, and my mother lay . 
sobbing on my breast! A second 
shriek, but tills time the cry of un
speakable bliss! This emotion, the 
fearful excitement, had animated my. 
vitality. I was saved. Deeply breath
ing, I was clasped to the faithful ma
ternal heart.”

The’above mentioned captain Is yet 
living in Vienna, and Is a frequent 
visitor at the house of fine arts.

•The above mentioned case was 
noted several years ago in a medical 
journal.' The girl lived seven days In 
torpid cramp, and was sustained by 
skillfully administering beef tea, by 
which she was finally saved.

••Soldiers, that had no relatives or 
friends, and for whom no one pro
vided, were wrapped in straw naked 
(after the fashion <of glass packing). 
They, were conveyed to the graveyard 
at night and burled without, a coffin. ■ 
The rustling of straw that we men
tioned before, which he who was In 
torpid cramp, had heard,was caused by, 
the manipulation of the sexton, who ,. 
wrapped the corpses in straw.

Joy is the only thing in the world 
more inevitable, more universal than 
sorrow. Our capacity for happiness 
still outranks our capacity for grief. 
—Bliss Carman. i
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AN ANGELIC QUESTION. ,

Asa feather f*
father's house, or the eternal heav-

shape be-

dearly

said I must go. Love Is stronger
It was this vl-
the medium

It covers
with spirit or magnetic flame, AN OPEN LETTER,

that kind of

I desire to visit as many'places in
the state as possible, and therefore

a

1
a

these bearne more and more visible,! . Mee $2 ger volasi.

current was steady, the medium 
steady, and yet the faces altered.-

like a telephone wire, 
bration focussing in

to person- 
back cor-

inocula- 
any dls-

was 
The 
and

itself 
this

there is a chance for 
work.

father’s house. Each and all 
ih’dt they may prepare a place

child, or grandfather, the 
came that relative.

Thus one shape was able 
ate many forms, and give

than death and survives it. 
binds the universe together.

not, that 
taken vio- 
that she 
requisite

the 
was 
self, 
sub- 
sub-

should 
dearly 
nature

Love
But for

go, 
for

.write that which she supposed 
spirits wrote. If she thought It 
merely her own sub-conscious 
That we often control the nerve 
stance of the spinal cord and

of the children that he so 
loved.

How lonely and miserable I 
have felt'lf there had been no 
loved one to receive me when

could see what she could 
very shortly she would be 
lently ill; we also knew 
could not furnish the

which caused her to speak.
There was also a kind of 

tion going on. If there was

each other? For the 
son that atoms love । 
cause of spiritual 
soul or entity Is a 
It cannot be divided.

"The Light of Egypt." Volumi is

From Geo. H. Brooks, and an Earnest 
Appeal to the Spiritualists of 

Wisconsin.

i very same rea- 
each other—be
attraction. A 
magnified unit.

stream itself! vibrated rapidlZ _. 
looking rapidly round, I saw that

ands of feet above the earth it is up-1 could only be judged by the space 
held without movement of a feather, i

seen iN iùiE Seance room. 
' -A—~—

Every o- , 
I ran thffebn Tfittle. can one. think that I .would do

As They Come From M-
Frpp Mnr?<i MediamB1dp °1 me petersilea.

; And<r settled, the |
nous self.
Js to-i»her 

;.arrlag'illd i flak you jfcine, together 
’"'’■"with anatomy^B. pwaptlced success-’ 

■ fully for the period of ten years, and 
understands well all about the spinal 
cor?. . In Mr. Tuttle’s review, of the 
book, “Unseen Forces, and How to, 

. Use Them," by S. .R Maxwell,” he has' 
shown in a truthful and masterly 
manner the fallacy of the sophistical 
reasoning of the author of that 
book.
•'AU that Mr. Tuttle' stated about 
the cerebellum, spinal cord, nerve 
fibres, vertebrae, ganglions, and nerve 
cells, is strictly in accord with ail 
that every well-read physician knows 
to be true. Mr. Tuttle’s article should 
have been read and re-read by all 
who are at all interested in the intri
cate question of the sub-conscious 
brain—in other words the sub-con
scious self.
j Ministers and other writers on this 
subject have, no doubt, never studied 
medicine, and consequently know 
nothing of this all-important ques
tion, and yet they write as though 
they knew all about It. This Bub- 
«onsclous self has been the great bug
bear that has stood in my .way since 
passing out of my body of flesh. My 
poor wife, her mind clouded by grief, 
has been nearly op the verge of de-1 
spalr, fearing that it was her own 
subconscious self that wrote these 
letters purporting to be from me. She 

.. had formely known all that Mr. Tut- 
''tie has so well shown in his article;

but thirty years of time and her deep 
■ grief had nearly obliterated it. Her 

memory returned in full force aB she 
read, and how her soul leaped for 
joy that the truth was at last made 
manifest, for, dear readers, one and 
all, every word in Mr. Tuttle’s ar
ticle is the solemn truth, and I now 
hope the question is forever settled 
at last in the mind of my dear wife, 
for I long to continue my wprk with- 
diit having to fape this bugbear.

■My dear wife Is exceedingly consci
entious and would not for the world

■less? -No!- I am delightedly prepar
ing a place foi^my wife, that where I 
an| there slie may be also.

/'And if I go to prepare a place 
for -you; I will come again and re- 
celve yotrinto miygelf; that-where I 
am there ye may be also.” if I so I 
will come again. Can anything be 
more explicit?

Now I 'aptr a spirit here ip the spirit 
world, arid I find these old sayings 
are strictly true;’they not only were 
true in the case of tire man Jesus, but 
they apply to each and every spirit 
within the spirit world, or the

some loved one, that they may come 
again and receive that loved one to the 
mansion which they have prepared.

I wrote some time ago how my own 
father came and received my spirit; 
how he prepare! places for me in-my 
weak and new-born state; how he 
guided and sustained my trembling 
soul, and how he remained with me to 
guide and instruct me until I should 
be able to take wcare of myself. He 
had gone that he might prepare a 
place for his loved ones, I being one

Hnwilig Would an Angel’s Wing 
HnvelOiBe?-—Prof. Trowbridge, of 
Columbia University; Figures Out 
a Curious Problem About Angels on 

.Solemn Scientific Lines.—Jjonp of a
Bird’s Wing Compared -WiOf. a 
Man’s Arm.
The flying power of an angel has 

recently been made, the' subject of a 
profound study by Dr. O. C. Trow
bridge, .of Columbia University,'-.who 
has been trying to And but exactly the 
wing' area that would be required to 
sustain such a celestial creature if of 
the same avoirdupois as'a' human be
ing. ' . ■ •

Just at present the learned Doctor 
is ndt ready to give outhis Results in 
definite figures; but it is easy for any-, 
body to make for- himsejf a similar 
reckoning, basing it upon the known 
wing-spread of a buzzard or some 
other soaring bird. The wing-area of 
a buzzard—which Is a typical soarer 
of the: type which makers of flying ma
chines seek: to imitate—Is five and 
three-tenths square feeti Flvq pounds 
is about the weight of the fowl (which 
may be compared- to a racing yacht, 
with great spread of canvas and small 
hull); and, Inasmuch as an ordinary 
man tips the scales at about .150 
pounds, the problem Is an easy one to 
solve. • . >

Its manner of flight has been studied 
by Dr. Trowbridge chiefly through the 
medium of certalii humble representa
tives of ( this type—-namely, hawks. 
These hèïOàllB Wieroplune birds,” be
cause thi^i(fly(,onaWhat has come to lie 
known as the aeroplane principle:—in 
other words, after the maiinér of kites. 
An important dïse^ incidentally 
mado by-hi’..TrBivbi'ldge is that birds 
,in,:fllght.-.7igq sMlfjilnedt to. a great ex- 
,tent by, iinwariv currents of air.

Dr.’ Trowiirlugb' calls 'attention to 
■the fact tKat a‘Hird "weighs as much, 
bulk for. Imillc, ad.a man. Deprived of 
;its feathqrB, l|. sinks in water. Its 
power to (ly represents an accomplish
ment which try no means defies imi
tation. There have been much bet
tor llyerp in thjj- world, in ages past, 
than any^eatJietod creature of today 
—namely, thé wlpge4 reptiles called 
^pterodactyls/,which'Were the most 
admirable flying’machines ever de
vised by Naiire.i.Ingepious man, with 
all his store oj qçciimujatpd knowledge 
ought to be able .to invent something 
better yét Ifi’the wàÿ x>f a contrivance 
for aerlal lOcomOtlon; and the chanees 
are that In the not very distant future’ 
he will do, ■ no.—Chicago American,. 
'June 3, '_ r j y

4M*

the cohesion and attraction of love all 
■things would fall apart.

And what is love? You all feel it 
but yet do not fully understand it. 
Attraction and cohesion. Attraction 
is magnetism, for by magnetic at
traction all things are held together. 
And what is magnetism? It is pure 
spirit, and nothing else. As ,we have 
written many times before, the heart 
of every atom is a point of pure mag
netic flame; In other words it loves 
matter, and by the great law of this 
love or attraction, it holds matter 
firmly to itself.

Magnetism or spirit is invisible to 
material eyes, but matter is visible. 
You want to know why people love

conscious brain is true, especially in 
.. automatic writing, and more especially

still in writing these messages or let
ters. In fact, it is principally the. 
way we do .write them. How else 
could we do it where the medium is 
not conscious of what she is writing 
or of that which we are writing’ 
through her.

And now when the matter comes 
to be thoroughly sifted, T. J. Hudson 
and others have unconsciously con
ferred a favor upon Spiritualistic writ
ers generally, especially those who 
arc controlled to write, for now it can 
be made known to a certainty that it 
is really this very subconscious brain 
that we especially make use of, for 
the sub-conscious brain and spinal 
cord are not. in themselves Intelligent 
and conscious.

Those who have near and dear 
friends In the spirit world ought to be 
very grateful rather than sad and 
dejected. How sad and lonely one 
would be,who bad no near and dear 
ones to meet one when one shouM ar
rive in the spirit world.

A husband passes into the spirit 
world and leaves his .wife dejected, 
lonely and unhappy. Cheer up, dear

again covers itself with matter, but 
matter has no power of attraction or 
cohesion unless spirit dwells within It; 
and it is the attraction of one spirit 
for another that you call love; and 
it is this spiritual attractive force that 
holds all peoples together.

Love belongs entirely to the soul 
and the spirit, and not to the material 
body. But spirit cannot remain long 
unclothed, for by the great law of Its 
attractive power it must cover itself 
with matter.

We will Bay a soul hasMeveloped up 
through spirit and matter. At death, 
or that which is Called death, the soul 
and spirit separate themselves from 
matter that they can no longer use, 
for the matter is either Vorn out by 
age or disease and there must be a 
separation, and by a natural’ law the 
spirit, together with the soul, rises to 
a more exalted clime or sphere; but 
here again the great law holds good; 
for, by the power of attractive force, 
this spirit and soul must again cover 
themselves with matter; but the mat
ter in this fairer clime is more re
fined and sublimated yet it is mat
ter just the same for all that.

heart, whoever you may be. That 
husband waits for you. Be glad that 
he is there to receive you when your 
time comes to go. He is lonely, too, 
without his wife. He waits for her 
in Spirit life just as she Is waiting on 
earth. How much better that one or 
the other should be in the spirit 
world first. Nature makes no mis
takes. Sometimes, to the short
sighted, natural Ipws seem most 
cruel; but wait a little and a joyful 
balance is struck. The time has at 
length come when the one left behind 
is. to go, and, Io! there stands the one 
who went first ready to receive the 
weak, trembling, new-born spirit of 

- the one who was left.
Jesus of Nazareth is supposed to 

have said: “In my father’s house are 
many mansions. I go to prepare a 
place for you. And If I go and pre
pare a place for you, I will come 

. ^again and take you unto myself, that 
where I am there ye may be also.”

It really does not matter whether 
Jesus or some one else said this. The 
saying itself Is most true and beauti-i 
ful. Through natural law a dearly 

.. loved friend goes to the house or 
home above, within which there are 
many mansions. This wife, husband 
or other loved friend goes to prepare 
g place for the dearly loved left be
hind. How happy and eager they 
are -to prepare this place. We will 
suppose the one who goes to prepare 
the place is a kind and loving husband, 
and he says hopefully and joyfully: ’’I 
must look to it that this place or man
sion that I have been sent first to pre
pare for my wife, is as perfect and 
beautiful as 1 am able to make IL 
She must ¿hiss nothing when she 
comes that a husband ought to pro
vide. Wh^n I was with my wife on 
earth, I thought no toil or sacrifice too 
great to, make .her comfortable and 
happy; and now that I am here in the 
spirit world, or, as Jesus said, in the

Mrs. Petersilea, my wife, has been 
very 111 with appendicitis and is hardly 
able to write for us now, yet .we are 
very anxious to go on with our work.

The night she was taken sick, in the 
evening at dusk, she at that time feel
ing very well, took her pencil and 
called upon me to come and write 
through her. But I told hek no; not 
this evening. She could not under
stand .why not, and thought it very 
strange that no spirit would write 
through her, as she was willing to give 
her time for that purpose. But we

Taking this as a basis of reckoning, 
then, it would appear that a fairly 
robust male angel—all real angels are 
recognized as belonging to that sex 
since the female examples in stone on 
the front of the Cathedral of St. John 
the Divine, In New Yory, were trans
formed in respect to gender by direc
tion of the highest ecclesiastical au
thorities—would require for Its sup
port in the air a wing-area of, approx
imately, 160 square" feet, which would 
Imply that each wing should not be far 
from eighteen feet in length.

The relation of the length to the 
wing to its area varies, of course, with 
the species of bird. And' Just here 
comes in an important question, name
ly: What kind of wings does the con
ventional angel wear? Are they pig
eon’s wings, swan's wings or what? 
The answer is, that in type they do 
not correspond exactly to the flying 
apparatus of any bird. It is not pos
sible to identify them with definite
ness; but they are certainly the wings 
of a soarer (as opposed to the flap
per), and, apparently, they bear “a 
closer resemblance to those of the al
batross than to any others known in 
nature.

It is a fact—however odd and bi
zarre the notion may seem on first con
sideration—that man, anatomically 
speaking, is from one point of view, 
hardly more than a modified bird. 
The late Prof. S. P. Langley, secretary 
of the Smithsonian Institution, so de
clared and made the HkeneSs obvious 
by placing side by side the skeletons of 
a bird and a human being, drawn to 
the same scale. Thus exhibited, the 
similarity of structure is undeniably 
startling. The unlikenesses are dif
ferences merely of detail.

Nature has evidently not designed 
the present type of man to fly. But 
(lest this be regarded as a discourage
ment), it should be considered that 
human ingenuity has already devised 
two methods of locomotion of which 

■Nature never so much as- dreamed— 
namely, the skate and the bicycle. One 
might ■ say that the last problem in 
transportation remaining for us to 
solve is that of aerial flight. It has 
balked us hitherto, but that it will do 
so always seems at least improbable.

Professor Langley Bald not long 
ago: “It is surely possible fof- human 
beings, .with practice and with the 
help of their superior intelligence, to 
learn how to use wings, just as small j 
boys acquire the art of walking on 
stilts, though such members are alto
gether artificial. A young bird has 
to learn to fly. For a man the prob
lem is the same, though more difficult 
by reason of his inferior equipment. 
He is obliged to utilize some artificial 
means imitating the wings of the 
feathered creature, and the puzzle is 
to make the imitation practical.”

The lesson Prof. Langley sought 
most anxiously to teach was that there 
is no truth in the popular notion that 
a body heavier than the atmosphere 
cannot be sustained in that medium 
unless it moves rapidly. A kite of 
sticks and paper Is much heavier than 
the aerial fluid which it displaces— 
yet it is sustained aloft. An example 
much more striking, however, is fur
nished by the eagle, or the frigate 
bird, which, though an animal of con
siderable weight, remains poised in 
the sky on extended pinions, motion
less for hours together, so that a tel
escope may be trained upon it. Thous-

A Tlieosopblst, Who Is a Clairvoyant, 
Describes Some Seances Which He 
Attended, Illustrating the Impor
tant Fact That This World Is Made 
Up of Many Minds, Each Ono of 
Which Looks at the World From a 
Different Viewpoint.—“Fixing My 
Thought, not on the People, but on 
Plants and Animals in the Most 
Out-of-the-way Parts of the World,- 
These Became More and More Visi
ble, and at Last Floated Round the 

' Circle. Had It Been Possible to
Keep the Thought Absolutely Fixed 
Those Flowers Would Have Been 
Handled b^ * the People in the 
Room; They All Saw and Described 
Them Accurately. If by Chance I 
Forgot tire.. Detail of a Petal or Leaf, 
the Flower Was Imperfect, or the 
Animal Deformed.’’
There are many mysterious rooms 

in the world [ad set forth in the Theo
sophical Review]^ but some of the 
most eerie, add'perhaps the most mys-

and at last floated round the circle. 
Had it been possible to keep the 
thought absolutely fixed, those flowers 
would have been handled by the peo
ple In the room; they all saw tyid de
scribed them accurately. If by. chance 
I forgot the detail, of a petaLor leaf, 
the flower was Imperfect, or the ani
mal deformed. ‘ ■

. The third class of medium was the 
most Interesting of all. There . are 
two kinds of trance mediums: .those 
who entrance themselves and those 
wlto are. put into a trance by others. 
The results are the same, and there
fore fill the latter will be mentioned.

As the medium iay in a trance a 
subtle shape freed itself from the 
physical,, called out by the'Will of the 
operator, and disappeared. It looked 
like masses and masses of minute 
white corpuscles bound together by 

'matter of the- very finest kind; In 
the centre-, of eacli corpuscle was a lit
tle eye; these eyes were of different 
colors. This shape soon returned 
with another'one, which appeared to 
act as . its positive counterpart; the 
two . intermingled, and repassed 
through the body of the medium,' 
when they became visible in the room, 
and appeared'to the majority of the 
-sitters as a .white luminous mass; to 
me it had the same appearance as be
fore, only it was more compressed, and 
therefore somewhat denser.

There was, however, one difference 
which geemed.peculiar: some of the 

-little eyes had changed their color; 
they were black! .

This apparently luminous form ap
proached one of the' persons in the 
room. As soon as it came within the 
radius of that person's coarser aura or 
atmosphere it took upon itself the 
form of the chief thought in that aura. 
•If they wished to see husband, wife,

terlous, are the seance-rooms.
What I saw.-In these rooms may 

perhaps explain certain phenomena to 
a few thinking minds.

It is the scientific side of Psyche 
(the Soul) tVfifth Is bo fascinating, 
just as it is the .scientific side of4>hy- 
sis (the ^Lody) < which attracts.

There were, I,found, as far as my 
experience goe^ three kinds of medi
ums: :

1. Thtfiordlti'Cry medium or nat
ural clairvoyant.

11. The semi-trance medium.
11. The trance medium.
The ordinary medium simply hpld 

the clienUd han't?‘in her own and shut 
her eyesnigeneraliy), sometimes put
ting jt tojfier foiRhead, .apd proceeded 
to read tljig past, present and future.

This Is what I saw, as far as any
one untrSined in anatomy can describe 
it. 'W • ’
j After Waitinffla few minutes a fine 
elpctylc ajwent-passed from the finger 
tips of |jt^jjenMnto ,the hand of the 
medium','. rap up her arm .and neck, 
until it reached the top of the spinal 
cord, the pineal gland, which then be
gan to vibrate very rapidly.

The vibration of the gland affected 
the nerves at the back of the head and 
passed the vibrations on to the lower 
and upper brain.

As long as the gland continued to 
vibrate at that rate the medium was 
able to perceive pictures, words, or 
different colored lights, which 
streamed out of her forehead between 
thq eyes. Whether they were pic
tures, words, or different colored 
lights, seemed to depend on the pecul
iar characteristics of the medium.

She then had a very difficult task 
to perform; namely, to translate to 
the client what she saw in such a way 
that the latter could clearly under
stand. This y^a? tiresome-and often 
very wearisome, $lnce the brain of the 
latter was muck denser, and often 
there was very little constructive pow
er in the thick material. When this 
was the case, .the, medium ran the 
chance of slowing down her own rate 
of vibration }n order to meet in Borne 
way the brain-rate of the client; and 
unless the memory was very strong 
the pictures, wopds or lights would ap
pear before they were construed.

It was also difficult to say whether 
it was present, past, or future, since 
the line of light was’ continuous; it

DEFENDS THE JEWS.

Thpy Are Charitable, Have Many In-
• stitut ions for Taking Care of the In- I 
firm and Poor, and Are un Honor to 
any Society Where They Live—As n 
Rulo One Never Finds a Jew in a 
Poor House Sustained by the Public. 
To the Editor:—I am surprised to 

see in The Progressive Thinker such 
an insulting and shamefaced lying ar
ticle as that of Mr. Short in .reference 
to the Jews. The untruth of it ANY
ONE CAN SEE. Jewish people are,' 
as a rule, good, law-abiding and char
itable people; look after their busi
ness, family and. health,.;,with, great 
care and reason, an'd that ’ IS WHY 
THEY PROSPER. 'Men like Mf. 
short are usually unkind and filled 
with hatred against other people who 
are doing .well. . Nq true Spiritualist, 
will think or write such barefaced 
falsehoods. A. BODENHEIMER.

New York City.

rectly any little trick of the person it 
became. These little tricks or move
ments were only known to the per
sons.themselves.

This shape was attached to the me
dium by a very minute thread-like 
film, like a minute silver cord. Some
times while personating some particu
lar person,.a voice was heard and the. 
silver cord'would be seen to vibrate

ease or possibility of disease in ' the 
person which corresponded in any way 
to the little black eyes before men
tioned, the possibility of that disease 
.was very much attenuated, and some
times became virulently active.

This was of course the same along 
any other line which had a corres
pondence with the other little colored 
eyes.

Tracing the lives of some people 
who went to the seance-rooms I found 
that a kind of tie or attraction was 
formed, which drew them back to the 
stance-rooms again and again, just 
as a drunkard is drawn to the public- 
house.

In making these statements I have 
merely recorded a number of personal 
experiences made in different parts of 
the world, and have used terms which 
seemed most clearly to express what 
was seen. I am, however, quite open 
to criticism and correction.

M. F. W.

ANOTHER PREDICTION

RHEUMATISM
CURED I

THROUGH THE FEET
The Large Foot Pores Found to be

..Ready Channels for Expelling.
Rheumatic Polsons.

DRAFTS SENT FREE TO TRY.
Don’t take medicine for Rheuma

tism, but send to Jackson today for.a 
trial pair of the new Mttglc Foot 
Drafts,, the great Michigan external 
cure for Rheumatism—-chronic or 
acute—muscular, sciatic; lumbago, 
gout, etc,, no matter where located or
how seyere. The Drafts will come.by 
return mail, free and prepaid,- Try 
them. Then if you are fully satisfied 
with the benefit received send us One • 1 
Dollar. If uot, you have only to say.

Don t you want to 
try a pair on 
this free trial

Dr. Agnes IVinzell Predicted the ban 
Francisco Disaster, Brought About, 
as She Claims, to.Bring the Weathy 
Down to a Levil With the Laboring 
Class, limgetting That Natural 
Lajvs Are Apparently no Respecters 
of Persons.
To the Editor:—I wish to give a 

prediction made in Scottish Hall, 
Larkin street, San Francisco, the lat
ter part of February, by Dr. Agnes 
Winzell of Salt Lake City, Utah. She 
had been Invited to speak and give 
tests, and when she predicted the de
vastation of San Francisco, it was so 
horrifying in all Its details that many 
in the hall shuddered.

I have talked with the lady since 
the destruction, and she declares she 
saw it in all its horror, 20,000 Ilves be
ing lost. She says the destruction 
had to be, and was brought about for 
several reasons, one of the most po
tent being that the Immense amount 
of money locked up in the vaults of 
that city should go Into the hands of 
the laboring class. She says the busi
ness portion of the city will be built 
again before Its final destruction, and 
that before 1908, four of the principal 
cities of the United States will be de
vastated, and the capitalists and un
principled money-grafters , will be 
brought to a level with the laboring 
class.

It seems as If the spirit world is en
gaged in bringing Justice to those who 
are trying to live an honest life.

Let us watch these predictions.
Many of the San Francisco and 

Oakland people heard this prediction 
made. Two years ago 1 heard the 
lady make a prediction In reference to 
a man losing his hand by accident, 
and it came true. I also heard her 
say to an official when he told her he 
was to attend a very important meet
ing two days hence, “Oh! no, you’ll 
not go; you will be confined to your 
bed with a severe sickness which will 
keep you in your room for many 

, .weeks." There are many more pre
dictions that this lady has made 
which came true to my knowledge.

MRS. J. A. LEWIS.
Hunntlngton, Utah.

To the Spiritualists of ’Wisconsin: — 
At the convention held in Milwaukee, 
Wls., April 23, 24 and 25, the associ
ation elected me as their president for 
the ensuing year, an honor and posi
tion I did not expect to fill, andm. trust 
In me I fully appreciate. I shall en
deavor to show to the people their con
fidence has not been misplaced by try
ing to extend the state association in
fluence, strengthen the societies that 
are already chartered by the state, vis
iting each society as often as I can, 
and to organize new societies and 
build up the cause generally as far as 
I can.

I shall also try to get as many of 
our mediums and speakers at .work in 
the state, by establishing circuits for 
them, and keep our scattered forces to
gether; also to organize lyceums and 
young people’s societies wherever

TAMPA, FLORIDA.

so, low decide.

X016 Oliver Bldg.. 
n. vuiuuuie noon,

offer i Then 
send your ad
dress to Magic 
Foot Draft Co,, 

Jackson, Mich.
on colors), on

Rheumatism comes free with the 
Drafts. Send no money—only your 
name.

It will write in full sight— 
yes, in full sight and it will 
write more, write better, 
write easier and keep on 
doing so longer than any 
other typewriter,

THE MONARCH TYPEWRITER CO., 
200 and 202 Wabash Ave., Chicago, HI.

Dll J. M. PEEBLES' 
Most Important Books,

REDUCED PRICES.

The Good Work There by Mrs. Carrie 
Firth Curran.

strength. This ought to be another 
test that It is not*Mrs. Petersilea who 
does the writing, but a power beyond 
hers.

Abby Judson wants to take the 
control and write another letter to 
her old frleflds on the earthly plane. 
There are a great many renowned 
men and women who would like to 
write through my wife, but she is not 
yet strong enough. Abby's influence 
Is calm and soothing and as she is 
very practical she falls in with Mrs. 
Petersilea’s character in an extremely 
sisterly manner.

CARLYLE PETERSILEA.
(To bo continued.)

“Right Generation the Key to the 
Kingdom of Heaven on Earth.” By Dr. 
M. E Conger. An appeal to reason and 
man's highest aspirations. A plea for 
justice and equality in all the relations 
of life between . men and women. 
Leatherette, 40 cefits.

“Death Defeated; or thePsychlc Se
cret of How to Keep Young.” By J. M, 
Peebles, M. D., M. A., Ph. D. Price $1

"An Infamous Dynamite Roman Cath
olic Conspiracy Detected and Exposed.” 
“Romanism Expbsed." Two pamphlets 
by Rev. J. G. White, author of “Start
ling Facts." Price, 10 cents each, or 
two for 15 cents. •

though in a rarefied atmosphere— a 
thing possible because the fowl knows 
how to utilize the air currents for its 
support.

We know how birds fly. There is 
no longer any mystery about the pro
cess. The question is, can we imitate 
them successfully? Wings eighteen 
feet in length are easy to construct, 
but we lack the muscular power’ to 
utilize them effectively. Hence it is 
that (according to the arguments of 
advanced “aviators”) we must employ 
Instead, to uphold us in the air, some 
sort of mechanical contrivance—-eith
er an affair consisting of a series of 
huge extended sheets of cloth or light 
metal (in other words, an aeroplane), 
or else some similar devise.

To furnish power there must be an 
engine—a fact which has hitherto 
seemed to present a serious obstacle, 
inasmuch as machinery is necessarily 
heavy. Another great difficulty has 
been the problem of steering. Both 
of these troubles are overcome, how
ever, by the newest idea, which is to 
attach the flying machine to a trolley 
wire beneath, running the aeroplane 
(with a car suspended from it) at an 
elevation of only 100 feet or so,enough 
to clear the tallest trees and buildings 
outside of cities. With dynamo sta
tions arranged at suitable intervals, a 
current sent alang the wire would give 
the requisite propulsive force and the 
steersman could devote his attention i 
to inclining the planes of his airship 
in such wise as to take advantage of 
every atmospheric current.

Dr. Trowbridge draws from his in
vestigations the conclusion that if an 
artificial angel were put together on 
the most correct mechanical principles 
it would not be able to fly with pin
ions of the size with .which supernat
ural beings of The celestial order in 
question are ordinarily .equipped. The 
wing area of the angel usually repre
sented in art would be far from suf
ficient. As a matter of fact, wings 
are merely modified arms, and the an- 
gel as represented in art must be re
garded as an anatomical Impossibili
ty, being provided in effect, with four 
arms'of their .equivalent.

' Passing-this mattes by, as savoring 
of hypercrltlclsm, we may accept the 
angel as a winged creature of the soar
ing x&s exposed to the flapping) type.

which lay between each set of words, 
pictures, etc. ' There were several 
other difficulties, but I will not dwell 
on these now.

The semi-trance medium was visit
ed next. Her clients were arranged in 
a circle holding hands. A candle 
was lighted and placed pt a little dis
tance from her, but in such a manner 
that it shone on her face, leaving the 
remainder of the room in darkness. A 
hymn was then sung to steady the 
minds of the people. After a short 
time the face of the medium appeared 
to change, or rather to recede, in 
front of her face a series of faces 
passed one by one.

I Watched closely to see how these 
were formed. ’ ..

Around the sitters were two circles 
or bands of magnetic currents; one re
sulting from the inner circle of the 
joined hapfis, the other coming from 
a very fln§ aura-.t which surrounded 
each person outside or beyond the 
one usually visible to clairvoyants. 

! These flnqp aurasor atmospheres were 
drawn out or elongated from each per
son till thp. sitters became enclosed in 
a magnetic or fire ring.

When a ¿ertala-quantlty was drawn 
from anyfIpne person, a cold draught 
was felt, wpich, to some cases, caused 
severe shavers, nThis was due to the 
fact that as the-.finer atmosphere was 
drawn away downwards, the coarser 
one expanded; itiwas this expansion 
that caused the sensation of draught 
or cold, ,4s thet stream drawn from 
each perspp reached the medium, def
inite fornjs, wereeseen in. front of her 
face. Sometl'mes a child’s face would 
appear, sometimes a man’s, sometimes 
a woman's.

Looking more .closely at these phe
nomena, I endeavored to find out by 
what' means thp faces changed; the

clear concentrated thought was issu-' 
Ing from the mind of one of the sit
ters and took form on the beautiful 
plastic stream. , ; •

' The clue was itimy hands; now for 
an experiment!

- Fixing' my thought, not on people, 
but on plants and animals in the most

wish to hear from the friends every
where so we can come in touch with 
them.

Let us have some kind of a meeting, 
if no more than a parlor meeting. Let 
there be an awakening all over the 
state such as there has not been in a 
long time. I feel that there should'be 
a perfect understanding between ub in 
every direction, and hence am-going to 
tell you just how we are situated. I 
am sorry to say there Is an indebted
ness on the state association of a good
ly sum, that I trust ere the year rolls 
by can be lifted. The following is our 
true state of affairs; and the cause of 
it:

Bank of Oakfield, $875.-
Interest on note for one year, due 

last February, $43.75.
Loan from J. H. Houston, 8 100.
Loan from Mr. Koblitz, 8100.
Mrs. C. McFarlin, camp services, 

826.50.
Mr. E. McFarlin, camp services, 

836.50.
All these bills to be paid have been 

due since the Waukesha camp, four 
years ago. Rev. Nellie K. Baker, sal
ary as secretary W. 3. S. A., $160.75; 
total indebtedness, 81,317.50.

Thus you see just- how we stand, 
and why we stand as. wo do. It is my 
earnest desire to lift this debt, and to 
have the state association take its 
place as a power for good.

So I make an appeal to the friends 
everywhere in the state to send .what 
amount they can to our secretary, Miss 
Louise G. Loebel, 189 Lloyd street^ 
Milwaukee, Wls., who will send, an ac- 
knowledgement to yon at once on the 
receipt of your donations. I have per
fect confidence in the loyalty of the 
Spiritualists of Wisconsin, who will 
rally to the qall of the state associa
tion and help to liberate the associa
tion. I desire all to have confidence 
In the board of directors and the pres
ident of the state association; we are 
doing our best to meet this indebted
ness.

So I appeal to the friends to send 
I what you can as soon as you can.
i Let us work with a will and ere we 
i are aware of-it the debt'will be raised.

REV. GEO. H. BROOKS. - 
President W. 8. S. A.

114 President street, Wheaton, III. 
MISS LOUISE G. LOEBEL,' 

V ' Secretary W. 8. S. A.
189 Lloyd street, Milwaukee, Wis,

To the Editor: Although Tampa 
doesn’t enjoy the advantage of being 
so centrally located as to receive fre
quent visits from mediums of wide ex
perience and known reputations, we 
have a few progressive Spiritualists, 
and had the adantage of two visits 
from Mrs. Carrie Firth Curran during 
the last two winters on her return 
from the Southern Cassadaga at Lake 
Helen, Fla., at each of which visits she 
lectured for us abottt a month, which 
has resulted in great benefit to the 
cause in this city. It would, of course, 
be superfluous for me to under take to 
tell Spiritualists who Mrs. Curran is, 
as a lecturer and medium of her rare 
ability cannot fall to have a national 
reputation among Spiritualists. As a 
slight indication of the consideration 
Mrs. Curran received from the public 
generally and the local press I append 
the following clipping from the Tam
pa Morning Tribune:

“The lecture on the ‘Religion and 
Natural Science of Modern Spiritual
ism,’ delivered at "Woodman's Hall, 
Sunday evening by Mrs. J. J. Curran, 
of Toledo, Ohio, was listened to by a 
large and appreciative audience of 
representative people.

“Mrs. Curran Is a lecturer and me
dium. In addition to the lectuye, 
which was the feature of the evening, 
and in which Mrs. Curran held the 
closest attention of her audience, she 
gave a number of messages and read
ings by taking articles of jewelry or 
something worn from persons In the 
audience, from which she described 
the character and habits of the wearer 
and departed friends or relatives 
which were admitted by the owners of 
the articles to be correct In each in
stance.

“Lack of space will not admit giv
ing even a synopsis of the lecture, 
which related to the power and Influ
ence of spirits over the life and con
duct of people, in which she contended 
that spirits who have their earth lives 
out short by being killed in a brawl, or 
by the public executioner, and passed 
to the next sphere of life without 
proper preparation and training, and 
with malice harbored in their souls, 
become earthbound spirits and go 
about influencing the weak to the com
mission of crime and wrong doing to 
reap vengeance for their end, and that 
for this reason, if no other. It is wrong 
to legally take the life of a fellow be
ing."

While we are at a disadvantage in 
having visiting mediums, we feel espe
cially fortunate and proud of the fact 
that our worthy president, Mr. J. F. 
Ireland has recently been Influenced 
by powerful guiding spirits, and is 
rapidly developing into an Inspiration
al lecturer of the highest order.

J. J. LUNSFORD. 
Tampa, Fla.

1. What Is Spiritualism and Who 
Are These Spiritualists? A book of 
131 pages, elegantly bound In paper. 
Price 40 cents; postage 5 cents.

2. Death Defeated, or the Psychio 
Secret of How to Keep Young. 300 
pages, handsomely bound in doth. 
Goes to the root of life, health, hy
giene, marriage, divorce, and how to 
prolong life, etc. Price $1; postage 
12 cents.

3. Spiritualism Vs. Materialism. 
This volume, cloth-bound, contains a 
series of essays and arguments against 
materialism from the point of Spirit
ualism. Price 50 cents; postage 8 
cents.

4. A New Biography of Dr. Pee
bles, by Prof. E. Whipple. A book of 
600 pages, bound in cloth, and giving 
a full history of the Doctor's eventful 
life and travels, now 85 years of age. 
Price 81; postage 18 cents.

5. Vaccination a Curse and a Men
ace to Personal Liberty. This, an il
lustrated volume, treats exhaustively 
of calf lymph, vaccine virus, “option
al” vaccination or compulsory. Price 
81; postage 12 cents.

0. The Orthodox 
ing pamphlet against 
doctrine of vicarious 
endless hell torments.

Hell. A scath- 
the Christian 

atonement and 
Price 10 cents.

7. Dcmonism of the Ages and Spir
it Obsessions. A large volume of al
most 400 pages. Treats of the angels, 
demons, obsessions, and evil spirits 
through all the historic ages. Price 
81; postage 15 cents.

8. Spiritualism Commanded of
God.
Ists.
age 2

0.
don

A reply to Seventh-day Advent- 
30 pages. Price 10 cents; post
cents. I
Proofs of Immortality, the Lon- 

"rejected” address. 49 pages.
Price 15 cents; postage 3 cents.

10. 
ism. 
age 2 
• 11.

The Pro and Con of Spirltual- 
24 pages. Price 10 cents; post- 
cents.

Spiritualism in All Lands. 31
pages. Price 10 cents, postage 2 cents,

BOOKS BY-

LILIAN WHITING,
*

"The Infidelity of Ecolealasttciam. 
A Menace to American Civilization." 
By Prof. Wm. a,. Lockwood, lecturer 
upon physical, phyiologlcal and psy
chic science. Demonstrator of the Mo
lecular or Spiritual Hypothesis of Na
ture. Scholarly, masterly, trenchant 
Price, 25 cents.

"The Kingship of Self-Control.” By 
Wm. -George Jordan. It treats of the 
crimes of the tongue, the Red Tape du
ty, the supreme charity of- the world, 
the revela1 of reserve power, etc. 
Price, 30 cents.

"The Spiritual Significance, or, Death 
as an Event In Life.” By LUlan Whit- 
tcg. One of Miss Whiting's most sug
gestive, intensely interesting, spiritual 
books- It is laden with rich, thought
ful spirituality. Price 81.

THE LIFE RADIANT— Cloth,$1.00 
net Decorated cloth 11.25. In this, her new book, 
Mise Whiting alms to portray a practical ideal for 
dally living that shall embody the sweetness and 
exaltation and faith that lend enchantment to Ufa, 
It Is. in a measure a logical sequence of "TUa 
World Beautiful." Leading into still diviner bar* 
monies. “The Life Radiant" is charaotnrized by 
the samo essential qualities that have marked 
"The World Beautiful."
CONTENTS—The Golden Age Lies Onward; Dis« 

corning the Future; The Ethereal Realm; The 
Power of the Exalted Moment; The Nectar of 
the Hour.

THE SPIRITUAL SIGNIFICANCE; 
or Death as an Event In Life, cloth. 11.00 A book 
from her pen means new flashes of Insight, a rev
elation of Spiritual truth almost Emersonian la 
kind.—Chicago Chronicle.
THE WORLD BEAUTIFUL; First» 
Second and Third Series. Three volumes. Bl.OQ 
per volume,
OONTBNTS 07 VOL. L—The Duty of Happiness: 

Nectar And Ambrosia;Believe in the wings; The 
Vision and tho Splendor; The Enlargement of 
Relational Friends Discovered, not made; A 
Psychological Problem; The Supremo Luxury 
of Wo; Exclusive and inclusive; Through 
Boornlng Nothing; The Woman of the World: 
The potency of Obarm; Fine Souls and Fine So« 
oiety: The Laws of Our Country; In Newness 
of Ure; The Heavenly visitors.

AFTER HER DEATH.—A Story of 
e Sommer. Price, fl.00, The Ideas In the book 
Will afford comfort to many, and should brlnf 
positive aid in sorrow to such as will receive Ite 
message.—Hartford post
FROM DREAMLAND SENT—
Verses of the Ufa to Come. New edition, with 
additional poems, <1.00. Decorated cloth. I14&. 
Lilian WhlUng'o verse is like a bit of sunlit land« 
eoape on a May morning.—Boston Herald. >i
KATE FIELD j A Record, with 
several portraits of Nies Field, Including one M1 
Elihu Vedder. Decorated cloth, 1100 . f
A Study of Elizabeth Barrett Browolaa 
Wilk Ftnatil. Decoratal ___ __j

Discovery of a LostTrail
BY CHARLES B. NEWG0MB,

Aathw et "Air* Big» Wltk tHWerig." Cletb 57» 
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“Discovery of a Lost Ts-ajj" 
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esile» 
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reed

and 2. An occult library in itself, s 
text-book of esoteric knowledgu 

out-of-the-way parts of the .world, | taught by Adepts .of Hermutlc PAHos- The first test or a truly great man 
la Eds hnminty,—Buskin.



SCINTILLATIONS
As They Come From Michigan, Illustrating 

Free Moral Agency.
Í As a feather from the wings of Fate, 

Every changing breeze beguiled niv.
I ran the scale from earth to heaven, 

And the pace from peace exiled me.

B

F

Should I ask you if you were a free moral agent, unless you had taken 
some previous thought in the matter, your answer would most surely 
be, "Of course I am; I do just as I chopse.”

But are you? 'Is it possible .for you under all circumstances to so con
duct yourself that no man shall step in front of you and cry out, "Halt! 
You’re trespassing on my premises." ' —

Ilas there ever been a day that in the evening thereof you could hon
estly say, "This day my every hope, my every resire.has been realized.” 
I trow not 1

Out among the hills and dales and in the enticing depths of the woods 
we feel our natural freedom, and in ecstatical thoughts we sing praises 
to the very power behind our existence, thanking our God for the efflor
escence of His spirit in our lives. But, ahi how fleeting this vision of 
freedom as we again near the city on our return. "We only enter the 
suburbs when the stygian enthrallment of the strife and discord, selfish
ness and-greed, hate and .revenge, throws , their somniferous influence 
over all our finer feelings, and we again become enslaved by the com
mingling waves of passions and emotions of the masses, and it is a battle 
royal to keep up our own individuality, ,

Education and environment dating back for generations shapes a 
course in our lives, and we are prone to follow THE LINE • OF THE 
LEAST RESISTANCE along this course. There is a valume to our ex-, 
istenee flowing down through life’s pathway, pliable and adjustable to 
surroundings—depth to its narrowness, and shallowness to its breadth, 
completely filling all the niches, and-no more, no less. We manifest life 
as per liberty—now murky and muddy, now dashing upon the rooks and 
over the precipice^and again clear as crystal and full of life, ever flow-

Jesus nearly tw thouimâ years ago W
Mount. (SeeMatt.fl:25-34), \

Now listen to Swedenborg a message to the world a hundred and sixty 
years agot “1'he paturgl wmrl^ is the outbirth of the spiritual world, 
and thé Spiritual world of tne invisible mental world. Man is a sum
mary of nature; nature is man in diffusion; all things^-therefore, in na^ 
ture^in fire, in air and in water; every tree, herb, fruit and flower, REP- 
EESENT UNSHEN THINGS INTHE MIND OF MAN.”

Swedenborg; like Christ, manifested a mentality fai' in advance of the 
age in which he lived. : .

We are now entering upon the electric age, and so wonderful are its 
products and achievements, that we have ceased to be'surprised at the 
marvels given the world through this channel. ! J’’ "

But, my friends, I see the dawn of yet another age Closely., following, 
yea, commingling with the electric, whose achievement« .wilkbe as much 
more grand and wonderful than the electric as the elefctric is'in advance 
of th dark ages of the past. It is the mental age. All hail $ the glory 
of its earning, for then and then only shall man become from the 
slavish bondage of the flesh. Then shall all individual desires blend in 
one sweet harmony, ceasing to vie with each other for supremacy in any 
line, arid inen will each and till see and feel the gjpry of lifting, and 
thereby being lifted, to heights undreamed of. •

Let us make the Spirit Law our God, and then in truth we shall have 
a God whose center is everywhere and whose circumference is nowhere; 
and then we each and all may become that which we should be in nature 
-GOD-CENTERS FROM WHICH THE • LAW SHALL RADIATE 
AND MANIFEST IN ALL ITS POWER. "As a man thinketh in his 
heart, so is he.” Know thyself and control thy thoughts.

In strolling about the city I could not help but observe the network of 
wires that connected with myriads of electric light bulbs, all complete 
and in working order. I followed the lead back to the power plant ; the 
dynamo was bright and shining and belted to the engine; the boiler was 

I full of water and the fuel was in the fire-box, and in the hands of thé 
fireman was the lighted match, and all that was lacking to make the ma
chinery active, the wires pulsate with life and the whole mass of bulbs 
sparkle and glow with radiant light was the application of the tiny 
match. • . ■ ’

■ Brethren, our system is complete, the lighted match'of spirit law is 
within our grasp. Study well its application." Whatsoever law is man
ifested by the masses may be fully exercised by the "individual, and then

Throughout the world’s domain
.Glad Freedom’s bell shall ring, 

Justice through Love shall reign 
And peace to man will bring.

Beading, Mich.. ' - G. V. LABOYTEAUX.

Ing bad. -But it la on the beef from 
the half-fatted or lightweight cattle 
that It flows 1» rlverg 21 shirt Showers 
in every trust agency in the country.

Excitement and lack of food In ship
ping produce a condition for which 
there is only one remedy after butch
ering, and that is the dope and pre
servatives. The American packers 
are so Intent on making money that 
they do not think of feeding cattle 
properly, and every day thousands of 
animals are driven, wildly excited, 
from the Incoming trains to the 
slaughtering pens.
. Of course, these half-fatted cattle, 
con be purchased from "the cattle 
raisers more cheaply than the good 
steers can.
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‘ing onward with Fate to the sea. of Death! ' .
- You say, “Yesfbut a river may often change its course,”

True! •
But why ?
Because the new course is in THE LINE OF THE LEAST RESIST

ANCE. “How about a flood forcing the change?” Environment 
lifted the vapors from our surface and some other environment in which 
they were cast, condensed them and started them back to us with awful 
force; and thus the floods of disaster or the floods of prosperity sud
denly change our course in life by breaking through the resisting banks 
and opening them new channels.

And right here, let me say whatever emanations we give out in our 
associations with dur brethren, WILL COME BACK TO US as surely 
as the floods carry the vapors back to the sea, and the question for us to 
decide is whether there is a way for us to become.free enough to at all 
times dominate what class of emanations shall radiate from our lives.

• I do not believe there is an intelligent person living who will gainsay 
the assertion that we as individuals are not free agents in any sense of 
the word in our present condition; but out in the dim distant future I 
see the beacon light of freedom for the individual.

‘ ‘ Come into my parlor, ’ ’ says the Spider of Greed for wealth, powei; 
and fame, to the Fly of Humanity, and it is there, living the epicurean 
life of the physical until we have become an ephemeral race of enslaved 
people. WE MAY BECOME FREE MORAL AGENTS ONLY AS THE 
SPIRIT BECOMES MASTER OF THE BODY. Living for the gratifi
cation of worldly desires, man is purely a creation of circumstances. 
The rise from this condition is only by gradual evolution through higher 
education. Phrenology and palmistry teach us of the 
stamp nature has placed upon us as a result of prenatal condi
tions over which we had no control whatever, and indicate the nattfral 
tendencies of our lives if left unfettered or unbuffeted by changing en
vironments. But it-has been discovered that these markings of head 
and hands are irtit infallible, and that.they change perceptibly with ev
ery change of surroundings and through education. This gives us 

■ proof positive that Fate is not master of the universe; her winds all. 
blow in one direction, toward the grave. But somebody has gleaned us 
this beautiful message:

“One ship drives east and another west 
With the self same winds that blow.

’Tis the set of the sails and not the gales 
Which tells the way to go.
Like winds of the sea are the ways of Fate,

As we voyage along through life; . 1
’Tis the set of the soul that decides its goal,

And not the calm or the strife".”
Then with our eyes on the spirit we see the coveted goal, for spirit 

stands for perfection and absolute unity of action in all master' Into 
each being is a spark of this spirit implanted. Shall we not strive to 
learn the mode of expanding and energizing it into full control of all 
our desires? It is like the water in a boiler—useless to the engine until 
expanded in vapor to the full capacity of the boiler. Shall not mental
ity be the fire that fills us with the spirit to the full controlling point?

With all the divisions and classifications man gives to the miiid, the 
■fact remains that it is all one mental force that is manifesting itself. 
We may manifest it by precept or concept, yet its origin is the same.

All great achievements, all great inventions, and all great actions, are 
the result of the desire and needs of the masses, or the concentrated men
tal energies of the many, and not entirely the effort of the single indi- • 
vidual who produces the result, though the masses may be unconscious 
of their part in the construction. The man who concentrates his mental 
energies toward a desired end is as potent a factor in its production as 
the man who actually does the work.

Pat carries the hod and Mike lays the brick. Did they build the 
structure ? The foreman told them what to do; the contractor gave the 

•foreman his instructions; the architect furnished the drawings to the 
contractor from mental pictures furnished him by the owner; and the 
owner in turn got his mental picture from comparisons and combining 
the best features of what had been produced in the past, and adding but 
here and there an improvement to meet the present advanced demands. 
Now I ask, who built the house ? Did Pat and Mike, or did the needs of 
the masses?

This thought in connection with a careful review of existing condi
tions throughout the past ages leads me to this conclusion.- HUMANITY 
AS A WHOLE CONSTRUCTS AND CONTROLS THE VERY FLORA 
AND FAUNA OF THE AGE IN WHICH IT LIVES; It is an uncon
scious control but it is a fact nevertheless. As a mass we are free moraj 
agents in the broadest sense of the word.

Man’s improved mentality causes him to look more to the sanitary 
conditions around him; the result is the passing of the vultures of every 
description. And so" as the mastodon and his kindred of the pre-his
toric ages have become extinct, so will the elephant, camel, ox, horse 
and all other beasts of burden become but skeletons in the sands of time 
and be looked upon as monstrosities by our posterity. Why ? Because 
they will have passed the period of their usefulness to man’s mentality. 
- Vegetarianism will take the place of cruel earnivorousness, and then 

the swine and beef shall be known no more; already has it gained such 
proportions that in connection with the increased demand for leather, 
the scarcity of hides has advanced the price of leather almost triple in 
half a decade. " ■

Fruits and vegetables have been grafted, crossed arid cultured until 
they.have become exclusive to this period only, and.their properties are 
integral to the necessities of this age. .

Tiie buffalo and deer were the food products of a savage mentality, 
■ and they are both rapidly becoming extinct with the advent of civiliza^ 
tion over their domains. . . _

Science even now is preparing the way to obtain food from the dead 
past without resorting to nature’s'slower process of growth and devel- 
.opinent.. Dr. Emil Fischer, professor of chemistry in the University of 

/Berlin; has just announced that coal furnishes the necessary fuel for 
tissue building in our bodies. On the force of it this may seem to be 
an absurd assertion, but go back with me to the origin of coal. We are 
told it is carbonized vegetation—carbonized by natural chemical action. 
Nothing-has escaped from it but the liquids. Now science proposes to 
reverse nature’s processes, restore the liquids and give us THE TISSUE 
BUILDING PROPERTIES of the original vegetation; and so the pro
cess goes on from age to age, man’s mentality supplying all necessities, 
no matter what the emergency demands.

• It does uot behoove us to worry about what our posterity will do for 
meat and drink, heat and light Even that great truth was taught by

An Absolute Necessity.
The Fraud-Hunter in Spiritualism and the Crime- 

Hunter in the Adulteration of Food Are Ab
solute Necessities. The Whole. Nation Is 
Shaken from Center to Cireumferehce by the 
Awful Crime of Actually Poisoning the Food 
One Eats, Thereby Endangering’ Human 
Lives, While Spiritualists Are Appalled at the 
Numerous Exposures of Materializing Medi
ums Who Use Artificial Toggery to Dress 
Themselves With, and Thus Deceive the Pub
lic With Their Bogus Spirits. M

______________________ X' 61

The Fraud Hunter, the Crime 
Hunter, or the earnest Seeker after 
the Exact Trutij is absolutely needed 
at the present time more than ever. 
Legerdemain has become so advanced, 
so wonderfully skillful, that it is often 
exceedingly difficult to detect the dif
ference between the true and the 
false, the genuine and the spurious, 
hence Spiritualism has been polluted 
thereby. The grqat need of purifying

• , -i • ■ • <b‘>
Spiritualism, senara^ng the true from 
tliofalso, becomes more and more ap
parent'every day. The fait that there 
is fraud practiced fh-almo^ every de
partment of life, leads' especial im
portance to the Fraud Hunter and the 
Crime Hunter. Spiritualists should 
read carefully the followliig, showing 
the villainy practiced on-uiisuspecting 
victims in on'e of our fppd products. 
It is taken from the Chicago American.

The above is an awful showing, one 
that will appal every thinking mind. 
But fraud and deception in material 
things is not half as bad as when con
nected with things spiritual—the pre
senting of the absolutely false for the 
true. Just think of it—a coarse, 
brutal, lying medium presenting her
self as a "spirit,'’ your angel mother, 
perhaps, dressed in artificial toggery 
of various kinds—does it not bring 
the crimson blush of shame to your 
cheeks? In England, the fraud ques
tion In Spiritualism is uppermost now, 
as presented in the following . from 
Light, London:

. I think the late deplorable expos
ures of materializing mediums- may 
have at least one good result. Surely 
they force upon us, once for all, the' 
necessity of putting our psychic 
"houses In order” and coming to some 
definite conclusion as to future re
search?

We are now at the parting of the 
ways. There are put before us good 
and evil, blessing and cursing.

Materialization is either a scientific 
fact, capable of proof like any other 
physical fact, or.lt Is the most auda
cious and contemptible fraud and su
perstition. How long shall we be con
tent to halt between two opinions? 
Content to be convinced one ' month 
that we have met and conversed with 
our departed friends and relations, 
and the following month to be equally 
well assured that we have been wast
ing our emotions upon the faked-up 
figures and stockinette faces and tou
sled wigs concealed In a convenient 
chair-back or a musical box?

These demonstrations of fraud are 
continually cropping up, even .when 
confidential relations between ma- 
rlallzlng mediums and their clients 
have been established for years.

The inevitable crash comes some 
day; half the sitters drop the whole 
subject in disgust, and the other halt 
will probably elect to trust their 
hearts rather than their heads, and to 
conclude that the half loaf of a pleas
ant illusions is better than no bread at 
all.

But this is not science; and I am 
now addressing those who have some 
scientific interest in getting at the 
truth of the matter.

Opportunities for fraud could 
scarcely have flourished so long but 
for some residuum of truth at the bot
tom of the well of turbid deceit and 
misrepresentation.

Some of the explanations and ex
cuses urged in these vexed cases may 
also have a modicum of truth with a 
large amount.of error; some such ex
planation may be possible in supposi
titious cases, and yet absolutely un
true In the special case in point. Even 
stocklnett and a wig may eke out an 
imperfect but perfectly honest materi
alization. In America, years ago, I I 
have seen materialized forms with

exact quality of medlumohlp necessary 
within these limits. He must relig
iously keep each appointment ipa4e> 
al§t no other duty nor pleasure in- 

ere witn his punctual Attendance.
I also added thqt.lt would be advisable 
to give up smoking and wine during 
the time. At this point I saw my 
friend’s face growing longer and 
longer, and It ,was needless to go into 
further details of the scheme.

“Good gracious! You don’t suppose 
I am ready to do all that!" be gasped.

"No,” was my answer. "I don't 
suppose it, and therefore I don't sup
pose the paper will ever be read at the 
Congress!’'

- This 1h where the real hitch occurs.
“There is no such word as impossi

ble" has been the battle cry of many 
discoveries and of most inventions. 
Can wo not score another victory by 
discovering, not a fresh continent on 
this old earth, but the Bridge of Life 
and continuity between this sphere 
and the next one—the Jacob's ladder 
up and dpwn which we and they may 
sometimes pass for, mutual help and 
encouragement under the . unfolding 
laws of Being which are now coming 
slowly, but so surely, within the hori
zon of our present experiences?

B. KATHARINE BATES.
St. Leier, Switzerland.

THÉ PASSING OF DOWIE.

The Rise and Fall of an Anomalous 
Personage.

Hon’elei yewjr

TflY IT FREÇ

now 8-Fold

dreaded fistula 
and cancer but 
write today for 
this wonderful

Treatment which is cur
ing thousands.

Return mall will bring you free to 
try our complete new 3-fold absorp
tion cure for Piles, Ulcer, Fissure, Pro- 
llupse, Tumors, Constipation and all 
rectal troubles. If you are fully eat- 
isfled with the benefit received, you 
can send us One Dollar. If not, we 
accept your word, and you are undec 
no obligation whatever. You decide, 
after a thorough trial. Dr Van 
Vleck's 3-Fold Treatment is curing 
cases of even 30 and 40 years' stand
ing, as well ns all the earlier stages. 
We have thousands of letters to prove 
our claims. • Act now and spare your
self perhaps the most intense suffering. 
Our 3-Fold Treatment cures to stay, 
cured, because it is constitutional as 
well as local, removing the underlying 
causes, and we want every sufferer to 
try it at our expense. Our valuable 
New Pile Book (In colors) comes free 
with the trial treatment, all in plain 
package. Bend no money—only your 
address—to Dr. Van Vleck Co., X019 
Majestic Bldg., Jackson, Mich.

New. York.—On top of the .count
less accusations against the Beef Trust 
the American and Examiner has, se
cured in thé form of an affidavit from 
a butcher employed for years as one 
of the chief agents of the trust, a most 
remarkable arraignment of the Chica
go shambles. .

It comes from Herman Hirschauer, 
author of “The Dark Side of the Beef 
Trust,” the bodk written by him as 
the first expose of the beef industry 
and is an amazing statement of horri
fying facts, going even further -than 
his book. —

Hirschauer is the man who gave to 
General Mlles the first Information on 
which the "embalmed” beef Inquiry 
was based.

Text of the Affidavit.
The affidavit in part is as follews: 
Briefly, here is the process, showing 

how, for practically nothing, the trust 
produces a filthy article of Extract of 
Beef which it sells in little jars at a 
thieving price.

The canner, as the public has by 
this time learned to classify all cattle 
that are of the very lowest grade, has 
been cut up and its various portions 
disposed of until therp is onjy left that 
portion which is sold as “canned 
beef.”

To begin with, it must be remem
bered that the canner from which the 
meat comes from Is probably suffering 
from some horrible disease. The meat 
scraps are thrown into a great vat and 
boiled with soda. The soda has the 
effect of making the scraps tender, for 
after the extract of beef has been 
made these scraps are to be made into 
canned meats of varlous_sorts, which 
are sold wrapped in gold’brlck labels. 
While the meat is boiling, of stewing 
there arises from the vat something 
that is called steam, but might more 
properly be called stench. The steam 
rises into a condenser, where it is con
densed into a slate-colored mess.

Mixed With Patented Syrup.
. This condensation is mixed with a 
patented syrup and is disposed of in 
a way that is enough to MAKE ANY 
GOD-FEARING MAN FRANTIC.

Out of the packing-houses it goes to 
every corner of the country where 
there is a sick man, woman or child, 
and the tremendous popularity it has 
gained through the Ignorance of the 
physicians who prescribe it is fright
ful. - ,

In 1888 I was engaged by Swift & 
Co. to take charge of "their cold 
Storage plant at Jamestown, where 1 
had been in the meat business since 
1865. - It was in 1894 that my con
science made me give up their work.

I had sold some of our rotten meat 
to a local butcher, who retailed part of 
it to the familyof a justice of the peace 
whom:I knew personally. The entire 
family of the jüstiée was poisoned, 
and later he questioned me about the 
meat;.- I told him frankly that when 
I received it from the Swift plant in 
Chicago it was partially decayed and 
that I had done exactly what the trust 
expected me to do in all cases—treat
ed it with a preservative which had 
the effect of temporarily arresting the 
decay and making it look nice.

He warned me never again to do 
such a thing, and I put my thinking 
cap on.

IT DIDN’T TAKE ME LONG TO 
MAKE UP MY MIND THAT I HAD " 
BEEN ENGAGED IN A MOST NEFA-

RIOUS PRACTICE AND THAT AS A 
MAN IT.WAS STRICTLY UP TO ME 
TO STOP.

Suffering From Disease.
Practically all~of the canners are 

cows suffering from «complaints that 
are peculiar to cows,'and that actually 
could not he discussed In a news pa
per. Only a medical' journal could go 
into such details.

Many-of them have lumpy jaw. In 
plain English, that means they have 
"what is known 'as human cancers. 
The caneers will not prevent the trust ! 
from butchering the- cattle. The 
lumpy jaws are simply-cut away, but I 
not thrown away. They ..help make 
fertilizer, but the rest of the animal's 
meat is going to be sold in one way or cither.

Now, the trust wants to make up a 
barrel of corned beef tbatls going to 
look "pretty.” Some square pieces 
are. cut out of the less-desirable por
tions ot the canners. ’ There is not a" 
bit of fat on these pieces and they 
could not be sold • *> any reliable 
dealer.

’ Deception is; Complete. - 
Several pieces of the canner are laid 

in the bottom .of the barrel by an ex
pert packer, who then takes a tew 
pieces of plate from "a fat steer to mix 
it. The plate Is the belly of the steér- 
and couldn’t possibly be sold, except 
possibly as extract beef. " The layers 
of fat and lean, however, are decep
tive enough to make butchers buy the 
barrel, and I want to declare on my 
oath that there isn’t a pound of meat 
in these barrels fit-for a human being 
to eat. 1 ■ •

Reliable merchants' will not buy 
the stuff, but the United Stages gov
ernment will, and it ls fed to the sol
diers and sailors who -fight under the 
American flag. The government offi
cials say that only the best meat is 
bought for the army and naVy; Ab a 
matter of fact, the government never 
gets any of the best fneat.

. . Preservatives ^ìré Fsed.
All the so-called praservàSves which 

are used to make-meat looB^fresh and 
smell like good meats? can'Obe dated 
back to the beglnnifrg of«-11 the great 
beet trust. The first'of illése prod
ucts that I can remember"1 was called 
rosine, it being intooducétf in ' the 
eighties. It was sent first through 
New York, state and? "thè1 butchers 
found that it would.Tiblor Any kind of 
condition of beef to^n attVflctive hue. 
Rosine was a fluldfmade'^óf anallne 
dyes, and was, o£ coùrse, ac coal tar 
product. tw

That same kind oftetutPls used to 
this day, although»» its -feme has 
changed more times tiian f-cah count. 
Sometimes It is freèzfeé,'tlA% It is pre- 
servaline, next it’s fpeèzit, add, in fact, 
everytime the publtcScdmdPto under
stand what meat'is «''being doctored 
with the name of the preparation is 
changed, although Its-ingredients are 
always essentially thé'éame.

The butchers o£' tlite United States 
are now« so educated that practically 
all of them know how to take a piece 
ot putrifylng beef, and in a short time 
make it look as appetizing as the very 
best meat . .

I want to make it clear .that it is 
not the practice to use these preserva
tives on-the best meats for the high- 
classed dressed beet properly retriger-. 
ated can be kept a month Without go-

ghastly looking sockets where the 
eyes should have been, and have heard 
them reproved for such indecent haste 
and sent back to repair the omission, 
the same form returning in a few min
utes in proper order and apologizing 
for the eager haste which had been 
the cause of the earlier and in com
plete appearance. No doubt skeptics 
will say this was a mere trick, intend
ed to make the imposture less crude 
and more convincing. Be it so. I am 
pot concerned in arguing the case for 
the defence. I only wish to empha- 
"cise the fact that owing to the ever-in
creasing number of demonstrated "ex
posures,” investigation of the alleged 
phenomena of materialization has be
come impossible under existing con
ditions, that is to say, with paid and 
professional mediums.

Pending the arrival of Mr. Thurs- 
tan’s Glittering Palace. (I note that he 
insists upon the glitter), which will 
doubtless include amongst other 
things, an Immaculate materialization 
medium,-".warranted sound,” so far as 

#igs and other fakes are concerned;
we must at> last adopt the only really 
satisfactory solution of the problem— 
■private enterprise, and non-paid me
diums.

Such a step needs time and much 
patience and perseverance. But sci
ence has never hitherto gone begging 
for lack of devoted martyrs. Why 
should we suppose that they will now 
be wanting? If only eight or ten tn-’i 
telligept and truth seeking men and 
women could be enlisted in the case 
and had sufficient scientific instinct 
to make some sacrifice of time, 
strength, and even prejudice, the in
vestigations could begin at once.

1 I remember Dr. Younger, of Oxford 
street (whose name will be known to 
some of your-readers), telling me of 
a series of sittings he had instituted 
for materializations amongst his per- 
sohal friends. They say with dogged 
perseverance and no very appreciable 
results, no less than eleven times; but 
the twelfth seance rewarded them for 
all their trouble. Thqy obtained a 
splendid demonstration of the truth 
in the materialization of a fine, tall, 
male figure, and at later sittings Dr. 
Younger's little son appeared, and ran 
with .glee into his father’s" arms, 
whence he was dislodged with some 
difficulty, .when a kind guardian spirit 

scame to warn him that he must return 
' to" the other" sphere.

■ It is" true that Dr. Younger’s evi
dence could only convince himself and 
his friends; but if these experiments 
occurred on a sufficiently large scale, 
many such converts would be made, 
and it Is surely not past praying for 
that such men as Lodge, Rlchet, Hys- 
op, etc.; might some day find the prob
lem of sufficient Importance to sacri
fice even a well-earned holiday in try
ing to solve it amongst themselves and 
without the ready-made assistance 
which is so convenient, but which 
again and again has proved both un
trustworthy. and unsatisfactory. I, 
think my friend, Dr. "Abraham Wal
lace, will admit that such a suggestion 
is at least desirable and might become 
feasible If only the will and determin
ation were present. The only real 
difficulty lies in getting people to con
sider the problem worthy of such self- 
sacriflctng attention.

An old friend of mine, a consulting 
engineer of some eminence, said to me 
a year ago, "If you woll convince me 
of the truth of materialization, I will 
promise to read a paper on the subject 
at the next Congress of Engineers held 
in Great Britain.” I closed with the 
offer, but said it would be useless for 
him to go to paid mediums. We must 
have a private circle, of so many 
friends whom he knew-well and trust
ed absolutely. ' The research might 
occupy several months in securing the

Anomalous characters are born into 
the world at different epochs. Being 
hearalded by trumpets and brass 

i bands, they have as ever ready follow
ing the credulous and non-thinking 
classes. Their actions are guided by a 

I misconceived stations in life, perhaps 
the result of an obsessional triumvi
rate. They have a meteoric career, 
following athwart the horizon for a 
time, then' paling, disappear and are 
lost save to the memory of archives 
and folk-lore.

Dowie is no exception to the historic 
past in the respect of being an anoma
ly. But as an intriguer, a bold, 
scheming financier, drawing millions 
of dollars to his project by his match
less effrontery, he is without a paral
lel. The Rockefellers, Morgans Pier
ponts and Carnegies are mere pigmies 
in point of comparison. Yet all of 
his accumulations will crumble and 
fall when touched by the magic wand 
of stability and reliability of Truth. 
Resourceful and cunning, filled with 
a flippancy of platitudes, fiery in his 
denunciations, he was a living crater 
belching forth anathemas of hatred. 
Bound and limited by his egotistical 
exaltation, his love of pomp and splen
dor, led him into extravagance and the 
expenditure of thousands of dollars 
for his own personal adoration.

That he should have such a follow
ing is hard to reconcile: But it was 
the irony of fate which held sway. 
Napoleonic in many respects, he out
generaled his generals, and with a 
domineering spirit forged manacles of 
belief that so dazed and stupefied his 
followers that they became as putty in 
his grasp.

, Now that Dowie is shorn of his vest
ed power, he will sink into insignifi
cance, along with other traditional 
characters, and the only monument 
erected to mark his having been, will 
be the wailings of stricken consciences 
upbraiding .the folly of having been 
the victims of an incorrigible and Idol
atrous prophet.

But what are the lessons to be 
learned from such characters’ They 
teach that from out the wilderness of 
hope, senile man grasps at every pass
ing straw and that, in the universal
cauldron of deformed thoughts, many 
go out reincarnating themselves with
in negative brains, thereby obsessing 
to a clear understanding of life. It 
alsb teaches that many are ready with 
the belief that Rod manifests through 
the pilgrimage of men on_ ___ ____ earth,
clothed with divine attributes, and In 
each and every instance their hopes 
have been shattered by the intense 
humanity of the supposed deities, 
when stripped of their masks.

And, that other freaks will follow 
and have a following, Is very apparent. 
For the love of idols is instilled very 
deeply in the minds of humanity, and 
only by the seismic upheaval of faith 
can they be made to see with a clear 
ey6, a strong personality and the light, 
which is the only God, the only Christ, 
and that abideth within your soul.

I. N. RICHARDSON.
Delphos, Kan.

“SODDEN IGNORANCE.1

Some Excellent Reasons Why Women 
Should Vote.

The great argument in favor of wo
man suffrage is not that it will make 
politics purer and better, but that it 
is demanded by that equality which is 
justice. Woman shares with man the 
whole burden of the state. She bears 
and rears the soldiers and laborers. 
She contributes by domestic, labor to 
the Income and resources of the states. 
There is a growing class of independ
ent women .who own their property 
and manage business affairs. Even 
were it true, which it is not, it is no 
argument to say women are represent
ed by their fathers, brothers and hus
bands; The great law of equal jus
tice requires that they have this polit
ical power in their own right. It Is 
simply silly to say- only bad and ig-' 
norant women will vote, for experi- 
-ence shows the best women vote .when 
they have the chande, and it opens 
their intellectual eyes. As women 
are in fact purer than men, so their in
flux will make politics purer, but this 
is not the real point, ggr will the dif
ference, in my opinion, be very great. 
The real point is that now every male 
blackguard and ignoramus can vote If 
he wants to, and no woman, however 
cultured and intelligent, can vote it she 
wants to. Neither good nor bad wo
men now have a chance to vote. Rive 
all of them the chance all men have, 
and justice will have been done. It 
will then be a woman’s own fault «nd 
choice (just as it is now man’s) if she 
stays away ,from the polls. With the 
chief argument that she will be insult
ed at the polls and the fine gloss of her 
femininity worn away I have little pa
tience. If our men are a mob to in
sult women, let us deprive them of ev
ery right incident to manhood. 
Neither womanhood nor manhood is 
lost by freedom". Much, that is mis
taken for womanhood is sodden ig
norance and pitiful helplessness.— 
Charles Erskine Scott Wood, In the 
Pacific Monthly. -

“Longley’s ■ Beautiful Hongs.” a 
new edition comprising in one volume 
the four parts heretofore published, 
to which is added part Sv- also a 
number of the author’s moil popular 
songs, including "Only a Thin Vefl Be
tween Us" and its "Companion Place.” 
Cloth, 75 cents. Boards, 50 cents. 

■ "Death, Its Meaning and Results.” 
By J. K. Wilson, of the- Pennsylvania 
Bar. An absorbingly interesting vol
ume, of decided value. A narrative of 
wonderful psychical-events in tkfe au
thor’s experience". Cloth, 560 pages, il
lustrated, $1.25.

FUDLIGftTIONS
OF

Hudson Tuttle.
liJraFj of Sfirital Mírate.

STUDIES IN THE OUTLYING FIELDS 
OF PSYCHIC SCIENCE. > 

This work essays to utilize and ex
plain the vast array of facte in Its field 
of research by referring them to a com
mon cause, and from jacm arise to the 
laws and conditions of Man's spiritual 
being. Third edition. Price 75 cents.

LIFE IN TWO SPHERES.
In this story the scenes are laid off 

earth, and in thp spirit world, present
ing the spiritual philosophy and thy 
real life of spiritual beings. All ques
tions which arise on that subject ar$ 
answered. Price, 50 cents.
HERESY, OR LED TO THE LIGHT.' 

A thrilling psychological sto. / ot 
evangelization and free thought it is 
to Protestantism what “The Secrets ol 
the Convent” is to Catholicism. Pries; 
80 cents.
ANGELL PRIZE CONTEST RECITA. 

TI0N8.
For humane education, with plan 0! 

ths Angell Prize Oratorical Contests. 
By Emma Rood Tuttle. Price, 25 cents. 

All books dent postpaid. Address
HUDSON TUTTLE, Publisher, t 

Berlin Heights, Oida 'J

The Arcana of Spiritualism
A Manual of Spiritual Science and 

Philosophy.
The readers of The Progressive 

Thinker are already acquainted wlti 
character of this book. It Is Intended 
by its assisting, inspiring spirit-authors 
to furnish a compendium to the student 
of psychic laws and manifestations. II 
has been more than thirty years in pre
paring and contains all that has been 
received by me through inspiration 
and research during that time on the 
subjects it treats. Few questions will 
arise in the minds of investigators 
that are not answered in Its pages, 
Price, $1.26 postpaid.

Address all orders to fi
HUDSON TUTTLE, J 
Berlin Heights, Ohio. !

THE WIDOW'S MITÉ, :
AND

OTHER PSYCHIC PHENOMENA, j 
BY ISAAC. K. FUNK. j

A remarkable book, of Intense Inter-1 
est to all, whether Spiritualists or Ma-, 
terlalists. investigators or believers.

The author has embodied In this, 
book an account of his wonderful per-; 
sonal experience, and has culled from! 
other sources the expertenees of others,! 
including scientists of world-wide re
pute, making a volume of great valua. 
538 octavo pages. Price, cloth. $2.

QHILD CULTURE.

According to the Laws of Physio« P 
logical Psychology and 

Mental Suggestion.

BY NEWTON N. RIDDELL.

This Is a work of singular »xcelle’’''“ । 
on a subject of great importance. It is 
replete with wise and practical hints, 
helps and suggestions, of inestimable 
value to parents, and all who have the 
care of children, and all who are Inter
ested in their moral, mental and physi
cal welfare. Its spiritual tone is uplift
ing. Price <10 cents.

VEDANTA PHILOSOPHY.
Lcctcrce by the Swami Vlrcknaanda, on Raja Yoga} 

or Conquering the Internal N tin re, and other aub* 
jccta; also, Patanjali's Yoga Aphorisms, with com* 
nectaries and a copious glossary of Sanskrit terms. 
Revised and enlarged, 12mo., Cloth, AIM Rnja Yoga 
Jaan ancient system of Indian Philosophy, and one of 
the four chief methods that the Vedanta Philosophy 
offer* to obtain freedom and perfection. Swam! v!V“ 
ekananda became a familiar figure In several Ameri' 
can cittoa during the three rears following the Pat* 
llament of Religions at Chicago; he was cordiallyre* 
co'ved in America, where tho breadth and depth of 
bln teachings were soon recognized. His teaching* 
an) universal in their application. Tho book is cheip 
•UMO. For sale at this office.

INDUCE
Your Neighbor to Subscribe for Tho 

Progressive Thinker.
Now is the time to extead the clrr.ul». 

Don ot The Progressive Thinker. II 
will contain Occult and Spiritualistlo 
news with which every one should bo 
familiar. No other paper published bo 
tide earth contains such a vast amount 
of matter so well adapted to enrich tilt 
Blind. Send in a eubscrintlon now.

The Majesty 
of Cafmness.

. • Two dainty white girt 
books by Wa George 

• Jordan, treating of fi. 
dividual problems and 
possibilities lathe 

, light of theIheWnoshiD - „
of Self-Control.

• • • « a • • estln< Mid Instructive 
and wort h more then the price Indicates, as an 
ornamental and valuable addition U> tho Ubra-, 
ry. Price. SO cents each.
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But she only said, "Udlna."
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nonymous terms.
THIS TERRIBLE

Resolution Adopted by the Nation' 
al Spiritualist Association.

Oue Year,..............
Six Month»...........  
't'hlrUan Weeks, 
Single Copy,.......

TAKE NOTICE.
All books advertised in The

Grand Ledge Camp Sounds the Right 
Note.

The greatest of faults I should say 
is-to he conscious of none.—Carlyle. •

Do not confine your children to your 
own learning. They were born in an
other time.—Talmud. ■

are hot now, but that heat will 
cool and this quarrel will end.
In again Ina couple of days.”

I did call again, and again■gresslve Thinker can be obtained at 
'this office. Express charges or postage 
prepaid at the price named unless oth- 
wlss stated. e

The following is from the manage
ment pf the Grand Ledge Camp, 
Grand Ledge, Mich; it speaks iu no 
uncertain sound:

hurt them"; a test no 
willing to accept.

GENUINE MEDIUM ON 
GROUNDS.

Why?

ginal note:
. “The two oldest Greek manu

scripts, and some other authorities, 
omit from verse 9 to the end. Some 
other authorities have a different end-

TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION!
Tun FpooBBSBivB Tjiimkbii will bo furnldhod 

until further notice at the following termsi in
variably in advance:

To thelÉçials of teteifeld Camp Meeting.
Every Saturday et 40 taemU Street, 

J. R. FRANCIS, Editor aad Proprietor 

Citavi si fa Cklup tahUIcs ö tassMIiM Staler

Others, who know the practice of 
bogus mediums and the Spiritualists 
who are bo ready to defend them as 
genuine, aro forced to the conviction 
that. Spiritualism and fraud are sy-

It is represented by critics that 
127,000 errors have been found In the 
ineri ant scriptures, made by tran
scribers and translators. The inter

Mr. L. O. Hull of Fort Wayne, Indi« the whole field that belongs exclusive» 
.l . oi. „ ly to tlieni?

REMITTANCES:
Remit by Pootoffloo Money orAer, Rertetsretl 

Letter or Draft on Chicago or New York. Jt 
coats from 10 to 15 cents to got checks cashed on 
local bonks, so do not send them unless you 
wish that amount deducted from tho amount 
sent. Address all letters to J. IL FRANCIS, <0 
Loomis Street, Chicago, HL

TAKB NOIXCBl
VS’At tho expiration of subscription, If not re. 

new»!, the paper Is discontinued. No bills 
Will besent for extra numbers.

tSflf you Ao not receive your paper promptly 
write us, and auy errors in address will bo 
promptly corrected, and missing numbers 
supplied gratis. ' . y

O’Whenever you desire tho address of your 
paper ¡changed, always give the address of 
the place to which it has been going or the 
change cannot be mode.

TO FOREIGM COUNTRIES,
The price of The Progressive Thinker 

per year to foreign countries Ib $2.

WHKMSSVElWra

' W0RD8 OF CAUTION.
You should not send money In a let

ter. You may do so a dozen times safe
ly, and then the next remittance may 
be lost or stolen. Secure a postal order 
for five cents, and th you are per- 
feqtly safe, and will save yourself an
noyance and trouble.

SOMETHING YOU SHOULD HAVE. 
'It Will Only Coït You Four Cents.
Reporte in pamphlet form of the last 

N. S. A. Convention are for sale at 600 
Pennsylvania avenue 8. E., Washington, 

, D. C., at tour cents each, postpaid, or 
thirty-five cts. per dozen. Every Spirit
ualist should Bend for ope. Address 
Mary T. Longley, Secretary-

pUactMvuw - __
queatly very Important, changing the 
entiro character of the book. Many 
of these were pointed out by the Com- 
i .sntators, as were also«the false ren- 
ceringa. The lately revised Oxford 
edition of the Bible directed attention 
to interpolations, made "when and 
where nj one can determine. The 
longest of these tn the New Testa
ment is that added at the conclusion 
of Mark, embracing all of the 16th 
chapter after verse 8 to the conclu
sion. The revisors say, In a mar-

ing to the Gospel.”
In this Interpolation occurs the in

formation that after Jesus was risen 
“he appeared first to Mary Magdalene, 
out of whom he cast seven devils”; 
and in verse 16 "he that believeth not 
¡hall be damned." And In verse 18 
Ib the test of a Christian: “If they 
drink any deadly thing it shall not 

preacher io

June 1G, 19^6.

SPIRITUALISM AND THE LAW
They Come Unsolicited and UncB* Various Condit 

ditions Justas Easily, so Far as Can be Ascertained 
by Mortals,’ as by Request and in the Seance Room; 
and Deliver Their Messages of Love and Uplift’ 
ment in the Peaceful Sanctuary of the Homeland 
Out Upon the Star-lit Highways of Life.

A Spirit Form at a Death-bed, Not a 
Materialization.

The people of the other world, 
When In rapport with us, can read our 
most secret thoughts, our lives are as 
open books to them. I have proved that 
to be true by many tests, and the 
deep meaning underlying their an-

this letter I wish to relate the circum
stance of my having seen and con
versed with my daughter at the bed- 
Blde of my son, .who passed away soon 
after. But in order that the reader 
may understand the steps of the hid
den ladder which led up to the fact 
and realize that our lives are under
stood and that they sympathize with 
us It Is necessary that I should give a. 
short sketch of my history previous to 
the event. I

When I -had become unfortunate in 
the old country and property had 
taken to Itself wings and nearly all 
material of value had flown away, I re- 
Bolved that If it was my fate to be poor 
I would be poor In America and not 
stay amongst my former acquaint
ances. I arrived in New York early In 
the year 1861. I applied for employ
ment at the newspaper ofllces, as re
porter or scribbler of some kind, and 
editors were very kind; one of the 
sub-editors of the Tribune, Horace 
Greeley's paper, was exceedingly so. 
"Don't leave New York,” he whis
pered. "I should like to have you 
with ub, but Fort Sumpter has been 
fired upon, and the war spirit is 
abroad, bo we had to ‘sack’ more than 
half our people; don’t leave New 
York. ThlB excitement will blow 
over in a few days; North and South

again, week after week but there 
seemed no prospect of business re
vival, my money leaked away, paying I 
board bills and so forth, and at last 
I took Horace Greeley’s advice, “Go 
West, young man." I traveled over 
railroads and In steamers, in wagons 
and on foot, but 1 could find no rest 
until I reached a little hamlet named 
“U-di-na," near Elgin, Ill! While 
there I got a letter from Mrs. H. 
"Dear Tom,” It Bald, “our first baby 
girl Ib born, a sweet little thing. What 
name shall I give her?"

I wrote back to the old country at 
once, “Give her any name you please, 
but your mother and mine were named 
Elizabeth; but whatever name you 
give her be sure to add the word 
’Udlna.’ That word will always mean 
'rest' to me, for It was the name of the 
place where I first found a temporary 
home in America. The child was 
named Elizabeth Udlna. • -

Some months afterwards, when the 
Child and her mother were crossing 
the ocean, the ship rolled heavily one 
night and next morning the baby was 
found dead In its hammock. Sixteen 
years after that I sat watching alone

by the bedside of my son Robert—a 
young man 19 years old. He was 
sleeping under the Influence of a drug 
and my eyes were fixed upon th? 
bright blaze of a Iqjnp on a distant 
table. I saw (as though I had an eye 
just back of my right ear) a tai] young 
woman standing at the head of his 
bed. I was startled but my nerves 
were quieted down, as I believe by sur 
pernatural means, then the form be« 
came perfectly plain, Seeing that I 
had perceived her she came forward 
and stood In front of my chair, about 
two feet from me. She was clad in a 
white drees or robe; it was gathered 
in around the neck and fell below 
hands and feet. She had an aureola 
around her head, It extended about six 
Inches horizontally all around, and 
was as thin as paper. I knew by my 
feelings that I was for the time a res
ident of a new and strange world, she 
was not brought down to my level, 
but I was elevated' to hers. We con
versed as souls converse, question 
and answer flying quicker than a flash 
of lightning, no word was spoken au
dibly, every thought was Internal.'

At this interview I observed that as 
I became more perfectly spiritualized, 
material things faded away and vice 
versa, and material objects were not 
perceptible until the spirit form 
seemed lost. In an interview with 
Dr.------ , the English LL. D., who was 
secretary of the American branch of 
the Psychical Research Society, he 
told me he had a remarkably similar 
experience in his own home.

I had never seen her before. I no
ticed that the-aura around her head 
had dashes of darkness intermingled 
with the light. I wondered at this 
because she, a child a few months old, 
had never done anything to be re
pented of, and when I inquired she re
plied in substance:

“The aura is usually an Indication 
of character, but it is not so in my 
case at present, but I am In sympathy 
with my brother In his sufferings.”

Then I said: “All earthly things are 
gone from me, what was your name? 
I have forgotten.”

She answered: “Udlna."
“Ah, yes,” said I; “the place of rest. 

It will always bear that significance to 
me. But you had another name.”

She repeated the word Udlna.
“Yes," Bald I, “that was a good 

name; It represents my rest there, as 
well as your rest, "and your brother's 
approaching rest, and my final rest,

knew me as one soul knows another.
I don’t know whether the above tal

lies with the experiences of other peo
ple, and In a sense, “I don't care," for 
I am telling the simple truth as it 
came before me. In about thirty-six 
hours after the above interview, our 
son Bobble died.

THOS. HARDING.
Sturgis, Mich.

. (To be continued.)

tured geny^mapj^nd highly esteemed 
wherever j^nowpy and ho as well as 
other leading workers in the Cause 
of Truth jin Indiana, desire to see “It may be well to state here that 
Beautiful Camp Chesterfield redeemed having been imposed upon in the past, 
. .. . , , , ,, , in regard to the dishonorable presen-from ite Resent,^ad. reputation, and ta(loi7 pi .phenomenal mediumsWp, 
placed in imposition where it properly that the time lias come to call a per
belongs—one of the leading Camps ® went bait to such disreputable proc- 

1 tico upon our grounds, and we giveand attractions in the United States.
The Progressive Thinker, the true 

friend of all honest mediums, wants 
them protected everywhere from the 
gang of impostors who have invaded 
our ranks, hence it will co-operate 
with the large and influential class of 
representative Spiritualists in Indiana 
to make Chesterfield Camp what it 
ought to.be-r-a leading light in the 
ranks of Spiritualism.

We call narticulnr attention of 
Spiritualists everywhere to Mr. Hull's 
letter. It breathes the right spirit; 
its aim is in the right ■direction, and 
the officials of the «jmp should regard 
it in » fraternal spirit, and act in ac
cordance therewith.

Mr, Hull and Mr. Channing were 
branded by the officials last year os 
“fraud-hunters,” because they were 
simply in search of the truth—that 
and nothing else. Their allusion to 
them as such was wholly unbecoming 
the dignity of any officials, in view of 
the high standing of Mr. Hull and Mr. 
Channing among the Spiritualists of 
the state.

Oh! Angels of Light, Love and Pur
ity, when will our Cause be free from 
those parasites that .have fastened 
themselves upon it like leeches? When, 
oh, when will honest mediums have

due notice to those who, in tho past, 
have prostituted the Cause of Medium» 
Bldp und Spiritualism to such base 
purposes, that their presence with us 
will not be tolerated, but all mediums 
who arc lionest and honorable in prin
ciple and'character will bo welcomed 
and treated with all the courtesy at 
our command. Please bear tills mot
to in your hat: ‘BY YOUR WORK 
SHALL WE FIND YOU OUT, AND 
OUT WILL ALL FAKES GO.’ ”

Will not Chesterfield lead In the 
same direction? Can the officials af
ford to wait? Is it not bad policy for 
any camp management to belittle 
themselves by calling names, or even 
insinuating that tho two exceedingly 
prominent Spiritualists, Mr. Hull and 
Mr. Channing, are “fraud-hunters," 
and hencS their opinions are “no 

> good” with reference to medium- 
1 ship. Is not the reputation of the 
• camp injured by such nn idiotic 
‘ course? Do the. officials desire espe- 
: dally the good will of the fraudulent 

element instead of such grand men us 
Mr. Hull and Mr. Channing? It seems 

’ so. They apparently are afraid to fol
low the course pointed out by that fa- 

■ vorite place of resort, Grand Ledge, 
i Every honest Spiritualist should pray 
I for the redemption of this Beautiful 
। Camp Chesterfield, which commences 
i on June 10.

To the Officials of the Chesterfield
Camp: ’
Some years ago I saw phenomena 

where fraud and trickery were, elm-" 
ply out of the question; I learned that 
there were GENUINE, as distin
guished from FRAUDULENT* manifes
tations TOO OFTEN GIVEN under the 
name of Spiritualism. My belief, 
therefore, was not a matter of choice, 
but of evidence, and I felt that a 
great truth had been vouchsafed to

John 8:1 to 12 
brackets by the revisors, who say in 
the margin: "Most of the ancient au
thorities omit chapter 7, 1 to 11. 
Those which contain it vary much 
from each other." Those bracketed 
passages contain the story of the wo
man taken In adultery, with Jesus’ 
statement, "Neither do I condemn 
thee.”

“For there are three that bear rec
ord in heaen, the Father, the Word, 
md the Holy Ghost; and these three 
are one.”—I. John 5:7.

Dr. Adam Clarke, commenting on 
this good trinitarian text, says:

“Though a conscientious believer in 
the doctrine of the ever-blessed, holy, 
and undivided Trinity, and in the 
proper and essential divinity of our 
Lord «Jesus Christ, which doctrines 
I have defended by many and even 
new arguments in the course of this 
,work [Commentaries on the Bible], 1 I 

- cannot help doubting the authenticity I 
of the text in question; and for fur- ; 
ther particulars, refer to the 'Observa
tions at the end of .this chapter.”

In these “Observations,” p. 478, 
Dr. Clarke says:

“O^e hundred and thirteen Greek 
MSS. are extant, containing the First 
Epistle of John, and the text in ques
tion Is wanting in 112.”

The" Revised New Testament omits 
this 7 th verse in toto.

Thus the reader can see how the in
errant Bible, “heaven’s truth from 
cover to cover," has been manipulated 
In the Interest of dogma. A religious 
faith was formulated; then Gospels, 
Epistles, and pretended history were 
written to confirm that faith. Addi
tions and interpolations were made 
from time to time, until the art of 
printing came Into general use, to 
confirm these dogmas. This last cited 
text we are assured was added so late 
as 1516, about the time Martin Luther 
begins to appear on the ecclesiastical 
stage. The great mass of the people, 
and even learned scholars who have 
not-given special attention to the 
Bible, Its history and its contents, are 
Ignorant of the facts we relate. The 
traveler, with his “I have been there, 
and sure I ought to know,” and the 
clergy who have no leisure for critical 
research, remain Ignorant of the 
¿ruth, and content themselves . with 
crying "heretic,” "unbeliever,” “op
posed to religion,” and thus try to pro- 
prolong a system of religious faith 
built on fraud, whose foundations are 
gradually slipping away, as did those 
great old sky-scrapers, towering piles 
of marble and steel, which went down, 
burying their occupants in the recent 
terrible calamity on the Pacific coast

Paul’s Epistles Found in Spain.
Paley, the English theologian and 

moralist, a voluminous church author, 
born 1743, died 1805, is reported by 
the Duke of Somerset, in his “Chris
tian Theology,” p. 77, to have as
sumed, “The Acts of the Apostles, and 
the Epistles of St. Paul were accident
ally discovered in an old Spanish li
brary."

We have not Paley’s productions so 
as to verify the Duke's statement; 
but an author bo prominent as he 
would not be liable to misrepresent In 
such a matter.

Spain, from the beginning of 
Christianity, has been the hot-bed in 
.which were sprouted and have flour
ished the grossest features of Catholi
cism. It was there the great prelates, 
who became substantially the head 
and front of 'that faith, and the most 
violent leaders after the partial dis
ruption by the Protestants, Torqu- 
mada, Xlmenes, and Loyola were 
Spaniards, and they shrunk from no 
task or crime to perpetuate their 
creed. Loyola was the founder of the 
Jesuits, and Torquemada was Inquis
itor General, and the leading actor in 
the Spanish Inquisition; whilst Xlm
enes, In the language of Draper's Con
flict, p. 104, “Delivered to the flames, 
In the squares of Granada, eighty 
thousand Arabian manuscripts, many 
of them translations of classical au
thors."

If these destructionists had been 
content to have rested their labors 
with the slaughter of heretics, and the 
burning of literature, after ages would 
not have been so great sufferers; but 
the pen of the forger was the most 
active during that period In Spain, 
and they covered their tracks so well 
the traces are discovered with diffi
culty, thought clues are beginning to 
appear. The Old Testament scrip
tures and the TOmuds are believed by 
many to have received their finishing 
touches In this seething cauldron of 
fanaticism and crime. It is now in 
evidence the Hebrew scriptures 
abound with Greek and Latin words, 
as do-the Epistles of Paul with French. 
Scholars have heretofore looked upon 
Alexandria as the source of Christian 
literature, while bolder writers have 
adSumed the monasteries of Italy were 
responsible, but later information di
rects attention to Spain. '

The Mystery of tlie Heavens.
“Look through a telescope at some 

tiny star Invisible to the naked eye. 
The light from that star perhaps left 
its surface before the time of William 
the Conqueror. It may be—It is not 
quite impossible—that the tiny star 
has since those days actually left off 
shining, but still we see It in our sky 
because the rays which started' while 
it yet shone are arriving moment by 
moment, telling us the story of what 
the star was like hundreds of years 
ago, before it parted with its bright
ness. Perhaps, again, wo are exam
ining through a large telescope a 
faint and far-off nebula—a mass of 
whirling gasses the light of which has 
taken, say, 10,000 years to get here. 
We see what the nebula .was like in 
prehistoric ages. It may since then 
have lessened in size and changed in 
shape. It may now wear a very diF1 
ferent aspect, and men looking from 
earth 10,000 years hence will be able 
to see what that nebula was like in 
our days. All these things help us to 
understand what the Immensity of the 
stellar system is, and, yet more, to 
Imagine dimly what the measurement 
and extent of all creation must be if 
any Buch star systems float Bide by 

-side throughout the vast domains of 
space.”

The above quotation Is from Cham
bers' Journal. It Is what science 
teaches in regard to the starry vault, 
and gives a faint conception of the In
finity of space, and of the immensity 
of that Master Mind .which Christians 
concede called tlie mighty whole Into 
being. Who so stupid as to believe 
God inspired the book that tells of his 
taking a trip to earth in the cool of 
the moaning to see Adam, and finding 
him In hiding, Inquired: “Where art 
thou, Adam?¥ Or, fearful man 
would successfully complete the tower 
on which he was engaged, and scale 
heaven and hurl.him from his throne, 
so destroyed the structure, and even 
engaged in a wrestling match with 
Jacob, playing 'foul, and broke the 
young man's thigh, while angels were 
ascending and descending on- a lad
der from the peaply courts to witness 
the unequal contest?

said, “Woe untd the man who com
prehends "the truth and speaketh it 
not," so I:'was very outspoken in my 
views, and; .while, I think I held my 
position In the long controversy that 
followed, T lost my friends, my busi
ness, and!flnally‘my home, “The Cas
tle,” the handsomest residence in the 
city of Fori Waytie.' But, thank God, 
I gained something far better—some
thing that cannot be measured In mere 
dollars and cents'; A KNOWLEDGE 
OF A FUTURE LIFE AND A PER
FECT FREEDOM FROM FEAR OF 
DEATH. ' ;

I have not beqn an active worker in 
the cause'ior soine time, but I have 
a keen sense of deep humiliation to 
sea. the! Impostors and mountebanks 
come to our .«jlty .and do their awful 
work in the name of Spiritualism,’ 
“USING THE LIVERY OF HEAVEN 
TO SERVE THE DEVIL IN.”

I shun them as I would a pestilence.
Oh, Spiritualism! Spiritualism! 

“What crimes are committed in thy 
name!”

The frauds and tricksters come and 
go on their own account; they are 
neither countenanced nor sanctioned 
by any spiritual society, so last year 
I decided to go where mediums are 
under the auspices of a recognized so
ciety of Spiritualists, so I went to your 
camp, BEAUTIFUL CAMP CHESTER
FIELD, and witnessed genuine phe
nomena so wonderful, that I returned 
home, and Instead of going.north for 
the summer with my family, as ar
ranged, they went alone, and I re
turned to Chesterfield, rented a cot
tage, and prepared to enjoy my vaca
tion there. j

The grand philosophy of Spiritual
ism was presented in a truly eloquent, 
logical and'masterful manner by Rev, 
Dr. Austin, Lizzie Harlow and other 
talented leaders. I also witnessed 
some of the best phenomena by genu
ine mediums, and also some THAT 
WAS RANK FRAUD FROM BEGIN
NING TO END. The worst phase 
was advertised as "materialization," 
and a^ woman would parade around In 
wigs, Indian toggery, and other dis
guises. I gave a detailed account of 
one such seance in these columns 
some time ago. I also attended an
other one quite as bad. Another ‘‘ma
terializing’’ medium (whom I did NOT 
visit,) came to camp from Chicago, 
FRESH FROM AN EXPOSURE IN 
WHICH she was caught with wigs 
and other disguises on her person, and 
WAS WELCOMED TO CAMP WITH 
OPEN ARMS! This seems to me to 
be a direct Insult to the intelligence of 
your guests, as well, as to EVERY

of Spiritualists, ought to be a guar
anty to the public that genuine me
diumship and nothing else, would be 
found there. If NOT then the man
agement must allow frauds on the 
camp, knowing them to be such, or, 
they themselves cannot tell the dif
ference between thd false and the 
true, and if THEY CANNOT DO SO, 
how are the REST of us to know?

Now, It Spiritualists will not, or 
cannot protect their honest mediums 
and the public from imposture, then 
It is .only a question of time until 
STRINGENT LAWS ARE ENACTED 
by men who honestly believe there 1b 
no such thing as genuine phenomena, 
when our genuine mediums, good and 
true, will have to suffer with the guil
ty.

The church is honeycombed with 
Spiritualists. We find them tn every 
walk of life; they KNOW it to be true, 
but they will not ADMIT IT, because 
they do not want to be identified with 
Spiritualists. *

I Can you blame them?

Number Four.
To a jury of twelve men, who have 

led a simple, unsophisticated life, who 
have accepted the religion of their 
fathers with with unquestioning mind, 
the theories and beliefs of a man of 
learning might easily be made to ap
pear by the argument of ingenious 
counsel as evidences of Insanity, es
pecially .when the question before 
them arises out of a religious belief 
differing from their own.

In will cases the counsel for the de
fense can not be too vigilant in en
deavoring to exclude from the consid
eration of the jury the mere beliefs 
and theories of the testator,., when 
they are clearly free from insane delu
sions, directly affecting the making of 
the will. Prejudice plays too large a 
part in the verdicta of juries In cases 
Involving Spiritualism, and a review 
of such cases will show that the decis
ions of the courts of first resort have 
almost Invariably been against the 
will when tried before a jury.

The next case which I shall take up 
was tried before a Surrogate, or Pro
bate Judge, and the will was by him 
sustained. A jury would, in all prob
ability, have done otherwise. This Is 
the Benard Will Case, reported in 16 
Abbott’s Practice, n. b. (N. Y.) 128, 
whfereln the court in its opinion made 
use of some wholesome words of wis
dom, which in part are quoted below.

LouIb Bonard was a native of 
France, and lived In the Glty of New 
York. Although he was, ostensibly, a 
Roman Catholic, he left his entire es
tate, valued at about $150,000 to the 
American Society for the Prevention 
of Cruelty to Animals. The probate 
of his will was contested upon the 
ground that at the time of its execu
tion the testator entertained an insane 
delusion that upon his decease his 
soul would enter into the body of some 
animal, and that influenced by that de
lusion, he executed his will with a 
view to the better security of hiB fu
ture existence. The report of this 
case embodies In full the examination 
of two physicians who were produced | 
as expert witnesses by the contestants. 
The examination involved the definl-’ 
tlon of illusion, delusion, hallucina
tion, the transmigration of souls and 
the exposition of ancient and modern 
religions and philosophies. I regret 
that space will not permit its introduc
tion here, for It Is Interesting and in
structive reading, and would be help
ful to any lawyer In a similar exami
nation.

Extract from the Surrogate's opin
ion: "The insanity of an opinion must 
be established only with reference to 
means of knowledge accessible to men 
of common minds and understanding, 
and not upon the results of profound 
scientific researches or experiments, 
or scholastic theology, or religious 
tenets concerning the nature of the in
finite or the destiny of the race beyond 
the present, which itself Is too vast 
and mysterious a domain for the finite 
mind to comprehend; and if we are so 
much at fault, or deficient, and so at 
variance in opinion of the truth of the 
present, how can we presume to hold 
one Insane as to our nature and des
tiny In tlie future."

will, that the testator believed that 
spirit children grow to mature stature 
In the spirit world. Surely, this be
lief should be no ground for Invalidat
ing the will, if thé belief that the souls 
of men after death enter into animals. 
Is not sufficient. Can the contestants 
prove that spirit children do not 
grow to maturity in the next world?, 
If they can, then the Information 
upon which they base their proof, to 
be reliable, must come from the spirit 
realm, and believing such information, 
they must admit the fundamental fact 
of Spiritualism, and thereby, It the 
ground of their contest be correct, 
plgce themselves in the position of in- 
sanq persons trying to prove that sm
other man was insane. If they can
not prove it, how can they assert it Js 
not true and that such a belief Is an 
insane delusion? Are they not then 
In a position, which, to say the least, 
1b unsupported, Illogical und arbi
trary?

Boswell on Insanity, Sec. 14, says, 
that mere belief, however absurd It 
may appear to the minds of other men, 
will not, unless it amount to a perver
sion of reason, be considered in law 
as an Insane delusion, since such a be
lief can only be refuted by advanc
ing some other belief, which Itself can 
have no foundation in positive knowl
edge,

It Is not perfect sanity that is re
quired, but only a mind that compre
hends the testamentary capacity. The 
testator may even have a monomania, 
but as lopg aB it had not and was not 
capable of having any Influence on tho 
provisions of his will, It did not de
stroy the capacity to make one. Tho 
Inquiry, whether the mompmanla has 
or not had any such effect might be 
Qlfllcult, but is not impracticable; and 
if, in the result, the court was con
vinced that It had, the conclusion must 
be against the will.—Jarman on Wills, 
p. 38 (6 ed.)

Banks vs. Goodfellow, L. R. 6 
Queen’s Bench, 54 9.

In Jenkins vs. Morris, 14 Chan. Div. 
674, It was said by Hall, V. C., that It 
was Immaterial that the monomania 
was capable of influencing the will, if 
in fact it had not.

While, as an abstract proposition, 
Spiritualism does not prove insanity, a 
person may be a monomaniac upon 
that subject as upon any other form of 
religion.—Conner vs.’Stanley, 72 Cal. 
556. Decided 1887.

________ CLOUD OF 
FRAUD MUST BE LIFTED FROM 
OUR CAUSE and SPIRITUALISTS 
SHOULD BE THE ONES TO DO IT, 
and'the Spiritualists of Indiana look 
to you, the officials of the camp, men 
and women, good and true, for help 
and guidance this year, and we be
seech you to lose Bight of everything 
but the HONOR OF OUR SACRED 
CAUSE.

Oh! for the power to put into words 
the flood of thoughts that pour Into 
my brain on this vital question; per
haps I could Impress upon your mlndB 
some idea of the tremendous responsi
bility resting upon you. You have it 
In your power to MAKE OR MAR 
SPIRITUALISM IN THE WHOLE 
STATE OF INDIANA. Let everyone 
who has the good of the cause at heart 
send out a fervent, hope that from out 
the mysterious depths of spirit realms, 
MIGHTY INFLUENCES MAY COME 
TO GUIDE YOU IN THE RIGHT, SO 
THAT ALL MAY KNOW THAT THEY 
CAN GO TO THAT BEAUTIFUL CAMP 

! CHESTERFIELD AND GET THE 
TRUTH, THE WHOLE TRUTH, AND 
NOTHING BUT THE TRUTH.

Fraternally yours,
L. O. HULL.

Fort Wayne, Ind., June 5, 1906.

“Moreover, if a court is to ascribe 
insanity to a man, or a class of men 
constituting a sect, on account of his 
or their opinion or belief as to a fu
ture state, and a particular sect had, 
In fact, attained to a real knowledge of 
that future, the logical deduction 
would necessarily be, that a major 
portion of mankind, comprised in all 
and different sects, were of unsound 
mind, or monomaniacs on that subject 
If It be the case that such knowledge 
has been so attained by a sect or 
known body of believers, the question 
remains, which it Is, and what tri
bunal is to exercise the judgment of 
determination.”—pp. 185 and 186.

This case was decided In 1872 and 
no appeal was taken.

In a case recently tried tn Illinois 
before a jury in the lower court, which 
rendered a verdict against the will, it 
was urged by the contestants as one 
of the reasons for setting aside the

The term “monomania” is applied 
to a derangement of mental faculties 
which Is confined to some particular 
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Idea or object of desire or aversion. 
In cases of this kind which may be ad
duced as a ground of relief or defense 
in any judicial controversy, it should 
appear that the morbid image in the 
mind of the patient, has been con
nected by him with and has perverted 
his judgment in relation to those of 
his acta which are drawn In question. 
—Owings case (Md.) I Bland 370, 
388.

If the hallucination of the testator 
Is Inoperative when he executes the 
will—if the Instrument is solely the 
offspring of his sane faculties, un
tainted and unaffected by his delusion 
—It is a valid will. Will of Eeben- 
ezer W. Cole, 49 Wis. 183; Dew vs. 
Clark I Add., 279; S. C. 3 Add., 79.

It Ib only essential that the testator 
should have sufficient capacity to com
prehend the nature of the act and its 
effect, and should perfectly under
stand the extent of his property of 
which he is disposing, and Mb relation

I to all persons who have claim on his 
bounty.—Will of Sarah M. Blakely, 
48 Wis. 299; Delafield vs. Parrish, 26 
N. Y„ 29.

If mere belief in Spiritualism. ■ 
should be held to be a monomania, 
then belief in almost all other relig
ions must be so held. This would re
duce the number of perfectly sane 
persons to a very small minority, and 
might raise the question of the com
petency of judges and jurors to sit In 
cases involving the testamentary ca
pacity of persons holding a religious 
belief different from their own.

(To be continued.)

A MATTER OF HISTORY.
Through soul-lit Isles so rich and 

rare,
Where naught disturbs the dreamy air
And glimmering scenes, all bright and 

fair,
Are free from want, disease and care, 
I often go on Fancy’s wing
To this dream-world of youth and 

spring,
Where all my heart’s affections cling;
The visions that my soul doth bring.

In Reference to the Episcopal Church.

Rich verdure decks the vales 
trees,

Through vistas vast of lands and 
Wherever nature greenry weaves 
With sweet caress on birds 

leaves

and

seas

and

AH Truth Is Safe.
The Progressive Thinker has no 

knowledge of Ignorance and brutish 
cabqls being hurled at physical phe
nomena, but It has reason to believe 
the reports of correspondents who 
have been present at pretended spir
itual materializations which proved to 
be gross sleight-of-hand performances, 
aided by darkness, cheeselcloth, and 
other auxiliaries.

The defender of frauds may share 
in the glory and possibly the profit of 
impostors for a time, but fame and 
fortune gained by encouraging wrong
doing are ephemeral,, and soon pass 
away. All truth is safe, and nothing 
else is safe in the long run. Said 
Goldsmith: “An honest and truthful 
life is the only path to true glory. In- 
nocenoe for a time, may be depressed; 
hut perseverance in the right, will 
lead to certain victory.’!

The following is from the manage
ment of the Grand Ledge Camp, 
Grand Ledge, Mich:

It may be well to state here, that 
having been imposed upon in the past, 
in regard to the dishonorable presenta
tion of phenomenal mediumship, that 
the time has come to call a permanent 
lutlt to such disreputable practice upon 
our grounds, and we give due notice 
to those, who in the past, have prosti
tuted the cause of mediumship, and 
Spiritualism to such base purposes, 
that their presence with ns will not be 
tolerated, but all mediums who are 
honest and honorable.in prindpievind 
character will be welcomed and treat
ed with all the courtesy at our com
mand. Please bear this motto in your 

i hat: “By your work shall we find you 
out, and OUT win go all fakes,”

Because, If a medium advertises 
“materialization," then puts on wigs 
and other disguises and masquerades 
as a spirit, and 1b caught in the very 
ACT, and It is not deemed an EX
POSURE, then will some one outside 
of the lunatic asylum tell me what 
DOES CONSTITUTE AN EXPOSURE?

The spiritual press, as well as the 
individual, men and women who are 
performing the thankless task of puri
fying Spiritualism, by trying to “prove 
all thihgs/.i andii'hold fast to that 
which is good,"(In mediumship, and 
casting out-the rest, just as Jesus cast 
out devils,^ are thé hope of Spiritual
ism, but afe beldt'roundly abused by 
the fraudât and jtheir excusera, who 
should remember -that it is A CRIME

Now, I want It clearly understood, 
that I haVMno’ grievance whatever, 
against any of the officials of your 
camp, not one of-them. nor AGAINST 
ANY MEDIUM; but what I write is 
done SOLfe&Y FQR THE GOOD OF 
THE CAUSE, “oilly this, and nothing 
more;” forneverjj Spiritualist in this 
state takes’ a personal pride and Inter
est in the success of the camp; IT id 
OUR CAMP, and we wish it God speed, 
but we believe that a grave responsi
bility rests upon-you; that it is your 
clear duty to stand guard over and 
PROTECT THEM BY NOT ALLOW
ING ONE SINGLE IMPOSTOR TO 
ENTER ITS GATES TO “ DECEIVE 
THE PUBLIC, DISGRACE THECAMP 
AND DEGRADE OUR- SACRED 
CAUSE, BY PROSTITUTING ITS 
GRAND PHENOMENA TO A LEVEL 
WITH A PUNCH AND JUDY SHOW.

Th? very fact that the camp is un
der the auspices of a recognized body 

■

At the regular meeting of the board 
of trustees of the N. S. A., held at 
headquartersjn Washington, D. O., 
the following was unanimously adopt
ed at its session, May 9,1006:

Whereas, certain so-called Spirit
ualists, for the purpose of making se
cure the PRACTICE OF FRAUDU
LENT MEDIUMSHIP whereby an in
nocent public may be DECEIVED 
AND ROBBED, and the most sacred 
feelings of human hearts outraged by 
simulating the forms of and messages 
from their dead, are seeking to unite 
all fake mediums, their tools, follow
ers and dupes into a secret oathbound 
fraternity that will defend their trick
ery; and.

Whereas, they are wilfully, for their 
own selfish ends, representing the offi
cial board of the N. S. A, as opposed 
to all physical or other legitimate 
phases of mediumship; therefore, be it

Resolved, That we call attention of 
all thoughtful Spiritualists to the fol
lowing resolution which was unani
mously adopted by our annual con
vention of 1901, and which Is still the 
authoritative expression of the N. S. A. 
upon the question of phenomena, and 
Is heartily concurred in by each 
member of the present board of the 
N. S. A., to-wit:

“Be it resolved by the delegates to 
the National Association here assem
bled that we believe in, and stand for, 
GENUINE PHENOMENA of etery 
reputable pliase.”

If any man is able to convince me 
and show me that I do not think and 
act right, I will gladly change. For 
I seek the truth, by which no man was 
ever injured.—'Marcus Aurelius.

The wedding-ring is :Ute old token 
ncepted by the woman when she gave 
her pledge of bandage.—J. Howard 
More. , - . .......

To persevere in one's.duty, and-to 
be silent-is the first answer,to caium- 
ny;—Washington.

Where freshly bathed the dew-lit air 
Reveals fair flowers beyond compare, 
And censers swung by virgins fair, 
Ehrapts the ear with words of prayer.
This land where tremulous music lies 
And throbs and breathes from arching 

skies,
That fills the soul with glad surprise, 
As down the West the day-god dies.
In evening's glow love’s promise 

glfeams
And ripples by on limpid streams, 
The melody of poetic themes 
Front soul-lands of immortal dreams.
*
My ear hath caught a language known 
To celestial beings in wisdom growp 
Whose thoughts like precious seeds 

are sown
To all the world from the unknown. 
Their meanings are bo sweet to me 
Blown from the isles of melody, 
I hang upon Its ministry
And dream of life, the yet-to-be.
To mortals weary-worn with care. 
Whose minds are desolate and bare., 
Lacking the strength to do and dare’ 
Know that tMs "land just over there” 
Awaits you all where hearts are free, 
Where sailing out on God’s open sea, 
Love shall awake sweet thoughts in' • 

thee,
In that fairer fife, the yet-to-be.

BISHOP A. BEALS.
Summerland, Cal.

To the Editor:—I wish to correct a 
statement made by Mr. Hudson Tut
tle, Editor-at-Large, in his article on 
the Cdapsey Heresy Trial.

He makes mention of the Episcopal 
church as “founded by England's most 
rotten king."

The Episcopal church is as old as 
the Roman Catholic, and the two 
churches separated at the time of thé 
Council of Nice. The cause of their 
separation was the transubstan<lation 
of the holy Bucharest and the Infal I- 
bility of the pope.

The Church of England, as it was 
late" called, was established by Henry 
the Eighth, the church taking advan
tage of his difficulty with the Roman 
church in order to effect said estab
lishment.

A brief glance at a dictionary will 
show the difference between the two 
words. '

Mr. Tuttle has evidently learned his 
church history from the Roman 
church, as that body always repudiates 
the Idea that the Church of England 
is as old as the Roman, and always 
makes the false statement that "Hen
ry the Eighth founded it."

I have ceased to be an Episcopalian, 
and am now a confirmed Spiritualist.

Chici^o, Ill. A. JENKS.

Wm. A; Cameron writes: “I have 
just finished reading Vol. 3 of the En
cyclopedia of Death, and Life in the 
Spirit World, and It Is certainly a re
markable book.”

Fourth grand picnic under the aus
pices of the German Spiritual Society 
of Light and Truth, will be held Sun
day, May 20, at Filsen’s Grove, corner 
Elston an d N. 40 th. avenues. Tickets 
iS cents each. Everybody welcome. 
Games and races.

■ Ideas go booming through the 
-world louder than cannon,. Thoughts 
are mightier than armies. Principles 
have achieved more . victories than 
horsemen or chariots;—W. M. Paxton. 
- You-arc not simply to be kind-and 
helpful to others; but whatever you 
do. givd honest, earnest purpose to It. 
—-Trowbridge. _ ■

LOW RATES TO LILY DALE.
The Central Passenger Association, 

Including the railroads in Michigan, Il
linois, Indiana, Ohio and Pennsylvania 
have agreed to sell excursion tickets to 
Lily Dale and return at one fare for 
the round trip. These tickets are 
good only to leave July 17 and 31. 
Returh limit 30 days. The Chicago 
rate is $14; St. Louis, $19.25; Indian
apolis, $12; Cincinnati, $11.30; corre- 
-spondtng low rates from other pointe. 
All the roads from Chicago, New York 
City, Boston and Intermediate terri
tory will sell low rate excursion tickets 
to Lily Dale and return, good going 
June 1 to Sept. 30, return limit Octo
ber 31. Chicago rat? Is $20. Ask 
your local ticket agent for special 
Lily Dale rates, or have him send to 
his general ticket agent for them.

For Information concerning the 
Rrogresslve Lyceum, authorized Les
son 'Paper for the National Spiritual
ists Association, address John W. 
Ring, Spiritualist Temple, Galveston, 
Texas.

Nurture - your mind with great 
thoughts; to believe. in the heroic 
makes heroes;—Disraeli.

Within one's self must be the 
source of strength, the basis of conso
lation.—Marcus Aurelius.

■ No story is the same .to us after the 
lapse of time; or, rather, ,we who read 
it are ne longer tue same Interpreters.

-George Eliot. .
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A Lecture by J. W. •'Nigh, Before the Spiritualist Temple League, Washington, JX 0. 
. ■ (Reported by Walter P. Williams.)

This is the season of good cheer, and possibly that is why so few are i 
fiere. There are a great many, men particularly, who take the liberty ] 
at this season of the year to celebrate Christmas festivities by comming
ling with spirit that we do not commingle with. i

We ought to weigh well all our words lest they wound some over-sen- । 
sitivc soul, and I always feel like'saying on any such occasion as this, ; 
lest some one differ from me in opinion or. take exception to what may 
fall from my lips, that it is almost impossible, under the inspiration of 
the moment, to keep close guard. Words, the wings of thought, are 
hard to keep captivi ; they will escape us sometimes, on pinions free, but • 
I wish to say I am not an iconoclast. I would not destroy an idol, or 
«deny an ideal. . I never expect my hearers to wholly agree with me. I 
do respect every mind and its privilege of exercising thought with rela
tion to any utterance of mine on any. question that may engage its at- 
attention. , 1

There are some reasons why we frequently apparently do not agree, 
when really there is no difference of opinion or disagreement between 
ns in the least particular, because we are so apt to misunderstand, or 
misconstrue. It is very difficult Ao make use of language .in an im- 
promptu talk, that will convey to your minds always the meaning that is . 
intended, and there are so many words that have synonyms that are sp 
similar in meaning tiiat you may get a very different sense from the idea 
sought to be conveyed by the speaker. . .. •

The word “education” is understood by the world to mean intellh 
gence, and it does not mean intelligence at all, I think. There are so 
many educated people who are not intelligent, and there are a great 
many intelligent people who are not educated. .

I have looked down into the smiling face of a babe'in its mother's 
arms, before it had learned to lisp lovingly one single syllable, yet there 
was manifest in the expression of tiiat eye and face immeasurable intel
ligence. - It had not learned anything in the world, and we look upon 
that which we call education as being the only means by which we might 
recognize intelligence to be existing in the mind of mortal man. You 
may lead"a horse to the water, but you cannot make him drink; and 
you may pull a man through college, and you cannot make him think.. 
There are thousands of educated minds to-day in our land, and in all 
other civilized lands, that are an absolute blank, if you regard them 
from the point and measure of intelligence.

The text-books may teach. We learn a little by rote in the school, 
and education is gotten there measurably, yet the most of education is 
gathered not in the school but on the street. There are men in the 
world to-day able to carry on the affairs of life and think on subjects 
profound and sublime, who HAVE NEVER BEEN IN THE SCHOOLS.

The Soul Mind.
Education belongs, as I understand it, to the physical organism of 

man. It is that embellishment taken on by the brain-mind. I look 
upon man as dual, not only in personality, not only in physical being, 
but in mind. The brain mind or power is that part of man that thinks 
along the lines of life that control man’s being physically. But scien
tists are satisfied to-day, from an analysis of investigation and reason
ing, that man is also possessed of a faculty of mind independent of- the 
brain mind and physical organism—the soul mind, the seat of con
science, possessing the higher, nobler attributes, emanating from the di
vine source, the man made in the image of God, and thereby endowed 
with godlike qualities.

The Astral Body amd Soul Mind.
The Theosophical school of thought has possibly gone farther in its 

inquiries investigating that personality than any other class of thinkers 
in the world. Theosophists recognize and define an independept phys
ical organism which they term the “astral body,” and the higher mind 
or “sohl mind” of man which is the intelligent mind, receiving its 
¡knowledge and its intelligence through laws of intuition instead of 
through rules of the schools that we term education, and all the attri
butes that are termed by many divine" belong to that astral organism 
which is an organism of more refined particles of matter or substance 
than the physical body that our senses take cognisance of, and that 
higher mind to which belong those attributes that are the most enno
bling in the nature of man and sometimes dominate men in their con
duct, in their actions, in their business and social intercourse, while at 
other times those powers are subservient to the dominent influence of 
the physical organism, and in that instance we have prevalent in the 
character and organism those animal propensities that make men more 
debased than brutes.

I.do not accept the idea of the soul’s depravity.’ There cannot be 
such a condition as the depravity of soul born of the divine, but the 
world must acknowledge the fact that there is everywhere, among all 
peoples in .all lands a deplorable state of depravity of the animal man, 
and to that character belong the animal or coarser propensities of man’s 
nature : avarice, envy, hatred, lust, all of those degrading things, while 
to the other mind in the same organism belong those higher divine at
tributes particularly of love, gentleness, tenderness, kindness, generos
ity and all of those things that go to make up the spiritual man as a 
higher being than is the physical man in the same organism. •

.I regard man not only as a dual physical and mental being, prac
tically dual in personality and in character, but dual in respect to source 
of origin, being of both divine and human parentage, getting from the 
human source through-long lines of lineage and the laws of herdity all 
those traits and qualities partaking of the disposition to manifest what 
is termed by some demon obsession. These are inherent and not extra
neous influences.

Remarkable Spirit Power.
It has been stated to us upon the authority of that which is taken by 

most people as an inspired authority, that man hath no pre-eminence 
over the beast; as the beast dieth so dieth man ; and it is true so far as it 
applies to his physical organism, but the soul of man does not die. The 
whole world is familiar with the facts as they are presented in every in
stance in the dissolution of the material organism of the body of man 
when it is taken to the grave.

Here is an instance that has recently been given to the world by Right 
Rev. Samuel Fallows of Chicago, Illinois, a bishop of the Episcopal 
Church, of a lady who sickened and died, who was so closely affinitized 
to her husband as that there were between them ties more than the or
dinary between mortals. He nursed her and gave her every attention 
and care, lovingly ministering to her last sad sick moments. Almost be
reft of reason at her demise, when finally death came to her and the doc
tor pronounced the dissolution of the body from the soul, and prepara
tion was made for the funeral, he kept her body for three days. Some 
of his relatives, fearing that the man’s mind- would be in a suffering 
condition of melancholy, one cousin went to spend the night with him 
—the night after the day of the funeral.

On the morning of the fourth day after her death one of the most re
markable phenomena in relation to death, which is well substantiated, 
took place. In the night the husband heard her voice calling to him in 
despair for help and it roused him. He was fully awakened, but he was 
a materialist, not a Spiritualist—a hard-headed materialist who did not 
believe in these teachings, and neither did his cousin, another well- 
equipped man mentally, and he thought it was a dream and dropped off 
again to sleep. Later in the night he was again awakened by this ap
peal from his wife for help to be saved, calling him by name. He did 
not recognize her voice and he dropped to sleep again thinking it was a 
mere illusion or hallucination of the mind, and not until broad day in 

• the morning was he awakened again and then he heard the voice of his 
wife appealingly beseeching him to come and save her.

He jumped out of bed almost in a frenzy of fright, trembling, and 
called to his cousin saying “Get up, get up, we must go ; she is alive in 
her grave calling me. ’ ’ In great haste they put on their clothes, one 
got spades, the òther hitched a horse to the buggy and went on a gallop 
to the cemetery where they arrived just at the rising of the sun. They 
threw the dirt out of the grave and uncovered the casket, wrenched off 
the cover and the body moved. The husband screamed and grasped her 
in his arms, claimbered out of the grave, ran to the buggy and went in 
haste to a doctor, and the woman is living to-day.

What Did That Man Hear? v
Now the point I want to make in citing that instance is tins: What die 

that man hear?.., He says he heard his wife’s voice',-he heard it at three 
distinctive periods in the night calling to him. That voice was not in h 
trumpet. Now there is a point I want to call your attention to closely. 
That voice did not come from any materialized body—her material body 
was lying inanimate in death in the grave, while the voice was in his 
room. Her body was there , -her spirit was in his room and it was not 
necessary to have voeal organs or the aid of an instrttment in comunicat- 
jng intelligence and giving the call and alarm to him that she still liveci

and wanted to come up out of that grave and back io ¿is Storne and 
heart. . ......... :

It is evidence indisputable. Nothing can be better aùthéntltated. It 
is vouched for by one of the ablest and best meh in thisT.oui&ry and in 
others. The very profoundly philosophical professorsoand palavering 
pulpiteers explain it in an off-hand way by saying it waaiteleputhy.

Well, What Is Telepathy? ‘ 3 •
They go on and tell us in their learned way that telepathy *iH the com

municating of one mind with another. Some of them puf it in1 that way, 
and some of them—Mr. Hudson and others—say that it is the mind of 
the spirit and not the. mind of the brain tliat is communicating with the 
mind of the spirit in the other individual. Oh, it is suehuin easy matter 
to explain these things, but the explanation is so much harder to under
stand than the fact itself in the first place. . ;

. That Wonderful Translation,
In the instance of Prof. Hyslop in conducting the experimentation of 

the Psychic Research,Society, when Mrs. Piper in New York-City and 
another medium and another scientist in the city of Jjondon, three thou
sand miles away, communicated thought, d sentence was framed while- 
sitting in a room in New York and received in London the same second 
of time. “Telepathy,” the scientists say. Well, now, here’s the point. 
■That little sentence was framed for the specific purpose of a scientific 
test and given to Mrs. Piper in English, but it was not fheeived in Lon
don in the English language as communicated to Mrs. Piper, but re
ceived by that medium in London and neither of the mediums knows 
Latin. What has become of the telepathy ? Will telepathy translate or 
convert an English sentenÉe into a Lutin sentence in a second’s time, 
ùnd be received three thousand miles distant from the place where the 
communication was sent from the physical brain of Prof. Hyslop and re
ceived by the physical brain of the medium in London?. Why, that is 
nonsense instead of science.

And, 0 science ! canst thou in thy inscrutable and incomprehensible 
wisdom tell us at which terminal was the translation mad«; or was it a 
somersault in transit? z

Wonderful Spirit Visitatimi.
One of the most recent eases as well as one of the most impressive is 

well vouched for by authorities who are interested and investigating 
along these lines of phenomena, in the instance of Mrs. Nelson of 
Charlestown, Mass. On the fourth’ of last September, Mrs. Nelson’s 
daughter Grace and a Miss May Tripp went to a dancing party. At 
two o ’clock in the night Mrs. Nelson was awakened by the arrival and 
entrance of her daughter and friend. They came into the room and 
stood on a rug in the room adjoining her bedroom, in full view of her, 
greeting her pleasantly by “Mamma” or “Mother, we have come back. 
Oh, we had so much fun, you ought to have heard May sipg.” They ex
changed salutations of greeting and good-night. The mother was 
sleepy and dropped off to sleep again and the girls weht, as she sup
posed, upstairs to<Grace’s room. She had scarcely fallen, asleep when 
she was aroused again by the telephone bell ringing. The lamp had 
been lit, and set on the stand, but it was out and only a moment’s time 
had elapsed. She got up, groped along the wall to the telephone, took 
the receiver and received the awful message that her daughter had been 
seriously hurt in an accident on an electric car, but gavg her po further 
particulars. She hurriedly made her preparations and went to the 
scene of the wreck, a considerable distance away. An éjeetrife ear had 
overturned and her daughter lay a mangled, bleeding'I&ass jinder the 
ear. The friend was in an unconscious state from ajractqre of the 
skull but was not yet dead and did not-die until the next day. She is 
positive the girls came into the bedroom and addressed h'br. She 
saw them just as they had gone away from borne, heard^theiij'voices as 
they laughed and talked and put out the light and wentawayfrom her 
room. Was that telepathy ? Now I would like to ha vernny instance of 
of a test of spirit voice and materialization of form that 5È mofiè convinc
ing than that, if it can be substantiated. The witnesses are ¡pl living, 
and it is mystifying the minds of scientific men and thi^cers and inves
tigators everywhere. ,

Now I mention these things,-calling your attefltiomtO' thenL ■ Doubt
less many of you have read them, because I want to mak’b tjie point that 
it is not necessary to have conditions as we think it is, as we have been 
taught that it is, and mediums and paraphernalia and so forth as it is 
said some of them do have in order to get manifestations. ' Mrs. Nelson 
is not a Spiritualist; she is a Methodist. Spiritualists have not any 
patent on this philosophy or phenomena; it belongs to the human race. 
There is a great credit to those who are bold enough to recognize a 
truth in the semblance of whatsoever guise, and come out courageously 
to the world and say,’“ We have the evidence, we understand it, apd we 
don’t caro anything about prejudices and all of those conditions that go 
to reflect disrepute upon it.” You need not say that we are cranky 
and crazy and so forth, and I would not have my faith shaken one .par
ticle in the truth and philosophy and phenomena of Spiritualistic 
knowledge were all the mediums in the world to be branded with the 
condemnation of fraud. It would not affect the truth one iota.

There are some facts that yqu cannot escape. You may not be able to 
accept them, from the evidence that is presented to your mind ; things 
do not always come just as pleasantly as we would likb. I don’t make 
any attempt to say a thing to please you—I don’t care whether you are 
pleased or not! I say it just as I feel it, and I invite your criticism, 
but let us go along calmly, and courageously look into these questions 
and not take offense or affront because we and our particular friend do 
not wholly agree or do not receive the recognition or association that' 
we think is due them. There are those higher qualities in you that 
should be of more concern to you than those little, selfish, bickering feel
ings that are so manifest among human kind.

Change of Opinion.
I do not.believe it is possible to take the view of some of these ques

tions that some of my friends do, and it is possible that I may. I ha-ve 
changed my opinions a number of times in relation to a great many 
things, and therein I feel flattered that I am growing. I believe in the 
law of progression. I thought, 35 years ago, that all of these phenom
ena were fake, and all of this philosophy was foolishness. I was imbib
ing the utterances of materialistic teachers and reading everything 
along that line and seienee. I had made up my mind that as the beast 
dieth man dieth, and that death was annihilation. I looked at it only 
from the material side, from the.materialistic view, but I kept on look
ing at it. I was not afraid of it. I have never turned around and gone 
the other way because truth did not have on just the garb I thought it 
should appear to me in. I do not care when or where truth comes to me 
or where it comes from ; Truth, you are welcome. I have not any bias.’ 
I believe in growth. I believe in life. I believe it to be my duty and 
yours to look into these very questions, for if there are any questions 
that should concern the mind of man these are the questions. Yet how 
many of the .world are giving the matter any thought? ,

The Brain Mind. ■ < ri.*
Almost anybody will take offense if you intimate tiiat they don’t 

think. But it is the brain mind that is doing the thinking'of most men 
and women. Frivolities, fashions and fictions—excuse my ¡Opinion of 
you, ladies, “present company always excepted,” I believe à the way 
they put it,—but there are many of the ladies of the wtorld bi our day 
and time—perhaps ninety-nine in a hundred in theVitj^of Washington 
—whose whole mind is occupied with frivolity, fashion §pd fiej^on, and 
never giving a thought to these questions. They areiexereising only 
those faculties of the physical brain. They are liviné'tentipgly in the 
animal, and are not cultivating the soul. The intelligence' tl^y receive 
is of a character that bears a close relationship to those things we under
stand to be physical, commercial, material. mi x:

The world is greedy and grasping, but gold will nevér getièrace, and 
; all the pearls of the potentates will never purchase peirne, a^q you can 

never have the glittering jewels of joy with that sort oiexistunce. You

..................

face and through the eyes of intelligence when all of those grower 
things of jpan wlijch we term success have withered eway and goi>e 
down to dust, juid those men and women who to-day apparently have 
most, and have the most because of their indefatigable pursuit of those 
things which gratify the coarse, sordid sense of gross man and of the • 
animal man, are the souls that will have the least when they get into 
those realms where intelligence, culture and refining influences go to 
perfect character. There is unquestionably a chan'ge.at the period of 
dissolution, but that change is effected by the separation, We might 
think that as the man lived and died, as most of our writers and speak-. 
ers teach, his continuity of life would be merely a continuance of the 
same traits and qualities that went to make up his character here. So 
they will, so lar as his coarser nature is .concerned—so far as he is con
cerned as a physical organism. Bu/ all of those conditions that go to de
base man as a creature will be left when that time of dissolution comes. 
The spirit then is freed from the incumbrance, and all of those condi
tions will be left with the body in this plane of existence. They belong 
to the body ; the body acquired them. Man’s base appetites and his in
ordinate indulgence, the gratification of his animal passions, the follow
ing of his animal instincts are all coarse features; they belong wholly to 
his physical being; he acquired them here, and here they remain.

As an illustration, almost everybody is familiar with the saying that 
Stephenson gave the world in his book “ Jekyl andjlyde,” that there is 
a dual character in every being; that sometimes the grosser nature 
seems to dominate and you are all animal with animal propensities, pas
sions and appetites; at other times the spiritual or soul being is domi
nant over the flesh and then you are spiritual, then you are filled with 
love, then there is tenderness, and gentleness and sympathy which are 
traits of the soul which belong to you and go with you into eternity, 
which you receive from the Infinite Good. But these things which na
ture gave to you through those diabolic demonistic ideas or dreams as 
man, will stay here with man. You will lay them aside, you cannot 
take them along any more than you can take along your wealth and 
your temples. You won’t have any use for your check book over there.

The Demon of the Demijohn.
The demon disposition that is doing more to destroy men and peace 

and purity and love in this world is the demon in the demijohn z and 
man doesn’t seem to fear him. The demon drink is responsible for al
most all of the iniquitous conditions of mankind. But thank grace that 
the demon drink has left you when your soul leaves the body and the 
desire, which is of the flesh, is buried with the flesh in the grave and 
crumbles into dust, coming up to beautify the world with its blossoms.

There are processes all through nature that we fail to fully compre
hend. Water is no less water because it is muddy or because it is va
por. It may be distilled and the microbes destroyed—

If dashing down the mountain side 
Where the fishes play,

Or in the sparkling fountains hide 
Beneath the silvern spray,

Adown the hills iff rippling rills 
Out to the deep blue sea, 

In meadows wide beyond the tide 
Where grow the grasses freel

’Tis no matter where, if clear and fair 
Or..foul as it can be,

’Tis water still in rippling rill 
Or in the surging sea.

And man's soul is soul, no matter what the conditions of the environ
ment that have surrounded him, fortunately or unfortunately he is as 
he has come from God or the law of Infinite Good through the processes 
of evolution, pure until he contaminates his being by his debasing prac
tices as a man of the flesh.

May we see all things aright 
And knowing, understand.

Oh, fill our souls with love and light 
And truth, sublime and grand.

IDOLATRY.

In What Does it Consist?—The Ques
tion Logically Answered.

The tendency of the human soul, es
pecially when It first begins to unfold 
the spiritual life; is to externalize the 
unknowable, unexplainable forces of 
the spiritual world, of which it only 
catches a faint glimmer. Without 
doubt It is the only method by which 
it can come Into conscious communion 
with the spiritual forces of life. There 
must be some way by which it can re
alize the fact that there are forces in 
the universe superior to the physical 
manifestations which It sees in opera
tion in the external world. It wants 
to, and must realize that there are om
nipotent and omnipresent powers to 
which it must give due homage.

lolatry does not consist in the mere 
fact of bowing down to images of wood 
or stone, but it is in prostituting the 
forces of life, using them for its de
basement instead of for the develop
ment of the higher powers of the soul. 
It is the use that we make of the pow
ers of our being that places us in the 
ranks of those who worship at the 
shrine of the true and living, or with 
those who are rightly called idol wor
shipers, bowing down to the dead ex
ternalities.

The material wea’lth of the world In 
its proper place as the servant and 
auxiliary of the spiritual powers of 
life, is 4 beneficial thing. It is then 
used as a means of advancing civiliza
tion, but when it becomes the Lord 
and Master, making everything else 
subservient to its unjust demands,then 
the tendency of its influence is to ret- 

■rogresslon; causing human life to wor
ship that which is beneath them.

may have many things around you of the material thatr bring comfort’ 
and satisfaction and all that sort of thing, but the sooner'jtou learn that 
you cannot have Jesus in your head and Judas in your liver and expect 
to get joy in your heart, the better it will be for you. u.

I wish to place man alongside of hissister and ?say that those ques
tions which.are engrossing his mind—¡his brain mind—are business, poli
tics, sporting, speculating, drinking and doing those things generally a 
hundred fold worse than womankind, mnd he has gone- through the 
schools and Come oue equipped to make, a success of life as men are 
measured with money value. -

To that illustrious,' grand and good man, Robert G. Ingersoll, belongs 
the saying, expressive of the idea, that “Education dims diamonds and 
polishes pebbles." But the light- of the soul will shine.in'lustre in the

That Is idolatry. The tendency of 
human life, if not incessantly urged hy 
the forces that are above to use the 
external physical elements, making 
them the servant, but as they are de
veloped and become-stronger, concede 
to them the mastery, and the shonld- 
be dominant forces become the serv
ant. v.

The mission of the Iconoclasi'or Idol 
smasher has not ended. Life will have 
to advance to higher planes of being 
than at present occupied before there 
will be no urgent and necessary call 
for the wielding of their mighty ham
mer in the defence of spiritual law 
and liberty.

There are national idols among the 
more advanced nations of the world, 
as well as among the less developed. 
Though not of the same type, they are 
more subtle and powerful In their in
fluence In shaping national life and 
destiny and the /Idol smasher is still 
needed. The proof of the truth of 
our assertion Is In the struggle that 
our republic is entering upon in its ef
forts to make those mighty combina
tions of capital realize that the laws 
are for them to obey as well as for 
the non-capltalistic class. Instead of 
being servants of the people they are 
assuming the Tight to become their 
masters. They have become great 
idols which many in their ignorance 
fail down and worship, and the most 
servile worshipers are among our leg
islators, and who do as was done in 
ancient times, cry out, “Baal is a great 
God; let us worship him/’

The faculty in the human soul that 
desires something to do homage to is. 
a legitimate one, based upon the'needs 
of human life, idolatry consists in 
worshiping that which is inferior. 
When it worships the superior life it 
grasps with a firm and unyielding hold 
that power which helpsits advance
ment to higher planes of being. 
Washington, Lincoln, and the host of 
other patriotic souls sought to .make 
our country a place where the way
farer could find a home and the -op
pressed find liberty.. To the principles 
that actuate their lives we.do homage? 
with a feeling of deep - respect and 
veneration. Such feelings are "not
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Idolatrous because they represent the 
uplifting spiritual forces. It the com
ing generations can have their lives 
dominated by'those principles, then 
our republic is safe, established on a 
sure foundation; but if they give 
homage to these selfish and corrupting 
elements which are causing anxious 
thoughts in the minds of those who 
love their country, and which will, if 
not”Subjected to the law, overthrow 
oar republic. If we are so weak that 
we allow such elements to control the 
rising generations, then we have be
come a nation of idol worshipers, but 
that will not be, for the truth will pre
vail and the idolatry of the age will 
be superseded by the higher principles 
of life.

What is proper and right for human 
beings on one plane of development, 
to those on a higher one would be 
wrong, Idolatrous in the fullest sense 
of the word. No one can truthfully 
deny the fact that Martin Luther and 
his co-workers in the Protestant refor
mation of the sixteenth century per
formed a work which was necessary 
to be done. They did not advance to 
the plane of thought that our modern 
life has taken on religious questions, 
but they obeyed the light as far as 
their revelation extended, paving the 
way for more advanced thought by 
smashing some of the idols set up by 
the Roman Catholic church, and caus
ing thousands who were bowing down 
to them to accept something better.

The plane of thought on which they 
dwelt was for a time the best they 
could understand. In the light that 
has illuminated the souls of those 
who have accepted the Spiritual phil
osophy as their instructor, many of 
the ideas entertained by the reformers 
are not based upon the truth but upon 
a false conception of what are the 
needs of human life, and what con
stitutes its destiny. If, after this 
spiritual Illumination, those out
grown rites and ceremonies are clung 
to, then those who do so are rightfully 
classed as idolators. They worship 
that which is beneath them. Relig
ious creeds and political parties as 
such do not change. The individuals 
that compose them outgrow the 
thought which they represent, and 
they expire for want of nourishment. 
New religious sects and political par
ties arise from their ruins, retain all 
of truth the old time had, for that is 
immortal. These new sects and par
ties have a work to do in the advance
ment of life, and when they perform 
that work they retire giving place to 
something more advanced.

That Is the only way, by which life 
progresses. What would be idola
trous practices for the present age 
would to . the less developed races be 
the law and gospel. There are mighty 
forces in the universe yet undiscovered 
and which are awaiting for life to de
velop up to the plane where they can 
be understood, for if not they will be 
a gigantic boomerang doing more 
harm than good.

The idols entertained by the sav
age races of the world are crude and 
revolting, but as advance is made the 
criider forms will pass away and 
those that represent more advance 
thought will take their place. We 
erect statues and monuments to those 
who by their life we consider worthy 
so that thoqe who come after can 
LEFT OVER SEVEN 
have a pattern from which to form 
their individual and national ideais. 
If only the best is represented it is 
not idolatrous, but if the ideal degen
erates to that plane where those not 
the best are represented, then it is idol
atry. As the rac^ progresses there is 
a growing sensitiveness in regard to 
having the best, thus represented' 
which will present to the world the 
highest types of life that existed 
thereon. The individuals they repre
sent being .proper objects of respect 
and venerations to the coming gener
ations. HAMILTON DEGRAW;

Watervliet, N. Y.

Cancer Cured
WITH 8OOTHINC, BALMY OILS,

for Illustrated Book. Sent free. Address •

DRrBYE.Mk* Kansas City, Mo.

furnifh th« work ud toich you free, you work in 
the locality where you) Ito. Send ut your eddreo end we will 

iull7» roiuoniberwe guarantee aclear profit
'K1311

The above la the numuer ot the pres
ent issue of The Progressive Thinker, 
? at the top of the flr8l page, 

right hand corner. If this number cor
responds with the figures on your wrap
per then the time you have paid for has 
expired, and you are requested to re- 
new your (subscription. This number 
at the right hand corner ot the first 
page Is advanced each week, showing 
the number of Progressive Thinkers 
issued up to date. Keep watch of the 
number on the tag of your wrapper.

The Poetical and Prose Works
- ----- BY------

ELLA WHEELER WILCOX.
Mrs. Wilcox's writings have been the 

inspiration of . many young men and 
women- Her hopeful, practical, mas
terful views of life give the reader new 
courage in the very reading and are 

,lPUr t0 ^Ing effort. Words of truth bo vital that they livi 
n the reader’s memory and cause him 

to think—to his own /betterment and 
the lasting Improvement of his own 
work In the world, in whatever line It 
lies—flow from this talented woman’s pen.

POEMS OF PASSION.
By Ella Wheeler Wilcox.

Many thousands of this book have 
been issued, showing the estimation in 
wnlch it is held. Presentation edition, 
with author’s portrait. Price $L

POEMS OF POWER.
By Ella Wheeler Wilcox.

New and revised edition, containing 
more than one hundred new poems, dis
playing the author’s line taste, cultiva
tion and orlginaltiy. With portrait 
Price $L

POEMS OF PLEASURE 
By Ella Wheeler Wilcox.

This charming collection comprises 
many of the best poetic creations of the 
author. Embellished with portrait 
Presentation edition. Price JI.

MAURINE AND OTHER POEMS.
By Ella Wheeler Wilcox.

An ideal poem about as true and lov
able a woman as c ver poet created. 
With portrait of author. Price |1.

AROUND THE .YEAR WITH ELLA 
WHEELER WILCOX.

A birthday book compiled by Ella 
Giles Ruddy, from the poetical and 
prose writings of Ella Wnerier Wilcox, 
it epitomizes her mspi.-m-’ optimistic 
philosophy with an apposite quotation 
for each day in the year. With author’s 
portrait, and halftone illustrations 
prefacing each month. Cloth, price, $1.

KINGDOM OF LOVE AND OTHER 
POEMS.

By Elia Wheeler Wilcox.
A magnificent collection of poems 

suitable for recitations and readings, 
true to the very best there is In human 
nature. Presentation edition, dark red 
cloth. $1.

STARTLING FACTS, 
OB

Deeds of Darkness Disclosed
This work devotes special attention 

to Auricular Confession and Its rela
tions to sacerdotal celibacy, convents, 
monasteries, morality and civil and re-' 
llgious liberty. It Is intended to be an 
embodiment of facts and documentary 
evidence of the pernicious influence of 
the confessional; a trenchant showing 
up of Romanism, based upon standard 
Catholic authorities; an eye-opener con
cerning the methods and spirit, the 
moral turpitude and evil works of Ro 
maoism. Cloth, 75 rents.

AFTER HER DEATH.
The Story of a Summer. By Lilian Whiting. 

Pervaded wbh pure and beautiful spirituality 
of thought. Instructive and helpful to al! vrho 
love and seek the higher and finer ways at 
spiritual experience. Price. 81.0d

THE WORLD BEAUTIFUL
Serlosnuo, two and three. By LtUau WWilng.
Throe choice volumes, each com’.l-te In luelt, . 

tn which spirituality is related to . vvryday life > 
In sneh a way as to make, the world beautiful. 
Price. OlalO each.

floFecufar Hypothesis of Nature';
. The-Rclation otlw Principles to Continued Ex* • 

istencoand to the Philosophy.' of Spiritualism 
By Prof W. M. Lockwood. Paper, U cents,

».-x.-- ..-j;... t *■ " -a. ‘ ......  ■ .... : t
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letter or article he sends.
David A. Lelsk writes:

We go to press early Monday morn
ing, hence communications Intended for 
that current issue should reach this 
office not later than the previous Satur
day morning. Bear this In mind.

added to its membership.
tendance has been good, but we real-

evening was a solo by Mr. Byers, 
■What Shall the Harvest Be?’

5, and closes August 26. 
ers are as follows. W.

The speak-
V. Nicum,

The Spiritualistic Field—Its Workers, Its Work,

CONTRIBUTORS.—Each contributor 
Is alone-responsible for any assertions 
or statements he may make. The editor 
allows this freedom of expression, be
lieving that the cause of truth can be 
best subserved thereby. Many of the 
Sentiments uttered In ah article may te 
diametrically opposed to his belief, yet 
that 1b no reason why they should be 
suppressed; yet wp wish It distinctly 
Understood that our space Is inade
quate to publish everything that comes 
to hand, however much tie might desire 
to do so. That must account tor the 
non-appearance of YOUR article.

WRITE PLAINLY«-—Wo paid Hko 
to Impress upon the minds of our corre 

. spondents that The ProgresslveThlnker 
is set up on a Linotype. machine that 
must make speed equal to about tour 
compositors. That means rapid wont, 
and it 1b essential that all copy, to in
sure Insertion in the paper, all o*116! * 
quirements being favorable, shouia no 
written plainly with Ink on white 
paper, or with a typewriter, and °nily 
ini side of the paper. Please bear this 
’n ITEMS^- Bear In

■ the General Survey will in all cases be 
adjusted to the space we have to occu 
py, and In order to do |hat they 
generally have to be abridged mo 
leas; otherwise many items woul. 
crowded out. Sometimes a tblrty-«n 
item 18 cut down to ten lines, and ten 
lines to twoTInea, as occasion may re 
QUTAKE DUE NOTICE.
for this page must be' accompanied W 
the full name and address of the wr 
It will not do to say that Secretary 
Correspondent writes so and so, w» 
out giving the full name and address 
the writer. The items of those Who a 
not comply with-this request will 
cast Into the waste basket.

KEEP COPIES of your poems sent to 
this office, for they will not be retume 
if we have not apace to use them.

A8 A GENERAL RULE, IN THIS 
OFFICE WE PAY NO ATTENTION TO 
ANONYMOUS COMMUNICATIONS. 
THE NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE 
WRITER SHOULD ACCOMPANY ALL 
MATTER, OF WHATEVER KIND, 
SENT TO THIS OFFICE.

Whea writing for this paper 
use a pen or typewriter.

ALWAYS GIVD YOUR FULL NAME 
AND ADDRESS WHEN SENDING NO
TICES AND COMMUNICATIONS FOR 
PUBLICATION, OTHERWISE THEY 
WIIiL FIND THEIR WAY TO THE 
WASTE BASKET.

Conrad Bock writes from St. Louis, 
Mo.: "The Advanced Spiritual Society 
of St. Louis, Mo., which meets every 
Sunday evening at 7:46 at 19th and 
Wright street, had a crowded meet
ing last Sunday to welcome hojn® 
Prof. W. F. Peck, the. distinguished 
lecturer and president of the M. V. 8. 
A. The subject of his lecture, ‘Life 
and Occupations in the Spirit World,’ 
held the earnest attention of the au-

Why ! Am a Genuine Spirituali.
.-r’^ &YOBUM. •C'-’’'!'--

Sunday, June 87, ïWWf “Waterial 
With WWch to BuUd."

Gem of Thought—
The Master gives love and life, 

And power to. think and do;
Then wo can build in calm or strife 

Just as we will all through, 
Of weak, unsightly things each day, 
Or stately homes along the way.
Like Incense from each thought and 

word, 
There rises every hour

A force, and by us all unheard, 
A wondrous psychic power

Is building to a perfect end, 
With such material as we send.

J. W, R.

The Society-—
LIGHT, MORE LIGHT, 

Vim Hois a
SOCIAL PA&TY, With the 

Best Mte, ¿urge Program, 
and Dance,

Saturday drienipg.June 9, 1906, at 8 
o’clock, at’Mrs. ^Johanna Roennau’s 
Hall, 1800 N. Ashland avenue, Chi
cago. AUG-weloome. Admission, 15 
cents at the door,, /.

pertomßDW miscalled Bplr-

THIS GENERAL SURVEY DEPART
MENT IS ONLY INTENDEDTO 
CHRONICLE THE ENGAGEMENTS 
AND WORK OF SPEAKERS AND ME
DIUMS. A REPORT OF WHAT THE 
VARIOUS SPEAKERS SAY WILL 
NOT BE PUBLISHED, AS WE HAVE 
NOT SPACE SUFFICIENT FOR THAT 
PURPOSE.

Dr. GEO. B. WARNE
“SOME ILLINOIS SOCIETY, OR ONE 
ADJACENT TO CHICAGO, M“1H1 
BE GLAD TO KNOW THERE ISIAN 
OPPORTUNITY TO ENGAGE THE 
SERVICES OF MRS. M. 8. LttLIE 
FOR EITHER, OR BOTH, SUNDAYS J^Y 8 AND 15. LET ME KNOW 
AT ONCE AT 4203 EVANS AVENUE, 
CHICAGO, IF YOU WISH TO MAKE SStion for this gifted 
INSPIRATIONAL worker, she 
WILL BE EASTWARD BOUND NEXT 
MONTH FOR THE ’„IN^
ERARY TO THE SUMMER CAMPS, 
AND THE CHICAGO CONVENTION 
OF THE N. 8. A,, OCTOBER 10-10.

Augusta Grant writes from Elkhart, 
Ind.: “The Elkhart Spiritual Society 
has just closed one month’s engage
ment *lth Rev. Nellie 8. Baade. She 
Is an earnest worker, and through 
her spiritual forces she pleads with 
the people to live right and to ever as
pire to a higher spiritual standard. 
The baptismal service was given to 
Miss Minified Bole, and Master Hugh

guides. The theme was exquisitely 
handled and a hearty and well de
served applause followed the close. 
After the lecture, the pastor of the so
ciety, Rev. Laura M. Jones, gave a 
number of spirit messages to the 
strangers present, which were quickly 
recognized, demonstrating the actual 
'fact of communion in the spirit world. 
The songs, ‘Robin,’ and ‘Angel Foot
steps,’ composed by Prof. Peck, were 
sung by him and h|s niece,- Miss Grace 
Hawtln. Prof. Peck will give another 
lecture Sunday, under the auspices of 
the Advanced Spiritual Society, which 
is endeavoring to spread the truth of 
Spiritualism to all mankind.’'

On Monday, June 4, at 2 p. m., a 
spi/ltual funeral service was held at 
Mr. Chas. Fischer's residence, 215 
Roscoe Boul., for hie wife, Mrs. Wil
helmine Fischer. For eighteen years 
she had been a Spiritualist. During 
the last few years she had been para
lyzed, and had to be carried from bed 
to chair. Her husband attended her 
In a most loving and sacrificing way. 
Many Spiritualists were present. Ed
itor Max Gentzke delivered an inspi
rational discourse, very fitting for the 
occasion. The coffin containing the 
body of the deceased sister, and the 
many beautiful flowers were taken to 
the crematory of the Gracelahd ceme
tery, to be cremated, as it was her 
wish. At the crematory another im
pressive service was held.

Some one writes to this office from 
907 Forest Ave., Kansas City; Mo., 
but fails to attach his name to the

Chesterfield Camp opens June 16 
closes September 8. ,

Dr. Burrows writes from Detroit, 
Mich.: "The cause of Spiritualism 18 
progressing in our city. The greatest 
of harmony prevails among the three 
chartered societies. We have to re
port two missions: The Central Spirit
ual Mission and the Union Spiritual 
Mission, both under the auspices of 
the Central Spiritual Union. The for
mer has Mrs. Lauretta Avery, and the 
latter Mrs. Sarah Lewis as pastors, the 
same having been recently granted 
Tay ministers’ papers’ by our state, 
board. This makes four societies that 
have grown out of the parent society 
above mentioned, the other twp being 
the Earnest Workers, Rev, Mary 
Stein, pastor, and the other the Rev. 
Laura Crawford, pastor. The two lat
ter societies are now closing one of the 
meet'successful years In their his
tory.”

Freeman W.- Smith, secretary, 
writes: "A recent visit to Verona Park 
Me.) shows that its friends are alive 
and actjve in its behalf. The hotel 
has Just been leased for the season to 
efflcle'ht parties, who will do their 
best to make it a plesant and comfort
able home for visitors and excursion
ists. It will be painted at once in col
ors, and improved internally so as to 
make It an enjoyable place to spend 
the vacation. The scenery is unsur
passed—cool breezes, shady groves, 
boating, fishing, hunting, harmonious 
associates, fine lectures and quietude 
render this place a most desirable 
spot for rest, recreation and spiritual 
growth. Speakers of high character 
are always employed by this camp. 
Edgar W. Emerson will be one of the 
prominent ones this season."

Mrs. A. A. Averill’ writes: from 
Lynn, Mass.: “The publication of the 
Cadet Hall Messenger is to be discon
tinued. Frien^g are requested to 
send no' more subscriptions, and

BLANCHETTE TALKS 
And Gives *¿0016 furious Suggestions. 

To the Editor:—In The Progressive 
Thinker of-^ay jp, Dr. Morrison asks 
where does the power come from that 
moves our ^Ipbe?.-- Perhaps he can an
swer that as well as any one; but I 
ask, where does the intelligence come 
from that accompanies table-tipping, 
'If It is not whet It claims to be—the 
spirit of solne departed friend?

I will give a message that iwe re
ceived by table-tipping—xine of the 
lowest phases i ot mediumship—Just" 
the kindergarten work.

In February, 1903, 1 was not taking 
any Spiritualist paper, but had occa
sionally read The Progressive Thinker 
before that time. One evening I 
asked the intelligence controlling the 
table, “Is there a better paper for as 
to read than The Progressive Think
er?” , 1 ■

Answer—"Yes.” "

McLachlan.”
E. F. Staley writes from Portland, 

Oregon: “We are at present enjoying 
the Inspiration of David A. Lelsk, who 
has come to us from .the Pacific coast, 
where he was highly esteemed as a 
worker for the cause of honest Spir
itualism. His spiritual helpers are of 
a high order, and many of us feel In
debted to them for their inspiring and 
helpful lectures. Societies desiring 
the services of one who Is thoroughly 
conversant with the philosophy of our 
movement, and one who has given his 
life for the services of humanity,

an engagement with the First Spirit
ualist Society, Portland, Oregon, and 
have met with many fine Spiritual
ists, and have been well received by 
the people. The earthquake shook-us 
all up a little in Alameda, Cal., and 
the hall in Oakland where I used to 
hold my Sunday lectures, was , par
tially destroyed. I feel tjiat the cause 
is growing slowly but surely, and that 
we will be able in time to present to

I would like to visit all 
spiritual centers of the 
such as Chicago, Boston 
York."

Dr. W. S. Channing,

Bhould engage his services.”
Dr. G. Lester Lane writes from 

Boston, Mass.: "You have juet rea
son to feel proud of the record you 
have made In publishing what to me 
seems to be one of the most ad
vanced Spiritualistic papers of the 
day, and I bid you God speed In the 
good work which you are accomplish
ing for humanity.”

Mrs. C. Birdsall writes from Jack- 
sou, Mich.: “The First Progressive 
Spiritual Society of Jackson has at 
present Mrs. Nora E. Hill of your 
city, and we are much pleased with 
her and her work. She has been with 
us the past two Sundays and lias been 
engaged for the two Sundays ot June 
and probably longer. We sincerely 
hope we shall have the opportunity to 
secure her valuable services In- the fu
ture occasionally. She is highly gift
ed. All her messages are recognized. 
My only wish is that more people 
could have an opportunity of listen
ing to her.”

Will Randolph writes from Ashley, 
Ohio: "Our camp commencés August

Mrs. Marion Carpenter, Dr. Talkwell, 
Mrs. A. E. Kibby and Mrs. Carrie E. S. 
Twlng.”-

T. J. McFeron writes: "The First 
Spiritual Society of San Diego, Cal., is 
doing nicely with Will C. Hodge as 
speaker the past month. We added 
five new names to our rolls at the last

Have You ReadMillions of people say they do not 
believe in Spiritualism, yet they will 
very earnestly pray to a spirit God to 
gave their spirits for a happy life in a 
future spirit world.

Oh, inconsistency, thou art a hum
bug. .

I am with you heart and spirit In 
yoqr work of exposing fraud and 
fakes. GEO. E. SLY.

San Diego, Cal.

There are three phases of spiritual । 
manifestations, either one of which, - 
proves Spiritualism true, beyond any 
doubt. They are the communication 
of accurate Intelligence long distances, 
the foretelling of future events, and 
healing the sick at a distance.

One manifestation of either of the 
above outweighs a thousand other ex
hibitions, because there is no possible 
way of explaining them except as 
spiritual power.

No matter what pame is given, 
whether telepathy, nervous power, ep
ilepsy, Insanity, mind reading, or any 
other name skeptics give to the phe
nomena, there Is ’nothing that can 
travel a distance and communicate In
telligence, foretell events or heal the 
Bick at a distance, except, spirit.

My first experience with spirit com
munication was when I was a drum
mer boy in the civil war. One day 
while marching in northern Alabama, 
I received a spirit message from my 
home in Minnesota, and the next let
ter received corroborated the spirit 
message. After the war, I was work
ing In the garden and received a spirit 
meBsage that my uncle, my mother’s 
brother, was dead. That was a dis
tance of fifty-five miles. The next 
day we received a letter from his son 
confirming it. My mother died 
when I was a baby, but from what I 

- have heard from those who knew her, 
she was a medium.

When her other brother died In Con
necticut, I received- the message'in JJan 
Diego, Cal.

I received a spirit message once 
when I was in Portland, Oregon, that 
a terrible battle was raging in China. 
I noted the time of day and figured 
out what time it was in Chinn, and- 
the news received was that the Chi
nese were trying to take the city of 
Tseln Tseln from Admiral Seymour's 
forces. Some of my spirit friends 
knew I was very much Interested In 
his advance on Pekin and,Informed me 
of the battle. ■ -

The abbve messages cannot be ac
counted for on any other possible the
ory except spirit messages. They were 
all unexpected, the intelligence was 
correct and the time instantaneous.

Some two weeks before the terrible

OUR I

PREMIUM !
A NATURAL REVERIE.

When this heart of mine quits throb
bing and my spirit takes its Sight, 

Will my friends and foes observe me
in my rightful human light?

When this pulse of mine quits beating 
and cold,and my hands are still 

Will my motives and my 
forgot and never told?

When my bosom ceases

kindness be

heaving for

BOOK 
OFFER ?

Truly, the world has NEVER BEEN 
the like before. Search the annals ol 
history, ANCIENT AND MODERN; 
critically examine the history of Spirit
ualism; look here and there. In every 
nook and corner of the world, and you 
CANNOT find a parallel to the offei 
made In reference to these THIRTEEN 
remarkable PREMIUM BOOKS, They, 
constitute a wonderfully valuable Spin, 
ituallstlo and Occult LIBRARY, and 
are furnished at a nominal sum. All 
are substantially bound and neatly,’' 
printed, and those who purchase theta 
are DELIGHTED WITH THEM.

We have now THIRTEEN magnifi
cent PREMIUM BOOKS which you 
can select from.

GEMS OF THOUGHT, by SEVEN
TEEN leading authors, is our last 
Premium Book.

Any one . of the Tlilrteen Premium 
Books you may order, price 25 cents. 
This is the price, remember, when you 
order only one book In connection with 
a yearly subscription. The paper, one 
year, and one Premium Book, $1.25. 
But if you order more than one Pre
mium Book the price Is as follows:

the sorrows of my friends;
When this life upon the earth-plane, 

with its sweet and bitter ends;
When this poor old worthless body 

is cast off for one that’s new, 
Will my virtues be forgotten and my 

faults be held to view?
When my mortal eyes are blinded by 
. the veil of silent death;
And this dear old earthly structure 

draws its last, its final breath;
When these feet have lost their mo

tion, and the legs áre palsied too, 
Will my enemies forgive me for the 

wrongs I didn’t do?
When this tongue lies still and lifeless 

down within Its bony bed,
And this brain quits vibrant motion 

'neath the dome of this old head;
When each hair has served its purpose 

and departed fsom the skin,
Will the spirits take my record—Just 

precisely what I’ve been?
Will Dame Nature—my old Mother— 

turn me over to a God
Who is cruel, angry, vengeful, and a 

tyrant with a rod?
I have done the greatest service that 

seemed possible with me,
And for that demand full justice from 

thè highest laws that be.
I shall claim Just what is due me for 

my error and my right,
And I know that I shall get it, without 

failure, halt or Blight,
For the Universe is mighty, and Is 

mine to occupy,
And as I am one with Nature, my just 

dues shall pass not by.
DR. T. WILKINS.

Q.

Q.- 
copy?

A.-

•What Is it?"
-“The Star, St. Louis, Mo."
-"Shall we send for a sample

-“Yes.”

thanks are tendered for all past fa
vors. For the last four years the Lynn 
Spiritualists Association has sent out 
twenty thousand of these books each 
year, and we feel sure that they have 
accomplished much good, but on ac
count ot the expense we have been un
der in building our new church, we do 
not feel that we can continue longer 
in this line of missionary work.”

Sunday, June 17, the First German 
Spiritualist Society will give a picnic 
at Jestram’s Grove, for the benefit ot 
the San Francisco suffers. The grove 
can be reached by taking the Aurora 
and Elgin electric cars to Bellwood. 
Busses will be on hand there to carry 
to the grove all who do not wish to 
walk.

Mrs. Alice Reece writes: “To me, 
Spiritualism Is a grand and soul-ln- 
splrlng religion. I-was most bitterly 
opposed to It until a year ago, when I 
had so convincing proofs of spirit rev 
turn that I can say, where once I was 
blind, now I see. Loved ones soon 
came Into my home and manifested 
themselves to me. Spiritualism has 
done more for me than any other re-
liglon. It

We Bent as directed, and by return 
mall received several copies. There 
were only three. In the room when we 
received the address and name of the 
paper, and not one of us had ever 
heard of it until-told by table tipping 
that night.

The Star is a-paper that gives all 
the general news of- the world, but for 
a thinking person it does not com
pare with The Progressive Thinker.

But to the final result.
About a year later I received a 

subscription blank from the Star pub
lishers, stating that they desired to in
crease their list one hundred thou
sand, and to" do so they would furnish 
the paper in clubs of ten or more for 
twenty-ve cents for one year, and each 
subscriber could have one guess at 
the number of people that would pass 
through the gates of the World’s Fair 
to be held at that place the next sum
mer, and the club-raiser one guess for 
each'subscriber sent In. They pro
posed to give twenty-five thousand.dol
lars to the ones guessing the correct 
number, or nearest correct. I sent in 
a club of ten, and:ln due time received 
a check for ten dollars, as one of my 
estimates entitled-me to that amount.

The Intelligence controlling the 
table at that tide claimed to be my 
first wife, and It was our oldest son 
who sat at the table with me.

I used that ten'ttollars to have some 
watch challis mounted that were made 
out of her Nair, did gave one tq. each 
of our fourUE children the following

battle of Allatoona Pass, Ga., my 
bunk mate, John Young, received a 
spirit message that he was going to be 
killed in the next battle. He told us, 
but we tried to laugh and ridicule 
him out of the idea. No battle was 
expected, His time was out and he 
Should have been on his way home. 
When the Confederates surrounded us 
John ’Young had to reach around a 
stump to shoot; while doing so a bul
let came from the other side and hit 
him in the back and killed him.

During the two weeks before, he 
had been very solemn and read his 
Testament every day.

When I was a court stenographer In 
Minnesota, after the war, I was In
formed by my spirit friend that a cer
tain thing was going to happen at the 
next term of court, two weeks ahead.

PASSED TO SPIRIT LIFE.

[Obltuaries to the extent of ten lines 
only will be inserted free. All in excess 
of ten lines will be charged at the rate 
of fifteen cents per Une. About seven 
words constitute one Une.]

has broadened and
sweetened my life and made me happy 
and contented. I have been sitting 
for development, and have had won
derful results, and if others who do 
not believe will only investigate 'sin
cerely, they will be made happy, too.”

Spiritualist of Pendleton, Ind., is now 
lying dangerously sick at the Presby
terian Hospital, this city, where he is 
under the care of eminent surgeons, 
who entertain strong hopes of his re
covery. He is accompanied by Mrs. 
Channing and Dr. O. H. Thomas.

ThoB. Harding writes from Sturgis, 
Mich.: “The Spiritual Church of Stur
gis ,was struck by lightning June 7; 
not much damage was done. The 
dome was disturbed and some plaster 
knocked off the inside. The June 
meeting is not expected to come off 
this year until the 23rd and 24th."

Persons desiring to’ communicate 
with Helen Stuart-Richings for plat
form work during 1906-7, or for dra
matic recitals, may address until July 
1, 27 Niles street, Hartford, Conn., 
and during July, 213 Putnam avenue, 
Detroit, Mich. She has been engaged 
by the Connecticut State Association 
as the speaker of the day, at its annual 
Lake Compounce, picnic, June 20.

The sixtieth anniversary of the mar
riage of Thomas and Minnie Harding 
occurs on the fourteenth of this month 
of June, 1906. Their ages are 83 and 
7 9 respectively. There are older per
sons of course, but Tew couples have 
lived harmoniously together for so 
long a time. Thos. Harding’s mental 
faculties are not abridged by his 83 
years- as is evident from his series of 
letters now appearing weekly in Chi
cago. He came to Sturgis In 1861, 

■ when the present prosperous city was 
[ a small hamlet.—Sturgis (Mich.) Dem- 
. ocrat.

meeting.”
Mrs. T. O. Atkinson writes from 

Louisville, Ky.: "Sunday, May 27, 
closed the season for the Church of 
the Soul, with an audience that filled 
the hall. One of the features of the

. ized that our .pastor, Mrs. Grunwald, 
needed a well-earned rest, as she has 
not missed a meeting since last Sep
tember, We will open our services 
next September, continuing until the 
following June.”

Dr. Beverly writes: “Popular picnic 
for progressive people, at Jackson 
Park, on the wooded Island, near the 
rose garden, Thursday, June 28, from 
2 to 10 p. m„ under the auspices of 
the Spiritual-Science Society, which 
meets at Arlington Hall, 31st and In
diana avenue. Plenty of refreshments 
and entertainment. AU are Invited. 
This growing and progressive society 
keeps open all summer, with free ad
mission to all the services. It ex
pects to hold these picnics the last 
Thursday of each month. It has 
fine music and plenty of talent to en
tertain, and some of the .finest medi
ums ln-the city. Come and enjoy these 
vutings.”

Any two of the Thirteen Premium 
Books you may order, price 70 cents.

Any three of the Tlilrteen Premium 
Books you may order, price $1.10.

Any four of the Thirteen Premium 
Books you

Any five 
Books you

Any six 
Books you

may order, price $1.50. 
of the Tlilrteen Premium 
may order, price $1.70. 
of the Thirteen Premium
may order, price $3.05.

Any seven of the Tlilrteen Premium 
Books you may order, price $2.85.

Any eight of the Thirteen Premium 
Books you may order, price $2.05.

Any nine of the Tlilrteen PremiumAny i______________ __ ___ _
Books you may order, price $2.00.

Any I - " " — ‘_ ten of the Thirteen Premium 
Books you may order, price $8.10. 

Any eleven of the Tlilrteen Premium 
Books you may order, price $3.40. 

Any twelve of the Tlilrteen Premium 
Books you may order, price $3.85. 

Lastly, all of these THIRTEEN Pre

Christmas, èàch chain bearing a locket 
containing W 'picture of their parents, 
making a Iteepstl^e that money. can 
not buy. ‘°;

Now, couîà'thlgïpliit foresee the re
sult of the Star's 'offer and give us the 
information'?'

Can anyone explain It by telepathy?
' I accept the former explanation. 

' • GEO. E. CORPS. ‘
Cove, Orégon;

. ■■
GRAND DADDYTEARTHQUAKE.

The attorney for the defendant In a 
murder case was going to insist that 
I report the remarks of the , judge, 
which were against the defendant, 
and the judge was wrong in making 
them, and the judge was going to for
bid me writing down his remarks.

Well, I thought the matter over and 
concluded that as the judge had full 
power over me, and could fine me tor 
contempt of court, I had better do as 
he'sald. Sure enough when the trial

Passed to spirit life, May 20, at 
Pottstown, Pa., Mr. Arthur R. Lud
wick, in the 48th year of his earthly 
life. His funeral took place on May 
24, and was largely attended. The 
Royersford Spiritual Association sang 
with organ music, two beautiful 
songs. The services were conducted 
by the writer.

MRS. HANNAH S. LUCE.
Philadelphia, Pa.

mium Books here announced are sent 
out, all postage prepaid, for 4.15, 
something never before equalled in 
this country or Europe.

Bear In mind that every order for a 
Premium Book must be accompanied 
with a yearly subscription for The 
Progressive Thinker, which is ?1. We 
repeat that the world has never seen 
the like of it before.

OUR THIRTEEN REMARKABLE 
PREMIUM BOOKS FOR $4.16,

NO SUCH THING AS DEATH.

Another Expression of Opinion, Mak
ing Some Humorous Illustrations.

New Temple of Spiritualism Dedicated 
at Unity Camo.

The beautiful new auditorium and 
temple of Spiritualism, which has been 
erected by the Lynn (Mass.) Spiritual
ists’ Association, and which has just 
been completed at Unity Camp, Saugus 
Center, was formally dedicated Bun
day! June 3, on which occasion an 
elaborate program of exercises was 
presented. The weather was all that 
could be desired, the day being an 
¡deal one, and as a result a large au
dience-was present to witness the ded
icatory services.
' The auditorium was handsomely 
decorated for the occasion, and pre
sented a fine appearance. The plat
form was profusely adorned with pot
ted plants and ferns. Directly In the 
center and suspended conspicuously 
was the word “Welcome” In attractive 
letters. On the right end of the plat
form was placed on an easel the life
size portrait of former president of the 
association, and honorary president 
for life. Dr. Alexander Caird, while on 
the left end of the platform was to be 
seen the life size picture of the la
mented president of the association, 
Samuel Merchant. ' Lines of Chinese 
lanterns Tunning in various directions, 
intermingled with numerous American 
flags, lent their attractiveness to the 
decorations. On the wall at the left 
hand side of the platform, the follow
ing motto was to be seen: ’ "When 
Each Man Feels Toward All Men as He 
Feels Toward a Few, Rea! Civilization 
Will Begin." >

Ferd C. Sunrer writes: “The Rising 
Sun Spiritualist. Mission held another 
successful meeting, Sunday afternoon, 
June ?. Sister Martha Price delivered 
an Inspirational lecture and Bro. F. 
Schmidt gave messages. At the even
ing service Dr. L. C. Koehler was the 
speaker for the evening.- He Is a con
vincing talker. The guides of Sister 
Susie Dill and Brn. Chas. Thompson 
brought good cheer and happiness In 
their messages of love to the waiting 
ones. As previously announced spe
cial dedication services will be held in 
our temple on Oakley Blvd., Sunday, 
June 17.. Commencing Friday night, 
June 22, a series of lectures will .be 
given by E. Miller, Ph. D., on the 
seven conditions of life—earth, air, 
food, water, magnetism, companion
ship arid liberty. The Ladles’ Aid will 
hold afternoon teas the second.Satur
day of each month, commencing July 
14. Readings from tea cups and'a 
general social time arid entertalnriient 
in the evening with supper Served at 
6 o’clock. A special and hovel feature 
of the July tea will be a conundrum 
social, an amusing affair. Admission 
tree. To take the place o£ our annual 

■picnic this year we will-run an excur
sion to South Haven. - Saturday, July 
21 is the date, and $1 the round trip is 
the price. From the 17th of June ev
ery meeting, entertainment, .etc., of 
the Mission will be held in our temple 
unless otherwise stated.”

THE OLD GARDEN.

Dear old garden of Long Ago— 
Part of childhood memories— 

Hollyhocks nod in your farthest row, 
Under the linden trees.

Box-bordered beds, with mignonette
Crowding right over their edges,— 

Methinks I can catch the fragrance

To the Editor;—I have often won
dered why it is that some of our good 
Spiritualist speakers and mediums do 
not sometimes take In this part of the 
Paclc coast. It is true our pretty lit
tle Ferndale had’a rough shaking up 
last month when Gran'd Daddy Earth
quake paid us a visit. Both ears were 
boxed, and a slap in the face that 
made her dizzy for a spell.

Some said It was the Lord’s doings.
I don’t know whether they caught 

a glimpse of his coat tall as he was 
scooting away, or how they know, but 
anyway he was no respecter of persons 
or creeds, for HE SMASHED THE 
BIG METHODIST, PIPE ORGAN, 
CATHOLIC IMAGES and sacred ves
sels, with an impartial hand; to Bay 
nothing of the other churches, which 
it Is safe to say, fared no better.

In fact, I think he let me off the 
easiest of any of my neighbors; but 
then I am a good Spiritualist, not 
afraid to avow my principles, and I 
read The Progressive Thinker dally al
most. Perhaps that was the reason.

But, however, an earthquake is not 
to be compared with an eastern cy
clone, so don’t anyone be afraid of us 
on that account.

What we need now is a good spirit
ual Shaking up to correspond with the 
material.

There was at one time,’I am told, a 
good spiritual society here, led by Dr. ■ 
and Mrs. Peryne.. Since they passed 
to spirit life, it has been allowed to de-, 
cline, probably ¡through lack' of some 
one to take the lead. .

This certainly, ought not to be, for I 
am convinced there Is material for a 
good working society here, if only 
some one would. come along and har
ness us up, and-get us into Une; some 
one'like Moses Hull and his good, wife 
Mattie, or bthe7s>\of whom we. have 
read .so often in that' New Testament 
of Spiritualism, The Progressive 
Thinker. I

I think they would find plenty of 
homes open for. their entertainment, 
and something besides.

Our people aremot without liberal
ity when theg are ¿leased... A test me
dium of the genuine kind would draw

came the Judge was bitter against the 
defendant and made some remarks 
that-any supreme court would grant a 1 
new trial on.. The defendant’s attor
ney told nie to report them, but the . 
judge forbid it, and they had some 
very lively remarks about it. Things 
were kind of redhot for a few min
utes. I sat there cool and collected 
and tipped back in my chair and 
obeyed the judge. My bread and but
ter depended upon It.

I have been Informed frequently by 
my spirit friends of things that were 
going to happen: in the future, and 
they always came true.

When I came West I was standing 
on the middle step on the platform 
looking at the scenery. A brakeman 
let off the brake on the car I was on, 
and stepped over to the other plat
form to let off that brake when some 
spirit friend pushed me down onto the 
bottonf step, when the brakeman let 
go of the brake wheel it revolved so 
fast that the centrifugal force broke 
the wheel and a large section of it 
struck the corner of the car just over 
my head and bounded off down to the 
rocks below. If I had remained on 
the middle step the piece would have 
struck me en the side of the head and 
knocked me off the car, and I would 
have fallen at least one hundred feet 
onto the rocks.

No power on earth but spirit knew 
that wheel was going to break and not 
the one on my car, and pushed me 
very forcibly out of danger.

I have felt the spirit power of a 
magnetic healer from Chicago to Ore
gon, and very forcibly, too.

Once my son was sick with typhoid 
fever, and was In a hlspital. I had a 
sitting with a spirit medium and she 
called up my snirit guide who had- 
been my father’s family physician; and 
they gave my son a spirit treatment. 
I immediately boarded a street car 
and went about a mile and a halt to 
the hospital and asked my son Harry 
if he felt any better. He said that 
about fifteen minutes before he began 
to feel very much better, but did not

There’s no such thing as death 
To those who think aright, 

’Tis but the racer casting off 
What most impedes his flight;

'Tis but one little act
Life's drama must contain;

One struggle keener than the rest, 
And then an end of pain.

There’s no such thing as death; 
That which is thus miscallel 

Is the life escaping from the chains 
That have so long enthralled;

’Tis a once-hidden star,
Piercing the clouds of night, 

To shine in gentle radiance forth 
Amidst its kindred light.

There’s no such thing as death; 
In Nature nothing dies;

From each sad remnant of decay 
Some forms of life arise, 

The faded leaf that falls 
All sere and brown to earth,

Ere long will 
shapes 

That give the
There’s no such

mingle with the

flowers birth.
thing as death;

’Tis but the blossom spray, 
Sinking before the coming fruit

That seeks the summer ray;
’Tis but the bud displaced, 

As comes the perfect flower;
’Tis faith exchanged for sight, 

And weariness for power.
—Anonymous.

Some Indian Proverbs.
If the Indian would lie like the 

pale-face he would rule the earth.
The. Indian scalps hiB enemy; the 

pale-face skins his friends.
The Indian takes his dog to heaven; 

the pale-face sends his brother to hell.
There will be hungry pale-faces so

long as there is any Indian 
swallow.

When a man prays one 
steals six. the Grtat Spirit 
and the evil one laughs.

land to

day and 
thunders

A starving man will eat with the 
wolf. •

There are three things it takes a 
strong man to hold; a young warrior, 
a wild horse and a handsome squaw. 
—Sturm’s Statehood Magazine.

yet
Of their lavender and sedges.

But dearest of all In those days of old 
Was the spicy clove-pink cluster,.

Bursting with sweetness too great to 
hold . <

Over their pale leaves’lustre.
Oh, plant flm a bunch in my garden 

to-day,
Of those pinks, from my childhood, 

far away.. . - .
‘BESSIE BELLMAN. :

a good crowa,.and a good lecturer 
would set them thinking. . • ,

The Methodist «id other churches, 
except the’Catholic, draw very thinly.

know why. I did.
All of the before-mentioned spirit 

manifestations are within my own pos
itive knowledge. They do not depend 
upon others. I know they are abso
lutely true, and that is the reason I 
am a genuine Spiritualist.

Of course I have read a mass of lit
erature about the spirit experiences of 
others, and have attended circles, etc. 
And I have seen some very rotten ma
terializing seances.

I do not believe in fakes or sleight-
I think one or -two of them are shut 
up for the elÄson.50

Ï would like : to Ihear further from 
that little öijonyota the Santa Cruz 

I Mountains since the great quake. I 
have-forgotten thœMame, and my Pro
gressive Thtnkersiare away, doing 
their .duty inicheering other hearts be- 
Bldes mine, ai Y; ■

Spiritual Bocietlbè all along the 
coast, let uBlUear I8om you.

. -,MRS. rß» E. MACKLEY.

Some'Indian Proverbs. ’
The coward shoots with.shut eyes.
No Indian ever sold his daughter for- 

a name. - .
Before the pale-face came, there 

was no poison in the Indian's, corn.
There is no cure for the firewater’s 

burn.
Small .things talk loud to • the In

dian’s eye.
When a fox walks lame, old rabbit 

jumps."
The pale-face’s- arm is no longer 

than his word.
A squaw’s tongue runs faster than 

the wind’s legs.
-r-Sturm’B Statehood Magazine.

Ferndale, Qal. ì

■JLife aniP-Moral Axioms of Con
fucius,” 1b the title of a 62.page pam
phlet, which contains many of- the 
moral aphorisms-, and terseological 
teachings of the^pient Chinese phil
osopher, who lived 551 years before 
the Christian Era, and whoso wise 
precepts have lèft a lasting Impression 
upon all • subsequent nations. By 
MarccnuB R. K.-Wright. Price 25cts.

“Child Culture, According to the 
Laws of Physiological Psychology and 
Mental ■ Suggestion." By Newton N. 
Riddell. A most Excellent work for all

Tha following is the list of titles o| 
the Twelve Premium Books:

1—The Encyclopedia of Death, and 
Life in the Spirit World, Vol. 1.

2—The Encyclopedia of Death, and 
Life In the Spirit World; Vol. 2.

8—The Encyclopedia ot Death, ana 
Life In the Spirit World, Vol. 3. These 
three volumes have been prepared by, 
J. R. Francis. They contain invaluable 
data.

4—Art Magic, or Mundane, Sub-Mun
dane and Super-Mundane Spiritism, by 
Mrs. Emma Hardinge Britten.

5—Ghost Land, Spiritualism, Occult- 
Ism, by Mrs. Emma Hardinge Britten.

6—The Next World Interviewed, by, 
Mrs. 8. G. Horn, a most remarkable me-' 
dlum.

7—The Occult Life ot Jesus, by Alex
ander Smythe, a medium ot rare gifts.

8—A Wanderer tn the Spirit Lands. 
Translated by A. Farnese, a wonderful 
English medium.

9—The Religion ot Man and Ethics el 
Science, by Hudson Tuttle.

10—Seers of the Ages, or Spiritualism 
Past and Present, by Dr. J. M. Peebles.

11—The Great Debate Between Moses 
Hull and W. F. Jamieson.

12—Letters from the Spirit World, 
written through the mediumship ol 
Carlyle Petersilea.

13—Gems of Thought, by SEVEN-, 
TEEN leading authors, is our last Pre
mium Book.

“Right Living." By Susan H. Wlxon. 
The author shows a wise practicality In 
her method of teaching the principle ot 
ethics. She Illustrates her subject 
with many brief narratives and anec
dotes, which render the book more in
teresting and more easily comprehend
ed. It Is especially adapted for use in 
Children's Lyceum. In the hands of 
mothers and teachers it may be made 
very useful. Young and old will be 
benefited by It.' Price, $1.

“In the World Celestial,” by Dr. T. A. 
Bland. Interesting, instructive and 
helpful; Spiritually uplifting. Cloth 
bound, price $1.

and Deeply 
Interesting

• , By the Author of

"ft Wanderer in Spirit Lands.”
“THE STRANGE STORY OF AHRINZIMAN ’

The Persian Mystic Emperor.

who have the cire'or training of chll- ' Paper, (¡0 cents. Postage, 12 cents, 
dren. Price, 65 cents.

“THE LIFE BOOKS”
BY RALPH WALDO TRINE.

What All the World’s A-Seeking, or 
The Vital Law of True Life, True 
Greatness, Power and Happiness. Con
tents—The Principle; The Application; 
TEe Unfoldment; The Awakening; The 
Incoming; Character Building Thought 
Power. Price, $1.25.

In Tune with the Infinite. Contents— 
Prelude; The Supreme Fact of the Uni
verse; The Supreme Fact of Human 
Life; Fullness of Life—Bodily Health 
and Vigor; The Secret, Power and Ef
fects of Love; Wisdom and Interior Il
lumination; The Realization of Perfect 
Peace; Coming Into Fullness of Power; 
Plenty of All Things—The Law of Pros
perity; How Men Have become Proph
ets, Seers, Sages and Saviors; The Basic 
Principle of All Religions—The Univer
sal Religion; Entering Now Into the 
Realization of the Highest Riches. 
Price $1.25.

The Greatest Thing Ever Known. 
"The moment we fully and vitally real
ize who and what we are, we then begin 
to build our own world even as God 
builds His.”—From title page. Price, 
35 cents.

Every Living Creature. "The tender 
and humane passion in the human heart 
is too precious a quality to allow it to 
be hardened or effaced by practices 
Buch as we often indulge in.”—From 
title-page. Price, 35 cents.

Character Building Thought Power. 
“A thought, good or evil, an act, In time 
a habit, so runs life’s law; what you 
live in your thought world, that, sooner 
or later, you will find objectified in your 
life.”—From title-page. Price 35 cents.

Life Paragraphs: Selections from the 
"Lite Books.” Price 75 cents.

THE SOUL OF THINGS: .
Or Psychometric Researches and Discoveries. 
By wm. and Elizabeth M. F. Denton. A mar
velous work. Though concise as a text book It 
is as fascinating as a work of fiction. The 
reader will be amazed to see the curious facta 
here combined in support of this power of the - 
human mind, which will resolve a thousand 
doubts and difficulties, make geology plain as , 
dav, and throw light on all subjects now oh-' 
scared by tima Price. 41.50. In throe volumes, 
cloth bound. tl.R) each. Postage, 10c per cony.

A weird, powerfully told dramatic story of the earth life and subsequent 
Experiences in the Spirit World of the “Guide, Ahriziman.” Few books 
arc more calculated to hold the reader's interest from the first page to the 

st, and much that is original and new will be found in the accounts given 
of Ahrinziman’s Studies in the Domain of Magic and its relation to obsessions 
and other perplexing problems of spiritual intercourse. Price, doth $1.00.

VIAU AN« Centuries of Prcrrev.W umnii: A Lecture delivered at the l?reo- 
tMnker’s International Congress, CMcaio. TJ^ 
October, 1SP3. By Susan H. Wlxon. Price. 10o.

New Testament Stories SSK, 
ed. Drawings by Watson Heston, with critical - 
and liuinorous comments upon the texts. Hes* 
ton'* drawings are incomparable, and excruci* 
at la^ly funny. One must see ths book to appre* 
elate it; the pictorial satire cannot bo tola. It 
•will make you laugh heartily. Price In board;* 
11.00; cloth, 11.50, 1 _

à. ’
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SEATTLE, WASH.

The

sentisi truths and principals for

“BOW SHALL 1 BECOME A MEDIUM?”

I Continued on page 8.).

said in my 
missionary 
important

hands in connection with 
or other state work.

I feel to repeat what I 
last annual report that 
work is one pf the most

And think what 
If the child’s 
a shadow and

ease by.Inoculation, 
success means? 
"ghost” is seen as

In Philadelphia in 1796. 
great Influence in the 
church. He founded the 
College and was head of 
rector of the church of

Episcopal
St. Paul 

the school; 
the Holy

The Cause Flourishing There in a Sat
isfactory Manner.

ple with enthusiasm to Inaugurate a 
larger work In this direction. ~

Yt This department Is under the man- 
ngementof

HUDSON TUTTLE, 
i^ddress him at Berlin Heights, Ohio,

■. ■ .1

ßAw

'NOTE—The Questions and Answers 
have called forth such a host of re- 
«pendents, that to give all equal hear- 
Ing ieompels the answers to be made in 
Hie' most condensed form, and often 
clearness Is perhaps sacrificed to this 
forced brevity. Proofs have to be omit
ted, and tlie style becomes thereby as
sertive, which of all things is to be dep
recated. Correspondents often weary 
■with waiting ' for the appearance of 
iheir questions and write letters of In- 
qulry. The Supply of matter Is always 
several weeks ahead of the space given, 
and hence there is unavoidable delay, 
pvery one • has to wait his time and 
place, and all are treated with equal 
favor.-
> NOTICE.—No attention will be given, 
anonymous letters. Full name and ad
dress must be given, or the letters Will 
not be read. If the request be made, 
the name will not be published. The 
.correspondence of-this department has 
become excessively large, especially let
ters of Inquiry requesting private an
swers, and- while I freely give , what
ever Information I am able, the ordi
nary courtesy at correspondents Is ex
pected. HUDSON TUTTLE.

j. T. D.: Q. What is the address 
of Rev. M. J. Savage? <
of Rev. M. J. Savage? His age?

A. Thirty-fourth street and Park 
avenue, New York City.

He waq born in Norridgewock, Me., 
1841.

constant change. While its attraction 
is constant, its light and heat vary 
with the position of the earth to re
ceive, but .with thé agitations of its 
surface. .•

The "signs” through which the sun 
passes, are purely arbitrary divisions, 
and have no more significance than 
the phases of the moon. In fact, tho 
whole belt of signs covering the zodjac 
have In historic times moved forward, 
and if the sun has difference in one 
more than another, it should not be 
sought in'the old sign, but in the o.ne 
that has taken its place. ■

Psychic: Q. Is it true that a 
"new ray” has been discovered by 
'which tlie spirit of animals can be 
seen? . .. . ■■ .

A. The question refers to the ex
periment of Prof. Elmer Gates .of 
Washington, and .its publicity by one 
Dr. Ward of London. According to-a 
press dispatch, a. live rat was placed 
in a glass tube which was then her
metically sealed. TRis tube was 
placed before a sensitized screen, and 
the “new ray" thrown through It. Of 
course the rat soon died of suffocation, 
but as Jong as it.lived it cast a shadow 
on the screen. At its death the shad
ow was seen to rise, being in the ex
act form of the rat, and disappear as it 
passed beyond.the screen. This the 
"scientific" ;observers think was the 
soul of the rat and some Spiritualists 
join with them.

"A very strange phenomenon,” says 
Dr. Ward, with which conclusion most 
people will agree, as so very strange 
that it will not probably be seen again 
except by those with equally vivid 1m- 
aglnation.-

Now let the professors of the Chi
cago University experiment on human 
beings. They can readily find “mate
rial" in" the charity hospitals. Such 
“material" has been taken for experi
mentation in inoculations with cancer, 
-yellow fever, diseases nameless, and 
for trial of various, toxins. It Is as 
"scientific” to seal a waif in a glass 
tube as to subject it to loathsome dis-

Judge Richards and others: Q. 
Will you. give the name of the author, 
and a copy of the hymn beginning, “I 
would not live always," which you 
jnentioned some time ago in connec
tion with the death of your mother?

A. Perhaps no hymn was ever 
written which appeals wore strongly 
to the hearts of devout believers in 
Christianity. To me it brings vividly 
the-memory of my mother as nothing 
els? has power to do. My earliest 
iccollectlons are of her singing it as 
she went around the house. I heard 
her sing it with the voice of four-score 
and ten years. Social and responsive 
in organization, her greatest enjoy
ment was in society, and when she re
moved from her eastern home with its 
wide circle of friends, to the western 
wilds, her loneliness and homesickness 
at times were almost beyond her 
strength to bear. In the activities of 
lite, care for the fever-stricken pio
neers, and the demands of her family, 
she sought to forget, but when anxie
ties and longings for the old home 
pressed too heavily, her thoughts 
would turn to another realm where 
there is eternal peace, and she would 
sing this hymn—sometimes all of It, 
and then only a part, over and over. 
The words and music are a blending 
of joy and sadness; of defeat and tri
umph. As I remember, there were 
always tears in her voice when she 
sang. She subdued her longings for 
her childhood home amidst the New
England hills, with a promise of a life 
beyond the shadows where unrequited 
longings and' dreams will be answered.

The hymn was written by William 
Augustus Muhlenberg, who was born 

■.......  He was of
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Hon. H.W. Richardson is.tQ be congrOulakd upon 
his excellent report. We call the attention of. Spirit
ualists everywhere to his Trenchant R'^ ref
erence to Frauds,- Fakes and Impostor^ have 
fastened themselves on our ranks. '

passes off the screen, their names will 
be handed down to posterity as the 
first demonstrators of immortality!

But If the spirit is seen by this 
"ray" at all, it can be seen at any and 
all times when a lantern of thia "ray" 
is held before it. What possibilities 
have developed from a suffocated rat! 
It is amusing to see these professors 
who have sneered at ghosts and spir
its and laughed at the imbecility» of 
those who have a hope of a life after 
death, go wild over the ghost of a 
rat! The rat refuses to be killed! 
Who knows but the gnawing and 
scrambling behind the wainscot Ib not 
by mortal rats, but rat ghosts? Rats 
that can go. through walls, without 
stopping to gnaw a hole makes one’s 
flesh creep and adds horror to dark
ness'.

In presenting this,. my apnual re
port, to this' convention, as I review 
the work'of. the past year and tóok 
foi-syard to thè opportunities In front 
of us, I do so with mingled feelings of 
regret as well as of hopeful anticipa
tion, and with regrets that,more has 
not been accomplished iti the past, 
and with courage to believe that the 
Spiritualists of America will, arise and 
successfully grapple with the larger 
work that seems now to be opening 
before them. Each passing year 
brings its opportunities and its duties 
to those who would, uplift, and bring 
happiness to the children of earth.

There is no time to brood over er
rors and omissions of the past, and yet 
as a help and.guide to future actions 
an intelligent review of what hhs been 
done, may assist in outlining what 
can be done in the future. Experience 
is a school master, and we may well 
profit by his lessons.

Missionary Work.
Our state' missionary, Mrs. T. U. 

Reynolds, has devoted such part of the 
year as her other engagements would 
permit, to this branch of work. She 
has visited different localities and 
held meetings where calls were made, 
where there were no organized socie
ties, and has also visited local auxilia
ries to the state association where in
vited, and where circumstances.would 
permit. . She has attended the mass 
meetings held under the auspices of 
our state association and considering 
all the conditions with which a state 
missionary must meet and work un
der, it can be said of jier, “Well done, 
good and faithful servant,” In her 
unselfishness she may have been un
just to herself in refusing to take com
pensation for her services when results 
did not meet her expectations (which 
I am quite certain is true in more in
stances than one)', but there need be 
no fears that the state association will 
suffer any neglect or Injustice at her

sic foundation of -ot».,state? organiza
tion. , .■■» a. ‘

The pressure of other duties has 
mgde it impossible for our président to 
visit extensively, among ithe local so
cieties, Lut the society .reports to the 
convention will he ap index of their 
standing. From what T Have learned, 

■ I believe the local societies lire fully 
hqlding their own-and are generally 
doing excellent work. /There seems to 
be an Increased tendency towards 
adopting the plan of settled speakers, 
■which Is certainly a .forward move
ment and tends to place Spiritualism 
on a more substantialand enduring 
basis,. Another; .step« forward, to 
which I call attention is the fact that 
several of our local societies are abol
ishing the door ypllectlon ..at their 
public services, depending upon volun
tary contributions- and subscriptions 
.for financial supporta; '

■ Where these departures from old 
'methods have been adopted, we find 
strong and successful societies, which 
is a fact worthy of the consideration. 

, We hope these features may be still 
further extended. , > ■ ■

Another tendency,-which Is worth 
consideration, is the .quesupn of sep
arating the phenomena from the lec
tures, and having meetings devoted 
especially to each of these features. 
This departure may not. prove most 
successful in all cases, but seems to 
work well in-some, and would seem at 
least to be worthy of more extended 
trial than has yet been given it.

I call the attention , of representa
tives of local societies to these fea9- 
ures, and hope they may receiye’ their 
careful consideration. ■

Individual Membershin,
Until local societies are established 

in many more of thé towns and vil
lages over the state, the^re will be a de
mand for Individual-memberships to 
enable isolated Spiritualists and those 
in localities where tbpre is insufficient 
numbers Jo support society, to be
come a part of the organized move
ment.. . 0

Under our consti^iUonjjany person 
of good moral character; mpy join our 
state association, aqd suç^; individual 
members are entitl^ to seats on the 
floor of the annual ^nveç,0on and to 
the privilege of voting. Bqt while the 
voté of an .individual member counts 
one, the'vote of a delegate represent
ing a society of twenty-fly^ members, 
counts twenty-five, jyius giving eaçh 
voter a power in the convention equal 
to the number of perpons.^e or she 
represents.

During . the nip©) years which we 
have worked under this,yule, there 
has been no serious inconvenience 
from the system, but it has been pre
dicted that ttære iS’dllngeKliiilfifig be
hind the present method of receiving 
individual members, pnd thatsome.re
strictions or some supervising author
ity should pass upon the acceptance of 
new members. I call the attention of 
the convention to this matter In order 
that it may act thereon if action is 
deemed essential.

There are thousands of worthy Spir
itualists in the state who would be
come a part of the organized move
ment, and I trust that ways and means 
may be devised by this convention, or 
by the Incoming board, to secure the 
support and the co-operation which 
these scattered Spiritualists can give 
us.

' Registration of Mediums.
This association has heretofore au

thorized Its board of trustees to in
augurate a system .whereby speakers 
and mediums who were sufficiently de
veloped and hthprwlse qualified to 
work under recognition of the state as
sociation, may be registered at the of
fice of the secretary of this associa
tion as persons whom the officers deem 
competent to practice their gifts under 
such state sanction.

We assume that it was the Intention 
of this association in granting this 
power to the board of trustees that 
they issue certificates of registration 
to those who were entitled to be so 
registered; but this provision was not 
specifically granted, and I would sug
gest that more definite instruction be 
given by this, convention and.I.have 
in another part pf this report made 
recommendations covering this point.

, . Medical Legislation.
In these days of commercial greed 

and scramble for special privileges, it 
seems incumbent upon almost every 
movement or organization to keep an 
eye.upon the doings of legislative bod
ies and prevent, it possible, the enact
ments. of laws and regulations that 
would deprive them of, or unduly en
croach upon, their legitimate rights and 
prlvileges-T-not necessarily because 
the legislators would knowingly legis
late to. injure any class of persons, but 
because interested parties who think 
they might profit by restricting the 
privileges of others, are continually 
working all manner of subterfuges to 
secure such restrictions, usually under 
the plea that what they are asking 
for Is necessary for. the protection .of 
the people, whereas tils'sole purpose 
they have In view Is unjust advantage 
to themselves by driving others out 
of business.

For instance, the medical ■ associa
tion would hold a monopoly of heal
ing the people, and in order to accom
plish that end, are inclined to de
prive others of following the com
mands of the Man of Nazareth, to 
heal the sick by laying on of hands, 
and by other Spiritual gifts of healing 
under such pleas; it is not uncommon 
for them to appeal to the state legisla
ture for such enactment. But we do 
not learn that the legislature of New 
York state has enacted any laws dur
ing the past year adverse to the legit
imate rights and privileges of our peo
ple.
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Ohoss and Superintendent of the Saint 
Luke’s Hospital. He composed the 
hymn in 1823, and revised it in 1865, 
but the revision is not an improve
ment.
I would not live alway; I ask not to 

stay
Where storm after storm rises dark 

o’er the way.
The few lurid mornings that dawn on 

us here
Are enough for life’s woes, full enough 

for its cheer.
I would not live alway; no, welcome 

the tomb!
Since Jesus hath lain there I dread not 

its gloom.
There sweet be my rest till ho bld me 

arise
To hail him in triumph descending the 

skies.
Who, who would live alway, away 

from hi^ God,
Away from yon heaven that blissful 

abode,
Where the rivers of pleasure flow o’er 

the bright plains,
' And the noontide of glory eternally 

reigns;
Where the saints of all ages in har

mony meet,
Their Savior and brethren transported 

to greet;
While the anthems of rapture unceas

ingly roll,
And the smile of the Lord is the feast 

of the soul.

J. Lancaster: Q. Is there any scl- 
ent,:,., e/iuence that the pnases of the 
moon influence man or vegetation? If 
the Bible account of the creation is 

- known by all scientists to be errone
ous, is not thé Christian world cater
ing to a myth, and even our president 
and every distinguished officer has to 
swear by it in taking the oath of 
office?

A. There is no evidence that the 
phases of the moon have a perceptible 
influence on living beings at one time 
more than another, or that this Influ
ence differs. The moon, whether 
dark or full, constantly exerts the 
same magnetic force on ■ the earth. 
The difference is only in the quantity 
of light reflected from the sun, which 
is so little as to be unnecessary to con
sider. The “changes of the moon," 
are entirely ip appearance, and hence, 
as always in its orbit, and the same 
distance, it cannot change its influence 
with the phases or “signs.”

That it has magnetic Influence on 
the .earth, the tides demonstrate, and 
it Is an'unavoidable conclusion, that 
as the nearest of all heavenly bodies, 
it exerts a force through magnetic 
currents on the earth. But the force, 

-whatever ft may be,, must be constant 
ns the conditions remain the same. .

When the influence of tiré sun Is 
îonsldered there enters the factor of

The First Spiritual Society of Seat
tle, Wash., wishes to let the world at 
large know that the cause Is nourish
ing here. Our president, Mr. Walter 
Hall, with the assistance of a very effi
cient board has been able to keep af
fairs running in a smooth and ener
getic channel. We have had for many 
months the very best lecturers upon 
our platform, and the satisfactory 
manner in which they .have presented 
the truths of our grand philosophy to 
thinking men and woriien, has had its 
good effect, and the result is that 
many have been convinced of the 
truth of immortality, and our society 
has had many new names added to its 
libt.

Beginning with the month of De
cember and for three consecutive 
months, Harry J. Moore expounded 
the philosophy of Spiritualism to large 
and attentive audiences.'' Then for 
two months we had Moses and Mattie 
Hull. As their work is well known, it 
is not necessary for me to make any 
comments, only to say that our doors 
are, always open to them. Fer the 
month of May and the first Sunday in 
June, Mr. Moore will again be with 
us. As a society we feel we have 
cause for rejoicing in being able to 
procure the services of this young, 
earnest and capable worker.

The time has come when we must 
stand firm and be loyal to the truth as 
has been demonstrated to us, and not 
allow ourselves to drift with every 
current that may be directed our way, 
and thereby lose our footing, and be 
floundering in unknown and undesir
able waters, without any harbor in 
which to cast anchor.

We have secured the services of our 
National President, H. D. Barrett, for 
a part of the month of June. We 
are anticipating a great treat in hav
ing him with us. We had with us as 
a message bearer, Mrs. Edith Cobb. 
She was in San Francisco at the time 
of the earthquake, and escaped with 
the clothes on her back as her only 
earthly possessions. Her work was 
excellent, and we regretted her de
parture very much. "All strangers 
and honest workers find a warm recep
tion and hearty welcome in our midst.

It is rumored that the newly elected 
city officials have announced their de
termination to rid the city of all palm
ists, clairvoyants, psychics, fortune-1 
tellers and mediums—good, bad and 
indifferent', all must go. I will state 
with what success their efforts were 
crowned In my next effort

MRS. E. L. NICHOLSON.

"Science and the Future Life." By 
James H. Hyslop, is one of the most 
valuable acquisition to the literature 
of Modern Spiritualism that has ap
peared of late years. It is scientific in 
Its method, profound in its logic, and 
above all sympathetic to the trutn 
whatever it may be and wherever it 
may be found. Price, cloth, ?1.5u. 10 
cents postage extra.

“After Her Death. The Story of a 
Summer.” By Lilian Whiting. No 
mind that loves spiritual thought can 
fall to be fed and delighted with this 
book. Beautiful spiritual thought, com
bining advanced ideas on the finer and 
ethereal phases of Spiritualism, leading 
the mind onward into the purer atmos* 
phere of exalted spiritual truth. A 
book for the higher life. Price, cloth, 
$1.00.

“New Testament Stories Comically 
Illustrated. Drawings by Watson Hes
ton. With Critical and Humorous Com-, 
ments upon the Texts." Heston’s 
drawings are Incomparable, and excru
ciatingly funny. Price, in boards, $1; 
cloth, >1.501

; It is fully answered in “Mediumship, and Its 
Laws, Its Conditions and Cultivation, by Hud
son Tuttle. Price 35 cents. Address him at 
Berlin Heights, Ohio ~

branches of our state work, and I hope 
the incoming board may find means of 
securing a large missionary fund and 
that much more can be done in that 
direction than has been done In the 
past.

There ore a great many towns and 
villages in this state where the people 
know little or nothing of our organ
ized movement, had where the major
ity of the citizens have no rational 
conception as to what Spiritualism 
stands for. These people can be 
reached provided funds are furnished 
to meet the necessary expenses. With 
funds to meet the'expenses; -With push' 
and energy, and with system and 
method in the use of these, I believe 
much can be accomplished and the in
terest In our cause largely Increased 
and extended. But missionaries can
not live and travel on air alone. The 
state missionary should go armed 
with literature, and with song books 
to be used in these meetings, and pre
pared to remain from a few days to a 
week or more In each place, especially 
at the first visit, and this first visit' 
should be followed with other visits at 
intervals during the year. Regarding 
the work of the past year, our mis
sionary will present detailed report, 
but I urge the importance of making 
our need of funds to .carry on this 
work known to wealthy Spiritualists 
over the state and believe the response 
will be sufficiently liberal to meet our 
needs.

Mass-meetings.
Since our last convention, state 

meetings have been held in the cities 
of Potsdam, N. Y., Niagara Falls, N. 
Y., and In Hornell, N. Y. In each-In
stance we went In response to Invita
tion from the local society, and while 
we could hardly expect in towns of 
that size to Increase the funds in our 
state treasury, we did succeed In mak
ing these meetings very nearly self- 
sustaining.

The Potsdam society is composed 
wholly of ladies, and from the favor
able report ot thelr work since the 
state' meeting, we are led to believe 
that Spiritualism in the minds of the 
general public there is better appre
ciated and has a higher standing; that 
our cause was largely helped and the 
local society strengthened as a result 
of that effort. The ladles are cer
tainly doing an excellent work in that 
city.

Regarding the Niagara Falls So? 
clety, we feel that Mrs. A. G. Atch- 
eson, who has served there as pastor" 
for something like four years, Is en
titled to much credit for her persist
ent untiring efforts. Her work there 
is a strong argument in favor of what 
we have heretofore urged concerning 
settled pastors. We learn that our 
state meeting there was highly appre
ciated and resulted in an increased in
terest.

At Hornell the weather was unfa
vorable, nevertheless, we had good 
meetings and feel confident that good 
results will follow. The meetings 
were of a character that will hardly 
fail to place Spiritualism on a higher 
pedestal and strengthen the local so
ciety. Brother Herron, president of 
that society, and Brother and Sister 
Coston and their faithful assistants, 
are working devotedly and unselfishly 
for Spiritualism In the city of Hornell.

Correspondence was had with the 
secretary of the National Association 
concerning the holding . of a joint 
mass-meeting by the-state and Na
tional Associations in Greater New 
York, but circumstances were such at 
the time that a meeting there seemed 
to be impracticable and the subject 
was abandoned. -

I would suggest that societies and 
localities where mass meetings áre de
sired file their applications' early in 
the year, allowing ample time to ar
range therefor. I also recommend 
'that the members pf the mass-meeting 
committee each be asigned a section 
of the state nearest their homes In 
which they shall endeavor to gather 
Information and work up interest and 
calls for mass-meetings 'and mlsslon- 
,ary work In the various cities and 
.towns, thus enlarging our field of la
bor. ' ■ .

Local Societies.
Local auxiliary soctetiea and indi- 

yldual snembaiahlipa constitute the

Children’s Lycteums.
I wish I could report greater prog

ress in the establishment of children’s 
lyceums. With this, the Temple ¡so
ciety of Buffalo, there ip a good work
ing lyceum under the direction of 
Mrs. Dillon, who ip doing excellent 
work for the future of our cause by 
training the little ones In this, the 
most beautiful of all religions.

Just what other .societies are doing 
will be shown in the report of our ly
ceum superintendent, Mrs. Reynolds. 
I know there are many places without 
lyceums, and I urge upon the dele
gates present and the societies they 
represent to try and inspire their peo-

need thereof is great.
Spiritualist Literature.

At our last convention a committee 
on literature was appointed,. which 
committee were authorized to procure, 
edit and put in circulation appropriate 
literature to be used in propaganda 
work for our cause.

Perhaps your president hj.s -been 
derelict in his duty in not getting in 
touch with that committee, but what
ever may have been done will no 
doubt be reported to’the convention.

Ln this connection I would call your 
attention to one most excellent book 
for propaganda work, written by E. C. 
Randall of this city, and entitled' 
“Life’s Progression,” the first edition 
of which is about (exhausted, and 
which I would recommend to the con
sideration of the literary committee, 
with view to some possible arrange
ment for its distribution 18- a cheap 
edition. Much can Mb doné toward in
creasing Interest Inb ourJ Jmovement 
through the judicloiib' use^of litera
ture, and I urge mob*0 activity in this 
direction in future. ' 'c-

State Days & Cap^ps. 1
We were assigned NewUYorlt State 

days at Freeville, aldo at Gity of Light 
Assembly Camp ABsntiation last year. 
Mrs. Twing represented tilestate asso
ciation at Freeville sand aiti Lily Dale. 
Your president wasriasslst®d by Mrs. 
Twing. Mrs. Twing will tell the con
vention about FreeviJle:a»d as to Lily 
Date, a knowledge of,' an di interest in, 
our organized move&entHvas awak
ened by the people there1 assembled, 
and we believe the-flneoming board 
should continue thisa feature' of state 
work. . ■

Your president and Mrs. Matteson, 
one of our trustees, were Invited to 
attend the fall meeting, at North Col
lins, by the STlends of .Human Prog
ress. . j ' ... ’

1 An accident on - the --railroad pre
vented my reaching there, but Mrs. 
Matteson‘represented the state/assocl- 
ciation and may have-something’to 
tèli you about it Ansiate day Is as
signed us on the program- of the City 
of Light Assembly forthe coming spa- 
son, arid Mrs. Twing, Mrs, Reynolds 
■and your incoming president, whoever 
he may ba, were mentioned to the 
managament as likely to be present oa 
that day.

Taxing Mediumship.
The common council of the City of 

Buffalo has recently had under consid
eration the question of Imposing a li
cense on the practice of clairvoyance, 
fortune-telling, etc. In the interest 
of our state association your president 
appeared before the ordinance com
mittee of the county and protested 
against the imposing of a tax or li
cense on the practice of clairvoyance, 
which is a spiritual gift, and furnishes 
proof of the continuity of life after 
transition and the exercises of which 
is a legitimate part of the religion of 
Spiritualism. And that to tax this and 
other spiritual gifts would encroach 
upon the constitutional rights of Spir
itualists which we felt sure the coun
cilmen would not knowingly do. At 
this writing I am not advised that a 
final action has been taken on the pro
posed ordinance, but there is no ques
tion but that this action by the com
mon council of this city was inspired 
by, and is one of the fruits of, charla
tanism, deception and fraud under 
cover of the name clairvoyance, by 
persons who have no Interest in, and 
usually no connection with, the organ
ized movement of Spiritualism.
Medihmsliip and Dishonest Practices.

It would seem that the gift of medi
umship and the sacredness of inter
communion with departed spirit 
friends which is possible only through 
some phase of this beneficent gift, 
would so appeal to men and women 
that no one would entertain a thought 
or do anything that would degrade or 
bring into disrepute mediumship and 
the things for which it stands. And 
yet the spirit of commercialism 
WHICH IS RUNNING.RIOT IN AL
MOST EVERY DEPARTMENT OF 
LIFE’S ACTIVITIES HAS INDUCED 
UNPRINCIPLED, CONSCIENCELESS 
PERSONS TO PRACTICE FRAUD 
AND DECEPTION UNDER COVER 
OF THE NAME OF CLAIRVOYANCE 
AND OTHER MEDIUMISTIC GIFTS. 
THEIR FRAUDULENT PRACTICES 
HAVE BEEN AND ARE A GREAT 
DRAWBACK TO THE PROGRESS OF 
THE SPIRITUALIST MOVEMENT 
AND EVERY TRUE SPIRITUALIST 
DEEPLY REGRETS THAT SUCH 
BARNACLES HAVE ATTACHED 
THEMSELVES THERETO AND WILL 
GLADLY JOIN IN ANY PRACTICAL 
METHOD FOR CORRECTING THIS 
EVIL.

That this very important question 
should receive careful consideration 
by this convention goes without Bay
ing; and I recommend that a special 
committee be appointed who shall take 
under advisement the whole question 
covering proposed license taxation, 
fraudulent practices, and registration 
of mediums, and report to the conven
tion as early as possible with recom- 

. mendations, FOR HONEST SPIRIT
UALISTS MUST HAVE SUCH PRO
TECTION AS OUR ORGANIZATION 
CAN GIVE.
Ordination, Marriage and Burial Ser

vice;
At our last convention a committee 

was appointed to draft and present to 
this convention forms and usages for 
ordination, marriage and burial serv
ice which might be appropriate and 
convenient for the use of.^nany of our 
speakers and mediums.

I trust that committee will be pre
pared to report to this convention.
’ The increasing interest in the es-

which Spiritualism stands and the 
more respectful consideration now ac
corded our workers and the organized 
movement by other religious work
ers, by the press, and by the general 
public, to which your president called 
attention in his last annual'report, are 
conditions which are ever' more pro
nounced to-day than one year ago. 
And If I read the signs of the times 
correctly, this indicates that condi
tions were never so favorable for a 
general spiritual awakening as they 
•are at the present moment

, The fruits of the last half-century 
of co-operation between : advanced 
teachers in higher spheres with con
scientious men and women on the 
earth plane, are gradually ripening for 
the harvest Thus far the tares have 
grown together with the wheat Our 

•attention has -been wholly absorbed 
IN EFFORTS TO ACQUAINT THE 
WORLD WITH THE IMPORTANT 
TRUTHS OF SPIRITALISM UNTIL 
ALMOST UNCONSCIOUSLY TO OUR
SELVES FRAUDULENT PRACTICES 
UNDER- . COVER . .OF SPIRITUAL 
GIFTS HAVE ATTACHED THEM
SELVES TO OUR NAME LIKE A 
BARNACLE TO A SHIP AND NOW 
A CRISIS CONFRONTS US. HE
ROIC TREATMENT SEEMS ESSEN
TIAL FOR THE HEALTH .OF THE 
PATIENT. SUCH A LINE . OF DE- 
MARKATION BETWEEN THE 
SHEEP AND THE GOATS MUST. BE 
DRAWN, as will enable honest search-

BOOKS FOR ALL SPIRITUALISTS TO PERUSE.
Myth of the Great Deluge. A complete and overwhelming refutation 

of the Bible story of the Deluge. A., very interesting pamphlet. Bv, 
JamesM.McCann. Price 15cents. • . ....

Nature Cure. This is an excellent book for suffering humanity. It 
simply tells how to prevent anj cure th? ills of the flesh in a naturalway. 
By Drs. M. E. and Rosa C, Conger. Price, cloth, fapey $2 ¡common $1.50.

Nemesis of Chautauqua Lake, or Circumstantial Evidence. By lion, 
A.' B, Richmond. Cloth, bound,,. Price, 75 cents.

New Testament Stories Comically Illustrated. By Watson Heston. 
Priee, cloth, $1.50; board cover, $1.

Obsession, How evil spirits influence mortals, and how' to guard 
against the same. A very necessary and interesting study for sensi- 
tives. By M. Faraday. 23 jjaghs. Price 10 cents.

Oceanities. A story of spirit life, by Carlyle Petersilea. Priee, paper, 
cover only, 50 cents. /

Old Testament Stories. By Watson Heston. Price, boards, $1: 
cloth, $1.50.

Origin of Species. By Charles Darwin. Price, cloth, gilt top, 50 cts.
Out of tho Depths Into the Light. This little book will be read with 

intense interest hy thousands. By Samuel Bowles; Mrs. Carrie E. S. 
Twing, medium. Price 25 cents.

Our Bible, Who Wrote It, and a Few Thoughts on Other Bibles.. Bv 
Moses Hull. Price, $1. '

Palmistry. By Comte de Saint Germain, A. B., L. L M. Practical 
palmistry, or hand reading simplified. Price 75 cents.

Past and Present. By Thomas Carlyle. Price 50 cents,
Perfect Motherhood, or Mabel Raymond’s Resolve. Dedicated to 

woman everywhere, that children may cease to be born accursed. By 
Lois Waisbrooker. Price, cloth, $1. 1

Philosophy of Phenomena. Physical and Metaphysical. Matter phe
nomena and life phenomena. Objective and subjective phenomena. 
Hyperbole metaphysical. By Geo. M. Ramsey, M. D. Priee, cloth $1.

Philosophy of Spiritual intercourse. Contains an account of the very 
wonderful spiritual developments at the house of Rev. Dr. Phelps, Strat-' 
ford, Conn. By A. J. Davis. Price, cloth, $1; postage 8 cents.

Poems of Passion. By Ella Wheeler Wilcox. Price $1.
Poems^of Pleasure. By Ella Wheeler Wilcox. Price $1.
Poems of Power. By Ella Wheeler Wilcox. Price $1.
Poems of the Life Beyond and Within. From the poetic inspirations 

of many centuries and of different peoples. Spiritual poetry translated 
from many tongues. By Giles B. Stebbins. Price $1.

Political Works of Thomas Paine. Containing the three volumes— 
‘‘Common Sense,” ‘‘The Crisis” and “Rights of Man”—three volumes 
in one. Just the book for patriotic Americans. Price, cloth $1.

Pmyer of Self-Formation. By Leroy Berrier. In two styles of bind
ing; paper cover, 50 cents; cloth cover, 80 cents.

Practical Methods’to Insure Success. A valuable little work, full of 
practical instruction in matters pertaining to the physical, mental and 
spiritual'health. Worth many times its cost. Price 10 cents.

Primary Factors of Organic Evolution. By E. D. Cope, Ph. D., Mem
ber of the U. S. National Academy of Science, Professor of Zoology in 
the University of Pennsylvania. Price, cloth, $2.

Prophets of Israel. Comprised in the main popular sketches from Old 
Testament History. By Carl H. Cornill, Doctor of Theology and Pro- 
fessor of Old Testament History. Price 25 cents.

Psychic Experiences. By Ella M. Dole. Price, 50 cents.
Psychic Light. Continuity of Law and Life. By Maud Lord Drake. 

This book is from the pen of an acknowledged leader in psychic philos
ophy and a successful demonstrator of its phenomena, and one of the 
oldest advocates of New Thought and Higher Education. Cloth 
bound. Price, $1.50.

Psychometry. Its Science and Law of Unfoldment. By J. C. F. 
Grumbine. Price, 50 cents.

Pulpit, Pew and Cradle. Second paragraph in book, last two lines 
reads: “Christianity is one thing for grown men. It is quite another 
thing for women and children. By Helen H. Gardner. Price 10 cents

Radiant Energy and Its Analysis. Its Relation to Modern Astro
physics. By Prof. Edgar L. Larkin, director of Lowe Observatory 
Containing numerous illustrations and diagrams. Price $1.75 4

Rational Memory Training. By Rev. B. F. Austin. Price, 75 cents 
Realization. A Course of Lessons Upon the Inner Nature of the 

Self. Ey Loraine Follett. Priee, 50 cents.
Reincarnation. By Walker and Wood. Price, leatherette, 75 cents- 

paper; 50 cents; ’
Reincarnation, or the Doctrine of the Soul’s Successive Embodiments 

Examined and discussed pro and con by Dr. J. M. Peebles versus Dr’ 
Helen Densmore and W. J. Colville. Paper cover. Priee 30 cents

¿elation of the Spiritual to the Material Universe, and the Law of 
Control. New edition, enlarged and revised and greatly improved 
Bv M. Faraday. Price 15 cents.

Religious and Theological works of Thomas Paine. Here is a book 
that should be in the library vf every Spiritualist and Freethinker in tho 
land. Price, cloth, $1.

Religion. A profound philosophical treatise on this world-wide sub
ject of contention. It is a good book for students preparing for the spir
itual rostrum. By E. D. Babbitt. Price, cloth $1; paper, 50c; postage 
10 cents. ’

Researches Into the Phenomena of Modern Spiritualism. By Sir Wm 
Crookes. Illustrated. Price 50 cents.

Right Generation, the Key to the Kingdom of Heaven on Earth. An 
appeal to reason and min’s highest aspirations. By Dr. M. E. Conger.

. Right Living. This book gives an admirable course of study in eth
ics, and supplies a long-felt want of an ethical text-book adapted to the 
comprehension of children. By Susan H. Wixon. Price, cloth, $1.

Rights of Man. Being an answer to Mr. Burke's attack upon the 
French Revolution. By Thomas Paine. Post 8vo; 2^9 pages. Price 
paper, 30 cent’: cloth, 50 cents. '

Romance of Two Worlds. By Marie Corelli. Price 50 cents. 
Schopenhauer’s Essays. Translated by T. B. Saunders. Price 75 cts. 
Science and the Future Life. By Prof James H. Hyslop. Price, post

paid, $1.60.
Science of Spirit Return. By one of the scientific minds of The Pro

gressive Thinker corps of contributors. Rich with profound thought. 
By Charles Dawbarn. Price 10 cents.

Sixth and Seventh Book of Moses. Translated from the ancient He
brew. Price, $1.

Social Upbuilding, including Co-operative Systems and the Happi- 
ness and Ennobling of Humanity. By E. D Babbitt, M. D. Price 
paper, 15 cents.

Some Glimpses of Occultism Ancient and Modern. A series of lec
tures by C. W. Leadbeater. Price, $1.50. '

Spirit Echoes. Poems and Short sketches. By Mrs. Mattie E. Hull. 
An attractive little volume, neatly bound in cloth. Priee 75 cents.

Spiritism. Mrs. Piper’s and Dr. Thomson J. Hudson’s theories in re
gard to it. By Ex-Judge Abram H. Dailey, ex-president of the Medico« 
Legal Society of New York. Price 25 cents.

Standing up for Jesus, or what the editor of the Freethinker’s Maga- 
zine thinks of him on general principles. Profound, biblical, sarcastic,, 
Price 4 cents; 25 copies for 50 cents.

Spiritual Harp. A collection of vocal music for the choir, congrega«. 
tion and social circles. By J. M. Peebles and J. O. Barrett; E. IL, 
Bailey, musical editor. Price $1.25. Postage 14 cents.

Spiritual Songster. A collection of thirty-eight inspirational songi, 
adapted to popular music, for the use of congregations, circles and fam
ilies. By Mattie E. Hull. Price 10 cents.

Startling Facts or Deeds of Darkness Disclosed, Relative to Auricular 
Confession, and Its Relations to Sacerdotal Celibacy, Convents, Monas
teries, Morality, and Civil and Religious Liberty. By Rev. J. G. White. 
Price, 75 cents.

Studies in the Outlying Fields of Psychic Science. How to investi
gate, form circtes and develop mediumship. A test of genuine medium
ship. By Hudson Tuttle. Price, cloth, 75 cents.

Success, and How to Win It. A lecture and course of twenty-four 
success lessons by Qr. B. F. Austin, B. A., D. D. Price 25 cents.

Superstition in All Ages, dr “Le Bons Sens.” Testimony of a Cath
olic priest who abjured the Christian religion and asked .God’s pardon : 
forh&Ying taught it. Price, cloth, $1 ¡: postage 14 cents. .

; Talleyrand’s Letter to the Pope. This work will be found especially, 
interesting toall who would desire to make a study of -Romanism aid/ 
the Bible. Price’25'cents. '
' Teachings, of Jesus, Not Adapted to Modern. Civilization. With tha 
true character of Mary Magdalene. A book full of truth, By Georga 
W. Brown, ML D. Price 15 cents. 1 , '

The Arcana of Spiritualism. A Manual of Spiritual Science and 
Philosophy. A splendid work by the seer and philosospher, Hudson 
Tuttle. Price, $1.25, \
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After receiving theIn a California city one of my regii- Catholic priest.
mu’ hatrons was ft Bister of Charity, message tie arose to Ms feet, saying: 
and ho one seemed to enjoy spiritual “The message is correct. I have re- 
tUierts more than this woman. She. reived my mother’s name in full, and 
even visited the public gathering occii- all details connected with the message

The Progr«ve Mer LIST OF CAMP-MEETINGS.
i &end in Your Dates and Name of Sec- 
’ retary at Once.

slonally, and when I sometimes asked 
her how she dared venture such a 
move, with a happy smile she always 
answered, “The spirit moved me.

are perfectly true.”
A few friends and I held a private

seance each Monday evening during 
my stay there, and our friend, the

While in the city of San Jose, Cal., priest, often described visions lie had 
several years ago, my first message at during our seance, as he was one of 
the opening meeting was given to a the members.

• To the Editor:—Your wide-awake 
paper,is much sought for here in Bal
timore as well as all other places I 
hove visited. I have Just linisnea Sinl an article entitled OecuKIsm 
in the. issue of May 26 wiittenW 
Robert Hugh Benson, a priest in gooa 
standing with his church. It confims 
hmnv statements made to me ny ye*

S OF MfVwc ^nnot deny.
• Brother Benson asserts. 1 lie cavu 

olic and Occultist are absolutely at one 
tn recognizing the immortality or uie

and inadequate to buman need. , 
Many Catholic priests have told me tJX yet always claimedjuc^ 

communion Is only for the >
but not for the 1 masses, as, tney 
would use it ignorantly, thereby mak-

RY INDEED IF OUR MEDIUMS 
COULD NOT PRODUCE A BETTER 
RECORD THAN THE VIRGIN MARY, 
THE SO-CALLED MOTHER OF 
JESUS; OF MARY. MAGDALENE 
AND-OTHERS OF HIS MOST- INTI
MATE FRIENDS, SAYING NOTHING 
ABOUT THE CLERGY AND PRIEST
HOOD OF THE PRESENT DAY, AND 
I ARISE IN INDIGNATION AND 
PROTESTATION IN THE NAME Ob' 
ALL TRUE AND MORAL MEDIUMS, 
OF WHOM.THERE ARE THOU
SANDS IN THE WORLD, AND SAY,
WE HOLD OUR OWN 
CULT OR CLASS.

Our virtues and our

WITH

morals
Abuse,

ANY

can
kicksstand the test ot time. Abuse, kicks 

and scorn drive not Ihe , loved ones
from our path. They teach us to ig
nore the Insolence and wrath of poor 
old Ignorance, who. ever has stood 
with ax in hand to cut the threads of 
Progress, but they have wound about 
him everywhere until a net-work ot 
eternal truth now entangles him in its 
meshes, and he can do naught but cry 
out in his weakening and tremulous 
voice, “They are unclean creatures! 
Beware, beware!

Spiritualists and mediums ’ do not

A Paper that Never Falters, Never Causes in Its Effort for the Greatest Good to 
the Cause of Spiritualism, Science^Morality, Higher Thought, and a Better Life. 
Never Lacking for Life and the T&ssemination of Most Important Mind-Food.

Give Us the Truth, the Whole Troth, and Nothing but the Truth

NEW YORK CONVENTION
(Continued from page 7.)

paxcbomejrlc Headings, 26c. and > 1
I Uov. Mai-yrL. Brennen, Gen. Dol, Pittsburg, 
Kansas.

Interest in the various Spiritualist 
camp-meetings has commenced, and 
secretaries of the same should report 
at once to this office,' so that proper 
announcement as to dates and officers 
can be made. s

ers for spiritual food, who will exer
cise ordinary Intelligence and good 
judgment to avoid the pitfalls and 
snares which unscrupulous persons 
through glaring advertisements un
der the name of clairvoyants and other 
spiritual gifts have sent tor them 
for the sole purpose of parting them 
from their money. Every true Spirit
ualist should at this critical juncture 
put his shoulder to the wheel. We 
should meet this emergency in one 
solid phalanx with courage and deter
mination, forgetting self and willing 
to sacrifice some of our selfish inter
ests for a great cause, and unite in 
one mighty effort to shake off all ex
crescences and place the organized 
movement of Spiritualism on a firm 
and enduring foundation where it will 
command that respect which is com-

PHXCIIOMIÍT21IC HEADINGS. 25 cent».
8oud uge. 'Mus. Fhances F. Bp/ngleii, «■« 

Highland SL, Pittsburg, Han. •'

WANTEB-by.a-young man el good chiiracter, 
Vi work on.a eheup ranch, cattle or fruit farm. 

Address 13. Logan, lbV5 6th St., Milwaukee, Wie.

WAHTED^by a widow 65 year» old, a position 
ua housekeeper In widower'» or widow a 

home, (would leave city.) Beet of reference». 
Address MHS. G. HAMILTON, 216 N. State St., 
Chicago.

MBS. MB. CAXBU.Olulrvoyant and AwomM-
Ic Wrillu? Medlnoi; will alvo reqdlnga dally 

&120A Dartmouth Streut, "Bonner of Light Bultu- 
tog, Boston, Muss., fromD to &.

MRU. SIAMI» JÍBl/YBVTt Trance MetUpra,.
will give readings dailyat20A Dartmouth.bt, 

■‘Banner of Light" Building, Boston, Maes.
- rf. ______________ —

Mils. It. M. «XTCHCOCM Will answer 0
. questions for 25c. Send own handwriting and 

lock of hair, Full reading, *1, Fern Hill, Pierce 
Co., Wash,

mensúrate with its importance as a 
religious, educational and reform 
movement. H. W. RICHARDSON, 

claim to Ue saints. . They are not eanc- | President N. Y. S. 8.
titled. They don’t claim any great

‘"^otXTJn my home city. .1 
lived in a strictly Catholic neighbor
hood, consequently becameaaWu^ated 
with many of their me ’u t ln I amount of intimacy with God, but 
must say they ar Hard]y a day rather that of nature. They claim no
their leligious dutla8’ ... t call monopoly on salvation, but they can 
passed In which a p family lived and do claim a reasonable amount of 
and Inquire if a C a I honor and vlrtue< of whlch opposition
there, and from o .. ltJn ald for and priesthood cannot rob them. . 
week two nuns called soliciting aia eplrituallsm did not come into the 
their own. natronage world .to satisfy a weak stomach andWhile in this vic y y i I facetious criticism, but to demonstrate
consisted laPS®*y ° , did people to nature, hence the workers and demon- 
always foun^ tbe7iWnvH followed ad- strators may look up with clear con- 
read for. They sclenceS| fo" the stXr of LIGHT is-
vice g|vea> ae8Snl.fiviOusly been in- ahead. It may be we are losing sight 
question they had p nrleBf. for in- of the “Creator” in looking after the 
stiucted upon by their "created” (as our brother fears).
stance, a lady who followed all .“Man’s inhumanity to man makes 
ings fiom me for y , (gaining countless thousands mourn.” instruct ons to the^ letter us NOT S0AR so HIGH IN
thereby) with one exc®ptio . Her WORSHIPING GOD OR GODS THAT 
band was an M“at® a advised her WE FOR A MOMENT FORGET OUR 
urn, andber.sp to be FELLOW BEINGS. LET- US NOTit was time: for him _ to bGBT gQ RBLIG10US THAT poK.

»»¿«B o»™ TOWARD bach

hndnndamust neve/be taken home, religion, consists in an-unceasing en- 
busbund must never ue establish and maintain his
Af.ter. a nf on Alling again she told relations with tlje unseen. He be- 
me’S“My husband must remain where Heves that at certain times, in certain 
P1*; hlB dava places and by* certain actions, he en-

In » CaUtornia city one of my regu- ters into the ctesest conceivable union tnr1 n»trons was a Sister of Charity, with the invisible, and at all times he 
Ind no one seemed to enjoy spiritual calls upon by name not only those who 

' Objects more than this woman. She once lived on earth like himself, but 
Ive) v sited the public gathering occa- those spirits who have never been iu- 
ItonAllv and when I sometimes asked carnate, and is confident that these 
hpr how she dared venture such a words are heard,”’ wnvph with a hannv smile she always This cannot help but aid In making 
X J“The^^ me.’’ a beautiful life if lived up to. . . .

While in the city of San Jose, Cal., I have known some good Catholics several years agl, my first message at Wh° constantly called.upon their spirit 
- the bpening meeting was given to a loved ones by names, especially-one 

r/thoUc Driest After receiving the woman with whom I roomed at one • message he arose to his feet, spying", time, who always called on St. Antony 
’ ’ “Tho message is correct. I have re- (whom she claimed was her guardian 

ceived my mother’s name in full, and angel, as prescribed by the priest), to 
all details connected with the message find her keys, towels and every other 

article she ever lost.
A few friends and I held held a prl- Brother Benson also writes: “The 

vate seance each Monday evening dur- fascination of occultism is bo ^great 
Ine mv stay there, and our friend, the that its study does, as a matter of fact, 
nriest often described visions he had retard rather than further, the soul in during our seancl, as he was one of its search after divine truth.” 
the members ’ 1 cannot aeree with him, for to n)y

While in one of the middle western mind the .study of any teachings that 
states I was called to read for a lady have a tendency, to elevate mankind, 
who was ill at a Catholic hospital, and and lead us Into wisdom’s ways, make 
the sister who had charge of the pa- of us better and truer men and. wo- 
tient remained in the room during the men, and aids us in our search after 
time of the reading as well as at sub- truth, hence brings us nearer, to the dl- 
^ThTsisters all seemed pleased when Wb must allow for differences of 
I called, and one day said; "We are al- opinion while on th s mundane 
wavs giad when we she you alight sphere, as we are all limited in knowl- 
talm the carriage.’’ edSe’ and with the very kindest
f The fact wasf they always received thought to all who differ with me," I 
mm? nersonal message from the other am still yours for truth and progress, ffid” ofTfe MdTthey well knew I was | GEORGIA GLADYS COOLEY, 
conscious of their Interest in the oc
cult. also conscious of the fact that 
they were holding seances and getting 
messages through a planchette.

Who dares say a woman will not Views of Bev. J. P. Brusliinghaui.

“ HELLFIRE LOST.”

A GRAND OFFER!
FOB ONE MONTH ONLY.

Send age, sex, leading symptom, and 
your address, and we will diagnose 
your disease

if

and all who are suffering with 
STOMACH TROUBLE

It Is not cancer or ulcerated stom-

ends.

IMMORTALITY.

M. SEVERANCE.
North Charlestown, N. H.

soon

’o make a long story shorl

told 
the 
She 
that 
that

[Advertisement.!
ARE YOU AN EASY MARK?

.June 16,1900/ ’• * V
.... -, ........... . -■ -yi

STEAM CAUSED EARTHQUAKE, j

Another View of the Special Provi 
dcnce That Visited San 

Francisco.

To the Editor:—The recent selsmlj^ 
disturbances are calling out many"and 
varied theories as to their causes, 
wherein they keep within the realm 
ot the external, ignoring thé direct, 
aid to me, palpable reason of internal 
disturbing causes.

• When we take into account the up« 
heaval of the. crust of the earth that 
caused the tidal wave July or August 
last, that swept the Pacific islands, de
stroying thousands of people, by, 
which the waters of the Pacific were 
permitted through its opening, possi
bly miles in extent and thousands of 
feet deep, to find its way into the 
fiery caldron within, creating in
stantly superheated steam beyond the 
power of any force to resist, and find
ing its first relief through the Vesu
vius opening, next at the Azores, 
next Formosa, and finally causing the 
earthquake at San Francisco, with 
doubtless many others to follow, 
which have been manifested in thq 
other smaller volcanic vents.

Why need we speculate about the 
electric elements or other external 
causes? Have we not enough cause 
manifest in the one I give to account 
for all of the disturbances thus far 
manifest?

While the long practically quiet con
dition of the seismic element for the 
years since the Martinique eruption 
have been noticeable, the waters of the 
earth have-been steadily finding their' 
way down through IBs crust by the 
law of gravitation, until they had ac
cumulated sufficient force to do the 
work that followed the opening of the 
earth’s crust and the deposit of the 
great volume of water into the fires . 
within. )

Why wander into dreamland when ' 
a cause so manifest is at our immedl- , 
ate hand? i

It is simply the duplication of the 
hundreds of boiler explosions on a : 
larger scale In our common experi- 
ences, and I wonder that far-fetched 

, causes are given when one so direct, 
' simple and manifest is at hand.

Denver, Colo. A. F. COOL. ,

Onset Camp.
, Onset camp commences its thirtieth 
annual meeting, July 22, and closes 
August 26, For full programs ad
dress the secretary, Onset, Mass.

Luke Brody, Ohio.
The fifteenth annual session of this 

camp will commence July 1 and end 
Sept. 2. For full particulars address 
A. G. Keck, Akron, Ohio,

City of Light Assembly.
The season opens at Lily Dale, N. 

Y., July 13, and closes September 3. 
For program address Laura G. FIxen, 
General Manager.

Ocean Grove Camp.
This camp is located at Harwich, 

Mass., and opens July 8 and closes 
July 22,1906. For programs and in
formation, write Mrs. Mary B. Small, 
South Harwich, .Mass.

Lake Pleasant, Mass.
Lake Pleasant Camp opens July 29, 

and closes Aug. 27. For full pro
grams address Albert P. Bilan, 8 
Grove Place, Norwich, Ct.

Mt. Pleasant Park, Clinton, la.
The twenty-fourth annual camp- 

meeting at Mt. Pleasant Park, opens 
July 29 and closes August 26. Pro
grams and information given to all 
who write to Mrs. M. B. Anderson, 
secretary, Clarkesville. Mo.

Summerland Camp.
The Summerland Spiritualist Asso

ciation will hold its annual camp
meeting the last week in June, begin
ning June 24. Mrs. F. Lee, secretary.

Winfield (Kansas) Camp. •
The Winfield Camp Association will 

bold its thirteenth annual camp-meet
ing, commencing Aug. 24, and closing 
Sept. 2. Mrs. Maud K. Gates, presi
dent, 807 North Manning street, Win
field, Kans.; Mrs. Addie McAllister, 
secretary, Winfield, Kans.

ach, we will charge you for healing 
same only ?5.00 per month, and all 
other chronic diseases, a gjeat reduc
tion will be made.

Write today. ■ Do not delay.
" ' REMEMBER,

No charge for diagnosing your case. 
DR. CHARLES E, WATKINS, 

HOTEL WESTLAND,
. Back Bay.'Boston, Mass.Picnic Grove to Rent.

The First German Spiritualist Society will rent 
Its Picnic Grove at a very moderate price. Aq- 
dreaa MHS. M.G ABTBLMAN, TO W. 16th at,,Ohl- 
cago, Ill. ' ■

A.
Miss. M. B. Hedrick, "Psychic.

M Herkimer St., Brooklyn, N. V. Private aiding» 
dally. Seances, Sunday. Tuesday and Friday, at 
8 n. m. Ladles' Matinee Wednesday afternoon, 
2;/0, Telephone 2622 J. Bodford. Readings by 
mall, 11.00. .

DON’T READ THIS
Frances L, Loucks, one of the greatest Psychic 

wonders living' that uses the spiritual X-ray with
out an; leading symptom to direct, and locate all 
internat diseases. A trial will convince you. 
Nervous exhaustion and lost vigor of both sexes 
successfully treated, as hundreds can testily. 
Send name, age, sex, complexion and 10 cents In 
stamps, and receive a correct "diagnosis of your 
case, free, worth dollars to you. Address,

FRANCKS L. LOUCKS,

East Aurora, N.,Y.

and

Notes From Buffalo, N. Y.
The New York State Association of 

Spiritualists held its tenth annual 
convention at the Spiritual Temple, 
Prospect and Jersey streets, Buffalo, 
N. Y., June 1, 2 and 3. During the 
time much business was transacted in 
connection with the interests of the 
association, also matters pertaining to 
the welfare of Spiritualism. Saturday 
was mostly devoted to the election of 
officers, the adoption of resolutions 
and reports of committes. The even-

PSYCHIC READINGS luc.clalrvoyance 
and clitlraudlonce. Interviews daily. 10 to 4; oth
er hours- by appointment CORA L. COX. 118 
Huntington ave, Boston, Mass. Tel. 21882 Back 
Buv. Lotters answered! (Feo 81 and 82, accord
ing to length.)

SB Warren St. BUntham. Mui.
Thoee wishing Dr. I. S. Loucks’ treatment can 

get It by addressing Francis L. Loucks.

be-

venture? It seems they are the same Pastor of the First M. E. Church.

Ing sessions were mostly devoted to 
the expression of thoughts by the 
several speakers in behalf of Spiritual
ism and Its truths, also- through the

PSYCHO-MAGNETIC HEALER.
Cures When Others Fail.

J. A. Marvin, Psycho-Magnetic Healer, has lo
cated In Chicago, at No. 63 Ogden ave.. halt blk, 
north or Madison at. The Psycho-Magnetlo treat
ment will cure where aU else has tailed. Whut- 
ever your difficulties, call on or write him. and 
bo will tell you what-he can do. Iio other can 
boast of greater suoeeM. Paychic diagnosis free. 
Take Madison at, or Ogden ave, car.

mediums were given demonstrated
proof of the communicating Intel!!? 
gences of spirit friends as they voiced . 
their loving messages to mortal kin . 
and friends, through the avenues of

The Hindu Spiritual Magazine
A Monthly Journal on 

Spiritualism and Occult Science, 
As cultivated in India, the land Of mysteries. 

Ebyd Shishir Kumar Ghose.
Of ths well-known Indian daily, 

“AMK1TA BAZAR PATRlKA.” 
Annual subscription, including postage, (3.00.

- P. K. GUOS», Manager, 
MBS. G. D, ADAMS. Agent,

6512 Indiana Ave., Chicago. BL
mediumship, giving cheer and encour- i .
agement to those still in the earth ft Wonderfufi ^Wrtte tor Illustrates Circular 
sphere. I'BhoWln» ewlesand prloeaand

There were many talented speakers OpeCtoClu«'cybotowB^t Yarma. whoaj- 
wIio voiced their thoughts in behalf J*J?^jdellSSobb^&L<msBpeatacloaBI>erIoot- 
of the cause of Spiritualism during the ly to your 
conference meetings and lectures 
given. Some Of the prominent 1 ’’TO Winthrop ave.,Chicago. HL
speakers and workers in the conven- b, f. pooLE*Doar' si«—The spectacle» you 
tion were H. W. Richardson (presl- 
dent), Tillie U. Reynolds, Carrie E. S. mhb. Hi U southbivlahd, Huron, s. Dak. 
■Twlng, Herbert L. Whitney, Mrs. Mil- I 
ton Rathbun, Mrs. J. Shaw Gillespie, I---------------- m T n . FRED R. EVANS,
W. H. Bach, Mrs. Traverse, Lym&u C. ! ^amausMecuum tor

Walker, Victoria' Moo?e, Mrs. Dr. 3. H! «“X^wXw^F^
R, Matteson , and various others who .(OB, CaUrornla. Btniab«;. eeances>or roadlnj6Uy 
spoke in the' interests of the cause., ' I

- Mrs. Gillespie of San Francisco, c0Dies of hts. famous book "P*ycho^aph^” on 
spoke with tenderness, and BOuMorce 
that touched the hearts of the listen- experiments given through hte mediumship,
ers. Mr. Bach and Mrs. Twing gave
many interesting points relative to the ¿rolnaely lllustraied. While they last you can 
value of Spiritualism to the people at have a copy, postpaid, rorii.eo. - 

Obsession or Possession in
Development—Which ?

fl^Laet month over a hundred responded to my 
special article in The Progreaaive Thinker, and 
thanked me for my bold, but courageous stand 
for Independent mediumship. But it only voiced 
what thousands feel when they write; “I want to 
unfold consciously and escape the Glbraltars of 
obsession." You can, and my system never falls 
to afford you results of an extraordinary order, 
A prominent busineaa man (name turtdelied) 
wrote a day ago. after completing the system, ‘'I 
never would have believed that I or any human 
could hove unfolded auch clairvoyance as I 
have." Another, a prominent woman in Cal,, 
wrote. *‘Ny Clairvoyance enabled me to foretell 
the earthquake—ttmnka to your syatem."

tarpatmro is impossible, because my system 
comprehends all phases.

HTPleaseout this add out and write me at 
•once. My;terma are very-easy indeed.rBend 
stamped addressed envelope for fulTpartlculars.

J. O* F. GKUMBINE,
(Specialist U Occult Sciences),

24 Strathmore Bo»d, Boulevard Station, 
Boston,Mass,

New Era Camp, Aregon.
The New Era Camp-meeting begins 

July 8, and continues over four Sun
days. Address Rev. G. C. Love, pres
ident, 934% C street, Tacoma, Wash.

Sunapee Lake Camp, N. H.
Sunapee Lake Spiritualist Camp 

at Blodgett’s Landing, N. J-L, com
mences July 29, 1906, and closes Aug. 
26. For programs and information 
write to the secretary, Lorenzo Wor
then, Hillsboro Bridge, N. H.

Wonewoc Camp-Meeting.
The Western Wisconsin Camp Asso

ciation holds its annual camp-meeting 
In Unity Park, Wonewoc, Wis., July 
15 to August 13. For particulars and 
programs write Gertrude Spooner, sec
retary, Wonewoc, Wis.

Ottawa Camp.
Spiritualist Camp-meeting 

tion, Forest Park, Ottawa, 
August 17 to 27 Inclusive.

Associa- 
Kansas, 

Write

"Let Us Hope That Nature Is More ! 
Charitable in Her Final Disposal ! 

of Mankind.” > :

large, and the benefits that would ac- ---------------------- ------ ---- ------ --
crue to those who espoused its teach- “RESEARCHES IN MODERN' 
ings. Excellent mufeic was rendered, aiiivrirn A USM ”
both vocal and instrumental,^ by those ■
who participated in that branch of the thej^atest
service. The talent in all directions ( ny of personal experiences at home, with two 
was exceptionally fine,-’and ’the at- ot ths world’s greatest psychics, and more won- 
tendnnM <rnnH - dertul than fiction,, is the story. Thinkers
tendance good. should road this saenMflo treatise on a subject

Mrs. Ripley Of Toronto, While under otgreatand growing interest Second Amerl- 
the influence of her guides, spoke in can Edition. Illustrated'cloth nc. pp., 60c. 
an able manner,_also gave some very “JOURNEYS TO MARS,” 
excellent readings and Spirit mes- I sara WEISS; Tho authoress claims to 
sages; BO did Mrs. Traverse and Other have visited Mars m a trance and to record 
medlnma ' ■ -personalexperiences with Its people; describes
meuiumis. annearanees.manners. dress, customs, schools,

The convention was a grand SUC- homes, temples and worship; also tho wonder- 
cess, both socially, spiritually and ful.canals and. systems el irrigation. A mar- 
financlally. Much credit is due the vetow bo^t,jWbatevtefo w 
president of the local society, Mr. R. "transcends telescopic PER
IL Hoyt, for his very able speech of cbpTION.’’—Percival Lowell, Price, »1.60, post- 
.welcome, also many- other ways in paid. . .
which he served to the interest of the “Rational Memory- IraiRUlg,

in all walks of life. The yearning for __
knowledge L In the human heart the The oJd hgn wjth ite Iakeg of evgr_ 
world over ___.Yna_ lasting and unquenchable, fires, has

‘l^^Tas0^ 
mosl oTthemTave^de^loped som^ taught. Our punishment for sin has 
phase of mediumship, chiefly mental, conscience
and I am not quite sure that it is not an“ remorse. ■
one of the requisites to priesthood. But because the fire and brimstone one oi -ue -eq _ ri-'irvrw are eliminated we must not assume a
anat7e°te“^ spirit of complacency. Our punish-
- -’1 „ h’X «nd t-niiblpd ones’ of Inent 18 ^ust 88 8ure by other means asearth'theii s^rit band^ffi comUy “ would be by flames. It Is the lesson 
at work I know of an instance where that 18

n —lied In - haunted house scription of hell that should be borneHe cameSeT.and the dXbi * -Ind The thought of punishment 
anc£ ceased/ •

wTth thesame result“ “tSs The pa& M flre burn in our souls 
¡urn Ind substance of the matter ?s, a“d.tnh®y fVU ’°nS m 010 
the spirit was released, consequently of 81n.is '■here. The scorching of the ine sp-.-- H I conscience is worse than anything
“°The difference between priest and suggested In the idea of a literal or 
medium is this: The latter enlightens Phy8'ca* J°rture ln everlasting brim- 
the ones annpved or 111 as to the cause 8 D® ,
of trouble, and Instructs them so that If The ®lbl? ® a_boolc p.oetrp and 
further trouble occurs they are equip- I poetry nece88a’"iIy deal in figura 
ped with knowledge, and can care for I |-lv® 8Peech- Hell is described poet 
themselves, whereas in the case of the I‘S8 y,^8Aa,re?i s^1S P'aco; Heaven as 
priesthood-’ the great man of the described in the Revelation is also 
•¿.rTTC ■ f bp poiipfl nEn<n | figuratively mentioned. None of usKnowledge is never dangerous, and I no^ believes that there are streets of 
the poor have as much right and claim I gold and gates of pearl in the literal 
to it as the more fortunate, and it is | .. . ... . . .. .. . .
our duty to place all mankind on the . Th® 0 <^ teaching of hell had a bad road of obtaining the same. Our good I „ flyen$?' uin S<COn?el,^ On °i 
brother writes: "It is commonly be- .¿t presented Him in the role of

1 lleved among Catholics-I do not a te7lble avco^ who doomed untor- 
kribw with what justification—that tunates and sinners to unbelievable 
the practice of occultism, at least in torture. •
■the case of professed mediums, tends There has been great wrong In the 
to a relaxation of the moral sense. As human interpretations of the meaning 
in faith so in morals, the church has n'UCH Bible, .especially along 

- a clean and uncompromising system; the_e hues. Gradually we are com
anti she applies it. accordingly, to ev- *ng to see where many of the mistakes 
ery new claim made in the spiritual b*A® beon made. Chicago American, 
sphere this test among others: She -------------- —----------
asks whether its effect upon character. I "Social Upbuilding, including Co-cp- 
as judged by her standard, is elevating erative Systems and the Happiness and 
or'the reverse: and it is certainly a Ennoblement of Humanity. " By B. D. 
fact that among the arguments ad- Babbitt, LL. D., M. D. This comprises

occasion, also to the president of the nv b. f. Austin, m. a., Ex-President Alma Ladies' Aid Society, Mrs. C. L. John- | Cone^’OTB ALLTHBMBM-

son, for the very creditable manner in °“d*4so?utInK ideas Based o6 Natural Laws ol 
which she served the refreshments to the Human nind- Highly commended -by edu- 
supply the needs of the inner man. caters and the press..fifth EDITION now 
for there was a plenty ■ of the sub- ‘’“k cloth’ i50 ■pl> - 0 . -.

the demand. She The Austin Publishing Co., Rochester, N. Y.stantlals to meet 
was ably assisted 
Workers.

Mr. Richardson

by the Willing

AN ASTONISHING OFFER
Send three two-cent stamps, lock ot 

hair, age, name and the leading symp
tom, and your disease will bo diagnosad 
free by spirit power.

Mrs. Dr. Dobson-Barker,
230 North Sixth St.

San Jose, Call

spoke in very com-1 AU Can Unfold Clairvoyance, 
mendable words of appreciation, both Psychometry and Inspiration I 
in behalf of the service extended by twT)"'Bo books by J. o. f. Gnunbine, the spa
the Ladles- Society and for the court-
esies extended by the First Spiritual I ¿¡i powers'loan oxlentwonderfultoroallze. Then 
Church society and its-members. . youioiiow

The convention was a season long „^mpictnBuucUoas. :
to be remembered by both the officers clairvoyance-^cioih-bound, price si jo (ro-
and board of the association, and 
those who were Witnesses Of the same. Treadthocrysial.BcalhoIuturc.prophesy 
The temple was beautifully decorated
with flowers, palms, and the flag of ' »Brst work on tbo BubjecL"-Mind.
nnr nntinn N H PDDY 1 «‘Marvelous—l;pocli*xn<ikinc>. —Lilian Whltluc..

Buffalo. N. Y. ................. | AURAS AND GOLORS—Wllh exhaustive dic
tionary of color menulnrs. A unique book for 
unique people. Priced cents.

PSYCHOMETRY—Tift firat aufi only book 
which teaches thoWoMco.sothat you can prac
tice it. Price. 50 center

Has your way grown dark my brother, l,^,^,,1^ .
"While your star of hope hasTpaled. crystals for crystai-raiiiw. anew lot at 12.2s

Have you Stumbled in the darkness. eaen.pOstscoP‘epaId. Senu money to 
Have your plans and efforts failed? J. C. F. URUrttslNti,

I (Specialist tn Occult Sciences.)
Have the storms of sorrow broken ■ . m stratnuftve R««d. Kouievara st».. 

Where the .flowers of gladness - «8o«to». jums.
grew? . ' — - -

Have the clouds af fear and anguish I-------- ~ '
Blotted out the heavens blue? “Harmontes. of EVolutlon.The Philos-

, . ■ . opby Of Individual: Ilie. Based Upon
Have you met ,with scorn and hatred Natural Science, a® Taught by Modern

While you battled for the right?: Masters of the Hiw." By Florence 
Has your faith in goodness, wavered. Huntley A-Work Gf deep thought, car- 

Have you sought in vain for light? ^ng the principle of evolution into 
now fields, irice, Sloth, ?2.

• > "Religious' And Theological Works of 
Thomas PalW «Sfrtatns his celebrated 
"Age of Reafltm " ftfid a number of let
ters and dffidourd«^ on religious and 
theological Subjects. Cloth- bimildt. 
480 pages. Slice d

•The Jesuits." ilBy Rev. B. F.

THE HIGHER VICTORY.

Cheer. my brother; do not falter.
There s a-.volce that speaks within 

If you trust this inner guidance.
• You shall still the victory win.

fact that among the arguments ad
vanced bv Cathologians against the 
study of spiritism in particular. Is one 
to the effect that such.study docs not 
promote virtue, and, therefore, can
not advance true knowledge.
. in this statement the good brother 
has certainly erred. THE MAJORI1Y. 
OF SPIRITUALISTS WILL HOLD 
THEIR OWN AS TO MORALS, WITH 
PERSONS'OF ALL OTHER DENOM
INATIONS- AND I WOULD BE SOR-

Babbitt, LL. D.. M. D.
the last part of Human Culture 
Cure. Paper cover, la cents.

■ "Success and How To Win IL' 
lecture and course of twenty-four

■ A 
suc-

cess lessons by Dr. B. F. Austin. B. A.. 
D. D. The titles of some of the lec
tures are as follows: Self Helps: Ft- 
nancial Success: Ideals; Economy: 
Planning: Attraction; Courtesy; Kind
ness and Tact: Angel Help, Price 25 
cents. ■ -.

Stronger than all circumstances
Is the mighty soul of man: 

Trust the promptings of the spirit.
Dare to say. I will.-1 can.

Though vou meet with outward fail
ure. . .

Brace your soul against dismay:
Seek the peace which outward fortune 

Cannot give nor take away.
Thus the God within ehall triumph. 

Whether fortune smile or frown:
Thus the good shall win the victory. 

Trampling powers of evil down.
Then shall light break through the 

darkness. ,
Hope Shall sing its hymn of joy:

Love shall flood the soul, with sun
shine—

Love and peace- without alloy.
W D MACKENZIE

Elkton, 3. D., May 8, 1906.
Mrs. Dr. Dobson-Barker,—

Dear Physician and Friend:—I .will 
now write, thanking you for what you 
have done for me. Three years ago 
doctors said I had to have an opera
tion or would not get better. I got 
your address and wrote you. You 
have helped me more than any doctor. 
Besides. I didn't have to have the op
eration. So now. I m sure I ll be 
cured of my sores ears. Any sufferer 
who wishes to write to me, 111 gladly 
tell what you did for me. Ailments 
too many tp mention In my letter here.

Yours truly.
SARAH GREGOR.

MARY ANN CAREW.
Wife. Mother. Spirit and Angel. 

By Carlyle Petersilea.
This most beautiful story of the ex

periences of a young wife and 
mother taken from her home on earth, 
to her home in the spirit ¡world, is told 
in such a realistic way. that one is 
carried away with the sweet beauty 
and naturalness of it. It makes the 
other world appear very- near to us. 
This book has been a great comfort to 
many weary hearts ■ who have lost 
mother, wife or babies. Price, neatly 
bound in cloth. {1.

for programs. H. W. Henderson, pres
ident, Lawrence, Kans.; Mrs. May 
Cook, secretary, Spring Hill, Kans.

Chesterfield Camp.
Begins June 16 and ends Sept. 3. 

Mrs. Lydia Jessup, secretary, Ander
son, Ind.-

■ ■ ■ Forest1 Home Camp, Mich.
This camp opens July 29 and 

closes August 19. Any preson desir
ing programs or information regard
ing camp grounds or camp work, will 
please write to the secretary, who will 
answer all inquiries. F. H. Lesher, 
president; Mrs. Ruth Eastman, secre
tary, Mancelona, Mich.

Camp Progress.
Meetings are held at xMowerland 

Park, Upper Swampscott, Mass., every 
Sunday beginning June 3, and closing 
Sept. 30. B. H. Blaney, president, 
150 Elm street, Marblehead; Mr. H. S. 
Gardiner, secretary, 28 Cabot street, 
Salem.

Island Lake Camp.
Island Lake Camp, Island Lake, 

Mich., opens July 21, extending until 
August 27. For programs or ipfor- 
mation write to the secretary, H. R. 

.LaGrange, Brighton, Mich.
Visksburg Camp.

Vicksburg camp, Mich., opens July 
30 and closes August 20. For full 
particulars address Mrs. Jeannette 
Fraser, Vicksburg, Mich.

Edgewood Camp, Wash.
.Tnlv 9Q a.Ud 6ndc Ang- 

19. For full particulars address Geo. 
E. Knowlden. 955 % Tacoma Ave.. 
Tacoma. Wash.

Grand Ledge Camp. Micli.
The Grand Ledge Spiritualist Camp

meeting opens July 21. and closes Au
gust 21. with Mr. Oscar A. Edgerly as 
presiding chairman. For full par
ticulars address J. W. Ewing or W. R. 
Divine ot Grand Ledge. Mich.

Unity Camn. Mass.
Opens on Sunday. June 4. and con

tinues every Sunday until the last of 
September.

Verona Park Camp.
The Verona Park camp-meeting. 

Me., will open Aug. 13 and close Aug.

To the Editor:—Why this longing 
for Immortality, the desire to live for
ever? Not anything predicates the 
wish; no real evidence exists to prove 
it. Even were it a fact, what satisfac
tion, if any, is there in knowing it? 
To live forverer! Consider for a mo
ment just what it means, please—For
ever! That is, a never-ending, but al
ways conscious, state of existence.

Considered in Its details, is Immor
tality a thing to be desired? In con
nection with it are many things to be 
thought of. Eternity does not mean 
one year, or two, but millions, bill
ions and trillions! Now when a per
son stops to contemplate such au ap
palling existence, no matter how at
tractive the conditions may be, it is 
enough to drive one stark mad! Let 
us hope that Nature is more charitable 
in her final disposal of mankind.

Nature creates and destroys; she 
tears down and rebuilds, regardless of 
consequences, and with no apparent 
aim or object in view. Wind, fire and 
water being her means of construction, 
destruction and reconstruction. She 
runs amuck in her wild career, sacri
ficing life and property and leaving 
the earth desolate and forlorn. In 
time she heals all wounds and re
moves some soars, but she cannot re
store the dead, for thene her mission

Dream of Indians.
A friend of mine told me of a very 

remarkable dream which came true a 
few years ago. They .were living in 
Kansas then and there were wild In
dians roaming about. One night my 
friend and her mother were all alone 
in a small house with two little chil
dren, living on a prairie, and their 
closest neighbors nearly a mile away. 
That night my friend dreamed that 
there was a large mob of Indians mur
dering several families further down.
the prairie and that they .would 
be upon them.

A ghost stood by the bed and 
her to waken her mother and 
children and flee for their lives, 
was so disturbed by the dream 
she could not sleep any more
nigl
the next night, as they were alone and ( 
did not feel safe, they all took their 
belongings and fled to the next town, 
fourteen miles distant, escaping on a 
mule. The next day word was re
ceived that the Indians had reallv 
come murdered people and burned 
houses, also their house was burned. 
Had she not minded her dream they 
would all have been murdered.

ANNIE SCHOTT. ■ 
Cissna Park. Ill.

27. 
Me.: 
land.

A. F. Smith, president. Bangor. 
F. W. Smith, secretary. Rock- 
Me.

Mantua Camp. Olilo.
This camp, located at Mantua 

tion. Ohio, will open July 9. and 
tinue to August 27. For further 
ttculars. address F. H. Sherwood, 
retary. Mantua Station. Ohio.

Harmony Grove Camp.

S ta
cón- 
par
sec

Do You Attend Dark Seances for Mate« 
~ rinlization. Etc.?

New and Enlarged Edition of 

O. P. LONGLEY’S

Choice Collection of,

Harmony Grove Camp-meeting As
sociation will hold its annual camp. 
July 22 to Aug. 5. This camp is located 
three and one-half miles from Escon
dido. Cal. For further particulars in

Austin. A. Ml. BN D. An excellent 
pamphlet Price.i'15 cents. . < •

"The Truth’ Seeker Collection, of 
Forms and Ceremonies for the Use of 
Liberals." Price, 25 centa.-

"Talmagean inanities. • incongruities.- 
Inconsistencies and Biasplfimies; a Re
xlew of Rev. T. DeWitt and Rev. Frank 
DeWitt Talmage's oft-repeated attacks 
upon Spiritualism." By Moses Hull. 
Price. 10 cents.

"Just How to Wake the Solar Plexus.” 
By - Elizabeth Towne. Valuable for 
health- Price. 25 cents.

"The Commandments Analyzeu."price 
■25 cents. "Big Bible ’ Stories. • doth. 
50 cents. ■ : - *-

.••Materialization," By Mme. E. 
d-Esperanee ■ and Rev. B. F. Austin. 
Excellent. Fries 10 cents.

Beautiful Songs,
Containing ninety charming songs for. 
home- camps, circles and meetings— 
words and music, including "Only a 
Thin Vail Between Us." and its com
panion piece: alsoHieautiful words set 
to choice music, from. the poetical 
works of Lilian Whiting. Of the let
ter: Miss Whiting .writes Prof. lang
ley her pleasure at his setting to her 
poems and declares herself honored 
at the dainty music ne has given her 
words President Barrett of tho N. S. 
A’ writes that wherever he goes he 
finds the songs of Mr. Longley sung at 
meetings and by the friends and he af
firms It as his opinion that Longleys 
musical compositions have ennobled 
the world. Price per copy, 50 cents 
bound in boards: 75 cents in cloth. 
Wholesale ratees made to societies, 
and dealers.

Oceandies is a psychical narrative by 
Carlyle Petersilea. author of The Dis
covered Country. Thlq, book deals 
with the question of soul mates, or of 
the completed ego. It is intensely in-

resting ’'Price paper cover, 50 cte

regard to the camp, address T. J. Me- 
secretary. 528 Fir street. ~Feron, 

Diego,

The

San
Cal.

Niantic Camp. Conn.
Connecticut Spiritualist Camp-

meeting Association, at Niantic Camp 
Ground. Niantic. Conn.; season of 
1906 commences June 12 and con
tinues until September 11. For full 
particulars address George Hatch. 
South Windham, Conn.

Franklin Camp. Neb.
The Franklin Spiritualist Camp

meeting Association will hold its elev
enth annual camp-meeting commenc
ing September 1. and closing Septem
ber 17. D. L. Haines, secretary. 
Franklin. Neb.

The Ashley. Ohio. Camp.
This camp opens Aug. 5. and closes 

August 26. For further, particu
lars address Will Randolph, secretary. 
Ashley, Ohio. -

Haslett Park. Mich. »
The twenty-fourth annual assembly 

of Spiritualists at Haslett Park. Mich., 
commences Aug. 6. and continues to 
September 3. For programs address 
E F- Spross. Okemos, or D. R. Jessop, 
Williamston.

If so- would you mind having me ex
plain to you just HOW ALL FAKE 
WORK IS DONE, and how you and 
others have been fooled and swindled 
by conscienceless scoundrels in the 
name of Spiritualism? Mysteries of 
the Seance.” a book of 64 large pages, 
written by a Spiritualist, for Spiritual
ists tells the whole story, and will 
startle vou with its amazing revela
tions It not only explains fully how 
all these things are done by the fakes, 
but Instructs you how to detect and 
expose the'tricksters. 7 his book is 
endorsed and recommended by the 
leading and ablest workers in our 
cause I would like to place a copy 
in the hands ot every true Spiritualist 
and investigator in the land. If you 
are an honest Spiritualist and opposed 
to having the memory of your depart
ed friends insulted and outraged and 
your own intelligence made the snort 
of these "spiritual" grafters, it is your 
dbty to assist in exposing and driving 
them out of business. My book will 
help you to do it. Write me for spe
cial price by the quantity. Single 
copy- postpaid. 25 cents. ED LUNT. 
Station A. Boston, Mass.

"How to Tram Children , and Pa
rents” Mrs. Elizabeth Towne' takes 
the position that in many cases it-is the 
parents that need the training more 
than the children, and advises parents 
to look to themselves. Twenty-five 
cents could not be better spent than in 
buying this little book. Anyone that 
has the care ot children should read IL 
Price 25 cents. .
; "Spiritual Songs for. the Use. of Cir
cles Campmeetings and Other Spiritu
alist Gatherings. " By Mattie E. Hull. 
Pricsno. cents. ; \

t & »
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INTERESTING VISION, HEAVEN AND HELD.

“I Heard My Name, Charlie, Called 
Out and Looking Over My Shoulder 
in the Direction from Wilch tbe 
Voice Came, I Saw a Pure White 
Angel.”
“I was born in 1879 in a small town 

In the state of Iowa. My parents were 
of Puritan lineaga, who, in the trans
ition of the times, became Universal- 
Ists. The nurse who attended my 
mother at my birth was a very devout 
Roman Catholic, and one evening-, sev
eral weeks after my advent Into the 
World, while my parents were attend
ing some social function, the dear old 
lady being attracted in some manner 
to me, formally baptized me, as she 
afterward told my mother, ‘not only 

■Into the Holy Roman Catholic church, 
but Into the Roman priesthood as 
well.’ Thus It was that, from a relig
ious point ot view,! was started upon 

. a very labyrinthal highway • through 
life, paving Inherited stern Puritan
ism, born of parents professing Uni
versalism, and actually baptized In the 

. Mother Church of Rome. - '
V. “Some live years after my baptism 

■^occurred the most important event of 
my childhood. Which remains the ear
liest and most vivid of my childhood 
recollections. . , ■ ’ -
“‘Late in the afternoon of a ,warm 

(summer’s day I wandered down;-to a 
slough, which was about a quarter of 
a mile from dur home. I have no rec
ollection of being in any danger froiu 
hog or water, but I vividly, recollect 
that, as I was tprnlng toward home, I 
heard my name, ‘Charlie,’ called out, 

. and looking over my shoulder in the 
direction from whence the voice came, 
I saw a pure white angel In the sky! 
Tho appearance of this angel wap ex
actly as I have since seen them por- 

- frayed by the great masters in their 
wonderful pictures of tho Annuiicla- 
tion, and the holy family. It was 
snowy white, glistening in the golden 
sunlight against a background of the 
bluest of Iowa skies, and as I turned 
toward tho beautiful creature, then 
far aloft, it waved Its hand to me, and

• merely said to.me In'the sweetest voice 
voice I have efer heard, ‘Good-by, 
Cliarlle.’ I stood transfixed for a few 
momenta, as it disappeared in the 
vastness of the skies, and then taking 
to my heels, I ran home, telllng riiy 
mother of the Incident in breathless 
awe. My mother afid father were 
greatly perturbed over the incident fqr 
soine time, thinking It a premonition 
of my death.

“As to the significance of the inci
dent to me, I can only-say .that for 
long years afterward I would invaria
bly have a mental vision of the angel 
whenever I was aboiit-to do something 
rash qr sinful, but never, again did I 
beheld the angel as a distinct and sep
arate being.
Frequently Expressed the Feeling He 
“ . > Hiid a Mission to Perform.

“During my boyhood I developed re
ligious traits, but- not until my twen
ty-first year did rencounter any other 
superhuman phenomena, although I 
frequently informed my mother, .that 

, Lhad’a divine mission to perform. -'At 
the -age of from- twelve to' fourteen 
years h sold newspapers and clerked in* 
my. uncle’s store in a little Iowa’ V-il- 

* lage. From the age of sixteen to thir- 
7 ty-three years I was almost constantly’ 

In tbe employ of the great ekpress com
panies of the United States, with the 
exception of two years spent in the 
Pacific Northwest, during the years of 

.18.91-1892, a portion of which time 1 
lived in a densely wooded valley of 
the Washington Olympics, almost as 
a hermit, not seeing a human face for 
weeks at a time.

It would seem as it the environment 
of vast forests, virgin streams, and 
towering mountain heights would be 
highly conducive to psychic or super
human manifestations, yet nothing of 
tho sort came to me with but one ex
ception.

"One night I suddenly awoke and 
could distinctly hear in the voice of 
the stream which rolled musically over 
the rocks near niy cabin door, these 
words: ‘Go back to your mother.’

"Night after night I heard those 
same sing-song words in tbe rhythm 
of the stream. So after a few months 
stay in Seattle and San Francisco, re
cuperating my slender fortune, I re
turned to Iowa.

“My mother had settled down in a 
small Iowa city, where I soon found 
employment as the cashier ot an ex
press company, and again began to 
contribute to her support. It was the 
application of a definite, powerful, but 
entirely invisible force, perceptible to 
my. sense of touch, on my face and 
hands, and especially about the tem
ples, while many times it manifested 
itself so sharply that In my complete 
ignorance of its nature, it annoyed 
and alarmed me.
Medium Felt Spiritualistic Power 

Greater Than Her Own.
"While in the temporary employ of 

an express company In Seattle I came 
• in contact with a number of Spiritual

ists’, among them a celebrated medi
um, a refined elderly lady, who In re
sponse to my queries-to. her answered 
that she could tell me nothing as a 
medium, as I was a greater medium 
than she.

"I became disgusted at the vagaries 
of some ot my Spiritualistic acquaint
ances who consulted ‘guides’ instead 
of using their common sense.
First Psychical Experience of Man

hood Comes in Chicago.
“About 1896 or 1897, when I was 

about twenty-seven years of age, I be
came an express messenger on a. route 
between Chicago and a division point 
in Iowa, and it was in Chicago that I 
encountered my next psychic experi
ence.

“One Hight, coming in off my run and 
too weary to go out to my regular 
lodgings, I slept In the emergency 
room which the express companies 
furnish messengers to sleep in .while 
on their lay-overs in the city. That 
night ! experienced a vision so won
derful that it affected me for years, 
and from that time I began to develop 
literary inclinations, largely influenced 
by the marvels ot this vision. When 
I awoke from this vision I was com
pletely enveloped in the same myste-' 
rious force, and I began to realize that 
I was face to.face with a great mys
tery, and one with which I could not 

- allow.my imagination to trifle, for 
fear of building up some colossal error 
on what was really a glorious truth.”

CHARLES HEWES.

■ Ideas go booming through -the 
world’ louder than cannon. Thoughts 
are mightier than armies. Principles
have achieved more victories than 

chariots.—jW- M. Paxtan.

Sirs. Helen Stuart-Richings in Recital- 
Lecture at Unity Hall.

Mrs. Helen Stuart-Richlngs lec
tured in Unity Hall, Thursday even
ing, on "The Old and New Conceptions 
of Heaven and Hell,” a subject prolific 
of thought on the great changes In re
ligious teachings in the past two cen
turies. She said it was claimed that 
no one taught the old-time religious 
beliefs in these days, but In refutation 
of this claim she read from the New 
York Sun a report of the Rev. Dr. Tor- 
rey’s evangelistic meetings' in Phila
delphia, which have been going on 
there recently. One clause Is suffi
cient to show Dr. Torrey's teaching. 
The report represents him as saying: 
"When,you go there (to hell) i your 
ribs will be used as a gridiron on 
which to roast your souls.” This' ip 
similar to the teachings of Jonathan 
Edwards, who, in one of his sermons 
says “the bliss of the saints In glory 
.will he enhanced by-looking over iijto 
hell and Witnessing the tortures of the 
damned.” It would peem Incredible 
that people even 150 years ago could 
believe- or any one teach’ such hideous 
thoughts as that. But things have 
changed, and are changing all the 
time. In placé of a God of hate, one 
who took vengeance on His own crea
tions, we have a God of love. ' It was 
formerly; a, sin to believe in à God of 
love, but it was all right to bellve in a 
God of hate; Fortunately that day of 
dire gloom and fanaticism has passed, 
or nearly so. The few who teach the 
Torrey terrorg-are bound to disappear. 
Truth is positive and must kill put 
error. . . -

The psychometric readings given by 
Mrs. Rlchlngs were perfectly accurate, 
according to the testimony of those 
who raised their hands’for her to read. 
A perfect stranger to ,Mrs. Rlchlngs 
can testify to her exactness in one of 
these instances. She told bnff lady 
that if she had plenty of money she 
would open her heart and house to ev
erybody, cats and animals as - well. 
'The stranger referred to. called on this 
lady last winter - and found halt a 
dozen cats lying about—stray cats 
that she had taken in out of sheer 
kindness to them. She would make a 
fine member of the Society for.-Freyen- 
tlôn of Cruelty to Animals.

After her lecture Mrs. Rlchlngs 
gave a series of dramatic entertain
ments, giving first a rqqltal of "Au 
Irish Courtship.” She has a wonder
ful power of personation, and a voice 
of flexibility that represents accurate
ly the old crone of 100 years as well 
as the child of a dozen. And’ with mar
velous exactness it carried the whirr 
of thé spihing-wheel. Her "Everyday 
.Boy,” and also her "Naughty Little 
Girl,” were rendered .with an artistic 
felicity truly, enjoyable. If Mrs. Rlch- 
ings has left the stage she has missed 
her calling.

Mrs. Rlchlngs .appeared In cos
tumes in two elocutionary selections, ' 
appearing In one as a boy (dressed In 
trousers, blouse and cap), and In the 
other as a silly young girl (short dress 
and’flowing hair). She was introduced 
pt the-beginning, of the of the pro
gramme by Mrs. O. L: Smith. During 
the evening enjoyable numbers' were 
played by-Mrs.; Carolyn N. Green, or
ganist of Unity church.—Hartford 
•(Ct.) Daily Times. ....

THE FUTURE FORETOLD.

Saw Death of Her Husband in a Vis
ion—Mrs. Hattie Black Was Fore
warned, in Remarkable Way, of the 
L. & N. Wreck Which Made Her a 
Widow.
In a vision which she says was start

lingly realistic; Mrs. Hattie Black, 
widow of John G. Black, who was 
killed In the Louisville & Nashville 
wreck at Seventh and Hill streets, 
this city, last Monday, saw her hus
band crushed to death by the terrible 
Impact of the cars, and felt before the 
tidings reached her that she had been 
widowed by the awful crash.

Mrs. Black was visiting at the home 
of Mr. and Mrs. Picks, in Williams
burg, when she experienced the vision. 
Some time during Saturday night she 
awoke with the sense of danger, and 

I in a sort of trance saw the awful crash 
between the cars on which her hus
band was a passenger and the freight 
cars on the siding. The vision im
pressed her so profoundly that she 
could not sleep during the remainder 
of the night, and at the- breakfast ta- 

| ble on Sunday morning she told her 
hosts what shehad seen.

"My husband will be killed in a col
lision on the Loiilsville railroad to
morrow,” she said, impressively. “My 

'uncle, W. W. Sawyer, will bring the 
message to me, but I will know It long 
before he does.”

Mr. and Mrs. Picks1 laughed at Mrs. 
Black’s fears, and for a time half
persuaded her to believe that she was 
wrong In placing any faith in the, 
dream.

On Monday morning Mr. W. W. 
Sawyer, who was at Corbin, Ky., when 
the news of the wreck reached that 
place, telegraphed Mrs. Black at Will
iamsburg that her husband had been 
killed in the disaster.—Louisville 
(Ky.) Post. . •

DR. SAVAGE A.. SPIRITUALIST?

Because, It Is Said, .of. His Belief in 
the Supernatural.

New York, June 0.—Rev. Dr. Minot 
J. Savage, pastoriof the. Church of the 
Messiah, has resigned his charge, ac
cording to a statement made, because 
ot his belief in the; advocacy of Spirit
ualism. His leaving the charch, how
ever, was not due to action by the 
board of trustees.'

Dr. Savage went to Redlands,'Cal., 
last March, where he has been ever 
since with his son, Rev. Maximilian 
Savage. In his letter of resignation 
addressed to Rev, Robert Collyer, pas
tor emeritus of the church, he Said 
physicians had advised him to take an 
unbroken rest for. three years. His 
resignation was accepted by the trus
tees.

"Growing dissatisfaction with Dr. 
Savage reached a critical point,” said 
a friend of Dr. Savage. Many influ
ential members of the congregation 
never liked his attachment to spirit
ualistic ideas and his investigation of 
spirit phenomena. He never spoke of 
Spiritualism in the pulpit, but he-was 
ah enthusiastic champion of Its claims 
at times.”—Chicago Journal.

To perseveré in one’s „duty, and to 
bo sllentls the /first answer to caluma 
^ÿ._^Wyâshington, .___ ....

By the KMiy I1W66SSI0B oí a Soltlt ¡ Friend
The article by Walter DeVoe in The 1 

Progressive Thinker of April 7, "Sav- | 
lng Life by Hypnotism,”-brought back 
to my mind something very much like 
it in my own experience. In the sum
mer of 1886, I had a large carbuncle 
on the back of my neck, directly over 
the spinal column. In due time a doc
tor lanced it, and a day or two later, 
at 11 a. m., I felt a strange feeling of 
languor creeping over me. Telling my 
wife that I would lie down for a short 
time, I went up stairs. It was a warm 
day, so I laid down on the outside of 
the cover, in a short time my fefet 
grew cold, I drew’the covers over 
them, but, I soon found the cold had 
crept up to my knees. As I laid still, 
I could feel the cold creeping higher, 
and I soon felt as if dying.. I tried to 
draw up’my feet, but found ! had no 
power to do so; then I tried to call my 
wife, but my tongue was stiff, and my 
jaws were setting fast, I .could still 
use my arms, so Trapped on the head
board. My wife came running to the 
roo’m, and when she saw me she ex
claimed, "My God!. Joe, you are dy
ing!” Stepping back In the hall, she' 
called to our son to. tell ,the Doctor to 
come quick, Pa Is dying. A young 
man who was boarding with us had 
just come in, and he ran up stairs, As 
they came into the room my sight 
grew dim, and I seemed to be falling 
from a great height. Then tbe stran- 
,gest part Of this experience took place. 
A voice, loud and clear, said to me: 
“Do as I tell you, or you will be dead 
in one minute.; Quick! Have your Wife 
put her hands on-your-bead, and you 
take hold of that man’s hands."

I could Btll! use m^ hands, and by-

making rapid motions, they under
stood me. As soon as they had fol
lowed directions the stream of mag
netic force that was rusfiintl from my 
body, ceased; the cold that by this 
time had reached my stomach, stopped 
advancing upward, whiiej I ¡could feel 
a warm glow creeping down till it 
reached my feet. I pulledj them up. 
My life had come back.' 1 Af Lsat up, 
the doctor rushed iu. Ilo'looked at 
me, and exclaimed, “what ■ ilid you 
give that man?” and'.vwhen told 
Nothing,” he said lie knaw>4ietter, for 
I .was struck with death;fc' niy nose 
pinched'In, lips blue, aii^fliy, eyes 

i glassy. I then told the doctor that-- a 
¡man In the room had told me what, io 
do,.and how nicely bls directions -had 

I jVorked. Then I asked for the man. 
They' said-they hod not. eeen anyone 
in the room. It was ifot jtilr then that 
I knew my life had Seen opved by a
spirit’s ‘instruction. Ï

The doctor would riot believe that 
part of It, - - He dt(i*say, however, tlîat 
he had never ;hé.árd,-ó|t a «ase wfiere 
the coré of a carbuàâb pm the spinal 
column had touched Ttae áptaal cord 
that death did not. take place in five 
minutes. ' ' . l .u,

I have ¿ften thought ,siqee that ex* 
perience that life might sometimes be 
saved, by using thé same) method that 
saved mine. -. '.

I have had my life, saved twice since 
that time by the ppme splfittao there 
is no use to' tell me that ibero.is no 
Providence who pita np; ¡aloft and 
keeps watch over-ttíe '111’0 of poor 
Jack. . ' JOSEPH UHÀPMAN.

Roseburg, Ore.

THE MATRIMONIAL ESTATE.

The Stewardship of Mrs. Clara L. 
, Stewart Ceases—She Has Be- 

। come a King.
The German Medium.

THEISM VERSUS-/LTHEISM.

The Candidly Stated Views of a Coir 
firmed Atheist;

montin their Theism.by repudiating, 
the-Jewish Jehovah; yet'’ they ap
prove the God of Christianity. The 
god of the bible Is Jlehbvah, pne and 
the same god from Geperid to Revela- 

, tion. Th® god of Christianity that 
____ _ - ---------- . „ . . Christ worshiped and .Claimed-as his 

goddesses, demi-gods, virgin mothers • Father was "God of Abraham, Isaac 
of gods, sons of-gods, devils, saviors ahd Jacob’^—the dnb. taat talked to 
and bibles; and I am called Atheist; Moses—that “made thip world in sta 
and that Is a true name, an honor- days and rested bn the seventh.-" The 
able title. However, it‘ any Thelst pedigreotof "God’S .only Son”, runs 
will, give me proof by,a few facts of ■ .. .. ■• --
the'existence of’a godi I' will re
nounce Atheism, accept Theism and

I am'à genuine unbeliever In gods,

become, a Religious devotee. I can
not accept assumptlon.nor faith, fable, 
theory. I must have. truth, fact, 
dejnonstration, knowledge.

There are more Infidels and Athe
ists In the world than generally sup
posed, ’and the increasing’number, 
presages‘a preponderance of tjhem in 
America, in less than a century;' 'En- 
emies impute to them sentiments and 
principles they do not hbldp however, 
their rank find deportment are shown 
in criminal records to be one per cent 
Atheists to ninety, per cent Theists.

Logical minds demand facts . • In 
proof of fable, assumption'. Some, are 
atheistic In sentiment, but lacking 
courage to be sb known, because of 
the scorn and popular prejudice the
ology has created for this class of 
thinkers. In past ages millions of 
people .were slain for. unbelief of re-, 
ligious dogmas, sacrificed on the altar 
of ignorant, Idiotic belief; but now 
the world is about free from such tyr
anny, so that men • and women inay 
dare to be true to their honest convic
tions.

A wise philosopher once said: “The 
more false, absurd, unreal a religious 
dogma or doctrine is, the more firmly 
do Its adherents believe it, defend It 
and cling to- It.” That is a true 
statement. Religion flourishes In ig
norant minds. The phenomena of 
nature, misunderstood, have led to su
perstition through fear and ignorance 
of the human race.

There seems to be nothing too false 
or absurd for men to affirm of gods. 
They make all sorts of contradictory 
assertions without the shadow of 
proof and with no regard for truth or 
reason.

The folly and fallacy of Theists are 
plainly evident when they descant 
upon the subject with assumptions of 
knowledge, make .frequent use of the 
word God or equivalent words and 
phrases, while at other times and oc
casions they’upsef the whole theory by 
affirming that their god is Incompre- 

’’hensible,-undefinable, infinite, etc; It 
Is an unknown quantity and what 
they assert is simply what they be
lieve, 'and believe much they do not 
and cannot know. Their conflicting 
statements inake for us a riddle, im
possible of solution. • -

It takes one error to prove another 
All through Theism, which is mystery 
of the unknown, Involving man In a 
maze o.f errors and contradictions. “

Some Theists say God Is .three male 
persons; some say one only; some say 
It is ’ two—“Father-mother God”—a 
monstrosity of male and female in 
one person. ' .

Some say they , do not believe in a 
personal god; yet they apply to'it 
personal names, written with capitals; 

rialk eloquently, of• the “Fatherhood of 
God," and claim to be his Iniage and 
offspring, children of a father who 
they say is not a person.

Some say ."God is a principle.” - It 
seems to be a principle of male gen
der; In fact, many bad principles in 
confusion; and ignorant devotees 
worship it. IL the principle Is "infi
nite Intelligence,” : it. should ■ have 
mind, memory, knowledge to think, 
will and act, all of which Imply per
sonality. Men dp not; worship an ab
stract principle. Their conception of 
a god is a being possessing human at
tributes. . '

People who believe in “Infinite In
telligence” .do not comprehend the 
Infinite: yet they must have some- 

1-thing in the shape of a god to believe 
in-—educated that way. Do they con
ceive of intelligence without a person 
to exercise it? If they would have It 
understood they "do not believe In a 
personal God” they must produce an
other kind of deity.,

___ MMXX.. - I 
thibugh thbrilneage bf - tap bid. Jewish • 
patriarchs to "AfiaiH the §b’n'of God.”

The educated Tpelpt reiterates -the 
bld arguments of .fa'ita pud fablejtanS 
aims'to carry his'points by vehement 
assertions.' He assumes knowledge ‘of 
“the God of the universa—the Omnip- 
tent;. the Eternal;,;un'definiible, incom
prehensible; unknown, .infinite;” 7yet 
he;khows »0 more.pfh gpa than the 
savage or. rude barbarian.

Some Spiritualists, assert positively 
> .“There is a God . in ,.'.Spiritualism.” '; 
■Which god is it? AVliat tt his other1 
name? -If “Christianity, And Bpirit- 
uaBsm are synonymous and identical,” ; 

! as 'alleged, It must bo the one that 
Christians worship—the;')b»»i. abom- 

' inable of all gods, according to his-) 
tory. ~-

Most assuredly, some pi; us .do not 
recognize nor consent to any good in 
Spiritualism. I never have Alseovered 
a god in It; yet'there are many ideal 
god's in the benighted..uiiiids of god 
believers which belong.ioItk'em indi
vidually. They make their, own gods 
in their own ideal images, and each 
believer avers that the ojie he or she 
aproves is “the only true and living 
God.” ;ii ‘ '7

Spiritualists always.'have been at 
loggerheads over statements of their 
principles because they contained ex
pressions about a god. $hat is all 
right, because it is an,-imposition on 
Spiritualism, which haa no use for a 
god nor its equivalent pr substitute. 
Any ^creedal statement, however 
brief, will not workwell, because -there 
is no common standard pt what we be
lieve, and never .will be. All, individ
ually and severally, are free to have ; 
and hold their own ideas, faith, sentij, 
ihente, principles and express them in I 
their own way. But any. centralized 
body, authority, assocfs(tiqn, society, 
church that sets forth'c'réedal state
ments or declarations .pf principles as 
bends of union and action for the 
guidance and government of a body of 
people, is out of order. - Such bodies, 
bonds and powers ara’usurpers, in
vaders on the domain-'of Spiritualism.

What we know-is pt jmore import
ance than what we beiiéxe?

Some people'talk IpSrnedly about 
"Scientific Theism.” Jgcienci»-'. and 
Theism have always stood in antago
nism, ' with many grand ' victories 
scored for science, which- does not 
sustain the god theory/because it can
not find a fact on which ip predicate a 
statement. There is npjknowledge, no 
■proof of a specific or universal .god, 
and anything classed as Infinite or un- 

I known has.no place in, science; and 
nothing is explained' ar learned by 
ascribing things to an unknown god.

A. H. NICHOLAS.
Summerland, Cài. ■ ;

ACCIDENT FORETOLD., . -v . :■
: The Future RcyealaJ ?n A Vision.
The accident which ie'fOll Miss Myr-1 

tie Mack, 4312 Vernon avenue, who. I 
was nearly killed by anautomobile at 
Forty-third street and. Grand boule-1 
vafd, .was portended Tiy a dream. 
But a few, hours previous her-mother 
had been awakened by-A vision in I 
which she seemed td-see tho form of 
her daughter dragged, from beneath 
an automobile. So, vividly was the I 
dream impressed .uponfher .that-she i 
exacted a promise from her -daughter 
to be careful in crossldg, the .streets.- j 
Miss Mack’s, injuries may:prove fatal.- 
Her face was torn and .lacerated by the 
mechanism of the1 rgachifle and she 
will be disfigured fo£j B|e.—- Chicago 
American. . - Uy - - •- —'I

j Some’, of our progressive- people

Anger and worry aradflke echoes- 
they do not exist until ¿tee call for 
them, and the loudevXtee - call, tile 
louder Is their response. ¿We can 
never drown them; yet. .if let alone 
they will drown, themselves.—Horae«

The former secretary, trustee and 
nnanclal agent of the Morris Pratt In-' 
School has yielded her stewardship 
and taken a position among Kings. It 
may be truthfully said that Mrs. Clara 
L. Stewart was the foundation and for 
a time the "drive wheel" of the Morris 
k wa^ onca supposed
that death itself could not drive her 
from the school, and It is doubtful 
even now if death could have done St. 

there are some things which are 
stronger that death.

•It is well known that about six 
months since she voluntarily surren
dered her connection with the school 
as secretary, as financial agent and as 
trustee. Many did not know the mov
ing cause or causes of this transaction: 
lerhapsshe did not herself; but It ¡was 
to form a closer, a more agreeable, and 
it is believed a more permanent con
nection with a King,

H ^aB said that God saw 
that it was not good for man that he 

•should be alone. He said; "I will 
mqke-an helpmeet for him.”

Some time, not a. great while before 
or after Mrs. S. tendered her resigna
tion to the Morris Pratt Institute Asso
ciation, a typlcgl man by-the name of 
Robert Charles. King, of Clarksville 
Iowa, somehow made the same discov
erythat .was supposed to. have been 
niade-.In Eden. He convinced Mrs. 
Stewart of the discovery, and that the 
same thing was true of woman. • That 
was a thing of which some of us 
thought Mrs. S.; could never be con- 
vlnced, bpt she' is a woman, and wo-- 
men, like their friends of tho sterner 
sex, sometimes do strange things. 
Somehow they both became converted 
to the idea that they -would at least 
have, more of the heaven that is in the 
here and now if there could be a 
r raore lntl»ate relation es
tablished between them ■ during this 
earthly -life. They were persuaded 
that as their thoughts, desires and 

P/P0 same chaanel so their 
Ilves sbould be one. The result was 
that she left the hard work and small 
pay of the Morris Pratt School .and 
became the-llfe partner of R. c. King 

■ -I was suvpflsefi by the receipt of a 
letter Informing meJof their determ
ination and houorSng me vrltti an tnvi- ( 
tation to come to Waterloo, Iowa, to' 
the home of Mrs. Stewart’s daughter, 

andnher«ood husband, Mr. Ben- 
Pr K’ Boy®“» a recent graduate of 

the Morris Pratt School, and say the 
words which would ratify this, as I be
lieve, divine “marriage. On June 12 
In-the presence of less than a dozen of 
their best .friends the ceremony was 
Itorformed which will cause the world 
to^recognize them as hufband and

Clara L. Stewart, the organizer, and 
for four years president of the Wis-

Bplritualist-Associatton-—■ 
Ciata-L.-'Stewart; taesertelafy of -tito 

ft “ her world’has ; 
Ciaia L. King. While the world may 
mourn the loss of Mrs. Stewart, at 

■least one man—a King is made happy, I 
and one noble woman Is lifted out of 
a world of vagabondage, and has be- 

qTeea of and his do-™ I say she js taken out of 
the world ot travel, ¡weariness, worry- ■ 
lng and disappointing work for an un
appreciative public, and,yet 1 do not 
exactly mean it; .she is yet in the' 
world, and Mlongs to the world. She 
will continue as the way may open be
fore her, to stand before the world as 
a teacher and preacher of sound nhii- 
IsUc truths refomatory and Spiritual- 

®tewart’8 husband, Robert 
Charles King, iS a Spiritualist, and 
more, he is a philosopher, a thinker, a 
reasoner, and a man who ills a delight 
to know. He wishes her to work in 
her chosen field, and In her own way. 
He does not feel that he owns her, but 
that she is his equal partner, and it 
win be his delight to co-operate with 
and assist her in every way he can. 
Iney are not owner and owned, but 
loving companions—equal partners 
each doing all in their power for the 
assistance and comfort of the other, 
miw' ?iia£.is. a°t by any means a 
millionaire, nor Is he a pauper. in 
in *?e Is a rio v ®an—a man who has 
qll the money he really needs, with a 
good genial spirit and a healthy body- 
a“a “ ™ho at peaee with himself 
and all the world; one who has an in- 

apab’e of grasping the sound
est philosophy. He has a library 
filled .with the best books and maga- 
« vg?’ and abova a11 he baa
a good, industrious, frugal, congenial and intelligent wife. & a man fe 
always wealthy. Brother’King, hav
ing all that. Is rich indeed.
1 ?*^r,Kine has spent ®uch of the 
last thirty years as an Itinerant Spirit
ualist speaker, never knowing what 
awaited her at any point ahead. Lift
ed from such a position to' the con
genial companionship she has found 
she is richer than one would be -In 
other conditions, even though she 
owned mountains of gold without 
physteal mental and spiritual health.

May these two souls find their paths 
strewn .with flowers, and may they in turn strew flowers in the' paths7 of 
their fellow pilgrims. ■ 1

REMARKABLE SPIRIT MANI
FESTATIONS HAVE OCCURRED IN 
HER PRESENCE. ON ONE OCCA
SION WHEN THE MEDIUM WAS IN 
A TRANCE, SHE STOOD UP, QUIET- 
DY EXTENDING HER OPEN HANDS 
TOWARDS THE WINDOW. SUD
DENLY THERE APPEARED UPON 
EACH HAND A BIG JUICY ORANGE. 
ONE SHE GAVE TO MR. JUNGFER, 
THE OTHER TQ . MYSELF. STILL 
IN TRANCE, SHE GAVE ANOTHER 
ORANGE TO MISS HOUSA, WITH A

SPEECH RELATING TO IT. MORE* 
OVER, IVE RECEIVED TN THE" 
SAME WAY TWO BIG LEMONS ;| 
ONE DURING SUPPER, THE OTHER 
WHILE MRS. R. WAS ¡PUTTING ONI • 
HER HAT, PREPARING TO LEAVE.

THIS ARTICLE WAS TRANS. 
DATED FROM THE GERMAN BY. 
MRS. HENRIETTA STRAUB,- IT 
WAS WRITTEN BY H. MODES, DIS. 
TRICT SUPERINTENDENT OF THE 
GERMAN SPIRITUALIST SOCIETY 
AT DRESDEN, SAXONY. ' j.

Complying with the wishes of the 
"Central Direction of the German 
Spiritualist Society” atCologne, I send 
you herewith a record of my latest ex
periences' with Mrs, A. Rothe, when 
stopping here on her journey to Chem
nitz, to visit her children.

Mrs. Rothe reached Dresden in 
June, 1904, and rested for some time 
at- tho home of her friend, Mrs. Lieber. 
In the afternoon of June 18, she 
called at my house. Contray to no
tices In different papers, Mrs. R. de
clared that she was not going to give 
any seances, and consequently I invit
ed her only to an informal chat'at our 
afternoon coffee. The table, a so- 
called sofa-table, was only 66 centi
meters wide. Un one side, upon the 
sofa, was’ Mrs. R., while myself occu
pied the opposite seat, and that at my 
right hand wap taken by Miss Ma
thilde Housa, member of the G. S. 8.

.. Two hours passed in lively conver
sation, mostly about Mrs. R’s. sad ex
periences during her long prison term, 
without the occurrence of any*occult 
phenomena, when unexpectedly I re- 
eeived a call'from Ingenieur B. Jung- 
fer, district manager of the'G. 8. 8., 
who was delighted-to make the person
al acquaintance of Mrs. R. He was 
placed’between her and Mies Fleck.

Soon after Mrs. R. fell into a trance 
and spoke in a deep and entirely 
changed voice. Here are the -words 
beginning her speech, as far as I re
member them:

“That mysterious something, draw
ing mankind heavenward, shall live 

( and act in all eternity. Grand will be 
tbe victory! Only1 he who conquers 

1 himself is a true victor!”
Then Mrs. R. awoke for a-few min

utes, and soon fell Into another trance, 
during which she entered into Mr. 
Jungfer’s private affairs. -Suddenly 
she arose and said:

"Now look here and give her this.” 
So saying, she stretched out her arms 
horizontally, holding both hands open 
and quiet for about half a minute, 
when, several centimeters below her 
finger-tips there began to appear flow
ers,, and soon there, came down -upon 
hie a .»egfiilar shower of fragrant car
nations and.blue cornflowers, all fresh, 
and moist, striking tire left side of rpy 
head and producing a pleasant sensa
tion of coolness, for the day had been 
verj' hot.

Later on, falling into another 
j trance, Mrs. R. stood up, quietly ex
tending her open hands towards the 
window. Suddenly there appeared 
upon each hand a big jntey orange.

1 One she gave to Mr. Jungfer, the 
other to myself. Still in tranoe, she 
gave another orange to'Miss Housa, 
with a speech relating to it. More
over, we received in the same way two 
big lemons; one during supper, ’ the 
otbor, while Mrs. R. was putting on 
her hat, preparing to leave.

A second meeting was arranged for 
ou June 19, in the afternoon, at the 
house of Mrs. Lieber, under the same 
conditions and with tbe same persons, 
plus Mr. and Mrs. Bergmann and Mrs. 
Counsellor S. I was sitting at the 
left of Mrs. R., and Mr. Jungfer oppo
site. After various remarkable 
speeches, there appeared the following 
apports, genuine without the slightest 
doubt ¡First a, small fir tree, 40 centi
meters high, with all Its roots; then a 
number of lobelia plants, with .bine 
blossoms .and rootlets. Planted tire 
next day, they were thriving for many 
weeks. Further came a wreath of 
forget-me-nots, very gracefully wound, 
which, In dried condition, is in my pos
session still, with many other flowers 
that came along.

Finally, there appeared several big 
rose-twigs, with freshly-opened roses 
and many buds and green leaves. The 
cuts of these twigs were smoothly hor
izontal, the green bark all around pro
truding. The flowers were all fresh 
and in perfect condition in every re
spect.

On June 28, Mrs. R. watv again at 
my house from four until nine p m. 
I had Invited her to coffee, with most 
of the above nam^d persons.

The table at which we assembled 
stood in the midst of the roomy par
lor, entirely free on all sides. Mrs. 
R. was at my left hand, Mr. Jungfer at 
the right. It was not a seance, but 
only an informal entertainment. The 
conditions were those of June 18—full 
daylight, Intense heat. After coffee

speeches and two fine songs, In spite, 
of her throat trouble. '

Then she arose, calmly extending! 
her left arm, and after some seconds 
aPPeared upon her hand a flower-pot, 
with so-called coral moss (nertera de-, 
pressa) a plant belonging to the fam-', 
Uy rubiacun, indigenous in Australia^ 
hi Zealand, with tender moss-' 
like leaves and numerous o»ange-red) 
berries. The pot was painted closely - 
resembling the bark ot a birch tree, 
white, with small black streaks. The 
color was yet sticky.

Later on, after a trance speech' 
about happiness, there appeared iu the 
same way upon Mrs. R’s. open left 
hand a flower-pot with fourteen bloom
ing plants of the so-called fortune-' 
clover (omills tetraphiila). The pot,' 
was of unglaced clay. I wanted to;: 
relieve Mrs. R. of it, but she resisted,, 
transferring it to her right hand and 
making it slowly circle about three 
centimeters above the palm of her leit 
hand. ' At this we observed that with
in a few seconds two more plants 
grew up to a visible height, a fept that; 
required evidently much effort ou the 
part of Mrs. R., as she was trembling 
and rattling In the ’throat. These 
plants continued growing and bloom-' 
lng for many .weeks afterwards.

Shortly after these extraordinary 
phenomena Mrs. R. fell again into; 
trance and talked in that well-known'1 
child voice that calls Itself "Frieda. 
To my question, whether she be th«! 
guide, she answered: "No, 1 am thaij 
control of the medium whose task it is! 
to direct the transportation of the ap4 
port objects." 1

Aftqr awhile appeared several rose« 
and many colored vetches that seemed 
to fall directly from the chandelier.’. 
The trpnee speeches, treating various 
themes, were stenographed on thafa 
day.

After Mrs. R’s. return from her vls,-< 
It to her children, I had, in a small..! 
carefully selected family circle, tbiq 
rare opportunity to'behold Mrs. R. asi 
a successful materializing medium, -i 
may report about this some futusel 
time. '
.,. AB of us were convinced of the facttS 
that above described phenomena xveri°i 
genuine, as in broad daylight and wit’JiI 
such a small number of spectators ew 
erything could be accurately observe’,:. 
Mrs. R. wore a simple dress, clos'efi’i’! 
enveloping her slender figure; th.»4 
sleeves were buttoned straight ovew- 
tae wrists. I need scarcely mentiow, 
that Ingenieur (civil engineer) Jumg-I 
fer, as well as myself, are already ■ 0/; 
our vocation acoxstomed to exact 
serration. "

I can vouch for the genuine tinned; 
conditions of Mre. Rothe, having dur'-' 
Ing forty years been a clese student, o ,’j 
similar phenomena, and having made;- 
myself, many hypnotic and spiritistic.'; 
experiments. Already in the sixties’! 
of last century have I seen the as-- 
toun^ng experiments of the famous 
hypnotized Hansen at Malmo (SweL 
den), long before his appearance in£ 
Germany. Moreover, let me confirm; 
here, that School Principal Weisner/, 
district manager of the G. S. 8. ¡uC 
Magdeburg, gare an exact and eOrV 
rcct description of Mrs. It’s, trailed^ 
conditions, in the last December num
ber of “Psyehlc Studies.”

In her speeches at that time shqj 
mostly entered Into private affaitxi 
whereof she could not have had anyi 
knowledge whatever, and where telj 
epathy, or any kind of animistic Ilie'S 
ory, seems excluded. In view of thei 
fact that Mrs. R. proved herself once} 
more u good trance speaker, a success-» 
ful apport medium, and even a mat'.''- 
rializlng medium, I suggested that ”.t 
would be very desirable to present 
herself for examination to the scien
tific commission of the G. Sp. Union a>; 
Cologne, in order to obtain public re
habilitation. This she was well ?•■- 
clined to do, but declared that for th^. 
moment she could not venture such 
thing, as she was still In a weakened 
condition, in consequence of her ions 
confinement and the many "scietuifl-."' 
experiments to which she was s>; bjee-. - 
ed by the doctors, during artificial!-;.-, 
obtained hypnotic states. Right a tie • 
her discharge she was forced to under
go a serious operation. Sho added... 
that she was often minutely examinee;, 
by representatives of science, mn none.

.of them so far stood up for ber pub- 
Mrs. R. fell into trance, giving two licly.

' W^tewater, Wls.
MOSES HULL.

. ; ' ■ ■ ' REFLECTIONS.
¡.From whence'I cam'e, or where I go, 
r Is not to me made clear; ' ' 
■But one thing J most surely know : It

; is that I am here. , ;
If life, is real,, death Is .not,. because

i . they .don’t agree... . ;
As truths will never contradict, - both 

■ can’t bo true I see.
if molecules and atoms are all cen

tered in my brain, ■
Gray matter then controls thé whole;, 

all sense of joy and pain.
Suppose this mighty universe, this un-?i 

' divided whole'
With all its vast machinery Is centered 

- in my soul; ■_ .•
Then I am God, its ruler and - the 

maker of its laws, ■ .
Its. protoplasm, bioplasm, cosmos and 

first cause. ■
How many times upon the earth this
‘ soul of flesh has been; 1
How„ many? lives It yet may live, how

' many heavens win;
I know not; yet this do-1 know: the 

where, the what, the how',
Past, present, future—all are. in thé
; - great eternal Now. . - i
The ancients’ wildest dreams of heav-

• on fell short of what-j^e see ~ 1
Of-good things now, yet .iiiore -and 1

-more are in tire Now to ’Be. - Ithink they have made a great improve. Fletcher,

THE WONEWOC CAMP.

Its Advantages Pointed Out by Will J. 
Envood.

To the.Editor:—As the camp-meet- 
-ing sçason Is close at hand I would 
llke’to call the attention of your read- 
¡ers.to’ the only Wisconsin camp to, 
which those wishing to have an outing 

■in that most favored state can go; 
particularly I.wish-to call attention to 
thé change in the dates. For the last 
few years we have held the camp en
tirely' in the'month of . August, and 
each year have found the latter part 
of that month cold and wet, thus in
terfering greatly with the enjoyment 
of the camp. : For this reason the 
management deemed it best to hold 
thé camp earlier, hence the .dates are 
July 16 to August 12 inclusive, this 
year. This insures better weather 
for camping than we have been able to 
enjoy for several years.

. The program this year is exception
ally strong; the workers'engaged are 
forceful and well known exponents of 
our philosophy. Among them I 
would mention- Georgia Gladys Cooley, 
Frank T. Ripley, Mrs. Laura B.

I. Payne, Mrs. Amanda Coffman, Rev. B. 
I f. Austin, Mrs. Isa Cleveland and 
I others.whose names will appear a 1ft- 
tle later.

No mistake will be made by nttend- 
I lng this camp. ■ The grounds are beau-i 
I tlfully situated in one of the most plc-1 
rtureww valleys of Wisconsin, and ey- 
£- T A*«1.___< ..."

ery element combines with our fine ar- . 
ray of talent to maker, this an ideal 
place for an outing. Thé write;1 bar. 
visited many portions of the i taitec: 
States, particularly tbe West, an<i does, 
not hesitate to say that here is one o?. 
the prettiest spots he has seen any- - 
where. ’ : ;

The programs are in the hands of 
the secretary, Miss Gertrude «poorer, 
of Wohewoc, Wis., and can bé had for. 
the asking. Send a postal card with 
your name and address, if you are 
thinking of coming to this favored 
spot. The meetings begin on Sunday, 
July-15. More properly speaking tbe 
opening exercises will be Saturday the 
14th, and continue four full weeks,, 
thus giving five Sundays on which to- 
enjoy the good things, as well as tho 
many week days. Our auditorium is 
new, and there will be accommoda- ’ 
tlons for many upon the grounds, both . 
In tents and rooms. Our tents are' 
all new, and all have six-foot walls,.1 
which enables the campers to enjoy 
Camp-life .without the disadvantages o£ 
small stuffy tents, etc.

I would advise all to send in tbein 
names and- applications for tents 
early. Come and have a good time;) 
the talent Is unexcelled.

I WILL J. ERWOOD. ]

Joy is the only thing In tho world 
•more inevitable, more universal than 
sorrow. Our capacity for - happiness 

1 still outranks our: capacity-for grief. 
1 —Bliss Carman.
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Letters From the Spirit World. GmWdteffljLfigels Mr. MaybeeUast Seance
Written Through the Mediumship of 

Mrs. Carlyle Petersilea.

Letter -Nwqiber Two—Continued, i
From Abby A. Judsou.

I desire bo much to write that per
hapsI am' a little too anxious, for my 
Bister is very weak. We thought it 
quite likely -that she might come .to 
us, but her naturally strong constitu
tion conquered and she is still leit be
low to work for us a short time i?nSer.' 
I am most, eager to tell you of Mrs. 
Livermore’s welcome to spirit me, or 
flier meeting with her dear husband 
and other near friends who cared for 
her new-born spirit for quite & Per*od 
of time. I shall leave for Her to 
wrle at: another time, as she is not 
yet able to control the-medium; but of 
her public reception and welcome. 1 
was among the first outside of her im
mediate friends to call, upon her at the 
beautiful home that loving hearts and 
hands had prepared for her reception. 
I had been, delegated by a large bund 
of spiritual beings to call upon Mrs. 
Livermore anil find out ^vlieii phe 
would be strong enough, and wnen it 
Would be pleasant and convenient for 
her to attend a reception In her honor; 
Jor tliere were hundreds and even 
Ahounands of spirits who wete anxious 
to’ honor and thank her. In fact, 
each arid all revered her, your humble 
servant among them, for I never felt 
greater reverence for anyone than I 
did when on the earth, and as I still 
do hqae in spirit life, than for Mrs. 
Mary A. Livermore. I was not long in 
finding her beautiful home and was 
soon admitted to. her presence, .which 
I considered a great honor, for not 
many were as yet permitted to see 
her; for, like a new-born babe, a new
born spirit has not the required 
strength to see all who might be 
somewhat curious to pay them a visit; 
but it seems that my name was a pass
port to her presence.

• She arose to greet me with a sweet 
Bmlle of welcome. Her large eyes 
looked into mine inquiringly, and .with 
great seriousness.

“And it is Abby?” she said. They 
used to call you Miss Abby A. Judson, 
but I do not know just what I should 
call you now, as I am told that you 
are married pr wedded to your own 
true other self. Receive my congrat
ulations, iriy Bister."

’ We pressed each other’s hands and 
also kissed each other, for we felt true 
sisterly regard and respect for each 
other. ,. .

“Please be seated,” she said, for we 
must have a long talk.”

She had been Eitting upon a beau
tiful tete-a-tete; resuming her seat, 
Bho motioned me to take one by her

shall not despair or,: get discouraged, 
for eternity lies stretched before us, 
and right and justice is sure to come 
at last.”- . . .

"When I was a young woman,” said 
Mrs. Livermore, "I. thought It .would 
come to pass before I was old, oy be- 
bore the change should come tp me; 
and I must say that, although much 
liad beep açeompllshed, I was bitterly 
disappointed; but your words Inspire 
me with hope. Yes, hope Is springing 
up anew within me, and I can once 
more take up the work just where I 
left it, in my best and most'forceful 
days on earth.” . ,

“You surely can,” I replied, “and 
there wlll be so’many to help you that 
your hope and courage will never
more waver, but always be growing 
brighter and stronger. Now, if you 
will set thé time," wè shall be prepared 
to receive you.”

"Ánd I shall really meet all these' 
people Oh! how strange it seems to 
me; all these whom I held in such rev
erence and esteem, and wbp, of 
course, died on earth; yet, I well 
knew they were not dead, aj. least I 
hoped they were not, but I can hardly 
realize yet that they really live, and 
I shall meet them all and shake their 
hands and look into their eyes., . Many 
of those whom you mention I knew on 
earth,'but, oh, it has seemed to me 
after all, that they were dead, and 
here they are alive and at work for 
the good of humanity. Abby, was it 
not very strange to you at first?”

“No,” I answered, “Jt did not seem 
strange to me at all; but we are con*, 
stltuted very differently, Mrs. Liver
more.”

“Yes, very differently, Indeed. You 
are,very .practical, whije I am dreamy 
and utopian.. Yet the-world thought 
me one of the most forceful and prac
tical ot women; but, Abby, none of us 
are ever well understood."

"Yet, my dear Mrs. Livermore, you 
have met all your own near and dear 
relatives”

“Yes, but that seemed so natural. 
Of course, I know it all is so, yet it is

They'Come Unsolicited and UlUer fei6us Cohdi-' 
ditions Just as Easily, so Far;^

. by Mortals, as by Request and_ih wSeanQe Room, 
and Deliver Their Messages Qf >..liP.Ye and’Uplift- 
rhenVin: the. Peaceful Saijctu^
Out Upon .the Star-lit Highw^M^ '

Occurrences in a. Strange. City.
The business . man, manufacturer, 

merchant, mechanic or fajmer, who 
has read these letters thug far, will be 
very apt to say; "Haye you iipt some
thing to relate which resembles every- . 
day .life, which I can reason ui>bn; 
those hair-lifting stprles are but of 
my Une. T expect, to ..read something 
of a common sense character.”

Now that is what I flo intend to gly.e_ 
the leader in this letter; but it oc
curred in another city, say 100 miles 
from my old home, and not in the “Old 
Corner House”; but to meet the .objec
tions of the practical, class ... of scien
tists and materialists,. I ,think it bet
ter to give it here and.now. It certain
ly satisfied the commonest kind of 
common sense reasoning of Mrs. H. 
and I; but I must crave the indul
gence of the . reader, as There are con
nected with the fact two ladles whose 
names I cannot give the public. They 
were women of refinement, leaders in 
church society, wealthy and prominent 
citizens. Of course, no man possessing 
the instincts of a gentleman, could 
commit so gross an impropriety as to 
name two: such ladies in a public news
paper. I must also say -that for simi
lar reasons I cannot give the name of 
the comparatively small .city in .which 
It occurred, but beyond this I wllLnot 
hesitate to repeat in full the exact 
names of all other persons-connected 
with it.

One winter'my business • required 
my presence in a distant and strange 
city, and as I-Was to be • detained 
there many months I hired a small 
house so that my wife could.'stay with

-L—dfLXir "V - •

billed, o^ ^rs'. at her
home, the only could enter, .

: "Mrs. Trueblood', I asked, “do yoji 
know a lady,pmnedtiAVner.^'’

: "Mrs, Ariwi I do." ■
I “Wkat 'g.of.t,fltaptfd^ Is she?”
' "Oli! Blie^s an ¡old l.ady, and a mem

ber of E. Cburcji,"
j I thought'.}« payself, this is coining 

o}it straight..' ‘ ■
i 1‘Wliere’(foes,.
i Mrs. TruqbloQ,4;:dl.r.P0Wd me. When 

I’ got there,!; sawi;^i -jarge handsome 
house, ilftwn,’: fence,etc., • which, 
showed that' the people -were in good 
clrcumstiiqcqij, and. wlien I . remem- 
brired \v,h»t. juy mission ¡wag,. J rather 
list courage. Then J. wa? impressed. 
“Go back.,and,.write-a .note; it will 
break the; JW:Jor yen,” I, did so, 
aAd.wrote).thisi>’.i.-i\' . ; a.

! “Mrs. Abner—Madame:— Would 
you have ihe kindness to inform tbe 
b'earer whethen;yofl evey have been ac- 
qiiai’ntejd iiwitir.A ¡’.'gentleman named 
Spencer, • seek^w lady! who had,. It 
ybu are not the person, please Inform 
me ¡whethe?‘there*Is another Mrs. Ab- 
net in town’ of.whom Lmight enquire, 
and-oblige.'" Yours* respectfully,

“THOS HARDING."
, I gave this to my son Robert with 

directions to-walt; for an answer. He 
was. then IB-::years old. He knocked 
at the door;; an di it was opened'by a 
lady, of about 25 summers. He en-

His Legerdemain Spiritualism re- roundly abused the paper, because, of 
siiltcjl in his undoing. - Foor fellow, he course, of its opposition to such aveep- 

•; ■ - , tiou as he practiced,- arid which landedhas been paying the penalty of his ; " > ’ . ,. .. . . hhn behind the bars., Every fake in
misdeeds in tho Work House at »e- ,8 ¿ontlnunUy v6miyng Ju8t
troit, Mich. Like all other fakers, ho guphjgbuiso as, was. dished uj> tq the 
iras loud ’ in -his ‘denunciation of The circle in Lansing, Mich, In this issue 
Progressive- Thinker, and at the tse", is the first full account of thé exposure 
hnco where he was exposed, before en- 'of Maybee. Is it not high .time that 
terlng the. cabinet, Ids foul tongue each one “clamors” for reform?

CLAMORING FOR TIEFORM.

The Only- Way Flagrant Wrongs Are 
Remedied—Fuller Particulars of' ■ 

. ilr. Maybee's Deception,

The .Chicago Tribune has some.Im
pressive words In reference > to “The 

•Age of Clamor,” setting forth that one 
‘of the speakers at a convention re
cently held inAhis city, said regretful
ly that "we.ate drifting ,into.an .age of 
clamor,u He is - disturbed . by the 
noise- made by people shouting for the 
abatement of.. real or fancied evils. 
He/Wlshesithey would, lower - their 
voices and discuss , with gentlemanly 
composure the reforms they advocate. 
The difficulty is that In an age of busi
ness and. bustle he who talks In a 
“sUU, small voice" cannot be heard 
and might as .well keep silent. A man 
must clamor and shriek In order to be 
heard and command attention;

Most reforms have had to be clam
ored for. They could not have been 
obtained otherwise In reasonable time. 
•If they had been asked for mildly and 
conservatively the persons whose 
purses would be touched would have 
■maintained a discreet silence and the

of those who had crossed to the other 
.side, a white hand appeared, ( then a 
face, and finally a full ,figure, and sev
eral “recognized" Robert, the “con
trol." He disappeared, then more 
singing and other forms came; in fact, 
many forms, with loud and strenuous 
Binging interspersed, and finally a 
form' with dark whiskers and military 
straps. Someone afanounced' that it 
was. Gen. Grant, and as it .was not 
•questioned, he ' stayed, '/long and 
pranced back and forth, beating time 
to "Marching Through Georgia."

lit the meantime a good sjster, Mrs'. 
J. P. M„ for many, years a Spiritualist

side, which I did.
“Call me Abby, as of old,” 

"for by that name I am better 
than by any other.”

I glanced about tbe room.

I said, 
known

It was 
dream,a dream of beauty; yes, a very 

for nothing coarse and extremely tan
gible entered into its appointments.

Gentlemen say that ladies like to 
talk together; and I plead guilty to 
the charge; but we seldom or never 
quarrel on such occasions,. and most 
cejtidnly I did not feel like quarreling 
with. this, grand woman, Mrs. Mary A
Ltv.crmore. . -

"A. womans rights woman, you
Ea.y. . .....

Yesi and the ball that she and a few 
others likp her set rolling - has . gath
ered ■ tremendous power, and will 
never cease to roll until it shall have, 
accomplished its purpose. But I 
know you are all curious to hear re
peated our conversation.

“And you are Abby Judson?” she 
said. “The lady who gave up almost 
everything for Spiritualism?”

"I gave uo all that I considered er
roneous, for' that which I believed to 
be true.”

“You were a great sufferer there
from, however,” she said.

“Quite the contrary," I answered. 
"It made me very happy to think that 
I was in 'the right path that led to 
truth."

"And is it all true?" she asked with 
wide-open eyes. •

“The most of it assuredly is,” I re
plied. “But do you not now know

too good almost to.be .true. Where 
are we to have this reception”

“At the Capitol," I answered.
“At the Capitol? Well, really, do 

you have State Houses and Capitols 
here as on earth?” '

“Much the same,” I replied. 
"There is an elegant building, not far 
from here, which we call the Capitol; 
and within this building much busi
ness is transacted pertaining to the 
welfare of eartji. The former presi
dents of the United States often con
vene to deliberate on the best meth
ods of Improving earthly affairs for 
the best good of the people. Oh, yes, 
the building Is used for many pur
poses of state."

Now, you ot earth may ask: Do you 
have any government similar to that 
of the United States? . Do you have 
states and territories? Yes, we have 
communities and departments some
what like those of the United States 
of America, lying just above those 
states; but ours is now what those 
states on earth will be,in the future, 
that is, burs is already what those 
who are .cajled idealists believe the 

'ear.thly government will be in the fu
ture. You remember the old hymn:, 
“There Is room enough tn paradise, 

-for all a home in glory”; and truer 
words were never written!

Spirit land cannot be bought nor 
sold, and no one encroaches on his 
brothers. Those who come here and 
establish homes have 'a right to all 
they can use and make beautiful. 
Nothing is crowded. We do not gov-

me. A few days after she came, we 
sat silently before retiring; Quaker 
fashion and abstracted, when she 
turned and said: .

“Ar,e you acquainted with a lady 
named Abner?"

I looked id her face and sdw by the 
strange expression of Ker countenance 
and her eyes half closed, that .she was 
influenced.

"No,” I said, “I never knew any one 
by that name,” and she did not either, 
“but if Lean forward your desires in 
any way, I shall be happy to do so.”

“I should like to have a message 
taken to M>'s. Abner,” said the spirit. 
I saw at once that this wpuld be an ex
cellent common-sense test if it turned 

' out true, as my wife was a complete 
stranger in the city, and I very nearly 
so, having the entre of but one home.

“Now,” said I, I shall thank you to 
be very exact In your .replies to my 
questions, for I shall take note of
them. In the first place, Is Mri 
ner an old or a young lady?”.

"She is an old lady.” 
"Where does she live?”

s. Ab-

over"Not far from here, just 
there,” and he pointed exactly in the
direction of the house, as I found af-

qulred. for MrB' Abnqr,
I “My-mothpr-liLnot at home to-day, 

and will hot be (on twq.or three days, 
but 1b it anything,I,can.do?" ■

■ “Mjf .faW'r gave, me.'this letter to 
give, if possible, IptQ the hand ot Mrs. 
Abner.”. . . ‘

. “.Will you permit me to read the let
ter?" asked the lady?.

' "Ohl certMi^Xm -•
She, took thpruote from the open en

velope and r$gdi „■ ,
’ “Dl'd we kpp^a .gpptleman named 

Spencer?” she repeated . in surprise; 
“well,-indped).,4jhjpk we did! He 
married q couein of mine, and went 
east from ¡here^and we never saw or 
heard of him since. ’ Let me count. 
Why, I decliyq, that was seven years 
ago. -Does .. yiyjr fatherknow Mr. 
Spencer? : Is, he in town?”

“I don’t know,, anything about it,” 
said Bobbyi; ..?bi|j> father eaid he would 
call and jexplgiife" - -

“I wish very much he would. You 
may tell ,bim that. we. did know Mr. 
Spencer .well, aiftd that'I -lnvlted him 
to call.” tic r.-O

X wentfithere .after dinner, and this 
young lady invited me Into the parlor, 
and whenbwe w.ene seated, she said;

"I presume yau are the gentleman 
who wrote, the saote. May I ask, are 
you acquainted with Mr. Spencer?”

"No, I never spoke to him before 
last nighii'! s n

"Oh! Indeed! Is he in towtv?’.'/

general public would not have been 
stlrred to action. There would have 
been no factory or' child labor legisla
tion if it had not been clamored for. 
The packers are Improving conditions 
in their houses, They object to the' 
clamor that has been raised, and say 
that if they, .had been told quetly pf 
evils that ought to be remedied they 
would hâve attended to the matter. 
Perhaps they might have done so, but 
generally the persons who gently sug
gest to tbe men in charge of a work
shop or factory that they should make 
expensive improvements are told to 
mind their own busless.

There, are some desirable reforms 
which are unattainable merely because 
several men with strong lungs are not 
shouting for them and giving highly 
colored accounts of dreadful condi
tions which would disappear if the re
forms were Introduced. Attention 
was called twenty years ago to many 
of the life Insurance -abuses which 
have recently been, exposed.. The

. “I donlt suppose he isx":>‘Ji' said, 
smiling. 7 ‘.‘He dfed In Rochester, Newterward., ■ ... .. ——— . -

’ “Is she a çhurch woman?”- ; - r, .LXoxiuTud io ’<< >1: |J
"Y.es, shAls a mqmbftifoLM« M- i^- r- ^datoiratfulMôuiïdea. 

church.”' ... ' ■ ■ “I

for yourself”
"I know,” she slowly answered, 

"that I have not found my ancestors' 
leachings correct. . But I gave up all 
those old Ideas long before the change 
came to me; in fact, since, my early 
girlhood. But the word Spiritualism 
was a little obnoxious to me. It 
seemed to be associated with much 
that was disreputable. And yet, Spir
itualism Is really true,” she continued 
with dreamy, far away eyes. “Here I 
am, surrounded by all those whom I 
so dearly loved, and nearly ready to 

' commence the work over again that I 
feel I did not have time to finish 
when in the earthly life. Abby, I am
sure you will join me; and, as you 
have been here some little time, per
haps you can give me a little instruc
tion.”

"I do not feel competent to Instruct 
you,” I replied; “but I have been sent 
here as a delegate to Invite you to 
join our band, to be initiated, in fact, 
as to the best ways and means to ac
complish the great work to which you 
devoted all your energies when on the 
earthly plane. First, we are to give a 
grand public reception in your honor, 
and then and there to Induce, or in
vite you, rather, to join our band."

"flow many are there composing 
the band” she asked.

“There are many thousands,” I an
swered; “but the main band is sub
divided into many smaller bands, each 
band working in its allotted place. 
The band to which I belong and which. 
we wish you to join, has many great 
and grand members.”

"Tell me some of their names?" 
she said. "Do I know them?”

“You know them all by reputation, 
and many of thqpi personally. Oh,

ern, we teach. Our Capitol is not a 
place wherein Jo make laws to govern 
the people, but it Is used as a head
quarters for learning. We certainly 
convene to hear great and progressed 
minds give forth of the knowledge 
they have attained and to counsel to
gether as to the best ways and- means 
of Imparting that wisdom to those not 
as far advanced as some are here, but 
never to govern or subjugate, and our 
Capitol is also used as a place where
in receptions are given to new-born 
spirits from earth that have been 
leaders and Insplrers of the people 
toward some great good or Improve
ment. These same ones were always 
mediums, but many of them do not, 
and did not know it; but they really 
are and were inspired and led on by 
a bandt, or the concerted action of spir
itual Beings, and often by the very 
ones that I am now talking to you 
about.

Mrs. Mary A . Livermore, during all 
her earth life, was guided by a pro
gressed band of spirits; yet If she her
self was conscious of it, which she 
sometimes was, she did not admit it to 
the world; and now the very band that 
had Influenced and guided her was to 
give her new-born spirit, a grand re
ception. All this I told her as we 
sat there.

“Is she desirous of knowing- 
whether spirits can.return?” ' .

. “Yes, that Is why I wish to reach 
her with an affirmative answer.” ? .

“How long is it -since you -last saw.
Mrs. Abner” ,

“Just about seven years,. I went 
east from here and died in Rpchester, 
N. Y." •

“Did you, directly or . Indirectly, 
hear from, or .of her during the seven 
years?” .

“No, not a word." .- , -
“Now please tell me. /what your 

name Is?”
"My name is as strange to you and 

the medium as Mrs. Abner’s. My 
name was Spencer. Mr. Abner knows 
you both are perfect strangers to her 
and me, which Is satisfactory."

“I will take this matter into my 
own hands,” I replied.

“That would be very satisfactory. 
You will meet difficulties, but we will 
help you, and I will return when you 
sit again.” '

When I remembered what strangers 
we wer, and that the lady, Mrs. Abner, 
was a church woman, probably re
fined as Mr. Spencer.. evidently had 
been, I really felt that I had an ele
phant of pretty good size on my 
hands, for it must be borne in mind 
that this occurred soon after Henry 
Ward Beecher’s church trial on tbe 
Mrs. Tilton affair.

Next morning after breakfast I

I begliyour pardon, I don't quite
understand: You said you ^spoke to 
him last night! but that he' died in 
Rochester, N. Y. I can’t quite under
stand that.” ■ : -

I bad to explain.
“Oh!” she said, “that is Spiritual-, 

ism! Now, I hope you won’t be of
fended, but the SpiHtualiBts are not 
•quite respectable. " I do hope you are 
not offended."-' Fpefcei^e you are a 
gentleman, and very kind.”

After a lotfg Interview and explana
tion on my part, she bowed me out 
very politely;1' '=

“I-thank you .Tor calling," she said, 
"and will explain' everything to my 
mother. Good da/, sir."
. She was a;nice lady; but she had 
already admitted,'that everything Mr, 
Spencer had M,ld. was true.

The .spirit’came again when we sat 
next night, '.He explained that it had 
been all planplackand came out well, 
as the youngw. lady .would be sure to 
speak of it’ qfpong ,the ladies, of her 
club, while,the glflerly.woman might 
keep tlje mattgr, ,to, herself.

Few who read'this can realize as we 
can how satis(ac|pry. i^ was to us, for 
“it made our assurance doubly sure,” 
and I gl.ve.lt4p meet the objections of 
practical business men.-and women.

In my next letter J shall give the 
theology of ouri Jiigh Indian friend, 
Blue Jacket, .. THOS. HARDING.

Sturgis, Mle^.; ,' ■
(To i>e continued.)

WILL REORGANIZE VERY P¿£IN TRUTH.

She did not seem at all surprised, 
but said that she had often felt while 
in the material body that she was 
guided and Inspired by higher pow
ers.

And thus it, was settled that she 
should come to the Capitol at a cer
tain time; and would I come for her 
and accompany her thither?

To this I gladly assented; and then 
I hastened back to my own beautiful 
home, to my beloved husband and to 
my duties as a home-maker, and also 
a teacher ot children and youths.

(To be-continued.)

Spiritualistic Society Has Far-Reach
ing Changes Projected—Fees to Bq, 
Optional—Titles of “Rev." or 
“Professor" Will No Longer Be 
Allowed.

The

yes; I am very proud and happy to 
tell you some of their names. First 
and foremost, George Washington, 
Thomas Jefferson, Abraham Lincoln, 
Thomas Paine, Lucretia Mott, Harriet 
Beecher Stowe, Henry Ward Beecher, 
Rdbert G. Ingersoll, Wendell Phillips, 
Horace Greeley, Ann Lee, Florence 
Marryat, Abby Judson, Ole Bull, ahd 
Carlyle Petersilea; and, now, last to 
join us, but not least, Mary A Liver
more. There are very many others 
whose names escape me just at pres
ent, but altogether we muster ten 
thousand strong.”

“Why, it would seem,” she said, 
"with such powerful spirits to carry 
on the good work that it- must suc
ceed In a very short time.”

“Yes, it -would seem so at first 
-thought; but the masses are composed 
of millions whose eyes are not yet 
opened—millions of women ■ on the 
earth.who care- fon little else but fash
ion and dress and how best to attract a 
rich husband; thus the most of the 
men are pushing, fighting, striving 
and. wrestling^to see which shall get 
rich the soonest Ah! we have a great

DR. MINOT JJ. SAVAGE.

Great Exponent of Spiritualism 
Among Prominent People. -

To the Editor: —I enclose you some. 
clippings about the resignation of Dr. 
Savage from’the Church of the Mes
siah of this city. I do not know the 
particulars regarding the same, but I 
know a great many, myself among'the 
number, went to the. Church of the 
Messiah to hear Dr. Savage, and would 
not care to hear anyone else In that 
pulpit. ,

I think the empty pews Will tell the 
true story next season, for it is impos
sible to get one to fill his place. The 
Church of the Messiah has truly lost a 
true and great man, the successor of 
Theodore Parker of to-day.

Why is it that a certain number of 
people wish the old orthodox ideas; 
and have no hunger for anything pro
gressive? . . .

’ J. OSBQRNB LUNT. 
New York.. .

■ "Cosmlan Hymn Book.” A collection 
of original and selected hymns, for lib
eral and ethical societies for schools 
and the home; compiled by L. K. Wash
burn.. This volume' meets a public 
want It comprises 256 choice ■ selec
tions-of poetry and, music, embodying

___ the highest moral sentiment, and free 
jnass of error to overcome yet; but we from all sectarianism. Price, 50 cents.

women better able to underttend and enjoy It. 
“Discovery of a Lost Trail"

Discovery of a Lost Trail
BY CHARLES B. NEWCOMB, -

Author of “AlVe Hight with tho World.” Cloth 270 
pages. Mr. Newcomb made a distinct success with 
"Ali’ti Right with the World,” which continues Lu thu 
front rauK ot the Metaphysical books that are now so 
popular. Tbogreac number who have ¿een cheered 
and strengthened by him will welcome another book 
by th>8 wise teacher whose words of help are doing so 
much to nake the world better by maklnir men aad

THE LIFE RADIANT—Cloth,$1.00 
net Decorated cloth SI.V5. In thia, her new book. 
Miss WbltlnK alms to portray a practical Ideal fot 
daily living that ahull embody the aweelnesa and 
exaltation and faith that lend enchantment to lite, 
It is. In a measure, a logical Bequenceof “The 
World Beautiful," Leading into still diviner har- 
tndnles. "The Life Radiant” U characterized by 
the same essential qualities that Hove marked 
"The World Beautiful."
CONTENTS-The Golden Age Lies Onward; Dis« 

corning the Future; The Ethereal Realm; The 
Power of the Exalted Moment; The Nectar of 
the Hour.

THE SPIRITUAL SIGNIFICANCE; 
or Death as an Event in Life, cloth. 9LOT A book 
from her'yan means now flashes of Insight, a rev
elation of Spiritual truth almost Emersonian in 
kind.—Chicago Chronicle.
THE WORLD BEAUTIFUL; First, 
Second and Third Series. Three volumes, (1.00 
per volume,
CONTENTS OB’ VOL. I.-The Duty ot Happiness) 

Nectar and Ambrosia;Believe in the wlnge; The 
Vision and tbe Spleudor; The Enlargement ot 
Relations; Vrlends Dlecover&d, not made; A 
Psychological Problem: The Supreme Luxury 
of Life; Exclusive and Inclusive; Through 
Scorning Nothing; The Woman of the World; 
The potency ot Charm; Fine Souls and Fine So
ciety: Tho Laws of Our Country; In Newness 
ot Life; The Heavenly visitors

AFTER HER DEATH.—A Story of 
a Summer. Price, 11.00, Tbe ideas in the book 
will affurd comfort to many, and should bring 
positive aid in sorrow to such as will receive its 
message.—Hartford Post.
FROM DREAMLAND SENT—
Verses of tbe Life to Come. New edition, with 
additional pooms. (LOT. Docorifted cloth. (1.25. 
Lilian Whiting's verse is like a bit of sunlit land- 
gcapo on a May morning.—Boston Herald.
KATE FIELD ; A Record, with 
several portraits of Miss Field, including one by 
Elihu Vedder. Decorated cloth. 12.00
A Study of Elizabeth Barrett Browning.

; With FarasiL Decorated cloth. (1.25, _

It will write in full sight- 
> yes, in full sight and it will 
write more, write better, 
write easier and keep on 
doing so longer than any 
other typewriter.

THE MONARCH TYPEWRITER CO., 
200 and 202 Wabash Ave., Chicago, Ill.

and medluin, whose honesty! has never 
been questioned, and who is president 
of tie Spiritualist Ladies' Aid, was 
listening to the promptings of’those 
who had guided,her In all the years 
past, and had never given her any
thing but the truth. For many years 
she had doubted tifò genuineness of 
Mr. Maybee's seances, and after two 
or three female forms had shown 
themselves she asked if it was her 
sister. The form nodded in the affirm
ative, and then beckoned for her to 
come to' the curtain. She went, and 
.then said: "I .wish you would come a 
little closer so I can see you better.” 
“It” stepped closer. She placed the 
tips of her lingers on "its" shoulder, 
drew them gently down to the waist 
line, realizing without a doubt that it 
was only Maybee covered with dirty 

■ cheese-cloth, and disguised with a 
wig, . She clutched the cheese-cloth 
(and she seemed to possess the power 
of two men), and said: “Come on, 
girls; I’ve got the fraud!” Everyone

statements were not made vociferously 
enough to catch the public ear, and 
ihe house cleaning in the companies 
was left for the ’‘age of clamor.’.’

Society caniot get along, without 
clamor. It is the great agent for the 
removal of abuses. . Those who com
plain the most of its strident, dis
cordant voice are the ones who are 

..directly or indirectly Interested in the 
continuance of the bad conditions 
against which clamor is raised. Thus 
railroad men think there has -been an 
unnecessary clamor against railroad 
management. Deep seated evils can
not be cured by whispering against 
them.

In Spiritualism, a rbtten : élément’ 
had In a measure taken possession of 
it, and fake spirit messages, and fake 
materialized spirits were common in 
our ranks. It was not until after the 
exposure of a score or more of medi
ums, one after another, that Tim Pro- 

, gr.essive Thinker commenced to loudly 
clamor for reform. Each time the

seemed rooted* to the spot, and the 
struggle was between the two, she 
outside and he inside the cabinet, un
til the cheese-cloth gave way, and she 
sat down on the floor with a piece of 
cheese-cloth in her hand, 30 inches 
long, 8 Inches wide at one end and 5 
inches at the other, and for tbe space 
of a few seconds, until the cheese
cloth gave way, the cabinet curtain 
was held open, and those sitting di
rectly in front saw Mr. Maybee’s fran
tic efforts to untangle himself from 
the cheese-cloth, which was pulled 
tightly around his body. It takes 
much longer to tell this than It did for 
it to happen. When the struggle be
gan a dark object fell at the feet of 
one of the sitters who picked it up, 
and handed it to the lady next to her. 
Mrs. J. P. M. held aloft the cloth she 
had secured and said, “That is a nice 
thing for our spirit friends to be 
dressed in, old dirty cheesecloth.” 
Someone accused her ot haying

And They Becahie Sorely Vexed There
at arid ’Left the Church.

Entire reorganization of the busl- . 
ness conducted by Seattle clairvoyants 
and mediums is projected by the First , 
Spiritualist Society, in'an effort ..to ( 
place the seers outside the provisions , 
of the vagrancy law that Is bni^S 
forced so strictly by Chief of Police 
Wappensteln. In this reorganization 
the Spiritualists who believe In the 
phenomena ot soul progression with
out using It as a means of livelihood 
declare that they have the co-operation 
Of the professional fraternity.

The society has determined upon a 
course of action that will mean radical 
changes In the methods used by the 
médiums to attract patronage. No 
advertising will be allowed, either in 
the newspapers or by means of the 

■ big placards and signs that now adorn 
the halls leading to the rooms of the 
mediums. A plain business card con
taining merely~the name of the medi
um and perhaps the simple word “me
dium” is all that will tell the passerby 
of the business conducted within. 
Moreover, the mediums. will be asked 
to. drop .such titles as "Rev.”, '.‘Prof.’’,

The most radical change will be in 
the fees demanded. This has always 
been a source of trouble, since it has 
been charged that exorbitant fees are 
sometimes asked. In the future, the 
matter’of fees will be entirely optional 
with the person who is consulting The 
medium. -At the close of the seance, 
the client will not be required to pay, 
but will be allowed to pay whatever is 
deemed to have-been the value of the 
reading.............. <

If these regulations can be enforced 
the Spiritualistic society will Insist 
that the mediums be allowed to con
duct their business, and in case the 
mediums are arrested will fight every 
case through the courts. At least, 
that' is what they say.—Seattle 
(Wash.) Post.................... ..

Marayan Kirshner, ,Brahmin mis
sionary to America, shocked the Epis
copalians of Kansas PJty, Mo., in 
whose church- hewas speaking, by- ut
tering tbe following patriotic senti
ments; "We aye, overstocked with 
Christian missionaries.., , Ninety per 
cent of those we’ have are senseless. 
Furthermore, w©.,don’t, want your re
ligion and .youy holyibook. We have 
more religion p(aouf own /han- we 
know what to dp with, a surplus that 
we’d like 4ft, expert, go I pray you 
American^qkeeprByour.-so-called mis- 
dlonarles ^jhopjfe.. If you want to 
Christian!^ us,-gend .us some men

BOOKS BY-

LILIAN WHITING.

brought the cloth there for the pur
pose of making trouble. Then 1,110 |8a B|mp[e study of that strange and beautiful tiling 
lady Who had the wig stepped to the tailed life, but grand In Its scholarly simplicity. It 
frr.nt nnd held It on end a r kod If nnv willbeta demand by tnauy who bare not previously irone, ano neio it up, ana asaea it any | read metaphysical writings. Price into. For aula at 
of them owned it. It is needless to ; ejjeomco.
say that the seance broke up, and 
Maybee .was allowed to go without be
ing searched.

There were, many interesting details 
that would take too much time and 
space to relate. The next morning 
Mrs. J. P. M.-and a number of others 
swore out a warrant before Justice 
Roe, -charging Maybee and his wife 
with larceny. She was arrested that 
day, and he was brought back from

poor- spirit was grabbed, it proved to 
be the- medium dressed Im artificial 
toggery. To supply the demand of 
these- rascals for wigs, whiskers, 
crosses, illuminated dresses and other 
devices to make up U spirlt, a business 
house was established in Chicago for 
that special purpose, and it has been 
doing a lucrative business for several 
years. In connection with this house, 
the art of deceiving the public wab 
taught, and therefrom Legerdemain 
Spiritualism came into existence. 
Hence The -Progressive Thinker has 
been loudly clamoring for reform, and 
it .will continue to clamor for It until 
our beloved Cause Is purged of the 
parasites who have fastened them
selves upon it. In connection with 
this matter, we present the comnjunl- 
cjtlon below, giving a full account— 
not before published—-of the exposure 
of Mr. Maybee at Lansing, Mich., and 
which resulted in sending him to the 
work house" at Detroit, Mich., for 
ninety days.

To the Editor:—Many times have I 
seen the name of Maybee in the head
ing of the articles on Legerdemain In 
your excellent, paper, but never, have I 
seen a description of that seance 
which .was his undoing; and I thought 
it might be of Interest to some of the 
readers to know the facts. As he is 
so’ well known all through the coun
try, it will be hard to convince some 
of the dear good brothers and sisters, 
unless they have the plain facts.

It was on Allegan street, in Lansing, 
Mich., January 28, 1906, that twenty- 
eight people—Spiritualists, investi
gators and skeptics, met in an upper 
room to behold the phenomenon of 
materialization. Mr. John Maybee 
was the medium, and was assisted by 
his wife. Flora Maybee. The people 
were seated in front of the curtained 
cabinet, which was a three-cornered 
room without a door or window. ’ At 
the back of ihe large room was a small

that are qualified' to: , teach philoso
phers thai^nowrAheir own scripture. 
Until,thenf^he v^as, our four books 
ot philospigiyy.qpe good enough for 
us. ShoWojine, ^(.country, where the 
missionaries}, havqgb.een that is pros
perous. doesm not exist. There 
were no fgjpineqt^io plague in India 
before the;¿English invasion. I am 
here in thq Iptereffis of India for India; 
not India i&r. E^gl^nd." Some of the 
audlqnce l}f$ame.angry at this '"plain 
ppeaklng leffe-the church. The 
minister ajologlzgfl- to those who re
mained. :$Jie ti-t^h- is the last thing 
Christians,.■pantile hear.—The Truth' 
Seeker, &

“Death Defeated? or thePsychic Se
cret of How to Keep: Young." By J. M. 
Peebles, M.- D^ MifA., Ph. D. Price JI

"Longley’s iReautlful ' Bongs.” A 
new edition comprising in one volume 
the. four-parts¿heretofore 'published, 
to which Is adtledipart -five, also a 
number .of the .author’s-inost popular 
songs, including ‘fOnly'h Ttdn Veil Be
tween Us” and.dts'"Gompdnion Piece." 
. Cloth, 7 5 cents. Boards,-50 cents.

“Death, Its Meaning and Results.” 
By J. K. Wilson, of-the 'Pennsylvania 
Bar. An absorbingly -interesting-' vol
ume, of decided’ vatae. A narrative of 
wonderful psychical events tn tho au
thor's experience. Cloth. 560 pages, 11- 
lustrated, $1.25. - '

DR. J. M. PEEBLES’ 
Most Important Books.

Saginaw the day following- He 
pleaded guilty, was sentenced to the 
Detroit work house for ninety days. 
The wife was let go; so they are both 
at liberty to Impose on the public 
again.

Oh! Spiritualists, are you willing to 
have our glorious truths, our sacred 
thoughts defiled by such so-styled me
diums?
, When will we weary of the counter
feit and deffiand the genuine?

I am glad It .was a tried and true 
Spiritualist who brought the offender 
to justice. When every true Spirit
ualist demands the truth and nothing 
but the truth; when we demand that- 
our mediums shall live lives that are 
worthy to come in touch with the spir
itual side of life, then will fraud and 
legerdemain leave our ranks, then 
will the thinking people listen to our 
beautiful truths; then will our banner 
be flung to the breeze and thousands 
will recognize It as the long-sought 
truth .which has robbed death of Its 
sting and the grave ot its victory.

A TRUTH SEEKER.
Lansing, Mich.

IN MEMORY OF MORRIS DAVIS,

Who Served Nine Years Under the 
American Flag.

lamp in a box with a movable sliding 
front, which was adjustable by a 
string that extended across the room 
over the curtains and into the cabinet. 
It was explained to one lady . who 
-asked about it that it was arranged so 
that "Robert,” the cabinet control, 
could adjust the light to suit the spirits 
who showed themselves. After the 
price of admission, 25 cents each, had 
been collected, Mr. Maybee, made a 
nuniber of remarks; among1 other 
things he denounced The Progressive 
Thinker, and was particularly bitter 
in his remarks about the article 
headed, "The Curtain WiH'RIse.” .He 
also informed the listeners that if, any 
attempt to grab the spirits was'made, 
that the grabber might be ptilled into 
the,cablnet, and pitched headlong out 
again.' ' ' ' " ’

During this-talk Mrs. Maybee-car
ried a tin trumpet into the cabinet, 
and left it there. Then the audience 
were all requested to join in singing 
that sacred song, "Nearer, My God,’ to 
Thee." Before the’ last verse was fin
ished, Mr. M. took out his watch and 
somd other articles which were in his 
pocket, and-handed' them to his wlte, 
and-she went to a bureau that was in 
the room and placed , them in one of 
the - - drawers. Then the medium 
jerked off hiB coat and vest, threw 
them on the floor, rolled up his eyes, 
and plunged headlong into the cabi
net and; landed - on the floor ■ with a 
loud thump. ' .

After more • sifiglng, and - what 
seemed a long time to those who were 
welting to gaze ones more on the faces

REDUCED prices.
1. What Is Spiritualism and Who 

Are These Spiritualists? A book of 
131 pages, elegantly bound in paper. 
Price 40 cents; postage 5 cents.

2. Death Defeated, or the Psychic 
Secret of How to Keep Young. 300- 
pages/handsomely bound in cloth. 
Goes to the root of life, health, hy
giene, marriage, divorce, and how to 
prolong life, etc. Price $1; postage 
12 cents.

8. Spiritualism Vs. Materialism. 
This volume, cloth-bound, contains a 
series of essays and arguments against 
materialism from the point ot Spirit
ualism. Price 50 cents; postage 8 
cents.

4. A New -Biography of Dr. Pee
bles, by Prof. E. Whipple. A book ot 
600 pages, bound In cloth, and giving 
a full history of the Doctor’s eventful 
life and travels, now 85 years of age. 
Price JI; postage 18 cents.

5. Vaccination a Curse and a Men
ace to. Personal Liberty. This, an Il
lustrated volume, treats exhaustively 
of calf lymph, vaccine virus, "option
al” vaccination or compulsory. Price

Oh, ye tears that come; with sorrow 
When the grief has found its way!

In the lives of human nature 
Grief and storms leave but decay.

Death was Bad, without Its parting, 
As we laid you in your grave;

‘Twas our tender hearts, left bleed
ing,

For the one we tried to save.
We have missed you, faithful Morris, 

From our circle in our home, 
And it’s lonesoAe here without you 

Since your spirit’s left to roam.
Nine long years you fought so proudly 

For the flag you loved so well;
It shall wave among the flowers, 

This Memorial Day to tell,
That you fought your battle bravely, 

Won the victory over all;
That a hero Iles beneath it 

TUI the judgment day roll call.
We will wrap you in Old Glory, 

Let you sleep beneath Its fold. 
While the bugle blast is sounding, 

The old story’often told.
For we know that you’ll be watching, 

Listening for the silent tread^_
Of your comrades, who’ll be marching 

To the city of the dead.
MRS. MARGARET R. KELLEY.

Jl; postage 12 cents.
6. The Orthodox Hell.

ing pamphlet against the Christian 
doctrine of vicarious atonement and

A scath-

endless hell torments. Price 10 cents.
7. Demonistn of the Ages and Spir

it Obsessions. A large volume of sl- 
most-400 pages. Treats of the angels, 
demons, obsessions, and evil spirits 
through all the historic ages. Price
Jl; postage 15 cents.

Spiritualism Commanded of 
A reply to Seventh-day Advent'-

8.
God.
Ists. 30 pages, 
age 2

9.
cents.

Price 10 cents; post

Proofs of Immortality, the Lon-
don "rejected” address. ' 49 pages.
Price 15 cents; postage 3 cents.

10. 
ism. 
age 2

11.

The Pro and Con of Spiritual- 
24 pages. Price 10 cents; post
cents.

Spiritualism in All Lands. 31
pages. Price 10 cents, postage 2 cents,

PROGRESSION
The evolution of Man. By Mlchaef Faraday.
Price. 15c.

ROMANISM Is a pamphle 1 of SO nares, in 
TPYPORPn 10 Pr°f. David Swint,

VOJUL/ Priest Cashman and Dr. With
row, and Is principally In defense of Protestant» 
Um. A concise little pamphlet. «Price 13 cents.

A Chance to Make Money.
I got berry stains on a blue silk dress, will 

some reader tell mo what will lemovethem. 
White only a. plrl. I am making lots of monny 
seining directions for preserving fruit, 1 sell: 
more than'one hundred directions a week, for 
fl each. You do not heat or seal the fruit-, just 
put it up cold, It will keep porfect.y fresh for 
years, and is much better and more healthful 
than canned trult. I will gladly help anyone 
start in this business, and yod can make nionov 
in city or country. I will mail a bottle of fruit 
and complete directions tor 212-cent stamps, 
which Is only tho cost of bottle, fruit, mailing 
case, postage,' etc. Address Francis CaSey, ra 
E, 125th St., Block 156, Now York, N. Y. With a 
bottle of fruit for people to see and taste, you 
should sell hundreds ot directions, right round 
komo.. ■ ................

, "The Spiritual Significance, or. Death 
as an Event in Life.” By Lilian Whit
ing. One of Miss Whiting’s most sug
gestive, intensely interesting, spiritual 
books. It is laden with rich, thought
ful spirituality. Price Jl,

I ICnriTW An Interestlug StorvLlMirin o‘Twow<>rws.
LiWVLv II Ml EievatIngt FasclnBt.
Ing and Instructive Throughout,

This work by Carrie E. S. Twing Is exception
ally Interesting. She well says: 'These char
acters which have brought out the highest and 
lowest In different religious beliefs, have moved 
me, not I them." Thé whole book is Interesting, 
fascinating, »nd instructive. Price, m oo.

Paine's Ttmoiogicai WorKs.
Age ot Reason, Examination ot the Prophe- 

clos, etc. Illustrated edition. Post Bro., os 
nagw._ Price, cloth. 01.00.

C0W0NSEN8ERevolutionary painph- 
let. addressed to the inhabitants of America in 
1776, with explanatory notice by an ■ English 
author. Paocr, 15 cents. _ A
“OMOFOT” 

end How the Spirit. Body Growl,* By M. Faraday« 
Price, f0o. For sole at thia office ,

Belas all tho OospalB, Epistles, and.other pieces 
now extant, attributed In the first tour cento- 
rise to Jesus Christ, his apostles and their com
panions, and not Included la the New Tsgt&mant 
aytwsmpuena

Ali
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Á Review oí Ahrinzimän Stop Forgetting;
shall be published with the convention, 
proceedings in every instance of their 
publication ¡’also that a copy, shall bo 
sent to Mr. Herbert L. Whitney.

Ahrinziman” is a remarkable book by the Author 
gOf“A Wanderer in Spirit Land.’- We present Mr.‘ 

Dawbarn’s Review, of the book, wherein he makes 
serious Qbjections to “Angels’ Wings,” as an--append- 

- age to the body.? The author, however, in her usual 
clear and concise style fully explains the tnatter, 

. showing conclusively that wings are not an append- 
age of the spirit body, any more than a hat or flowing 
robe would be a part of the physical organism. Ah
rinziman is a most interesting book, and is sent out
for $1.12. : __

We are told this is a veritable biog- 
• raphy, written through the hand of 

the same lady who gave to the world a 
similar'history entitled “A Wanderer 
in the Spirit Land." She cl.aims to be 
a writing medium through whom; cer
tain spirits are able to give their expe
riences in earth life and beyond. The 
work, of course, must ^st upon .its 
own merits. It is intensely interest
ing, with an educated and talented au
thor somewhere back of the printer,, 
by whom some very ancient history Is 
exposed.fo the glare of the 20th cen
tury. The story itself, so far as It 
deals with earth life, professes to ex
hibit the danger to the sensitive who 
becomes open to’^S^rfluepces- from 

- \across the “divide,”
Its first part is a tale of mortal woe 

* and suffering with which earth*,, life 
abounds- Its special interest consists 
in the powers claimed to be wielded by 
"dark spirits” susceptible to their in
fluence. We have a sorcerer playing 
the master for several centuries, yet 

• ultimately becoming the victim - of 
those he had held to his service. We 
have also Ahrinziman, a born sensi
tive with sorrowful experiences of 
earthly passions while he is climbing 
to a throne. He is soon after assassi
nated, and thereby ends the first part 
of what the author calls “The ptrange 

' 1 Story of Ahrinzlman.” It is the sec-' 
ond part of the experiences of Ahrinzi
man which contains the’chief motive 
of the spirit author for giving to the 
world this history. In other words, it 
is his experience after death, and lurid 

- description of the hells pi spirit life, 
which really constitute the “strange 
story” Ahrinziman has to tell the 
world.

We have had jnqdipms by the score 
and the hundred who have depicted 

. the joys of heaven ,with vivid attract- 
fulness, but very tew who have paint
ed the details of life in hell, down even 

• to the amusements by which "devil 
spirits” break the monotony of fierce 

J quarrels and cruel strife for mastery, 
with intervals of torturing some new 
arrival. So we may specialize this 
work as written to picture hell rather 
than heaven, as Indeed was the case 

. with the author's former volume con
taining the experiences of “A Wan
derer.” 1 '

The question the reader naturally 
asks himself iq whether he may accept 
the history as veridical? That is to 
say, is it an honest attempt to tel] the 
true history of a personal experience, 
or does'lt belong to the realm of-fle-. 
tlon? ’?

In all flret-class fiction the charac- 
. ters are so true to our experiences and- 
; beliefs of every-day men and women

■. . that they'become almost historical Jn 
our .memories. We laugh at the ab- 

■ surd and the improbable', but sympa- 
■ , thlze with joys and sorrows that we 

feel might have happened. Robinson 
Crusoe is quite as real to the readers 
of that marvelous tale as the biogra
phy of any character recorded ip his-

, tory. He is real to the boy who Is 
reveling in his adventures, and re
mains a living character through his 
life, slmoly because every incident as 
told MIGHT HAVE HAPPENED. On 

< 'the other hand, when we read of ad
ventures and experiences beyond our 
present belief >we grow suspicious of 
the whole narrative.

This applies both to stories of heav
en and stories of hell, and especially 
when told as true history of personal 
experience. We first try to determine 
their probability. As we cannot visit- 
the scenes for ourselves we note the 
contradictions in the various narra
tives, and try to determine how much 
the details are colored by the mortal 
channel through which the spirit tells 
his tale. This may be called "healthy 
suspicion” of every tale told In the 
name of someone we cannot greet and 
question for ourselves. It is-the-dis.-; 
tingufshing mark of the present age 
that all inspirational teachings are be
ing subjected to this ordeal,‘and/mahy 
a religious dogma is shrivelling into 
the ashes of all old belief. We smile 

■ .at the hells of Dante and Milton as 
much as at the heaven-of St. John the. 
Divine. And, of course, these truth- 

■ fui adventures of Ahrinziman in hell, 
.....and those 'of • the "modern -inspired; 

painters of heavenly scenes must be 
held to the same standard.

In this age of mathematics and sci
ence we are all eager for exact-truth. 
But before asserted truth is accepted 
as such it must pass careful examina
tion and analysis. The present writer- 
has, in this spirit, pointed out.- the 
many absurdities and contradictions in 
the writings of those claiming to be 
mediums for heaven, and mediums for 
hell must not .complain If subjected to 
the same careful scrutiny.

It is not necessary to-day to dwell 
on the natural law which holds mortal 
and spirit apart. We must just re
member that a normal mortal and a 
normal spirit can never meet. So Ah
rinziman must-become himself abnor
mal as a spirit, and his amanuensis 
must become abnormal as a mortal be
fore the one can impress the other. In 
other words, both are in "fogland" 
when they meet, and thus, at the very 
best, what is said and written is “be
fogged” by that condition. So leav
ing that as a solid fact that cannot be 
contradicted we perceive that, without 

, Impeaching the honesty of either mor
tal or spirit,’we cannot expect veri
table, details of spirit life under such 

• conditions.’ ‘
We find, and. expect to find, spirit 

life depicted In terms of mortal life, 
and therefore subject to mortal expe
rience and .anlaysis.: For instance, the 
“dark angels” who rule in Ahrinzi
man’s hells have, we are told, wings by 
which to flutter io and fro, just as Sti 
John the Divine has his winged angels 
before the Great White Throne. But 
as anatomical experience and teach
ings won’t permit both" wings and; 
arms to any creature, we perceive that 
“fogland” atmosphere gets into the 
brains of spirit authors, producing 
very unscientific .results. Yet further 
as we have thrones described on which 
"dark angels" sit; we perceive that 
their wings would either have to ;-be 
taken off wtien the-wearer sat down or 
the throne would have to be a stool 
Without any back to it to acconrmo-' 
date the drooping wings. As dark an
gels and light, angels can, we are told, 
be "called by thought power, and travel

with marvelous rapidity, we see that 
wings are-just . the ."befogged” at
tempt to describe the method of loco
motion outside our mortal life. In 
other-'words, angel wings -won’t pass 
an examination before’any bdard of 
mortal critics. '

In this as in the former work by the- 
same amanuensis, we have details of 
this "life below,” which includes even 
amusement^in hell. We are toid'they 

, have mighty cities which, of course, 
have to be built put of suitable mate
rial; They have tables, chairs, cur
tainsand furniture ip general in their, 
buildings, and artificial illumination. 
They have feasts with wine, that is 
“hell lire” in drops as it trickles down 
the throat of their guest. They play 
games for stakes,-but cards and chess, 
which are specially mentioned, could 
not be made without tools. They 
even carry weapons, but we are told 
that whjn armies meet they fight 
“tooth and nail;" just tearing one an
other to pieces. This is also very 
“foggy” to the mind of the present 
Writer. We learn, however, that su
premacy depends, in its, ultimate not 
upon tooth and ¿all, but upon "will 
power,’’ and presently poor Ahrinzi
man being rather weak in that direc
tion comes to grief. Two great“dark 
angels” fight for him, and, strange to 
say, it is by a game of chess which 
shall own the captive.

He had been dropped Into a deep 
hole by one of them.. While there he 
was able to use -his' own will power 
with sufficient force to break his 
shackles, and to drive off some very ; 
unamiable torrnentors. But he could 
not get out till an old acquaintance, 
the sorcerer of earth life, lets down a 
rope up which, we suppose he climbs i 
hand over hknd to meet once again 
his most ungracious majesty, the i 
"dark angel,” who had dropped him.] 
Into the pit. Presently, the game of , 
chess having decided which was his 
master, he is invited to join in a great 
battle in which the foes ride horses 
with wings—wings again—and he is 
at last killed in the fray.

As a spirit he dies into another 
sphere in which remorseful agony for 
his own past is to become a,gradual 
purification of his soul. Here we have 
to stop for a moment as we note the 
tremendous contradiction in ‘-‘veri
table” spirit teachings. I presume all 
of . us have been brought up to be
lieve that the sinner carries his sin 
and its consequences out and beyond 
death. I know this has seemed hard 
fate, and very unfair in the light of 
environment and heredity- that make 
all of us pretty much what we are, but 
such is the doctrine we .have been 
trained to 'believe, and such is also- 
the teaching of Ahrinziman.

In a very near-by yesterday a re
nowned medium in England by the 
name of Rev. Stainton Moses (M. A. 
Oxon), with controls ,jof world-wide 
reputation, taught-just the,same, thus 
pleasing the good church people who' 
could not really enjoy heaven until 
their next door neighbors.were in hell. 
That medium and his controls called 
Imperator and Rector are standard 
authorities among advanced Spiritual
ists- to-day. , But alas! and alas! the 
same controls now come back through 
the famed medium of the S. P. R. So
ciety, and teach that the details of 
earth life do not affect any mortal’s 
entrance into polite spirit society. Of 
course there is reason on-both sides, 
but which are we to believe? Each 
reader must .declde for himself, if he 
dare.

. There, is much .in this book that 
seems to the writer to ring like truth, 
especially in the details of our invis
ible surroundings, and their influence 
upon mortal life and character. Sev
eral pt the chapters no intelligent 
Spiritualist or investigator can afford 
je.pgssby-aB.a.mere spirit tale, yet he 
will be powerfully impressed with the 
difference between belief and knowl
edge at every page. For instance this 
is an era when theosophists and myri
ads of European and Asiatic spirits 
teach "reincarnation" as a solid, in
controvertible,, natural fact or truth; 
yet here is á spirit meeting other spir
its of vast prehistoric experience, yet 
Wfithou.t.a.single .hint of reincarnation 
in the whole book. So once again we 
are impelled to ask ..which is true?

Again we are reminded that no nat
ural.-fact-.previously unknown, no 
grand scientific discovery has ever" 
come to the world out of “fogland." 
Rut; all-the, same we have received 
from spirits the grand truth of our 
own immortality, even if we have to 
wait a ".wee” for the personal experi
ences of spirit life, which will be ours 
in the near "bye and bye.” '

In conclusion, we urge the reader to 
study carefully, this most interesting 
volume. It will pay him ’ well, pro
vided at every ; step he remembers 
“fogland,” and does not permit his 
reason to sleep amid the fascinations 
of the story.

The writer confesses that, after 
thirty-five years of investigation and' 
experience, he has ]many beliefs, but 
nothing he can call KNOWLEDGE as 
to the future awaiting us all beyond 
the gate of death. He has had abund
ant personal experience of spirit re
turn, and great enjoyment and profit 
in such “angel visits.” But he has re
ceived no details of the life hereafter 
that have not been "befogged" by the 
conditions under which'spirit return 
is alone possible. Such is, and must 
be universal experience affecting not 
only Ahrinziman but every other in
telligence who would bring to the mor
tal lessons from his personal experi
ence in spirit life.

i ' CHARLES DAWBARN.
San Leandro, Cal.

Reply to Mr. Dawbarn’s CrIUque.
When a book such-as “The Strange 

Story of Ahrinziman” is given to the 
public it is supposed to be submitted 
to the favorable or unfavorable criti
cisms of those who do the author the 
honor of reading the book and reflect
ing upon the-problems which it pre
sents, and in view of the many afid 
confifcting controversies which rage 
around the subject of Spirit Return, 
one.cannot feel surprise at finding that 
the pictures given do not correspond 
with. the .ideals of spirit life and the 
conditions governing the • roturn of 
spirit intelligences: held by thinkers

like Mr. Dawbarn, who evidently re- 
..garde the views he: has adopted as : 
fluaj and Infallible truths, and all that 
does not fit In with his own views as 
untruthful and misleading.

Now wklle"we So noE suppose that a 
thoughtful reasoner, such as Mr. 
Dawbarn, win be lively to change his 
opinions in consequence of any argu
ments advanced by us, we naturally 
desire that those who read his criti
cism may also.read our reply to the 
points he raises.. . We do not under
value the importance of his line of ar
guments, but we cannot accept them 
as conclusive because pur experiences 
of-spirit life and Its conditions have 
evidently been on different Unes from 
his (Including. the winged angels to 
Whom he objects).

First as to the angels and the heav
ens and hells.

May we suggest that it Is possible 
that Dante and Milton and St. John, 
as well as others who describe these 
things, may be mediums who' saw 
what ttjpy described, because they 
were in affinity with spheres in 
which heavens and hells and angels 
are to be- found, while Mr.. Dawbaril 
and those in harmony with his line of 
thought, see quite other spheres and 
■other conditions of. life in the vast 
-universe of spirit life..

We would also ask, ‘‘why, ’if the 
ideas of angels,‘etc., were pure myths, 
these beliefs should be found extant in 
so many countries as to be practi
cally a universally accepted part of all 
religions on the globe. The strict ma
terialist who declines to admit the 
evidence in favor of a ‘‘soul," is met 
by .the argument of a universal belief 
in one being held during all ages of 
tlie world's history,—and surely the 
possibility that angels exist is as well 
established as that of spirit return. 
The fact that Mr. Dawbarn and his 
communicating spirits have not seen 
any angels is not absolute proof of 
their non-existence in some other 
sphere than the one he is in touch 
with. The case is simply ‘‘not 
proven” on either side, and we may 
remark-in parenthesis that Ahrinzi- 
man does not say that angels are to be 
met vrith under all conditions of spirit 
or earth life. He only gives<his own 
experiences.

The point as to how an angel with 
wings is to sit down, is not very mate
rial since Ahrinzlman- describes the 
Wings as a part of the drapery, not a 
part of the anatomy of the spirit, and 
as symbolic of the spirit’s condition 
not for use as a means of propelling 
the angel, .like an air ship, through 
space. They may be considered as a 
portion of the insignia of the angel's 
power in the same sense as the crown 
worn by a king is part of the insignia 
of his royal rank, and not a royal hat 
taking the place of the headgear of or
dinary mortals. -
'. We maintain that heavens and 
hells, and angels with, wings, do all 
exist,-even though-some persons will' 
never see them, however ¿excellent 
their mediumship may be on other 
planes, and however many years they 
may have studied spirit communion.

If we carry our thoughts back-to the 
period before Columbus sailed forth 
to discover a new world, we shall find 
.many ancient mariners who had sailed 
•the seas for many years and viewed 
many counties on the globe, but who 
still remained in ignorance of the ex
istence of half the inhabited globe and 
of a race of men who differed In color 
and religious belief, from any of the 
known races. When Columbus set 
forth there werp more than a few 
learned persons who were able to. prove 
on strict grounds of recognized logic 
of that period, that he went on a foolls 
errand, and . that the land he sought 
could not be reached, since it was 
non-existent in the direction he proposed to sail. r 1

Even Columbus himself never । 
learned In earth life the full extent of 
his discovery, and until the new world , 

cl08e communication 
with the,old, there was no way of ' 
finally settling-any disputes regarding i 
■it. So, too, with the spirit world;! 
One cannot, as Mr. Dawbarn remarks,. 
put a spirit in-the witness box- and 
cross examine him after having made- 
a careful physical analysis of his per
son, and- so one must trust to a certain 
extent to the testimony, of the medl- 
UI“’• ' The whole point is, did or- did- 
not the medium give a fairly correct', 
transcription of the words of Ahrinzl
man, and is Ahrinziman a spirit whose 
words may be relied upon?

Mr. pawbarn seems to admit that- 
J—e book may be the outcome of genu-, 
ine mediumship, colored, as regards the 
angels and hells, by the too vivid im
agination of a “church educated” ner- 
son.

The medium desires to avoid per- 
cqnal notoriety In connection with 
“Is matter, and being of a quiet and 
retiring disposition, does not desire to 
enter upon wordy controversies . fe- 
garding these books, therefore every
thing like details of personal history 
must be given in very general terms, 
but it may be stated, that, so far from 
approaching .the subject of spirit re
turn with a bias in favor of “church 
views, ’ the medium was biased, in an 
exactly opposite direction, owing to 
the circumstance that the author’s 
father was not only a lawyer by pro
fession (and therefore accustomed to 
weigh carefully all arguments put be-, 
fore him), but a Freethinker and a 
follower of Ingersoll and Bradlaugh

The author of the .Wanderer had 
not only a very imperfect acquaint
ance with scriptural history, but hav
ing been brought up upon the broadest 
n re,e~£houBht principles, regarded 

all religions, either of the East or the 
west, as more or less founded undn 
pure myths.

A bias, in favor of a belief in. “An
imal Magnetism” and “Clairvoyance” 
was given, however, from the circum- 
stancev.that the author’s father had 
made an elaborate study of those sub
jects and possessed marked powers as 
a mesmerist, although the outcome of 
ms studies resulted in a conviction 
that all the phenomena attributed to 
spirits was simply produced by this 

■animal magetism,” possessed In a 
greater or lesser degree by all mor
tals, and that there was no real'evi
dence of the survival of a “soul” after 
the death of the body.

At the : time the ^’’Wanderer” was 
written the father of the author was 
still .on. the mortal side of life, and a 
very serious conference was held as to 
whether it should be published, and 
it was not until many proofs of the 
truth of that narrative had been given 
that the publication was finally de
cided upon. ' ,

(The book was published at the ex
pense of the author’s parents, al
though by an error it has been stated 
to have been published at the expense 
of a lady who, admired the book, and 
who has now come forward to bear the 
greater part of the expense of publish
ing Ahrinziman’s story. This gener- 
ou<8 Y611 acQuainted with the 
spirit Ahrinziman, and considers she' 
has had many proofs, both as to his 
power and truthfulness, and in recog
nition of which she has. brought out 
his book.)

As to the subject of reincarnation 
not being mentioned by . Ahrinziman, 
-the author mayexplaln that Ahrinzi
man’s story is only one of six books 
written under the control of spirits' 
and that reincarnation as Well as oth* 
er points are discussed in these other

Proceedings of tb Tenth Annual Conven 
tio^<the N. Y. SA.

Morning Session,-¡June Ir
The tenth annual qonventioniof the 

New York State Association of Spirit
ualists assembled in thè city ;af Buf
falo, June 1, 1908. The convention 
was; held -at Spiritualist Temple, cor
ner Jersey and Prospect street open
ing Friday -morning at; 10:30', with 
President H. W; Richardson In the 
chair.

The president appointed R. H. Hoyt' 
of. Buffalo as sergeant-at-arms, and 
Mrs. E. M. Travis of Cornell as assist
ant secretary, after which the'follow
ing committees were appointed:

Committee on Credentials—Miss 
Woodruff, of Coldep, N. Y.; Mr. Geo. 

..Bucher of North Collins, N. Y„ and 
Mrs. Saunders of Cartilage, N. Y.

Committee on. Itules—Mr. A. . R. 
Cooper of Syracuse, N.- Y.,- and Mrs. 
Bowker of Potsdam, N. Y. '

A part of the morning session- was 
.then devoted to general remarks by 
the workers present. ; The Committee 
on Rules reported, and the report was 
adopted. Committee' off Credentials 
made partial report which was adopt
ed.

The resolution passed at last con
vention, requiring each society-to fur
nish a full list Of names andiaddresses 
of all their members was repealed.

Afternoon Session,’Jt^ne 1. ' ’ '
President Richardson in,, the chair. 

The following; committees were, ". ap
pointed: ly

On President’s Repdrt^Mr. Morri
son of Ithaca; Mrs. Lane of Buffalo; 
Mrs. Arnold of Syracuse; Mrs. Coston 
of Cornell, and Mrs. Mudge of-Syra
cuse. ' i

• On Delegates’ Reports—Mrs. Diihl 
of Elmira; Mrs. Atchison bf Buffalo, 
and Mrs. Heron of Hornell. •'

' Reception Committee—Mrs. T. U. 
Reynolds of Troy; Mfs, A.'R. Cooper 
of Syracuse; Mrs. Dillon of'Buffalo, 
and Mrs. Atchison of Buffalo.

Committee on Secretary’s and Treas- 
•urer’s Reports—-Chas. 6/Hurlburt of 
Buffalo; Mr. Cooper and Mrs. Bowker.

Committee on Ways and Means— 
Mrs. Carrie E. S. Twlng of Westfield,’ 
N. Y.; Miss Victoria Moore, of Dry
den, and Mrs. Reynolds; ; -

Committee on Rekòìutions—Mrs. 
Rathbun of Port Washington; Mrs. 
Cooper, Miss Moore, Mr.’ Hurlburt 
and Miss Woodruff. 1 '

The:president’s report was read and 
referred to the -regular committee.

Secretary Whitney, of'Brooklyn, -N.. 
Y., read his-report, folkftve'd by Treas
urer Mrs. Rathbun, ¡with" hef'Aeport, 
both of which- were referred ' ''to the 
regular'committee. u • :I

At the convention ofir. 1900, Mrs. 
Twlng, Mrs. Reynolds aid Mre. Rath
bun were appointed as Committee on 
Usages and Ordination, arid Mrs. 
Twlng reported as chairman, '.Offering 
a resolution that the forms and'usages 
adopted by the National Association 
be adopted as the forine and-iusages 

■of the New York State' Assòclatlon.- 
Resolutlon carried.

The same committee was continued 
for another year.

Committee on Registration and Cer
tificates to Mediums—Frank' Walker 
of Hamburgh; Mr. Hoyt of Buffalo, 
and Mrs. Holt of West: Potsdaffi, were 
appointed as a special committee to 
formulate a system of registration and 
issuing, certificates of registration to 
mediums?

State Missionary, Mrs. Twing, read 
h.er report which, was adopted and 
placed on file.. . J

. Finance committee reported, with 
Mrs.- Twing as chairman, after which 
Mrs. Gillespie of San Fjancisco made 
some very interesting.remarks before 
the convention.. : ? r .

Convention then opened under head 
of Delegates’ Reports, ityid Mrs. A. R. 
Cooper reported for the? First Society 
of Syracuse; Mrs. Harriet Rathbun 
for the First Society' of New York 
City,' and. Mrs. Mudge "for. the First 
Spiritualist Church of Syracuse.

.Saturday Morning-/June 2.
The reports of thd committee on 

president's, secretary's arid"treasurer’s 
reports were each in turn^read, dis
cussed, adopted and ordere'dplaced on 
file? Several communications were 
read by the secretary ■ arid ordered 
placed on file. A partial report of 
Committee on Credentials'was adopt
ed. - . . . . . . / . ; ■" /

Convention then opened under the 
head of Delegatesi Reports:

By request, Mrs. -Reynolds reported 
for the Akron society, and also for the 
Potsdam society;' Ms. M. E. Lane_of 
Buffalo for the First Spiritualist 
Church of Buffalo; Mr; R. Heron for 
the society of Hornell; Frank Walker 
for the Hamburgh society; Mrs. Jos
lyn for the First Spiritualist Society of 
Rochester, and Mr. Charles Hurlburt 
for Harmony Circle Society of ■ Buf
falo. - -
. The convention .directed < that the 

president appoint the following spe
cial committees: On place of holding 
next- annual conventión?'Mr. B. E. Aus
tin, Mrs. Mudge and Mr? W. H. Bach 
were named.

On nomination of officers for ensu
ing year: Mr, 'Frank Walker, Mvs. 
Bowker, Mrs. Cooper, Mr. Hoyt and 
Mrs. Atchison.

B. F. Austin made some remarks in 
relation to the. purchase of a church' 
by the First Society of Rochester.

Saturday Afternoon, June 2.
Frank Walker, chairman of special 

. committee on registration and certifi
cates of mediums, reported, offering 
rules to govern the board of trustees 
in relation to registration and Issuing 
certificates to mediums;." alisd: blank 
forms for applications and for certifi
cates, all ot which were taken up sec
tion by section, discussed and adopted, 
after which the report was adopted as 
a whole.

, The city of Rochester was decideri 
up'on' os the pla’ce for holding the next 
convention.

An amendment to Section 1, Article 
1, of the By-laws was offered by Frank 
Walker, proposing that the following 
be added thereto:

"All applications for active member
ship in the New York State Associa
tion shall be passed upon by the board 
of trustees with power to accept or re
ject same.”' .

This amendment was fiiseussed and 
adopted,- thus amending the Bylaws. •

Committee on Credentials made 
final report- which was adopted^

Committee 'on Resolutions reported, 
and the report was adopted and or
dered' placed on file, This was fol
lowed by report of Nominating Com
mittee and the election of officers, re
sulting as follows:

Mr. Harvey W. Richardson, presi
dent, east Aurora, N. Y.

Mrs. Carrie E; S. Twing, vice-presi
dent, Westfield, N. Y.

Mrs, Tillie U. Reynolds, vice-presi
dent, 137 Congress street, Troy, N, Y.

Report of Committee on Resolutions.
To all assembled in convention and 

to those -whose presence we miss, al
though we know that they are with us 
in spirit, we tender our- . congratula
tions upon the status of our cause and 
the progress evinced by the many on-’ 
ward signs. Your committee desires 
to express appreciation of the honor 
conferred and to thank our worthy 
-president and the approving assembly 
for the privilege of serving. We pre
sent for your consideration and adop
tion the following resolutions.

Whereas, the cause of Spiritualism, 
despite the numerous obstacles placed 
in its pathway continues to advance, 
and whereas many learned thinkers 
are drawn into our ranks and become 
valuable adherents and advocates of 
our philosophy, therefore be it

Resolved, That this association shall 
even more carefully and liberally cir- i
culate the literature already extant 
and to be published. ’ ’ ’ ' ‘It’is the duty of

F

Mrs. Milton' Rathbun.
Port Washington, N. Y.

treasurer,

Miss Sarah Woodruff, secretary, 
Colden, N. Y. -

Trustees-—Mrs. J. H. R, Matteson, 
248 No. Division street, Buffalo, N. Y.; 
Mrs. Harriet Duhl, 313 Columbia ave
nue, Elmira, N. Y.; Mrs. Laura Holt, 
West Potsdam, N. Y.; Mr. J. Stearn, 
Buffalo, N. Y. ’

At a meeting of the board of trus
tees, following the close -of the con
vention, Mrs. Tillie U. Reynolds was 
again appointed state missionary and 
lyceum superintendent for the ensuing

....................
The evening sessions of June 1 and 

2, and the morning, afternoon and 
evening sessions of Sunday, June 3, 
were devoted to lectures, mediumship, 
music, elocutionary readings, etc., and 
with an array of talent Including most 
of the prominent workers in the 
State and some from other states, en
abled those present to enjoy such a 
feast of reason and inspiration as is 
seldom witnessed in America.

Among the prominent speakers and 
mediums present were B. F. Austin, 
W. H. Bach, Carrie E. B. Twlng, Ger
trude Mudge, Frank Walker, Mrs. Til
lie U. Reyolds, Mrs. A. G. Atchison, 
Mr. Chas. Hurlburt, Mr. Lyman -C. 
Howe, Miss Sarah Woodruff, Miss Vic
toria Moore, Mrs. Anna Glllesple'Of 
Skn Francisco, Mrs. A; R. Cooper, Mrs.

I Staley of Toronto; Canada, Mrs. Mil
ton Rathbun, Mr. Herbert L. Whitney, 
Mr. Morrison of Ithaca and others. 
The meetings were very harmonious. 
The lectures were of a high order, 

J each speaker seeming to outdo him or 
j herself, and the convention closed 
with a feeling that we are on the eve 
of a spiritual; ayakenlng such as the 
movement has never witnessed and 
with confidence that the coming year's 
work of the New York State Associa
tion will be crownfed with larger re
sults than any preceding year. -

MISS SARA H WOODRUFF, 
Secretary.

every organization of Spiritualism to 
meet, so far as In them lies, the needs 
o.f the .hour, and. furnish, especially to 
-new converts; the reading which shall: 
not only educate but stimulate to ac
tivity on forwarding olir cause.

, . • Mediumship.
i Resolved, That as mediumship is 

the "cornerstone of otir beloved cause, 
that we as a safeguard to honest medi
umship'vest the committee appointed 
by this.convention with full powers to 
act .in accordance with their best judg
ment for the protection of honest, con- ■ 
scientlous mediumship.

We are strenuously opposed to all 
spch use pl mediumship as would 
serve to east a blight on Spiritualism; ] 
that our officers work with the author
ities of the different cities to weed out 
bogus and fraudulent men and women 
claiming to be spiritual mediums and 
working under the guise of Spiritual
ism. Mediumship means all that is 
pure and truthful in human nature. It 
touches problems on which the world 
has been seeking light throughout the 
ages. We are standing on the thresh
old of a great awakening of the 
masses of civilization, and it is the

-duty of mediumship and Spiritualism 
to preserve the honor and integrity of 
the cause of justice and humanity and 
the union of man on the broader lines 
of reason and truth; and it is the con
sensus of this committee that the con
vention use all their powers to defend 
the honor of their mediums and the 
laws of the spirit world as they har
monize with the laws of each com
munity.

!A

“How io Remember"

bucouvhv .-XoulrenoairaaterinteUectuaUi 
than your Jueiiwry- Mycoortejlw* 

pío, íaexDcaiÍTfl. Jocrciuca »úclaZ moot
»or. ïItcb -as aliirt. Toady uKimary for Muti, lacca ani 
byiiuvB» fetalti. DaTobpa will, apeaking,

¡ etc. Ujr iboklet “.Howto acuì lece.
Dickson School of Memory, 982 idehil UÀ Chlcego

PUBLICATIONS ■ ÔP ‘

Hudson Tuttle.
litarj of Spiritai literatim.

STUDIES IN THE OUTLYING FIELDS 
OF PSYCHIC SCIENCE.

•This work essays to utilize and ex- । 
plain the vast array of facte in its field 
Of research by referring them to n com-i 
mon cause, and from -hem arise to. the 
laws and conditions of Man’s spiritual , 
being. Third edition. Price'75 cents«

LIFE IN TWO SPHERES, 1‘
In this, story the scenes are laid off 

earth, and in the spirit world, present-1 
lug the spiritual philosophy end the 
real life of spiritual beings. All ques-1 
tions which arise on that subject are ' 
answered. Price, 50 cents. I
HERESY, OR LED TO THR LIGHT. I

A thrilling psychological story ot j 
evangelization and free thought. It is 
to Protestantism what “The Secrets of J 
the Convent" Is to Catholicism. Prica ' 
80 cents. I
ANGELL PRIZE CONTEST RECITAk 

TIONS.
For humane education, with plan of 

too Angell Prize Oratorical Contests. 
By Emma Rood Tuttle. Price, 25 cents. .

All books sent postpaid. Address 1 
HUDSON TUTTLE, Publisher, I.

Berlin Height«, Ohio* ]

books, making it' needless to ..add to 
the length of Ahrinziman's story by 
alluding to his views "upbfi that sub
ject • - ; ;

Mr. Dawbarn says no mornial' spirit 
can communicate with-a; normal mor
tal. The author ‘of;. Ahrinzlman is 
not a."normar mortal," blit a medium I 
who has spent many ye'afs undergoing! 
a course of development 'upon lines 
laid down by Ahrinziman and other 
controls, in order to dbtaTnMot only 
the development' of a '^writing medi- 
dium” but also the deVeldpAent of a 
very curious and dxkeedlngly. rare 
form of semi-objectlve^ffiediumship, by 
.which "objective" proofs as ko the re- 
.ality of the scenes des6ribe<f %.nd the 
personality of the communicating spir
its have been given, and so'fiie other 
very remarkable resulted obtained.

Apart from the pubfeatioii bf these 
books the authorof Ahrinzimto cannot 
be called in any sense8 a public medi
um,, nor has the medlums'tfip been 
used as a means of "ffibney°ietting.” 
The very delicacy of thWmagnetic con- 
ditions required to inslire su'&ess, pre
clude any attempt at a public demon
stration of it, but to a limited circle of 

•friends the power of this.medium Is 
known and recognized.as a genuine ex
ample of the power - ¡of- 'Ahrinzlman 
and of other spirit friends, and there 
are many persons who-hope that at 
some future time the restrictions pres- 

I ent may be removed, .and “Ahrinzi- 
man”. and his band given an opportu- 

i nity to. present some-evidence of a 
more objective nature than mere argu- 

। ment .can give.
I In taking leave of -Mr.a Dawbarn’s 
criticisms of “Ahrinziman’s story” we 
do so with all respect: Jor- Ills’ views 
while still maintaining,.-out own. :■

THE.-AUTHOR.

Resolutions.
The following resolutions were 

unanimously adopted by the official 
board and the annual convention of 
the.New Y.ork State .Association . of 
Spiritualists, convened at Buffalo, 
June 1, 2 and 3:

Inasmuch as our retiring secretary, 
Mr. Herbert L. Whitney, has served 
the New York Association of Spiritual
ists faithfully and conscientiously 
ever since its organization nine years 
ago, we wish to offer appreciative rec
ognition of his services. Therefore 
be it •

Resolved, That we realize that in 
losing him as' an official and co
worker, we are to miss a genial gen
tleman of intelligence, who is uni
formly courteous and ever willing to 
lend a hand in any direction to facili
tate methods by which as a state or: 
ganization we progress. His reports 
embodying-full statements of finance 
have always bèen concise, while com
prehensive; and just to all concerned. 
Committees, în considering and pass
ing upon his annual reports never fall 
to commend for clearness, accuracy, 
and approve in every détail and rec
ommend his réturn to the office. Thé 
report of the last committee heard so 
late as yesterday, was filled with the 
highest commendations, and his re
election was urgently advised.

As circumstances have made it im
possible for him to remain in close 
touch with us, we part .with him. as a 
state officer with deep regret, and as
sure Brother Whitney that we shall 
carry with us the memory of his untir
ing Industry, his ready response to ev
ery call, his. painstaking attention to 
duty, his suave manner, his loyalty, 
not only to our cause itself, but to his 
colleagues in the work, as an inspira
tion1 for our future success.

We trust that we shall have him re
turned to the office staff some time in 
thé. not distant future, when he shall 
have regained his.health and shall 
have been relieved from the business, 
cares, which, from year to year, have 
grown in demand until they have be: 
come overwhelmingly oppressive;

Resolved, That we extend to our 
faithful-brother the hand of loyal 
friendship, and that we wish for him 
everything good; that we shall retain i 
his good will and Interest in the asso-. 
ciatlon, and his personal friendship, < 
‘‘goes without the saying” ¡with all 
who know him well. Nine years of 
activity in the onerous positionof sec
retary, comprising the duties, both of 
recording and corresponding, at homo 
the year round, and annually in con
vention, without compensation, save 
in the satisfaction of duty well done, 
and the approval and appreciation- of 
his staff associates, means much more 
than any one can.comprehend, unless 
having served in the same. capacity 

i and under the same conditions.
. Resolved, That we offer our grateful 

i thanks-to our retiring secretary, for 
I all that he has done for the cause; and 
। all that he has been to us. -
1 Resolved, That these .resolutions

Lyceums.
Resolved, That this convention rec- 

omend to every society in the state 
the importance of spiritual education 
for the young; that.it is one of their 
highest duties to establish lyceums in 
consectiomrith ihelr meetings. The 
concerted action of a few often brings 
about great results, and it should be 
borne in mind that a little leaven In 
the foim of enthusiasm may leaven 
the whole lump. This convention 
would urge the immediate action by 
those Interested in the spiritual pro
tection and education of our youth.

Resolved, That some legal form be 
adopted that would cover a request of 
a member of a family to be interred 
on his demise with'spiritual ceremo
nies, This request to take the form 
of an appeal te the members of the 
family as a dylug testament. We be
lieve that some form has been consid
ered by the National Spiritualists As
sociation. and we recommend that the 
Ngw York State Association act upon 
this subject.

Temperance.
Resolved, That we as Spiritualists 

and co-workers in uplifting humanity 
use-every legal means to discourage 
the use of intoxicating beverages, be
sides using our individual influence in 
that direction, and to use every effort 
to prevent the young from associating 
in places where they come under the 
pernicious influence of Intemperance 
or otherx forms of immorality. That 
we educate them to understand the 
danger of intemperance in all forms.

Resolved, That each individual shall 
live the higher life and under guidance 
of the Golden Rule become a living 
example in our beloved cause. Such 
happy fruition will result in our be
coming temperate in all things.

Woman Suffrage.
Resolved, That inasmuch as woman 

is partner in the great world’s activi
ties, she should be accorded equal 
rights with her co-worker, man; a" 
voice in making the laws by which she 
is governed, and we as Spiritualists 
should inform ourselves on this sub-

The Arcana of Spiritualism,
A Manual of Spiritual Science and 

Philosophy.
The readers of The Progressive 

Thinker are already acquainted with 
character of this book. It Ib Intended 
by its assisting, inspiring spirit-authors ] 
to furnish a compendium to the student 
ot psychic laws and manifestations. II 
has been mote than thirty years in pra 
paring and contains all that has beef 
received by me through inspl-atiof. 
and research during that time on thf 
subjects it treats. Few questions wlL» 
arise in the minds of investlge'nri. 
that are not answered in its pa^es. 
Price, postpaid.

Address all orders to J
HUDSON TUTTLE, *]
Berlin Heights, Qhlo. 1

THE WIDOW’S MITE,
AND . ।

OTHER PSYCHIC PHENOMENA. , 

BY ISAAC K. FUNK. J
A remarkable book, of intense Inter* 

est to all, whether Spiritualists or Ma
terialists, investigators or believers.

The author has embodied in thia ( 
book an account of his wonderful per- 
sonal experience, and has culled from 
other sources the experiences of others, 
Including scientists of world-wide re
pute, making a volume of great valuer 
638 octavo pages. Price, cloth. |2.

CHILD CULTURE

iccordlng to the Lavrs of Physio« ] 
logical Psychology and

Mental Suggestion, ; ।

BY NEWTON N. RIDDELL.

This is a work of singular excelled'” i 
on a subject of great importance. It la 
replete with wise and practical hints, 
helps and suggestions, of inestimable I 
value to, parents, and all who have the ! 
care of children, and all who are inter- I 
ested in their moral, mental and physi-' 
csd welfare. Its spiritual tone is uplift
ing. Price 60 cents. i,

ject of vital importance and help 
speed the time when woman shall 
accorded her full rights.

Social Purity.
Resolved, That we, as students 

the higher spiritual development,
all within our power to 
standard of social purity.

to 
be

of 
do

raise the 
It is de

plorable that woman, regarded as the 
weaker sex, should be compelled to 
maintain a higher social standing than 
that established for man. It is fitting 
that in this, the dawn of the twentieth 
century, woman, the sentinel of social 
purity, should be earnestly and loyally 
aided and abetted by man.

Social and Economic Systems.
Resolved, That in view of the fact 

that while we eat our bread In peace 
and ofttlmes in luxury, there are 
starving millions, we should "extend 
our influence for the betterment of 
social and economic systems.

Child Labor.
Resolved, That inasmuch as one of 

the most far-reaching evils of the day 
is the stultification of the sbuls and 
bodies of the God-given children, we 
do all within our power to secure the
enactment of laws to exterminate the
hideousness of-the existing evil of
child labor,. .

Resolved, That in this day of ad-
vanced civilization, the badge of. patri
otism shall no longer be the sword, 
but the olive branch, and that as 
workers in the vast fields of progress it 
behooves us to use our best efforts for 
the'promulgation of peace through ar
bitration.

Calamities.
Resolved, That we tender our heart

felt sympathy to those who have suf
fered from the recent disasters that 
have visited this-and other countries, 
and that,we do all within our power to 
alleviate the- sufferings caused by 
these wide-spread disasters.

- ’ In Mcmoriam.
Resolved, That we' hold In loving re

membrance the arisen ones, who have 
left our ranks to join the spheres ce-_ 
lectial.

Resolved, That we in convention as
sembled express j)ur sincere regret 
that the veteran' worker, -H. C. Ses
sions of Cortland, has been removed 
from our midst, but in the knowledge 
of the beautiful truth .of Spiritualism 
we feel assured of his union with the

(Contlnued on page OJ

VEDANTA PHILOSOPHY.'
Lectures by tha Su-ajat VtratauMxi*, on 

or CodquctIm the Infernal Ntcw, mid other eub» 
jecU; also, PataDjalfi Yoga .Aphorleme, with com* 
monterlea and a copious gloaeary of Sanskrit terms. 
Revised and enlarged. !2mo., Cloth, tl.00. Raja Yoga 
Is an ancient system of Indian PteDeeoghyi and one of 
the four chief methods that the Vedanta Philosophy 
oCera to obtain freedom and perfection. Swami V!’/« 
ekanonda became a familiar acute In several Am eri' 
can cities during the three yean foUovhg the For* 
foment of Religions at phlcaco: he wm cordially re» 
ce! ved tn America, where cho breadth and depth of 
bln teachings were soon recognised. RU teachings 
(nounlvenal in their application. Tbo book Is cteaa 

For sale at thu offlea.

INDDGE
<our Neighbor to Subscribe for TK« 

Progressive Thinker.
Now is the time to extend the circula« 

don ot The Progressive Thinker. 1( 
will contain Occult and Bpirituallstla 
neWs with which every one should bo 
familiar. No other paper published on 
this earth contains such a vast amount 
of matter so well adapted to enrich tin 
Mind, Send in a. subscription now.

STANDARD BOOKS,
Cloth Binding, Wc. Each.

The following books by well known 
and popular writers, we have selected - 
with the thought that they will be of in
terest to our readers. They are printed 
on fine paper; perfectly clear, readabia 
type; cloth binding. Good home library’ 
edition;

Heroes and Hero Worship, and the 
Heroic in History. The Hero aa Divin
ity. The Hero as Prophet The Hero 
as Poet The Hero as Priest . The 
Hero as King. By Thomas Carlyle, 35Q 

^pages. "
Past and Present By Thomas Car

lyle.
Data of Ethics. By Herbert Spencer.
Fairyland of Science. By Arabella B.

I Buckley. This book is written in such ■ 
la pleasing manner that young as well 
as old can understand it. Illustrated, 
gilt top.

Origin of Species. By Charles Dar* 
win. ■

Descent of Man. By Charles Darwin'. 
These two books by Mr. Darwin, should 
be in every home. <

Karma. A Novel. By A. P. Winnett. .
A Romance of Two Worlds. By Ma

rie Corelli. A most wonderful occul« 
story. ' •

Zanoni. By. Bulwer Lytton. A ro
mance by that most wonderful and mys
tic writer, after a long residence in the 
East and an exhaustive study of occult - 
lore. .

Any"one of the above valuable books 
can be obtained for 50 cents, a miracle 
Of cheapness- : ■

that.it
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¡task commenced some six thousand 
years ugo,, and -closed at the end of a 
WCek-is lt any wonder he was. weary, 

*qnd-required reSt? His enterprise: 
jij'as.too .after ap eternity
‘of • rest and inactivity to be com-' 
pleted. without a heavy flraft on skill; 
patience and persevering effort. No 
.wonder his unskilled hand in making 
ipan was a failure, so great that the 
sacred record tells us "he repented he 
hud made man,” so he sent a flood and 
drowned the entire race save the good 
Noah and his family. Possibly he 
committed an excusable error in sav-
ing any of the breed. Noah became

i.g1 - .1 íi

from Harrison IV Barreo ^ìoi. R. T. Vai Horn, Both: Mit 
: ■ TfilDker^ólllie Present floe.
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Stly corrected, and missing numbers 

sd gratis.
pF" Whenever you desire the address ot your 

paper Kflmsged, always giro the address ot 
the plaoe'to which it has bean going or the 
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TO FOREIGN. COUNTRIES.
' The price, of Th© ^Progressive Thinker 
per year to foreign countries Is 32.

drunken, and ought to have died 
childless. His sons saved were of
small account. Had God. discarded

SATURDAY, JUNE 23,100Ö.

the whole .race, the product of un
skilled labor then; conscious of their 
many detects, there Is no doubt he 
would, on a second trial, have greatly 

.improved; and made a race far supe
rior to that now in being.

As the crab apple is good stock on 
whlcji to engraft the most delicious 
fruit, so, maybe, God purposes to per^ 
feet in another .s(ate'of being'that 
which seems so imperfect In mortal 
life. We hope'so, ■ . ■ ' .

, . ----------- ,.t I.,.! UO----

“To me the murderer,bad as h&is,tSe 
rapist, vile as he is, is yet an a^l^f 
light, when contrasted with thosie’who 
deliberately traffic in the emotions °of 
the soul, and, through fraudulent phe
nomena mislead us with regard to’ spir
itual things.” ’ ' ”

WORDS OF CAUTION.
You should not send money In a let' 

, ter. You may do ao a dozen times safe
ly, and then the next remittance may 
be Jost or stolen. Secure a postal order 
for five cents, and th. :i you are per
fectly safe, and will eave yourself an* 
boyance and trouble.

SOMETHING YOU SHOULD HAVE.
It Will Only Cost You Four Cents.
Reports in pamphlet form of the. last 

N. 8. À Convention are for sale at 600 
Pennsylvania avenue 8. E., Washington, 
D.C., at four cents each, postpaid, or 
thirty-five cts. per dozen. Every Spirit
ualist should send for one. Address 
Mary T. Longley, Secretary.

TAKE NOTICE. <
AU books advertised in The Pro

gressive Thinker can be obtained at 
thfe office. Express charges or postage 
prepaid at the price named unless qth- 
wlse stated.

Manitou Springs, Colo.
Mr. D. N. Hitchcock of Manitou, 

Colo., paid a visit to our city last week. 
Mr. Hitchcock is engaged in the erec
tion of a bath house at these world-fa
mous springs, that is to be the finest 
and most complete invalid bath house 
in America, and costing about 3100,“ 
»0U.

Manitou Is situated six miles .west 
of Colorado Springs, immediately at 
the foot of Pike’s Peak. Here are 
the celebrated soda and Iron- springs, 
which give lo.4Manltou the name of 
the “Saratoga of the West.”

The famous cog-road Up : Pike’s 
Peak starts from this point; also the 

'Jentrance to the wohderful. .Ute .Pass, 
Ipading to Green Mountain Falls and 
Crystola. The Garden df the Gods, 
Crystal Park and many other-places of 
note are near by. ■

The .Colorado Midland, Denyer & 
Rio Grander railroads and the.Rapid 
Transit- street railway connects Colo
rado Springs and Manitou, .which give 
trains of sufficient frequency to accom
modate the most exacting.

Mr. Hitchcock is an enthusiastic 
Spiritualist and a man of culture and 
refinement. The company and those 
employed about the bath house are to 
be Spiritualists. This is something 
that our people will do well to remem
ber.

Evidences of Reform.
It is a positive pleasure-to note the 

tendency to material reform in z the 
churches. It was only a little while 
ago, as we have shown in these col
umns, when they were not only slave
holders, but were engaged in t^e slave 
trade.- Now there are no defenders of 
this Biblical crime.

A little later the deacons of the 
churches .were engaged in the distil
ling business. This writer well re
members distilleries of whiskey were 
almost as numerous as were the 
“Inns” where spirituous liquors were 
sold by the glass, and the proprietors, 
with scarcely an exception, were prom-- 
Inent church officials. The churches 
would not tolerate such a state of 
things to-day. . They have reformed, 
and in this respect are keeping pace 
with the progress of the • age, .not
withstanding Paul’s advice to his be
loved Timothy 4.0 "take a little wine 
for his many infirmities."

We now notice with great satisfac
tion, - that the Methodist Episcopal 
Church South, at its late general con
ference, acting on petitions from fifty- 
four auxiliaries and various Women’s 
Home Mission Societies, have prohib
ited their young preachers from using 
tobacco in any form, and has placed it
self on record as earnestly anxious to 
save the boys from the cigarette habit, 
a practice so destructive to health and 
good morals.

Efforts spent in saving the young 
from evil practices' are a thousand 
times preferable to those made to save 
souls from an endless hell to which 
they were never exposed.

Christian Demagogues to the Front.
While Congressional action was be

ing taken in the Senate on the pend
ing railway bill, regulating Interstate 
traffic, an amendment was offered by 
Senator Laurin of Mississippi, declar
ing:

"It-shall be unlawful for any com
mon carrier engaged in interstate 
commerce, to operate as such, for 
compensation, any steam-propelled 
vehicle of transportation of passengers 
or freight between sunrise and sun- 
set.on the Sabbath day.”

Mr. Laurin proposed such an enact
ment, because, he said, “one of the 
Ten Commandments is germain to the 
bill.”

"Remember the Sabbath day, to 
keep it holy. Six days shalt thou la
bor and do all thy work; but the sev
enth day is the Sabbath of the Lord
thy God; in it thou shalt not do 
work, thou, nor thy son, nor 
daugther, thy man-servant, nor 
maid-servant, nor thy cattle, nor 
stranger that is within thy gates.

any 
thy 
thy 
any 
For

The Fountain of Revelation.
The playful verse, describing the ad

ventures of a boat captain on the 
"Raging Canawl” illustrates ‘ very 
graphically the distress of churchmen 
as they read of explorations by arche
ologists In the Orient. We quote with 
great satisfaction:
“She hove and sot and sot and hove, 

And high her rudder flung;
But every time she hove and sot 

A worser leak she sprung.”
These solemn thoughts came to us 

as we read quite recently an article in 
the London Globe, giving an account 
of "A Recent * Important Find in
Southern Babylonia.” The "find”
consists of a large limestone statue, 
discovered by Dr. Banks, at Blsmya, 
said to be equal, if not superior to the 
famous diorite statues found by M. 
de Sarzec at Tello. It is a massivd 
Work, nearly perfect, the head dis
tinctly of a non-Semitlc type. The in
scriptions on the statue, says the dis
coverer, are very archaic, and certain-* 
ly antedate our era by more than 
3,000 years. It preserves the name of 
the ruler and of the city whose ruins 
are marked by the mounds.

In the course of the same article the 
Globe tells of the recent publication 
of nine volumes, which are said to be 
the finest Egyptian and Assyrian col
lection of Inscriptions and Oriental 
archeology In the world. Among re-

in six days the Lord made heaven and 
earth, the sea, and all that in them Is, 
and rested on the seventh day; where
fore the Lord blessed the Sabbath day 
and hallowed it.”

No person with brains believes the 
Lord, or anyone else, made the heaven 
and the earth In six solar days. 
Christian scholars claim the "six days 
of creation” were each periods of in
definite duration, probably millions of 
years. .The "rest" period, 'the sev
enth day, is a period of equal length. 
Observed, and a lazy man would have 
all the “rest” he craves.

■ But good, kind, considerate Chris
tian, there is but one denomination of 
your faith who regards the "Sabbath 
day,” and that the Seventh Day Bap
tists. All the rest disregard this holy 
day which the Lord hallowed, and 
honor the pagan day devoted to the 
worship of the sun.

If Laurin’s amendment had pre
vailed, and the bill had become a law, 
It would have revived and put in force 
the Jewish Sabbath, and closed all In
terstate traffic and business between 
the rising of the sun on Saturday, 
which is the Sabbath day, the follow
ing day being Sunday.

The movement is a frequent one, set 
on foot by demagogues to gain Chris
tian votes. One year it is “God in the
Constitution.” Then the post-offices

cent publications , mentioned, are
found the “Creation Epic," from 
which the first chapters of the Bible 
Iwas compiled; the story of the flood; 
an. account of the division of time into 
weeks, with the institution ot the 
Sabbath. All are clearly related in 

-those pages, and a date of 4,500 
years B. C. is reached, which is incon- 
testible; blit preachers will still in
sist the Bible narration is divine reve
lation, and inerrant. And why not? 
The whole fabric of the Christian re
ligion has been constructed on this 
mythical basis. To admit the truth, 
thé .whole system would be without 
foundation, of the same material as 
that of which air castles are built, 
and would disappear with the first 
dawn of a thinking mind. Othellb’s 
occupation gone, whence the means 
of support? And so the great fraud Is 
continued from age to age.

■ 4

There' is a very general and most 
natural “longing” among those who 
have outgrown the old forms of relig
ious belief. I myself liave more sym
pathy with the aspiration than hope to 
see it gratified to the’extent, of any 
positive belief respecting the unknown 
.world.—John Stuart Mill. .

.The wedding-ring is the old token 
ncepted by the woman when she gave 
heY pledge of . bandage.—J. Howard

1

' Billings,-Mont., June 2( 1906.. ,
Col. R. T. Van Horn, Kansas City, Mo.— 4, ■ ; 

■ Dear Sir and-Brotheri—^Yiiur favor of April SQ. cUd pot 
reach me'for .some days,after it was■ mailed,,owing jlo the 
fact that I was not at my home when:it arriypd.tl^ege. -It- 
came to hand with the Issue of The Progressive, Thinker,; 
in which it was published in full. As'it Is nq^ ,pubilc_ 
property, It is but fair that I should staie what gayeci^e to 
my letter to you, and the purposes underlying the.inqye- 
ment to which I made reference in my letter q.f Inquiry,,.

At our recent National Convention, it was voted jq^carry 
into effect a resolution that had bepn, adopted 
and re-affirmed.at every annual convention up, to ,H}05, 
This resolution authorized the officers of the N. 8. A, to so
licit papers from persons, qualified by experience and edu
cation, to write upon the various phases of thought that 
Spiritualism presents to the world; Mediumship, Scientific 
Spiritualism, th© Philosophy of Spiritualism, the Religieii 
of Spiritualism, ©very known phenomenal manifestation, 
Spiritualism per se, its. application; etc., were, to bp care
fully analzed by th© writers and their'best thougbt&upon 
some special topic presented for publication ,lu ,a.(work, 
to be known as “The Latest Word of SplrttuaHsm," r)

Knowing you to have had a wide experience in.j^q field 
of materialization, and believing that you poui|l,,ppesk 
with authority upon this question, using your .well kjiowp 
logic and acute reasoning powers with th© skill, oL.whlch 
you are perfect master, I addressed you, as I thought,,.a 
courteous request.for a paper upon your favorite theme;, 
that request I repeat .In all sincerity at this , time. ,1^©- 
Heve you can give the people who ar© to read the-, bpok 
in question, something worthy of their carefpl oonsjdqpa- 
t|on. People who thinly DO NOT WANT INFERENCE; 
they are in search of eyidence; that evidence by induction, 
deduction, mathematical demonstration; and pure reason, 
you are Invited to place before your fellow-men. . inor
der to reach correct conclusions, truthful premises ©just 
first be established. No one can declare that he alqnq JljkB 
THE ALL Ol? TRUTH, hence no one set of prem|ges, 
ever logical they may be, can possibly contain throne pro
cess by which all truth may be discovered. a91 . 13

I do not know of an intelligent man or womup who jie- 
nles materialization. The plant, shrub, flower,) £yee, 
human body and spirit form (seen by clairvoyant^}, greigl! 
evidences in proof Of the reality of matey^ilzat^p. 
Grqnted that there are fac-slmlles; they yet are qymlfe^- 
tions of the force that produced them. May it nq^be tgje 
that all material substances are projections into jitslbl^jy 
through the volition of some intelligence? ^jmangpl 
Kant has declared that “The outer universe Is but a pro
jection of man's Inner consciousness” If this,,be,, true, 
mind is superior to matter. May npt matter be,^ m$ny 
intelligent men declare, merely

drived, hoodwinked, misled, times too numerous to men
tion. ‘ . -
* As you have not had these conditions with which to 
contend, you can give the world a description of the other 
side of the shield. Let It be remembered, however, that 
I carried no “Fraud in my heart” (absurd cry), for I be
lieved everything I saw to be genuine, and like a young 
robin, I swallowed it down, and opened my lips for a 
larger marvel. r

Yes, we do need more mediums, not pretenders; but 
MEDIUMS, who shall .be to “this age what" our early psy
chics were to the people of a half a century ago; true in
struments in the hands of the unseen Intelligences. ■ 
: want phenomena/ in ever-increasing quantities,

bought; in all honesty, to be certain that those phe
nomena bear the stamp of genuineness. The!phenomenon 
of the famous “Cardiff Giant'“ Is a case in' point. When 
found in a farm .yard in the State of New York, it! created 
a furore aimpst.'equal to the one Occasioned by the “Roch
ester Knockings.” The most eminent sculptors In 
Europe and America hastened to she It, and One of the 
.most'celebrated of-them all, Cyrus Cobb, declared that 
anyone who doubted the pre-Adamlte age of the “(jlant" 
was a fool! r Yet this self-same “Giant” was made In Iowa, 
shipped to New York, and used FOR THE SPECIAL PUR
POSE OF DECEIVING THE PUBLIC.

A skeleton was found three thousand feet belbw the 
surface in a mine in California. Eminent anthropologists 
pronounced it of greater age than those of the Mound 
Builders, or Cliff Dwellers. A few; years later, a prisoner 
on going to prison, confessed that he had placed a skeleton 
taken from a very modern tomb In California, in that mine 
for pecuniary reward, In order to aid a would-be scientist 
to' acclaim, name and. fame, -

_ Do we want more phenomena of those orders? Do we 
wdnl; bogus Cardiff Giants and repulsive skeletons to stand 
forth as representatives of our phenomena? Do we wan^
clever tricks, db.wnright deceptions, and shrewd guessing 
to appear as offerings from our angel friends?
I cannot help wanting only the genuine coin, only the

Somehow

must be closed on Sunday. When 
nothing else is pending an effort is 
made to prohibit the carrying of the 
mails on Sunday. Could they do it 
they would stop the Atlantic steamers 
in mid-ocean on Sunday to give the 
sailors a needed rest. - 1

It was only a few years ago this- 
demagogism was bending all lts ener
gies to prohibit street cars doing 
business on Sunday. The courts came, 
to the . relief of the people and de
cided street cars on Sunday are a ne
cessity, therefore they were not' pro
hibited from running and carrying 
passengers on the day sacred to the 
clergy. ' ,

The efforts to unite church 4 and 
state have become periodic, and may 
be expected, as are the changes of the 
seasons. The attempts are to do in 
detail .what cannot be accomplished in 
mass. The great Vice Society, with 
Anthony Comstock -as manager, is the 
only successful movement thus far 
and his infamous aggressions on nat
ural rights' show what the Country 
would come to if -the whole brood of 
usurpers were successful in their de- 

- vices.. .

! If your morals make you weary, de
pend upon it they are wrongs I do 
-not say, give them up, for they may be 
all you have, but conceal them like a 
vice, lest they should spoil the livesof 
better and simpler people.—Steven- 

'son.

solidified, objectified for' purposes of its own? ...
. Does not the process of solidification require tigre? -¡Is. 

there any known, or even hypothetical, alembic, In which 
worlds can be Instantaneously manufactured, human 
bodies produced with all of their fleshly accoutrements, at 
the .will of sop© mighty alchemist, seen or unseen? Psy
chology is a young science, yet it has found that there are 
Impossibilities a la Arago, in mathematics. What the In
visibles do, must be in harmony with mathematics. When 
they are their mortal helpers attempt to transcend the 
Unit, or blot out the results of unitary combinations, j con
tend that thinking beings should pause to reason ere they 
proclaim their acceptance of a theory so absolutely at va
riance with law. TO URGE THAT FLESH, BLOOD, 
BONES, ONIONS, GARLIC, WHISKY AND TOBACCO 
ARE MANUFACTURED AT WILL BY THE EXCARNATE 
CHEMISTS, AND PRESENTED AT DIFFERENT CABI
NETS AS YOUR LOVED ONE OR MINE, Is to my . mind, 
like an attempt of some poor finite to “Transcend the Infi
nite," as a callow preacher once remarked In my hearing. 
I admit in all candor, that to me. It is contrary to math
ematics—to law, to common sense. Especially Is thl^true 
of those loved ones of yours and mine, my brother, who 
never used4onlons, garlic, whisky and tobacco on earth. K‘

I admit with you that the force that lies behind all phe
nomena is invisible. This earth of ours, then, is the out
ward expression of the thought ofsome invisible power. 
All presentations in minor or phenomena are evidences 
that they, are the results of thought agencies, and thought 
agencies are invisible. That these agencies can and do 
produce fac-slmiles of physical forms, (pictures sometimes, 
perhaps), and objectify them to our outer Bight is abund
antly proven. That these fac-slmlles are more than -Vola 
tile, or semi-solid, is an open question to many able 
minds.

Prof. Crookes has given «valuable testimony on this sub
ject, and I am prone to accept his evidence as reliable.' 
An analysis of the law of materialization fromyour vantage 
ground of experience will add to the sum total of human 
knowledge, just as the experience of Crookes enriched the 
treasury of Spiritualism thirty-two years ago. •

The proposed symposium will not deal with the fraud 
question at all. That Issue Is being met as It should hp,: 
in another arena, and will not be permitted to shado® the 
work in the field of research to which you have been ¡in
vited. We are in search of facts that can be presented ^to 
the reading world from' the pens of our ablest thinkers? 
Controversy does not belong in that particular qfthere 
activity. It Is not'what I or any other person mayielleve, 
but what you have demonstrated and yôur analÿ&ÿ oFtbe 
law by which said demonstration was made posn^Je,: tUg-t 
are .wanted in our proposed book. 1 I have attended rm- 
merous seances for materialization, but my expdflmeiitè 
were not made with the same care yours were, becauseW 
my credulity, hence I can not speak with the sam§_degrpe

splendid manifestations of the excarnate Intelligences to 
be presented in the name, pf my Spiritualism.

I have heard men whose names stand high in Spiritual
istic critics declare that fraud.Is justas valuable as the 
genuine offerings of our spirit friends Do you agree with 
that remarkable utterance, my brother? Shall we feed 
the hungry with embalmed food because they do not know 
what they are eating, and will not be immediately harmed 
by It? Will not-all such cheap, poisoned food prove dear 
in the end In the effect it. has .upon physical health, and 
the fearful cost In doctors and medicines?

"Less scoundrel hunting?”
What shall we do? ,, —
Let every; murderer go unrestrained?
Every thief unpunished?
Every rapist free to repeat his crime?
Which is the real criminal, the real scoundrel, he who 

robs us of our rqoney, injures our physical forms, deprives 
us of pur mundane existences, or he who stabs our souls 
in the name of our arisen loved ones, who deceives us in 
thp name of our sacred dead?

To me the murderer, bad.as he is, the rapist, vile as he 
ist Is yet an,angel of light when contrasted with those who 
deliberately traffic In the emotions of .the soul, and, 
through .fraudulent phenomena mislead us with regard to 
.spiritual things. ' । ■ - • ■ ’ “ '

As for .myself I have-never gone forth hunting scoun
drels nor seeking fraud. As editor, speaker, and official, 
I have been obliged to Hsten to some fearful disclosures, 
and have, by seeming accident, been forced to find fraud 
when I did not even suspect its existence. I have never 
been a “fraud concealer,” "nor a fraud hunter.” I am 
now, and hope ever to-be, a TRUTH SEEKER.

“Less epithet?" “More charity?” Amen and amen! 
Let me present a few, facts for the delectation of those who 
believe in fraud and deny its condemnation. The most 
abusive letters ever penned were received by me as editor 
of the Banner of Light when I ventured to make known 
the fraudulent practices of certain pretended mediums. 
I was not the only victim; members of my family were also 
abused. I was three times threatened with assassination 
If I did not cease my attacks upon fraud by persons who 
came to “warn” me of my danger. Three anonymous let
ters threatening me with death, were likewise received.

When my child was killed, three persons, all of them 
mediums, and one a woman, wrote me in the bitterest of 
invectives, gloating over my trouble and rejoicing that my 
darling had been taken from me. I have tried to discrim
inate between the error, and the one who commits it. 
Charity, not Infrequently, is In duty bound to call things by 
their right names. A fraud Is a fraud, a counterfeiter is 
a cóunterfeiter, and no amount of whitening can cover up 
their wrong-doings, or transform them Into their oppo
sites. In true Spiritualism, we are taught to "love the 
Sinner, all the while.we hate.his sin.”

In conclusion let me say, in all candor, that I believe you 
pre-eminently fitted for the task pt preparing a paper upon 
this Important theme. No intelligent person denies mate
rialization, but all intelligent people desire to learn its 
rationale. By reason of .your long experience In this 
field of study, you are qualified to give a logical (why not 
mathematical?) reason for the'faith "that is in you. This 
request is made in the utmost good faith, -and I hope you 
will comply with it. :

We are both in search of truth, hence, must use the 
plain- common sense such as is ours to command, to deter
mine what is truth to us. I do not believe you will be 
swerved from your honest convictions'to please discredited 
counterfeiters, self-confeflsed tricksters, and their friends. 
I believe'that you are as-much opposed to-fraud as I, am, 
and feel that those who exploit it will receive their Just 
dues at your hands. । -

For persons, whether speakers, laymen or mediums or 
N. 8. A. proved frauds who denounce Spiritualism as a 
humbug, all médiums ás scoundrels, all phenomena as spu-. 
rlous, yoú have as little .use as have I, hence you will not 
feel flattered when they step in to commend you.

Assuring you of my. highest esteem and fraternal re
gards, I am,

w $Cw&

IN THE COILS OR THE LAW.
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that if Mr.

SHE ALL AT ONCE “DETESTS."

Then Sho Marries the Very Human 
King of Spain Because She 

Did Detest.

they denounce The 
Thinker.

We desire to say here

The Sad Specta.de" of •a- Medium Leaving a Happy 
! Home, and; Casting- Her Fortunes-With-a-Legerde

main Spiritualist, Qur Readers Gan Ponder Over 
the Result—‘Behind Prison Bars?’ $

Jr Francis O'Hara, Alias James Ken- 
■ ney/ Medium, and Lillian Farrell, 

the Wife of Ben Leaf,’ Who Resides 
at 427 Carnnahan Avenue, Findlay, 

• Ohio,—A Pitiful Tale of a Deserted
Husband and Clilld.
The Chicago American of June. 6 

has the following; ' 
~ '“Spooks and a jocular green sprite 
figure In an unusual hearing which 
Was completed to-day In Judge Ben M. 
Smith’s court, where J. Francis 
O'Hara, alias James Kenny, a medium, 
Was a- co-defendant with Lillian Far- 
rpll, said' to be his wife. They were 
charged by Mrs. Rebecca Irvine of 
3220 Prairie avenue .with the larceny 
of money and jewelry worth 31,600.

“The pair were arrested In Omaha, 
several weeks ago after dk absence 
of five weeks, The police who arrest
ed them also recovered the jewelry, 
although 3250 in gold, .which Mrs. 
Irvine says was taken, is missing." 
. The jury, brought In a verdict of 
guilty. This man O’Hara has un
doubtedly been carrying on his work 
of- deception all over the country un
der different aliases, and Mrs. Irvine is 
to be commended for her efforts to 
bring the parties to justice. As to the 
woman she has redeeming qualities, 
but has been completely overshadowed 
by the malign influence of O'Hara, and 
held in abject abeyance. He is the 
one who should be severely punished. 
Lillian Farrell, until she. met the fake 
medium O’Hara, was Hying in an ex
ceptionally happy home at Findlay, 
Ohio, with her husband, Ben Leaf. 
The following letter will show the 
deep grief of the husband:
Mrs. R. E. Irvine,

2229 Prairie Ave., Chicago:
' Dear Madame:—I ¡was in Chicago 

and got my little,girl; just got home, 
and I hope I will never have such an 
experience again In my life. I wish 
that nobody else would. If you can 
possibly do anything to help my wife 
In her trouble, you will have my ever-

lasting gratitude. She Was as good a 
woman as ever lived until that thing 
came to our house.

She was a splendid medium until 
she was around his condition, and she 
had more work than she could do at 
home. She left a good Rome, and did 
not know where she was until they 
were arrested, and if you can forgive 
her and help her so she can come 
home, I wish you would, do so.

This has been an awful lesson for 
her. She has always been hoaest, 
and, had lots of friends and I cannot 
desert her in the hour of trouble and 
need. I forgive her,..and God and the 
spirit friends only kpow. what I have 
suffered. ■ I would as soon have lost 
all I have in this world than to have 
this happened. I would be pleased 
to hear from you.

Your? respectfully,
BEN LEAF.

427 Carnnahan Ave, Findlay, Ohio.

A set of the .worst rascals that ever 
in his willingness to take his disgraced 
wife back to bls' home.

A set of the worst raseca|s that ever 
lived have fastened themselves' on 
Spiritualism. They have darkened 
the spiritual rostrum; they have pol
luted l£any of the camps; they have 
made mediumship a profession with
out being in many cases the least me- 
diumistlc; they have Used legerdemain 
to such an extent that they can almost 
deceive the very elect with their bo
gus tests and materializations; they 
denounce and defame every person 
that exposes them; particularly do

Deaf had taken The Progressive 
Thinker, and he and his wife had read 
it carefully each week this misfor
tune would not have come to them, 
for both would have been on their 
guard, and Mr. læat would have driv
en "O’Hara” from town, and his wife 
would have resisted his advances suc
cessfully.

of certainty and calnfJudgment that you can.; I was de- 1 a .-a e. .-.'.a
Very truly yours, . . '

HARRISON D. BARRETT.

" A Project for Immortal Renown.
Christianity dominates ail the great' 

governments of the world, and directs 
legislation.* It is ever talking about 
peace and prays for it, but is all the 
time enlarging its means of attack and 
defense in case of war, with only 
Christian Enemies to combat. As we 
write the United State government is 
planning to still further ^enlarge its 
havy, and a war ship to cost eleven 
millions of dollars is now; projected.

Who so ignorant as. not to know the 
leaders in the great peace, societies 
from their beginning have been 
classed by churchmen as Infidels. Like 
all other reformatory movements-this
project was set on foot- 
whose lpve of humanity 
mount to church ideals.

The church, 
numbers and

powerful 
pecuniary

by those 
was pare

should 
the rat 
all its

its strength, to stop 
'ar. It should direct 
ft bring into being a

Congress of, Nations where every is-
sue1 between conflicting nations.should 
be settled ^ithou| the arbitrament of 
the swdrd., m*i- «- - -----

GEO. A. LETFORD.
He js.not only a "drummer,” but he 

has something connected therewith 
that is far more valuable—he Is 'a

n____t—----------------- — splendid medium, really an Evangelist
.1 TliqJdca is a practical- m spreading-the grand truths of, Spirit 

Return, making no charges therefor 
wherever he happens to be. He is

one, and Ue tlnjp Is ripe for its- reali
zation. President Roosevelt, with the:
aclat gained by bringing the issues be
tween Russiq. an4 Japan tp a.peaceful 
conclusion, .can well lead in such a 
project and gain'a renown by success 
which nd other individual or potentate 
ba^ ever required.

as it is in 
resources,.

A Grand. Accession.,
Rev. Minot-J.-.Savage, the able and 

well-known assistant pastor of Unity 
Church, New York, has resigned his 
pulpit, and tajten his position with 
the Spiritualists, with whom he has 
long been in sympathy. This is an ac
quisition to 'Our finks of world-wide 
influence. -

clairvoyant and clalraudient, and has 
an insight into the spirit realms that is 
most remarkable. He will be at the 
Grand Ledge Camp this summer, and 
will assist in the exercises of that-fa
vorite place ..of resort.

We often have to pay the penalty, in 
our own persons, of what ,we call oth
ers to account for.—Anon.

No story is the. same to us after the 
lapse of time, or, rather, we who read 
it are no' longer-the same Interpreters
—Gedigo Eliot.' ’

To Sacred to Be Criticised.
There are persons who still think 

the Bible too sacred a book to be sub
ject to honest criticism. They have 
been taught it is of divine origin; 
that it whs inspired by God, and it 
must not be polluted by directing at
tention to'its errors.

It was the claim of priestcraft but a 
few, centuries ago, that the book was 
of too holy a character to be placed in 
vulgar hands; that It was given to 
the clergy for their guidance who 
alone could understand it, and that It 
was their province to Interpret it to 
the people. When the book was 
wrested from them, after a long strug- 
gla...then,, this .clerical element had 
such influence with the laW-inaklng 
power they gained enactments prohib
iting its criticism,' and thus time has 
gone on and the gross vulgarity of the 
book has found a place in every home, 
while children, pure by nature, teach 
each other of its language, which good 
mothers require their progeny to wash 
their mouths to free them from pol
lution affer using such expressive vile
ness In their play.

The missionaries in their reports 
from so-called "heathen countries,” 
have almost uniformly written in com
plimentary terms of the morals of the 
people to whom they are sent.

When the Princess Ena, who recent
ly married the King of Spain, got con
verted from Eplscopalianlsm to Cath
olicism for that purpose, she said 
without letting an eyelid drop:

“I, Victoria Eugenie of Battenberg 
having before my eyes the Holy Gos
pels, which I touch with my hand; and 
knowing that no one can be saved 
without that faith which the Holy 
Catholic, Apostolic, Roman Church 
holds, believes and teaches; against 
which I grieve that I have greatly 
erred, inasmuch as I have held and 
believed- doctrines opposed to her 
teaching.

"With a sincere -heart, therefore 
and with unfeigned faith, I detest and 
abjure every error, heresy and sect 
opposed to the said Catholic. Apostolic 
and Roman Church. So help me God 
and these His Holy Gospels, which I 
touch with my hand.”

The Bishop of Nottingham kept a 
straight facer gave the princess abso
lution, bo she can start square with the 
church, and presented from the pope 
a plenary Indulgence, so she can con
tinue as she has been going. And the 
world looks on and laughs, except a 
few who take their religion seriously 
not knowing better.—Truth Seeker. ’

Drunkenness is unknown to them,
and houses of prostitution have no ex
istence save in those parts visited by 
Christian sailors; yet the Idolized 
volume, full of indecent incidents, is 
translated Into the language of those 
people, and they are taught to re
ceive it and read it as the voice of 
Eternal Wisdom! Can these people 
read without being corrupted? Can 
they learn, that the Lord employed ly
ing spirits to serve him, without be
lieving lying- a virtue? Can the 
rulers of nations read of the "wisest 
of men" having seven hundred wives 
and three hundred concubines without 
•a desire to emulate his wisdom? The 
world was horrified a halt-century 
ago, during the Sepoy war, by- the 
British placing a class of prisoners In 
mortars and firing them at the enemy? 
It was an ‘act of cruelty which only 
had Its equal In Col. Chlvlngton, of 
our own army, In his barbarities in 
murdering Indian captives, with other 
wrongs,—Offenses The Progressive 
Thinker cannot repeat. But this in
errant and God-inspired book tells of 
the good David, "a man ofter God’s 
own heart," sawing asunder captives, 
burning them in brick-kilns, and thus 
doing to all the people of the plain. 
Thus warriors are taught acts of cru
elty .which it were Well for humanity 
If Lethe would engulf them forever. 
The waters of Oblivion may cause to 
forget but It can never efface the 
crimes and the Tollies of the great 
patriarchs the Bible teaches us to em
ulate.

LOW RATES TO LILY DALE.
The Central Passenger Association, 

Including the railroads in Michigan Il
linois, Indiana, Ohio and Pennsylvania 
have agreed to sell excursion tickets to 
Lily Dale and return at one fare for 
the round trip. These tickets are 
good only to leave July 17 and 31 
Return limit 30 days. The Chicago 
rate is 3 14; St. Louis, 319.25; Indian
apolis, 312; Cincinnati, 311.30; corre
sponding low rates from other points. 
All the roads from Chicago, New York 
City, Bogton and intermediate terri
tory will sell low rate excursion tickets 
to Lily Dale and return, good going 
June 1 to Sept. 30, return limit Octo
ber 31. Chicago rate is 320. Ask 
your local ticket agent for special 
Lily Dale rates, or have him send to 
his genera, picket agent for them.

IMPORTANT
Resolution Adopted by the Nation

al Spiritualist Association.

THE CAUSE AT TIPTON, IND.

Fourteenth Centurÿ Methods In This 
Twentieth Century of Light.

To the Editor:’—We will have teat 
gentle teacher and staunch Spiritual
ist, Mr. Will J. Erwbod, with us on 
Thursday and Friday evenings of this 
week, In spite of the terrible opposi
tion of Catholics and orthodox who 
desire to keep us in darkness in this 
city, making it necessary to hire an 
opera-house in order to have a place 
for free speech, which some declared 
would not be permitted in tpls city, 
j I do not tolerate a curtailment of 

tpe rights- guaranteed to me by the 
Constitution of the United States; to 
worship in accordance with the dic
tates of my own conscience, regard
less of the wishes of some few, who 
desire to keep us in as dense a quag
mire pf'ignqrance as they enjoy, using 
fourteenth century methods In this 
twentieth century: light. I and' a 
small .band here stand for knowledge • 
and truth¿rather than, darkness, false
hood and ignorance. The truth will 
prevail-and make us free.:. ..

WM. BRISCOE.
Tipton, Ind.। . «ft-««■ — ... ■
Th© greatest of faults I should say 

is to be conscious of none.'—Carlyle;

At the regular meeting of the board 
of trustees of the N. S. A., held at 
headquarters In Washington, D. O;, 
the following was unanimously adopt
ed at its session, May O, 1000:

Whereas, certain so-callcJ Spirit
ualists, for the purpose of making se
cure the PRACTICE OF FRAUDU
LENT MEDIUMSHIP whereby an in
nocent pubUc may be DECEIVED 
AND ROBBED, and the most sacred 
feelings of human hearts outraged by 
simulating the forms of and messages 
from their dead, are seeking to unite 
all fake mediums, their tools, follow
ers and dupes Into a secret oathbound 
fraternity that will defend their trick
ery; and,

Whereas, they are wilfully, for their 
own selfish ends, representing the offi- 
cial board of the N. S. A, as opposed 
to all physical or other legitimato 
phases of mediumship; therefore, bo it

Resolved, That we .call attention of 
all thoughtful Spiritualists to the fol
lowing resolution which was unani
mously adopted by our annual con
vention of 1001, and which is still the 
authoritative expression of the N. 8. A. 
upon the question of phenomena, and • 
Is heartily concurred in by each 
member of the present board of the’ 
N. S. A., to-wit:

"Bo it resolved by the delegates to 
the National Association hero assem
bled that wo believe in, and stand for, 
GENUINE PHENOMENA of every: 
reputable phase." x

-----------------------------------------------—
"The Innaellty of Ecclesiai>tlclsm. 

A Menace to American Civilization.'' . 
By Prof. Wm. M. Lockwood, lecturer 
upon physical, phyiologlcal and psy
chic science Demonstrator Of the Mo
lecular .or Spiritual Hypothesis. of-Na
ture. Scholarly« masterly, trenchant.’ 
Price. 25 cents.
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An Address Through the Mediumship of Mrs. Majry T. Longley; by Spirit 
John Pierpont, Before the. First Association of Spiritualists, ' 

Washington, D.C., March 18,1906.

- foremost in the ranks of Spiritualism, 
as a. Medium,- Inspirational- Lecturer

. and Secretary of the N. S. A., a tried 
and true Worker in the Cadse, Logic
al and Profound, aided by the Emi- 
John Pierpont, Mrs. Longley’s Lec
ture here presented will be read with 
deep interest by all. ।

i ■' _______•' I
(Reported by/Waiter p. Williams.) ' :

Tbe'aura pf an individual is an emanation from tbat 
. person which may be beautifully colored,' scintillating.with 

light and bearing with It an influence of- harmony and [ 
'peace; or if may be of & dense ray, murky character, nox
ious in appearance, and-not scintillating with light. The 
influence of the murky noxious aura will be that of a . dis
turbing nature. Coming in contact with any other indi
vidual more refined, more spiritual and beautiful, it will 
give to that person a feeling of restlessness, unless the 
more i ofined Individual is so far beyond and above---so to 
apeak—the Influence and the atmosphere of the disquiet
ing au: a as not to have it impinge upon him.

Human beings have always generated an aura or aq at-
Biosphere. It matters not what name it Is called,
it Is a surrounding atmosphere, the elements of
which emanate-from the individual physically and splrlt- l 
ually. It is made up from the magnetic vibrations of the i 
person, and as human beings grqw more refined, intelli
gent, and cultivated along spiritual lines, the aura or at- 

iimosphefe glows with greater beauty, is more ethereal, less 
composed of earthly particles and forces, and is at a 'inorff 
beautiful character.

‘ Influences are sent forth not particularly by the aura 
but by the individual creating the aura, and this aura or 
atmosphere may be likened to a vehicle of expression or 
tiansmlsslon of these influences which come in contact 
With human kind. Everything in nature has Its aura, its- 
influence, from the tiny pebble on the shore made up of 
its atoms and particles and cohesive forces, to the glow- 
ing planets above our heads, rolling in space and sending 
out a luminous quality; on every hand there Is an aura 
and an Influence.

The flower, glowing in beauty before you upon the stand 
this morning, breathes forth Its spirit upon the air, creat
ing its aura of beauty. You may not perceive that fine 
emanation, but you can detect it in the odor, the sweet-, 
ness and the quality of the flower Itself and its immediate 
atmosphere. The mountain rearing, its lofty head toward 
the'azure sky has its influence of grandeur upon all- 
around it, perceived even in some spiritual sensiveness by 
the birds that come near its lofty crest; by the eagle sdar- 
iqg in its flight, and beheld to an extent if not fully by 
.man coming into the presence of the mejestic pile and 
feeling fn the solemnity and beauty of that creation of God 

'an influence of power, an aura of uplifting light.
jf.- .Animals that crawl and. creep<along the earth, or spring 

’ with ¡hasty step-through, the -forest aisles, send forth .their.
anih'find their influence.' ’ ’The shake charms the bird by 
its emanations of powerband this is the<aura,nnd,.the lpri 
fluent« of that creeping,-crawling reptile rearing its head, 
and fastening-its brilliant eyes upon the songster just 
above It-until that Sensitive creature is lured downward, 
khd perhaps becomes lost under the baleful gaze.

Man has his aura and his influence, and all along the 
years these have been felt, yet dimly If at all understood. 
Human beings create their own aqjra; It is not something 
given to them. It is not as if your father or your mother 
chine.to you with a gift of beauty or otherwise and placed 
It in your possession, but It is something Inherent in your- 
nSlf, the" inherent quality, through the vibrations of ac
tivity of mind and body, and as the spirit begins its un
folding processes reaching out through these avenues of 
material sense Into the surrounding air, it begins to 
thrown out with vibratory force these atoms and elements 
Which make up the aura of the individual entity.

Through all the years ot which you have any record, 
there have been occasional reports made of this which we

to reverence those .who were surrounded by it; they were 
canonized as-saints, as hojy people, perhaps as gods or 
goddesses, because of this peculiar emanation surround
ing them with a luminous light, and these emanations com
posed that hqlo which' seemed to distinctly mark these In
dividuals apart from their fellow-men.

He who is of the earth earthy, belonging simply to mate
rial things, caring only for the growth of. that which 
shall pander to his physical appetites and add to bls ma
terial possessions, Is living the life of the -carnal nature; 
he' is • therefore sending out these vibrations which, are I 

। coming in contact with merely physical things. . They are i 
attracting to him something of the same klpd from others | 
and from the earthly atmosphere at large, and are creating | 
for him an envelope or environment of darkness, perhaps i 

'i not black and dense but of a heavy, murky, character.
( . All auras have a perfume or i scent peculiar to them.- 
i selves, therefore he. who. is' entirely' of the material, -or 
With but little if any of the spiritual nature at work reach
ing oift for development and for blessing to others, has" 
an aura not only murky, composed of earthy particles, 
but one that in Its odor is noxious, pungent, somewhat like 
the weeds of a damp, dark forest that la filled with nox- 
lous smells. H6 who is refined, who has an ethereal ema
nation which is more spiritual than of the material, has 
an odor like the Hiles, sweet-and beautiful. His aura, 
then, is made of etherealized particles more spiritual than 

' otherwise, and it is light—a beautiful light/
' Bo with sound, for’all things in nature may 'emanate 
the sweet, beautiful sound which vibration produces, and

I it Is according to the character or development of the in
dividual and his emations whether sound is discordant; 
whether the elements which compose that environment' vi
brate together with such sweet accord aS to give forth 
beautiful harmonious and uplifting sound of muslq, or 
whether the vibrations are such as- to create discordant 
notes. It is all along the Une of natural law and, its oper
ation,.and therefore 1b scientific.

The time Is not far distant, friends, when you will be 
able to realize this more fully even by the physical senses. 
The time is not far away, when we compare the passage of 
years with eternity, when human beings at large in this 
material world ryUl clearly behold the aura of each other 
and realize the condition of their own; when their senses 
will be so finely attuned that they will 'be able to hear 
these tintinnabulations of sound, and to1 recognize the 
musical melody or the discordant notes; When they .will be 

[able to perceive the odor of these aura's, and whether It is 
I noxious, pungent and disagreeable, or whether it is beaii- 
। tlful and sweet as to bring a blessing with it to those 
! who perceive and understand?
I ' Science is making great strides tn revealing to human- 
i ity the truths of life, the glories of the univerte, the pos-: 
i slbllitles and operations of nature through her various 
manifestations of power, and ere many generations 
shall have passed away, yea, even long before the present 
century shall have rolled Into the mighty past, human be
ings will comprehend many of these subtle laws which are 
now concealed from all but a very few, and will-be able 
to realize how best to unfold the highest and the best 
which are theirs. The world Is moving on, and through the 
last quarter of a century Its strides have been gigantic. 
Mah hah‘learned do much of Spirit intelligence, of spiritual 
life’ and individual., consciousness apart/from the 'body; 

linan-fiasiIea.rne'd-'Bp much of spirit, per se, of himself and 
his bosslbilities, his Inner powers and something of what 
perhaps under the right conditions fie may develop and 
show, to the world. He is beginning to learn that he can 
become a master of .fate, a giant of strength; one who 
can subdue largely the things belonging purely to mate
rial existence as he recognizes and exercises his inner 
qualities, as he develops his will force and determines to 
do and to be; these things which have appealed to him in 
the p.ast but of -which he has been afraid. He begins <o 
realize that there Js with him a power and a dawning con
sciousness which may be In future years developed to stu
pendous heights.

So the world is growing, mentality* Is more diffused, 
more strongly exercised today-than ever in the-past; the 
school teacher is abroad through ail the avenues of life. 
He may not be in all directions the human being with rod, 
rule, book and maxim by which to train the human pupils 
at his knee, but he Is portrayed and embodied in every de-

pathway of spiritual progress, of aspiration, of inspiration, 
' of fulfillment. ;1 ------ - -
, Eo. we .can jejqtoe> dear. frlen<ffi,>In tbe. thought, that we. 
are. living in a grej^%e/ aad/tliat ea^hl one of wud.'mat-, 
ter.how humhle.oiir mortfLi .walk-in'life may lie, no mate 
ter how narrow bar cSrcM ’of expression and oi labor, no 
matter how we may be held down by the limitations of ma
terial circumstances; we-may be happy in thought that 
each of us is an important element, a powerful factor-in 
the progress of thflipmaSi race, because we generate our 
auras, ,we bear am lnflufmce, and this Influence goes out 
Into human life and'activity with potent force.

Now, then, if vyilichn^iaalize this, and that there are 
many around us who canjpsome degree sense these auras ' 
and in a way perceive this influence, we shall be led to 
try and do our best, to pend out the sweetest thought, the 
purest emanation, the grandest vibration of soul power, 
that our aura may ^¿'composed of light and comfort and i 
peace and harmony, music and beautiful color, in order 
to uplift and benefit our fellow beings, and so it is all a 
schoolmaster pf instructive helpfulness to our fellowmen.

If we can realize that our influence does, not stop short i 
within bur own apartment, our own human life, or even i 
our own circle of .friends, then we shall realize .what a 
significant and stupendous responsibility rests upon us 
because opr yl.bratlbns 'stride' into thp heart-life and’the 
magnetic environm'eiitliof those Whom we meet and tn some 
manner affect theiii.Vibrations' and emanations, which al?o 
go on and come ijd'^o'htact'with others affecting'them to 
some degree, and ¿V'like the pebble that is thrown in the 
waters of the lake, wklbh begins to make its circle, each 
circle widening add?5 widening around the other or Inner 
one until tp, the furfeer’shore the vibration or flow is felt.

. So these.’magnetie emanations, dropped into, the clear 
waters of human life and activity, create their spheral 
forces which go oh "¿nd on to outer and tq outer bounds 
affecting hutnan lifti and they have their good or ill as a 
consequence, therefore we can realize, If we study this 
subject, that we have a tremendous responsibility resting 
upon Us. . ■, ; '■ -

mighty power. Because • of. the accumulation of these. 
. little atoms and these beautiful unseen, elements of force, 
। the budding plant by-and by is filled with the vigor of its 
: internal activity, Qpens the bud to your sight and displays 
|_tha -perfect-flower- regalrin its majesty of beauty, splendid 
| with ita expression! of spirituality, .which.Is but a-symbol- 
¡.of that which'Is within thelnimaw:sDuh •

Thereforp, dear friends, we are to consider the little' 
things. 'We are to remember the aura of one individual. 
The influence of one human life, is as important as that 
of,any other, Is as influential in the upbuilding pf spiritual 
power as is the grandest and highest pean of music In the 
creation of the symphony or in the distribution of melor 
dious sound.- Therefore let us rejoice that we can work, 
that we .may geherate our. own aura, that it is in our 

( power to make it beautiful and sweet, harmonious and 
I uplifting to human lives; that .we can make our own influ
ence one of good, one of helpfulness to our fellow-men. -

We may be so, situated that perhaps we only come In 
i contact in our daily lives with two or three other individ- 
I'uals, and we aay we are so narrow, we are so confined in 
our sphere, it is so little we can do, but If .we make even 

| the life of one other individual happier, more sWeet and 
gracious because of our influence, because of our aura or

I magnetic emanation, we are doing a world of good in this
life of ours., Let us -think ’of píese things. Wè are

.1 velopment of being as an educational force-,,as a grand 
It has been called a halo of light, and has been seen by I external factor -in the development of humanity and in

" ' STRIKING OBSERVATIONS.

St. Augus-
Drama of the Cross.

Whatman’s duty to worship God?

I wrote
At last the ar-

people-say to such a claim? The

the 
me

not considered such by the pagan phil
osophers, but only as personified un-

nrtlcle did not appear, 
editor in regard to it

My 
thé

of my article.
Here was “bread cast upon 

Water”—would it ”:return' to 
after many days?”

I waited two or three months.

.. nr ■mu- 'folding of spiritual love-It Is Not Man’s Duty to Worship—xnc Une in wrltlng to a frlend says; in 
| our day we have a very ancient history 
1 of Christ." Certainly not Jesus of

call to-day aura, as surrounding special human beings.

many at special times, and those who perceived it began the broadest sense the schoolmaster is abroad with his

Some twenty years ago I was med
itating on the Philosophy of life, and 
made up my mind I would air my 
thoughts through the press. But 
while writing, new thoughts came Into 
my mind, each thought running deep
er and deeper into the soul of things. 
I was surprised at this, and ceased 
.writing a moment to consider the 
premise of such thoughts, ,when I 
heard, as if whispered by the wind: 
"It is not man’s duty to worship.”

Here was a greater surprise. Would 
I dare try to maintain that it was not

would the world.say to such claim? 
.Would the editor give my article a 
place in hls’columns? I hesitated to 
pen the text, but my pen would not 
move further in its .work until I be
came willing to make the claim a part

ticle, with its strange claim In full ap
peared in print. Then thfe^tzery arose 
In my mind, “How will the claim be 
received by our people?"

A few mouthy after on taking up a 
stray copy of the Truth Seeker, I read 
fn its columns-a letter purporting to 
have been written by that eminent 
American philosopher, Dr. Benjamin 
¡Franklin, to a certain bishop of the 
church, wherein it was claimed by the 
Doctor, “It. Is not man’s duty to wor
ship.” This gave me some relief. The 
editor had given the claim a place fn 
his columns. The Truth Seeker seem
ingly had endorsed the claim. And 
with equal force the- claim that it is 
not man’s-duty to worship had been 
ably advocated by Dr. Franklin more 
than one hundred years ago.

But it is still to some extent, a 
query Ixi my mind, "what will our

truth of the matter is, as far as I was 
ever able to learn, they said nothing 
either one way or the other. But a’ 
judgment for the negative seemed to 
maintain by default.

If-in theory we condemn worship as 
tlfne idled away, is it .not a fact that 
some of us are stillbowing the knee to 
gods, to personified, realms of nature?

Christ is not a.being, a person; was

Nazareth “who is called Christ,” but 
the principle of unfolding love and 
harmony, which was so manifest in 
the life of the babe of the manger.

For back in days before Moses’ day, 
intuitive minds perceived‘that the or
der of nature was unfoldment, and 
sought illustrations more to teach this 
Idea. The All God was abreviated 
and called God, and placed In personal 

I relation to man. The unfolding of 
' the soul’s love-nature^-the force that 
leads to the plains of spiritual har
mony, was "Called “Christ” or “Re
deeming,” and was sought for as 
such. But to-day ,we have lost the 
light as taught In primitive ages, and 
are living, more directly in the shades 
of speculative theories. -

What was called."Christ” by the an
cient Pagans, was in later years called 
by Christians, “The New Birth." "Ex
cept ye be born again,” etc.

One summer's day, more than fifty 
years ago, while meditating on this 
grand phenomenon, and trying to find 
its cause within the pale ' of k church 
theories, I heard a voice, seemingly 
from space above, saying, "The new 
birth is an ordeal all must pass 
through.” This proclamation was re
peated at intervals for days to come, 
or, as it seemed, until my whole Inner 
nature was baptized .wlth'the magnet
ism of that flame of thought wherein 
I could walk with ease, nor doubt 
again.

Our material bodies have their pre
natal days, days of unfolding until the 
time of birth comes. So, also, has the 
spirit or inner man a prenatal exist
ence, as it were, ere it unfolds in spir
itual consciousness, beauty and power.

This is the "new birth,”. the 
"voice” alluded to; "an ordeal all 
must pass through” to attalfi thé spir* 
1 thaï relation'.’ ........ >

Those ,Who have reached the. plane 
of spirituality, passed from "nature to 
grace," have been "born again,” or’at- 
tained to spiritual consciousness, stand 
at! the door of Intuitive'knowledge, 
and may commune through new chan
nels . with; thé inner life of nature, as 
formerly they communed with na-' 
ture’s outer life. They become, as it 
were, one with,what men call God. | 
”1 and my father are one”—"He ini 
me, and I in Him” is a truthful saying, 
and may be claimed by all who have, 
drknk at evolution’s,founts oi love-

Eye Glasses Not Necessary.:

If then we are one .with God,, whom 
shall we worship?

Spiritualists above all others should 
avoid appearing on the plane of idol-
a{ry, for objective worship in any 
form is Idolatrous,in principle, and
should be avoided; and when we
preach we should use words that will 
truly convey our meaning. If ,we use 
the word "Christ," the untrained mind 
is apt to at once revert tó the theolog
ical savior of the church. If we use 
the word God, the. same minds are apt 
to revert to the God ‘ of Moses; of 
Joshua, of David and of Israel in gen
eral. From these planes of life and of 
thought, we should lead the people.

In order to teach by illustration the 
principle of soul unfoldment, the 
drama of the crucifixion was insti
tuted, not that any mortal was ever 
put to death to perfect the drama, but 

, Ideals of the past were substituted and 
clothed with ail the power a God 
might be supposed to possess. The 
sins of -the people .were dramatically- 
laid upon his shoulders, under- the 

-weight of which his agonies and his 
dying groans appeased the wrath of 
the God of Nature. -

This drama of the crucifixion Was 
and is the most completé illustra
tion of the soul’s unfoldment, or as 
some Christians say, “Thé soul’s trav
ails'from nature to grace," or "The 
New Birth," that was ever conceived 
by mortal man. Though shrouded in 
mystery, and coming up from depths 
of antiquity, yet It appeals to the Inner 
nature of man as never appeal did be
fore; nor will ever again before real
ity comes. •

Thé historic play of Eschules, acted 
on the stage at Athens 500 years be
fore the beginning of ' the Christian 
era; is still In evidence of its'earlier- 
practice. a

There Is bufone life, and that life 
is eternal. This life has. but one 
mode of operation, and that mode of 
operation Is called the “law of .unfold
ment,'’
.. It is true there may be seeming de

cay, but this decay is only preparatory 
for. higher, forms of use fulness./

’But man is the subject of our ef
forts to-day, His . spiritpal l growth is 
wonderful and sublime. Born in an 
Infant body with only infant faculties 
for use, the subject can only manifest 
on the infant plane.. - •
. First material- conscióusness is de
veloped through.-which only material 
things are observed. . The faculties at

Every ope of us Bas a duty to perform toward ourselves 
and our fellow-men; 'that duty is to create, foster, and en
courage the', exercise of cheerfulness of spirit, mental ac
tivity along, tlje Unes of knowledge and .power for in
structive wqr^ to oiirsbives and to our fellow-meh.’ We are 
not obliged, howevefi lo go out into the world proclaiming 
that we have great'Irfaiwledge which’ all must come to us 
to receive; our instructive forces may not lie along that 
way at all, B§ suie^if we have a great truth or some 
wonderful knqwledgb'that will bless the world, the way 
will be opened: .without our proclaiming it from the house
tops for others to V&elve that-knowledge and a_compre‘ 
tension of that trutSj’and they will receive and be uplifted 
by it. But we Vanptfirough the exercise of our thought 
life and our personlir Influence with those whom we do 
m,eet, send out qucirS-^ttwer of blessing as will be a beheflr 
cent Influence In^o. other lives.

Therefore to c.reafe and maintain a spirit of good cheer

only here to suggest to you. From thoughts dropped 
lijto the different minds horethis morning may spring up 
other ideas and trains of thought which are not such as 
we have expressed tp-day but which will senfi out from 
those minds a new stimulating power.

The office of the school teacher is not to do the work of 
the pupil; it is not to think and study for the student; it is 
to stimulate the mind of that child to reach out In active 
force of Itself. It Is tp shdw or guide it along certain Unes 
of research In order that It may make examination for it
self, and thfis create .within a pure realm of thought that 
shall expand the brain and bring the mental activities into 
powerful exercise.

It Is not the work of spirits from the other shore to do 
your thinking for you, to preach to you, and have ypu re
ceive this and think no more of it through the coming 
days. It is the office of a returning spirit to suggest lines 
of thought as will make their .way Into your minds to stim
ulate them into stronger activity, to show you the way to 
go, and to leave you to travel that way and to do your, 
own work along its Unes; it. is for you to exercise your own 
influence; we can do it for you. It is for you to create 
your own aura; no other soul can do this for you. It is 
Within your power to make it bright and beautiful or to 
make it restless, unpleasant and of a disagreeable charac
ter.
i. You may not be able here in earth life to mal(e ifor 
yourself a beautiful mansion of material stone, of marble 

.and of fine grained woods. You may not be able even to 
make aq humble apartment and to furnish it with beauti
ful appointments, even though you do love the beautiful 
and desire to surround yourselves with It; but you have 
the power to create your own dwelling of spiritual force
and beauty. You have the power to create apartments in

tjiat will WMchyounmy dwell, of light and color filled 'With frag»
«nA Ka FaI» ’4n ____«_ _ a______ . _ . ‘____ i _’ _ _ L _. __. . . .. .   —and be felt ’in, Upllffliigi^lesslng through our personal in
fluence, we ire fulfffilhgo<ftr duty toward our fellow-men; 
we are discharging that responsibility which rests upon us; 
We are helping to Airing ■‘Ihe world forward over the 
mountain way of p^grdii toward the happier age when all 
humanity shall dw#li ifl'i&rmony together and the angels 
shall sing their solids bf'iweetness and thanksgiving close 
to the hearth and hiftnCs’tft human beings oh this earth.

That day must dSwiriifthe great ages ot the time to 
come, but it will n6Vc&nb In our day or generation, not in 
this twentieth.centdry.'tftA. for many ages in the world’s 

¡titstory. iir ..lui ■ •

, What, then, sbaH'We'who are herb' today stop In our 
onward course andA&Y, if1 what use Ib it for me to try and 

• -be- oheeiful• and-^hmonFoirt' afld'tielptuf to my fel4. 
low'mefU i can do’so little, so fe#"£reTrelieved of their bur
dens in'thls great arena'btllfe arid the mlllenlum will not 
come until perhaps ages have passed away and my body 
has long since mingled with the dust? Nay, nay, dear 
friends', that is not the attitude to take nor the word to
speak, but the attitude to take is one of cheerful helpful
ness, one of optimistic speech, one of hopeful cheer, one 
of influential power, for harmonious thought, hope and ef
fort in this world of'Ours.

Every sunbeam that streams from, the glorious orb of 
day coming into thtéapartment helps to make’up this flood 
of light .which la so grateful and beautiful to us this morn
ing as we behold It'here; and yet if each sunbeam or 
gleam of light was held back, we should have no shower 
of golden power upôn>our heads this day, Every scintil
lation of spiritual helpfulness and harmony that goes out 
from your life goes to help make up the glorious Illumi
nation -which Shall bléss the world.

Let us not forget-that nature makes up ’ her most 
mighty works of infinitesimal atoms so small they cannot be 
divided by human.consCiousness or power, and yet in the 
aggregation of these'atoms and forces .we are given the

main in the enjoyment of what we call 
"earth life” until the soul ripens into 
its second unfqldment, known as the 
plane of spirituality. ’

We may liken the process of ad
vancement to the opening of the rose 
to. the full bloom of its summer time. 
The flower in its efforts to burst its 
shell or bud, may be supposed to labor 
in agony, or in* pain, and to call on 
the unfolding powers -of nature for 
aid. Ere -long the shell is burst, and 
the blooming rose is seen in all its na
tive beauty and sweetness, and Ilves in 
harmony with its summer life’s sur
roundings. So also is the human soul 
a flower of nature, enqised in material 
form. Its innate pdyver of unfolding 
in time leads it to thé Swollen bud es
tate, where it labors’ in agony, as it 
were, to be born, or lifted up, to higher 
conditions of.life; and|havlng attained 
this higher condition. It is said to be 
“born again,” experienced ' the "new 
birth,” and stands as one with God, 
one with, the soul of nature, and conse
quently may hflrmoqlze with all 
things.

It was to illustrateùtbis soul condi
tion the drama of tfie~cross .was insti
tuted. Instituted by pagqn' philoso
phers to teach souU evo^on. And 
we of to-day should thankri.those an
cient teachers {dr fills Exhibition of 
their wisdom and htHfestybo - ’

■æM. BHILLIPS.
Clackamas, Oregon. 53£ 

- .... ...
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HEARD DYING SON’S VOICE

Mother of Colen 
perience—-His

. , ' " . ----- : Io
Lexington, TexW4ff8,.ni3Clapper of 

Chicago, in compand Wìtff a Houston 
undertaker and our 'sheriff, eàme in ón 
yesterday evening’s ttain’and had the 
remains of Charles tìoléman,’ the Dlme- 
bok safeblower, disinterred’ preparatp- 
ry 'tqjiavlng them: shipped'to Chicago, 
thè fomer home of 7? Coleman. Mrs. 
Clapper, is a, sister of’ Cblemàn, and 
has’the appearance of’¿ refined lady 
She states that it has-been; ten years 
since anything had been heard of him. 
On the night of the fatal encounter 
with our Sheriff his.mother, an aged) 
Invalid, living in Chicago, claims to 
have heard hfs- voice . calling : “Oh, 
mamma!” While -he .had been long 
given up for dead by the famlly, his 
mother still had hopea of her long lost 

_______________ sofi and. began anew?to'Search, for her 
plana of objectiveness where they re- fioy.T-Gaivestbn'(Tex.) Nows. .

first seem dumb or Inactive; but pres
sure from within unfolds them to the

ranée andbeauty; you -have the power to fill all these en-
vlronments of yours with such appointments as will ravish 
the spiritual sense and will uplift it into an atmosphere 
of esthetic beauty and cheer.

These powers are yours; you are not limited by outward 
circumstances which keep you from having a,grand, im
pressive dwelling of marble .or stone, therefore when we 
remember what our powers are, what our quality may be 
and the possibilities within in creating our spheres, our 
Influences, we should then feel the responsibility and the 
duty so pressing upon us to make these beautiful and 
grand, to be aspirational, to be cheerful, to be hopeful for 
ourselves and for our fellow-men, to turn away from the 
pessimistic side of-human toll in which no hope for the 
hereafter; hotfiankfulness for the present, nd aspiration 
fot the future abide, but to the optimistic path which is 
full of hope for the future, full of gladness for what 1b to 
come to humanity, full of thankfulness for that which 
exists now and here, filled with the spirit of good cheer, of 
glorious pride in life, because It is progressive life of 
grand, unceasing jubilations because of what may be with
in ourselves and for all humah kind, full of glory and 
peace, harmony and love, marching onward through the 
years, happy that we are with you, dear friends, that you 
are with us, that your associations are good for us to re
ceive, that ours may be helpful to you,, singing our songs 
of grateful gladness, of harmony and of praise to God, rec
ognizing the nearness of the angel .world, and its helpful
ness through every day, our desire to reach upward Into 
the glorious life of those arisen souls who are ministers of 
peace, of comfort and of good cheer, who are apostles of 
freedom, of truth, of emancipation for the race from all 
that binds; recognizing -all these things as with us and 
for us, which we may attain by a little attention to duty, 
by recognizing our responsibility, by living in good cheer 
and loving thought with our fellow-men we shall by and 
by reach the highest goal.

A VETERAN SPIRITUALIST.

Jomcs Lawrence, Gifted Medium, of 
Cleveland, Ohio.

Hudson Tuttle, Edltor-at-Large, In 
No. 852, refers to some of the pioneers । 
in Spiritualism, and the facts con
nected with the choice of March 31 for 
an anniversary day, and says: “In jus
tice to the memory of the noble vet
eran, James Lawrence, of Cleveland, 
Ohio, the details should be preserved 
in the history of the movement. I 
.well remember the occasion when he 
came to me, saying that he had a com
munication from the spirit world rec
ommending the day be observed, and ■ 
requesting my opinion, ds to the best 
method of bringing the matter before 
the Spiritualists."

It is with pleasurable satisfaction 
that I recall interviews with this gifted 
medium, James Lawrence, who was 
one of the active promoters of Spirit
ualism in Cleveland. About -that 
time (1869) I received from Mr. Law
rence the following, from .which I 
quote verbatim:

"Mr. Mathews:—Some weeks since 
my attention was called to an extraor
dinary spiritual manifestation, of 
which you gave an elaborate account I 
in your secular paper. I had no 
sooner read it than I was influenced to 
write the following thoughts given by 
the invisibles through my organism. 
Use them as you will., Yours truly,

JAMES LAWRENCE. :
"To the unreflective mind such 

manifestations of spirit power may ap
pear incredible and oft produce rlcU- 

. cule and derision .from minds begirt 
7 with ignorance and superstition.' 
They cannot, comprehend things their 
optics cannot grasp, and while they 
would'limit all things in nature to 

. ■such a norrow standard, - what better 
are they than the brute whose instinct 

. merely comprehends the danger near - 
him, nor makes a single effort to 
avert the same, but seeks in flight a 
point of safety. . ' . ’ ■

“And such a course of reasoning 
.would we now adopt, .while speaking 
of-the publisher of that paper ‘ you . 
were now reading, in-which was de-’ 
tailed at length a spiritual phenome
non so startling as to call Tor its pub
lication by a numerous list, conglom
erate in its character as we-suppose. 
That man, your friend, who stands 

i alóne in that locality, begirt in all dl- 
réétions by dire opposition.

r "Alone! -we echol Oh, no. The 
unseen hosts of heaven are ever ral-

lying around the glorious standard 
raised by that courageous soul in 
token of his love of universal freedom, 
to Impart those truthful impressions 
given by angel lips to a benighted and 
Imprisoned world, who, listless and 
unambitious as they are, need vital 
strength to cast aside the worthless 
trash and dogmas known as priestly 
merchandise, sold in every church at 
highest bid to purchasers, entirely Ig
norant of its worthlessness! Is not J 
this a truth that is undeniable, a truth 
they cannot contradict, and yet with ’ 
them a persistent practice?

“Need such a clabs of people ask 
what good has Spiritualism done? If 
so we ask them to compare the efforts 
of 2,000 years with 21 years and 
make their own deductions.

“To such as him [C. H. Mathews] 
we have referred, possessed of mind 
and courage to defend the right, the 
angel world are looking. Beacons as 
they are to suffering humanity, they 
stand a wall of strength on which to 
plant the standard of Universal Prog
ress, beckoning- the bands of truth
ful Spiritualists upward and onward 
to a Summer Land. * * *

[I regret that space prevents me 
from giving this interesting communi
cation in full.] ,

“And now to end this essay, let me 
say to you and others who faithfully 
Indorse this new and glorious dispen
sation, let not trifles mar your best in
tentions. Time rolls on and universal 
change Is seen producing all those 
grand Varieties of life decreed by Him 
whose wisdom can -foresee the end 
from the beginning. Therefore," being 
prepared for all contingencies (that 
which would be such to mortals,) but 
to Him are plain, rest your entire 
confidence In Him, that although the 
future may be dim to your material 
gaze, still .He is cognizant of all, and 
therefore capable of governing all 
with wisdom infinite.' To ' Him we 
would ascribe the glory, evermore."

, CHARLES H. MATHEWS, 
Atnanuensls.

New Philadelphia, Ohio.

■ “The Spiritual Birth'or Death and 
Its Tomorrow?’ By Moses Hull. 
This is a pamphlet of 36 pages, and 
gives the Spiritualistic idea of Death, 
Heaven and Hell, according to the 
author’s: interpretation of the Spirit
ualistic views. Price; 15 cents. ''

"In. the World Celestial,” by Dr. T. A. 
Bland. Interesting, Instructive -and 
helpful; • Spiritually uplifting; Cloth 

»bound, price $1.

Byr© CA4 ke atros&t&enea: aaA &U

togsaA of JMaeased Kyes ttar«d with- 
out Cutting- or Drugging,

' That ttft eyes can he BtrengtU^oM ao that eye- * 
glasses can bo dispensed with in the great ma-' 
JOritv of qasea. Bus been proven beyond a doubt, 
by tho testimony of thousands of peopjewho 

. have been cured by that 
wonderful little instru
ment called “ActinaJ’ Ac- 
tina also cures sore and 
granulated Hda. Iritis, etc., 
also removes Cataracts ana 
Pterygiums without out 
ting or drugging. Over 
seventy thousand ot the “Aetiuas“ have been sold; thareforeit is not an 

experiment but an absolute fact. The following 
letters are but samples of those that are re
ceived dally:

Mrs.M.E. Champney, 242 West 135th St. New . 
York City, writes: The ‘’Actlua” cured meot 
Iritis, after the doctors said there was no cure - 
outside an operation. 1 have been entirely well 
foroverfour months, can see to read and sew as 
well as before. I can honestly recommend “Ac- 
tlua” for all afflictions of the eye.

Emily Knapp, 1020 Galena Street, Milwaukee 
Wisconsin, writes: The “Aetlna”! purchased 
from you a year ago saved my brother's eye
eight. My brother wasnear-aighted, wore num
ber five uud^ix glasses, and now he can go to 
school and do ail his work and study without 
glasses..
. E. IL Holdbrook. Deputy County Clerk. Fair- 
tax. Va.. writes: “Auuna5’ lias cured my eyes 
so that I can do without glasses. I very seldom 
haye headache now, and can study up to eleven 
o'clock after a hard day's work at the office.

'‘Acuna” can be used by old and young with 
perfect safety, as it is impossible to do harm' 
with one. livery member of a family can usi 
the one Aetlna tor any tormot disease of the 
Eye, Ear. Throat or Head. One will last for 
years, and is always reudy for usa “Actlua’1 
will be sent on trial postpaid.

If you wilt send your name and adaressto the 
New York and London Electric Association, 
Dept. 842N., 029 Walnut St., Kansas City, Mo., 
you will receive absolutely FREE a valuable 
book, Prof. Wilson’s Tx'eatise on.

Cancer Cured 
WITH SOOTHING, BALMY OILS. 
Canoer» Tumox, Catarrh, Piles, Fistula, Ulcere, 
EceemnandailSkinaadFemaleDlseases. Write 
for Illustrated Book. Sent free. Address A 

DOYEt&Ay* Kansas City, Mo.

The above is the numuer of the pres
ent issue of The Progressive Thinker, 
as printed at the top of the first page, 

■ right hand corner. If this number cor
responds with the figures on your wrap
per, then the time you have paid for has 
expired, and you are requested to re
new-your subscription. This number 
at the right hand corner of the first 
page is advanced each week, showing 
the number of Progressive Thinkers 
Issued up to date. Keep watch of the 
number on (he tag of your wrapper.

STARTLING FACTS, OB
Deeds of Darkness Disclosed

This work devotes special attention 
to Auricular Confession and Its rela
tions to sacerdotal celibacy, convents, 
monasteries, morality and civil and re- 
llglous liberty. ■ It is Intended to be an 
embodiment of facts and documentary 
evidence of the pernicious influence ol 
the confessional; a trenchant showing 
up of Romanism, based upon standard 
Catholic authorities; an eye-opener con
cerning the methods and spirit, the 
moral turpitude and evil works of Ro 
maoism. Cloth,. 75 .rents.

AFTER HER DEATH.
The Story of a Summer. By Lilian Whiting. 

Pervaded wl'.h pure and beautUul spirituality 
ot thought. Instructive and helpful to al! who 
love and seek the higher and liner ways of 
spiritual experience. Price. 11.0a _

THE WORLD BEAUTIFUL
Series one, two and three. By Lilian Whiting.
Three choice volumes, each com- irte in Iteelt, 

In which spirituality Is related to viryday Ufo 
In such a way as to make the world beautiful. 
Price. 81.00 each.

Mofecufar HupotFiesis of Nature; 
Th© Relation of Its Principles to Continued Ex« 
Istence and to the Philosophy of Spiritualism. 
By Prof W. M. Lockwood. Paper. 24 cents.

THE GOSPEL OF BUDDHA, 
According to Old Records. By Dr. Paul Cana, 
A translation made from Japanese, under th< 
auspices of tho Rev. Shaku Soyer, delegate U 
the Parliament of Religions, was published 
in Japan. Price, SI.

The Mow of Mio Greaj Dgiuqb.
By James M. McCann. A complete and oven 

whelming refutation of tho Bible story of th< 
Deluge. Price, 15 cents.

Force and Matter
book. A profound work upon a profound sub
ject. Price, cloth. 81.00.

The Nemesis of Thl8 fasc,n’ 
Chautauqua Lake|**‘X, ®X

known Author and Scholar, 
HON. A> B. RICHMOND,

Should bo In the hands of every Spiritualist In 
the land. It is based on a historical fact, but 
through the harative is woven a psychic line of 
thought in the style so natural to the great 
criminal lawyer that one can fee l the autner*! 
very presence during its peroral It is certain
ly Interesting. Price, cloth. 75 cents.

Intelb«Pbeuomenaot Researches Modern SpW&m 
By .SIR WILLIAM CROOKES, F. R. S., with 
illustrations. Of unusual interest and value, 
by one of tho greatest scientists ot tho world. 
Price, 50 cents.

Success, and How to Win It.
By B. F. Austin, B. A., D. D.

to^upZVSof^en‘y-four SuoceM

A MASTERLY WORK.
Continuity of Life a Cosmic Truth

By Prof. W. M. Lockwood.
A masterly presentation ot an Important sub

ject. A powerful argument along new and scion- 
title lines, establishing on a scientific basis ths 

-tact ot the continuity ot personal Individual con
scious eolthood after laying aside the physical 
.body, A. book or rare value. With several 
PmeUlustratlons. Cloth. 11.00.

Gan Telepathy Explain?
Results of Psychical Research.

By Minot J. Savage,
Dr. Savago. in thia book ot 543 pages, discuss

es problems that have vexed intelligent minds 
prpbablyto a greater extent than any others, 
saving those of tho religious lire. He stales a 
great number ot well-authenticated instances 
ot spiritist revelation or communication. His 
discussion is trank and. fearless, and .merits the 
widest reading, tor he deals with facts and ex
periences. Price, cloth, tl.00.

TO1Í1MSH1P KätääjJUHUlUIUUUU Assist Development- By
W. H. Bach., Paper 25 cents;

IZBWKV'TH Bthlcsof Marrlaja. By 
n n I» 1 / / 11 AUco b- Stockham, M. 
Ill 1 D; Rarezza makes a
plea tor a bettor birthright tor children; and 
alms to load Individuals to seek a higher de
velopment ot themselves through mostracred 
relations. It Is 1'uro in tone and alm, and 
should be widely c rculatod. Brice, cloth, SI. .
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TOPIC FOR THE PROGRESSIVE 
' LYCEUM,.g '

Sunday, June 24, 1000: Are All
Neighbors.”

J? H. A.

June 23, 1908^

I ' ~
I The Spiritualistic Field—Its Workers, Its Work 

and Genera! Progress, the World Over.

AS A GENERAL HULE. JNftTH!8CONTRIBUTORS.—Each contributor I mois alone responsible tor any asserUona j OFFICE WE PAY NO ATTENTION TO 
or statements he may-make. Theeditor . .......... -''‘•«•iMinkTinNS.

. allows this freedom of expression, be
lieving that the cause ot. truth can be 
best subserved thereby. Many of the 
Sentiments uttered inan article may be 
diametrically opposed to bis belief, yet 
that Ib no reason why they should be 
suppressed; yet wo wish It distinctly 
understood that our space is inade
quate to publish everything that comes 
to hand, however much we might desire 
to do so. That must account for' the 
non-dppearance of YOUR article.

WRITE PLAINLY .—We would like 
to impress upon the minds of our com- 

- spondenta that The Progressive Thinker 
ts ket up on a Linotype machine that 
must make speed equal to-about four 
compositors. That means rapid work, 
and it Is essential that all copy, to in
sure insertion In tbe paper, all other re
quirements being favorable, should be 
written plainly, with Ink on whlte 
paper, or with a typewriter, and only on 
one side of the paper. Please bear thia

i vrnvu n«. rm MW ---------  
'ANONYMOUS . COMMUNICATIONS.
THE NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE 
WRITER SHOULD ACCOMPANY ALL 
MATTER, OF WHATEVER KIND, 
DENT TO THIS OFFICE.

Gem of Thought—
Now who among us here can say, 

Thou hast more sin than I?
Is not each trying day by'daw 

To live a life that’s high?)
So strength and courage we each need, 

We give yet we must take;
In kindliness of thought and deed 

The perfect life sre'R make.
J. W. R.

For -information concerning the 
Progressive Lyceum, authorized Les
son Paper for tbe National Spiritual
ists -Association, address John W. 
Ring, Spiritualist Temple, Galveston, 
Texas. -

ADJACENT TO CHICAGO, MIGHT 
BE GLAD T0 KNOW THERE IS AN 
OPPORTUNITY TO ENGAGE THE 
SERVICES-OF MRS, IL G. LILLIE 
FpR EITHER, OR BQTJL BUNDAYS 
JULY 8 AND 15. ,-LET ME KNOW 
AT ONCE A'F'420$°EVANS AVENUE, 
CHICAGO, IF YOU,WISH TO MAKE 
APPLIOAT . IMiR THIS G»TED 
INBPIRAT4Q1 At SvORKER. SHE 
WILL BE R® TWiRD BOUND NEXT 
MONTH FOR THi&UMMER’B ITIN
ERARY TO5THET'sUMMER -CAMPS, 
AND THE UCAGO CONVENTION 

, of the n. $ A,,October io-io.” 
' ■(': IB ' ’ ’ ‘

Mrs. G. partridge -writes that .she 
contemplates attending thp ' Los An
geles, - Camp, put ipt present her ad
dress is. 817 Oak street,-Oakland,'Cal.

When writing for this paper 
use a pen or typewriter.

We go to press early Monday morn- 
ins, bence'communlcatlons intended for 
that current issue should reach this 
office not later than the previous Satur. 
day mernlnp. Bear this In mind.

ALWAYS GIVE YOUR -FULL NAMD 
•AND ADDRESS WHEN BENDING NO- 
TICES AND COMMUNICATIONS FOR 
PUBLICATION, OTHERWISE THEY 
WILL FIND THEIR WAY TO THE 
WASTE BASKET.

. E. F. Scott writes from Cheyenne, 
Wyoming: "Miss E. E. McCarthy is 
in the work again after recovering 
from a severe illness of three 
months. She is now in -Cheyenne,, 
where she is interesting people who, 
previous to her lectures, thought Spir
itualism a farce. The hall is filled 
every Sunday evening, and her clear 

I and concise instructions are carefully 
listened to. • It seems to us who have

In mind.■ITEMS.—-Boar in jnlnd that items for 
the General Survey will in all cases be 
adjusted to the space we have to occu
py, and In order to do that they will 
generally have to be abridged more or 
less; otherwise many items would be 
crowded out. Sometimes a thirty-line 
item is cut down to ten lines, and ten 
lines to two lines, as occasion may re-
8Uire,TAKE DUE NOTICE, that all items 
tor this page must be accompanied by 1 
the full name and address of the writer. 
It will not do to say that Secretary or 
Correspondent writes bo and bo, with
out giving the full name and address of 
the writer. The Items of those who'do 
sot comply with this request will be 
cast into the waste basket

KEEP COPIES of your poems sent to 
this office, for they will not be returned 
If we have not space to use them.

THIS GENERAL SURVEY DEPART’ 
MENT 18 ONLY INTENDED TO 
CHRONICLE THE ENGAGEMENTS 
AND WORK OF SPEAKERS AND ME
DIUMS. A REPORT OF WHAT THE 
VARIOUS SPEAKERS S^Y WILL 
NOT BE PUBLISHED, AS WE HAVE 
NOT SPACE SUFFICIENT FOR THAT 
PURPOSE.

place on Sunday evening, June 17. 
Subject, "God."

Mrs. Q. W. Quinn writes: "The 
Truth Seekers’ Spiritualist Society of 
Dallas, Texas, celebrated its fourth 
anniversary at the'close of their meet
ings for this season, with a lecture 
and spirit messages by Mrs. Isa Wil
son Kayner, and special music. Mrs. 
Kayner has lectured for the society 
since last September, and hae-galned 
many friends by her honest work, and 
has increased the membership of the 
society by giving convincing proof of 
spirit return to many earnest seelters 
after the truth. We were very sorry 
to.part with her for only a short vaca
tion, to visit her daughters, tout withe 
first of September she will return to us 
and resume the good work she has so 
successfully conducted for the past 
season, and there is no greater praise 
can be given her than that, we arc 
thankful to have been favored by hav
ing secured. her to serve the society 
for next year, which abqwB our appre
ciation of her as an earnest ardent 
worker and a true, lovable character.”

The Christian Spiritual Society will 
hoid its fourth annual tent meetings 
during the summer months, - in Rei- 
ger’s Grove, West Madison'etreet and 
DesPlaines river. Take Concordia 
Car on Madison street. About 40 
.minutes' ride from State street. Two

known her since she first stepped upon 
the spiritual platform, that since her 
illness she is ’ better than before, if 
such were possible. She will be. 
pleased to receive engagements at 
camps or societies during summer 
months. Address her at Denver, 
Colo., General Delivery.. All mall .will 
be forwarded to her.”

E. R. Keech writes from Rockford, 
Mich. : “The 'ReligloTPhiIosophical So
ciety held yesterday a very successful 
meeting at its Hall. Two very in
structive lectures - were given by the 
gifted speaker, Mrs. D. A. Morrill -of 
Grand Rapids. On Saturday evening 
at the home of Mr. E. R. Keech, Mrs. 
Morrill pronounced the beautiful Cere
mony that united Miss Reba. Keech 
and Mr. Leon Post. Alter a light 
lunch and. congratulations by the 
friends present the young couple de
parted tor their home in Sparta, where 
Mr. Post and Mr. A. T. Keech (brother 
of the bride) are the proprietors of the 
Sparta Steam Laundry. Before the 
young couple got away they were sere
naded by a company ,of friends, head
ed by Mr. and Mrs. C. L. Giles, presi
dent and treasurer of the R. P. _ So-
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H -euisu-ojB|«kx>d$B nu-sruq Xiejns 
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Mr. Ryan writes: ".Prof. Robert 
Crookston of Brandon, Wis., lectured 
at RJpon, W1b., a lew weeks ago, and 
I must say he is5 a- .most wonderful 
trance medium.. Heis a young man, 
•only 21 years old, with ao ’education 
to speak of, yet he delivered a splendid 
lecture here. Such ¿ medium should 
have ».place among the many barren 
Spiritualistic fields."

Mrs. Llchtig writes: “Fourth of 
July is coming, And the Illinois Sun
flower Club is goifig to .spend the day 
with Mtb. Laura G. Eixen at her cot
tage at Lake Bluff.- Let.all -Spiritual
ists and friends -of-the club Join us. 
Bring well filled-baskets to feed the 
Inner man. Coffee and icé cream can 
be purchased on the-grounds. A fine 
programme.has Deen arranged for the 
day. Trains leave on the Northwest
ern road at the Wells street depot at 
8:26 and 10:30 a/m. Come, rain or 
shine, and have a good time. Tickets 
for round trip, 75 cents. They can be 
purchased of the secretary and treas
urer, also at the-depot, -of the ladies, 
Mrs. Henrietta Llchtig,-4709 Indiana 
uve,; Mrs. Belle Curtis, -615 Otto 
atreet; Mrs. J. R. Francis, -40 Loomis 
street. The elub will give a card 
party at its rooms, 70 E. Adams street, 
Tuesday, June 26. Playing begins 
promptly at 2 p„ m. Score cards 25 
cents. Five prizes-awarded,"

PASSED TO SrjIHT LIFE. :

[Obituaries to the extent of ten Unes 
only will be inserted free. All in excess 
of ten Hues will be charged at the rate 
of fifteen cents per line. About seven 
words constitute one Une,]

Freyja Mae, infant (laughter ‘of 
Mr. and Mrs. Ray Divine of Grand 
Ledge, Mich., passed to spirit life and 
the funeral was held at the home on 
June 3. Mrs. A. E.’Sheets conducted 
the services.

My beloved wife, Martha S. Warren, 
passed to higher life after a severe 
Illness of seven weeks of terrible suf
fering. We have traveled life’s, jour
ney over fifty-two years as husband and 
wife. We have -always had a.eom- 
lortable homp; have raised a family of 
tour children, two eons and two 
daughters. One of them, a lovely 
girl, passed on six years ago. My 
Wife had been a good medium for over 
thirty-five years, giving light -and 
truth to many a sorrowing heart. She 
has gone now to join the loved ones 
that have gone before, and what a 
happy greeting it is.

Albany, Wis. L. H. WARREN.

NEW YORK CONVENTION
(Continued from page 3.) Have You Read

Passed to spirit life, May 6, at the 
age of 76, Isaac J. Harris of Shiocton, 
Wis. He investigated Spiritualism in 
its infancy, For several years he 
has been a subscribed and reader of 
The Progressive Thinker.

SARAH W. HAM. - 
Greenleaf, Wis.

Passed to spirit life from her home 
in Caro, Mich., on June 6, Mrs. Sally 
A. Ward Wisner, The deceased was 
born September 22, 1828, in Livonia, 
N.’.Y.; married T. W. Wisner, October 
1, 1847. She Is survived by him and 
three children, Erwin F., Wisner of 
Long Island, N. Y., and. Elmer Wis
ner and Mrs. Effie S. Riddle of Caro. 
Funeral services by Mrs. Marian Car
penter of Detroit, who is a minister
ing angel in mortal form.

T. W. WISNER.

great angel hosts and his continued 
totoperauon with us.

Resolved, That loving tribute be 
given to the memory of that gramj, and 
noble arisen soul, Susan B. Anthony, 
in honor of a life of self-sacrifice in la
bor for her .sisters and for human 
progress;f and we most earnestly hope 
for the fulfillment of her words to her’ 
loving sister. Rev. Anna.B. Shaw, that 
she might yet be enabled to • return 
and continue her great life work.

Missionary.
.Resolved, That in view of the noble 

•work that has been done By our sister, 
Mrs. Tillie ,U. Reynolds, state mission
ary, the committee recommends that 
she be continued in the work, as it is 
only by the efforts of our best and 
most earnest workers that the greatest 
good may be accomplished.

Resolved, That thanks are due and 
hereby tendered to the officers and 
trustees of the New York State Associ
ation of Spiritualists for their untir
ing .zeal and concerted action in pro
mulgating the various branches of 
state work.

To the First Spiritualist Church of 
Buffalo for the use of the temple as a 
meetlngrplace, and for manifold atten
tions.

To Harmony Circle and all other 
loyal Spiritualists for countenance arid 
support. *•

.To Mrs. J. H, R. Matteson for her 
, kind and helpful consideration of our 
. comfort. "
. To Mrs. Nellie Whitcomb for her 

success in providing music that has so

Mrs. L. LeSieur passed to spirit lite, 
at Dallas, Texasi the home of her 
daughter, Mrs. L, B. Marvin, June 
12, 1906.
■ Mr. Wm. Shoup passed to higher 
life June T, at bis home at Waldron,

OÜR 
PREMIUM 

BOOK 
OFFER?

R. Mitchell writes: “Tbe Spiritual
istic Church of the Students of Nature, 
461 W. North avenue, had a large at
tendance Sunday evening, there being 
a Spiritualistic dedication or christen
ing of the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. L. 
Bluvanske. The sponsors were Mrs. 
T. Matchek and Mr. and Mrs. H. 
Smith, all Spiritualists. - The child’s 
name in this life was determined to be 
Angeline; the spiritual name, Wild 
Rose, The platform was gorgeously 
decorated with flowers and floats. 
Tho discourse and ceremony of our 
pastor, Mrs. M. Schumacher, and Sis
ter Schwlzer, Sister Miller as message 
bearers, awakened the deepest sympa
thies of the audience present. This 
society will hold circles and confer- 

- ence meetings every Sunday evening 
at their hall during the summer.”

The Vermont State Spiritualist As
sociation will hold Its next quarterly 

, convention at the Opera House, John
son, Vt., Friday, Saturday and Sun
day, June 22, 23 and 24, 1906. Speak
ers: Alonzo Hubbard, Mrs. Abbie Cros
sett, Mrs. Sarah A. Wiley and Mrs. 
Emma Paul, have been invited und 

. are expected to be present. Lucius 
Colburn, of Santa Barbara, Cal., so fa
vorably known throughout the state 
for his work in the cause of Spiritual
ism, will be in attendance. In addi
tion to tbe Vermont state speakers the 

- management have secured Mrs. Effie-L
Chapman, a good test medium and 
speaker, for the entire meeting. Dur
ing the convention test seances will be

meetings—at 2:30 and 7:30 p. m., 
Wednesdays and Sundays. Test cir- 

l cle every Friday afternoon at 2:30 un
der the direction of Miss Sarah 
Thomas, commencing Sunday after
noon, July 1, at 2:30. Words of 
greeting by Miss Thomas. The won
derful success of last season’s tent 
meetings Tias' been very gratifying to 
the society and the large and Appre
ciative audiences that attended both- 
afternoon and evening will be pleased 
to hear that Miss Thomas will conduct 
her meetings at the same place, and 
all will be most cordially welcome. 
The music will be In charge of Mrs.

ciety. Of course tjie serenaders were 
invited in .and treatefi to ice cream, 
etc., after which they presented Miss 
Reba with a substantial reminder of 
their friendship."

Wary B. Hill writes: "The Band of 
Harmony ■ social held at the .home of 
Mrs. Hattie Peet, was'the most enjoy
able and successful of the season. 
Two floors were found almost Insuffi
cient to accommodate the number 
gathered there to participate,in pro
gressive euchre in the afternoon, and 
the varied and interesting exercises of 
the evening. All seemed oblivious to 
the heat of the day, so intent in their 
efforts to carry forward the good 
work being done in these socials. 
Added impetus was given to the occa
sion by having the pastor, Mrs. Rich
mond, present, and the financial side 
exceeded all expectations. The next 
social given under the auspices . of 
members and friends of tbe Band of

Sexsmith. Everybody is most cor
dially invited to attend the full sea
son. Bring your baskets and your 
children and stay and spend a pleasant 
time in the beautiful grove on the 
banks of the DesPlaines. Assisted by 
Miss Frances Hild, Mrs. Helen Hild, 
Miss Lizzie Reitz, Mrs. J. A. Bake, 
Mrs. C. Bemis. ”

Sarah Waterland writes from De
troit, Mich.: "The season of the First 
Church of the Soul, with Mrs. Laura 
L. Crawford as pastor, closed with a 
profusion of flowers. _ There is great 
interest taken in the work here. We 
have opened our doors, taking a free
will collection.' We intend to try it 
again another year. '•Mrs.'Crawford’s 
aim is to help those who.are in dark
ness. We have in connection with our 
society a lyceum and the Band pf Har
mony which is an auxiliary to the 
church. Thursday afternoon,-June 7, 
the Ladles' Aid held a reception at the

held by Mrs. Chapman.
The Texarkanian of Texarkana, < 

Texas, speaks as follows of Mrs. Isa । 
Wilson Kayner’B work there: "The , 
Spiritualist lecture at the Miller coun
ty court house by Mrs. Isa Wilson 
Kayner, the lecturer and medium of 
Dallas, Texas, drew a large crowd. In 
fact the court house -was filled, every 
seat being taken, benches as’ well as 
chairs being utilized. In the audi
ence were quite a number of promi
nent church people. All gave the 

. speaker the closest attention from 
the beginning to the close of her re
marks. Her discourse dealt with the 
subject of ’Spirit Return,’ which she 
declared an established fact with all 
who had given it a fair Investigation. 
At the close of the lecture a number 
of tests were given, about all of which 
were recognized by different members 
of the audience. One of the spirits 
purported to be the shade of an old 
lady who passed away out on North 
Olive street several months ago. De
scription and name were both given 
and the test was regarded as a very 
fine one. What claimed to be the 
spirit of a boy next appeared, giving 
name and saying death had been due 
to accident—a .sudden blow over the 
heart. Quite a number in the audience 
recognized this ‘shade.’ The medium 
next approached an old man, described 
several spirits that were there for him, 
and gave him what claimed to be a 
sketch of his career—a very unusual 
and checkered one. The old gentle
man confirmed every statement, Baying 
the medium had told the story as well 
as he could have related -it. An ugly 
scar on one of his knees was described 
by the seeress, and after the meeting i 
was over he offered to show the same 
to any 'doubting Thomas’ who might 
be present, but there were 'no takers.’ 
He said he had never seen the medium 
until she began her lecture, a few 
minutes before.”

Mrs. Geo. Williams writes from 
Cleveland, Ohio: "Ths Ladies’ Spirit
ualist Temple Fund Society of’Fuller- 
lon street, Cleveland, Ohio, are enjoy
ing during this month, good lectures 
given by Rev. Dell A. Herrick of Ak
ron, Ohio; also trumpet seances every 
Tuesday and Thursday evenings at 8 
p. m. The attendance at these meet
ings is quite large. The ladles meet 
every Thursday all day, to sew and 
have a social time. Everybody wel
come to come and join us.” -

A correspondent reports that Dr. J. 
A. Marvin lectured to a good audi
ence on last Sunday evening at Wil
cox’s Hal), corner 43rd and Champlain 
streets. His subject was “Evidences 
of a Future Life and of-Spirit Mes
sages.” Mrs. Cleveland followed 
witS tests which were very fine. A 
good many investigators and skeptics 
werd> present, and they as well as all 

‘ othens seemed very much interested in 
! both the lecture and the teste. Dr. 
.... Marvin lectures again at the same

home of the pastor, 198 Fourth street, 
and Mrs. Crawford iwas -the -recipient 
of a large mirror and a bouuet of as
sorted flowers. -There -were -many 
other gifts too numerous to mention, 
as tokens of love and appreciation for 
her efforts to make the season's work 
a grand success.”

M. B. Philp writes: "The Englewood 
Spiritual Union has given up its hall 
for the present,-and is holding meet
ings at the homes of the members ev
ery other Sunday evening. The last 
was Yield June 17, at rT75' W; 63rd 
Court, corner Union avenue. We 
will hold our -regular picnic, July 4, 
at Jackson Park, -just.north of the res
taurant. Will be pleased to see any 
of our friends.”

Mrs. J. A. Hall writes: "The Golden 
Rule Spiritualist Society - holds its reg
ular Sunday meetings at 3 and 8 p. m., 

, at O’Donnell’s Hall, on Paulina street,
near Park avenue. Sunday evening, 
June 3, Dr. C. E. Burgess held a large 
audience spellbound with his masterly 
‘Heart to Heart’ talk. The message 
bearers were Mrs. Weaver, Mrs. Susie 
Thomson, and others. Sunday even
ing, June 10, Dr. Randall, assistant 
pastor of the-society delivered an elo- 
uent address to a full house. The. 
message bearers were Mrs. Morris, 
Mrs. Clybourne, Dr. Burgess and oth
ers of the society, which is never want
ing for talent. Mrs. Frankie Cole 
furnishes the music, which of itself 
has no need of mention. All are wel
come at the' 'G. R. S.’ society.”

Mrs. Isa Wilson-Kayner has lately 
returned to Chicago from Texas, where 
she did some excellent work In behalf 
of Spiritualism.- After resting a few 
days she will visit her two daughters, 
one residing at Providence, R. I., and 
the other at Quaryvllle, Pa. - Later on 
she will return to Texas, where her
services are in great demand.

The secretary of Forest 
Gamp, Snowflake, Antrim ' 
Mich., P. M.-R. R., writes:
opens July 29 by Georgia 
Cooley of Chicago. She will remain 
over the‘following week, giving two

Ind., at the age of 64 years.
. His wife and adopted daughter 
survive him. About fourteen years 
ago he became convinced of the truth 
of Spiritualism, and became a devoted 
worker therein. Others' happiness 
was his greatest comfort, therefore he 
was'liberal and charitable to a fault, 
ever ready to assist those in need. He 
filled a niche in his community that 
can be filled by no other, and will be 
sadly missed by all who knew him. 
lii a business way, Mr, Shoup was well 
known throughout the United States 
as the senior partner of the firm of

Elizabeth Schauss of Toledo, Ohio, 
writes of Miss Edna Grant,. lately 
married to Alvin Joslin: "The young 
woman in question Ib the .same of 
•whom C. A. Bollinger of Cleveland, 
spoke of as the 'Spiritualist 'Night
ingale.' She is a Spiritualist in the 
full sense of the word, and Is at all 
times ready to give her time and tal
ent to the cause, both in her home so
ciety and the O. S.A. Her husband is 
a born thinker, and is at present mak
ing a scientific study of Spiritualism, 
and It was his choice as well as hers 
that their marriage’be solemnized by «.= v— ------- -- -------- _a Spiritualist, minister. Our /)h!o Shoup & Heck, proprietors of the 
Convention héld in (Cleveland the. last Spring Lake Fisheries. Jv H. A. 
week in may was one of the best "that —
I have ever attended. The delegates

delighted everyone.
To Mrs. Louis C. Miller, our. sincere 

gratitude for the large American flags 
which so beautifully decorated the 
Temple.

To Mr. Leo Manger for his genial- 
management and kindly courtesy in 
making the Hotel Victoria pleasant 
headquarters for the New York State 
Association.

To the Spiritualist press for the gen
erous space allotted for numerous no- 
tlees and full reports of the conven
tion proceedings.

To the press of Buffalo for the im
partial and able reports given of our 
meetings.

To all who have so kindly assisted 
in making this convention a success, 
we tender the sincere thanks of the 
association.

Hoping we may be permitted to as
semble again in 1907 with "ranks un
broken,” but if from our number some 
are called to the higher life, we shall 
meet in spirit, still holding in sweet 
remembrance the assembling together 
as members and workers of the New 
York State Association of Spiritualists.

MRS. HARRIET M. RATHBUN, 
Chairman, 

MISS SARAH WOODRUFF, 
MISS ADELINE COOPER, 

1 Miss VICTORIA C. MOORE, 
MR. CHARLES HURLBURT.

all seemed to ibe actuated by the one 
desire, to work for the good of the 
cause. I believe thatiwe have strength- _ . ,ened our foundations in Ohio, and Located at Grand Ledge, Michigan, 
that much of jTeal practical good will ---------
be accomplished during the ensuing This favorite place of resort will 
year. Missionary work Is to be placed have the following speakers this year: 
upon a practical-andisystematic basis. July 22—10:30 a. m., address of 
Applications for ordination are to be welcome by Oscar A. Edgerly of Lynn, 
passed upon With strict adherence to Mass.; 2:30 p. m., lecture by Mrs. A. 
N; S. A. ritual, which mans that all- E. Ch__ _ Z ’ " ' 
around qualify, will! be demanded of July 24—2:30 p.
every applicant. A Mediumship Fund Mrs. A. E. Sheets, 
has. been started and pledges received July 25—2:30 p. 
toward; founding.a mediums’-home In' Mrs. A. E. Sheets. 
Ohio. Many .other good things'-were ' July 26—2:30 p. 
accomplished -and -we have reason to Mrs. A. B. Sheets, 
feel grateful to the angel of peace who July 27—2:30 p. 
settled his quieting and calming influ- Mrs. A. E. Sheets, 
ence oyer the O. S. A." . July 28—2:30 p.

'  --------- - —— Mrs. A. E. Sheets.

MONTANA TO THE FRONT.

Truly, the world has NEVER SEEK 
the like before. Search tbe Annals of 
history, ANCIENT AND MODERN; 
critically examine the history of Spirit, 
uallsm; look here and there, in eyerf 
nook and corner of the woarM, and yol- 
CANNOT find a parallel to the offe* 
made in reference to these THIRTEEk 
remarkable PREMIUM BOOKS. The? 
constitute a wonderfully valuable Spin 
itualistic and Occult LIBRARY, ant 
are furnished at a nominal sum. Ar 
are substantially bound and neatly 
printed,, and those who purchase theif 
are DELIGHTED WITH THEM.

We have now THIRTEEN magnifli 
cent PREMIUM BOOKS which yor. 

! can select from.
, GEMS OF THOUGHT, by SEVEN4 

TEEN leading authors, is our last! 
Premium Book.

Any one of the Thirteen FremiunX 
Books you may order, priee £5 cents. 
Tide Is the price, remember, when yon . 
order only one book in connection with 1 
a yearly subscription. Tbe paper, one 
year, and one Premium Book, $1.25. 
But if you order more than one Pre* 
miuni Book the price is as fallows:

Any two of the Thirteen Premium 
Books you may order, priee .70 cents.

Any three of the Thirteen Fremlum 
Books you may. order, priee $1.10. i

Any four of the Thirteen Premium 
Boeks you may osder, priee ’$1.50. >

Any five of the Thirteen Premium 
Books you may order, price $1.75.

Any si* of the Thirteen Premium • 
Books you may order, priee $2.05.

Any seven of the Thirteen Premium' 
Books you may order, priee $2.36.

Any eight of the Thirteen Premium 
Books you may order, priee $2.05. .

Any nine of the Thirteen Premium 
Books you may order, priee $2.90. :

Any ten of the Thirteen Premium' 
Books you may order, priee $3.10. \

Any eleven of the Thirteen Premium ' 
] Books you may order, priee $3.40. J

Any twelve of the Thirteen Premium' 
' Books you may order, prise $3.85. I 
r Lastly, all of these THIRTEEN Pre. 

mium Books here announeej arc senti, 
out, all postage prepaid, for 4.16,j 
something never before equalled in 
this country or Europe.

Bear in mind that every order for a 
Premium Book must be accompanied 
with a yearly subscription for The 
Progressive Thinker, which is 31. Wo 
repeat that tbe world lias never seen 
the like of it before.

The Convention There Attended With 
‘ Good Results.

Harmony will be held at the home of 
Mr. and Mrs. Dexter, No. 1000 N Hal-' 
sted street, near WebBter avenue, 
June 21, 1906. Avery fine entertain- I 
ment has already been arranged for 
afternoon and evening. ’' Mrs. Rich
mond will be with us on that date also. 
Don’t forget to bring your friends and 
your luncheon. Coffee served at six 
-o’clock. Checks 10 cents. All in
vited."

C. H. Mathews writes: “Peter Bck- 
ler, a well-known publisher of liberal 
books, died at Brooklyn, N. Y., April 
30, in his 84th year. He was against 
superstition and hypocrisy in all their 
respectable and alluring forms; knew 
that organized religion is an ancient -and profitable delusion and worked to To the Editor:—-Owing to the ab- August 1—2:30
replace it .with the truths1 of phfloso- sence of P. A. Jensen. the Anti-Faker Oscar A. Edgerly.
phy and science. His friend, Herbert society wishes to make a few state- August 2 2:30 
N. Kasson, truly says: ‘He is more ments in regard to-'the ex-Rev. Nolte’s Oscar A. Edgerly.
truly alive than any ot us. The whole letter in The Progressive Thinker. We _ T8“2’-89 - , ,,
American nation is more free-spir- can't see why Mr.-Jensen should make Mrs. R. S. Lillie ot Montecito,.Lal.
ited and rational because of his mag- any apology for what he wrote, as he August 4-—2:30 p» in., lecture 
nifleent life-work. It Is difficult to be- stated facts, and' Bro. Nolte did not Mrs- R- s- LUU®, 
lieve that Peter Eckler is dead.’ I fleny.anything he said. August 5—10:30 a. m., lecture
like to record the views of agnostics, Before the society exposed -LUsie Mr8- R- 8. Lillie; 2:30 p. m;, lecture 
including ths great Col. Ingersoll, Reynolds she advertised to.glve mate- Uy Mrs. R. S. Lillie, 
who' has again spoken to. the .world rializaUon .seances, but After the ex- „ Au8ust 7—-2:30 
and been fully-recognized.” posure her "ad” read, "Impersonation Mrs. R. 8. Lillie.

R. K.'Robertson writes: ."As to Tbe and Transfiguration Seances,’ ’and at AuInsi VtTu :3° 
Progressive Thinker, I can’t do with- the home of "Brother Spink,” iwho is Mr®' K- "• “*“e-„ 
cut it. It is now a necessity with me. one of the chief promoters -of the liiir °
I go into the spirit world often, and camp .grounds. Mrs. Reynolds gave Mr®- ?■ ,
gather useful knowledge. I have kept very few seances there, .but the one a m P'm” lecture
a history of- my travels and intend to she gave on-the camp ground, referred B' , ,
get them published before'leaving this, to by Bro. Nolte, was .given .in the August 11—2:3V p. m., lecture
world." — basement of the home of Mr. Johnson, JJJ®; Marian Carpenter of Detroit,

Letta Cavender writes: "C. J. who by the way, is the chief .land spec- MT^uat i^o^o a m lecture by 
Barnes the^trumpet medinm of War- tteW Mrs. Marian Carpenter; 2:30 p. m„
saw, Ind., has been at Joliet, Ill., for ^«aa,a»a^^ro. span, ^uie enter Mrs_ MaT[an Cwpenter# toi.
two weeks holding some grand trum- “P lowed by messages.
pet seances. It has made us all happy gutte d August 14—2:30 p. m., lecture by
to have a true and honest medium ““voe Mrs. Marian Carpenter. Messages,come, and have the door opened for »w^Mibtejov^o x^00^ August 15—Rational Spiritualists 
our lovedonestocome and Apeak to t0 COME UP TO THE ¿NE whfch Association Day; 2:30 p. m„ lecture 
us, and tell of the joys in the spirit ^VTertainly will do. WO fanT“ and messages by Mrs. Marian Carpen-

° Q' if Mr. Jensen will ,be here to accept
Eva L. Stewart writes: “Mediums' Bro. Nolte’s kind Invitation to be there. 

Night at Hyde Park Occult Society we but we can say the Antis will be there 
had Mrs. J. Staner Adame,' and she in full force and In ¡the.cause of True 
gave tests to nearly every one, and all Spiritualism. . l54
were well pleased with her work. -On - As a rule, gambling-houses have 
the 10th Mr. and Mrs. Bloom . .were “cappers," whose dpty is. to sit at the 
with us. Mr. Bloom gave an excellent table and Keep the, game going, so it 
talk which was highly appreciated, is with fake mediums; they have their 
Mrs. Bloom’s messages were all right, “cappers” and "pluggers.” It is the 
One young man~in the. audience did mission of this society to expose these 
not like to own that'what he got was fakers and their co-workers. I
a. fact, but it was. He-was called to In the name of Honesty and Purity 
the front and made a few remarks for the cause of True Spiritualism, .let 
showing that he was investigating by the Semi-Tropic Spiritualists Assocla- 
books, etc., but had not yet been con- tion be a success, is the wish of the 
vinced of the why' and. wherefore of Anti-Faker Society'of Los Angeles, 
these mediumlstic powers. Self-de- 9’^. 6ARSON, Sec’y. _
velopment is what he needs. Dr. Bur- 1  ___ • !if|, -a » v- .—.—-? ■
gess -was with us on the 17th, and Dr. -The Moleciiffir Hypothesis of Na- 
Warne will be wlthus on the 24th.” ture." By Prdt Wm. Mi Lockwood;

Ferd'C. Suhrer writes: ."‘Mrs. E. professor 'LocKtyood’is .recognized' as 
Briggs of the Rising Sun Spiritualist one of. the ablOst lecturers on the splr- 
Mission answered questions propound- jtual rostrum., In this little volume he 
ed by the congregation on Sunday at- presents in succinct wm tbe substance 
ternoon, June 10, and Sister Weaver ot his lectures,on the Molecular Hy- 
and Brother T. D.-Jones served as pothesis of Nature; « 
message bearers to the satisfaction of views as demonstrate 
all. Sister J. L. Fravel occupied our -— — ।
rostrum in the evening, and Sister Dill

THE ANTI-FAKER SOCIETY July 29—10:30 a. m., lecture by Os-
______  car A. Edgerly; 2:30 p. m., lecture by 

. .________________ ' -, Oscar A. Edgerly, followed by mes-
And the -Prospective Camp at Los aages:

Angeles, Cal. July 31—2:30 p. m., lecture by Qa-
car.A.' Edgerly. Messages.

p.-m., lecture

The Montana State Spiritualist Con
vention convened in Billings, June 1, 
2, and 8, and was very harmonious 
and successful.

We had present with us Mr. Harri
son D. Barrett, who was very active 
during the convention. This was Mr. 
Barrett’s second visit to Montana in 
the interest of our spiritual work dur
ing the present year. So beneficial 
and enjoyable was Mr. Barrett’s first 
visit to Billings, his return to our 
state convention was anticipated with 
great pleasure by our members and 
officers, and we felt it indeed an honor 
to have him with us on that occasion.

Mtb. Eva MeCoy, pastor of our local 
society, was also present as message 
bearer. Her work needs no comment 

‘from us, as all who know her recog
nize her as one of the foremest work
ers for the Spiritualist cause. Her 
honesty is unquestioned as A medium 
between the two worlds. Mr. and
Mrs. Noyes were present and as lec
turers and message-bearers are honest 
in their endeavors to make Spiritual-. 
ism better understood by tbe people.

Mrs. F. D. McCormick, president of 
M. 8. S. A., and also president of the 
local society of Billings, received the 
honor of being ordained to the minis
try of -Spiritualism, she having devel
oped into a grand trance speaker of 
more than ordinary ability,-and is well 
worthy of the favor conferred upon 
her. Five children were shristened 
with flowers, the services being very 
impressive and most beautiful to the 
large audience in attendance the last 
evening of our convention.

The following officers were elected:

ter.
, August-16—2:30 p. m., lecture and 
messages by Mrs. Marian Carpenter.

August 17—2:30 p. m., lecture and 
messages by Oscar A. Edgerly.

August 18—-2:30 p. m„ lecture by 
Elizabeth Harlow of Columbus, Ohio.

August 19—10:30 a. m., lecture by 
Elizabeth Harlow;~2:30 p. m., lecture 
by Elizabeth Harlow.

This program subject to change.
-The program for the forenoons, 

Sundays and Mondays excepted; will 
be varied and interesting, consisting of 
mediums’ meetings, conferences, etc. 
Mediums who.are developing,,as well 
as others, will have an opportunity to 
participate.- These exercises are a 
great aid to those expecting to take up 
the work. , . J. W. EWING,

Grand Ledge, Mich. President.
"Materialization." (By Mme. E. 

d-Esperance and Rev. B. F.' Austin. 
Excellent. Price 10 cents.

discourses and messages, and again oc
cupying the platform August’6. This 
noted speaker and message bearer 
needs no Introduction to tbe ranks of 
avowed Spiritualists, but those who 
are not fortunate enough to keep

I abreast In the movement of our medi
ums, should, come out and hear her 
and judge for themselves. • She will 
do you good,'and if for nothing else 
you can enjoy the scenery and salu-1 
brious air of Northern Michigan 
around our beautiful Intermediate 
Lake where so many hay fever suffer
ers are hieing. For the last two.weeks 
of camp, Mrs. Henrieeta L. Llchtig of 
Chicago, and Mrs. .F. V. Jackson of 
Jackson, i^iich;, .will entertain the peo
ple—something new every day. Come 
and we will dopm. Vest to make it 
pleasant and<pyotable,-for;.you. Im
provements ,are: being .made, and many 
desirable lots can-be leased for the 
erection of ¡cottages."

and Brother^ Dierkes and Thompson 
gave tests.- Sister Fravel will favor 
us again on Sunday morning June 24, 
Sister E. Briggs in the afternoon, and 
Brother O. E. Miller will, give one of 
his lectures, in the evening. Our ly- 
ceum for the little folks commences at 
2:30 and deserves your attention. 
Notice is called to our excursion, on 
Saturday, July 21, to South Haven. 
Take advantage of-• this -opportunity 

i and bo with us.. Brother. O. E. Mil
ler’s lectures commence on Friday 
night June 22. Your attention is also 
called to the afternoon tea b'y the La
dies’ Aid, the second Saturday of each 
month, comme'ndng on the 14th: of 
June. - Every meeting, lecture, etc., 
advertised or given by the Rising Sun 
Spiritualist-Mission will be given in 
our Temple on Oakley Boul,. near 
Jackson unless otherwise stated. The 
public is cordiallv Invited to.our'meat- 
Ings in-our new home< Come and 
seq • •’ s'

;; ind presents his 
VWY»Q v-. jtiljg a scientific ba

sis of Spiritualism. . The book is com
mended to all,“who love to study and 
fhlnk. Price, *25 cenra.

i'Secial Upbmlding, .including Co-op
erative Systems and the Happiness and 
Ennoblement of. Humanity.” By E. D. 
Babbitt LL. D., M.'D. 'This comprises 
the last port of Human Culture and 
Cure. Paper ¿Byer; 15 cents.

“A Conspiracy Against the Republic/' 
, By Charles B. Waite, A,. M., author of 
“History of the Christian Religion to 
the Year 200,” etc. A condensed state
ment of- facts concerning the efforts of 
church leaders to get control of the gov- 
ornipent. ■ An important work.- Paper,
25 cents.

‘ "Discovery of a Lost Trail/' By Chas. 
B. Newcomb. Excellent in spiritual 
suggestiveness. Cloth. 21.50.

"New Testament - Stories Comically 
Illustrated. Drawings by Watson Hes
ton. । With Critical and Humorous Com
ments upon the Texts." Heston’s 
drawings are Incqnmsrable, and excru
ciatingly funny.1 -'Price,''in boards, 51 •• 
cloth, 81.60 - • -

OUR THIRTEEN REMARKABLE 
PREMIUM BOOKS FOR $4.16.

The.following Is the Bat of titles ol 
the Twelve Premium Books:

1—The Encyclopedia of Death, and 
Life in the Spirit World, Vol. 1.

2—The Encyclopedia of Death, and 
Life in the Spirit -World, Vol. 2.

fl—The Encyclopedia of Death, and 
.Life in the Spirit World, Vol 3. These 
three volumes have been prepared by, 
J. R. Francis. They contain invaluable 
Ueta«

4—Art Magic, or Mundane, Bub-Mutt- 
dane and Super-Mundane Spiritism, bjj 
Mrs. Emma Hardinge Britten.

6—Ghost Land, Spiritualism, .Occult
ism, by Mrs. Emma Hardinge Britten.

fl—The Next World Interviewed, by, 
Mrs. 8. G. Horn, a most remarkable ma> 
diam. i

1—The Occult Life of Jesus, by Alex
ander, Smythe, a medium of rare gifts.

8—A Wanderer m the Spirit Lands, 
Translated t>y A. Farnese, a wonderful 
English medium.

8—The Religion of Man and Ethics of 
Science, by Hudson Tuttle.

3«—Seers of tlie Ages, or Spiritualism 
Past and Present, -by Dr. J. M. 'Peebles.

H—The Great Debate Between Moseg ■ 
Hull and W. F. Jamieson.

32—Letters from the Spirit World, 
written through the mediumship ol 
Carlyle Petereilea. f

. 13—Gems of Thought, by BEVEN- 
TEiEN leading authors, is our last Pre
mium Book.

Mrs. F. D. McCormick, president, Bil
lings; Mrs. Kerlin, vice-president, An
aconda; Mrs. W. C. Selbrede, secre
tary, Rillings; Mrs. A. P. Smith treas
urer, Billings; trustees, Mr. W. J. 
Scott, Billings; Mr. D. A. Howe, Bil
lings; Mrs. Maud Holmes, Butte; Mr. 
Robert Capp, Livingston, and Mr. T. 
R. St. John, Billings.

The next convention will be held in 
Billings, June, 1907.

MRS. W. C. SELBREDE,
Secretary.

fl NEW GflTEGHJSM
BY M. M. MANGASARIAN,

“The Attainment of Womanly Beau
ty of Form and Features. The Cultiva
tion of Personal Beauty, Based on Hy
giene and Health Culture. By twenty 
physicians and specialists. Edited by 
Albert Turner.” . Of special interest 
and value. Price SI.

“Spiritism and Mrs. Leonora E Piper, 
and Dr. Thomson J. Hudson's Theories 
in Regard to It." By Ex-Judge Abram 
H. Dailey. Demonstrates futility and 
Inadequacy of Hudson’s explanations of 
spiritual phenomena. Prlco, 25 cents.

‘immortality, Its Naturalness, Its 
Possibilities and Proofs." By 'J. M. 
Peebles, M. A., M. D., Ph. D..'Contains 
the address rejected by the Philosophi
cal Society of Great Britain, with Intro
duction and Explanatory Letter. Price 
10 cents.

Fourth Edition—Six AddiUoaal Chap*, 
tors—200 Pages, Bound In -Cloth, 
$1.00.—Containing Likeness of the 
Author.
”A New Catechism" has enjoyed a 

remarkable sale both in America and 
England. George Jacob Holyoake, 
in his Introduction to the English edi
tion of "A New Catechism,” says:

"A New Catechism” is the boldest, 
the brightest, the most varied .and in
forming of any work of the kind ex
tant. The principal fields oi human 
knowledge, which the churches have 
fenced round with supernatural ter
rors, the Catechism breaks Into, cher
ishing what is fair and showing what 
is deformed. The notes, of which 
there are many, both ancient and con
temporary, are as striking as the 
text. The book is a cyclopedia of 
theology and reason in a ■nutshell.

Other Excellent Publications
BY M. M. MANGASARIAN.

HOW THE BIBLE WAS INVENTED.

A New Lecture.—Price, 10 cents. • 
' This little pamphlet should be 

placed in the hands of every American 
citizen. Tke’tiftentlon of preachers-, 
theological students,. and all church 
members should be called to the won
derful story of the Invention of the 
Holy Bible, which this lecture tells.

See that at least one orthodox 
neighbor of yours reads this lecture.

MORALITY WITHOUT A GOD. 1 
- With letter- to Right Reverend 
Bishop Anderson, of Chicago. Price, 
10 cents,

JESUS CHRIST A MYTH. /•By the Author of

“fl Wanderer in Spirit Lands.”
“¡HE STRANGE STORY OF AHRINZIMAN;’

The Persian flystic Emperor.

A-weird, powerfully told dramatic story of the earth life and subsequent 
Experiences in the Spirit World of the “Guide, Ahriziman.” Few books 
are more calculated to hold the reader’s Interest from the first page to the 

st, and much that is original and new will be found in tho accounts given 
of Ahrinziman’s Studios in the Domain of Magic and its relation to obsessions 
and other perplexing problems of spiritual intercourse. Price, cloth ^1.00. 

[ Paper, CO cents. Postage, 12 cents.

A New Book.—Price 25 Cents.
This book examines .the evidence for 

the'historical existence of Jesus, and 
finds it quite Insufficient to prove that 
such a man as Jesus ever lived. . It is 
a most important contribution to 
•Modern Thought. It is prefaced by 
a letter to the Christian Clergy, and 
concluded by an answer to an editori
al In one of the Chicago morning pa
pers, attacking Mr. Mangosarian's po
sition. Send your orders at once, as 
the first edition will soon be exhaust
ed. ■ -

talnker’s international Congress,.Chicago, XX, 
October, 1888. By Susan H. Wixom ' Xlico, Ido,
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IMPORTANT WORK.

This department is' under-the man-: 
ngementof

HUDSON TUTTLE.
address Mur at Berlin Heights, Ohio.

NOTE—The Questions a,nd Answers 
have called forth such a boat of re
spondents, that to give all equal hear
ing compels the answers to be made in 
the most condensed form, and often 
.clearness is perhaps sacrificed to this 
forced brevity. Proofs have.to be omit
ted, and the style befcomes thereby as
sertive, which of all things is to be dep
recated. Correspondents often weary 
with waiting tor the appearance of 

> their questions and write letters of in
quiry. Th® supply of matter is always 
several weelts ahead of the space given, 
and hence there is unavoidable delay. 
Every one ‘ has to waft his time and 
place, and all are' treated with equal 
favor.-

NOTICE,—No attenUon will be given 
anonymous letters. . Fpll name and ad
dress must be given, or the letters will, 
not be read. If the request be made, 
the name will not be published. The 
correspondence of this department has 
become excessively large, especially let
ters pf Inquiry requesting private an- 
pwers, and while I freely give what
ever Information I am able, the ordi
nary courtesy of correspondents is ex
pected. •*.- HUDSON TUTTLE-

give a brief sketch of the life and 
work of Dr. Hodgson?

A. Richard. Hodgson came into 
prominent notice of those inclined to 
spiritual phenomena, by the publicity 
hé’ggve the Investigations of the Psy-;
chical Research Society, and his ex-1 
posúre of the Blavatsky fraud. The 
latter created quite a sensation in tlie 
Theosophical camp, and jt may be said 
that causé has' never recovered the 
préstigé it lost fiy,the blow, ... .

His investigations of spiritual phe
nomena we'ré almost exclusively Con-, 
fined to one psychic, Mrs. Piper, and 
the extraordinary- character of the', 
manifestations ' through her, shows 
how advantageous this method is to 
secure the best results. . ■ ■

He'was born in Melbourne, Austra-. 
Ila, in 1855. He studied law, gradu
ated at the University p.f Cambridge, 
Eng., In'mental and moral science; 
lectured in England in the University 
Extension Course, and coming to, the 
subject with thorough .training, he 
gavp his entire attention to psychical 
investigation.

He began as a skeptic, but became 
thoroughly convinced of the spiritual 
origin of a portion of ;tbe phenoinena.

“Boÿ Student," S. Dak.: Q. Will 
you give a sketch of the life of John 
J’aul-Jones, for the benefit of one who 
ftas not access to any source,of infor
mation? -•

*A. The bringing to this country of 
the bones supposed to be those of this 
great naval commander, has drawn at
tention to his life and .character, and 
the country has done even more honor 
to his senselegs dust than to the living 
herp. - The fusp and feather in bring
ing to these shores the bones of an un
known man, must- have amused the" 
spirit, who was denied the full recog
nition of-his deeds while here. ' ■

■ John Paul was a fighter, and whllé 
„ war is regarded as a necessity, he is 

a type of its spirit incarnate, and will 
receive the applause of those on the 
fighting plane. He was born'at Abig- 

'land on the Firth of Solway, in 1747;
In the humble walks of Ute. His 
father was a.peaceful gardener, but 
the boy was surrounded by a sea-far-. 
Ing people, and at the age of twelve 
was apprenticed on a vessel bound for 
the colony of Virginia. He became 
mate on a slaver, and remained in that 
horrible trade until disgusted, he 
shipped for England, and by the deaths 
of the sunerlor officers became cap
tain, bringing the ship in safety to 
her* destination. " He returned to Vir
ginia, where his brother .had a planta
tion, and engaged in agriculture. In 
1775 lie was appointed to .the com
mand of a shipiof war, and then began 
a series of brilliant exploits, which for 
daring, reckless courage, a.nd success 
have no parallel in naval warfare.

Combats between the wooden sail 
vessels of that time were entirely'diR 

• ferent from modern engagements with 
armored steam-propelled battle ships, 
■It was'a duel to the death ; a grappling 
of Ships, ànd'coiftliç.t with, cü.tjabs and. 

’,Roarding'ÿilie; ’ ' However superto’r the 
enemy, he always gavp b.attlq, $id üiq.

.. courage he inïuseJjPtp.hl^ 
theM- victory! Wjth‘ most lûàdequate 
means he infilded t.ho greatest, injury 
■to the Englipti/fleet,. making prlzes on 
the edirst, as well as- high seas. .His 

’ last and most terrible,, engagement, was 
- between his flag ship, Bon Homme

10
; h H‘

A Peculiar, Yet True Picture of the isons are IcnoWn . to.,’J’ps&'ffom . their 
Emotions, and Why. greatest activities. <w loves the

Will Charlton: Q. (1) What is 
an “Elementary?”

A. It is a name given by Theoso-. 
phlsts. to an imaginary being, which 
may b'e regarded as the.escaped reside 
uum of life, made tangible by the ab
sorption of some of the escaping 
physical elements from the body it 
has left at death. I cannot give a full 
an<J clean definition, for none has 
been given by those -who so glibly use 
the word, and it is doubtful if there 
is óné to be given. If the spiritual 
theory is true, these "elementarles" 
have a place with brownies- and 
fairies.

(2) I am told,by spirit writing that 
I have another self; that I am a half, 
and she is the other half; that If ail 
men would marry th0 right half, there 
nevér would be divorce; that if th® 
right .halves do not come together in 
this life, they surely will in the next. 
Is this true? ..' .

A.’ This doctrine of. two . halves, 
uniting in marriage is very old, and 
like all old ideas, conceived in. the 
childhoo.d of the. race, is untrue, It 
is the source, of the doctrine of affin- 

- ity, and perhaps one of the most mis
chievous of beliefs.

The doctrine before there was any. 
knowledge of the rule of .law, when 
God was believed to directly create 
human beings as he did Adam and 
Eve. It is a scheme delusive in Its 
poetry and attractive to those who 
are not happily matej, and in the 
measure of this, reprehensible and 
destructive to domestic happiness.;

If God has made a man andva wo
man as two halves, which must be 
united for a perfect marriage, and 
only these, ’ then it follows an una
voidable conclusion, that the union of 
any-Other halves, is’against the .will 
of God, and in no sense marriages.

As there is "no rule of guidance; 
not the least test by which one half 
may know tho other, the unions must 
be made in blindness to this provisión, 
the only knowledge being gained by 
trial.. -If on .making that trial It is 
found that ideal harmony ¡8, not the 
result, the believer in this doctrine 
feels wronged, and at liberty to seek 
hfs or her "soul’s mate." If they do 
not take active measures, they chafe 
under their “bondage," and hope tp 
meet in the next World "that other 
half,” and have the blunders of this 
life righted! ■
. I said this doctrine was “mischiev- 
ptis”; it is more; it is immoral, selfish 
,and--.idestru'ctlvej.tUn ■ the struggles 
jyliich! must ¿orné to every 'human'-hfe 
Ing, and which by no means are to be

■To the Edito.r:—I see a confession 
of. an experience of the huqum mind, ■ 
which I believe is common to all 
minds, but seldom mentioned by any, 
and which was committed to print in 
"Public Opinion,” by Prof Edward 
Everett-Hale, Jr., who had.been con
verted from Unitarianisni.to evangel
ical belief in'Christianity, or "justifi
cation by faith alone,” It peenis that 
the professor has a very . sensitive 
mind;—that his mental make-up is 
responsive to all the changes in the 
curriculum of nature,-—of the forces, 
to-wit, action and reaction, manifest- 
ed in the seeming duality of-every 
living thing from the amoeba to the 
elephant; from the most Insignificant 
planet to the universe,—action and re
action, rest and pain, light and dark
ness, etc.' ' ' '

To express his feelings more near
ly, 1 will quote him;? he draws the 
picture of the pessimist, the do-noth
ing, and final absorption into irrespon
sibility, and loss of individualism 
equal to Buddha' himself. He says:, 
“By the call of Christ I Understand 
that incentive which comes to a man 
to give .up personal direction^ of his 
pwn life and to take rather in-every-, 
thing the command of Christ, It is 
the changing the control by self for 

'control by- Christ ’ It may mean 
chiefly the giving up of sin or sins that 
have become'a part of one’s life; It in
cludes •repentance'. It may mean 
chiefly the ceasing one's effort to be a 
self made man, to build one’s own' 
character, to live one’s life; it Includes 
submission. It may mean a change 
in the entire course of a man's life. 
It may mean that one leads the same 
light in a different spirit." (Thought 
I presume.)’ .“It may take a variety 
of forms, but it is always a surrender 
of the Individual to the spiritual mas
tery of Christ. That is the essential 
thing. Repentance of sin, submission 
of self, devotion to God, these.are but 
different phases of it single process; a 
process at the beginning of which we 
are our own man and at.the end be
long to somebody else—to Christ.’.’

"Doubtless it wi|l .be a question 
with some of,you why anyqne should 
wish to do anything of this sort. 
The nineteenth century .was a- century 
of individualism, and. we Anjerlcans 
are strong believers in individuality. 
Why’should one wish to give up one’s

• iUVCD IrLlv
night; with sileiit pWsuncJie looks up 
a{. the bright face^qr’tqe earth’s satel
lite; he contemplates tlieiHai’B busy la 
their" silent starts at
the touch of tUci'rapilp'/ephyrs, anft 
feels that he is ^tie.wlflkthe sublim- 
ities.of night, the annVpwot day, and 
is impressed'with aWerar the pano-
rama before him—aU fhe"Tsles of the 
heavenly , lights ■Jliaa^adeft'n extended 
space. xlburixt- ■

He feels humble *Aiow| «and seeks 
pity; he concludes’thht hfe'ls nothing; 
that all these things, ¿ajound and 
above are superior to.hlm‘,:and he be
comes ■ tired audit« iliBfteartened— 
even with the Buceesy, he.has -made— 
despises his failu.ras». and ¿falls-upon 
his knees and breathes,an humble and 
sincere prayer.,, H.e^prays' now; he 
worships, and somehow (eels that he 
would give all Joy, one,, smile/ one 
pleasant .thought from the.Lheator of 
this wonderful- world, (and seeks to 
lose himself and -be .absorbed‘.into the 
universal forces-^God: r-

It Is this state of.;,therhuman pas
sions that invented prayer and led 
man to.worshlp; .lt ig,-;thiq? state of 
feellngs that has ,lqd Jp, .aQ, the fanati
cism that has been g^acilced-ln rellg- 
ion- . . /.«Jr.;'.;

When man Je .elatedtikud feeling at 
his best, .he depireq... to- - thank some
body; when he ip ..¿Myeoeimd melan
cholic, or. when .this, .reaction , ucomes 
and his mind is. immobile, he -becomes 
tired of thp. .responsibility of living 
his own . life, and as Rrnf. Hale ex- 
presses.lt, he Is.not qnly tired of doing 
wrong, but also of .doing right; he 
feels like the .past jsr^U crumpled up, 
and would.like to;¿begin a.new- life; 
another life which.-he; imagines to be 
merged in the .silent realms which he 
has been contemplating* He is tired 
of counting one, > and >-would like to 
shift all responsibilities of life- from 
his shoulders* and lay them oh some
body else—hence, Christ, Buddha, Zo
roaster, Hermes have been Invented as 
gods' upon whom? lazy, , melancholic, 
.pessimistic mam seeks-tor shift the re
sponsibilities of his Jlfqz and commit 
the burdens pf Ms sine,; his shortcom
ings, failures and allrtife phases of 
duty and life, becauserrhecause; he is 
tired—he wants .to. .r^qt,. to do noth
ing, to have no. responsibility, but be 
rocked in the crqdlebt the g0ds;-r-to 
feast-upon embrosJM'. feasts- without

Richard, and the superior Serapls, in 
which,'after the surrender of th® lat-. 
ter, he had scarcely time to transfer 
his men and'the wounded, before his 
owh'ship -went down. France gave 

. him a sword,-and congress-voted him 
a medal for bravery. Returning to 
France,' his restless spirit could not 
endure the monotony of a peaceful 
life, and 11® engaged in the Russian 
navy in its attack on the Turks. Here 
he suffered from intrigue, and retired 
to Paris, where he died in 1792.

It is recorded that he was In private 
life a pleasant companion, and gentle 
in his conduct. As a commander he 
¡was cool and collected under the most 
appalling circumstances. When the 
real conflict came, he was incarnate 
destruction,. His was a “strenuous 
life, and should be the ideal of our 
strenuous president. , If war is the 
most heroic calling, then John Paul 
Jones should have a place in the Hall 
of Fame. Nations make war for the 
purpose of hurting each other, and 
hence the greatest hurt that can be In
flicted, receives the highest praise. 
The torn and mangled bodies on the 
bottom of the sea, and the agony of 
the gory decks pave the pathway to 
his glory.

G. R. Bicknell: Q. What is the 
explanation of the lifting of a person 
lying horizontally' on a couch, by sev
eral persons sttfndlng on either side, 
placing the tips of their fingers under 
said person, and then breathing all to
gether? An opponent promulgates 
this fact as sufficient evidence to 
cover all table tipping and physical 
manifestations of alleged decarnate 
spirits.

' A." The experiment may be made 
.whenever a few friends are gathered, 
and is a remarkable Illustration of the 
power of mind over matter; but 
granting this, how does it explain 
¡spiritual manifestations? We are 
spirits* incarnate, now, and in a de
gree possess the power of spirits. 
How does it explain the movement of 
objects when no'' visible ' person 
touches the same, or is near them? 
How account for the intelligence man
ifested, or the appearance of a spirit? 
The levitation of a person by the up
ward movement of the hands of a few 
friends, may be a manifestation o( 
spirit through their mediumship. 
This, at least, would be -a theory 
-which would cover all the facts, while 
the other covers only a few, and these 
Imperfectly. Th® same law by which 
spirits levitate those who are medlum- 
Istlc* allows mediumistic ' persons to 
levitate one of their own number.

E. N. Warden: Q. What popular 
and authentic history of the world Is 
most desirable?

A. ■ Altogether, RIdpath’s Histdry 
twill probably best , meet the want of 
this correspondent.

R/ Bayles: Q. Will you. kindly

regarded as undesirable, for charac
ter, strength', ’ completeness are 
gained thereby. Where two are united 
In common effort and purpose, there 
will come cross purposes and differ
ence of views. If these be taken as 
•indicative of wrong mating, and suffi
cient grounds for seeking more con
genial "halves,” marriage would have 
no meaning except the gratificatlon-of 
passing whims. There ' will be disa
greement. If God ever made two 
halves, It was when Adam and Eve' 
began housekeeping tn Eden;'yet they 
soon had trouble, and 'Adaffi came 
back at Eve with recrimination, mean
ly accusing her with- bringing the 
trouble on them. Adam did not avail 
himself of the "other half” Idea. He 
did not know enough. He did- not 
say-.that Eve was a misfit, and he 
would glVe up another rib for a new 
woman. Qh, no! , he was content,- 
though, he had to go out in the fields - 
and take up.the, hoe that hap been the 
everlasting badge of servitude.

There has not been a union of two 
halves since that time; th'af is, a union 
which fulfilled the ideal. There has 
been and are harmonious marriages, ■ 
but we venture to say that harmony 
brought about by the effacement of 
either party's ’individuality, is less de
sirable'than a measure of antagonism.

In a somewhat extended experience 
I never met with -but one Instance 
where both husband and wife said that 
no riffle had ever broken the smooth 
surface of the marital current. Was 
ft because In this exceptional instance 
the right halves had cohered? Oh, 
no! They ;were both putty heads. 
Thdy dented into each other because 
so soft.

And yet more corrupting and de
structive to honor and integrity, la the 
belief in having the true mate in the 
next life.' If any crass belief will de
stroy the peace and happiness of mar
ried life. It Is this oj_havlng a mate in 
the next sphefe. . A spirit making 
such communications, detrimental to 
the well being of the receivers, Is not 
a safe guide.

self-mastery, one’s splrjtuql' self-coa- 
trol? . Almost the only answer is that 
people often do wish to, ,We .pap
probably Imagine ft, even lj’-we have 
not experienced it. There are .times 
in the life of everyone when, one is . 
tired of the responsibility of living 
one’s own life, if nothing more. One 
is tired of one's failures, one is quite 
as tired of one’s successes. OneK is 
tired of doing jvrong, but also tired 
of doing right. There are times—«, 
rare perhaps in.the lives of many— 
when they feel- that the past has 
somehow crumpled up, that we have 
life to begin oyer again.” .

We..consider this a true picture of 
Christianity when lived as taught ,by 
Christ and his apostles—“Justification 
by faith.” -It destroys individuality; 
it tends to Inculcate a thought of the 

■ absorption of the individual mind into 
God—Christ—Nirvana; it invites you 
to’retire tO the church, tbe;grpye, the. 

.gldset, amt-quietly sit-down to -a; con-- 
temptation of the Divinity, add con
tinue tintll all thought, reason and' 
individual intelligence is lost in the 
great “Oversoul of Emerson, or Nir- 
vhna of the Hindu from whpm (the 
latter) we have no doubt this teaching 
was deriv.ed. , ...j

Prof. Hale could not have pictured 
more correctly the doctrine of the 
Buddhist if he had haft the Vedas be-' 
fore him. • But let us.4nvestlgat®.-.thls

working tor thp,mL,tq-Fyear fine ap
parel, and Jmbihe thq^pelar of heaven 
.without yialilng it. .H®. simply wants 
to be furnished by /tie* other, fellow, 
and, like theuPariMyitpotentate be a 
saint—a king^-havejkplenty at the 
other fellow’s.expense^bp a lord over 
.many; be fed by th&rtwens: by-an ig
norant populace, gillie dke draws 
around about Rim all externals, and 
commits his mind aad<enWe make-up 
to introspection, draanLdreverle aud 
mystery!- . i ■- ¿k

it is this natural disposition of man, 
coplbd, or epitomized* freta the activ
ities and modes ofiqiature that has 
led Mm to arrange ilhe hbavehs, man
ufacture gods to.^vaitwon him; to serve 
him throughout eternity, to return for

WKat Spiritualism Teaches About God: 
and Christ—Evolution of the God- 
Idea—Evolution of the Chrlst-Idea.
The one greatest and-most couse-: 

quentlal question which has absorbed 
the best intellects of all time, is tlie 
nature of God. Connected therewith 
has been the relations of man to God, 
and the colossal scheme of theology to 
save man by a mediator.

How came these ideas?
What is their meaning?
What will be their final expression?
To answer these questions is the ob

ject of this book. The God-Idea is 
first seen expressed in thè childish 
terror, of savage man at the elements. 
From the beginning Its unfoldment Is 
traced from age to age; from race to 
race. A brief but searching.study of 
the ideas of God held-by different peo
ples runs through the chapters -with 
the 'following'titles: The God-Idea of 
the Hindus, Egyptians, Chaldeans and 
Persians, Jews,- Greeks, Romans, Al
exandrian School, Early' Christians, 
the-Philosophers, the Bible, the.Bor-: 
dec Religions; Chinese, Scandinavian; 
Aztec; The Old Question of Design in 
Nature; The Ultimate, Cosmic Mind.

The Chrlst-Idea of a mediator to 
stand between man and God is almost, 
as old as inankind. Its unfoldment’Is 
traced under th® following headings: 
Hindustan;-Persia and ' the West; 
Jesús of Nazareth; Thé Prophecies of 
the Messiah ; Conception and Geneal
ogy of Jesus; The Youth of Jesus; 
John the Baptist and His Relation to 
Jesus; Sermon on the Mount; The 
Apostles Sent Forth; Death of Jesuq; 
Burial and Resurrection; Devils and 
Hell; The Gospels;. Cause of the Ex
tension of Christianity; Resume of 
the Life and Character of Jesus; .The 
Ultimate of the Chrlst-Idea.

Publication by subscription of the 
Arcan of Spiritualism met with such, 
marked success, I have concluded to 
issue that volume in that manner. It 
will contain 300 to 350 octavo pages; 
will be well printed and muslin 

-bound. The price will be $1.25; to 
those who become subscribers, $1.

The price is-not desired until the- 
book is announced as ready for deliv
ery, which, it is intended, will be early 
in November, next. All that is now 
asked is ybur expressed desire tor a 
copy, by card or letter. "An early re
sponse is desired, for the placing of 
the work in the hands of the printers 
depends on a sufficient number of 
subscribers.to 'assure the undertaking.

I thank those who may be interested 
and encourage the publication by 
their subscriptions.

A Few Commendations.
Of this work, A. E. Giles in Banner 

of Light wrote: “It contains a fund of 
facts not accessible to the general 
reader. If adopted as a text book in 
any theological seminary, there would 
be reason to believe that the graduates.. 
would be more intelligent and less big
oted."

Judge Edmunds: “Had the medium
author wrote a few centuries before, 
he certainly would biave been burned 
at the stake."

The City Item, Boston: “In many 
respects worthy of highest praise and 
shows careful and elaborate re-
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SFlRlTUflLISTlG LITERftTURB.

BOOKS FOR ALL SPIRITUALISTS TO PERUSE.

“After Her Deatn. The Story of a 
Summer." By Lilian Whiting. Nd 
mind that loves, spiritual thought can 
fail to be fed and delighted with this 
book. Beautiful spiritual thought, com
bining advanced ideas on the finer and 
ethereal phases of Spiritualism, leading 
the mind onward into the purer atmos
phere of exalted spiritual truth. A 
book for the higher life. Price,, cloth, 
$1.00.

“Spiritual Songs for the Use of Cto 
des, Campmeetings and Other Spiritu
alist Gatherings.” By-Mattie E. Hull. 
Price 10 cents.

Prayer; Its Uselessness and Unscien
tific Assumption. By Henry M. Taber. 
Price 10. cents.

“Success and How To Win IL" A 
lecture and course of twenty-four suc
cess lessons by Dr. B. F. Austin, B. A., 
D. D. The titles of some of the lec
tures are as follows: 8elt Helps; Fi
nancial Success; Ideals; Economy; 
Planning; Attraction; Courtesy; Kind
ness and Tact; Angel Help. .Price 25 
cents..- - . ■ ■■\-: -5-., ••• ; >—.

•thought of the Professor. When--we 
study the actions of the .forces of the ’ 
universe; its changes; ■ its energies,; 
inertia and reaction, as applied to the 
physical energy of a physical world, 
we have .the key to this train of 
thought, and to the thought of Bud
dha and his followers, also of Christ 
and his apostles, who formulated and 
applied them to the life and destiny of 
man In dogmatism claimed to bednspi- 
rations.

It was these changes of the season; 
the tides; the winds; cold and heat; 
spring and summer; autumn and win
ter,'which is nature’s? method ’ of 
breathing, that led our ancestors to 
think of an omnipotent and allwise 
Creator, who in his great work“showed 
phases of power that were akin to 
action and reaction; Pf progression 
and inertia; of rest—even a backward 
movement, as was witnessed In the 
earth becoming ice-bound and locked 
up in the fetters of apparent degenera
tion, wherein had it been glorified- by 
the warm sun,—active vegetation and 
prolific harvest One state of being 
followed by the other;’ one having 
brought plenty, Warm'sunshine—rep
resenting happiness, activity and ad
vancement, while the other turned 
these again into rest, quiet, departure, 
surrehder of former activities—bring
ing the world to a stolid,- barren, mel
ancholic condition where all life and 
activities seemed to be absorbed'Into 
some other sphere,’ some other wheye 
-^-into a primordial state-even in the 
folds of the Creator himself. z .
‘Rest! death! hell! Evil being the 

epitaph engraved on ’Its tomb;—a 
listless life—dependent—hanging on 

,to some other —a leech—-wanting .a 
scapegoat to bear Its .burdens, and to 
clear away the frost.

Now, man'being an epitome of all 
these, should feel all the different phe
nomena that he witnesses in nature. 
The times tn which the tide Of his be
ing is moving onward, upward and his 
existence shaken In exhilaration, cor
responds to spring, summer and har
vest. Now he feels his independence; 
he is proud of his being; he never 
tires of doing well, and cares but little 
fpr. failures,’• he never ' thinks, of 
prayer—sees no use of it; neither does 
he take time to repent,.or look back 
or realize the present,-but he looks.on- 
ward, upward to better times. He 

/ sheds an exhilarating magnetism 
around him* because he is full of love. 
He. is loved because he loves; he 
makes everybody in his presence feel 
and 'recognize him, and glad because 
he is-there; in fact, he is an optimist 

• now ?! he is proud of his individuality, 
as the sun appehrs' to be, in its brill-

adulation, an .occaslbnabohhout—ho
sanna—gloriftcationDcwiifoh is’ easy; 
where, according tml-.Christian doc
trine, ip fact all religions) -he can 
bask in >tha "sunlight! of edse, without' 
labor, or. .anyisrpsponfaibilitji whatever 

• nesting-,ifipg himmitW gdod;«
"easy -time, anffimo vtprfc^ to*
our church -worker nhw-weven bhek 
info the cradle'of primeval man?-J. 
r It'is all due to laziness! Hence- 
we hear of “justification by faith 
alone”; you can do nothing, but the 
Lord must,.save, ypuJf you are saved 
at-all—which is easy—only believe? 
■Laziness is the father of this thought.
It is seen, and has been seen in all 
ages of the world',—in the lives of the 
priests, and rulers of-mankind every
where—down even fa. the common 

»walks qf life. " . • ' -
Yes, Prof. Hale, J hglleve in Indi vid-

search.”
J. S. Loveland: 

wfth great interest.
G. A. Bacon:

'We®áve read it

Valuable for the
present and the future.”
, W. H. Terry, Editor Harbinger of 
Light, Melbourne, Australia: "Un
like in its treatment all others.”

.., Epes,.Sarg®nt:mine-of thought, 
and shows what inspiration can: pro-, 
duce at its best."

Address •■ HUDSON TUTTLE.
j Berlin Heights,. Ohio.

ualfsm—an IndlviduaRsm that: is tor 
all Individuals,: )»ut Ill'St-,ar. individual 
that Is for himself; - feels the responsi
bilities of life that fiasr been-., given 
him; that it is his—hie only—because 
God gave it to Mm and that, he is re
sponsible for it,,and that.no.one-can 
save It to happiness, ; -comfort; pro
gressive and everlasttngijoy but him
self. I believe ..in nn*.scapegoat; no 
paschal-lamb; qp_.Wood? stains upon 
•the lintels, nor. dyingspon a - cross; 
the matter is a.U up*yto me;, to me; 
and not jto.some, one aide for me. •

I may become tired. -. I, do, but I 
know what It means, I only need rest, 
as a reaction Is a rest from action; as 
darkness soothes: the blistering sun
shine that has filled the earth with 
his energies, which, need time and a 
cordial'to soak, in- and. Vlvify; or, as 
sleep. Is the- angel that-.- -administers 
balm tp the body after the activity of 
the day. "" ' ■.•

Let ud take it for what it Is given, 
and not -misapply it to absorption into 
Christ, or to lose* our individuality, 
but let us understand it as a means 
that God has given us tor that rest' 
that is necessary -td a greater activity 
in unfolding the wondMe and "mys
teries of the life within us.

J. J. FLY, M. D.
Goreville, Ill. . ' L? - -

SPIRITUALISTS PUBLIC.

‘Fake" .Mediums Repfiil’.of! Craving 
for Sensation,' Says Lecturer , 

—Many Are Honest. -

“BOW SHALL I BECOME Â MEDIUM?”
It' is fully answered in “Mediumship, and Its 

'Laws, Its Conditions and Cultivation, " by. Hud
son Tuttle. . Price 35 cents. Address him-at 
Berlin Heights, Ohiq

iant constellations, or. the moon In 
her solitary and frosted beauty., :

But this state of feelings cannot last 
him all the timé; and, wheh’he has 
arisen to. the-acme of exaltation, he 
begins to see things different; his opti
mism like the light of the receding sun 
fades into the. gloaming;: he passes on 
to revery and mystery^-the kingdom 
of silence ruled by the lesser, light— 
the queen of night!

A reaction is coming on him; he Is 
imitating, all the' other activities seen 
in all phenomena, and ho never stops 
to inquire, Who am I?

He Is now taking time to thinly to 
rest, as the Udes, the Minds, the eea-

That thè publlc iq^résqgpslble for 
the abuses of Splrituglftm -i and th; 
frauds that are perpetrated was 
contention of MrstJOTa SHead in an 
address on “Abuses 'w Spmtualism,’.’ 
at 216 Grand avenue'IMllWÍMtee, Wis* 
She defended SpiritUMikniiand spoke 
for its elevation. , r .

“People ai-e not satrefjeiLwlth what 
could be given to.them honest 
and upright'Spirituarist¿s,ij?said Mrs. 
Smsad. "They wahr.moi^ than can 
be given them. Thev'cfa^for sensa
tional and grand''■de’nffiristratlons. 
But thè public has fiad, énèagh of the 
abuses in Splrituali^l,'ft. is now 
willing to " take whatVthe spiritualist 
can give It. . If the"peopletwould, as
sist the medium, the'result . would be 
better. •im’’'lo

"Much gocid is being .Mgpmpllshed 
by the Mediums’Promcjiv^ Associa
tion and the State Mediums’ Associa
tion. To receive’ credentials . a

the
the

stranger must live in (the nlty at least 
six months before he ¿hx,become affili
ated with these organisations,. Dur
ing this time if can be Ascertained If 
the party is a fraud.”

“Thè Kingship of SelLControl.” By- 
Wm! George Jordan. ItJitreats of the 
crimes of the tongue, the iRed Tape du
ty, thè supreme, charity :of the world, 
the revelation of reserve' porer, etc. 
Price, 30 cents. :

“Spiritual Fire Crackers; 'Bible Cliest- 
nuta.and Political'Pin"Points." ’ By -J. 
8. Harrington. A pamphlet containing 
79 pages of racy reading.. Price 25 cto.

A Conspiracy Against the Republic. ' By Judge C. B. Waite, author 
of “History of the Christian Religion to the Year 200. Price 25 cents,

A Few Words About the Devil. By Chas. Bradlaugh, the great Eng
lish freethought leader, with a story of liis life as told by himself and a 
history of his Parliamentary struggles^ : Price, 50 cents. ’ , ’ ’,.

After Her Death. The Story of a Summer. Pervaded with pure and 
sublimely spiritual thought.. Something to make the reader pause and 
reflect almost to entrancement, By Lilian Whiting.' Price ,$1. ’.

Age of Reason. Being an investigation of true .and fabujous theol
ogy. A new and complete edition, from new plates and new type ¡i 186 
pages. By Thomas Paine. Price, paper, 25 cents; cloth,'50 ebnt$; '

Ancient India, Its ljanguage and Religions, . .Translatipns'of the ar. 
tides “Religion of the Veda,” and’“Buddhism." The Study of the 
Sanskrit. By Prof. H, Oldenberg,. Price 25 cents.

A' New Catechism, By .M, M. Mangasariah. A book suited to ex. 
press the thoughts of men, women arid children living in the new tiinesl 
Price, cloth, $1. -

fingeil Prise Contest Recitations; . To advance Humane Education in 
all its phases. A book' especially adapted to Lyceums. Full of enthus
ing ideas. By Emma Rood Tuttle. Price 25 cents.

Antiquity Unveiled. Ancient Voices from the Spirit Realms. An in
tensely interesting work, carrying one deeply into the mysteries ofthe 
past. By J. M. Roberts. Price $1.50. k

A. P. A. Manual. A complete exposition of the principles and objects 
of the American Protective Association, with a vivid description of -Ro- 
manism as it' is to-day. Price 15 cents.

Apocryphal New Testament, being all the Gospels, Epistles, and other 
pieces now extant, attributed in the first four centuries to Jesus Christ, 
His Apostles, and their companions, and not ineluded'in the New Testa
ment by its compilers. Translated from the original tongues, and now 
collected into one volume. Price, $1.50. ,

Apollonius of Tyana. Identified as the Christian Jesus. A wonder
ful communication, explaining how his life and teachings were utilized» 
to formulate Christianity. Price 15 cents. '

Around the Year With Ella Wheeler Wilcox. By Ella, Ruddy?
Price $1. , ' f

Aryan Sun-Myths. The Origin of Religions. A valuable compila
tion of historical facts relating to the ancient conception of the necessity 
for saviors. By Sarah E. Titeomb. Price, clotht$l.

A Scientific Demonstration of the Future Life. By Dr. Thomson J 
Hudson. Price $1.50.

. A Sex Revolution. By Lois Waisbrooker. author of “Helen Harlow s 
Vow,” “The Occult Forces of Sex,” “Perfect Motherhood,” and inany 
other works* Price 25 cents. ’ 1

As It Is to Be. By Cora Lynn Daniels. This is a most spiritual book' 
and gives a beautiful account of the process of dying. Price' $1.

Asphodel Blooms and Other Offerings. . A book of short poems by 
Emma Rood Tuttle. Neatly bound in blue cloth with silver letters^ 
Price $1. ' .

Astral Worship. With a chart in the front' cover with sinus of tha
Zddiac. 'By J. H. iriU, M

Atlantis, the Antediluvian World. By Ignatius Donnelly, la a book 
of rare thought, proving the existence of a continent by the name of 
Atlantis having existed years ago. Price $2.

Auras and Colors. Ah Esoteric System of Teaching Concerning 
Halos, Aureolas and the Nimbus^■ By J. C. F. Grumbine. Price, 50 ets

Automatic or Spirit Writing, with other psychic experiences *of the 
author. A book well worth thesprice, for its valuable suggestions to 
others wishing the phase. By Sara A. Underwood. Price, cloth $1. 
Paper, 50 cents. ’ '

Behind the Veil. Written by a spirit, in a most interesting manner 
■ and.deseribing his life in the-spirit world. Price 75 cents. ? ’,

Letter From a Prominent Worker.-
Tho Joplin Spiritual Research 

Church closed Its hall meeting June 
10. It w|ll resume September 1.

Mrs. Cyrus Paul, 1206 Virginia St., 
Joplin, ■ will hold mid-week meetings 
for those, who care to come during 
warm weather. This societyhas been 
very successful in all its work( both in 
the Interest in the meetings and finan
cially. .

As their speaker three Sundays in 
the month, I am pleased with the at
tendance and interest shown, also the 
development of local taleht. Dr. J. 
R. Brown, a leading physician, assist
ed by Mrs.’ Paul, has held service the 
first Sunday In the month. He re
minds me very much of Prof. Loclt- 
wood In his, scientific explanation of 
Spiritualism.

All are pleaded with Doctor Brown’s 
lecture, and Mrs.. Paul’è tests.

The, First Spiritualist Church is do
ing good, service, under the leadership 
of Rev. Élla Weston.

The Galena people organized a 
chartered church, The First Spirit
ualist Church of Galena. We are doing 
some quiet work, but owing to lack of 
a suitable place to meet have ad
journed until October. We hope to 
have a hall of our own by that time.

' My engagement with Joplin and
Pittsburgh necessitates 
church meeting at 11 a.

the Galena
m.

One word about our Pittsburgh 
church. This is a society which has 
a' good following and membership. 
The 6th of May I advanced two ladles, 
Mrs. Mary Brunners and Mrs. Mable 
Harris, to the ministry* The ladles 
were deeply Impressed wih the obli
gation they took upon themselves and 
the society also. The hall and plat
form Were a mass of flowers, the table 
draped with white and green with the 
yellow ôf. thé sunflower carried out in 
all defcorations. The candidates were

-robed In wMte from head to feet;.and. 
In the absence of real sunflowers, car
ried'sunflower fans, The haft- was 
crowded .with the best of Pittsburgh’s 
people, and after the ceremoney many 
of other churches- who were present 
expressed their, pleasure in the sol-- 
emn ceremony and the béauty of the 
hall decorations, an^ the ' absolute 
giving over of. self, as witnessed in the 
candidates’ obligation to give up all 
selfish desires and; go where duty 
called them in defense of our sacred 
cause.; ... ■ ’ ;

Liberal, under thé able manage
ment of Brother and Sister "Walser, 
is forging to the front and will, I 
ho'pe, soon regain its former grandeur; 
as a meeting place for the Spiritualists 
in and out of the body.

Mrs.. Walser conducts a children’s 
lyceum at Catalpa Park, and the little 
ones are delighted to attend .and 
learn'of the world hereafter.

- SARA C. SCOVELL. 
Galena, Kansas.

“Sclence and the Future Life.” By 
James H. Hyslop, is one of.the most 
valuable acquisition to the. litetature 
of Modern Spiritualism that has . ap
peared of late years. • It is scientific 'in 
its method, profound in Its logic, and 
above all sympathetic to the trutn 
whatever it may be and wherever it 
may be found. Price, cloth, $1.50. 10 
cents "postage extra.

"Right Generation the Key to. the 
Kingdom of Heaven on Earth.”. By Dr. 
M. E Conger. An appeal to reason and 
man’s, highest aspirations. A plea for 
justice and equality in all the relations 
of life between men and women. 
Leatherette, 40 cents,

Bible Marvel Workers, .and the wondrous power which helped'or 
made them perform mighty works and utter inspired words. ‘ Personal 

■ characteristics of.prqphets and apostles. 'By Allen Putnam. Price 75o
Bible of Bibles, or Twenty-seven Divine Revelations containing á de

scription of twenty-seven bibles, also a delineation of the character of ' 
the principle personages, of the Christian Bible, and an examination 0Í 
their doctrines. By Kersey Graves. Price $1.75. ' -

Big Bible Stories. Placed in the crucible of Mathematics, they are 
made too absurd for anyone who can count on his fingers,’one, two 
three, etc. New and unique. By W. IL Bach. Price, 50 cents. ’ ’

Can Telepathy Explain. By Minot J. Savage. Price $1.
Celestial Dynamics. A normal course of study in the Astro-Magnetic 

Forces of Nature. ‘ Just the book for mental healers or students in the 
science. 107 pages. Price $1.
” Character Building, Thought Power. A dainty little book and help
ful. By Ralph Waldo Trine. ’ Price, 35 cents.

Child Culture. A small book giving a treatise on how to rear chil
dren according to the laws of physiological psychology, and’mental sug
gestion! By Newton R. Riddell. Price’65 cents.
Conflict Between Religion and Science. By J. W. Draper. Price $1 75

Christs of the Past and Present. By Rev. Moses Hull. A valuable 
book. Price, cloth, 35 cents ; paper, 25 c.ents.

Clairvoyance. A book of lfi9 neatly-printed pages, pertaining to a 
system of-philosophy of- clairvoyance, its law, nature and unfoldment 
By J. C. F. Grumbine. Price, cloth, $1.60.

Common Sense. A book of the Revolution, and yet adapted to the 
present day. A book to inspire the reader to love his free America. By 
Thomas Paine. Paper, 15 cents. ‘ ■x-

Concentration. A series Of six symbol cards and a valuable pamph
let on concentration, meditation and inspiration, with instructions how 
,to eonquer yourself and develop your- innermost faculties. By Laura 
G. Fixen. Price 50 cents.

Oonfucious. The moral aphorisms and .terseological teachings of the 
sapient Chinese philosopher. To which is added a correct likeness óf 
the-great philosopher and a sketch of his life. By Marcenus R k 
Wnjght. Price 25 cents. ’

Continuity of Life a Cosmic Truth. By Prof. W. M. Lockwood th® 
well-known lecturer. Those who have had the privilege of heárinff 
Prof. Lockwood lecture will understafid and appreciate the char-iptet 
of this work. Price $1.

Contrasts in Spirit Life, and the Recent Experiences of Samimi 
Bowles. Given through the mediumship of Carrie E. S. Twing. Price 
50 cents. ’

Oosmian Hymn Book. A collection of original and selected hymn« 
for liberal and ethical societies, tor schools and the home. Comniled 
by L. K. Washburn. Price, cloth, $1 ; paper, 50 cents. F

Crimes of Preachers. This book is just what its. title indicates—a 
thorough exposure of the inner life of those elect of earth. A very in- 

■teresting book. Price 35 cents.
Cultivation of Personal Magnetism. By LeRoy Berrier. Price, 50« 
Data of Ethics. By Herbert Spencer. Price 50 cents.
Death Defeated, or the Psychic Secret of How to Keep Young.. By

Dr. J. M. Peebles. Cloth bound. Price $1. !
Death, Its Meaning and Result. By John K. Wilson, a member cf the 

Pennsylvania Bar. Cloth. Price, $1.25.
Dictionary of Dreams. One Thousand Dreams and Their. Interpreta

tions. By Dr. Robert.Gr.eer. Price,'25 cents. .
Discovery of a Lost Trail. - By Chas. B. Newcomb. A book that will 

help you see the beauty and'joy of life. Price, $1.50.
Echoes from the World; of Song. A collection of new and beautiful 

songs, withmusic and chorus, in book form. By C. P. Longley. Price, 
$ï î postage 15 cents. . ' • , ’ ’

' Edith Bramley’s Vision. A thrilling appeal to all who are interested 
in learning how the great forces of the Román Catholic church are seek
ing-to prevent the progress of liberalism. . Price 15 cents.

Elsie’s Little Brother Torn. An interesting story for children. Allen 
Thurber, author. This Book fills a need for literature for small folks 
as there are but a few books, and we recommend this as being interest- . 
ing and instructive. Price) 75 cents.' . .

F.tmyr.lopedia of Biblical Spiritualism, or a concordance of the prin- 
cipal passages of the Old and New Testament Scriptures which prove or 
hnply Spiritualism. By Moses Hull. Price $1.

Enigmas of Psychical Research. By Jas. Hz Hyslop, author of Sci: , 
ence and a Future Life.</-Price $1.60. .. ■ : / . «’

Evolution of the Devil. The most learned, accurate, scientific and1 ' 
philosophical analysis of His Satanic Majesty ever published. By Hevry 
Vrnnlq the independent preacher of New York City. Price 25 cenfit, ■

Esoteric Lessons. A valuable book by Sarah Stanley Grimke, Ph. B. « . 
Cloth cover. ,: Price, $1.50.- . , - , / .,"?/.

Every Living Creature, or a heart-training through the animal worldr? 
By Ralph Waldo Trino. Cloth. Pricey 35 cents. _ < . -

Father Tom and the Rope and the History of the Pope’» Mule, ■ Price,. 
papera 25 Cents; cloth 50 cents.

presses.lt


An Important QueÄ
That Perhaps Can Never Be Fully Settled. fem

THE GOD QUESTION.

, _ i „ .„ to build’up a nation for lilmBelf fromIt Is ^nnlyzefl lioni Vail us • ulese successive families. Thus from 
points, in a Comprehensive a Penate he had become a national,

Manner. presiding God. The "Lares” were

Nó

a

Picnic Grove to Rent^
The First German Spiritualist Society will rent 

its Picnic Grove at a-very moderate price. Ad
dress M. GABT^LMAN, 7U2 W. 13th s^Chi- 
cag’o, III. ,

TRUMPETS;
. Infallible Fibre Trumpet,•price 81.50; insulated 
top and bottom; better than metal; tangible with 
splrit-forcea. cardinal color, .enameled and tho 
eelf-dovelopiuj and physical battery combination 
cabinet]

Miss. M. B. Hedrick, Psychic.
55 Herkimer St., Brooklyn, N. Y. Private sittings 

: tolly. Seances. Sunday. Tuesday and Friday, at 
,8 p. m. Ladies’ Matinee -Wednesday afternoon, 
•3:0. Telephone 2622 J, Bedford. Headings by 
mail, SLOT. ._ • — .

PSYCHO-MAGNETIC HEALER.
Cures When Others Fail.

J, A.Mavv!u, Healer, has lo<
eated In Chicago, alNo. 83 Ogden nve... hulf blk, 
north of. Madison st. Thn.payeho-MHimetlc treat- 
meniwlUwe wher&aU.elssUae tailed. Wnat- 
evor your dlfilcultlDB, call an orw le hhfi. and 
hewiirten you what’he cun do.- No other can 
boast of greater sueceaH. Psychic.diagnosis free. 
Take Madison st., or Ogden ave, car.

Write me for spe
cial price by the quantity. Single 
copy, postpaid, 25 cents. ED LUNT, 
Station A, Boston, Mass.

i ham, Isaac and Jacob, and he con- 
I stantly announced it as his intention

“RESEARCHES IN MODERN
. SPIRITUALISM,”

BY THE GREATEST LIVING CHESHST. 
SIR WM. CROOKES, F. R. S. Direct teslltno- 
ny of personal oxperionees nt home, with two 
of the world’« andmore won*
derfu) tknn Metlon, is the story. Thinkers 
should read this scientific troatiKG on ^subject 
of great and growing interest. Second Ameri
can Edition. Illustrated-.cloth 75c. pp.. 50c.

‘-‘JOURNEY» TO MARS,” 
hy SAHA WEISS. The authoress claims to 
have visited Mars In a trance and to record 
personal oxperitnees withits people; describes 
appearances, maimers, dress, cusums, schools, 
homes, temples and worship; also the wonder
ful canals and systems of irrigation. A mar
velous book; •whatever, theory you hold of its 
origin. iSarlistic illustrations of Martian flora, 
etc. - “TRANSCENDS TELESCOPIC PER
CEPTION.“—PerclvalLowell, Price, §1.50, post
paid.

“Rational Memory Training,” 
By B. P. AUSTIN, M* A.. Ex-President Alma 
College. “THE KERNEL OF ALL THE MEM
ORY SYSTEMS,” Gives a'system of storing 
and associating ideas Based on Natural-Laws of 
the Human Hind. Highly commended by edu
cators and the press. FIFTH EDITION now 
out. Cloth, 75c., pp.. 50c.

The Austin Publishing Co., Rochester, N. Y.

1 [Advertisement. J 
ARE YOU AN’EASY MARK?

Do You Attend Dark Seances for Mate- 
. rinlization, Etc.? ■

This subject is exciting consider
able comment among our Spiritualist 
brethren—particularly with tiiose 
who believe God is not. It frequently 
seems to me that there is some mis
conception on the part of those who 
reject the divine idea of the universe. 
This is not to bo wondered at. They 
have generally been schooled in the 
crude ideas of theologians, who. from 
a misconception of the Greek habit ot 
pei sonifying all the phenomena of 
nature, have given to the Deity, ap-1 
patently, a local habitation and a i 
name—a place apart from all human
ity, and in some sense from the uni
verse, itself. He, (my readers will 
remember is common gender, so there 
will be no chance for hypercritics to 
find fault with my ufie of it.)

God has been represented as a me
chanic, as a ruler, as a creator, as a 
potentate. He is none of these. Such 
terms ungod him. Instead, he is.Life, 
he is Destiny, he. is Evolution. I 
think the modern clergy are outgrow
ing these crudities—some of them are, 
at least; and I think the antithelstlc 
writers among Spiritualists miscon
ceive the more astute class of our lec
turers, when combating such’Ideas as 
if they believed them. I grant-that 
there lias come up a .class of insipid 
lecturers, who run meetings.mostly as 
an advertising branch of their buslr

probably individual spirit guardians. 
When speaking of little children Jesus 
recognizes them by declaring that 
“Their angels do always behold the 
face of my father.” The Greeks also 
had separate guardians for the ele
ments—the earth, the air, .winds and 
water.

The Supreme.
Above all these gods the ancients of 

ali civilizations recognized a Su
preme, indescribable Force or Life or 
Power in which we were held. By 
way of designation, lie was sometimes 
called A-U-M, or A-H-M, pronounced 
as of clearing the throat; but this 
was more to designate the incompre
hensibility of his essence and attri
butes than the unspeakableness of his 
name. He was beyond a name, yet a 
designation .was necessary The 
words Deus, Theos, and ’ Joa were 
rather designations of the various 
conceptions of his character and at
tributes, but leaving unsaid that 
which was beyond expression. The 
word Daus really signified Light, or- 
the sky when it was lightened either 
by our sun or the stars, JBut the 
word “sky”—Dyaus—would seem to 
denote the boundaries of our vision, 
and that which is beyond tbe reach of 
our visual perceptions—that is, limit
less space, The word “theos” signl- 
•fies to run,—the bright racers of the 
¿sky—and refers, not only to the plan- of a mzK I «1» vol» »,*.1 ----- - 1 ’.ton/-—auu reiers, not only to-the plan- ness__commercial mediumship; but ets, which wheel around the sun, but ' 'if they are writing for-the benefit or tll6 6Un aJ1(j ,starry ' heavens 

this superficial class they are throw- are ever in motion in'all dlrec- 
Ing their ink away, for .as far as 1 youg m immense circuits about the 
am acquainted with them, they neither uhtVerse’, or perhaps the unlvercoolum. 
read Spiritualist papers 'nor books. These terms were used, it would 
It is a pity that we have such teachers seem> (0 stretch the imagination to a 
among us, but they are here and have purtial conception of the Infinite, and 
tbe field, in spite of the more cultured yej we are limited by the •boundaries 

c]ass____________________________of our conceptions. That this has
The All-God (or Good.) been the general idea of all peoplesjue/uiu \ 4rom whom we-have derived .what, we

Tho original Saxon word-tor uo , jiave of religion, has been noted by-nil 
meant Good, not much students of the various systems of re-
meaning from the Greek wora ineos. ng|oa oj the world’. James Freoman H expresses all that makes_ for CJarJce telIs ug; .. ~
best, not for mankind-alone,but tor au "Behind this incipient polytheism 
things. Pope expressed the aam .jur]tg the original monotheism—for 
thing when he stated that an evu eaoll o£ ttiese gods becomes the Su- 
but partial good.’ Not. in tne a - preme Being. The universal Deity 
stract, for the murder of Jesus au seems to become apparent, first in one
the hanging of John Brown w forlj. oJ natUr0 ana then in another,
very wicked acta, yet they “ Such is the opinion of Colebrook, who 
stepping-stones „by Which civinza gay8 that ‘the ancient Hindoo xecog-
has reached its present mutnuae. nizes ]jUt one God, not yet sufficiently
What would our self-styled Chrisua discriminating the creature from the 
have done for an atonement it creator.’ And Max Muller says, ‘The 
wicked Jews had not helped tnem,o >( jjymn8 celebrate Varuna, Indra, Agni, 
by killing Jesus for them. goo , e£oaB(£ eac£l turn lg ca]iOd gu_ 
with the old Saxon had reference to eme , .._Ten Great Reilglohs, v. 1, 
that element in nature which ever M 
tends toward the evolution of tne n to gay, supreme
ter. Liebnltz uses the words « Qod Was manifest in each of these
and “Life” as expressing the sa geV0rai manifestations. This synech-
conditlon, as for Illustration, docal form of speech was common to
(Life) sleeps In the mineral, anCientg Varuna included the whole

-in the flower and wakens m ma . canopy of the--heavens and ail that
When Jesus - were in-tbem contained. While Indra
Theos,” (spirit Is God; John 4./U embraced the atmosphere, or perhaps 
conveyed the same idea, ana । n ta0 aii.pgrvasive ether,.and Agni was- 
Paul said, “In him m M »«« aP really the warmth of the-whole heav- 

■ have our being .(Acts 17:za) ne - eng jn ^0^,. p]ace this author 
ferred to an impersonal presence, ww agajn gpeaks ln

more unmistakable; also lives in us as we do m mm. language on’ this matter, as follows:
-It may be asked wfey not use "The result of our ' investigations 

word Nature instead.of God. waai thU8 far, lg, that bggW^ all-the poly. 
- we want is some word that wiu e - tjjejs£jC aaj anthropomorphic tenden- 
■ press most accurately our meant g, cies of tbe old religion, there lingered 

and wherever the word Nature wiu a a £altb lg Qne gup,eme ruler of 
that, it would be preferable, but n an thihgS- This-is the opinion of the 

there should occur a case In whicn it pegt p. 286.
would not, we had better uae . And on p. 305 of this work, Proclus 

'word nearest the idea we intend to lg.qu6ted as £o]jows:
convey, no matter what that wora <‘Zeu8j tbe mighty Thunderer is first, 
nor- what prejudices rear their ugly Zeug lg lag^
heads and dart their forked tongues 2eUS ja-t^e head, Zeus is the middle of’ 
toward us. Indeed it seems to me aH tfaSnggj

. that the word life would usua y e pJ0m an things produced,
preferable. But let us at once co - He £g bot[1 man and womaIi; 
fess the impossibility °t nnc1’ » Zeus is the depth of the tarth, and the 
word which would convey a den 1 height of the starry heavens;- 
meaning to the Unknowable. He £g the breath o£ aU things, the
i Tutelary Gods. force of untamed fire,
■ There have be^n in all ages, and The bottom of the sea, the sun,- moon 
with all nations, national or tutelary and stars, .
deities, or national guardian angels, grfein of all, king of all, .
who were in all cases, apotheosized une vowen one Goa, one Great 
bUioftains, wajiors or Nor wls this idea confined to the
eome cases had been translated to tne Ag continent„ Prescott ahowS

',rm“1,1 though they also seemed to have A™The Aztets rbMenized the exlst- 
dwelHugs on the earth. near to men, enc6T0h£\AXneT^^^^^

tome grove Jove or Jupiter had his the Universe. They addressed him in tome giuve. nivmniis and their prayers as the ‘God by whom we
habitat on on Mount Olympus, ana .OmnjpreSentj, ,that knoweth aIi
the°bundtag of theMTemple by Solo- thoughts and giveth all gifts ’ ‘without

Death and Deification. tion and purity,’ ‘under whose wings
A great many Spiritualists and even we find repose and sure defense.’ 

spirits disclaim the use of the word Conq. of Mexico, v. i, p. 62. 
“die ’’ They say people do not die; Speaking of other Indians, at an- 
they just pass on. And one of Itong-' other time this same author says: 
fellow’s poems reads: "There Is no "It Is a remarkable fact, that many 
death, what seems so is transition." if not most of the rude tribes inhabit

ant' people die, notwithstanding, ing the vast American continent, how- 
The word signifies the apotheozation ever dignified their creed may have 
of the divine part of man. Wien we been in other respects by childish su- 
die or “dee,” as the Scotch have it, we perstltlon, had attained to the sublime 
Blough off our more earthly habili- conception of One Great Spirit,, the 
ments and pass into a higher divinity Creator of theJUnlverse, who, immate- 
—we liberate our divine natures, rial in his own nature, was not’to be 
The word signifies as also does Theos, dishonored by any attempt at visible 
Deity, etc., an invisible, conscious es- representation, and.. who, pervading- 
sence, or spirit, that which escapes at all space, was not to be circum- 
deitazation or death, and that which scribed within the walls of a temple.” 
escapes is the deity within one. As —Prescott’s Conquest of Peru, v.-1, 
God is in all things, or all things are p. 63. j
in God, all are gods, and death but With: the Hindu, Varuna, the -sky 
opens the door to let the god escape, was a term for Deity. This. does, not 
All are gods; but man is the highest express any boundary to our earth, or 
expression of God upon earth, or as to the Universe, since the Hindu had 
we know, in the universe—an epitome a very accurate knowledge of astron- 
df the Infinite. Our words die and omy. It was merely a term referring 
death never grew from any materialist to Immensity, which itself being Life 
conception of death, but from the op-' was God, that.ls, it was infilled or-per- 
hosite idea—the apotheosis of those meated with God. It was merely an 
Who have gone from us. - - expression referring to ‘the omnipres-

These Gods were angels in the Per-, ence of.Immanence of Life, or Force, 
elan and Christian systems, and were. so. everywhere manifest and potent, 
themselves subordinate to still higher Nor was this idea of Immanence 
orders. Gabriel and Michael were confined to the so-called pagan na- 
both archangels among the Prestons, tlons. In the New Testament God or 
from whom we as Christians borrowed Theos, and heaven are Identical, 
hem, the one being a presiding an- (SeAMatt 3:2;..-4:7; -8:11;’ 10:7; 

wl as Jehovah with the Jews, and 11:11, and compare with Mark .1:15; 
Jove or Jupiter with the Greeks and Luke 10:9-11; John 3:3; Acts 14:22). 
Romans were among the gods, and the The Kingdom of God is the Kingdom 
ether a soldier or major-general angel, of Heaven, otherwise the Kingdom of 
The Persian angels were preferred to the Sky—that is Kingdom of Infinite 
Tehovah by Daniel during his captlv- Extension. It .is only the crude no- 
Itv But GaBriel himself was sup- tions of moderns that have interpreted 
nlanted afterward by Adonis, the that. God is in heaven, Instead of-be- 
Phoenician guardian spirit.. Jesus ing Himself heaven and that to go-to 
did not seem to recognize either of the God. one must go to heaven that is up ^ceding national deities; but after among the stars to do which it became 
his death ho became -the guardian necessary for one to die and be car. 
snirlt of this Christians—one of the ried upward from the earth. And our 
Rtpns bv which’ in -later times He critics on the God question are mostly 
became confounded with the Infinite, those whoso educat on has been con-

Tlmre-were family gods or guarfiian fined to the not tons instilled into them, 
ani -Its called by tho Greeks "Penates.’’ and the public by tbe uneducated the- 
fn the instance of Jehovah, and lology of modern Christianity so- 
annDOSe others, these family gods be- called. : Our criticism of anc ent Ideas, raff nationa gods ,or national and of those who accept Ideas, .are
c 1 ,>ink Jniritq ’When Jehovah an- mostly based upon our misconception .. 
SS M Ito announced that of thise .ldeas, . .Generally^ 

he 2had been the family ;goa ot Abtar' assume .an anthropo^

THINKER
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LIST OF CPWETINGS, LILY DALE ASSEMBLY,

;---------------------------- —“p------ ‘ ” 1 “p'
A Paper that Never Falters, Never Pauses in Its Effort for the Greatest Good to 
the Cause of Spiritualism, Science, Morality, Higher Thought, and a Better Life. 
Never Lacking for Life and the Dissemination of Most Important Mind-Food.

Send iu Your Dates and Name of Sec
retary at Ouce.

Interest In the various Spiritualist 
camp-meetings has-commenced, and 
secretaries of the same should report 
at once to this oilice, so that proper 
announcement as to dates and officers 
can be made.

Give Us the Truth, the WhoU Truth, and Nothing but the Truth

Spiritualist_Meetings.
Xt la important when a meeting Is 

suspended, that notice be given us, ao 
that inquirers may not be mislead. We 
want new notices of all meetings being 
held hero in public hulls at the present 
time.

Church of the Soul, Mrs. Cora L. V. 
Richmond, pastor, meets every Sunday 
in room 309 Masonic Temple. Service 
11 a. m. Sundav-school 10 a. m. Pas
tor’s address, 3802 Ridge avenue, Rog
ers Park. Day dt home, Friday. ■

First German Spiritualist Society on 
the West Side. Meetings every Sunday 
at 3 p. m. in Garselman’s Hall, corner 

: Ashland avenue and W. 13th street
The -Light of Truth Church will hold 

services in Hopkins' Hall 528 W. G3rd 
street, near Stewart avenue. Confer- 
ence at 3 p. m. Lecture at 7:45. Mes
sages at each service. Midweek meet
ing Thursday 3 p. ip- Mrs. Jeffery Bur- 
land, pastor. -

Chicago Spiritual Alliance Church, in 
Vincennes Hall, 35th and Cottage Grove 
avenue. Mrs. May Elmo, pastor, as
sisted by Hugh S.. Fraser. All wel
come. Services at 3 and 8 p. m.

•The Church of the Psychic Forces 
holds services at Wilcox Hall, corner 
Champlain avenue and 43d street, every 
Sunday. Conference at 3 p. m. Lec
ture at 8 p. m. The hall number is 361- 
363 East 43d street Conducted by Mrs, 
Isa Cleveland.’

Spiritual Science Society, meets every 
Sunday from 2 to 10 p. m., at Arlington 
Hall, N. W. corner of 31st street and 
Indiana avenue. Admission to atte'r- 
nopn meetings, free; evening Servite, 
15 cents’. , Mrs. Dixon and her daughter, 
the child wonder, will always be In at
tendance. Othero will assist These 
meetings will be continued all summer. 
Dr. Beverly, president, No. 44 East 31st 
street

. The Spiritualist Church of Students' 
of Nature will hold its services at' 
Flynn’s Hall, 461 North avenue, corner 
Robey street and Milwaukee avqnue, ev
ery Sunday evening at 7:30. The hall 
can he.readied by Milwaukee avenue, 
North ¿venue and Robey street cars, 
and the Logan Square and ^Humboldt 
Park Metropolitan'elevated cars. Mrs. 
M. Schumacher, pastor, assisted by Dr; 
L. C. Koehler and others.

The Christian Occult Church, United 
Brotherhood Hall. 8246 State street. 
Every Sundayvénlng at 7:30. Test 
•messages glvWby ’gootl mediums. Good 
speakers in attendance. • .

The Golden Rule Spiritualist Society 
will hold meetings every Sunday at .3. 
and 8 p. m., .at O'Donnell College Bldg;? 
South Paulina street, between Washing
ton, Bpúlpvárd and Park avenue. All 
cordiail/ invitéd; ’ ’ - v - ;

Temple Light and Trdth, 870 Waban- ;

pMMCHOlUm'MIO' MEABIWOB, 25 Ceuta.
JL Send nee. Mus. /Fii^nces F. Spakgleu, 322 
Hlehlaud st., Pittsburg, Kan. - -

QEND lock of- hair, data of birth, 80 cents and 
CO self-aildreaaed. envelope.- lor tost ■ reading, 
Mus. M. V. AUius. Olen HUyn. 111.

'VVAhTSi»—by a'young man ot good character, 
•" work on aaheopraiicb,- cauls or fruit farm.

Address B. Logan, 1305.0th St., Milwaukee,.WIS.

MUA DM. CAIKD.Clalrvoyant and Auromat- 
le Writing Medium, will give readings dally 

at 201 Dartmouth street. ‘‘Bannel- of Light" Build
ing, Boston, Mass., from 0 io 5,- . -

MHS. MAMIB MKIiMBW, Trance Medium, 
wlU^lve roadings daily at20< Dartmouth St, 

"Banner of Light" Building, Boston, Maps.

M«0. K. 'M.-MITezH’UCIt. will answer a 
queBtlona for 25c. Send own handwriting and 

lock of hair. Full reading, il. Fern Hill. Pierce 
Co., Wash,

fl 1‘JnnrtapMP Restores Lost Vision. nWUHUUl lUh- Write tor Illustratetl Circular 
\nonHnfa ! 'allowing etrlcs and prices and 
OUuGLuLlUr ■ ■nhpu; of Spirit Yanna, who de
veloped this Olatrvoyuxt power In me. 1 can ad- 
luct my Molted T'ebtdO’Leini BiiecWoto as perfect
ly-to your eyes .at your own home and send by.. 
mufl. as ff you wero huuy ctBcc. K’kousnnds will 
testify. - M.H.UPOOI.B.

- UTlVlnthropum,, Chicago. lU-
- p. F. P00LE-.Deari61r:—Tho spectacles you : 
sent uro pcrfeci;tod ItU over want auoiher pair 
I will surely anpiy to Von. With many ihniiks. 
Mas. M. L. SOUOBBB^NP, Huron. & Dak.

, Onset Camp.
• Onset camp commences its thirtieth 

annual meeting, July 22, and closes 
August 26. ■ For full programs 
dress the secretary, Onset, Mass.’

ad-

A GRAND OFFER!
FOR ONE MONTH ONLY.

8gnd age, sex, leading symptom and 
your address, and we will diagnose 
your disease

— and all who are suffering with 
STOMACH TROUBLE 

if it is not cancer or ulcerated'stom- 
ach, we will charge you for healing 
same only $5.00 pei‘ month, and all 
other chronic diseases, a great reduc
tion will be made.

Write today. ,Do not delay.
REMEMBER, 

charge for diagnosing, your case. 
DR. CHARLES E. WATKJNS, 

HOTEL WESTLAND, 
Babk Bay, Boston, Mass.

Lake Brady, Oiilo.
The fifteenth annual session of this 

camp will commence July 1 and end 
Sept. 2. For full particulars address 
A. G. Keck, Akron, Ohio.

City ot Light Assembly.
The season opens at Lily Dale, N, 

Y., July 13, and closes Septepaher 3. 
For program address Laura G. Fixes, 
General Manager.

I . Ocean Grove Camp.
I This camp Is located at Harwich, 
Mass,, and. opens July 8 and closes

I July 22^ 1906. Fbr programs and in
formation, write Mrs. Mary B.- Small, 
South. Harwich. Mass.

Lake Pleasant, Mass., - 
Lake Pleasant Camp opens.July 29, 

ani closes Aug. 27. tFor full pro
grams address Albert P. Blinn, 8 
Grove Place; Norwich, Ct.

Mt. Pleasant Park, Clinton, la.
The twenty-fourth annual camp

meeting at Mt. Pleasant Park, opens 
July 29 and closes August 26, Pro
grams and Information given to all 
who write' to Mrs. M.' 'B. Anderson, 
secretary, Clarkesville. Mo.

Summerland Camp.
Tho Summerland Spiritualist Asso

ciation will-hold Its annual cainp- 
mebting the last week in June, begin
ning June 2 4. Mrs. F.' Lee, secretary.

Winfield (Kansas) Canip.
The. Winfield Camp Association will 

hold Its thirteenth annual camp-meet
ing, commencing Aug. 24, and closing 
Sept. 2. Mrs. Maud K. Gates, presi
dent, 807 North Manning street, Win
field, Kans.; Mrs. Addle McAllister, 
secretary, Winfield, Kans.

1 Program for tbe Ensuing Season,

JULY LECTURES 2:80 P.M. T
13—Miu A. J. Pettengill, Opening 

Address.,
14—J. Clegg Wright. ’•
15—Dr. Geo. B. Warne, Aspiration,
16—Conference. i
17—Dr. Geo. B. Warne, Telepathy,
18—Dr. 8. L. Krebs, Marvels andl 

Mysteries of Mind,
19—Dr. Geo. B. Warne, The Victors 

Vanquished.
- 20—Dr. 8. L. Krebs, Wonders oC 
the World Within.

21—Dr. Warne and Carrie E. S<l 
Twing. National Spiritualists Assoc;-* 
ation Day. • ■

22.-—Mrs. R. 8. Lillie.
23,—Conference. ...
24—Bev. Wilson Fritch. ' ”*¡1
25—Prof. 8. P. Leland, Ph. D. L. 14 (

D., World Making. |
’ 26—Wilson Fritch, Spiritualism
Metaphysically. ■■■

Be Sure to Read This,
Frances L. Loucks, one of the greatest osyohio 

wonders living, Lus^the spiritual X-rfiy lo Jo 
eato all Internal diseases. A trial will convince 
you: Nervous exhaustion and lost vigor of both 
sexes suooessfylly treated, us hundreds can tea* 
tity . Send name. age. eex, complexion, one lead
ing symptom, and ten cents tn stamps, uud you 
will receive’» correct diagnosis of your case free, 
worth dollars to yon. Be euro to write your own 

; letter. Dr. J. 8. Loucks, who lately passed op, 
' continues to treat the sick through mymedlum- 
; ship. Address all letters to

FRANCES Lb LOUCKS, 
81» Warren Sk. Bieaebam, Man.

Obsession or Possession in
Development—Which ?

B7"Last month over a hundred responded to my 
special article in The Progressive Thinker, and 
thunked me ter my bold, nut courageous stand 
for independent mediumship. But it only voiced 
what thousands feel when they .wr^te; “I want to 
unfold consciously ami escape the Gibrallars ot 
obsession.” You can, and my system never fails 
to afford you results of an extraordinary order. 
A prominent business-man (pame furnished) 
wrote u dtuv. ago.-after completing the system. ”1 
never would have believed that I or any human 
could have unfolded such clairvoyance us I 
have. - Another, a prominent woman in CaU 
wrote. “Mv Clairvoyance onnVei me to foretell 
the earthquake—thanks to your system.’1

CuTFalhire is impossible, because my system, 
comprehends,an phases.

cut this add out and write me at 
oneo. My terms are .very easy indeed. Send 
stumped addressed envelope for full particulars.

J. C. F. GRUMBINE, 
iSpeolalifit ln Occult Sciences). 1

24 Slrathinore Boad, HouIrvArd Station, 
Boston,

Ela avenue, near Robey street and 
North avenue. Sunday-school'10:30 a. 

Tn. Lectures and spirit messages given 
at 3 and 8 p. m., by Mrs. T. Loll, pastor, 
every Sunday, in German and-Engllsh.

The Hyde Park Occult Society holds- 
regular Sunday-evening, services, 7:45 
o'clock, at 819 B. 55th street, between' 
Kimbark and Monroe avenues. Jackson 
Park cars pass the door. The best tal
ent available will be secured for .ail 1 
meetings. To spread the truth is the 
object of this society. Address all com
munications to Miss Eva L. Stewart, 
corresponding secretary, 455 Et 55th 
street Entrance to hall. 319 E.' 55th 
street.

The Rising Sun Mission holds serv- 
icés every Sunday morning at 11 
o’clock, lyceum; lecures and tests at 
3 p. m., and lectures and song service 
at 8 p. m. Advanced speakers,’ good 
test mediums and good singing. Tem
ple, Oakley Boul., between Jackson 
Bdhl. and Adams street.
- Spiritual Mission Chapel (Old 77) 
77 East Thirty-first street; Services- 
every Sunday at 3 and 8 p. m. Scien
tific and philosophical lectures; best 
psychic and message bearers xn attend
ance. Prof. F. M. Stoller, conductor.

The German-English .Society, Bund 
der Wahrheit No. 18, holds services ev
ery Sunday evening at- 8 . o’clock ifi 
Brand’s Hall, 152 North avenue, be
tween Halsted and Clybourn. Also 
every Thursday evening .in Math. Jung’s 

..Hall, 1071 Lincoln avenue, southeast 
corner AShland and Lincoln avenues; 
entrance first door north of Howard’s ■ 
theater. Frank Joseph, medium. Ev
erybody welcome..

Church of the North Star Spiritual 
Unión, incorporated. Meetings Sun
days at 8 p. m. sharp, at Peris Hall, 
1546 Milwaukee avenue, hear Western- 
avenue, Mrs. Letzter, speaker and 
medium. All welcome, ' \ ?
'Mrs. Mary Hill holds Yneetings every 

Sunday and Wednesday evenings at 320 
Flournoy street. Good speakers and 
messages. , .

FRED R. EVANS, 
■ yamouH’Me<ltitn-<or 

Slafewi'iting, Clairvoyance, Etc!,. 
Since tho rocentcnlftmUy in San Francisco, may 
bcatoresaed as’foUowa; Fred V. Evnna, Los Gù- 
tos. California, Rural2U; Cenncea-or readings by' 

■'mair«uay.bi9<obiab)èd by.wrltlng to.Mr.JOvnna tor 
;pàrli(«i!ftr9;H©r,JKCJA<«^MiviEvaBBhaB a few, 
•eoplcfi of Jils .fambmutoook ^FAychograpby,” on' 
hand. This work-M’MpubHBhed utt2.OT.ner copy, 
and Is devoted tdiheinnuy marvelous siatcwrlt- 
IntfexperlmentH"given through Uis medhunahip. 
Also oxplalny-how tifò writing 13 done, and-how 
he developed hl« wonderfulDuwor.* The book In 
profusely llluBtriiied. While they last you can 
bayo a copy, postpaid, for Si.20.

AN ASTONISHING TO 
.-) Send thveo two-cent stamps, lock pl 
bair, dge, name and the leading symp
tom, and your disease will be diagnosed' 

-free by’splrit power.

Mrs. Or. Dobson-Barker,!
230 North Sixth St. I 

Bau Jose, Cali |

:■ ' Elkton,. S. DÎ, May 8, 1906. 
Mrs. Dr. Dobson-Barker,—

Dear Physician and Friend:—I will 
now write, thanking you for what you 
have done for me. Three years ago 
doctors said I had to have an opera
tion or would not get better. I got 
your address and wrote you. You 
have helped me more than any doctor. 
Besides, I didn’t have to have-thé op
eration, So nbw, I'm sure"- I’ll be 
cured of my sores ears. Any sufferer 
who wishes to write to me, I’ll gladly 
tell what you did for me. Ailments 
too many to mention in my letter hero.

Yours truly, 1
SARAH GREGOR.

New Era Camp, Aregon.
The New Era Gamp-meeting begins 

July 8, and -continues over four Sun
days. Address Rey. G. C. Love, pres
ident, 934 % C street, Tacoma, Wash.

Suiuipee Lake Camp, N. H.
Sunapee Lake Spiritualist Camp 

at Blodgett’s Landing, N. H., com
mences July 29, 1906, and closes Aug. 
26. For programs and information 
write to the -secretary, Lorenzo Wor
then, Hillsboro Bridge, N. H.

Wonewoc Camp-Meeting.
The Western Wisconsin Camp Asso

ciation holds its annual camp-meeting 
in Unity Park, Wonewoc, Wis., July 
15 to August 13. For particulars and 
programs write Gertrude Spooner, sec
retary, Wonewoc, Wla.

Ottawa Camp.
Spiritualist Camp-meeting Associa

tion, Forest Park, Ottawa, Kansas, 
August 17- to 27 Inclusive. Write 
for programs. H. W. Henderson, pres
ident, Lawrence, Kans.; Mrs. May 
Cook, secretary, Spring Hill, Kans.

I s. Chesterfield Camp. ■ , !
Begins.June 16 and ends Sept. 3..! 

Mrs. Lydia Jessup, secretary, Ander
son, Ind.
f Forest Home Camp, Mich.
Thia camp opens July 29 and 

.closes August 19. Any preson desir
ing programs or information regard
ing camp grounds or camp work, will 
please write to the secretary, who will' 
answer all Inquiries. F. H. Lesher, 
president; Mrs. Ruth Eastman, secre
tary, Mancelona, Mich.

Camp Progress.
Meetings are held at Mowerland 

Park, Upper Swampscott, Mass., every 
Sunday beginning June 3, and closing 
Sept. 30. - B. H. Blaney, president, 
150 Elm street, Marblehead.; Mr. H. S. 
Gardiner, secretary, 28 Cabot street, 
Salem.

27—J. Clegg Wright. h,'
28—WilsonFritch, Self Realization« 
29—Bev. Frederick A. Wiggin. # 
30—Conference. • Ji
31—Rev. Frederick A. Wiggin.
AUGUST LECTURES Si 30 P. M« ’’

’ 1—Rev. C. L, Herald, Ph. D., L1M\ 
on a Man-o’-War. ,

2—Rev, Frederick A. Wiggin. 111
3—Rev. Chas. Laying Herald, Pli« • 

D., That Man.
4—Rev. Thos P. Byrnes, Nature’!! 

Masterpiece.- .S.
5—J. Clegg Wright. , v-j;
6—Conference. . • ’
1—Mies Susie C. Clark. i '
8—Mrs..Annette J. Petteagill, 
9—Miss Susie C. Clark. ¿A -!
10—Mrs. Annette J.. Pettengill. jiijj 
11—Miss Susie. G. Clark. ,
12—Mrs. Helen L. P. Russegue. S 
13—Conference.
14—Mrs. Helen L. P. Russegue. ’ | ;
15—Miss Marie C. Brehm, Woman’s 

Day. •
16—Marie C. Brehm, The Little 

Swiss Republic.
17—Mrs. Heien M. Gougar, Munici

pal Ownership.
18—Marie C. Brehm, Temperance!: 

Day.
.19—Marie C. Brehm and Helen M. 

-Gougar, Peace Day. ; >
20—Conference. '
21—Hon Noah Webster 

Back to Eden.
22.—Oscar A. Edgerly.
23—Hon. N. W. Cooper, 

Honey Bees
24— Oscar A. Edgerly.
25—Mrs. R. S. Lillie.^

• 26—Oscar A. Edgerly. , 
27—Conference.

• 28—Mrs. R. 8. Llllte.

which they have so grown into, that 
they are upable to comprehend that 
there may be a larger conception, and 
this man of straw, is the object of all 
their dislike. ■ _ .

. Those who regard as à personality, 
are not all of them ripé for a larger 
ylew as yet, and it would be as fruit-, 
less to attempt to take them away 
fi om that view,’ until they "have grown 
correspondingly in other -mental dlr 
rections as it would to break the shell 
of a half developed chick. ’ If - you 
wait till the chick Is ripe, he will 
break his own shell and'edme forth. 
If you break-his shell too soon, you 
will spoil your chick. ■

’ DANIEL .W. HULL. 
Olympia, Wash.

All Can Unfold Clairvoyance,
Psyclxometry and Inspiration!

C#“Tbe0O books by J. C. F. «rumblne. the sne- 
cialist in occult science, and. development of mo* 
dlumbhlp^ach you how -to unfaldyour psychic
al powers loan extern wonderful io realize. Then 
you wish to. ¿o farther «nd deeper.

<aypos!tively guarantee results If you follow 
my simple Instructions.

CLAIRVOYANCE)—Cloth-bound, price (re
duced from $2.00). It teaches you how topebe- 

I trate tbe veil of eenso and matter, converse with 
I spirits-, read thecryBUhsce tho future, prophesy 

attain illumination. and-beaYogls, ‘‘All students 
will do well to study this excellent volume.
¿. Colville. “Best work on the subject.”—Mind, 
»‘Marvelous—Epoch-maklngr’’—Lilian Whiting, 

SPIRIT WORLD, by Gaffield. cIoth/76 cents.
. AURAS AND COLORS—With exhaustive dic
tionary of color jnenulngs..-A uulquo book for 
unique people: Price.50 cents.

PSYCHOMETRY—The first and only book 
which teaches the science ao that yea can prac
tice it.- Price, 60 cents. . • •

BEALIZATION^How to enter the super-eon- 
eclousncsB and bo a Yogis. PrlcOj 50 cents.

CRYSTALS for crystal-gazing, anew lctatfL25 
eacn. postage prepaid. Sonu money to • _

J. C. F. GRUHB1NE,
(Specialist luOccult Sciences,) • -■

a4 stratlimoxe RbWd, Koulcvard Stn..^ 
- • 'Bodtoni Mass.

ftiARY ANN GAREWi
Wife, Mother, Spirit and Angel. 

By Carlyle Petersilea.
This most beautiful story of the ex

periences of a young wife and 
mother taken from her home on earth, 
to her home in the Spirit world, is told 
in such a realistic way, that one is 
carried away with the sweet beauty 
and naturalness of iff It makes the 
other world appear very near to us. 
This book has been U great comfort to 
many ’weary Jiearts who have • lost 
mother, wife or babies. Price, nehtlj; 
bound in cloth, $ 1. ”

Island Lake Camp.
Island Lake Camp, Island Lake, 

Mich., opens July 21, extending until 
August. 27. For programs or infor
mation write to the secretary, H. R. 
LaGrange, Brighton, Mich.

Vfsksburg Camp.
Vicksburg camp, Mich., opens July 

30 and closes August 20, For full 
particulars address Mrs. Jeannette 
Fraser, Vicksburg; Mich.

Edgewood Camp, Wash.
Commences July 29, and ends Aug. 

19. For full particulars address Geo. 
E, Knowlden, 955% Tacoma Ave., 

.Tacoma, Wash.

"Continuity of Life a Cosmic Truth," 
By Prof. Wm. M. Lockwood; The work 
of a strong, logical thinker, on a deeply 
important subject; Price, cloth, ?1.

"An Infamous Dynamite Roman Cath
olic Conspiracy Detected and Exposed.” 
“Romanism Exposed.” Two pamphlets 
by Rev. J. G. White, author of "Start
ling Facts."- Price, 10 cents, each, or 
two for 15 cents.

"The Light of Egypt." Volumi is 1 
and 2. An occult library in itailf, a 
text-book of esoteric knowledge as 
taught by Adepts of Herrmitlc Philos
ophy. Price $2 per volume. ■

"Life and Moral Axioms ot Con
fucius,” is the title of a 62 page pam
phlet, which contains many of the 
moral aphorisms and terseological 
teachings of the sapient Chinese phil
osopher, who Jived 551 years Jjefore 
the Christian.Era.jind whoso ¡wise 
precepts have left a lasting impression 
upon all subsequent nations. By 
Marcenup R, K. .Wright, I’rfca 25ets,

' "Harmonicsuof Evolutlon.The Pbilos- 
ophy, ofIndividuali lite. Based. Upon 
Natural Science, asf'Taught by Modern 
Masters of the Lbw.” By. Florence 
Huntley. A work of‘deep thought, car
rying tho principles, of evolution into 
now fields. Price, nlotb, $2. _

“Religious ami Theological Works of 
Thomas Pained contains his celebrated 
“Age of Reason,” and a number of let- 

-ters and discourses'on religious and 
theological subjects. Cloth binding, 
430 pages. Price $ln 
. “The Jesuits." aBy Rev. B. F. 
Austin, A; M., B...D. An excellent 
pamphlet. Piflce,-1'5 cents.

’■‘The Truth >1 Seeker Collection of 
Forms and Cexomomes for the Use of 
Liberals.’! Price, 25 cents. I

i “Talmagean Inanities, incongruities, I 
I inconsistencies and'Blaspbemies; a Re
view.of Rev. T. DoWitt and Rev. Frank 

i DeWitt Talmage'S’Oft-repeated attacks 
upon Spiritualism.’.’ By Moses Hull. 
Price, 10 cents.

"Just How to Wake the Sola/ Plexus?' 
By Elizabeth Towne. -Valuable for 
health. . Price,-25 cents. ■.

“The Commandments Analyzed,"price 
25 cents. "Big Bible Stories," cloth; 
50 cents.

“Child. Culture. According to the 
Laws :of Physiological Psychology and 
Mental Suggestion^’. By Newton N. 
Hidden.- A most excellent work for. all 
who have the care or training of children. Price, 65,«Mtn. I

If so, would you mind having me ex
plain to you just'HOW ALL FAKE 
WORK IS. DONE, and how you and 
others have been fooled and swindled 
by conscienceless scoundrels in the 
name of Spiritualism? “Mysteries of 
the Seance,” a book of 64 large pages, 
written by a Spiritualist, for Splritual- 
ists, tells the whole story, and will 
startle you with its amazing revela
tions. It not only explains fully how 
all these things are done by the fakes, 
but instructs you how to detect and 
expose the tricksters. This book is 
endorsed and recommended by the 
loading and ablest workers in our 
cause. I would like to place a copy 
in the hands of every true Spiritualist 
and investigator in :the land. If you 
are an honest Spiritualist and opposed 
to having the memory of your depart- I 
ed friends insulted and outraged and 
your own intelligence made the sport 
of these “spiritual” grafters, it is your 
duty to assist In exposing and driving ’ 
them out of business. My book will 
help you to do it. ”

"Right Living." By Susan H. Wixon 
The author shows a wise practicality in 
her method of teaching the principle of 
ethics. She- illustrates her subject 
with many brief narratives and abec- 
dotes, which render tire book more in
teresting and more easily comprehend
ed.; It is especially adapted for ufie in 
Children’s Lyceum.. . In the hands of 
mothers and teachers it may be made 
Very useful. Young and old •win he 
benefited by it. W*.' ’-xj*

Grand Ledge Camp, Mich.
The Grand Ledge Spiritualist Camp- 

meeting opens July 21, and closes Au
gust 21, with Mr. Oscar A. Edgerly as 
presiding chairman. For full parr 
tlculars address J. W. Ewing or W. R. 
Divine of Grand Ledge, Mich.

Unity Camp, Mass.
Opens on Sunday, June 4, and con

tinues every Sunday until the last of 
September.

Mantua Camp, Ohio.
This camp, located at Mantua Sta

tion, Ohio, will open July 9, and con
tinue to August 27.' For further par
ticulars, address F. H. Sherwood, sec
retary, Mantua Station, Ohio.

Harmony Grove Camp.
.'-Harmony Grove’ Camp-meeting As
sociation will hold its annual eamp, 
July 2 2 to Aug. 5. This camp Is located 
three and one-halt miles from Escon
dido, Cal. For further particulars in I 
regard to the camp, address T. J. Mc- 
Feron, secretary, 528 Fir street, San 
Diego, Cal.

- Niantic Camp, Conn.
The Connecticut Spiritualist. Camp- 

meetihg Association, at Niantic Camp 
Ground, Niantic, Conn.; season of 
1906'commences June 1'2 and con
tinues until September .11. For full 
particulars address Gedrge Hatch, 
South Windham, Coun. ...

• The. Ashley, Ohio, Camp.
This camp opens Aug. 5, and closes 

August 26. For\further •particu
lars address Will Randolph, secretary, 
Ashley, Ohio. .

. Haslett Park, Mich.
The twenty-fourth annual assembly, 

of Spiritualists at Haslett Park, Mich.; 
commences Aug. 6, and continues to 
September 3. For programs address. 
B. F. Sprohs, Okemos, or D. R. Jessop, 
Williamston.

Verona Park Camp.
The Verona Park • camp-meeting, 

Me., will open Aug. 12 and close Aug. 
26. A. F. Smith, president, Bangor, 
Me ; F. W. Smith, secretary,- Rock-: 
land, Me. • ■

Queen City Park Camp, Vt.
Queen City Park Camp, South Bur

lington, Vt., commences July 29, and 
ends Sept. 3. .’ For programs address 
A. F. Hubbard, president, Tyson; S. N. . 
Gould, vice-president, Randolph, or 
wma j;.'. Chapman,; Cambridge,

.pls!

Cooper, "

Human';

29—Mrs. Cora L. V. Richmond. !
30—H. W. Richardson, Carrie E. S. ' 

Twing, and Tillie U. Reynolds, New, 
York State Spiritualist Association, i 
Day. ...

31—Rev. Cora L. V. Richmond.' '
SEPTEMBER LECTURES.»: 80 P. M« < 
1—Carrie E. 8. Twing, Lyman C.’ 
Hpwe, Pioneer Day. 'i

2—Rev. Cora L. V. 
Closing.
SPECIAL CLASSES AT ;

July 13 to August 
Wright. ,

August 6 to 27—Prof, 
wood..

Richmond,

10:30 
5—J.

W. M.

a. m. ; 
ciegg I

Lock"
August 28 to September 2—Rev, 'J 

Cora L. V. Richmond. ’ . fl
SPECIAL EVENING ENFERTAlli. «

MENTS. 1
July 20-22—Frank Caldwell. 2,000 | 

Miles on the Yukon River. Stereopti- < 
con views.

July 24—Wilson. Frlteh, Reading, 
JJlypses.

July 27—Prof. W. M. Lockwood, 1 
Lecture, illustrated with Crookes’ 

’vacuum tubes.
•July 31, August 3—Frances Carter, 

Shakspearean Readings, w.
August 5—Ladies Schubert Quar- 

tette.Con.eert.
August 7-9—A. T Kempion, Hto-< 

watha and Evangeline, Illustrated.
August 12-23—Miss Alice Ethel 

Bennett, Book Recitals.
August 14-16—Prof. E. B. Swift, 

Microscopic and Telescope Entertain- ; 
ment.

August 19 and 31—-Ladies Schubert 
Quartette, Concert, and Alke Ethel■ 
Bennett, Recitations. ;

August 28—The Lilies, Entertain-* J 
ment. '

Among the mediums engaged are 
Mrs. A. J. Pettengill, Oscar Edgerly,, 
F. A Wiggins and Dr. W. O. Knowles.

Forest Temple meetings daily at 
9:30 a. m.,’4 and 6:30 p. m. Mrs. D.. 
Devereaux, leader.

German meetings every Sunday, 
Tuesday and Friday at 4 p. m., in Li-i 
brary Hall. Mrs. Eliza Stumpf, 
leader. ;

Children’s Lyceum daily, except , 
Saturday and Sunday at 5:30 a. m. I 
Demonstrations of Unseen Forces ; 
daily at 7 p. m., in Library Hall. I

Band Concerts daily at 9:30 a. m , 
1:30 and 7 p. m.

Progressive Euchre every Monday ' 
evening In the Auditorium.

Danse every Wednesday and Satur- ; 
day evening in the Auditorium. Í

Sociable every Thursday evening in. | 
the Auditorium. -

The Ladies Schubert Quartette of 
Boston, has been engaged from July 
29, and the Northwestern Orchestra of 
Meadville, Pa., for the entire season.-

We are preparing a great feast for 
you, with an interesting and varied 
program, low transportation and good 
hotel accommodations at moderate 
prices.

Arrange^ to spend your vacation at 
Lily Dale, invite your friends and 
come prepared to receive great spirit
ual knowledge’ and upliftment.

FdT further information, programs^ 
low railroad rates, etc., address

LAURA G. FIXEN,
General Manager,

After the camp opens address each of 
the above at Queen City Park, Vt.

’ ' Freeville Camp.
The Freeville Camp, N. Y., opens 

•July 22 and closes August 19. For 
programs ■ write to Miss Victoria 
Moore, Bryden, N. Y.-
ADD OBITS

Oceandies is a psychical narrative by ’ 
•Carlyle Petersilea, author of The Dis-' . 
covered Country.' This book deals 
with the question of soul mates, or o£ 
the. completed ego. It is intensely in- 
foresting. Price, paper cover, 60 cts.

"How to Train Children and Pa-{- 
rents.” Mrs. Elizabeth Towne takes 
the position that in many cases It is tha ■ 
parents that need the training mora 
than the children, and advises parents *. 
to look to themselves. Twenty-five 
cents could not bo better spent than in I 
buying this little book. Anyone that 
has the care of children should read it. I 
Price 25 cents. , j I

"Spirit Echoes.’' By Mattle E. Hull. ! 
This pretty volume contains fifty-sevon 
of the author’s latest and choicest po- 
ems. Neatly bound in cloth, and with 
portrait of the author.: Price, 75 cents.
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wh a Vero Suonaste Question at the End
So often did . it .chance that bitter 

wrangling between wife and husband, 
that the servant, busy,in an upper 
cliamber, scarcely. gave it heed as it 
raged on; her amorous thoughts were 
centered around a day in the near fu
ture when, aided by experience, she 
could solve for herself the problem, Is 
marriage the grim failure it appeals 
to: be? ’ ; .

Bhe wondered it for her the conju
gal feast would have so dread a skel
eton as theirs.
’ Soon over the stair there passed the 
hasty tread of her angry master; then 
the outer door which shut the world 
away from his domestic life, closed 
after him with a bang as he went 
forth. ' • ,

Always It was thus—those two 
could not agree on anything. It had 
been so from the first; it would be so 

•’ to thé end. ”, . ■ ■ ■
In her sumptuous apartments the 

' wife, left to herself, stood with Ups 
compressed, a look of wrath and hat- 

' red on her countenance. She was a 
handsome woman, dark and divinely 
tall, magnetic and imperious; and 
now, as she drew around her shoulders 
a Jong white mantle lined- with rose
colored satin which swept from chin to 
instep, and moving towards a case- 
me'nt, turned up to the moon her pas
sionate white face, the jewels at her 
throat flashing and sparkling as the 
driving clouds veiled and unveiled the 
moon, she seemed a very Priestess of 
the Beautiful! Down it poured, that 
radiance from on high, flooding with 
its lustre that peerless figure, her 
garb of lace drifting'about her like a 
cloud of snow! ' ... • ,

Of what was she thinking, that she 
stood so long staring with sombre eyes 
into the blue? Of the weary life, she 
led; of hefi dead baby; of a grave in a 
foreign land? But that was long ago,

Under that wild pleading the giant 
figure shook as if with ague. He cast 
a wild look around him. "Spare me,” 
he uttered, brokenly. "I cannot; can
not. I would rather slay myself; it 
would be less wicked in the sight of 
heaven.”
. Eleanor drew away from him; her 
face .was. set as stone. “Instantly! I 
command you,” she said, sternly.

* »

A NEW MOVEMENT.

CHICAGO. ILL,, Jim »,1906.

It Is Being Made by Prominent Spirit
ualists to Form a State Organi

zation in Colorado,

' ■ SHt WILLIAM
. '.«■*-» fe: ' .

This Eminent Professes* WiG SpIrit- 
ualist Celebrates Miff ■Gölten’

' fe' Wedding/ /fe

EXCELLENT RESULTS.. RELIGIOUS THERAPEUTICS. THE TERM .SraUTUAUSM,

A Comprehensive View of What the 
Writer Considers the Sublim

inal Consciousness.

A stunning crash rung through the 
lofty chamber, then fell an awful si
lence. The mulatto, with bowed 
head,' stood in the streaming moon
light/propping with on^mlghty out
stretched arm that lovely white-robed 
body from which the life was speed
ing. When gently he lowered it to 
the floor the end had come. How 
fair she was. The rich blood welling 
from the sweet white bosom dyed 
purple the laces of her bodice. He 
kissed the necklace, as though he 
were kissing the cross and dropped It 
into the palm of the upturned hand. 
Her he dared not kiss—not even now.

With the next moment he passed 
behind the drapery and departed, as 
he had. come, without a sound. And 
as he. went.he prayed, “Dear Mother 
of all angels, forgive her if this be 
sin; if this,.be sln.”

And a spirit voice made answer, 
“What Is sin?” '

. . MARY E. BLANCHARD.
Middleton, Me. ■ '

Sunday, June 17, shortly after the 
dinner, hour, there assembled at Crys- 
tola Cottage, the home of Hon. Henry 
C- Childs, a number of the persons 
composing the population of Crystola, 
also Mr. W. C. Marshall, president of 
the Psychical Research Society of 
Denver, his wife and little daughter; 
Mrs. L. A. Sampson, a life-long worker 
in the field, who at present resides In 
Colorado Springs; Mr. J. L. Schaefer, 
a Socialist Reformer of Colorado 
Springs, and Mr. F. B. Holman and 
Mrs. J. B. Walker, the two latter hav
ing been instructed by their spirit 
guides to come to Crystola on this day 
to form a provisional : committee to 
call a mass-meeting of the Spiritual
ists of Colorado fo.r the-purpose of or
ganizing a State Spiritualist Associa
tion.

Hon. H. C. Childs was chosen chair
man of the meeting, ànd acted in that 
inimitable manner so becoming a man 
of extensive experience. Mr. George 
B. Lang, managing editor of “The 
Mountain Pine,” nominated W. C. 
Marshall of Denver as president of 
this provisional committee, and he 
was unanimously elected. John W. 
Ring, National Superintendent Lyce-

Sir Willaim and LW. Crodkes cel
ebrated [as Bet forth in ■>the Two 
Worlds, Manchester Ehg-'JthetngoWen 
wedding on Tuesday; -April 10, and 
apart from the reception ,0f-4ff0 guests 
at the Empress Roqmsr Lom oh, It .was 
an extremely quiet celebration—- just 
the placing, of an-unpretentious crown 
upon 50 years of tranquil jnari’led

ami nothing matters. ■ -
WVithln reach of her,hand ,w:as a 

silken hanging, and this she smote by 
accident with her cloak, severing the 
curtains with a little, rattling sound.of 
the brazen rings as they slipped back 
on thelr rod. Opposite, at'the end of 
a darkened room, .there poured 
through an open doorway a glow of 
lamplight, filling the arched portal 
with its tawn;’lt made a pleasant pic
ture, and the woman, reached to draw 
the screen further open, when sud
denly she took a-backward step with 
ap expression of .astonishment and 
alarm;. ’ ' • ' .; . . . . ..

"Hush!” uttered a deep voice, . or 
you are a dead woman.' Another word, 
and it Will be your last.” , . ■
" An arm reached from behind the 
drapery and-some hard, glltering ob
ject touched her forehead. With the 
next instant there confronted her-face 
to face a man of herculean figure.- ■ 

, A deeper pallor crept over the wo
man’s’ cheeks, blit she held her 
ground, "A mulatto!" she said, as 
she'might have said, "a snake!"

’. The fellow shrank as though she 
. had dealt him a sharp blow in the 

face; his arm dropped to his side. - 
‘ “Well?” said the Woman. She 
drew'herself up. haughtily, disdaining 
a second glance in. his direction.

"Give me the jewels, lady," he said, 
in a lo.w tone, "and I will go."

-She made no answer; she seemed 
hot to have heard him. With her 
face in profile she stood in that.mel-. 
low radiance from on high, a spirit of 
the beautiful incarnate, a glorious 
dream of womanhood made flesh.

CONFUSED.

I turn to my. world a? it used to be, 
With you In your buoyant prime;

O, glow andblbbm of the yesterdays 
In. their roya|lst flowering time!

I grope about for a bunch of words 
To place sb your angel eyes

May read my loyo when you come to 
mO ■ ' " ; ....... .

From Vlolet Walb in the skies.
I long, with a]mpst a frenzied sense, 
. For something a part of me,,.
Which melted away to a shape un- 

'”sebii;. ’
. Through a strange;'white mystery. 
A longer, eaitb-llfe was due you, dear,
• But you gave with too free a hand 

Of ybur, own grand self. Justice 
treated you ; . • -

Like a plundering,' rough brigand!
And I who .love you, and used to prate 

How the . well-earned dues will 
come,

Stood by .and saw it was all a lie, 
And Death, strikes a darling dumb.

My dreams about Nature’s tenderness,, 
And how Goodness is sure to win, 

Were disahpointing. ’ I came, to know 
. Most roses are thrown to sin.. .

.Like, one struck blind In a labyrinth '; 
‘Of laws which I cannot trace,

I feel that a heart, super-sensitive, 
Is matter quite out of place. .

Yot, bearing a half-flead hope,, I 
search,' '

¿ Wlth a hungey consuming me, . / 
For a clear-cut'proof that bur greatest

um Work, was elected secretary. Mr. 
J. L. Schafer was elected a member of 
the committee, and these three as a 
committee were instructed by a reso
lution offered by Geo. B. Lang, to se
lect in various cities of the-state, as 
their discretion directed, four other 
persons, thUs making the, provisional 
committee to number . seven. ' The 
secretary was Instructed to secure 
from Secretary Mary T. Longley and 
others such names as ' would most 
likely, assist in this work and corre
spond to the end of arousing an inter
est in eveYy city in the state in this 
movement, so that the mass-meeting 
may be a general revival of the Spirit
ualistic forces in Colorado, and estab
lish a state association becoming the

life. ./ ’ ■ ’fe ...
: “I intended that it shoulL be mere

ly a qutet affair,"- Sir-WilH^ a 
representative of -the press, vgp called 
at the famous Bcienti'st’si Kensington 
residence to offer: z.eongratiiiatlons, 
“and I have no Idea who has made 
the matter public property." '

The distinguished ipvontor of the 
Crookes tube, which , opened'the way 
for the amazing discovery of the X 
rays and pther marvpls, ; unbelievable 
to an earlier gener.atipn, has found no 
cause to regret that he. entered tlie 
state of matrimony at the compara
tively early age of jC ' His wife, who 
was Miss Ellen Humphrey,‘is a charm
ing lady. White-haired phd t bearded 
Sir William, brilliaijt Scholar aS he is, 
has still a proper iegard for the nice
ties of appearance, as hie direful dress 
and smartly-waxed. piouptache de
note. 1 '

"Yes,” he said in.reply to; the rep
resentative's questioii; “I cppsidef that 
carriage is the'right sUte fpf a young 
man.” ' ’ ' . ?.: . [1 ■

Sir William has no doubt that im
portant discoveries’In the ¡domain of 
science will be mh^e iij th^next few 
years, but the annouheeinentof a new 
one by himself is ho part of. the p»es- 
,ent celebration. "Discoverieh,” he 
said, “do not come’ when’ we. want 
them; we must waft their time. But 
that great progress will be made In 
the near future I aih eartpin—there 
are Indications of that'in nearly every 
department.of science."’ > ’

Sir William Croltlces, as ’oiir 'readers 
well know, once awakened some con
troversy by his views < upon, psychic 
matters, and the passage pi flip years 

I has-not caused him to alter his Views

éìsslngton

The burglar bared his ’ head, as 
though she were an empress; hij.gaze 
softened. “Come,” he said, be
seechingly, “don’t force me to use vlp-; 
lence.”

“A dead woman!”—she had,wished 
a thousand times she might be that. 
Dead—oh, the joy of it! Over the 
face of Eleanor a strange expression 
swept, a look of reckless courage and 
resolve. "The necklace is an heir
loom,” she said in a cold' cloak tone 
that made him shrink, as 'though a 
lash had struck him, so tinged was it 
with scorn. "Spare me' that for the

wanf' ?fe’. ■' fefefefe--
; Is God’s Igw—IMMORTALITY! .
And there is a world full of folks like

. • .me, .. /
With the same old’ ache in the 

heart,
Who wander about in a tense research 

To find the immortal part. ’
And yet, and yet, we can only wait 

For .time to reveal, the whole; -
Of the'way God,, answers the fathom-7 

less wants
Of. a hungry human soul. ,

I,fly from my world as it used to be 
To the one which we enter next, 

And I ask, “May my angels comfort 
me? ’ fe.- ' ■

. I-am. lonesome and sore perplexed..
There is strange confusion of good and 

bad;
Of wisdom and ignorance.

See! the selfish thrive, and the good

. sake of my dear sister; but my life—-I 
. entreat you to take my life before you 

: go." '
“Madam!” stammered the man, like 

one who doubts his senses.
. She looked him in the face with a 

-gaze that was part entreaty-and. part 
command.- Pride had cast out fear, 
and now her pride was tottering to its 
fall. She had forgotten his national
ity; she remembered only that he was 
a man. How big and strong he 
looked. The glance of him told he 
was of the outlaws. “Shoot me,” she 
continued, "and end forever the 
weariness of a life replete with pain. 
All joy went out of it ten years ago—

• the day my lover died. After that 
my kindred had their way. I wedded 
a brute that they might profit by it, 
for he was rich. I lotHed*him from

■ the first. To be murdered—there is- 
no shame in that, but suicide is odi
ous; it wohld add to my sister’s grief 
over my death the gall of humiliation. 
I must not kill myself. Help me to 
spare her shame, at the same time that 

’ you end forever the woe of my per-
- plexitles.”

She swept her arms backward in a 
gesture of-vehemence,-and the mantle 
slipped from her and lay in a shining 
toll at her feet. On her broad white 
throat the diamonds glittered like a 
band of fire. How beautiful she was! 

- "Oh!” she cried, "I am so wretched,-

' . are crushed. 
But Justice takes.no offense!"

In Violet-Vale in my world-to-be—
■ • For i know you are living there—

■How perfect muBt be the rest to see 
No-Doubt flying anywhere!

The soul immortalized, all the dread 
Of -death in the'world below—

Now read the words I would have you 
see,-— -

-MY DARLING, I LOVE YOU SO!" 
EMMA ROOD TUTTLE.

Berlin Heights, Ohio.

The

wretched. Kill me, I implore,,-in 
mercy’s name.” ; ., .

Her excitement seemed .to, commu
nicate to his blood some ■ answering 
touch'Of frenzy; he sto.od with panting 
breath ' his teeth shut hard together, 
Ills gaze fixed on her face in fascina
tion. The sweat stood on his fore
head in great drops. ■■■■■:

"My God!” he gasped, "I dare not. 
I never meant it, lady. I meant mere
ly to frighten you—I swear. Forgive 
my cursed intrusion, and T will go."

'lie put up the weapon, lifted his 
hat from the-floor and turned away. 
At that moment-from the lower hall 
and rapidly- advancing along its pol- 
isbed T.ijbr there came the sound of 
foo'tfiteps. The woman, with a little 

'imothored cry, threw herself heavily
"^“¿gainst the negro’s breast, and wliis- 

pared with tense passion through her 
’ teeth, “It is my husband. I hate 
i ’ hlm/feate him! Kill me and set me 

free."
¡With a swift motion she undid the 

necklace and thrust it into his coat;
• then lifting her fair round arms, she 

1 - \ firew down to her breast his dark and 
handsome head and laid her cheek on 
w v ».‘tjaiek!—now! now, in mercy!"

. IMPORTANT BOOK.

Pittsburg (Pa.) Press. Gives Its
Views of “The Enigmas of Psy
chical Research," .by. Prof. James 
H. Hyslop. , ’ ■
Reading this' volume through the 

reader wllVno matter how skeptical 
he may’be as to matters of occult na
ture, be compelled to believe there is 
a vast lot of strange things that his 
philosophy never enabled him to get 
at before. ■ The author was formerly 
professor of logic and ethics- at the 
Columbia University and is vice-pres
ident of the Society for Psychical Re
search;’ The volume is a compendium, 
with instructive commentaries, of the 
investigations into psychic research, 
and the arguments he presents are 
given clearly, convincingly and with
out certain sincerity-. • How far he 
may go lir convincing people as-to the 
certainty of the Spiritualistic theory 
may not-be said but having in this 
book gone over, the whole field of the 
supernormal, he .has a right to declare, 
as he does;-that'“science has obtained 
the mantle and heritage of religion 
for the education and direction of hu
man belief, and-the-sooner it takes up 
its duties in .that .field the more im
portant' its - messages =fo man." The 
book before us Is a notable one, and 
the most complete-; of-; any. published 
for years on'the subject with which It 
deal's. The author has made a most 
thorough and., patient investigation 
into very many instances of the .su
pernatural and’he describes them and 
discusses them-.wlth an ability born of 
his mastery—so far-as mastery can be 
attalned^-over the. great subject of 
which he writes. ■ Prof. Hyslop is a 
keen-minded scientist, and reaches 
conclusions only when reason and ex
perience permit him . to reach them.

For sale: at.;the office of The Pro-

magnificence of the state and the 
grand principles for .which it will 
sfend.. ______ ____________

Several of those present expressed in.this. direction. ;’ ’’ tí . 
their thoughts along the lines of the “i published once," ■■hb haitl, "some 
great necessity for organization, not years ago, an account of experiments- 
only, for drawing Into helpful rela- tending to show that outside our scl- 
tionshlp tho Spiritualists, but for the entitle knowledge there .exists á force 
protection of the principles of liberty exercised, by Intçlllgeficp differing 
which our early fathers established In from the ordinary intelligence; com- 
this “land of the free and home of thè mon to mortals. To stop short in any 
brave." : • ;. reseflrch 'that ‘bids, fail* to widen the

The passing of an ordinance in Den- gates of knowledge, ro-’ .recoil- from 
ver and Colorado Springs, In a man- tear of difficulty or adverse criticism 
ner infringing upon the religious m to bring reproach'bn . gçiènce. ■ -L 
rights of the individual, was cited by have nothing to, retract.” I : ■ 
Mr. Marshall and Mrs. Sampson. „ ¡That is Sir-(William's position to- 
These alone call'in clarion tones f<jr day.. "T have nothing i frbshi.to,/say- 
careful and orderly organization, and about psychic 'matterà-,.” hé ÿéclaréd 

'above all for exemplary lives Ion. the yesterday. “I have, undertaken ne 
part of the mediums and Spiritualists 'spécial, résóarch in-that’ direction for 
as-, individuals; that each one’s light twenty-live years.” MeSBages' of con
ni ay so shine that-others seeing it,, gratulation upon thq wbtidfeg jubilee 

: wlll be moved with a spirit of kindll- wer0 received from every part’.of’ the; 
ness rather than a feeling to sneer or world. .. . • • .
condemn. •, , Spiritualists all-over the-'world will
. To whoever this notice, may coms, unite with The. Two'Worlds in-'; 
we hope it will be'considered n per- ¿felly felicitating gir. William and-his 
sonai invitation to write stating the charming wife upon attafriirig. : their 
condition of our beloved cause in your I matrimonial jubilee, - -adding; 'thereto 
locality, and' begin, active work for I the;hope rthat there aré’ Still -many 
this mass meeting which will bo held years of earthly happiness ànd useful- 
sometime before October, that' the1 nega bçfere-them---< efe ’
new state association mây have-repre- ;< ; '

■hoXiion ofhfee^ “I ! A VERYVIGÓRÓúWeAL. 4

•W. C. MARSHALL,-pres. ’; 7—fe"'/ - ■ .
’ 12 67- Pearl Street, Denver, Còlo, fe It Is Made in Beloit ôt'Tçmperance.

JOHN W. RING, Sec’y, ■ -r. ■. I.» ..
• Green Mountain Falls, Çqlp. b ^

/■.‘•/fe-?-.’1 I -with our American- blstfops?'- Are
EXTRAORDINARY-FREAK. they, too, with Christianity, also de- 

, . . .; - . generating? One bishop—Bishop Pot-
Mystery of a- Sinking Chest1—Each ter of New York—

Time Preacher Tries to Raise r saloon business. ■ Anbthpr;. Bishop Time Freacner/ries to Boise MuWoon of Chicago exfeW;the.-goods.
It, It Settles Lower. ,, • . Blglldp Muldoon- fe fl'feoent fecture

■ ~, • on temperance at the Ghtifeh of Our
The Western end of Louisville, Ky., Lady pf Lourdes, Chibado’,faèclâied he 

is greatly exercised over an extraordi- did not- believe iñ- tpt¿l¡';ébstiiftéjic§; 
-nary freak in the shape of an iron box thát liquor is all right'àà^ goodrin its 
that refuses to .be excavated, says the place, and "a,God-given! drink.” - - 
Chicago: Record-Herald. But thé good bishop’ dbeè:not-tell us

Rev. G.- E; Scott, of No. .1534 West wherein it was good or .wherein It was 
- Kentucy street, had occasion this a God-given drink. - fe ■ 4 ; 

morning to do some work in his.frqnt ’ Now, although a: témhér&neè-ìpan, 
garden-.; About six inches beneath. ana a “Son of Tem&i’fiflcefefedò’ hot 
the surface Ms .shovel struek an iron agfee with Bishop Mu^boh,'knowing 
box, nearly two feet across the top. as 1 that all splrltu'dus’“liquors— 
His curiosity, aroused, Mr. Scott under-1 rum gjn> whiskey and’bran^ÿfe-aré the 
took to dig the box from its. resting stin’hoUse products of férìriéhtation 
place. Each, time, however, that he a¿¿ putrefaction; the 'devices of men 
Bleared, away the dirt from the; sides for' money getting, :ànd nót/thé gift of 
and seemed about to reach hisÆpd.the God ? ■ •
mysterious box would . sink a few this writing, I wish-it ¡understood 
inches lower. ; - I have no fight with the makers or

The hole was enlarged on all sides,- venders of spirituous HqUors: my only 
but the same result followed. —Ob- object lg t0 deny the'allogattotí that 
taining assistance the preacher to- „ ls tlie glft oï Qôd;
night reached a depth pf 20 feet, but Au liquoTs are "fire ¡Water," and as 

; is apparently no-nearer the bpx than. gUch-their physiological effects are to 
i When he .started. .    b(lrn and blister the membranes and

The Incident has created, tremen-, tissues; hence the various abdominal 
dous excitement in the neighborhood i flu tlong of babitual drinkers,
and a party will assemble to-morrow blch post-mortem examinations often 
prepared to gain possession of the -■ :
the chest. The box is thought by Tha't gpIrlíuous uqu0‘rá possess cer- 
many to contain treasure. ... I tain medicinal qualities I am free to 

admit; They are stimulant and.excit
ant, but how? By. the Irritant and ir- 

. -, ,,x i rltable effects upon' the prafn_ and 
(lune, America. ) nerves they will drown sorrow .and

My Life, it is to thee, ' : ' drive care away. . But how? By their
Spark of Divinity; '' ’ intoxicating and narcotic effects.

To thee I cling. • ‘ Fearful of their-savage andJdegrad-
If I would thee retain; ■ - - ' • ' Ing effects; I have'hever Tn aRimy.fifty.
Free from the power of pain,’ years’ practice prescribeti they! ...once 
Health, strength and wisdom gain; I as Internal-medication,.- only: as a

Thus would I sing. ' : . " ■ germicide or. microbe killcn :
1 ; 1 . , •I have- seen whiskey’kill-bfed-bugs,

I make my.w-ca 1 or woe, and otbgr Insect life.^ and 'inferred
} ,lt s0-‘- ’ fefe : I .thereby*that; whiskey aé a - .mlcrobe

Tls fair and just. _ ' ~ .klBer might be us^ I
No pomp or power of stufe,. 7/ .. bafe-, therefore, prescriiédilt ¿16-such, 
No wealth, houever great;, . \ bu(; aiways with;the sîfee précaution
T m ™rpllla
’Tis Nature's gift to me,-; -”■ fel. I have also ’seen- wbiBkhy/destrpy
Priceless, yet full and free, w I-plant insects 'and''Vermm; IpaWng no

For me to use; . ■ . \ stain or color. •
It I her laws obey ' ' ' ‘ . I have prescribed whftkej/lù many
And from them never stray,; I cases of eczema,.oily síln-alifl other
Into the dark by way - ■ ’ skin diseases, as a :boay-wfish; -for

And self abuse. - • ■ : pimples, also, and for efilptions of the
nfefetntT, ‘ ' face, for shampoo-or-h^ .and

My real life within, ferfleas ln dogsi butnofeil have l.pre-
Free from disease and sin, Bcribed it for tonic ort vitalizer; be-
w8®!« afe ' ' ' cause whiskey is neithetb«^
Then all the phantoms-flee , r will also adnllt; that spirituous
That long paye tortured_me, : liquors will act as.« pain cure. . “
And I am whole and free, .. .. . - ■ ' ¿U4‘nów? • • : s ? ' T ;-,

By God’s ow£w By simply deadening Ur ¿paralyzing 
, ,J;IATTIE McGASLIN., the-nerves Boriimi^

bt Louis, mo. . All spirituouB iMquorH Sfich as rum,

MY LIFE—HEALING SONG.

If men
of doing right

gresslvA Thlnker/MOlLoomis street, 
Chicago, 111. EricM1.60.

■ The true, incentive to a Useful and 
happy labor must-be pleasure in the 
work itself.—William Morris. -

Mrs. Martha Woolsey Relates Some
Interesting Experiences—The Home 
Circle and tlie Excellent Results 
That FJow Therefrom—Mrs. W. 
Seemed to Pass Iiit-o the Realm of 

: Sonis While Entranced.
To the Editor;—Some time ago I 

wrote you of the progress of Spiritual
ism in our city, and of the passing 
out of one of our noble workers. Her 
husband and brother-in-law, who a 
short time ago' were skeptics, have 
since her death been sitting, and many 
wonderful demonstrations have been 
given us. . The husband; strong physi
cally, has constructed a cabinet and 
sits in it. She has shown herself to 
him and many others in the circle. 
Bright lights float around the room, 
and everything bids fair for some still 
more beautiful .sight. *

A few days ago Mrs. Col. Streight, à 
devoted Spiritualist, invited several to 
her home, to be entertained by Miss 
Eleanor Smith. We went out, twen
ty in number, and as we entered her 
lovely home, the air of welcome per
vaded it, and a most agreable, profit
able and pleasant evening was spent. 
Her son who had passed out about a 
year ago, came back through me, and I 
was thrown to the floor, and without 
my knowing where I was, I was shown I fefygg |o accept the Bible as a thera- 
many beautiful things. It seemed an peutic text book.
age to me, yet it was only a few mo- . QUjnjne ja the most valuable of all 
ments. I seemed to enter a beautiful 1 a doctor who would under
home he had prepared for his dear one take to treat and cure all disease with 
yet on the earth plane. He told me quinine dione would be almost as fool- 
he was free from all pain and suffer- aa js Christian Scientist who 
Ing, and was often in the home. Ihe I undertakes to cure any and every dis- 
brother-in-law of the lady, Mrs, Na-d ease by religious suggestion alone, 
geleiser, who only passed , put one All standard medical works on hyp- 
month ago, Is a skeptic and laughed at nottsm and psycho-therapeutics tell of 
such things. He . was controlled by more miraculous cures performed by 
her spirit, and assured those present I oven atheistic doctors, than by all the 
that we do live and can return. She saints In the* calendar, or all .the 
tried hard to talk through him, but prtests in the Christian Science hier- 
could not. Tablets were ffiyen him archy. This is the reason that Chris- 
and he wrote several beautiful mes- tian Scientists set apart regular days 
sages to her husband, mother; sister, denounce hypnotism.
brother and friends. It was growing practice of medicine Is largely a 
late. . When we prepared to leave the question of diagnosis. Then comes 
many joys, Mrs Streight invited us to I trained judgment to decide wflat 
the dining-room. ■ Pen is inadequate I particular treatment shall be best for 
to do justice to tho ueau.tieq that our t a particular, case. , The competent, 
eyes beheld .In that; chownlMT dining- I well-read-physician is the only , safe 
room ;-tables, ' laden. . with : beautiful æ to whether a tumor can be 
flowers and the choicest of fruits, removed by some religious pow-wow 
cakes cream apd; berries. _ Mr.. Brooks or by knife, forceps and needle.
and I sat at-the head of the . long He knews best whether a /disease 
table, and I sayf,spirit forms lit here Can best be treated by fasting’ and 
and there, seeming to be bringing joy, prayer, or by a dose of castor oiL 
gladnesSrpQace and^ happiness *into Scientific medicine does not ^pretend 
the home, and to eaclv member pres- çurô all diseases. It. _ jéacüés 
ènt. :. L., i ceaselessly for every agency which

We are still going to continue the aneviate suffering or cure dis- 
hoihe circle andscabinet, and will tell eaB0i n rejects all the foolish 
The Progressive Thinker how we are fads and unreliable agencies , con- 
sijcceedlng trpm tlme.Ao time. stantly flung at it by people grossly
’ This litûàthÿmo camé to my mind. I jgnorant of the nature and causation 

,wlll give', it for it may cheer some one. oj ¿i8ea6ej an^ absolutelydncapable of 
to higher and nobler- ■ thoughts, if telling one disease from another.

. they can feel and. know, asr-1 _dp, that : Modern civilization is built' uporf 
the most., he^tlfel; things/, of_ qclentiflc mpdicin’e’. -, That
come ftom.the spirit realm.. .. ChrisH'dn<Sclencé.'lstffdt’régat^
I can feei the anger pre and unmixéd evil.by all, ;|s shown'by'the 

-hapW Lean he; ; • > ' ’ ’ ' TQlIowlng^cphyerçatlon!.-recently o.verT
•For well !■ khèvr- mÿVfcv^ are 'hoard by the writer. Thé speaker; «Iis 

waiting there’, fer-nie.4 ' ’ telling -hls group, of fffendS'.’of . ¡ the
So ’mid.all the toils and sorrows, be .Winders of Christian Science/ A mu- 

1 kind to all .We ■ know; '' < tual friend had been greatly Improved 
Let’s live a true; and happy life while I in health, disposition and tempér. 
; ■ • staying-here below, • ’ "You knowhe used to be a Presbyte-
For if our life' is-pure on earth, and I riaii," said the speaker. ‘.'Christian 

we liv&hereïn love, ; - Sçlence has lifted him out of Presbyte-
We shall, surely-meet our loved ones rianism." ■ ■■ , ■ . •

in that bright'borne above. -I ¡Intelligent people instead of listen- 
• MRS.iMARTHA WOOLSEY', ling to the inane drivel of the Chtls- 

ilndlananolis -Ind. tian Science Scripture, or the dreary
■’ t - • ’ J ’ ' twaddle of Christian Science lectur-

Jesus Christ healed the sick by the 
power of suggestion, operating 
through the subliminal consciousness,. 
As proof, if Jesus was human, it is the 
only way he could have done so. If 
divine, I-ask, would an all-wise God 
cure diseases by some silly, capricious, 
hocus-pocus, or by some definite and 
orderly law, like the law of sugges
tion. The subliminal consciousness is 
the unconscious memory of the or
ganic processes of all the past stages 
of evolution. These memories have 
sunk below the level of consciousness 
and become automatic because of the 

’ development of the higher intellectual 
faculties. The subliminal conscious
ness is the organic and dynamic en
velope of the immortal spirit. It 
can be reached, and the functions of 
the body modified by the various kinds 
of suggestions. The Christian Scien
tists beg the whole question by appeal
ing to the Bible for proof.

They can fortify their position just 
as strongly with the Bible as can tne 
Mormons, the Holy Rollers or the 
Holy Jumpers. The writer belongs to 
the growing class of physicians who

The Good and Bad in Spirit Life—The 
Law of Compensation a Fixed Prin
ciple—Spiritualists Believe in tho 
Golden Rule.
The term, Spiritualism, embraces 

the doctrine of the immortality of the 
soul, the communion of spirits with 
mortals in the flesh, and the ultimate 
salvation of every human being that 
ever lived or will live. Moreover, It 
teaches that our planet is governed by 
natural law—that all the planets—in 
fact the entire solar system is gov
erned by laws unchangeable and im
mutable. That the law of compensa
tion is a fixed principle in the matter 
of rewards here and hereafter. That
we shall reap what we sow. That no 
human being can attain to a condition 
of perfect bliss until his conscience 
shall be at rest, a condition not to be 
attained until he shall have paid the 
full measure of the penalty for the. 
wrongs committed. There will be/ 
ample time in which to square the 
books. But the wrong-doer will suffer 
jugt in proportion to the extent that 
he has violated the laws of his being 
and the laws of justice. A good man 
will be happy in the spirit world,.1'. The 
bad man will be miserable, - but not 
necessarily forever. There will be op
portunities for moral development—to 
do something to blot out the ugly- 
scars on the tablets of his memory- 
in a word, to work out his own salva
tion. Spiritualism teaches that there 
is a God—an over-ruling,omnipresent, 
Deity—that everything that exists Is 
a part of the stupendous whole, of 
which God is the soul, as Pope ex
presses it.

Furthermore, Spiritualism teaches 
that the finite mind cannot compre-' 
hend the Infinite—that the purpose of 
human existence Is a mystery—that ’ 
the origin of life in all of its various 
forms expressed through matter must 
be classified with the mysteries of 
those subtile forces of nature which 
gives color to the flower, odor to the 
fruit and the life-sustaining qualities 
of the vegetable and animal kingdoms. 
The preservation of personal identity 
is maintained as,. a cardinal point in 
Spiritualistic philosophy: We shall 
know our friend. The personality of 
the Individual will be eternal. But 
this tact will not be a bar to the soul’s 
development. We shall never cease 
to grow in wisdom. The highest aspi- 

- rations of the soul 1b possible of at
tainment. The soul never, did and 
never .will aspire to the’attainmeht of 
the impossible.- • ■ -

In a nutshell, Spiritualism believes 
in the Golden Rule, mercy, love, Jus- ' 
tice,’ peace,' truth,’ virtue, the Father
hood of God/ the Brotherhood of Man, ’ 
equal rights for all,- special privileges 
to none, the ministrations of angels, 
religion, honesty, temperance, benevo-

hob produces the .same-effects, only in I reading some such work as Hudson’s 
a lesser-degree. ’Two' ounces, however, mental Medicine or some standard 
will kill a dog.. . ' . ' medical works on Psycho-Therapeutics.

. Bishop Muldoon cannot claim that ' Theologians in general would stand 
spirituous liquors, can supply anything 1 higher in the estimation of the mddl- 
whlch is essential in the nutrltion of cal profession if they read more of 
the system, since we find multitudes of I standard medical works and less of 
individuals maintaining the highest I Patent medicine almanacs. _ 
vigor and activity, both'of body and I _ P?- C" O- CARTER,
mind, without ever employing any one Columbus, Ohio.
of' these liquors as an article of diet, 
while those who indulge in it are al- , ■ ■ - ■ . . . ■ -■
ways ailing. ' ' - makes fools of men and idiots of wo-

That spirituous liquors are incapable- men, leading them Into every manner 
of formlng-any part of-the body is ad- of disorder and crime!' - 
mitted by all intelligent physiologists. In conclusion, God pity the wives of 
They- cannot be converted Into blood, drunken husbands.
brain, bone or* muscle. ■ .God pity, too, the offspring of

I will admit they- are stimulants, drunken parents. _ •
Their first' eftects/are to arpuse the I .Total abstainers are among the hap- 
Bystem, and for a brief season give it Piest on earth.
tone and vigor. ..You feel stronger, To then there is no saintliness in 
the mind is brightened and cheered; I strong drink; to them the cold- 
such Js called stimulation, but it is pressed sap and juices of luscious 
only temporary for th_e stimulation fruits, together with pure milk and 
has become a depressant, and that, I cold living water Us beverages, are in- 
tob, just in proportion to the stlmu- I deed; the true gift of God.
lation, so that nothing is gained in the fee ecclesiastic should ever pro- 
gbdi . nounce liquor, the drunkard s drink,

While the habitual use of liquors, In I "the gift of God!” Such is a libel 
even the most moderate quantities, upon God and a sort of blasphemy! 
might seem to have ho Injurious ef- | Maywood, 111. DR. R. GREER, 
fects, yet it is these very - moderate 
doses that create the . craving, the 
morbid craving, for increasing quan
tities, and which in time makes of the r , „ v t, ..... tm 
moderate drinker a habitual drunkard. This Earth Life Is But the First Step 
■, While some acquire the, drink habit in a Glorious Evolution,
from frequent daily tippling to keep • ---------

LET US HOPE.

up stimulation, others, nnforunately, .jn considering the recent great ca- 
inherit it from law of heredity, by ianljfles which have befallen human- 
which the appetite for it is transmitted lty( including the terrible famine in 
from parent to child. It is a fact, the japan> the earthquake in Formosa, 
drunken mother will generally have the eruption of Vesuvius, the. earth- 
drunken children, like herself, and the quakes and dreadful conflagrations in 
drunken father will have drunken California, we are driven almost irre- 
children, like himself. sistibly to one of two conclusions:

Spirituous liquors, then, being a pow- First—Either that pessimism is the 
erful mental excitant and-lntoxicant, it correct philosophy; that every life is 
is therefore surely within the truth to a failure; that nature is a cruel farce, 
say that half the existing cases of pau- directed by the caprice of an insane 
perism, insanity and crime, and espe- Absolute; or,- ■
cially matrimonial disorders, are due Secondly—That the remorseless
directly or indirectly to this very al- ]aws of nature are beneficial after all;

' . All spirituous ;«Q.uvr_»-«(wu uh nuu,
would only , take the chances gin; -whiskey. and;brandy;Are alcohol, 
right because It is ‘right, in- .but in lesser degreeifehd'ataUqohol: is ■ V. A . I m n« A flirt t A MA Mir. *» Aar • - — A • ■ «’ _ 11 — t r.1 AI Tja A>. * ’■ *— _ _etead of the immediate certainty of

the advantage of doing .wrongs how 
much happier would their lives be,— 
B. R. Haydon.

. - 'We often bavero pay the penalty, in 
our own'persons, of what jye call oth- 
ors to .account for.—Ahom ;i

but In lesser degree ;fendwfelqohol: is 
poison, so all spirituoual"are 
poison, for just llke/otjf^>b^pn,they 
will kill when taken to exp^B... ’

As proof thereof'thejsftongor alco
hol applied to the Bkln'WcotobB an ir
ritant; taken into the stom
ach It will blister the, ' ' "
brape . -Th»

leged gift of God. •
It is estimated-that 5,000 wives are 

annually sent to untimely graves by 
the cruelty of drunken, brutal hus
bands, - ■

■ But why did the good bishop not 
know that such endorsement of this 
Satanic element would only tend to 
encourage a whole nation of the uni
verse, especially old sots, to double 
and treble and quadruple their cups, 
thinking'that if a little of the alleged 
diviné is good, much must be better; 
and so many now may be unwisely, 
tempted to go from bad. to worse.

Better the high - church- dignitary 
had eald, "Touch not, taste not, handle 
not," so as to avoid all appearance of 
evil. ’

Hear the wisdom of the- wise King 
Solomon: <
- 'Wine is a mocker, strong drink-is 
raging, and he who is deceived there
by is not wise.”
. No spiritual journal orrother news- 
jiaper can.’give space sufficient Jo’ tèli 
the amount of sin and shame and suf
fering entailed by this - social cufse. 
All addicted to - its - allurements are 
curtedi disgraced'and ruined by it, 
It-inflamos and tnaddW the brain; it

NO. 866

lence,. the innocent pleasures of life, 
the dignity of labor, the continuity of 
human, life, regarding death as an in- 
cldent.in its course, afid the ultimate , 
attainnifent 'of, oiir highest aspirations.

But Spiritualism does hot believe in 
creéds'.of human origin c'alculatedfeó 
stifle, thè free exercise of that God- 
given, faculty, the intellect. Reason 
and. Common sense must be supreme. 
Man must be governed in his judg
ment by the evidence in the ecclesias
tical domain, as he is in the practical 
affairs of life.. As nothing occurs in 
this present age contrary to natural 
law, Spiritualists cannot conceive that 
there ever .was a time when there . 
were such occurrences, for the reason 
that these natural laws are unchange
able., 'The supernatural implies a sùs- 
pension of some one or more of these 
natural laws.

Then Spiritualism as the religion of 
naturalism—a religion based upon 

.facts as irrefutable as the laws of 
mathematics—a religion based upon 
the fact that the. .spirits of dead men 
and women have held conversations 
with the mortals of earth—a fact dem- 

■ onstrated beyond all question by such 
eminent scholars and 'scientists ' as 
Prof. Hyslop of Columbia University, 
Rey. Minot Savage, Prof Crookes, the 
greatest scientist of the age, Prof. 
Camille Flammarion, the great French 
astronomer, Alfred Russel - Wallace, 
one of England's most learned, men, a 
salesman whose name is familiar all 
over the world, and scores of others.

That Spiritualism has been known, 
though, without a correct understand
ing as to its real significance, from 
time immemorial is now a well known 
fact. Through all the ages of the past 
there are recorded manifestations of 
unseen .powers. The history of Joan 
of Arc shows that she possessed occult 
powers. She heard the voices of the 
spirits. Controlled by the spirit of 
some great general, her military 
achievements have been the wonder of 
.the ages. Joan was a medium—that 
was all. The Bible is full of Spirit
ualism, spirit return, together with 
many of the spirit manifestations as 
may be witnessed to-day. are recorded. 
No Bible student will deny this state
ment. The natural laws that permit
ted these angels to visit their friends 
2,000 years ago still -exist. Natural 
laws never change. Hence the angel 
visitors of the present day.

J. A. WERTZ. 
Anderson, Ind.

that this earth life.is but the first step 
In a glorious evolution; that death, at 
whatever time, and in'-whatever man
ner, is a merciful change for the bet
ter.

Does'it not give us'ground for hop
ing and believing that death is but a 
birth into a higher and better form of 
existence? C. C. CARTER. ■■

Columbus, Ohio.

Growing Wenk.
Salvation by faith is growing weak. 

People are beginning to see that char
acter is more Important than' belief; ’ 
that virtue is above all creeds; 'Civil
ized people no longer bolieve in a;God’ 
who will damn an honest, generous 
man. They see it. Is not-honest to of
fer1 a- reward. for belief. The ■ prom- 
ise? of’reward is’not evidence. It is 
an attempt to .'bribe. -, If God-wishes 
hlsichildren.to.believe, he should fur
nish,evidence. He should not’ endeav
or to malfe.promises and throats take 
thè place of facta. .To.offer- w reward 

’for credulity. Is. dishonest and immor
al—infamous.—Ingersoll.

QUEEN SUMMER.

In wood and field the sunlit green 
-Smiles to the sky above her;

The sky adorned in-azure sheen, 
Bends o’er/ a happy lover.

Within the branches overhead 
I hear the wind’s low moaning;

And 'mongst the flame-tipt clover's 
- -bed,... .

The bumble-bees’ low droning.
The humming-bird darts in and out, 

Exploring Nature’s bowers, 
Nor questions, .with delicious doubt, 
, To kiss Earth’s . fairest flowers.
In mystic music of the breeze, 

I hear Queen Summer singing;
She's hung her hammock 'neath the 

trees, • '
And i am in It, swinging.

In undulations gently slow, 
. I feel the tree-tops swaying, 

While Summer breathes in music low 
. The love-thoughts .she is saying.

In-lazy listlessness I lie, 
Nor thought nor care oppresses— 

In heaven of dreamy ecstasy. 
With Summer’s sweet caresses, 

“ ’ ' JAS. C. UNDERHILL, 
Hanlmond, Ind. - .

Kooks are frlenda ’that ' never

»

' If we could read the secret history 
pf our enemies, we should find In each 
man’s life' sorrow .and suffering 
enough to disarm all hostility,—:Long- 
feliow. , ' ,

More helpful than all wisdom is one 
.'draught of slmnle human pity that 
win not forsake us.—George Eliot

takes.no
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tetter Number Three.

Written Through tlie Mediumship of 
Mrs.-Carlyle Petersilea.

t know that many will cavil at what J-XX, and think that we 
cannot have a. Capitol „ j
ceptlona and so.forth in the b itua 
world; but let-those who talk thus teR 
what we do have. Do such persons 
think that we just float around in 
space, or, the ether, wihout aim or ob- 
iect? If they-so think, they are qei-- 
tainly mistaken.' We are very busy 
people indeed and do, on a higher■and 
more Improved scale, almost exactly 
as the highest and best of earth do<- _

Now the time came
Uon. and I. arrayed kt
attire for this Is but natural.' We, »Ke 
yourselves, clothe ourselves 
feel; and Melt yery festive indeed^ 
. Would you not like to know, how_ I 

looked, or rather, how I was dressed? 
First, then, I have two good eyes now. 
and my dear husband tells me that 
they are wonderfully sparkling and 
bright. • My hair is no longer - grey» 
hut it Is Iqng, soft, thick, and I coll it 
around, my head somewhat like, a 
crown, and fasten It with a spailtling 
diamond pin. My form is rounded and 
somewhat as it used to-be when I was a ?ouug girl on earth but now mor 
exquisitely refined and beautiful. There 
are no longer any wrinkles in my face 
or forehead, and my p"? “’ 
softly brilliant. My dress would' ap
pear to those of earth like a pearl- 
colored silk, and a white gauze> yml 
was thrown over my entire foim, 
trailing all about me and far out be-

Letters From the Spirit World Regarding Influences.

pictures-I had seen of her; and all 
th,e.counterparts of the men, whom I 
have mentioned, were there. Of 
course there were, perhaps, hundreds 
whom ! did not know personally.

■ Then- Wendell Phillips, Ingersoll 
an,<i many others made short speeches 
of welcome and commendation. Hen
ry Ward Beecher made a ling speech, 
and others also spoke. A great oper
atic singer sung a beautiful song.. Ole 
Bull played a delicious solo, , and 
Beethoven gave us one of his grand 
sonatps., Mozart played a heavenly 
composition, and Franz Liszt and 
Carlyle Petersilea played a duet to
gether. A grand overture was played, 
on an extremely large organ by Han- 
dej, and Haydn gave another, . Fanny 
EJssler danced an angelic, fairy dance..

Now ¿cannot mention all that took 
place a; this grand, reception, for. 4 
wóqld weàry thè patience of the readi
er and alsq the medium and the editor 
of The Progressive Thinker, but it was 
a heavenly arid grand reception. And 
now, all took places around the. large, 
long table. George Washington at 
the head and Martha at the opposite 
enti. Mrs. Mary A. Livermore was 
seated at the right of the father of
his country, and each and every one of 
the others were seated appropriately.klemliUdnn a<is I Then George Washington raised his 

complexion, is iey- and toward that wWch is

‘lUahXndewaS to be at the » 
tion when I should qj'rive with MrSa 
Mary-A. Livermore, and 1 wet “ . 
group of other spirits going to . the 
Capitol. These were Mrs. Livermore s । 
near and dear friends. They Ba.lu^d. 
me, saying: /She waits for you, .Ab
by;” arid this delighted me much, but 
we overtook them by the time they 
reached the door of the capitol, and 
my own friends were ajso there await
ing us. I forgot to mention that 1 
carried a large bouquet of very choice 
brilliant flowers.

I think you would like to know how 
Mrs. Livermore was dressed.

Mrs. Livermore, being so lately, 
born into spirit life, still retailed 
somewhat of her earthly appearance. 
Her hair was yet slightly Btey. Her 
eyes were large, deep, brilliant, and 
the soul that looked out through them 
said as plainly as could be: I am 
that I am, and belong to the great 1 
mb, and am the worthy equal of man; 
not his inferior, nor his superior, but 
his other half; and ope half can have 
no rights that do not belong equally to 
the other half." Her dress was flow
ing like my own, but of a slightly 
darker pearl or opaline, with ®a.ny, 
many tints; for earthly condlMons 
and troubles still vexed her a little, 
heaven had not as yet swept all these 
things away, they still' encompassed 
her like so many cobwebs that tne 
breezes of heaven would soon dissi
pate Her veil looked like pale, 
green gauze,'and just above the fore
head was gathered and fastened by a 
bright and glittering Star. She also 
carried a bouquet of atapranthri. Her 
bearing'"whs -■ very seltqiossesfled, 
queenly and dignified. -

-As we entered, the orchestra-struck- 
up a glorious and triumphant strain. 
I glanced at the musicians to see who 
might be playing, and there I saw Ru-- 
binstein, Ole Bull, Carlyle Petersilea-, 
Franz Liszt, and very many Others 
■whom I did not know; and seated on 
an elevation above these were Handel, 
Haydn, Chopin; and further above 
these were Beethoven and Mozart. 
There were others also whom I did 
not know, and these last seemed to be 

- the leaders of the orchestra.
There was a raised platform at the

higher still, and called upon the-high- 
est io assist women to equal rights 
with their sons, brothers, and hus- 
bandq;'and then we all ate of spiritual 
food and drank of spiritual elixir, 
which is not an intoxicating beverage, 
blit sparkles like red wine—the red 
wine of life—and toasts were given 
and drank. Gentle, subdued mirth 
passed frpm one to the othqr, and 
sweet smiles and good wishes. Then 
resolutions were passed, and many of
thepi adopted, as to the best ways and 

' ’ ’ " earth and its in-means to help the 
habitants..

Some may ask at 
these things, such 
and so forth, real, 
baked from clay

this point: "Were 
as crystal, china, 
tangible things, 

and made from

They Come Unsolicited and Uiijier .Various Condi- 
ditions Just as Easily, sq Fan a$ Gia be Ascertained 
by Mortals, as by Request andjn tfe Seance Room, 
and Deliver Their Messagesqgf -i^ve and Uplift^ 
ment in the Peaceful Sanctuary of the Home, and 
Out Upon the Star-lit Highways oCyfe..,

Whence They Come? What Their Purpose? c
wnsFP ¿Mute

will entitle 
anyone with

sander No, they were not; but they 
were representations of such things In 
their highest forms. Such things, to
gether with Inventions of all kinds, 
originate within the minds of man
kind, arid on earth are clothed with 
material substance; here, thb 
thought, or Invention, Is clothed with 
spiritual substance and arranged to
gether by cheinical action.

George Washington once had a ma
terial body the same aS the crystal and 
china, He now has a spiritual body; 
but Inventions and thoughts here are 
clothed by the spirits of mankind 
with proper chemical, spiritual sub
stance.

Short speeches were now in order; 
and after some others had made a few 
remarks, Mrs. Livermore was called 
upon to make a speech.

I cannot repeat verbatim just the 
words she said; but she gist of her re
marks I can give you. She said in 
part:-”While on the earth I tried to do 
the work I felt that higher powers 
had given me to do.' How well I suc
ceeded you must surely know, but I 
did not accomplish tine-halt of that 
which In my. early womanhood I hoped 
to'db.’ Ah', hutaanlty moves but' 
slowly out of its established ruts. I

far end from the main entrance, some
what like those you have on earth, 
and behind a glittering, golden table, 
sat the father of his country—George 
Washington. Then, ranged on either 
side, were Jefferson, Thomas Paine, 
and a number of others whom I did 
not recognize; then there were Wen
dell Phillips, William Lloyd Garrison, 
and others whom' I did not know by 
sight; then came Henry Ward 
Beecher, Robert G. Ingersoll arid 
Phillips Brooks.

Now there were many, many oth
ers, but in the daze and whirl of ex
citement I could not remember who 
they were. Among the ladies I no- 

. tieed Frances Willard, and near Rob
ert Ingersoll was Franz Petersilea. 
Just back of George Washington, and 
floating above him, was a female, form 
bearing the American Flag, and wav
ing it too and fro, and I read in 
sparkling letters in one corner of it,.

Theology, of a High Indian Spirit.
In the early days of- spirit' com

munion a great and wise spirit was 
communicated- with, and when, ques
tioned about the being;- nature and at
tributes ot God, his reply was:

"When I was ip your material con
dition I could talk for hours on the 
subject, and it wad my profession to 
instruct- in them, but ’now that I have 
trod the highways of heaven for a 
thousand years, I pm sRent, .dumb/’..’,.

. At any of our interviews . with 
spirits, when the subjects of God or 
religion were broached, we could not 
get an answer; thp.'sjiirit became si
lent instantly when a question touch
ing these subjects was. asked.

“Don’t ask such Questions. We are 
not allowed to answer them,” was the 
reply when pressed closely.

The only one wlio ever approached 
these subjects was Blue J’acket, and he 
merely expressed his own opinion. I 
had implicit confidence in his wlsdpm 
and truth, so I questipped him one 
night.

“Blue Jacket, .thq night you con
vinced us, you told .us you had been 
eighty years in spjrlt life, but while 
in a material body you believed In the 
Great Spirit.”

“Yes, and j believe ip Him still," he 
replied.

"Now, did you ever see God during 
that eighty years?" .

"Now, Chief, I want to talk to you. 
I am only a poor Indian. I never 
learned to repd bpOkq or write on pa
per, but eyen a poor Indian kitows 
some things/ I see the Great Spirit 
everywherp rind in everything—not 
with outward eyes, but with my soul. 
Now let me ask- ydu a'question; Do 
you believe that ,w.e who Have passed 
through death are ip a higher and 
better condition than you are at pres
ent?” "

“Yes,”, said I, "t am confident you 
are.”
' “Well, let ine tell you there are oth

ers as much higher than us as we are 
than you, and when wo approach them, 
they tell us that there are others be
yond them and ad much superior to 
them as they are to us or we arento 
you. All the conditions of life are 
like links In a great chain, and that 
chain reaches away—we don’t know

thought I should live long enough on 
earth to see woman in her rightful 
place; but It was not so to be; yet, 
she is a decade nearer to it. To see 
her stand equal with man, side by 
side, was the one great desire of my 
earthly life; and for this I worked 
with Voice and pen.

“Now, I am Here, and I still desire 
to go on with my work. I wish an ap
pointment. I desire to have assigned ■ 
to me a position, or place, where I can 
help woman far more than I was able 
to help her when with her on the 
earthly plane.

“I thank you, kind friends, and ex
alted spiritual beings, for the honor 
you are pt- this time conferring upon 
me. May I be worthy of your kind 
regards. I am but new-born and 
Weak, as yet, in the spiritual life. 
Many of you have been here so long 
that you are gloriously perfect and 
beautiful, and all-powerful in good 
works. I desire to be one with you, 
to grow toward perfection as you have 
grown, and never to become weary 
In well doing.

“Once more I sincerely thank you 
all for this great honor.”

She was pale and trembling, but 
rays of brightness were emanating 
from her in all directions. All now 
arose, and the Father of His Country 
approached Mrs. Livermore, and 
placed upon her brow, as she knelt

Barbara Frletche! ,
There were seats ranged around , 

this extremely large auditorium, but ( 
in the center was a large table spread J 
with snowy, shining material, and the , 
table was set with crystal, silver and 
gold. The most brilliant flowers also ' 

. decorated it, together with China and 
'jauanese dishes, also the finest and 
best of English and American ware. j

The great hall was decorated with , 
palms, ferns, and many small, beauti- ; 
ful. flowering shrubs, that I had never 
before seen. The walls fairly blazed ! 
with shining jewels, and beautiful 
bouquets of flowers were set on small 
tables and within niches everywhere.

As we entered, George Washington 
arose, together with those who 
sat near him. He spread forth his 
hands as we approached. The music 
ceased and silence reigned supreme. 
Two other ladies approached us and 
escorted us to the front of the plat
form or dais. In my embarrassment 
I did not notice who they were, but 
they were in shining white attire, with 
long, flowing veils.

Now, dear friends, I cannot repeat 
just what the father of his country 
said, but among other beautiful and 
touching phrases, I heard'the words; 
“Welcome to the spiritual zones! Wel
come to the real life, thou pearl 
Amongst women! They call me ' the 
father of my country, but thou art the 
mother of mothers, anti the mother of 
the eaqual rights of mothers, with 
those of the fathers, In aiding to gov
ern the country that the fathers 
fought, bled, and died for!”

As he uttered the word die, he swept 
a circle with his hands and arms. 
“But they are not dead. Many of 
them arc here with us on this memor
able occasion, and all live and still 
love their country. The country of 
their adoption. The country . where 
many were born and reared.”

I inay not have given the president's 
exact words, but the gist of bls ■ re
marks I have given as well as I could 
through an earthly instrument. ;

lie spoke nt some length, and then 
the orchestra struck up, “My Country 
’Tis of Thee, Sweet Land-of Liberty,” 
and so forth.

Among tho ladies I noticed the 
swebt. motherly face of Martha Wash
ington. I recognized it by. the many

before him, a beautiful jeweled 
crown; and the jewels spelled these
words: “Queen Among Women!"

------ -—<11 ■ 
where^p^iliV ¿¿eat Spirit Is In ev
ery link.”. \. y i • . ..

In thaf ïsffpple';but sublime philoso- 
phy l rest, feejipg . that the Great 
Spirit Is Xn mç^and I injiim. .

It was jepqrted that jane of old 
said: “Don’t loojt- here, or there, for 
the kingdom, of .God is within you.”. 
Yet in tills age of reason - we -find pro
fessed disciples pf that ideal man de
pending btr outwftr.d forms and corer 
mpnieq. •” -, ..... •

My dear Mr.’Editor, a few days ago 
an Episcopal priest; baptized a child In 
water .which he bpd brought from tho 
Jordan <jn ’a recept , pilgrimage, àpd 
some time, liqfoire b iMhMic prie.st ex-, 
hibited a little bit of Totten wood tor. 
the “adoration” of the people, assur
ing then! that 'lt was 'a pièce of the 
“true cross.” All this sort of thing 
reminds me 'of À devout man who was 
traveling’ In'Europe. When shown a 
head of -John-the-Baptist, he crossed 
himself pioiisly, Saying, “Glory to 
God! That‘iri the seventh head of the 
blessed Baptist I have Seen since I left 
home." Poor - man, if he had stayed 
at home and loved God and his fellow
men, it--might have been better for 
him.

This short tetter is only parenthet
ical, andrl'long to get back and tell 
more about the strange doings in our 
Old Corner-House.’. My next letter will 
tell of ft- epre of Mrs. H. by Blue Jack
et, even more strange-than the levita
tion cui'e.. -.The reader will please re-, 
member that I do not employ the 
broken English of thé Indian, but my 
own language-¡with which I am more 
familiar- ., • ”

We believe the assertion true that 
there ip not a human being but what 
to a greater or less extent feels the ef
fect of the spiritual influences that 
surround us. Where do they-, origi
nate? Some of them are the impres
sions of’decornate beings that are 
either seeking to help or hinder those 
who are impressed, and sometimes 
they are the effect of the mental and 
spiritual forces which emanate from 
those who are still'in mortal life. It 
is difficult if- not impossible in every 
instance to know, whether the influ
ences-we receive are impressed upon 
us by those on the astral plane, or 
from those who are still on the earth 
plane of existence!

The spiritual development of' the in
dividuar largely determines what those 
influences shall be. Habits of life 
either ' weaken oi strengthen the indi
vidual power that will enable it tè re
pel what is prevented when they know 
that it is detrimental. Persons having 
a passionate; yearning for. intoxicants, 
and Jtnpwjng that it is having a demor
alizing effect upon their life, will if 
not yvlth a strong inherent moral force 
be controlled by ¡whatever influences 
they may at the time be surrounded 
with, When what may be termed the 
law of criminology is better .under
stood, punishment for wrong acts will 
be superseded by the removal of the 
patients to environments where they 
will not,feel the oyershadowing influ
ence of those degenerate forces. Hu
man life has. only recognized disease 
as the disorganized unnatural condi
tion of the physical system; but with 
its higher development it is coming to 
the knowledge of the fact that moral 
perversity is also disease, and should 
be treated with more effort to remove 
the causes than those that merely af
fect the. physical system.

Some by! their'more perfect physical 
development are more immune to dis
ease germs than those are whose phys-
ical forces are not so strong; and so in 
a floral .sense, some feel the influence 
of the morally degenerate forces, and

I have received letters which ren
der It necessary fqr me to state that I 

have nothing with anyone’s re-, , . „ .... - __ ___
llgion. • TJmre-.are. but two classes even wheri'anxlous to free themselves 
which I aJm.Xreach:. The first is from its Influence flnd it difficult,
composed of out-spoken materialists, Some by the moral and spiritual devel- 
and the secqndls of those who profess opment of their lives are immune to 
to believe (as Presbyterians, say, “the any influences b\it those of the higher

move on the Unes which-they dictated, 
and it .was also apparent that : they 
were directed by superior. Influences, 
and it is recorded that when they be
came self-exalted to that extent that 
they refused to acknowledge .the fact 
that there were forces - superior to 
them and tp whom they,;Phquld yield 
obedience, their power of leadership 
was removed from them and placed In 
the hands of those /who .would -úse It 
according to the wili of the higher 
powers.

Many are mediumistic and are not 
conscious of the façt, and -there is- 
whe/e great danger lies; they receive 
impressions and do pot know but.that 
they are the operation of their own 
mind, when it may be the .influence 
.from entities on either the astral or 
physical planes of life whose, thoughts 
on certain subjects are-strong enough 
to influence the sensitives, and some
times cause them to act op. lines which 
In their normal state their better 
judgment would condemn.

We cannot any of .us escape being 
impressed by the Influences that sur
round us, but we can avoid being con
trolled by them unless we have abso
lute knowledge that tjiey are worthy 
of our recognition. The only safe 
course to pursue Is to develop the 
positive character that will not sur
render its Individuality to any entity 
foreign to its own, but at the same 
time can open the door to influences 
when they know that by receiving 
them benefit will thereby come to their 
lives.
‘ The influences that Impress the. in
dividual with the intellectual faculties 
well developed and devoid of .moral 
development Is of ap entirely different । 
character from the impressions one re
ceives that has both his intellectual 
and moral faculties highly unfolded. 
They are of such a nature that com
parisons cannot be. mad,e between 
them. The moral and spiritual facul
ties represent thé highest- planes of 
life, and when they can have the in
tellectual faculties as assistants, life 
is made more powerful for good.

1 Without the normal unfoldme.nt. of 
the spiritual faculties life 16 unpro-

,Naine_

CHILDREN’S FRATERNAL HOME.

A Statement of Its Humano Objects 
and Methods.

To the Editor:—Learning when in • 
Los Angeles, that from diverse Spirit
ualistic sources friendly inquiry had 
been made of late concerning the 
Children’s Fraternal Home; its pur
poses and workings, It- occurred to me 
that a letter through your columns, 
direct from, the Home, might be. of 
real Interest. . , - - . .

As matron, of the home since, its in
ception, Jan. 1, 1902,1 may be able to 
cover the ground of said inquiries sat
isfactorily, which would be a sincere 
pleasure. However, a quotation from 
our circular of last year will be most 
appropriate to begin with, as it ex
presses clearly our primary object and 
purpose. Let me say that from the 
reading of the book Oahspe, our meth
ods suggested themselves; and in this 
inspired book, ilight is beautifully and» 
spiritually Interpreted. . A

“Our organization is constituted In 
affiliation with what to us Is known as 
the organic spirit or angel spheres. 
We distinguish between the organic 
spirit spheres and the inorganic. We 
are Falthists in the One Father 
(mother) (matron), the Creator, tho 
Almighty. To this source'we look for 
light and help by which to do our 
work. We are in communication 
with and work in-intelligent co-opera
tion with, the angels of the organic 
spheres, who serve the wisdom and 
love of the AU One * * » in council 
with them, under the Almighty, we de
vise ways and means by which to best 
carry on the work here. We counsel 
together before the altar consecrated 
to the service of light, truth and use
fulness in Jehovih’s, the Creator’s 
name.

“Our organization is divided into 
the Children's Home, and its manage
ment, and a Lodge and its manage-

She was then assigned her place 
with a band of ladies whose pleasure 
it was to work for the inhabitants of 
earth for the enfranchisement and ele
vation of woman.

The organ now pealed forth a 
grand Te Deum, and we separated for 
this time to return to our happy 
homes and the work that we delighted 
in doing.
. You of earth may think this is a 
very poor sketch of heavenly things, 
but the medium is weak and ill, and 
I have done the best I could through 
her under such circumstances. *T 
hope to be able to do better the next 
writing.

I know there are those who will 
cavil at whatT have written. Many 
will say that those of earth cannot 
know just how- it is in spirit life. 
Now, I ask’ such in all seriousness, 
why cannot you? If we can control 
mediums to write, speak, and give 
long messages, why may there not be 
those whom we can control to give you 
some of the passing events that trans
pire here with us? But, whether you 
think so or not, such is the fact.

Heretofore,-the world below was not 
ready to receive such things, but now 
it 1b' nearly ready. A spiritual being 
is not an intangible nothing, "or next 
to’nothing, but a real, thinking, act
ive beirig; far more so than when in a 
heavy ’material body; and we must, 
necessarily, have all such things as I 
have been describing. And why can 
not I describe them, pray, if I can 
flnd the right medium through whom 
to tell about them?

Yours- for humanity and spirituality, 
" ' ABBY A. JUDSON. , 

(Tobe continued.)

“The Attainment of .Womanly Beau
ty of Form and Features. : TheCultiva- 
tlon of Personal Beauty, Based on, Hy
giene and Health Culture. By twenty 
physicians and specialists. Edited by 
Albert Turner.’’ Of special Interest 
and value. - Price SI.

“Talmagean inanities, incongruities, 
Inconsistencies and Blasphemies; a Re
view of Rev. T< DeWitt and Rev. Frank 
DeWitt -Talmage's oft-repeated attacks 
upon Spiritualism.” By Mose» Hulk 
Price, 10 cents. ’

ment. (Not chartered.) I
“The main purpose of the latter is । 

to devise ways and means by which i 
the needs of the Home may be sup- । 
plied. The members of both Home- । 
and Lodge are vegetarians. They 
also abstain from liquor, tobacco and 
drugs of unnatural stimulation.

“The core of the movement ,)s the 
children. (Gathered wholly from the 
outcast and orphaned in the world.)

“For them we Uve, for them we sac
rifice, for them we labor.” So much 
for the circular.

Being Spiritualists, because we have 
solved the truth of Spirit return and 
communion, and ’Faithists, because a 
fixed faith, has’ become ours, in the 
presence in all things of a supreme 
personal intelligence, a . Great Spirit, 
whose personality is by certain Spirit
ualists named “Jehovih,” it will be 
easy to infer that' these principles will 
be among the most important we' shall 
teach the little brothers arid sisters 
whom we have fo.und and taken In 
recognition of "Jehovih’s” universal 
parenthood. ' *

In fact the four now in the Home 
■Whom we have been privileged to 
teach these things, and to instill with 
the thought of a Great Vital Spirit, 
alive in all things and that in their 
associates, both mortal and spirit, are 
brothers arid sisters to love and enjoy 
and unfold with, we caff assure you, 
manifest fine results. Let me send 
you their photos, recently taken.' Two 
from the lowliest'possible conditions,- 
outcast; two from Wedded - parents, 

• who, for reasons of their own, gave 
their daughters wholly to us, by 
adoption. J could not describe their 
loveliness, as like choicest flowers, 
they unfold. As any particularly 
medlumistic gift shall manifest In any 
of them, according-to our understand
ing and ability will such be carefully 
studied, guarded and developed. At 
the age of six It is our purpose to have 

! all children here taken, sit for actual 
“angel communion” that they may be 
convinced early of spirit return. Is 
this not building toward true Spirit
ualism?

To you we enclose one of the circu
lars from which we have quoted. 
Hosts of the Spiritualist friends hero 
have sepn and.read it, as we were at 
camp, “on-household” last year, fully- 
equipped with circulars. . How much I 
might write, not possible in an article

soul of man Is immortal”), but cannot type. Such individuals can when duty 
realize that fact. To those who sin- calls entpr places that would be dan- 
cereiy believe; that “the love of God is J gerous and may be fatal to those on a 
shed abroad in their hearts,” and that lower plane of development.
they will''live'?’with, him forever, I. When necessary to prevent the 
have nothlrig^ to Shy. They have spread of disease? that are contagious 
taken th'elr cariH'td a higher court. and to better control them where they

obi thOS. HARDING. exist, the practice is in civilized com- 
SturgUB, taih!? munities tq quarantine such sections,

11 pro b$continued.) and the Influences of tlmse diseases
I ln | can by such a proceedure’ be better

r i.i. I .i.lll. '। 1 in । .in.. brought under the control of the 
limited as' thie must necessnrllv be I hlSh®r forces on the Physical plane 

at where such diseases exist, and so with 
the diseases of the moral and spiritual 
life; the hlfiher forces of that plane 

th^nnpt can Quarantine the lower moral ' tails of Hip Ip the Home of the past meajg and £ben destroy them. 
•nfUltnyvftrS“n<mnU^?tv th^nUwi «^1^ £reat la'v of Influences Is making 
o£ Its vera simplicity, than was anticl- deBtroying human , organizations; 
pated. ‘jQip fraternal spirit is not the litlcal an(J rel^Ious sy8tema 
finirnq la «avtoma and nrnhan' SwaVed riy that mighty force, none are

80 strong that they can be exempt, If. ages, in generate 'this Home Is tHe lnilueDOes thatare working for a 
nf nithnr higher moral and spiritual develop- represeptM. Bpt this is pot of either nient are dominant, it is apparent even 

uor» t0 the exterri'ar vision. ’ If tl/forces 
nt.vi f - } ,U 8 a tha.t are working for moral degener-

i1 < ev?r, acy are dominant, it is also seen.
n n .herein being but The great QCe^n of thought forces

far anph^ImVtn in ’WhiCh “^e live and move and haV6 
movement, bhllding for such time tn our is la its manifestations

Her ,yndDS fe0naigath?fed' termed telepathy or thought transfer- 
hPiemtandIng of fra- rencSi -which with the large majority 

ternity will lead them to build more of individuals affects them uncon- 
vp^mnrn’nJin^uv^nnd °a^ sciously; as we manifest our life, its

toward pleasures and duties, blit few of us 
Univ^Rfi1!°f rec°enlzed realize that the dominant thought of

J find n.nnn Ibo aS® aad »^0» Which TO live 18
,t8, »‘OV®’ the having an influence upon our lives or

daiiy life of the home has been the otherwise Few mInds t 
fa&ir ^u.s®^ld8' enough to dominate those influences 

»uay and hiake them subservient to their In- 
aiff an f Insttt,u‘ dividual thought forces; and when 

they do they are termed the creators 
usual households est-abl shed by two of thought, and many times those 
loving hearts, wedded only in that sev- gUpp0Sed creators are only the medi
eval adults drpwn together by mutual ums through which is transmitted a 

“®*p’dS8 (infant) ' humanity, higher thought from the spiritual or 
'W®ddeA^em.SelVe8 tVUCh e£for 1 a astral plane of being. The great re- 

s,prT.rty’.» PO88®ss*°n> formers of the world, those who start-
S P°wer®'making It possible. ed the movements that overthrew the 

T»e two or three (never more than 0]di or established new political and 
three) adults permanently In the reitgiOus systems; with all of their 
Hp™e’Siv® i-heir all and their services, I force of character they were “as clay 
while the two-outside provide means. I ¡n the hands of the potter” who was 
DuaJ / »bndS ?aVe °“asl°nal|V alded molding them into forms qualified to 
with both money and useful supplies, do the work for which they were in- 

. one or two coming out to serve tended.
• x, » , , It is recorded in human history thatAll has gone well from the first, de-1 rule almost unanimous has been 

spite any appearance to- the contrary that whenever any great reformatory 
1 a^ any ti®e> and ttiese wiling servants WOrk, for instance, was in need of a 

will continue to serve, and the pre- positive thought, fqrce to direct it, that 
clous fraternity grow. The little force was made manifest, in some indi-

I a j8 aave a a fed’ viduals who by the power of their
cl®p®d-'»atbed, dressed and undressea thought over the mutltiude, assumed 
and directed in their play and daily the leadership, and by the power of
association, taught and trained and their influence caused the mass to
sewed for. Great care lias always
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to receive by return mall, FREE TO TRY, a 
DOLLAR PACKAGE ot Dr. Van Vleck’s 
wonderful 8-fold Absorption Treatment, to
gether with our valuable new book in coloxfl. 
(AU plain wrapped). > •

FREE $1.00 COUPON

Address—-------------------------------- '■-------------------- —
Only one trial package to one address.

■ Evety person cutting but and sending1 
us the above coupon at once will get—• 
Free to try—our complete new three-' 
fold absorption cure for Piles, Ulcer, 
Fissure, Prolapse, Tumors, Constipation 
and all rectal troubles. If you are fully 
satisfied with the benefit received -you • 
can send us one ■ dollar. If not, you 
have only to say so, and It costs you 
nothing; you decide after a thorough 
trial. It Is curing cases ot 30 and 40 
years' standing, as well as all the 
earlier stages. Act now and save your
self perhaps untold suffering, for plies 
lead to^fistula -and the deadly cancer. 
Our three-fold treatment cures to stay 
cured, because It is constitutional as 
well as local, and we want you to try It 
at our expense. Send no money—just 
the coupon—to Dr. Van Vleck Co.) 
X030 Majestic Bldg., Jackson, Mich.' 
Write to-day.

tected, subject to influences that will 
work its demoralization. ,

Human history has the record of 
characters that were intellectually 
brilliant but so devoid ot the moral 
sense that they were incarnate devils, 
controlled by the lower elements of 
life on both the physical and astral 
planes of being.

In the development of life the abso
lute recognition of thp supremacy of 
the Intellectual faculties should be 
made, arid then strive to develop all of 
the subordinate forces of life, having 
them work harmoniously with the 
spirit. Then will life not only pro
gress rapidly, but the foundation on 
which it rests will be.the rock of ages. 
Our modern civilization has In the last 
one hundred years wonderfully de
veloped the mechanical forces of life, 
with power to more perfectly under
stand and control the formerly un
known elements In nature’s labora
tory; but If legitimate progress is to 
be made, the fact must be recognized 
that the influences that have worked 
for that wonderful .development must 
be subordinate to tlie wo’rk that is ben
efiting human life as a whole, and not 
for sqlfish purposes, giving one class 
power to control the other classes, pre
venting them from having the benefit 
to be derived from the development of 
nature’s resources. That fact must 
be admitted because it is one of the 
spiritual elements, but if it is not, our 
modern civilization with all of Its abil
ity to control the elements of-the phys
ical world, cannot prevent it from fol
lowing in the procession of the ancient
civilizations that rose, attainea 
great glory and then passed away. 

But we will not prophesy evil.
can hope for better things, for the

to
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It will write in full sight- 
yes, in full sight and it will 
write -more, write better, 
write easier and keep on ,. 
doing so longer than any 
other typewriter. <

THE MONARCH TYPEWRITER CO.,. 
200 and 202Wabash Ave.. Chicago, Ill.'

BOOKS BY-

LILIAN WHITING.

dences'are that with the development 
and utilization of nature’s forces 
there has been a development of the 
moral and spiritual powers of life that 
those ancient civilizations had not at
tained. Life’s progress is spiral, but 
it is ascending. The mighty attractive 
power of the spiritual world is draw
ing it upward, and that higher influ
ence will eventually prevail over all 
opposing forces that seek to make life 
subordinate to the lower planes of be
ing. This is our hope and encourage
ment, but with the broad field before 
us in which we are to labor we can 
say,
"O, the prospect before me,’ what a 

thenie for thought,
What convulsions of nature and con

versions of heart,
What fields to be traversed, how ex

tensive the ground,
Before our spirits with angels can 

blend.”
HAMILTON DEGRAW. 

Watervliet, N. Y.

THE LIFE RADIANT.—Cloth,$1.00 
net. Decorated cloth (1.25. In thia, her new book, 
MIhs Whiting alma to portray a practical ideal for 
daily living that shall einbody tho sweetness and 
exultation and falth_that lend enchantment to life, 
Ills, in a measure, a logical sequence of “Tho 
World Beautiful." Leading into still diviner har
monies. "The Life Radiant" Is characterized by 
the same essentia) Qualities that have marked 
"The World Beautiful."
CONTENTS—The Golden Age Lies Onward; Dis

cerning the Future; The Ethereal Realm: The 
Power of tho Exalted Moment; Thu Nectar of - 
the Hour.

TRE SPIRITUAL SIGNIFICANCE; ' 
, or Death as an Event In Life, cloth. 11:00 A book '

from her pen means new flashes of Insight, a rev
elation of Spiritual truth almost Emersonian la 
kind.—Chicago Chronicle.
THE WORLD BEAUTIFUL; First, 
Second and Third Series. Tlu*oo volumes, $1.00 
per volume,
CONTENTS OF VOL. I.—Thp Duty of Happiness; 

Nectar and Ambrosia;Believe in the wings; Tha 
Vision and the Splendor; The Enlargementot 
Relations; Friends Discovered, not made; A 
Psychological Problem; The Supremo Luxury 
of Life; Exclusive and Inclusive; Through 
Scorning Nothing; The Woman ot the World; 
The potency of Charm; Flue Soule and Flue So
ciety; The Laws of Our Country; In Newness 
of Life; The Heavenly visitors.

AFTER HER DEATH.—A Story of 
a Summer. Price, $1.00, The ideas tn the book 
will afford comfort to many, and should bring 
positive aid in sorrow to such as will receive its 
message.—Hartford Poet.
FROM DREAMLAND SENT—
Versee of the Life to Come. New edition, with . 
additional poems. $1.00. Decorated cloth. $1.25. 
Lilian Whiting’s verse Ie like a bit of sunlit land
scape on a May morning.—Boston Herald.
KATE FIELD ; A Record, with 
Several portraits of Miss Field, including one by 
Elihu Vedder. Decorated cloth. $2.00
A Study of Elizabeth Barrett Browning. 
With PertMfc Decorated cloth, $1.2$,
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been taken as to. their bodily cleanll- . ' — ■ - ■ ? ......................  
ness; their food has been abundant , j« » » * .>»
and healthful, and lovingly admlnis- - W-Lolville in Australia, 
tered,(which counts much). In the ? The Harbinger of Light says: “By 
matter of instruction, the older two the last American mall this esteemed 
now in the home, each being four and writer and lecturer arrived in Sydney, 
a half years of: age; can not only make after an absence of between four and 
the. alphabet, both large and small flve yeara- Arrangements had been 
letters, but can make and are perfect- made £or his opening lectures on Sun- 
ly familiar with quite a vocabulary of da?' April 22, at the large Queen’s 
words, acquired while learning to I Hall, Sydney. The morning and even
read from books generally used by £n8 meetings were crowded, Mr. Col- 
considerably older children. The vI1,e belnB accorded an enthusiastic re
method used has- been attractive and ception, and there was also a good at- 
charming, and calpulated merely to di- tendance at the gathering In the after- 
rect into definite,, helpful channels noon- Ia the corning address men- 
their natural acidity. Their teacher tion wqs. made of the. recent terrible 
has planne‘d,( wlth/an Intense apprecia-I earthquake at San Francisco, Mr. Col-. celebrated yesterday the anni-
tion of theUJoy the children will ex-1 vDle believing,' with many other Spir- versary of his start in business, and as 
perience as. they find themselves able, itualistq, that, the upheaval is one oiling uirfhday came at the same 

2'*1' --------A-______________________O corlnc nt nntrllnal intnllnntllfll. find . X,_______XV. ____xv_ X. ,_______ ..

HONORING MR. B. B. HILL.

He Is a Prominent Spiritualist 
Active Business Mnn nt the 

Age of Seventy-Six.

and

From one room, in which he started 
forty-six years ago to make dating 
'stamps of his own Invention to the 
presidency of the largest dating 
stamp manufacturing company in the 
world, is the record of B. B. Hill, pres
ident of the company which bears his 
name, at 1016-1020 New Market 
street, Philadelphia.

perience Xd““’ JO“" I (ntAllAPtn»! ond
while yet yery yoiuig, to read and en- a series of spiritual, Intellectual, and 
joy the hosE of ¿pod books provided psychical movements incidental to the 
for them.'.? upbuilding of a new social and eco-

They are/nroteefed from possible In- nomic state far in advance of any 
tellectual pride, however, by daily re- conditions .with which we are familiar, 
membranceg ot tlie greater presence “Dr.: Zillman spoke both in the 
of the Infinite Intelligence and the morning and afternoon, and referred 
.angels and spirit/? of great light, near t0 the.comfort .to .be obtained at all 
by. , • times from a sound..spiritual philoso-

Perhaps ifiou'gR5ias been written to P^y- At £he evening service ¡the Rev. 
show the gSteral, workings' of the' Donald Fraser, who has been lecturing 
Home, the ybunitet' little pries coming 0,1 metaphysical subjects In Sydney; 
on, normally?overthe path of the two made some introductory remarks to 
mentioned, arid with thè 'assurance the lecture. Outlines of a Living Gos- 
that lmpert8cUonvin method qr ad- P®1 tpr the Living Present, In which 
ministratlofr'ls due'to the limitation reference was made to the happy 
In capacity*thd”two or three work- changes now taking place in popular 
ers, and not Tn lâék of fraternal love religious ideas. , 
to the rescued. ’ ; ■ - ■ "Mr. Colville began a course of

We respectfully submit our tetter, week-night, lectures at Queen’s Hall, 
venturing to state In all sincerity, that on Monday,- April 2 3; and a course In 
we could wish It’ tip better dissémina- t1)6 afternoon at 3, on Spiritual 
tion than to go ïorth In thé columns Therapeutics. Mr. Colville^ sends 
ef The Progressive1 Thinker; which greetings to friénds. In Victoria, and 
-paper we considèr the greatest,..most hopes to be able shortly..to visit MeV 
helpful paiier publisbed-today—thero bourrie. . His Sydney address Is Care 
to meet the perusal of its gréât num- Progressive Thought, 5 Moore Street, 
ber of most intelligent class of- read- Sydney, Australia., 
ers. I

Wo might name, as among friends H. C. O’Blenness, Mr. O’Blenness hav- 
whom we have learned to prize as true Ing been for years the honored pres
and who most intimately know us and ident of the old Harmonlal Spiritual
our work, Mrsj Nettie Howell, Prof. 
W. C. Bowmanj Mrs. Augiista Arm
strong, and Dr. and Mrs. Chesboro, 
pastors of the First Spiritual Mission, 
all of Lob Angeles; also Mr. and Mrs,

Society, of Los Angeles.
Sincerely your sister worker, 
.- ; NELLIE F. SULLIVAN.

Matron, C. F. H.
Las Crescenta, Cal.

time, the celebration had more than
ordinary significance. A theatre 
party was given in the afternoon, and 
at 6 o’clock a dinner was served to the 
Band- of Mercy and the , Sunshine 
Band, In the work of which societies 
Mr. Hill is very much Interested.

In the evening friends and neigh
bors gathered at his home, 1243 North 
Thirteenth street, to extend their con
gratulations. Among . those’ who 
called was Captain' Francis'J. Keffer, 
81 years old, of 1214 West Dauphin 
street, who was held as a hostage dur
ing the Civil War to protect some 
Southern bandits Who’ had been cap
tured on the seas and were to be ex
ecuted for piracy.

Mr. Hill is the owner of seventy-five 
different patents having to ; do with 
the manufacture of datingstamps, and 
the productions of -his “factory go to 
every corner of the world.’ Only re
cently he sent a large order-to Russia, 
arid the Increase of his business on the 
Continent he considers remarkable 
and fln effective witness , to the fact 
that the prejudice against American 
goods Is every year growing less.

Since 1882 he has been a resident of 
Philadelphia, his business career be
ginning In Chicopee, Mass... twenty- 
two years before.—North American, 
Philadelphia, Pa.

1. What Is Spiritualism and Who 
Are These Spiritualists? A book of 
131 pages, elegantly bound in paper. 
Price 40 cents; postage 5 cents.

2. Deatli Defeated, or the Psychic 
Secret of How to Keep Young. 3 00 
pages, handsomely bound in cloth. 
Goes to the root of life, health, hy
giene. marriage, divorce, and how to 
prolong life, etc. Price JI; postage 
12 cents.

3. Spiritualism Vs. Materialism. 
This volume, cloth-bound, contains a 
series of essays and arguments against 
materialism from the point of Spirit
ualism. Price 50 cents; postage 8 
cents.

4. A New Biography of Dr. Pee
bles, by Prof. E. Whipple. A book of 
600 pages, bound in cloth, and giving 
a full history of the Doctor's eventful 
life and travels, now 85 years of age. 
Price ?1; postage 18 cents.

5. Vaccination a Curse and a Men
ace to Personal Liberty. This, an il
lustrated volume, treats exhaustively 
of calf lymph, vaccine virus, “option
al” vaccination .or compulsory. Price
$1; postage 12 cents.

6. The Orthodox Hell. A scath-
Ing pamphlet against the Christian 
doctrine of vicarious atonement and 
endless hell torments. Price 10 cents.

7. Deinonisin of the Ages and Spits 
it Obsessions. A large volume of al
most 400'pages. Treats of the angels, 
demons, obsessions, and evil spirits 
through all the historic ages. Pries 
jl; postage 15 cents.

8. Spiritualism Commanded of
A reply to Seventh-day Advent-God. 

lets. 30 pages. Price 10 cents; post-
age 2 cents.

O. Proofs of Immortality, the Lon
don ’.’rejected” address. 49 pages. 
Price 15 cents; postage 3 cents.

10. ■ The Pro and Con of Spiritual- ■ 
ism. 24 pages. 1 Price 10 cents; post- 
age 2 cents.- .

11. Spiritualism in A1I Lands. 31 
pages. Price 10 cents, postage 2 cents, ■

No man flatterslhe woman he truly 
loves.—Tuckerman,

"Immortallty,- Its . Naturalness, Its 
Possibilities and Proofs." By J. M. 
Peebles, M. A., M. D., Ph. D.,'Contains 
tlie address- rejected by the Philosophi
cal Society of. Great Britain, with Intro
duction and Explanatory Letter. Price 
10 cents •

"The CommamlmentsAnnlyzed,"price 
25 cents. “Big Bible Stories,” Cloth, 
50 cents.
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“Talk happiness! 
enough

Without your woes, 
rough;

Look out for the

A Modern Sermon, Scintillating With Grand

Spiritually, Morally’ and Intellectually.

SUNSHINE.

An Address on Sunshine, Spiritual and 
Soul-Elevating, Delivered Before 
the Los Angeles Fellowship, Los 
Angeles, Cal., by Mrs. Mary Russell 
Mills.
Who can resist the temptation to 

talk about sunshine, in California? It 
is not only that this is "the Land of 
Sunshine," where the blessings of its 
presence are so gloriously manifested, 
but nowhere in the .world, I think, 
are its temporary absences or ob- 
scurements so dolefully demonstrated. 
Take one of our merely cloudy days. 
They are rare enough, but we have 
known them. Not a . day when it 
rains, but only clouds and fogs. They 
seem possessed of supernatural 
weight and force—those clouds. They 
come down and wrap you round and 
round, and strangle you; the fog In
sinuates Itself into your most interior 
cells. The earth seems to have died 
long ago. The trees and grass are 
only artificial, you are sure. The 
flowers shiver. And you wonder if 
there ever has been anything good or 
lovely anywhere in the world, or if 
any one could have been sufficiently 
deluded to think life worth living,— 
you are so beaten.down and depressed 
with it all. Or there is a rainy' day, 

. thus vividly described:
“Again! another day of rain! 
It has tained for years, 
It never clears, 
The clouds come’down bo low 
They drag and drip 
Across each hill-top's tip. 
In progress slow
They blow in from the sea, eternally, 
Hang heavily and black, 
And then roll back
And rain and rain and rain, 
Both drifting in and out again."

But there is a Bun, and it appears 
almost without warning. Oh! , the 
marvelous magic, the witching won
der of it!. There is nothing we could 
imagine in the powers of unknown al
chemy and occultism that could com
pare with it. The transformation of 
the world that blossoms into Paradise 
the moment the sun bursts forth!
"Oh what a world! So clear, so high! 
So clean and lovely all about;
The sunshine burning through and 

thro' . .
And everything just blazing blue!"

The shining long spires of the Eu
calyptus trees flash and shift and 
glance. The shining, feathery, luxu
rious plumes o{ the pepper trees 
reach down and touch you caressingly. 
The shining ivy drapes itself in grace 
along the wall. The shining rose 
bushes hold their deep-hearted blos- 
Bome delicately. The shining Bea 

■ ■ glimmerq into lights that are more 
beautiful than dreams. The shining 
hills lie brlllllantly .green, or richly 
brown in softly-rolling masses, up and 
up, until above them appear .the glis-. 
tening visions of the shining, snow-' 
clad peaks, so. Ideally real, that you 
know they are not, as is commonly 
and superstitlously taught, Mounts 
San Bernardino, San Jacinto, an'd the 
like; but are the abiding uplifts pf aS* 

/ piration in your own soul. Every- 
i thlng^shinee. And above it all, our 
: blue, blue California sky,

'' "Which has no peer on earth for its 
pure flames"

shines with
. “Such light as the angels knew, 

When the strong, tepder smile of God 
Kindled the spaces Where they trod, 
And mode all life come true."

And better still, the sunshine lays 
tender hands of benediction on your 
head, on your shoulders; penetrates
further into your being than 
cloud or fog could do; melts

the 
the

doubt and dullness and depression out 
of you. Faith and hope and good 
will toward men are born anew. And 
all by virtue of the shining of ,What 
we call the material sun.

If such beneficent effects may be ob
tained by this sort of sunshine, how 
much more may be its more ethereal,
perhaps, but not less perceptible, 
totype, mental, moral, spiritual 
shine—call it as we will.
' Life has gone hardly with

pro- 
sun-

you.
Some great trial is pressing its seem
ingly unbearable weight on your, 
heart, or some of the almost equally 
unendurable smaller worries of life 
are driving you at their various wills. 
You are more or less definitely query
ing,
“What is the right, or .where is Jus

tice,
In a world like this?”

But come in touch with a sunshiny 
nature! The enheartening clasp of 
the hand, the bright, encouraging, 
hopeful word, the mere smile and 
glance of the eye,—they are healing 
ind quickening forces. We have all 
Known the time when the cheerful 
tone of a street car conductor or sales
girl nut a different face on the day.
“It was only a glad 'good morning,’

As she passed along the way;
But it spread the morning’s glory

Over the livelong day.”
“I like to go to that church," said 

one man to another; "I did not sup
pose you would care for that sort of 
preaching,” remarked the friend ad
dressed. "I do not know or cafe 
much about the preaching," answered 
the first man, “but the preacher’s 
cheery smile, that seems, some way, to 
come from inside of him, gives me 
strength and courage for a whole I 
week’s work."

going' into church, “there is 
gentleman up there who 
shines at me.”

It is these chance-shinings.

“Mamma, please come up and sit in 
the gallery,” pleaded a little girl on 

an old 
always

. these
casual gleams, that lighten many . a 
day and life, and their effect on our
selves suggests to us that it might be 
worth while to make them habitual.

Said Henry Ward Beecher:
"Some men move through life as a 

band bf music moves down the street, 
flinging out pleasures on every side. 
* * * They fill the air with their 
presence and sweetness as orchards fill 
the air with the perfume of ripe 
fruit' The cheerful man carries 
•with him perpetually In his-presence 
and personality, ah Influence that acts 
upon others as summer warmth on the 
fields' and forests. It wakes up and 
•sails out all that Is best in them. It 
toakes them stronger, braver, happier. 
)!t makes the whole world ‘ seem a 
lighter, brighter, happier place to live 
In. To met him In the morning Is to 
get Inspiration which makes all the 
day's struggles and tasks easier * * * 
You feel.an exhilaration of spirit, a 

«tokening of energy, a renewal of

Ö
The world Is sad

No path is whplly

places
smooth and clear, 

And speak of those who 
weary ear 

Of earth, so hurt by one 
strain

that are

rest the

continuous

zest and Interest In living, and are 
ready for any duty or service.”

And he must nave left vibrations of 
that spirit in the Plymouth pulpit, it 
we can judge by thé beautiful words 
of his successor, Newell Dwight HDlls:

“Great hearts there are whose pres-
enee is sunshine. Their coming
changes'.our.climate. They oil the 
bearings of life. They make right 
living easy. Blessed are the happi
ness-makers! They represent the 
best forces In civilization.”

And to live with a sunshiny person! 
It makes something different of life. 
It Is not the correctness of the doc- 
trines "we hold, It is not the attain
ments we have made intellectually; It 

| Is the beautiful good cheer that is the 
outshining of comradely love and 
helpful fellowship and steady faith,— 
this cheer radiating from the person
ality—that saves» and uplifts those 
around us, and makes them brave and 
vigorous in the battles of life, There 
are some people who think they have 
the best and most logical and accu
rate theories of life—people who are 
"saved,” people who are “scientific,'' 
people who are "liberal,” "advanced,” 
who have "been in the New Thought" 
until It has nearly become old for 
them; people who "know the truth” 
In some one of the Inexhaustible num
ber of ways, ancient' or modern, and 
yet who go about with "faces that 
would cast a damper on a funeral."

There are those who would lead as 
heavenward, but who stjcjr pins in us. 
all the way. "Don’t drive a hearse 
through a- man’s soul, and when you 
bind up the "broken bone of a soul, 
and want splints, do not make them of 
casriron;"

The contagious healthfulness of 
good cheer—others need it; we need 
it oureelves, and no one of us ever 
falls to feel the beneficent effets of It, 
whenever it 1b existent.

“Th- most completely lost of all 
days 1b the day In which we have not 
laughed.” <

“A merry heart doeth good like 
medicine.”

Of human discontent and grief and 
pain.

“Talk faith.- The world is better oft 
without

Your uttered Ignorance and iporbid 
doubt.

If you have faith In God, or man, or 
self,

Say so. If not, push back upon the 
shelf

Of silence, all your thoughts till faith 
shall come;

No one will grieve because your lips 
are dumb.

“Talk health. The dreary, never- 
changing tale

Of mortal maladies. Is worn and stale. 
You cannot charm, or interest, or 

please,
By harping on that minor chord, dis

ease. . ...
Say you are well, or, all is well with 

you; ;
And God shall'hear your words and 

make them true.” " .
4.- There is unlimited comfort'to 

be derived and disseminated by not 
only believing, but really placing faith 
in the truth that the nineteenth cen
tury science, as well as the truest 
philosophy of all the ages, has taught 
us, that this is an unfinished world in 
which we live, of which we are a part. 
All that seems cruel, criminal, Inade
quate and unjust, in nature, society 
and ourselves—all this may well per
plex us, if we regard the world of na
ture and men as a completed product 
of the creative power of a good and 
omnipotent God. But to look on all 
of manifested life as a scheme in pro
cess of evolution, and really not very 
far on the way, yet, toward its 
splendid consummation,—this is com
forting, explanatory, and furnishes us 
the basis and incitement .we need for 
brave and patient living.
"If twenty millions-of summers are 

stored in the sunlight still, -
We are far from the noon of man, 
There 1b time for the race to "grow."

The doctrine of evolution, with 'all
of spiritual truth and implication it

"Mirth is God’s medicine. We
inevitably implies, Is a real gospel of 
hope and cheer.

SPIRITOjL^ LAW
As Presented by Hon. Charles R. Schirm, an Ex- 

Congressmaii, a ¡Wominent Lawyer, and President 
of the Spiritualist «Society of Baltimore, Md. These 
Articles Are Ebpetially Valuable and Should be Pre- 
served by Every Spiritualist. -
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should bathe in it and drink of It.”
“The joy of thé Lord is your 

strength.”
But the happiness an^ gladness of 

which’ mirth and laughter are the nat
ural expressions are not bo helpful 
merely because they healthfully ex
ercise the surface portions of our na
ture, and divert oùr minds from bur
dens and cares. There is a real prin
ciple Involved here/ Prof. Haeckel 
tells us that "This globe and the whole 
panorama of life that passes over it, 
are, in the last analysis, transformed 
sunlight.” Think of it! You, I, ev
erybody, everything, made of sun
light! How beautiful we are! All 
light, warmth, force. We are that 
which makes the -flowers grow, and 
ripens the fruit, and touches Into 
glory the earth and sky. And we touch 
nothing, see nothing, howsoever dark 
and ponderous and gross it appears, 
that'is not of thé same radiant power
ful nature. This is not metaphysical 
theory, remember, but scientific 
truth announced to us. by a would-be 
materialistic scientist.

But it leads ub to t|^e deeper truth 
that back of the visible sun is the 
Central Power, “original and pure," 
the source and force and light of 
which all that is perceptible to,us is 
but symbolic.

"Lighting thé very light,” it ever 
was and ever abideth, the enclosing, 
pervading, elemental, infinite sun
light; the joy that flows around and 
outside of pains and pleasures, the joy 
of the perfect purpose and perfect 
process of the universe.
“Joy Is the mainspring in the whole

Of endless Nature's glad rotation; 
Joy moves the shining wheels that 

roll
In the great timepiece of creation.”
All the little happinesses and glad

nesses of life are hints and glintings of 
this eternal joy; and he ' who. gives 
himself to be a finder and bringer of 
joy in the world, Is doing real work, 
consecrating himself to co-operation 
with the original forces that create 
and carry the world forward to unend
ing life and health and peace.

“Happy then is the man who has 
that in his soul which acts upon others 
like the April airs on violet roots • * 
To be full of goodness, full of cheer
fulness, full of sympathy and helpful 
hope is to move on human lives as 
stars move on dark seas for bewil
dered mariners.”

And ndw we are agreed, are we 
not, that if we all generated and radi
ated as much sunshine as we might, j 
we would all become saviors one of 
another and of ourselves as well, and 
the whole world might take a great 
leap forward toward millennial glad
ness?

“From whence, then,” we ask, 
“shall I draw this sunshine, and how 
shall I disseminate it?"

1. WILL to do it. "Joy is not 
gained by asking for it, but by acting 
for it.” We have heard a great deal 
of the happiness of duty. Let 
hear of the duty of'happiness.

us

"Our lives are songs;
God writes the words,
And we set them to music at leisure;
And the song is sad, or the song Is 

glad.
As we choose to fashion the measure.
"We must write the song, 
Whatever the words, 
Whatever the rhyme or meter; 
And i..................if it is sad, we must make it
And

glad, .. .
if sweet, jve must make it 

sweeter.”
Cease looking outside of your- 

for happiness. It Is not there. 
We labor long, under the delusion 
that things do or can cause happiness 
or sorrow. The causes are solely 
and wholly within ourselves. When 
the mood is thus or thus, the. mind 
readily finds or creates materials of 
condition and circumstance wherein 
to mirror itself. ;

2. 
self

■\ • ‘ ' "I
"Knew’st thou the truth, thou

wouldst not pray, 
Lord, to Thy child send joy this day. 
Thou art deceived; joy Is within, 
And never pain nor grief nor sin 
Can take.it. away. God put it there, 
Nor comes it hearer thee for prayer. 
Joy is of thy true self a part; - F \ 
Why shouldst thou .pray-for. what 

- thou art’ ; .
3. Do not; speak a pessimistic or 

discouraged' word. 'Did you ever try, 
for one day, to refrain froth, speaking 
discontentedly, or-.critically - about 
anything? If so, you have received 
a great revelation of your usual hab
its. “Do not hang a dismal picture on 
your, wall, and do not deal with sa
bles and glooms in your, conversa
tion.”

6. Cultivate a better opinion of 
yourself. Often one finds himself 
the hardest person in the world to 
live with, or treat .with patience. 
One knows his own little petty weak
nesses and meannesses, and greater' 
faults, also, bo. well. It 1b easier to 
forgive and be' charitable toward al
most any one else. - Some of ub feel 
the need, .indeed, of emulating the ex
ample of the old Scotchman Who said 
he had prayed every day for years 
that he might be more conceited. Yet 
it is not this little, limited, slippery 
personal self of whom we are to think 
more highly, but the larger, truer, 
more lovely and noble self we really 
are—at him we are to look, in him we 
are to confide. His behests, unspoken, 
but powerfully uttered within the 
poorest and weakest -of us, we are to 
obey; and living lh such a recognition, 
and confidence as this, .we will soon , 
find -ourselves occupying a great new 
territory where love shall become the 
glorious daylight of which faith was 
but the dawning.

6. But It is not only ourselves In 
whom we are to place confidence. . As 
worthy of• our- faith Is every .human 
brother and sister. The one who may 
seem the farthest back In the path of 
life, In intellectual or moral attain
ment, this one no less than all others, 
is a child of the Highest, an expression 
of the one Supernal Life, that, when 
fully manifested, will show Itself as 
health and knowledge,,and peace.and 
joy. Truly this would be to “find the 
sunny side of men" in a fashion that 
would lighten and brighten all, rela
tionship and Intercourse into a joyous 
exchange of the highest thought and 
motive.

7. Admit to your .range ; of vision 
only the good in all conditions and 
circumstances. This is something 
different from folding the hands With, 
a groan of resignation that, while,it 
says, “this may be for the best” Im
plies that ihappears to be only for the 
worst. It re a positive attitude, that 
finds an Illustration in ,the case ot two 
friends who were walking .where a 
lumber yard bordered their path on 
one side, and an almost waterless 
river lay along the other. "Catch the 
fragrance of those, fresh pine boards, " 
said the lady. “H’mph! smell that 
foul river bed,” growled her compan
ion. “No, I thank you. I prefer thè 
pine boards,” replied the wise woman.

The.goodness in all men, all.things, 
all happenings and conditions,—to 
believe In this goodness, with unshak
able confidence,—this is to be able to 
lay on all a Midas-touch that shall 
turn it to the imperishable gold of un
interrupted joy. A life built on such 
a faith as this will indeed give light to 
“all that are in the house,” and to 
many far beyond the threshold.

At every moment and from every 
point Ip life like this, will the clearest 
sunlight stream forth. But more and 
more will It concentrate ■ and pour 

i Itself through the channel of • pimple 
I kindliness. This Is the great mèdium 
and exhibition of sunshine, after all— 
loving-kindness. Open the -store
house of loving-kindness within you— 
for we all have such a treasure-house, 
whether we have called on It much or 
not; open it and throw away the'key; 
and give. Give the little, graceful, 
delicate kindnesses. Give the large, 
generous'kindnesses. Give the kind
nesses that always meet with grateful 
response, and those which must al
ways remain unappreciated. Give the 

•kindnesses that cost something. Make 
it the business of the life to give. ’ 
Thus, shall we be hastening the time 
when -
“Love that is sunlight of peace, 
Age by age shall Increase, 
Till anger and hatred are dead,' 
And sorrow and death shall cease."

The time seen by. prophetic eyes, 
when ashes shall be exchanged for 

.beauty, mourning for the “oil of joy,”. 
the “spirit ot heaviness for the gar
ment of praise.”

Thus shall we walk steadily for
ward'in "the,light that shineth more 
and more unto the perfect day." '

Number Fivq.
It was my intention .to ¿lose the 

consideration of testamentary- capac
ity as affecting Spirituali.Bts,1,wtih this 
paper, by giving the completo list of 
cases on tho subject so far as I have 
been able to gather them; but while 
the doctrine laid dowfi in the cases 
runs with general uniformity, there 
are often facts and expressions of tbe 
Court so unique and interesting, that 
it seems to me they ini£ht be con
tinued without tiring the reader.

In my last paper I touched on the 
subject of Monomania, and there are 
a few additional cases that I wish to 
cite before taking up again cases on 
Spiritualism; and after finishing with 
them, I .will take up the (subject of 
Witchcraft. The cases, op that sub
ject are not so numerous but they are 
entertaining and instructive,

The Century Dictionary and Cyclo
pedia, Vol. 5, p. 3841, thus defines 
Monomania: “Insanity in which there 
Is a more or. less complete limitation 
of the perverted mental action to a 
particular field, as a specific .delusion, 
or an Impulse to do pomp particular 
thing. Th? other, mental Junctions 
may show some signa of degenera
tion.” ,

, And it gives a further- definition 
under the subhead of Instinctive Mon
omania, as follows: "The excessive 
tendency to do some particular thing 
without intelligible motive and unre
strained by considerations' of proprie
ty, morality, or personal prudence. 
Persons manifesting this form of men
tal derangement, usually have exhib
ited-signs of more or less extensive 
mental degeneration,”

The weight of legal authority, how
ever, holds that a "Monomaniac" is 
one who is insane upon some one or 
more subjects, and apparently sane 
upon all others. There are cases In 
which the courts have not clearly de
fined Monomania, in which' the decis
ions, nevertheless, .were in accord
ance with the doctrine gs set forth in 
my last paper. ' '

In Rice vb. Rlce,53 Mich., 432-434, 
'decided in 1884, the , 0ourt said: 
"Such testimony an jvaii given of in
sanity tended to Bhowtoot,general in
sanity, but delusions on the-part of 
'Rice respecting the currency,,political 
affairs and his own condldacy for of
fices. The most strange and .gross ot 
them was that his serves w^re need
ed by the general government In the 
management of its finftpeiateaffairs, 
and that he was likely to be made Sec
retary of the Treasury.n Ride’-seemed 
to have been a man of considerable 
prominence in hip coutfliy. and the so- 
called delusions were Mot negdssarily 
Inconsistent with testanientaTy capac
ity, but indicated, rather, inordinate 
and ridiculous conceifllhan1 insanity. 
They did not at all entei intdtor affect 
the provisions of the >.111, which was 
a plain and sensible instoument, divid
ing the decedent’s property afiibng the 
members of his .immedffite faiiiily and 
containing nb prdvision^rom^hlcfr as 
they read, insanity 'Wffuld“b(i' i'nferred 
or suspected." v “

The existence of Mofipmanli in a 
testator who is otherwise sane, which 
does not affect the disposition made 

I by the will, will not invalidate the 
i Instrument.

Stackhouse vs. Horton, 2 McCart. 
202, (N. J. Eq.), 1854/ Forman’s 
Will, 54 Barb. 274.

We now turn to a casp In which the 
Court laid down the postulate, that a 
person who is affected.by Monomania, 

' although sensible or prudent on sub
jects and occasions other , than those 
upon which his infirmity 1b commonly

displayed, is not in law capable of 
making a will.

Smith vs. Tebbltts, Law Rep. 1 Pro, 
and Div. 401; decided, 1867. This is 
an English case. ■

It will, however, appear, from an ex
amination of the case, that the Co^rt 
did not limit litself to its own doc
trine as above set forth, but really 
made its decisipn in. accordance with 
the law as hereinbefore cited.

The essential facts of the case are 
these: Mrs. Thwates, the testatrix, 
was a Monomaniac on religious sub
jects.. She believed she was the Holy 
Ghost and that Dr, Smith, .who had 
been the object, of hey bounty while 
she was living, and who, with his 
brother was the residuary legatee tin
der his will, she believed to be. 
the Father. She told some of her 
neighbors that Dr. Smith was in the 
Trinity with her, and that she was to 
take part in the judgment with the 
Lord, Jesus Christ, in connection with 
Dr. Smith. Her other twisted ideas 
on religion and religious subjects are 
both touching and amusing, if we may 
use the latter term in connection with 
a human infirmity, but space will not 
permit printing them here. She had 
unfounded euspclons against her bIb- 
ter, who was her only heir-at-law; 
but she always held in high esteem 
the “doctor," who never refused the 
large sums she gave him, from time to 
time, “iol carry on the great work," 
whatever that was; nor does it appear
that the 
unfitness

"doctor” ever declared his 
for the high character with

which he was clothed by his beuefac- 
tress.

Her estate was exceedingly large, 
and in passing upon her testamentary 
capacity, it would .naturally suggest 
itself to inquire Into tbe manner in 
which she conducted her estate, to dis
cover whether her-religious views and 
delusions had affected her business in
stinct and ability; this, the Court did 
In tills case, and said: '"The capacity 
to manage property Is always a topic 
well worthy of consjderation in in
quiries like the present.” p. 428. 
And In that statement we find the de
viation from the rule first laid, down,. 
and as a resultc of that cnnsldeTatlnTr, 
the Court said: “But, with such light 
a£ I have, I find clear traces of Insane 
suspicions at one time, and Insane 
aversions at another—a large fortune 
ill-husbanded; relations estranged; 
extravagant benefits conferred on 
those about her, though strangers in 
blood; a secluded life; and a submis
sion to the will of another, apparently 
founded on the special subject of her 
hallucinations, for which the external 
and visible relations of the parties can 
hardly count.” p. 436.

The doctor and his brother, who, so 
far as we know, had no divine attri
butes .ascribed to him, were to receive 
the magnificent sum of 180,000 
pounds sterling. In my judgment the 
Court’s opinion of Monomania as af
fecting testamentary capacity, was 
wrong, but its decision in this case 
was right. I shall probably refer to 
.thia case again when I take up the 
matter of how the law looks • upon 
gifts made by persons while living, to 
others who stand in Buch confidential 
relations with the donor as to give 

'them great influence over-hlm. This 
topic is suggested by reason of the re
lations. between mediums and those 
who go to them for advice and spirit 
communications..

In addition to the cases on Mono
mania to which I have already re
ferred in these papers, I wish to call 
attention to ten cases cited in the 
Amer. & Eng. Ency., Vol. 20, p. 843, 
(2 Ed.)

(To be continued.)

THE OTHER. SIDE GIVEN. JUDICIALLY MURDERED.

Say They Surrendered :Thçir Charter. A

"Longley’s Beautiful flongs." A 
new edition comprising in one volume 
the four parts heretofore . published, 
to which is added part five, also a 
number of the author’s most popular.> 
songs, Including “Only a Thin Veil Be
tween Us” and its “Companion Piece.” ■
Cloth,' 75 cents. Boards, 60 cents.
"The 'Inflqellty of' Eccleslastlclsm. 

A Menace to American. Civilization.” 
By Prof. Wm. M. Lockwood, lecturer 
upon physical, phylologlcal and psy
chic science. Demonstrator of the Mo-. 
lecular or Spiritual Hypothesis of Na
ture. Scholarly, masterly, trenchant 
Price, 26 cents. I

• "Spiritual Bongs for the Use of Cin-1 
i cles, Campmectlngs and Other. Splrltu-1 
I allst Gatherings.” By Mattie E. Hull.
Fries 10 cents. ' I

To the Editor::—In the Progressive 
Thinker«f June 9, appeared, an.article 
■written by G. A. Gilbert of St. Louis, 
Mo., from which we quote as follows: 
"I have been instructed by the Mis
souri State Board (of - the Spiritual 
Association) to Inform the Spiritual
ists through the columns of your pa
per, that tbe charter .of the so-called 
First Spiritualist Church of Kansas 
City, has been revoked, by the State1 
Board, and that it is in no way affili-j 
ated, I am informed, either with the 
National direct, or through the State 
Association. Any one interested in 
this society, and who wishes further 
information, can receive the same, by 
writing H. R. Gates, secretary of the 
board, St. Louis, Mo." ..

If Mr. Gates is a truthful person 
(which it is presumed he Is or he 
would not be likely to be placed in the 
position of secretary) he will inform 
all inquirers that it is not true that 
the charter of the above mentioned 
church was revoked by the Missouri 
State Board, but that the said church 
voluntarily surrendered - Its ' charter, 
and purposely-severed its relations 
with both the State and National As
sociations.

It Is true that the .State Board 
threatened to revoke the charter of 
the said church unless-' the 'church 
complied with certain specified require- 
ments which we, as a chiirch, felt to 
be unreasonably oppressive. .Ab soon 
as practicable after receivinfe'thls ul
timatum,' the members; of the0 church 
were convened, and ïiy utfoimous 
vote it was decided Wtetur^’ to the 
State Board the charte^f thetohurch, 
and sever all affiliation with both the 
State and National Astociattons. This 
was done last Januarÿ/Jand^^as the 
only thing that, unde?11 the, 8iclrcum- 
stances, a self-respectiffg bod^of peo
ple could do. ’ • ; )

Dr. Whittier, the secretary of the 
State Board last year, hftorwand wrote 
us (in acknowledging receipt' of. the 
charter),' that the “BoMd TvAb"disap? 
pointed” at our action’^ V

Just what good mot/ye anüpne con
nected'with the States.Boarji. could 
have in “instructing” ¿ir. Qfjbert to 
make public' the friction between the 
two organizations, or'what good.can 
result from it, we are unable to under
stand. It appears to ug very uncalled 
for. Let us add that. >ye‘as a people 

•feel a-distinct sense of.relief that we 
are no longer under the .domination 
and control of a. board , who have 
proved themselves either incapable of, 
or unwilling to, tréat ub with common 
justice L E. GORHAM, Pres. 
T. J. Embree, secretary of the First

Spiritualist Church of Kansas City, 
Mo.

"Death Defeated; or thePsychlc Se
crot of How to Keep Young.” By J. M. 
Peebles, M. D., M. A., Ph. D.' Price $1

Plea to Have Capital Punishment 
Abolished—-One Executed Be

lieved to Be Innocent.

To the Editor:—On last Tuesday 
morning, at the Charlestown State 
Prison, Massachusetts, a young man by 
the name of Charles Louis Tucker 
was judicially murdered in the elec
tric chair. They had no direct evi
dence against him—all circumstan
tial; even his spiritual adviser, Rev. 

। Thos. W. Bishop, went to Governor 
Curtis Guild at almost the last hour, 

| and told him he was confident in his 
own mind that he was innocent, and 
at his funeral the clergyman officiat
ing, Rev. Mr. Winslow of Boston, laid 
great stress on his innocence. The 
question I wish to ask, why was this 
boy made a martyr?

If this casé will only help on the 
cause of repealing the law of capital 
punishment, It will be a monument to 
his name; I mean to repeal the law 
throughout the entire country, then 
one man will not be allowed to have 
the say that anÿ person shall be judi
cially murdered in' thé electric chair.

Public meetings werè held in 
Fanueil Hall, Boston, in the cause of 
Tucker, showing the general feeling of 
the public, and even at his funeral 
crowds came with.bowed, heads as 
mourners to sympathize with the 
family. That poor mother, family 
and friends, in all the- sorrow to-day, 
know that-the boy martyr has passed 
across the border-land Into the un- 

! seen, .where-greater justice will be 
j shown than In this world by govern
ors or presidents. ,

. J. OSBORNE LUNT. • 
New York City.

j , NUBILITY.

It is not that the'mountains make the 
'men,

In solitary grandeur, but apart—
The towering hilltops can but serve to 

. "start. ' ■.
A sleeping nobleness to life again. ?
The grekt-souled natures . ¿nd their 

, province when
They.join the toiler in the street, the 

. .mart,: ' /.,. . -
Their honest, rugged sturdiness of 

. heart _ ■ . ' . " ■■ • ' .
Kindling responsiveness unstirred till 

then. -' '
'For such Is not the narrow, binding 

.'creed, : - A
Nor struggle to excel at others’ cost—
The bickering selfish strife to win 

who can. ; . ' , . ",
On them the Pharisaic cult is,lost; • ■.
Theirs is to seek and help the crying 

need,'
To stir in all the majesty of man.

—Frederick William Memmott. .

Prayer; Its Uselessness and Unscien
tific Assumption. By Henry M. Taber. 
Price 10 cents. .

Spiritualism a Comfort—Here Is an 
Example of the Consolation and 
Comfort That Is Extracted From a 
Knowledge of the Truth of Spirit
ualism, Manifested In the Lingering 
Illness and Patient Waiting'at the 
Threshold, by Mrs. L, LeSieur, the 
Announcement of Whose Transition 
Was Published Last Week’.
To the Editor:—There Is food for 

thought In the following letter from 
Mrs. L. LeSieur, and I know It'.will be 
no infraction of the unwritten rules 
of etiquette nor a violation of confi
dence to reproduce here the part of 
her letter that is not strictly private, 
and I know I have the sanction of the 
good sister spirit in giving it in part,:

"Dallas, Tex., Mar. 17, 1906.
“Dear Friend T.—I suppose some

one has told you that I have been giv
en up by a council of doctors, as well 
as Prof. Ash. Have been in bed for 
nearly three months, flat on my back. 
Cannot turn to the right or left, only 
my head. Have lost thé use entirely 
of my left arm and hand." Of course 
I do not know how long I shall linger, 
andThave no way’of finding out; the 
spirit friends would-not telbme if they 
could, for some reason best known to 
them. Am weary with suffering and 
pain. Have comfortable rooms, but 
not much comfort otherwise.

“I will give you a few lines to aid you 
in/writing up the notice when I pass 
away. Emma (her daughter) will 
notify you:

“I was born in Waukegan, Ill., May 
23, 1860. My father, Judge Board
man, was a pioneer of Northern Illi
nois, as well as a lawyer, and last, 
but not least, a pioneer Spiritualist.

"I have been a worker for the cause 
for many, many years, in jny quiet 
way, and it has ever been an Inspira
tion to me from first to last, beginning 
with the First Society, In Chicago, and 
later, the Church of the Soul. Now,' 
if you will word this as it should be I 
will feel that I cannot thank you 
ehough.

“Three children survive me: Alfred 
B. VanDyke of Minneapolis, Minn., 
Charles B. VanDyke of Muskegon, 
Mich., and Mrs. Z. Earle Marvin of 
Dallas, Tex.

“I suppose the memorial service will 
be published, and herein I send the 
stamps to be used in sending copies of 
the paper .to—(Here follows a list of 
names).

“Please excuse my wretched writ
ing; I have to pin my paper on a 
board, and It 1b not easy to write. 
Lots of love to everybody,

Your sister,
"LILY VAN DYKE LE SIEUR.”

I She Is a sister in the cause, and was 
among the first of my acquaintances 
in the city of Chicago.

I ask your indulgence in the publi
cation of this very appealing and 
touching letter from our good Bister, 
now arisen, for I know it .will be of 
deep Interest to all who knew her, 
and she possessed a wide acquaintance 
among the Spiritualists of the city.

What can teach the benefits to be 
derived from a knowledge of a contin
uation of existence beyond the tomb 
more fully or better than the coolness 
of à spirit about to take its departure 
for Its spirit home, such calm compos
ure in the face of death ?

No other religion on earth can be 
compared to that of Spiritualism In 
furnishing real comfort to a passing 
soul.

Upon receipt of the letter from Mrs. 
Le Sieur the following lines came:

Waiting at the Threshold.
This old world most seem quite dreary 

To a spirit lying near
The great river, waiting, wpary, 

For the boatman to appear;
And yet, how sweet to be cheery, 

And resigned, and free from fear.
Ebbing, flowing; ebbing, flowing, 

With the stream of human life, 
Here-to-day, to-morrow going,

'Mid the rounds of pain and strife, 
Whither next but little knowing;

No escaping Time’s old knife.
Nature knows no saints nor sinners; 

Just her work and that is all.
Oft the weakest are the winners, 

And the strongest first to fall.
On the earth all are beginners, 

And must go at Nature’s call.
Though we weary waiting, often.

Walting Is the thing to do, 
For 'tis time alone can soften

And prepare us to go through;
But no fear of fire or coffin

Will our anxious hearts subdue.
Oh, our sister, slowly falling, 

Clearly conscious of the end;
Lying calmly, in thy ailing,

Walting for old Death—thy friend—- 
To assist the spirit’s Bailing,

We adieu and love extend. I

¡FREE $1.00 COUPON
Entitling Anyone with

RHEUMATISM
to receive prepaid, Free to Try, a regular 
Dollar pair ot Magic Foot Drafts and valua
ble now book (iu colors) on rheumatism. I

j

Name.

Address—

Only one «rial pair to one «darete.

-If you have rheumatism cut out this 
free dollar coupon and send it to ub 
with your name and address plainly 
written on the blank lines. Return mail 
will bring you—free to try—a Dollar 
pair of the famous Magic Foot Drafts, 
the great Michigan cure for rheuma
tism. They are curing very bad cases 
of every kind of rheumatism, both 
chronic and acute, no matter bow se
vere. They are curing cases of 30 and 
40 years’ suffering, after doctors and 
baths and medicines had failed. Send 
us the coupon to-day. When the 
Drafts come, try them. If you are 
satisfied with the benefit received- 
then you can
send us One Dol- tMDIUAKK

lar. IC not, we K W 
take your simple ® 
say so, and the 
Drafts cost you __  
absolutely nothing. Aren't they worth 
trying on that basis? Our faith is 
strong that they will cure you, bo cut 
out and send the coupon to-day to 
Magic Foot Draft Co., X030 Oliver 
Bldg., Jaokson, Mich. Send no money. 
—just the coupon.

THE WIDOW’S MITE,
AND

OTHER PSYCHIC PHENOMENA. , 

BY ISAAC K. FUNK.

A remarkable -book, of Intense Inter* 
est to all, whether Spiritualists or Ma
terialists, investigators or believers.

The author has embodied In this 
book an account of his wonderful per
sonal experience, and has culled from 
other sources the experiences of others, 
including scientists of world-wide re
pute, making a volume of great valua, 
(88 octavo pages. Price, cloth. |2.

Song Books
New and Enlarged Edition of 

C. P. LONGLEY’S

Choice Collection of
Beautiful Songs, 

Containing ninety charming songs for 
home, camps, circles and meetings— 
words and music, including "Only a 
Thin Vail Between Ub,” and Its com
panion piece; also beautiful words set 
to choice music, from the poetical 
works of Lilian Whiting. Of the lat
ter, Miss Whiting writes Prof, Long
ley her pleasure at his setting to her 
poems and declares herself honored 
at the dainty music ne has given her 
words. President Barrett of the N. S. 
A. writes that wherever he goes he 
finds the songs of Mr. Longley sung at 
meetings and by the friends and he af
firms it as his opinion that Longley's 
musical compositions have ennobled 
the world. Price per copy, 50 cents 
bound in boards; 75 cents in cloth. 
Wholesale ratees made to societies, 
and dealers.

Maxham’s Melodies.
Arranged for Solos, Duets, Quar* 

tets, Also Six Poena.
This is a song book adapted to tbe populat 

spiritualistic tsste. and is eminodtly titled to do 
good service in tbe lecture ball or family circle. 
Price, 15 cents.

Echoes from the World of Sono.
A collection of SO charming tone) with chorus an! 

music. sheet music sixe. Price 11.00; postage IB cis.

SPIRITUAL SONGSTER.
Dy Mattle E. Bull. Thirty-eight of Mrs. Hull's 

sweetest songs, adapted to popular music, for 
tho use of congregations, circles and familes. 
Price, 10 cents, or 47 per hundred

At the threshold waiting, weary, 
For the summons from above, 

Waiting for the voices, cheery, 
From arisen souls of love.

DR. T. WILKINS.

A SURPRISE PARTY.

Given to the Venerable Couple, Mr. 
and Mrs. Harding.

On the sixtieth anniversary of the 
marriage of Mr. and Mrs. Thos. Har
ding, the ladies of the Harmonial So
ciety and other citizens of Sturgis, 
Mich., arrived in covered carriages In 
the midst of a thunder-storm, at the 
residence of Mr. and Mrs. Harding, to 
congratulate them on the sixtieth an
niversary of their marriage which oc
curred on the 14th of June, 1906. 
Nineteen persons sat down to refresh
ments, an eloquent thansgivlng prayer 
having been given by Rev. Mr. Shel
don, pastor of the First Presbyterian 
Church of the city.- At the request of 
the ladies present the aged couple 
were presented by Mr. Sheldon with a 
counterpane worked by the hands ot 
the ladles, with strange and peculiar 
devices, and'a large reading glass. 
Mr. flarding in returning thanks, said 
that as they, too, expected to live for
ever, their gratitude to Mr. Sheldon 
and the ladies would be Immortal.

At-the request of the meeting, Mr. 
Harding gave a dramatic reading from 
one of the poets of 100 years ago, and 
showed how the boys "spoke their 
pieces” 70 years past when he went to 
school. He also read his poem, “That 
Old Corner House," both of which 
were loudly applauded.

The company that arrived at 3 
o’clock separated at 7. Taken all to
gether it was an occasion highly cred
itable to the Harmonial Society of 
Sturgis, and showed the absence of 
bigotry, and the mental harmony of 
fellow citizens of all sects and parties. 
The officers of the Harmonial Society, 
male and female, were present, and 
many of the guests are.readers of Mr. 
Harding's articles in The Progressive 
Thinker.. -MRS. R. CRESSLER. ,

Sturgis, Mich.

COSniAN HYMN BOOK.
A collection of original and selector Hymns 

for Liberal and Ethical Societies, lor Schools 
and the Home. Compiled by L. H» Washburn. 
This volume meets a public want. It comprises 
258 choice selections of poetry and music, em« 
bodying tbe highest moral sentiment, and free 
trom all sectarianism. Price. 50 cents.

"We Ar« Passing But OnceThil'Way.” Song 
and retrain, by P. O. Hudson: prlrt Zócents.

‘ SatlsOed.” A reverie. By A. Í Maxham. 
Price 25 cents.

“The Light ot Reason.” English and German 
words; sung to the tune of “Lead, Kindly 
Light.” Price 25Cents.

THE LYCEUM GUIDE.
For the home, the lyceum and socie

ties. A manual of physical, Intellectual 
and spiritual culture. By Emma Rood 
Tuttle. A book by the aid of which a 
progressive lyceum, a spiritual or lib
eral society may be organized and con
ducted without other assistance. Price, 
60 cents; by the dozen, 40 cents. Ex
press charges unpaid.

FROM SOUL TO SOUL.
By Emma Rood Tuttle. This volume 

contains the best peoms of the author, 
and some of the best popular songs with 
the music by eminent composers. The 
poems are admirably adapted for recita
tions. 226 pages, beautifully bound. 
Price !S.

■nnUUffO the Life Beyond and Within, 
r 11H, 111 n Voices from many lands and coun- 1 Uxlluu tries, saying, “Man, thou Shalt 
never die.". An excellent selection. Edited and 
compiled by Giles B. Stebbins. Cloth. 51.

INDUCE
Jfeur Neighbor to Subscribe for YNe 

Progressive Thinker.
Now 1b the time to extend the circuit, 

tion of The Progressive Thinker, it 
will contain Occult and SplrltuallBtla 
new* with which every one should be 
familiar. No other paper published on 
this earth contains such a vast amount 
of matter bo well adapted to enrich the 
Blind. Send in a subscription now.

“Spiritism and Mrs. Leonora E Piper, 
mid Dr. Thomson J. Hudson’s Theories 
in Regard to It.”. By Ex-juago Abram 
H. Dalley. Demonstrates futility and 
Inadequacy of Hudson’s explanations ot 
■jirltual phenomena. Price, 25. cents, j

I IC D r,TU An Interesting Story il^Krln of Two Worlds.,
MvUlU I Mi Elevating, Fascinat
ing and Instructive TliroiiKtiout,

This work by Carrie E. S. Twlng is exception« 
Ally Interesting.. Sho well says: “Those char- 
(voters which have brought out the highest and . 
lowest In different religious beliefs, have moved . 
me, not I them. "The whole book Is Interesting, 
tasclnixUng, and Instructive. Price, 5K

take.it
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ment which so-called Infidels inaugu
rated; first, violent opposition and de
nunciation. This continues until the 
reformers, by laborious effort, have 
popularized it; then, presto, they 
come to the front, claim they were 
originators of the Idea, aud demand 
all the honors for.-the church. All the. 
sciences, had the antagonism-of Chris
tianity at the beginning. They clung 
to a flat earth, a vaulted heaven, and a 
bell of sulphurous flame for sinners 
under the earth, where they roasted 
their enemies, and all were such who 
rejected their monk-made creeds.

We are sure we do not misrepresent 
or exaggerate in tins matter, tor hav
ing been favored with a long life we 
have witnessed in person the opposi
tion of the churches to numberless re
forms they now favor.

It is a pleasure to see the better in
formed and the best of the clergy 
coining to the front and taking posi
tion with those who, by protracted ef
forts paved-the way and made it easy 
for them to follow; but we really wish 
they would give credit where credit is 
due, and not act the part pt the dema
gogue, who usurps honors he never 
merited, and crowds aside those whose 
virtues he is incapable of appreciating.

AstowmÄ
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WORDS OF CAUTION.
Vou should not send money in a lek 

ter,. You may do so a dozen times safe- 
ly, and then the next remittance may 
be lost or stolen. Secure a postal order 
for five cents, and th .:i you are per
fectly safe, and will save yourself an
noyance and trouble.

SOMETHING YOU SHOULD HAVE. 
It Will Only Cost You Four Cents.
Reports In pamphlet form of the last 

N. 8. A. Convention are for sale =qt .600 
Pennsylvania avenue 8. E., Washington, 
D. C., at four cents each, postpaid, or 
thirty-five cts. per dozen. Every Spirit
ualist should send for one. Address 
Mary T. Longley, Secretary.

TAKE NOTICE. ,
All books advertised In The Pro

gressive Thinker can be obtained at 
this office. Express charges or postage 
prepaid at the price named unless oth- 
wlse stated.

The Church a Blasphemer.
A totem is - ah object of worship:; 

among savages. It may be a rudely 
sculptured post, an animal, or the, lin
age of something only fanciful which 
an uncultured mind has fashioned into 
a god. The Jehovah of the Jevha oc
cupying the mercy seat on a box, 
called an ark, drawn by bellowing 
cows In their hasty flight from the 
camp of the Philistines, to that of 
Israel, is an illustration, though de
nominated an idol in more common

. English,
The more civilized the man the 

'higher his conception of his god. It 
seems Intuitive in humanity to wor
ship something to whom it ean appeal 
in moments of distress. Our'expres
sion “O, dear," is but a . corrupted 
form of the Latin “O Dleu," or O God.

"Dear me," seems an Anglicised 
Spanish expression of Dios mlo.
. We wonder that the cultured na
tions of antiquity could worship a 
multitude of gods, idolizing almost 
everything in nature, the sun, the 
moon, the stars, the dawn, the mighty 
ocean, the flowing river, the tower
ing mountain, the verdant tree, a su
perior man, and thus on without limit

£ .
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Professor W. M. Lockwood Goes tb 
Lily Dale.

The friends of Prof. Lockwood will 
be glad to learn that he Is engaged to 
take part In the programme at Lily 
DMe this year. The Professor has 
no equal in his special line of work. 
Along the scientific planes of thought 
in connection .with Spirit Return and 
Psychic Laws, he Is filling a niche dis
tinctly his own, and is attracting a 
class of thinkers to our ranks who add 
lustre to our Cause. Mrs. Laura G. 
Flxep has shown her wisdom in again 
selecting Prof. Lockwood. Indeed, 
Mrs. Fixen will certainly cause Lily 
Dale to scintillate as never before, if

until everything that inspires 
fills the mind with awe.

Moderns are not wholly 
from these exaggerations of

respect

exempt 
fiction.

y she is permitted to exercise a 
trolling influence for a time.
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A Forgery.
' The letter of Rev. Cotton Mather, 

recently published In these columns, 
, which .we found floating through the 

public press, Is believed to be a shame
ful forgery; by whom started It Is diffi
cult to know. There are facts enough 
to the prejudice of the New England 

- Puritans without drawing on the im
agination to intensify dislike. 4

One of the most contemptible frauds 
which make periodic rounds of the 
press 1b the representation that the 
Blue Laws of Connecticut, prohibited 
the kissing of husband, wife or child 
on Sunday. These blue laws In truth 
were sufficiently rigid; but Rev. Sam
uel A. Peters, an Episcopalian clergy
man of Hartford and Hebron, a vio
lent tory during the American Revolu
tion, fled to England, and falsified the 
people and the laws, hoping thereby to 
gain influence with his English 
churchmen.

Christians Oppose Reforms Until Pop
ularized.

Every Spiritualist whose memory 
carries him back to the beginning of 
the tlny-raps at Hydesville, will recall 
the bitter, persecuting opposition It 
received from the churches of all de

-nominations, 
scarcely an

The preachers, with 
exception, vehemently

denounced them as frauds, else the 
device of the Devil to lead souls to de
struction. Logic, sarcasm, ridicule 
and anathemas were abundant, and 
toleration nowhere. The first con
verts to the new faith came from in
telligent and independent thinkers
,whb bravely dared investigate. The

Orthodox Christianity has idealized 
the son of a hated Jew! They have 
heaped glories on him which belong 
only to the True God! They have 
made him, probably a myth, equal to 
the Almighty Father; yet, that Father 
said to be the maker of all worlds, has 
been debased to the condition of a 
puny mortal subject to decay and 
death.

Hrere Is one stanza of a favorite 
church hymn, by the Immortal Watts, 
which is sung in all the orthodox 
churches that tells the Irreverent tale. 
Watts lived and wrote near two hun
dred years ago, but his wild Imagin
ings heaped on the Jew, Jesus, still 
survives, dishonoring and blasphem
ing Infinite Intelligence to add glory 
to their hero of thoughtless faith:
“Well might the sun in darkness hide, 

And shut his glories in, .
When ' CHRIST THE MIGHTY

MAKER DIED ’
For man, the creature’s sin." .
Read it again, and again. Memo

rize It. and always remember Michael 
Sdrvetus was burned at the stake in 
1553', at the instance of John Calvin, 
because he would not believe Jesus 
was “the eternal son of God” though 
willing to admit he was “the 'son of 
the eternal God,” an admission which 
would stultify one’s self to concede at 
this time.

anti-slavery agitators who had been 
abusively opposed by churchmen, as 
had been the temperance reformers 
whose opposition to alcohol had been 
met with stale eggs and brick bats, 
were ready to espouse the truth. 
They were in a state of mind to disre
gard the Invective of Mrs. Grundy and 
all her gossoplng, bigoted and perse
cuting crew.

As the years passed there were 
found here and there an occasional 

'churchman who stealthily investigat
ed, became convinced that their 
friends who had entered spirit life 
could' really communicate .with them. 
The evidence was overwhelming, and 
they wished to engraft the new move
ment on the old church. They ad- 

■ hered to all the vagaries of orthodoxy. 
Jesus was a medium, an elder brother. 
The Devil still reigned,, and his Imps, 
alias, evil spirits, obsessed mortals, 

- led them into vile ways and finally to 
; destruction.. Prayers, in their estima
tion, were still necessary to gain fa
vors from the heavenly powers.

As the decades of years went by 
the philosophy was better understood1,' 
and the ancient teachings of the 

•- churches were repudiated by the 
bolder . thinkers. ■ Then the clergy 
one by Une came forward, preached 
Spiritualism In their funeral . dis
courses, and began to find the new 
thought had Bible authority for its 
support. -

. Now It is very apparent the time is 
fiot distant until the churches gener-

other manifestations pf the forces of

t Inside a minute 
' hall ihn /)»»«• tifón ¡

from the withdrawal' of the arm and
bell the door v^as open and Sullivan stood over Montrose

Solid Matter Through Solid Matter.

The Progressive Thinker Wins
In Its

Hard Fight for Purity, Honesty and Genuina
Mediumship.

Spiritual«

"mug” could have 
It was a frightful

it from 
LEADING

eously startling 
presented itself.

enough will not only free 
debt, but make it the 
CAMP of the United States.

We congratulate honest

If a window of the infernal regions 
could have been opened, no more Idd-
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A Face Satanic in Appearance Materializes, Furnishing an Object 
Lesson fro Spiritualists to Consider.

Each week The Progressive Thinker 
presents most extraordinary phenom
ena to its readers, demonstrating the 
absolute truth of every phase of me
diumship.

Notwithstanding the vast amount ot 
iraud in our ranks m materialization, 
yet it is possible for spirits to so clothe 
themselves ns to become visible to

-o' .' >ria " " : ~
made in opyn day with the beautiful 
suusl|ine of Jieuven showered down 
upon It; lif: ¡was anxious for some one 
to steu to^be front aud capture the 
mone^ by giving one genuine material
ization. one, however, accepted

mortal eyes. A seant.-e ot that Idnd

The bar-room, liquor-soaked offer 
by the sturdy blacksmith, was prompt
ly accepted, and the results were most 
extraordlmiyy,- furnishing an object

’ i
Äö5t

can often be conducted in, a manner 
seemingly to preclude any possibility 
of success, yet the results be most ex
traordinary.

Even a bet made in a bar-room 
where poisonous liquors are sold, and 
devils congregate, does not prevent 
the success of the medium in the least, 
'but, on the contrary, it seems to have 
increased his power in tills particular 
case.

Mr. Hale of California offered 
$1,000 for one spirit clothed ln mortal 
garb, and that offer was not made in a 
bar-roqm wljere ti)e fumes ot h—11

visage, a reflection solely of (he dark 
spheres of spirit life. There was noth
ing good about it! There was abso
lutely nothing soul-elevating connect
ed therewith, but us A FACT, us an 
actual presentation from the spirit 
realms, it transcends in importance al-

lesson tor Spiritualists everywhere to most everything that ever occurred as 
consider., a phenomenon in the ranks of Spliit-

There was no talk of harmony, ualism/for it simply illustrates a pro- 
Thero was no ban put upon the fraud cess in natural law—that and nothing 
hunter. , Skepticism of the most dense else, and as a result of that kind it
Mod was rampant. There was no stands side by side with hundreds of 
particular question as to "conditions,” ' • ’
of any kind whatever. There was, in 
fact, seemingly no..conditions present 
which would, insure- .satisfactory' re- 
suits. But. what followed was most 
astounding! A face appeared at the 
aperture in the cabinet—-FRIGHTFUL 
TO BEHOLD!: A visage once seen 
that would be;remembered a life time,

can always be discerned, but it was cam? to. ¿he front!

the universe. ,
The “fraud hunter" in tills particu

lar ease—honest, no doubt he was,—• 
met hiS "Waterloo." But read the 
following article, Spiritualiste; ponder 
it well. It furnishes on important ob
ject lesson for you to consider, and ob
ject lessons are always exceptionally 
important.

PHYSICAL MEDIUMSHIP.

A Wrought Iron Test, and the Wonderful Manifestations 
. That Followed. . , .

Before giving the "Wrought Iron Test," the writer de
sires to'define'What a physical medium is. Reduced to 
its simplest elements, a medium for physical-phenomena 
is a VITAL ELECTRO-CHEMICAL BATTERY, in which 
•the mental, mofaFand.spiritual elements of the person or 
battery plays no part whatver.

My experience-has been, and I think the majority or 
others’ experiences have been similar, physical mediums 
have not been like "Caesar’s wife," above suspicion;

The .writer of this has been fortunate, however, in hav
ing absolute test conditions for most of the physical phe
nomena he has witnessed, and that voluntarily-on the part 
of the mediums, therefore doubt has been reduced to the 
minimunj. ■

examining the lock and. chain and staple. After satisfy
ing himself he said, “No! you have not moved.”

“Then go out and shut the door," said Montrose..
We took our respective places when almost instantly a 

head was protruded through the aperture, looking straight 
at Sullivan, and not four feet away, I HAVE SEEN 
MANY UGLY “MUGS" IN MY DAY, BUT THIS WAS THE 
MOST FEARFUL I HAVE EVER SEEN. It retired for an 
Instant and came again, doing this, all told, three times.

Sullivan by this time was hear a collapse, and when it 
retired the third time, he sung out, “Ive had enough, and 
we got up and opened the door and found Montrose just 
as he was first, stapled to the floor. Sullivan drew the 
staple and unlocked him, and'took-his aparatus'and-left 
the seance room.

Discouraging Outlook for Catholicism.
The report comes from Rome that 

the finances of the Vatican has been 
terribly abridged by the separation of 
church and state in France. In the 
past- the revenue of the Pope came 
largely from Peter-pence. This was 
a contribution of a penny from each 
Catholic to the supreme pontiff, which 
was used to advance his own interests, 
or for the common weal. Great in
roads have been made on this source 
of money-getting becaüse of the Prot
estant reformation, and by. the Inter
ference of civil governments to the 
prejudice of the mother church. The 
last severe blow comes from France. 
That nation not only withdrew, diplo
matic relations from the Vatican, but 
its action has been such as to encour
age the people in disregarding to a 
large extent its usual contributions 
from Peter’s pence, which, it is said, 
const! th ted sixty per cent of the en
tire papal income.

With lessened resources the great 
aim of the parent church for propa
ganda purposes is weakened, and . its 
priestly agents must make heavier 
drafts on communicants to keep the 
church machinery in active operation.

When the Inquisition was in Its 
glory the estates of heretics were for
feited to the church. He who was so 
unfortunate as to be rich was almost 
sure to fall a victim tp priestly guile, 
the torture chamber and the fagot 
while his accumulations swelled the 
coffers of the Holy See.

The sale of Criminal Indulgences 
was another source of income which 
the Reformation cut off.

Where would Christianity be to-day, 
had there been no inquisition, no rev
enue from Indulgences to commit 
crime, no Peter-pence? For had there 
been no Catholic church there would 
have been no Protestants, and some 
other superstition would have domi
nated Western civilization in place of 
Christianity.

ally will accept what they have fought 
‘ ‘ more. than fiftyunrelentingly for, 

years.
Soon they will 

as regards every
repeat their action 
reformatory move-.

Playing Christian.
Pundit Krishna, a Hindu reformer 

occupying a prominent'church pulpit 
at the time, in Kansas City, Mo., is re
ported to hae said a few days ago, in 
effect:
' ' “American missionaries are inca
pable as teachers in Hindustan, and' 
the churches would do better to keep 
them at home.’’- !

, Thls- is the general voice of nearly 
all educated persons visiting us from 
missionary-infested countries. "The 
concerts made to Christianity," say 
these learned men, "are of-.the lowest 
caste; the Sudras In fact, without posi
tion or influence, who accept anything 
for the time being to gain support." 
Playing'Christian -accomplishes this 
purpose In a superior degree.

. ,-------- HIU» * *BIW —---------

.Have.courage, to uso thino -own un
derstanding; become.a -man; cease to 
trust thyself to the guidance of oth- 
ers.—Kant. .

The Remarkable Test.
In 1887 the writer was the editor and publishers! the 

San Luis Obispo Tribune In the cRy of San Luis Oblppo, It 
being the only paper published within the county of the 
same name. Some time in the early fall of that year a 
young man by name ef Montrose, came to th®- towai rep
resenting himself to be a superior mediumjifor physical 
phenomena. He called upon me at my office:! and: It was 
arranged for him to give one or more private seances. 1 
saw some of my friends who were getting Interested in 
psychic phenomena. We secured a suite of !t®ro roams, a 
parlor and bed-room communicating with It. ilWe had the- 
panel door between the two rooms removedbl and .subatl- 
tuted one made of redwood celling lumber, having alhalL 
circle aperture large enough for a man to put his liead 
through about four feet from the floor. Gin the.dnslde 
(bed-room side) a jcurtaln of black cambric was :taoked 
across the top, .completely covering th» 'opening.otThis 
bedroom was used for the cabinet and the^pàtilor fori the1 
seance room. The seance room was brilliantly lighted 
with gas. Six much for the surroundings.

Of thejnanifeôtations at the first eeance I have no dis
tinct recollections. .At all events It was not satisfactory 
to those present, some seventeen people, and theTiext day 
several of them came to me and said that If Montrose 
.would not give them another seance under absolute test 
conditions they would publish him as a fraud.

I saw Montrose and told him the upshot of the matter. 
He said: ‘^.11 right; they shall have the seance under their 
own conditions.” This was satisfactory to all concerned, 
but just here a new element was injected into the program. 
Montrose, like most of his class, was a great boaster of 
his powers, and was blowing “hot” in the billiard room at 
the hotel where he stopped, of what he could do, or the 
spirits through him, when a blacksmith present clipped In 
and said: “If you will let me fasten you, and you can'make 
as much as one finger appear at the aperture, I will give 
you fifty dollars.”

“Done!” Bald Montrose.
The challenger, Jerry Sullivan by name, stepped up to 

the bar and deposited with the bar-tender fifty dollars In 
gold, with instructions to give it to Montrose If as much as 
one finger appeared at the aperture.

Sullivan then .went out and bought a padlock, and then 
to the shop where he made a strong-staple. Then he se- 
lected a piece of small trace chain with straight links, to 
use for hand-cuffs. ■ When all were assembled for the'se
ance, Sullivan lias there with his lock, chain, staple and 
hammer. He at once proceeded to business. First, he 
handcuffed Montrose and locked the chain so tight around 
the wrists, that it was impossible to get his hands free1. 
Selecting a large pillow from the bed, he laid it on the 
floor, and made Montrose lay down on his side, with the 
pillow under his head. He then stapled the chain solid to 
the floor, só that It was impossible tor Montrose to ever 
roll over, let alone getting on his feet.

Being satisfied with his work as the others present 
were, we went out and'were affiout to dosé the door' When 
Montrose said, "Hold on there a minute, aud let uS have 
an understanding before all these people. Now, If as 
much as one finger appears at that aperture, that inónéy 
is mine."

“Yes, sir,” said Sullivan." . _
“All right," said Montrose. "Close the door." ‘ 
Wë closed the door and took our seats, eighteen ot us. 
By. this time Montrose was playing on a harntonlca 

(mouth organ), which with an old-fashlonedbtoa bail, lay 
on the marble top stand at the foot ofthe bed.: In an In
stant after the dinner bell was ringing as ifiShe copper 
Would break loose.1 In another instant a h^n^ a^ arm 
up to the elbow was protruding through the ap.ertuna.into 
thé séance-rooni, holding on to and rlging the ball aS 
hard as possible. . « ■ . i 5 'J*
- I was sitting by Sullivan, not four feet'fro^ .thegaper- 
ture, and was studying him closely: His ey^wei»’pro
truding, and gréât beads of perspiration stood odl< his 
forehead. • •_ ' ; •

The arm belonged to no person in the forin|o'. It Jerked 
as'IF MADE OF PARAFINE, such as ladles j^akey pow
ers from. - ' - - io:. id-

When, the arm and bell withdrew, Montrosâ'san^" out, 
"Come in and see if I have moved." r

The departure of Sullivan did not end the seance. 
Montrose asked for a sack large enough to hold him. The 
lady of the house produced a three-quarter bed-ilck that 
had recently been washed and Ironed, which ,wJb intact, 
with the.exceptlon of one end, which had been ripped open 
to empty the sack for washing. The tick was placed on 
the floor, solid end down, and so opened that Montrose 
could step into it, and the sack then' be drawn up around 
his neck. He did so with his coat on, and then a tailor 
present, Mr. B. Hatlick, took a needle, and strong linen 
thread, .which be had with him, and sewed It tight 
around Montrose's neck. This done, we all, seventeen of 
us, went Into the parlor, and closed the door. We had 
hardly got seated, when word came to open the door and 
come in. This had probably occupied two minutes. Upon 
entering the cabinet room we found Montrose still In the 
sack with his coat on the floor outside the sack, and the 
condition of the sack just as we had left it.

Mr. Hatllck became much excited, and took his scissors 
a'nd.cut the s.titc^ and. let the sack fall to the. floor, 
.when Montrose .stood before us in his shirt sleeves.

Here was something more startling than the events that 
had preceded it. The most hypercritical of the sitters had 
no more to say about test conditions.

Subsequent Happenings.
After these preliminary seances Montrose had a cabinet 

made 4x6 feet, and 6 feet high, and gave public seances in 
a public hall. One evening he requested some one to 
bring a pair ot handcuffs, and he would show the audience 
how easy it was for prisoners to escape from fetters. The 
Sheriff gave to the sight policeman who had been a deputy 
in his office, the steel handcuffs used on criminals, which 
the policeman had often used on the most desperate. After 
the performance had opened, Mr. Grady, the policeman 
put the handcuffs on Montrose in the presence of the audi
ence. They were of the patent ratchet variety; could be 
put on without a key, but to be taken Qff had to be un
locked. After they .were adjusted Montrose stepped to 
the frost of the platform, Ip plain view of everyone, and 
said: “Now; ladles and gentlemen, I will show you how 
easy It.is for a prisoner to get out of his handcuffs.”

I(e slowly raised his hands up to hlB chin, counting one, 
and let them fall to their normal position. This he did 
three times, counting, “one, two, three," and as he uttered 
“three,” the handcuffs fell to the floor, everyone present 
hearing the slipping of the. ratchets as they were unlocked.

Still More Bewildering.
Montrose then asked to have the "darbies” put on him 

again, with which request Mr. Grady complied. Now, let 
It be distinctly understood that Montrose had his coat on 
when the handcuffs were put on hirb In view of the whole 
audience. He then asked to have two men go’into the 
cabinet with him to hold him, in addition to the fetters. 
The audience chose Mr. Grady and Mr. Maxwell. The 
three went into the cabinet and seated themselves la one 
end, Montrose in the middle. The committee took hold of 
Montrose's hands and Japped their thumbs over each 
other’s so that each one knew that the other had hold of 
the medium. The door of the cabinet was then deliber
ately closed, when the command came to open it. This 
was done, when the .three walked out and Montrose in his 
shirt sleeves, his'coat being in the opposite end of the cab
inet from where they sat, lying upon the floor.

I asked Mr. Grady how Montrosa got out of his coat. 
His answer was, "I'll be d—d if I know. 1 could hear it 
■coming' off, but he never 'moved a muscle."

This brings us to otir first proposition that a medium for 
physical phenomena Is, simply a vital electro-chemical bat
tery, from which the controlling Intelligences draw the el
ements that enable them to perform what to ’us earth- 
bound mortals seem physical'impossibilities. Given a 
strong enough battery the writer of this would not be will
ing to hazard a limit'to the pojver of the wise men of the 
higher spheres, even were It to the"brlnglng of an elephant 
:from the jungles of Africa to Melbourne, Australia, to add 
to the museum of Mr. Stanford. -

In conclusion, I wish ,to say, in justice to Montrose, that 
he did not accept the llfty dollars from Sullivan, when of
fered him, but said: “I did not do that-to win your money; 
but simply to show you that some things can be done that

Chesterfield Camp has been RE
DEEMED from the hands of those 
who catered, to the fraudulent ele
ment, and who boycotted ' The Pro
gressive Thinker, and who now BE
QUEATH the camp $3,000 IN DEBT, 
and the result of their mismanage
ment and their pernicious course falls 
Hite a WET BLANKET on the noir 
officials, and In consequence another 
deficit will no doubt rest upqp the 
camp this year.

Where mismanagement has been so 
obvious, where catering to the fraud
ulent element has been so open-hand
ed and above board, and where even 
COMMON SENSE did not cliaracterize 
the action of the officers in some in
stances, the work of redemption will 
be slow.

The present officers we believe are 
MOST EXCELLENT, but Angels of 
Light right from the celestial regions, 
could not redeem the camp at once 
from the blight of mismanagement. 
The officials start in handicapped by a 
large debt, and also handicapped in 
other respects, and stand face to face 
with another deficit BEQUEATHED 
TO THEM by the late management.

We believe, however, the present 
officials will prove equal to the occa
sion, and if retained in office long

ists everywhere on the result. , 
, We congratulate the two prominent! 

Indianians, L. O. HULL of Ft. Wayne, 
and W. S. CHANNING of Pendleton,' 
for the influence they have exerted In 
behalf of the best interests of the 
camp, but particularly do we congrat
ulate the present officials on their 
great victory, on their triumph over 
mismanagement and bogus medium
ship, and wo ask Spiritualists every
where to give them the right hand of 
fellowship and good will, and make 
Chesterfield Camp what it deserves to 
be—ONE OF THÉ BEST AND MOST
ATTRACTIVE CAMPS 
WORLD.

IN THE

The following officers have been 
elected:

President, Thomas O'Neill, Indian
apolis; vice-president, J. M. Best, 
Winchester; secretary, Flora Harding* 
Mlllspaugh, Chesterfield; financial 
secretary, Lemuel Waters, Hartford 
City; trustees, Dr. Wattles, Winches
ter; 8. J. Louisa, Anderson; Joseph' 
Keicher, Anderson; Geo. W. Schep- 
man, Richmond; Mike Bronnenberg, 
Chesterfield; W. T. Lynn, Atlanta,

THF, KALEIDOSCOPIC CHARACTER 
OF SPIRIT RETURN.

Spirit Return does not belong ex-

you do not dream of’ 
Schell Station, Arizona.

WPP"-' .. -' • / ■

. O. F. THORNTON.

Tbe Preacher Was Right.
Rev. R. P. Johnston, pastor of the 

Fiftlj Avenue Baptist. Church, New 
York, Is reported to have recently 
said: ' ■

“If all Christians tried to copy 
Christ’s life.exactly,;.all science, com
merce, agriculture and- other business 
would cease, and an unprecedented 
era of disintegration would ensue.”

Indolent as are the modern-tramps 
the laziest among them must discard 
the teaching of Jesus to "take - no 
thought for the-morrow/' else starve.

Strongly Expressed. their ambition to magnify the myth-

clusively to any one cult, religious 
sect, or even to Spiritualism. It be
long to the whole world, and is as ka
leidoscopic as all the colors of the 
rainbow, and their various combina
tions. It presents aU kinds of beacon 
lights—religious, ethical, deistic and 
atheistic—to lead the people. In the 
CathoUc church Spirit Return has its 
purgatory; in Spiritualism its dork 
spheres; in Oahspe, a new bible; in 
France, Allen Kardec with his reincar
nation. And now comes the irrepress
ible Dowie, with his heR-flre, his ab
surd creed and teachings. Spirits 
overshadow him, they speak to him, 
and Inspire him in his sermons, and 
under their influence he has founded 
a magnificent city. Verily, Spirit Re
turn is a glorious truth, but the teach
ings thereof are as kaleidoscopic as 
varied, os the loftiest imagination can 
conceive, yet the world has been great
ly blessed by the one solitary fact, 
Spirit Return. The Chicago Exam
iner speaks of Dowie as follows:

As calmly as It hie were discussing 
the most matter of fact affairs In the 
world, John Alexander Dowie, on the 
witness Stand in. Judge'Landis’ court, 
June 14,.told of supernatural warn
ings, the separation, in life of the body 
and the soul, and the communication 
of many messages between him and 
the other .world.

He grew impatient with Jacob New-
Prof. Wm. Klngdon Clifford, a leal Jesus into a first-classGod.

learned English scholar, and Professor A friend at our elbow remarked as
in University College, London, died we read the above to her;
March 3, 1879, declared: "Myths manage to ■ live a great

man, the attorney for Wilbur 
Vollva, who confessed that he 
not understand all the marvels 
the weak old man described.

Glenn 
could 
which

“If there be one.lesson that history while," to_ which we .responded: i
-a™ ,.nn. „„ „„„w -m™ n fa I- Yes,¿there Js. the1 tribal .god __

from Wahl of bellowing cows, memory, withforces upon us-in every page,
this—Keep your children awa:

."Yes, ; there Js, the tribal god Yah-

David dancing with all his might be-the priest, or he will make them ene- - -
mies of mankind” ' [!°re it in his airy costume to which

The whole brotherhood of "ehun-li,, • • •- / , A X1 a , tionS) hns been transformed into the
attarneys,, wlthout.regard,to.,the -sec| - mighty?Ruler of the'Untvcrsezand le 
to whichthey ¿belong; are. tarred with worshiped as such by the • entire 
.the same stick and forget humanity in I Christian world.

- In cross-examining Dowie Mr. New
man asked questions which . seemed 
calculated to bring answers that would 
not reflect favorably upon the sanity 
of Dr. Dowie. ■ ’ ■

Dr. Dowie said that one day on 
which, he 'was to address, a meeting of 
4,000. of;his, followers a . mysterious 
voice-spoke- to- him, tolling him to go 
on. This voice, he said, he had heard 
upon three occasions.

In describing the separation of his 
body and soul Dowie said:

“One night in Melbourne when I 
was fighting the liquor traffic I was in 
my office. I heard a voice. It saldn 
‘Arise! Go!' I asked my secretary if 
he was talking and he said no. It was 
a new thing, a new vision; I arose and, 
walked a few paces, but returned to 
my seat, deciding it was nonsense. I 
had scarcely seated myself when' 
again I heard the words. I said, 
‘George, don’t make so much noisa 
about it.’ My secretary said that ha 
had said nothing. Again I remem
bered my vision in the morning, but I 
sat down again, when the same voica 
more persistently commanded me td 
go. It was then that I also remem
bered that I had heard that voice be
fore, years ago. I decided not to dis
obey it, and went to my room. I had 

’scarcely entered my house when a ter
rific explosion shook that part of th« 
city.

“The next day when I went to iny; 
tabernacle the part of the building 
containing my office was wrecked. I 
saw the place which would have been' 
my grave, the spot .where I had been' 
seated the night before. An attempt! 
had been made to assassinate me.

“On a partlcuar morning years aga 
I was In Melbourne, Australia. I had 
been overworking and was sleeping 
far into the day. Suddenly I realized 
that my spirit was awake, my soul waa 
awake; but my body was dead.

.•“The consciousness of a connection; 
between my spirit and soul had been' 
painful and I could not find my bodyi 
until I looked down to where I waa 
and saw that my bed was covered with' 
a sheet and that a body was under it. 
I lifted the sheet and I saw my own 
dead body and my own dead face, and! 
with that I awoke. I was in bed. I 
said: 'Now, you will have to stop that« 
You have got-so tired that you are! 
getting to see strange visions. -Vis
ions of yourself after you are deadh 
you must be careful.’ And thus 1 
chided myself. I slept again and sud
denly found the same conditions. 1 
felt annoyed and ashamed and asked 
God to forgive me for working too 
hard, and then.I fell asleep again. Tn 

■ my • disgust, I-awoke a* third tfmo t® 
And the same condition. This time I 
thought it must be: divine intention' 
and I got up.” :

, v A . * J-. f¡
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The Interesting and Impressive Narrative of One Who Lived There
9

“Remember that you enter spirit life 
just as you leave here. If you are self
ish here you will be selfish there. If 
greed is your attribute here, so you will 
find it there If bigotry and ignorance 
are your friends and companions over 
there, you will find it as 1 found it, very 
difficult indeed to burst asunder the 
walls they have built around you. If you 
have tied yourself to your creeds and 
dogmas, remenlber that you have thus 
clothed yourself, and the clothing be
longs to the spirit, and not to the; body, 
and you take it with you into the spheres 
above.” * . < ‘ '

In going backward in time and giving you a partial his
tory, as it were, of my own life and of the time when I 
dwelt on earth, It seems to me now that J can. hardly ex
press it to you. If you go back In history about. 180 
years, you will come back to about the time when I was 
horn. You knpw something about the history of your 
country at that time; you know that to express liberal 
ideas brought persecution. You know that in the old 
Puritan days (as you still call them) everyone was bound, os ft were, by law, and could not express their thoughts 
or feelings. You know that on or about that time, or 
prior thereto, the people were absolutely deprived of their 
rights, and even tortured simply because they were me
diums, and mediumship was not at all understood, but" 
regarded by those in authority, not only, ecclesiastical bitt 
civil, as the manifestations of the deivll—sins against 
their God, and punishable even unto death.

I was born of strictly Calvinistie parents, and was taught 
in my childhood this doctrine. My parents themselves 
had been brought up as such, and they were firm believers 

■ in the- doctrines as promulgated by the man John Calvinh 
they as firmly believed that all • mankind .would be- lost, 
except only a few who were specially ordained to firing 
the fruit of their body to the service of the Lord, and only

I looked upon my wife, and said, “Can she be saved?” 
The only answer 1 could get was, “I do not know." 1 
looked upon my children and said, “Are they of the elect? 
Has it been ordained by the great God who made all 
tilings that they should be saved, or are they ordained to 
be lost?” “I do not know, I cannot know,” was the only 
answer that came back to my mind when I was striving to 
analyze these questions by myself, but as I said before, 
when I was in the congregation listening to the “drone” 
(that is what you would term the singing in those days 
In the meetings/ and the preaching, it had its peculiar 
effect upon me and all who were congregated together.

You now understand the laws of mind, how one mind 
acts on another. We understood nothing of the kind at 
that day. If at that day the things that you now have 
and enjoy were even thought of, it would have been 
termed blasphemy. If we had thought of the power of 
steam, harnessing and using’electricity, or If we had 
thought of any of the so-called modern improvements we 
would have been persecuted for giving voice to that 
.thought. -

' You can hardly conceive to-day of the action of mind or 
of the action of this belief upon, the mlpd of man in those 
days. I looked upon all those with whom I associated 
day by day, and when I gave room for thought, I asked the
question, “Will I be saved?“ In my selfishness I an-

then enter, my mind, inio thought that I must learn the 
truth, must know the truth in a measure before I could be 
relieved or find the\yay<ipm this sandy plain, did hot en
ter my mind; but I founi that the body needed sustenance.
I needed to eat. I needed to drink.'

How could I obt|^i fo^<|. bow could 1 obtain drink? 
came into my mind? “The food and tho drink that you 
need will be furnished you; you will find it In your time 
of need,” said- the ‘‘iriind. £

I found food to Wt anil1 water to drink, but still I wan
dered over this saVdy desert till, as it appeared to me, 
ages had passed, jMt I ¿ad not begun to consider in my 
own mind the coufie I had taken, or to think that I 
could know or learn the^ruth as to .why I was thus cast 
adrift upon this sandy sliore. , - .

I’o go back a moment, I had regarded my fellow-beings 
as mere tools for my use, to be used as instruments tor 
my advancement. I had grossly injured some. I had 
deprived some of tile opportunities of life; to use your 
terms of the,present day, I cheated and defrauded some!

The time arrived when an answer came to my prayer, 
and who think you was;the messenger who brought it?

A light came to my mind, and that light was brought by 
one whom I had grossly-injured In earth life, one .who'ip. 
passing into spirit life" had "passed into a condition above 
and superior to mlne>, arid now he came as a Messenger of 
Light to me. " Of coprse' I cannot In so short a time.enter 
into" all'the "intricate ¿¿tails, into the state and condl- 
tionB Of my life", it would take a much longer time to do 
this. I can merely^ve you a sketch.

This one came to’ rile,' ¿nd answered the desire of my 
mind, for I had reachid' that point where the desire to be 
released from this stateknfl condition occupied my mind,
If It weye possible to’do so. I had asked myself repeat-

swered, yes. Will my wife, my children or neighbors, ediyj “ja tuts heaven",'the state and condition of‘all born 
any of them, be saved along with me, will they, with me, Upoa wp0 enter the spirit world?” Answering this 
enter into the gates of paradise, walk the golden-streets, questlon, and, as it were, pointing the way, a light con- 
and enjoy the association of angels, and praisri Gbd near I vey£d py this messenger assured me that I was In the com- 
hls throne? I don t know,” was the only answer, and pany oI many others; jhat. while I had wandered thia way 
echo itself re-echoed the answer, “I don t know.” and p (pad. crossed the paths of hundreds of others,

Now you may judge for yourselves, my friends, how dweinng jn this desert of Selfishness, hot knowing the 
that thought occupied the minds of men, and you need presance ot each other; not answering to each other’s 
not be surprised when you read your history of the time thought; pot hearing or answering each othey’a call.
ot men mistreating their fellow-men, even treating their j waJ then ln8tructed-in what you would call the A, B, 
women as they were treated because of any divergence of c of truth. j wfts Bhown a part o£ my earth 11(e j waa 
thought; because the doctrine of ordination as preached by shown bQW that earth ute) that Uf0 of aeiflshness and dls-

ery day of your lives. You see individuals—some of 
them you even honor and respect—using their fellow-men 
simply as stepping-stones to their own advantage.

You see mankind to-day worshipping the God Mammon. 
You see-in your present advanced civilization that the 
larger amount of gold.you possess add call your own, the 
more power you possess, the more of the world’s blessings 
you can have. Do you not also see the possession thereof 
adds to your selfishness; that power over man only leads 
you to desire more thereof, and leads you to crowd your 
fellow-man down In order that you may rise? Do you not 
see that this desire for wealth and power has-completely 
covered your earth with blood and treasure?

Millions of men and women inhabit the spirit land, cut 
oft in the prime of their earth Ute, who, but for the greed 
and selfishness of others, might have lived to a good old 
age. As the world contains sufficient to supply the needs 
of every one, cannot you realize that there would be no 
poverty, no want, no crime, no despair, if it .were not lor 
the selfishness and greed of man? If such were the condi
tions the earth would be a suburb of heaven. /

Now, my friends, remember this: The conditions in the 
lower spheres of spirit life are but the corresponding con
ditions to those in earth life, the difference being that the 
mask of matter (the material'body) is thrown aside, and 
you cannot in spirit life deceive your neighbor. You can
not place yourself in the condition .where your character 
cannot be read, and the character that you build for 
yourself is written-on the slate of mind. You take a pen
cil and you write thereon, and the writing cannot be oblit
erated. This slate of mind is readily read by all who 
stand in the same sphere as yourself, and by all above you, 
for you cannot conceal the motive. People on earth, can 
analyze the act, and probably discover the motive, but tn 
spirit life you cannot conceal the motive itself.

Remember again that you enter there just as you 
leave here. If you are selfish here, you are selfish there. 

, If greed is your attribute here, so you will find it there. 
If bigotry and Ignorance are your friends and companions 

. over there, you will find It as I found it, very difficult in
deed to burst asunder the walls they have built around 
you. If you have tied yourself to your creeds and dog- 

। mas, remember that you have thus clothed yourself, and 
। the clothing belongs to the spirit, and not to the body, and 

you take it with you into the spheres above.
, Who is going to undress you? Your spirit friends who 
j look upon you and weep?

------ ------------------------------- ------------------— rsnown now tnai earin me, mat Hie oi semsnness ana ais- 
the old Calvinistie preachers made mpn perfectly and regard (I waa golng |0 hatred) of my fell0W.beIng8 
purely selfish, and our only thought of our neighbor was ^nt j reaUy ma not bate them tbe 8Ons0lln whlch you 
how we could use him or her for our own individual ad- <jall bate> but I used, them for my own selfish ends and pur-

those had any hope of salvation In the future. They 
- looked upon the inhabitants-of the earth as if they were 

created only to serve them.
The Idea was prevalent even at that time, that this 

earth was the only Inhabited planet in the universe, and 
.was created in order that men and women might dwell 
therein, and all that they saw in the heavens, the great 
multitude of stars, the suns and; planets, were all created 
for the benefit of this earth, and you may be aware of the 
fact.* It is but a few short years ago, bo to speak, as you 
go into the past, when it waa believed, and sustained by 
the church, that this earth was a flat surface; that it 
stood upon pillars, and that they rested upon a foundation, 

■ as said by the wiseman whose father was a man after
God’s own heart.

o, •? We were brought up strictly In the fear of this. God, so 
¿¿.¡tplspeak, and we were taught that we were the offsprings 
■ of parents who were themselves ordained to ."Inhabit the 
s^ iXjblBBtial'-regionB. ■ All others, in whatever "kind -of life 

they moved, were to inhabit the regions set apart for the

r My friends, when I*arrlved at manhood I became a ma- 
A : teriallst, yet I did not let It be known, for to have let "my

; Views be known at that time would have meant persecution 
arid Isolation from my own family, and to be turned 

- ’ adrift in the world, although I made up my mind upon 
4 Individual reflection there could be no such after life as 

it was represented to be. I made up my mind that death, 
as It was called, would end all, and the end of earth life 

- ,was the end of man. “Dust thou art and unto dust thou 
‘ shalt return,” In my view, applied to the mind as well as 

to the body. I could not admit the existence of soul. 
Mind, according to my thought, was a product of matter. 
Man was born here simply to a few days of trouble, and 
then disappeared like thé wind.

■vantage. If we allowed the “If” to come in at all; if we, I poaeSi and thousands ot others are doing the same thing 
the elect, were destined to live for all eternity in the fu- to-day, each one striving to. take advantage ot the other, 
ture, why should I not use both friends and. neighbors for jo gain'whatever they could) created my present condl- 
my present advancement? - tion

Taking that view of life I need not tell you what kind In the llght of thp beIlef ln the CaivlnlSm of that flay, 
of-a-life I .led. _ I "every one was willing to take advantage of his neighbor;

My parents were among the better class, because they I to take to himself what his neighbor had made, and to 
possessed more of the good'things of life thah others, t g[vb as mtie as possible, in other words the men and 
They would be rated as poor to-day; then they ’ivere-TatBd, women ot that day were simply men and women of pure 
as I said, among the better class of people, and from boy-1 selfishness. They might just as well, as far aa spirituality 
hood up I saw that they used every advantage possible. I waa concerned, havtk'been like upto the “woman of salt” 
They did not regard their neighbors as brothers and sis- that tha bible tells.you about, because no one cared for the 
tors, although they were of the same church and congre- welfare'of another.’t / > ?
gation, because, as I said, whenever an individual' asked I what could we do", whirl could I do for you If our God 
himself the question he could not answer It to his own I bad aiready consigned ybu to "endless torment, and had 
mind. If he made himself believe that he himself could consigned me to endless happiness?
be saved, he looked in a selfish way for a heaven where t0 Bave others fronmthstotorment?

, You will readily Bee then the mental condition that I 
occupied, and .what kind of a man I must necessarily, be.
Ap I grew into manhood I married as other men did.

Could I do anything
-------- ------------------------------------- Could they do any-

there would be very few to enter, and It was absolutely thing to add to my Hutur®happlness? We were mere ma-
taught from our pulpits that one of the blessings of heaven ghjngg:—nothing mare; naShlng less.
would be the very fact that looking over the battlements Calving God hadmldffrom the beginning of the world 
thereof, we could view the misery and torture even our just. what our Btat0fflhould be in the earth and spirit Hie, 
best and dearest friends wqre undergoing, and praise God I and we had to .do waB-Lo acquiesce In the decrees of 
and glorify his name. Therefore, can you conceive ot I fa£e. When this was plainly shown to me by the messen- 
such a state and condition of mind? Can you conceive of ger who camq to mbrl Balti I was willing to learn the 
the selfishness of the men and women of those days? I truth; willing to work.to oio anything it was possible for 
hardly think you can, and yet I do not think I have over- me to do.to learn the dutjol.-oweffto others. This willing- 
painted the picture.at aU, because,I. have painted it froin I aeda to pvercb’nle mjr selflBlineSs.tlncreased the light, and 
my own individual experience. - " guided by tÜé mesaengetml: was led to brighter scenes..

I lived in earth life to be over three score years and ten I “Now,” Bald he, “turn and look,” and I saw the desert
before I laid aside the material body and entered the I waste from which I was" just barely emerging, and in the 
spirit world. When I did so pass, I earnestly hoped (1 light that was "just thrown upon this waste ground, I saw 
cannot say I earnestly believed) to be met by angels and that I had been as close as It was possible for beings to be 
conveyed directly to a heavenly condition or to a heaven to each other. I had crossed and recrossed each others’
above? ,

But was that the case? I '
On the contrary, when I awoke in the spirit world I was

simply in mental darkness.

paths thousands of times, no one realizing the fact that the 
other was near. ,

Can you imagine such a state of solitude? Can you im-

1
had a family surrounding me, and in my latter days, or in
middle age, I began to reconsider my views, and, I
thought, may bp It was better to re-believe, as ft were, 
the views in which I had been educated. I had not left 
the church, but I had taken all the advantage I could get 
out of it in business ways. I could but see, as I began
to review, to analyze the teachings, that there might be 
possibility that man survives the state called death;

a 
it

mlght be possible that the states and conditions (and 
there were only two) might both exist; it might be possl- 
ble that a man could by prayer and" outward ¿actions so

. come into the good graces or good will of the Lord as to 
be transported to the celestial spheres. Now you will see 
how the mind of one brought up under this doctrine must 
¡work upon himself; you must see (understanding that man 
is a dual being) how he could possess by himself two per
sonalities—one personality acting from his own reason; 
the other Influenced by the teachings of his youth.

. You must take your minds back to that time nearly 200 
years ago, when men knew but little of what they how 
know; but I saw the way my mind reacted upon itself, and I led a dual life. "When I sat down by myself and thought 
and reflected I was a materialist. When I .was under the 
Influence of others, when I was in the meetings, Ih the lit
tle congregations, I was in a measure influenced by what 
you pow call hypnotic suggestion, and was a Calvinist

FOOD FOR THINKERS.

Spirit is Not the Outcome of the Ma
terial Body, but the Body is the 

Output of Spirit Power.

Theology and science mutually con
cede man’s origin to materiality.

Theologians assert that when man 
-was called into existence, the "Lord 
God used dust of the ground"; that 
this was then manipulated into the 
form of a man. Then the Lord God 
breathed into his nostrils the breath 

’ of life, and man became a living 
bouI." - ,

Mark the phrase, “a living soul!”
Science affirms that his origin has 

■been evolved from other forms of 
material life, and to account for his 
unique and exceptional endowments, 
they are simply the result of superior 
development. He has analyzed and 
examined every, organ, solid, fluid and 

- member of his structure, and finds no 
clew to the origin of mind, soul or 
spirit, therefore they must be evolved 

• from matter, and consequently must 
- belong thereto, and as to immortality 

It may, or may not be. Certainly he 
can find no proof thereof.

, - 'Now we turn to Modern Spiritual-

world in general that the future lit« 
can only be a spiritual life. Spirit
ualism in its half-century of existence 
has taugfht a more comprehensive 
view of the future state than ;the 
whole long period of sacerdotalism.

ROBERT MARCHANT.
. Westfield, Mass.

DEAFNESS 
6ÜREP

3y the Simplest Method Yet 
. Discovered.

Ninety-five per cent of all cases of deaf nest 
brought to our attention Is the tesu tof chronic 
catarrh of the throat and middle ear. The alt 
passages become clogged by catarrhal deposit, 
stopping the action of tho vibratory bones' Um

Egg
km

ill these deposits are re
moved a cure le Impose! 
ble. The Inner ear eaunot 
bo reached by probing or 
spraying, hence the luubll. 
liy oi specialists in most 
cases to cure, Ear drums 
never cure deafness. That 
there Is a ecleutldc cure for 
deafness and catarrh Is 
demonstrated every day 
by the usl of “Actlna. Tho 
vapor current generated in 
the Actina passes through 
the Eustachian tubes iuto 
the middle oar, removing 
the catarrhal obstructions 
as It passes through the 

-lubes and loosen up the 
'bones, (hammer, anvil aud 
stirrup) In tho Inner ear,

making thorn respond to the si Ig i 
lion of sound. Adina is very successful in 
curing ringing noises In the head. We have 
known people troubled with this distressing 
symptom for years to be cured in a few weeks’ 
use of Actina. Actlna also cures • hay fever, 
asthma, bronchitis, sore throat, weak lungs, 
colds and headache, all of which are directly or 
indirectly due to catarrh. Actlna Is sent on trial 
postpaid. Write us about your case. We give 
free advice and positive proof of cures. A val
uable book—Prof. Wlh o i's 100 page Treatise on 
Disease, Free. Address New York & Loudon 
Electric Association, Dept. B42D, 929 Walnut 
street, Kansas City, Mo.

No! These walls that you have built around yourself 
can only be dissipated by yourself. There Is no one In the 
spirit world from the highest to the lowest who can force 
upon you one single idea of truth until you have pre
pared the way, have divested yourself of your selfishness 
and greed, or whatever it might be, for until you are de
sirous of knowing the truth, no one can giye you that 
truth.

You know how it is tn earth life, how difficult it is to 
divest the mind of the early training of your youth. You 
know how your mind revolts when some one seeks to ana
lyze your ideas, and seeks to present something new, some 
new dogma, some new idea to your mind. You know how 
difficult it jp to throw aside, the old and accept the new. 
You know what struggles the mind goes through some
times in order that you may clean a little portion of the 
slate and write the new ideas thereon. Now if it is so 
difficult here In the material world, how much more diffi
cult when you are dwelling In the spirit world where you 
are a dual being Instead of a triune one.

No soul was ever lost and no soul can ever be lost, but 
souls can .wander in the Deserts of Selfishness tor ages pt 
time as you measure it, before they are willing to wash 
the slate of mind and have the truth written thereon. As 
ye do unto your brother man and Bister woman, so also 
shall it be done unto you. If you love humanity, human
ity will return your love tenfold. If you use humanity, 
being governed by greed and self, then If will be returned 
to you in the same measure.

Many, individuals ask, "Why do not the friends that I 
.know, come and communicate with me?” Because the 
friend of whom you are thinking may be .wandering in the 
sandy desert in spirit life. There are such conditions in 
spirit life—hells you would term them—but they are not 
eternal. The time comes to every soul when it becomes 
willing to receive the light, and no matter how small a 
portion is desired, that portion will come to them, for a

When I awoke from the sleep aglne that such a state and condition existed and still ex-
of death I found myself standing alone. 1 looked around iatB in the spirit world? My friends, it does exist, as I am 
me and all that I could see was a sandy plain or desert, truly telling you from my own individual experience. ‘ It 
I could see no home. I could see nothing beautiful, existed for me as the -fruits of my life on earth, and it 
There were no trees to be seen, po grass upon the ground, teaches you that as you live: from day to day here; you are 
I stood there in apparently a waste place. I creating your home-over there.

“How did I come here?” I asked myself. I looked at The interior motives that qualify every act are read by 
myself. I found that I stood there a man, and as far as your spirit friends, .These motives build for you the 
I could see but a very slight change in my appearance. 11 state and condition" you will find when you first enter the 
looked-at my hands; they were as natural to my eyes as spirit world.
they were before. I looked at my feet; I was Btanding Love for your neighbor, the desire to do good, to as-
erect. I found that I could move my feet and walk upon slst your fellow man or- sister woman will give you a hap-
the.sands the same as I had walked upon the earth, pier home than mine, for these motives and thoughts can

“Where am I?” I asked myself. My mind answered, be acted out, if you .’so desire.
“I do not know.” “Where are my friends, the few whom if you are good to your neighbor, good must in conse-
I expected to meet? Where are the'angels who were to quence come to you, 
convey me to a beautiful home?” The echo simply an- Now, as I told you, I have been in spirit life over one 
swered, "where?” I cannot tell you at the present mo- hundred of your years. A large portion of that time was 
ment In measurement of time how long I remained Jn this J spent In the Deserts of Selfishness, and on coming out of 
condition. I found I was able to move, able to travel, to those conditions I had to begin at the A, B, C of spirit.life 
walk, and I started from the place where I stood, but I or spirituality. I had to learn why I, as a human being, 
found nothing arid saw nothing before me but this waste.' was born on the earth; why I was permitted to live there

It appeared to me as if I had been transported to a des- 80 years or more; wfiy I had been transported from 
ert of sand with nothing" around and about It to Interest earth to spirit life.and placed in such dark conditions, 
the mind; with nothing that had the appearance of beauty. I All these things I had to learn, and as I told you I have 
The first thought that came to me was, I would try and not yet reached angelhood. I am still a spirit, stlllnn in
search for some one else near at hand. I found that"! had I habitant of the home sphere of the spirit world. It is not 
my voice; that I could speak, and I called aloud but -re- proper- that I should tell you of some of my .later experl- 
celved no reply. As I said, how long I remained In that ences. The time and conditions are not just suitable for 
state and condition I cannot tell, but it was certainly me to relate what i may'tell you at some future time, and 
years of your time that I wandered there in tiiat condition, I will simply Bay that from the sphere of selfishness I en- 
meetlng no one, no friend, no foe, no one to whom I could tere"3 the path of prbgress, and there found no “flowery 
address a word, but yet all the time my mind was active. I beds of ease” by any .means, but that progress means 
I was asking, “How long?” and again I recelved.no reply, work, continual work, and at Its early "stages with hardly 
I .was bound, as you see, by the environment of selfishness, any rest for those who have used their brothers and ,8is-

I was not asking that some one would come and teach ters as mere tools, as mere stepping-stones in order to ele- 
me and lead me, but I was asking that I might find some I vate themselves. You see this condition around you ev-

time will come when they will rejoice in the beauties 
the heavens above.

Tho Christian’s Hell.
In spirit land I’ve dwelt for years. 

No personal God have I e’er seen;
No burning hell, no vale of tears, 

No Jesus there to stand between 
A man and acts of his earth life. 

Or save him from the fruits of sin;
But all must lead a truthful life, 
• If homes in higher spheres they’d win.

Why teach gross error unto man 
And keep his mind with folly bound, 

When truth presents a better plan 
And asks manhood to look around 

And see .what nature freely teaches 
To all who will Investigate?

'Tis not what priest or preacher preaches, 
But truth of which they can partake.

Who trusts in Calvin’s Christ on earth, 
In darkened sphere o’er there will dwell;

When creed and dogma had their birth, 
’Twas then was built the Christian’s hell, 

Wherein they weep and mourn and pray 
WW1H our dear Jesus never come?”

But tears and prayers to them we say 
Can never lead you nearer home.

’Tis truth alone can ope’ the door 
And lead yon from your prison cell.

If you had sought for truth before 
You ne’er had found the Christian’s hell. 

Where dwells the priest and preacher too, 
All who by crime and sin were led

Wouldst thou escape? Then bring to view 
This truth: John Calvin’s God is dead.
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Cancer Cured
WITH SOOTHING, BALMY OILS. 
Cancer, Tumor/Catarrh» Piles. Fistula, Ulcere, 
Eaiema and all Skin and Female Diseases. Write 
for Illustrated Book. Sent free. Address* 

DR'BYEi Broadvray, Kansas City, Mo.
a M A seuduiyoj. juu . -
Hl A llQUXlIVft and vv8 wil Uhim 
V KU UfllUUl W bowtou>ak»i:ib>luy vw» w Bb#du(e|y BUrt. „„ 

WiF farniih the work and teach you free, you work in 
the locality where youl ne. Send ua your itddrcsi and we will 
explain thebuaineaa fully,remcuibarwe guarantee acharpruht 
ofhforeveryday’awork.abwlutelyaure Write al «¡nr.
KOIAL MASbfACTUiUNU CO^ Dox I 3 I i Detroit, Mleh.

The above is the numuer of the pres
ent issue of The Progressive Thinker, 
as printed at the top of the first page, 
right hand corner. If thlB number cor
responds with the figures on your wrap
per, then the time you bave paid for has 
expired, and you are requested to re
new your subscription. This number 
at the right hand corner of the -first 
page is advanced each week, showing 
the number of Progressive Thinkers 
issued up to date. Keep watch of the 
number on the tag of your wrapper;

And now I have used your medium as long as I think it 
-will do to keep him, and I will say "good night.”

STARTLING FACTS, 
OB

Deeds of Darkness Disclosed
This work devotes special attention 

to Auricular Confession and its rela
tions to sacerdotal celibacy, convents, 
monasteries, morality and civil and re
ligious liberty. It is intended to be an 
embodiment of facts and documentary 
evidence of the pernicious influence of 
the confessional; a trenchant showing 
up of Romanism, based upon standard 
Catholic.ftuthorities; an eye-opener con
cerning the methods and spirit, the 
moral turpitude and evil works of Ro 
manlsm. Cloth, 75 cents.

The Poetical and Proóe Works - - BY- -  
ELLA WHEELER WILCOX.

Mrs. Wilcox's writings bave been the 
Inspiration of many young men and 
women. Her hopeful, practical, mas
terful views of life give the reader new 
courage In the very reading and are 
a wholesome spur to flagging effort 
Words of truth so vital that they live 
in the reader’s memory and cause him 
to think—to his own betterment and 
the lasting Improvement of his own 
work in the world, in whatever line it 
lies—flow from this talented woman’s 
pen.

POEMS OF PASSION.
By Ella Wheeler Wilcox.

Many thousands of this book hare 
been issued, showin,; the estimation In 
which it Is held. Presentation edition, 
■with author’s portrait. Price $1.

POEMS OF POWER.
BjfeElla Wheeler Wilcox.

New and revised edition, containing 
more than one hundred new poems, dis 
playing'the author’s fine taste, cultiva
tion and originality. With portrait. 
Price |L

this mind, soul or spirit, however we 
may term it, -retains after the change 
we call death Its own perfect identity 
and continued existence as an individ
ual entity, yet how few. among even 
the most advanced of these grasp the. 
idea of man’s origin. Occasional 
glimpses we get truly, but not a full 
comprehension of the fact that the or
igin of the animated-world and of1 
man differ in their source.

All the" life of our sphere below 
man has been evolved from the nebu
lous or planetary life of our orb, tend
ing hpward in its development, gift
ing all with an attribute called In
stinct, but which has never .developed 
into reason, articulate speech .or the 
arts of life. -

Man on the other hand draws his 
life origin from the superior source, 
direct from the 'great source of all 
life, hence we find him gifted .with the 
powers of reason, articulate speech, 
and capable of acquiring the arts of 
life and continued" progression, pis 
development was downward, embrac
ing materiality In all. its aspects, yet 
at the same tiirie a perfect antithesis 
to animal life as manifested on them. 
His time and mode of intercourse for 
propagation differ. His true period of 
gestation, unlike the lower animals, 
1b not wholly passed within the mater
nal'cavity. The tower forms enter■{sm. -Here we obtain, proofs at every

■ ’turn; proofs that should suffice to into life with dental and pedal devel- 
qonvince tho most carping critic that opments, sufficiently matured to com-

mence their career. The human Is 
but one-third so developed, and. twice 
the period must yet elapse ere these 
developments are equaled, counting 
months (moons) as years. - Thrice.the 
gestattve period’Is about the maximum 
of animals in general.' Now .with 
twenty-seven moons as the true gesta- 
tlve period of the human animal, apply 
the same thrlce-fold rule, and we have 
.a period of eighty-one years as the 
general maximum of the race.

Can science or theology call these 
mere accidents or the results of gen
eral law?

Surely, then, all these divergences 
and contrasts combined, bear .out the 
proposition above claimed; further
more we claim Bible authority for the 
position we take—not with the view 
of conciliating theologians, but rather 
of pointing out the fallacy of their in
terpretations. True, we may mar here 
and there a direct narration,"but the. 
balance of just and fair Inference 
must remain on our side by multiplic
ity of cases.

When God said, ’’Let us make man 
in our own image,” was it a spiritual 
or material being that was brought 
Into existence?

God ie a spirit; therefore it would 
by just and-fair inference be a spirit- 
.ual being, that । was - called- forth— 
Adani,/lf.you will. Eve,was a coun-- 
terpart-of what. is' often: seen: nt our- 
materializing seances; "the deep sleep

(trance); the rib ffom Adam’s.side, 
the resulting form, n This .tipair; man 
and woman, are plaped ip=Eden (we 
make no claim to locate 10 but as 
spiritual beings or fbrmi'they would 
likely be in spirit splfere8'Mr They had 
a capacity to partake of?materlalized 
food, and sojn course of time would 
develop material bodies; .and now the 

• material is conjoined-to She spiritual.
This was the “fall,” ffind Bib expulsion 
from Eden must follow hsi a physical 
result in obedience to the law of gravi
tation; in course of .time posterity is 
born to them, “son^of Goff." "The 
sons of God went 6tft arid1 saw the 
daughters of men, that they were fair, 
and took unto them, wives”—a far
ther fall! " .

Were not these daughters of men of 
the race.pre-historic, and of no higher 
development than the mere brute cre
ation? Hence why nokionuments ex
ist of prehistoric? man; a grand point, 
too, for the diverse origin of'species. 
We said a farther fall. Did not this 
strange union also culminate In the 
rapid declension of the race till tho 
time of Noah, when the wlskedness of 
man had become so-great that.the 
great cataclysm of his ■ ago followed
as a consequence, Theologians,
please answer. - • ■

The question has been- repeatedly
asked;'When- dops the ¡Spirit enter thé
body?:/*-----...
birth?

At conteptlon; quickening, or
Or is it thc.firet inspiration of

breath? The question is Inaptly put, race, a later creation or calling into
being founded on" a misconception .of existence than ot the elder son, or as 
fact. All life has its source in spirit , we may rationally infer,-the angelic 
power (force), aud material forms are beings of’systems far older than our 
but the manifestation of that forces 1 own.
hence no Booner. Is the spirit germ

POEMS OF PLEASURE 
By Ella Wheeler Wilcox.

This charming collection comprises 
many of the best poetic creations of the 
author. Embellished with portrait 
Presentation edition. Price |L

placed within the maternal cavity 
than it commences to.build up for it
self a material form; which is the ex

pression (manifestation) of its" will, 
power and presence, the maternal pa- 
Tent acting thé'part of nurse, supply
ing the necessary material from her 
own body ready prepared.

"The spirit glvetb. life,” or rather is 
the life, the different organs of the 
body, tlte machines or tools by which 
it carries'on Its work; thé brain, the 
great telegraphic implement which di
rects and controls the whole fabric; 
the heart the great force pump;: the 
lungs the oxidizing apparatus, and so 
of every organ throughout the system; 
every one its special use, and all un
der the direct manipulation of the 
spirit till its especial work is com
pleted. Then comes the period we call 
death (separation).. ,.

Theologians tell us that sin brought 
death Into the world, and call it our 
cnémy and the punishment for sin, 
whereas death la a friend; it restores 
us to the home whence w.e came. It Is 
the prodlgafreturning to the father’s 
boiise. "I will -arise and go" to" my 
Father,”. We may - recognize" the 
younger son of this parable In our

| Death, then, is simply a plan of in- 
; finite love and mercy. If we have 

used our privileges and opportunities 
aright, benefit accrues to us from thé 
'experiences and acquirements of our 
life, but every mistake will have to 
be overcome—"the crooked made 
straight!" Theologians argue for a 

■ physical resurrection.. What a mis
take! What a perversion of truth! 
How little they understand of what 
they affirm. Materiality, not spiritu
ality, is their desire.

When Paul converted the old Sad
ducees to spiritual truth they could 
desire nothing better than to live 
over the old physical life again 
therefore the only thing for God to do 
was to raise their poor old ■ physical 
bodies to life again and give them an
other chance, although in that cele
brated 15th chapter I. Cor., hè argues 

■all the way through for a spiritual 
resurrection, and winds up with these 
remarkable words, "Flesh and blood 
cannot inherit [enter] the kingdom of 
heaven.” Where, then, the use, the 
kindness, the goodness of God to re
store us. to a state he never-intended- 
us .to remain in? Nor has the preach
ing and teaching of some eighteen cen
turies by. theologians taught the
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MAURINE AND OTHER POEMS.
By Ella Wheeler Wilcox,

An Ideal poem about as true and lov
able a woman as ever poet created 
With portrait of author. Price |L

AROUND THE YEAR WITH ELLa 
WHEELER WILCOX.

A birthday book'compiled by Ella 
Giles Ruddy, from the poetical and 
prose writings of Ella Wheeler Wilcox. 
It epitomizes, her inspiring optimistic 
philosophy with an apposite quotation 
for each day in the year. With author’s 
portrait, and half-tone" illustrations 
prefacing each month. Cloth, price, |1.

KINGDOM OF LOVE AND OTHER 
POEMS.

By Elia Wheeler Wilcox.
A magnificent collection of poems ■ 

suitable for recitations and readings, 
truo to the very best there is in human 
nature, Presentation edition, dark red 
cloth, |L ■
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The Spiritualistic Field—Its Workers, Its Work, 
and General Progress, the World Over.

CONTRIBUTORS.—Each contributor I ■ AS A GENERAL RULE, IN THIS 
Is alone responsible for any assertions ( OFFICE WE PAY NO ATTENTION TO 
or statements he may make. The editor • ANONYMOUS COMMUNICATIONS,
allows this freedom of expression, be- i THE NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE 
Heving that the cause of truth can be । WRITER SHOULD ACCOMPANY ALL 
best subserved thereby. Many of the MATTER, GF WHATEVER KIND, 
sentiments uttered in an article may ba 6ENT TO THIS OFFICE, 
diametrically opposed to his’belief, yet !
that is no reason why they should be — ' :

Hr, GBO. B WJHBNB
“SOM® ILLINOIS SOOIHTY, OB ON® 
ADJACENT TO CHICAGO, MIGHT 
BE GLAD TO KNOW THERE IS AN 
OPPORTUNITY TO ENGAGE THE 

I SERVICES OF HRS. R, S. LILLIE 
FOR EITHER, OR BOTH, SUNDAYS 
JULY 8 AND 15; LET MB KNOW 
AT ONCE AT 4203 EVANS AVENUE, 
CHICAGO, IF YOU WISH TO MAKE 
APPLICATION FOB THIS GIFTED 
INSPIRATIONAL WORKER. SHE 
WILL BE EASTWARD BOUND NEXT I 
MONTH FOR THE SUMMER'S ITIN
ERARY TO THE SUMMER CAMPS, 
AND THE CHICAGO CONVENTION 
OF THE N. 8. A., OCTOBER 16-10."

AN OPEN LETTER.

6ENT TO THIS OFFICE, A Statement Made by That Prominent 
Lecturer, Miss Elizabeth Harlow. *

suppressed; yet we wish it distinctly 
understood that our space is inade
quate to publish everything that comes 
to hand, however much we might desire 
to do so. That must account for the 
non-appearance of YOUR article.

WRITE PLAINLY.—We would like 
to impress upon the minds of our corre
spondents that The ProgressiveTbinker 
Is set up on a Linotype machine that 
must make speed equal to about four 
compositors. That means rapid work, 
and it 1b essential that all copy, to In-
sure insertion in the paper, all other re
quirements being favorable, should be 
written plainly with Ink on white 
paper, or with a typewriter, and only on 
one side of the paper. Please bear this 
In mind.

ITEMS.—Bear in mind that items for 
the General Survey will iu all cases be
adjusted to the space we have to occu
py, and in order to do that they will

When writing for this paper 
use a pen or typewriter.

We go to press early Monday morn
ing, hence communications Intended for 
that current issue should reach this 
office not later thaï) the previous Satur
day morning. ; Bear this ln nilnd,

ALWAYS GIVE YOUR FULL NAMS 
AND ADDRESS WHEN SENDING NO
TICES AND COMMUNICATIONS FOR 
PUBLICATION, OTHERWISE THEY 
WILL FIND THEIR WAY TO THE 
WASTE BASKET.

h

gesferally have to.be abridged more or 
less; otherwise many items would be 
crowded out. Sometimes a thirty-line 
item Ib cut down to ten lines, and ten 
lines to two lines, as occasion may re
quire.

TAKE DUE NOTICE, that all items 
for this page must be accompanied by 
the full name and address of the writer, 
It will not do to say that Secretary or 
Correspondent writes so and so, with
out giving the full name and address of 

• the writer. The items of those who do 
not comply with this request will be 
cast into the waste basket. •

KEEP COPIES of your poems sent to 
this office, for they will not be returned 
if we have not space to use them.

I The Cook County SPIRITUALISTS’ 
PICNIC, at Lake Bluff, July 4, will be 

I a most enjoyable affair. Arrange
ments have been made with the O. & 
N. W. R. R. for special cars on the 
train .which. leaves Chicago -at 10:3 0 a. 
m. A committee consisting of ladles 

I wearing Sunflower badges will be at 
the train .with special round trip 
tickets for 75 cents. The best talent 

। fn Cook county will be present and 
take part in the programme. Come. 
out and renew your youth,'- receive 
spiritual refreshment and have a good 
time. AH Spiritualists and their 
friends are cordially invited. Bring 
your lunch.. Coffee and Ice cream will 
be served.

THIS GENERAL SURVEY DEPART
MENT IS ONLY INTENDED TO 
CHRONICLE THE ENGAGEMENTS 
AND WORK OF SPEAKERS AND ME- 
DIUM8. A REPORT OF WHAT THE 
VARIOUS SPEAKERS SAY WILL 
NOT BE PUBLISHED, AS WE HAVE 
NOT SPACE SUFFICIENT FOR THAT 
PURPOSE.

The Lake View Spiritual Union has 
discontinued its Sunday meetings for 
the season, to open again in Septem
ber. The season just closed has been 
very gratifying both in attendance and 
interest shown in the truth of com
munion of spirits.

Harry J. Moore is still lecturing at 
Seattle, Wash., where he has been 

. very successful. He has an engage- 
emnt to speak at Haslett Park Camp 
in August. His present address is 
357 Arcade Building, Seattle, Wash.

Secretary writes from St.' Joseph; 
Mo.: “The First SpirttualisLSociety of 
St. Joseph, Mo., In the last year has 
progressed nicely; although at the 
present not holding regular meetings. 
Frank. T.-.Ripley .served our society 
the months of April and May, with un
usual success, the public showing their 

. appreciation and interest by their 
large and regular attendance. Mrs.

' Edith Connelly of the First Spiritual
ist Church of Kansas City, was with us
on lagt Sunday evening. She deliv- 

- ered a very interesting lecture, and 
gave several messages which were rec
ognized. We hope to have her with 
us once a month during tne summer. 
Mr. W. S. Jessup, our vice-president, 
has gone to .the Chestereld camp to 
spend .the summer. We love him and 
appreciate his noble work, and when 
he returns he will find a hearty wel
come awaiting him from his many 
friends.’’

Dr. J. A. Marvin, the psycho-mag
netic healer, has changed his location 
from the West to the South Side of 
the city, and is now at the southwest 
corner of 41st street and . Cottage 
Grove avenue, Flat A; entrance, 206 
41st street. He also lectures on Sun
day evenings at the Church of the Psy-
chic Forces, Wilcox Hall, 361 43rd. 
street, and from 8 to 8:30 w.-i give 
free public healing tests.

Mrs. A. Turbett writes: “The Band I 
of Harmony will meet at the residence 
of Mrs. L. Goodrich, 534 East ave
nue, North Chicago, Ill., afternoon and 
evening, on Thursday, July 5. Card 
party in the afternoon.”

Dr. Alex Caird, well and favorably 
known in Chicago, and in Lynn, Mass., 
has gone to Lily Dale Camp, .where he 
will join his wife, who is a most excel
lent medium.

E. W. Sprague and wife, the N. 8. A. 
missionaries, have moved to Detroit, 
Michigan. All mail for them should
be addressed as follows: No. 
Trumbull avenue, Detroit, Mich. 
„ Maggie Henry writes: 
Spiritual Mission Chapel (Old 
we had a large and intelligent
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“At 
77), 

audi-
ence; our speaker, Prof. F. M.^toller 
took his subject for his lecture from 
his .audience, and it brought out many 
ideas that were very interesting. We 
had spirit messages from a number of 
visiting mediums and psychometric 
readings from your correspondent. 
The professor answers a personal 
question for all present. We will 
have meetings every Sunday at 8 p. 
m., during the summer. All are wel
come.”

Mary W. Titus writes from Brad
ford, Pa.: “The warm weather of 
June has not discouraged the friends 
in attending the services of the Sun
flower Society of Bradford, Pa. Last 
Sunday we had an anxious throng 
eagerly listening to the able remarks 
of Mrs. M. E. Thatcher of-Jamestown, 
N. Y., one of our pioneer Spiritualists. 
She brought the spirit world very 
close to us. Her lecture was full of 
peace and cheer, especially to the 
older ones who think they are too old 
to do much in Spiritual work. What 
could we who have youth, hope and a 
life's work before us, say .to those 
.whose cycle Is nearly run? But this- 
eweet sister of theirs could speak from 
their, standpoint,-and her message to 
them will ever be a ray of hope. - Mrs. 
Thatcher aided this., little- struggling 
Sunflower.Society in a financial way 
as well as spiritually.” .

Ferd C. Suhrer writes: “Sister 
Maltha Price will speak for the Rising 
Sun Mission, Sunday July 1, in the 
morning at 11. Lyceum work, expe
rience meeting and tests will be held 
nt 3 In the afternoon, and Dr. L.. C. 
Koehler will lecture In the evening at 
8 o’clock. Seats at all-services are 
free to all. We again.remind you of 
our excursion on Saturday, July.21, to 
South Haven. Tickets are now on: 
sale at $1 each.” I

Mrs. Isabelle R. Hall writes: "The 
Golden Rule Society held its regular 
meetings June 17, In its hall. South 
Paulina street, In the afternoon, 
Mrs.'HUI, who has returned-to the 
welcoming fold, and Mrs. Nellie Morse 
gave messages. In the evening Mrs. 
Hill lectured, followed .with messages 
from Mrs. McIntyre. Dr. Randall 
also, lectured. Next Sunday afternoon 

i Mrs. Hill will repd from inspiration 
drawn from flowers, and in the even
ing will lecture; and as-Mrs. Jaquet 
gave us a pleasant surprise by com
ing in on us this afternoon, we are in 
hopes to hear from her guides also. 
She returns to Southern Illinois on 
Monday next. Our society gives a pic
nic the 28th of the month, 
vited. We -will hold our i

h. Ail in- 
meetings ail 
ily. We aresummer in.the evenings only, wo are 

also pleased to learn that our worthy 
sister, Nora E. Hill, has been granted 
Illinois State Ordination, also N, 8. A. 
endorsements for clergy rates, and we 
rejoice with Ulster .Hill over the hon
ors confèrréd upon her. Long may 
they with the Progressive Thinker’s 
staff live to be crowned with mapy 
blessings for the good work they are 
doing for our rapidly growing cauae."

The Cook County W. C. T. U. have 
been Invited by Mrs, Laura G. Fixen to 
spend Saturday, June 80, at Lake 
Bluff, Ill., to celebrate the birthday of 
Miss Marie C. Brehm, the state presi
dent of the W. C.rT. U.'.' The train 
leaves the Northwestern depot at 
8:25 a. m., with special cars for the 
White Ribboners. Mrs. Fixen will 
gladly welcome'any one interested to 
join.this party; special tickets will be 

I sold for this train by Mrs. Alice 
O’Neil,' who will be in the station. 
There will be fine speeches and a good 
time.^ Mrs. Fixen baa also secured 
two special cars for the Spiritualists 
who are coming to Lake Bluff July 4, 
on the 10:30 a. m. train, and is ar
ranging an attractive.program.

W. D. Noyes writes: “Since the 
Montana State Convention we have 
held large spiritual meetings at Great 
Falls, Fort ,Benton, the first public 
spiritual meetings ever held In those 
cities, and our audiences ' were large 
in both places. There are a few Spir
itualists In each city, and a great 
many -who are just startipg to investi
gate. We,were royally entertained at 
Great Falls by James I Mettler and’ 
family, add at Fort Benton by William 
Rowe and family, both old-time Spirit
ualists. Dr. Geo. H. Taylor is the 
leading light at Fort Benton, and will 
be greatly missed when he leaves 
there. Helena has not had a public 
meeting for a long time. We will 
open.-our first'meeting there, June 24, 
and keep them, open for -one month. 
Any society wishing good speakers 
and message mediums will do well, to 
correspond with me. We wish to en-' 
gage for the fall and winter months. 
We .can give good credentials. Ad
dress me at the. Majestic Hotel, 
Helena, Montana.”

A. W. Belding, a prominent Spirit
ualist and mystic, late of California, 
is now the guest of A. B. French of 
Clyde, Ohio; He will find it good to 
be there.

H. W. Henderson writes from Law
rence, Kansas: “The work in Law
rence, Kansas, is progressing, and 

i Mrs. Ella Baldwin of Kansas City, 
Kans., held three very successful 
meetings last week. All were satis
fied with her lectures and message 
work. She will be at the Ottawa 
Spiritualist Camp-meeting’.” - !;

Dr. J. M. Peebles has visited Bos
ton. On his way there he lectured at 
Meadville, Pa. ' ■ -

PASSED TO SPIRIT LIFE.,

[Obituaries to the extent of ten Unes 
only will be inserted free. AU in excess 
of ten lines wilFbe charged at the rate 
of fifteen cents per line. About seven 
words constitute one line,] .'

John L. Batchelor was born Feb. 14, 
1817, In Rutland county, Vt, and 
passed to spirit life in Ashland, Ore
gon, June's, 1’906.' He was'the father 
of Mrs. Nora Batchelor- Hennesley, 
and an article written by her entitled, 
"The Spiritualist View of Death,” was 
read at the funeral. He had been a 
Spiritualist fifty-four years, ’ and his 
last days were filled with that content
ment and peace that understands .what 
this change: means in the evolution of 
life. His only regret was that he left j 
behind-hls agedAylfe, .with whom he 
had lived fifty-:three years. '

MRS. IDA M. GARD. . .

Ernest Thomas of Moretown Com
mon, Vermont, passed to higher life, 
June 11. Funeral services were held 
at his home onthe 13th inst. Dr. 'J. 
Arthur Stacy of Montpelier officiated. 
Brother Thomas was. a man of strong 
convictions and a pronounced advo
cate of Spiritualism. We trust that In 
his arisen life he will bo able to con
vince his loved: ones and neighbors 
that “There te no. death.”

-DR. J. ARTHUR STACY. 
Montpelier, Vt.

I have been working in Columbus, 
Ohio, for the last two seasons in full, 
and the season before that I was there 
three months, in this city a beauti
ful church building has been left to 
the First Spiritualist Society by Mr.

i Barens; but he made one great mis
take in the manner in which he left 
the control- of ¡it. It-was left in the 
hands of a trusteeship, which is for 
life, and a sejf-perpetuating affair. 
Thus the society is at the mercy of 
these men, and the result is that when 
I .went there the society was practi
cally gone, because the people had 
grown tired and disgusted of the rule, 
so that ever since I have been there, 
it has been run by the trustees. These' 
men told me when I went there they 
wanted to try and build up a church 
on a higher plane than had been there.| When it became known among the 
old workers that I was going there, 
several told-me I would find it a very 
hard field to work in, and would in the 
end get kicked out, which had been 
their experience; but I was willing, to 
try, so I went to work the best I knew 
how to find the people and get them 
interested in the work again. The re-’ 
suit was that, after two seasons’ hard 
work, I had a nice class of interested 
people attending the church—not a 
crowd, but an average audience that 
would compare with any. It was the 

■one sentiment from visiting friends 
that attended there during this sea
son, what a nice class of people we 
had; and they were workers, and I eh- 
joyed them as none I had ever worked 
with before; but, there was an under
current from the old source that kept 
showing itself during the season. A 
few weeks before I .was to leave I was 
Informed that there was a conspiracy 
on foot to break up things, and ere we 
knew it, it burst in all its fury, but 
after much work it was patched up 
and I consented to return, which was 
a great mistake on my part. After I 
had, one day I committed the unpar
donable sin of saying I hoped a certain 
person would live long enough to 
know the exact truth of some things, 
as I feel sure now he does not. . This 
angered him, so that under threat I 
was asked to give up my contract, 
which I did, and am’not sorry.-

Now I acknowledge to the old work
ers who prophesied for me, their 
prophecy has come true. I have been 
kicked out by the trustees, but I am 
LOVED BY THE PEOPLE, and there 
is a great effort being made to now 

'have a society once more, and

___ wq—, ¡e-“»»» vui'-iawa uü my* 
dtums, and Dr. George B. Warne, vice- 
president of the Ni S, A., as the prin
cipal speaker, Tfye'j mediums gave 
many tests that were recognized, and 
they being Btr^nger^ in the city, were 
ot a convincing ngture. We hope 
many personjj’jWho^ere skeptics will 
be led to moi^ fulljf.' investigate our 
grand truth a^d Prèat thereby spirit
ually. Dr. ^jirne a pleasing and 
convincing ç^eake'^ and fully sets 
forth the factAof the condition of the 
movement of Spiritualism in America, 

nave a society once more, and no and he also sej; forqi the facts of the 
longer try to do anything In connec- trouble the State and National Asso- 
tlon with the building; but I do not elation had lost, year, with the ex-pres- 
think I will return. So now I would ident and treasurer of the Missouri 
like to make engagements with any so- State Association, 0,and no honest, 
ciety that has open dates. I have No- truth loving ÇMrftuülst can doubt for 
vember and December, 1906, filled, .a moment th$;. the „decision rendered 
and January. 1907. I would like to i by the Misso^ State.Boarfi -and also 
............. idavs in Stantam. the .cpmwmee appo^^

AJ, tHen Jater^^c National board of 
directors, then on appeal by the na
tional' conventio'n, were just and In ac
cord with law and the - evidence sub
mitted. It is high time that the Na
tional Association go on record as be
ing apposed to everything that smacks 
of fraud and sensationalism. In my 
opinion there are hundreds of medi-. 
urns who have psychic powers who' 
pose as Spiritualiste^ who care nothing 
for the cause that they purport to rep
resent, neither do they aspire to the 
higher intelligences, but rather wish 
for control which will be all things 
to all men. ' , ' ’

Let us have a clean Spiritualism; let : 
us encourage honest, sincere psychics 
and spirits who love the cause of lib
erty and the upllftihent of humanity 
more than themselves. . Then the 
problem of mediumship will be solved 
and the world at' large will be attract
ed to .the truth,.., Down with necro
mancy, fortune telling, . or in other 
words revived wltchçràft!. That is not 
Spiritualism any. more than black 
magic is white magic, or good is bad.

The law of harmony is the- law of 
heaven, and all true Spiritualiste 
should aspire to llve 'on that plane, 
and be inspired by the denizens of that 
plane of development in the Summer
land. When communicating with a 
spirit it is easy to tell its degree of de
velopment. If- it tells falsehood, or 
becomes boastful of its prominence 
and great learning '.while on earth, 
look out! We should never lose sight 
of the fact that' the . change called 
death does not alter the individuality 
of the man. In evqry case I have 
found such spirite- mischief-makers 
(the same in spirit life as they were 
In this liféj either by degrading the 
medium or_by telling falsehood to in
vestigators, wMch, causes the outside 
world to doubt the 'triith of the me
diumship of the -instrument, and 
thereby bring abo.ut,the cry of fraud, i 

Brothers and sisters, let us clean | 
house, and let us try to live honest 
lives, and demand à pure influence or 

I none. Let us take hold of the ladder 
I and aim for the top round of spiritual 
development; and,we will find a ready 

I: response from the beautiful and grand 
spirits of the higher conditions of life. 
It Is not what we seem to be, but what 
we are that counts, ""

We had tlie'jpleasure of attending 
Sister Jônes' Meeting, at 19th

___________ * >, vum unu tu 
fill the last three Sundays in Septem
ber and all, of October,. 190'6, in the 
Middle West, as I shall be there at 
that time. From February on I 
would fill any-place I can. Reason
able rates. Address all mail to me at 
Haydenville, Mass.

: Ms vest, . a terbaPi er
! white circlet, to put over Ms head, and 
! «he further sdidtMMMUscontrol played 

the piano all the tlme-that the medium
i was on the fioar p^pturing as a Japa

nese, Now, Lhad frequently sat with 
this medium before,.with most excel
lent and bona fide results, and the ma- 

ItefiaMzntipns were-always witnessed The Beaut[ful -white Angel, Death, 
by the same blairvoyante. Of cotii se has visited recently the families of our 
I have neyerteat With . this medium flock and removed two bright and 
since, and hwe kept this episode to 8hjnmg ones from our ranks to take 

may*bev6 «I6,? their place with the larger congregar add that thiitenedMin s control aftei- ,|on invjsibje ye^ palpable workers, 
wards came id theusclairvoyante ana jt Jg Iesfl tbau ajnonth since we 
made a tran» contw^on and apology were called upon to officiate at the 
to her tor what had been done. service over the casket containing the i 

The medium waitander no necessity fOtm of Our friend and sister, Mrs.
to perpetrateithis Wdud, as be was the ^adle Allen Austin. Mrs. Austin was 
guest for a wfcek of <a valued friend of recently, and because of ill 
mine, to whom he had only to say . health, one of the most active workers 

Bower faiterme tomight;. let us try Church of the Soul, Sunday
to-morrow. It was not a question BCh0Dj an(j of Harmony, where 
of money, or ’money s worth, as bright faCe and winning smile 
none of us were contributing a penny, h61. ever welcome, and where
but were the- guests of the gentleman h6r appreciation and interest in the 
who had asked the medium to stay teachings caused her to be an attrac- 
with him, and who paid him for his Uon t0 others atlend 
services. That made the fraud wlL Still young (only 43) we remember 
nessed by my daughter an when she'first caine among us sixteen
useless one so far, at least, as we were years ago, bringing her three children 
concerned. Far different, however, —herself looking like an older sister 
was the way in .which Mrs- :—and later when she married Arling-
acted on the first occasion she sat wdth ton AU8tin, and both were ever act- 
my circle im .1895. 'Tbe power- iVe in the work of the-church.
would permit of hardlyMrs. Austin’s illness extends oyer a 
Ing, beyond a few w°rd? from Hen^ period of several years, but was not 
her spirit brother. Whereupon she ttccoUnted serious until ab.out two 
came out of trance, and said: ^bere year8 Ug0 Then there was a gradual 
is no use in sltttng-any more to-night, neC]]ne until the end. She leaves 

aan set nothing ; and so e three children (by a former marri- 
nUp'< age), Mrs. Maude Frickle, Miss Winnt-the following nigM> bad a splendid fj,ied and ifastel. Wallace. Mr. Aus-

nt On tH«f tin and tlie two last named still reside■ What, then, Is the moral of all this. (n Rogers Park. Her father and 
v materia,tz mother and two sisters live in Iowa.

should be honest and not attempt the The beauty of our knowledge of the 
ME^^DECEiV real lif® Ot tP® Spll>it WSS manifeSted 

in Mw- Austin’s perfect consciousness 
n t ls Presence of her loved'ones and NOTBYIELD TO THETINCLINATION Ihe, help ^rived from Dr. Rush and 

TO^rvFPFnPT F SOME “VALUE Oufaa during her many weeks and 

an a CT monthi of suffering, and in the fact.nFRFRAnDniNOrA8E Tffli POWER l‘at the metnber8 of her family feel 
a AUD‘ < CAS® THB POWLR ber own loving presence and minlstra-

If AILS* tion
Having had the Inestimable privi- Surely thlg Ufe beyond ftnd above 

l<?ge of having a clairvoyante with me. death is the one great knowledge. - 
ai»M targe number of materializing Qn tbe Sunday following her transl- 
sittings I would suggest that where tton. Mrg. Austin appeared to the 
possible, in seances with materializing Writer as she was in-health, only more 
mediums, a good clairvoyant should beftuttful, and said: “Now I can . go to 
be present in the circle, it.this were church wjth you without becoming so 
done the proceedings in the cabinet and sugering 80 much pam. 
would be observed, and the cause, of How g00d lt Js to6be ireer 
truth and fair dealing .would not suf- since writing the above a paper 
fer as it has hitherto done. Light, comes from Dallas, Texas, containing 
London, Eng. - " the following:

------ :---------------- '------— “The funeral of Mrs. Le Sieur, the The Mass-Meeting at St. Louis, Mo. mother of Mrs. Z, E. Marvin of South 
To the Editor:,—nOur mass-meeting Harwood street, took place this, morn- 

Ib over. Mrs. Gepfgaha Ripley of To- at^lO o’clock, Rev. Marlon Frank- 
ronto, Canada; Mr?. G, C, Stephens of “£ Harn of the First Unitarian church. 
Kansas City, Mo.’, and Mrs. lea Cleve- officiating.
land of Chicago, Hl., officiated as me-
/IfllTWr. yi -J TV— --- — ■— ---

■ PASSBDTÛSFnWTMFE. 
■ ' ' -

Two Promincnt . Bpirituallsts Hâve 
Loft Their Mortel Forms—An Im- 
pressée and Loviug Memorial 
Tribut^ by Mrs, Cora L. V. Rich
mond.

LIFE AND LOVE,' -

Whate’er our faith, we.have no fears; 
Life Ib more than breath;

Light and Love have dried our tears;
We know there is no death. .

What so seems to sightless sense, 
Is but another birth:

For mundane mortals go not hence 
To dwell apart from earth.

Though spirits freed from form 
clay

May easy ascend higher, 
I What could lead loved ones away 
। From true hearts’ fond desire? 
Nospirlt yet hath ever flown

Beyond these realms of real, 
Away from those so loving known

Whose earthly joys they feel.
No law of love will break the bond 

That binds the tender ties,
And bear above, out far beyond 

/fhe blue and bending skies,

of

j Those loved ones, whe yet are as dear
I As in the form of flesh;
1 We feel their presence ever near
1 To keep the memory fresh. -
They cheer and cherish hopes desire, 

And constant by our side
Are close, to make our hearts aspire 

To gain where joys abide.
From star-set skies the light shall 

gleam .
To tell of Life and Breath, : 

Eternal joys ot Love Supreme, 
And make us feel no death. , ■

J. W- NIGH.
Washington, D. C.' I

[Advertisement.] 
GRAND LEDGE CAMP.

Located at Grand Ledge, Michigan.

1 This favorite place of resort will 
have the following speakers this year:

July 22—10:30 a. m., address of 
welcome by Oscar A. Edgerly of Lynn, 
Mass.; 2:30 p. m., lecture by Mrs. A. 
E. Sheets of Grand Ledge, Mich.

July 24—2:30 p. 
Mrs. A. E. Sheets.

m.,
July 25—2:30 p. 

Mrs. A. E. Sheets.
July 26—2:30 p. 

Mrs. A. E. Sheets.
July 27—2:30 p. 

Mrs. A. E. Sheets.
July 28—2:30 p. 

Mrs. A. E. Sheets.
July 29—10:30 a.

m.,

m.,

m.,

m.,

lecture 

lecture 

lecture 

lecture 

lecture

by 

by 

by 

by 

by
_______ m., lecture by Os

car A. Edgerly; 2:30 p. m., lecture by 
Oscar A. Edgerly, followed by mes
sages.

I Gliied Myselj
I Will Gladly Send Anyone Ny 

Discovery FREE TO TRY 
if You Have

Consumption
। Catarrh, Bronchitis, Asthma, a Chronic Hack

Ing Cau^b or Sore Throat, Sore Lung» 
or Any Olber Deadly Symptom 

of Consumption,
Send Your Name To-day
I’ll send’yon by return mall my new 

Ozonized Lung Oevelooer, together 
with my new Rational System of Treat
ment, which Ib producing such mar-' 
velous results in healing diseased 
lungs. Instantly checks the breaking 
down process," and develops new cell 
tissues <just as you develop muscles. 
Creates resisting power, circulation, 
appetite, flesh, health.

J. Lawrence HUI. A. M„ M. O.

Try my Developer and Treatment 
Free. Then if you are satisfied with 
the benefit received, you can send me 
my special price, *2.50. If not, keep 
your money. You decide after you 
try my Treatment, and you can see 
that I couldn’t afford to make this 
offer if my System of Treatment was 
not a complete success. Write to-day 
to Dr. J. Lawrence Hill, X030 Hill 
Laboratories, Jackson, Mich.

Send no money—only your name.

Have You Read

PREMIUM 
BOOK 

OFFER ?

July 31—2:30 p. m., lecture by Os
car A. Edgerly. Messages.

August 1—2:30 p. m., lecture 
Oscar A. ” ’ by 

by 

by 

by

..... _ _
__ _ The body was interred in 

Oakland cemetery. Mrs. Le Sieur 
was the daughter of Judge Boardman 
of Illinois and was visiting her daugh
ter, Mrs. Marvin of this city, at the 
time of her death. She was born at 
Waukegan, Ill., in I860.' She was mar
ried in 1869 to Byron Van Dyke of i 
Joliet, Ill. Left a’widow, she was 
married in 1893 to Wm. Le Sieur of 
Chicago. She leaves three children, 
Alfred Byron Van Dyke of Minneapolis, Charles Boardman Van Dyke of 
Muskegon, Mich;, and Mrs. Z. E. Mar
vin of Dallas, and one sister, Mrs. Wm. 
B. Keese of Los Angeles, Cal.

“Mrs. Le Sieur was a woman of 
singularly beautiful character' and 
winning personality. Her loss will be 
keenly felt, not only by her immediate 

I family, but by all those who knew, her intimately. The service was made 
impressive by many floral tributes and 
Appropriate po.ems.nniL songs.”—From 
Times-Herald, Dallas, Tex.,, June 12. 

' For more than a quarter of a cen
tury Mrs. LeSieur has been a member 
of our congregation, a devoted friend, 
a cheerful and loving worker. One 
hardly knows where to begin and 
where to end in writing and thinking 
of these dear ones.

Her two sons and daughters were 
reared tn -our Sunday class, or "Chil
dren’s Hour.” The eldest, A. B. Van 
Dyke; has been officially connected 
with the church several years until he 
left for the north, and we have known 
Mrs. LeSieur in her joys, sorrows and 
long suffering, as a cheerful, hopeful, 
patient, loving woman. The greatest 
tribute a woman can have is that her 
children (now grown to manhood .and 
womanhood ) idolize her.

During all these years of intimate 
| acquaintance and friendship, the' re
ceiving of confidences in the. relation 
of pastor, and in the public work, 
there has been loving, cheerful and 
faithful recognition and helpfulness. 
When such lives pass -from mortal 
sight .we sympathize with those who 
must lose their visible presence, but 
rejoice in thé added life and light that 
belongs to those who are thus set free.

CORA L. V. RICHMOND, i 
Rogiers Park Ill. '

August
Edgerly.
2—2:30

Messages,
p. m., lecture

Oscar A. Edgerly. Messages, 
August 3—2:30August p. m., lecture 

Lillie of Montecito, Cal.
„ ä ™ P- m-< lectureMrs. R. S. Lillie.

Mrs. R. 8. 
August

August 5—10:30 a. m., lectureaugust &—10:30 a. m., lecture by 
Mrs. R. 8. Lillie; 2:30 p. m., lecture 
by Mrs. R. 3. Lillie.

August 7—2:30 p. 
Mrs. R. 8. Lillie.

August 8—2:30 p.
Mrs. R. 8. Lillie.

August 9—2:30 p. 
Mrs. R. 8. Lillie.

m., lecture

m.,

m.,
August 10—2:30 p. m., 

Mrs. R. 8. Lillie.
August 11—2:30 p. m., 

Mrs. Marian Carpenter 
Mich.

lecture 

lecture 

lecture 

lecture

by 

by 

by 

by 

by
of Detroit,

Truly, the world has NEVER SEEN 
the like before. Search the annals of 
history, ANCIENT AND MODERN) 
critically examine the history ot Spirit
ualism; look here and there, in every' | nook and corner of the world, and you 
CANNOT find a parallel to the offer 
made in reference to these THIRTEEN 
remarkable PREMIUM BOOKS. They 
constitute a wonderfully valuable Spir
itualistic and Occult LIBRARY, and 
are furnished at a nominal sum. All 
are substantially bound and neatly - 
printed, and those who purchase them I 
are DELIGHTED WITH THEM.

We have now THIRTEEN magnifi
cent PREMIUM BOOKS which you 
can select from.

GEMS OF THOUGHT, by SEVEN
TEEN leading authors, is our last 
Premium Book.

August 12—10:30 a. m., lecture by 
Mrs. Marian Carpenter; 2-„30 p. m., 
lecture by Mrs. Marian Carpenter, fol
lowed by messages.

ELIZABETH HARLOW.

THE TRUE AND THE FALSE.

In Materializations They Are Some
times Badly Mixed, Cansing a Mix
ture That Is Difficult to Analyze—In 
England Spiritualists .Are Begin
ning to Investigate Spiritualism 
Anew.
In Light of March 31, a correspond

ent, “R. P.,” suggested that "clairvoy
ance fails just at a time when it would 
be most useful," i. e., in cases of sim
ulated materialization, but during a 
period of over seventeen years, save at 
the first two seances I had with Mrs. 
Mellon in my own house in September, 
1890, and some sittings I had later in 
the same year with Messrs. Husk and 
Williams, and two with Mr. Husk In 
1904 and 1905, I have always sat for 
materializations accompanied by my 
clairvoyant daughter, and on every oc
casion she was able to tell me what 
occurred behind the curtain before 
the forms, came out/ and thus to verify 
the genuineness of the phenomena.

Taken at their best, however, mate
rializations, with one exception, have 
never, to me, been quite satisfactory. 
The dim light, the uncertainty attend
ing the production, the delicate condi
tions, and the difficulty of recognizing 
a face shown for a moment by the aid 
of a luminous card, hardly reward me 
for sitting, as I have done, in a dark 
room for hours, 'without movement, 
closely packed, and in contact with; a 
number of unknown persons. AJ1 this, 
I consider, makes the whole demon
stration tiring and somewhat unreal. 
The one exception, already referred to 
was in the case of Mrs. Titford (who 
has withdrawn herself even . from 
private mediumship for many years 
past), with whom the phenomena wit
nessed by me on more than a dozen oc
casions were very wonderful, and the 
materialization of ■ the .earthly .forms 
and faces of'spirit people eminently 
convincing and satisfactory, <

Among the mediums with whom I 
have successfully sat, along with dur 
clairvoyante, were Mrs. Davidson, of j 
Gateshead, Mrs. Mellon,' and Mr. 
Craddock; And yet all'these, as well 
as Mr. Husk, have been denounced as 
having on one or more occasions 
trlcked/or attempted to. trick, a circle 
of avowed believers in the reality of 
these manifestations. At every se; 
ance for materializations but one, my 
clairvoyante informed me of the ab
solute bona Iides of the operator and 
kept me advised all through- of what 
was going on in the cabinet. The 
one occasion on which I was informed 
I had been cheated was at a material
ization seance at the house of a friend, 
where we had about à dozen earnest 
truthseekers present. There emerged 
from the cabinet a Japanese figure, 
who came quite close to ine and let me 
examine his face and turban. It 
seemed to me to be one of the clearest 
cases of materialization I had ever 
witnessed, and its' genuineness ap
peared to he made clear beyond all 
doubt by. the continued playing of.the 
piano (which was,behind the curtain) 
by spirit agency. And yet, on our 
way home from this seance, the clair
voyante informed me . that she had 
clairvoyantly seen, the ■ medium, be
hind the curtain, take out from the 
back of his watch an India rubber 
mask and put It over his face, and 
then, using a piece of muslin which 
had been tied around his waist under

August 14—2:30 p; m;,' lecture by 
Mrs. Marian Carpenter. Messages.

August 15—National Spiritualists 
Association Day; 2:80 p. m., lecture 
and messages by Mrs. Marian Carpen
ter.

August 16—2:SO p. m., lecture and 
messages by Mrs. Marian Carpenter.

August 17—2:30 p. m., lecture and 
messages by Oscar A. Edgerly.

August 18—2:30 p. m., lecture by 
Elizabeth Harlow of Columbus, Ohio.

August 19—10:30 a. m., lecture by 
Elizabeth Harlow; 2:30 p. m., lecture 
by Elizabeth Harlow.

This program subject to change.
The program for the forenoons, 

Sundays and Mondays excepted, will 
be varied and Interesting, consisting of 
mediums’ meetings, conferences, etc. 
Mediums who are developing, as well 
as others, will have an opportunity to 
participate. These exercises are a 
great aid to those expecting to take up 
the work. J. W. EWING,

Grand Ledge, Mich. President.

. — —J.OLU UQQ 
Wright streets,1 St. Louis, Mo., and 
hearing Prof, ^ckgiye one of his ex
cellent addresses befqre leaving the 
city to fill one,,qf hlsEengagements at 
Chesterfield canjp. J[,jvould that Spir
itualists had rnqre prpf. Pecks in its I 
ranks and on pla^örms. -1

g,;a. gilbert, 
Editor;at-Large Missouri State Spirit- 

ualists’ Association^- . .
. :---------
“After Her Beatm iThe Story of a 

Summer.” By oDillaff; Whiting. No 
mind that love^ispirtaial thought can 
fall to be fed ?pd delighted with this 
book;' Beautiful ppirijual thought, com-1 
bining advancedi^deaajon the finer and 
ethereal phases,^ Spiritualism, leading 
the mind onward into the purer atmos
phere of exalted spiritual truth. A 
book for the higher life. . Price, cloth, 
$1.00. ,.c

“Social Upbuilding, including Co-op-- 
erative Systems and the Happiness and 
Ennoblement of Humanity.” By E. D. 
Babbitt, LL. D„ M. D. This comprises 
the last part ot Human Culture and 
Cure. Paper cover. 15 cents.

“A Conspiracy Agamst the Republic.'’ 
By Charles B. Waite, A. M., author of 
"History of the 'Christian Religion to 
tiie Year 200," etc. . A condensed state
ment of facte eondething the efforts of 
church leaders to get control of the gov
ernment. An 'important work.- - Paper, 
25 cente.

“The Molecular Hypothesis ot. Na
ture." By Prof. Wm. M. Lockwood. 
Professor Lockwood is recognized as 
one of the ablest lecturers on the spir
itual rostrum. In this little volume he 
presents in succinct form the substance 
of his lectures on the Molecular Hy
pothesis of Nature; And presents his 
views as demonstrating a scientific ba
sis of Spiritualism. Ths book la com
mended" to nil who love to sttidy and 
think. Price; 25 cents.
, “The Kingship 6t Self-Control.” By 

Wm. George Jordan. It treats of the 
crimes of the tgngue, the Red Tape du
ty, the supreme' charity of the world, 
the revelation of reserve power, etc.1 
Price, 80 cents.

The Influence of the Zodiac Upon 
Human Life,

With Character Readings of Per
sons Born Upon the Gasp.

The principles found in this volume are both 
a science ana & religion, for a better and a far 
happier humanity. It points to the planets as 
an Index to the human character and liability 
to diseases; also gives the gems and colors suit
ed to temperaments evolved under certain plan
ets. But the author, ELEANOR KIRK, lays 
special stress upon the fundamental principle 
that “AU maladies known to man can bo entire
ly dominated, forever cast out. by those who 
realize that mind is the master and body the 
servant.” Price, cloth, $1.00,

’“The Spiritual Birth or Death and 
Its. Tomorrow.” By Moses Hull. 
This is a pamphlet of 36 pages, and 
gives the Spiritualistic idea of Death,: 
Heaven and Hell, according to the 
author’s Interpretation' of the Spirit
ualistic views. Price, 15 cents.

'.’Science'and the,Future Life." . By 
James H. Hyslop, 1b one of the most 
valuable acquisition to the literature 

.of Modern Spiritualism that has ap
peared of late years. It is scientific in 
its method, profound in its logic, and 
above all sympathetic .to the trutn I whatever it may be and wherever it 
may be found. Price, cloth, ?1.50. 10 
cents postage extra.

«EL106ENTRIG ASTROLOGY 
Or Essentials of Astronomy and Solar Men
tality, wltli Tables ot Ephemeris to 1910. By 
Yarmo Vedrà. With 64 illustrations, 85 of 
which are original drawings by Holmes W. 
Merton, author ot "Descriptive Mentality." A 
now system of personally determining the pri
mary fund of Mental ano Physical forces and 
their results In mental aptitudes that dominata 
the nature of the Individual as based upon date 
of birth. Price, cloth. 81.60.

. Any one of the Thirteen Premium 1 Books you may order, prieo 25 cents. 

. This is the price, remember, when you 1 order only one book in connection with
a yearly subscription. The paper, one ' 
year, and one Premium Book, $1.25. , 

1 But If you order more than oue Pre
mium Book the price is as follows: ' 

' Any two of the Thirteen Premium
Books you may order, price 70 cents.

Any three of the Thirteen Premium 
Books you may order, price $1.10.

Any feus of the Thirteen Premium 
Books you may order, price $1.50.

Any five of the Thirteen Premium 
Books yoji may order, price $1.75.

Any six of the Thirteen Premium : 
Books you may order, prise $2.05.

Any seven of the Thirteen Premium : 
Books you may order, price $2.35.

Any eight of the Thirteen Premium , 
Books you may order, price ^2.65.

Any nine of the Thirteen Premium 
Books you may order, price $2.00.

Any ten of the Thirteen Premium 
Books you may order, price $3.10.

Any eleven of the Thirteen Premium 
Books you may order, price $3.40.

Any twelve of the Tlth-tcenPremium 
Books you may order, price $3.85.

Lastly, all of these THIRTEEN Pre
mium Boohs here announced are sent 
out, all postage prepaid, for 4.15, 
sotnethipg never before equalled in ( 
this country or Europe. -

Bear in mind that every order for a ; 
P/amlum Book must be accompanied ! 
with a yearly subscription for The 
Progressive Thinker, which is 81. We ■ 
repeat that the world has never seen ; 
the like of it before.

IiJnmnnlii ITS attainment of nOillflIII J F0RM AND FEATURES

Mf]À||Ty The cultivation of personal 
UUuU IJ beauty, based on Hygiene and 

Health culture, by twenty physicians and spe
cialists, and edited by. Albert Turner. A valua
ble book for women and therefore for the whole 
world. Price In elegant clots binding, 11.00. 
For sale at this oEco. ______

Moiecufar HuDotfiesis of. Nature ; 
The Relation of Its Principles to Continued Ex
istence and to tho Philosophy of Spiritualism 
By Prof W. M. Lockwood. Paper, 24 coats.

- By the Author of
“fl Wanderer In Spirit Lands.”

“1HE STRANGE STORY OF AHRINZIMAN?
। The Persian Mystic Emperor.

A weird, powerfully told dramatic story of the earth life and subsequent 
Experiences in the. Spirit World of the vGuide, Ahri?.iman." Few books 
are more calculated to hold the reader’s interest from the first page to the 

st, and much,that is original and new will be found in the accounts given 
of Ahrinzimau’s Studies in the Domain of Magic and its relation to obsessions 
and other perplexing problems of spiritual intercourse. Price, cloth $1.00. 
Paper, 60 cents, . Postage, 12 cents.

; OUR THIRTEEN REMARKABLE 
PREMIUM BOOKS FOR $4.15.

The following is the list of titles aS I 
the Twelve, Premium Books: (

1—The Encyclopedia of Death, and I 
Elfe in the Spirit World, Vol. 1.

2—The Encyclopedia of Death, and ' 
Life in the Spirit World, Vol. 2.

8—The Encyclopedia of Death, and 
Life tn the Spirit World, Vol. 3. These : ' 
three volumes have been prepared by 
J. R. Francis. They contain Invaluable 
data.

4—Art Magic, or Mundane, Sub-Mun
dane and Super-Mundane Spiritism, by, 
Mrs. Emma Hardinge Britten.

5—Ghost Land, Spiritualism, Occult- ■ 
ism, by Mra. Emma Hardinge Britten.

6—The Next World Interviewed, by - 
Mrs. S- G- Horn, a most remarkable medium.

I ' 7—The Occult Life of Jesus, by Alex
ander Smythe, a medium of rare gifts.

8—A Wanderer m the Spirit Lands. 
Translated by A. Farnese, a wonderful 
English medium.

9—The Religion of Man and Ethics ot 
Science, by Hudson Tuttle.

10—Seers of the Ages, or Spiritualism 
Past and Present, by Dr. J. M. Peebles.

11—The Great Debate Between Mosca 
Hull and W. F. Jamieson.

12—Letters from tha Spirit World, 
written through the' mediumship oi 
Carlyle Petersilea. j

13—Gems of Thought, by SEVEN- : 
TEEN leading authors, is our last Pro- - ' 
mium Book.

THE GOSPEL OF BUDDHA, 
According to Old Records. By Dr. Paul Carus, . . 
A translation made from Japanese, under the . 
auspices ot the Rev. Shaku Soyer, delegate to ■ 
tho Parliament of Religions. Was published , 
tn Japan. Price, Bl. j

RflDIftNTlNERGy sisJtsRelatlcnr, 
to Modern Astrophysics, by Edgar L. Isirlon, 
Director Lowe Observatory, Echo Mountain, 
California. This book treats upon anew branch. . 
ofrescarch Into tho laws of nature, and to tho , 
student or cron an admirer of tho modern as- 
trologieal literature will surely coma wUhgreat 
Interest. Price, cloth, il.ra
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England Aroused by the Infamous Work of the 
Fake Element—An Attempt Is Being Made 
There as Well as Here to Purify Spiritualism.

THE PROGRESSIVE THINKER IS 
NOW; AND HAS BEEN FOR SOME 
TIME, WORKING TO BANISH 
FRAUD FROM THE RANKS: OF 
SPIRITUALISM. IT WILL NEVER 
LET UP IN THIS ARDUOUS TASK 
UNTIL SPIRITUALISTS SHALL 
HAVE LEARNED A LESSON THAT 
Wn«L TEND ABSOLUTELY TO
WARDS THE ELIMINATION OF ALL 
TRICKERY. LEGERDEMAIN OR DE- 
CEPTION IN CONNECTION WITH 
SPIRIT RETURN.' SO GLARING, SO 
DISGUSTING, SO BOLD AND DEFI-

ANT HAS THE FAKE ELEMENT BE
COME, THAT THOSE COMPOSING 
IT WILL OFTEN SUBMIT TO RIG
OROUS TEST CONDITIONS, THINK
ING THAT THEY MAY BY ARTFUL 
TRICKERY OVERCOME THEM, AND 
PRESENT SOMETHING THAT WILL 
BE REGARDED AS EVIDENCE OF 
SPIRIT RETURN, THOUGH BOGUS 
IN ALL RESPECTS. THE FOLLOW
ING FROM THE JOURNAL OF THE 
SOCIETY FOR PSYCHICAL RE
SEARCH, ILLUSTRATES A CASE IN' 
HARMONY WITH THE STATE
MENT.

IK EMTK4TU1«.
A MATTER OF HISTORY,

in Reference to the Episcopal 
Catholic Churches.

mid

■ ■■: .>■■-> il oi,. • 
FROM ELWfM>DjtSND, 

.. - ——ilt- -fl] '
With ComprehensWâ' Reflections in

Regard to th¿ Stutjis of - 
OurC^e,’\

THE CAUSE IN INDIANA.

A Glowing Tribute Paid to Mrs. Amir. 
Tiirousdou. ’’

Reports'appeared in Light in the 
early part of 1905 of a "materializ
ing” medium, Mr. Christopher Cham
bers who. had been giving sitings in 
Huddersfield and other northern 
towns. Later in the year his perform
ances became notorious through press 
reports in several of the Newcastle pa- 
j;ers; among these reports was one of 
.an exposure which took place on Octo« 
her 14, 1905, as reported in the New
castle Daily Chronicle of October 17. 
According to a statement which we 
obtained from Mr. Arthur T. Neale of 
Newcastle, who played the principal 
part in this exposure, Mr. Neale, whose 
suspeions had been aroused at a pre
vious seance, went to the sitting with 
two electric lamps, which could be 
turned up at any moment, and when 
one of the forms came out he turned

possibly be levitated over the heads of 
the sitters. The tying Was performed 
by Mr. Baggally and another gentle-: 
man, both expert in such matters, and 
at Mr. Chambers’ request the room 
was made completely dark. Nothing 
at all happened except that .during 
the sitting Mr, Chambers, on whose 
back a small luminous patch had 
(without his knowledge) been affixed, 
so that his whereabouts could be as
certained, was observed gradually to 
work -himself along into close proxim- 
Ity to the objects, disposed upon the 
floor. Possibly-because when he got

the light suddenly on to it, and re
vealed Mr. Chambers dressed in a 
sheet, wearing a false moustache and 
a piiper turban in the character of an 
Oriental. He drew back the curtain 
of the cabinet, and found on the chair 
the "trousers, socks, and boots of the

• medium. Mr. Easthope, who had ar
ranged for the sitting, returned the 
money to the sitters, and wrote to the 
Newcastle Dally Chronicle that Mr. 
Chambers had been “caught red- 
handed at my meeting on Saturday, 
October 14, by one of the sitters, the 
medium being found dressed up as a 
spirit form, much to the horror and 
disgust of the sitters present." 

- After this, some of the Spiritualists 
at Nfew castle arranged for a series of 
test’sittingB with Mr. Chambers, in the 
hopfr ahat some • evidence might be 
given of genuine, phenomena. Their 
report, however, .was that the pro
ceedings were quite inconclusive, 
since, the medium having been ade
quately fastened Inside the cabinet, 
no forms emerged from It. Mf. W. 
H. Robinson, who had arranged for 
these pittings, confirmed in a letter to 
us the report of their unsatisfactory 
nature, adding, “I found him [Mr. 
Chambers] worthless as a medium 
and duly Informed the spiritual press, 
but no notice was taken.”

: At- this period a photograph was 
circulated, representing Mr. Chambers 
with.an. alleged “spirit form” in the 
background, this form representing 
his supposed control, “Lottie.”- Not 
only, does an 'examination- of the ph’o- 

- tograph show obviously suspicious 
features, but the photographer, Mr. 
James Wallace of Newcastle, after- 
iwards sent a letter to the Newcastle 
Dally Chronicle of November 30, 1905, 
through his solicitors, confessing that 
he had prepared the plate by getting a 
yoting lady to pose as a ghost, and had 
subsequently taken the photograph of 
Mr. .Chambers on the same plate) This 
has since been confirmed to us In a 
letter from Mrs. Wallace, who states 
that the whole thing had been intend
ed by her husband merely as a joke at 
Mr. Chambers' expense.

Mr. Chambers, professing himself 
anxious after this to re-establish his 
reputation, arranged through a gen
tleman in the north of England, who 
was known to us and had previously 
given ub a favorable report of him, to 
give a few sittings to the Society for 
Psychical .Research, on condition that 
nothing should be paid to him, either 
for the sittings or for his expenses, un
less, In the judgment of the officials of 
the Society, conclusive evidence was 
afforded of supernormal agency; also 
that should materialized forms, ap
pear, he would consent to his own per-

there, he’found that on account of the 
security with which he was tied he 
could do. nothing with them, he 
worked himself partly back again.

The fourth sitting, on December 16, 
was again.one for "materializations." 
The electric lamp, shaded with red 
paper, was again used, and gave a 
slightly better light than before. The 
sitters were arranged In the usual 
horse-shoe in front of the cabinet, 
Mr. Fielding and Mr. Baggally being 
seated respectively at the ends of the 
horse-shoe nearest the cabinet. After 
some conversation and a speech by the 
supposed control, "Lottie,” the me
dium went into the cabinet, and some 
time later some vague white forms 
were seen, one appearing like a white 
figure materializing froin below, the 
drapery rising gradually from the 
floor between the division in the cur
tains, till the,- form appeared fully 
draped. It having been over and 
over again pointed out to the medium 
that, while the committee had no in
dention of violating their agreement 
not to seize the ' "spirit form," the 
mere appearance of -such a form could 
not be regarded as evidential unless 
opportunity was afforded of ascertain
ing that while the form was outside 
the cabinet the medium himself was 
inside, Mr. Chambers, after the re
turn of the form into the cabinet, 
withdrew part of the curtain and re
vealed himself siting In the chair apd 
moving about to prove that It was 
really himself, and a white form to his 
right. He probably miscalculated 
the quantity of light, for it was per
fectly clear to those seated near the 
cabinet that the form was merely a 
piece of white drapery held In his 
right hand and waved about in a .very 
far from -realistic manner. Later,- an ' 
attempt was made -to simulate the 
gradual materialization upwards, of a 
spirit form by slowly raising a piece 
of white muslin gauze between the di
vision of the curtains, which had now 
been 'drawn together,- the action being 
again perfectly obvious to those 
seated near the, cabinet.

Afterwards ’a . completely draped 
form, the mouth of which was also 
covered with drapery (Mr. Chambers 
wearing a moustache), came out of 
the cabinet into the room. On being 
asked by the sitters to shake hands, it 
offered its left hand to each of them, 
and would not allow the right hand to

I have neither time nor desire to en
ter into a discussion on “facts” of his
tory, for facts do not adtnjt of discus
sion, and lienee I only- reply, to Mr. 
Jenks, who. so. pointedly desires - the 
accuracy, of my statements regarding • 
the Episcopal church, by a presenta
tion of facts, with only a few words of 
explanation. He says: “The Episco
pal church Is as old as the Roman 
Catholic, and the two churches separ
ated at the Council of Nice." Ac
cording to tills there was an Episcopal 
chin eh at that time. The comici) was 
held, if it ever was held, In 323 A. D. 
Beverly R. Bitts, Librarian of Colum
bia College, in Johnson’s Cyclopedia,, 
an admitted authority, says that in 
597 A. D., when the see of-canterbury 
Was tpmjded by St. Augustine: < "AT 
THAT TIME THERE.WAS BUT;ONE 
CHRISTIAN;:cHURCH,.and the ,;doc- 
trlnes of thejRiurch of England,were 
of course the' common faith- of Chris
tendom,” in other words Roman Cath
olic, was the universal'faith, with the 
exception otthe Greek. ...

; England was converted th Christian
ity, that is, Catholicism,; which was. 
all there then was of Christianity, by- 
Catholic missionaries, and the -doc
trines taught were Catholic.' ' The 
claim set up for the pope, of universal 
supremacy was ’not made prominent 
until the 11th century,, and hence 
there was no rebellion of the English. 
When this claim began to be pressed, 
the independent spirit of the. English 
people rebelled, and the kipg; for his 
own purpose seized the occasion. .The 
pope henceforth was not to Jie-, recog
nized as the head of the church,« but 
the archbishop of Canterbury was to 
be the patriarch, or, dummy-pope.

According to the same authority 
only by accident was the great pro
testing current of thè times arrested, 
or England would have been« carried 
qn the waves of Protestantism, -. 'and 
like Switzerland received the dogmas 
of Luther, Calvin and their school. ■ 

’Had tl(ls taken place what a wonder
ful difference it would have made in 
history.

Mr. Jenks asserts that I gained my 
Information from Catholic sources. In 
this also he is widely mistaken. . It is 
found In the history of England by 
Hume who was an outspoken Inildel, 
and his history is one.-of the, most im
partial. At that tipié the" English 
church was so mtich . one with -.the 
Catholic, that Henry applied to the -' 
pope for dispensation for divorce from 
Catharine of Arragon, that he might 
marry Annie Boleyn. Thepope very 
consistently refused. (See Henry 
VIII, Hume. HIb. Eng.)... -

And as for consulting the diction-- 
ary as advised by Mr. Jenks, i-psk him 
to take his advice, and turn to the 
"Century," a' standard, and he will 
find Episcopal defined: “The name 
popularly given to the Anglican 
church in England, the United- States 
and elsewhere.” There -never was, 
nor'is there now any Episcopal church 
outside the Anglican and American, 
and the Anglican had no Independent 
existence previous to the separation 
from the Mother church, ..effected by 
thejnost brutal and corrupt king that 
ever sat on the English throne.,

HUDSON TUTTLE, 
. Edltor-at-Large N. S. A. ’

. .i ’ vi
I write these iewovllnes .that the 

readers of The Progressive Thinker 
may know what we «¡re dwUig at El
wood. Although our Jl^itr is small 
and makes but a sfnsJl Keiloctlon, wp 
do not feel that it ^houldilbe put un
der a bushel, bub raöier tjhat - it be 
placed upon a. hill to TjK. Progress
ive Thinker), that all malt see. We 
believe in co-operafcton. iti see more 
need day after day pfliwoidaing for the
good of humanity. HO

If I had multiplied thousands and 
would use it in building up a palace, 
a'place for my own Individual self; of 
what benefit would.I be-to the broth
erhood of humanity?B3A)'man .who will 
share a single dollan’ for- the better
ment of mankind, the cause of hu
manity, is doing- far- more good than 
one who hordes up thousands all for 
self. I love to see albmymeighbors'ln 
a happy and prosperous state. . « ;

How can I alt down to ai bountifully, 
spread, table and in a nice warm room 
and take my ease and. at. . the • same 
time l»ow that my neighbor, and hu
manity ; at large : : are /destitute the 
necessaries of-life? h. ...: . ..

In our blindness.fqr the: greed of 
old party lines we have voted every 
luxury, and the necessary things ot 
life out of the poor man's'hands. AU 
the-lawyers, doctors,.nllllloijaires and. 
trusts have corneredithé. laws until 
they are completely hedged in; but 
we hope for a turning-point where we 
can become financially .free.. When 
mankjnd "Wakes up to’: the fact that 
each individuaLis a part of Uncle Sam, 
a part of the whole, then we will took 
or liberation’ and) fréédoïb.

The material wilUhavelto be liber
ated in like fashion, with’the spiritual.

As long as the human mind was 
bound, up in that great personal God 
idea, just that tong was the mind con
fined in slavery, :fear -and.- supersti
tion. ... ; ¡>4

How we enjoyed tho arfniversary ad
dress of bister Cora L.i V. Richmond. 

’She speaks of the birth.anniversary; 
then of the marriage; anniversary; 
then of the anniversary :of the freedom 
of our minds. ’ •; t -

There is a better.dqy coinlng. Spir
itualism Is not dead : mor. dying, « but 
TRIS EVERLASTING 1FRAUD ’ AND 
DECEPTION HAS BEEN A SERIOUS 
HINDRANCE; but with the good Pro
gressive Thinker, Brother, Geo. B. 
Varne and a few otqers, faklsm Is re- 
eiving a black eye, and’i’ll be glad 

When both eyes aré Watlc.
The day will come When all the ad

vocates of truth ■wllUj’ecelve their re
ward; it may pot benn th*ib life, and 
they may not see anS’i^ali^ the gpod 
they are doing at the present; but let 
iis remember that no Vibration can be 
lost. - 1 ?

There are thousands W.people to-
day that are just hé; to realize

IMPORTANT WORK.

son being reasonably examined by the 
Bitters, in order to verify that he and 
the apparition were separate exist
ences; provided that neither the appa
rition nor the medium should be sud
denly clutched while the phenomena 
were going on.

On this agreement, which he signed 
before coming, Mr. Chambers traveled 
to London, and four sittings were held 
in the rooms of the Society for Psy
chical Research on December 12, 13, 
15 and 16, being arranged for by Mr. 
Fielding, Mr. Baggally, Colonel Taylor 

- and Miss Johnson, who were generally 
present; the other sitters being in
vited by them, and being mostly mem
bers of the Society, except that Mr. 
Chambers brought a friend with him, 
though unauthorized to do so, on three 
occasions.

At the first sitting the medium went 
into' a cabinet, and purported to be
come entranced, when he spoke in a 
voice slightly different from his ordi
nary one, but not suggesting any more 
alteration than could easily have been 
produced at will. Two or three forms 
appeared, one a man with a short 
black moustache), who stepped out of 
the Cabinet and bowed several times, 
holding Out his left arm at full length. 
Mr. Baggally, who sat next to the cab
inet, could see that only the front part 
of the form was drapée^ while on its 
back was visible the back of the medi
um’s waitstcoat, he having apparently 
taked off his coat. Later, a short 
form, supposed to be that of a child, 
,was seen, in the opening just within 
the curtains; this appeared merely as 
n vague white shape with no distinct 
arms or head. The light in thé room 
was provided by a single electrlc’lamp 
closely shrouded in red paper, se as to 
give extremely little light. There 
Was no feature in the phenomena to 
suggest’ anything but deliberate per
sonation of “spirit forms” by the me
dium.

The second sitting December 13 was 
practically a repetition of the first, the 
“forms” being, if anything, rather less 
distinct, owing to the medium Insist- 

' Ing on still less light. Contrary to 
the stipulation in the agreement, no 

i opportunity was afforded for'examin
ing the medium during the appearance 

’ of the “spirit forms.”
'At the third sitting, on December 

■ " IB, Mr. Chambers was accompanied 
< by Mr. John Lobb, a gentleman who is 

well known for his interest, in Spirit
ualistic phenomena. On this occasion,’ 
at thé medium’s own suggestion,, he 
was tlé’d in a wicker arm-chair with 
some objects disposed on the floor 

■ near him, and he stated that these oi\ 
perhaps himself In his chair might

be seen or touched, Mr. Chambers 
having [ost three of the fingers of his 
right hand. • On being asked .whether 
it was the deceased wife of one of the 
sitters, the form bowed asdent. As it 
advanced into the room Mr. Baggally 
and Mr. Fielding saw the black 
trousers of the medium behind it, the 
drapery onjy covering the front part. 
After this form had retired a man 
with-a full beard was seen, but.no 
further opportunity for reasonable ex
amination was permitted.

At the end of the sitting Mr. Field
ing and Mr. Baggally informed the 
medium of what they had seen, and 
that they had no doubt that drapery 
and a false beard were concealed 
about him. He denied«absolutely that 
this was so, or that he had taken any 
part in producing the phenomena.- 
They then asked him to allow’him
self to be searched in the adjoining 
room, but he declined. Mr. Lobb ad
mitted the reasonableness of their re
quest, and did his utmost to persuade 
the medium to.acccede to it, stating 
that if it was from motives of modesty 
that Mr. Chambers objected, he him
self would consent to a similar opera
tion in order to put him entirely at 
his ease; Mr. Chambers, however, 
persisted in his refusal, and presently 
took his leave. While he did not In 
terms confess to any fraud, he prom
ised that he would give no more sit
tings, but would In future seek his 
living in a more honest kind of work. 
It is understood, however, that he has 
since resumed his operations in the 
north of England, where doubtless an 
enthusiastic band of earnest believers
will, as usual, in the face of all evi
dence, continue to support his seances.

(Signed)
W. W. BAGALLY, 
ALICE JOHNSON, 
EVERARD FIELDING, 
(present at last three sittings). 
LE M. TAYLOR, 
(present at first two sittings). 
JOHN LOBB. ‘
(present at last two sittings).

Mr. Lobb adds:
I endorse the account of the pro

ceedings in so far as It relates to the 
sittings at which I was present.

. JOHN,LOBB.

"The Spiritual Significance, or, Death 
as an Event in Life." By Lilian Whit
ing. One of Miss Whiting’s .most sug
gestive, Intensely Interesting, spiritual 
books. It is laden with rich, thought
ful spirituality. Price $1.

"Cosmlan Hymn Book." A collection 
of original and selected hymns, for lib
eral and ethical societies for schools 
and the home;.compiled by L. K. Wash- 
bum. This volume meets- a public 
want It comprises 256 choice selec
tions of poetry and music, embodying 
the highest moral sentiment, and free 
from all sectarianism. Price, 50 cents.

"Success and HOw To Win It” A 
lecture and course of twenty-four suc
cess lessons by Dr. B. F. Austin, B. A., 
D, D. The titles of some of me lec
tures are as. follows: Self Helps; Fi
nancial Success; ’ Ideals; Economy;

What Spiritualism Teaches About’God 
and Christ—Evolution of the God- 
Idea—Evolution of the Christ-Idea.
The one greatest and. most conse

quential question which has absorbed 
the best Intellects of all time, Ib the 
nature of God. Connected therewith, 
has been the relations of. man to God, 
and the colossal scheme of theology to 
save man by a mediator. : :

How came these ideas?
' What is their meaning?

What will be their final expression?
To answer these questions is the ob

ject of this book. Th$ God-Idea is 
first seen expressed in the childish 
terror of savage man at the elements. 
From the beginning its unfoldment is 
traced from-age to age; from race to 
race. A brief but searching study of 
the ideasmf God held by different peo
ples runs through the chapters with 
the following titles: The God-Idea of 
the Hindus, Egyptians, Chaldeans and 
Persians, Jews, Greeks, Romans, Al
exandrian School, Early Christians, 
the Philosophers, the Bible, the Bor
der Religions; Chinese, Scandinavian, 
Aztec; The Old Question of Design in 
Nature; The Ultimate, Cosmic Mind«

The Christ-Idea of a mediator to 
stand between man and God is almost 
as old as mankind. Its unfoldment Is 
traced under the following headings: 
Hindustan, .Persia and the West; 
Jesus of Nazareth; The Prophecies of 
the Messiah; Conception and Geneal
ogy of Jesus; The Youth of Jesus; 
John the Baptist and His Relation to 
Jesus; Sermon on the Mount; The 
Apostles Sent forth; Death of Jesus; 
Burial and Resurrection; Devils and 
Hell; The Gospels; ’Cause of the Ex
tension of Christianity; Resume of 
the Life and Character of Jesus; The 
Ultimate of the Chrlst-Idea.

Publication by subscription of the 
Arcan ot Spiritualism met with’ such 
marked success, I have concluded to 
Issue .that volume In that manner. It 
wilt contain 300 to 350.octavo jages; 
will ” be well printed and muslin 
bound. The price will be $1.25; to 
those .wno become subscribers, $1.

The price is not desired until the 
book Is announced as ready for .deliv
ery, which, it is intended, will be early 
in November next. All that is now 
asked Is your expressed desire for a 
copy, by card or’ letter. An early re
sponse is desired, for the placing of 
the work In the hands of the printers 
depends on a sufficient number of- 
subscrlbers to assure the undertaking.

I thank those who may be interested 
and encourage the publication by 
their subscriptions.... ' •

A Few Commendations. ' -
Of this work, A. E. Giles in Banner 

of Light wrote: “It contains a fund of 
facts not accessible, to -the general 
reader. If adopted as a text book in 
any theological seminary, there .would 
be reason to believe that the graduates 
would be more Intelligent and less big
oted.”

Judge Edmunds: “Had the medium
author wrote a few centuries before, 
he certainly would have been burned 
at the stake.”

The City Item, Boston: “In many 
respects worthy of highest praise and 
shows careful and elaborate re
search.” ,

J.’ 8. Loveland: ‘'Wo have read it 
with great interest.” . ■ ,

G. A. Bacon: "Valuable for - the 
' present and the future.”

W. H. Terry, Editor Harbinger of 
Light, ' Melbourne, Australia: “Un
like In its treatment all others.”

5Epes Sargent: “A mine of thought,

the -goodness and j)ifrlty,’tne self-sac
rificing spirit of the aísc’eñáed Thomas 
Paine. This world’fias tí^en In such 
ignorance that It hits Ruten many 
years for some to realize vHiat a great, 
noble and grand mafl"he A^s.

In this advanced i^e''tfl& nobility óf 
Robert Ingersoll wilPnót l?é in a dor
mant state so long. ‘aj '-0' 
.. .All things are belhg'permeated by 
this new-thought?' I'ktH^'it is not 
proper to say new tboufrhtü because it 
is as old as time. iVslinwly becomes 
new to us 'who have Just tb&Ived.it. I 
see it has enféréü thV'hoffié of' repYe- 

. fen tati ves.1! J "Üí&í ^r-
mott Of New Jérséy’délíífefek an’ad
dress, April 11. subject,/?‘We Have 
Not Yet Learned thé Lessoh Of . True 
Toleration, Bút We are Advancing.”
His address "was published in part in 
The Progressive Thinker.

I wish all could read the entire 
speech. So I feel to rejoice, and am 
encouraged, as I. see the truth taking 
hold in all the avenues and walks of 
life. To be sure it is slow, but it Is 

;also a good sign to see it advancing 
slowly. By so doing5 it gets a better 
hold and is more sure’ tb’ be enduring.

■ While there seems tb be a’ falling 
away and a lack of interest in many’ 
ways among the Spiritualists, as some 
seem to think, we feel 'that it is only 
for good. We ffeel sure-that Splritual- 
them, that did not properly belong to 
ists have been carrying loads, many of 
us. LET ALL THIS 'OLD SCURF 
SLOUGH OFF. Let' us get rid of all 
the false fixtures and toggery and like 
kindred appendages," then we will 
shine in all our brllllahcy; then we 
may expect to see an ingathering such

To the Editor:—The Spiritualist 
cause is .progresing in Indiana. Moat 
of our cities and many of our towns 
and villages have active societies.

At Indianapolis, though the church, 
building, which wap not owned by the 
society, has been vacated, the member
ship still keep up the work.

During last winter there were about 
live different meeting places. The 
principal body, now called the Pro
gressive Spiritualist Church, meets 
at the Grand Army Hall, a very pleas
ant and • comfortable place. The of
ficers of the society have been active,, 
intelligent and efficient. The meet
ings have been pleasant and have at
tracted the public, the hall being 
usually full and of an Intelligent class 
ofiieople, '

Since last October the Society has 
been very fortunate in securing the 
services as pastor, of Mrs. Anna 
Thrpnsdop, ’ ■itji'inerly Of Louisville,' 
Ky. . Her genial ways, fier uhfigpum-' 
ing earnest,”,convincing manner of 
speaking have won thé esteem and 
applause of-'her’Àiidlënces. Her en-' 
thuslasm, ’sunshine and optimism par
ry her hearers along. She never fails 
to reach up' to the. ethical aspects of 
her subject. ’ . ?

The cause' of Spiritualism gains 
credit by such discourses, when it is 
shown that a doctrine or religion is a 
practical working mattér in every-day 
iife and leads to justice, kindliness, 
honesty and self-respect, that demon
strates the Worth of such belief to the 
people. -

The only trouble with the orthodox 
churches has been their lack of real 
Christianity. Religions are made for 
man, not mhwfor religion.

Any cult fljaf does not elevate and 
ennoble man Is useless and may be 
dangerous. ’’ " ’■

Mrs Thronçdon is broad-minded 
and insists that fill' religions are good 
in bo far as they'teach goodness, and 
that if they long sbrvfVe there must 
be good ip tliem. Thé world is becom
ing more liberal ‘as time goes on, and 
the people leàrn 'moré of each other. 
The great-religions of the ancient and 
modetn clvillzattóns Pf Asia, .which 
,we called heathenlsrq, have been 
found to be systems óf deep philoso
phy and’sound moral teaching. The 
teachings of Buddhism, Shintoism,* 
Taoism and Corifuciànlsm, all result 
in making people'noble, honest, good 
and kind if practiced.

Mrs. Thronsdon’s sincerity and hon- 
, esty is convincing, and her enthusiasm 

contagious: As-amedfum she is con- 
scieñti’oüs and ■ painstaking, and ' is 
able to convincingly demonstrate spir
it communication. She claims, that 
children should be controlled by love, 
not by fear and’ physical force; that 
they should be praised and encour
aged when théy try to do well even 
though they fail; that such is God’s 
rule over man and should be the main 
principle In all government; that fear 
palsies and shrivels the development 
of a noble manhood and womanhood; 
that all things are good by nature If 

1 not abused and perverted; that the 
world should be a joyous place to live 
in; that smiles and kind Words are 
due to all, even the criminal to win 
him back; that our Ilves should be 
such that they would not grieve the 
angel sister, parent, or loved one; that 
the fear of God has never made people 
ashamed to do wrong. While Spiritual
ism lifts them into a nobler life.

Thé- moral-effécts of such’teachings 
cannot fail to benefit the community 
and give credit to Spiritualism.

HIRAM MAINE.
Indianapolis, Ind.

HOW TO LIVE 100 YEARS.

as the world has 
dear ones, let us 
the whole truth.

never known. So 
not fear to declare 
Stand firmly for

right and justice.
Iq the last three years we' have been 

connected with societies, wé have seen 
them risd and. fall. I know of no so
ciety that has been so grossly misrep
resented as The Progressive Spiritual
ists Society. They have said as bad 
things of us as Theodore Roosevelt 
said of thé illustrious Thomas Paine 
(the dirty little atheist).

Brother T. W. Smith of Anderson, 
attended us one month and spoke 
many words for our cotafort and edi
fication, and Sister S. A. Crossfleld of 
Muncie, has just closed a two months’ 
engagement most sucéessfqlly, and 
she will continue to speak for us each 
Sunday evening till. after the camp. 
She holds her audiences spellbound 
from one .to one and a’fidlf hours each 
time, nor have I ever'seen any more 
convincing evidences than her mes
sages have proven. We feel greatly 
encouraged, and will; press forward 
with fresh zeal and aspirations. We 
do not believe in calling on our spirit 
friends to guide and- bless us and at 
the same time walk0 so' as not to be 
worthy of a passing ïhoùght.

We see multiplied thôïi^ànds who 
are bordering on thèJéve èf Starvation.

What shall we .at can .we

I
and shows .what Inspiration can pro
duce at its best.”

Address HUDSON ^nTTLE.
Berlin Heights, Ohio.

.OF
VftlJJftBLE. LIBRftRY

SPIRITUALISTIC LITERATURE.

BOOKS FOR ALL SPIRITUALISTS TO PERUSE.
Fifty Years in the Church 6f ^ome. A book that has done more to ’ 

enlighten the world of Catholicism than any other two published. By ' 
Rev. Chas. Chiniquy, ex-pj’iest. Briee $2.25. ' .............-

Force and Matter, or the Natural Order of the Universe, with a Sys«' 
tem of Morality Based Thereon. A very popular scientific exposition. 
By Prof, Ludwig Buchner, M. D. Price, cloth, $1.

From Dreamland Sent. A book of poems. Verses of life to come« 
By Lilian Whiting. Price, $1. White and gold, $1.25.

From Soul to Soul. This beautiful book of beautiful poems all that 
the title indicates—-profound, sublime: and tunefully poetic and restful 

; in its variation. By Emma.Bood Tattle. Price, cloth, $1.
. Future Life, In the Light of Ancient and Modem Science. A work 
of immense importance. By Louis'Elbe. Price, $1.20.

(Jejuns of Mind in Plants. By R. H. France. Translated by A. M. . 
Simons. Cloth, illustrated, 50 cents.

Gospel of Buddha. According to old records. A translation from 
Japanese, made under the auspices of the Rev. Shaku Soyen, delegate 
to the Parliament of Religions- By Dr. Paul Carus. Price, $1. 
- Gospel of Nature. A book filled from beginning to end with spiritual 
truth of the most sublime and soul-stirring character. In touch with all 
life. By M. L. Sherman and Wm. F. Lyon. Price, $1.

Great Roman Anaconda, or Thirty-seven and a half years in the 
Church of Rome. A 32-page pamphlet. By Prof. George P. Rudolph, . 
Ph. D, Pripe, 15 cents.

Happiness and Marriage. By- ¿lizabeth Towne. Price 50 cents.
How to Grow Success. By Elizabeth Towne. Price 50 cents.
Harmonics of Evolution. A valuable work by Florence Huntley, 

Cloth. Price, $2.

French Specialist Declares Tliot Lon
gevity is Matter of'Will Power.

M. Jean Finot, of Paris, France, has 
written a book In which he explains 
how to live 150 years. All that Is 
needed, says the author, Is the will to 
do so.

The reason people do not live longer 
Is because they don’t take proper care 
of themselves and economize their 
forces, he declares. People get the 
notion that they have got to die at a 
certain age and as soon as signs of 
failing strength are experienced they 
do nothing to combat them, but just 
give up. This Is absurd, says M. Fi
not, for with a proper observance of 
the rules of hygiene, and above all 
the firm determination to live, there 
Is no reason why everybody should not 
live to be 100 or even 150 years old.

Beer and tobacco are Inimical 
longevity, according to M. Finot.

LOW RATES TO LILY DALE.

to

The Central Passenger Association, 
Including the railroads in Michigan, Il
linois, Indiana, Ohio and Pennsylvania 
have agreed to sell excursion tickets to 
Lily Dale and return at one fare for 
the round trip. These tickets are 
good only to leave July 17 , and 31. 
Return limit’ 30 days. The Chicago 
rate Is $14; St. Louis, $19.25; Indian
apolis, $12; Cincinnati, $11.30; corre
sponding low rates from other points. 
All the roads from Chicago, New York 
City, Boston and Intermediate terri
tory will sell low rate excursion tickets 
to Lily Dale and return, good going 
June 1 to Sept. 30, return limit Octo
ber 31. Chicago rate Is $20. Ask 
your local ticket agent for special 
Lily Dale rates, or have him send to 
his genera; picket agent for them.

do! • ‘ n
A few dollars weiuld ghjybe tem

porary relief, but lefts pflt them’and 
ourselves In a posjtjin tcPb’e self sus
taining. How sfia-l| thiP.be accom
plished? We only Sje ' tSftough • the 
ballot box, and we”-fetjl constrained to 
say, Rouse, ye Romans!, Rouse, ,.ye 
slavesl KU.: I S

How can we expetft for0the human 
family to be Bplrltusily nrtnded and 
enjoy the things ot the spirit while 
their minds are racked to the utter« 
most to contrive wife an# means for 
earthly-susteiiance?lfewiil?i ,we are 
what we should-be; ft wiH lie perfectly 
natural to be a Spirffiiaiife^ but to try 
to be a SplrituallstiSlnd ¿bl be other
wise what we should We will find it an 
uphill business.

That is the. great trouble among 
.societies. People are. not WHAT

THEY* SHOULD BE ON THE IN
SIDE. There Is a natural body and a 
spiritual body, , and they" are insepar
able while on .this material .plane, and 
If they are supposed to live together 
and prosper there must beproper con
ditions. The whole thing has been 
run on the material plan until the 
spiritual has nearly been crushed out; 
but we are taking on fresh courage. 
We are hoping for. the best and work
ing for the - best. So let us throw 
away all envy, all malice' and hatred 
and substitute Jove (brotherly) and 
charity and run -with patience the 
race that is before us.

.Elwood; Ind. J- L. FOSTER.

“Death, Its Meaning and Results.” 
By J. K. Wilsdn, of the’ Pennsylvania 
Bar An absorbingly interesting vol
ume, of decided value. A narrative of 
wonderful psychical events in the au
thor’s experience. Cloth, 560 pages, il
lustrated, $1.25.

“HOW SHALL I BECOME A MEDIUM?”
It is fully answered in “Mediumship, and Jts 

Laws, Its Conditions and Cultivation, by Hud 
son Tuttle. Price 35 cents. Address him ai 
Berlin'Heights, Ohio

Health and Power, A handbook of cure and human upbuilding by 
aid of new, refined and powerful methods of nature. By E. D. Babbitt, 
M. D. Cloth cover. Price, 35 cents.

Heliocentric Astrology and Solar Mentality, with illustrations and 
ephemeris. By Verno Vedra, Cloth. Price, $1.50.

Heresy, or Led to the Light. ,By the well known writer, Hudson 
Tuttle. Paper cover only, - Pri^e 30 cents.

Heroes and Hero Worship. By Thomas Carlyle. Price 50 cents.
History of Atharael. Life in the Stone Age. The history of Atha- 

rael, chief priest of Al Aryans. Written through U. G. Figley. It is 
very interesting. Price 30 cents.

History of the Christian Religion to the Year 200. By Chas B. Waite, 
A. M. Cloth bound. Price $2.25.

History of the Inquisition. Just the book for those seeking informa
tion concerning that most damnable institution known in history—the 
Roman Catholic Inquisition. By Cyrus Mason, M. D. Price 25 cents.

How the Bible Was Invented. ■ By M. M. Mangasarian. Price 10 cts.
How to Train Children and Parents. By Elizabeth Towne. Price 

25 cents. ' 1 < ,
Human Culture and Cure. Part First. Philosophy of Cure, Includ

ing Methods and Instruments. By E. D. Babbitt, M. D. Price, 75 cts. 
Part Second, Marriage, Sexual Development and Social Upbuilding. 
Price, 75 cents. Parts Third and Fourth, in one volume, Part Third be
ing devoted to Mental and Psychological Forces, and Part Fourth to the 
Nervous System and Insanity. Price $1. Part Fifth, The Bodily Or
gans, Their Diseases and the Great Natural Methods for Their Cure. 
Price, $1.

Heaven Revised. By Mrs. E. B. Duffey. Price 25 cents.
Human Personality, ahd Its Survival of Bodily Death. By Frederic 

W. H. Myers. Edited by Richard Hodgson and Alice Johnson. Two 
volumes; Price $12.

Hypnotism. By Albert Moll. Price $1.50.
Hypnotism. By L. W. DeLaurence. Price, paper, 50 cents; cloth, $1.
Hypnotism and Suggestion. By C. Lloyd Tuckey. Price, $3.
Hypnotism. An Experimental Study. By Dr. R. von Krafft-Ebing.

Price, $1.25. > ■ ■
Hypnotism, Its History and Present Development. By Fredrik Bjorn- 

strôm, M. D. Price 75 cents.
Immortality. Its naturalness, its possibilities and proofs. By J. M. 

Peebles, M. D. Price 10 cents.
Influence of the Zodiac Upon Human Life. This book states the sim

ple principles of the Zodiac in simple terms, and in a manner highly in
teresting and instructive'. By Eleanor Kirk. Price, cloth $1.

Ingersoll’s Lectures. Forty-four addresses and answers to his critics. 
A portly volume containing an immense amount of matter. Price, post
paid, $1.

Inner Life Mysteries Explained. The present age and inner life, an- 
cient and modern. By Andrew Jackson Davis. Price $1 ; postage, 10c.

Interviews With Spirits. A real visit with friends on the other side 
of life and a familiar talk. An interesting book. By Carrie E. S. 
Twing, medium. Price 50 cents.

In the World Celestial.. A story of spirit life. By Dr. T. A. Bland. 
Cloth. Price, $1.

In Tune With the Infinite, or Fullness of Peace, Power and Plenty 
By Ralph Waldo Trine. Price. $1.25.

Invisible Helpers. By C. W. Leadbeater. Written in the author’s 
charming style. Cloth. Price, 55 cents.

Jesus Christ a Myth. By M. M. Mangasarian. Price 25 cents.
Jim. A story for young people, teaching spirit guidance. By Carrie 

E. S. Twing. Price $1.
Joan, the Medium, or the Inspired Heroine of Orleans. This is the ' 

most beautiful history of Joan of Are ever written. Thrillingly inter
esting and convincing. By Moses Hull. Price, cloth, 40e; papei1. 25c

Journeys to the Planet Mars, or Our Mission to Entoi By Sara Weiss.
Cloth bound. Price $1.50.

Just How to Concentrate. By Elizabeth Towne. Price 25 cents.
Just How to Cook Meals Without Meat. A small valuable book on’ 

vegetarian cooking. By Mrs. Elizabeth Towne. 25 cents.
Just How to Wake the Solar Plexus. By Mrs. Towne. A book on 

concentration. Price 25 cents.
Ka-rma. By A. P. Sinnett. Price 50 cents.
Karezza. Ethics of Marriage. A plea for a better birthright for 

children and a higher development of parentage through the most sa
cred relations. By Alice B, Stockham, M. D. Price, cloth, $1.

Kato Field. A Record. By Lilian Whiting. Price $2.
Kingdom of Love and Other Poems. By Ella Wheeler Wilcox 

Price $1.
Koran. From the original Arabic. Price, cloth, $1.

-Koradine. A prophetic story, and a valuable book for girls to read. 
Written by Dr. Alice B. Stockhahi and Lida Hood Talbot Price $1.

Language of the Stars. Thin important work is the first practical ex
position of the Astro-Magnetic forces of Nature—in relation to man— 
yet issued. Price 50 cents.

Law of Psychic Phenomena. By Dr. T. J. Hudson. Price $1.50.
Longley’s Choice Collection of Beautiful Songs. Price, board covers, 

50 cents; cloth, 75 cents.
Life and Matter. An answer to Haeckel’s Riddle of the Universe. 

By Sir Oliver Lodge. Price $1 ; postage 12 cents.
Life and Reminiscences of Robert G. Ingersoll. The work is well 

written by .his life-long friend Edward C. Smith. Handsomely bound in 
cloth. Price, postpaid, $2.

Life Beyond Death. Being a review of the World’s Beliefs on the 
Subject, a Consideration, of Present Conditions; of Thought and Feel
ing, Leading to the Question 'as to Whether It Can Be Demonstrated as 
a Fact, to Which Is Added an Appendix Containing Some Hints as to 
Personal Experiences and Opinions. By Minot Judson Savage, D. D. 
Price, $1.50; postage, 10 cents. -

T.if a of Thomas Paine. Illustrated with views of the old Paine home
stead and Paine Monument at New Rochelle. By the editor of the Na
tional, with preface and notes by Peter Eckler. Price, cloth, 75 cents.

Life Work of Cora L. V; Richmond. An interesting book regarding 
a world-renowned inspirational lecturer, a pioneer worker in Spiritual
ism Compiled and edited by H. D. Barrett. Price $2, postpaid.

r.'ight of Egypt, or the Science of the Soul and the Stars. A grand 
work of profound philosophical deductions, on a theme oi great interest 
to everybody. Price $2. • ...

Magic—The Old and New Magic. An explanation of the tricks of 
legerdemain.. Price, $1.50 ; postage 10 cents. -

Mahomet, His Birth, Character and Doctrine. Historically correct. 
Kxant nml perfect in every detail and beyond adverse criticism.' By 
Edward Gibbon. Price, 25 cents. . . , . .

, Mahomet the Illustrious. An apology for the life and character of ; 
-this celebrated prophet of Arabia, containing 118 neatly printed pages. 
By Godfrey Higgins, Esq; Price 25 cents. . - • ' •

Man and the Spiritual World, as disclosed by the Bible and study 
(along the line of Biblical Spiritualism. By Rev. Arthur Chambers, 

Price, $1.10.
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And Old Glory,

No

degree of mediumship,

guides” who are only earth-bound

also
al-

Prlce. 15c.

MARY SKOGLAND.ums.
' Wellington, Ohio.

W.

Sciencerand a Future Life.messages.

By Prof; James H. Hyslop. Price
$1.50-; Postage-10 cents.

MARY ANN CAREW,

par-

IMPORTANT
COMMENDATORY.

Secretary.Topeka, Kans.

I reputable phase.’

panders to the physical senses only, 
governed by an order of "spiritual

May 
Hill,

Assocla- 
Kansas, 

Write

N?S. A., to-wlt: - -
. "He it resolved by the delegates to 

the National Association-here assem
bled tluit ire believe in, mid stand for, 
GENUINE PHENOMENA bit every

To Elevate Our Cause by Lehdlng Spirt 
ituallzcd Lives. . I

REMEMBER, 
charge for, diagnosing your case. 
DR, CHARLES E. WATKINS, 

HOTEL WESTLAND, 
Back Bay, Boston, Mass.

Send in Your Dates and Name of Sec
retary at Once,

that which

A GRAND OFFER!
FOR ONE MONTH ftNLY.

' 'Bend agn,:sex,'leading; symptom and 
youraddress, apd we wip diagnose 
your disease -

G. Fairchild, Topeka, Kans.

for programs. H. W. Henderson, pres-

The Infidelity of Ecciesiasticism, 
A Menace to American Civilization. By Prof. 
W.M. Lockwood. A trenchant and masterly 
treatise. Price, 26 cents.

tion, Ohio, .will open July 9, and con
tinue to August 27. For further — 
tlculars, address F. H. Sherwood, sec
retary, Mantua Station, Ohio.

ident, Lawrence, Kans.;- Mrs. 
Cook Pearson, secretary, Spring 
Kansas.

Chesterfield Camp.

wealth can take it away.
■ You boast of your individual wealth, 

which is exceeded by no other nation 
in the world, and yet wealth and pov
erty, the two extremes, arb in your

” "" as Disclosed in the Bible.” 
-V Rev. Arthur Chambers, 
Associate ot King's College, 

Upil It nvi iu London. An excellent book 
tor Christian people who would investigate and 
learn the facts of Bible teachings as well as 
modem spirit phenomena. Price, cloth, tl.ld

paid.
“Rational Memory Training,”

By B. F. AUSTIN, M. A., Ex-President Alnja 
College, “THE KWELOF ALL.TREMEM- 
ORvSYSTEMS.” - Gives a system of storing 
and associating ideas Based on Natural Laws of 
tho Human rtind. Highly commended by edu
cators and the press. FIFTH EDITION now 
out. Cloth, 75c., pp.,6Go.

| The Austin Publishing Co., Rochester, N. Y.

Origin, Development and Destiny I 
or Man.

A Scientific and Philosophical 
Treatise, by Thos. P. Fletcher.

The Beginning»; Fundamental Prine 
Sies; Formation ot Gonttenationt, Systems, But 
Planets aM BatelHUs. The Origin or Meteor* en 
Comets; Tile Organic Kingdom; ThoOrifln of Man 
Man—HU Attributes and Powers; The Boul—How h 
Beoelyes and Impoiii Knowledge: How the Boul Be 
calves IJ Highest Impressions; The Record Book, a: 
Tho Heavenly Ether; How to Cultivate tho Slxti 
Cense; 1 he Finer or Spiritual Body; Growth and De- 
generationi Morally, ‘Spiritualism Proved by the 
Bible; Tho Bible and Christ: Tho Summary: “What 
Molt TVa Do to Bo Bnvfi’." For sale at this odea,

i Price, cloth, $1.00. Paper 50c.

“RESEARCHES IN MODERN 
SPIRITUALISM,”

BY THE GREATEST LIVING CHEMIST. 
SIR WM. CROOKES, F. R. S. Direct xapllmo- 
uy of personal experiences nt home, with two 
of the world’s gpe&test jjsychieK, and more won- 
derfuMhaii action, laithe story., ; Thinkers 
should yMd'thiSifiCienuiflo irehtiaa on a subject 
of greafchnd-growing-Ameri
can Edttion:'IHustratod‘clothiCc. pp., 50c.

“JOURNEYS;TO MARS,”
by SARA WEISS. Tho. authoress claims to 
have.visited Mars in a trance and to record 
personal experiences with its people; describes 
appearances, manners/ dress, customs, schools, 
homes. umph& and worship; also the wonder
ful canals and systems of irrigation. A mar
velous book, whatever theory you hold of its 
origin. 18 artistic illustrations of Martian flora, 

- etc. “TRANSCENDS TELESCOPIC PER
CEPTION.”—Percival Lowell, Price, $1-50,post-

Be Sure to Read This.
Frances L. Loucks, one of the greatest nsychlc 

wonders living. I use the spiritual X-ray to lo 
ente all internal diseases. A trial will convince 
you. Nervous exhaustion and lost vigor of both 
sexes successfully treated, as hundreds can tes
tify . Bend name, age, sex, complexion, one lead
ing symptom, and ten cents in stamps, and you 
will receive a correct diagnosis of your case free, 
worth dollars to you. Be sure to write your own 
letter. Dr. J. 8. Loucks, who lately passed on, 
continues to treat the sick through myuiedlum- 
sbip. Address all letters to

| WANOEB L. LOUCKB,
J 85 Warren St.. Stoneham. Man,

the Arena."11 will give us courage topass through the 
deep shadows of death to the sun-lit clime ot 
tho World Celestial "—Ke't H. W. Thomas. 
Cloth bound With gilt shlc stamp; price, Si.W

MI88. M. B. Hedrick, Psychic.;
55 HerkimerSt., Brooklyn. N. Y.i PrlvatB^litlnre 
daily. Eunday. Tuesday and Friday, at
8 p.'in. Ladies’ Matinee Wednesday afternoon, 

1-3:0. Telephone 2621 J. Bedfokd. Readings by 

| mall, 11.00.

though coming from “controls" and 
"guides.” We see them exhibiting

Have You- Reached a Point Beyond 
Which You Cannot Progress?

We have something that Is truihtiil, practical 
and will enable you to u^loak the doors ofmyn‘ 
lery and know as a truth ibo. possibility and cer
tainty ot soul enhureand spiritual development. 
Address Box 185, care E. C. BAHME, 88 N. Broad, 
Philadelphia, Pa,

IN THE WORLD CELESTIAL
BY DR. T. A. BLAND,

With full pugephotograph at the Heroine Pearl* 
from a spirit painting. - ‘c ■

'“Three things that, inake^hta book remarks 
hie. Its authorship, ¿he astounding claims pat 
forth tn It. and. the philosophy and revelation 
of a future life it contains.”—B. O. Mower, in

nd spirit massages giwu |---------------------by Mrs. T. Loll, pastor, ! iOr How. » .s?1,1-“ Ad
in German and English. ! erelutlon Jb/

Ke Progressive Wer.8

What of the 20th Century?
Abstract of Lecture Delivered by Miss Harlow, of 

Columbus, Ohio, Before the Worcester Associa
tion of Spiritualists, Mass., June 10.

In the twentieth century we shall voices apd merry laughter, like sweet 
have statesmen—not politicians! I music, rings in our ears. I see fath- 
sec in our legislative halls men and «'» ««W nofiter and wiser. I see 

. . . mothers during the months of gesta- 
women standing shoulder^ shoulder, —y ftnd care(J for ,

oniun, the great moral consciousness gee anticipated with Joy and
moulding and guiding the affairs.of welcomed with love and tenderness, 
the nation; I see the iron bars of our No longer will the making of little 
prisons and insane asylums melting; frocks'and ■garments be considered a 
we will need them no more. Get thee weary task, but to the mother of the 
behind me in the darkness and gloom twentieth' century it will;-become a 
of the past. privilege and a blessing, and home

•I see school houses and halls of which is the foundation of the nation 
learning rising on every hand. I see will be the great center of attraction 

growing sweeter and cleaner as to oil its inmates.' A_2 O’?
’ "— where thou beautiful emblem of liberty, 

I see clubs thou shalt again unfurl thy folds to --- -«••.A cfrltlpc

man g--------
the years go by. I see homes 
love and peace abides,love ana peace - - . ,— —,and other organizations relegated to the breeze. Thy stars and stripes 

'~i become the shall float over tills nation, when war 
i see children shall cease, and Justice, Love and 
i, their gwect Liberty, shall reign forever more.

the past, for home has 
center of attraction. I
playing on the lawn,

My good friends, it has been Bug- i 
gested that we speak to you to-night । 
concerning the future, What of the 
Twentieth Century We shall endeavor 
to touch lightly upon a few points of 
the question in the few brief mo
ments allotted to us.

Certain causes produce certain re
sults. Each century is the result of 
the one preceding it. The nine
teenth century was a century of dis
covery; the twentieth will be a cen
tury of results and application. The 
nineteenth century was -a wonderful 
century. William Gladstone wrote: 
“The nineteenth century has given 
more to the world than any five hun
dred centuries preceding it.”Innumerable sects have been dis-' 
covered in the past century, each 
claiming the infallibility of its doc
trine, with the positive assurance 
that it possesses all of truth, while 
the others had naught. Here again 
war ensued—not with sword and can
non, as in the days ot ’61, but a war

-THE PROGRESSIVE THINKER
AN EARNEST PLEA

A Paper that Never Falters, Never-Pauses in Its Effort for the Greatest Good to 
the Cause of Spiritualism, Science, Mortify, Higher Thought; and a Better Life. 
Never Lacking for Life and the Tfcsa^ihation of Most Important Mind-Food. 

Give Us the Truth, the Whole' Truth, and Nothing but the Truth

jt ’ ___
Interest in the various Spiritualist 

camp-meetings has commenced, and 
secretaries of the Baine should report 
at once to this office, so that proper 
announcement-as to dates and officers 
can be made.

Onset Camp.
Onset camp commences its thirtieth 

annual meeting, July 22; and1 closes 
August 26. For full programs ad
dress the secretary,. Onset, Mass,

Lake Brady, Ohio,
The fifteenth annual session of this 

camp will commence, July 1 and end 
Sept. 2. For full particulars address 
A. G. Keck, Akron, Ohio.

to make a man is to begin one hun-1 
dred years before he is born."The twentieth century will also be I 
a century of marriage, my friends. 
Marriage means more than erecting a 
tenement to Bleep in. Marriage 
means. more than reproduction. 
Marriage means companionship, at- 
one-ment, the finding of one’s self.

The sunbeam falls in love with the 
dew-drop and marries. The birds fall 
in love, marry and produce one grand

Spiritualise Meetings.1 
- It Is important wheii a meeting is 
suspended, that notice be. given us, so 
that inquirers may not be mlslead. We 
want new notice« of ail meetings being 
field liero in public halls at the present 
time.

First German Spiritualist Society on 
the West Side. Meetings every Sunday 
at 8 p. m. in Garselman's Hall, comer 
Ashland avenue and W. 13th street

The Light of Truth Church will hold 
services in Hopkins' Hall 528 W 63rd 
street, near Stewart avenue. Confer
ence at 3 p. m. Lecture at 7:45. Ites- 
sages at each service. Midweek meet
ing Thursday 3 p. m. Mrs. Jeffery Bur-1

OEND lück ot hair, IMa 'ot blnb; ao «enti and 
p eel!,addressed envelope, lor that readins, 
Mos. M. V. Anais. Gleu Ellyn, III. .

MB». E.,M, «ITCHOOCM will answer 8 
questions tor 25c. Send o«vl handwrltlnr and 

look of hair, Full reading, 81. Fern Hill, Pierce 
Co., Wash, J ■

Key to the . . 
Higher Science

Have 
You 
Sought 
It '

: In 
Vain?

and all who "are Buffering with
; STOMACH TROUBLE

If it is not cancer or ulcerated stom
ach, we will charge you for healing 
same only J5.0O per month, and al) 
other chronic diseases, a great reduc
tion will be made.

Write today. Do not delay.

sweet song.
The beasts of the field fall In love 

and marry, and produce their kind, 
and it is left for man, the highest ex
pression of creative life, to buy and --- 1----1-~ wn «»In fra npression of creative life, to buy ano 
sell himself, and make of marriage a 
commercial ..transaction. .

Man marries for wealth, name and 
position; woman marries for money, 
name and social standing—no thought 
of love and companionship enters the

of words.Every religious denomination in 
the world has crossed swords with 
each other, and among themselves, 
and it is well, for it has caused the 
people to think for themselves, and 
the result is, you have discovered a 
broader, sweeter religion that has put 
out the fires of hell and given to the 
world a higher, nobler conception of
Divinity.My friends, the most wonderful 
discovery of the nineteenth century is 
woman. At Iasi it has been discov
ered that woman is immortal, and as 
to Spiritualism, well may you be 
proud of it. It gave this discovery to 
the world.Humanity questioned, and demand
ed some evidence that their loved ones 
still lived, and in answer to that de
mand the spirits produced a noise 
which attracted the attention of the 
world by the tiny rap, and the tilting ; 
table, which are the signals and sym
bols of our phenomena, and yet 
among the Spirilualists to-day there is 
muçb controyerdy regarding the phe
nomena, the-A, B C of our’glorious

mlnds of either.
During the nineteenth century 

clubs and fraternal organizations in
creased on every hand, and while It is 
true they have been abused, the prin
ciples they represent will live on for
evermore. The club Is a strong at
traction for the man who does not 
care to remain at home. It has 
opened the door to woman, and 
lowed her to escape for a time from 
the enthralling conditions that sur
round her, and paved the way for 
greater opportunity and the larger 
freedom that is hers to-day.

Your American nation, well may 
you be proud of it; here you have com
bined the pride of England, the stur
diness of Germany, the vivacity of 
France, the love and sunny smiles o, 
Italy, and the resources of Japan and 
China, which together produce the 

, greatest nation the world has ever

philosophy.We meet together and seek to dic
tate to the spirit world, in what man
ner, how, when and where spirits shall 
return. Oh! my friends, cease your 
babbling, and come up higher.

As we have said before, man the in
tellect, dwells in the drawing-room of 
the Temple, but man the soul blds you 
enter the sanctuary! Come ye into 
the presence of the God, enter the si
lence which speaks aloud, and you 
shall come into at-one-ment with the 
spirit world and all that is divine.

The history of the past reveals a 
record of many wars. Men have

land, pastor.Chicago Spiritual Alliance Church, in 
Vincennes Hail, 35th and Cottage Grove 
avenue. Mre. May Elmo, pastor; as
sisted by Hugh S. Fraser. All 'wel
come. Services at 8 and 8 p. m.

The Church of the Psychic Forces 
holds services at Wilcox Hal), corner 
Champlain avenue and 43d street, every 
Sunday. Conference at 9 p. m. Lec
ture at 8 p. m. The hall number Is 861- 
868 East 43d street. Conducted by Mrs;
Isa Cleveland.Spiritual Science Society meets every 
Sunday from 2 to 10 p. m., at Arlington 
Hall, N. W. corner of 81st street and 
Indiana avenue. Admission to after
noon meetings, tree; .evening Bervibe, I MoUeS 15 cents. Mrs. Dixon and her daughter, | ly to your eye, 
the child wonder, will always be in at- 
tqfidance. Others wilf assist. These 
meetings will be continued' all summer. 
Dr. Beverly, president, No.' 44 East 31st

fl Llrinrlnpflif Hestorés Lost Vision, 
n WvilUui lu» Write for Illustrated Circular 

I XnanHnfû; showing styles and prices and 
OuvULdulur photo of SplHryarma, who de- 

I veiopoa thia Clairvoyant power iu me, I can ad-
‘ iicUed PobotaLeus Spectacle as perfect- 

. .„yow eyes at your own home and eend by 
mail, as If yoif were in xny ofitae. Thouaandawltl 
testify. ».r, poo&b,

1 • W Winthrop nve„ Chicago. Hl.

known.
With the closing of the twentieth 

century, what do I Bee? In place of 
the three graces, Faith, Hope and 
Charity, I see Justice, Love and Lib
erty. Where there is Justice, we 
shall have no need of Faith. I see 
Love, which is greater than Hope; 
and where Liberty abides. Charity 
shall be seen no more.

But ’what is charity, my friends?
When our brother asks for a coat,

streetThe Cnristtan. Occult Church, United 
Brotherhood Hall. 3245 State street. 
Every Sunday evening at 7:30. Tost 
messages given by good mediums. Good 
speakers in attendance.

The Golden Rule Spiritualist Society 
। will hold meetings every Sunday at 3 
and 8 p. m., at O’DonnelJ College Bldg., 
South Paulina street, between Washing
ton Boulevard and Park avenue. All 
cordially invited.

Temple Light and Truth, 370 Waban- 
eia avenue, near Robey street and 
North avenue- Sunday-school 10:30 a. 
m. Lectures and spirit messages given I 
at 3 and 8 p. m., 'r i-on nastor. 
every Sunday, in German------The Hyde Park Occult Society holds 
regular Sunday evening services, 7:45 
o’clock, -at 819 E. 55th street, between 
Kimbark and Monroe avenues. Jackson 
Park cars pass the door. The best tal
ent available will be secured for all 
meetings. To spread the truth is the 
object of this society. Address all com
munications to Miss Eva L. Stewart, 
corresponding secretary, 455 E. 55th 
street Entrance to hall, 819 E. 55th

B, F. POOLEr-Dear SIf:—The spectacles you 
fleot are perfect, and if I ever want anomer pair 
I will surely apply to you. With many thanks, 
MftB. M. L. 8OUTHBHLAND, Huron. S. Dak.

FRED P. EVANS.
Famous Medium tor 

Slafewriiing, Clairvoyance, Etc., 
Since the recent calamity in San Francisco, may 
be addressed as follnwi^ Fred P. Evaue. Los Ga
tos. California. Rural Seances or readings by 
mail may bo obtained tanvrhlng to Mr. Evans for 
pnrtioulare. SPMCJAJz—Mr, Evune ban a few 
eoplee of hie famous book “Pfiychography," on 
hand. Thia woito-vaa gubUahed at 12.60 per copy, 
and la devoted iwiho many marvelous elatewrit- 
ing experiments! tfiven ihrou^b his medliunehip. 
Aho explains how theewritlng is done, and how 
Ue developed bisufwoudmiul.©ower. Tlie book is 
profusely IHustratad. While they last you can 
have a copy, postpaid, for 11.20.

what.do we do?
We go to the attic and find some 

cast off garment that is of no further 
use to us, and give It to him. If our 
brother asks for food, and we give 
him what we do not need ourselves, 

When we givethis Is not charity, 
something that 1B a 
when we take food 
mouth, and give to 
we call it charity.

In the twentieth

part of ourselves, 
from our own 

others, then may

century we shall

City of Light Assembly.
The season opens at Lily Dale, N. 

Y., July 13," and closes September 3. 
For program address Laura G. Fixen, 
General Manager.

Ocean Grove Camp.
This camp is located at Harwich, 

Mass., and opens July 8 and closes 
July 22, 1906. For programs and In
formation, write Mrs. Mary B. Small, 

l South Harwich. Mass.
Lake Pleasant, Mass.

Lake Pleasant Camp opens July 29, 
and closes Aug. 27. For full pro
grams address Albert P. Blinn, 8 
Grove Place, Norwich, Ct.

Mt. Pleasant Park, Clinton, In.
The twenty-fourth annual camp

meeting at Mt.' Pleasant Park, opens 
July 29 and closes August 26. Pro
grams and information given to all 
who write to Mrs. M. B. Anderson,

To the Editor;—-Although few in' 
number the members of the Metaphys
ical Society of Wellington, Ohio, wish 
it understood that they are heartily in 
favor of your stand on the question Of 
phenomena. It has become a ques
tion that must be settled, and can be 
settled only by the separation of the 
grain from the chaff.

It appears -to the members of thia 
society that the real cause of the dis
turbance in our midst lies in the fact 
that so few mediums understand tho 
philosophy of Spiritualism. They, 
get hold of a certain phase of phenom
ena, and immediately think they have 
it all, and start out to demonstrate to 
others these wonderful truths. This, 
they think, is Spiritualism.

We never heard a better definition 
of that word than the one given by W. 
V. Nicum at the O. 8. A. convention 
held at Cleveland, Ohio. It was this: 
“To become a Spiritualist means to 
become spiritualized. To become 
spiritualized, the divine nature of the 
individual must obtain complete con
trol of the physical man—the man of 
the five senses.”

According to that definition how. 
many genuine Spiritualists have we to
day? Just about as many as there 
are genuine Christians among those 
.Who are so-called.

Even some mediums, who claim to 
be led and guided by higher intelli
gences come far short of that defini
tion, for we see them through their 
so-called powers causing discord in 
families, giving out as messages mat
ter that should be held back even

AN ASTONISHING OFFER
Sand three two-cent stomps, lock ot 

hair, age, name and the leading symp
tom, and your disease will be diagnosed 
free by spirit power.

Mrs, Dr. Dobson-Barker,
230 North Sixth St.

Sau Jose, Call

secretary, Clarkesville. Mo, i
Summerland Camp. •

The Summerland Spiritualist Asso
ciation will hold Its annual camp
meeting the last week in June, begin
ning June 24. Mrs. F. Lee, secretary.

Winfield (Kansas) Camp.
The Winfield Camp Association will 

hold its thirteenth annual camp-ineet- 
ing, commencing Aug. 24, and closing 
Sept. 2. Mrs. Maud K. Gates, presi
dent, 807 North Manning street, Win
field, Kans.; Mrs. Addle McAllister, 
secretary, Winfield, Kans.

New Era Camp, Aregon.
The New Era Camp-meeting begins 

July 8, and continues over four Sun
days. Address Rev. G. C. Love, pres
ident, 934 ’4 C street, Tacoma, Wash.

Sunapee Lake Camp, N. H.
Sunapee Lake Spiritualist Camp 

at Blodgett’s Landing, N. H., com
mences July 29, 1906, and closes Aug.

uncontrollable paroxysms of rage 
against members who happen to differ 
from them.

We have recently had the experi
ence of a lady (?) medium cursing 
and damning another, and when told 
that she would hurt thecause, declar
ing that she would "raise the devil” 
with it in order to vindicate herself in 
a petty matter between herself and an- 

। other. Is this Spirituality? Is it me
diumship?

If we must be held down to a low

26. For programs and information 
write to the secretary, Lorenzo Wor
then, Hillsboro Bridge, N. H.

Wonewoc Camp-Meeting.
The Western Wisconsin Camp Asso

ciation holds its annual camp-mecting 
in Unity Park, Wonewoc, Wis., July 
15 to August 13. For particulars and 
programs write Gertrude Spooner, sec-

spirits who have not themselves risen 
to any degree of spirituality, even 
though denizens of the spirit world, 
then we say better bo guided by our 
own common sense of decency and 
right. Let us study the philosophy 
of this great life; the phenomena will 
come to us as soon as we are lilted to 
receive the same.

The reason there are not moro 
higher spirits manifesting in our 
ranks is because there are so few 
Whose souls are attuned to the higher 
spirituality here; so few who are spir
itualized to such a degree that they 
can be played upon by these higher 
forces. Let us prepare ourselves, get 
our souls in "tune with the infinite,” 
and then we shall receive "messages” 
that will be of use to us to lift us up 
to a still higher plane of life. We 
know the number of these is increas
ing, but to-day the great majority of 
our mediums are not sufficiently spirit
ualized to receive massages from 
other than the lower denizens of the 
spirit world. Our plea is for a high
er spirituality on the part of medi-

retary, Wonewoc, Wis.
Ottawa Camp.

Spiritualist Camp-meeting 
tlon, Forest Park, Ottawa, 
August 17 to 27 Inclusive.Elkton, 8. D„ May 8, 1906.

Mrs. Dr. Dobson-Barker,—
Dear Physician and Friend:-—I will 

now write, thanking you for what you 
have done for me. Three years ago 
doctors said I had to have an opera
tion or would not get better. I got 
your address and wrote yon. You 
have helped me more than any doctor. 
Besides, I didn’t have to have the op
eration. So now, I'm sure I'll be 
cured of my sores ears. Any sufferer 
who wishes to write to me, I’ll gladly 
tell what you did for me. Ailments 
too many to mention in my letter here.

Yours truly,
SARAH GREGOR.

Begins June 16 and ends Sept. 3. 
Mrs. Lydia Jessup, secretary, Ander
son, Ind.

Forest Home Camp, Mich.
This camp opens July 29 and 

closes August 19. Any preson desir
ing programs or Information regard- i 
Ing camp grounds or camp work, will : 
please write to the secretary, who will 
answer all Inquiries. F. H. Lesher, 
.president; Mrs. Ruth Eastman, secre
tary, Mancelona, Mich.

Camp Progress. •
Meetings are held at Mowerland 

Park, Upper Swampscott, Mass., every 
Bunday beginning June j, and closing 
Sept. 30. B. H. Blaney, president, 
150 Elm street, Marblehead; Mr. H, 8. 
Gardiner, secretary, 28 Cabot street, 
Salem.

streetThe Rising Sun Mission holds serv
ices every Sunday morning at 11 
o’clock, lyceum; lecures and tests et 
3 p. m., and lectures and song service 
at 8 p. m. Advanced speakers, good 
test mediums and good singing. Tem- 

I pie, Oakley Boul., between Jackson 
Boul. and Adams street.

Spiritual Mission Chapel (Old 77) 
77 East Thirty-first street.; Services 
every Sunday at 3 and 8 p. hi. Scien
tific and philosophical lectures; best 
psychic and message bgarers in attend
ance. -Prof. F. M. Stoller, conductor.

The German-English Society, Bund 
der Wahrheit No. 18, holds services ev
ery Sunday evening at. 8 ..o^olock id 
Brand’s Hall. 152 North avenue, be
tween Halsted and Clybourn. . Also 
every Thursday evening in Math. Jung’s 
Hall, ,1071 Lincoln avenue, southeast 
corner Ashland and Lincoln avenues; 
entrance first door north of Howard’s 
theater. Frank Joseph, medium. Ev
erybody welcome.

Church of the North Star Spiritual 
Union, incorporated. Meetings Sun- 

; days at 8 p. m. sharp, at Peris Hall, 
. 1546 Milwaukee avenue, near Western 

avenue. Mrs. Letzter, speaker and 
medium. All welcome.

Mrs. Mary Hill holds meetings every 
Sunday and Wednesday evenings at 320 
Flournoy street. Good speakers and

Kansas State Association.
The Kansas State Spiritualist Asso

ciation met in convention Jtine 1, for 
a three days’ session. An exceedingly 
good time was enjoyed by all present 
and a great deal of good was accom
plished.

The following Ib a list of the newly- 
elected officers, which with few excep
tions, are the old officers re-elected: 
President, A. Scott Bledsoe, Topeka, 
Kans.; vice-president, Mrs. Bessie 
Bellman, Howard, Kans.; secretary.

have statemen—not politicians! I see 1 
recora oi mauj -- _  , in our legislative halls men and wo-
dared to wade through rivers of blood, men shoulder to shoulder;
seeking for possessions righttully ne-1 wonlani ^e great moral conscious

ness moulding and guiding the affairs 
of the nation. 1 see the iron bars of 
our prisons and insane asylums melt
ing; we will need them no more. 
Get thee behind me in the darkness 
and gloom of the past.

I see school houses and halls of 
learning rising on every hand. I see 
man growing sweeter and cleaner, as 
the years go by. I see homes where 
love and peace abide. I see clubs 
and other organizations relegated to 
the past, for home has become the 
center of attraction. I see childven 
playing on the lawn, their sweet voices 
and merry laughter, like sweet music, 
rings in our ears. I see fathers grown 
nobler and wiser. I see mothers dur
ing the months of gestation wisely and 
tenderly cared for. I see children 
anticipated with joy and welcomed 
with love and tenderness. No longer 
will the making of little-frocks and 
garments be considered a weary task, 
but to the mothers of the twentieth 
century it will become a privilege and 
a blessing, and home which is the 
foundation of the nation will be the 
great center of attraction to all its 
Inmates. And Old Glory, thou beau
tiful emblem of liberty, thou shalt 
again unfurl thy folds to the breeze. œxv uuu^ „ _ Thy stars and stripes shall float over 'ht by Adepts' of .Hermetic PMlos- 
this nation, where war shall cease, ophy priCe $2 per volume -
and Justice, Love and Liberty shall --Lire and Moral Axioms of Con- 

। reign forevermore. fucius,” is the title of a 62 page pam-
I ________v-m»------------- pblet, which contains many of the

moral aphorisms and terseological 
teachings of thé sapient Chinese phil
osopher, who lived 551 years before I

A Fine Testimonial to C. P. Longley’s the Christian Era,- and whose wise 
firent Work precepts have left a-Msting impressionureat »vofk. . upon aU subsequent ;nat(Ons. By

---------  Marcenus R.JG-Wright. Price. 25cts.
Harrison D. Barrett, president of “Harmonics of Èvolutlon.The Philos- 

the N. S. A., in a letter to C. P. Long- ophy of - Individual lite. Based Upon 
ley, written April 13, 1906, says: Natural Science, as Taught by Modern

"Throughout the past winter I Masters of- the Law.” By Florence 
have been signally helped in my pub- Huntley. A work of deep thought, car
le work by the spiritual songs that vying the principles of evolution into 
you have given to the world, fresh and ne^ ™ ,
sparkling with the life-giving waters of Inspiration. All up and down the Thomas Paine, contains his celebiaied 
Missouri Valley, through the territo- "Age of Reason, and a number of let 
ries and in the Middle West your tors and discourses on {«à
songs have found their way, blessing Cloth binding,

I the thousands who have heard them, 43° «’Ci^
as-well aa cheering the souls of those æbe aesu1}J8’ R 
who have sung them. Recently it has APstl?cA' pirknB'-iP'r.a^tn e«»llent 
been borne in upon me with double »power that your work has been one of „ Th® °*
the most ennobling that Spiritualism- F?h™alaHd ^“nte h ° ° 
has given to the world. You have LlS?™t8w„J7i w.Î»0,»“

I brightened the lives of thousands who Ju® ^wam VMuable tor 
are slrong and well; have cheered the Price, 25 cents. ’ . . ■
sick and the. afflicted, consoled the so- uving.” By Susan H.-Wixon.
called dying and comforted-those who ^he author shows a wise practicality m 
mourn; truly, such a mission is of God ber metiiod of teaching the principle of 
ior Hfi V?Prr T® $11 L ethics; She Illustrates her subject IPresident Barrett then^ goes on to many brief narratives and anec-’l 

dotes, which render tho book more In
teresting and more easily comprehend
ed.- It is especially adapted for use fill 
Children's Lyceum. In the hands of 
mothers and teachers it may be made 
very useful. Young and old will bo 
benefited by it Price, $1.

"In the World Celestial,” by Dr. T. A. 
I Bland. Interesting, instructive and 
[helpful; Spiritually uplifting. Cloth 
I bound, Rrice ?L ■

dareo co wuuc m.uub..seeking for possessions rightfully be
longing to their brother man.

In the days of old the priest and 
king, church and government, were 
linked together, and “thou shalt not,” 
and "thus salth the Lord” held the hu
man race in chains and fetters.

Nature produces extremes.
We are in the great tidal wave of 

change, which works in cycles.
The same cause that produces

midst to-day. .
In the nineteenth entury you have 

invented machines that have increased 
the supply of labor all over your land, 
thereby increasing capital. You have 
harnessed electricity and made it your 
servant. You have made money, but 
you have UNMADE MAN. Cheap la
bor, that slavery of the twentieth cen
tury, exists in your land to-day, a 
worse slavery than that which held the 
black man in chains in the years now
past and gone.' ,

In the past man was content If he possessed all that he needed to care i 
for his own, but to-day he is reaching ( 
out for greater wealth and larger pos- . 
sessions, not content to share with his I 
brother man the result of his labors

My friends, this cannot be, for it un
dermines the foundation of your gov
ernment. Your home life is trem
bling, and when the home life trem
bles, let the nation beware!

Evolution and progress—evolution 
means to evolve, to reproduce; prog
ress means a step ahead. You boast 
of your educational institutions,, but 
how many in your land to-day have 
the advantages of even a common 
school education. Statistics show । 
that only two girls out of every thou
sand enter college, and only one boy 
out of every thousand receives a col
lege education. Think of it, my 

• friends; wealth and poverty, educa
tion and ignorance, dwell together in
this broad land. i

It is true as Carlyle once said, < 
“The only way to progress is to make ' 
education compulsory.”

In the past we had statesmen; to
day we have politicians. Statesmen 
work for the interest of the nation; 
politicians work for self-interest, 
scheming to gain something for noth
ing—any scheme invented to get 
something for nothing. I Care not 
whether it be in politics, finance or 
government, such a method is detri-

. , mental to the progress of a nation.
••And what of the twentieth century?

I see the century of woman, wo
man the great moral consciousness;

-■ woman the living receptacle of life; 
. .woman the mother of the race, I see 

- her standing shoulder to shoulder 
■ with her brother man in ■ legislative 

halls, in temples of learning, wherever 
the vital questions of the hour are 
being discussed—not as the weaker 

■ - .vessel, nor to serve or dictate, but 
working together to make better and 

.. more perfect.conditions for the hu- 
• man race in the century yet to be.
• We should hark back to the. past 

Where one of old has said, “The ww

mmiTMUn Selections from the con- 
I All I ’<”“3 oi that ancient 1XLU1UUD b001t? lta commentaries, 

teachings, poetry, and legends. Also brief 
sketches ot the men who made and commented 
upon It. By H. Polang. 859 pp. Price, cloth, 81

Island Lake Camp.
Island Lake Camp, Island Lake, 

Mich., opens July 21, extending until 
August 27. For programs or Infor
mation write to the secretary, H. R. 
LaGrange, Brighton, Mich.

Visksburg Camp.
Vicksburg camp, Mich., opens July 

30 and closes August 20. For full 
particulars address Mrs. Jeannette 
Fraser, Vicksburg, Mich.

Edgewood Camp, Wash.
Commences July 29, and ends Aug. 

19. For full particulars address Geo.

treasurer, W. J. Voss, Topeka, Kans.; 
trustees, Mrs. Josephine Bruer, Ster
ling, Kans,; Mrs. Inez Wagner, Kan
sas City, Mo.; C. W. Harn, Claflin, 
Kans.; S M.. Tucker, Wichita, Kans., 
and Jacob Hey, Overbrook, Kans.

The following resolutions were 
unanimously adopted;

The Kansas State Spiritualist Asso
ciation in convention assembled re
spectfully submit the following:

Whereas Spiritualism has taken its 
place among the religions of the world, 
and has demonstrated the continuity 
of conscious existence after what is

“Continuity of Life a Cosmic Truth,” 
By Prof. Wm. M. Lockwood. The work 
of a strong, logical thinker, on a deeply 
important subject. Price, cloth, $1.

"An Infamous Dynamite Roman Cath
olic Conspiracy Detected and Exposed.” 
“Romanism Exposed.” Two pamphlets 
by Rev. J. G. White, author of “Start
ling Facts.” Price, 10 cents each; or 
two for 15 cents.

| "The Light of Egypt.” Volumes 1 
and "2. An occult library in itsifif, a 

I text-book of esoteric knoiriedgc as

speak of the wonderful Influence and I 
sweetness of that one of many popular 
songs of Prof. Longley, “Only a Thin 
Veil Between Us,” relating Instances 
of its renditions at funerals and meet
ings, and its incorporation In a printed 
booklet of funeral exercises over the 

I body of an aged Spiritualist whose fa
vorite song it had beenMor years.

This'remarkable book is for sale at 
the office of The Progressive Thinker,

Man .and tfie
This work is one of the most valu- .Minn r,Annin v

able acquisitions', to'the literature ol, 
Modern Spiritualism that has appeared 
Of late years. It is scientific in Its 
method, profound in Its ethical deduo 
"tions, unanswerable in Its logic, and 
above all sympathetic to the truth 
.whatever it. mat be. and wherever II 
may be found. For sale at this office.

Wife, Mother, Spirit and Angel.
By Carlyle Pctersilea.

This most beautiful story of the ex
periences of a young wife and 

: mother taken from her home on earth 
to her home in the spirit .world. Is told 
in such a realistic way, that one is 
carried away with the- sweet beauty 
and naturalness of it. It makes the 
other world ■ appear very near to us! 

Resolution Adontfed bv the Th,s boak has been a Sreat c°»fort to
Kesoiution aaopwo oy tne Nation- many weary hearts who have lost

al Spirilttalist Association. mother, wife or babies. Price, neatly
-----  boundinclGth.il.

E. Knowlden, 955 ’4 Tacoma Ave., 
Tacoma. Wash.

Grand Ledge Camp, Mich.
The Grand Ledge Spiritualist Camp

meeting opens July 21, and closes Au
gust 21, with Mr. Oscar A. Edgerly as 
presiding chairman. For full par
ticulars address J. W. Ewing or W. R. 
Divine of Grand Ledge, Mich.

Unity Camp, Mass.
Opens on Sunday, June 4, and con

tinues every Sunday until the last of 
September.

Mantun Camp, Ohio.
This camp, located at Mantua Sta-

At tlie regular meeting ot the board ,of trustees afi the N. S. A., held ot [Advertisement.J J
headquarter» fia Washington, D. C., ARE YOU AN EASY »LARK?
the following was unanimously adopt- . ______
ed at its sesston, »» 1600: , _ _■Whereas, «Brtaiiu so-called Spirit- ®° Dark Seances for Mate
rialists, for tbn; purpose of making se- rialization, Etc.?
cure the ,PRMCTK9E OF FRAUDU- - ' - ---- —
LENT. MEDISMSHH* whereby an in- ' If so, would you mind having me ex- 
nocent publier '.may be DECEIVED plain to. you just HOW ALL FAKE 
AND ROBBED, anffl the most sacred WORK IS DONE, and how you and 
feelings of human hearts outraged bÿ, others Lave been fooled and swindled 
slmulating thuufarinB'of and messages by conscienceless scoundrels in the 
from their dead, arc seeking to unite name of Spiritualism? "Mysteries of 
all fake mediitois, rtheir tools, follow- the Seance,” a book of 64 large pages, 
era and dupes into ih. secret oàthbound written by a Spiritualist, for Spiritual- 
fraternity that» will-defend their trick- ists; tells the whole story, and will 
ery; and, ‘ startle you with its amazing revela-

Whereas; they are wilfully, for their tions. It not only explains fully how 
own seliish-.cnds, representing the ofil- all these things are done by the fakes, 
cial board of the N- S. A; as opposed but instructs'you how to detect and 
to all.physical or other.-legitimate expose the tricksters. This book is 
phases of mediumship; therefore, be it endorsed and recommended by the

Resolved, That we call attention of léading and ablest- Workers In our i 
. all thoughtful Spiritualists-to-the fol- causé. I would' like fo place a-copy 
; lowing resolution which.was tinnni- in the hands of every trufi Spiritualist 
\ mously-adopted by-our. annual con- and investigator iri the land. If you 

vention of, 1001, mid which is still tlie are an holiest Spiritualist and opposed 
authoritative expression of the N. S. A. to having thé memory of your dep'art- 
upon the question of phenomena, and ed friends insulted and outraged and 
is heartily concurred hi - by each your own intelligence made the sport 
member, of the.present board of the of these "spiritual? grafters, it is your 

’ J”‘” nsnlnt in exnosing find driving

Harmony Grove Camp.
Harmony Grove Camp-meeting As

sociation will hold Its annual camp, 
July 22 to Aug. 5. This camp Is located 
three and one-half miles from Escon
dido, Cal. For further particulars in 
regard to the camp, address T. J. Mc- 
Feron, secretary, 528 Fir street, San 
Diego, Cal.

Niantic Camp, Conn.

called death, and whereas it holds the 
key to every social and economic con
dition of the present, and owes Its ex
istence as a religion to the mediums 
who have established the truth of 
spirit return, therefore be it

Resolved, That we as Spiritualists 
stand for higher Spiritualism, more 
exalted ministration, and a clearer ap
plication of its teachings, and, 

That we stand for mediumship: 
That we tender to the officers of this 

association a vote of thanks and ap
preciation for their past year’s work.

Among the leading speakers on the 
program were Mrs. Etta S. Bledsoe, A. 
Scott Bledsoe, Mrs. Josephine Bruer, 
Mrs. Bessie Bellman, Mrs. Minnie Mar
tindale, S. M. Tucker and Frank T. 
Ripley.

Among the mediums who were pres
ent to add to the good things had in 
the convention were Mrs. Inez Wag
ner, Mrs. Etta S. Bledsoe and Frank 
T. Ripley.

Perfect harmony reigned through
out the convention, and judging from 
the interest taken, we would predict 
that the Kansas Spiritualists would 
make much headway during the ensu- 

I ing year. W. G. FAIRCHILD,

The Connecticut Spiritualist Camp
meeting Association, at Niantic Camp 
Ground, Niantic, Conn.; season of 
1906 commences June 12 and con
tinues until September 11. For full 
particulars address- George Hatch, 
South-Windham, Conn. r

The Ashley, Ohio, Camp,
This camp opens Aug. 5, and closes 

August 26. For further particu
lars address Wilt Randolph, secretary, 
Ashley, Ohio.

Haslett Park, Mich. •
The twenty-fourth annual assembly 

of Spiritualists at Haslett Park, Mich., I 
commences Aug. 6, and contlimes to 
September 3.. For programs address 
■E. F. Spross, Okemos; or D. R. Jessop, 
Williamston. •

Verona Park Camp.
’ :The"Verona Park camp-meeting, 
Me., will open Aug. 12 and close Aug. 
26. A. F. Smith; president, Bangor, 
Me.; F. W. Smith,, secretary; 'Rock-

VI IHUO'J 'jp-----... w..
duty to assist in exposing and driving 
them out of business. My book Will 
■help you to do it. Write me for spe
cial price by the quantity. Single 

. copy, postpaid, 26 cents. ED LUNT, 
ßtatloa A, Boston, Mass, - >

After the camp opens address each of 
the above at Queen City Park, Vt.

Freeville Camp.
The Freeville Camp, N. Y., opens 

July 22 and closes August 19. For 
programs write to Miss Victoria 
Moore, Dryden, N. Y.

land, Me. ... ■ '
Queen City Park Camp, Vt. ■ •

Queen City Park Camp, South Bur
lington, Vt;,.commences July 29, and 
ends Sept. 3. For programs address 
A, F. Hubbard, president, Tyson; S< N. 
Gould, vice-president, - Randolph, or 

i Effie I. ' Chapman, Cambridge, ,Vt.

Oceandies is a psychical narrative by 
Carlyle Petersllea, author of The Dis
covered Country. This book deals 
with the question of soul mates, or of 
the completed ego. It is Intensely in
teresting. Price, paper cover, 50 cts.

“How to Train Children and Pa
rents.” Mrs. Elizabeth Towne takes 
the position that in many cases it is the 
parents that need the training more 
than the children, and advises parents 
to look to themselves. Twenty-five 
cents could not be better spent tnan fa 
buying this little book. Anyone that 

•has the-care of children should read it
Price 25 cents.

"Spirit Echoes." By Mattie E. Hull. 
This pretty volume contains fifty-seven 
of' the author's latest and choicest po
ems. Neatly hound in cloth, and, with 
portrait of the author. Price, 76 cents.

"Spiritual Fire Cracitors, Bible Chest
nuts and Political Pin Points.” By J. 
S. Harrington. A pamphlet containing 
79 pages of racy reading. Price 25 cto,

boundinclGth.il
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Thoughts of Other Days
NOTA BENE.

Spirit

AN ADDRESS. TO THE WORLD.

THE
be-

On the
contrary, speaking from a material

by experience, and at that time had
abundant faith in (he • controlling

had finished talk-

THE ANGEL'S PROMISE. I

.wrought on the marbleThe

dawn till the shades of

landscape far and wide,

FROM THE STATE OF MISSOURI.

THE BEST TIME IS NOW.

As Exemplified by Dr. John C. Wyman.

and speakers

Age” of the

we justly in-

For the best of all times is NOW!

INSPIRATION.

are
SPECIAL NOTICE.

STARS AND SOULS.

Mr. Henry Hegdahl, a regular or-
dained minister of the Minnesota State

meats anywhere -in Minnesota. So-

.1

standpoint, the earth owns 
sooner or later we have to

sculptor 
white •

THE RELIGION OF 
AND SYMBOL HAD 
INTO A COMPLEX 

RULES AND 8ACRI-

hear 
over-

Andrew Elliott regrets that The 
Progressive Thinker did not fall into

so ex-, 
yet to 
find it

in
ali 
not

The Venerable Thos, Harding Desires 
the Confidence of People in (giving

powers.
When the spirit

Frome early 
night

Fell over the

RELIGIOUS FORM DESTROYS 
SOUL.”

old age. theywe merely making a sac
rifice io God of,the devil's leavings.—«

: Where philosophy is ignorant it Is 
morally obliged to say to others and- 
to itself: “I do not know; I doubt, I 
hope, nothing more.”—M. Guyau.
• - When- men grow virtuous in their ,

THAT THE SPIRITUAL HEART 
WAS DYING, THE INTELLECTUAL 
MUSCLES WERE FULL OF DETERI
ORATION, WORSHIP HAD ALL BUT

a miracle. This man needs to 
Solomon say, "Be not scholarly 
much."

C. Ste-

but I dare not endanger her life by do
ing as you say."

Directed to the Spiritualists of Min
nesota.

That- we vearn so much to know, 
JOHN WESLEY HOWLETT.

Mansfield; Mass/

"No, no, chief. White man lie; 
dlan no lie. Now if you give her 
you have, 1 promise you you snail 
be sorry.”

He pleaded so strongly that I

This brief paper can only, htaf-at I hie hands when he, was much younger 
«tops to be taken. Theas hints,tft lsIso that hs oonld hav® received then 
hoped, will find theirihi. ifeeJJhebenefittWbpf

I hold that no man owns a square 
foot of the earth, for if he did, he 
could take it with him to spirit life 
when he journeys' there.

Our good-sister, Mrs. G.

L E T E, AS OVER-EXERCISE 
RUINED THE YOUTH, EXCESS IN

dettes and parties wishing his serv
ices can correspond with F. E. Irvine, 
Secretary Minnesota State _ Spiritual
ists Association, No. 904 Hastings, av
enue, St. Paul, Minn.

üb, for, 
surrender

She was controlled by a number of । Spiritualist Association, is doing mis
musical spirits successively 'under the sionary work, and is open for engage- 
direction of Campo, and gave us a de- meats anywhere -In Minnesota. So-

Gbe Oiiglnal

Spiritualist fliaper

Oe Original

One ©ollar
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The Sin of Excess of Goodness
fts Set Forth Dy Newell DwiqM Hillis, Pastor 

ol Plymouth Glimìli, N. Y;

an Account of' Remarkable
Manifestations,
Many of my statements are 

traordinary (also yvhat I have 
tell about), I fear readers will

ideas Advanced Finn years floo ho Spirits, 
That Are Still In Voaue.

"FINALLY 
ÓIÍTER SIGN 
DEVELOPED 
SYSTEM OF
FICES, AND KNEELINGS AND RIS- PERISHED, FAITH WAS DEATH- 

STRICKEN, LlKEhTHIS IRISH ATH-INGS THAT BROKE FAITH DOWN 
BY ITS VERY BULK. IN OUTER 
OBSERVANCE THEY WERE OVER
MUCH RIGHTEOUS, ONE DAY 
JESUS TOLD THE PHARISEES

Last week a handsome youth, [as 
set forth in the New York Sunday 
World] built like a giant and known 
on two continents for his medals 
gained in athletic contests, was de
tained at Ellis Island, with all the 

'probabilities that he would be deport
ed to. his old home in. Ireland. Murphy 

¿Came to New York as a first-cabin pas- 
"s'enger, and brought with him his sil- 
1 ver cup that he.won in the walking 
' race, the medal he received for a run

ning contest, and various tokens that 
published his career as an athlete. 
But, strangely enough, when the youth 
passed the examnlng physlsian there 
•wa$ something in his pallor and walk 
that attracted the attention of the 
United States Marine Physician, who 
ordered young Murphy to be sent to 
Ellis Island for careful physical exam
ination.

The board of physicians reported 
that in over developing his heart and 
Ills speeding muscles he had atrophied 
the other muscle» of his body and 
worn the heart out by compelling It to 
force the blood through the great, 
thick hunches of .m,usele in the legs 
and arms. It seems that there is a 
type developed called "the over-ath
letic type."

His excess ruined him. By forcing 
all the blood and food to one part of 
the body he slowly robbed the other 
'organs. Yet-all the- time Nature was 
storing up her penalties. At last- the 
retribution has come; the sword of 
Damocles has fallen. Nature whis
pers “too' 'much.” The two hundred 
mile run has ended In a hospital. 
That is a brief resting place In sight 
of the'graveyard.

AH Excess Fatal. ' ’
Tbe world is'full of examples of ex-

' Financial Excess.
In riches also men need to listen to 

Nature, who whispers "Be not over
much rich. Manhood means all- 
round character... Put there are busi
ness men who have converted every
thing in life into gold. To get money 
they have}denied worship on Sunday; 
to get money they have denied them
selves.friendship; to get money they 
have denied the eye color and the ear 
music;’ to get money they have even 
denied themselves justice and an ap
proving conscience. and converted 
their very sense of right into gold.

They know that an over-supply of 
food in the stomach means poison; 
they do not seem to know that an 
over-supply of undigested millions 
means death. Their unspiritualized

cess.- Men ■ ovor-omphiisizea- good 
thing until ft becomes an eBsenjial 
bvlh-' Jhg wise -man ;B.aid, <even of 
gopdness, “be".'i}6t' qyey,niuch.rij5b.t- 
eous;'1 - Moses aw. that It was a good 
thing to keep the Sabbaili for brood
ing;’ song,” '¡¡rayer, worship, family 
lovd.’1' fieing a good thing,, the old-Ho- 

straightway began to extend .the 
jii'y./untirthCy' would-not wear shoes 
on ¡Sunday le»t they thresh out the 
graBs eeed in walking across the lawn. 
They would not kindle a fire, to warm 

'Qie broth for dying Invalid, lest they 
break the law'i^f work.
"'Mdses said to a man who had stolen 
Some-elieep that it was a good thing to 
(sacrifice one of 111b own lambs us an 
outer sign of his Inner sorrow, and 

. also'to send home all tbe sheep he had 
Stolen. But, it being a good thing for 
a-bad man to sacrifice a lamb io show 
that every sin costs something, in a lit
tle while the Hebrews became so over
much righteous that one day a - He
brew king killed 20,000 sheep and 
burned them, and every time a rain- 

■ storm came up the Hebrew farmer be
gan to say: "How many sheep must I 
Kill to lic<-p God from sending a 
cloudburst to the hill-side?” Prayer

possessions and unassimilated millions 
are. as hideous as a tumor on the body.

Meanwhile, by excess, the athlete 
ruins himself physically and comes to 
a hospital and a grave. Over-develop
ing his intellect, tbe scholar becomes 
a mere intellectual dagger and sword. 
Over-developing the acquisitive fac
ulty, the practical man ruins his life. 
The sin of the hour is excess. Wo
men overdress, men over eat and over- 
.drink. Automobilitsts overdrive. Ed
itors overwrite. Authors who become 
successful over publish. Orators 
speak too long and too often. One 
drop of aniline is believed to leave one 
speck of red in each-drop of water in 
Lake Michigan, which is a figure full 
of suggestion, A little pravel, a lit
tle conversation, a gentle friendship, a 
simple style, unobtrusive and quiet 
manners, a few books, a small house 
full of love, a song, a prayer—and the 
heart is full of peace. . Too much— 
excess.stands for the tropics; too little 
—-that excess stands for the- arctics of 
povéry; somewhere between lies the 
temperate zone and the golden mean, 
where joy and peace have set up their 
tents,. And, lo,-all the happy ones 
who dwell therein have harkened to 
these words: “BE NOT ANYTHING 
OVERMUCH.". ;

hard to believe them, and as far as I 
can I want to show how I am though of 
in my own city and town where I am 
best known, so that all readers of my 
letters may be induced to’ have confi
dence in the truth of my statements, 
and that the editor and other news
paper men may also deem me reliable.

I send you an article from the Mich-, 
igan Democrat, Sturqis Times, report
ed by Thos Collar, secretary ot the 
Harmonlal Society. There ia also a 
report of our marriage anniversary In 
the Sturgis Journal, the Republican i n„ town f,]in„n „¡¿«s' and nation 

TM^mos?important 18 8eek’,nS his or its Infiiviaual inter- 
In substancs. It is most important | HAnArntP fmm th« ¿aod and in- that the reader be caused to'have con- teris^of aD are

written in legible characters, ppon all to bo told will be hard to benevOj but I *-u<nPQ rrhArA is no nrimTiifm won! no I am honestly trying to advance a deh^nd abiding in® 
rtoflM»nd iMsb^^n withoiitra^ ma®’“ '"espeétivé oi' npitlo^ .complex- 
Sr Ivkina An fîrth’ K 1 lewald ion, or sex. Hence. YMl outlays are 
qf any kind on earth. requisite to sustain a'few millions of

X nUO> llAlvUliNM. I pgQpjQ
Sturgis, Mich. I ; *rbat which màn âeçds now to know
o.... .< I is, how best to combiné ,Ms individual
Sixtieth Wedding Annlversaiy. interest .with the.Interest .of other», 

The ladies of the Harmonlal Society and how to render . attractive, 
and other citizens of Sturgis joined in I and consequently agre'fiaple..,s } 
a1 surprise.party on the sixtieth anni- ¡t is felt to be wise (ft- pi^éiit, in a 
versary of the marriage of Thos. and brief form, an outline of certain essen- 
Minnie Harding, of Sturgis, Mich., on tial requisites ,fo peà'ëtf.anm brqther- 
Thursday, June 14, at three o'clock hood, which, when pp.dq)®^qw and ob- 
p. m. They arrived in carriages served, will tqpd in à lÀrMe;uégree to 
bringing baskets of good things. The unite man to his fellgw-inaii In en- 
meeting was a very enjoyable one. tering upon a subject, qjirtltvclû'broad 
The table was spread for nineteen extent, there are ipany mfnpr points 
persons and by request of Mr. Har- which cannot in thé naturq of things 
ding, Rev. Geo. F. Sheldon of the be presented. To topo.h upon pll would 
Presbyterian church, loitered thanks require a volume ratliqy than a brief 
and prayer for the bountiful feast paper.
spread. Man has certain natural ¡wants. Un

Presentation of gifts to the- aged less these wants are BupnHeA he is a 
couple was, by the request of the la- restless, uneasy, dissatisfied fiqitig. Ho 
dies, made by Rev. Sheldon, who in a wants the following' things'! .' 
few-appropriate words congratulated 1. Soil on which he agh stand, and 
them on the length of time they had to which he has a clear, incontestable, 
lived amicably together and the pos- permanent right. . . ;
session of numerous frienfis in the 2. He wants, a comfortable and 
city of Sturgis of all denominations. convenient shelter elected on that

Then he looked at his work and sadly 
sighed,

So poor and Incomplete it seemed 
Beside the model ot which he dreamed. 
But all his hopes were centered 

there —
Ills days of toil, his nights of care;
And now he thought with a throb of 

pain
That all of his labor had been in vain;

I For none could see in the work

was a good thing in reviewing the 
events of the day, so; running to an 
excess, the Prarisees began to make 
long prayers on the streets, and carry 
around a cane on which they cut 

" notches every titne they said a prayer 
: an hour long.

Finally the religion of outer sign 
and symbol had developed Into a com
plex system of.rules and’ sa'crifices, and 
kneelings and risings that broke faith 
down-by-its very bulk: ■ In outer ob- 

-' servance -tlrey were overmuch right- ■ 
eous. One day Jesus told the Phari
sees "£hgt the spiritual heart was dy
ing, thq intellectual muscles were full. 
of. deterioration, worship had all butJ 
perished, faith was death stricken, 
like this Irish athlete. As over-exer- 
else ruined the youth, excess in rellg- 

y; Jous form destroys the soul.
■ Intellectual Excess.
- Not less ruinous is over-intellectual 
development. Not all knowledge is 
of equal worth. Much culture, in- 

' deed, is overculture and represents a 
mass of selfishness. We have no crit
icism for the scientist who spends his 

■ whole life studying grasshoppers and 
has discovered 5,841 species of these 

< long-legged creatures—some day his 
knowledge may help us to destroy the 

. locusts that threaten the corn-fields.
But what we do object to is that 

. form of selfish culture now found so 
frequently. How many scholars are 
now pulling down their blinds, closing 
their doors aiid withdrawing them
selves from the vulgar crowd? -One of 
them said to me the other day: “I

Communicated From Spirit.1 Life, 
Through the Mediumship! of John 

- Murray Speai‘,'in th6 Year l80O.
How sad to the contemplative mind 

is the present condition'(if the inhab
itants of this earth! Almost every

minds of some human persons, who 
will be willing to give their time, 
wealth, talents, ta.aid in inaugurating 
on this earth a better state of things 
—a society wherein the interest of one 
shall be the interest of all, wherein 
men shall like brothers live, and .wo
men like sisters dwell,—providing for 
the young, pnd preparing them for 
high- and Useful positions. &

The hour has come when the spirit
ual movement is to test persons. Test 
after test has been demanded of the 
spirit world; and has been given. 
Now we turn the tables; now we ask 
for‘tests of fidelity to principles.

The above passages J have quoted, 
were taken at random, but are given 
verbatim. Though they were given 
to the world fifty years ago, they are 
still quite up to date, and deserve se
rious consideration.

Mr. Harding replied, thanking the soil. (
large number of guests present, in the 3. He wants certain,esBentiaf sus- 
name of his wife and himself, saying: tenances and comfortable gnrmeiits. 
"Dear friends, I thank you-for your 4. He wants what nt.aKb§ ¿justly 

•presence here to-day and for the nice termed, in its broadest;sé&é,ià/liome. 
gifts you have presented, but we are &. He wants arounfi ¿.ÿibq ¿Wflthln 
even more grateful for the kindness of convenient distance agrèepilè àqd at- 
heart which suggested this outward tractive society ¿r neighbithbb^ 
manifestation-oi your love and re- 6. He wants certain stfrroumlings 
speet. You nave mad« me happy; we which shall tend to proràpïë hjBjiipdily 
shall never forget this day, the sixti- health, mental growth, ^umWectional 
eth year of btir married life, and when unfolding. i" •'Sri • •■
our mortal bodies are laid below, the 7. ' He wants b.e _^Mtrew';free 
sod our gratitude to you will not be from fearful forebodtogtfJSr.^efet to}, 
burled with them. We shall take It any tutufe life to wÙÿK 
with us to a higher and better world, destined. -" '^ • *
where we expect to live in thé future. Give him these in ^'r’
We thank you all.” broad sense, aid he is -■éqjoÿ-

Then Mr. Harding was requested to ment of what ii abaoluteftws^^fal W. 
give a- reading from one of the old his purest amfr dlvineÂ|||bdNd^0Dw 
poets of 100 years ago, which he used Give him any-Mx of these;?cutnng off 
to recite when a school boy 70 years the-seventh, and to t.bat extent.he.js 
ago. ünsatisfiéïl, lofigipg(rs^fliggljng’.tài> <&

When his old house recently taken taih tha% which' lie' ha$ hot. Tlfe in- 
down was. spoken ot in conversation telligenVreader should closely’ exam- 
he’ repeated one of his poems which iné these poin|$ as a.wfeo^ it 
referred vaguely to the many wonder- mày be seen mot only that th^y em- 
ful things which occurred in it. brace the essentials, but that all and 

That Old Corner House. each are needful. : - .
■ Looking out now upon, thé world as 

There’s a little red house on the.cor- lt js. be readily .discpWed that 
„ n,e^’ , , ... . almost everybody is deprived tot one,

Which has echoed my footsteps tor an^ some of nearly all, of .theséùessen-
years, tials, and it is because Qf a1 lack of

So dear to my heart that we never these that man preys upon. ; ahd de-
shall part, vours his fellow-man. , Hé Is reaching

For it witnessed my smiles and my for something which he. Ijasl not se
tears. cured. Could these natural? wants be

achieved
The grand ideal his soul conceived.
A prayer burst forth from his sorrow

ing breast:
"0 God," he cried, “1 have done my 

best!”
That night an angel, in mercy sent, 
Over that marble figure bent;
And as he worked the statue grew 
More.beautiful and fair to view;
For every stroke to form and face 
Added some new and subtle grace.
The sculptor (came in the early morn, 

-With heavy heart and looks forlorn;
But his eyes were dazzled, his brain 

distraught,
By the wonderful change the night 

had wrought;
With ranturous joy his bosom 

swelled
As the glorious image his eyes beheld;
And there on the wall, just over his 

head,
In letters of gold these words he read: 
"When the workman hath wrought 

the best he could,
Whatever the work God makes it 

good.”
. —Our Dumb Animals.

Yonder from those realms supernal, 
Wherein are their homes eternal, 

Our angel guides appear,
Giving truths and consolation 
That will prove our soul’s salvation, 

And whisper words of cheer.
That, will urge us, now and ever, 
On to every new endeavor

That the soul can realize, 
Here to form those homes in heaven

.' only want a little handful of select ■ Tbat un$o mortals all are given, 

. friends.” He sneered and scoffed at Those "mansions in the skies.” 
the ignorant multitudes. He has had
travel, leisure and opportunity. He | Ever adding to the lustre

‘ has old paintings and rare missals; he Of the jewels that will cluster
‘ has marbles and curios, he prides him- Round our crown so bright, 

self on his first editions and rare ‘ By that glorious soul unfolding^
blndings; but he has built a wall 
about his bouse that not a breath of 

' the-perfume from his garden may be 
■v permitted;to go forth to bless any 

wdrkihgjman who passes by.
.Ablfrfinancially to give up work, he 

lives and breathes for his own study 
and culture. Meanwhile his affections 
have dried-up. All sympathy with the 
poor has.perlshed.. His interest in the 
problems of democracy and the com- 
moh people has waned to tho vanish
ing, point. His intellectual polish is as 

■ fine aia mahogany finish; Hisculture 
is "ae clear as crystal but as cold as ice. 

;;Hi8 Intellect has absorbed everything.
gfeentlally he is dying in all that 

/makes a man, to be a man. This 
Stricken athlete over-developed his 
body; this scholar has over-developed 

■ his mind. He showed me one of his 
' books- bound in calfskin going back to 
i- the fifteenth century, but the poor.

mam himself could be stuck up on the 
’ shelf; for he Is just as dry as his old 

¡ vellum, and a tear from; either the 
’ pigskin or the human-ekin would be

That our thoughts and deeds 
molding

Into principles of right.
If we offer right conditions, 
We’ll receive those admonitions 

From our loved ones ever nfear, 
That will lighten every burden; 
Giving unto us hope’s guerdon, 

To dispel all doubt and fear.
And by seeking that vibration 
Of the streams of inspiration

That unto the soul doth' flow, 
-We will gain the, grand fruition 
Of thé soul of intuition,

They Come Unsolicited and Under Various Condi- 
ditions Just as Easily,so Faras Can be Ascertained 
by Mortals, as by Request and in the Seance Room, 
and Deliver Their Messages of Love and Uplift- 
ment in the Peaceful Sanctuary of the Home, and 
Out Upon the Star-lit Highways of Life.

our bodies back to mother earth.
For mankind to permit the earth to 

become an article of merchandise, to 
be juggled and gambled with by land 
speculators, Is selling away the rights 
of man for dollars and cents.

In this age of improved machinery, 
one man Is a small factor in the fac
tory or on the farm, and the co-oper
ative effort of many others is neces
sary; aud as I hold that equity and 
justice are impossible under a system 
of private ownership of the means of 
subsistence, which permits labor like 
the land to be made a commodity for 
speculators, I therefore renounce the 
time-honored institution of private 
property, which is largely responsible 
for the injustice, poverty, misery, 
crime and consequent degradation of 
the race.

•Russia to-day is suffering becaùse of 
this same evil. Shall we co-operate 
with, the spirit world in their efforts 
to elevate the race, or shall we leave it 
for future generations to do? Reader, 
do you realize that a far greater evil 
exists In this country to-day, than
chattel slavery?. . Our fathers gave 

..their lives to abolish • negro slavery. 
Shall We, tlielr children, stand dumb 
while the Hyes of. our white' children,

.up;.im„tJie.«t$«ke^ faCtbrleffpW 
help swell the pocket» of,, heartless, 

th«!?'ffiBsteTsT' Tke" chattel 
slaVe had h m'ark.ef.'Value; but, alas,' 
the cMld SlaVe costs nothing, except 
.the wetes of .Its father and. mother, 
.and many children have to'work for

Moral Lessons Taught by Physical 
Manifestations.

Saint Paul says: "Thanks be unto 
God who glveth us the victory,” and 1 
add, "through the Christ of self-de
nial.”

In the early days when we were 
yopng we used to gather wisdom from 
spiritual mapifestations. In those 
days unselfishness was the rule, self- 
love the exception. Three dollars a 
year were freely paid for publica
tions which flung the banner of spirits 
to the breeze, but, alas, times have 
changed. Mediums were not jealous 
ot each other then. Speakers enter
tained hearers by discanting upon the 
theme which high and wise spirits 
had inaugurated, and all worked to
gether to enlighten and uplift a skep
tical world.. They did not then try to 
turn a natural fact into a religion, nor 
distract the attention of their hearers 
by introducing so-called “reforms,’’ 
which had nothing to do with the 
great question of spirit existence and 
their ability to return aud bless.

Let me tell of another wonderful 
cure effected in our “old house on the 
corner,” which taught me how foolish 
is my wisdom compared to the high 
and holy union of spirit, wisdom and 
love.

Mrs. Harding had been subject for 
many years (indeed, I think from 
childhood) to a very painful disease of 
the kidneys. When it used to come 
on, I felt Instructed to lay any hand on 
the part affected, and it would lake 
away the pain for the time, but It 
would return at Intervals, and beyond 
giving immediate relief 1 could do but 
little.

One night she lay on her bed crying 
with pain, and although much exer- 

■ cised in mind I felt no disposition to 
do anything for her. In the midst ot 
her sufferings she spoke to me un
der influence, and told me to go to the 
drug store and get a certain narcotic 
mediciné, mix with .water, etc., and 
administer it to her;

It was then late in tbe evening— 
perhaps ten o’clock, so I had to hasten

came, as it were, psychologized, and 1 
gave her ail. But it was no sooner 
down than my human reason again 
asserted Itself.

"Good God, I have killed her! 1 
must do something a< once, but the 
doctors are in their beds now, and she 
might be dead before 1 could get one 
to visit her. All I could think of was 
to dash a pitcher of cold water in her 
face. When arising from my chair 
to get It, she (who lay as dead to all 
appearance as a log of wood) was 
placed in a sitting posture and com
menced a more sensible conversation 
■with me than she often did In her nor
mal condition. Among other things 
she said: "Now, chief, we had tw,o 
reasons for wishing you to give her 
that over-dose. One was to cure you 
of your doubts, for you are always 
saying, "I wonder how much of her 
own mind is mixed up in this; or’Is It 
all her own mind and no spirits at all. 
Now, chief, I’d like to know whose 
mind is talking to you?”

"Oh!" said I, “I acknowledge my 
defeat, for I now feel satisfied that 
she is about as dead as she ever will 
be."

"Another reason,” he continued, 
"that she has always been more or 
less of a doubter also, and we never 
could obtain full control; but now 
she can't help herself, and we can cure 
her disease. But you must not do 
anything for her, but leave her com
pletely in our hands; if you do so you 
will find her better in the morning.”

This occurred before the circum
stance of the levitation mentioned in 
a previous letter, for she had profited

There’s a room in that house on the" supplied to man, individual. contests, 
corner sectional strifes and national wars

Made dear by a last recognition, would not be. All efforts,tq promote 
When I sat by his Bide, 'till the dear universal peace and good wjll-among* 

fellow died mankind will, in the very,.nldtu.re of
With mv heart bending low in con- things, fall, until man a .ngWyal want» 

trition. areeupplled.
• Ordinary trade must sooner-, or

There’s a voice in that house on the later be superseded; free, ¡generous

twelve long hours, a day, with a few 
minutes for hunch. The spirit world 
has long been/demanding a more har
monious Bocldi' order among men 
than exists to-day. As a tree is 
known, by its fruit, so, likewise, the 
spirit .world is a product of this 
world.

Let us seek to give the tree (hu
manity) the best possible conditions 
and environments for "its growth, 
physically, morally, mentally and spir
itually, so that it may bring forth the 
fruits of goodness, virtue, peace and 
happiness that shall be universal.

to find atorps open,; i,-
I téfitìfdéréd a good dose’ even for a 

¿mam 3ia&tnkeB it, she lay
quite.stiJL,' :She 'wa^hrtlnepceiTagaJii'?

"Give, her njoré,”- said the cbntfdll- 
ing power. “Give her all you Sive.”."

“You must excuse me,” said I. "I 
have got quite a supply so as to'keep 
some in ..the house to give her when 
she is again attacked, so I dare not 
give it all to her; if I do she might 
never wake up agaip.”
. Bqt the spirit persuaded, and plead
ed with me to give her all. But I 
positively refused to do so.

"Now, chief,” said Blue Jacket, 
"howlong do you know me?”

"Oh! a long time,” said I; “In fact, 
several years.”

“Did I ever tell you a lie?”
“No, indeed. You have proved 

yourself a truthful and noble friend,

ing, and I had promised not to inter- - 
fere, she was gently laid bank in .her 
bed vemaiped to al] appearfujees 
>t$ ’ntteriywel&s,-^ bitfer«. : I «st by 
her bedsiad' fdr about an nqnr(jiwhep 
she beggn 'to 'styvamj' Was piaied .in > 
¿‘Bltting.iiosturiragain. Her stomach 
becams awfully Sick and she vomited. 
All i diiLwaB tp place pay hand under 
her forehead. She discharged all the 
poison, apparently, and a quantity of 
offensive matter beside. He was a 
true guardian angel. Then she was 
laid back again, and when it was com
ing on daylight, seeing that she was 
sleeping nicely, I concluded that she 
was al] right., so I undressed and went 
to bed.'

Blue Jacket was right; she was 
cured permanently of that dreadfully 
painful disease, .which had been so 
long troublesome.

THOS. HARDING.
Sturgis, Mich. ,

(To be continued.)

corner, and just co-operations and; Interccm-
Whlch speaks in accents old, munications will take its place. Be-

And the lives of the past, return at fore, however, this result o,in to anj- 
last, considerable extent be actualized, it is

To meet In the family fold. needful to thoroughly educ^te jU few

■"’S.;,rUni “ ““ b“,e - “• BSEMftS .VjsMS’ 
- <- «-«1

Mistaken and what not we foraave means can we obUln foraiistaaen ana wnar not, .we forgave onrselveg and thoge dependent;- upon 
A« whii» «Ln» n,«» The answer unequivocally. Is, An0Jinw 11 °'e °n 8 1 m-e W1 that soclety must change jts!relations 

auow’ very generally. On a broad >vioyr, the
From the floor of that house on the grand thing to be done tithe ¡ear

corner, liest moment to organize a npw filial
Ascended our prayers to tbe skies, condition, to engage in a: yet higher 

And the angels drew near, to our suf- form of labor—the labor.qf fcopstrnc- 
ferings here, tion, of introducing new Y-pf

And brought to us heaven’s replies, bringing out new inyent[6ns;x>f apply- 
_ , , .. . ing new mechanical • forces^ thereby
There are memories thronging that giving man more time for ¿jedta.l Im-. 

corner, ,,,,,, provement, moral and religious ln-
Too sacred to mention to-night, I gtruction, and general ind^idliaj and. 

But gentle and true as tho heavenly g0C|ai growth. , ' .
' ,m.Wue'm , , <• There should be,
They will calmly unfold in the light. of working people, a looking for 

Ah! despise not tbo house on the cor- that glorious morning, dawn, when a 
ner, new social state shair be cqiistructod,

Although old-fashioned, battered wherein persons can .assoejsito, labor 
and torn; in groups, be the owners of soil, be in-

For it did what it could to confirm the terested in new. inventiqti^W ^ave 
good, ■ . time to acquaint themBelveg'xrlti^Ily

Never turning the bad from the" with the arts and sciences;” ‘ Unqjies- 
■tlonably there is many a ijKin to$ay; 
earning his bread by the sweat othis 

1 corner, | brow, who, give him tlme^isurro^md 
of the 1 him agreeably;' bring fiut ilipi dormant 

I powers, might become a sgifesmai, a 
there’s philosopher, an inventor^ iMany; a 

poor woman, who may tfifo;high£ply 
on the her busy needle ,in yonde'r-wretched 

garret,' in different’ circumstances
The company departed’about seven E11'6],11 Vs.com,® an able teaCjier, aiBe- 

o'clock after much enjoyment, social ful florist, a distinguished pqmologtst, 
Intercourse and happy reunion of | a charming artist, but now,, alas^uay 
friends.—Michigan Democrat, Sturgis, 1 after day, and night afterlight,,^he 
Mich.

door.
'Tis a poor little house on the 

But we sfaile in the face 
scorner;

For faith is still there and 
hope in tbe air

Of that little old house i 
corner.

I stood at the open window, 
And looked upon the night, 

And saw the westward going stars 
Pass lowly out of sight.

Slowly the bright procession 
Went down the gleaming arch,, ■

And my soul discerned the music 
Of the long triumphal march:

Till the. great celestial army,. - ■ 
Stretching far beyond the poles;

Became tho eternal symbol
> Of the mighty march of souls. - • 

• —Our Dumb Animals.

To the Editor:—I desire to thank 
you for publishing my quotations a 
few-weeksago. I have also quoted 
the above passages referred to from 
the same source, and would be pleased 
to have you give them space In The 
Progressive Thinker.

ALBERTO C. FISHER.
New Haven, Conn.

Full oft modern writers 
refer

To the fair "Golden 
past,

And from their remarks 
.fer

That they look with contempt 
aghast

On the present era, with its bustling 
ways,

While to the crude past they "kow
tow,”

When they should be happy “these 
latter days,”—

plods on through a busy Mft uninvit
ing life. Is she a wifip^: Arbund 
her are her tender offspringl’Slib drops 
the tear of sympathy as »he. hehds 
over the cradle of her-babe^.hardly 
has she nourishment at Ker breast to 
supply its daily wants. As ihose chil
dren start out In life, she. cannot fol-

The wedding-ring is the old token 
acepted by the woman'whén she gave 
her pledge of bandage.—J. Howard 
More. -

No etory is the same to us after tho 
lapse of time;:or, rather, we who read 
it are no longer tho same interpreters. 

—George Eliot, v . * >

It- fs a noble and great .-Ihing to 
cover-the blemishes, and to excuse the 
fallings.'of friend; to draw a cur- 
talff before his stains, and to display 
his perfections; to bury his weak
nesses in silence, but to proclaim his 
virtues from the .house top.—South,

How blind are the eyes that to centu- 
• rles flown
Look back, like Lot’s wife, of old, 

Seeing only the bright of the ages 
.then known,

When not all that glittered was 
gold;

They refuse to admit the shadows 
dark,

That impartial historians allow;
And 'they long to be back in Noah’s 

■ old ark. 
When they ought to rejoice in the 

NOW!

low them, and there is ¡no / father's 
eye to watch them;. tempta
tions numerous, are; Thrown;Ur- their 
path, and often thev became inmates 
of the jail, the prisoner,the peniten
tiary. . t: .

Society, as at presents.organized, 
makes its criminals;., and . then, ¡fin
ishes them with an .unsphtin& hand. 
So has it been in .the past; ..so [s ItJn 
the present; and'Bo'wilMtibetih-Ahe 
future, until . heaven 'shall wen.its 
blessed portgls, and send flown to man 
-streams «f wisdom, Jove and* truth; 
enabling him to see the . causes'which 
crush him to the earth. V / . .

But in spite of bitter harpings and 
sneers

' Which these "disgruntled” avow, 
"The world still wags on,” through

out the years, . • ■
And most all are content with the 

NOW,
For they know full well that the 

best of the Past
Doth-forever the Present endow;

They believe that things are bettering 
fast,

So they’re glad, to be living NOW!
The moral, methinks, any average 

mind J
Will qjearly and readily see,

Which Is, to accept-the conditions we 
find, ' • ■

And believe them "as good, as;can 
be”:

Yet, If some need Improving, then off 
-with your coat. . . . .

’ ..And work with perspiring brow, 
Dojng all-you can to more fully , pro-. 
- mote" -
i The-welfare of the . HERE and 
- ' NOW! . ’-.... .

DR. JOHN C WYMAN.

It Is Surging Ahead Finely in tire 
Great Work—A Glowing Tribute to 
tlie Workers Present—A Remark
able Musical Medium in the Person 
of Mrs. Stephens, of Kansas City.
To the Editor:—You have no doubt 

received by this time the report of 
our press agent concerning the joint 
mass-meeting held by the N. S. A. and 
the State Association, at the Masonic 
Temple Odeon, June 13, 14 and 15, 
hence I shall not go into details con
cerning the same.. My purpose is to 
render to the visiting talent publicly 
as well as privately our appreciation 
for the grand work they did for the 
cause and for Missouri while here. 
We are in hearty accord with the sen
timent so often expressed by our 
spirit friends, “To voice oiir love and 
appreciation now, and not wait to de
liver them at the funeral obsequies.”

The selection of speaker and medi
ums made by the N. S. A. could not 
have been improved upon. Little Mrs. 
Ripley came to us a stranger in a 
strange land, as this was her first ap
pearance in this part of the country, 
but if the expressions of the many 
who were delighted with the lecture 
and messages given through her medi
umship may be taken as a criterion, 
will not be her last. Her many new 
but warn friends join in wishing her 
success and happiness.

It was also the first appearance in 
St. Louis of Sister Isa Cleveland of 
Chicago, and our Chicago fellow Spir
itualists may well be proud of her. 
As I sat on the platform listening to 
the Inessages given out by her Indian 
control to an audience composed of 
(to her) entire strangers, but many 
of whom I knew well, I could not but 
admire the directness and accuracy of 
her work. Don’t stick too close to 
Chicago, Sister Cleveland; there are 
many places that are hungry for the 
kind of spiritual consolation you so 
ably administer.

As for Dr. Geo. B. Warne, vice- 
president of the N. S. A., it is hardly 
necessary for me to tell the Spiritual
ists of the United States how well he 
held up the banner of pure Spiritual
ism while here. He has done this so 
ably and so often in so many places 
that all true Spiritualists know and 
are proud of him. All honor to him 
for the pioneer work he is doing from 
an unselfish devotion to the cause. 
When the history of our movement 
shall have been written tbe name of 
Brother Warne wjll stand out prom
inently as one who held up under a hot 
fire from the opposition, the banner of 
pure, clean, honest Spiritualism. Go 
on, Brother Warne; every lover of 
truth, every believer in spiritual Spir
itualism Is with' you, and is crying 
God speed you on and up.

Brother W. F. Peck, president of 
the Mississippi Valley Spiritualist As
sociation, was .down for a lecture ou 
the opening night, but unfortunately 
received a telegram announcing the 
passing over of a near relative and was 
unable to do -more than give us a 
short talk. We extend our heartfelt 
sympathies to this tried and true 
without paying a tribute of praise to 
he has of the continuity of life may be 
a solace to him in this his hour of af
fliction.

I cannot close this hurried report 
without palng a tribute of praise to 
the unselfishness of my dear friends 
and co-workers in St. Louis, Sisters 
Klara T. Hafy, Laura M. Jones and 
Brother Thomas Grimshaw. The two 
first mentioned insisted on being en
tirely eliminated from the programme, 
and Brother Grimshaw consented un
der pressure to speak for ten min
utes, as they wished their visiting 
brothers and sisters to have full op
portunity to be heard by the people of 
St. Louis. It Is by and through such 
acts that we may grow and expand- 
spiritually, and I feel proud ot the co
operation and friendship of such a 
band; proud to know that envy and 
jealousy has no-place among us.

PAUL McARTHUR.
phens, and her husband, Dr. Stephens 
of Kansas City, Mo., were also with 
us, and the splendid work of her con
trol, Dr. Duestrow, Impressed and 
convinced manv a doubting mind as to 
the truth ot spirit return. On the 
second night of the Mass meeting we 
were surprised and delighted at a (to 
us) new phase of her mediumship.

Ughtful musical entertainment; both 
vocal and instrumental.. , 'rhe vocal 
consisted principally of-selections from 
Italian opera ( a language that Mrs. 
Stephensis not familiar with in a nor
mal, state), and ranging from bass to 
tenor. It was a wonderful parform- 
dnee, and puzzled and-.set thinking 
Aur skeptical friends. • I venture to 
prophecy that the work of our-good 
slster-has just begun and the world 
will hear more of her remarkable me- 
'diumBhip. .The camps will do well to 
accept this tip, as she wquld be a
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:ether

and

overlooking the sea, and

America, and in their own country, great blocks of hewn stone—granite mountains,.who can tell? but höre was to make the stoutest heart guako.

sengers .were photographed, togi 
with the -Lap and his reindeers.’

■ Back again to Hammerfest;
here a young.girl and her-brother row 
out to the steamer, the girl perhaps 
thirteenter fourteen, the boy a little 
older; and-the'-girl has crotCheted 
beautifully ■-colored bags, which- she

te was a mere lad he used to take his 
violin and go forth and sit by some

Letters From the Spirit World.

that’ot a Spiritualist. He often told 
me, when in the; mortal form, that- the 
Spirit^ ot the dead whispered his mu
sic to him, that the spirits of the

has for. §ale; and the passengers buy 
mountain,-tops- were entirely - covered I all tlrat-Slie has to sell; ' 1
Jjy the sea,, while, others were only a l . > One acene more and I am done with 
short distance out of it. How- many-1 this part of my letter. Now we steam 
years will it take to cover these ¡ toward bird cliffs; and this.Is enough

“Only a Thin Veil Between Us.”

course this dobs not apply to the-more 
highly educated, and-until quite lately 
the people have not emigrated .largely -------------- -  .... — — .... .......
to America; but they are all, both inphundred years old. It (Was built of.

the return of the passengers. We also wind also sang it to him, that he could 
gather pebbles and small stones as hear 'tjie woeful mourning of the un- 
souvdhirs,>aiid Mrs. Petersilea has happy souls. He tells me that when 
them now, the flowers pressed,- the • .... ......

Illustrating the Grandeur and Beauty of Spirit Return—An Address to 
"the Readers of The Progressive Thinker, by J. 0. Graig , of Clyde, 

Ohio, Which Will Be to -Them of Special Significance and Importance.

IT MAKES ME ASK MYSELF TIHS QUESTION: IS AMY"; ANOTHER, "MURDERSELF-CONFESSED”; AN- 
THE ORTHODOX GOD WHAT HE lMM^ BY IT— OTHER, BROKE ONE OF THE COMMANDMENTS AND 
AU/gOODNESS? IF SO, THli I>IBLE . IS IWOTEO. HIS WIFE WAS GIVEN A DIVORCE;. ¿MOTHER, HIS 
IS JIE THE GOD ,OF THE OLD TESTAMENT? AND IT WIFE CHARGED HIM WITH ’TAKING (TONS AND 
SFl MS TOME HE MUST BE THE 'J8AJ1E FOR THE OLD KNIVES TO BED WITH JHM^DIVORCE; .ANOTHER. 
AND NEW TESTAMENT, IF AT A LL ACCORDING TO “BURNING HIS CHURCH." 1 TWO-HAb, A FISTICUFF 
TUE-TFACIHNG-OF., Tlljs CHURCH! , H?..SO, THEN J FIGHT OVER CREED, AND ’ ARRESTS., FOLIXJWED. 
CAN ACCOUNT FOR THE ACTioNS OF MANY OF HIS SEVERAL HAD THEIR NAMES IN! i TlfE? PAPERS lj{ 
MOUTHPIECES, ACtJORDING^Tb THE REPORTS OF CONNECTION WITH THE EXPOSURE OF THE STAND
NEWSPAPERS. I WILL NOT -GIVE.. NAMES, AL- ARD OIL METHODS. THEY ARE ACCUSED OF USINGNEWSPAPERS. I WILL NOT GIVE NAMES, AL- ARD OIL METHODS.
THOUGH'l HAVE THEM; BUT WILL ONLY CITE A THEIR CALLING 'TO ASSIST. IN SAI.E OF .THAT COM- 
FEW INSTANCES OF THE PUBLIC CHARGES. DANY’S OIL TO THE MEMBERS OF.THKlR CONGREGA-

“CORRUPTJNG THE MORAi^^'THE YOUTHS OF TIONS. ONE ADVISED HIS FLOUIGaTQ,. “USE MU$-, 
HIS CHURCH.” THIS WAS jAN?»’-EMINENT DIVINE. KETS AND CLUBS TO PUT : DOWN SJJNDAY BASE- 
ANOTHER, “UNNATURAL QFF^NSE’h ANOTHER, BALL," AS IT WAS THE ONLY WAY-TO UPHOLD RE- 
“GOVERNMENT LAND FRAUD"; ANOTHER,. “BIG- LIGION, OR WORDS TO THAT EFFECT,

As evenings come and go theVo’rld is being flooded-with 
new lights, higher thoughts and new revelation« from the 
seemingly unseen .world, the world that is khd 'always has. 
been somewhat obscure to the’, physical eyey but with-the 
dawn of .'each new day the clouds are seen to-rise and be
yond the mist lye.see more clparlyz.and the eye penetrates 
further into the great future.

Some time ago there was to .me a sense of-the’ridiculous 
in the thought of spirit return, •and.Bplrlt- ecmmunlcation 
was like a fairy tale and an occasion-of .ridicule when the 
subject was mentioned in my-preaence. But time .works 
wondrous things, and the expérience of othèis bas, to a 
degree, been my experience, and as eqch day glides into the 
unredeemable past there Is a brighter-.light-and a stronger 
proof of that which I.once ridiculed* and Lam*noft con
vinced beyond all doubt that this -life, .with, all its trials 
and tribulations, is only the commedcpnient; of a GREAT
ER AND HIGHER LIFE—SPIRIT 'LIFE) • ” ’

We have been living upon a plane of ignorance and been 
bound by the ties of superstition,' vihich has. been drilled 
into us from the moment we have teen; able io retain In 
memory a sentence .long enough' to' be lisped; as. a prayer to । 
the great and unknown "Father of Time.” “As the old 
birds crow; the’ young will learn,” and with the supersti
tious prayers and devotion of our parents we have been 
parrot-llke/and 'too, we have swallowed the worm without 
considering whether or not it was an angle, worm or a 
glow worm, because it was brought to the nest by the 
parent. But when we arrive at the age of self-reliance, 
and Jay aside the business cares and duties sufficiently 
long enough to give thought torour creation and our fu
ture, when we study self and its possibilities and probabil
ities, and lay aside prejudice and superstition, .we first find' 
ourselves in the dark alone, but y/ith effort and thought 
we are aided in our desires for knowledge for truth by 
nature itself. When, we compare man as we see him, and 
life as we see and feel it with the mysticisms of the bible, 
our ¿yes aré-opened and each new thought is like tidings 
from a shipwrek, and otir friends are"constantly sending 
back messages ot safe arrival at a foreign.port.

Children when reared in a home where the idea of God 
hasrtbè^ by t^^lggy^ithout: thinking,for;
théímsélím’é,?’ato*&fcto b^¿faméd=-'fór«Bco®iíig ai the Idea, 
of. spirit return. They hate learned but pne thing, a&d 
that is they miist love God ünough fèar of his avenging, 
jedlous disposition, and they’préfeSB’tó loye him because 
they are afraid will punish them hereafter, ,and possi
bly some of the hairs of their heads will be, placed on. the 
right side of the calendar.

It is the fear of the orthodox God, rather than the love 
of him that has caused the people to cling to the old 
religious superstitions and Ideas, They are afraid to study 
themselves for fear of making a misstep and. landing Into 
some bottomless pit filled with fire. They do not dare to 
form an idea of a bottomless i>it ; It means something, be
cause the minister used that expression. They have been 
taught that life after death cannot be revealed; if any 
glimpse is given, it is only by his Satanic Majesty, and that 
which the church does not teach, lé not for them to know.

What would these same people do If they should embark 
In business and carry it on as their forefathers did? They 
.would soon be applicants to some charitable institutions, 
and were they to use the same methods in business that 
were employed at the beginning of the so-called Christian 
era our courts would be oyer-burdened with Insanity 
hearings.

This is a progressive age, and why not shake off the fe’t-

ters of antique superstition and'keep’ pace »with progressive ■ 
business in our study óf the' sciènte’ ¿flife?;^..

We are making greater strides tliUii'iriany people think, 
and each day are getting farth'er away from the. ideas of 
sour as our forefathers believed; and' thè thinking people,, 
as a class, are absenting themselves 'from-the church and 
studying the new discoveries’ih’ natur'e. ; When -they listen 
to'the sermon given-by tho orillhttry 'nlihlster; they find no 
solace—nothing that appeals'’to their-'understanding of 
justice and equality. • It is true* Some'stand by the church 
for business reasons, and others béctnise they have a belief 
in the prayers they .were taught by- the’ parent in infancy, 
but slowly and surely the numbefs dWIh'dje. -,

The efforts of the churoh, chtirch' combinations, etc., rer 
mind me of a man who embarked-in "business. < .He col
lected all his money and faeed the public., After a short 
time he began to lose money; and When told by his friends 
to close out and save himself from titter destitution, he 
replied: “I can’t do ft. I have been- 'brought up in this 
business and will remain in-'it until-ail-ls gone, and then 
having paid taxes into the county, I will make the public 
keep me.” He went broke ere long, and..his friends as
sisted In paying for bills they had no benefit In; and some 
day the church will go broke,'and the “superqnuated fund" 
will be overtaxed to care for the aged, and the mines and 
shops will call loudly and lustily for the younger leaders 
to appear In overalls and with dinner buckets,, while the 
followers will feel like the dinner bucket after meal time, 
—ompty. -

I have no time to waste on the man who, holds to . a po-. 
liticai faith for the sole reason that his. father held that 
faith. . I have no breath to spare on-a person who holds to 
any religious faith because hiB grandmother so believed. 
I do like to exchange ideas .with people who have ideas of 
their own.

■We are told that only those who embrace religion and 
worship Christ are to be be saved; and as soon as we are 
converted to that faith we -will know it. , ,

We are told that when-our souls are . fljjed ..with ..the 
"Holy Ghost," we can do-no wrong, ulf se^ms„tq me, that 
worship Christ are to be saved,-and as soon as we are, 
all human," do I hear yom say? A

Yes, J.-miaweFA’butihe who>dBifiiìeà<kjf .^,J^>]y,?QhopJ 
.cantdQiÀQ’ ^UléS» and- therman who: etaiids^fgr^ 
pie teaching such doctrine ,Wh.St.b.e-’Sajflilgd’order,,to, 
teach. _ . , . z , .. . : -,

Now, let us look over the daily newspapers Jor 
six weeks and we find enough of the.wrongs of the ortho
dox ministers to fill a book.

It makes .me ask myself this questióni Is. the orthodox 
God what he is claimed by it—all goodness^ If so, the 
bible is refuted. Is he the God of the Old Testament, and 
it seems to me he must be the same for the"Old and New. 
Testament, if at a|I according to I the teaching , of the 
church! If so, then I can'account for the actions of many 
of his mouthpieces according to the. reports of newspa
pers. I will not give names, although I have them, but 
will only cite a few instances of the public'charges:

“Corrupting the MORALS OF THE' YOUTHS OF HIS 
CHURCH.’ This was an eminent divine, Another, “un
natural offense”; another, "Government land fraud”; an
other, "bigamy”; another, “murder self-confessed”', an
other, broke one of the commandments and his wife was 
given a divorce; another, his wife charged him with taking 
guns and knives to bed with' him’—divorce; another, 
"burning his church.” Two had a 'fisticuff fight 'over 
creed, and arrests followed. Several’had their names in

s H ' vjr ‘
the pa^yrs,lfl¡connection with the-exposure of the Stand- : 
ard Qli meUi^^'e,'>' 'Tliey are accused of using their calling 
to asejs^in a^e of that company's oil to the meml>W Pt 
their One advised his flock to "iise mus
kets a^g, cluJj^ to put down Sunday base ball,” as It was 
the only w^y, to uphold religion, or words to that effect.

Now, $.o g^upderstand me to infer that Spiritualists and 
Freethinkers are incapable or wrong. We only claim to : 
be human, (uyl nre not .filled with that unseen power that 
sancij^eji i^1.^^, TEACH PURITY OF TH^. SOUD,, love i 
for.human‘km^n^ndl the only way to get 
love.isjyyi’g^ ACTING IT. ; ■''. 'ff.

We GptJ everywhere, in every soul., ^nd.^rq .broad 
enougji^p ge^çe/lp that there is the possibility of aThigher 
attafninfin^gf tl^ spul in every person, noRafter Whether 
he is. iDj^ln^Jpw.eaJ-or, highest walk in life, poor or rich, ig- 
norant.or e^up'atp.çL . , : >■....,

• We are.qbje to-meet, the Church Trust formed qt Payton, 
Ohio.nleWitweoks ago,-.which changed its^reqd lyppi '.‘the 
chief alm>ofi’mamie>the->glory
cording tteChrisVs law, men of the Chrlstian ijqlth exlrt to1' 
the serviqe,'Df-man,P.'and,to go some farth.er;.aji&say.that 
not the -‘‘men oof the; Christian faith,” Bui/all 
for-.man, oa - ■■ ■
' ■ The alidVd change-does not effect all churchmen as Evi
denced byafhiB reputed' remarks and praÿerstef Anievangél*- . 
1st whdlhkè béèh sôjbürnljig lù the cityof’NoEwaJk; ©1110,: : 
who agieed’ to fneeO the writer of an anonymous letter, 
.with thb «W5ra’ôf';G<5d ôf i,doublè':jlsts," and asked God 
for thfléiyjBïtBÜtin'ôï'death tind'flrë'’ to cleanse the city.

Pretty dk-lfstlk'measure ' for the Father to adopt to re- 
gyn the’l<WoPblé'ôwh’children! .

■ ’ -NorwaUi’ mtidf bé'bad place;, yet fhroug^. sijeh ^on- 
sense and such appeals to the fears and qpiw^rdieSz.' he 
gaified'Sevarai'hundred followers who, I prestime, waited 
to lié sparédawhéil' the Angel of Death appeared with his 
battle-axWidiflaming sword. Wait until they have re
gained’moral eourage'and think over; the three thousand 
dollaré’theyi:gave ”'him for Invoking such a viBltation. ' 1' 
wonder what wili be-their looks when tti'ey ’come to and 
discover:their.fatness.”- ■ ' .. . -.

Almost as powerful an appeal was made recently in Ohio 
by a-minister, ¡whO’sald of the non-paying ihembeis o’i his 
congregatton:<-hTHE¥ DESERVE TO BE HELD' BY A 
STRONG ARM-OVER- HELL." ■■ -. ' Ç '’

■ -Perhaps: they, are looking for soine moderii-day mir
acles. ■ '■ - - ' ■ ,

Then there was a D. D. in Plttsburg who 'm'ade himself 
famous by Hmdiseoveryof "Hell” and his lectures thereon, 
and now his wife sues him for divorce, as shë ddès not like 
the maid Itt tliBlr home. ' ; •

This is.bringln'g hell home, is it not?
; Is this the proof of their religion? ■ If not, why nôt?

The earthquake tn San Francisco furnished many a the
ologian, with. a text to show that God was sore on that 
city, and was evening up old scores. Perhaps they had 
not read ttwlatest- report of the-great qumbér of churches 
which were ¡destroyed, but let us not mention that.

I was.onoaof those many-who slept in the church cradle 
and. was.-taught to believe that any departure from its 
rules.tgnd.-teaching was fatal, and that spirit return or the 
thoughtfOf.it-jwaa blasphemy, hallucination, ignorance and 
what not; but in 1902 I received.my first.introduction to 
truth; a,t the>jPaclflc coast; it made me thinkrand again in 
1904:Iabegs» to make a few. lnvestigatlons, and while I 
gave/MoBomeithought I could not get over my early teach
ings. dL began to conjure up reasons for the .phenomena 
and tojgttenMit to give myself explanations, but they would 
not d^wn. .»¿When I went to -church-1, would think ot the 
doctriq^ of fguls. lost because the body had not been bap
tized ¿ai.s.omq man,: who was no greater or .better than his 
-felJoweWen; imen who bad'>no more lové for human kind 
than thp ord&ary.inan, and this.’thought would come to me 
each y^pe atnlJistened to;the sermon. - At last many of the 
idflpMilWW'WM hfr thrust.upon my mind In tjtie.samp -wgy,- 
and ¡¡¡Vegan forthlnk .how ridiculous they were; . at least 
they £0 .appeared .to me,-;and the more I thought, of those 
thlpger.thq further away from Hie church I got.
„¿n'thp month of February, >190,5,- after having given 

some, thought»to Spiritualism, ! found.that my hand was 
unsteady, and ¡when I took a pen-and'commenced to write 
I would, .be ashamed to send the letter;. as my letters bore 
the resemblance of handwriting of from two to four dif
ferent persons,, generally mixed up .-.with me and ladies' 
writing,unflLI, was finally.compelled.to’lise alypewrlter, 
and when I,.undertook to use a pen my hand wouid cramp 
and I çpul4fnot write what I wanted to. Later with ia 
pencil my hand wrote messages from, different persons 
in .the ;$pir|t world.. After a short time mÿ finger would 
be used, as a .pencil when I. had retired and'in that way I 
would get messages and .was kept awake late at nights.

One night as I had finished my bath, I called to my wife, 
and.to béi. I^ald I was feeling queer. I had been keeping 
my experience .prior thereto to myself, and as I rested my 
head pn.>a,j)lpce .of furniture I told her of the words I 
heard, and gave her a long message from her father, whom 
I neyer, knew, .and.from others, and when I would look 
around Jn a,.stupefied manner I would hear faps on the

furniture, and bo would my wife, and they told me that 
they came from the spirit world to make us know'that the 
messages given through me .were not hallucinations. We 
were told to place our hands on a stand, and ft .would be 
raised, but instead of raising the stand I BEGAN TO 
SPEAK GERMAN, AND THEN FRENCH, neither of which 
language do I speak of my own accord, .or understand a 
single word.

I assure you I was troubled, and as the writings with my 
fingers continued, an'd the voices I seemed to jiqar.jncre^ed, 
I became seriously, troubled Jest. I should.Jose my,mind. 
It worried me and I began to take Jong walks and to’do 
everything imaginable. to thros off tjiat feeling and to 
clear my understanding. . . , i ’ .": -i--
_ What a relief to me it was when I no iohgen>heafd those 
disturbing voices,—npt even a rap, and-I congtatulatad my- 
self that I had escaped an Insanity- charge;;. I> heard no 
more for several weeks, and then I would’get:a .word or 
two, and then it ceased. ■ u ■

Written Through the Mediumship of 
Mrs. Carlyle Petersilea.

Letter From Cariyle Petersilea.
As I am now in the spiritual world, 

and can read the mind of any one with 
whom I desire to come in contact, or 
those whose aspirations attract me, I 
have of late become deeply interested 
in the Scandinavian people. One 
great reason for this has been my con
nection, musically, with Ole Bull. Our 
friendship commenced on the earthly 
plane of existence and has deepened 
and ripened here in the spiritual 
spheres.

Now, there are many of the Scandi
navian people who have Implored Ole 
Bull to control Mrs. Petersilea and 
write to them personally, or rather, to 
them as a race or people.

Ole Bull is not able in his own per
sonality to control Mrs. Petersilea;

. and there are many reasons why he 
cannot. One great reason is, that he 
did not and does not speak the Eng
lish language very well. Another 
great reason is, that Mrs. Petersilea 
is not a musician and consequently 
cannot enter into close sympathy with 
the great violinist; but with me it is 
quite different. I not only can"speak 
his own language fluently, but as mu
sicians our.souls are closely united; 
we are in perfect accord—en rapport, 
as the French call it.

Now I can control my wife as easily 
as I can myself, for she is the, other 
half of myself, and thus can give you 
messages from the great master, Ole 
Bull; for there must be mediums in 
the spiritual world as well, as on the. 
earthly plane............ ■. .

Now, this is what Ole Bull tells me;, 
and what I myself also find to be true; 
He says that the Americans do not un
derstand his people very- well,, but- 
that they are highly spiritual In their 
natures, and nearly all would become 
Spiritualists If they were made to un- 

, derstand about it.-. The people^as a 
rule, do not undcrstand English very 
well—that Is tsc common people.. ’Of;

hungry for the great truths of Spirit
ualism. No people on the face of the 
earth are more so.

The most of the Scandinavian péb- 
ple are very intelligent and progress
ive. Their brains are large and vig
orous, partly owing to their cold cli
mate, their fish and vegetable diet, 
with'very little meat. They are also 
very hardy and long-lived, as well as 
cleanly in their habits.

Mrs. Petersilea, when traveling in 
Europe, visited the North Cape, where 
the sun shines brightly at midnight— 
that is. It does for a short time during 
the summer months—going the whole 
•length of the North Sea, the various 
steamers of the Une stopping at all the 

। principal towns on the coast, and she 
visited the place where Ole Bull was 
born and reared. Not far from this 
town were some weird, wild, romantic 
falls, such as one does not see in any 
other part of the world. Seated in a 
small and very comfortable wagon—■ 
the curious name of it is now quite 
forgotten—behind a couple of the 
beautiful, spirited, little Norwegian 
ponies, the ride to those falls through 
the wild and hilly region .was ex
tremely delightful;, and those little 
ponies can never be forgotten, al
though the name of the wagonette has 
quite vanished.

You may say that spirits ought to 
remember IL Yes, spirits do; but 
the medium is one of the poorest in 
the .world through whom to give 
names. We can stamp scenes, visions, 
and idehs, but technicalities, dates and 
names we cannot give through her. 
: Why? '

.Because those organs in her brain 
are so small, we as spiris cannot use 
them.

In one.of the towns, before reaching 
the. North-Cape—where there would 
be no more night at this season of the 
year—the.nights were quite short; 
there was a fine hotel, on. the. .Euro
pean plan, also.-an old cathedral that 
must be visited, bût it was-far from 
.the hôtel. - 'It- stood on an ■: elevation

perhaps—and mèn were at work upon 
it repairing some parts that had at 
last crumbled away.

The interior was grand and beauti
ful; the windows of richly-stained 
glass, and the Clear, cold light made 
them sparkle like so many rays emit
ted from a diamond.

Here were the Norwegian pines in 
their full glory and stateliness. The 
town also boasted a great lumber yard 
where ’the pines, after being sawed, 
were taken by thé steamers, and other 
boats, down- the North Sea.to England 
and other large placés.

Some have written about the 
loneliness of these Northern regions; 
bût Mrs. Petersilea did not And it so, 
but the romantic scenery was beyond 
description. After three days .spent 
in this place, a steamer must be 
taken that' would continue on’ toward 
the North Cape, stopping at the vari
ous towns enroute. The fjlords were 
delightful and looked like small para
dises, but one could easily see that 
they were caused by the sea encroach
ing upon the mountains, and in time 
this whole country would be covered 
by the ocean. . : . '

And now, at least,‘that part of the 
world was reached where there was 
no more night at this .sèason^of the 
year, being in .‘August, and for two 
days and nightd Mré-.,’ Petersilea sat 
upon the deck of the steamer to watch 
the sún circle‘around;:, sinking in the 
West and rising in thé East, but never 
out of sight, and' sinking no lower 
than it does In America at four or five 
o’clock. After it had «ached its ze
nith it began to sink, . gradually cir
cling as it did so, until the East was 
reached, when’it as gradually began 
to rise again, sinking toward the 
West, circling as it did so, and rising 
again in the- East. Of_ course we all 
know that this is simply in the seem
ing, for it is the earth that is moving 
and not the sun.

At last, after aboiitjthree days, we 
reached the last town before the 
North Capé, and; here a stop of one'or 
two days. There were some very fine 
houses, and one'o'r two nice hotels. 
Some may talk of loneliness, but to 
Mrs. Petersilea it' did not seem so in 
the least, but very, romantic and curi
ous. The ordinary, houses were ranged- 
in rows at the side of .’pathways and. 
streets running up the sides of .the 
mountains, and. these hills were sim
ply the tons of mountains, their bases 
being under the ‘sea, _ Some of the

a thriving town, romantic and beauti
ful, where dish and lumber were thé 
exports... Mrs. P. did not sleep well at 
night for the hotel shook like a bowl
full of jelly as the tide came in, as all. 
the low .Land here did, and she thought 
that the.; hotel ought- to be on the side 
of the mountain as most of the other 
houses were. -

Now, at last, we start for the North 
Cape,, and as we sail along at mid
night, .but ln-.the bright sunlight, we 
see Norwegian lads and lasssies 
dancingiin the. green, forming sets 
just as you do in halls, and dancing to 
their , hearts’ content, while some 
splendid .violinist played for them 
some wild, weird music, In quick-step 
time; and tt made one think of the 
fairies dancing.-on the green.

At last the. North Cape was reached, 
à high;-large-promontory, extending 
into the sea;- as one looks beyond, 
why, one- thinks of the North Pole, 
that is aU. ,!rThe;great expanse of the 
Arctic Ocean Iles stretched out .before 
thé eyes dimly,-in a slight mist, look
ing enchanting and mysterious. No 
wondee theyâtry- to. reach the North 
Pole’jnn . :1I r

Nawa climb-up the promontory, at 
midnight with the . brightly shining: 
sun just over there. Is It cold up 
there? -.Yes; rather bleak; but the 
flowess are -blooming brightly, looking 
like ginat; dimble buttercups, some of 
themmand others of a different kind, 
pink ¡and red,: .We gather them by the 
handfuls afod bring them down to the 
steamer as’M’.lles anchored awaiting-
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I would be an inspirational speaker, and-Who 'my- guides
■were, one of whoñi'tóld’nié hié history, and upon investiga
tion,.! found him to'be correct :in every detall,IWétí ad to 
whom he married and his -politics; ahí háveriétters from 
his rélativéá'to'jifove’hiB’existence ’Im’ earth'' life?' The- 
.other-guide gave his name, bht said that 'whén tile’ proper 
Itime reame 'he wilt take mé tó his old home. 'above 
was -also told-me by my own tongue.' ;{ • ;;l'

There was slience’again,' and during íhé'suninieíj’i’went 
to Boston and other places, hoping I wqijid get some light 
on my case, but none came, and after returning home, and 
on the last Sunday night in August, 1905, while calling at 
the home, of friends It was suggested that, we turn out the 
lights and see if we could see spirit lights;.-but instead of 
lights I began to shake like an aspen leaf Iff.-a wind.storm, 
aqd continued until I had no dry clothing on me..

I said, "I hear voices,” and being-requested to tell what 
I heard, I stood up and made a short address,-after which 
I gave each person a message from one or more , spirit 
friends, of whom I had never heard, and ,answered many 
questions. This continued from that time on, and I fre
quently gave messages to many friends, when again I be
came a “doubting Thomas,” and wondered if I were not re
calling,something I had heard in the past ,

In December I sought an engagement in a'city where 
I did not know the people, and after giving iyi inspirational 
lecture I gave messages, described spirits, people’s homes, 
and each was readily recognized. , In- giving these mes
sages I was taken down among the audience and went to 
the person to whom I was giving the message.

Will some person.who can always give a reason for this 
without ascribing it to spirit power, tell me where I got 
iny information? I am just as much Interested in learn
ing the source as anyone. This dld:not come to mé just 
once, but I have been In a number of, cities where I knew’ 
no person, and gave my messages, and, nearly all were rec
ognized.

Is it a hallucination? If so it Is an intelligent halluci
nation, and the person receiving the message must be In 
the same mental condition; their minds must be off bal-
ance, yet many are well educated and successful in 
ness.

Is it evil?
I hear no evil.

■ I did at times at the beginning of my development, 
those who were evil here, but not now.

I am not entranced.
' I am not hypnotized, and when I lecture or give

busi-

from

mes-
sages I am fully awake and an aware of what I am saying. 
It is the same to me as repeating a message as it comes 
over the téléphone. One learned man said it was mental 
telepathy, and I at once gave him a message with name 
and cause of transition of a sçhool-çhlld. After studying 
several minutes he admitted that telepathy was., not the 
right'Solution}. a5#i~- .. ’■■"*'■'• ; . .. „fil..-,,.; ■-

It was a struggle for me to'give tip my childish fancies, 
and a^ the sportsmen say, “I died bàrd/' but I, with bowed 
head, answer to the indictment of ignorance—guilty!

I confess that I know so little about things generally, 
yet,I will retuse, so long as I exist here, to acknowledge ig
norance of spirit return, t It is no’t faith, but it is knowl
edge. I do not read but little on Spiritualism, and a child 
ten years of age can read all that I ever have In two days’ 
time, with ease, on this subject, but I get much while sit
ting quietly and listening to the instructors in the other 
world.

I have only given an outline of my experience, and that 
sufficient for this time. .
Shall I go back to dogma?
No! I prefer to keep my way clear to learn something.

I prefer to continue my hallucinations, as some may call 
it, for church creed is, at best, only a faint hope based 
upon distorted history; a myth without a foundation; a 
will -o’-the wisp without even a swamp, and only a con
jecture as to its ending, while SPIRITISM IS NO RELIG
ION, BUT IS A SCIENTIFIC TRUTH DEMONSTRATED, 
AND CAPABLE OF BEING DEMONSTRATED EVERY

J. C. CRAIG.
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The boat enters a narrow gorge, look
ing as though there was hardly room 
enough to turn around. It looks as 
though a high mountain of solid rock 

.had been rent asunder, leaving a great 
chasm, hundreds of feet deep, where 
the sea bbils and surges through, and 
on either side are millions of birds' 
nests, and the air Is black and thick 
with flying, frightened birds, so many 
wings making a noise like thunder; a 
sight never to be’ forgotten. Cannons 
were fired to start up the birds, but 
the noise of the countless wings 
drowned'even the thunder of the can
non’s roar. This was awful but not 
beautiful.' Some one may ask: Well, 
what has all this to do with Spiritual
ism? It-has very much to do with 
the Scandinaivians as a people, and 
with the spirit of Ole Bull in particu
lar. He feels a deep Interest In, and 
love for his people. He understands 
them thoroughly. There are very 
few drunkards or criminals In his 
land; add many of the people cherish a 
belief -similar to that at the Spiritual
ists; ’fiot in all things the same, but 
very much like it. -Of course the 
Lutheran church has sprung up, as 
one might say, recently compared 
with the iage of this race, and country.

' Old Bull’s own mind,’ he tells me, 
and as I myself understand'him, was 
tinged with the weird belief of his an
cestors, and was almost identical with

largeiBtonesriis -' paper weights, to
gether iwitWithe photographs of the 
Laplanders4hd their reindeer; but 
theseiiloWnsr«iti the route are thriving 
fownsilnbt inhabited by Laplanders 
but by white: Norweglans-or Scandfna- 
vians.i* Tlie-real Laplander takes the 
place of-our Indians. Here we find 
hotels;’ doctors: dentists, stores, pho
tographers,i’and so on; and the smil
ing countenances of many of the pas

grand water-fall and try to imitate the 
sound of the rushing : water; then,, 
again, A bird would carol, and he must 
add:the sweet notes of the bird; and 
thus of all nature; the sighing wind; 
thé rustling òf the leaves on the trees; 
the rolling thunder; thè swift flash of 
the.lightning; the bleating of the 
lambs; the lowing of the cattle; there 
was not a sound in nature that he did 
not try to imitate on his violin; and it 
was such habits as these that made 
him the great player that he after
ward became. ■ • .

He wants me to tell his people that 
.he has not changed; that he Is still 
the same Ole Bull as ever; . that he 
loves his people and he says to-them: 
“The bld belief In Odin, and the spirits 
of the.earth, air and. water, is more 
nearly right than the new; although 
there is much in the Lutheran church 
to be admired; but the old ideas are 
nearer right, for It was believed that

the great Odin permeated all things, 
and that the tree Igdrosil—which sim
ply meant the great tree of life or the 
life within all things—strikes its 
roots deep into the earth, but the 
branches grow until they reach up 
into the heavenly or spiritual world; 
and a better representation of the 
truth could not be given.

And now let me tell my people, for 
they will believe me, as they know 
that I would not "tell them falsely: 
The germs of all life whatsoever, first 
exist within the ether—and I here 
mean the spiritual germs. . These 
germs are attracted into matter, or 
rather, they being the attractive or 
magnetic force, cover themselves with 
matter according to their kind. No 
germ makes but one circle on the ma
terial plane, and I mean by this that 
the male parent, being the positive 
force, attracts and holds the germ of 
the child that is to be, and this germ 
never creates any other germ, it re
mains true to itself throughout eter
nity. If the germ proves to be a male 
child, it. like its parent, attracts and 
holds other germs, from the ether or 
the air, call it which you will, but it is 
really within the ethereal sea or the 
ether—just as the parent did before 
it; but of course the parent, like the 
child, may have had many other chil
dren; some of these male children, 
some females; but the perfect germ, 
before-being breathed in, is both male 
and female within one germ, and as 
the perfect germ enters the blood of 
the male parent, It commences to ger
minate, and as it does so the. female is 
thrown off, or out into the ether; this, 
then, becomes oblong, consequently it 
remains nearer the surface of the 
earth that it may the . more -quickly 
enter the lungs of some other male to 
become incarnated .within matter as 
•quickly as. possible.' -.

Now, this is true of all life whatso
ever, be it fish, insect, - vegetable, 
tree or flower; Blossoms are blit-lungs, 

-to hold ethereal germs. So trie object 
and say it is the pollen of flowers, but 
the ethereal germ has covered itself 
with pollen or material substance.

Now life makes but one circle on 
the material plane, that is the germ, 
.when it is obliged to cast off the mate
rial covering, remains true to itself; 
it never becomes any other but itself; 
and, as I said before, when at any 
time It is obliged to thtow off its mate
rial covering, it again enters the ethe
real World, or the ether, and it is now 
ethereal, and appears just like itself 
as far as it has developed.

(To be continued.) ,
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furnish a religious thanksgiving fes- uncle, but by a sudden affection of the
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' TÏÉB ^PROGRESSIVE THRAKER

, A Lecture Delivered Thereon to Our Readers on “Life, Consciousness and 
Intelligence Throughout'Nature, by Ashbel 6r. Smith, 

of Painesville, Ohio.

SOME YEARS AGO THE EDITOR OF “GREEN'S DERS. “FROM TIME IMMEMORIAL," PROFESSOR
FRUIT-GROWER" READ A PAPER BEFORE THE 
AMERICAN HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY AT CLEVE
LAND, OHIO, ENTITLED "CONSCIOUSNESS OR1NTEL- 

' LICENCE IN THE VEGETABLE KINGDOM,” IN WHICH
HE AIMED TO SHOW THAT PLANTS AND TREES ARE 

- NOT DISSIMILAR TO ANIMALS, THAT THEY ARE SEN
SITIVE TO PAIN AND COMFORT, AND HAVE A SUFFI
CIENT DEGREE OF INTELLIGENCE TO SEaIwH AF-

DODGE IS REPORTED TO HAVE SAID, “IT HAS BEEN 
HELD BY THE MOST HIGHLY CIVILIZED AS WELL AS 
BY DEGRADED SAVAGES THAT PLANTS HAVE SOULS. 
* * * THE DOCTRINE OF SPIRITS IN PLANTS IS 
DEEPLY IMBEDDED IN THE INTELLECTUAL HIS
TORY OF SOUTHEAST ASIA." '

MANE VIEWS OF PLANTS WERE THROWN UPON 
THE SCREEN, WHOSE GROWTH HAD BEEN INFLU
ENCED BY LIGHT. THE SENSE OF TOUCH WAS

TER FOOD, SUNSHINE, ETC. MORE RECENTLY PRO- ALSO VIVIDLY SHOWN, AND THE REMARKABLE 
FESSOR C. W. DODGE, THE EMINENT BIOLOGIST, OF HABITS OF CERTAIN PLANTS OF DEPOSITING THEIR 
ROCHESTER UNIVERSITY, (NEW YORK) READ AT SEED IN FERTILE PLACES, AND THE PROFESSOR 
THAT PLACE A PAPER ENTITLED “THE PSYCHIC AC- ALSO SHOWED THAT NERVE STIMULUS WAS IM- 
TLV1TY OF PLANTS" ILLUSTRATED BY AN KLABO, PARTED FROM ONE TO ANOTHER OF MANY SMALL 
RATE SET OF STEREOPTICON VIEWS BY WHICH HE ORGANISMS IN PLANT LIFE, MORE COMMONLY IN 
AIMED TO SHOW THAT PLANTS WERE SÖÜLS ’AND BACTERIA. THESE CONCLUSIONS WHICH MAY IM- 
THAT THEY’ COULD SEE AND FEEL IN? THEIR PE- J’RESS US AS MORE OR LESS HYPOTHETICAL, DAR- 
CULIAR WAY, SO FAR AS THEIR NEEDS WERE CON- WIN, THE GREAT APOSTLE OF EVOLUTION, IS SAID 
CERNED AS WELL AS MANY FORMS OF HIGHER OR- TO HAVE ENDORSED ALSO.

. ’ '■ ...
The earth Is the matrix from which all visible life pro- 

ceeds. It is the mother of every form that appears upon 
Its surface, and wbatever genera or species are projected, 
each and every Individual life js fed from her. nourishing 
iireast, Time was when it was believed that the earth was 

’’ll great plain, bounded by the horizon and resting on the 
back of some mythical monster as a turtle, bn) tradition 

, IB silent as to deeper foundations upon which the turtle 
might rest, but over this undefined expanse of land and 
water the life-giving eun-Bhed'hiB grateful rays by <|ay and 
became submerged at evening In the western seas only to 
re-appear in the east each succeeding day.

With the common accessories to the study of astronomy, 
we are now able to show and demonstrate beyond cavil or 
doubt that the earth is relatively but a speck among the 
multitudes of larger orbs that flash and scintillate 
throughout the blue and measureless firmament, a Uttle 
sister among her overgrown relatives 'of the planetary 
family. We may not doubt it had a beginning as an en
tity, as a rotating body, a bubble among the infinite ethers, 
not created, but formed from matter and forces that in
habit and fill the elemental abysses and through which it 
now swings an;! travels with marvelous speed and pre
cision.

Other theories as to Its origin, structure and position 
- have in more modern days been argued and have a limited 

and credulous following; among them is the so-called hol
low globe theory, which is scarcely less absurd than the 
Mosaic traditions involving numerous impossibilities and 
extravagant assumptions. The latter theory has in recent 
times found a zealous advocate in Lady Blount, a titled 
English woman. She is reported as being a clever per
son and ever ready to defend the opinlons advance’d inlhe 
Mosaic account as against those of Copernicus and the 

' / Herschells.
Lady Blonnt edits a journat called “The Earth” and has 

■ followers In several European countries. The society of 
, which she 1b the head 1b known as the Universal Zetetic 
• Society, and their main contention Is against the "assijmp- 

' tlon',’” as they are pleased to term lb,'“of scientists who 
¿hold't'lie earth to be globular In form.’’. That such strange 

conclusions should obtain In the face of modern discovery 
’ ;is 'hatdly^toibe believed;'but;humanity.is by no means ho- 

ipogeileous in its opinions and we must accept things as
' they are, »

< But theories and beliefs do not by any means controvert 
demonstrable facts. y ,
,'The old geocentric vision has been enlarged.

. • It is the province of science to investigate and deal with 
phenomena, to cast light into darje places, to observe 
things and elucidate the laws ot their existence; in brief

' to evolve knowledge; but it must be admitted that with all! 
of its wonderful advancements, science is quite frag
mentary and must forever so remain, since infinitude is

... vastly beyond human grasp and measurement.
All knowledge is simply the result of discovery, and/Tn 

whatever realm or department such discoveries are made, 
- the intellectual horizon of mankind is enlarged and beau

tified, and though moving in waves, progress is steadily 
forward towards a livelier consciousness and a higher in- 

’ tellectuality.
As a safe basts from which correct deductions cun be 

derived, we may affirm that the immediate origin of all 
life-forms is germinal in both essence and structure, there
fore all forms of individual life in the relative order of be- 

; Ing and development originate primarily in the contact of

growth and decay of (ill external forms, are ever present- 
and ever active.

Nothing escapes the universal activities. ' -■
The present is the CJJfLD THE PAST AND THE 

PARENT OF THE FUTdftX
Memory carries forwari'fronl’the crypts of buried years 

a few figments gathered Worn ^¿¿Bonal experience and con
tact with life in its manfiold f3Pms and phases, while 
Faith labors to put asldd (he tiilck curtains that hide the 
realms beyond, in search’Ji nevrer life and grander, oppor
tunities. ” k 11

elemental affinities, for i't is quite within, the realm of logic 
to suppose that Nature is as potent in the production‘of 
germinal forms and processes as that Bhe vivifies and feives 
them growth when formed, albeit millions perish for lack 
of genial environment. '

The various objects and forms within òur limited vision, 
the trees and flowers, the singing brooklets, tbe surging 
ocean, the solemn forest within whose gothic shadows 
countless summer birds chant and chatter their matin 
hymns, the timid flowers that spring hard by the lingering 
snows, while gentle rains feed and fructify thè earth for 
the awakening jubilee of spring, or when the earth grows 
chill With autumn frosts that nip the meadow-queen and 
paint the falling leaves with wondrous coloring, and with 
the harvest past, the fruitage dropped and the weary 
world wrapped in crystal covering, retires in its annual 
Bleep and awaits resurrection in the coming spring—these 
and a thousand similar pictures often elaborated and sung 
in verse, are referred to as NATURE, and man is a part of 
it and akin to all that is.

Those tireless and ever-present energies which manifest 
fin all germinal processes, all growth, all life, all 'heath and 
| disintegration, and dominate all things organic and inor- 
। ganic, we are accustomed to speak of as ■ Nature’s law. 
We recognize them in results only, and these are but the 
continued amplification of cause and"pffect, since every ef
fect in turn becomes a cause of other effects, and thus tbe, 
INFINITE PULSE OF LIFE THROBS ON WITHOUT CES
SATION. ‘

All forms born into external visible Ute bear within 
them the unerring prophecy of ultimate dissolution and 
disappearance, and that any organic body may live; some
thing must die, even as “The falcon feeds upon thè finch, 
the finch upon the fly, and all life feeds upon death. ,

The common postulate of a beginning or of an original 
and final creation is wholly untenable and unworthy of. be
lief. It had its origin in barbaric ages, in the childhood 
of our race, and has been perpetuated and taught along 
down the more or less thoughtful, civilizations, even to our 
own day. .Primal causation is beyond our grasp and must 
forever bo remain, for the FINITE CAN NOT FATHOM IN
FINITUDE from which it sprung.

Whatever exists to-day is the product of that which’has 
always been, and one may Bay of himself without vanity or 
ostentation, “countless ages.have labored that I may be. 
I am the culmination of all existences, the complex glory 
of the restless energies of the measureless universe." ।

AH processes of decay and disintegration are also pro
cesses of life into other forms, and death is only the syn
onym of TRANSITION INTO NEW LIFE.
. Nature embraces whatever is.

There can be nothing above or beyond It, and to assume 
the existence of anything or condition, as supernatural is 
manifestly illogical and misleading; even wlien the term is 
employed to express the unseen and spiritual, It is of 
doubtful import, since the laws or principles which actu
ate all visible matter and life extend to, and invest the, 
infinitude of so-called space with its countless millions of 
Inhabitants who, having dropped their loads of earthly ills 
and toys at the shining gateway of Nature’s great'transi
tion, have gone on into that extended realm “where angels 
walk and seraphs are the wardens” ; and this is by no 
means a poetic dream, a “rhapsody of .words” born of hu
man hope, for convincing facts are open to all who seek 
them reverently.

Elemental combinations and disintegrations obedient to 
.the laws or principles of nature, which are manifest in the

And herein lies the very1 kernel of all religions; namely, 
the aspiration for a continuity Or life and a larger growth.

Man has been descrlbiSiTas religious being, or of all 
animal species the only one’that possesses a soul or rea
soning part. Can this bti'Bo When we consider the won
derful intelligence of ouri'dotnestie pets and animals, the 
faithful-dog, the companion-man and often , his .de
fender, who scents danger afar off, and signals its approach 
and is ever alert to guard hl's master's person and prem
ises, who points tho game or patrols the flock and cares for 
straying lambs; who loves^hls friends and never forgets a 
kindness; whosesubile -scent takes up the. aura of his 
master’s course and discovers his hldinfe-place-in field or 
wood, in darkness or In Jight; and then .again that noble 
servant of man,” that paragon! of strength and beauty, the' 
horse-—so kind apd. gentle, so obedient to. his , master’s 
word; and shfi!!-we cay in. utter egotism that man only is 
a.soul and that these and lesser lives are not? (And then 
■among the untamed tenants o.t the woods, whd shrink and 
hide at plan's approach, who climb or delve within the 
earth, or make their homes within Impenetrable fens and 
jungles, or keek safety high upon frowning crags and 
build a fortress: home wherein the callow brood is reared 
afar fr.om danger, and can. we, not discern in these and 
other lives some’parallel to. man’s endowments, though in 
less degree? ,

There is no species of organized.life upon the face of the 
great round world but has come into being through the 
same or similar processes as those that generated man, and 
shall we be unmindful of them because they represent 
fewer possibilities? They are akin to us and these "dear 
dumb souls that thrilled at man's caress,” as in the legend 
of Jubal, are they not susceptible to the sweet Influence of 
human kindness and fellowship If we would but extend it 
to them. No sharp dividing line Bhuts out the lower or
ders as having Instinct only, while man alone possesses the 
gift of reason; and he who puts up this frail distinction as 
definite and final deceives himself with mere assumption.

The Intellectual exists in varying degree only. So also 
of instinct. ’ i

There is no fixed standard by which to measure either. 
The phenomena so manifest in every form and function of 
matter, whether it bo classed as animal or vegetable or 
even mineral, are but the infinite energies moving upward 
towards those vaster issues in’ the reqlm of thought; the 
persistent uplift of all things toward sensation and into 
the plane of consciousness, for this is in tbe order of things 
and ever was.

THERE IS'NO DEAD-MATTER IN ALL THE UNI
VERSE. There is not a particle of brown tilth, not a crys- 

, tai ground out by great erosions, nof a stagnant pool that 
seethes and fries beneatlr «'summer sun, not an atom in 
any kingdom of classified- thin gsiand conditions but seeks 
to manifest in some higher-’fornUbr ally itself with other

’ In this wise was holy Buddha borni
Queen Maya stood at noon her days fulfilled 

iu .Under a Palea in the pulace grounds,
A stately trunk straight as a temple shaft ' 
With crown of glossy leaves and fragrant blooms, 
And knowing her time come, for all things knew;
The conscious tree bent down its.houghs to make 
A bower about Queen "Maya’s” majesty, 
And Earth put forth a thousand sudden flowers 

» To spread a couch, while 'heady for the bath
The rock hard by gave out a limpid stream ;
Of crystal flow.”

Professor Shaler, of Harvard University, sayj, "Looking 
towards the organic world, seeing that an unprejudiced 
view of life affords no warrant for the notion that au
tomata anywhere exist, tracing as we may down to the low
est grade of the animal series, what 1b fair evidence of ac
tion, which we have to believe to -be guided by some form 
of'lntelllgence, and that plants are derived from the same 
primitfve'-'Btoclf as. animals, we are in no condition to say' 
that intelligence can not exist among them, and that 
throughout the organic realm the intelligence that finds 
fullest expression in man is everywhere at work.” ,:’ 
' . It may here be noted .tHBt. in tbe several.opinions just 
quoted no attempt is made to show that reason in man or- 
instinct in the inferior orders are distinct endowments’'as 
such, but rather that intelligence exists In gradation and 
is wholly, relative. ,
. And thus we tnay discover the universal tendency to at

tribute SOME DEGREE OF INTELLIGENCE to the infe
rior orders, and whether we distinguish as between con- 
Bciousness in man, instinct in animals, sensation in the 
lower orders, or of the bare fact of existence, as in bo- 
called dead inorganic matter, we are led to conclude that 
all things and conditions are Bimply relative in the scale of 
being, lacking exact boundaries but varying chiefly in the 
matter of development and differentiation which become 
apparent in every individual form and atom and "are but 
parts of one stupendous whole."

In a similar line of thought Professor Jacques Loeb Is 
announced as experimenting to "FIND THE SECRET OF 
THE ORIGIN OF LIFE.” This brief report from a late 
paper we are hardly able to credit. It embraces too much 
since such a quest implies the paradox of ultimately reach
ing the beginning of infinitude. Doubtless he would be

• Some years ago the editor of1 "Green’s Fruit-Grower" 
read a páper before the AnWrlcam Horticultural Society at 
Cleveland, Ohio, entitled “COnsclo>AsneBB or Intelligence in 
the Vegetable Kingdom,'"iBlwhlch he aimed to show that 
plants and trees are not dlBsimlUr to animáis, that they 
are sensitive to pain and cÜ>Atort,-''á)nd have a SUFFICIENT 
DEGREE OF -INTELLIGENCE to''search after food, sun
shine, etc. ■ More recently- PVofesbér C. W. Dodge, the em
inent biologist, of Rochester UniVetsity (New York), read 
at that place a paper entitled, “Tib Psychic Activity of 
Plants" illustrated by' an'élaborKtM Bet . of Btereopticon 
views by which he aiméd: W/ shoW^that plants weré souls 
and that they could Bee and feél’ in'their peculiar way, so 
far as their needs were concerned-OB Well as many forms of 
higher orders. I’From time immemorial," Professor Dodge 
is reported to have said, "It has been held by the most 
highly civilized as well aB;by degraded savages that plants 
have souls. * * * The doctriné of spirits in plants ¡a deeply 
Imbedded in the intellectual history of south-east Africa."

Many views of plants were thrown upon the screen,

touch was also vividly shown, and the remarkable habits 
of certain plants of depositing their seed In fertile places’! 
and the Professor also showed that nerve stimulus was Im
parted from one to another of many small organisms in 
plant life, more commonly in bacteria. -These conclu
sions may Impress us as more or less hypothetical, Darwin, 
the great apoetle of evolution, is said to have endorsed 
also.

But these opinions are now new; in fact, we may believe 
them much older than history. Beliefs similar to those 
referred to took deep root in Asiatic soil centuries ago, and. 
are still religiously endorsed by millions. The late Sir 
Edwin Arnold, distinguished Orientalist and writer in the

0

Some Curious Circumstances in Rela
tion to It, as Given in the Harbinger 
of •'Light, Melbourne, Australia—

, Many Circles Are Held in That
City.
In this city of Melbourne many are 

the circles formed for obtaining spir* 
itual communications. They form, 
Indeed, the smaller groups indicated 
by many writers which are really the 
framework of Spiritualism as a whole. 
It is difficult for some who have per- I 

‘ force given up the tenets of orthodoxy 
to also relinquish the idea of a church 
with its appointed leaders and all the 
old titles and ceremonies. But the

an acknowledged fact in the history of 
■ Spiritualism that all attempts at lead

ership have failed, the mission of 
Spiritualism evidently being to leaven 
with its great truths the thought of 
the time, and to see the great writers 
and speakers in our midst gradually 

■ come forth into the Light.

. sight—once remarked that he "re
joiced at every split in so-called or- 

■ ganizations. If it were not for these 
in Theosophy, Christian Science and 
Spiritualism itself," he said, “we 
should have another encrusted dog
matism to fight. No! Spiritualism is 
doing its best work in circles relig
iously held, in its vast literature, and 

' by aud b{' there will be occasional 
grand public gatherings, where the
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t laws and conditions of Man’s spiritual 
being. Third edition. Price 75 cents.

LIFE IN TWO SPHERES.
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earth,-and in the spirit world, present
ing thé spiritual philosophy r.nd the 
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•tic-ns which arise on that subject are 
pne vetad. Price, 60 pentB.
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evangelization and free thought. It la 
to>ProteBtanUsm wbat "The Secrets of 
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ported as having revised his earlier opinions regarding the 
action of sea-water upon the eggs of a mollusk, and is now 
of the opinion that the “action and the effect are not of a 
physical, but of a chemical character.” Bossfbly these 
evolutionary changes which result In lH^may not only be 
denominated as a chemical, but" more properly described 
as of a psychic character, stnee the intellectual and spirit
ual seems to be the'aim of all growth, the zenith of all life. 
Professor H; W. Dresser says: "PROBABLY MATTER IT
SELF IS ULTIMATELY PSYCHIC AND CONSCIOUS."

ProfeSsor Haberlandt, of the University, of Gratz, Aus
tria, who has acquired world-wide celebrity by his re
searches in plant-life, ’now announces that he has discov
ered that the whole vegetable world HAS ORGANS OF 
VISION and that they are located in the leaf near the 
stem.

The origin of species, a prominent paragraph in modern 
research and which has elicited much profound thought 
and some doubtful philosophies, must practically remain a 
sealed volume, since man is not acquainted even with him
self, knows nothing of his origin, and became a living soul 
without volition or premonition of his advent into exter
nal form and conscious life. It Is a common but superficial 
conception that man possesses a soul, that thinking, know
ing part that has concurrent growth with the mortal hut 
that it now inhabits. A more concrete expression and one 
that conveys abetter and more rational meaning as to the 
dual relation is, that man is a soul.. It is the very man, 
the intellectual part that lives and aspires; the real ego 
tlmt thinks and actuates the mortal form, though invisible 
to the common eye.

Tfie shadowy form which may be measured by Inches 
and weighed by avoirdupois is but the temporal reflex of 
him who dwells therein; it is the chrysalis of the soul, the 
earthy shell which decays at death and "leaves the kernel 
free to germinate,” the garment worn apace, but not the 
man. The real man hides within the physical, and though 
he were once born, he remains unborn until the years of 
his second gestation shall have been fulfilled at that other 
birth, the great transition called death, when he "enters 
that life which is of all life centre.”

The love of life is inherent to al) mundane existences. 
Every form that is projected upon the eg-thly stage labors 
consciously or unconsciously to perpetuate itself, attract
ing the sustenance and conditions that are essential to its 
growth and continuance. But the fact and presence of 
such attraction suggests its opposite, that of repulsion and 
disintegration. Hence all mundane growtfi suggests ulti
mate decay, and when the physical life shall have reached 
Its climax and its noi’mal functions lag and refuse to re
spond to use, as it surfeited and satisfied with the contin
uous efforts to live and maintain the limited co-partner-

picturesque and somewhat transcendental legend of the ad- ship with the spiritual and directive part, then ensues the 
vent, life and services of the.last Avator of India, 600 years .final incident of earthly experience.

• The Passing of the Spirit. I
The passing of the spirit ot a human 

being is necessarily attended by much 
variation of circumstance, and prob
ably no two accounts will be precisely 
alike. The first information the 
writer ever received on the subject 
was given to him by an uncle, p. few 
weeks after he had passed over, at the 
age of sixty-three, after a lingering

Just then a man came up and asked 
me if I wanted to find my friends. 
On my answering ‘Yes,’ he took my 
hand and led me away through the 
air, a walk of two or three hours. 
Then we. landed on another world and 
presently came to a large building; 
there a man gave me a suit of clothes, 
and no sooner had I put them on than 
I was taken away to your mother’s 
house."

This short account acted as a stimu
lant to further knowledge, arid fuller 
statements Were subsequently ob-

great orators that arise will from | “i will describe to you how I 
time to time speak. But the progress thought ’and felt at that supreme mo-, 
ot Spiritualism will be as quiet.and '.meat when Death had me In his grip.

: unobtrusive as the leaven spoken of in (When I found myself sinking, as It 
the Gospels, which gradually leaven-;were, beneath deep waters, I felt a 
eth the whole lump, and services to strong spasm shoot through me, which 
worship .God will be seen In tbeir-true iseemed'to'tear my heart from out its 
Hght as relics of paganism.” The .place," while my eyes filled with hot 
follotflng -. .contribution. is. -- glv.cn iblftiding.tears, utid through It all .1

’ through ..the . mediumship< >of -.Mr. iseemed-to see myself as I was when a 
Shackle, and is doubtless from-a-high '-young man of eighteen or twenty.

' source.. “He sits,alone," he tells me, -When-the spasm, bad-ceased; and my 
"apart from any circle”: ■ heart appeared to be beating calmly

again, and I had begun to think the 
attack was over, I heard my name 
called. I looked round and, to my 
surprise, I found that my body was 
beside me, and before me stood a 
strange man who said, "Do you want 
to go to your friends?” "Why do you 
ask?” I said. "Well, you cannot re
main here,” he answered smiling, “for 
you have passed from one life into 
another." I recognized then that all 
I had hoped for had actually come to 
pass, and that there was life beyond 
the grave.

We then began our journey through 
the ether, tbe lupglng (or guide) hold
ing my hand, and walking as It were 
in water. After traveling for some 
two hours through glorious waves of t
light, we reached the spirit sphere, the I 
aspect of which, when I landed upon 
it, was not a great deal unlike the 
earth. It was low-lying, with great 
open plains and wealds. We soon 
come to a big building, in which 1 
was furnished with clothes, after 
which the journey was resumed. I 
saw no signs of habitation at first, but. 
presently houses began to appear and 
finally I saw a town in the distance."

This, it seems, was the city of Coar- 
coro, and upon arrival there he was 
taken, according to custom, before the 
Governor of the district. This high 
administrator was found sitting in a 
large office in a building of noble pro
portions. Addressing the visitor by 
name, he said, “We áre pleased to see 
you, and welcome you to the new 
sphere. Establish yburself in good 
works, and you will become a worthy 
citizen. You are of a racé ot men 
who are noted for doing their duty, 
and therefore, you will not find it hard 
to work. You will now be taken to 
where you will be cared for and kept 
until your house is built."

From this experience let ud now 
turn to that of an aged man yr'ho 
passed at upwards of eighty years of 
age.

* "One day as I sat in my chair I felt 
queer shout the heart; thrills seemed 
.running through me, and a soft thud 
cáme to my ears now and then. I was 
helped Into bed, and lay there quite 
comfortably, but knowing full ’ .well 
that my time had come. I • felt no 
fear, although I had no strong faith in 
the orthodox creed, but I seemed .to 
know that I was not to die but to live. 
Dim forms eeemed to flit about the 
room; these, as I know now, vtore the 
spirit guides waiting for me- I felt

myself, sinking, sinking, sinking, till 
I thought I must have fallen out of' 
bed, and wondered how I should get 
back again, when I suddenly stopped. 
I opened my eyes and what think you 
I saw? The image of myself when a 

। lad! This is a common apparition in 
such times—the re-appearance for a 

I moment of our lost youth! That pe
riod of our lives when life was strong
est In us impresses the dying person 
so strongly at the moment of his de
parture as to cause this vivid re-pres
entation to the mind. At that I felt 
a sudden wrench—the birth pang of 
the passing spirit—and I was free.

"My poor-old body lay beside me on 
the bed and, springing out' on the 

I floor, I saw the guides. I gave them

though we were walking, we did not; 
seem to be treading on anything solid 
like the earth: So I said- to the: 
guides, "How are -we able to move 
like this?" "Because of the matter 
that is in the ether,” replied oneoot 

■ them. "I can see nothing like mat
ter,” said 1.» "No!” he answered, '11111 
there it Is nevertheless, or ^bu cisild

"Well, we kept going on .until ' at 
length the guide said, “Thbie Is 
world," and I saw a sort .«4 shadow 
ahead. Soon after, land appeared;sand 
before I know where I was,.fwe were 

। falling, as 1 thought, right ton itDl I 
। cried out in fear, but the grades tmiy 
smiled and began to malto fesistatae 
to the attraction of the spOtere, ion

Questionings elicited further facts. 
In passing through space, little or mo 
resistance, seems offered to -.the traad, 
yet the method of locomotion Is iflis- 
tinctly of the nature of >!u walking, 
though the speed is much greater, as 
may be imagined when we learn that 
the distance is covered at the average 
rate of nearly a couple offiundred 
miles per hour. The rate of traveling 
during the earlier part of,the. journey, 

' when the .attraction of the earth haa 
to be overcome is, however, slow; it 
is when within the zone of attraction 
of the spirit sphere that progress be
comes rapid. The attraction of- the 
earth, indeed, could not be overcome 
at ail without the exercise of ; will
power, put forth by the guides, .who 
are in attendance for that very pur
pose, and to -escort new-born spirits to 
their appointed place?- The system

name of the “Lost Children’s Dis
trict.”

A few words in conclusion. Antici
pating that some surprise may be ex
cited by the fact that in the foregoing 
descriptions of passings, no mention is 
made of the presence thereat of the 
spirit, friends—“the loved ones gone 
before”—of thé parting one, the 
writer desires to say this in explana
tion. Such deathbed attendances are 
not common, excepting in the case of 
Spiritualists, who are in regular ¡com
munication with their friends, and in 
occasional instances , where the bond 
of love has been so strong as to sur
vive "Time’s gradual Indifference," 
and Where frequent visitations have 
informed such loving spirits of the ap
proaching end of those, they wait for. 
Then, Tn deed,

"—the forms of the departed 
Enter at the open door;

The beloved, the true-hearted, 
Come to visit us once more.”

This crowning joy all true Spirit
ualists look for, and. surely tbeÿ will 
not be disappointed. But In general, 
years of voiceless separation, and dis
crepancy of interests have so divided 
the erstwhile friends that the one is 
not aware ot the coming of the other. 
Let (t be our prayer and the heart ot 
our service that thé religion of Spir
itualism—so peculiarly the religion 
embodying the family altar—shall be’ 
bo widely taught that'they shall form 
the exception not the rule who are 
content to let their dead die.

He alone is a pauper who neither In-’ | 
spires nor yet provokes love—Anon.

man, according to a lecture delivered 
by Dr. Vivian Lewes in the London 
Institute before an audience of chil
dren. The lecture was entitled “Our 
Atmosphere and Its wonders."

“The human body,” Bald Professor 
Lewes, “contains considerably over 80 
per cent of water. All the bones, 
mu'scles, jellies, and liquids of every 
possible consistency entering into its 
constitution are made of combination 
of water with such substances as lime, 
iron, sulphur, phosphorus, and num
berless others. The amount of water 
in the body of an average man of, say, 
6 by 8 inches, is about six bucket
fuls.”

Were this water extracted, contin
ued Professor Lewes, the remaining 
substances, if perfectly dry, would be 
only a handful of dust. Sometimes 
bodies have been discovered which 
have lain thousands of years in per
fectly'dry chambers In hewn rock 
which have been hermetically-sealed. 
In such cases the bodies retain per
fect human form and proportion until

Dkrary of Spiritual Literature.
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The readers of The Progressiva 
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Price, $1.26 postpaid.
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A remarkable book, of intense inter
est to all, whether Spiritualists or Ma
terialista, Investigators or believers.

The author has embodied in this 
book an account of his wonderful per
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Including scientists of world-wide re
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688 octavo pages. Price, cloth. $2.
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Containing ninety charming songs for 
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Thin Vail Between Us,” and its com
panion piece; also beautiful words set 
to choice music, from the poetical 
works of Lilian Whiting. Of the lat
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ley her pleasure at his setting to her 
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the University of Mississippi, pub
lished a few years ago, a very readable
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on

volume entitled, “The Beginnings 
Civilization.” Though evidently 
churchman he stated a great truth 
page 21, when he wrote:
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So long .as we love, we serve. So 
long as we are loved by Others, I 
would almost say we are indispens-. 
ablej and no man is useless1 while he: 
has a friend.—Stevenson.
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noyance and trouble.

something you should have.
It Will Only Cost You Four Cents.
Reports in pamphlet form of the last 

N. S. A. Convention are for sale at 600 
Pennsylvania avenue 8. E., Washington, 
D. C., at four cents each, postpaid, or 
thirty-five cts. per dozen. Every Spirit
ualist should send ¿or one. Address 
Mary T. Longley, Secretary.

Forgery, Fraud and Deceit.
Deau Milman, one of the most 

prominent Christian authors of the 
last century, died in 1868, in his His
tory of Christianity, Vol. 3, p. 358, 
placed himself on record by saying:

“That some of the Christian 
legends were deliberate forgeries can 
scarcely be questioned; the principle 
of pious fraud appeared to justify this 
mode of working on the popular mind, 
it was admitted and avowed. To de
wive Into Christianity was so valu
able a service as to hallow deceit It
self. But the largest portion was 
probably the natural birth of that im
aginative excitement which quickens 
its day-dreams and nightly visions into 
reality. The Christian lived In a su
pernatural world; the notion of the 
divine power, the perpetual interfer
ence of the Deity, the agency of the 
countless invisible beings which hov
ered over mankind, was so strongly 
Impressed upon the belief, that every 
extraordinary, and almost every ordi
nary Incident became a miracle, every 
inward emotion a suggestion either of 
a good or an evil spirit. A mythic 
period was thus gradually formed, in 
which reality melted into fable, and 
.invention unconsciously trespassed on 
the province of history.”

Thus a great English prelate, like 
the ecclesiastical historian Mosheim, 
has placed on record for future gener
ations the true story of the forgeries, 
deceits and pious frauds on which the 
dominant religion was founded. Had 
we space we would quote details 
which would arouse thought, and, per
chance, doubt of there being anything 
genuine in the system.

saith the Lord.—Romans 12:19.
Vengeance is defined: “The wrath

ful or spiteful avenging of a wrong; 
revenge.” Do the readers of The 
Progressive Thinker accept this char
acter of God, so given by Paul, as 
genuine and inerrant?

Nahum, the inspired prophet, is 
equally pointed. Open to 1:2 and 
read:

“God is jealous, and the Lord re- 
vengeth; the Lord revengeth and Is 
furious; the Lord will take venge
ance on his adversaries, and he reserv- 
eth wrath for his enemies.”

Reader, Is the God you worship 
such as the inspired author repre
sents? Is he jealous, revengeful and 
furious? If so the fabled Devil can 
be no worse. We find near two scores 
of similar passages libelling God, and 
dishonoring his great name, while 
Christians are ever striving to glorify 
the book as the wisdom of the ages, 
and dooming to endless woe all who 
will not receive it as divine.

Notwithstanding the many quota
tions we have made from time to time 
showing imperfections in the “holy” 
book, the preachers labor with might 
and main to make it appear the God- 
inspired penman did not mean what 
he wrote. Indeed, the principal task 
of clergymen seems to be to harmonize 
the conflicting teachings of the book. 
A thousand ’varying sects have been 
formed, each drawing its faith from 
the Bible, and each quarreling with 
opponents because of diversity of In
terpretation. If God inspired the 
book it would seem but Just he 
should retire from literary work until 
able to harmonize his productions.

A Good Reply:
Asked “Why doesn't God kill the 

Devil?” the inquirer received for re
ply: "Because God never made him. 
The devil was the creation of an Ignor
ant and debased priesthood. He was 

_a device to gain control of'the still 
more Ignorant and slavish rabble. 
The destruction of barbarian gods and 
devils is one of the Herculean tasks of 
Education, .which an age of Intellect
ual culture will soon accomplish, and 
then enshrine the True and Only God.

All the religions of the world are 
based upon error; humanity is higher 
than theology; knowledge is far pref
erable to faith; action is more effective 
than prayer; and the best worship 
men can offer is honest work,' in order 
to make one another'wiser and hap- 
ider than heretofore.—Charles Brad* 
angh.

I Wushlugton a Deist,
i Churchmen are in the habit of
claiming all persons of prominence ns 
Christians when death overtakes, 
them. They do thia to strengthen their 
standing with the masses. A few 
years ago the Quaker Evans made an 
earnest search» to determine the relig-

; lous faitli.of the signers of the Dec
laration of Independence, Of the 

»fifty-six signers Mr. Evans found for- 
1 ty-seven of them were unbelievers and 
i in no way connected with the churclb 
The clergy claimed President Lincoln 
yras a Chrititian, while his wife and his 
law partner each denies this. In his 
last years Mr. Lincoln was a well- 
known Spiritualist; Formerly he 
was what the church calls an Infidel. 
Of this there can be no question.

President Washington is claimed as 
a Christian. And it is represented he 
was found at Valley Forge on his 
knees under a tree, In the snow, ap
pealing to heaven for relief, when bls 
army threatened to disperse for lack 
of clothes, provisions and all the sin
ews of war. The story was of the 
character of those told of Thomas 
Paine and of Col. Ingersoll discarding 
their religious teaching when dying— 
a shameful falsehood..

In 1880, when Gen. Garfield was a- 
candidate for the presidency, the 
“Christian Union” urged all Protest
ants to support his election, giving as 
a reason that of the nineteen presi
dents to that date not one, ¿with the 
possible exception of Washington, had 
been a member of any evangelclal 
church. But later researches have 
demonstrated the fact that "he who 
was first in war, first in peace, and 
first in the hearts of bls country
men” was not a member of any 
church, but, like Thomas Paine, Ben
jamin Franklin, John Adams, Thomas 
Jefferson, was a Deist, a believer in 
one God, and no more. In fact, if de
nominational titles now prevailing 
were employed, Geo. Washington was 
a Unitarian, but not a model one In 
character, for he gave way at times to 
fits of anger, .when he was very pro
fane.
. The rector. Dr. Abercrombie, of the 
Episcopal church, Philadelphia, at 
which Washington was an attendant, 
was appealed to for Information as to 
the president’s" religious views, 
gave for answer—

“SIR, WASHINGTON WAS A
1ST.” '

Do we need additional proof? 
have it in abundance. Here is 
latest It comes in the from of a tel
egraphic special to the Chicago Rec
ord-Herald, and was published in its. 
issue of June 20, 1906:

“Valley Forge, Pa., June 19.—At 
the unveiling to-day of . a tablet to 
Washington iri the chapel reared here 
to his memory, Rev. Dr. David M. 
Steele, rector of the Church of St. 
Luke and the Epiphany, Philadelphia, 
attacked the president’s religious life. 
He said the ‘Father of His Country’ 
preferred card-playing and fox hunt
ing to religious activity.on Sunday. 
‘In his accounts,’ said Dr. Steele, ‘we 
find records of his Interest in cards, 
clubs, lotteries, dogs, distilleries, fox 
hunting, fishing, raffles and agricul
ture, yet not one word has he to say 
about religion.’ "

But later comes the news that Rev. 
Steele is made the target of the secta
rian pulpit and press, because he had 
the bravery to tell the truth about our 
idolized Washington. The truth is, 
he was a patriot, and a student, but 
not a churchman.

“Let me remind you that when the 
statements of the Bible are produced 
In evidence, on any point in the scien
tific study of history, they are not 
weighted with any theological author
ity, but are to be considered just as is 
any other documentary evidence; and 
we are to test them by the same rules 
of criticism."

This is the position The1 Progressive 
Thinker has taken in Its discussion of 
Bible texts, and Is the only one 
which common sense will approve. 
The clergy have claimed the book was 
inspired by Infinite Wisdom, and, 
therefore, was faultless; that It was 
blasphemy to call In question the pro
duction of such an exalted author, not
withstanding the statement, II. Chron
icles 21:20, that Jehoram,—see verse 
16—was 32 years old when he came to 
the throne of Judah, and reigned eight 
years, when he died; of course aged 
4 0. Then, in verses one and two of 
chapter 22, we are told Ahazlah, the 
son of Jehoram, king of Judah, was 42 
years old when he began to reign. 
From this it appears the son was two 
years older than the father. And the 
book published by millions annually, 
and scattered broadcast over the 
world, must not be criticised, because 
It was inspired by God, else the aver
age preacher lies.

Jews, according to Bible authority, 
from their earliest history, and con
tinued without interruption until they 
became extinct as a tribe, or nation, 
If the reader prefers to call them 
such; while monogamy, or only one 
wife was compulsory on private per
sons in Egypt. Neither priest, proph
et, Jesus, or God, condemned the hold
ing of many wives in Judea; while In 
barbarous Egypt only kings, always a 
lawless herd, were allowed to out
rage nature in this direction. Then 
are we not more indebted to the 
Egyptians for our advance in civiliza- j 
tion than to Christianity, or its prede
cessor, the Jews, from whom it is 
claimed came the Old Testament lit
erature? Strange, Is it not, that a 
theocracy under the immediate and । 
direct supervision of Jehovah toler-1 
ated the many wives system, while a I 
secular government, such as Egypt is 
understood to have been, prohibited 
it?

Mr. J. H. Young.
A line was accidentally omitted last 

week in the heading ot the excellent 
communication entitled "The Desert 
of Selfishness," leaving oiit. the name 
of the medium through wbom' the 
message was given—J< H. Young, of 
Onset, Mass. The narrative was spe
cially interesting, Impressive and sug
gestive.

THE PROGRESSIVE THINkfeR’leads in every- 
thing that pertains to Spiritualism.« It is the largest 
Spiritualist paper by far now^pp^ it is the 
only paper that will keep you fully posted in regard 
to current occult events. It'i;sh^s. you how the 
fakes have invaded our ranks with’their spurious coin. 
It presents, too, the most exaltai teachings of Angels 
of Light. Read the paper each-week and keep at the 
head of the advancing procession, * .

To the Editor:—-The writer is just 
closing a month’s wpijk ip the good old 
state of'Imjigna, qnd ,1s ’about to 
make, hits way homeward’ once more, 
feeling that there are good things In 
the world, and that Indiana has its 
share. Each visit, made to this state 
but emphasizes the feeling expressed 
before,' that there is a fine class of 
people among1 the Hoosiers, a class 
that take very kindly to Spiritualism,

Many points have been visited, and 
considerable work done; among the 
towns are Peru, Rochester, Elwood, 
Tipton, Angola, Elkhart, Sheridan, 
Kokomo, and Logansport. At all of 
these points the meetings .were more 
or less affected in point of attendance 
by the fact that the Chesterfield 
Camp was so near at hand, but still 
most appreciative audiences were in 
attendance. At Tipton the writer had 
one of the experiences of his life.

One balmy afternoon a call was 
made to that point, and before leaving 
arrangements had been made for a se
ries of meetings therq, permission 
having been granted by the library j 
board to have the meetings in the as
sembly room of the Library building. 
Everything went as smooth as a mar
riage bell until the evening on which 
the first lecture was to be given. The 
“preacher man” arrived full of en
thusiasm (not liquid), and was met 
with the declaration that the meetings 
were "off,”

Inquiry brought forth the Informa
tion that the town, or at least-some of, 
the citizens of the town, had raised 
considerable of a disturbance because 
one of these dangerous Spiritualists 
was to speak In the Library hall. Re- j 
suit: Meetings declared off as far as 
the hall was concerned. The next 
night, however, a meeting was held in 1 
the opera house, a fair audience at-i 
tending.

Later, the writer going to Elwood, 
Mr. Wm. Briscoe came to him and 
made arrangements for another lec
ture at Tipton; this was also given to 
a still larger audience in the Opera 
House, and thus the cause is still alive 
In Tipton. I

Another side to look at Is given by 
the visit to Balbec. This little town 
in Jay county has about fifty Inhabit
ants, but a mile and a half but in the 
country there stands a commodious- 
hall which in 1872 was dedicated to 
the cause of liberality and truth. A 
society of Spiritualists called the West 
Grove Spiritualist Society hold’s forth 
there, and It Is surprising the number 
of people they get out to their meet
ings. They seem to spring right out 
of the earth. The writer was there 
three days, Friday, Saturday and Sun
day; gave a lecture each night, and 
three Sunday. At the morning session 
It was observed that sundry pleasing 
looking baskets, which made a noise 
that was most Inspiring to a wander
ing “sky pilot” that I might mention, 
were smuggled into the room. After 
the session the mystery was explained, 
for a long table was set up In the 
hall, the baskets emptied of their 
treasures and a dinner that would 
make anybody smile was placed upon 
that table. Everybody was made 
welcome, and made good the reputa
tion of the various cooks by doing jus
tice to everything that came within 
reach. Some people that I know even 
going to the extreme of wandering 
around the table continually so as to 
be within reach of everything thereon.

These Spiritualists at West Grove 
know how to enjoy themselves and to 
make others at home. Mr. E. A. Gray 
is the able-secretary, and Mr. Clint 
Williams the president. Take it all 
In all, this is a spot where a royal wel
come is accorded, the speaker and 
whoever it may be, they are made to 
feel that here at least are kindred 
souls.

There are possibilities that the 
writer may do a good deal of work in 
Indiana in the fall; to that end he 
would like to hear from societies 
throughout the state, and, In fact, l 
from societies elsewhere. 1

I WILL J. ERWOOD. I
i Wonewoc, Wis. .. I

The end of life is the discovery of 
God. For thousands of years this has 
been the quest. What the ancients 
did on the plains of Shinar when they 
built a wall that they might reach God, 
men have ever done. It Is the old, 
old story, this building of the Tower 
oi Babel. This, has been £he labor of 
the human soul. Churches, philoso
phies, stence, institutions, movements 
—what are these but the means by 
which we shall stand nearer the infi
nite? •»

When men go to church, except 
through curiosity, they go to find the 
divine. When they go to the meet
ings of the scientists, they are seeking 
for the divine. We all believe the 
same thing. There is a fundamental 
unity in human.faith. There Is one 
anchor for the ship of the soul. The 
anchor is God, It" is not a book or. 
“a poem,” or a- fancy. Neither is it 
a creed, a theory or a system. It Is 
the living God.’

Unhappy the soul that drifts with 
the sullen seas! Happy the sould 
that Is linked to the eternal! . The 
difference in. men is not the elements 
of power, but in the thing to which 
these elements, hold. • The great soul 
touches ■ bottom. The small soul 
drifts. The great soul is master. The ; 
small-soul is slave. God is power.: 
"Which hope we have as an anchor, of! 
the soul both sure and steadfast, and 
which entereth into that within the i 
veil.” ' I

sorrow. Our capacity for happiness, The child’s name" was Sloudt. - Now 21 
still outranks our-capacity for grief, lor 22 years old. This is one of over 
—Bliss Carman. 11,009 cases treated in that year, all by

Our enemies speak of us as they the samemedium.-
hear; we judge of ourselves as we feel. I; I : W.-H. WARNER. M. D.
—Hannah Moore. . Crothersville, Ind.

The National Spiritualist Association 
'at Washington," ’Furnishes Import
ant Items Ipr -the Consideration of 
Spiritualists—* The Forthcoming 
Convention—The, Mediums’ Relief 

.. Fund,..Ite Importance—The Ritual
—Thp Slade. Monument Fund-An- 
other Fake Sept to the Penitentiary. 
To,the Editor:—Greetings of love 

and good clifeer id you and your con
stituents 'from thé N. 8. A. and its offi
cial Board.1 Our. work proceeds as 
usual anfi;eceips to be far-reaching by 
good accomplished.

We are now getting ready for the 
forthcoming annual convention to be 
held in. Chicago-In the large audito
rium pi the Y. M, C. A. Building, Oct. 
16, 17, 18 and 18. The meetings will 
be of gréât Importance. We look for 
a large attendance. I refer your 
readers to your paper for information, 
Including, railroad rates, hotel, meet
ings, etc. We trust that all who are 
going will at once write to the Palmer 
House for rates of rooms; also travel 
by certificate-.plan and file their cer- 
tlflcates with the N. 8. A. secreary 
when they reach the convention. This 
is important' and should not be neg- 

। lected. i
The N?S. A. Relief Fund.,, 

i It is doing its usual good work. 
I We call’this’:to public attention,- '’as 
Since raising »the thousand dollars last 

! year, but have remembered the 
fund with donations. The amount 
was a’ grand help, but when we re- 

alone to the sum of $ 156 each month, 
and temporary aid is frequently given 
to needy mediums not on the pension 
list, It will' be seen that funds run 
low where’there Is no endowment to 
kgep them renewed. Among the 
helpers to;thia fund the present year 
are Mra. J. W. Stqrrs and Mrs. Dr. 
Colt"Merriam, both of Hartford, Ct., 
and'Rév. ri’: C. Dorn of Newark, N. J.; 
these goodlfrlends have held seances 
for, g^id in^ther ways collected money 
for the Mediums’ Fund and have much 
aided in our good work. •

Tlié' Ohlb Btate Association has do-- 
nated» fifty।dollars to the N. S. A. Me
diums’ Rejjef Fund, an act that is 
highly" appreciated. Our thaifkB go to 
all these good friends for their 
thou’èhtfulaaid.

IriiaddiûlOn to the pension and tem- 
porapy aidipf the N. H. A.;to mediums, 
thla;|assoc|atlon Jias recently j donated 
the' ^um of one hundred dollars to 
the ’medium and spiritual Society suf
ferers troia the great eàrthquake and 
fireS'lsuSamFrajiclsco/Cal.., This sum 
was.sejit tq/Mrg. Thomas Johnson, 
president or the Ladies. .Aid of that 
city, for distribution among the 
needy. We were informed that there 
are many suffering mediums and Splr- 
president of.the Ladies’ Aid of that 
Spiritualists tit large would do a grand 
work If they-, would send what they 
have to give to Mrs. Johnson, at 183 
Page street, that city, by whom It 
would be iHsely disbursed.

Our “Ritual.’’
If we may call the little booklet by 

that name, it will soon be ready -for 
sale. It is of convenient size for 
pocket or hand satchel, and tastefully 
gotten up. It contains appropriate se
lections for. meetings, funerals and 
other occasions; also responsive read
ings, marriage service and. so on. It 
will fill a ipng-felt want among speak
ers and Spiritualists generally. Its 
price,’ which will be low, will be an
nounced In the papers as soon as It 
comes from the press.

Slade. Monument Fund.
This matter drags. We would like 

to have It completed. The aim was to 
have a simple monument placed over 
the remains of Dr. Slade to mark the 
spot. ' Only about seventeen dollars 
have been raised. Some friends wrote 
us that Dr. Slade owned a burial lot 
and monument in a cemetery at Al
bion, Mich.’ We wrote to the cemetery 
superintendent of that place and re
ceived word from him that a lot Is 
there and a monument bearing the 
name of Slade, but that it is owned by 
another party, whom, as yet, we are 
unable to find. It seems to us it 
would be well to leave the remains of 
Dr. Slade Where thy are, and place a 
suitable stone for his grave. Contribu
tions will be .welcomed at this office.

■ Dr. T. White.
A Dr. T. White has lately been con

victed In Baltimore for misuse of the 
mails, for Selling “charms,” “love po
tions” and other trash in the name of ' 
Spiritualism, and with the pretense of I 
developing - mediumship. He Is sen-1 
fenced fo'r three years. It seems to 
be a just case. The man was flourish
ing, employed many typewriters, 
clerks and was profiting enormously 
by the'gullibility of his dupes. His 
lawyer wfôte to the N. 8. A. Secretary 
to %6me and testify to the work of 
SpMtuali^m. In behalf of his client

ituaiiste rejoice to have any one .who 
is Hillty ybf fraudulent practices, ex- 
po'sw, ' rue Spiritualism is not 
dtmhied os'such, rascality, but all good 
Spmtualifts are glad to have full ex
posure oriinclean work. •

,a MARY T. LONGLEY, 
N. S. A. Secretary.

6 O^Pen^^lvani.a avenue S. E., Wash

I.'note the case of really a modern 
miracle, a I saw. a child two years old, 
both-limbs, paralyzed from body down, 
and never having grown-from birth; 
limbs no larger than broom handles; 
no motion or muscles. A spirit gave 
a,single simple prescription to be ap
plied. three nights, and the child was

As Presented by Hon. Charles R. Schirm, an Ex
Congressman, a Prominent Lawyer, and President 
of the Spiritualist Society of Baltimore, Md. These 
Articles Are Especially Valuable and Should be Pre
served by Every Spiritualist. - - -

'/-//, dumber Six*
I closed my last paper with a refer

ence to some authorities on the legal 
définition of Monomania, and I shall 
now take up again some cases bearing 
mqre djreetly on Spiritualism. . The 
first case discloses a rather unique de- 
fense.’

Continental Insurance Cd., vs. Dél- 
peuch, 82 Pa; St., 225-235, Decided 
October, 1876. .

Thé action In this case was brought 
because the insurance company re
fused to pay the insurance after the 
death of the Insured, on the ground 

. that he was a Spiritualist, had fre- 
quently.predicted his early death, and 
that he was drowned soon after his 
prediction; the inference being that 
these predictions were based upon his 

i intent to commit suicide, and that his 
purppse to suicide was based upon the 
belief that he would go to a better 
world.

Extracts from Court's opinion:
’’We are unable tp see that his ( de

cedent's) ; belief in Spiritualism, or 
the fact that he believed he would 
enjoy all the pleasures of this life af
ter death, was evidence of suicide. To 
conclude otherwise Is to assume that 
the expectation of greater enjoyments 
in a future life than in this, creates a 
suicidal desire. If this reasoning be 
correct, it .would follow that a devout 
Christian who believes in a blessed 
immortality, is more likely to commit 
suicide than one who believes in no 
God and In no resurrection. The de
sire of self-preservation Is firmly Imbed
ded in human nature. A legal con
clusion of suicide could not be drawn 
from the mere fact of a belief in Spir
itualism." -,

The case of Thompson vs. Quimby, 
Î Bradf., 449; affirmed in 21 Barb. 
107, was a New York will case, de
cided 1853.

The testator died at the age of sev
enty-five, leaving a fortune of $300,- 
000 to religious and charitable institu
tions, none of which had any connec
tion with Spiritualism. All sorts of 
wild and extravagant testimony was 
Îproduced relative to the decedent’s be- 
lef; and in referring to that testi

mony, the Court said: "There seems 
to be sufficient evidence to show that 
he (the testator) believed in mesmer
ism, clairvoyance, divining and min
eral rods, dreams and spiritual influ
ences."

And further on in his opinion the 
Surrogate says: “If we apply the pres
ent state of knowledge and Intelli
gence to the opinions entertained by 
the decedent, they appear irrational 
and absurd. What the human mind 
admits in one stage of its progress, is 
rejected in another. While many 
dreams fn the dawn of modern philos
ophy, which a century or two ago were 
thought rational, are now regarded as 
follies,—the discoveries and inven
tions which have been the fruit of" 
modern science, might very well have 
been esteemed, had they been predict
ed at that period, as idle fancies com- 
.pared with the claims of alchemy and 
astrology." P. '474. The will was 
susained.

In the case of Lewis vs. Arbuckle, 
85 Iowa, decided 1892, there was evi
dence that the grantor could neither 
read nor write, nor count money; that 
she believed that she could see fairies,1 
conversed with them, set the table for 
them and wanted to keep on the good 
side of them, and that she imagined 
that she could see departed spirits, 
and called the attention of people to 
the spirits of her departed children, 
which she imagined she could see In 
the road, and this evidence was held 

, to be Insufficient to show want of ca
pacity in the grantor to convey her 
property, in view of proof that in her 
business affairs she was known to ex
ercise judgment and reason.

This was an unsuccessful attempt to 
set aside a deed on the ground of un
soundness of mind; the same degree 
of capacity being necessary for the 
execution of a deed as for a will.

theologically, but legally, In its appli
cation to the testamentary capacity of 
the testatrix. It matters not what our 
opinion may be as to the facts, forma
tions or claims of Spiritualism; that 
has nothing to do with this case. 
There is no evidence that the dece
dent did things othefv than those 
which are understood to ne/he result 
of the teachings of Spiritualism. 
There was no delusion which was the 
result of her belief which entered Into 
the execution or preparation of the in
strument.”

A case which is quoted in all of the 
more recent books is the Will of J. B. 
Smith, 52 Wls. 543, decided 1881.

Smith died in Milwaukee in 1879, 
and because of the "ungrateful usage” 
of his children and the certainty that 
they, if left to dispose of his property, 
would take every advantage of his 
wife, he left everything to her.

In the language of the Court, "He 
was what is commonly known as a 
Spiritualist. He had come to believe 
that through certain mediums he 
could communicate with spirits of de
ceased persons.” His first wife had 
died and he married the second on the 
advice of spirits, and that advice was 
in this case good advice: for she made: 
him a faithful wife, and he did not fall 
to recognize her fidelity when he 
made his will. He followed the ad- 

| vice of mediums in other matters, but 
he always tested what was given him, 
and when he found it wrong, he aban
doned it. As one witness said, he 

I came to believe that there was more 
। than One kind of spirits.

. He was a man of excellent moral 
1 character, with intellectual power of a 
I ..high' order. He was cultivated by 
reading, and his general information 
was extensive. He was self-reliant, 
firm and not easily swerved. He was 
very conceited and self-willed. After 

I certain financial reverses ' he became 
quite reserved, . but no particular 
.change In him wa’s noticed from 1840 
to 1879, the year of his death.
. I give this rather full description of 

him that the readers may ponder over 
the “ungrateful usage” of his chil
dren which extended even beyond 
death. While it does: not appear in 
so many words, yet, reading between 
the lines; the inference is readily 
drawn that the testator’s belief In 
Spiritualism was the cahse of the- “un
grateful usage.”
" In not a few of the cases it will be 
found that the contestants are rela
tives whose discourteous and often in
solent treatment of the testator caused 
him to ignore them in his wilt

Four of the children of Smith resist
ed the probate of his will, and being 
defeated, appealed -to the Circuit 
Court, in which the jury found that 
the testator was not of “sound, dispos
ing mind and memory,’’ and that he 
had been unduly influenced In making 
his will. A motion for a new trial 
was overruled by the Circuit Court on 
the ground that the will was defectlve- 
Jy^execilted, ^nd that Court revoked 
’the order admitting' tW will to- pro
bate and then an appeal was taken to 
the Supreme Court by those who sup
ported the will. That Court said, 
‘that the will was properly executed, 
that there was no evidence of undue 

i influence and that, there was over- 
। whelming evidence that yje deceased 
was of sound mind.’

The estate was only sufficient for the 
support of the widow, and the testa
tor's children, who were all by the 
first wife, were grown up and fully 
capable of taking care of them
selves. 5

In most of the contested wills of 
Spiritualists, the provisions are sensi
ble, humane and charitable. In a few, 
which in my judgment were properly 
set aside, we find the clear evidence of 
undue Influence exercised by unscru
pulous mediums, so-called, who suc-

Number Seven.
The contest over the will of Alex

ander McIlroy, late of Philadelphia, 
which .was decided |n 1903, Is still 
fresh in the minds of those who keep 
in touch with matters affecting Spir
itualism.

This case is eiyitled Buchanan vs. 
Piere, and is recorded in 205 Pa. St., 
123. The married daughter of the 
decedent was the contestant. 8he was 
not in sympathy with her father's be
lief in Spiritualism and she tried to 
get him to give it up. Their discus
sions on the subject very naturally led 
to a straining of their friendly rela
tions. She was left a liberal annuity, 
but she was not satisfied because a 
large sum had been given to erect a 
building to be called McIlroy Hall, 
and to be devoted to the interest of 
Spiritualism.

It was claimed that the delusion to 
which he was subject was an un
founded distrust of his daughter. 
But the Court found sufficient reason 
for denying the validity of that spe
cious charge in the manner in which 
the daughter attempted arbitrarily to 
interfere with her father’s freedom of 
thought. The opinion of the court 
has nothing very striking in it; the 
case was too plain, and the doctrine 
laid down follows the general doctrine. 
The will .was sustained.

In the case of Robinson vs. Adams, 
62 Me. 369, decided 1874, we discover 
to a marked degree the prejudice of 
the counsel for the contestant, and 
the attempt to play upon the religious 
opinions of the Court. Without going 
Into details, (he salient facts are 
these:

The greed of the new son-in-law; 
his taking In his name a deed for 
property which he had agreed with his 
mother-in-law should be placed in her 
daughter’s name, the mother-in-law 
paying the larger part of the consid
eration. His conduct led his mother- 
in-law to distrust him. Subsequently 
she becomes believer in Spiritualism, 
and thereby incurs the displeasure 
both of her daughter and her son-ln- 
law. They treat the old lady with 
discourtesy. The son-in-law’s treat
ment of her shocks her refined sen
sibilities. When the mother-in-law 
makes her will, she gives a life Inter
est In her property to her daughter 
with the remainder to her children, 
and In the event there are no children 
living at the time of her daughter’s 
death, then the property is to go to 
the testator’s own sister and brother, 
thus cutting out the son-in-law, ex
cept to the extent that he might share 
the life Interest of his wife. When the 
old lady died her daughter contested 
the will on the ground that she was 
insane on the subject of Spiritualism; 
but neither the Court below nor the 
Court above agreed with the noble 
daughter," the honorable son-in-law 
and the Christian counsel.

I will quote here from the argument 
of counsel:

“Such a Court (as the one ad
dressed) will not ask a jury, whether 
the universal philosophy Is true, which 
teaches us that there is a great gulf 
betwixt the dead and the living, so 
that they which would pass hence, 
can not; neither can they pass to us 
that would come from thence; nor 
whether the spirit of man goelh up
ward; and has no longer any habita
tion here and can no longer have any 
participation in the affairs of the liv
ing, nor will such Court admit that de
parted spirits can Invest the bodies of 
the living, whether such spirits are 
as pure and holy as Milton's angels, 
or as hideous as Dante’s devils.

“But this Court, we confidently 
trust, on the other "hand, acting in har
mony with that other Christian Court 
speaking for the British nation but a 
few months ago, by its Vice-Chancel
lor, Gifford, will judiciously declare 
that this system of Spiritualism, as it | 
was believed and acted upon by the 
testatrix, ‘is mischievous nonsense, 
well calculated on the one hand to de
lude the vain, the weak, the foolish 
and the superstitious; and on the 
other, to assist the projects of the 
needy and of the adventurer; and that 
beyond a doubt, there is plain law 
enough and plain sense enough to for
bid and prevent the retention of any 
acqusition obtained through its aid.’ ”

Here the consel for the contestant 
cites Lyon vs. Home, 6 Eq. cases L. R. 
665, decided 1868, as “That other 
Christian court speaking for the Brit
ish nation.” The language contained 
within the single quotation marks in 
the last paragraph, is taken verbatim 
from the case cited, and in comment
ing upon it in their argument, the con
testant’s counsel say: “This is not on
ly good logic and sound sense, but 
good orthodox Christianity also.”

The case of Lyon vs. Home, cited 
above, was, clearly a case of the exer
cise of undue influence by a pretended 
medium. The case was instituted to 
set aside, the gifts made to him.

The facts are these: Mrs. Lyon, a 
widow, aged seventy-five years, with
in a few days niter seeing Home, who 
claimed to be a spiritual medium; was 
Ipduced, from her belief that she was 
fulfilling the "wishes of her deceased 
husband, which wishes were conveyed 
to her through the medium of Home, 
to adopt him as her son and transfer 
24,000 pounds sterling, to him; to

make her will in his favor; afterward ; 
to give him a further sum of 6,000 
pounds; and also to settle upon him, . - j 
subject to her life interest, the rever- ■ s 
sien of 30,000 pounds. These gifts j 
were made without consideration and. j
without power of revocation. s

Under these circumstances, it is per* 
haps pardonable in the Court, which 
disclaimed all knowledge of Spiritual- ¿—A. 
ism, for making the severe strictures f 
upon Spiritualism as it was presented s 
to him in the case. The gifts were 
revoked.

In the case of Orchardson vs. Co
field, 171 ID. 30, decided 1898, we 
have another instance of a professed 
medium imposing upon an old woman 
apparently to get hold of hep property. - 
Mrs. M., a widow, at an extreme old 
age and suffering an incurable dis
ease, married Orchardson, the pro
fessed medium. He succeeded in get
ting her to believe that he possessed 
wonderful powers; as a result of 
which, she addressed him as the “Son - 
of Wisdom," became his bride and 
made her will In his favor.

A part of the opinion of the Court
Is as follows:

“Belief in Spiritualism is not proof 
of insanity, but If, through that belief 
one is led into the delusion that an
other'Is a god, a Christ, or gifted with 
powers and faculties belonging only 
to superior persons, the believer of the 
delusion Is Insane on that subject, and 
If he is prompted to make a, will by 
that delusion, his will cannot be main
tained.”

This was distinguished from Whip
ple vs. Eddy, 161, Ill. 114. It seems 
to me that the Court erred in desig
nating as a delusion, the belief that 
some persons are gifted with extraor
dinary powers and faculties. Every 
intelligent and experienced Spiritual
ist knows that there are superior per
sons—superior because of wonderful 
spiritual gifts or faculties. I think it. 
should have been sufficient to have v/j.' 
said, that whether Orchardson pos- '.'^1 
sessed these great gifts or not, he sue- / 
ceeded in making the testatrix believe 
he had them and that through this be
lief he gained dominion over her 
mind.

The will, of course, in this case, was 
set aside, as it should have been.

(To be continued.)

Of the National Spiritualists' Associa
tion of the United States, Will Be 
Held in the Large Auditorium ot 
the Y. M. C. A. Building, 153 La 
Salle Street, Chicago, Illinois, Octo
ber 16, 17, 18 and 10, 1008.
Business sessions during the day. 

Special hours devoted to the Lyceum 
cause.

Many ot the foremost and brightest 
workers In our ranks will be dele
gates. It will be a rare treat to hear 
them. Evening meetings will be de
voted to lectures, spirit messages, mu
sic and song.

Among those Invited and expected 
are Dr. J. M. Peebles, Oscar A. Edger- 
ly, W. J. Erwood, Mrs. H. P. Russe- 
guo, Mrs. Esther T. Bosley, Mrs. 
Georgia Gladys Cooley, Mrs. Margaret 
Gaule Ridinger, Mr. and Mrs. E. W. 
Sprague and a galaxy of others.

Come one and all to this great convention.
The Palmer House, In Chicago, will 

be headquarters for delegates and vis
itors; it 1b a first-class hotel and will 
give reduced rates to all who write In H 
advance, stating they are to attend the ! 
N. 8. A. convention and wish to en
gagé rooms. Secure your rooms early i 
by addressing- W-. C. Mer-Bucben, . 
Manager, The Palmer House, Chicago., ¿-c’ 
Hl. The hotel is conducted exclusive- , 
ly on the European plan; cafes 'and 
restaurants are near by and furnish 
good meals at reasonable rates.

Annual reception to delegates and 
visitors will be held Monday, October 
15, at the Palmer House, at 8 p. m: 
All are cordially invited.

Special.railway rates on the certifi
cate plan can be secured over all Unes. 
Ask your railroad agent for certificate 
tickets to the National Spiritualists’ 
Convention at Chicago. The round 
fare will be one and a third of a fare. 
Delegates and visitors desiring to re
ceive the benefits of this special rate 
must have their tickets vised by our 
railroad agent at Convention the last 
day, October 19, and pay 25 cents 
each for such vising.

HARRISON D. BARRETT,
President.

- MARY T. LONGLEY, I
Secretary. |

Resolutions Adopted by the. First Spir
itualist Society of Columbus, O.

At a meeting of the First Spiritual
ist Society of Columbus, Ohio, held 
June 17, 1906, the following resolu
tions were presented and adopted:

Whereas, We as Spiritualists and 
attending members of the Spiritualist 
Church, corner of State and Sixth 
streets, Columbus, Ohio, hear that tha 
trustees of said church property, 
namely, Jno. D. Arras, Jos. Slater and 
Chas Engleke, have without consulta
tion with the board or members of 
said church, demanded and compelled 
our speaker, Miss Elizabeth Harlow, . 
to surrender her contract for the sea- j, 
son of 1906 and 1907, they giving no "- 
reason for such action, therefore be It

Resolved, That we denounce such < 
action of the trustees of said church 
pioperty as being unjust to Miss Eliz
abeth Harlow, and an injury to tha 
cause of Spiritualism, and against the 
wishes of the members of said church, 
and be it further

Resolved, That a copy of the resolu
tions be forwarded to the various 
Spiritualistic papers tor publication, 
and a copy be forwardsd to Miss Eliza
beth Harlow.

W. E. SMITH, 
. J. C. BEAVERS,

C. 8. OWENS, 
J. J. BEARD, 
C. B. DELANY. 

C. B. Delany, Secretary.

When trouble throws a darkening 
veil

Around you, in your keeping
Is strength to make its shadows pale; . 
Such strength is not in weeping. 
When heavy clouds obscure the way, 
No cheering sun is shining, 
That strength to make all bright a> 

day
Will seek the silver lining.
Look always to the right in life;
The gain Is yours by doing it.
Farewell to envy, worry strife— ‘ 
Find happiness in wooing it.

MRS. JULIA BISHOP. 
Chicago, III.

never drown them,*- yet, if let alono, '. 
they will drown themselves.—Horace ■ 
Fletcher. .

"Thon shalt not kill.” Except by 
locked exits, subways, explosions, adul
terated food, slums, fire-damp, fast 
trains, sweatshops. In short, in th# 
regular course of trade;—Life.
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To-day, dogmatic faith does not hold 
t A ’Mri»¥»+' 1700 t*o o<m

-It gives usson, to the consciousness' of common-sense:

It has been the potent influence that hashuman thought.
It hasled man to a higher investigation of divine laws.

right and left 11

O

in connection with apparitions does

where it falls into the drain, rose a
vague black shape about

clothes

Three do-

time all five stood watching the spec-
Though thinking It verytaele.

Why Do Ghosts Wear Clothes?
The subject- of the inquiry pro-

Ä ÄBtatedIn^
v Varili U&0»

tlon?, , ./i
Is there any]

four feet

dent that a "ghost" wears clothes for 
precisely the same dominant motives, 
i. e., to express individuality or au- 

| thnrlty; In short, to identify himself

not be any difficulty in understanding 
how a “ghost” could thus present 
himself clothed. A “ghost’

over street. At the other corner, op
posite a large shop, stood a horse and __ ____,__ __ __  v^-
brougham; the horse was turned to-‘ pounded by the editor oFthe^ Occult

on the pavement outside.
mestics joined them, and for some

edge of a greater world, a larger, lite- beyond tile grave, 
but it has brought with It a better and more profound wis
dom concerning this life. It has established a closer kin-

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ' TUB FROGRBBBIVB THINRBR
1 organize yourselves into living active bodies, to be able to 

send out a more potent Influence over the earth tor the
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An Address Delivered Before the First Society of Spiritualists, of Lyric 
Hall, New York, by Mrs. H. L. Russegue.

THE, WORLD IS RICHER, STRONGER AND BETTER 
FOB HAVING KNOWN OF SPIRITUAL TRUTHS. IT 
HAS REDUCED ALL MATERIAL TO SPIRIT. < A HAS 
TAUGHT MAN TO REALIZE THAT ALL THERE IS IN 
HUMAN NATURE IS SPIRIT, AND ALL THERE IS IN 
THE MATERIAL WORLD IS SPIRIT; THAT EVERY 
PLANE OF EXISTENCE IS FOUNDED UPON, AND 
LIVES IN, SPIRIT; THAT THERE IS NO SUCH THING

YOND THE STARS, BUT IT BAS ENTHRONED HIS 
SPIRIT IN THE SOULS OF MEN, AND REASON HAS 
BEEN THE FOUNDATION UNTIL IT HAS MADE MEN 
GOD, AND GOD LIVES IN MAN. THUS IT HAS WREST
ED THE IDOLS FROM THEHi THRONES. IT HAS 
THROWN DOWN THE DEMONICAL FAITH THAT HAS 
BUILT HEAVEN AND HELL FOR MAN. IT HAS CRE
ATED AS A FOUNDATION OF ALL LIFE, ETERNAL

AS DEATH TO MATTER, NO SUCH THING AS DEATH JUSTICE, THAT REIGNS OVER ALL, IN ALL, THROUGH 
TO MIND NO BUCH THING AB DEATH,TO ANYTHING ALL, AND BENEATH.ALL. SPIRITUALISM HAS NOT 
THAT EVER HAS BEEN, OR IS, OR EVER CAN BE. IT ONLY TAUGHT US THAT WE ARE IN COMMUNION 
HAS TAUGHT US TO UTILIZE THE INFLUENCE OF WITH SPIRITS BEYOND THE GRAVE, BUT WE ARE 
GOD. IT HAS ESTABLISHED HIS THRONE, NOT UP BE- TO COMMUNE WITH SPIRITS HERE.

Fifty-eight yearq ago, a tiny rap sounded-at Hydesville, tottered and fallen, .. .
N. Y., and which .was reverberated through the universe, the . grip upon humanity that It held fiay^igfit'.years ago. 
It has been singing its music through alFthe world, and it Tp-day, religion Ib gomethlng to be dempiiB|rated, some- 
has brought with it not only comfort, not only the knowl- thing to be proven, something that is allled to huinan rea-

Bhlp between the spirits of men and women .who are mor-, 
tai. It has not only been directing your thought to the 
world beyond this, but it has at the same time led you to 
think of what this world contains, the vitality that .is im
portant, the strength and purpose of human intelligence, 
that shall lead us to a higher appreciation of a life that is 
larger containing multiplied possibilities; that lead us to 
higher and holler duties as well as a higher and holler re
lationship one with another.

Spiritualism came to the world aB all truth has ever 
come. It came with a tiny sound, .with no prentences. It 
needed no sounding brass or tinkling cymbals to announce 
the fact that it was ushering into existence a new formula 
of thought; that it was directing the attention of the world 
to a larger wisdom; that it was opening the door to- new 
revelations-, and that it was robbing the .world of that aw
ful monster. Fear of Death! It came to the world as a 
friend, as the answer to prayer, as the outcome of the in
fidelity which preceded its announcement.

Spiritualism proper is by no means to be measured in 
age to modern phenomena. It is as old as time. It has 
lived ever since man could think, ever since hope was en
throned In the human bouI, ever since reason dominated

been the foundation and summit of all that is, of all that 
ever will be, of all that ever has been.

Modern Spiritualism that came to the world through 
the Rochester knockings .or the little raps at Hydesville, 
has been followed by a train of phenomena hardly to be 
measured by any one person. The phenomena that have 
appealed to the thought and Intelligence of every class and 
grade of human society. It has brought .with It the testi
mony of eternal life, but not only that, the testimony that 
man has carried with him beyond the grave all that charac- 

himself here. He carried himself, his love, his 
memory, his thought, all the characteristics that Individ
ualized him here,, and the door Jias been opened through 
which fie has been able to return and prove his presence to 
the children of earth. This is not all that Spiritualism
has accomplished, by any means. It has opened the door 
to the world through which the life of an inspiration has 
come, that has not only broadened religious thought, hut 
was awakened a deeper sense, a scientific investigation. 
It has labored not in cities alone, but it has labored earn
estly elsewhere, and Ite followers have followed the torch
light of eternal beauty and truth that has illuminated the 
world.

Religion, with creeds and dogmas as its foundation, has

place the Divine,Spirit that is separated from all that Is 
human? . ' .A ’

la there any othqgfkrone upon which divinity abides, 
upon which It iiegts, higher than human Intelligence?

Is there anj?Jspirituallty that unfolds a diviner revela-

loftier mightier, grander or diviner
than intelligence,"than spirituality; and where does it 
abide, but in thflBoultio.t.men? ' ■ .

Spiritualism Fm mMe God an utterable Spirit. It has 
brought him within reach of communication. It has en
throned him can look Into His- eyes, when we
look into the eyes of our fellow creatures. . His home 
is here within and without us, and His angels are'the’min- 
isterlng spirits ^a.«arih, in heaven, everywhere^____ ____

Thus Splrltu.altem.ha8 been percolating the piasB pt hu
man life. It has opened the way io larger reaUties. It 
hap brought up,t^.jfte door-way,of-higher possibilities. It 
has increased tb^rpsponBibilities of humanity. - 

• ’ SpiritualiBta. you have larger responsibilities, than any
body else- in the-Wprld. - You have larger worlds in-which 
to live than anybody-else'. Why? Because you have the

the right to penetrate all mysteries, whether they are born i 
of God, or whether they are'born of man. It has come to i 
the world a rovelator. It has not only peered into the 
skies and revealed the presence of the angelic hosts, but 
It has gone down Into the deeps of nature, and revealed 
her mysteries, brought forth her treasures for the uses of . 
man. It has whispered encouragement and inspiration to 
the souls of inventors. It has quickened the spirit of the 
musicians. It has Inspired the astronomer. It has 
awakened thought In every department of the universe. 
It has uplifted mankind until the world to-day has‘shaken 
Its fetters off, and stands more like a free-born community 
than ever before.

The .world is richer, stronger and better for having 
known of spiritual truths. It has reduced all material to 
spirit. It has taught man to realize that all there Is in hu
man naure Is spirit, and all there is in the material would 
is spirit; that every plane of existence is founded upon, 
and Ilves in, spirit; that there is no such thing as death to 
matter, no such thing as death to mind, no such thing as 
death to anything that ever has been, or is, or ever can be. 
It has taught us to utilize the influence of God. It has es
tablished his throne, not up beyond the stars, but It has 
enthroned His spirit In the souls of men, and reason has 
been the foundation until it has made men God, and God 
lives in man.

Thus it has wrested the idols from their thrbnes. It has 
thrown down the demonical faith that built heaven ahd 
hell for man. It has created as a foundation of all life, 
eternal justice, that reigns over all. In all, through all sod 
beneath all.

Spiritualism has not only taught us that we are in com
munion with spirits beyond the grave, but we are to com
mune with spirits here; it teaches us to look for the 
causes of everything. It teaches us that there ip no man- 
ifestation'in life that is not traceable to a source, and it is 
our duty, before we pass judgment upon any result, to find 
the source from which that result emanated; therefore it 
has brought to us the realizing sense that charity should 
always dominate our lives Instead of censure. Its religion 
is based upon Love. As Alice Carey once proclaimed to 
the world:

knowledge that >ydu-are with the Divine, unlyqrBtlJ, Joying, 
lilghty- Spirit thftt'^drvades the universe. ■ .

Your responslijiHtlefl are never ending. Your duties' can 
riever-.bp bounded; ' There is no such thing as lipiltatlpn. 
around thp spjiig.pf jnep. .There 1b nothing to be done 
that man cannot accomplish. There is nothing to think 
that he cannot Cbillpfehend. or have for his own intellect,
There Is nothing aspire to that he cannot reach; • There 
are no minds ip^Jip^ve so lofty that he' cannot attain to 
them, and find -there the very treasures that dogmatic 
faith has made thAsepulchre so many years.

Nothing ha$veyijy. lived among men that has accom
plished so muchdn fifty-eight years as Modern Spiritualism. 
It has reduced God from an image to a spirit. He has

good of humanity,
If your responsibilities are greater, it means that your 

deeds should be ijnore numerous. It an angel comes to 
your door, and brings you a message of love, is it your 
duty to lock the doors to protect it?

No! - ■
Christianity has needed a creed to,protect its religion. 

Spiritualism needs labor, and earn'est effort to protect Ite, 
and it is time that you begin this duty, and take up this re
sponsibility for the world’s good. You are beginning the 
second half century since this truth was advanced. It 
came not as a salvation for you, but it came as a light, to 
teach you that salvation is in you, belongs to you, and that 
as you are growing out of ignorance into the light, you 
have found the saving grace of wisdom abides within.

' It lias not come as a mediator between God and you, 
but It has come to tear the veil from your eyes, and rend 
the mists that have clouded your spirit, that you may 
commune within, heart to heart, and soul to sour, that 
you may think, love and live .with those you have loved, 
and with whom you have lived. , t ,

Spiritualism comes to ydu'as an inspiration; It inspires 
:inen in every condition of life. When It has fulfilled' its 
mission, the world will have become so much better as 
compared with the last fifty years. To-day your courte of 
justice are more liberal, your pulpits are more generdus 
In their judgments, humanity 1b more loving, and sympa
thy goes out quicker than it ever has before to all wjip are 
in need.

The world Is better. Why? Simply because men think 
better thoughts, live better lived: You are thinking and 
living a better religion. RELIGION IS TO DO, RELIGION 
IS TO ACT, RELIGION IS TO PRACTICE. It Is like the 
diamond that is found in the earth, almost useless in gen
eral appearance. It is crude in shape, and is covered by

been dissolved from'the formulated bigotry and supersti
tion of man to the ¡realism of human life, of human spirits. 
It has brought to the world the spirituality that is here. It 
has taught us that if we are to love God,'love the spirit, 
we are not to love Him yonder, but we are to love.Him 
here, by loylng,. knowing, penetrating the mists that belong 
to each other; come into a closer kinship one with an
other.. But ..what ,kre the responsibilities Incident to this 
knowledge? A^p fhpy the responsibilities that shall in
spire you to listen to the divine truths that come like dews 
from heaven from the angel world upon the dry and bar
ren earth, to -bring out- from the earth its blessings, its 
beauties, and then close your eyes, and turn your backs 
apd walk away, $nd say, Oh! the angels will do all this for 
me. i '

Remember yoti Ure an angel, and your responsibility la
the -responsibility, of an angel; your work is the work of 
an angel, and-the Importance of that work must tell for 
your futures. - n- : .

Religion haif’ttib long taught the Importance of doing 
good for heaved,6.sake, doing good for the to-morrow to 
come. We wanf'it n?jv! Spiritualists, you have only rec
ognized the factbthat (you have possessed a disintegrating 
truth. The twb-edgeil sword of wisdom has been Cutting

This I hope, and doth affirm^ wherever I may go, 
Whatever things be Spirit, a fair love makes them-so., 
I hold u}l else “a selfish scheme, .a vain pretense.- : 
Where center Is not, can there be circumference?

And these are the questions we should put to ourselves. 
If we have no delfic life here, where can we place It?

Is there any altar beyond the skies upon which we can

Considered Thoughtfully From the Standpoint of the 
Occult Review, Which Also Takes Into Con

sideration Spirit Clothing.

The Rev. G. H. Johnson, late chap
lain of Monaco, sends the following 
record, entitled “A True Story”:

Mrs. j- d------ occupied an old 
palazzo in Florence. In the other 
wing of the same palazzo lived a cele
brated writer. To this wing was ad
joined an old chapel, formerly the 
family chapel of the mansion, which* 
had for a long time been disused. A 
view of the windows of this was com
manded from Mrs. J---  0------ ’s 
apartments. One evening the latter, 
having returned late from a party, 
was going upstairs to bed, when, on 
passing a window, to her great sur- 

- prise she saw the windows of the chap
el most brilliantly illuminated. She 
called her son, who came and also saw 
the same thing. The light was very 
bright, and conveyed the idea of the 
chapel being illuminated as for a fes
tival. Also small blue lights of an 
unearthly appearance seemed to dance

long and two and a half feet high, 
without legs.' It was shaped like an 
hour-glass and moved like a huge cat
erpillar, or the body of a galloping 
horse, towards the horse, about fif
teen feet off. The movement was 
very rapid. IT SPRANG TO' THE

strange, they do not seem to have re
alized at the time that it was of a su
pernatural character.

However, next morning, Mrs. J-- - 
D------  called upon her neighbor, and 
asked, “Why did you have the chapel 
illuminated last night” The lady 
stared in utter astonishnient, and said, 
“I cannot think what you mean. The 
chapel was not only not illuminated 
last night, but It is never used or en
tered. Come and see It.” They did 
bo, and found it was just in the state 
of a building which 1b never entered. 
Dust lay heavily upon everything, and 
there was absolutely nothing which 
could be used to give light. It was 
plain that no natural explanation of 
the appearance could be given. But 
a death was taking place in the palace 
at the very time the phenomenon was 
witnessed; and It was afterwards 
found out that a similar appearance 
had been more than once witnessed 
when a death was occurring in the pa
lazzo.

Of this ( however, none of the wit
nesses Of the appearance had ever 
heard. This, I think, is an unusually 
well-attested case. Five persons saw 
the appearance, all in good health and 
normal In every way. Two of them 
are personally known to me.

Mrs. K. Henry Anderson sends the 
• following from her son:

’ "On November 23 last year, I .was 
about to cross from the corner of 
Prince's street, Edenburgh, Into Han-

nemai’kablu
invention

AN INSTRUMENT THAT . RE
STORES EYESIGHT.

SpectaelesCan Be Abandoned.

Its rough garment. The lapidary takes it, polishes Its 
surface, smoothes Its edges, and It comes to you the brill
iant gem. What Is the spirit of man but that gem? It Is 
born In ignorance. Experience is the lapidary, and com
munion- with one another is the influence that is polishing 
the edges with all that is good. The more ypu live and 
work for the truth, the more luminous its influence, and 
far-reaching its effects. Let me admonish you, then, join 
hands one with the other. There Is always one truth 
upon which you can unite, and that truth 1b, I WILL LOVE 
MY FELLOW-MEN! I will love my fellow-creatures al
ways, and everywhere, and because I love humanity, I 
love God. I love the angel that abides in every human 
life, and it I love that angel I will labor in its behalf. 1 
will uplift the world! I will purify the moral standard! 
I will direct men to higher paths and virtues, and I Will 
make the world better, because I will be better! I will 
live more righteously, be more charitable by carrying for-

Llid. It has been destroying bigotry.

ward the 
contact, 
religion. 
bW it.

It has been slaygig sugerstition. it has been razing to the 
ground the temples afi faith, and has substituted therefor 
the altars of DiVine Nhowledge. Now it is time that you 
áre builders, affd that you stand together, hand to hand, 
heart to heart, jBpul ^soul, thought to thought, and work 
for the ,truth,.and b,ulld it up in your land.

The service'of othta- religions, what has it accom
plished.. '“The^fecandinavian,' the Irishman, the Russian, 
Hie Gprman-aj^ tlj^tallan people flock to your country, 
pndip two;or threeri’ears tt^y.háve a church, a society, 
upon whoseaitkrs Uthyeah- lay their offerings of faith.

The Bplritualist fs everywhere. He Is a universal dis
penser of.Jjik'irnowlédgq! . Creed may crumble, temples 
may fall, but tyre Spiritualism that has been percolating 

i the masses has been shedding its dews upon humanity.
Has reached every point of earth until to-day you should

..This instrument, which the inventors have 
patented, is called ••Actina”—a trade-mark 
word.

In the treatment of eye diseases the invent* 
ore dt “Acttna” claim there is no nesd for cut* 
ting or drugging the eye for most forms of dis* 

ease, Cataracts, pterygk 
and other abnormal 
growths can be removed 
and weakened vision Im* 
liroved or restored by the 
new and more humauo 
method. If this is a fact 
there will be no need to go 
blind or to wear spectacles. ■

“Actlna has been tested in hundreds of easea 
an’d'has affected marvelous cures. So confident 
are Che Inventors that this device is an article 
of great merit that they give absolutely a free 
trial. They want everyone interested to make 
a thorough luvestlgatlon and a personal test of 
“Actlna.” One will be sent on trial postpaid:

They Issue a book of 100 pages—a complete 
dictionary of disease—which tells all about "Ac* 
tins," the diseases It will cure, what others 
think of It. what niorvelous cures it has affect* 
ed, and all about the ressonfibllity of its own
ers—all is sent absolutely free upon request. • 
This book should be in the library of every fum-* 
ily. Address New york and London Electric 
Association, Dept, 8J2R, 029 Walnut Street, 
Kansss City, Mo.

Ganger Cured
WITH SOOTHING, BALMY OILS. 
Cancer, Tumor, Catarrh, Piles, Fistula, Ulcere, 
Eczema and aH Bkinand Female Diseases. Write 
for Illustrated Book. Bent free. Address ft' 

DRi BYE| Broadway, Kansas City, Mo,
How to Remember”

ÎuÎJîJSBBT You’re no BreaterlntoUoctuallx 
““^“«^than your memory. Ur coorte «Ira-
in«, ffive» an aiert, renuy uiwuv'i >v< .-w».--—
buiinuji detail». Developa will, convors&Unu. »peaking, 
etc. My booklet,’’Row to liemember,” Be»» free. • 
Dickton School of Memory, 58! Kimball Hill, Chicago

good, and give It to all with whom I come In 
This is the emanation of Spiritualism, this is its

Creed cannot confine It, and dogma cannot 
It is immeasurable in Its effects. It is turning

in all directions. It goes down into the slums of life, and 
lifts up the down-trodden. It goes to the prison and car
ries to the convict the light of love, and truth, and awak
ens a higher and holier aspiration within him. When 
Spiritualism becomes the active living force in human so
ciety, prisons will be schools of learning. instruments ot 
torture will be turned to ploughshares, that will turn the 
soli that has covered the gems so long burled from human 
thought.

it is time, that as Spiritualists, you take up this earnest 
work, and not leave the few who have labored so zeal
ously to advance its principles, to .work alone, in showing 
the wonderful phenomena to all, which are the Tappings 
to your soul.

Listen to the voices, let them come to your hearts. 
Though your eyes qiay not have seen and your ears heard, 
yeti the light is waiting to shine in upon your vision, and 
the sound Is waiting to come into your spiritual ear, to 
Inspire you to loftier heights, to a higher life.

Look higher, beautify your homes, beautify your lives, 
join together in one supreme effort, and let that effort be 
continuous. Make the world here and the world here
after, as It Is, one with God, one of God, until all humanity 
is thine, until all men are your brothers, and God Is, and 
must be, the one Father of all.

The above Is the numner of the pres
ent issue of The Progressive Thinker, 
as printed at the top of the first page \ 
right hand corner. If this number cor 
responds with the figures on your wrap
per, then the time you have paid for has 
expired, and you are requested to re
new your subscription. This numbs, 
at the right hand corner of the first 
page 1b advanced each week, showing 
the number of Progressive Thinker« 
Issued up to date. Keep watch of th« 
number on the tag of your wrapper.

STARTLING FACTS, OB
Deeds of Darkness Disclosed

This work devotes special attention 
to Auricular Cofifesslon and Its rela
tions to sacerdotal celibacy, convents, 
monasteries, morality and civil and re- 
iiglous liberty. It is intended to be an 
embodiment of facts and documentary 
evidence of the pernicious influence of 
the confessional; a trenchant showing 
up of Romanism, based upon standard 
Catholic authorities; an eye-opener con
cerning the methods and spirit, the 
moral turpitude and evil works of Ro 
manism. Cloth, 75 cents.

"Is the fact that ghosts appear In 
clothes conclusive proof against all ev
idence to the contrary that the ghosts 
so appearing are hallucinations or the 
stories concerning them concocted In
ventions

“If not, how do you justify such ap
pearances in the light of reason and 
common sense? And to what theory

the appearance in the clothes they 
wore when alive appear to point?"

In considering this subject it may 
be advisable to reason backwards 
from the effects which we do perceive 
in the visible world to the causes

It seems to present a difficulty to 
some people, this question of ghosts’ 
clothes, as they’'say that even if the 
man is immortal, clothes are not, and 
therefore it is unreasonable, absurd 
and impossible for an authetlc “ghost" 
to appear clothed.

It is very evident that the basis of 
all manifestations 1b thought. Now 
in the physical state immense trouble 
and Ingenuity have to be exerted to 
give to invisible ideas—which are the 
basis of all expression—that rigidity 
and constant form by which alone

THROAT OF THE ANIMAL, CLUNG i 
THERE LIKE A LIMPET FOR AN 
INSTANT, AND DISAPPEARED. - 
THE CURIOUS PART FOLLOWS. 
THE HORSE, IN EVIDENT TERROR, 
REARED VIOLENTLY STRAIGHT 
UP, THROWING OUT HIS HOOFS 
AS IF TO STRIKE SOMETHING. A 
PASSER-BY WENT TO HIS HEAD, 
AND I SUCCEEDED IN QUIETING 
THE TERRIFIED CREATURE. THE 
STREETS WERE BRILLIANTLY LIT 
WITH ELECTRIC LIGHT, AND 
SHOP WINDOWS RENDERED THE 
ILLUMINATION GREATER.

"I cannot account for the appear
ance. My mind was occupied with 
simple every-day subjects of no great 
moment. I have excellent Bight, and 
I do not wear glasses, which some
times cause strange shadows of ob
jects beyond their limit.”

GODFREY H. ANDERSON.
The son to .whom the above hap

pened had another experience of an 
unusual sight. He, with his two sis
ters and another girl, were staying In 
St Andrews in July, 1904. The 
younger sister Violet and Miss Drum
mond went out one afternoon, about 
two o’clock, and did not come back 
till after four. At tea-time Violet 
stated, in the course of conversation, 
that she and her friend had been for a 
good long walk along the sands. To 
her amazement Godfrey said that was 
Impossible, as he had seen her in the 
dining-room at a quarter to four, in 
an armchair near the fire-place—that 
she was reading a book when he en
tered, but, to his surprise, said noth
ing. Before leaving the room he 
looked at her a second time. It need- 

. ed both her own and Miss Drum
mond’s assertions to convince him that 
whatever he had seen she was not 

- there, but at the moment that he saw 
her she was at- least a mile or more

which produce those effects—which 
we do not perceive—and which have 
their origin in the invisible world.

All “ghosts” were once men or wo
men, and for this reason I propose to 
trace the cause of their appearing in 
clothes from the motives which regu
lated their conduct during earth life.

In order to keep strictly within the 
scope of the inquiry, I will take it for 
granted that the continued existence 
of mankind after “death” 1b provision
ally accepted; and, In deed, there is 
substantial reason for this acceptance 
In the cumulative testimony of many 
writers. •

“Death” then may be considered as 
the portal which leads to a change of 
state, a change from visible existence 
to a condition of invisible existence. 
It does not necessarily mean a change 
of character or ideas, and it is reason
able to infer that a man In the new 
state of invisibility grows slowly, as 
in Visible life, to an accommodation to 
his new surroundings, and that no 
sudden change takes place in his real 
personality.

It is therefore logical to assume 
that a man “dead” is to all Intent the 
same as a man “alive,” and .would con
sequently be actuated by correspond
ing motives, and would act In a corre- 
spondin^Sfianner.

Let us then ask "Why men wear 
clothes?1’ and see If this will lead to 
an understanding of the problem..

It would appear superficially as if 
men wore clothes merely to keep 
themselves warm, and though this is 
undoubtedly true in cold countries, yet 
on reflection this will be seen to be not 
the only reason, nor even the most im
portant one why men wear clothes. 
A policeman would be just as warm In 
the skin Back of an Esquimaux as he 
Is in his usual attire, but dressed as 
such he would not embody the mod- 

' ern idea of a policeman. A knight in 
. armor gives a distinct Impression .of a 
। fighting man, but the same man in rags 
. and tatters, although perhaps he 
. would be more comfortable and quite 
- as warm, would not body forth the

away from the house. She remem
bered having noticed, when walking 
on the sands, that the hands of the 
clock on the Royal and Ancient Club 
House pointed to a quarter to four, a 
sufficient proof that she was not. in the 
room where her brother thought he 
saw her.

they can be of use In the material 
state of existence, but in the etheric 
plane of being where Invisible man 
lives, a different condition must of ne
cessity prevail.

It is highly probable that ideas are, 
in the ethene condition of life, capa
ble of immediate realization in form 
by an effort of will, and the forms so 
manifested would dissolve as soon as 
the potent constructive will force 
was removed.

Doubtless it means knowledge as 
well as will power, but there should

idea of a properly equipped fighter. 
Even in countries where no clothes are 
necessary for warmth, clothes are still 
worn, and worn with infinite grada
tions of form and color. It seems 
clear, therefore, that men wear 
clothes principally Tor thé pùrpose of 
manifesting ideas, an abstract idea of 
authority and a concrete idea of indi
viduality.

As a "ghost” was a man and every 
man will be a "ghost," it seems evi-

mense aid to Identification, and are in 
fact indispensable when one considers 
the transitory nature of such appear
ances as under present conditions the 
ghost is able to make.

It would be contrary to “reason and 
common sense" to expect a man in the 
body to’ walk about without clothes, 
and consequently It is in entire agree
ment with, "reason and common 
sense” for a ghost manifesting, pre
sumably for identication, to take ev
ery means to give verisimilitude to his 
appearance.
. The theory which might well be 
formulated by any respectable ghost 
would be—As I was—so I am!

ment, with equally mysterious results 
furthermore, whenever I have made 
one of these tests, and have retired 
to rest, I have either found myself 
anticipating the contents or purport 
of letters in transit, or paying myste
rious visits to the homes of acquaint
ances and also of strangers, and have 
afterwards been able to inform Ihem 

Hanspired at the time of my illicit visits.

The Poetical and Prose Works
------ «V------

ELLA WHEELER WILCOX.

A MYSTERIOUS POWDER.

It Is Alleged That It Opens the Doors 
to the Spirit Realms, and the 

Spirit Realms Can Be Seen

< r’ 1 am not siven te imag
ining things; on the other hand 1 am 
extremely skeptical where anything 
connected with the supernatural is 
concerned. < am not a Spiritualist, 
nor am I A,,are that I possess any 

power, other than is ordinarily com
mon to mortals; nor have I, prior to 
experimenting with the aforesaid com
pound, seen, heard, or witnessed 
such phenomena as those herein 
scribed.

any 
de-

himself in exactly the same way as a 
man, viz by the exercising of thought 
and will. There is consequently no 
need to suppose the Immortality or 
resurrection of old clothes.

It may still be a difficulty to some 
people to realize where the basic ma
terial for astral clothes comes from, 
because It is clear that Ideas in them- 
eelves are intangible, and umst be 
clothed In some kind of substance if 
they are to be realized by a separate 
mind. ,

How does the natural world help us 
here We Bee that, in the case of air 
we have compound gases In a normal' 
state of Invisibility and great fluidity, 
but since Profq^or Dewar’s demon
strations, it is manifest that these con
ditions can be «hanged into those of 

• rigid form and visibility.
So with watefT—w$,pee it in a state 

of continual flux, vaiylng from the 
solid form of .ice, through the fluid 
form of wateewto that of invisible 
elastic vapors..’ '. j'

A little reflexion wall further show 
that all matérial things are subject to 
like changes ahd aid consequently 
passing from the viable to the invis
ible condition, .¿fid vic® versa.

The world tapi. Bolla as It appears, 
Is but a series of condensed atmos
pheres.

It follows, ffinretqte, that the at
mospheres contain'an the properties 
and qualities otthe solid earth. More
over, there arò emanations, invisible 
but continuous,- from every fabric and 
every composition, i cpntinually pass- 
fng from the visible to the invisible 
state.

Therefore there Is a sufficiently ma
terial basis in thè most refined ether
ic atmosphere to enable every variety 
of ghostly clothing to'be produced jit

•That ghdsts-do appear in clothes of 
their own creation is a matter of evi
dence, and this seems to be a notable 
test of their real personality and exist- 

; enee, and is not a'conclUBive proof—-or 
r any-kind ot proof—that “ghosts" so 
• appearing are hallucinations................  
• : The Justification: for such' appear-
i Aucea. lies in this,* thatclothes such as 

the "ghost" wore {n life are _ an_ 1®»

With your permission I should like 
to have the opinion of the readers of 
“Light" on the following rather re
markable experience:

A little while ago I received from a 
friend in India a package of a pecul
iar compound In the form of a powder, 
which, I was assured, possessed the 
extraordinary virtue of putting a per
son who used It according to the con
ditions named, into direct communi
cation with the “disembodied”! High
ly skeptical, yet very curious, I put the 
matter to a practical test—duly ob
serving the rules laid down; and this 
Is what happened:

I was sitting In a room, late In the 
evening, alone, and with just a glim
mer of light Within a few minutes, 
certainly not more than five, the walls 
of the room seemed to recede or van
ish (I say “seemed,” because in reali
ty I know they did nothing of the 
sort), and a beautiful panoramic view 
presented itself, a sort of exquisite 
flower garden carried out on a huge 
scale, and with well lald-out pathways

The point is, "Have I seen the 
embodied?” if not, then what is 
explanation?

dis
tile

I shall be pleased to deal with any 
inquiries provided such are strictly 
confined to postal correspondence, and 
accompanied by stamped addressed 
envelope.

24, Princevllle-road, Bradford.
r, , , B. W.
[In reply to questions which we 

have addressed to our correspondent 
• luforniB us that he knows nothing 

of the composition of the powder re
ferred to, but is convinced that It Is 
perfectly harmless and contains noth- 
ing in the nature of a narcotic, seeing 
that he has inhaled the fumes from -it 
for some minutes at a time without 
the production of any effect on the 
sensory system. At present he has 
none of the powder to spare, but is 
expecting to receive a small supply 
shortly, then he will send us a little 
for trial.—Editor “Light,” London 
England.

Mrs. Wilcox's writings have been the 
Inspiration of many young men and 
women. Her hopeful, practical, mas
terful views of life give the reader new 
courage in Hie very reading and ara 
a wholesome spur to flagging effort. 
Words of truth bo vital that they live 
in the reader’s memory and causa him 
to think—to his own betterment and 
the laoting improvement of his own 
work in the world, in whatever line it 
lies—flow from this talented woman’s 
pen.

POEMS OF PASSION.
By Ella Wheeler Wilcox.

Many thousands of this book have 
been issued, showing the estimation in 
which it is held. Presentation edition, 
with author’s portrait. Price $1.

POEMS OF POWER.
By Elia Wheeler Wilcox.

New and revised edition, containing 
more than one hundred new poems, di» 
playing the author’s fine taste, cultiva
tion and orlginalky. With portrait. 
Price $L

POEMS OF PLEASURE.
By Ella Wheeler Wilcox.

This charming collection comprises 
many of the best poetic creations of the 
author. Embellished with portrait 
Presentation edition. Price $1.

MAURINE AND OTHER POEMS. 
By Ella Wheeler Wilcox.

An ideal poem about as true and lov
able a woman as ever poet created. 
With portrait of author. Price |1.

stretching away as far as the eye
could reach.- These paths glittered 
and sparkled under some sort of beau
tiful soft light.

No buildings or habitations were 
anywhere Visible, but of people there 
were crowds; thousands, I should 
think. These people were of both 
sexes, were clothed in ordinary attire, 
and moved in groups along and 
around the paths referred to. All ap
peared to be more or less engaged in 
earnest, animated conversation. Some 
of the groups, as they wound their 
way around the pathways came face- 
to-face with me, and, among them, I 
Instantly recognized relatives and 
friends, long since passed away, rec
ognized them as I knew them in life. 
Looking closely at them, three things 
struck me as being peculiar:—

■ 1. Although I appeared to be very 
close to those in the forefront of the 
scene, and'could plainly see their lips 
move in the act of speech, no sounds 
came!

‘ 2. Despite their apparently sub
stantial appearance, I could, as they 
nloved-to and fro in the light rays, see 
clean through them.

3. These people, relatives and 
strangers alike, did not appear to be 
conscious of my presence as a specta
tor.

- I have since repeated the experi-

io

METALS DECLARED ALIVE.

So Says Jagadis Chundar Bose.

A few years ago in the study of the 
spiritual side of medicinal therapeut
ics, as to how and why medicine acted 
upon the body, we came to the con
clusion that all matter is composed of 
living atoms In a more or less static 
condition.

It follows as a necessary conclusion 
from our explanation of the origin of 
matter, as the waste of universal en
ergy, intelttgence and will power- 
therefore it must be the same sub
stance. All waste 1b of substance 
used; hence all matter must possess 
life In its atoms of the same kind as 
that from which it came, possessing 
the elements of intelligence and will 
power, else it could have no sense or 
response.

Life responds to life by affinity, and 
unites by chemism, either peaceably or 
by force. When medicine is adminis
tered, adapted to the need of the 
body, the living atoms needed will 
leave the lesser affinity for the Inert 
remedy, and respond to the stronger 
affinity of the active life.

■ • L. M. ROSE.
Ocean Springs, Miss.

AROUND THE YEAR WITH ELLA 
WHEELER WILCOX.

A birthday book compiled by Ella 
Giles Ruddy, from the poetical and 
prose writings of Ella Wheeler Wilcox. 
It epitomizes her inspiring optimistic 
philosophy with an apposite quotation 
for each day In the year. With author's 
portrait, and half-tone illustrations 
prefacing each month. Cloth, price, $1.

KINGDOM OF LOVE AND OTHER 
POEMS.

By Elia Wheeler Wilcox.
A magnificent collection of poems 

suitable tor recitations and readings, 
true to the very best there is in human 
nature. Presentation edition, dark red 
cloth, »1.

INDUCE
Your Neighbor to Subscribe for The 

Progressive Thinker.
Now Is the time to extend the circuit, 

tton of The Progressfee Thinker. I# 
Till contain Occult and Spiritualistla 
tews with which every eno should be 
familiar.. No other paper published on 
this earth contains such a vast amount

It Is praiseworthy even to attempt «1 matter bo well adapted to enrich th# 
a great action.—La Rochefoucauld. Blind. Send in a subscription no
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“SUGGESTION.”
and

His

andyear,

^IcT^ °f TrUlaUdTyTÄe
tits he subi«ct English medium. a wonderful

HE IS NOT DEAD.

AN EXPLANATION. .'•JU live «/ UUC-
mythical Gods that 
nen’s minds so lo'ng,monthly ice cream social, Thursday have enslaved men— — - — —- »«««.«j ¿«¿-.j VI O OV

and all the wrongs that afflict church

Stowe, Vt. O. M. AMBLER.

I

owu nuiu; me .consensus or 1 
One of the best June meetings 
held at Etna.”

ever

Sister 
several

This

July 26—2:30 
Mrs. A. E. Sheets.

1—2:30 
Edgerly.

societj’ holds developing circles and 
conference meetings during the sum
mer for the benefit of the new begin
ners in mediumship, conducted by

V • 
t

understood that our space is inade
quate to publish everything that cothes 
to hand, however much we might desire 
to do so. That must account tor the 
non-appearance .of YOUR article.

“Spiritual,Eire Crackuts; Bible.Chest. 
.’■ nts. and .Political Pitt- Pointe." t BV J

Harrington. -A pamphlet.«mtaihW-. 
79 pages cf racy reading.. Price .25 ,cls.

its hall, 461 W. North avenue. 
Bundruk, Sister Ricket and 
other mediums gave messages.

tune -with messages; -'dear,’ ’.convicing 
and comforting. - -The session .closed 
with a circle Sunday ’evening 'at .Camp 
Etna Hotel; - - The .consensus of all is.

“Right Living.- By Susan H, Wixon 
The author shows a wise practicality in

Sister M. Schumacher.
'Auxiliary of the Society

matter, of whatever 
SENT TO THIp OFFICE........

TOPIC FOR THE PROGRESSIVE 
LYCEUM.

“In the.World Celestial,” by Ur. T. A. . 
Bland. Interesting, instructive and 
helpful; Spiritually -. uplifting. Cloth 
bound, price $1.

“divide.” ■ May you long live to bat
tle against the i

August 11—2:30 p. m. 
Mrs. F '

It Struck a Responsive Chord in 
Soul.

43
•to J

2 to 5

The Ladles’ 
gives its

August 10—2:30 p, m„ 
Mrs. R. 8. Lillie.

“The Commandment's Analyzed,“price 
25 cents. "Big Bible Stories," cloth, 
60 cents.

afternoon, July 5, from

July 31—2:30 p. m., lecture by Os
car A. Edgerly. Messages.

August.............

... m., lecture by Os
car A. Edgerly; 2:30 p. m., lecture by 
Oscar A. Edgerly, followed by mes-

August 5—10:30 a. m., 
Mrs. R. S. Lillie; 2:30 p. 
by Mrs. R. 8. Lillie.

« j,.: m., lecture by
Marian Carpenter of Detroit,

2—2:30 
Edgerly. 
3—2:30 
Lillie ot ,

7—The Occult LHe ot Jesus, by Alex
ander 8mythe, a medium of rare gifts.

8—A Wanderer in the Spirit Lauds, 
rnrtafafml -

DR? JULIAN P. JOHNSON. 
Ottumwa, Iowa, June 28, 1906.

PASSED TO SPIRIT LIFE.

Wnmnnlw ITS attainment of »J V form and features

KP9IITV T*10 cu'tl''alic>n °f personal UuQUlJ beauty, based ou Hygiene and 
Health Culture, by twenty physicians and spe
cialists, and edll«l by Albert Turner. A valua
ble book for women and therefore tor the whole 
world. Price In elegant cloth binding, 51.00. 
For sale at this office.

and state and social life. With the 
best wishes for you and yours, and 
honesty in all departments of life.

[Advertisement.] 
GRAND LEDGE CAMP. , 

Located at Grand tadge, Michigan.

-------- --------------------- .........................................................-

THE PROGRESSIVE THINKER

o

The Spiritualistic Field—Its Workers, Its Work 
and General Progress, the World Over.

CONTRIBUTORS.—Each contributor- AB A GENERAL RULE, IN THIS 
te alone responsible for any assertions OFFICE WE PAY NO ATTENTION TO 

< 'or statements he may make, The editor ANONYMOUS COMMUNICATIONS. 
< allows this freedom of expression, be- .THE NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE 

lleving that the cause ot truth can be WRITER SHOULD ACCOMPANY ALL 
best subserved thereby. Many of the MATTER, OF WHATEVER KIND, 
sentiments uttered in an article may be -------- -------- 
'diametrically opposed to his belief, yet 
that is no reason why they should be 
'suppressed; yet we wish it distinctly

WRITE PLAINLY.—We would like 
to Impress upon the minds of our corre- 
epondents that The ProgressiveThlnker 
te’set up on a Linotype machine that 
must make speed equal to about four 

- compositors. That means rapid work, 
• and it 1b essential that all copy, to in- 
ij Bure insertion in the paper, all other re- 

qulrements being favorable, should be 
Written plainly with Ink on white 

" paper, or with a typewriter, and only on 
one side of tho paper. Please bear this

•! In mind.
ITEMS.—Bear in mind that items for 

the General Survey will in all cases be 
. adjusted to the space we have to occu

py, and in order to do that they will
generally have to be abridged more or 
|ejs; otherwise many items would be 

■ crowded out. Sometimes a thfrty-ime 
.< item is cut down to ten Unes, and ten

. lines to two Unes, as occasion may re- 
r’fiulrq.

TAKE DUE NOTICE, that all Items 
;for this page must be accompanied by 

. .'T.e full name and address of the writer. 
, r -will not do to say that Secretary or 

• '-’arrespondent writes so and so. with- 
: i;iut giving the full name and address ot 

, -vhe writer. The items of those who do 
"ot comply with tills request will be 
oast Into tho waste basket.

KEEP COPIES of your poems sent to 
this office., for they will not be returned 
if we have not space to use them.

/ THIS GENERAL SURVEY DEPART- 
'WENT IS ONLY INTENDED TO 
CHRONICLE THE ENGAGEMENTS 
AND WORK OF SPEAKERS AND ME- 
IDIUM6. A REPORT OF WHAT THE 
VARIOUS SPEAKERS SAY WILL 
¡NOT BE PUBLISHED, AS WE HAVE 
¡NOT SPACE SUFFICIENT FOR THAT 
'PURPOSE.

• Carl C. Pope writes: "The Progress
ive Thinker, always good, grows bet
ter every week."

Ferd C. Suhrer, corresponding sec
retary of the Rising Sun Spiritualist 
Mission writes: "On June 24 it was

.good to see the liberality of so many 
strangers as they mingled with our 
members-—liberal in thought and ex
pression. Our services are as fol
lows: Lecture and song service in the 
inorning, at 11; lyceum work, lecture 

■ and tests from 2:30 to 3 in the after- 
. Hoon, and lecture and song service at 

8 in the evening. Different speakers 
at every meeting who express 

■r thoughts pertaining to a higher and 
holief life, and tests are given in the 
afternoon only by competent instru- 

■ ments. On Sunday, July 8, Orlando 
.E. Miller, Ph. D., will address us In 

. the morning. Mrs. Martha Price In 
the afternoon, and the Hon. Chas. E. 
Hughes in the evening. Good mes
sage bearers will give messages in the 
afternoon. The conundrum social by 
the Ladies’ Aid on Saturday, July 14, 
in our temple will be enjoyed bymany. 
The steamer City of South Haven is 
engaged for our excursion to South 
Haven on Saturday, July 21.”

- Eva L. Stewart writes: "On June. 
17, the Hyde Park Occult Society, lis
tened to another very interesting lec
ture by Dr. C. A. Burgess. His mes
sages by impressions were recognized. 
Mrs. A. B. Wilson gave a few, which 
.were acknowledged by those receiving 
them. June 24, Dr. Geo. B. Warne 
lectured and was heartily applauded, 
for all were well pleased. Mrs.- E. 
Guckert, a stranger to all but oue in 
the audience, gave a number ot mes
sages which were recognized. She 
has a fine control, and her sprightly 
manner of giving tests pleased all. 
She is to be with us again soon. We ' 
expect Dr. Greer to be with us on

: July 1." ■ t
R. Mitchell writes: "The Society of . 

the Students of Nature held a very ' 
successful meeting, Sunday evening at .

o’clock, at 114 Loomis street. Inter
esting talks, messages from mediums 
and games for the children, .with 
prizes."

Secretary writes: "Miss M. B. Hed
rick, of 55 Herkimer street, Brooklyn, 

■ N. Y., is drawing crowded houses, and 
the secretary would advise all who 
wish to attend the seances held on 
Sunday, Tuesday or Friday evenings, 
to secure scats in advance, ns it Is im
possible to accommodate all who come. 
Write or 'phone to have chairs re
served. Telephone number is 2622 J. 
Bedford. The seances begin prompt-
ly at 8 p. ni. These meetings will be 
continued until further notice.

F. J. Lentsch writes from Louis
ville, Ky.: "We were compelled to 
close the church in June, 1905, owing 

'• to the illhess of the regular pastor, 
Mrs. Mary Frances Mann. She has 

. been suffering with nervous prostra
tion, and has not been able to receive 

■ or see her most intimate friends for 
over a year; but thanks to the angel 
world, she is now convalescing.”

Georgia Gladys Cooley concluded 
her two months’ engagement with the 
First Spiritual Church of Baltimore, 
June 29. Her summer engagements 
are as follows: Meadville, Pa., July 1 
to 7; Oil City, Pa., July 8; Wonewoc 

■ Camp, Wls., July 15 to 23; Forest 
Home.Camp, Mich.. July 29 to August 
6; M, V. S. A. Camp, Clinton, Iowa, 
August 12 to end of camp.

Mrs. I. A. Hall writes: "The Golden 
Rule Spiritualist Society, at O’Don
nell’s Hall, Paulina street, near Park 
avenue, held a grand surprise for its 
large audience, on Sunday evening, 
June 24. Mrs. Nora E. Hill, pastor, 
spoke inspirational, forceful truths in 
her lecture on the 'Essential Princi
ples of Life In Their Expression Here 
and Hereafter.’ Professor Lockwood, 
of scientific fame, being present,, fol
lowed with a short, address of which 
tvery word and line teemed with 
relghiy thought and deepest learning.

When writing for this paper 
use a pen or typewriter.

We go to press early Monday morn
ing, hence communications Intended for 
that current Issue should reach thia 

| office not later than |he previous Satur
day .morning. Bear 'thlsdntl’flrtd-■

ALWAYS GIVE YOUR FULL NAMH 
AND ADDRESS WHEN SENDING NO
TICES AND COMMUNICATIONS FOR 
PUBLICATION, OTHERWISE THEY 
WILL FIND THEIR WAY TO THE 
WASTE BASKET. ,

The next in order upon the platform 
were Mrs. DeWolf Kizer and Mrs. E. J. 
Jaquet, and also Miss Clybourn and 
Miss Morris. President D. G. Hill 
continues the Bunday evening meet- 
ings. during the Bummer;menttis.’’.

Jane Young writes:’ “The writer 
refers Will Charlton to Letters From 
the Spirit World, by Carlyle Peter- 
sllea; also to ’Rending the Veil,’ fop 
an Answer to his question in The Pro
gressive Thinker of June 23. As 
both of these vofumes are loaned out, 
the writer cannot give the number of 
the letter on ’Soul Mates.’ In the sec
ond book named, the message is de
livered by Spirit Dr. Reed, a guide of 
W. W. Aber. Carlyle Petersilea is

I Brother Francis’ generous offer, and 
I own every book on the premium list. 
Every book upon the list is excellent, 
but the Encyclopedia of Death, and 
Life in the Spirit World, (1, 2, and 3), 
Art Magic, Ghost Land, Religion of 
Man, and Letters from the Spirit 
World, contain a liberal education for 
the student on the subject of Spiritual
ism, and answer many very perplexing 
questions."

Lorinda G. Brown writes from
Rockford, Ill.: "On Sunday, June 24, 
the two Spiritualist societies of Rock
ford, Ill., united in a picnic on the 
lovely grounds of Donald and Mrs. Mc
Dougall of West State street. A 
goodly number were present. The 
host and hostess are most hospitable, 
and did all in their power to give a 
home welcome to all. The guests pro
vided and served a sumptuous repast 
both for dinner and supper. The af
ternoon was mostly occupied in an ex
perience meeting, large numbers giv
ing to all the testimony that had 
been to them individually evidence of 
inter-communion of decarnate and in
carnate spirits. Not only that received 
through genuine mediums, but also 
the sad fact of so-called messages ■ 
which bore no semblance of reality. 
The remarks were received with ap
parent pleasure, and an improvlsatrlce 
gave us several songs in a sweet, sym
pathetic voice, in language that was 
doubtless Italian, as was afterward 
confirmed by an Italian lady, a mem
ber of one of the societies. The two 
had quite a lengthy visit later in their 
native tongue. A goodly number 
stayed after supper, and were enter
tained by local mediums. An an
nouncement was co-operatively made 
to hold an Ice cream social on the 
same grounds, which were condtally 
tendered for afternoon aud evening of 
July 15. 1906."

Mrs. siosson, the well-known me
dium, is permanently located at No. 
24 Waverly Place, hear Madison 
street, where she will be pleased to 
have her friends call on her.

Mrs. A. Turbett writes: "The Band 
of Harmony will meet at the residence 
of Mrs. L. Goodrich, 534 East ave
nue , Oak Park, afternoon and

I evening, on Thursday, July 5. -Card 
party in the afternoon.”

I The Cook County SPIRITUALISTS’ 
PICNIC, at Lake Bluff, July 4, will be 
n most enjoyable affair.. Arrange
ments have been made with the C. & 
N. W. R. R. for special cars on the 
train which leaves Chicago at 10:30 
a. in. A committee consisting ot la
dies wearing Suntlower badges will be 
at the train with special round trip 
tickets for 7 5 cents. The best talent 
in Cook county will be present and 
take part in the programme. Come
out and renew your youth, receive 
spiritual refreshment and have a good 
time. AU Spiritualists and tbeir 
friends are cordially invited. Bring 
your lunch. Coffee and ice cream will 
be served.

Dr. Beverly writes: "Our picnic was 
a grand success. All enjoyed the 
spread upon the grass where all were 
at one table. Free lemonade with an 
abundant repast satisfied the inner 
man. Twenty-five prizes were award
ed at the races. All enjoyed the fun. 
The people formed into a large cir
cle. Many speeches and tests were 
enjoyed till a late hour. The place 
was difficult to find, so our next will 
be more accessible. Hope all will 
come and enjoy the outings for body, 
mind and spirit. Our meetings at Ar
lington Hall, 31st street and Indiana 
avenue, will be continued all summer. 
We begin at 3 and close at 10 p. m. 
We have some of the finest talent that 
can be procured. The humble and 1 
obedient shall eat of the Good of this 
happy land."

Mary Drake Jenne writes: "The an
nual June meeting of the First Maine 
State Spiritualist Association, held at 
Camp Etna, June 15, 16 and 17, was 
one of the most successful in the his
tory of the association. Edgar W. Em
erson of Manchester, N. H., did most 
excellent work. The lecture Friday 
afternoon was well attended and ap
preciated by an Intelligent audience. 
Friday evening a social meeting was 
held in the pavilion. Saturday after
noon Mr. Emerson's guides gave a 
masterly address. In the evening a 
conference was held in the pavilion, 
after which a public circle was'formed 
at Camp Etna Hotel. Saturday morn
ing the attendance was large. The 
guides ot Mr. Emerson spoke on the 
Evolution of Religious Thought. "All 
people will yet bow at the- shrine of 
angel ministry. We are all naturally 
aspiring for something nobler and 
better." The subject of the afternoon 
discourse was .'Science and • Spiritual
ism.’ The guides followed each lec-

Dr. GEO. B. WARNE WRITES: 
“SOME ILLINOIS SOCIETY, OR ONE 
ADJACENT TO CHICAGO, MIGHT 
BE GLAD TO KNOW THERE IS AN‘ 
OPPORTUNITY TO ENGAGE THE 
SERVICES OF MRS. R, 8, LILLIE 
FOR EITHER, OR BOTH, SUNDAYS 
JULY 8 AND 15. LET ME KNOW 
AT ONOE AT 4203 EVANS AVENUE, 
CHICAGO, IF YOU WISH TO MAKE 
APPLICATION FOR THIS GIFTED 
INSPIRATIONAL WORKER. SHE 
WILL BE EASTWARD BOUND NEXT 
MONTH FOR THE SUMMER’S ITIN
ERARY TO THE SUMMER CAMPS, 
AND THE CHICAGO CONVENTION 
OF THE N. S. A., OCTOBER 10-10.”

THE 20TR CENTURY CQLPMBUS.

A Visit to His- Clrurmlng Head- 
-quArterçly

THE NEW jgM CAMP.

It Intends to Surge Ahead Tills Year.

U>W JUTES TO LILY DALE.

Oom of Thought— f .
Temperance is total abstinence from 
all things Injurious, and the moderate 
use of all things necessary.

For Information , concerning the 
Progressive Lyceum’,, authorized Les
son Paper for ,the National' Spiritual
ists Association, address John W; 
Ring, Spiritualist Temple, Galveston* 
Texas;

Mrs. L. Lee writes from Worcester, 
Mass.: “I have enjoyed The Progress
ive Thinker greatly, and am taking all 
the numbers along with me to my new 
address, to interest, and instruct 
friends and acquaintances. I am de
lighted at your stand against the 
fraudulent element in Spiritualism.”

Mrs. Julia Craig writes: "Several 
years ago a friend loaned me that pre,- 
cious little book, ‘Gâtés Ajar,’ by Eliz
abeth Stuart Phelps. What a world 
of new thoughts it revealed to me, and 
how eagerly I read and re-read It, and 
ever since have been tilled with a de
vouring thirst for more knowledge.”

Eula Golden writes: "The Spiritual 
Research Society of Flint, Ind., held 
four very successful- meetings last 
week, with W. J. Erwood as lecturer. 
To say he Ib a fine «peaker ¡«‘putting 
ft mildly. His pleasing ways can not 
help but delight some of the most 
skeptical. The meetings were well 
attended and have resulted in much 
good.”

Mrs. Maggie Henry writes: ' “At 
Spiritual Mission Chapel (Old 77), we 
had a large and attentive audience. 
Prof. Stoller is a fine speaker, and al
ways interests his audience. We had 
messages from a number of visiting 
mediums and psychometrlsts, two of 
whom had never appeared in public 
before; also readings from your cor
respondent, and answers to personal 
questions for every one In the audi-
enee "by the Professor. Services ev
ery Sunday evening."

Mrs. Mary A. Price, of Washington, 
D. C., will be at Lily Dale çamp during 
the month of August, where she hopes 
to greet the many friends she found 
at the City of Light Assembly last 
year. She will be able to make en
gagements with societies tor work as 
lecturer and test medium, after Sep
tember I.

The Muncie Morning Star speaks 
of Miss Wertz, who is engaged at the 
Chesterfield Camp, as follows: “Miss 
Wertz received much applause at the 
close of her solo, "Angels Ever Bright 
and Fair,” by Haydn, and finally re
sponded to the encore with a little 
song, “The Four Leafed Clover.” She 
is the daughter of Mrs. J. A. Wertz, 
whose articles have often appeared in 
The Progressive Thinker.

Rebecca Still writes: "I wish to ex
press my thanks for the information 
that has come to me through The 
Progressive Thinker and the premium 
books. They have given me knowledge 
that I could not get elsewhere."

J, F. McCliire writes from Denver, 
Col.: "Mrs. M. Tinsley is one of our 
good trumpet mediums and Is doing 
excellent work for the cause of Truth, 
and for the comforting of many who 
sincerely desire to commune with 
their own beloved ones on the spirit 
side of life.”

Mrs. Lease has been at the Chester
field Camp, and "delivered several lec
tures. She Is a remarkable woman, 
her eloquence is unsurpassed. She 
lectured there June 24, 26 and 28.

I M. S. Snow writes: "The Light 
i Seekers of Bemidji, Minn., have been 
furnished spiritual food for the last 
week by Mr. H. Hegdahl ot Minneapo
lis, missionary sent out by the State 
Spiritualist Association. The few 
met in the courthouse under the 
statue of the Goddess of Justice, and 
we all felt that he gave the cause jus
tice, taking all matters into considera
tion, conditions, etc. It seems strange 
there is so little interest taken in the 
cause of Spiritualism. Mr. Hegdahl 
is a young man of refinement.”

Divine Spiritual Church holds meet
ings every Sunday afternoon and 
evening at 2:30 and 7:30, in Hygeia 
Hall, corner Ogden avenue and Robey | 
street. Good music. All welcome. 
Rev. Lucy A. Hodge Koontz, pastor. ]

To the Editor:—Having received 
different communications concerning 
my action tn signing 'the Folsom- 
Stew'art endorsement at Des Moines 
last January, and learning that such 
action has been understood as an af
front to the N. S. A., I desire to say 
that in signing the article referred to, 
I meant no affront whatever to the N. 
8. A. or its officers; neither did I 
mean to condemn the action of the 
St. Louis committee, nor to endorse 
what the mediums did in St. Louis, 
which I know nothing about. I have 
only the most hearty good will toward 
the N. 8. A., and its officers, and only 
meant to express my approval of that 
particular seance in Des Moines which I 
looked all right to me. "Only that I 
and nothing more.” I

(Obituaries to the extent of ten Unes 
only will be inserted free. All- In excess 
of ten lines will be charged at the'rate 
of fifteen cents per Une. About seven 
words constitute one Une.)

Passed to spirit life, June 16, Dr. 
Walter Ethington See. Dr. See was 
well known several years ago as a 
magnetic healer and medium at Lily 
Dale, N. Y„ and other places. He I 
was beloved by all who knew him. His I 
funeral was ably conducted by Mrs. 
Clara Watson, of Jamestown, N. Y.

JULIA SEE SMEAD.

Mrs. Marrila Chapman departed- 
this life, June 13, in Grand . Ledge, 
Mich. She had passed her ninetieth 
birthday; bad been a Spiritualist 
many years. Mrs. A. E. Sheets offi
ciated at the funeral. < COR.

"Immortality, Its Naturalness, Its. 
PossibiUties and Proofs.” By J. ‘M. 
Peebles, M. A., M. D., Ph. D..’ Contains 
the address rejected by the Philosophi
cal Society of Great Britain, with latrn 
duction and Explanatory Letter. Price 
10 cents.

! History gives thé place of honor to 
! .the pioneer, either in discovering 

new territory or kâttllûg and improv- 
; Ing the lands others hale discovered, 
' or to those who make uew and useful 

discoveries in the realm of science.
The achievement of Chrlstlpher Co

lumbus will always give undying glo
ry to his name. , ; .„.

Today, a modern Cq}|pnbus dwells 
in Ponca City, Oklahoma, and although 
not hampered as4Vas ttib great Chris
topher, he is engined iit'a great work 
that will make free 'millions yet un
born,' and point Q.ut with certainty a 
direct road to kn^vjledge that will be 
clear from the errors or past ages and ' 
paved with demonstrable facts.

Dr. Peter Pearson lives in peace 
with all the world, communing with 
Nature as «he speaks in the' flowers 
that' shine like living jewels around 
his dwelling. In a garden of ¿xqusite 
beauty and unique design his'dwelling 
Ib located, and in hid treating room, 
charts of wonderful design and dia
grams revealing nis profound re
searches, hang upon the -wall. In thé 
manuscript which he 'is engaged upon 
for the enllghtenmentrof« -humanity, 

! the Doctor ta constructing a Ship of 
Knowledge that will' safely bear the 
future truth seeker across the Sea of 
Thought, beyond the billows of con
troversy, to the Evergreen Islands of 
Truth, where the Sun of Fact shines 
pndimmed on fertile fields that await 
the student free.from superstition and 
bias, and whose highest desire Is more 
light.

Psycho-Harmonial Philosophy and 
Correlated Therapy is the name of this 
forthcoming book, and a careful in
vestigation of itB claims will reveal to 
the inquirier that this system of phil
osophy will raise the human family 
to such a high plane of existence that 
disease cannot exist there. Each In
dividual of the great army ot humani
ty will there find their harmonious re
lation to all things in the universe, ac
cording to their place on the scale of 
vibration.

It Is the key to universal wisdom.
When the Psycho-Harmonial Phil

osophy Is understood and applied by 
all, unsuitable marriages will be im
possible; hence a perfectly tuned pi
ano in the parlor should be the judg
ment bar before which Cupid could, 
with due respect for existing condi
tions, plead his cause. Jt is before 
this bar of eternal justice, sounding 
the music of the spheres that the two 
contracting parties stand together In 
harmony, or asunder in discord.’’— 
(Chapter 8, page 71, Psycho-Harmo
nial Philosophy and Correlated Ther
apy.)

Spirit circles by this great system 
will be placed pn sucli foundation that 
failure will be impossible. By a num
ber of simple devices -'Dr. Pearson 
demonstrates his system for which 
the term theory is Inappropriate.

■: J. M. WHITE.
Ponca City, Okla;- :

The Cause at MacoYnb, HI.
We have a fine; spiritual church 

here at Macomb, III., built by the late 
J. D. Munger, and'it wak to be dedl- 
sated May 22, all arrangements being 
made by him, and the speakers en
gaged. He was called tofthe other life 
before his work jpas entirely com
pleted, leaving the church affairs in 
an unsettled condition. His funeral 
discourse was the /¡fst onp delivered in 
the church, whiefy was jconducteji by 
Mrs. Georgia G. Cooley, jus); one 
month from the time set for the dedi
cation by him. T^iere was a large at
tendance, and her address was spoken 
of by the enemies to Spiritualism, as 
the best funeral sermon ever delivered 
in Macomb, and they supposed she was 
the best speaker that the Spiritualists 
could produce, and the only one worth 
hearing, but they now think there are 
many more after bearing Mr. and Mrs. 
Sprague, who were with us two weeks 
the last of April and fore part of May. 
The church was filled to overflowing. 
They both worked with a will, and 
presented the truths of Spiritualism in 
such a beautiful way, that it was the 
main topic of conversation. The 
seeds sown by them will bring forth 
much fruit. They are earnest work
ers in the cause, and we look forward 
to having them with us again this fall. 
Brother Sprague organized a society 
and helped straighten up the affairs of 
the church, and it is owing to his ef- 
fortB tWht we now hold the deed to 
the Spiritual Temple. We also had 
Dr. George B. Warne with us the 17th 
and 18th of June. He gave good 
satisfaction, and we all feel glad that 
we have had the pleasure of hearing 
the president of the State Spiritualist 
Association.

MRS. MATTIE BURNHAM.

“Prather Bell Is Not Dead,” Says Geo. 
A. Letford, of Chicago—He Is 
Known as the Drummer Medium.
"Prather Bell is not dead,” says 

George A. Letford, of Chicago, a well 
known traveling man who arrived at 
the Marlon Hotel Thursday morning. 
“I have just read an account of his 
mysterious disappearance in the pa
pers and my Spiritualist powers tell 
me neither he nor his companion are 
dead. They are now in Mississippi, 
traveling west. They will be heard 
from after several weeks of a good 
time.”

George Letford gave an alleged so
lution of the famous Sophie Kloeckler 
case at Lakewood a few years ago. At 
that time he predicted the finding of 
the body, and that drowning was the 
result of momentary Insanity. About 
a year ago, he says, he asaisted the au
thorities of Tallahassee, Fla., in solv
ing the mysteriousiBpps chse and upon 
his description of the negroes who af
terward proved toffee thd -murderers, 
they were convictedriand sentenced.

Mr. Letford was tfounduat his room 
at the Marlon Hotel Thursday after
noon and was emphatic-1 ih his state
ments that Bell was alive. He de-
scribed at some length eàHh of the two 
missing men, satiiig that one was a 
married man and that ttlb object of 
the pair in playin&the practical joke 
was to permit of their taking a trip 
through the country. While in a 
trance Mr. Letfortfcplaiuiy saw the 
couple enjoying themselves on a 
freight train going'west and correctly 
described each of them. 9

David P. Stern, the intend of Bell, 
who arrived in thé'city ^Tuesday to 
take charge of thuWod^of the sup
posed dead man, left Thursday noon 
for the home in Greensboro, N. C. 
The detectives who have-been' working 
upon the case have acknowledged that 
they are puzzled over the.facts in the 
case and are ata loss for à clqw to the 
whereabouts of the two men.—Atlanta 
(Ga.) News. - ;

M,r, Letford is a most excellent me- 
dfumi : He will be at the Grand Ledge 
Camp i his year. ■ <: ■ :

.Onco more I ask space In your valu- 
1 able paper to invite the people to the 

coming session of the First Spiritual 
Religious Association at New Era, 
Oregon. My wife and her mother are 
here with me helping to get the hotel 
and grounds ready for another one of 
the best meetings ever held in the 
grounds of the association. They, 
the best meetings, are the kind I al
ways work for, and I always do my 
best in that direction, and the coming 
one bids fair to be grand and good. *

In 1904 there were live tents on the 
ground; in 19Q6 there were eighteen, 
and I feel sure of many more for 
1906. The hotel and-.cottages were 
well filled last year and I have reason 
to say they will all be full this year, 
and I am putting, Ih more beds this 
year so I can have the hotel in readi
ness to entertain those who wish to 
patronize it. . , , ,

I wish I could have the editor of 
The Progressive Thinker and all his 
staff in our lovely grounds for one 
week at least to see the grand old fir 
threes, some of them five and six feet 
through as they tower heavenward 
two hundred feet or more, and listen 
to the birds singing everywhere in 
the inclosure; robins, wrens, yellow 
hammers, humming birds, wild cana- 

i ries, cedar birds, rain crows, etc., with 
now and then a pine squirrel chipping 
in or chasing up and down the trees; 
the deep dense shade, the betet of 
well water, view ot Mount Hood to 
the East with mighty forests and 
mountains intervening, with the Wil
lamette River on the west with back 
ground of ferns and heavy timber; to 
the north a mill pond and farms on 
sloping hillside and farms to the 
south, all make our camp ground a 
paradise Indeed! It must be seen to 
be fully understood, and by every one 
entering our gates it is praised and 
enjoyed.

The Central Passenger Association, 
Including the railroads in Michigan, Il
linois, Indiana, Ohio and Pennsylvania 
have agreed to sell excursion tickets to 
Lily Dale and return at one fare for 
the round trip. These tickets are 
good only to leave July 17 and , 31. 
Return limit 30 . days. The Chicago 
rate Is $14; St, Louis, $19.25; Indian
apolis, $12; Cincinnati, $11,30; corre
sponding low rates from other points. 
All the roads from Chicago, Nsw York 
City, Boston and intermediate terri
tory will sell low rate excursion tickets 
to Lily Dale and return, good going 
June 1 to Sept. 30, return limit Octo
ber 31. Chicago rate Is $20, Ask 
your local ticket agent for special | 
Lily .Dale rates, or have liim send 
his genera. 'Icket agent forithem.

This favorite place of resort will 
have the following speakers this year:

July 22—10:30 a, m., address of 
welcome by Oscar A. Edgerly of Lynn, 
Mass.; 2:30 p. m., lecture by Mrs. A. 
E. Sheets ot Grand Ledge, Mich.

July 24—2:30 P- 
Mrs. A. E. Sheets.

July 
Mrs. A.

July 
Mrs. A.

July 
Mrs. A.

26—2:30 
E. Sheets. 
27—2:30 
E. Sheets. 
28—2:30 
E. Sheets.

OÖR 
PREMIUM 
soon 

OFFER ?

g

flave You Read

Truly, the world has NEVER SEEN 
the like before. Search the annals of 
history, ANCIENT AND MODERN; 
critically examine the history ot Spirit
ualism; look here and there, in every 
nook and corner of the world, and you 
CANNOT find a parallel to the offer 
made in reference to these THIRTEEN 
remarkable PREMIUM BOOKS. They 
constitute a wonderfully valuable Spir
itualistic and Occult LIBRARY, and 
are furnished at a nominal sum. All 
are substantially bound ajid neatly 
printed, and those who purchase them - 
are DELIGHTED WITH THEM-

We have now THIRTEEN magnifi
cent PREMIUM BOOKS which you 
can select from.

GEMS OF THOUGHT, by SEVEN
TEEN leading authors, is our last 
Premium Book.

0

HayrlBon D. Barrett, president of 
the N. 8. A., is our principal speaker, 
and I have been congratulated on 
many occasions by those who heard 
him last year, because we are to have 
him for the coming camp-meeting.

Mrs. Ladd Flnnican is well known 
to most if not all who attend our 
camp-meetings, and will be on hand as 
usual to demonstrate the presence of 
those who are now in the full enjoy
ment of their home in spirit.

Mrs. Emma Lapworth of Seattle, 
Washington, was with us last year, 
and made many friends and will be 
with us durlpg the next meeting in 
July. She is a-good medium.

Mrs. Irene Smith of Tacoma, Wash
ington, will also be one of our able as
sistants—a speaker and medium.

F. W. Underwood and wife are on 
the program, and others will be in at
tendance from time to time to assist in 
the good work.

We want all who can do so, to come 
to the New Era camp-meeting, which 
opens on July 8. 1906, and closes July 
28, and 1 am fully persuaded that if 
you do come, at the close of the ses
sion, you can truly say, "It was good 
to be here.” REV. G. C. LOVE.

President.

To the Editor:—The one vigorous 
article entitled "Suggestion," by 
Channing Severance, is worth to me 
the subscription price of The Pro
gressive Thinker for one year, and 
the rest of the paper is chockful of
good things, enough to keep the mind 
active for a long time. The whole ar
ticle struck a responsive chord in my 
soul. My respect for the Christian re
ligion is no greater Uian his. I have 
seen its blighting influence upon the 
mindB of people for the past seventy- 
five years.

If there is any one thing more than 
another, that I have to thank my dear 
old father and mother for, it is their 
kindness in not advising or influencing 
my childish mind in any way to attend 
a Christian gabbath-school where my 
plastic mind would receive such hid
eous Impressions, and pure "cussed- 
ness” of God and the Devil, that old 
theology (or mythology) dealt out to 
their "victims.”

My maternal grandmother was the 
seventh generation in'direct line from 
Elder William Brewster that came 
over in the Mayflower in 1620. I sup
pose there’s where I get my "rever
ence" for the "cloth,” and all that it 
implies. Of all the frauds in the 
wide world, I think the Christian re
ligion is the greatest fraud that was 
ever perpetrated upon a credulous 
people.

I’m glad to see the Bland you take 
in exposing the frauds in our ranks as 
well as anywhere else. Show them 
up so they will be obliged to take to 
"the woods” to screen themselves 
from the gaze of an outraged public. 
You cannot fail to gain the respect । 
and have the moral help of all honest 
men and women on both sides of the ■

ANGELS CAN GIVE US RELIEF.

In the noontide of glory the heart 
beats with joy,

The pulses leap wild with delight, 
And hope holds a cup without any al

loy,
So we sup and no grief is in sight
But, oh! when., deep sorrow turns 

over the leaf,
And we weep in a piteous strain, 

'Tls only the angels can give us relief,
And restore us to comfort again.

' MRS. S. A VAN BLARCOM. I
Lily Dale, N. Y. I

Oscar A. 
August

Oscar A.
August

Mrs. R. 8. ___
August 4—2:36 p. m.,

Mrs. R. 8. Lillie.

• p. m., lecture 
Messages,

1 p. m., lecture 
Messages,

p. m., lecture 
Montecito, Cal.

August 7—2:30 
Mrs. R. 8. LUlid.

August 8—2:30 
Mrs. R. 8. Lillie.

August 9—2:30 
Mrs. R. 8-Lillie.

August 12—10:30 a. m., lecture by 
Mrs. Marian Carpenter; 2:30 p. m., 
lecture by Mrs. Marian Carpenter, fol
lowed by messages.

August 14—2:30 p. m., lecture by 
Mrs. Marian Carpenter. Messages.

August 15—National Spiritualists 
Association Day; 2:30 p. m., lecture 
and messages by Mrs. Marian Carpen
ter.

August 16—-2:30 p. m., lecture and 
messages by Mrs. Marian Carpenter.

August 17—2:30 p. m., lecture and 
messages by Oscar À. Edgerly.

August 18—2:30 p. m., lecture by 
Elizabeth Harlow of Columbus, Ohio.

August 19—10:30 a. m., lecture by 
Elizabeth Harlow; 2:30 p. m., lecture 
by Elizabeth Harlow.

Any one of the Thirteen Premium 
Books you may order, price 25 cents. 
This is the price, remember, when you 
order only one book in connection with 
u yearly subscription. The paper, one 
year, and one Premium Book, $11.25. 
Hut if you order more than one Pre
mium Book the price is as follows:

Any two of the Thirteen Premium 
Books you may order, price 70 cents.

Any three of the Thirteen Premium 
Books you may order, price $1.10.

Any four of the Thirteen Premium 
Books you may order, price $1.50.

Any live of the Thirteen Premium 
Books you may order, price $1.75.

I Any six of the Thirteen Premium I Books you may order, price $2.05.
Any seven of the Thirteen Premium 

Hooks you may order, price $2.85.
Any eight of the Thirteen Premium 

Books you may order, price $2.65.
Any nine of the Thirteen Premium 

Books you may order, price $2.00.
Any ten of the Thirteen Premium 

Books you may order, price $3.10.
Any eleven of the Thirteen Premium 

Books you may order, price $3.40.
Any twelve of the Thirteen Premium 

Books you may order, price $8.85.
Lastly, all of these THIRTEEN Pre

mium Books here announced are sent 
out, all postage prepaid, for -1.15, 
something never before equalled in 
this country or Europe.

Bear in mind that every order for a 
Pramium Book must be accompanied 
with a yearly subscription for The 
Progressive Thinker, which is $1. Wo 
repeat that the world has nover seen 
the like of It before.

This prograp subject to change.
The program, for the forenoons, 

Sundays and Mondays excepted, will 
be varied and Interesting, consisting of 
mediums’ meetings, conferences, etc. 
Mediums who are developing, as well 
as others, will have an opportunity to 
participate. These exercises are a 
great aid to those expecting to take up 
the work. J. W. EWING,

Grand Ledge, Mich. President.

--- --- UUUJCIA 
with many brief narratives and anec
dotes, which render the book more in
teresting and more easily comprehend
ed. it is especially adapted for use in 
Children's Lyceum. In the hands of 
mothers and teachers it may be made 
very useful. Young and old will be 
benefited by it. Price, 81.

“Harmonics of Evolutkm.The Philos
ophy of individual life. Based Upon 
Natural Science, as Taught by Modern 
Masters of the. Law.” By Florence 
Huntley. A^work of deep thought, car
rying the principles of evolution into 
new fields. Price, cloth, $2.

The Influence of the Zodiac Upon 
Human Life,

With Character R-eadiags of Per- 
sons Born Upon the Cusp,

The principles found in ibis volumo are both 
a science anti a religion, for a better and afar 
happier humanity It points to the planets as 
an Index tx) the human vharacwr wd liability 
to diseases; also gives tho gems and colors suit
ed to t.emperam«nis evolved under certain plan
ets. Hut tho author. ELEANOR HIRE, lays 
special stress upon the fundamental principle 
that “All maladies known to man can be entire
ly dominated, forever cast out, by those who, 
realize that mind is the master and body the ■ 
servant.” Price, cloth, $1.00. I

HELI06ENTR1G ASTROLOGY, 
Or Essentials of Astronomy and Solar Men
tality, with Tables ot Ephemeris to lino. Bv 
Tarmo Vedrà. With 61 Illustrations, :i5 cf 
which are original drawings by Holmes W. 
Merton, author of "Descriptive Mentality." A 
new system of personally determining the pri
mary 'fundot Mental and Physical forces and 
their results In mental aptitudes that dominate 

.tho nature or the individual as based upon date 
ot birth. Price, cloth, U.&0.

Aofecufar Huoothe&i& of Nature: 
The Relation of Its Principles to Continued Ex« 
istence and to the Philosophy of Spiritualism 
By Prof W. M. Lockwood. Paper. 24 cents.

By the Author of
"fl Wanderer In Spirit Lands.”

“ HE STRANGE STORY OF AHRINZIMAN
The Persian Flystic Emperor.

■ A weird; powerfully told dramatic story of the earth life and subsequent 
'experiences in the: Spirit AVorld of the “Guide; Ahriziman." Few books 
ire more calculated to hold the reader's interest from the first page to the' 
st, and much that is original and new;will be found in the accounts given 
f Ahrinzimnn's Studies in-tne Domain of Afagic and its relation to obsessions 

. nd other perplexing, problems of spiritual intercourse. 1’rice, cioth 51.00. 
xJaper, GO cents. Postage, 12 cents. • •

I OUR THIRTEEN REMARKABLE 
I PREMIUM BOOKS FOR $1.15.

The following la the list of titles o| 
the Twelve Premium Books;

1—The Encyclopedia of Death, 
Life in the Spirit World, Vol. I.

2—The Encyclopedia o£ Death, and 
Life in the Spirit tVorld, Vol. 2.

3—The Encyclopedia of Death, and 
Life In the Spirit World, Vol. 3. These 
three volumes have been prepared by, 
j. R. Francis. Tbay contain invaluable 
data.

4—Art Magic, or Mundane, Bub-Mun, 
dane and Super-Mundane Spiritism, bj 
Mrs. Emma Hardinge Britten,

6—Ghost Land, Spiritualism, Occult
ism, by Mrs. Emma Harding« Britten.

6—The Next World interviewed, by 
Mrs. S. G. Horn, a most remarkable me- 
diuna

9—The Religion of Man and Ethics ot 
Science, by Hudson Tuttle.

10—Seers of the Ages, or Spiritualism 
Past and Present, by Dr. J. M. Peebles.

11—The Great Debate Between Moses 
Hull and W. F. Jamieson.

12—Letters from tho Spirit World, 
written through the mediumship ot 
Carlyle Petersilea.

13—Gems of Thought, by SEVEN
TEEN' leading authors, is our last Pre
mium. IHiirit.

fl NEW CATECHISM
BV M. M. MAN0ASAR1AN..

Fourth Edition—Six Additional Chap
ters—•260 Fuges, Bound in Cloth, 
$1.00.-—Conlaiuliig Likeness of tlio 
Author.
"A New Catechism” has enjoyed a 

remarkable sale both in America and 
England. George Jacob Holyoake, 
In his introduction to the English edi
tion of "A New Catechism," says:

"A New Catechism” is the boldest, 
the brightest, the most varied and in
forming of any work of the kind ex
tant. Tlie principal fields of Iranian 
knowledge, which the churches have 
fenced round with supernatural ter
rors, the Catechism breaks into, cher
ishing what is fair and showing what 
is deformed. The notes, of which 
there are many, both ancient and con
temporary, are as striking as tho 
text. The book is a cyclopedic ot 
theology and reason in a nutshell.

Other Excellent Publications
BY M. M. JIANGASAR1AN.

HOW THE BIBLE WAS INVENTED.

A New Lecture.—Price, 10 cents.
This little pamphlet should be 

placed in tp'e-hands of every American 
citizen.. The attention ot preachers, 
theological students, and all church 
members should be called to the won
derful story of the Invention of the 
Holy Bible, which this lecture tells.

See that at least one orthodox 
neighbor of yours reads this lecture.

MORALITY WITHOUT A GOD.
With letter to Right Reverend 

: Bishop Anderson, of Chicago. Price, 
19 cents.

JESUS CHRIST A MYTH.

A New Book.—Price 25 Cents.
This book examines the evidence for 

the historical existeneb o! Jesus, and 
finds it quite insufflcient to prove that 
such a man aS Jesus ever lived. It is 
a most Important contribution to 
Modern Thought. It is prefaced by 
a letter to the Christian Clergy, and 
concluded by an answer to an editori
al In one ot the Chicago morning pa
pers, attacking Mr. Mangasarian's po
sition. Send your orders at once, as 
the first edition will soon be exhaust
ed.
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WRITER SHOULD ACCOMPANY ALL 
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The Spiritualistic Field—Its Workers, Its Work, I
। o—----- 1 \XJnvli4 f^VPF *and General Progress, the World Over.

■ ileving that the cause of truth can be I 
best subserved thereby. Many of the; $eiitimentB uttered in an article may be | 
diametrically opposed to his belief, yet j 
«hat is no reason wliy they should bo 

’suppressed; yet we wish It distinctly i 
understood that our space is Inade
quate to publish everything that comes 

/to hand, howeyer much we might desire 
to do so. That must account for the 
non-appearance.of YOUR article.

■ WRITE PLAINLY .—We would . like 
to Impress upon the minds of our corre.-. 
Cpondents that The. Progressive Thinker 
is’set up'on a Linotype machine that 
must make speed equal to about four

■ compositors. That means rapid work, 
hud it is essential that all copy, to in- 

'i sure Insertion in the paper, all other re
quirements being favorable, should be 
written plainly with Ink on white 
phper, or with a typewriter, and only on 
pne slde of the paper. Please bear thia

Dr. GEO. B. WARNE WRITES: 
“SOME ILLINOIS SOCIETY, OR ONE 
ADJACENT TO CHICAGO,- MIGHT 
BE GLAD TO KNOW THERE IS AhP 
OPPORTUNITY TO ENGAGE THE 
SERVICES OF MRS, R. S. LILLIE 
FOR EITHER, OR BOTH, SUNDAYS 
JULY 8 AN» 15. LET ME KNOW 
AT ONOE AT 4203 EVANS AVENUE, 
CHICAGO, IF YOU WISH TO MAKE 
APPLICATION FOR THIS GIFTED 
INSPIRATIONAL WORKER. SHE 
WILL BE EASTWARD BOUND NEXT 
MONTH FOR THE SUMMER’S ITIN
ERARY TO THE SUMMER CAMPS, 
AND THE CHICAGO CONVENTION 
OF THE N. 8, A., OCTOBER 16-10.”

TOPIC FOR THE PROGRESSIVE 
LYCEUM.

Sunday, July 8, 1006: “Temperance.1

— -------------- -r—. .
THE 20TH CENTURY COLUMBUS.

A Visit to Hl^- Clrurming Head- 
quartern^

History gives the' place of honor to 
.the pioneer, either in discovering1 
new territory or kflttlidg and improv
ing the lands others haw discovered, 
or -to those who make new and useful 
discoveries in the realm of science.

The achievement ot ChriBllpher Co
lumbus will always give undying glo
ry to his usine. > j ■„)

Today, a modern CqjymbuB dwells 
in Ponca City, Oklahoma,and although 
not hampered as'-ftas tfte great Chris
topher, he is engAfced ifl'a great work 
that will make free 'millions yet un-

the new; CAMP. LOW KATES TO LILY DALE.

It Intends to Surge Ahead This Year.

.Once more I ask space in your valu-l 
able paper to invite the people to the 
coming session pt. the First Spiritual' 
Religious Association at New Era, 
Oregon. My wife and her mother are 
here with me helping to get the hotel 
and grounds ready for another one of 
the best meetings ever held in the 
grounds of the association. They, 
the best meetings, are the kind 1 al
ways work for, and I always do my 
best in that direction, and the coming 
one bids fair to be grand and good. ♦

In 1904 there were live tents on the 
ground; in 1905 there were eighteen, 
and I feel sure of many more for

When wri/in? for this paper 
use a pen or typewriter.

We go to press early Monday morn
ing, hence communications Intended for 
that current Issue should reach thia 
office not later than |he previous Qatur- 
day mornlna. Bearfhis-ln njInd.. . .J

ALWAYS GIVE YOUR FULL NAMfl. 
AND ADDRESS WHEN SENDING NO
TICES AND COMMUNICATIONS FOR 
PUBLICATION, OTHERWISE THEY 
WILL FIND THEIR WAY TO THE 
WASTEBASKET. .

Geni of Thought— ' I
Temperance 1b total abstinence from I 
all things injurious, and the moderate 
use of all things necessary.

For Information , concerning the 
Progressive Lyceum',' authorized Les
son Paper for.the National'.Spiritual
ists .Association, address John W. 
Ring, Spiritualist Temple, Galveston, 
Texas.1

born, and point qut with certainty a
direct road to kn^vfledge that will be ]<)06. The hotel and .cottages were 
clear from the errors or past ages and well filled last year and I have reason 
paved with demonstrable facts. to say they will all be full this year, 

Dr. Peter Pearson lives in peace nnd i ani putting, in more beds this 
with all the world, communing with year so I can have the hbtel in readir 
Nature as she speaks in the‘ flowers aess to entertain those who wish to 
that'shine like living jewels around patronize it. . . , , , ,
his dwelling. In a garden of exqusite I wish I Icotild have the editor of 
beauty and unique design his dwelling The Progressive Thinker and all his 
is located, and in hid treating yoom, ¿taff in our lovely grounds for one 
charts of wonderful design and dia- week at least to see the grand old fir 
grams revealing Ills profound re- threes, some of them five and six feet. - 

.searches, hang upon the-wall. In thè through as they tower heavenward Mass.

The Central Passenger Association, 
Including the railroads in Michigan, II- 
Hnols, Indiana, Ohio and Pennsylvania 
have agreed to sell excursion tickets to 
Lily Dale and return at one fare for 
the round trip. These tickets are 
good only to leave July 17 and 31. 
Return limit 30 days. The Chicago 
rate is $14; St. Louis, $19.25; Indian
apolis, $12; Cincinnati, $11.30; corre
sponding low rates from other points. 
All the roads from Chicago, New York 
City, Boston and Intermediate terri
tory will sell low rate excursion tickets 
to Lily Dale and return, good going 
June 1 to Sept. 30, return limit Octo
ber 31, Chicago rate Ib $20. Ask 
your local ticket agent for special 
Lily ¡Dale rates, or have ’lilm send to 
his genera, ticket agent forUhem.

[Advertisement.]
GRAND LEDGE CAMP. 

1 / 6
Located at, Grund Ledge, Michigan.

This favorite place of resort will
have the following speakers this year: 

July 22—10:30 a. m., address .of 
welcome by Oscar A. Edgerly of Lynn, " * - - x — —- I, Athrough as they tower heavenward 2:30 p. m., lecture by.Mto- A, 

two hundred feet or more, and listen Sheets of Grand Ledge, Mich.
♦n thnhirrtH sirieiric everywhere in July 24—2:3Q p. m., lecture

*
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flave You Read

Truly, the world has NEVER BEEN 
the like before. Search the annals of 
history, ANCIENT AND MODERN; 
critically examine the history of Spirit
ualism; look here and there, in every 
pook and corner of the world, and you 
CANNOT And a parallel to the offer 
made in reference to these THIRTEEN 
remarkable PREMIUM BOOKS. They 
constitute a' wonderfully valuable Spir
itualistic and Occult LIBRARY, and 
are furnished at a nominal sum. AU

a

%* /

,4

E

inmlnd.ITEMS,—Bear in mind that Items for 
>he General Survey will in all cases be 
edjusted to the space we have to occu
py. and Jn order to do that they will 
generally have to be abridged more or 
leis; otherwise many items would be 
crowded opt. Sometimes a thtrty-libe 
Item is cut,down to ten lines, and ten 
lines to two lines, os occasion may re- 
■<iufrq.; TAKE DUE NOTICE, that all items 
'nr this page must be accompanied by 
’•he full name and address of the writer. 
> • will not do to say that Secretary or 
‘Jnrrespondent writes bo and so, with- 
'out giving the full name and address of 
■‘ he writer. The Items of those who do 
~ot comply with this request will be 
oast into the waste basket.

KEEP COPIES of your poems sent to 
this office, for. they will not be returned 
If we have not space to use them.

THIS GENERAL SURVEY DEPART- 
WENT IS ONLY INTENDED TO 
CHRONICLE THE ENGAGEMENTS 
AND WORK OF SPEAKERS AND ME- 
!DIUM6. A REPORT OF WHAT THE 
VARIOUS SPEAKERS SAY WILL 
(NOT BE PUBLISHED, AS WE HAVE 
¡NOT SPACE SUFFICIENT FOR THAT 
'PURPOSE.

The next to order upon the platform 
were Mrs. .DeWolf Kizer and Mrs. B. J. 
Jaquet, and also Miss Clybourn and 
Miss Morris. President D. G. Hill 
continues the Sunday evening meet- 
ings, during the summeranenths." ■ -

Jane Young writes:' “The writer 
refers Will Charlton to Letters From 
the Spirit World, by Carlyle Peter- 
sllea; also to ’Rending the Veil,' toy 
an ¿newer to his question In The Pro
gressive Thinker of June 23. As 
both of these volumes are loaned out, 
the writer cannot give the number of 
the letter on ‘Soul Mates.' In the sec
ond book named, the message 1b de
livered by Spirit Dr. Reed, a guide of 
W. W. Aber. Carlyle Petersilea Is 
very clear upon this subject. Spirit
ualists should avail themselves of 
Brother Francis' generous offer, and 
own every book on the premium list. 
Every book upon the list Is excellent, 
but the Encyclopedia of Death, and 
Life in the Spirit World, (1, 2, and 3), 
Art Magic, Ghost Land, Religion of 
Man, and Letters from the Spirit 
World, contain a liberal education for 
the student on the subject of Spiritual
ism, and answer many very perplexing

Mrs, L. Lee writes i from Worcester, 
Mass.: "I have enjoyed The Progress
ive Thinker greatly, and am taking UH 
the numbers along with me to my new 
address, to Interest, and Instruct 
friends and ^cqualntancps. I am de
lighted at yoiir stand against the 
fraudulent element in Spiritualism,”

Mrs. Julia Craig .■writes: "Several 
years ago a friend loaned me that pre.- 
cious little book,TGatês Ajar,' by Eliz
abeth Stuart Phelps. What a world 
of new thoughts It revealed to me, and 

i how eagerly I read and re-read it, and 
ever Bince have been filled with a de
vouring" thirst for more knowledge."

Eula Golden writes: "The Spiritual 
Research Society of Flint, Ind., held 
four very successful- meetings . last 
week, with W. J. Erwood as lecturer. 
To say he is a-fine «peaker iB’putting 
it mildly. His pleasing ways can not 
help but delight some of the most 
skeptical. The meetings were well 
attended and have resulted in much 
good."

Mrs. Maggie Henry writes: ' "At 
Spiritual Mission Chapel (Old 77), we 
had a large and attentive audience. 
Prof. Stoller Is a fine speaker, and al
ways interests his audience. We had 
messages from a number of visiting 
mediums and psychometrists, two of 
whom had never appeared in public

c • Carl C. Pope writes: "The Progress- 
. Ive Thinker, -always good, grows bet- 

■ ier every week.”
Ferd C. Suhrer, corresponding sec- 

. retary of the Rising Sun Spiritualist 
Mission writes: "On June 24 it was 

' - .good to see the liberality of so many 
■strangers as they mingled with bur 
members—liberal in thought and ex- 
.ireBsion. Our services are as fol- 

< tows: Lecture and song service in the 
, " inorning, at 11; lyceum work, lecture 

. and tests from 2:30 to 3 In the after- 
boon, and lecture and song service at 

< 8 In the evening. Different speakers 
at every meeting who express 

• thoughts pertaining to d higher and 
holier life, and tests are given in the 

; afternoqn only by competent instru- 
monts. On Sunday, July 8, Orlando 

.E. Miller, Ph, D., will address us in 
/. the morning. Mrs. Martha Price in 
; the afternoon, and the Hon. Chas. E.

Hughes in the evening. Good mes
sage bearers will give messages Jn the 
afternoon. The conundrum social by 
the Ladles’ Aid on Saturday, July 14, 
in our temple will be enjoyed bymany. 
The steamer City of South Haven is 
engaged for our excursion to South 
Haven'on Saturday, July 21."

Eva L. Stewart writes: "On June 
17, the Hyde Park Occult Society, lis
tened to another very interesting lec
ture by Dr. C. A. Burgess. His mes
sages by impressions were' recognized. 
Mrs. A. B. WilSon gave a few, which 
.were acknowledged by those receiving 
them. June 24, Dr. Geo. B. Warne 

Joctured and was heartily applauded, 
for all were well pleased. Mrs.- E. 
Guckert, a stranger to all but one in 
the audience, gave a number of mes
sages which were recognized. She 
has a tine control, and her sprightly 
manner of giving tests pleased all. 
She is to be with us again soon. We 
expect Dr. Greer to be with us on

questions.”
Lorinda G. Brown writes from 

Rockford, Ill,: "On Sunday, June 24, 
the two Spiritualist societies of Rock
ford, Ill., united in a picnic on the 
lovely grounds of Donald and Mrs. Mc
Dougall ot West State street. A 
goodly number were present. The 
host and hostess are most hospitable, 
and did all in their power to give a 
home welcome to ail. The guests pro
vided and served a sumptuous repast 
both for dinner and supper. The af
ternoon was mostly occupied In an ex
perience meeting, large numbers giv
ing to all the testimony that had 
been to them individually evidence of 
inter-communion of decarnate and in
carnate spirits. Not only that received 
through genuine mediums, but also 
the sad fact of so-called messages 
which bore no semblance of reality. 
The remarks were received with ap
parent pleasure, and an improvlsatrlce 
gave us several songs in a sweet, sym
pathetic voice, in language that was 
doubtless Italian, as was afterward 
confirmed by an Italian lady, a mem
ber of one of the societies. The two 
had quite a lengthy visit later in their 
native tongue. A goodly number 
stayed after supper, and were enter
tained by local mediums. An an
nouncement was co-operatively made 

( to hold an ice cream social on the 
same grounds, which were condially 
tendered for afternoon and evening of

July 1." ■
R. Mitchell writes: "The Society of 

the Students of Nature held a very 
successful meeting, Sunday eveningat 
its hall, 4 61 W. North avenue. Sister 
Bundruk, Sister Ricket and several 
other mediums gave messages. This 
society holds developing circles and 
conference meetings during the sum
mer for the benefit of the new begin
ners in mediumship, conducted by 
Bister M. Schumacher. The Ladles’ 
'Auxiliary of the Society gives its 
monthly Ice cream social, Thursday 
afternoon, July 5, from 2 to 5 
o’clock, at 114 Loomis street. Inter
esting talks, messages from mediums 
and games for the children, .with 
prizes.”

Secretary writes: "Miss M. B. Hed
rick, of 55 Herkimer street, Brooklyn, 

■ N. Y., is drawing crowded houses, and | 
the secretary would advise all who 
wish to attend the seances held on 
Sunday, Tuesday or Friday evenings, 
to secure seats in advance, ns it is im
possible to accommodate all who come. 
Write or ’phone to have chairs re
served. Telephone number is 2622 J. 
Bedford. The seances begin prompt
ly at 8 p. m. These meetings will be 
continued until further notice.

July 15, 1906." . .
Mrs. Slosson, the well-known me

dium, is permanently located at No. 
24 Waverly Place, near Madison 
street, where she will be pleased to 
have her friends call on her.

Mrs. A. Turbett writes: "The Band 
of Harmony will meet at the .residence 
of Mrs. L. Goodrich, 534 East ave
nue , Oak Park, afternoon and 
evening, on Thursday, July 5. • -Card 
party in the afternoon."

The Cook County SPIRITUALISTS’ 
PICNIC, at Lake Bluff, July 4, will be 
a most enjoyable affair.. Arrange
ments have been made with the C. & 
N. W. R. R. for special cars on the 
train which leaves Chicago at 10:30

before; also readings .from your cor
respondent, and answers to personal 
questions for every one In the audi
ence "by tbe Professor. Services ev
ery Sunday evening.”

Mrs. Mary A. Price, of Washington, 
D. C., will be at Lily Dale pamp during 
the month of August, where she hopes 
to greet the many friends she found 
at the City of Light Assembly -last 
year. She will be able to make en
gagements with societies for work as 
lecturer and test medium; after Sep
tember 1.

The Muncie Morning Star speaks 
of Miss Wertz, who is engaged at the 
Chesterfield Camp, aa follows: "Miss 
Wertz received much applause àt the 
close of her solo, “Angels Ever Bright 
and Fair,” by Haydn, and finally re
sponded to the encore with a little 
song, "The Four Leafed Clover.” She 
Is the daughter of Mrs. J. A. Wertz, 
whose articles have often appeared Jn 
The Progressive Thinker, "

Rebecca Still Writes: “I wish to ex
press my thanks for the information 
that has come to me through The 
Progressive Thinker and the premium 
books. They have given me knowledge 
that I could not get elsewhere.”

J,. F. McClure writes from Denver, 
Col.: “Mrs: M. Tinsley is one of our 
good trumpet mediums and is doing 
excellent work for the cause of Truth, 
and for.the comforting of many who 
sincerely desire to commune with 
their own beloved ones on the spirit 
side of life.”

Mrs. Lease has been at the Chester
field Camp, and "delivered several lec
tures.' She 1b a remarkable woman,

a. m. A committee consisting of la
dies wearing Sunflower badges will be 
at the train with special round trip 
tickets for 75 cents. The best talent 
in Cook county will be present and 
take part in the programme. Come 
out and renew your youth, receive 
spiritual refreshment and have a good 
time. All Spiritualists- and their 
friends are cordially invited. Bring 

j your lunch. Coffee and ice cream will

her eloquence is unsurpassed. She I 
lectured there June 24, 26 and 28. I

M. S. Snow writes: "The Light 1 
Seekers of Bemidji, Minn., have been 
furnished spiritual food for the last 
week by Mr. H. Hegdahl of Minneapo
lis, missionary sent out by the State 
Spiritualist Association. The few 
met in the courthouse under the 
statue of the Goddess of Justice, and 
we all felt that he gave the cause jus
tice, taking all matters into considera
tion, conditions, etc. It seems .strange 
there is so little interest taken in the 
cause of Spiritualism. Mr. Hegdahl 
is a young man of refinement."

Divine Spiritual Church holds meet
ings every Sunday afternoon and 
eveningat 2:30 and 7:30, in Hygeia 
Hall, corner Ogden avenue and Robey 
street. Good music. All welcome. 
Rev. Lucy A. Hodge Koontz, pastor.

manuscript which he'is engaged upon t„___ ___ ________
for the enlightenment;oL humanity, t0 the birds' singing everywhere in . _the Doctor Is constructing a Ship of the inclosure; robins,, wrens, yellow Mrs. A. L. Sheets, 
Knowledge that will’safely bear the hammers, humming birds, wild cana-. July 25—2:30 p. 
future truth seeker across the Sea of rjeS( cedar birds, ralp crows, etc., with Mrs, A. E. Sheets. 
Thought, beyond the billows of con- nbw and then a pine squirrel chipping July —2:3,° »■ 
froversy, to the Evergreen Islands ot in or chasing un and down the trees; Mrs. A. E. Sheets 
Truth,-where the Sun of Fact shines me deep dense shade, the befet of Ju)y 37—3:30 P’ 
jindimmed on fertile fields that await wen water, view of Mount Hood to Mrs. A. E. Sheets, 
the student free.frdm superstition and the Hast with mighty forests and July 28—2:30 p.rns., 
bias, and whose highest desire 1b more mountains Intervening, with the Wil- Mr®’ , alight. • lamette River on the west with back Ju^ 29-1°!/« a-m-.^ture by

Psyoho-Harmonial Philosophy and ground of ferns and heavy timber; to car A. Edgerly, 2:30 p. m., lecture by
Correlated Therapy Is the name of this the north a mill pond and farms on Oscar A. Edgerly, followed by mes-
forthcoming book, and a careful in- sloping hillside and farms to the w«». mvestlgatlon of its claims .will reveal to south, all make our camp ground a —, 0 m’’ lecture by Os'
the inquirier that this system of phil- paradise indeed! It must be seen to car A- Eagerly. Messages,
osophy will raise the human family o6 fully understood, and by every one August 
to such a high plane of existence that entering our gates it’ is praised and uacar A.
disease cannot exist there. Each in- enjoyed. n AU6UBC
dividual of the .great army of humanl-, Harrison D. Barrett, president of °Bcar A.
ty will there find their harmonious re- the N. S. A., is dur principal speaker, M
laUon to all. things in the universe, ac- and I have been congratulated on
cording to their place on the scale of many occasions by those who heard n q T 4in„ vibration. - him last year, because we are to have lnrB’ n' c*1“«-

It is the key to universal wisdom, him for the coming eamp-meeting. c tihu- v »When the Paycho-Harmonial Phil- Mrs. Ladd Finnican is well known 1
osophy is understood and applied by to most if not :all who attend our oy “r“’ V’ _
all, unsuitable marriages will be im- camp-meetings, and will be on band as „““K mini 
possible; hence a perfectly tdned pi- USual to demonstrate the presence of T Jr 
ano in the parlor should be the judg- those who are now in the full enjoy- g A T 
ment bar before which Cupid could, ment of their home In spirit. a'netist q—2-to
with due respect for existing condi- Mrs. Emma Lapworth ot Seattle, M" S s , lin: 
tlons, plead his cause. It is before Washington, was with us last year, AneiistlO__2 -to n m thia bar of eternal justice, sounding and made many friends and will be M R g .mig' 1 •
the music of the spheres that the two with ub duriqg the next meeting in A^ueust 11 2 ’30 n m 
contracting parties stand together in juiy. she is a-good medium. Mrs Mal.lnn cnmcnter'’of Detroitharmony, or asunder in discord.”— Mrs. irene Smith of Tacoma, Wash- Marlan GarPenter °f Detrolt- 
(Chapter 8, page 71, Psycho-Harmo- ington, will also be one of our able as- An\-nRti2_ in-toe m lentnre hv 
nial Philosophy qnd Correlated Ther- sjstants—a speaker and medium. Mrs Marian Carpenter; ’2:30 p m 
apy.) F. IV. Underwood and wife are on lecture bv Mrs Marian Cementer fol-Spirlt circles by this great system the program, and others will be in at- {owed by merges carpenter, roi 
will be placed pn sucn foundation that tendance from time to time to assist in August 14__2:30 n. m. lecture by 
failure will be impossible. By a num- the good work. jjrs. Marian Carpenter. Messages,
ber of simple devices n’Dr. Pearson We want all who can do so, to come August 15__National Spiritualists 
demonstrates his system for which to the New Era camp-meeting, which Association Day; 2:30 p. m., lecture 
the term theory is Inappropriate. opens on July 8, 1906, and closes July aaa messages by Mrs. Marian Caruen-

’i’ - J. M. WHITE. 28, and I am fully persuaded that if ter.
Ponca City, -Oklaft * you do come, at the close of the ses- ~ •

———-—- . U -■ - U------- slon, you can truly say, “It was good messages by Mrs. Marian Carpenter.
The Cause at Macc^hb, HI. to be here.” ” ” '— ----- ■ -

We have a fine, spiritual church , —------ . „ ,ln - -here at Macomb, III., built by the late ' —- — August 18 2: JO p. m., lecture by
J. D. Munger, and'it wah to be dedi- “SUGGESTION." Elizabeth Harlow of Columbus Ohio,
sated May 22, all 'arrangements being ——“ ™1IAui!U(S>i L9 J0’33 a-m-lectur®
made by him, and the sneakers en- It Struck a Responsive Chord in His Elizabeth Harlow; 2:30 p. m„ lecture 
gaged. He was called -tolthe other life Soul. ,before his work ^s ^qtirely com- —------- This prograpi subject to change,
pleted, leaving the churoh affairs in To the Editor:—The one vigorous Th® Pro®aal?i tfle 
an unsettled condition. HIb funeral article entitled “Suggestion,” by ®un^a,ys,aa^ Mondays excepted, will
discourse was the first.oneoelivered in Channing Severance, is. worth td me be varied.and Interesting, consisting of
the church, which^was .conducted by the subscription price of The Pro-Mrs. Georgia G. ? CooIm, just, ope gressive .Thinker for one year, and Mediums who are developing, as well
month froto the tinigset for the ^edi- the-rest of the paper 1b .chockful of *n
cation by him. There was a large at- good things, enough to keep the mind takt'nn
tendance, and her address ;was spoken active for a long time. The whole ar: ̂ ®ai,a'? t0 th ® ®i6 UP
of by the enemies to Spiritualism, as tide struck a responsive chord In mythe best funeral sermon ever delivered soul. My respect for the Christian re- Grand Ledge, Mich. President.
in Macomb, and they supposed she was ligion is no greater than his. I have -------------------------

............ . ................ seen its blighting influence upon the Livinc" Bv Susan H-Wixnn
♦rep dS ®eople Ior th6 Pa8t s®v®nty7 The author shows a wise practicality In 

ppp her method of teaching the principle of
If there Is any one thing^more than etlllcs. illustrates her subject 

tbata With many brief narratives and anec-old father and mother for, it is their doteB> wpjch render the book more in- 
kindness in not advising or influencing tere3t(ng anj more easily comprehend- 
my®bf Bb any way attend ed It is e8pecfany adapted for use in 
a Christian Sabbath-school where my ch[](]ren's Lyceum. In the hands of 
plastic mind would receive such hid- Jnotjier8 and teachers it may be made 
eous impressions, and pure cussed- use{ul Young and 01d wlll be 
ness” o£ God and the Devil, that old benefited by it. Price, $1.
theology (or mythology) dealt out to -Harmonics of Evolutkm.The Philos- 
their "victims.” ophy of Individual life. Based Upon

My maternal grandmother was the Natural Science, as Taught by Modern 
seventh generation in direct line from Masters of the Law." By Florence 
Elder William Brewster that came Huntley. A work of deep thought, car- 
over in the Mayflower in 1620. I sup- j-ying the principles of evolution into 
pose there’s where I get my "rever- now. fie]ds. Price, cloth, $2.
ence” for the "cloth,” and all that it 

the best speaker that the Spiritualists 
could produce, and the only one worth 
hearing, but they now think there are 
many more after hearing Mr. and Mrs. 
Sprague, who were with us two weeks 
the last of April and fore part of May. 
The church was filled to overflowing. 
They both worked with a will, and 
presented the truths of Spiritualism la 
such a beadtiful way, that it was the
main topic of conversation. The 
seeds sown by them will bring forth 
much fruit. They are earnest work
ers In the cause, and we look forward 
to having them with,us again this fall. 
Brother Sprague organized a society 
and helped straighten up the affairs of 
the church, and ft Is owing to his ef
forts thht we now hold the deed to 
the Spiritual Temple. We also had 
Dr. George B. Warne with us the 17th 
and 18th of June. He gave good 
satisfaction, and -we all feel glad that 
we have had the pleasure of hearing 
the president of the State Spiritualist

। Association.. -
MRS. MATTIE BURNHAM.

HE IS NOT DEAD.
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REV. G. C. LOVE, August 17—2:30 p. m., lecture and 
President, messages by Oscar A. Edgerly.

are substantially bound apd neatly 
printed, and those who purchase them - 
are DELIGHTED WITH THEM-

We have now THIRTEEN magnifi
cent PREMIUM BOOKS which you 
can select from.

GEMS OF THOUGHT, by SEVEN
TEEN leading authors, 1b our last 
Premium Book,

Any one of the Thirteen Premium 
Books you. may order, price 25 cents. 
This is the price, remember, when you 
order only one book in connection with 
a yearly subscription. The paper, one 
year, and one Premium Book, $1.25. 
But if you order more than one Pre
mium Book the price is as follows:

Any two of the Thirteen Premium 
Books you may order, price 70 cents.

Any three of the Thirteen Premium • 
Books you may order, price $1.10.

Any four of the Thirteen Premium 
Books you may order, price $1.50.

Any five of the Thirteen Premium 
Books you may order, price $1.75.

Any six of the Thirteen Premium 
Books you may order, price $2.05.

Any seven of the Thirteen Premium 
Books you may order, price $2.35.

Any eight of the Thirteen Premium 
Books you may order, price $2.65.

Any nine of the Thirteen Premium 
Books you may order, price $2.00.

Any ten of the Thirteen Premium 
Books you may order, price $3.10.

Any eleven of the Thirteen Premium 
Books you may order, price $3.40.

Any twelve of the Thirteen Premium 
Books you may order, price $3.85.

Lastly, all of these THIRTEEN Pre
mium Books here announced are sent 
out, all postage prepaid, for 4.15, 
something never before equalled in 
this country or Europe.

Bear in mind that every order tor a 
Pramlum Book must be accompanied 
with a yearly subscription for The 
Progressive Thinker, which is $ 1. Wo 
repeat that the world has never seen 
the like of it before.

: OUR THIRTEEN REMARKABLE
PREMIUM BOOKS FOR $4.15.

■ .The following is the list of titles ol
the Twelve Premium Boohs:

1—The Encyclopedia of Death, 
Life In the Spirit World, Vol. 1.

2—The Encyclopedia ot Death, 
Life in the Spirit World, Vol. 2.

and

and
j—The Encyclopedia of Death, 

Life In the Spirit World, Vol 3. These
and

three volumes have been prepared by 
J. R. Francis. They contain invaluabla 
data.

4—Art Magic, or Mundane, Sub-Mun, 
dane and Super-Mundane Spiritism, by 
Mrs. Emma Hardinge Britten.

6—Ghost Land, Spiritualism, Occult, 
ism, by Mrs. Emma Hardinge Britten.

6—The Next World Interviewed, by 
Mrs. S. G. Horn, a most remarkable me
dium.

7—The Occult Life of Jesus, by Alex
ander Smythe, a medium of rare gifta.

8—A Wanderer in the Spirit Lands. 
Translated by A. Farnese, a wonderful 
English medium.

9—The Religion ot Man and Ethics of 
Science, by Hudson Tuttle.

10—Seers of the Ages, or Spiritualism 
Past and Present, by Dr. J. M. Peonies.

11—The Great Debate Between Moses 
Hull and W. F. Jamieson.

12—Letters from tho Spirit World, 
written through the mediumship of 
Carlyle Petersilea.

13—Gems of Thought, by SEVEN
TEEN leading authors, is our last Pre
mium. IRwik

<<

implies. Of all the frauds in the '
wide world, i think the Christian re- The Influence of the Zodiac Upon

fl NEW GATE6HISM
BY M. M. MANGASARIAN.

F. J. Lentsch writes from Louis-1 
ville, Ky.: "We were compelled to' 
close the church in June, 1905, owing 
to the lllhess of the regular pastor, 
Mrs. Mary Frances Mann. She has 
been suffering with nervous prostra
tion, and has not been able to receive 
or see her most intimate friends for 
over a year; but thanks to the angel 
world, she is now convalescing.”

be served.
Dr. Beverly writes: “Our picnic was 

a grand success. All enjoyed the 
spread upon the grass where all were 
at one table. Free lemonade with an 
abundant repast satisfied the Inner 
man. Twenty-five prizes were award
ed at the races. All enjoyed the fun. 
The people formed into a large cir
cle. Many speeches and tests were 
enjoyed till a late hour. The place 
was difficult to find, so our next will 
be more accessible. Hope all will 
come and enjoy the outings for body, 
mind and spirit. Our meetings at Ar- < 
lington Hall, 31st street and Indiana 
avenue, will be continued all summer. 
We begin at 3 and close at 10 p. m. 
We have some of the flnest talent that 
can be procured. The humble and 
obedient shall eat of the Good of this 
happy land."

Mary Drake Jenne writes: "The an
nual June meeting of the First Maine 
State Spiritualist Association, held at 
Camp Etna, June 15, 16 and 17, ,was 
one of the most successful in. the hia-

Georgia Gladys Cooley concluded 
hor two months' engagement with the 
First Spiritual Church of Baltimore, 
June 29. Her summw engagements 
are as follows: Meadville, Pa., July 1 
to 7; Oil City, Pa., July 8; Wonewoc 
Camp, Wis., July 15 to 23; Forest 
Home.Camp, Mich., July 29 to August 
5; M. V. S. A. Camp, Clinton, Iowa, 
August 12 to end of camp.

Mrs. 1. a. Hall writes: “The Golden 
Rule Spiritualist Society, at O’Don- 
neil’s Hall, Paulina street, near Park 
avenue, held a grand surprise for Its 
large audience, on Sunday evening, 
June 24, Mrs. Nora E. Hill, pastor, 
spoke Inspirational, forceful truths in 
her lecture on the 'Essential Princi
ples of Life in Their Expression Here 
and Hereafter.’ Professor Lockwood, 
ot scientific fame, being present,, fol
lowed with a short, address of which 
-»very word and line teemed with 
weighty thought and deepest learning.

AN EXPLANATION.
To the Editor:—Having received 

different communications concerning 
my action in signing 'the Folsom- 
Stewart endorsement at Des Moines 
last January, and learning that such 
action has been understood as an af
front to the N. S. A., I desire to say 
that in signing the article referred to, 
I meant no affront whatever to the N.
S. A. or its officers; neither did I
mean to condemn the actien. of the 
St. Louis committee, nor to endorse 
what the mediums did in St. Louis, 
which I know nothing about. I have 
only the most hearty good will toward 
the N. S. A., and its officers, and only 
meant to express my approval of that 
particular seance in Des Moines .which 
looked all right to me. “Only .that 
and nothing more.”

DR.- JULIAN P. JOHNSON. 
Ottumwa, Iowa, June 28, 1906;

| PASSED TO SPIRIT LIFE.

tory of the association. Edgar W. Em
erson of Manchester, N. H., did most 
excellent work. The lecture Friday 
afternoon was well attended and ap
preciated by an Intelligent audience. 
Friday evening a social meeting was 
held in the pavilion. Saturday after
noon Mr. Emerson’s guides gave a 
masterly address. In the evening a 
conference was held in the pavilion, 
after which a public circle was'formed 
at Camp Etna Hotel. Saturday morn
ing the attendance was large'. The 
guides of Mr. Emerson spoke on the 
Evolution of Religious Thought. "All 
people will yet bow at the-shrine of 
angel ministry. We are all naturally 
aspiring for something nobler and 
better.” The subject of the afternoon 
discourse was ^Science and - Spiritual
ism.’ The guides-followed each lec
ture-with messages; - clear,: '.convicing 
and comforting. ■ -The session .closed 
with a circle Stmdayeventag at :Canip 
Etna Hotel;- - The.consenkuS'df all is. 
One of the best June meetings ever 
held at Etna.”

“Prather Bell Is Not Dead," Says Geo.
A. Letford, of Chicago—He Is 
Known as the Drummer Medium.
“Prather Bell is not dead," says 

George A. Letford, of Chicago, a well 
known traveling man who arrived at 
the Marlon Hotel Thursday morning. 
“I have just read an account of his 
mysterious disappearance in the pa- • 
pers and my Spiritualist powers telf- 
me neither he nor his companion are 
dead. ' They are now in Mississippi, 
traveling west. They will be heard 
from after several weeks of a good 
time.”

(Obituaries to the extent of ten lines 
only will be Inserted free. AU In excess 
ot ten lines will be charged at theTate 
of fifteen cents per line. About seven 
words constitute one line.]

Passed to spirit life, June 16, Dr. 
■Walter Ethington See. Dr. See was 
well known several. years ago . as a 
magnetic healer and medium at Lily 
Dale, N. Y., and other places. He 
was beloved by all who knew him. His 
funeral was ably conducted by Mrs. 
Clara Watson, of Jamestown, N. Y.

JULIA SEE SME AD.

Mrs. Marrila Chapman departed- 
this life, June l3, In Grand Ledge, 
Mich.' She had passed her ninetieth 
birthday; had been a Spiritualist 
many years. Mrs. A. E. Sheets offi
ciated at the funeral. ■ COR.

•’Immortality, Its Naturalness, its 
Possibilities and Proofs." By J. M. 
Peebles, M. A., M. D., Ph. D.; Contains 
the address rejected by the Philosophi
cal Soclety oi Great Britain, with Intro 
duction and Explanatory Letter. Price 
10 cents.

llglon Is the greatest fraud that was ' Unmon T Ifti ever perpetrated upon a credulous Human Lire,
people. With Character Readings of Per-

I’m glad to see the stand you take sons Born Upon the Cusp.
in exposing the frauds in our ranks as The principles found in this voluma are both 
well as anywhere else. Show them asclencoand a religion, for a better and afar nn an tbev will he oblteod to take tn happier humanity. It points to the planets as 
up so iney will ee oongea to rase to an index to the human vharacter and liability
the woods to screen themselves to diseases; also gives the gems and colors suit- 

from the gaze of an outraged public, ed to temperaments evolved under certain plan- Ynil cannot fall to train the raanoct ets. But the author, IlLEANOR liIRK, lays 
X OU cannot rail to gain tne respect special stress upon the fundamental principle 
and have the moral help Of all honest that "All maladies known to man can be entire- 
men and women on both sides of the >y dominated, forever cast out, by those who -divide.” -May you long live to bat- bOdylh6
tie against the mythical Gods that 
have enslaved men's minds so lo'ng, ———————_______have ensiavea men a minus uu luug, I HELIOGENTR16 ASTROLOGY, 
hpaf Tuie ho 0 fnr von nml vonro onH Essentials of Astronomy and Solar Men» 
Desi wisnes ror you ana yours, ana tany^th Tables of Ephemeris to J010. By 
honesty in ail departments of life. Yamo Vedrà. With of illustrations, 85 of 

Stowe, Vt. O. M. AMBLER. which aro original drawings by Holmes W.Merton, author of “Descriptive Mentality.“ A

George Letford gave an-alleged so
lution of the famous Sophie Kloeckler 
case at Lakewood a few years ago. At 
that time he predicted the finding of 
the body, and that drowning was the 
result of momentary insanity. About 
a year ago, he says, he-aSBlsted the au
thorities of Tallahassee, Fla., In solv
ing' the mysteriousiEpps dase and upon 
his description of the negroes who af
terward proved tosbe thd hniirderers, 
they were convictednandisentenced.

Mt. Letford was <found>’at his room 
at the Marion Hotel Thursday after
noon and was emiihatieJih his state
ments that Bell was alive. He de
scribed at some length eabh of the two 
missing men, satldg that one was a 
married man and that the object of 
the pair In playingrthe. practical joke 
was to permit of their -taking a trip 
through the country. While in a 
trance Mr. Letfordiplaiul'y ■ saw the 
couple enjoying themselves on a ’ 
freight train going ¡west and correctly 
described each of them, a

David P. Stern, the Mind of Bell, 
who arrived in theft city aiTuesday to 
take charge of tho'bod^'of the sup
posed dead man, left Thursday noon 
for the home in Greensboro, N. C. 
The detectives who have-been" working 

" upon the case have acknowledged that 
they are puzzled over the.facts in the 
case and are at a loss for a clew to the 

■ whereabouts of the two -men.—-Atlanta
(Ga.) News.

Mr. Letford is a most excellent me-

Stowe, Vt.

ANGELS CAN GIVE US RELIEF.

| In the noontide of glory the heart 
beats with joy,

The pulses leap wild with delight, 
And hope holds a cup without any al

loy,
So we sup and no grief Is in sight
But, oh! when., deep sorrow turns 

over the leaf,
And we' weep in a piteous strain, 

’Tis only the angels can give us relief, 
And restore us.to comfortagain.

’MRS. S. A VAN BLARCOM. - 
Lily Dale, N. Y.

WM4VM v* .e,-—— - ----- ----
Merton, author of “Descriptive Mentality." A 
new system ot personally determining the pri
mary fund of Mental and Physical forces and 
their results In mental aptitudes that dominate 

¡.the nature of the Individual as based upon date 
| of birth. Price, cloth.

IS/nmAnln ITS ATTAINMENT OF wonianiy form and features

MpQIlflf The cultivation of personal 
wuUlilj beauty, based on Hygiene and 

Health Culturerby twenty physicians and spe
cialists, and edited by Albert Turner. A valua
ble book for women and therefore for the whole 

j world. Price in elegant cloth binding, 81,00. 
| For sale nt this office.

"The Commandment's Analyzed," prl ce 
25 cents. “Big Bible' Stories,” clqth, 
60 cents. .

dium. He will be at the Grand Ledge 
Camp, his year. -

, “Spiritual,Fire Crackors, Bible CbesJ. 
ruts and Political Pinpoints.” - liv .1

Harrington. A pamphlet, coptaihlrt-. 
79 pages'cf racy tead lug. Price 25 cis.

Fourth Edition—Six Additional Chap
ters—260 Pages, Bound in Cloth, 
$1.00.—Containing Likeness of the 
Author.
"A New Catechism” has enjoyed a 

remarkable sale both in America and 
England. George Jacob Holyoake, 
in his Introduction to the English edi
tion of “A New Catechism,'" says:

"A New Catechism” is the boldest, 
the brightest, the most varied and In
forming of any work of the kind ex
tant. The principal fields of human 
knowledge, which the churches have 
fenced round with supernatural ter
rors, the Catechism breaks into, cher
ishing what is fair and showing wbat 
is deformed. The notes, of which 
there are many, both ancient and con
temporary, are as striking as the 
text. The book is a cyclopedic of 
theology and reason in a nutshell.

Other Excellent Publications
BY M. M. MANGASARIAN.

HOW THE BIBLE WAS INVENTED.

; Mofecufar Hypothesis of Nature;
| The Relation of Its Principles to Continued Ex- 
’ istence and to the Philosophy of Spiritualism. 
By Prof W. M. Lockwood. Paper, iff cents.

A New Lecture.—Price, 10 cents.
This little pamphlet should be 

placed in t|ie hands of every American 
citizen. The attention of preachers, 
theological students, and all church 
members should be called to the won
derful story of the Invention of the 
Holy Bible, which this lecture tells.

Spe that at least one orthodox 
neighbor ot yours reads this lecture.

MORALITY WITHOUT A GOD.
With letter to Right Reverend 

Bishop Anderson, of Chicago. Price, 
10 cent§.

JESUS CHRIST A MYTH.

. By the Author of

■ “fl Merer in Spirit Lands."
“ HE STRANGE STORY OF AHRINZIMAN.’

The Persian llystlc Emperor.

A weiix]; powerfully told dramatic story of the earth life and subsequent 
Experiences' in the Spirit World of the 1’Guide, Ahri$iman.” Few books 
ire more calculated to hold the reader's interest from the first page to the 
st, and much that is original and newAviil be found in the accounts given 
i Abrinzimnn's’ Studies.in.tbe Doihain of Magic nnd its relation to obsessions 

। nd other perplexing problems of spiritual intercourse. Price, cloth $1.00. 
xJaper, 60 cents. Postage, 12 cents.

A New Book.—Price 25 Cents.
This book examines the evidence for 

the. historical existence of Jesus, and 
finds it quite insufficient to prove that 
such a man aS Jesus ever lived. It is 
a most Important contribution to 
Modern Thought. It is prefaced by 
a letter to the Christian Clergy, and . 
concluded by an answer to an editort
ai in one of the Chicago morning pa
pers, attacking Mr. Mangasarian’s po
sition. : Send your orders at once, aa ■ 
the first edition will soon be exhaust- . 
ed. ■ ■ ■■ ■ . . i

“In the World Celestial,” by Dr. T. A. 
Bland. Interesting. Instructive and 
helpful; Spiritually . uplifting. Cloth 
bound, price $1.
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W SHALL I BECOME A MEDIUM?”

AWO-

Jesus existed as claimed by the 
evangelists, or of Julia's identity or 
honesty. It is simply, did she see 
him as she claims? The only evl- 
dqnco she gives in this passage, and 
this proves when analyzed that sho 

[did not see the real, only an embodi
ment-other fancy.

Perhapi} the force of this criticism 
may be" made mpro apparent, It in. 
pla.ee 'of Jçbub, that of an eminent 

This department Is under the man- man be substituted. A spirit comes 
agempntof ’ - to.us and we ask: "Have you ever

HUDSON TUTTLE. mbt SluiWepre In Spirits"
> „ • . - , uv «».1« :“Yés," is the answer.

Address him -at Berlin Helghtf, Ohio, -did lie Bay to 'you? How
------- ---------------------------------- --------- did hp appear?"

NO^E-The Questions and Answers he "Almost perfectly reBem-
hnva railed fo'rrh such a host of re- bled the- portraits you have of lilni, 
BpoqdentB, that to give all. equal hear- He tat down, by me, and he Bald: 
Ing compels the answers to be made in ..Th®1’0 aveumt
the most condensed form, and. often UnA earth Horatio, than are dreamt 
clearness Js perhaps.sacrificed to this J0“1’ philosophy, 
forced brpvity. l^roofp baye, to bo omit« L pr AnytM 
ted, and tlie etÿlé becomes tliereby as-|,; i . Notning,
Berttve.'whleU of all thingsia to bodep- L.v;Tl^ "We do not
recatæ'l Coiresp’onijents ‘ often '■weary.»kqmilit your honesty - You may firmly 
with waiting for tho appearnnce of b®Devb yod saw the spirit of Shak- 
tbeir questions and write letters of In- speare. ' but'- you- have-been duped by 
quiry. The supply of matter is always an; pvérwreught imagination, or de
Bevoral weeks ahead of the space given, qe|vod‘by-some"joke-loving'spirit who 
nnd hpnee there is unavoidable ,de’ay- bae ÜniperBdnated the great poet.’ 
Every " one lias to" wait W® time and L,,,This conclusion would not affect, or 
place, arid all are treated with equal he.?a«ettpd'bÿ; the question of Shak- 
favor. - , LspeaJre’B existence, or whether Bacon

. NOTICE—No attention will be given was .the reap poet. It would only in-
anonymous letters. Full name and ad- valve the credibility of the "spirit pur
dress must be given, or tho letters will porting to' VoAimunicate: If a spirit 
not bé read.. . If the request ho made, wé’ujd prove to us that it’has met 

“the name will not be published, Th®, Jesus in. the:after lite, It must bring 
correspondence of tills department bas some message worthy of the name, 
■become excessively largo, especially let- and po£ ba;yb bjnj roiterrite threadbare 

■ ters of Inquiry requesting private- an- platitudes, which he Is said to have 
ewers, and while I freely .give wl’at". ■uttered’SidOO yerirs ago. ".' 
evor-Jqlprmàtlon I am .pblo,. the. oral-1,, . ■;■: .û:,!; :;,:, ■,■■,,„■——■ • 
n’ary courtesy of correspondents Is ex- . in PITTSBURG,
pected. HUDSON TUTTLE. _

Q I Mr. ■ J. .W, Ring Draws a Vivid 1’1.-

SOMETHING ABOUT CRYSTOLA.

, ture of the Locality, Faying a High

lllustrattno Hw Leoertlmln M
P n/id DnAnio Thaim M 1 i4W! ' To (11^-Readers of The ProgressivoiWftn rfilinifi I ■ ..Thinker:—My esteemed sisters and

« vUpiU i llUi Ui. dy i, jn * brothers?pur‘jplitnM,friend, the ed-
—---- • ■ pv.'p a?» - - ■ ' I itor, liap, after much’thought
tricks, nnd others are aConce invented! Hbcratibit. grgjited space in tlie va.lu- 
todeceivé’HionùiniP'1 ,1£ ■ able' :, Progressive. „ , BSSlh. :pl ' , " Thinker,-for me to briefly outline- the 

In Euglan4M<^d.^s a great.me- objects'of 'th'e Veneriible Spiritualist, 
diluii. For u Uniamo¿yic suspected Henry Clay Childs, founder of the 
his deception, iinlludheeiwent . along Crystola'Estate.' In'your thought upon 
swimmingly, FiiiMly . uriuspiciou whs subject and the action you may 

ciuls got after Dr. T, White a inqdim aroused-hp uVrires^o^bl^ ¿ntiY Umricli^
of Baltimore; and ho has been sen- conceal Ids parapl^U^ Ings of Crystola make you comfortable

Tho following additional account of in worldly things and happy in snlrit-

Were it not for Tlie ■ Progressive 
Thinker,. Spiritualists in this, country 
would" be unaware of the great ex
tent which ■ Legerdemain, - deception 
and fraud Ims fastened itself, on our 
beloved Cause. The Government oill-

tenced to the penitentiary for ' three
years.
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01’ Man in the Past, Freseht arid-iMure. A popular account of results 

of recent scientific research regarding the origin, position and prospect« 
of mankind. By Dr. Lud\vig Buehh'e'f. Price, clot!;, $1. •

Maurine and Other Poems. By Ella Wheeler Wilcox. Price $L . 
Mary Anne Carew. B^.Carlyle-Betersilea. “ Price $1. • - “
Mediumship and Its Lawii,' A most valuable book by Hudson Tuttle "" 

Price, 35 cent*- • ' ■ •' :■ ■ — . .
- andiEiowittmMesmerige ita iAssrat'“
Development; . An*- eyerttraay.WW instructor in Psychie’Sbienee. Bv ' ‘’I* 
W. H„Bach. Price, 25,.cents.¿-t... - v '

■ Mollie Fancher, or theiBrooldjni’-Enigma. . divjhg an account of. the: ™ 
most marvelous case of ¿fririt'ebnf^ record. By Judge Abram H., /st 
Dailey. Price, $1.50. , / ■ ■• - . - ■ .. nr

Morality Without Mangasarian, Price 10 cents.''’-'79
Mysteries of tho ;Sea4bi£'iir;^ and Traps of Bogus Mediums. By, “

a life-long Spiritualjst,'. Bei^^ of how fraudulent mediums'., .. up 
perform their tricks, ■ Fiiee,.paper--25 cents. - . ' - w

■ Myth of the GreatDeliigu.t 'A eomjiiete and overwhelming refutation!f'L«! 
■of the Bible story of the Deluge. A very interesting pamphlet. 'By<;’ .'l'J 
James M. McCann. .Price-lSeents. ’ ,'ijA
‘ - Nature Cure. Thisds an excellent book for suffering humanity/.,It- 
simply tells howto prevent arid -cure ihe ills of the flesh in a natural way.- 
By Drsi M. E. and Rosa ,C,.Cpngeri Price, cloth, fancy $2; common $1.50.

Nemesis of Chautauqua Bake, or Circumstantial Evidence. By Hon. 
A. B. Richmond. Cloth- bound; Brice, 75 'cents.

■ New Testament Stories Comically' Illustrated. By Watson Heston, 
Price, cloth, $1.50; bqard/coVer; $l.'
, ' Obsession. How evil’-spirits'i^fliulpce mortals, and how to guard , 
against the same. A. vejiy. necessary and interesting study for Sehsi- • 
fives; By M. Faraday,, /¡© pages.. Price 10 cents. / '

Oceanides. Astorynf spirit life; by Carlyle Petersilea. Price, paper 
cover only, 50 cents. ■f ' . ' ■• - >

\ : Eldred and his villainy in England, is ual blessings;then say with thought of
How subtle, how .treaclieroiis these taken from Light oK Loudon, a leading blessing,y'Tho,:. Progressive Thinker 
-- - - -.........- - - Soiritualist n.toer-; T “ '- ................“ .with its, worthy•■ editor ■ called thisbptiituatist paper. , d matter to my attention.’’ ■

~- -, , . 'In 1872, H. C. Childs, a prominent,
rient for, andatile enclosure' opened;, a public chapter ih' the; early days of 
key was made, and the chair carefully I Illinois, member of.'tbb Constitutional' 
put baok for- the second.Beqnce,-which Convehtlon'ofTlllnols;’ in 1861, and 
was to-be held ;on Monday-night last, twice el^éted' Speakér. pt the House of 
March 5. . After a.consaltatlon we re-. Representatives of that state, a pub- 
Bolved to phqtagraDh the chai? and its Usher and editor, a personal friend 
open space and awalt;rcBults. : r com- and ardent , supporter of Abraham 
inunlcpted .with ..prpAbraham.’Wallaee, M.ncolp, a , thorojigh democrat, al- 
of Harley street, and arranged wriys fightind for. the rights of the 
,tor some , strong .men to be . present in masses and , a profounclly rellglous- 
pn? adjoining,;rooDViWith the ' doctor. "HaïmçinJàl
Accordingly, w Monday evening last, Philosophy^of the gierit terichdr, Ari- 
after the medium ùhad'Jieen stripped di’ew JaclttonrDayiB,'settled In the hiri- 
hnd examined,;.we-,took;hold - of the! tori® Vt® eleven piles west of 
said plush -chair, iindudemanded the ,.^.^..^0^
key; failing to obtain it, we opened F^f®8 ahd 'within eighteen
the space im the, chair.;with the key «?«««» o£ the now renowned
we had had madriwiindi there, exposed Vr*PPis-Cre®. . -
to'the view of aiu ware the draperies,-' , The. year? that followed bore expe- 
piasks, false baintete.-,.which had. been I’Mces with' «te then wild country, 
employed by Mr* .Eldred .in his- Im- and rugged, frontiersmen, often times 
personations of.different spirits; Mr.. Jndlans,.which.need not here be more 
Eldred at once .owned mp.. No lan- mentioned to bring before the 
guage is too; strong; to, express, our * llfe<'0f hazard and sacrifice,
pain and- disguBt. ,This Is the second A°'’ asld® from, run--
materiajlzatlon . medium that I have saw mills, Ume kilns, roclcquar- 
bad a hand in eWPsln6.withln the past ri®8 and otherwise battling with the 
two months. When and'where is this J*«8 the,country,,he studied,well 
sort of business to stop?- u(ie moua?

I am aware that..frauds are to be alns, reading with experienced eye the 
found in all . departments, of life. In tnVhn
the first church of, twelve,, with the Pf .the hills, and acquired title to the 
Christ at the héad.-thm’Uiwas a fraud, Æ

In company with ¡Dr." Wallace I j dlX:eiîsue\^ 

hmr^V'and^hÆran^f Jvho declared the pretended
ïhü Xu h« n rg of wealth Of CrtPri® Cr®elc a »oa^- Mr. 
flee of™ LiEhr.^ 1 th f' Chlld8 Prophesied the- I-esults which
ue i muhave so astounded thé world,—an out- 

' , pu£ about two millions of gold per
My attention ihav^g'. been called to. a lieart warm to the needB of

nnd rhAnnrod off’humanity, and a mind far reaching in 
Thnm^Fvnrl« lts coaoePt of the condition of society,
ariâs I recen«W MkPdMrsd Everitt if thla Phllos°Pher' Prophet and philan- 

L threpist desires to develop the cer-
noîild thorn Ìn/ì Jhl?™nun<whd t Mr" tain riches of the vast estate to ae- 
?v rT™ Btablishjng fraternallsmW. J. Leeder of nNottjngham, had bere and noW( and £o institute Indus- 

ahn 2nPUt ihei que.st*on trial education capacitating
to her guides Shejtfonsented, and her women for Uva8.of u8eful®e8S. He 
ha6HalÆ nP®aln“? turns a deaf ear to entreaties of çapi-
eriwhatlcally declared .¿mt he had £ans£s and speculators, and is deter- 
not .materialized ¿Eldred's se- ralned glve tbe fruition of his life’s
ances anywhere-else. _ labor to his beloved heirs—all the

KATE TAYffiOR ROBINSON. children of earth who love TRUTH
——----- WELL ENOUGH TO LIVE BY IT

ARREST MEDIUMS ASr.VAGRANTS. DAJ BY DAY
; , , r b Forty acres have been deeded to the

An Onitatro That Brotherhood Company, Which wris or-
gajilzed. and . incorporated some.

. , .*e,ere,C . years ago, and on this tract haS been
_ ’ ’ 7'. : ' sunk a shaft five hundred’ feet deep,
Qn May"ZL'^e.ormm'nest'medl- with tunnels cross-cutting the vein at 

ump, Miss fRlce, In Wargirof thé Beal-; every hundred feet, opening up an Jm- 
tle PsycMc Society,' wliich she had’ mense' body of Tow grade ore. One 

best.equipppd Bty-Jou^r-dqy.
Wriri arrested Vy-”the“l;potfce;,i and cyanide ^m^^ has. been
changed ufidèr fhé3yagrààçy Jaw with erected' at à cost of about $50,00'0. 
fortune'-tellittg. “TM? cariV'wqri the passing years and the in-
up In! the police"court on May’iO, but E'creàse of glory In the western horizon 
was changed to Jiistìcé Daylg' court Mr. Childs realized the' necessity ot 
ori'May 3. “ ’ '.Tl .. . placing this vast fortune in the hands

Miss Rice was represented by her of those who will carry into complete
counsel, arid the Firfet Spiritual Socle- ness the plans which he has been 
ty also engaged Judge McNeriy to de- moved to form. He has accordingly 
fend her, as it was looked upon as a organized arid Incorporated The Crys- 
test carie. ' . ' tola Brotherhood, Town, Mines and

Walter Hall, preAdent of the First Milling Company, to which he pro- 
Society; Mr. Little,0 president of the poses to give a controlling Interest in 
State Spiritualist Associrition of Wash- the entire estate with Its Improve- 
irigton, and also président of the Se- ment and fields of certain wealth, 
rittle Psychic Society;’ Rev. Harry J, It Is unfair to claim space to tell of 
Moore, who was t£(èii' lècturing for all the. plans this great humanitarian 
thé First Society, rind' Miss Rice her- has formed, and It is our desire to but

tricksters arei Expose one of, their

^'feoseate^I’lcturp prawn of the Çanse 
H. J. Smith’.' Q. Ifi “Letters | ,/phere hyProfessor W. M. Lockwood 

n %^ih^8to ’ —H*«11 Encôinlüms Paid the Work-
fish author, W. T. Stead, claiming to .y „
be written by his haûd’ automatically, TlieW^The New Place of Meet- 
there js an'account of thé spirit Julia ', .ing. tliftiPotent Effects' It Will 
meeting with Jeé'us, which, if true, L Have. '
would teid'to controvert the claim of -.'.-.pittBburg'af'-the'present time is in 
The Progressive Thinker that fie was tlle jabor of pOnycai parturition, and 
only Ideal feature, ^evolved itself a
through the ages. I would like ani ex- dayghter'of'hopeful promise, already 
planation," If.possible, of this apparent Allegheny. With this addition 
contradiction. of territory to4ts body, social and no-.

T1Ï?< genuineness of .the auto-l wlth thla ieganzatiOn of domestic 
matlc writings of Mr. Stead Çaaaot be y j^, poiiticaïugeatatlon, ; we confi-- 
questioned, nor His honesty of pur- ¿¿j^y eXpect to see It take its place 
pose. In his position, to make ihe the- thiwatji on the map of popu- 
clalm of being,a medium, and .even ja«0I1) as j8 already the second city 
conservatively advocate Spiritualism, oj ‘States In commercial
was to throw down t^e gawatlet to a ^manufacturing Industries. With 
horde °f deJ-ractors and bigoted crit- . other
Ies; yet all Spiritual communications bnyga ana’ 'bordughs adjoining the 
must bs judged by the name impar- clty< whose Interests are closely 
tlal rules that aPPjy to the writings tbe great center
of authors in mortal life. The de- oj jron an^ manufacture, will 
turn of the most exalted-must not be readlly fall Hne and gra£ied by 
taken as authoritive beyond the gemination Into the great economic 
measure of Its démonstration. palor of the prirent city, swelling its

1 here has i®-®“ “a“{ population, and extending its local
tianco wherein the subjects have b e boundaries to thé surprise line of Its 
Jesus, the apostles, and ®ve G , most. ambitious citizen.
and were thoroughly convinced that wltb aU o£ the cbangeB Imanent In 
they were not deceived Those who the laboratory of lts polltical 
have puch vislqM are wltho , P magnates, other’s of greater impor
tion, full believers In re1g g tance to the social and ethical welfare 
mas, and they.see just.what theybe- Jts populace bave been gradually 
ieve, their developing in the realm of progressive

ive. J“Jla- “ thought among the people. This men-
ings, is। intensely rellg ou_> P tai state may justly be called "rellg-
fect faith In thachwch teachings, and JollB ab6rtlofl .. or throwing off from
controlled the ma'trlx Of the Intellect, "the false
tlon will present fier chwa t conceptions," and premature growthsas vivify as a ^oto^aph her feat- 1 u bjr

P " " a*d «chism from a pagan «¿e.
- -t rf(é''nnf I’ -The people .who. think,. living In 

V? 6who snoke- Pittsburg? nq Ips».,Jh’an in other large
8th«« -would fain cities, are, awâhenlhg to^hjs fact, and

i Bflàwiinp the dogmas Of ancient pdesy 'upon the
"fan °« man<" -The Immaculate con-• realy like fire though ifi. human .shape, rpntinn nf a fin'd ” who arted likA nth-I-was afraid. Then he spoke and cePtlon °r a uoa, wno actea line otn

„from it la t whn am er E°ds of mythology In. having “ansaid. ®b °ot afra , W only begotten son.” and the doctrine
appointed To teach thee the secret | of atonement,’-which vaç-
t aright flamo nniMia tn cine virus Required 325 years to festerme- Julla^ behold your sîvlor’.’ Ind into appqdrance, rind which the people 
when I looked. I. saw him. He was sit-. ar® beginning to sep depends more up- 
Ung on a seat close to me, and He °n ecclesiastical suggestion therapeu- 
Ba“d: ‘Beloved, In my'Father’s house t os supposed Immunity from 
are many mansions; here am I whom thaa for any psychology or men- 
you have loved so long. -I have pre- aPParent ln society or the
Pa“Aid |Pnafoeimlds°t'o'f it all was He With ail of their data in evidence 
mv tnra «nJ q^vinr Ha was as a th® mlnd that thinks, sees in the sclen- 
Sln among met He wJ fu“ of ^c aspect of... Modern Spiritualism 
wonderfut^weet mildness, which you ERA 0F

tures that have been painted by the _,?tW1®‘ the Spiritual movement in 
Italian, Fra Angelico. ’ • » And he Pitsburg originated several years ago, 
loves us with such a tender love! His. present status seems to be the cul- 
name is Lqve; it Is what He ls-Love, minatlon of the united effort of G. L. 
love Love!” Stevens, the president of the society,
' From whatever source, this pas- a°d his able and energetic co-work- 

page bears within Itself Its refutation. ers> through a period of ten 
Jesus was either man or god. If god, V*™ or more have united their hearts 
then when hiB object In coming back and bands to this ’work, with a fidelity 
to earth 2,000 years ago, having been born of clear psychic vision, and a de
accomplished, it is not in reason to ^r“lnat on to plant the s^idard of 
suppose he is yet a personality await- SplrituMtem -upon proofs phenomenal 
ing each of the millions of new-com- and scientific, and to unfurl Its ban- 
era into heaven. If a man, It is not ner of love to all mankind so that Its 
possible he should thus receive the llEht should become a beacon and 
hosts of arisen spirits In this personal guiding star to all inquiring intellects, 
manner To carry, on a movement like this,

In this interview, he has after a®id the dissensions of ecclesiastical 
2,060 vears of growth, and as repre- dogma from without and conflicting 
Bentatlve of the most exalted, ex- opinions from Within, requires In its 
pressed himself in Bible phraseology, official management tact, diplomacy, a 
and reiterated platitudes, like a deep appreciation of justice due to 
school-boy his lesson; not a new each factor, and a sympathy for all 
thought greets the ecstatic Julia, who that is born of noble aspiration and 
at last resolves the personality into In- kindly Intent
tangible Love—as an individualization Brother -Stevens and his board of
of Love! trustees have been singularly success-

Even the face she sees is that paint- fui In this -work. and are now located 
ed by Italian artists—an Ideal face, in their elegant church edifice on Bou
ter no portrait was made of Jesus, quet street, .Which the magnificentgen- 
and the artists each painted according erôslty of Mrs. Sophia Meyram, - Mrs 
to his fancy of what Jesus should be. Catherine Maul and Mrs. C. L. Bte- 
. That she saw him, as these paint- vens has freed from its debt of pur- 
Ings represent him, of Itself dlscred- chase, and made an academy of 
its her claim, and demonstrates that it scientific inqulry .as well as a church 
was purely subjective—that is depend- for the ever-increasing numbers pf 
ent on her belief. investigators. That the clergy of

Perhaps she gives the key further Pittsburgh see- in 7thls movement thé 
on when she says that spirits create leaven of ecclesiastical dogmas, and 
¡with their thoughts and desires. They the day-dawn of thé greatest • truth 
clothe themselves by simply desiring the world has ever known is becoming 
to appe'ar in any form of raiment, more and more apparent, rind every 
and have by the wishing. If this be new fact of phenomena and philoso- 
true, then the desire to see Jesus phy, swells the Interest of thé thihk- 
would be self-responded to, and the ers and Wise men of Greater Pltjs- 
subjective would be confounded with burg, in the only philosophy of con- 
the objective. tinned existence recorded on the tab-

if she met and held conversation I lets of cosmic process.
•with Jesus, he would have spoken as I “ W. M. LOCKWOOD. .
a real, and not as she fancied. This --------———- ■ -
Jesus played the role she thought he I “The Kingship of Self-Control.” By

When I last addressed'yp'jVl fild not 
think it would so goQn be iny Painful 
duty to j-e'cord.the 0Onfl);qmilpn',df the 
strong suspicions expressed In iny 
ter contained in “Light,”, p*f' ^.gjjuary 
27 last, regarding the alleged materi
alizations by Mr, EidreiL'pi' flp'tting- 
ham; for on accounp of tfint.report I 
have been precluded Irqm ' Attending 

. further seances givep
At a meeting hgld on the pvgnlpg.of 

Monday last,-the .othj.Instu^ the 
house of Mr. Ronald Braljq^', In; Bay- 
wgter, the nefarious, trickery,¡of. Mr.- 
Eldred and his ijmnqgei•,.. Mfcj 13111s, 
was completely exposia<il..' .'.'f.j

The -week Pi'cviqnsiy. sofim (»{.erest- 
ing phenomena wep said:' to have 
taken place which (ist’onlqhed most of 
the sitters, but aniong ..tnqsp" was a 
friend of Mr. Brafiey's, whom I.knpw 
to be a gentleman possessing. ,a.' well- 
balanced judgment, and .keen critical 
powers. He, however, dock1 not wish 
me to mention,his name, ikThis.,gem. 
tieman expressed to. Mr. Drailey hlB 
suspicions, and aftpr the„- seance, 
learning that the cabinet' and,, chair 
used by Mr, Elfired had, .peen, ¿ent 
from Nottingham, and were left,for 
further meetings, he’suggested, to Mr, 
Brailey that he ought to try ijis pay? 
chometrlc powers on the chair. 'I Won-
derful sensitive as-he Is, Mr. Brailey 
said that during the, sittings hé "had 
had no suspicion of the genuineness 
of the manifestations, having' accepted 
them in good faitli. ,.The chair, hqd 
been carefully' packed away with ,the 
cabinet, but at the. instigation, of his 
friends there were .unpacked by Md. 
Brailey, and, placing his hand tipon 
thé chair, he said, pointing to,the back 
of it: “There is a secret compartment, 
here!"

This statement was proved .to be 
true by .subsequent examination, and 
in the back a small keyhole was.found 
deeply embedded and well covered up 
by thé plùshetie material. Mr. .Brai
ley communicate^ his discovery to Mr. 
Lobb, who had been one of the circle, 
and he, knowing my interest in the 
case, telephoned to me. . A key was 
made which opened the lock, and a 
photograph was taken showing the se- 
ret compartment, which measures fif
teen Inches by two Inches.

We determined after this discovery 
to put a stop, at the next meeting, to 

' any further fraud. I was asked by 
Mr. Lobb (who had to go out of town) 
to arrange a method of trapping the 
culprits. Several of the sitters at the 
approaching sitting on Monday were' 
Informed of the discovery. / I âskpd 
one or two good Spiritualists, „tp / bq. 
.'presenti' and. I knew ot a, goéir ciaff j/ 
'voÿànt‘wfio:arran'geia, tôl’aé'sfsr.- 'The; 
seance 'having been opened In thé im- 
ùàl manner, a search of the medium;., 
was made and the chair was particu-'

should, not what he would had his ap- Wm, George Jordan. It treats of the. 
pearance been real. crimes of the tongue, the Red Tape du-

The spirit Julia misapprehended ty, the supreme ¿harity of the world, 
just as she would in this life, had she the revelation of reserve power, etc. 
fallen into-trance. In either case she Price, 30 cents.
would mistake her own thoughts and “Death, Its Meaning and Results.” 
beliefs as tangible objects. By J. K. Wilson, of the Pennsylvania

This principle has a wide applica- Bar. An absorbingly interesting vol- 
tlon, and explains many-other appar- ume, of decided value. A narrative of 
ent contradictions. ■ wonderful psychical events in the au-

■ The solution of this subject is not trior’s experience. Cloth, 560 pages, Il
in answer to the question, whether lustrated, $1.25. • - , .

■ - ' :- r ■- < ■ - -

It is- fully answered hi “Mediumship, and Its 
Laws, Its Conditions and Cultivation?’ by Hud
son Tuttle. Price 35 cents. ‘ Address him at 
Berlin Heights, Ohio

larly noted. It was found, that the 
stuffing of the back of the ’chair, was 
more pronounced, ¿nd the sensitive 
referred to, Mr. Drew, on ■ psychome
trizing it, assured those present that 
it contained some very suspicious, ■ar
ticles which must have been placed 
there just before the seance. The. . 
key was used and thé upholstered' 
panel in the back of the chait1 fell TOi*- 
ward, the space being completely 
packed with articles necessary for 
faking “spirit forms.”

It was then found that the secret 
recess contained a collapsible dummy 
head, made pf pink stockinet, with 
flesh' colored mask ( with pieces of 
stockinet gummed over the eye 
holes) ; the loose stockinet was doubt
less used to represent the shrunken 
skin at the neck; six pieces of line 
white China silk containing in all 
thirteen yards; two pieces of fine 
black cloth (doubtless used in the so- 
called dematerializations) ; three 
beards of various shades; two wigs, 
one white and one grey; an extending 
metal coat-hanger for suspending 
drapery to represent the second form, 
with- an iron hook on which to hang 
the form; a small flash electric lamp 
-with four yards of wire with switch, 
which could be used when the medium 
was away from the cabinet to produce 
so-called spirit lights within; a bottle 
of scent, pins, etc.

As soon as the members had gone 
into the seance room, I, anticipating 
any difficulty there might be in deal
ing'with the culprits, entered the 
house, accompanied by a sympathetic 
and most shrewd friend" who is a 
member of the public detective serv
ice, and who entered the room just as 
this discovery was made.

On being challenged with the 
fraud, Mr. Eldred confessed his guilt 
and handed over thé key" to the secret 
compartment. Instead of charging 
the two individuals we tempered with 
mercy our sense of horror, disgust, 
and Indignation at such' infamous pro
ceedings. I requested the return of 
the money taken, which I must say 
was promptly done, and I confiscated 
the dummy articles, which are how in 
the office of “Light” for inspection.

I hope this discovery will prevent 
any further attempts to prey, upon 
the most sacred feelings of their fel
low mortals, many of whom-have hith
erto been their too unsuspecting 
dupes. - ■ - •

I am sure all true investigators will 
feel indebted to the critical faculty of 
the gentleman referred to; and espe
cially to the psychometric powers of 
that justly respected medium and con
scientious worker in" the cause, Mr, 
Ronald Brailey. " A ‘

A. WALLACE, M. D.

self, were examined' ris "witnesses for call the attention of the readers to the
the defense. matter that, if so Impressed, they will

It is with much pain I have to In
form your readers that Spiritualism to 
is torday face to face with a disgraceful 
fraud in the person of Mr. Charles El
dred, of Nottingham. -We- are in
debted to the spirit world, through Mr. 
Ronald Brailey,., the clairvoyant, for 
the discovery of the method by whlch 
the cleverly arranged, wicked fraud 
has been perpetrated. On February 
22, Mrs. Lobb and myself were in
vited to a seance at Mr. Bralley’s 
house for-materializatlon, Mr. .Eldred 
being tlie medium. A few days after 
the seance Mr. Brailey was impressed 
to'examine the chair which had been 
used and-left there by Mr. Eldred, and 
his clairvoyant powers enabled him-to 
discover -a space in the - high back, 
large enough to contain" a suit of 
clothes, that could “be' hidden' away 
under the plush. A locksmith was

Old Testament Stories',” By Watson Heston. Price, boards, $lj 
cloth, $1.50. _ . , ' ■ . , ■

Origin of Species. .By Charles Darwin. Price, cloth, gilt top, 50cts.
Out of the Depths Into the Light. This little book will be read with 

intense interest by thousands. ; By Samuel Bowles; Mrs. Carrie E. Sr ‘ 
Twing," medium. Pri^‘25 cents, ’

Our Bible," Who Wrote It, and a, Few Thoughts on Other Bibles. By • 
Moses Hull. Price, $l.i ■ .

Palmistry. By Comte de Saint Germain, A. B., L. L M. Practical- 
palmistry, or hand reading’simplified. Price 75 cents.

Past and Present. By .Thomas Carlyle. Price 50 cents.
Perfect Motherhood, or Mabfl Raymond’s Resolve. Dedicated to - 

woman everywhere, that children may cease to be born accursed. By 
Lois Waisbrooker. Price, cloth, $1.

Philosophy of Phenomena. Physical and Metaphysical. Matter phe
nomena and life phenomena. Objective and subjective phenomena. 
Hyperbole metaphysical. By Geo. M. Ramsey, M. D. Price, cloth $1.

Philosophy of Spiritual intercourse. Contains an account of the very, 
wonderful spiritual developments at the house of Rev. Dr. Phelps, Strata 
ford, Conn. By A. J. Davis. Price, cloth, $1; postage 8 cents.

Poems of Passion. By Ella Wheeler Wilcox. Price $1.
Poems of Pleasure. By Ella Wheeler Wilcox. Price $1.
Poems of Power. By Ella Wheeler Wilcox. Price $1.
Poems of the Life Beyond and Within. From the poetic inspirations 

ofunany centuries and of different peoples. Spiritual poetry translated 
.from many tongues. By Giles B. Stebbins. Price $1.

Political Works of Thomas Paine. Containing the three volumes— 
“Common Sense,’’ “The Crisis’?-and “Rights-of Man”—three volumes 
in one. Just the book for patriotic Americans; ■ Price; cloth $1.

Power of Self-Formation. By Leroy Berrier, 'In two styles of. bind
ing; paper cover, cents,; cloiji cover,, 80 cents.,

Practical Methods-to Insure Success. A valuable little wort; full ol 
practical instruction in matterS pbrtginlng to the physical, mental and- 

’spiritfiaT health; . Wbrth'Tp.apy t.phes, its;cost. Price 10 cents.
Primary Factors of Organic Evolution, By E. D. Cope, Ph. D., Mem- 

ber of the ti. S. National Academy of Science,.’Professor of Zoology hr 
the University-of Pennsylvania. Price, cloth, $2.

Prophets of Israel. Comprises in the main popular sketches from OX\ 
Testament History. By Carl H. Cornill, Doctor of Theology and Pra 
lessor of Old Testament History. Price 25 cents.

Psychic Experiences. By Ella M. Dole. Price, 50 cents.

The city had one Mtnéss, the Police further investigate. The Colorado 
Clerk, who obtained- ‘the reading on 'Midland Railroad, running west from 
which the complaint was'made. Colorado Springs, passes through the 

The prosecution also offered in evi- estate, and has established a station 
deuce the sign taken from Miss Rice’s at Crystpla which is twelve miles 
door. -7 from the top of Pike’s Peak, eighteen

After a long and-fair hearing, coun- miles from the great gold camp of 
sei for the defense made their argu- Cripple Creek, seventeen miles from 
ments to the effect that' the law was Colorado Springs and but ninfityone 
passed to reach an'entirely-different miles from the western metrooils, 
class, and that mediums—the minis- Denver. At an altitude of 8,000 feet 
ters of Spiritualism—should not be thls beautiful town site, with its 
classed with vagrants of the type con- natural parks sheltered,by the wooded 
templated by the law in question; hills from the winds of winter, a wil- 
further, that if It-was held that the derness of mountain flowers, lies wait
law applied to mediums it would be In8 tlle touch ot man’s ingenuity to 
unconstitutional, Inasmuch- as It con- leaP into magnificence. With the vast 
fileted with the religious rights under estate and its great promise when de- 
the State and National Constitutions, veloped, a city of extensive propor-

Justice Davis said that under the 1tions ean-be sustained; as a resort it Is 
law he had no option, but must con- | unsurpassed and the rich beauty of 
vict, but that for the. purpose of hav- Nature so lavishly expended makes it 
Ing the Supreme Cburt.-pass on the indeed “Crystola the Beautiful.” 
question of constitutionality, he would Th® forming of subsidiary compa- 
place Miss Rice under bonds to keep nles to develop the various fields of 
the peace for three months. ■ Thus Promise requires that the founder call 
the outcome was a virtual victory for I ^ie assistance a tew women and 
Spiritualism. , men whose eyes behold the self

Notice of 'appeal was-at once given, same he Eées> and whose hands 
and Messrs. Hall and Foster signed DO'GOOD FOR
the bonds. . . HUMANITY.

Strange to say, though, on the fol- , 18 a ~i1!8?*"
lowing Saturday> Miss-.Rice:received a (which issues monthly “The Mountain 
telephone message from Mr. Hall that Dine ) a general merchandise store, 
he declined to go any further with the ?,nd every- Convenience for camping 
case. - r . -. through the'summer, or living-through

However, a number, of friends met ?nt}Fe P°w being sold
and engaged Judge ;Naylor of Everett, ln the town site "with, shares of stock 
to carry the case u® to the Supreme aa Premiums, and your Investment not 
Court. The time , for'hearing has not I only profits you but does lasting good 
been set at this date ?(J8ne 20), but !n » < , v . ,
we are engaged in r jlsinglthe necessa- , While reading of intense heat In va
ry cash to defray the expenses, and if r °>’]s we are enjoying days
necessary will tak^he matter to the raRa’Jt with-sunshine but a constant 
Supreme Court, hn* alsb «ght to re- mD™tail1 alr’ dry and invigorating, 
peal the law i¿ «^Legislature, If it ,fT” th,%»ow-capped mountains 
is held to be constitution^ and to ap- nivm/Ainwc . T7 bursting,buds and a profusion of
P nt níir' HrwUv »man nntohin flowers." Come up and be refreshed
the Ster have don^whatlhey could to and ben®fit®d- - ; 1 be pleased to

ánswer any questions of inquiry con- túre nubUc senU^ta^s^ ceming-thls wonderful estate as a 
to'rest, recuperate or invest.d treated US ThanWng the klnd edltor for spac0 in

In u b'.s valuable paper, I am always,
: JOHN W. Ring, 

WWaOi,mS>»iia R»whianrfl«na Green Mountain Falls, Colo.
We have formearjj. Spiritualist s De-1 

tense League, and expeoti.to- make it I 
a permanent institution« to change long promised visit to her relatives in 
public sentiment and too do the fight- Denver, Cdl.; Which it.ls hoped wlll be 
Ing outside of our. chartered societies, the means'of restoring her to health. 
D. D. Foster, 112 % Pelse St., Seattle, We are utilizing the opportunities 
is secretary. v afforded us by the misstatements in

Other mediums have also-been ar- the daily papers to bombard them 
rested—one, Mrs. Reis; being kept in with replies, and incidentally to 
jail for two days, during-which time- state our side of the case. Interest is 
she amused herself by giving readings being excited, and though some of our 
to all who were available for the pur- friends resent the tone of the com
pose. The authorities seemed to get I meats, they .. should remember that 
tired of this,-bo discharged her on I such grossly unfair comments are 
$300 bonds." . - ó : - . I making people wonder if there Is not 

On June 28 an entertainment is I something in it.
planned for the purpose of raising I I have been appointed a press com- 
funds and to-night (Jine 2OJ, Mrs. 1 mittee, and have secured the Insertion: 
Emmett is giving a citcle'Tor the same | of several long communications In the 
purpose. / ’ , ' * ’V.- . -■ I Times, awNews, besides shorter par-

Misa Rice, has been;seriously' jll- as I agraphs. aqd the .work is still going 
an: effect of this trdublc, and ha’s been ¡‘on. , D. D. FOSTER,
persuaded by- her friends Ho make a | Seattle, Wash* ■ '??ec. and Treas.

Psychic Light. Continuity of Law and Life. By Maud Lord Drake. 
This book is from the pen of an acknowledged leader in psychic philos
ophy and a successful demonstrator of its phenomena, and one of the 
oldest advocates of New Thought and Higher Education. Cloth 
bound. Price, $1.50. _' ,

Psychometry. Its Science and Law of Unfoldment. By J. c. F.
Grumbine. Price, 50 cents.-

Pulpit, Pew and Cradle. Second paragraph in book, last two lines 
reads: “Christianity is one thing for grown men. It is quite anothe» 
thing for women and children. By Helen H. Gardner. Price 10 cents.

Radiant Energy and Its Analysis. Its Relation to Modern Astro- : 
physics. By Prof. Edgar L. Larkin, director of Lowe Observato.«, 
Containing numerous illustrations and diagrams. Price $1.75.

Rational Memory Training. By Rev. B. F. Austin. Price, 75 cents'
Realization. A Course of Lessons Upon the Inner Nature of the 

Self. Ey Loraine Follett. ‘Price, 50 cents.
Reincarnation. By Walker and Wood. Price, leatherette, 75 cents- 

paper, 50 cents;
Reincarnation, or the Doctrine of the Soul's Successive Embodiments. 

Examined and .discussed pro and con by Dr. J. M. Peebles versus Dn 
Helen Densmore and W.J. Colville. Paper cover. Price 30 cents

Relation of the Spiritual to the Material Universe, and the Law of 
Control. New edition, enlarged and revised and greatly improved. 
'Ey M. Faraday. Price 15 cents.

Religious and Theological works of Thomas Paine. Here is a book 
that should be in the library cf every Spiritualist and Freethinker in the 
land. Price, doth, $1.

Religion. A profound philosophical treatise on this world-wide sub
ject of contention. It is a good book for students preparing for the spin- 
itual rostrum. By E. D; Babbitt. Price, cloth $1; paper, 50c; postage, 
10 cents.

Researches Into the Phenomena of Modern Spiritualism. By Sir Wm. 
Crookes. Hlustrated. . Price 50 cents.

Right Generation, the Key to the-Kingdom of Heaven on Earth. An 
appeal to reason and min’s highest aspirations. By Dr. M. E. Conger.

Right Living. This book gives an admirable course of study in eth
ics, and supplies a long-felt want of an ethical text-book adapted to the 
comprehension of children. By Susan H. Wixon. Price, cloth, $1.

Rights of Man. Being an answer to Mr. Burke's attack upon the 
French Revolution. By Thomas Paine. Post 8vo; 279 pages. Price, 
paper, 30 cents; cloth, 50 cents.

Romance of Two Worlds. By Maric Corelli. Price 50 cents.
Schopenhauer’s Essays. Translated by T. B. Saunders. Price 75 cts.
Science and the Future Life. By Prof James H. Hyslop. Price, post

paid, $1.60.
Science of Spirit Return. By one of the scientific minds of The Pro

gressive Thinker corps of contributors. Rich with profound thought. 
By Charles Dawbarn. Price 10 cents.

Sixth and Seventh Book pf Moses. Translated from the ancient He
brew. Price, $1.

Social Upbuilding, including Co-operative Systems and the Happi- 
ness and Ennobling of Humanity. By E. D Babbitt, M. D. Price 
paper, 15 cents.

■ Some Glimpses of Occultism Ancient and Modern. A series of lec
tures by G. W. Leadbeater. Price, $1.50.

Spirit Echoes. Poems and Short sketches. By Mrs. Mattie E.-Hull, 
An attractive little volume, neatly bound in cloth. Price 75 cents.

- Spiritism. Mrs. Piper’s and Dr. Thomson J. Hudson’s theories in re
gard to it. By Ex-Judge Abram H; Dailey, ex-president of the Medico« 
Legal Society of New York. Price 25 cents.

Standing up for Jesus,- Or what the editor of the Freethinker’s Maga
zine thinks ot him on general principles. Profound, biblical, sarcastic^ 
Price 4 cents; 25 copies for 50 cents.

Spiritual Harp. A collection of .vocal music for the choir, congrega
tion and social circles. By J. M. Peebles and J. O. Barrett; E. H, 
Bailey, musical editor.: Price $1.25. Postage 14 cents.

Spiritual Songster. A collection of thirty-eight inspirational songt - 
adapted to popular.music, for the use of congregations, circles and fam« - 

■ flies. By Mattie E. Hull. Price 10 cents.
- Startling Facts or Deeds of Darkness Disclosed, Relative to Auricular 

■ Confession, arid Its Relations, to .Sacerdotal Celibacy, Convents, Monas- ■: 
teries, Morality, and Civil and Religious Liberty. By Rev. J^G. White, 

I Price, 75 cents.
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ÍHE PROGRESSIVE THINKERJ

Boi Sides Are Presented,. -

vuiy<7, 190Bi\

Pi The State Association of .Missouri Presents .Its An
swer to the Kansas City Society, as Published Last 

“Week Over the Signatures of its President and Sec-

Tbe Progressive Mr. LIST OF CAMP-MEETINGS. LILY DALE ASSEMBLY.

Reply by the Missouri State Spiritual- I 
1st Association. I

■ The statement made by Mr.’ I. E. ( 
Gorham and T. J. Embree of Kansas , 
City, Mo., that the First Spiritual । 
Church of Kansas City surrendered its j 
charter is correct. Mr. Gilbert was In- । 
Btrueted by the State Board to state । 
that the above mentioned church was ( 
no longer-affiliated with the State As- , 
Bociatiqn, He is a recent addition to : 
the Board, and apparently misunder
stood his instructions.

The statement that the State' Board I 
threatened to revoke the charter of , 
said chufch unless they complied with 
certain specified requirements, is like
wise correct. The gentlemen, how
ever, do not state what those specified 
requirements were, so T will (for the 
benefit, of those who want to hear 
both sides of the question) mention 

'them. A certain man, W. W. Aber by 
name, whose career as a producer of 
materialization (?) is no doubt famil
iar to many of your readers, was 
AGAIN exposed in Kansas City last 
year. Several copies of the Kansas 
City papers were forwarded to the 
State Board containing accounts of 
the expose. The statements made by 
the Kansas City papers in reference to 
Mr. Aber’s alleged materializations, 
and conduct generally, was of the 
most astounding character, and calcu
lated to make the average Spiritualist 
blush with shame. At the time. Dr. 
Schellhous intimated in the Light of 
Truth that a suit for libel would be at 
once commenced, but it never was, 
and in consequence of that failure to 

, vindicate himself, what can be the in
ference In regard to Mr. Aber? If the 
accusations made against Mr. Aber 
were false, if the police records about 
him were base fabrications, how easy 
it would have been for him to com
mence a suit for heavy damages, and 
if he had truth on his side, he would 
have won.

The old Board sent letters of In
quiry to Kansas City, which resulted 
in there being forwarded back to us 
several «worn statements from people 
who were present at the seance which 
corroborated the newspaper account. 
Ou learning that the First Spiritual 
Church of Kansas City, previous to, 
and during the tune of this expose, 
was having Air. Aber on Its platform 
giving testr, (to the detriment of their 
good name and the good of the cause), 
Dr. Whittier was instructed to write, 
advising tnem^that the said .Mr. Aber 
be Rent from their platform until he 
had proved the falsity of the charges 
mane against him.

The letter he received in reply was 
. from Mr. Embree, their secretary,! 

who stated that the members of their 
society were not present at the se
ance referred to in our communica
pon, but that a Mr. Sphellhous was 

’ ■(liy the way Mr. Schellhous«"was .re
ferred to in the newspaper account, as 

'r tu niantwha sold..bookB,i)efftre,fiaeb..Be- 
, . ance, purported to have been written 

at the dictation of Aber's spirit 
guides (?), aRtUtljat Mr. Schellhous 
declared the whole.newspaper account 

'..■ to be false. . J understand that Mr.

Schellhous is a very old and feeble 
gentleman, with-very poor eyesight, 
and hardly (under the circumstances) 
a reliable witness as to the genuine
ness of dark room phenomena. In 
reply to ariother letter from Dr. Whit
tier Insisting that Aber be kept off 
their, platform until this matter was 
straightened up, and warning them, 
that a refusal on their.partwould com
pel .the Board to revoke their charter, 
they sent in their charter. You will 
notice that tlie Board did not.-either 
judge or condemn .Mr., < Aber; ■ they 
asked him tp show-the. faiglty of the 
charges publicly and openly made 
against hinn H1b failure to comply is 
thb most damaging feature of the 
Wh’oTe affair; /

In reply to the. statement ot 
Messrs. Gorham and Embree that in 
surrendering their charter they took 
the only , course that a self-respecting 
body of people could, I desire to state 
as one who loves the Gause above 
friendship or private interests, that 
had they loved the welfare of the 
movement as a whole half as much as 
they apparently loved Mr. Aber as an 
individual, they would have seen that 
the request of the-State Board, that 
they keep Mr. Aber oft their platform 
until he had shown the falsity of the 
charges made against him, was the 
only action' that a eelf-respecting 
Board could take, if they were true to 
the trust placed in them by the Spir- 
itualiets of Missouri. |

They were doing their duty without 
fear or .favor. Can the .board of the 
First Spiritual Church of Kansas City 
say as much? Does the position they 
take that the statement of Mr. Schell
hous (an Interested party) settles the 
whole question looks fair, and broad
minded? It )s because of such one
sided narrow bigotry tfiaj our move
ment is teeming with dupes and fakes. 
Every time a fake is-unmasked-or the 
genuineness of twaddle ladled out 
with the brand Spiritualism stamped 
upon it, is questioned, the howl goes 
up, "Medium Knocker!” That cry 
has held down the seeker for truth too 
lon^. The Spiritualist who is willing 
to hear only one side of the question 
(his own) has not properly under
stood the grand broad philosophy 
brought to us by our spirit blends.

The purpose of the State Board in 
instructing Mr. Gilbert to publicly no
tify the Spiritualists of the, United 
States that the Kansas City society 
was no longer affiliated with the State 
Association, was to let the Spiritual
ists know that the SpiritualistAot Mis-
souri, 
path y 
would 
ilk to 
form.

A Paper that Never Falters,-Never P&ise^in Its Effort for the Greatest Good to 
the Gause of Spiritualism, Science, Mbrallfy, Higher Thought, and a Better Life, 
Never Lacking for Life and the Dissemination of Most Important Mind-Food.

Give Us the Troth, the Whole’iTroth, and Nothiii? hot the Troth

Spiritualist_Meetiiigs.
H to ’ important-' when meriting - is 

suspended, that notice* be given uu, so 
thqt inquirers may not.be mislead. We 
want new notices of nil meetings being 
held hero In public halls at |be present 
time?

.. ’ > ■■■ 0;—-. ■ “ • ■■
First German Spiritualist. Society on 

the West Side. Meetings every Sunday 
at. 3 p. m. in Garselman'ri Hall, corner 
Ashland avenue and W, 13th street

The Light of Truth Church will hold 
services In Hopkins’ Hall ^528 W 6.3rd 
street, near Stewart ■ avenue.' Confer
ence at 3 p. m. Lecture at 7:45. Mes
sages at each service. Midweek meet
ing Thursday 3 p. m. Mrs. Jeffery Bur- 
land, pastor.

Chicago Spiritual Alliance Church, in 
Vincennes Hall, 35th and Cottage Grove 
avenue, Mrs. May Elmo, pastor, as
sisted by Hugh S. Fraser. All wel
come. Services at 3 and 8 p. m.

The Churqh of the Psychic, Forces 
holds services at Wilcox Hall; corner 
Champlain avenue and 43d street, every 
Sunday. Conference at 3 p. m. Lec
ture at 8 p. m. The hall number is 961- 
363 East 43d street Conducted by Mrs. 
Isa Cleveland.

Spiritual Science Society meets every 
Sunday from 2 to 10 p. m.,-at Arlington 
Hall, N, W. corner of 31st street and 
Indiana avenue. Admission to after- 
noon meetings, free; evening service, 
15 cents. Mrs, Dixon and her daughter, 
the child wonder, will always be in at
tendance. Others will..assist. .'.These 
meetings will be continued all summer. 
Dr. Beverly, preSident No- 44 East 31st 
Street.

The Cnristian Occult Church, United 
Brotherhood Hall, 3245 State street. 
Every Sunday evening at 7:30. Test 
messages given by good mediums. Good 
speakers in attendance.

The Golden Rule Spiritualist Society 
will hold meetings every Sunday at 3 
and 8 p. m„ at O’Donnell College Bldg., 
South Paulina street, between Washing
ton Boulevard and Park avenue. All

■CIENI> look ot hair, dale ot hlri'1, so cents and 
O lielt-addrosBocl envelope, tor test renew, 
Mus. m. V. AuutH,GlenUllyn.-Ill. •

answer 8
Ux .qiieBtlona for 25e. Bend own lumdwrlilrnf and- 
lock ot hair. -Full roading, 61. i’em Hill, Pierce 
Co., Wosh, 1

inl'unnation Wanted.
. Anyone knowing whether Mr; Hiwdi n W. Now
lin, who Hrod In chicapo In IWOy ocoupntloil a 
carpenter. iB-livlng or dead, pleaseudereBB M. 
Adrian; 881 Be state St; eecoud tiopr, Chicago, III.

Miss, M. B. Hedriék, Psychic.
tö Herkimer St., Brooklyu.N. Y. Private sittings 
daily. 'Seances: Sunday. Tuesday and Friday, at 
Bp. m. Ladies’ Matinee-Wednesday afternoon, 
2í'ü. Telephone J. BedfoM?’PeadlutfS by 
mailJJ.Co,

Infallible Fibre Trnmfcete!. Better than metal; 
•iuBulnted top and bottom. Tangible with spirit 
•forces. Cardinal Enamel Color. Self-developing 
Cabinet an I Physical Buttery Combination i-abi- 
not. Speci t) revised-book goveriilhgttvtivy phase 
of development. • A- ’o Z Trumpet and cabiuel 
work in full. Book postpaid, 17 cents. Write for 
Circular. '

j JAS. Xkxvtox. <»3 Dorr st,. 'Toledo, o

Key to the . . 
Higher Science

Have 
You 
Sought 
It 
In

as a whole, were not In sym- 
wlth, or behind, a society that 
permit Aber .and -others of hip 
appear publicly on their plat- 
Mr. Aber Is notoriously op-

opposed to organization (and -under 
the circumstances I do not blame him, 
as perfected organzation would mean 
to- certain -.ones,- the -game'is dp)-, but 
he does not/hesltate whenever the op- 
portunl[y, affords Itself to use organ
ized societies as a means to reach and 
fleece the public. ■-

-Yours fbr True Spiritualism,. 
paul McArthur.

St. Louis, Mo.

o

1 Its Malign Influence Illustrated. Al- 1 
. though by Scientists it is Ascribed ;

to Hypnotism.—Pope Pio Nono Wits 
Supposed to H ive tin Evil Eye.— 
The Cobr.’ and the Hawk.
In Murcellisc, .[as set forth in the 

Chicago Tribune] In the province of 
Verona, has just occurred an extraor
dinary outrage, due to the most an
cient, universal, and deep rooted of 
ail simerstitions—that of the influence 
of the. evil eye.

Elvira Eseppi, the daughter of a 
MarceUise landed proprietor, lost all 
l:er high spirits, and became as mo
rose as sne had been sociable. She 
had been “overlooked,” and the wick
ed witch was- an unfortunate old wo
man, a pensioned school teacher, Sig
nora Cassis. In the absence of her 
parents at church one Sunday,-Elvira 
Invited Signora Cassis to lunch, re
galed her with cakes and wines, and: 
then disappeared to fetch her father’s 
gun wherewith to shoother. Returning 
with the gun, she flung the door of the 
lunch room wide, fired twice at the 
ngea Siguora, who. only slightly 
wounded, fled, shrieking,pursued by 
the infuriated Elvira, who bludgeoned 
her with the butt end of the gun. The 
signora, however, managed to reach 
the garden wall, which she attempted 
to climb, but was shot again in tbe 
attempt, and wounded severely in the 
neck. Finally her cries brought wo
men succor; since by this time Elvira 
herself was so exhausted that she also 
lay moaning on the ground.

This belief in the power of the evil 
eye, which today is almost universal 
In Itniv, and general in remote corners 

■ of,England, Scotland and Ireland, can 
be found even in the bible and in the 
writings of the fathers.

"Eat not thou the bread of him 
that hath an evil eye,” says Solomon 
In the Book of Proverbs, and even in 
the New Testament there is more than 
one allusion to this occult and malign 
Influence.

St. Augustine in his "De Civitate 
Del," refers to the universal belief in 
the superstition, which he seems him
self to share. There were special and 
severe laws against the influence of

ted under hypnotic influence. The
girj, who was amiable, cultivated, and 
absolutely sane, one day took her 
father’s revolver, called upon a man 
whom she hardly knew, and against 
whom .she had no grievance, and shot 
dead, and his wish was father to the 
man was vicarious, infused into her 
by a doctor who had helplessly hypno-
tlzed her. The doctor 
murdered man that he 
.dead, and his wish was 
thought and act of the

so hated the 
wished him 
father to the 
girl he con-

trolled hypnotically, as he was brought 
at last to confess.

An old soldier made such friends in 
i India with a cobra that he used to sit 
with it and sing to it for hours to
gether. Onp day, while he was thus 
charming It, hawk, .chasing, its prey, 
came within sight of the cobra, which 
raised its hea<J and ■ hissed; "The 
hawk gave .a shriek,-fluttered; flapped 
his,Wings,.audtried-bard "to get'away; 
but it.could nbt.do.BO,” said-the sol- 

. dier.. "Strong as ..the eye of-the hawk 
was, the eye of. the .snake Aras strong
er. . The-hawk- for a time seemed sus
pended in the air; but at last he was 
obliged to come down and sit opposite 
the snake, who commenced with its 
forked tongue, keeping his eye upon 
hlin all the time, to slime his victim 
all over. This occupied the cobra for 
forty minutes, and by the time the 
process was over, the hawk was per
fectly motionless. I don’t think he

the evil eye In Rome; Pliny records 
many cases of its power even to kill; 
while Cicero explains the word "fas
cination” as “invidere,” to look too 
closelji at; hence invidia, envy, or the 
evil eye.

Indeed in ancient Rome the belief 
In the evil eye was so universal that 
when anyone was ill without apparent 

: cause, everyone cried, "Mantis te vid- 
ft”—"some fascinator has overlooked 
you.” Today, in Devonshire, Corn- 
■trall, and in other parts of England, 
any untoward event is called “a wisht 
thing.”

Pope Pio Nono was supposed by 
some-most devout Roman Catholics 
to have had the evil eye. Even in 

.the act of asking and receiving his 
blessings they'would point two fin
gers'at him to viard off the 'maHgn in
fluence of his eye.

Probably, hypnotisfn Is: answerable 
for the extraordinary universality of 
this superstition of the malign power 
of an evil eye or will. •

< Some years ago there appeared a

A GRAND OFFER I
FOR ONE MONTH ONLY.

. Send age, sex,'leading symptom and 
.your address, and we will diagnose 
your disease;

and ajl who..are suffering with 
STOMACH TROUBLE

if it is not.,cancer or ulcerated stom
ach, we will charge you for healing 
same only $5.00 per month, and all 
other chronic diseases, a great reduc
tion will be made.

Write today. Do not delay.
REMEMBER,

No charge fbr diagnosing your case. 
DR. CHARLES E. WATKINS, 

HOTEL WESTLAND,
Hack Bay, Boston, Mass.

Vain ?
Have You Reached a Point Beyond 

Which Yon •Cannot Progresb?
' We have something- that Is imth/nJ, prnodcal 
and will enable you to! rnloeU the doors of mys
tery and know afr a truth the possibility and cer
tainly of soul milturoand spiritual deveto|.inent. 
Addres j Box i:ir>. caio E. C. 1UHME, 38U. Broad, 
Philadelphia, Pa.

fl IJnnrlppFiif Lost Vision.
H WUllUul I Ui WrlW-lor JUuHimed Circular 
XnonEanfa showing «tvles and prices and 
OUUblaUlGi photociSplrU Yunua, whodo- 
veioped this ciairwytmClfowei’ 1» »ne. I can ad
just my Melted Pebbio Lene Spectacle aa perfect
ly to your cyea afrl.vour pwn hgmo and send by 
mail. aS if you weflOUh niysvoisu, Thousand» will usury. F. POOItB. •

IStWinllfropave..Chicago. Ill.
cordially invited.

Temple Light and Truth,-870 Waban- 
ela avenue, near Robey street and 
North avenue. Sunday-school 10:30 a. 
m. Lectures and epirit messages given 
at 3 and 8 p. m., by Mrs. T. Loll, pastor, 
every Sunday, in German arid English. 

. The Hyde Park Occult Society bolds
I regular’Sunday evening services. 7:45 
o'clock, at 319 E. 55th- street, between 
Kimbark and Monroe avenues. Jackson 
Park cars pass the door. The best tal
ent available will be Secured _ for .all. 
meetings; To' spread'Hie truth is the 
object of this society. Address all com
munications to Miss Eva L. Stewart, 
corresponding, secretary,•; 455 E.. 55th , 
street. Entrance to fiall, 319 E.-55th 
-street..' .............. / ......... ; ■

The Rising Suh Mission holds sferv- 
. ices every Sunday morning at 11' 
o’clock, lyceum; lecures and tests, at
3. p. m„ and lectures and song service ! me'’evoiutfon<M 
at 8 p. m. Advanced speakers, good ISe- 
test mediums and good singing. ■ Tem
ple, Oakley Boul., between Jackson* 
Boul. and Adams street.

Spiritual Mission Chapel (Old 77) 
77 East T'hirty-first street. . Services 
every Sunday at 3 and 8 p. m. ■Scien
tific and philosophical lectures; best 
psychic and message bearers in attend
ance. Prof. F. M. Stoller, conductor. 

The German-English Society, Bund 
der Wahrhelt No. 18, holds services ev
ery Sunday evening at 8 o’clock in 
Brand’s Hall, 152 North avenue, be
tween Halsted and Clybourn. Also 
every Thursday evening in Math. Jung's 
Hall, 1071 Lincoln avenue, southeast 
corner Ashland and Lincoln avenues; 
entrance first door north of Howard's 
theater. Frank Joseph, mediuin. Ev
erybody welcome.

Church of the North Star Spiritual 
Union, incorporated. Meetings Sun
days at 8 p. m. sharp, at Peris Hall, 
1546 Milwaukee avenue, near Western 
avenue. Mrs. Letzter, speaker and 
medium. All welcome. I

. B, F. POOLE—The epoctaelea you 
sent arc permet, aftd’ if l^er want another pair 
I wlllHine’.y npplii’io yortj With many thanks, 
MliS. M. L. üüUTßEBLAND, Huren. S. Dak.

FREIBP..ÉVANS, 
-"FnuRraeMMiuiu for 

Slate writ iiigpiülííih^ ,Ete.t
Since the recent cflnimltynk San yr.inc|§co, may 
be addressed aa foUrawh; l?fed I'. Evapri.Xoa Ga- 
tOB, California, Rural 23 Céancee onréitdinxB by 

..man may. bc-qbtalned by writing toxtr.'Bransfor 
' par.iltifljirtC’/ SPliSixAawiMi’i'iEvtyia.iiaa a lew 
rcoplert bf’hia'fáhibSS on
hand. ' 'rh'la woi-htefta-piiwahetl at per copy, 
and la.qievoúd to tire ■matSft'inoi'valone.aiutowrU- 
IhFerpérlmetitB riVeirthttrtiirli.hl»imklhiinshlp. 
Alaa explains lioW’tlic wtltlng,it) qotle. tpitl how 
hedercíoped-hlá'aftdUoiáai.powei-. (ibo book la 
.prafMaely llluBtratanc, Wblle limy kmt.vou can 
nave a copy, poatpbldgrOrStM ■

PR06RE8SI0N »s«:
The evolution? bf Man. By Michael Faraflay.

Mrs. Mary Hill -holds meetings every 
Sunday and Wednesday evenings at 220. 
Flournoy-street Good speakers and 
messages. ■. ■ . .

? Divine Spiritual Church holds meet
ings’ .every. Sunday, afternoon, and 
evening, at 2:2.0 and -,7j30, jn;Hy«eia. 
Hall, corner Ogden aveniie arid Robey 
street. Good music. AH welcome) 
Bev. Lucy A'. Hodge Koontz, pastor.

AN EXCELLENT PSYCHIC.

Price. 15c.

IN THE WORLD CELESTIAL.
BY OR. T. A. BUAND,

With full page photograph of the Herolna Pearl’ 
from »spirit painting.

••Three things that make this book romarlca. 
ble. Its authorship, the astounding claimsn.it 
forth In it. and the philosophy and revelation 
of a future life it contains."—B. O. Hower, in 
the Arena.

"it wili give us courage to pass through tbe 
deep shadows of death to the sunUn climeot 
the World Celestial.R^v. H. W. Thomas. 
Cloth bound with gHt Hide.stamp; price, $1.03

Sciente and s-Euture Life.

She! Possesses Rare Psychometric 
Powers, and Her Messages are 

Reliable.

Send in Your Dales and Name of Sec
retary at Once. '

Interest in tho various Spiritualist 
camp-meetings has commenced, and 
secretaries of the Bam'o should report 
at once to this office, so that proper 
announcement’as to dates'.and officers 
can be made.

Program «for tbe Ensuing Seàson

Onset Comp.
Onset camp commences its thirtieth 

annual meeting, July .22, and closes 
August 2.6, For full, programs ad
dress the secretary, Onset, Mass. '

Lake Brady, Oliio.
The fifteenth annual session of this 

camp will commence July 1 and end 
.Sept. 2. For full particulars address 
A. G. Keck, Akron, Ohio.

City of Light Assembly.
-“ The season opens at Lily Dale, N. 
Y., July 13, and closes September 3. 
For program address Laura G. Flxen, 
■General Manager. ‘ c
■ • ' Ocean Grove Crimp.

This camp 1b located at Harwich, 
Mass., and opens July 8 , fl.nd clpses 
July 22, 1906. For programs and/ip- 
formation, write Mrs. Mar'y B. Small, 
South Harwich, Mass.

Lake Pleasant, Mass.
Lake Pleasant Camp opens July'29, 

and closes Aug. 27. For full pro
grams address Albert P. Blinn, 8 
Grove P)ace, Norwich, Ct.

Mt. Pleasant Park, Clinton, la.
The twenty-fourth annual camp

meeting at Mt. Pleasant Park, opens 
July 29 and closes August 26. Pro-

Be Sure to Read This.
Frances L. Lbucks. one of the greatest nsycbic 

wonders living. I use the spiritual X-ray to !o 
cate all internal diseases. A trial will cunvhiee 
you. Nervous exhaustion and lost vigor of both 
sexes successfully treated, as hundreds can tes
tify. Send name. age. sex. complexion, one lead
ing symptom, and ten.ccnlH in stamps, and you 
wi I receive a correct diagnosis of your ease free, 
worOTdoUars to you. Hu sure to write your own 
letter. Dr. J. 8. Loucks, who lately passed on, 
continues to treat the sick through my medium- 
ship. Address all letters;o

FRANCES L. LOUCKS,
fû Warren St. z ß.oaoüam. A/an.

AN ASTONISHING OFFER
Send three two-cent stamps, lock of 

hair, age, name and tho leading symp
tom, and your disease will be diagnosed 
free by spirit power.

Mis. Dr. Dobson-Barker,
23U North Sixth St.

Sau Jose. Call

Elkton, S. D„ May 8, 1906. ’ 
Mrs. Dr. .Dobson-Barker,—

; Dear Physician and Friend;—I will 
■'now write, thanking you for .what you 
have done for me. Three years ago 
dóctors satd I had to have an opera
tion or would not get better. I got 
Ydur address, and. wrote, you;- ‘ ’You 

‘ have helped me more than-nny doctor. 
Bpsides, 1 didn’t havq to have thè op
eration. ‘ So now, I’m sure I’ll be 
cure^ o'f my sores ears. Any sufferer 
who wishes to write to me, 1'11 gladly 
tell what you did for me. Ailments 
too many to mention in my letter here.

Yours truly,
SARAH GREGOR.

By Prof.' James ffc Hyslop. Price 
$1.50; Postage 10 cents.

This work is one-, of the most valu-

grams and Information given to all 
who write to Mrs. M. B. Anderson, 
secretary, Clarkesville. Mo.

Summerland Camp.
The Summerland Spiritualist Asso

ciation will hold Its annual camp
meeting the last week In June, begin
ning June 24. Mrs. F. Lee, secretary.

Winfield (Kansas) Camp. j
The Winfield Camp Association will 

hold Its thirteenth annual camp-meet
ing, commencing Aug. 24, and closing 
Sept. 2. Mrs. Maud K. Gates, presi
dent, 807 North Manning street, Win
field, Kans.; Mrs. Addie McAllister, 
secretary, Winfield, Kans.

New Ern Camp, Aregon.
Tho New Era Camp-meeting begins 

July 8, and continues over four Sun
days. Address Rev. G. C. Love, pres
ident, 934 % C street, Tacoma, Wash.

Sunapee Lake Camp,-N. II.
Sunapee Lake Spiritualist Camp 

at Blodgett’s Landing, N. H., com
mences July 29, 1 906, and closes Aug. 
26. For programs and information 
write to the seci-etary, Lorenzo Wor
then, Hillsboro Bridge, N. II.

Wonewoc Ciimp-iieeting.
The Western Wisconsin Camp Asso

ciation holds Its annual camp-meeting 
in Unity Park, Wonewoc, Wis., July 
15 to August 13. For particulars and 
programs write Gertrude Spooner, sec
retary, Wonewoc, Wis.

JULY LECTURES 2:30 P. M. ;
13—Miß. A. J. Pcttenglll, Opening 

Address. s •
14—J. Clegg Wright, 1
15—Dr. Geo. B. Warne, Aspiration« 
16—Conference.
17—Dr. Geo. B. Warne, Telepathy.
18—Dr. S, L. Krebs, Marvels and 

Mysteries of Mind.
19-r-Dr. Geo. B. Warne, The'Victors

Vanquished. A
20—Dr. S. L. Krebs, WondefB of 

the World Within. ‘
21—Dr. Warne and Carrie E. S. 

Twing. National Spiritualists Associ
ation Day.

22.—Mrs. R. S. Mille. : i.
23—Conference. 1 '!
24—Roy. Wilson Fritch.
25—Prof. 8. P. Leland. Ph. D. L. L.

D., World Making.
2G—WilBon Fritch, Spiritualism 

Metaphysically.
27— J. Clegg Wright.
28—Wilson Fritch, Self Realization.
2 9—Rev. Frederick -A. Wiggin.
30—Conférence.
31—Rev. Frederick A. Wiggin. I
AUGUST LECTURES 2:80 P. M.
1—Rev. C. L. Herald, Ph. D., Lita' 

on a Man-o’-War.
2—Rev. Frederick A. Wiggin.
3—Rev. Chas. Laying Herald, Ph,

D., That Man. , ,
4—Rev. Thos P. Byrnes, Nature’s 1

Masterpiece. - ■
5—J. Clegg Wright.
6—Conference.
7—Miss Susie C. Clark.
8—Mrs. Annette J. Pettenglll.
9—Miss Susie C. Clark.
10—Mrs. Annette J. Pettenglll.
11—Miss Susie C. Clark.

' 12—Mrs. Helen L. P. Russegue.
13—Conference.
14—Mrs. Helen L. P. Russegue.
15—Miss Marie C. Brehm, Woman’s 

Day.
16—Marie C. Brehm, The Little 

Swiss Republic.
17—Mrs. Helen M. Gougar, Munlcl- . 

pal Ownership.
18—Marie C. Brehm, Temperance 

Day.
19—Marie C. Brehm and Helen M. '

Gougar, Peace Day. '
20—Conference.
21—Hon Noah Webster Cooper, 

Back to Eden.
A2—Oscar A. Edgerly.
23-—Hon. N. W. Cooper, Humas 

Honey Bees
24—Oscar A. Edgerly.
25—Mrs. R. S. Lillie.
26—Oscar A. Edgerly.
27—Conference.
28—Mrs. R. S. Lillie.
29—Mrs. Cora L. V. Richmond.
30—H. W. Richardson, Carrie E. S. 

Twing, and Tillie U. Reynolds, New- 
York State Spiritualist Association
Day.

31—Rev. Cora L. V. Richmond.

Origin, Development and Destiny 
oí Man.

A Scientific and Philosophical 
Treatise, by Thos. P. Fletcher. 

'IoxtbstS: The Beginning.; Tuodainenui Prim 
pies; Formation of Consultations, Sytunns. bi: 
FJsnets Astel!]!». Tbe Origin of Moten** a- 
CometsiTudGrgnnb Kingdom; The Origin of Mu 
Maa—His Attributes and Powers; The,Soul—How ; 
Receives and ImpatU Knowledge; How tho Soul lb 
celves I a Highest Impressions: Tbe Record Houk, o 
Tho HtavcnTy Ether; How to Cultirate tho Slxu 
Sense; Ibo Finer or Spiritual Body; Growth apd Be 
uno»jrit!oni Morally, Spiritualism Proved by ihr 
Bible; Tho Bible aud ChrlPt; Tho Summary: “Vta» 
Must We Do to Ba €iv*'V Fo*’ etdc st chk oSco

Price) cloth, $1.00. Paper 50c.

THE TALMDD Selections from the con
tents of that ancientThis WOTK IS one; OL me muov vuiu- xjjlu iwjxuvu book, its cc 

able acquisitions to "the .literature -oi. teachings,-poetry, and legends. ____  
Modern SbfrltiialiBm¿that has appeared sketches of the men who made and commented 
of late'years? It is scientific in its । uP°nlt- ByH. Polang. 859 pp. Price, cloth, It

book, its commentaries.
Also .brief

Ottawa Camp.
Spiritualist Camp-meeting 

tlon, Forest Park, Ottawa, 
August 17 to 27 inclusive.
for programs. H. W. Henderson, 
ident, Lawrence, Kans.; Mrs. 
Cook Pearson, secretary, Bpring 
Kansas.

Chesterfield 'Camp.

Assocla- 
Kansas, 

Write
pres- 
May 
Hill,

SEPTEMBER LECTURES 
1—Carrie E. 8. Twing, 
Howe, Pioneer Da).

2—Rev. Cora L. V.
Closing.
SPECIAL CLASSES AT

July 13 to August 
Wright.

August 6 to 27—Prof.

2:30 P.
Lyman

1 
M.

Richmond,

10:30
5—J.

A. M.
Clegg '

of late'years. .. ----------- „ ...
method;-profound in its ethical deduo 
tions„;unanswerab;e-in4tB, logic,, and 
above ’all sympathetic, to the .truth 
,whatever it may be-and wherever it 
mayibe found. rTor sale at this office.

Tfie Infidefitu of Eccfesiasticism, 
A Menace to American Civilization. By Prof. 
W. M. Lookwood. A trenchant and masterly 
treatise. Price."!» cents.

IMPORTANT
Resolutiqn Adopted Ly the Nation

al Spirituallsti'Association.

Mon onrl Mon 18 Disclosed In the Bible." I lull anil Lllu By Rev. Arthur Chambers, 
^ninik UapM A880'1»1« King’s College, 
OUirit W0I 111 London. An excellent book 
for Christian people who would Investigate and 
learn the Tacts of Bible teachings as well as 
modem spirit phenomena. Price, doth, tl.ia

< F

'if1

A

was dead, but he was soon, for the co
bra put him into a coil or two, crack- 
ded up every bone in the hawk’s body, 
slimed him over once more, and swal
lowed, him.”

That birds had instinctive horror of 
snakes was a fixed idea of mine until 
I saw a pigeon cheerfully preening its 
wings while perched on the folds of a 
snake whose supper it was doomed to 
be.

Both Aristotle and Pitney speak of 
the instinctive antipathy of the cam
el to the horse, while George Eliot in 
one of her novels refers to the corres
ponding antipathy of the horse to a 
camel.

The elephant Is said to have an. an
tipathy to the pig, especially to its 
squeal, a notion as old as Seneca, who 
says in his “De Ira,” that “the voice 
of the Pig terrifies elephants.”

The most striking story I know of 
an instinctive horror of this kind was 
told years ago by a Wesleyan mission
ary in the Kassia hills, a Mr. Evans, 
whose converts devoured on a Satur
day the. carcass of a tiger killed by a 
Capt". Crawley. This debauchontiger's 
flesh so tainted the breaths of his con
gregation Sunday morning that Mr. 
Evans had to hold the service outside 
the chapel, arid even in the open air 
he had-a feeling of . nausea from the 
disgus'ting' and overpowering, stench 
of foul breaths. Among the’ congre
gation was a milkman, whose cows 
were usually the mildest of creatures, 
especially while being milked by hltn;- 
but.on this Sunday morning they went 
perfectly mad oh his approach, broke 
their fastenings, arid rushed frenzied- 
ly ¿-way. Only, when he was well out; 

> of sight and scent did they submit to 
: be milked. T. P. O’CONNOR.

To the Editor:—For the benefit of 
the numerous Brooklyn (N. Y.) read
ers of your progressive and widely cir
culated journal, I .wish to call- atten-, 
tlon to the fact .that another conscien
tious' and thoroughly reliable psychic 
has been added to the ranks of spirit
ual workers in this city. - It is always 
a pleasure to bestow praise where it is 
deserved, and Spiritualists are always 
thankful to be directed to "Such médi
ums as are truly worthy of confidence. 
Miss M. B. Hedrick, 55 Herkimer 
street, is one of these, and possesses 
rare psychometric power, while her 
spirit tests and messages are very re
liable and convincing. Many per
sons can testify as to the pleasure and 
profit derived from attendance at her 
seances; as well as from private sit
tings. She will hold a public test
seance every Sunday evening until Oc
tober, at her bomb;

We congratulate you, dear Editor, 
for your marked success in providing 
such ¿-“feast of good things” as is 
presented weekly.in' the columns of 
The Progressive Thinker, and we re
joice’ in its increasing circulation, and 
wish you still more abundant prosper-' 
ity. This certainly should^be your re
ward for giving to the Spiritualists of 
the world one of the very best expo
nents of the philosophy and phenom
ena of Spiritualism. ' ■ '’ .■>

DR. JOHN C. WYMAN.

At thé regular meeting of the board 
Of trustees 'of the’ N. -S. A.,’ held at 
headqnarters'in Washington, D. O., 
the foUowing. was unanimously adopt
ed at its session, Mayall, 4000:

Whereas, certain;-so-called Spirit
ualists, for the purppse of making se
cure the PRACTICE OF FRAUDU
LENT MEDIUMSHIP-“whereby an in
nocent public- may- be DECEIVED 
AND ROBBED, and! the most sacred 
feelings of human Hearts outraged by 
simulating thcCfonnséof and messages 
from their dead,- areiseeking to unite 
all fake mediums, tlfeir tools, follow
ers and dupes into aisecrct oathbound 
fraternity thatfwili défend their trick-

MARY ANN CAREW, 
Wife, Mother, Spirit and Angel. 

By Carlyle Petersilea.
This mq;

periencei 
mother'!

rtTbeautlful story of the ex- 
of . a young wife and

ken from her home on earth
to her home in the spirit .world, is told 
In such a realistic way, that one is 
carried away with the sweet beauty 
and naturalness of It. It makes the 
other world appear very near to us. 
This- book has been a great comfort to 
many, weary hearts ‘ who have lost 
mother, wife or babies. Price, neatly 
bound in cloth, $1.

y ■ ' [Advertisement.}
ARE YOU AN EASY MARK?

ery; and,
Whereas, thw arc-Wilfully, for their 

own selfish ends» representing the offi
cial board of tlie N. iS. A, as opposed 
to all physical« oor «ítlier legitímate 
phases of nieditnpsIifjB therefore, be it

Resolved, TllMt wwcall attention of 
all thoughtful I Spiritualists to the fol-' 
lowing resolution ittiich was. unani
mously adoptefl bÿ: Our annual -con
vention of 'lOOÏVand’jWhicIi is still the
authoritative ekjiressipli of the N. S. A. 
upon the quesfic’n ofophenoniena, and 
is Heartily coitJnrrcib“- in? by each 
member of thb.^>iei»iit board of the 
N. 8. A.i to-wit: ’ <

■“Be it resolved by the delegates to 
:the National Association here assem
bled that we believe ihi and stand for, 
GENUINE PHENOMENA of every 
reputable lihase.” --'

Do You Attend Dark Seances for Mate
rialization, Etc.?

1 'Begins June 16 and ends Sept. 3. 
Mrs.' Lydia Jessup, seerritary, Ander
son,find.,' ' •; "" t

Forest Home Camp, Mich.
This camp opens July 29 and 

closes August 19.' Any preson desir
ing programs or information regard
ing camp grounds or camp work, will 
please write to the secretary, who will 
answer all inquiries. F. H.. Lesher, 
president; Mrs. Ruth Eastman, secre
tary, Mancelona, Mich.

Camp Progress,
Meetings are held at Mowerland 

Park, Upper Swampscott, Mass., every 
Sunday beginning June 3, and closing 
Sept. 30. B. H. Blaney, president, 
150 Elm street, Marblehead; Mr. H. S. 
Gardiner, secretary, 28 Cabot street, 
Salem.

Island Lake Camp.
Island Lake Camp, Island Lake, 

Mich./opens July 21, extending until 
August 27, For programs or infor
mation write to the secretary, H. R. 
LaGrange, Brighton, Mich.

ViSksburg Camp.
Vicksburg camp, Mich., opens July 

30 and closes August 20. For full 
particulars address Mrs. Jeannette 
Fraser, Vicksburg, Mich.

Edgewood Camp, Wash. I
Commences July 29, and ends Aug. 

19. For full particulars address Geo. 
E. Knowlden, 955 SX> Tacoma Ave., 
Tacoma. Wash.

Grand Ledge Camp, Mich.
The Grand Ledge Spiritualist Camp

meeting opens July 21, and closes Au
gust 21, with Mr. Oscar A. Edgerly as 
presiding chairman. For full par
ticulars address J. W. Ewing or W. R. 
Divine of Grand Ledge, Mich.

Unity Camp, Mass.
Opens on Sunday, June 4, and con

tinues every Sunday until the last of 
September!

Mantua Camp, Ohio.
This camp, located at. Mantua Sta

tion, Ohio, will open July 9, and con
tinue to August 27. For further par
ticulars, address F. H. Sherwood, sec
retary, Mantua Station, Ohio.

Harmony Grove Camp.
Harmony Grove Camp-meeting As- 

' sociation will hold its annual camp, 
July 22 to Aug. 5. This camp is located 
three and one-half miles from Escon
dido, Cal. For' further particulars in 
regard to the camp, address T. J. Mc- 
Feron, secretary, 528 Fir street, San 
Diego, Cal.

' Niantic Camp, Conn.
The Connecticut Spiritualist Camp

meeting Association, at Niantic Camp 
Ground, Niantic, Conn.; season of

wood.
■August 

Cora L. V.
SPECIAL

W. M. Lock-

28 to September 2—Rev. 
Richmond.
EVENING ENTERTAIN- ‘

MENTS. ' . ■■- ■ i
July 20-22—Frank Caldwell,' 2,000 

Miles on the Yukon River. Stereopti- i 
con views.

July 24—Wilson Fritch, Reading, 
Ulysses.

July 27—Prof. W. M. Lockwood, 
Lecture, illustrated with . Crookes’ 
vacuum tubes.

July 31, August 3—Frances Carter, i 
Shakspearean Readings.

August 5—Ladies Schubert Quar- 1 
tette, Concert.

August 7-9—A. T Kempton, Hia
watha and Evangeline, Illustrated.

August 12-23—Miss Alice Ethel 
Bennett, Book Recitals.

August 14-16—Prof. E. B. Swift, ' 
Microscopic and Telescope Entertain- : 
ment.

August 19 and 31—Ladies Schubert . 
Quartette, Concert, and Alice Ethel 
Bennett, Recitations.

August 28—The Lilies, Entertain
ment.

Among the mediums engaged are 
Mrs. A. J. Pettenglll, Oscar Edgerly, 
Mrs. Dr. Caird, Mrs. M. Helyett, 
F. A. Wiggins and Dr. W. O. Knowles. '

Forest Temple meetlngs 
9:30 a. m., 4 and 6:30 p. in. 
Devereaux, leader.

German meetings every
Tuesday and
brary Hall, 
leader.

Children’s
Saturday and

dally at I 
Mrs. D. ;

Sunday, !
Friday at 4 p. m., in Ll-

Mrs.

Lyceum 
Sunday

Demonstrations of

Eliza Stumpf,

i daily, except 
’ at 9:30 a. m. . 
Unseen Forces

daily at 7 p. m., in Library Hall. . ' 
Band Concerts daily at 9:30 a. m , 

1:30 and 7 p. m.
Progressive Euchre every Monday 

evening in the Auditorium.
Dance every Wednesday and Satur

day evening in the Auditorium.
Sociable every Thursday evening In 

the Auditorium.
The Ladies Schubert Quartette of 

Boston, has been engaged from Julÿ 
29, and the Northwestern Orchestra of 
Meadville, Pa., for the entire season.

We are preparing a great feast for 
you, with an interesting and varied 
program, low transportation and good 
hotel accommodations at moderate 
prices.

Arrange to spend your vacation at 
Lily Dale, invite your friends and 
come prepared to receive great spirit
ual knowledge and uplittment.

For further Information, programs, 
low railroad rates, etc., address

LAURA G. F1XEN,
General Manager.

strange story from a physician’s note
book of a girl patient,, detained in a 
lunatic asylum for a murder commit-

"Spiritual Songs for the Use ef Cir
cles, CampmeetingS and Other Splritu-

- ."The Spiritual Birth or Death and 
Its 'Tomorrow.” By, Moses 'Hull. 
This is a pamphlet of 36 pages; and 
gives the Spiritualistic idea of Death, 
Heaven' arid Hell,' according to the 
author’s interpretation of the Spirit-' 
ualistic views. Price, 15 cents;

Oceandies is a psychical narrative by 
Carlyle Petersilea, author of The Dis
covered Country. This book deals

alist Gatherings," 
Price 10 cents. .

. with the question ot soul mutes, or of
By Mattie E. Hulk 1 the completed ego. — - - -

.• 8 teresting. . r *"

''Religlotts-and Theological WdrliB of 
Thomas -Paine,’.’.contains his celebrated 
“Age of Reason,” arid-a muimb'er of let
ters.: and -discourses :on religious, and 
thpologloalL-subjeets;-/Cloth /binding, 
430 pages. Price $1»

। “TaImagean;lnaiHties, in&tegrultles, 
I Incousistanclea.tffiikBlnsuhc niies; a Re- 
| view'of Rev. .T. BeWitt an«-Rev» Frank

ed ego. : It I? intensely in- upon Spirituali 
Price, paper.’cover, 50 cts. 1 Price.10 ceñís;

t ,

DeWitt.Talnrago's oft-vepcsted attacks
upon Spiritualism^- Br h_oses Hull

If so, would you mind having me ex
plain to you just HOW ALL FAKE I 
WORK IS DONE, arid how you and 
otters, have been fooled and swindled 
by conscienceless .scoundrels In the 
name of Spiritualism? “Mysteries of 
the Seance,” a book of 64 large pages, 
written by a Spiritualist, for Spiritual
ists, tells the., whole story, and will 
startle you with its amazing revela
tions. It not only explains fully bow 
all these.things are done by the fakes, 
biit Instructs you how to detect and 
expose the tricksters. , This book Is 
endorsed and recommended by the 
leading and ablest .workers in our 
cause. :;I would like to place a obpy 
In the hands of every true .Spiritualist 
arid investigator in. the land. If you 
are an honest Spiritualist and Opposed 
to’ having the memory of your depart
ed friends'insulted and outraged arid 
your' own intelligence made the spbtt 
of these ."spiritual” grafters, it is.your 
duty to assist in exposing and driving 
them out of business.. Jiy book will 
help you to do it. Write me for spe
cial price by the- quantity. Single 
copy, postpaid; 25 cents. -ED LUNT, 
gtation A, Boston, Mas^. -

1906 commences June 12 and con-
tinues until September 11. For full 
particulars' address George Hatch, 
South Windham, Conn.

Tho Ashley, Ohio, Camp.
This camp opens Aug. 5, rind closes 

August 26. For further partico- 
lars address Will Randolph, secretary, 
Ashley, Ohio.

Haslett Park, Mich.
The twenty-fourtH annual assembly 

of Spiritualists at Haslett Park, Mich.) 
commences Aug.- 6, rind continues to 
September 3. For programs address 
E. F. Spross, Okemos, or D. R. Jessop, 
Williamston.. ■ ,

. Verona Park Camp.
. The /Verona ' Pa'rk' cairip-meeting,' 
Me., will open, Aug! 12 and close Aug.
26. A. F. Smith, president, Bangor,’ 
Mé.; F. W/Sinith', secretriry,. Rock
land, Me. z

Queen City Park Camp, Vt.
I Queen City Park Camp, South Bur
lington, Vt., commences July 29, and 
ends Sept. 3. For1 programs address 
A. F. Hubbard,.president, Tyson; S. N. 
Gould, vice-president, Randolph, or 
Pfflp I, Chapman, Cambridge, vt..

After the camp opens address each of 
the above at Queen City Park, Vt.

Freeville Camp.
The Freeville Camp, N. Y., opens 

July 22 and closes August 19. For 
programs write to Miss Victoria 
Moore, Dryden, N. Y.

Delphos (Rans.) Camp.
Opens on August 10, closing on the 

27 th. Address all communications to 
I, N. Richardson, secretary, Delphos, 
Kansas. *

“How to Train Children - and Pa
rents.'’ Mrs. Elizabeth Towne takes 
tire position that in many cases it is the 
parents that need. the training more • 
than'the children, and advises parents' 
to look to themselves. Twenty-five - 
cents could not be. better spent than In 
buying this little book. Anyone that 
has the care'of children should read it. 
Price' 25 cents. -r‘-

“Spirit Echoes.” By Mattle E. HulL 
This pretty volume contains fifty-seven 
of the author's latest and choicest po
ems. Neatly, bound in cloth, and with ' 
portrait of the author. Price, 75 cents.

• The Jesuits." By Rev. B.‘ Bv 
Austin, A. M.; B. D. An excellent 
ptniphk t. • Price, 15 cents.

-» , t- « « V“ 1 * . , V ’•''"'S »,
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a word of

"that is just
it.

I put my 
look after

"I declare," said I 
what 1 ought to do,1

to speak to anyone about.
He walked away .without 

"good-bye.”
I was so surprised that 

head out of the window to

and 1 did
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Trenchant Thoughts in Regard to Self-Unfoldment--: 
The Absence of Our Literature'Among Spir- 

■ , ■ itualists—The Gharlatan and.Impostor.
J - ' ■ ■

■ “ To the Editor:—In the issue of 
The Progressive-Thinkm'J1! June 3.0,1 
note this quotation from Carlyle: "My 
bobkis are friends that never fail me. 

■ For. some reason it strikes me very 
forcibly,-and I am asking and w>n- 
derlng-r-wonderjng where I will find 
the. answer, and when? .

It has seemed to me as I nave 
made my way from place to place, that 
there has not been-a sufficient ten
dency on the part of some of our so- 
called liberals to seek the company of 
books of the higher order, and thus, 

' through them, t.h,e association with 
’minds more or less attuned to the 
Higher thought vibration, and "I won
der why?" '

I !' For many years the writer has been 
’milking an effort to stpdy the.world’B 

- advanced thought. For a long time 
■ he tried it in the same way that manj 
■ of the aforesaid liberals are trying to 
Study now, i. e„ by simply surrender
ing their own individuality and allow
ing some one else to do their thinking 
for them. Among the Spiritualists 
this is made evident by the absence of 
current and scientific literature, and 
by "the too' manifest tendency to sit 
at-the feet of a phenomenon and 
drink in al) that purports to come 
from the excarnate world, whether 
compatible or incompatible with our 
reason.

Facts (?) that are not facts are 
siezed op with an avidity worthy a 
better cause,, and are accepted as be
ing substantially proven without so 
njuch as a question on the part of the 
recipient—it being enough for them 
to believe that they emanate from 
the ’ excarnate realm of life. Again, 
I wonder why?
: 'As stated above, the writer long fol
lowed that course; making the time
worn assertion—many, many times— 
that there was no need for him to 
study, to read, to think, as the spirit 
world, or "my guides,” would do it

of progress, I confess I feel’at times 
disheartened:at the outlook.

Why,- then do I lay so much stress 
upon the need-of fuller understanding 
of •. philosophy—the need of. reading, 
sudy and individual unfoldment?.

Is it' because T do not believe in 
phenomena? Or is it because i do not 
wish .to listen to the splendid dis
courses which. comb through such in
struments as Mts; Richmond, . Miss 
Harlow, Lyman Howe and others of 
that class? /

Not at all, but because I realize the 
more thoroughly a soul is unfolded 
the more perfect’ an instrument, for 
the production of the. wonderful sym
phonies of Inspirational thought they 
become. Thus a man or woman who 
is naturally a fine logiclap, is more 
capable of use by an advanced logician 
in the other spheres of life. One who 
is naturally scientific in his or her 
methods, becomes at once a better in
strument for the scientific mind 
whose researches in the life beyond 
the grave add unmistakable lustre to 
those made while in the material 
phase of life.

Then, too, the man or the woman 
who1 has made some-study of the 
principles of chemistry, of physics, 
psychology, and natural science will 
not be such an egsy mark for ¿the 
masters of legerdemain and charla
tanism.’ •"

Christian Science is becoming more 
and more like orthodox Christianity— 
dogmatic! .It has its fixed tenets of 
faith, faith in Mrs. Eddy and all 
thoughts emanating Trim her as infal
lible truth—held so because of their 
source; enough for all time, past pres
ent and future.

Catholicism says: .“Perfection can
not be improved,” and on the strength 
of that claim has always refused to 
progress. - '
! This is also the attitude of Christian 
Science. : •

Spiritual Science; on the other hand, 
is ever ready to adjust.Itself.to higher 
conceptions of truth; is , ready and 
Willing to sort over the fruits of re
search and reject that which has be
come mouldy-and decayed. Realizing 
that "March on? is the order, of etern
al progression, it does not settle itself 
to camp forever upon Prie oasis in the 
desert, but 1b constantly pitching its 
tent "a day’s march nearer home,” 
truth absolute. Without ignoring the 
physical sensés it sliowS their spiritual 
origin, and that it is possible to exer
cise them independent of their phys- 
ical expressions; • 1

Spiritual Science does not seek to 
knowledge, the word , belnè derived 
from the Latin "sclentla, to know.” 
All discoveries in the realm of the un
known, all religious and -secular 
schools of knowledge are scientific to 
the extent that they demonstrate
truth. All their truths harmonize

all for him.
: Then came 

in its intensity.
an awakening, 

It came at a
bitter 

time

Spiritualists, it is up to you! 
are you going to do about it? ......  
you consent to subjugation, the loss

What 
Will

of your own identity, or will you make 
good by fitting yorirselves for the re
sponsible position the world is making 
for the progressive minds? Would 
that every home had its library, its 
reading-room as well as its seance- 
room; then and then only will the av
erage mind be fitted to attune’itself to 
the mind of the philosopher or sage 
from beyond the Borderland^ Shall 
this be done? If not, “I wonder 
why?" WILL J. ERW00D.

when the present writer was made to 
know that there were many things 
that he'did not know, and some things 
that even the denizens of the world of 
spirit did, not know, and, tjie .pain that 

' Buch an awakening causes only those 
. .who have gone .through the same 

■Gethsemane can realize.
Then came the despondency, the 

■ feeling of helplessness which almost 
took him out of the Held—the chosen 
W# Of work,-; 'Then came still more 
awakening, anci books began to ap
pear in the little place called home;

■ they .began to -be traveling compan
ions,; they began to take on the form 
6f 'tiiefr authors and to seem ani- 
mated, real, substantial. Some of 
them were read, and disputed; some 
of-£hein read, and'accepted, but all of 

'- them made, to pass through the cru- 
Clbtp of thought—made, to submit to 
the ‘search, light, of. reason. Now 
comes the time when the assertion of 
Carlyle comes home, and the writer 
says, "My books are friends that 
never fail me.”

i The desire to know is born: the de
sire to know what others think, do- 
and say, coupled to which is the de
sire to question and weigh all things 
that come before the observation, not 
excepting even that which comes 
from the excarnate world.

I know there will come the rejoin
der: "Would you have us accept ev
erything that is written In books?”

Ngy, not even though the book was 
.written direct by the finger of the Al
mighty—whatever that Is—nor yet If 
written by the soul long since gradu
ated from the physical expression of 
life.

I would not have anyone make a 
fetish of books any more than I would 
have them make a fetish of medium
ship. But this I would have: I would 
have every Spiritualist; every liberal; 
every man, woman and child become 
sufficiently grounded iu the ethics of 
philosophy, the law .of logic and the 

' . art of reasoning until they were no 
longer playthings in the hands of un- 
Bcrupulous renegades of all sexes — 
male, female and neuter.

THAT WE HAVE BEEN PLAY
THINGS—MERE TOYS—IN THE 
HANDS OF THE CHARLATAN, THE 

' IMfOSTOR, THE SIMULATOR, IS A 
FA.CT TOO EVIDENT TO BE REA
SONABLY DENIED BY ANYONE 
WHO HAS DARED TO THINK, AND 

- bARING TO THINK, DARED TO 
SEE. And continually comes the 
question, “I wonder why?” Why is 
it Ihat so many of our so-called “llb- 

~ erals” permit themselves to remain 
in such ignorance? Is it. because 
they desire to adhere to the old adage 
which says, "Ignorance is the mother 
of devotion?” and thus become suf
ficiently devotional to see a form 
wliere none exists; to hear a voice 
where none exists; t<? observe a phe
nomenon where there is nothing? Or 
is it because they fear the conse
quence of thinking for themselves? 
Do. they fear that some cherished idol 
will fall to the ground and become as 
dust, OR ARE THEY AFRAID OF 
THE CLEANSING PROCESS OF THE 
SUNLIGHT OF REASON?

- Too true Is It that we have many 
among the ranks of the liberals who 
would reject with scorn a'dissertation

BEAD TWENTY MINUTES.

And Then Life Is Restored—Dr. B. M.
Ricketts Explains Experiments on 
Stimulation of Heart After Beatings 
Ceas&—Strange Work and Proposi
tions.
As set forth in the New York Her

ald, Dr. B. Merrill Ricketts, whose pa
per on compression of the heart after 
it has ceased beating to restore life, 
read at the- meeting of the American 
Medical Association In Boston on 
June 6, created a sensation, consented- 
to talk on the subject this evening. He 
says a person- who has be'én dead 
twenty minutes was brought,back to 
life by manipulation of the heart.

"The heart has actually been stimu
lated to action one or two days after 
death,” said the Doctor, "yet one or 
two minutes after the cessation of the 
heart fs time enough to justify a physi
cian in opening the chest and squeez
ing the hegrt, much as one would a 
sponge, to renew Us action.

"In illustration of this let me cite 
a case of a child of Old Brighton, 
England, only last year, who "was pro
nounced dead by the attending physi
cians, and the coroner was sent for. 
The child had been dead supposedly 
for five and one-half-hours when the 
coroner arrived, yet the child at that 
time raised its hands and the heart 
beat, and there was life for'several 
hours afterward.

"Manipulation of that heart would, 
in all probability, have brought per
manent life to that child.

“The class of cases in which this 
manipulation of the heart to'renew 
life is especially applicable to where 
ether or chloroform has been adminis
tered, where there has been an inhala
tion of illuminating or other such gas, 
in cases of shock from fright, injury 
or surgical operation, drowning, elec
trocution, strangulation, loss of blood 
or probably in many cases of diseases 
or the administration of drugs.

“The results in all cases are influ
enced by prompt and skilled attention, 
the quantity of blood lost; time and 
the cause of the suspended heart ac
tion, mutilation of body and general 
care.

"in other words, it depends upon 
these things what the result will be of 
the effort to suspend life.

“We have taken twenty-five dogs 
and chloroformed them until ' the

while their errors contradict each 
other and tend to bewilder the stu
dent. *

Spiritual Science deos not seek to 
establish churches, but rather to per
meate all religions, to unify and har
monize them on the one fundamental 
principle'of truth, embodied in the 
Golden Rule,’ the new commandment 
to “Love each other,"

Spiritual Science has bpen slandered 
and ridiculed, but neither constitute 
•argument against it. Fqult-flndlri'g 
becomes a habit. A constant seeking 
for error will In time distort the vis
ion, and so warp the judgment that 
good may not be recognized though 
everywhere present.

It is unscientific to speak of the 
spirit and the body as though two dis
tinct entities. A few hours ago it was 
our privilege to witness the cremation 
of a body from which the spirit had 
withdrawn. How soon it was re
duced to a handful of ashes, that 
might still further be obliterated by 
chemical process, till absolutely noth
ing remained.

Cause and effect are inseparable. 
Spirit, cause being .withdrawn, body, 
effect, must follow- We are living in 
a spiritual universe that teaches, us 
life is immortal, that so-called death is 
birth into a higher form of life. How 
do we know we shall continue to live?

Because we live NOW. NOW is im
mortal, has no past or future. Time 
resolves itself into the everlasting 
ever-present NOW.

The I says: "I was not made from 
nothing. There is no such thing as 
nothing. Therefore because I am 
something, I always was something 
and always will be something in the 
everlasting NOW.’.’ -

mattie McCaslin.
St. Louis, Mo.

Psychic Forces ajud ©Bÿcho-Magnetic 
Healing by Dr. J. A,pIar*in.—In
teresting Paper oy a Subject 'Which 
Is of Great Impqrta'n<fe to the Peo
ple of This .City, and-Elsewhere.

'■ Many labor under thé -impression 
tliat all magnetiç treatmentB are alike 
and depend on the same principle for 
their efficiency, in ctu-i|ig ’ diseases. 
This is a mistake,; Although formerly 
all magnetic heaierB gave! psycho-inag- 
petlc treatments, of late tyriafs a class 
of so-called. ; magnetic j Healers , have 
sprung up ‘.who, instead i>f depending 
bn the soul or spirit, forcés, place their 
whole stress upon ’their ¿(bility to pro
duce a'magnetic force, pf xnore prop
erly, |ri Btimuidtirig-a. nervê force in 
their patient’by a'ttforeiigh.manipula- 
tlon or friction over , the >Bpin’e and 
nerve centers. Thip is therefore a ma
terial and not a psyçliiq.or spirit mag
netism, and’ whilé pfteri doing much 
good 1b wholly lacltiiig -ln the power 
and efficiency of the . psychic magnet
ism. ' "A '

Psychic magnetiààl/asiitB name im
plies, is purely and iwhojiy a spirit 
force,-and one who' glVesi psycho-mag
netic treatriients should lie expected to 
give off and impart to"th|S ' patient 
spiritual magnetism; -'‘While some 
will doubt whether t)ilB;can be done 
or not, and-niany will dljny that it is 
possible,' there are mgny^ eminent sci
entists to-day who fe^gqlze .the same 
as a fact, and who father claim that 
there is a spirit forcé (within man 
which is constantly'manifesting itself 
in magnetic errianaticinB, {radiations of 
distinct and different, CMpre, clearly 
seen and described by .those possessed 
of clairvoyant sight. , J J

Babbitt, in his wofllfpn "Light and 
Colors," speaks of apd»i|lustrateB the 
same. These emanat|bifl and. colors,- 
through the aid of science, have been 
photographed and are'a ¿natter now 
beyond dispute. If baa also been 
shown that these emuniatlbns are mag
netic or electrical, anil differ in force, 
color and quality frqin different indi
viduals and different pàrt»-of the body, 
and are dependent for'force, color and 
quality very largely- pi the spiritual 
and true intellectual development of 
the individual. ’’ ’. i‘

They also contend fhait these mag
netic emanations aré^jan .absolutely 
true index of character,.and-ihat if not 
seen are sensed by a. ^reat ;inany peo
ple, sometimes to draw ¿ne" to and
into close sympathy and respect for 
another, and at otheri tiines to cause 
one to be repulsed and! hOldJdlqof! not 
as a result of reason but! as-an intui-. 
tlon that comes from hnd- 1bjmanifest
ed, by the Inner or splint maxi.

Thousands, too,. wlib have -received 
psycho-magnetic treatments; testify 
to the fact, that, thejirhrive ^distinctly 
felt these wives pf magnetic forces 
passing from the operator tb them
selves, penetrating tb and infusing ev
ery part of their bbriy/withia clearly 
recognized life or splrat’force'..' -

From a Spiritual Standpoint Certain 
• Things Are Established on the Ad- 
■ amantine Rock of Truth—So Says

The Two Worlds, of Manchester, 
England.
The attitude of the open mind is 

always commendable. Some people 
manage to have their minds open at 
the bottom as well as the top, and a 
state worse than "philosophic doubt” 
.results. Such minds are always so 
open that they retain' nothing, and 
stand in need of being constantly • re
filled. The psychical researcher has 
an open mind; generally of the sort 
referred to above, ■ He is always 
doubtful, never certain. A fact today 
ceases to possess the importance he at
taches to facts tomorrow. By some 
mysterious process the bars of his 
mental grate shift, and lo! all his fuel 
drops out and his fire must be lighted 
all over again. The mind that is al
ways open to receive new facts, and to 
welcome new1 ideas, is a useful mind. 
But such a mental attitude does not 
mean that all the old convictions must 
be discarded before new ones cap be 
aciepted. The truth of yesterday is, 
never contradicted by the truth, of to
day.

To Spiritualists it is absolutely set- 
teled that man lives after death. That 
th'ere is communion between departed 
men and those still upon the earth. 
That men possess faculties through 
.which the people of the other life can 
and do communicate with us in this 
life. That the communications received 
from those people have fully estab
lished the continuity of human per
sonality, identity, and consciousness 
after "death.” That these spirits 
who return can and do produce psy
cho-mental phenomena in and through 
the brain, nerves, and physical organ
izations of those men and women who 
are called mediums.

These points we claim are settled 
beyond cavil for Spiritualists, and no 
one is properly entitled to say “I am 
a Spiritualist,” who denies, or doubts 
these propositions, which have noth
ing to do with beliefs, theories, or 
opinions. They are the'positive facts 
upon which our Gause rests, to deny 
them is to undermine the basis of all 
we hold.

The next points which must be con
sidered as settled are, that as these 
“spirits" manifestly exist, they must 
exist in a somewhere. Wherever that 
“somewhere” is, it is a reality within 
nature. We all know that hackneyed 
quotation: C-
"Being is one stupendous jvliole, 
Whose body nature is, ani^Gpd the 

sojH,” '

They Come Unsolicited and Under Various Condi 
ditions Just as Easily, so Far as Can be Ascertained 
by Mortals, as by Request and in the Seance Room, 
and Deliver Their Messages of Love and Uplift- 
ment in the Peaceful Sanctuary of the Home, and 
Out Upon the Star-lit Highways of Life.
“The End Justifies the Means."

Spirits assume disguises sometimes 
.and cause us to see visions of scenes 
which have no existence in fact.

When we consider how Mother Na
ture accomplishes great ends by Indi
rect means, we will not be surprised 
when we see angels and men assuming 
disguises for great or good ends. 
Men disguise themselves to appear 
better than they really are, while spir
its appear to come down from their 
high conditions to accomplish good. I 
shall in'this letter give one or two ex
amples of the latter.

“You are disguised in a new suit," 
I said to an Irishman one Sunday, 
when he was going to his church.

"Yes,” he replied, and whispered: 
"I can tell you that a poor Irishman,- 
in poor clothes, is a damn poor thing.” 
Not so the spirit.

I was one day standing at an open 
window (my health and circumstances 
were not pleasant) when a man came 
up and without a word of greeting, 
told me of my condition exactly, and 
referred to a secret 111 which I had 
neyer mentioned to any one, not even 
to my wife. The man was dressed in 
the old clothing of a working man who 
had just left his bench. He had a 
paper hat on his head, and seemed to 
me to be a common laborer or me- 
clanic of the lower class. This man 
told me what to do and how my cure 
might be effected; all this about a 
matter of a kind which I did not. care

EX-GOV. ADAMS ON SUFFRAGE.

The Election Crimes Have Been Men’s 
Crimes.

Ex-Governor Adams of Colorado 
says regarding the part taken by their 
women in the political corruption of 
their state:

"While the Antis have charged Col
orado’s political evils to woman suf
frage, it is no more responsible for our 
political shame than California women 
are chargeable with the San Francisco
earthquake. Our election crimes

,which gave evidence of pofound. re
search and study, and would accept 
with glad acclaim anything that would 
purport to come from the great be
yond, notwithstanding the bad logic, 
the poor grammar and the worse phil
osophy. "I wonder why?”

I realize the fact that I have the 
temerity to question some of the so-’ 
railed “wisdom" of the sages (?) of 
the world beyond the grave will Be 
like flaunting a red rag before the 
Byes’o’f a "bovine gentleman” to some 
of the readers of these - line's, i>ut 
“what care I?” It;is truth l am af
ter,'hence let some of’ the . objectors 
produce'cogent and logical reasons 
why we should sit at the feet of the 

. defiizen' of another phase of life and 
accept his dictum without question. 
When they have done that 1 will agree 
•with them—perhaps!

I deplore the fact that we do not 
read, study, think as much as the po- 
Bition ,we hope to take in the world 
of progress would indicate were pos
sible. When I see none ot the works 
that can enlighten in the homes of 
those who claim .to be in the forefront

heart ceased to beat. Then the chest 
was opened and the heart taken in the 
hand -and squeezed about sixty-five 
times to the minute. In about sev
enty-five percent of the animals the 
heart was made to beat again.”

Dr. Ricketts will probably find him
self the subject of much discussion for 
his urgent pleading that criminals 
condemned to die or criminals con
demned to ten years or more of im
prisonment be offered the chance of 
commutation if they -announce them
selves willing subjects for experiments 
of this sort. He says:

"We now know of sixty prisoners in 
the penitentiaries who are life prison
ers who are willing to be electrocuted 
and so experlmenied upon, provided 
that if resuscitated their freedom be 
given them.”

“There should be laws in each state 
that give every criminal commutation, 
if he will allow JiiriiseJf to be subjected 
to-ipliysi'cal experimentation. if a man 
be in prison say for ten years, and 
submits to experiments of uncertain 
results, his sentence should be com
muted to one. two or three years ”

Summing up,- Dr. Ricketts says that 
the total number of men operated 
upon for cardiac stimulation so far is 
thirty-nine, and of these twelve recov
ered permanently, and in nineteen of 
the cases the heart beat from, one min
ute to twenty-four hours before death’ 
finally came.. Tlte heart has been 
made-do .beat as long .as two and one- 
.half hours after, .the first cessation of 
its pulsations. The longest time on' 
records of-cessation of the heart tfbat,” 
after which it was restored or re-es- 
tabliêhed permanently in twenty min
utes. “

’If any man .is able to convince me 
and show me .thatII,do not think and 
act,right,,I will gUdly change. For 
J seek the truths by. which no man was 
ever. injured.-c-Aiarcus Aurelius.

TO ¡persevere in one’s duty, and to 
be silent Is the-first answer to calum
ny.—Washington. >

have been men's crimes. Womeh 
voters ’ have not stopped election 
frauds and corruption; true, but wher
ever their influence can be felt, it has 
been for good—never for evil! Good 
men have tried to break up corrupt 
machines and dethrone bosses, and 
have failed; but with the aid of good 
women these evils can be curbed and 
destroyed. In Colorado our disgrace 
has come through the alliance of great 
corporation^ and party managers. 
While no revolution has come, no man 
acquainted with the facts can say that 
the wamon vote in Colorado has been 
for the bad. E.qual suffrage has 
brought no harm to either the citizen 
or the state. You may find a very few 
in Colorado w<}0 denounce woman suf
frage as a failure. Before taking their 
worji, their antecedents, ¿nd environ
ment should be investigated. The po
litical rlhgster, the gambler, the law
breaker, every interest that gains 
from the non-enforcement of- moral 

.and statute laws, are generally 
against woman suffrage. The very 
enemies of the proposition should 
commend equal suffrage to all good 
citizens, A cause may well be loved 
for those who fight it.”

In view of these,.facts’we can -easlly 
understand and hàvé'i|o/ dbubt that 
among these varied' ra^iaflbnd' from 
the human body, some.may be’splrit- 
ually so endotVed that'tl& emanations 
they send out'are imbiibdj With a heal
ing power. Paul, in ¿peaking of thé 
spiritual gift of healing; recognized 
this fact, and this powér ¿s a spiritual 
gift. We often see" Ils workings 
among our physicians. One physician 
goes to the bedside "of s(ck_ and with 
little or no real med|éinè accom
plishes wonders. Another ,wlth the 
same or better reme^ek meets with 
failure. The magnetic etnanations of 
the one are healing, the other are not.

Recognizing the fiaxit. Of the exist
ence of these spirit forces and of their 
manifestation in magnetic radiations, 
we can well understand, (hat one nat
urally spiritually endoWl.H?iirith the 
healing power may sa hûtüaté.and de
velop this gift that it may be made a 
practical and powerful or means 
in administering to ^d?lièaiing the 
Bick. And as it is a Bpipit/force, call 
to its aid spirit forçés from.-without 
as well as within. This is ths signifi
cance of the terms “f sÿctfo-magnet- 
ism” and Psycho-magnetic healing.” 
This was uridoubtedly the power that 
enabled the. apostles anil early Chris
tian teachers to heal the sick, and they 
were undoubtedly' select^ with refer
ence to their naturally.being possessed 
of this Important an^’. tpuly valuable 
spirit power. And £^.,they lived and 
moved largely in thé spiritual, it was 
actuated and developed in -them until 
in its .manifestations jjtr^eemed al
most or quite maFveloiiS. (ItWas a part 
and parcel of the ép.r|y Christian 
faith, and therefore no!riew theory.

The médical act of this state has 
wisely recognized thiët.p'ijaçtiée in ex
empting from its 1 provisions“those 
■who' minister to or trqàt.the sick and 
suffering by meatal’ or spiritual 
means.” J? A?. MARVIN,

Psycho-Magnetic Healer.
' Chicago, Ill. ~

and the “stupendous whole” is capa
ble of containing the 'wole being. 
That the qtate in which spirits exist 
must have a close relation to that in 
.which we exist, seeing thitt they come 
Into personal contact with us and 
manifest a more pc less, intimate ac- 

■ qudlrttance with . our daily* lives.
Equally, if we' accept the original 
premises laid down in the previous 
paragraph, the state in which spirits 
exist must supply them with all the 
conditions necessary, not only to per
petuate,¿but-to continue and sustain 
personality, consciousness and identity 
after "death.” In other words, if 
these spirits are real, their state ■roust 
be real, and “object” and “subject” 
must continue aq co-related conditions 
of consciousness after we "leave this 
world.

A dream World, a state of subjective 
consciousness, a condition which pro
vides nothing for the class of commu
nicants visiting us from the "other 
side,” such are all discounted Utterly 
by the facts we are familiar- with. It 
is settled, then, that a “spirit” world 
exists, viz.: A condition In the uni- 
verse ns completely adapted to man’s 
nature after death, as is this state 
during life‘herein.

Granting, in spite of the apparent - 
conditions, That the spirits describe 
with fair accuracy the world in which, 
they exjst, all the old descriptions— 
pagan, ecclesiastical, or supernatural 
—must be abandoned. Further, all 
our old time theories of preparation 
for the next life must be re-cast, and 
the place ot priests, saviors, - and 
bibles in our schemes of religious be
lief and moral education must be re
ordered, providing we are satisfied the 
spirits tell us truly of their lives—and 
why should they not? For it is a 
fundamental- point with us that we 
do receive information from the other 
life, and from those who are living in 
it. Surely, then, these ard some of 
the things which Spiritualists consid-

1 er settled. The next duty is to log- 
' ically work out the conclusions these 
1 settled points lead to in the evolution 
• of our lives, and duties, in this world.

him, but there was no one there! 
Some Spiritualists assured me the man 
was a spirit.

On three different occasions I have 
seen spirits who I was quite sure, were 
not in their normal apparel; the most 
remarkable of these I shall now re
late.

For the first halt of my residence 
in Sturgis, typhoid Fever .was quite 
common. I had it very bad oil one 
occasion, and when convalescent, i 
was attacked with a severe pain in the 
back of my head. It was so severe it 
would not abate eo that I.^pplcl get. 
even an hour’s sleep,
One day when the doctor came, I said:

: "Boctor; you must do something for 
this pain. The most heroic treat-, 
ment is heeded, for If I cannot get re
lief, I will die."

"Well," said the doctor, "to be can
did with you, I do not know what 
more I can do for it, and I do not 
know what it is.”

"Could you not get up a counter ir
ritation by means of a blister”

“I would rather have a mustard 
plaster,” he said, and he went to work 
and made one, applied it himself, and

told me he would return at the proper 
time to remove it and dress the sore. 
That gave me a little relief, but It was 
only temporary.

The next day about noon I became 
actually entranced. I appeared to be 
in a strange place; it was a large 
square with a few old houses here and 
there—quite a poor-appearing place. 
A man with a paper hat on his head, 
his coat off and his shirt sleeves 
tucked up as though he had just left 
his work, came to me. 1 told him how 
disappointed I was. "Why,” said I, 
"I thought the spirit world a beautiful 
place. I have read ot its gorgeous 
flowers and birds of ejegant plumage. 
I am really surprised! Why, my dear 
fellow, Sturgis 1b a better looking 
place than this.”

He smiled, and that smile revealed 
to me that this man was simply acting 
a part; probably to teach me that hap
piness does not depend upon our sur
roundings, and that, as Robert Burns 
says:
“If happiness has not her seat and 

center in the breast
We may be wise, or rich, or great, but 

never can be blest.”
“This is all you are entitled to at 

present,” said the man.
“Oh!” said I, " you need not make 

the le’ast apology, for I am as happy as 
I can be.”

He took me to a tank at. the end’ of 
the square where there were a number 
of brass or gold taps. He turned 
several of them and tested the water 
of each; then when he had the fluid 
just to his liking he placed the pulse 
of his wrist under the gushing water.

Then he held each of his temples un
der the stream.

"1 declare, you are doing just what 
I ought to do," and I Imitated him. 
Then he held his head under the 
rushing flood, and I did the same.

How long the vision lasted I don’t 
know, but I do know that when 1 re
turned to consciousness I was very 
hungry, and all my pain was gone.

The doctor came again that evening. 
"Doctor,” said I, "I feel very grateful 
tq you'for your kind cine, but I really 
do not need your services any more.”

He inquired, bqw .it happened that 
;I was cured of pain. 1 told him. He 
laughed.

"■\yell, well," he said, "it is a good 
thing for you, any way.”

That spirit was acting a part in the 
play, and by doing so accomplished a 
great good, and t hat scene was merely 
a mental Impression so as to teach my 
proud spirit that humility was the vir
tue I needed to acquire peace and hap
piness TH OS. HARDING.

Sturgis, Mich.
(To be continued.)

As

SINCE'YOU DIED.

Sometimes I meet a pleasant face 
That doth remind me much of you, 

And think I can resemblance trace
Within the eyes of deepest blue. ‘

About the lips a smile expands; .
Almost I hear the old glad tone— 

Familiar movement of the hands,. ..
Quiet and slow, so like your own. .

And for, an instant how I want- 
■ Upon the hair so snowy white- ’ ■ 

To press my lips; the likeness haunts
And thrills me with a strange de- 

light.
.Then comes the thought, you dwell no 

more - -
Upon the rugged hills of-time.

Your footstepri press the peacefuL 
shore ...... - ■ •

Of heaven’s fair and beauteous 
clime. ‘ ■

But I would not recall you here' ' 
- To tread-life's weary round again, 
Although I sadly miss you,-dear, .:

■ And longing fills shy - heart l with 
t pain. . .- - -- .. •

. alice m. warren;
Proctortvllle, Vt. . - .

¡Ideas go booming through, the 
world louder than cannon. . Thoughts- 
afe mightier than armies. . Principles 

■have achieved more victories than 
horeemeri or chariots.—W. M. Paxton. 

■ -You are not simply to be kind and 
'helpful to others; but whatever you 
do, give honest; earnest purpose to It 
—TroMbrldgn.

“SEES SOME GOOD IN ALL.” DOOR MYSTERIOUSLY LOCKED.

HIÖ SAVDK^^tV.

Illustrated in thé. Gofiditiohs
Life." Ì '

His mighty.itrust ignt 
Its ways, are mark« 

■ shame; t
It calmly ruinsinen t 

It craves ■ the prof 
qlalin;v4^

It reaches’but with gi

of

our.-Jaws 
y ¿trails of

ijilstF .
-tlléy - yould

To crush the ihari^wgo '/^
■ spite,' ' ,)Y /
But he must not be cffltafeW‘iie 
Is filled, with holy pie®-’ 1"./..

And wears’a halo tShtvfk’.bright. ' n! T
It hides its records fjffili theflgaze 

Of thosq. Who have^ the (right 
know;’ ’ " ■ M

Through greedy and)tiiihply>ways' 
It makes its dally jpk)iKs*gtow;

It bribes, debauches drill betrays, 
It boldly sets our IkWriariMe, 

hut never overlook tWgrafted 
That shines upon his.p’IotiB'Tace,

its

to

Nor let his goodnerii De denied.
Its methods .are. the bucibneer’s, 

And profit is itsionlji effect; ■-
The widow’s wanti th® orphan’s tears 

It suffers "not to -qheck'Us.-greed;
But let us not with: hateful-sneers I - 

• Behold him as he gasses -by; -s ! •:.
Remember his deep piety % 3 -
-And give him kindly m/ilBe^for he ..

Hasbuilded towers$hait-a?e high. - 
- । - - ■—ChieaEP.'^curd-Herald. .

^Nurture your . mffl'dd Wh :great 
thoughts;-to believe ■ iiK- ihby heroic 
makes heroes.—Dlsraell(T. • 1 • .

Within one’s self-’ must ■ be. the 
source of- strength» the’bSsfc ofxonso- 
laUon.—Marcus.;AqrtfiiuBi . . ..-

He alone is a paujKJFwho neither in
spires nor yet provote^IoVe-^-Anon,

TH^JONEST MAN’S REWARD.

Illustrating the Status of the Approx
imately. Perfect Man—His Soul Se-

- cure, But His ’Wife Regards Him as 
a Fool. .

I know an upright, honest man who 
q . would not harm a bug-or bird, 

lid would not willingly give pain to
‘ anyone by act or Word;

'Yib skid that he once, had a chance to 
“salt” a mine he owned some-

■ , where; ■ ■
But he refused to profit by a scheme
’;, so wicked and unfair.’
He’M as honest as the day,'is, long, 

: It you slapped .him he would turn 
, .ihwother cheek;

He regards it "as a’wrong when the 
> fingers of the strong •- -

A’re .fastened on the earnings o'f’the 
weak.

This honest and God-fearing man. 
obeys the laws as best he may,

■He .wouldnR water stock it he could 
- bo assured that it would pay;

’Tie said «that once he,mlght-have‘sold 
a sickly cow, but-he-deollned,

Bolleyingfcqsh had .little worth: cqm- 
f . pafed with honest peace'of mind.

This honest, upright -man Believes 
• that what he earns, and ’ that

. alone, . ■ -. • • .
Is all that he -ihay righteously possess 
- ■ : or .think of as his own:

.He n,ever tries to corner things, he. 
' scorns.to take the:widow’s mite, 
•He feels that wealth unjustly gained 

■. can bring no pride and no de- 
' light. .

That a just God reigns above Us he is 
sure,- •

And’his daily motto-is the Golden 
. Rule;

Hih soul may be secure, but he’s very, 
'•- very, poor, . ■

. And his wretched wife regards him 
as a fooh . '

.-—8, E. Kizer,

That Is What Stainton Moses Says of 
the Various Religions.

I have gained some definite views 
as to the dogmas that priests hang as 
fetters on men’s souls. I have 
learned a broad and'large tolerance 
for divergence of opinion on matters 
respecting-which we know little. I 
have ceased to believe in my exclusive
possession of revealed truth by any 
body of religionists, Christian or other
wise. My comparative study of re
ligions has led me to see some good in ■ ■ ’ - tn aitall; 
that

some root-ideas 
surely, bespeak for all

I regardof them a common origin.
no one as perfect; but I venerate and 
adore in the’life of the Lord Jesus the
nearest copy of the Divine ideal that 
my mind can grasp. If that life is 
studied apart from human glosses, 
and as a human life, it is sublime.

Such views—the result of a quarter 
of a centyry of careful thought and 
wide reading—make me very tolerant 
of a man's difficulties of belief ; more 
so by far than they make me endure 
attempts to fetter thought by forcing 
on the mind dogmas that are, on the 
fhce of them, of human origin. 1 
never force my views of these things 
on any; very rarely do I write them as 
I am now doing, or refer to them at 
length. I am none the less clear and 
convinced in my own inner soul of 
what I know and think; none the less 
disposed to view the opinions of others 
if worthily expressed and thought out, 
as deserving of candid attention. It 
is only when a Socialist waxes dogmat
ic that I .rebel.'

I should not like to have any hand 
in adding one more to the list of 
“Know-all,” -"Know-nothing” sects. 
So I will have none of a religious ser
vice such as Spiritualists would want. 
And yet, I could;conduct a service, -I 
think, whfch would meet the needs of 
thbse who are desirous of a form of 
worship which shall embody in words 
the distinctive principles of their faith.

W. STAINTON MOSES.

Curious but Satisfactory Evidcnco 
of Spirit Power.

Light, of Ixmdon, Eng., says that 
Mr. F. W. Fitz Simons, F. Z. S.. F. R. 
M. S., of the Natal Government Mu
seum, Pietermaritzburg, gives the .fol
lowing account of a mysterious oc
currence which happened to himself:

“One erening, a few months ago, 
the door of one of the rooms in my 
house was closed and locked in a most

PSYCHICAL RESEARCH.
---------------- Í

It Is to IWrinugurated in Venice, Says 
Light, of London.

mysterious manner. This 
never before been locked, 
never was any occasion to 
the key was always In the

door had 
as there 

do so, and 
outside of

the door lock. On examining it r 
found the key had been removed and- 
inserted in the other side of the 
lock, the door was locked and the key 
still remained in the lock. Suspect
ing a practical joke, I went around to 
the window, but found it shut and 
barred. I called witnesses to exam
ine and see for themselves, but they 
could offer no explanation other than 
that if it was done by human agency 
the person who did it must of neces
sity be inside the room. We agreed 
to break the window, which I did. and
Inserting my arm unfastened 
catch and entered, fully expecting

We learn, that Professor M. T. Fal- 
comer, whose writings and lectures on 
Spiritualism have frequently -been 
mentioned in "Light,” is organizing a 
Sopiety for Psychical Research in Ven
ice. -The objects Will Include the find
ing and developing a suitable sub
jects and mediums tthe two are often 
confused by - Continental investigai 
tors); the holding of seances under 
strict test conditions, with special cab-- 
inet, etc.; thp investigation of sponta
neous phenomena as they occur; the 
opening pf a reading room and libra» 
ry of psychical publications; thè issu
ing of a'bulletin of proceedings; the 
holding of lectures and other meetings 
and the promotion of International in
tercourse among psychical studeiits. 
Flourishing societies already exist at 
Mllan^and Naples, and wè hope that 
the new organization ®U1 be equally 
prosperous. s ~ •

the 
to

find someone inside, hut no one was 
there, arid no one could possibly have 
slipped out unawares, for there were 
guards at. the window. The key was 
still in the keyhole, and 1 made sure 
the doof was really locked, for I 
tried and tested it for some lime to 
make sure my senses were not deceiv
ing me.

"The following evening, at a. seauce 
held In the same house, we were in- 
forrited that a spirit was present who 
desired to write a message. I signi
fied my willingness, and the medium’s 
hand wrote automatically with light
ning rapidity: -I see you are sorely 
puzzled to account for what occurred 
last,'evening. , I hope you will forgive 
me/for it was I who did it. I found 
the magnetic and psychic conditions 
were good,, which enabled me to give 
some test, and knowing how skeptical 
you were I gave you the best test I 
could.think of. 1 am.^orry you were 
obliged to break the window, but the 
test is worth it. Don’t you remember 
how-I used'to declare before I passed 
over that I would return, and if at all 
possible I would give you some con
vincing test? You know how keen I 
was on physical phenomena and tests 
■when I was with you, etc, (Signed) 
Frederick Brown.’ ■

yijr. Brown whs an Intimate friend 
of mine, Who for a couple of years 
had been one of my colleagues in the , 
pracHt«! Investigation of the proofs of 
spirit return and spirit identity. He : 
died about six months before the 
above/occurrence. I ain , prepared to 
cotrie' forward and.bring my witnesses' t 
to swear, upon oath that the above is 
true'in every , detail, and I think the 
position'I occupy is a sufficient guar
antee of-my sanity and capability for . 
careful and accurate observation.”

There is an inmost center in us all, 
where truth abides_ in fullness.,-^ 
Browning. " .
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ride, when I am so disposed, in 
carriage. Oh! I cannot begin to 
you of all the joys that belong to 
soul ot man. I want my people to 
derstaad all these things and to

answer: "Yes; you have

CELHENT medium, she was the 
AUTHOR OF SEVERAL BOOKS 
WHICH HAVE HAD QUITE AN EX
TENSIVE SALE. MR. KING IN THE 
EXPRESSION OF HIS VIEWS FOL
LOWS CLOSELY HIS WIFE’S LINE 
OF THOUGHT, AND ATTEMPTS TO 
EXPLAIN IN ACCORDANCE THERE
WITH THE EXTREMELY PROMI
NENT CONTRADICTIONS WITH 
WHICH DR. I. K. FUNK MET IN 
TIHS COURSE OF INVESTIGATIONS 
THROUGH DIFFERENT MEDIUMS.

“DOCTOR, IT SEEMS WENT TO 
“MANY iM'FEÄfcNT ¡MEDIUMS, AND 
“PERIM^Hlfe' SPIRIT FRIENDS 
“DESIRED TO BREAK TIP HIS RUN- 
“N1NG AFTER DIFFERENT MEDI, 
“UMS, TO FIND OUT, PERHAPS, 
“WHAT HE -GOULD DETTER AS- 
“CERTAIN SOME OTHER WAY, 
“AND SO THEY TAUGHT HIM THE 
“POSSIBILITY j OF -MISTAKES OR 
“UNRELIABILITY FROM MANY 
“CAUSES, ANO TURNED JUS MIND

same in each case, and might have 
been Theodore Parker, or his

___  passed 
through the change called death. Still, 
as you find,-you are not dead. You;

fr lyilGHT BE TO TEACH 
“HIM THE UNCERTAINTY OF THE 
“COMMüÎSoÀTING SPIRIT. THE

MR, KING, , -TJIEREFOIjlE, . CON- MN . SOME ¡. .OyjIER CHANNEL, 
CLUDES THAT THE “ONLY RA- “WHERE IT^yopLD BE BETTER 
“TIONAL CONCLUSION 18 THAT “FOR HIS
“THOSE CONTRADICTORY COMMÎT- “FOR HIS DEVELOPMENT,!’ . A 
“NICATIONS TO DR, FUNK WERE SUGGESTIVE (THEORY, TRULY.

1<- • lea
MR. A. J. KING’S WIFE WAS A “INTENTION^I^ AND, FOR A PUR- 

O^LTURED LADY AND A MOST EX- “FOSE.’.,^ BE TO TEACH

Written Through the Mediumship of 
Mrs. Carlyle Petersilea.

An Attempt^
-r--------------------- -—t’n ; nr ’i- ■

A Critical Analysis of Contradictions Made by Spirits 
Indicating a New Theory?

■ ■ ¡'I I>: ■

MæMORY SBVEB DESTROYED. . Hiß.DEATH WAS FORETOLD.

Letter From Carlyle Petersilea—Con- 
timied.

Now, ot course, ethereal substance 
is invisible to the material eye, lor tIio 
eye lias not yet developed up to that 
point where it is capable ’of seeing 
ethereal tilings; but under somo con
ditions and circumstances ethereal sub
stance can be seen by the material 
eyes; and if you will all pay strict 
heed to what I am 'about to tell you, 
without prejudice, I will make any 
and every body to see these germs 
with the material eye.

'Yoq are surrounded everywhere, and 
on all sides, by a great germinal ocean 
or sea.' In Tact, this sea exists, like 
the ether throughout eternity, and is- 
co-existent with ether, which never 
had a beginning and can never have 
an end.' If you are sitting In a roofri’,' 
we will say about the' ihlddle of it, sit' 
very quietly and look intently toward 
the light of a window. Do not look at 
anything but look directly into the air 
or space, and you will presently see 
countless millions of these germs/
darting in all directions, never still for 
a moment.

Now I do not mean motes in ; a 
sunbeam, but these germs are little 
round globes, and they are of all sizes, 
the largest about the size of a pin’s 
head; they are lighter In color than 
the surrounding atmosphere, that is, 
they are brighter, transparent and 
translucent. ■ , r.

Franz Petersilea.and others tell me,, 
that they also have written the real 
truth many times; but the world is 
slow to believe, for there is as much; 
or more, dogmatism among those call
ing themselves progressive and spirit-, 
nal as there is among those calling 
themselves Christians; and some of 
these dogmatic ones hold the truth 
back; but truth is always very simple 
when once understood.

Now, then, the perfect germ is the 
real male and female which are eter
nally soul mated and will again unite 
sometime, somewhere; if not on earth, 
within the ethereal world. You, my 
gentleman, or you, my lady, were, pre
vious to your birth, a germ of that 
which you are now; developed up to 

“ that point. Ypu_ were a spiritual 
germ within the' ether, an ethereal 
germ. When you throw off your cov
ering of matter, you will be yourself, 
just as you. are now, developed up to 
that point, invisible to the material

■ the God head, all in good time; and 
by-the Godhead, I mean Wisdom. You 
are-very unhappy now because you 

' have not wisdom. As soon as you be
come wise you will be happy. You 
have committed errors, or sins as you 
have been taught to ¿all them, but as 
you grow In wisdom these errors .will 
drop away from you. Find out the 
truth ot all tilings and 'then you will 
be happy.” ' • ,

Now I keep such souls with me, in 
this way, for quite a length of time; 
and as rapidly as they are able to re
ceive my instructions I give them; and 
when at last I see smiles breaking out 
over their worn faces, then I catch' up 
my. violin and play sweet, happy 
Strains. I, ¡almost feel as though I 
pinned the smiles by doing so; and, 
thus, gradually, I lead them on until 
I am able, sympathetically, tp play 
grand, victorious strains, and so on. 
'Then I try to find out the deep, earn
est desire of their souls, and what 
their one talent may be, if they have 
one, and’, there are few who do not, 
aiuf .thep I lead them gently toward 
the accomplishment of that desire. 
Fòt instance; if it is a wayward son or 
daughter whose mother is still on the 
earthly, plane, I try, to fan their love 
into flame, and take.the spirit to the 
mother, that once'more the love be
tween parent and child shall be cm 
mented/that the child shall-help the 
parent,,or the parent the child, as the. 
case may be; and thus of the brother 
or s|si^r,l the husband and. yife, the 
lover or friend.’ If these souls have

eyes, but yourself and real. Now by 
a natural law you rise upward to a 
spiritual zone or world, very much like 
the one you have left, but fairer, more 
ethereal, more beautiful. All life 
whatever rises up in the same way, 
and this developed life, or these de
veloped germs have been what'has 
formed these vast zones; and no earth 
can develop more than these Immense 
zones can hold. The earth Is but the 
least little nucleus compared to these 
great, magnificent zones; and, even 
after immense cycles of time have 
passed, and some of the God-angels 
should get begond them, there is the 
never-ending ether,' that has no be
ginning1 nor has it an, end. It would 
be impossible to fill that which .wgB’ 
eternal and has na erid.

Many of you will now ask me, .what 
kindtof IIfe:I-lead here? ’ ‘ ’

Mr.’Petersilea lias represented" this 
life much as it Is, although each one 
differs from another, just as you do on 
the earthly plane, and no two can tell 
the same story. I do not carry on a 
conservatory of music as Mr. Peter- 
silea does, neither did I when in the 
earthly life, but I am called upon to 
play where I am needed, and that is 
very often; but my great delight Is tp 
go and soothe some weary, new-born 
spirit with niy music.

Now, I will tell you a very little of 
what I do. I dearly love my own 
people, the Scandinavian race, and I 
have chosen to make my home over

such' friends here in the spirit world, 
who have not already-become aware of 
the, transit of such an one, I aid them 
to find each other, that they may be
come united once more in the bonds of 
love.

Some of you may now ask: “Have 
you no homo.of your own?”

Yes, I have a most beautiful home; 
but these unhappy souls, if I took 
them directly to my own grand, sub
lime and beautiful home, would not 
feel contented °r happy; but they, In 
their undeveloped state, would give 
way to envy, and be more unhappy 
than before; but sweet, natural scen
ery, such ap they have been accus
tomed to see on earth, raises no feel
ing of envy within their breasts,

Who was ever envious of a beautiful 
waterfall; or the deep and quiet 
woods, or .of the brook, the birds or 
the bees, or of the flowers, the thunder 
or the lightning? Who was ever en
vious of the sunshine, the gentle 
breezes or the wind? Who was ever 
envious of sweet music? One might 
be of the musician, if he put on 
haughty airs, but this I am very care
ful not to do.

Yes, I have a home just to my lik
ing, and within it often congregate 
some of the greatest musicians that 
have ever lived. But I could not be 
happy or contented unless I was sur
rounded by the Norwegian scenes that 
I loved so well. Yes, my home is 
nestled in a lovely valley, very much 
like my old home in Norway, only far 
more grand, far more beautiful. Here 
,are flowing streams ¿rid cataracts; 
here are trees, and the1 beautiful-'-NeW' 
Wegian pine;, here are brilliant flow- 

-ers; lière'ère the deer and'the apte- 
lopê, and best of all, my own little’ 
Norwegian ponies; and, believe it or 
not, as you please, I drive them and

AN IMPORTANT QUESTION.

What Is the Object of Spirits in Giving 
False Communications?

Some time ago there ’ appeared in 
The PrpgreBsive Thinker, “An, Open 

j Letter” frprii p.r, I,.K, Funk to Broth
er Hudson Tuttle, tiiat. merits more 
than a passing notice. The letter is 
written" with great perspicuity ' and 
presents two very important questions.

1st. Is spirit Identification possible 
to man' in the’ flesh? '

2nd. Why do spirits through hon
est, well developed mediums contra
dict themsejves or each other? Or, in 
other words, tell, bare-faced, false
hoods, often in the name of highly 
reputed and intelligent men '.who have 
passed to spirit life?

Dr. Funk’s experience is a perfect 
illustration. He Bays:

“Through one of the best jnediums 
I ever met, I was told that the spirit 
of Theodore Parker wished me to do
a certain thing. * *... Three days
after I was with another medium 
equally famous, whom I believed and 
still believe to be honest. Theodore 
Parker reported himself present, but 
denied all knowledge of the-previous 
interview, saying he was not there and 
had said nothing of the kind. Since 
then I have had Theodore Parker at a 
dozen seances through different medi
ums, and have not yet been able to 
get him to recognize any previous in
terview that I have had with him. 
What are we to do when what seems 
to be the same seed corn produces oats 
and rye and wheat?"

After citing several other examples । 
of equal inconsistency In the communl- 
cations’bLsplrits, he very pertinently 
says: “Nbw, Friend Tuttle, what is 
the clear, rational explanation of these 
inconsistencies—an explanation that 
should clear all doubt from a sane 
mind concerning the spirit identity hy
pothesis?”

This was one of the first lessons 
given Maria and me by the Teacher 
while developing mediumship.

It was one day in 18 ¿5, while at 
diniihrJ • I felt -the niagnetic presence 
of Maria's brother,who w»aa Lieuten-

The spirits । had ¡nothing to say to 
this. We.hqAjdaYoted our whole 
time to them 'lo^ months. No appre
ciable Influence 'came to Maria for 
some two weeks/- Then -she was influ
enced. to ¡talk for-the Teacher. He 
desired to explain ¡ind ghe let him, In 
fact, she could not help, herself, for he 
could control tier'as' he pleased.

• : He said.in dubstance: “Many cruel 
and seepiingly rwlcked things had to 
be done to a medium to develop her or 
him thoroughly, which the spirit re
gretted much more than' the medium 
or her friends.1 It -was, however, the 
cruelty -of ^thq- surgeon who inflicted 
pain to ido'good.or tp save life. The 
pain and grief of the medium on be
lieving her near relatives were dead, 
enabled the spirits to work on certain

I organs of the,J>rafn that .were greatly 
1 excited, ..with fa,r greater effectiveness 
than they otherwise could, and they 
knowing the ehd, were justified in 
using the necessary means to accpm- 
plish thelr wprk^ven if we did think 
them devilish .and cruel." Good re
sulted from the stirring up of the mag
netism _of_. the 'organs they wished to

It May Be Latent or Active, However, 
Depending on Stage of Evolution—* 
The Ego Grows From Suvûge to 
Sage, the Difference Between Thom 
Being a Difference in Degree, Not In 
Kind--'
To the Editor:—Replying to the 

psychological conundrums propounded 
by Florence Allen ¡Taylor in the Bat
tle Ground in the Chicago Record-Her
ald, I would say that to my mind the 
only satisfactory explanation whicli I 
have found for these interesting and 
perplexing problems is that given by 
students of theosophy.

Students of psychology hold that i 
thinking Implies a thinker—an ego— i 
an individual unit of consciousness— 
dlvinç and immortal in its essence, but 
limited and more or less imperfectly 
expressed through vehleles on “bodies” 
Of,varying degrees of density; that-the 
physical brain is the transmitting and 
receiving' instrument . which this 
thinker, or ego, uses during his wak
ing consciousness," a very small part of 
the real consciousness of the ègo; that ’ 
this physical instrument Is liable to in
jury, decay, death, thus temporarily 
limiting and preventing the physical’ 
expression of the.ego; that the ego 
slowly. a,nd naturally perfects his in
struments by practice—long-continued 
use and experimentation, carried on 
by means of the- great law ôf' évolu
tion, Implying a use of not one only 
but many physical bodies, used in suc
cessive incarnations.

Thus the thinker—the ego—grows 
from savage to sage—from sinner to 
saint, the difference between them be
ing a difference jn degree not jn kind. 
The savage 'arid the sinner, are young 
souls, learning to 'use'bodies, and con
stantly, through ignorance, conflicting 
with natural Jaws the will of God as 
expressed through Intelligences). The 
sage and the. saint are Wilder souls, who 
through repeated lessons and long ex
perience hâve learned how to manipu
late their bodies In accordance with 
these natural laws—the laws of 
growth and progress. Hence the one 
recognizes thé value of law and order 
and regulates his actions In accord
ance with’them; the other does not. 
One short Ine Ib not sufficient to trans
form the savage iqto the sage, the sin
ner into the saint. I

and above my own country. When 
some poor, weary,, hopeless, heart
broken creature, be it man or woman, 
leaves the earthly body, whose 
thoughts of a future life have all been 
wrong, and the dying one expects 
nothing less than a burning hell and a 
fearful devil, when such an one has 
no near or- dear friend in spirit life to 
receive him or her as the case may be, 
then I take that weary, hopeless soul 
in my arms to steady it for a while. I 
guide it to some of these sequestered 
spots, similar to some of those the 
lady has told you ot, and here I seat 
the poor, hopeless, perhaps very guilty 
soul, perhaps not, perhaps more sinned- 
against than sinning. I sit quietly by 
him for a short time, silent and sym
pathetic, until the weary eyes have 
drunk in some of the beauty around 
them, and then, somewhat as I used 
when a boy, I begin to play softly,, 
sighing -with the soft wind; tinkling 
.with the little sheep bells; rustling 
¡■with the leaves and the pines; mur-.
muring with the brook; and thus I 
soothe the soul until it becomes calm 
and restful and some of the despair 
drops away from it; then I quietly lay 
down my loved violin, and the soul be
gins to ask me questions. Of course, 
each spirit asks different questions, yet 
I will give some idea of the general 
trend.

They naturally ask “Where am I? 
iWhat place is this? Have . I died? 
'Am IJndeed dead?” and I usuallly

are now in one of the zones which sur
round the earth, in one of its higher I 
spheres, a spiritual sphere. It is very,-! 
quiet and beautiful here; do not you.’ 
think So?”

"The most beautiful place I ever, 
saw/; the spirit usually answers. "But- 
It Is not-what I expected.”

“No; your earthly teaching has all 
been-wrong; and that is why you are 
so unhappy;” '

This'spirit Is usually a Lutheran of 
. a Catholic. “Your ideas of heaven- 
and hell and purgatory have all been 
■wrong." : ’

Now the spirit Stares at me and 
asks: “And who are you that tells me 
this?”

"I was once, on earth, called Ole 
Bull.”

"Ole Bull, the great player?” -with 
incredulous, wide open eyes. “Ole 
Bull and none other- And do you 
stoop to me, a poor, wretched out
cast?” - ‘ --■

“I take off my hat to you," I say, 
..and suit my action to my words. I bow 
very low. to you.”

“To, me? To me? Oh, what can 
you mean?”

"I mean that you- are^ God.”'
."God! God? You are beside your- 

nelf,” •
"No. I know jihat I -am talking 

about. There Is no God higher than 
the human soul. ■ You may not have 
reached the God-head yet, you may be 
at the very lowest extremity of that 
which you call: God, but you will read

happy, and to know that if I live they 
will live also; that lite and Identity 
can never be annihilated.

Now I hope to be able to write to- 
my people again, but will draw this 
message to a close. And may the 
holy angels forever bless my native 
land and the Scandinavian race.

Yours for that which Is holy, beau
tiful and harmonious.

OLE BULL.

I was at last able to bring about the 
much desired result, and slid Ole Bull 
in surreptitiously, that is, I did by him 
as I often used to do by my pupils 
when they thought they could not 
play. I would play With them for 
a- while, and then stop very gradually 
while they finished the piece alone. 
This would surprise and delight them, 
to think they really could play after 
aJI. And thus it has been with Ole 
Bull and his timidity about controlling 
jhy .wife. Yours truly,

CARLYLE PETERSILEA.
(To be continued.)

¡ Musical, Literary and Social Enter
tainment at Buffalo, N. Y.

Friday evening, June 29, was an oc- 
-Casion long to be remembered by those 
who were present ' at the Spiritual 
Temple, Prospect and Jersey streets, 
because of the courtesies extended to 
the members of the First Spiritual 
Church by' the host and hostess, Mr. 

'and Mrs. Jacob Stumm, who, desiring 
to bring into existence a closer social 
relation qf the members, and to create

ant in the-U. S. army in Virginia. I 
told Maria of my sensing his presence 
when she said it seemed to her as 
though he was there. - '

After dinner she was immediately 
Influenced, and the spirit, said Jhe was 
William; that he had just got himself 
together so he could communicate 
with her and let her know’ that he was 
in the spirit world. He said-he was 
sent with fifty men to ^eggn^oltre a 
thicket ef woods when unexpectedly 
a shell came into their midst and blew 
him into a thousand pleces-aiid killed 
many of his men.

The sensing of his magnetism 
seemed to confirm this report, and we 
accepted it without a doubt. I asked 
the Teacher how it was that I could 
feel his presence

He said: “Spirits could bottle up, as 
it were, the magnetism of anyone, and 
take it any distance; and throw it upon 
anyone they pleased so they could 
sense it.”

William had been in our family for 
years before he went to the war, and 
we mourned him as dead. Spirits 
were working'on her constantly, except 
when eating and sleeping, then, and 
we devoted our time to her develop
ment.

The 'next day or so she was Influ
enced to talk for a sister-in-law, who 
lived in New York City. We were 
living at that time in Napa City, Cal.'

This sister-in-law said she was a 
spirit, that she had just passed' over, 
that she went down town to the mar
ket, and after securing supplies was 
returning In a street car and was ta
ken with heart-failure and died In the

operate upon, wind-they desired the 
means to do it. . “Apparent evil to 
you.” , they said, „“was necessary to 
produce the best’good to you, and all 
connected wltlryriu. Thus are we jus
tified. The. highest spirits do so.”

In .Job. we. rood that “the sons ot 
God came and stood before the Lord, 
and Satan came among them and stood 
in his sight.)' .QgiJ and Satan had a 
talk, and TrOd 'gave Job into Satan’s 
hands to ¡flOf) wltlb,him as he pleased, 
except nqt^to. kill .him.

We also read trial before Jesus was 
prepared hiSvWork, “he was led 
by thewplifftt intodthe wilderness and 
there tempted bynthe Devil forty days, 
w’ho then^tpok Mm to the pinnacle 
of the temple,” etc. „

There Is liiuch % these experiences 
of ancient prophe® and' seers—inBdl- 
ums—-thatiOtan. !)«! studied- with profit 
by those capable^,searching for the 
cause of things. ' .

What w^ necKsnry then may be 
necessary. ri<W-to fctcompHBh the same 
end. The devil always appears to be; 
a ne.ceesMy-i^rUjip. .fitting a ton or 
daughter pf God Tor any highly in- 
Bplred ’work?'’ ' '"

a more earheBt effort to build up the 
material Bhd -spiritual work, invited 
them to meet at the temple as their 
guests, to partake of the enjoyment of 
the evening,' which consisted of a 
creditable, musical, literary and dra
matic entertainment, each part being 
rendered In an able and Interesting 
manner. Among those’ on the pro
gram are the names of Miss. Dean, 

.Mrs. Phelps. MIss ’Mourey,-Miss How- 
-ard/Miss'Builett, Miss Whoerler, Miss 
BeeberMlss Fisher and the two "Misses 

;Fowler in thp musical and dramatic 
line.' ’The speakers were Mr.< Dennis, 

'Mrs.-D‘r. J. H. R. Matteson, Mrs. Arn
old, Mrs; Tillie Reynolds, Mr, H. W. 
RicHafdsdn and Mr. Stumm. Mrs/ 
Ripley’gave ¿.fine recitation. • Mr. R. 
H. Hoyt, president of the society, offi
ciated-as Chairman and director of the 
evening -in* a 'very creditable manner. 
Tlie program .was a long one and was 
carried out in ii very efficient manner.

There was a large number of guests 
present, and after the entertainment- 
they were invited to sit doWn"to the 
refreshment table which was beauti
fully decorated with flowers. A boun
tiful supply of sandwiches, cake,", cof
fee and ice cream was served. Much 
praise Is due Mr. and Mrs. Stumm for ■ 
the most excellent manner in .which 
the courtesies and hospitalities of the 
evening were extended, and carried 
out in accord with their large-hearted 
nature, all uf which was much appre
ciated.-by the recipients. ■ The evening 
was replete with Sociability and en
joyment.’ ' N. H» EDDY.

"Thei Attainment ot Womanly Beau
ty ot Form and Features. Tho Cultlva-. 
tion of Personal Beauty, Based on Hy
giene and Health Culture. By twenty 
physicians-and specialists. Edited by 
Albert Turner.” Of special interest 
and value. Price JI; - ✓

car. Other particulars were men
tioned.
.' In due course of mail, which then 
took two weeks or more, we learned 
there-was no truth in either case.'

I will cite one other case in point:
At that time a neighboring man 

was developing asa medium. At our 
house onq- day,, he was Influenced by, 
a spirit purporting to be his nephew, 
who "was supposed to be in Montana, 
in the mines. He-said'he had been 
killed by the Indians, and . told of the 
fight he~ and friends had had with 
them and how he was shot and killed.

We were in the habit of meeting on, 
Sunday evenings, some dozen or more, 
for the reception of communications 
from the various mediums,. there be
ing some five or six there, then.; This 
spirlLsaid:' “I will be at the meeting 
next Sunday evening and will manifest 
through someone else, to ¡-prove to. 
you that it is I.” . ■

When we opened, the meeting the 
following Sunday evening,,-.on? -of .the 
women mediums went to , this, man 
and took him by the hand and cried, 
and called „ him uncle, . .and told, him 
the same story through this medium 
he had told him at my house.. Anoth
er medium said she saw the spirit and 
described him correctly as this man 
said. Everything seemed to be done 
to prove the Identity of the spirit. ’

A few weeks after, this- man re
ceived a letter from this nephew dated 
after the time the spirit said he was 
killed,.and said he was well and men
tioned nothing to mar his ordinary 
business and life. - -

When I learned the stories regard
ing the deaths of Maria’s brother and 
sister-in-law were false, I refused to" 

■go on with the development, and de
clared I would have nothing to do with 
them. I called them all the ■ hard- 
names I could think-of—how wicked 
and heartless they were to cause all 
the grief and pain "possible, -and be
tray our confidence and trust in their 
•candor and honesty.- I told them the^ 
were but a pack of liars arid devils,’ 
and we ,would.not submit further to 

them. - . , ■

The devil is as-'necesSrary to the de
velopment of a; gpod medium-as rhe is 
to the evangelist in a revival meeting.-;

“There is," said the spirit, “another 
very important ledSon we wish to teach 
you. That is,‘that spirits can repre
sent others, can make the medium or 
sensitive,see,/^el, hear, and otherwise, 
sense so that such sensitive is sure it 
is the person1 represented, when it is 
not. In other words, THERE IS NO 
POSSIBLE WAY’ TO CERTAINLY 
IDENTIFY A SPIRIT BY MAN IN 
THE FLESH."

Sensitives who’can simply “peep 
and mutter,11- often have Washington 
or Webster, as is :■ claimed twitching 
them and drawing their faces awry-

Every spiritual communication 
should be judged; ’hot from the name 
the spirit gives;' but from its intrinsic 
wprth and Internal evidence as to its 
author And itnAruth. Here is • .the 
proper place for (he exercise of faith 
according tb-ltnowiedge.;

Brother Tuttle’says it’s like a wall 
between .the spirit-and the receiver of 
the communication,

I. would liken Jt to the sender and 
receiver of a telegram. Both are appli
cable, but the 'spirit, actually sends 
his message by electricity, the-medlum 
being the receiving machine.

The spirit is--not all-wise and may 
sometimes fail in judgment like fa
thers and mothers'in the care of their 
children, therefor?, it behooves ail to 
use the best judgment they can 
In being guided by¡ what a spirit may 
say. ; r '

Brother.. Tuttleaattempts to excuse 
the discrepancies^ ^'spirits on the 
ground of ignorance or difference ot 
education of the .. spirits, etc. This 
will'not do in-tHS Dr. Funk case.

Some dozen !weil developed medi
ums told him ¡that Theodore Parker' 
was present wlt,h |hem rind each gave 
a communìcatióri from him. In which 
he; the spirit, except thè -first/ denied 
he bad eyenialkeff toDr. Funk before. 
! No “sane!' mjn^.çan .fail. to believe 
that there was design in the telling, 
to. the Doctor--these- inconsistent sto
ries. ,. . . ’ ■ ’ -

"Was it evlf sprits, spirits who de
signed to wrong and injure Dr, Funk 
or ânÿbodytelse?h8,*-’ .

I infer fftitm-Brother' Tuttle's an
swer thairèïirlfs Squire-no instruc
tion to cóAffiùritóKè thròugh ' media, 
and that tfie^ tôwffî and grosser they 
aré the éasfâ*'éàn’they control them; 
and that eafth-bómìd ' spirits are nat- 
urally crowing'alSiut media to com
municate'.with nioFfals to the preven
tion of higffer-âti3°mofe refined' ones 
from doingW? At%plrit in thé image 
and Hkenes^^oftnw highest, earth- 
bound! WhW fs .twe spirit world for, 
if not a-home TÔrspirit and’ the chll-- 
dren of GodPliTriani1'However gross he 
may be, he-should.have a home there 
and be reflftBd bwits influence. The 
low morb jifi^erful 'to control media 
than tho h®5! Is1 this the spiritual 
philosophy wê so pneh.love?
- I was taught by the spirit teacher of 
Maria that no evil spirit was allowed 
to even cotae tò earth or communicate 
to mortals. V/We'-were“ tatight that a 
spirit must deifitxi to do good before 
its guardian in spirit Would teach it 
how to return to feafth arid how to 
control a medliim-to. Communicate. If 
there is law, order and moral govern
ment in that worldi'lt’looks reasonable’ 
to me. that this mnlBt bfi so.

Again: All mediums Abe -controlled 
by -their splrlt-guafdians ¿nd- teachers., 
and no one dèi, * y '•<

Others alwtiÿB1 Béhiï messages by 
proxy, as we '*8epd telegrams by tho 
operator. To allow others to Inject 
their magnetism Into a medium so as 
to be able to control the medium,

As to the medium of expression, the 
brain, acting as transmitting and re
ceiving instrument 1b, like all instru
ments, subject to wear and tear; it 
also decays and disintegrates at the 
death of (or withdrawal of the ego 
from) his body. The will or desire 
power of the thinker sets in motion a 
subtle form of matter (“mind stuff" or 
“mental matter”), and certain organs 
within the brain act as receivers and 
transmitters of these subtle vibrations.

In what does memory' Inhere? How 
is it preserved when the brain and 
body decay?

Theosophical psychology posits cer
tain immortal centers, “permanent 
atoms,” which are the storehouses of 
the various experiences .of the ego. 
There 1b a physical “permanent atom” 
("the immortal germ cell of Weis- 
mann), an “astral permanent atom” 
and .a “mental permanent atom." 
These act as, storehouses—"continu
ing sub-strata”—for the “ego experi
ences" on the respective planes of 
matter, remaining as permanent cen
ters within the magnetic field (casual 
body) of the ego, and are re-vitalized 
at every Incarnation.

Memory ot the past may be latent 
For. active, depending-tipoh the Stage of 
I evolution, but is . never totally de
stroyed, The destruction or annihila
tion of anything once existing is phil
osophically inconceivable. Change and 
transmutation there is constantly,, but 
not,, destruction. So the sages of old 
have taught us!

KATE C. HAVENS.

A Curious Incident Illustrating- the 
Fact That Future Events Can Be 
Discerned—Man Saw His Life on 
Scroll, Which Allotted Him Fifty- 
Two Years.
Omaha, Neb.—William H. Allen, 

formerly a well known educator of 
Omaha, Kansas City and other West
ern cities, who died recently of . apo
plexy at Edgemont, 8. D., where he 
was superintendent of the public 
schools, had a strange dream one 
night a year ago in which lie was fore
warned of tho precise time of bls 
death. - \ ,

In ills dream, as Mr. Allen related It 
later, he saw a map representing a 
view of. fifty years, or alb but'one-year 
of his life. The map waB divided into 
five sections, each section represent
ing a decade of Ills life,¡all the, prin-1 
clpal events and many of the.incldents 
of whicli were . clearly ’ revealed’ to 
him.

He took the map and examined it 
section by section, smiling here river 
spme bit of côhiedÿ iri his’life, weepihg 
there over some tragedy and living 
over again thé years agone. • When Ue 
was done with the fifth section !of the 
map hé laid it aslde ajid'reached for 
the sixth. But he Xouiid n,o,sixth.,

‘ Again picking up. the jifth section he 
discovered in bright rfed letters in a 
corner thereof à coinmaiid to' tuf n ’It 
over and read what was-written on the 
reverse side. He turned it oyer and 
there found a map presenting a clear 
view of the last, or fifty-first year of 
his life and a forecast of the next, or 
fifty-sepond year.

The forecast told him that a sick
ness would befall him at the end of his 
fifty-second year and -besought Hint to 
be careful of his health lest the sick
ness should end his life, and then a 
voice whispered in his ear telling him 
that he would-fall ill on his fifty-sec- 
one birthday and that if he did not 
die then he would live to be eighty or 
ninety years of age.

Mr. Allen was amused rather than 
depressed by the dream and treated it 
lightly when he related it to his fam
ily and to some friends the next day.

"'We have all Borts of dreams," he 
said. “There is no accounting tor 
them, but they are not to be taken se
riously, especially as forewarnings.”

Mr. Allen on his fifty-second birth
day arose apparently in excellent
health.

“Do you know?” he Bald to his wife 
at the breakfast table, “that I never 
thought of that strange dream I 
dreamed a year ago, after I related it 
to you, until I got up this morning? 
It caine into my mind again when I 
was dressing. I never felt better or 
less like dying in my life than I do 
this morning and I nm fearful that 
that dream is going to disappoint me 
by failing to fulfill itself."

Mrs. Allen then told ot her worries 
and urged her husband to be careful 
about his health.

Mr. Allen went to the school, but in 
a short time he returned to his home 
and complained of riot feeling well. ■

The family physician-eagle and as
sured Mr. Allen that he would soon be 
well again.

A short time later Mr. Allen was 
sifting in his armchair by a window 
reading his morning paper. Suddenly 
the paper fell from his hand and he 
fell forward upon the floor.

His wife heard the sound made by 
the falling body and hastened to her 
husband’s Side, but he was dead. The 
dream of the-, year before had,, come 
true............... ■ " " ' ,
. Physicians who were summoned 

pronounced the cause of death'to have 
been apoplexy.

Twenty years ago Mr. Allen's Infant 
son died and a psychic expert, a friend 
of his, to. whom the story of the dream 
was related, Baid: "It was Mr. Allen’s 
son who whispered to him in his 

•strange dream a year ago. The son
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would.destroy the medium's suscepti- 
bliitx.to the magnetism of the medi
ums gpapdlans and teacher, and there
by destroy the medium's mediumship.. 
Not only this, but such diverse mag
netism would soon kill the medium;

THESE THINGS CANNOT BE, 
BECAUSE NO MEDIUM CAN BE CON
TROLLED EXCEPT BY AFFINI- 
TIZED MAGNETISM. THE SPIRIT 
WHOSE MAGNETISM IS NOT IN 
CLOSE AFFINITY WITH THE ME
DIUM’S COULD NOT IMPEL ITS 

'MAGNETISM INTO THE MEDIUM’S 
SYSTEM SO AS TO CONTROL HER.

The law of affinity that will not al
low too diverse substances or forces 
to tnix, stands in the way of allowing 
low, gross and undeveloped spirits 
to communicate through well, devel
oped and cultured mediums.

The only rational conclusion then, 
is that those communications to Dr. 
Funk were intentional, and for a 
great purpose.

What was that purpose is the ques
tion for him to And out.

The spirit might have been the

guardian spirit who desired to teach 
the Doctor sdme important lesson. It 
might have been to teach him the un
certainty of the communicating spirit. 
The Doctor, it seems, .went to many 
different'médiums, and perhaps his 
spirit friend desired to break up his 
running after mediums to find out’, 
perhaps, what he could better ascer
tain some other way, and so they 

-taught him the possibility of mistakes 
or unreliability from many causes, 
and turned his mind in some other 
channel where It would be better for 
his development. Perhaps it was to
teaçh him to rely upon his own in
spiration rather than another’s. He 
is probably susceptible to spirit influ
ence himself, and his guardian wished 
to teach hlm .he would get nothing sat
isfactory from others and thus keep 
him from going to them.

.They have ways to teach that are 
effective, perhaps they want to de
velop 1 greater susceptibility to their- 
influence. . /. < • •
' .'Don’t be afraid of spirits harming 
you. If they don’t want to make you 
inoré susceptible to their influence 
they will drive you-from It. ■

¡ A’ poor medium, like'éyerÿ other 
.'poor worker, makes a botch'Af It, and 
.does more harm thán good if such at
tempt tó teach or exhibit their medi
umship. Believe that “order is heav
en’s first law,” that the spirit world 
is a higher world,-and there the wick
ed are restrained from doing wicked
ly to others, both there and here, and 
that, eventually, they become, through 
wise and great teachers, wise and 
good themselves; and that there is 
power; in-that world to execute tho 
'mandates of righteousness. ’

• <-•' -, . ' A‘. J. KING.
Hammonton, N. .J,

"After., Her-Death. The Story of a 
Summer,” By Lilian Whiting. Nd 
mind that loves spiritual thought can 
fail .to be fed and delighted with this 
book. Beautiful spiritual thought, com-' 
binlng advanced ideas on the finer and 
ethereal phases -of Spiritualism; leading 
the mind .onward Into the purer atmos
phere ot exalted spiritual, truth. A 
book for thq higher life. Price, cloth, 
81,60. .

Hewas old enough to warn him. .... 
cduld not tell his father that he would 
die at the eYd of the year, for he was 
earth-bound and was not permitted to 
do so. But he gave him all the warn-
ing he could that when the summons 
came he might be prepared to die.”— 
Galveston, News.

GOD.

Supreme, Eternal Primal. Cause, 
Hidden, incarnate, infinite, 

At once Lawmaker and the Laws, 
On which thou dost in judgment sit 

Unchallenged over all.
Thou are high and low, swift and 

slow,
Night-gloom and noonday’s radiant, 

light.
Thou art the storm and then the bow 

Which arches o’er ¡Thy thund’rous 
might, • . • '

Acacia and the Pall.
Thou art the Maker and the Made, 

The fashioned and the Fashioner;
’Tis thou to whom life’s debt is paid, 

Who gilds with majesty the bier, ‘ 
Self-prisoned, self-condemned.

Thine attributes are.time and space, 
And matter crude and mastering 

force,
And prescient mind that doth embrace 
- Suns flaming through their mighty 

course
And orbit thick star-gemmeA

Thou art the Planner and the Planned, 
Thou art the Doer and the Deed;

Thou art Commander and. Command, 
The strength required in time of 

need,
Both ordained benignly.

We see Thee in the baser man 
To matter wed and close akin ; ‘

Behold Thee marching in the van 
A sacrifice for human ’sin, 

Offered up divinely.

Thou are ambition’s burning spell, 
And genius, with its dazzling glare, 

And bounding Hope’that doth foretell 
. A brighter sphere, serener air, .

Yet uncómprehéridéd1, ' ', ,,.
Except by him. whose finer sight 

Pierces thé intervening wall
And revels in the mystic light- ' 

Walting to clothe the souls of all, ;
Earth’s probation ended.

So man is but a thqùght divine,- 
Reflection of Déifie force,. ,

Flashed Into matter to. refine ■ - | 
And lift it to a higher course, -1 

- With upward, direction.- • ’ •
Thou art the1 present and the past;

•Futurity, prophetic store,: - 
Thou art the First, Thou art the Last, 
. The airthat was, and,.and more, 

•Infinite Perfection. ; < 
Billings, Okla. .. C. M. ALEY.

Anger ana worry are like echoes; 
they do not exist until-we call ' for 
them, and the louder ,we call,- the 
louder is their response. *”Wa ¿in 
never1 drown them; yet, if let -alone; 
they will drown themselves.—Horace 
Fletcher.

"Science and the .Future -Life.” . By 
James H. Hyslop, Is one of -the most 
valuable acquisition.to the -literature 
of Modern Spiritualism that has. ap
peared ot late years., It Is .scientific, in 
its method,’<profound .Ip Its.logic,,.and. 
above all sympathetic .to- the truth 
whatever it may be and wherever it 
may be found; Price, doth, JIM 10 cents postage extra.

*

THE LIFE RADIANT— Cloth,$1.00 
net. Vacorated cloth 11.25. In thia, hern>*w book. 
MUb WhUlM alms to portray a practical ideal for 
dallv living that hhall embody the sweetness and 
exaltation and faith that lend enchantment to me, 
It is. in a measui’e, a logical sequence of “Tha 
World Beautiful." Leading Into still diviner liar- ■ 
monies. ••The Life Radiant” is characterized by 
tho same essential qualities that have marked 
"Tbo World Beautiful.”
CONTENTS—Thu Golden Atre LIvh Onward;, 

esminr tlie Future; Th" Ethereal Realm; The 
Power of the Exalted Moment; The Nectar of 
the H-Our.

THE SPIRITUAL SIGNIFICANCE) 
or Death as an Event In Life, cloth, SI .00 A book 
from her pen moans new flashes of Insight, a rey- 
eluUpp of Spiritual truth almost Emersonian tn 
kind.—Chicago Chronicle. „
THE WORLD BEAUTIFUL; Firs^ . 
Second and Third Series. Three volumes, (1.00 
per volume,
CONTENTS OPVOL. I.-The Duty of Happiness 

Ncctsr and Atnbrosta;Beit'eVb in the wings; The 
Vision and the Splendor; The Enlargement-of 
Relations* Friends'Discovered, not made;'A 
Psychological Problem: The Supremo Luxury 
of Life; Exclusive and Inclusive; Through 
Scorning Nothing; The Woman of the World; 
The potency of Charm; Fine Souls and Fine So
ciety; The Laws of OurCountry; In Newness 
of Life; The Heavenly visitors.

AFTER HER DEATH.—A Story of 
a Summer. Price, S1.00, The ideas in tbe book 
will afford comfort to many, and should bring : 
positive aid imaorrow to eudh as will receive Its 
message.—Hartford Post.

FROM DREAMLAND SENT—
Verses of the Life to Come. New edition, with 
additional poems. tl.OO. Decorated cloth. |1.26, 
Lilian Whiting’s verse is like a bit of sunlit land- s 
scape on a May morning.—Boston Herald.
KATE FIELD; A Record, with 
several portraits of Miss Field, including oue b/ 
Elihu Vedder. Decorated cloth. t2.U0
A Study of Elizabeth Barrett Browning 
WithPenaaH' Decorated cloth, 11.26, y

DR. J. M. PEEBLES' 
Most Important Books.

REDUCED prices,
1. What Is Spiritualism and Who 

Are These Spiritualists? A book ot 
131 pages, elegantly-bound in paper.'.. 
Price 40 cents; postage 5 cents.

2. Death Defeated, or the Psychic 
Secret of How to Keep Young, 300 
pages, handsomely bound in cloth. 
Goes to the root of life, health, hy
giene, marriage, divorce, and how to 
prolong life, etc. Price JI; postage 
12 cents.

3. Spiritualism Vs. Materialism. 
This volume, cloth-bound, contains a ■ 
series of essays and arguments against 
materialism from the point of Spirit- ■ 
ualtsm. Price 50 cents; postage 8 
cents.

4. A New. Biography of Dr. Pee
bles, by Prof. E. Whipple. A book of 
600 pages, bound In cloth, and giving 
a full history of the Doctor’s eventful 
life and travels, now 85 years of age. 
Price JI; postage 18 cents.

6. - Vaccination a Curse and a Men
ace to Personal Liberty. This, an il
lustrated volume, treats exhaustively 
of calf lymph, vaccine virus, “option- ' ’ 
al” vaccination or compulsory. Price
JI; postage 12 cents.

C.. The Orthodox 
ing pamphlet against

Hell. A scath- 
the Christian

doctrine of vicarious atonement anil ' 
endless hell torments. Price-10 cents. ’

7. Demonism of tlie Ages and Spit- • 
it Obsessions/ A large "Volume of al
most 400 pages. Treats of the angels, - 
demons, obsessions, and evil spirits ' 
through all the historic ages. Price 
JI; -postage 15 cents. ■ -

8. Spiritualism’ Commanded ot 
God., A reply to Seventh-day Advent
ists? 30 pages. Price 10 cents; -post- ■ 
age 2 cents.

l>. Proofs of Immortality, the Lon
don, “rejected” address. 49 pages.

IB cehts; postage 3 cents
The Pro and Con of Spirilual- 

24 pages. Price 10 cents; post
cents. ■ ' 1

Price 
10. 

ism, 
age 2

11. Spiritualism in AU Lands. 31
pages. Price 10 cents, postage 2 cents, •>

nPA TH its meaning, 11 a Kesulte»
By J K Wilson, of tho Pennsylvaiil^ Bar. >■ 

An abBorblnsly Intaresllnc' narrative relattnr a 
series of wonderful payohie manlfostauona oo- 

-currlus in tho writers experience. Cloth, lUua- 
tratod. 11.15. ■. . ..

' ; The Religion of Science, 
. By Dr.Paul Caras. V«? thoughtful and In- 
lerostlng. ■ Price, £6 conta, .. ' '

'The Science of Spirit Return? ‘
-By Charles Dawbarn. A soientiflo rolisarëal 

is truly interesting, Prlea,10 cants. >
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some

a

-1.,, ■the little baby..

realize that she was in the spirit world.

at suicide.

are nervous or áre in a poor physical condition.

BETTERING ONE’S CONDITION.. ALWAYS IN DOUBT.

It Is Somewhat Mystifying to Flounder
In the Great Sea of the Unknown,
Yet Many Minds ,|>p So, Either to
Prove or Disnrove tha Etkinnno ihn Av flirt n1\n«W«*^ÍtV o'f +. Prove or Disprove the Existence of the universe or the ab^rdityapf their
a' God, ■ assertions. They- onljy. expose their 

In_ folly in assumlng kno^'dge the in-

of 
do

drove her to suicide, 
heart with a hatpin.

OAME AND SAID THAT IN LIFE SHE HAD BEEN DIS
APPOINTED IN LOVE AND HAD COMMITTED SUICIDE. 
SHE HAD TAKEN POSSESSION OF THIS YOUNG WO
MAN AND HAD HER CONTROL BEEN JUST A LITTLE 
STRONGER SHE WOULD HAVE IMPELLED HER TO 
SUICIDE. WE CONVERTED THE SPIRIT AND FROM 
THAT DAV TO THIS THE YOUNG WOMAN HAS HAW 
NO MORE TROUBLE GF THAT SORT.

aqd from that day to this hi 
“I could recount BWljce

ha’,t of tlíém. A y 
clous, and happy, a

“ ‘Why did you drag me away? I was just going to take 
drink. You came Into the saloon and dragged me out.’ 
“I had a hard time to convince the spirit that we had

“I 
ard.
he was in-jhiscups he-talked .with an Irish' brogue. "We 
concentrated for hlmand a spirit eame whieii displayed an 
ugly mood. Speaking through the medium, the spirit ex
claimed!

A YOUNG LADY HERE IN CHICAGO, PRETTY, VIVA
CIOUS, AND HAPPY, ALL AT ONCE BECAME SAD AND 
MOROSE. SHE SHUNNED HER FRIENDS AND GREW 
MELANCHOLLY. THREE TIMES ME WENT TO THE 
HIGH BRIDGE IN LINCOLN PARK TO COMMIT SUI
CIDE. HER NAME WAS GIVEN AND WE TOOK UP 
HER CASE AT ONE .OF OUR CIRCLES. A SPIRIT

quote from the philosophy
Plato or Herbert Spencer? Or

astonishing cures. • i

Cures Case of Drunkenness.
recoil a case of a Swedish man who became a drunk- 
One of the-strangest things about It was that'when-

stood that they do not^pelieve in a 
personal God. fl

When people talk wisely ryf "the 
God of the universe” ,Jpey ^sume a 
knowledge of the universe; ¡jret .lt is

As never before the secular press is teeming with articles on occult subjects 
of various kinds. Spirit Return; divested of its "ism,” is coming to the front 
rapidly, and attracting the attention of the whole civilized world. More people 
will probably read the following article than attends any one of the various 
camp meetings, during the season, and their thoughts will be turned to the other 
world. Dr. Wickland, asset forth in the communication, is not a Spiritualist, 
though he is an ardent believer in Spirit Return, and his wife is a first-class me
dium. The Doctor, is a most excellent man, whatever his “ism” may be.

/ There is a man in Chicago whose business it is to con
vert and reform ppirits [as ¿et forth' in the Chicago 
Chronicle]. Shades of the departed are lecture^, tai}d 
argued with and made to realize their condition by this 
jnanifhrough "Spirit media. Malicious spirits who gain 
¡control of people and c^use them to seem Insane are re
formed and converted and made over into good spirits.

The man who does this is Dr. Carl A. Wickland, 615 
North Wells street. He has devoted the better -part of 
twenty years to the study of the occult and many of his 
experiments have been carried on in bls own home, as his 
wife is a spirit medium.' Dr. Wickland is Armly convinced' 
that much of the so-called insanity of to-day is nothing 
more than the obsession by mischievous spirits and that 
much crime is due to the same cause.

Dr. Wickland contends that kleptomania and kindred af
flictions are nothing but the work of ignorant spirits who 
have gained possession of certain people and impel them 
to do unheard of and utterly senseless crimes. He points 
out the fact that many so-called kleptomaniacs are to’be 
found among the rich who have no need to steal. These 
people, it is contended, must be impelled by some unseen 
forces. -These forces are nothing more -nor..less -than Jg- 
norant spirits who gain control of susceptible individuals 
and do much harm.

Many experiments have been performed by Dr, Wick
land and his friends during the past few yeprs which have 
convinced him that he is right in his conclusions. In his 
office one night during the week he explained to a repre
sentative of the Chronicle something of hla Investigations 
and of his strange and startling experiences while pursuing 
his studies in the occult. Dr. Wickland is an earnest, sin
cere man. He says he has no other aim in his investiga
tions but to find the truth. He is not after notoriety and 
is not using his knowledge of the occult to make money. 
His investigations are carried pa for the love of the truth 
and in aid of humanity.

He Is Not a Spiritualist.

baud and she left hiim- The man went back to his family
b been perfectly sane.
les till pight and tljen not tell 
t here in Chicago, pretty; vlva-

once became sad and morose. She
shunned her friends and grew melancholv. Three times 
ohe went to the hlghj^ridg^ In Lincoln Park to commit 
suicide. Her name was given and we took her case'up at 
one of our circles. 4W!ritl4ame and said that in life she 
had been disappointed in love and had committed suicide. 
She had taken possession of this young woman aud had 
her control been just a’litll^1 stronger she would have im
pelled her to suicide?*1 We'/jonverted the spirit and from 
that day to thia the y<}i|Pg w^ynan hue had no more trouble 
of that sort.

“But a few weeks ¡jpo I Vji<l a very strange experience. 
There Is a woman who^ittqnds our circles and. who is de
veloping as a medium. With her is working a. woman of 
middle age who has a younger sister. Thia younger wo
man has been insane for some time and the elder woman 
has been trying every way to keep her from going to the 
asylum. The case had been brought to. our attention and 
one day a young man came rushing up to my office all out 
of breath and stated that the woman who Is developing as 
a medium had gone crazy. ' : ’ - - >

“I hurried down and found the woman in a trance. I

"These persons then are simply obsessed by this Ignor
ant spirit. The only way to relieve the sufferer is to ar
gue with and. convince the spirit of his wrong-doing and 
the way to do this Is through the spirit medium. After you 
convince one of these spirits that he is doing wrong he will 
usually depart and cease tormenting his victim. This has 
been shown time and time again durjng-my study of the 
subject. It Is my belief that physicians who have charge 
of the insane should study obsession. Sanitariums should 
be founded for the care of the functionally insane where 
humane methods should be employed. There is no doubt 
in my mind at all but many astounding cures could be per
formed.

“The trouble is with a great many people that they are 
seekers after phenomena. All they care for is something 
to satisfy their curiosity. The study must be taken up se
riously. The man or woman who wants to investigate bo- 
called Spiritualism should come with an open mind 
neither too credulous nor too skeptical. He should take 
the study up as he would chemistry or any other branch of 
research. There have been a good many impostors in the 
world and charlatans have done much to bring ridicule on 
the whole subject.

“In the case of the insane I would suggest that they be 
taken to sanitariums where.they would have pleasant sur
roundings. I would have much music there and light and 
air. There should be psychic circles so that certain indi
viduals might be treated by concentration. 1 do not be
lieve in casting out devils as we read of in ancient times, 
but I believe that spirits may be reasoned out of people. I 
have seen It done many times and it has been done in my 
house. We have had several cases of so-called Insanity 
brouglft to our attention and we have been able to perform

■ “I am not a Spiritualist,” said Dr. Wickland, “and I am । 
no worshiper of spirits. I am simply an Investigator. ( 
Most of my experiments are carried on in my own home. 
We have a circle that meets from time to time during the 
winter months, the members of which are all seekers after 
truth. These circles are open to any fair-minded people 
who wish to investigate. We have had some wond.erful 
experiences at some of the meetings—experiences that 
would astonish and confound those who have not given the 
matter- any thought or study.
- I believe that the teachings of Jesus are all alo.ng spirit
ual lines. The great need of to-day is that people should 
cultivate the spiritual sides of their natures. They are liv
ing on too low a plane. They are too material, too gross. 
There are any number of passages .In the New Testament 
¡which go to show, that the spiritual side of men is the most 
important. The life we live on this earth is but a brief 
one at tjie most. We are sent on earth for some purpose. 
It Is our duty to ascertain that purpose. We.Bhould Inves
tigate and And out why we live.

"A great many people who take up the study of so-called 
Spiritualism go about it in a wrong manner.- They-do not 
adopt the proper methods. They begin to investigate and 
want to make tests all the time. They are trying to Iden
tify this or that spirit and think that as soon as they can 
be guided by a spirit they know all there is to be known. 
It is a matter for deep and continued study, and it Is a 
matter that should claim, the attention of the. most intelli
gent men and women of the day. I believe all physicians 
should make it a study and that meh of education and. of 
high character should look into the matter soberly and 
earnestly. There is certainly something in it. That we 
have demonstrated beyond the shadow of a doubt.

“1 Armly believe that every church should have Its psy
chic circle for investigation. It shoul.d be a part of every 
prayer meeting. Care should be taken in selecting the 
people for this circle, as it is a matter that must be ap
proached carefully and with caution. -It is not a'nfatter 
that every one should dabble in. Such circles would prove 
of untold value to churches, for it would-show-positively

say the least, uncanny. A number of people were out 
picking berries and a woman and a boy who were In the 
party [pok their horse and put It in the stable near the 
haunted house. ■■ >-t..

“They were looking for berries and all at once they saw 
some luscious ones growing in the yard near the house. 
They ran to pick them, but when they arrived the beriies

placed her in a strong chair and put everybody from the 
room but thé young fellow who had .acted as messenger, 
Then I began to question the spirit that had taken posses-

had disappeared. They looked up and saw tí man stand-
ing in the doorway, 
several years before.

It was the man who had been killed 
Both the woman and the boy recog-

nized him, as they had known him in life.
"The man laughed and then the horse which was in the 

stable began to kick and neigh as though he had gone 
crazy. They took the horse out and drove away as fast as 
they could and reported the matter. While we were there 
It was suggested that we hold a circle in the haunted house 
and see if we could, learn anything from the spirit. For 
some reason or other we did not hold the circle in the 
house, but did meet at another place and called for this 
spirit. He qame and kept laughing and chuckling to him
self all the time. He would say, ‘He killed me, but 1 
haunt him all the time,’ and kept chuckling to himself. 
I had a long talk with the spirit and tried to get him to 
promise he would leave the man alone, but he said he was 
pot ready yet. I heard afterward that his spirit came 
again and controlled a medium, but that he still exclaimed 
he was not ready to cease torturing his victim.

Mrs. Wickland Is a Medium.

Bion of the .woman, ' \ '
"I addressed thespirit as though It were a woman and 

it grew very indignant.
“ ‘Why do you call me a woman?’ it asked.- 'I am a 

man.' I tried to convince the spirit that it was in a wo
man’s body, but- it was a difficult thing to do. Finally 1 
had the young man take the woman's long hair and .switch 
it sharply in her face and in this way I convinced the spirit 
that he was in possession of a woman's body.

"He said his name was Jack and pleaded .with me to tell 
bim where to go. ' "Must I always roam about tjils way?’ 
he kept asking over and over again. I told him to seek 
friends that were all about him and he became repentent 
and left the woman.

“I questioned the sisters and found -that the person 
called Jack mentioned was a relative who had been a wan
derer. He had been shunned by all his relatives on ac
count of his worthlessness and had died some years before. 
Since this occurrence the woman who was Insane has be
come normal again and seems to be in her usual health.

"Gue of the oddest things about these spirits is that they 
do not realize they have passed out of this life. Death is 
so simple a matter that many of them do not realize they 
nave passed through .the change we call death. They re
main about their old haunts for years, ' They ar.e Ignorant 
if the spiritual side of their natures. If they had been 
properly educated they would have left this life and en
tered the proper sphere.

“I remember one time I had to hold a mirror before the 
face of the medium in order to convincethe spirit that he 
had taken control of a- woman’s body. This convinced

. ;him4ind_aiter that he -would listen to my arguments and. 
was Anally converted.

not been there, bit had simply willed him to come. I 
asked him why the Swedish fellow was so ugly and why ife 
spoke with an Irish brogue when he .was intoxicated. The 
spirit answered: ‘Oh, that’s Pat that^oes that.’ I argued 
with the spirit and showed him that he was doing wrong in 
impelling this man to drink and Aght. The result was 
that the spirit departed and from that time on the man be- 
came a changed man. He quit drinking and went about 
his business as" usual.

“The man never knew anything about our Circle and did

TRY IT FREE;

Mrs. Wickland, who is what is known as a spiritual me
dium, takes a great interest in the subject of spirits and 
the spirit world. She is a slight woman with light hair 
and light blue eyes. She has had some strange experl-
enees while under the control of different spirits.

, Letter Ca^Is Spirit.

"One -time I was reading a letter in one of the Spirltual- 
-ist papers written by '¡Miss Abby Judson, who lias since 
died. My wife, who was listening, began to cry and sob. 
The letter was from the spirit world and Miss Judson was 
telling how she found’much to do in caring for poor ani
mals and waifs on thefother^slde, as she had in this lite. 
When I stopped reading I saw that my wife was in a trance 
and I began to questloneher. j

"She began talking in a most pitiful voice and the tears 
streamed down her fate. 'Mjy poor little baby, my poor 
little baby that I kille^' Bhe. ¡said over and "over again. 
And then she Baid thai Miss, Judson had been so kind to

not know we'we're trying to do anything for him. In fact, 
we never saw the man and only knew his nfeme.

‘•‘There was another case that came to our attention. A 
man whose wife had been, insane for twenty-five years' 
heard of us and he came to us as a last resort. He had - 
been told that his wife was incurable and several times had 
been on the point of killing her and himself. We’ concen
trated for her and found that she was obsessed by spirits. 
We used our usual methods and in a few months after that 
the woman was at home with her hueband and both were 
happy' and contented. In speaking of the cure at Christ
mas time the man said that it was the first happy Christ
mas he had had in twenty-five years.

-I'A peculiar case was that of a well-known man in Chi
cago. I would not dare mention his name because of his

the immortality of the soul. Christians who now believe 
in it would be able tp say they know. Their faith would 
become knowledge.

, Spirits Calise Insanity. . .
"Through my experiences I have come to believe that a 

greai deal of what Is called functional insanity is nothing 
more nor less than the work of earth-bound spirits. These 
spirits are not devils, as some call them. They are Ignor
ant and do not realize the harm ,they are doing. Certain 
persons are what we call ‘sensitive.’ That Is, they are sus
ceptible to spirit control. They may be ignorant of the 
fact, but it Is true. This is particularly true of people who

An Appeal to “Take Conditions as 
They Exist To-day, and Look to the 
Future -for Their Proper Solation.’’ 
There appears in the spiritual pa

pers now and then, communicatioiis 
citing passages of Scripture, ¿nd ask
ing the reader to peruse others. What 
is this for? Is it the ideas that par
ticularly meet ths approval of the 
writers, and quoted as they would

At one

family. The man suddenly"began to act strangely. He 
shunned the members of his family and would shut him
self in a room and tell his wife and relatives that be was 
living on a higher plane and wanted nothing more to do 
with them.

"The first thing they knew he had packed his trunk and 
had rented a room in the lowest section of the ’levee,’ 
where he went to live.
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time she recited a .whole tragedy, taking the part of eleven 
different characters in one evening. Her voice changed 
with every character and her facial expressions changed 
also, and she went through the actions of each different 
person. The tragedy was deliverdtl in some unknown lan
guage, no one present being able to understand a word.

Mrs. "Wickland says that her most familiar guide is an 
Indian girl. This guide protects her from evil influences. 
It is explained that the reason there are so many Indian 
spirit guides is because the redskins are so near to nature. 
They believe in spirits and when they pass out of this life 
they step immediately into the spiritual-realm where they 
belong. While in a trance Mrs. Wickland is totally un
conscious of what is going on about her. Bhe is for the 
time being dead to everything and some outside influence 
has her completely in control. Sometimes her voice Is 
like that of a little child and again It Is coarse like that of 
a man. She speaks in different languages at different 
times, although she knows none but English and Swedish.

Both Dr. Wickland and his wife are well informed on 
the subject of psychical research. They have a large li
brary on the subject and they are constantly on the look
out for reports of occult phenomena in the daily papers. 
It Is quite likely that Dr. Wickland will prepare a book 
later on dealing with his experiences, as he has had many 
calls to do so. During his trip west, I. K. Funk, so widely 
known for his work in psychical research, visited Dr. 
Wickland and was astonished to learn of the many novel 
experiences reported. Dr. Wickland scoffs at what is 
called thought tran8ferrence.and«ubconsclous feats. He 
is Armly convinced that the spirits of those who have de
parted this life are very close to those who have been their

“I kept on questioning her'and she Anally told me her 
story. -Her name was Alice Morehead and she had for
merly lived in LoulsvillerKy.- She met a young man who 
accomplished her ruin and when her child whs born she 
killed it.

“She was very unhappy after this and remorse Anally
She had stabbed herself in the 
I reasoned with Ker and got her to

She thought she

Prof. Lockwood’s Books,
Store your mind with the great but 

demonstrative truths found in consec
utive order only in these writings.

Prof. Lockwood is the only writer, 
thinker and lecturer in this country 
who affirms that the evolution of Ute 
soul of man is in strict accord and 
agreement with the evolution of the 
soul of nature; and that the only proof 
pf immortality inheres in an analysis of 
nature's fundamental principles and 
the co-relatlon of cosmic elements and 
energies.

These great truths are explained and 
demonstrated from the plane of the 
Spiritual Philosophy founded on Nature 
itself.

The Molecular Hypothesis of Nature 
and Its Relation to the Philosophy of 
Spiritualism. A scientific demonstra
tion of the Invisible principles and at
tributes of nature and Modern Spirit
ualism. A mint of scientific truths as

friends in life and try to aid them all that 
power. • .

Dr. Wickland announces that thd circles 
tlon will be held again next fall and winter

Ib in their

for investlga- 
and that peo-

pie who really wish to know more about the matter are
invited to attend and be convinced that 
municate with people through, mediums.

“I am as much convinced that spirits 
with their friends through a medium as 
alive,” is the way Dr. Wickland puts It...

spirits do com-

return and talk 
I am that 1 am

“It is a comforting belief, too. for It.robs death of all 
its terrors. It makes plain that death is but a very simple 
change after all. It is just as though a person passed 
from one room to Another. People who have attended our 
circles and who have noted .what is done there gain posi
tive knowledge that the soul Is Immortal. They do not 
need to depend on faith when they can know for a cer
tainty.

“When I took up the study of the occult I had become 
skeptical in regard to religions In general. I found there

was still alive and had. been unsuccessful in her attempts was so much humbug in the world that I lost faitli in ev- 
* «««a " a mi it I*, rv T a n «« . t aH aa nF w\ /A zi 4 »1 /“»erythiug. I was about to give up my practice of medicine
“I told her that she would find good friends in the spirit 

world, who would teach her, and she went away and has 
not been heard from since. We have had any number of 
like cases come up. Jt seems to me, then, that people 
should be educated to kpow that they are spiritual beings. 
Then when the come'to pass through,the change called 
death they will be prepared for the spirit life.

“And there is progression In the other life, just as there 
is progression here. Men and women who live good lives 
here occupy higher planes in the spirit life. There are 
certain spirits so grossly material that they never realize 
anything spiritual. It ¿would seem strange to some people 
to' hear that spirits are afraid of ghosts, but it is a fact. 
Some of the earthly spirits see other spirits nearing them 
and they flee, thinking thby are ghosts. t They can not be 
made to realize that they are spirits and have passed out 
of the earth life.

Obsessed by Wife’s Spirit.
“This man’s name was given to ub and we concentrated 

for him. A spirit controlled my wife and after some little 
solicitation she confessed that she was the spirit of the 
man’s Arst wife. According to the story told through my 
wife the girl had met the man In Chicago during the 
world's fair.< They lived together without the formality of 
marriage until relatives discovered the situation and then 
they were compelled to be married.

“They went to Ohio and were wedded and returned to 
Chicago, but the woman was high strung and vain and shd 
did not live happily with her husband. She Anally left

Haunted House in Wisconsin.

and go away to some quiet place and live a secluded life. 
“Since I have taken up this fascinating study 1 have had 

but one purpose in life and that is to get people to realize 
the spiritual sides of their natures. There is great need of 
education along this line and there is also need that ignor-

“When my wife and I were up in Wisconsin one year we 
heard of a haunted house. The story went that three men 
had owned a certain valuable stone quarry. One man de
sired to buy, out the other two. One consented to Bell his 
share, but the .other one refused. The one who refused 
lived in a house near the quarry; He was found dead a few 
days later. ; '' •

“No one knew that he had been murdered, but there 
were some people who had a suspicion that there had been 
foul play. The man who had"heen trying to get possession 
of the quarry refused to work it any longer and let it go to

ant spirits should be educated and converted. It 
new thing, this so-called Splritpallsm. I And much 
spirits in the bible and I use it as my text book. It 
book of all books to me.”

is no 
about 
is the

the basis of its phenomena. Price 25 
cents.

The Infidelity of EcclealaBtlcIsm—A 
Menace to the American Civilization. 
The entire hierarchy of EccleslasticlBm 
arraigned as Infidels for subverting the 
scientific demonstrations of universi
ties and colleges, by substituting the 
immoral phantoms of the Mosaic Hy
pothesis. It is a hot shot. Price 25 
cents.

Historical, Logical and Philosophical 
Objections to the Dogmas of Reincar
nation and Re-Embodiment. A concise 
and masterly review of the historical 
origin of Reincarnation as an ancient 

-dogma. Its illogical claims and incon
sistent assumptions. Its glaring de
fects and dogmas dissected. Price 25 
cents.

The Spiritualism of Nature. Mod
ern Spiritualism has its basic truths in 
nature, and is proven not by the bible 
or any sacred cosmogony, but by an an
alysis of nature’s self-existent princi
ples. Price 15 cents.

Continuity of Life a Cosmic Truth. 
The greatest book, and the greatest 
truth of any age; a book of 212 pages 
with several telling scientific illustra
tions. Continuity of life and the asso
ciation of spirit realms demonstrated to 
be in scientific aecord with principles 
of the Co-relation of Force, and the 
Conservation of Energy. The greatest 
book ever written in the defence and 
support, of Spiritualism. Price $1.

The Relation Science Holds to Natu
ral Philosophy and Its Conflict with 
Every Phase of Religion. In this essay 
the author shows that science is not a 
thing—a corporation or Individual, but 
a process of inductive and deductive 
reasoning. Its acceptance means the 

■ death of Theurgical religions. Price 
15 cents.

All of Prof. Lockwood’s publications 
are on sale at The Progressive Thinker 
office, Chicago, 111., and at the rostrum 
when he lectures. These treatises con
tain the wealth of a vast historical and 
scientific research.

him and .went on the west side, where she began a life of 
shame. She finally committed suicide. We convinced her -______ -________
that she was doi^g wrong to thus control her. former hus- some of our friends had an experience there that was, to

ruin. It was said also .that he was constantly haunted.
“It was finally reported that the house'was haunted and

Dr. Wickland has many friends who have been watching 
his experiments and they all corroborate him in his state
ments. His wife says that when she’.was a little child she 
was constantly seeing people that no one else saw and 
hearing voices that no one else heard. She was converted 
to her present belief through' a remarkable experience. 
She and a friend made a'compact that whichever one died 
Arst was to communicate With the other from spirit land.

“My friend died,” said Mrs. Wickland, "and a few 
mornings after her death I felt a cold hand laid against 
my cheek as I was lying in bed. I looked up and saw my 
friend standing there dressed as Bhe had been the last time 
I sew her.

‘iShe assured me that she was happy and told me to tell 
her husband the diamond ring he was looking-for was in a 
certain bureau drawer. I w^^ over to see the man that 
morning and told him about the apparition and the mes
sage. ‘

“We looked for the ring and found It where the spirit 
said it was. It was wrapped in a piece of paper with a 
message stating that the ring was to be given to her son on 
his sixteenth birthday.

■ "It was through such a positive evidence as this that I 
%amp to believe as I do now.” "

IlKfl or The Touch of An Angel Jlnl) Mother.
BY CARRIE E. S. TWINS.

Her doddeatory lines are sufficient to show 
thespirlt of the book aa well m theauthor.lt 
reads, "Became mv own children are all under 
the tender care of the angels, aud my heart Is 
hungry for the love of the young, I most loving
ly dedicate this book to the children of the 
world?' This book ft full of soul elevating and 
interesting thought. Price, cloth, Si. For sale 
M this office.

What All the World’s a-Seeking.
RALPH WALDO TRINE.

Esch Is building bls world from within: thought to 
th« builder; for tboufhumre forces.—subtle, vlte!» 
trroilstlble. omnipotent,—And according as used do 
they bring power er Impotence, peace or pain, success 
or failure.—From Title page.

Tbe above books arc beautifully bound in gray-green 
raised cloth, stamped tn deep old-green and gold, with 
gilt top. Price, •1.25. For sale st this office.
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to provide for the future. He so 
completely despised the things of this 
world that he advised the rich to dis
pose of what they had and become 
poor; and many zealous followers, in 
trying to carry out this idea, went so 
far as to scourge the body and deprive 
it of the necessary sustenance of life 
,and health.

they endorse all the precepts of the 
. Bible or Jesus, and try to inAuence us' 
to follow In his steps?

It is always well to consider care
fully what system we advocate and fol
low. It Is now pretty generally be
lieved that all religious systems, In
cluding the Jewish, originated from 
experience. Mark the progress of the 
race in jurisprudence and philosophy 
up to the time they came into prac
tice; it follows, then, that the pre
cepts of religion are not necessarily 
applicable to any age or people, but 
only to the one to which they belong., 

On examination this will be found 
to be the case with the Christian as 
well as. others,' • „
. We of the twentieth century? con? 
template the bettering of 'our condi- 

’* tions on earth—not for ourselves 
alone, but for ", posterity.- - Jesus 
taught that the end' of the. world was 
at hand, and that-it wad unnecessary

Read the Acts of yie Apostles and 
compare them with what experience 
has taught the people. You will see 
that their ideas of economics, of jus
tice and mercy were no more in accord 
with those of'to-day than their no
tions of astronomy and biology. The 
Sermon on the Mount is'entirely Uto
pian In character and as impractica
ble in this age as it was in that.

We have come to the conclusion 
that “Peace on earth and good will to 
men” will be brought about only by 
the slow process of evolution, and 
that Jesus was mistaken when he pro
claimed that the kingdom 6f God was 
at hand. So instead of looking to the 
past for guidance and rilles of. con
duct, let us take conditions as they 
exist to-day and look to the future for 
their proper solution, instead of the 
Bible. M. JACKSON.

Olean, N. Y. > •

Some people say "We believe in In- 
Anite Intelligence." They may be
lieve anything taught by religious 
leaders, but they may as well say, “we 
believe in infinite ignorance or non
sense. They know absolutely noth
ing of the InAnite.” What they , be
lieve belongs to the realm of the un
known, yet they must have something 
to believe In—something in the shape 
of a god—educated that way.

i. .Oceandies Is a psychical narrative by 
Carlyle Petersllea, author of The Dls- 
coyered Country. This book deals 
'with the question of soul mates, or of 
the completed ego.. Jt is intensely in
teresting. Price," paper cover, 50 cts.

Anite, the universe, th^< unknown, the 
omnipotent, the Arst capjge, ^hlch is 
only a thing of fancy, on pai^ith the 
heathen deities. A deity' i$Bas un
known to educated Theists as..it is to 
the rude barbarian or ,tpe beast. We 
want some one to lay .down 4fle facts?

People who '.'believe in InAnite In
telligence” must necessarily believe in 
a personal God, because they cannot 
conceive of InAnite intelligence or;any 
other intelligence without a person to 
have and hold the intelligence. More
over, they have said "InAnite Intelli
gence is recognition of God,” when 
considering the matter from a legal 
standpoint. ... . . .."

Intelligence implies mind, memory, 
knowledge and a being possessing 
them. These, cannot exist without per
sonality; Intelligence cannot think,- 
will and act independent of individu
ality. ■ ■ ... • . ■

The believers in "InAnite' Intelli
gence’’ must produce another kind of 
deity It they want to have It under-

free from fancies* .. hypotheses,
guesses. / : .riR

Some writers have abóut.g^ased to 
use the word God, yetjuse ^yivalent 
words and phrases of. tne ^Mne pur
port. There are moro jiajnes/appUed 
to the imaginary, god Than anything 
else. ; ■

; The God-idea is a .thing of education 
¿nd faith; and mòre, it^is myth, fable, 
superstition. Theists cannot produce 
a fact nor demonstration that proves 
■a speciAc or universal 'god. -

They rely, on-faith, fable, hypothec 
sis," assertion, assumption. They 
cannot produce a new idea on the sub
ject, but -simply reiterate what has 
been snid long ago, and aim to carry 
their points, as Mohammedans do, by 
vehement assertions without the 
shadow of proof; The. endless repeti- 

- tión of old theological trash is nn in
tolerable, bore.

Some professional.-Spiritualists talk 
learnedly about “Scientific Theism.” 
Nonsense! ’ Theism and science have 
always been In conflict, with many 
grand victories scored for science; and, 
theologians have about abandoned the 
contest with science. Science. does 
not sustain Theism or the god theory, 
because it cannot And a fact in Theism 
on which to predicate a statement. 
There is no knowledge, no proof of a 
god, Anything classed as infinite or 
unknown has no place in science. 
Nothing is explained or learned by as- 

3Kbing things to a god or “the gods."
‘ A. H. NICHOLAS.
Summerland, Cal. ,

As the bird trims her to the gale, 
I trini myself to the storm of time,

I man the rudder, reef the sail, - 
Obey the voice at ' eve obeyed 

prime:
“Lowly faithful, banish fear, 

■ Right onward, drive, unharmed; 
The port/ well worth the - cruise, 
' ■ near;-- , . \ .r, ‘ '

And every wave is charmed?’:

Kt

is

Emerson. '

"Spirit Echoes," By. Mattle E- Hull. 
This pretty Volume contains fifty-seven 
of the author’s latest and choicest po
ems. Neatly ibound in cloth, and -with 
portrait of the author. Price, 75 cents.

-"The Jesuits.” -By. Rev. B. y. 
Austin, A. M., B. D. An excellent 
pamphlet. Price, 15 cents. ■

Lake Brady Camp, Ohio.
Lake Brady camp began its Afteenth 

annual session, July 1, by dedicating 
its new auditorium to the grand cause 
of Spiritualism. A large number of 
people gathered promptly at the open
ing hour. The new building will seat 
about 500. The Ladles’ Aid Society 
has furnished the rostrum tastefully 
with piano, stands, chairs and carpet. 
The front of the rostrum was draped 
with yellow and white, with the word 
“Welcome” over the center opposite 
the entrance. Wood ferns and nu
merous bouquets put the. Anishlng 
touches to the work.

The services were opened with mu
sic by the Quedenfeld orchestra of 
Cleveland, ' consisting of Mr. L. Que
denfeld, a daughter and three sons, as
sisted by Mr. C. Shaffer. They fur
nished a number of selections during 
the day. Mr. C. F. Hunger, the pres
ident, made a few remarks appropri
ate to-the occasion. Mr. J. S. Gillespie 
sang arsolo. Mrs. Anna Gillespie 
gave both addresses of the day; that 
pf the morning was of a dedicatory na
ture. Both were replete with deep, 
truths and many characteristic com
parisons. The afternoon session was 
followed by messages.

.. Mr. D. A. Herrick of Akron,' who 
was to have; assisted in the exercises 
of the day, was prevented bv sickness 

. caused by ntomaine polsenlng. o Ne 
serious results are anticipated.

■' ■ 'TAPV L. BETTES:
Cuyahoga Falls, Ohio.

"Living Is an art, a method of exprettlng great 
conceptions; In fact, the highest method, the noblest 
of the aru."—Thomas Stabs Kino.

Thia book gives an admirable courac of atudy In 
ethtca, and supplies a long-felt want of an ethical 
textbook especially adapted to tbo coinprobenslon of 
t.bHdren, at well as older persona whom it is widely ' 
and appropriately -designed to interest while teaching 
them valuable ethical ¡casona.

The author shows a wise practicality In her method 
of teaching the principles of ethics. BLo Illustrates 
her subject with many brief narratives and asee- 
dotes, which render the book mora IhtereiJng and 
more easily comprehended. It is especially adapted 
for uso in children's lyceum?. In tho hands of moth* 
ora and teachers it may be made very rueful. Yeung 
and old will be benefited by tu It Is a mosl excellent 

book and should bo widely cl-culsted. Price 11,03

FROM INDIA
TO THE PLANET MARS.

AMOST BE^AKKABLE WORK.

Fascinating, Interesting and In
structive.

By Th. Flournoy, Professor of Psy
chology In the University of Geneva.

“This is. an account of the experi
ments with the ‘Geneva- Medium,' 
Helene Smith. In her trances she 
lives the dual existence of an Indian 
princess and of an inhabitant of thé 
planet Mars.- Professor Flournoy and 
¿is fellow' scientists have for more 
than Ave years experimented with 
these astounding physical phenom
ena?’ . .

'i hlB is n work of fhrliPT-e 
It has excited great attention in this ■

I çountry and in Europe, rrlce, $Lou>

theauthor.lt
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Facts to Reflect upon at Leisure.
No GENUINE Spiritualist ever has 

or e'. er will practice a fraud in en
deavoring to advance its Interests.

All frauds are criminal and deserve 
to be prosecuted as such, and severely 
punished.

a medium convicted or exposed as 
a fraud should never be trusted 
egain.

They who practice deceit as medi
ums are not Spiritualists, nor were 
ever such.

The Impostors are Christians in 
disguise. They have a two-told ob
ject in view: First, to bring Spiritual
ism into disrepute; second, to gain pe
cuniary reward. They-trifle with the 
holiest instincts of human nature, and 
deserve universal execration.

Frauds, pretending to be mediums, 
have banded themselves together by 
solemn oaths, protected by secret 
signs and watchwords, in which they 
pledge mutual aid to each other in 
case of prosecution. Such persons 
have no right to protection by Spirit
ualists, on the contrary they have 
formed a circle of their own, outside 
of our ranks, and have no claim on 
those not oath bound.

Those professedly materializing me
diums who issue tickets of admission 
to their circles, with the provision at
tached: "No guaranty is made as to 
the origin or mode of manifestation of 
any phenomena occurring at the se-' 
ance, the holder promising, the medi
um shall in no way be held respon
sible for his acts,” has virtually admit
ted his Is a sleight-of-hand perform
ance and he should be classed with the 
tricksters.

And those presses, if any there are 
which defend exposed frauds, should 
be recognized and treated as frauds. 
They have no claim on honest, consci
entious Spiritualists.

Spiritualists have no right Jo con
demn the vices and crimes which ush
ered in Christianity if they permit 
tricksters to practice and direct great 
frauds in their own ranks.

A Brazen Lie.
"Thus saith the Lord of hosts, * * 

Now go and smite Amalek, and utter- 
■ ly destroy all that they have, and 

spare them not; but slay both man 
and woman, infant and suckling, ox 
and sheep, camel 'and ass.”—I Sam
uel 15: 2, 3.

A brazen lie. “The Lord of hosts” 
In this case, as in a multitude of oth
ers, was the tribal god of a people who 
had located In the fastnesses of the 
Libanian, otherwise Lebanon mount
ains of Palestine, who made forrays 
upon the people of the plain, and who 
did not hesitate to commit any crime 

■ to accomplish their devilish ends. 
They murdered indiscriminately men, 
women and suckling babes, and justi
fied their action by claiming they were 
directed by the "Lord” In all their 
savage doings.

But observe: The Christian world 
accepts that command as an emana
tion from Infinite Wisdom. Worship- 

• Ing a brutal God, they imitated his ac
tion, and the world was filled with 
blood and slaughter in consequence.

No people will be better than the 
God they worship.

If Christians would read their 
Bible understanding^, they would 

- either consign it to the flames, else 
place it beyond the reach of children, 
unless ambitious to rear a race of pi
rates and assassins. The world can 
never know how progress was retarded 
because of the teachings of that old 
Jew book. The barbarian Cossacks of 
Russia, 4n slaughtering Jews, get their 
most savage lessons from the Bible, 
The fabled Devil, it desirlous of reviv
ing and prolonging an age of cruelty 
would joyfully welcome the efforts of 
Bible societies to increase the read
ing of that compilation of sacred fic
tion. Translated into 400 different 
languages, and scattered broacast 
among unthinking people, its power of 
evil may be protracted for ages.

There is . a very general and most 
natural "longing” among those . who 
have outgrown the old forms of relig
ious belief. I. myself have more sym
pathy with the aspiration than hope to 
see it gratified to the extent of 'any 
positive belief respecting the unknown 
world.—John Stuart Mill.

:-------" -... ri
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LOOK OOI! LOOK OUT!

on January 10, 1000, presumably for

Ai Last Behind the Prison Bars
“UNCLE DOC’S LITTLE MAN.”

And
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very perfect and are promptly recog- I
nlzed. Some are not recognized.
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just cause for complaint. The work
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A CLOUD OF WITNESSES.

BELIEVES IN SPIRIT RETURN.

"Longley’s Beautiful Songs.' A

W. R. L.since and.lost awhile."

. 'a

nearly 
of the

at the post office an order to forward 
her mail to Seattle, Wash. . Any infor
mation from . Spiritualists or others 
who desire these fraudulent mediums 
punished! will be gratefully received

phenomena of life. Everywhere 
lectures, he attracts the attention 
advanced minds. We understand 
has been engaged for the society 
Buffalo, N. Y.. for nine months.

he 
of 
ho 
in

en
ure

dark clouds hover o’er, 
must be large, unselfish now, or on

the other shore
shall be dwarfed, be held in thrall. 

I must arise and grow

PROF. W. M. LOCKWOOD
AT LILY DALE CAMP.

That’s Where Those Are Being Bent 
Who Engage, in Deception in Con

nection With Spiritualism.

sovereign on drain. In connection, 
with her supposed mediumship, she 
sold face powders, lotions and some 
Jewelry. Sire left Des Moines, Iowa,

The Pope Shocks Cardinals by Indors
ing Book on Subject by Dr. __ 

Lopponi.

AND SUBTLE ARTFUL

period during the sittings.
One Phase of His Mediumship 

scribed.
When the forms appear he is 

tranced. These, some of them,

Or his pure soul, released, advanced, 
will not my spirit know.

DR. T. WILKINS.

probable treasure?
A. ’ They led me to the garden, 

where I was to search.
These are sample extracts from the

can eit and watch and love them, as 
they look at me and smile;

can notice their unfoldments and

Yes, I go to see the babies—little

spirits, ^jethodg, of discovering and 
acquiring" burled treasures and the 
subjection'of other minds to the con
trol of the: pupil’s—these were a few1

given, but these will do. . They 
typical, and it would Jie tedious 
multiply them. What interests 
chlefly te the succeks of 'White’s 
dertaklng, which was abundantly

Madame Zelona, Mrs. J. Carl and Mrs. 
Frances Wedder. She secured a largo 
amount of money from a lady who for-

testimony. Many other specimens of 
simplicity and credulity might

their smartness for awhile, 
TUI my eyes with tears are flooded and

my heart 1b bowed In woe;
Until my cup of sorrow is o’ertlowlng,

ILL-VENTILATED DENUES OF A FUTURE CONSCIOUS 
ROOMS, AT TUB SAME TIME YOU EXISTENCE. THIS FACT ALONE 
VIGOROUSLY, ENTHUSIASTICALLY IB ABSOLUTELY PRICELESS.

from her father, and mother in spirit mailed a letter from there, but she left 
life, instructing Jier to give the medi-

meriy lived jn s Des Moines, Iowa, c„ 
claiming to have received; messages. Chicago, to’see a sick daughter, and

WHILE AS EDITOR Op THE PRO- SUSTAIN ALL GOOD, GENUINE ME* 
GRES81VE THINKER, YOU BIGHT- D1UM8 OH SENSITIVES. IT 18 
EOUSLY EXPOSE TRAMPING THESE GENUINE INTERMEDIA- 
FRAUDS, WHO POCKET MONEY AT RIES THAT GIVE US THE POSI* 
A JM)LLAR A HEAD, SITTING IN TIVE, THE IRHEFRAGIBLB EVI- 
PITCH-DARK, —

JUST SN IH^WIOPORTION THAT MAIN 
HONESW, - PURITY, CHASTITY, TRICKERY. 
CHARITE ANDI OTHER CARDINAL

by MRS. IDA JOHNSON,
23 Jackson Place, Chicago, HL

■ I ■ • \
Look out for. a supposed Spiritualist Gold band conipass with gold stone 

medium who, goes under the names of back; sometimes wears an English

CHARITE-Aiffli Other cardinal mr. maybee, mr. O’Hara, dr 
ynVTUW'PRBEAttlN^THE WORLD, WHITE AND OTHERS HAVE BEEN 

PLACED BEHIND THE BARS IN 
CONSEQUENCE OF THEIR LEGER-

THE HOME CIRCLE.

A Splendid Medium Brought to the Front in Michi
gan, Establishing Fully the Fact of Materializa

tion—-Good Words from Dr. Peebles.

Its Nefarious Work in the Ranks of Spiritualism—A 
BHlti4ore Medium Sent to the Penitentiary.

■ >H • MlJ ------ —--------- —

A Live Rooster Is Spirited Away, and Another asMys 
teriously Returned to Take Its Place.

New in the Field.
There recently came to Battle 

Creek from near Big Rapids, Mich., 
Mr. Clarence M. Britten, a young man 
yet In his teens, called “the boy medi
um." He was brought up, so he in
forms me, on a farm four miles from 
any ordinary sized village. He is un
cultured in the society meaning of the 
word, and never advanced beyond the 
fourth grade in school-—an honest, 
farm-working boy. When seven years 
of agehe began to hear spirit 
voice's. He played with spirit chil
dren, and thought It strange (hat ev
erybody could not enjoy the play and 
hear the voices.

His mother, being a clairvoyant, un
derstood him. These voices helped 
him to get his school lessons, and ad
vised him to avoid all crooked ways.

Several years ago in connection with 
the independent voices, he began to 
see shadows pn the wall, and shadowy 
forms on the bed-room* curtains. He 
was quite easily entranced by the un
seen intelligences, who informed the 
family that he could become a mate
rializing medium, This was repeated 
to Mm by the independent voices.

Home sittings soon proved" the 
promise true. Spirits began to mate
rialize forms, to the joy of Ms mother 
and the astonishment of the neighbors. 
Such mediumship has all the reason
able evidences of genuineness. When 
he came to Battle Creek, invited by 
that well-known, pioneer Spiritualist, 
Dr. Johnson of our city, I attended 
two or three of his seances. They 
were splendid, In one or two respects 
the best of their kind I ever witnessed. 
The rooms In which we sat were never 
dark. The light (which we know 
from the radiometer) Is a force. I 
could see the time by my watch at any

Often these forms 'dematerialize 
straight through the ceiling, in full 
view, and sometimes they come right 
up through the floor. An intelligent 
spirit can pass through matter, bo- 
called, as easily as a mortal, flesh-clad, 
can pass through smoke or fog. x

Let me be more specific. After wit
nessing several of the full-form mani
festations, the Bitters hung some cur
tains across the corner of one of Dr. 
Johnson’s rooms. These curtains in 
height were about two feet above the 
medium’s head. The medium, now 
standing out in the middle of the floor, 
allowed his hands to be strapped—tied 
very tightly behind him. Then . he 
stepped in behind these curtains, took 
a seat, his head projecting out from 
between and near the top of the cur
tains, and his feet and ankles project
ing out at the bottom. Could any
thing be more fair?

Nolv, consider, reader, you have the 
subject in a quite well-lighted room, 
behind the improvised curtains, hands 
tied behind him, and head, face and 
feet in full sight; the room well 
lighted.

What then? Quicker than I am 
wrltlpg this sentence, hands were 
thrust out to the right of the curtains, 
to the left’of them, straight through 
and over the top of them. One hand, 
white as snow, reached over the top" 
of the curtain and down some two feet 
and patted the medium on the head. 
At this crisis, someone said, "Can the 
spirits untie him and take off his 
coat?” And quickly as a flash, al
most, the tylng-tackllngs aijd the coat 
were thrust over the top of the cur
tains into the. middle of the floor with 
a good "whack.”

These visible hands from the invis
ible side of life must have been the 

. hands of God—but there is no per
sonal, limited and located God with 
hands; or they must have been the 
hands of a personal devil—but there 
Is no personal devil; or they must have 
been spirit hands formed and manipu
lated by invisible scientists and chem
ists and exhibited In demonstration of; 
a future existence. This is the natu
ral and logical Inference. There is no i 
other.

| Very Questionable Advice.
After a seance of some two hours, 

this young medium, who is exceeding
ly sensitive and nervous, feels a weak-' 
ness—a magnetic exhaustion; and.sad 
to tell, a noted materializing, slate
writing medium 1$ middle life advised 
him to take beer or some other stimu
lant after a seance to “strengthen him 
up.” Think of this! Such a practice 
would quite likely prove an open door 
for-future inebriation, loss ol "spirit
ual gifts,” or to obsessions—the most 
afflicting obsessions—-for be It remem
bered that a few death-spasms and 
coffin-chills do not transform in "the 
twinkling of an eye” disearnate burg
lars, forgers, murderers, highwaymen, 
brigands, blacklegs, .gamblers and po
litical grafters, into saints and sages. 
Such transformations .would destroy 
identity.

Friend J. S. Loveland, I am pleased 
to note, in one of his late able papers, 
says: “The future life- Is an active 
life," This is surely so, and each 
spirit naturally, if not necessarily, acts 
from the mental and moral, plane it 
occupies. These are Mr. Loveland’s 
words:

“One thing has been so thoroughly 
exploited that there is scarcely a di
vergence of opinion on-the part of 
Spiritualists; that is, that the laying 
off of the body leaves the soul-man in 
development precisely as he was be
fore. He has no more knowledge—no 
higher aspirations than pertained to 
him here; and future growth will de
pend, there as well as here, upon hfs 
own efforts in harmony with-those of 
wiser heads than his own.”

When at one of young Britten’s se
ances at the residence of Mr. and Mrs. 
Stafford, -Clarence said at the close, “I 
feel rather exhausted.” Mrs. Stafford, 
the good sensible woman, gave him a 
glass of milk. This, or a glass of lem
onade, or some good ripe fruit, or a 
dish of boiled rice and cream, would 
be all right—but no intoxicating 
liquors.

The Great Australian Medium.
Just recgntly I received an excellent 

letter from Mr. C. Bailey, ; of Mel
bourne, Australia, who is now in Lon
don. In this letter he expressed a 
wish to visit America in the Interests 
of phenomenal mediumship. Promptly 
I informed Dr. Funk and one or two 
other prominent Spiritualists of this 
fact, but with what results I am not 
Informed.

Once I sat in my room in Melbourne 
just before noontime, in the full day
light, holding both of Mr. Bailey’s 
hands, and my knees pressing firmly 
against his. He was entranced, when 
immefllatly therO fell upon one of my 
hands an ancient coin. Still holding 
his hands, there: fell atLmy feet an old, 
dry manuscript with sand clinging to 
it. Putting this parchment into warm 
water, soaking and unfolding, it 
proved to be lamb-skin or goat-skin, 
covered with hieroglyphs.'' Such man
ifestations in apostolic times or in the 
seventeenth century, would have been 
•called mircales. . The clergy have yet 
to learn that the miracles recorded in 
the world’s different bibles were spirit 
manifestations, and in harmony with 
those not understood in that period of 
time.

It matters little to me what skep
tical writers may think or say against 
the fact of materializations. I -know 
them to-be realities. Had they seen 
a tenth part of what I have witnessed 
in this and foreign lands, they would 
be forced to believe—yes, forced be
cause sufficient evidences brought be
fore a well-balanced mind, compel— 
literally force belief.

And yet these wonderful psychic 
phenomena, so necessary to startle the 
materialist, astonish the creed-bound 
sectarist; and convince the doubting of 
a future conscious life, are but the al
phabet of tMs grand movement, con
ceived and planned by the angels that 
make radiant the hierarchies of the 
heavens. The ultimate purpose of this, 
mighty movement was . evidehUjr to 
usher In the reign of peace and broth
erhood, thus constituting heaven here 
and now on earth.

J. M. PEEBLES.
Battle Creek, Mich.

TRACTS HTHEuHIGHER DENIZENS 
IN SPIW LIFE; AND JUST IN THE 
MEASURE THAT THEIR OPPO
SITES EXERT A CONTROLLING INr 
FLUENCE, TO THE SAME EXTENT 
THEY RECEDE, AND GIVE PLACE 
TO SPIRITS ' LESS ADVANCED, 
EVEN EXPENDING TO THOSE WHO 
ARE VILE AND VICIOUS. REALIZ
ING THIS LAW, IVE HAVE DONE 
OUR BEST TO DRIVE THIS VICIOUS 
ELEMENT FROM OUR RANKS— 

'THOSE WHOSE CHIEF INSTRU
MENTS OF SUCCESS ARE FALSE
HOOD, DECEPTION, LEGERDE-

um money to build a sanitarium In the 
lied Woods of California. She Is about 
4Syears old,5 feet, 6 Inches tall, 
weight about 105 pounds; complexion 
clear, rosy cheeks, black hair, brown 
eyes. She carries on watch chain a

We purpose .to quote a few pas
sages. from the testimony at the cur
rent trial of the' self-styled Doctor 
Thomas—or Theodore—White, of 
Baltimore; aotjto-comment upon the 
merits of the ,f:a.se, but only to show 
the singular possibilities of the pub
lic mind in on® of the most enlight
ened communities of the world, at the 
beginning of tlte. twentieth century.

White, is changed with . using the 
malls In/tlie promotion of a fraudu
lent project. Uove powders, magic 
breastplates, horoscopes, charms and 
pamphlejg concerning the raising of

DEMAIN AND DECEPTIVE WORK, 
AND NOW ANOTHER GREAT OUT
RAGE STEPS TO THE FRONT.

OH! ANGELS OF LIGHT AND 
LOVE, WHEN, OH! WHEN, WILL 
SPIRITUALISM BE FREED FROM 
THOSE PARASITES THAT ARE 
EATING INTO THE VERY VITALS 
OF OUR RANKS?
« PLEASE READ THE FOLLOWING 
FROM MRS. IDA JOHNSON, AND 
YOU WILL FULLY ENDORSE THE 
COURSE THE PROGRESSIVE 
THINKER IB PURSUING.

two big balls of fire for eyes,” which 
spoke to him, saying: “Fear not! I am 
a friand. I am the spirit that controls 
the earth.” Another witness testified 
that she had studied the directions 
very carefully and followed them to 
the letter, but without discovering a 
treasure. She had dug in the-garden, 
"because," she said, "the spirits whis
pered in my ears to hunt there.” She 
also wore one of the breastplates, 
which seem to have been stuffed with 
prayers and powders and charged With 
"magic solar fluid.” At last she sent 
for a priest—almilla similibus curan- 
tur—who 'anointed her with oil and
destroyed the breastplate.

Q. Did you see the spirits?
A. No, but I heard them 

all the time until the action 
priest killed them.

Q. Did the spirits lead you

of the interesting “exhibits” offered as- - 
evidence, -of a scheme , to defraud. 
Among the spiptlstlc. phenomena de
scribed ifl' the Instructive pamphlets Is
sued by White,was the following:

“Placpi;an egg before the fire and
watch it wltl)Qqt.niovlng or uttering a 
sound until" mphtfall. " Then the egg 
will' swedtblood; and when tlie spooky 
word ‘abracadrfl,' is uttered a tempest 
will rise and all the evil, spirits which 
were ever-heard of slpce the world 
began will appear."

A charm, known as the “Adam and 
Eve," consisted-of two roots, which 
the buyer was directed to place in 
running water with the words, 
"Whom God hath Joined together,” 
etc. The price" of this rare commod
ity, which was! Intended, it seems, to 
create'love, was $5.

One of the witnesses testified that 
he had written a letter at the so-called 
doctor’s dictation. It was in answer 
to one who had been referred to him 
by White and who had thoughts • of 
treasure hunting. The writer alleged 
that he had been "successful In locat
ing $452’“ with the help of thé spirits 
and “Mru.-Dr. White:

“You ask me if I saw anything when 
I was digging-;iup the chest of gold. 
I must confess that I did see some aw
ful sights. ' À large black dog ap
peared. before me nearly as large as a 
cow; also a big wMte horse, with two 
heads, and fire,seemed to be flying out 
of his mouth. ' I also saw several 
spirits appear,' and it thundered and 
lightninged feost furiously. The wind 
seemed to blow at the rate of a mile a 
minute."

The writer added an interesting de
scription of a great black'cat, “with
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tablished. His bill.for postage alone 
amounted to 91,000 a month, and in 
one month, according to the figures of 
the prosecuting attorney, no less than 
2,400 people, from Maine to Califor
nia, sent locks of hair and dollar bills 
for "life readings,” which, by a sin
gular coincidence, proved to be pre
cisely similar in all cases. There 
werp nearly 200 witnesses from thirty
seven states of the Union to testify at 
the trial in Baltimore.

It Is a fashion among our advanced 
thinkers to lament the way in which 
the modern mind Is wedged Into the 
world, and "this materialistic age” 
has come to be a cant phrase through 
the example of certain writers on “su
pernormal" science who. need not be 
named. As examples of materialism 
in the truest sense we would not ob
ject to most of the testimony at the 
White trial. But we do not see that 
the professional spiritists have any

of the so-called materialists of science 
tn the last century has had no effect 
upon a large portion of the public 
mind, which continues as it was— 
credulous, greedy for wonders, ready 
to deceive itself and to swallow the 
teachings of the first comer, provided 
only that he offers a diet gross enough 
for a perverted and depraved appetite.

—The Evening Sun, New York.

As Illustrated at the Home of the Man- 
tins—Wonderful Manifestations Oc
curring—A Rooster Taken Away 
and Another' Returned by the Spirit 
Jim.
While preparing for my season of 

spiritual work at Ponca City, Oklaho
ma, my attention was called to the 
phenomena that occurred through the 
action of spirit Jim, at the residence 
of Mr. A. L. Martin, several miles 
northwest of Ponca City. •• ' ••

A magazine that Jim took out of a 
locked desk in the Globe Hotel In 
Ponca City (conveyed it to Texas and 
returned it) is to be seen at Mr. Pear- 
sou’s residence in the town just men
tioned.»

Readers of The Progressive Thinker 
will recall that Jim took away a 
rooster from the Martin home, and 
while there It was my good fortune to 
see the one he brought to replace the 
one taken—a fine, full-blooded Ply
mouth Rock, of moat royal, haughty 
bearing, and is a magnificent bird. 
The most striking thing in this fa
vored home is the attraction it makes 
for birds, bees and butterflies. The 
Martins live their Spiritualism, and as I 
a result, the birds come to their win
dows and sing.

In the morning the feathered or-1 
chestra times up, and Mrs. Martin can 
tell every bird by its note, and just 
where its forest home is. Upon 
entering their gate, a bird's nest with I 
two openings is to be seen in the gate
post, and there a family of scarlet
headed woodpeckers at present are 
dwelling.

Birds fearlessly enter the house, 
and often Mrs. Martin can call them to 
her.

The animal and bird creation know 
no fear there.

In the parlor is a spiritual aliar, 
which Mrs. Martin decorates with

fresh flowers every morning In recog
nition of the presence of the arisen 
friends.

When the phonograph is set In mo
tion, spirit voices have been heard to 

. ding with the record.
The Incidents of value that this na

ture-loving family narrate to a visitor 
are wonderful and strictly true, being 
the result of close observation on their 
part as they dally commune .with the 
denizens of the forest. When a visitor 
beholds this little garden of Eden, 
then the reason of the wonderful phe
nomena is made plain. Mrs. Martin 
can pet bumblebees and wasps, and 
they refuse to sit down at all, but 
seem to enjoy the caresses she show
ers upon these "warm babies."

Mr. Martin has Wonderful powers in 
controlling savage beasts. Their dog. 
Ring, manifested a desire to taste a 
medium raw, and caused the writer to 
beat a retreat into the house. When 
Mr. Martin came in from work and 
learned of Ring's action, he at once 
went with the object o#> Ring's wroth, 
and by talking seriously, compelled 
the dog to realize the heinousness of 
his action and its probable results, and 
the dog at once made amends for his 
disgraceful conduct and became 
friendly and sociable at once. It was 
wonderful to see the change of ex
pression on Ring's face while his mas
ter lectured him. Harmony prevails 
In this home, and amid birds, bees end 
flowers the angel friends come and go 
with their messages of peace and good 
will.

Space forbids more, but we can say 
by personal experience that "Jim" can 
be depended on at all times for accu
rate advice.

In conclusion I will say that all phe
nomena reported as occurring at the 
Martin home are absolutely true, and 
can be relied on, as they do not seek 
glory at all, and they do not hold pub
lic circles. J. M. WHITE.

Wichita, Kans.

Frances and Gertrude, 
the dear, dear little Catherine, 
when I’m in the going mood, 
they each produce within me a 
perceptive sense of joy, 
I love them—but—oh, angels'. I 
DO want my Bobby boy!

then I go.
In my loneliness I wander to the 

across the street,
And I try to soothe my longing 

the children there I meet. 
But a large obstruction rises in 

, -throat whene’er I speak, 
And I find no love-responses in 

faces that I seek.
Ah! the very water haunts me, where 

we "plunked” so many stones, 
And the very grass now taunts me, and 

the birds with their sweet tones 
Seem to chill me,- as I wander where 

we wandered, oh, so oft,
For I can still see sweet Bobby, and 

can hear his voice, so soft.
If this loneliness and sadness, all this 

aimlessness in me,
Are unfoldments of the spirit, then I 

soon will perfect be.
And sweet Bobby will have aided the 

Divinely ordered plan,
And shall live forever near me, as his 

"Uncle’s Little' Man."
God bless that smile forever! It has 

made my spirit new:
Though on earth we may be parted, 

that sweet face is e’er in view.
He’s my angel—not my mortal—the’ 

I would to God 'twere so:
But my happiness too perfect would 

appear down here below.
It would be wrong on earth for one 

to have so much of bliss. 
While all around Ms fellows starve 

for one pure baby kiss.
It would be wrong to drink It all and 

leave no nectar there
For other souls who thirst so long for 

love so pure and rare.
Though deep despair environ me, and |

FOURTEENTH ANNUAL 
CONVENTION

Of the National Spiritualists’ Associa- 
' tion of the United States, Will Be

Held in the Large Auditorium of 
the Y. M. C. A. Building, 153 La 
Salle Street, Chicago, Illinois, Octo
ber 10, 17, 18 and 10, 1000.

; Business sessions during the day. 
Special hours devoted to the Lyceum 
cause.

Many of the foremost and brightest 
workers in our ranks will be dele
gates. It will be a rare treat to hear 
them. Evening meetings will be de
voted to lectures, spirit messages, mu
sic and song.

Among those invited and expected 
are Dr. J. M. Peebles, Oscar A. Edger- 
ly, W. J. Erwood, Mrs. H. P. Russe- 
gue, Mrs. Esther T. Bosley, Mrs. 
Georgia Gladys Cooley, Mrs. Margaret 
Gaule Rldlnger, Mr. and Mrs. E. W. 
Sprague and a galaxy of others.

Come one and all to this great con
vention.

The Palmer House, In Chicago, will 
be headquarters for delegates and .vis
itors; it is a first-class hotel and will 
give reduced rates to all who write in 
advance, stating they are to attend the 
N. B. A. convention and wish to en
gage rooms. Secure your rooms early ■ 
by addressing W. C. Vler-Buchen, 
Manager, The Palmer House, Chicago, 
Ill. The hotel Is conducted exclusive
ly on the European plan; cafes and 
restaurants are near by and furnish 
good meals at reasonable rates.

Annual reception to delegates and 
visitors will be held Monday, October 
15, at the Palmer House, at 8 p. m. 
All are cordially invited.

Special railway rates on the certifi
cate plan can be secured over all lines. 
Ask your railroad" agent for certificate 
tickets to the National Spiritualists’ 
Convention at Chicago. The round 
fare will be one and a third of a fare. 
Delegates and visitors desiring to re
ceive the benefits of this special rate 
must have their tickets vised by our 
railroad agent at Convention the last 
day, October 19, and pay 25 cents 
each for such vising.

HARRISON D. BARRETT,
President.

MARY T. LONGLEY,
Secretary.

Prof. Lockwood’s Celebrated,Lectures 
to Be- Given There, Upon Natural 
Philosophy, as the Premise of Spir
itualism and Its Psychic Phenom
ena. - .
No System of Philosophy or Belief is 

True that Does Not Recognize the Pro
cesses of Natural Development

The Old Ideals of the Duality of 
Matter aid Spirit Refuted by Modern 
Discoveries.

Spiritual Elements, Psychic Forces, 
and Invisible Modes of Motion, the 
Basis of Alt Organization and Form 
in Cosmic Process.

Polarity Defined.
Cosmic Causes Inducing Polar At

traction and Repulsion. Organic Se
lection the rhythm of Polar Attraction 
in Mental Spheres, no Less Than in 
Visible Forms of Matter.

Electro Magnetism, What Is It?
All Nature Related by Principles of 

Electro-Magnetism as Is Witnessed in 
the Development of Its Various-Forms.

The Relation of Consciousness to 
Consciousness or of Soul to Soul Are 
Natural Relations.

The Subtlety of the Human Intel
lect, and Its Capacity to Be Impressed 
With Its Two Thousand Million Nerve 
Cells and Fibres of Sensation and Mo
tion.

States of Consciousness and Not the 
Mind -Are Impressed in Mental Pro
cess. All Mental Impressions Are 
Psychic in Character. The Spirit 
World Can Only Impress Those It Is in 
Electro-Magnetic Sympathy With. ;

Spirit Photography and Materializa
tion Have a Scientific Basis in Natural 
Philosophy.

The Science of Psychology the Sav
ior of the World,

Scientific Proofs of Conscious Life 
Beyond the Gfave Established Upon 

"the Data of the Co-Relatfon of Mental 
and Cosmic Forces, and the Conserva
tion of Mental Energies. •

The vast amount of Historical, Met
aphysical, Mythological, Philosoph
ical and Scientific data introduced into 
these lectures, comprises a school of 
Valuable information to the auditor, 

। and no one can listen to them without 
I being benefited. , _
I • Every department will be thorough- 
। ly demonstrated by beautiful scientific 
I experiments and illustrations.
| A Special Lecture will be given the 
evening of July 27 upon the- Electro- 

I Magnetic Variation of Atmospheres, 
| ahd Its Effect Upon Health, Illustrated 
I by the electrical illumination of a set 
I of Prof. Crookes’ scale vacuum tubes, 
i Prof. Lockwood stands in the front 
i ranks as a scientist among the leading 
i thinkers of the world, and his mas- 
i terly lectures should be heard, by ev
ery society in the land. Step by step 
yrith his scientific apparatus, he dem
onstrates the grand truths of Spirit
ualism, and illustrates the play of cos
mic forces in the varied and wonderful

“The Molecular Hypothesis of Na
ture." By Prof. Wm.-M. Lockwood. 
Professor Lockwood is recognized as 
one of the ablest lecturers on the spir
itual rostrum. In this little volume he 
presents in succinct form the substance 
of his lectures on the Molecular Hy
pethesis of Nature; and presents his 
views us demonstrating a' scientific ba
sis of Spiritualism, The book is com
mended to all who love to study and 
think. Price,-25 cents.

It is praiseworthy even to attempt 
great action.—La Rochefoucauld..

Splrituallsm Btes Jncreased His Love 
ton the Christ, ■ and Deepened His 
Confidence in. God’s All-Encircling 
Love.
Spiritualism has been ■ proved In 

thousands of cases to have been the 
means of-conveying comfort to be
reaved and almost hopeless mourners, 
by demonstrating that the so-called 
’dead really UVe .In the spirit world, 
and can. under ' proper conditions, 
communicate- with those they have 
left behind. Several correspondents 
seem concerned lest the faith which 
they hold should be undermined by 
the doctrines of Spiritualism. But, 
with great respect^ I should say that a 
faith wh|pfi wag-so fragile as to cause 
its possessors to be fearful lest it 
should bA put to shame and perish, 
cannot b'dof inuch worth. For my 
own part,JI have found Spiritualism to 
have absolutely,Increased my lore for 
the Chrisf.; to nave deepened my con-: 
fldence in God’s^all-encircUng love; to 
hato glVbii m^a greater and wider I 
conception of His laws; to have yield
ed-» las^qg peftce which nothing can 
take from,me; and, in short, to have I 
made me i better man. ,i

Now Ilfchve evbr before me the truth | 
—to whlch allftrue Spiritualists can 
testify—jhat map is surrounded by a 
cloud of witnesses of his every action, 
and my fespon^bllity is thereby in- 
creosed tot suchi.a degree that I am 
conscious ¿Imt L and I alone, am to be 
judged by my deeds. ' I can no longer 
take refuge in the thought that my 
sins have been wiped out by the blood 
of a Savior who was murdered by 
men; neither-can I accept for a mo
ment-the horrible thought of a God 
who has created men to be cast into 
everlasting torment at the close of 
their lives. I now see that we can 
learn more by Christ's life than by his 
death—pitiful and self-sacriflcingly 
noble though that death was.

In conclusion,’ let “me assure ~all 
earnest seekers; after truth that if they 
will only start .home circles, they, will 
undoubtedly cotae In ; contact with 
those whom they have "loved long

PATHS OF PROGRESS. •

A youth in starting out in life 
Ambitious to win fame, 

Decided to affix M. D.
To ornament his name.

He chose the path his father trod 
And studied night and day, 

He soon was giving poisoned drugs 
The same old-fashioned way.

An Allo-path.
If morphine pills and calomel 

Were good enough for Dad, 
It didn't suit his customers, 

■ He found their action, bad. 
He entered a more modern school 

Which “high dilutions” taught, 
Traveling on a broader path 

And many cures were wrought.
A Homeo-path,

Ever ready for new thoughts 
And losing faith in pills, 

He found a more progressive path 
Panacea for ills-. -

He gave up drugs entirely, and 
Is now in great demand,

He doesn't give prescriptions now, 
But does-lt all by hand.

An Osteo-path.
Progression seems to be his forte, 

• He studied water-cure, 
And uses nature's medicines— 

Sun, air, and water pure.
And all these paths have taught him 

this, -
To know and understand. 

That Nature Is the doctor, and 
■ The best one in the land.

A Hygeo-path.
. —B. D. Stillman.

now edition comprising In one volume 
the four parts heretofore published; 
to which is added part five, also a 
number of the author’s most popular 
songs, including “Only a Thin Veil Be
tween Us” and Its "Companion Piece." 
Cloth, 7 5 cents. Boards, -50 cents.

“The Infidelity, of EcclesiaBtlclsm. 
A Menace to American Civilization.” 
By Prof. Wm. M. Lockwood, lecturer 
upon physical, phyiologlcal and psy
chic science. Demonstrator of the Mo
lecular or Spiritual Hypothesis of Na
ture. Scholarly, masterly, trenchant. 
Price, 25cents-.

Paris.—As if he had not already- 
done enough to shock his cardinals, 
Pope Plus X. has created consterna
tion in the Vatican by indorsing a 
book on Spiritism, written by Mb 
physician, Prof. Dr. Lopponi. The 
cardinals who, without any exception, 
are opposed to spiritism as the work 
of the devil, made the utmost efforts 
to have the book placed on the index 
expurgatorlus, but his holiness, who 
had read part of Dr. Lopponl’s manu
script, insisted that the book contains 
many valuable things and refused to 
listen.

In his work, the title of which is 
“Ipnotlsimo 1 Splrltislmo,” Professor 
Lopponi, who for many years has been 
engaged In psyohologlcal researches, 
takes the same stand as Lombroso, 
Schiaparelli and Crookes, and through 
many wonderful stories of ghosts and 
spirits endeavors to prove the connec-1 
tion between the material and the 
spirit world. . .. I

The book haa aroused a sensation 
in Rome and aroused a very strong in-1 
terest in Spiritistic phenomena among. 
members; of the high aristocracy, who I 
have begun to experiment with medi
ums, and several of whom declare that 
they have been able to communicate 
with their ancestors. -

Horrible dlctu! • It Is also declared 
•that the pope has refused to condemn 
Christian Science, saying that he is 
not yet familiar enough with its teach
ings to express an opinion and that he 
even sees much that Is beautiful In it

For there is a perennial nobleness 
and even .sacredness In work. Were 
he never so benighted, forgetful of his 
high calling* there Is always hope in 
a man that actually and earnestly 
works.—Carlyle. .

The hour Is not wasted that brings 
with it tranquillity of mind and an up
lifting of the heart.—Torrey.

Childhood Fictions.
A Connecticut preacher announces 

his belief that Adam was not the first 
man. Is this cause for his expulsion 
from the church for heresy. All men 
of good intelligence are of the opinion 
the Bible story of creation was the 
concoction of an Ignorant priesthood, 
In a barbarian age, a twin relic of a 
universal deluge, a flat earth, a jeal
ous and repentant God, with a thou
sand and one equally silly fabrications - 
imposed on an uncultured people for 
the glorification of those who claimed 
to have conversed with God, and 
gained knowledge from him of events 
otherwise unknown. The less a per
son knows the more firmly he clings 
to these childhood fictions.

Brothers of Humanity.
Christianity made men brothers in 

the church, wrote Henry D. Lloyd, but 
humanity will make them brothers ev
erywhere and in all works and fruits. 
Christianity promised the workers 
heaven; humanity will fulfill that 
blessed promise by putting into every 
man’s hand every tool needed to be
gin to build that heaven here. It will 
make for him a calendar on which this 
world is dated as the next world, and 
each to-day as an anniversary of the 
life immortal—the life we are now 
living, and which we are glad to add, 
has no end.

“Death Defeated; or thePsychic So- • 
cret of How to Keep Young.” By J. M. 
Peebles, M. D., M. A, Ph. D. Price 01. •

Prayer; Its Uselessness and Unscien
tific Assumption. By Henry M. Taber. 
Price 10 cents.

“Spiritism and Mrs, Leonora E Piper, 
and Dr. Thomson J. Hudson's Theories 
in Regard to It.” By Ex-Judge Abram 
H. Dalley. Demonstrates futility and 
inadequacy of Hudson’s explanations of 
spiritual phenomena. Pnco, 25 cents.

"Handy Electrical Dictionary." . A 
practical handbook of reference, con
taining definitions of every used elec
trical term or phrase. __ Price 25cts.

"The Spiritual Birth or Death and 
Its Tomorrow." By Moses Hull. 
This Is a pamphlet of 36 pages, and 
gives the Spiritualistic- Idea of Death, 
Heaven and-Hell,-according to the 
author's interpretation of the Spirit
ualistic views, Price, 15 cents.



“By etymology hell is a hole, and is simply a lower spiritual position 
than we should occupy. We need have no fear of the latter while we are 
‘climbing the golden stairs,’ but if we look down too much, or at all in 
effort, we shall come short of the honor and glory of life, and, in current 
slang, we shall ‘get into the hole.’ Virtue is its own reward. God 
tempts man.: When we are tempted we are led astray and taken captive 
by our own desires, which are hot in accord with the laws of our being. 
Before us God has set an endless evolution.”

can not blame the Whei®lc life for uttering some groans, 
but it is not in th® Bovcr of the ills of life to OVER
WHELM THE ,60b®, npViatter how many groans we give 
way to under the physical trials of life. Without the pos
sibility of physical suffering we would not be able to 
guard against the teanyilis to .which we would be subject.; 
and even the wisest of . the race would be unable to pre
serve the-body vei Plough and, while it lasted, would en-

poet created. 
Price fl.

WITH ELLA

Restores
Eyesight

If we would know .what man is as a world, we must 
study the world which attends him. They are analogous 
In coitytructlon. The.laws and principles which apply to 
one apply to both.

Mental and material science are really one and the same 
thing.

Ethical philosophy is universal.
Religion holds sway everywhere.
The imprint of God’s being Is laid upon all creation. 
The, religion of nature Is evangelical.
When we find the religion of nature we shall find the 

religion which God has revealed in all ways to his creature. 
The religion of Jesus is the religion of nature. The plant, 
the lower animal and man should have one religion. 
They have when they are natural.

From the Human Standpoint. .
■ So far, we have spoken of evil from the Human stand
point. It Is the same from the divine point of view, so 
far as we can comprehend it. The divine Ideals must be 
far above the human. Infinite perfection must have cor
responding Ideals. From one point of view, all creation 
must be evil to the Creator. It does not come up to fils 
Ideals, but is forever to approximate such ideals.. To 
make any creation is to make a finite creation. • A finite 
creation must have imperfections. Evil is one of the 
concomitants of creation. It could not have been other
wise. Whatever is, is right. Evil is only a reflection of 
what is immaturely good, A good child longs to be a ma
ture person, and to it childhood Is an evil. When Jesus 
took little children In his arms and blessed them and 
said, “Of such is .the kingdom of heaven," he must have 
blessedtbls Instinct, To the divine mind evil is one of the 
necessities and the incidents of creation. It is not a 
thing or being, but a phase of life. Death is a change in 
the relationships of life, If this change ceases when it 
should go forward, or if It results in the backward and 
downward tendency of the life, it is an evil. The willful

Spectacles Can Be Abandoned
‘Actlna," a Wonderful Discovery That Cure* 

Affliction* of She Bye and Bar Without 
Cutting o r Drugging.

gross all the attention and tíme of every one. It Is best 
as it 1b that there B^uld/fee physical suffering.
? Even as it is, aHA'he avoidable suffering which 
men might shun, tbsy vMll not overcome, the base, habits 
of lite and, with tbMlc eyta wide open, and against the ap
peals of reason andl’affeétlon, they will continue in habits 
which are known ioi lealUto inevitable physical suffering 
and premature physical Afeath, to say nothing of the other 
evils which must biíAss&áated .with such a course.

The physical universe has some defects and some una
voidable terrors, but, in comparison with these, the benev
olent forces and lehvs’ in uniform operation are over- ' 
whelmingly benign, and, without doubt, universally pro
motive of the good' ‘of all things, the human yace in
cluded. WHEN WE COME TO THE REALM OF THE 
SOUL ASIDE. FROM THE BODY AND CONSIDER IT A 
WORLD IN ITSELF, AS NO DOUBT IT IS, WE MAY 
MAKE FURTHER. INQUIRIES AS TO THE NATURE 
AND ORIGIN OF. EVIL -

“Man is one world, and hath another to attend him," Is 
science as well as poetry. Not only do all the material 
powers of the earth come to man for service, but mac Is a 
world very much like the earth, in many respects, so that 
what is true of the earth as a whole in its structure and 
forces and laws 1b true of a man. There íb not a law of . 
chemical or physical science .which does not have its eoun- 

we would seek in vain for it except in its effects. I terpart in the constitution of man. Hltbertohuman na-
Men are forever complaining about the .weather because tur-e haB been studied’as if it were a kind of its own and 

human ideals as to what the weather should be are very nB¡aiUed with lower Hie in Its characteristics.
different These ideals differ In different zones and (Jitter- t^0 sdui jfl a world In itself, with all the laws and at- 
ent countries. The people are the polar regions do not I, ¡tributes and powers of the bodies of the physical universe, ’ 
expect weather such as the people of the temperate and 1 both these worlds we find Indestructibility, embodiment 
tropical regions regard as normal. The Inhabitants of the Df forces, llluetratlófl bf affinities, subjection to law, unL 
Sahara desert would be much provoked with such m day I jfdrmlty of law, benevolence in the effect ot law, the ten
as we call delightful at this time of the year. I dency to balance and proportion, the disturbance of har-

Human ideals are the standards of the perfection, a de-1 mony and poise at times, the destructiveness ot abnormal., 
parture from which we call evil. Even in the same local-1 force-activity, the lack of ideal -perfection, and the benev- 
Ity, It Is impossible toplease every .one in the matter of the | oient bent, on the-whQle, of every force of the soul,-which 
weather. In only a few places on the globe are the condi-1 jB allowed to act in accordance with the laws ot nature, 
tions such that the weather to ub would be nearly uniform Let a human bélng live a normal life and it will be free

IT IS HARD TO DO, AND WE CAN NOTSO JIE HEROIC SOULS HAVE ENDURED THE TOR- STATE.
TURES OF THE STAKE WITH BUT LITTLE EXHIBI- BLAME THE UNHEROIQ LIFE FOR UTTERING SOME 
TION OF PHYSICAL ANGUISH. IT IS SAID THAT A GROANS, BUT IS NOT IN. THE POWER OF THE 
ROMAN YOUTH WENT INTO THE CAMP OF THE EN- ILLS OFX1FE TO OVERWHELM THE SOUL, NO MAT- 
EMY AND, WHEN A FIRE WAS PREPARED FOR TOR- TER HOW MANY GROANS WE GIVE WAY TO UNDER 
TURE HE VOLUNTARILY LAID HIS ARM UPON THE THE PHYSICAL TRIALS OF LIFE. WITHOUT THE 
EMBERS UNTIL IT WAS HALF CONSUMED, AND THEN POSSIBILITY OF PHYSICAL SUFFERING WE WOULD
BAH) THAT MANY SUCH YOUTHS IN HIS OWN CAMP NOT BE ABLE TO GUARD AGAINST THE MANY ILLS 
WERE READY TO MAKE ANY SACRIFICE FOR THE TO WHICH WE WOULD BE SUBJECT; AND EVEN THE 
DESTRUCTION OF Tim ENEMY. THE OPPOSING WISEST OF THE RACE WOULD BE UNABLE TO PRE-

AND, WHILE ITCOMMANDER THOUGHT BEST TO RETREAT BEFORE SERVE THE BODY VERY LONG;
SUCH A FOE. LASTED, WOULD ENGROSS ALL THE ATTENTION

IT IS POSSIBLE FOR THE SPIRIT OF A MAN TQ AND TIME OF EVERY ONE. IT IS BEST AS IT IS 
RISE ABOVE THE SUFFERING OF ANY PHYSICAL THAT THERE SHOULD BE PHYSICAL SUFFERING,

In pursuing further the nature of the soul,, to which at
tention has been given recently, it will be best tq inquire 
into the nature and origin of evil.

it has been affirmed, that the body of any living thing 
is not morally responsible for the deviatlpn of the soul 
from the best pathway of life. ?

The body Is the creature of the soul; it is an objective 
expression of the soul whit's in th|B life. •

The globe pn which we live has.its fringe of vegetable 
and animal life forever renewed by an organic process by 
which the appropriate elements of the surface of the earth 
are rising into bodies for living things called plants and. 
animals. -

Without the inorganic world plants could not live.
-- Without plants animals could not live. • Np animal 

could live upon the raw earth. The plant 1b simply indis
pensable. It digs down into the earth and extracts the 
elements mecessary for its own physical growth, but, while 
doing this, it is acting as a commissary of subsistence, a 
butler and a cook for the higher life around it.

•No animal, even the highest human, can go to the soil 
like the plant and extract from it the foods and medicines 

’ and other useful things to man as the plant can. Man’s 
food comes up from the dirt by a devious process of natu
ral selection, differentiation, classification, recombination, 
purification and concentration. In this realm we do not 
need pure-food laws. A WHEAT FIELD DOES NOT 

' NEED INSPECTORS DAY AND NIGHT TO BEE THAT 
THE STALKS GET THE RIGHT INGREDIENTS FROM- 
THE SOIL AND STORE THEM WITHOUT TAINT OR EM
BALMING FLUID IN THE KERNELS OR CANS AT THE 
TOP. The vegetable is honest and cleanly, and does not 
need a label. ’

The vegetable kingdom has a religion of industry, in- 
telHgence, honesty, sincerity, helpfulness and .benevolence-. 
Its creed Ib not a bopk,*but a life. It holds oiit its hands 

’to the animal world above and offers its life as an IndiB- 
pensible aid to animal existence.

The animal takes this food supply and further elevates

opposition of the life to the law. of evolution Is the sin
which can never he undone, because it sets the life back
by as much as that act has Influence, 
able sin. It can not be pardoned In

It is the unpardon- 
this world or in the

and reasonably perfect. Under such circumstances the in- from evn. gUch is the obligation laid upon us to live a 
habitants of these favored regions are about as much dis- normal life. This Is what might be called, in the best 
contented and prone to complain as In other regions. I 6ense, "the simple life;’’
They-suffer from ennui, and long to make a change to some 1 n u the life of the child in its pure and untrammeled 
other region where they may endure the pleasures ot a I and unperverted -activity. Jesus said that "except ye be- 
reasonable and gradual vibration between heat and cold. I gome as little children ye can not see the kingdom of

Whatever we wish for, but do not possess, is looked I heaven." With the^OId Testament before him, with which 
upon as one of the evils of life. Whether they be actual I ne was familiar, he said nothing about the fall of Adam 
evils, or good in some disguised form, so far as this rea- 1 or about original sip qr any of the mediaeval theological 
sonlhg is concerned. 1b another matter which men differ 1 theories and spectres which have been handed down to us 
about also, but to which there must be come correct an-’,l and have become the stock and staple of theological 
8Wer- I thought for centuries: It is evident' that there are cer-
. Among philosophers in general, the answer 1b Jiat I,ancestral influences and "tendencies which have pro- 
that given.by Alexander Pope in his beautiful Ijnes in the1 jécted themselves Ip^o human nature and given to it a col- 
“Essay on Man," concurred In hy many other poets, an-1 oring and a flavor Whlchiasslst in determining the quality 
cient and modern, and by the Scriptures of the Old and j of human nature e» thè *hole, but that it is sufficient to

Thore le no need for cutting,drugging or prov
ing the eye tor the cure of moat forms pt dis
ease, tor a new system' ot treating aflllctlOns of 

the eye has been discovered 
whereby nil torturous . 
methods are eliminated. 
There is no risk or experl- 

^menting, as hundreas of 
a peplo have been cured of 
r failing eyesight, cataracts, 

grauulatod lids and other 
»a --«■«••••• afflictions of the’ eye 
through this grand discovery, when specialists, . 
theystate, termed the cases incurable.

P;,T- Pennington, special agent Mutual 
ueneut Life Insurance Co., Kansas city, Mo., 
writes: "Having used Actlna lor several years, 
I cheerfully reconunendlt for the cure of eye, 
ear and throat affections. It cured my mother, 
of cataracts.” \ . »

Susan Cardwell, Lincoln,'Kan., writes: ”1 am 
73 years old. I was so blind I could only know 
persons by their voices. After using Actinal 
can now thread a needle without glasses.”

G' Goodwin, Molino, Kun., writes: 
My honest opinion of Actlna is that it 1b one 

or the most marvelous discoveries of the age. 
it cured my eyes, and cured my wife of asth
ma.” ■ ■

Hundreds of other testimonials will be sent 
on application. “Actlna” is purely a home 
treatment and self-af mlolsterea by the patient, 
ana is sent on trial postpaid. If vou will send 
your name and address to the Jiew York %nd 
London Electric Associatlon.Dept 842B.020 Wal
nut St., Kansas City, Mo., you will receive ab
solutely free a valuable book, Professor Wil
son’s Treatise on the Eye and on Disease in 
General,

next. Every act of life should be a positive one. There 
is no time for negative qnes. If any steps are negative, 
they subtract from the sum of life. This does not mean 
that, after a negative step, future steps can not be positive. 
God sets nothing in the way of any man's progress. With 
God everything is forgiven from all eternity. Besides, 
God is presenting the highest promises and the best helps 
to man to move forward and upward. God sets himself, 
and the greatest man, and all great nfen, before all men 
as examples and Incentives. God demands no sacrifices of 
man except that which he himself makes, which is the re
jection ot the evil and the choice of the goo^. Transgres
sion of law and content with relative Imperfection must 
give way to obedience to law and evolution Into relative 
perfection. The former Is death, the latter life; the 
former is evil, and latter good.

The origin and the development of the phantasy of 
Satan or a personal devil must be left to another .writing. 
—Samuel L'. Stlver,-ln SL Louis Globe-Democrat.

hunker Hill, Ill.

Cancer Cured
WITH BOOTHING, BALMY OILS. 
Cancer, Tumor, Catarrh, Pile*, Fistula, Ulcere, 
Eczema and all Skinand Female Diseases. Write 
lor Illustrated hook. Bent tree. Address A 

uarBYEI Broadway^ Kansas City, Mo.
Bend uayoaraddrm

O OH A KiIAU^IIVA andw«wlll«hwyou 
K « U UdV ¿3lir& how to make» 8 a day 
.A ww» w absolutely auxo: w®

furnish the work and toacb you tree, you work in 
the locality where you I he. Bend ue your address and wo will 
explain tiebukinen fully, renuunber wo guarantee »cicarpruut 
oflSforovoryday'swork.abaoluklysuro. Write atonca.
H0IAL MlNUhACTUKINU CO, Uox 13 I I Detroit, Hleh.

it for the use of man. While animals serve man in other 
respects than to furnish him with, food, yet the chief serv

ice performed is that of digesting and recombining the. 
elements of the plant .world Into something .h.lgher- for x 

■ mun' In this the animal Is ilkq tbe pianL .i It- does Ite 
work without need of inspection on the whole.

With a fair chance, nature is always running in the safe 
/and reliable channel of purity and optimism.
x Beet is always wholesome when at its best. So are all 
'other kinds of animal foods. In a piece of beef or fowl or 
fish we get the highest concentration and organization of; 
the dust of the earth ready for for the use of m?m's body.: 
It is taken up and further selected and dressed and pre
pared and adapted externally by, the etockman, the butch-, 
er, the packer and the cook for the use of man. After it 
is eaten it goes through a far more intricate course of 
preparation involving mastication, idsalivatlon, deglultion 
and further processes of digestion and assimilation until 
It is oxygenated and converted into blood and muBCles and 
bone and other organs of the body, In which the soul re
sides. Except in small and really Insignificant part, the 
soul lives in a house "not made with hands,”- and it is a 
pity that, in this insignificant part, the hands are not al
ways as clean as they should be.

Whatever unclean and Impure elements come into our 
food, it is not In the natural process by which they are pre
sented to us in the living plant and animal. Ab soon aa 
these fall into the hands of man the trouble begins, but it’ 
Is not as bad as It might be, for the .work of civilization 
and the help of science has done wonders in the direction 
of preserving and purifying food supplies.

We are a thousand times better off to-day than' men 
were a few centuries ago in the matter of economy, purity 
and utility in food supplies.

The law must compel men to assist nature, and not hin
der her in supplying us with the right kind of food. • The 
great end of a packer of foods is not properly that of 
swelling his reasonable profits to enormous gains, but to 
co-operate with the plant and the animal in giving the race 
the best possible food for the human body, add the best 
body for the soul, that the soul may have a chance to be
come the best soul it can be under the laws of nature.

It would seem that the poet ot a century or two ago was 
right when he exclaimed, though evidently .without a suffi
ciently delicate discrimination, in his missionary hymn:

Though every prospect pleases. 
Yet only man is vile.

His attention was too much given to countries de-, 
scribed in poetic measure, as:

From Greenland’s icy mountains. 
From India’s coral strand. 

Where Afrlc’s sunny fountains ■ 
Roll down their golden sand. ■

When these heathen people come to hear of the kinds 
of.canned meats Chicago has been sending them they will 
begin to suspect there may be something 'vyrohg with the 
“canned missionary,” as some of them have called the re
ligious hymn-slnglng machines exhibited to them, which 
we call phonographs. Something may nbw beventured 
Upon in the direction of the definition-Of éyìì, and thè 
tracing of Its origin, two. points which have been presented 
for elucidation by request of a gentleman in Kansas, and 
coming up now in natural order. ; ?

Lack of Perfection. • -
Perhaps as good a definition of evil as any .which mlgnt 

be presented is this, which-occurs to the’writer at this- 
time. Evil Is the lack of that perfection which .is -de
manded by human beings as ideal perfection.

■That evil is an abstract thing, and becomes concrete only 
aS it manifests, itself in-the imperfections of the operations 
of nature around ub, and within us, is quite evident.

•As soon as the evils of-thè packing houses are-remedled, 
and the sanitary conditions are brought up to the ideals of 
government control,' they will disappear, and we would 
search for them In vain In any concrete form. It is just 
as true anywhere else. The normal condition of the 
weather Is disturbed by various causes, and storms, torna
does, cyclones, cloudbursts, drought, destruction and hu
man suffering follow, but just as soon as the normal condi
tions are regained and restored, THE EVIL CEASES, and

New Testaments: - . ' ] corrupt a soul and^ihak^lt utterly sinful and unholy in its
All nature is but art, unknown to thee; I very essence Is disprovedJ^y all the facts of human nature.
All chance but direction, which thou canst not see; I If Into the organiciiringeiof earth life comes a soul fresh
All discord, harmony not understood.; 1 fr°m the unse&n .wbrld aid from God, which is admitted ■
All partial evil, universal good; j by all theology, thmi to 'i^ipport the theory of orglnal sin
And spite of pride, in erring reason’s spite, I and corrupt hum^p, native it would be necessary to as-
One truth is clear, whatever B, is right. I sume that this tempprarylfringe of nature which survives

„ , , . .. . . ,x . I for a short time add pièges away is superior to God and
It Is, of course, meant that whatever Is, after man has vl„ __ . , , . . ,j J, u » « L u x « , « „’ , . . tIs Pure spirit ImpranteiLin this physical body. The lessdone his best, is the best way to make all things right. Is I ,. . ■ . - iviJI ht 6 would be greater greater, the finite more power-

r ® ... , , ,, . ’ x. x xt. . ful than UiB infinite,/by'.yiere juxtaposition.
The doetaine of evolution assumes that nothing is evpr WJlout doubt W8(Su, of materlal than the 

fina^r^htinthe absolute sense, and that .all things a^ bod i; then the higher could suf-
deà^ipan Improvement .which continué Ffër’defeat at .th^S/Cthaíów.e and ¿ot only.defeat,
long an things are ub nearly right as-we can make them bllt entire nnnlhilatSma some-declare. Buch a doctrine 
for the time and clrcuúiBtan.ceB* we must be content with - 4,,., .. . .... ; i 1 is contrary to the axioms ofthe soul’s reason, and It mustthem as relatively right, but we must still be planning for ______ _ : . ..... . . . •. . ; ; .. « _x x ,* v xx 1 1)6 supposed that the Scriptures would overturn thebetter states of right, and making efforts to realize better flrst lnclpjM of -eagon Jf do BbouU be 
ideals of right and good. ■ carded. But they do, not, and there Is a very rational In-

The Forces of Nature. 1 terpretatlon from .their own statements which coincides
In the physical world it is .the purpose .of science to dis- wlth vlew that there Is NO SUCH THING, PROPERLY 

cover the forces <5f nature and to understand the laws bÿ I SPEAKING, AS ORIGINAL SIN, or the entire corruption 
which these forces operate. When this is done it is the I °t. human nature by the sins of an ancestor, or df all an- 
purpose of reason to adapt these forces under the laws óf I cest°rs Put together, or of the soul Itself. Every soul 
nature to the advantage of man. That the forces, of na- comes lnt0 this wrld ^p011 substantially equal footing 

■ ture are benevolent on the whole, and that it would be im-1 every other spul. .The weakness of one as com- 
pOBSible to 'improve them by human ingenuity, is one of | Par®d with another is not due to a curse of God, but to the 
the admitted facts of science. It Ib apparent to the com-] imperfect operation of the laws of life. The human fam- 
mon observer, and has been throughout all the ages. They 1 ,a Btate of Ignorance as to the laws of life, to a 
work for the good of the greatest number.’ ' They have no I ^reai- exteaL and is in«open violation to the laws of nature, 
exceptions. Apparent exceptions are due to a partial ] ^bat we need most-of all is to look into the operation ot 
knowlèdgé of the subject. - the laws oi nature and discover wherein we are violating

That water contracts by the .withdrawal of heat to-a I Jbem and bringing into this world beings of infirm and un
certain point and then expands for a long tjme seemed an 1 balanced and defective powers which are filling our asy- 
exceptlon to a general law. It is now Known that all sub-1 lums and othçr .benevolent institutions.
stances do the same thing, only we were looking at the I ^his is the place to begin, for here Is the fountain head 
upper side of all other substances but water. Each has a °* much «Î ’the Imperfect life we have around us. We 
point which, if heat be withdrawn, expansion and not con-1 are an uneaHgbtened state in this respect. EVIL 
.traction willbe the result. The uniformity of law is'gen-1 GUE TO LOW IDEALS OF LIFE and to lack of con
eral, ;and Is for the good of the whole, though it may ,work I ^ormity to ideals. Stu is rightly defined as any “lack of 
some incidental suffering and make some’results of its.op- conf°rmity to or transgression of the law of God." 
orations seem to come under the category of evil. It is I There are sins of omission as-well as Bins of commis- 
•the growing, as well as the historic and apparent, .result I sl°n’ must be looked upon-more as the indication ot 
of the study of nature, that the order and system of nature I abnormal acticlty in the powers of human life. Sin is a 
can not be Improved upon by -human wisdom. But the' “oral alsease' to s°me extent. . It must, be overcome bi 
forces and laws of nature, the better they are understood I -®.a®ca^on ana intelligence and the appeal to the best there

• and used, become more and more benevolent and contrlb- | ‘n man: Incarceration-and punishment are necessary 
utory to the welfare of the race. ] and helpful in .certain ;cases of abnormal cerebration, and

Preventative-and remedial devices drawn from nature I best that can be done,, but they are. remedial and not 
are now more abundant and effective than ever before for Punitive, if they are rational.
the welfare of the race. . ' , - - ] The dissemination of.’scientific knowledge is .as essqn-

The science of medicine is making rapid progress in alie- I the °Í'thé race In morals as is the Sunday-
’ viating human suffering. 1 school and the public worship, and even more so. Secular

Disease germs, which were once thought to be' wholly J**8 Properly conducted, in which the moral side of, 
malevolent are now beginning to be. Been as angele in dis-1 ’aW genera^18 appreciated and used for the uplift of the 
guisé. They are necessary to human’.welfare and can be |^ea80a and the life,¿are the best religious schools ln exist- 
-malevolent only In weak and adbnormai human organ- |.e?— ^?r tatrain the life daily and hourly Into the safe 
isms which can not resist their energetic' activities. We I Cannels of intelligent moral being. The absence of good 
are discovering means by which the harm they can do is ItraIn,ns Produces IS A NEGATIVE THING
counteracted and nullified. ONLY. It is the absence of such good as the ideals of life

The human body is only a temporary structure at .best, I aei“ana,¡ ® is relativeJbecause all Ideals are not alike, 
and itè preservation for any given time Is not an absolute |-But ^ere is a common wnsensUs of what,Is right and 'per- 
neeessity. x -1 &Çt in . every age

The Creator has no necessary human beings sq.fàr as I 00016 ®Hort of thls.'^e h^^ evil, jnoral evil. • -
the Individual here and there' is concerned. It is better ] Evil will alwaya'exiát,.’for we shall never reach our 
that the poorly organized and deficient ih body and ™in<i 1 b^18- They aflvagee as°we advance. ,
should not perBist any longer than the laws' pf nature I ta .ttlSgBen^.never cease to have sóme-Mn-
require, and it is not an uninixed evil should any human | BclousneES °* tae- evil .w^iin .and around us, but if we Set_ 
being, with perfect physical structuré, be compelled, by the | Oar ^ea^s blgh 'enèügh and strive reasonably to measure 
uniform operations of nature, to part with the physical ] UP them, we shffi notfwme short of the satisfaction 
structure prematurely, by what we call accidents or Prov-1 aad el°ry oi living., ,Bg etymology, heaven is above, or 
Idencci These should be guarded against by ¿ij thé in-T^6 high place, andvls-PiyMARILY'WITHIN US. \ ’
strumén'taUties at our command, but after that, when ”” ’ " —-•
they come, they aré not relatively evil on the whole. THE 
LIFE OF THE SOUL IS NOT, DEPENDENT UPON thw 
BODY AND IT* CAN NOT BE HELD CAPTIVE TO ANY
MATERIAL CONDITIONS AFFECTING THE ' BODY. 
Even physical suffering has Its" humane limitations and is 
not so terrible. In its worst form, as we have been wont to 
Imagine from appearances. _ ’

Some herioc souls have endured the tortures of the 
stake .with but little exhibit of physical anguish, it is 
said that a Roman youth went into the camp of the enemy 
and, when a fire was prepared for torture, he •voluntarily 
laid his arm upon the embers until it was half con- 
consumed, and then sald'that many such youths in his own 
camp were ready to-make any sacrifice for the destruction 

"Of the enemy. , The opposing commander thought best to 
retreat before such a foe. ■ . •
at is possible for the spirit of a man to rise above the 

suffering of any'physical state. It is hard to do, and wo

THE HOUSE OF MANY MANSIONS.

The above is the numuer'ot the pres
ent Issue of The Progressive Thinker, 
as printed at the top of the first page, 
right hand corner. If this number cor
responds with the figures on your wrap
per, then the time you have paid for has 
expired, and you are requested to re
new your subscription. This number 
at the right hand corner of the first 
page is advanced each week, showing 
the number of Progressive Thinkers 
Issued up to date. Keep watch of the 
number on the tag of your wrapper.

Before a gladsome morning, Jehovah’s mighty mind 
Reviewed all chaos abounding,

The rudiments of matter, diffused, and yet delined 
Amid total darkness surrounding.

To atoms, still in slumber. He gave the needful law 
Of motion, besides gravitation;

By joining these two forces, divinely, He foresaw 
The product of light and formation.

With gravity in action, crude matter took Its flight, 
To meet at the central position.

And thus a sp'heral body, supremely large and bright. 
Was nature’s primeval .condition.

And this eternal building, not made with hands at all, 
The acme of beauty and denseness.

The house for many mansions, the chief creative-ball, 
Will ever revolve In immenseness.

Commanded to be fruitful, a host of orbs were born, 
For record of primitive stages,

And sent to distant regions, the heavens to adorn, 
Through cycles of numberless ages.

Rotating on their axes, these keep a rapid flight, 
In courses encircling the mother;

Each adding to its lustre, by, striving with its might. 
For brilliance excelling another.

Thus they attain perfection, while eons pass away, 
And follow the generant order.

By each producing many of the immense array 
Of stars in the Milky Way border.

In paths these go revolving, around the causal sun, 
Each system arranged In a cluster;

And as they grow resplendent, God destines every one
To differ in glory and lustre.

So these give birth to planets, and they bepr satellites, 
Each taking a circular motion;

And those without effulgence, emit reflected lights. 
That gleam in the luminous ocean.

While infant worlds develop, the aged worlds dissolve
To nebulous comets’consistence;

And to and from their sources, do wondrously revolve 
' To brighten their shady existence.

Bo, in the life immortal, our spirit forms can glide
Forever, in regions celestial/

Comparing skill of people, and worlds where they abide, 
With former excursions terrestrial.

The Father’s house and mansions, pt manifold design,
May lighten our souls in the roaming,

To reach the golden city, with pearly gates so fine, 
And linger no more in the gloaming.
Hornby, N. Y. MYRON ASEM EDDY.

FREE THOUGHTS.
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Deeds of Darkness Disclosed
This work devotes special attention 

to Auricular Confession and its rela
tions to sacerdotal celibacy, convents, 
monasteries, morality and civil and re 
llgiouB liberty. It is intended to be an 
embodiment of facts and documentary 
evidence of the pernicious Influence of 
the confessional; a trenchant showing 
up of Romanism, based upon standard 
Catholic authorities; an eye-opener con
cerning the methods and spirit, the 
moral turpitude and evil works of Ro 
tnanlsm. Cloth, 75 rents.

The Poetical and Prose Works
--------BY--------

ELLA WHEELER WILCOX.
Mra Wilcox’s writings have been the 

inspiration of many young men and 
women. Her hopeful, practical, mas
terful views of life give the reader new 
courage in the very reading and are 
a wholesome spur to flagging effort 
Words of truth bo vital that they live 
in the reader's memory and cause him 
to think—to his own betterment and 
the tasting improvement of his own 
work In the world, in whatever line It 
lies—flow from this talented woman’s 
pen.

POEMS OF PASSION.
By Ella Wheeler Wilcox.

Many thousands ot this book have 
been issued, showing the estimation in 
■which It is held. Presentation edition, 
with author’s portrait. Price $1.

POEMS OF POWER.
By Ella Wheeler Wilcox. .

New and revised edition, containing 
more than one hundred new poems, dl» 
playing the author’s fine taste, cultiva
tion and originality. With portrait 
Price ?L

POEMS OF PLEASURE 
By Ella Wheeler Wilcox.

This charming collection comprises 
many of the best poetic creations of the 
author. Embellished with portrait 
Presentation edition. Price |1.

MAURINE AND OTHER POEMS. 
By Ella Wheeler Wilcox.

An Ideal poem about as true and lov-
able a woman as ever 
With portrait of author.

AROUND THE YEAR

By etymology hill is dohole, and is simply a lower spir
itual position thatf^e ^Aiiiild'occupy. We need have no 
fear of the latter j-gdl^^e are "climbing the xgblden 
stairs," but if we laok.do.wn too much, or at all in effort, 
we shall come shortjof tfflds honor and glory of life, and, In 
current slang, we shall “get into the hole." Virtue is its
own reward. God tempts no man. When ,we Ure tempted 
we are- led astray and taken captive by our own desires, 
which are notin accbrd with the law of our being. Before 
us God has set an endless evolution. We are to pass 
from .glory to glory.’ This Is our everlasting destiny. 
Every man can win a prize, and not one, but an infinite 
.number. These prizes are additions to the quality and 
power of being. They are small In individual conse
quence, but great In the sum total., ~

■ ' Llttte drops of water, '<■' ’ .
Little grains nf sand, 

Make the mighty ocean 
<uAnd -the -beauteous land.

Good air is better for man's health than a poor doctor.
The shoe is always too small; the foot Is never too big. 

’ There-would he more charity in the world It it did not 
.coat so much.

-Ohrlsttans.-are .working harder to save dollars than souls 
now-a-days.

A great-many men do not Impress us as they wish to. 
It is not their fault, however.
•/. A’greatmany husbands are. true until they are found 
-ont; likewise a great^hiyr wives.
’■' Aman Was never.yet detected in crime that he did not 
blame somebody else for being found out.

When a man asks the .reason of things it is a pretty good 
indication that he Is getting his eye’s open. .

The man .who knows more than all of his associates Ib 
usually looked upon as a crank or a fool.

We have only this to say of the man who loves God, that 
he might have a better way of showing his love.

It is no virtue in the rich that they employ the poor.
They could not get anybody else to work Tor them.

When a man brags of his Bins the only thing tp do is to 
take him at his word and-kick him out of good society. ’

When a.man talks about lying at the feet of God it 1b. 
safe to bet that the has made, a mistake tn the feet.

The hope of another existence after this is the single 
flower that blooms In many a dreary garden of life. •

The meanest matf yet Is the man who sold the flowers 
sent to.hls house upon the occasion of his wife’s funeral.

An idiot, a thief, a lunkhead, never calls himself a self-

WHEELER WILCOX.
' A birthday book compiled by Ella 

Giles Ruddy, from the poetical and 
prose writings of Ella Wheeler Wilcox. 
It epitomizes her inspiring optlmistlo 
•philosophy with an apposite quotation 
for each day in the year. With author’s 
portrait, and half-tone illustrations 
prefacing each month. Cloth, price, $1.

K1NGÖOM OF LOVE AND OTHER 
. POEMS.

By Ella Wheeler Wilcox.
A magnificent collection of poems 

suitable for recitations and readings, 
true to the very, best there is in human 
nature. Presentation edition, dark red 
cloth, 11.

THE TEACHINGS OF JESUS
Kot Adapted to Modem ClvlUuttox with the Trrl 
Character ot Muy Magdaleno. By Geo. W; Browu. 
M D. Price. 15 cent». For tale at title office.

INDUCE
Hour Neighbor to Subscribe for The 

Progressive Thinker, 
Now Ib the time to extend the circula«

Uon ot The Progressive Thinker. II 
will contain Occult and Bplrltuallstla 
sews with which every one should ba 
familiar. No other paper published on 

: —------------- Vila earth contains such a vast amount
made man., The honor of the job Is willingly surrendered of matter so well adapted to enrich tha

| to somebody else.---L.~K. W., in Truth Seeker. i ¡¡plnd. Bend In a subaorlRtloB now»
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CONTRIBUTORS.—Each contributor AS A GENERAL RULE, IN THIS 
is alone responsible for any assertions OFFICE WE PAY NO ATTENTION TO

The Spiritualistic Field—Its Workers, Its Work., 
and General Progress, the World Over.

or statements he may make. The editor • 
. allows this freedom of expression, be-
Jievlng that the causa of truth can be 
best subserved thereby. Many of the 
aentiments uttered in an article may be 
diametrically opposed to his belief, yet 
that is no reason w.hy they should be 
suppressed; yet we wish it distinctly 
understood that our space is inade
quate to publish everything that comes 
to hand, however much we might desire 
to do so. That must account for the 
non-appearance of YOUR article.

WRITE PLAINLY.—We would like 
to impress upon the minds of ourcorro- 
epondents that The Progressive'phinker 
is set up bn a Linotype machine that 
must make speed equal to about tour 
compositors. That means rapid work, 
and it 1b essential that all copy, to in
sure Insertion In the paper, all other re
quirements being favorable, should be 
written plainly with Ink on white 
paper, or with a typewriter, and only on 
one side of the paper. Please bear this 
In mind.ITEMS.- Bear In mind that it^ms for 
the General Survey will In all cases be 
adjusted to the space we have to occu
py, and in order to do that they will 
generally have to be abridged more or 

■ less; otherwise many items would be 
crowded out. Sometimes a thirty-line 
Item 1b cut down to ten lines, and ten 
lines to two lines, as occasion may re
quire.TAKE DUE NOTICE, that all Items 
for this page must be accompanied by 
the full name and address ot the writer.. 
It will not do to say that Secretary or 
Correspondent writes so and so. with
out giving the full name and address of 
tlie writer. The items of those who do 
not comply with this request will be 
cast Into the waste basket.

KEEP COPIES of your poems sent to 
this office, for they will not be returned 
If we have not space to use them.

anonymous communications, 
the name and address of the 
writer SHOULD ACCOMPANVALL 
matter, OF WHATEVER KIND)
SENT TO THISDFFIGE.;

When writing for this paper 
use a pen or typewriter.

We go to press early Monday morn
ing, honoe communicationesintended for 
that, curr-cntjtasue! 4b6tfld.'.-rc3ch this 
office not later than the previous Satur- 

>d«y morning. Bear this In mind,

ALWAYS GIVEWUR’EULL NAliH 
AND ADDRESS WHEN SENDING NO
TICES AND COMMUNICATIONS FOR 
PUBLICATION; OTHERWISE THEY 
WIU, FfND THEIR WAY TO THE 
WASTE BASKET.

TOPIC FOR THE, PROGRESSIVE 
LYCEUM.

Sunday, July IS, 1000: Hope, Faith 
and Love.

Gem of Thought—■
Hope gleams a gllet’nlng star. 

To point the upward way;
And show thee that afar, 

There lies the perfect day.
Faith holds thee underneath, 

A stay, a mighty hand;
And binde tor thee a wreath,

Within a better land,
Love is the light of Hope,

And gives to Faith new eye;
Then over life’s rugged slope, 

Love leads the soul on' high.
. J. W. R. .

For information concerning the 
Progressive Lyceum, authorized Les
son Paper for the National Spiritual
ists Association, address John W. 
Ring, Spiritualist Temple, Galveston, 
Texas.

THE OREGON CAMP-MEETING. HARMONY GROVE CAMP. LOW RATES TO LILY DALE.

“We Are All
. Pleusi

Ipating a Season of 
id Spiritual 
ment."

Prospects of a Glorious Time.

THIS GENERAL SURVEY DEPART- 
MENT IS ONLY INTENDED TO 
CHRONICLE THE ENGAGEMENTS 
AND WORK OF SPEAKERS AND ME
DIUMS. A REPORT OF WHAT THE 
VARIOUS SPEAKERS SAY WILL 
NOT BE PUBLISHED, AS WE HAVE 
NOT SPACE SUFFICIENT FOR THAT 
PURPOSE.

Gaston, president; A. F. See, vice- 
president; B. W. Morrison, second 
vice-president; A. E. Gaston, treas
urer; W. W. Kincaid, secretary.”

Correspondent writes: "Mr. Max 
G.entzjte ancLMra. Anna.Dbdge.of Chi
cago were in Springfield, Ill., where 
Mr. Gentzke gave lectures on Spiritual 
Progression and Mrs. Dodge gave 
some very fine tests. We all hope to 
have them with ub again soon. While 
in the city thev were guests of s Mr. 
and Mrs. Fred Kilbins, 808 East«Ed
ward street."

Friends will please note that Mrs. 
Hamilton Gill will leave for Chester
field Camp, Monday, July 17, and will 
possibly visit Vicksburg and Haslett 
Park. Those desiring private sittings 
will kindly notify Mrs. Gill in time. 
Her new address is • 891 W. Adams 
street.

An Investigator at Sheridan, Ill., 
writes approvingly of the good work
being done there by Mrs. Jaquet. He
says: "No one after visiting Mrs.
Jaquet, I am sure would doubt

Mr. W. T. Jones, former secretary 
of "the Rellgio-Phllosophical Journal' 
Company of San Francisco, Cal., is 
now stopping at Benton Harbor, Mich. 
He was In Chicago a few days ago, 
catling on many of his old friends, 
who were glad to see him again.

C. A. Bollinger writes from Cleve
land, Ohio: “The Ladles’ Spiritual 
Temple Fund Society, which own the 
Temple, decided at their last regular 
meeting not to close the Temple for 
the summer, and turned the Temple 
nnd Rostrum -for the months of July 
and August over to your humble serv
ant’s care, who will try to do the best 
he can—hold evening services only.”

F. F. Stowe, Lockport, Ill., writes: 
“Mrs. 8. P. Pemberton, the well-known 
trumpet medium, of Peoria, Ill., quite 
unexpectedly dropped in upon us last 
week, and we opened our parlors for 
the occasion, and she gave two public 
sittings Thursday and Friday even
ings, and a number of private sittings 
during the day Friday, leaving for 
home on Saturday morning. Mrs. 
Pemberton has visited us several 
times before, and has made a host of 
friends In Lockport and Joliet; friends 
who first learned through her trumpet 
that it was possible to communicate 
with their loved ones who have passed 
over. She will always be warmly wel
comed by these friends whenever she 
can make it convenient to visit Lock
port. It is hardly sufficient to say 
that Mrs. Pemberton is a good trumpet 
medium. She is one of the best,- and 
what la more important, she is honest, 
and conscientious. She Informs me 
that she goes to Lily Dale the last of 
the month.”

W. W. Lockhart writes: “I write 
you a few lines to thank you for the 
book, ‘Gems of Thought.’ I am well
pleased with it.
books I ever read.

the
continuity of the present existence, 
and yet she tells me she is liable to 
mistakes and never takes-a-cent unless 
she can give her patrons satisfaction. 
She also tells me she halls from the 
city of Chicago, and she can not Bay 
enough ot the societies there and the 
good work being done by all. I no
ticed as the different spirits were writ
ing and talking, that her face took on 
as many different expressions, which 
to me was proof of some unseen in
telligence, and I will doubt no more 
the fact that our dead can return.”

Mrs. Ruth Eastman writes: “Hav
ing spent the past week on the camp 
ground^, I thought perhaps the many 
readers of your valuable paper would 
be pleased to hear of Its progress. One 
cottage is In the course of erection bo 
far this season. The grounds and 
surroundings have been cleared away 
so that our beautiful Intermediate 
Lake is accessible to view on three 
sides, while the P. M. R. R. bounds' it 
on the other where passengers will 
alight. A signal has-- been - ■ hoisted 
designating It as a flag station. 
Trhins will pass there this season In 
plain view from all parts of the 
grounds. A fine large launch will 
make Sunday trips up and down the 
lake, stopping at the grounds. An
other will make daily trips during 
camp. Those wishing quiet from the 
turmoil of city life could find no bet
ter place. Come and see."..

Bishop A. Beals writes from Sum
merland, Cal.: "The Spiritualist So
ciety here has just closed its yearly 
meeting of ten days with Mr. and Mrs. 
John T. Lillie of Montecito, their near
by home, and whose names all over 
the states east and west are household 
words and favorites, and their efforts 
here as usual have made the meetings 
a great success and crowded the hall

It is one of the best
Every line that I

read seems like an Inspiration, We 
are experimenting in our own family, 
nnd have had some success.” .

Mrs. Minnie Lambert writes from 
Bedford, Iowa, to the readers of The 
Progressive Thinker, appealing for 
assistance: "The 20th of January, 
1906, my house and everything In it 
was burned to the ground. Will the 
readers and Spiritualists each send me 
25 cents, or more, in money, so I can 
rebuild before winter. I need the 
house now. I would like to build as 
soon as possible. It will take one 
hundred and eighty-six dollars. 1 
could raise the money by mortgaging 
the lot, but if I did, and something 
happened that Leonid not pay It off, 
then It would be foreclosed, and I 
would be turned out of doors and no 
place to live. The lot is all I have 
that Is worth anything. I have five 
children to take care of, so I have not 
got much time to work out to earn the 
money. I am a Spiritualist and a me
dium. I will thank you all in ad
vance for your help. Address, Box 
83, Bedford, Iowa." 11

W. W. Kincaid writes from Mead
ville, Pa.: “We enclose you herewith 
clipping from the Meadville Evening 
Republican of an extract of two lec
tures delivered before the Independ
ent Spiritualist Society of Meadville, 
by Dr. J. M. Peebles of Battle Creek,' 
Mich., at a meeting held on June 17. 
At this meeting a permanent organiza
tion was made and constitution adopt-

ê
t each session- of the . .meetings, 
ther speakers and talent have con
tributed to the Interest of the meet
ings, and among them Mrs. R. Cowell 
of Oakland, Mrs. Lettie Allen of Los 

Angeles, and J. L. Dryden of the same 
city. Mr. and Mrs. Lillie go directly 
east, and will be at Lily Dale camp
meetings the months of July and Au
gust, where Mr. Lillie is chairman of 
the meetings during the entire time.”

Mrs. Elizabeth J. Jaquet is mow in 
Sheridan, Ill. She Is capable eff doing 
a most excellent work.

Bishop A. 
and lecturer, 
this month I 
stone of my

Beals, the veteran poet 
writes: "The 11th of 
shall pass the mile- 
71st birthday—will be

that means. And don’t forget- the 
date of our excursion to South Haven 
on Saturday, July 21. Full orchestra 
onboard.”

Rev, Nellie S. -Baade writes: "I am 
now at home and am at liberty to offi
ciate at funerals here or abroad when- 
called upon; Address me at No. 
411, Vermont ave„ Detroit, Mich.”

P. A. Seguin writes from 27 W. 
16th street, Minneapolis, Minn.: “We 
are still doing an excellent work 
here in saving girls from-the dangers 
of prostitution in a large city. We
are simply practicing what the preach
ers preach without practice at a)l on 
their part—too much.so, everywhere! 
Lots of priests, Levites in this'world, 
but very few turn out to be 'good Ba- 
maritans.’ God save the preachers, 
and big talkers and little doers."

Mary Hill, secretary, writes: “The 
Band of Harmony social, held at the 
spacious residence of.Mr. and Mrs. H. 
Goodrich of Oak Park (whe made ev-
eryone welcome) was another success. 
The day was perfect, the heme beau
tifully decorated with blossoms, and 
the surroundings were such as tend 
to bring out the best in each one. 
The afternoon was given to progress
ive euchre, the evening to a musicale 
and other exercises, some rare talent 
having been secured for the occasion. 
The messages given by Mrs. Turbett 
aud others, were of an unmistakable 
character. Everybody seemed at 
their best, and it is hoped that the en
thusiasm which now prevails will con
tinue with our next, which will meet 
at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Tress- 
ness, 379 61st avenue. Take Lake 

48th; there take Chicagostreet cat to 
avenue car. 
mences at 2 
your lunch, 
enjoy a day I

Dr. J. M. 
reading for 
sheets of my

Progressive euchre com- 
p. m., with prizes. Bring 
Bring your friends and 

in. the suburbs.”
Peebles writes: “I am 
the last time the proof 

' book, to be entitled ‘The
It advocatesPathway of the Spirit.’ 

the pre-existence of the spirit, and
for I have(lightly) reincarnation, 

modified my views somewhat in regard 
to the fact of reincarnation. In this 
book I give both sides a bearing, and 
then express my own opinions."

My home is Jn Alameda, Cal., on 
an island in the Bay'of San Francisco. 
Four weeks after -the earthquake, my 
wife and I cqpie.to jQregon to rest our 
nerves and qjtendu|he annual Spirit
ualist Camp-meeting, which will open 
at New Era, July Sfand be in session 
four weeks. • We -tire now on the 
grounds, and livings comfortably in 
one of the cottages owned by the Spir
itualist Association. This camp is 
located on the.banEof the Willamette 
river 21 miles south' of Portland. It 
consists of fivq a?res enclosed by a 
high board fence, and the grove is a 
most delightful oqe. It is covered by 
gigantic fir trees towering to the 
clouds, many of them measuring 20 
and more feet in circumference. The 
branches of these giants bo interlap 
that they almost completely shade the 
ground. The Spiritualists have 
owned these magnificent grounds for 
more than twenty-five years. They 
have thereon a commodious hotel, sev
eral cottages, a large meeting-house, 
band-stand, an put-door rostrum, re
freshment stands, etc., and the society 
is free from debt., These Oregon Spir
itualists evidently possess business 
ability, hey áre the sort of people 
who “do things.” ,

For the past two' weeks, Rev. G. C. 
Love, the President of the Association, 
with his accomplished wife, and Mrs. 
Pratt, her mother;, have been on the 
grounds, preparing for the camp-meet
ing. They are overhauling the hotel, 
putting the cottages in order, cleaning 
up the grounds, etc. President Love 
is serving, I think, his second or third 
term. Although the son of a-million- 
airé, and for many years known as a 
prominent orthodox churchman, he is 
now a most enthusiastic worker for 
Spiritualism. He is a medium of 
high inspiration, a public speaker of 
eloquence, and an author of a book of 
Spiritualist songs and of ó'ther publi
cations. Not only this, but he is an 
executive officer of acknowledged effi
ciency. I might also say that he is 
hard to beat as a whistler. Without 
a coat and bare-headed, he works 
about the grounds, whistling as he 
rakes and chops, and carries water 
from the well.

Mr. Love is anticipating a largely- 
attended camp-meeting. He thinks 
there may be several hundred tenters 
and from 3,000 to 5,000 visitors on 
Sundays.

Harrison D. Barrett will be the reg
ular speaker during the meeting. Mrs. 
Irene Smith and other well-known lec
turers and mediums, will be here and 
participate.

I must not close Jhis letter without 
also according grea£.credit to Mr. John 
Burgoyne, the treasurer, a prosperous 
farmer who lives near the grounds. 
He is a kind, jpRy bqaiL and is never so 
happy as wh,ep adjpsting things in
tended for th;?, comfprt of the coming 
campers. I have nothing but words 
of approval of Mrs. L. L. Irwin, the 
secretary.

We are all .anticipating a season of 
pleasure and spiritual upllftment.

¡ R. A. DAGUE. 
New Era, Oregon.

Harmony Grove Camp, ot Escon
dido, Cal., is making great prepara
tions for a successful camp-meeting 
this season. The 1906 camp will be 
July 22 to Aug 5. The daily pro
grams are not yet out, but the man
agement 1b preparing to have dally ex- 
excises and -a lively, time throughout 
the entire camp. We now have en
gaged as workers, the California State 
President, Arthur-8. Howe and his 
good wife, who is the assistant secre
tary of the State Association; Mrs. R. 
Cowell of Oakland; Mrs. Carrie Wer- 
mouth of San Francisco; Mrs. Lily M. 
Thiebaud of San Bernardino (all 
members of the state board); Mrs. M. 
M. C. Vlasek and Mrs. Alice Baldridge 
of Los Angeles; Will C. Hodge, Mrs. 
Mary P. Morrill, Mrs. Josie Edwai’dB 
and Mrs. E. G. Smith of San Diego. 
So that we ought not to fail through 
lack of workers.

One feature of the camp will be 
“children’s day" which will be partic
ipated in by the Children’s Lyceum of 
San Diego. We feel safe in saying that 
the Harmony Grove. Camp this year 
will be profitable as well as enjoyable 
to all who may be fortunate enough to 
attend. The Camp has made great 
improvements within the past two 
years. The association now has a 
magnificent cook-house and commodi
ous dining-room, and our good Blster 
C. A. Dodge of San Diego has had 
erected at her own expense a number 
of neat and. cozy cottages, and com
fortably furnished them for the free 
use of mediums and workers who may 
be engaged by the camp.

So come, qne and all. Let us meet 
together and have a season of enjoy-
inent.

San Diego, Cal.
T. J. McFERON,

Secretary.

The Central Passenger Association, 
including the railroads in Michigan, Il
linois,Jndluna, Ohio aud Pennsylvania 
have agreed to sell excursion tickets to 
Lily Dale and return at one fare for 
the round trip. These tickets are 
good only to leave July 17 and 31. 
Return limit 30 days. The Chicago 
rate Is $14; St. Louis, $19.25; Indian
apolis, §12; Cincinnati, $11.30; corre
sponding low rates from other points. 
All the roads from Chicago, New York 
City, Boston aud intermediate! terri
tory will sell low rate excursion tickets 
to Lily Dale and return, good going 
June 1 to Sept. 30, return limit Octo
ber 31. Chicago rate is $20. Ask 
your local ticket agent for special
Lily Dale vates, or have him Bend 
his genera, ticket agent foy them.

[Advertisement.]
GRAND LEDGE CAMP.

to

Located at Grand Ledge, Michigan.

This favorite place of resort will 
have the following speakers this year:

July 22—10:30 a. m., address of 
welcome by Oscar A. Edgerly. of Lynn, 
Miss.;'2:30 p. m., lecture by Mrs. A. 
E. Sheets of Grand Ledge, Mich.

July 24—2:30 p. 
Mrs, A. E. Sheets.

July 26—2:30 p.
Mrs. À. E. Sheets.

July 26—2:30 
Mrs. A. E. Sheets.

July 27—2:30 
Mrs. A. E. Sheets.

July 28—2:30 
Mrs. A. E. Sheets.

P-

P-

P-
July 29—10:30 a.

m.

m.,

•m.,

m.,

in.,

lecture

lecture

lecture

lecture

lecture

by

by

by

by

by

m., lecture by Os-
car A. Edgerly; 2:30 p. m., lecture by 
Oscar A- Edgerly, followed by mes
sages.

July 31—2:30 p. m., lecture by Os
car A. Edgerly. Messages.

Have You Read

PREMIUM h
BOOK

ed. I wish to state we have a most 
flourishing and promising organiza
tion. Our society Is built on solid 
financial basis, as each member signs 
a subscription paper, or agrees to pay 
a certain monthly pledge for the pur- 

- pose of securing speakers and defray
ing the expenses of the society. All 
loyal Spiritualists everywhere ought to 
be willing to back their faith, with 
their money, and if they will show 
the same zeal and determination in 
constructive work that is shown by 
the various religious organizations 
throughout the counYry the cause of 
Spiritualism will be placed on a much 
higher claim In the immediate future 
where it will command the respect of 
the intelligent thinking people ev
erywhere. « Our meetings in Meadville 
during the past six months have;been 
a great success, especially In the char- 

■ acter ot the people making up our 
audiences, amopg whom were a large 
proportion of .the promineht .business 

‘ and professional people of our' , city.
The following are the officers: A,

F. B. Callahan writes from ‘The 
Bronx,’ N. Y.: "During all my life 1 
have endeavored to give credit where 
credit is due, and therefore write 
these lines to you with the hope that 
they will reach the public so that oth
ers w|ll be benefited as I have been. 
Having heard much of the young psy
chic over in Brooklyn, I was anxious 
to'see if reports concerning the qual
ity of her mediumship were true, and 
so I attended a seance held at her 
home, 55 Herkimer street, Brooklyn, 
N. Y., Tuesday evening, July 3. 1 
I met a very select class of people and 
every chair was taken. In observing 
the many countenances In the circle, I 
was pleased and gratified to note the 
majority ot them were young. I am 
happy to know that young people are 
becoming Interested at last In the 
spiritual thought. The music was 
sweet and Inspiring, and I have never 
attended a seance where such harmo
nious influenced prevailed. A charm
ing young lady presided at the piano 
throughout the seance, and while the 
psychic or medium delivered the com
munications, the low, sweet strains of 
music filled the room. The psychic 
of whom I had heard bo much Is, in
deed, remarkably gifted. Her mes
sages, though not sensational, are of 
a deep and convincing nature. ' Her 
work 1b genuine beyond a doubt and 
her sincerity and sweet simplicity ap
peals to all. Miss Hedrick is a frail, 
slender young girl, and to glance into 
her frank, open countenance I do not 
wonder that she Is so close to the an
gel world. To know her as a medium 

I is a privilege and to kntiw her person- 
| ally, I would deem an honor.”

seventy-one years young! . I am happy 
to say my health is good and I enjoy 
this salubrious climate and make dally, 
trips to Santa Barbara on my wheel,' 
and drink in the health-giving air 
from ocean and valley and the high 
mountain crests. 'I send greetings jo 
you and yoire.” ■

Mrs. I. A. Hall writes: “The Golden 
Rule Spiritualist Society holds serv
ices every Sunday evening during July 
and August in O’Donnell's Hall, Pau
lina street, near Park avenue, and 
presided over by D. G. Hill, president. 
Mrs. Nora E. Hill, pastor, spoke to a 
large and appreciative audience on 
Sunday evening July 1. On July 8,. 
Dr. J. H. Randall will officiate. Sun
day evening, July 15, Dr. C. E. Bur
gess will occupy the platform, fol
lowed by test mediums. Indeed, the 
Golden Rule Society is never lacking 
for talent, either in speakers or medi
ums. This society is gradually adding 
to its list of membership, also finan
cially standing on a cash basis, and at 
the same time welcomes all, with the 
‘open door.’ A monthly social will be 
held at 706 W. Madison street, on Sat
urday evening, July 7; also celebrat
ing the 61st birthday of.our.president, 
Mr, D. G. Hill. All are invited, and a 
good time is anticipated.”

Ferd C. Suhrer writes: “The con
gregation ot the Rising Sun Spiritual
ist Mission was addressed by Sister 
Martha Price on ¿unday morning, 
July 1. Our lyceum is attracting little 
ones in the neighborhood, with their 
parents, and in the afternoon quite a 
number took part in the exercises. 
Tests were glven'by the guides of some 
of our mediums, and many in the Con
gregation were visibly affected there
by. Dr. L. C. Koehler spoke ably tor 
us in the evening. Next Sunday, ‘Sis
ter J. L. Fravel of Austin will speak 
fon us at 11 o’clock. Our lyceum 

‘ commences at 2:30, and Sister' E. 
1 Briggs will deliver an inspirational 
1 lecture.- O. E; Miller, Ph.'D., will fa- 
: vor us again in the evening with one 
’ of hie talks. ■ The first’ afternoon tea 
> of the Ladles’ Aid will-be lield Satur- 
i day afternoon, the - 14tli. In the 
. evening the conundrum social will be 
, a conundrum until you find out what

Parkland, Pm, Camp Opens.
Mother Nature again smiled upon 

our camp, and blessed it with the 
brightness of afalr Bay and freshened 
air after the sldvere storm of the previ
ous night, whp^, last^Sunday morning, 
for the third season, opening services 
were held on the 'grounds by members 
of the Parkland Heights Spiritualists’ 
Home and Camp-meeting Association. 
At 10:30 a. m., meeting opened with 
Binging, followed by an invocation by 
George W. Kates, of Thornton, Pa., 
when the president, R. F. Adams, 
spoke a few earnest words of welcome, 
and also paid a fitting tribute to our 
arisen friends, two of whom were es
pecially helpful in Starting our camp 
—William R. McGlenn and Elizabeth 
T. Alloway.

After a beautiful solo by Samuel N. 
Stretten, of Philadelphia, who has 
been engaged as musician for the sea
son, Elizabeth M. Fish, secretary of 
the association, voiced an original 
poem, entitled “Opening Day,” which 
embodied our hopes and alms. Mrs. 
George W. Rates delivered the main 
address of the morning in a beautiful, 
impressive manner. Mrs. Kates never 
fails to command the close attention 
of her audience, for she always has 
something well worth the saying; then 
she puts her soul into tjje sermons. 
After more singing, Mrs. Kates gave 
messages in her usual pleasing man
ner; then followed more singing 
when the benediction was given by G. 
W. Kates, and the morning services 
closed.

After the lyceum held session from

Lake Pleasant (Mass.) Camp-meeting.
If you wish to attend the oldest 

large camp-meeting of the Spiritual
ists in the United States, come to 
Lake Pleasant.

From the West, take New York Cen
tral R. R. from Buffalo, N. Y., via 
Hoosac Tunnel.

From New York City, take the New 
York and New Havqn R. R. to Green
field, Mass.

From Boston, take Boston & Maine 
R. R.

Lake Pleasant is seven miles east of 
Greenfield, Mass.

On arrival you will find a healthy 
pine grove, dry, sandy soil, the purest 
water in New England, and a real live 
spiritual camp.

The singing by the Beethoven Quar
tette of Boston will be very pleasing, 
and the lectures of a high order. 
Among the noted speakers .will be 
heard A. H. Dailey, J. Clegg Wright, 
Elizabeth Harlow, Rev. Wilson Fritch, 
Mrs. Kate Ham, Mrs. Carrie Thomas, 
Rev. Albert P. BHnn, Rev. May S. Pep
per, Mrs. Carrie Twing, Mrs. Tillie U. 
Reynolds, and Miss Victoria Moore.

This is a very large camp, and noted 
for its intense spiritual influence. You 
will find the camp a very social place. 
Everybody feels at home.

The place is unequalled for superior 
cuisine, and for refining spirituality 
dispensed at the lectures and seances. 
The cost of living is moderate, and the 
chance to improve one’s health unri
valled by any camp In the ' United 
States.

The meeting begins July 29, and 
closes August 27.

If you want a circular giving full 
programme, write (enclosing stamp) 
to A. P. Blinn, Lake Pleasant, Mass.

H. A. BUDINGTON.

PASSED TO SPIRIT LIFE.

[Obituaries to the extent of ten lines 
only will be inserted free. All in excess 
of ten lines will be charged at the rate 
of fifteen cents per line. About seven 
words constitute one'line.]

August 
Oscar A.

August 
Oscar A.

August 
Mrs. R. 8.

August

1—2:30 
Edgerly. 
2—2:30 
Edgerly. 
3—2:30

p. m., lecture 
Messages,

p. m., lecture 
Messages,

p. m., lecture
Lillie of Montecito, Cal.
4—2:30 p. m., lecture

Mrs. R. 8. Lillie.
August 6—10:30 a. m., lecture

Mrs. R. S. Lillie; 2:30 p.
by Mrs. R. S. Lillie.

August 7—2:30 
Mrs. R. 8. Lillie.

August 8—2:30 
Mrs. R. S. Lillie.

August 9—2:30 
Mrs. R. S. Lillie.

1».

P-

p.

by

by

by

by

by
m., lecture

m.,

ni.,

m.,

August 10—2:30 p. m., 
Mrs. R. S. Lillie.

August 11—2:30 p. m.,

lecture

lecture

lecture

lecture

lecture

by

by

by

by

by
Mrs. Marian Carpenter of Detroit, 
Mich.

August 12—10:30 a. m., lecture by 
Mrs. Marian Carpenter; 2:30 p. m., 
lecture by Mrs. Marian Carpenter, fol
lowed by messages.

August 14—2:30 p. m., lecture by 
Mrs. Marian Carpenter. Messages.

August 16—National Spiritualists 
Association Day;. 2:30 p. m., lecture 
and messages by Mrs. Marian Carpen
ter.

August 16—2:30 p. m., lecture and 
messages by Mrs. Marian Carpenter.

August 17—2:30 p. m., lecture and 
messages by Oscar A. Edgerly.

June 26, at the home in Pecatonica, 
Ill., Mr. Collins left his wornout 
casket, and his spirit fearlessly and 
consciously passed Into the freer life. 
He had been convinced of the fact of 
inter-communion with the so-called 
departed by the proofs in the home 
circle, some of its members having 
been developed as mediums. He fully 
expected to be able to prove his pres
ence in the home again soon, where 
he will be gladly welcomed. He was 
a good man, husband, father and cit
izen. A few friends from Rockford 
attended the funeral on June 28, as 
did many of the neighbors. He se
lected a clergyman friend to officiate, 
also the vocalist and the hymns, which 
were sympathetically rendered,, with, 
piano accompaniment. He arranged' 
all details, and peacefully said “good-
bys.” MRS. L. G. BROWN.

August 
Elizabeth

August 
Elizabeth

18—2:30 p. m., lecture by 
Harlow of Columbus, Ohio. 
19—10:30 a. m., lecture by 
Harlow; 2:30 p. m., lecture

by Elizabeth Harlow.
This program subject to change.
The program for the forenoons, 

Sundays and Mondays excepted, will 
be varied and interesting, consisting of 
mediums’ meetings, conferences, etc. 
Mediums who are developing, as well 
as others, will have an opportunity to 
participate. These exercises are a 
great aid to those expecting to take up
the work. J. W. EWING,

Grand Ledge, Mich. President.

"Right Living." By Susan H. Wixon. 
The author shows a wise practicality in 
her method of teaching the principle of 
ethics. She illustrates her subject 
with many brief narratives and anec
dotes, which render the book more in
teresting and more easily comprehend
ed. It is especially adapted for use in 
Children's Lyceum. In the hands of 
mothers and teachers it may be made 
very useful. Young and old will be 
benefited by it Price, $1.

"Harmonics of Evolutlon.The Philos
ophy of Individual life. Based Upon 
Natural Science, as Taught by Modern 
Masters of the Law.” By Florence 
Huntley. A work of deep thought, car
rying the principles of evolution into 
new fields. Price, cloth, $2.

James I Mettler writes from Great 
Falls, Mont.: “The Spiritualists of 
Great Falls were entertained by three 
lectures given by Rev. W. D. Noyes 
and Cora B. Noyes, his wife, In Union 
Men’s hall, followed by platform tests 
and character readings. The tests 
and readings were nearly all admitted 
to be correct. Mr. Noyes and wife 
came recommended by H. D. Barrett, 
and the president of the Montana 
State Association. They are also mis
sionaries for the state of Montana, and 
societies desiring speakers and plat
form mediums, would do well to corre
spond with them. They are now lo-, 
cated at Helena, Mont.”
. Mrs. Anna L. Gillespie writes from 
Lake Brady, Ohio: “Sunday, July 1, 
opened camp at Lak Brady. We had a 
splendid meeting. The beautiful new 
auditorium is a credit indeed to the 
Association. The furnishings are 
dainty and in fine taste, making it one 
of the very best temples for camps in 
the country. They hope to see all in
debtedness lifted this year. How hard 
they have toiled, the faithful few, to 
bring this about, and they deserve 
great credit for the results. I have 
one more Sunday here, then I go to 
Chesterfield, Ind., for six weeks, hav
ing beside my lectures there the care 
of . the lyceum, work. I hope to make 
it a great lyceum'. I am feeling much 
better since Mr. Gillespie’s arrival,, 
and hope to be able to fill all engage
ments. Friends, address me at Ches
terfield, Ind.”

1 to 2 p. m., services again opened, 
’ ’ whichwith a conference meeting, in 

Frank E. Luce and Thomas M. 
took part. An invocaUon was 
by Mrs. G. W. Kates, and Mr.

Locke 
given 
Kates 
"Thegave a very able address on

Signs of the Times.” This was not 
only interesting and instructive, but 
at times eloquent. Mrs. Kates again

Passed to spirit life, at Conneaut 
Lake, Pa., in his fifty-first year, June 
16, 1906, Dr. Walter Ethington See. 
Several years ago Dr. See was well 
known at Lily Dale and other places 
as a "magnetic physician and medium. 
He was loved by ,all who knew him. 
His funeral service was ably con-

fl Gliance to Make Moneu.
I have berries, grapes and peaches a year old, 

fresh as when picked. I used the California 
Cold Process. Do not heat or seal the fruit, just 
put It up cold, Keeps perfectly fresh, and costs 
almost nothing; can pnt up a bushel In ten 

-minutes. Last > v I sold directions to over 120 
families In one w.eelt: anyone will pay a dollar 
for directions when they see the beautiful sam- 
Sles of fruit. As there are many people poor 

ko myself, I consider it my duty to give my 
experience to such and feel confident anyone 
can-make one or two hundred dollars 'round 
home In a tew days. I will mall sample of fruit 
and full directions to any ot roar routers 
FREE. Address. Francis Casbt, 63 B. nibtli 
st., Block 308, New York. N. Y. With a bottle 
ot fruit tor people to see and taste you should 
sell hundreds or directions.

gave spirit readings, and with more 
singing and an invocation, the meeting 
closed for the afternoon. - ' -

Services were again held in the 
evening at 7 o’clock, when Mr. and 
Mrs. Kates, Mrs. Augusta Volk, Mrs. 
Luce, Mrs. Jennings and others took 
part. The auditorium was gaily deco
rated with bunting.- The table con
tained baskets of choice fragrant 
flowers, In .memory of arisen friends 
and ’co-workers, and from "a near-by 
pole "Old Glory”'triumphantly waved 
its colors.

Next Sunday we will have with us 
Mrs.1 C. Fannie .AHjta, followed by 
Mrs. F. E. Lucbywhotwill give psycho
metric readings.

The meals furnished at the dining
room by Mrs. ’Eena. Watson were pro
nounced "very, good." She also fur
nished ice creani at the same pjace. ■

ELIZABETH M. FISH,
Secretary. - 

__ "Ui—Ifi. >—— •

"An Infamous Dynamite Roman Cath- 
'ollc Conspiracy Detected and Exposed.” 
"Romanism Exposed.” Two pamphlets 
by Rev. J; G. White, author of "Start
ling ■ Facts.” Price, 10 cents each, or 
two for 16 cents.

ducted by 
Jamestown,

Mrs. Clara Watson of 
N. Y

JULIA SEE SMEAD.

Mrs. L.D. Shory, Belfast, Me., after
an illness of eleven days of pneu-
monta, at the Spiritualist camp
ground, Temple Heights, Northport, 
Me., passed to higher life, June 3, age 
77. Mrs. Shory was one of the oldest 
cottagers at the camp. She was a 
faithful worker in the Spiritualistic 
cause. Sad and lonely hearts have 
often bden cheered by her sweet mes
sages.

x MRS. J. D. McGRAY. 
Brooks, Me.

"The Light OF" Egypt." Volumiis 
and 2. An 'occûlt library In itsiflf, a 
text-book of esâterlâo knowledge as 
taught by Adeÿta • Of ^Hermetic ' P Ulos- 
ophy.- Price $2 per Volume..

"Life and Moral) Axioms ot Con
fucius, " is theltltlè olba 62 page pam
phlet, which ottatalns many of the 
moral aphorlbifas ; slid terseologlcal 
teachings ôf .thdseaptent Chinese phil
osopher, who 'lived Æ61 years before 
the Christian Ebla,: aid whose wise 
precepts have left a lasting impression 
upon all subsequent nations. By 
Marcenùs R. K. Wright. Price 25cts,

.‘■‘Religious and Theological Works of 
Thomas Paine,"- contains his celebrated

1

"Age of Reason,” and a number of let
ters and discourses on religious and 
theological ■ subjects., Cloth binding, 
430 pages. Price $1. ■ .

"Talmagean Inanities, incongruities, 
Inconsistencies and Blasphemies; a Re
view of Rev. T. DeWitt and Rev. Frank 
DeWitt Talmage’s oft-repeated attacks
upon Spiritualism.” 
Price, 10 cents.' *, 

"Materialization.

By Moses Hull.

By Mme. Q.
d-Esperance and Rev. B. F; .Austin. 
Excellent. Price 10 cents.

“Immortality, Its Naturalness, Its 
Possibilities and Proofs.” By J. M. 
Peebles, M. À., M. D., Ph. D.. Contains 
the address rejected by the Philosophi
cal Society of Great Britain, with Intro
duction and Explanatory Letter. Price 
10 centa

‘‘Discovery <Y a Lost Trail.” By Chas. 
B. Newcomb.. Excellent in spiritual 
Buggestlveness. Cloth, $1.60.

OFFER? j

Truly, the world has NEVER SEEN 
the like before. Search the annals of 
history, ANCIENT AND MODERN; 
critically examine the history of Spirit« 
ualism; look here and there, in every 
nook and corner of the world, and you 
CANNOT find a parallel to the offer 
made in reference to these THIRTEEN

3EEN

remarkable PREMIUM BOOKS. They’ 
constitute a wonderfully valuable Spin- • 
itualistic and Occult LIBRARY, and 
are furnished at a nominal sum. All 
are substantially bound and neatly ‘ 
printed, and those who purchase them 
are DELIGHTED WITH THEM.

We have now THIRTEEN magnifl- < 
cent PREMIUM BOOKS which you ! ‘ 
can select from.

GEMS OF THOUGHT, by SEVEN- “ 
TEEN leading authors. 1b our last 
Premium Book.

Any one q! the Thirteen Premium 
Books you may order, price 25 cents. 
This Is the price, remember, when you 
order only one book in connection with 
a yearly subscription. The paper, one 
year, and one Premium Book, $1.25. 
But If you order more than one Pre
mium Book the price is as follows:

Any two of the Thirteen Premium 
Books you may order, price 70 cents.

Any three of the Tlilrteen Premium 
Books you may order, price $1.10.

Any four of the Tlilrteen Premium 
Books you may order, price $1.50.

Any five of the Thirteen PremiumAny live» ------* «VB141U
Books you may order, price $1.75. 

Any six r* “. of the Thirteen Premium 
Books you may order, price $2.05.

Any seven of the Tlilrteen Premium 
Books you may order, price $2.85.

Any eight of the Thirteen Premium 
Books you may order, price $2.05.

Any nine of the Tlilrteen Premium 
Books you may order, price $2.00.

Any ten of the Tlilrteen Premium 
Books you may order, price $8.10.

Any eleven of theThirteen Premium 
Books you may order, price $8.40.

Any twelve of the Thirteen Premium 
Books you may order, price $3.85.

Lastly, all of these THIRTEEN Pre
mium Books here announced are sent 
out, all postage prepaid, for 4.15, 
something never before equalled in 
this country or Europe.

Bear in mind that every order tor a 
Premium Book must be accompanied 
with a yearly subscription for The 
Progressive Thinker, which is $1. Wb 
repeat that the world has never seen 
the like of it before.
OUR THIRTEEN REMARKABLE ' 

PREMIUM BOOKS FOR «4.15.
The following is the list of titles ol 

the Twelve Premium Books:
1—The Encyclopedia of Death, 

Life in the Spirit World, Vol. 1.
2—The Encyclopedia of Death, 

Life In the Spirit World, Vol. 2.

and

and
s—The Encyclopedia of Death, and 

Life in the Spirit World, Vol. 3. These 
three volumes have been prepared by, 
J. R. Francis. They contain invaluable

and

data.
4—Art Magic, or Mundane, Sub-Mun

dane and Super-Mundane Spiritism, by 
Mrs. Emma Hardinge Britten.

6—Ghost Land, Spiritualism, Occult, 
ism, by Mrs. Emma Hardinge Britten.

6—The Next World interviewed, by 
Mrs. 8. G. Horn, a most remarkable me
dium.

7—The Occult Life of Jesus, by Alex
ander Smythe, a medium of rare gifts.

8—A Wanderer m the Spirit Lands. 
Translated by A. Farnese, a wonderful 
English medium.

9—-The Religion of Man and Ethics ot 
Science, by Hudson Tuttle.

10—Seers of the Ages, or Spiritualism 
Past and Present, by Dr. J. M. Peebles.

11—The Great Debate Between Moses 
Hull and W. F. Jamieson.

12—Letters from the Spirit World, 
written through the mediumship of 
Carlyle Petersllea.

13—Gems of Thought, by SEVEN
TEEN leading authors, Is our last Pre
mium Book.

The Influence of the Zodiac Upon 
Human Life,

With Character Readings of Per
sons Born Upon the Cusp.

The principles found in this volutae are both 
a science ana a religion, for a better and a far 
happier humanity it point» to the planets as 
an index to the human character ana liability 
to diseases; also gives the gems and colors suit
ed to temperaments evolved under certain plan
ets. But the author. ELEANOR KIRK, lays 
special stress upon the fundamental principle 
that “All maladies known Vo man can be entire
ly dominated, forever cast out. by those-who 
realize that mind is the master and body the 
servant.” Price, cloth, 81.00.

ft NEW GftTEGHISM
BY M. M. MANGASARIAN,

flELIOGENTRIG ASTROLOGY, 
Or Essentials of Astronomy and Solar Men
tality, with Tables of Ephemeris to 1010. By 
Yarmo. Vedra. With illustrations, 35 of 
which are original drawings by Holmes W. 
Merton, author of “Descriptive Mentality.’’ A 
new system of personally determining the pri
mary fund of Mental ana Physical forces and 
their results in ment al aptitudes that dominate, 
the nature of the individual as based upon date 
Of birth. Price, cloth, $1.60.

Fourth Edition—Six Additional Chap- ! 
tors—200 Pages, Bound in Cloth, < 
.$1.00.—Containing Likeness of the j 
Author. i
"A New Catechism” has enjoyed a 

remarkable sale both in America and 
England. George Jacob Holyoake, 
in his Introduction to the English .edi
tion of "A New Catechism,” says:

“A New Catechism” is the boldest, I 
the brightest, the most varied and In
forming of any work of the kind ex
tant. The principal fields of human ; 
knowledge, which the churches have | 
fenced round with supernatural ter- ' 
rors, the Catechism breaks Into, cher
ishing what is fair and showing what 
Is deformed. The notes, of which 
there are many, both ancient and con- j 
temporary, are as striking as the - 
text. The book Is a cyclopedic ot 
theology and reason in a nutshell.

Wnmanlu '^attainment of W Ulllall IJ FORM and features

Rpiilltv The cultlvat,on ot personal UQuU IJ beauty, based on Hygiene and 
Health Culture, by twenty physicians and spe
cialists, and edited by Albert Turner. A valua
ble book for women and therefore for the whole 
world. Price In elegant cloth binding, 81.00. 
For sale at this office.

Other Excellent Publications ¡
BY M. M. MANGASARIAN.

HOW THE BIBLE WAS INVENTED.

Hofecufar Hupotfiesis of Nature;
The Relation of Its Principles to Continued Ex- 
istence and to the Philosophy of Spiritualism. 
By Prof W. M. Lockwood. Paper, 24 cents-

A New Lecture.—Price, 10 cents.
This little pamphlet should be 

placed in the hands of every American 
citizen. The attention of preachers, 
theological students, and all church 
members should be called to the won
derful story of the Invention of the 
Holy Bible, which this lecture tells. 
' See that at least one orthodox 
neighbor of yours reads this lecture.

MORALITY WITHOUT A GOD.
With letter to Right Reverend 

Bishop Anderson, of Chicago. Price, 
10 cents. .

■ By the Author of

“ft Wanderer in Spirit Lands

JESUS CHRIST A MYTH.

“iflB STRANGE STORY OF AHRINZIMAN.’
The Persian Hystic Emperor.

A weird, powerfully told dramatic,story of the earth life and subsequent 
Experiences in the Spirit World of the '“Guide, Ahriziman." Few books 
are more calculated to hold the reader’s interest from the first page to the 

st, and much that is original and new will be found in the accounts given 
of AhriAziman’s Studies in.tlie Domain of Magic'and its-relation to obsessions 
and other perplexing problems of spiritual intercourse. Price, cloth $1.00. 
Paper, GO cents. Postage, 12 cents. . A /

| A New Book.—Price 2B Cents.
i This book examines the evidence for 1 
the historical existence of Jesus, and 
finds it quite insufficient to prove that ।

. such a man as Jesus ever lived. It is 
a most . important contribution to 
Modern Thought. It is prefaced by 
a letter to the Christian Clergy, and I 
concluded by an answer to an editorf- | 
al in one of the Chicago morning pa
pers, attacking Mr. Mangasarian’s po- - 
-sition.' Send ydur orders at once, as > 
the first edition will soon be ¿exhaust- ! 
ed. ' ' ■ '

"In the World Celestial,” by Dr. T. A. 
Bland. Interesting, instructive - and 
helpful; Spiritually uplifting; Cloth 
bound, price $1. '
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SPIRITUAL GUARDIANSHIP. .

THÎ3 THIHX¿K
V

KV ¡p * 1

It tú a Truth Proven by Innumerable 
Human Experiences.

o Popery Weated in Germany| VmjJfVSLÊ L*ßRWY
•‘Bright angels on their dazzling wings 

His ancient walks of life survey, 
.To prophets,-patriarchs and kings 
, Their heavenly banners they dis- 
z >play.”

The belief in the guardianship of 
angels is as old as the human race, ev
idences of it during the historic pe-. 
riod being ample proof, and beyond 
written history the legendary loro of 
the past ages further proves the 
truth of the fact that mortal life has 
not had to traverse the wilderness of 
its existence alone and unaided by

It Is Manifested in a.Revival Meeting |. Silence reigned for about three min- 
: Where the Minister Has a “HeU” utes and then Dr. Hobson spoke

und "Ilovil” to Assist Him—He Is a I “Now, If you have anything
. Medium, and Spirits Assist Him, II-
; lustrating to a Marked Degree the: 

Kaleidoscopic Chai’acter pf Spirit 
Return. ■ '

: Now that tho' Hobson- revival is 
over and the evaag'ellsts have left dur 
city, it-is possible to print a more dis
passionate and unbiased resume of the

powers superior to those in human

Some of us aro conscious
fact and some of us are not.

of the
- Those

who are, have great reason to rejoice , 
and be thankful; it is . a source of .] 
wealth which material riches: cannot . 
be uqed as comparison.: Those who 
have not this knowledge are certainly , 
to be, pitied; many such passing , 
through their mortal existence, bellev- ( 
Ing that it.comprlzes the whole of life, . 
and-that its consummation closes the ! 
programme (but which in reality has . 
only been the preparatory stage by j 
which’ their life’ would be better eh- ( 
abled to eater upon ah existence which -, 
will make all previous expériences in
significant by comparison. :

To speak of entrancing music to 
those who are deaf, or of the glories 
of sight to those who are blind, would 
seem- useless. The faculties neces- ' 
sary for their compréhension are ¿b- ’ 
sent.

The spiritual faculty that enables 
the human belrig to come Into con
scious rapport with the inhabitants of 
the superior world, cannot be ex-, 
plained to those who are undeveloped 
on that line so that they will have an 
intelligent-comprehension of the bene
fits to be derived from such knowl- 
edg&? .

The expression, "one world at à 
time," is- used as an argument by ma- 
teriglistic thought in its rejection of 
the truth of spiritual communion and 
guardianship, when in reality it has 
no argument in that expression. Does 
the mariner transcend the law of con- 
’sistency when struggling against con
ditions that might overwhelm him 
when’he anticipates thé safety of the 
harppr 'toward which he is bound?

We are. placed here in mortal life 
by n. power - over which we have no 
control. The law of our destiny . de
mands that we give due consideration 
to the duties Incumbent upon us while 
here,, as they are needed as an educa
tion .to.prepare us to comprehend and 
appreciate thé superior life toward 
which we are traveling. In the strug
gles incident to the proper attainment 
and seemingly necessary while here. It 
Is a reasonable desire that we, as does 
the.mariner, look forward to the safe
ty of the harbor toward which we are 
bound, and look for help from those ' 
who have passed over the route which 
we at present are going. That we can 
receive their assistance is a truth that 
is being better understood than ever 
before—not to relieve'us of any legit
imate duties, but to .help us under
stand what our duties are, and to in
struct us that we may perform them 
in a manner which will help forward 
the development of the superior pow
ers of our being. ' ;

Maloy of us when, reviewing the In-, 
cldenrs of our life are conscious of the ; 
.fact thht'there have been occasions 
when,¿hie.most,logical and-consjstent. j 

. answer’ t.hatæç.ùla.-.iié ,-,.th&,,
question 'of w^qt was the cause ,pf cer- . 

: tain peçqrrehcgs? would be that, they . 
werè'‘thé interposition of our spiritual 
guardianship. ’’

To. the external materialistic mind 
they would be termed a “mere happen 
so,” but to those of us who have had 
the privilege of entering into even the 
oufBrucout'ts'of the spiritual temple, 
know;that there is a more perfect law 
which is directing and controlling our 
livesK We have certain experiences, 
come of which are classed as, pleasant 
and Some otherwise, but the law of 
spiritual development operates 
through both, rising whichever "may at . 
the time be most necessary. Absolute 
degeneracy is not recognized in the 
advanced spiritual world. What are 
termed the world’s moral degenerates 
receive Impressions which is the com
pass that is pointing them to the 
proper route that will lead them out’ 
of their moral and spiritual darkness.

When a human being whose moral 
development is of a grade below the 
normal receives silently and without 
any outward manifestation of mental 
action impressions that urge to a high
er standard of life; where do those 
impressions come from? It is not 
hardly possible that they could come 
from that undeveloped life unaided, 
although it was capable of responding 
to those higher influences. It is pleas
ant to entertain the belief that they 
came from individual beings who had 
been on the lower planes of life, but 
through toil 'and labor had advanced 
to the,higher, and through the bond of 
sympathy could extend a helping hand 
to those who, struggling upward 
needed assistance.

Tile way which life advances Is by 
the superior helping the inferior, 
reaching downward and through the 
law pf suggestion, which is a mighty 
attractive force, inspiring the lower to 
strive for the higher.

There must be faculties in the 
lower, although lying dormant, that 
when quickened can respond to more 
active life by the influences that are 
impressed upon it by the higher. If 
there tveré no powers that were capa- 

■ ble .of responding, there would be no 
advance. -No human soul, however 
undeveloped, but contains the germs 
of those higher powers.

The conscious and unconscious min
istration from the higher realms of 
life has been the power that has lifted 
human life up to the plane that it at 

1 present occupies, audit is the inspira-' 
tion that. 1b urging it to make more 
strenuous efforts for greater advance
ment. If that higher -Influence was 
with drawn the demoniac forces that 
he is struggling against would over- 
power him and the civilization already 
attained would be superseded by bar
barism and savagery.

The, well springs of life are located 
in the spheres beyond the influence of 
the human animal, and the overflow
ing from those perennial fountains are 
what keeps alive and refreshens hu
man thought In its struggle for higher 

..moral and spiritual culture. The lov- 
.ing care of . our spiritual fatherhood 
and motherhood made manifest in an
gelic ministrations is. not merely one 
of but THE greatest blessing that has 
ever come within the range of human 
comprehension.

HAMILTON DE GRAW.
Watervliet, N. Y. .

work they have accomplished. From 
whatever standpoint the revival and 
its results are viéwed; a number of re
markable things will be noted. 
Among these, are the number of con
versions, the:,high intellectual and so
cial class of the converts, and the 
large perceptage .qf men among those 
■who were benefited.

The methods of Dr. Hobson were 
positively unique. . He did not make a 
single Jiarsh statement in all (of his 
sermons, but .directed them against 
sin Instead of against other churches 
or institutions in,our city. The most 
remarkable characteristic of Dr. Hob
son was the presence pf what he 
called the ‘‘special: leadings of the 
spirit.” We have all read of the 
wonderful meetings held in former 
days by John Wesley and Jonathan 
Edwards in which they were directed 
in a seemingly miraculous manner.

Dr, Hobsori Impressed everyone 
,with whom he came in contact as be
ing a thoroughly consecrated man. 
Every thought and act seemed to be 
devoted to the glory of God and the 
.furtherance of His work. It was not 
strange to those who believe in the 
possibility of the direct guidance of 
God that such a man as Dr. Hobson 
should receive qnd be guided by these 
special manifestations. They occurred 
at Intervals throughout the entire 
meeting. Thé account was not given 
to the newspapers at the time because 
people were not ‘wanted at the Meth
odist church who were drawn there 
from curloUB’motlves.

The separate incidents cannot be 
given in order from lack of space, but 
It is our intention to. give in detail 
three of the most remarkable. One 
of these occurred on Tuesday night, 
May 29, and can be corroborated by 
those who remained throughout the 
service.

Dr» Hobson had preached for prob
ably twenty minutes, when he sud
denly stopped and said: “I cannot go

I on. There is a cloud, black and re
bellious hanging over a certain man 
In this section of thé church," pointing 
to the center of the section of pews to 
his right; Then turning toward that 
section of thé church, he began to 
plead with this one man to yield him
self to God; arid kneeling at the altar 
began to pray that the cloud might 
be lifted and feeling toward this man 
might'leave him. Then he suddenly 
ceased and said: “I sense another pe
culiar condition here. There 1b some 
one near me -who feels they are called 
to do special work. I cannot tell you 
whether it la a riiah or a woman; but 
perhaps'if Is thé'ministry or the mis
sion field ir it is something in the Une 
of special service for the Master. 
There 1b a light from heaven shining 
on your pathway. It is the most 
beautiful thing I have seen since I 
have been in Elwood. Now—it is 
growing brighter—you are yielding to 
•the impulse—no, it 1b'darker again— 
¿yield.'ypursèlf. tp.Rqd, .mÿ/frlérid-^ftie' 
-light-comeh 'again—I - date 7say':,;nq 
more1 to you—it is • dark—have ybu

• decljded?”' " ' ’

to tell us, say it." And a young man 
not far away began crying and pray
ing for a complete consecration.' 
This young man was seen by the re
porter afterwards and made the-foi- 
lowing statement:; “I had told no one 
how I was feeling. Dr.- Hobson knew 
me, but thought I was a Christian; - I 
had left the church, but somehow felt 
impelled to return. I had not prayed 
for nearly- two years. ’ I ■ could ’ not 
pray because I felt like a. hypocrite. I 
had known for more tlian-a year that 
I ought to-enter the'ministry. ' My 
fathrir and mother knew nothing of it; 
and I had mentioned it to no one. 
While Dr. Hobson was praying for the 
man in the congregation, T felt like I 
ought to pray for him, so I tried. 
And immediately Dr. Hobson ‘ began 
praying for me. I did not have a 
thought that he did not tell aloud-to 
the church. I consider it a miracle. 
My consecration was complete, and I: 
am now preparing myself td preach 
the gospel.” ■ "• ■ ■ '? ■ <

If any one reading this Is-skeptical,- 
he can have the young man's name 
and address by going to ReVi- E. -E.- 
Neal, pastor of the First Methodist 
church, and learn the- particulars for 
himself. ■ • :■

Another incident occurred a few 
nights later. Dr. Hobson, tri the 
midst of his sermon said:-

“There is a man in here," pointing 
to a row of pews in the center of the 
church, “who has murder' in his' 
heart. There-'is Bome one he intends/ 
to kill. I could point hirií;oílt,'hUtT', 
dare not do it.” Three days after
ward this man went,to Dr.. Hobson ( 
and confessed that he was the. man;,, 
that he had made a ' threat “/n his 
own mind only" to kill a pertain inan, 
bqt that he had experienced a, com
plete change of heart, and wished to 
confess what he had Intended to do.

■ The third incident occurred Tues
day night, June'19. When Dr. Hob- 
gon arose to preach he seemed to be 
very muth disturbed. He closed his 
eyes and spoke slowly and seemingly 
painfully as follows: “I have in my 
mind and vision a young man under 
30 years of age. I see his'-face; it 
has appeared before me here. I never 
saw the young man before. I could' 
tell you the color of his hair and 
eyes, but I must not do It. This is ri ’ 
very important night for him. It will 
probably decide his destiny. .He diust,. 
decide for God to-night. . Dr. Hobson! 
then left the platform and went into’ 
a little alcove near the pulpit, r He 
remained there about five minutes in 
prayer and then returned to the plat
form with his eyes shining. He 
looked to the rear of the. house arid 
those who followed hip gage saw a 
young man arise and accompanied by 
a friend make his way to the altar.

These are only three out of' many 
incidents like them. These three are 
given because they were made, more 
public than the others. If you da,, 
sire the story of the young man .men. 
Honed in the third incident, you can 
get his name from Rev. Neal ajid see. 
him yourself X •

Call it Spiritualism or mental tel
epathy or divine power or what you 
will, the facts can not be denied,. Dr. 
Hobspn says it Is the power of the 
holy spirit manifested thus . to . .him,. 
Fer a TOfl^tpprpHghly.cansecjated io. 
'Grid, wha dates toppt a limit upon the 
direct guidance he may receive?—El
woods (Ind.) Daily Call-Leader. . “

POPERY DEFEATI^IJi^RMANY.
. ------Mi-t..iiß

Au Astounding Eveiit^cciifred There 
. ill the Arrest of W '”Äitor Who

Dared; to Pubiis^'rjiqj; Atrocities, 
the Heartless- CrgpUiee and Great 
Wrongs Pciimtratigi ibjt tire ¡Catho- 
lie Church, - o z n -C' -
The London (En§3 &illy Tele

graph contains the following import
ant-information:

. “Doctor Richter, edteor/qf the Suii- 
deutseb Montagzeitühg/ published in. 
Munich', has been Indicted.for publlsh- 

i’lng several artlcles^fleged.to.be In
sulting to the Roman'Catlioiic church, 

: ana calculated to briiig,' hatred and 
contempt on. this /‘cqiririifinity. . His 
trial has aroused ..wide attention 
throughout Germahi', ,Dr. Richter’s 
articles dealt With'the. history oi Ro- 
'manism during ‘ the ./paßt thousand 
years, and'gaye profiimpii.ee to certain 
deplorable actions l.n'tlip fives .of per-i 
tain Popes and ötliej7Je^ding eqcjeBl- 
asties." ■' ’ ’ '' ■
. “Coming to/ contemporary history 
Re cited the instance, oi/. the . Jesuit, 
Fathfer de Luca; who lately expressed 
a desire to ^ee ..the .pt^ke revived for 
the punishment of ,’yeC'aJcitrant here
tics. Tie- ■ also. Quoted a Catholic 
priest, Father Hebei, a' . -mepiber of

.was a public duty to shorten by a head 
the bodies of those who denied God, 
even if they were university profes- 
sprs. Dr. Richter’s articles besides 
speak of thé relics' of the saints as a 
swindle, and of auricular (confession as 
a danger and a nuisance. ! He con
cludes by declaring that the Romish 
church is as intolerant and cruel to
day and as dangerous to the common
wealth as in the hèydèy of the Inquisition. ..... ..

‘‘The trial, which is expected to last 
four days, will be remarkable fPr the 
Character and number of the witnesses 
whom. Dr. Richter has subponenad in 
his defense.' Among these are emi
nent historlahs. and prominent profes
sors .of theology‘from various univer
sities. - Professor. Haeckel, of Jena, 
has also been summoned to give evi
dence on the side of the defendant.” 
; The"London'Christian Herald' of 
June 8, reports' that Dr. Richter sub
poenaed a lavge~body of witnesses, one 
being Count Hoensbroech, an ex-Jes- 
uit, who came with nearly one hun
dred volumes of Popish history and 
theology, showing that Rome still, held 
she had the right to torture and burn 
heretics. After four, days’ trial, la 
Munich—-a Romanist court and Ro
manist jury sitting in one of the most

j Romanist cities in Europe acqutted 
I Dr. Richter! and fpurid that Tris oriti-

thé Baryarian Diet, Mió'not long ago, cism of the papal' church .was amply 
declared at a public . .meeting that It justified.

THE PREVISION OF ’THE POETS.

They Çcnprally Catch á plimpse of the 
Supernal Regions.

I had a talk with a Veteran clergy- 
piQ.u thG' otH&r ¿ay -wlio had grown 
gray in-the advocacy of the dogmas of 
his church; who frankly-admitted that 
the modern poets of the‘world had got 
a large distance in advance of ■ the 
church, in the proper ■ conception of 
human life and life after death. He 
was clearly right in this admission. 
The average conceptfori by the 
chiirches of human arid after life has 
.been about as crude, cruel and unrea
sonable as it has been' possible to' 
make It.

A religion which prdblalms the ex
istence of a Jealous arid revengeful 
,God, and the presence of a , shrewd 
and successful devilpthat the Angel 
of Death is the King of terrors; that 
long sleep In the 'bdsSiS of Mother 
•Ear-tli until the appeavdnee of that 
ignis fatuuB, resurrection; the eixiBt- 
■ence of the regions- 'bf'- -the blessed 
where there is a pletlibra Of eternal 
singing, and an abod^f6f the forever 
.damned where theri)al's:hothfng but 
continual pain and- ^Srro^t is very 
well calculated to clligusPOaii intelli
gent and fair-mindea1 pedpie, and fill 
the world with agri«fticgBdrind infl. 
dels. ' .F‘". 1c

Thanks to the poets for having 
taught a far better'WJllgiWh -than the 
church, and -foi'- hWIn^ya destroyed 
-many of the unnatural beliefs incul
cated by the church. - 1 isR
- The matchless Longfellow wrote: 

“There is fto death'Wbdt seems so
is transition;; sg; iuj - 

Tjjis life of mortkh ¿»path b,_ 
Is (but a suburb of-sUfsu-tljiSlan ■ 
Whose-portal ;we caji ■ :
e! -MW-/"'?«' 
at ¡last the'sth

And.again:-;? .,
“The spirit around TliM ' -world - of 

( sense.. J ' ”
:Feels”llk'ri an atmosphere, and every-1 

where
Wafts through.these earthly mists’and 
,, vapors dense ' ’ ' “ ; .

'A vital breath of more ethereal air,”
The grand old Dr.-Holmes wrote: 

“Alive! How living,,yjoo, .are -they 
sWhose memories 'it is ours to share! 
iSpread the long.table's,jfhill array. 
-There Bits a’ ghost iqi-evpry chair." 
The ^mjestic Bryaiji' penned these
.words': - • •
“And I, with falterlngjootsteps, jour

ney on, , ? ,
Watching the stars,/that roll the

hoursaway,
iTlll the faint light that guides me now 

is gone, .. ,,-j . . . |
And like another life_j thq . glorious 

' day - /
Shall open o’er me-> the empyreal 

- height, * '
With warmth, and_-aiQerfcainty, and 

boundless Ught.’\,.„-
And this from the pe^ of Dr. Hol

land: ' -■ ■? '
"Ah! soul' of mine! Ah! soul of 

jnine! ,.
Thy sluggish senses are-but bars 
That stand between thee and -the 

stars, - c.
And shut thee from the world divine.”

Again: ■"
“If thou hast felt -thehthrob and' thrill 
Of early-day and happy birds, 
While peace that drowned-thy chosen 

words ■ ' <»;;» '
Has flowed from thee ln iglad good 
'• « . Will, ■■ ■ stuff -T.iy, .
Then thou hast drunk! ¿the heavenly 

dew; ? it-.
Then have thy feet-in capture trod 
The pathway of a-thought of God,' 
And death ban-show thde -nothing

OF

SFIRlTUflLISTIG LITERflTURB.

BOOKS FOR ALL SPIRITUALISTS TO PERUSE

TO THE GLORIOUS OLD FATHER,

"Soclaf Upbuilding, Including,Co-op- 
; eratlve Systems and the Happiness and 
• Ennoblement of Humanity.” By E. D. 
‘ Babbitt, LL.-D., M. D. This comprises 

the last part of Human Culture ahd 
i Cure. .Paper cover. 15 cents. .

"The Truth Seeker .Collection of 
Forms; and Ceremonies for the Uss of 
liberals.” Price, 25 cents.

Í5í*¿

A Pioneer Spiritualist, on His Ninety- 
Second-Birthday, by His Son, F.

• ■ F.’ Bliss, Kansas City, Mo.

One hundred years, ago, less eight, 
Dear father, you were born

Within the old "Green Mountain
■State,”. . :

Upon an April inorn.
Till manhood crowned you with her 

years
Yorir father's home was .yours;

Nor ever had he any fears
Of, boyjsh pritpkB ór "tours.”

But when life’s dial-plate has shown 
. The hours quite fully come

When youth’s -dependence far has 
flown

You bid farewell to home.
To mountains green rind valleys fair

You say a fond good-bye, 
And to Connecticut -repair 

For fortune there to try.
Next Massachusetts seems, to say 

“ITI give work and wealth.”
Believing It you hie away ' 

For. grèenbàcks and for health.
The years go on and from the West 

Comes stories wildly fair.
That, fortune At her very best 

Is waiting fOr you, there.
Again most fond farewells are said 

And wife and babies, too, 
Are off, by hope and courage led, 

WEefe fortiirie^s favors .woo. ‘
To Michigan, whose forest -Charm 

Awaits, tp.e anxious stride,'■
You go: tri'seek a home and farm 

Fqr/babies and ^qr bride. .
You labor On through storm and sun, 

As speeds the' fleeting year,
While crops and Rabies, one by one, 
- Come. on„-theJm.art-to: cheer.
Then war- clouds ioom up from the 

South;..  *
You-seek the bloody fields;

For yeriW-you ' face ■ the cannon’s

TIR horrid-. teriaSon ,yields/'
The Union'saved, the flag preserved, 

You-homeward come with Joy, -
The campaigns hard have -quite un- 

nferved. ;. '
The erstwhile “Yankee boy."

Then onward now the peaceful years, 
And.w.ork their-changes fair. - ■

Where forest was,' the field appears, 
Rich with its promise rare.

The cot of logs yield, after 'while, 
To home of .falter ,build. ' . -

Where thickets- were the -orchards 
rimile, '

And bins and barns are filled.
But ne’er an Eden-quite unmarred; 
z Sot this our paradise.
Death entered, ugly-vlsaged, scarred, 

- And left his dark surprise; :
A marble slab the church yard holds, 

With name- above alFother
Deep-chiseled in its flinty folds— 
- Love-laden—“Wife"-and “Mother.”
.But yet, again, those dark wings
: . stoop,.- . . -

And;tears our sad cheeks blister,—
Another grave, ilow’f-decked with 

hope; ■' . ■
And-marked with "Daughter," "Sis- 

ter.” • .
May sleep ari'riweet'anu rest as calm 

As seraphs know, or angels,

Be theirs for aye, while holy psaiflu- 
Chants o’er them Jier evangel^,, .

Another comes from out .the’-yearB"-, 
To take her place beside -yinf- --

I'To share your hopes, dispel "your 
. fears, •

And help, whate’er betide you. ■” 
• . ... b -' ■ ?i’

Again the. years run richly on.
For thirty quite, and three; -.

■Till suddenly a darker.dawn!
We look, and-where is she

Again the churchyard marble -tells 
The story all too true,

And funeral train and requiem bplla 
, Give life a sadder hue.
Alone once more life's ‘ course 

tread you
' And count the fading years, " ’’
'Till hope shall bring you back your 

dead . - - -
From .’yond the vale pf tears.

And loved ones gather ’bout you now 
To help you ..count your joys;

To help you gather out the gold 
From all life’s thick alloys.

Now may the years that still shall 
come

. Sit lightly on your brow! ..
And may your further journey home 

Be pleasant' as. ’tis now.
. FRANK.

WHAT IS YOUR LIFE?

What is your life, bh, Mortal, here. 
In. this—the kindergarten sphere 
Of an unending soiil career, •

We call the-Llfe Etcrndl?” 
Are you-pursulhg’ ri^hi or wrorife, 
As through this world you pass along, 
And mingle ^vlth the human throng 

■ In tabernacles carnal?' :
Are yon controlled by appetite, 
That knows but sensual delight,- • 
Regardless of "Eternal Right”— ■.....  

. The only sure foundation?
What habits are you forming now, 
Tb-mar fair Nature’s comely brow, 
And on your spirit visage throw

Alike contamination?• . ;,ra'> ' ’

AN OCCULT WONDER WORKER.

One of the Qddest ’Worltei's in the
World .Performs Remarkable Feats
-—How Does He Do It, If Not in 
Touch with Some Spirit?
Waukegan, Ill,; claims the oddest 

worker in this working land. He is 
too conscientious to make use of a 
art that, would earn him a handsome 
salary.

■ The name of this worker is William 
Flnncutter, and it is claimed that he 
!b able to open a safe door without the 
aid of any tool or explosive, depending 
on Bound to untangle the worst mixup 
in a lock combination. He thinks 
that If hé openly engages in this kind 
of work he would be charged with put
ting it to illegitimate use.

Flnncutter has opened no less than 
twenty safe doors, the combinations of 
the locks having been lost or jarred 
out of order. No one has been able 
to indued hlm‘to help out In the mat
ter save as a last resort. Thbse who 
have’watched him. say he depends en
tirely on the sense of touch and sound. 
He turns the knob, seeming to feel 
the movement within,- and listens to 
every click of the tumblers. So work
ing he has unlocked a score or more of 
obstinate fastenings. ,He accepts no 
consideration and has turned down of
fers that would give him a good in
come.

If Flnncutter knows how he does 
the work he will not tell. He will not 
talk to any one about his peculiar 
gift. He will not do the work for a 
stranger, and in each case some close 
friend has induced him to lend a hand.

He has opened Bome of the best 
safes in the country—safes warranted 
burglargnd nitroglycerine proof, mere
ly by listening, -and Mb methods'have 
astounded .Safe builders and experts 
alike»,. So/tar.'as he’ wlirtelj'hq riev.er' 

‘rijis Mu'» eypérjlenp^ iji’.tbè safe 
fijisiixw except'*11 broken
ones.'’. In this!.he. has.been,'succe'BBfill 
when the experts of, thq safe compa
nies have failed.—Chicago Tribune.

HYPNOSIS CURES TANTRUM.

Studies in thé Outlying Fields pf Psychic Science. How to investi. - 
gate, form circles and develop-mediumship. A test of genuine medium
ship. By Hudson Tuttle. .¡ Price, cloth, 75 cents. ■ ■

Success, and How to Win It. A lecture and course of, twenty-four 
success lessons by Dr. B. F. Austin, B. A., D. D. Price 25 cents.

Superstition in All Ages, or ;‘Re Bons Sens.” Testimony of a Cath- ■ 
olic priest who abjured’the Çhristiau.Teligion and asked God’s pardon ' 
for having taught it. Price, cloth, $T; postage 14 cents, 
; Talleyrand’s Letter to the Pop?. This work will be found especially 
interesting to all who would desire-1,0 make a study of Romanism and - 
the Bible. Price 25 cents. sx-n ' .
. Teachings of Jesus, Not-Adapted' to Modern Ôivflizâtiôn, - With the ? 
true character of Mary Magdalene. A book full of truth. By George -, 
W. Brown, M, D- ' Price 15 cents, : . . -

Te.n Commandments;Auàlÿ^ W; H. Bach. Price, 25 cents.
. The Arcana of Spiritffiilis^^ of Spiritual Science and r'

Philosophy. A splendid wp.rk : by the aeer and phiiosospher, Hudson / 
Tuttle. Price, $1.25. - ?>;■< .- b.

The A, B, Z, of Our Own'Nutrition. An excellent work and guide to “ - 
perfect health. By Horace Fletcher. Price, $1.
. The Aristocracy of Health. A Study of Physical Culture, and Our ' 

Favorite Poisons. A masterly work on the subject, by the gifted . ■ 
writer, Mrs. Mayÿ Foote Hepdërson. Price, $1.50.

The Bible. New and Revised'Edi tiop. By John B>iM-burg.
Price $1.25/ ,

The Candle From Under the Bushel, or Thirteen Hundred »ad Six 
Questions to the Clergy. Nuts that are hard for them to crack. An in
teresting book. By Wm. Heart. ’ Price 40 cents.

The Constitution of Man/ By Elizabeth Towne. Price 50 cents.
The Crisis. Dy Thomas Paine. Brice, eeuU.
The Demonism of the Ages, Spirit .Obsessions so Common in Spirit- . 

ism, Oriental and Occidental Occultism. By Dr. J. M. Peebles. Cloth 
boimd. Price $1 ; postage, 19 cents.

The Development of Spirit—After Transition. The origin of relig- 
ions, and their influence upon the mental development of the human 
race. By the late M. Faraday. Price 10 cents.

The Divine Pedigree of Man, or the Testimony of Evolution and Psy- 
chology to the Fatherhood of God. By Dr. Thomson J. Hudson. 
Price $1,50.

The Dream Child. Reads like an inspiration. Treating clearly upon 
the laws of affinity, love and the attendant pain and sorrow invariably 
experienced therewith. By Florence Huntley. Price, cloth, 75 cents.

The Fairy Land of Science. This beautiful book fills a niche in the 
hearts of the young people. Lyceum library literature. By Arabella 
B. Buckley. Price 50.,

The God Idea of the Ancients, or Sex in Religion. A sensible, logical 
statement of opinion, but not of a revolutionary or sensational nature. 
A good book all through. By Eliza Burt Gamble. Price $2.25. 

■ The Greatest Thing Ever Known. A dainty, helpful book. By Ralph 
Waldo Trine. Price 35 cents,

The Great Psychological Crime, which claims that subjective medium
ship is injurious, is edited by Florence Huntley, author of “The Dream 
Child” and “Harmonics of Evolution.” Price $2.

The Idea of God. By Dr. Paul Carns. Fourth edition. 32 pages. 
“An effort to purify our ‘Idea of God’ that it may be greater, sublimer, 
and more awe-inspiring to future generations than it has ever been 
yet. ’’—Literary World, London. Paper cover, 15 cents.

The Kingship of Self-Control. Full of most helpful ideas, and bound 
in white covers with pretty floral design. By William George Jordan. 
Price 30 cents.

The Life of Jesus. By Ernest Renan. Translated from the original 
French. Price, cloth, gilt top, 75 cents.

The Life Radiant. For every one in every walk of life. By LilianFV fl • -<»• HI -Al. 'Ll— ~ d>1 J ‘ :Whiting! ■ Gloth binding. ' Pried, $.1'.’
. . ®ie Living Decalogue/ From Sinai, to .Eion. By W. J. Colvill

• new."
.Once frióte: ' bi.

Are-you imbibing "liquid ifiri^'..? ; 
To stimulate gross passions higher, 
Arid gratify, a "foors” désiré 7. ‘ '¿,7 

To reap his compensation?^ .¿a.rrvr - " J - -Ï»'- .w. _ ---1-When death shall, come ‘ wit¿’ muSêd
* . '.oar ' ; : -,
And .waft you to the other.shore,, 
You'll be yourself, and nothing more, 

By natural translatioh.-
You must abide your pwn estate; • ' 
However sad may be .your fate, 
With justice there is no .-abate

In life's continuation! • 
Your'splrit form will still retain? 
The impress of each earthly stain, " 
And but by growth shall you attain 

• A gradual salvation.
' ; A. JlARTER REYNOLDS.

... Auburn, N. Y.

"The Kingship of Self-Control.” By 
Wm. George Jordan. It treats of the 
crimes of the tongue; the Red Tape du* 
ty, the supreme charity .of the world, 
the revelation of reserve power, etc. 
Price, 80 cents.
- "A Conspiracy Agamst the Republic.” 
By Charles B. Waite, A. M., author of 
"History of the Christian ■ Religion to 
the Year 200," etc. A condensed state
ment of facts concerning .the efforts of 
chuich leaders to get control of the gov
ernment. An important work. ‘ Ppher, 
25-cents- ■ .•.( ■ ■ "■
.¿•"Just How to Wake the BolarPlexuh;" 
By Elizabeth Towne., Valuable : for 
health! Price, 25 benta. . ’

"Nay, "God is here/ cbuldstihou bitt 
see, ,. ' ■ . ' ;■> '■

All things of beauty, awe: of Him; - 
And heaven that hoWS. cherubim', 
As-lovingly embracesetheesif::)
/ Here is tile testini;
<:We ¿rè npf imo’ckeq 

' rlsionf .’i' <
as, riot de-

God maderour spiri^ frew,,.
The 'priet's dreams the dim

prevision /
Of blessings that shaU bfiZI. .
„ All of the good.-rttpetswigree .that, 
the soul is'immortftU .iinfiabelieve In 
the loving kindness oi.JJ^aite Power, 
and they inculcate lai fa4t^. that will, 
di? to live by and diftvbJK”! S’- ■ '

They have robbed death!of its ter- 
Tos. and the grave ofoitstRiotory, and 
have warmed the desponding soul into 
a belief In the eternttB oftiiie. .1 have 
thought that the truel poetds in* touch 
with that higher life over!
yonder; that he catches,1® sweet re
frains of ■ Heavenly, lava and harmony, 
and preserves them Invearthly verse; 
that his inspiration ia born of heaven, 
and not of priestcraftpund-will endure
forever. CARL C. POPE.

Dr. Quockenbos Makes Morbid Girl to
Smile Again—Suggests That She Is 
Foolish to‘ Be So Sensitive Over 
Down on "ïler Face and Arms and 
She Wakes. Up In a Happy Mood— 
Intractable . Reform School Girl 
Made Sweet Tempered as an Angel 
—Epileptic Padent Losing Fits 
From Treatment.
“Laura, you are going to have a 

peaceful, tranquil, refreshing sleep. 
You will wake from It happy. From 
this on you will be glad, smiling, joy- 
ful." ... i
‘ Dr. John D. Quackenbos, professor 
in Columbia university. New York, 
who has done more perhaps than any 
other American ' to apply so-called

I hypnotism to medicine, was giving a 
clinic at__his residence, ,331 West 
Twentyreighth street The patient, a 
handsome young girl,’ lay in “induced" 
sleep on a low couch in his office.

"All this notion that you have hair 
on your lip, hair on your chin, hair on 
your arms, Laura, will pass away like 
a bad dream. Nobody is paying any 
attention to it.

“There 1b nothing In this notion of 
yours that everybody is looking at 
you and saying there Ib hair on your 
face and on yorir arms.' You will be 
’ashamed of yourself that you have 
given way to this '¿básense;, that you 
have embittered your own life and 
troubled the life', of yout father and 
mother for more than a year. When 
I wake yoii, turn youtback on all that 
nonsense'and be yourself."-

Half an' hprir later ' the girl -awak
ened. She: smiled and looked bright 
and serenely confident.' She had,’as 
Dr. Quackenbos' monologue indicated, 
been oppressed by morbid self-con
sciousness, caused- bÿ an almost invis
ible dark brown that shows on the 
skin of "many women' of dark complex
ion. ' '■
, The .first pSticnt was a girl from a 
reform school In a neighboring state, 
who at times‘is'hot amenable to dis
cipline. When she appeared ant hour 
later she talked with some women like 
the most docile arid sweetest tempered 
■of girls. ,
. ¿The third patient had been an epi
leptic since receiving a blow on the 
back of her. .herid. An operation on 
the skull had removed the primary 
causé, 'blit fits'were ' recurrent.. Dr. 
iQuai^ehbos;. /by ' "suggestive I treat- 
ment” under "hÿpnotlç influence, bad 
reduced these' both as to frequency 
•and iSiéîisltyZ/ A- complété ..cure ‘ is 
looked fbr'in this case by the surgeon 
Who sent the girt to Dr. Quackenbos.

“Success and How To Win It” :A 
•lecture anil course-of twenty-four suc
cess lessens-by ;Dr; B.'F. Austin, Bi A:, 
D. D. The tltlhs of some of the lec
tures are as'.follows: Self 'Helps; Fi
nancial Success; Ideals; Economy; 
Planning; .Attraction; Courtesy; Kind
ness and Tact; Angel Help. Price 25

.cents.

“HOW SHALL I BECOME À MEDIUM?”
It is fully ainsw^red in “Mediumship, and Its 

Laws, Its Conditions and C®vatiop,’\by Hud
son Tuttle. Wee $5 cents. Address him al 
Berlin Heights,’ OhiQ.

Maiestvof Calmness. Bv William George Jordan. Price 30 cte,;
The Molecular Hypothesis of Nature. Demonstrates the eontmuit •. • of SdZ«•»«Pi*"?1 rreo from all »r, 

Lt AtZnnerstition By Prof. W. M. Lockwood. Price 25 cents.
The Lover’s World. A Wheel of Life. Treating on the subjects of? lovTmaS^d parenthood. By Dr. Alice B. Stockham. ‘Thy;

World, garnered sheaves from the wisdom of books and life 
experiences, is now returned to. the heart of humanity. Price, sib,; 
d The Sic Thesaurus. . By W. P. Whitehead. Leatherette, Price, $1. 

K The New Life. By Leroy Berner. • Price a0 cents.
The Other Side of Death. Scientifically examined and earefuky de

scribed by C. W. Leadbeater. Price, $1.50. . .
The'Priest, the Woman and the Confessional. This is a most valuable 

book It comes from an ex-priest, whose character is above reproach. 
By^PrtadpSqSfy'ldght^ Tbfe 5armoui^Law3

of the Universe, The Etherio Atomic Philosophy of horce Chromo Chemist J, Chromo Therapeutics, and The General Philosophy of Fine 
Forces Together with Numerous Discoveries and I ractieal Applica
tionsliberated by more than two hundred engravings and tour-col- 
ILaBv E. D. Babbitt, M- D. Price $5.

Thlprophete of Israel. Popular sketches from Old Testament His
tory than which no branch of science, in the last generation has under- S a more profound revolution. By Carl HemnclLCornell. Price 25c.
6 The Psychic History of the Cliff Dwellers, Their Origin and Destruc-

The Relations of Science to the Phenomena of Life. Ideas of life sei- entific^iv expressed in contradistinction from the old theories.
Qnivit Professor M. Faraday. Price ID cents.SPThe Relation Science Holds to Natural Philosophy. By Prof. W. M. 

k^Sdffle1?^ at the close of the nineteenth century By 
Pro? Ernst Haeckel, of the/University of Jena. Bound m cloth. Price 

^^The Romance of Jude. A story of the time of Christ, given through ' 
the mediumship of Mrs. Longley. Uloth bound. Price 50 cents.

The Soul Its Nature, Relations and Expression in the Human Em- 
hAaiments ’ This is clearly a book on re-embodiment, or the principles SBy tlie guides of Cor. a V. Rielmond Priee <1.

The Soul of Things. These three volumes are among the most pppu- 
lar works ever written in. explanation of the Spiritual philosophy By; 
William and Elizabeth M. F. Dentom- Price $1.50 each; postage la cts.

The Soul's Song of Triumph. A prose poem"by Harrison D. Barrett, 
^The^Sp^tual Alps, and How We Ascend Them. A few thoughts on 

”How to reach that altitude where spirit is supreme and all things are 
enh-ipct to it ” By Moses Hull. Price, cloth, 40 cents; paper, 25 cents.

The Spiritual Birth, or Death, audits To-Morrow. The Spiritualistic 
Wm of Death, heaven and.hell. ; A logical statement, proven both by 
facts and the Bible. By Moses Hull.' Price 10 cents.

The Spiritual Significance. By Lilian Whiting. This book is all that 
the name implies—a spiritual book. Price $1.

The Story Hour. For Children and Youth. A book of short ¡dories, 
written expressly do interest and instruct the young. A good work foe 
Lyceums. By Susan H. Wixon . __ „ „

Thu Strange Story of Ahrinzimani the .Persian Mystic Emperor. A' 
woriderful and interesting occult story, written by the Sutirar of A Wan-

the Spirit Land." Beautifully bound. Price, -$l^bstage 12 ■
cents - papsr, 60 -cents. . t

The wmud. Selections from the contents of that ancient book, its 
cemmehtaries, teachings, poetry and legends. Also sketches of the mm 
who made and commented upon it. By H. Polang. Price, cloth, $1.

The-Unknown. By the scientific writer, Camille Flammarion.
Price $2. . ? -.

. The Widow’s Mite -and Other Psychological Phenomena. A new book 
of 538 pages by I. K. Funk. A most remarkable and valuable book, 
P The Wondfifs of Life. A popular study of biological philosophy, ^y - 

Ernst Haeckel, author of The Riddle of the' Universe. Bound in doth; 
Price $1.50* • * ■* ■ 1

The World Beautiful. Series One, Two and Three. Choice volumes of, 
restM and education^' reading, uniting the -ideal and the' real in thia 
life By Lilian Wliiting. Price, each volruno, v > . -
' Three Jubilee Lectures. By Dr. J. M. Peebles. Price 35 cents.
Thomas yqinA’s ’Examination of the Prophecies. A consideration of 

the passages in the New Testrirfent,-quoted from the Old and called; .. - 
.Prophecies concerning Jesus. Christ, . Price, 15 cents. ...

Truths of Spiritualism. This hook narrates many of the striking ex
periences of its author as a lecturer and test medium in the earlier da^a 
ef Spiritualism. By E. V. Wilson. Brice
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MOUNTAINS. '

And the Innnesshe Sentiments They 
Ulve Hise to in the Mind of u 

Brilliant Poet.

r

r

F

I see them in their beauty once again;
The dear Green Mountains greet my 

eyes to-day,
Not black and bare as when they met 

my view
But one-month since; but rich with 

foliage green,. ..
Ab if they donned a festal robe to 

greet
My coming feet. How still the valley 

lies ;
- Beneath their shade Is as If protecting 

arms •
Uflseen sustained it there, and give; it 

rest. • ’ ’
How every leaf and flower and tiny 

bud, '
Looks up and smiles, and thanks the 

sun's warm beams
That steal bo lovingly into its heart,' 1
To give it richer tints and fairer 

sheen!
The hush! the murmur of an unseen 

power , ‘ "
• Is bn the air, as if 'twere Nature’?

. song,
The lullaby she sings' unto her child,.
When weary of the heat and glare of‘ 

day. ’
There’s such a music in the low- 

. breathed strain,
So halt unheard, that all my sou) 

grows hushed
And still, beneath the strange mysterl-

. . oub sound,
Ab If an angel sang. Each bough and 

leaf i
Upon the tree, just trembles to the 

strain,
Ab if 'twere keeping time to every 

note.
Or possible because the thrilling 

touch
Of this unseen musician stirs their 
Depths, and sets them all to music;

Now there comes
A sudden breeze upon the grass, that 

waves
Its courteous salutation, as It goes
To .teach Eolian harps among the 

trees
That guard the tall old mountain’s 

breast,
Like serried ranks of men. How ev- 

, ery string
Gives answer to the touch, and Bends 

its voice
With stirring peal, deep home to ev

ery heart
That listens to the sweep, and stirs 

within
A stronger wish for action in 1 (self. 
It is as if a God had sudden passed,

SPIRIT VISITATIONS '

Tales Related by Mrs. Carlyle I’eter- 
silea, of Spirits Etlierealized.

To the Editor:—It strikes me that 
we, through your strenuous efforts, 
are getting more to bottom truth, and 
the barnacles that have for so long 
been fattening under the name of 
“Spiritualistic Materlaiizers,” are one 
by one dropping off; and through 
The Progressive Thinker we are learn
ing to distinguish truth from error, 
and very many things are now being 
given that are genuine,.and do actu
ally take place. But these are en
tirely different from the su-called ma
terializations. They mostly come un- 
saught, unlooked-for—-1101 at a bo- 
called materializing seance at a dollar 
.or more’for each person witnessing 
them.
' As Thave lately heard of one that 
interests me greatly, I think I will re
late it for the good of others and to 
comfort the world- generally.

• A short time ago a lady came to 
spend the day with me. You know 
this lady well, Mr. Editor, and so do 
the readers of The Progressive Think
er, for her stories have often embel. 

Tished the pages of your noble paper; 
a lady, educated arid refined, whose 
■truth and veracity no one could for a 
moment doubt.

Wh|le spending the day with me, 
she told trie many things that had hap
pened to her; but the following inter
ested me more than all the others, and 
here it is in her own language as 
nearly as I can recollect them:

"Within this present year, I was 
living in the country in a cold north
ern state, far away from any neigh
bors. It was a cold winter night, but 
clear, and the snow was lying white 
and deep in all directions, so that 
tracks of any kind about the house 
could have been easily discerned. 
l|iy family "was constituted of my aged 
father and mother, my younger un-
married sister, my own son, 
man of twenty, and myself, 
time a widow.

“My sister and I slept in 
sized room on the ground

a young 
at that

a -good 
floor. 1

y

& '

Aud

And

And

every tree grew conscious to its 
depths,
bends its head in homage at the 
sight,
trembles through the leafy veil 
of green,

With secret awe.
1 love the mountains grand, 

For they have boldly stood confront
ing storms

And tempests in their wrath; and hur
ricanes ■

And whirlwinds beat their forms »in 
vain.

They never cower when comes the 
biting blast, .

Or shrink when storm-clouds wrap 
them in their shrouds,

But rear their foreheads to the sky 
the same;

And when the cloudy veil is rent in 
twain,

Bright, living sunshine, like the smile 
of God,

Upon their summits rests. Alike in 
storm and calm

Immovable, fit emblems of the true
And

Still

And

loyal heart? that cling to truth 
and right,
firmly standing where the weak
er fail,
pointing, reaching still uner
ringly

Toward Heaven. How can one human 
being live

Beneath their shade, unconscious of 
the truth,

' The mighty lesson that they teach? 
How can

Disloyal hearts, disloyal to them
selves,

Their God, their country, and their 
sense of right,

Grow up beneath their calm, unbend
ing fronts

And shame the soil from whence they
• sprung?

But few such souls find breath, 
their wilds.

And they are aliens, even at 
birth.

Old Scotia’s Highlands reared 
noble hearts;

The Progressive Äer
-------- ..................—------ --------------------------------------—- -------

A Paper that Never Falters, Never Fauses in Its Effort ¡for the Greatest Good to 
the Cause of Spiritualism, Science, Morality, Higher Thought, and a Better Life. 
Never Lacking for Life and the, IMssemination of Most Important Mind-Food.

Give Us the Truth, the WhbMIruth, and Nothing but the Truth

Spiritualis£Meetiiigs.
It is important when a meeting la 

suspended, that notice be given us, so 
that Inquirers may not be mislead. Wo 
want new notices of all meetings being 
held hero in public halls at the present 
time.

First German Spiritualist Society on 
the West Side. Meetings every Sunday 
at 3 p. m. in Garselman’s Hall, corner 
Ashland avenue and W. 13th street

The Light of Truth Church will hold 
services in Hopkins’ Hall 528 W 63rd 
street, near Stewart avenue. Confer
ence at 3 p. m. Lecture at 7:46. Mes
sages at each service. Midweek meet
ing Thursday 3 p. m. Mrs. Jeffery Bor
land, pastor, 
. Chicago Spiritual Alliance Church, in 
Vincennes Hall, 35th and Cottage Grove 
avenue. Mrs! May Elmo, pastor, as
sisted by Hugh S. Fraser. All wel
come. Services at 3 and 8 p. m.

The-Church of the; Psychic Forces 
holds services at Wilcox Hall, corner 
Champlain avenue and 43d street, every 
Sunday. Conference at 3 p. m. Lec
ture at 8 p. m. The hall number 1b 361- 
363 East 43d street Conducted by Mra.

had retired and was sleeping soundly. 
My sister was sitting at a desk writing 
an article for the press. It was mid-; 
night before she laid down her pen. 
The clock had just finished striking 
twelve. Being weary, after replenish
ing the fire, she lay back in her chair 
for a moment to rest before disrobing 
for bed.

“Glancing toward the window, she 
noticed a white substance which 
seemed to be in motion. It looked 
like a misty vapor, but as it seemed 
to move and grow, she, being a little 
startled, came to the bed and shaking 
me, exclaimed; ‘Wake up, sister!’ 
wake up! and see what this is!’

"I started up in bed, and rubbing 
my eyes, I looked toward'the object 
at which she was pointing.

“We both stared silently as it grew 
and lengthened until it stood as high 
as an ordinary person, but as broad 
as two pers|pis might be, the top slop

ring downward to one side; and while 
we both watched it with eager startled 
eyes, it separated and stood before 
us in two forms. Now, the features 
began to come out clear and distinct, 
even to the color of the eyes, and the 
way the hair was done up. Both 
forms were clothpd in misty white; 
and now they stood before us as real 
as anyone in the flesh, apparently, and 
we recognized them at once.

“The taller one was a cousin who 
had passed .away not very long since, 
looking as natural as while In the ma
terial body. , '7.

“The other, my own young daugh
ter, who had passed away quite a num
ber of years ago; and as my sister was 
not living with me at the time, she 
did not recognize her, but with our 
cousin it was different, she being as 
familiar with her as with me, for we 
had all three been loving companions.

“My sister, in her surprise and 
eagerness, started toward our cousin 
as if to embrace her; but the appari
tion threw out a warning hand, as if

amids

their

such

Her crags and dells held large-hearted 
men

Who would not brook the foul usurp
er’s power, •

But made the Lowlands feel the hun
gry beak ■

Of those who thirsted for their free
dom gone.

There Wallace dwelt-—her honest, 
bravest son,—

And let the beacon fire that burned a 
flame

At last on Freedom’s altar, once de
filed,

But now swept clean once more from 
every stain.

And Switzerland’s bold mountains 
bore a Tell,

As bold and as invincible as they,
Who woke the echoes of their dizzy 

heights
With Freedom’s watchword, till the 

fyrant fell,
Pierced with a shaft from that Swiss 

patriot hand.
And at his fall bright Liberty arose, 
And stood erect within the citadel, 
The rocky fortress God’s own hand 

has made-
To shield the brave

■ Thank God! a thousand times
Thank God for mountains' They' 

have ever been
The exile’s home, the outlaw’s safe 

retreat,
The last reset t of God’s old martyr

saints
When men had cast them out as here

tics,
Closing the temple-gates against their 

forms,
And haunting them with rack and tor

turing art?
E’en to their'"death. The mountains 

took them In,
God’s grand cathedrals towerlqg to 

the skies,
Within whose depths ever-sweeping 

winds
Make grand and solemn anthems unto 

' God,
That rise toward heaven.

—Transcribed for The Progressive 
Thinker, by E. T,- Dickinson, from 
Miss A. W. Sprague’s Book of Poems.

SE»» lock of bur. date of blnS. B0cent»»»« 
celf-addi-ecBOÜ envelope, for feat reading, 

Mua. M. V. Amme ölen Ellyn. Ill.

n iTAUIHOhBV MAXK-Send Lock of Hair. 
1V own in: nd writ Ing. fl, and stamps. Mrs«««* 
Nownun. 71U UlU St.,' S E. Waablnctoni D« O«

MBS. E. M, HITCHCOCM will answer 8
Bueetloiia for 2te. Send own handwriting and 

lock of hair. Full reading, tl. Fern Hill, Fierce 
Co., Wash, a- -

A GRAND OFFER!
; FOR.ONE MONTH ONLY.

■Send age, sex> leading symptom and 
your address, and we will • diagnose 
your disease

LIST OF CAMP-MEETINGS
Send in Your Dates and Name of Sec

retary tit Once.

' Interest in the • various Spiritualist 
camp-meetings has commenced,’ and 
secretaries of the same should report 
at once to this office, so that proper 
announcement as to dates and officers 
can be made.

Miss. M. B. Hedrick, Psychic, 
66.Herkimer St,, Brooklyn, N. Y. Private sittings* 
dally. Seances. Sahday. Tuesday and Friday, at 
Up. m. Ladles1 Matlaee Wednesday afternoon, 
2: 0. Telephone 2G»> J, Bedford. Headings by 
mall.il.OO. .

if

arid all who, are suffering with 
STOMACH TROUBLE

it ip not cancer or ulcerated stom-

Isa Cleveland.
Spiritual Science Society meets every 

Sunday from 2 to 10 p. m,, at.Arlington 
Hall, N. W. corner of 31st street and 
Indiana avenue. Admission to after
noon meetings, free; evening servibe, 
15 cents. Mrs. Dixon and her daughter, 
the child wonder, will always be in at
tendance. Othern will assist. These 
meetings will be continued ail summer. 
Dr. Beverly, president, No. 44 East 31st 
street

The Christian Occult Church, United 
Brotherhood Hall, 3246 State street. 
Every Sunday evening at 7:30. Test 
messages given by good médiums. Good 
speakers in attendance.

Golden Rule Spiritualist Society, 
Nora E. Hill, pastor; Dr. J. H. Ran
dall, assistant pastor. Holds services 
every Sunday evening during July and 
August, at O'DonneH's College Hall, 

| Paulina street, near Washington Bou-

TRUMPETS.
Infallible Fibre Trumpets! Better then metal; 

insulated top und bottom. Tangible Avhh spirit 
forces. Cardinal Enamel Color. Sejf-deveiophig' 
Cabinet.and Physical 'Battery Coinbibatlon Cabb 
net. Special revised book governing every phase 
of development. A Jp Z Trumpet and cabinet 
work in full. Book poetpuld, 17 cent«. Write for 
Circular.
JAB, AJKWTOJT« »m Bt„ TQleAo. O

SPIRITUAL HEALING?
My Treatment U Natural and a 

Strictly Practical System.
In my capacity as a healer, success has crowned 
me'and gone beyond my expectations. Diseases 
of women a specialty, and absent treatments 
jtlven successfully^ without medicine or opera
tion.- Write for full particul irs. bentpree

ALBERT EMBBEE.
236 N Calif St, Stockton, Cal,

ach, we will charge you for healing 
same only $6.00 per month, and all 
other chronic diseases, a great reduc
tion will be made.

1 Write today. Do not delay.

; • Onset Camp,
Onset camp comniences Its thirtieth 

annual meeting, July 22, and closes 
August 26,' For full programs ad- 
.dress the secretary, Onset, ;MaBB.

Lake Brady, Ohio.,
The fifteenth annual -sessirin of this 

camp will commence -July 1 and end 
Sept. 2. For full particulars address 
A. G. Keck, Akron, Ohio.

City of Light.Assembly.
The season opens at JJly Dale, N. 

Y., July 13, and closes September 3. 
For program address Laura Q. Flxen, 

'General Manager.
Ocean Grove Camp.

This camp is located at Harwich, 
Mass., and opens July 8 and closes 
July 22,1906.. For programs and In
formation, write Mrs. Mary B. Small, 
South Harwich, Mass.

Lake Pleasant, Mass.
Lake Pleasant Camp opens July 29, 

and closes Aug. 27. For full pro
grams address Albert P. Blinn, 8 
Grove Place, Norwich, Ct.

Mt. Pleasant Park, Clinton, la.

No
REMEMBER, 

charge for diagnosing your case. 
DR. CHARLES JE. WATKINS, 

Hotel westland, 
Back Bay, Boston, Mass.

LIBRA HERB COMPANY.
We ere prepared to furnish flush herbs for the 

cure of ulI dieeueea. Here in the mountains
/ NATURE SVPPLYS THEM

In plenty; Wo rather, compound aud mail you a 
month's treatment forll^O. Wo are mental heal
ers as well, and mental treatments are given tree 
with each month's treatment Tell us your 
Iron hies and we will So you sped.•

LIBRA HBHB-CO.. Salt Luke Oily, Utah.
Lock Box 1U3.

Be Sure to Read This.
Frudcee L. Loueke. one of the greateel psychic 

wonders living. luaethe spiritual X-ruy to lo 
pate all internal dlaeaneB. A trial, will convince 
you. Nervous exhaualion and lost vigor of both 
Boxes suocetjbfuUy treated, an hundreds can tes
tify . Send name. age. sex. complexion^ one lead
ing symptom, ana ten centu in stamps, and you 
will receive a correot diagnosis of your case free, 
worth dollars to you. Be sure to write ypur own 
letter. Dr; J. 8. Loucks, who lately passed on, 
continues to treat the sick through my medium
ship. Address all letters to

FRANCE» L. LOUCKS,
8i Warren St. Btvaohuta. Mm«.

Key to the,. 
Higher Science

Have 
You 
Sought 
It 
In 
Vain?

to say: ’Do not touch me;' and the 
forms receded backward. Sister, at 
that, returned to her former position, 
and the forms again returned to their 
place.

“My sister turned to me, saying: 
‘Our cousin, of course, I recognize at 
once, but, dear, ■who is the other?’-

“At these words the shorter appa
rition, which I knew at once, waved 
a kiss toward my sister, and called out' 
in an audible, silvery, but childish 
voice, ‘Auntie!’ The voice was as 
loud and distinct as her voice, would 
be had it been my child in her mortal 
form. '

"Thus they smilingly stood for a 
few minutes, and then disappeared.

i They simply vanished and were not."
I asked the lady if she thought they 

i were flesh, blood and bones? She 
said, “assuredly not. They were 
simply apparitions, or ethereaiized 
forms. And this that I tell you is as 
true as truth can be.”

Although I do not believe in mate
rialization, having been deceived so 
many times—or if not deceived, de
ception was not intended—yet the 
above statement I cannot doubt.

I have one other little story I think 
it well to tell. My own dear mother 
saw the apparition of her father.

My mother’s father died shortly be
fore she was born, with yellow feveri, 
consequently my mother had never 
seen her father in the mortal form. 
During her early childhood she 
thought a gread deal about her father, 
her mind filled by sorrowful regrets 
that she had never seen him, and her

levard. All welcome.
Temple Light and. Truth, 370 Waban- 

eia avenue, near Robey street and 
North avenue. Sunday-school 10:30 a. 
m. Lectures and spirit messages given 
at 3 and 8 p. m., by Mrs. T. Loll, pastor, 
every Sunday, in German and English.

The Hyde Park Occult Society holds 
regular Sunday evening services. 7:45 
o'clock, at 319 E. 65th street, between 
Klmbark and Monroe avenues. Jackson 
Park cars pass the door. The best tal
ent available will be secured for all 
meetings. To spread the truth is the 
object of this society. A ddress all com
munications! to-Miss Eva L. Btewart, 
corresponding secretary, 465 E. 65th 
street Entrance - to hall. 319 E. 55th. 
street

The Rising Sun Mission holds serv
ices every Sunday morning at 11 
o’clock, lyceum; lecures and tehts at 
3 p. m., and lectures and song service 
at 8 p. m. Advanced speakers, good 
test mediums and good singing. 7’em- 
ple, Oakley Boul., between Jackson 
Boul. and Adams street.

Spiritual Mission Chape) (Old 77) 
77 East Thirty-first Street. Services 
every Sunday at 3 and 8 p. m. Scien
tific and philosophical lectures; best 
psychic and message bearers in attend
ance. Prof. F. M. Stoller.- conductor.

The German-English Society, Bund 
der Wahrheit No. 18, holds services ev
ery Sunday evening at 8 o’clock in 
Brand's Hall, 152 North avenue, be
tween-Halsted arid Clybourn. Also 
every Thursday evening in Math. Jung'B 
Hall, 1071 Lincoln avenue, * southeast 
'corner- Ashland and.Lincoln avenues; 
entrance first door north of Howard’s 
theater. Frank Jqseph, medium. Ev-; 
erybody welcome.

Church of the North Star Spiritual 
Union, ipcorporated. Meetings Sun
days at 8 p. m. sharp, at Peris Hall, 
1546 Milwaukee avenue., near Western 
avenue. Mrs. Letzter, speaker and 
medium. All welcome.

Mrs. Mary Hill holds meetings every 
Sunday and Wednesday evenings at 320 
Flournoy street. Good speakers and 
messages.

Divine Spiritual Church holds meet
ings every Sunday ’ afternoon and 
evening at 2:30 and 7:30,’ in Hygeia 
Hall, corner Ogden avenue and Robey 
street. Good music. All welcome. 
Rev. Lucy A. Hodge Koontz, pastor.

Letter From Mrs. D. A. Morrill.
To the Editor:—June 27, Mr. Mor

rill and I went tp.Iludsonville, Mich., 
to attend the wedding of our niece, 
Miss Pearle Mofrili and Ernest Wai-

Have Headed a Point Beyond 
Whiclx Ton Qannot Progress?

We have eomethinffi'lhat is truthful, practical 
and will cnab  ̂you tp. unlock the doors of mys
tery and know as a tpitb the possibility and cer
tainty of soul culUtraUnd spiritual development. 
Address Box W- cara.E. O. RAHME.88N. Broad, 
Philadelphia, ^a. 5.'

AN ASTONISHING OFFER
Send three two-cent stamps, lock o! 

hair, age, name and the leading symp
tom, and your disease will be diagnosed 
free by spirit power.

Mrs. Dr. Dobson-Barker,
230 North Sixth St.

Bau Jose, Call

ton of Jamestown, Mich.

A WonderfulXnenHnfa Bowing Biyieaond prices and 
OUubluulu« '• phojo of Spfylt Yarma, who de- 
vejoped-thte Clftin'oyAHt, ppvbr, mo. I can od- 
IubI niyTOcajeir.BeWK|ae^.^ us perfect
ly to yortr e.v^»oiit1y4>uy' «wn homo;and genii by 
mdll. as ityoii'worelariiy.offlje. Thousands'will 
testify.^ B.JP. pookb.

*, t:. 7 157 Winthrop ave„Chicago. Ill.
B, F. POOLE—Dear Siri—Tho spectacles you 

sent are perfect, and if I ever want another pair 
I will surely apply to y ou. With many thanks, 
MRS. M. L. SOUTHERLAND, Huron. S. Dak.

~ FRED P. EVANS.
Famous-Medium for

Slatewriting, Clairvoyance, Etc., 
Since the recent calamity In San Francisco, may 
be addressed as follows; Fred P. Evans, Los Ga
tos. California. Rural 29. Scunces or readings by 
mall may be obtalnediby writing to Mr. Evans for 
particulars. SPECJEA.1^— Mr. Evans hue a few 
copies of his famous« book “Psychography,” on 
hand. Thia work wag pu bliahed at >2.60 per copy, 
and is devoted to the-many marvelous slatewrh- 
ing experiments given through his mediumship. 
Also explains houMlie writing is done, ana how 
he developed his wonderful power. The book la 
profueely IHustrated.. While they last you can 
have a copy, postpaid, for 11.20.

IN THE WORLD CELESTIAL.
BY DRi T. A. BLAND,

With full nagephotograph of tho Heroine Pearl' 
from a apfrlt painting; • .

"Three things that; make this book remark a 
hie. Its authorship, the astounding claims pat 
forth in, It. and the philosophy and revelation 
of a future life It contains."—B. O. Flower, In 
the Arena.

"Il will give us courage topass through the 
deep shadows of death to the suu-lii clime of 
-the World Celestial."—Rev. H. W. Thomas. 
Cloth hound with gilt side stamp: price, 81.00

Seta and-a Future Life.

The young
couple, though living in an orthodox
town where préjudice is- strong

"Child Culture, According' to the 
- Laws of. Physiological -Psychology and 

Mental Suggestion." By Newton ' N. 
Riddell. A most excellent work for all 
who have the care or training of chil
dren. Price, 65 cents.

L . "Cosmlan.Hymn Book.” A collection 
• of original ,and selected hymns, for lib- 

. eral anti ethical societies for schools 
; j >nd the home; compiled by L. K. Wash- 

turn. This volume meets. a public 
Want. It, comprises 256 choice selec- 

” - tlons of poetry, and music, embodying 
¡ the highest, moral, sentiment,, and free 
«from all sectarianism. Price, 50 cents.

one g^eat desire was: “Oh! that I 
might be permitted to see my father’s 
spirit!”

'Although at that time Spiritualism 
had never been heard of, yet people 
often saw apparitions and had warn
ings of deaths, and of course my moth
er's childish ears were wide open to 
such tales; but she saw nothing and 
had given up the hope of Seeing her 
father.

Time went on until she reached her 
twelfth year, when one night she was 
sleeping alone in what used to be 
called the spare-room. The night was 
very dark. She was suddenly awak
ened by seeing a bright light in the 
room. She sat up lit the bed and 
rubbed her eyes. The light was . at 
the foot of the bed, and within the 
light stood the figuré of a man, a 
handsome, dark-haired man, with 
large dark eyes—the Might, surround
ing him like a halo of glory. His 
byes 'expressed the deepest affection, 
and he smlled<at her lovingly. - , ; _ ■

She -felt, no' fear, but looked at him 
.with all the strength of .her eyes, her 
heart in her mouth. He stood long 
enoughAfor her to take in the de tail- 
of his dress-and general appearance,' 
then disappeared.. • i

As soon as he was gone, and - the 
room became dark once more, she was 
frightened; threw herself down in the 
bed and covered her head unt^ the 
morning sun shone into - the room, 
she then-arose and going to her moth
er told her what she-had seen.

Her mother asked her to describe 
-the man, and as she did so the mother 
.exclaimed: "Emily, my dear child, 
.that was:your father! Your wish has 
been fulfilled. You have seen your 
father." - 1

.7 . MRS CARLYLE! PEJERSILBA. T

against . Spiritualism, yet had the 
courage to have the--ceremony per
formed by the writer; one hundred 
and fifty guests were present.' They 
will make their home, in .Holland, 
Mich.' ’All united in wishing them 
joy and prosperity on the journey on 
which they have just embarked.

July 1, we went to Pierson and 
held an all day’s meeting; both fore
noon and afternoon meetings -were 
largely attended. Much Interest is 
manifested in our cause at-Pierson. 
Tills is due to the untiring efforts of 
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Petrie, pioneer 
workers in the cause of Spiritualism. 
Mr. Petrie has fitted up a hall for the 
purpose of holding Spiritualist" meet
ings, which he does at his own*ex- 
pepse. Their large and - pleasant 
home is opened, to . visiting friends 
upon these occasions and all are cor- 

| dlally entertained. Mr. .Petrie- in- 
I formed me that'he attended, a spirit-

ual circle fifty-eight 
had‘been interested 
ever since. He and 
have spent both time 
promote The cause

ye.ars -ago,, and 
in ’ Spiritualism 
his good wife 
and money to
of- truth; AU

honor to the pioneer workers who. 
traveled the rough-and rugged .path, 
endured scorn and ridicule, and made 
the way smooth and ■ easy ■ for the 
young workers of the present day. I 
know that all who have" cOme into the 
genial atmosphere of Mr.- arid Airs. 
Petrie ivill unite with me In wishing 
them many happy years uprin this 
plane of life. - ■ -

MRS. D. A. MORRILL.
■■ Grand Rapids;-Mich.

. “Tno Spiritual Significance, or, Death 
.as an Event In Life.". ¿By Lilian Whit
ing. One of Miss.Whiting’« most sug
gestive, .intensely interesting, spiritual 
books. It is laden with rich, thought- 
fcjl BjUltjiaUty. EUcfi ¿1», •

Richmond,

Sunday,

Mrs. Eliza Stumpf,

Lyceum 
Sunday

Edgerly, 
Helyett, 

Knowles, 
daily at

Mrs. D.

dally, except 
at 9:30 a. m.

10:30 A. M.
5—J. Clegg

2:30 P. M.
Lyman C.

W. M. Lock- 1

28 to September 2—Rev. 
Richmond.
EVENING ENTERTAIN

MENTS.

• ' (Advertisement.)

LILY DALE ASSEMBLY.
Program for tbe Ensuing Season

The twenty-fourth annual camp
meeting at Mt. Pleasant Park, opens 
July 29 and closes August 26. Pro
grams and information given to all 
who write to Mrs. M. B. Anderson, 
secretary, Clarkesville. Mo.

Summerland Camp.
The Summerland Spiritualist Asso

ciation will hold its annual camp
meeting the'last -week in June, begin
ning June 24. Mrs. F. Lee, secretary,

Winfield (Kansas) Camp.
The Winfield Camp Association will 

hold its thirteenth annual camp-meet
ing, commencing Aug. 24, and closing 
Sept. 2. Mrs. Maud K. Gates, presi
dent, 807 North Manning street, Win
field, Kans.; Mrs. Addle McAllister, 
secretary, ’Winfield, Kans.

‘ New Era Camp, Aregon.
The New Era Camp-meeting begins 

July 8, and continues over four Sun
days. Address Rev. G. C. Love, pres
ident, 934 % C street, Tacoma, Wash.

Sunapec Lake Camp, N. H.
Sunapee Lake Spiritualist Camp 

at Blodgett’s Landing, N. H., com-

JULY LECTURES 2:30 P, M.
13—Mrs..A. J. Pettenglll, Opening 

Address.
14—J. Clegg Wright’.
15—Dr. Geo. B. Wayne, Aspiration.
16—-Conference. ■ 1
17—:Dr. Geo. B. Warpe, Telepathy.

. 18—Dr. S. L. Krebs, Marvels and 
Mysteries of Mind.

19—Dn Geo. B. Warne, The Victors
Vanquished. \

20—Dr. S. L. KrebB, Wonders of 
the World Within.

21—Dr. Warne and Carrie E- B. 
Twing. National Spiritualists Associ
ation Day. ,

22.—Mrs. R. S. Lillie.
23—Conference.
24—Rev. Wilson Fritch.
26—Prof. S. P, Leland, Ph. D. L. L.

D., World Making.
26—Wilson Fritch, Spiritualism 

Metaphysically.
27—J. Clegg Wright.
2 8—Wilson Fritch, Self Realization,
29—Rev. Frederick A. Wiggin.
30—Conference. ,
31—Rev. Frederick A. Wiggin.
AUGUST LECTURES 2:80 P. M„
1—Rev. C. L. Herald, Ph. D., Life 

on a Man-o’-War.
2—Rev. Frederick A. Wiggin.
3—Rev. Chas. Laying Herald, Ph. 

D., That Man.
4—Rev. Thos P. Byrnes, Nature’s 

Masterpiece.
6—J. Clegg Wright.
6—Conference.
7—Miss Susie C. Clark.
8—Mrs. Annette J. Pettenglll.

' 9—Miss Susie C. Clark.
10—Mrs. Annette J. Pettenglll,
11—Miss Susie C. Clark.
12—Mrs. Helen L. B. Russegue.
13—Conference.

Elkton, 8. D., May 8, 1906. 
Mrs. Dr. Dobson-Barker,—

Dear Physician and Friend:—I .will 
now write, thanking you for what you 
have done for me. Three years ago 
doctors said 1 had to have an opera
tion or would not get better. I got 
your address and. wrote you. You 
have helped me more than any doctor. 
Besides, I didn’t' have to have the op
eration. So now, I’m sure I’ll be 
cured of my sores ears. Any sufferer 
who wishes to write to me, I’ll gladly 
tell what you did for me. Ailments 
too many to mention in my letter here.

Yours truly,
SARAH GREGOR.

mences July 29, 1906, and closes Aug. 
26. For programs and information 
write to the secretary, Lorenzo Wor
then, Hillsboro Bridge, N. H.

Wonewoc Camp-Meeting.
The Western Wisconsin Camp Asso

ciation holds its annual camp-meeting 
in Unity Park, Wonewoc, Wls., July- 
15 to August 13. For particulars and 
programs write Gertrude Spooner, sec
retary, Wonewoc, Wis.

Ottawa Camp.
Spiritualist Camp-meeting Associa

tion, Forest Park, Ottawa, Kansas,

14—Mrs. Helen L. P. Russegue.
16—Miss Marie C. Brehm, Woman’s 

Day.
16—Marie C. Brehm. The Little 

Swiss Republic.
17—Mrs. Helen M. Gougar, Munici

pal Ownership.
18—Marie C. Brehm, Temperance 

Day.
19—Marte C. Brehm and Helen M. 

Gougar, Peace Day.
20—Conference.
21—Hon Noah Webster Cooper, 

Back to Eden.
22—Oscar A. Edgerly.
23—Hon. N. W. Cooper, Human 

Honey Bees
24—Oscar A. Edgerly. ’
26—Mrs. R. S. Lillie.
26—Oscar A. Edgerly.
27—Conference.
28—Mrs. R. S. Lillie.
29—Mrs. Cora L. V. Richmond.
30—H. W. Richardson, Carrie E. 8. 

Twing, and Tillie U. Reynolds, New 
York State Spiritualist Association 
Day.

31—Rev. Cora L. V.” Richmond.
SEPTEMBER LECTURES 
1—Carrie E. S. Twing, 
Howe, Pioneer Day.

By Prof. James H, Hyslop, Price 
$1.50; Postage 10 cents.

Origin, Development and Destiny 
of Man.

A Scientific and Philosophical 
(Treatise* by Thos- P. Fletcher. 

itoxTiNTe: Tha BegtnutaEC fundamental Prlt-.

flea: Formatloo of CoDstullatloni, Byiicms, Sl? 
¡■net« an<i AatellUjs. The Origin of Melee*-* r.

ComotiiTiiuOnianlj Kingdom; The Origin of Mi.k 
Man—HI« Attributes end Powers; Tbe Boul—How ! 
Receives and Impatls Knowledge; How tbe Soul lb 
ceives 14 Hlgbeit Impressions; The Record Book, q 
The'Hiavenlr Ether; How to Cultivate tbe Sixt; 
Sense; Ine Tinoror Spiritual Body; Growth and De 
generation; Morally, Bpiritualliin Proved by tbe 
Blblet The Bible end OhrUt; The Bumniiry: "Wtu, 
Must IFe Do to Bo Sivrtf •• For sale at this o£ce

Price, cloth, $1.00. Paper oCc.

Y This work Is one of the most valu
able acquisitions to- the literature ol 
Modern Spiritualism that has appeared 
of late years. -It is- scientific in Its 
method,'ProfotHn! in its ethical deduo 
-lions, unanswerable-.in its logic,’ and 
above all sympathetic to the truti 

(Whatever it mqy be and-wherever il may he found. - For sale at thia office.'

WIRTANT

m TALMUD »»injJHiUU book, its commentaries.
teachings, poetry, and legends. Also brief 
sketches of the men who made and commented 
upon it. By H. Polang. 859 pp. Price, cloth, JI

The Infideiitu of Ecciesiasticism, 
A Menace to American Civilization. By Prof. 
W. M. Lockwood. A trenchant and masterly 
treatise. Price, 25 cents.

I Disclosed in tho Bible.'*
I Idll aim LUU By Rev. Arthur Chambers, 

Spirit Worfd London. An excellent'bools 
for Christian people who would investigate and 

'‘learn the facts of Bible teachings as well as 
modern spirit phenomena. Price, clotb, U.K).

Resol -.tion^dapted by the Nation
al SpMtuai^t-Association.

August 17 to 27 inclusive. 1 
for programs. H. W. Henderson, 
ident, Lawrence, Kans.; Mrs. 
Cook Pearson, secretary, Spring 
Kansas.

Wrlte 
, pres- 

May
: Hill,

2—Rev. Cora L. V. 
Closing.
SPECIAL CLASSES AT

July 13 to August 
Wright.

August 6 to 27—Prof.

MARY ANN CAREW, 
Wife, Mother, Spirit and Angel.

By Carlyle Petersilea.
This most beautiful story of the ex

periences of a young wife and 
mother taken from her home, on earth 
to her home in tlie spirit world, is told 
in such a realistic way, that one is 
carried away with the sweet beauty 
and. naturalness of 'it. It makes' the 
other world appear very near to us. 
This .book has been a great comfort to 
many weary hearts who have lost 
mother, wife' or babies. Price, neatly 
bound in cloth, $1.

Chesterfield Camp.
Begins June 16 and ends Sept. 3. 

Mrs. Lydia Jessup,- secretary, Ander
son, Ind,.

Forest Home Camp, Mich.
This camp opens July 29 and 

closes August 19. Any preson desir
ing programs or information regard
ing camp grounds or camp work, will 
please write to the secretary, who will 
answer all inquiries. F. H. Lesher, 
president; Mrs. Ruth Eastman, secre
tary, Mancelona, Midi.

Camp Progress.
Meetings are held at Mowerland i 

Park, Upper Swampscott, Mass,, every 
Sunday beginning June 3, and closing । 

.Sept. 30. B. H. Blaney, president,' 
150 Elm street, Marblehead; Mr. H. S. 
Gardiner, secretary, 28 Cabot street, 
Salem.

Island Lake Camp.
Island Lake .Camp, Island Lake, 

Mich., opens July. 21, extending until 
August 27. For programs or infor
mation write to the secretary, H. R. 
LaGrange, Brighton, Mich.

Visksburg Camp.
Vicksburg camp, Mich., opens July 

30 and closes August 20. For full 
particulars address Mrs. Jeannette 
Fraser, Vicksburg, Mich.

Edgewood Camp, Wash.
Commences July 29, and ends Aug. 

19. For full particulars address Geo. 
E. Knowlden, 955% Tacoma Ave., 
Tacoma. Wash.

Grand Ledge Camp, Mich.
The Grand Ledge Spiritualist Camp

meeting opens July 21, and closes Au
gust 21, with Mr. Oscar A. Edgerly as 
presiding chairman. For full par
ticulars address J. W. Ewing or W. R. 
Divine of Grand Ledge, Mich.

Unity Camp, Mass.
Opens on Sunday; June 4, and con

tinues every Sunday until the last of 
September.

Mantua Camp, Ohio.
This camp, located at Mantua Sta

tion, Ohio, will open July 9, and con
tinue to August 27. For further par
ticulars, address F. H. Sherwood, sec
retary, Mantua Station, Ohio.

wood.
August 

Cora L. V.
SPECIAL

July 2 0-22—Frank Caldwell, 2,000 
Miles on the Y ukon River. Stereopti
con views.

July 24—Wilson Fritch, Reading, 
Ulysses.

July 27—Prof. W. M. Lockwood, 
Lecture, illustrated with Crookes’ 
vacuum tubes.

July 31, August 3—Frances Carter, 
Shakspearean Readings.

August 5-—Ladies Schubert Quar
tette. Concert.

August 7-9—A. T Kempton, Hia
watha aud Evangeline, Illustrated.

August 12-23—Miss Alice Ethel 
Bennett, Book Recitals.

August 14-16—Prof. E. B. Swift, 
Microscopic and Telescope Entertain
ment.

August 19 and 31—Ladles Schubert 
Quartette, Concert, and Alice Ethel 
Bennett, Recitations.

August 28—The Lilies; Entertain
ment.

Among the mediums engaged, are
Mrs. A. J. Pettenglll, Oscar 
Mrs. Dr. Caird, Mrs. . M. 
F. A. Wiggins and Dr. W. O.

Forest Temple meetings 
9:30 a. m., 4 and 6:30 p. m. 
Devereaux, leader.

German meetings every Sunday, 
Tuesday and Friday at 4 p. m., in Li-
brary Hall, 
leader.

Children’s
Saturday and

At thc roçulnpyieçting of the boartT 
of trustees irif th?'N. S. A., held, at , 
headquhrtmil fin Washington’^ D. O., 
the following was unanimously adopt
ed at its sesufion, ¡ÿaÿ 0,1900:
-Whereas,alcerfain jso-called Spirit

ualists, foi» l|hc iferpose of making se
cure the WAÇlHCE OF FRAUDU
LENT ME^UMSRU’ whereby ah In
nocent puW aft? be DECEIVED 
AND ROBBED, tnd the most riacred 
feelings of'bmmgn hearts outraged by . 
simulating ^he'fiipns of and messages 
from their dcadptare seeking to rinite 
all fake mpdiuirib, their tools, follow
ers and dunrh inti» a secret oathbourid 
fraternity «&t will defend their trick
ery; and,

Whereas, they Are wilfully, for. their 
own selfish ends, representing the offi
cial board of-tho N. S. A,'-as opposed 
to all physical. or .Other ^legitimate' 
phases of,mediumship; therefore,'be It

- Resolved,-That-we call attention of . 
all - thoughtful Spiritualists to the. fol
lowing: resolution which-was unani
mously- adopted .by our '.annual con
vention of 1001, and wlrich is still the 
authoritative expression of the N. S. A. 
.npomthe.;q’ne»Mon-of, phenomena, and 
Is - heartily concurred in -by each 
member of-itlie^prcscnt board of the 
N. S. A„ to-w«: -

“Be It resolved by the delegates to 
'the National Association here assem
bled that we iMfeve in,, and stand for, 
GENUINE P$BNOMENA of every 
reputably phase,”

, [Advertisement.!
ARE -YOU AN EASY MARK?,

Harmony Grove Camp.
Harmony Gii>ye Camp-meeting As

sociation will hold Its annual camp, 
July 2 2 to Aug. 5. This camp is located 
three and one-half miles from Escon
dido, Cal. For further particulars in 
regard to the camp, address T, J. Mc
Ferrin. secretary, 528 Fir street, San 

' Cal.Diego,

Do You Attend Dark Seances for Mate- 
, i riallzation, Etc.?

If so, would y'ou mind having me ex
plain to you just HOW ALL FAKE 
WORK IS DONE,, and how you and 
others, have been fooled and swindled 
by conscienceless scoundrels in ’ the 
nanie. of Spiritualism? "Mysteries of 
the Seance,’’ a book of.64 large pages, 
written, by a Spiritualist, for Spiritual- 

.¿its, tells .the whole story, and will 
startlè you with its amazing revela- 
iions.~- It hot only explains fully how 
all-these things are done by the fakes, 
but instructs you how to detect and 
expose the tricksters. This book is 
endorsed-and recommended by the 
leading arid ablest ' workers in . our 
cause. I Would like to place-a copy 
in. the hands of every true. Spiritualist 
and investigator in the land. If you 
are an honest Spiritualist and opposed 
to having the memory-of your depart
ed friends insulted and outraged and 
your own Intelligence madie the sport 
of these ''spiritual” gratters, it is your 
duty to assist, in exposing, and driving 
them out of-buslness. - My book will 
help you to do' it,. Write me for spe
cial -¿price by the quantity. > Single 
copy, postpaid, 25 cents, . ED LUNT, 
Station a, Maia

Niantic Camp, Conn.
The Connecticut Spiritualist Camp

meeting Association, at Niantic Camp 
Ground, Niantic, Conm; season of 
1906 commences June 12 and con
tinues until September 11. For full 
particulars address Gebrge Hatch, 
South Windham, Conn.

•The Ashley, Ohio, .Camp,
■ This .camp opens Aug« 5,. and closes 

August *26. For further, particu- 
-lars address Will Randolph, secretary, 
Aèhleÿ, Ohio. ’’ . '

Haslett Park, Mich, y 
. The twenty-fourth annual assembly 

of Spiritualists at Haslett Park, Mich., 
commencés Aug.-6, and-xontlnues to 
September 3? For programs address 
E- F. Spross, Okemos, ór D. R. Jessop, 
Williamston.

Verona Park Camp, ;.
-The Verona ..Park cainn-meeting, 

Me.; will open Äug. 12 and close Aug. 
26. A. F*. Smith, president, Bangor, 
Me..;. F. W. ’ Smith, ..secretary, LRofik- 
land, Me. ’ *' -: :

Queen City Fork Camp, Vt. •
Queen City Park Camp,rSouth Bur

lington, Vt" commence? July 29', and 
ends Sept. 3. For.programs’address 
A. F. Hubbard, president; Tyson; S..N. 
Gould,.vlce-prestdejit, Randolph, or 
JDffiewvChapman, Cambridge, Vt

Demonstrations of Unseen Forces 
daily at 7 p. m., in Library Hall.

Band Concerts daily at 9:30 a. m . 
1:30 and 7 p. m.

Progressive Euchre every Monday 
evening in the Auditorium.

Dance every Wednesday and Satur
day evening in the Auditorium.

Sociable every Thursday evening in 
the Auditorium.

The Ladles Schubert Quartette of 
Boston, has been engaged from July 
29, and the Northwestern Orchestra of 
Meadville,,Pa., for the entire season.

We are preparing a great feast for 
you, with an interesting and varied : 
program, low transportation and good j 
hotel accommodations at moderate I 
prices. I

Arrange to spend your-vacation at 1 
Lily Dale, invite your friends and ' ' 
come prepared to receive great spirit- ¡ 
ual knowledge and upllftment. -|

For further Information, programs, ‘ 
low railroad rates, etc., address

LAURA G. FIXEN, Í 
General Manager.

After the camp on<ihs address each of 
the above at Queen City Park, Vt.

Freeville Camp.
The Freeville Camp, N. Y„ opens 

July 22 and closes August 19. For 
programs write to Miss Victoria 
Moore, Dryden, N. Y.

Delphos (Kans.) Camp.
Opens on August 10, closing on the. 

27th. Address al) communications to’ 
I. N. Richardson, secretary, Delphos,/ 
Kansas.

Parkland, Pa.
The third annual session of Park

land Heights Camp opens July 1, and- / 
closes-4ugust 2; 1906. Elizabeth M. ■ 
Fish, secretary, Floral Heights, Park
land, pden, Pa. . '

' ■ - -- -■-. , 
•" “Continuity of Lite a Cosmic Truth,”- - 
By Prof. Wm. M. Lockworid.’The work | 
of a strong, logical thinker,’on a deeply, 
important "subject? -Price," cloth, $1. - ।

i - "New Testament Stories Comically;1 
Illustrated.- Drawings by Watsbn Hes
ton. With Critical and’Humorous Com
ments. upon - the ' Texts.” Heaton’q 
drawings are incomparable, and excru-" 
cluthigly funny,. - Price, in boards, Jlji 
cloth, $1.50. - 1.-.
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E. J. BATES.decide?
A LITTLE DRESSED-UP LIE.

CHRISTUS CONSOLATOR.

he Wnlitf
SPII^iTUALI3p4—Progress, UniS>ersyl LâAïQ. ot Ha^ûre;

Illustrating the Work of an Old-Time Medium, 
and Giving an Account of the Circles Held.

Tfie spirit of Sunflower revealed to 
her earth friend, Lily M. Thlebaud, 
the whereabouts, of the old minute 
book of the first Spiritualistic organ- 

. fzatlon of San Bernardino, and of the 
state of California. . Although nearly 
5b years old, it was tn a good state of 
preservation and a perusal of its 
leaves brought to light a most inter
esting account of the proceedings of 
the circle organized by John Brown in 
the fall of 1858.

The mediumship of this man was of 
, quite a remarkable order, developing 

tie early as seven years of age, in the 
year 1824. He made hip way to the' 
Rocky Mountains as a mere youth, 
and there the prophetic vision de
scended upon him. The power of 
healing came to him lu 1849, when he 
loft the mountains for California. 

. After visiting different points, he 
finally settled in San Bernardino. 
Thqre six of the hardy pioneers gath
ered about him and resolved to inves
tigate the principles of spiritual phe
nomena. ,The spirit teacher present at the first-seance assured those present that1 
if they kept their covenants, they 
should be enlightened in rhymed 
couplets, and should have food and 
raiment suited to their needs. A mem- 
ber-'of the circle was appointed to see 
if each and every one .was worthy, 
with clean hands and pure hearts and 
conduct, that their conversation 
should be "yea, yea, and nay, nay, for 
what cometh of man is evil."

. An Interesting side-light Is thrown 
upon the thought of that day, tinged 
ns it was by the teachings of Morinon- 
ism, in the following extract from the 
minutes^ describing the duties of the 
aforesaid member:"To inspect each and every one in 
their hands and forehead, that any 
member of the circle who should be 
remiss In trying to observe and keep । 
their pledged covenant, should be 
known and detected by a visible mark 
in their hands or foreheads, or both.”

This may, however; not have re
ferred to a physical stigmata, although 
tlto use of the word “visible" would 
seem to Imply this.

This spirit teacher also warned the 
circle to be cautious of women and 
children.- 'When questioned as to his 
identity; he replied:
"I once was on that slippery land. 

The land',of LUnda’^ Lane.;
I left my'home, my happy home, '■ 

: .:,And ne’er returned "again, 
I left my .wife and children there

To mourn at Lunda's Lane.”
. This undoubtedly referred to tjie. 

battle of Lundy’s Lane jn the war of-

references made to an imperishable, 
sacred land, supposed to be located at 
the North Pole, which land has exist
ed. undisturbed from the first forma
tion of the earth, and which has shel
tered tribes or remnants of nations 
during the periods of structural 
changes in the topography of our plan- 

| et. This spot is ever guarded from 
the profane-tread of the discoverer. 
This is the occult explanation of why 
all polar expeditions have failed to 
accomplish their purpose. _

The first perfect harmony of the cir
cle was broken three months after its 
formation. The first spiritual teacher 
left, saying . that if the members- 
wished a spirit like unto themselves to 
teach, they ' could be accommodated 
with one that would RAISE THE 
DEVIL.!

Here ensues a break In the recorded 
minutes of the circle. Eight years 
elapse. H. G. Sherwood, who was the 
official surveyor of the town sites ot 
San Bernardino and Salt Lake City, Is 
now the secretary. Notwithstanding 
the eminence of the spirit lecturers, 
William .Tell, speaking on "National
ity,” and Pharaoh discoursing on 
"Natural Philosophy,” the attendance 
must have been light, ftr Mr. Sher- 

! wood remarks:

A VIVID PEN PICTURE.
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that rise 
dark distinctness on my

eyes.” *

They Follow in the Wake of the Home 
Circles—Flowers Brought 

by Spirits.

I acknowledge my Indebtedness to 
those who have “delivered me troni
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An Eventful Day—To Pike’s Peak on 
’ a Burro—The Wonderful Scenes
That Appear Before tire Enraptured 
Vision. .
To the Editor:—Your many readers 

who know, with marked pleasure, the 
Daughter of The Progressive Thicker 
will, I am confident, appreciate a brief 
report of her trip to Pike’s Peak on a 
burro. Miss "Jennie" (Daughter of 
The Progressive Thinker), Miss J-lnu 
(my niece), and I left Crystola on the 
7:10 morning train. Our driver met 
us with a carriage at Manitou at 7:45, 
and we Immediately drove to Williams' 
Canon. Through deeps and narrows 
of mighty rocks, where gtishing 
mountain streams sang In unison with 
the birds, we made our way to Temple ! 
Drive, a ’ wagon-way .which hangs 
shelf-lllce along the mountain at a 
height, which gives one magnificent 
views. At one point, miles of the fa
mous Ute Pass, and at the same time 
Williams’ .Canon, appear to one’s be-

“The slight attendance exhibits a 
symptom^>f a less relish ' for • truth 
from a G*od of nature than from a fic
titious, personified God and his the
ological atmosphere. Oh, fanaticism, 
how you exert your foggy Ignorance! 
Does wisdom say, keep the water to 
the nose of the horse • refusing ■ to 
drink, or is it proper to let it gaze un
til it has a thrlst for it? Let wisdom

THE SUN G^D.

Further Particulars in 
the Same—“The Orii

to

.. Word for Good Me^nt God.”

To the Editor:—I haVe jiist read in 
The Progressive Thinker bf?June 23, 
"The God Question,” by D; W: Hull.'

Children who were ¿ally taught 
that it.is a fearful thing ito fall Into 
the hands of the living UGod, and 
that His all-seeing eye dt{ constantly 
upon us, cannot readily totget the im
pressions thus made. Tiijey will some
times question and try to! learn all 
they can about this omhibotent, om
niscient and omnipresent! Qod.

SPIRITUALISM AND THE ORIENT.

Two Entertaining Lectures by Dr. J. M. Peebles, of Battle Creek, 
Michigan.

wlldered gaze.
On to the Cave of the Winds. The 

stalactite and stalagmite formations 
in this cave are most wonderful in 
form and color, naturally representing 
reefs of coral, bunches of grapeB, 
heads of animals, Dante's Inferno, and 
other interesting studies.

Within the very bowels of earth 
these slowly dripping drops have 
taken such wonderful form as astound 
the scientist.

After returning to Manitou and a 
refreshing draught at Manitou’s fa
mous soda spring, we aped to the Gar- • 
deh of the Gods where one can but re
peat over and over again, "Most 
mighty and wonderful are thy works, 
oh, Nature.” • •

Awe-Inspiring are the' huge toad
stools, ..the kissing camels, the cathe
dral spires, .and many, many other 
similar, formations, beside the bal
anced rock and'steamboat rock, all 
cut by the master hand of Nature

? "This one went out for Truth, like 
a hero, and at last he secured a little

hisDressed-up Lie., He called it 
marriage.”—Neitzsche. -,
Young Fitzhugh had grown'‘up 

manhood,
Had-passed through two sunny 

cades,

■ 1812. ’ .-,;Tho circle'secretary at this-time 
was’Wm. Heap, a rather qiiaiht char- 

■ actor judging from his" writings. He 
described an angel in this manner." "It 

■ had wings, and was a female, with
Bandy-colored.-balr, and wore spects, 
and said, '1 hope to meet you all 

‘ again.' An angel can organize with
• wings, or without wings.”A comet must have been visible in I 

‘ the western sky at this time, for the-1 
teacher said thousands of spirits had 
gone to visit it. One of the questions 
asked at a seance was: “Can a spirit 
of full grown statue, reduce itself in 
statue to the size of an infant in the

to

de-

Evolving big, physique and manners, 
Assisted by all modern aids.

No blemish on mind or on body, 
No vlces-to tarnish his life, 

But ready to live and be useful, 
Provided he found the right wife.

0, ^heyé? might? lie- find thè rich 
treasure?

Ideallynoble.andrare-—
A bundle of,feminine virtues,. ' • 

Responsive and loving and fair.
Where? Many, were listlessly waiting, 

Gnwn§d, and- booted to suit the 
Queen’B-taste,. , ,

On tip-toe'to'see"some one coming,' 
With ' good time, and money ., to

spirit land?"
The answer was in the affirmative. » 
At the fourth meeting of the circle, 

this mystic phrase was twice repeated: ; 
"You are not in the red lights-yet, but 
still among the blue lights. Red, ; 
white and blue, that I now give you.”

Perhaps this was the first attempt 
on. the part of the spirits to enlighten 
mankind as to the auric colors. In 
"Gaost Land” there is mentioned tbe 
blue vapor, seen by the clairvoyant 
boy Louis, as Issuing from the bodies 
of the men attending the session of the 
philosophical society. It will be re
membered that the aura of Prof, Van 

' Marx was of a shining rose tint.
:■ That the temptations assailing the 

flesh are all painful, was illustrated at 
the next seance, '¿he spirit teacher 

: declined to receive questions, saying 
1 that some in the circle were at fault, 
- and had not kept inviolate their cov- 
: enants. An investigation followed, 

andJt appeared that all should have
I done wiser and better. Some had used ; intoxicating drinks and spoken too | 

freely and plainly to outsiders, of the , 
: teachings of the spirit. Unanimously 
- the members confessed their faults, 

-■ and renewed their pledges.
H. G. Sherwood, the president,-at 

.one of the seances, asked if any of 
his relations were present. The name 
of the wife of his half-brother was 
given, and he asked if she wished to 
talk with him. Woman-like, she pert-

waste!- • • ' ■'
“To thq. opera, Fitzhugh?” "Why, 

surely!”
"O, dear, I am Just music-mad!”

Her big hat was heavy with song
birds,

Shot dead, for Dame Fashion’s rude 
fad.

“0, Fitzhugh, I’m so tender hearted, 
I scarcely can live on at all!—

That man in the play did shoot wick
ed!—

That’s good, when somebody must
-.fall?’ I

"0, look at that shivering newsboy, 
The poor little product of sin!

My, oh! but it’s nice to have money 
And warm furs to snuggle up in!

I wish one need never see poor, folk, 
It sort of rebukes rich ones so!—

But one can’t be-giving and giving 
.And keep up our style—don’t you 

know?”
“I pity the needy, but, oh! dear, 

They're used to their hard lives, I 
guess.

Of course they don't care to look 
lovely,

For they can’t go to places to dress.

from, red stone.
Immediately after passing from thiB 

mystical- garden, we find a white rock 
formation quite up against the red. 
On we sped with smiling skies above, 
and a balmy, bracirig air moving with 
softest whisper among these multitu
dinous wonders, to Glen Ayrle, the 
luxuriant-grounds and magnificent 
kome of Gen: Wm. J: Palmer. Here 
man’s ability has blended with Na
ture's unparalelled strength of de
sign, ând'JnçreaBing beauty enchants 
the visitor. - -

Continuing, turns of: >the wheels 
brought us to Colorado'-Springs, a 
most delightfully beautiful city of 
wonderful and promising Colorado, 
■With wide level streets, closely lined 
with trees and flowers, ; many parks 
apd-attractions for tourists. \ 
!. J^hi(er "sought and
mji.cfi.' enjoyed? Ljinch .was. "secured 
for a continued trip, and by. street 
cars we went again to Manitou, and 
after another drink of Nature's Boda- 
Water, we joined the, Pioneer Bum 
BYlg.adg; Smile!, -That ifl plg|it, for 
had-ydii "seen'ihose’ybdng^ ¿B- 
tfidè thé Colorado. Song‘ Birds, with 
divided skirts and Mexican hats, you 
worlds have laughed ’heartily? ? .'

At three o’clock "we passed through 
Manitou, and began the àscéSt;. " Up 
and ip, along exceedingly narrow 
paths we wended our way to thé Half- 
Way House Which is but a little more 
than two of "the nine miles. After a 
short stop we climbed again. . Con- 
stant scenes of wonder and beauty, 
heights and depths appeared to our 
gaze, and each step of the faithful, 
sure-footed burro took up higher. Al
most eight o’clock we "struck camp.” 
The'guides (not spirits, but plain mor
tal mountaineers) made coffee, at
tended to our wants with every possi
ble atttempt for our comfort. Here, 
almost-10,000 feet "above sea. levely 
with Nature's truly extravagant dis
play of majesty, wonder and unique 
formation, night shades settled . and 
deepened.' The Queen of Night came 
forth with her robes glistening with 
twinkling stars, and assured us of 
perfect safety amid the mighty mount-

Right here .1 ani reminded of what 
I heard one little, boy : ask when be 
saw in a Sunday-school bbdk one large 
eye pictured with the* words, “God’s 
All-Seeing Eye," "Hasp’t; God got but 
one eye?" 1 ■
' An Important question 1 that, per
haps, can never be fully pettled. .

After all the discussion of the ages, 
do people know any mote about God 
than when they fint pegan? But 
the Bun in the heavens' is known unto 
all men, and is to-day:ap much alive 
and worthy of wprshlp as ever. And 
how'shall we worship, the sun? By 
doing in its light, the, best we can for 
ourselves and our’ fellow-men—not by 
prayers, confessions or; pyostratlons!

Truly what we know is of more im
portance than what we-bqlfeve.

The writer above tpenjloned says 
that the word Deus, one ref thfe attri
butes of God, attribute^. Ify the an- 

• clents, really signified: li( ht, or the 
sky when It was -lightened,'either by 
our sun oy the stars. r

The kingdom of God Ip the kingdom 
of heaven, otherwise thp kingdom of 
the sky?

Origin of all, king of alMone power, 
one great ruler, one Gpdl The orig
inal Saxon word for good meant God.

What would’any peoplp know about 
good, more than £hey m>,w know about 
God,'if there was ne'edit in the heav
ens to give life and li’g|it? We can 
conceive ot nothing without the sun. 
In Him -we live, and. mqve and. hnye
our being. ! . ..

Prof. Loveland In tlie'Humanltarlan 
Review, says: "Witness w-day the in
numerable definitions qf 'God,,and we 
may well believe that In / tlte days 
when the Bible llterâtnte -was pro
duced, no Blngle' well-nëfined Idea of 
God or thé gods existed ;? yet it -is easy 
.to see that' the ¿un waB?'conBldered to 
be* the chief good,-or ine home of 
God. That the Bible Loi’d or God was 
a sun-god is explicltly/tated -in the 
Bible. The Lord Qpd''îà a sun and 
shield, sqn of/figfiteStisness', is’ the 
sun-god ¿of. .thé Mogblt’eSi /Tjie attri
butes of tjïè'Gbd - raÿe .tfie 
same as-.those of thé BSn. ex’pressed 
poetically. ' ' '
./¡•Rety.' J. iÇ'.ïIlingi in fiik.exqe!lehrt;dn!- 
trodïïctqyÿ ‘é^a/ IH'ïh ’̂iiŸst 'number, of. 
The Mountain Pine, sa/e:/“Tile .early 
people of tifmearth Ba^ 'wéi'jfea.uty 
and. grandeur of Ulife-'knR'a^dictfilea. ft?

Dr. J. M. Peebles, of Battle Creek, 
Mich., who addressed Spiritualist 
meetings in Odd Fellows’ temple' on 
Saturday and'Sunday evenings, is one 
ot the ablest speakers the association 
has yet brought here. Ho carries his 
85 years well, and is an orator and 
writer of ability and has been an ex
tensive traveler. He was a Univerea- 
iist clergyman over 20 years.

In 1868 he was appointed consul to 
Asiatic Turkey by President Grant; 
He afterwards acted as a peace com
missioner to the Indians, and in 1876 
represented the American Peace .As
sociation at the Paris cpiiference. Dr. 
Peebles has circled the- globe four 
times and spent much time in Egypt, 
India and Ceylon;

The doctor spoke on "Spiritualism” 
Saturday evening, and declared some 
of the brainiest men and most pro
found thinkers in the world are Spir
itualists, among them Sir W. Crookes, 
Alfred R. Wallace, the compeer of 
Charles Darwin; Sir Oliver Lodge., in 
Paris the speaker said he met Victor 
Hugo, at a Spiritualist seance. He 
declared that all men who investigate 
the subject are compelled to become 
believers in SpirltuhllSm.

Dr, Peebles had a large audience 
Sunday evening, when his subject was 
"India, and Travels in the Orient.” 
His descriptions were very interesting, 
and he - deelared?India-' the poorest 
country In the world and New Zealand 
the most prosperous. New Zealand is | 
prosperous because the government 
owns the railroads, telegraph and tel
ephone Unes and'there is a land limit 
and woman suffrage,;

But India 1b a marvelous country, 
with its ancient books, the vedas, 
upaniehadeB and shastras, sacred 
books. There are 65,000,600 Brahm
ins, 40,000,000 Mohamedans, besides 
thousands of various.' BectB. The 
speaker told of seeing many adepts 
perform their wonderful feats. One 

1 swallowed about-a-quart of "small 
stones, and cast them out by will pow
er. Another burned the ‘ speaker's

Î ., q i - si --
. How early and¿j/w far advancedin 

the knowlpdge^ormaim^
of the'.liUowiedge ofGod'and Hie d.eàl- 
ing^;/’lth the inhabiig.iits?pt,.the,earth ?■. 
i’ls thgrp a virtue attribiMéd to God 

which 'will not apply to pie sun-.in 
the;heavens? ' Had'tlie¿people of ‘dif
fèrent tongues aiîd different religions 
continued to ' consider the . their 
dod—something¿tanglfilp; jand - life- 
giving that all could seq 'and. feel, 
would thérè: hàVe beéîi ,jSo ! much 
wrangling^ about' who,? what and

They Come Unsolicited and Under Various Condi- 
ditions Just as Easily, so Far as Can be Ascertained 
by Mortals, as by Request and in the Seance Room, 
and Deliver Their Messages of Love and Uplift- 
ment in the Peaceful Sanctuary of the Home. and. 
Out Upon the Star-lit Highways of Life.

Delivered From Evil.
I Intend in this letter to illustrate 

the fact that I have frequently said in 
other publications that "great need 
awakens great power to save."

This Is the truth of these letters, 
and as I have before Intimated my ob
ject in writing them was not to satisfy 
curiosity or even to please Spiritual
ists, because they already believe in 
spirit communion, but to reach and 
cause to think again the members of 
three great classes of men and women 
—first the outspoken unbeliever or
materialist; second, the careless, who | 
say, “I don't know and I don’t care,” j 
and, third, the religious doubter, a 
yery large class who, while they say 
prayers at home and In church, are 
troubled with doubts which often dis
turb their peace. The doubting class 
is very large, and even men high in 
office in the churcltj/elong, or did be
long, to It. Read the works of the 
Bishop of Natal, Rev. Robt. Taylor

temporal evil,” and I bow before the 
Power which, or who, Inspires to noble 
deeds of charity and love.

* * * * *
It was quite late one Saturday even

ing when I arrived at home. It was 
a disagreeable night, a drizzling Mln 
was falling, and a strong wind blcw- 
ing up from the south. 1 had taken 
off my overcoat and shoes and was 
warming up comfortably In my slip
pers before the fire, when Mrs. Hard
ing said:

"Oh, Tom! I am very sorry, but you 
have to go down town again."

“What! to-night?”
“Yes. I fofgot to tell you that we 

are out of butter and sugar. You

and many others more recent, 
it not Charles Wesley who 
about:
"Those doubts, those gloomy

pocket handkerchief to. ashes 
and then, after covering tbe ashes 
with a green cloth' and praying, re
stored the handkerchief. He saw 
adepts from the mountains move fur
niture ip the room by will power.

In Ceylon Dr. Peebles met Shri- 
Sumangalf, a Budhlst priest, who re- 
fuséd. to shake hands because he was 
an American and ate meat. ' He wit
nessed a prlqst stand in-the temple for 
two hours and cast out demons. Then 
he toUùof a!;remarkable-case ot, hyp
notism. which panie, to. his attention. 
A subject was hypnotized .and" burned, 
ajjd'flowerB planted on his grave. Four 
months iaier he was .brought back to. 
^s naturai state. ' ; " - /

. TJi^gjjeaker illustrated ,tjie yf^gqrs 
j offtraiiBformaiioh, Teillnig of 'how 'he' 
jh^inpti^ed. a servant of the steamer’s 
captajp. 'He shiit his eyes, his. mouth, 

.C0ntfone4 his mind, and transferred 
his .thoughts .to thè servant and',’ by 
■wiil-pp‘(wer made the servant speak his 

' thoughts.' told him he
was Henry Clayj atid compelled him to 
.give a talk on" thè tariff às he thought 
it out.“ Dr. Peebles sàild the servant 
.was his second personality. Thén he 
‘said: ."Suppose I died, my spirit left 
my body, entered Iììb, I spoke through 
him. He was my mèdium-” Hypno-

where is God? ' j i
Better to be free, as Ingersoll says, 

and forget all gods, ánd jpúse your
self to do useful things^tq-'íáók .with 
trained and steady eyes fpr ’facts; to 
increase knowledge; to'3^é:'$urdens 
from the weak; to-¿eveí.q$i 4he Jirain; 
to defend the right; to ¿iiilfe''a'palace 
for the soul—this is yedt^rdhlp!

In this connection I pofly the " fol
lowing from the Los ?Ang§Ies Exatn- 
iner of Junie 17, 1806: , ■

"Sam Mott and his Tritan hot 
I stone walkers will, promenade on the 
I red hot basalt rocks at ¿Chutes Park

1 couldn't live so. I'm so tender;
I guess I should curl up and die.

Now, isn’t it dreadful to be so?— 
There, there, dear, you. needn’t re

ply.”
“Fitzhugh, if I ever should marry 

i wouldn’t flirt ever again!
i know I should worship my husband 

And hate all the rest of the men— 
I’m just that sincere!” And he 

thought so.
Alas! she was made of poor paste! 

Just a little'dressed lie of a woman— 
A sample of. matter misplaced.

emma Hood tuttle.
Berlin Heights, Ohio.

ly answered :
"I have not been asked to.” “Wm. 

Heap; the scribe, wanted to know of 
a cure for his sore leg, ‘ Said the 
spirit:
"Cut open to the bone, as you do see, 
And scrape the bone, is the remedy, 

Sew it up and cover it with lint,
And, if perchance, It does not heal, 
Some other remedy I’ll reveal.”

'Another member inquired If the 
free Jove system was of-use to the hu
man fàmily- The spirit replied! “The 

■ gander-takes his goose to yonder bog, 
there assists to make her nest. She 
sets, and they raise their young. 
Blest were the people of the land, if 
they could only understand.”

Two questions were propounded by 
these pioneers, which might have been 
random thoughts, but which served as 
instruments to dig up bits or ancient 
wisdom. The first took this form: 

', "Does a spirit- tabernacle more than I 
once -'on this earth?” “Tabernacle," i
used as a metaphor, was' generally ap- 

; piled to tlio physical -body of - man,1 
; hence this Inquiry really meant, "Doès 

the soul reincarnate in the fleshy 
! ; body?” . The spirit answered: “Yes, 

T)-.- -: some do, many times.” ■
■ . The other question concerned the 

ten tribes of Israel. The reply of the 
spiritual teacher was: “There are no 

. ' such people at present on this, earth. 
?• A people of that description have 
, mixed with other nations and become 

extinct in name; three tribes, far in 
” the north,' beyond the exploration of 

havigators, In a cold region/’
, In that esoteric portion of Hindoo 

pWlqKphy. which has recently been

(Adapted for Funerals.) 
Beside the dead I knelt "for prayer, 

And feR a presence as I. prayed. 
Lo! It wae-Jesus standing there;

He smiled, .“Be not afraid.”
■ ... ■ ,, J : .
"Lord, Thou hast .conquered death, we 

know;
| Could Thou restore to life,” I said, 
“Those who have died, In weal or 

woe?”
He'smiled, “They are not dead!”

Asleep, then, as Thyself didst say:
Yet, Thou' couldst lift the lids that 

keep ‘ ■ •
Their precious, eyes from ours awaf!

He smiled, “They,- do not sleep.”
Nay, then,' though happy they awake. 

And'look- upon-some-talrer dawn.
Restore them to our.hearts that ache! 

He smiled; ‘.’They are not gone.”
Alas! Too well we know.our loss. 

Nor hope -again our joy to touch s- 
Until the stream of.death we cross,— 

He smiled, "There 1b no such."' . .
Yet our beloved: seem so-far, 

The while we yearn to have them 
near; ■ - ■

Albeit with-us we trust they are.
He smiled, “They: ..oft are here-.!’

। Dear-Lord; how shall we know that
they " , . -

Still walk unseon with us qnd ThOe?
Nor sleep, nor wander'far away?

He smiled, “Abide with me!" 
J

Joy Is the only thing in the world 
more inevitable, 'liiore universal than 
sorrow. ’ Our capacity for 'happiness

ains. I
By turns we rested in the tents and. 

sat by the" brightly burning camp fire' 
that tempered the chill of the air. At 
midnight we mounted our "steeds,” 
and hastened (?) on our way “up.”.

Jqpt above the timber line the 
guides wrapped us in blankets and 
heavy coats—a photo would scarcely 
do justice- to our picturesque appear
ance—and talked of Windy Point. A 
little more clambering over the -stony 
way and we reached Windy Point. 
The blankets and coats ' seemed to be 
no protection. It was thè most pene
trating wind I ever felt blow. "

On and up, up and on, nearly "two 
miles yet to go. The stars winked 
mirthfully at us as we shivered. The 
flicker ‘ of the lights of Colorado 
Springs, Florence, Pueblo and Denver 
through the fleecy cloüds below only 
reminded us of warmth.' Shortly fe
tore four o'clock in the morning we 

-reached the Summit House," almost 
stiff .with cold, tlie 26th of June., Vfe 
.were warned to approach the stove- 
cautiously at an altitude of 14,147 
.feet. Anxiously we awaited thè“ com-! 

I ing of the God of Day. Thé rolling" 
white clouds below appeared much aB 
the” foam crested waves of , thè; "“.sea; 
Gradually the eastern horizon hogan 
to color" Ik hues' that'no artist can”l/n- 
itate'. ! ILikè. greeting hands the arms 
of gèlwere extended. It is useless 
to attempt, with words, to describe.thè 
scene. L'Sno'w and ice lieqped .on"the 
stones around, clouds rolling?' below; 
with occasional rifts disclosing ¿he 
earth beneath, a bright blue sky arch
ing above, thè .east aglow with a thou
sand hues òf beauty, and into ' this 

. scéne of wonder, with a burst of glory, 
same the God of Day.. Clouds trem
bled in obeisance, the snow glistened, 
the Ice-sparkl°<Kthe sky glowed with 
new glory and thus day dawned above 
the clouds. Carefully we were re
wrapped, placed on-the burrows and- 
began our descent. Across the ridges i 

. of rocks,-in manv places covered with 
snow and ice, we "slowly moved.” Ere 
long we were below freezing line, our 
numb hands full of bright-faced pur
ple flowers that grow among the 
snow. Down, down to camp before 
lO.o’clock, where wo heartily pArtOok 
of lunch. Again on our faithful bur
rows we defied the puffing- engine on 
the cog road, and journeyed-down."

At one o’clock we reached Manitou, 
donned civilians’ clothes,, and with 
slightly stiffened joints recounted- a 
day wonderfully full of’wonders; ■ We 
enjoyed a rest at Crystola, the Beautl- 
fhl. - JOHN W. RING.

on Monday.” ' |
These dusky survivors á faith 

that is as old as Baal or Moloch, give 
the Ue to certain laws qf nature in a 
way that so far has beeijt inexplicable 
to occidental investigators, t.

The significance of tfie [ ceremony 
seems to be lost; but students claim to 
have sufficient evidence to" sustain the 
theory that it was the worship of the 
sun as legendary lore Of .¿¿hita.

When Capt. Cook visited Takita in 
1777, he found a priest in the Society 
Islands who had charge of an altar- 
He was at the head of qiilte'a number 
of sun worshipers, and ¿thq same re
markable ceremony .was then per-
formed. - , . ;

The missionaries who foliowed Cap
tain Cook’s visit, bfbke.iip jthis group 
of worshipers, and they ¿were dis
persed. MRS. iStalTH.

San Diego, Cal. - " ?U ' .

CONSENT OF THE GOVERNED. 
■ < 4 ■ ■

Certain Rights Are fiilitreht.

Those of the Intellectual class who 
once belonged to Christian or other 
churches, can remember how, even 
in the midst of their prayers and sup
plications, grave doubts of a future 
existence would darken the -bright 
prospects of their souls. The young, 
the old, the educated, the Ignorant, 
the rich and the poor were, and“ still 
are, the subjects of this terrible evil.

It is true I am old and do not ex
pect to remain much longer on this 
shore, for the boatman is coming for 
me, and still more I am poor; It is 
true I was not so always, but I am 
poor now, and I fearlessly proclaim 
the fact in the face ot American hat
red of poverty; but I would be willing, 
oh! how willing, to live on bread and 
water, If thereby I could advance the 
cause of God,’which is the cause of 
man, even Ab the cause of man is the

might have ordered them.”
“It is after eight o'clock. Grocers 

will not deliver goods at this hour. 
Can’t you do without them?”

"No, we are out of them and you 
will have to bring them up yourself.”

I muffled up once more, put ou my 
rubbers and started. On my return I 
carried a package of butter in one 
hand and a bag of sugar in the other. 
The night had become Intensely dark, 
and the wind blew the rain In my face.

In order to shorten the distance I 
was in the habit of walking on the 
railroad track. There were- three , 
cattle guards to be crossed. I had 
succeeded in crossing two by clinging I 
to the fence, but the third which was 
at our street, I had entirely forgotten. 
I went forward through the pitchy 
darkness, and I could not see even the 
while paper package In my hand. I

cause of _Qod.., ... ......... ■ .
"S?‘Deliy'er^ Deliver qg
"from" material? "into - spiritual
;OvU'. our way be
fore .ub,.light to.kill ôur doubts and 
fears, .Although spirit return Is 
wrought'through natural law, aud! 
comes like sunshine to the good, .the. 
bad and thé indifferent all alike, yet it 
furnishes a foundation upon which 
faith, hope and charity may rest. The 
old Bible is a picture book, a book ot 
illustrations, even as the material uni
verse is a shadow and representation 
(to .purblind man) of that which Is 
changeless and eternal; a visible body, 
the clothing of an Invisible soul.

was walking quickly, taking short 
but quick steps, and minding nothing 
but the wind and rain, when my foot 
touched the side of one of the bars. 
I was alarmed, for I knew I was on the 
guard. I was gently lowered down to 
a sitting posture on the sharp edge of 
one of the bars, one foot on another 
bar and the other foot and limb be
tween the bars; then I felt about as 
well as I could to find out exactly 
where I was, when to my surprise, I 
found that I had crossed the cattle 
guard, and I was virtually on my own 
street; I measured the length of the 
guard next day, and my steps, and I 
found th^I. had taken from six to 
seven »tefis on-nothing, bo-to-speak. 
Had I fallen Into that cattle guard 
the next train would certainly have 
•killed me, or at .least the fall would 
have been severe, perhaps fatal, as 
my hands being engaged, I could have 
done nothing to save myself.

I fully realzed that so-called miracle 
when I got home, and still believe that 
my life was probably saved through 
the interposition of "Guardian An
gels.” THOS. HARDING.

Sturgis, Mich.
(To be continued.)

tism 1b a stepping stone -to spirit con
trol. ' '

' In closing Dr. Peebles said he had 
met a Budhlsf priest in Ceylon who 
was preparing to send priests to Amer
ica as missionaries to convert the 
"heathen.”—Republican, Meadville, 
Pa, • ■ ;■ , .
Interest in Woman Suffrage Growing.

At a meeting of the G. A. R. of the 
State of Delaware recently a resolu
tion,.endorsing woman suffrage was 
adopted.. At about the same time the 
State Federations- of Labor in Iowa 
and West Virginia - adopted woman 
suffrage résolutions at their annual 
meetings. The National League ‘of 
American municipalities in its annual 
convention at Atlantic City, accorded 
to Mrs. Rudolph Blankenburg of Phil
adelphia, fraternal delegate from the 
National Woman Suffrage Association, 
twenty minutes in which to present 
this question at a round table discus
sion of the Executive Committee, and 
the following week Mrs: Blankenburg 
attended the National Conference of 
Charities and Corrections in Philadel
phia in a similar capacity.

• . With a woman suffrage amendment 
in the state of Oregon and the Feder
ation of Women’s'Clubs the country 
ovei discussing the letter recently ad
dressed to them by the Industrial Ad
visory Committee of the General Fed
eration of Women’s Clubs, calling 
Upon them to endorse woman suffrage 
and a mùnlcipal suffrage campaign on 

' in .Chicago, which is endorsed by near
ly all., the'leading women’s organiza- 
'tipns and prominent women of that 
city, there is" altogether a great 
amount of favorable interest being 
taken-in the subject.

ELIZABETH J. HAUSER.

If woman suffrage,; rOkm 'Upon a 
foundation ot bplnibn it-'.may. win or? 
lose as opinion changes, Sat-Jf/ns foun
dation is laid upon - somp\ enduring 
principle, tlien It' will '»'In ?ii£d" last 
forever, once It is establiahpd.. That 
it rests upon a fixed principle can be 
readily seen if you will §fop ¿id con
sider the nature of the,'•Buffrige, aud
its relation to government.¡There are 
two kinds ot.government'hi.thd world, 
one is government witb, v,tho; other, 
government without,; the;, ton^ent of 
the governed. If just, -,government 
rests upon the consent dfjtlib governed 
as it manifestly does, .then -you can 
neither consent to nor d'lifeent from an ' 
act of government, unions!- /ou can 
vote; . '- -

This is the true basis df suffrage, it 
is loundatloned upon the eternal prin
ciple of liberty, and sex lias nothing 
to do with the ease; it fsnot a'privi
lege, but is^ right. Privileges can be 
withdrawn by the grantare, (but rights 
are inherent; till the rights-you have, 

r or can have,you getwlfpiv you are 
born and they last until, ynurnle, and if 
the question of-woman.^iffra^e ever 
was tried' -before-; n.,competent legal 
tribunal, whieh liadvflufflcilnp-brains to

A DREAMER OF DREAMS.

EMINENT ENDORSEMENT.

Our Personality to Be Greater in 
Realms Beyond—Distinguished Sa
vant Is Convinced Persons Will Re
tain Their Individualities and Mem
ories Pretty Much the Same as 
Now,
Sir Oliver Lodge, the famous scien

tist, lectured to a crowded gathering 
In the lecture liall of the City temple, 
London, Eng., recently on ".The Re
lationship Between Science and Relig
ion,” and gave some extremely inter
esting views in answer to questions 
which rained upon him from the audi
ence at the conclusion of his speech.

He gave as a speculation that where 
there was a strong personality it 
would persist continually, and after 
what we call death might rejoin.-the 
larger personality, of which it was a 
part and from which it sprang for a 
life in this existence., f

“I think,” said Sir Oliver, indicating 
his body, "that this is a bit of matter, 
here for seventy years or perhaps less, 
and then that it will rejoin Its larger 
self. I shall then find I have a larger 
memory or larger personality alto
gether. I am speculating, but I am 
speculating with some ground, though
it would take too long to explain what 
that ground is.”
Sure There Is Life in Other planets.

The first question put to Sir Oliver 
was whether, in his opinion, man ex
isted only on this earth, and whether 
the sun and stars and all the universe 
exist tor the benefit of this globe, as

say a bit of n» is more Incarnated, and 
that as time goes on more of us leaks 
into the body. When a lot of it leaks 
in we say a person is a great man, 
and when only a very little of it, we 
say ‘he is not all there.’

“When this body is worn out we 
join the big lump, and then another 
bit will be reincarnated another tim»?

À Dream Tfi'at ls Lively Some Day to' 
.Be Realized. - '

interpret tho Declaration ofHndepend-;. 
once and sufficient courage iqjsj'oipul- 
gato its findings, womarf . suffrage 
would be as much of an eBtapliBhed tnJ' 
stltutlon in thls country as the polllng 
fiooth itself. Vs '

' HENRY H. HARbiNQE. .

I am a: dreamer, aid many of my - 
dreams -have -come true.. Not -long 
'ago !: dreamed that I was'standlng in 
a lumber yard. ?Before .-me -was a 
large machine. The details as to its 
construction I did not get. A large, 
green, scarry Iog was being fed into it 
at one end, while 'at' tlfe other some of 
the finest lumber I ever saw was com
ing out. A man stood there and care
fully piled it away as it camo from file 
machine. I asked what it all meant, 
and a voice replied, "We are pressing 
out lumber for inside work.”

Tn view of the fact that good tim
ber is getting scarce, it will be neces
sary to use up trees that are not fit to I 
saw into .lumber, by reducing them to 
pulp; and pressing into shape. This 
is practicable, and will soon be done. 

: We got hints in our dreams that 
can be put into practice and made 
Useful to theworld. >
; .We rend of Elias Howe, the Inventor 
of the sewing machine, getting li hint 
in a dream as to ,how the • needle 
Should be made; and it would be diffi
cult to. point at any other man bo use
ful to humanity, as Ellas Howe. He 
should have a monument to reach the 
stars....
1 jt-noM of us; More made in

.was urged by Dr. Wallace.
Sir Oliver replied that Dr. Wallace 

liked to hold the minority view, and in 
this matter he certainly did so. Wher
ever. you probed into this planet you 
found life. "So I expect," he con
tinued, “that it we probe into other 
parts of the universe we shall also 
find- lite of some . kind. We might 

. not-find beifigs with noses and five 
fingers on their hands like ourselves. 
It Is Impossible that in the universe 
we are the highest that exist, and it is 
therefore probable -. that others" exist 
somewhere.” .

He continued that worlds might be 
unoccupied for long periods like oiir 
own. globe. ■ Besides, ipistakes 
might arise in ■ other .ways. ; Astrono
mers in Mars.looking at - the earth 
would prabably say it was too wet to, 
be inhabited; it was nearly all cover-

Last fall we commenced holding 
meetings in a small way at our homes. 
We have several mediums here, inspi- ■ 
rational speakers, lest mediums and 
healers.

Our meetings attracted no little at
tention, and on Sunday afternoons our 
rooms were crowded. Many interest
ing questions were discussed by our 
inspired speakers, and many convinc
ing tests came.

Thus matters were progressing, 
when in the latter part of January, 
Mr. A. Lundy and wife of Minneapolis, 
came on a social visit. We appropri
ated them. We had independent slate
writing, and on several occasions flow
ers came. One evening at the home 
of Mr. and Mrs. A. 0. Strommen, just 
as the lights were turned, or as tho 
guests were arriving, there was a flut
ter over head like the whisk of a bird’s 
wing, and a beautiful, rose came 
through the air and lighted on the 
garments of Mrs. Peabody. There 
were ht least a dozen people Tn the 
room at the time, and most of them 
saw the rose as it fell.

This'incident caused much excite
ment, and Spiritualism became the 
general topic of the day. Two of our 
ministers preached sermons against

ered with water. "
To Lire as Individnuls After .Death.

The next question was: "Suppose 
personality is nierged into one whole 
body of general life after death. 
Why not” ■
, Sir“ Oliver Lodge: ¡.‘My notion is 
that that may come in the long run—a 
long. time, hence, when we are -far 
higher than we.arc now; but that 
meanwhile" we.sliall retain oiir memo
ries and Individual lives, that we shall 

I retain’our individualities pretty much

it. Two of our local papers printed 
these so-called sermons, which were 
mpstb’ abuse and falsehood. We 
were classed with the bad people of 
earth,, and charged with heinous 
crimes. Even the Haymarket bomb- 
throwing was claimed by one of our 
reverends to have been planned by 
spirits.

At this period We appealed to that 
grand man, Hudson Tuttle, Editor-at- 
Large, and through our papers he re
plied- to these untruthful statements. 
They made a weak attempt to answer, 
but it was only an attempt. We very 
much appreciate the great service 
Brother Tuttle rendered to us and the 
cause of Spiritualism that is bo dear 
to us. When the activities of summer 
have passed hnd the nights once more 
overbalance the day, wo expect to be* 
come more active and aggressive?

N. H. PALMER. ,
St. James, Minn. i

as we have them now.” ...
' Another'questioner asked: "Is.there 
any warranty In science for.our reln- 
carnatlon?’’" -

Sir Oliver saldr.that here again ho 
waft sdvins ~ a - speculation, .“It. "Is ,

? . TRUTH.

"The real truth in resurrection
Is not dehd matter newly born, 

But life -arising toward perfection,
1 A little nobler each new morn.

New hope, new peace, new love up.

i

tel

springing, -
New consecration in each life, 

AM heaVèn-to oaito tobst truly,bring-

?
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all Spiritualists say they do

and are 
you still

In Order to Combat Superstition i 
Ignorance, the, XIII. Club Will 

Occupy It.

CARLYLE PETERSILEA. 
(To be continued.)

is crowded Into different ses- 
of some of our meetings, espe- 
at some of our mass-meetings 
conventions. Often two and

In tlie World’s Great Drama of 
Present Eternity.

present eternity, woman was the first 
recorded actress. Behold, there in 
the typical Garden of Eden, Spiritual
ism had its beginning for God and

Ohio is Surging Ahead.

Can Telepathy Explain?
Results of Psychical Research.

By Minot J. Savage.
Dr. Savage, in this book of 243 pages, discuss

es problems that Lave vexed intelligent miuds 
probably to a greater extent than any others, 
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Under the Management of the Éfficient Pres 
ident, Fred D. Dunakin.

The President's Annual Report.
Officers, delegates and visiting 

friends, one; Sjore we are In conven
tion, and In compliance with the Con
stitution and By-Laws of the Ohio 
Spiritualist Association, I will submit 
my annual report as president of that 
organization. I cannot take anything 
but a very optimistic view of .the 
Cause' in our state because on every 
hand I see the interest is growing and 
the minds of the people of this coun
try—yes, of the world, Jn a measure, 
are turning in our direction. No year 
has been more complete with study 
and investigation and forward steps 
than this present year. Spiritualism 

. came to the world to teach man that 
lie lives after the change called death. 
It came also to teach man his duty 
here in this great school of experience 
and we have the proof of this by the 
interest that is taken all over11 the 
country, and especially in our own 
state by the large and intelligent and
appreciative audiences that gather 
wherever its truths are presented 
which gives us substantial evidences 
of ftp growth and prosperity.

Much consolation and enlighten, 
ment has been given to us by its teach
ers in the lecture field and by those 
who demonstrate its phenomena in the 
mediumistic field. We dare more to 
think for ourselves than on any for
mer year for a liberal wave, as it were, 
has spread Itself out over the land, 
entering into every religious organiza
tion and many slaves to old'creeds and 
customs have been liberated—even 
many of those who have been the min
isters and teachers of a dogmatic the
ology have themselves been inspired 

. by this wave ot spiritual inspiration 
and have either modified their old 
church doctrines by giving their aston
ished audiences the new spiritual 
soul-inspiring truths or have left their 
pulpits and creeds behind and stepped 
out upon a more liberal religious plat
form. Yes, Spiritualism lives and 
thrives, and the cause is advancing 
not withstanding that we hear the cry 
of fraud from every direction Hung in 
our faces. There has been fraud in 
all religious bodies, and in all busi
ness organzations; this is no reason 
that we should defame any cause that 
is working for good.

Spiritualism is built upon a founda
tion of truths and is greeting a struct1- 
ure that will stand in all ages for’the 
good of all people. I find that one 
thing is quite necessary in our state 
work and that is we as an organized 
body should take better care of our 
workers and support those who are for 
honesty at all times and in all places. 
I find we are all weak on this point 
and do not take near as good care of 
our workers as the churches do of 
their workers. Most of our workers 
are mediums who are very sensitive 
and need protection. The most of 
these sensitive workers are doing the 
very best that they can under the cir
cumstances. 'They are trying to rep
resent our beautiful philosophy' and 
phenomena in as pure and sweet and

In necessary business relations that 
saves expenses as much as possible; 
that is to do all we could by corre
spondence'. We held one minor board 
meeting at Sister Curran’s at Toledo, 
Ohio, on June 9, Sister Elizabeth 
Scliauss.’Ohe of the trustees, of Toledo, 
Ohio, was also present. I immediate
ly after this board'meeting, on June 
10, started on an extended trip 
through the western part of our coun
try and visited many places of note 
and interest, lecturing . and working 
for Spiritualism and meeting with 
sustain our " bfeloved philosophy and 
sustain "our ebeloved philosophy and 
religion, bttt as this trip has only an 
indirect relation to our stqtq work, |ts 
operations and accounts have no place 
in this report. 7

Returning to my home, Sept. 28, I 
at once answered a call to assist in the 
dedication of the Firs}. Spiritual Tem
ple ot Cleveland, Ohio, on Sunday, Oc
tober 1, and frotn that date on my 
work has been in our own state 
mainly.

and elect to all the offices of the sub-1 
ordinate state associations only such 
men or women as will keep the faith, 
and can be relied upon to faithfully 
discharge their official duties. Call 
into action now your honest convic
tions. Give the convictions your best 
talents and careful considerations, and 
regardless of men or measures stand 
squarely on the principles of our be
loved philosophy and take home with 
you to your respective associations 
such Inspirations and confidences in 
our work-as will enable them to be 
more zealous’in our noble cause.
. Whatever measures seem to have 
stood in the way of our advancement 
as an organization the,past year . I 
would recommend its repeal. Let 
nothing stand in the way of our prog
ress that is removable. When it comes 
to obstacles in the way, remember 
that we are not predestinated to fail-

July 21, IMG.

dignified' a manner ns the circum
stances that surround them will ad
mit.

Sometimes the public demands more 
work from a medium than he or she is 
able to perform, and you qll know the 
results. In many such cases webear 
either the cry of “failure,” or “fraud,” 
or both. It is the demand of the mor
tal world and not the angel .world that 
brings about these conditions. We 
demand too much of our mediums, 
and then blame them if they fail, or 
resort tp other means to answer or 
satisfy this excessive demand.

I find by observation that too much

soD’etimes three lectures are given, 
and then these are followed by mes- 
rage work, and when the hour is late, 
and the people are weary, these sen
sitives called test or message mediums 
are brought forward to give their por
tion of the entertainment. Can we 
look for good results under such un
favorable circumstances? I there
fore recommend that the speakers and 
message workers be assigned separate 
sessions or hours in which to do their 
work.

While phenomena is the very 
foundation of Spiritualism and its 
birth m 1848 came from the tiny rap 
through the mediumship of the little 
Fix sisters, and have made hundreds 
and thousands of converts, but never- 
t' olcss we do not believe in CLING- 
(X'G FOREVER TO THE PHENOM
ENA. It would be much better, I 
think, at least after becoming fully 
convinced of spirit return through the 
phenomena to take up the teachings 
embodied in the teachings of the phil- 
osophv, and continue to study THIS 
GREAT RELIGION OF LIFE, which 
represents the science of spirit.

1 can say of our work with Brother 
Harrison Barrett in his last report to 
the N. S. A., that missionary work is, 
or should be, the best means to organ
ize and strengthen local societies. 
This principal has been recognized as 
a truth at nearly all of our conven
tions.

At our last annual convention held 
at Ashtabula, Ohio, the trustees of the 
0. S. A., in executive session, were 
directed to employ as many missiona
ries as our funds would permit, and 
place them in the field as representa
tives of our state body. Sister C. M. I 
Bartholomew was appointed corre
sponding secretary, and was instructed 
to assist the regularly elected in corre
sponding with different societies and 
individuals for the missionaries, and I 
have been informed that a few well- 
disposed workers were persuaded to 
devote at least a part 'pt their timé to 
this much needed service and I hope 
they will all present reports of what 
they have succeeded in accomplishing 
tor the O. S; A. for the past year.

Our corresponding secretary also 
caused to have a notice Inserted in our 
spiritual papers stating that the O. 8. 
A. was ready to furnish any and all 
societies and also places that were not 
organized, with suitable speakers and 
medlumstat a nominal expense of 
about $2 per lecture'and expenses. 
Speh speakers and mediums were to 
be taken, from those who hkd volun
teered to do missionary work for tlie 
0. S. X." T have been informed tlidl; 
only one society responded to said no
tice, namely, Brother Jackson’s society 
of Sandusky, Ohio. Just why -other 
societies and sections of our state did 

•not avail themselves of this most lib
eral offer on the part of our state 
board,' I cannot say. I have heard it 
hinted nt by some that wo were offer
ing our services too cheap, and-cheap 
service, they sav, meant poor work. 
¿ We have adopted the usual method

Later in the month of October; be
ing elected as charter delegate to rep
resent the O. 8. A. and the state in 
general at the N. 8. A. convention, 
held at Minneapolis, Minn., I therefore 
visited said convention and have a re
port of same. Knowing by past expe
riences that the people in general are 
very reluctant to accept the philos
ophy of Spiritualism alope without its 
being connected with the phenomena, 
1 concluded before starting out for 
my fall and winter Work through the 
state to invite my brother, Q. P. Duna
kin, of Chanute, Kansas, who, by the 
way, is a physical test medium for 
trumpet work and partial materializa
tions in a brightly lighted seance, to 
come and go with me through the dif
ferent parts of the state, and do what 
wa could for the cause, and to build 
up the interests of the 0. S. A. Ac
cordingly on the 28th of October we 
started our work In the state. 1 will 
not burden you with a detailed ac
count of each seance and lecture that 
we gave during the partial tour of the 
state, but will report it as briefly as 
possible.

First we were at Van Wert, Ohio, 
for one lecture and seance; then at 
Canton, Ohio, ten days, and lectured 
or gave a seance nearly every evening 
that we were there. We then-gave 
a seance and short lecture at Massilon, 
Ohio. .From there to Bellaire, Mar
tin’s Ferry, Bridgeport and Wheeling, 
W. Va., where we gave several lec
tures and ten seances. From there to 
Urlchsville, Ohio, where we gave two 
lectures and three seances. From 
there to Canton again and gave two 
seances; thence to Btrawsburg and 
gave a lecture and a seance. Wo then 
went to Sandusky, Ohio, to meet an 
engagement that our corresponding 
secretary had previously made for mo, 
and while in that city, aside from lec
tures we gave two seances. On De
cember 13, we came to Clyde, Ohio, to 
answer a call to lecture for the so
ciety of thqt city, and while there wo 
gave seances on Monday following the 
lectures. Next we.gave a lecture and
seance at Sherwood? Ohio, and;then a 
lecture and two seances at Antwerp, 
Ohio. On December 10, I lectured at 
Mud Creek, Ohio, and on the 17th, at 
Defiance, About this time my brother 
was unexpectedly called back to his 
home in Kansas, which left me with 
no assistance. I decided to do no 
more missionary work until after the 
holidays, .

Receiving a call about this time to 
come to Ashtabula, at some date 
shortly after the holidays and wishing 
to meet with aS many of the-members 
of the state board as possible, with
out making an extra expense to the 0. 
S. A., I therefore ’arranged with the 
officers of the McDowell Street Church 
of Columbus to lecture for them the 
first Sunday of the New Year, as two 
of the state officers are members of 
said church, and go from there to 
Cleveland, to talk with the board 
members there on matters, pertaining 
to the future work ot the O. S. A., and 
to devise ways and means of continu
ing the missionary interest.

On the 14th of January I lectured 
for the Ashtabula Association, both in 
the afternoon and evening. From 
Ashtabula I returned to my home 
again, and not receiving any financial 
aid or support in any way from the 
0. S. A., and not feeling able to make 
any further canvass of the state unaid
ed by the state association, I gave up 
the missionary work and only an
swered such calls as casually came to 
me for Sunday lectures, funerals, wed
dings, Stc.

There are many things of import
ance that might be said in a report of 
this kind were it not that it would 
make" it of too great a length. I have 
confined this report as president and 
missionary in one and have only gen
eralized in so doing. My fellow-offi
cers and delegates, we do want a bet-’ 
ter and closer organization of work
ers. We hear the cry all over the 
state, “Come and do something for 
us.”

We want to make the 0. S. A. a pow
er in the great state of Ohio for the 
uplifting of the Spiritualists and their 
families. The past achievments of 
our grand organization ought to make 
every member proud of his efforts, 
and we can take great encouragement 
fromjthe fact that many of the church
es have taken up some of the theories 

I we hâve àdvanced and framed them 
into their creeds. This proves conclu
sively that what they formerly 
thought Was wrong they now thlnk ls 
all right, and now we should not fal
ter to gô ahead. If our principles are 
to be "recognized by religious and the 
general public, we must rally around 
them ourselves and show our devotion 
to them by our numbers and strength. 
A reformer singly and alone may raise 
his voice in protest against an evil or 
rank Injustice, but it does not carry 
with it the weight, power-or force as 
doés „the protest that coffies from a 
united sentiment speaking In the voice 
of thufider. . Single and alone à ’ re
former's protest- would rise and fall 
like a bubble on the water, but united
ly the protest of these actors would 

1 caYry with It the strength of the hur
ricane and the decisiveness of the 
lightnings.’ But"the work, ot the con
vention is before us.. Our secretary's 
report will undoubtedly show our. ad- 
vancemefite made during the year. If 
these advancements do not meet our 
expectations we must not be discour
aged. Our greatest success in life 
ofttlmes--makes it’s first appearance 
through’the disguise of temporary 
failure; • Our alm should be to make 
more rapid growth. We must correct 
all our past errors. : Solicit for mem
bership of our association such fam
ilies ns will be a lasting help to us, 
and a permanent benefit to themselves,

ure. Every day rye lay the molding 
hand upon: our destiny. There is no 
mountain so great but-, that we can 
scale it; no water so deep that -we can
not cross it,-and in a righteous . way 
there is no failure bo . complete but 
that success can Come pt it. • But to 
bring success about we must keep our 
courage and our.-liearts; cheery, band 
‘.‘neglect not the gift that is’in us?’

And mow, fellow-: delegates, allow 
me to thank you heartily for all past 
honors you have conferred upon me, 
and tp my associate officers for all the 
help and many; kindnesses you have 
shown me. I shall remember these 
things as long as I7Jive, and whoever 
succeeds me in this office I trust he 
may-receive the same cordial support 
that has been thrown .like a mantle 
around me; and-after the changes are 
all made, the work all done, and the 
convention all oyer, MAY WE TAKE 
EVERY LESSON WE HAVE 
LEARNED HERE-HOME WITH US, 
AND APPLY IT IN OUR EVERYDAY 
LIVES, REMEMBERING THAT THE 
LIFE OF A NOBLE MAN OR WOMAN 
ISA STRONGER-INCENTIVE TO 
VIRTUE AND HONOR AND RIGHT 
LIVING THAN THE FINEST SER
MON THAT WAS EVER PREACHED, 
THE GREATEST LIBRARY THAT 
WAS EVER WRITTEN, OR' THE 
FINEST CODE. OF MAXIMS THAT 
COULD EVER BE COMPILED.

MANHOOD AND WOMANHOOD 
OVERTOP ALL TITLES. CHARAC
TER IS THE GREATEST FACT IN 
ALL HISTORY. IT IS ABOVE ALL 
RICHES. IT. IS . GREATER THAN 
ANY CAREER.

Amount of expenses for missionary 
work from Oct. 2 6, 1906, to May 25, 
1906, $36.

All of which is respectfully sub
mitted. FRED D. DUN AKIN,

President O. S. A.
I Report of Missionary Work From Jan. 
I 1, 1006 to May 20, 1006.
1 To the Officers, Trustees and Mem
bers of the O. S; A.—Spiritual Greet
ing:—As is known to many ot you, 
the Spiritualist Society of Conneaut 
engaged me to serve it for six months, 
beginning Oct. 1, 1905. For various 
reasons, chief among them my moth
er’s failing health, 1 found it necessary 
to cancel said engagement after-two 
months of service. By the last of De
cember my mother had so far regained 
her health that I was able to resume 
my work by remaining only a few days' 
away at a time.

On January 10, I was duly com
missioned by our president, Mr. Dunn- 
kin, to do missionary work,'and if pes-- 
sible to organize new societies,"with 
the authority to take up-collections to,1, 
cover expenses, and; .with tpe proviso, 
where collections do not oovdr ex
penses the state would meet same with 
the fund provided for missionary pur
poses. . . ,

Accordingly, from Jan.l, to May 
20, 1906, I delivered 31, public lec
tures, 26 to our auxiliaries in Clyde, 
Sandusky, Cleveland, Ashtabula and 
Conneaut. : Five public, meetings 
were held in Mansfield, Ashland and 
Port Clinton, where there are no so
cieties, but wide-awake people who 
show keen interest in our work. I 
found it very easy to rally the people 
and get an audience at these places,, 
but many objections on the point of 
becoming auxiliary to our. O. 8. A. 
The reasons given are-many and va
ried—sometimes being of-a personal 
and sometimes of a, .general nature.
MUCH COMPLAINT -.IS MADE 
AGAINST MEDIUMS WHO ADD TO 
THEIR MEDIUMSHIP, AND ALSO 
AGAINST SUCH WHOSE DAILY 

'LIVES ARE NOT .IN HARMONY
WITH WHAT THEY TEACH.

It is and always will be detrimental 
to our cause for any oner who claims to 
teach the Gospel, of Spiritualism, 
which is love, truth, kindness, righte
ousness, etc., to live.a<?.carelessly as to 
invite the criticism of tho public and 
trereby causing tlie verdict of incon- 

.sistency to be pronounced upon Spirit
ualism.

We do not .expect perfection of any 
one, but we have a perfect right to 
expect ot our representatives a visible 
effort TOWARD RIGHT LIVING. It 
is due to the inconsistency of preach
ers that the Christian church failed 
in the mission that it set out to fuj-. 
fill. Spiritualism is face to face with 
a like condition with’ Its fundamental 
truths, on the part of its constituents, 
to keep it from falling into the rut of 
materialism. However, with patience 
and perseveran'ce In the right direc
tion we hope to reclaim our cause arid 
set its banner floating high on the 
breeze of Intellect and reason.

I officiated at three-fuherals by spe
cial request of the arisen ones—-Mrs. 
Holden of Ashtabula, Elizabeth Mc
Clusky of Ashland, and Mr. Albert, 
Wentworth of Jlicksvllle. I would 
recommend that missionary work be 
continued; that a stated sum be set 
aside for such purpose) and that this 
convention elect one or more mission
aries to go Into Bucp parts of our state 
where ho societies exist; and endeavor 
to organize the: people, and thus 
spread bur Gbspei that "it "may became 
known everywhere. In closing I will 
state that the collections" in places 
where we have no societies fully cov
ered my expenses, and ’I have not 
needed to draw even one penny from 
our treasury."

ELIZABETH SCHAUSS,
0. S. A. Missionary. 

Toledo, Ohio.

Abstract of Secretary’s Report.
During the past year we have only 

chartered two hew "Societies, one at 
Uhrichsville, through, the aid of Bro. 
Sprague and wife. This year, as last, 
the officials of :the 0. 8. A. were not 
notified of their presents in the state1, 
therefore the National missionaries re
ceived no assistance from the O. S. A. 
The other societies In Cleveland by 
myself, thie Second Spiritual Church.

Ordinations since,. last convention 
were granted to Dr. C. W. Haines of 
Bedford," and MfS. L. A. Wilson of 
Martin’s Ferry, who at present, is pas
tor of the White Key Society of Bel
lafro. ■

The reports of tho different auxil
iary societies show the, struggle for ex
istence, but. a -very- healthy spirit of 
growth; TJie Jargest.galn in member* 
ship was made In,Conneaut—a gain of 
35. Columbus shows a loss of four; 
but has paid: per capita on 100 mem* 
befs. Ashtabula Society, has; neither;

lost nor gained, still shows 46 mem
bers. All other societies show slight 
gain or loss; but the outlook for the 
future in, Alia state of Ohio as else- 
where is wy bright for Spiritualism, 
as- the. tb]njflngufilass of people take 
more intqixjst can be seen attend
ing our places ^.worship.

Your Kflpretqw has kept in close 
touch wlt^jtbe,^. B. A. as well as all 
societies a^xiUsf# .to the O. S. A. He 
has tried qjo dqqqlj. the convention of 
1905 directed do- bi111 thanks 
all secretm-le« ^pd qther officers who 
assisted lym: 1 ij lightening . his work, 
especially ^|ra.opayrie- M. Bartholo-* 
mew, ptUg., .corresponding secretary, 
who willingly., ^tended to all corre- 
spondencejsentlo tier and gave perfect 
satisfaction. .. ."

I have not had time to do any mis
sionary work: .outside of the city. All 
my time has been,divided, between the 
state work'ii^dt'l.he L. T. F. 8. of this 
city, in whose jemple we are holding 
this convention. . Officiated at one fu
neral, assisted in tlm dedication of this 
temple; an^also tlie ord|nation of Dr. 
0. w. Hafng^; also assisted in memor 
ilal. seryiceg.„ajid, -officiated diverse 
times at thq ^progressive Thought So
ciety. ' . .) \ . .....

In conclusion’ your secretary de
sires to express jds sincere .thanks to 
the officers and Ipdlvlduals.who aided 
and co-operated with him in the dis
charge of his, duties.............

Up to the p.rhswt. date 16 societies 
have sent Ip, thejr per capita tax 
amounting to $X08.75. Three Ladies’ 
Auxiliaries jiave" notified me of send
ing a delegate. From May 27, 1906, 
to May 2;3, 1906, $185.45 . passed 
through my liajids; itemized account 
In day book and ledger with fiata.

Respectfully subinlttted,
" , Q. A. SpLEINGER, 

' Secretary 6, S. A.

Report by A,- if. Baird—Missionary 
Worlf Done from May 20, 1005, 

to.May 25, 1000.
During the past year, I have done, 

to the best of my, ability all the work 
1 have been able to do:

I have-held meetings in.Wellington, 
Sandusky.and-: Elyria, through the 
Helping Hand Society. 1 have held 
also, many ,parlor meetings in Elyria 
and Lorain, The .angel wopld has 
crowned my fionest and earnest efforts 
with success, iftave officiated at two 
funerals and. assisted at two others. 
Our glorious ¿aqse when demonstrated 
by truthful, earnest workers can but 
grow and become the beacon light 
which shall lead many suffering and 
sorrowing souls;to the foundation of 
truth, which l/alm shall heal every

Report by Mrs(11 Carrie Firth Curran.
it is with pjg^sure I submit my re

port of the financial standing of the 
Ohio StareJ Spiritualist Association’s 
treasury.“?'

June Sj' 190m I received from the 
past trfeasuref, F. D. Dunakin, 
$273.33, that being the balance In the 
treasury/ amount of reimbursements 
for year, $53.93." Balance in treasury, 
$219.40.T n /. nP
Balance In .general fund . . . .? 69.40 
Missionary/^und;.  ................. J50.00
.Balance i^^niss|bnary fund, $100..00 
Balance i^tjeaaiiry ..$219.40

JURS.iCAiURnSFiRTJACUiytAN, , 
. il^f. .. :ot [ Tr^Sfiv^O. S. A.

.Toledoo[QhlPnl -- . '
’ llaa prut. '.:------ ' ’> •

Wg,thg.,ufldwfigned> committee, af
ter.-carety), deliberation, findhthe re
port of ,®ur,:wftrtby. treasures, Sister 
Carrie Firth Curran, correct to the 
cent. Balance In general i fund, 
$69.40; missionary fund, J50; MedL, 
urns’ fund, $100; received from secre
tary, $101.58. Total In cash on hand, 
J320.98.

H. E. BOERSTLER, 
’ C: P. RiCHARDSON," 

’• IDA E. HOWARD.

Recommendiitioris of Committee.
This, committee, after carefully 

reading the report of our National del-- 
egates, .would recommend-that the O. 
S. A-. in sending a delegate to the Na
tional Spiritualist Convention, pay said 
delegate's expenses from the general 
fund; said .delegate to furnish a writ
ten report oi’fllj business of said con
vention to.the Q. S. A. We also recom
mend that every society holding a 
charter under the 0. 8. A. be required 
to send a written report of the past 
year's ,work,, tffus assisting the presi
dent in his missionary work.

This-committee would further rec
ommend that the fee for missionaries 
be notdess ffihn $5 in place of $2, or 
that the convention see that this sum 
be paid to the missionary.

MRS. ANNA E. BAIRD, 
MRS. CLARA B. WAGNER, 
MRS. ELIZABETH G. REED.

Thomas D. Bellis’ Report.
Maple Dèli, July 9, 1905, short ad

dress; August 13, lecture; English dis
course at funeral of Brother Henry 
Burchwald, August 16; First Spirit
ualist Temple, Oct. 1, short address; 
Psychic Research Society of San
dusky, lectures- Oct. 22 and Dec 10; 
Sandusky Soldiers' Home, Dec. 10, 
lectures; Psychic Research Society of 
Sandusky,. Jan. 7, lectures; Jan. 21, 
1906, Second Spiritual Church anni
versary, fehort address; Ashtabula, 
Feb. 11, lectures; Second Spiritual 
Church," Feb ‘25; Akron, April 22, lec
tures; Christian Spiritual Church, 
April 29, lectures; Second Spiritual 
Church, May 13, lecture; Church of 
Humanity, May 1'3, lecture.

Several times served Progressive 
Thought Society of which I am presi
dent, and of which 1 did not send in 
my reppgbi ,

' tfoq .WONAS D. BELLIS.

When thf twilight hours are fading in 
the great and golden West, 

When tha. stagli orbs are gleaming 
o’e? the hill tops of the blest, 

Then mMoulggpes out in wonder to 
the jjeldsopf living green, ’ .

Where In all this vast eternity, can 
our^plrl^rfriends be seen.

They are everywhere about, us ii\ their 
robéÌ’so‘pjire and white, ■ 

Giving us a touch of pleasure In -their 
wave of’ g6?den light.

We can see' them in the sunshine and 
In 610 falifhg rain; ■

We can see thàm jn thè dewdrops gllt- 
terifii^ ó’er'each hill and plain.

; We can see ^liem in the shadow of a 
great and hidden wrong;

We .can.,hear Ghent in the birds when 
they sing, their sweetest songs; ' 

We can libar them In the streamlets 
and ih thè babbling brooks;

We can sèértliem In the shadows and 
•' in each;sliptly nook. .

We can see ¡them on the ocean and In 
the billowy deep;

We shall see them all'ln heaven when 
our earthly vigils sleep;

Thon'they’lLiiasten on to meat its 
'• when O'Ur life work here is dono;-

• Then wo' 11 see them with the Father, 
. and with hio risen son. i

MRS. L. A, PATTERSON.
Hartford, nn> ' I

Letters FromJieSpirit World.
Written Through the Mediumship of 

Mrs. Carlyle Petersilea. .
llotter From Spirit Carlyle Petersilea.

It would be well'll the people of 
earth .would let the God question en
tirely alone, for not even an archan
gel can understand God. If one could 
fully understand, and entirely com
prehend God, that pne would be- supe
rior to God, for anything that Is fully 
pndersto.od, or mastered, that which 
masters it is superior to that which is 
mastered. This must be a logical, 
self-evident fact to anyone who will 
give |t sufficient attention.

Now, oiie may go through eternal 
ages and riot comprehend Gpd; for, if 
pfogresslpji is eternal, then there is po 
end 'to eternity; consequently, no end 
nor beginning to' that which is called
God, In other words there is no God. 
Or, again,' eternity is God; and in or
der to understand God one must have 
got to the end of eternity, which is an 
absurdity. The forgoing must be 
self-evident.

Now; what we' would like to have 
the people of earth do, would be for 
all to study the laws appertaining to 
eternity, beginning with those lying 
nearest io them, mastering every law 
as rapidly as possible; and for every 
law thus mastered, the mind rises su
perior to It. It has mastered it and is 
now above it.

Many say that they will patiently 
take up the duties lying nearest to 
them, one by one, each as it presents 
itself. This is right, and as it should 
be. It is in strict obedience to natural 
laws.

Everything in nature works entirely 
on this jilan: Little by little—step by 
step—-and eternity is marked off in no 
other way. Little by little—step by 
step! How can one jump, from al
most,childish ignorance, over the 
great’ chasm of eternity, and at once 
understand all about God and his at
tributes, heaVen, and what they do 
there; hell, and its keeper; at the 
same time not really understanding 
the very first law appertaining to one’s 
own being?

Take uft the natural laws lying the 
very nearest to you and study them 
well, arid be sure you understand 
them thoroughly before you talk about 
God, and what he will do, and what 
he thinks, and what he has done, and 
beg him to change his mind, and all 
such childish nonsense.

Now we would like to ask, what are 
some of the natural laws that lie 
nearest the heart of mankind—that 
lie nearest the great mother heart of 
creation We know that life, and so- 
called death are nearest the mother 
heart. Then take up the study of 
life and death. Study them In all 
their bearings. Master them if you 
can; and when you have comprehend
ed death; and all’belonging to it, then

' So-called death is but a change that 
pushes life upward and onward.

Now, when death is. thoroughly 
comprehended, as - we sgid before, 
it is conquered; and the next 
thing is to study life in all its bearings 
and all the laws appertaining thereto.

But some may say: “Are we sure 
that,life and identity continue after 
the death of the body” No; you are 
not sure. You cannot be sure-until 
you-have positive evidence that life

rectly, also revealed It to them 
through so-called holy writ, the bible. 
But not all the people of the world are 

, Christians, and do not believe in the 
Christian’s bible.

The great agonizing cry that comes 
up .to .us at the present time from all 
parts of the earthly globe is; “Oh! for 
positive evidence—for positive knowl
edge. We. must have it, or perish of 
thirst; for we thirst for it as the hart 
thlrsteth for the mountain brook.”

Now the great cry Is not to remain 
unanswered, for, by a natural law, 
there never can be a great want but 
there Is a corresponding supply, and 
the world Is on the eve of receiving 
this positive proof beyond all cavil or 
doubt. . You have wireless telegraphy, 
you have-radium, the phonograph, the 
telegraph, electrical motive power; 
you have moving pictures, telepathy or 
thought transference, and the very 
next thing will be the sure discovery 
of positive evidence of the immortal
ity of the soul. Spiritualists have1 it 
already, nearly rlghL but if they were 
wholly and entirely right in all things 
appertaining to the next life, there 
would be nothing more to learn; pro
gression would be at an end, and ev
erything would then be at a standstill, 
or sink back again into its first estate.

If eternity had a beginning and_an 
end, thel-e might be some excuse for 
the belief in reincarnation, but as eter
nity has neither beginning nor end, 
the soul germ can never take a back
ward step. There Is no necessity for 
such a step, for It has a never-ending 
eternity before It, and what It has once 
learned it can never forget. Reincar
nation' IS a myth, a fable; yet there 
are many spirits here who still be
lieve in It. who still talk it through 
mediums; they really still believe that 
they are- to be reincarnated sometime; 
and this belief holds them ih error, In 
bondage, and they progress but 
slowly.- Of course, as time goes on, 
this error gradually drops away from 
them; but, India has been sending vast 
numbers of spirits into the spiritual 
realm for thousands of years, and it 
will take thousands of years of- your 
earthly.time to disabuse their minds of 
this great error; just as it is with 
Christians, long periods of time are re
quired for them to give up the Idea of 
a personal male God, seated on a 
throne, in a place they, call heaven, 
and another place which they call hell, 
with a devil.

Now, one would naturally think, 
that on-coming here, into this realm, ■' 
and not finding a persona! God, nor a 
devil, neither-heaven, nor a hell; that 
they would at once give up their be
lief in such things. Some do, but not 
all by any nîeans. That which is 
dyed In the wool takes a long time to 
eradicate, and some are very obstinate 
naturally;, very slow- to perceive or to 
give up that which lias been-in the 
wbol; they are determined that it shall 
be so, at all hazzards; and, If they 
have.net found .it so^ they were detef^ 
mined .to make it so; especially the 
Catholics, and many of the orthodox - 
ministers. ;

They, ■ even, have schools and 
churches: here, wherein these errors > 
are taught.: ■ Some even still teach the : 
resurrection of the old body; mid It । 
one says to. them: ‘‘You And you were < 
mistaken,’.’ they will not admit It, but i 
reply: "This is an intermediate state <

—a state of probation—which will 
soon come to an end."

And there are many, many here In 
Spirit life, who firmly believe, and 

I teach that the earthly globe la shortly 
to be destroyed by fife, that they, are 
simply waiting to again Return into 
the old material bodies, yvhich," after 
being purified by fire, will tip brought 
together again for theta to inhabit; 
that the unbelievers and wicked will 
be utterly destroyed, root and branch, 
and that after everything On the earth 
has been destroyed and purified by 
fire, they, the saints, will all again 
return to their former bqdies, and 
that the earth will once more be re
plenished, and will constitute the 
heavenly world Wherein they, the 
saints, and believers, together with 
Christ, their Savior, will forevermore 
reside.

One would be surprised to find how 
many there are here who will hold to 
that belief. So, do not be surprised 
that spiritual beings tell you all sorts 
of things. They think so themselves, 
and are very slow to progress up out 
of their errors.

It is high time the earthly world 
sent us a higher and more progressive 
people.

Those who still hold to the Roman- 
Catholic faith are innumerable here; 
so all can see there is work enough 
to be done here in the spiritual 
realms, as well as upon the earthly 
plane.

| man, one in immortal, and one in mor- 
| tai form, communed together.

We are told that good and evil, or 
positive and negative forces, 
then and there introduced to play 
their.parts through mortal subjects. 
A world could not otherwise have, been 
started, developed and made so great 
and grand a stage where all tlie im
planted powers and desires of these di
vine humans could, be acted out for 
object lessons upon .world’s highways 
and for the creation of joys and sor
rows which serve as tutors for soul- 
unfoldment and development.

Creative Energy performs such 
wonders by its creations and transfor
mations, and uses man as tho chief 
factor in all these grand operations; 
for on earth it is man and onward 
ever it is still man, more active and of 
greater power because of greater ac
quired knowledge of hpw and why all 
Is, as it is, beheld and operated.

The present time is.called the Spir
itual Era, and Woman’s Day. Wo
man will furnish the drama she inaug
urated. As it was then, se it is now, 
she is influenced, governed, by- the 
powers that be,"to do all that Is nec-
essary to redeem her posterity from 
the curse that has so long rested upon 
it because of man’s ignorance' and in
ability to comprehend rightly his part 
in this great scheme of creation and 
world building. As ' he learns that 
there is no superior or inferior’ be
cause of sex, but simply a difference in 
mechanism to correspond to nature’s 
laws for .necessary services, that 
through the female representing the 
womb of nature, the miracle of devel
oping fronts and bringing them forth 
can have Its continual demonstration, 
and through these avenues the greater 
part of crude substance is drawn in 
and transformed in short process into 
the refined and pure in accord with 
nature’s gradations of advancement.

See, woman is the greater factor in 
creation’s scheme; but as woman is 
contained in man, so to speak, that 
term man means all, and certainly 
means that man is unjust to himself 
when he is so to woman, hence it fol
lows as a self-evident fact that the 
best man and woman can do Is to 
work in harmony in their efforts to 
-make life’s and world’s drama more 
attractive, more educational, to inspire : 
courage in the weak and timid and 
help to release the variously encum
bered ones from their hedged in con
ditions and environments that they 
may act their parts properly, in true 
manly and womanly ways.

। It is, so purposed by Supreme Wis
dom that thus this eternity’s labor 
shall be finished, and it will be real
ized.

Earth has its lights and shadows, so 
all travelers have. Prosperity and ad
versity are conditions of this plane. 
To-day’s shadows bring light to-mor
row as alternates grandly interactive.

Analyze closely earthly prosperity, 
and follow correctly the gain of cause 
and effect, of enjoyment and ’neglect, 
and if truly analyzed you will harbor 
no regret because you have dwelt in 
the shadow a good part of your time, 
for thus the soul unfolds the more; 
you have laid up better, greater store 
ot wealth whither you journey.

MRS. M. KLEIN.
Van Wert, Ohio.

Plans have been filed in the build
ing department of New York, for a 
one-story brick, coffin-shaped build
ing, with thirteen coffin-shaped win
dows and a doorway of’the same style, 
ornamented with a skull and cross- 
bones. '

The panel of the central- door will 
be In the shape ot a coffin and above 
the door will be tlie words "XIII. 
Club,” while above that will be placed 
the motto of the^club, "Morituri te 
salutamus.” .

On the upper part of the windows, 
on the front of the building, will be 1 
tho words, "Superstition, Ignorance, 
Prejudice and Bigotry,” representing 
the fodr things .that the Thirteen Club 
ha's been organized, to. combat. The. 
building is to be. for.the use of the 
Thirteen Club. . - -

The. .site of the building is that of 
the Fleet street, or Zion African Meth
odist Episcopal Church, Brooklyn, un
used since the fatal accident of Feb
ruary 27, 1905, In which thirteen peo
ple were killed and a score wounded. 
Tho accident awakened the supersti
tious-fear of the colored people of tho 
neighborhood, and It was with, diffi
culty that any of thpm -could bo per
suaded to go into tho building to: res
cue the Injured. After the accident 
another place of worship was pur
chased by the congregation.

It will write in full sight 
.yes, in full sight and it will 

^write more, write better, 

write easier and keep on 
doing so longer than any 
other typewriter,

THE MONARCH TYPEWRITER CO., 
200 and 202 Wabash Ave., Chicago, Ill,
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utation, has lent the -weight of his tes-wns that the angel had come utauon, hub iou. cue "<u6uc
for their beloved father the Czar, who timony to the fact, often asserted, but

LOMBROSO INVESTIGATES.

Dpuble Birthday Anniversary Cele'

"Success and How To Win It.'

son the Emperor.
The Terror ot Olga and Marie.

Little Princess Elizabeth was

of the phenomena experienced by the 
little children of the Czar'fs most in
teresting. Willie I do not believe in 
Spiritualism nor have personally ex-

of Turin began to Chronicle mysteri
ous occurrences of almost a similar na
ture to these which occurred in via 

, Pescatorl, cups and saucers, pans and

"JustHow to Wake the Solar Plexus." 
By Elizabeth Towne. Valuable. ? tor

upon the father of.her dead child.
“You brought my child ' here—, 

here'where you knew a thousand hands 
grasp highl and day at the life of the 
autocrat.' You brought her here, and

> v ¡V' ,

was asked in November, 1900, to

I kettles being Juggled about by an un- 
1 seen agency and causing, at the time, 

the Italian a most infernal row. In particular, 
s circumstance was most - note- 

In the cellar, filled with full

This Créât Criminologist Tells of Un
canny Studies.

ery— . •' .:
Joining in all the churclmu’ rites and 

song. ' ,?
With guile the seamless, rpbe she Ott .j 

doth weak. ,' .
Rations, singing and games, with ice 
cream and cake for refreshments, a 
happy time was spent among the 
trees. T COR.

TO MATTIE McCASLIN.

"It does, Princess.” And the Czar 
bowed to her. ,

The well-trained footman placed 
the Czar's oysters before Princess

àwiNKBK
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THE CAUSE ÍN NEW YORK.A BASE ATTEMPT.

Did the Czar’s Children See the Angel of DeW
How Tw,o of the Little Grand Duchesses, Olga I 

and Marie, Saw and Described to Miss Eager, 
Their (Governess, the Dread Shape Entering 
the Doom of Their Poisoned Cousin, Princess 
Elizabeth of Hesse—A Vision Credited by 
Jolin D. Quackenbos.

Reprinted by sperial permission of i 
, Wm. II. Hearst—(Copyright, 100«, by I

Journul-Ainerican-Examiuer).
The Czar and Czarina of Russia, the 

proudest and yet the most sorrowful
ly overburdened imperial pair on this 
earth, have permitted the Irish girl 
who for six years was nursery govern
ess to the four Imperial princesses to
publish a book about them.

In thcBe pages from Miss Eager’s 
pen you see the stately figure of the 
Empress moving through the splendid 
apartments ot the Czar’s several pal
aces; you see the slight form of the 
Czar himself, and his face, weak yet 

■ kindly; and you hear the childish 
prattle of the Czar’a daughters—each 
a gland duchess, yet a child not un
like other children.

Yes, in one respect the Czar’s chil
dren are different from most healthy 

«children. They are like nocholas 
himself, like the grand dukes, like 
nearly every member of the imperial 
family—they dream, they have 
strange visions, they see dread shapes 

. that can have no material existence.
And once the Ijttle Grand Duchesses ' 

Olga and Marie awoke in terror to see 
in tlielr room the awful shape of the 
Angel of Death.

They thought the Angel of Death 
had come to summon their dearly be
loved father. 'Slnce'boyhood their lit
tle hearts had beat fast at every un
usual sound, which might be that fatal 
bomb for which everyone watched and 
waited day and night. In unfamiliar 
footsteps in the corridors they heard 
the tread of the Czar’s assassin.

But it was not for the Czar that I 
the angel had come—not yet, but I 
their little cousin, Princess Elizabeth,' 
daughter of the Grand Duke of Hesse. 
For this was at Skiernewice, the 
Czar’s Polish country place four years 
ago—and nart of the sad story all the 
world has heard.

stood always, in such dreadful danger.
When they heard the angel's wings 

again and saw the shape glide Into 
the room ofdhe Princess Elizabeth 
they knew that it was not their father, 
but their little cousin who was about 
to die. When told that “Ella” was 
indeed dead they were not at all sur
prised.

Alter this conversation, the Czar, 
the Czarina and Miss Eager, the gov-

Elizabeth, who lost.no time in eating 
one, and then another.

The Czar laughed, and there was 
general merriment. But suddenly 
some one Baid: "What is the matter, 
Princess?"

The child, with fork poised, was 
looking doubtfully at the remaining 
oysters on her plate. Just at this 
time oysters were served to all; hut 
a suspicion had already entered their 
minds—the suspicion of which no one 
can be quite free who dines at the ta
ble of the Czar—the suspicion of pois
on.

It was not until Elizabeth had be-
gun to turn pale and pushed her plate 
away from her with decision that 
there was genuine alarm. Suddenly 
the Princess gasped and nearly fell 
fyom her chair. Hurriedly she was 
carried into her room, put to bed and 
physicians summoned. All the outer 
gates were barred and all the house
hold were-under surveillance of the 
guard, while messages summoning ex- 

' pert detectives were sent to St. Pe
tersburg. For all within the castle 
knew that the little Princess was the 
accidental victim of an attempt to pol-

unto death. She lay dying upon her 
bed in a room adjoining that where 
the little Grand Duchesses Olga and 
Marie, her cousins, had been asleep 
for hours—were still asleep, in spite 
of the general excitement and the hur
rying of feet through the corridors.

Miss Eager, their governess, was

The Fatal Dinner in Poland.
The Grand Duke Ludwig, only 

brother of the Czarina, and the Czar’s 
close friend, was the Emperor’s guest 
for the hunting. Little Princess 
Elizabeth, next to his own daughters, 
was the Czar's prime child favorite. 
Perhaps he was kinder to her still be
cause, while witfi her father, she had 
no mother near her, a divorce having 
separated her parents.

Little Princess "Elia,” as she was 
called by her cousins, the Grand Duch
esses, was extravagantly fond of her 
"Uncle Nicholas.” Bhe loved to climb 
upon his .knees, and she made a point 
sitting next him at the table.

On that fatal day which threw all 
imperial and royal Europe Into mourn
ing, they.tame late to dinner for their 
hunting. The little Grand Duchesses 
jhad' their dinner in the nursery with 
Miss Eager, their governess, and were 
put to bed. But wilfull Princess Ella 
insisted on waiting up to dine with 
Uncle Nicholas.
; ,By the. time all were in, their seats 
at-the "table the little Princess was 
half famished. Impatiently she wait
ed for the Czar to be served first, ac
cording to Imperial and royal etiquette. 
Nicholas, amused by the chatter of the 
child, who sat so near, him that her 
curls brushed his arms, was in no hur-

watching-beside the bed of the dying 
Princess,when suddenly she was 
brought to her feet by the sound of 
frantic screams issuing from the room 
occupied by the Grand Duchesses.

Followed by the two doctors who 
were present and by the Czarina, the 
governess rushed to the rescue of her 
charges. They occupled-the same bed 
tn which they were Sitting upright, 
with bulging eyes, and faces distorted 
witlr fear, while both pointed upward 
toward a corner of the room which 
was only dimly lighted.

The little daughters of the Czar 
were shaking with terror. They could
not utter a word, and it was some 
time before they could be soothed. 
Suddenly again they pointed and be
came convulsed with terror, saying:

“Look! Look! there it is again!" ■
Plainly both children saw the same 

dread shape. Then Marie screamed:
"It has gone into Ella’s room.” And 

Olga, as though having also seen the 
same shape pass through the interven-

. - in aa;
doubted by many, -thfet soipe children, 
men aud women, atfd eVèü animals, 
are capable of witnbsbing' hhenomenu 
not visible to the mhflal ey'C. He re
gards the facts relatdd byTÜlss Eager 
as a contribution of $ieat Value to sci
entific literature on the subject. Dr. 
Quackenbos is profeksbr etaeritus ol 

j psychology in Columbia University.
I The detailed aecotm of1 Miss Eager

erness, had no doubt that the children, 
waking from their sleep, had actually 
seen, with their psychic vision, the ___ _______________ s__ _ .
conventional figure of the Augel of perlenced psychic plMnoniilha, many 
Death. They had heard of similar of my scientific frieiids hllve, and my 
instances. If only one of the Grand respect for their word and intelligence 
Duchesses had seen 'the figure, it. is absolute.
might have been a dream, but not that When such eminent men as Pfpfes- 
botli saw it simultaneously. sor Charles Richet, Sir William

These things were especially easy Crookes, Camille Flaminarion, Pro- 
for the Czar to believe, because he fessor Caesar Lombroho, Sir Oliver 
had had similar visions himself, Lodge and Dr. A. von Schrenck-Not- 
All the latter years of his life, since he zing, come out boldly and announce 
had ascended the throne and become their belief, formed both'from person- J 
the shining mjjrk for assassins, he had al observation and careful investiga- 
been troubled by them. His belief in tion of authenticated liases, it seems 
things not palpable, yet .visible, had that the remarkable experience ot the 
driven him to court the acquaintance children of the Czar’s palace in Poland 
and powers of spiritual mediums, ot must be true. 1
professors of psychology, of mesmer- 1 do not claim to be able to analyze 
lets, hypnotists and even of charla.- the so-called apparition. It is as in- 
tans. explicable as the problem of time and

With his own eyes he had seen the space. Some investigators essay to 
spirits of Czars who had reigned be- classify such phenomena as visions in 
fore him, and he believed that he had which the one who beholds them Is ac- 
heard their voices. tually wafted to another world; others

Now he believed that the Angel of describe them as the operation of 
Death had actually entered his t>al- some unknown law. Still other stu- 
ace, as seen by his daughters: that the dents of the occult shy that such vis- 
summons had been for himself, and Rations can be explained by the theo- 
that only thdTrccident that turnedthe ry of vibration, thaf'is, that those to 
poison agaipst his little guest had di- whom is given the gift of "seeing” live 
rected the ghostly visitor to another on a higher vibratory plane, which at- 
room. tunes thejr spiritual eyes to the forms

There was one whose frantic grief or shadows of another world.
over rhe death ot Princess Elizabeth The fact that both1 children simul- 
was not in any way mitigated by these taneously saw the so-called apparition 
supernatural occurrences. This was which Mies Eager describes as the An- 
the little Princess’ mother, the Grand gel of Death, would tend to prove that 
Duchess Melita, who was speedily sum- it was not an hallucination. I can 
moned, - readily believe that the royal children

The granddaughter of Queen' Vic- were thoroughly alarmed. Fear of 
toria of England met her divorced ^eath 1b instinctive in children as well 
husband at the bier of their deadchild, as grown folks.
After the funeral the estranged pair I do not profess to be'able to enter 
went to the palace. They had not jgto the exact cause for .that fear— 
spoken to each other. The little vic- whether It be that children and men 
t|m had been temporarily in her fa- allq women instinctively recoil from 
ther's charge. In her, grief the Grand contemplation of the •'fallen temple 
Duchess was like a marble statue, alone, or what not—it is sufficient that 
Together they were receive# by their the {ear 6XistB, Neither is ibis in- 
neitr relative, the Czar. The mother gtlnctive fear ot the dead confined to 
of the little dead Princess- saw the human beings. I owned a horse once 
Czar standing there strong and well, that could never be driven past a dead 
She was marble no longer, but a fury, horse. What the horse saw I do not 
Turning upon her divorced hueband, -know, but that the dead body alone 
she said, wi^lle her eyes blazed; was not the‘only cause of fear, I think

To Save the Autocrat, is quite possible.
“You—you took my child Into the Investigators of the ocqult ,have no- 

lion’s cage. Her life was in yowr ticed that the so-called, apparitions 
keeping. You have given it to save are Indistinct and shadowy.
the autocrat!” I wish to go on record as’Jeing un-

When the Czar attempted to soothe alterably opposed to the belief that 
her the Grand Duchess shrank from Spiritualism is responsible! for these 
him, and .turned with increased fury manifestations. It spirits tommunl- 
nnnn tho fr.thor of.her dead child. cate with the living itjjnusLpe admit

ted without argument^ Ihat they could 
not be deceived, yet I , hav^ known 
many cases where alleged spirit com
munications were absolutely untrue. 

■ Perhaps an example'of we experi
ence of the royal chilrden cart be found 
in the fact that every 'Humiirt being is

Ai) Arbitrary Plan to Promote Cathol
icism Thwarted by the Attor

ney General,

Atfoyley General Coleman has writ
ten to some of the people ot Gave 
.countyithat the public! school there 
can not be closed and sold by the 
Catholic Russians who have secured 
control of the school board and are 
planning to convert the public school 
Into a parochial school.

The Russian Catholic settlers have > 
gone into Buffalo Park school district 
in Gove county in such numbers that 
they outnumber the Protestants by 
three to one. They have refused to 
send their children to the free school, 
held in a large two-story building in 
the district, and have been quietly 
electing their friends to places of au
thority on the school board. The 
board 1b now controlled by the Rus
sians, and they have announced that 
at the next meeting of the board they 
will sell the district school building. 
The Americans have protested against
this action.

The Americans have learned that it 
is the intention of the Russians to 
have the school building purchased by 
the Catholic church, and converted 
into a parochial school. The Ameri
can children who would refuse to go 
to the parochial school would then 
have to erect for their beleflt a small 
school building. The Buifalo Park 
school blulding has been the pride of 
Gove county for a number of years, 
and the residents of the district do 
not intend to permit the sale of the 
building to any religious sect if it can 
be prevented. A resident of the dis
trict has written to the attorney gen
eral asking If the sale of the building 
by the school board can be prevented. 
The writer says that feeling against 
the Russians is high, and that trouble 
will result from this sale even if it is 
within the law.

In reply to the letter, the attorney 
generaU has said that it will be con
trary to the Jaw to sell the building. 
He says that the law provides that a 
school board may sell a school

To the Editor:—Reading in your 
paper of the good work winch is being 
done iu different parts of tho country, 
the thought has come strongly, Why 
does not the Empire State give more 
of its workings outside the report of 
Ilie annual convocations, and as mis
sionary of the New York State Asso
ciation of Spiritualists, I would like to 
speak of some of its doings.

Spiritualism is by no means dying 
here, although we are not saying as 
much as we ought perhaps..

Since the June convocation a new 
society has been chartered at Collins, 
N. Y., with twelve representative citi
zens as charter members, the society 
pledging Itself to seek "only for the 
truest and best which can be obtained.
' Having been called to serve the so

ciety at East Aurora, I feel a few 
words should be spoken regarding 
that. The society has no regular 
speaker, but with H. W. Richardson, 
president, aud the - several members 
who have mediumship to contribute, 
also earnest ones who never fail, that 
society is doing most excellent work. 
An open air meeting is being planned 
early in September, and a general

building when “the building is no 
longer necessary to the_distrlct.” If 
there Ib one child in the district of 
school age and the parents ot the child 
want it to attend the free school, the 
board cannot sell the building. The 
Russian sehool board may’retaliate by 
refusing to employ capable teachers 
for the free school, but the board can 
not sell the building.—State Journal,

Reply to Miss Harlow's Open Letter. 
. We were surprised to see Miss Har
low rush into print and accuse the 
trustees of the. Columbus Temple of 
“kicking her out” when it was them 
who made it possible for her to secure 
two seasons' engagement through 
their paying more than half of the en- 
tiré expense. She accuses Mr. Bar- 
cus of making a serious mistake in 
deeding the property to a board of 

I trustees. This was done upon the ad- 
| vice of Mr. Ayers of the Boston Tem-

ing door, cried out:
"Oh, poor Ella! Poor Ella!”
The doctors, hardly knowing'what 

to think, hurried into the room where 
Princess Elizabeth lay, and- almost at 
that moment the little Princess raised 
herself In bed) pointed ~aB though she 
too, saw the Angel of Death, and

ry to begin on his oysters.
The hungry little Princess looked 

at the luscious bivalves enviously, and 
then her eyes ma^e the round of the 
table. She squirmed in her chair for 
a moment and then said:

“Why, Uncle Nicholas, can’t you 
see? .You're keeping us all waiting.’:

The Czar laughed. “Little Prin
cess, I suspect that’s one word for the 
others and two for yourself. Are you 
very hungry, my dear?"

"Oh! so hungry. Uncle Nicholas.”
“Well, suppose for once a Princess 

of Hesse-Cassel take precedence of the 
Czar. Have my oysters, dear little 
Princess.”

“Does that mean, Uncle Nicholas, 
that 1 may have your oysters and be
gin right now?”

cried:
“I am dying! I am dying! Send for 

mamma!”
Saw the Angel of Death. ' ’

Those were her last words. She be
came unconscious and in another hour
was dead. - . -

The little'Grand Duchesses could 
sleep no mere that night. The Czar 
and Czarina and Miss Eager ques
tioned them about what they had seen. 
For a time they could only sigh over 
the fate of "poor cousin Ella.” At 
length they told how they had been 
awakened by a strange fear, to see 
hovering near the door an awful, 
winged figure with a stern, bearded 
face and longrWhite draperies.

Both protested that they had seen 
the same figure, which they recognized 
as the Angel of Death. They 
screamed in their fright. Their only 
thought was that the angel had come

he lives because she died?’
In her frantic grief and passion the 

Grand "Duchess flew at her divorced 
husband, and there was a hand-to- 
hand encounter in the presence of the 
Czar. Even Nicholas did not escape 
from the hands of the woman, whom 
the German Kaiser had made colonel 
of w regiment because of her physlcel 
strength and military ardor.

And how the view of the tragedy 
taken by the mother of-the little dead 
Princess was that ot the populace. 
She was taken into "the lion’s cage.”

Until that moment the “Hon" was 
doomed; now the blow struck at him 
fell upon eight-year-old Princess Eliz
abeth, granddaughter of Queen Vic
toria; and lately declared heiress to 
the Grand Duchy of Hesse-Cassel.

It is said at the Czar’s court that 
Nicholas fully believes that the Angel 
of Death hovers always • over • every 
roof that shelters him, and-that he 
well knows no one is safe whom that 
same roof covers.

complex—the subconscious and the. 
conscious in each BeiS inoiie or less 
developed' in their wWtlofi ” to each 
other. 'This subconscious self is capa
ble of being brought into' ¿lose- con
tact with the subconscious self of ath- 
ers. The- fehr of 'déato-'ts!lcânstantly 
in the mlfid of those Who' iiv^ln Rus- 

i Sian-palacés. • This. féâr might -have 
I been communicated to; the children 
and increased their receptivity to psy- 

I chic phenomena.

Prof. John D. Quackenbos Credits 
the Vision of the Czar's 

Daughters.
Professor John Duncan Quacken

bos, whose discoveries and novel.the
ories have given him a world-wide rep-

[Regarding the subject matter In 
the last two paragraphs of Mr. Quack- 
enbos’ comments on the phenomena in 
general,..as instanced by (the royal chil
dren: Spiritualism‘does not claim to 
be “responsible for these manifesU- 
tlqns.”x The responsibility rests with 
■natural law only, aid upon the phe
nomena expressed through that law, 
its human discoverer^ Haye launched 
an institution called' 'Spiritualism. 
That institution would Lnot exist but 
for this discovery; and hence, the phe
nomena and philosophy, are responsi
ble for Spiritualism. ■ His conscious 
and subconscious explanation is a fad 
of his, and can have no' place in the 
true and reasonable' analysis of the 
phenomenon, as presented by the roy
al children, of clairvoyance.—®dltor.]

HJBLlGflTIONS
OF

Hudson Tuttle.

STUDIES IN THE OUTLYING FIELDS 
OF PSYCHIC SCIENCE.

This work essays to utilize and ex
plain the vast array of facts In its field 
of research by referring them to a com
mon cause, and from .hem arise to the 
laws and conditions of Man’s spiritual 
being. Third edition. Price 75 cents.

LIFE IN TWO SPHERES.
In thia story the scenes are laid on 

earth, and in the’ spirit world, present
ing the spiritual philosophy - r.nd the 
real lite of spiritual beings. All ques
tions which arise on that subject are 
answered. Price, 50 cents.
HERESY, OR LED,TO THE'LIGHT.

A thrilling psychological story ot 
evangelization and tree thought. It la 
to Protestantism what "The Secrets ot 
the Convent" Is to Catholicism. Prioa 
3(1 cents.
ANGELL PRIZE CONTEST RECITAL 

TIONS.
I For humane education, with plan ot 

the Angell Prize Oratorical Contests. 
By Emma Rood Tuttle. Price, 25 cents.

All books sent postpaid. Address 
HUDSON TUTTLE, PuOllshsr, “

Berlin Heights, Ohio-
coming October.

Two years ago the society at West 
Potsdam requested the writer, state 
missionary, to hold a Fourth of July 
meeting here, which was done, and the 
result far exceeded the expectations.

Since then the silent messenger has 
entered some homes; some have 
moved away, and Interest waned. No 
meetings were held last year. Mrs. 
Laura A. Holt, Its president and one of 
the New York State-board of trustees, 
at our last convention expressed so 
much regret over the seeming failure 
of the society, soliciting the state to 
lend Its missionary to hold a two- 
days’ meeting and try and reorganize. 
It was complied with.

By the way this little community is 
only a very small collection of homes 
—not even large enough to be called 
a village; no hotel, and the families 
entertaining guests and speakers.

July -4, the first meeting was held. 
The elements were against us. The 
ardor did not wane; Simmons’ Hall 
was secured, decorated with flags and 
bunting, seven Potsdam ladles braving 
the storm and coming to our assist
ance. About 100 partook of the din
ner bountifully provided by friends 
regardless of creed or societies. After 
dinner a lecture by the writer on "The 
Day We Celebrate.” It was listened 
to with the closest attention. After

pie, and Brother Schmidt ot Indianap
olis, and others as the only' safe plan, 
owing to the frequent quarrels in so
cieties. In this case the trustees are 
held responsible for all debts contract
ed, and consequently for three years 
assumed tho responsibility of running 
the meetings to the entire satisfaction 
of all, except a few who aspired to of
fice, paying all bills promptly and 
leaving no shortage at the close of the 
season. The Interest and attendance 
was-not ^t a low ebb.as stated, but 
the trustees desired to try the settled 
speaker plan, which proved satisfac
tory to some and not to others. To 
please Miss Harlow the trustees with
drew from the management (but did 
not withdraw their subscriptions), and 
a Working Board was elected from the 
men of the congregation, and they in 
turn gave MIbb Harlow full control to 
do as she pleased, which she did by ig
noring serious . complaints made 
against a member of the official board, 
which threatened to work injury to

Professor Lombroso, two 
physicist, contributes to the -"Annales one 

-des Sciences Psychiques" an account worthy. In the cellar, filled witn run 
of two psychic phenomena which he and empty bottles, much loss to the 
investigated purely in the interests of proprietor was caused by the smashing 
material science. The article is en- of the flasks by some unseen hand, 
titled, “Haunted Houses Which I Have but with every trace of fnethod and 
Studied,” and the professor confesses willfulness In the way In which the 
that he set about his investigation breakage occurred. On my entrance 
with nothing to be desired in the r ii^htoa n™ candles.

. completeness of his skepticism. The 
phenomena in question, however, 
proved to be beyond solution by any 
known laws of physical science.

’ Frankly, the great criminologist ad- 
’mits that, for the first time in his life, 
he was in the presence of the intangi
ble and that he was worsted in his at
tempt to grapple with the unsubstan-

V A V» MM v» O ~ ~  
into the cellar I lighted five candles, 
thinking that a suparnatural spirit 
would avoid the light; on the contrary, 
I saw three empty bottles roll about, 
as if pushed-by a finger, and break 
close by me. I made every possible 
Investigation to discover a hidden 
trick, but to no avail. Several bottles 
were taken up in’the air, as if lifted by 
the hand, and dashed to-the ground.

“The wife of the proprietor left

members, In the beautiful little grove 
at Floral Heights, when twenty, lyce
um children and four grown.members, 
besides several mothers of the chil
dren, and her brother and father 
were present. Since she started this 
lyceum at Floral Heights last October, 
the conductor had prepared fourteen 
lyceum flower baskets for the mem
bers, in which were deposited birthday 
letters, her own making the fifteenth; 
and of this she was justly proud, for it 
contained nineteen letters, besides sev
eral beautiful cards.

Many little tokens of remembrance 
of the day were received, including 
several from absent members, all of 
which were duly prized. Mrs. Augusta 
Volk spoke loving, helpful- words to 
the children, also words of encourage
ment to the conductor, how the higher 
influences were giving to her strength 
to go on with her work for the uplift
ing of humanity. These letters were 
all read to those present, and with rec-

THE NAME OF SPIRITUALIST.

Sometimes I hesitate to speak the 
name,

Since some who bear it faithless are 
to trust; ,•

They drag its gleaming standard in 
the dust,

Where they, themselves, dishonored 
past reclaim.

With basest art and “priestess” lost 
to shame—

And toils of “charlatan” forever must
Be scorned, contemned,'.avoided by the. 

just. .
Sometimes I hesitate.' speak the

Yet not alone to these, Hypocrisy, - 
With ail her wiles, unholy doth belong, 
Stealing a garment, that, the good 

scarce dare ;
Assume—the mantle of heaven’s llv-

The Arcana of Spiritualism
A Manual of Spiritual Science and 

Philosophy.
The readers W The Progressive 

Thinker are already acquainted with 
character of this book. It is intended 
by its assisting, inspiring spirit-authors 
to furnish a compendium to the student 
of psychic laws and manifestations. It 
has been more than thirty years in pre
paring and contains all that has been 
received by me through inspiration 
and research during that time on the 
subjects it treats. Few questions will 
arise In the minds of Investigators 
that are not answered in its pages.; 
Price, 11.25 postpaid.

Address all orders to j
HUDSON TUTTLE, | 

Berlin Heights, Ohio. '

the supper another lecture on "Life’s 
Rainy Days,” suggested by an original 
poem given by Mrs. Delia Bailey of 
this place. Thursday was a beautiful 
day, and the real picnic was held on 
the lawn of Elmer Best, where dinner 
and supper was served. Another lec
ture after dinner, “The Art of Heal
ing.”

In the evening a business meeting 
was held. The society re-organized,

the cause. This displeased the trus
tees very much, but still they consent
ed to sigh the call for-Miss Harlow for 
the coming season. One of the trus
tees advanced a hundred dollars more 
than agreed, and to cap the climax, the 
friends and admirers of Miss Harlow, 
instead of contributing to the payment 
of her last month’s Salary, the trus
tee was called upon to make up a defi
ciency of some forty dollars, and he 
then refused to remain on fhe con
tract for another year under such 
treatment. This Information was 
conveyed to her by the president elect 
upon which she surrendered her con
tract. As to the hard work, etc., Miss 
Harlow was only required to lecture 
on Sunday evening and’ a question 
service on/Wednesday evening, receiv
ing for her services *100 per month. 
The cause has not been built up, for 
the attendance the past season was no' 
greater than the season previous, and 
the financial support not as great.

chas.-Engelke, 
JOSEPH SLATER, 
J. D. ARRAS,

Trustees.

officers elected and much enthusiasm 
shown. Twenty-four nlembers en
rolled and dues paid. Money was sent 
to the N. Y. S. A., so that West Pots
dam will not fail to be represented at 
our N. S. A. convention in October. •

No matter how small the commun
ity, it is large enough for some one to 
be inspired to do the good- which 
Spiritualism can do. It is the small 
towns we need to look after. Cities 
and larger ones are more largely in 
touch with the state and National, and 
our missionary experience has taught 
us not to be discouraged, even though 
the outlook is dark. Persistent de
mand and effort for the best will in
sure success at last. We are going 
from here to Clayton, and then to La- 
Fargeville, and look after a society 
chartered over a year ago by the Na
tional missionaries, Mr.?" and Mrs. 
Sprague. New York State intends 
looking after the interests of its chil
dren, and wishes other places desirous 
of having its missionary visit them, to 
write either to President Richardson, 
or to the undersigned,

MRS. TILLIE U. REYNOLDS, 
13 7 Congress street, Troy, N. Y.

Store your mind with the great but 
demonstrative truths found ip consec
utive order only in these writings.

Prof. Lockwood is tne only writer, 
thinker and lecturer In this country 
who affirms that the evolution of the 
soul of man is in strict, accord and 
agreement with the evolution of the 
soul of nature; and that the only proof 
of Immortality Inheres in an analysis of 
nature’s fundamental principles and 
the co-relation of cosmic elements and 
energies.

These great truths are explained and 
demonstrated from the plane of the 
Spiritual Philosophy founded on Nature 
itself.

The Molecular Hypothesis of Nature 
and Its Relation to the Philosophy of 
Spiritualism. A scientific demonstra
tion of the invisible principles and at
tributes ot nature and Modern Spirit
ualism. A mint of scientific truths as 
the Basis of its phenomena. Price 25 
cents.

The Infidelity of Eccleslastlclsm—A 
Menace to the American Civilization. 
The entire hierarchy of Eccleslastlclsm 
arraigned as infidels for subverting the 
scientific demonstrations of universi
ties and colleges, by substituting the 
immoral phantoms ot the Mosaic Hy
pothesis. It Is a hot shot. Price 25 
cents.

Historical, Logical and Philosophical 
Objections to the Dogmas of Reincar
nation and Re-Embodiment. A concise 
and masterly review of the historical 
origin of Reincarnation as an ancient 
dogma. Its illogical claims and incon
sistent assumptions. Its glaring de-

investigate some strange occurrences 
which had taken place at the house of 
Signor Pavarino, via Pescatóri, Turin. 
One phenomenon I was asked to ex
plain was the mysterious overturning 
of cups and Jugs, which were precipi
tated to the ground by some unseen 

: agency. These occurrences were ac
companied by loud knockings on the 
.walls and the pulling of bells in vari
ous parts of the house. The young- 

■' est daughter was awakened on several 
occasions by blows aimed at her by 
some unseen hand," and her body bn 
examination was found to be covered 
with; bruises, the result of severe 
pinchings. Her sister, who slept in 
the same bed’, felt nothing, and was 
not disturbed in any way. ” ‘

"The clash of rapiers was heard in 
thè house at another time, accompa
nied by cries of anger and groans of 
anguish. Lights were also seen pass
ing to and. fro In unlighted rooms. 

- . Ah'Alpine hat was continually moving about the room; and even when it'wdsil 
deliberately nailed to a chair an in-1 
visible hand precipitated- it to the 
groupd. All these mysterious happen
ings'went.on.for eight monthsl and, in 
regard to them, ! took the evideijee of 
reliable persons who testified that they 
had been eyewitnesses of the phenom- 

, । ena. Even when the rbell-ropes were 
removed from'the bells the tinkling 
continued at ull hours of the day and

about that time for a visit to her fath
er’s. While she was away the occur
rences ceased, only to break out again 
immediately on her return to ' via 
Bava. The water of the house 
was then removed and the occurrences 
ceased altogether, leaving it to be sup
posed, since no other - hypothesis is 
probable, that he was the medium 
through which the phenomena were 
rendered possible."

brated ct-Parkland, Pa.
Tuesday, June 26; was a gala day at 

Floral Heights, when, for the seventh 
time, Elizabeth M. Fish and her niece, 
Lois Elizabeth1 Fish,Youngest daugh
ter of John T. Fish and wife, of Falls
ington, B.uck county; Pa., celebrated 
together their double birthday anni
versary. At this family re-union four 
generations were represented, from 
Joseph Fish; who is In his 83rd year*, 
to his* great-grand-daughter, Theresa 
Ellen Cooper, who is in her third 
year. Lois E. was again seated in her 
great-great-grandfather’s old ' arm 
chair; and crowned with a‘ wreath of 
bright? fragrant roses, our little queOn 
of hearts, when her aunt voiced;: an 
original pociu in reference 'to‘- the' oc
casion, after which a substantial din
ner was served, followed by ice cream

Dear Mattie,‘when-1 read the lines 
. - making assurance clear
That you had not "passed over"—in 

'fact that you are "here,'/
My heart rejoiced and hope* revived i 

that soon I’d get-the word
I’ve wanted for these many moons, 

and yet I haven’t heard. — 
'Twill, be enough If-slmply you will 

keep the promise given
To write: and tell me all you, can “be-

Jqrp we go to heaven.”. .
“Please tell, me “Now” just ,where- 

• abouts you are in this "Great
: . Here?..’■ " ■ ■;

Write me a good long letter filled, with 
true-hearted cheer. •

It Will not ask to tax your- brain, with 
. ’metaphysics fine, , -. . .
Or plunge your soul in an abyss of 

atoms to combine;. . '
Just a good old-fashioned letter full of 

, sweetness and .good cheer, . ■
All about the other ,loved ones, hqw 

many are there “here?” ; . V-
Whatever else you write, jjiy dear, be 

sure that you put in
Just where you are tn this "Great 

Here,” for I’m “your next o’ kin." 
ADA C. BOICE- '

Ashland, Virginia.

Sometimes I hesitate to speak thé 
name. . iw 1

So far-, so far beyond iny utmdflt reach.
Its vision ■ passeth all - i8y power o'f. 

speeclL. ' ~ “T
Lest trivial word, andlSet. ^nd lowly 

aini,
On its white ensign, Bring1 Ÿéproach 

. and blame. r* ’h
Since all its sacred A&ln!sf¥ÿ doth- 
J. teach .Hit H

i The nearness of the angels tinto each;
Sometimes I-hesitate 'to speak the i 

name— - If ai
The honored name, borhë bÿ^he great 

and wise, wv .-'-o t ' -
The name , that means-jÿl-hojÿ things

... t and-fair,, • < : ay.' u a; . .
That tells of joy on ç^rUi, oall joy 

above— - , a' )9\
Of life in death that co^és ig,porrow’s 

...guise, .'is c 9»e
Of majesty of man—Godjs greatness— 

- .ne’er ■■■■■■. ■ .. '
Can-words of mine describe the name

. I love. •
<■ —Anna Olcott1 Commelln. ■

Rcsolutions Adopted by the First Spir
itualist Society of Columbus, O.

At a meeting of the First Spiritual
ist Society of Columbus, Ohio, held, 
June 17,1906, thé. following résolu-' 
tions were presented and adopted: 
■ Whereas, .We as Spiritualists and 
attending members of the Spiritualist 

(Churc|i, corner of State and Sixth 
streets, Columbus, Ohio, hear that the 
■trustees- of Said church property, 
namely, Jno. D. Arras, Jos. Slater and 
Chas Engleke, have without consulta
tion with the board or members of 
.said church, demanded and compelled 
our speaker, Miss Elizabeth Harlow, 
to surrender her contract- for the sea
son of 1906 and 1907, they giving no 
reason for such action, therefore be it

Resolved, That we denounce such 
action of the, trustées-of said church 
property as being unjust to-Miss Eliz
abeth Harlow, and an- injury to the 
cause of Spiritualism, and against the 
wishes of the-members of . said-church, 
and be it further

... W. E. SMITH, 
J. C. BEAVERS, 
C. SrOWENS, 

!..................... J. J. BEARD,
C. B. DELANY.

C. B. Delany, Secretary..

Mediums' Home Schoool, Sprlngfivld, ; 
Missouri.

To the Editor:—Kindly permit us 
to state to your readers that our ef
forts In behalf of mediums and medi
umship are meeting with gratifying 
success. Among those who visit and 
attend our school from the ranks of 
our Circle-at-large—the “Silver Chain 
Developing Circle"—is Mrs. L. Reese 
of Vancouver, B. C.

Sister Reese has been a member of 
our circle for the past two years more 
or less, and is now taking a final 
course of special personal lessons, pre
paratory to her ordination as a, medi
um and minister of the gospel of Spir
itualism. We recognize in her a true 
"woman and sincere medium—one who 
loves Spiritualism for Its own merits, 
as well as for what it has done for her, 
physically and spiritually—and she is 
.getting ready to work for it (when 
the time comes) to the best of her 
knowledge and ability.

Sister Reese is favorably known to 
the Spiritualist public In Vancouver, 
and also in Victoria, B. C., as she has 
lectured, held seances, given sittings, 
etc., in both'cities for the past few 
years.

With Sister Reese’s earnest devo
tion to the cause, her kind,and gener
ous nature, and her aspiration for a 
higher unfoldment and a better 
knowledge of truth, we have reason to 
believe that Spiritualism will find in 
her a true and abiding friend and a

fects and dogmas dissected. Price 25 
cents.

The Spiritualism of Nature. Mod
ern Spiritualism lias its basic truths in 
nature, and is proven not by the bible 
or any sacred cosmogony, but by an an
alysis ot nature’s self-existent princi
ples. Price 15 cents.

Continuity of Life a Cosmic Truth. 
The greatest book, and the greatest 
truth of any age; a book of 212 pages 
with several telling scientific Illustra
tions. Continuity of life and the asso
ciation of spirit realms demonstrated to 
be in scientific accord with principles 
of the Co-relation of Force, and the 
Conservation of Energy. The greatest 
book ever written in the defence and 
support of Spiritualism. Price ?L

The Relation Science Holds to Natu
ral Philosophy and Its Conflict with 
Every Phase of Religion. In this essay 
the author shows that science .is not a ■ 
thing—a corporation or individual, but 
a process of inductive and deductive 
reasoning. Its acceptance means the 
death of Theurgical religions. Price 
16 cents.

All of Prof. Lockwood's publications 
are on sale at The Progressive Thinker 
office, Chicago, III., and at the rostrum 
when he lectures. These treatises con- 
lain the wealth of a vast historical and 
scientific research.

gifted mèdium. IIt is with pleasure that we extend to I 
her the "helping hand” which our 
schbo) is prepared to extend to all who 

'are earnestly seeking a more complete 
mediuinistic unfoldment, and also to 
those who may need a more thorough 
educational training for thev purpose

night. * » 0
.'"The scene changed to a house in 
the next .street, via Bava, adjoining 
via Pescatorl, < where the . newspapers

and cake.
The rodms and.tablo were profusely 

decorated with ¡lowers, and all greatly 
enjoyed the day. On'the following 
Saturday afternoon, Ellzabeth M. Fish , „j _____
gave A birthday, party to her IJ’ceum | health. Price, 25 cents,

"Aftef Her Death. The; Story of: a 
Summer." By Lilian: Whiting. No 
mind, that loves spiritual thought can 
fall to be fed and delighted with thia 
book,. Beautiful spiritual thought, com
bining advanced ideas omthc finer and 
ethereal phases of Spiritualism, leading 
the mind onward into the purer atmos
phere of exulted spiritual, truth. • A 

.book tor the higher lite.. Pries, cloth,
, -

lecture and course of twenty-four suc
cess lessons by Dr. B. F. Austin, B. A., 
D. D. The titles of some of the lec
tures'are as follows: Self Helps; Fl- 

i nanclal Success; •. Ideáis; • Economy;
Planning; Attraction; Courtesy; Kind
ness hnd Tact; Angel .Help. Price 25 
cents. ’ .

“A Conspiracy Against the. Republic.” 
By Charles B. .Waite, A. M., author of 
“History of the Christian Religion to 
the Year 200,” etc. A condensed state
ment of facts concerning .the eflqrts of 

; church leaders to get control of tile gov
ernment. An important work. Paper, 
25 cents. ■ .

"The Light of Egypt.” Vólumns 1 
and 2. An occult library In itailf, a 
text-book of esoteric knowledge, > as 
taught hy Adepts.of Hermetic PMlos- 

* «®hy.. ¡Price 92 ¿er volume-

in view-
J. M. AND M. T. ALLEN.'

Springfield,'Mo. ..

“Social Upbuilding, including Co-op
erative Systems and the Happiness and 
Ennoblement of Humanity.”- By E. D. 
Babbitt, LL. D., M.- D. This comprises 
the last part of Human Culture and 
Cure. Paper cover. 15 cents.

“The Truth Seeker Collection : of 
Forms and Ceremonies for the’Use-of 
Liberals.” Price, 25 cents. i

.“The Attainment ot Womanly Beau
ty of Form and Features. The-Cultlva- 
tion of Personal. Beauty, Based, on Hy
giene and Health Culture. By. twenty. 
physicians and specialists. Edited’ by 
Albert Turner.’.' Of special . Interest 
and value. Price Si; -

“An Infamous Dynamite Roman Cath
olic Conspiracy Detected and Exposed.". 
“Romanism Exposed.” Two pamphlets 
by Rev. J. G. White, author of “Start- 
umt Fa’''?-". Price, 10 centa each,, or, 
‘wo tor 15 cents.

' ThlBbook (dm tn admirable iburao of atudr In 
ethtoa, and lupptloa a lout-tatc vaal ot an cUUcal 
text-book especially adapted to tho comprehension ot 
children, ae well at oidor persons whom It is wisely 
dnd appropriately designed to Interest while teaching 
them -valuable ethical lessons.

The anther shows a wise practicality In her method 
of teaching the principles or ethics. She Illustrai« 
her subject with many brief narratives aud anec
dotes, which fender the book more Interesting and 
more easily comprehended. It Is especially adapted 
tor use In children’s lyceums. In the hands of moth- 
era and teachers It may be made very useful. Young 
and old will bo benefited by It. It Is a most excellent 

book and should bo widely cli-culated. -PilcoÍ1.0J

What AU the World’s a-Seeldiig;
BALM WALDO TRINE.

Each fs building life world from within; thought ft 
the builder) for .thought» »tb form.—subtle, vital, 
irreilstlble, omnipotent,—ind according as used do 
they bring power or impotence, peace or pain, success 
or iBllure.—rrom Title-page.The above buoki uro beauUfully bound in gray-green 
railed cloth, stempod in deep old-green and gold, with 
gtlttop. Frlco, 11.25. For ealo at thli office.

r'Llft OFJHOMAS PAINE/™
By tho Editor of tho National, with Prefaot 

nnd Notos by Fetor Eckl«-. Ulnstratod with 
I views of tho old Paine Homestead and Palas 
Monument.- nt New Kochollo; also portraits of 
Thomas Clio Rickman, Jool Barlow, Mary Wob 
■tonooratt„Nadamo Roland, Oondorco, Brlssot, 
and .the most prominent of Paine’« Meuda fit 
Suropo and Amorloa. Cloth, 75 coma. '

lost.no
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Yes, It Was Drivel.
Win.- F. Osborn, of the Vanguard 

Mission, St. Louis, is reported to have
’said: ' ''

“Thomas Paine gave the following 
dying testimony:

" ‘I would give worlds, if I had 
them, that the "Age of Reason” had
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Remit by Postonica Monuy order, HeelBterod 

Leiter or Draft on Chicago or New York. It 
costa from 10 to 16 cents to get checks cashed on 
local banka, so do not send them unless you 
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TAKE MOlXCKl,
tS^At the expiration ot subscription, it not re

newal, the paper Is discontinued. No bills 
will be sent tor extra numbers.

&~lt you Ao not receive your paper promptly 
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The price of The Progressive Thinker 
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SATURDAY, JULY 31 ,1000.

WORDS OF CAUTION.
Vou should not send money in a let

ter. You may do so a dozen times safo- 
ly, and then the next remlttanoe may 
be lost or stolen. Secure a postal order 
for five cents, and th n you are per
fectly safe, and will save yourself an- 
noyance and trouble.

SOMETHING YOU SHOULD HAVE. 
It Will Only Cost You Four Cents.
Reports in pamphlet form of the last 

N. S. A. Convention are for sale at 600 
Pennsylvania avenue S. E., Washington, 
D. C„ at four cents each, postpaid, or 
thirty-five cts. per dozen. Every Spirit
ualist should send for one. Address 
Mary T. Longley, Secretary.

have I done to suffer so much? But 
there is no God! But if there should 
be, what will become of me hereafter? 
Stay with me, for God’s sake. Send 
even a child to stay with me, for It is 
hell to be alone. If ever the devil 
had an agent I have been one.’ ” ’

The Truth Seeker calls this “Driv
el.” It is more. It is downright ly
ing. There is not one word of truth 
in the entire paragraph. It is the 
cheap way of replying to the Age of 
Reason, with its unanswerable facts. 
A He once started has no end.

Paine’s Age of Reason was written 
in Paris, to antagonize the inclinations 
to Atheism to which France was has
tening at the time he wrote. His ar
guments are the most convincing ever 
written in support pt a belief in God, 
and in immortality. Instead of.rely
ing on the Bible to confirm his views 
he made drafts on Nature in support 
of both positions. Hear him:

"It-is only in the Creation all. our 
ideas and conceptions of a 'Word of 
God’ can unite. The Creation speak- 
eth in a universal language, independ
ently of human speech 'or human 
language, multiplied and various as 
they be. it is an ever existing‘Orig
inal, which every man can read. It 
cannot be forged; it cannot be coun
terfeited; it cannot be lost; It cannot 
be altered; it cannot be suppressed. 
It does not depend upon the will of 
man whether it shall be published or 
not. It publishes itself from one end 
of the earth to the other. It preaches 
to all nations and' to all worlds; and 
this Word of God reveals all that is 
necessary for man to know of God. * ♦ 
Do we want to know what God is? 
Search not the book called the Scrlp-
tures, whch any human hand might 

................ " ’ themake, but the Scriptures called 
Creation.”

TAKE NOTICE.
All books advertised in The Pro

gressive Thinker can be obtained at 
this office. Express charges or postage 
prepaid at the price named unless oth- 
wlse stated.

A Wonderful Bible, Narrative.
Tbi inerrant record, whose stories a 

Christian is bound to believe, else be 
expeMed from the church for heresy, 
relates a ftighly colored tale In the 6th 
chapter of Joshua. It to presumed | 
mothers read this Btory to their cbll-1 
dien, to impress on their young minds 
the wonderful power of noise. It 
would seem it was more effective than 
the muscular-strength lodged in Sam
son’s hair; for, directed by the Lord, 
: :d the assailing forces led by his dis
tinguished servant, Joshua, assisted 
by seven priests, each bearing a trum
pet of ram’s horn, followed by the ark, 
alias box, on which thé Lord rode be
tween the cherubs on the mercy sfeat, 
was fought one of the most wonderful 
battles told of In history. '

Jericho seems to. have been a walled
city. The children 
that city and its 
inarched against it. 
manding Joshua In

of Israel coveted 
.wealth, so they 

The Lord cbm- 
person, directed

film to compass the city round about 
seven times, while the priests should 
blow with their horns, and the people 
should shout with a great shout, when 
the walls of the city would fall flat 
Now the divine Word, verses 20, 21, 
24:

“So the people shouted when the 
priests blew with the trumpets; and 
it came to pass, when the people 
heard the sound of the trumpet, and 
the people shouted with a great shout, 
that the wall fell down flat, so that the 
people went up into the city, every 
man straight before him, and they 
took the city. And they utterly de
stroyed all that was in the city, both 
man and woman, young and old, and 
ox, and sheep, and ass, with the edge 
of the sword. * * And they burnt the 
city with lire, and all that was therein; 
only the silver and the gold, and the 
vessels of brass and of iron, they put 
into the treasury of the house of the 
Lord.”

Why will great statesmen advocate 
the building of Immense warships, and 
fortresses, and the retention of stand
ing armies, when a few priests with 
rams’ horns, under direction of the 
Lord can accomplish such wonders? 
If our modern Chaplains do not pos
sess this power, is it not proof they 
are not the genuine thing, and should 
be succeeded by priests who know 
how to toot the ‘trumpets that can de
molish cities?

The recital of this story by any his
torian other than one "Inspired by 
the Lord” would be accepted as a 
senseless Munchausen; but given in 
the Bible it must be believed else the 
doubters will be damned.

Wonders of Upper Egypt.
A writer in the New York Tribune 

says:
“The oldest architectural ruins in 

the world are believed to be the rock 
temples at Ipsamapool, on the Nlle< in 
Nubia. One of these ancient temples 
consists of fourteen apartments hewn 
out of solid rock. The largest single 
stone used jn the structure is 57 feet 
long, 32 feet broad and from 17 to 19 
feet thick. It forms a veranda-llke 
projection along one Bide of the main 
temple. This colossal stone is sup
ported by two rows of massive square 
pillars, four In each rdw, and each 30 
feet "high. To each of these pillars Is 
attached a huge figure of a human be
ing, reaching from floor to roof. In 
front of the main temple are seated 
still other colossi, four in number, the 
two largest being each 65 feet high. 
These ruins are supposed to be 4,000 
years old.”

Writers are generous in making dates 
for Egyptian events, but nearly all of 
them are guided by Bible chronology, 
which is only a guess of Bishop Usher, 
an old-time Irish ecclesiastic. The 
three ablest authors who have written 
on Egyptian history, Wilkinson, Mari
ette and Brugsch, vary 2,600 years In 
their dates. No trust is to be placed 
in any of them.

The temples of Ipsamapool are said 
to be the work of Rameses II, and yet 
they may be several thousand years 
older than the period of that king.

We are frank to confess the recent 
explorations of J. Theodore Bent, F. 8. 
A., F. R. G. S., in Arabia, Abyssinia, 
Nubia and the Upper Nile, as well as 
in Mashonaland, has enlarged our con
ceptions of the settlement of the valley 
of the Nile; and instead of accepting 
the general idea that its civilized pio
neers entered the country through the 
Isthmus of Suez, they came from the 
East, through southern Arabia, pass
ing through Abyssinia and Nubia to 
the Upper Nile. And these vast struct
ures antedate those of Lower Egypt by 
perhaps a thousand years.

Historians are inclined to expand 
the time since the alleged period of 
Jesus, and abridge all beyond that 
date, so as to contract all into less' 
than 6,000 years, to bring all, creation 
of the world Included, within that nar
row limit.-

One Who Fully Appreciates The Pro
gressive'Thinker pnd Its Work, and 
who Has More Calls to Lecture 
Than She Can Possibly Answer.

..Again my soui cries out, "Home, 
sweet home,” fqr1 what is more dear 
to a traveler than the comforts of a 
cozy home, and as I am once more 
nestled in my little nest, though only 
for a few days, I feel like Monte 
Cristo when he cried, “The world is 
mine.”

After leaving home in March, I 
made my first stop at Columbus, Ohio, 
where I served the First Spiritualist 
Church as message bearer, at their 
celebration of the 58th anniversary of 
Modern Spiritualism. The day was a 
gala one as both churches of that city 
joined in celebration, through the in
spiration of Miss Elizabeth Harlow, 
who is dearly beloved, and it seemed 
to me that each member vied with the 
other in trying to do her service.

My next-stop was Lima, Ohio, where 
I was greeted by very large audiences, 
and love was poured upon me on every 
side. .. ...

While there I made two fiying^rlps 
to Illinois, having been subpoenaed in 
the Cru'mbaugh will case then pend
ing at Bloomington.. ' ,

Then I went to Baltimore to serve 
the association there for May and 
June. This association is the owner 
of the church which is managed by 
an efficient board headed by ex-Con- 
gressman Schirm, who is determined 
to have the cause presented in a pure 
and dignified manner. Mr. Schirm is 
an eloquent and forcible speaker. 
The secretary, Mr. Sharffetter, is a flu
ent writer, consequently the associa
tion can be well sustained from with
in, should trains fail to bring the 
itinerant speaker.

The Spiritualists of Baltimore are 
blessed with the necessary functions 
for the promulgation of truth, which 
they should never, fall to sustain and 
appreciate. It seemed' that every vi
bration that reached me from the good 
people of that city was of kindness 
and love, and it was with regret that 
we said farewell.

After a lohg and heated journey I 
found myself at my next destination, 
Meadville, Pa.

Here I found a new but good socie
ty, and the northern enthusiasm was 
at its height all thé time I was there, 
and J was told by many that there had 
never been such marked enthusiasm 
over Spiritualistic meetings in that 
city.

Packed houses greeted me at each 
service; ante-rooms, doorways,, and 
every available space was occupied by 
earnest listeners who were willing tp 
stand during the entire evening, ail 
declaring they were well repaid, and I 
was Indeed thankful to the guides, 
who seemed to consider the situation, 
and were generous with their words of 
instruction and messages'.

While the boom was at its height I 
was reminded by that ever-unchang
ing sentinel, the calendar, that I must 
be up and away, as I was billed In 
Oil City for the following day.

I was indeed pleased to learn that 
the cream would soon raise on the 
milk as Mrs. Cora L. V. Richmond was 
to deliver a lecture the following, ev
ening, and I had the pleasure of 
greeting her and Mr. Richmond at 
the depot. They arrived as I left.

When I boarded the train a familiar 
spirit was the first my eyes fell upon, 
that of J. Clegg Wright, with whom I 
was to join forces for a Sunday’s work 
Monmouth Park, which is located- 
midway between Oil City and Frank
lin, a most beautiful place, ‘'situated 
among the hills where all hature 
seemed at its best.

The fine auditorium was the place 
selected in which to hold the meet
ings; new, well lighted and ventilated
as well as beautifully 
fine orchestra and solos 
gie Wlldrlck of Lily 
sweet voice charmed all

decorated; a 
by Miss Mag- 
Dale, whose 
who heard it.

Spirit /y^s^tges, Spirit Voices, Spirit Control, and 
Spirit' Revelations Resulting in Evolving Orthodox 
Churche&—A Vision of Spirit Visitants Resulted in 
Sending Multi-Millionaire Into the Arms of The- 

■ osophy^The Higher Teachings of Advanced Spir
its ^e JPivinely Profound and Beautiful, Almost 
Perfection Itself—A Statement of Absolute Facts, 
for Spiritualists to Consider. .'

- ‘UJ ■ ' ___ :____—.

■ Look within! Examine THE WITH
IN very, carefully, and analyze the 
same with painstaking care.

If each religious sect would allow 
that course’ to' be'pursued, nine-tenths 
of their creed-bound tenets would 
vanish. :
. How long-would the Catholic church 
stand, if free criticism were allowed?

IT IS THROUGH THE IN8TRU- 
MENTALITY! OF .THE SUPPRES
SION OF CRITICISM TIIATJERRORS 
ARE SUSTAINED, MADE VIGOROUS 
AND PROPAGATED.

The tendency, to-day is to find out 
thé EXACT; TRUTH, and in so doing 
trusts are shaken, the-ndulterators of 
food are frightened, and the wrong
doers tremble.

What is true in the commercial 
world in deallhg with matters mate
rial, IS ALSO TRUE IN RELATION 
TO THINGS OF A PSYCHIC OR 
SPHHTUAL NATURE.

It is not enough that one strenu
ously seeks to prevent having his food 
poisoned by infamous adulterations; 
not enough that he tries to prevent 
the sale of beef Infected with tubercu
losis; not enough that he objects to 
having his medicine lose its effects by 
the use of injurious substitutes, but 
he advances beyond all these into the 
REGION OF THE PSYCHICAL 'OR 
SPIRITUAL,’ and demands that they 
shall be founded on the Indestructible 
ROCK OF TRUTH.

The psychical and spiritual, alas! to 
what DIVERSE GOALS they attain by 
different minds.

The notorious Dowie HAD VIS
IONS, HEARD SPIRIT VOICES, and 
through them as a foundation estab
lished his magnificent church—mag
nificent as to ! riches and members 
only, but absurd, Intolerant and even 
vicious in some respects.

Joe Snflth, too, had REMARKABLE 
VISIONS'! AND- PSYCHIC EXPERI-
ENCES; he saw angels, heard 1 
voices, and. was inspired, and

their 
i he

hundreds of people into absurd; per
nicious doctrines.

Spiritualists, think of this! Drop 
the worship of any particular code of 
belief, and band yourselves in connec
tion with your Spiritualtom' into ONE 
COMPOSITE BODY OF HUMANITA
RIANS, ever stretching out your hands 
to aid Borne one in the struggle of life 
who is less fortunte than yourself!

Seek the homeless waifs, and those 
Who are handicapped by infirmities, by 
accident, by some malformation, and 
make them comfortable in life! Cast

z aside the constant looking for t^sts,
enumerate other visions, ppychic expe- and. SEEK TO DO GOOD HERE, EV- 
rlences and spirit voices, occurring ERYWHERE IN THE DARK COR- 
OUTSIDE OUR RANKS,' that have led NEBS OF THE EARTH.

BY LYMAN J. GAGE.
Point Loma, Cal., via San Diego, Cal.—I doubt the wis

dom of making explanation of any kind through the press. 
Life is too short to spend it chasing up sensational or false 
reports, and I have always refused so to act. One must 
rest for defense upon the confidence and respect which 
one deserves to enjoy in the minds of his friends.

However, in response to your courteous suggestion that 
I set right the many Inaccurate stories relating to my com
ing to this place in California, my alleged relations to the
osophy, etc., I make this statement once for all.

Finds There the Simple Life,
Having passed my seventieth birthday, I claim the priv

ilege of Withdrawing from the struggles of business life. 
At The end of the school year some time Is profitably spent 
in the review of what has been studied. In graduating 
from life's long school term a similar course seems excus
able, if not desirable.

I am trying this life at Point Loma because I have per
sonal friends here; because the climate is most agreeable;
because it is just outside of the rush and roar of 
world; because here one can lead the simple life.

Raja Yoga School Interests Him.

the

Befond these reasons there are two institutions estab
lished- here which to me lend much interest In the place. 
The first to the United States Military Reservation, with its 
fine system of harbor-defenses, its companies of artillery 
men, etc. The second to the Raja Yoga school for chil
dren and youths of all ages.

This school was estabUshed and to being carried on by 
Katherine Tingley as leader and official head of the Uni
versal Brotherhood and Theosophical Society throughout 
the world. THE SCHOOL EXCITES MY INTEREST, 
AND THE MAGNIFICENT WORK IT 18 DOING IN THE 
DEVELOPMENT OF CLEAN, HEALTHY, WELL EDU
CATED, AND SELF-CONTROLLED YOUNG LIVES STIM
ULATES MY HOPE FOR THE FUTURE OF THE SO
CIETY.

Ponder these thoughts well! Em
blazon them on your memories and let 
your slogan be, HUMANITARIAN» 
ISM, UNIVERSAL BROTHERHOOD, 
UNIVERSAL SISTERHOOD, . UNI» 
VERBAL KINDNESS, HONEST ME
DIUMSHIP AND PURE SPIRITUAL
ISM, and place yourselves in touch 
with the unfortunate, and do what 
you can to elevate them, and you can 
redeem the world!

In conclusion, read the following 
from Mr. Gage, ex-Secretary of the 
Treasury. If you, Spiritualists,-, had 
keen banded together on the llne.s 
pointed, out in the above, you would 
have gotten probably his millions to 
aid you, and the millions of many oth
ers also.

“That woman, Mme. Tingley, knows a few things. That 
is why she has adopted the name of the ‘Purple.’ That 
means-The divine. But the kings of old, who adopted this 
ap the color for kings to wear, knew as much. She to 
another Dowie, and has a low plane.

Bible Parables Are Symbols.
There are a few of us in this world who know. There 

are a few in every age. The flood was not a flood of 
water, but a symbol meaning the flowing of the 'gray mat
ter of the brain into the body. It signified the first vic
tory Over the animal, and Noah was the first man who 
learned to breathe the true atmosphere. This is why he 
could not drown. The ministers to-day know nothing of 
the deep meaning of the Bible. They are like the seven 
virgins, with no oil in their lamps, meaning no wisdom in 
their heads.

"I pity Mr. Gage in some ways. He is so near and yet 
going astray. I have followed his mental career
years, as I have followed that of many of the great men 
of this country whose names are never mentioned In con
nection with the arts that the world affects to despise but 
knows nothing of.”

Interest in Spiritualism.
One of Mr. Gage's first esoteric interests was Spiritual

ism. An intimate friend of the banker told last night of 
the delight with which Mi-. Gage followed this study be
fore the more modern cult of Theosophy was known to the 
world at large. It was rumored among his friends ten 
years ago that Spiritualism was occupying a great deal 
of his attention, and attempts were made to dissuade him 
from it.

Priestly Guile.
In an old cathedral in the Nether

lands the monks exhibit a phial, which 
appears empty, but is very dark. 
They tell the visitor that it is one of 
their most precious relics, for in it is 
preserved some of the darkness which 
Moses soread over the land of Egypt. 
—Ex.

And so the ignorant masses have 
been imposed upon during all the. ages 
to advance the Interest of the church. 
There is no fraud the priests of Cath
olicism hesitated to practice in its in
terest, and yet the Bible first found in 
the hands of those priests, filled with 
savagery, is thrust into, our hands as 
the Word of God. Such unblushing 
impudence deserves the severest re
buke from all thinkers.

Arouses From the Lethargy of Ages.
Barbarian Russia, through the ac

tion of Its recently enfranchised 
Douma, confirmed by the Czar, has 
granted liberty of religious belief and' 
of meetings to her people.' This was 
a right enjoyed by all peoples subject 
to Roman paganism 2,000 years ago, 
but no sooner did Christianity become 
the dominant religion than religious 
toleration was ignored, and the most 
cruel tortures were inflicted for mere 
difference in religious belief.. Long 
years will probably pass In Russia be
fore the full spirit of the.new law-will- 
be observed; in the meantime the an
nual slaughter of the Jews will'go on. 
No religion in the world’s history ■ 'has 
-been bo intolerant as Christianity.

The Glitter of War.
The Boston Transcript claims war is 

losing its glitter; that Hags have 
ceased to be known in battle; that the 
French have banished the drum, and 
now there is talk of banishing the 
saber; that war songs grow rarer, and 
wars are too short to generate songs. 
This is one of the most hopeful signs 
of the age in which we live.

Most of the wars in the past, those 
the most sanguinary, had their root in 
religion. The people, falsely taught 
that glory is won on the battle-field, 
rush headlong into the thickest of the 
strife, and if they survive are laden 
with the highest honors.

Says the Transcript: "The impres
sion made upon small boys by gor
geous uniforms, gay banners, flashing 
sabers, the throb of the drum and the 
contagious fervor of war songs, made 
them ambitious to revel In scenes of 
blood and slaughter, while romance 
cast a glamor over the art of killing.” 
Charles Dudley Warner said, "even 
they who despise killing- in plain 
clothes honor killing in fancy dress.”

We recently read a Christian state
ment that the teachings of Jesus 
would end all wars. When and where 
did he denounce, and hold up to hat
red this bloody method of settling na
tional disputes? Was it when he told 
his'disciples, “If you have no sword, 
sell your garment and buy one” ? -Or 
wqs it when he said: “Those mine en
emies which would not that I should 
reign over them, bring - hither? and 
slay them before me”?—Luke 19:27.

No, no, the quotations represent a 
warrior Jesus, not the.one who Incul
cated peace, for it is a fact there are 
several characters blended In the gos
pel teachings of Jesus, and it is the 
bloody one which' should be elimi
nated.

COL. R. T. VAN HORN. ._
This venerable octogenarian passed 

through the city last week on his way 
. to Lily Dale—to which place he makes 
■hist annual visit.' The' Colonel has a 
'national reputation, and .will be one of 
the most .distinguished guest's that 
visit that favorite place of resort.

This impressed me with the thought 
that the people of these two cities 
know how to do things. Brother 
Wright was at his best, and gave the 
people more to think of in his two 
lectures than their parsons will be 
able to do In five years. I followed 
with messages.

The auditorium has a capacity of 
between seven and eight hundred. It 
was crowded to the door, and I was 
told by the management thefe were 
fully four hundred people who failed 
to gain admittance.

I have been kindly invited back to 
Pennsylvania towns as soon as open 
dates will permit my return, and in 
the meantime iSvlll hold sweet recol
lections of kindness shown me while 
there.

I feel the better for my trip. I 
feel the exhilarating and stimulating 
influences from the mountainous dis
trict and its good people, and I am 
sure I am going to take sunshine with 
me as I start on my way to Wonewoc 
camp on the morrow.

Brother Francis, I am glad I am 
able to send you a list of subscribers. 
They are all enthusiasts and will be 
the means of more coming your way.

You have builded better -than you 
know, as you are known and appreci
ated everywhere. Many persons have 
spoken to me of The Progressive 
Thinker and your good work, declar
ing yours is the best Spiritualistic pa
per, and they cannot get along with
out it, and that it is growing better 
with each issue, and longing to shake, 
your hand in appreciation. I told 
them all many good things- of you, 
your good wife and daughter, and of 
your harmonious home under whose 
roof I have spent many a pleasant 
hour, and they are all going to call 
on you when they get as far West as 
Chicago.

Verily, we can say the pen is might
ier than the sword, and you are doing 
a grand work. Do nbt think this 
flattery, brother Francis, for it is not. 
I am one who believes in giving 
abundance of flowers while one lives, 
as I have but few to lay upon the 
graves. Thorns now and roses later

founded the Mormon church, A MON- 
STROSITY INrMANY REFECTS!

John Wepley^regarded Spirit Return 
as a FI^D F^-CT, and his religion 
was the .e^bo^iment of superstition 
and Ignoj-^ico.^

Spirit j retufpi, visions, messages 
from the. ange/s and’ intercourse with 
tiie deai^s a.®PART ANt)' PARCEL 
OF ROMANISM, , y fit'see the’ fibsurdity 
it embddMs. ’ ‘ ''

MohaiAet had* his' visions, 'his inter
course v^lth aiigels, and ’spirit com
munion was as common to him as 
with any medium, yet see the vast 
number of absurd tenets connected 
with his religion.

In Spiritualism, too, there are mul- 
titudlous visions, psychlc^experlences, 
Spirit Return and messages from the 
angel world, and stop once and an
alyze the DIVERSE TEACHINGS!-— 
how wonderfully keleldoscopic in 
character and manifestations. At times- 
HOW SUBLIMELY LOVELY, BEAU
TIFUL AND ANGELIC! HOW PRO
FOUNDLY PHILOSOPHICAL! HOW 
TRANSCENDENTALLY SOUL - ELE
VATING, Inspiring, uplifting
AND REFINING!

But here is a great 
LYMAN J. GAGE. He

man—HON. 
is a profound

thinker! He is one of the leading 
financiéis of the world. He was at 
one time Secretary of the Treasury, 
and lately occupied a position, receiv
ing a salary of $50,000 a year. He 
conversed with spirits through differ
ent mediums. A psychic himself, he 
travels glibly along the PSYCHIC 
AND SPIRITUAL LINES in the ranks 
of Spiritualism with its multitudinous 
diversified teachings, and finally lands 
In the ARMS OF THEOSOPHY!

In Spiritualism, as everyone knows 
who has got common sense to think, 
the teachings vary with the controlling 
spirit, hence there are statements 
as varied aftd '.numerous as there are 
Individuals. Instead of ONE CULT, 
instead of one- set of principles as a 
foundation, we have as many differ
ent ones almost as there are religious 
sects, and all, BASED ON VISIONS,
SPIRIT. MESSAGES, 'AND PSY-

can never be my motto.' Life’s 
smoothest pathway is rugged enough, 
aqd a kind word or deed never goes 
amiss. Yours for truth find progress, 

GEORGIA GLADYS COOLEY.
Chicago, Ill.

CHICAL EXPERIENCES.
Mr. Gage saw this, and so he drifted 

from us—drifted from qur mediums— 
drifted from much THAT IS SU
PERBLY GRAND, TRANSCENDENT
ALLY BEAUTIFUL AND DIVINELY 
TRUE, fin£ n-|ych that is not relished 
by any ^jjvan$ed Spiritualists—drifted 
from all tfiis because HE HAD A 
spiritual Vision, and in it he
WAS O <I)ED TO, GO WITH

■Í' to the arms of Theos- 
ïth one Important aim,

Is in Sympathy With Cult.
I am not affiliated except in tills friendly way either with 

the military station or the Theosophical Society. I am too 
old to enlist in the army and 1 have not yet been invited 
to join the Theosophlsts. I would consider it honorable to 
be related to either of them.

No, I am just living my own life according to my best 
conception of it, and would much enjoy it if I could be 
left to mind my own business.

Gage a Student of Occult.
Mr. Gage was well known, during his residence in Chi

cago to students of the occult and the “black art."
His interest in esoteric matters began in a dramatic way 

in Chicago in 1895. He has been considered a candidate 
for the great World society, unknown and unnamed, which 
waits for its exponent in the year 2,000, when a new 
Christ is to come to earth to teach the trpth that the world 
is not ready to receive now. There was mourning yester
day among the two or three members of this society in Chi
cago when it became known that he had followed a new 
and, to them, false god, says the Chicago Tribune.

Vision Comes at Banquet.
While still president of the First National bank, Mr. 

Gage, hard, cold man of money, received a FLASH OF IN
NER VISION WHICH IS SAID TO HAVE CHANGED HIS 
LIFE. IT WAS WHILE HE WAS AT A BANQUET AT 
THE AUDITORIUM HOTEL THAT THE VISION CAME. 
HE SAW A SCENE IN A FAR COUNTRY IN WHICH HIS 
BROTHER, A WESTERN MINE OWNER, WAS THE 
PRINCIPAL FIGURE. HE RECEIVED A DISTINCT IM
PRESSION THAT HIS BROTHER' WAS HOLDING A 
GUN AND THAT THE WEAPON EXPLODED. HE SAW 
HIS BROTHER LYING DEAD IN A LONELY COUNTRY 
ROAD. '

The vision was so vivid that he was disturbed by it, and 
when a few hours later he received word that his brother
had been killed in the same manner as had appeared 
him in the dream, he was so impressed that he began 
study the theories underlying Theosophy.

At that time Thomas Hudson was the great psychic

to 
to

in
Chicago. He had written books on the subject and taught 
the cult in rooms at Thirty-ninth street and Ellis avenue. 
Mr. Hudson left for the east a few years later and died 
recently. It was under this man that, the banker took up 
the study.

Call Gage a Born Psychic.
In the opinion of Chicago students he was a born psy

chic. HE WAS IN THE HABIT OF RECEIVING 
FLASHES OF SOME INDISTINCT THING THAT WAS 
GOING TO HAPPEN TO HIM. The "black art,” or the
study of astrology, .was the next step, and, although 
communicated indirectly with the leaders in this art, 
also pursued this study in quiet and was identified with 
organization.

Astrology goes beyond the mathematical calculation

he 
he 
no

of

Lotus Bud Fight Recalled.
San Diego, Cal., July 8.—It to four years since the Point 

Loma rheosophlst colony and its rules, Katherine Tingley, 
purple mother of the Universal Brotherhood, has been bo 
conspicuously In the limelight as it to to-day. Four years 
ago Mme. Tingley got all the notoriety and publicity even 
she could desire in New York when the immigration offi
cials at Ellis Island ordered the deportation of eleven
Cuban 
school

The 
“lotus 
which

children imported for enrollment in the Raja Yoga 
at Point Loma.
children, designated by the purple mother as her 
buds,” were the subject of a long and bitter light 
turned the attention of the country on the Point

0

for

Loma colony and Its mysterious customs. Mme. Tingley's
career and 
Raja Yoga 
columns of 
country.

her educational theories as practiced at the 
school were revealed and furnished countless 
news matter for newspapers all over the

Advertised Ideals Arc High.
Whatever shadows there are over the purple mother’s 

careers her professed ideals are lofty. The universal 
brotherhood which she rules from Point Loma Is pledged 
to the amelioration of mankind’s lot. These are the ad
vertised objects:

1. To help men and women to realize the nobility of 
their calling and their true position in life.

2. To educate children of all nations on the broadest 
lines of universal brotherhood and to prepare destitute 
and homeless children to become workers for humanity.

3. To ameliorate the conditions of unfortunate women 
and assist tjiem to a higher life.

4. To assist those who are or have been In prison to es
tablish themselves In honorable positions in life.

5. To endeavor to abolish capital punishment.
6. To bring about a better understanding between the 

so-called savage and civilized races by promoting a closer 
and more sympathetic relationship between them.

7. To relieve human suffering resulting from flood, 
famine, war, and other calamities.

For beauty of location and surroundings the home of 
the Point Loma colony, where Lyman J. Gage will lead 
the simple life, Is unsurpassed. Point Ixnna has long 
been regarded as one of the famed beauty spots of the 
world. Even before it became the international headquar
ters of the Theosophlsts it was one of the most visited 
parts of southern California.

“The Molecular Hypothesis of Na
ture." By Prof. Wm. M. Lockwood. 
Professor Lockwood'is recognized -as 
one of the ablest lecturers on the spir
itual rostrum. In this little volume he 
presents in succinct form the substance 
of his lectures on the Molecular Hy
pothesis of Nature; and presents' his 
views as demonstrating a scientific ba
sis of Spiritualism. The book is com
mended to all who love to. study and. 
think. Price, 25 cents. •

.“Spirit Echoes.” By Mattie E. Hull. 
This pretty volume contains fifty-seven 
of the author’s latest and choicest po
ems. Neatly bound in cloth, and with 
portrait of the. author. Price, 75 cents.

“Longleys Beautiful Songs.” A 
new edition comprising in bnq volume 

'the four parts heretofore published, 
to which is added part five, also a 
number of the author’s most popular

and ond°^et 8?- principles embodying 
Universal Brotherhood—humanitarian 
work Inuits b¥badest conception of 
that terUi! ’ tw .

What Ink^ou 6f this; advanced 
Spiritualists? n9 VISIONS, PSYCHIC 
EXPERIENCES, SPIRIT VOICES 
leading.ohe like Mr. Gage Into Theos
ophy, wittehltomilllons to expend in Its 
behalf, and.leading others to found re
ligious sectp, some of which are mon
strosities? ■ -

What do you say, ■ thinking Spirit
ualists, as to the spirit voices, the vis
ions, and angelic,ministrations,/that 
led Joe Smith to found Mormonism, a
flourishing, jqjsoijous Upas tree!

Then again, Christianity, itself, with 
its hells, its Savior and^ numerous in
consistencies ifi founded on angel visi-

“Death Defeated; or thePsychic Be- .buukb, iuuuuuiS u xum von ui 
crot of How to Keep Young." By J. M. | tween Us” and its "Companion Piece. 
Peebles, M. D.> M. A., Ph. IX Price $1. Cloth, 75 cents. Boards, 50 cents.

songs, including “Only a Thin Veil Be-

SArt-V1 V

the Influence of the heavenly bodies upon Individual and 
national life. It develops, through concentration in the 
study of colors, a great brain power, according to those 
who profess to know. The voices of the stars, best inter
preted by Zaidkel of London, have lured many of the 
world’s greatest business men, financiers, and thinkers.

How Study Progressed.
Mr. Gage began with the most humble neophyte in the 

study of the identity of blue and yellow stars. After this, 
it Is claimed, comes the' power to conjure out of the black 
unknown the souls of men in any port of the world. In 
the opinion of Chicago authorities, Mr. Gage never reached 
that spiritual plane where higher astrology holds, sway.

“He touched it,” said one man, “and saw the beauty 
and wonder of it. Now he has answered the wrong call.

Other Millionaires Join the Movement.
The announcement that former Secretary ot the Treas

ury Lyman J. Cage has espoused the cause of theosophy 
and that be has given up a position at $50,000 a year to 
enter the colony at Point Loma, Cal., has given rise to
day to a report that other Chicago millionaires are prepar
ing to follow Mr. Gage's example.

The noted financier will be made a member ot the coun
cil of twelve which Mme. Tingley appoints to govern the 
cult. Mr. Gage is the second millionaire whom Mrs. 
Tingley has converted to the theory of transmigration ot 
BOUl.

Several years ago A. G. Spalding, manufacturer of sport
ing goods and a millionaire, was taken into the colony, 
which is called the Universal Brotherhood. He occupies 
the handsomest residence In Point Loma and to one ot the 
leaders of the cult, contributing liberally to the financial 
support of all of Mme. Tingley’s projects.

Strange customs are said to mark the conduct of Kath
erine Tingley’s colony. Some of the queerest are as fol
lows:

In the performance of religious observances the men 
and women wear cheese cloth robes patterned after the 
garb of the Greeks and Romans.

The colonists gather at sunrise on ground designated sa
cred, and facing the sun listen to the reading of extracts 
from a bdok called "The Ghita.”

Katherine Tingley has a dog, “Spot,” which she claims 
contains the soul of a former leader of the cult, William 
Q. Judge. The dog is.guarded as though sacred. It has 
several suits of clothes.—Chicago American.

Michigan State Spiritualist Associa
tion. »

The Michigan State Spiritualist As
sociation will hold their thirteenth an
nual convention. August 14,' to be 
called imLunsing, at 10:30 a. m.

Many of the. societies in the state 
. have discontinued their work, for the 
summer, but the camps are putting 
forth extra'efforts in their work, that 

Lail who attend may be' paid in better 
; coin than.they give. -,

May The Progressive Thinker con-
tlnue Its work, for it is a camp-meet-VUUHXolUUvicB Aq luunucu uu uufcwi viol- , tiuuv -- --

tation, spirit messages, spirit Toices inB nil by itself, 
and spirit influence. ' ■ RENA D. CHAPMAN, .

We mtgh’t gb on indefinitely and Secretary.

THE MISSION OF SPIRITUALISM.

It Has Come to Spiritualize qjl Hu
manity.

' Spiritualism, as I see it, has come to 
spiritualize all humanity by the law 
of. spiritual evolution, and we as 
Spiritualists are' wading through the 
fog-banks ;of a false Chrlslltinity, find 
the. only true light that I have yet 
found on my. pilgrim journey that I 
could safely rely on, is the light of my 
own unfolded spirit.'

Christians of all denominations 
have been drawing the attention of 
humanity away from themselves to an 
outside God, and an outside Savior,

which they have made out of their own 
undeveloped minds hence their angry 
God and quarreling, creeds.

Spiritualism has come to unfold the . 
¿noral and spiritual natures, and make 
a better God of Love, so the feminine 
-qualities of divinity can be manifested 
on. earth to counteract the man-made 
gods’ anger, so love and wisdom can 
Walk'hand-In hand up the golden 
stairs of spiritual progression, onto 
the pjane of spiritual light and ■ life, 
above the plane of anlmal% senses, 
where all the man-made gods'and sav
iors are made; this Is the.mission of 
Spiritualism—to unfold the spiritual 
light in each one—and then go by that 
light; that light is humanity's savior.

VC. DOANE.
* '
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- Yes, It Was Drivel.
Win? F. Osborn, of the Vanguard 

Mission, St. Louis, is reported to have 
said: •

“Thomas Paine gave the following 
dying testimony:

" T would give worlds, if I had 
them, that the “Age of Reason” had
nevey been published, 
me! . Christ help me!
have I done to suffer so much?

O Lord, help 
O Cod, what

But
there is no God! But if there should 
be, what will become of me hereafter? 
Stay with me, for God’s sake. Send 
even a child to stay with me, for it Is 
hell to be alone. If ever the devil 
had an agent I have been one.’ ”

The Truth Seeker calls this “Drlv-
el. It is more. It is downright ly- 

There is not one word of truthIng. --------------- .
In the entire paragraph. It is the 
cheap way of replying to the Age of

SOMETHING YOU SHOULD HAVE. 
It Will Only Coat Ÿou Four Cents.
Reports in pamphlet form of the last 

N. 8. A. Convention are for sale at 600 
Pennsylvania avenue S. E., Washington, 
D. C., at four cents each, postpaid, or 
thirty-five cts. per dozen. Every Spirit
ualist should send for one. Address 
Mary T. Longley,. Secretary.

TAKE NOTICE. '
i All books advertised in The Pro
gressive Thinker can be obtained at 
this office. Express charges or postage 
prepaid at the price named unless oth- 
.wise stated.

Reason, with its unanswerable facts. 
A He once started has no end.

Paine’s Age of Reason was written 
in Paris, to antagonize the inclinations 
to Atheism to which France was has
tening at the time he wrote. His ar
guments are the most convincing ever 
written in support of a belief In God, 
and in immortality. Instead of.rely
ing on the Bible to confirm his views 
he made drafts on Nature In support 
of both positions. Hear him:

“It-is only In the Creation all'oqr 
ideas and conceptions of a 'Word of 
God' can unite. The Creation speak- 
'eth in a universal language, Independ
ently of human, speech "or human 
language, multiplied and various as 
they be. It is an ever existing orig
inal, which every man can read. It 
cannot be forged; it cannot pe coun
terfeited; it cannot be lost; it cannot 
be altered; it cannot be suppressed. 
It does not depend upon the will of 
man whether it shall be published or 
not; It publishes itself from one end 
of the-earth to the other. It preaches 
to all nations and- to all worlds; and 
this Word of God reveals all that Is 
necessary for man to know of God. ’ * 
Do we want to know what .God is? 
Search not the book called the Scrip
tures, whch any human hand might 
make, but the Scriptures called the 
Creation.”

A Wonderful Bible, Narrative.
' The Inerrant record, whose stories a 
Christian is bound to believe, else be 
expe'tod from the church for heresy, 
relates a highly colored tale in the 6th 
chapter of Joshua. It is presumed 
mothers read this story to their chil
dren, to impress on their young minds 
the wonderful power of noise. It 
would seem it was more effective than 
the muscular'strength lodged in Sam
son’s ha!r;' for, directed by the Lord, 
í .d the assailing forces led by bls dis
tinguished servant, Joshua,_ assisted 
by seven priests, each bearing a trum
pet of ram’s horn, followed by the ark, 
alias box, on which the Lord rode be- 
iw'een the cherubs on the mercy sbat, 
was fought one of the most wonderful 
battles told of, in history. ’ .

Jericho seems to. have been a walled 
city. The children of Israel coveted 
that city and its .wealth, so they 
marched against it. The Lord cbm- 
mandlng Joshua in person, directed 
tym to compass the city round about 
seven times, while the priests should 
blow wl^h their horns, and the people 

' should shout with a great shout, when 
the walls of the city would fall flat 
Now the divine Word, verses 20, 21, 
24:

"So the people shouted when the 
priests blew with the trumpets; and 
it came to pass, when the people 
heard the sound of the trumpet, and 
the people shouted with a great shout, 
that the wall fell down .flat, so that the 
people went up into the city, every 
man Straight before him, and they 
took the city. And they utterly de
stroyed all that was in the city, both 
man and woman, young and old, and 
ox, and sheep, and ass, with the edge 
of the sword. * * And they burnt the 
city with fire, and all that was therein; 
only the silver and the gold, and the 
vessels of brass and of iron, they put 
'into the treasury of the house of the

' Lord.”
Why will great statesmen advocate 

the building of immense warships, and 
fortresses, and the retention of stand
ing armies, when a few priests with 
rams’ horns, under direction of the 
Lord can accomplish such wonders? 
If our modern ¿haplains do not pos
sess this power, is it not proof they 
are not the genuine thing, and should- 
be succeeded by priests who know 
how to toot the ‘trumpets that can de
molish cities?

The recital of this story by any his
torian other than one "inspired by 
the Lord" would be accepted as a 
senseless Munchausen; but given in 
the Bible It must be believed else the 
doubters will be damned.

Wonders of Upper Egypt.
A writer in the New York Tribune 

says:
“The oldest architectural ruins In 

the world are believed to be thé rock 
temples at Ipsamapool, on the Nlle< in 
Nubia. One of these ancient temples 
consists of fourteen apartments hewn 
out of solid rock. The largest single 
stone used In the structure is 57 feet 
long, 32 feet broad and from 17 to 19 
feet thick. It forms a veranda-like 
projection along one side of the main 
temple. This colossal stone Is sup
ported by two rows of massive square 
pillars, four in each rdw, and each 30 
feetlilgh. To each of these pillars is 
attached a huge figure of a human be
ing, reaching from floor to roof. In 
front of the main temple are seated 
still other colossi, four in number, thé 
two largest being each 65 feet high. 
These ruins are supposed to be 4,000 
years old.”

Writers are generous in making dates 
for Egyptian events, but nearly all of 
them are guided by Bible chronology, 
which is only a guess of Bishop Usher, 
an old-time Irish ecclesiastic. The 
three ablest authors who have written 
on Egyptian history, Wilkinson, Marl-, 
ette and Brugsch, vary 2,600 years in 
their dates. . No trust is to ..be placed 
in any of them.

The temples of Ipsamapool are said 
to be the work of Rameses II, and yet 
they may be several thousand years 
older than the period of that king.

We are frank to confess the recent 
explorations of J. Theodore Bent, F. S. 
A., F. R. G. S„ in Arabia, Abyssinia, 
Nubia and the Upper Nile, as well as 
in Mashonaland, has enlarged our con
ceptions of the settlement of the valley 
of the Nile; and instead of accepting 
the general idea that its civilized pio
neers entered the country through the 
Isthmus of Suez, they came from the 
East, through southern Arabia, pass
ing through Abyssinia and Nubia to 
the Upper Nile. And these vast struct
ures antedate those of Lower Egypt by 
perhaps a thousand years.

Historians are Inclined to expand 
the time since the alleged period of 
Jesus, and abridge all beyond that 
date, so as to contract all into less' 
than 6,000 years, to bring all, creation 
of the world Included, within that nar
row limit;

Priestly Guile.
In an old cathedral in the Nether

lands the monks exhibit a phial, which 
appears empty, but is very dark. 
They tell the visitor that it is one of 
their most precious relics, for In it is 
preserved some of the darkness which 
Moses spread over the land of Egypt. 
—Ex.

And so the ignorant masses have 
been imposed upon during all the,ages 
to advance the Interest of the church. 
There is no fraud the priests of Cath
olicism hesitated to practice in its in
terest, and yet the Bible first found In 
the hands of those priests, filled with 
savagery, is ¿hrust into, our hands as 
the Word of God. Such unblushing 

: impudence deserves the severest re
buke from all thinkers.

Arouses From the Lethargy of Ages.
Barbarian Russia, through the ac

tion of its recently enfranchised 
Douma, confirmed by the Czar, has 
granted liberty of religious belief and: 

. of meetings to her people; This whs 
a right enjoyed by all peoples subject 

■ to Roman paganism 2,000 years ago, 
. but no sooner did Christianity become 

the dominant religion than religious 
toleration was ignored, and the most 
cruel tortures were inflicted for mere 
difference in religious belief. Long 
years will probably pass in Russia be
fore the full spirit of the.new law will 
be observed; in the meantime the an
nual slaughter of the Jews will’go on. 
No religion in the world’s history. 'has 
been so intolerant as Christianity,

I
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THB PROGRESSIVE THINKER
A PROMINENT WORKER.

One Who. Fully Appreciates The Pro- 
' gressivo Thinkvi and Its Work, und 

who Has More Calls to Lecture 
Thau She Cam Possibly Answer.

.Again my soul cries out, "Home, 
sweet home,” for what is more dear 
to a traveler than the comforts of a 
cozy home, and as I am once more 
nestled in my little nest, though only 
for a few days, I feel like Monte 
Cristo when he cried, “The world is 
mine.”

After leaving home in March, I 
made my first stop at Columbus, Ohio, 
where I served the First Spiritualist 
Church as message bearer, at their 
celebration of t^e 58th anniversary of 
Modern Spiritualism. The day was a 
gala one as both churches of that city 
joined in celebration, through the in
spiration of Miss Elizabeth Harlow, 
who is dearly beloved, and it seemed 
to me that each member vied with the 
other in trying to do her service.

My next stop was Lima, Ohio, where 
I was greeted by very large audiences, 
and love was poured upon me on every 
side.

While there I made two fiying'trips 
to Illinois, having been subpoenaed In 
the Crumbaugh will case then pend
ing at Bloomington. ,

Then I went to Baltimore to serve 
the association there . for May and 
June. This association Is the owner 
of the church which is managed by 
an efficient board headed by ex-Con- 
gressman Schlrm, who is determined 
to have the cause presented in a pure, 
and dignified fanner, Mr. Schlrm is 
an eloquent and forcible speaker. 
The secretary, Mr. Sharffetter, Is a flu
ent writer, consequently the associa
tion can be well sustained from with
in, should trains fall to bring the 
itinerant speaker.

The Spiritualists of Baltimore are 
blessed with the necessary functions 
for the promulgation of truth, which 
they should never fall to sustain and 
appreciate. It seemed''that every vi
bration that reached me from the good 
people of that city was of kindness 
and loye, and it was .with regret that 
we said farewell.

After a lohg and heated journey I 
found myself at my next destination, 
Meadville, Pa.

Here I found a new but good socie
ty, and the northern enthusiasm was 
at its height all the time I was there, 
and J was told by many that there had 
never been such marked enthusiasm 
over Spiritualistic meetings in that 
city.

Packed houses greeted me at each 
service; ante-rooms, doorways,, and 
every available space was occupied by 
earnest listeners who were willing tQ 
stand during the entire evening, all 
declaring they were well repaid, and I 
was Indeed thankful to the guides, 
who seemed to consider- the situation, 
and were generous with their words of 
instruction and messages!

While the boom was at its height I 
was reminded by that ever-unchang
ing sentinel, the calendar, that I must 
be up and away, as I was billed In 
Oil City for the following day.

I was indeed pleased to learn that 
the cream would soon raise on the 
milk as Mrs. Cora L. V. Richmond was 
to deliver a lecture the following, ev
ening, and I had the pleasure of 
greeting her and'Mr. Richmond at 
the depot. They arrived as I left.

When I boarded the train a familiar, 
spirit was the first my eyes fell upon, 
that of J. Clegg Wright, with whom I 
was to join forces for a Sunday’s work 
Monmouth Pa'rk, which is located 
midway between Oil City and-Frank-, 
lln; a most beautiful place, ‘situated ‘ 
among the hills where' all nature 
seemed at its best.

The fine auditorium was the place 
selected in which to hold the meet
ings; new, well lighted and ventilated 
as well as beautifully decorated; a 
fine orchestra and solos by Miss Mag
gie Wlldrick of , Lily Dale, whose 
sweet voice charmed all who heard it. 
This impressed me with the thought' 
that the people of these two cities 
know how to do things. Brother 
Wright was at his best, and gave the 
people more to think of in his two
lectures than their parsons will be

Spirit ly^s^ges, Spirit Voices, Spirit Control, and 
Spirit Revelations Resulting in Evolving Orthodox 
Churchesr-A Vision of Spirit Visitants Resulted in 

SendW^JVM Into the Arms of The-
* oso^y-i-The Higher Teachings of Advanced Spir

its divinely Profound and Beautiful, Almost 
Perfection Itself—A Statement of Absolute Facts, 
for Spiritualists to Consider. '

hundreds of people into absurd; per
nicious doctrines.

Spiritualists, think of this!, Drop 
the worship of any particular code of 
belief, and band yourselves in connec
tion with your Spiritualism Into ONE 
COMPOSITE BODY OF HUMANITA
RIANS, ever stretching out ybur hands 
to aid some one in the struggle of life 
who is less fortunte than yourself!

Seek the homeless waifs, and those 
.who are handicapped by infirmities, by 
accident, by some malformation, and 
make them comfortable in life! Cast
aside the constant looking for tests,

Look within! Examine THE WITH- enumerate .other visions, ppy.chlc expe- and, BEEK TO DO GOOD HERE, EV
IN very carefully, and analyze the riences and spirit voices, occurring ERYWHERE IN THE DARK COR-
same with painstaking care.

The Glitter of War.
The Boston Transcript claims war is 

losing its glitter; that flags have 
ceased to be known in battle; that the 
French have banished the drum, and 
now there is talk of banishing the 
saber; that war songs grow rarer, and 
wars are too short to generate songs. 
This is one of the most hopeful signs 
of the age In which we live.

Most of the wars In the past, those 
the most sanguinary, had their root In 
religion. The people, falsely taught 
that glory Is won on the battle-field, 
rush headlong into the thickest of the 
strife, and if they survive are laden 
■with the highest honors.

Says the Transcript: “The impres
sion made upon small boys by gor
geous uniforms, gay banners, flashing 
sabers, the throb of the drum and the 
contagious fervor of war songs, made 
them ambitious to revel in scenes of 
blood, and slaughter,. while romance 
cast a glamor over the art of killing.'' 
Charles Dudley Warner said, “even 
they who despise killing 'In plain 
clothes honor killing in fancy dress.”

We recently read a Christian state
ment that the teachings of Jesus 
would end all wars. When and where 
did he denounce, and hold up to hat
red this bloody method of settling na
tional disputes? Was It when he told 
his‘disciples, "If you have no sword, 
sell your garment and buy one”? Or 
was it when he said: "Those mine en
emies which would not that I should 
reign over them, bring 'hither, and 
slay them before me”?—Luke 19:27.

No, no, the quotations represent a 
warrior Jesus, not the..one,who incul
cated peace; for it is a tact there are 
several characters blended in the gos-
pel . teachings of;___________Jesus, find it is the 
bloody one which' should be ellmi-
hated.

‘ CÓL. R.T. VAN HORN.
This venerable octogenarian passed 

through the city last week on his way 
. to Lily Dale—-to which place he makes 
his. annual visit. The Colonel has a 
mattonai reputation, and will be one of 
the most distinguished guests that 
visit that favorite piaci of resort. ‘.

“Death Defeated; or thePsychic Se
cret of How to Keep Young.’’ By J. M. 
Peebles, M. D., M. A, Ph. Dv trice ?1.

able to do in five years. I followed 
with messages.

The auditorium has a capacity of 
between seven and eight hundred. It 
was crowded to the" door,' and I wgB 
told by the. management there were 
fully four hundred people who failed 
to gain admittance.

I have been kindly invited back to 
Pennsylvania towns as soon as open 
dates will permit my return, and in 
the meantime iSvill hold sweet recol
lections of kindness shown me while 
there.

I feel the better for ■ my trip. I 
feel the. exhilarating and stimulating 
influences from the mountainous dis
trict and its good people, and I am 
sure I am going to take sunshine with 
me as I start on my way to Wonewoc 
camp on the morrow.

Brother Francis, I am glad I am 
able to send you a list of subscribers. 
They are'all enthusiasts and will be 
the means of more coming your way.

You have builded better than you 
know, as you are known and appreci
ated everywhere. Many persons have 
spoken to me of The Progressive 
Thinker and your good work, declar-. 
ing yours is the best Spiritualistic pa
per, and they cannot get along with
out it, and that it is growing better 
with each issue, and longing to shake, 
your hand in appreciation. i told' 
them all many good things- of you, 
your good wife and daughter, and of 
your harmonious home under whose 
roof I have spent many a pleasant 
hour, and they are all going to call 
on you when they get as far West as 
Chicago.

Verily, we can say the pen is might
ier than the sword, and you are doing 
a grand work. Do not think this 
flattery', brother Francis, for it is not. 
I am one who believes In. giving 
abundance of flowers while one lives, 
as I have but few to lay upon the 
graves. Thorns now and roses later' 
can never be my motto: -.Life's 
smoothest pathway is rugged enough, 
aqd a kind word or deed never goes 
amiss. Yours for truth and progress,

GEORGIA GLADYS COOLEY.
Chicago, III. ' -

"The Molecular Hypothesis of Na
ture.” By Prof. Wm. M. Lockwood. 
Professor Lockwood is recognized -as 
one of the ablest lecturers on the spir
itual rostrum. In this little volume he 
presents in succinct Torm the substance 
of his lectures on the Molecular Hy
pothesis of Nature; and presents his 
views as demonstrating a scientific ba
sis of Spiritualism. The book is com-' 
mended to all who love to. study and. 
think.. Price, 25 cents. ■

“Spirit Echoes."- By Mattie E. Hull. 
This pretty volume contains fifty-seven 
of the author's latest and choicest po
ems. Neatly bound in cloth, and with 
portrait of the author. Price, 75 cents.

"Longley’s Beautiful Dongs.” A 
new edition comprising In onq volume 

'the four parts heretofore published, 
to which is added part five, also a 
number of the author’s most popular 

-songs, including ''Only a Thin Veil Be- 
| tween Us” and its "Companion Piece.''

Cloth, 76 cents. Boards, 50 cents,

If each religious sect would allow 
that course to be'pursued, nine-tenths 
of their creed-bound tenets would 
vanish. ■ i ..

How long would the Catholic church 
stand, if free criticism were allowed?

IT IS THROUGH THE INSTRU
MENTALITY OF THE SUPPRES
SION OF CRITICISM THAT .ERRORS 
ARE SUSTAINED, MADE VIGOROUS 
AND PROPAGATED.

The tendency, to-day is to find out 
thé EXACT TRUTH, and in so doing 
trusts are shaken, the‘Adulterators of 
food are frightened, and the wrong
doers tremble. .

What is true "In the co.mmercial 
World lit dealing with matters mate
rial, IB ALSO TRUE IN RELATION 
TO THINGS OF A PSYCHIC OR 
SPIRITUAL NATURE.

• It is not enough that one strenu
ously seeks to prevent having his food 
poisoned by infamous adulterations; 
not enough that he tries to prevent 
the sale of beef Infected with tubercu
losis; not enough that he objects to 
having his medicine lose its effects by 
the use of injurious substitutes, but 
he advances beyond all these Into the 
REGION OF THE PSYCHICAL -OR 
SPIRITUAL,' and demands that they 
shall be founded on'the Indestructible 
ROCK OF TRUTH.

The psychical and spiritual, alap! to 
what DIVERSE GOALS they attain by 
different minds;

The notorious Dowie HAD VIS
IONS, HEARD SPIRIT VOICES, and 
through them' as a foundation estab
lished his mágttiflcent church—mag
nificent as to < riches' and members 
only, but abfeurti, intolerant and even 
vicious in some’Tespects.

Joe Smith', too, had REMARKABLE 
VISIONS! AND) PSYCHIC EXPERI
ENCES; he saw angels, heard their 
voices, and; was inspired, and he 
founded the Mormon church, A MON- 
8TROSIT;Y.'JN( MANY RESI’ECTS I

John Wppleygregarded Spirit Return 
as a FIX,^D F^CT, and his religion 
was the ^.pibo^iment of superstition 
and Ignorance,n .

Spirit retufp, visions, messages 
from the"angem and' intercourse with 
tíie dead/’^s a >ÁRT ANÍÍ PARCEL 
OF ROMANISM,.yat see the1 absurdity 
it embódlé’s.1' -'c
' Móliaifiét';hart* his'visions,'Ms inter- 
cdñfse v?ith' atigéls, And’spirit com
munion.'was as .common to him as 
With any-medium, yet'see 'the vast 
number of absurd tenets connected 
with his religion.

In Spiritualism, too, there are mul- 
titudlous visions, psychic experiences. 
Spirit Return and messages from the 
aiigel world, and stop once and an
alyze the DIVERSE TEACHINGS!— 
how wonderfully káleidoscoplc in 
character and manifestations. At times- 
HOW. SUBLIMELY LOVELY, BEAU
TIFUL AND ANGELIC! HOW PRO- 
FOUNDLY PHILOSOPHICAL! HOW 
TRANSCENDENTALLY SOUL-ELE
VATING, Inspiring, uplifting 
AND REFINING!

But here is. a great man—HON- 
LYMAN J. GAGE. He is a profound 
thinker! He is one of the leading 
financiéis of the world. He was at 
one time Secretary of the Treasury, 
and lately' occupied a position, receiv
ing a salary of ?50,000 a year; He 
conversed with spirits through differ
ent mediums. A psychic himself, he 
travels glibly along the PSYCHIC 
AND SPIRITUAL LINES In the ranks 
of Spiritualism with its multitudinous 
diversified teachings, and finally lands 
in the ARMS OF THEOSOPHY!

In Spiritualism, as everyóhe knows 
who haá got common sense to think, 
the teachings vary with the controlling 
spirit, hence- there are statements 
as varied afid '.numerous as there are 
individuals. ■ instead of ONE CULT, 
instead of one-set of principles as a 
foundation, we have as many differ
ent ones alinost as there are religious 
sects, and all. BASED ON VISIONS, 
SPIRIT; MESSAGES, AND PSY
CHICAL EXPERIENCES.

•Mr. Gage .saw this, and so he drifted 
from us—drifted from our mediums— 
drifted from ,-jntich , THAT IS SU
PERBLY GItiNni TRANSCENDENT
ALLY BEAUTIFUL AND DIVINELY 
TRUE, jnfLrqgch .that is not relished' 
by any ^gvanged Spiritualists—drifted 
from all this Realise HE HAD A 
SPIRITUAL VISION, AND IN IT HE 
WAS CÓJÍMÁNDED TO,, GO WITH 
HIS. MIÍXÍON8 to the arms of Theos
ophy, a'Sftlt with one important alm, 
and ond°iet principles embodying 
Universal Brotherhood—humanitarian 
work inl}lts bYbadest conception of 
that terlii! ' tw .

What ñílnk^du of this, advanced 
Spirituals? ns VISIONS, PSYCHIC 
EXPERÉÍNCE8, SPIRIT VOICES 
leading.Obe litre Mr. Gage into Theos
ophy, wittehlrómilllons to expend in its 
behalf, and tedding others to found re
ligious sectp, some of. which are mon
strosities? • . . - . ■ ■. -

What do you say, thinking Spirit
ualists, as to the spirit voices, the vis
ions, and angelic ministrations, that 
ted Joe Smith to found Mormonism, a 
flourishing, poisonous.Upas tree!

Then again, Christianity itself, with 
its hells, its Savior and numerous in
consistencies to founded on angel visi
tation, snirlt niessages, spirit voices 
and spirit influence.

We might gb on Indefinitely and

OUTSIDE OUR RANKS, 'that have led NEBS OF THE EARTH.

BY LYMAN J. GAGE.
Point Loma; Cal., vía San Diego, Cal.—I doubt the wis

dom of making explanation of any kind through the press, 
Life is too short to spend it chasing up sensational or false 
reports, and I have always refused so to act. One must 
rest for defense upon the confidence and respect which 
.one deserves' to enjoy in the minds óf his friends.

However, in response to your courteous suggestion that 
I set right the many inaccurate stories relating to my com
ing to this place In California, my alleged relations to the
osophy, etc., I make this statement once for all.

Finds There the Simple Life.
Having passed my seventieth birthday, I claim the priv

ilege of Withdrawing from the struggles of business life. 
At the end of the school year some time is profitably spent 
In the review of wflat has been studied. In graduating 
from life’s long school term a similar course seems excus
able, if not desirable,

I am trying this life at Point Loma because I have per
sonal friends here; because the climate is most agreeable; 
because it is just outside of the rush and roar of the 
world; because here one can lead the simple life.

Raja Yoga School Interests Him.
Beyond these.reasons there are two Institutions estab

lished-here which to me lend much Interest in the place. 
The first is the United States Military Reservation, with its 
fine system-of harbor-defenses, Its companies of artillery 
men, etc. Th? second is the Raja Yoga school for chil
dren and youths of all ages.

This school was established and is being carried on by 
Katherine Tingley as leader and official head of the Uni
versal Brotherhood and Theosophical Society throughout 
the world. THE SCHOOL EXCITES MY INTEREST, 
AND THE MAGNIFICENT WORK IT IS DOING IN THE 

-DEVELOPMENT OF CLEAN, HEALTHY, WELL EDU
CATED, AND SELF-CONTROLLED YOUNG LIVES STIM
ULATES MY HOPE FOR THE FUTURE OF THE SO
CIETY.

Ponder these thoughts well! Em' 
blazon them on your memories and lei 
your slogan be, HUMANITARIAN
ISM, UNIVERSAL BROTHERHOOD, 
UNIVERSAL SISTERHOOD, . UNI
VERSAL KINDNESS, HONEST ME
DIUMSHIP AND PURE SPIRITUAL
ISM, and place yourselves in touch 
with the unfortunate, and do what 
you can to elevate them, and you can 
redeem the world!

In conclusion, read the following 
from Mr, Gage/ ex-Secretary of the 
Treasury. If you, Spiritualists,. heid^ 
J)een banded together on the ‘ lines 
pointed out in the above, you would 
have gotten probably his millions to 
aid you, and the millions of many oth
ers also.

"That woman; Mme. Tlngjey, knows a few things. That 
is why she has. adopted the name of the ‘Purple.’ That 
means'the.divine. But the kings pf old, who adopted this' 
as the color for kings to wear, knew as much. She IB- 
another Dowie, and has a low plane.

Bible Parables Are Symbols.
There are a few of us in this world who know. There 

are a few In every age. The flood was not a Hood of 
water, but a symbol meaning the flowing of the gray mat
ter of the brain into the body. It signified the first vic
tory Over the animal,' and Noah was the first man who 
learned to breathe the true atmosphere. This is why he 
could not drown. The ministers to-day know nothing of 
the deep meaning of the Bible. They are like the seven 
virgins, with no oil in their lamps, meaning no wisdom ip 
their heads.

I pity Mr. Gage In some ways. He is so near and yet 
going astray. I have followed his mental career for 
years, as I have followed that of many of the great men 
of this country whose names are never mentioned in con
nection with the arts that the world affects to despise but 
knows nothing of."

Interest in Spirituallsni.
Ope of Mr. Gage’s first esoteric interests was Spiritual

ism. An intimate friend of the banker told last night of 
the delight with which Mr. Gage followed this study be
fore the more modern cult of Theosophy was known to the 
world at large. It was rumored among his friends ten 
years ago that Spiritualism was occupying a great deal 
of his attention, and attempts were made to dissuade him 
from it.

Is in Sympathy With Cult.
I am not affiliated except in this friendly way either with 

the military station or the Theosophical Society. 1 am too 
old to enlist in the army and I have pot yet been invited 
to join the Theosophlsts. I would consider it honorable to 
be related to either of them.

No, I am, just living my own life according to my best 
conception of It, and would much enjoy it if I could, be 
left to mind my own business.

Lotus Bud Fight Recalled.
San Diego, Cal., July 8.—It is four years since the Point 

Loma Theosophist colony and its rules, Katherine Tingley, 
purple mother of the Universal Brotherhood, has been so 
conspicuously in the limelight as it is to-day. Four years 
ago Mme. Tingley got all the notoriety and publicity even 
she could desire in New York when the immigration offi
cials at Ellis Island ordered the deportation of eleven 
Cuban children imported for enrollment In the Raja Yoga 
school at Point Loma.

The children, designated by the purple mother as her 
"lotus buds,” were the subject of a tong and bitter fight 
which turned the attention of the country on the Point 
Loma colony and its mysterious customs. Mme. Tingley’s

Gage a Student of Occult.
Mr. Gage was well known, during his residence in Chi

cago to students of the occult and the'“black art.” 
‘ His interest in esoteric matters began in a dramatic way 

in Chicago in 1895. He has been considered a candidate 
for the great World society, unknown and unnamed, which 
waits for Its exponent in the year 2,000, when a -new 
Christ is to come to earth to teach the trjith that the world- 
is not ready to receive now. There was mourning yester
day among the two or three members of this society in Chi
cago when It became known that he had follpwed a new 
and, to them, false god', says the Chicago Tribune.

Vision Comes at Banquet,
While still president of the First National bank, Mr. 

Gage, hard, cold man of money, received a FLASH OF IN
NER VISION WHICH IS SAID TO HAVE CHANGED HIS 
LIFE. IT WAS WHILE HE WAS AT A BANQUET AT 
THE AUDITORIUM HOTEL THAT THE VISION CAME. 
HE SAW A SCENE IN A FAR COUNTRY IN WHICH HIS 
BROTHER, A WESTERN MINE OWNER, WAS THE 
PRINCIPAL FIGURE. HE RECEIVED A DISTINCT IM
PRESSION THAT HIS BROTHER' WAS HOLDING A 
GUN AND THAT THE WEAPON EXPLODED. HE SAW 
HIS BROTHER LYING DEAD IN A LONELY COUNTRY 
ROAD. -

The vision was so vivid that he was disturbed by it, and 
when a few hours later he received word that his brother 
had been killed in the same manner as had appeared to 
him in the dream, he was so impressed that he began to 
study the theories underlying Theosophy.

At that time Thomas Hudson was the great psychic in 
Chicago. He had written books on the subject and taught 
the cult in rooms at Thirty-ninth street and Ellis avenue. 
Mr. Hudson left for the east a tew years later and died 
recently. It was under this man that the banker took up 
the study.

Call Gage a Born Psychic.
In the opinion of Chicago students he was a born psy

chic. HE WAS IN THE HABIT OF RECEIVING 
FLASHES OF SOME INDISTINCT THING THAT WAS' 
GOING TO HAPPpN TO HIM. The “black art,” or the
study of astrology, .was, the next step, and, although 
communicated Indirectly with the leaders in this art, 
also pursued this study in Quiet and was identified with 
organization.

Astrology goes beyond the mathematical calculation

he 
he 
no

of
the influence of the heavenly bodies upon individual and 
national life. It develops, through concentration in the 
study of colors, a great brain power, according to those 
who profess to know. The voices of .the stars, best inter
preted by Zaidkel of London, have lured many of the 
world's' greatest business men, financiers, and thinkers.
— ■ How Study Progressed.

Mr. Gage began with the most humble neophyte in the 
study of the identity of blue and yellow stars. After this, 
it is claimed, comes the' power to conjure out of the black 
unknown the souls of meh in'any port of the world. In 
the opinion of Chicago authorities, Mr. Gage never reached 
that.' spiritual plane .where higher astrology holds-sway. '

"He lotichéælt," said one man, "and saw the beauty 
and wonder of it. Now he has answered the wrong call.

Michigan State Spiritualist Assocla- 
’ tion. ’ V ?

The Michigan State Spiritualist As
sociation-will hold their thirteenth ah- 
nual convention. August 14, to be 
called ImLansing, at 10:30 a. m.

Many of the. societies in the state 
have discontinued their work, for the 
summer, but the camps are putting 
forth extra'efforts in their, work, that 

-all who attend may be paid in better 
'coin than they give. •

May The Progressive Thinker con
tinue Its work, for it is a camp-meet
ing all by itself.

1 ‘RENA D. CHAPMAN, 
Secretary.

career and 
Raja Yoga 
columns of 
country.

her educational theories as practiced at thq 
school were revealed and furnished countless 
news matter for newspapers all over the

Advertised Ideals Arc High.
Whatever shadows there are over the purple mothef’B 

careers her professed ideals are lofty. The universal 
brotherhood which she rules from Point Loma is pledged 
to the amelioration of mankind’s lot. These are the ad
vertised objects:

1. To help men and women to realize the nobility of 
their calling and their true position in life.

2. To educate children of all nations on the broadest 
lines of universal brotherhood and to prepare destitute 
and homeless children to become workers for humanity.

3. To ameliorate the conditions of unfortunate women 
and assist tjiem to a higher life.

4. To assist those who are or have been in prison to es
tablish themselves In honorable positions in life. '

5.
6.

To endeavor to abolish capital punishment.
To bring about a better understanding between the

so-called savage and civilized races by promoting a closer 
and more sympathetic relationship between them.

7. To relieve human suffering resulting from flood, 
famine, war, and other calamities.

For beauty of location and surroundings the home of 
the Point Loma colony, where Lyman J. Gage will lead 
the simple life. Is unsurpassed. Point Loma has long 
been regarded as one of the famed beauty spots of the 
World. Even before it became the international headquar
ters of the Theosophlsts it was one of the most visited 
parts of southern California.

Other Millionaires Join the Movement.
The announcement that former Secretary of the Treas

ury Lyman J. Gage has espoused thp cause of theosophy 
and that he has given up a position at $50,000 a year to 
enter the colony at Point Loma, Cal., has given rise to
day to a report that other Chicago millionaires are prepar
ing to follow Mr. Gage’s example.

The noted financier will be made a member of the coun
cil of twelve which Mme. Tingley appoints to govern the 
cult. Mr. Gage is the second millionaire whom Mrs. 
Tingley has converted to the theory of transmigration of 
soul. ■ • ■

Several years ago A. G. Spalding, manufacturer of sport
ing goods and a millionaire,, was taken into the colony, 
which is called the Universal Brotherhood. He occupies 
the handsomest residence In Point Loma and is one of the 
leaders of the cult, contributing liberally to the financial 
support of all of Mme. Tingley’s projects.

Strange customs are said to mark the conduct of Kath
erine Tingley’s colony. Some of the queerest are as fol
lows:

In the performance of religious observances the men 
and women wear cheese cloth robes patterned after the 
garb of the Greeks and Romans.

The colonists gather at sunrise on ground designated sa
cred, and facing the' sun listen to the reading of extracts 
from a book called “The Ghita.”

Katherine Tingley has a dog, “Spot,” which she claims 
contains the soul of a former leader of the cult, William 
Q. Judge. The dog is,guarded as though sacred. It has 
several suits of clothes.—Chicago American.

/

THE MISSION OF SPIRITUALISM.

It Hub Come to Spiritualize qjl Hu
manity. •

' Spiritualism, as I see It, has come to 
spiritualize all humanity by the law 
of spiritual evolution, and we as 
Spiritualists are' wading through the 
fog-banks of a false Christianity, and 
the. only true light that I have yet 
found on my pilgrim journey that I 
could safely rely on, is the light of my 
own unfolded spirit.

Christians of all denominations 
have been, drawing the attention of 
humanity away from themselves to an 
outside God, and an outside Savior,

whlch they have made out of their own 
undeveloped minds hence their angry 
God and quarreling creeds.

Spiritualism has come to unfold-the 
¿noral and spiritual natures, and make 
a better God of Love, so the feminine 
-qualities of divinity can be manifested 
on. earth to counteract the man-made 
gods’ anger, bo love and wisdom can 
walk’ hand- in hand • up the golden 
stairs of spiritual progression, onto 
the pjane of Spiritual light and life, 
above thé plane of anlmaT senses, 
where all the man-made gods' and sav
iors are made; this is the,mission of 
Spiritualism—to unfold thé spiritual 
light In each one—and then go by that 
light; that light Is humanity’s savior.

VC. DOANE.
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“In what sense have our Innocent, children inherited-

hands over the head of Henery Beach.
writer was compelled to stop his work and gasp

the

the

■v :

globe, 
it be?

Beach, 
world.

ture, 
wife.

■father?” 
motten”

Wife, kind, loving, and true mother, sank beneath 
burden. ,

“One evening, some months after'the disaster in

act in harmony withrour p^an of developing the people and 
elevating them to a higher plane of thought-and activity.

In the early part thid Evening you jvere reading a part

A sound emanated from that point. What could 
It was like the concentrated groan of an oppressed

much exhausted, and with painful effort the message 
been completed. When the speaker’s voice became 
and tremulous my giude made rapid passes with

with you. Good-bye. 
grave.

ö
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Hhb tbe Wonberful Urutb It IRevealeb in 
tesato to tbe Spirit Wrlb-Bç C. f. Cole

of the stove, I saw a piece of ‘Anthracite 
Coal.’ There was nothing peculiar in 
the shape or dimensions, and certainly 
nothing, phenomenal in its being there 
at this time. . , . While regarding with 
increased interest this singular manifes
tation a peculiar thing occurred: . . . A 
dense vapor enveloped the piece of coal, 
extending at first only a few inches be
yond its surface, but rapidly expanded to 
a vast extent. ... In the center of this 
sphere was a spot that seemed more 
dense and dark than any other part of 
this red globe. A sound emanated from 
that point. What could'it be? It was 
like the concentrated groan of an op
pressed people—a babel of tongues.’

the curse of- poverty and ignorance,, which brands them as 
serfs, to wear the chains of mental and moral bondage?”

"As loyal American citizens we are entitled to the legal 
benefits of honest labor, and .we demand those benefits— 
not by the thrust of sword or bayonet, but by the author
ity of the Constitution of the United States, and the clear 
judgment of all the honorable men and loyal people of opr 
great invincible nation^”

The voices ceased, and the central portion of the red 
globe assumed a still darker hue. Occasional flashes of 
white light déclared the fact that a definite form was be
ing outlined—the form of a man.

Though indistinct at first, his form and features soon 
became quite plain to view.

He was clad in the robe of very dark blue color, which 
reached to his feet that were encased in a kind of sandal-
shoe. About his waist the robe was bound by yellow 
girdle, and an anchor worked in yellow on the. left sleeve : 
with the words, “Hope is Eternal," below it,

He wore close-fitting under-garments of the same color. 
The robe had a hood which hung from the shoulders 
which could be used to cover the head .and. face,

He was a tail, majestlc-lookiug man. His completion 
was that of an American miner when in the mortal state.
I had discovered that he was p spirit, and the manifesta
tions of the evening were now plain to me. ...

He seemed to be a man about thirty years of age. His 
features were straight and finely molded. His eyes were 
large, dark and soft as those” of a woman, yet with a latent 
fire of passion in their depths which was controlled by the 
powers of a well-trained v(lll. »

I could easily believe that he bad been a-man of strong 
Individuality. A short, silky black beard covered his 
cheeks and chin, and his soft wavy black hair hung some
what long upon his shoulders. His figure was tall and 
powerful, yet had suppleness and grace. He seemed like 
one who had authority vested in him. That he had inter
est in the welfare of the miners on strike was soon made 
plain to me.

I felt as though I could read his thoughts. He wielded 
great influence over the mental forces at work in that con
test of true manly principle against greed and cruelty.

He, with ail his spirit friends, and they are many, stood 
opposed to physical force. He applied mental and: moral- 

'energies to meet the rising tide of lust for ill-gotten 
wealth.

I was drawn near to this strange1 being who seemed to 
i stand in the central part of the red sphere. He occupied 
what seemed like a little mound or rise of ground on the' 
broken surface of the valley. On closer observation the 
mound or plateau proved to be an>enormous piece of an
thracite coal, half submerged In fragments of coal and. 
rock.

As I approached the spot where he stood, he turned to
ward me, extending bis hand, saying, with a voice full of 
kindness, “Fear not, friend, you are In no danger of In
jury while in my company. You have been directed to

“Musing while the fire burned." The genial warmth of 
the “coal” stove created a pleasant atmosphere in our 
little sitting-room. The light of thé shaded lamp fell in 
mellow rays upon the columns of the dally paper, which 
were being scanned with interest in search of news from 
the coal fields, which were the center of public concern 
at that time.

While thus intently reading a part of President Fahy's 
speech, delivered In Boston, October 12, 1902, wherein he 
spoke somewhat in detail relative to the death of "Henery 
Beach” and his comrades, I became absorbed in thought 
bearing upon the message left by the dying miner.

Glancing from the page as though attracted by an ob
ject lying at the base and in the shadow of the stove, 1 saw 
a small piece of "Anthrafeite Coal.”

There was nothing peculiar in its shape or dimensions, 
and certainty nothing phenomenal in its being there at 
this time, because it was a small part of. our last season s 
supply—later in the season it might have been deemed re
markable.

' Though in the deep shade It was quite plain to my view, 
and my attention became firmly fixed upon it by a peculiar 
light which radiated from its shining facets. In the light 
of the reading lamp it sparkled and glowed with the natu
ral lustre of the pure anthracite diamond, while in the 
shadow there was another and distinct color of Its rays 
that fascinated and held my attention. All the natural 
rayé as viewed in the fight of the lamp were merged Into 
one of glowing red when seen In the shadow.

Looking at it intently, I perceived the color deepen -un
til it burned and glowed with the sanguine hhe of the 
ruby. What did this strange manifestation mean? Was 
J dreaming? Surely not!

There sat my wife, serene and happy, in the laudable 
occupation of making a "patchwork” quilt for our grand
son, a young gentleman of two summers, who was in the 
full enjoyment of the family's "great expectation” of be- 
fiig a very “promising” young man. The ' rôam was 
quiet, save for the regular tick of the clock, which, like 
¿aptain Cuttle’s watch, if “set for’ard ten' minutes in the 
forenoon, and fifteen in the arternoan. will keep .'time

come here by the same forces which sustain me while I so- , 
journ among the oppressed mortals of this region.”

I took the extended hand as I would have saluted an 
old acquaintance. My fears had vanished and his genial 
smile, though somewhat sad, reassured me. When he 
grasped my hand with friendly pressure, a thrill like an 
electric shock seemed to penetrate my brain and nerves. 
Moving a few paces from where we joined hands he led me 
to a seat, a piece of coal about the size of a bushel basket; 
then seating himself on another-close by, in deep tones, 
yet sweet and manly voice, with eyes beaming with the 
light of love to suffering humanity,,he aald:

“Doubtless, you have ere this discovered that I am hot 
a” mortal man? Nay! my friend, I am an immortal 
spirit. I passed to spirit life many years ago. I was a 
miner in this region, and was born to earth-life amid those 
rugged hills. My, boyhood and early manhood was spent 
In the anthracite mines. My. name was Henery Beach.

"An accident occurred In the mine which caused an im
passible barrier to our escape, and one by one, after suf
fering the tortures of starvation, left our emaciated bodies 
In a dark cavern that was opened several weeks after we 
passed from It to spirit life. '

“Fourteen brave and stalwart miners, all young men 
in the prime of mortal manhood, perished like caged ani
mals. Many of those men were married, and bright little 
children were left to battle alone with the.hardships of a 
miner’s lot.

"Long days and dreary nights, mothers and-, children 
waited and hoped for our rescue and return, but like thou
sands of others who have met a like fate since that dark 
day, we did not return to greet.out1 loved ones in our,mor
tal bordies.

.1 had a wife and two small child^n, Henery and Alice, 
named after ourselves. We had given our Christian names 
to our little boy and girl—that and our earnest prayers to 
God for their protection and blessing, is about all that the- 
average miner has to bestow upon his children. .

“I was thirty-five years old at the time of niy passing to 
spirit life. We had lived in a small cottage belonging to 

- the owner of the mine. My wife was employed in the silk 
mills, while our little boy and girl, aged one and .three 
years, were‘left to the care of an aged widow who earned 
her living among us by caring for the little ones while the 
mothers were at the mills.

"But the shock received at- my death impaired her 
1 health. This prevented her from working at the mill, 
i and poverty stood at the door of her rented cottage. My

reg’lar ” The lamp burned brightly—my nerves were 
"steady”—eyesight normal, yet in. the shadow, at the 
base of the coal stove, that piece of anthracite sent forth 
a light that was red—red like the life blood of mortal 
man..
' What did this strange phenomenon portray? I took it 

in my hand, held it to the light; it was simply a small 
piece of hard coal. The sanguine color had disappeared. 
Well, I had been mistaken—an optical delusion. Perhaps 
it was the effect of the coffee (?) I drank for breakfast. If 
Bd, In future we will use Postum Cereal.

However, I tossed it back to Its place in the shadow, 
when lo, it burned with greater Intensity of redness 
than before.

While regarding with increasing interest this singular 
manifestation, a peculiar thing occurred, and I was drawn 
by some strange and unseen force to follow, and note the 
changes and events which took place. »

A dense vapor enveloped the piece of coal, extending at 
first only a few Inches beyond its surface, but rapidly ex
panded to a vast extent.

’This globe-like cloud was illumined by the red light. 
It widened and expanded until It seemed to fill all space 
•—a vast sphere of dense red vapor.

I When my vision became accustomed to this strange 
| scene, I discovered that the sphere of vapor enclosed wlth- 
i in its compass a vast territory, whose surface was abruptly, 
i broken by lofty, rugged mountains, deep and wooded 
/vales, broad and rapid rivers, extensive forests, many rall- 
' roads and canals, furnaces and factories, cities, towns, and 
villages, hundreds of thousands of people, men, women,- 
and children, all moving restless and discontented, all un
employed, all clearly visible within the red glow which II-

■ lumined the strange and weird scene.
’ In the center of this sphere was a spot that seemed 

more dense and dark than any other part of this red

and suffering people—a babel of tongues; some were from 
foreign lands; others were to the “manor born.” -

I heard the vibrating tones of deep anguish voiced by the 
pale lips of suffering mothers; the wallings of 'suffering 
childhood; the trembling voices of the aged and infifm!

But above all could be heard a deep far-reaching sound 
—not in the shrill note of passion; not the boisterous 
threatenings of the lawless; not the hissing of vengeance 
that precedes the whirlwind of revolution and .blood,- 
which in the ages past so often chilled the life-current Of 
the oppressor.

It was not the ribald jest of the anarchist who spurns 
all governments and despises all who represent law and 
order. No! The sound th^t came from the heart of the 
red sphere was not in accord with the foregoing. I lis
tened intently and gathered a few facts through this sin
gular medium of information.

The deep voice in the red sphere might have lacked the 
-classic polish of that heard in an “after dinner speech” at 
the banquet of wealth and greed, but the principles voiced 
/were worthy of notice by all who seek the welfare of the 
nation. <

"As a class of American citizens, the remuneration for 
our labor in the anthacite coal mines is not sufficient to 
feed, clothe, and educate our children.”

"Are not our children as dear to us, the miners, as the 
children of the owiners of mines are dear to them?” ,

: “Is.it possible for us as a people, as a special class in 
rthe great coal industry of this country, to provide a home 
-for old age and Infirmity, with the Income of one dollar a 
day for the year of two hundred and’eighteen days?” 4

"Are not our children driven from the common-school 
room, into the darkness and toil-of the mines,. ,and 
thence into the avenue of ignorance and brutality, and 
branded, Cain-like, with the mark of gross illiteracy?”

"Whose hand shapes the destiny of our children and 
drives them like a herd of animals to seek sustenance in

- the dark and-nolsomo mines, without an opportunity to de
veloped their moral and intellectual forces?”

; “The misguided and short-sighted capitalist, whose bet
ter nature has been blinded; the eyes of their souls are 

mine when so many homes were made- darkey and more 
dismal than usual, my wife kissed her fatherless babes— 
Henery, three years, and our little Alice, one year old, -and 
closed her eyes upon the scenes of earth-life with its 
murky atmosphere of poverty and toil to the miner.

"But time sped onward, and my noble-hearted boy, 
Henery, grew to man's estate, and became a skilled work-
man. Our little Alice was cared for by kind friends till 
she was old enough to work at the silk mills. .In-due time 
she married an industrious miner, and has- quite a com
fortable home, with a'bright little group of . children, 
happy in their unconsciousnessof the true condition, which 
surrounds their lives. .

."The knowledge of these facts Is a great comfort to us, 
though in spirit life we often enter their cottage; and lis
ten to the expression of their hopes and fears.

; "I wish to impress upon your mind’the fact, for fafit it 
Is of thé utmost Import, that thé spirit world is deeply in- 
terested'In the progress of.thg people in earth-life.' :

. "The spirit forces are suggesting through, those whom 
they can impress with the thought oLbetter conditions for 
the laboring class, that the social and domestic environ
ments may be Improved. First, by giving labor , more 
profits on their products, and shorter hours of labor, thus 
giving more time for mental improvement; that capital 
and labor should be mutual friends instead of openly' de
clared, enemies, .as seen in many cases in the past?
. “The'sympathies of the sifirlt Wbr^^ drawn towards 
the ’working class of all branches of industry,, because they 
are more exposed to the hardships of earth-life.

“Doubtless you have observed that the features ,o£ this 
great strike among the miners are not so distorted by 
hatred and violence as those preceding it. The reason.is 
plain to all who have investigated the subject of spirit 
communication.

"Where we find mortals who are In4sympathy with the 
suffering work-people, we are attracted to their thought- 
atmosphere,- and if they are susceptible to our impres-

of President Fahy'sppeeKil. When you read the account 
of the disaster of last summer, as related'by.Mr. Fahy, you 
were greatly affected byflhe tragic end of those hapless 
miners shut up in that gasjpolsoned entry.

“You attempted tb read to your wife the message that 
was written to therjfyife(§nd children of Henery Beach. 
You desired to let her know of the horrible disaster, but 
you could not contJJl ypjfr speech to do so.

directions for the repose of the bodies of the wounded 
men.,

He spoke of the ijossibility of a rescuing party, but told 
his comrades plainly that their chance of rescue was very 
slight. With broken accents he told .thejn that his father 
met death in the mines under similar circumstances. “I 
was a child,” he said, “when it took place, but have often 
heard of the dread explosion which cut off retreat from the 
party who escaped Instant death. There were; fourteen 
of tiiem,- and all perished, in an "entry like this. Com
rades, I feel a strange influence around me. I feel as 
though my father and mother were near me at this mo
ment. Yet, how can that be. Both have been dead for 
long years! Our good old pastor told us last Bunday 
week, that the spirits of good people do not return to 
earth after death, but are with Jesus, their Savior. What 
is that light yonder in the passage? How beautiful it 
shines in the darkness. It is unlike a miner's lamp."

But the half-dead miners did not see the light that en
tered the soul-eyes of Henery Beach at that moment, and 
paid little heed to-his remark.

"I feel,” said Henery Beach, “as though I would like to 
tell piy wife and ‘¿hildren of the condition in which we are 
placed;“but- how cun I de so, seeing that I cannot write?”

On the left flank of the half circle sat a man of some 
thirty years of age:—stalwart, rugged and brave. His 
name was Abel Thompson, a life-long friend, of Henery

“That sympathetic thought wave touched, me, because 
Henery Beach .was my son,, aqd I came to you quick as the 
flush of light. ?"

“You will rememj>er that, some one had said through 
the press—you read,it;.this evening, that ‘every.piece of, 
anthracite coal is stajnçd with blood.’ While this state
ment. is highly flguratiye, yet it is true, that a thousand 
men are slain every year in the anthracite regions, while 
many thousands are .maimed, and some made helpless 
cripples for life, i '- \ . . ....’ Y
x “Blood upon-the coafi that,- warms this, our quiet room?. 
This quotation led you to thinking. ’ I saw the opportunity 
of leading you more fully into the merits of our cause by 
projecting a chemical essence upon the'bit of coal under 
your stove, and caused it1 to emit a red glow as though it 
was consuming the life-blood of mortal men. - ,

"By^the exercise of1 my will power, developed since I 
passed to the spirit realm, I caused you to be clairvoyant, 
though in a very limited extent, because as yet you are un
developed in that priceless gift. You beheld the red 
mist which embraced withip Its scope the coal' fields and 
the vast appliances for the conducting of the mighty in
dustry..

“Now I wish you to. follow me, without fear or falter
ing, and I will, lead yo,u to a .scene that the recital alone 
has moved the hearts of thousands to sympathies .with. our. 
cause of the principles uif equity, against the decrees of 
greed and cruelty." ;

He arose with the grace and dignity of Mother Nature's 

His parents were dead; he was alone in the
He lifted his heavy eyes, weighted with the pois

oned atmosphere, and turned to Herey Beach, whose 
eyes were fixed upon him, and said in a low tone: "Henery,

best beloved son, and; with kindly voice said to me, 
“Come!”

I followed this peerless man, this kind and loving 
spirit guide, and we approached the opep shaft of a coal 
mine. We descended hundreds of feet into the earth, not 
in the cage worked by steam: power,, butl by the action-of 
his will we reached the lower levels of the mine, the 
stratum from which' my piece of Anthracite coal ha'd been 
taken.

The red glare' had faded from my view; a beautiful light 
surrounded my giudq;' tfie blending of the aural bands 
blazed and flashed In all the splendors of the rainbow.

The dark caverns seemed transformed Into fairy pal
aces of unspeakable beauty, and dull blocks of coal flashed 
like the moonstone; yet the entire region seemed desert
ed. and the stillnesspf the tomb reigned suprme. Not 
a plek or hammer WK heard. We moved along the cor
ridors rapidly, and In silence.

My guide was some few feet in advance. The light pro
duced a beautiful effect oh the scene without, and quieted 
all my fears wlthirtr Myi guide, Henry Beach, Senior, 
seemed to glide alotig th4>path without an effort; it was 
the action of his wlli-powtfr.

I did not dare toTspeak7to my guide, though not In
structed to keep sile&t. ' * Vet I was anxious to know where 
we were going, and 5br what purpose I had been led into 
the heart of this flinty mi'fib. But I kept close to him lest 
I’should be lostii^e dirkness of this awful pit if I lost 
sight of . yhl^.deeply pondering the possibilities of 
Bpipe mj^hapr-my^gu^e^^lted, arid tu'rned 'towards me in 
the attitude of one' list$^tig.. He, ¿id “riot look directly 
at me, but beyond >ijd}gr«k J-stood seemed.to be the point 
that attracted his w^ole, attention.

A crashing, de.ep„ rolling-, souqd like heavy thunder, 
shook the overhanging projections of coal and slate
rock.- • Some portions fell at our feet with,startling effect 
on me, but my guide stood calm and unmoved by the fall-- 
Ing debris.

In a few moments lights flashed from an angle in the 
passage way; then I saw a party of seven men—they were 
minere—coming rapidly toward us. Two were being-car
ried by their comrades; An accident had occurred, and 
they were being borne to-a place of safety, In a helpless 
condition. :

As the lamps of the approaching party shed this light 
upon‘the scene, the aurii-bands of my guide diminished to 
a mere point, and weSvere unheeded by the party as they 
hurried past ns; although within a few feet of them they 
did not recognize our presence.

As they passed neartihere I stood, I saw that two of the 
number .were seriously' injured. They were unconscious 
and blood streamed from many cuts and gashes on their 
bodies and faces; they were dying from injuries received 
a few minutes previous.

They passed forward sis though in search of some place 
of safety, or possible escape. My guide joined them, and 
I kept close, to him, but we .seemed Invisible to them, al
though within reach of their hands, and in the full light 
of their lamps. They made hasty retreat to what is called 
an “entry,” a narrow passage-way with a heading across 
it. They sought this place because the air was purer, 
but escape was Impossible beyond this fatal barrier.

The wounded men soon ceased to breathe, and their 
free spirits passed out from the horrors that awaited those 
who had escaped toe explosion which had proved fatal to 
a great number. ; .

The awful scene—the foul air—the certainly of death to 
the whole party filled- my soul with unspeakable anguish, 
yet I did hot realize, that any danger attached itself to me. 
As I stood among them in the deadly atmosphere, though 
it did not affect me,-my guide drew near and touched me 
bn the shoulder. He-bid not speak, but his mild and 
searching eyes seemfed to penetrate my entire being.

I plainly felt his personal influence. By intuition I felt 
his silent thoughts - Which were’ sounding in my brain in 
these words: "Let this scene of tortlire and death—-a com
mon occurrence in the coal mines—impress itself upon 
your mind, and remeinber the dangers, sufferings arid sor
rows attending the daily life of the long neglected’and 
cruelly abused-mlribrJ” -

' The air to the dpBtnetf'&en was laden with poisonous 
gas. The 'Iamps l>iiftiedT&imly as the- sands of their life 
ran rapidly away. fiscaHqjwas. impossible. That 'was.the 
hour-that tested their iruiilhood. There ip the uncertain 
ligfit, their heads fe®hgfragments of coal, .whlph was 
drenched by their i^-bi^jd which flowed f^om Mortal 
wounds, lay their dj^d goprades; they, too,1 Would soon 
cease to breathe, -jj ¡j,- •

They gathered arp^nd; ¡the dead. Seated . in -a ■ half 
circle, they looked wistfully into their cold, still faces— 
they spoke of kind”.,wor<jg and noble, deeds which distin
guished the dead. men.: ■ j^lth subdued voices they ex
pressed hopes that ttep;wj#>ws and children of their dead 
comrades'might be csred>rfor by their relatives.'.

Then the air grew idansCh deadly. This aroused some of 
them to think of their own homes and friends. Their 
manly hearts yearned for their wives and little ones at 
home. Home? Yea! It was home to them, though an 
humble cottage, poorly furnished. It .was home to the. 
miner. A few cheap'- prints adorned the low walls. ’ No 
bright toys or picture stories were in the hands of their 
children, who were thinly clad and poorly fed, yet with the 
.hope of better times, so often predicted by the patient 
wife and mother who "waited with anxious care the return 
of husband and son at the close of each eventful day; it 
was home to the miner. ' - . ■■
. Among this band of fioomed men one seemed to be the 
leader. He conducted, the-party to the "e.ntry” and gav<
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I will write your message, but we must do it at once. The 
air thickens."

. “Let me see. I have an old pocket calendar here; this 
will do, but where is my pencil?”

After some time searching in his pockete, a stub of a 
lead pencil was found, and he proceeded to write, saying, 
“Now, Henery, what do you want to say?”

At this moment my guide stepped forward to the cen
ter of the group, casting his eyes upon them as though 
about to ask them a question. The two men did.not no
tice the act; he seemed. Invisible to all except myself; 
neither did they recognize my presence ampng them.

Abel Thompson sat ready* to write from the dictation of 
Henery Beach, under-the caption of, “Written for Henery 

.Beach, by a friend."
Yea! a friend who died with him as soon as the kindly 

office was performed.
Henery Beach could not write. Though noble-hearted, 

manly and brave, he could not write.
He had faced the dangers of the coal mines for all the 

years of his life, and like a true hero, died in one of its 
polsonons dungeons.

This “manly man” had written upon the sensitive tab
lets of his loyal soul a diploma of the highest order which 
could be Inscribed by the sharp stylus of our Mother Na-
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which enrich a nation and exalt manhood. ,
The sturdy hands of Hepery Beach were skilled In tbe 

use of giant powder, dynamite, pick and crow-bar, but hts 
vocation, as the son of a miner, prevented him from learn
ing the use of pen or pencil—our dying brother could not 
write! But let us read what he dictated to his friend, 
even with his last breath. When it was set down, both

: the dictator and scribe passed to the realm of spirit life, 
where tbelr manty souls will expand in the plane of eter
nal progression.

Ak this stage of the tragedy my guide drew near, and 
placed his hand upon the head of Henery Beach, and in 
deep.gnd tender accents murmured: "My son, have cour
age a.few moments longer. Say to your friend what you 
desire written.” The’following message, with painful et-
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fort, was written:
“Praying for air, dear Alice (a daughter). Do the best 

you can. I am going to rest. Good-bye, little Ellen (his 
wife'); good bye for us both (himself and son Albert). Do 
the best you can for the children.. We are all praying for 
air to support us, but it is getting bad here without it.

"Howard, Albert (dying with his father) says you are to 
wear his shoes and clothing. It is now two o'clock, Mon
day. Ellen, I want you to live right and come to heaven. 
Raise the children the best you can. O! how 1 wish to be
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Bury me and Albert In the same

“My little Eddie, good-bye. Ellen, good-bye, and 
Lilly, good-bye. Jimmie, good-bye. Horace, good-bye.

“It is now twenty-five minutes past two o’clock. There 
are a few of us yet alive. 0 God! for one breath!

“Ellen, remember me as long as you live. Good-bye, 
darling. Remember your loving husband,

"HENERY BEACH.”
One by one the miners in their deep dungeon died for 

want of pure air. "Their lamps expired, too, in the foul at
mosphere. The last one to pass away was Henery Beach, 
and I will attempt to describe the events which transpired 
during his passage from the mortal to the immortal plane 
of existence.

During the writing of the message, my guide stood 
close to Henery Beach and his friend. Both were very
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breath. Then my guide made passes over him; and he 
would resume his painful task.- But when the message 
was completed, the writer turned his face toward the dead 
miners, whose heads rested upon the rude fragments of 
coal and rock; then extending his hand, with the whis
pered words, “Good-bye, friend Beqch,” he fell forward 
lifeless among his dead comrades.

Albert Beach had been dead some twenty minutes. By 
this tlriie the lamps had all gone out, the foul air had ex
tinguished them. Henery Beach moved a little to the 
right where Albert lay dead, and sank upon the ground, 
gasping for breath. In a moment I saw a faint light sur
rounding' the upper portion of his body. It seemed:to 
center at his chest, the region of his heart. He breathed 
heavily, and called for Ellen, little Jimmie, then for Alice. 
I knew he was dying. - My gaze was intently fixed upon his 
pale; face. . •
. The.chest and head became luminous. I saw the- 
stiffening of the limbs and arms. The eyes were open 
arid fixed, as though looting upon some well-known 
friend. The face .was calm, and lit up’with a joyous ex
pectancy. I heard Mm say In steady accents, “Is that you,
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tion and originality. With portrait 
Price JL

POEMS OF PLEASURE 
By Ella Wheeler Wilcox.

This charming collection comprises 
many of the best poetic creations of the 
author. Embellished with portrait 
Presentation edition. Price $1.

MAURINE AND OTHER POEMS.
By Ella Wheeler Wilcox

An Ideal poem about as true and lov
able a woman as ever poet created. 
With portrait of author. Price $1.

Them in a moment he said, ' “There is my 
Then the head of Henery Beach became in”

tenkely luminous. In its . light I could see my guide who 
stbod'close to the prostrate form of his son. In a few mo-

; ments I saw what seemed to be the counterpart of Henery 
Beach; ‘first the head rising from, the dying form, then 
the shoulders, chest, arms, body, limbs and feet, and rose 
some five feet above the body stretched upon the ground.

This luminous-form, was the exact counterpart pf 
Henery Beach; a little smaller, but bore a ruddy and 
healthy appearance. ■ It rose steadily above the body. It 
was transparent; I could see objects through it. ■ This as
tonished me beyond expression. This counterpart of the 
prostrate man rose, higher, and floated above the-form of 
Henery Beach, j A bright, magnetic ray connected the two 
bodies. This connecting bond began to diminish in size, 
and color, when m convulsive movement of the body 
seemed to break this.ray, of light; then the counterpart,-or 
the spirit of Henery Beach, stood before me, independent 
□f his mortal body, which lay cold and lifeless on the' 
jround among the other dead. My guide approached the

‘ , (Continued-on page 7.) .

AROUND THE YEAR WITH ELLA 
WHEELER WILCOX.

A birthday book compiled by Ella 
Giles Ruddy, from the poetical and 
prose writings of Ella Wheeler Wilcox. 
It epitomizes her inspiring optimises 
philosophy with an apposite quotation 
for each day in the year. With author’s 
portrait, and halftone illustrations 
prefacing each month. Cloth, price, $1.

KINGDOM Ob LOVE AND OTHER 
POEMS.

By Ella Wheeler Wilcox.
A. magnificent collection of poemi 

suitable for recitations and readings, 
true to the very best there is in human 
nature. Presentation edition, dark red 
cloth, |L

INDUCE .
Your Neighbor to Subscribe for The 

Progressive Thinker.
Now is the time to extend the circula» 

üon of The Progressée TMnker. il 
will contain Occult and Splrituallstlo 
bows with which every one ahonldbe 
familiar. No other paper published on 
thio earth contains such a vast amount 
of matter so well aditnUd to cnrtcli the 
alud. Scud in a subscrlptIun*no.A

&



July 21, 1908.

MASSED TO SPIRIT LIFE, LOW RATES TO LILY DALIS.

Sunday, July 22,1 OOO: ‘’Lpynlty.1

TOPIC FOB TH® PROGRESSIVE TAKE CAREFUL NOTICE.
LYCEUM? ' ” »-LSc.

The Spiritualistic Field—Its Workers, Its Work, 
and General Progress, the World Over.

Gem of Thought— 1
First set thy aims and hopes so high 
That strength and toil ’twill take 
To rise with steady stride. 
With naught of Soul denied,— 
To firmly set., thy stake, 
Unconquered victor ne’er to die.

Transportatibirto Clintoii Camp, Iowa, 
it’ll -rf-l—T • • .

The management of, the. M. V. S. A, 
desire to cap the,attention of Snlrlt- 
qaliste and btherd to thç exceedingly: 
favorable ratëi gi'auted by. the West
ern. PassengtJr Association railroad 
Unes to visUjOjrs t# our coming camp- 
meeting session, extending from July 
■29 to August“iiC, fiiilusive.

'The fare ■Will l]b one and one-third

CONTRIBUTORS.—Each contributor I AS A GENERAL RULE, IN THIS 
is alone responsible for any assertions ' OFFICE WE PAY NO ATTENTION TO 
or statements lie may make. The editor 
allows this freedom of expression, be
lieving that the cause ot truth can be
best subserved thereby. Many of the 
lentlments uttered tn an article may he 
diametrically opposed to his belief, yet 
that is no reason why they should be 
suppressed; yet we wish it distinctly 
undeistood that our space is made- 

.quate to publish everything that comes 
to hand, however much we might desire 
10 do so. That must account for tne 
non-appearance of YOUR article.

WRITE PLAINLY«—We would like 
to impress upon the minds of our corre
spondents that The ProgressiveThlnker 
is set up on a Linotype machine that 
must make speed equal to about four 
compositors. That means rapid work, 
and it Ib essential that all copy, to in
sure insertion In the paper, all other re
quirements being favorable, should be 
written plainly with ink on. white, 
paper, or with a typewriter, and only on 
one side of the paper. Please bear this 
In mind.

IT EM 8.— Bear in mind that items for 
the General Survey will in all cases be 
adjusted to the space we have to occu
py, and Jn order to do that they will 
generally have to be abridged more or 
less; otherwise many items would be 
crowded out. Sometimes a thirty-line 
item is cut down to ten lines, and ten 
lines to two Unes, as occasion may re
quire.

TAKE DUE NOTICE, that all Itemi} 
for this page must be accompanied by 
the fulpname and address of the writer. 
It will not do to say that Secretary or 
Correspondent writes so and so, with
out giving the full name and address of 
the writer. The items of those who do 
not comply with this request will be’ 
cast into the waste basket.

KEEP COPIES of your poems Bent to 
this office, for they will not be returned 
if we have not space to use them.

ANONYMOUS' COMMUNICATIONS. 
THE NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE 
writer should accompany all 
matter, of whatever kind, 
SENT TO THIS OFFICE.

r

will be at Winfield, Kansas. He 
also be at the Clinton Camp. 
Hoffman has a large following in 
Moines,

THIS GENERAL SURVEY DEPART
MENT IS ONLY INTENDED TO 
CHRONICLE THE ENGAGEMENTS 
AND WORK OF SPEAKERS AND ME
DIUMS. A REPORT OF WHAT THE 
VARIOUS SPEAKERS SAY WILL 
NOT BE PUBLISHED, AS WE HAVE 
NOT SPACE SUFFICIENT FOR THAT 
PURPOSE.

Max Hoffman, test medium and lec
turer, has closed his meetings in Des 
Moines, Iowa, during the summer, for 
the purpose of filling other engage
ments In various parts of the country. 
He will be at the Ottawa Camp from 
August 17 to August 24. From the 
25th of August until September 2, he

will 
Mr. 
Des

Wanted—Information concerning
George L. Wood, a slate writing medi
um who operated in Minneapolis, 
Minn., about twenty years ago, and a 
little later In Portland, Oregon, and 

■ other places on-the Pacific Goast. Any 
Information concerning his wherea
bouts at the present time will be 
thankfully received. E. T. Jahr, 1163 
Colorado avenue, Chicago/ Ill.

Mrs. Clara Wagner writes: “I hold 
a meeting once a week at different 
homes, and hope that before long we. 
can have a lyceum again; at present- 
it is not convenient.' On July 16, I 
will hold meetings at Hicksville, Ohio, 
for the society there. The bible is 
my text hook, tor it is a favorite book 
with me, to remind people of the medi
ums in that age.” ,

F. M. H. writes: “The Earnest 
Workers Spiritual Society of Detroit, 
Mich., after a very prosperous and 
successful season financially and spir
itually, closed their meetings (at 333 
Michigan avenue) on Sunday evening, 
June 17, for the summer season.. Tl^e 
services were conducted garcefuily by 
our esteemed pastor, Rev. Mary Stein, 
assisted by Mr. White, state mission
ary, who delivered one of his forceful 
addresses. He was ably assisted by 
Mrs. White. Special mention should 
be made for the soul-inspiring mes
sages rendered through the organisms 
of Mr. Thompson, Mrs. Dr. Fish and 
Mrs. Lewis. The altar was handsome
ly decorated with bunting and beauti
ful flowers. Too much credit can not 
be given to the officers of the society 
and especially to our esteemed pastor 
for the noble work she and they.have 
done for the upbuilding of the society. 
The meetings will open in the fall with 
renewed zeal fpr the uplifting of the 
cause.”

Brother Ambler writes from Stowe, 
Vermont: “You are on the right track 
of the frauds, and I hope you may not 
lose the trail till every one is behind 
tl>e bars, putting in their time for the 
state. Do not falter in your noble, ef
forts to lift humanity out of the slough 
of despondency, bigotry, superstition 
and doubt, above the trumoil and 
strife of earthly conditions Into the ef
fulgent sunlight of the higher spiritual 
spheres and teachings, where they 
may drink in the views of those high- 
erforces that have climbed the stair
way of progression that our weary feet 
are soon to tread. And how much
happier mankind would be here and 
hereafter, if they could realize that 

. any little kindness or helpfulness ex
tended to a weary brother here, might, 
at some future time be a great help 
to themselves. When mankind are 
willing to grant to all others the same 
privileges they ask for themselves, re
ligiously, politically and socially, then' 
slavery of all kinds will be banished 
from the earth." ;

Dr. Alex Caird and wife, late of 
Lynn, Mass., are at Lily Dale for the 
season, at the Binney Cottage, No. 8 
Second street. All members of the 
Psjchic Circle visiting the camp are 
cordially invited to make their ac
quaintance. The Doctor is authorized 
to take subscriptions for The Progress
ive Thinker. ,

Mrs'. M. E. Cadwallader of Philadel
phia, is in the city, looking after the 
interests ot the Lyceum.

I Dr. G. B. Warne went to Lily Dale 
last week, where he is to lecture. He 
is treasurer of the Association. Plenty 
of good material in Chicago to supply 
all the camps.

M. F. whites: "We-arc pleased to 
announce that Mrs. May Elmo Is again 
at work on the platform of the Spirit
ual Alliance Church, 8614 Vincennes i 
avenue, Vincennes Hall, near Cottage 
Grove avenue and 36th street, every 
Sunday at 3 and 8 p. m.' Her lectures 
are excellent and messages and testj 
are creating great Interest. We do 
Slot close this summer.”

When writing for thia paper 
use a pen or typewriter.

We go to pres» early Monday morn
ing, hence communications Intended for 
that current Issue. should reach this 
office not later-than the previous Satur- 
day morning, Bear this In mind.

Then toil and strive for that vast for the roundi.trip ¡from any point hi 
height, Iowa, Minneqpta,,Wisconsin, Illinois,

With loyal strength and trust; Missouri, Kansas, apd Nebraska.
With all thy virtues one, Considering1 the We extent of ter
Go on till it is done; 1 rltory, and great .extent of time, this
O’er blighted hopes’fine dust, certainly is a yeny generous favor
Will rise for thee the lasting light. from th© railj]oadiojtlcialB, and it be-

J. W. It. hooves all who camdo so to take ad- 
„ , , .. vantage of this opportunity.
For Information concerning the Those who'inteild to avail them- 

Progressive Lyceum, author zed Les- Belves o{ these raUg 8honid read care- 
son Paper for the National bpnltual- fu]iy aU(j colnp]y exactly with these 
ists Association, addiess John W. simple hut inflexible rules.
Ring, Spiritualist Temple,"Galveston, 
Texas. , I

. (Obituaries to the extent of ten lines 
only will be inserted tree. AU in excess 
of ten lines will be charged at the rate 
of fifteen Cents per line. About seven 
words constitute one Une.] ,

Passed to spirit lile, from his home 
in Bonaparte, Iowa, Horace Newton 
Smith, July 3. He was born in Ohio, 
December 29, 1840. He was a mem
ber of Company I, First Wisconsin, 
serving throughout the entire time of 
the Civil War. In 1866 he was united 
in marriage to Martha Louisa Barnes. 
He was broad-minded and conscien-

The Central Passenger Association, 
Including the railroads in Michigan, Il
linois, Indiana, Ohio and Pennsylvania 
have agreed to sell excursion tickets to 
Lily Dale and return at one fare for 
the round trip. These tickets are 
good only to leave July 17 and 31. 
Return limit 30 days. The Chicago 
rate is $14; St. Louis, $19.25; Indian
apolis, $12; Cincinnati, $11.30; corre
sponding low rates from other points. 
All the roads from Chicago, New York 
City, Boston und intermediate terri
tory will sell low rate excursion tickets

tious, and a pronounced 
Spiritualism.

to Lily Dale and return, good going 
advocate of June 1 to Sept. 30, return limit Octo- 

C. 8. E. ] ber 31. Chicago rate is $21). Ask
-----— * your local ticket agent for special

Passed to spirit life, June 27, 1906, Lily Dale rates, or have him send 
Mrs. Susan Boderfleld, wife of Dr. his genera, 'Jcket agent for them. 
Daniel Boderfleld of Cleveland, Ohio. 
She was an old resident ot Clevelandt 
had been blessed with the power of 
vision into the higher life which be-

Have You Read 
r oßn i

PREMIUM ' 
j BOOK I 
!l OFFER? 1

to

[Advertisement.]
GRAND LEDGE CAMP.

ALWAYS GIVE YOUR FULL NAMB 
AND ADDRESS WHEN SENDING NO
TICES AND COMMUNICATIONS FOR 
PUBLICATION, OTHERWISE THEY 
WILL FIND THEIR WAY TO THE 
WASTE BASKET.

J. W. Ring has been leading a busy 
life at Crystola, Colo. He was sud
denly called from there to visit a very 
sick boy In Indiana, and through his 
spirit ministration, the little fellow 
soon recovered. He is now back in 
Crystola, where he will make his fu
ture home.

W. F. Schumacher writes: “The 
Spiritualistic Clyircli Students of Na
ture, 461’North avenue, corner Robey 
street—the meeting was well attended 
Sunday evening, July 8. Mrs. Hill 
and Mr. C. F. Trenton, in the absence 
of Mrs. Schumacher gave Instructive 
lectures. Mrs. Lizzie Smith, Mrs. M. 
Mltachkl and Mrs. Hill gave tests 
which were recognized. These sum
mer! meetings will continue the entire 
season, and all wfio are interested are 
Invited to attend. We especially ask 
the medium? to give us a helping hand 
and make these meetings a success. 
The last Sunday in July, the Hephzl- 
batt order, an auxiliary of thte-society, 
will magnetize articles for healing 
purposes, or for the benefit of the 
sick.”

C. H. Wilson writes: "We have 
quite a number of good, kind Spirit
ualists here at Smithboro, Ill,, and 
will be glad at any time to entertain, 
and-make it profitable for any good, 
honest medium who desires to come
here to serve us. We wish it. under
stood that we have no room for any 
one practicing fraud, and would ad
vise against them coming. Anyone 
wishing information may address me.”

The season at Unity Camp, Saugus, 
Mass., has been, so far, very success
ful, considering the unfavorable 
weather, nearly every Sunday having 
been cold or rainy. We have had ah 
speakers since, the dedication services, 
which have already been reported, 
Mrs. S. C. Cunningham, Mr. Oscar A. 
Edgerly, Miss Elizabeth Harlow, Mrs. 
M. A. Jacobs, and Miss Nellie M. Put
ney, all of whom have done good 
work for the cause. Much regret has’ 
been expressed that Mrs< Pepper .was 
obliged, on accounLof ill health, to 
.cancel her engagements with us, 
Visitors Seem greatly pleasèà :with.-the ’ 
new auditorium; one. of its best, fea
tures being that it can be closed in 

-cold or stormy weather. ' The pro- . 
gram for the remainder of the season 
is* as-follows:- .July 22, Mrs. Minnie 
M. Soule; -29, Mrs. C. Fannie Allyn; 
August 5, Mrs. Nettie Holt Harding; 
12, -Mrs. Kate M. Ham; 19, Prof. R. 
A. Macurda; 26, Mr. James 8. Scarlett; 
September.2, Mrs. S..C. Cunningham; 
9, Mrs. Cunningham; 16, Mr. Edgar 
W. Emerson; 23, Mrs. Soule; 30, Mrs, 
Harding!

H. Hendricks of St.’ Louis, Mo., 
writes:- "Mr. and, Mrs. Price, 110 
Courtois street of the Society of Spir
itual Research, celebrated the fortieth 
anniversary of their marriage, Tues-, 
day evening, July 8, by having an
other ceremony performed by Rev. 
Mr. McArthur of- the Missouri .State 
Spiritualist Association A wedding 
supper followed the ceremony. Flow
ers, ferns and flags formed the house
decorations.* The bride and groom 
of 40 years ago repeated their vows
under a large bell. They were pre 
seated with a silver ring by their 
grandchildren.”

pre-

Mrs. Addle L. Ballou "writes from 
San Francisco, Cal.; "If we live 
through the slaughter of high .rentals 
and the deal of the grafters, we will 
survive. Buildings are dotting over 
the. ashes of the burned district, and 
the workers are busy at all : avoca
tions.”

Dr. Juliet H. Severance writes: “In 
answer to, inquiries,-1 Will state I have 
a supply of .‘Fun and Philosophy in 
Verse,’ by Byron D. Stillman. Price 
50 cents. Address me at 578 East 
60th street, Chicago.” .

W. G. Fairchild writes: "The First 
Spiritualist church of Topeka had its 
annual election of officers on Monday,. 
July 9, and the following officers were’ 
elected for the ensuing year; Presi
dent, Wi G.' Fairchild; vicerpresldent, 
Etta S. Bledsoe; secretary, Lillian Mc
Cormick; treasurer, Henry Krausaar. 
The following were elected trustees: 
Joseph Chailand, Oscar Kuehne, and 
Lindon Green. Mrs. Etta S. Bledsoe 
was again chosen as the speaker and 
medium for the society, to whom she 
has always given the utmost satisfac
tion.”...... . - •
. Mrs. Geo. 'Williams writes from 

I Cleveland, Obioi "The' Ladles’. Spirit
ual Temple'Fund Society, of Fullerton 
street, Cleveland, Ohio, are holding 
services at the Temple every Sunday 
evening at 7:30.' They are being con
ducted by our good brother, C. A. Sol- 
llnger. His lecture on ‘Happiness and 
Spirituality was greatly enjoyed; and 
he deserves great credit'for his earn
est and faithful .work that he has done 
for~the society. Brother. Bloomfield 
also assisted with excellent messages 
from the spirit world.”.

Eva L. Stewart writes: “On July 1, 
the Hyde Park Occult Society listened 
with great attention to a Communica
tion by the spirit of Louis Kossuth,- the 
Hungarian hero, through the.medium- 
ship of that old veteran in Spiritual
ism, Dr. Robert Greer of Maywpod. 
We have had a .number of calls for it 
in pamphlet form, and hope it will 
soon be . published. Mrs. E. Guckert 
followed by messages. On the 8th, as 
no speaker was present, Mr. Stowart, 
the president of the society, read the 
article in The Thinker vyrltten by. 
Mrs. Russegue entitled TMy Raps. 
Then followed messages' by! Mrs. • E. 
Guckert and Mr. Henry Miller/ which 
were all recognized.: Mr. «.Miller ’ as 
well as Mrs. Guckert,. is a stranger to 
us and both-have very .-.pleasing ways 
in giving messages. .Mr. Henry Miller 
will be the speaker on - the 15 th, and

You niav buv vour ticket at unv camo knowledge to her. Herb was aT ticket pillee in thétabove-named states ^IW and bright spirit, with her many ^«»tod at Grand Ledge, Michigan. 
------------------------------ :--------------—— on Thursday, Friday and Saturday triends a favorite. It was the second . .. , , 
will give messages, as well as Mrs. July 26, 27, 28, and on Tuesday and Pla«» ..of resort Will
Guckert. On the 22nd we are in hopes Friday thereafter during the camp ( 
°f n\BUfeeS^ h ®uy ’tickets through to Clinton 8«™y siope «'e toBetheV" “
t P'/n!« U lrel WI (I6S' On Sunday, when you can; ; Fay full fare and get w 51 cont,nue to live in the higher life 
July 8, the congregations at tlie serv- » . as congenial souls. Brother -’~
ices of the Rising Suit Mission were “e M Pope officiated at the funeral.
encouraging-in size and in their praise „ jouiney is mane ovei
of our demonstrators O E Miller ?? tllan one line- W 18 necessary for 
Ph D annkr, 1» tn« mnrninr on ‘Pm-’ Uie passenger to'purchase separate lo- ------- -given^ss ^ and1 State“ i“ ?tha Price ca> «ckets of each road's issue be- . Robert B DeLapp passed  
gave“ an’inspirational addiess ifi the twee“ joints traveled thereon, and 'igher life from his-home in Laings-.. Mrs. A. E. Sheets. ‘
afternoon ató maw beautiful Procure certificates for each of t|ie burg, Mich June 6, 1906, of paraly- July 27—2:30 p,
thou^^ nes in this territory. Be sure that sis, aged 79 years. At hta-request, Mrs. A. E. Sheets. P
given by the euídM of Sister CoJmbs u,le «eHiflcate is dated as directed services were conducted at the home, July 28—2:30 p. m,
Ind Brother T D Jones Brother ahove’ When yoil reach canlP dellver MrS’ “ai'lun Carpenter of Detroit; Mrs. A. E. Sheets. P

certificate to the secretary at once. cemetery. lie- "

...„...»ou w. u,. uuu xjuueruetu, ¡lave yle following speakers this year: 
but was a genial and happy one for Jul 22_jo:30 a. m., address of 
souls deVulKped to travel adown the we]CMne by Oscar A. Edgerly of Lynn, 

T„ey Mass.; 2:30 p. m., lecture by Mrs. A, 
ar life E Sheets of Grand Ledge, Mich.
L w- July 24—2:30 p.
„ „ Mrs. A. E. Sheets. 

COR. July 2 5—2:30 p.
Mrs. A. E. Sheets.

to'the July 26—2:30 p.

m.,

m.,

m.,

Bl.;

lecture by.

lecture • by

lecture

lecture

lecture

by 

by

by
me ueruucuie to me secretary at once. -- «jhh*6oUuiS wuwtery. ne- July 29—10:30 a. m., lecture by Os-Chas. E. Hughes spoke in the evening 8he wln have it Ej and validated was an ardent advocate of the truths car A. Edgerly; 2:30 p. m., lecture by 

on ‘The Imperfections of Nature. by Ule pi.0„er ^^1«, then when of Spiritualism, a strong temperance Oscar A. Edgerly, followed by mes- 
Mrs. Cadwallader, a prominent lyceum yQu readv to return home present nian, a most devoted • husband and sages.
worker of Philadelphia, was a wei- your certlficite to the agent and he father. He has passed o»i to enjoy July 31—2:30 p. ip„ lecture by Os- 
come visitor and made a brief address w[11 ge]1 a ticl . to return for one. life more abundantly. We shall meet car A. Edgerly. Messages, 
on lyceum work and its advantages, third fare. - ' again, MRS. J; M; CRANE. Auf .................
Her reputation and success is national, we have before stated, the low _ _ -, — Oscar
as she is exceptionally fitted for this rate8 granted py the rajlroads and the T..r 
most important work. Bro. Palmei s cheapness with which our visitors are . ------- -------- -- ---------- ,
violin accompaniment is a recent »nd furnlslled the most delightful enter- only «laughter and child ofiGeorge B. 
helpful addition to our choir and is ap- tainment on our grounds should stim- and Elizabeth Poaler. C.— 
predated. Mrs. Martha Price will many who have never done so, to born In Unionville, Ohio, in the 
speak for us on the morning of Sun- VjSjt our camp and enjoy a few weeks’ • ... , ■, —- ------------—---------- . . , ,
day, July 22. An experience meeting outjng. ' .. . beautiful character, beloved by all August 6—10:30 a. m.,
will be held in the afternoon with the owing to the extended limit of tick- whoknew her, highly educated and re- Mrs. R. 8. Lillie; 2:30 p. 
lyceum. Brother J. McFarland will et perflons reSjding ¡n Missouri Kan? flned- a believer in spirit return, and a by Mrs, R. S. Lillie, 
address us in the. evening. Bear in gas, Nebraska, Minnesota and remote flne psychic. > Her sudden transition Au5USo ï’Tr,?13®
mind our excursion to South Haven on partg.of jowa wbo may wlBh to vlslt was a severe shock to her parents, also M™- 8. Lillie.
Saturday, July 21, and enjoy a day’s relatives In the vicinity or who would to a11 relatives and friends. The fu- August 8—2:30
outing in the cool and refreshing lake neral was conducted by the Rev. Mrs. R. S Lillie
breeze. America, on business or pleasure, can Moon of Sheridan, and the writer.

Nixon I. Stone writes from St. Jo- take advantage of these rates to lessen The house was -fragrant with the Mrs. U. S. Lillie,
seph, Mo.: “At aseance held by Mr. very materially the expense of such sweet perfume of beautiful flowers. □ VsTT’30 p’m”
Hart of this city, the writer placed a trip. Those who desire to go farther The oaBket was of white brocaded Mr8- R- °’“1111®-
needle and,a piece of thread on the East or South, can do the same, pro- velvet, the body gowned in her beauti- Augast ,u «,:3Ü P; m-> , „
table and asked if the control could vidrid, of course, that they return to Yul white graduating dress. The Mjs. Marian Carpenter of Detroit,
thread or have the needle threaded by Camp in time to secure the return rate, family bava the most loving sympathy „
someone of the numerous guides.. The Finally, to those who reside near froin the community at large, as well M Aui[, J2^10’31’a’by 
control Instructed me to arrange the thg Mississippi river, no more delight- as froro a11 friends and.acquaintances C«pe?terA 2:30t P- J11,”needle, thread and cayd with seal as ful tlp c*uld ? than that J1,0“ But the parents have the X“d ages Carpenter’ fo1'
enclosed, and said that as soon as the aftorded on the ntagrilflcent steamers joy, and bl®ss‘nS to know Gracie cap “y
guides could accustom themselves to Of the Diamond -Jo line which has will return to comfort them. Mrs Marian CarueUV MeSs 
the delicate sense of touch necessaiy, granted us half faro transportation for —- ------------------------- - August 15__National Spiritualiste
they would thread the needle and at the tound trJ genl r captaln FOURTEENTH ANNUAL Association Day- 2-30 u m tactnro
the same ti^you“^!^ a° subsequent WCONVENTION “ssageX’M^Urla“»
the same to you. At a subsequent modntlng steward, .a seat upon the ______ ter
han<£VLWe^ ern“Qu"ncy”Ï?f“^ “°“%tdW the Nttti°naI sP‘ritnaliste> Associa- 2'm Pi m p,eetai;e and
strong enough. After about two mln- swiftiy among ,natUra’s hluntsf pass® “°“ °f the Vnlted States. Will Be Au^st 17-2.3O^ m tert “re a^
y,teu«’îLQu Ahe ln$ through iptrlcajp channels and by Meld in .the Large Auditorium ot messages by Oscar A*. Edgerly
ight lit, and the needle was th beaded innumerable talan^, make a trip one the Y. M. O. A. • Building, las La August 18—2:30 p. m., lecture by

Ihovk enn beAvouched for bv numerous lo^S a«»A aB “ becomes fa- Salle Street. Chicago, lUtnois, Octo- Elizabeth Harlow of Columbus, Ohio, 
memberoftie dX before “nota« mll|ar by rep^ytiop,, ber 16,17, 18 and 19, l»oo. August 19-10:30 a. m„ lecture by
mempers 01 tne mrcie oeiore a notary For programs address n„.,’ Elizabeth Harlow; 2:30 p. m., lecture
as to the honesty of the test.. We con- MRS. M. B. ANDERSON, Business sessions during the day. by Elizabeth Harlow, 
elder this one of the most remarkable Clarksville, Mo. Secretary. hours d0v°te«l to the Lyceum’ This program subject to change,
tests we have yet; tried. The mystery _______ . . p- y ,___ cause. The program for the forenoons
is duihfounding and we are after romp; COGENT itFRÊvrrrfONS •■ Many of the foremost and brightest Sundays and Mondays excepted will more. You will »ot«œ that A private SOME COGENT REFLECTfONS. XO^err to our ranks will be deleL be varied Ind interesting^ consisting of 
mark aside from the s^al is on the card, i . pi sates. It will be a rare-treat to hear mediums* meetings conferancps Atr
and the card 'was laid, on the table bY As ^hey Come front# Chicago Lawyer, thorn, Evening meetings ’will be de- Mediums who are developing as well 

• a’skriptic' ^fte^ the light was^ ¿.Ÿhio^flfAw.^ the. Mines - ■ Ypted to .lectures,,spirit messages, mu- -as others, will have an opportunity to
ont.” ■ ■ . *- rtif Idhhd. . ,7 !, participate. These exercises are a

Mamie Young writes: "Divine Splr- - rv r :ù • Among those Invited and expected great aid to those expecting to take up
Huai Church is enjoying good meet- „ are Dr. J. M. Peebles, Oscar A. Edger- the work. J. W. EWING,
Ings every Sunday afternoon and even- wUHtberttetore Sn^ ^KOd'P. Russe- Grand Ledge, Mich. President,
ing In Hygeia Hall. Our pastor, Rev. ¿t®.® gue, Mrs. Esther T. Bosley, Mrs. ------- :— ------------
Lucy A. Hodge Koontz, by her spirit Î Ch| ' Se0^a„Plady8 C Mre- Margaret MARY ANN CAREW,
guides, Is giving some fine lectures abala, £ obIIvlon’ never to rise Gaule Ridinger, Mr. and Mrs.. E. W. Wife, Mother, Spirit and Angel 

I and testa, doing a wonderful lot ot W;®"" , ; ^Prague-and» a galaxy of others. • n. '
good. We were favored last Sunday . what right, authority or law Come one and all to this grpat con- By CarlyI®- Petersilea. 
evenina with a lecture by Brother M! have any Persons to form a creed or ventlori. - This most beautiful story of the ex-
L. Schaffer, a veteran Spiritualist, his Bet °£r,ulea}° govern me.or any other The Palmer House, in Chicago, will Per‘?nc0B , of a you"8 wtfe aa<l 
subject being ‘The Present-day Sclen- R?™,0?,’ C0U £ know that all be headquarters for delegates and vis- mother taken from her home on earth 
tlfic Development of the Soul,’ which Christian or relteious .Spiritualists Hors; It is a first-class hotel and will 1° b?,r £omrU18 to,.d
was verv instructive and interesting." claim such a right, or authority, but give reduced rate's to all who write in a such a realistic way, that one iswas very instructive ana interesting. these are not Sp}rltuallst8( they are advance, stating they are to attend the carried away with the sweet beauty
m, „ ~ 3 Z m,, idolaters and pagan worshippers; N. S. A. convention and wish tn ™ and naturalness of it. -It makes theThe Parkland, Pa., Camp, Near Pliila- sureiy ttiey must know that all wor- gage rooms. Secure your rooms earlv otber world aPPear very near to us.

delphia, Pa. ship is pagan. Before they can wor- by addressing W. C. Vier-Buchen booIt bas been a great comfort to
Sunday, July 8, was -another fair ship they Tiave to create In thefr minds Manager, The Palmer House Chicano’ maay wcaw hearts who have lost 

and beautiful day in whlph to hold an,image to be worshiped; that image Ill. The hotel is conducted exclusive- ®oth®r; W*J® °r ®ab*es- Price, neatly 
grove meetings.- The morning, trains ta finite, whether it is the Joss of .the ly on the European plan ; cafes and boundlne‘G«“-*l.
brought-several visitor's from Thiladel- Chinese or the Gods or God of the restaurants are near by and furnish "Harmonics of Evolution The Phti™ 
phia, Trenton and nearby places. . bible orchurches. .It makes no differ- . good meals at reasonable rates. - QDhv oT Individual fife“ Bw!d ninn

Services opened with congregational ence whether the Image be made of Annual reception to delegates and Natural sSence m Taukht bv Mod?™ 
singing, after which Mrs. C. Fannie wood, brass, stone or any other mate- visitors will be held Monday, October MMters of the’ Law? By FterenS
Allyn read a poem, by Eugene Field, rial, imaginary or otherwise, they are - 15, at the Palmer House, at 8 p. m. Huntley A work of deen thought
when in accordance with her request all pagan, and they .who worship, pa- All are cordially invited. Bing the trinclplM of evolffiton’ into
fofsubjects for lecture,-the following sans. I wish they would lay aside Special railway rates on the certifl- now fields. Price cloth $2. ■ 
wyô given* “Aspiration,” “Capital their selfishness for a season/cease to cate plan can be secured over all lines < * * *
Punishment," “How to Attain . Unity be pagan and become Spiritualists for Ask your railroad agent for certificate —:--  
Among Spiritualists," “Love, Wisdom a while, enter the ranks of Spiritual- tickets to the National Spiritualists’ IN-- TUR U/GDI U CM ECTUI
and Sympathy.” From this material ism, read, study, meditate on the Convention at Chicago. The- round 111 I HE H UKLU VELE JI i AL.
she spun out a discourse which was grand truths contained-in the editor!- fare "will be onp and a third of a fare. BY DR T A BLAND
duly appreciated, closing with a fine als of The Progressive Thinker, and Delegates and visitors desiring to re- with full pa™ photomnh of the Heroine Peari'
inspirational poem. After a beautiful look out into nature and study a few ceive .the benefits of this special rate nomaspFritpainttag?p
solo by SainuelM. Stretten, Mrs. Han- Pages of her wonderful hooks; .give must have their tickets'vised by our “Three things that make this took remarks
nah Luce gave psychometric readings themselves over to a few moments of railroad agent at Convention the last to i"anT?h?' SuSh^nf 
from articles in a manner which was concentration, and see if they will not day, October 19, and pay 26 cents of a future life it contains/'—b. o. Flower, in
mostly recognized-as correct. tool that slowly through their nature each for such vising. the Arena.

Prefacing her afternoon lecture stealing, there will come a voice, this HARRISON D. BARRETT, “ySretaeXitaXe1»?
with a poem, Mrs. Allyn again took mighty truth revealing Nature as an ~ ' President. the5Woridoiestiai.”-Rev. h. w. Thomaa
subjects from the audience for her lee- Impersonal Trinity—Cause, Means, MARY T. LONGLEY, cloth bound with gilt side stamp; price, si.oo
tore, closing with a grand inspira- End. . ‘ Secretary. net tnrcuTDir ffCTDAinru
tlonal poem which was eagerly lis- There Is no; personal power or force ' ----------- ntLIUbtl'l 1 lUV HO 1 KULUUJ ,
tened to, that not a single word might in the universe. It is a grand whole, "Right Living." By Susan H. Wixon Or Essentials of Astronomy and solar Men-
be missed. Again there, was singing, and eachand all are but parts. Cause The author shows a wise practicality in y&’véd^Witt «Ffihlrtrat^'æ of 
after which Mrs.. Luce gave psychomet- Is love, essence, effluence, .wisdom, and her method of teaching the principle of ori^l drMs by ft®
rlc readings. ' With more singing and means whereby with a. threë-fojd ethics. She illustrates / her subject Merton, author ot “Descriptive Mentaiitv.” a 
a benediction,, afternoon services span_all things are .fashioned. It 'is with many brief narratives and anec- mMwîuï“of°iS 
closed, to, asain open at 7 p..m., when the Sun of Suns wherefrom all sys- dotes, which render the book more in- their results in mental aptitudes that dominate 
a medium’s .meeting was held at the terns flow. In It all ; things began, terestirig and more easily comprehend- the nature of the individual as based upon date 
auditorium, for the camp grounds are Wherever live atoms are-found, Cause ed. ' It is especially adapted for use in ®fblrt11' Price«cloth.li^a 
thfa aooonn tv’ :—3 in the midstjs there. .■ Children’s Lyceum. ■> In the hands of *—■--------------------------- -——-----------

"We do not have .to go. on bended mothers and teachefs It may be made |i> ■ ITS ATTAINMENT OF
knees and roll, our eyes skyward to very useful. Young.and old will be WfllYldDIV corm awn ffaturfq 
find the Cause. -It is in our midst, benefited by IL Price, $1. IlUlllfllllJ FORM ANP FEATURES
and as I have often said this Cause . "Child Culture, According to the Tho cultivation of personal
(which.some degrade by calling it Laws of Physiological Psychology and nHnlj|y beauty ba3ed on Hygiene ana
God) is that whose-'center is every- Mental Suggestion." By Newton N. J bv twentv-physicians and spe-
where and' circumference nowhere. Riddell. A most excellent-work for all SaUsta^d^itcÎby Albert’iirner. Avaiua-

Now, if. Cause is^expressed in the who have the care or training of chil- blé book for women and therefore for the whole 
midst of two Stops?'and that for the dren. Price, 65 cents. 
purpose of building ahd unfolding new x “Talmagean Inanities,- incongruities, _ 1______________ .
atoms, how miteh^mdre is it manifest- Inconsistencies andJBlasphemies;ji Re- ,,!! . ; , ,, , . .. .

this season lighted by electricity, and 
with the audience seate’d beneath the 
large white tent, it all formed a very 
pretty picture.

Mrs. Augusta C. Volk gave a little 
talk on Spiritualism,- and followed 
with answers to written . questions.. 
Mis. Mary J. Jennings also gave read
ings. ■ . . ;

Next Sunday, Mrs. Allyn will again 
lecture for-.us, to be followed with’ 
messages by Mr_s. Augusta C. Volk.

ELIZABETH»!.FISH.
_‘ ' - Secretary.

Floral Heights, Parkland, Eden, Pa.

IMPORTANT MOVEMENT IN IOWA.

A - New State Organization to Be 
Formed. ? ■■

To Iowa Spiritualists:—The Na
tional Association has requested me to 
assist in forming a new State Associa
tion for Iowa, and complying with 
said request, a mass convention 1b 
called to meet at Mt. Pleasant Park, 
Clinton, Iowa, Monday, August 20, 
1906. Everyone interested in clean 
Spiritualism is urged to be present.

W. A. WILLING.
Northwood, Iowa. ?

■ “Materialization." By Mme. 3. 
d-Esperance -and Rev. B. F. Austin. 
Excellent. Price 10 cents. . ’

"New Testament Stories Comically 
Illustrated. Drawings by Watson Hes
ton. -With Critical and Humorous Com
ments upon ■ the Texts.’’ Heston’s 
drawings are incomparable, and excru
ciatingly funny. Price, in boards, $1; 
doth, $1.50,,

«

■2 :3.0 p. m., lecture by
—' Oscar A. Edgerly. Messages,

E. J. Jaquet writes from Sheridan, August 2—2:30 p. m., lecture by 
Ill., of tne demise of Grace O. Poaler, Oscar A. Edgerly. Messages, 

-...J ~ ”, August 3—2:30 p. m., lecture
Grace poaler Mrs. R. S. Lillie of Montecito, Cal.

.Lj August 4—2:30 p. m. 
year 1880, July 13. Grace was a most Mrs. R. S. Lillie.
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Truly, the world has NEVER SEEM 
the like before. Search the annals of 
history, ANCIENT AND MODERN; 
critically examine the history of Spirit
ualism; look hero and there, 111 every 
nook and corner of the world, and you 
CANNOT find a parallel to the offer- 
made in reference to these THIRTEEN 
remarkable PREMIUM-BOOKS, They; 
cohstltute a wonderfully valuable Spir
itualistic and Occult LIBRARY, and. 
are furnished at a nominal sum. AU 
are substantially bound and neatly 
printed, arid those who purchase them 
are DELIGHTED WITH THEM. ■

We have now THIRTEEN magnifi
cent PREMIUM BOOKS which you 
can-select from.

GEMS OF THOUGHT, by SEVEN
TEEN leading authors, 1b our last 
Premium Book.

Any one of. the Thirteen Premium 
Books you may, order, price 25 cents. 
This Is the price, remember, when you, 
order only one book in connection with

I a yearly subscription. Tlie paper, one 
year, and one Premium Book, $1.25.

' But it you order more thun one Pre
mium Book the price is as follows;

Any two of the Thirteen Premium 
Books you may order, price 70 cents.

Any three of the Thirteen Premium 
Rooks you may order, price $1.10.

Any four of the Thirteen Premium 
Books you may order, price $1.50.

Any five of the Thirteen Premium 
Books you may order, price $1.75.

Any six of tlie Thirteen Premium ' 
Books you may order, price $2.05.

Any seven of the Thirteen Premium 
Books you may order, price $2.35.

Any eight of the Thirteen Premium. 
Books you may order, price $2.05.

Any nine of the Thirteen Premium 
Books you may order, price $2.00.

. Any ten of the Thirteen Premium 
Books you mi>y order, price $3.10.

Any eleven of the Thirteen Premium 
Books you may order, price $3.40.

Any twelve of the Thirteen Premium 
Books you may order, price $3.85.

Lastly, all of these THIRTEEN Pre
mium Books hero announced are sent 
out, all postage prepaid, for 4.15« 
something never before equalled in 
this country or Europe.

Bear in mind that every order 'or a 
Premium Book must be accoriipanied 
with a yearly subscription for The , 
Progressive Thinker, which is $1. We 
repeat that the world has never seen 
the like of it before.

Who;lsj?íow.¿ the Mines '

OUR THIRTEEN REMARKABLE 
PREMIUM BOOKS FOR $4.15.

The following la tho list of titles at 
the Twelve Premium Books:

1—The Encyclopedia of Death, and 
Life in the Spirit World, Vol. 1.

2—The Encyclopedia ot Death, and 
Life in the Spirit vVorld, Vol. 2.

8—The Encyclopedia ot Death, and 
Life in the Spirit World, Vol. 3. These 
three volumes have been prepared by 
J. R. Francis. They contain invaluable 

। date.
’ 4—Art Magic, or Mundane, Sub-Mun
dane and Super-Mundane Spiritism, by 
Mrs. Emma Hardinge Britten.

6—Ghost Land, Spiritualism, Occult- 
ism, by Mrs. Emma Hardinge Britten.

6—The Next World interviewed,’by, 
Mrs. 8. G. Horn, a most remarkable me
dium.

7—The Occult Life ot Jesus, by Alex
ander Smythe, a medium ot rare gifts.

8—A Wanderer in the Spirit Lands, 
Translated by A Farnese, a wonderful 
English medium.

9—The Religion of Man and Ethics of 
Science, by Hudson Tuttle.

10—Seers of the Ages, or Spiritualism 
Past and Present, by Dr. J. M. Peeples.

11—The Great Debate Between Mosea 
Hull and W. F. Jamieson.

12—Letters from ths Spirit World, 
written through the mediumship of 
Carlyle Petersilea.

13—Gems of Thought, by SEVEN
TEEN leading authors, is our last Pre
mium Book.

fl NEW GflTEGHISM
BY M. M. MANGASARIAN.

Fourth Edition—Six Additional Chap
lets—260 Pages, Bound in Cloth, 
$1.00.—Containing Likeness of tho ' 
Author.
"A New Catechism" has enjoyed a 

remarkable sale both Jn America and 
England. George Jacob Holyoake, 
in his introduction to the English edi
tion of "A New Catechism," says:

"A New Catechism” is tho boldest, 
the brightest, the most varied and in
forming of any work of the kind ex
tant. The principal fields of human 
knowledge, which the churches have 
fenced round with supernatural ter
rors, the Catechism breaks into, cher
ishing what is fair and showing what 
is deformed. The notes, of .which 
there are many, both ancient and con
temporary, are as striking as the 
text The book is a cyclopedia of 
theology and reason in a nutshell.

Other Excellent Publications
BY M. M. MANGASARIAN.

HOW THE BIBLE WAS INVENTED.

ß

ed in. the humtto being; for, in every view of Rev. T. DeWitt and Rev. Frank flofeCUiaP nUDOtneSIS Op NatllPe I 
brain thero Ifc&kjon&jaled the light of DeWitt Talmago s oft*repeated attacks , Relation ot its Principles to Continued Ex* 
every star, the ^cheinie of all the upon Spiritualism.” Bj’ Moses Hull, istence and: to the philosophy, of Spiritualism. 
Bkies. ■ 1» «/ " Price, 10 cents. — 1 By ProfW.M. Lockwood. Paper, st cents.

I wish our Christian and religious _2_______ ——_____________________________________ ____ ;—;—; -
Spiritualists would remove the cover
from their brain’and’get a glimpse of 
the wondrous’'beau ty and loveliness 
that lies concealed therein.

What a woHderffll’ grasp on'truth 
had Pope when’0 he’ -‘uttered, "Man, 
know thyself!”’- ■ 3(l'

What a univet-scWf grandeur and 
beauty will opeheto tnan’s vision when 
lie knows himself- w

He will know the universe then; he 
will be a Spiritualist. He will be 
clothed In a mantle woven with beau
tiful thoughts, with no selfishness, no 
.creed-bnilding, no, code of rules there.

Parma, Idaho. ’ R. GILRAY.

Prayer; Its Uselessness and Unscien
tific Assumption. By Henry M. Taber. 
Price 10 cents.

-The Infidelity rof Ecclesia&tlclsm. 
A Menace to American Civilization." 
By Prof. Wm. M. Lockwood, lecturer 
upon physical, phyiologlcal and psy
chic science . Demonstrator of the Mo
lecular or Spiritual Hypothesis, of Na
ture. Scholarly»“jgasterly, trenchant. 
Price, 25 cento. ’-r

By the Author of
"fl Wanderer In Spirit Lands

MORALITY WITHOUT A GOD.
With letter to Right Reverend 

Bishop Anderson, of Chicago. Price, 
10 cents.

“IBE STRÄNGE STORY OF AHR1NZÏMAN”
The Persian Flystic Emperor. .

A weird, powerfully told dramatic story of tie earth life and subsequent 
Experiences in the Spirit World of the “Guide, Abriziwrtn.Few books 
are more calculated to hold the reader’s interest from the first page* to the 

st, and much that is original and new will be found in the accounts given 
of Ahrinziman’s Studies in the Domnin of Magic aud its relation to obsessions 
and other perplexing problems of spiritual intercourse. Price, cloth 81.00. 
Paper, 60 cent. Postage, 12 cents

A New Lecture.—Price, 10 cents.
This little pamphlet should be 

placed in the hands of every American 
citizen. The attention of preachers, 
theological students, and all church 
members should be called to the won
derful story of the Invention of the 
Holy Bible, which this lecture tells.

See that at least one orthodox 
neighbor of yours reads this lecture.

JESUS CHRIST A MYTH.

A New Book.—Price 25 Cents.
This book examines the evidence for 

tho historical existence of Jesus, and 
finds it quite insufficient to prove that 
such a man as Jesus ever lived. It Is 
a most important contribution to 
Modern Thought. It is prefaced by 
a letter to tho Christian Clergy, and 
concluded by an answer, to an editori
al In bne of the Chicago morning, pa
pers, attacking Mr. Mangasarlan’s po
sition. Semi your orders at once, as 
the ill st edition will soon be exhaust
ed. .

Á

"In the World Celestial,” by Dr. T. A. 
Bland, interesting, instructive and 
■helpful; Spiritually uplifting. Cloth 
bound, price $1,

50
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HIS EXCELLENCY, NOB NABOB.

C. F. COLE.

MORRIS PRATT ÏNSTitI'TÉ.

A Few of Its Advantages.

Na-

and

there only in a modferited form

ex-

era trod. . ■r I»

lie Pleads His Case Before Heaven’s 
Boor, and St. Peter Responds.

ar
ibe

Nob Nabob stood at heaven’s door 
And loudly rang the bell— 

Then to the cherub that appeared, 
. “Go and Saint Peter tell

That Nob Nabob now waits wlthout-

i people, the working people, are taught to tear an- 
ids and sinister devils; to beware pt the recording

pages. By Thomas Paine. Price, paper, 25 cents; cloth, 50 cents.
. Ancient India, Its Language and Religions. Translations of the 

tides “Religion of.the Veda,” and “Buddhism.” The Study of 
Sanskrit. By Prof. II. Oldenberg. Price 25 cents.

A New Catechism. By M- M. Mangasarian. A book suited to

I'm sure I’ll own these pearly gates 
Ere many weeks have flown;

I'lr' form a trust in harps

seas.”
¿ ppwagiac, Mich.

. ... — ----- ------- -------- --------by
lectures under the gêhéraUhead of bl- 
plogy. - ! “•

¿This department is under the man
agement of

HUDSON TUTTLE.
Address him' at Berlin Heights, Ohio.

For details concernähgiibhonl, send 
for catalogue. -

■ .a> j;- Weaver,
• Principal Morris Pratt Institute, :
Whitewater, Wis. _

One might suppose that such a 
study as rhetoric or logic would be .the,

BOOKS FOR ALL SPIRITUALISTS TO PERUSE.

wiy rt, 190» .

NOTE—The Questions and Answers 
have called torch such a host of re
spondents, that to give ail equal hear
ing compels the answers to be made in 
the most condensed form, and often 
clearness is perhaps sacrificed to this 
iorced brevity. Proofs have to be omit
ted, and the. style becomes thereby as
sertive, which of all things is to be dep 
recated. Correspondents often weary 
with waiting for tho appearance ol 
tlidlr questions ¿nd write letters ot in
quiry. The supply of matter is always 
several weeks ahead of the space Given, 
nnd hence there is unavoidable delay. 
Every one has to wait his time and 
place, and all are treated with equal 
favor.

NOTICE.—No attention will ue given 
anonymous letters. Full name and ad
dress must be given, or the letters will 
not be read. If the request be made, 
tho name will not be published. Th® 
correspondence, of this department has 
become excessively large, especially let
ters of. Inquiry requesting private an
swers,, and while,I.freely give wliat- 
ever information I am able, the ordi
nary courtesy of correspondents is ex
pected, HUDSON TUTTLE.

simple reader thinks! these paid adver
tisements, written by the gratters, as 
coming from men high in medical sci
ence, and hence authoritative. The 
truth is, all that has even been pub
lished about the toxins and anti-tox
ins, has come from those interested 
in the “honor” of discovery, and the 
shekels to be coined out their exploit
ation. A more unrighteous and de
monic scheme never was concocted. 
"Five thousand children saved!” Bet
ter say an. unknown number of chil
dren sent to the grace. Toxins never 
kill, say .the doctors, the patients have 
"heart failure” or “collapse,” Is it 
strange they should,, when the most 
deadly poison known is injected dir 
rectly into their, blood, to purify the 
very fountains of life

“Student”: Psychology is derived 
from psycho, soil! or mind, and logia, 
to speak, or discourse. (Logos the 
word). ‘ It is said to have originated' 
with Pythagoras,, áud has been the 
arena for mental gymnastics since his 
time by the hoyde of. "philosophers,” 
who. sought to discover the truth by 
word-juggling. Recently the methods 
so successful for. the advancement 
of physical science have been applied 
to this domain, and it has been lifted 
out Of the Interminable and inconclus
ive discussion of opinions, and takes 
rank as a science. It covers the en
tire field of mind and spirit. Thus 
far the attention of its students has 
been more called to the observation of 
facts than to theories. Spiritualism 
has so changed the. interpretation of 
most of these facts, and .compels sb 
many changes in previously received 
theories, as practically to make this 
science its own. Without the light it 
gives, there can be no satisfactory the
ories, and demonstration is impos
sible.

Theolog: Q. Is not the saying, 
“God ip Love," most comprehensive • 
and truthful?

A. Of the many definitions of God 
the most common is this: “God is 
Love.” Like all epigramatic phrases. 
It is attractive and erroneous in its in
completeness. God is no more love 
than he Is hate, for the same reason
ing that will prove him to be the for
mer, will also the latter. What is 
love? What kind ot love is meant— 
for love is one of the broadest and 
least definite terms in our language. 
It may mean erotic passion and from 
this ascend to the most ideal self-sac
rifice. It has been claimed that elec
tricity Is God, and this idea is no more 
crude than that he is love. In nature 
there is always complimentarjes. 
There is growth and destruction; 
light and darkness; love and hate, and 
in no wise can it be correctly said that 
love in any form is transcended. 
■What is more, love is strictly a human 
quality, and is not seen in nature be- 
yond the human sphere. It is awak
ened in man, and not in him, until he 
is well advanced in civlllzatlofi.

To analysis, the God of Love is an 
ideal creation and can have no exist
ence, place or purpose outside the 
human mind. •

Really, instead of being "compre- 
hepsive and truthful,” is not “God is 
Love,” meaningless verbiage? What
ever He may be. He assuredly Is_ not 
exclusively love. According to~' the 
Bible there is in Him a Wide range for 
hale^ revenge, and pride and cruelty. 
How can -it be truthfully said that He 

. is love •

AU heaven has heard of me—. 
Then hurry up and let me in. 

That I my crown may see."
The door shut fast, thought Nob 

bob,
“What is this mansion worth? 

A hundred million, more or less, 
I’ve gbt laid up on earth.

JoKA Wallace: • Q. IfYOÜr answer 
giV^li .iai; reply to qflèsljtoM'abo’iÌ’I11®, 
value of th^’ AntF-tSìifu', preparations 
is correct, hoW do ydu account for 
their success as shown to the following 
report in the Cleveland Press?. J , r

■Pittsburg?May ÌÓ'.—If you Were a. 
doctor and had saved the lives ol 
5,00(1 ot God's little children, the lof
tiest place to.the hearts of-humanity 
would be yours..

But if you were a horse and did the 
saipe thing?

“Charley,” as he is known in the 
city stables of Pittsburg, a disabled 
firehoEse, is the animal which has the 
proudest life-saving record of any 
creature not of the human species in 
thorworld. ' ■

Within nine months this horse has 
produced anti-toxin worth over 513,- 
000; Or more than 5L000 worth a 
month.

He has' during this time saved the 
lives of over 5,000 children stricken 
with diphtheria.

The amount of suffering he has al
leviated is beyond estimate.

"Charlpy” is one of the most valu
able adjuncts of the city health bu
reau. Although unexplainable, his

H piece of Hnttadte Goal
(Continued from page 5.)

free spirit, and folded it in his arms with the .loving- 
words, “Fear not, my son, all is .well. 1 am your spirit' 
father." ’’ . .

Spirit Henery Beach, Junior, did not fully comprehend: 
what had taken place. He did not realize that he had 
died, but thought tliat relief had come from friends out-: 
side the mine. He called to.his’wife and children, and 
wanted to break away from his father and go to tliem,- 
when a group of people came upon the scene which at> 
traded his .attention,, . He ran to them, asking que tion^ 
about his wife and little,ones. .

Foremost among the group, "was a beautiful lady, whose, 
rbbes-seemed to be woven;from'the colors of the rainbow.- 
A brilliant star-like device sat upojr her broad intellectual 
brow. She extended her arms toward Henery Beach. She

t1 " i. ui  r—---------- :—:----------------- -------------------- ■----------------- ■---------- -----------

■humble household. The conditions which hold the’world 
’8f ItiAor in poverty and discontent are the result of tip 
'yiclfjQf knowledge relative to man’s true relation to tho 
tpjeajm of spirit.
il- “Man, though In. the mortal body,, is an incarnate im- 
'dior^l spirit. Spirit is the reality; nature is the shadow 
$r mapifestatlon of spirit. Political systems and religious 
.denominations all tend to one"point or end—the enslaving 
qf tlie masses, holding the people as financial supporters 

!bt 'ii(iftticlans and priestly dignitaries.

Utigeis, whose duty'it is to jot-down ail defaults in the 
”B6tfl(* of Life.' '
uq "ff*11? our B°i°urn in the realm of spirit, your loving 
jjiptliqr and I have learned by observation and experience, 
that the Book of Life Is composed of the humpn body and 
mind. '1 The lids of the wonderful volume are the mortal

ran to him with a cry of joy, clasping him to her bosom, 
saying, “My son, I receive you-'borii again, born-of the 
spirit, never-more to pavt- ffpi^ your long-lost loving 
mother.” . . ' ' - - I ■ : ; ■ .

Henery Beach being a man df-strong individuality; and 
practical in thought and actlQn^was under the impression 
that this was a pleasant dreanii and not a.rear condition'; 
demanded, an explanation, ]>y saying: “If I have passed 
from the mortal stage, .of existence, where are my friends, 
who were shut up with me" last night in the gas-poisoned 
entry?” ’ ;

His father looked-upon him and smiled, as hp cast his’ 
eyes upon the bright groups! spirits who stood by. Then., 
laying "his hand lovingly upon hiS-shouider, said:. "My son, 
you were but.a little-child, WJth your little sister Alice 
still ybn'nger, when your mother and I passed to spirit, 
life. My transition; from, the body was caused by an. accir - 
dent similar to that which terminated your earth life. 
Your mother, who now holds your hands, sank beneath the 
burden of bereavement and poverty, soon after my de
parture from earth life. „ .... • • ...

“For more than thirty years; our pleasant duty ha^been 
to watch over you and your a ‘ We could not avert.tl^e 
pressure of poverty. We could not prevent the unjust de
crees of misguided capitalists, but we did suggest whole
some and pure thoiights{ which have borne fruit in yotir

Jjpdÿ; the folios are the mental faculties. , Upon them are,, 
written the many deviations of the individual from the 
path • of- -rectitude. The recording angel is the Law of 
Right, the central positive prlnclple fn nature, which is 
lïarmôny'. Th£ individual, th? Book of Life, is Immortal. 
It poon.passes away to the spirit lanfl, where you are at 
-this moment." ' [ . . . ’

-■ ’^The ■‘record of misdirection-appears on the living fac
ilities; ïs 'manlfept in their deformity and decrepitude; in 
.their inability. immediately th advance .with the higher 
spirits;-upon- the eternal highway of Love and Wisdom. 
‘Your companions, my son, are.in -the plane of their at- 
tlinments, and you may join them, and aid in their de: 
yelopment, as your mother and I, with the spirit friends 
present, have sought you in.thé natural plane of your at- 
thfaments.” ' . . ..
Ï When ,the elder Henery Beach' had ceased speaking to 
his .son, hé turned toward me; extended his hand, and 
greetlng’me with a genial smile, said;

“My friqnd, on behalf of this little group of ^mmortal 
. .spirits who have been silent witnesses to all you have 

seen, felt and heard this evening, I bld you good speed at 
présent;1 wé' shall' soon meet again. Be assured by one 
■who has good reason to know the fact, that the spirit pow- 
erg are strong and active ip promoting the better condi
tions for labor throughout this land, as Well, as beyond the
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crowns— '
The robe shop, too, I’ll own!

“This place is old and out of date, 
But rich as mud they say.

I’ll make the angels pay a tax 
And build a new railway.”

Again he rang and banged the door— 
A most unholy din!-—

"I’ll teach this place a thing or two • 
When once I’m safe within.

"They keep me waiting here-without, 
Just like a common man.

I’ll buy this door and rig a bell 
Upon a better plan.”

An angel climbed upon the wpll, 
On Nob Nabob looked down—

“Come, hurry up and let me in, J .
T want my harp and crown!”

"Oh! I dare say,” the angel said, 
. "But you-will have to wait.
.Saint Peter's-gone 'tb' thke al nap, 

Andmone dare ope the gate.”' ’ 
“But I am rich,” Nob Nabob’cried, 

“I’ll pay a price untold!”
.’‘Good honest' dirt,” the angel said, 
I "Is worth .more here than gold.”
At last a stir was heard within— 

Saint Peter with his keys 
Looked out and very coldly said, 

“Your business, if. you please?” 
“Why, my good saint', I’m Nob Nabob, 

My passport here you'll see;
’Tis signed‘and sealed by church and 

priest.”
“I do not care a ilea

For church and priest—what have you 
done? ~

That's what I want to know.”

This school possesses, for all stu- - 
dents with progressive minds, advan- 
tages.not found in other institutions of 
learning. It stands for. the truths' of 
Spiritualism and for the defense of its . 
rights; for the unfoldment of médlum- 
ship and an understanding of its laws. 
Other schools are, to all Intents and 
purposes, -Christian, either expressed 
or understood. , As a rule they are 
opened by Christian services, per
vaded by Christian Influences and 
leave the impression on the mind af a 
graduate that Christianity, as taught 
in the churches,, is .the only true relig
ion. Spiritualism is either openly de
nied or silently ignored. To practice 

■mediumship is to Invite social ostra
cism for -the pupil- and eventual dis
missal for the teacher. And we all are 
aware there is no'surpr, way to kill 
one’s convictions than to allow, „them 
to be stifled in their expression.

Higher Criticism.
. This- school stands for the study of 
Higher Criticism. ■ The Bible’ is 
shown by actual- demonstration to be 
not a revelation, from •’ God but the 

. work of mpn,' and • ■ was ' ’a tliqitsati'd 
years in being written and broirglitr'tb 
ts present form; that it is not reliable 

In its history, its philosophy, its as
tronomy or its geography and is de
fective in parts of its mofal teaching. 
On the contrary othor schools, as- a, 
rule, throw no light on the" Bible but ’ 
leave the impression that it is the'In
fallible revelation of God, an impres
sion which absolutely unfits one for- 
being a teacher of the higher trutlu

largely true.' History shows ^it, The 
most brilliant m|ndq of Europe for 
centuries were hampiered in their in
tellectual work by ,t^e|. Christian nar
rowness and bigotry(.of the universi
ties and other schools'. . .And it is true 
to-day in dur own 1^'nd. . But the 
fault Ues not with education but with 
the school where" the .qdiication Is re- 
ceived. Schools <;an bp and ought to 
be and this school is .progress!vq and 
not conservative,. . Tn|p school is the 
remedy for a petriffe^ jnind.

Evolution.
One of the prominent branches 

taught In the ctmrse^at this school Is 
Evolution as set forth by Darwin and 
his compeers. It 1b -fmpdifflble to con
ceive how proper Wbrk 'ban be done 
for truth i nthis age;; by!<iny one ig
norant of this subjett; ‘-an3 yet, so far 
as I can discover, it Ik flAt'to be found 
as a study in the scim'oW'ttt this coun
try until One enters -tSolIeffi, and even

Oratory.
Another. Imporjaqf ¡Jrafleh is ora

tory, which, runs through the whole 
two years’ course Tuniiis school, but 
which .' lb not ’ gehSriWl'r ‘ taught in 
Schools exoept pei'ha^srii/-Iarge,!cl'ties. 
It was never taughttdlj! She sahools of 
this city till this year and then only 
because of the fast, growing influence 
of Mrs. NiveV.,teacher.of (jfqtqry in- 
this sefioqi, "The teachers.of the city., 
Cam'e’:to!‘lief ’fqy instruction which led 
the ‘school authorities to have a 
teacher of their own—a good Baptist.

Technical Schools. ■
Technical schools are rapidly multi

plying in-this country'' because the 
public school does not%i and is not in
tended to fit students; for. any special 
avocation in life; ' Th'is’schopl teaches

Twentieth Oehtury Guide By the Zanzigs. A good-
book for all those interested in this study. Price, cloth, $1; paper, 25c.

Two In One. A compendium of Biblical Spiritualism. A combina-' 
tioji of “The Question Settled” and “The Contrast” into one volume. 
By Moses Hull. Price $1. . ' , ,.

Uncooked Foods and How to Live on Them. By Mr and Mrs. Eugene
Christian, Illustrated. Qloth, $1. .

Vaccination a Curse. By t)r, J. M. Peebles. Treating on a subject 
of vital importance to every one. Price, $1,25.

Vedanta Philosophy. 'By Swami Vivekananda, Price $1.50. ' .
Volney’s Ruins and the Law of Nature. This is undoubtedly one of 

the best and most useful books ever published. It eloquently advocates 
the best interests of mankind. Price, ploth, 75 cents; paper, 50 cents.

Voltaire’s Romances. A new edition, profusely illustrated. A de
lightful reproduction, unique and refreshing. 480 pages, with portrait 
and 82 illustrations. Price, cloth, $1.50; postage 15 cents. - -

Warfare of Science With Theology, Information not procurable in 
the libraries of the world in a half century, showing the opposition of 
the church to science. Two vols., 900 pages. Price $5.

Wayside Jottings. Composed of Essays, Sketches, Poems and Songs, 
gathered from the highways, by-ways and hedges of life, from the in
spirational pen of Mattie E. Hull. Price 75.cents.

Wisdom of the Ages. By Dr. Geo. Fuller. A book of rare merit. 
Price, $1.

What All the World’s A-Seeking. By Ralph Waldo Trine. 
Price, $1.25.

Who Are These Spiritualists, and What Is Spiritualism? By Dr, J.
M. Peebles. Price, cloth, 75 cents; paper, 35 cents.

Why I Am a Vegetarian. By H. J. Moore. Price, 25 cents.
Woman. A lecture delivered to ladies only, by Mrs. Dr. Hulburt; on 

the present status of woman, physically, mentally, morally and spirit
ually, marriage and divorce. Price 10 cents.

Woman’s Bible. Parts I. and II. The Pentateuch. "A galaxy of 
scholarly comments by many of our brightest minds regarding much of 
the Old Testament, and the slight given the women. Price 50 cts. each.

Woman, Church and State. A historical account of the status ofThe Cause at Elwood, Indiana.
The Progressive Spiritualist’s have 

closed their hall, presumably till after 
the camp season. There Is much vis
iting , at this season of the year, aqd 
being so closely situated to Camp 
Chesterfield, we had concluded it the 
best thing to do; yet our hall stands in 
readiness for any good ^peaker who 
may pass this way., ' .

This season T. W. Smith of Ander
son, attended us one-month; Sister S. 
A. Grossfield "of Muncie, three months, 
and Brother Will J. Erwood spoke five 
times in our hall. The speakers, one 
and all, were fearless advocates of the 
Gospel of Truth, and spoke forth the 
words of wisdom and knowledge in 
such a plain, straightforward manner 
that all could tell that they had been 
touched by the finger of love, and had 
walked and talked with those who had 
passed on to the higher realms.

We have nothing in our hearts for 
them but love, and can highly recom
mend them to any society or people 
wliqm they may be called to serve.

Wè have labored for the cause with 
all our power, mentally, physically, 
and financially. We have aimed to 
send forth a proclamation of the phil
osophy of thip wondrous truth with 
suefi ,a'.Vibratory, „thóqght-wave that, 
like' tlié mighty wave of thè oceani it

system has lent Itself to the pro
duction of more serum for the bureau 
than any other animal that has been 
experimented upon.

A. This rich piece, of reporting 
strikes me as fully sustaining, rather 
than opposing the answers referred to. 
There is no unprejudiced evidence 
that this toxin ever saved a single life. 
In my own narrow experience, I have 
seen three cases where it was the evi- 

’ dent cause of death.
The cause of its advacacy by doc

tors? When a poor, old, worn-out 
fire horse can be made into a mint of 
money, yielding 51,000 a month, and 
the doctors get half at least of this for 
distributing' it, the cause is not far to

Think of it—I do not care to fur
ther argue the case. An old, worn-out 
horse is tied in his stall and has anti
tetanus. toxin injected into his veins, 

-, after the dreadful fever of this treat
ment, he has diphtheria toxin injects 
éd, and this is repeated until “there is 
no reaction.” The blood has been 
changed by the corrupting ferment, 
and he is immune. Now he is ready 
for the harvest. At intervals as much 
blood as he can spare is drawn, a 
quart or so at a time. This is filtered, 
the serum thus freed from corpuscles 
is mixed with an antiseptic, put up in 
glass, tubes—dose in a tube-—and is 
ready, like a poisoned arrow, to be 
shot into the innocent children, and 
now that five to ten dollars a shot is 
the fee of the doctor, the least ten
dency to sore throat, or a cold is diag
nosed as diphtheria. Perhaps this ac
counts for the increase of the disease 
since the advertising of this "remedy.” 
In one stable forty horses are con
stantly kept for the manufacture of 
toxins. At $1,000 a month, this means 
$40,000 for the monthly income. To 
sell this amount requires the subsidiz
ing of an army ôf doctors. They have 
a big .yake-oft, and are prosperous. 
There is a large expense in advertis
ing, and for editorial and répertoriai 
space; to fee the medical journals, and 
pay for "special dispatches" of which 
the quotation is a specimen. And the

"What have I- done? Why, I’ve got 
rich!

I've stocks and bonds galore.” 
“And yet,” said Peter cunningly, 

“I see you’re wan'tlng more, 
But gold is cheap and plenty here;

We care not for your show.
How did you get the money, sh-? 

That’s what I now must know."

Then suddenly a sound arose— 
A long-drawn wailing cry!

A hundred thousand voices seemed 
To pierce the vaulted sky,

And from earth’s shadows there ap
peared . •

A wild accusing throng.
From city streets, and hill, and plain' 

Their cry was borne along;
And white-faced women, worn with 

toil, 
Their famished infants brought, 

And suffering children, half-crazed 
men

Who long for aid had sought;
Young women, one time pure and fair, 

With hurrying footsteps came, 
On Nob Nabob they looked and cried, 

“He drove us to our shame!”
“And you come, hither with your gold 

To walk'tine heavenly way! ”
Saint Peter stamped—“I ask you, sir. 

What for yourself you say?"
Then Nob Nabob began to shake, 

His face grew ghastly white, . 
“Oh, let me In, Saint Peter, please,” 

He cried in sore affright.
T've given thousands to the church, 

I've taught a Bible class,
So, please don’t listen to this crowd— 

To glory let me pass!”- v 
Saint Peter gazed upon the throng, 

And darker grew his face, 
"I rather guess,” he grimly said, 

You’ll go to the other place!” 
IDA LEWIS BENTLEY.

Los Angeles, Cal; .

'Comparative Religion.
This school takes up the study of' 

Comparative Religion-and shows from, 
the light of archaeology the place in 
the evolution of humanity which' each 
religion fills, how it originated,' how 
One grew out of another, how each 
was believed to be divine and ' its 
books sacred, and how each will-final
ly pass away and- be -superseded» by: 
higher truth. But other schools, tts a 
rule, are dumb on this subject—a 
subject so important that- a public 
worker, ignorant ot it, is more likely 
to be a hindrance than a help to -the 
^construction of religion on earth. 
War of the Christiah Church on

Science.
This school uses, as one of its text 

books, the history of the war which 
the Christian church waged - through 
all the centuries against science and 
of the persecution and even-tortures it 
inflicted on scientists. It tells us 
that “Christian Theology put- -back 
the intellectual development of Eu
rope 1300 years.” No other school in 
this land teaches such history. Pub
lic sentiment Is such that it will not 
allow any history to be used in school 
that tells the whole truth in regard to 
the career of the Christian church.

Rhetoric and Logic;

‘‘The Kingship; of Self-Control." By 
Wm. George Jordan. • It treats of the 
crimes of the tongue, the Red Tape du
ty, the supreme chartty.of the world, 
the revelation of reserve power, etc. 
Price, 30 cents.

“Spiritism and Mrs. Leonora E Piper, 
and Dr. Thomson'!. Hudson's Theories 
in Regard to It.” By Ex-Judge Abram 
H. Dailey. Demonstrates futility and 
Inadequacy of Hudson’s explanations of 
spiritual phenomena. Price,. 25 cents;

"Handy Electrical Dictionary.” A 
practical handbook of reference, con
taining deflnitions; of every used elec
trical term orphraso. , Price 26cts.-

“HOW SHAH I BECOME A MEDIUM?” - - - - - - - - - - — . r
It is fully answered in “Mediumship, and Its 

Laws, Its Conditions and Cultivation, by Hud
son Tuttle; Price .35 .cents. Address him at 
Berlin "Heights, Ohio

might,reach from shore to shore.
_We have done ail we could to re

move the false dogmas in the minds of 
the people and to place the cause on 
an intelligent and attractive platform, 
and on a paying basis. We want the 
people to see, and know that it pays 
to be a Spiritualist.

After all bur tears, pains, trials, 
heart-aches, and sorrows, if we have 
have hopb Only-in this world, we 
would of all men be most miserable; 
but thanks tor that knowledge of a 
continued life, and that the conditions 
are more and more optimistic. That 
alone is sufficient to buoy'us all on to 
do our utmost.’

Now this knowledge can only be 
comprehended and realized as a fact 
by coming in. direct personal contact 
with the ■ 'spirit x forces. Then we 
won’t have „to guess or believe. We 
know. Secondhand, hearsay, or may
be so, avalletfi nothing.

J. L. FOSTER.

woman throughout the Christian ages, with reminiscences of the Matri- 
arehate. By Matilda Joslyn Gage; Price, elotli, $1.50; paper, 75 cents.

Womanly Beauty of Form and Feature. By Albert Turner. Price, $1, 
Woman. Four Centuries of Progress. Showing her gradual rise 

from slavery and bondage of ancient times. By Susan H. Wixon. A 
lecture of great value. Price 10 cents.

Works of E. D. Babbitt, LL. D. M. D. “Human Culture and Cure.” 
Part First. The Philosophy of Cure. Price, board cover, 75 cents.

“Human Culture and Cure.” Part Second. Marriage, Sexual De
velopment and Upbuilding. Price, cloth, 75 cents.

“Human Culture and Cure.” Parts Third and Fourth. In one vol
ume. Part Third being devoted to Mental and Psychological Forces, 
and Part Fourth to the Nervous System and Insanity. Price, $1.

“Human Culture and Cure.” Part Fifth. The Bodily Organs, 
Their Diseases and the Great Natural Methods for Their Cure. 
Price, $1.

“Health and Power.” A Handbook of Cure. Etc. Price, leather, 
35 cents.

“Principles of Light and Color.” One of the greatest books of tho 
age. Price, $5; by mail, 32 cents extra.

“Religion.” Most thoughtful, spiritual and excellent. Price, cloth, 
$1; paper, 50 cents. Postage 10 eents.

“Social Upbuilding,” including Co-operative Systems and the Happi
ness and Ennobling of Humanity. Price, paper, 15 cents.

World Making. A scientific explanation of the birth, growth and 
death of .worlds.. By Samuel Phelps Leland, Ph. D;, LL.D. Nicely 
bound in £lofh. Price 75 eents. <’•

Zanoniv. By Bulwer Lytton: Price 50 cents. "
Zodiacal Influences. Know thyself. This little pamphlet teaches 

how to use the powers derived at birth from the position, and influence 
of the planets. By Charles H. Mackay. Price 25 cents.

A Conspiracy Against the Republic. By Judge C. B. Waite, author 
of “History of the Christian Religion to the Year 200. Price 25 cents.

A Few Words About the Devil. By Chas. Bradlaugh, the great Eng- . 
lish freethought leader, with a story of his life as told by himself and a 
history of his Parliamentary struggles. Price, 50 cents.

After Her Death. The Story of a Summer. Pervaded with pure and 
sublimely spiritual thought. Something to make the reader pause and 
reflect almost to entrancemeut. By Lilian Whiting. Price $1.

Age of Reason. Being an investigation of true and fabulous theoL 
. ogy. A new and complete-edition, from new plates and new type; 186

same in all schools. But it Is not. 
Every study is colored and changed, 
and almost remade by the teacher and 
the kind of inquiry and discussion 
which he permits. The chief object of 
rhetoric is to give the student practice 
in the preparation of themes for pub
lic or private work. In. this school 
among the subjects selected for this 
work'are Spiritualism, "Spirit - Inter
course, the Bible as Literature, the 
Human Origin of ’ Christianity, Bud
dhism, the Universal Religion, Truth, 
the Highest Authority, Spirit Phenom
ena and:Its Place in Science,.and kin
dred subjects. How many schools or 
teachers or text books in this country 
make use of such subjects in teaching 
composition or in illustrations in log
ic? We have one of the ablest text 
books in Psychology of which I know, 
but the author takes the ground that 
all "spirit manifestations" have no ob-' 
jectlve reality but are purely subject
ive. In this 'school such statements 
in the- book are denied by the teacher 
and the ignorance of the author isex- 
posed. Does the reader think this is 
done or would be allowed to be done 
In other schools either by student or 
teacher? . . ¿I

Freedom of "Thought.
The very atmosphere of this school 

is to encourage individual freedom/ of 
thought on every, -subject . however 
radical. But the atmosphere of 
schols In general is such as to gene
rate conservatism, and to keep stu
dents in the old ruts. For a text book • 
with new ideas touching religion, to 
be admitted into the schools, of the 
land It must run the • gauntlet of con
servative Christian scrutiny: almost as 
severe as for a book to find admit
tance into a Sunday-school; The 
same men to a large degree control 
both. The objection: which many. 
Spiritualists have to education ,1s that

I it tends.to petrify the minds which re- 
I ceive it. No doubt this has been

the common English tirifhehes but it is 
also technical. Jt dope not fit one to 
be a lawyer or a chemist, but'It does 
train one to be a successful worker 
With pen and voice in. the broad field«, 
of progressive Ideasj religious, gov
ernmental; humanitarian and psychic, 
to which Spiritualism ,ln* its highest 
form opens the way' and takes the 
lead. No other school in the land of 
which. I know makes’this a specialty 
or even covers this grodnd.

Adult,Schools. .
The public schools ure for children 

and youth and for. them only. Even 
if the law allowed adult attendance, 
what person of 40 or 50 dr 60 years of 
age, seeking an education which un
fortunately was missed in earlier 
years, would for one moment consent 
to enter classes in the public schools, 
made up as they are of -children or 
youth in their teens? . Under the 
power of Spiritualism there are adults 
who have been bom,.again and become 
filled with a new inspiration and a new 
ambition. The vision of a great 
work which they never saw before but 
which now they are anxious to enter 
into rises in glory before them. They 
are eager for it. There is but one 
drawback tq their complete success: 
they lack special ' training for the
work. This school is ■established’ to 
give these noble, souls this special 
training—a training which they can 
get at no other school'. The very 
fact that there are no hdult schopls in 
.the land, is, of itself-, a'sufficient rea
son for the establishment of this.

- The Difference. ’ .
The difference between this and 

most other schools jsjgqry similar to 
the difference between Spiritualism 
and Christianity. In LpthcSame things 
are common. But, In^spitBl of this. 
Spiritualism, might atbjve]l> jie merged 
into Christianity a&d; ¡Spiritualists 
abandon their organizations, their 
platforms and their¡ngreas eand join 
the Christian churches and give their 
money-and Infljtenceitia aqpport the 
Christian ministry ash faro'. them . to 
abandon their educatjpnahi. organiza
tion and force those'vjhQTtPek an edu
cation into conservatism sahjpols where, 
even if allowed to enigri -nwmy ofiour 
noble young men and women, for lack 
of sympathy and support, are .sure to 
become alienated : frqjn - thsr new-born 
truths and lured backrlntorijie old and 
still popular paths in whicSigthelr fath-

Lake Brady Camp.
On July 6, Mr. and Mrs.. D. A. Her

rick and Mrs. Annie Gillespie, held a 
joint meeting, consisting of short 
speeches, 'character readings, test|, 
etc. Owing io it being stormy the 
attendance was small, but those who 
attended felt well paid. Some said it 
was the best of'the kind ever held at 
Lake Brady Camp. *

July 8, was an ideal summer day. 
The excursion trains and the trolley 
cars brought many to Brady at an 
early hour. Th the absence of the 
president, Mrs Hoiles acted as chair
man. After the opening invocation 
by Mrs. Anna Gillespie, the speaker, 
of the day, a solo- entitled Zion, was 
sung by- Mrs. J. Saxton of Detroit, 
Miehr

Mrs. Gillespie preceded her remarks' 
of the morning by the question so oft-, 
en asked: “Where Aré We At?" When' 
she had finished the audience certain
ly had a fair idea of a Spiritualist’s 
opinion of “where We are at.”

The singing of the afternoon con
sisted of a duet by Mr. and- Mrs. Gil
lespie and solos by -Mr. Gillespie and 
Mr. Saxton. ■ '

Mr. D. A, Herrick was able to be 
present, and'assist in the exercises of 
the day. '• ■

It is with regret that the Brady- 
ites Ustqned to the last address of 
Mrs. Gillespie', ¿nd hid her God speed 
toward her; next, destination. Many 
hopes were'expressed that she may be 
able to be with us again next year, as 
she has won many friends during the 
years she has been coming here.

. . MARY L. BETTES. ■
: .Cuyahoga Falls, Ohio.

"The Spiritual Birth or Death and 
ilts Tomorrow." By Moses Hull. 
This is a pamphlet of 36 pages, and 
gives the Spiritualistic idea of Death, 
Heaven: and Hell, according to the 
author’s interpretation- of the Spirit
ualistic views. Price,'-1'5'cents.

"Tne Spiritual Significance, or, Death 
as an Event hi Life.” By Lilian Whit
ing. One of.Miss Whiting's most sug
gestive, intensely interesting, spiritual 
books. It is laden with rich, thought- 
gul spirituality, price 81,

Opened Lyceum.
To the Ediior:—I opened the ly

ceum here-Tu'esday, with 41 children 
enrolled. It.is remarkable how the 
little folks, retain memory of last- 
year’s work, enabling us “to ■ take up 
the second year’s training with but 
little review.. ., Many of the - adults 
are taking the course to fit them for 
lyceum .work as teachers.- Dr. Aus
tin and Prof. Reck are the lecturers at 
present; with Mrs. Murtha bf Toron
to, as message bearer. All are' doing 
most excellent work and are greatly 
appreciated by the audience. Mr.- 
John Ring was with us a few days, 
and gave most earnest and instructive 
-talk on the work for the children 
Prof. Peck and Dr. Austin will occupy 
the platform Sunday, with Mrs. Mur
tha. Mr. Will J. Erwood will be with 
us during the week. . .

' ANNA L. GILLESPIE.
Chesterfield, Ind.

"The Jesuits.” By Rev. B. F. 
Austin, A. M., B. D. An «sesllant 
pamphlet. Prise, ts-mts.

L ¡ /J »«■ 1

press the thoughts of men, women and children living in, the new times. 
Price, cloth, $1.

Angeli Prine Contest Recitations. To advance Humane Education in 
all its phases. A book especially adapted to Lyceums. Full of enthus
ing ideas. By Emma Rood Tuttle. Price 25 cents.

Antiquity Unveiled. Ancient Voices from the Spirit Realms. An in
tensely interesting work, carrying one deeply into the mysteries of the 
past. By J. M. Roberts. Price $1.50. ■

A. P. A. Manual. A complete exposition of the principles-and objects 
of the American Protective Association, with a vivid description of Ro
manism as it is to-day. Price 15 cents.

■ Apocryphal New Testament, being all the Gospels, Epistles, and other 
pieces now extant, attributed in the first four centuries to Jesus Christ, 
His Apostles, and their companions, and not included in the New Testa
ment by its coinpilers. Translated from the original tongues, and now 
collected into one volume. Price, $1.50.

Apollonius of Tyanji. Identified as the Christian Jesus. Ajwonder- 
ful communication, explaining how his life and teachings were utilized 
to formulate Christianity. Price 15 eents.

Around the Year With Ella Wheeler Wilcox. By Ella Ruddy. 
Price $1.

Aryan Sun-Myths. The Origin of Religions. A valuable compila
tion of .historical facts relating tb the ancient conception of the necessity 
for turners. By Sarah E. Titcomb. Priée, cloth, $1.

A Scientific Demonstration of the Future Life. By Dr. Thomson J. 
Hudson. Price $1.50.

A Sex Revolution. By Lois Waisbrooker. author of “Helen Harlow’s 
Vow,” “Tho Occult Forces of Sex,” “Perfect Motherhood,” and many 
other works. Price 25 cents.

As It Is to Be. By Cora Lynn Daniels. This is a- most spiritual book 
and grits a beautiful account of the process of dying. Price, $1.

Asphodel Blooms and Other Offerings. A book of short poems by 
Enima Rood Tuttle. Neatly bound in blue cloth with silver letters. 
Price' $1.

Astral Worship. With a chart in the front cover with signs of the 
Zodiac. By J. H. Hill, Mr D. Price $1.

"Atlantis, the Antediluvian Wqrld.' By Ignatius Donnelly, is a book 
bf rare thought, proving the .existence of a continent by the name of 
Atlantis having existed years ago. Price $2.

. Auras and Colors. An -Esoteric System ,of Teaching Concerning 
Halos, Aureolas and the Nimbus. By J. C. F. Grumbine. - Price, 50 cts.

Automatic or Spirit Writing, with other psychic experiences of the 
author. A book well worth the price, for its valuable suggestions to 
others wishing the phase.. By Sara A. Underwood. Price, cloth, $1. 
Paper, 50 cents. ; ’

Behind the Veil. Written by a spirit in a most interesting manner, 
and describing his life in the spirit world. Price 75 cents.

Bible Marvel Workers, and the wondrous power which helped or 
made them perform mighty works and- utyer inspired words. Personal 
characteristics of prophets and apostles. By Allen Putnam. Price 75c

Bible of Bibles, or Twenty-seven Divine Revelations containing a de
scription of twenty-seven; bibles, also a delineation of the character of 
the principle personages of.the Christian Bible, and an examination of “ 
their doctrines. By Kersey Graves. Price $1.75.

Big Bible Stories. Placed in the crucible bf Mathematics, they aro 
made too absurd for anyone who can . count on his fingers, one, two • 
three, etc. New and unique; By W. H. Bach. Price, 50 cents. ’ * '

: Can Telepathy Explain. By Minot j. Savage. Price $1.
• - Celestial Dynamics. A normal course of study in the Astro-Magn'etio ' 

Forces of Nature. Just the book for riiental healers or students in the ' 
science. 107 pages. - Price $1.

Character Building, Thought Fower. - A dainty little book and helb» 
fuL-r By Ralph Waldo Trine. Pricç, 35 eents. . .
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How a Spirit Was Brought to Learn the Wai 
oi Gentleness and Kindness.

9
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, Send age, sex, leading symptom and 
your address, and we "will diagnose 
your disease

LIBRA HERB COMPANY.
We are .aliicrlnrr herb», ft.« U n o», I he hand 

or nulure. which grow hi abundance here la ( 
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serlpuvu nuttier. I

l.IBHA HEKB CO., Sult Luke City, Utah.
Lock Box 1713.

; ■ How often when living on earth we 
- , say things which are unkind and 

which will hurt the feelings of others.
Sometimes we do- this without 

‘ thinking, and at other, times we do bo 
intentionally. I for one used my 
tongue too freely In this respect.

I belonged to the church of God (as 
I thought) and believed If others 
would be eternally saved, they, too, 
must belong to the same church, or 

> one whose creed was similar to mine, 
. as I thought that it was through this 

church that heaven was to be reached, 
and that those who did not belong to 
it God would punish as he would those 
that belonged to no church at all.

I well remember one night a dear 
friend came to see me and I told her 
that she should have her only son un
der a more Christian influence, and 
that she should have . him join the 
church, and by bo doing he would be 
saved from the wrath of God. .1 

Her feelings ^ere very much hurt 
at what I had said, and she said tn re-, 
ply that she was earnestly trying to’ 
brjng up her son and daughters in the 
path of uprightness, and that she 
should not urge her boy to join any 
church until he could realize more 
fully the step he was taking. I after
wards said some very unladylike 
things to her. Such wus the condi
tion between us when I was called 
hence.

.Death came, but I was not. carried 
in the arms of waiting angels to. the 
presence of God ns I had expected to 
be.

But I stayed in the home with those 
who now called me dead. Dead, not 
I. 1 was very much alive and endeav
ored to tell them so, but was unable to 
do so.

What was I to do?
Was I dreaming or awake? I came 

to the conclusion that I was awake, 
and then I asked myself, where aré 
the angels?

\Vhere 1b God? If I coqld.not make 
■ the friends who were ' in the house’ 

with the body which I had just left, 
understand, or make my presence 

- known unto them, could I make my
self known to those elsewhere?

■ Théee were some of the many ques- 
■ - tiens which came into my mind.

/ • While some of these thoughts were 
passing through my mind, some of my 
friends and dear oneri approached me.

It was a great surprise that ! beheld 
them ‘without wings, but they were' 

■ i men and women the same as • wheji' 
•' they were living on earth.
t I was not prepared to.meet them as 

such, for I had always thought that 
t they would not look at all as they did 
.' -. when on earth but that they would be 

k clothed with white robes and have 
-/zt ?-golden harps in their hands, with a 

• halo of light surrounding them.
I asked them if I was dead. In re- 

-t'y ply to mv question they said I YdB 
ii') was called dead hy those I ¿had’ 
■- ' leftcq e^t’1 i : •;< •• -<

Hap 1 survived déátW'/'Tney salçt r 
■-'hail.

-'Was leaved by-faith through the 
h-jiù^ngiemptiôn 'of Christ? l íabked |lféiri. 
i'I<$$<^maMirhat do you^jippoB^they said In 
<«>«?»AUBVcr to .th^>^ùestiôô.T Simply,

-.1 then aiilted them to whom I ,WAa 
Tndfebted for nty existence after pasè- 

•¿syTrig through what-was called depth. 
if'î'-'-'Th'e'y. said 1 owed it to a great''law of 

, \ . nature and to nothing else. ' ’
I- then asked them why I had not be-' 

<i- - fore this.been carried to the gate of, 
lieaven? Their answer was, “It is. 
not bo willed bv Omn.” ■ -

I asked them, “Where is-God?” and 
z; ‘ what do vou suppose they told me?

; That they had not seenlilm, neither 
:> --.had anv one of them found a personal 
?. .-.God, and they‘doubted very much If 1. 

'w.-Ajould find him. These persons,, my 
n>.;>/<ild'friends and dear ones, . to think 
LV/^that thev should doubt the existence 
V^iol a personal God!

This thought made me feel angry at 
y them, and I exclaimed, "Oh! the wick- 
z^'-edness of unbelieving.”

At this time a man came towards 
■ . me and extended hi» hand to welcome 
K ■ me to the land which knows not death, 
Í. but I refused to take it, having known 
V him in earth life. 1 looked upon him 
L as a backslider, and I felt sure that 

- only a life of eternal misery was to be 
his portion.

Yet there lie stood before me, and 
<■ welcomed ni» to spirit life (which I 

believe they called it). I cried out in 
. surprise and in anger: “How comes 

this man to be in our midst?”
■■ They answered me by saying that 

‘ he was doing a noble work, was a 
'■ helper to those who were in trouble 

“ and needed assistance: that a number 
of others were also engaged in the 

''"■same good cause., and that he, know- 
Ing mo on earth, took it upon himself 

; to come uninvited to my presence and 
.to offer me his hand and to welcome 

Z me to the spirit land.
'•-Z I turned to him and said: "Sir, how 

■ ' comes it that, you are here where I
- am: "

"Because,” lie said in reply, “I wish 
it. You and I are now on the same 
level. Death has claimed the mate- 

» - rial but we have survived if. We are 
to inhabit the same country. In re- 

- - gard to hell, I never reached it nor 
■*, ' shall I ever.
.r-/ My friend, let me tell you that God 

will not divide his children, placing 
< some in a condition of eternal happi- 

. - mess and others in a condition where 

. - they are to suffer the foments of 
hell.”

i . I then told him the friends I had 
just met had said they knew no one 
who ever had met a personal God, arid 

v .-¿yet you tell me God will not divide His 
¿■^.children.
' A He told me that the God which he 
■y./ihad spoken of, was the Infinite Spirit 
' ¿ of Life, Wisdom andi love. He yrould 
--■y’not see a sparrow perish or crushed

to remain longer in your presence," 
and turning: my-back towards him, 
said,“Good day, sir.” "

He-then said as he left me, “Oh! 
God, : forgive her, she knows not what 
she does." He then slowly passed 
from, my sight.

After he had left me I felt relieved, 
and turned towards my dear ones, but 
lol most of them had gone from me 
while I . fiad been engaged In talking 
to that pialla ,

One of (hose who remained told me 
that I had sent them away for they be
lieved as that man did, and for that 
reason they, too, had left me. It was 
also told me that they had intended to 
have me make my home with them un
til I had one for myself, but which 
they were unable to do now on ac
count of the stand which I had taken, 
and that I must dò the best I could 
Without tijelr help.

Then they left me, and I found my
self alope, "A stranger in the strange 
land.which lies before you all after; 
fleàth.” I will not attempt to de- 
scribe my feelings at that. time.

Boon after this experience I passed 
into a kind of sleep and upon awàk-; 
ening found myself in a beautiful val“ 
ley of dense woods. I saw birds, and 
their sweet songs filled the air as they- 
passed from limb to limb, or tree to 
tree, and could I believe my own eyes, 
there was a real live deer, with beau
tiful spreading antlers, looking at me 
in ainazèinérit.

Here were living testimonials (as 
real as they were on earth before the 
change called dath) of the truth 
which had just been told me.

But ho.w .came I into these woods? 
was the question which I tried to an- 

•Bwer, but. I could -not, as much as I 
would have liked to.

Then it was that I became aware of 
having an appetite, or of approaching 
hunger, that I needed nourishment.

, Wljere..was I to get it? , . ,
;;.j>id ; the opes eat who had passed 
through what was called death, and 
found like '.myself that they still lived? 
And if ithey. did, what? *

No .relief came to me and I grew, 
more pud more hungry, and at last Ilf 
despair I-cried out tò myself and to 
the living things in the surrounding 
woods’where I had'found myself, “Am 
I Xq stàryèr; after having • passed’ 
througlri^hptihey call death, and to 
die In.the'^óoil.abf hunger, alone and 
friehMesg?“?■’ _. .. ....

: „'JuB^indri'i.'thdught. I- heard a per» 
ispn agpipgènirig, and to iny horror an 
American/Iudlan came, towards me, 
and 'spblfe to me7. saying:

"WJrité. squaw lost, in big woods of 
the red man’s happy hunting grounds. 
Come with Swift Arrow and he will 
lead paleface squaw ' to his wigwam 
where Sunbeam will get pale-face 
something to eat and á blanket."

He turned, and I followed, not 
..que'stiou|n^.!hlm.^ ■ He led me to.a reg- 
.ulari'ìhiltón.^ was but a
short■ dÍ8tánce,’from' w .fie found
me. There wereHndlan men and wo- 
men.-ln the littlejvlllage where he took 
mg^He asceti Sunbeam to, get me 
SOTRéthing She brought me 
fpjlLapd a3®fl drink made'from 
fruit wfiich had'.been crushed, only thè 
jùice/baving'bèo^^

"SKe'iold wash,
tlierS-Was a-s¿n!ílí;stíeám back Qf the

as "that 
'wrist the.'way they did. 7 There1 was, a 
small spring a little to the right of it, 
it rwarited-to.drlnk some • cold-, pure- 
water. »T- d/d' eat, and drank ò.f thè' 
crushed friÚL and felt much better.-

Swift Arrow, told me that I could 
make my'hòme with them, and; tlidt 
Sunbeam would be a companioiif fòr 
me jvhile.I wished to. stay* with^fiem. 
What was thgre left for me to do' but 
accept théir. offer, because I had ño- 
Where.-éíse to go? I stayed for some 
tjine, during which I lived as they did, 
yet as far as I could I did as I was ac
customed In our home on earth, but |t 
was notrlotfg. hèforé I had. to hurpbie 
my pride a^tuiáké the.best oftthe! 
things as I found’ them there; when- 
this frame of mind came upon me,. I 
really commenced to enjoy the life' in 
the .open air very much.

Swift Arrow had ri wigwam jnade 
for my usé and Sunbeam’s, which was 
very kind of him, I thought, but that 

■ws not given to me until I had 
learned to accept things thankfully, 
however small the favor might be.

Where were the friends I first met 
and who had afterwards left me? was 
a question which I in vain tried to an
swer. Was I to see them again, and if 
so, under what conditions would it bo? 
I told Sunbeam of the words which I 
had with my friends who had come to 
welcome me to the land of spirits. 
She told me that I had done a great 
wrong to them, and in so doing had 
brought suffering upon myself, and 
that I had better go and tell them I 
was ready to commence anew and ac
cept the conditions of the spiritual 
country and the teachings of those 
who had been there, and not be angry 
because they differed i’n their Ideas 
from those which I thought was right.

When I came to this conclusion she' 
said she thought I would be much hap
pier and have many friends, all of 
whom, like Sunbeam, would be glad to 
help me. I was angry at her for say
ing this to me, but I had learned one 
thing since coming to the life beyond 
death, and that was not to Use my 
tongue as freely and unkindly as I had 
many times been in the habit of doing 
while on earth, and again I-was afraid 
I might lose her friendship, and if I 
did, whàt should I do? Where should 
I go?

I remained in silence in regard to 
that, but asked Sunbeam, as though 1 
had not heard what she had just said, 
if there was anyone who lived on 
earth that I could reach, and telLtliem 
that-1 was-not'dead, but living?

A Paper that Never Falters, Never Pauses'in Its Effort for the Greatest Good to 
the Gause of Spiritualism, Science, Morality, Higher Thought, and a Better Life. 
Never Lacking-for Life and the Dissemination of Most Important Mind-Food.

Give Us the Truth, the Whole "Truth, and Nothing but the Truth
est Africa lived, and we found them 
living as they were accustomed-to live 
on earth, only in a higher state of civ
ilization than they lived on garth. We 
also beheld the Arabians/iri^their na
tive garb. .Then we journeyed to an
cient countries and beheld some peo
ple of the olden times. '

After completing this pleasant and 
instructive trip, Sunbeam and X . re
turned to our Indian wigwam. I asked 
•Sunbeam what, her object was in tak
ing me to see these different- people 
and their manner of living?

She said she thought that was the 
best way in which to show me that all 
of the. people of tlip- .World survived 
•death and lived as thOY ?;.were accus- 
/tomed to on earth aM:tW- they clung 
■tbithe characteristics; of ; their . own 
people; that they retained their perr 
sonallties as they did on earth; this, 
she said, would show me also that all 
survived death, no matter, what their 
race, color, or in what grade of life 
they might be when called to pass 
through the change called death; arid 
that none was ever brought into this 
condition by grace or-through the re
demption of any one man, ' for there 
were many people who lived in the an
cient cities of the olden times which 
passed long before Ohrist was born on 
earth. - - ;•

'Now becoming aware of.these facts.
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out of existence, for 
tures survived death.

Oh! the horror of
.words.

I told him that he 
other Gods than the

all living crea-

hearing those

was worshiping 
one which the'

X??Bible had commanded us to worship.
■ I turned to him and said in anger,' 

.VOutof my sight, you unholy man, and 
i. nil that think and speak as you have

• 'done. Your room is better than your 
Company. Unto your unholv words 1 
shall turn a deaf ear. I will not hs- 

v-ten to you longer."
Ha replied: “You will regret this 

"^fetep. Think carefully before you send 
- me and those who think as I do from 
<-you. You will surely suffer for doing 
'. so. I would gladlv speak to you, but 

■ '■jou will not hear me. 1 would help 
' you in many ways, and others want to 

•- help you also, but you refuse' our help, 
v so be it as you desire, l am now try- 
» Ing, to atone for the mistakes of my 
• earth life and to do unto others as I 
■'/Would .wish them to do unto me it 1 
' was in'thoir place.'’.

- -1 Then said-hhto him: >“I di> not wls^C

Sunbeam’s ¿answer i to me was: 
"Only one of the friends 'on earth 
whom you knew while there, can you 
tell that you are still living, and un
der what conditions.” I asked her 
who th|s person was, and what do you 
think Iler answer was? . . . '
. She gave me th§ name of theAon of 
the lady with .whom I had words in 
earth life, about his not being a Chris
tian or under a Christian influence. 
Again the question came to my mind, 
“What was I to do?” I did not want 
to go to him to confess my mistakes, 

. I will not tell you in detail how 1 
spent my time. Under tho compan
ionship of Sunbeam I was brought to 
kno^ that trees, grass, IloWers of all 
description, birds of all kinds, fish of 
all sizes, as well as the beasts of the 
woods, insect life and reptiles did ex
ist in the land which I was in after 
passing through the change of death.

Then Sunbeam said she wanted to 
take ino to'foreign lands in spirit life.
-1 .went with her and visited tho 

French people, the German, and also 
the peopl^'of India. Then.we went to 

-a the savages of dark
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THE MOD Selections from the contents of that ancient

I saw that I was in.error, and that I 4 ■ ■■
was conf routed'by overwhelming' evl- 0®ce ® Second street, Lily Dale, N. Y,
donee this was all true for this agreed 
with .what the iban whòìn.I-had- 'Meat-, 
ed so Bùladylik'e hàà'tóiclrme.' 
r Sunb'eani arid T'wen^'tp 
on earth and I tried to màke mÿ pres
ence known to them, but^was unable 

■ tq.do BO. ' -
‘ .We afterwards-entered the home of 
the- son of the' lady with whom I had 
unpleasant verdis in regard-to his be- 
ihgia.ChriBtiàh/àn'd-as we’entered the 
ropin' in whlçli'hé'was, behold! there 
Vere: a number''-of people - gathered, 
about him aridVhtfYas In thè act of 
writing.' : ■; a-

I askéd Sùiibààtyvwhat he was'd^^ 
and the reason -Wfiy ;so',-tó^ 
were interested. She 'tnlij me, that lie 
was engaged in writing, down Ithelr 
thoughts, which they gave him for-thé 
benefit of those who wanted to know 
of the things of the spiritual world.

I said, “How can this be, as he is in 
the earthly body, and they in the spir
itual body?”

She answered me by saying, that his 
spirit had been awakened and that 
with his earnest desire and work com
bined With theirs bad enabled them to 
bring him into a condition where hé 
was instrumental in giving .. their 
tenehings to tlie wprld. ''

I asked Sunbeam? if I^ould- give him 
any thought 'by whléh he'-ïnfght know 
me? 7' : ' /

Súnbeam said I might be-able to cio 
sp, and I succeeded in giving to him 
this message for his mother: “Mrs. C, 

. Do not blame, but pity me.” And thù^ 

.it wqs i had. taken thé fir^t „ stè^■ to
wards my own.happiness. » ■ : ::
• ■ That evening-Jie read to his mother 
what I hari éWr'arid both forgave me. 

•A. Jtewi^àys afterwards T asked him if 
write through.-.him?./-He said 

he was very busy in' :WriUng-fqr,other 
persons, but that hé?. would .gladly, do 
'so, at gome.future tiine;itI;w.Quld, do 
all. in .my. p.ow,er fo 4>r.epare7òiy.sèlf for 
that work, and if -.say
would help others/¿9'’lie'did? not de
sire to be the only one benefited.

I agreed to this. Then I told Sun
beam that I was anxiÿlKtté..meet.- the 
man-to whom ,1 - wa8,>sff;?junlady.lik,e 

.-.When-I first came to/feÿpirit world. 
She said she Would trike/¿Wl /to his 
home.-. We journeyed there and what 
a pleasant, place it was! He greeted 
us very pleasantly. I told him of the 
experience T had passed through s.ince 
I so unkindly had sent hiin /íóm me, 
but that I had.mowcomé tólréquest hírii 
to do what he. could to help me in the 
light, of tfúth -eternal,';SÒ. in timé I 
mlglìt rétürn to earth arid ' give to 
those in earth life .my expedience that 
they might be benefited by it.

He said that he was ■ glad I had 
come with this request, and that he and 
others would de all they could to help 
me in my search for truth, and my 
frienjds wished me to vipit their 
homes until I had a home of my oiyn.

I tbld them I would gladly accept 
their kind offer, but 1 must return to 
the Indian wigwam arid thank Swift 
Arrow and the other Indians who. had 
been so kind to me while I remained 
with them.- and, to stay'a little'while 
longer with Sunbeam, for I com
menced to appreciate what, they had 
done for me. ' •

After I had done: this, I stayed for 
a while in the home* of a friend . who 
passed to spirit life when a child. ■ .

I soon found that Thad been carried 
to those woods by some of my spirit 
friends, and left there for. my own 
good, and that Swift Arrow and Sun
beam were to have an oversight of me 
until I was brought into a condition to 
say that I néeded their' ’ help, which 
they kriew would surely còme sooner 
òr later. I now únderstand that, these 
Indians are co-workers with the white 
racé, and it wbb for this reason that I 
whs shown the things òf natûfo which 
existed and the different races of' men.

,It was to awaken me to the truth 
that would surely tell me that I should 
gò unto my own people and be taught 
by those who had beeri in spirit life a 
long time and had become teachers to 
the ones who had just arrived there, 

• The result of their work has caused 
me many happy hours, and I thank 
them for what I have been able to 
learn thus far from them. •

T have now-iold you of earth of the 
condition in wnich I placed myself by 
riiy mistaken belief and by; unkindly 
judging others.

I will say unto you, “Judge not, that 
ye be not judged.”

SPIRIT MRS. M------ .
Received by -L. M. Cobb.

"Continuity of Life a Cosmic Truth,” 
By Prof. Wm. M. Lockwood. The work 
of a strong, logical thinker, on a fieoply 
important subject. - Price, cloth, .$1. 
" "Immortality, its Naturalness, Its 
Possibilities and Proofs.’’: By J. -M. 
Peebles, M. A., M. D„ Ph.. D., Contains 
the address rejected by tho Philosophi
cal Society of Great Britain, with Intro
duction and Explanatory Letter. Price 
10 cents.

u¿; spirit^

FRED P, EVANS,
Famous Medium for

Slatewriting', Clairvoyance, Etc., 
Since the recentculamity in San Francisco, niay 
be addressed as follows; Fred F. Evans, Los Ga
tos. California. Rural 29. Seances or readings by 
mall may be obtained by writing to Mr. Evans for 
particulars. SPJECIAL-Mi. ^vaus has a few 
copies of his famous book “Peychography.” on 
hand. This work was published at 12.60 per copy, 
ana Is devoted to tho many marvelous slatewrlt* 
h)g experiments given through his mediumship. 
Also, explains bow the writing is done, and how 
he developed his wonderful power. The book is 
profusely illustrated. While they last you can 
have a copy, postpaid, forfl.M.

Be Sure to Read This.
Frances L. Loucks, ope of the greatest rwychio ' 

wonders living. I use the spiritual X-rnytoJo 
cate all Internal diseases. A trial will convince ■ 
you. Nervous exhaustion uudloBt vigor of both 
sexes successfully .treated, us hundreds can tes
tify. Send name age, sex, complexion, ope lead
ing symptom, and ten cents in stamps, and you 
will receive a correct diagnosis of your cuss free, 
worth dollars to you. Be sure to write your own 
letter. Dr. J. S. Loucks, who lately passed on, 
continues to treat the sick through my medium-f 
ship. Address all letters to * [

FRANCES L. LOUCKS,
86 Waaren 0L, BiMebatn. Klui»

APiPDilTHnV A horoscope which shows 
All 1 n fill T 1 y°urdisposition, mentality. 
uijahuiiuu 1 whut boat adapted for. where 
to locate, Ab regards Marriage. Health, Travel
ing, tho Good and Evil Periods for (h’e Coining 
Five Years. Bend the Year, Month, Day of- the 
Month. Hour of Day, Place Born and the Sex- 
Costs but One Dollar. Address William C. Pratt, 
600 Moro st., Manhattan, Kansas.

Special Announcement, 
Immediately to All 
Magnetic Healers,

AN ASTONISHING OFFER
Send three two-cent stamps, lock of 

hair, age, name and the leading symp
tom, and your disease will ba diagnosed 
free by spirit power.

Mrs. Dr. Dobson-Barker,
280 North Sixth St. 

San Jose, Call
The accomplishments of Electric Vibratory 

ThcrepeutiOB will enable you to successfully 
meet the fatty and practice as a healer. Address,book, its commentaries, Í rooet m>u piavuvu us (memm. j_______

School of Therapeutics,
’ 110 Wisconsin street, Milwaukee, Wie.

.¿teachings, poetry, and legends. Also brief 
sketches of the men who made and commented 
upon It. By IL Polling. 859 pp. Price, cloth, tl
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To All
Sufferers

of Catarrh
IWy Liquid Spray Treatment

LIKE

I sell this treatment only after you have iriei 
it and demonstrated its value in your case.

WRITE ME TODAY
I do not ask you to take my word nor of the 

hundreds who. have been relieved. I want you

Is yoftr hearing Impaired"?
Are you losing your sense of smell?
Do you hawk up phlegm tn the xuornlngf
Do you hawk and spit up matter?
Does your none discharge?
Do you have pains across front part of head?

Summer Is the Best Time to Cure 
Catarrh—When the Winter Blasts are 
over and the soft winds blow.

THIS
ON Ä POSTAL CARD

ffíísE.
Iny Liquid Spray Treatment 1 to take this treatment FREE for 10 days and 

is a blessing to sufferers from Catarrh, Head, ®end without cost cheerfully and
w^n>,ui mi.™* t, ’ .„ willingly at my personal risk, knowing that ifBronchial and Throat Troubles. It strikes ft gives you satisfaction you will be glad to
right at tnG root aud causo of these diseases keep it. This wonderful discovery is actually 

-. rind kUle the germs. placed directly Into your hands without the pay-
Ninety percent of the people of this country i6“* of K costs ?2.00 to send it

My Afflioted Friend
- • are acting as storehouses^ and distributing sta- which, you receive a comniission. ^do not make the mistake of suffering longer

tions of germ life that breed diseases ranging Ma Wam«i from the dreadful disease Catarrh when you
from incipient'catarrh to‘quick consumption.*' JUSt Send Me Word.... . . , can, by simply sending me a postal card, receive
Air is the aftenev that brings these eermti into w“h your name and address and I will mail this immediate relief. I am making this a special. 
rJLT. offer because 1 know that the'-e are hundreds
the heads and air passages,, and it must be the or promise on your part If, at the end of 10- Who have tried In vain to obtain relief through 

, agency toiremove them;;days^treatment, you do not honestly believe the ot]ier means and have miserably failed. I am
Liquid Spray Treatment is .applied direct by, has helped^ you, simply return to me. making a most wonderful offer to readers of

action bf air. There are'no'drugs to swallow.' Rnntl , this publication in the best of faith. Your word
t? v js good with me. Take the Medicator and use.It immediately • stops . all disagreeable hawking what grateful users of this rdmedy say about it: it 10 days free. Use it according to directions, 
and snuffing, I relieves the roaring and .buzzing'. "Your, treatment has done me more good in three if jt gives you the relief you have longed for 

- In your Kead^ soothes the’irritated membranes -aaTS ■ “ 011 otte"} ^Vatkins, 'Durham’,'•». C. t and y°u are Pleased fn every way ani desire to 
o£ the ata passages and leaves the head clear! ' ... - , ' *~- ... . continue treatment send me $2.00. If you are
■XT t , .... ' "After-using your treatment one week I have got not satisfied, mall me back the Medicator, whichNo mediclneiftaken internally can have this, my hearing back, which I thought was lost torerer." —n, rns, nn v nnrfora effect . ; REV. ALBERT. EGLI, Elgin, III. ™ COSt Only 120 fOT postage.

-With ayr Sjiray Treatment every part of. the ~ "I have been using your Medicator three weeks and ,, _ , - . „ would not take 31,000 lor It If I could not get another,
diseased ¿urraces of the Mucous Membrane is i can »ing 'again, something I have not done for two 
penetrated, b# the- medicine arid tho.. parts yCftrs" . MINNIE COLLIN'S, Hayner, Ala. 
soothedhealed« It Is absorbed Into the soft * . ««i u in u j jk

surface defying fleBh<wien it destroys tho Symptoms of Catarrh of the Head and Throat 
germs Of^catarrh which ^.lodge there. This ' " * *

■ treatments positively relieves'Catarrh, Asthma, 
Head C^ds, brains and roaring In the head, 
BfopphitliiS Sore Throat,Headache, partial
Deafness,' La Grippe and all ‘germ diseases of 
the air jpssaghs by a patented method of dry 
inhalationii Itr.ls a pleasure to use it, easily 
carried, can "be used anywhere at any time.

This Advertisement
should convince any reasonable person that my 
treatments are as represented. I could not 
send the Medlcatqr out on free trial as I do if 
they were not fully as represented. They cost

_ . . , ' all I get for them, and in many casas more. It
-Have you'any of the following symptoms? If is ,-only by passing the good news along to 

so, you have Catarrh in some foriri and should others that I am repaid. Wherever one is sold 
Immediately send for a Medicator on trial free.। -others want them. In this way only can I af-' 
See special offer. ’ a-"ford to make this proposition. Surely when I

Do you have watery eyes? , > leave the paying part all to .the person ordering
£ n&KVM WXatR, ~ I ™ “y
gr,yo^«“alL?1”e.i? Write for the Treatment
D? Z'Ve™ . this very day mid be fully assured that unless
Is your breath offensive? > you are benefited I do not want your money.

TTboIssI If you will write me a mere Postal Card mentioning,this paper, I will mail you my
BSay b a 0®as vuvia ndw Spray Medicator with full treatment of Liquid Spray with complete directions
for a quick home cure. If it gives perfect satisfaction after ten days’ triafjwid.you are pleased in every-way, end -wish to continue 
the treatment, send me ^¿00. If you are not satisfied mail me back the Medicator which will,cost only 12 cents postage and you 
still have your money. It; costs me $2.i0 to place this treatment in your hands; and I have n’ot one cent of profit except I receive 
future orders through vour-influence as an agent, for which I am willing to pay you. I will deal fairly with you ag I do not want your 
money unless you fiio benefited. WRITE THIS VERY DAY. Address
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SPIRITS DOMINATE MAN- A SPIRIT MESSAGE “THANK THE HORD!”

NO 870.

EvH or Good Influences Depend Upon 
Education.

, In an interview reported in The 
Sunday Chronicle of July 1, under the . 
title “Do Evil Spirits Dominate Man?” ( 
occur some statements which I desire । 
to have corrected; as they .do not cor- j 
rectly state my view or position and ( 
are therefore somewhat misleading. ।

■ I am quoted as saying that I scoff at , 
thought transference and subcon- , 

■scions feats. Tills is not correct, for, 
in the first place I do not scoff at any-

■ thing. Secondly, thought transfer- ; 
eiice is a well-authenticated fact and ‘ 
recognized as such by the foremost ‘ 
thinkers and scientists of to-day. But 
I do assert and say thgt the attempt 

. or endeavor to account for and explain 
all psychic phenomena on the thought
transference and subconscious-self hy- 

.pothesis, as some pseudo scientists in 
■their eager effort to reason away the 
simple .and easily verified truth of 
spirit existence and communication 
with mortals are doing, disregarding 

’. the overwhelming and accumulated 
^-■mtlmony of tens of thousands of mor- 

fils, is, to say the least, a discredit to 
science. Not only is thought trans
ference a faculty of the mind or spirit 
while in the body—a system of wire
less telegraphy from one mortal to an- 
othbr, though little understood or 
used—but it is thq language or vehicle 
of speech in the world of spirits, pow 
else, having no physical vocal organs, 
could they converse one with the 
other?

Moreover, it is a means of locomo
tion; the spirit thinks itself—if it 
knows,how—in a given locality and it 
is there. What should hinder, the 
spirit having no cumbersome physical 
body to lug along? Only ignorance of 
the faculty to do so could prevent it. 
Lock an ignorant spirit in a room’and 
it won’t know how to get Out—having 
no physical hands to open the door. 
To an intelligent ' spirit, walls and 
doors offer no obstruction whatever.

Thought transference, then, is one 
I of the many faculties of the spirit or 

mind of man that should be taught, 
trained and practiced in earthly 
schools and-ln every-day life, as the 
knowledge of how to use it would be 
of great importance and help to’ the 
spirit as it enters the next progressive, 

■■ stage of life.
i Premonitions and warnings of dan

ger, etc., ot which there is such an 
abundance occurring and recorded in 
the daily press, are readily accounted 
for on the hypothesis of thought 
transference, or impression, by the 

.. ministering spirits (Heb. 1:14.) In 
my statement- that “all thoughtful 
people, especially, ministers, doctors 

, and. others whpse not only privilege 
but actual duty.it is to know the truth 
of the corelation between this 'and'the 
unseen life around us,” should study 

■? and investigate the subject, I did not 
c. mean they should do so by following 

after phenomena mongers, many of 
whom, with a few noble exceptions, 
are too often nothing but shameless 

■ fakes. . •
Investigators should form circles in 

their own homes. But this should 
never be done in a spirit of fun and 
never indulged in without first learn
ing ,ihe necessary laws and rules that 
must be known and implicitly ob
served for the safety of the members 
ot such a circle—especially so for the 
protection of the prospective medium.

Having succeeded in finding and 
developing a sensitive of their own, 
the Investigators should avoid the too 
often wrong method of research, that 
of constantly trying to hear from 
and seek to have some particular spirit 
identify itself. Let such particulariz
ing be incidental. But instead, let 
whatever spirit that can conic do so. 
Then question them to learn who it 
may be. And in this way endeavor to 
establish or learn the spirit’s identity 

■ —frequently a very difficult task.
Be not surprised, however, if the 

spirit, though the medium may be a 
woman, should deplare itself a man, 
demand whisky, tobacco or cigars, 
etc.; or vice versa, a man medium may 
declare itself a woman and laugh you 
to scorn for insisting on calling her a 
man. With persistent reasoning and 
questioning the spirit you will usually 
learn who it Is and where it belongs. 
But you may find it exceedingly diffi
cult to convince the spirit that it 
really is so-called dead, and that it is 
temporarily occupying a borrowed 
body.

Such experiments will speedily re
move any doubt existing in the' inves
tigator's mind concerning a contin
ued existence of the spirit after the 
change called death, and also reveal 
to the reflective mind the too often 
woeful condition spirits may find 
themselves in through the stupidity of 
humanity in refusing to recognize the 
spirit part of man, and consequently
fail to educate children, large 
small, concerning the reality of 
the laws governing the next lite, 
knowledge of this while in this

Which Maintains That Reincarnation jt May Have Been a Little Premature 
Is a Fixed Fact—-Great Differences 011 Ul0 i>art of the ’ Editor, mid
of Opinion Exist in Spirit Life as Hereafter He Will Be More Cau-
Well as Here. tious in Rendering “Thanks".—A

■ The doctrine of Karma is the law Sorry portrayal of the Boy Medium
of cause and effect. Thitf law means Whom Dr. Peebles Eulogized—An.
to be born again. The life lived in „ Meal Ooniposed of Legerde- 
former Incarnations must come under *
these conditions. You do not carry main for Thinking Spiritualists to 
the memory of the-previous life into Consider, 
the next life, but you are ■ gradually To the Editor:—Having .read the 
evolving in the graded course—eter- article headed, “Thank the Lord!” by
nlty in which to develop. The infinite Dr. J. M. Peebles, in your issue of the 
possibilities which reincarnation gives, nth, it is putting it mildly to say that 
in time will help you to grow onward i ani amazed to think à man like Dr. 
and upward until you reach the di- Peebles could possibly be taken in and 
vine life of saints and thé Savior of give credence to such rank trickery as 
mankind; this is certain truth. . The practiced by a young man of the same 
remembrance of, past existence ,1 will name, who came to my house early in, 
explain to you. ' the spring, styling himself “the boy

In ,each incarnation you take a .medium,” his home as Big Rapids, 
physical, also an astral, mental body. Mich.—a materializing, medium of ho 
At the present state of evolution the mean quality. „ 
mental alone remembers. The mind He came to my house claiming to 
cannot remember past incarnations, have been visiting a relative in the 
because it is a part of the, new, ac- lumber camp north of here. He said 
quiréd for the new birth. : The soul, he had walked from there and was on 
the true self, has had many births. his Way home, but having .'stepped in 
1 When you raise .the mind unto soul, I at a corner store, was told that I was 
evolution will become real, and previ- a Spiritualist. I am thé only one in 
óus' lives unroll* like remembered these parts interested, or'a believer 
dreams.'• - in Spiritualism, that I,know of.

Let the light that çometh from star, The fact developed that he sponged 
from universe, enter thy soul. The his dinner at a Methodist Lqdies’ Aid 
light of the eternal, way shall lift thee gathering. He told them he was ah 
into realms celestial. exposer of Spiritualism; and.wanted to.

Voices fyom the'silence cry for rec- secure the school house to give a 
ognize thyself ; dwell in the atmos- show, showing how all the : tricks 
own soul; become more brilliant; rec- were done by mediums; that it was all 
oguize thyself; dwell, in the atmos- tricks, and he was exposing Splritual- 
phere of soul-consciousness, and find ism. . . i .
the beauty and truth ot soul-life. He came directly to my hopse, and 
Thè inner meaning stands revealed in said he was a materializing medium, 
this perfect harmony. I was overjoyed, as I thought I was

On the astral and spiritual planes, to have a great treat, and I could con- 
you live the spiritual-thought life, vince some of my friends Of the fact
Under higher attributes of mind you of spirit return.

a»e I It was not long before I commencedcultivate love and wisdom, and —. ........—
led to perceive relationship with the to get impressions, and then. I ques-
Divine vuw t 4-zxlzl Mm a mnlrptioned him. , I told him he. could make 

himself at home, and that I would doSoul must know the absolute. himself at home, and that I would do 
In the soul the breath of love vi-1 all I .'could for hiin socially and finan- 

brates, flow# in the realization of the I .daily,’ but I wanted the pure thing, 
higher self within, closer to the infl- He said that he could be placed un- 
nlte. ' i 'der test conditions, one of. which : he

In soul’s growth, love is the fairest mentioned himself, and .which suited 
blossom. It -has within itself power me very well, that pf sitting in a large 
to enlighten, lift up, redeem. . box,/ -bis head projecUng-thrpugn: a.

Love is, the creative force of the I hole \in the top, all securely .iiailed. 
univèrse. Love perfects harmony .of l:Hé'ónly aaked-25 cents a head for- a 
all Jifè. Gathèr the rose of love; In seance of ton or; more. I told him.l 
thè flower of love, find the image of would ,give him five dollars myself if 
love, harmony-and soul. there were more than one form come

.Let the blossom of love take root under'those conditions. , _ 
in the heart. Enrich the soil, that it J had a box that was just the thing, 
may supply in abundance. Out of He might have seen it, ónly_he came 
darkness cometh the' light of love, from'the wrong direction. . He possl- 
Stars are soul sentinels. " hly did not think that an appropriate

The by-paths of life lead to the uni- box could be easily secured, as-we are 
versa! center where the brilliant gems six miles from town. • •
of thought-life carry one Into realms Well, he tried to crawl ouLof tug 
of spiritual activity. ■ ■ trap;; made excuses, that, he wou
’ Soul harmony kisses - the eye-lids have to communicate jlth his con.-, 
down in blissful slumber. Soul des- tools,” etc. He thought that to have 
tiny carves the monument of Fate. Ills hands Securely strapped behind his

Reincarnation is the soul-evolution back,- with a pair of straps which he 
—a logical fact. Take" all nature as produced, would be a fair test. I told 
an example. All life, organic, passes him’ that kind of a test would not do 
through many births, reincarnations, me. ' :

- - • ■ 1 It was not long until I saw pay■soûl evolvingsoul. ■■ it was not long unni i saw my
Flowers are divine révélations of pressions were right, so I wt h.im go,

and 
and 

A 
life

They Come Unsolicited and Under Various Condi- 
- ditions Just as Easily, so Far as Can be Ascertained 

by Mortals; as by Request and in the Seance Room, 
and Deliver Thel| Messages of Love and Uplift” 
ment in the Peaceful Sanctuary of the Home, and 
Out Upon thè Starlit Highways of Life.

The soul-life and reflected on the sensations of joy 
evolves throughout creation. J, had just a short while before to an-

The powerful magnet of life within ticipatipn of a real treat from -the 
life draws unto its cosmic states the other side of life.
elements necessary for the different . He went from my house to-a friend 
conditions. Each incarnation purifies of mine, Mr. Geo. Troyer, a mile and a 
and lifts the soul to a higher sphere in half away, where he solicited his sup- 
the beautiful sunlit life ot immortal Per> lodging and breakfast, for which 
growth. The atmosphere of divine he gave them an entertainment, pui- 
love surrounds the aura of the sue- porting to them to be an exposure of 
cessive incarnations until the birth Spiritualism.
from the chrysalis of past incarna- The same seance conditions as us- 
tions bursts in the radiant glow of an pal, singing and lowering of the

.this great mystery.

introduced; his handseternal karma. lights, were -------
Time cannot count the passage of were securely strapped behind his 

life from the great source to the exist- back, with the same straps he had 
Ing successive re-birth. shown me, or at least similar ones.

Life emanates and departs to form After he went behind the curtains,

would prevent and minimize untold 
misery to not only many spirits plung
ing blindly into the to them unknown 
hereafter with the rest of passion and 
earthly desires intact, but it would 
also obviate much indirect suffering to 
mortals as a consequence of such ig- 

■ norance on the part of such spirits.
And I may say here that never will 
humanity succeeed in eradicating the 
now often mysterious causes of crime, 
drunkenness and vague acts until they 
are willing to come down from their 

-high pedestals of presumed superior 
knowledge and learn the simple truth 
-that man, regardless of beliefs, is a 
spiritual being, and that only through 
education and knowledge of the laws 
governing his spiritual faculties on 
one hand and by the “real”—not 
sham—practice of the golden rule on 
the other can humanity ever succeed 
in advancing to a higher plane of civ
ilization or usher in the millennial 
dawn of “peace on earth and good will 
to man.”

One great drawback to the more 
general acceptance of the simple truth 
of spirit existence, no doubt, is the un
reasonable feaw many people seem to 
entertain toward spirits. They re
gard'them as something uncanny. 
Why this should be bo I cannot under- 
stand, unless it be the fear that is due 
to Ignorance. • It certainly is not due 
to an over abundance of love for our 
fellow man, be he in or out of the 
body. Such lovb casts out fear.

Some people seem to have the con
ceited notion that their dead, so-called, 
never come to earth, but stay in some 
far;offi land and are ever playing on a 
harp.' But if such people knew the 
truth they .would know that . their 

'spirit relations, if truly enlightened, 
We constantly endeavoring ; to carry

The Facts in the Case
AN IMPORTANT DETTER,

A Spirit TeacherJ. The Fowei’ of Gen- 
tleness, Ordinary aml Exti’abrdinary. 
When Spiritualism was young, and 

the public in and out Of society were 
much opposed to it, dt was paid, “No 
one is fit to teach it blit one who has 
lost his reputation,” meaning, 1 sup
pose, that the speaker or writer would 
then be untrammeled, and speak the 
whole truth boldly, Hr those days as 
in these, there wefe 'persons tnqst anx
ious to preserve their reputations, 
who really had no, reputations "of any 
ydlue to lose. ' ’ .

I have often asked myself,. r"Why 
was if that those strange things' came 
to me and not to others/ better and 
abler than I?” I can Only conceive of 
two reasons for this’: j

1. That, spirltk'saw'some quality 
in us whlcji was hot jiff be!found in 
people in general. ■ ' , Ï ,^',-

2. Perhaps theÿ found tn my com
position a little, at.least, "oi the stuff 
martyrs are made.bf," ; I

Some of those who, are -near and 
dear to mè àre of the opinion.that it 
is indelicate to exposA*to. public view 
matters and things whlphj occuïred in 
the pricacy of home. Tli!s,iof course, 
is true under ordinaryicircumstbnces; 
but the matters of which I am writing 
are not ordinary, but-' eçtrâordinary, 
and I am only doing nif diliy. .in-asslst- 
ing the wise people of a* higher condi
tion to raise the world frortf earth and 
animal passion to the better one Of 
unity, sentiment, and unselfish love, 
"I speak what I do Ifuovv, ’and testify 
to that which'I have'séèùrl’and J.f my 
readers will not accept; njy testimony 
I, at least, shall have donb ifiy duty, 

■ * ' ♦ .
I once' exchanged lèttérij with a 

medical gentleman- of tlip't state ot 
Gèorgia, and one of th# pointé he 
made was: "You will find A that, the 
more reticent a spirit Is;: tlie iftore-re
liable.” . Now, thaUmay’atdhd ,gpod in 
social intercourse^ but.like all-other 
general rules it has its 'excejJtions, par
ticularly on the rbstrhnïï •' ■TliA spirits 
or Intelligences coritrollijig';Mre,.Rlch- 
niond, Lyman C. Hçwé dpd many, oth- 
ersi'Are voluminous yet i instructive 
add reliable, and-1; can" call ',io.,inind 
how in the Cài'ly cliiys .of Lourk^Free.- 
Church hère, a ÿoühè ' gltÉ (perhaps' 
not out of her“teens"). entertained on 
Sunday morning and evénings, for sev
eral months, a house filled with intel
ligent men and worilen, But the rule 
holds good, fbr 'there are only except 
fions. 1 have heard mep, and women, 
tb6> vociferating unabashed for a 
whole hour, who if-thqy were influ
enced,by spirits at all; they? were so by 
sjjlritq as ignorant ‘and shameless as 
tliepiselves, As a rule the-true teach
er, whether of earthiôr héaven, is gen
tle, cautious; he emits ¿ kind magnet- 
'ism and his (or het) words are tew. 
Oh! the power of gentleness! .

I want to speak’ïn this Petter of a 
spirit teacher who in days gone by 
did me much good. -, H^ pever flat-

tered or scolded, but he often remind
ed me of my faults; bût, oh! he did it 
so gently, so kindly, that his lessons
are not, perhaps never will be, 
gotten. He taught me to keep my 
angry passions under control.
taught me patience, and like a little 
child .to look for help in my weakness 
to those who are wiser and stronger 
than I, yet who, in their turn, invited 
thé assistance of wisdom and power 
eternal.

Soon after our marriage we used to 
attend the meetings of the society of 
Frlneds, Mrs. Harding's mother and 
all that branchy of the family having 
been Quakers. We were intimately 
acquainted with a Friend named Wlll-

for-

He

Walter. A. Hull Gives In Detail an Ac
count ;of the Arrest .and Trial of 
Miss Rice, p Medium, and He Im
parts'an Impressive Lesson for Spir
itualists to Consider. ••••;.
To the Editor:—In your Issue of 

July 7, 1906, .there appeared an ar
ticle headed, ‘tArrest Mediums as 
Vagrants," signed by D. . D. Foster, 
secretary and ’treasurer of the Spirit
ualists’ Defense League (so-called) of 
Seattle, Wash. •

In this article Mr. Foster has stated 
the facts surrounding the arrest and 
trial of Miss Rice in this city during 
the month of May last past, in a fair 
and impartial manner, as far as he 
went; but he did not state all the 
facts, particularly as to Miss Rice’s 
business card that led Justice Davis to 
render the decision that he did.

At the trial there was offered in evi
dence by the prosecuting attorney a 
card taken from Miss Rice's door by 
the officer making the .arrest, which 
regd as follows;

MISS RICE,

to the form of advertising character
istic, for example, as the Miss Rice 
business card,

■ President Harrison D, Barrett, 
who has been speaker for our society 
for the past month, inquired person
ally into the facts of the Miss Rice 
case while here, and he takes the 
same position in’toto in regard to the 
matter as the Seattle Spiritualist So
ciety. ■

THERE IS SOMETHING WRONG 
IN THE PRACTICE OF MEDIUM- 
SHIP; WE ARE IN DISREPUTE, 
AND WE NEED TO POLISH OUR 
OWN RANKS BEFORE WE CAN EX
PECT TO COMMAND THE RESPECT 
OF THE PUBLIC, THE OFFICERS 
OF THE LAW AND THE COURTS.

THE PROMISCUOUS PLAN OF 
OUR MEDIUMS ADVERTISING SO 
STRONGLY SUGGESTIVE IN THE 
NEWSPAPERS; THE PLACARDING 
OF THE FRONTS OF BUILDINGS
AND THE DOORS LEADING TO THE 
MEDIUMS’ ROOMS WITH FLAMING 
ADVERTISEMENTS, AN!
UMS TACKING ON TG

AND

NAMES THE TERMS
MEDI- 

THEIR
“REV.",

THINGS UNSEEN.

the life to be, in the great reincarna- he threw the straps over the curtains 
tlon, emerged into the divine light of before my friend could count three.
universal evolution. Instantly hands protruded all over the

There is more than one road to I he curtain, seemingly eight and ten at a 
mountain top—the transition of con- time; materializations of young and 
sciousness to the astral plane, the cos- old; dematerializations; spirits t'alk- 
inic conception, the vital truths ot na- jng in audible voices in different cor- 
ture. ners of the room, etc.

Every created soul, animal, plant He showed them how he got out of 
and mineral has the principles of or- the straps, and said he had practiced 
ganic life, vitalizing the chord, or con- a iong time; massaging his hands so 
tlnuous thread of life which runs aa to get them to roll together at the
through all evolution, uniting in sue- ]arge joints; he also produced the
cession previous incarnations. voices they had heard, and showed

From the different evolutionary them some of his other tricks.
spheres, the higher you ascend, the g0 much( my dear editor, for this
life impulses burst the chrysalis of the fei]OW; whether he be the same Brit- 
present to invade the fluorescence of ^eI1 or not j do not know, but I firmly 
the next in rotation. believe it will not be long before an-

The tide of life passes on from other medium will be added to the al- 
sphere to sphere—the evolution of ready LONG LIST OF THOSE WHO 
each sphere, the result of previous ev- PRACTICE DECEPTION.
01 h™/! XT, n May the earnest efforts of The Pro-

Written through the hand of Mr. C. gr0B8fve Thinker and all the powers

world of all who practice deception in
out the golden rule by action in min- theIr mediumship W. W. MANN, 
istering to and teaching the ever on- Hersey Mich.
coming hordes of ignorant spirits p g jj attended a couple of se.

ances given by Chas. Winans, one of
The intelligent, or rather enlight- wjxjci1 wag given at my mother’s 

ened, spirits are ever praying and "5,0^ ¡n Indianapolis, Ind. He was 
urging mortals to co-operate with ¡n toggery at this seance,
them by teaching mortals, old and anj motiler got about five yards of.did 
young, that they.are spiritual.beings tched, dirty cloth. •••-•• •• 
and that they must live honestly and Khard-Shells” said it 
lust Y °r that their conscience ^will u b t lt ha8 nofi

1^ °n I He save another .... .................

Also do they appeal to us mortals to e°uPle
establish research circles as I have de- not go under the simifle buLeffecHve 
scribed, where they can bring obsti-
nate, ignorant-spirits who won’t be s°me
convinced of the fact they have lost BNn8frn?i'ri
their physical body. Such spirits in- ever « Jo tad there ,*udge! 
cidentally also serve an excellent pur- He was caught right, and fully aired 
pose by being temporarily allowed to yoH’ Pal)er a sk°rt tune after.- ( 
come in touch with or in actual con-1 jujuxin.
trol of a mortal medium. Being very 
obstinate and unwilling to be con-

A lot of the old 
Would dematerl

test ' seance a

Lake Brady Camp.
vinced of their true condition, their' The threatening weather . of the 
obstinacy serves to convince the hard- morning caused the excursions to be 
shelled mortal skeptic, if churches smaller than usual, but those who 
would include such circles in their ventured forth .were well repaid: Mr. 
prayer meetings they would speedily Hunger, the president, occupied the 
discover the missing link in the pres-1 chair, introducing the speaker of the 
ent-day religion-^-the actual knowl- dayi Mr. D. A. Herrick, who spoke on 

CARL A. WICKLAND, M. D. I the line Of thought, “As long as you 
—7—2.’ ___—“ | are sure you are right, go ahead." He

is an earnest forceful speaker and 
holds the attention of his hearers. A 
much larger number gathered at the 
opening hour in the afternoon. Mr. 
Herrick prefaced his remarks by read
ing the poem, “A Man-Made Creed,” 
upon which subject he based, his dis
course. ; ■

Mrs. D. A. Herrick made her'first 
appearance as a message bearer at the 
close of the afternoon lecture. ” All 
but one of her messages.’; received 
prompt acknowledgment; ■ We predict 
for her a. successful future ill that line 
of'Work. She will travel -with her 
husband the remainder of the sum-

edge.

RESEMBLANCE.

The same sweet pose of baby grace, 
The same broad breadth of sunny 

hair, .
The same sweet mouth and shining 

eyes...
O, would It were the same dear face 
And dainty hands that move to-day 
Amid the flowers of Paradise.

0. L. H.

To be contented is to be friends with 
yourself. He who has no quarrel with 
himself -will have no quarrel with the 
worId; while he who is at enmity, with 
hlmseJf_wlll hardly have a friend on 
earth.—Bl's’ Carmen.

mer.
Cuyahoga Falls, Ohio,

MARY L. BETTES.

lam Johnson. He was a large, portly 
jnan, fleshy, slow in speech and move
ment, but a calm and reliable gentle
man. 1 was young then and fond” of 
joking, and just because 4t was direct
ly opposite to Mr. Johnson’s character, 
I gave him the pame’bf “Billy,” when 
we spoke of him amongst ourselves. 
We were still young when Mr. John
son died, but he found us out thirty 
years after in that “old house on the 
corner,” 4,000 miles away.

One Sunday evening“Mrs. H. and I 
attended services in the Baptist 
church;-a young man just from col
lege officiated. I knew him weir and 
wliendte died a Very few months ago, 
T bore public testimony to his worth. 
I did not like his pious, almost sancti
monious manner, and he' so freqhently 
used the words, “blessed redeemer," 
that I was in the- common habit of 
calling him “The. Blessed Redeemer." 
That night while walking home: I crit
icised him severely to my wife. “I 
hate the style of that Blessed Redeem
er," I said, "Surely a young fellow 
like him would.look better froliclng in 
the fields than snivelling In a church.” 
. We were asleep fn . our bed thait 
night, and as often-before were awak
ened by the spirits. '

"Are thee asleep, Thomas?” spoke 
thcLspirit, William'Johnson. ,

“No,” said I.. .
“We were'sorry to hear thee speak 

as thee did to-night about that young 
man.” " . -
: . “Ah,” I thought,■ “here's Billy 

. .again.’ .Lam in for .Another curtain 
'lecture.”'

I tried to ex'cuse;;ni^serf;:'“i did not 
meah to hurU’tK^d I mere-
ly criticized his'style'.'”..

"But, Thomas,'what right had thee 
; to critisize him? Thee thinks thee 

.very wise seemingly. Don’t thee know 
. that young man has his teacher and 

guardians as well as thou? ' We were
sorry to hear thee, Thomas."

I repented, and said so.
“We were sorry to” hear 

Thomas,” he repeated.
thee,

How the words—kind and gentle 
words-—found lodgment In my mem
ory! Oh,'the. power of gentleness!

• THOS. HANDING.
Sturgis, Mich. ..

(To be continued.)

There are marvels, unljeen, at, one’s 
very door, ' • L j /

There are richest heaxtd that . the 
world calls poor, •> ' 1 ''

There are lives so true'^nfl.BO dutiful, 
That men see not they are beautiful,'
There are lowly ’ones that the proud 

despise, ,
And yet to watchers W)tb angel eyes, 
They are heirs to wonderful destinies.
There are "still sniaR voices” - that 

greet the ear,
At times when, no visible forms are 

near, '
There are namejess bounds In the 

raindrops falling, ,■ •"
And silvery tones to'the spirit calling.
There are visions of joy 'find of glad 

surprise, ' j .
Thro’ which to mortals with watchful 

eyes ■ '
Are revealed life’s winqerful proph

ecies. - - '
There are "Echoes tliat come.from a 

. far-off shore,”. .< ■ ,-U.
There are gleams df,,light from a 

noiseless oar, / . i
That, tracking the seii;of humanity, 
Is guiding the ship bfjiestlny:
There are numberle^ things in-the 

earth and'skies*”*
That are signal light#.to the spirit’s 

eyes, . • I
Revealing life’s wonderful harmonies.
There -are frail,barks drifting away to 

■ -sear < - : - ■ ;i -1 '
With' no hand -to point where the 

.shoals may be, ,
There argosy lights thro’. <pur win- 

dowinstreamingi-"^ '
Where stars in, the robes-, of might are 

' gleaming,. < -
And odors of flowers’ i’neath wintry 

skies, :■!
All. these to mortals ¡¡.with .’.watchful 

eyes,. . ’. ■ ■
Are revealing life’s ¿wonderful desti

nies. ”
There’s ’ the breath; \ of a kiss on 

brow and cheek,- ’ ■
When"the lips that gave them we vain

ly seek,
There are depths of.torq we.can ne’er 

-express . ■A-’' -■
By the tender tones'of the ifond ca- 

ress, ’ ■
There are flashes of-light in the sunr.

■ set skies -. ; -
That seem like tho beaming of friend- 
i ly.eycs,— -
All these are-wonderful prophecies.
There are hearts that- op^n like flowers 

in June; .-
There are some hearts tlfat are kept in 

tune, .: . ! -
There are others that .long with hate 

have striven. 4
-Yet on. : td< /its iesdlate Shores are 

drivep^r-’” -
All these and -the" he^tts. ’that the 

■ groud^despise ’A <'•. • -■
Are sacred to-watchers! with angel 

eyes . *
Who read life's wonderful mysteries. 

- ^ELLE BUSH.

PRAYKR TO THE TRUE.

To Whom It May Concern:
Lives there a man in mortal-form with 

soul so steejied in sin
That he would stoop to rob the tomb

of loved ones, gold to win?
Lives there a human ghoul so low

■soul.he would defame
The sacred ties of love locked up 

death? Oh, man! for shame?

in

in

Lives there a man beyond the stage 
thoughtless, giddy youth, 

Who sees more virtue in the false than

of

Medium.
Spiritual and Business Readings. 

Mining and Ores a Specialty.
Development of Medlumistic Persons.

Justice Davis, In rendering his de
cision pick'ed up this card, read it, and 
then’said: "Now we will take one hun
dred people from the common walks 
of life, and. they read the card, and 
ninety-nine out of the hundred would 
come to the conclusion, or draw the in
ference, from the wording of the card, 
that ft was a place where they could 
get their fortunes told.”

Miss Rice was arrested under the 
vagrancy act, a state law, which char
acterizes all persons telling fortunes 
as vagrants. The wording of the busi
ness card of the medium, and this 
alóne, was the element of conviction . 
in the trial. The justice could not 
pass upon the constitutionality of the 
act and decided the case on thé writ
ten evidence, pgr se, the medium’s 
business card.
■ The vagrancy act of this state, des-, 
ignatlng all those who tell fortunes as 
vagrants, is a copy of the old New 
York law. In view of the fact (so far 
as we knew) that there has never 
been a decision rendered as to the con
stitutionality of the vagrancy act, as 
spiled to fortune tellers, by the su
preme courts of any of the states, and 
we had absolutely nothing to go by in 
the way'of precedent, the Seattle Spir
itualist Society, of which the Writer is 
president, in the trial bf Miss Rice, 
employed its own_attorney, in the hope 
that upon ;conviction in the prelimL. 
nary, court-.thé casewiOuld-b# appòiOp^. 
to the supreme court of this state arid" 
a decision obtained a? ,to the constitu
tionality of the act itself, and t’he is
sue settled, once for all, in one wayor 
the other. .

However, after the preliminary trial 
of Miss Rice, the "Seattle Spiritualist 
Society decided to go no further with 
the case and abandoned the idea of ap
peal. Mr. Foster takes exception to 
this and refers to the writer personally 
in the following language: “Strange- 
to say, though, on the following Sat
urday, Miss Rice received a telephone
message from Mr. Hall that he de-

“MME.”, AND "PROF.", IN ORDER 
TO ASSUME AN IMPLIED PROTEC
TION UNDER THE LAW IN ORDER 
TO ESCAPE CITY LICENSE ORDI
NANCES, ETC., ALL THESE FEAT
URES SHOULD BE ABANDONED 
NOW AND FOREVER.

he discerns in truth? •
Lives there a man so dumb and dead 

to all the high and good,
He would not wipe away the low and 

bad if he but could?
Lives there a man so frail in mind he 

has no sacred tie;
No deep regard for things sublime; no 

aspirations high?
Lives there a man whose heart beats 
: true to kindred’s holy trust, 
Who would but smile to see their souls 

bedraggled In the dpst?
Lives there a man with reason ripe 

and morals good and true,
Who would uphold deceptive acts to

bring the truth to view?
Lives there a man so over-good he

•caltuly would excuse
A fellow-man whose vileness would 

his mother’s, qoul abuse? k
Oh, Earth and Sky! Oh, Light and Air!

dined to go any ■ further with the 
case.”

And now I. will state why the Seat
tle Spiritualist Society and myself per
sonally abandoned the Miss Rice case, 
in order that we may go on record for 
all time to come.

As I have stated, Justice Davis ren
dered his decision of conviction on the 
wording of Miss Rice's business card, 
and this alone; and before doing so 
appealed to the reason, common sense 
and judgment of those présent as to 
whether the printed matter on the 
card itself did not imply or carry the 
Inference to ninety-nine out of a hun
dred people from the common walks 
of life that “fortunes are told here.”

This business card of Miss Rice was 
marked exhibit 1, for the prosecution, 
in the preliminary trial, and on appeal 
of the case to the supreme cdiirt of 
this state the card would be in evi
dence; or, in other words, read and 
passed on by the judges of the su
preme bench of the state, ot Washing
ton in arriving at a decision. Can 
any rational mind, reading the busi
ness card of Miss Rice, come to any 
other conclusion than that the su
preme court of this state will most 
certainly sustain the decision of the 
preliminary court? The attorney em
ployed by the Seattle Spiritualist So
ciety to appeal the Miss Rice case is 
decidedly of the opinion that the su
preme bench will concur in the decis
ion of the lower court. On his opin
ion, and in the better judgment of the 
cautious Spiritualists of the city, is 
one of the reasons why the Seattle Spir-

The case of Miss Rice was educa
tional and instructive to the thinking 
minds who were present at the trial, 
in that it pointed out to us the weak 
places in our own cause in the adver
tising of mediumship.

What is needed at this time is for 
all ordained and recommended medi
ums to adopt a uniform system ot 
signs and announcement cards, so that 
the general public and the courts will 
become familiar with a recognized 
set of terms in the practice of medi
umship, and further to the end that 
our recognized workers may be dis
tinguished from the charlatans tha: 
float from place to place avoiding a - 
rest.

Immediately after the Miss Rice 
trial, I, as president of the Seattle 
Spiritualist Association, suggested t;" 
the mediums to co-operate with out 
society, to refrain from advertising 
the newspapers; not to placard th» 
fronts of buildings or office doors, oril;' 
with a sign giving the name, followe-l 
by the words recommended or or
dained medium (as the case may be), 
and the number of room or residence; 
and forever and hereafter to abandor 
the prefix of “Rev.”, “Mme.”, an-" 
“Prof.”

In other words, in the adoption ot 
this plan (which is only suggested, un
derstand) , Miss Rice’s card would: 
read as follows, by way of comparison! 
'With ' her . .business card marke- 
exhfbit 1 in th/ trial:'

HELEN. RICE-BURLEY, 
Ordained Spiritualist Medium.

Rooms 4 9 and 50, Vendome Hotel, 
Seattle, Wash.

Spirit Message Circles, Tuesday and 
Friday Evenings.

The street sign should read: Hele- 
Rice-Burley, Ordained Spiritualis" 
Medium, Rooms 49 and 50; and on 
the door of'her room just Helen Rice- 
Burley, Ordained Spiritualist Medium.

If this plan could be adopted by all 
ordained and recommended mediums 
throughout the United States then we 
would get down to a common custom 
that would be understood by the pub
lic at large, by the officers of the law 
and by the courts.

In shorC it Miss Rice’s business 
card would have read as the plan sug
gested above the Seattle Spiritualist 
Association or myself personally 
would not hesitate one minute in ap
pealing her case to the supreme court 
of the state of Washington or the Su
preme court of the United States it 
necessary.

I sincerely hope at the next con
vention of the N. S. A. that steps wlil 
be taken adopting a uniform system 
of signs and announcement cards for 
mediums.

Under the vagrancy act bf this state 
there is no penalty fixed in the prelim
inary trial, and Miss Rice was simply 
placed under bonds to keep the peace 
(that Is not to practice mediumship) 
for the term of three months in tho 
state of Washington. This is not a 
bar to her giving readings outside ot 
the state.

At the trial of Miss Rice there were 
present about seventy-five representa
tive Spiritualists and Justice Davis
and also the prosecuting attorney 
treated us with the greatest spirit ot._ 
kindness, generosity and toleration, 
and J.ustice Davis rendered the decis
ion that he did reluctantly. But in 
justice and equity to himself he could ■ 
not do otherwise.

Since tlje trial of Miss Rice the 
city council ot the city of Seattle has 
repealed all ordinances licensing me
diums. There has been no arrest otitualist Society abandoned the Miss .

Rice Case. But there are other rea-1 any medium since the trial, and in my 
sons. A decision from the supreme 1-“— j--J——• T ■'----- - , "----better judgment I do not believe there

Oh Mighty Universe! 
Oh, Over-Soul! Omnipotence! Must
i we receive the curse?
Is there no tie. too sacred here for

man’s debasing greed
To disregard? No loving hearts 

• . he would see’them bleed?
but

Oh, Death! give back no mother’s soul 
to me to be defiled!

Oh,-Grave! to thy grim victory I shall 
be reconciled, ■

If I must choose ’twixt Death, the end, 
and Tife so low and base

It werd.no. crime to shake foul slime 
in-mother’s spirit face!

Oh,-Hell! revive, and grasp the thing 
called soul of mortal man,- 

Who ■would debase the sacred ties of 
all this human plan!

>0h, Life! if thou art just and strong 
.to force the right In time, 

We here implore thy aid to crush this 
. blackest human crime!

DR. T. WILKINS.

Let us learn to be content with ■what 
we have. Let us get rid of our false 
estimates. Set up all the higher ideals 
—a quiet home, vines of our own 
planting; a few good books full of the 
inspiration of a genius; a few friends 
worthy of being loved, and able to 
love us in return; a hundred innocent 
pleasures that bring no pain or re
morse, a devotion to the right that will 
■never swerve, a simple religion empty 
bf all bigotry, full of trust and hopes 
and love—and to such a philosophy 
this world will give up all-the empty 
joy. It hasi-r-Davld S$ing.. '

will be if the mediums will avoid pro
miscuous advertising, placarding and

court ot this state confirming the de
cision of Justice Davis would put our 
mediums to an endless chain of annoy- 
iincc in the future throughout the 
state, rather than locally, as condi
tions now exist; and the officers of the 
law, emboldened by the supreme court 
concurrence, might feel licensed to in
terfere with the circles and platform 
work in our religious meetings, under 
extraneous conditions.

I have cited the legal phase of the 
case under which Justice Davis ren
dered his decision; but there is also 
a chance for reform side to the Miss 
Rice trial in re her business card.

Anyone reading the Miss Rice 
business card unbiased will note par
ticularly that it is a business adver
tisement. After her name the word 
"medium” is used, instead , of recom
mended Spiritualist medium or or
dained Spiritualist medium; In the 
“development of medlumistic persons” 
a guarantee is implied, and to cap the 
climax, “mining and ores” are made a 
speciality. In the wording of the card 
Spiritualism as’ a religion has appar
ently- been overlooked, and profession
alism has been substituted for spirit 
messages. .

The attitude of the Seattle Spiritu
alist Society in refusing to co-operate 
any further in an appeal of the Miss 
Rice case to the supreme court is not 
a personal one in so far as Miss Rice is 
Concerned; but our stand is taken 
solely upon the legal phases of tho 

• case in tb,e:hazard of submitting her Languor, disease, and Ignorance, dnr« 
business card to the supreme court i . not come:

brazen effrontery. Neither, in my
opinion, would Miss Rice have been
subjected to arrest if she had not
paid a personal visit to the chief of po
lice of the city and in that interview 
resorted to a war of words; and this 
prior to her arrest.

THE CAUSE OF 'SPIRITUALISM 
SHOULD BE ENTRUSTED TO 
THOSE’ SPIRITUALISTS WHO ARE 
SANE AND CAUTIOUS; ASIDE 
FROM THIS WE CAN ONLY MEET 
WITH DEFEAT.

WALTER A. HALL.
President Seattle Spiritualist Associa

tion.

HEAVEN ON EARTH. I

O happy Earth!
To which these 

ceaselessly 
.Throng through 

aspire-;

reality ot Heaven! 
restless souls that

the human universe

TJyou consummation of all mortal 
hope!

Thou glorious prize of blindly-working 
will!

Whose rays, diffused throughout all 
space and time,

Verge to one point and blend forever 
’ there;
Of purest spirits thou pure dwelling- 

place! '
Where care and sorrow; impotence 

and crime,

bench of the.stato, and In going on o happy Earth! reality of Heaven! 
record for all time to come as opposed : —Shelley.
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^Letters From thé Spirit World
Written Through the Mediumship of 

Mrs. Carlyle Petersilea. .
tetter From Carlyle Petersilea.

*Life is real! Life is earnest!
■ And the grave is not its goal;
Dust thou art, to dust returnest1;

, Was not spoken of the soul.’’

tiest, coziest rooms I .was ever In.” 
He smiled. * , •

"Yes,” he made reply, "I retain 
many of my old habits, discarding all 
that do hot lead up into the heights of

"Lives of great men all remind us 
We can-make our lives sublime, 

And, departing, leave behind us
Footprints on the sands of time;

“Footprints, that perhaps anptlier, 
Sailing o’er life’s solemn main, 

A forlorn and shipwrecked brother, 
Seeing, shall ttike heart again.

“Let us then, be up and doing, 
' With a heart for any fate. 

Still achieving, still pursuing,
Learn to labor and to wait.” 

’ —Henry Wadsworth Longfellow.

No doubt the readers of The Pro
gressive Thinker .will remember thpt 
my wife related an’ anecdote connected 
with my earthly life, wherein she 
tells of my responding to an invitation 
to dine with the great poet, H§nry 
Wadsworth Longfellow, and of.-the 
after-dinner cigar that cost one dollar,

Now the soul of man never forgets 
these comparatively trifling events, 
and that one-dollar cigar has rested 
uneasily on my soul ever since. I felt 
somewhat as a man may, when he 
lights his pipe or cigar with a . bank 
note, and al! the tobacco and cigars 
that I ever smoked since early boy
hood until the time when I determined 
to leave off the vile habit, are resting 
uneasily within my soul. There 1b 
but one consoling thought connected 
therewith, and that is, the money 
which I paid - for the vile stuff—that 
really amounted to thousands of dol
lars during the forty years I had . ha
bitually used it—went to help those 
who produced it. But how much bet
ter it would have been for them, and 
myself, if their labor could have been 
given toward the production of some
thing beneficial to the world at large. 
Far better would it have been tor 
them to haye spent the same time in 
raising corn and potatoes.

Great God! My awful habit now 
looms up before me as a great horror, 
and my soul will never be pure and 
clean from it until I make complete 
and perfect restitution by working to 
cleanse the world from it. The same 
law will apply to every vile and de
grading habit that man indulges in.

But now, I would like to write of a 
visit which I have paid to Longfellow 
here in the Spiritual realm. It seems

purity and peace."
I now noticed that although the

as though, in one sense, 
itself.

life repeats

I had been here quite a length of
time. My conservatory had become
well established and very well known, 
when, one day, my thoughts reverted 
to Longfellow, the dinner and cigar. 
I thought I should like to see him; 
and, as my thoughts thus went forth, 
stirring the ethereal currents, they
struck Longfellow. He, also, had 
heard of. my arrival here; and my
present fame had also reached his 
ears. Just about the same thing over 
again that it had been on- earth— 
when, there appeared before my eyes, 
wy|tten. within the ether, an invitation 
to come and dine oneb more with my 
old-time host, Henry Wadsworth 

• Longfellow. •
Now, In the earth life, when I went 

to dine with Long-fellow, he Hied in 
Cambridge, Mass., and I lived in Bos
ton. The distance was not far, but I 
had the “bridge” to cross, otherwise, 

. Cambridge bridge. How well I re
member! Everything now is’distinct 
and clear-cut.

Longfellow lived in a fine old-fash
ioned mansion not far from the col
lege grounds. There were no electric, 
nor even horse carg in those days, and 
I jumned aboard an omnibus which 
passed his door, O! how'strangely 
delightful things seem to me now, a 
grand remove higher up!

When I received the spiritual Invi
tation to come and dine with Longfel
low, mv soul thrilled delightedly.

The time was near at hand when, I 
was to dine with the poet once more; 
it soon arrived, and I started. We 
are not troubled about distances 
here, for we follow the gleam, that is, 
I followed the gleam in the ether that 
connected his soul with mine, and it 
led me over another bridge—a spirit
ual, mystical bridge, of poetry, music 
and learning.

Did I jump aboard an omnibus? 
No, not quite. I did not have a 
heavy, cumbersome body to be thus
carried, but I floated 
Electric motive power 
me, after all, for the 
soul sent my electric, 
over in a short time.

airily over, 
really carried 
motive of my 
spiritual body

I saw a great marble palace, glisten
ing white in the distance. This, I at 
once knew to be a great college; and 
not far from this immense building, I 
discovered a smaller structure, the 
brightest gem that I had yet seen in 
the spiritual realm. It seemed to me 
that a thousand little spires went up 
from it, piercing the ether in their 
glittering brightness, the private Resi
dence of a great poet, a learned, wise, 
and powerful soul. These spires in
dicated the reaching upward of the 
soul’s desires, and the answering re
sponses, from the higher angels, were 
sent down upon them.

The house Itself was quite modest, 
not very large, but a pearl among 
pearls, and was composed entirely of 
diamonds and pearls. A beautiful 
river was near by, flowing mysteri
ously onward »to an infinite ocean.' I 
saw a large grove of sighing pines, not 
far off, near its banks.

I have never seen many fences in 
the spiritual realms, but this house 
was enclosed round about by a fence, 
which had all the appearance of gold, 
and there were gates of pearl. Beau
tiful flowers, fountains and statuary 
gleamed from the grounds, and sil
very pathways ran round about among 
the green and gold. Birds sung 
sweetly. The front door stood wide 
open, and I entered the “vestibule. 
The author of "Hiawatha” met me 
with smiling, dignified grace. “Wel
come! .Petersilea,” ho said, "most 
welcome! How glad I am to meet 
you once more. And so we dine to
gether for the second time, shall we?” 
/’Certainly,” I responded, as we 

clasped hands warmly. As he held 
my hand, lie looked at it.

“I can never forget this hand,” he 
said. "I have often wondered how it 
was possible for these hands to exe
cute what I have on mòre than one oc
casion seen them perform. The hu
man hand is a mighty'instrument for 
the use and expression of the human 
soul.” ,

Ho led me into the parlor. I looked 
about me in surprise. "Why!” -I ex
claimed, '“this parlor looks,very much 
like the one you Invited ine'into, so 
many years ago. in the old earth life. 
I thought then it was one of the pret-

room was a counterpart of tha one 
wherein I had visited him on earth, 
yet, everything in it seemed ten de
grees more refined, more pure, more 
delicately beautiful. I thought I had 
purified myself from all vileness, both 
before leaving the material body, and 
since entering this life; yet ho, to
gether with his surroundings, was 
many degrees purer still, but he had 
been in this life a much longer time 
than I had, and that, to my mind, was 
a good and sufficient reason. He, 
smiled upon me benignly,

’’And so,” he said-; “you are still 
engaged in your former profession, 
that <jf music?"

-“Yes; I think it would be impos
sible-for me to'engage in any other 
kind of business,” I answered, "And 
you are still a poet, I know?"

“Yes,” he replied; “life is one grand 
epic to me, as music is grandeur, 
sweetness, harmony and rhythm to 
you. Music and poetry are twin sis
ters,‘and you, being the embodiment 
of music, fill my heart like a brother. 
I felt this strongly when you visited 
me in the earth life. I feel it now 
more strongly sti'll, our souls being 
stripped of their earthly covering. Do 
you find this life much as you expect
ed it to be? I believe you became a 
Spiritualist some years before the 
great change came to you?”

"Yes, I was a pronounced Spiritual
ist some thirty years previous to 
throwing off my overcoat, as one 
mlght.say.”

He' smiled. ~ His smile was rare and 
beautiful. “That is an apt illustra
tion,” he said. “I think we dined by 
ourselves in the days gone by; shall 
we dine by ourselves at this time?”

“If it suits your convenience and 
pleasure,” I answered. To tell the 
truth, a sadness crept into my heart 
as I thought of my dear wife, down 
in that lower world, who would dine 
all by herself, thinking of me intent
ly during the meal, the table still set 
as usual, for me, my chair placed by 
her dear hands, in its accustomed 
place; and here I was, dining with 
the poet Longfellow, it was for the 
■foregoing reasons that I desired to 
dine with him alone. He looked at 
me sharply.

“I understand,” be said. “Weil; It 
shall be as you wish; and, now, we 
will go to the dining-room." He 
arose, and I followed.

Ah, bow beautiful it was, and yet so 
much as it bad been in the time that 
had flown; but, like the parlor, a 
thousand times more pure, more beau
tiful still. We seated ourselves at 
table. An immense window was di
rectly opposite me, 'and not far away 
gleamed the white marble walls of 
the immense college building. I 
pointed, toward this grand structure1. 
“Are you still interested in colleges?” 
I asked.

“That college is carried on by my 
father and myself;"- he answered. 
“We have founded; or started it into 
being. I do a great deal of teaching 
there, and my father is the principal, 
or president of it, as they would call 
It on the earth. This’ more’modest 
building is my present home, or my 
sanctum sanctorum,"

Now I want to explain to the people 
of earth, all about spiritual beings 
eating and drinking, dining together, 
and so forth; for I know that the most 
of the people there have an idea that 
there can be no such thing in the 
spirit world; but they are mistaken. 
We eat a little at all times, much as 
you do'on earth; and we dine, occa
sionally, together. The spiritual 
body must be sustained as well as the 
earthly body; and, just in proportion 
as the spiritual body is more subli
mated, more ethereal, more exquisite
ly refined, in ejact ratio, or corre
spondence is the food we eat. To you 
of earth, it would'not be food at all; 
but it is as real to us as your food Is 
to you, and we retain our social hab
its of eating together and going out to 
dine. The higher up' the scale we go, 
the more we do this. The Lord’s Sup
per is a good representation of the' 
way that we sit at table socially. An
imals do not eat thus, but they grab 
all they can get away from each 
other, all except the mothers who 
feed their young, so that eating social
ly, or at table, together with loved 
ones, or our friends, indicates pro
gression. No life can be taken to be 
served up on spirits' tables, ahd we 
have nothing but , the most refined 
food, dainty to the last degree.

I glanced over the table to note 
what was before me. First, we had 
something that resembled Japanese 
macaroni, which is as fine as a hair, 
but this was finer than the sp'.der’s 
thread, and over it we poured a rich, 
red, thin jelly, resembling somewhat 
your currant jelly. Next, came a rare 
pudding, sweet and dainty beyond 
.telling; then luscious fruits. To be 
sure they were spiritual fruits, but as 
real to us as fruits of earth are to 
you. We drank what may be called 
wine, but it is not like, the wine of 
earth, but represented' ths elixir of 
life, which is the spirit. There is, 
after all, a deep significance in the 
parable of the Lord's Supper, for our 
eating means the bread of life, and 
the drinking the blood of Christ—or 
the elixir of life—and that simply 
means that through the death of the 
material body, the true elixir of life,- 
which is the spirit, is retained.

"You say your wife sits at table 
sorrowful and alone, your plate and 
chair there, as of old, in remem
brance of you; and when she. sits 
down, and when she gets up from ta
ble, she wafts you a kiss upon your 
napkin. But, my dear professor, - do 
you know there is a purpose in • all 
this? Everything in life conducts to 
something beyond; and you say she 
thus sits sorrowful and alone, while 
you are dining with Longfellow, the 
poet; but, sir, I also know that ypu 
return and write through., your wife. 
If you were not now talking and din
ing with ine, you could not write of 

: this through her, to let the earthly 
,world know something about -this 
life."

“Very true. I could not.”
/ “Her sorrows and-loneliness will at 
length work out an exceeding .weight 
of glory. If she but knew, she would 

• be , willing to bear her grief awhile 
’ longer. ,- If she but knew', she would

known,, personally, to the world be
low. Of course I have influenced 
many, but they knew not from whom 
the influence 'came. Now it will pe 
different, and. they will know'some
thing about Longfellow in his spirit 
home. Petersilea, I thank you for the 
favor you confer by dining with me; 
and if I had not invited you to dine 
with me, when we were both in the 
mortal form, Lnilght never have been 
able to: make myself known to the 
earthly world at all. Now I would 
like to send a message by you, through 
your wife. It is really no different, 
after all, than sending one on earth 
through the telephone, or by wireless 
telegraphy through the ether. I sup
pose you are -aware that wireless 
telegraphy operates directly through 
the ether, which is our air?”

"Yes, I have thought as much.”
“Well,.! wish you would say to your 

wife, that, ray message to the world 
Is this: That wireless telegraphy will 
yet prove to the world at large, the 
immortality of the soul—scientifically 
prove it—and that we, as spiritual 
beings, communicate with the lower 
world wholly by wireless telegraphy, 
that the human brain is a receiver, 
and a spirit the one who projects the 
thoughts. We, as spirits, propel our 
thoughts,-and they, like cannon balls, 
go with lightning-like rapidity directly 
to the mark; or directly to the,brain 
or,receiver that they are intended to 
reach.",

“Yes, I understood much of this 
before I passed but of my material 
form."

“Well, therein you, had the advan
tage of me, for I'did riot then under
stand these laws; and at the time 
when I was on the earth, within my 
material body, if one hdd talked of 
wireless telegraphy, that person would 
have been considered Insane. The 
earthly world has moved onward a 
long distance, even since I passed out 
of my mortal body,, , You remained 
there long enough to see wireless 
telegraphy demonstrated as a great 
scientific fact, and your wife will re- 
'maln there long enough to see spir
itual wireless telegraphy proven be
yond all question—scientifically prov
en-just as Marconi’s wireless teleg
raphy has been.

J'My dear professor, this life is not 
much as we supposed it to be in our 
boyhood and early manhood?”

“Yes, it is much as I supposed it to 
be, for music wafted my soul into the 
spiritual, since my very, early child
hood.”

“The wings of poesy also made me 
very much dissatisfied with the dog
mas that were promulgated in my 
youth, and my own mind cast them 
aside very soon after my boyhood 
days were over. I remember the very 
day when my mind struggled up 
through false teachings. One day a 
voice seemed to speak.to my soul and 
ask: 'What are your ideas of bliss?' I 
began to make .reply:‘Why, I suppose 
bliss must be a state where, within a 
golden heaven, the redeemed are 
praising God; around his great white
throne.’ 'But,' said the voice, 
those your ideas of bliss?’

(To be continued.)

LESSONS.

‘are

Cogent Reflections in Regard to. Many 
Matters.

not grieve at ell.
"Now, when you write your 

sage through, her, as I know you 
will, J want you to thank the 
lady for me; Petersilea, I have

mes- 
soon 
dear 
been

in this life now, as you know, for 
many years, and this is the first time 
that I have been gble-to make myself

In the legend of the three lylse men 
who came from the Bast to do homage 
to the Babe In the manger, the Greek 
among them is reported as saying: 
"Two of bur• greatest ..philosophers, of; 
the many, teach,.Otetonp, the doctrine, 
of the soul in every man and its 1m- 
mortalify. Thé other; the dpctrine of 
one God infinitely just.' From the 
multitude of subjects-about which thé 
schools were disputing, I separated 
them as alone worth the labor of solu
tion, for I thoughC there was a rela
tion between God and'the soul as yet 
unknown."

It is a long time since .those wise 
men made their journey to Bethlehem, 
but the subject of the soul’s relation 
to God is still unsolved to the under
standing of the masses of mortals, al
though it has been studied in a way 
from the beginning of man’s nativity 
on this earth. However, in the last 
half century, through this great spirit 
outpouring upon all flesh, many mor
tals being in conscious communion 
with immortals, the true nature of the 
soul and its relation to God is being 
learned and taught in various ways 
through 'different Instrumentalities. 
The knowledge so gained is truly 
epoch-making, giving this age of the 
world the credit of the mistery of this 
long attempted solution.

However, earth-life being so con
stantly recruited by new-comers on its 
stage to learn and to act, a. kinder
garten department is needed and al
ways will be, to give the unfolding 
mental and soul-powers a start by 
what can be seen and touched, thence 
carried on to esoteric or inner lessons 
which soul sense and mental illumina
tion alone can grasp and rightly un
derstand.

Take a seed of a shrub, tree or even 
grass—from the seed comes the-plant, 
everything after its kind. The study 
of the processes of growth from any 
seed planted, explains or gives a solu
tion of soul-life/ In stem, branches, 
leaves you. can see the ’ fibrous net
work is the soul system and the life 
of plant, tree,’vegetable, bird, fowl, 
animals and man is supported through 
this fibrous or nerve system.

The vital fluid of its kind in degree 
of incorporated life and its functions, 
must be drawn from sun, air and soil; 
for man, frpm the higher realms, of 
fluidic substance by virtue of anchor
age to the nervous or fiber system In 
space which is the Over-soul.

You perceive, then, that while soul 
is said “to be form and does the body 
make,” it is the seed, the pattern, 
which, when unfolded, constitutes the 
nervous frame-work through which 

.the vital substance of life and intelli
gence is ceaselessly 'Indrawn, in
breathed, exhaled, exchanged and re
newed, even thought and intelligence 
which is spirit; the-spirit in man, but 
which is dependent upon the soul’s 
system and servlqe for its manifesta
tions. The forms you see you can 
call soul forms, for they are after that 
pattern bullded in nature’s yay., In 
the onward worlds these forms or 
bodied are bullded of the renewed sub
stances, are therefore light, beautiful 
and healthy, yea, eternally so, for the 
simple reason that there ho impure va
pors or substances are drawn into the 
individualized soul system'to work it 
injuries.
. As time goes on and the human 
family progresses more out of its vices 
and carnalities; people Wil) be. health
ier and live much’ longer -without be
coming decrepit or stamped with the 
inarks of age; which condition is due 
to inharmony between ’ the natural 
nerve system and the divine soul sys
tem contained in the cruder or mate
rial system. , ’’
. • When there Is vibratory reciprocity, 
all is well and one so/pttuued cannot 
sicken; but so .few 'fliortals are har- 
pioniously constructed,' hence the 
many Ills that beset them.

MRS. M. KLEIN.
Van Wert, Ohio.

SPIRITUALISM AND THE LAW
Iff 81 - ■ ■

Asiiresented by Hon. Charles R. Schirm, an Ex- 
C,ong?essman, a Prominent-Lawyer, and President 
of the* Spiritualist Society of Baltimore, Md. These 
Articles Are Especially Valuable and Should be Pre- 
s*erv^d by Every Spiritualist, j

<f) ill ■'• • '• ■
•(j. : , plumber Bight. | the hidden money which he had .at-

Wlien judges are sufficiently versed tempted to locate, was in a pot and was 
• 11 •' -■ - ■ ■ enchanted;.and that it was controlledin religious history and spirit manifes- 
tatiollb.’tliey soon perceive the differ
ence • between 'the improper practices
of mediums or pretended mediums 
and the ps(abllshed phenomena and 
teachings of Spiritualism. They also 
find in the Bible manifestations . no 
less wonderful than those asserted to 
take place in these latter days. If the 
manifestations of Spiritualism be 
"mischievous nonsense,” then there is 
a lot of that sort of nonsense recorded 
in that book whose contents are be
lieved, by many to be directly in
spired by, God,

That men learned in ,the ’ science 
and distinguished for their ability as 
jurists, have in'the past and do now, 
believe in the aotufllity of spirit phe
nomena, is .well kfiQwn to readers on 
those subjects.- And Courts have oc
casionally‘¿ailed attention to the, 
great men who bavé bèlieved in these 
.things. Two of such cases,are herein 
referred to. ■ r

Williams vs. Williams, 23 S. W. 
Rep, 789/ This is a Kentucky case, 
decidedin 1=893? .

On the? contest of the will of thé' 
decedent, it appealed that more than 
twenty ÿeprs' befqre making his will, 
and néàrly thirty years before his 
death, thé'testator was confined to an 
insane asylum for a few months for 
religious insanity. (And he was not 
a Spiritualist, either.) It was shown 
that he was a great reader of the Bible 
apd of a religious newspaper; that be
fore making his will, he prayed much 
at night, and professed to have seen 
three lights, which he believed typified 
three diffèrent religious denomina
tions. -It was shown that in the heat 
of discussion he talked of religion in 
an excited.manner; that he sometimes 
had a wild look and lost much sleep.

In this Case it'W'as held that those 
facts did not support a verdict of in
sanity, rendering void the will which 
devised the, testator's property to a re
ligious society, where it further ap
peared that he amassed a^conslderable 
fortune after hls release from the asy
lum; that his relatives, the contestants 
of the wil[,. often, procured him to go 
on their bond, and that they joined 
him in business transactions, and al
lowed him to look after their interests, 
and where many witnesses who, had 
known.Jiim intimately for years, 'testi
fied that he was perfectly rational on 
all subjects and that he had perfect 
health, Slept well and was a fine busi
ness mnji. . v

Commenting on the testimony in 
regard « the lights which the testator 
claimed9« sdw while praying, the 
Cobrt said: «

“The Apostle Paul, the Christian 
lawyer,j^jhlloaopher, statesman, and 
soldier, said that his conversion was 
caused by'a vofcein th.e heavens saying,' 
‘Saul, S&ul, w®y persecutes! thou me?' 
and many thtags-were--revealed to St. 
.jQhn.on,[th.e,^le of Patmos. It is not 
uticommon to hear ipep of strong and 
undoubted iitéllecte,' 'Bpfeak' of their 
conversion’in st'ron^ and vivid terms, 
and believe that Gou was present, aid
ing them in their efforts.” ¿-•

The Circuit Court decided against 
the will but the Court of Appeals re
versed the decision of the Circuit 
Court and awarded a new trial.

There is a certain class of men to 
whom every assertion of spiritual expe
riences is evidence of insanity. To be 
brief, it is we|l known that dogs and 
horses have adted In such a way as to 
force the belief that they were clair
voyant; but there is but one instance 
on record where swine are said to 
have had any spiritual experiences, 
and this instance is recorded in the 
Bible, and it is written that they did 
not long survive that experience. Gos
pel of Mark, 5 Chap. 13 Verse.

The next case we shall consider is 
Wait vs. Westfall, 161 Ind. 648. This 
is a late case, decided in 1903.

Statement of facts: Clark Walt, the 
testator, for thirty years prior to his 
death, was imbued with the belief that 
hejioBsessed the power, to locate hid
den treasure. (And to think, he was 
not a Spiritualist! ) He asserted that

by some mysterious force that would 
dra^ it further info the earth when 
disturbed by unusual noises.

He was born in Ohio in 1813, long 
before the advent of Modern Spiritual
ism; and he left -home early In life to 
make bls way in the world. He sup
ported his family in comfort; gave his 
children a common school education, 
and by his Industry, frugality and 
business ability^ was able to pity .for 
his farm and accumulate money and 
property. He listed his property for 
taxation, paid his taxes, and never in 
a single instance suffered a delin
quency, He was. kind and courteous 
to others; he was neighborly and reg
ularly attended his church and Ma
sonic lodge. He paid his quarters and 
dues and contributed to his political 
party. He was 'often called upon to 
appraise property in the settlement of 
estates. He was upon one occasion 
the chosen spokesman and leader in 
an important argument before the 
Board of County Commissioners. He 
presented tils case'clearly and logically 
in fifteen minutes and won the Com
missioners to his side. He was a 
number of times appointed a Commis
sioner by the Court-Mo partition lands.

I have said that he was not a Spirit
ualist, but my reason tor taking up 
this case is the language of the Court, 
which here follows:

“What tribunal occupied by Unite 
beings is qualified to adjudge false, 
asserted forces of attraction and mag
netism, or the phenomena of mind, 
because incapable of demonstration, 
or that certain supernatural powers 
and influences do not exist because not 
in accord with an assumed standard of 
mental action? In all ages of the 
world, Instruments and devices have 
been employed in locating minerals in 
the earth. The fact is notorious that 
there are many Intelligent, conserv
ative .people who claim the power of 
locating water in the earth by the use 
of a forked stick, and thousands of 
wells located by them have been dug, 
and are still,being dug. It is equally 
n matter of common report that such 
a stick will point downward at partic
ular places in the hands of some men, 
and not !n the hands of others. Many 
scholars and successful business men 
sincerely believe in Spiritualism, and 
of being able, not by all, but through 
the instrumentality of a particular 
few naturally qualified persons, called 
“mediums,” to converse with .and be 
advised by the spirits of departed 
friends, and believe they recognize the 
voices and handwriting of the dead. 
Mental phenomena are as .various as 
the hues of an autumnal forest. In 
Chafin’s Will; 32 WIs., 557, 564, it is 
said: "Dr. Carver, a very intelligent 
medical witness, who had been in the 
western mines, testified as follows: ‘I 
have seen hundreds of men in the 
mountains who came there on dreams, 
including lawyers, doctors, and 
priests * ♦ * Business men here in 
Monroe have been and searched for 
mineraje under the direction of clair
voyants.’ ” ■

"Others believe in Christian Sci
ence; others in clairvoyancy; others In 
the transmigration of souls; and oth
ers in witchcraft. To affirm or deny 
the truth of these things proves noth
ing and demonstrates the individual to 
Ije neither a sage nor a fool. Who 
shall be the judge whether the mind
that accepts or rejects them is 
truly sane mind? If we affirm 
witches do not ride broomsticks 
practice their evil art upon us, 
that there are no witches, then 
have Blackstone, the father of

the 
that 
and 
and
we 

our
Common Law, Chief Justice Matthew 
Hale, Coke, Sir Francis Bacon, Rich
ard Baxter, Martin Luther, Keppler, 
Cotton Mather, and a host , of other 
eminent jurists and savants against 
us.” ,

And here the Court cites, Encyclo
pedias, Nevins, Witchcraft in Salem 
Village; Upbarn, Salem Witchcraft; 
Second Campbell, Lives of the Chief 
Justices.

(To be continued.)

HIGHLY APPRECIATIVE.

Commenta in Relation to The Pro- 
grossi ve Tliinkèr and! thè Prem

ium Books.

To the Editor:—It is due to you 
that I should acknowledge receiving 
The Progressive Thinker at my table 
once more,, after an absence of four 
months.

As a special welcome guest, I relish 
its contents more than I do my meals. 
The spiritual food of The. Progressive 
Thinker might well be given the appel
lation, ambrosial, for'it is not only 
Spiritual but godly food. '.

It makes me feel sore at heart when 
I meet with Spiritualists who never 
read a spiritual paper, pad will not 
subscribe for then!, fearing that other 
church members would find tout that 
they are Spiritualists. ' May theirtown 
God help their poor, dwarfed spirits, 
as they are, and will be later on,

When the first copy of this term 
came to hand, the reading of it 
caused me to realize that I, seemed to 
have lost an age,in my very llfè in 
mis'sing a winter's reading of the brill
iant- thoughts of the » many contribu
tors to its pages. .. I. never let go of 
the first number until I had read every 
sentence In its reading columns, and 
whpt a- feast I enjoyed. I hardly 
know how to Impress upon your: mind 
how much I appreciate the stand you 
are taking against the frauds’ and 
fakes', who are the only black spots 
to be found in the spiritual ranks.

I hope you and The Progressive 
Thinker will live to see the last fake 
sent “up,” or "down,” to where Le (or 
she) belongs, and their toggery used 
for kindlings to start the fires of their 
own hells; in other words I hope they 
will escape the hell they are creating 
for themselves. .■ •

Before closing I can't help but say 
a few words concerning the much
valued premium boqk that goes with 
The Progressive Thinker. I have read 
every word of it. I have reference to 
the Letters From the'Spirit World, by 
Carlyle- Petersilea. I only wish this
book was in the hands of every per
son who can read. Every page of It 
is embellished with the -----essence
spiritual knowledge that seems
tlonal, reasonable, logical,

of 
ra-

and con-
sistently truthful—very Interesting 
and entertaining, to say the least.

Any chapter in the book is worth 
more than the whole subscription for 
the paper and the price of the book, 
especially the letter by Col. II. G. In
gersoll to the Rev. Talmage, and the 
one from the spirit Madame------ . 
Even if the whole of the letters con
tained In the book were founded on a 
dream, or written as a novel, the 
moral Itself embodied in the subjects 
treated is a thousand per cent of 
more value to the mind than the dis
connected stories told of Jesus.

I write these words in the hope that 
they may reach the eyes and ears of 
even a few of those who have never 
had the pleasure of reading the Let
ters From the Spirit World, and, if 
possible, to Induce them to subscribe 
for The Progressive Thinker for the 
sake of getting the book, even if it 
were their last and only little Ameri
can god in which they put their trust. 
^Eureka, Cal. A. FERGUSON.

THE CONFIRMED OPTIMIST.

RELIGfON-t-PRESENT
' AND FUTURE.

The Closing Portion of Dr. Marvin’s 
Address on Sunday Evening, July 8, 
at the Church ofthe Psychic Forces, 
Wilcox Hall, SOS East Forty-third 
Street. '
True Religion may be defined:

• 1. •As an ¡Intelligent expression of
the highest emanations of man’s spir
itual nature.-

;2. The culmination of man's high
est ideal, of a-truly spiritual life.

3. Tlfat which pertains, to the de
velopment and growth of man’s spirit
ual nature, ahd'would shape and mold 
his Mfe in accordance with his best 
spiritual ideat. Y ■

4. -A man’s religion should always 
be progressive—never anchoring to 
the past, ever holding - fast- to that 
which under an-enlightened judgment 
seema truly god&, with; a mind recep
tive of that wiiibh inay.'seem better.

5. To^e tOqPast "ideas, dogmas 
and cregdsms tbfl sure installation into 
the humarC&i.hSLot a barrier^) human 
progress,, not atone In spiritual mat
ters, but as, well,to social, political 
and scienQfic'fl^aucement.

6.- Th^itru^i manifestations of 
man’s religion not to be found in 
his so-called professions of faith; -In 
the ardor ofhis ^deration of an un
known God,;-in technical obedience to 
the reputed commands of such God, 
nor in tlieT'i/bservflnce of the rites and 
ceremoniegjjjf-creeds or. church, but 
rather in ibis .conduct toward his fel
low-man, inflthe ¿realizing of his needs, 
wants and.shfferjpgs, and, the readi
ness with: which ¿10 improves an oppor
tunity as.best he pan to, administer to,, 
and betteriAhe condition of, that man, 
always having in view and. striving 
within his sphere for .the bettering of 
the condition, of:all.mankind, and thus 
bringing selfishness in the fulfilling of 
tho true spirit and law of love from 
man to man. - --

7. AU religions' should be practi
cal, and appeal to man’s intelligence 
and his highest conception of a true 
love for his fellow-man..

■ True love binds the shackles of ■ op
pression or disgrace on no human'be
ing; it.extorts hot. "It withholds not 
that which’justly belongs to another. 
It tears not autahe!“ down, to exalt or 
build up self. It glories not in the 
misfortunes of another. It is gener
ous, kind and forgiving to- all., It

reaches out to soothe and comfort the 
afflicted and suffering. It lifts up and 
aids the weak and tottering, it 
dwells in the heart of the truly relig
ious as an ever present'strengtn and 
guide.

8. All religious ideals should be of 
the human, and therefore presenting 
themselves as attainable by the hu
man. Those ideals which are pictured 
and held up as beyond, and not of, the 
human, man will fain attempt to at
tain.

9. A religion to ^be enduring, 
must rest upon a solid foundation— 
not a foundation of myths, uncertain
ties, creeds and faiths, but of knowl
edge and facts, prominent among 
which must be an absolute certainty 
of a continuing future life, and the 
recognized principles of the universal 
brotherhood of mankind, and the di
vining of spiritual and human love.

Such a religion Spiritualism brings 
to the world to-day as a revelation or 
gift from the spirit world, from those 
who-have passed beyond the sphere of 
creeds and . dogmas that originated tn 
the human mind warped and moulded 
by ttie' ignorance of. the times that 
gave to them their conception and 
birth, and now in the light of the 
knowledge they have attained, seek to 
lead and guide, us to a. better compre
hension of the higher and better life as 
It has .developed to them In their 
Spirit homes and associations. They 
come as an ever-pTesent inspiration to 
elevate the , standard of human 
thought and human living to the high
er spiritual plane. They come as our 
friends and loved ones—il<W: to harm, 
but to do good; and'as we go out to 
them in the spirit;$f truth, so will they 
be able to encompass, comfort and 
bless us in our daily lives, and the 
better prepare for- us our spirit homes 
where we may dwell when jve shall 
have passed over the river, tho silent, 
beautiful river we call Death. ,

How Impressively He Expresses Him
self in His Glowing Account of 
What “We Intend," in the “Coming 
Glory."

Hail, all hall the coming glory, 
Say to all youpwoes good-by;

Be prepared to cease repining. 
Draw your last unhappy sigh;

Let them bravely shout for gladness 
Who beneath their burdens swoon,

We will put their proud oppressors 
All in jail—not yet,-but soon.

We intend to stop unfairness, 
We propose to call a halt;

We will right existing evils, 
Scourging them that are at fault;

We will make each grafter weaken 
As did Davy Crockett’s coon;

We Intend to drive the robbers 
From the land—not yet, but soon.

We will fence off South Dakota
And blot'Sioux Falls from the map;

We will stop the quick divorces 
And the others, too, mayhap;

We will put an end to scandal 
‘And make each life a honeymoon,

With every wife and every husband 
Satisfied—not yet, but soon.

We will stop the risk of losing 
The dear savings we Invest;

Every worker will have money , 
And abundant time to’rest.

There will be no strife tor profit, 
All the shops will close at noon;

Each who tolls will be rewarded 
To the full—not yet, but soon.

There will be no labor riots
And the costly strikes will cease; , 

Union and nonunion people
Will work side by side, at peace.

There will be no need of bosses
And the toiler's wife will croon 

Hopeful ditties to her offspring, 
Nothing else—not yet, but soon.

We will have-no agitators,
There will be no muck to rake. 

And our honest legislators
Will have few new laws to make.

We will have secure contentment 
As a universal boon;

Bank cashiers will cease to gamble 
With our cash—not yet, but soon.

Every man will give his neighbor
All that is his neighbor’s due;

There will be no slums nor sweat
shops,

And diseases will be few.
We will all go South in winter,

.To return the first of June, 
When we get the distribution

Equalized—not yet, but soon.
We have planned it all, It’s coming! 

Universal brotherhood
Is to rid us of all evils, 

Leaving nothing but the good.
Joy will reign, the bells will even 

Cease to jangle out of tune ’
When we get men’s greed abolished, 

Yes, in deed—not yet, but soon.
—Chicago Record-Herald.

"Handy Electrical Dictionary." A 
practical handbook' of reference, con
taining definitions; of every used elec
trical term or phrase. Price 25cts.
’ "The Spiritual Birth or Death and 
Its Tomorrow/’ By Moses Hull. 
This is it pamphlet of 3 G pages, and 
gives the'Spiritualistic idea of Death, 
Heaven and Hell, according to the 
author’s Interpretation of the Spint- 
.ualistlc views. Price, 15 cents.

"Materialization.” By Mme. b. 
d-Esberance and Rev. B. F. Austin. 
Excellent Price 10 cents,

IMPORTANT MOVEMENT IN IOWA.

A New State Organization to Bo 
Formed. ,

To Iowa Spiritualists:—The Na
tional-Association has requested me to ' 
assist in forming a new. State Associa
tion for Iowa, and complying '. with 
said request, a" mass convention is 
called to meet- at Mti Pleasant Park, 
Clinton, Iowa, Monday,’:.August^ 20, 
1906. Everyone interested In clean 
Spiritualism is urged to be mt.

W. A. WILLING.
Northwood; Iowa,- ■ .

“Success and How To. Win- • It.” A 
lecture and course of twenty-four sue-- 
cess lessons by Dr. B. F. Austin, B. A., 
D. D. Thq titles ,of some of the lec
tures-.are as follows: Self-Helps'; Fi
nancial Success; Ideals; Economy; 
Planning, Attraction; Courtesy; Kind
ness jind Tact;. Angel Help. Price 25 
cents.- . -

Address.— ------- --------------- ' ' ; .
Only, one trial package to one address-

t« receive by rdurn mall, I^IiEE TO TRY, a 
UOLLAH PACKAGE of Dr. Van Vlock'8 
wonderful MoM Absorption Treatment, to- 
getner with our valuable new book in colors. 
(All plain wrapped).

Name ________ • •. : '

FREE #1.00

ïïüstw

COUPON 
will éntitìeì 
anyone witl^ 

PILES

Every person cutting out and sending 
us the above coupon at once will get— 
Free to try—our complete new three- 
fold absorption cure for Plies, Ulcer, 
Fissure^, Prolapse, Tumors, Constipation 
and all rectal troubles. If you are fully- 
satisfied with the benefit received you 
can send us one dollar. If not, you 
have only to say so, and it costs you 
nothing; you decide after a thorough 
trial. It is curing cases of 30 and '40 
years’ standing, as well as all the 
earlier stages. Act now and save your
self perhaps untold suffering, for piles 
lead to fistula and the deadly cancer. 
Our three-fold treatment cures to stay 
cured, because it is constitutional as 
well as local, and we want you to try it 
at our expense. Send no money—just 
the coupon—to Dr. Van Vleck Co,, 
X028 Majestic Bldg., Jackson, M|ch. 
Write to-day.

It will write in full sight 
yes, in full sight and it will 
write more, write better, 
write easier and keep on 
doing so longer than any 
other typewriter.

THE MONARCH TYPEWRITER CO., 
200 and 202 Wabash Ave., Chicago, III.

THE NEW LIFE,
By Leroy Berrler. An eminently euggestlv« 
work, of excellent tendencle», treating of tha 
mind’s relations to the physical organism, and 
the power of thought In the upbuilding of 
health and character. Cloth, tl.

HARMONICS OF EVOLUTION.
The Philosophy of Individual Life, Based 

Upon Natural Science
As taught by modern masters of law. By Flor« 
ence Huntley. An exceedingly Interesting and 
distinctly valuable contribution to the lltera« 
turd of evolution, unfolding its laws from the 
deeper and clearer spiritual aspect, and lip 
dicating' the defects of the Darwinian theory. 
Spiritualists and Materialists alike can gun 
much from its perusal. Price, finely bound 1A 
©loth.82.

Cuitivation of Personal IWetlw ‘■ 
A treatise on Human Calture. Py Leroy Bejp» . 
tier, anthropologist and. author. Avery 8Ug» 
Restive and wstructive book. Price $1.00. .,... u

TteLiviDeralowFwz,™’1 
ByW. J. COLVILLE. A serles oi twelve ieo- 
tures, intended as simple, practical expositions 
of the Ton Commandments In the spiritual as
pect. Price, 60 cents.

WORLD MAKING^™ 
and Death of Worlds, by Samuel'Phelps Leland 
Ph. D.. LL. D., Emeritus Professor of Astrono
my end lecturer on science in Charles City Col
lege, A Work of intense Interest, by a scien
tist and profound thinker. Cloth, price, 75 cts.

THE
BIBL£

New and

Revised

Edition.

Authenticity, Credibility, 
Morality.

JOHN E. REMSBURG’S GREAT WORK
Ingersoll's desire that somebody 

should at last tell the whole truth about 
the Bible has been brilliantly fulfilled. 
No Freethinker worthy of the name can 
afford to pass over Rcmsburg’B book fn 
silence. Like Thomas Paine’s “Age of 
Reason,” may it, let us hope, find ad
mirers and translators in other lan
guages. And again, like Paine’s book, 
may this brilliant work bring to its au
thor the praise of posterity.—Der Frei- 
denker (Milwaukee).

This great work on the Bible by Mr. 
Remsburg is most valuable—it is an en
cyclopedia of information in regard to 
the Bible, and surpasses in importance 
all other works of the kind now pub
lished. It is up-to-date in every partic
ular. Price, $1.25.

UNCOOKED FOODS,
And How to Live on Them—With 

Recipes for Wholesome
Preparation.

Proper combinations and menus, 
with the reason uncooked food is best 
for the promotion of health, strength 
and Vitality. By Mr. and Mrs. Eugene 
Christian. Illustrated.

No one can afford to be without this 
book.. Any one who tries some of the 
special recipes will discover that proper 
preparation increases the palatability of 
food. Learn how and what to cook in 
order to build and retain the highest de
gree of normal health by following the 
recipes of this cook book.

It will simplify methods of living- 
help to settle. I.be servant question and 
the financial problems as well as point 
the way for many to perfect health. 
Price $1.

"Child Culture, According to the 
Laws of Physiological Psychology and 
Mental Suggestion." By Newton N. 
Riddell. A most excellent work for ¿11 
Who have the care or training, of chil
dren. . Price, 65 cents.
, “Right Living." By .Susan H. Wlxon. 
The author shows a wise practicality m 
her method of teaching the principle .of 
ethics. She illustrates, her subject 
with many brief narratives and anec
dotes, which render the book more in
teresting and more easily comprehend
ed.' "It Is especially adapted for use' in 
Children’s Lyceum; In the hands of 
mothers and teachers It may be mado 
very useful. Young and old will ba 
benefited by it. Price, $1»
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telllgence under the simplest rules of logic will soon de-An Appeal to Reason.

The unit one stands forth Indestructible,ways equal five.
Our savant (?) has ruled the' unitunchangeable, eternal.

..*

his faculties, 
the chemist, 
at a second's

EVEN IF HE HAS BEEN MOST CONSERVATIVE AND FIND HIMSELF FACE TO FACE WITH A DOUBLE 
CONSTRUCTIVE IN HIS EVERY EFFORT, HE IS QUESTION MARK AS TO THE VERITY, THE RELIA* 
FORCED TO ADMIT, IF HE IS HONEST WITH HIM- BILITY OF WHAT HE HAS BEEN TOLD BY THE INVIS
IBLE, THAT MANY OF THE CONDITIONS PRESENTED 1BLE INTELLIGENCES, NOT THE LEAST OF THESE 
TO HIS MIND IN THE NAME Of SPIRITUALISM ARE IS THE CONTRADICTORY CHARACTER OF MANY OF 
NOT ONLY FAR FROM SATISFACTORY, BUT IN REAU- THE COMMUNICATIONS RECEIVED FROM THE SAME 
JTY VERY QUESTIONABLE. HE MAY TRY EVER SO SPIRIT, THROUGH DIFFERENT MEDIUMS. DR, I. K. 
HARD TO FIT EVERY EXPERIENCE INTO ITS PROPER FUNK, LAID SPECIAL EMPHASIS UPON THIS POINT IN 
NICHE IN THE ECONOMY OF HIS THOUGHT, YET A RECENT ISSUE OF THE PROGRESSIVE THINKER.

good goods from shoddy. We have had enough shoddy 
goods.In Spiritualism. Let us now have good goods and

, "Out of something, something comes” to 
“Out of nothing a dozen spirit form appear” 
notice! The unit Is forgotten or broken

Ithurial Spear of Seattle, Wash., Considers' Some Interesting Problems 
in Connection With Spiritualism and Its Philosophy, Which Will 
Greatly Interest the Reader—He Is a Devout Believer in Spirit Re
turn, but Skeptical in Certain Directions.

That writer who, in a recent Spiritualist paper, attempts. l“?
to prove (although JHs “proofs” are only assertions) that 
Mind, Life and Intelligence are the outgrowths ot matter, 
jB evidently a disciple of Ernst Haeckel, hence is somewhat 
out of place in presuming to discuss the phenomena of 
Spiritualism in any one of their many forms of expression.

No Intelligent, rational being denies the truth of the old
adage of the ancient Romans, “Ex nihilo, nihil fit. It 
j-emained for the writer above referred to,-to reverse that 
time-honored axiom, and substitute his own Ipse dixit as to 
cosmology and all of its manifold problems. He proceeds 
to tell the world how it Is possible for mankind, not only 
to get something out of nothing, but to make-that.nothing 

vthe cause of his own thought! For,-a thought .that is 
Nfiothing in and of itself, perhaps this savant ( ?) is nearer 
. right, regarding himself, than he himself has dreamed.

If life the product of matter, how could matter be th? 
product of nothing? If; out of the rare alembic of noth
ing, there can come forth something, then will our savant 
inform us what it was that caused nothing to give birth to 
that something of which he claims to be a part? Truly 

' It Is as myteribus as the wonderful miracle of the trinity, 
fully as reasonable, and-just as Impossible.

Mathematics Is an absolute science. ' It is impossible to 
Juggle with numbers qingly or In combination, Two and 
two are never more nor less than four; three and tsp al-

out of his cosmology entirely, by making, the effect the 
cause, In claiming that that cause was nihil.

Every schoolboy knows that the house, be it a “sky- 
sciaper” or the humble dwelling 6f a working man, first 
existed in the thought of the man who wanted-said build
ing erected. Au architect then partially pictured hie 
thought on paper In the plans that were drawn of the 
proposed edifice. Then came the master builder, with his. 
assistants, and the subjective dream or the thought. be-r 
came a material reality. Every material phenomenon Is 
the resultant of the self-same law. First the mental con
cept, then the partial photo, then the solidified object It- 
self. Out of subjectivity,. then, is drawn objectivity to 
man’s consciousness. - This shows. clearly that matter Is 
the servant ot Mind, and that that mind is the creator of 
matter. Matter is mind at. a . lower pitch’of vibration, 
obeying the commands of King Wih, .who,always sits upon 
the throne of Reason/'WPerhaps Herbert Spencer-was;-ab-

teaw|Bds$ &i «®ecial)y{?$ ttje-BUtory of their 
own nations? Why do“th'ey generally use the provincial
isms of the mediums through whom they manifest? . Why 
is their knowledge of-ttfetrAatljifctongue absolutely want-

use them In harmony with the requirements of law and the 
promptings of common sense.
Sonie Nuts to Crack in the interest of Rational Progress

., . and Upliftment.
In more than a quarter of a century of careful, earnest 

study of the subject of Spiritualism in all of its majjy 
forins of expression, a rationalist Is apt to make many dis
coveries. He soon learns that there are many genuine 
phenomena, all uniting to prove the sublime truth that 
the soul ot man survives the change called death, and, 
under proper conditions can commune with those whom 
he has left on earth. Once satisfied that death does not 
end all, and that spirit communion Is as much a demon
strable.fact as H 2-O, in chemistry, the true rationalist 
sqeks to<apply what he has'Tearned by determining what 
the communicating Intelligence has to offer that Is helpful 
morally; spiritually and intellectually. He does not need 
to learn the same lesson over and over day-after day, nor 
is he content to repeat, parrot like, the important fact 
“A is A." He wants to make use of "A” to his advantage 
and that of his fellowmen-by making It contribute to the 
sum total of human knowledge.

- In his search for the esoteric meanings of the varied 
phenomena, in Spkltualism he meets with many dlscour? 
agements', as well as baffling experiences.

Even If he has been most conservative and constructive- 
in his every effort, he is forced to admit, if he is honest 
with himself, that many of the condltldfis presented to 
his mind In .the name of Spiritualism are not dpiy far 
from', satisfactory, but IN REALITY VERY QUESTION
ABLE- He may try ever so hard to fit every, experience 
into its proper niche, in the economy of his thought,-yet 
find -himself iace-.to face with a double question mark as 
to the verity, the reliability of whpt he. has been’ told by 
the Invisible intelligences; not the least of these is the con
tradictory; character of inany of the communications .re
ceived from the same spirit, through different mediums. 
Dr. I.-K. Funk lald speclal emphasis upon this point In'a 
recent issue of The Progressive Thinker. . .

There . Is another issue that is very important to/the 
honest Investigator as. hb records his experiences from

solutely right wlien- he said;‘‘Out of the heterogeneity is- 
evolved homogeneity,”'leaving, as Is readily .seen, the in. 
ference that mind Is the force behind evolution. '

•it takes several weeks, sometimes months and years to 
elect a substantial building in harmony with exact math- 
ematics. It takes more than, a score of years.'for.thp 
'body of man or woman to grow to Its .full stature arid 
power, It. took th’e “Charter Oak" in old Connecticut two : 
hundred and fifty years to become what it was when the .

: great hurricane destroyed it. Each and all of these were • 
the prelections of mind Into objectivity In harmony with • 

: natural law. ; /■■'
Theie was no undue haste, no attempt to destroy an 

jitom or molecule. The workman had a fixed purpose, .and 
that puipose bound him to a fixed inexorable law. He 
could not get something out of nothing; he. merely drew 
upon the realm of mind, and obtained all-that his thought 
desired—all that Intelligence had planned. .There was no 
decomposing of an atom, no sublimation of molecular par
ticles in anything that was done. Law was observed, and 
faithfully obeyed. A law Is a rule of action. Everything 
that is, conforms to, and is the result of, Law. Law says 
that weeks, months, years are required to draw into’vis
ibility the results of volitional mentation.

■ The chemist requires years ere he can declare that he 
has found a new element In his field of research. 
Crookes’ labors ere he found what Thallum' was and 
could prove his propositions to the world, is a case in

1 point. This is likewise true of the work of M. and Mad
ame Curne, the discoverers of Radium. They did not 
claim to produce their marvels In ten seconds, nor yet In 
ten hours. They had to obey Law, and in obeying Law ob
tained results that will give them eternal fame. He who 
deals with material atoms, at a lower or higher pitch of 
vibration, must do so in harmony with, and obedience to, 
Law. He cannot, go outside of it, nor can. he obliterate 
the unit.. He must have the unit In order to work In har- 

~'mony with law. Such being the case, something is the 
matter with our learned “savant’s” (?) reasoning, or with 
his mental processes when he asserts that myriads: ot- 
units or atoms are run together through the lowering of 
the rate of vibration from perhaps the point of Infinity ter 
that of objectivity In matter, in less than a second’s time! 
Truly, he has gotten, rid of God, of fact, of truth, of com
mon sense all at. once! .

Not satisfied with this, he complacently asserts that c. 
finite will can thus transcend Infinite Law, and break tho 

■ bonds of mathematical exactitudes! He calmly declares 
that a dozen forms can be produced at once, geem, 
weighed, bandied—all the results of matter objectifying- 
mind! What nonsense Is this! ■ ' ■

Through law and order the chemist in his laboratory, 
with retorts, crucibles and alembics at his-command can 
draw forth from invisibility any object that he desires, 
provided its constituents are In the atmosphere around 
him. But he has to move slowly, possess infinite pa
tience and meet with many defeats ere he achieves success. 
He wins at last through perseverance and the use of all

yeartoyear.. .■ ■, ■“
Why is it that the children who act as cabinet guides; 

or familiar mqssqngers for'the mediuin’s, appear/juist-.the: 
Barrie as they 'did when they first' manifested, A.«FULL 
QUARTER OF A CENTURY AGO? ■/ ■

■Why do they not grow up? ' , ' / ' , .
: Are they dwarfs Jn 'soul, and without power ^o'.grdw?. 
Do the mediums STUNT“ THEIR. GROWTH by holding 
them In their atmosphere through their- selfish desires to", 
keep themas gaides? // ' -•

! . Is it not a- crime to deprive any being of his freedom 
to unfold-hls mental and spiritual faculties to their fullest 
possible' extent? Why do so many of these- . “Effies/’ 
‘‘Mandies,’’. "Bessies,” “Baby Boys,” etc.,' show nd' lm-

into fragments, all chemical laws are trampled under foot, 
all common sense is thrown to .the winds.

Materialization Is a fact; It is the result of growth, gov
erned by Law, directed by Will. That time and change 

■ are required for it is an axiomatic fact, hence it follows- 
that instantaneous productions of hundreds of pounds 
avoirdupois is contrary to mathematics—the only exact 
science. No sane person ever yet saw, nor will he ever 

_ see, ten or a dozen forms come out of nothing into the ob
jective. The atomic unit must be posited,, and then re- 

/ ceive. Unto itself its fellow until substance is produced.
Like the coral insect. It takes myriads of atoms and 

; myriads of seconds, yea, years to visualize a material piece 
of coral. The coral is no counterfeit, it is.genuine mate
rialization. But mind is behind it working out its intelli
gent purpose through the lapse of years. The same law 

- holds good in the sphere.-of.-the-human. Rule out the 
-paid counterfeiter and thq two hundred dollars per week

Income for the counterfeiter, and no-slx,-eight and'ten 
■ forms—no, nor even one-Sesh, blood and bones manifesta

tion will ever appear. - Law is law;- life is life; reason 1b 
season;, common sense is common sense, and ordinary In-

Ing, and their use o'f Engl! 
happen that so many of thj

iperfect? How does it 
past grand masters" in

their use of modern slang? Why do not those whom 
they so tenderly “guide” feel their presences seml-occa- 
slonally, and get reliable J^iprdasions from them? Why 
do these “guides” only hqyp thepower to appear to their 
mortal associates at some publlè'seance? Why do not 
these mortals sense theii’.jjnlli^iice at other times and 
places? Once more, let us ask the question, What good 
do "guides” of this kind e^er ddr ,

The intelligences thabl^yke u^ of some mediums, have 
a special purpose in view.’ They desire to prove that the 
soul survives the death of the body, and thus bring comfort 
to the Borrowlng dc-nlzenstof carili. They also seek to in
struct their instruments lit'I'esp^t to things of the spirit, 
and of conditions in the wto'ld'òf souls. SUCH GUIDES 
DEVELOP THE MENTAL, MORAL AND SOUL NATURES. 
OF THEIR MEDIUMS. 'THEY ARE BLESSINGS TO 
THEM AND TO THE WORLD, YET THEY ARE SUCH 
ONLY WHEN THEY ACT?'AS PROMOTERS, HELPERS, 
INSPIRERS, AND NOT AS MASTERS OF THEIR EARTH 
INSTRUMENTS.

Self-development is said to be the best development.
Might it not likewise be affirmed that the best control is 

self-control? .
With “guides," "controls” and, "servants," constantly 

near or about men, are they hot quite likely to lay all re
sponsibilities for all acts of whatever nature, upon the un
seen? Is It not that thousands, of people have made the 
spirits their scape-goats, just as the Christian Partlalists 
have made the gentle Nazarene?

The true rationalist looks at every .question from the 
Bandpoint of common sense. . He questions, and HE HAS 
A RIGHT TO QUESTION, the utility of having unseen at
tendants unless they have some spècial GOOD TO WORK 
OUT THROUGH MORTAL AGENCY. Utilitarianism ap
plies to spiritual as .well as to material things. It does 
not mean sordid sensuousness nor anything that detracts 
from the noblest Impulses of,thé soul. If the spirits have 
nothing better to do after ton thousand years dr less In the 
spirit world than toyhover ever mortals with no power to. 
impress them, or imprpve-them, It would seem as if they, 
were not very far reipoved front the charge ot "loafing." 
"Would It not be better for all such spirits to be taken Into 
hand, for the. purpose of receiving instruction from the 
lofty souls.in wisdom spheres, and withdrawn entirely 
from their'sinecure posittons as “lords and ladles in wait
ing” upon some mortal who Neither senses their presence, 
nor is at all affected by it? Would it not be better for 
such’mortal to be told plainly that he must rely upon 
-himself,-mind his own business, develop self-control; face 
the responsibilities of life according to his actions, than it 
would to have him feel that he was a "mere Instrument” 
In the hands of an outside Influence that forced him .into 
all of Mb experiences in earth-life? - ‘ A-.

Let common sensé, and jeasop have a hearing. The 
"cabinet children” and “messenger spirits” should grow 

;up to. full-orbed soulhood in the higher life, and not be 
. held jp such bondage; to',; matter1 as is now ■ theirs. 
"Guides’’ -without purpo^ stay In the spirit zones 
until they/are educated, i ...

MEDIUMSHIP IS AS MUCIDA TRUTH AS THE MUL
TIPLICATION TABLE IS’EXAÒT IN ITS COMBINATION 
OF NUMBERS.

Spirit communion is pm much Id harmony with natural 
law as 1b the revolution of the ¡planets.
; The supernatural dó'es*^ot é$st,

: Thè Bùpernórmal is/bjjt a jepporary condition of the 
•mind, and as that, mind analyses its experiences it finds 
only the normal. / . A «-
../‘Médiums frequéptly^^ theTrnown and take their 
¿.patrons, under the guidajpe ó'Ltheir unseen helpers, into 
the realp ■ of. tliê Unknown, oThrough proper study tiie 

■Unknowto/of ■yesterdaybeconMscommon.knowledgeto- 
. day. ■ 'When the '^111 ,'of‘ïnah’l^prëngtiièned fils mental 
i p fó'eessei . iioìèkéned, ^^ his/na
ture spiritualized .by,¿hip ‘‘conteols," then he beco/més a

-bWasing to humanity. Less than.this, it Is a question as 
to the good that eveu(u«tes from the subjection of his na
ture to tho dominancy of another. Conscious medlum- 
fehipj under the sole control of the-instrument's real self, 
.inspired, perhaps, by others whose vibration in the same 
intellectual pitch will probably throw light upou some of 
these queries, and show the absurdity of much that is now 
laid at the door, with so much unction, ot the excarnates 
who are endeavoring to aid this sorrowing world,

FREE $1.00 COUPON
Entitling Anyone with

RHEUMATISM
to iccoivo prepaid, Free to Try, a regular 
Dollar pair ot Magic Foot Drutis/aud valua
ble new book (In colors) on rheumatism.

Items of Interest.

Permit me to express the great pleasure that was mlno 
when I read President Paul McArthur’s explanation of the 
difficulty with a certain society in Kansas. City. He has 
presented the facts in his usual lucid and very able style, 
and every Spiritualist in possession of his reasoning facul
ties, owes him' a vote of thanks for his brave words and 
manly'courage. I wish he had gone further and added 
one of his trenchant paragraphs in respect to the utter
ances of a so-called psychic from the platform of the so
ciety In question. The alleged psychic in a long string of 
oaths and other blasphemous fulminatlons, denounced the 
outspoken opponents of fraud as scoundrels and other 
equally euphonious epithets. The officers of the society 
did not reprgve the man; nor even call him to time tor his 
Indecent language. When a society tolerates and wel
comes such language upon Its platform, It can hardly, be 
called a “Spiritual” organization. No wonder It hastened 
to withdraw, from all association with those who disap
prove of such virulency. '

Brother D. D. Foster of Seattle writes feelingly of the 
arrest and trial of Miss Rice, of his city. He-makes a mis
take, however, In claiming that Spiritualism was on trial 
In her case. There was no Issue in which true Spiritual
ism was at all Involved. The Issue was Simon-pure com
mercialism, masquerading under the name of Spiritualism. 
Miss Rice’s cards read: "Miss Rice, Spiritualist Medium. 
Mining and Ores a Specialty. Mediumship Developed." 
The judge held that ninety-nine out of every one hun
dred persons seeking Miss Rice for readings, under the al
lurement of her cards would do so with the Idea that they 
were going to have their fortunes told, or would receive 
some advice about business. The one hundredth person 
would be a Spiritualist .with some knowledge of psychism, 
hence might understand what he was receiving,

To my mind, nothing could be fairer or more just than 
this statement of the learned judge. Both he and the 
able prosecuting attorney took special pains to avoid all 
unkind references to. Spiritualism, and uttered no sneers 
at honest Spiritualists. The personality of Miss Rice, who 
is a-most excellent woman, was In no way held up to ridi
cule. The evidence showed that she mixed business and 
spiritual matters In her messages, with the business ele
ment predominating. It Is claimed that It was because ot 
the fee she took for her services that she was made to suf
fer. The law makes no reference, whatever, to a tee In 
any such case. It does refer In plain terms to fortune- 
'telllng- and: the bald commercialism connected .with it. - I 
esteem Miss Rice as a woman, yet I do not see how any 
other outcome could have been expected had she been 
tried by a judge and jury composed entirely of Spiritual
ists.

,When mediums refrain from making specialities'of min
ing «propositions, of locating lost treasure, of developing 
mediumship, of hunting lost husbands, of producing gold 
through magnetizing gold, they-wilt never run amuck of 
the law. I once thought all laws bearing upon this sub- 
ject wefe framed for the express purpose of working In
justice to mediums. I can now see that every-law against 
fraud, chicanery and commercialism is, and ever has 
been, for the protection of true mediumship. When me
diums abandon fortune telling, necromancy, commercial
ism,. and its-evll associates, they will never be in danger of 
persecution nor of prosecution, because they will then be 
using only the spiritual treasures that are honestly theirs. 
‘‘Carthago delenda est," was the constant cry. of the Ro- 
man patriot. "Fraud and commercialism In mediumship 
must be destroyed,” should, bp 'the demand of every patri
otic Spiritualist; .-. I TH URIEL SPEAR.
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provement intellectually after all these years? Why are 
their grammar, rhetoric and logic so shockingly bad? Why- 
are their vlews so strangely identical with-those of-their 
mediums?
. When Spirit Lotela came to Mrs. M. T. Longley, the 
efficnent secretary of the N. S. A. nearly twenty-five yeajjs 
ago, It was as a young girl. Year after year rolled away 
and the spirit reported that she was attending school, 
learning all she could th^re, and doing the work assigned 
her by. her guardians in-splrlt. After ten of fifteen years 
she reported as a full grown woman, and manifested that 
Intellectual difference In her communications that lie be
tween a child and a grown woman.

When Spirit Nannie Gibson came to the same medium 
ten of eleven years ago, it was as a child of two or three 
years og age. To-day she reports as a happy lassie of 
twelve or thirteen years, and manifests the change In In
tellect that one would naturally find In the difference of 
age.. - .

Now, If some children grow and unfold mentally and 
spiritually In the higher spheres, why do not all of .them 
do.likewise? -

Are the cabinet spirits children, and the little messenger 
spirits from whom It is “so sweef to hear,” held In.slavery 
that Xpeps them from progress?

Are they not being sinned against by both mortals and 
spirits, if such be the case? ~ .

Is the earth's atmosphere so sensuous, so grossly mate
rial as to make them moral, spiritual and Intellectual 
dwarfs? ■■■■■'.

It is said that every man or woman who embraces 
"Spiritualism has a band of “guides,” or perhaps . “con
trols" assigned him. The question at once arises in a ra- 
.ionalist's mind what good does-this band as a unit, or any 
.ndivldual spirit of that-band, do the'one guided? Is the 
mortal dominated in every-way by the influence of his ex- 
larnate watchers? ' Do they do his thinking for him? Do 
;hey impress him as to what is right and wrong, moral or 
immoral? "

An Assyrian prince materialized at a certain seance and 
proclaimed that he* was the. "special guide”,of a distin
guished judge who was present, and that he had been with 
him from childhood. The judge was not at all interested 
in Assyrian history, and had no special love for Assyrian 
as-a nation; yet he trembled like an aspen leaf and even 
wept; so great was his emotion because of the presence of 
this ‘‘guide.” • . • ’

■How much did this ancient Assyrian know of modern 
jurisprudence? How-much law could he impress upon 
his protege's mind at the time of any speclaLemergency 
in the judge’s practice before-the bar? If he be his 
"guide," why'ls not the judge a lover of Assyrfan’hlstory?

• "Why Is .he not Interested In the Assyrian people?-
. Honestly, how much good do such "guides” do, any 

way? Are they not “stars” at special cabinets, delighting 
the confused ones to whom they purport to come, and 
nothing more? If real intellectual entities, why have 
they not succeeded in spiritually impressing their special 
charges with something beyond what they were capable 
of. producing-In. and through themselves? Why is it that 
so many of those who are under the direction of spirits, 
ancient or modern, magnates, potentates, Indians, clerics, 
vibrate on such low spiritual and intellectual planes? Are 
not spirit “guides" supposed to quicken and illumine the 
moral, spiritual and intellectual natures of their charges? 
If uhder such guidance mortals remain in ignorance and 
deteriorate in morals, in intellect and in spirituality, would 
it not be better for them if the spirits stayed away from 
them?. ■ ■ '

Once more, why are these “guides” so deficient in

Fined Seventy=Five Dollars
Because He Practiced Deception in Mediumship.

TRICKERY AT 'SEANCE.

Brltish Exposures qf a Medium End 
in Police Court—How the Spirit 
Was Seized, and Story of the Oere- 

, mony—Medium Fined for Practic
ing Deception, Using Artificial Tog
gery to Deceive the Sitters? • 
London, Eng., July 7:—Extraordl- 

hary evidence of Incidents at a Spirit
ualistic seance was given at Edgware 
Petty Sessions by Lieut-Col. Mark 
Mayhew in the case in -which Freder
ick Foster 'Craddock, of Graemsvllle 
Grove Estate, Pinner, appeared in an
swer to three summonses accusing 
him of unlawfully using certain subtle 
craft, means, or device, by palmistry 
or otherwise, to deceive Colonel May
hew and other Spiritualists, on Febru
ary 27 and March 13 and 18.

Mr. R. W. Turner, who appeared for 
the prosecution'at the last’hearing, 
said that ventriloquism, If alleged to 
be a Spiritualistic agency, was an of
fense. The theory advanced by Spir
itualists, he said, was tlrtit atoms 
came from the body-of the medium 
and materialized Into human form and 
the shape of a departed person. Not 
only did the bodies materialized walk 
and talk, but the clothes also material
ized from the medium.-,, The. specta
tors were prohibited- from TOUCHING 
THE MEDIUM, THE SUGGESTION 
BEING THAT INJURY OR DEATH 
WOULD BE CAUSED TO THE MEDI-
UM AND. THE 
TOUCHED HIM.

PERSON WHO

On the occasion of 3these seances 
hymns ¡were sung, prayers were of
fered, and-addresses were delivered. 
TO CALL IT BLASPI^EMY WAS A 
MILD TERM. The hymns used were 
Nearer, My God, to Thee, . and. Lead, 
Kindly Light. Theresas apparently 
a hierarchy of spirits, /Who ‘were, able 
to control mediums. ‘•’The'‘.medium 
was able to materialize'¿plrim of de-
parted friends. The these
spirits were Dr. Graeme, Sister Amy, 
Sister Therese, Dr. Adler, ’’find Joey 
Grimaldi. The last-mfthed u,ivas the 
departed clown, who ifas ndft the hu
morist of the hierachy.°J - -

Colonel Mnyhew’js7Evidyocc.
Colonel Mayhew waN'ealledi and de

scribed his visits to Gi’S'emesvllle. He 
produced a sketch-plan of the>room In 
which the seances took place, and 
mentioned that a fee ib£ $1)8 0 was 
charged. He paid $5.40, hfS<wife and 
a friend, Mr. Sinclair,’Oaccfrnlpanylng 
him. ■ " --

Describing the first seance, Colonel 
Mayhew said that Craddock sat In a 
chair and went into a:i-trance after 
some facial contortions He then de
livered an address in broken French. 
Towards the end of the address the 
accent became extinct, and. what he 
should judge to be a north-country ac
cent, took its place. The address 
consisted of Socialistic talk, cant,, and 
platitudes. , - - ...

Asked for a sample-. of the plati
tudes, -witness said’ that one of them 
ivas that a man pushing aperambula-

who It was, Joey'replied, "Your moth-
er. She .sends her love.”
replied, ‘.‘Thanks, 
added in court, ‘ 
well.” .

Witness
” "My mother,” he 
was and Is alive and

tor with a child in it might be as hap
py as a, mah driving a coach. 
(Laughter). A prayer to God was of
fered, asking that' the communion 
with the spiritual- world would be 
blessed to them. A hymn followed, 
and when the curtains were drawn 
across the room one member of the 
circle said, “Ah, the spirits have 
drawn the curtain!” Then a voice in 
a nasal ventriioqulal tone came from 
behind the curtain. It said “Good 
evening.” The salutation was re
turned, and someone said, "Ah, that 
Is Joey!" Some jokes of a clownish 
nature followed.

Tho Spirit Slates.
Colonel Mayhew proceeded to say 

that from behind the curtain next 
came, In a low falsetto voice, “Bon 
soir,” and the voice was Bald to be 
that of La Belle Cerise. What .was 
called the spirit light appeared, and 
the voice of Joey was heard saying: 
“There are several spirits here, to
night.” He added that they would 
materialize, and the spirit slates were 
then set.

These were luminous metal-plates, 
and .were placed on the floor in the 
middle of a circle. They then rested, 
went backwards, and disappeared, 
and someone In the circle-said, “See! 
the spirits have taken the slates!” On 
subsequent examination he detected a 
piece of wire., behind the slates. A 
deep bass voice; said to be.that of Dr. 
Alder, another of the hierarchy, an
nounced that a spirit was about to be 
materialized, - i-

Then the Blates came round the 
circle, and when witness received one 
he saw in it a face with a goatee 
beard. The beard- was of a descrip
tion association with theatrical prop
erties, being of yellow hair, and In 
one place was not properly stuck on. 
A second face, which appeared had-a 
moustache, was also obviously stuck 
on. * By rappings, affirmative answers 
were given to the questions that they 
were the faces of an uncle. Witness 
appealed to the voice to tell him his 
name, and after some difficulty a re
ply, George, was returned. Witness 
never had an uncle.George.

Sister Amy was the next to appear, 
and witness was told that her appear
ance to him was regarded as a special 
privilege, as he was a newcomer. She 
did not speak: Abdulla; another-of 
■the hierachy, appeared next, and the 
seance closed.

After briefly describing the second 
seance—when one of th mediums came 
In the person of an Indian, chief and 
asked witness if Mrs. Mayhew was his 
squaw—the -colonel described the se
ance on March’18, for seats at which 
he paid $2.60. -Dr. Graeme, another of 
the hierarchy,- gave an address, in the 
course of which he said that it was 
very dangerous to break- the circle, 
and might, cause the loss of the medi
um’s sight, and even the loss of his 
life. He also.- gave some advice ■ on 
how to cure a: sore throat by a few 
movements qt the hand. -.

Joey, said Id. witness during -the se- 
; ance, “There Is someone here;” Asked

. A Brother Officer.
Soon aftor this witness was told 

that the spirit of a brother officer had 
come for him. A face appeared with 
a pretty and turned-up moustache. 
Measuring the distance at which he 
supposed the position of the shoulders 
would be, he put put his hands and 
seized them. His hands came in con
tact with evident shoulders, to which 
he held on, and in the struggle the 
figure to which the shoulders be
longed went back to the ground, and 
a light was turned on. Then witness’ 
money was returned.

Captain Massey P-iggott Carlton, 
late of-the 9th Lancers, described the 
scene when Craddock was seized by 
Colonel Mayhew, and he turned on the 
electric switch light with which he 
had come prepared.

The first and second summonses with 
regard to the seances on February 27 
and March 13 were dismissed. On the 
third summons, the defendant was 
fined $50 and $2 5 costs, with the al
ternative of a month’s hard labor.— 
The Citizen, Ottawa, Canada.
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MORNING.

Spirit of sorrow, spirit of sadness. 
Drooping thy .wing in the dust and

the grave. 
Wake, and rejoice! 'tis the hour

gladness;
Angels are coming the 

save.
Lift up your souls, O ye sad 

cheery!..
Why will ye linger* in 

long?

fallen

ones,

of

to

be

Ignorance

There is a rest for the toiling and 
weary;

Come to the fountain of Truth and 
be strong.

-Darkness is fleeing; morning is break- 
Ing; ;

Blossoms and brightness and glory 
are here;

Bigo'try’s ranks are now broken, awak
ing .

Manhood and .womanhood out of 
their fear. •

Onward and upward the spirit is mov
ing.

Steadily Progress' is leading mankind;
Mortals are learning the lessons of 

loving, . "
Hatred Is banished and sin left be

hind. ■'
Mortals are . learning; spirits 'appear

ing; ■ A . ■ .
Dqwn from the mansions-of heaven 

above; .-
Earth and its-, needs and its hopes they 

are hearing,. . .
Teaching , of wisdom and meekness 

and love. - ~
May. we rejoice for the day of ; pro

gression, • ' '
Brighter and better, is dawning on 

earth; -,
Heaven and earth are in 

- tlon;
Knowledge Is guiding

- and worth. -
SPENCER F.

Waterville, N. Y.

purest rela

to wisdom
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• "Just Howto Wake the Solar Plexus.” 
By Elizabeth Towne. Valuable tor 
health; Price, 25 cents

Henry •

Henry

Henry

“THE DREAM CHILD,”
A Fascinating Romance of Two Worlds. By 
Florence Huntley. Price, cloth, 75 cents. Books 
like 4,The Drcam Child” spur humanity on to 
make more and more demande of this nature, 
and will open up new heights and depths oi 
spiritual Knowledge.—Ella Wheeler Wilcox, 
Will, I believe, take its place beside BulwerU 
“Zanoni” and the "Seraphita” of Balzac.—Daih 
Capital. Tbpeka, Kansas. Although simple and 
unvarnished with any inflammable descrip
tions, enthralls the mind to the exclusion oi 
other thoughts, unt|l reluctantly the reader 
closes the lust page.—Minneapolis Sunday 
Times.

STANDARD BOOKS,
Cloth Binding, 50c. Each.

The following books by well Known 
and popular writers, we have selected 
with the thought that they will be of in
terest to our readers. They are printed 
on'fine paper; perfectly clear, readable 
type; cloth binding. Good home library 
edition:

Heroes and Hero Worship, and the 
Heroic In History. The Hero as Divin
ity. The Hero as Prophet. The Hero 
as Poet. The ‘Hero as Priest. The 
Hero as King. By Thomas Carlyle. 85Q 
pages.

Past and Present By Thomas Car
lyle.

Data of Ethics, By Herbert Spencer.
Fairyland of Science. By Arabella B. - 

Buckley. This book is written In such 
■a pleasing manner that young as well 
as. old Can understand it. Illustrated, 
gilt top. '

Origin of Species. By Charles Dar
win..
•' Descent of Man.’ By Charles Darwin. 
These two books by Mr. Darwin, should 
be in every home.

Karma. A Novel. By A P. Slnnett.
,- A Romance of Two Worlds, By Mar 

-rie Corelli. A most wonderful occult 
story.

. Zanonl. By Bulwer Lytton. A re 
mance by that most wonderful and mys 
tic .writer, after a long residence in thi 
East and an exhaustive study of occult 
lore.

. Any one of the above valuable booki 
ean be obtained for 50 cents, a miracle 
of cheapness.

■ “The Jesuits." ■ By Rev. B. F. 
’Austin, A. M., B. D. An excellent 
pamphlet Price, 15 cents.
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could have done it.”

SPIRITUAL AWAKENING.

of. He was for many years a promi-

INF1NITE INTELLIGENCE.

an unint.el-

S .L. FALL.

A

has entered the great school of na-
His name will

said plainly what he believes, and in-

that even 
enough to 
not know,”

must 
They 
must

to those who negded it. 
From Meadville, Mrs.

went to Corry, where she

The Hindu Spiritual Magazine.
It Is printed In Calcutta, India, and 
edited by Shlshir Kumar Chose. It 
full of matter of interest to Spirit-

operation of these laws to 
ligent brute force.

We must bear In mind 
Col. Ingersoll was frank 
say of this subject, ‘‘I do

The Writer Firmly Believes That in 
Nature All Things Do Not Move 

Along by Mero Chance.

FOURTEENTH ANNUAL 
CONVENTION

highest compliment to Power. There are many illustra-

Richmond 
was the 

F. Liver-

these laws?
Tacoma, Wash.

Noted Spiritualist Passed to Spirit 
Life.

enter. They failed. Then they 
have "God in the Constitution.” 
failed again. Then commerce

«ÂùlïmiT

morning. __
Lily Dale, stopping on the way at two 
or three points. Including Cuba, N. Y., 
to visit her slater’s family, arriving, at 
Lily Dale, August 2, following the

sey is too good a man for the church tnre’r Wcbe/rinw'oT creed, and being an honest man, he ¿ down to fam^ it “was"“ at“ his‘ 
has opened his heart to the wortoand hoM where thoge noted books wera

The veteran worker, J. H. Pratt, of 
Spring Hill, Kansas, made his transi
tion July 13, after a long affliction of 
15 years of paralysis. A noble man

be put down at any cost 
will not Intervene, then outside

$75,000. ’ -The Spiritualists .of Roch
ester have secured this beautiful

guest of Mr. and Mrs. R.
more. Sunday morning, July 15, she

j vigor of his self-government; Where I 
I the last is most complete, tho first is | 
I- least wanted. Hence,’ thfe more virtue j 
I the more liberty.—Coleridge.

beautiful thoughts, and many who 
have attended these meditations have tate it—Anon.
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Research

From Onset she goes to

same program as at Onset.

see

If the Czar
na-

. The necessity for. external govern
ment to man is in inveree ratlo to the

in 
the

is 
is

as the most progressive country 
the world and of woman suffrage 
editorial In question says:

•‘Sir Joseph Ward, If you could
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REMITTANCES: •

Th® Openlug -qt the City ot Light As- 
s^bly Augurs Well. lor Ite Future 
8$?ces^ind Greatness,—Oue ot Ohl-' 
ciajb’s iiivorite Ladies Is Manager. 

! The seilon of 1906 finds the City of 
I Light Assembly at Lily Dale opening

Remit by PoatofUco Money order, Registorad 
T^sttec or Draft ou Chicago or New York, It I 
cobU from 10 to 15 couib to net checks cashed on 
local banks, do not send them unless you 
Wish that amount deduct,al trout Cho amount 
cent. Address all letters to J. It FRANCIS, 40 
Loomis Street, Chicago, III.

s TiKUKOUCE:
$3JTAt tho expiration of subscription, 'if not re- 

newel, the paper Is dlscontmued. NobiUs 
W1U beseutlor extra numbers.

Cjntyou Ao not receive your paper promptly 
write ns, and any errors in address will be 
promptly corrected, and missing numbers 
supplied gratis.

J^*Wheneveryou desire the address ot your 
paper .changed, always give the address ot 
the place to which it has been going or the 
change cannot ba made.

TO FOREIGN COUNTRIES.
The price ot The Progressive Thinker 

, per year to foreign countries is $2.

GtaNbbcdBvory &tur|ty at 49 LaaariaAtrett, 

J. R. FRANCIS, Editor and Proprietor 
------------ :    _____ _____________—b

WORDS OF CAUTION, 
Vou should not send money In a let

ter, Youmay do so a dozen times safe
ly, and then the next remittanse may 
be lost or stolen. Secure a postal order 
for five cents, and th.n you are per
fectly safe, and will save-yourself an
noyance and trouble.

SOMETHING YOU SHOULD HAVE. 
It Will Only Cost You Four Centsa 
Reports in pamphlet form of the last 

N. S. A. Convention are for sale at 600 
Pennsylvania avenue S. E., Washington, 
D. C., at four cents each, postpaid, or 
thirty-five cts. per dozen. -Every Spirit
ualist should send for one. Address 
Mary T. Longley, Secretary.

Straggle in Yata. ,
Prof, Andrew D. White, late Ameri

can Minister to Germany, formerly 
President and Professor of History In 
Cornell University, and author of "A 
History of the , Warfare of Science 
With. Theology,” in his Introductory 
chapter, stated well-known facts when 
he said;

"During the quarter-century just 
passed the control of public Instruc
tion, not only in America but in the 
leading nations of Europe, has passed 
more and more from the clergy to the 
Jolty. Not only are the presidents of 
tbe larger universities in the United 
States, with but one or two exceptions 

■ laymen, but.the same thing is seen in 
the old European strongholds of-met
aphysical theology. . At my -first 
Visit to Oxford and Cambridge forty 
years ago, they were entirely under ec
clesiastical control. Now, all is 
changed. An eminent member of the 
present British Government has re
cently said: "A candidate for high 
university position Ib handicapped by 
holy orders.’ ”

Prof. White so wrote eleven years 
ago. What was then true has become 
more marked with tbe added years. 
Power with the church is everywhere ; 
declining. Catholicism is witnessing 
the change as well as Protestants, and 
are ambitious to form combinations 
with the latter, hopeful to regain what 
they have lost. They who were for
merly treated as heretics are now 
recognized an “Brothers in Christ."

The Inventive genius of the ablest 
ecclesiastics of all denominations have 
been active tn trying to devise some 
method to stay the flood-gates which 
threaten to sweep all away. Method 
after method is brought forward, 
tried and rejected, while another is 
projected to meet a similar fate. 
First, they wanted to make Bunday a 
sacred day. They would stopzall the 
machinery of civilization, throw wide 
open the churches, and compel all to

TAKE NOTICE.
All books advertised in The Pro

gressive Thinker can be obtained at 
this office. Express charges or postage 
prepaid at the price named unless oth- 
wise stated.

Mr Strsug»?’ Mow Bteaagol I ' 
Th^ Douma, otherwise Parliament 

of Russia, so soon up firmly in power, 
attacked that relic of the barbarian 
ages, capital puriishment, and took 
measures for its aboltlqn. Wher
ever the Christian church Is supreme 
there.is found’ the remains of a civili
zation that had Ite birth in savagery, 
and which that church ever labors to 
perpetuate. So soon as those brand
ed as infidels gain legislative author
ity bo Boon one by one the barnacles 
disappear. The death penalty was a 
“Thus saith the Lord," like—“Thou 
shall not allow n witch to live."

"Whoso sheddeth man’s blood, by 
man shall his blood be shed,” Why? 
“Fcir lu theimugeof God made, he 
man." Gen. 9:6. '

That was a strange reason for hu
man slaughter/ No claim is made 
that the killing will serve as a deter
rent, or prevention of crime; but be
cause' G’od made the man murdered,

be suspended. The railways must 
cease opérations that their employes 
should "rest.” Rest was all Import
ant. The laborers did not ask for it. 
The priests and preachers only saw 
the need, and they were insistent; and 
they wanted the trolley lines to cease 
to desecrate the Sabbath, but the

his slayer must also suffer death. He 
may repent, be forgiven by God, and 
welcomed into the church, and eat of 
the Lord’s body, but he must die 
nevertheless., , ■

The time Is but little ‘distant when 
there were two . hundred crimes in 
England punish’able with death: In
stead of crime diminishing jinder such 
sanguinary punishment it increased. 
As the power,of the church,waned so 
these brutal laws were repealed, till 
now only treason and murder are pun
ished with death. . '

In America the leader of the great 
Rebellion, who was probably respon
sible for more bloodshed than any 
other person in all the centuries, yet 
he was permitted to live, and this act 
of clemency did more to unite the 
North and South In fraternal bonds 
than any other growing out of that’i 
desolating war.

The killing of a murderer is a. re
vengeful act. It is the Mosaic law, 
founded by God—It the preachers and 
Bible do not misrepresent---of “an eye 
for an eye, a tooth for a tooth.”

If has been found thé milder the 
criminal code the fewer the crimes.

In those states where the death 
penalty has been abolished criminal 
statistics show no Increase in crime, 
and the people once absolved from the 
death penalty never desire to return 
to it.

M'nd After Death of Body.
A writer in a recent issue of the 

Chicago Record-Herald, maintains 
while the brain is the Instrument of 
thought, its destruction does not nec
essarily Involve the extinction of con
scious entity. We copy:

At the opening of this twentieth 
century It begins to look as though 
one of the great triumphs to be 
achieved before Its close by the intel
lect of man is to be the solution of 
this problem upon a strictly scientific 
1: sis. By this. It Is not meant that 
an eternal immortality can be demon
strated, but that an affirmative an
swer will be given to that part of the 
conundrum—“can mind and thought 
exist when the brain disintegrates: '

For nearly half a century the condi
tions have been slowly developing 
which have made It not only possible 
but imperative that the most capable 
minds in the scientific world should 
take hold of the vast mass of psy
chical-phenomena observed and re
corded and bring order out of that
chaos.

The Society of Psychical 
has done yeoman service In that direc
tion, and the point has now been 
reached where Sir Oliver Lodge, one 
of the best equipped of Investigators, 
a great physicist and a true leader of 
men intellectually, can warn the world 
that the dogmas of materialism are no 
longer tenable. In his recent work, 
"Life and Matter," a lucid and most 
fair-minded criticism of Haeckel’s 
“Riddle of the Universe," he sets forth 
as his working hypothesis concerning 
life, and using the latest observations 
of magnetism as an analogy, that "the 
still more mysterious entity which we 
call life may be pre-existent In some 
ethereal condition, that it would never 
go out of essential existence, but that 
it would be brought into relation 
with the world of matter by certain 
acts; that while there it could oper
ate In a certain way, controlling the 
motion of bodies, producing certain 
effects for a time, and then disappear
ing from our ken into the immaterial 
region from whence it came.

Lodge thinks this statement may be 
made concerning life, or anything sub
ject to continuous evolution or linear 
progress embodied in a race, of any 
condition not cyclically determinate

courts decided them necessities, and 
refused to interfere.

Then clerks, students and others 
confined In-doors for six days thought 
to relieve the monotony, and call un
used muscles into activity, so they de
termine to revive the national game 
of base-ball and play on Sundays, but 
the preachers followed them to the 
field, and by long prayers attempted to 
defeat the movement; yet they sig
nally failed. The priests appealed to 
the courts and were mulcted In large 
bills of cost.

Scheme after scheme Is continually 
brouht forward, and as often is found 
impractical. A late device coming to 
our knowledge, for a while pending, 
was to set aside each Wednesday after
noon in all the schools of city and coun
try, in which "Christian morals” were 
to be taught to the exclusion of all 
other teaching, but it failed. ■ Since 
then clergymen of all denominations, 
it is claimed; Including Jewish rabbis, 
Catholic priests, representative Epis
copalians, Presbyterians, Metherdists 
and Congregationalists, in the city of 
New York, have determined to procure 
a rule from the Board of Education, 
requiring the Old Testament to be 
used as a text book In the public 
schools, in which the youth shall be 
taught "there is a God, who is the cre
ator and ruler of all things, .and that 
we, his creatures, should worship him 
and obey his laws.” Two lectures on 
moral philosophy, It Is proposed, shall 
be given weekly.

As well use the geographical teach
ings of Strabo, who wrote 2,000 years 
ago, to acquire a knowledge of the 
surface of the earth, and of the peo
ple, as the Bible to teach morals; bet
ter, for the student in the former .will 
have been taught but little to unlearn, 
whilst the Bible misleads on every

Mrs. Cora L. V. Richmond's Summer 
“Vocation."

Mrs. Richmond's first stop after 
leaving Chicago was at Meadville, Pa., 
being the guest of Hon. A. Gaston. 
Sunday evening, July 8, she spoke 
there to a large, Intelligent and very 
appreciative audience. She spent a 
week at Meadville, visiting her many 
distant relatives who reside there, 
and to whom Oulna ministered In the 
way she only can, giving consolation

nndeV teora auspicious circumstances 
tbanjevenj,efore. UNDER THE NEW 
MANAGEMENT A BROADER POL- 
ICYnTB IN VOGUE AND HIGHER 
TH@UGHTJ>ALONG ALL LINES WILL ■ 
FIN&EXBttEBSION;

Wjbilp U1P eeason has only Just be
gun the new Ideas , carried out show 
remUHtable'results, Out of 1$5 cot- 
tagek alLbtit 14 have been rented, and i 
mortaseasiim tickets were: sold during 
the §pt W^k than were sold previous
ly during ap entire month, while more : 
thairJtwlce “as many people attended 
the diiohitfg’exercises than at any pre
vious-year, At the first meeting of 
the ellildren’s: lyceum the attendance 
was larger than at any meeting last 
year.' The hotel keepers, are elated 
over the ‘LARGE NUMBER OF 
GUESTS, - HAVING' BROKEN ALL 
PREVIOUS RECORDS FOR OPEN
ING WEEK, and lectures and enter
tainments are drawing larger audi
ences than before bo early in the Bea
son.

.Much has been dona for the comfort 
and benefit of visitors. A new pavil
ion over the water adds materially to 
the beauty of the place as well as the 
pleasure; while the soft strains of mu
sic fall delightfully upon tbe ear, and 
makes the grand trees in wh|ch Lily 
Dale is embowered, echo the sweet 
music. 1

The lectures are of an unusually 
high ordey; entertainments, dances, 
tea. parties and other social functions 
of the most enjoyable nature, and the 
gatherings held several times dally 
at beautiful Forest Temple in ' the 
woods are largely attended.

We have listened with rapt atten
tion and -pleasure in the mornings to 
the classea ln psychological develop
ment given by J. Clegg Wright, while 
the learned discourses by Dr. Geo. B. 
Warne, and the Instructive lectures of 
Stanley Le Fevre Krebs, while Mrs. 
Annette J. Pettinglll has given power
ful demonstrations of unseen forces by 
her platform tests.

No hour of the day is idle, and dull 
care finds no place. Altogether there 
Is no more delightful place to spend a 
healthful vacation in rest, recreation 
and intellectual pleasures than can be 
found in the vale of-the lilies.

held services In the opera housq to a I 
very fine and appreciative audience. 
Sunday afternoon, July 22, she spoke 
at Recreation Park on the shores of 
Lake Columbus, Columbus, Pa., to a 
large and enthusiastic audience. She 
left Corry in the evening of July 24, 
for Cragsmgpr, in the Catskills, New 
York. During her stay in Corry she 
entertained and instructed select com-

I panles every evening and most every 
afternoon. Needless to say, that in 
these private and public ministrations 
a great amount of spiritual work is 
accomplished that 1b far-reaching.

Mrs. Richmond will spend two 
weeks at Cragsmoor; from there she 
goes to Onset where she will remain 
for a week, giving three public lec
tures and class Instruction every

page. If properly rendered, even 
teaching a plurality of Gods.

The thing won’t work, gentlemen. 
You must'try again. The brutal tri
bal god of the Jews, known as Jeho
vah, an idol drawn over the country 
by bellowing cows, has done service- 
long enough as *God. He should be 
dismissed from service, and Infinite 
Wisdom should be enthroned in his 
place.

and returning Into itself, but progress
ing and advancing, acquiring new po
tentialities such as perhaps may never 
in the whole universe have been dis
played before.

Myers, in his book, "Human person
ality and Its Survival of Bodily 
Death,” comes straight out with his 
dc-claration of the conclusion to which 
his investigations have led him: “In 
the Ifrst place,they prove survival pure 
and simple, the persistence of the 
spirit’s life as a structural law of the 
universe, the inalienable heritage of 
each several soul. In the second 
Place, they prove that between the 
spiritual and the material worlds an 
avenue of communication does In fact 
exist, that which we call the dispatch 
and receipt of telepathic messages, or 
the utterance and the answer of pray
er and supplication. In the third 
place, they prove that the surviving 
spirit retains, at least in some meas
ure, the memories and tbe loves of 
earth. Without this persistence n't 
love and memory would we in truth 
be the same? To what extent has any 
philosophy or any revelation assured 
us hereof until now?” (Human Per
sonality—Vol IL, page 257.)

It is such words as these, from men 
of unquestioned ability, sincerity and 
critical judgment, that justify the man 
in the street in concluding with them 
that tbe brain is the instrument by 
which a continuing entity manifests 

’intellectual power In our everyday 
world and that the destruction of the 
instrument no more Involves the ex-, 
Unction of the conscious entity who 
used it than does the burning of the 
great organ in a church preclude the 
organist from ever playing upon an
other instrument elsewhere and thus 
manifesting his musical skill.

Projecting Another Slaughter.
Again news comes from Russia that 

the Jews are to be massacred. Every 
few.months Russian Christians form 
mobs to engage in slaughter, and 
practice the barbarities the Old Testa
ment writers tell us the Jews prac
ticed on their surrounding nations. 
More than one hundred generations 
have come and gone since Jericho fell 
at the discordant sounds of the trum
pet, and not a soul was allowed to 
live. And slxty-five generations have 
intervened between us and the alleged 
crucifixion of Jesus. If the Jews .were 
responsible for that event, which the 
Gospels do not show they were, yet it ’ 
1b a novelty in ethics to hold Such dis
tant generations responsible for the 
acts of remote ancestors.

If Christian sects in free America 
would place themselves on record, 
and denounce in proper terms the acts 
of their co-religionists in Russia, and 
gain the ears of the persecutors 
through the Russian press, they 
would do more for humanity, and 
more to advance tbe cause of true re
ligion than has been done by all the 
missionaries since time began.

These acts of violence are akin to 
those of the Inquisition. They should

We have all the time there is, and 
in that time everything can be done 
that ought to be done.—Bliss Carman.

The man who wins in gambling takes 
money that does not belong to him.

Vice makes the road of life not only 
; hard, but hasty.

Our enemies speak of us as they 
hear; we judge of ourselves as we feel. 
—Hannah Moore.

Joy is the only thing in the world 
- more inevitable, more universal-than 
. sorrow. Our capacity for happiness 

still outranks our capacity for grief. 
-—Bliss Carman- ,

He Replies to Harrison D. Barrett’s Open Letter, and Declines to Con-
u *1

tribute an Article on “Materialization,” for a Forthcoming
' Book, Giving Impressive Reasons Therefor.

Rev. H. D. Barrett—Dear Sir:-i—Your open -letter ad- 
dressed, to me .in’ regard to a paper on “Materialization” 
for a' book symposium to bè issued under the auspices of 
the National Association, of. which you are thé president, 
has been Been in The Progressive Thinker. As my letter 
to you appeared in print without notice, and your reply 

, wlthopt my personal knowing, must be - apology for the 
seeming want-of courtesy in giving this note through the 
same. channel.

I thought my reply to your first letter had given the 
declination of your respectful and flattering request suf
ficiently plain—at least the.serious disinclination to under
take such a task.

The reason then given was in these words: "I have a 
very peculiar notion—that our material thinking appar
atus is not equal to unfolding the philosophy of spirit 
power as we note it in phenomena. Conclusions in think
ing are always controlled by the premises from which 
we start.” j

With all due respect for the body of which you are the 
president and for yourself personally, this disability Is still 
Ipfhe way of compliance with your request. And taking 
your letter as a semi-official outline of instruction as to 
bow the topic should be treated, the want of experiences 
such as your own as therein given, renders a treatment 
along such lines on my part an Impossible task.. Experi
ence is knowledge, and knowledge is indispensable to the 
intelligent discussion of any subject. Bo you can fit once 
see the Inutility of an attempt on my part to meet your in
vitation as indicated. -

But, first you say: “I do not know of an intelligent man

tions of this mental inertia as to phenomena, and a score 
of symposiums cannot change the fact.

iIn this I am not criticising—only Illustrating' the in-* " 
utility of so treating such a problem as materialization.' 
And why, my dear sir, should we go down among the „ 
acids, alkaiies and other devices of “science,” or even 
“mathematics,” in the treatment of a topic and force that 
•creates science itself? And tills by arguments that, a 
priori, reject the very premise we claim as behind and 
above all science, And then what follows this method $ 
Simply argument, argument, dispute and disputation—< 
amain. I have no taste-tor this kind of writing.

In the same paper that brought me your letter, I find a 
communication from Abby Judson, through Mrs. Peter- 
silea. In speaking of the organizations and their work in 
her present life, for the treatment of our conditions and 
the methods_employed, she says: "WE DO NOT GOVERN^ 
—WE TEACH.”

Read that again—and again. In it is embraced the 
whole "science” of spirit work, and should be of Spiritual
ist work. And just in proportion as our societies, leaders, 
and journals depart from that rule can we measure dis
cords, jealousies, ambitions, dogmatic assumlngs, and the 
propaganda of irresponsible theories.

The. assembly IS MOST ABLY DI
RECTED BY MRS. LAURA G. F1X- 
EN, its general manager. The other 
officers present are Mrs. George L. 
Humphrey, vice-president, acting pres
ident during the absence of Mrs. Abby 
Louise Pettengill, the president; Mrs. 
E. Evstaphleve, the secretary; Dr. 
Geo. B. Warne the treasurer, and Mrs. 
Annette J. Pettengill and Dr. Alex 
Caird, trustees.

This is the first season in the his
tory of Llly'Dale when so large a num
ber of its dinectors have been present, 
each dotes ,their utmost to INSURE 
the Welfare of the people 
AND THE SUCCESS OF THE ASSEM
BLY. '■:■•• b

A beautiful souvenir program has 
been p|i’intedll containing over fifty 
fine pictures of the speakers and 

| workete, which is being admired by

The Lord a Whistler.
"It shall come to pass In that day 

the Lord shall hiss for the fly that is 
In the uttermost part of the rivers of 
Egypt, and the bee that is in the land 
of Assyria.”—Isaiah 7:18.

The commentators tell us the He
brew word in the above quotation, if 
correctly rendered, would have been 
translated "whistle.” The Lord 
shall whistle for the fly. This Is not 
seemingly a dignified occupation for 
a God, so the word hiss appears which 
Scott, In his Bible Commentators, says 
is equivalent to whistle.

Last week we showed how the 
translators substituted “tear," where 
the Hebrew was clearly devour.

Just such false renderings are 
found throughout the book, so it is 
impossible to know just what consti
tuted the “Thus saith tbe Lord,” । 
which the preachers are ever employ
ing to silence opposition. ,

Whistling did'not seem to the 
translators exactly the proper thing 
for a-God, so they allowed him to hiss 
like a snake or goose, to get the flies 
of Egypt and the bees of Assyria Into. 
Une to rest In the desolate valleys.

or woman who denies materia’llzation.” As you and I find 
all Intelligent people are agreed on that, why not let it so 
stand? All else is a matter of Individual opinion on wit
nessing a manifestation. And thus we are where we be
gan. I might write a treatise as to my theory and sup
port it by rehearsing what was seen through A. B., a me
dium. You might write a notice of the same occasion and 
radically differ with mine—one endorsing, the other de
nouncing. And this Illustrates the other point made, that 
the opposing opinions—both honest—were from the 
premises each regarded the demonstration.

The story was told many years ago, when Power, the 
Irish comedian, was in the zenith pf his fame. A party 
were discussing a performance witnessed and enthusiasm 
expressed on all sides. But one practical fellow said he

And how, with these ideas, can any one ussutfie to lay, 
down views of so wonderful a phenomenon as materializa
tion? The utmost that could come of it being some one, 
else to ex-officio repudiate it all.

Ab to your own personal experiences, those life Inci
dents that more or less come to us all, you have the pro
found sympathy that all right feeling dictates toward our 
neighbor. But, of course they cannot enter Into the dis
cussion of .the unseen forces and philosophy behind phe
nomenal or mediumlstlc manifestation.

I have read several symposiums from men and women of 
the very highest character as writers and persons. But 
candor requires judgment, that aside from literary enjoy
ment but little good accomplishment has been achieved.. 
It any thing, undesirable feeling has in many directions 
been increased and accentuated. So with all due respect, 
and gratefully thankful for your flattering expressions per
sonally, I cannot get my consent to enter any symposium.

Perhaps this too serious discussion might close with 
lighter matter: A friend says there is an old word, now 
almost obsolete, that expresses his Idea in regard to mate
rializing seances. That word is "gumption." If the sit-
ter is endowed with the divine gift of gumption, a “faker,” 
as the term goes, would not deceive for a minute. Cul- 

„ .tan't hob what all the fuss was about as “any Irishman I tivate gumption, he says, and you are sate. Much honest c - go all unconsciously he paid the force In the remark. Very truly yours,

R. T. VAN HORN.

all. u:
LILX DALE IS UPON THE 

THRESHOLD OF A NEW ERA.
LONG LIVE THE NEW LILY 

DALE!’ ' ” FLORENCE AHL.
Lily'Dale/N. Y.

’u-l--------- b -------—

Woman Suffrage in Europe.
Nextamontb Jan.International Con

vention of Woman Suffraglsts-wlll be 
held at Copenhagen, Denmark. The 
president of this association . is an 
American, Mrs. Carrie Chapman Catt, 
of New York City.

At an executive meeting of the In
ternational Council of Women, held 
recently In Paris, woman suffrage was 
the chief topic of discussion. The 
Finnish representatives came to the 
meeting radiant because they have 
just been enfranchised and they or
ganized their Woman Suffrage Associ
ation but two years ago. The women 
of England, Ireland, Scotland, Wales, 
Norway and Sweden have equal politi
cal rights with men, except the parlia
mentary suffrage and all the world 
knows wbat a determined fight the 
English women are making to obtain 
that. . The representatives from far
away Australia and New Zealand have 
full suffrage. The women of France, 
Switzerland and the United States of 
America may . boast all they please of 
their greater liberty because they live 
In republics, but their Bisters from 
these other lands tell them that after 
all a direct volbe iu one's government 
Is the greatest privilege

A Magnificent Church Edifice in Roch- 
■ ester, N. Y., Purchased by the Spir

itualists of That City, to Be Dedi
cated to Spiritualism In October 
Next—Rochester Is Famoas ns Be- 

. ing tlie Seat of the Revival of Spir
itualism Over Fifty Years Ago, and 
Where To-day Orthodoxy Is Stirred 
to Its Center by the Heresy Trial of 
the Rev. Algernon S. Crapsey, Rec
tor of St. Andrew's Protestant Epis
copal Church.
To the Editor:—Rochester, N. Y., 

famous for its spirit rappings by the 
Fox sisters half a century ago, seemed 
destined to be the rallying point for 
the dissemination of liberal thought. 
The late R. D. Jones, one time super
intendent of public instruction, for 
years managing editor of the Demo
crat and Chronicle of this city, and 
during the last years of his life, law 
librarian of Monroe county, who stud
ied very closely the manifestations 
produced through the mediumship of 
the Fox sisters, was often heard to 
prophesy that the time would come 
when Rochester, as the birth-place of

church, and it is to be opened in Oc
tober next with special services which 
.will extend over a week.

The first pastor of this Spiritual tem
ple will be the Rev. B. F. Austin, B.- 
A., who is also a doctor of divinity, a 
title he does not care to longer boast'

Progressive New Zealand.
The Boston American in a recent is

sue -has a long and interesting edito
rial on Sir Joseph Ward, New Zea
land's new premier .whois visiting 
this country. New Zealand where wo
men vote, is coming to be r,ecognized

him, would tell you that tbe women 
vote at least'as Intelligently as the 
men. They have improved the char
acter of public officials. They have 
emphasized the importance of moral
ity, in that word's true meaning, ev
erywhere throughout public life. 
They are open-minded voters. They' 
do not cast their votes in a bigoted 
way."

tions should Intervene, and if needs 
be, hurl him from hlB throne.

If the people of Russia shall rise in 
rebellitni against constituted author
ity, toleration of all religions and of no 
religions should be the war cry, Lib
erals over the world would respond to 
a call for assistance in an emergency 
growing out of such a question. "

Years ago there was a young Ger-, 
man Jew in our service. One day, 
after a long thoughtful silence, he in
quired: “Why do Christians when 
angry at Jews call us 'Jesus Christ 
killers’? According to their; - own 
Gospels it was the Romans who pun
ished him tor sedition.”

: “Very true,” we responded, “but 
i they stole your religion, and got such 
I a worthless article they will never for- 
i give you for it.”

That is. the .hast reason Christians 
can now give fc? slaughtering that 

' peopla. .

ualists and advanced thinkers. The 
contents of the May number are as 
follows: How Spiritualism Came to In
dia; Minor "Yoge” Levitation and 
Samadhi;-A Domestic Circle; Vasco 
de Gama; A Frightful Specter or— 
What?; The Stuff Souls Are Made Of; 
The Invisible World; A Story Told by 
a Savant; A Dialogue bn Kaivalya; 
Photographing Forms of the Deceased; 
Notes; Opinions of the-Press.

Mrs. G. B. Adams, 5512 Indiana av
enue, Chicago, Ill., is the agent

Of the-National Spiritualists’ Associa
tion of the United States, Will Be 
Held in the Large Auditorium of 
the Y. M. C. A. Building, 153 La 
Salle Street, Chicago, Illinois, Octo
ber Iff, 17. 13 and 19, 1906.
Business sessions during the day. 

Special hours devoted to the Lyceum 
cause.

Many of the foremost and brightest 
workers to our ranks will be dele
gates. It will be a rare treat to hear 
them. Evening meetings will be de
voted to lectures, spirit messages, mu
sic and song.

Among those invited and expected 
are Dr. J. M. Peebles, Oscar A. Edger- 
ly, W., J. Erwood, Mrs. H. P. Russe- 
gue, Mrs. Esther T. Bosley, Mrs. 
Georgia Gladys Cooley, Mrs. Margaret 
Gaule Ridinger, Mr. and Mrs. E. W. 
Sprague and a galaxy of others.

Come ^ne and all to this great con
vention. I Sil n

The Palmer Jiouse, to Chicago, will 
be headquarters, for delegates and vis
itors; it Ik a flrit-class hotel and will 
give redded rates to all who write to 
advance, étatlng-they are to attend the 
N. 8. A. jonvepilon and wish to en
gagé rooms. Secure your rooms early 
by addressing JW. 0. Vler-Buchen, 
Manager,»The Pdlmer House, Chicago, 
Ill. Theihotebis conducted exclusive
ly on the European plan; cafes and 
restauranto. ara „near by and furnish 
good meins at reasonable rates.
-Annual11 reception to delegates and 

■visitors Will belheld Monday, October

Modern Spiritualism, would become 
the Mecca of Spiritualists and possess 
a temple equal in point of magnifi
cence and dimensions to any in the 
country.

Brother Jones passed to the spirit 
life two or three years ago, and what 
he prophesied has surely come to pass, 
much soonqr than was expected. 

■ The Spiritualists of Rochester, un
der the leadership of Rev. B.F. Austin 
and Dr. James Doty have undertaken 
the purchase of one of the best church 
edifices In this section of New York 
state, built some thirty years ago at 
a cost of over $40,000,and long known 
as Plymouth Congregational Church, 
situated In aristocratic Plymouth ave
nue, known as the “silk stocking” sec
tion of our beautiful city.

The church has long been a hot-hed 
of liberal thought, and was rendered 
famous by the ministrations of the 
celebrated Rev. Myron Adams, who, 
although a Congregationalist minister, 
preached such liberal- doctrines and 
'diffused among his hearers so many 
scientific facts in relation to universal 
law, and hammered away so vigorous
ly at the prevalent superadtlons, that 
his "brethren of the cloth” gave him 
the cold shoulder, while ths citizens 
flocked to hear his splendid and in-

nent Methodist minister In Canada, 
and principal of one of Canada’s fa
mous female colleges. He Is widely 
known as a very scholarly man 
throughout the Dominion, and ob
tained considerable notoriety by his 
trial for heresy In that country, which 
resulted in his being “condemned 
with book and bell." In other words 
he was suspended from the ministry 
and for some years has been upon the 
lecture platform, an advocate of Spir
itualism. •

Dr. Austin can be depended upon to 
make the services at the new Spiritual 
temple exceedingly attractive. He 1b 
especially well equipped to discourse 
upon the spiritual philosophy from the 
scientific standpoint, and to convince 
his hearers of the reality of Spirit 

■manifestations by drawing largely 
from his store of knowledge regarding 
spiritual phenomena as recorded in 
the variouB bibles and sacred books, 
and classical literature of ancient peo
ples throughout the world. Since 
leaving the Methodist ministry and 
entering upon his labors as a lecturer 
on the platform of Spiritualism, Dr. 
Austin has edited and published a 
monthly magazine called Reason, in 
which he has written special editorials 
and articles for the benefit of clergy
men. The July number is dedicated 
to the clergy, and contains several 
pages of conundrums for those gen
tlemen which must be very exasperat
ing to the "Reverends” who do not 
wish to be disturbed In their theolog
ical standards. There is some un-

been spiritually refreshed, uplifted 
and comforted.

Verily, my good brother Francis, 
you have been sowing good seeds and 
scattering them well abroad during 
all the long years of your “pastorate” 
In your Chicago pulpit. Some of it 
has undoubtedly been cast In Roches
ter, for there seems to be a spiritual 
awakening among the people and In 
quarters least expected, and the end 
is not yet. A. W. MOORE.

Rochester, N. Y.

Brother Nicholas in a recent Issue 
of The Progressive Thinker, says that 
people who believe in Infinite Intelli
gence must necessarily believe in a 
personal God.

We all know that the most rabid 
materialist will say that he has got 
beyond all superstition, and in the 
next breath will be discoursing pn the 
mysteries of the universe, not as due to 
an Infinite Intelligence, but as a some
thing he terms the laws of nature, 
which term would be meaningloss to 
one who claims to believe that all 
knowledge exists only during the 
short span of mortal life.

Oh, no! he does not believe in an In
finite Intelligence, but you ask him 
what makes these laws operative, and 
he will, if unprejudiced, have to ac- 

| knowledge that Nature is responsible 
’ for the operation of her own laws, and 
what thoughtful man attributes the

15, at th^jPali®?r House, at 8 p. m. 
All are cordially invited.

Speclalllrailwaÿ rates on the certifi
cate plan can be secured over all lines. 
Ask yohr railroad, agent for certificate 
tickets - to the- National Spiritualists’ 
Convention at Chicago. The round 
fare will be’onè and a third of a fare. 
Delegates and visitors.desiring to re
ceive the benefits-of-this special rate 
.must have their, tickets -vised by- our 
-. rsllroadi agent- at Convention'the last • 
day, October 19. »nd pay ,25 cents 
each for sneh vising.

HARRISON D. BARRETT, I
j - - v President.

MART I. LONGLEY,' ■
Secretary.

Btructlve discourses.
After the death of Mr. Adams, there 

came to the pastorate n brilliant 
young preacher named ftev. W. 
Thurston Brown, a Yale Colleg’5 grad
uate, and he preached such radical 
sermons as to make the orthodox 
stand aghast. He not only denied 
the divinity of Jesus, but declared that 
the church was the last place in the 
world for th^ practice of religion. He 
said that the proper places for the ex
ercise of religion was in the work
shops, the counting-houses, and all the 
marts- of trade, and commerce. He 
continually harped upon the vanity 
and stupidity of churcblanlty. The 
first duty of the church, he declared,, 
was to so enlighten the people regard
ing man's place in nature, as to render 
churches with their costly maintaln- 
ance no longer necessary.

As may be Imagined, his sermons 
.were "good stuff” for the Monday 
morning papers, and were published 
with avidity. Mr. Brown made the 
mistake of embodying in his sermons 
socialistic doctrines, which gave of
fense to many of the wealthier people 
of his congregation; the consequence 
Was that they left, and the trustees 
had to look for support from a radical 
element which could not afford to sup
port so grand a church.

It then fell into the hands of the 
Congregationalist denomination-, and 
in due time It was offered for sale at 
the ridiculously low price of $15,000. 
! -The auditorium of the church is 
grand and . spacious, -and. there - Is a 
magnificent. organ. . Jn. the - rear is a 
large lecture hall; and a number of 
rooms suitable for offices and social 
functions.’ 'The buildings and lot'on 
which they stand are worth at least

easiness among the orthodox people of 
Rochester regarding this unexpected 
movement on the part of Spiritualists 
In securing so grand an edifice as Ply
mouth church, and the appointment of 
so distinguished an ex-clergyman and 
scholar as Dr. Austin for its first min
ister. This- anxiety was recently 
manifested very pointedly by an of
fer made to tbe Spiritualist trustees 
of the newly purchased church of two 
thousand dollars over the purchase 
price, if they would give up their bar
gain.

Orthodoxy has been hit very hard in 
Rochester by the heresy of Rev. Al
gernon 3. Crapsey, rector of the fash
ionable St. Andrew’s Protestant Epis
copal Church; and to have tbe Spirit
ualists on the top of this secure the 
very church edifice that the congrega
tion of St. Luke’s Protestant Episco
pal Church had been anxious to se
cure, and was only prevented from 
getting it by a legal technicality, 
makes the ecclesiastical fossils of our 
-city wonder what will happen next. 
To make matters worse for orthodox 
adherents, Dr. Crapsey, since his trial, 
has received evidence of wide-spread 
popularity and sympathy. Many of 
the clergy are with him in thought, 
though all dare not make their senti
ments known- The fact is, Dr. Crap-

and yet he is quoted approvingly by 
skeptics in general.

Any one who studies the mysteries 
of the universe and marvels at the 
limitless expanse of suns and worlds, 
each in its own orbit, and cannot re
alize that this does not occur by mere 
chance is, certainly to me an enigma.

The term. Nature’s laws, used by 
skeptics to obviate the necessity for 
acknowledging the existence of an In
finite Intelligence, Is certainly amus
ing, to say the least.

I will conclude by representing the 
universe as a great ship bound for a 
certain port: the helmsman may be at 
his post invisible to the passengers and 
for this reason many maintain that no 
Intelligence guides the staunch craft; 
but make it simple to their fellow 
passengers by using the term nature's 
laws, and again I ask, what enforces

stead of running away from his pul
pit, he thinks it. his duty to stay there 
and try to educate his congregation 
and help to revise some of the ortho
dox standards.

The writer has known Dr.. Crapsey 
for nearly thirty years, and been im
pressed by his kindly and sympathetic 
nature, his mebdesty and tonstant 
efforts in behalf of the poor and dis
tressed.

There Is little doubt but that he is 
acting under the inspiration of ad
vanced spirits, and some Spiritualists 
who have attended his church’ in or
der to keep in harmony with their 
families have expressed the belief, that 
Dr.'Crapsey possesses strong psychic- 
powers. He has been in the habit of 

i holding “meditations”. in his ■ parish, 
| and they are singularly like unto se- 
। ances. Those gathered together on 
I such occasions sit in silence until the 
| spirit moves the rector to give voice to

written, "Rending the Vail,” and “Be
yond the Vail.” The .writer, assisted 
by Rev. Mitchell, officiated. Mr. 
Pratt leaves a devoted and patient 
wife and eight children to be pained 
for a time by his absence. On the 
way to the cemetery a brown thrush 
flew on the fdash board of our carri
age; then fiewaln my lap, looked up in 
my face and said, "cheep," "cheep!’ 
Surely it was guided by an unseen' 
hand, for great are the mysteries of 
the spirit.

MRS. MAY COOK PIERSON.

Deliberate with caution, but act 
with decision, and yield with gracious
ness or oppose with firmness.-—Colton.

Do not confine your children to your 
own learning. They were born In an
other time.—Talmud.

Freedom is the thermometer of civ
ilization.—Truth Seeker.

. How much easier do we find it to 
-commend a good action’than to itni-



THERE HAS NEVER BEEN A RELIGIOUS DOCTRINE

PAST THEY TAKE ON THE¡SHAPES OF HIS OWN 
THOUGHTS. IT IS DIFFICULT FOR A PEOPLE TO 
GET OUT OF A TIME-WORN RUT. ERRORS ARE

'Wb '

Wbat Ie Urutb?
A Sermon on St. John 18:30,Delivered by Attorney William A. Hoffman, of Sidney, 

' N, Ym at the Unitarian Church.

FOUNDATION UPON WHJCH THEIR OPINIONS AND
fin FXREÆDNAHLE OR ABSURD BUT THAT IT HAS BJfJjlBFS IHtSP. .HQ L NRE ASON ABLE I CHRIHT FORMULATED NO CREEDS, ' TOOK NO

TEXTS EOR'.HIS SERMONS, USED NO LITURGY, LEFT
FOUND ADHERENTS! NO SUPERSTITION SO UN- 
FOUNDED BUT THAT IT HAS BEEN BELIEVED. MAN NO RECORD OF
IS A DREAMER. AS THINGS RECEDE INTO THE CHURCH, AND CÓ

L PUBLIC PRAYER, FOUNDED NO 
ILD NOT HAVE IMAGINED THAT SO

MUCH DOOMATld THEOLOGY WOULD EVER BE PRO
MULGATED, SO HUGE A STRUCTURE OF CREED 
ERECTED, SO MANY THEOLOGICAL WORKS WRIT-

HANDED DOWN AND BELIEVED IN FROM.GENERA- TEN AS A RESULT OF HIS brief mff ronv wa 
TION TO GENERATION. MEN SELDOM EXAMINE EARTH, WHOSE ACTIVE MINISTRY EMBRACED A PE THE MOTIVE THAT DIRECTS THEIR ACTION OR THE RIOD OF BUT THREE YEARS. ““«««<» a a l-

What Is truth? Pilate .asked this question -nineteen 
hundred years ago, and it has never been answered. ' It 
never can jie answered. ■ When that question will be 
fully answered mankind will have nothing more to do. 
The greatest Intellects the ages have produced have tried 
to solve it and the mystery of sin; how 1t came to exist, 
how it could be controlled, subjugated and subdued ; bpt 
the enigma remains unsolved.

We know not the purpose of Pilate in asking this ques
tion. He then said, "This man has done no wrong.” But 
the leaders of the mob that shouted “Crucify Him!” wore 
the sacred robes of the priesthood; they demanded his 
death because of his teachings,' because that weak and 
humble man, who raised not his voice in protest or de
fense, hud dared to attack their theology—-dared to say 
that that which was taught in the temples, the synagogues, 
and In the schools was not the teaching that would uplift

tory shows that ecclesiastical and political despotism j 
have always joined ,forces, and the advocates of civil lib-1 
erty have always been advocates of religious liberty. । 
Every religious’reformer has had to face the consolidated 
power of priests and kings. •

TJie twentieth century is ful of «implex problems. The 
solution of problems of any age is, always visited with 
doubt and alarro, The high ideals of our ages give prom
ise of their Ultimate correct eolation. 'Because of morei 
universal education and higher and broader intelligence, 
higher ideals are created for realization, All nature pro
claims one constant universal change.

A» forms of faith forsake its chrysalis Wge Ive must 
look for the fairer glory Into which it has grown. zWe 
must not seek to force yesterday's out-worn forms of faith

humanity, because he stood for the truth as It was re- 1 
vealed to him. 1

All about him he saw the abuses of his time, the sin, 1 
Buffering and oppression, and because he fearlessly at- < 
tacked those things in the cause of humanity, they de- i 
manded hfs life. ’

' Hei was overturning the established order of thought 
and the traditions o’f--the past with the light of truth. I 
The thought of the people was drifting away from the an- ■ 
dent faith of Greek and Roman mythology. They had 
become too intelligent to worship a host of gods and god- ; 
desses, and Christ and his teachings was the natural evo
lution out of these conditions. So it has ever been with 
the evolution of man from primitive- forms, ever growing 1 
out of the old into the higher levels of thought and life.

Nearly all of the great men to whom we owe the prog
ress of the world were treated as criminals by the official 
guardian of society of the times in which they lived. 
Christ was crucified; Socrates compelled to drink poison;

^Servetus burned; Galileo imprisoned; Lovejoy murdered; 
Garrison and Phillips mobbed, and Charles Sumner 
beaten in the halls of Congress because of their opinions, 
doctrines and teachings.

If a man leads an honest and moral life and speaks his 
mind on all questions as they arise, he is ostrasized, con- 
demred and called a hertic. Great teachers of truth as 
they believed it, have been stoned and persecuted; and 
each step of mankind In the evolution from barbarism has 
been opposed by established conventionalism and habits 
of thought .

No great truth, reformation or change was ever willingly 
accepted by mankind. It is more easy -to follow than to 
lead; it is easier to follow beaten paths than to pioneer 
new routes. The great reform movements of the world 
have not been led.by the churches, but by men who stood 
above the churches In thought. No established religion 
ever gave freedom to a people. Human slavery was not 
'abolished by the churches but by those heroic souls who 
held the golden rule to be the highest law known to man.

There is not a single great truth that has influenced 
mankind but has passed through a process of contempt 
and injustice before it was established upon a firm and 
lasting'foundation of popular favor; the invention and 
discovery that one generation despised is turned to profit- 
•able account in the next; the scientific creed that is perse
cuted in one age forms an undoubted and essential part 
of the succeeding age.

Every new thought strikes the world with wonder and 
amazement. Every great prophet that time has pro
duced has been considered an enemy to the well estab
lished order. Whoever speaks the truth, writes the 
truth or acts the truth, will always be: unpopular. A 
pleasing falsehood is more palatable to the public taste 
than an unpleasant fact. We stone our prophets, belle 
the character and motives of the pioneers of thought 
while they live and then carve monuments, ¿vrite epi
taphs and pronounce eulogies to their memory when dead. 
“Time alone adjusts the focus that enables us to see them 
as they are.”

When the Christian religion was first promulgated its 
teachers were the sport of the amphitheatre, or the 
torches us?d to light up the orgies of Roman emperors. 
Centuries of persecution passed and the religion of the 
weak became the religion of the powerful and obedience 
to its precepts, as they were interpreted by authority, was 
enforced by fire and sword upon those who did not accept 
it At last the great truth was-evolved from the centu
ries of bloodshed, that man is endowed with the inalien
able right to worship his God according to the dictates of 
his own conscience. Much of the old intolerance, the old 

, bigotry of these bloody centuries remains as to-day's her
itage, although the right to reason and express that rea
son is conceded.

The true nature of the Gospel of Christ is'just, beginning 
to dawn on the minds of men. One shudders to think of 
'the things that have been done in the name of religion. 
Liberalism has shown the spirit of true religion and the 
dark pages of history in the past cannot be repeated In the 
future. ■ ,
We still seem to be breathing the air of medievalism, in 
religion; to be thinking, talking and acting precisely as if 
the forces of Christianity and our boasted civilization 
counted for little or nothing in the world; as it no prog
ress has been made over the savageries and inhumanities 
of ancient days; as if the true Gospel of Peace preached 
and taught for twenty centuries had made no real im
press upon the hearts and minds of men.

I believe there is a new awakening in religion and that 
. great progress is being made in the humanities these re-1 

cent years; that the sense of human brotherhood Is grow
ing; that the sentiments of love, tolerance and justice are 
far more prevalent now than they were before in the his
tory of the race. ,,

There was a time when men believed the earth occupied 
the centerjof the universe and that the sun, moon and 
stars were all -made especially for- its7 benefit The 
larger knowledge of truth has showpd man’s place and his 
world in the universe. The truths revealed by Cdpernl-' 
cus shocked the world bo that they put him in prison.

The world has never been ready to hear the truth 
bluntly told. Truth gets a most inhospitable reception 
from the prejudices, conservatism, social and religious' 
bigotry, which at present do duty as thought for a large 
part of mankind. The man who proclaims a new truth 
In,the world-that Is contrary to existing 'beliefs must ex
pect to be martyred.- The religion of a.people at any given 
time is an index of the degree of civilization which they 
have reached, and it is also a factor in shaping higher 
forms of Institutions. ■ . x

Religious and. civil liberty have a common'aource; His-

into to-day’s forms of truth.
The truth Is dawning on the minds of men that truth 

cannot be. fastened to any landmarks; that it is a living 
principle which must.progress with the larger knowledge 
of man. The revelation of divine truth 1b continuous and 
eternal, and we should watch for its appearance and 
gladly accept It wherever it is made manifest; or from 
whatever ¡source it comes. '

If men grow in things, how niuchmore should they 
grow in thought. Religion being man’s attempt to express 
in deed and word bls thought of the highest, aild best, it 
would belie its -name if each new height gained did not 
show some greater height beyond.

’ An unchangeable religion cannot be a religion at all, 
It cannot be committed to man as complete as a set of un- 
ohangeablc laws. This universe, aglow with lite, was 
never revealed to man at one time finished and fixed for-. 
ever. There is nothing in nature that is not progressive. 
Growth is an immutable law of nature; stagnation is not 
life, but death.

Nations, governments a.qd religions grot; sb naturally 
and are formed as any living thing grows from primitive 
sources.

Whatever is false cannot survive, . None of the great re
ligions of the ^vorld have been founded on reason, but 
whatever 1b good for the uplifting of humanity,in them, 
if they are to survive, must, in the evolution of mankind 
to higher intellectuality be acceptable to reason. Age, 
antiquity, superstition and ignorance make customs and 
practices purely human oi divine origin. Usages and cus
toms became laws; visions crystallize into facts; .prophecy i 
after long years is written history and fable, superstition 
and legend are woven into creeds,, dogmas and religions, j 
We give narne to and define powers and principles wa do : 
not understand anti in time regard our definitions as real- ; 
Ries. s- ;

I ' The more ignorant people are the narrower their views-;

the universe, dealing out favors to friend and punish
ment to enemies.-' O^pdoxy still holds this doctrine,as 
the saving grace

A new age of dawning on the world; ,a pew 
spirit is creepingJpto9ihe churches, Inspite of opposition, 
and a new feal|ngtof Jlfe is making itself felt in all the 
world's activities,--  ̂It is the advent of the new hupianity, 
the brotherhoodiftf mhfi—-“Peace on earth,-good will to
man." Not one^hOBefi people, but ALL -MEN. ■ ■ : With 
Christ no ecclesla^tlpalKpfflce was higher than that'-of 
brotherhood, • TUR truU liberties of men haye come-and 
will come from thU spWit'of brotherhood.

There is need^lnjtflp life of to-day a great revival of 
intellectual cO'riVjgiiqp, #1 the thought of God and his re
lation to man aadimaids relation to man.. I do not be
lieve this is an agd'of dScadent religious spirit; it is, how
ever, an agd of IffeAt .change in theological thought, It 
is-another step in ^lipjevolution of man.. Religious truth, 
like all (ruth Is progressive to meet the demands of the 
age, It cannot be in its nature; a closed revelation with 
no „opportunity for the revelation of new truths which the 
knowledge of mai^is bringing to light, through scientific' 
discoveries and the experience of life. Doubt conies with 
age, experience and a larger knowledge and is the begin
ning of a larger faith.

The facts of truth have more sway in the worlA th^n 
faith; we will not only keep the faith but will observe the 
facts to guide and control ouy faith.

The reign of blind' faith Is passing and reason is taking 
the place it is entitled tp in religioya matters, as well as 
other departments of life.

SCIENCE HAS NO REVERENCE FOR ANY PARTIC
ULAR CREED OR;BOOK; It deals only with demonstrable 
truth. The creed'n man believes is not so important as 
the life he lives, ^Religious creeds and dogmas and met
aphysical suppoBltionB of-Deity are but kindred relics of 
barbarism. They ¡have come .down the ages along with 
myths, fables, Jegerjiis jind Ignorance, with the Divine 
Right of Kings and ecclesiastical authority, and long after 
the necessity of tlielrexfstence has passed, they remain as 
'the obstacles and burdens of mankind In his evolution to 
higher forms of life, and thought.

As tho faith of'the peqpla in the legendary history of 
Christianity weakens, forms, ceremonies and liturgy be
come more important until they are in turn replaced by 
reason’s interpretation of’ God’s laws into moral and spir
itual life. ' , .

It has been said, "He that will not reason is a bigot; he 
that cannot reason is a fool; and he that dare not is a 
slave.”

The decadence, pf old. religious beliefs is a part^of the 
evolution to modern progress. Dogmas are submerged 
by positive truths'that cannot be reconciled with them, 
that enter the m|hd of man by expelling them. While 
the essential-elements of-Christianity are the same In all 
ages of the world’s progress, the attitude of approach to
ward those truths’differs from agb to age. The modern 
approach to a large'faith is not the plan of a Calvin, a 
Wesley, a Luther or un .Edwards, of the centuries that are 
past. Ghrlstianfty-is not a liturgy or a formula of belief, 
'but a disposition of the suiil; Pope says:

“For forms o£/faith lot gracious zealots fight;
He cannot bexw£ong whose life is tn the right,:’ 

■ Nature makes no'Wstory, formulates no gods, no^derile, 
no sacred literature; originates all these and attrib- • 
utes them to Godj- T^e is a religion deeper than was ; 
ever embraced in any creed or contained, in any book.

No human amrebfatton can make a place holy; no hu
man ceremony cantchdipe tho standing or character of a 
man. It is hts pj^yileg^. tb worship truth wherever it is 
made known to him, whether in the beauty and majesty 
of nature or the ifeou^l’A of man.

Unity is the la^pf ‘i'jmson. Human Improvement does 
not coine to men eh masse from outside. MEN DO NOT 
PROGRESS IN CROWDS. Advancement in ideas comes

upon any question and the more infallible their manner of. 
expression. All human progress has been wrought out by - 
the endeavor of the individual to better himself.

There is a vast difference between theology and religion, 
—one is a science, the other a life.

As there is each day a new creation, bo each day there' 
coipes a new revelation. Physical life is the continual ad
justment of internal relations to externa! relations. So 
with religions. When it refuses adjustment to new con
ditions, its life and vitality is gone. Unless a religion can 
hold its place in the front of science and of morals, it 
must gradually in the course of time, lose its place in the 
nation and thought of man, and all the power of statecraft 
and all the wealth of the temples will not save -it from 
yielding eventually to a belief that takes into account 
higher knowledge and teaches better life.

The priests of Egypt who once represented the most ad- ' 
vanced knowledge of their time came to fancy that man
kind had no more to learn, and upheld their beliefs against 
all newer wisdom till the world passed them by and left 
them in the superstition and tradition of their past. The 
marvels of one age become the common-place of the next 
and the mind is continually breaking up new ground and 
laying out new highways of thought and action.

Spencer sijys, "Evolution can end only In t^e establish
ment of the1 greatest perfection and the most complete 
happiness." The discoveries of the past century have 
more clearly revealed the truth that ifian has never fallen 
but that he is a rising and progressive being.

A truth never varies; It is the understanding and inter
pretation of it that varies. The flowing stream of truth 
passes by the things that are discovered forward to the 

I things that Ue further on and as all streams widen and 
deepen, so the stream of human knowledge is widening 

I and deepening as it progresses toward the ocean of infin
ity. The twentieth century must be an age of reconstruc
tion. A new temple is to be erected in the domains of re
ligion, dedicated to the service of man, teaching the uni
versal fatherhood of God and the universal brotherhood 
of man. , * , ' .

The religious world is separating Into two great bodies— 
one holding to dogmatic theology and creeds guarded by 
the iron hand of tradition) the other a liberal, scientific 
and philosophical conception of religion in’harmony with 
all the discovered facts of life and experience. The 
things that satisfied the childhood of the race, its myth
ology, fables and legends are not the things that ought to 
satisfy human development In its Intellectual maturity, j 
The kind of religion, as well as the kind of government a | 
people, require depends upon their state of progress and : 
development Men make their religious systems as truly I 
as they make the laws by which they are governed. , 
Often contemporaneous science, history, biography and 
philosophy cannot stand the test of the years, and so with 
theology; a succeeding age must, re-write them from the 
perspective of the years.. A greater knowledge of-truth 
and a wider vision alters our estimates of men, doctrines ' 
and teachers. The end of all religion is to so relate each 
man to the whole that he shall beconma divine law unto 
himself, with no other priest or authority than the divine 
inspiration in his soul. Authority has always been, the 
enemy of truth; never its protection. . ; ■

A man should worship only at the shrine of truth. The 
"universe is.his Bible and he should study the book of na
ture for his creed, and from them receive his revelation 
and inspiration to better life. .

The rules and regulations for one age and country can
not be a guide for another age and-country; Nature has 
no favored race and speaks alike to all and In. language 
that can be Interpreted by all. :

Np system of philosophy can be deemed perfect; no 
system of religion can be received as an-ultimatum to the 
„world. The man who undertakes to locate heaven or hell 
and define God is laboring under Immense difficulties. 
The time was when all three were definitely fixed;, heaven- 
above, hsS below, and God was the arbitrary Ruler of

only frprn the gradual-mental evolution of the individual.
Religion Us -the 'Nilief’^in a moral government of the 

world. As indusify-staizbeforo political «onpmy.'sp/xe- 
ligion..was,tiefore-3theiJloi!y." ■- ' ■

Reason is-pro^hssHfr? A religion of reason does not 
divide people into- eEurehes and- make each church the 
finality of allegiance and the depository, of all of God's 
revelations to man.

Except in the realm of religion, man_refuses to 'believe 
what his reason cannot justify. Faith without reason 
holds but small ground in the secular world.

There has neve^ been a religious doctrine BO UNHEA- j 
SONABLE OR ABSURD but that it has found adherents; 
no superstition bq-unfounded but that it has been be
lieved. Man is a-dr^amer. As things recede into the past 
they take bn the shapes of bls own thoughts^ It is diffi
cult for a people to get out of a time-worn rut. Errors . 
are handed down and believed in from generation to gen- : 
eration. Men seldom examine the motive that, directs . 
their action or „the foundation upon which their opinions 
and beliefs rest. ■ -

Most men are bound down by superstition, narrowed by 
creed or prejudice, but when a man once catches the spirit 
of liberalism he never returns to bondage.

People still Insist (upon -a theological and ecclesiastical 
conception of Christ1 rather than his Intensely human life 
and the bthlcal conception of his brotherhood to man. 
Ministers still show him through a veil of dogmatism and 
his beautiful life distorted by creeds and -metaphysical sup
positions of his relation to God.

Christ formulated ho creeds, took no texts for his ser
mons, used no liturgy, left no record of a public prayer,, 
founded no church, and could not have imagined that so 
much dogmatic theology’ would ever be promulgated, so 
huge a structure of creed erected, so many theological 
works written as a result of his brief life upon this earth, 
whose active ministry embraced a period of but three 
years.

The creeds that are the claims of the purpose and mis
sion of his life are' hot as important to the world as the 
sample of his beautiful life and teachings among man. 
There cannot be a permanent religious creed sufficient to 
solve all moral problems ahd. adequate to restrain future 
investigation of truth. We cannot sit forever' withering 
away in the shadow of tradition; we must take up the hd-

of old, should not also grow to nearer and clearer revela- 
tlons of God.

■- All lite is a study -of the Infinite, and an endeavor to 
translate it into finite form. All such perceptions of the 
infinite are necessarily partial. * We can know in part only 
and can only perceive certain aspects of infinite truth. Bo 
theologians see different aspects of the divine character, 
Every man has the right to search for truth as he will. It 
he is prevented from so doing h° le unable to do what he 
was given intellect tor, If he is restrained ffom giving his 
thought to the world he cannot render the highest service 
he can render 111b fellow-mem If a church expels him. be
cause his testimony does -not agree with its creeds and tra
ditions, it is doing what It can to limit and lessen ithe 
knowledge of God and new evidence of the manifestations 
of God’s truth. The history of humanity is the history nf 
indomitable hope. '

Man has pressed forward under his burdens, guided 
himself through the darkness of despair, retrieved iiiB falls 
and his failures and enlarged into the brighter day of hope 
now before him. ■ .

The more of truth we understand the more we should 
seek for fuller truth. The power that Franklin discovered 
in the clouds with his kite has, in the fullness of time, been 
more understood until it is now the servant of man. Hu
man knowledge has always been and always will be in a 
condition of growth, despite the obstacles it encounters.

President Brinton, of the American Association for the 
Advancement of Science, in an address, says: “What 
floods of tears and blood, what long wails of woe sound 
down the centuries of the past, poured forth by humanity 
in its desperate struggle for a better life, a struggle Which 
was blind, unconscious of its aims, unknowing of the means 
by which they should be obtained, groping in darkness for 
the track they knew not whither. Ignorant of his past, ig
norant of hfci real needs, man has blundered and stumbled 
‘up the tliorny path of progress for thousands of years. 
Mighty(states, millions of individuals have been hurled to 
destruction* in the perilous ascent, mistaking the way, pur
suing false paths, following blind guides. Out of this 
struggle the world has reached its present civilization.’’

Surely science cannot find a scintilla of evidence of the 
biblical fall of man. We cannot explain or harmonize all 
of the conditions we find in this world.

Was not Judas as necessary in the orthodox plan of sal
vation as Christ? The serpent as Eve? The tempter as 
the tempted? Why exalt the one and debase the other?

If one lives rightly he must ask of himself how much of 
error, how much of truth is in his religious opinions.

Truth and falsehood cannot exist in the same place— 
one must yield to the other.

Is there not more Inspiration in truth than falsity?
The study of self, of life about him, of books which re

cord the life history of other men and other rimes are op
portunities to each for finding the truth as it exists for 
him.

The whole world as man has transformed it is made up 
of ideas. Ideas seize hold upon men and women and 
compel them to Jive them out in some tangible form. 
Thus has the human family been forced to forge its way 
up triumphantly from darkness and ignorance toward the 
light and intelligence. When crushed beneath oppression, 
better Ideas have overthrown the old, and brought the 
good to pass. Ideas are adjusted by opposition. The un
reasonable is worked out of them by the discovery of op
posing ideas that will triumph If they are more reasonable.

. The trouble with the old crepds and religious beliefs is 
that they deal more with another world and deal but little 
with this. The modern idea of religion is that a moral, 
beautiful life in this world is the best preparation for the 

\next. The glories of a new Jerusalem are not as import
ant in this life as the glories of a new moral, regenerated 
New York or Philadelphia, and is a grander ideal for serv
ice to humanity.

The hope of heavenly reward and the fear of eternal 
punishment is no longer an ideal worthy of the twentieth 
century. The truest ideal is the cultivation of the best 
.part of the nature of man, and to raise him.Intellectually 
and morally to where he does not jwant to do wrong, be
cause it is wrong, where he wants to do right, because it is 
right.

When men are taught a belief in substitutionary pun
ishment or vicarious atonement, there is grave danger that 
they shall lie encouraged to indulge in the pleasure of sin 
for a time with the full assurance that Christ has paid the 
penalty and borne the sin and shame for them on the cross. 
“Whatsoever a man soweth, that shall he also reap,” is 
the teaching of Christ.

Salvation has come to man when he chooses righteous
ness for its own sake rather than through relieving his 
terror-stricken mind from a future eternal hell.

According to Wagner, In Ris “Simple Life,” “If religion 
serves to make you think yourself better than others, 
quibble over texts, wear sour looks, domineer over others’ 
conscience, or give your own into bondage, stifle your 
scruples, follow religious forms for fashion or gain, do 
gpod in the hope of escaping future punishment, it is 
worthless, as it separates you from God and man.”

Will religion purge itself of orthodoxy? Experience 
teaches that the purification of an institution must come 
from a radical disturbing element that upsets the general 
order, so that the new may develop undisturbed by the old 
order. This is the mission of Liberalism. Democracy is 
based on the political equality of man. Liberalism is the 
democracy of religion and is based on the brotherhood of 
man, and the equality of religious thought as democracy 

, is of political thought. What democracy has accom
plished in the political world, Liberalism is destined to ac
complish in the religious world.

It was not until the nineteenth century that the world 
was able to produce a religion that was large enough to 
embrace all humanity’, no matter of what standard of intel
lectual and moral development

The greatest achievement of the coming ages will be the

role march along the highways: of huamn progress'.
Dogmas and Creeds Of thè past arose but of a different 

conception of tiie' ,universe and of God, and a different 
conception of Christ and of life, than prevails to-day 
among tHfe world's-thinkers. They are being supplanted 
by a NEW PHILOSOPHY OF LIFE AND A LARGER 
KNOWLEDGE OF^pOft^ND HIS LAWS. The worship of 
God does not require that we be consistent with syllogisms 
of the past, but ftat vJé be true to the truth, as he has 
given us the min^nd^IHty to know the truth. Tn the 
realm of things pod, th? Father reigns absolute and su
preme; in the re^m p£ mind hls rule is self-limited by 
man’s ability to cbinprShend it; and thus arises the free-' 
dom of man. To^fik constant according to popular inter
pretation is to hq]4 always the same ideas, ignoring 'the 
fact that all knowleflgoi is tentative with man and chang
ing in his thought.1! - $ "

Infinite truth c^ ba|p no boundaries; the : so-called 
truths of\one agqj^-ve-the fallacies of the next. As man 
grows more fromithe-fliiite to the Infinite his ideals of life 
and comprehensióflPof^Gtid's laws grow. Truth Is the ex-. 
pression of God,, p^d ig&t prevail, whether discovered by 
science, philosophy-or .religion. He who, objects to- it 
must have conscious cause for fear that truth Is not on his 
side. It is ever living. It cannot be blotted out of. the 
world. It may suiter temporary defeat, be for a timeob-' 
scored or take on false aspects but ultimately it •' will 
claim Its own and the allegiance of the world and be rec
ognized in its reality: - ' " .

The ages have brought a nobler and grander .conception 
of God and man’s destiny. It would be strange that the 
human mind, expanding throughout tho centuries, steadily 
enlarging its views of human conduct, its conception- of 
humanity itself in its development, coming to- astounding 
revelations of science, whlch.have transformed tho world
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Deeds of Darkness Disclosed
This work devotes special attention 

to Auricular Confession and its rela
tions to sacerdotal celibacy, convents, 
monasteries, morality and civil and re
ligious liberty. It is intended to be an 
embodiment of facts and documentary 
evidence of the pernicious influence of 
the confessional; a trenchant showing 
up of Romanism, based upon standard 
Catholic authorities; an eye-opener con
cerning the methods and spirit, the 
moral turpitude and evil works of Ro. 
monism. Cloth, 75 cents.

Tfie Poetical and Prose Works
------ Bl------

ELLA WHEELER WILCOX.
Mrs. Wilcox's writings have been the 

inspiration of many young men and 
women. Her hopeful, practical, mas
terful views of life give the reader new 
courage in the very reading and are 
a wholesome spur to flagging effort. 
Words of truth so vital that they live 
in the reader’s memory and cause him 
to think—to his own betterment and 
the lasting improvement of his own 
work in the world, in whatever line it 
Ues—flow from this talented woman’s 
pen.

POEMS OF PASSION.
By Ella Wheeler Wilcox.

Many thousands of this book have 
been issued, showin;; the estimation in 
which it is held. Presentation edition, 
with author’s portrait. Price $1.

POEMS OF POWER.
By Ella Wheeler Wilcox.

New and revised edition, containing - 
more than one hundred new poems, dis 
playing the author’s fine taste, cultiva
tion and originality^ With portrait 
Price ?L

complete reconciliation of science and religion. There 
will be no victory of the one over the other, but a joining 
of hands in a common cause, a union leading to mutual 
helpfulness, sympathy, admiration eZd enduring peace on 
a vast field hitherto a scene of mortal combat. The 
change will be a natural process In the evolution of truth 
Into a new and more glorious faith. Sometime in the dis- 
tint future there must be a perfect revelation of man’s 
destiny. Somewhere there must be an altar around 
which all mankind can worship In universal brotherhood.

As Liberals, we believe we are the advance guard of this 
forward -movement in the evolution of the race.

POEMS OF PLEASURE.
By Ella Wheeler Wilcox.

This charming collection comprises 
many of the best poetic creations of the ; 
author. ’Embellished with portrait 
Presentation edition. Price JI.

machine and qther poems.
By Ella Wheeler Wilcox.

An ideal poein about as true and lov
able a woman as ever poet crea'.ed. 
With portrait of author. Price jl.

Sidney, N. Y. WILLIAM A. HOFFMAN.

BELIEF.

The pain we have to suffer seems so broad, 
Set side by side with this life’s narrow span, 

We need no greater evidence that God 
Has some diviner destiny for man.

He would not dream It worth His while to send 
Such crushing sorrows as pursue us here, 

Unless beyond this fleeting Journey’s end ...
Our ¿hastened spirits found another sphere.

So small this world—so vast its agonies— 
A future life Is needed to adjust

These ill proportioned, wide discrepancies 
Between the spirit and its frame of .dust

So when my soul writhes .with some aching grief, 
And all my heart strings tremble with the Strain, 

My reason lends new courage to belief, 
And all God’s hidden purposes seem plain.

—Ella Whaler Wilcox, in Chicago American.’

Ancient history, ancient astronomy, ancient physics, an
cient medicine (up to Hippocrates), ancient geography, 
-ancient metaphysics, all are nothing but ancient absurdi
ties,which -ought to make us feel the happiness of being 
born in later times.—Voltaire.

around the year with ella 
WHEELER WILCOX.

A birthday book compiled by Ella 
Giles-Ruddy, from the poetical and 
prose writings of Ella Wheeler Wilcox. 
It epitomises her inspiring optimistis 
philosophy with an apposite quotation 
for each day tn the year. With author’s 
portrait, and half tone illustrations 
prefacing each month. Cloth, price, $L

KINGDOM OF LOVE AND OTHER 
POEMS.

By Elia Whetler Wilcox.
A magnificent collection of poems 

suitable for recitations and 'readings, 
true to the very best there Is in human 
nature. Presentation edition, dark red 
Cloth, |1.

"New Testament stories Comically 
Illustrated. Drawings by Watson Hes
ton. With Critical and Humorous Com
ments upon the Texts.” Heston's 
drawings are Incomparable, and' excru
ciatingly funny. Price, in boards, |1;¡ 
cloth, $1.50.

"Longley’s Beautiful flongs.!’ A 
new edition comprising in one volume 
the/four parts heretofore published, 
to which is added part five, also a 
number of the author’s most ponular 
songs, Including "Only a Thin Veil Be
tween Us” and its "Con"'anion Piece.’1 
Cloth, 75 cents. Boards, 50 cents,
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DIUMS. A REPORT OF WHAT THE 
VARIOUS SPEAKERS SAY WILL 
NOT BE PUBLISHED, AS WE HAVE 
NOT SPACE SUFFICIENT FOR THAT 
PURPOSE.

Goin of Thought—
Not always he who wears the victor’s 

crow'ii.
Or sits in seats most high, ' 

Who has it said, “Oh, lie’s of great re-
: nown,—
Thus lauded to the sky, 

But he who points with steady hand 
, above,

And .trusting holds most bold, 
The torch of Truth the chaplet fair of

need of more humanity in the care of 
animals? All the camps, I believe, 
have special days for certain subjects. 
You have woman’s Day, and .Chil
dren’s Day. Why not have Animals' i 
Day? There can be no, more import
ant subject than that of kindness ’ to
ward all living things, for it Includes 
all the other virtues.”

Lldle L. Irwin, secretary, "writes 
from New Era, Oregon: “The First 
Spiritual Religious Association of 
Clackamas county, Oregon, has can
celled the ordination corticate ot Mrs. 
Addle R. Smith of Portland, Oregon.”

Capt. Henry Harrison Brown, for a 
long time a lecturer in the ranks of 
Spiritualism, and at the time of the 
earthquake in San Francisco, the ed
itor of "Now," is located at Glenwood, 
Cal. He writes: “I wish to congratu
late you on having Mr. Tuttle to carry 
on a department. To. me It is the 
most valuable for its clear philosophy,

Rev. Alice Baker writes:, "My home 
address is now No. 449 Live Oak 
street, Dallas, Texas.”

Mrs. Rose L. Bushnell Donn-Elly 
writes: "We are changing our resi
dence, having bought property and a 
business in the city of Los Angeles,
Cal.”. Ella Wheler Wilcox says: “I be
lieve the immortal soul of man is 
greater than the stars; and it we keep 
our minds tuned to the thought of our 
divinity we will be able to ‘overcome 
secret enemies,’ to be protected from 
‘robbers,’ and to turn whatever event 
occurs to our ultimate good.” i

Win. Johnson writes from Alle
gheny, Pa.: “Our society is running 
along very nicely and the meetings 
are growing in numbers and interest. 
We have Mrs. Hatfield Pettibone and 
Mrs. McFarland as message bearers, 
and Mr. Samuel Roers of Irwin, Pa., 
with us every other Sunday. He gives 
us grand lectures. Mrs. Pettibone 
gives remarkable tests with full 
names.”Clarisse H. Mullins writes: “I am 
now ready to take up the work again ' 
for the cause of Spiritualism. I will 

. hold meetings every second and 
fourth Thursday of the month at 751 
Monroe street, from 2 to 4 p. m., be
ginning July 26. Short talks will be 
given on Spiritual Unfoldment, etc. 
Messages from the spirit world will be 
given, and work in general will be 
taken up under the auspices of the old 
Freedom Society. I will also give 
readings by appointment.”

R. G. Lee writes: “A camp-meeting 
of the Spiritualists of Oklahoma will 
be held at Mt. Park, commencing 
August 23, 1906, and holding ten 
days. Rev. Alice Baker and John W. 
Ring will serve us according to' their 
respective gifts; also others. Let ail 
Spiritualists who can, come and make 
this, our first camp-meeting, a success. 
We would be pleased to hear from 
some good physical mediums. Any
one intending to attend, let us hear 
from you. For particulars address 
Rev. 7'. W. Woodrow, Hobart, Okla., 
or R. G. Lee, R. R. No. 1, Snyder,

Iove- , ,, Champion of the new Y®*"® jR.
theFor information concerning 

Progressive Lyceum, authorized Les
son Paper for the National Spiritual
ists Association, address John W. 
Ring, Spiritualist Temple, Galveston,
Toxas.

sands he has released from the bonds 
of orthodox Christianity, have mostly 
joined oqir ranks. He was firmly root
ed in materialism and could not keep 
up with the procession as wd Spiritual
ists view it. He was conscious to the 
end and died as peacefully as a child. 
This may surprise ’ some Christians,

many clippings laid away for use in 
my books when I print the ones I plan.
I find myself in close sympathy with 
him. I wish you could come for a 
visit to our Home. Come for a week 
among the redwoods. Nature is no 
more beautiful than elsewhere, but 
she is different. Will be glad to have 
a visit. The earthquake did not harm 
us; the fire did, and all California is 
Buffering from a business stagnation 
from it.”

Mrs. J. H. Dallas writes from Meri
den, Conn.: “I have just received my 
dear old Progressive Thinker; and 
have read and re-read some of its 
pages which always make me feel like 
a new woman. The Sunflower Society 
here is a brave little band, but was on 
the eve of disbanding when I entered 
its ranks. But we have started anew 
with new strength, and I hope to 
have something good to tell yott-in the 
near future.”

Hon. A. B. Riclnnond, Prominent as a 
SpiritualiHt;, Jbawyer, Lecturer and 
Author, Passed I Serenely to Spirit.) 
Life, at MemlWHe, Pa.
A. B. Richmond, for over fifty years 

a prominent resident ■ of Meadville, 
died at the hopie qfiiilB son, L. L. 
Richmond, NQrth.HPark, avenue, at 
6:30 o’clock WpiinWay evening, July 
18. The family returned from Pitts
burg to agaim UImj gp their residence 
here in Apriijipf this year, and with 
the exception ,gf on§i week after his ar
rival, Mr. Riclijnon^ijias been confined 
to his room, faillngdiapidly since Sun
day. vl )(t.

Mr. Richmond'attended Allegheny 
colloge in 18?®, and, afterwards stud
ied medicine, a- He (¡practiced medicine 
for three years, and in spare moments 
read law, and was admitted to practice 

। in the courts of Crawford county in 
1849, as the law was more to his taste 

| and afforded ample scope for his brill

but it’s true.”H. L. Dailey writes from Jonesboro, ' 
Ind.: "Those who have visited trum
pet and materializing seances have no 
doubt frequently heard the controls of 
those mediums speak of a sphere be- , 
yond them where their guides dwelt, 
but that they knew nothing of the 
condition of spirit life in that sphere, 
and you will note«thqt no medium so 
far has been able to break down the 
wall that bars the people in this life 
from that sphere, therefore it is with 
pleasure that I announce that sphere 
is now open to me, and with its com
ing you can look for a new order of 
things in the ranks- of Spiritualism, 
and I believe that others will show up 
soon with the same statement. It his 
cost me twelve years of patient labor.”.

Mary B. Hill writes; "Neither the 
heat of the day nor the showers pre
vented friends and members of the 
Band of Harmony from partaking ot 
the hospitality of Mr. and Mrs. Fress- 
negs. * Many enjoyed themselves in 
thè afternoon at progressive euchre 
until the tables were spread for six 
o’clock supper, The evening hour 
was well filled in. Miss M. Long 
gave a very interesting talk on health; 
Mrs. Coombs, and Mrs. Stainer-Adams 
some well-understood messages; 
Mrs. Fravil an inspirational song and 
Miss Edna Abrahamson delighted all 
with some! well executed instrumental 
music. These socials are well at-' 
tended, and the Interest on the in
crease, and we invite all friends and 
hope all the members will be present 
at the next meeting, which will be 
held at the home of Mrs. Alice Tur- 
bett, 3764 Indiana avenue, August 2, 
progressive euchre commencing at 2 
o'clock; score cards 25 cents; six 
prizes. One of Chicago's noted sing
ers has been secured for the evening 
whlqh will be devoted to music and el
ocution; also messages from well 
known mediums. Don’t forget the 
date, or your luncheon, or your

lant and versatile mind.
He was a natural mechanician and 

this, with his knowledge of medicine, 
made him an expert in many cases. He 
was fond of intricate legal problems 
and soon became, noted as a criminal 
lawyer. During his practice he was 
connected with 101 • murder cases, 
most of which he. personally conduct
ed.' The last was in the Frank Major 
case, where he was appointed as coun
sel for defense of the man who" at last 
suffered the death penalty for the 
murder of Chief of ¡Police McGrath of 
Titusville. He was. very successful in 
defense and many ah accused man has 
been freed through the pleadjngs and 
legal acumen of A. B- Richmond. He 
was engaged in over , four thousand 
cases in all and had a most extensive 
practice. He was elected district at
torney in 1851 and served one term in 
that capacity.

He was married September 7, 1848; 
to Miss Mary Morris, end there were 
three sons born tej them, Lewis L.,;of 
this’clty, who survives him, Hiram M. 
and Charles E.

Mr. Richmond was not only Interest-

Psyklaud, Pa., Camp, 
' Sunday; July 15; services at the au
ditorium on the cami> ground, opened 
at 10:30 a. m.f

Mrs. 0, Fpnnie Allyn lectured on 
subjects chosen by the audience, clos
ing with a fine inspirational poem. 
After more singing, Mrs. Augusta C. 
Volk gave messages, followed by sing
ing, with a poem by Mrs. Allyn. In 
the afternoon, by request, Mrs. Allyn 
conducted the.lyceum; then followed a 
short conference meeting at which one 
of the veterans, Newman Weeks ot 
Vermont, spoke interestingly. Mrs. 
Allyn gave a poem, when Frank E. 
Luce, vice-president of the society, 
spoke in reference to next Sunday's 
meetings, which would be conducted 
mainly by mediums, and all the pro- 
ceeds would go towards establishing a

I Spiritualists Home Fund.
Another beautlfu solo, by Mr. Stret

ton, "Only Remembered for What 
We’ve Done,” when Mrs. Allyn lec
tured on several subjects' chosen by 
her audience, "Occult Forces" being 
the center one around which she gath
ered the rest. After ' more singing, 
Mrs. Voile gave readings, followed by 
Mr. Gaiter, a young medium, who ap
peared on the rostrum for , the first 
time, and gave messages to entire 
strangers which were recognized as 
correct. At the evening meeting Mrs. 
Volk gave readings.

The secretary has for sale the Ban
ner of Light and The Progressive 
'Thinker, and will take subscriptions 
for the same. It is also her intention 
to establish at her home, Floral 
Heights, an emporium fqr progressive 
literature.

ELIZABETH M. FISH, 
Secretary.

Floral Heights, Parkland, Eden P. O., 
Pa.

LOW KATES TO LILY DALE.

The Central Passenger Association, 
including the railroads in Michigan, Il
linois, Indiana, Ohio andTennsylvanla 
have agreed to sell excursion tickets to 
Lily Dale and returp at one fare for. 
the round trip. These tickets are 
good only to" leave July 17 and 31. 
Return limit 30 days. The Chicago 
rate is »14; St. Louis, »19.25; Indian
apolis, »12; Cincinnati, »11.30; corre
sponding low rates from other points. 
All the roads from Chicago, New York 
City, Boston and intermediate terri
tory will sell low rate excursion tickets 
■to Lily Dale and return, good going 
June 1 to Sept. 30, return limit Octo
ber 31. Chicago rate is »20. Ask 
your local ticket agent for special 
Lily Dale rates, or have him send to 
his genera. Mcket agent for them.

[Advertisement.] 
GRAND LEDGE CAMP.

Located at Grand , Ledge, Michigan.

This favorite place of resort will 
have the fo)lowlng( speakers this year:

July’22—10:30 a. m.. address of 
welcome by Oscar A. Edgerly of Lynn, 
Mass.; 2:30 p."m., lecture by Mrs. A. 
E. Sheets bi Grand Ledge, Mich.

lectureJuly 24—2:30 p. 
Mrs. A, E. Sheets.

July 2 5—2:30 p. 
Mrs. A. Ei Sheets.

July 26—2:30 p.

m.,

m„

m.,
Mrs. Á. E, Sheets. ’

July 27—-'2:30 p. m„ 
Mrs. A. E. Sheets.

lecture 

lecture 

lecture 

lecture

by

by 

by

Have You Read
I OÜR

PREMIUM
BOOK

OFFER ?

by

byJuly 28—2:30 p. m., 
Mrs. A. E. Sheets."

July 29—10:30 a. m., lecture by Os
car A. Edgerly; 2:30 p. m., lecture by 
Oscar A. Edgerly, followed by mes-

m

Truly, the world has NEVER SEEN 
the like before. Search the annals of 
history, ANCIENT AND MODERN; 
critically examine the history of Spirit
ualism; look here and there, in every 
nook and corner of the world, and you 
CANNOT And a parallel to the offer 
made in reference to these THIRTEEN 
remarkable PREMIUM BOOKS. They 
constitute a wonderfully valuable Spir
itualistic and Occult LIBRARY, and 
are furnished at a nominal sum. All 
are substantially bound and neatly 
printed, and those who purchase theta 
are DELIGHTED WITH THEM.

We have now THIRTEEN magnifi
cent PREMIUM BOOKS which you 
can select from.
, GEMS OF THOUGHT, by SEVEN
TEEN leading authors, is our last

Mrs. A. Sexsmith writes: "The 
Christian Spiritualist Society, conduct
ed by Miss Sarah Thomas, has com
menced its fourth serieq of tent meet-. 
Ings aX' Reiger's- Grove, Des Plaines 
river and Madison street,' 'Sunday, 
July 1, being the opening day. The 
tent, which is commodious in every 
way, was well filled afternoon and 
evening, by those eager to listen to 
Miss Thomas, who «-took for her -sub
ject, ‘On Christ the Solid Rock I 
Stand,’ demonstrating the truths of 
Spiritualism and spirit return from 
■the Bible. She followed her remarks 
with messages that were convincing to 
those that received them. The socie
ty anticipates a great work being done 
In bringing Spiritualism to a higher 
standard in the minds of the people 
who come Sunday after Sunday from 
the suburban towns, as well as those

Okla.”Mrs'. Minnie Lambert writes: “I ask 
the Spirualists and the readers of The 

/Progressive Thinker, to not send any 
’ stamps to me, as I cannot change 

them for money, and the money is 
what I need. I have only received »8 
this far, and I Was in hopes I would 
get enough money within two or three 
weeks so I could get my house re
built, which was burned up. I need 
it very badly. Dear readers and Spir
itualists, please send more money and 
I will try and pay it back to you. 
Please mention in your letter when 
you write whether you wish me to 
pay it back. I am sure you will get 
your pay in the next world anyway. 
Address me In care of Box 83, Bdd-

from the city. The music ■ is in 
charge of Mrs. A. Sesmith, assisted by 
others,’ and aids in bringing harmony 
and strength. These meetings will 
continue, during the months of July 
and August, or until further notice.* 
Come and bring your lunch" and chil
dren and stay all day. There are qlso 
circles every Wednesday and Friday 
afternoon at 2:30, conducted by Miss 
Thomas. Sunday services commence 
at 2:30 and 8 p. m.”

Eva L. Stewart writes: "In spite of 
the warm weather the Hyde park Oc
cult Society is having very interesting 
meetings. Mr. Henry Ellis’ (not Mill
er, as reported last week), short dis
course was well received, as well as 
his messages. Mrs. E. Guckert gave 
a short message to nearly everyone in 
the audience, all recognized. She is a 
fineworker and is appreciated by all 
ot our friends. Dr. R. Greer of May
wood, will probably be with us on the 
29th, and when he comes we are sure 
of something good.”

E. Armburg writes: "I am open for 
engagements as speaker and message 
medium from fall to spring; South
ern states preferred. I contemplate 
a working trip to "Europe later. Write 
me for the camp season at Lily Dale, 
N. Y. Well known workers given as. 
reference. Terms-very reasonable.”

friends."
Ferd C. Suhrer writes: “The ser

vices of the Rising Sun Spiritualist 
Mission on Sunday, July .15, were well attended. After the lyceum in the af- ' 
ternoon, President Kirchner read a 
beautiful poem and Sister Kirchner’s 
guides brought hope and consolation 
to many through messages from the 
other life. In .the evening Bro. Or
lando Miller, Ph. JD., . lectured. On 
Sunday morning, July" '29, "'Brother 
Miller will again be with us. In the 
afternoon the lyceum will be followed 
by an inspirational address by Sister 
Briggs. ' A number of test mediums 
will give tests. Dr. J. H. Randall will 
speak for us in the evening.” ’

Mrs. Henrietta L. Lichtlg leaves 
Saturday,"July 28,' for her camp 
work. She will be at Vicksburg, 
Mich., July 29 to Aug. 5; Snowflake, 
Mich., August .6 to August 19; Clin
ton, lowp, August 21 to close of camp. 
She is open for engagements:for the 
season of 1906-’07. Address her at 
4709 Indiana avenue, Chicago, III.

ed in all scientific subjects, but was an 
author of some note. He wrote' two 
strong temperance books: “Intemper
ance the. Great Source of Crime, or, 
Leaves from the Diary of an Old Law
yer,” and “A Hawk in an Eagle's 
Nest."" Mi; Richmond visited Cassa
daga Lake in 1887, .and became Inter
ested in Spiritualism an^ later wrojte a 
book entitled "A Reyiew of the Sqy- 
bert Commission^: Report." which 
passed through several editions. His 
last work was entitled "Nemesis: a 
Story of Chautauqua" Lake,” which 
was a most fascinating tale .woven 
from a story which he had beard in 
his boyhood at Westfield. He also 
lectured bn many súbjeets and was tor 
several years one ot the most attract
ive personalities on; the Spiritualistic 
lecture platform. ¡

A. B. Richmond ¡y.as interested in 
the material progress of Meadville, 
and in the. ’60b¡ buflt Richmond mu
seum on the site of the present Rich
mond block, cftptaiwng. a very yalua- 
able collection ^f rqiics and rare ob- 

‘ jects on one flpor a^d a theatre in 
which many nojed actors of the day 
appeared. TUg/mus^um was later re
moved .to Put-^Bay^Ohlo. The pres
ent Richmond,,block, now owned by 
Otto Kohler, was built by Mr. Rich
mond on the s)^e of1(the old museum.

In many waj^his ability was recog- 
nized. In 1853 he',yas appointed as
sistant director of machinery at the 
Crystal Palace Expo^tion,.and in 1876 
was a Pennsyivanla^ppmmissio.ner at 
the Centennial .pxpt^ltlon, being ap- 
pointed to the .place‘at "the¡'suggestion 
of theJa¡te S,‘,Nfewt¿$ .Potáis, said,
“Richmond is jltted.^or such á, place; 
he knows more .'about, mere things 
than any man I know.”

Mr. Richmond was a man with a re- 
i markable memory, a íóve tor poetry 
, and literature, a rare conversationalist

PASSED TO SPIRIT LIFE.

[Obituaries to the extent of ten lines 
only will be Inserted free. All in excess 
of ten lines will be charged at the rate 
.of fifteen cents per line. About seven 
words constitute one line.]

John Shafer, pioneer of Walker 
township, passed to spirit life July £ 
in the 75th year of his age. He was 
well-known throughout the country 
and highly respected by all. Funeral 
services conducted by the writer.

MRS. D. A. MORRILL.
Grand Rapids, Mich,.

sages.
July 31—2:30 p. m„ lecture by Os-

car A. Edgerly, Messages.
August 

Oscar A.
August 

Oscar A.
August

1—2:30 
Edgerly. 
2—2:30 
Edgerly. 
3—2:30

p. m., lecture 
Messages,

p. m., lecture 
Messages,

p. m., lecture

by

by

Mrs. R. S. Lillie of Montecito, Cal.
August 4—2:80 p. in., 

Mrs. R. S. Lillie.
August 6—10:30 a. m., 

Mrs. R, S. Lillie; 2:30 p.

Passed to spirit life, at Pittsburgh, 
Kansasf'July 5, 1906, Leander Sharp 
Hynds, aged 57 yearS. Brother 
Hynds was a life-time Spiritualist, be
ing a seer from his birth. He leaves 
a widow and two sons. Mr. Hynds 
was an old resident of Pittsburg, and 
an Immense concourse of people was 
present to show respect to his mem
ory. The floral offerings from 
friends, two Spiritual societies and 
lodge members, were many and in 
rare designs. The undersigned con
ducted the spiritual service in- har
mony with the lodge service at the 
grave. Mrs. Bird Ables, Reed, was 
organist; Mrs. Alpha Wood, Anderson, 
sang from Longley’s Beautiful Hymns. 
At the close of service at the home, 
the body was conveyed to Pittsburgh’s 
beautiful home of the dead and there 
consigned to Mother Earth, the winds 
and songs of birds and whisperings of 
flowers and grass its requiem for aye.- 

SARA C. SCOVELL.

Passed "to spirit life July 14, at the 
age of 42, Beriah Greep Williams, son 
of David and the late Rifth Ann Will
iams. He was a grandson of Rev. Be
riah Green, the famous abolitionist. 
Ha was. born in Utica, Jiily 12, 1864. 
He is survived, by his father and one 
brother, Eugene D. Williams, both .of 
Utica. Funeral services by Rev. John 
Sayles, Unlversallst.

DAVID WILLIAMS.

by Mrs. R. S. Lillie.
August 7—2:30 

Mrs. R. S. Lillie.
August 8—2:30 

Mrs. R. S. Lillie.
August 9—2:30 

Mrs. R. 8. Lillie.

P.

P-

P-

by

m.,

m.,
m.,

lecture

lecture

by

by
m., lecture

lecture

lecture

lecture

August 10—2:30 p. m„ lecture 
Mrs. R. S. Lillie.

by

by

by

by

byAugust 11—2:30 p.m., lecture 
Mrs. Marian Carpenter of Detroit,
Mich.

August 12—10 /JO a. m., lecture by 
Mrs. Marian Carpenter; 2:30 p. m., 
lecture by Mrs. Marian Carpenter, fol
lowed by messages.

August 14—2:30 p. m., lecture by 
Mrs. Marian Carpenter. Messages.

August 15—National Spiritualists 
Association Day; 2:30 p. m., lecture 
and messages by Mrs. Marian Carpen
ter.

August 18—2:30 p. m., lecture and 
messages by Mrs. Marian Carpenter.

August 17—2:30 p. m., lecture and 
messages by Oscar A. Edgerly.

August.18—2:30 p. m„ lecture by 
Elizabeth Harlow of Columbus, Ohio.

August 19—10:30 a. m., lecture by 
Elizabeth Harlow; 2:30 p. m., lecture 
by Elizabeth Harlow.

This program subject to change.
The program for thb^-forenoons, 

Sundays and Mondays excepted, will 
be varied and Interesting, consisting ot 
mediums’ meetings, conferences, etc. 
Mediums who are developing, as well

Premium Book.
Any one of the Thirteen Premium 

Booles you may order, price 25 cents. 
This Is the price, remember, when you 
order only one book in connection with 
a yearly subscription. The paper, one 
year, and one Premium Book, $1.25. 
But if you order more than one Pre
mium Book the price is as follows:

Any, two of the Thirteen Premium • 
Books' you may order, price 70 cents.

Any three of the Thirteen Premium 
Books you may order, price $1.10.

Any four of the Thirteen Premium 
Books you may order, price $1.50.

Any live of the Thirteen Premium 
Books you may order, price $1.75.

Any six of the Thirteen Premium 
Books you may order, price $2.05.

Any seven of the Thirteen Premium 
Books you may order, price $2.85.

Any eight of the Thirteen Premium 
Books you may order, price $2.05.

Any nine of the Thirteen Premium 
Books you may order, price $2.00.

Any ten of the Thirteen Premium 
Books you may order, price $3.10.

Any eleven of thoThirteen Premium 
Books you may order, price $3.40.

Any twelve of the Thirteen Premium 
Books you may order, price $8.85.

Lastly, all of these THIRTEEN Pre
mium Books iiere announced are sent 
out, all postage prepaid, for 4.15, 
something never before equalled in 
tills country or Europe.

Bear in mind that every order for a ‘ 
Premium Book must be accompanied 
with a yearly subscription for The 
Progressive Thinker, which is »1. We 
repeat that the world has never seen * 
the like of it before.
OUR THIRTEEN REMARKABLE

PREMIUM BOOKS FOR $4.15.
The following is the list of titles a»

the Twelve Premium Hooks:
1—The Encyclopedia of Death, 

Life in the Spirit World, Vol. 1.
2—The Encyclopedia of Death, 

Life in the Spirit World, Vol. 2.

and

and
8—The Encyclopedia of Death,__

Life tn the Spirit World, Vol. 3. These
and

Mamle Young writes: "The Divine 
Spiritual Church, Hygeia . Hall, had 
good meetings Sunday. The.pastor, 
Rev.. Lucy A. Hodge Koontz, took for 
her subject, 'Why Are We Left 
Alone?' being a heart to heart talk 
with the audience; all receiving tests, 
and felt amply repaid for foregoing 
worldly pleasures.”

Letter From State. President, Port
land, Oregon.

and a convincing speaker.
In politics Mr/ Richmond was not 

active in late years. In 1880,he was 
the Republican candidate for state 
senate but was defeated by the late 
Homer J. Humes. \

Mr. Richmond gaye-up his office and 
practice here three years ago last 
April and went to ‘.Pittsburg to. live 
with his son.—Meadville (Pa.) Morn
ing Star.

--------- ■
Lyceum Normal at Chesterfield Spirit

ualist Gamp.

Harry S. Havens, a prominent citi
zen of Lansing, Mich., passed away 
July'11. His funeral was held July 
13 at the home on Larch street, Mrs. 
A. B. Sheets officiating. He leaves a 
widow to mourn his great loss. How
ever, the consoling philosophy of Spir
itualism aids her in her time of need.

• A. E. SHEETS.

ford, Iowa.” iMrs. C. L. Dykeman writes: "I am 1 
very glad to have you take the stand * 
for genuine mediums, and try to get 
rid of the frauds in our ranks. If > 
Spiritualists themselves would be 
more careful in endorsing mediums on 
a short trial, I think it would be bet
ter. We must not be too hasty to 
Judge either way, but if mediums are 
repeatedly .caught in fraud, they 
should be kept in some way from de- 
trauding the people. Our belief is too 
sacred to be used in such a manner. 
There are too many undeveloped me
diums, honest, no doubt, trying to 
practice their mediumship to make 
money to live; if all such would do 
some other honest wbrk until they are 
fit to go before the public, our cause 
would be the better for it.”

Mrs. S. E. Mackley writes from 
California: "As the annual -camp
meeting season is now upon us, and 
many will be gathered in the spiritual 
camps out of curiosity, who do not 
read our papers or magazines, there 
is a suggestion which I will make.- I 
want good words spoken for the ani
mals which cannot speak for them
selves, and especially in regard to the 
horror of vivisection. Hudson Tuttle 
has'tried to keep the subject before 
the public, doing his whole earnest 
duty tn that respect, as in all other 
things.- • God bless him! But there 
are many thousands of good .people 
who do not read the papers; and who 
have never heard of vivisection. ■ Why 
aot set aside one day to urge the

Oscar A. Edgerly’s engagements as 
made for the next twelve months are 
as follows: From July 22 to August 
19, he will.act as chairman at Grand 
Ledge Camp, Grand Ledge, Mich. 
From August 22 to August 26 Indus-. 
Ive he will fill an engagement at Lily 
Dale, N. Y. He has the first' three 
Sundays of September at his disposal. 
For the last two Sundays of September 
and the entire-month of October, he is. 
engaged with the Spiritual Temple So
ciety of Newport, Ky. During Novem
ber and, December he is to serve the 
Ladles’ Spiritual Temple Fund Society 
of Cleveland, Ohio. During January, 
1907, he is engaged to speak at the 
Newbury street Temple, Boston, Mass. 
February is engaged with the First 
Church of Spiritualists of Pittsburg, 
Pa. ■ March Is engaged with the First 
Association of Spiritualists of Wash
ington, D. C. During April and May 
he is to fill a return engagement with 
the First Spiritual Church of Balti
more, Md. For the first two Sundays 
of June, he is engaged with the W. A. 
S., of Worcester, Mass. The .second 
two Sundays of June he will serve the 
Lynn,. Mass., Spiritualist Association 
at Unity Camp. As will be seen in 
the above Mr. Edgerly’s dates are all 
filled until July 19, 1907, with the ex
ception of the first-three Sundays of 
September, 1906. . - He will-be pleased 
to hear from societies desiring to em
ploy a trance speaker for those dates. 
Permanent address, 42 Smith street,

To the Editor:—I had Intended giv
ing to your readers something of our 
work here In Portland, Oregon. The 
Interest in our cause is certainly in
creasing. When one can call out an 
audience in Portland three times a 
day for six consecutive days, and hot 
enough to broil a “hare” in the shade, 
then it is that we may well claim 
success with our mass meeting, which 
was held from Monday, July 2, up to 
the 7th, ending Saturday at 10 o’clock 
p. m., the greatest.interest ever shown 
in old Portland, and was carried over 
from the auditorium to the First Spir
itualist association on Sunday, the 
8th, where many persons were turned 
away for want. of standing room. 
Much interest was shown throughout 
the entire week. Saturday evening 
being the close ot our mass-meeting; 
the auditorium was packed. We had 
for our principal attraction, President 
-H. D. Barrett, speaker, and pur Cali
fornia John Slater, the world-re
nowned platform test medium. John 
has done some wonderful work here, 
and converted many whomzother me
diums could not reach, and brought 
out the respect and recognition of thb 

. associated press, which is ' saying a 
good deal for Portland. ■

Mr. Slater, has filled the auditorium' 
to overflowing for 'five consecutive 
Sunday evenings, and done a grand

Apparent misfortune—sickness of a ; 
dear friend—permlttèd me to be In i 
the vicinity of Chesterfield, Ind., and I 
spent almost three" days most delight
fully there. While *Rev: B. F. Austin 
and Prof. W. F. Peck were instructive 
in their discourses;’Mrs. Murtha of 

( Toronto seehiingly correct in her mes
sages and the other’'workers and the 
management extremely kind in their 
marked attention to me; I found my 
special delight in Mrs. Anna L. Gilles
pie and her band of lyceùm workers. 

,How eagerly those little folks, and 
larger folks as well, waited for an op- 
"portunlty to welcome their teacher, 
and how full'of soiil Is Mrs. Gillespie 
in her endeavors to furnish fitting and 
proper food for the unfolding individ
uals. It is Mrs. Gillespié’s Intention 
to make the several weeks of her ly- 
ceum work at Chesterfield a lyceum 
normal course, so that those attending 
can return home with ideas sufficient 
to conduct a lyceum; that the “liberal 
and harmonious education” brought 
from the Summerlahd by the vener
able Andrew Jackson Davis ’ may be 
carefully promulgated. This Is an ex
cellent opportunity, -and I hope that 
many will avail themselves of • so 
promising a'time and inform them
selves along this vefy important iine-

work-.
Mr. Barrett was with us . for one 

week. -He also did a beautiful worlt. 
He has now gone to New Eracamp for 
this month.

Mr. Slater has worked two Sunday 
nights with the First Society, arousing 
a double interest with the already con
verted ones.

Let-the good work go. on. All other 
societies except the First are taking a 
summer vacation. The Oregon State 
Association is quite alive, and its 
work is to be commended. . We are 
trying to keep up our part of the great 
work so much needed. -“Wake up!” 
is what we advocate. May we be 
worthy of ministering angels to bless 
and to lead. SOPHIE B. SEIP,

Portland, Ore. State President.

Lynn, Mass.
Dr. J. L. York, a noted materialist 

and free thinker,‘ lately* passed to spir
it life. in-San. JYancleoo,...Cal.. His 
son, Allen S. York; writes-of him as 
follow’s: "Father deserves, .well of the: 
Spiritualists of America, as the thou-

Brother Wilkinson, an old-time 
Spiritualist residing near Grand 
Ledge, Mich., was born to higher life 
June 29! His form was laid away 
the' following Bunday. The aged wife 
who with him enjoyed a knowledge of 
Spiritualism; is left alone in the home, 
but bravely bears the bereavement, 
knowing It is but for a season. Mrs. 
A. E. Sheets conducted the funeral 
services.

'—lyceum work.
Mrs. Gillespie alsb-hopes’ to form a 

“team,' for demonstration of her spe- 
cial work at the National Convention 
to be held In Chicagojluring October, 
when an entire^ evenfag will be'devot- 
ed to lyceum wGrk- a .
Lyceum,LycefinV-rimarch; march 
. ahead, .. "8 ’ io - ; -

Never dSsd, ide ahead, 
i ' Come, come, come!

-JOHN W. RING, 
I National jSqptjLyceum Work. 
| Green Mountain Falls, Colo.

"Science and the Future Life.” By 
James H. Hyslop; is one of the most 
.valuable acquisition to the literature 
of Modern Spiritualism that has ap
peared of late years. It is scientific m 
Its method, profound in its logic, and 
■above all sympathetic to the tmtn 
whatever it may be and wherever it 
may be found; Price, cloth,• J1.5U. 10 
cents postage extra. ■ -

A NAMELESS GRAtTE.

“A soldier of the Union mustered 
out,”

Is the inscription on an unknown 
grave *

At Newport News, beside the salt sea 
wave;

Nameless and dateless, sentinel or 
scout,

Slh>t down in a skirmish, or disastrous 
rout

Of battle when the loud artillery 
drave

Its iron wedges through the ranks of 
brave, ’

And doomed battalions storming the 
redoubt.

Thou unknown hero, sleeping by the 
sea . •

In thy forgotten grave! with secret 
shatne

I feel my pulses beat, my forehead 
burn;

When-I remember thou hast given for 
me - ’

All that tho.u hast, thy life, thy very 
name,

And I can give thee nothing in re
turn.

H. W. LONGFELLOW.
Major C. if. Mathews; Amanuensis, 

", New Philadelphia, Ohio.

as others, will have an opportunity to 
participate. These exercises are a 
great aid to those expecting to take up 
the work. J. W. EWING,

Grand Ledge, Mich. President.
MARY ANN CAREW,

Wife, Mother, Spirit and Angel. 
By Carlyle Petersllea.

This most beautiful story of the ex
periences of a young wife and 
mother taken from her home on earth 
to her home in the spirit .worjd, is told 
in such a realistic way, that one is 
carried away with the sweet beauty 
and naturalness of it. It makes the 
other world appear very near to us. 
This book has been a great comfort to 
many weary hearts who have lost 
mother, wife or babies. Price, neatly 
bound in cloth, »1.

“Harmonics of Evoiutlon.The Philos
ophy of Individual Ute. Based Upon 
Nature! Science, as Taught by Modern 
Masters of the Law.” By Florence 
Huntley. A work of deep thought, car
rying the principles of evolution into 
new fields. Price, cloth, »2. t

three volumes have been prepared by 
J. R. Francis. They contain invaluable ’ 
data.

4—Art Magic, or Mundane, Sub-Mun
dane and Super-Mundane Spiritism, by, 
Mrs. Emma Hardinge Britten.

6—Ghost Land, Spiritualism, Occult.
ism, by Mrs. Emma Hardinge Britten.

6—The Next World Interviewed, by, 
Mrs. 8. G- Horn, a most remarkable me-' 
dium.

7—The Occult Life of Jesus, by Alex
ander Smythe, a medium of rare gifts.

8—A Wanderer in the Spirit Lands. 
Translated by A. Farnese, a wonderful 
English medium.

9—The Religion of Man and Ethics ot 
Science, by Hudson Tuttle.

10—Seers of the Ages, or Spiritualism 
Past and Present, by Dr. J. M. Peebles.

11—The Great Debate Between Moses 
Hull and W. F. Jamieson.

12—Letters from the Spirit World, 
written through the mediumship ol 
Carlyle Petersllea.

13—Gems of Thought, by SEVEN
TEEN leading authors, Is our last Pre
mium Book.

IN THE WORLD CELESTIAL.
BY DR. T. A. BLAND,

With full page photograph of the Heroine Pearr 
from a spirit painting.
. '‘Three things that make this book remark», 
bla. Ite authorship, the astounding claims put 
fortbin It. and the philosophy and revelation 
of a future life it contains?'—11 O. Flower, in 
the Arena. -“It will give us courage topass through the 
deep shadows of death io the sun-lit dime of 
the World Celestial.’’--Kev. H. W. Thomas. 
Cloth bound with gilt side stamp; price 81.03 

flEUOGENfRlGfl^
Or Essentials of Astronomy and Solar Men
tality, with Tables of Ephemeris to 1910- By 
Yarmo Vedra. With 64 Illustrations, 35 of 
which are original drawings by Holmes W. 
Merton, author of “Descrlptfra Mentality. ” A 
now system of personally determining the pri
mary fund of Mental ana Physical forces and 
their results in mental aptitudes that dominate 
the nature of the individual as based upon date 
Ot birth. Price, cloth. 81.50.

"Spiritual Fire Crackors, Bible Chest
nuts and Political Pin Points." By J.

fl NEW GflTEGHISM
BY M. M. MANGASARIAN.

Wnmanlv '^^n^tof WUlllull'j FORM AND FEATURES

RASIITV TIx0 culUvation of personal UuuUlJ beauty, based bn Hygiene and 
Healtb Culture, by twenty physicians and spe
cialists, and edltea by Albert Turner. A valua
ble book for women and therefore for the whole 
world. Price In elegant cloth binding, 81.0a 
For sale at this office.

Fourth Edition—Six Additional Chap* 
tors—260 Pages, Bound in Cloth, 
$1.00.—Containing Likeness of the 
Author.
“A New Catechism” has enjoyed a 

remarkable sale both in America and 
England. George Jacob Holyoake, 
in his introduction to the English edi
tion of "A New Catechism,” says:

"A New Catechism" is the boldest, 
the brightest, the most varied and In
forming of any work ot the kind ex
tant. The principal fields of human 
knowledge, which the churches have 
fenced round with supernatural ter
rors, the Catechism breaks into, cher
ishing what is fair and showing what 
Is deformed. The notes, of .whl^h 
there are many, both ancient and con
temporary, are as striking as the 
text. The book is a cyclopedie of 
theology and reason in a nutshell.

Other Excellent Publications
BY M. M. MANGASARIAN.

HOW THE BIBLE WAS INVENTED.

nuts and Political Pin Points.” ny j.| -
TOpÄtoracy>eÄh“ Hupotfiesis of Nature ;
lì Bible ¿tories,” 150 cents. By Pror W. M. Lockwood. Paper, S4 cents.

Oiifct: NiStes. _
Everything looks good for a grand 

season at Onserthisribar. Almost ev
ery cottage is let- X11 the .hotels are 
open, and mosfoi th&lr rooms are let.

The camp will open Sunday, July 
22, with Dr. Gep. Fuller and Mrs. 
C. Fannie Alljirjis J he speakers, and 
Mrs. Kate M. Hinn jk the medium. 
Meetings-will u$'held morning, after
noon and evening. 'There will also 
be their band concerts by. the Bridge- 
water-Band."

Monday there will,be a conference; 
Tuesday, Mrs. Annie K. Hinman; 
Thursday, Mr. Alfred H. Terry; Sat
urday, Veteran Spiritualists Union 
Day; Sunday, Miss Susie C. Clarke, 
Thos. Cross and Katie M, Ham. H.

"Talmagean Inanities, incongruities, 
Inconsistencies and Blasphemies; a Re
view of Rev. T. DeWitt and Rev. Frank 
DeWitt Talmage's oft-repeated attacks 
upon Spiritualism.'! By Moses Hull. 
Price, 10 cents. -

and Deeply IQ 
Interesting ID

By the Author of

“fl Merer In Spirit Lands.”
“ÎHE STRANGE STORY OF AIIRINZIMAN.”

The Persian fiysttc Emperor. .

A weird, powerfully told dramatic story of the earth life and subsequent 
Experiences in the Spirit World of-the “Guide, Abriziman.” Few hooks 
are more calculated to hold the reader’s interest from the first page to the 

st, and much that is original and new will be found in the-accounts given 
of Ahrinziman’s Studies in the Domain of Magic and its relation to obsessions 
•nd other perplexing problems of spiritual intercourse. Price, cloth »1.00 

Postage,' 12 cents. Paper, 60 cent. ,

A New Lecture.—Price, 10 cents.
This little pamphlet should be 

placed in the hands of every American 
citizen. The attention of preachers, 
theological students, and all church ’ 
members should be called to the won
derful story of the Invention of the 
Holy Bible, which this lecture tells.

See that at least one orthodox 
neighbor of yours reads this lecture.

MORALITY WITHOUT A GOD.
• With letter to Right Reverend 
Bishop Anderson, of Chicago. Price, 
10 cents.

JESUS CHRIST A MY^H.

.A New Book.—Price 25 Cents.
This book examines the evidencefor 

the historical existence of Jesus, and - 
finds it quite insufficient to prove that 
such a man as Jesus ever lived. It ii 
a most important contribution to 
Modern Thought It is prefaced by 
a letter to the Christian Clergy, and 
concluded by an answer tb an editori
al in one of the Chicago morning pa
pers, attacking Mr. Mangasarian’s po
sition. Send your orders at once, as 
the first"edition will soon be exhaust- - 
ed.'

In the World Celestial,” by Dr. T. A.
Bland. Interesting, 
helpful; Spiritually 
bound, price $1.

instructive and 
uplifting. CloUl
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THE PROGRESSIVE THINKERIValr 28,l»08.

This department la under the man
agement of

HUDSON TUTTLE.
Address him at Berlin Heights, Ohio.

NOTE—The Questions and Answers 
have called forth such a host of re
spondents, that to give all equal hear
ing compels the answers to be made In 
the most condensed form, and often 
clearness Is perhaps eacriilced to this 
forced brevity. Proofs have to bo omit
ted, and tlio style becomes thereby as
sertive, which of all things is to be dep 
recated. Correspondents often weary 
with waiting for tho appearance of 
their questions and write letters of in
quiry. The supply of matter is always 
several weeks ahead of the space given, 
and hence there 1b unavoidable delay. 
Every one has to wait his time and 
place, and nil are treated with equal 
favor.

NOTICE.—No attention will ue given 
anonymous letters. Full name and ad
dress must be given, or the letters will 
not be read- If the request be made, 
the name will not be published. The 
correspondence of this department has 
become excessively large, especially let-, 
ters of inquiry requesting private an
swers, and while I freely give what
ever information I am able, the ordi
nary courtesy of correspondents Is ex
pected. HUDSON TUTTLE.

trlcity, like light and heat, is simply 
vibrations? Can the scientist have a 
clear comprehension of a theory 
which he presents In language ob
scure and meaningless. What can be 
the meaning of "a disembodied elec
trical charge coutaingno matter?”

It is a waste of time to ask these 
questions, for they cannot be an
swered.

Faith is sneered at by these scien
tists, and even in religion it is com
manded to demonstrate or inglorlously 
retire. Yet with all the high preten
sions of science as accepting nothing: 
not demonstrated, absolutely, elimi
nate all that is received on faith, how 
small would be the volume of the ab
solutely proven and unmistakably 
known. The most bigoted religionist 
does not exercise one-half of the faith 
of the up-to-date scientist. Notoriety, 
newspaper puffing and magazine 
write-ups are gained by the wildest 
speculations, and the scientific staud-
Ing does not seem to suffer from 
dulgence, in the wildest fancies,

IMPORTANT WORK.

In-

>1

Í0 l

Some Very Interesting Particulars 
Given in Reference to It by

■ Dr. J. M. Peebles.

. THE DOG AND THE PIGEON.

0

J. Kurtz: Q. We took up Plan-, 
chette and were successful from the 
first, but one day we were shocked 
when the name of a friend who had 
left us, was given, claiming she had 
committed suicide by poisoning, going 
into minute details of the affair. She 
almost haunted our seances. We 
wrote to her friend after a while, and. 
the reply came that she was never in 
better health. We were greatly af
fected by this falsehood, and cannot 
explain it satisfactorily.

A. Such communications do not 
affect-the evidences of spirit existence, 

■ for that Ib proven by a communication 
being made, and not by its character. 
It does, however, throw a flood of 
light on the condition of those who 
communicate. Very few Investigators 
there are who have not had similar ex
periences. They become bo inrapt, 
they accept the spirits as infallible 
authority, and it seems necessary for 
such an experience to awaken them.

. The conditions which make possible 
the approach of such spirits, Is sup
plied by the eagerness of those begin
ning investigation, and their hold is 
made firm by seances held at any and 
all times and unduly prolonged. The 
hour should be appointed, for, as has 
been repeatedly explained, when se
ances are held as the whim of the oc
casion suggests, any spirit chancing to 
be present may control, and having 
thus entered the door opened wide for 
It, may indefinitely continue. There 
is no assurance of the Identity of any 
communications thus received.

The spirit truly “haunts the se- 
* ance,” and is ready with answers to 

questions to .Whomever addressed.

G. R. W.: Q. What is the differ
ence between,gpiudtlem,and. Spirltual- 

. Ism? . .
A. , The§e words are used as syn- 

' onymous, but really have differenti
ated Jn- meaning. Some writers apply 
Spiritism to the phenomena, while 
others make It especially to belief in 
re-incarnation. Spiritualism has a 
broader, inclusive of the phenomena 
and philosophy; in fact it embraces 
me enure psychic realm.

vocaies.

What Spiritualism Teachfcs About God 
and Christ—Evilutlon of the God- 
Idea—-Evolution of the,Christ-Idea. 
The one greatest and most conse

quential-question which has absorbed 
the best intellects of all time, is the 
nature of God, Connected therewith 
has been the relations of man to God/ 
and the colossal scheme of theology to 
save man by a mediator.

How came these ideas?
What Js their meaning?
What wllbbq their final expression?
To answer these questions is the ob

ject of this bbok. The God-Idea is 
first seen expressed in the childish 
terror of savage man at the elements. 
From the beginning its unfoldment is 
traced from age to age; from race to 
race. A brief but searching study of 
the ideas of God held by different peo
ples runs through the chapters with 
the following titles: The God-Idea of 
the Hindus, Egyptians, Chaldeans and 
Persians, Jews, Greeks, Romans, Al
exandrian School. Early Christians, 
the Philosophers, the Bible, the Bor
der Religions Chinese, Scandinavian, 
Aztec; The Old Question of Design in 
Nature; The Ultimate, Cosmic Mind.

The Chrlst-Idea of a mediator to 
stand between man and God is almost 
as old as mankind. Its unfoldment is 
traced under the following headings: 
Hindustan, Persia and the West; 
Jesus of Nazareth; The Prophecies of 
the Messiah; Conception and Geneal
ogy of Jesus; The Youth of Jbbub; 
John the Baptist and His Relation to 
Jesus; Sermon on the Mount; The 
Apostles Bent Forth; Death Of Jesus; 
Burial and Resurrection; Devils and 
Hell; The Gospels; Cause of the Ex
tension of Christianity; Resume of 
the Life and Character of Jesus; The 
Ultimate of the Christ-Idea.

Publication by subscription of the. 
Arcana of Spiritualism met with such 
marked success, I have concluded to 
issue Mils volume in that manner. It 
will contain 300 to 3 50 octavo pages; 
will be’ well printed . and muslin 
bound. The price will be $1.25; to 
those who become subscribers, $1.

The price Is not desired until the 
book is announced as ready for de
livery, which, it is intended, will be 
early in November next. All that Is 
now asked is your expressed desire 
for a copy, by card or letter. An 
early response Is desired, for the plac
ing of the work in the hands of the 
printers depends on a sufficient num- 
.ber of subscribers to assure the under
taking. ■ " • ' ’ ; ’ 1

I thank those who may be Interested 
and encourage the publication' by 
their subscriptions. :

To the Editor:—In several issues ot , 
the Detroit (Mich.) News-Tribune of , 
the past year and especially in late Ib- । 
sues there have been articles in proof , 
of either the eternal torments of the. ( 
wicked or of theh- destruction—a i 
word that may be considered the syn- , 
onym of annihilation,

In the Sunday issue of two weeks , 
ago was a letter frpm John P. Espíe, a i 
Methodist, addressed to Laic under , 
the heading, "The Fate of the Wick
ed.” The article • was sensible and 
very suggestive. Laip grappled with 
it only lightly. His reply was rather 
lame and tame considering, the mo- , 
mentous subject of the final destiny of , 
the wicked. , . ,

My first thought.upon reading, Es- 
pje’s article was, where dwell . those ' 
who are not wicked—those .who are , 
not sinful? Where is the man ego
tistic enough, self-righteous enough, 
to say "I am sinless?,I.am perfect?” 
I know of only one such, and he. fa
mous In two continents, Is Dr, Dowie, 
But to the record. , Paul writes, "Let 
no man deceive himself.” And In the 
first Epistle of John, 1st chapter, 8th 
verse, we read: “If wo say that we 
have no sin, we deceive.ourselves, and 
the truth is not ip us.”

With great force Esple asks if God 
“can hold the child of the slums as 
responsible as tUat child who Is born 
and reared in a Christian home?” 
"Certainly," replies Lplc, “God will 
make allowance,” and to prove it he 
quotes five or six passages of scripture, 
conforming with the principle Of equi
ty. This Is comforting,’ implying 
compartments In hell; but the evan
gelical orthodox'teach that there are 
but two places after death and the 
judgment—hell and..heaven. (Matt. 
25-46.) But Paul spoke of a third 
heaven. Would not that imply a 
third hell. In which are different com
partments? Mohammedan theology 
has seven heavens and seven hells. 
The lowermost heaven and the top
most hell so interblending, like rain
bow hues, that the subject therein 
consigned can only say! “This Ib com
fortable if not exquisitely delightful."

But orthodox churchianlty gives us 
not a glimpse of any such comfortable 
hell. In proof, there lie before me 
a portion of “Calvin’s Institutes," the 
longer and shorter catechism of the 
Presbyterians, and the "constitution" 
of the Presbyterian church, published 
in Philadelphia. Here are extracts:

I. “God by an eternal and immut
able decree hath chosen some men to 
eternal life, and also according to his 
sovereign power, he hath passed by 
and foreordained the rest to dishon
or and wrath.” (Page 165.)

II. “At the day of judgment the 
wicked shall be set on Christ’s left 
hand, and thereupon-shall be cast into 

•hell, to be punished with unspeakable 
torments, both pf body and soul, with 
the devil and his angels forever." 
(The larger catechism, page 219.)

HI. "The end of God’s appointing 
this judgment day is for the manifest
ation of the glory of his mefeyrin the 
eternal salvation of the elect, and in 
the damnation of the reprobate. These 
reprobates shall be cast Into eternal 
torments and’ punished with’everlast
ing, destruction from thé. preqénbe of 

She Lord and the gloVy Of lils power,’

demption and uiilveiW grace? I 
think they do. li so; fiMversal salva
tion , but logically • ¿Gmpletes the 
case.” . up. Hi

Upon the who hl I this* is an excellent 
paragraph. 1 really think that two- 
thirde ot the moi'efhJtellOctualund cul
tured Methodists talc at^heart Univer- 
saltsts; that is, bbhevfAg in “univer
sal grace” they naturally hope for and 
believe in the final1 Vestdfation of all 
mankind, considering Yllvine punish
ment to be disciplinary* rather than ro- 
talitory. ■ b >' ‘

It is reported that when an over-
zealous evangelist was told that 
versalists believed, that all men 
be finally saved, he exclaimed in 
ror: ‘‘I hope for better things!”

The doctrine of universalism,

Uni
will 
hor-

tliat
is of the final holiness and happiness 
of all mankind, is a 'beautiful faith, 
and just what might be .expected 
from a God of infinite goodness, wis
dom and power. There is only one 
cult superior to this, and that is 
Spiritualism—not Spiritism or any 
form of Japanese and. Chinese necro
mancy. Spiritualism is the antithesis 
of materialism, gives to investigators 
the most irrefraglble proofs of a fu
ture conscious existence, and predi
cates the happiness-of that existence 
in all worlds upon right thinking and 
right living. . ' , ■

J. M. PEEBLES, M. D.
Battle Greek, Michi ' ■

—■ ■—— - —
PSYCHIC LONGEVITY.

A Comprehensive Expression as to Its 
• Nature and Application, as Present
ed by an Editorial Writer of the Chi
cago Chronicle.
Apparently the Society for Psychical 

Research confines itself to the phe
nomena of Spiritualism, and without 
valuable results, -while there are many 
other psychical' problems awaiting 
solution which are not do difficult but 
of greater present and'practical utility.

One of these is the problem of in
somnia. Almost any victim of this 
complaint knows that it-ls psychical. 
That is, he has observed that it is in 
almost every case caused by one cur
rent of thought and relieved by an
other, but what, the laws and princi
ples, are on which it works are a pro
found mystery. The mystery is pro
found but not hopeless and might have 
been explained long ago if the Society 
for Psychical Research had worked as 
hard on it as it has dn Mrs. Piper’s se
ances.

A similar but far more Important 
oversight Is the psychical lengthening 
qnd shortening of tffie. At first sight 
one would say that bqtlfflig could be 
more hopeless thai an9 «attempt to 
make an hour anyth?ng!fi!it sixty min-

They Undoubtedly Will Live in tlie 
Land of Souls, and Continue Their 
Earthly Frlendslilp—The Unique 
Friendship of Three Inseparable 
Companions, ns Set Forth in the 
Chicago Dally Tribune,
In North Chicago lives an old gen

tleman who owns—or rather has as 
friends—a dog and a pigion, and the 
three are Inseparable companions.

Wherever this old gentleman goes 
the two pets accompany him. The 
story of their friendship reads like a 
fairy tale, qnd were Hans Christian 
Anderson living he would doubtlessly 
begin his tale of their adventures with 
"Once upon a time there was a man 
and a dog, and a pigeon.”

But this is no fairy tale and any one 
who visits Lincoln Park in the summer 
time may see these unusual comrades.

Charles Noe, well known in his 
neighborhood as a retired opera Bing
er, lives at 680- Sedgwick street. All 
around Lincoln Park the three are a 
familiar ■ sight, and the residents of 
that vicinity have become accustomed 
to see them on their daily walks.

About 10 o'clock every morning 
they start out. The dog Ib old and 
stiff with rheumatism and Mr, Noe 
walks very slowly to give her ample 
time to. keep up with him. She is 14 
years old and was raised by Mr. Noe, 
as were also the parents of the dog. 
It is a cross between a Black Spitz 
and a pug and resembles both of these 
varieties enough to give it odd char
acteristics.

Comrades: Alan, Dog,.Pigeon,
Between the dog and' her master 

gravely walks the pigeon. If it gets 
tired it rides on the dog’s back, or its 
favorite place, the head.

Mr. Noe always speaks to his pets 
in German. "We are all German,”
says ho. Come ze Mousle,
sehoene Mousle” (come to Mousle, 
pretty Mousle), is all he ever ventures 
as a rebuke when the pigeon neglects 
the dog. It always has the desired ef
fect, and Pidgie at once flies to the 
feet of Moulsie.

Their friendship, says Mr. Noe, be
gan four years ago when he found the 
pigeon, half dead, in the deer pen at 
Lincoln Park.

It was only a squab two weeks old 
and it had fallen out of Its nest under 
the eaves of the deer barn Into the 
drinking trough below. It was nearly 
drowned, featherless, and bleeding. 
He rescued it and took it home. "I

VftHABLU LIBRW
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BOOKS FOR AU SPIRITUALISTS TO PERUSE

"Student”: Q. How is the re
ceived theory of “electrons,” and the 
electrical nature of matter demon
strated ? ,

A. This question calls for an an
swer which perhaps reaches beyond 
the interest of the ordinary reader, yet 
with the widespread interest in sci
ence, the confusing nomenclature of 
the subject may be fhade intelligible 

, and acceptable. The theory of elec
trons, as set forth by Dr. H. C. Jones, 
professor of chemistry in the Johns' 
Hopkins University, in his recent 
book, is that received by scientists. 
The electron is another name for cor
puscle, of which the atom is made up. 
'The elementary substances as gold, 
oxygen, iron, differ from each other 
because of the different number of 
electrons which make their atoms. 
Hence matter is not matter but elec
tricity.

> What is an electron which is the 
foundation of the material world?

The answer is: "The electron is, 
then, a disembodied electrical charge, 
containing no matter, and is the term 
which yet will be employed to desig
nate this ultimate unit of which all 
so-called matter is composed.

Tliis statement is so explicit, when 
made by a scientist, it conveys the im
pression that it has been demon
strated. The idea is strengthened by 
its application to determining just the 
ntimber of electrons which go into the 
formation of the atoms of the ele
ments. Thus it is said an atom of 
mercury is made up of 150,000 elec
trons. 1

How is this so positively known? 
By multiplying the atomic weight of 
an atom by. 770, hydrogen being 
taken as a unit.

Why is hydrogen taken as a unit; 
why multiply by 770? Each of 
these steps is an assumption. The 
atom exists only in theory. It has 
never been seen or felt. Ifls Impos
sible for it to be recognized by the 
senses. Its nature is absolutely un
known, yet the electrical theory goes 
a step farther in assertion and not 
only says it is composed of electrons, 
but gives the exact number in each 
atom of the various elements.

What is meant by "a disembodied 
electrical charge?”

It contains “no matter”; it Is a piece 
of nothing vibrating with inconceiv
able rapidity; in other words is noth
ing! At atom of mercury is made up 
of 150,000 of these nothings; of dis
embodied electrical charges!

Now it is asked how is this demon- 
'strated? It is not. It is entirely as
sumption, without the least support 

- beyond the weight given by the sup- 
■ posed scientific knowledge of its ad-

A Few Commendations.
Of this work, A. E. Giles in Banner 

of Light wrote:'"It contains a fund of 
facts not accessible to the general 
reader. If adopted as a text book in. 
any theological seminary, there would 
be reason to believe that the graduates 
would be more intelligent and less big
oted.”

J- «ge Edmunds: "Had the medlum- 
auth< wrote a few centuries before, 
he certainly would have been burned 
at the stake.”

The City Item, Boston: "In many 
respects worthy of highest praise and 
shows careful and elaborate re
search.”

J. S. Loveland: 
with great interest.

G. A. Bacon: ‘

‘We have read It

Valuable for the
present and the future."

W. H. Terry, Editor Harbinger fo 
Light. Melbourne, Australia: "Un
like in its treatment all others.”

Epes Sargent: “A mine of thought, 
and shows what inspiration can pro
duce at its best.”

Address HUDSON TUTTLE.
Berlin Heights, -Ohio.

THE HAUNTED HOUSE

There is a house quite small and plain 
Upon a silent street,

And peering through the wondow pane 
A face my glances meet.

The house is vacant and forlorn, 
The owners with the dead,

The curtains on the windows torn. 
Their pristine beauty shed.

Within thé house is damp and chill, 
The light is dull and grey,

The household goods remain there still 
Fast going to decay;

Upon the walls the pictures hang, 
With cob-webs matted o'er,

Mute witnesses to sorrow’s pang, ■ 
When Death came in the door.

The bedstead- stands 'amid the gloom, 
The clothes with mildew green,’ 

Behind the door still hangs the broom 
That swept the dwelling clean;

Upon the mantel the old clock stands, 
Coated with dust and grime;

No movement'to the silent hands, 
To mark thé march of time.

In musty closets hang old clothes, 
Old shoes Ue on the floor.

The garments worn perchance by those 
Who toil on earth no more.

Mementoes on the bureau Ue, 
Reminders of 'the past; -

Time’s cruel hand here meets the eyp. 
Nothing on earth can last.

As we pass slowly thro’ each room, 
We feel a subtle thrill

Amid the silence and the gloom— 
Our blood seems growing chill;

We feel the presence by our side
Of spirits we can’t see;

Within the house they still abide, 
They know not they are free.

H. W. EDMISTON.

(Page 152.) .. *
IV, “The punishments of sin in the 

world to come are everlasting'separa
tion from the comfortable presence of 
God, and the most grievous., torments, 
In soql and body, without intermission 
in hell fire forever.” (Page175!)

Here are extracts from spine of the 
straightforward pulpit preachings of 
Rev. Jonathan Edwards, Rev. Em-, 
mons, and other preachers of 60, 70 
and 75 vears ago, which I, used to 
hear. (I am now 85 years young.) 
Listen to these sermons:

I.- "The godly wife shall applaud 
the justice of the judge in 'the con
demnation of her ungodly husband. 
The godly husband shall say amen to 
the damnation of her who lay in his 
bosom! The godly parent shall say hel- 
lelujah! at the passing of sentence of 
their ungodly child. And the godly 
child shall from Uis heart "apptove 
the damnation of his wicked parents 
who begot him and the mother who 
bore him."—Rev. Thomas Boston’s 
Four-fold State, page 336. ,

H. The saints In glory shall De far 
more sensible how dreadful the wrath 
of God Is, and will better understand 
how terrible the sufferings of the 
damned are, yet this will be no occa
sion of grief to them,, but rejoicing. 
They will not be sorry tor the 
damned; it will cause no uneasiness or 
dissatisfaction to them, «but, on the 
contrary, when they see this sight, It 
will occasion rejoicing and excite 
them to joyful praises.”—Bev Jona
than Edwards’ Practical Sermons.

HI When they (the saints) shall 
see how great the misery Is from 
which God hath saved them, and how 
great a difference he hath made be
tween their state and the state of oth
ers who were by nature, and perhaps 
by practice, no more sinful and ill-de
serving than they, it will give them 
more a sense of the wonderfulness of 
God's grace to them, mery t*me 
they look upon the damned it will ex
cite In them a lively and admiring 
sense of the grace of God in making 
them so different. The sight of hell s 
torments will exalt the happiness of 
Ihe saints forever.”—Rev. Emmon s 
Sermons. (No. XVI.)

It is true that preachers do not 
preach such sermons in the morning- 
time of this twentieth - century, and 
yet If their sermons were gospel ser
mons then, they would be gospel ser
mons to-day; but If they did preach 
thus, their churches would soon be 
empty or occunied by lecturers upon 
education, science, philosophy and the 
various reforms that, are brightening 
and liberalizing and making .the world 
better. Gladly do I say that minis
ters, unless backwoods exhorters, do 
not now generally preach the dogma 
of eternal damnation rnor punishment 
in hellfire forever; bitt they

utes, and yet theré'fs nò mental phe
nomenon more e.o«Mhonl,tir better rec
ognized than the sïbw W rapid flight 
of time. There ¿ridimeli when hours 
pass like miutes and^olljër times when 
we Bay that a few sUnutes seem like 
an eternity. ;n'

The popular thebiV ¿trout it is that 
time passes rapidi^ whFtt it is passed 
pleasantly and slSwly 0Çhen it is 
passed painfiilly, .‘Ÿhis Jis certainly 
true to a great extéiiU ind if it were 
thé wtôte, • the' fnÿtlli'y’’ Into 'the
psychical shortening' and1 lengthening 
of «P? kecaufp ..
we çànpTft'aj 'wifi 
etances agreeable,'"pnFnip^é .would be 
nothing gainetFby making'tiiem/lisa- 
greeable. The real'Inquiry is whether 
nothing but pleasure shortens time 
and nothing but pain lengthens it.

To this Inquiry it is difficult to give 
a positjve answer, but there are some 
phenomena which militate against the 
popular belief. For instance, it can 
"hot be denied that time never passes 
so slowly as It does’wlth some people 
who are in perfect health and Fomforf, 
who have a plenty qf money and no 
known trouble; Sorup such people 
kill themselves in Order to kill time. 
On the other hand, when a man Is un
der sentence of death and is in con
stant anguish of mind time passes 
with great rapidity.

There are indications that time is 
long or short according to the rapidity 
of thought If a person is stupefied 
with drugs time passes rapidly. On 
the other hand,-ln dreaming, when the 
mind works more rapidly, time seems 
longer. It is related, to some man 
that lying in bed with his eye .fixed on 
the clock he fell asleep and dreamt of 
an extensive tour through Europe, and 
being suddenly awakened he looked at 
the clock and,found that he had been 
asleep only three minutes.

It is a doctrine of the transcendent
al philosophy that time is “a mode of 
thought,” which can mean nothing 
less than that time is Jong or short 
according to our .mental operations. 
This is important, if true, but not 
nearly so important as it is to deter
mine by what sort of mental opera
tions time is lengthened. There Is no 
end of discoveries, principles and 
truths which'are said by different peo
ple to be “the greatest thing- in the 
world,” but what- would all of them 
together be to a discovery of the psy
chic principle according to which time 
Is lengthened? , ■

With this principle understood and 
applied, there seems to be no'reason 
why every one of us might not become 
virtual centenarians...,,

Even withdut such .extravagant ex
pectations as these the Increase of hu
man happiness from .such a discovery 
would be inestimable... It is a singu
lar thing that aa mqn are now consti
tuted time always posses too rapidly 
or too slowly. ■ Thlp-isothe last evil 
that any one even expected . to see 
cured, but if the psychteal philoso
phers wjll get busy oh it some people 
now living may see fte viteels' of time 
behave themselves, smo:

______ _____________  
DRIFTING, T^W^NG!

To the Home in tljg^Hi^er Spheres.

'Continuity of Life à Cosmic Truth,
By Prot. Win. M. Lockwood. The work

How can the theory be harmonized a stvonsrio^cal thinker, on a deeply 
with the received theory that elec- important subject. Price, cloth, $1.

“HOW SHALL I BECOME A. MEDIUM ?”
It is fully answered in “Mediumship, and Its 

Laws, Its Conditions and Cultivation,” by Hud
son Tuttle. Price 35 cents. Address him at 
Berlin Heights, Ohio

«Él

“Smoothe down the rugged text 
. ears polite.

And snugly keet> damnation out 
sight:” .,

to

of

Nevertheless, if the doctrine of eter
nal torments be true—if the evangel
ical creeds of the church be true—If 
faith In the atoning, blood of Jesus 
Christ be necessary for Aalvaüôn4- 
then hell has, and will have,-most ex
cellent society, for such great, brill- 

-lant and brainy souls as Baron Von 
Humboldt, Huxley, Tyndall, Victor 
Hugo, Garibaldi, Dickens, Thomas 
Jefferson, John Quincy Adams,Benja- 
min Franklin and Lincoln and Others 
constituting a galaxy of greatsonth— 
are. lost—eternally loaf,:; c:

In this article of Laic, replying, io 
Esple, he Indulges .in a rathe?:,sarcas
tic fling at Méthodiste; In these words:

"But are not all Methodists, at least

Time glides on in s^shfii^ and shade. 
Our lives are ■drifungjá'jvay '

Like a leaf on a crest pta wave, 
; Or. the mist of thOceanAs spray.

The sun goes forth'!;
It trails through ’’ 

But sinks at last inti 
ghat’s tinged witq!

iplendor; 
ire skies, 
iws .
Imson dyes.

1
"But are not all Methodists, at least 
more than two-thlrds, Unlversalists? I

Do they not all believe In universal re-1

In the warmth of the morning sun, 
; New flowers their, petals unfold, - 

Radiant in delicate tints
With the secret of (lie untold. .

They waft their perfunre far and near, 
Flaunting • their • blossoms and 

spray; • ’ ■ :
They linger and smile a little while 

' Then droop while life drifts away.
All life with Its beautiful dreams, / 

With its. hopes, .its joys and fears,
Is drifting away from' you and ■ from 

me ■ .: ■■■ •
To the home in the higher spheres.

I MRS. J. H. DALLAS.
1 Meriden,Conn.
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Child Culture. A.small book giving a treatise on how to rear chib 
dren according to the laws of physiological psychology, and mental mo 
gestioni By Newton R. Riddell. Price G5 cents. - «ug- .
Conflict Between Religion and Science, By J. W. Draper. Price $175

Christs of the Past and Present. By Rev. Moses Hull, a valnnhu 
book. Price, cloth, 35 cents j paper, 25 cents.

Clairvoyance. A book of 109 neatly-printed pages, pertaining to a 
system of philosophy of clairvoyance, its law, nature and unfofiWnt 
By J. C. F. Grumbine. Price, cloth, $1.50.

Common Sense., A book of the Revolution, and yet adapted to the 
present day. A book to inspire the reader to love his free America Bv 
Thomas Paine., Paper, 15 cents. - ;

Concentration.. A spries of six symbol cards and a valuable pamnh- 
let on concentration, meditation and ihspiration, with instructions how 
to conquer yourself and develop your innermost faculties Bv 
G. Fixen. Price 50 cents. ’ • X ura

Confucious. Thfe moral aphorisms and tcrseological teachings of th 
sapient Chinese philosopher. To which is added a correct likeness o? 
the great philosopher and a sketch of his life. By Marcenus T? ir 
.■Wrigbt. price 25 cents. . ’

Continuity of Life a Cosmic Truth. By Prof. W. M. Lockwood th 
well-known lecturer. Those who have had the privilege of heari 8 
Prof. Lockwood lecture will understand and appreciate the' eharnM 8 
of this work. Price $1. uc“°c

Contrasts in Spirit Life, and the Recent Experiences of
Bowles. Given through the mediumship of Carrie E. 8. Twine °p • 
50 cents. z t rice,

Cosmian Hymn Book, A collection of original and selected hv 
for liberal aud ethical societies, for schools and the home 
by L. K. Washburn, Price, cloth, $1; paper, 50 cents, ’

Crimes of Preachers. This book is just what its title indicates—a 
thorough exposure of the inner life of those elect of earth. A very in 
teresting book. Price-35 cents. ‘

Cultivation of Personal Magnetism. By LeRoy Berrier. Price 50a.
Data of Ethics. By Herbert Speneer. Price 50 cents. ’ *
Death Defeated, or the Psychic Secret of How to Keep Young Hv

Dr. J. M. Peebles. Cloth bound. Price $1. ‘fl

had no Idea,” he says, "of'keeping it, 
and after it had fully recovered pnd 
seemed old enough to fly l opened the 
windows to let it fly away. To my as
tonishment it could not be driven 
out.”

In the meantime; unknown to Mr. 
Noe, a strong friendship had sprjjng 
up between the dog, Mousle, and the 
pigeon. From then until now they 
have been comrades, sleeping and 
playing together.

Their way of sleeping is amusing. 
Birds go to their nests only when 
darkness comes, and the pigeon will 
not retire until the gas ' is turned 
down, even though it may be 12 
o’clock at night.

Mousle could sleep regardless of 
time or light. But she soon learned 
that if she went to sleep her strange 
bedfellow would' not be in its accus- ■ 
tomed place between her front paws. 
Now they retire together^ the bird 
nestled between the paws under the 
dog’s neck and the dog W'lth her head 
.bent down aver the bird..

’ tigeon Jealous Of .{¿traders.
The pigeon seems to have changed 

its nature entirely, never evincing any 
desire to mate or run away. On the 
contrary, it fights bitterly any ln'- 
truder of the pigeon family that hap
pens to come upon the premises.

In their daily rambles in Lincoln 
Park Mr. Noe, Mousle, and Pidgie are 
invariably the center of attention. 
Nor does this annoy the old gentle
man.

"Why,” says he, "when my dog and 
pigeon come in sight the monkeys and 
tigers and, other animals receive no 
more attention. Sometimes hundreds 
crowd around us, amazed at the sight 
of so tame a pigeon and its evident af
fection for the dog.”

On the street the attention they at
tract is just as great. Pedestrians 
will stop and look on in surprise, and 
it is' no uncommon thing for a carriage 
or automobile to stop that its occu
pants may request a pose for their ko
daks, or to make offers to purchase. 
Mr. Noe has been offered substantial 
sums by admiring observers of his 
pets. He also received an offer from 
a dime museum agent. He was mere
ly to Bit on view with his pets and 
make a little speech, for which he was 
to receive $35 a week. The offer was 
declined.

Being ^sked whether he was not 
afraid that a sttange dog or cat might 
kill the bird, he replied: “Not while 
Mousle is around.”

When the weather is fine Mr. Noe 
frequently sits in the park and reads. 
His companions will play or sit con
tentedly near him until time to return 
home.

Mousie Is Getting Old.
But M8usie is old and tires quickly. 

Sometimes in a spirit of mischief the 
pigeon pecks her playfellow merciless-' 
ly on her back, picking out the most 
vulnerable spots, and though Mousie 
howls with pain, she never offers to 
harm'the bird. Mr. Noe explains that 
this is because the pigeon wants -to 
play and gets impatient because the 
dog is so old and lazy.

At home the two pets have the free
dom of the house. Mrs. Noe is as fond 
of the pets as her husband, and that 
only kindness is shown them is readily 
believed when one sees how they trust 
their master; When either Mr. or Mrs. 
Noe returns home after an ordinary 
absence they are affectionately greeted 
by the dog and the pigeon flies to the 
hand or shoulder to show Its delight. 
The same good fellowship is shown 
when Mr. Noe ■ gets his cap and coat 
preparatory. " to. leaving ..the house. 
Mousle is too old to make the wild 
demonstrations of a. puppy, but she 
barks-and shows In every move a read
iness to go along. • ■ '

The behavior of the pigeon is far 
more amusing. It waltzes around the 
floor, .ruffling its feathers, bobbing Its 
head up'and down, and-uttering its 
continuous ."gOok-a-too-goo, gook-a- 
too-goo.” ■ ' z

Form Ideal “Happy Family."
"It is hard tor me. td refuse their re

quests to go downtown with me,” said 
the old gentleman. „

On Christmas ¿day; Mousle received a 
present from her master in the shape 
of a plush robe or dog coat. One of 
the results of her old age was the fall
ing out of a great deal bf her hair. 
She gradually? became quite bald, and 
had no way to protect herself from the 
Medicine Hat-blizzard, -but now when 
she goes Out for 'a walk in cool weath
er, she gratefully permits herself to be 
infolded in-the coat that her master 
has so kindly provided?
. • Odd companions they are, ta be 
sure. But where in all the world Is to 
be found as remarkable a chain of 
friendship as that which links Mr.
Noe. Mousle, and Pidgie?

Death, Its Meaning and Result. By,John K. Wilson, a member of the 
Pennsylvania Bar. Cloth. Price, $R25.
. Dictionary of Dreams. One Thousand Dreams and Tlieir Interpreta
tions. By Dr. Robert Greer. Price, 25 cents.

Discovery of a Lost Trail. By Chas. B. Newcomb. A book that will 
help you see the beauty and joy of life. Price, $1.50.

Echoes from the World of Song. A collection of new and beautiful 
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Human Personality, and Its Survival of Bodily Death. By Frederio 

W. H. Myers. Edited by Richard Hodgson and Alice Johnson. Two. 
volumes. Price $12.

Hypnotism. By Albert Moll. Price $1.50.
Hypnotism. By L. W. DeLaurence. Price, paper, 50 cents ¡ cloth, $1, 
Hypnotism and Suggestion. By C. Lloyd Tuekeyx Price, $3.
Hypnotism. An Experimental Study. By Dr. R. von Krafft-Ebing. 

Price, $1.25.
Hypnotism, Itó History and Present Development. By Fredrik Bjom- 

strom, M. D. Price 75 cents. „
. Immortality. Its naturalness, its possibilities and proofs. By J. M< 

Peebles, M. D. Price lO cents. ■ •
Influence of the Zodiac Upon Human Life. This book states the sim« 

pie principles of the Zodiac in simple terms, and in a manner highly in
teresting and instructive. . By Eleanor Kirk. Price, cloth $1. '

Ingersoll's Lectures. Forty-four addresses and answers to his critics. 
A portly-volume containing an immense amount of matter. ’ Price, post
paid, $1. : : '. -

Inner Life Mysteries Explained. The present age and inner life, an- 
cient and modem. By Andrew Jackson Davis. Price $1; postage, 10c.

Interviews With Spirits. A real visit with friends on the other sida 
of life and a familiar talk. An interesting book. By Carrie E, 8, 

' ' .Twing, medium. Price 50 cents. . , .
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nKAmmilY MAI»..—Sen4 Lock,ot Hair. 
It own brndwrltlng, SI, nnd stamps. Mrs. it. 
Newman. 71UJBtU st., 8 B. yVsahlnttton, D. O.

M spirituality. Price.81.. . . .
- Prayer;: Its .Uselessness and Unscien-

it. r. Poots.
11,7 Winthrop nvo.. Obtengo. Ill.

Resolution Adopted by the Nation, 
al Spiritualist Association.

Do You Attend Dark Seances for Mate- 
— riaUzatlon. Etc.?

cave, and ivhereVer Mithra was wor
shiped. the cafe was consecreated to 
him: as the 'highly, mysterious cav
ern" was sacred to the sun god of 
Egypt.—Gerald Massey.

MRS. -MÂMÏË' HELYETT, 
Tralice >Mcdium.

ruses. The. birthday of Mithra; 
invincible one. was celebrated as

Be Sure Io Read This, 
■ Frftucea L- Loucks; ono of the greatest uaychic 
wonders living limolilo fiplrltuul X-ray to lo 
cate all internal diseases. A trial will convince

• [Advertisement.]
ARE YOU AN EASY MARK?

Another Explanation in Reference 
the Same. .

homa, Nebraska, Iowa and Illinois. 
Correspondents please address our 
home. No. 1082 Trumbull avenue. De
troit. Mich. Mail will be forwarded 
to us from this address wherever we

h. 1?. POOLE—Dear Sir:—The apoetaolea you 
sent are perfect, ami If I ever waul another pair 
I will surely apply to yon. With mdtay thanks. 
MUS. M. L. SOUTHERLAND. Huron. S. Dak.

REJIEMBER, 
charge for diagnosing your case. 
PR. CHARLES IL WATKINS, 

HOTEL WESTLAND, 
Baek Hay, Boston, Mass.

ancient festival, on the 25th of De’ 
cember, the day of solstice, 
Christmas day. He was born in a

Mrs, Dr. Caird, 
Clairvoyant-Mid Antomatto Writing 

■ " UMeftium.

fcWp Wer
QUARTERLY REPORT.

weak and struggling societies.
We visited Whitewater. Wis., 

held three successful- meetings 
Morris Pratt Institute building;

Mr. and Mrs. Sprague Give a Detailed 
Account of their Missionary .

Work. .

you.' NervouaexhauHtlon and loot vigor of both 
Boxes BUCcesHfully treated, uh hundreds can tes
tify. bend name. age. sex. complexion, one lead
ing symptom.-and ten cents In etamps, and vou 
•Will receive a correct dlugnoBls of your case free, 
worth dollar« to you. Be auro to write your owp 
- " -'Dr. J-8- Loucks, who lately.paased on.

qeB to treat tho sick through my mcdhim- 
Addrcss all letter» to

LIBRA HERB COMPANY.
Weare gathering herbs, fresia from the hand, 

of nature, which grow in abundance herein 
the.mountalus, placed here by.ah all wise Crea
tor for the benofit of mankind.- - Write us to r de- 
Bcdptive’matter. - -- •
, , LIBRA. HERB CO., Salt Lake City, Utah.
Lock Box 1743. .-

Ä GRAND OFFER!
' FOR ONE MONTH ONLY.
Send age, sex, leading symptom and; 

your ajdißss, and we will diagnose 
your disease

. missionaries.
Millersville, according to the census . 

of 1900 has a population of 210 in- Mich, 
habitants, but we had nearly double to ub.

N. S. A. Missionaries’ Report.

Our last quarterly report left us at 
St. Louis, Mo., where we took part in 
a three days’ anniversary meeting held 
in the beautiful Spiritualists’ Temple 
on Pine street.

This was a treat" meeting. The 
speakers and mediums all did excel
lent work. Mrs. Anna L. Gillespie of 
California, who was present, was at 
her best, and won the applause and 
approbation of all. This, we think 
was her first appearance on a St. Louts 
platform, but it will not be her last.

St. Louts has "home talent" that 
can hardly be excelled, and a good 
number ot speakers and mediums, 
some of whose names we cannot now 
recall, so will mention none, took part [in the services, each one adding a1 
share to the success of these meetings.

The lyceum was one of the great 
features of the meeting. The lyceum 
exercises consisting of music, 
marches, recitations,, etc., had a win
ning effect upon the large ajidience. 
Little ones, and some larger grown, 
gave to us older ones truths pertain
ing to the teachings of our harmonial 
philosophy and they were given i in 
such a way as to touch our sympathies 
and create in us'a greater love for 
our beautiful religion. We could not 
refrain from sending out a silent 
heartfelt prayer that all the world 
might be led to understand and enjoy 
this blessed truth‘of ours. Spiritual
ists should have more Lyceums, and 
the St. Louts Spiritualists can give 
them “pointers” on how to make the

tion which was held in the same place 
the three days following our meetings.

While at .Whitewater we received 
letters from Macomb urging ub to re
turn aud hold more meetings. By ad
vice of Brothers Barrett and Warne 
whom we met at Whitewater, we went 
back, there intending to remain two 
or three days.

On our arrival we were-both take^ 
sick. Mrs. Sprague was bo very sick 
that we were frightened. Sho came 
near having nervous prostration. Wd 
never spent such a night. The Inces
sant work of the past few months, 
much, traveling, excitement and nerv
ous strain, brought us to u realization 
41iat there, was a limit to our endur
ance, and - tljat. nature’s demands 
must, not be ignored, so we gave up 
the work in I Macomb for the time be
ing, and took the train for our daugh
ter’s home In Grand'. Rapids, Mich. 
Though we had many true-hearted 
and noble .friends in Macomb who 
would have done all In their power 
for our .comfort, we felt that we would 
rather be with our daughter if we wflre 
to be sick. Here wq remained but a 
short time in Grand Rapids, but 

, moved oh' toward homo, stopping to 
fill an engagement of three meetings 
at Elyria, Ohio.

We found the Elyria society in good 
condition. That excellent and Inde- 

i fatlgable worker, f: W. Martin, is 
। again president of the society, ahd 
. whatever he undertakes to do he does 
■ well. This society is one of the best 
: In that state. It has some of the best 
J workers and has two or three speak- 
- ers who have developed In the home

lyceum a success.
We left St. Louis feeling happy in 

the knowledge that our cause Is in 
good hands, and that each year marks 
its growth as well as an Improvement 
in the methods of work.
. We next visited Millersville, Mo., 
where we held "protracted” meetings 
for a week. Everybody nearly for 
miles around, attended the meeting». 
Each evening the streets were filled 
with fine carriages and other vehicles 
of various descriptions. One man 
came by public conveyance forty miles 
and remained until .the close of the 
meetings. He told us he had been 
well paid for the time and expense, 
which of course was gratifying to the!

meetings. . .
. We enjoyed meeting once more 

with tlie earnest and congenial souls 
with whom we labored when this so
ciety-was first formed; and algo to 
meet the new ones who have come Into 
the fold since, some of them through 
the good work of the society. It is al
ways a pleasure to the missionaries to 
see the good resulting from their ef-, 
forts and in Elyria as well as in multi
tudes of-other .places the:evldence of 
the value of missionary work is plenti
ful. - -

May the good angels inspire all the 
workers to renewed efforts in behalf 
of our.beloved cause. We arrived in 
Jamestown May 31, since Which time 
we have held no meetings, and we 
shall hold none until we begin our 
camp-meeting work at Hazlett Park, 
Mich.

During our vacation we have moved 
[-from Jamestown, N. ¥., to Detroit,

Our vacation has been a rest
: vu uo. We-have worked hard in mov- 

that number In our audience on one ■ hut the change in occupation has 
occasion. The railroad Is nine miles । improved our health. We are In ex- 
away, and Lhere was no telephone, eellent 'condition for our camp work. 
There is but ore church in the village | _111^e rank, Mich.;
and that is a Spiritualist church, and' Clinton, Iowa; Delphos, and Winfield, 
It is paid for. It Is large enough to , Kansas, camps, closing our camp 
seat- about three or four hundred ; work at the last named place the first 
people, and every denomination is . Sunday in September when wo will be 
welcome to use it. The few Christians I ready to visit places, in Kansas, Okla-
have given un trying to convert the .1 
Spiritualists of Millersville, and use < 
the church no more. '

We were treated royally. Every- 1 
thing was done to make the meetings 1 
the great success thev proved to be.- • 
Millersville is prouerly named. We 
must have been introduced to at least 
one hundred Millers, men and women. 

" and a large proportion of them were
Spiritualists.

Mr. George H. Miller, who- is tlie 
president of the society is a pioneer 
BnirituaUst and a grand, good man.

.His good brother, whose-first name we 
cannot now recall, was once a- Unlver- 
salist minister, though for many years 
he has been a Spiritualist and has 
given his services to this society and 
community without money and with
out price.

Mr. N. P. Stearns is the secretary of 
the society. He Is a well Informed 
and enthusiast*: Spiritualist and a 
great helper In the work.

A large and excellent choir, com
posed mostly of the younger members 
of the socletv. furnished the music for 
our meetings.

The reader can easily see that, 
though this village Is small and quite 
a distance from a railroad, wlih a 
widely scattered population, yet the 

■ cause ot Spiritualism is made to thrive 
and become a blessing to many people.

Energy. Independence and persever
ance built this church, organized this 

■ Bocletv and made Spiritualism the 
popular religion of the country around 
Millersville. Dear reader, have you 
not better opportunities and condi
tions in which to work fov-the upbuild
ing ot the cause of Spiritualism than 
had these hardv sons of toil? If so. 
then should vou not take courage and 

( proceed at once-to lend a helping hand 
■ to those who are laboring so earnestly 

to advance our cause and bless the 
world? Oh! if every Spiritualist 
would do a little what a mighty work 

. could be done.
We next visited Beardstown. Ill., 

where we held two meetings in the 
. Court House. These were the first 

public Spiritualist meetings ever held 
In this town. Brothers John C. Dally. 
Sr., and W. F. Throckmorton, assisted 
by perhaps a half dozen others, ar
ranged for our coming. Much inter
est in our work was shown, and we 
should have remained longer, but 
having previously engaged to serve 
the Farmer City society, we hade

July 28, 1900.

LIST OF CAMP-MEETINGS.
Send in Your Dates and Name of Sec- 

. retiuy at Once.

A l*aper that Never Falters, Never Pauses in Its Effort for the Greatest Good to 
the Cause of Spiritualism, Science, Morality, Higher Thought, and a Better Life.. 
Never Lacking .for Life and the Dissemination of Most, Important Mind-Food.

Spirituaiist^Meetings.
It la important when a meeting 1» 

suspended, that notice bo given us, bo 
that inquirers may not be mislead.' We 
want new notices of all meetings being 
held hero Ln public halls at the present' 
time. ■

First German Spiritualist Society on 
the West Side. Meetings every Sunday 
at 3 p. m. in GarBelman's Hall, corner 
Ashland avenue and W. 13th street

The Light of Truth Church will hold 
services tn Hopkins’ Hall 528 W 63rd 
street, near Stewart avenue. Confer
ence at 3 p. m. Lecture at 7:45.“ Mes
sages at each service.- Midweek meet
ing Thursday 3 p. m. Mrs. Jeffery Bur- 
land, paBtor. ' -

The Church of tho Faych’o Forces 
holds services at Wilcox Hall, corner 
Champlain avenue and 43d street, every 
Sunday. Conference at 3 p. m. Lec
ture at 8 p’. m.’ The hall number is 301- 
863 East 43d street. Conducted by Mrs. 
lea Cleveland.

Golden Huje , Spiritualist Society, 
Nora E. HUI, pastor; Dr./J. H. Ran
dall, assistant pastor. Holds services 
every Sunday evening during July and 
August, at O'Donnell’s College Hall,- 
Paullna street, near Washington Bou
levard." All welcome,

Temple Light and'Trulli, 370 Waban- 
sia avent;o, . near Robey street and 
North1 avenue. .Sunday-school 10:30 a. 
m. Lectures and spirit messages given 
at 3 and 8 p. m., by Mrs. T. Loll, pastor, 
every Sunday, in German ¿nd English.

The Hyde park Occult Society holds 
regular Sunday evening' services, 7:45 
o'clock, kt 319 E. 55th street, between 
Kimbark and Monroe avenues. Jackson 
Park cars pass the door. The best tal
ent'available will be secured for all 
meetings. To spread the truth is thè 
object of this society. Address all com
munications to Miss Eva L., Stewart', 
corresponding .secretary, 455 ,,E. 55th 
street ’ Entrance to hall, 319 B. 55tb

The Christian Fathers identified the 
birth of Christ both with the time of 
the vernal equinox and .thd printer 
solstice.

Cassiqi had demonstrated the fact 
that tbe date assigned to the birth of 
Christ Is astronomical. It is calcu
lated. according to the tradition of 
the Roman church, by an astronom
ical epoch, in which, as shown by the 
modern-tables, the middle conjunc
tion of.-the moon with the sun hap-, 
pened on the 24th of March, according 
to the Julian form (re-established a' 
little after by Augustus), at half-past 

i one o’clock in the morning, at the me
ridian of Jerusalem, the very day of 
the middle equinox.

The day following the 25th was 
the day of Incarnation according to 
tradition of the church as represented 
by Augustine, but which was the time 
of birth according to Clement Alexan
dria. There thp Incarnation' with 
the conjunction df the Bun and moon 
at the end and re-Jieginning of the 
equinoctial year. Nine months after 
this conjunction ot the solar father 
and lunar mother, who are portrayed 
in the earliest known picture of the 
crucified, the divine child was born 
in the winter solstice. December 25. 
the date assigned to the birth of the 
young sun god Mithras, and to Horus 
the child in Egypt. . i

Plutarch tells us that the virgin 
mother Isis was delivered of Harpoc- 
rates (i e.. Horus considered as the 
child of the mother alone) about the 
winter tropic, he being In the first 
shootings and sprouts very imperfect 
and tender, which is the reason, as the 
Egyptians say. that when the lentils 
begin to spring up they offer him 
their first tops tor first fruits. They

them adieu with a promise to return 
at an early date.

At Farmer City, 111., we learned 
that the society had been holding no 
meetings during the winter. The 
roads had been so bad that they were 
almost useless some ot the time, and 
they were not much improved when 
we arrived.

Ottr audiences were not large, but 
the people were appreciative and some 
who were not Spiritualists, expressed 
.themselves as being much pleased 
with our work.

Our Easter sermon which we 
thought was a logical and pleasing 
one. did not seem to please a Chris
tian minister who was present, and 
later on we were informed that he 
had given notice that he would reply 
to it. which he did. The Spiritualists 
went to hear him with the intention of 
reporting his sermon, and having us 
reply to it. Ijjjt after hearing it. they 
wrote us that it amounted to nothing, 
to his side, and did us no harm, and 
that we bad better save our ammuni-1 
tion for larger game. _

We filled a three days engagement 
at Decatur. Ill., where we have a socie
ty chartered with the Illinois State 
Association. This is a small society, 
composed of earnest souls. They have 
kgpt It going since we organized it two 
years ago last spring. They needed 
our assistance very much, and we did 
.the best we could for them and when 
we-left them their energy and zeal 
registered a notch higher In the scale 
and thev were thankful taat the N. S. 
A. furnishes missionaries to help

tended the Wisconsin. State Eonven-

Interest in the various Spiritualist 
camp-meetings has commenced,x and 
secretaries of the same should report 
at once to this office, so that proper 
announcement as to dates and officeis 
can be made.

OIL PAINTINGS.
Original Landscnpo Oil paintings: size 8x0 Inch

es. Mailed postpaid* on receipt or 11, Satisfac
tion guaranteed oB.mnuoy refunded. Send lock 
of hair or somcihior that has your magnetiem. - 
Each pictUro>pulnted exclusively for Um person 
ordering jt. Every picture: original, from sug
gestions that coinovwhh your leltn*. A thing of 
beauty for a wigwam; best material mmd: nic- 

Jure onBtreidlier. Address, COOPER WALKER, 
28 Ogden avenue, Chicago, : 

’sPIRinJAlT HEALINgT
My Treatment Is Natural and a 

Strictly Practical System. '
! In my capacity ns a healer, success bus crowned 

me and gone beyond ■ my expectations. Diseases 
ot women a Specialty, and. absent treatments 
given snccosBfun.v without medicine "or opera-:' 
tion. Write forlnll particulars, bontpreo.

ALBERT EMBREE.
235 N Calif 8t.t Stockton, Cal,-

and al! who are suffering with
< STOMACH TROUBLE

If it is not cancer or ulcerated stom
ach, we will charge you for healing 
flame only 85.00 per month, and all 
other chronic diseases, a great reduc
tion will be made,'

Write today. Do not delay.

Onset Camp.
Onset camp commences its thirtieth 

annual meeting, July 22, and-closes 
August 26. For full programs ad
dress the secretary, Onset, Mass.

Lake Brady, Ohio.
The fifteenth annual session of this 

camp will commence July 1 and en^ 
Sept. 2. For full particulars address 
A. G. Keck, Akron, Ohio.

City of Liglit Assembly.
The season opens at Lily Pale, N, 

Y„ July 13, and closes September 3. 
For program address Laura G, Flxeu, 
General: Manager. t. ?

Ocean Gr,ove Camp.
This camp' is located - at Harwich, 

Mass., and-opens July8" and closes 
¡ July 22J 1906. -For programs an,d In
formation,-write Mra.'Mary B; Small, 
South Harwich. Mass. :

Lake Pleasant, Mass.
■Lake Pleasant Camp opens July 29, 

and closes Aug. 27. For full pro
grams address Albert P, Bllnn, 8 

.Grove Place, Norwich, Ct.
Mt, Pleasant Park, Clinton, la,

Effie I. Chapman, Cambridge, Vt 
After the camp opens address each ol 
the above at Queen City Park, Vt.

Freeville Gump.
The Freeville Camp, N. Y., open! 

July 22 and closes August 19. Fol 
programs write to Miss Victprl» 
Moorfl, Dryden, N. Y.

Delphos (Kuns.) Camp,
Opens on August 10, closing on thq 

27th. Address all communications td 
I. N. Richardson, secretary, DelpiioSj 
Kansas.

Pai'klnnd, Pa.
The third annual session of Park« 

land Heights Camp opens July, 1, and 
closes August 2, 1906. Elizabeth M. 
Fish, secretary, Floral Heights, Park« 
land, Eden, Pa.

Mt. Park, Okla.
A camp-meeting of the Spiritualists 

of Oklahoma will be held at Mt. Park, 
Commencing August 23, 1906, and 
holding ten days. For particulars ad- 

. dress Rev. T. W. Woodrow, . Hobart, 
I Okla., or R. G. Lee, R. R. No. 1, Sny
der, Okla.

A MESSAGE TO OUR READERS.

The twenty-fourth ; annual camp
meeting at Mt. Pleasant Park,
July 29 and closes August 26.

opens 
Pro-

MORRIS PRATT INSTITUTE.
A School Under the Auspices 

ofSpirJlualsm.
Thoroughly qualified teachers. A two-year’» 

conroe prepares eaposluDy for pubMe an 1 pri
vate work; open to nil of both scxbb over 15. Ad
mittance without examination. Terms reason
able. Write for Catalogna to ■

A- J. WEAVER, Pdn.' 
MOSES HULL. Pr B. - • 
EMMA-J. OWEN, See. ' r

ffl W, M. Dé
HEALER.

READ AND REJOICE!
Frofnssor of Electric Vibratory Thera- 

peiitlc*. after a series of marvelous experi- 
taeuts. Is ‘X-repavcd to make th» following an
nouncement: Give me your name In full, location, 
date of olrth, your favorite color and songs With 
this daU I will furnish, u psycho-physical chart 
of any individual by which health, happiness 
and business success' can be secured. To give 
all an opportunity, these charls will bo furnished 
in clubs of ten, until October 1, for 25e. each. 
Euuh-subscrlber becomes a member of the School 
of Trluuo Life Culture, entitled to monthly lu- 
BimcUoua. Has to obtain'the best results, phys
ically and psychically, Address,

School of Therapeutics,
< 119 Wisconsin Blreet, Milwaukee, Wis.

Street. ' ' I
The Rising Sun Mission holds serv

ices- every Sunday . morning at 11 | 
o’clock, lyceum; locures-and tests at 
3 p. m., and lectures and song Service ! 
at 8 p. m. Advanced.speaker^, good 
test mediums and good singing. Tem
ple. Oakley Uoul., between Jackson 
Boul. and Aflame street. ■

Spiritual Mission Chapel (Old 77) 
77- East Thirty-first street.-- Services 
leVery-Sunday at 3 .ahd «8 p.- m.. Sclen- 
¡Hflc: and philosophical;,, lectures: besi 
paychicvand message-bearers.m attend
ance. Prof. F. M. Stoller-.-ebfaductor.

The German-English Society, Bund 
der Wahrheit No. 18. holds services ev
ery'Sunday evening at 8 , o clock ifl 
Brand's. Hall; 153’ North - avepue. be
tween. Halsted and Clybourn." Also 
every Thursday evening in Math.“ Jung's 
•Hall. 1071 Lincbln avenue, southeast 
corner Ashland aud Lincoln avenues; 
entrance first door north, of Howard's 
theater. Frank Joseph, medium. Ev
erybody welcome.

Church of the North Star Spiritual 
Union, Incorporated. Meetings-Sun
days at 8 p. m. sharp, at Peris Hall. 
1546 Milwaukee avenue, near Western
avenue. Mrs. Letzter. speaker and I 
medium. All welcome. . ■

Chicago Spiritual Alliance Church, in 
Vincennes-Hall. 35th and Cottage Greve 
avenue. Mrs. Mav Elmfl. phstor. All 
welcome. Services at 8 and 8 p^m.

Spiritual Science Society meets every 
Sunday-from 2 to 10 p. tm. at Arlington 
Hall. N. W. corner of 31st street and 
Indiana avenue. Admission, free. 
Mrs. Dixon will always be in attend
ance. Others will assist. These 
meetings, will be continued all summer. 
Dr. Beverly, president, No. 44 East 31st 
street. . •

Mrs. Mary Hill holds meetings every 
Sunday and Wednesday evenings at 320 
Flournoy street. Good speakers and 
messages.

Divine Spiritual Church holds meet
ings every Sunday afternoon and 
evening at 2:30 and 7:30. in H-ygeia 
Hall, corner Ogden avenue and-Robey 
street. Good music.- All welcome. 
Rev. Lucy A. Hodge Koontz, pastor.

I The Christian Spiritualist Sooiety 
; holds tent meetings every Sunday af
ternoon and evening at 3 -and 8 p. m., 
at Reiger s Grove. DesPlaines River 
and West Madison street, conducted 
by Miss Sarah Thomas. ..

also observe the festival of her after
birth (the Hebrew shiloh) or Horus, 
the son of. the Father, af^er vernal 
equinox. These two astronomical 
dates were continued paut de rnieux. 
by the equinoctial christolators. who 
could not-account for them in the ab-i 
sence of the gnosis, hence the solstice 
and spring equinox are both assigned 
as the time of..the one birth, which is 
impossible as human history, but is 
true to the mythos and the two Ho-

“A Conspiracy Agamstthe Republic." I 
By Charles B. Waite, A. M., author ot I 
"History of the Christian Religion to I 
the Year 200." etc. A condensed state
ment of facts concerning the efforts of 
church leaders to get conrrol of the gov
ernment. An important work. Paper. 
25 cents.

"The Light of Egypt." Polunins 1 
and 2. An occult library in its: fit. a 
text-book of esoteric knowledge as 
taught by Adepts of-Hermetic PMlos- 
ogifi Price 82 per volume

"After Her Death. The Story of a 
i Summer." By -Lilian ■ Whiting. No 
I mind that loves spiritual thought can 
| fail to be fed and delighted with this 
book. Beautiful spiritual thought, com- 
bming advanced i<eaS on the finer and 
ethereal phases of Spiritualism, leading 
tho mind onward into the purer atmos
phere of exalted spiritual truth. A 
book for the higher life. Price, cloth- 
81.00.

"Death Defeated: or thePsychlc Se
cret of How .to Keep Young." By J. M. 
Peebles, M. D., M. A., Ph. D., Price Si

DR. CAIRD: will-be pleased to-see 
patients requiring:!, VITAL TREAT
MENT. and explain hls-mothods. W ill 
also give treatment and advice for the 
development ot latent Psychic Power. 
Consultation,-free. ', Treatment $1.00 
each, or course ot-.flfteen for 810.00. 
Office 6 .Second-street. Lily Dale. -N. Y.

FRED P. EVANS, 
■ Famous Medium for 

glafewriting, Clairvoyance, Etc., 
Sincy the recent calamity hi San Francisco, may 
be addressed as follows; Fred P. Evans, Los Ga
tos. California. Rural 21). Seances or reudlngu by 
mull may be obtained by writing to Mr. Evans for 
particulars. 8PKCIAL— Mr. Evans hue a few 
copies of hie famous book ‘’F^cbography,n on 

‘hand.- This work was published at 12.50 per copy, 
and is devoted to the many marvelous slate writ
ing experiments given through his mediumship. 
Alaa explains how the writing Is done, and how 
he developed his wonderful power. The book is 
profusely illustrated. Whilo they last you can 
have a copy, postpaid, for 11.20.

At the regular meeting of tlielioard 
of trustees of the N. S. A., held at 
headquarters in Washington. D. O- 
the following was -unanimously adopt
ed at its session. May 0.1000:

Whereas, certain so-called Spirit
ualists. for the purpose of nuiking -se
cure the PRACTICE OF FRAUDU
LENT MEDJUMSHII- whereby an in
nocent public may be DECEIVED 
AND ROBBED, and the most sacred 
feelings of human, hearts outraged by 
simulating the forms of and messages 
from their dead. are seeking to unite 
all fake mediums, their tools, follow
ers and dupes jntoa secret oathbound 
fraternity that will defend their trick
ery: and,

Whereas, they are wilfully, for their 
own selflsh-ends, representing the offi
cial board of the N. S. A, ns opposed 
to all physical or other legitimate 
phases of mediumship-,-therefore, be it

Resolved. That we call attention of 
all thoughtful Spiritualise to the fol- 

I lowing resolution which was unani- 
i mously adopted by our annual con

vention_pf 1901, and which is still the 
authoritative expression of the N; S. A- 
upon the question of phenomena, and 
Is heartily concurred in by eacli 
member of. the present board of tho 
N. 8. A., to-wit:

"Be It resolved by the delegates to 
the National Association here assem
bled that-we believe in; and stand for. 
GENUINE" PHENOMENA of every 
renutable nhasc.

To the Editor:—In your valuable 
paper of June 26, our brother corre- 
spondent'of Denver, Colo:. A. F. Cool, 
is in error about steam causing earth
quakes. - Dry, saturated or super
heated steam Is non-exploslve.. All 
the fires within the earth could not 
generate steam fast enough to give it 
sufficient force to cause it to break 
through the earth s crust, for the rea- 
bou that the steam would condense. 
A very large body of water. .Instantly; 
converted into steam. Is-, the cause of~ 
seismic disturbances. Water by boil- i 
ing loses the greater portion of the ox- i 
ygen that it holds in solution: when ' 
that isMlie case, it will explode. When 
the oxygen is boiled out of the water. > 
it is not water, but a bed of electricitv.

Water is the most dangerous com
pound known, and still with dare It is 
the safest. A housewife will give a 
hot stove a wide range if there are two 
or three drops of water under a dish- 
pan on the stove. One.hundred gal
lons of water instantly, converted into 

; steam will create, a.force.of 160.860,- 
l 000 pounds. O. V. DAILEY.

Hamilton. Ohio. -

"The Molecular Hypothesis ot Na
ture." By Prof. Wm. M;-' Lockwood 
Professor Lockwood- is recognized as 
one of the ablest-lecturers-on the spir
itual rostrum. In this littje volume he 
presents in succinct form-the-substaneo 
of bls lectures on the" Molecular Hy- 
potbesls of Nature: and presents his 
views ns demonstrating a scientific ba
sis of Spiritualism.- The book is com
mended to all who love-to study and 
think. Price. 25 cents. •

■¡Spirit Ecaoes. .By Mattie E. Hull- 
This pretty volumd contains -fifty-seven 
of the authors latest -and choicest po
ems. Neatly bound in cloth, snd with 
portrait of ihe author. 'Brice. 75 cents.

"Spiritual Songs for- the. Use of cir- 
des. Campmeetings and Other, Spiritu
alist Gatherings. -- -By Mattie E. Hull;

[Wto lO cents.

Ottawa Canin.
Spiritualist Camp-meeting 

tion. Forest I-ark. Ottawa 
August 17 to 27 Incluslvfl.

■ A I JnnrlppFi if Restores Lost Vision. 
H WUIIUDI I UI Write for Illuntraled Circular 
xnontanin Bhowlnir »Wleaantl prltcsana 
OUuLLdljIUi photo Qf 6plrlt Yarnit^ whodo* 
vdoped thia Clalrvoyaut power in mo. I can ad> 
lust my Melted Pebble Lena Spectacles perfect
ly to your eyes at your own homo -and aend by 

• malk -os if you-wero-lmuy tyffleo. ThoueandR will

grams and information given to all 
who write to Mrs. M. B. Anderson, 
secretary, Clarkesville, Mo.

Summerland Camp.
The Summerland Spiritualist Asso

ciation will hold its annual camp
meeting the last week In June, begin
ning June 24. Mrs. F. Lee, secretary.

Winfield (Kansas) Comp.
The Winfield Camp Association will 

hold its thirteenth annual camp-meet
ing, commencing Aug..24, and closing 
Sept. 2. Mrs. Maud K, Gates, presl- I 
dent, 807 North Manning street, Win
field, Kans.; Mrs. Addie McAllister, 
secretary, Winfield, Kans.

Neiv Era Camp, Aregon.
The New Era Camp-meeting begins 

July 8, and continues over four Bun
days. Address Rev. G. C. Love, pres
ident, 934% C street, Tacoma, Wash.

Sunapee Lake Camp, N. II.
Sunapee Lake Spiritualist Camp 

at Blodgett's Landing, N. H., com
mences July 29, 1906, and closes Aug. 
26. For programs and information 
write to the secretary, Lorenzo Wor
then, Hillsboro Bridge, N. H.

Wonewoc Camp-Meeting.
The Western Wisconsin Camp Asso

ciation holds its annual camp-meeting 
in Unity Park, Wonewoc, Wis.July 
15 to August 13. For particulars and 
programs write Gertrude Spooner, sec
retary. Wonewoc. Wis.

Which Contains the Result of Medita* 
tion, Reflection and Philosophizing 
on the Part of the Venerable 
Writer.
I am glad to know that we are in 

the lowest sphere, and have a chance 
.to rise to higher planes of existence, 
through the spiritual .world to the ce
lestial.

I realize that I am getting old, and 
reflect much on the various experi
ences thatT have had ujion the earth 
plane, and of the great extremes that 
we all have to endure in our earthly, 
existence.

The hope of a better life over yon
der, cheers all aspiring souls amidst 
the trials, sorrows and afflictions ot 
this mundane sphere.

All humanity are a part of nature,
and go to extremes just 
weather.

The older we become, and 
we learn, we see how little

like the

the more 
we know,

Associa- 
Kansas.

for programs. H. W. Henderson, 
ident. Lawrence. Kans.: Mrs. 
Cook Pearson, secretary. Spring 
Kansas.

Chesterfield Camp.
Begins June 16 

Mrs. Lydia Jessup, 
son. Ind. ,

Forest Home

Write 
. pres- 

May 
Hill.

and ends Sept. 3 
secretary. Ander-

Camp. Mich.
This camp opens July 29 and 

closes August 19. Any preson desir
ing programs or Information regard
ing camp grounds or camp work, will 
please write to the secretary, who will 
answer all Inquiries. 1’. H. Leaner, 
president: Mrs. Ruth Eastman, secre
tary. Mancelona. Mich.

Ciiijip Progress.
Meetings are held at Mowerland 

Park. Upper Swampscott. Mass., every 
Sunday beginning June 3. and closing 
Sept. 30. B. H. Blaney. preBident. 
150 Elm street. Marblehead: Mr. H. 8. 
Gardiner, secretary. 28 Cabot street. 
Salem.

AN ASTONISHING OFFER
Send- thfee two-cent stamps, lock ot 

hair." age: name and tho leading symp
tom. and your disease will bo diagposed 
free by spirit power.

Mrs. Dl Dobson-Barker,
280 North Sixth St.

San Jose, Cali

-Right Generation the’Key to the 
Kingdom of ¡Heaven on Earth.” By Dr " 
M.-E Conger.: Am appeal’to reason and 
mans highest aspirations. A plea for 
justice and equality in all the relations 
of life between men- - and women. 
Leatherette. 40 cents.- . I
. -The Attainment of Womanly Beau- । 
ty of Form and Features. - The Cultiva
tion-of Personal Beauty: Based on Hy- l 
glene and Health Culture. By twenty 
nhvsicianu ,and specialists. Edited by 
Albert Turner.". Of special interest 
and value. Pride Si; -

- "An Infamous Dynamite Roman Cath
olic ConspiracyDetScted and Exposed.” 
."Romanism ¡Exposedi Two pamphlets 
by Rev. J. G.- W-hU# author of "Start
ling Facts.” PrlcejvlO cents each, or 
two for 15 cents. ..e •

"Death. Its-Meaning and Results.” 
By J. K. Wilson, o tithe Pennsylvania 
Bar. An absorbingly interesting - vol
ume. of decldedtivahife. A narrative ot 
wonderful? psyohicalievents in the au
thor s experience. Sloth,- 560 pages, u- 
lustrated. 81.25. . -

"Life and Morali(Axioms ot Con
fucius." is the tltleibf a 62 page pam
phlet. which contains many of the 
moral aphorisms ; catid terseologlcal 
teachings of 'thiqsapient Chinese phil
osopher. who HvedvBSl years before 
the Christian Esa, alid whose wise 
precepts have -left a’lasting impression 
upon all: .subsequent' nations. By 
Marcenus R. K; Wright Price 2 Sets

"How to Train Children ’and Pa- 
' rents. - -Mrs. Elizabeth Towne - takes 
the position that in many cases it is-the 
parents..that need, the, training- more 
than the children, and, advises parents 
to look to themselvffs. Twenty-five 
cents could not be’better, spent than in 
buying this little book.; Anyone that 
has tho care of .children should read it 
Price 25 cents.

"Social Upbuilding, including Co-op
erative Systems and the Happiness and 
Ennoblement ofiUnmanlty." -. By E. D- 
Babbitt lL. T>., M.-D. -Thlh ¡comprises 
the last part ol Hanan Culture and

If so. would you mind having me ex
plain to you just HOWi 4LL FAKE 
WORK IS DONE, and how -you and 
others have been fooled and swindled 
by conscienceless scoundrels in the 
name of Spiritualism? " Mysteries of 
the Seance, a book of 64 large pages, 
written by a Spiritualist, for Spiritual
ists- tells the whole story, and will 
startle you with its amazing revela
tions. It not only.explains fully how 
nil these things are done by the fakes, 
but Instructs you how to detect and 
expose the tricksters. -This book is 
endorsed and recommended by the 
leading and ablest workers in our 
cause. I would like to place a popy 
in the hands of every true Spiritualist 
and investigator in the land. If you 
are an honest Spiritualist and opposed 
to having the memory of your depart
ed friends insulted and outraged and 
your own intelligence made the sport 
of thdse "spiritual: grafters, it is your 
duty to assist in exposing and driving 
them out of business. My book will 
help vou to do it. Write me for spe
cial price by the quantity. Single 
copy- postpaid. 25 cents. ED LUNT. 
Station: A; Boston, Mass.

•■ The Kingship, ot Self-Control." By 
Wm. George-Jordan.. It treats' of the 
crimes of the .tongue, the Red Tape du
ty. the supreme charity of the world, 
the revelation..of,reserve power, etc. 
Price. 30 cents.

•■The. Infidelity.: pt, Ecclesiasticlsm. 
A Menace.to American Civilization." 
By Prof. Wm. Na-Lockwood, lecturer 
upon, physical, phyiologlcal and , psy
chic science. Demonstrator of the Mo
lecular .or Spiritual .Hypothesis of Na
ture. • Scholarly, masterly, trenchant 
Price. 25 cents.- .

"Tne. -Spiritual Significance, or. Death 
as an Event in Life.”.. By Lilian Whit
ing. One oCMIbb Whiting s most sug
gestive., intensely. interesting, spiritual 
books. It Is laden, with rich, thought-

Island
Island Lake Canin.
Lake Camp. Island Lake.

Mich., opens July 21. extending untli 
August 27. For programs or infor
mation write to the secretary. H. R. 
LaGrange. Brighton. Mich.

VIsksburg Camp.

of tilings terrestrial and celestial.
There are some great souls, like 

Hudson Tuttle, and many others who 
write tor The Progressive Thinker, 
who are fountains of wisdom. It is 
wonderful how they can discuss the 
great problems of life, learnedly and. 
scientifically.

It is wonderful how the scales are 
falling from my eyes, as I behold the 
errors and dogmas of the past centu
ries exposed, and coming to naught.

To think how the generations of 
past ages have been dee.etved by priest- 
-oraft, false leaders and teachers, It Is 
horrible to contemplate; and yet tn 
our day and generation the same pro
cesses are carried on, religiously and 
politically, as well as Intellectually.

Progress must always be slow so 
long as tho leaders and teachers use 
ignorance, prejudice and superstition 
as stepping-stones to their own ad
vancement and Interest, to assume 
control over the masses ot humanity.

Hudson Tuttle, in one of his books 
says: " The battle of hell has been 
fought and won." vet it seems to me 
more work is to be done to enlighten 
some people on that subject.

I he signs of the times Indicate that 
the awfnl doctrine of eternal torment 
has had its day. and is among the 
has-beens. No persons but popes and 
priests could conceive of such a terri
ble bugbear to scare the Ignorant peo
ple so thev could be kept under their 
dominant leadership.

I he idea that human beings are 
brought into this world of sin and 
vanity, without any choice of their 
own: and must then be punished eter
nally for their frailty and imperfec
tions that are inherited from one gen
eration to another, is too preposterous 
for enlightened people to believe any 
longer.

Away with the horrid doctrines of 
the awful past, and have all. both 
great and small, learn and teach love, 
mercy, virtue, honesty, morality, for- 
glyeness.rand right doing and living 
among our fellow-beings.

The Golden Rule may be as old as 
the hills, yet Its principles are excel
lent for all individuals and nations.

Some of our quthors tell us there 
never was such a man as Jesus, every
thing in reference to him being myth
ical or allegorical. Others claim he 
was a great reformer of his day. and

Vicksburg camp. Mich., opens
30 and closes August 29. 
particulars address Mrs. 
Fraser. Vicksburg. Mich.

Edgewood Camp. W

For
July 
full

Jeannette

ish
■ Commences July 29. and ends Aug. 
19. For full particulars address Geo. 
E- Knowlden, 955% lacoma Ave.. 
Tacoma. Wash.

Grand Ledge Catnip. Mich.
The Grand Ledge Spiritualist Camp

meeting opens July 21. and closes Au
gust 21. with Mr. Oscar A. Edgerly as 
presiding chairman. For full par
ticulars address J. W. Ewing or W. R. 
Divine of Grand Ledge, Mich,

• Unity Camo. Mass.
Opens on Sunday, June 4. and con

tinues every Sunday until the last Ot 
September.

Mantua Camp. Ohio.
This camp, located at Mantua 

tion. Ohio, will open July 9. and 
tinue to August 2 7. For further 
ticulars. address F. H. Sherwood, 
retary. Mantua Station. Ohio.

Harmony Grove Camp.

Sta 
con
par
sec-

an infidel to the Jews, 
clfied him because he 
errors and hvpocrlsv.

There seems to be a 
pute everywhere, and 1

The Jews cru- 
exposed their

anybodv will be lost, here or

world of dis- 
do not believe

here-

Harmony Grove Camp-meeting As
sociation will hold Its annual catap, 
July 22 to Aug. o. This camp is located 
three and one-half miles from Escon
dido. Cal. For further particulars in 
regard to the camp, address T. J. Mc- 
Feron. secretary, 528 Fir street. San 
Diego, Cal. I

Niantic Camp. Conn.
The Connecticut Spiritualist Camp- 

meeûng Association, at Niantic tamp 
Ground. Niantic, Conn.; .season of 
1906 commences June 12 and con
tinues until September 11., For full 
particulars address George Hatch. 
South Windham, Conn.

The Ashley. Ohio. ¡Camp.
' This camp opens Aug. 5, and closes 

August 26. For further particu
lars address Will Randolph, secretary. 
Ashley. Ohio.

■ Haslett Park, Mich.
The twenty-fourth annual assembly 

of Spiritualists at Haslett Park. Mich;, 
commences Aug. 6, ahd continues to 
September.3. For programs address 
E F- Spross. Okemos, or D. R. Jessop. 
Williamston.

Verona Park Camp;
The Verona Park -camp-meeting.

Me will open Aug. 12 and close Aug. 
A F. Smith, president.- Bangor. 
F. W. Smith, secretary. Rock-
Me. ■ .
Queen City Park Camp. Vt

Queen City Park Camp. South Bur
lington. .Vt." commences July- 29. and

■ r’»«- *«» uuu VUOU.CU-. ends Sept. 8; .For programs address
tlfic Assumption. By Henry M Taber I A F Hubbard president Tyson 8 N 
Erica 16 cants I Gould, vice president Randolph or

after, on account of belief. Without 
true knowledge and correct evidence, 
how shall we decide who is right and 
who Is wrong?

All should be guided by reason and 
logic, let the consequences be what 
they may. We learn through spirit
ual communication there are evil spir
its and good spirits, and that the evil 
ones cannot be relied upon for truth 
and veracity any more than human 
beings.

As the spirits pass out of human 
bodies, they still retain their personal 
idfentltv. but reach higher spheres of 
intelligence through progression and 
teachers of the higher spheres of ihe 
spiritual realm. This we learn 
through our honest and gifted medi
ums who receive the knowledge and 
evidence from the spiritual world.

Spiritual intercourse proves the 
truth of Spiritualism, and establishes 
the. true principle of immortality, and 
spirit return to earth. IVe have been 
taught by science and experience, that 
everything In nature Is controlled by 
law. and all beings are made to suffer 
the consequences who break Its laws.

Man Is but an atom before ths 
phvsical elements of nature, when they 

: go to exiremes, and become raging 
forces of destruction of lives and 
property. Tho silent powers of the 
universe are awful to contemplate 

( when they break forth In violence. 
I changing her own forms, and laving 
1 waste the cities and works of mankind

How helpless and frail is ifian be 
fore the elements! The Angels of 
love and mercy who go forth to minis 
ter to the siftferlng ones in times ot 
great distress and need, in those 
dreadful calamities that befall man 
kind In different .parts of the world, 
are human beings who have become 
educated, cultured and refined, 
through the process of love, goodnesi 
and sympathy, developed in the soul: 
of men and women of true character,

It is sympathizing humanity who gq 
in person to help the needy, while the 
multitudes send money, provisions, 
clothing and.all things necessary to al
leviate -suffering-, sickness and want. 
This indicates the growing brother 
hood among Individuals and. nations, 
and may progress hasten the time 
when love and co-operation shall be 
the. ruling power of societv every 
where. .

This world would be far better and 
more pieusant to live In. were it not 
for. private greed and selfishness in 
human nature, developed in th« 
wrong direction, instead of toward the 
higher ideals of a merciful life

f ■ W. 8. FRANKLIN.
Bedford. Iowa.
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my

THE MONUMENT.

Mrs, 
hap-

I WIFE'S DREAM OF 
THE OTHER WOMAN.

the tombstone, and gave it as 
lows:
“The Crust of flesh is here laid by 
Our spirit's like the butterfly,

had iited an ideal life,” said
. Johnson No. 1. "We were very 

py and contented.
"I had no decisive answer to

principle—the light of creation.
ARTHUR F. MILTON.

ourcosibe ¿¡linker
SPI^ITUALI^^/S-—Progress, tl^e Ur)iOersal Lav) of fïatûre

The Astounding Vision That Sent 
Mrs. Frederick Johnson to Craw
fordsville, Ind., io Find Her Missing 
Husband. -
Praying night after night in the 

- loneliness of her deserted home for a 
guiding hand to bring her missing 
husband back home, or to take her to 
him, Mrs. Frederick Johnson of In
dianapolis, Ind., lias at last had her 
prayers answered—but In a most as
tonishing and shocking manner.

With absolutely no clue to aid her 
beyond those which Mrs.. Johnson de
clares were revealed to her in her 
dreams and in answer to her prayers, 
she has found her husband many miles 
away from home living under a differ
ent name and with the crime of big
amy on his head.

The finding ot the bigamous hus
band would be regarded by the police 
circles as a most remarkable piece of 
detective work. To Mrs Johnson It 
resolved Itself Into a very simple mat
ter after she began to pray for help.

In her dreams, she declares, she saw 
a telephone, the word "Crawfords
ville," and most vividly ot all the vis
ion of a man whom she recognized as 
her husband being led away by a po
liceman despite the tears and plead- 

' ings of a young woman.
This last vision made such a dread- 

. ful Impression upon Mrs. Johnson that 
Bbe awoke with a start. She went 
next door and asked permission to use 
the telephone for a long-distance call. 
She called Crawfordsville and asked 
to speak with the marshal. To him 
she' described her husband very care
fully and told him the nature of the 
work in which he was probably en
gaged.

Crawfordsville Is a small city about 
forty miles from Indianapolis, where 
everybody knowk everybody else and 
where the city marshal soon hears all 
about every stranger and newcomer In 
town. For that reason there was 
nothing remarkable about the readi
ness with which the marshal associ
ated the description of the missing 
Mr. Johnson with Mr. Frederick 
Schmidt, a most estimable middle- 
aged man, who had been living with 
his wife for several months, but who 
had recently moved to Lafayette.

Yes, the marshal told Mrs. Johnson 
over the long-distance 'phone, he knew 
very well the man she described. But 
wasn’t she mistaken about the name? 
Wasn’t it Schmidt instead of Johnson?

No, Mrs. Johnson was quite sure it 
was Johnson. And she added that she 
ought to know, as she happened to be 
Mr. Johnson's wife.

The marshal whistled softly. Then 
. he told Mrs. Johnson that the best 
thing she could, do would be to take 
the first, train to Crawfordsville to see 
hint; and he would find her husband 
for her.
... Pending the arrival of Mrs. John
son's train the marshal spent a busy 
.two hours hunting up “Mr. Schmidt’s" 
record.
„He found that Frederick Schmidt 

had married Miss Mary M. Fink, of 
’ the clty, and a sister of Philip Fink, a 
wealthy .butcher. "Schmidt” had,been 
engaged in building a house for Fink, 

- 'ftnd in that manner had become ac
quainted with his sister. He was a 
good-looking man’, of relined appear
ance and genteel manners, and after 
a short courtship had wooed and won 
the hand of the young woman. Their 
brother said that several months af
ter their marriage they had removed 
to Lafayette, Ind., a larger city, situ
ated twenty-five miles north of Craw
fordsville, where, "Schmidt” had ex
plained, better wages and more busi
ness in the carpentry line could be se- 

. cured.
All this Information was imparted 

to Mrs. Johnson immediately after her 
arrival at Crawfordsville. Instantly
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Tboúgbt tbe Sol9er)t of fiep Problems,—SPIRITUALISM
CHICAGO, ILL., AUGUST 4, 1906,

Spiritualism Fifty Years Ago, and 
Later.

"All Control Is Obsession. It Is Only | 
a Matter of Kind or Quality. There 
Is the Ignorant Control or Obses
sion; the Arrogant and the Selfish

. —the Negatives.”.
There is the intellectual; the mag

netic; the loving—the positives.
The Jilnd or quality of control de

pends on our own mental, moral or 
spiritual conditions.

The Ignorant predominates, though 
we may be intellectually bright; but 
intellectuality without spirituality or 
morality counts in the spirit realms as 
ignorance—ignorant "of the law of 
control, of mediumship- and of the 
counteracting influences that obtain.

Intellectuality without spirituality 
(synonymous with mind without heart 
culture) leaves out the love-prlciple in 
spirit communion—the causal element 
so essential in comprehending spirit
ualism as a cause and not an effect.

Minus the love principle, all spirit 
communion takes on a material hue— 
a condition In accordance with past 
education, preconceived opinion, prej
udices and environment.

Spiritualism as a cause is not an ef
fect of the earth sphere, but of that 
beyond It; but the first named Is me
dium for the last named.

Inspiration (spirit knowledge) is 
classified as the individual mortal clar
ifies his environments of his earthi
ness; and the latter Is an effect of 
self-knowledge with concomitant self- 
culture or spirit ascent.

Spiritual Illumination evolves with 
self-knowledge—tlfe comprehension of 
spirit control, mediumship and the in
fluences accompanying the same.

Through the study of these influ
ences we learn the nature ot our con
trols or obsessors, and may thereby 
judge of their true character.

When this is known deception 
ceases—at least, we know what is 
wrong in the communion, which is the 
first step toward rectifying it, either 
by our own logic or by aid of the 
communicants who partake of our Il
lumination.

The negative influences in spirit 
communion are drowsiness, restless
ness and irritability, betraying sensu
ality, arrogance and selfishness in the 
communicant.

The positive influences. are anima
tion, tranquility antjjoyousness, indi
cating wisdom, magnetic or healing 
power and love.

Spirit control now depends upon 
which of these conditions we can put 
foremost in our vibration.

Without either, the wisest, the most 
powerful or the kindest spirit cannot 
make.us understand him or feel him, 
and we attribute what has been 
twisted out of shape through our own 
discordant condition, to the communi
cant, and denominate him an obsessor.

Real obsession can only taffS place 
where a sensitive or medium lacks 
self-controLor is controlled by a weak
ness or passion (which is exceedingly 
rare, comparatively speaking.) But 
the majority of the so-called obsessed, 
are obsessed by themselves--—by some 
dominating idea, sen^e-consclousness 
or heart emotion, (whether good, bad 
or Indifferent).

Spirit communion through such an 
aural condition will always be mostly 
the medium’s own thought and feel
ings reflected on himself. It Is all 
right if the thought or sensation be a 
spiritual one; for its vibration is sim
ply amplified, that’s all. But if it be 
a hobby or a grievance, it may be all 
wrong or augmented to a disagreeable 
extent.

Keep the heart right, and the mind, 
too, will be right. Heart inspiration 
is superior to mind inspiration.. It 
contains'the same truth, but nearer 
the cause; and always more gratifying 
because In It is contained the love-

she associated with the marshal’s re
port her strange vision in which she 
had seen her husband, the policeman 
and the strange woman.

The next train to Lafayette had 
among its passengers the city marshal 
of Crawfordsville and Mrs. Johnson.

Upon their arrival there they 
sought the assistance of the Lafayette 
marshal. After a few hours’ search 
they located the cottage at No. 629 
Oregon street, where Johnson was liv
ing with wife No. 2, under the name 
of Mr. and Mrs. Frederick Schmidt. 

■ Reaching the Schmidt home they 
found the woman there. She said her 
husband was at work At the new 

...atotkyards.
; Supt. Powell, ot the Lafayette Po
lice Department, accompanied by 
Cupt L. C. Cla»k and Officer Scott 
Steele, hurried out to the stockyards 
and placed the boss carpenter under 
arrest.

When Johnson was brought face to 
, face with wife No. 1, he hung his 
! head in shame. He became nervous 
and excited, and trembled from head 
to feet. Then, when he turned in an- 

; other direction and saw wife No. 2, it 
: was more than he could bear.

He asked to be taken at once before 
1 the judge, so that he could plead guil- 
tv, and receive the penalty without 
further delay. This request was 
granted. He was taken before Judge 
De Hart, of the Tippecanoe County 
Court, where the judge sentenced him 
to the penitentiary for a period of 
from two to five years for bigamy. The 
whole affair required but a few hours, 
and within twenty-four hours of the 
arrival in Lafayette of Mrs. Johnson 
No. 1, the bigamist was on the road 
to Michigan City, Ind. , where he 
donned the stripes of a convict.

“For many years my husband and I

prayer for some months. I would tell. 
my dreams to some of my more Inti
mate friends, but few believed very 
much in them. One night I was feel
ing particularly weak, weary and un
happy, and before going to bed I asked 
for enlightenment and a special bless
ing, I was rewarded for all my suf
fering. There appeared to me an im
mense- White cloud which descended 
upon me. and in one corner was a let
ter. Soon this was withdrawn, and in 
its stead came THE SPIRIT OF MY 
DEAR; DEAD SISTER. Then I 
seemed to hear something about a tel
ephone and.Crawfordsville, and I saw 
a vision of my husband with a police
man and mother woman.
- ‘"-•’■■That Vision came in answer to my 
grayer and ted me to my husband. 
Somehow, I think, everything will 
come out all right in the end. After 
all my faith in the efficacy of prayer 
has only been strengthened by this 
trial, and I will still go on praying 
that some day. he will be restored to 
toe."—New York World.

Analyzed From the Standpoint of the 
Pocatello Philosopher.

I was born in Whittingham, Ver
mont. In 1829. In 1844 I studied 
phrenology as taught by Fowlers and 
Wells. In 1848 I studied electrical 
psychology (now called hypnotism) as 
taught by John Bovee Dods.

When the rappings took place at 
Hydesville, N. Y., a few of us formed 
a circle at Williamsville, Vt. . Soon 
we had the rappings, followed by table 
tippings, automatic writings, clairvoy
ance and magnetic healing.

For more than fifty years I have 
bqen Investigating. I have eat In 
more than 1,600 circles. I carefully 
tested the phenomena and learned the 
great truth long before we heard' of 
frauds, and while we were anxiously 
working to know the truth. I will 
give some of my experience.

In the autumn of 1852 I lost my 
wife by death. Three weeks later I 
lost our baby girl, three months old. 
I bargained for a tombstone, and 
promised to furnish a verse to be 
placed on the stone. I was then at 
work in Jacksonville, Vt. One day 
after dinner I wrote a letter to. my 
wife in spirit land, sealed and en
closed in another envelope, and direct
ed to Elson Bishop, Readsboro, Vt., 
and mailed it at 1 o’clock p. m. on 
Tuesday. The stage carrying the mail 
from Brattleboro, Vt., to North Ad
ams, Mass., had gone. The mail went 
over on Tuesdays and back on 
Wednesdays, again on Friday, and 
back on Saturday, each week. My 
letter had to remain in the office until 
Friday morning. On Wednesday, the 
next day after I wrote, I got a letter 
from Elson Bishop in answer to'mine. 
This answer was a full reply. I had 
asked seven questions. One was, did 
children grow in the spirit land? An
other question, Do you want a verse 
on your tombstone, and-if so, would 
she give me a verse. This letter from 
Elson Bishop contained my wife’s an
swer to every question, written auto
matically through the hand of the me
dium Bishop. It was absolutely the 
handwriting of my wife. She said 
children did grow In the spirit home;; 
also said that she wanted the verse on

fol-

WHAT IS SIN?

They Come Unsolicited and Under Various Condi- 
ditions Just as Easily, so Far as Can be Ascertained 
by Mortals, as by Request and in^the Seance Room, 
and Deliver Th' Ur Messages of* Love and Uplift- 
ment in .thè Peiceful Sanctuary of the Home, and

Free to drink of endless pleasure— 
Upward, onward, to our Sàvior.”

She said it was not as she wanted 
it, but was the best she could do, and 
signed "Your wife, Mary.” This 
verse is on her tombstone in Williams
ville, Vt., cemetery.
•Following the above was written in 

handwriting of the medium Bishop:
"Immediately after dinner I went 

out in the field to hoe; your wife came 
to me and said she wanted to send a 
message to you. I went into thè house 
and the above was written by her. T 
do not understand it; I suppose you 
dec Elèo* Bishop."- ' 1 '

On the next Saturday I went to see 
said Bishop, J arrived about 5 p. ni. 
Soon after Nelson Wicks came in with 
a letter. I asked to see it,'and sure it 
was my letter. It had not'been opened. 
I asked Bishop if he had seen'It be
fore. He said no. He had'justgdt

Oh! my heart is drear and weary, 
There’s a smother in my breast, , 

And my eyes are parched and bleary 
From their tears so long repressed.

Oh! my heart is aching—breaking, 
Though my lips part with a smile, 

With my neighbor undertaking 
To be cheerful all the while.

And my brain reels with the pressure 
As I scan the ruined waste,

O’er the miles of smoldering treasure 
That can never be replaced.

Of the miles of ash and debris
Where palatial mansions stood, 

Miles of tangled wires and debris, 
Crumbling walls and blackened 

wood.
And a fascination binds me

Like enchantments ne’er forgot, 
While each ruined wall reminds me 

Of the city that is not.
Ob! I sickened In the travail 

Of the mothers who gave birth, 
Through the anguish and the peril, 

On the bare unsheltered earth.
Christ was born within a manger, 

With the wondering soft-eyed kine, 
But these refugees from danger 

Could no sheltering refuge find. ,
There is pathos in the faces

Of that lengthening hunger l^ne;
Mingling of a score of races, 

Age and childhood want combined.
In the colum'n at the station

Where relief is meted out,
Each his turn and measured ration, 

Young and old take turn about.
And these tented camps remind me 

Of those others years ago
When a sterner fate consigned me 

To the mercy of the foe,
Oh! to hear the church bells ringing 

In their old and solemn way, 
And the romping children singing 

Home from school in boisterous
. play.
In my dreams I see the city

In new splendors rise again; 
Phoenix-llke arise completely

Fairest city among men.
And before my vision, holding 

As a panoramic sea,
And a phantom wing unfolding 

Lifts the city yet to be.
ADDIE L. BALLOU.

San Francisco, Cal..

Out Upon the S1 :ar-lit Highways of Life
A Retrospect, and an H pology.

On reading-No. 9„ the letter appear
ing on the date, July 14, with,the sub
heading, “The End Justifies . the 
Means,” I think some further explana
tions are necessary, because I fee) as
sured that in the past and probably at 
the present time some instructive vis-. 
Ions which have no prima facie,,dr ab
solute existence aré often mistaken 
for facts existqpt. Of course ■ the 
reader understands that I have cut off 
much interesting matter from these 
letters in order not to weary the skep-
tical reader, and make .them short
enough for other publications to re
peat.

For instance, in the letter above 
mentioned I did not give the whole 
conversation .which passed between 
the disguised spirit and myself, nor 
have I stated that at'a large tank wo
men were washing and children bath
ing. In my first efforts (ojunderstand 
the science or philosophy called'-Spir- 
itualism, Mr. J. G. Walt ibaned me 
Judge Edmonds’¡works. . I read the 
first volume and thought it reasonable, 
but when I came to the second or 
third, where the Judge spoke of poor 
women washing soiled clothes and 
living in poor cabins on the, road side, 
I was absolutely disgusted, because 
Edmonds seemed to bellbve that such 
were absolute facts in spirit life.

Now it seems reasonable to me that 
what he saw was merely .instructive 
and unreal. Perhaps hemeeded, or I 
did, to be pulled down from his moral 
pedestal and taught humility, for if I 
remember rightly, hb, sooir after the 
publication of his vision's, resigned his 
office as judge of the supreme court, 
saying, "I can no' longer,sit in judg
ment upon my fellow-m6n.'.' The work 
begun by Divinity in tlieFbunjan soul 
is sure to win in the long .rub; Wis
dom fails not! j

. When I conversed wlth that spirit 
man, and he told ine "that was all I 
was entitled to,”.I felt tlrat he:Was act
ing his part for some Uttd afterwards 
to be. seen. "Oh! I anf as happy aB I 
can be,” sajd J; “but ft ail- seems 
strange and so entirely differed: from 
what I expected to’-find; on thfe'splrit 
side of life; now-yf)u'Appear- 
poor working man:l Mfey ,'I‘aak-Miat 
your trade is?” " - k '

He'smiled again andrai 
shoe maker,"... .".J

it. ;
After reading it he sqld, “I an

swered this the forepart of the weelj.”
The facts are, I wrote'that letter be

tween 12:30 and 1 o’clock Tuesday; 
Bishop’s reply was dated same day im
mediately after dinner. My wife must 
have been present when I wrote, then 
went over twelve miles to the medium, 
took him into the house and using his 
hand, wrote. Bishop was a fine clair
voyant and saw her and heard what 
she said.

I determined to know positive. Was 
it psychometry? Did my mind go over 
there and control the medium to an
swer my^'questions? Jhe next day I 
had a sitting with him. I asked men
tal questions, his hand writing appro
priate answers on the slate. When I 
got ready I asked a question then 
strongly willed the answer. His hand 
wrote very rapidly,t"lf you have any 
more questions to ask we are ready to 
answer, but do not want any more 
fooling.” I saw that I had no con
trol in the answers. There were three 
personalities—Bishop, myself, and 
third person, invisible, but having 
power to reason and communicate.

I then acknowledged my belief in 
Spiritualism, and promised to work 
for the truth while I had a conscious 
existence. My spirit friends entered 
into an agreement with me to stand 
by me in the work. That agreement 
has been faithfully kept as far as pos
sible for over fifty years.

1 nave lost all fear of death, have 
outgrown a belief in a personal devil, 
and have never been troubled with evil 
spirits, and know of no worse evil than 
ignorance.

I will give one more positive test. 
About the year 1854, Rev. Joy Bishop, 
a Universalist minister, and brother of 
the medium Bishop, became interest
ed. He had a daughter, Lestina, who 
was an automatic writer. She would 
write for hours in the hand-writing of 
persons whose names were signed in 
full, would answer questions in sci
ence, on the bible, or give lectures 
showing great knowledge and learn
ing. She was a mere child, and had 
never learned to write .even her own 
name.

1 was present and know of what I 
state. Rev. Bishop from this time-was 
a Spiritualist, still preaching for; the 
Universalist church. He labored to 
unite the Universalists and -Spiritual
ists in united labor for .the truth. 
His last work was done about 6 years 
ago. ; He attended the - SplyitualtSt 
camp-meeting at Delphos, took part in 
tbe conferences and aided in our work.’ 
Returning home after meeting he 
wrote for publication a history .of. his 
experiences In Spiritualisin, bible ar
guments, etc., was taken- sick and 
passed to spirit life. . He. has.-often 
come to me and asked,that I would 
give to the-public the above statement 

.'as his statement has never been pub-> 
' Jjshed. I could give many more faetk.

JOY N. BLANCHARD:' %
Delphos, Kansas.

To know--.what you prefer, instead 
of humbly saying amen to what the 
world tells you you ought to prefer,. Is 
to have kept your soul alive.—Robert 
Louis Stevenson. ■ . -

Freedom is the thermometer of civ
ilization.—Truth Seeker.

How much easier do we find it to 
commend a good action than to imi
tate it.—Anon.

a

.. "A. .shoe .. jnaker in it^e’-‘ spirit’ 
world!" I-excIaimed. -I am.’ sure L 
was as much surprised as: Judge Ed
monds was when- he-Baw- his- strange 
visions. . ■ r ' 1

"When do, you do any ^vork?" He 
almost laughed.

. "Oh! I work in the eVenlngsJ’ he re
plied, and then he led me to the wat^r 
where I was cured of my illhesa. It Is 
well said somewltbrfe In the Bible, 
“Your thoughts are not as my 
thoughts, nor your ways:, my ways." 
Our intellects are very valuable here 
on business and social1 affairs, but on 
matters which relate to-soul and 
the. undercurrents of our . lives, they 
are sadly deficient, unless vivified by 
those wiser than ourselves.-l

When the spirit has escaped, from 
its prison house of clay, where for an 
earth life of many ypaffl it has been at
tending school and becoming fitted for 
higher obligations It becomes Infinitely 
more sensitive to pain and pleasure; it 
is more sensible of psychic influences, 
and is easily wafted to conditions 
which impinge upon its vital affairs. 
Thus, when the friends whom It has 
left on earth grieve immoderately, it 
is held earth bound and cannot move 
on to enjoy the peace to which It is en
titled, or enter the community to 
which it belongs.. It shares the sad 
feelings of those with whom it is en 
rapport, and suffers far more intense
ly than the bereaved relatives whom . 
it has left behind.

I can call to mind a certain lady of 
my acquaintance who burled her 
daughter three years ago, and has 
gone to the grave to weep there nearly 
every Sunday since. I often said to 
her:

“Sister, she is not there, and you 
are inflicting indescribable pain on the 
spirit of your child.” But she cannot 
realize this truth, and continues the 
selfish grief and senseless Jlflblt of 
kneeling and weeping on the grassy 
mound jibove dust and ashes.

Oh! Father of all, "in every clime 
adored," what shall I do, what can 1 
do, to open the eyes of the blind?

I thought to devote this letter to the 
relation of an intense experience I 
once had, which opened my own eyes 
and enabled me to look upon this great 
evil which is still afflicting this pur
blind world, but It would make this 
paper too long, and I hope my apology 
will be accepted, and in my next I hope 
to relate the simple facts and explain 
the circumstances which led up to 
them.

1 did not think I had done much to 
enlighten a grief-stricken young hus
band whose heart was almost break
ing for the loss of his young wife. 1 
told him of a future. I told him she 
was not dead. I told him to look for
ward hopefully, for "as sure as there 
is a God hr heaven you and she will 
meet again.!’ ;IIe accepted the hope, 
and she was set free to "go forward.” 

’But before stye wept she came to ex- 
press her gratitude to me, She. stood 
befpre>“ii>>iAn^4hen, bbwlhS’i.resheet-; 
fully she reached" forth, her h^nd- I 
placed my right hand In hers.. She 
covered my hand with .her left.handi

' 'aud.L-wlM.iug to.express,my respeev 
' for her; my left hand on hers;

In No. 860 of The Progressive 
Thinker appeared an article wherein 
the spirit is claimed to answer a ques
tion by propounding another in a true 
Yankee style. The sentence is,"What 
is sin?”

In order to answer so far-reaching 
a question, one must first see what has 
been claimed to be sin by creeds with
in the realms of Christendom and other 
mythologies, but which in the main 
are obsolete today In many sections of 
country.

They have at times claimed that to 
doubt the bible, church dictates, the 
the pope's infallibility, efficacy of 
prayers, baptism, immersion, fasts, 
etc., WERE UNPARDONABLE BINS.

For a husband to kiss his wife on 
the Sabbath day, or to do any manual 
labor on that day, Instead of attending 
"meeting," was also considered a sin.

To eat meat on Fridays is also con
sidered a sin In the Catholic church, 
while getting drunk on Saturday Is 
ignored by the same-creed.

Eating animal food of any kind is 
considered a sin by certain castes In 
Hindustan, and also by the vegetari
ans in America and Europe.

To invent or construct anything 
Jabor-saving or artistic, beyond the 
things produced by their forefathers,

Would Rather Head Spiritualists than 
Be Roosevelt—President II. D. Bar
rett Makes Startling Comparison in 
His Address at the Convention.
"I would rather be the president of 

the National Spiritualists Association 
than to sit In the chair of William of 
Germany or Theodore the First of the 
United States of America," was the 
climax reached by Harrison D. Barrett 
m a speech before the local Spiritual
ists in the Academy of Music yesterday, 
afternoon.

President Barrett delved into th® 
history of Spiritualism and brought 
forth some Interesting facts. "The 
National Association has been at work 
for thirteen years," he said, "and to
day we have 22 state associations and 
670 local institutions, not all of which, 
however, are connected with the Na-

is a most heinous sin 
branches of Buddhism

In certain
(which

Shintoists have of late Ignored.)
Lawlessness was at times not 

sidered as sins.
The piracies of my ancestors, 

buccaneers, were believed to be 
rlfylng their gods, and that at 
great Valhalla, their gods would 
reward bedeck their brows with

the

con-

the 
glo- 
the 

as a 
lau

then with our four hands united, she 
kppeled down before me. I-trled to 
■resist this. ‘

. “Oh!” said I, "a spirit

rel wreaths, while the angel maidens 
would weave streamers in their hel
mets.

Many of our aboriginal tribes con
sider it a sin against theirsplrlt an
cestors to hold their weird orgies and 
sun, drum, harvest and other dances 
in the presence ot the "uncultured” 
whites. \

It has even gone so far In past ages 
that It was considered a sin to fasten 
on a left garter or helmet before the 
right one.

The Mormons who have passed 
through the endowment house orgies 
consider it a sin to pass one minute 
of their lives without wearing their 
endowment robes, and a sin to not 
"obey council."

By all Christian churchmen it is a 
sin to doubt the story of their earth- 
made Adam, or about the rib where
from his companion was manufac
tured; to doubt about Caln’s wife, 
Noah’s flood, the salt pillar, the foxes 
with their, tails tied together,- Jonas 
in the river Tigris, the resting of the 
sun and moon, Immaculate conception, 

■special star over Bethlehem, the triune 
godhead; vicarious atonement, a per
son sailing skyward without a balloon, 

!§tc. - ।
7 tattoo- short'to-' go over
ground that has been ploughed and 
cross-ploughed so ojten that It has 
made, men Infidels to everything in-
stead of making "thinkers” of them

must not
Impel bèfdre me even in gratitude,”
1 ' " ''' " , and then Ibut she. would have it so,__  
also kneejed down before her. -----  
our four hands clasped we knelt to-

With

but I will now proceed to the great
question, "What 1b Sin?" 

In a broad sense, sin is an error

There is, perhaps no lesson which 
this world needs to- learn mote than 
this, that it is not only foolish but ab
solutely criminal th’ grieve unreason
ably long after relatives have passed 
away and are seen by pity mortal eyes 
no more. . ■ ' '

gather, she in gratitude, I in high re
spect, and the magnetism of that 
grateful spirit poured Into me through 
eve»/ part of my body, intense, Inde
scribable, and at last she slowly faded 
away.

I can never forget that. I shall 
never cease to warn and exhort on the 
great theme of the evil and selfishness 
of long continued grief, for that scene 
Is always present in my thought, 
prompting me to do my duty. Oh! I 
shall never forget it! I never can for
get it. Reader, could you?

THOS. HARDING.
Sturgis, Mich.

(To be continued.)

POTENCY OF SUGGESTION.

Molding Young Minde-—Parents That 
Want Healthy, Brave Children Must 
Give Suggestions to Make Them So.
Much interest is being manifested 

by thoughtful people tn thejsuljject of 
hypnotism as an' aid in the^r^png of 
children. "J“ j’gj! •'

Recently a woman physlclan qf New 
York aroused, considerable ■‘press com
ment by declaring that mothers, in or
der to cure their offsprlng^of undesir
able traits and wayward (tendencies, 
should train themselves t<£ be hypno
tists The idea was .treated quite 
seriously by some exchanges and light
ly by others, and was doubtless dis
missed by the majority of mothers, 
who read of it as something too ridic
ulous and fantastic to ,eojasider with 
any gravity. ■ ,

If these mothers only realised It,- 
the main principle underlying; this 
seemingly amusing theqry deserves 
the earnest attention,of ¡every parent 
in the land. . ‘ t

I do not agree with tips woman 
phslclan that mothers should hypno
tize their children; at least, I should 
not so express my belief. E Would 
say, rather, tha't every mother .cifould 
study the laws of suggestion àutf ttain 
her children to help,themsèlyëfhl>ÿ'’tbe‘ 
proper use of auto-miggestidh. ' By 
this means à child may be .taught to 
develop Into just the sort of character

If so men’s memories not thy-monu- 
'ment be, \ ’

Thou shalt have none. Warm hearts, 
and not cold stone, ; cv.

Must mark thy grave^or thou sb^lt’lie 
unknown. '

Marbles keep not themselves; how
then keep thee? - |

,—John Vance Cheney. |

or favorable, in molding their charac
ters.

What is the secret of the "bad” 
child? Listen to this dialogue of the 
nursery. You have heard something 
like it, haven’t you?

Mother (to interested relative)— 
I’m sure I don’t know what I shall do 
with Bobby. lie's getting to be a reg
ular little terror. Every day I see his 
father’s temper developing in him, 
and you know from the first we could 
see he was marked with his Uncle

the mother wishes it to be.
As it goes without saying; that ev

ery normal mother wants herchyd to 
be brave, ’ strong, hekltjiy'ahtt happy, 
it would be the object ¡ofmother 
in applying thesis laws to ^ive her off
spring only such suggestions Aswould 
encourage bravery, strength/ health, 
happiness and all goodJtraitSi':

By systematically' giving a child 
suggestions of ipbsitlye good,“the child 
in turn is enabled to ‘give himself the 
right sort of auto-suggestions—self 
suggestions, or. self-impressions.^

This does not mean that the parent 
obtains “control’!, of’the" child’s mind; 
nor does it mean Ihat any mysterious 
power is Invoked or. supernatural 
agency employed»' The mother who 
uses suggestion in training her... chil
dren is simply.recognizing a natural 
law; a law which to-day ¡is admitted 
by psychologists, to be. oiia ’ of the 
greatest forcfesUn nature, j v-. - 
' Wh'ether ’conscious of Jliefact or 
not, motherh,'.'every day of their lives, 
are employing; this force tn the train
ing of the- ybiing. Everyl rdcrther? by 
words spoken ‘in tho presence of her 
offspring, by looks, smiles, . frowns, 

I gestures—indeed, by her entire atti- 
; tilde—uses suggestion; either' adverse

Bob’s hedstrong disposition.
Heve the boy inherits all the

I be- 
bad

traits in the family combined.
Interested Relative sighing heavily) 

—Well, Mary, you certainly have your 
hands full in training him. You’ll 

-have to employ firmness with that 
child.

What happens? Bobby, In the cor
ner, ears wide open, is smitten with 
the consciousness that he is branded; 
accursed; a “bad, bad boy.” Natu
rally bad.

And what is the secret of the good 
child? Listen to the continuation of 
the nurspiy dialogue:

Mother (cheerfully)—But there is 
Susie, now—bless her! As obedient 
and' good as a lamb. I never have to 
tell her twice to do anything. She just 
naturally wants to "be good. She’s 
just like her'dear, beautiful Aunt Ida. 
She’ll be just such a character when 
she’s grown.

And Susie? Sitting in her little arm
chair, she feels her whole small being 
glow with consciousness that she is a 
good child! Ever after the actions of 
these two children are influenced by 
the Suggestions given In the nursery. 
And as these are repeated day after 
day, their characters are shaped ac
cordingly.

"Thought Is a positive dynamic force 
and takes form In action," says Dr. 
Herbert A. Parkyn. in that wonderful 
little book of his, “Auto-Suggestibn.” 
And he further says: "A young child’s 
mind is very much like a barrel, so far 
as its first impressions are concerned. 
Its mind Is an empty thing, waiting to 
be filled with any kind of impressions, 
and the Impressions of childhood are 
by far the most lasting;”

I wish every parent in the land— 
fathers as well' as mothers—could 
read this magical little book of Dr. 
Parkyn’s; "Thought takes form in 
action,” Is the note he sounds repeat
edly,';for it is the keynote of the en
tire matter.
•J Parents, if you want your children 
to be happy, healthy, brave and 
strong, give them the suggestions that 
will make them so.—Angela Morgan, 
in the Chicago Journal. •

camp at New Era in this state is the 
pioneer of the line.”

The speaker denounced the work of 
soothsayers, necromancers, and hyp
notists and offered an eloquent appeal 
for a purely religious Spiritualism.

But by far the greater enthusiasm 
was reserved for the evening meeting.’ 
Harry Moore, the secretary, opened 
the meeting, and .was followed by 
President Barrett, who defined relig
ion as morality touched with emotion. 
Both speakers maintained that Spirit
ualism stood for these principles and 
that it wag, true religion, up to date, 
favoring the Western spirit and 
standing for progress. Roth speak
ers told amusing stories and kept the 
audience In good spirits. A free-will 
offering was taken, special music was 
discoursed, and then came John Safer. 
He said he was "wound up." He took 
occasion to "chide” the Portland 
press in several respects, and growing 
reminiscent, told the audience of his 
troubles with a San Jose medium. He 
declared that when he died he would 
be cremated and would refuse to come 
back in the spirit through any medi
um for fear the world would say John 
Slater was working that medium. He 
then called for the sealed questions. 
He advised a young lady In a love af
fair, told another lady that her mother 
was well, repeated the remarks of a 
man about selling out and going to Se
attle, and answered some other re
quests. To amuse his audience he 
told a lady of troubles she had with a 
refractory button in such an unfalter
ing manner that she acknowledged the 
fact. His next effort was in the shape 
of a temperance lecture to a young 
man, and he delivered It with all the 
fact of an Inspired prohibition orator 
in a dry town. His next feat was to 
launch forth upon the field of medi
cine, and he foretold the outcome of 
treatment and operations for several ’ 
afflicted members ot the audience.—< 
Portland Oregonian. ,

knowingly or unknowingly commit- , 
ted.

An error made in Ignorance which 
will at the present, or result in tbe 
future, bring inharmony, stagnation 
or injury to self or ofhers, or to the I 
deterioration of anything, is sin.

An act or word that is misleading, 
which may bring serious results to 
self or others, although done with the 
best of motives, Is a sin.

To refuse the assistance to a fellow- , 
mortal who stands on the brink of 
destruction, is a sin, although no man
made laws compel.

To mingle in vile and degraded as
sociation is a sin, as by your presence 
you abet such living.

To squander strength is a sin, as 
every mortal requires every fibre, 
nerve, brain and health to carry out 
his destiny’s flat.

A man’s hilarity over having con
tracted an excellent bargain wherein ’ 
he was the greater gainer while the 
other party became the loser, is a 
double sin, as he glories over an igno
ble and unjust act.

To blame one’s children for inherit
ed viciousness is a sinful subterfuge 
from one’s own shortcomings, where 
the responsibility rests.

To contract evil habits is a double 
sin; first, by example, and next by the 
errors of sin committed until a future 
possible reform.

The glutton sins by pandering to 
appetite, and thereby benumbs the 
brain and windows of the soul.

Direct lawlessness will not be taken 
into account here for two reasons: 
First, many laws are lawless, and, sec
ondly, the courts endeavor to correct 
it according to existing statutes.

By allowing oneself to utter false
hoods, misrepresentations or hearsay 
is a grievous sin, as it may cause ir- 
repairable injury to others.

A man with a bragging nature will 
steal if opportunity offers. His ac
quisitiveness turns graspingly towards 
the conquest or possession of things 
owned by others which he does not 
possess. The very thought is sin, 
and if encouraged, such nature may 
lead Its possessor to crimes punished, 
by our country’s laws.

In giving advice to others in their 
business or social affairs, one cannot 
be overly careful, for grievous sins 
may at times be unintentionally com
mitted. The advice may be the cause 
of certain effects which may end most 
disastrously, and the advisor is mor
ally responsible. Absolute justice 
may at times be absolute cruelty, and 
consequently a sin; therefore, never- 
crowd anyone unnecessarily, for, as 
Napoleon Bonaparte has said from his 
spirit home, “To whom much power is 
given, from him much responsibility 
is expected or required, therefore 
never crowd simply because kind na
ture has placed you in position to be 
able to do so."

There are sins of neglect, and griev
ous ones. If we pass through this 
life’s stage morose or too proud In our 
own self-conceit to lend a - helping 
hand here, an encouraging word there, 
or a happy word and thought along 
the path to cheer .the lonely traveler 
and soothe-the afflicted, we have not 
done our duty. If we do not assist 
In beautifying our surroundings as far 
as we are able, even at our own Incon
venience at times, and thereby encour
aging others to make this world more 
-beautiful, we have negledted our op- 1 portunity, for which we will be held 
responsible to the judge ’within. Heln-

CREAdSONtS WAW

Worlds on wrlds- lnjfipdless space | 
Go wheeling in their life;

No enemy can stop their course ' 
Nor send them into strife.

No mortal on the earth knows all 
Their pathways, how they run, 

No words come forth from any star, 
No voice from central sun.

No peans speak their fullest praise, 
No song their glories tel!;

Afar, afar effulgent rays 
Cast wondrous, witching spell.

Old Time has long-drawn pages writ, 
Has varied works and ways;'

Has many a'legend kept in store 
For the future's fortune days.

While yet the tale goes ceaseless on 
In silence all complete,

The students on the farther shore 
Find not the knowledge seat.

No center find of causing power 
No mechanician band

That shapes to form the countless 
worlds

Nor gives forth a command.
"Within”; this is the evidence, 

Here only source of power ■
That frames and builds for wonder

land
And fills with hidden dower.

That holds each product to its work, 
Distends, contracts, renews, 

Chains with magnetic forces grand, 
And lights by secret fuse.

Environs with a subtle force, 
From fluids blent within,;

Each aura holding full its power 
To bless its every kin. (

And this is Life, and this is God, 
All manifest and clear,

In inter-change, evolving power, 
Creation's ceaseless cheer.

MRS. M. A. CONGDON.
Cloud Cap Inn, Mt. Hood, Oregon.

FLAWLESS.

Each diamond has its flaw, they say, 
Our idols all their feet of clay;
The fairest flower some crumpled leaf; 
Some tares in every golden sheaf;
Some minor through the music borne;
Some cloud across the fairest morn; 
And something always, always mars 
The light of our most perfect stars, 
To make us feel how vain each thing 
Round which our love would climb 

and cling.
’Tis false. I’ve known for many a 

year
One face, nor knew a single sneer 
To mar its sweetness, never heard 
From those dear lips an unkind word, 
Nor ever found the faintest trace 
Of aught affections would efface. 
What rarer tribute can we pay 
To one who walks earth’s trying way? 
Let cynics sigh, I am content 
To know one flawless blessing sent.

, CALLA HARCOURT. 
Chestnut, III.

qns sins are committed daily by the ig
norant masses in sending poisonous 
thoughts and biter and vile words out 
upon the otherwise pure air which 
others, must breathe; even the ..tiny 
babe in arms must of‘necessity Inhale 
the poison; therefore, let every 
thinker consider his responsibility, 
and leave nothing neglected which go 
to make the world less selfish, more 
beautiful, and more harmonious.

C. J. JOHNSON. ,
Pocatello, Idaho. J

The dependence of. liberty shall be . 
lovers; the continuance of equality 
shall be comrades.—-Walt Whitman.

Do not confine your children to your’ 
own learning.' They were born In an
other time.—Talmud. : ■,
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One of the Greatest Seers of All Timek-i-His Views in Regard to
Producing Artificial Rain Graphically Portrayed.

lam Impressed to give in the fbl- 
■ lowing brief article to the readers of 

The Progressive Thinker a compar- , 
atively small outline of a scheme of 
enormous proportions and vast im
port, conceived by A. J. earlier part of bis literary »^vRy, 
calculated to benefit human kind at 

■ large and in a measure unprecedented 
m human history, by a faithful de; 
velopment of the great and carefull.y 
laid out plans oi tUe author. , v

I doubt very much that the,theory,' 
how to control and regulate l“eclBlta- 
Hon as promulgated by A. J, Davi?, 
has onco been given a considerate and 
unpartisan recognition at all, because 
time circumstances and jublic- opln- 
ion were not very favorable to con
eider and try such an "illusive noion forwarded by a man who was re
carded by the public as one. of M e . 
foremost members of a sort of ® 
who were labels^ as long’haiied p 
kualiZ illusionists and not so very 
infrequently deceived and deceiving 
humbuggers. Besides the forenamed 
animosities the publication of the 
plan in the’Hartford Tlme8 f®1! sh^,e 
ly before tho civil war, wheie t e 
rnuntrv felt already the shocks or tne

• warring factions. T mvls
For my part IF

aq ANTC OF THE GREArLDl» n 
NOT THE GREATEST, of all the rev- 
clators with whom human kind ^has 
^enthe'known ‘and unknown philosc. 
« ^Xu^:

X nigh complete P^ophlcal sys
tem in his “Nature’s Divine Bev®‘a 
tionB," “Harmonlal Philosophy and 
other special works, written in such a 
noDular stvle, that even uneducated 
individuals, by a careful and ®
reading of them, can grasp the mag 
nificent truth in its who e scope, and 
bo enjoy n complete insight in th 
workings of nature nt large.

Besides touching the sui'6''10^?^ 
A. J. Davis’ philosophy ovei all the 
others, 1 want to mention that a num 
her of his prophetical utterances have 
come to pass already in the course of 
the latter half of the nineteenth cen
tury, and others seem to become veii- 
fied in our present era, regarding the 
Japanese, Russians, Austrians ad 
other' nationalities on the globe, thus 
giving ample evidence that their pro
mulgator was not one of the common 
type, but was spiritually llluml“?*®d’ 
and guided by superior and divine 
i0Having expressed my appreciation 

, of, and faith in, the works of that un
precedented man, I will give 
sketch of his grand plan, how to con

' trol and regulate the rain and climate 
of the country, to the best 
of its population, as it is outlined in 
his especial work, .‘The Harmonlal 
Man,' ” comprising four letters 
addressed, teethe, editor of the Hart
ford Times: On page. 32-34 in essen
tial he has the following to retate.

“The mission of mind, as a motive- 
nower is to subdue and adorn the 
Lui; exterminate all unwholesome de
velopments in the vegetable and api- 
mal worlds, and to transform exten
sive plains, now non-product ve and 
useless, into gardens of health and 

' comfort By the magic of mind, rough 
places will be made smooth, the 
crooked straight, the wilderness to 
blossom as the rose; and the cold, 
damp, pestilential winds which now 
sweep over the earth, spreading con
sumption and negative diseases in ev- 
erv direction—will ultimately be 
changed into healing influence, calm 
as the evening zephyr breathing over 
the gardeuized fields and vineyards of 
the land, fraught with sweet perfumes.

“Mtin will yet learn how to create 
and preserve an equilibrium be
tween earth and atmosphere.

“The hot deserts ot Arabia, now 
mere seas of sand and desolation, will 
vet appear, under the well-directed 
mechanical treatment and scientific 
skill of man, as beautiful, productive 
and habitable as the undulating val
leys of Italy. He will be enabled to 
Instigate, control, and direct the fall 
of rain over such portions of land as 
need moisture, elevating, thus, much 
parsimonious soil to the height of 
richness and abundance and to the 
bringing forth of pure productions.

“He will spread civilization over

Water and air, when elevated In tem
perature (or heated) are alike 
changed as to their destiny; and be
come lighter by expansion. .

“Cold air and cold water have a su
perior density/and therefore occupy 
lower strata in the scale of elements. 
Boiling water will float upon the sur
face beneath; and bo heated air, in 
consequence of being lighter, can not 
descend to the cold below, but ascends 
pnd becotnes an attractive medium or 
‘magnet’ to the parties comprising the 
stratum 'beneath. .

“This Idea of attenuated air or 
water forming a magnet in relation to 
colder or lower bodies of the sairie el
ements, is an. idea, Mr. Editor, which 
I would have lodged flrinly in the 
mind. It has something to do, it 
seems to me, in.bringing about the 
jihenoipena of evaporation or con
densation, and rain—which we desire 
to comprehend. The experimental 
evidence that water Is always diffused 
throughout the air, as an invisible va
por, is obtained In many ways. It |s 
of common occurrence, that a decanter 
or pitcher filled- with cold water, and 
placed upon the table in a warm room, 
will, in the lapse of ten minutes, be
come literally covered with dew, or 
rain, and large drops will bedim its 
surface. Has the .water filtrated 
through the vessel? No. Whence, 
then, does the dew proceed?

“Ah’ here we 'he cause of
rain at least In this case, simple! The 
temperature of the water in the ves
sel is colder than the temperature of 
the water invisibly subsisting In the 
air; consequently the Invisible vapor 
surrounding the decanter Is rapidly 
cooled and condensed (reduced In 
temperature and in density) and 
therefore it rains upon the surface of 
the vessel. Now reduce the tempera
ture still more and snow appears; 
and the final reduction of the tempera
ture brings the Ice, which is water in
Its lowest state of condensation 
solidity.” .

Page 62-63: "Now ‘stand from 
der,-’ Mr. Editor, for I am about

or

un
to

give you a shower—rather to show 
just how the result is produced from 
the clouds. First remember that the 
atmosphere, like the crust of the 
earth, is stratified—has different lay-' 
ers of air and temperature, and look’s 
like the successive peels of an onion! 
It has several different currents also, 
some going from south to the north, 
others from west to the east, and still 
otners, above these, going in exactly 
opposite directions. All this, I am 
quite Bure, will be recognized by fu
ture science. These diverse aerial 
strata and electro-magnetic circula
tions are produced; first, by the resist
ance or friction of the air against the 
surface of the earth occasioned by the 
rapidity with which it turns upon its 
axis.

“Second, the evaporation of water, 
and by the ascension of the terrestrial 
electricity, from all wet places.

“Third, by the calorific or magnetic 
action of the-sun upon the whole or
ganism, and'more especially upon the
'African continent. The upper • air 
composed of Electricity in different de
grees of refinement, and states of
tivity.

ac
&

“And In order to provide for 
more complete accumulation and 
velopment, the lowest stratum of

its 
de- 
alr

—that which we inhale—is generally 
rectified from humidity (or moisture) 
and so constitutes a kind of non-con
ducting pedestal for the rest of the 
air to repose upon. This lower strat
um is what electricians term an “insu
lator.” This in clear and dry weather 
detaches the electricity of the upper 
regions from the earth and cuts off all 
communication between them. Hence 
we may sometimes look up, in this 
continent, day after day, and see the 
clouds floating over our heads, but re
ceive none of their contents on the 
earth.”

Page 79-82: “Upon some highly ele
vated ground—say upon the brow of 
a considerable hill—construct an elec
tric toWer. The higher this tower as
cends above the level of the ocean, the 
more absolute will be the determina
tion of its influence upon the currents 
of the upper strata, and the more per
fectly will it be capable of directing 
the wind and other aerial circula
tions.

“In the top of this tower should be 
constructed two machines of very large

or by thé inherent forces of the earth. 
We wish to put a: harness upon this 
‘detached’ aud hitherto unmanageable 
sovereign agent among the elements.

“Very well; now. we desire to make 
the rain fall upon New‘Haven, on. the 
supposition that' the .weather has long 
been dry and sultry, tjie garden vege
tation is being ' destroyed, and the 
farmers of the environs much desire 
the benefit of rain.;

“But there are ! no içlouds formed 
near Hartford. '-WhiKt .is to be done? 
Do you not remember the proof that 
water, in a vaporized state, is omni-I 
present and cO-e^tensive with air?

“Yes, What then; is now required to 
develop clouds?’ ; ...... '.. '

"Manifestly-nothing more than to. 
reduce |he temperature' of the atmos
phere In/shveral localities' within the 
electrical circuit. And the moment 
you have formed a few fleecy clouds in 
this way, they will join you in the 
more rapid evaporation of aqueous 
matter from the earth, on the prin
ciple already explained. Well, how Is’ 
this to be done? By the accumulation 
and elimination of electricity from 
the various 'depots.' How are these 
to be made? Within an area of 100 
miles diameter, there may be as many 
special receivers as the meteoric and 
agricultural conditions of the country 
require. Every farm and every city 
may be provided with one. This 
plan should be extensively adopted in 
some portions of Australia and else
where.

“These depots or receivers are 
nothing more than mammoth Leyden 
jars, provided with perpendicular 
metallic conductors, fixed on the in
side of the receiver, and extending 
into the air as far as possible. Ten 
such depots will cost as much as a 
popular church. The upper end of 
this metallic conductor should be pro
vided with a platinum discharger with 
many angles—say a dodecahedron, or 
at least, an octahedron,, with the 
points and lines sharply defined, and 
presented, free from all ' contact with 
trees, etc., to the surrounding atmos
phere.

"When the receiver is filled with 
electricity to overflowing by the action 
of the ponderous machine In the tow
er, then there is no escape for it ex
cept up the perpendicular conductor, 
and Into the eight or twelve-sided dis
charger. From this the electric fluid 
will dart off In every direction, and at 
night, the exhibition will be most 
beautiful, comprising all the meteoric 
phenomena of the aurora borealis and 
northern light, because the philosophy, 
is the same.” , ’

By concluding my quotations from 
the author’s own work, I assert that 
the writer must have felt pretty sure 
about the reliability of his pre-suppo- 
sltions In regard of controlling and 
regulating precipitation all over the 
country by the use of artificial means. 
The student of A. J. Davis’s philoso
phy will find that the writer was very 
parefuMn the explanation.-of hls dis
coveries in the realms of nature; care
fully, he guided -his foot, step by step 
on solid ground, quite. In contradictlnc- 
tlpn from .'other explorers, who, mak-
ing conjectures about things the na
ture of which they do not understand 
In the least, allow their wild conceived 
ideas to run at random. . "

The libraries of tli'e country are 
filled to overflow with books of such a 
character, and it is an indisputable 
fact that we not only waste the time 
by perusing them, but their contents
at the same time are detrimental 
the progress of the human race 
large. , - >

The writer maintains further in

to 
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Mrs. Carlyle Petersilea,

Letter I^jom Cgrlyle Petersilea—Con- 
Oll .uUnued,

“I buyled,.mpvfaee in' my folded 
arms R.BX answered, T »nuBt confess 
they are’not.1 ‘Well,’ continued the 
voice, -‘Uiat Kfiid of a heaven would 
you likgjHBUlip&e it was possible for 
you to have ai. blissful abode, just to 
ypur liking?;, .

“There, as my head rested on my 
folden arms,‘I began to dream of a fu
ture for-myself, Buch a condition as 
would make ume happy after • the 
change called death, and, Petersilea, 
here it is, just ag I then pictured it,” 
and he wavë'd his' arms around the 
beautiful room; aiid toward the great 
white college building In.the near dis
tance, tojvard the fountains, the birds, 
thé flowers, the beautiful statuary; he 
pointed towàrd a lovely cat, that was 
purring at «- his feet ■ and rubbing 
against hl6 legs; and toward a large 
and beautiful, dog that was seen lying 
at the open door which led .into an 
elegant conservatory filled with all 
manner of choice exotics. ■ ' 
' "Petersilea;"-he said; "I do not live 
here alone,,,|mt ,with my own, and we 
live, and love, and work together; but 
you Bald yôu would like to dine with 
mo alone; and I allowed you to have 
your own way;, for you told me the 
reason why. Now, at that time on 
earth when I lay with my face In my 
folded arms, dreaming of what would 
constitute my bliss, when I arose from 
my position, I felt rather guilty, but 
attributed it to my poetic fancy; then, 
I composed à long poem which I never 
quite dared to give to the world at 
that time, but which I am determined 
now to hand down through some medi
um; and that poem entered largely 
into the details of all this that yop 
now see around you, even to this din
ing-room and a gifted musician, like 
yourself, to play for me; and, among 
other things,! said: ‘Why should God 
create a world of struggling human 
beings, very few of whom ever know 
much happineBB, nd, really, misery 
would seem to be their portion, then 
require them to spend nearly all their 
miserable existence In prayer and sup
plication to him for the little, that 
they struggle।so hard to obtain; then, 
after death, spend an eternity praising 
him—praising him for what? Their 
miserable existence, that the most of 
them would rather :have never known 
at all; for, as you well know, the most 
of people wish1 they had never been 
born; and notv they must stand 
around a throneion which this egotis
tical monster sltfl; and praise and flat
ter him forevermore.’ I must admit, 
Petersllea4=my-;stnii revolted.

“And then I asked: ‘Why should 
God be a he?—for what reason? A 
man Is reSlJy lower, spiritually, in 
the scale tfinn a woman; and, as it is 
distinctly ëtatedm that which is called 
holy writ, that God created man in his 
own image, after the image of God 
created he^Jjlm. pjiale and female cre
ated he thém,' I could pot understand 
why Gôd mioùl^be a triale. Now, I 
at that tinW lovdif and revered my 
mother above alii,beings that existed.

the dominion of the heathen. (
“He will convert the darkest for- । 

esis into gardens ot beauty; the dlsa- 
grecable vegetables and animal forms, ; 
which now disfigure the -face of na- j 
ture, will be overcome and banished, , 
and ’the lion and the lamb - will lie . 
down together in peace. i

“The lightning that now performs , 
the duties of a courier, and .which I 
sometimes still ventures to go off on . 
private excursions, declaring Itself at , 
times independent of man’s pursuit 
and power, will yet be the means, the 
chief agent (under man’s direction) 
of conducting away from unhealthy 
localities the pestilential miasm 
which generates disease and debility 
among minkind. And meanwhile, In 
its concentric gyrations through the 
broad tracery of conductors in the air, 
the lightning will emit the most sweet 
aeolian music which the mind can 
possibly Imagine."

Page 45- 48: "Chemists are already 
aware that electricity Is the only 
agent by which both elements compos

- ing water, can be simultaneously 
evolved and held in free conditions. 
It is ascertained that one part of 
.water, hydrogen, may be .by itself 
elicited in various ways—as, for in- 
Btance, by the action of sulphuric 
acid upon zinc, causing It to decom
pose and combine with the oxygen in 

. the water, thus forming a sulphate of 
oxide of zinc which of necessity sets 
the hydrogen at liberty.

"But here let it be borne in mind 
that electricity is only capable of elic
iting the constituents of water In a 
pure and simultaneous condition. 
This fact has an important bearing 
upon the theory of producing and' 

■ controlling rain.
"Next, as to the atmosphere. ■ Es

sentially considered, the Invisible en- 
velopement of our globe has been 
long represented as consisting of a 
large quantity of nitrogen, less of 
oxygen, a minute trace of carbonic 
acid, azote, and the Irregular quantity 
of aqueous :br. watery vapor. It is a 

: tutlbus fact;'that in the air; water is 
found to be omnipresent or-.co-exten- 
give with It, and always in a state of 
fnvlBible vapor, and both elements al- 

• though not ‘simple’.' as the ancients.
ta'uSht; but compound, and different In , 
wnstitutlon, are yet Identical In the 

‘exhibition of their phenomena when 
Seated or reduced in temperature.

proportions^—one an electric instru- 
| meat for the accumulation and devebi-
opment of this negative principle from 
the earth; the other a galvanic bat
tery for the purpose of introducing 
magnetic currents and for decompos
ing water. This structure, with its 
electro-magnetic conveniences, will 
answer to produce and control rain in 
an uneven country, say like the state 
of Connecticut, for a circle or district 
one hundred miles in diameter; but on 
a desert it would be influential upon 
a circle of not more than two hundred 
miles. In fact, when situated upon a 
plain surface,« where water is scarce 
and heat is abundant most of the year, 
as in Arabia or in some parts -of Af
rica, the tower should not be expected 
to act permanently upon more than 
thirty miles of air In every direction
from It. This circle should be con-i-
nected with the central power by 
means of wire conductors, on a plain 
precisely analogous to the poles-and 
conductors ot thé .magnetic telegraph.

“Of course, it is unnecessary to de
scribe the ^methods of constructing an 
electrical apparatus, for I mean noth
ing different from what is already 
known to scientific electricians.

"The dimensions.of the cylindrical 
glass or revolving portion of the in
strument, let me remark, should not 
be less than 16 feet in diameter, and 
thick enough every way to resist all 
centrifugal tendencies, when" making 
seventy-five revolutions a minute. 
This cylinder should be moved by a 
steam engine of the required power; 
and the heat for the boiler may be ob
tained by a galvanic decomposition-of. 
water. - .

“You will please bear in mind, Mr. 
Editor, that electricity is a negative 
principle—Is' cold, and while it- acts 
upon aerial vapor to condense Its 
atoms into rain, frost, snow, etc., it at 
the same moment, gives rise to cer
talm currents of ‘wind,’ so-called, 
which have much to do in all cases in 
determining bn what part of the globe 
the condensed vapor shall descend., . ;

“It is this invariable meteoric law
which we now propose to'bring with-L-
in the dominion of art. Let us sup- 
I>ose; for.-illustration, that the electric 
tower constructed' in the vicinity .of 
this city,' say on 'Prospect BUI.’ From 
this: point, radiating in air directions, 
are metallic conductors, for the pur
pose of fixing the operations- of the 
electric currents, whether they be 
generated by the artificial mechanism

“Harmonlal Man” that the "atmos
phere or lower strata of the ■ air, 
works more in the capacity of a so- 
called “insulator," instead of a con
ductor, and hence ' disperses the 
aqueous vapors floating in the air, 
which otherwise would be condensed 
and precipitated as moisture In the 
shape of a welcome rain revivifying 
all vegetation. This statement is only 
too logical in its whole • scope. Can 
you catch the meaning'of the classific 
order in all nature as follows? 1, sol
id; 2, fluid; 3, vapor; 4, ether; 5, es
sence; 6, law; 1, principle; 8, idea; 
9, Deity. Thus nine divsions of na
ture are to be understood: 1, earth; 
2, water; 3, atmosphere; 4, electric
ity; 5, magnetism; 6, force; 7, power;
8, reason; 9, spirit or Deity.

Now let us argue: The solid envel
ops the fluid, the fluid the vapor, the 
vapor the essence, and so on the 
whole line along until we' arrive at 
the center point which is to be occu
pied by the very finest substance sup
posed to be the divine mind.- The 
first (solid) or exterior strata of air 
envelops as a vessel all the other ele
ments in their successive order like 
the layers of an onion. This order 
prevails through all the realms of na
ture, viz.: Man’s body, the earth’s ge
ological stratas, the aerial combina
tion. In the whole of nature Is har
monious order and symmetry, one does 
follow successively (or is containing) 
the other, the gross as the vessel holds 
the fluidic states.- So you can very 
easily comprehend the' atmosphere as 
a solid shell enveloping the aqueous 
and all other serial elements.

Now let us argue again that elec
tricity, the cold or negative force. Is 
the receptacle for the fiber or warm 
and therefore positive force which we 
designate as magnetism.- Can you now 
accept the atmosphere, or 'first aerial 
envelope as an insulato'r?

Now we want to proceed to investi
gate the theory that the negative cold, 
or electrical force is necessary- to con
dense the aqueous vapors dispersed in 
the aerial regions. Let fis try an
other experiment. Put a vessel^ con
taining water upon a Warm stoved and 
iPfbtect the first with a lid or cover. 
After a while lift the lid and you will 
find the inner surf ace. of it all over 
covered with large drops of clear 
water which' flow rapidly downward 

. on the cover. Can ; ydu- grasp the 
idea? Electricity surrounds, the ves
sel and as soon as you lift the cover 
does it come in contact with the mag
netism inside the vessel and is so con
tracting the aqueous vapor upon the 
surface of the cover. This experiment 
looks at first Bight very simple,.but 
nevertheless it is-fundamental-in the 
exemplification of our lesson, ■ • •

Bo .you believe now that A. J.’ Davis 
is right in his definitions of the laws 
of Nature? . It is moreThanTprobablo 
that he is, and I .would. Suggest to 
have this-matter probed-as to its real 
merit, or otherwise to show'its unten- 
ablencss. . ... -i-v . -.

Now we arrive nt a. point whore 
there arises the question,-.how and by 
whom the necessary means will . be 

। furnished to accomplish a satisfactory 
i result? This is the most critical point 
i at -issue.. Can we expect that private

pèysoj^’iMa^rgo '”chat!:'iriBk? 
Hrifdly. ¿.The n^per ;inst|tuti,op to 
cafry t’htíuiatter fhrirtigh In1 a scien
tific and' jp'r^ctlc.ai manner is the U. S. 
Federal Government, It keeps a forte 
of trained men steadily employed at 
the government's” expense. The Sec
retary of the Interior is empowered by 
act of the Senate and House of Repre
sentatives of the United States, since 
June*!?, 1902, to carry on investiga
tions in the Une ¡of irrigation and to 
bring them to a proper issue, and ap
propriate at the "same time the pecu
niary means, as.çômlng under his ju
risdiction anfi supervising the work of 
the reclamation service of the Geolog
ical Survey for irrigating purposes.

• But here miglit be raised the objec
tion, that already in the past experi
ments of this kind have been made at 
government’s expense, thé results of 
which were so unsatisfactory that it 
had been decided .upon not to risk any 
more money foi'fain-making purposes.

In 18'91, Geri.' R. G.. Dyrenforth 
tried to produce rain In Texas by 
heavy cannonading the blue skies, and 
discharging large .amounts of oxygen 
and hydrogen gaseé by means of bal
loons,’ while the . ground ■ batteries 
were kept’ in constant action for 
twelve hours. This rain-making ex
periment did cost the U. 8. Govern
ment $12,000 appropriated in the Ag
ricultural Bill.

During the month of April 1904, 
experiments were made near El Cajon, 
San Diego county, South California, by 
C. B. Tervél. I extract the following 
from the Twelfth National Irrigation 
Congress in El Faso, Texas, Nov. 15
18, 1904 Report, page 426:

“Our outfit, consisted of about twen-

Why was God, then, a male? All na
ture said that the creative principle 
was mille and female equally blended; 
that together ' they constituted one ; 
what he' lacked she possessed; what 
she Jacked ,he possessed; then, the 
God principi^ must according, to all 
natural ’law’s always be spoken of as 
he or a male personality?

“These: inner voices of mine were 
persistent, ..they- would be heard. 
Now, since, coming here, I find the in
ner voice's. Which were spiritual, Were 
righthand the teachings of earth 
were and-are wrong, the most of them. 
God ls.,n.Ql, a personality, neither is the 
God. piTn'clple^-the creative principle 
.—à malé/but male and female blend
ed into; completeness, and we see not 
God here, any more than the people of 
earth dp, but we unite here the true 
male and female Into perfect one
ness."-’ ' ~

"I was so united, even when on the 
earthly plane,” J .said, “consequently I 
understand it,perfectly.” ■

“SoT have understood,” he replied. 
"Now, I have ' another little message 
to glye to the people of earth. Many 
cannot think that we eat and drink 
here in the spiritual realms, but you 
and I both know that this is a great 
mistake. To be sure we do not eat 
just as the people of earth do; we are 
farther up the scale of being. Man on 
earth does not eat just as the ox does, 
for man is higher up the scale of be
ing; but I want to reason with those 
people who think we do not partake of 
food.

“When the spirit leaves the body, 
the spirit form is precisely like the 
form it has left, every organ is intact 
and perfect We have eyes as you 
have, and we can see not only all ma
terial things but we can also see spirit
ual things that before we could not; 
besides all this, our sight is added to 
ten fold. While In the body we could 
only see ..very short distances, our 
sight was limited to material objects 
and to-'very short distances; now we 
can see, not only spiritual things, but 
our Bight is not limited as it was on 
earth. We can see to very long dis
tances and to remòte regions.

"Thus much for. the eyes. As we 
have eyes, bo we have ears. We can 
hear all material sounds; but, added 
to these, our spiritual ears are, as it 
were, opened, and we hear a great 
many sounds never heard before, that 
Is, we hear all sounds-recorded In the 
ether. .

“You now have on earth an instru
ment called the phonograph, that you 
can cause to repeat sounds, and the 
vibrations of these sounds have been 
stored up. Now the ether does that1 
for us, and can be made to repeat 
sounds that once vibrated it. We 
not only hear all things, as it were, 
but the higher vibrations of the spir
itual realm, that Is, we can hear spir
itual beings talk, sing, laugh, play on 
musical Instruments;' and we can hear 
grand orations at very long distances; 
grand orchestras, choirs and singing, 
themes and. solemn anthems. Now we 
have a throat, mouth, tongue, and 
stomach, just as you have, ethereal, 
sublimated and refined, but as real to 
us as. yours is to you. It Is the very 
mouth, tongue and stomach that we 
had on earth, minus their material 
covering; and our spiritual bodies 
must be sustained, just as your mate
rial bodies are on earth. Consequent
ly, we eat and drink, just as you do; 
but oiir eating is the quintessence of 
refinement, and we eat of the most
ethereal and refined substances.

ty cannons or mortars, each Weighing 
about 60 pounds. They were about 
8 inches high arid had a bore of about 
3 Inches. They were stationed in 
four groups, each’, group representing 
a corner ot one acre of ground. We 
commenced firing at about 6:30 Fri
day, April 22,' and continued steadily 
until abbut 1:30 Sunday, April 24— 
making 31 hours' of actual and con
tinuous bombardment. Each charge 
was about four ounces of powder 
tamped in with dirt; we shot twice a 
minute during the entire time. We 
had no rain, but on Tuesday following 
this locality experienced a ‘drizzle’ 
which was oi no bmiefit as the precip
itation was very light. ”

At present;^ Mr. C. M. Hatfield in 
Los AngeWy Cal.? has gone in the 
rain-makingbusiness, using chemi
cals, the -complndtipn of wfiich he 
keeps secret? The chemicals are 
mixed in casks anuullowed to remain 
for five days» After’this he ascends a 
tower of varying heights,' from the 
top of which, he liberates his gases in 
connection' with a jarge number of 

. evaporating pahs from which water is 
evaporated by, heat,ffiUficlally applied. 
From the foregoing.we can see that a 
number of mbn are steadily employed 
in a more oi* less adventurous man
ner to discover a' proper formula .suf
ficient for producing the desired ef
fect; but without any practical result; 
in all their efforts they show that they 
are merely groping , in .the dark, be
cause they lack that spiritual insight

"I know all this," said Longfellow, 
"for I often visited you before you 
left the material form. I could not 
quite forget how you played for me 
nearly all the evening, and I then 
and there wove a romance about you. 
Petersilea, you have really lived a part 
of that romance, and thé remainder is 
yet to come. But this romance is too 
personal to be given to the world."

He now replaced the holder, and we 
went out upon a golden veranda, all 
set with pearls,-that is, the pillars and 
arches were, and seated ourselves in 
what appeared like chairs of crimson 
velvet "with frames of. gold also set 
with pearls. Before us glided a spark
ling river—the waters sparkling in 
all the colors of the rainbow. The 
gentle breeze, and sound of the run
ning water, made music bo soft and 
sweet that the tears sprung to my 
eyes. Oh, how I longed to have my 
dear wife by my side, who was at this 
moment weeping In loneliness and de
spair, down on the earthly plane-. Yes, 
her thoughts, her sighs and ; tears 
reached me, even here, and I sighed 
and gave forth a little moan ipaympa- 
hetic pity for her. ’All the beauty 
lefore' me could not make me entirely 

happy, You of egrth, who have lost 
loved ones, do not think- that all the 
loss and loneliness belongs . to you 
alone; the loved one, who has gone to 
the beautiful spiritual realms, also 
feels it and misses you as much as you 
miss the dear one.

"When in earth life,” said Long-fel
low, “I used to look rather sadly upon 
a flowing river, feeling that all men 
went down to a common level—the 
grave; but, now, I realize how mis
taken I was. I did not then pause to 
consider that waters were drawn up
ward and then returning renewed and 
refreshed the earth. So, the spirits 
of men, .women and children are 
drawn upward, and then returning, 
refresh and renew the souls of man-
kind; and one thing symbolizes 
other; this is safe reasoning at 
times.”

We talked thus for sometime

an
ali

and
then entered the parlor. Here was an 
elegant grand piano.

"Will you play to, me once more, 
professor?” asked Longfellow.

“With pleasure,” I answered.
“Are you willing to play to me some 

of my own songs? Many of them 
have been set to music, as you know.”

“Yes; I will play, and sing them, as 
well.”

“Ah, yes! I remember. You are a 
singer also. Let us have ‘The 
Bridge.’ ”

And playing a sweet accompani
ment, I sung—
“I stood on the bridge, at midnight;
, As the clocks were striking 

hour.
And the moon rose o’er the city, 

Behind the dark church tower.'

the

Then I played and sang many of his 
other songs, until we were both in 
tears.

“If 1 had then known all that 1 now 
know, my poetry would have been 
filled with new wine—the wine of a 
higher life, better understood. And, 
yet at that time, the world would not 
have been ready to receive It. I dared 
not write out for the world, all that 
my inner consciousness dimly sensed; 
likewise, It would have broken my old, 

.much loved and revered father's heart. 
But Petersilea, I heard about your 
coming out as a Spiritualist, and ad-
mired your courage and bravery.” 

“It came very near ruining me

We
not only eat for sustenance, but we 
eat together, as you do, for sociality. 
We make a social pleasure of it, far 
more, even, than you do on earth. 
These things are carried up into ethe
real or spiritual refinement. ■

“And thus it is with every organ 
of our ' ethereal bodies. But seed 
germs', and the propagation of species, 
all belong to the earthly or material 
spheres. By a natural law, all ethe
real or spiritual germs gravitate to the 
earth, for the very good reason that 
they must first be covered, for their 
protection and growth, with a mate
rial covering, wherein they develop. 
We have, hands to ""work with, but 
they now'work within spiritual sub
stance. We have feet, hands and legs. 
We can walk rapidly, if we choose, or 
we can do what you of earth cannot, 
we can fly. We do not have wings, 
but we can, by exercising will power, 
which1 may be called wings, fly with 
the utmost speed, going what to you 
would be thousands of miles in a sec
ond or two.

“Now,, if we have all that you have, 
with a thousand fold added thereto, 
ought we not to be happy and blessed? 
And; just as our material powers are 
increased, so are our powers for 
doing good, and obtaining knowledge; 
just so much are our powers increased 
for forming, all beautiful objects of 
art, for creating elegant edifices, 
founding halls of learning, and so on.

“Then, do not_wonder, when we 
speak of great, dazzling marble halls, 
and all kinds of dwellings; do not 
wonder at our conservatories of music, 
at our elegant museums and theatres; 
do not wonder at our lakes, rivers, 
ponds and streamlets; at our boats.

in the workings of,nature, and hence 
are working at .haphazard. Only a 
systematical research along thè line 
pointed out by A. J. Dayls promises to., 
have the expected success, because we 
caa mSet- hatufp. only, by 3? employing 

■ lawful homogenéòus. riieans, corelated 
■tri her respective, quhllty . in.: order to 
have the 'desireef effect'...... ■ . . -

In conclufelòn I .Invite the readers of

for all these things are ethereal 
spiritual.

“And poetry! The depths 
heights of'the poetic sentiment

and

and 
can

not be measured, or entered into, ex
cept at the very threshold, while one Is 
on the earthly plane. This message I 
want to send by you, and your beloved 
wife, to the dwellers on the material 
plane of existence.

“Personal messages, to my dearly 
beloved relatives and friends, I may 
not at this time be able to send; and 
I greatly fear they would not be ac
cepted if 1 were' to db so. And now, 
Petersilea, as we are through with our 
dinner,- let me offer you a cigar.”

■He took a silver case from the man
tel, almost precisely as he had done 
in that long ago, and opening it, held' 
it tow^d me with a quizzical smile. 
Surel/, there was the semblance of 
three cigars within that silver case. 
I drew back somewhat astonished.
’ "Longfellow,” I said, “I left off 
smoking many years ago in the earth 
life. You surely would be the last 
person to tempt me to take up the 
vile habit once more.’-’ • .

“I well knew that you would not be 
tempted,” he replied; “otherwise, I 
would hot have offered them ‘to- you. 
But. I could not forget the one I gave 
you to smo.ke in the.long ago." . '.

“Yes; and .the folly of.smoking 
that .cigar) which cost one dollar, has. 
followed me all -my ' life.' L' never 
could quite; forget; It; and, really,. I
thlpk It had spmething tó do with in
fluencing my. mind to discontinue the• WM *** ** W* ™ . ■ Ax * ""J . - - - * • * V ** V ** W

The Progressive Thinker to give the vile habit” I 'never afterward put a 
subject a .careful...cohsi^qraUon and cigar to-my Upsbttiat'l did not think 
give-thelv'tiewB ab'dut'tho feasibility ¡of the time when, in a few minutes, I 
of a project of so vast import in gen- had burned up a dollar that would
eral and at large.
you.

It will write in full sight- 
yes, in full sight and it will 
write more, write better, 
write easier and keep on , 
doing so longer than any 
other typewriter.

THE .MONARCH TYPEWRITER CO., 
200 and 202Wabash Ave.. Chicago, III,

THE NEW LIFE,
By Leroy Berrier. An eminently suggestive 
work, of excellent tendencies, treating Qt the 
mind’s relations to the physical organism, and 
the power of thought in the upbuilding of 
health and character. Cloth, it.

RRRMONIGS OF EVOLUTION.
The Philosophy of Individual Life, Based 

Upon Natural Science
As taught by modern masters of law. By Flor
ence Huntley. An exceedingly interesting and 
distinctly valuable contribution to the literal 
ture of evolution, unfolding its laws from the 
deeper and clearer spiritual aspect, aud In
dicating tho defects of the Darwinian theory. 
Spiritualists and Materialists alike can gain 
much from its perusal. Price, finely bound in 
Cloth. &

Cultivation of Per^onaf Kaanetlsm 
A treatise on Human Calturo. Ey Leroy Bar» 
ner, anthropologist and1 author. A very sujc 
«Bstlve and uxstruoUva book Price $1.00.

Tlii! Limi Decalogo
By\v. J. COLVILLE. A serlos or twelve loo- 
lures, intended as simple, practical expositions 
of the Ten Commandments lit the spiritual as
pect. Price. W cents.

WORLD JAKING^« 
and Death of Worlds, by Samuel J »helps Leland 
Ph. D.. LIT. 1)., Emeritus Professor of Astrono 
my end lecturer on science inCharleH City Cob 
loge, A Work of intense Interest, by a scien
tist and profound thinker, (.’loth, price. 75 eta.

financially,” I replied. "But,1 if star
vation had stared me in the face, I 
would not have withheld from the 
world the book called Tho Discovered 
Country,' also ‘Mary Ahn Carew.' My 
father returned in spirit and wrote 
‘The Discovered Country,’ which was 
his actual experience in spirit lite, as 
far as he, at that time, had lived it; 
then, he brought my darling mother, 
and she wrote ‘Mary Ann Carew,’ her 
real maiden name,this being her act
ual experience, as far as she at that 
time, had lived it; but she had been 
in spirit lite about thirty-five years, 
and my father had but recently come 
to this life.” ,

"Well, my dear professor, you did 
not starve after all.”

“No; nor did Spiritualism hurt me 
much, not as much as I thought when 
on the earthly plane. Since coming 
here, I have found that my belief, and 
open avowal ot the same was really a 
great help to me; but this I could not 
see at the time. Now, as I look down 
through the vista of those years, I find 
that it I, had not done so, my remain
ing life on the earthly plane would 
have been very, very short, and I 
should have missed all my spiritual 
experience there, which would have 
been a great loss to me. Yes; my life 
was really prolonged on the earthly 
planejor twenty years in consequence, 
and I jvas able to do a great deal of 
work for the cause of truth in that 
time, and was not left without a com
forter, and my lite there, I now find, 
miglit have been prolonged for many 
years more, if I had not listened to 
worldly advice, and tried once more 
to enter the arena ot competition for 
musical honors. Earthly fame is of 
little account compared with eternal 
spiritual truths.” .

“Well, you are not sorry to be here, 
are you?"

"In one sense not, in another yes. 
It is not well, as you now know, to 
hasten one’s life out of the material 
plane. Natural law intends that all 
should have the experience that may 
be gairfed within the material body on 
the earthly plane. Much Borrow and 
remorse are experienced by the soul 
who, through ignorance, accident or 
disease, comes to this life before na
ture intended it should. It is exquis
itely beautiful here in the spiritual 
realm,,and yet I am not aff happy as I 
otherwise should have been. I feel 
bitter regret and remorseful, there
fore cannot be entirely happy. Al
though I did not foresee that the 
great unusual exertion of giving my 
last Beethoven recital on earth, would 
be the means of separating my soul 
ter grief and loneliness, as she calls 
from my material body. My wife’s bit- 
uppn me day and night, fills me with 
sorrow and remorse.”

“No, we are not all happy here, as 
you well know, yet time will make all 
things right at last. But you have 
the power of controlling your wife to 
write. That is good. AU things 
work together for good. Now, Peter
silea, I have a favor to ask of you. 
Will you not conduct me to your wife, 
at some future time, and allow me to 
take the entire control? I desire to 
make some amends for neglecting to 
give to the world all that my soul in
tuitively knew to be true.”

“With great pleasure,” I answered. 
And thus we talked for sometime be
fore-bidding each other adieu. And 
I will keep my promise to the great 
poet. ' He shall have the opportunity- 
to wflte, as soon as It can be brought 
about. ? My wife, in-her old age, has 
nów to ' breast • the matérial world 
alone, .unaided, and- .With little 
strength. No; .1 cannot be entirely 
happy, even in heaven. .. ■ . - ' ■

Yours for all that is good and trqe, 
CARLYLE PETERSILEA.
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JOHN E. REMSBURG'S GREAT WORK
Ingersoll’s desire that somebodf 

should at last tell the whole truth about 
the Bible has been brilliantly fulfilled. 
No Freethinker worthy of the name can 
afford to pass over Remsburg’s book In 
silence. Like Thomas Paine's "Age of 
Reason,” may it, let us hope, find ad
mirers and translators in other lan
guages. And again, like Paine’s book, 
may this brilliant work bring to its au- . 
thor the praise of posterity.—Der Frei
denker (Milwaukee).

This great work on the Bible by Mr. 
Remsburg is most valuable—It is an en
cyclopedia of information in regard t4 
the'Blble, and surpasses in importance 
all other works of the kind now pub 
lished. It is up-to-date In every partia 
ular. Price, SI .25.

UNCOOKED FOODS,
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Recipes for Wholesome 
Preparation.

Proper combinations and menus, 
with the reason uncooked food is best 
for the promotion of health, strength 
and Vitality. By Mr. and Mis. Eugene 
Christian. Illustrated.

No one can afford to be without this 
book. Any one who tries some of tho ' 
special recipes will discover that proper 
preparation Increases the palatability of 
food. Learn how and what to cook in 
order to build and retain the highest de
gree ot normal health by following the 
recipes of this cook book.

It will simplify methods of living— 
help to settle the servant question and 
the financial problems as well as point 
the way for many to perfect health. 
Price $1.

STANDARD BOOKS,
Cloth Binding, Wc. Each.

The following books by well known 
and popular writers, we have selected 
with the thought that they will be of in
terest to our readers. They are printed 
on fine paper; perfectly clear, readable 
type; cloth binding. Good home library
edition:
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History. The Hero as Divin
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Hero as King. By Thomas Carlyle. 369 
pages.

Past and Present. By Thomas Car
lyle.

Data of Ethics. By Herbert Spencer.
Fairyland of Science. By Arabella B.

Buckley. This book is written in such 
a pleasing manner that young as well 
as old can understand it. Illustrated, 
gilt top.

Origin of Species. By Charles Dar
win.

Descent of Man. By Charles Darwin. 
These two books by Mr. Darwin, should 
be In every home. -

Karma. A Novel. By A. P. Slnnett
A Romance of Two Worlds. By Mar 

rie Corelli. A most wonderful occult 
story.

Zanonl. By Bulwer Lytton. A ro
mance by that most wonderful and mya- , 
tic writer, after a long residence in the 
Ea?t and an exhaustive study of occult 
lore. .

Any one of the above valuable books 
can be obtained for 60 cents, a miracle of cheapness.

"THE DREftH CHILD,”
A Fascinating Romance ot Two Worlds. By 
Florence Huntley. Price, cloth, Th cents. Books 
like "The Dream Child" spur humanity on to 
make more and more demands ot this nature, 
and wUl open up now heights and depths ot 
spiritual knowledge.—Ella Wheeler Wilcox. 
Will, I believe, take its place beside Bulwer'a 
"Zanonl" and the "Seraphlta" of Balzac.—Daily 
Capital, Topeka, Kansas. Although simple and - 
unvarnished with any ir-dammablo (descrip
tions, enthralls tho mind to the exclusion ol 
other thoughts, until reluctantly'the roadei 
closes tho last page.—Minneapolis Sunday ■ 
Times; . ' - .

. _ ................. . ...... _ __ It is easy in adversity to despise
Let me-hear from and Bhould have gone toward feeding I death; but he has real fortitude who

Salt Lake City, Utah.
C. K. FLANDERKA. (some poor, Ione widow and her help-1 dares to live and be wretched.—Mar-

less little ones.' tial

The Myth oi the Greaj Dbiuqb^
By James M. McCann. A complet* »tU over.

| whelming refutation of the Bfbl« story ot UKDeluge. Pries. DoanU. - ■■■•



There are gross seekers after the mere gratification ofprotecting such persons.onto the the “good spirits;” and

as noble but austere souls to whom even harmless pleas-

ideas.,

other universal stamp of thought upon

world a fierce, undisciplined soul, filled with the bitter

be labeled.
FOR MANY REASONS WE THINK

Having done this we shall go on to show other phases 
of spirit life till we have given a comprehensive picture of 
the spirit world—-In the limits of two books It would have

The various criticisms -which, have reached us, seem to 
call for some.further explanations of our object in dwe 1- 
ing again in a .second book, upon the dark, rather than

«

In Reply to Various Criticisms He Gives His Reasons for Describing 
Hell Rather Than Heaven, theDark Rather Than the

', '. Bright Side of Spirit Life.

upon the bright, Bide'of spirit life. /.
We did this because other writers have'given bo much 

prominence of the BEAUTIES OF SPIRITUAL INTER
COURSE, AND THE CHARMS OF SPIRIT LIFE I 
SPHERES INHABITED BY GOOD, PURE AND HAPPY 
SPIRITS, and thereby many well-intentioned tperspnB ot 
noble aspirations but litmtted knowledge, have been In
duced to embark upon a course of exploration which 1b 
fraught with serious dangers to those who Bet forth- rely
ing solely upon their superabundant faith in the wisdom, 
morality and power of the spirits whose control they in
voke. Th® confiding trust of these explorers has met with 
a large response from good and noble spirits, but it be
comes daily more difficult to protect the numerous per
sons who propose io “develop" their medial powers, and, 
in justice to the spirit world, mortals should pause and

of the EXISTENCE OF THE DARK SIDE O? SPIRIT 
LIFE, and wq ask every student of occultism TO CONSID
ER THE RISKS, as well ‘as the benefits ot spirit, inter
course, and to guard against them before they yjeld to 
THB PROMISCUOUS CONTROL Off ANY SPIRITS.

"By their fruits ye shall know them.” This: 18 abso
lutely true In relation to spirit-control. Mediums will be 
found to be wise or foolish, elevated in thought and high- 
principled or common-place, narrow-minded and Illiberal; 
brilliant in mental powers or poor in knowledge and dull 
of intellect««—good .or evil!—progressing to wider attain
ments, or retrogressing into a condition ■ of diminished 
powers, and even into senility and premature decay, ac
cording to the nature ot the control to which they have 
subjected themselves!

THERE ARE CRANKS AND CROTCHET-MONGERS IN 
SPIRIT LIFE AS WELL AS UPON EARTH. The earth- 
bound spirits are often ot this class. There are philan
thropists and cynics, splendid mystics and spirits whose

ask whether they have a right to shift all the burden of powers even as spirits are of the most limited order!
.« . n.. »»i to • ’ * and M'hfirA ATA iTTnao aaalravo aftov thn rrroiiHnQHrin nf

whether it is not desirable that mortals should take some their animal passions at the expense of mankind, as .well
measures to protect themselves.

We consider knowledge as man’s best protection, there- |ures seem too great a concession to the cravings of the hu- 
fore we desire to give it, and we have begun with the dark man nature; fanatics lost to all thoughts but the thoughts 
side of the spirit picture rather than the light, in order to which dominated them in earth life and intent only on 
emphasize our former warnings. forcing those whom they can control to -propagate their

been Impossible to summarize all our theories, and we 
have not attempted to do so, therefore we ask our readers 
to suspend their final judgment upon our teachings till .we 
have given them in a completed form.

Hitherto the indignation of all high-minded persons has 
been directed against the fraudulent mediums, and against 
those who have begun their careers ap mediums with an 
honest desire tor knowledge and an earnest wish to bene
fit humanity, but who have finally descended to the most 
ABOMINABLE OF PRACTICES AND THE MOST DE
GRADED MODES OF LIFE, under so-called spirit control; 
and we wished to show most strongly, what is at the root 
of such downfalls!

The vanity and greed for money!
The pride, ignorance, ambition, and the frailties of hu

man nature—all contribute their share to the encom- 
passment of a medium’s ruin; yet these are but minor 
cause's compared to the overwhelming force for good or 
evil which can be exerted over a medium’s mind once the 
power of control has been yielded up to the spirit world.

As to the contentions of some critics that conditions 
such as are described in the "Wanderer” and "Ahrinzi- 
man” cannot be accepted as credible facts, we may point 
to the conditions of earth life even at the present time, 
and inquire, what our critics suppose will be the spiritual 
state of persons capable of Buch actions as are described 
as "massacres,” "wars,” "murders,’’ and the many social

EACH AND EVERY MEDIUM MUST JUDGE FOR 
THEMSELVES OF THE VALUE OF THE FRUITS 
WHI^H MEDIUMSHIP HAS BROUGHT THEM. But 
what all are bound to do is to join in safeguarding THE 
IGNORANT AND UNWARY, by warning them of the evils 
which exist, and which menace all who seek to explore the 
occult plane.

As Burely as disease and death and crime ARE BRED

....... ' '-r !’ •'
and practiced In bath conditions-le precisely the eame; but' 
long and patient spécial practice la required before the 
psychic can acquire the power of leaving his earthly body, 
and still rçtqinlng tjiqwfall Mength.of■ his reasoning pow- , 
ers, for to rnost pioytal, the physical body is necessary- as 
a means of supplying wmefeirt vital fuel with which to il
luminate the sensatory chambers of the mind; hence it 1b 
that so few people dreain clear, logical dreams, which can 
compare on equal grounds with the actions of their iwaR- 
ing brains. Trerefore before a psychic can expect to go 
into spirit life, and In that condition hold possession of the 
brightest qualities of his intellect in perfect consciousness, 
he must have acquired the power of drawing the nourish
ment for his brain frdm some other condition of life than 
that of the physical world. ?i'5iow this Is done, we cannot 
explain now, for our article lb already too long, but this as 
well as other details ,pf mé^Jumshtp will be given in the 
ngar future. Suffice Rito pay here, that we by no means' 
desire to be supposed totolsapbrove of TRUE TRANCE me
diumship; it is only the imperfect exhibitions of it, that we 
disapprove of; and our object in showing the dangers of 
spirit Intercourse, is fo, warn incautious students against 
yielding to trance conditions before they know what à 
"trance" truly means.

We consider trance mediumship a most needful part of 
the psychic’s development, because owing to the condi
tions which surround a planet in its material stage, it 1b 
necessary to leave the body and pass into a higher condi
tion of spirit life, in order that the thought-waves from 
the higher “Master Minds” may not BECOME COLORED 
BY THE THOUGHT EMANATIONS OF EARTHLY 
MINDS, or still worse, BE REFRACTED AND TURNED 
ASIDE BY THEM. ,

In the notes to "Ahrinzlman" the nature of a true 
trance is clearly defined, Whgt we desire to do now is 
only to explain why we liave dwelt so strongly upon the 
risks of YIELDING BLINDLY TO THOSE WHO SUGGEST 
"DEVELOPMENT,” but who, in nine cases out of ten 
(whether they are spirits or mortals) know very little of 
what true "development” means.

Our remarks are addressed to persons who have already 
arrived at a belief in the existence of a spirit world. For 
persons who have not yet arrived at a belief in the exist
ence of a spirit, our words will have little meaning or

Ube Otoan festers
(Continued from page 5.)

value. AHR1NZ1MAN.

GEMS OF THOUGHT.

,.I,had just finished this gruesome work when Thomas 
announced luncheon At the close of the meal I called 
the old man and said: "Can you find me some kind of a 
box in which I can put a skeleton? As you know," I con
tinued, "a doctor must have such things when In practice; 
but as I am now going to devpte my time to the care of 
this estate I Shall have little, time for practicing‘medicine 
outsjde of my home so I want to bury these bpnes, as the 
future Mrs. Floyd would not stay an hour in the house if 
I kept them here." /

“All right, sir; I think I have just the thing you .want,” 
he replied. .It is a box my father brought with him from 
the old country, and is about three feet long and two feet 
wide, strong and well made.”

“That will do nicely,” I said; "bring it to my room. By 
the way, I wonder if you will help me bury It In one corner 
of the'fittle burying-ground I saw as I drove along?"

"Yes, sir," Thomas answered, “I will gladly help you; 
for I could not sleep again if I knew the bones were here. 
The burying-ground you mention is on this property, so 
you have a right to use it.”

"Then,” I answered, "we will bury the bones at once 
if you are ready. Poor Andy Wiliams will rest well out 
there, and if I should ever need another skeleton I can 
always get one from the hospital in New York.”

“I hope, sir,” said Thomas, hastily, "that you will never 
need one while I live In this house!"

Thomas duly brought the box and with it a tine linen 
sheet, saying;—

"I thought, doctor, that you might wish for something 
to wrap the bones in, so I brought this sheet from the linen 
closet.”

“Thank you, Thomas," I said, "I am glad you were so 
thoughtful.”

Carefully I wrapped in the sheet al! that now remained 
of the once handsome Arthur Winthrop, who had laid bo 
long unburled, and placed the bundle reverently in the lit
tle box. As I did bo 1 heard—or did 1 dream?—the organ 
strike into a Jubilate Deo, and the marvelous voice I had 
heard the night before took up the .words and sang them to 
the end.

Thomas, who had gone to dig the grave, soon came back 
and said: —

If you can’t have your: own way, take consolation from
IN SLUMS AND THE HAUNTS OF SELFISH PLEASURE the fact tnat every man encounters his stone wall.—Anon.
in earth life, to spread epidemics of disease and waves of 
crimes, crime which, in its consequences, reach even to the 
homes of the prosperous and the moral, so surely do the 
evils bred In these spiritual hells REACT UPON THAT 
MORTAL WORLD WHICH SEEKS TO DENY THEIR EX
ISTENCE, DESPITE THE TESTIMONY OF ALL AGES 
OF THE EARTH’S HISTORY. NOT TILL THESE 
EVIL FORCES ARE TAKEN INTO ACCOUNT AND '

All sanijtary purification begins by opening the windows 
wide. Let us open wide all intellects; let us supply souls
with air.—Victor Hugo.

If you would serve your brother, because it is fit for 
to serve him, do not take back your words when you 
that prudent people do not commend you.—Emerson.

The theory that we get all our heaven and hell in

you 
find

this
SAFEGUARDED AGAINST, CAN THE SAFE, PROFIT^ Hfe would find more advocates If we didn’t believe that the 
ABLE, FULL AND FREE INTERCOURSE BETWEEN other mau has llad a‘l tlie heaven and we have had all the 
THE EARTH AND SPIRIT LIFE BE ESTABLISHED, hell.—-Atchison Globe.
AND NOT TILL THE REIGN OF THE MILLENNIUM OF One should love the truth earnestly and with one’s 
PERFECT PEACE AND PURITY SHALL COME ON whole heart; and therefore, unconditionally, without rc- 
EARTH, CAN MAN AFFORD TO IGNORE THE EXI^T- serve"before everything, and, in case of necessity, even to 
ENCE OF EVIL AS A FORCE CO-EXISTENT WITH the defiance of everyihlng.-USchopenhauer.
GOOD! - ' ■ .

evils existing in all countries on the globe? '
We also direct attention to the facts-that history re- ' 

.cords the existence of even worse horrors in past epochs 
of earth life, and we maintain that there are certain fero
cious temperaments whose process of development from 
the brutish Instincts of the animal stage of existence, is so 
slow and protracted, that there must EXIST CONGENIAL 
"HELLS,” IN WHOSE SURROUNDINGS THE^E FERO
CIOUS SOULS FIND DWELLING PLACES, till the grad
ual evolution of their higher propensities enables them to 
rise into a superior state.

The annihilation of the human race—as suggested by 
another critic—would not annihilate the evil principle in 
nature; it would simply leave the elements of that prin
ciple to drift to some other focus of attraction.

■ The earth Is such a minor point in the great infinitude of 
space, that man can hardly imagine that the conditions 
prevailing upon it, are unique, or fundamentally different 
(as regards the manifestations of good and evil from that 
of the myriads of worlds revolving throughout space. 
Some of these other worlds are In a more advanced stage 
of development than the earth, and some in a more ele
mentary stage, but are passing through a similar process 
of evolution. Terrestrial life acts like a great mill, grind
ing down the rough quartz of humanity, and thus releas
ing in the process the grains of spiritual gold, and fitting 
them for the next or spiritual stages of the refiner’s art.

These spiritual stages of refining the gold of human na
ture, will take place sometimes amidst the fierce furnaces 
of the hells of spirit life; at other times amidst the gentler 
purifications of the bright spheres. It may even be that 
In some cases the human quartz requires a second, or many 
successive grindings in the mill of earth life before the 
spiritual gold can be separated from It; that Is to say that 
reincarnation In physical form may take place a succession 
of times before the process of development in the spirit 
spheres begins.

One critic expresses the thought that the existence of 
such hells ps are inhabited by the Dark Angels, would

In all the billions ot worlds which occupy the Infinitude ' 
of the universe, we believe the great forces of good and 
evil are unceasingly at work, evolving the personalities of 
worlds and their inhabitants, and as no two persons are 
ever exactly alike In all respects, so we believe that no 
two WORLDS EXACTLY DUPLICATE ANY OTHER, al
though there will be found certain lines of correspondence 
prevailing in the structure ot all, since all pass under uni- ____________ .
versal laws of evolution. The slight variations in the ac- ter Association ot Spiritualists,
tion of these laws, which occur in the course ot the devel- In a quiet, secluded -retreat in
opment of each Individual, creates certain idiosyncrasies Southern Italy, far repioved from the 
which constitute the Individuality of each one, and by ere- XWherhood otS m^whoiive 

ating this stamp of originality, constitutes its indestruct- ln th^ WOrld but not . of it, whose 
ible or immortal personality. In other words, the devel- thoughts are constant!^ focused on the 
opment of Its individual soul from a mere unindividualized outside world in one grand concerted 
germ of soul’life, to that perfect individualization of its ^VoVer'K^ maiT^nd^Tte 
personality which we teach constitutes Its perfect immor- prOgreSB of the human race. And It 
tality. is said, many times by their efforts,

It. is because we value the individuality of each soul so war has been averted among the 
highly, that we mourn when we see any attempt made to Eu™Pheasn my privilege to meet 
obliterate the characteristics of a nation or of an indlvid- anj converse with one of these broth- 
ual, whether it be by the leveling harrow of the oppressors ers and thereby learn some of the 
of a nation, or the political, social or religious tyranny of tenets of the brotherhood. The first 
any organization .which seeks to enslave the mind by Im- a}?dthfhVml^
posing a string of dogmas, confessions of faith, or any ttoa of Divinity, the idea of a personal 

all its votaries—a God seated upon a throne, of the old

is

"The grave is ready, sir."
“Thank you, Thomas," I responded, “all 1 have to do 
to lock the box."

Henry

By Henry,

By Henry
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The old man led the way to the little graveyard and 1 
carried the box, not willing to have other hands than mine 
perform the sacred duty laid upon me by Mr. Winthrop— 
my great-uncle, as I now knew him to be.

In a quiet corner of the little graveyard, near the last 
resting-place of Mr. and Mrs. Winthrop, we deposited the 
box,standing fora few moments with heads bowed in silent 
prayer; then Thomas filled the grave and we left all that 
regained of Arthur Winthrop to his last long sleep.

Three months later, when I brought my bride to her new 
home, the beautiful old mansion had been renovated from 
top to bottom, and Alice was charmed with everything she 
saw, but most of all with the music room and its organ, 
always silent, now, save when her own delicate fingers 
drew forth Its melody.—Wide World Magazine.

0

when some of these barriers shall beAbstract of Lecture Wy Miss Susie C. _ ____ _____
Clark, Delivered Before tWs Worces- removed,’ we know our religion will ’ • i • CITI ft rinx? Ivftzio .it a ♦ r\ wzillzvlzm Inone day become the only religion In

stereotyped brand of moral excellence by which all must Jewish Jehovah, an angry, jealous, le- 
vengeful God.

Ingersoll said, “An honest God is 
IT UNWISE FOR the noblest work of man.” To be

justify the annihilation of the human race .which con
tributes to people these abodes of darkness. But man 
has a surer mode of eliminating this evil than the annihi
lation of his species. He can reform his criminals, or at 
least lay the foundation of their reformation while they 
are on earth, and thus secure his own protection against 
the chance of their return as spirits .who are evil, or rather 
"unprogressed.” It would be still better, If man would 
begin the regeneration of the criminally disposed at the 
earliest stages of their growth, and counteract as far as 
possible the effects of degrading environment. This part 
of the subject of existing evil Is, however, receiving a large 
share of public attention already, and we need not forther 
discuss it.

, Our purpose is to show the spirit side of life and to in
vite the co-operation of mortals in aiding the efforts of phi
lanthropic spirits to minimize the dangers which arise 
from criminal spirits as much as from criminal mortals.

To hang a murderer is a simple way of saving society 
any further trouble or anxiety about him, and if his death 
meant the annihilation of the evil impulse which caused 
his criminal act, It might be a logical way of disposing of 
him; but if the destruction of a criminal’s body only 
means giving to his spirit the power of a wider range of 
action, either as an earth-bound spirit or as a denizen of 
the "hells" of spirit life (which we claim do exist), then 
his execution is an error*of judgment, and implies the 
shirking of a duty which thB- universal brotherhood of man 
imposes upon all mankind. Moreover, in hanging a man, 
society not only shirks a public duty, but actually creates 
a danger to the community, and especially to the medium- 
istlb members of the community, by sending into the spirit

memory of the retributive-justice which has hurled him 
Into the only condition of spirit life possible to him, and 
sent him there before his soul was ready for the change. 
All that this means_for the spirit we cannot describe here, 
but these possibilities should be a lesson fraught with in- 
strnction to all reflecting minds.

We have never represented our "hells” -as hopeless 
places of punishment, but .we. do emphasize -the fact that 
progress .can often, (though.not invariably) be more swiftly 
attained if the first ctop be taken in earth life.- ‘

the world.
A certain amount of pride is re

quired for the highest development of 
each individual soul, but he who de
lights in the possession ■■ of great 
wealth, and he with that pride of in
tellect which can conceive of nothing 
beyond the power of his brilliant mind 
to fathom, we would say with the 
poet Burns—
”0, wad some power the giftie gl’e us 
To see ourselves as ithers see us,” 

’for.there is no greater barrier to spir
itual unfoldment than this pride of in
tellect.

Another fetter that binds is envy. 
Do we envy.another because this tem
ple of the human soul is better housed 
and clothed than our own? Ah! my 
friends, remember the only wealth to 
be desired is the wealth of the human 
soul. Many of you are unduly elated

ANYONE TO BECOME DOMINATED BY THE MINDS OF sure the great Teacher in his time 
OTHERS. Still more unwise, is it to allow onself to BE- taught his disciples to say> Our 
COME A MERE PUPPET IN THE HANDS OF.STRONG- ^^Mgen  ̂and development 
WILLED SPIRITS (however good in Intention they may of the race> bUt when we seek to place 
be), who may elect to constitute themselves as "guides" of any limitations upon the Supreme 
mediums. Power of the Universe, we create a fet-

The wiser spirits never bo use their mediums, for they Egress humaa race’ and a
know the evils thereby entailed; and although when mod- where-we lose our sense of separ-
ern Spiritualism was young many methods of control were atenesB with the Infinite, and come 
allowed which wider knowledge now condemns, It was only Into a conscious at-one-ment with the 
because at that time there was no clear method of Instruct- ^fe’ we ra a e e 8 rom
ing mediums, and the earth-bound spirits were in many we cannot conceive of a God In this 
cases the nearest, if not the only available connecting links life, and perhaps not in the life to 
between man and the spirit world. I come, for then all progression would

In the present day bo much more advanced forms of con- "f to? life o? a bbl, and
trol have become possible, that It is time mpdiumshlp WAS oniy a fish can realize the free and 
RAISED TO A HIGHER PLANE AND THAT THOSE joyous life of a fish, only a God can 
WHO ELECT TO FOLLOW IT SHOULD ENDEAVOR TO conceive of a God.
OBTAIN such higher conditions of control as will enable p^e^Fbiith a^envlronmeiH thlt 
them to safely and consciously communicate with their haughtiness which proclaims to the 
spirit guides—not as confiding children, but as Intelligent world, "I am holier than thou;” intel
students. lectual pride that can recognize no

As pointed out in the notes to "Ahrinzlman,” true trance no^mea^ured’by^hffir ^wn2’ prewi- 
mediumship is NOT a surrender of the medium’s person- cefVed opinions. Are there any of us 
ality, but a higher development of it; bo likewise the ac-1 to-day who can bear à slight without 
qulsition of such a perfect control over the mind that the hurting our personal pride? Can we 
psychic can at will SUSPEND HIS OWN THOUGHTS Durcon“™
WHILE STILL RETAINING HIS CONSCIOUSNESS, is a dieting back? Then .we have not 
development of Individual self-control, not an obliteration I conquered pride—that pride that 
Of geif. ' feels and knows thatjheir religion is

In this conaitlon of conscious suspension of thought the been^WM to ^hat* the?
mind of the psychic can receive thought waves from a possess the whole of tiuth!,oVheI1 in re‘ 
"master mind” .which has been put, "magnetically,” into I ality they have found only one little 
harmony with the passive receiver. The thought waves dropped feOm. the wing
, ,, / , , . .. , ° , of Truth; My friends, ,Iiow smallshould flow Into the passive mind, as the waters of a clear many of us’win aprt|ar .when we en- 

qulet stream flow Into a placid lake, and swell the bulk of ter the higher life beMing^ur one lit- 
its waters with scarce a ripple to disturb the tranquility of tie pin-feather of triUh. ’ 
it« «nrfnre But we. as Spiritualists should know
its suriace. , we have not all of triith,.tor truth is

Such power of receptivity is akin to that of a conscious, not confined io any ffile séti or people, 
listening pupil who hears and comprehends the arguments But among all tlie'^denominations in 
of à lecturer; but in this instance the receptivity is of a th® world to-day, I regret to say, even 
higher order, since it is Independent of the physical organs «Tis wio
as a means of communication. Thought-waves absorbed llit ttielr noses high7in th§>ir, and re
in such a fashion are like mental nourishment for the soul, fuse to affiliate with’ tothe? sects. I 
aiding its power of groyvth, yet leaving the soul to asslmi- often wish I ‘could .fcakó‘of myself a 
late and fashion the thoughts into the likeness qf its own KgeVe^^
type of mind—not forcing the plastic clay of the receiver gether, tolerant of, e&ph^eFs opta
to accept the stamp ot the originator of the thought-wave, ions, recognizing éàch other’s’ needs. 
THE PSYCHIC CAN ASSIMILATE THE THOUGHTS IN the long-looked-for'mlllennlum would
THE SAME FASHION.AS A MAN ASSIMILATES THE
FOOD HE EATS Ato FASHIONS IT INTO THE; WKE- which are ci^tanGy
NESS .OF HIS OWN BODY. I occurring in. the world to-day. I am

over your conquest over self, as you 
think, of patience acquired/' the 
hasty word suppressed, never thinking 
you should have reached this state of 
development long ago, and become the 
soul well poised, in conscious at-one- 
ment with Divinity.

Another fetter that binds is the 
sense of taste. Guard well these por
tals and whenever you find you have 
acquired a taste for even confection
ery, beware! How many of our so
ciety women to-day are dipsomaniacs, 
made bo by the senseless custom of 
mixing brandy with their five o’clock 
tea. In my experience as a healer I 
have had one patient of this kind, 
which was one bf my hardest cases to 
treat, for the spirit Itself had become 
polluted. How many of our sweet
young girls become addicted to the 
use of cigarettes, and others, perhaps 
through an unwise prescription given 
by a physician, acquire a taste for 
morphine, opium and various other 
opiates'whlch destroy body and soul. 
Verily these are the fetters that bind.

Again, there is the insane desire 
for amusement but, my friends, life 
means infinitely more than seeking to 
be amused, and if the brother had vis
ited America he would have found 
love of gold, and office-seeking.

And I would add that greatest of all 
fetters—worry; it never accomplishes 
arything, my friends, and never will; 
it is the most senseless, thing in all 
the world, responsible for more gray 
hairs and wrinkles than all the cate
gory of human ills combined.

And yet another fetter is fear, when 
there is nothing in all the world to 
fear but fear; and our own sense of 
separateness from the Divine is ¡the 
cause of all fear, but when we real
ize as did the Nazarene of old that “1 
and my Father are one,” we shall 
know no fear, for "underneath are the 
everlasting arms.” ■ - ■

And in the coming years when one 
by one these barriers shall be re
removed, and the human race shall 
come nearer a.-conscious at-one-ment 
with the Infinite, and know it is po- 
slble to live in the spirit life here, and 
now, and not wait until we have laid 
aside these temples of clay, we shall 
then realize the beauty and sacred
ness of life.—Reported by M-. Lizzie 
Beals. 1 ■

This passive conscious reception of Inspired thought is surprised to find so many, seemingly 
the highest development.of- which a psychic is capable, and I
CAN BE. PRACTICED BY THE PERFECTLY- REVEL- perfectly Indifferent' to the great 
OPED-ADEPT, BOTH WHILE IN THE BODY OF THE I truths that bring knowledge and con- 
FLESH AND-WHEN OUT OF IT, AND CLOTHED ONLY solation to every human soul, content 
WITH THE BODY OF THE SPIRIT. The process bv with the knowledge they.possess, with 

xV? 7 ~ I no.-aspiration for anything-.beyond.
I I But sometime in the coming years,

IVe consider that ‘all medlumlstic persons.-whether they
seek to use their gifts as mediums or not, ought' to knosc which the power of thus controlling-thought is^acquired
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Notes From G. H. Brooks.
On the 11th of July I left home for 

Wisconsin to look after matters per
taining to the state. 1 stopped one 
night at Kenosha and stayed at my i 
friend’s, Willis HUI, who is an old-time 
Spiritualist, a brother-in-law of the 
well-known J. L. Potter, who did so 
much for Spiritualism. I found but 
very few Spiritualist, in Kenosha 
aside from Mr. Hill, who was willing 
to let It be known. I shall visit there 
again when I have more time.

On the next day I stopped off at Ra
cine, where I held a parlor meeting, 
and met quite a few of the friends. 
The next day I went to Milwaukee, 
where, that evening, there was held a 
board meeting of the state association, 
and buisiness of importance was trans
acted.

Saturday I went to Brookfield, just 
thirteen miles out from Milwaukee, 
the home of Mr. Tucker and family, 
also of Mrs. M. Donaldson. Mrs. Don
aldson met me at the station and took 
me to the hospitable home of Mr. 
Tucker.

The next day, In Tucker’s Grove In 
the afternoon, was held a grove meet
ing, the first one of its kind there, and 
the first under the present manage
ment of the state association. The 
grove had been all put in fine condi
tion, all rubbish raked up, and every
thing in first-class order. While there 
was not so many of the Milwaukee 
people out, as but few of them knew 
of it, yet there was a good attendance, 
some coming sixteen miles, and all en
joyed themselves immensely, so much 
so we were invited back to hold an
other meeting, which will be done on 
Sunday, August 12, when there will be 
a much larger attendance from Mil
waukee, as well as the surrounding 
country, and I hope all who see this 
notice and live near there will kindly 
remember and be there. Trains leave 
the St. Paul depot in the morning at 
7:50 and 8 o’clock,- then between ten 
and eleven. The round trip is fifty
cents. Let me assure one and all, 
you will be warmly welcomed by Aunt 
Maggie, as she is usually called, and 
all the members of the Tucker family. 
Father Tucker is over eighty, and as 
spry as a boy.

There is a beautiful grove there,

IMPORTANT MOVEMENT IN IOWA.

A New State Organization to Be 
. Formed.

and a most delightful country; 
grove right near the depot.
friends, do not fail to .attend

the 
So, 
the

grove meeting.
I' am at this writing at Oakfield, 

Wis., the home of the treasurer of the

FREETHOUGHT AND
LIBERALPAMPHLETS

Tnese pamphlets were published- by 
Mr. Green in the Freethought Magazine 
and are all by eminent and able writers. 
The price on most of them has been re
duced

Rofltve Memorial Oration. .
by Robert G. Ingersoll. Price 3 cents.

Thomas Paine. By Robert G. Inger
soll. Price 3 cents.

Voltaire. An address by Prof. Emile 
Plngault. Price 3 cents.

Abraham Lincoln. His Religion. By 
Robert N. Reeves. Price 3 cents.

Burns and Whittier. Some of Their 
Likenesses and Differences. By Prof. 
Charles G. Brown. Price 6 cents. •

Religion in the Republic. By Mra. 
M. A. Freeman. Price 5 cents.

Rational Worship. A lecture deliv
ered before the Chicago Liberal Society 
by Dr. T. B. Gregory of Chicago. Price 
8 cents.

Why I Am Not a Christian. By D. D. 
Stedman. Price 8 cents.

Genesis to Revelation. Free Thought 
Commentary on the Whole Bible. By 
Judge Parish B. Ladd. Price 10 cents.

Revelation Under the Microscope of 
Evolution. By Prof. Daniel T. Ames. 
Price 10 cents.

Life and Career of Charles Brad
laugh. By George Jacob Holyoake. 
Price 10 cents.

Religion and Science. The “Recon
ciliation Mania"'’of Dr. Paul Carus ot 
The Open Court. Analyzed and Re
futed by “CorvinuB." Price 10 cents.

Free Thought Past, Present and Fu
ture. By Prof. Thaddeus B. Wakeman. 
With his portrait dnd life sketch. 
Price 10 cents.

The Priest and the Church—What 
Have They Done for the World? By, 
Judge Parish B. Ladd. Price 15 cents.'

John Tvndall Memorial. Ten short 
sketches of the life of this great man. 
Price 10 cents

Cosmology Against Theology. By, 
Vindex. Price 10 cents.

Church and State. The Bible In the 
Publid Schools. The New American 
Party. A Criticism by "Jefferson.” 
Price 10 cents.

Standing Up for Jesus; or What the 
Editor of the Freethinkers’ Magazine 
Thinks of Jesus. Price 3 cents.

"Why An Expurgated Bible?" By 
Rev. E. H. Keens. Price 3 cents.

Progress ot Evolutionary Thought. 
The opening address before the Con
gress of Evolutionists, held in Chicago, 
Sept. 28. 29 and 30, 1893. By B. F. Un
derwood, the chairman. Price 3 cents.

Christianity; its Impeachment and 
Decadence, Also Demands of Liberal
ism. By Dr. F. E. Abbot and Prof. T. 
B. Wakeman. Price 3 cents.

Myth of the Great Deluge. By James 
M. McCann. Price 15 cents.

The Evolution of the Devil. By 
Henry Frank. Price 20 cents.

state association, as well as of 
Worthing, one of the trustees.

I shall visit Fond du Lac, 
kosh, Madison and Wonewoc ere

Mr.

Osh- 
I re-

Liberalized Christianity.
M. Taber. Price 5 cents.

The Republic in Danger.
M. Taber. Price 10 cents.

In Place of Christianity. M. Taber. Price 10 cents.
turn home. Am working for the ad
vancement of the state association, 
and forming plans for future work. 
Am meeting with good success; much 
better than I expected, and I ask the 
friends all over the state to let us 
hear from you. Send ,us names of 
those who are interested in our cause, 
also of places where meetings can be 
held, parlor meetings, public meet
ings or mass-meetings.

On September 15, 16 and 17, there 
is to be a mass-meeting at White- 
water, then on to LaCrosse, where 
there is to be another mass-meeting, 
and at other points, then one in Mil
waukee, and as many as can be held of
any or all kinds in the state. Write
to Miss Louise Loebel, 189 Lloyd
street, Milwaukee, Wis. Send your
names, and let us come in touch with 
you. Let there be a wave go all over 
the state that will arouse our friends 
and advance the cause.

I-shall return home the 14th of 
August, the anniversary of our marri
age, which will not be celebrated only 
in a quiet way. G. H. BROOKS, 

114 President St., Wheaton, III.

By R. H. France, Translated by A. M. 
Simons.—Cloth, Illustrated,

30 Cents.
A cardinal point in the philosophi

cal systems favored by the ruling 
classes is that the mind of man is 
something unique in the universe, 
governed by laws of its owq that have 
no particular connection with physi
cal laws. Modern science has proved 
that not only animals, but also plants 
receive impressions from the outside 
world and use data thus obtained to 
modify their movements for their own 
advantage, exactly as human beings 
do. These facts are told in this book 
in so charming and entertaining a 
style that the reader is carried along 

I and does not realize until later the 
-¿■evolutionary significance of the facts.

To Iowa Spiritualists:—The Na
tional Association: has requested me to 
assist in forming a new State Associa
tion for Iowa/and, complying with 
said request,-a mass - convention Is 
called to meet at Mt.-Pleasant Park, 
Clinton, Iowa, Monday, August 20, 
1906. Everyone interested in clean 
Spiritualism is urged’to be r’.~:int.

• ' W.;A. WILLING. .
North wood, Iowa,..

"In the World Celestial," by Dr. T. A. 
Bland. - Interesting, instructive and 
helpful; Spiritually uplifting. Cloth 
bound, price JI. , ’
■ “Child Culture, According -to the 
Laws of Physiological Psychology and 
Mental Suggestion.” By Newton N. 
Riddell. A most excellent work.for all 
who have the care or training of-chll- 
dren. Price, 65 cents.

Can Telepathy Explain?
Results of Psychical Research.

By Minot J. Savage, f 
. Dr. Savage. In this book of 2« pages, discuss- ' 
es prt>bloms that have vexed intelligent mlndrf1 
probably to a greater extent than any othewH'' 
saving those of thercUgious life. He'stales a -v 
great number of well-authent icated Instances 
pt spiritist-revelation or communication. His ’• 
discussion is frank and fearless, and merits.thh . - 
widest reading, tor he deals with tacts and ex- a 
perlences. Price, cloth. li.oo.
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the fall of man, of total depravity, of 
an angered God who required an 
atonement by the sacrifice of hls own 
son to placate his anger. Those who. 
reject belief in the fall of man, of an 
angered God, and the necessity of a - 
bloody sacrifice to appease that anger, 
have no use of a crucified Savior; 
hence they cannot be Christians, and 
wrongly use the word church when ap
plied to a social, business or religious 
organization.

The word society seems better 
adapted to such a spiritual organiza
tion. It is defined: “A collective 
body of persons composing a com
munity. Any body of persons con
nected by acquaintance, friendship, or 
associated for a common object. An in
corporated religious congregation.
Tho word association has a 
what similar meaning.

soine-

About Barbarian Gods.
In the early history of man, when
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tectly.safe, and will eave yourself an
noyance and trouble.

Paul’s Jesus and Ite Jesus of the Gospels. Ws",r '■» to
soi . It/.

, • Ji! Ofc

Good and Sufficient Reasons for Believing Them to be Not Identical— _ r „ . , , i.
. ~ , . , . ~ ,,.r n The following are most remarkable statements, by

A Critical Analysis o^^ Willard J. Hull, who is defending all the frauds in oui
——----- ranks. Read carefully his tirade of abuse against

t“^^  ̂ Spiritualists and mediums. The man must be a fit
ties of Paul, of James, Petor, John and Jude make no subject for an asylum for the insane, 
mention, or in any way. allude to the Gospels, hence this is _______
Btrong.presumptlve evidence that they had no knowledge A j?Jagrujlt fasuifto Spiritualists, 
.when Paul lived and'wrote. Meredith, In his “The Proph- Th0 P1.ogreBSlve Thlnkei. 18 not ohly 
et of Nazareth," p 166, note, well inquires: in REVOLT against Legerdemain

“Are we not entitled to infer either the churches to ,, , _ „ ,, , ,, Spiritualism, but it is In OPEN RE«which Paul s Epistles were addressed were much older 
than the Gospels, and even the time when the Christ of the 'OU'1’ against this answer to an' 1m-

■ ......... | . >!' ,/■)
Nearly one-third of the New Testament is the ^rodqc,- 

tion of Paul. The creeds of all Christian churchy matye 
heavy drafts on Paul's Epistles. If those Eplstlqs .w^re 
eliminated from the sacred books Christianity woqld nep^s 
be reconstructed. Paul’s Jesus is a diiterent c[jarac|er 
from the Jesus of the Gospels. Paul never x^entipps 
Jesus of Nazareth, or Jesus of Bethlehem in aijj' of ^is 
Epistles. His Jesus is tli? one he saw in a vision ^ile^n 
a touy of persecution, probably, of the Essenes, to Damas
cus. The accounts are conflicting. One is related in 
Acts 9; 1 to 9, It says: ()

“Suddenly there shined about him a light from heaven.”
he was just emerging, from savagery, We have the right to Inquire, was it a sun-stroke? or was 
governments were represented as in- it uh epileptic fit? It may have been either; and a clouded 
stftutlons of God, and they were ad- mind may have produced the rest. No one else saw it but 
ministered in his name. The laws he, or heard the voice. In Galatians 1:11,12 Paul says: 
were represented as enacted by him. “j certify you, brethren, that the gospel which; was

Something you should have.
. It Will Only Cost You Four Cents. I 
Reporte in'pamphlet form of the lost j 

N. 8. A. Convention are for sale at 600 । 
Pennsylvania avenue 8, E., Washington, | 
D. C., at four cents each, postpaid, or 
thirty-five cte. per dozen. Every’ Spirit-, 
ualiBt should send for one. Address < 
Mary T. Longley,-Secretary.

TAKE NOTICE.
‘ AU books advertised in The Pro

gressive Thinker can be obtained at 
this office. Express charges or postage 
prepaid at the price named unless oth- 
tvise stated.

* Historical ecollections.
It is one of the remarkable- things 

in history that almost coincident in 
time with the reputed beginning of_ 
Christianity, soon after the close of 
the reign of Augustus Caesar, there 
were some. 10,000 students from all 
parts of the civilized world In attend
ance on the great Alexandrian Acad
emy in Egypt. The learned body as
sembled In the Seraplan where the 

’ large library, said to have embraced 
700,000 volumes, were stored, and 
there was domiciled Serapis, an idol 
removed some 284 years before our 
era from Pontus, in Blthynia, on the 

•Black Sea.- It had represented the' 
god Bacchus, also known as Jes. But 
removed by Ptolemy Soter to Alexan
dria. , It was claimed he was the res
urrected Osiris. And even Mithra of 
the Persians seems to have been grad- 

. ually merged into , this “resurrected"
god.

The world’s scholars in this Alex
andrian Academy, convinced that dis-' 
cords in religion produced national 
strife and desolating wars, deter
mined to select the best from all 
creeds, and to merge the whole into 
a common faith, which should em
brace the perfection of human reason 
in regard to God, the human soul, and 
man’s ultimate destiny. They took 
the name of Eclectics, s signifying to 
choose. Later, they were known as 
Neo-Platonists. Potamon, an Alex- 

.andrlan, led in the movement. Mo
sheim, In both his Ecclesiastical His
tory, and in his Historical Commenta
ries, gave considerable space to this 
sect, as did Dr. Brown, in his Re
searches in Oriental History. The 
latter is of the opinion the Eclectics 
afterwards assumed the name Chris
tian, the word meaning “the - anoint
ed.”

The Buddhists at that time had 
gained a strong footing Ip several 
provinces of Asia Minor, as through
out Syria, Palestine and Egypt. In 
the latter they were known as Thera- 
peutae, and in Palestine as Essenes. 
These sects Introduced the first monas
teries In Egypt, which later became so 
general. It is evident these sects, 
“holding all things in common,” ac
cording to Josephus, were merged 
into and swelled the number of Eclec
tics.

Curious, is it not? almost simulta
neously with -.the organization of the 
Eclectics, also known as Neo-Platon- 
ists, as above related, all the minor 
gods of Greece and Rome, as well of 
Persia and Egypt, disappeared from 
history, while JES, one of the many 
names of Bacchus, the god of wine, to 
which there seems to have been added 
the Latin terminal US, begins his 
reign.

A-conflict is represented to have oc
curred between the Egyptian worship
ers of Serapis and the devotees of 
Jesus, each claiming the cross as their 
emblem. A mob ensued; the Sera- 
plan was destroyed, and with it the 
idol Serapis and the Alexandrian Li
brary with its valuable tomes, his
tories of all nations compiled to that 
date, which had been collected with 
much labor ahd expense

Wg apprehend these historical facts, 
will be Important aids to the student 
should he have occasion to Investigate 
the beginnings of Christianity

May we not suggest to inquirers, 
that they will do well to read up in 
regard to the Essenes,- the Thera- 
peutae, and the. Eclectics under their 
later name of Neo-Platonlsta. Geo. 
Reber, in his; Therapeutae, demon
strates to our satisfaction, that Paul 
was of this sect, which preceded 
Christianity. .

It was not the people of Judea alone pIeached of me Is not after man; for I neither received it 
who were, theocrats, or god-governed, o( man( neJtI¡e¡. j taae¡it It, but by the revelation of 
but it seems all the earlier people had jegus Christ.” '•
their tribal god, and the priests inter- , ,,' _ „ . .. , , . .preted his will and enforced observ- Ho,w tau(ght lat °™ Why in the vision told of
anee of what they denominated his hl® .AcU’ Was «V8. JeBUS tho 88m^ he Is ?e- 
commands. • scribed in the Gospels? We apprehend not. Paul’s fall-

Turning to the generally accepted ure la a11 hls Epistles to mention Jesus of Nazareth, or of 
history of the Jews, the Old Testa- Bethlehem,.is'highly.suggestive that they were different 
ment literature, it appears so sopn as characters from his. There ip no mention by Paul in any 
families began to unite and form of his Epistles, of the wonderful things told of jesús in 
tribes, there were, persons who rose up the Gospels. There is scarcely an allusion to the aptound- 
and pretended to voice the will -of fog details of which nearly every page of Matthew, Mark, 
God.. Then came the “Thus salth the Luke and John aré replete. There is no hint that Jesus is 
Lord” voiced by Moses, Joshua, the represented to have taught a general judgment. No ref- 
Judges; finally by the alleged proph- erenca js made to his preternatural birthx his baptism, his 
eta, and these are the damnable die- parables, hls intimate acquaintance with publicans, with 
turns we have quoted.from time to the Magdalene, with Mary, with other women. Not one 
time, the “Thus salth the Lord" which Of hls miracles is narrated, Nothing is said, of the mar- 
crimson the cheeks of churchmen, velous events attending the crucifixion and death of the 
almost angers them, as they read the Master, of the sun’darkening, the earth quaking, the tern- 
quotations In The Progressive Thinker. Je rendlng> rocka cieaving graves opening, the dead rls- 
We have made and shall continue to lng and walWng tho Btreet8 Qf JeruBalem.
tiaarreXXToV wí •• of “The^rophet of Nazareth" , well
a God they worship. It was Moses, says: "These are matters which one would imagine should 
Joshua, etc., who assumed to be Je- occupy a very prominent position in all the Epistles; 
hovah to carry forward their . pur- should be relied upon by the,writers respectively, as facta 
fnTgód^mrkesí^^^^ to establish the truth of . Christianity, and which of them-
der 1b that Christians, in this age of selves, suffice to convince and convert the most incredulous, 
enlightenment, when.nearly every per-, and obdurate mind.”
son can read and write, had not dis- The writers of the Epistles, James, John a4i Jude,, to- 
X?Onhrtco^ ta^ *g“re th® G0SPTelS a“á the1;, c“nteats 88 Paul
such a fictitious god. while Peter .whom Jesus is credited with having given

But our orthodox brotherhobd, in- the keys of heaven, Matt. 16-: 18, does not allude to those
stead of eliminating idolatry from keys in either of hls Epistles, neither does* he refer to his
creed^ami deified “awS in hum- on the saa and Je8us BavlnS hlm £rom downing,
ble life of an unmarried maiden, and The absence of all reference to the Gospels is almost abso- 
representhe was sired by the Al- lute proof that they were unknown to the writers, of the 
mighty Ruler of the universe. Epistles.ha£b£faTe°n^ "hls Paul addressed hls Epistles to the various chutes'of

childhood teaching,' cannot do less Asia. It It shall appear, as we advance in thlsjiiqulry, 
than pronounce such a shameless that Paul lived and Wrote before the death of Jes^, uptto 
claim the basest blasphemy.J which time no Christian church had been foundedythemlt
no?an? o’f'ita readeWny the eS y111 be ««onstrated those churches were not what is now 
ence of Infinite Wisdom,- which di- known as Christian. . . n a
recta the rolling spheres in their • It is the truth we seek and nothing but the tru^. Oi}]y 
movements, and is the parent of all one single passage in Paul’s Epistles gives any clue to the 
w£hM wb‘cb bo Ilv®d; assuring hls readerp “1^
was man made In hls Image. He Is pot, very welcome Intelligence after hls Inquiry; "If t^ 
far above finite apprehension. Wé truth of God-hath more-abounded through my Ue unto h|s 
cannot grasp,his form, nor compre- glory; why yet am I also judged a sinner?”—Romans 
hend his’attributes, neither does he then n Corinthians 11 ■ 32 21- 1,1demand our-prayers or praise, nor 3'J’ then.H* Corinthians 11. 32, 33,. . ..
damn us for not believing matters-of • In Damascus the governor under Aretas the kfng kepi 
which our only knowledge is ijarbarjan the city of the Damascenes With a ’garrison, desirous to ap-

Gospels was born? or, if the Gospels then existed the portant question by a would-be leader, 
author of the Epistles knew nothing of them?" - Willard J. Hull. The question sub-

Had Mr. Meredith pursued hls Inquiry and consulted Eu« fo. and 1118 answer are as 
sebius with his declaration: ' ,

“It Is highly probable tho ancient commentaries which Question;— What is the. end and 
Philo says the Thearapeutae of Egypt have, are the very flS CarrM °“ “fc
Gospels and writings of the Apostles, and probably some p a|m u Do„
expositions of tho ancient prophets, such as are contained lts end lg Death< Medlums who 
In the Epistle to the Hebrews, and many other of St. really carrying the messages of 
Paul’s Epistles,” higher realms of spirit life to man the
then he .would have been confirmed in opinion, as is this mortal can be. counted on tue 
writer, that Paul wrote his Epistles many years before the FINGERS OF A SINGLE HAND.“ 
jeSus of Nazareth was born; and that Paul’s Jesus Christ, “Only four mediums on earth to-day 
otherwise thp anointed, was not the Jesus Christ of the really carrying the messages of the 
Gospejs. higher realms of spirit life to man,”

Eichorn, a German Bible critic of the last century, was says this pretentious, egotistic leader! 
of the opinion there was an original Gospel from which ONLY four mediums! What do you 
Matthew, Mark and Luke were , copied, Some have sup- think of that pernicious lying staté- 
posed there was a Hebrew Gospel, .written by whom, when
or. where ho one can conjecture. Luke starts out with the What think you, honest mediums, 
declaration: “Many have taken in hand to set forth in or- yoar alm 18 /i16, alm*f,^ty “Dollar>” 
.der ,a declaration of those things which are most surely
BELIEVED among us," so he goes on to tell the sub- n„„1not k,„ aa
stance of b.elief. Probably Matthew and Mark were in- Biaùder hUrled against “hu^dredB of 
eluded in that “many,”, and the accounts they gave were hoaest medlums< wh<) are ag pur0 ag 
but hearsay; certain it is, it was not facta, else their narra- angejg light. For BANK IMBE- 
tlons would be less discrepant. In nearly all the Import- oH,ITY the answer to the above 
ant. statements narrated in the Gospels a discordant story question excels anything ever uttered 
is told, beginning with the parentage of Jesus and ending ;n asylum for seml-ldlota.

and 
are 
the

with the place of his ascension. Wherein they differ they ^nofae, Rank inguit to Spiritualists, 
doubtless made heavy drafts on imagination. Wherein WIUard 3i HuU gayg.
they agree they but copied from an older writer. Was “The Light of Truth is engaged
thatolder writing the Gospel of Paul? upon the only purpose spirit return

It has heretofore been suggested in these columns that has fa this world's affairs. That pur- 
the original of the Gospels was probably the PauUne Epls- pose t0 free the spirit man here and 
ties. A careful review of those Epistles shows Paul him- now and moke earth a fit dwelling 
self-was the author of a Gospel, and the probabilities áre, place for him.
the Gospel of Paul was the. primary one, and the first “In this work the Light of Truth ap- 
three canonical Gospels, as a large number of apochryphal, peals, for the present to Spiritualists, 
were based on this original, written before the alleged because they are supposed to be the 
Jesus was born—provided he was not like Mrs, Stowe’s people that know about these things. 
Topsy, “just growed.” Had there been no Paul’s Gospef “®he Light of Truth is testing tho 
there was enough in his Epistles for a base on which to Spiritualists of North America spe- 
fabricate both the canofiicai and the apochryphal Gospels. dflcMIy, and the Spiritualists of the 
For proof of this, see the article “Jesus,” written by wo™ generally. ... ..
Archdeacon F. W. Farrer, D. D., F. R. s:, and author of a te8t "111 e° on the Aber
“Life of Christ,” in Vol. J8, p. 659,.Encyclopedia Britan- ^^od * *

nica, near head of second column. We quote: - ,,p0I. the MOST PART THE STUFF
“It we had the Epistles of Paul alone, we could find g0 pAR jested IS EXCEEDINGLY 

contemporary testimony to almost every single fact of prl- guoDDY. gome of tho PACKAGES 
mary importance In the life of Christ,—his birth of the TIED WITH FANCY STRING AND 
^eed of David, his poverty, his messlahshlp, his moral BABY RIBBON offered for inspection 
teaching, his proclamation of the kingdom of God, his call- WILL NOT BEAR IT AT ALL.
fag of the Apostles, hls supernatural power, -hls divine “A FEW 81

hearsay.

The Evil a Shameful One.

prehend me. And through a window in a basket was I let 
down by the wall and escaped his hands."

Now if we can determine when Acetas, the king qf
“Padded church rolls" is thé title of Damascus, reigned, we can establish Paul’s period beyond 

an article in a late issue of Uuity, a pOsslblUty of controversy. There.-was but one king 
Unitarian published fots c ty. by th0 name of Aretas who reigned in Damascus. Open- 
The editor foUows an article Inl the lng thg Bncycjopedja Britannica, Vol. 17, p. 166, first cql- 

Congrega ona s u near the mentioning the Tabaeans, It says; ,
tion to an obvious evil, based on palpa- * . ° ■ ’ \
ble facts. He says: “In these days of ”aUran' °'
yellow journalism, screaming bill- Aretas ^Haritha) became lord of Damascus and.
boards, wateredstocks, and business In- Coela-Syrla."
flation, it ought not to surprise anyone Turning to Josephus’ ‘ Antiquities of the Jews’’—good 
that church rolls and statistics should .authority with Christians,—book 13, chapter 15, near the 
share in the. inflation.” This “dead close of Sec. 1, and beginning of Sec. 2, with note, all re
wood" is there from opposite reasons, latlng to Aretas, to save space w.e condense, and give in our 
neglect to remove defunct, removed, own words:
withdrawn and expelled members, and “fa ¿ battle by Aretas with Antiochus the latter was 
from inflation by over-strenuous min- glaln( a{ter which Aretas reigned over Coela-Syrla. He 
Isters who are ambitious to swell the was grsj oj> fae Arabians who reigned over Damascus?’ 
membership to prove the growth and Smith’s unabridged Greek and Roman Biography shows 
prosperity of their churches. the BUCCessor of Antiochus XII. -succeeded hls predecessor

The Congregationalist says: “Such n C 73 71
ministers usually have, brief. pastor- Î ,
ates, and seek better fields by pointing The . latter authority, under the head of Aretas, sec. 2, 
to the evidence of past success." represents him on the throne of- Damascus B. C. 64. 
named InVspr^^^ There were other kings by the name of Aretas who'
gy, is enrolled as a member'of the reigned in Arabia Petrla; and theologians have labored to 
church to which the officiating pastor transfer them to Damascus; but it seems almost certain 
is attached in a few years, thus swell- he who fought victoriously with Antiochus, about B. C. 71, 
XthoenXlf?£ ^emiCathoato Z and waB on 016 Damascus throne B. C. 64, and how much 
“once a member always a member,” -ÍAter vre don’t know, was the occupant when Paul escaped 
unless expelled for heresy or other In a basket. < -
Stall^folí foehlBu “hesT16’ 8Ub’ corroborates Philo’s narration, quoted by. Eusebius,

If. there was a general weeding out whose productions were foundyvlth the Therapeutae, and he 
of churches, and every name .was says, were probably the Originals of thé Gospels And 
erased not In full and active member- paul’s Epistles, while the “conjectures," “it seems" and 
wouidU^S^^  ̂ the ‘‘may 016 connn®nt¿tor8. for11* fo evade the
present number. truth, avail nothing.

We agree with Unity in its state- The Encyclopedia Britannica, article "Paul/’ written by 
StemiZofaS^ Rev.Ed^nHaWD.p,vlpresiden^
shameful one.” - • one of thp twenty-two allied colleges of Oxford University

 • —-no-better Christian authority anyhere,—says on paçè"

The Word Church Characteristically 
Christian.

. A friend Inquires if it is proper to 
apply the word Church to a Spiritual 
society? - ■ -

• The Standard Dictionary . defines 
Church as, “A body of Christians with 
a distinct history, creed, polity, and 

: forms of worship; a denomination. 
Any organized body of Christian be- 

I Heyers; also.all Christian believers 
■collectively.”

Tho word has long been appropri
ated by Christians, and seems peculiarly theirs. It is difficult to see the

with the ordinary binding cord con« 
tain big values. They are the kohl«;’, 
nooys among the diamond fields of 
tilings Spiritualistic. On them the 
Light of Truth depends for courage to 
continue the test.”—Editorial in the 
Light of Truth.

The above testing of Spiritualists by 
a prominent personage, for RANK IM« 
BEOILITY excels anything we have 
ever seen in print during the last quar
ter of a century. Just think of it! 
Among all the Spiritualists of the 
United States, “There are only a FEW 
SMALL PACKAGES, tied iwlth only, 
ordinary binding cord, that contain 
big value." Did you ever see such 
idiocy manifested by any writer?. 
Spiritualists have been tested by The 
Progressive Thlpker, and as a class 
they ARE THE MOST INTELLIGENT, 
THE MOST MORAL, AND THE BEST 
ADAPTED OF ALL OUR POPULA
TION TO ADVANCE THE WORLD 
TO A HIGHER PLANE. Instead of' 
there being only a "FEW SMALL 
PACKAGES of big values,” there are 
thousands of them, and the above 
statment is a rank insult to every Spir
itualist and medium in the land.

Still Another Rank Insult.
Mr. Hull says:
“LET IT BE REMEMBERED THAT 

SPIRITUALISTS AS THEY GO, DO 
NOT SUPPORT MEDIUMS. IF ME
DIUMS HAD TO DEPEND UPON THE 
TENDER MERCIES OF THE AVER
AGE SPIRITIST AND TEST-HUNT. 
ER, THEY WOULD STARVE TO 
DEATH. MEDIUMS ARE SUPPORT
ED AND PATRONIZED LARGELY 
BY CHRISTIAN AND INFIDEL 
ALIKE, OUTSIDE THE RANKS OF 
THE WARRING, SNIVELING FAC- 
TIONS THAT NOW MAKE UP THE 
RANK AND FILE OF- WHAT IS 
LEFT OF SPIRITUALISM."

There are no qualifications in the 
above. The charge that our ranks are 
composed of “Warring, SNIVELING 
Factions," stands forth prominently. 
According to the Century Dictionary, 

‘“Snivel” means as follows:
“Mucus running from the nose; 

SNOT. Figuratively, in contempt.
weak, forced or pretended 
hypocritical expressions of 
repentance in a nasal tone;
cant.”

weeping; 
sorrow or 
hypocrisy,

The above definition expresses Wil
lard J. Hull’s opinion of Spiritualista 
generally, and a ranker insult was

claims, hls betrayal, hls founding the Last Supper, hls pas- _ _____________I ___________
sion, crucifixion, burial, resurrection;and repeated appear- Z :

- “ALL ROADS LEAD TO LILY DALE.”
auce. . _■’’But the authors of’ the canonlcal Gospels were not11m-' ’ J
■ited to .the Epistles, which, however, may have aided Great Success the Present Season, 
them-ln-thelr work, for they must have been in possession •—------
of Paul’s GospeT which of course .was based on his vision The crowd has come, and more are 
while on-hls persecuting, tour, and when Sharing Damas- following after. They come by train 
n„a Tirf«i t>oni. -or boat, riding, driving or walking,cus. Listen to Paul. AU roadg lead to LUy Dalej and he°0

“I certify you, brethren, that the Gospel which was diice more gather old and young, grave 
preached of by me, Is not of man, for I neither received It and gay, living over again ’ every 
of man, neither was I taught It, but by the revelation of blessed experience, every happy hour 
Jesus Christ.”—tlalatlans 1:11, 12. ^NewfacesweX^tantly added.

When- and where was. that "revelation” made to Paul? Every hour the program Is going on 
At the time he was nearing Damascus, when suddenly he as a continuous performance, while 
beheld a great light, and heard a voice saying: “Why per- iro.m daylight to midnight good cheer 
secutest thou me?" Paul never saw Jesus in the flesh. L1Iy DaIe ig dlfferent thlg 
All he knew of that personage .was “not received of man,” what It ever was before.
therefore hls faith was based on that vision. There' is a new life and spirit fill-

The above quotation from Paul follows closely on what fo® atTh°S^
he qald in verse 8, chapter 1 of Galatians: ING A NEW STORY, echoed by every

"Though we, or an angel from heaven, preach any other blade of grass. The birds have 
Gospel unto you than that which we have preached unto JOINED THE CHORUS. Those .who 
voir let him be accused " listen hear the prophecy repeated, and
you, let mm De accused. those who look see it verified, “LILY

Character Not a Child'of .Faith, 423, vol. 18: " <•/ ■" ■
That was a very Just expression of “We have no means .of knowing,when he [Paul] .was 

the late English statesman,-Gladstone, born, how long he lived, or at what date' the several
when he wrote: events of his life tbok piace.’’ ’ , /

Scriptures g0 essential are Paul’s Epistles to Christianity church- 
might be;interpreted as implying the .:
elevation of moral character in Indi- ————————
viduals, varied with and according to ■ ' ?' “ ; j ' ■ ,their , dogmatic belief, a proposition tionMepends pn.the reception of a par-' 
which in my view is untrue, offensive, ticular and very narrow ’ creed; but J 
and even absurd. . Had I ever been In-- .onA £®°' those noxious 
clined to such a conception,, the expo- weeds behind me. , - • _ .',

™ - "’-""“°“ •so
miy yni L,Jvx 

moral,character of all persons, not - - • • -,
members of evangelico! churches as If ' Thè Question Answered, 
members of evangelical churches aa lf • The great And overwhelming ques- 
as in truth we find them the peers of tion at spine of the Chautauqua Con- 
the noblest of the race. Take the ventions this years is, “How to Fill 
lives of the presidents of th’o United Empty Church Pews?” The solution 
States; Wexhallenge a comparison ¡g easy. Employ Billy Sunday to 
between the characters of those in no whoop up hell for all it Is worth, 
way -associated with orthodox frighten the women into ..hysterics, 
churches, and the very few who were having first psychologized them; then 
connected with them. And so in any gain control over the boys and young 
and every relation of life. Were we men with hypnotism, and the task is 
to express an opinion based on per- complete. Rev. Billy is an adept at 
sonai observation we fear ’ it would the business, and failures seldom oc- 
not be: complimentary to those of a ¿ur.
narrow, contracted and bigoted. creed'. to deplete ti church, ' ¿reach scl- 

That same Gladstone from whom enee, common sense, Instructive facta, 
we have .quoted, wrote at-the age of and direct attention to Biblical errors, 
fifty-five: then empty pews will follow, and,

“I was brought up to believe salva- probably, a trial for heresy.

PACKAGES tied never hurled at them!

Frank Caldwell, July 20 and 22, 
"Two thousand miles up the Yukon 
River," were the finest exhibits of the 
kind we ever had. Whether he dis- . 
cussed good dogs or bad men, he was 
sure to bring out the best points of 
all, and his pictures wer6 very beau
tiful.

The gayly dressed, happy people, 
the meetings, the songs and the music 
each add to the life of the Aseembly, 
and the pleasure of all.

LAURA G. FIXEN. " 
Lily Dale, N. Y.

A Respected and Beloved Soul Pro«

And then, II, Corinthians 11:4: DALE WILL HAVE HER GREATEST
’ ?*If hé that cometh preacheth another Jesus, whom we SEASON DURING 1906.” 
have not preached, * * br another Gospel which we have Yesterday-535 new arrivals were
not accented ve mleht well bear with him ” reported, but the tickets at the gatenot accepted, ye m gnt wen pear witn nim. ar6 not the only tongues telling that

Here is a positive intimation that there was another story, for a larger attendance is but 
Jesus preached beside thé one Paul preached. If there a part of the fulfillment, and thp splr- 
was not, why this caution? Itual féast enjoyed, the inward assur-

; '•s?-?' "°” """ a”°e!MGqd, which Paul claims was his, with other expressions over this blessed spot, are adding their 
regarding the Gospel, run all through Paul’s Epistles, oc- testimony.'
currlng more than fifty times by-count, whereas the canon- As the attendance increases in num- 
ical’Gospels had no existence until many, years after the ^YnteresK Tcilgg WrighUn 

death of their Jesus. If Paul wrote his Epistles, probably nis classes explains the development of 
addressed to the Essenian churches, say fifty to a hundred the soul in its various stages of ex- 
yeàrs before the reputed death of thé canonical Jesus, then preMion—«protoplasmic life, corpuscu- 

I there was clearly two which later writers have merged ¿ént fate human llfe^also thirty 

Into a common hero, A ' functions of consciousness; how the
In closing wé-quote from the Encyclopedia’Britannica, phenomena of nature comes to prove 

Vol. 10, p. 789,'commencing at bottom of first column: . JJ® existence of a soul; and how to
L.. - x > . . the panoply of celestial life all rellg-“Now It is well known that in many ..parts of the first ionsPwlll be swept away.

tliree Gospels thé same words and phrases are curiously Dr. Stanley Le Fevre Krebs in his 
Interlaced, In such a way as to suggest that the writers lecture July 20, on “Wonders of the 
-haveborrowed either from-each other, or from some com- World Within,” stated that scientists 

* , . •- ■ ■ make the greatest sacrifice of any men
mon source. ; . .. - . on earth to unravel truth, the most

■Have, we not demonstrated that .that “common source” precious boon they can give to hdman- 
was,Paul’s Gospel, and isothere not-a violent presumption ity. As there are’seven great won- 
that the Jesus Paul saw in his vision was the reconstruct- ’derB•¡% t ■ - -. xx — x « • seven wonders in the World within—
ed Jesus-of the. canonical Gospels? seven marvelous co-relations of con-

■ Rockford, Hl. , - ’ G. W» BROWN, M. D.. sclousness. • Mind is: dual, supersub-
„„ . .. — — HnUnal and subliminal. The super-

< rÎLrazx-nm.xTn, ■ subliminal learns and forgets; then
- AN IMPORTANT WORK. the subllmlnal consciousness acts.

, ■ He explained the development of
Thé N. S. . A; Ritual for Spiritual, molecules, atoms, ioms, organs, sys- 

: Services. • tematlc and cosmic consciousness, and
The N. S. A. Ritual' for qmritnni demonstrated by charts and experi-

Services well nrintL mente how faulty the sensés are, and

Uwd^twb doll^^^ physical conditions. He demon
dress ; -MAWY T inNcfwv Ad Strated by experiments the power of,nress MARY T. LONGLEY, . suggesUofls over the human mlndr^

~ ■ Secretary. When Dr. Krebs incidentally stated
■■ iw nmnnM™ that his wife could write automatic-

AN IMPORTANT CORRECTION- a;iy) and a man fa.the audience’asked 
To the Editor:—In No. 869, of July him, "whht constituted this power,” 

21, page 8; column 1, near center of the Doctor frankly stated that he did 
column, you print a word, “Omn.” Al- not know.
low me to say there Is no such word. He called the attention to the ad- 

■ The term you intended printing Is gen- mirable manner in which nature has 
erally, spelled “Oum,” or "Ohm," but made provision, so no one need give aj 
that is not Quite correct, yet nearer to thought to secure the nitrogen, oxygen i 

( thé real spelling and sound of the and other elements from tho air you i 
.word. If you spell it in future breathe or the food you eat, to Insure i 
"Oum,” you will be nearly correct its getting into the:right place in the

A.. H. HEINEMANN. system as-a higher, mind takes care of:
Chicago, Ill. that. • Yoii reason and call it God, yet

........° - ---------- you find YOUR SENSES ARE CON-
. Every noble work Is at first Imposé!- TINUALLY FOOLING YOU.
ble.—Carly.e. Btereopticon’entertainments ¿1

' - -A TOa^Jor^he Preachers. '
“I [the Lord] ^have sent among you - 

the pestilence,, after the manner', of 
Egypt; youtcyoufig men have I slain 
with the sword add have taken away. 
your horseqsa andil have made the 
stink of your camps corno up in your 
nostrils,” etCf—Amos 4:10.

All that may h'dve been true of the 
demon god:ol thillews, for àught wè 
know, and’ Christians 'unay worship 
him and thdiboolr^hich preserve's the
horrible record, iijthey will; but The 
ProgresslvelThlnkbY Is frank to own it' 
has no adorationlti that.dlrectlon.

Even churchmen, will show their 
disgust as- such a character, and the 
preachers will labor to prove the in
spired penman did. not mean .what he 
wrote; and. • yet the book,, they say, 
was inspired of God. and is inerrant.
- Passion lathe drunkenness of the 
mind.—South.-- .

A lie that Ib half a truth is ever tha 
, blackest of Ues.—Tennyson.

■ Reproof should not exhaust its pow- 
—• on petty failings.—^noa.

moted.
When In Waldorn, Indiana, a few. 

weeks since, I came In contact by a 
few days’ visit there with friends (and 
a public lecture in the hall dedicated 
to Spiritual Truth by Chester Heck, a 
lad of but thirteen years), with the 
general public, and on every hand 
heard words of praise for the adml-- 
rable life of William Shoup, .who, 
passed to a higher class of expression, 
June 1. It seems appropos to make 
mention of the lives of those who have 
stood for progression and truth, and 
whose transition is mourned not only 
by relatives but by acquaintances as
well. JOHN W. RING.

FOURTEENTH ANNUAL
CONVENTION

Of the National Spiritualists' Associa
tion of the United States, Will Be 
Held in the Large Auditorium of 
the Y. M. C. A. Building, 153 La 
Salle Street, Chicago, Illinois, Octo
ber 16, 17, 18 and 19, 1906.
Business sessions during the day, 

Special hours devoted to the Lyceum 
cause.

Many of thé foremost and brightest 
workers in our ranks will be dele
gates. It will be a rare treat to hear 
them. Evening meetings will be de
voted to lectures, spirit messages, mu
sic and song.

Among those invited and expected 
are Dr. J. M. Peebles, Oscar A. Edger- 
ly, W. J. Erwood, Mrs. H. P. Russe- " 
gue, Mrs. Esther T. Bosley, Mrs. 
Georgia Gladys Cooley, Mrs. Margaret 
Gaule Ridinger, Mr. and Mrs. E. W. 
Sprague and a galaxy of others.

Come one and all to this great con-' 
I vention.

The Palmer House, in Chicago, .will 
be headquarters for delegates and vis
itors; it is a first-class hotel and will 
give reduced rates to all who write li 
advance, stating they are to attend tha 
N. S. A. convention and wish to en
gage rooms. Secure your rooms early ■ 
by addressing W. C. Vier-Buchen, ' 
Manager, TitoPalmer House, Chicago, 
III. The hotel is conducted exclusive- . 
ly on the European plan; cafes and 
restaurants are near by and furnish 
good meals at reasonable rates. < ~
-¿Annual reception to delegates and 
visitors will be held Monday, October. 
16, at the Palmer House, at 8 p. m. ; ■ - 
All are cordially Invited.

Special railway rates on the certifi
cate plan can be secured over all lines. 
Ask your railroad agent for certificate 
tickets to the National Spiritualists’ 
Convention at Chicago. The round 
fare will be one and a third of a fare. 
Delegates and visitors desiring to re-, 
ceive the benefits of this special rate, 
must have their tickets vised by oun . 
railroad agent at Convention the last!' J . 
day, October 19, and pay 25 center 
each for such vising.

HARRISON D. BARRETT, .'
■ President. ] 

MARY T. LONGLEY; T
Secretary. •’

,s



Ube Organ Zife^ster^
Told by Dr. Robert J. Floyd, and Transcribed by L S. Merchant.

CONCERNING THIS REMARKABLE NARRATIVE MR. THE CITY OF BUFFALO,-N. Y. 
MERCHANT WRITES: “I OBTAINED THE STORY T---------
FROM THE ONE WHO LIVED IT, DR. ROBERT J. 
FLOYD, MAKING NOTES FROM WHICH I WROTE IT 
OUT. I HAVE NO REASON TO DOUBT HIS WORD,

U. S. A., AND WIT
NESSED BY MR. J. H. PRICE, CLERK OF THE SU-
PREME COURT OF THE COUNTY OF ERIE, MR, MER
CHANT DEPOSES, AS STATED ABOVE, THAT THE

tolre, evidently ths woyk'uf an artist of a- past century. 
Beyond this room, an® /ume wing, was a library, one of 
the most beautiful roams for the purpose I had ever seen. 
It was about twenty feet high and surmounted by a stained' 
glass dome; the walls ©ere-lined with well-filled bookcases, 
and hanging above them were pieces of rare and beautiful 
tapestry and fine pajtitinmil I felt very grateful' to the 
man who had bequeathed all this to me; of books I had 
never had enough, .and In. my busy life I had never had 
time to enjoy them even if I possessed them. How de
lighted Alice would b’iwhJn'she saw her home!

By this time the e^onlng"shadows had fallen, so I took 
a book from the library anh ensconced myself in an easy 
chair, and wassoonidst ih'fhe thoughts of the author.

At a late hour I re^Fed tdiest. My bedroom was a large
STORY WAS TOLD TO HIM BY DR. FLOYD, AND FUR- I apartment, and the fliLnitWIe showed the marks of .wear.

■AND IF HE WERE STILL LIVING I AM SURE HE THER MENTIONS THAT PHOTOGRAPHS OF THE At the other end of Hie rook, and completely covering it, 
WOULD ATTEST TO THE AUTHENTICITY OF THE MANOR-HOUSE AND GRAVEYARD REFERRED TO IN was a large wardrobe mad’e'of the same dark-colored wood 
FACTS." IN AN AFFIDAVIT SWORN TO BEFORE MR. THE NARRATIVE ARE NOT AVAILABLE, AS THE qs the bedstead and other furniture. I was soon in bed
<AMES OSWALD, COMMISSIONER OF DEEDS FOR SITE HAS BEEN USED FOR BUSINESS PURPOSES. and soundly sleeping.

i How long I slept I do not know, but I was awakened .by
” ' \ ’ some subtle force to find the room brilliantly lighted.

For some time prior to 1873 I was practicing medicine I the place punctually to time, and was shown into the prl- Seated at the table, at no great distance from the bed, I 
; in New York City, far away from the little Western town vate office of Mr. Evans, senior member of the firm of saw a handsome young man, who seemed to be about 

where I was born. Late one evening in that year I came Evans, Brown & Crowell. • ■ ■ twenty-seven years of age. His hair .was worn in the
back to my office (surgery) after a particularly hard day’s • “This is Dr. Robert J. Floyd, I presume?” said Mr, fashion of a- generation ago, and was light brown In color, 
work, to find a message awaiting me asking me to go at | Evans- ] with golden glinta upon the wavy mass. The eyes were a
pnee to a house some distance away to see a sick man. ■ “it is,” I answered laconically. < deep violet blue, and the moustache did not hide a mouth
The call came from a woman who let apartments, and who “A client of ours, Mr, Silas K,’ Winthrop; has just died,” and chin a woman might have envied. 1 He seemed to be 
once upon a time I had treated successfully for a very Be- continued Mr. Evans, "and we find that you are, by the I intently studying a piece of music which he held in his 
rlous complaint. | terms of his will, heir to all he possessed.’’ * I hands. I was,about to speak to the stranger and ask him

Hurriedly swallowing a cup of coffee, I started out again "But why does he make me his heir?” I asked, amazed, why he was there, when just beyond him I saw the form 
in the storm. Upon reaching the house I was met at the I "I will read you the will," Bald Mr. Evans, taking up a I o£ Mr Winthrop. His features were working as though 
floor by Mrs. Sturgess herself. "I am glad you have come, paper from his desk, “which will make the matter clear to I he were trying to speak—not to the young man, but to me. 
fleeter,” she said; “one of my lodgers is very 111. He told you.” - . ; Presently, as I watched spellbound, the stranger,rose and
We,” she continued, smiling, "that If I knew a Benaible I Re then read as follows; "I, Silas K, Winthrop, being of ; turned toward the door. The other, moving rapidly across 
doctor who would not poison him and charge ten dollars sound mind, c(o devise, and bequeath to D?.: Robert J; the room, disappeared within the great wardrobe, The 
for the job, to send for him; bo I.sent for you, Dr.. Floyd, Floyd, of New York City, all of my estate, both real and young man how seemed to be cognizant of ifiy presence,
thinking you would be able to fill the bill.” personal,.to have and to hold forever. This I give in pay- aa he moved away he made a motion to me to follow.

"Thank you tor your recommendation, Mrs. Sturgess," Fment for medical services in December, 1873—services so I Then the' door opehed and he passed through into the 
replied. "Show me to his room and I will see what 11 tender, efficient, and far-reaching-that the last years .61 my I hall; -

can do for him.". j life have been endurable aa far as physical suffering goes. | "I will see this thing out,” said I to myself, and quickly
She led the way upstairs to a small room at the rear of I Said estate consists of about five hundred acres of land and hastened after him.- ■ As I stepped into tiro passage I saw 

the house, where upon the bed I rate a man about seventy | the house known as Winthrop Manor House, atid ah other. “W late visitor a little way off, and again he intimated In 
years of age, who seemed to be suffering great pain. His | buildings thereon,, and bonds and securities, silver, jflate, (pantomime that I was to accompany him; I.folio wed him 
face wore an expression which I do not recall, haying seen | jewels, and money on deposlt. to the value of two hundred I flow11 the stairs into the study where. I had spent the even- 
outside of an asylum for the Insane. It was a-haunted I thousand dollars, which I bequeath upon the condition that I and finally to the library, where he paused for a mo- 
loek, as if he were trying, but unsuccessfully, to get’away1 ' ...... .... .
trom haunting memories.

"J det as I reached manhood my beautiful mother 
passed away from earth. I finished my career in college, 
then went abroad to one of the great universities, after 
which I spent several years In travel. While in Italy I 
met the idol-of my heart, my sweet Althea. She was the 
daughter of an American father and an Italian mother, 
the Countess Salanzo. She was the very child of sunshine, 
music and flowers; how I did love her! My love was al
most a madness with ipe; I could not endure the thought 
of her bestowing a smile on anyone else. I was thirty 
years of age when I met my darting; she was twenty- 
three. My wooing was short and impassioned, and I won 
the love I sought.

"Not long after my marriage I was recalled to my home 
by the death of my father. My bride was charmed with 
her home and its surroundings, and with nothing more 
•than the beautiful organ and music-room. For months 
we led an ideal life; then the serpent came into our Eden 
in the shape of my cousin, Arthur Winthrop. He was one 
of a house' party that we had invited to spend the holidays 
at the manor. Althea from the first seemed charmed with 
the handsome fellow, because of bls great musical .talent. 
They met on common ground in their fondness for music,

“Hours were spent in the music-room, Arthur at the or
gan and Althea near by, or occasionally by his side, Join
ing with her magnificent voice In rendering some great 
composition. Our guests never tired'of listening to the 
two talented musicians. How I loathed' It all! Every 
day my jealousy grew more Intense and I did not hesitate 
to give voice to its promptings, until my darling pined In 
her room for days at a time. As I learned later, when

Reiìiaikable
Invention

AN INSTRUMENT THAT RE
STORES EYESIGHT.

SpectaelesCan Be Abandoned,

"Well, my dear sir," I said, "what can I do for you?”
"Do?" he answered. "Why cure me of' this terrible 

pain—it Is simply sapping my lite away! Mrs. Sturgess 
Bent tor a doctor who lives next door; when' I was taken

he take up his residence at Winthrop Manor and make it ment until I had nearly' reached him.. Them to my 
what I have failed to do—a beautiful home that shall open I amazement, he: vanished—simply, vanished, apparently 
its doors in hospitality to many, its halls and rooms echo- through a door in thé corner nearest the study.. Reaching 
.Ing with the merry voices of children, the musical tones of I ti*ls Point, I. found, not a door, but the bookcase from 
youths and maidens. This is my last will and testament." ¡ which I had taken the book that had so interested me a

“Now,” said Mr. Evans, laying down the document, "you f0w hours before! - ;
have heard the^vip and’ the conditions! attached.' What | While I.Btood there'bèwilderéd there suddenly broke oh 

____ _ __ __________ —-----------------  ,. have you to say to It?". ■ ' ' ' . ' ! | my ear the 'tones; of an'organ, played by a master hand, 
ailed me, and he answered me with a long-winded disserta-]. “‘What can I saÿ," I replied, "but that I ahi overwhelmed 1 knd, then the .rich-tones pf a woman’s voice, Binging, 
tlon that I could make neither head nor tail of. So I told at this sudden news?” : - - -. | Whence came those wonbfous notes? There!'was ho organ
him to get out, hs I wanted soineoné-to doctor me in plain I "For my part,” said Mr. Evans, !'l think the cbhdltiofiB I in the room,! as I -knew from inspection thé evening bp- 
Engllsh. I was bo enraged at the fool that it quite cured ] are not hard. From what I remember-of thé manor-house, I tore. The music'cdht’inued for a few ’ minutes; next 1 
a.. _ ------—u«._ m j ™ r I which i saw when a boy ajiout forty years .’ago, it is a spa-1 Heard a pistol-shot, followed by'a-woman’s scream. Then

pious, beautiful home, with, wide-spreading, charmingly-' I was silent I was '¿tdrtled,-but soon regained my pres- 
kept grounds sloping on. thé west sidp down to thé Hudson [ 0n00 of mind anfl/ ’referned • to my room, where t sum- 
.Riverj. I .congratulate, you, doctor^ on your accession to ] moned- old Thomas. 33lWhen he appeared. I asked him, 
this fortune.” ] "Who iq in this hpusp!beBid^ ourselves ?"

“Four days ago—or nights, I should say, for be died | "No one> ®lr,”.he replied, “except Margaret, who sleeps 
| some time during the night of last Saturday. His old ser-1 in a room in the baçlrtpàrt’iiî the building.”'
vant left him about 11 p. m., apparently -in his ùsual | "But you must be’mistaken,” XrepUed. "There was a 
healt^; when he went to him in the morning, however, hé | verÿ handsome young’mani'i this room a little while ago.” 
found him dead, life having evidently been extinct !for’I ’ "Good heavens!" ¿rfed^Thomas, paling. “Then you 

Ihoura, Old Thomas said,‘When I saw 61m firaf’I thought I Have seen It!" 're ■ ’ H
i he was sleeping; there was a look pf happiness on his face I "What do you mean?” I replied, thinking I was in a fair 

such as I had never Been there in the thlyty-five years I had way to obtain a solution âÎ the mystery. But his next
jkmmrhlni.”’ . ’ . . words disabused my. ffind St that notion.
] "Last Saturday night was the time when I saw the old. I “I don't know What it ÿiiâs, sir,' but Mr. Winthrop was

11J tyro hours ago. He came in and looked at me and asked 
me a question or two. Then I asked him to tell me what

I was absent they would go to thé music-room and be in 
heaven for a time. I know now that it .was love of music, 
hot love for each other, which drew them together. Thus 
things went on until one fatal night. Our guests had all 
departed except Arthur, who was to leave, on the morrow. 
I was called away unexpectedly early in the evening and 
did pot expect to bè back for several hours. ■ I left Althea 
resting in her room and Arthur reading in the library.
'“I finished my business and was back two hours sooner 

than ! thought to be. As I came toward thethouse I heard 
the sound of the organ and the tones of mÿ wife's voice 
singing. As the sounds met my ear I became mad with 
jealous rage, and with only a pause to grasp a pistol I kept 
in my . room I rushed to the one occupied by Arthur, 
which had been my father’s room and had a hidden en
trance to the organ gallery through one of the compart
ments In the great wardrobe which occupies one side of the 
room. Just as I opened the door Arthur had turned to 
speak to Althea, who stood near him. Nelthe.r was aware 
of my presence. I raised my pistol and fired at Arthur, 
the ball entering hid head. Althea, at the sound of the 
shot and Arthur’s fall, screamed and fainted. I caught 
her in my arms and carried her to her room, and there 
sought to restore her to consciousness, but without suc
cess, so I sept a servant to summon a doctor, who was soon

This instrument, which the Inventors have 
patented, is called “Actina”—a trade-inarlc 
word.

In the treatment of eye diseases the invent
ors of “Actina” claim there is no nesdforcut* 
ting or drugging the eye /or most forms of dis« 

ease] Cataracts, pterygl-, 
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new and more humane 
method. If this is a fact 
there will be no need to go 
blind or to wear spectacles.
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are the inventors that this device Is an article 
of great merit that they give absolutely a free 
trial. They want everyone interested to make 
a thorough investigation and a personal test of 
“Actina«”• One will bo sent on trial postpaid:

They issue a, book of 100 pages—a complete 
dictionary of disease-whluh tells all about “Ac- 
tina,” the diseases it will cure, what others 
think of it. what morveious cures it has affect
ed, and all about the ressonfibility of its own
ers—all is sent absolutely free upon request. 
This book should be in the library of every fam
ily. Address New york and London Electric 
Association, Dept, 842R, 029 Walnut Street. 
Kansas City, Mo.

Cancer Cured
WITH BOOTH I NO, BALMY OILS. 
Cancer, Tumor, Catarrh, Piles, Fistula, Ulcers, 
EczemaandellBkinandFeinaloDIaea&es. Write 
for Illustrated Book. Sent free. Address*

DR.'BYEl Broadway, Kansas City, Mo.
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. the pain for a little while, but It soon returned, so I told
Mrs. Sturgess that if she? knew of a sensible doctor she I 
tnlght send for him, for I did not want to lie'here and Ale I 
like a dog.” I

I examined'my patient and found him suffering from an 
■ ailment which would eventually prove fatal, and that quite I 

Buddenly; yet with care, and the Use of a drug which 11 
bad seen administered in similar cases with great success, 
life might be made to a certain extent painless, and could 

' be prolonged for several years. This I told'him.
"Well, go ahead, doctor," he replied. “I will do any

thing you tell me; yet.why I should desire to prolong myl 
life I do not know. I have been suffering for a long time, 

' and so far no doctor has seemed to understand my case 
or been able to help me. If you can do so you will have] 
earned my lasting gratitude, If nothing more.” mw in my room,” I mentally observed. “There was ¡ always seeing sometlfing. .Betwixt you and me, I.think 

“I shall -be glad.lf I.can alleviate your suffering,” I am] something he wlslie'cl me to understand and came to tell | that is why he stayed^awiy so much." '■
awered, “We will let the matter of remuneration rest ] me. ■ I wonder if I shall ever know what it was?" , I ‘‘Have you ever Be& anything?” I asked.

- "When can you be’,reafly,.to.;.gQto the jnanor^houBe;- flo^ p“ ?‘Notife" .jhe answered; “but once or twice. I’ve fancied I 
tor?” Bald-Mr. Evans. . ] heard music like w^heaF'in church, .but decided .that I

‘It .will take meseveral days to arrange -my affaire ttn<l must .have-been dreading.0’'' ' . ,J..
transfer my practice to someone else,” X replied, after, a T By this'time, dawn had come,'bo I did not return to my 
rapid calculation. “I thint I will say two weeks from .bed, but-bathed and dressed. .Then I left the house, Bay- 
to-day,” j Ing to Thomas apt did bo, “lamgoingforalongwalkbe-

“That. will .do," said Mr. Evans. “I will write and . ac- tote breakfast, t think it will clear the cobwebs but of my 
quaint Thomae with your coming. • He and-hls,wife are .brain.” ’
the only servants, and have been in the house for many | ■ “Very well, sir,” he answered. “Your breakfast will be 
years, I understand.” ready for you when you come back.”

The next week was a busy one for me.. .1 visited all my ' I returned from- my walk, feeling greatly refreshed, and 
patients, and told them I hafl made my practice over to Dr. | as I cameitowurd the house noted something I ha'd not ob- 

]Wood, whom I introduced to them. In .the meantime served the previous night—that the library wing of the 
] there was much business to be transacted with Mr. .Evans, house extended the whole length of the building, showing 
preliminary to the fortune being handed over to me. My/ me conclusively that there must be another room beyond" 
last evening in New York was spent in the society of my the library.

] fiancee, Our engagement had been a lengthy pae, as my After I had disposed of breakfast I went to the library 
practice, being for the most part among’people'of'small to examine it ..by daylight, but found no sign of doors

for the present." • 1 |
■ I Spent the rest’of the. night witKrny'patient, and did 

n/t leave him until he was free from pain and resting 
''■quietly. Late the next day I saw him again, and found ] 
him comparatively well and effusively grateful for the] 

i .mitigation of his suffering. He told me he was going ] 
West the next day, and asked me to give him the prescrip- ] 

- Won for the medicine I had used, so that he might procure] 
' ■ it any time.the attacks should he renewed, He bade mel 

“good-bye” as I left and I neverteaw him again—or.only 
pace. • .

It was five years later that I saw him again-—or did i I 
dream it? Atter a very busy day I had gone to my room 
bo tired that ! lay down upon my bed without removing 
my clothes, thinking to rest for a while and undress later. 
I remember sinking down with a sigh of content, and was 
eoundly asleep almost on the Instant. How long this 
lasted I do not know, but I suddenly awakened and Bat up, 
rubbing my eyes. Something impelled me to look around, 
When I saw seated in my easy chair, at no great distance 1 
from my bed, my one-time irascible patient. ’ I wondered 
what could have brought him there at that time, and- no- 

: ■ ticed that he was much paler than when I saw him last.
Tils eyes were fixed upon me with an incomprehensible 

• gaze.
My surprise at seeing him there presently abated, and 

I found my tongue.
“Well, sir,” I said, "What can I do for you?”
He seemed to struggle to speak without being able to do 

"■BO.
“Are you 111 again?" I continued. “I will try and find

means, had notffieen so remunerative as I had hoped, anywhere, only .hookcases on every side. As I stood there 
hence the delay. For the first time we could now look for- I heard again the.sound of the organ—just a few strains 
ward with certainty to a period which should see the con-[ .—and then all was still.- . , . '
summation of our hopes. . I was more, puzzled than ever; I was utterly unable to

After bidding Alice adieu I went to my rooms for the ¡account for the phenomenon. In a fit of disgust ! took 
last time and the following morning took a boat.up the] hold, of the bookcase, at the'point ’where I had seen the 
Hudson River, reaching my destination late in the after-1 young mail disappear the previous night and gave a vlg- 
noon- \ \ ... orous' pulll To.my intense astonishment It yielded and

I found Thomas Brown, the man who for so many years | slowly swung back, disclosing a doorway through which I 
। had been In charge of the property, waiting on the dock for 1 speedily passed, to find myself in a room, the counterpart

Something to relieve you."
With that I threw the quilt aside and stepped to the ! 

floor. I lost sight of him for a moment as I did so, and 
nt-" -When I looked again, I saw, to my intense astonishment, 

that the chair was vacant, and a hasty search demon
strated that, there .was no bne in the room! I then, went to 
the door; it was locked as I had left it when I lay down on 
my return earlier in the night!

Needless to say, I was startled, but for only a moment, 
for, having studied the various forms of psychic phenom

ena very thoroughly, I knew that th!? mystifying occur
rence, must belong to them. But why should I have seen

upon , the spot. :. Before'another ;day had. passed my dar
ling was .dead, and our first-born child with her.

“I cannot describe the agony I felt upon awakening to 
realize my prod ac*-- I secreted Arthur's body In an aper
ture at the side pf the organ, for I dared not confess my 
crime. It had been known by the servants that Arthur 

.was to leave at an early hour In the morning, so in the 
confusion consequent upon Althea’s sickness and death he 
was forgotten.- I was his only relative, except some dis
tant cousins, so no special Inquiries were made regarding 
him. .Then I. discharged all the servants and went away, 
mad with sorrow and remorse.

“A year later I returned, drawn by Borne sort of fascina
tion to the scene of my crime. I brought workmen from 
New York and had the door of the entrance to the organ 
gallery closed with masonry, while in front of the door 
leading into it from the library I had a bookcase placed. 
This was made to revolve on hinges, and was furnished 
With a secret spring, so that It could be opened if I wished. 
Therfe was a door in thé diningroom which gave entrance 
to the spiral stair whirled to the gallery, arid over this I 
■had one of- the beautiful, sideboards placed, thus com- 
•pletely hiding it After all this work was done I hired 
Thomas and? Margaret, who have been here ever since, 
faithful friends and servants. I have been a wanderer 
most of the time since this happened, nearly forty years 
ago. I returned again and again, but Arthur's handsome 
face and his music drove me back to exile.- ' This I will 
say: If you want-to punish a murderer with the most ex
treme punishment,.let him live to be haunted constantly by 
the memory of his crime. Since the fatal night when in 
my madness I took the life of my cousin,, and Indirectly 
that of my wife and child, I have known no peace; have 
been like Caln, a lonely wanderer on the face of the earth, 
never knowing a moment's happiness.

“I have-now to ask a favor of you. When you have 
found the remains of- my cousin, will you have them in
terred in the little burying-ground north of the house, 
where our family has been burled for generations? Have 
a small stone placed above the grave, and upon It have en- 
gray.ed, ‘A. H. W. At Rest.’ My sisters, who were both 
older than I, had married and left home before my mother 
died; both died young. The eldest,, my sister Mary, had 
one daughter, who went West with her father .when her 
mother died.- I have lost all trace of them during the past 
thirty-five years. I have made every effort to find my 
niece if still' alive, or her heirs, If she had apy, but without

' 2-j ’ ].of'the library, but .without floor-covering or furniture
“You are Dr. Floyd, I take it?'i Bald the old”nian, step- other.than a few-chairs.' Light'-was admitted, as In the 

ping up to me. - .; library, through .the colored glass dome. At theenfl op-.
"And you are Thomas," I sat# “Mr. Evaqs has tOld posite the library was a beautiful organ-loft? built up from 

me of your long and faithful service to Mr. Winthrop." . the floor and ending In n balustrade surmounted’by three 
.... .......................... exquisite arches of some dark-colored wood, upon which 

were .Bome of the most beautiful carvings I had eveij seen
I ëntered the old-fashioned carriage that was in readi-

ness and Thomas drove me through the village and out 
alrnut two miles over a fine road.' 'Then, reaching n man, 
slve gateway, we entered and went along a grass-grown
carriage-drive which ended in front of a mansion of impos
ing appearance. Over the door of the entrance I noticed 
the date 1698. The main part of the'building was three 
stories high, .with wings on either Bide, apparently .added 

| at different times. ' ■ ’ " ' ■ • :
------- --  ,------ - I Alighting from the carriage I entered a hall of fino pro- 

thls man, whom I had met but twice? I did not sleep. J portions, from which a beautifully carved, stairway led to 
again that night, and the next day I went about my work ] the upper floors. Thomas conducted me to a room on the 
in a-very preoccupied state, until toward evening I décliïèdl second fléer, saying as he stepped aside for me to enter 
to see Mrs. Sturgess; perhaps she might be able to throw | ‘‘This was Mr. Winthrop’s roonF, sir,' and Is the only one 
gome light upon the affair! ■.-------- „ ' > "' . I that has been used for years; exéépt. thé small room open-

“Is that old gentleman still lodging-wlth you, .who. was Jing out of it, where I have always slept when Mr. Winthrop
80 ill when you sent for me flvé years ago?” I asked, was at home. He liked to have someone near him in case 
plunging straight into the.subject, ‘'.¡He was ill during the night, as was sometimes the case?’■ .

"Mr. Winthrop, you mean,” replied Mrs. Sturgess. ?No;J. “Any. place will do-for me, Thomas," I said, In answer 
he is not here; he left the next day after yon saw. him; and to his explanation.: “You will not find me hard to ¿ult."

■ • Ï did not see him again until a month ago, when-he came “Very well, sir; I .will try to make you as comfortable 
and said he wanted-to stay oyer-night. He was Ipeking] as possible. Will you come down to the dining-room now, 

,wretched J lìieycr s&wa moro hs&rtbrokou expression pu BTffir your d rêndy to-bo served?”
■ . human countenance than was on his face, and he' wâs.so . < A few moments later I-followed him downstairs to thé 

feeble he could, only-move with the aid of .a xc.ane, He dining-room, which was of noble proportions, finished in 
told me he had been traveling most of the time since hè | fine old oak. The great fireplace and mantel and' two 

■ had left New York, and was then on his way homei he beautiful Bideboards occupied one end of the room; all 
-asked for your address and said: T feel very grateful to ■' - 
Dr. Floyd for saving me from the terrible agony I endured 
before I met him.. Tell Mm ,1 forgot’ to pay him, or he 
forgot to ask me for pay, but that I have not forgotten my

' deep obligations to him? The next day he left to go

marvels of rich carving. A great bay-window, in which 
stataedi glass was tastefully used, gave an air of richness to 
the rodml Upon p small table a plain but .well-cooked dln-

Rome.” ... ■■■■
“Where is his home?” I asked. --
“That I do not know,” Mrs. Sturgess.replied; for though 

he whs here for several months he never told me Just 
where he lived, except that his home was near the Hudson 
River.” -

This was all I could learn from Mrs. Sturgess, and her 
information failed to throw much light upon the mystery. 
Four days later, on returning in the evening to my office, I 

: found a letter awaiting me which proved to be from a legal 
' firm in the city, requesting me to call on them the follow
ing day." My curiosity was naturally aroused; I was at

net was served, to which I did ample justice. ,'L
: After dinner I took a survey of the other rooms on the 

ground floor, and found all as beautifully finished as the 
dining-room. The long drawing-room on the right as one 
entered the hall had furniture and pictures covered with 
cloths, and opening from this room was a smaller ' one 
which seemed to be a kind of ladies’ sitting-room, for there 
was a tiny table on which stood a workrbaskeVwith a piece 
of work, as It just laid down by-busy fingers, soon to bri 
taken up again. There was a beautiful piano, and-a 
.harp standing near it, and an arched floor gave entrance to
a largo conservatory. On the left of the hall was a recep
tion-room, and between there and the dining-room was a

outside of a church. '
There was a fine organ at one end Of the gallery, its case 

matching the gallery in richness of carving. -1 looked 
around for some way to reach the organ loft, but none was- 
visible, so I returned to thé library and moved'the .book
case back.. As X did so I heard a click, -and.it'returned to 
the same position as when i found it an hour before'. . Just 
then I thought of .a plan by which I might reach the organ- 
loft, so attempted to open the unwieldy door again; it re
sisted alt my efforts, however^ and r went to the study to 
write some.letters. ? -■

Seating myself at the escritoire, I unlocked it, opening 
many of the drawers'in-search of writing paper. My own
supply was In my trunks, for which Thomas had gone Xo 
the village an hour beforejl'-In one drawer I found what,I 
wanted,, and lifting the. paggr.saw.lying beneath lt.a liulky,'. 
letter addressed to me in an unfamiliar hand. ' jt

' Opening thé envelope, I found It bore a date a month old 
and the signature of l^r. 'V^^throp. It ran as follows:

“Dear Dr. Floyd :^Kho]vIng that I have, but a short 
time to live, I .will unburden my soul to you, feeling that'I 
can trustyou to do whàt I stroll ask of you. I will go,back 
may years, and aS may be tell you "the story of
my life., .1 was bornjp thi^’house, as were my father and.' 
his paternal ancestor^ foj^many generations. I was an 
only son, and from'childhood was petted and-in
dulged by parents and qigters., My sisters both¿married 
young and went to t^eir.ih.oméB in other States. They, 
like mÿ parents, .wer^ passionately fond of. music. My 
father Inherited his love Tor music from hls fatherj who 
■had had the north wing built for a library and music room,' 
and had purchased a/fine organ and placed It in the latter 
room. -MJr father would^spend hours and sometimes whole 
days at the organ, my mother often joining him at the in
strument,-singing some of the compositions of the masters 
in music. As for-me,-1 had no musical talent—-in fact, 1 
did not enjoy music at all. I had a cousin, Arthur Win
throp, about my own age, who had'the same impassioned 
musical temperament-as my ‘father, and.who was never

study, containing among other furniture a beautiful flscH- l as my mother called the**

happier, on the-occaslon ot his. visits to Wlnthrop Mdn’or, 
than when seated at the' organ /discoursing sweet sounds?

You're-no greater intellectually than 
your memory. My course, simple, Inexpens
ive, Increases business capacity, social Biandinp, 
givesan alert, ready memory for names, faces 
and business details. Develops will, conversa
tion, BpeaRlng, etc. My booklet, “How to Re
member,” sent free. >
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Deeds of Darkness Disclosed
• This work devotes special attention 
to Auricular Confession and its rela
tions to sacerdotal celibacy, convents, 
monasteries, morality and civil and re
ligious liberty. It Is Intended to be an 
embodiment of facts and documentary 
evidence of the pernicious influence of 
the confessional; a trenchant showing 
up of Romanism, based upon standard 
Catholic authorities; an eye-opener con
cerning the methods and spirit, the 
moral turpitude and evil works of Ro, 
maoism. Cloth, 76 nents.

The Poetical and Prose Works - - BY- -  
ELLA WHEELER WILCOX.

success. All I know 1B that she.was named Dorothy Sel- 
win.”

I could not continue my reading for a few moments be- 
.cause of my Intense surprise at this last sentence in Mr. 
^Winthrop's- letter. I had been born in a far-off Western 
city, and my mother's maiden name was Dorothy Selwin!

"She was an orphan, and I could not recollect having heard 
her speak of'her parents, except to say that she had 
named my sister Mary after her mother and that I bore my 
father’s Christian name.

After my surprise had somewhat abated, I resumed my 
/reading. Mr. Winthrop’^ letter continued: "Should you 
at any time obtain information to the effect that my niece, 
Dorothy Selwin, or any. child of here, is living, I feel that 
I can trust you to .give her a fair share of the personal 
property. I have left .with you the real estate; I-do not 
wish you to part with it in any event; ’ Since the night 
when you came to my bedside five years ago, and gave me 
rellef from pain, I have felt an attraction toward you which 
I.cannot explain, so, having no heirs, I have given you my 
property, feeling-sure that it will be in your power to do 
more good with It than I have ever done. ”

' ’ ? .. ''-'(Signed) SILAS K. WINTHROP.” '
In a postscript I found minute directions for opening 

both the secret entrances tp:the music room./,Going:to 
the "wardrobe in my room, I soon discovered the spring, 

' tpuched.it/and.found myself, standing in a small closet;; 
touching another spring the. way was 'open to the gallery. 
Eagerly I stepped within; arid sa'w that the'carpet was 
moth-eaten and thickly covered with dust; Upon; the or
gan was one of Bach’s superb compositions,, brown) and: 
discolored by the lapse of years. Not wlthbut a certain 

: feeling of repugnance I went to_the cupboard at the side 
• of the organ, where I found a heap of mouldering bones 

and moth-eaten shreds of clothes. From the skull hung
■ n mass of hair with golden glints across the curls.

' Returning to my room, profoundly moved by what I had 
: seen and read, I pondered how I could remove the pitiful 

remains without exciting the curiosity of old Thorijas.
, At last a plan suggested itself, upon which I acted.

My trunks had’been brought to my room, so i proceeded 
to arrange their contents in the drawers and cupboards 
of the great wardrobe. After this was done I went to 
the gallery, and gathering up the bones, piaried them in 
one of the trunks,* The shreds-of clothing I put In the 
fireplace In my room, and with the gid of some paper and 

! matches they were‘Boon consumed. When moving the 
. bones I. picked up a handsome ring, a watch, and some 

coins. .The watch-case, I noticed, was marked, "Arthur 1’ H.-Winthrop.”

" ' .(Continued on page 8.) ' '

Mrs. Wilcox’s writings have been the 
inspiration of many young men and 
women. Her hopeful, practical, mas
terful views of life give the reader new 
courage in the very reading and are 
a wholesome spur to flagging effort 
Words of truth bo vital that they livo 
In the reader’s memory and cause him 
to think—to his own betterment and 
the lasting improvement of his own 
work In the world, in whatever line it 
lies—flow from this talented woman's 
pen.
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With portrait of author. Price |1.

AROUND THE YEAR WITH ELLA 
WHEELER WILCOX.

A birthday book compiled by Ella 
Giles Ruddy, from the poetical and 
prose writings of Ella Wheeler Wilcox. 
It epitomizes her inspiring optlmfstlo 
philosophy with an apposite quotation 

■for each day in th’e year. With author’s 
portrait, and half-tone illustrations 
prefacing each month. Cloth, price, JL

KINGDOM OF LOVE AND OTHER 
POEMS.

By Elia Whctler Wilcox.
■ A magnificent collection of poem» 
suitable for recitations and readings, 
true to the -very best there is In human 
nature. Presentation edition, dark red 
doth,».

"Longley's. Beautiful Hongs.’ 
new edition comprising in ope volume 
the four parts heretofore published, 
to which is added part five, also a 
number of the author’s most populai 
songs, including "Only a Ttiln Veil Be
tween Us" and Its “Companion Here.*1 
Cloth, 76 cents. BoardSrBO cents.



< or statements he may make. The editor 
allows this freedom of expression, be
lieving that the cause of truth can be

O

The Spiritualistic Field—Its Workers, Its Work, 
and General Progress, the World Over.

CONTRIBUTORS.—Each contributor | AS a GENERAL RULE, IN THIS 
IS alone responsible for any assertions OFFICE WE PAY NO ATTENTION TO 
--------- --------- '------------ - | ANONYMOUS COMMUNICATIONS.

best subserved thereby. Many of the 
sentiments uttered in an article may he 
diametrically opposed to Ms belief, yet 
Hist is oo reason why they should be 
suppressed; yet we wish It distinctly 
Understood that our space is inade
quate to publish everything that comes 
to hand, however much we might desire 
to do so. That must account for the 
non-appearance of YOUR article.

WRITE PLAINLY.—We would like 
to impress upon the minds of our corre- 

■ spondents that The ProgresslveTMnker 
• In set up oa a Linotype machine that 

must make speed equal to about four 
compositors. That means rapid work, 
and It Ib essential that all copy, to in
sure insertion in the paper, all other re
quirements being favorable, should be 
written plainly with Ink on whit« 
paper, or with a typewriter, and only on 
one side of the paper. Please bear this 
In mind.

ITEMS.—Bear in mind that items for 
the General Survey will In all cases be 
adjusted to the space we have to occu
py. and in order to do that they will 
generally have to be abridged more or 
less; otherwise many items would be i 
crowded out. Sometimes a thirty-line 
Lem Is cut down to ten lines, and ten 
lines io two lines, as occasion may re
quire. . «

TAKE OUE NOTICE, that all items 
for this page must be accompanied by 
thefoll name and address of the writer. 
It will not do to say that Secretary or 
Carrespondent writes so and so. with
out giving the’full name and address of 
the writer. The Hems of those who do 
hot comply with this request will be 
cast Into the waste basket.

KEEP COPIES of your poems Beht to 
this office, for they will not pe returned 
If we have not space to use them.

THIS GENERAL SURVEY DEPART
MENT IS ONLY INTENDED TO 
CHRONICLE THE ENGAGEMENTS 
AND WORK OF SPEAKERS AND ME
DIUMS. A REPORT OF WHAT THE 
VARIOUS SPEAKERS SAY WILL 
NOT BE PUBLISHED, AS WE HAVE 
NOT SPACE SUFFICIENT FOR THAT 
PURPOSE,

Will M. Kellogg, a prominent Spirit
ualist and worker in our cause, residing 
at New Boston, Ill., fa now at Clinton 
Camp. While at the camp renew your 
subscriptions through him.

Prof. Ransby, platform medium, of 
Toronto, Canada, 1s now at camp'Lily 
Dale for the camp season. He sends 
kindly greetings to old friends.

J. M. White has been lecturing at 
Winfield, Kansas and Blackwell, Okla. 
His present address fa 802 E. Ninth 
Street, Winfield, Kansas.

E D. Beckwith thinks that Utica, N. 
Y., would be a most excellent place for 
a good lecturer and test medium. Ad
dress him at No. 403 Sunset avenue.

Mr. Fred D. Dunakin, the efficient 
president of the Ohio State Spiritual
ist Association, and his son, passed 
through the city last week on their 
way to Wyoming.

Laura L. Crawford writes from De
troit, Mich.: "The marriage of Mrs. 
Vilette Smith and Mr. Allan W. Kaiser 
was qutetly solemnized Thursday even
ing, July 12, at the home of the offi
ciating minister. Mrs. Laura L. Craw
ford, pastor of the First Church of the 
Soul. Mr. and Mrs. Kaiser will make 
their home in Detroit."

Fred D. Dunakin, president of the 
Ohio State Spiritualist Association, 
.writes: "The cause in Ohio, Is moving 
along nicely. We expect to call the 
executive board together in a short 
time to formulate plans for our fall 
and winter work in the state, and do 
what we can to make the year a profit
able one for the cause.”

Dr. N. F. Ravlin, the veteran lec
turer, writes: "Until further notice 
my address will be Kanesville, Ill. I 
am open for engagements to lecture 
the coming fall and winter for socie
ties that take high ground and are 
above conniving at fraud on the one 
band? at cloaked immorality on the 
other. Pure truth lived, is the crying 
need of the times.”

W. F. Schumacher writes: “The 
Hephzibah, an Oriental order, an 
auxiliary of the Spiritualistic Society 
Students of Nature, 461 W. North ave
nue, corner Robey street, will magnet
ize articles for healing purposes Sun
day evening, July 29. Come and 
bring handkerchiefs and napkins to be 
magnetized, by this order. Spiritual 
communications will be given with 
each article by the pastor and others.”

Ferd C. Suhrer ' writes: “Sunday 
morning, July 22, Sister Martha Price 
addressed the congregation of the 
Rising Sun Spiritualist Mission. The 
lyceum occupied our attention in the 

• afternoon, after which President 
Kirchner opened the afternoon serv
ice by reading an inspirational poem. 
Our test mediums gave ample evidence 
of the life after so-called death. Com
mencing Sunday, August 5, we will 
discontinue our morning service dur
ing the heated term until further no
tice. An experience meeting will be 
held on Sunday, August 5, when we 
will hear just what induced some of 
our test mediums and speakers to be
come such, and what benefit, if any, is 
derived by being a Spiritualist. Dr., 
L. C. Koehler, an ex-orthodox minis
ter, will speak for us. He is qualified 
to speak on Spiritualism, having many 
years’ experience as a pastor and a 
traveler. We cordially Invite the 
public to share In the beautiful 
thoughts expressed by our Inspiration
al speakers of whom we have a num
ber.”

Mrs. Adah S. Horman Patterson 
¡writes from Los Angeles, Cal.: "I 
spoke for the Truth Seekers last Sun
day night; will open my meetings 
next Sunday afternoon at Truth Chap
el, and will speak the same evening at 
the'•Progressive Club, and preside at 
the Ingersoll Birth Anniversary meet- 

- Ing held by the club. I will speak 
Tor them again the second Sunday in 
August, reviewing Cardinal Gibbons’ 
ntterinces on divorce. This club is 

■ about the most Influential and best at
tended of any of the Sunday meetings. 
Their ball seats about 1,500, and is 
usually crowded. All lectures are 
followed by discussion. I hope I will 

' be called out Into tifa work Jn.other-, 
places, and that my long delayed crp-. 
Bade may at 1:“ e carried out, to the 
end that SpirL-unsts may be'brought 
together and work in harmony and to 
aome definite and practical purpose.”-

’ * •A -r - '■'.v' 1 £

* o

TOPIC FOR THE. PROGRESSIVE 
LYCEUM.

Sunday, August 5, 1006: “Lessons 
From the Suuilvwer."

Gem of Thought—
“As the Sunflower turns its face to 

the light of the sun, so Spiritualism 
turns the face of humanity to the light 
of truth.”

For information concerning the 
Progressive Lyceum, authorized Les
son Paper for the National Spiritual
ists Association, address John W. 
Ring, Green Mountain Falls, Colorado.

THE NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE 
WRITER SHOULD ACCOMPANY ALL 
MATTER, OF WHATEVER KIND, 
SENT TO THIS OFFICE.

Matlock, she is unable to attend, Miss
Rena D. Chapman-is acting in her 
' ’ RENA D. CHAPMAN.stead.

counted the ahead? turning of time, 
that a beautiful maiden became infatu
ated with the sun, and went each 
morning to, a high royk to watch her 
god displbe^ed the gods;
they became facekged, and declared 
that the beautlftn-maiden must perish. 
True to the Immortal theme of immor
tality the body was destroyed, but the 
life, with Its self-same tendencies, re- 
mained, buV nowfin the form of a 
flower, the Sunflower, bo constantly 
her great r/dind lace fa turned toward 
the sun; bespeaking devotion.

“Ab the ’Sunflower turns its face to 
the light of the, sun, so Spiritualism 
turns the face of ¡Humanity to the light 
of truth.”

Let us observe Sunflower Day, one of 
the many anchors of Spiritualism -in 
the wondrous foundation of Nature.

‘ J- iOHNW. RING,
National Supt' Lyceum Work. , 

Green Mountain Falls, Colorado.

f It ig for us to make of this body an 
Instrument that .will respond to all 
good and spiritual vibrattopp. It fa 
IW' us to make useoi nothing that 
will not permit a eon ’lete and thor
ough investigation, 1 i spirit or ma
terial. .. .. ’

It is for us to read, study and com
pare, for only through comparison do 
we learn of the greater things that 
make life a blessed opportunity to 
grow into a state of perfectness. Let 
us not) take the little we have ac
quired, no matter how great the strug
gle to gain that little, and build a mi
nute world into which the great ■ “I 
Am” is the ruling, dominating, nar
row, one-sided spirit, who closes the 
door against progression and perfect 
freedom, but let us bow towards all 
good, no matter how or where we find 
it. ADELAIDE K. BROCKS.

Los Angeles, Cgl. >

10W RATES TO LILY DAUS.

The Central Passenger Association, 
including the railroads in Michigan, Il
linois, Indiana, Ohio and Pennsylvania 
have agreed to sell excursion tickets to 
Lily Dale and return at one. fare for 
the round trip. These tickets are 
good only to leave July 17 and 81. 
Return limit 30 days. The Chicago 
rate fa 314; St. Louis, 319.25; Indian
apolis, 312; Cincinnati, 811.30;.corre
sponding low rates from other points. 
All the roads from Chicago, New York 
City, Boston and intermediate terri
tory will sell low rate excursion tickets 
to Lily Dale and return, good going 
June 1 to Sept. 30, return limit Octo
ber 8L Chicago rate fa 320. Ask 
your local ticket agent for special 
Lily Dale rates, or have him send fo 
his genera, ticket agent for them.

Have Yon Read
I OÜR 

PPPMIIPREMIUM
BOOK 

OFFER ?

When writing for this paper 
use a pen or typewriter.

We go to press early Monday morn
ing, hence communications Intended for 
that current. Issue should reach this 
office not later than the previous Satur
day morning. Bear this In mind.

ALWAYS GIVE YOUR FULL NAMB 
AND ADDRESS WHEN SENDING NO
TICES AND COMMUNICATIONS FOR 
PUBLICATION, OTHERWISE THEY 
WILL FIND THEIR WAY TO THE 
WASTEBASKET.

, MARRIED.—Mrs. Adah 8. Hofman 
was lately married to Prof. Patterson 
at Los Angeles, Cal. Mrs. Horman is 
prominent there as a lecturer and me
dium, and the Professor Is a man of 
culture and wide influence, and thus 
united their power for good will be 
greatly augmented, Wé congratulate 
the happy pair and trust that ' they 
will have a happy and influential fu
ture.

Mrs. Georgia Gladys Cooley, lec
turer and platform test medium, ar
rived in the city last week, having 
just filled an engagement at WónewoC 
camp, Wls. She goes from here to 
Snowflake Camp, Mich., then to Clin
ton Camp, Iowa, and then to Indian
apolis, Ind., for September.

Mrs. Carrie M. Hinsdale, president 
of the State Association of Texas, 
writes from Fort Worth Texas: “I 
leave here August 8, to lecture at a 
ten days’ meeting in Hubbard City, 
Texas. Arrangements will be made 
for accommodation of visitors, and I 
am told there Is ample and pleasant 
grounds for campers. The Fort Worth 
society will make- arrangements for 
some one to lecture to them the two 
Sundays of my absence.”

Maggie Henry writes: “At Spiritual 
Mission Chapel, (Old 77) our hall 
was well filled, many strangers being 
present. Our speaker took his sub
subject from the audience, so he al
ways has something new to talk about. 
We had four visiting mediums, and the 
Professor always calls on them -Tor 
messages or psychometric readings, so 
the audience had a feast In the way of 
messages, and readings from your cor
respondent, and answer to personal 
questions by our speaker."

Mrs. A. Sexsmith writes: "The 
Christian Spiritualist Society held an
other interesting meeting on Sunday, 
July 22, both afternoon and evening 
In their tent at Desplatees River and 
West Madison street. MIbs Sarah 
Thomas gave a short talk, following 
her remarks with messages that were 
fully recognized. Mr. Chas. Thomp
son gave Borne very fine messages. In 
the evening the tent was again well 
filled with those eager to listen to Miss 
■Thomas who took for her subject ’The 
Woman of Endor,’ following her re
marks with messages. The music and 
singing by Mrs. Sexsmith assisted by 
Brother Sherer and Sister Thompson, 
were all that could be desired. Every
one went^home feeling that their time 
had been well spent. These meetings 
will continue every Sunday afternoon 
and evening at 8 and 8 o’clock, during 
the months of July and August. 
Come and bring your lunch and spend 
the day and go home feeling happy. 
Circles at the same place every 
Wednesday and Friday at 2:30 p. m.; 
also Wednesday evening at 8 o’clock, 
conducted by Miss Thomas.”

Rev. B. F. Austin was in the city 
last week on his way to Clinton. He 
proposes to have the leading Spirit
ualist church of the world fa Roches
ter, and we think'the prospects of his 
succeeding in that direction are ex
ceedingly good.

R. W. Beecher writes from Denver, 
Colo.: “Mrs. Nellie C. Noyes of Bos
ton, will close her lectures with the 
Spiritualistic Church of Truth, July- 
29, to resume again after a month or 
two of rest. The members of this so
ciety recognize in Mrs. Noyes a lec
turer of rare ability, force and in
struction, and will be glad to wel- 
cotae her back to their society in the 
fall for the coming winter. - No one 
knows the good she has done. It can 
not be measured by words and the 
consolation she has brought to.those 
in affliction aid sorrow no words can 
express. She has been gaining In pop
ularity since she first« .came.-here and 
we predict for her the coming fall and 
winter crowded.houses.’!

Parkland (Pa.) Camp.
Sunday morning, July 22—It hav

ing been previously announced that 
this would be Spiritualists Home Day, 
President Adams stated that nearly 
three years ago a tree with two 
branches wap planted on these 
grounds; that all our efforts had been 
heretofore to nurture one of these— 
that of establishing a camp-meeting; 
that it was full time we now gave some 
attention to the other, establishing a 
Spiritualists Home at this place for 
those-who had given their lives to the 
cause we hold dear, and so this day 
was set apart for that purpose, all me
diums and speaker^ willingly giving 
their services. AU donations and col
lections- went into the Home Fund, 
and so a neat little sum was added to 
the few dollars previously donated, the 
first dollar coming from a lady who 
lives in California; and the first money 
collected last Sunday was given by 
Mrs. Mary J. .Jennings in the name of 
Mrs. Mary J. Plfield, 
■ Mrs. Luce gave a fine address which 
she prefaced by reading one of Emma 
Rood Tuttle’s poems, "i’ve Left the 
Creeds Behind Me,"

Mrs. S. Snyder and Mrs. E. Monyer 
gave spirit messages in a very satisfac
tory manner,

At the afternoon services there was 
congregational singing, followed with 
an invocation by Mrs. Luce, then a 
solo by Mrs. Annie Goodman. Mrs. 
Luce gave the afternoon discourse, 
taking for her theme, "Women,” and 
continued on the same line of thought 
as in the morning.

Mr. Stretten rendered another beau
tiful solo, “Lead Kindly Light,” fol
lowed with spirit messages, by Mrs. 
Elizabeth Cutler, .Mrs. Mary J. Jen
nings, Charles Gatter, Mrs. McLain, 
and Thomas' M. Locke. Mrs. "Snyder 
and Mrs. Monyer gave readings 1^ the 
evening.

We are looking forward with much 
pleasure to next Sunday, when Tabor 
G. Thompson of Philadelphia is to be 
with us. He recently left a good pos- 
sitlon as minister in a Baptist church, 
to espouse the cause of Spiritualism, 
and comes well recommended as a 
highly educated, refined and spiritual
ized speaker, a combination which we 
are always glad to welcome.

Mrs. Augusta C. Volk will follow 
Mr. Thompson with spirit messages.

ELIZABETH M. FISH,

EVERYWHERE! EVERYWHERE! AN IMPORTANT BOOK.

Secretary.
Floral Heights, Parkland, Eden P. 

Pa.

PASSED TO SPIRIT Lli'E.

O.

[Obituaries to the extent of ten lines 
only will be Inserted free. All In'excess 
of ten Unes will be charged at the rate 
of fifteen cents per line. About seven 
words constitute one ¿foe?}. L

Passed tothe higher life; from ' the 
home of her son, Charles E;, in Fi nt, 
Mich., April 22, Mrs. Hannah Brother
ton, for many years a Spiritualist. 
She was 88 years of age. She was 
one of Nature’s noble women.

PLUNNA D. BOTHERTON.

Passed to spirit life from his home 
in Peru, Ind., Clarence LaBoyteaux, 
after an Illness of but a week. Mr. 
LaBoyteaux has but recently become 
greatly interested in the philosophy of 
Spiritualism but at the time of hfa 
transition was thoroughly convinced 
of the continuity of life. He leaves a 
wife and an aged mother and father to 
mourn his departure, but leaves them 
secure in the thought of the reunion to 
come. The services were held in the 
beautiful Baptist church of Peru, and 
were participated in by the Knights of 
Pythias, of which order he was a mem
ber, and the writer.

WILL J. ERWOOD.

Passed to spirit life, July 1, 1906, 
Mrs. Luenettie J. Phippen, wife of 
John Phippen of Eagle Grove, Iowa.

She was an ardent advocate of the 
truths of Spiritualism, a devoted wife 
and mother. -

May the joys of the world beyond be

Spirit Return, Psychic Force and Oc
cult Influences Are Prevalent Ev
erywhere, aiid a New Cult Should. 
Be Started Under the Comprehen
sive Name o^ üaiùralism.

r A good many questions having 
been asked in-connection with the 
wonderful performance given by Mad
ame Andre at the Bijou Theatre, afi 
Age-Herald representative [Birming
ham, Ala.] asked Mr. Andre to give an 
explanation of the great mystery. His 
reply was as follows:

"Spiritualists aver that Madame An
dre is no more or less than a spirit me
dium, while-others assert that she. Is 
possessed of a remarkable gift, which,, 
although quite-natural, is exception
ally developed in'her case, as being a 
woman of hlgji Intellectual attain
ments and of a highly sensitive na
ture.”

Along this line' the ; question ot 
"brain waves”/ajpo comes in; thé ex
planation of such phenomena was re
cently dealt w|th. in an article pub
lished by., the .Manchester Courier, a 
paper dealing largely .with this sub
ject. They spçak as follows:

“The success of Signor Marconi’s 
experiments in wireless telegraphy 
has suggested that many of the things 
which are not dreamt-of in our philos
ophy may be but manifestations of a 
similar kind. Mr.' Ja'mes'Knowles in 
the “Nineteenth Century,” reprints a 
letter which he forwarded to the 
Spectator thirty years ago, giving in
stances of telepathy, or ‘brain waves,' 
to use his own expression, of the kind 
which have beeh more or less com
mon in all ages. He.apks if the hu
man brain may ;not continually be 
sending waves through the ether, and 
if these may not pass unheeded except 
where there happens to be a recipient 
whose faculties are properly ’tuned,’ 
so that he respdnds automatically to 
the influence. It may be admitted at 
once that there nothing impossible 
in the supposition. In spite of Lord 
Salisbury’s 'gibe that the ether was 
Invented as the nominative to the vhrb 
‘to undulaté/ lts capacities are bound
less and it dpfefenpt need to be invested 
with any essentially new qualities to 
account for ’¿He phenomena in ques
tion. Nay,'more'the" hypothesis that 
all the atom's of matter are but por
tions of ether.so Specialized by a vibra
tion or osclIÏSijon as to possess an in
dividuality <5r thélr own, is not yet 
proved, and leads'much further in the 
same .directfpn than even Mr. Knowles ' 
has ventureff to sliggest. It would, 
for instance! ,'accoSpt for the fact that 
certain emotlons rnay be' exçited by 
sights, sounds or smells, whenever ' 
these happed’to éët in action - some 
connected'ch'aln'bt •’particles ' Iff' the ' 
brain, even wft'hoqt'a mental effort on 
the part of sème1- ¿other individual. 
Mr. Knowles’ querry cannot be prop
erly answered at present; It may go 
too far, or it may not go far fenough, 
but judging by past experience it is 
hardly too much to say that what puz
zles the foremost thinkers of to-day 
will be taught in the public schools of 
a generation hence.”

The performance, xwhlch is a re
markable exhibition of thought trans
mission or reading, is called “somno- 
mosto” or “drëkm vlsipns.” In it 
Madame Andre’reads accurately the 
unspoken thoughts of many in the au
dience, dealing with subjects that as a 
stranger must be entirely unknown to 
her. ' j

Her performance last week has cre
ated much comment in Birmingham 
and she is daily in receipt of letters 
asking for private study.

While the attendance at the various 
performances,, last/week' was quite 
large, it fs expected that the audience 
this week will be extraordinarily so.

A PLEA FOR SELF-UNFOLDMENT.

hers. MRS. A. J, M.

Trenching Upon Grounds Occupied by 
. • Advanced Spiritualists.

■ Texas State Convention.
The ninth annual convention of the 

Texas State Association of Spiritual
ists will meet at Beaumont, Texas; 
September 7, 1906. All chartered lo
cal societies are requested to send 
delegates to this convention.. Each 
society Is “entitled to one delegate for 
every ten members, or major portion 
thereof" (By-laws State Association). 
We hope all societies will send - full 
liçts of delegates as business of im
portance and of great interest to the 
cause in Texas, will be transacted at 
this convention. We would also like 
the assistance of speakers and medi
ums who may be able to attend. -

MRS. CARRIE M. HINSDALE, . 
President Texas State- Association.

R. R. 5, Box 61 Fort Worth Texas.

, Grand Ledge Camp.
’ The Grand. Ledge Spiritualist camp 

opened July 22. Oscar A. Edgerly is 
again with us, assuming the duty of 
chairman and as speaker-during'the 
second week of camp.

. July 22, Mrs. A. E. Sheets gave the 
welcoming address in her genial, 
pleasing, manner, giving words that 
lead the thoughts to ; greater action. 
Mrs. R. S. Lillie will address the meet
ings from August 3 to-10.

We are highly favored by having 
with us at the present time that ster
ling friend of humanity, Geo. A. Let- 
ford, widely known as the “drummer 
medium.” He fills the double ca
pacity of a worker on our rostrum and 
treasurer of our association.

On Sunday, July 29, he will servp 
as our message medium^ : ■ •

i O tiier .medin ms - in-attendance nn the 
/grounds,-.offlcfcrtlngraccording-to'tlMilr. 
dfversa.phases,.4iTe,-Mrs;'M. M. Ilua- 
sell1Mra. ChjdsUne--JJsWald, .. Madam 
Dot; Chas. F.- BamSS-tod ~ Dn-: Obas. 
Stevens. -On'Xtecount of sickness in 
tho home of the secretary, Miss Laura

Passed to spirit life, at her home in 
June last, at Milwaukee, Wis„ Mrs. 
Robert Schilling, aged 56 years. The 
writer was called from his home In 
Wheaton,-Ill.; tef offer the consolation 
that our philosophy has to give on all 
such occasions. The earthly life is 
made poorer, and the’ spiritual richer 
by Mrs. Schilling's advent there. The 
funeral was largely attended, - and 
amid the most beauteous floral decora
tions, and'the love of family and 
friends, we laid her away in the beau
tiful city of the dead,’ Forest Home.

Wheaton, Ill G. H! BROOKS.

Passed to spirit life at Dalla^ Tex., 
Mrs. Lucinda Zlnke, in the thirty-sixth 
ypar of her age. She was a member 
of the Truth Seekers Society of Spirit
ualists of Dallas. She was loved and 
highly esteemed by-all who knew her. 
Her funeral service was conducted by 
the Rev. Marlon Hamm. .

MRS. GEO. W. QUINN.'

LEGEND OF THE SUNFLOWER.

Some Interesting Facts in Connection 
Therewith. •

Some years ago In.the lyceum.work 
we instituted Sunflower. Day, the first 
Sunday in August. It'^ias been quite 
generally observed. In Maine the 
Bower of Beauty Lyceum has planted 
seeds in boxes inside in order to have 
them blossom-by the first Sunday In 
-August, qnd in Texas the Home Lyce-
urn has withheld the seed from the
ground because they, blossom too 
early.

In a search through the works of
poets and singers I found comparative
ly nothing written of the Sunflower. 
Moore has sweetly said:
“For the heart that truly loves. 

Never forgets,. •
But as truly loves on to1 the close;
As the Sunflower turns to her god

1 When he sets, .
The same look which she turned when 

► .. he ’rose.’’- . ..
Now. there are several songs basing 

their theme on the Sunflower; and we 
have quite a collection- of Kunflower 
poems' illluatrating the message of the 
truly nlgmiflcant.flower..

. It 1b saidtbat ages ago before man

“Making for Us at AR Times Not Only 
a Responsive Vehicle, but an Intel
lectual Promoter of Facts Pertain
ing .to the Spiritual,”
To the Editor :■—I read in the July 

14th Issue of The Progressive Thinker 
an article from our most worthy co. 
worker, Will J. Erwood. It was most 
strengthening in its effect, ’also en
couraging to me as I have advanced 
these same, facts for years, experience, 
personal, and Otherwise, being all the 

«proof required for my assertion.
I. know that the more we study and 

read along all liberal lines the'better 
instruments we make of ourselves; 
our. consciousness is clearer, our spir
itual sight intensified,-, and our con
ception of life in .all its fares, is sim
plified, making of us at all times not 
only a responsive vehicle, but an intel
lectual promoter of facts pertainingfo 
the spiritual as sell as the material 
planes of life. . _

1 believe a condition that makes of 
us mediums (or. ¡«ny-life, no matter 
where that life may be stationed, or 
what its-calling) aimere Instrument, a 
tool, an- openi dotir for experimental 
use, to be played w(th like a toy by the 
millions of illiterate, unprogressive- 
souls .who hone simply passed through 
the doorwayipntouanotlier expression 
fac simile to this, is putting medium
ship below the practical and spiritual 
consideratiogi'of intellectual men and 
women that are tQ-day • in search of 
an enlightenment which is-wlthln the 
•reach of themproffiessive psychic to

“Future Life, in the Light of An
cient Wisdom and Modern Science”, 
by Loiifa Elbe, a celebrated French 
scientist, has recently been translated 
and published by A. C. McClurg & Co., 
of your city. It fa a book of great 
merit, and should be read by all per
sona, who take an interest In the mate 
ters treated by the author. i-

Anlorig the conclusions at which Mr. 
Elbe arrives, in the light of anciefet' 
wisdom and science, is the following: 
"If the soul really, in the way we have 
seen, possesses an Independent exist
ence upon a plane other than matter, 
we cannot suppose it to be necessarily 
Involved in the death of the physical 
body. Rather ought we to think that 
it turns to the invisible world whence 
it emanated, there to fulfill the course 
of its unending destinies.

“Thus formulated, faith in survival 
seems to us to be the Inevitable con
sequence of scientific conception of the 
human-soul; but, although it may fur
nish us in principle with the formal 
affirmation for which we sougfet, it can 
not-satisfy our restless curiosity, for it 
knows nothing of the conditions in 
which that future life shall be passed.”

No one es yet, unless it has been 
soma spurious medium, has ever at
tempted to describe the future life, 
and no incarnate soul can describe it. 
And it is very true that no discarnate 
soul has disclosed the secrets of its 
heavenly environments to the children 

■ of men. The souls of those who have 
passed the portals of death under fa
vorable conditions, may comunicate 
with thejr friends in the flesh, and im
press upon them the important truth 
that life Is continuous; but the charc- 
ter and purpose of that life beyond the 
grave, has never been and will never 
be revealed to mortal man.

For a moment just think what a 
radical change death makes in the 
status of the soul. At dissolution, the 
body with all of its organs and func
tions, is wholly laid aside, and the 
soul adjusts itself to new surround
ings; all of the objects and purposes 
of earthly life must necessarily be 
abandoned, and "the pursuit of 
wealth and Jiapplnfess, the joys and 
bitterness or the world" will be laid 
down at the grave.

The fetus in its • mother’s womb 
cannot know anything about this 
"breathing'world” in which we live; 
and no jane in this life will ever have 
the power to Inform the fetus of the 
broader conditions of that life which 
awaits it. So the incarnate soul can 

’know nothing of; the limitations; and 
conditions of that stage of life over 
yonder. Death alone can open the 
door to a knowledge of "The Sweet 
by and by.”

Life 1b eternal and immortal as well 
as progressive, and is unfolded to the 
pilgrim soul as it proceeds along its 
journey. There is no looking back
ward. Excelsior is the motto of the" 
soul. It may well be in the endless 
eternity before us that there are many 
stages of soul-life; that it will forever 
continue to better and better condi
tions of existence. If so, the future 
will always be an insoluble problem. 
We can know them only when higher 
planes of being are reached.

The life of man is immortal from 
the beginning, and under the immut
able laws of infinite power, his life is 
what he makes it. When we are 
called upon to advance in the scale of 
being we take ourselves along; and we 
are not by the incident of death trans
formed’into another kind of individu
ality. All of the conversions,'absolu
tions and repentance in the wide uni
verse of ours, will not change the rec
ord we have made for ourselves In the 
serious battle of life. No wqrd which 
has been spoken, no act which has 
been done and no thought which has 
been entertained can be destroyed. In 
tfee wise economy of Infinite Power 
nothing can be lost. But thenoul has 
the Inherent capacity for progress; 
and progress means change for the 
better. That change wil|j.accompany 
ub all as we journey onward In the 
future.

In the journey of life,( we never 
walk over a stile until we get to the 
fence; and it is pretty poor economy 
to waste very much time in speculat
ing upon things which we cannot un
derstand until they shall have been 
reached in due course. " The present is 
ours; the future awaits us. The Im- 
mortality of the soul is recognized by 
aheient wisdom and proved by modern 
science. At times, the realms of the , 
here and the hereafter meet and ex
change greetings.

Let us improve to the fullest extent 
the .opportunities'of this life, so that 
when death comes we shall be pre
pared to enter upon the more import
ant work and larger duties, which will 
welcome us

“In the kingdom of the Pbnemah, 
In the land of the Hereafter.”

CARLO. POPE.
‘ Black RlVer Falls, Wls.

"Just HoW to Wake the Solar Plexus." 
By Elizabeth -Towne. - Valuable for 
health; Price, 25 cents. ■

give. jtij
The morehiwe tussoclate with the 

fearless- thinker, ’the man who looks 
into things, fusing ehls own reasoning 
and judgment/-quickened by the high
est touch ofivepii-ita inspiration, the 
stronger wllls#e gfow. • - ■

I believe wee should be ever looking 
fora solutloriJif Hite’s many problems; 
that we should take the best we can 
get—-not with the spirit of resigna
tion to that which wo.at the time find, 
but with a thankfulness for value re
ceived, .which with the'added strength 
and knowledge -prompts us to step out 
into the still greater field; still unex
plored, knowing -what we search for 
awaits our coming. Every book we 
read, every expression of life that is a 
part of us, either weekend or strength
ens us, and everjchanglng; . It is to be 
remembered .that we are what we will 
to be. It Is for .us to pay. yes or no;f 
to.yield.or*to resist all that-can- in 
any degree of form weaken u& . ■'

il

[Advertisement.] '' 
GRAND LEDGE CAMP.

Located at Grand Ledge, Mioliigan,

This favorite place of resort will 
have the following speakers this year:

July 22—10:30 a, m., address ot 
welcome by Oscar A. Edgerly of Lynn, 
Mass.; 2:30 p. m., lecture by Mre- A-
E. Sheets of Grand Ledge, Mich. 

. July 24—2:30 p. m., lecture
Mrs, A; E. Sheets.

July 26—2:30 p. m., 
Mrs. A. E. Sheets.

July 20—2:30 p. m., 
Mrs. A, E. Sheets.

July 27—2:30 p. m., 
Mrs. A. B. Sheets.

July 28—2:30 p. m., 
Mrs. A. E. Sheets.

lecture

lecture

lecture

lecture

by

by

by

by 

fey

July 29—10:30 a. m., lecture by Os
car A. Edgerly; 2:30 p. m., lecture by 
Oscar A. Edgerly, followed by mes
sages.

July 81—2:30 p. m., lecture by Os
car A, Edgerly. Messages.

August 
Oscar A.

Apgust 
Oscar A.

August 
Mrs. R. 3.

1—2:30 
Edgerly. 
2—2:30 
Edgerly. 
3—2:30

p, m., lecture 
Messages, 

p. m., lecture 
Messages, 

p. m., lecture
Lillie of Montecito, Cal.

August 4—2:30 p. m., lecture 
Mrs. R. S. Lillie.

by

by

by

by

August 5—10:30 a. m., lecture by
Mrs. R. 3. Lillie; 2:30 p. 
by Mrs. R. 8. Lillie.

August 7—2:30 
Mrs. R. S. Lillie.

August 8—2:30 
Mrs. R. S. Lillie.

August 9—2:30 
Mrs. R. S. Lillie.

p.

fi

P-

m.,

rn.,

m.,

August 10—2:30 p. m. 
Mrs! R. s. Lillie.

August 11—2:30 p. m„

m., lecture

lecture

lecture

lecture

lecture

by

by

by

by

byAugust 11—2:30 p. m„ lecture by 
Mrs. Marian Carpenter of Detroit,
Mich.

August 12—10:30 a. m., lecture by 
Mrs. Marian Carpenter; 2:30 p. m., 
lecture by Mrs. Marian Carpenter, fol
lowed [>y messages.

August 14—2:30 p. m., lecture by 
Mrs. Marian Carpenter.. Messages.

August 15—National ’ Spiritualists 
Association Day; 2:30 p. m., lecture 
and messages by Mrs.- Marian Carpen
ter.

August 16—2:30 p. m., lecture and 
messages by Mrs. Marian Carpenter.

August 17-r-2:30 p. m., lecture and 
messages by Oscar A. Edgerly.

August 18—2:30 p. m., lecture by 
Elizabeth Harlow of Columbus, Ohio.

August 19—10:30 a. m., lecture by 
Elizabeth Harlow; 2:30 p. m., lecture 
by Elizabeth Harlow.

This program subject to change.
The program for the forenoons, 

Sundays and Mondays excepted, will 
be varied and interesting, consisting of 
mediums’ meetings, conferences, etc. 
Mediums who are developing, as well 
as others, will, have an opportunity to 
participate. These exercises -are a 
great aid to those expecting to take up
the work. J. W. EWING,

Grand Ledge, Mich. President.

MARY ANN CAREW, 
Wife, Mother, Spirit and Angel.

By Carlyle Petersilea.
This most beautiful story of the ex

periences of a young wife and 
mother taken from her home on earth 
to her home In the spirit world, is told 
In such a realistic way, that one is 
carried away .with the sweet beauty 
and naturalness of it. It makes the 
other world appear very near to us. 
This book has been a great comfort to 
Many weary hearts who have lost 
mother, wife or babies. Price, neatly 
bound in cloth, $1.

"Harmonics of Evolutlon.The Philos
ophy of Individual life. Based Upon 
Natural Science, as Taught by Modern 
Masters of the Law.” By Florence 
Huntley. A work of deep thought, car
rying the principles of evolution into 
new fields. Price, cloth, $2.

IN THE WORLD CELESTIAL.
BY DR. T. A. BLAND,

With full page photograph of the Heroine Pearl' 
from a spirit painting.

"Three things that make this book remarka. 
ble. Its authorship, the astounding claims put 
forth in it. and the philosophy and revelation 
of a future life it contains.”—a O. Flower, in 
the Arena.

“It will give us courage to pass through the 
deep shadows of death to the sun-lit clime of 
the world Celestial."—Rev. H. W. Thomas.
Cloth bound with gilt .side stamp; price 81.09

flELIOGENTRIG ASTROLOGY, 
Or Essentials of Astronomy and Solar Men
tality, with Tables of Ephemeris to 1910. By 
Yarmo Vedra. With M illustrations, 85 ot 
which are original drawings by Holmes W. 
Merton, author of “Descriptive Mentality.” A 
new system of personally determining the pri
mary fund of Mental ana Physical forcesand 
their results in mental aptitudes that dominate 
the nature of the Individual as based upon date 
of birth. Price, cloth, 81.50.'

Wnmnnlii ITS attainment of 
WOllIailiy FORM and FEATURES

nPSIIlV 7:10 cultivation ot personal U U U UIJ beauty, based on Hygiene and 
Health Culture, by twenty physicians and spe
cialists, and edited by Albert Turner. A valua- ■ 
ble book for women- and therefore for the whole 
world. Price in elegant cloth binding, 81.oa 
For sale at this office.

Molecular Huoothe&ls of Nature; 
The Relation of Its Principles to Continued Ex
istence and to the Philosophy of Spiritualism. 
By Prof W; M. Lockwood. Paper, a cents.

By the Author of
“fl Wanderer In Spirit Lands.”

THE STRANGE STORY OF AHRINZIMAN.”
The Persian flystic Emperor.

'A weird, powerfully told dramatic story of the earth life and subsequent 
Experiences in the Spirit World of the “Guide, Abrlziman.” Few books 
are more calculated to hold the reader's interest from the first page to the 
' st, and much'tbat is original and new will be found in the accounts given 

of Ahrinziman's Studies in the Domain of Magic and its relation to obsessions 
.-and-other perplexing problems of spiritual intercourse. Price, cloth 81.00. 
Postage," 12 cents. Paper, 60 cent,' .

Truly, the world has NEVER SEEN 
the like before. Search the annals ot 
history, ANCIENT AND MODERN;! 
critically examine the history of Spirit
ualism; look here and there, in every, 
nook and corner of the world, and you 
CANNOT find a parallel to the offer, 
made ip reference to these THIRTEEN 
remarkable PREMIUM BOOKS, They 
constitute a wonderfully valuable Spir
itualistic and Occult LIBRARY, and 
are furnished at a nominal sum. All 
are substantially bound and neatly 
printed, and those who purchase theta 
are DELIGHTED WITH THEM.

We have now .THIRTEEN magnifi
cent PREMIUM BOOKS which you 
can select from.

GEMS OF THOUGHT, by SEVEN
TEEN leading authors, is our lost 
Premium Book.

Any one of the Thirteen Premium - 
Booles you may order, price 25 cents. 
This Is the price, remember, when yon 
order only one book in connection with 
a yearly subscription. The paper, one 
year; and one Premium Book, $1.25. 
But if you order more than one Pre
mium Book the price is as follows:

Any two of the Thirteen Premium 
Books you may order, price 70 cents. ,

Any tliree of the Thirteen Premium 
Books you may order, price $1.10.

Any four of the Thirteen Premium 
Books you may order, price $1.50.

Any five of the Thirteen Premium 
Books you may order, price $1.75.

Any six of the Thirteen Premium 
Books you may order, price $2.05.

Any seven of the Thirteen Premium 
Books you may order, price $2.85.

Any eight of the Thirteen Premium 
Books you may order, price $2.65.

Any nine of the Thirteen Premium 
Books you may order, price $2.00.

Any ten of the Thirteen Premium 
Books you may order, price $3.10.

Any eleven of theThirteen Premium 
Books you may order, price $3.40.

Any twelve of the Tliirteen Premium 
Books you may order, price $3.85.

Lastly, all of these THIRTEEN Pre
mium Books here announced are sent 
out, all postage prepaid, for 4.15, 
something never before equalled in 
this country or Europe.

Bear in mind that every order for a' 
Premium Book must be accompanied 

. with a yearly subscription for The 
Progressive Thinker, which is $1. We 

I repeat that the world has never seen 
- the like of it before.

OUR THIRTEEN REMARKABLE
PREMIUM BOOKS FOR $4.15.

The following is the list ol titles ol 
the Twelve Premium Books:

1—The Encyclopedia of Death, and 
Life in the Spirit World, Vol. 1.

2-—Tbs Encyclopedia ot Death, and 
Lite fa the Spirit World, Vol. 2.

8—The Encyclopedia of Death, and 
Life in the Spirit World, Vol. 3. These 
three volumes have been prepared by 
J. R. Francis. They contain Invaluable 
data.

4—Art Magic, or Mundane, Sub-Mum 
dane and Super-Mundane Spiritism, bj 
Mrs. Emma Hardinge Britten.

. 6—Ghost Land, Spiritualism, Occult, 
ism, by Mrs. Emma Hardinge Britten.

6—The Next World Interviewed, by, O 
Mrs. 8- G. Horn, a most remarkable me- 
-dium.

7—The Occult Life of Jesus, by Alex« 
under Smythe, a medium of rare gifts.

8—A Wanderer in the Spirit Lands. 
Translated by A. Farnese, a wonderful 
English medium.

9—The Religion of Man and Ethics oj 
Science, by Hudson Tuttle.

10—Beers of the Ages, or Spiritualism 
Past and Present, by Dr. J. M. Peebles.

11—The Great Debate Between Mosea 
Hull and W. F. Jamieson.

12—Letters from the Spirit World, 
written through the mediumship ot 
Carlyle Petersilea. ।

13—Gems of Thought, by SEVEN
TEEN leading authors, is our last Pre- . 
mium Book.

fl NEW GflTEGHISM
BY M. M. MANGASARIAN.

Fourth Edition—Six Additional Chap* 
ters—260 Pages, Bound in Cloth, 
$1.OO--—Containing Likeness of the 
Author.
“A New Catechism” has enjoyed a 

remarkable sale both In America and 
England. George Jacob Holyoake, 
in his introduction to the English edi
tion of “A New Catechism," says:

“A New Catechism” Is the boldest, 
the brightest, the most varied and In
forming of any work of the kind ex
tant. The principal fields of human 
knowledge, which the churches have 
fenced round with supernatural ter
rors, the Catechism breaks Into, cher
ishing what Is fair and showing whatl 
is deformed. The notes, of which 
there are many, both ancient and.con
temporary, are as striking as th« 
text. The book is a cyclopedic of 
theology and reason in a nutshell.

Other Excellent Publication?
BY BL M. MANGASARIAN.

HOW THE BIBLE WAS INVENTED,

A New Lecture.—Price, 10 cents.
This little pamphlet should ba 

placed in the hands of every American 
citizen. The attention of preachers, 
theological students, and all church 
members should be called to the won
derful story of the Invention of ths 
Holy Bible, which this lecture tells.

See that at least one orthodox 
neighbor of yours reads this lecture.

MORALITY WITHOUT A GOD.
With letter to Hight Reverend 

Bishop Anderson, of Chicago. Price, 
10 cents.

JESUS CHRIST A MYTH. : !

■ A New Book.—Price 25 Cents. .
This book examines the evidence for. 

the historical existence of Jestis, and 
finds it quite insufficient to prove that 
Bitch a man as Jesus ever lived. It la 
a most important contribution to 
Modern Thought. It is prefaced by; 
a latter to the Christian Clergy, and 
concluded by an answer to an editori
al In one of the Chicago morning pa- 
'pers, attacking Mr. Mangasarian’s po- 
Bltion. - Send your orders at once, aa 
the first edition win soon be exhaust
ed.

1 "The Light of Egypt” Volumes 1 
!■ and 2. An occult library In Iteulf, a 
j .text-book'of esoteric know’ledge aa 
i taught hY- Adepts Qt Hermetic Plllos- 
i ^hy. Price 32 per volume»
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BOOKS FOR AU SPIRITUALISTS TO PERUSE
Least in a Reprehensible Manner.

Police Judge A. P. Toopibs has filed
a

be the medium. . HATCH.;

IMPORTANTWORK.

which a judicial opinion, ¡as to what

Springs, Colo.

Arrested on Account of Mÿ Religion.

¡0

y
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• Ignore her .kind admonishment, ... 
And as reward for willful' ways

Reap sorrow, grief and discontent
O; Glorious season of the year!

Teach us to live the simple life, • 
Then happiness will be our part,

large.
The speakers for Bunday, July 29,

Ford vs. City of . Denyer, Tenth Cólo-; 
rado Reports, page 500, which reads, 
in. part, as follows:
/ “Whe'n a city itself, is Instrumental.

will be Miss Susie C. Clark and Mr. 
Thos? Cross. Mrs.'Katle M. Ham will

terror Of savage man at the elements. 
From the beginning its unfoldmont is 
traced-from agfe to age; from race to

IN OLD PALESTINE IN THOSE FAR- 
OFF DAYS, AND_GOD’S LAWS BE
ING “THE SAME-YESTERDAY, TO
DAY AND FOREVER,” DOES IT NOT 
PROVE UP THE POSSIBILITY OF IT 
BEING TRUE IN THE PAST; WHEN 
SUCH PHENOMENA CAN UNDER 
PROPER CONDITIONS BE PRO
DUCED IN OUR DAY AND AGE?”

would ^constitute a violation of: the or
dinance might be procured, 'it-is -in no
position to say its ordinance han been-, 
violated. It cannot be heard to com-

“HOW SHALL I BECOME A MEDIUM?"

_ written decision in the ejise of Colo
rado Springs against Mrs'. "Lucy A. 
Sampson,- who was acquitted in police

The court does not make its fihd- 
,;Ings/on presumptions, but. rather on 

I the .evidence of truth and the law.

R Has Developed a' Conscience in Its 
. Advertising Columns.

What Bpirituallsm Tçachçs Abo.ut God 
hnd Chris,(¿-Evolution of Uie Goá-,

_ • • Onset Letter. ,
One of the most successful openings

Epes Sargent: "A mine ot thought, 
and'shows what Inspiration can pro
duce at its best.”.

Address HUDSON TUTTLE.
• Berlin ¡Heights, Ohio.

. This department is under the man
agement of

HUDSON TUTTLE.
¿üüiëss-Cïiu at Berlin Heights, Ohio.

“SIR "WILLIAM OROOIIES, "WHO FORMS OF MOSÈsIaND ELIAS. IF 
IS PRESIDENT OF THE BCH5NTIFIO MATERIALIZED FORMS APPEARED 
ASSOCIATION IN LONDON, 'ENG
LAND, HAS MADE ; VERY THOR
OUGH INVESTIGATIONSTOUCHING

10 WOMEN WHO DREAD MOTHERHOOD
information How Thcy MSy Give Birth to Happy, 

• Healthy Children Abooiately Wlth-
. . out Pain—Sent Free,: ■.

Ko woman >neiAany-lowror .dread the pain» of 
el>lId-blrlh,:or.ScnuUn.-chlldlcM. Ur. J. H. Dye 
baa devoted' hm-life to Kdlovinjt the: sorrows ot 
women: ,iHeihma®m«i<l IhMUU patnat childbirth 
may be entlr<Us,UMiloh«l.nuq ha will gladly leU 
you bowlt nmv on done nOqolnteiy rroo of chan-o 
Snnit your name and nddreah lo-Dr. LB. Dyti. 151 

nostpain.-hienoncerful wok.Wbton loUabow to 
gjve. birth to happy.healthy chUnroh, absolutely 
«lUibiitwiin: alao,howlo oureatsrllKjr- »0 nol 
daisy, but write»-*®, _ '

Judge Edmunds: “Had the medlum- 
. I author Wrote a few centuries before,

ONE OF THE PHASES OF MEDIUM- 
SHIP, THAT OF MATERIALIZA
TIONS, SUCH AS PfiTER, JANIES 
AND JOHN SAW ON" THE MOUNT, 
PURPORTING TOElj, AND PROB
ABLY WAS; THE MATERIALIZED

" OTTAWA <^MP,
, r . .itr t 7 , ,

'Promises Rare Attractions This Year,
t

NOTE—The Questions and Answers 
have called forth such a host of re
spondents, that to give all equal heat
ing compels the answers to be made in 
the most condensed form, and -often 
clearness is perhaps sacrificed to this 
forced brevity. Proofs have to be omit
ted, and the style becomes thereby as
sertive, which of all .tilings is to be dep 
recated. Correspondents often weary 
with waiting for the appearance of 
their questions and write letters of In
quiry. The supply of matter is always 
seyqral weeks ahead of the space given, 
and' hence there is unavoidable delay, 
Every, one has to wait his time and 
place, and all are treated- with equal

The Ottawa (Kansas) Spiritualist 
Association will hold its ninth annual 
S-meeting at Forest Park, Ottawa,

as, August 17 to 27, inclusive.
Come friends, and join us iq this 

meeting," and spend an outing at Ibis 
beautiful, attractive park; eujoy our 
fine lectures and seances. The very 
best of, talent has been employed. 
Speakers, Mrs. Lull, Will J. Erwood, 
Mrs. Ella Baldwin and J. W. Atkin
son. Mediums, Max - Hoffman, the 
star test medium’; O. P, Dunaktn, 
trumpet and materialization, and oth
ers of note, A spiritual feast awaits 
you. Come and join us. Board and 
lodging can be-bad-on the grounds at 
reasonable rates, and first-class hotels 
are a few minutes’ walk from grounds. 
For circulars address the president, H. 
,W, Henderson, Lawrence, Kans., or 
Mrs; May::. Cook/ Pierson, secretary, 
Spriu Hill; Kans. . ■

: Lake’ Brady. Damp.
Mr. B. F. Austin " reached Lake 

Brady, Thursday, July IB, and leaves 
In one week for Chesterfield camp, Ills 
next stopping place on his lecturing 
tour. On Saturday he gave a short 
address; subject, "Can Any Good 
Come Out of Spiritualism?” On Sun-

favor.
NOTICE.—No attention will be given 

anonymous letters. Full name and ad- .
dress must be given, or tlie-Ietters will day, the 22nd, those who visited Lake 
not be read If the request bo made, Brady camp enjoyed a treat not met 
the hatne will not be published. Tbo with every day in listening to two tine 
correspondence ot tills department lias discourses, “The Bible and Spiritual- 
become excessively large, especially let- ism” and “Jesus and Spiritualism.” 
tors ot Inquiry requesting private an- There was also a short evening ses- 

/wprs, and while I freely give what-1 gion, the: new auditorium being lighted 
ever information I am able, the ordl- with electricity furnished by the street 
nary courtesy ot correspondents Is ex-1 car company. Mr. Austin is one well 
vected. r HUDSON TUTTLE, fitted to disseminate the truths of psy

chic forces, being a man of superior
. education, "wide experiences, and hav-

. E. W.: Q. l ean have table mov- ing a comlnand of language to express 
ing, but it does not tell the truth, his ideas1 clearly and forcibly. May 

. Tell me how I can become a medium, hffi success as" an evangel of the creed 
qnd tell the past and the future to to be. as written by Ella Wheeler W1I- 
anyone who wants it told? I want to cox, 4>o-till that his earnest efforts de- 
be something, so I can make money | serve. MARY L. BETTES.

Cuyahoga Falls, Ohio.and support myself.
. A. That “the table" does pot “tell 
the truth” shows that the conditions

,, ■ uv b«

Police Judge Toombs Writes Opinion inThe Samp- 
'"son Casew-Scores, Police Chief Adama^aying His 

Zeal for the Punishment of Law-Breal&atjot the 
Better of His Judgment, and' That JJe JActed at

court Saturday, after a trial on a 
charge of practicing'clairvoyancy with
out a license. The decision now in 
the hands of City Attorney ;W, C. Rob
inson, who is preparing 'in'* appeal. 
The decision Ju full follows: * 
I Complaint is made by Chief Alexan
der Adams that the spld "Lucy. ■ A. 
’Sampson did ylolate section- p? of the 
ordinance of .the city _bf: Colorado 
Springs, to-yit; , . . ,

“That said Lucy A. .Saippsqn did 
practice the vocation of clairvoyancy, 
and for which a charge is made with
out first having obtained a license, to 
do so.” ■ - ’

To substantiate this charge in the 
complaint, the city Introduced one. 
witness, Mrs. Jennie. L Nalley, the 
wife of Police Officer Nalley, who tes
tified upon direct, examination that, at 
the request of Chief of Police Adams, 
she solicited an interview and a read
ing from the said Lucy . A. Sampson, 
for which reading she paid Mrs. Samp
son one dollar.

Upon cross-examination Mrs. Nal
ley testified that shewent’to theBarnes 
block on Bunday evening, where the 
Spiritualists were holding their relig
ious meeting, where she saw. many

plain ot an act, the^olng'of which it 
solicited.” r(l i. ।
.When the chief; of, police Induced 

this witness (himself or by another) 
tp go to the place of .worship of these 
people for the"purpose dr meeting this 
defendant, to get hpf/o agree to do 
an act which lie believed to be a viola
tion of the ordinance, his zeal for the 
punishment of the violation of the law 
got the. better of his. judgment,, and 
his,act is, pt least reprehensible." For 
authority see Connor et al.; plaintiffs 
in error, Eighteenth ¡Colorado Re
ports, page 373; which reads;-in part, 
■as follows: , <■ A-'

“When in their zeal-or under a 
mistaken sense of duty,'detectives sug- 
gest tlie commission of a crime and in
stigate others to take part in' its com
mission In order to aftost them while 
in the act, although the purpose may 
bo to capture old offenders, "' their 
conduct Is not only: reprehensible, but 
criminal and ought to be; rebuked,

■ are imperfect, and before proceeding 
farther, or aspiring to higher things, - -- -----------------------------
these should be corrected. The ques- that has been held for many years was 
tlon reveals the spiritual condition of held at Onset to-day, this being the 
a great majority of those who desire opening meeting of. the season. The 
to become mediums. It is not for association dedicated the new audito-

- their own development. in desirable rium on Union avenue. It Is a beau-, 
qualities of character, or the sweet tlful place, and just the place to hold 
pleasure of communion with the -, de- meetings; in a fine- grove and in a

' parted, but to gratify love of notori- quiet part of the camp.. Dr. Geo. A. 
*ty, and the profits which .may be I Fuller-and C. Fannie Allyn, were-the 
reaped therefrom.' The desire is ."de- speakers, and Katie M. Ham. was the 
basing and selfish, and where medl-1 medium. T’ 
timshlp has accompanied such desires, ' 
the result has invariably been disas
trous to the cause and the individual.

- To such mediums may be referred 
rill the obloquy and humiliation the
¿¿use bps met with..
:, lt should be understood, for all, 

•mediumship is beyond price, and when 
sold, Its high mission is betrayed;

' and Its'possessor who has no other ob
ject than to make'money and a living 
sinks to the level of the mountebank.

intelligent and refined, people, and lis
tened to a lecture or, sermon on the 
resurrection of Jesus Chr)st. She 
further testified that after said meet
ing she squght an interview with Mrs.. 
Sampson and' asked her to giv.e her a 
spiritual reading, which reading she 
stated was the practice of her'religion, 
and that she did then and tfiere make
a date- with Mrs. Pampaoq for a read
ing, which Is alleged in the complaint 
was given on or about the thirteenth 
day of July, 1906. And' much that 
was told her in the said reading she 
testified, was true "relative to. her past 
.life. Mrs. Nalley further testified, on 
-cross- examination th.at she had not. up 

mt. ' „ ___ to that time received any money, hut
The audiqnce was very.. 11shp" expected.,a remuneration for. 

' " • her services in obtaining eyidehce for
the purpose of convicting.Mrs. Sampi 
son for the violation of tile city’s or
dinance. • . . ■. ;. ■

. There was no testimony or, evidence 
before ' the . court, to '‘.¿how' that

MUMBLE. LIBRftRY 
...OF...

- Knowing, t^at I gm,vjplatlng no law 
either in receiving compensation for 
my services ím áil” instructor along ; 
spiritual Unes and - for my lecture 
hall, because this is allowed other de
nominations, I.must respectfully DE
CLINE to pay-the new city license of 
fl 00 per annum, fax that has been Im
posed upon me as à license to lecture 
along religious lines, or give tests to 
prove ray work .as genuine.

This license tax, which took effect 
on Julyl, 1906, savors of persecu
tion. If would divest us of all freer 
dom to worship God after the dicta
tions of our own conscience.

Sir William Crookes, who' is presi
dent of the Scientific Association In 
London, England, has made very thor
ough Investigations touching one óf 
the phases of mediumship, that of 
MATERIALIZATIONS,.such as Peter, 
James and John saw on the mount, 
purporting to be, and, probably were, 
the materialized forms of Moses and 
Ellas. If, materialized forms ap
peared in old Palestine In. those far-off 
dqys, and God’,a‘>lu.^ belpg “the same 
yesterday, to-day and .forever,” -dops 
it not prove up the possibility of being 
true ip the past; when such phenom
ena can under proper . conditions be 
produced in óür day and age?

Professor Crookes had five cameras 
trained up a cabinet in his own labo
ratory and had an assistant to aid 
him to take thp forms as they mate; 
rlalized, and he secured, some forty 
negatives, some of which were excel-, 
lènt, while others were spoiled in. part 
in developing. These cameras 
WERE NOT HYPNOTIZED, as it is 
claimed we are when we witness such 
phenomena in bur day. . These mate
rializations can be, and are produced 
ip pur day and timé, which only 
proves up the past'to, be true, which 
ought to be a source 'of comfort to 
those who are trying to live'by faith 
without ,works, to' prove what has 
been and is to-day,' This is ope of the' 
many phases of spiritual mediumship.

This same ]áw,was.exempllfied when 
Jesus appeared in the upper' cham
ber twice, the last time * being eight 
days after his first appearance—“and 
the doors were closed”—no Possibility 
for a material body’to enter. Yet 
the apostles all saw and knew it was 
Jesus, and even doubting Thomas 
asked for no further proof.

Again,; when thé fig tree withered, 
which wap another manifestation, 
those who, saw what spirit power can 
do, marveled, but. Jesus said unto 
them: “If ye have faith, and doubt 
not, greater things .than these shall ye 
¿O."_ . ..

’ When Sap! approached the woman 
' ot Endor for * information, the spirit 

of Samuel appeared and' told Saul 
: what he found out in the battle next 
' 'day, to be the truth. /. . - ay ;
1 ' 'No one will' question for a moment

• In the World Celestial. A story of spirit life. By Dr. T. A. Bland, 
Cloth. Price, $1. , '

In Tune With the Infinite, or Fullness of Peace,' Power and Plenty, 
By Ralph Waldo Trine. Price, $1.25.

Invisible Helpers. By C. W,, Leadbeater. Written in the author ’a • 
charming style. Cloth. Price, 55 cents.

Jesus Christ a Myth. By M. M. Mangasariah. Price 25 cents.
Jim. A story for young people, teaching spirit guidance. By Carrio 

E.S.Twm'g. Price $1. . ; • .. - ,
Joan, the Medium, or the Inspired Heroine of Orleans. This is the 

most beautiful history of Jdan' of Are ever written., Thrillingly inter
esting and convincing. By ¿loses Hull, Price, cloth, 40c; paper 25o

Journeys to the Planet hjars, pj- Our Jlissibn to Ento. By Sara Weiss;
Cloth bound. Price $1.50.- ;

Just How to Concentrate. By Elizabeth Towne. Price 25 cents.
Just How to Cook Meals Without Meat, A small valuable book oh 

vegetarian cooking. ByElizabeth Towne. 25 cents.
Just How to Wake the Solar Plexus. By Mrs. Towne. A book on 

concentration. Price 25 cents. '
Karma. By A. P. Sinnett. Price ;50 cents.
Karezza. Ethics of Marriage. A plea for a better birthright for 

children and a higher development of parentage through the most sa
cred relations. By Alice B. Stockham, M.D. Price, cloth, $1.

Kate Field. A Record. By Eiliah Whiting. Price $z.
Kingdom of Love and Other Poems. By Ella Wheeler Wilcox,’ 

Price $1, ’ . . . ,
Koran. Erom the original Arabic. Price, cloth, $1. ' ,
Koradine. A prophetic story, and-a valuable book for girls to read, 

Written by Dr. Alice B. Stockham and Lida Hood Talbot. Price $1.
Language of the Stars. Thin important work is the first practical ex

position of the Astro-Magnetie forces of Nature—in relation to man— 
yet issued. Price 50 cents, 

■ Law of Psychic Phenomena. By Dr. T. J. Hudson. Price $1.50.
Longley’s Choice Collection of Beautiful Songs. Price, board covers, 

50 cents; cloth, 75 cents.
Life and Matter. An answer to Haeckel’s Riddle of the Universe. 

By Sir Oliver Lodge. Price $1; postage 12 cents.
Life and Reminiscences of Robert G. Ingersoll. The work is well 

written Uy his life-long friend Edward C. Smith. Handsomely bound in 
cloth. Price, postpaid, $2.

rather than encouraged by the 
courts." • . . ■

Also, in the same, on page 379: 
“Bome courts have gone a great why in 
giving encouragement tp detectives in 
some very quéstlohàble ’ methods 
adopted by them to discover the guilt 
of criminals; but they have not yet 
gone so fa^r, and I trust never will, as 
to lend encouragement to officers -who 
may, under a mistaken sense of duty, 
encourage and assist parties to commit 
crime in orçler that they may arrest 
and have' them punished for so do- 
inS-” . , . ' ' 
■ Third—This coùrt is of the oplnlon 
that an ordinance passed by , a city 
council, or a law enacted by any legis
lative body, requiring a license' to be 
paid by one who practices clairvoyancy 
for the pu'rposé of teaching thé higher 
spiritual truth to mankind, would be, 
and Is unconstitutldnàl. There Is 
much superstition stlll.lurklng In the 
.religions and laws pf oiir land, and 
there is nothing," whlcl} 'will-dispel it 
but'the truth; and thé ¿ruth is taught 
hy many who have tljje gift of clatr-r 
ivoyancy. The greatest men and; .w- 
mén thé world has ever .seen/r—BHjffifi,'

" Life Beyond Death. Being a review, of the World’s Beliefs on the 
Subjeet, a Consideration of Present Conditions of Thought and Feel
ing, Leading to the Question as to Whether It Can Be Demonstrated as 
a Fact, to Which Is Added an Appendix Containing Some Hints as to 
Personal Experiences and Opinions. By Minot Judson Savage, D. i>.‘ 
Price, $1.50; postage, 10 cents.

Life of Thpmas Paine. Illustrated with views of the old Paine home
stead and Paine M onument at New Rochelle. By the editor of the Na
tional, with preface and notes by Peter Eckler. Price, cloth, 75 cents.

Life Work of Cora L. V. Richmond. An interesting book regarding 
a world-renowned inspirational lecturer, a pioneer worker in Spiritual 
ism. Compiled and edited by H. D. Barrett. Price $2, postpaid.

Light of Egypt, or the Science of the Soul and the Stars. A granL 
work of profound philosophical deductions, on a theme of great interest 
to everybody. Price $2.

Magic—The Old and New Magic. An explanation of the tricks .oi 
legerdemain; Price, $1.50; postage 10 cents/

Mahomet, His Birth, Character- and Doctrine. Historically correct 
Exact and perfect in every detail and beyond adverse criticism. Ryi 
Edward Gibbon. Price, 25 cents.

Mahomet the Illustrious; An apology for the life and character o' 
this celebrated prophet of Arabia, containing 118 neatly printed pages. 
By Godfrpv Higgins, Esq. Price 25 cents. ? . . . .ri

Man aiiS the .Spiritual World, as disclosed by the Bible and study' 
along the; line-of Biblical. Spiritualism. By Rev. Arthur Chambers, 

;Price,’’$1/10;' * ;lii ’i! "■' ■ •:>
' " Man in’the." Past; Present tod Future. A popular account of result’ 
of recent scientiiie.r,eseirch regarding the origin, position and prospecii.' 
of mankind. By Dr. Ludwig Buchner. Price, cloth, $1.

Maurine and Other Poems. By "Ella Wheeler Wilcox. Price $1.

Seek the precious endowment for its 
own sake, and if you have the power 
to. pour out as from a .fountain, this 
sweet water of life to souls, do-not 
har the way. As ,you give shall you-

.. receive. If you are selfish, you will. —------riv- v --r' 
attract the selfish,; spirit and mortal, andrihe colossal scheme of theology to 
The";thought that the product of Inspl-Nation can be Bold, effectually kills the |; • mhV^^r®mPanl^ 
inspiration, or perverts it into harm- ri their meaning. .

"io

: beginning she woqld .prostitute ' the 
: • faculty: to- the beggarly trade’ ot th^

Idea—Evolution of the Christ-Idea.
The. one greatest, and most conse

quential question which has absorbed 
the best-intellects of all time, is the 
nature, of God. Cônnected therewith 
has been the relations of man to God,

Mrs. Sampson practiced clairvoyancy 
as a business. There was no word Of 
evidence given by. this single witness 
.for thé city to show that Mrsi Bamp-- 
;Bon was a professional 'medium and 
'practiced her. profession for money. 
There was no evidence to show that 
she had a place of business,- a'slgn, or- 
advertlsed for business, or even gave, 
a reading before or since this one in 
question. .

gypsy outcast!.
’. No; F cannot tell you how to, fore-'
Cast'1 the.,future to those willing to 

" fert' with their .money for this knowl- 
’ Cdge. "Wisely thè future Is a sealed 
■ pqqk, and it. is best wef ; should not 

know, except on rare occasions. ..
:. Nor would I give rules for the ac
quirement of mediumship by those 
who desire it as an article of met; 
cnandlse. There are "already too

race.. A brief but searching study of 
the ideas ;of God hel.d by .different peo
ples .runs .through the chapters with 
the following titles: The God-Idea of 
the Hindus, Egyptians, Chaldeans and 
Persians; Jews, Greeks, Romans, Al
exandrian School. Early Christians,

• Therefore, from the testimony given 
inthis.case the court finds:- . -i ■

: --First—That: the evidence -In #'• this 
¡case ismbt sufficient to’pwe ¡.the'kite* 
/gatton made in-the complaint;^.':: Hi

•Second—If the ordinance was* vio
lated, the city was a party to the,vio
lation of its own ordinance. It'was as, 
much responsible .for the practice of 
clairvoyancy as this defendant;:and it: 

; should not be permitted-.to, replenish; 
its treasury from penalties incurred at 
its own Instigation. For authdfityiBe®

Jesus, Paul, Gautaiiia; ' Mohammed, 
Dante, Balzac, Swedenborg, . and a 
host of others who ¡Wight be Cited— 
were clairvoyants. Jhçyjhave taught 
mankind what t!æy,fliav^ heard and 
seen. There is a tendoqcy among 
many to ignore àll'mÿs^al' phehom- 
;ena as abnormal, uMaimul and un- 
healthful; but when.we Wèw the sub- 

;ject rightly wé find that ,wh manifes- 
jtations are indlspensip^^q the-prog- 
¡ress of the human race.,, manlfesta- 
•tidn from' hidden ^oùrj^s always 
arouses the interest'uf 'tim, thinker or 
the progressive mynd. .^The result 
¡will be the .dlBCoyery^é^ new 
•law,, the use of. ¿Mgh wl)l take the. 
race forward anotïêÇstep and give us 
A better religion, "ileitert .laws and a' 
•higher .civilization. '* . , ..
’ ’The grpa.tust rell&jg^il^l^lig^ 
be.<allqwed Jn ; this - »¿the.,
twentieth century.; jlt -Iflw true, .that: 
some usé. .tHelr feligloh. to cover,up a 
multitude of. sins, that ' some- are sin
cere and that - sonie ¿re hypocrites..

igany of this class, pitiable; and .a mlB- 
tortune to the cause tt;ey. misrepre
sent. Yet It may be said to a general I ----vev- ---wnv -ihof a thnmiifrh reform and re-1 as old as .mankind.. , Its uniolament Is 
generation of self; a change of heart, H^uS£nnderpeh^^

Jesus of Nazareth; The Prophecies.of 
an instrument for the communication The^Youth^f ^esum
of-their thoughts, he must become to 
some degree like the angels;

■ The highest and best mediumship

the Philosophers, , the Bible, the Bor
der Religions Chinese, Scandinavian, . - ----------- .----- ------- . ----- -.
AztecpThe Old Question of Design in in procuring the violation of its own' 
Nature; The Ultimate, Cosmic Mind. ordinance by the. sale of liquor in or#

The; ClifÍBt-Idéa *01 a 'mediator to | derto lay the .foundation for a suit-ln' 
stand'bétween man and God is'almost

muet be spontaneous and free as the 
air of heaven, and if degraded to a 
“business,’’ will with absolute certain
ty lead to failure and disappointment.

SUMMER TIME.

The Summer time is here again, 
With all its sweetness as of yore',

And yet, with each succeeding year 
It seems more lovely than before. :

The orchards and thé fruitful fields, 
■'The woodlands and the meadows 

« green,
Ldok wondrouBly beautiful, 
’ "When basking in the sunlight’s 

sheen. •

Down by the mill-stréam and the pond 
* -The sunshine and the shadows play, 

By turns they kiss the lilies fair, 
• When playing hide and seek all day. 
The rivers and the brooklets sing,

As ¿n their winding course they 
HÔW;

The feathered songsters tuneful lays 
Come from the copse where ivies 

grow.
The flowers ope their petals new, 
: To sunshine and to rain in turn, 
And drink In Nature's bounty-store.

A lesson from,them we might learn: 
As Nature's children-we too-oft

John; the Baptist ’and His Relation to 
Jesus; Sermon on the Mount; 'The 
Apostles;Sent,Forth; Death of Jesus; 
Burlal ahil Resurrection;. Devils and 
Hell; The Gdspelb; Cause ot the Ex
tension of Christianity; Resume of 
the Life and,.Character of Jesus; The 
Ultiihatie.'of Ilie -Christ-Idea.

Publication by, subscription of the 
Arcana of ‘B^lrTthafism met with such 
marked sneers,' I have concluded 'to
Issue this volume-in that manner. It 
will co^tain 300 to 350 octavo pages; 
wllï be< well printed and muslin 
bound. The price will be $1.25; to 
those who- becojne-.subscribers, $1.

The' price'Als nq€ vdèsired until the 
book Hs. announced as ready for de
livery, which, it is intended, will be- 
early in November next. All,that is 
now asked' Is' yôur expressed, desire 
for a copy, by card or letter. Ah 
early response is desired, for the plac
ing of thé work in the hands of the 
printers 'depends on. a sufficient num
ber of-subscribers to assure the under
taking;' ■ . ; :

• I'thank those who may be interested 
and encourage the publication by 
their subscriptions.

A Few ÇonimendatTons.
Of this work.',A. E. Giles;In-Banner 

ot Light wrote “Mt contains a fund of 
facts not accessible to the general 
readeri If adopted as a text book In 
any theological .seminary, there would 
be reason to believe that the graduates 
would be more intelUgeht.ahd less big
oted.” ' . ; . .

And free us'from.all needless strife; 
Thus days will pass by .pleasantly, 

In one.harmonious merry chime, 
And’we shall long for thy return, .

O, bountiful,-glad Sumnier time! 
— J. H. YENNI.

Those who are Sincere should not be 
discouraged,’ .whatever, their belief. 
They should have-.a right to live ac
cording to ,it and to. practice it. We 
'can only advance by knowing the 
truth. We cannot’ allow religious 
freedom for one-sect and hot' for an
other. I- yrlsh it > distinctly under
stood that I am hpt ¿Spiritualist, and 
that, this decision is not. influenced^ by 
any personal motlvp.', . • . ... 7 '

In view ot these, facfs, the .court' 
flnds'the defendant noLgullty;; and she 
is hereby discharged, and the city is., 
given five days, in which to perfect an 
appeal.—Evening /Telegram, Colorado

but what all the. information wé get’ih 
thé Bible Conies, to us through human
ity. There is as much spirit power in 
mediums to-day as. in past ages. The 
past comes to us with- a momentum 
born of the press and pulpit, while 
more wonderful things ' are taking 
place to-day and in the last fifty years 
than.werè ever "dreamed of in old Pal
estine. This age excels all other ages 
in the world’s history.

The conflicts that,.have taken placé 
in the past over religious beliefs ought 
to incline us all toward a very harmo
nious feeling to all sincere religion-, 
ists. There can be nothing gained in 
thé religious world except through 
love and kindness to God and our 
neighbor. :’"The "constitution " of . this; 
:landbf’liberty should"bé very deaf to. 
us all and should prompt" ils to'bear 

;each other’s burdénsAhd. be verÿ.care- 
Tul lndéed not'tp increase their weight. 
All Blip because of mÿ arrest /to-day, 
.for being a Spiritualist- - c . . 
. ” .' MRS. L.. À SAMPSON._-. 
113 % East; Pike’s Peak Ave., Colorado’ 

• Sprlngs^Gpta/
..— ----- ।

' THE LOS.ANGELES EXAMINER.

i To the Editor:.—The Los Angeles 
..Examiner ¡pas developed a conscience. 
"in its .advertising-columns. It will no 
■ longer accept the advertisements from 
'our Spiritualistic societies, unless they 
:are so worded-as-to'hlde the nature of 
■the-meeflngs' advertised.,

Last-, week, when I wanted to adver
tise our lyceum and .regular Sunday 
meeting, the Clerk behind the counter 
replied, "We are'not taking any more 
occult rubbish.”. . ..

' In the past, however, this paper haa 
: been - crowded, 1 with advertisements 
'from “seventii daughters born with a 
veil," and from the “greatest clairvoy
ants on • earth,’’Fete,; .some of them 
paying as much as $30 for one notice

I cannot for one moment believe 
that I am violating any, law under the 
constitution of these United States be
cause of spiritual religion.. It is the 
only religion that proves beyond a 
question of a doubt that there is a 
spiritual life beyond this, material life, 
.Which answers the greatest question 
that has ever been promulgated, .’viz.: ' 
“If a man die shall he live again?”

All the Information coming to us 
through the Bible is through' human
ity. There Is as much inspiration 
and more in the world , tp-day; than 
there was in past ages, because .the 
sixth and ' seventh senses have .. bèéri 
largely developed. The two .Worlds 
are drawing nearer and nearer' than 
ever before because of this great de
velopment. The religion I practice

very repulsive to Spiritualists. What 
we will find Will be"thè hell ' of» own 
creation. We will be ‘obliged to take 
it with us if we feel its necessity. The 
grandest searchers afte'r truth coincide 
with Spiritualists in their belief In no 
hell;' There are spheres in the great 
beyond for every condition of the hu-' 
man family, just .as-there, are' in this 
world. From these spheres' progres
sion is as possible as th this ’ world.-

and preach is “SPIRITUAL,” and is 
as much a religion as ANY CREED 

. __ ________ - - EVER PROMULGATED.BY MAN. . -
he certainly would have been burned I we KNOW there is a spiritual life 

rat the stake.” - .- ' • beyond the physical, Other creeds im-
The City ¿Item, Boston: “In many pjy a belief only, - Spiritualists' be- 

respects, wprthy of highest praise-and | peye and know there ; is_ a - creative 
, ..... j pqwer/hence SPIRIT POWER IS THE

"A Conspiracy AgatnBt the Republic." 
By Charles B.. Waite, A M., authbf of 
"History of the Christian Religion to 
tlie Year 200," etc. A condensed state
ment of facts concerning the efforts ot 
church leaders to get control of the gov
ernment. An important work. Paper,; 
25 cents.

shows'." 'careful' and , Elaborate.' re-
8e&Tch *

J. S. Loveland: "W’o have; read- it 
with great interest.”. ■

G. A; Bacon: “Valuable for the 
present and the future.” ■ .

W. H; Terry, Editor Harbinger fo 
Light Melbourne, Australia: “Un? 
like in its treatment all others.”

. It is fully answered in .^feiMpinship,' and Its 
Laws, Its Conditions and Cultivation, by Hud- 

_son Tuttle. Pride 35’ cents.’ Address him at- 
Berlin Heights, Ohio

...GREATEST POWER KNOWN.. This 
power is delegated to" many of ■: God’s 
children. There are seventeen Spirit
ual societies in Chicago who (are not 
.legislated against.;, There,are; about 
eleven million of Spiritualists in these 
United-States. Can all these people 
be made to pay a license tax,- being 
discriminated against? Other denom
inations with - creeds differing but 
slightly from that of Spiritualists are 
not required to pay^ this license to 
preach what they regard as the very 
.essence of truth! * Then why ¿Should 
small cities legislate against Spiritual* 
ists, whose religion is just as sacred to 
them as are the beliefs of other : de
nominations, and knowing, tod, when 
they pass such CLABS:LEGI8LATION 
that it is strictly forbiddenJn;the,><)Qn- 
stltutlon of these Up.tte'd„§tjgtos. .If 
there is anything InLthe constitution 
made more clear than 'pf-'otpttlhg'-'re- 
llglous liberty, I would dm^lail'lo-be 
Informed .upon thisiubject |wmf ttily. 
Wo cannot believe" that.a .lo,v^n^,,)ipa,v- 
only Father would, create"' a burning 
hell for his children; this belief being

We find our level here-and we .■will 
hereafter, and there is ho limit to our 
spiritual growth in-the world toward 
which we are hastening.- ■ Mfs. He- 
mans writes of the pilgrim Fathers:

. • : am . .•
“What sought they,thusiafar? .

Bright jewels of the mine, / 
The wealth of seasfw thus spoils of 

' war? : .. . si; ', li •■:' ■■■■■■: ■■
They sought a faitWs pifre shrine.

Ah! call it holy ground thé sod, where 
. first they trod;i . ! U ‘

For they have left's u'nhthlned what 
there they fouriil—FREEDOM TO 
WORSHIP G0Di’’-‘ s '• .-(n. .

Religionists in . mapy instances be
come so frenzied over their religious 
beliefs that they very mpkindly think 
that those who do n»t exactly coincide 
with them should he Arisen out of the 
country; if not witbipolUemen or sol
diers, then with wha.t is/avorse, GLASS; 
LEGISLATION. Tigs bat; will; apply 
to people who havac hard work to 
make a living; often: without a crust 
of-bread and nothing- to purchase it. 
Still,. Hko the frontier preachers in 
early days, the. mediums of Spiritual
ists continue,to preach, and prove to 
humanity that there is-a life beyond— 
a spiritual life—-and a ¡blessed commu
nication between our Joved .-ones-who 
have preceded' us;; andswe who have a 
little longer to wait., i -

■ I cannot-foel that I am'violating any 
law . ¡that the constitution* of -these 
United States.’vouchsafed to'Bplrltual- 
Iste or any other religions -denomina
tions. A am a Spirltufillst,- and intend 
to comply with’, all'’lKe'’telftiretnents 
Implied in the-'cbnstRüttonvô’f’theHe' 
United States of America GIVING RE
LIGIOUS FREEDOM.

in-its Sunday itsue.. ,
The little inconvenience caused to 

us by not being able to advertise our 
meetings in this one. paper is hardly 
worth noticing, compared to the good 
it will do ..to Spiritualism in a general 
way. Thé" • large ARMY , OF 
“TRAMPS” coming to our city yearly, 
DISGUISED AS. GREAT MEDIUMS, 
we'shall still get, to be pure; but we 
may never again have to look upon 
their portraits,, nor. to; read the long 
string of'iies' that“always accompany 
them, in the Sunday Examiner.

Many good Spiritualists of this city 
are now angry with the Examiner, be; 
cause it docs not discriminate between 
the true and the false In Spiritualism; 
but we'fail to see bow a'secular news
paper, with -little or no knowledge of 
the subject, can use any discrimina
tion.

Many Spiritualists among us who 
elect themselves .leaders. ’ because of 
their varied and long experience In the. 
.'phenomena and in the' philosophy of 
Spiritualism, càhnot themselves dis
criminate betwëèii' the' true and the 
false. When they become officers of 
camps and sobiéties the same lack of 
discrimination Is apparent. Disrep
utable persons, who somehow or other 
have gotten reputations as mediums, 
although they may have been exj 
posed time and again as cheats, are 
generally welcomed upon our plat 
form. Hencq, to-day, neither the 
general public nor our newspapers re
spect us as a péople.

Now, let us not find fault with the 
Examiner because it will not recognize 
us, but rather take It as a hint to do 
better ïn'thè future? The. "fake” ele
ment we must shun, even as the Chris
tians shun the "devil,” and that prac
tically means, not '.only to keep all 
physical phenomena mediums off our 
platform, but also to keep many bo
gus clairvoyants off, who use memo
rized tests'instead of clairvoyance or 
mediumship. ’ P. A,. JENSEN.

Los Angeles, Cal. .

Mary Aime Carew. By Carlyle Petersilea. Price $1.
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Obsession. How evil spirits influence mortals, and how to guard 
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Oceanides. A story of spirit life, by Carlyle Petersilea. Price, paper 
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Old Testament. Stories.- By Watson Heston. Price, boards, $1; 
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Our Bible, Who Wrote It, and a Few Thoughts on Other Bibles. By 
Moses Hull. Price, $1.

Palmistry. By Comte de Saint Germain, A. B., L. L M. Practical 
palmistry, or hand reading simplified. Price 75 cents.

Past and Present. By Thomas Carlyle. Price 50 cents.
Perfect Motherhood, or Mabel Raymond’s .Resolve. Dedicated to 

woman .everywhere, that'children may cease io be born accursed. By( 
Lois Waisbrooker. .Price, cloth, $1. ..

Philosophy of Phenomena. Physical and Metaphysical. Matter phe
nomena and life phenomena. Objective and subjectiverphenomena. 
Hyperbole metaphysical.- By Geo. M; Ramsey, M. D. Price, cloth $1.

' Philosophy of Spiritual intercourse/ Contains an account of the very, 
wonderful spiritual developments’at the house of Rev? Dr. Phelps, Strat
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Poems of Pleasure. By Ella Wheeler Wilcox. . Price $1. |
Poems of Power. By Ella Wheeler Wilcox. Price $1.
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from many tongue's. By Giles B, Stebbins. Price $1.
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“Common Sense,” “The Crisis” and “Rights of Man”—three volume« 
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Power of Self-Formation. . ByLeroy Berner. In" two styles of bind
ing; paper cover, 50 cents; cloth cover, SO cents.

Practical Methods to Insure Success. A valuable little work, full ol 
practical instruction in matters pertaining to the physical, mental and 
spiritual health. Worth many times its cost. Price 10 cents.

Primary Factors of Organic Evolution. By E. D. Cope, Ph. D., Mem
ber of the U. S. National Academy of Science, Professor of Zoology in| 
the University of Pennsylvania. Price, elbth, $2. ।

Prophets of Israel. Comprises in the main popular sketches from Old 
Testament History. By Carl.H. Cornill, Doctor of Theology and Pr<£.‘ 
fessor of Old Testament History. -Price 25 cents.

Psychic Experiences. By Ella M. Dole. Price, 50 cents. - ’ 4
Psychic Light. Continuity of Law and Life. ’ By Maud Lord Drake, 

This book is from the pernor an acknowledged, leader in psychic philos
ophy and a successful demonstrator of its ‘phenomena, and one of the 
oldest advocates-,of New Thought and; Higher Education. Cloth 
bound. . Price, $1.50. •

Psychometry. Its Science and Law of Unfoldment, By J. C. E, 
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home of men and angels.
First and foremost I assert it as 

incontrovertible truth seen from 
standpoint of natural philosophy

( Advertisement.)
THERE'S MONEY IN IT FOR YOU.

Spiritual Mission Chapel■ (Old 77) 
77-l-Bast Thirty-first; street. Services 

■ every ¡.Sunday at 34h<u8-.p,, m. Scien-
we- :tine Xfid 'phllosopbicufy^ ; best

SPWTUALJSMo

A GRAND OnT«l
FOR ONE MONTH ONLY.

Bend age, sex, leading symptom and 
your address, and we will diagnose 
your disease '

READ AND REJOICE!
. Frof«v»or of Electrlc Vibratory Thera* 
peutica« uftera eeriea of marvelous experi
ments. is prepared to make th* foliowlnf tn* 
nouncewent; Qlva'me youmume in full, location, 
date of birth, your favorite color and songs With 
this data I will furnish a psycho-physical chart 
of any individual by which health, happiness 
and business success can bo secured. To give 
all an opportunity, these charts will be furnished 
in clubs- of ten, until October I, for 2&c. each. 
Babb subscriber becomes a member ot the School 
of Triune" Life Culture, entitled* to mopthlvln* 
struoUousniafi to obtain the best results, phys
ically and psychically. . Address,

School of Tfierapeutics, 
119 Wisconsin street, Milwaukee, Wis.

B. R POOLE—Dear Sir;—Tbo spectacles you 
eent are perfect, and if I ever want another pair 
I will purely apply to you. With many thanks, 
MllS. M. L. gOUTHEBLAND; Huron, fl. Dak. i

Be Sure to Read This. I 

' 'Franees L:Loucka.one of the greatest naychio 
wonders living’. I use the spiritual X-ray to lo 
cate aU internal dlaeaaeB. A trial will convince 
you. Nervous exhaustion and lost vigor of both 
sexes successfully treated, as hundreds can tes
tify. .Send name. age. sex. complexion, one lead- 
ing symptom, ana ten cents In stamps, and you 
will receive a correct diagnosis of your case free, 
worth dollars to you. Be sure to write your own 
letter. • Dr. J. 8. Loucks, who lately passed on, 
continues to treat the sick through my medium- 

, ship. Address all letters to

, FRANCES L. LOVCKS).
86 Warran Su. StoashMa. Mm

matter; absolutely Life, Being with all |, 
JU multlpltilty of variations, differed talnina ;deflriifinWnf »¿»«’S' V tlals, ®tc^ is one, hence the unity of trfcal term> phrg^ FrtoSto,*

Spiritualist Meetings, oil paintings.
: ■ ... „ OrRrliim.Lsaqscape OU pBlntteMi alee 8x® looh-
. - • • —wj»» ' - « joatpaM 011 reoelpTor »1. Bttllotao-

St u. Important w&en a meeting, u uo»Bun»antiwa;.oF monetroiuua^ 
suspended, notice be given us, J» Each pktuM
that inquirers may not be mislead, we orderlnr lyiBvery' picture orlahial, tram eiur-

field hero in pUbUo fiUlls at the present ture on stretcher. Address, cooper WALkuB. 
ypia. ■ - 28 Ogden avenue, Chlcsro. -x♦

First German Spiritualist Society on Q DID IT! 1 A I U E A 1 IW P 
the West Side, Meetings every Sunday JrllXlIUnL nCrtLllNtJ.

j.H. Menötotoll, OniofWÄ 
mu itot isti? is ivTm? ' '

'As a great statesman once said,”I 
would rather be right than to be Pres
ident of the United States." It is a 
long time since I have been a con
tributor to the columns of the dear 
old organ, bo rightly named’, The Pro
gressive Thinker." - I am a Spiritual
ist; yes, for all that the word in.jts. 
true significance represents, and I am 
EQUALLY OPPOSED TO FRAUD in 
all matters pertaining to,life’s, con
duct, wherever found.' I have faith
fully watched the "weeding out pro
cess of phenomenal Spiritualism às 
carried on through the columns of The 
Progressive Thinker. The "weeding 
out process" is all right, when it is! 
right. In my earlier years I was a 
farmer, and made it a special point to 
take all the weeds’out of my corn; but 
I discovered it was necessary to pay

found that though they bore some 
small nubbins, they were a hindrance 
to the true stalks capable of yielding a 
full crop. It is a nice thing, Brother 
Francis, to be a good farmer, is It not?

Yes, T am a careful reader of The 
Progressive Thinker, and whenever I 
see the caption, "A Storm Center,” 
“Turn on the Light,” “An Awaken
ing," "The Great Upheavals," and
other like sentences, I look out for 
something forthcoming. In many In
stances, on reading contributions fol- 

■ lowing such headings, I have been
deeply Interested in the great thoughts- 
that live, breathe and burn, as they 
flashed from the,pen of their contrib
utors respectively. Then again occa
sionally I am somewhat amused 
(though sorry to have to say It) at the 
expressions of- others, seemingly 
would-be-teachers, who think It honor-, 
able to attempt to elevate themselves 
by sinking their superiors, by using 
abusive-language, epithets, etc., when 
in fact they only expose their own in
nocent ignorance. And while I would 
not censure anyone for doing the very 
best one can for himself or herself, 
even though the effort prove a failure, 
yet from the clash of mental vibra
tions caused to arise within me by 

. reading said efforts, I am prompted, 
for the good of the cause we love so 
well, to offer a series of suggestions 
for the columns ot The Progressive 
Thinker.

In doing this, I think for the pres
ent It were best to let the present 
brilliant I corps of fraud destroyers do 
their work and DO IT WELL, and as 
for myself, instead of discussing the 
pros and cons of the ‘.‘white suit” set 
forth in the symposium,«as being the 
question before Spiritualists, I think it 
better for Spiritualists to settle some 
questions, or come to a general under
standing as to what constitutes the 
real existing facts relating to Spirit
ualism, ' especially In Its phenomenal 
phases.

As, for instance, Do spirits return to 
earth? And if so, how, or by what 
process are they enabled to appear?

. ;• HftheyiietRvmatalVMthp . inode of 
• their retiiriifiig ¿ne'w narmohy with

_ ’ nature’s laws? What Is that law.the 
law by which the/inVlglble IB’rendered'

■- ‘••visible; .the . intangible, , tangible; >Lhe 
1 'unsolld madri'solidl.’ririd other phe- 

-• nOmena that' ufifrk the class'of facts 
which form the basis—th,e only basis 
for scientific demonstrable proOf of- a 
conscious personal life for man ' be
yond the grave?

And last and best, Is the law of the 
cosmic forces universal, acting uni- 

■ - formly in giving exjirassion to the 
■ countless forms or objects that con

stitute Nature’s phenomena?
These questions once understood 

and agreed upon by Spiritualists them- 
■ selves, it will be easier to decide as to 

what is possible and what is not possi
ble for discarnate spirits to do. As to 
the fraudulency, or the genuineness of 
special cases of spirit phenomena, like 

. that of the “white dress,’ or any other 
manifestations witnessed at the seance 
room, must and can be decided only by 
the judgment of the witness of said 
cases, considering carefully the cir
cumstances under which they oc
curred.

I propose now, Brother Francis, 
with yoiir permission, to lay down for 
use in the columns of The Progressive 
Thinker, some of the fundamental 
pripciples utilized by Nature or the. 
builder of nature, as we behold her 
now in her present status, clothed in 
all the splendor, beauty and grandeur 
that characterize and make her the I

logical reasoning, that whatsoever ex
ists now, to-day, as possessing entita- 
tive quality, is uncreate, always has 
existed, and always will continue to 
exist, therefore is eternal.

Second, that space is boundless, un
limited, is everywhere; as much so as 
time is without beginning or ending; 
hence the appropriateness of the 
terms Infinitude, eternity, endless du
ration.

Third, tfiat all space is permeated 
with entitatlve substances, commonly 
recognized by the two terms, spirit 
and’ matter ; the inner and the outer 
sides of all being; that the inner is 
that which we call spirit, and the 
outer that which we denominate mat
ter, and is the expression of the 
former.

Fourth, that co-existent with these 
two polarized substances are the eter
nal principles, called i law—natural 
law—and constitute the Formative 
Building Forces, and Governing Pow
ers ofall worlds.

Fifth, that the primary condition or 
state of all material objective things, 
from atoms to worlds Inclusive, Is that 
known as the Invisible.

Sixth, that the method or process of 
■world-building in all its countless va
rieties of objectivized forms, is that of 
involution and evolution;- involving 
the principles of eternal motion; vibra
tion, change and growth, by which 
latter term is meant progression; that 
this dual action of Involving and: evolv
ing serves to concentrate, consolidate, 
and thus give form-—visible form, to 
what is called matter, even in its pri
mary or invisible state; hence the 
■whole process of phenomenal “crea
tion” (if the term be' admissible) is 
that'.of materialization.
■ Seventh, that the outer objective 
Ride of the universe commonly called 
matter, being the expression of the 
inner, it follows as a' matter of philp- 
sophical necessity, that the inner, 
called spirit, is the expressor, and that 
though this division or-duality of the 
cosmos—-universe is positively neceri- 
aary for ali practical purposes and 
means of investigating,-learning and 
understanding the truth'of thè whole

t- llfe; and all the elements and forces 
■ of the cosmos are actuating, tending 
. with.-one great purpose, onward and 
■ upward; ever reaching out toward per- 
■ tectiohr. >

Eighth and last, that this Oneness 
■ pt self-actuiitlon of principles-in ail 

jthat is palled Mother Mature, is that 
what aiLtjie world pLJiumanlty ever 
has, and' is still trying to comprehend 
as; God; and therefore all phenomena 
Whatsoever observed in objective na- 

r ture Is produced in accordance with 
natural law.

Now to the discussion.
Query 1. Do spirits return to 

eartli?
This question infers that spirits not 

only have previously been to or upon 
our earth, but that they had left It 
and gone to some other place. True.

Where Is that place, and how 4W 
they get there? '

Answer: The place is, first, that 
which by Spiritualists is denominated 
the spirit.world; but since the spirit 
world Is everywhere in space, we all In 
a general sense are in the spirit world 
now, hence a little explanation Is re
quired. . .

That part of the spirit .world to 
which the people of our earth go, on 
leaving the bodily form, as under
stood, is located within our earth’s at- 
mespliere. This atmosphere is Bald to 
extend to an altitude of about forty- 
five miles. It is said to decrease in 
density as it extends up or rather out
ward. Imagine it to be septlrarlly 
marked off, or mapped out by circles, 
showing seven different departments, 
yet all connected, making one general 
sphere, of a diameter of forty-flVe 
miles. This general sphere is what 
one might properly denominate our 
earth’s portion of the Infinite Spirit 
World.
' This description gives you -a mental 

picture pf what we mean when we say 
our friend has gone to the spirit land. 
When we say our' friend ha^ gone to 
his or her spirit home, we mean that 
our friend has gone to one or the other 
of .those seven circles, more properly 
called spirit zones. Said friend may 
stop at first, second, third zone and so 
on.

ft Paper that Never Falter?, Never Pauses in Its Effort for the Greatest Good to 
the Cause of Spiritualism, Science, Morality-, Higher Thought, and a Better - Life. 
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'.1ST OF CfflPWINGS.
>end in Your Dates and Name of Sec- 

• retary at Once,

Interest In the various Spiritualist 
campfmeetinga has commenced; - apd 
secretaries of the same should reppit 
at once to this office, so that proper 
announcement as to. dates and officers 
can be made. ' 1 1

ln ? My Treatment is Natural and a
Ashland avenue and W. 18th street Rtrintiv p™..fi„aiThe Light of Truth Church will hold In mv y i’ractitjalSystem. 
Rfirvlfwn <n WnnUno' Holl Foo w £Qr/i Ul u heiUer, aiiccas8 has crownedS6rVlO€8 in HOpKlnS Hall u4o W Oura me and gone beyond my expectations.- Diseases 
street, near Stewart avenue. Confer- women a'specialty, gild absent treatments 
ence at 3 p. m. Lecture at 7:46 Mes- 
sageB at each service. Midweek meet- - . Albert bmbhee,
Ing Thursday 3 p. m, Mrs. Jeffery Bur- “SNCaitrst., stoctoon, Cai,. . . 
land, pastor. -------------------------------------- :-----------

The Church of the Psychic Forces iinnmn nn ;'r/r MORRIS PRATT INSTITUTE.
Sunday. Conference,at 3 p. m. Leo- -A School Under the Auspices 
ture at 8 p. m. The hall number is 861- of Splrltual sm..
863 East 43d street ; Conducted by Mrs. Thoroughly qualified teachers. A two-year's 
Isa Cleveland. ■ co“rae prepares plipotiBlly for-public and prl-

Golden Rule Spiritualist Society,
Nora E. Hill, pastor; Dr. J. H. Ran- able- Write tor catalogue to 
dall, assistant pastor. Holds services hoses hull Pne a. j. weaver, Pt-m. 
every Sunday evening during July and Emma j. owen, sec. 
August, at O'Donnell’s, College Hall, 
Paulina street, near Washington Bou
levard.' All welcome.

Temple Light and Truth, 870 Waban- 
ela avenue, near Robey, street and 
North avenue. Sunday-school 10:30 a. 
m. Lectures and spirit messages given 
at 3 and.8 p. m., by Mrs./T. Loll, pastor, .. ,
every Sunday, in. German and English. /Vil'S. UE. Gaird,

The Hyde Park Occult Society bolds Clairvoyant antLAutomatlo Writing 
regular Sunday evening services, 7:46 
o’clock, at 819 E. 65th street,, between ■ Mea,unj-
Kimbark and Monroe avenues. Jackson ___ ____ "
Park cars pass the door. The beat tai- MRS.' MAMIE HELYETT, 
ent available will, be secured for all ' Tran»»» iWoiHnmmeetings. To spread the truth Is the / .' LraaCe Medium.

ALEX CAIRD, M. ft,
HEALER. -

object of this society. Address all oom. ^
munlcations to Miss Eva L. Stewart, "DR. , CAIRD will be pleased to see 
corresponding secretary, ,465 E. 66th patients requiring VITAL TREAT- 
streeL Entrance to hall. 819 E- 66th MENT, and exp|s5n his methods. Will 
street ■ also give treatment and advice for the
, The Rising Sun Mission holds serv- development at latent-Psychic Power. 

Ices every Sunday. Lyceum, lectures Consultation free) Treatment 21.00 
and tests at 3 p, m.; lectures apd song each, or course at fifteen for ^10.00. 
service at 8 p. m. Advanced speakers, Office 6 Second sDeet, Lily Dale, N. Y. 
good'test mediums and; good pinging.
Temple, Oakley Boulevard, -between 
Jackson Boulevard and: Adams street.

I But there is always a limit, tor the 
time being, to. one’s capacity for trav- 

• ellng in spirit lands. This limit, how- 
; ever, is always found when one 
I reaches the point or zone where- its 
I density corresponds with that of one’s 
! spirit.body, so to speak; ' but more 
; properly ethereal body.
i This limit’ again may be found to 
, correspond with one's mental or moral 

developments, for the law governing, 
in this respect is a law of adaptation 
of-merit, therefore the law of justice..

As to how spirits get there, 1. e., to’ every. Sunday at S^aWSrp^m. Scien- ------- :----
their spirit homes respectively, W ’ùfic and^ best D M -, 
would answer, by slipping out of ìjF 'nsyctìc and mesBage ieapexs’in attend- ResolutionMuopfcd by.fbe Nation
withdrawing themselves from the 'ance.' Prof. F. M. StÜH^ïOpnductor. aKSÿiritiiaUSt. Association, 
fleshy .tellement-that has served Its The .German-English' .-JJoclety, Bund ___ _ _____
purpose during mundane life. Thé. ¡der Watirhei|; No. 18,'holds, services ev_- __ .
process of Withdrawing from the body eiy Sühâày .evening at O’,clock 1m At the rocnt"r-o>«eting of, the board
is called dpath: àa.-death .-might Kbel Bwd¥ Hall..-152 Northi^ atçalled.the, angel that lete one oui of tween Also-'hi)adqhftvtere4n WosMni^m;Q.,

l'thé kitchen into, the parlor;, or the everyThursdoy cvenfogfri-Msttl Jungi« .
jneanB-by which-the portals are opened: HsJl. JO.ll Lincoln ;aveflue^ ad at itsa^^^F1«. 1000: • 
for a departing .spirit into f littla Wnef,-W - Wkereas^rtain*-so-raUed Spirit-'
IHgliâr plan© of lìtei jor dbw conditions ohtr&nco first door,,north of Howards, foii^h© purpose of limiting se»df’telnir^^ theater. Frank Joseph,.medium. Ev- -cure tbo PRACTICE OF FRAUDU-

- - - erybody .Welcome, h '• ! ’ , . . LENT MEDIUMSHIP whereby nn
Church of'the North Star Spiritual. noCent public may be DECEIVED. 

Union, incorporated. Meetings Siin- AND ROBBED, and the most sacred 
days at 8 p. m. sharp. At Perls Hall, feelings of human hearts outraged by 
1646 Milwaukee avenue, near Western simulating the forms of and messages 
avenue. Mrs. Letztei,. speaker and from'their dead, are seeking to unite 
medium. All welcome. . . all fake mediums, their tools, follow-

Chicago Spiritual Alliance Church, In ers fln<i dupes into n secret oathbound 
Vincennes Hall, 36th and. Cottage Grove fraternity that will defend their trick
avenue. Mrs. May Elmo, pastor. All ory. and, 
welcome. . Services at 3 and 8 p. m. Whereas, they are wilfully, for their

Spiritual Science Boctetymeets every own selfish ends, representlng the ofll- 
Suriday from 2 to 10 p.. m., at Arlington ciai board of the N. S. A, as opposed 
Hall; N. W. corner of 8ist street and ttn physical or other legitimate 
Indiana avenue. Admlsaion, free, phascs-of mediumship; therefore, be it 
Mrs. Dixon will always be in attend- Resolved, That wé call attention of 
ance. Others will assist. These all thoughtful-Spiritualists to the fol
meettags will be continued all summer, lowing.; resolution which' was unani- 
Dr. Bev.erly, president, No. 44 East 81st mously adopted by our annual con- 
street. r ■' vention-of 100i, and which is still the

. Mrs! Mary Hill holds meetings every authoritative expression of the N. S. A. 
Sunday and Wednesday'pvenlngs at 320 upon ..the ¡question .ofphenomena, and 
Flournoy street ' Good • fepe’akers and f8 heartily concurred. In by each 
messages. - '' member of the. present board of “theDivine Spiritual Church kolds meet- N. S. A., to-wit: - .
Ings every Sunday /afternoon and “Be it resolved by the delegates to 
evening at 2:30 and .1:30, in Hygela tlie NationaLAssociation here assem- 
Hall, corner Ogden avenue and Robey bled that we believe in, and stand for, 
street. Good music; All .welcome, GENUINE- PHENOMENA of every 
Rev. Lucy A. Hodge Koontz, pastor. reputable phase." . t, '

The- ' Christian .Spiritualist Society

Having passed out of the body, the 
spirit so doing has. enacted or .per
formed a feat in dematerialization, to 
all ¡¿tents and purposes. Having 
thus thrown off the denser portions of 
his or her body, said spirit Is prepared 
to arise to the level of his or her own 
personal merits; has arrived>at a new 
home. But in doing this, all faculties, 
attributes, potencies, etc., essential to 
constitute said spirit a social, intel
lectual and moral, as well as a per
sonal being went together. So the 
■whole man or woman is there, right 
in heaven or the other place, as the 
good Christian would say.

Well, you ask, would he want to 
come back if in the one place, and 
could he get back if In the other? 
Yes, to both questions. Being a man 
or woman still, minus the crude body, 
the same ties of relationship that bind 
mankind together as members of one 
family, though some be here and oth
ers there, still exist. ■ Yes, the same friendships, passions and loves, for 
these are irascible attributes of life. 
Those who are there will want to jom- 
municate with those here. They did 
not destroy, nor take with them the 
paths they traveled thither. Their 
separation, in process of time, Intensi
fies the anxiety. . .They went there 
with their own personal powers, and 
with the same they can return when 
they, get ready to do so.

! ' But how? you ask.
We answer, by the same law they 

were enabled-to get here on their first 
visit, That law, as before said, ijs 
the law of materializations—that 
which was in operation when human 
souls or spirits were first brought out 
of invisible spice into the visible, ob
jectivized conditions of being.

But some one has asked, “Do they 
come back to earth?” Yes. How do 
you know? I answer, I know because 
I see them, handle them and talk 
with them as when they were here in 
body—ere they left for spirit land; 
for their home over there. Isn’t this 
enough? . J. H. MENDENHALL.

Muncie, Ind.
'.(To be continued.)

“Foibles of the Bench.”
’ '.‘Foiblesi.of the Bench,” a'humorous- 
and iniefestiirgbbok, by H. S. Wileox,’ 
a prominent member of the ■ Chicago 
Bar, recently published by the ‘’Legal 
Literature Company’’ of Chicago, can 
hardly fail to.interest members of the 
legal fraternity. ■ ; ■

and air who are suffering with 
STOMACH TROUBLE

if it Is not cancer or. ulcerated stom
ach, we will charge you for healing 
same only 36.00 per month, and all* 
other chronic diseases, a great reduc
tion will be made,

Write today. Do not delay.
REMEMBER, 

No charge, for diagnosing yonr case.
DR. CHARLES E. WATKINS, 

HOTEL WESTLAND, 
Back Bay, Boston, Mass.

FRED P. EVANS, 
' Famous -Medium for 

Slatewriting, Clairvoyance, Etc., 
StacM-he recent calamity in Ban'Francisco, may 
be addressed as follows; Fred P, Evans, Los Ga* 
toa. California. Rural 29. Seances or readings by 
mail may be obtained by writing to Mr, Brans for 
particulars. •PBClAI/—Mr. Evans has a few 
copies of his famous book “Psycborraphy,” on 
hand. This work was published at 12.50 per copy, 
and is devoted to the many marvelous eiatewrit* 
Inrexperiments elven through hts mediumship. 
Also explains how the writing- is done, and how 
be developed his wonderful power. The book is 
profusely illustrated. While they last you can 
Have a copy, postpaid, for 11.20.

A LlAniTopfl if Restores Lost Vision; H WuUUuI IUI Writs for niustrated Circular. 
xnantonfa ' showier styles sod prices and 
OBUbldUU., pfioto cl Spirit Varma, who do- VoIppetLUil» clairvoyant.power lima, lean M- 
luat tpy Melted Pebble Lene Spectacle as pens«. 

. lyitoyour byea- at yom-.own homo,and aond by 
■mail, aa.ll you were In my office. Thousands will, taitiir,,.... .... ..

• .ffQ. f..i i&7 ynnthrop ave,.ChicMWllL

Onset Camp.
Onset camp commences its thirtieth 

innual meeting, July 22, .u»<l ck^es 
August 26. For full programs ad
dress the secretary, Onset,

Lake Brady, Ohio.. ’
The fifteenth annual session of this 

camp will commence Jufr 1 and end 
Sept. 2. For full particulars a’ddireBS 
A. G. Keck, Akron, Ohio.

City of Light Assembly. /
The season opens at Lily;fial.e>:N'. 

Y., July 13, and closes September ,3. 
For program address Laura G. ,Flxen, 
General Manager. - . ; ;

Ocean Grove Camp. I
This camp is located at Harwich, 

Mass., and opens Ju|y 8 and closes 
July 22,1906. Forprograms and in
formation, write Mrs. Mary B, Small, 
Sputh Harwich, Mass.

Lake Pleasant, Mass,
Lake Pleasant Camp opens July 29, 

and closes Aug. 27. For fulj pro
grams address Albert P. ^llnn, 8 
Grove Place, Norwich, Ct.

। Mt. Pleasant Park, Clinton, la.
The twenty-fourth annual camp- 

meeting at Mt. Pleasant Park, opens 
July 29 and closes August 26. Pro
grams and information given to all 
who write to -Mrs. M. B'- Anderson, 
secretary, Clarkesville. Mo.

Summerland Camp,
The Summerland.Spiritualist Asso

ciation will hold its annual camp
meeting the last week In June, begin
ning June 24. Mra. F. Lee, secretary. 

, Winfield (Kansas) Camp.
The Winfield Camp Association will 

hold Its thirteenth annual camp-meet
ing, commencing Aug. 24, and closing 
Sept. 2. Mrs. Maud K. Gates, presi
dent, 807 North Manning street,-Win
field, Kans.; Mrs. Addle McAllister, 
secretary, Winfield, Kans.

Effie I. Chapman, Cambridge, Vfl 
After the camp ppens address each o> 
the above at Queen City Park, Vt.

Freeville Camp.
The Freeville Camp, N. Y„ opens 

luly 22 and closes August 19. For. 
programs . write ' to Miss Victoria’ 
Moore, Dryden, N. Y. I

Delphos (Kans.) Damp.
I Opens on August 10, closljig on the 
' 27th. Address all communications to 
i I, N. Richardson, secretary, Delphos, i Kansas.

Parkland, Pa.
The third annual session of Park

land Heights Camp opens July 1, and. 
closes August 2, 1906. Elizabeth M. 
Fish, secretary. Floral Heights, Park
land, Eden, Pa-. : . ;

' “ . Mt. Park) Okla.
A camp-meeting of the Spiritualists 

ot Oklahoma will be held at Mt. Park, 
Commencing August '23, 1906, and 
bolding ten days. For particulars ad
dress Rev. T. W. Woodrow, Hobart» 
Okla., or R. G. Lee/R. R. No. J, Sny
der, Okla. .

New Era Camp, Aregon.
The New Era Camp-meeting begins 

July 8, and continues over four Sun
days. Address Rev. G. C. Love, pres
ident, 934% C street, Tacoma, Wash.

Sunapee Lake Camp, N. H.
. Sunapee Lake Spiritualist Camp 

at Blodgett’s Landing, N. H., com- 
l mences July 29, 1906, and closes Aug.
26. For programs and information 
write to the secretary, Lorenzo Wor
then, Hillsboro Bridge, N. H.

.. Wonewoc Camp-Meeting.
The Western Wisconsin Camp Asso

ciation holds Its annual camp-meeting 
in Unity Park, Wonewoc, Wis., July 
16 to August-13. For particulars and 
programs write Gertrude Spooner, sec
retary, Wenewoc, Wls.

■Ottawa Camp.
Spiritualist Camp-meeting Associa

tion, Forest Park, Ottawa, Kansas, 
August 17 to 27 inclusive. Write 
for programs. H. W. Henderson, pres
ident, Lawrence, Kans.; Mrs. May, 
Cook Pearson, secretary, Spring Hill, 
Kansas.

ISLAND LAKE CAMP. ;

It Offers Many Attractions.

Sunday, July 2$, marked the open^ 
Ing of the Island Lake Camp, uhden 
what seems to be most auspicious con
ditions for a prosperous year, both! 
materially and spiritually.

Mrs. Amanda Coffman was the 
speaker for the opening week, and thia ; 
talented little lady left a desire in the 
minds of all who heard her for more 
of truth, and should she visit us nexh 
season she will find a host of friends 
won by her genial manner and kindly) 
ministrations.

The Ladles’ Auxiliary had made the 
spacious auditorium beautiful with 
summer flowers and forest greens.

The management of the hotel Is 
giving splendid service, and most de
licious are the finny tribe taken frasb, 
from the lake, when served at the AbIx 
suppers which have become a feature 
of the Sunday menu.

The cottagers and campers wear a' 
contented smile, due, no doubt, to thq 
fact that the fish bites are many an4 
the mosquitoes are few.

Boating and bathing still hold a fas
cination for young and old that is tr* 

। resistible, and, indeed, they who 
come from the dust and worry of city; ~ 
life and plunge beneath Its flood, Iosq. 
all their guilty stains.

Mr. D. A. Herrick and wife are ths 
workers for the week of July 29, fol
lowed successively by W. V. Nlcum, 
Judge E. Thompson; and on August, 
19. the Hon. James E. Walker, social
istic candidate for governor of the 
state of Michigan, will occupy our 
platform, morning and afternoon.

Good mediums will be with us 
throughout the season to give demons 
Btrations of the different phases.

A cordial invitation Is extended to 
all workers. Spiritualists and friends 
of the movement to come and spend, 
the season of 1906 with the Island 
Lake Camp. Apply to me, the secre
tary, Brighton, Mich., for further In
formation. H. R. LA GRANGE. ’ i

SPIRITS CAUSE LAWSUIT. '

Man Who Quits Cult Sues President at 
Mining Company.

A bill .for accohntlng and injunction 
, waB .fimd.:ih.the^‘u.pBrIor court yester' 
. day by-Ralph Goodheart Against the 

Tdqno' ConsblidUted. ‘Mlnep ' Company. I 
and Jrwln E. Rockwell, .president of |. 
the corporation. According .to Attor- | 
ney tq .Bosky, Rockwell is identified 1 
with a spirit fruit cult. “ The suit in- । 
volves the disposition of . 800,000 J 
shares of stock in the mining com
pany. I .

Goddheart is said to have been a 
member of the cult, but renounced the 
faith, and the litigation Is the out
growth of the breach between the two 
men. According to the bill Goodheart 
and Rockwell entered into an agree
ment .whereby the president of the 
mining company agreed to divide with ’’’ 
the complainant his monthly salary; 
of 2600 as compensation for Good
heart’s efforts to Bell stock in the 
company. A resolution was passed, it 
is related, authorizing Goodheart to 
sell 800,000 shares of stock In thp ' 
corporation and It was stipulated that 
he might keep whatever amount he re
ceived over 2 0 cents a share.

The complainant says he employed 
a number of men and expended a, 
large sum of money to be used for the 
purpose of exploiting the mining stock. 
He says there was another under
standing between him and the presi
dent of the company whereby he was 
to divide his jirofits with Rockwell. 
Goodheart says he disposed of 15,410 
shares of the stock at 40 cents a share 
and then trouble arose between him 
and the defendant, who is said to haVo 
revoked the contract because of Good- ' !
heart’s withdrawal from the spirit 
fruit cult. The court is asked to en
join the defendant company and its 
officers from changing books and rec
ords and to direct them to make an ac-! 
counting to Goodheart.—Chicago 
Chronicle.

i Chesterfield 'Camp.
‘ ;Juire-i'fr-Wien'fiB Sdpt.’3.
Mrs. Lydl4*2$patfil(rBddre^ 

Jspn; Ind." ■/
Forest Home Oainp; Mich.

This camp opens July 29 and 
closes August 19. Any preson dealr
ing programs or Information regard
ing camp grounds or camp work, will 
please write to the secretary^ who will 
answer all inquiries. F. H. Lesher, 

। president; Mrs. Ruth Eastman, secre
tary, Mancelona, Mich.

Camp Progress,
Meetings are held at Mowerland 

Park, Upper SWampscott, Mass., every 
Sunday beginning June 3, and closing 
Sept. 30. B. H. Blaney, president, 
,160 Elm street, Marblehead; Mr. H. S. 
Gardiner, secretary, 28 Cabot street, 
Salem.

4 Island Lake Camp.
Island Lake Camp, Island Lake, 

Mich., opens July 21, extending until 
August -2 7. For programs or infor
mation write to the secretary, H. R. 
LaGrange, Brighton, Mich.

Visksburg Camp. ’ •
Vicksburg camp, Mich;,- opens July 

30 and closes August 20. For full 
particulars address Mrs. ’ Jeannette 
Fraser, Vicksburg, Mich.

holds tent meetings every Sunday at- ■
ternoon and evening at 3 and 8 p. m., ‘‘Right Generation the Key to the 
at Relger's Grove, DesPlaines River Kingdom of Heaven on Earth. By Dr. 
and West Madison street, conducted M, E Conger. An appeal to reason and 
by Miss Sarah Thomas. man’s highest aspirations. A plea forny miss aaran z equaUty ln aU th6 relatlonB

---- ------- ~ of life between men and women.
SEISMIC DISTURBANCES. ~ Leatherette, 40 cents.

■ ;The characters pbrtrayed-.under the 
fictitious cognomens, of Judges 
“Know all;” “Wasp,” “Doall,”. "Fear
ful,” “Wabbler,” . “Wind,”. “Graft,” 
“Whiffet,” and “Justice B. Fair,” are 
so true to the respective' type- of 
judges they are intended to illustrate, 
and the anecdotes related of them are 
SO fully in-accord with their special 
¿haraCteristics as to be fully appreci
ated by the lawyer as well as others at

:——“The Attainment of Womanly Beau- 
Another Explanation in Reference to ty of Form and Features. - The Cultiva-

sump - Uon 01 Personal: Beauty, Based on Hy-. a . ,* giene and’-Health. Culture. By twenty
- - ----- — ’ physicians and specialists. ■ Edited by

To the<Editor:—In your valuable Albert Turner.". Of, special interest 
paper of June 26, our brother corre- and value. Price'31.
spondent of Dfenyer, Colo., A...F. Cool, “An Infamous Dynamite Roman Cath- 
is in error about steam causing earth- oMe Conspiracy Detected_and Exposed." 
quakes. Dry, saturated dr. super- .“Romanism Exposed. Two pamphlets 
heated steam is non-explosive. 'All J>y Rev. J. G. White, author of "Start-' 
the fires within the earth could not ling Facta. Price, 10..cents each, or 
generate steam ..test enough to give.it 15 -
sufficient force to cause.it: to break
through the earth’s crust, for the réa- J> ?/ Yh£9rh'ii^
son that the steam ..would condense. Bar. An absorbipgly interestlng vol-
A very large-body of. water,,instantly oi
converted into steam,-Is the-cause of aS'
seismic disturbances. „¿Water by boil-
ing loses the greater portion of the ox- U- • . ATi„mc, A'i
ygen that it holds in’ solution;, when . >Llr® „A?
that is- the case, it will explode. When ^las’ wiich®*SXni manv of ® H?« 
the oxygen is boiled out of the water, ^hor’lsmT and t^rgcnÎn^ 
It is not water, but a bed of electricity. ■ JSL CMnesi ÎÀh1

Water is the most dangerous com-
pound known; and still with care it Is ?aePChrisUan Era. and' whose b wlm

hot stove a Wide range4f there are two Upon an subsequent nations. By 
or three drops of water under a dish- jiarcënus'R. K. Wright. - Price 26cts.‘‘ 
pan on the stove, Oim hundred gal- "How to Train ^Children and Pa- 
lops of .water instaBUy converted into rents.” Mrfl*iEllzilieth. Towne, taken 
steam will .create a*iorcetef. 160 800,-. the position that.immany cases it is the

ri-hik °:.Y-'BAILEY. , parents that- dee* thé: training more
Hamilton, Ohio. . ’ - than the;cliildren,ihnd'advises parents

te-—'--7—~ to look • to iitherhselves.. Twenty-five 
j “The Molecular-iiÿpdtbésiB' of Na- cents could: nbt beidietter spent than in 
ture.” By Prof. Wm? M; .Lackwood, buying this Rttlelibook. Anyone that

« -„i-----a» Profëssor Lockwood is recognized as has thé care df children should read itall tamiiiar with .court .practice) ■ one of the ablest-lecturers'on the splr- Price 25 centa.
Other chapters are devoted to humor- itual .rostrum, In this little volume he 
ous incidents, coming under the writ-» presents in succinct form the substance 
er’s Personal observation- »«j *»*'*' of his lectures ,dh-the Molecular Hy

pothesis of Nature;, arid''presents his 
views as demonstrating a'scientific ba
sis of Spiritualistri:: Tile book is com- 

and instructive, and are written from,] mended to all who 'love to study and 
a high standpoint. Publisher's price, think. Price,’26 cerite.?. ; ' 
31; postage, 6 cents. “Talmageàn ipàniuéii, - incorigrultles

■ Inconsistencies arid Blàsphririilés; a Re! m'w j- -

let’s personal observation; and the! 
[ chapters'devoted to the desired quali
fications, standing and responsibilities 
of judges and lawyers, are Interesting 
and instructive, and are written from _ I. — J-- •*•••*

_____  . aua R KQ- 
' • , . xlew of Reri. T, DeWitt .apd Rdv. Frank"Death Dereated; or thePsychlo Be- DeWitt Talmage’s alt-repeated attacks 

cret of How to Keep Toung.” By J. M. npdn Spiritualist'’ Sr 
Peebles, M- D., M. A.j Ph. D. Pried ti.|<p%e»10 cents.

. "Handy Electrical Dictionary.” A "Bpiritual Songs7 ftfr:-tliri tinn hr 
practical .handbook of reference, cot

"Social .Upbuilding, . Including Co-op
erative Systems and Urn-Happiness and 
Ennoblement of Humanity.” By E. D. 
BabbitfrLL. D„ M..D. - -This comprises 
the last part ot Human -Culture and 
Cure. Raper cover. 15 cents.

I. “Materialization.” ’:By Mine. & 
d-Esperanceóánd Rev.’- B. F< Austin.

' Excellent. -Price. 10 cents. '
1 “Success and How To Win ' It.” A 
lecture anti course of .'twenty-four suc- 

. cess lessons-by iDrl B.-E? Austin, B. A., 
D. :D. -The; titles, .of some of the lec- 
tures -are? asfoRows: Self Helps; Fi
nancial iSncocas; Ideals; Economy: 
Plann!ug<- Attraction;. Courtesy; Kind
ness and,Tact; Angel Help. Price-26 
fmtB, ; , J’ >

AN ASTONISHING OFFER
Send three two-cent stamps; lock of 

hair, age, name and the leading symp
tom, and your disease will bo diagnosed 
free by,spirit power.

Mrs. Or. Dobson-Barker,
230 North Sixth St.

Ban Jose, Cali

And It Will Help the Cause of Honest 
.Mediumship.

I want to pu( that grand book, 
“Mysteries of the Seance, or Tricks 
and' Traps of Bogus Mediums,” into 
the hands of every Spiritualist and in
vestigator in the land, and will make 
a specially low price by the quantity 
to all who will act as agents. It is in
valuable to all who abject to fakery 
and deceit, and will sell readily at all 
Spiritualist meetings, seances and 
camps. ■ Compiled 'by a life-long Splr-1 
ituallsts. Sample copy, 2 cents, which 
Will be Credited'on first order for'one 
dozen or more. Come, friends, help 

• us to; drive out fakery from our ranks, 
and at the same time help yourself. 
Address ED.-LUNT, Station A, Boston, 
Mass. .! I

Edge wood Camp, Wash.
Commences July 29, and ends Aug. 

19. For full particulars address Geo. 
E. Knowlden, • 955% Tacoma Ave., 
Tacoma, Wash.

Grand Ledge Camp, Mich.
The Grand Ledge Spiritualist Camp

meeting opens July 21, and closes Au
gust 21, with Mr. Oscar A. Edgerly aB 
preBiding chairman. For full par
ticulars address J. W, Ewing or W. R. 
Divine of Grand Ledge, Mich.

Unity Camp, Mass.
Opens on Sunday, June 4, and con

tinues every Sunday until the last of September.
Mantua Camp, Ohio.

This camp, located at Mantua Sta
tion, Ohio, will-open July 9, and con
tinue to August 27. For further par- 

. ticulars, address F. H. Sherwood, sec
retary, Mantua Station, Ohio.

Harmony Grove Camp.
Harmony Grove Camp-meeting As

sociation will hold its annual caàp, 
July 22 to Aug. ,6. This camp is located 
three and one-half miles from Escon
dido, Cal. For further particulars in 
regard to the camp, address T. J. Mc- 
Feron, secretary, 528 Fir street, San 
Diego, Cal. . ' .

Niantic Camp, Conn.
, The Connecticut Splrltualist-Camp- 
meetlng Association, at Niantic Camp 
Ground, Niantic, Conn.;. season ‘of 

.1906’ commences June 12 and con
tinues until September 11,- For full 
particulars address George Hatch, 
South Windham; Conn. .

THE BRIGHT POINTS IN MOTION.' 

As Illustrated by D. Edson Smith. !

. "The ¡Kingship pt Self-Control." By 
Wm. George Jordan. It treats of the 
crimes-of the tongue, the Red Tape du
ty, the. supreme charity of the. world,- 
the revelation of reserve power, etc. 
Price, 30 cents. . .'. . -

-The Inflaeuty of Ecclesiaaticlsm, 
A Menace; to American - .Civilization/’ 
By Prof.Wm. ^..Lockwood, lecturer 
upon physical, phyiologlcal and psy
chic science • Demonstrator of the Mo
lecular or Spiritual Hypothesis of Na
ture. Scholarly, masterly, trenchant' 
Price, 26 .cents. I

“Tae . Spiritual Significance, or, Death 
as ap Event In Life." By Lilian Whit
ing. One of Miss Whiting’s most sug- 

I gestlve, intensely Interesting,, spiritual 
i books. It is laden .with rich, thought
ful spirituality. Price 21.

Fray’er; its Uselessness and Unscien
tific Assumption; By Henry M. .Taber. 
Price'10 cents. . . .

"Rigat Living." By Susan H. Wlxon. 
The,author eliowsa wise practicality in 
her mStliod pt teaching the principle of 
ethics. - SheIllustrates her subject' 
wlthltuW- 'brief narratives and anec
dotes, -whi^h render the book more in
teresting ahd more easily comprehend
ed. Jt Is-especially adapted , for use In 
Childrpn’s! Lyceum. In the hands of 
motherft anij teahhqrs It may be made 
very' USaful,' Young and old will be

/The Ashley, Ohio, Camp,. ■
This .camp opens Aug. 6, and closes 

August 26. For 'further partlcu- 
. lars address Will. Randolph, secretary, 
Ashley, Ohio.

. Haslett Park, Mich.
. The .twenty-fourth annual assembly 

of Spiritualists at Haslett-.Rark, Mich.; 
commences Aug. 6, and continues to 
September "3...For"programs ’address 
E. F. Sp’ross, Okemos, or D. R, Jessop, 
'Williamston. ? '• , ......

Verona Park Camp. - - ; - 
The Verona: Park camp-meeting, 

Me., will open Aug. 12 and close Aug. 
26. Ji. F.-Smlth, president, Bangbr, 
Me.; F. W. Smith, secretary. Rock- ! 
land, Me. . : ।

Queen City Park Camp, Vt. ' '
Queen City Park Camp,-South Bur- : 

llngton, Vt., commencée July 29, and j 
ends Sept. 8-» E'er programs address 
A? F. Hubbard, president, Tyson; S.,N, 
Gould, xiçé-ptesWentj Randolph, or I

To the Editor:—I have been inter- i 
ested in the “Bright Points in Motion” 
discussion appearing in your valuable 
paper. H. P. Shove, M. D., gives his 
experience In the matter. He con- | 

I eludes'that this is a “purely optical I 
I phenomena” caused by a “microscop, i 
leal drop of moisture oozing out from 
the eyelid.” He also' says that “this 
nimble acrobat of the air is too deli
cate a creature to be seen by daylight; 
and requires by law, a background of 
darkness, and the darker the room, or., 
place he appears in, the brighter and 
more distinct his appearance.”

Now my expérience is entirely differs . 
ent. My eyesight has always been of 
the best never had any weak watery; | 
eyes, or eyelashes, and I cannot see 
these bright moving points with a j- 
dark background. The brighter the 
background the more^ distinct the i 
moving points. Looking out of a win-, । 
dow at a clear sky, or out of doors at 
a clear sky Is the most favorable con-, 
dition In my case. - ,

These bright moving objects, In my, 
, case, do not appear as points but. aa ' •. 
bright tiny .eels, a sixteenth of an incbi 
long, in rapid motion.

I, together with several friends, 
have been seeing these things, and dis- 
cussing them, for years. • We do. not 
offer any opinion as to what they aw;; 
but we- can always see them in day
light with a light background.—the 
lighter the better.

1 ... D. EDSON SMITH, ij .

“Science and the Future Life.”; Bn 
James H. Hyslop, is one of the mqa| 
valuable acquisition to the literatim^, - ' 
of Modern Spiritualism that has dpJ 
peared of late years. It is scientific inn 
Its method, profound in Its logic, ami 
above all sympathetic to the .. truths 
whatever it may be-and wherever is, 
may be found. Price, cloth, 31.60. IQ, . ¿L: 
cents postage extra.
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A MODERN SERMON.

Containing Practical Advice—Impress
ive, Sublime, Soul-Elevating, and 
Spiritualizing, by Newell Dwight 
Hillis, Faster of Plymouth Church, 
New York.
The other day the Dean of. Cornell 

University [as set forth in the New 
York Sunday World]-showed me his 
Bhrubs, flowers and trees. While 
walking through the garden my eyes 
chanced upon a unique sun-dial. 
Study the bronze plate, I deciphered 
these words: “Turn the shadow back 
ten degrees on the sumdial and take 
a fresh hold.” The Dean explained 
the motto by saying that he had heard 
the sentiment expressed in some ser
mon or oration. Thirty centuries ago 
a Hebrew patriot and ppet was ap
proaching old age. Grown weary, the 
tool was about to drop from his hand. 
But his country was suffering, and the 
poor needed him. In that hour he 
girded up his loins afresh and began 
anew. Addressing a group of dis
pirited followers, the old hero sud
denly exclaimed: “Turn the shadow on 
life’s dial back ten degregs, and begin 

‘ anew.” From that day bn, the words 
became the shadow of his life.

His-Days Pacekd "With Good Deeds.
* After a while his fame began . to 

spread. When he died, he was known 
as the man who packed all his days 
with good deeds and took the motto of 
his life from a sun-dial. Slowly his 

-story began to move out into other 
climes and continents! History tells 
us that a crusader, a young English 
soldier, carried the»fuchBia from Asia 
Minor to England, just as a Spanish 
missionary carried a vine from the 
hills of Valencia to Southern Califor
nia, and so filled the world with pur
ple clusters. And so the old Hebrew 
poet, who passed away thirty centuries 
ago, still lives, and walks up and 
down our earth.

In one of his last journeys he took 
ship to America, and made his way to 
Ithaca, for I found his footprints in 
Dean Bailey’s flower garden! And 
when I looked at a library of books 
nnd reports written by Prof. Bailey 
and the group of scholars about him, 1 
discovered the secret of the American 
scholar as it was graven on a bronze 
plate on which the sunbeams lay, 
pricking out these words for all who 
seek inspiration to fresh endeavor: 
"Turn the shadow buck ten degrees on 
the sun-dial and take a fresh hold.”

■ Discouraged People Should Begin 
Afresh.

To all'patriots and- teachers and 
lovers of their kind who have grown 
tired, who have sown widely and 
reaped fdvf shelves, there comes this 
word of hope from the great Hebrew, 
Who began life afresh, and at last suc
ceeded and made himself immortal. 

. . For those who bear the burden and 
. Wat of the dAY, life is often very hard. 

■ It is not an easy task to teach or write, 
or do reform work. Oft the harvest 

' Is' postponed. Often the victory for 
reform is delayed for years. Full oft 
the philanthropist labors and sees no 
fruit of his labor. "I have done my 

' $hare; let the young men come for- 
■ ward,” exclaims the political reform

er- "I have been at the head of this

PHENOMENA IN DENVER.

Occurring Under the Most Rigid Con- 
. ■ ditions.

OPEN DOORS.
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Conscious Psycldc Development, as 
Differing From Mediumship.

At the solicitation of a number of 
. visitors who recently attended seances 
held at the home of Mrs. Alice Gehr-, 
ing, this highly gifted medium agreed 
to hold a seance at any time or place 
selected by the committee.

The object and purpose of this plan 
being to offset remarks frequently 
made by skeptics/ which in substance 
were, "If Mrs. Gehring will agree to 
hold a seance outside of her own 
home, .where she will take no part in 
the preparations, allow a stranger to 
hold her hands during the seance, we 
ishall be willing to admit that any phe
nomena or manifestations occurring 
under these conditions are genuine.”

Accordingly the committee arranged 
to hold a seance in the spacious par
lors of the Mitchell House, 137 So, 
Dakota street, and they invited whom 
they pleased/ The circle was com
posed of nineteen persons, including 
the writer, only three of whom Mrs. 
Gehring had met before, the other six
teen being entire strangers and ac
knowledged skeptics.'

The circle was formed in the usual 
manner, with an ordinary parlor table 
in the center, on which lay the trum
pet and two small bells? Doors were 
locked and windows sealed in order to 
forestall the possibility of a confeder
ate entering or assisting from the out
side. As a further precaution against 
collusion, three different men were se
lected by the committee to take turns 
in holding Mrs. Gehring’s hands, while 
the others joined hands making a com
plete circle. Lights were turned down 
and two verses of a familiar hymn, 
"Shall We Gather at the River,” sung 
by the circle, when these manifesta
tions occurred:'

The bells were rung at Intervals, 
sometimes apparently near the cell
ing; again at the further side of the 
room, seemingly beyond the reach of 
the medium or any member of the cir
cle. Voices which at first were weak 
and indistinct, became loud and clear; 
communications came to me from two 
relatives of whom the medium could 
not have had any advance Information. 
The nature of these talks was such 
that they removed all doubt from my 
mind in regard to the identity of the 
spirits conversing with me. Others 
received messages which they quickly 
recognized as touching on matters 
concerning private and personal affairs 
unknown to any one exedpt the person 
addressed. One man was so surprised 
that he gave vent to the exclamation, 
"Well, that beats the Dutch.” Anoth
er said, “That’s exactly like Charley 
used to talk when he was on earth.”

In all, about forty communications 
were given; two of them, by the spirit 
of Dr. Edmonds, the medium’s guide, 
and the other by the spirit of the late 
Myron W. Reed of Denver, being de
cidedly interesting and instructive. 
The former gave a lucid description of 
the conditions which prevail In the 
spirit world, and answered many ques
tions relating to progression and 
the laws governing spirit return.. The 
latter delivered a concise, eloquent 
lecture, replete with characteristics

movement ten.years; it is time for 
some one else to take his turn," cries 
the patriot or teacher. "I have earned 
money enough,” says the merchant; 
“I am going to retire from business." 
But no man has ever done enough for 
his generation.

What! Refuse your voice and elo
quence to the poor and weak and 
leave the great cause of the people 
without an advocate? DEATH 
ALONE HAS A RIGHT TO SILENCE 
YOUR VOICE. What! Withdraw 
from the movement for reform or ed
ucation or philanthropy, and leave the 
host without a leader? It is ignoble 
to desert. It is for you to die pushing 
the flag forward Into the thick of the 
enemy and be carried off the field on 
vour shield. What! You, manufactur
er, or merchant, or financier, have 
made money, enough for yourself? 
Go on malting- mney for others, that 
you may be bread and raiment for the 
hungry and the naked. No matter 
how old you are, you are just at the 
beginning. There is time to write a 
n'ew chapter in your life. You are in 
sight of the goal; one more forward 
movement and victory is yours. 
“TURN THE SHADOW BACKONTHE 
DIAL AND TAKE A NEW HOLD."

A Motto for Young and Old Alike.
To all who have reached middle age, 

who recall youth and anticipate life’s 
decline, there is food and medicine in 
these words: “Turn the shadow back 
on the dial ten degrees and take a new 
hold.”

Strictly speaking, there is no old 
age. t Is the Mississippi River any old
er now than it was a million years 
ago? The Mississippi River is water. 
The dirt banks between which it flows 
show time, but the Mississippi River 
is certainly young, eternally fresh, 
eternally pure, fed by the rains of 
summer, the snows of winter, and the 
clouds of the ageless ocean.

THE SOUL IS A LIVING STREAM 
OF THOUGHT AND LOVE and plan 
that flows through the lips in speech. 
The right hand and the left hand are 
like the right bank and the left bank 
of the Mississippi River. The body 
shows the mark and scar of time, but 
not the soul. For the heart that 
thinks and loves and prays, there is 
neither youth, nor maturity, nor old 

I age. It is simply life that came from 
God. Out of the deep the soul came; 
Into the deep it goes, like the river. 
And for those who open their hearts 
to the Inrushing tides of the divine 
spirit there is no old age.

Achievements of the Aged.
, As for the memory, Cato, at sev

enty-five, learns a new language, the 
Greek.’ As for philosophy, Richter 
makes his greatest intellectual dis
coveries after seventy. As for reform, 
Gladstone achieves his greatest elo
quence, and makes his noblest pleas 
after three score years and ten. As 
for art, Michael Angelo never . fitfds 
himself until he comes to those years 
when the psalmist thought he ought 
to have been in the cemetery. As for 
poetry, in extreme old age the great 
German's spirit rises like a lark, floats 

.rlnto the sky, still pouring forth lyric 
■ melody. As for world achievements 
and civilization, Moses wrote his laws, 
social, political, domestic, after he was 
eighty years old.

God lives, the eternal sun, with 
¡whom a thousand years are as one 

• day. Man is a spark struck out of the 
genius of God. Thinking God’s 
thoughts, fulfilling God’s plans, living 

■ God’6 life, the years have no power 
.upon man, Instead of dropping the

of the man as we knew him when 
preaching to .crowded seats in the 
"BroadwayTemple," in Denver. Last, 
but not least, came “Viola,” the medi
um’s juvenile guide, in a clear, sweet 
falsetto voice, calling many of, those 
in the circle by name; also singiiig 
three verses of her favorite song, “The 
Passing Policeman.”

The seanee was the most remarka
ble of any that I have attended and 
has confirmed my belief in the truth 
of spirit return. Several others, more 
obstinate than myself, while not will
ing to confess to a belief in Spiritual
ism, admit that they are mystified and 
unable to account for the phenomena 
on other grounds than that of spirit 
return.

Mrs. Gehring is endorsdfi by and 
works under the auspices of the "Psy
chical Research Society,” which dur
ing the summer holds its meetings at 
her home. 1434 South 15th street. 
Over a year ago she submitted to one 
of the most rigid and crucial tests 
which the officers of the society could 
Impose upon a medium. The phenom
ena produced on this occasion was of 
a nature that the’ entire board ap
proved, and forthwith engaged her as 
missionary for the society.

To caviling skeptics, scoffing critics, 
and others who are still entangled in 
the webs of orthodox creeds, I would 
simply say, if you have become weary 
of listening to the platitudes of ortho
dox preachers gushing and spouting 
about the spirit ■ manifestations of 
2,000 years ago (which they claim do 
not occur to-day), come and see for 
yourself.

WILLIAM J. ALBORN.
Denver, Colo.^

This age is magnificent. In its un- , 
folding of life-possibilities, it tran
scends all traditions of fairy Imagery.

The spirit of discovery Is '.seeking 
the heights and breadths, and depths, 
and behold the light is. poured out in 
floods of golden promise.

As fast as man’s vision is enlarged, 
as fast as his intellect is awakened, as 
fast as his love-naturp expands,'there 
are made ready for him great truths 
that wait. And as these forces are 
found and proven, as their adaptations 
to man’s neqds and uses are demon
strated, they are rightly .placed/ and : 
fitted to their special functions.

Very busy are we now, in asking 
and receiving, in peeking and finding. 
We are knocking, and doors are 
opened to us, and life is grand and 
beautiful because of these privileges.

We face the fact of our dual nature. 
We know that wé belong to two 
Worlds-—two worlds that merge In 
one, as our concept grows large 
enough to use them both.

The knowledge of communion be
tween these worlds has lifted, life’s 
darkest curtain. Jn a tumult of joy 
we rush to the open door, and seek 
comfort for broken hearts. We are 
rash, and care not how it comes, If 
only our grief may find relief, We are 
hungry for the message from the un- 
seen'slde; and our appetites grow by 
what they feed upon. x

Truth and fiction mix, and doubts 
arise and permeate the pweet solace 
that we sought.

It is then that we bid our emotions 
stay their haste until we may sort and 
separate the true from the false.

Little by little wé trace our way 
through phenomena, theory and fact.

We have reveled in that discovered 
road which'does not stop at death. 
We have pictured It as a i>ath-of flow
ers and full of fragrande, till shadows 
come and wrap us In the misty vapors 
of a drifting fog, We awake and find 
that rugged facts confront.

Over this road that bridges the two 
worlds multitudes may pass. We 
stop and consider. We look around. 
Wb see vast legions leave the earth; 
some are good, and some are bad, and 
all may make use of the same condi
tions in their desire to re-visit the 
scenes of earth. Granted. Danger 
threatens.

A sensitive on the earth-side, pass
ive placid, unresisting, may become 
the prey of those unscrupulous and ill- 
disposed In the ipyislble realm, whose 
will it is to usepprae instrument of 
communication.

The sacrifice pt individuality fol
lows, and the sensitive lâ~ tossed „to 
and fro in pitiful bondage.

All honor to those who have dedi
cated their lives to .the establishment 
of this grand truth!

In unselfish devotion they have 
given themselves so that others may be 
lifted from the vale of sorrow.

-Sacrifice is sacred, and to none may 
be denied ito real reward. Bui in this 
search for the soul’s higher privilege, 
there should bo protection for ttye .per
sonality, that its own integrity may be 
maintained. Tc this end? we must 
study our own pâture. We must di
rect the m,nd inward instead of out- 
ward, to an analysis of itself ¿nd its re
lations with the "higher self," and as 
much as may be, with that "centered 
source, from which our higher self" 
proceeds.'

In making this excursion ihto the 
"undiscovered country” of our own be
ing, at some stage of our journey the 
“intellect,” which has thus far been 
our guide, will be superseded by intu
ition, a force advanced beyond the 
more limited code of reason.

-Having reached this point with 
physical consciousness fully preserved, 
we enter the region of spiritual per
ception, whose atmosphere nourishes 
with a power hitherto unapprehended 
on the lesser planes of earth-expres
sion.

By a perfectly natural process, we 
attain the realm of finer vibrations.
New activities pulse about us.

HOME.

Good-bye, proud world! I’m going 
home!

Thou art not my friend, apd I’m not 
thine,

Long through thy weary crowds I 
roam;

A river-ark on the ocean brine;
Long I’ve been .tossed like the driven 

foam;
But now, proud world! I’m going 

home.
Good-bye to Flattery’s fawning face";
To Grandeur with his wise grimace;
To upstart Wealth’s averted eye;
To supple Office, tow and high;
To crowded halls, to court and street;
To frozen hearts and hasting feet;
To those who "go and those who 

come—
Good-bye, proud world! I’m going 

’’■home. —Emerson.

tool, take a new grip. Instead of con
fessing defeat and withdrawing from 
the scene, plan a new advance. Have 
you discharged your clerks, preparato
ry to closing up the business, tear up 
the bond and make a new contract: 
BEGIN LIFE AFRESH AT SEVEN
TY. Gird up your loins anew for a 
last dash toward'the goal. Open' a 
new furrow and sow one more harvest. 
Dig one more spring, build one more 
booth, BIND ONE MORE BROKEN 
HEART, and then—do it all over 
again! No matter where'you are in 
life’s race, "TURN < THE SHADOW 
BACK TEN DEGREES ON THE DIAL 
AND TAKE A FRESH HOLD.”

. Frugality is founded on the princh 
pie 'that all riches have limits.— 
Burke/" ' , '

When the state is most corrupt, 
then the laws are most multiplied.-^, 
Tacitus. '

liliiKiiiiiÉllw

They Come Unsolicited-, and Under Various Condi- 
ditiohs Just as-Easily, so; Far as Can'be Ascertained 
by Mortals,.as by Request and in theSeance Room, 
and Deliver Their Messages of Love and Uplift-. 

. ment in: the Peaceful Sanctuary of the Home, arid
Out Upon thd Star-lit Highways of Life. '

Important RMions Thereon ho Froî. ß. F. 
Underwood, ot Qnlnto, II.

Chained Downey. GH<£ al “Friends" 
'and Relatives.

I shall in this letter try- to redeem 
my promipe In number twelve, and 
give the circumstances under . which 
that most convincing proof that spirits 
are chai.nejl 'dowh to earth, and suffer 
much pain In consequence et the self
ish and long-continued grief of those 
whom they, had loved bn earth—a 
most important lesson for all to learn, 
one which, teaches-, us to cqntrol pur
selves, to look forward hopefully, and 
thus spare’,those we Ipved much .suf
fering and disappointment.

It was .many years kni» ! resigned 
my position under a great’and wealthy 
manufacturing company, where I held 
a very responsible posjildn. I kept 
the time of upwards of 800 men, held 
the keys of the facto y, placed the 
night watchman at hi i post. every 
night, an(L received' his report kevqry 
morning, bpsides other duties. The
city where the factory^ ______  
was only sopie 40 or t0; tulles from 
Sturgis, so I coyld''run:höme-on.the 
cars on Saturday evening and return 
on Sunday night. T

was situated

which was to give me the opportunity 
to see, and thus be able to perfectly 
describe her. She came up on the left 
side as Humpherys had, and stood be
fore me, thus giving me an opportu
nity to describe her front as well as 
back; • then she approached nearer and 
reached out her hand. I placed my 
hand in it, and she put her left hand 
on my right, and I placed my left 
hand on hers. She essayed to kneel 
down before me. “Oh! no," I said, 
“you mustnot even In gratitude, kneel 
to me.” But she would, and as she 
knelt before me to express her great 
sense of the good I had done- her by 
setting her free, bo also I knelt to ex
press my respect and esteem for her. 
Then the magnetism of thankfulness 
which poured into me through every 
pore of my body Is beyond expression 
by any language of any country. It 
was overwhelming, indescribable.

Oh! how much she must have suf
fered to awaken such a result; and 
how small and undeserving of such
great gratitude I felt myself.

As once before, I must.crave the in
dulgence of the reader. . T would be 
doing a marked injustice to the pro
prietor of this paper, if I were to give 
the name of the firm, tell what they 
manufactured or the' name of the 
city where the works wdré situated, or 
I would thus be giving a valuable, ad
vertisement to a very, wealthy com
pany for nothing. If those.; gentle
men desire to make an annfftuÿ.cement 
of their business in Tlie ProgressIve 
Thinker, let them Hàiïd ln“their ad
vertisement themselves, and pay for 
it. That’s business! ' But' all other 
names and circumstt&ces 'relating to 
this exceedingly interesting matter 1 
shall give correctly.

Let me again remind the reader 
that I never considered myself a "me
dium” in tho ordinary sense of the 
term. . These strangS'things occurred 
always whqa we (Mrs! H. and I) were 
not thinktog^of toem/'and the mind in 
E state of Abstraction,—"sprung, upbn 
us,"’.as it wdi’e. P&qplb ’frequently 
said to*fnejj, ; . ' ;
t "Why don’t: you t iiAng ¿out ■'ybu'r 
shingle?" But how^ujd ,1 when. I 
could place no relianëç/^pop,.y>’hnt thé 
future might'bring forth- T'hàvè ïree- 
ly regelveq. -.apd r ffleély /give; and 
have perfect.faith in the care and Mis- 
dom ot theicentering ’Power and His 
agents, whoseimyste’ribiiBj,, unfathom
able ihflùénces-In thé pidereurrent of 
my life I have,been Idn'giïâmtliar with.

The name of the engineer of the 
factory in which I was Employed was 
Humphreys, but we al] pronounced

But it
taught me something of the magni
tude of the evil which grief inflicts 
upon good souls who are thus pre
vented from advancing to that sphere 
and community to which they right
fully belong.

But was all this real?
Yes, far more real than what we

Father Brennan, at the St. Rose of 
Mma (Roman Catholic) church yes
terday,morning, preached on the need 
of sacrifice and the benefits of suffer
ing.

He dclared that the ideas of God 
and sacrifice are universal, existing 
among savages as well as among civil
ized men, and must have been im
planted in the nature of man, that 
through sacrifice the world has grown 
from low to higher conditions, that 
through suffering, through conditions 
which cause discomfort and dissatis
faction and which call forth protest 
and demands for reform, civilization 
is advancing. Suffering, that of the 
child, in learning the first lessons of 
life and that of man in the sad and 
sorrowful experiences common to all, 
is necessary to mental, moral and 
spiritual development.

No one can dispute the main con
tention of Father Brennan as to the 
part suffering has played in human 
progress. Some writer, Winwood Reid 
we believe, speaks of suffering as the 
artist’s chisel by which humanity has 
been wrought into shape and beauty. 
Without suffering, human sympathy 
and all the good which' results from 
human effort to help the distressed 
and the unfortunate, would be im-

Un- 
us.paralleled strength inspires 

Struggles cease. We rest in the 
midst of tremendous energies. We ab-
sorb. We radiate. We are life.

The tide of privilege flows in, and 
brings with it the truth we seek, the 
comfort that heals, tho meeting '.and 
the greeting, with dear ones fjrom 
whom, for a time, we have parted com
pany.

But, is this possible whilst dwelling 
yet in the physical body, and its en
vironments!

Yes, possible for all who earnestly 
and patiently follow the path of con
scious self-attainment.

\ ELLA DARE.
Austin P‘a., Chicago, Ill.

HE SAW SPIRITS.

But Finally Drifted Into the Church, 
and Then Back to Spiritualism.

At the age of eleven years I began, 
to see spirits. I was afraid, but soon 
became familiar with them, and ever 
since I have talked and walked with 
those from the world beyond; but I 
was not satisfied. I got into another 
kind of trouble by "getting religion,” 
and preaching it. I can truly-say I 
did not have one hour of, Joy, one 
hour of peace. If I had done anything 
wrong I had. to get on my knees and 
ask God’s forgiveness through Jesus 
Christ; if I did not do this, 1 would 
go to hell.

I soon got tired of that kind of re-' 
liglon.

Why? , ;
I did as'Will J. Erwood says he did. 

I studied books of the higher Science. 
I did toy own thinking, and thus-was 
brought back on firm footing "With the 
glorious truth of Spiritualism, and- 

. then I found my joy and peace.
'<• My very soul seems, to cry out, 0 
may the truth spread I,

My books are-my greatest friends, 
although I -do not have many.- :

Spiritualists do your own thinking! 
Build up your own library, and in that 
way obtain the knowledge that you 
otherwise . could/ not obtain. Many 
Spiritualists havc . wonderful psychic 
powers, but do not use them. Others 
could have them if they would only 
develop them. What are they , for, if 
not touse? ■ ■■ - ......... -

PROF. ROBERT CROOKSTON. , 
Brandon, Wis.

It is easy in adversity to despise 
dcqtli; bht 'he has real fortitude who 
dares to live and .be wretched.—Mar
tial. •

In persons grafted in a serious trust 
negligence is a crlme.-rShakajlsare.

possible, and without these 
would humanity be worth?

Some have attempted from

what

facts

see with our eyes or 
hands.

When the palpable 
was impressed upon 
faded away, and tn

feel with our

sense of duty 
me she slowly

,. .. detailing these
circumstances, I am simply doing my 
duty; so palpable does 'this appear to
me now as I write, it almost seems 
like a voice frpm heaven.

It was long before breakfast that 
Sunday morning when I entered Mrs.
Gray’s parlor. She came into the
room. .

"Mrs. Gray,” said I, "do you know 
Mr. Humphreys, the engineer?"

“Yes,” she replied. "His wife died 
in this house, and for days before her 
death she used to walk up and down 
(his room.” -
- "You surprise me,” said.I. .

She inquired, "why?” .
.‘‘Perhaps you will,./ be . astonished 

when I inform y<?n (hat I-saw her this
morning.,” . . .

•Mrs. Gray stared at ■ me, and in, 
quired: -
i “Now, what did she look like?”

“She was tall; her manner was 
calm, a self-sustained person. She 
wore a morning wrapper of a shawl 
pattern add a blue sash around her

that word "Um-free,” and as near as 
he or I could calculate, the funeral of 
his wife occurred on the very day I 
arrived in the city and commenced my 
duties. I was alone, took my meals at 
the private house of a dice lady, Mrs. 
Gray, and slept in a rented) room 
which I had furnished ior my own 
use. " , u. ;

The superintendent of the factory 
was' a Genian gentleman named 
Adam Barnhardt. Thp; reader will 
soon see how those nanles -are. con
nected wjth the facts, Wfifch convinced 
me that Infinite Mercy desired to save 
departed people from rsuSerhtg in
flicted upon ..them unwittingly by 
those whom they had toved on earth. 
And I earnestly hope' and • pray- that 
those who read these line's will-feel it 
to be their duty to aid |>y tongue and 
pen in this good and charitable work.

Oh! brothers, sisters,’frlends/let us 
labor to remove the daik ctoud of ig
norance on this: subject from the 
world. I

When I cqmenced to serve this com
pany I had a reom inilt which was 
next to the engine room, and the en
gineer used frequently io call Tn for 
five minutes, and converse with me 
when his., engine fires:, boiler ai>d ma
chinery were all right On’such occa
sions I perceived that'-the poor young- 
man’s heart was almost; breaking tor 
the loss of his young;-^jfe. On such 
occasions I Used to) speak earnestly 
and hopefully to him,c !

"Ah! Humpheys,” J $aid, "she has 
not gone far away frdps; you. Your 
excessive grief is doing'/-her. an in
jury. You'are causing jherto suffer. 
You are binding her down’to a,suffer
ing world. Why cah’Lyou set" her 

-free by looking forward* in hope, for 
as sure as. there is a'iGi^d in ’heaven, 
you and she will meet again."

The young couple werb.’Methodists, 
and I hoped .such an appeal would be 
successful; and-lt was. ’’He wished to 
erect- a marble , monSnlent' on her 
grave, and at-his revest Tiwrote an 
inscription,.p’artlyTn/yersei ifbr.him to 
have cut into the stoiie. ’ ’

One Sundity-mdrning ah ¿‘lay in ; my 
bed, quite alone, I sewhedrfb! find my
self sitting at the heW«lf a'36'ng table, 
the entrance door'bfithe nWm. on my 
right.. HumphYey shSih’ed rslttlng just 
near it. There was dt-lbbkih'g-glass on 
the wall opposite me at J.lie’fchd of the 
long room. Now a'Wlcei'jiuch as I 
never heard before l1br\. ¿mce that 
morning, and which feundeii like "dis
tant thunder, called WUo11 ’Humphrey. 
He came and stood'’’'befbie me. I 
knew my duty; it was to'V^inove the 
dark film growing oveHhitT right eye. 
He shrank back when T arok^to do my 
work., Then that gYbat Wee spoke 
again and he obeyed ^wbo could; dis
obey that voice). Theff with my fin
ger and’thumb I took off the. - dark 
cloud which obsqured - his vision. I 
threw, it on the ground!and-put my 
foot upon it. All! that (was his spir
itual eye; the dark obstruction was his 
ignorance and bigotry/ And with the 
finger and thumb ¿Which jRoW/hold the 
pen,T plucked-the film amA*r. • He re
turned to his-seat -the door. 
Soon that door/ opened' bt TtBj5wn ac
cord and a'•ybfing'W'omh-entered. •I 
knew her afdnce ttb so.uis'5ih&w each 
other. I elapsed my. hdhds' togetbcr 
in an ecstiisy and’ekclafmed.-'^h'. sis-

waist, and there was a peculiarity 
about her, her hair which hung down 
almost to her waist, was curly on the 
edge, about, two inches all around, 
while the rest of her hair was straight 
and lay fiat to her head."

Mrs. Gray remarked: "That was the
very dress she wore when she walned 
this room. You describe her perfect
ly.”

But I went on with my description.
"Oh!” said Mrs. Gray, 

not say another word. F 
saw her, and I know she 
you came to this town.”

Next morning when

“you need 
know you 
died before

Humphreys 
came into my room in the factory, I 
said:

“Humphreys, I should like to know 
what your opinion of my character is.”

"Oh! I think you are honest.”
- "Now, I am going to put you to the 
test, and I fear you won’t stand the 
ordeal.”

“Well, try me and you’ll see."
"I am afraid your Methodist mind 

won’t believe me when I tell you that 
I saw your wife yesterday morning.’” 
Then his eyes glared and he put the

like these to construct a philosophical 
and scientific argument for the old 
orthodox doctrine of the atonement. 
The argument Is fallacious. In this 
world, as men have become enlight
ened, they have discarded the idea or 
making those who are innocent suffer 
as a means of exempting those who 
are guilty from deserved punishment. 
Pain endured by a substitute does 
not make the guilt of an offender of 
less magnitude. By a mother's suf
ferings her child may be benefited, but 
the infliction of pain upon a mother 
for the sins of her offspring' has no 
moral justification, and the practice 
of making the good suffer for the bad 
would be subversive of justice and de
structive of even the rudimentary con
ditions of civilized society.

All men have been benefited by the 
sufferlngS|0f others, the benefit being 
a natural consequence. No man 
should suffer for other’s sins, in the 
çense of taking their places to pay the 
penalty of an offense, and no one who 
is guilty,of a crimp, can be cleared of 
the guilt "by the punishment of an
other.

■ .Tbefihly rational objects of human 
punishment are the prévention of 
wrong ddlng, as far as possible, and 
the reformation of the offender and 
neither of these objects would be pro
moted by punishment of those who 
obey the law as a means of saving its 
violators from the legal consequences 
of their unlawful acts. Neither in 
Nature’s methods, the expression of 
divine power, nor in human enact
ments and methods of punishment, 
can be found any analogy to, or sup
port of, the theory of propltiary sacri
fice as it used to be" taught and as It is 
still adhered to by some theologians.

Father Brennan did not have any
thing to say Jin this point, which was 
suggested to us only by arguments 
which we had beard by others dealing 
with the subject.

The position In Father Brennan’s 
sermon which we are the most in
clined to criticise is the metaphysical 
assumption that the ideas of God and 
sacrifice are “implanted” in man by 
God. This statement has no direct 
moral [importance, but it has, like all 
philosophical conclusions, an indirect 
bearing on those conceptions which 
are related to practical life. It is

not consistent with evolutionary, 
thought that any ideas were ever “im-* 
planted" in the mind. All ideas are 
derived from experience. The theory, 
of "incarnate ideas" is as obsolete as 
is the Ptolemaic theory of astronomy. 
It was given up even in Kant’s time 
and that great philosopher tried to 
form a bridge from the experiential 
philosophy to the intuitional or tran
scendental theory by assuming a pri
ori "forms” of understanding which, 
experience being given, necessitate 
sucli ideas as had been claimed were 
Innate. The philosophy of evolution 
shows these “forms” of the mind to be 
predisposition, aptitude, intuition, ac
quired by the race through experience, 
but a priori to every individual mem
ber of the race.

"And all experience past became, 
Consolidate in mind and frame.”
Early man, .impressed by the phe

nomena of nature, imagined beings, 
like himself but greater, who caused 
the activities. Possessing feeling, 
thought and will, he posited these 
qualities in the cause or causes of phe
nomena which were beyond his control 
and to which he realized he was a de
pendent subject. As Schiller says, 
“Man painted himself in his gods." 
Kant argued that it was the designing 
mind of man that brought design into 
the external world—design which im
plies planning, contriving, using 
means to accomplish ends, and conse
quently finite power and intelligence.

There are low tribes, like a tribe of 
Bechanims in Africa, described by Liv
ingstone, and the Arafurus, off the 
coast of Guinea, who have not reached 
that stage of intelligence and reflec
tion necessary to belief in a god or 
gods. But such belief is almost uni
versal because except where the mind 
is undeveloped and feeble, the external 
world, with all its variety of form and 
motion, gives rise to such belief. Tho 
idea of God is a compound conception 
formed by imagining a being as the 
caUse and ruler of all things, possess
ing, in a magnified degree, the men
tal and moral qualities which man is 
conscious of in himself. There is 
nothing Innate in this idea which is 
gained as naturally as any other of our 
ideas.

At. a period of more advanced re
flective thought the process of divest
ing the ruling power of the anthropo
morphic qualities with which it has 
bee(n Invested, begins and results in 
pantheism, agnosticism, etc.

So the idea of sacrifice came by ex
perience. The savage demanded the 
life of his enemy. Among savages in 
war the captives hre slain. Chiefs 
sometimes will spare a- tribe against 
which successful war has been waged 
on condition that the tribe will put to 
death a certain number of its mem
bers. In like manner men came to 
believe they could appease God by of
fering sacrifices to him of human be
ings and later of birds and beasts. 
This idea of sacrifice early became 
prominent in religious riles for early 
man was subject to fear and sought 
to placate his enemies. The idea of 
sacrifice had a perfectly human and 
natural genesis and growth.

Religion, like everything else, to be 
understood in its development, must 
be Studied in the light ot evolution. 
Then we will be able to distinguish 
between the essential and the unessen
tial, between the permanent and the 
transient, between the general and the 

. special in religion and see that it must 
grow better and higher as man's con- 

. ception of God and duty become more 
enlightened. ' B. F. UNDERWOOD.

i Quincy, Ill.

usual 
like?”

question, “What did she look

THE WHOLE PSYCHIC
WORLD IS AWAKENING.

I repeated what I had said to my 
landlady, Mrs. Gray, and a great deal 
more beside, and he several times ex
claimed:

“Oh! you needn’t say another word. 
Ypu know her better than»I do,” (par
ticularly when I described her charac
ter and wbat she would do under cer
tain circumstances), and I added:

"Now, Humphreys, I’ll bet you five 
dollars you never heard her laugh. 
The utmost you ever noticed was a 
quiet smile, for she was not nervous 
or volatile, but calm and self-con
tained.”

Humphreys ran up to the superin
tendent. "Oh! Adam, Adam,” he 
cried, “Harding saw my wife.”

1 “Oh! stuff and nonsense; I don’t be
lieve in spirits.”

"Well, I don’t care what you call it; 
I know Harding saw my wife and that 
;he knows-her; both her person and 
character, better than I do.”

My excuse for writing this' longer' 
letter than usual may be found in my 
sense of the immense importance of 
the subject, and the great necessity 
Which exists for opening the eyes of 
this grief-stricken world to the need 
of self-control. Oh! readers and 
friends take off the dark film of self- 
love from the spiritual eyes of those 
you meet, and try- tb induce them to 
break the chain which binds down de
parted souls to an earth life of sor
row, when they might be free and 
happy; Surely there are - few "sins” 
which need "saviors" more than this.

. TROS HARDING.
Sturgis, Mich. /

(To be continued.)

ter, dear Bister.” ; She walked down 
and stood before'tbe -Idoki«^ 'glass'- as 
though to arrange hdr hair before 
presenting herself-to3» J>ut
I few there ‘w moUye

AN IMPORTANT WORK.

The N. 8. A. Ritual 
Services.

The N. S. A. Ritual

for Spiritual

for Spiritual
Services; well • printed and neatly 
bound in Leatherette, Is now In print 
:and for sald at the N. B. A. office, 600 
Pennsylvania avenue S. E., Washing
ton, D. G. Twenty cents per copy, 
postpaid; two dollars per dozen. Ad-
dress MARY T. LONGLEY, 

. ’ Secretary.
How- much" easier do we find ■ it to 

•The dependence of liberty. shall bo 
lovers; the continuance . Of : equality 
shall be comrades.—Walt Whitman.

There4 can be no civility without: a 
moraUty.—a^rgba. .

Ä

Thc Border-Land of the Spirit World 
Is Comprehensively Considered by 
the Editor of the Milwaukee Citizen 
_There Is nn Awakening Along All 
Psychic Lines.
We have seen that come to pass in 

the physical world—as, for instance, 
the instantaneous communication of 
news over a distance of thousands of 
miles by wireless telegraphy—which 
the scientists of the last century would 
have scoffed at as Impossible.

There is, too, the world of spirit, 
with a variety of unexplored problems 
and wonderful manifestations, which 
have been observed and classified, but 
which have not yet been approached 
for investigation In a serious and stu
dious manner; they have been waived 
aside as ghost stories, superstitions, 
mere coincidences, "things not of the 
domain of sclenee,” "occultism, etc.

The influence of the new psychol
ogy is, perhaps, seen in the gradual 
arrival of a new Trttitude among men 
of science as towards these phenom
ena of the spirit world. Our genera
tion Is counting certain psychic mani
festations worthy of study, that the 
nineteenth century passed over as the 
"stuff that dreams are made of.

"Dreams” themselves, are no longer 
contemned. As manifestations of the. 
subconscious mind, they are material 
for interesting experiment. The 
dream-Jore of a thousand years may 
have-strange lessons. For ages the 
world’ has beard of premonitions thus 
conveyed. Elutarch tells how Cal- 
purnia, wife of Caesar, having been 
warned by a dream, sought to detain 
him from going to the senate that fa
tal morning when the -dagger of Bru
tus ended his career. .This is but a 
classic instance at the head of a count
less ghost-like procession of similar 
premonitions through the. generations. 
The literature of the world, and tire 
experience of men and women of the 
day are crowded with instances of 
such premonitions, from dreamland. 
Are these to be waived aside; or to be 
studied for further insight and deeper

says that Frederick must be dead. 
The following day he hears of Freder
ick’s death, and it occurred just at the 
moment of the vision. * * * A soldier 
•in the guardroom has an uncontroll
able impulse to visit his family. He 
obeys the impulse, and finds his little 
daughter dangerously ill. His visit 
has a wholesome effeet, and he re
turns when her safety is assured. ’ * * 
Sailors’ wives often experienee de
pression at the moment when their 
husbands, far away, are exposed to 
dangers of the sea. ’ ’ * Instances are 
frequent of friendships so sympathetic 
that when-Gaston is suffering agony a 
hundred miles away, Alhpose has a 
shock.

Thousands of such telepathic cases 
are recorded. Are they to be waived 
aside as mere coincidence—or. to be 
studied as a species of wireless tele
graphy—widely separated minds being 
delicately adjusted dynamos, and the 
psychic current being carried on the 
wave of sympathetic attraction?

Tennyson asks:
"Star to star vibrates light; may soul 

to soul
Strike thro’some finer element of her 

own?”
Then, there are the phenomena of 

hypnotism and mesmerism, which the 
modern world is not too proud to 
study—and with such wonderful re
sults. Discarding a mass of fraudu
lent Imposition, there is found to be 
something of the elementary genuine
ness In Spiritualism and mediumism. 
The doctors are recognizing more or 
less what of value there may be in 
faith cures and the Influenws for good

discoVery? - .
There are the . phenomena which 

have been classified under the betid of 
telepathy—the communication of 
thought)and emotions by one. mind to 
another "mind at a .distance without the 
aid of the ordinary sense. Thus, nt 
8:30 p; m., on'Saturday evening, Nich
olas, (While reading, has a vision of his 
friend Frederick, whom he knows to 
be jS,’ ,H® tells .his wife of it, and.'

of mental suggestion., Bo we are bav-1 
ing a new study of "mental tberapeu-' 
tics.” I

Now, in all these matters, we are 
only upon the border-land of the spir
it world. We are not as far along as 
Galvani was In the science of electric
ity when he saw . the twitching of the 
frog’s legs, which had been hung upon 
some copper hooks. Yet what a leap 
Into a abroad sea of knowledge, and 
what wonderful practical applications 
of electricity the world has seen since 
Galvani, died a hundred years ago! 

. It may be. thus .with the study of 
these manifestations of the spirit-land, 
Unfaith' may thus beget faith in many, 
minds. At any rate, the old-time, in
credulity of science Is waning. The 
new generation of thinking men is 
willing to admit:. ’
"There are more things in heaven and 

earth ■ • ■
Than are dreamt of In your philoso

phy, Horatio.”
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about the highest and
must be remembered that

so.

kisses and the joy.
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I know that you all, or the

welfare of all concerned.

powers are ordering this to bring 
' best results/

Letters From the Spirit World.
Written Through the Mediumship of 
n> : . : Ás.

letter From the Spirit of Abby A. my soul expanded; how it delighted 
' - - me to hear of New England, and every-Judson.

. There are those in the material life 
who, I think, would like to hear from 
me once more. Yes, I have heard 
them say, “Abby, -why don’t you write 
to us oftener?” To these dear friendp, 
I will say, that nothing would please 
me better; but I cannot write to those 
within the material without a material 
instrument, and ' I am constantly 
watching for an opportunity, but ma
terial cares weigh so heavily upon the 
mediums whom I can get to write for 
me, that they cannot well spare , the 
time. Really, it is well nigh impossible 
to hold them long enough to write a 
decent communication; but we catch 
and hold them when we can. \ 
' • Now, nothing ’ would please me 
more than to write a good, long letter 
to The- Progressive Thinker every 
week; but.where am; I t? had a me" 
dium who will give me her time 'to 
do this? And echo answers, “Where,; 
oh, where?”

Now, I hear some one ask, “Have 
you forgotten your old love, The Ban
ner of Light?” No; oh, no. Never 
shall I forget my old loves, any of 
them. No, not even the smallest; and 
I can never forget the dear old Banner 
of Light. But, dear friends, let me 
Whisper a word in your ears. The old; 
must go, and the new .steps in to take 
the place of the old, and oftener than 
otherwise fills the position more 
worthily. I think Miss Lilian .Whit
ing fills my position with the dear nld 
Banner, even better than I was -able 
to do. Yet my heart was in the 
work, or my soul, which expresses it 
better, for I tried to put my ¡wh^le 
Bdul into it.

Well, all material-things come to an 
end, or a change rather, and my let
ters to the Banner ended with my ma-, 
terinl existence; but, as one thing 
ends, or draws to a close, another- 
commences; and now I find myself 
writing, from the Spiritual sphere, for 
the dear young giant, The Progressive 
ihitiker. I do not abandon my old 
Jove from choice, but because higher

little detail concerning it; about its 
cities and villages; its towns and 
farms and country homes; about its 
trees, its flowers, its shrubbery; its 
lakes and rivers, and all about the 
•people,’ and the little children who 
lived there; and what they did, and 
what they said; and how my ' soul 
thrilled when they told me about the 
schools, and what was taught in them. 
AU this. was so -very different from 
Burmah; and I thought I should like 
all these things so much better.

Then my dear father and mother 
would tell me that, perhaps, if I were 
a very good girl and minded my les
sons well., and accomplished all my 
little tasks to the best of my abiility, 
neglecting nothing -that I should do, 
perhaps, some day, I should go' to’ 
New England; but, I must lay the 
foundation of all that .1 was io be in 
America, here in Burmah first.
. Now all this I then tried to do to 
the extent of my small ability; but I 
had heard it intimated that if I went 
to New England, I must be separated 
from my parents, and, perhaps, not 
see them again for a long time. Now 
here was sorrow and separation, 
mingled with joy and aspiration; the 
sweet and the bitter waters must min
gle together. If my parents remained 
with me, their higher usefulness 
would be cut off; and, if I remained 
■with them, in Burmah, I would not 
be lifted for my own higher useful
ness in life. Now, dear friends, I have 
entered- lnto all this life, my own per
sonal experience, to Show up the spir
itual life, ¡and teach earthly lessons 
therefrom.

The most of you think that the loss 
of near and dear friends, by the event 
called death is a terrible sorrow; 
but if you kept your loved ones for
ever with you, all higher usefulness 
would be almost ata standstill. Now 
the event called death, in one sense, 
separates the parent trom the child

The medium, through whom I am 
writing, does not write for the Ban-, 
ner particularly, but for the growing, 
young giant; and, heaven only knows 
iiow much larger this prodigious giant 
is'to be. But I hope The ‘Progressive 
Thinker will yet cover the whole face 
cf the earth; and it blds fair to do

and the child from the parent. The 
parent cries out in agony when the 
child is taken to that higher world, 
and the child mourns for the parent 
when the .parent must go; but, it 

all these
things are tor ’the highest and best

although
they may not perceive it at the time, 
their eyes being blinded by grief at 
the separation. I remember well, 
how I clung to my parents and cried, 
when, at last, they took me to New

most of those who feel interested in 
me personally, would like to know 
what I am still doing here. Well, I. 
nm just us busy as I can be, for all 
kinds -of work, that I am capable of 
doing, calls me in all directions, and I 
can only accomplish as fast aB I am 
able^-or to the extent of the devel
oped powers within me. First Of all, I 
must look after my’school here, which 
lies very near my heart—my soul 
rather—and see that I have good and 
competent teachers; for it is .of the 
utmost Importance that these little, 
tender', budding souls should be 
trained properly;- that just as little' 
error as possible Should be allowed "to 
creep into tbeir minds; that they 
should reach the heights of truth, 
wisdom, and love, as soon as their 
powers are developed enough to do so.

My school has increased greatly, 
since I was able to write to you last.

.'New scholars and new buildings 
have been added. My own particular 
dwelling remains somewhat as it was 
when Mr. Petersilea described it to 
you, but my work has been branch
ing out more extensively, both for 
earth and heaven, for heaven means 
everything pertaining to the spiritual 
realms, and we must work for the en
lightenment of humanity here as well 
as for the earthly plane. '

"You ought to see the poor, miser-1 
able beings I have taken in, cared for 
and enlightened to the best of my 
ability; and sometime I mean to give 
you the history of some of them.

Now I loved to do this work when 
I was with you on the earthly plane. 
I love to do so still, and I love to write 
just as I used to do, and I love all 
things that I ever loved just as well 
and far better. I am not changed, 
dears, only for the better, I hope, with 
Increased power to accomplish that 
which I wish to do. I have visited a 
great many new people since I wrote 
you last, both on earth and here. I 
have visited some grand spiritual be
ings here, and they have visited at my 
house. I have learned much from 
them. I have visited many grand

England and left me there; but they 
told me it was for my best good, and 
they would write to me often. This 
promise Comforted me greatly.

Now, dear friends, we, here in the 
spirit world, are striving with all our 
might to bring the two worlds to
gether, so.that reliable communication 
can be established between them; so 
the parent can send written communi
cations to the child, and the child to 
the parent; the wife to the husband, 
and the husband to the wife; the 
brother to the sister, and the sister to 
the brother; and friend to friend; so 
that the great and good, whq have 
passed to the' higher realms from 
earth, may send written messages to 
•those still on the earth, for their in- 
structioh, and to benefit them.gener- 
'.allyi Separation, and thé event 
called death, mingle the bitter and 
the sweet waters; but, as the river of 
time flows on, it leaves all the bitter 
waters behind, and the sweet waters 
are cleansed and purified, thereby be
ing sweeter, by many degrees than 
before. Now, il know; that you will 
ail excuse me for relating my own 
personal experience, for that experi
ence will show you what yours will be 
in the main, the difference being only 
caused by different environments and 
different personalities.

Just imagine my great joy. when, 
as I entered this life, I was taken di- 
Tectly into the arms of .my beloved 
and revered father, and my darling 
¡mother’s. Think of the rapture, the

souls on the earthly plane and have ; 
often learned very much from them; i 
and sometimes have been instrumental 
in teaching them. But one thing I do 
love to "do above all others, and that 
Is, to help poor, suffering women who: 
have children, and, oftener than other- . 
wise, ignorant, vicious, Intemperate, • 
and degraded husbands. Buch poor 
creatures as do your washing, house- ‘ 
cleaning, and the hardest kind of : 
drudgery in general.

Now, once upon a time, this medium 
swore, that if spiritual beings would 
help her, she would -make it her life 
work to help just such poor women.

¡Well, time went on. The angelB 
helped her. They gradually pushed 
her up, up, up; but she never forgot 
her promise. There it Jay in the bank 
of the angels, to be drawn upon by’ 
them when the right time should 
come. Now, that check holds good 
with every angel within the spheres, 
for it was made out payable to any, 
and every angel who would use it to, 
the best advantage, and a copy .has 
been given to me, to use as I see fit; 
and I will make good use of it: Be 
sure aof-that. She may notgo, in per-' 
son, to help them, but we can write 
for them, through ¡her, to The Pro-’, 
gressive Thinker, and iit will Teach 
those ¡Who ¡are starving, both in soul 
and body ; it will also help their He-' 
graded ¡husbands, and lift them up. 
The medium Ihm also given years dr 
her ¡time for the ¡cause of truth, and I 
will ¡still .continue to give as much of; 
hsrtime as '-possible

flame people write to the medium' 
.. and say, they want to hear more in de-- 

tail ¡about this life ’here within the- 
heavens; ¡and dthers say: ‘‘Oh, one life' 
at m time is ¡enough for ub. We do' 
not'bdllevB'we'can know the details 

i concerning another, and eplritual life.
Let ¡us do the best we can here on’ 

■ earth, and the future -will take care 
• of ’¡itself.” Now when I was a little: 

■ girl in iBurmah, nothing deligted. me' 
more, when JI 'had -'been a good ¡girl and 
done every‘duty properly, than -to ¡hear' 

। my ifather -and-mother ¡relate some of- 
I tho .details .conoorning America,' nnd’

Why, the bitter
waters of the former separation all 
disappeared—and, oh! how sweet nnd 
clear the waters of the river of life 
were, how sparkling, how bright; nev-. 
er to be separated more? Yes; there 
is separation, even here, in one sense; 
but the joy of the thought and the 
positive knowledge that we are im
mortal, sweetens all separations, for 
we can communicate with each other 
whenever we desire to do so, and visit 
each other at all times whenever we 
wish. You must see that we cannot 
all live together as one family.

It is a great mistake to think that 
all families are again reunited on the 
same bases as formerly. This cannot 
be in the very nature of progressive 
life. Very few constituting one fami
ly ever remain on the same plane, and 
are oftefi extremely far removed. For 
•instance; if I were to remain in the 
home ofTny father or mother as a girl, 
or young lady, could I accomplish the 
same amount ot good that ¡1 could if 
I, after being united to the other half 
of myself—being made whole as it 
were—we together made a. home by 
ourselves, and, from thence, together 
commenced -to work in the channel 
best adapted to our-united endeavors? 
The old idea that families are once 
more united on the same bases as be
fore, is as erroneous as the old idea of 
heaven and hell, and good works and 
progress would be at an end. No, 
no; dear friends, this is not so.
” Now, I hear a young mother cry 
out, who’has lately -lost -her. baby: 
“Then, do you mean to tell me -that I

it is properly taught; it begins to 
think; and ut lust, becomes u Ibright. 
-and glorious .'being, often, talcing, 
’charge of its mother’s welfare, who 
still remains on earth,-perhaps ¡filled 
with sorrow and material cares, it 
aids and helps her.more thanaBy child, 
of eqrth could do, yet, so silently and 
■quietly that the mother is not always 
conscious of it. Now, Perhaps, that, 
mother remains cm ,-earth . forty -or 
fifty years. Thai little babe has be-- 
come, by that time q bright and gio-' 
xious angel, filled with all manner of 
good, works; perhaps it has become 
the guardian angel ot the. whole fami
ly, watching over each one's best wel- ■ 
fare;, the mother enters spirit life; 
she is met by this beautiful being, and 
conducted to that child’s home, and is 

, here cared for and taught; for, per
haps, that little infant has now become 
man degrees, wiser than the mother.

Ah! .what- q blessing that child has. 
now become! , ■ .

Mothers, cry no more for your babes. 
You will never again, perhaps, meet 
them .as babes, but as bright and glo
rious angels who will fill your hearts 
with joy, your minds‘With wisdom, 
your souls with love; and truth will , 
stand forth triumphant; and, at what- 
¡ever age your child may pass to spirit 
.life, it will continue to go right-on 
from that time; it will be placed in a 
•schoorsuitable for its best growth and’ 
¡development and .will meet you, when 
you come, grown into beauty and 
grace. •

Now, I have something to say to’ 
husbands and wives: Truth will bear 
its own weight' and not be injured. 
All husbands and wives who have 
dearly loved each other on earth, and 
¡have been properly .united, that is, the 

’ true .soul union has taken place, will 
again be united here; for if they truly . 
-belong to each other; they cannot be 
severed; no, not even ¡while one re
mains on earth; it iB impossible to sev- ■ 
er the spiritual cord that unites them. 
They must still -go hand in hand.

The wife who is left must still give 
of earthly knowledge to the husband. 
The husband must -give of spiritual 
knowledge to the wife. They must 
play into each other’s hands as before, 
reversing the order a little. They 
must still rise or fall together. If the 
wife sorrows too much, the husband 
is made unhappy thereby, but he 
strives, with his now higher knowl
edge, to soften and lighten her grief. 
He can help her now perhaps a thous
and times more than he could had he 
remained on earth with her; but, like 
the dew, the help is silent yet very 
powerful. Let her look upon It that 
he has gone on a journey and will 
shortly send for her; in the meantime, 
let her be filled with all manner ot 
good works—let her live out her al
lotted time on earth to carry out all 
the good works she knew he was most 
interested in—let her receive into her 
mind all his spiritual inspiration, and 
live to please him as formerly; and 
when they stand once more face to 
face in spirit life, their 'joy and rap
ture will be complete: The bitter 
waters of their separation will have 
been swept away; the bright and 
sweet will still remain.

The same law holds good if it is the 
wife who goes first into spirit life; but 
if husbands and .wives are not truly 
united in the earth life, and are very 
unhappy together, then death sepa
rates them eternally and forever as 
man and wife—they are released from 
a hated bondage and each finds, at 
length, the right other self, and at 
last both are happily united. ;

Now all th(p I had read, when in 
the earth life, in the beautiful book 
called “Mqry Ann CareW,” and others, 
written through the Fetersileas. 
Mary Ann Carew being the actual ex
perience of Mr. Petersilea,’« own 
mother in spirit life. I say, written 
through the Petersileas, for Mr. and 
Mrs. Petersilea are the actual true 
counterparts of each other, therefore 
they are but one. Mrs. Petersilea 
has been used for the work a« much as 
her beloved husband, Carlyle Peter
silea; but, the higher angelB thought, 
at the time these works -were given 
to the world, that it was;;not best to 
say anything-about the feniale half— 
she was to be hidden—for the world, 
at that time, was not able to -under
stand that the two halves make but; 
one whole where true marriage is con
cerned; but, this-great truth was given 
in the books and’Other writings. It 
was thought advisable to give them 
only in Mr. Petersilea’s name. Now, 
it is time that this should be better Un
derstood.

Mr. Petersilea and his wile worked 
together aB one. I did not, -at that 
time, understand these things myself; 
but, oh, how beautiful they seemed to 
me, how true, how natural. And now 
comes the question: Oh coming here 
did I find that the real truth was em
bodied in these "writings?

Oh, my dear friends! That is just 
what I want to tell you about. I found 
all these -principles true in the main. 
Yes, I foudd that but very .few mis
takes had been made, and the few that 
I did discover .were owlng.to breaks in 
the control.

(To be continued.)

SIGNS OF THE TIMES.

Indicating Great Progress in the 
Hights of Women.
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It makes "little difference to the. truth proper un- 
derlyingdSpiritualism who holds a ban over it, the fact 
that it a'tfuth affords sufficient strength to .press 
jt on and omdespite the bans and persecutions of an 
ignorari^anS bigoted priesthood. But report has it 
that' th^P^ of Rome Removes,the Ban Upon Spir- 
itualismm. ’Read the following, information:

If the report from ilome that Hope 
Blus X. has indorsed iProL Dr. Lap- 
poni’s boplj bp Spiritism Jie true, the 
pontiff’s attitude’toward this subject is 
a revolutiotikry one to that hitherto 
held by the ‘Roman Catholic church.

Dr. G. Sauvage, of the. Catholic Uni
versity, who, in. addition to being, an 
eminent theb'ldgiMi, has distinguished 
himself In psychological research, dis
cussed the matter both from a relig
ious and scientific -standpoint. “The 
opinion of the qhurph on the subject-of 
spiritism,” skid' Dr. Sauvage, “is.plain- 
ly stated. It is ‘t'h'at of the congrega
tion at Rome,-.and Ib, in’-effect, that if 
the phenomena described be true and 
genuine, it 1b to be ascribed entirely to 
the workings of spirits of evil.”

Lapponi, it is bald, takes'the same 
stand as Lombroso,'Schiaparelli, .and 
Crookes, and through many wonder
ful stories of ghosteand spirits endeav
ors to T>rove tiie connection between 
the materiaBana spirit world. It is 
further stated that the book has cre
ated a verltabler,sensation In Rome, 
and has aroused\a very strong interest 
in spiritistic phdnrfhiena among me'm-i 
bers of the high aristocracy, .who’.have 
begun to experiment with mediums, 
and several'of whom declare that they 
have been able to communicate with 
their-ancestdrs.'' •

“Of course/“ said Dr. Sauvage, “the 
Pope’s indorsement of Dr. Lapponl’s 
book means th^t Catholics may believe 
the doctrines or theories therein 
stated. This lb the first time that on 
opinion on Spiritism has been ren- 
deredby the Pope in person, that hith
erto promulgate^ and the accepted, 
teaching of the church being from the 
congregation pf cardinals, who act in 
lieu of the Pope ta ordinary matters of 
faith and morals. There has bean 
nothing dogmatic in this teaching, 
though. The dogmatic teaching of the 
Catholic Church in regard to spirits 
may be summarized as follows:

"There are good spirits in constant 
communication with mortals, work
ing for their salvation, and there are 
■evil spirits eveT striving-for the de
struction of souSs. Tills teaching a 
Catholic ca,npot disbelieve and remain 
a Catholic. .These spirits are not 
those of human beings.

“In regard to reputed spiritistic 
phenomena,!the church has always 
and consistently held that, If genuine, 
they have bpm dqe to evil spirits who 
are inclined' to mock and delude mor
tals. The Idea tllht spirits of the de
parted canr.he made to communicate 
with the ll^pg tlmough the instrumen
tality of so-called^ mediums, and at 
spiritistic seances, hap been regarded 
with the utmost abhorrence, and it has 
been absolutely forbidden for Catho
lics to e,tte/fjj thegft seances, or in any 
Way to. couptenaMe Bush , belief . or. 

•praet-iiie? '•m '‘certain instances, and; 
fpr purpobeb of BcTeAtiflc investigation, 
a -Catholic ;might:obtaln permission to 
view such performance through the 
bishop of his diocese.” .

It 1b stated that tlie cardinals made, 
the utmost efforts to have Dr. Lappo-’ 
nl's book, which fs entitled "Iphotis- 
Imo I Splrltislmo,” placed on the “In
dex Expurgatorlus,” but his holiness, 
after reading the manuscript, insisted 
that tho matter was valuable from a 
scientific standpoint, and refused to 
listen. Thus the Catholic ban on spir
itism has been practically removed, 
and the latter now takes a place with 
hypnotism as a merly scientific phe
nomenon against which there is no; 
theological ;Qb'jecHbn.

Dr. Shuye^e.. who Is a well-known 
authority on hypnotism, to the inves
tigation of which he has devoted a 
number of years, both in Europe and 
this country, in defining his attitude 
on tliis'subjoct,:sald: “The church has

never held that hypnotism 1b, like spir
itism, in itself an evil phenomenon. 
Personally I regard it-as a well-attest
ed psychological fact, the varied .phe
nomena of which are! only beginning 
to be recognized.' It'is a valuable 
field for medical research, and has 
thrown much light ¡upon .certain con
ditions pf the .nervous system, as .lt has 
demonstrated fixed psychological 
laws?'

“Do you regard mind reading as in 
a. class with hypnotism?” was asked.

“By no means,” replied Dr. Sauv- 
.age, “where there Is actual mind read
ing; that is, where .the thought or 1m- 
ipresslon is received very strongly and 
distinctly by jane ¡person from another 
'by occult rpeans, there is the inter
vention of iin evil spirit, and this phe- 
momenon is to be classed in the do- 
imain of spiritism.”

The censorship which the pope Is 
said to have, ignored is thus described' 
¡by the doctor:

“The Congregation of the Index of 
(Prohibited Books, created by Pius V., • 
and enlarged and .confirmed in their 
po wers by Sixtus V., consists of a com
petent number of cardinals, according 
to the ¡good ¡pleasure of the Pope, and 
has a secretary taken from the Order 
pf Preachers, and a ¡great number of 
theological and other professors, who 
are called consultors, the chief of 
.whom is the master-of the Apostolic 
Palace (Curia Romana), the primary 
nnd official consultor of this congrega
tion. .Among the ten rules sanctioned 
by the council of Trent for the guid
ance of the congregation In the con
demnation of books, the ninth appears 
to be that which would deal with such 
a work as Dr. Lapponl’s. This rule 
prohibits books of magic and judicial 
astrology, but ‘theories and natural 
observations published for the sake of 
furthering navigation, agriculture, or
the medical art are permitted.' Per-
sons reading prohibited books incur 
excommunication forthwith.

"Among the books of more or less 
note are named the ‘Dialogue of Gali
lee,’ the ‘Satire Menippee,’ the ‘Antl- 
Coton,’ and the ‘Augustinus of Jan- 
senlus.’ Among the English authors 
whose works are prohibited occur the 
names of James J, Barclay, Usher, 
Bishops Sanderson, Bull, and Pearson, 
Cave and Hobbes, but not Hooker, nor 
Milton, nor ChUlingworth, nor Bun
yan, nor Swift." ‘ ;

“How does the Catholic Church re
gard the seance of Satil with the Wo
man of Endor, narrated in the Old 
Testament, whereat the ghost of Sam
uel was raised?” was asked of Dr. 
Sauvage.

“We Catholics,” was the reply, “re
gard that as due to the special inter
vention of Divine Providence, and not 
to he confused at all with the ¡Bpiíit- 
istlc seance of to-day.- That the spir
its of the dead can, through that su
preme instrumentality, communicate 
wttli the living Is a matter of faith.

“I have myself investigated spirit
istic phenomena from a scientific 
standpoint,” said Dr. Sauvage, in reply 
to a question. So far as I am able to 
judge—I- have never attended a so- 
called seance nor employed the serv- 
ives .of a medium—much, perhaps the 
greater part of the phtnomena de
scribed'is to be attributed to imagina
tion, which is a more potent factor 
than mapy people suppose. I do not 
say, however, that all such phenomena 
are to be thus explained, because there 
appears to be reliable evidence of 
some things which are quite inexplica
ble by any known laws. That the 
factor of Imagi nation, however, and 
perhaps some trickery and fraud, very 
largely predominates, I think there 
can be very little doubt.”—Washing
ton ‘Post.

It Is Trying to Free Miss Bice From 
the Clutches of the -Law.

“THE CHRISTIAN LIGHT.”

it Is Presented in This. Pamphlet inan 
Interesting ■ Conversation-—It is -Di
rected to All Earnest Christians

, Who Are Brought Up in the Old 
Theological Teachings, and Are 
looking for More Light on Spiritual 
Things. " '

■ To all earnest .Christians Who are' 
looking for more light on spiritual
things, it would be of great help to 
read a pamphlet entitled “The Chris-. 
tian Light,” whlclf has just been pub
lished in Minneapolis, and contains a 
review of the teachings of Jesus. This 
revlpw Is presented in the form of a 
dialogue between a minister and a 
stranger, both of whom are represent
ed as .upright and intelligent men. The 
stranger, who has studied much about 
spiritual things, is very1 inquisitive; 
and tire minister agrees to answer any 
reasonable question to the best of his 
ability, and hence a dialogue results.

It is a peculiar discussion about bib
lical sayings, different from anything 
presented on that subject before, and 

‘ it cthMot fall to Interest everyone who' 
has given .earnest thought to religious 
.and ethical subjects.

The stranger calls the minister’s at
tention to facts, relative to scriptural 
teachings of such a nature, that they 
surprise the latter and force him to 
conclusions which cause him much 
worry. Ab an example may be men
tioned an exchange of opinions in re
gard to certain Incidents occurring In 
connection with the crucifixion of 
Jesus. St. Luke narrates, that one 
of the crucified robbers reprimanded 
the other and praised Jesus and said 
¡to the latter: “Lord, remember me 
when thou comest into thy kingdom.” 
Then Jesus is said to have answered: 
“Verily I say unto thee, to-day, shall 
'thou be with me in paradise.”

Here the stranger calls the minis
ter’s attention to the fact, that Mat
thew and Mark narrate that both rob
bers mocked and reviled Jesus like 
the mob and the priests did, whereas 
John is silent on that point.
' Since, then, the testimony of Mat

thew and Mark outweigh that of Luke 
in the ratio of 2 to 1, the statement of 
Luke, which Christian criminals gen
erally rely upon, Is valueless and must 
be considered as an inadmissible evi
dence.

Here the minister is about doubting 
his own senses, but the stranger makes 
it unmistakably plain that the passage 
in question has been falsified, and he 
says in part: "This conclusion you will 
find supported by many strong evi
dences as soon as you begin periously 
to think of it. In the first place the 
passage in question furnishes the 
foundation for the theological doctrine 
of forgiveness, and that all can live as 
corruptly as they please until the very 
last of their life without fear of pun
ishment. This passage has thus be
come the rocking chair for all sinful 
habits, which alone reveals the pur
pose ot its falsification, since it made 
life so easy for the Christian barbari
ans of the middle ages. In the sec
ond place it 1« extremely doubtful, If 
either of the rpbbers who had lived 
such a tough life, besides having 
spent some time in prison, could have 
had that much knowledge of Jesus, 
and that much faith in him that he 
conconsldeiod hint a divine being with 
a heavenly kingdom, since the people 
to whom he had preached his gospel
and before whose eyes he had per-
formed his mighty miracles, con
demned him to death, and that his 
own disciples doubted and deserted 
himl Moreover, you do not hold that 
Jesus went directly to paradise after 
his death, but that he went down to 
hell and’preached to the fallen spirits, 
and went to paradise many weeks 
later. Whatever you believe or do 
not believe In this respect, it Is only a 
matter of justice .that you place as 
much confidence ! in Matthew and 
Mark as you place in Luke, and that 
you for that reason ought, under the 
circumstances, to regard Luke’s story 
on this point as a valueless ^document,
which it is a folly for any ,one to
peal to.” I

Here the minister concedes 
fact and says: "The falsification

ap-

the 
of

- the lltves'-they (had Jell there, and timt; 
' which itliey ¡had ineeamplished;‘to hear’, 

them dell of • ■ ithelr' Bchoel-dnys, 'nad; 
whtfP interested them -aB children;- io* 
hear them tell of how they Jived, mnd! 
what they «did. Oh, how -engcrty I Jis-’ 
tencd, and how much I learned; ¡how

shall never see any baby again, the 
same as before?” ¡!

No, dear grief-stricken one, you will 
nut. I am sorry to be obliged to say 
this, but it is the truth. Just think, 
Tor a moment: You wouM noLcare-to' 
'have your baby remain a baby ¡forever, 
■wotilfl you? In other swords, a Tittle, 
wailing, ‘helpless ddiert, -who ¡could ’ 
neither walk, nor talk, nor think,1 
simply that you might clasp it again, 
sometime, Tn your arms, and kiss and; 
fondle it? I

No, I know you Tvould not. 1
Now. hero 'is the ‘truth, .and I have' 

:muny of these 'little ones 'here ‘In my 
own ’schodt: That ‘baby -has been ta-'. 
ken ‘in ..the nrma of some ’interested; 
spirit Tdlative, or other spiritual ’being; 
¡in case no .such Telative stands ready' 
to receive its little, helpless spirit, it' 
Is carried to a home suitable for it, 
kindly cared for and- taught. It grows ■ 
and develops very much ¡as It would, 
on earth, butits Ilttlemplrlt Is carried' 
■back 'to earth very, very often, and 
placed in ¡its mother’s' arms, brought ■ 
en rapport -with its owniinothor's love • 
and magnetic, aura; It recognizes Its 
mother, and ; loves her; it . 1b 'taught 
thus to do;. buL if tire mother's awful' 
grief injures it, it ¡ismof taken to-her > 
as-often -as It WtherwisB "would be. 
So. grlevo Tess, dear - motlror. Mt: 
your love for yonr child benefit It, and:
not nil its little heart ■with Borrow.

"Now, -this -Chi Id dsvelops And grows ;}

The events of the last few days .look 
as If the oft-heard .remark that wo
men do not want to vote was fast ceas
ing to be true. In .England, Chancel- - 
lor Asquith, on account of his opposi- ■ 
tlon to equal suffrage, has .just been 
greeted with- a tumult of hoots end 
jeers by a multitude of young working- 
women, who say that they are tired of 
the Blow and .quiet .methods of the reg
ular suffrage societies, and are goiagi 
to make their protest in ¡more ener-. 
getic shape. In .Russia, the papers 
teU us. the peasant ¡members of the 
Douma who had spoken against ¡equal ■ 
suffrage were afterwards .surrounded 
iln the corridors by a crowd of women 
who reproached ¡them so vehemently 
that the .deputies fairly turned .tallumd/ 
fled. (It is worth noticing that it Ab; 
only the peasant deputies who oppose, i 
The educated '¡Russians, almost to a- 
¡man, are In favor of ¡equal rights for: 
women.:) When an equal ¡suffrage: 
omendenient was submitted tin Oregon , 
the other day, about two ¡hundred of । 
the most-highly estemed /women in; 
Portland turned, out and worked for 
fit air day at the polls, while only two; 
.society women—for a bet, It ds said— 
distributed tickets- against it.

Julia Ward Howe, ¡Susan . B. An
thony, Lucy-Stone. 'Frances Willard, 
Clara Barton, Florence Nightingale, 
and similar women have advocated 
■equal rights in aL quiet and dignified 
way for more .than half a century; .but 
the demand, which began with the' 
highly, educated -and excaptionally in-, 
telligent women, Is no w.spreading fast- 
among :the women of the ‘ (plain- peo
ple." . A prominent editor said -.years ■ 
ago ’.to a leading advocate, - of -. equal 
suffrage, "You .have got the -great wo- - 
men, the" superior women;- now -what, 
you ¡want is 'to get.the llttlo. average 
■women.”; -Jt «ertufnly ¡loqks ¡as lit-Hro 
equal rights movement "¡were ■getting, 
them at .last.. If so, it jib the ¡begin-i

The Spiritualist Defense League has 
been organized in Seattle, Wash., for • 
the purpose of defending Spiritualism . 
■and its legitimate mediums against, 
persecution .at ¡the -hands of orthodox ■ 
'Christians or "unorthodox persons of 
.other kinds. Miss Rice has been be- ' 
fore -the public in Seattle since coming 
-here in 1901. ■ She was ordained by 
the Washington State Spiritual Asso
ciation on the recommendation of the 
First Society of Seattle, was chosen as 
.pastor of the latter society, but 're
signed on account of sickness, but 
continued in affiliation with it until 
-the-formationof the Seattle Psychic 
Society, a branch of the First Society, 
-until Muy of this-year, when applica
tion was made to the State Association 
tfor a charter which was granted.
. Her work ihas been approved hy the 
«association of Washington, and heart-- 
dly nndorseiLby the .general public.
• Nearly three 'feats ago Miss -Rice 
married Mil Geotge P. ’Burleigh, who 
is absent -ipiiAlaska for a large part, 
of the yeah, butishe continues her; 
work.lindentthe nhme most familiar to 
iher friends. t co

During the Month of May she was. 
arrested ambchargedwitli-being a for-, 
•■tune-teller,¡rand aflisueh coming under 
'the ,provisions'’-of the vcagrancy law.. 
At the hearing 'iriUustlee Davis’ court, 
«to which Itihad beto changed from the; 
police court.ono Attempt -was made -on., 
the partofAhepblice to do more than 
to establishl theilfactrthat'a spiritual: 
¡reading ‘had been ^iven to a police: 
spy ¡sent'forathe ¡purpose of obtaining; 
evidence •onlwhioh -to base ¡a prosecu
tion .whibh-iwss intended, ¡according to 
the chlef of policy to put the .medi
ums out. ot'■■business. After an ex
tended hearing ?hefore, tho justice, to 
which the Spiritualists could take no. 
exception .on the ground of unfairness,, 
and during, which!'counsel -for Miss 
Rice -raised the point that tho law in: 
-question did not contemplate classing: 
spiritual - mediums as .7 "fortune-tell- 
<ers,” and further, that it it did, the. 
law ¡would-be 'unconstitutional ns ln- 
terforlng wlththefreedom-oLreUglous 
’liberty ¡¡granted .by--the .constitution ¡of. 
the United States. ,Justice Davis ruled, 
that .according 'to-the evidence ho had . 
no ¡option-.. bu&tto -nofivtet, Jrntas die; 
could not puss -upon' the..question -of.

sei to appeal fhe case to the Superior ■ 
Court. The /bonds were signed and 
an appeal taken.

At a meeting held a few days 
later, Judge Naylor of Everett, was 
•engaged to carry the case to the Su
perior Court, and everything has 
been done that is possible for the pres
ent. We expect a hearing at the Oc
tober term of court, with every pros
pect of success.

In other cases which have been 
•tried im Seattle the question has main
ly been on paying license to the .city, 
am ordinance having been passed by 
the city council demanding certain 
¡fees, and mediums have been arrested 
for refusing to pay. The last case of 
this kind was that of Mrs. Prior, who 
was then lecturing for the First Socie
ty. The ordinance was amended so as 
to exempt from ‘license those mediums 
■who were actually in charge of a 
church, but afterwards prosecutions 
•were instituted by the city officials 
■under the ¡state law, and the ordinance 
has ¡since been repealed.

The intention at the present time Is, 
■to settle the question as to ..whether 
Spiritualists have equal Tights with 
¡other religious or irreligious bodies; 
whether freedom of opinion is a fact, 
and the only way to Ao this Is to at
tack the .law .under which It is possible 
¡for the bigoted and ¡unprincipled to 
.persecute those who do not agree with 
.them. If necessary the matter will be 
carried ¡to the supreme court of :the 
state. v

If’it is’held there that the law ap
plies to mediums, then we ¡must have 
the law ¡repealed ór .modified by the 
legislature.

All should be Interested In this ¡mat
ter, even,-.though they may ibe left -In 
peace nt the present, for the ¡Intolerant 
will use .anyAweaponto storce ¡his wlews 

. on others, or to prevent the circula- 
tlon of opinion which opposes his own.

. As this Is the vacation season, there 1b 
some danger that many -who would 
otherwise be Interested in 'securing 
¡freedom of opinion may lose sight of 
the fact that this, caseils Btill pending,- 
honce our-title. ■ For furthor partlcu-
lare address

■ J - D.D.FOSTER,
112% Pike street, Seattle, Wash., 
. Secretary nnd Treasurer of the Splr- 

Itaallst Defense League; J. Jt. Bur
ton, president.

nlngofthC'end, 
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constitutionality ¿a would adaoe Miss’, ‘«isiSrlttaa Stags Sor tae lUse -tit Utr- 
■Rice ^-imder 100 bonds to kæp tli0¡ e'***-" «¡Ma##«»» «-.n ¡nw-a*

’ tetilâÿcaJ ’
©tes, OaawmWi sad '-o^ier ¡Scritti- 
a&nt By mttíe 3. Hull.

Luke seems manifestly plain"
There are, however, other incidents 

in the dialogue, where still more sur
prising conclusions are made inev
itable.

The minister admits that no man 
can ever be lost as long as there Is 
some spark of God in bis soul. T'hen 
he admits that there ¡must be some
thing of God in all good men, the 
conclusion of which is, that no good 
man can ever be lost or condemned. 
Then the question arises, whether 
there are any good men among the 
Jews of the Mosaic dispensation, 
whereupon the minister declares that 
he knows many such Jews to be as 
good as some of his best Christian 
friends. Having admited beforehand 
that something of God must be in all 
good men, and that no .one with some
thing of God in his soul can ever be 
lost, the minister is In a dilemma, for 
the conclusion is inevitable that even 
Jews who deny and consider as ridicu
lous the theological doctrine of salva
tion, Is just as much saved as any the
ological Christian. However, even if 
trapped by his own admissions, the 
.minister gets obstinate and refuses to 
admit that no faith in a blood salva
tion is required of a Jew in order that 
he may gain eternal life. But the 
stranger makes a turn and comes back 
with questions more irresistible. He 
reads to him out of Luke the follow
ing:

"And behold a certain lawyer stood 
upr and tempted him, saying: "Mas
ter, what shall I do to inherit eternal 
.lie?”

And Jesus said unto hlm: "What is 
■written in the law? how readest 
thou?"

He answering, said: "Thou shalt 
•love the Ixird thy God with all thy 
¡heart, and with all thy soul, and with 
all thy strength, and with all thy 
mind, and thy neighbor as'thyself

And he said to him: “Thou hast an
swered right; this do, and thou shalt 
live.”

Having 'read this the stranger con
tinues: “Here Jesus ¡promises a Jew 
eternal life merely on the ground of 
being a good and righteous man, leav
ing his salvation ’to himself to ¡be ac
complished tty his own love to God 
and men. Would you admit this?”

The Minister—-“Yes, -yes, 'but this I ’ 
never thought of in that light! ’■’

The Stranger—“.Let ta return to 
thia question; Does ¡a Jew heed ’to be
lieve in a salvation through 'the blood 
of Jesus Christ in order to inherit 
eternal life?”
■ .m.—"No; that view Would be a fa
tal mistake, since Jesus himself, 
taught’tho contrary. This I no w real
ize.”

S.—"It is1 Bate to confclude, there
fore, that What in ¡this respect holds 

‘good for a Jew holds .'good for. all 
'¡men;” <"■

M.—Weil', but this is revolutionary: 
•and it makes it look ns If my bouse Is 
built on ’¿and! HOWevor, let the 
truth triumph!” ' ■ .

These quotKUena may serve to Show 
tho ¡groat value of this dialogue for 
(those Who are looking Tor light on bib
lical .sayings, and on - theories and 
'dossa® having arisen as interpretu-
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It will write in full sight-— 
yes, in full sight and it will 

j write more, write better, ' 
write easier and keep on 
doing so longer than any I 
other typewriter.

THE MONARCH TYPEWRITER COM 
200 and 202Wabash Ave.. Chicago, Ill.

THE NEW LIFE.
By Leroy Berrler. An eminently suggestive 
work, ot excellent tendencies, treating ot the 
mind's relations to tiie physical organism, and 
the power ot thought in the upbuilding ot 
health and.charactor. C'lolh/il.

HRKMONIGS OF EVOLUTION.
The Philosophy of Individual Life, Based 

Upon Natural Science
Ab taught by modern masters of law. Dy Flor
ence Huntley. An exceedingly Interesting and 
distinctly valuable contribution ¿o the litera
ture of evolution, unfolding its laws from the 
deeper and clearer spiritual aspect, and In- 
alcating the defects or the Darwinian theory. 
Spiritualista and Materialists alike can gain 

•much from its perusal. Price, finely bound in 
(¿loth. £2.

Cultivation of Per^onai Haonetlsm 
A treatise on Human Culture. By Leroy Ber» 
Her, anthropologist and {author. A very bur» 
•wWyu and InstrucUve book- Price $1.00.

Tie Lira! Decalw "TzS
ByW.J. COLVILLE. *A neriea ot twelve lec
tures, Intended aanimple, practical expositions 
ot the Ten Commandments in the spiritual as
pect. Price, 5h cents.

WORLD MAKING B'S 
and Death ot Worlds, by Samuel Phelps Leland 
Ph. D.. LL. JJ., Emeritus Professor of Astrono
my end lecturer on science m Charles City .Col
lege, A Work of intense interest, by a scien
tist and profound thinker. Cloth, price, 75 eta.

THE New and

BIBLE.
Revised

Edition.

Authenticity, Credibility, 
Morality.

JOHN E. REMSBURG'S GREAT WORK 
. Ingersoll's desire that somebody 
should at last tell the whole truth about 
the Bible has been brilliantly fulfilled. 
No Freethinker worthy of the name can 
afford to pass over Remsburg’s book In 
silence. Like Thomas Paine’s “Age pt 
Reason," may it, let us hope, find ad
mirers and translators in other, lan
guages. And again, Jike Paine’s book,, 
may this brilliant work bring to its au-'. 
thor tho praise ot posterity.—Der Frei- ' 
denker (Milwaukee).

This great work on, the Bible by Mr. 
Remsburg is most valuable—it is an en
cyclopedia of Information in regard to 
the Bible, and surpasses in importance 
all other works ot the kind now pub
lished. It is up-to-date in every partic
ular. Price, $1.25.

UNCOOKED FOODS,
And How to Live on Them—With 

■Recipes for Wholesome 
Preparation.

Proper combinations and menus, 
with the reason uncooked food is best 
for the promotion of health, strength 
and Vitality. By Mr. and Mrs. Eugene 
Christian. Illustrated.

No one can afford to be without this 
book. Any one who tries some of the 
special recipes will discover that proper 
preparation increases the palatability of 
food. Learn how and what to cook in 
order to build and retain the highest de
gree of normal health by following the 
recipes of this cook book.

It will simplify methods of living- 
help to settle the servant question and 
the financial problems as well as point 
the way for many to perfect health. 
Price ?1.

STANDARD BOOKS,
Cloth Binding, Wc. Each.

The following books by well known 
and popular writers, we have selected 
with the thought that they will be of in
terest to uur readers. They are printed 
on fine .paper; perfectly clear, readable 
type; cloth binding. Good home library 
edition:

Heroes and Hero Worship, and the
Heroic in ‘ ~
ity. The 
as Poet

History. The Hero as Dlvin- 
Hero.as Prophet The Hero 
The Hero as Priest. The

Hero as King. By Thomas Carlyle. 35Q 
pages.

Past and Present By Thomas Car
lyle.

Data of Ethics. By Herbert Spencer.
Fairyland of Science. By Arabella B.

Buckley. This book is written in such 
a pleasing manner that young as well 
as old can understand it Illustrated, 

, gilt top.
1 Origin of Species. By Charles Dar
win.

Descent of Man. By Charles Darwin. 
These ¡two books by Mr. Darwin, should 
¡be in every home.

Karma. A Novel. By A. P. Sinnett
A Romance of Two ’Worlds. ’By Ma

rie Corelli. A most wonderful occult 
etory. k

Zanonl. By Bulwer Lytton. A ro
mance by that most wonderful and mys
tic writer, after 'a -long residence in the 
East and an ¡exhaustive study of occult 
lore.

Any one oif the above valuable books 
cari be ¡obtained for ED cents, a miracle 
¡of cheapness.

"THE DREAM CHILD," 
ATaKdtnBWng 'homance of Two Worlds. By 
-FloreneoiHuntloy. Price, cloth, TO corits. Books 
iHlte "Tho ¡Dream Child" spur humanity on to 
¡make more and more demands nt this nature. - ■ 
and win 'Open up "now heights and depths, ot. 
spiritual - Imowloago.—T.Ua- Whoolnr Wilcox. 
Will, J ¡believe, take itsiplat» beside ¡BiilwarB ' 
"Zanonl" and the "Scraphita'.’.ot Balsaor—Daily 
Capital, Topeka, Kansas. Although simpleand , 
iinvartiisheu with any ¡iLnammablo -dosorip. 
lions, enthralls the mmd 'to ¡the exclusion of 
Wuir thoughts, unt il reluctantly the-reader .; 
■Closes the last page.—Minneapolis BunUay . 
Times. ’

We MuW et we Creai Deiuoe.
By-«Fatnosîî.W:tum. A complotti Ml-unr 

whoïmînff TOtœMWn ¡or ta» BibSnstatytrttai 
SMliura. SfeSna. ¡ISSMBte. ■-



real John Doe after war.

spect for law.” It Is not putting it too strong to say that world’s progress as truth.
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we lean Federation,of Labor, ahd . other 
per I large unions of labor. -V.'e are an-

thorized ' to license those who desire

that 
the

in heaven 
rules of

There will be men and women canonized 
may not have that right according to the 
church on earth.

What a difference there is between the

in the. Farmers Educational and Co
operative Unión of America, the Amer-

Spiritualists at the Helm.

their pockets by savings on purchases 
nnd profits on production. Taking 
the savings and profits together, v* 
keep In our possession about 75 per 
cent of the amount we would have to

not felt? seen and experienced. Every other knowledge is 
theoretical and artificial. “If I want a friend to help me 
in grief, I choose one who has grieved himself, and if 1 
want a companion to laugh the hours away I choose one 
who has learned the value of laughter by the weight of the

SgMIäis as Beil flow From the Fen oi Henry Morrison Toit.

T

Ö

I the people have lost-all -faith In out legislatures, in our

No man can truly voice any condition of life that he has for natural results, but for its moral Influence on the 
.* ««a nxncrlenced. Every other knowledge Is Irish race.”

tears he has shed.” - ,
It takes something more than meter and rhyme to make 

■ pdetry. No art can be learned from the books, Can the 
tree bylng forth any other fruit than that which nature 
ordains? The orator must speak from conviction if hls 
words are to be convincing. The work of the artist bears 
the color of the soul. ■ Ruskin says, "It will be found that 
so surely as a painter is irreligious, thoughtless or obscene 
In disposition, so, surely 1b his coloring cold, gloomy, and 

' valueless.” Every author should write from hls own 
standpoint, regardless of whether it meets any other indi* 

: vldual’s view or not. Criticism has pften more value than 
' praise. The true man, whether he be mechanic, artist or 

writer, must do his work well. His. ideal is always be- 
fore him and no obstacle deters him from its realization. 
Genius is never unduly elated by praise' nor cast down by 
censur?. Genius leads—neyer follows. Genius can suffer 
martyrdom, ridicule, caricature and even starvation, but 
never surrenders. It never acts as slave, servant or hired

The vanquished is sometimes greater than the victor; 
the fame of the defeated eclipses the glory of the con
queror, Was Christ defeated on Calvary? Was Napo
leon conquered at Waterloo? His influence and the prin
ciples he inculcated into the minds of the people live in 
the heart of every Frenchman to-day.

It is claimed that a grain of wheat may He dormant for 
three thousand years, but when placed under proper con
ditions It will germinatg and grow.

History is the unconscious working out of human des
tiny. The smallest 'transaction, forms a part of ■ the 
world’s record. Life is fearful; every thought, every 
word makes an indelible mark. God writes hls law upon 
the heavens above, upon the earth beneath and in tho 
actions of men. as well as upon tables of stone.

No revelation is final. Truth is progressive; morals 
are more or less a matter of climate arid education.

man, but is always doing business on its own account.
It has been said of Cromwell that “his faith in hi? own 

star was gigantic, and be seemed to be governed by laws 
not applicable to the average man."

No Individual can copy another's life.' To imitate is to 
destroy. You cannot imitate, copy or plagalrlze a man's 
style. You can catch and imprison the words of an ora
tor, but not the spirit that gives them life. No reporter 
can put upon paper the eloquence of such men as William 
Pitt, Henry Clay, Charles Spurgeon and William J. Bryan. 
The chief charm of their orations is too evanescent for pen 
or type. •

The sweets of a thousand flowers can be gathered to
gether but only the bee can give it the flavor of the honey.

Words are not all there is of speech. At best language 
is but an imperfect medium for expressing the most earn
est and sacred meanings of the soul. Words are pictures, 
symbols, representations; efforts of the mind to express 
itself. There are no disconnected links in life. "Every 
natural fact,” says Emerson, "13 A SYMBOL OF SOME 
SPIRITUAL FACT. Every appearance in nature corre
sponds to some state of the mind, and that state of the 
mind can only be described by presenting that natural ap
pearance as a picture."

Nature is harmonious.* No one fact or condition acts 
Independent. The soul is so intimately related to the body 
that It is still a debatable question whether separately 
they can exist. Their relationship is so close that you 
cannot corrupt one without equally defiling the other. 
Sin stamps its mark alike on the physical and on the spir
itual man. We speak of the material and spiritual; there 
is no difference—both are made of one substance. There 
is no line between the, real and the unreal. Some artists 
emphasize in their art spiritual beauty; others physical 
beauty, while others care more for truth than either.

Exact truth in regard to men and things is ugly. Char
acter often needs a little re-touching. The landscape 
artist paints appearances, not realities; impressions, not 
facts. No painting ever represents actual conditions.

"There is no outward standard of authority in religion; 
no absolute tribunal; no infallible scripture; no certified 
doctrine; no final word. * * * but the true Bible is the uni
verse.” ' .

'Airreligions have their root In thé miracùious. ,
What is falsehood to-day is truth to-morrow.
A legislative enactment is all that is necessary to con

vert, the most Innocent act into an offense against the gooà 
order and peace of society.

We look upon things temporary as if they were eternal- 
We confuse thé decrees of men with the decrees of'God, 
Intention often determines the value of an act. Some 
people swear from the head and not from the heart. .They 
use profanity as a hablty not because there Is any Irrever
ence or wickedness In their soul. "In a morbid virtue 
there is often more harm than there is in a healthy vice."

Whether it is more blessed to give than it is to receive 
rests entirely upon the motive that inspired the gift.

The camera is more accurate than the brush, but the pho
tograph lacks life. Technically, the phonograph is more 
certain than the human voice, but a machine has no soul. 
Ru^es do not always govern, neither do definitions always 
define. The most potent influences.in our Ilves defy defi
nitions. We breath? in the essence of a writer’? thought, 
though we may not be able to formulate it Into .words; 
still it becomes a real thing in our life without a perfect 
knowledge of the teaching.
: •■■ History often has to be re-written? Underneath the word 
failure, time brings out the word success. Sometimes the. 
moral effect of an act, though unsuccessful, has a greater 
meaning for the people than many a signal triumph.

"In the history of Ireland no episode is-more significant 
than the insurrection of Robert Emmet-^-significant not

courts; and in -the-management of our civil and political । 
institutions.- A politician's patriotism never rises higher । 
than love of ofl)ce. The great questions that touch the । 
hearts and consciousness of the’people are not settled In 
legislative halls bit in lime thousands of homes scattered 
throughout the land. Jlf the homes become demoralized 
the nation dies, The great ’energies of mankind to-day 
are centered upon:buslne|?, not religion, not literature nor 
morality.

-Everything is gauged by dollars and cents. A fool talks 
of money, a wise ijian of^wlsdom. Extraordinary individ
ual wealth elevates the few but tends to impoverish and 
degrade the masse?. AJ1 the great characters, all the 
great statesmen have passed away. Greed, the love of 
money, is driving ofit ofihe world patriotism, love of 
home, statesmanship, and sentiment, and all the ennobling 
qualities of the mind and heart. The financial question 
governs every depawment<of life. It enters into the mar
riage contract; it buys its way into the statute book; it 
makes and unmakes treaties. The moral tone of a na
tion gets its strength, not from the hovel not the palace, 
but from the great body of the people. Some people’s in
tuitions are truer than the logic and reasoning of others.. 
Cultivation enliancesithe value of some things and de
creases the valuq of others.

Robert G, Ingersoll, speaking of theological students, 
said: “They remind me of the upperlands of the Potomac 
—almost worthless by mature, and rendered wholly so by 
cultivation.” Some beliefs weaken, others strengthen 
character. The old Calyinistic doctrine of original sip, 
total depravity, election, brought out some of the strongest 
religious teachers the world ever saw. The more unrea
sonable the dogma the greater the effort that has to be put 
forth to sustain it,: ,

The toughest timber grows on the hardest soil. It is 
the rugged and sterile countries that produce the great 
men—not the rich and’abundant plains. Discipline and 
study give to the min^.its tone and strength the same as 

। physical exercise gives strength and vigor to the body. 
- Luxury, ease and inaction enervate an individual just as it 
• does a people. A high state of civilization and culture 
! breeds intellect, but if doesn't breed muscle. Brute force

have had to cater to the superstitions, whims, and foibles 
of the times in which they lived. But as each member of 
the body is necessary for its completeness, so is every 
condition of society. The loathsome worm contains the 
beautiful butterfly; "the dung heap lias aided the spring 
<o create tho rose.”

Q yet we trust, that somewhere, good < 
Will be the final goal of ill, 
To ftangs of nature, sins qf will, ( 

Defects of doubt, and taints of blood.

"That nothing walks with aimless feet;
’ That not one life shall be destroyed, 

Or cast as rubbish to the void, 
When GoiJ hath made the pile complete.

"That pot a worm is doyen in vain;
That not a’mbth with vain desire, '' ’■ !

■ ’ ’ -Is shriveled In a fruitless fire, 
• Or but subserves another's gain.”

■The world, as a whole. Is harmonious; but If we look 
at Individual cases, life is hideous. Ata distance, the 
mountain slope, from base to summit, seems smooth, even 
and comely, but as we walk over, we find the ground 
rough, uneven, and covered with knolls, hollows and boul
ders. But there Is no-discard in nature. - All the forces 
work together In unity of purpose. What appears confu
sion, is order; what looks Insignificant, may be. In the plan 
of creation, of vast importance. To obliterate a single 
atom of matter might disturb the equipoise of the uni
verse, “How do we know,” says Victor Hugo, "that the 
creation of worlds 1b not determined by the fall of grains 
of sand? * * * The tiniest worm is of Importance; the 
great 1b little, the little Is great, everything Is balanced in 
necessity; alarming vision of the mind. There are mar
velous relations.between beings and things; In that inex
haustible whole, from sun to the grub, nothing despises 
the other; all have need of each other » • • » Germination 
is complicated with the bursting forth of a meteor and 
with the peck of a swallow cracking its egg, and it places 
on a level the birth of an earth-worm and the advent of 
Socrates. Where the telescope-ends the microscope be-

in time tells. Before It Rome went down In defeat. An 
army in time of peace, is only fit tor dress parade. The 
earth had to be molten with heat, rent with earthquake, 
ground with glacier, in order to bring about its.present 
fertility and productiveness. Worlds are held in place only 
by the operation of opposing forces. Peace is declared

and the apparent John Doe. The apparent John Doe Is 
the outward appearance, the outward display, the face 
value that he wants the community to place upon hls char
acter; the real John Doe is the spiritual, the’ inward mani
festation, the actual person that he knows himself to be.

Beware of the man who wears a continuous smile. The 
most obsequious slave becomes a tyrant when he is master.

But the world, judges all classes and conditions of so
ciety as of the same class; they hold them to be the same 
standard of weights and meausres. Heredity, education, 
.environment, bear no weight in their determinations.

Crudo.and ignorant people never reason; they speak 
from impulse, prejudice,-and not from any well-cohsldered 
standpoint. There is nothing so disagreeable to contend 
with as ignorance. A wise man can restrain himself, but 
a boor cannot. A knave is more to be admired than a 
fool. A fool is more to be dreaded In society than a vil
lain, for you never know what he is going to say nor when 
he will say it, but the course, that a rogue will pursue can 
be calculated upon as sure as the course of a storm can be 
predicted, thus, affording plenty o'f opportunity for de
fense, for protection and security; but a fool is too uncer
tain a quantity to be reducible to any rule, regulation or 
statement. It is upon uncultivated soil that the weeds 
grow rankest. The denser the forest the smaller the trees. 
The leaders of thought have'always Been in the .minority, 
Rut every individual has hls place, every layer of society 
its use. The common people form, the middle .strata; 
above them is the:glory, tlie brlghtridss of the upper class; 
below them the gloom, the darkness,-the despairs of so
ciety.

invisible forces have more to do with shaping human 
destinies than the visible ones. You cannot work out an 
individual’s or a nation’s weal or woe by mathematics.’ 

, .fyiperstition is a greater force in th’e world to-day than 
law. It prevents more crime than the police force. Too 
much stress is laid upon visible authority. it is said 
of Gladstone, that “He had no consistent or settled fe-

A proposition has to be affirmed before it can
be denied. First affirmation, then negation. First be
lief, then skepticism. :

All phenomena are symbol^; all facts and conditions in 
the social, political aiid religious life are both prophecy 
and fulfillment. There is no past, no present, no future— 
all are one. Divisions of time, of history and of events 
are arbitrary—there is no separation; all life is one. 
There is no death. Whatever once existed*now exists. 
Everything is imipofta'J.. Conditions change—realities re
main. The mostv adverse elements dwell together. An 
iceberg is said to Re a magazine of heat. Every particle 
of matter Imprisons life. ' Tear up the virgin prairie and 
Immediately a new vegetation, without root or seed,
springs rib. From Whence does It come? Nature Is al-

gins, 
ion?

A Great Co-operative Movement Under Way, 
Having a Standard Bearer of Spiritualism at 
Its Head, the Hon. H. C. Childs, a Man of 
Sterling Integrity and High Aspirations.

I have located at Crystola, Colo., a I 
beautiful and wealthy estate dedicated 1 
by Hon. H. C. Childs to a Brotherhood 1 
Organized to promote Fraternalism i 

- and Co-operation. My part of- the i 
work is the promotion of Co-operative i 
Manufacture, the ownership of the ma- । 
chines of production vested in those 
Who do the work and use the products. 
I have been engaged at this revolution
ary work for more than a. year and 

'have Interested thousands in a sub
stantial way, who have gotten on the 
Inside of the trust and have quit howl
ing on the outside (where all the 
howlers are) and are providing their 
necessities, pure and good, without 
adulteration and shoddy, at less than 

■ half the usual price, and have made a 
profit of 33 1-3 per cent., beside what' 
they have saved on purchases.

We are locating the manufacturing 
machines where the raw material is 

■produced; the wollen mills yvhejé the 
wool is most abundant; the cotton fac
tories where the cotton is produced; 
leather factories and tanneries where 
the hides are most available.

We have a large plant at Albu-. 
qurque, New Mexico,, for thé manufac
turing of woolen and leather goods, 
and during the year just past we have 
supplied the wants of thousands of 

' members with pure fresh woolen goods 
and leather goods at less than half of 
the market price, saving thousands of 
dollars to the members, beside de
clared on the stock, of which the mem
bers hold an. equal share, a dividend 
of 33 1-3 per cent.. We are th? her
alds of the coming kingdom, the Co-

from the sham and shoddy of compe
tition to the pure goods of co-opera- 
tlon. He has the “proof of the pud- 
dlrig" in the clothes' he wears. He is 
a light that shlneth to light the path 
that leads to the goal of Industrial 
emancipation. Others seeing hls good 
works, his good clothes, will glorify 
the program of co-operation, and get 
a move on themselves to do likewise.

This thing of appealing to the spir
it of self-sacrifice, self-denial, bear a 
cross, pay monthly dues, suffer per
secution, loss, odium, contempt, the 
horse laugh, face a frowning world, as 
a program of the world’s saltation, 
proved a humiliating failure, and we 
find it more satisfactory to do things, 
provide ourselves wlthx abundance 
while ministering to the wants of oth-

operative Commonwealth, and as her
alds of the new dispensation we do not 
have to wear rags and shoddy goods 
made of old rotten wool that has been 
used in cloth and worn several times 
by the Lord only knows whom; but 
the evangels of the new. order, the Co
operative Age, dress themselves in the 
finest of fabrics ahd put money In

rUBLlGñTIONS
OF

Hudson Tuttle
Library of Spiritual literature,

STUDIES IN THE OUTLYING FIELDS 
OF PSYCHIC SCIENCE.

This work essaya to utilize and ex
plain the vast array ot facts In its field 
pf research by referring them to a com
mon cause, and from -hem arise to tha 
laws; and conditions of Man's spirt trial 
being. Third edition. Price 75 cents.

, LIFE IN TWO SPHERES.
In thia story the scenes are laid on 

earth, and in the spirit world, present
ing the spiritual philosophy arid th? 
real life of spiritual beings. All ques
tions which arise on that subject ars 
answered. Price. 50 cents.
HERESY, OR LED TO THE LIGHT.

A thrilling psychological story of 
evangelization and free thought. It is 
to Protestantism what "The Secrets ot 
Ihe.Copyent” 18 to Catholicism. -Priés, 
30 cents.
ANGELL PRIZE CONTEST RECITA* 

TION8.
Fo.r humane education, with plan ot 

Angell - Prlké Oratorical Contesta. 
By Emma Rood Tuttle. Price, 25 cent!

All books sent postpaid. Address 
HUDSON TUTTLE, Publisher, 

Berlin Heights, Ohio.

Which of the two possesses the larger field of vis- 
Choose. A bit of mould Is a pleiad of flowers.”

Norwich, N. Y. HENRY M0RRI3ÖN TENET.

Scotlanb Comino to the JFront

ways a miracle. Wh’it crbh’tes thought? Nobody knows. 
The brain does not cr&te 1^, The brain is the transmitter, 
not the producer. ,n

Life cannot be seena The spirit Is invisible; yet it is the 
soul that builds up and gWbs form to* the body, and what 
is the soul except th§! ide0§, the aspirations, and the de
sires of a Jiuman bejgg? . .Nothing stands still—all Is 
changing. The lowest form of matter works up until it is 
spiritualized. Energy b?y6mes matter and matter en
ergy. / ' '

Nature Is prodigal-ffjher.nespurces are boundless. With 
what marvelous fecundity she. is possessed, both in the 
vegetable'and the anfihal kingdom. Row few of the pos- 
Mbilitles of llfe'^er.'d^e'Jfi'fruiyoa,. , What Is a’microbe? 
It is born frpm »'germ. „What is a germ? It possesses 
neither, form, color nor substance,—it is only a possibility 
of ijfe; it may never'rionje into ' realization. Darkness 
still covers the earth.' Mystery broods over the beginning 
and end of thought, substance, and action. There 1b as 
much doubt, in the world as certainty, as much fear as 
hope, as 'much sorrow as joy. Life and death hold equal
power on the earth; neither is king; victory perches first 
upon the banner of .one, theti upon the other; honors are 
equal. Error has played as important, a part . in .the

The greatest men of any age

(Continued from page 5.)

that spirit Intelligences coming into our atmosphere—com
ing into our three-space dimensions—suffer from a kind 
of amnesia, or forgetfulness. They frequently act like a 
sick and delirious man. Great experience is necessary to 
operate successfully in these circumstances, and give com
plete tasks of identity. This is natural. Ask a brewery 
laborer in a tank filled with carbonic acid gas to give a sci
entific description of brewing processes, or a well-sinker in 
foul air to,describe the,strata of rock. Would they do it? 
They might use unprintable, language. A sea-sick friend 
was asked by a sympathetic steward, “Can 1 do anything 
for you, sir?” In his delirious sickness he said, “Yes', 
sink the ship!”

Experienced investigators know that netvly-deceased 
people are usually dazed and bewildered at ouPseances.

Another trouble lies in the difficulty of translating and 
interpreting spirit language, which cannot be direct, but 
must be given in symbols. Educated and shrewd clair
voyants with a wide and varied experience of life are most 
successful In these respects. •

In conclusion, we may say that although our difficulties 
are great, although the investigation is complicated and 
obscure let-us pursue our efforts resolutely, for the future 
is on our side. Dr. Maxwell has given us a hint of .our 
high calling when he concludes: “We ought; to consider 
medium’s as precious beings. Why should we stigmatize 
them as degenerates? Rather should we view triem as 
beacons on the route we have to follow—prophecies of the 
-future type of the human race.”
• Let us be faithful to our noble task. Spiritualism is 
the grandest of all those great movements which make for 
the amelioration of human conditions, which promote the 
advancement of the human race—physically, mentally, 
morally, and spiritually. Let us be faithful to this trust. 
Coming generations shall crown you with honor, and shall 
revere and bless your memory.—The Two Worlds, Man
chester, England.

The Arcana of Spiritualism
A Manual of Spiritual Science and 

Philosophy.
The readers of The Progresulva 

Thinker are already acquainted with 
character of this book. It is intended 
by its assisting, inspiring spirit-authors- 
to furnish a compendium tc the student 
of psychic laws and manifestations. It 
has been more than thirty years in pre
paring and contains all that has been 
received by me through inspiration 
and research during that time on the 
subjects it treats. Few questions will - 
arise in the minds of Investigators 
that are not answered In its pages.. 
Price, $1.25 postpaid.

Address all orders to
HUDSON TUTTLE, 

' Berlin Heights, Ohio.

FREETHOUGHT ANO 
LIBERAL PAMPHLETS

Tneae pamphlets were published by 
Mr. Green in the Freethought Magazine 
and are all by eminent and able writers. 
The price on most of them has been re
duced

ROSCvo Memorial Oration,
by Robert G. Ingersoll. Price 3 cents..

Thomas Paine. By Robert G. Inger
soll. Price 3 cents.

Voltaire. An address by Prof. Emile 
Plngault. Price 3 cents.

Abraham Lincoln. Hls Religion. By 
Robert N. Reeves. Price 3 cents.

Burns and Whittier. Some of Their
Likenesses and Differences. By 
Charles G. Brown. Price 6 cents.

Religion in the Republic. By 
M. A. Freeman. Price 5 cents.

Rational Worship. A lecture

Prof.

Mrs.

dellw

the passing system of competitive pro
duction. The time is at hand. “Let 
him that Is filthy, be filthy still; he 
that is unjust, let him be unjust still, 
and he that is righteous let him be 
righteous still; and he that Is holy, 
let him be holy still. And behold I- 
come quickly;.and my reward Is with 
me, to give every man according as 
his work shall be.”

Those who desire more information 
about the revolutionary movement, the 
most potential socialistic force now in 
the world, and most dreaded -by the 
economic masters, the capitalistic 
class, are cordially invited fo write to 
me. We are undermining private 
capitalism and inaugurating collective 
capitalism.

Through the program of co-opera-

ers and preaching a practical gospel 
that those who heed the message will 
feather; their Own nests and be well 
provided for.

We have been taught by the Craft 
"bf priests joined with the craft of eco
nomic masters—the machine-owners, 
the capitalists, to read through tears 
of oppression "our titles clear to man
sions” in the sweet-bye-and-by Co-op
erative Commonwealth, to be satisfied 
with'rented hovels in the here - and 
now, let the masters hold all titles Jn 
this world, and so on ad nauseum.

We have quit singing and ■ working 
for the-sweet by-and-by, and are doing 
what we can for the now and here. 
If the next world needs sweetening 
we will attend to it when wp get' there, 
which is a sure thing, for we Spiritual
ists have found that all get out of this 
'world alive. .... '. I-

This beautiful place is to be head
quarters for the. promotion of Co-op
erative Manufacture, ¡in which the 
ownership of the .machinery of, pro.- 
duction will be Vested in the workers 
and' the users. The movement has 
already assumed national importance,' 
backed by millions of men, organized

tion, labor will claim Its own. "Labor 
is entitled to all It produces.” '• To se
cure this axiom of economics, the ma
chines of production must .belong'to 
the workers and the users, for' jhe pro
ducts of the machine are taken by the 
machine-owners. The laborers and 
farmers have quit talking hot air pol
itics and are talking business and'go- 
ing.into J>uslness for themselves. The 
large benefits already realized stimu
late them to larger endeavor. The 
movement will advance with increas
ing enthusiasm. It is the great army 
oh white horses going forth conquer
ing, and to conquer, ' It is a great 
multitude which no man can number 
who have come out of great tribula
tion; who have cleared thèlr robes’ of 
shoddy and have made them out of the 
pure wool of the lamb. We robe our 
priests In the pure -fleece. No more 
shoddy for us, we thank,yon. - If you 
want to wear good clothes, and desire 
to know how to own thé machines’for 
making.them, let me hear from you at 
once. Fraternally, \ .

REV. T. W. WOODROW.
Crystola, Green Mountain Falls, Col,

A WiieFal Discourse
Abstract of a Funeral. Discourse by 

Rev. Jennie French, DeliveredMOver 
the Remains of Andrew. Olson. Froi- 
sted, Who Was Drowned in Priest 
Lake, Wash.. , ; • . . -
If a man die shall he Jive . again? 

Job-was troubled. 7 HJs’ iifb whs-filled 
with sorrow, his friends were few, his 
tormentors many, and in the agony of 
his heart he asked, “If a man die, 
shall he live again?”

Not only was Job troubled over 'this 
question,' but man throughout all 
time has ever asked the self-same 
question.

And why this? . Why all this anx
iety?

Why be troubled when as far back

"If the dead rise not, then is 
Christ raised.” Doubt no more, 
live again?

not 
We

We lay down a natural body, 
we rlse'a spiritual body. Man is ..... 
-a living soul, then a quickening spirit.

and 
first

The mortal is but a. transient thing 
live we ever so long, but the spiritual 
knows no end, no time, but lives, Ilves 
through all eternity.

Jeremiah says: “Weep not for the 
dead, neither bemoan them,”-

Surely, friends, it is but a selfish 
feeling that causes us to weep. We 
want the spirit of the loved ones to’re
main 'with us in the flesh that we may 
be happy in their presence, and that 
we may be enabled to make them hap
py .by. being with us.

Who of us that, have loved ones on 
the ’brightr side of life would be so 
selfish, so indifferent to their happl-

pinnacle and escape the tragedy. of 
death. One great inspired soul has 
expressed a sublime thought filled 
with rich blessings for us all in this: 
"The death sleep of earth is but the 
waking life of eternity.”
' We have another beautiful idea Of 
death, “The dissolution of partner
ship between physical and spiritual 
life, the physical retiring from the 
business and spirit continuing even 
unto the perfect day, when we shall 
kno.w as we are known.”

Friends, we have with us always 
the spirit that dwelt in this tenement

ered before the Chicago Liberal Society 
by Dr. T. B. Gregory of Chicago. Price 
8 cents.

Why I Am Not a Christian. By D. D. 
Stedman. Price 8 cents.

Genesis to Revelation. Free Thought 
Commentary on the Whole Bible. By 
Judge Parish B. Ladd. Brice 10 cents.

Revelation Under the Microscope of 
Evolution. By Prof. Daniel T. Ames. 
Price 10 cents.

Life and Career of Charles Brad
laugh. By George Jacob Holyoake. 
Price 10 cents.

Religion and Science. The "Recon
ciliation Mania" of Dr. Paul Cams of 
The Open Court. Analyzed and Re
futed by "Corvinus.” Price 10 cents. •

Free Thought Past, Present and Fu
ture. By Prof. Thaddeus B. Wakeman. 
With his portrait and life sketch. 
Price 10 cents.

The Priest and the Church—What 
Have They Done for the World? By 
Judge Parish B. Ladd. Price 15 cents, 

John Tvndall Memorial. Teri short 
sketches of Tie life of this great man. 
Price 10 cent«

Cosmology Against Theology. By 
Vindex. Price 10 cents.

Church and State. The Bible In the 
Public*Schools. The New American

of clay. He will smile and cheer us pr|Ce 10 cents
and we will be happy. How often
will our thoughts revert to the kind
nesses of his soul and the smiles of 
his welcome when he entered out pres
ence; and yet we would not wish him 
back in that dump of cold clay that 
lies lifeless-before us.

Party. A Criticism by “Jefferson.” 
Trice 10 cents.

Standing Up for Jesus; or What the

as we have any history, . we haye 
knowledge of the fact- that the so- 
called dead appeared unto man. They 

-walk and talk, write and sing; they “ess as to wlsh.them back in the mor-

MÏ HOPE AND TRUST.

expend If the machines that provide 
. ¡our necessities did not belong to us.

Whoever heard of the- evangels of 
the everlasting-gospel,-wearing $40 
suits at a.cost of -$14.40'? - ■-•■ -

. Here is a chance for the minister of 
the' gospel to wear better clothes than 
»he sinners he is trying -to convert

to’"go into the world and preach the 
gospel” of Co-operation to’every crea
ture; "He that believeth and Is bap- 
tlzed ln the spirit of fraternalism shall 
be saved from the evils df competi
tion,, and-he that believeth not shall 
continue to be damned by shoddy, 
shaffl, .deception and adulteration of

. WOMAN'S LOVE.,

The only thing that’s''constant in,the- 
.world, ' ? ■

The; only peak that stands above all 
clouds, * ' •

The only window whe^e the light e’er 
turns',; ... r, ’■ .

The .only star that, .darkness - cannot
•" ..dim, \ -ITT

is woman’s Ibye..;; ’ ;
Not - coldness, - 'cruelty,' .^rieglecf' .’or 

wrong* , ' ■ ,
Can alter; weaken brbxUn’gulBh.lt,
A woman’s love is'. perfume. .to-' the

' heiirt; . V .'“' .', /
Her love has wrought all miracles of .

’ art, 
And beauty’s dream. ? . '

It gives us music all along the way, 
From cradle to the last grarid' sym- 
' -phony. ■' ■•■ c-. -

That bears the soul away on wings of
-■tire; ■ c.

This lov? is greater, Bweoter. than all 
poWOr,

■ Outlasting death. ;
- - —E. M. Smiti

visit us in dreams, commune with us 1 
in our waking hours; cheer, help and I 
love us as they did of yore when they | 
dwelt in-the flesh. They appeared In 
the garden of Eden, to Moses, Joshua, 
Daniel, Samuel, David and all the 
prophets, priests and kings. They 
come as angels, lords, men; minister
ing angels, and angels of the Lord. 
In the burning bush;the । volcerof an 
arigel said: “I am tie God of Abra
ham, the God of Isaacpthe God-of Ja
cob. I am not the-God-of ¡the dead 
but of the jiving.” ■

Here we certainly find ;aubeautiful, 
thought that the so-called-:¡dead ap
peared then to those,whom they loved 
or desired to help; they appeared to 
Joseph to instruct him; to ,-Mary to 
gladden her - heart; to:JohnJto enlight
en him; to Christ when he .was de
spondent; to John. th® Resthlator; • on 
the Isle of .Patmos, apd -edmmanded 
the angels of the sevem churches to 
write), and told them whatoto write. 
And so on, dowri to tthe- present we 
have abundant proof4hat otir beloved- 
who have, passed out tof the .flesh still, 
visit us in' dreams; IniMslorib,-In writ
ing, and walk and talks as irii the. days 
of old. r .. n> b ■■

What a blessed asaprarice! What 
a’ glorious 'knowledge d.to vkno w our 

■loved ones shall be resurrected, shall 
•bass through .the vale> no: tnore, but 
Bhall be angels of ;tlre< resurrection 
arid children of. God, dwelling In the 
heavens. , , ' ; ,r

Why doubt? . -tb ' ; '
Why want to doubt!.so glorious a 

truth, so sublime a reality, so com
forting -a fact. , - j

If a man die, shall: he ¡live again? 
Christ appeared to his.beloved; , he sat 
at meat; he walked and talked with 
them; he comforted them, Instructed 
thenvand they rejoiced > to> be with 
him and see and ¡ hear him. -

•Paul in hls. first letter to the Cor
inthians,-15th chapter, 16th verse, re
moves all doubt, for -he says plainly,

tal body so full of aches and pains, so 
great a care to its inhabitant that the
spirit rejoiced to leave It to moulder 
back to mother earth, and passed on 
to sing songs of everlasting love 
through all eternity.

Dry your tears, cease your weeping 
and rather rejoice with the angels 
over the birth of a new spirit into life 
eternal. • Think not of this body as 
the brother, but as the deserted housg 
where oñce'dwplt a loving brother, a 
kind nephew and an affectionate son, 
who now has risen to reign in .the 
spirit world forever, to' be administer- 
ing angel to . his’beloved here that he 
may teach them how to Hye; to watch 
over them and help them in timé of 
trouble. : . -• •

■ What is this change wé calldeath?. 
We might say death is suspenslon-"óf 
Ufe, jet who would know, then, since 
it is very evident-that we have not as 
yet discovered what life is,

I came, somehow, in natal hour, 
From unknown realm of mystic power, 
Into this world of toil and strife, 
With feeble strength and infant life.
But born with love to live and be, 

-With ears to hear and eyes to see, 
With mind and soul like plastic clay, 
I creep, then walk, and wend my way.
WTth youthful hopes I castles build? 
And see them in my dreamland filled, 
But Time, with seeming ruthless hand, 
Lets fall my castles on the sand.
And yet, with courage all Inborn 
Again I build, still in the morn

■ Of one eternal, endless day 
■Of life’s progressive onward sway.
While Time sweeps on, here one by ope 
The hours and days and years begun 
Are given me to farm-and till,

■ And reap the harvest yield—T .will.
Out on the breast of infinite sea? 
A child of Gcid and destiny .

Editor of the Freethinkers’ Magazine 
Thinks of Jesus. Price 3 cents.

“Why An Expurgated Bible?" By 
Rev. E. H. Keeas. Price 3 cents.

Progress of Evolutionary Thought. 
The opening address before the Con
gress of Evolutionists, held in Chicago, 
Sept- 28, 29 and 30, 1893. By B. F. Un
derwood, the chairman. Price 3 cents.

Christianity; its Impeachment and 
Decadence, Also Demands of Liberal
ism. By Dr. F. E. Abbot and Prof. T. 
B. Wakeman. Price 3 cents.

Myth of the Great Deluge. By James 
M. McCann. Price 15 cents.

The- Evolution of the Devil. By
Henry Frank. Price 20 cents.

Liberalized Christianity. E:
M. Taber. Price 6 cents. 

The Republic in Danger.
M. Taber. Price 10 cents. 

In Place of Christianity.
M. Taber. Price 10 cents.

By

By

By

Henry

Henry

Henry

Germs of Mind in Plants.

Since lifériis-action,'death is rest. 
This'is actually true, for there is rest/ 
sweet rest, in death. If - prolonged 
sickness has made' you weary, .death 
will give you rest. If trouble • and 
care has broken ' thé cord that - unites 
the pleasures of life with the temple 
of the soul, death will free the spirit 
and heal the severed cord. - , 

. There are many beautiful thoughts 
with regard to death. In the impress
ive-mythology of the ancients, death 
was the Daughter of Night, and the 
Sister of Sleep.
■ It is truly a gladsome thought 
after all that os a part of a religious 
ceremony of some so-called heathens 
they mourn at birth, the beginning of 
sorrow, and rejoice at death, where all 
sorrow cêasès. - Then, how can we, 
supposed to ’ be-’Christian nations, do 
the opposite when our religion place's 
so many good things after death?

• If we were deep enough down in na
ture’s laws, we might, in nil glory and 
power, grasp:health by the hand, hurl 
disease to the ground,'raise life to the

I’m steering, moving,' drifting away, 
Borne, onward through an endless day.
.Yes, surely drifting eternally' 
Upon the waves of* a boundless sea, 
And trusting in the mighty, power, 
That holds the morn and evening

- hour. ■
DR. WM.. J. HILL.

Petoskey, Mich. ""'■ .-

IMPORTANT MOVEMENT IN IOWA,

A ' New^ State Organization to Be 
Formed. :- -, ‘

To Iowa Spiritualists:—-The Na- 
tlopal Association has requested.me to 
assist in forming a new State Associa
tion for .-Iowa, and: -complying .with 
said request, a mass . convention is 
called to meet at Mt. Pleasant Park, 
Clinton, Iowa, Monday, August 20, 
1906. Everyone interested in clean 
Spiritualism is urged to be c "" mt.

W. A. WILLING, 
Northwood, Iorb.

By R. H. France, Translated by A.'M. 
Simons.—Cloth, Illustrated,

BO Cents. .
A cardinal point In the philosophi

cal systems favored by the ruling 
classes 'is that the mind of man is 
something unique In the universe, 
governed by laws of its own that have 
no particular connection with 'physi
cal laws. Modern science has proved 
that not only animals, but also plants 
receive Impressions from the outside 
world and use data thus obtained to 
modify their movements for their own 
advantage, exactly as human beings 
do. - These facts are told in this book 
in so charming and entertaining a 
style that the reader is carried along 
and does not realize until later the 
revolutionary significance of the facts.

Can Telepathy Explain?
Results of Psychical Research. '

By Minot J. Savage. ;!
, ' Dr. Savage. in tbls.boolt or 243 pages, discuss-. ,
es problems that have vexed luteUigonl mluds ‘ I 
probably to a greater extent than any others, - Il ' 
saving those ortho religions Uto. Ho states a I* 
groat number or well-authenticated instances , 
ot spiritist tcrelatlon or communication Hls , 
discussion is frank and reariess-and merits the -1 ! 
widest reading. Tor he deals with tacts and çx- "'t 
perionoes. Price, cloth. 81.00. r
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The price of The Progressive Thinker 
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WORDS OF CAUTION.
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fectly eafe, and will eave yourself an* 
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N. S. A. ‘Convention arefor sale at 600 
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ualist should send for one. -Address 
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AU books -advertised in The Pro- 

igresstve Thinker can be obtained atj 
.’.this office. Express charges or postage^ 
prepaid at the price named unless dth-' 
wise stated. i/

The Bigotry of 'a Former Generation,
The poet Shelley was decreed an 

atheist, and his two children were 
taken from him because a person so 
vile as to believe “the Lord” whom 
Moses voiced on a thousand occasions, 
■was not the True God. He reasoned 
like a Spiritualist and an inspired one 
at that, whan he wrote the following, 
near a hundred years ago: 
“Throughout this varied and eternal 

world
«Soul Is the only element, the block • 
That for unaccounted ages has re

mained.
Tho moveless pillar of a mountain’s i 

weight
Is actlve.living spirit. Every grain
Is sentient both in unity and part, 1 
And the minutest atom comprehends. 
A world of loves and hatreds. These 

beget
. Evil and good; hence truth and false-' 

hood spring;
Hence will and thought and action, rail 

the germs
Of pain or pleasure, sympathy or hate 
That variegate the eternal unlveTse.”

Again said Shelley:
“Death is a gate of dreariness and 

gloom,
. That leads to azure Isles and beaming 

skies,
And ¡happy regions of eternal hope.
Therefore, O Spirit! fearlessly bear

•on; «
Though storms may break the .prlm-

, rose on its stalk,
Though frosts may blight the fresh

ness of its bloom.
Yet Spring's .awakening breath will 

woo the earth
To feed with kindliest dews its favor

ite flower,
That blooms imnossy banks and dark

some glens,
Lighting the greenwood with Its sunny 

smile.”
And then his God:
“Spirit of Nature,

The pure diffusion of thy essence 
throbs

Alike in every human heart.
Thou, aye, erectest there

Thy throne of power unappealable: 
Thou art the Judge beneath whose nod 
Man’s brief and frail authority

Is powerless as the wind 
Thatpasseth idly by;

Thine the tribunal which surpasseth 
The show of human justice 
As God surpasses man."

Mind Your Own Business.
If the Chicago Record-Herald .was 

a paper of limited influence the church 
would let loose its instruments of de
traction to destroy it. In a late ar
ticle relating to Hindu Sun Worship, it 
said:

"There Is no people living on the 
face of the globe to-day whon.ro-more 
law-abiding, more morally clean ¡and 
less covetous than the Hindu. Chris-' 
tian missionaries to India say their 
labors have proved useless, that'the : 
Hindu is not an improvement as a 
Christian. No matter what Changes.' 
may come into the social and commer
cial life of this people their rules for 
the higher life will remain the same,: 
and those who.know them best would 
not wish to change them.”

And yet the churches are bogging 
pennies from Sunday-school children 
to defray the expenses of missionaries 
to these people, to teach them a sys
tem of religion many times Inferior to-: 
theirs, so far as the moral element isi 
concerned.

Said Henry Clay, in a public ad-' 
dress to a person who had interrupted: 
him during a speedh, by presenting-a1 
petition praying for some reform:

“Go home and mind your own busi
ness, and leave other people to take 
care of theirs. Limlt your benevolent' 
exertions to your ¡own ¡neighborhood. ' 
Within that circle you will find ample 
scope for the-exercise of all your char-' 

. itles. Dry up the tears of the af
flicted around yon, console and com-' 
EIGHTEEN AUG 2 
fort the helpless orphan, clothe the 

-- nakçd, and feed -and help the poor1- 
,who need succor. And you will show! 
yourself wiser and better than your 
actions have.shown you to-day.” 

, Could not the people of Hindustan, 
. and in fact those of most of the in- 

. trading missionary-countries, address' 
. -in the -same language, with propriety, ’ 
. the Christian propagandists visiting 
them? .

Origin of the Apocalypse.
The book of Revelation ha® always 

been an enigma to biblical students. 
Dr. Adam Clark, in his Commentaries, 
p. 492 of his last volume on the New 
Testament, foot of second column; 
says:'

“I cannot explain the book; I do not 
understand ^; and lathe things which 
concern so sublime and awful a sub
ject, I dare not, as my predecessors, 
indulge in conjectures."

We quoted this, and at greater 
length, several weeks ago. We now' 
repeat it to Introduce “A new theory 
of the Apocalypse” which has just 
come under our observation.

. A young German student of theol
ogy claims to have made a remarkable 
discovery, says the honest clergy, 
“perhaps the most important in a 
hundred years.'! The discovery is 
simply this, that the Apocalypse, 
which has been unhesitatingly re
ceived by theologians of all schools as 
a work of genuinely Christian author
ship, is in reality—In its main sub
stance and throughout by far the 
greater part of it—a purely Jewish- 
composition. It is in fact simply a 
Jewish Apocalypse in Christian dress. 
The first three chapters are Christian,. 
but in. the fourth the book begins over 
again, and from .that to the end, with 
the exception of a few short passages 
and a word or two interpolated here 
and there, all .is purely Jewish. •

The theory comes recommended by 
all the authority of Prof, Harnack, 
who declares that, however skeptical 
Jie was at first, on careful reading. 
with the new light thrown upon it, 
“the scales fell from his eyes,” he 
said: ■

Says the'Literary World, “If all are' 
not so easily convinced,-at least It will 
mot be -denied this hypothesis is most 
ingenious .in itself. It has -been ably 
worked out, and it clears up some 
hitherto insuperable difficulties.”

It will be discovered sometime that 
the books forming both ’the Old and 
New Testament are compilations and 
adaptations from ancient literature. 
Much of the so-called Jewish Scrip
tures were orginally romances, by 
Whom, where and when written no’ 
one knows. Josephus says it consist
ed .of the Jewish library, while mod-, 
ern research shows much of it was 
copied from Egyptian, Babylonian and 
Assyrian sources, just as the proof Is 
almost conclusive that Paul's ¡Epistles, 
were originally written to the Esson- 
lan churches, long before the alleged 
crucifixion of Jesus.

The time ¡is rapidly approaching 
when scholars will be content to drop: 
the creeds, and inquire "What is 
truth” in regard to the "Bible, instead 
of “what does it teach in regard to 
creed?”

Kitto, In his Biblical Literature, 
says “the language of the book of 
Revelation is characterized by strong 
Hebraisms and ruggedness, while its 
images ate artificial and Jewish.” 
These expressions in a small way give 
countenance to the idea of a Jewish 
origin of the book. If we could know 
.with certainty by whom the book was 
■written and the object the writer had 
in view, it would be a powerful aid to
wards comprehending it.

Me Geteed Hta Freedom.
In a late conversation with a very 

•earnest Spiritualist he related bls ex
periences which led him out of the 
Methodist church, r He was but a 
youth. His father proffered him a 
flue suit of clothes if he would read 
the Rible through in one year. The 
task-was completed and the clothes 
were furnished. Then came the otter 
of a fine watch for a second reading. 
This task 'was also accomplished, and 
the promised watch was forthcoming. 
But the boy was a thinker. The added 
years made him more critical as he 
read. He discovered the contradic
tions in the book, its vulgarisms, and 
the brutal character of the "Thus salfh 
the Lord.” With his watch came a 
brain filled with doubt. He began to 
see that preachers, and even bishops 
were like other men who.serve for pe
cuniary reward.

Once a person is free to reason the 
process goes on and on until the truth 
is reached. It has been the plan of 
the church through all the ages to 
shackle thought; to compel childhood 
and youth to follow in the same rut 
their parents traveled. Go back a 
thousand years and the process was 
then in being, and it is still practiced. 
With the child's name he is baptized, 
and enrolled a member of the church, 
to leave which.he becomes a renegade; 
against whom.1b hurled all the bitter 
invectives taught by the Master in pro
nouncing woes on his own people who 
refused to receive him as their king.

But our friend made his escape, a 
slapped ear hastening his release from 
parental and churchal fetters, and In-.
ersoll’s rhetoric aiding him in 
flight.

his

Both Statements Improbable.
A friend wants to know if God in-, 

spired Matthew 27:5, to say, Judas 
hanged himself. and at the same time 
inspired the author of Acts' 1:18, to 
say, “falling headlong, he burst asun
der in the midst, and all his bowels' 
.gushed out"?

And then. The ¡Progressive Thinker' 
would like to know: Was the preacher 
correct when trying to reconcile this 

'irreconcilable narration he claimed 
both were correct; that Judas hung 
himself, the rope-broke, he fell to the 
ground, and “all his bowels gushed 
out.” ■

It Is really regretable God was-so 
grossly ignorant he,could not relate 
the same ¡story twice alike, but, like 
Sambo, mentioned on a former occa-' 
sion, who. assisted his master -in -ex-. 
plaining an inconsistent story, had to 
be helped out by a common skyrpilot.

"EHE ®?«OT PATHWAY." PROFESSIONAL RELIGION. HONORING A SPIRITUALIST.

The Press Restrains the Pulpit.
Bishop Fallows, of the Reformed 

Eplscopal«church, at a late session of 
their council in Philadelphia, is re
ported to have said: /

"The preacher of to-day can learn 
many valuable lessons' from ‘the mod
ern newspaper. He should emulate 
and adopt itsstyle. The ideal ¡news
paper articles are short, sharp, pun
gent, and to the point. The sermon 
should have all these characteristics. 
The press has been the faithful ally of 
the pulpit in breaking down cast, in 
favoring humanitarian reforms, and in 
advocating the rights of all.”

The Bishop was correct, and he 
could have added yith truth: The 
press has restrained the priesthood in 
its attempts to override the people, 
and compel all to submit to its tyran-, 
nical rule. But for the great balance 
wheel of the ¡press the church would 
mn riot with ‘human liberty, and .re
establish again the barbarities and 
cruelties of-the Middle Ages. Even 
the «independent religious press, which 
antagonize creeds, teach many a valu
able lesson Which ‘the better read of 
the clergy absorb, and act upon in 
private. The frequent publication and 
large reading of the Crimes of.Preach-, 
ers is a powerful deterrent to clerical' 
wrong-doing.

Method of Christian 'Propaganda.
Lucillo Vanlni, born near Naples, 

Italy, in 1585, suffered Inartyrdom at 
the instance of the Catholic priest
hood, February 9, 1619. He was 
charged with atheism, and condemned 
“TO HAVE HIS TONGUE CUT OUT, 
TO BE STRANGLED AT THE- 
STAKE, AND TO HAVE HIS BODY 
BURNED TO- ASHES.” Historians 
say: “Vaninl met his fate"with courage 
and even .bravado.” When ques- 
tipned, he replied:

“Youask ¡me, ‘What is God?’ 
knew I should-be God, for no 
knows-God, except 'God himself.

•K I 
one 
Let

me say, however, that he is the great-' 
est good, the ’first being, the whole, 
just, compassionate, blessed, calmr 
the creator, preserver, moderator, om
niscient, omnipotent; the father, Icing, 
lord, rewarder, riiler, the beginning,! 
the end; the middle, eternal; the au-, 
thor, life-giver, observer, the artificer, 
providence, the ‘benefactor. He alone 
,1s all in all.” ■ ;

Though Vaninl was a learned, 
•scholar, a philosopher, and .published, 
,a book against atheism, yet when bru
tally murdered, as was Bruno a few J 
years earlier, then be was charged by ■' 
’his assassins, with being immoral and - 
vicious, a- practice Characteristic ofi 
those who outrage humanity . and, 
shamelessly seek this method for vln-i 
dication.

Against the Reverends.
The statement comes from Rich

mond, Va., that Judge Henry W. Bolt, 
of the corporation court, banded do wn. 
an opinion on July 18, in the case of 
Virginia vs. The Baltimore and Ohio, 
Railway, declaring the half rate fares 
to the clergy is in violation of the 14th 
amendment to the federal constitu
tion,' therefore unconstitutional and 
void. t

The courts are upsetting a great 
many practices of tjhe railroads, and» 
wo cannot-guess what will come next/ 
If this ¡last -declston'-is sustained by the 
higher courts/ the ambition among ■ 
Spiritualists to be .dubbed 'Reverends 
will moot with a'Severe shock.

Let the Practice Become Universal.
At the late christening of the sec

ond son of the Duke of Manchester, 
wherein King Edward was one of the 
god-fathers, water from the Missis
sippi was used in place of the Jordan, 
as has been the custom of Christian 
royalty. If sprinkling a child with 
the waters of one country have advan
tages over those of another country, 
those from America and the “Father 
ot Waters, ” which have not been 
contaminated for ages by frequentpu- 
.riflcatlons, as have those of the Jor
dan and the Ganges, ought to be pref
erable; besides the waters of our great 
river, from source to mouth, flow nn- 
vexed-to the sea, no. discordant ele- 
jnent interrupting its course, there
fore it should have superior value' 
for baptismal and shristenlng.pur-. 
.poses.

The Title of a^New and Important 
Woric. (N|w ^ Viccbs) byDr. 3. M, 
Peebles—À Bief -Extract There
from.
The-MagI of Persia, the Hierophants 

of Egypt, .¡the Bvàhmins of India, and 
Buddhists-jef tb«f Bast, each and all 
held to eonie for^n of the general doc
trine. Jesus recognized his own pre- 
existence when he spoke of the “glory 
He had with tlm Father before the 
world was. ’ Again He said: “Before 
Abraham was, luam”; that is to say,, 
before Abraham, twaB in the physical 
expression, I existed as a spirit. Many 
of the most enlightened minds of all 
countries ixliave'/. taught that man's 
conscious ¡çglfliqojl is as much a matter 
of the past as it, Is to ¡be of the fu
ture. ‘ '

“Our sou,l,”"says Plato, “is a par
ticle of the-Divine Breath, and there
fore we are related to God. Our 
spirit’s divine J^eas are natural and 
are created by the Contemplation of 
divine things. Befriie it was associ
ated with the body, it existed in God; 
even now, tliough enveloped by the 
body, It may participate in that divine 
contemplation through the subjection, 
of the passions, and through a con
templative life.”

In the song of Amosis we read: 
“Lord,, thou ,hast been our dwelling 
place In all generations; before the 
mountains were brought forth, or ever 
thou hadst formed thé' earth and the 
world.“ .

The most learned among the 
Christian fathers, such as Origen, ac
cepted the doctrine of pre-existence.

Jerome of • 340 A. D., 'said of the 
doctrine of-re-incarnation-which pre
vailed in India and Egypt: "This 
wicked and iniplous doctrine was an
ciently diffused through' Egypt and 
¡the Hast, and now prevails in secret, 
as in -vipers’ .nests, among most, and 
pollutes the purity of those regions; 
and as* by a herditary disease glides in 
the'few tojiervade the many."

Clemens of Alexandria, in 'his Ec
logues, ‘ advocated the; soul’s .pre-exist
ence, hut stoutly denied the doctrine, 
of reincarnation—and the relncarna- 
'tion ¡of hûmàn souls. He contended 
that tile passage: “There was a man 
sent from Qod” meant that the soul 
of John the Baptist was older than 
his body, and was sent from his for- 
merstate.

Clement of the second century, edu
cated In the Platonic philosophy, and 
afterwards a disciple .of Pantenus in 
Alexandria, said: “Do we not lave 
God .this '.first, that we exist, that we 
are' said to be .mari? That descend
ing from the regions of ¡light, or-sent 
by Him, we are held in.these corporeal 
bodies.”

Pamphllas, who established a flour- 
ishlng school in Caesarae, who vindi
cated Origen in five books, and was 
martyred 309 A- D„ was a strong ad
vocate of the soul’s pre-existence. 
‘!Does matter create the soul?" he 
asked. "The hbhse resembles the Idea 
that preceded IU and the entrance by a 
-path from; the ‘heavens resembles the 
descent of pouls from heaven to their 
lodgment'in bodies.”

Syneslis, a' Neo-Platonic philoso
pher and) ¡disciple of Hypatia at Alex
andria, wwte largely in favor of pre- 
existence, .. When the citizens of Ptol- 
emais had invited him to the bishop
ric among;theA, -he declined that dig
nity, in a letteni-'to his brother on the 
subject, ¡Jqr this ¡reason among others, 
that he çherts^çd certain opinions 
which perhaps all -would not approve, 
but whlcn'he couldiiri no ¡wise-abjure, 
as after ¡mature reflections-they-had 
struck their, Toots 4eep In his mind. 
First .nmqpg these Jie ■.mentioned.the 
doctrine pt pre-existence.. “Assuredly 

¡1 can never think it -right to believe 
the soul aii afteV-blrth of the body."

It Is Grapiiically Portrayed—A ReUg-: 
Ion Tiiat Will Take Care of Itself.

“By thqir fruits shall ye know 
them.”—Matt vli:16.

There lB'<a good deal more religion 
in the world than we sometimes think. 
True, many assume they have suc
ceeded in classifying and pigeon-hol
ing the world's supply. But you might 
as well think'that truth is to be found 
.only attached to affidavits as to imag
ine that religion can be identified by 
labels. No matter .what system of 
classification we may use, there still 
is a great deal of true religion that 
gets through the meshes of our sieves.

The higher you go In the scale of 
things the greater the difficulty in 
their classification. There are infi- 
njtely more shades of difference be
tween men than amongst rocks, and 
when you eome into the world of ideas 
.and motives and attempt to arrange 
and label things of the spirit only-ig
norance feels itself capable of -the 
task.

Since religion is neither a button, 
garb, or other inanimate thing, nor -a 
style or cult, nor a theory or a philos-. 
ophy, but is a matter of attitude of a 
life, its classification is possible only 
to the One who sees all hearts.

Religion is the recognition of vital 
relations to the infinite; it Is the rind
ing in these relations of motives that 
seek to establish right relations to all 
things, to nature, to man, and to our
selves. A man is religious in the 
proportion as he sets these relations 
first in life, as he Bets the develop
ment of his own life, the cultivation of 
likeness to the best revealed, -the ap
plication of the best thus cultivated to: 
the good of his fellows, to the bringing 
of the kingdom of right relations in 
this world.

HE IS RELIGIOUS WHO LIV£S 
UP AND LIFTS UP; HE IB RELIG
IOUS WHO LIVES DOWN OR DRAGS - 
DOWN. Vital tests are the only 
■possible ones here. It makes no dif
ference what your accent or your 
garb; it makes no difference what 
your philosophy of the past or the fu
ture,' what your familiarity with the 
family history of the Deity, the laws 
of life judge you by the tree of your 
life -and by the fruit it bears.

Religion is not a type of mind; It is 
the trend of a life. A man may be a 
beggar ‘or a king, hard-headed or ten
der-hearted, practical or speculative, 
motor or sensory; it makes no differ
ence what his temperament or .tastes, 
he may still seek the right, love truth, 
cherish 'high ideals, work in harmony 
with the infinite, recognize ’the spirit
ual by seeking to grow out of the base.

SUCH A RELIGION CANNOT BE 
CONFINED TO A DIVISION OR A 
DEPARTMENT OF THE LIFE. THE 
SEGREGATION OF -RELIGION TO 
BUNDAYS HAS BEEN BUGCESBFUL 
BUT IN STARVING IT TO DEATH. 
It would be a strange man who.should 
hang out a sign saying, “This is my 
truthful day." He wouldmot find the

Rov. Moses Hull Selected to Run for 
Congressman on the Socialist 

Ticket.

Whitewater Is not a little honored 
this year in the matter of candidates 
for offices to he filled this fall and now 
it Is the Register’s privilege to an
nounce that another of her goop citi
zens has entered the lists, this time
Rev. Moses Hull, candidate for 
gress.

coa-

fact

ANOTHER VIEW OF THE SUBJECT.

Ant Explanation as to Why SpiritsGon- 
tradict Themselves When Talking 
. Trough Different Mediums.

In The Progressive Thinker of July 
14, Is a very interesting essay of A. J.' 
Klng4n explanation of the perplexing 
contradictions encountered . by Dr. 
Funk In his’investigations of inter
course with spirit, and attributes them 
to deliberate »deception on the part of 
the spirits, for ¡the purpose of teaching 
investigators a needed lesson In their 
endeavors after communication with 
spirits, and criticises the explana- 
.tlons of Mr. Tuttle, -in answer to Dr.. 
Funk’s inquiries. It seems to the’ 
writer that both explanations ¡are inad-, 
equate and open to serious objections, 
and do not take .into account the psy-’ 
chologlcal laws and -conditions gov-' 
ernlng. all Intercourse between human ; 
beings. THE * SAME CONFUSING 
AND FERPLEXING CONTRADIC-' 
TtONS WHICH HAVE CONFRONTED 
DR. FUNK HAS BEEN .THE UNIVER
SAL EXPERIENCE OF INVESTIGA
TORS EVER SINCE THE FIRST AD
VENT OF MODERN' SPIRITUAL
ISM.

The same questions that have per-. 
plexed-Dr. Funk were put ata ¡public 
circle thirty-six years ago .by an -In
quirer, to what purported to ‘be ¡the 
spirit of Theodore Parker, and the ' 
questions and -answers were ¡as -fol
lows: ‘

"How do you ¡explain the fact that-a 
spirit will give n message through one 
medium, and afterwards, 4n controll
ing, another, will have no 'recollection 
of having spoken through ¡the ¡first 
medium?"

The answer: "Allow me to illus
trate. I am here speaking to you 
through a certain special organism, 
and if i remember .what I say mt all,. I 
remember through the power of that 
organism; and no other. J am flepend- 
ent, bo far as-my thoughts ¡and words 
are concerned, while in control upon 
that organism, ¡and when I come ¡forth 
from it, I do not carry ¡any memory 
with me concerning what ¡has trans
pired in that organism. I .con only 
fully call ¡up the -events that have 
transpired through that organism'¡in 
relation ¡to .myself, by coming in rap
port with it again. I.can do it through" 
no other.because thé law opposes me.' 

. As a spirit, I ¡shall ¡remember, but I 
•cannot project that memory through 
¡another organism than the one 
through which ¡the-events transpired.” ' 

. If-the-answer given-above is true.it' 
¡puts .a very, different- construction¡upon 
•intercourse with spirits.from'.thatigen- • 
•erally held by Spiritualists, who ¡be-' 
ilieve, when they are receiving eornmu- ' 
mications ¡from a spirit through a me
dium. that they are receiving It direct
dn his or her own proper ¡rational 
tonality. But ¡if this account ds 
¡root, that is not the .case, hut 
spirit is in a ¡kind-of hypnotic or

.per
cor
rile 
psy- 
forchologlcal condition, "dependent ... 

thoughts and words upon that organ
ism psychologized ¡by .the ¡influences
and conditions ¡of tho ¡medium; in 
other words, comes Into mundane' 
conditions which ¡are ¡diverse from 
those of the spirits ¡normal-state.

This -view seems io furnish the only: 
adequate ¡solution of the contradicting ■ 
and perplexing ¡experiences that ¡non-: 
front every.dnquirer Into Spiritualistic 
phenomena, and ¡that have led -many1 
intelligent -minds to ignore the ¡subject I 
altogether, ¡and such satisfaction - ¡for

THE BLUE LAWS.

Benton ¡Harbor (Mich.) Liquor Deal
ers'Decide That If They Cannot Op
erate. on Sunday Neither Can Pop
corn Stands,Nor'Street Cars.
Benton Harbor, Mich.—The war be

tween .the Municipal League and the 
liquor "dealers has become bitter.

Tri retaliation for the arrest of nine 
saloon proprieorsifor raising the "lid” 
July »4, 'by operating their bars, war
rants wore sworn out. ¡to-day by a 
group of liquor men tpr seventy-five 
business men, stand-keepers, auto 
drivers, arid-stréet car men. ■ They 
are charged with violation-of the law 

’by engaging in .business-last Sunday.
The moVe has caused intense excite

ment in the city. Attorneys for the. 
¡saloon ¡men-Bay -to-night‘that the blue 
laws are to be enforced ¡to-morrow or 
mew .warrants wlll bedssued for all vi
olators. They Intend even to tie up 
'the street car line and auto buses to 
nearby resorts.

■Mayor Monroe H. Morrow, proprie- 
'tor of one of the largest grocery 
houses in the-city, is among those for 
Whom ^warrant has been -.issued. 
Fourteen street car conductors and 
as manÿ motormen were taken on ¡the 
charge .of working on ¡Sunday. Own
ers of popcorn-stands and bootblacks 
were included. 4n the list.

The saloon-men ¡are provided with a 
big fund; and insist that if the -lid is 
kept down on them They wllbextend -it 
to the whole, city. The election of 
Mayor .Morrow, Democrat, last ¡spring 
’brought aboutthe right for Sunday' 
-closing. ■ 4

Benton Harbor is ¡strongly -Republi
can, and It is charged that one of -the 
causes of his election, was a promise 
for a wide open town. No .sooner 
had Morrow taken office than the ‘Mu
nicipal League was -organized and ¡a ■ 
crusade opened for onfore’ement of the 
Sunday closing law. Many of the sa- ' 
loon-keepers ¡have -been arrested -three 
times.' ■ J :

Judge Coolidge of .the circuit court 
warned them:ashen sentencing nt the 
second.ptea‘Of jgullty that the ¡next 
time the-saine offenders were brought 
before ¡him he would .give ' - jail .¡sen
tences. This brought -the saloon ele- 
ment to arietormlnationto-enforce -the 
blue laws. r ,[r

their relisfoussEsplratipns in the doc- 
trines oftçpmerpf tha churches. - 
■~ 'Ot course it rioes '^not fallow -be
cause these are the" general condi
tions .preifMliri^’lh inediumlstlc com- 

-jnunlcatidnB/ .that there .may not ¡be
cases of ¡fUroctgConsclous communica
tion between mprtals and spirits, -but 
in present conditions these are -the »ex
ceptions rffÉher'than the rule.
. Psychological', science, treating of 
the influence ofomlnd upon mind, -is-a 
limitless ilqld Hint has ¡been but little 
explored, but it furnishes the basis of 
any enlightened belief or knowledge 

• concerning Spiritualism.
.. ¡FRANKLIN SMITH. 

Weymouth Heights, Mass.

is
Economy is half the .battle of life; it
•not so hard to earn’money as to

.spend it well.1—Spurgeon. ■
Those there are "whose.hnarts.'have 

¡a look-southward; and are open.to the 
whole noon of nuture.—‘Bailey.

Di> not confine your children to your 
iowndearning. They were born in an-' 
'Othor tipo.-“Talmucl - . -

A GENERAL HOUSEOLEANING. <1

Without his consent, and in 
without his knowledge, one of the lo-
cals of the Social Democratic polity of 
this Congressional District nominated 
him. Referendum vote was taken Jn 
every local, at the end of which Mr. 
Hull found himself the unanimous 
nominee for congress, and has con
sented to allow his name to stand, and 
to do all in his power to enlighten the 
people of this Congressional District 
on the principles of Social Democracy.

Mr. Hull says he is not nor never 
has been a politician, In the sense ot 
being a political thimble rigger, or ma
nipulator, Mr. Hull has never had any
thing to do with politics. In the 
sense of being an American citizen, 
•and trying . to ¡understand political 
economy, and acting up to his highest 
ideáis Mr. Hull is a politician. He 
believes it is the duty of every citizen 
to try to understand political economy 
and to work and vote for those prin
ciples which will benefit the people the 
most.

Mr. Hull has now promised to take 
the stump in the first Congressional 
District and enter into an educational 
campaign. He enters the campaign 
not to abuse anybody who may differ 
from the views -he may hold, but to 
lead them to see that the only way for 
the salvation for the "common peo- 
,ple” from being crushed by the iron 
heel of capitalism is to educate them
selves in the principles of Social Dem
ocracy. Mr. Hull during the impend
ing campaign will have strife with no 
one, yet if any able man of either of 
the old parties wishes a comparison of 
their views with the principles he ad
vocates he willme.et them on equitable 
terms.—Register, Whitewater, Wis.

It Is Going on All Over This Broal 
I^and, and Has Now Been Taken Uy 
by the Nation—No Progress Cun Bo 
Made Without It—-It Is Necessarjj 
Everywhere—Read Carefully tho 
Following From Mr. Justice Brows
er's Address at Milwaukee, Wis. f

• There has been a good deal of dis« 
turbance in the body politic for the 
last year, and this condition Is likelg 
to continue.

THE NATION IS IN THE BUSI« 
NESS OF CLEANING HOUSE. I have 
beaten many a carpet and I was al« 
ways astonished'that as long as I beat 
some dust would come out.

This houBecleaning of Uncle Sqm’s 
is disturbing a good many. We have 
devoted ourselves to beautiful front 
yards and have NEGLECTED THE 
BACK YARDS. Just at this time wa 
are going into them with the ¡purpose 
of making them as presentable as tha 
front yards.

We are trying to lift sium life to al 
better and happier condition.

We are going to places usually un* ’ 
seen by the general public and saying 
that we want them as clean as th» 
public places.

We do not mean to have 30 or 40 per, 
cent poor alcohol in our patent medl« 
clnes, and we do not mean to buj] 
opium in our soothing syrup if we 
know it, nor poor .whiskey if we capi 
detect the cheat. WE WANT HON* 
ESTY AND TRUTH IN THE CON«
DUCT AND OUTPUT_ . OF EVERY;
FACTORY AND GROCERY.

A great many men will be unjustly] 
condemned. It becomes every IntellR 
gent man not to accept a charge of
crime as proof of guilt.

PERSONAL EXPERIENCES.

Illustrating the ¡Prevalence of Spirit 
Return.

Let every,

world especially impressed with 
honor on that or any other day. 
who Is not religious every day is 
religious.

Such religion will not need to

his 
He 
not

ex-"
press itself in «arb. A MAN'S 
STRENGTH DOES NOT DEPEND ON 
THE CUT OF HIS COAT. . The only 
thing in-your clothes that particularly 
matters to your religion ¡is whether 
the bills are-paid. Yet there are a 
good many men who feel sure they 
■would go straight to glory if they 
should die with their religious coats 
on.

A MANfS PLACE IN ANOTHER 
WORLD DEPENDS ON HIS RROQ-, 
REBS IN THIS. If there has been im 
him a life that has grown toward the 
best, if he has been morally what he 
has been ¡physically, one developing 
from weakness to strength, from ig
norance to wisdom, from the typically 
animal to the human, he is then 
■ready for the next-step in life; but if 
his life has been spent In gathering; 
baubles, stilts, and paddings, ■ titles 
and trappings, qll these Shall be strlpt 
from him, no matter how holy their 
names-may be, and he shall stand a 
poor, dwarfed, undeveloped soul, un
prepared for life because It has not. 
lived. ;

If a man would ¡know whether he is 
•religious, let him not ask whether he* 
feels tides of emotion, whether fie has ■ 
his name-engrossed on charity lists or 
church rolls, whether he 'be wellf 
-armed-for theological polemics; let! 
.him ask -whether the supreme -thing i 
in his life-is the finding of the-good, ! 
the serving of the best, the will-ofthei 
¡most -high, the ¡bearing of the fruits; 
•of love, -and joy, and 'peace, of kind-i 
•ness, inspiration, and holiness •

The things within make the things ■ 
-without. You ¡cannot-put your relig-' 
•ion on. A new coat will not make • 
you healthy. Turn your face to the- 
■light and you shall know the truth; 
set the things you know to be base be
neath jour feet; -SEEK TOUCH -WITH: 
THE DIVINE AND INFINITE; 
LEAVE -LIFE’S -DOORS OPEN TO 
THE THINGSTPHAT ARE LOVELY 
AND OF GOOD -REPORT; SERVE 
YOUR FELLOWS WITH -A FREE 
HEART AND YOUR RELIGION 
WILL TAKE CARE OF ITSELF.

HENRY F. COPE.

The first copies of The Progressive 
Thinker I ever saw were given me by 
a lady jn 1903. The same day I read 
one, and I got so interested in it that 
after I had gotten the children in bed, 
I took the paper and the lamp and 
went into the kitchen to read. While' 
I sat on the west side of the stove, 
there appeared a spirit lady standing 
in the middle door; that is between 
the front room and the kitchen. I 
could see her plainly. She had a white 
cloth hanging from the top of her head 
clear to the floor. It hung on each 
side of her and in front of her from 
under her chin. Her face was the 
only part of her that was not covered. 
'I knew she was a spirit. I had a slate 
and pencil in the house, and she want
ed me to get them, but I would not. 
She stood in plain view trying her best 
to Induce me to get them, but when 
she saw I would not, she disappeared.

I did not know anything about Spir
itualism them. I have wished since 
that I had gotten the slate and pencil, 
as she wanted me to. She desired me 
to write a message for her.

I have not the book now that I was 
-writing my spiritual experiences in; 
it .wap destroyed In the house when it 
burned down.

On Jan. 11, 1906, just nine days be
fore the house burned, I was sitting in 
my rocking chair, getting Baby Guy to 
sleep, when the rocking chair, Baby 
Guy and I were lifted off the 'floor. 
While we were a ¡foot or more off the 
floor, there came a clear whistle; it 
seemed to come from the floor and 
went toward the , celling. I turned 
around toward the' front outside door 
to see and that let us back to th» 
floor.

On the morning of Thanksgiving 
day, 1905, I'got up to fix the fire. 
While I was standing east of the heat
ing stove I became sick and could 
hardly stand and I was going to call 
some one. but before I could do so, I 
was taken to the ceiling, and the blue 
sky apparently- was only about two 
feet above my head.

Tell the readers of your valuable 
paper that my house was not insured. 
I hope they will all help me by send
ing me what "money they can.

MRS. MINNIE LAMBERT. 
Box 83, Bedford, Iowa.

person have every constitutional and 
legal protection, and when he has ’ 
been found guilty, God pity him, leC^> 
him take the punishment.

A multitude of loud mouthed dem« 
agogues will attempt to ride intq 
power on popular sentiment. Whett 
you find a demagogue, do not answen 
him; pass him by.

An objection that Is made to oun 
house-cleaning is that it INTER
FERES WITH PROSPERITY AND 
HURTS BUSINESS. It may cause a 
temporary embarrassment of prosper
ity, and some people may be dis
turbed; but nothing will ever build 
this country up like the assurance that 
whatever the foreigner wishes to buy] 
or whatever bears the American 
stamp is just what it purports to be, 
The men who now complain would 
profit by the fullest investigation.

Troubled conditions have led manjj 
to say that we shall never more have 
peace here, and that the country is 

.thoroughly rotten. At every exposure 
they say, “Oh, dear, oh, dear, what a 
mountry.” They believe that all hon
est men are gone and that the coun
try has gone to what Dickens called 
the "demnltion bowwows.”

The great American people is not 
unsound.

Before the war the South said that 
the North was composed of selfish 
shopkeepers and unpatriotic farmer? 
who would never go to war, but when 
the grand old liberator heard the guns 
of Sumter and called for volunteer^ 
you remember how the shops and 
farms resounded with “We are com
ing, Father Abraham.”

Nothing could stay that wave.
There may be those to-day who arq 

looking at the golden calf and who re
spect the dollar more than the matt, 
but among the plain people -of the 
shops and farms a consecration to 
duty exists now and then. There are 
sculptors who are chiselling the com
mands "Thou shalt not steal" and 
"Thou shalt not bear false witness.” 
When the time calls, again the people 
will rise and renew their allegiance ta 
the great Jehovah. You can never, 
make me believe that the heart of the 
American people is unsound. To-daj 
I appeal to you as men and women bt 

’this great republic, who are part of tha 
republic—do not you repudiate im
purity and corruption?

I want every individual man to feel 
that the future of the republic, for, 
glory or for shame, for weal or fon
woe, depend on him alone; to say in 
imitation of the French King, "The
republic—I am the republic.” “Thea

ALONE WITH SOUL,

I Stood in the forest -at midday In si
lence, and heard a deep voice

That awoke ¡nre from my‘dreaming, to 
look around and rejoice.

The angelB-.of Nature ¡were .singing and 
•cooing, and warbling their love;

The ¡zephyrs were sighing and wooing 
the sunbeams there up above.

The MaY-aPPles bowed their .pleasure, 
... .and the woodbine smiled at me;

The ilvy shook -with convulsions -as it 
clung to the old elm tree;

The -leaves in. their myriad numbers, 
•like fairies above in the air,

Just fluttered and quivered their wel
come, .and breathed down upon 
me a prayer.

The earth and. the shade were inviting, 
the silence enchantingly sweet;

I stood in deep awe nt the grandeur 
of Nature, with charms so replete, 

Etttrahced with the sense o'f a oneness" 
with all ot Divinity's own,

Entranced with the pulsing of Nature, 
. • wltluSOUL in the forest .alone.

My soul in sublhpity holding -sweet 
converse, with souls ot- the wood, 

Went out on its pinions immortal, 
while in the calm forest I stood, 

And I breathed unto all things aprjryer 
with love and with pleasure o'er- 
fiown,

While the brooklet just rippled Its 
- ‘ "Amen," with SOUL in the forest 

alone.
DR. T. WILKINS.

To know .what you prefer, instead 
of humbly Baying amen to what the 
world tells you you ought to prefer, is 
to have kept your soul alive.—-Robert; 
Louis-Btevenson. -

Weak -men fight their friends, 
strong men fight their- enemies.^— 
Grant.

. The way to -galn a -good reputation 
is to endeavor to bo what you .desire to 
appear.-—Socrates. ■ .

BEAUTIFUL EXTRACT.

Oh! if there is one law above the rest, 
Written in Wisdom—if there is-a word 
That I would trace as with a pen of

Are
Upon the unsullied-temper of a child—
If there is anything that -keeps the 

mind
Opep to angel visits, and repels
The ministry of 111b—'tis human love!
•God has made nothing worthy of con

tempt.
The smallest pebble In the well of 

Truth
Has its-peculiar meanings, and .will 

stand
When -man’s best moments, wear fast’ 

away.
The law of heaven ¡is love, and though 

its name
Has been usurped by fashion, and pro

faned
To its unholy uses through all time, 
Still the eternal principle is pure;
And in these deqp affections that we

will peace, justice and righteousness 
prevail'in every part of this land.

As I grow old, more profound be-" 
come my convictions regarding the fu
ture of the republic.

While I am not blind to its wicked
ness and Its failings, I believe that the 
Almighty has -gathered between theso 
two oceans 80,000,000 of people on 
whom rests a duty, the supreme obli
gation of the future, and that those 
people will be loyal to it and will con
tinue to strive until Old Glory reflects 
as a banner of the stars, and toiling 
humanity the world over looks on 
with thankfulness and gratitude.

FOURTEENTH ANNUAL 
CONVENTION

feel
Omnipotent within ¡us, can we see
The ¡lavish .measure in. which love 

. -given.
And In the yearning tenderness of 

child

is

S'

For every bird that sings above Its. 
head; '

And every creature feeding on the. 
. -hills,

And every tree and" flower, and run
ning brook.

We. see how everything was made to 
love,

And-Row they-err, who, In a world like 
/ this, .
Find .anything to hate ¡but '¡human 

pride. —Selected.' ;

TWILIGHT DREAMS.

In the soothing twilight hours;
When we ldlx.Bit<and dream, 

Memory opens as the flowers
And ¡reveals a hidden gleam.

Joys-and sorrows that have vanished, 
- Past ambitions, busy schemes, 
Which we thought forever banished, 

Oft return in twilight dreams.
Forms and features, distant places, 

Bits of.songs,..forgotten themes—
All return when memory traces, 

In our waits for twilight dreams. •
Thus our present hope ¡and yearning— 

Though all golden now they seem—
Will dissolve, and When returning, 

Make apart of twilight's dream.
¡P. A. JENSEN, ■ 

Los Angeles, Cal.

Of the National Spiritualists’ Associa
tion of the United States, Will Bo 
Held in .the Large Auditorium of 
the Y. M. C. A. Building, 153 La 
■Salle‘Street, Cliicago, Hlinois, Octo
ber 10, 17, 18 and 19, 1906.
Business sessions during the day. 

Special hours devoted to the Lyceum 
cause.

Many of the foremost and brightest 
workers in our ranks will be dele
gates. It ■will be a rare treat to hear 
them. Evening meetings will be de
voted to lectures, spirit messages, mu
sic and song.

Among those Invited and expected 
are Dr. J. M. Peebles3»scar A. Edger- 
ly, W. J. Erwood, M&s. H. P. Russa- 
gue, Mrs. Esther T.\Bosley, Mrs. 
Georgia Gladys Cooley, Mrs. Margaret 

‘Gaule Ridinger, Mr. and Mrs. E. W. 
.Sprague and a galaxy of others.

Come one and all to this great con
vention.

The Palmer House, In Chicago, will I 
be »headquarters for delegates and vis- ( 
itors; it is a first-class hotel and will 
•give reduced rates to all who write in 
.advance, stating they are to attend the 
N. S. A. convention and wish to en- 
•gage rooms. Secure your rooms early i 
by addressing W. C. Vier-Buchen,' ' 
Manager, The Palmer House, Chicago, 1 
III. The-hotel Is conducted exclusive- 1 
■ly on the European plan; cafes and 
restaurants are near by and furnish 
•good -meals -at reasonable rates-

Annual reception to delegates and 
visitors will be held Monday, October 
15, -at the Palmer House, at 8 p. m. 
All are cordially invited.

Special railway rates on the certlfl- 
cate plan can be secured over all lines. 
Ask your railroad agent for certlflcat* 
tickets to the National Spiritualists’ 
Convention at Chicago. The round 
faro will be one and a third of n fare» 
Delegates and visitors desiring to re
ceive the benefits of this special rats 
must have their tickets vised by oun. 
railroad agent at Convention the Iasi 
day, October 19, and pay 25 cents 
each-for such vising.

-HARRISON D. BARRETT,
' • President. ;

MARY T. -LONGLEY, 1
Secretary. ;



Scotland Cominô to tbe front

NOND ALL THAT THE EYE CAN SEE, THAT THE EAR 
MAY HEAR, THAT HANDS MAY FEEL, OUTSIDE OF 
TOUCH, TASTE, AND ANY NATIVE SENSE, THERE 
LIES A VAST, UNSEEN, UNHEARD, UNFELT UNI. 
VERSE, WHOSE FRINGE WE ARE ONLY JUST BEGIN. 
NING TO EXPLORE."

“PREVISION—THE SO-CALLED FORETELLING OF 
THE FUTURE—REVEALS THAT THE OTHER WORLD

MENT Olf UNFOLDMENT OF SPIRITUAL FACULTIES 
—THE METHOD PURSUED BY ANCIENT SAGES, MED
ITATIVE i MYSTICS, AND SAINTLY SEERS. THIS IS 
THE FINAL METHOD OF THE TRUE SPHIITUALIST, 
AND WE PREDICT THE METHOD TO BE PURSUED BY 
THE FUTURE RACE OF MANKIND, WHOSE ADVANCE 
MAY BE CONSUMMATED AS FROM SAVAGERY TO 
BARBARISM, FROM BARBARISM TO CIVILIZATION, 
FROM CIVILIZATION TO SPIRITUALIZATION,"

“Actlna,*'a Wonderful Discovery That Curat 
Afflictions of the Eye and Ear Without 

Cutting or Drugging.

VIRONMENTS OPEN TO VIEW. ONE SCIENTH'IO THE SUPER-PHY8IOAL WORLD IS BY Tun DEVELOP- 
WRITER EXCLAIMS IN POETIC RHAPSODY, “YET BE-

A WkBIPD and wowilUhuwyou
\ IK U MQw VUB V how lo make IB a day 
<11 M * y abioluteljr »are; wo
Hr WjPr iurnith the work aad you you work In 
the locAlity where youi ive. Send m your address end we wilt 
explain thebuelnesi fully, remember we yuarenteo aclearprubt 
of *8 for every day's work, absolutely sure. Write at once.
KOHL amrUTUBkafl CO.. Bea I 3 I I Detroit, Hlelu

TUevo is no neod tor cutting,drusging 6r proo- 
Ing the eye tor the cure ot most forms ot (Us- 

for u now system of treating afflictions of 
the eye has been discovered 
whereby all torturous 
methods are eliminated« 

ì^/rhere is no risk or expert* 
mentlng, as hundreus of 
nenie have been cured of 
failing eyesight, cataracts, 
granulated Iida and other 

_____ afflictions of the eye through this grand discovery, when specialists, 
theystate, termedtho oases incurable.

Mr.A- O. T. Pennington, special agent Mutual 
Benefit Life Insurance Co., Kansas City, Mo., 
writes: “Having used Actlna for several years, 
I cheerfully recommend it for the cure of eye, 
car and throat afieotions, It cured my mother, 
of cataracts.”

Susan Cardwell, Lincoln, Kan., writes: “I am 
78 years old. I was so blind I could only know 
persons by their voices. After using Actinal 
can now thread a needle without glasses. °

Rev. W, 0. Goodwin, Moline, Kan., writes: 
“My honest opinion ot Actlna is that it is one 
of the most marvelous discoveries of the age. 
It cured my eyes, and cui*ed my wife of asth* 
mai”

Hundreds of other testimonials will be sent 
on application. “Actinal la purely a home 
treatment and self-administered by the patient, 
and Is sent on trial postpaid. If you will send 
your name and address to the New York and 
London Electric Association,Dept 8428,920 Wal
nut St:, Kansas City, Mo., you will receive ab
solutely free a valuable nook, Professor Wil
son’s Treatise on the Eye and on Disease in 
General.

“THE INVENTION OF SOIEMmO INSTRUMENTS 18 THE REALM OF GAUSES. PSYCHOMETRIOAL 
OF I’HECISION—THE BOLOMETER (WHICH MEAS- POWERS—«THUS APPLIED TO THE PAST AND FU- 
XJRE8 THE HEAT OF THE DISTANT STARS), THE TURE—SHOW US THAT WE ARE IN AN ETERNAL 
¿PEOTROSCOPE (WHICH TELLS US WHAT OTHER PRESENT, AND THAT TIME AND SPACE APPERTAIN 
WORLDS ARE COMPOSED OF,) AND THE MICRO- TO MERE EARTH EXISTENCE. THE MATERIAL 
PHONE (WHICH MAKES THE TREAD OF THE HOUSE- WORLD IS A PRECffITATION FROM THE SPHUTUAL 
FLY TO RESEMBLE THE MARCH OF A CAVALRY —A MERE WORLD OF SYMBOLS." 
REGIMENT)—HAVE ENLARGED THE BOUNDARIES “FROM WHAT HAS BEEN PREVIOUSLY EX- 
OF HUMAN IMAGINATION, AND REVEALED THE PRESSED, IT FOLLOWS THAT THE MOST RAPID, DI- 
NARROWNESS OF THE SENSE WORLD. OTHER EN- REOT, AND CERTAIN METHOD OF APPREHENDING

..Scintillations from the Highlands of That Historical Country, by George 
Young, President of the Glasgow Association of Spiritualists—-a 
Paper Read Before the Consultative Conference of the Spiritualists’ 

■ National Union, Held at the Holborn Town Hall, London, Sunday, 
July 1,1906.—It is Interesting and Very Instructive.

■ f o* ’ k j
tude and safety in tlm various stages of disease. To older 
people the idea-of studying small pox,'cholera, eryelpffias 
and typhoid in a teii^ub^or a laboratory would have ; 
seemed absurd. ’ ; r.v • ...........

Spii^lualiUn No Mystery.

Spiritualism must' >grdw likewise. Spiritualism is 
neither a metaphysical stHlÜy nor a mysterious science to 
be studied only by a^pts^,- It is a aelentlflc philosophy of 
life based on facts and eKperiences. Our efforts -should 
therefore be direoted'tp bring the study or investigation of 
the subject from'the unsatisfactory, uncertain stage ot ob
servation or empiricism to,the definite, practical stage of 
experimentation where everything may be determined be
forehand in larger measure. In all experimental scientific 
study we say, “undbx certain conditions, certain phenom- 1 
ena are produced.” ‘JOur. first study Is to ascertain more 
precisely the conditions necessary for their production. 
Further, we should remember that the evidences of spirit 
action do not contradict the facts of nature. They ate 
natural and not supernatural. We should approach this 
study with the same cälm-dlgplty of mind, the some crit
ical scrutiny,-the same mental equilibrium in which we ap- 
proach the study of ail other branches of knowledge. ,

If one thing is to be stropgly condemned and deplored, 
it is that some Spiritualists frequently allow emotion to 
intrude and form hasty judgments of a condemnatory na
ture Personally, from demonstrating scientific experi
ments before mixed audiences, I know how such obtru
sion of cheap emotion and lack of self-control hinder cor
rect observation. Suppose a simple experiment like the 
burning of sulphur and oxygen has "been performed; neu
rotic city, girls hold lip (heir hands in ecstasy and make ex
clamations when they behold the brilliant glare. But 
•cross question them on the stages of the experiment and 
they seem to suffer mental paralysis. Cold-blooded, self- 
contained, matter-oLfact boys make first-rate observers. 
Watch every ilttle thing In a seance. Neglect nothing, for 
the'trivial facts are usually highly important as clues. Be
cause I could not work' miracles and successfully perform, 
experiments in frlctlonql electricity,ln a damp atmos
phere, some-young engineers concluded that I was ' a 
fraud, and that I was d clumsy juggler.

A Curious Incident.

Take a classical example. In the records of Prof. Zöll
ner of the occurrences transplring ln the presence of Slade, 
we read that a'smäll sea-shell had been placed beneath a 
larger one for convenience of space. When the slate was 
-held below ..the .table to receive-the spirit directions a tre
mendous crack was heard. The slate was .withdrawn and 
the smaller shell was observed oh the slate, having passed 
through the thickness of wood. Zöllner, Impelled by sci
entific curiosity; rushed forward-to examine the shell-tor 
.markings on ¡its surface. ■ To his surprise, the shell was- 
almost red-hot—a physical proof of the passage of matter 
through matter, bemuse the necessary disturbance and 
arresting of-the motipp of the molecules In the limy struct
ure of the shell' would setonp increased heat.

JPhysical seances are b?aW ^talked’In the dry air ot 
California/ Th? damp atmosphere of the British Islands 
causes leakage.or loss of poser. -Users ofthe divining 
rod are unsuccessful when insulated on a glass plate. Bit
ters have come to our materializing seances wearing silk 
dresses, and stopped the manifestations. Patients under
going slight operations with the X-rays are unsuitable as 
sitters. The ionization of the air—its increased conduc
tivity—has caused the leaking away of psychoplasm. Dis
eased and unhealthy sitters rob others of power—psycho- 
plasm passing from-a higher potential to a lower.

How Is the aura generated? By the continual activity 
of the vital processes. Dr. Elmer Gates has shown that 
the body is a center of electrical energies. On that ac
count it Is only transparent at death to certain waves of 
light, when the vital processes have ceased to generate 

.psychoplasm and create ethereal disturbances. Nerve 
action and muscular action are due to a wave of precipita
tion of electrons or corpuscles. When loud raps or bright 
spirit lights have appeared; you may have observed mus
cular twltchings in the medium.

Spirit lights resemble electrical discharges, and are nat
urally accompanied, like a lightning flash, by'the forma- 
of ozone, 03, or concentrated atmospheric oxygen. Care
less, complacent observers mistake the pungent odor of 
ozone for the fumes of phosphorus pentoxide (P2 - Os), 
which arise from phosphorus exposed to moist-air, and ac
cuse the medium' of malpractices. '

Spirit raps or percussive sounds resemble electrical dis
charges in or on wooden surfaces. A wooden table is a 
splendid piece of apparatus for physical manifestations, 
because dry wood is a splendid static non-conductor. Metal 
screws and attachments cause leakage. A double-topped 
table la a better piece of apparatus, for it acts like a con
densing electroscope, and retains more power.

The aura—generated by the vital processes, the combus
tion of the tissues or the electro-chemical changes in the 
human organism—may be called "human tissue in solu
tion,” for it is in structure and composition the dearest ap
proach to human tissue we have. It is a kind of bridge 
between spirit and the physical organism.

It will be seen that there are physical principles which 
underlie the manifestations. When we give up our Blind 
gropings, physical evidences will be both abundant and 
convincing. "

Restores
Eyesight

Spectacles Can Be Abandoned

WITH SOOTHING, BALMY OILS. 
Cancer, Tumor, Catarrh, Piles, Fistula, Ulcers, 
EozemaandaUSkinandFemaleDiseuses. Write 
for Illustrated Book. Bent free. Address • 

ORrBYEi Broadway, Kansas City, Mo.

Mr. President, Ladies and Gentlemen:—When I re- 
• Reived the request from the Executive of the Spiritualists’ 

National Union, Ltd., to open the discussion of this vital 
and ptupdndous subject, I modestly thought of declining, 
us I considered that someone more worthy, more capable, 
end of greater authority mig'ht have been chosen. But I 
also recognized a challenge to do my best, for you had not 
asked a savant, who would maybe speak to you in a pat
ronizing way—one perhaps who holds aloof from publicly 
Identifying himself with this great movement till its pop
ularity is assured. You had asked one who has fought 
hide by side with you in Its organization and propaganda; 
Who knows your difficulties and limitations, and recog- 
plzes the internal and external hardships, conflicts and ob
stacles

• • This actual engaging In the fight may prevent one from 
/ realizing a full measure of that calm, philosophic? perspect

ive of the savant, but the address 'Will gain in practical, 
lvalue what it may lose in mere academic interest. Met- 
Bphysical subtleties will be discarded, useless polysyllabic 
terminology-avoided. Truth is always simple and direct, 
Bnd may be simply and clearly expressed when understood.

Old and Now Views.

■Many aspects of the subject in the time limits cannot be 
(Sufficiently dwelt upon or emphasized, but if now points of 
Mew are suggested we may rest content.

'As a means of preparation,-we may look upon scientific 
progress as a process of disillusionment or the disturbance 
|M fixed and rigid Views of life and the universe. In the. 
{Middle Ages many believed that the earth was flat, .and 
«that untold dangers lay before the intrepid mariner who 
ventured-near "the world's, edge.” The supporters of the 

„geoce'ntrlc idea held that the earth lay in the center of the 
;, Stellar universe. In humble, chastened mind, our astron- 
■ pmers tell .us that this habitable globe-is a puny planet 

”■ (Circling round a star of inferior rank. Coming-near the 
/ represent time, we were'taught that the matter .of which the 

: «present mundane order of things is composed was a per- 
inanent, unchanging substratum. The atom—the final* 

' ’ resolution—was an imponderable Bomethlng.that was not 
further to be cut. But the experiments of Sir Wm. 
Crookes, with exhausted lubes and high'.voltages, and the, 
■Curies of Paris paved'the -way for newer ideas of the-con- 
ptitutlon of matter. Now we see that'even matter, like 
the living forms around us, is in a state of growth, of flux, 
pf «volution. Radium, for example, is spontaneously dis- 

’ .Integrating and giving birth to other atomic forms—hell- 
-- jum and lead. All material bodies having been .proved ra- 

flio-active,-we can understand the transitory .nature of our 
material surroundings. This world is a theater of 
Change.

The invention of scientific instruments of precision—the 
holometer (which measures the heat of the distant stars),. 
J.he spectroscope (which tells us what other worlds are 
Composed of), and the microphone (which makes the tread, 
of the house-fly to-resemble the march of a cavalry -regi
ment)—have enlarged the boundaries of human imagine-, 

•lion, and revealed the narrowness of the sense .world. 
Other environments open to -view. -One scientific writer' 
texclaims in poetic -rhapsody, "Yet beyond all that the eye 
tan see, that the ear may hear, that hands may feel, out
side of touch, taste, and any native sense, there lies a vast, 

■ unseen, unheard, unfelt universe, whose "frings we are 
pnly just beginning to explore." .

A Deeper Still.

Still-further towards the Spiritualist view does material
ist science, lead. The atom isnoiV a sidereal system in it
self, in which tiny electrons or corpuscles revolve wl^i in- 

- _ credible speed through the ether which permeates all 
■■-■ - space. These electrons by their behavior .seem to be cen

tres of energy, whirls or holes in ether—which now. looTc 
like the fundamental substratum—a substratum or sub
stance of great density, frictionless and rigid. Keen 
mathematical analysis cause? our physicists to'consider the 
Xlgldlty of the ether to be due to the motion of some more 
primary matter within itself—ethers within the ether. 
Meta-ethereal environments—-grade beyond grade—.phys
ical scientists may now believe In. Sphere beyond sphere 
pf increasing reality and (complexity even the materialist 
may hold to exist.

Turning now to man as the microcosm, we find the 
¡deeper powers which respond and correspond. Trlumph- 
tently did Frederick Myers exclaim, when the dignity, pur
pose, and endlessness of life were revealed, "There exists 
In man still profounder -faculties, a -yet more comprehen
sive consciousness, from which the waking consciousness 
of earth life is a mere selection, but which reasserts itself 
in nil its plenitude after the liberating change of death.”

Whnt Scientific Progress Means. I

Now if life be a process of continual adjustment to har
monize with or respond to the external conditionings of 
the -surroundings or environment, scientific progress may 
be summed up as a continual discovery of the larger en
vironments always there, but which needed developments 
of human faculties to apprehend and respond to. The1 
finer bouI powers (Intuition and clairvoyance) whichare -I 
developing abundantly in the race, -are the means of link
ing mankind on to higher and grander schemes of exlst- 
pnee. i

■>? -In the future, when the trjie home of the soul, the' 
•,» higher spheres of activity, are made clearer to the dawning- 

racial .intelligence,Tt will be regarded ns surprising .that' 
¡we -should ever have denied .the possibility of another or
der of things surpassing the common order, not contradict- 
Ing ft, but in juxtaposition with it-

; But why this prellminary.argumOnt? > ~ ; .■ • .1

•«,-.■ Hegel said .the province of philosophy-was to enable-a1 
tman To take an Inverted view nfthlngs—to see.the world > 

M tt he were standing on his head to undefstnnd the 
feature of the evidence of spirit action,-to-get a proper idea

of proportion and relative value we should view the other, 
world as the realm of final realities, and not of Illusory 
phenomena. Philosophically we may understand the truth 
when spirit people tell ub that the bodily; the incarnate, 
existence is the dream-state of life; the nightmare of ex
istence, wherein whilst learning the lessons of earth’s pri
mary school, developing the rudiments of character, we 
are protected and obscured by the armour of flesh, and 
enabled to drink the waters of forgetfulness.

Prevision—the so-called foretelling of the -future—re- 
1 veals that the other -world la the realm of causes. Psy- 
chometrlcal powers—thus applied to the past and future— 
show us that .we are in an eternal present,' and that time 
and space appertain to mere earth existence. The mate
rial, world is a precipitation from the spiritual—a mere 
world of symbols;

Mind.a Permanent Reality.
Mind, which can only partlplly be Incarnated to'express 

1 Itself on this mundane plane,; is a permanent reality, and 
amid all the changes, the shifting illusory p.spec.s of the 
material world, the human soul, conscious of its native 
dignity and grandeur, may stand flrm and unblenched.

From what has been previously expressed, it followp 
that thd most rapid, direct, and certain method of appre
hending the super-physical world is by the development or [ 
unfoldment of spiritual faculties—the method pursued by 
ancient sages, meditative mystics, and silntly -seers. This 
is the final method of the true Spiritualist, and we predict 
the method to be pursued by the future race of mankind, 
whose advance may be consummated as from savagery to 
barbarism, from barbarism to civilization from civilization 
to spiritualization.

Such Introspective methods are unsuitable to the condi
tions of the present materialistic age, Wherein th? value 
and importance ■of'mere sense life is unduly-emphasized. 
Dr. Tylor in commenting on the fastings of Eastern Sages, 
undertaken :tp. Increase'' intuitional powbfc,' ijbcose'ly’i’ays: 
“The opening of the door of the larder oft closes'the gate 
of heaven to the devotee.” ~ ' . '' .

A 'highly intelligent‘gentleman of dignity and.business 
Aptitude wheu informed of some clairvoyant -descriptions 
given by its son, a virile and sagacious , lad, .said .withteii-' 
hand dismissal, “Oh ! the boy has been eating -too much.7 
Give him a pill!" Well, you see some accuse us of eating 
too much, -some of eating too little, some-of drinking 
too much, and some tell us to take a drlnk'to dismiss out 
morbid fancies!

Now Imagine sub# an Incident to have occurred tn the 
presence of untralne^ unstable, emotional observers, what 
would have been th? restuj? Such a shock of surprise 
would have been experienced that for some time they 
would -have been fndapafile of movement, during which 
time the heat woulc^ havg7 been radiated. At last some 
one would pluck up courage and handle the shell In gin
gerly fashion. Finding it slightly warm, they, with super
ficial smartness, would abtfuse the medium of concealing it 
about his person, djld ^terically cry "Fraud! fraud!” 
from the housetops. Another medium exposed! Another 
series of letters to the press. ' -

From bitterCe»pertfencd»ive inust-cpn^ me-^.
iUumB'fikv&tfeen-^ ceanoes
has been7, )o?t biiefi^s^ o&r .sitter's cannot’ take a'calm view 
of things; becquse. they have been untrained in scientific, 
experimentation, and because they were largely unac
quainted with physical, chemical, biological and psycho- 

Llogl<al sciences. ’
Mediums are quite right in refusing to sit till <the devel

opment of the‘-scientific instinct' enables them to receive 
fair-play. The-fault Ues largely at our own door?, and 
let us be brave and "honorable enough to confess it, ■ Sci
entific, and-not merely human curiosity should‘dominate. 
Be‘surprised at .nothing. Weigh-eVery factor in the case.

Let me .relates .rather gruesome and not very compli
mentary or respectable anecdote. It has been my lot to. 
haye rather, a varied -and rough experience of life. When 
some former feliow’studehts knew I bad'taken up the.ln- 
vestjgation of this-misrqpresentedsubject, one said In mild 
banter, “Young, you’ll-getiAuldNick up some day with his 
toaster,-and youlli .get fright:’’ _ Another, who -knew imy ' 
habit tor seeking "for '■"explanations, -retorted, "What! 
Young get a shock! Auld Nlck'would get: the shock. 
Young’s Arat question .would be, ‘How the devil did you 
•manage‘to.getaip?’” ;

I do not (foresee- the realization of-such-anticipations.' 
The strong, sturdy common sense which follows the 
spread and acceptance of .truer -views of nature, has 
knocked the bottom out Of the urthodox hell, and the poor 
devils have dropped'into the abyss of ’oblivion.

The FirstQuestton.
The only question which .primarily concords us is, 'tAre 

these manifestations.possible?"
-Logically, "we may'Buppose-that if our spirit governs, di

rects and controls the energy movements of the -physical 
organism duriiig earth life, when removed by death from 
physical -limitations.>its .power over 'the manipulation of 
matter-and energy- should be enlarged and intensified. 
3blrlt operators claim 'to produce the wonderful physical 
manifestations of the seance room .because of tbeir supe
rior acquaintance with, the -workings of natural law. A 
deep knowledge of materialistic or physical, chemical and 
biological science will confirm this contention. Spirit 
people have to make-use of the-material (available. They 
cannot create something, outof nothing.

In what I have now to say I may -be ln a measure theo
rizing; but this 1b quite legitimate and 'scientific. A thb- 
ory is only a working machine employed-to did investiga
tion. To get to the-heart of the subject, "What.do.>spirlt; 
operators use as a vehlcle of manifestation?"

“The material and'enleigies of the human aura,” says^ 
the SplrliualiBt. .

"Is this aura TealW-aallB'the'lnqulrer. -- 1
Gan we prove thorexistence of -this refined, sublimated 

.matter, this psychoplasm, Apart (from clairvoyance ? We 
may construct fiuorascenttecreens of platlno-cyanlde of; 
barium, or coat a -blackened -cardboard screen with-pow
dered calcljl nr sulphide, mixed with collodion and -diluted 
with ether. ExciteiIthis ,^the action of (sunlight or radi
um, and when the ,hqma[pi'orsan,Bm-approaches such a 
screen a • distinct IncHeaseiln the luminosity of the screen. 
placed in the dark ls\>b!&rvable. It seems to be bom-’ 
barded by radluUnffima^r. issuing from -the organism. 
Or electroscopes, of. ̂ ryTyjood and. pith .balls may.be con
structed for measuring jpbychopln.smlc‘force. A‘homely 
test is the'work o f .fltJwefMiSallng—the practice of magnet
izing (the term is KJpsef 'br reviving withered flowers.

My object Is To show wo are dealing with physical real- - 
ities. . '■': ■■■- -.- - .-■' -

Materializations.

What now about the highest manifestation, the materi
alization of a living, pulsating "being? spirit operators by 
polarization concentrate and condense the psychoplasm till 
it is opaque to certain light waves, and thus we may have 
a phantasmal form visible to the photo-plate. When 
greater density is obtained, a line of light, a spiritual um
bilical cord is seen to connect the materialized form with 
the left side of the body of the medium, the region of the 
spleen, where the blood phagocytes undergo a structural, 
chemical and electrical change. The body of the medium 
may be partially disintegrated. In physical science ex- 

. pertinents this disintegration of matter can bo accom
plished by .using ether waves, nr bombarding an object 
with electrons. Scientifically speaking, therefore, materi
alization is possible. It is a natural phenomenon. This 
is a great admission, a highly Important stride forward. 
It will most probably be necessary to begin such experi
ments in materialization in the dark. We often hear 
mere literary critics exclaim, "Oh! if these things can be 
obtained in the dark they can be obtained’equally well in 
thé light.” Shades of photographers help us! Give such 
people s large hydro-chlorine bulb to hold in the sunlight. 
The resulting shock and violent explosion would make 
them forever hold their peace. Light exerts a distinct 
chemical and physical effect

.But, for,the purposes of clear demonstration, let us 
get the spirit operators to work In a graduated series of 
lights—at first robbed of the actinic or chemical rays— 
red, yellow, green, blue, indigo, and then subdued day
light. Proceed with Infinite patience, not disconcerted by 
'repeated, checks. and ‘failure Spiritualists are too impa
tient; In original research work ninety-nine per cent of 
the-experlments undertaken are failures. Spiritualists de
mand ninety-nine per cent of successes, and create a dis
turbance if any failure occurs. Rome was not built in a 
day. ' . ’ ' ■ •

What about psycho-physical conditions?
First and'foremost we should hold that sitters or inves

tigators should undergo-athletic and dietary training, to 
..bring‘the largest amount and«hlghest quality of virile en
ergy. -Alcohol, tobacco, and such stimulants must .be rig
idly -given up and discarded. _ These lower the vitality. 
"Overloading the stomach clogs the spiritual manifesta
tions. The ancient periods of purification were psycho- 
,physical necessities.

Now about psychological conditions.
A Word for the Medium.

Remember we are speaking scientifically, and science 
.can take all the operating factors into account. The atti
tude of science is therefore the attitude of fair -play and 
true justice. The .poor medium is physically and psycho
logically at our mercy. With that distinguished physician, 
.Sir Frederick Treves, we may -believe that an overwhelm
ingly large -amount of vice is due to bad health. To all 
we can say, “Guard the citadel of health,-for it is the 
■stronghold of morality." In health, iinproper.suggestions 
■may be efficiently resisted. Can we not feel for a poor ex- 
'hausted materializing medium driven by irresistible Im
pulses to crime? “Judge not," Is the conclusion of the 
'criminologist—not a mere pious platitude. The impres
sionable medium is open to -suggestions from hostile and 
■suspicious sitters." The medium goes to sleep 'with the In
tense desire for the seance to be successful, but with the 
fear of bad results. These are the exact psychological 
■conditions for the production of unconscious fraud.

When the seance is ended this predominating desire for 
Success mayact liken strong post-hypnotic suggestion upon 
<the devitalized medium. He may thus be obsessed with 
this desire, and be impelled to invent devices for helping 
out -the manifestations. Too frequent going into trance ' 
under bad conditions may not only exhaust the vitality, 
but may lower the morality and lessen the responsibility. 
The fraudulent medium may not always realize the full 
gravity of his offense. Thomas Holmes, in a despairing 
-appeal to science to study the obscure causes of criminol
ogy (andthlsls of special moment to. Spiritualists); says: 
“The criminal wakens "up from a crime committed-in a i 
•klndof sleep to find himself, locked up -like 'a mad animal." i 
The psychological causes are emphasized more than the! 
monetary temptation. - ।

ç Howto guard against fraudulent practices.
Ryall means, In getting evidence for public presenta

tion, .insist on test conditions, for the mutual interests of 
medium and 'Investigators. It has been suggested that a • 
maintenance fund for mediums -be established, so that; 
■financial 'considerations -shall be eliminated, and the me
dium thus.protected and secured. Itmight be'a good plan 
to discuss If public interest were great and money avail
able. .
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STARTLING FACTS,
OR

Deeds of Darkness Disclosed
This work devotes special attention 

to Auricular Confession and Its rela
tions to sacerdotal celibacy, convents, 
monasteries, morality and civil and re
ligious liberty. It is intended to be an' 
embodiment of facts and documentary 
evidence of the pernicious Influence ol 
the confessional; a trenchant showing 
up of Romanism, based upon standard 
Catholic authorities; an eye-opener con
cerning the methods and spirit, the 
moral turpitude and evil works of Ro- 
manlsm. Cloth, 76 cents.

The Poetical and Prose Works
" -------BY------

ELLA WHEELER WILCOX.

'Plea for Scientific Research.
InhecurinB preliminary evidence for ourselves, and evi

dence fpr clear presentation to others, we are compelled 
to use the cumbersome, slower, and less direct methods of 
scientific research. '.There can only beune attitude of sci- 

■ ence towards psychic phenomena—-the.attitude of humble, 
■patient enquiry, without bias, prejudice, of .preconceived 
opinions. A priori denial is contrary to the true scientific' 
spirit, as .the history of scientific discoveries ¡show, ’No 
doubt respectability operates in making some scientists' 
treat the study of psychic facts with 'disdain, because of , 
iheir newness, but such scientists are poor specimens of 
mankind.

Still, whilst condemning, one can -largely sympathize 
with these scientists. The physical doctrines -of the Inde
structibility of matter and the conservation of energy 
seem sufficient to explain all ^natural phenomena and to 
rule spirit-existence, spirit direction, and «introl out of 
court altogether. Psychic facts show us that .life 'cannot 
be interpreted in "terms of matter and energy. Life.may 
make ns of material energies In order to display itself 
amid material surroundings, -but is 'itself, ‘independent of 
them because of belonging to another order off things.

Scientific men are trained, to exact -measurement, .and it" 
will readily be granted that At pres'eatin psychic-study ex
act measurements are difficult^» make. -Still, n long, dili
gent, and methodical s^udy should be-claimed.

Scientific MethudsMust Be-Used.
If Spiritualism is to rest onA flrmfonndattun And occu

py the place fitted and destined for 'it 'to fulfill, scientific 
methods must be applied in greater measure. 'Spiritual
ism is passing through a stage of transition—.a stage which 
every branch of scientific inquiry -has ipassed through, or 
1b passing through. It is necessaryat.thls-stage—-when a 
time of crisis sometimes disturtetthotlmld «nd {hysterical 
ones—to take a calm view 'Of things, keep our heads 
.screwed on the right way. Thetexposure ofnnediums, "re
cently so common, Is merelymn®xpusute-of -our ‘loose, hap
hazard, sllpshol methods of experimentation.

"When We .review the world’s .industrial ;and ^economic 
progress, we see that growth or .advance'is’fromnintnee on 
uncertainty to assured certainty. The ateanrahlp dis-- 
placed the sailing vessel, which could-notibe-depended-on. 
The locomotive superseded -the -stage-coach, "which often; 
finished its journtey in the ditch. - Now one can take a' 
journey, round the earth .anti accurately tfoyecast-tta exact, 
minute of return.

In-scientific studies, Jn-a modified Wayi •ttre'Banre ttevel-' 
opments-are-taking place. Every science .passes through 
the empirical or observational stage—the stage of uncer
tainty to the direct experimental stage—--where steady" 
progress and practical results are achieved. Formerly a 
ievf observers, endowed with-a larger measure of curiosity, 
watched the behavior of fragments of wool, wisps of 
straw,, and pith balls, which danced in the neighborhood 
of "amber and sticks of sulphur rubbed with flannel. "From 
these .toy-beginnings the great applied science of electrlc- 
ity has sprung. ■ ■ . - ;
’ Physicians some time ago were compelled to look on- 
helplessly at the conrse of disease. Since the experiments 
of Claude Bernard, of-Pasteur, and Lord Lister—the days 
Of toxins, anti-toxins, bacilli, or disease germs, serums 
and ■ antiseptics—the physician can; Intervene with certl-

Mrs. Wilcox's writings have been the | 
Inspiration of many young men and 
women. "Hpr hopeful, practical, mas
terful views of life give the reader new 
courage In the very reading and are 
a wholesame spur to flagging effort 
Words of truth so vital that they Uv-i 
In the reader’s'memory and cause him 
to think—to his own betterment and 
the lasting Improvement of his own 
work in the world, in whatever line It 
lies—‘flow from this talented woman’s 
pen.

POEMS OF PASSION.
By Ella Wheeler Wilcox.

Many thousands of this book- have. 
been issued, showing, the estimation In 
which it Is held. Presentation edition, 
with author’s portrait. Price JI.

POEMS OF POWER.
By Ella Wheeler Wilcox.

New and revised edition, containing 
more than one hundred new poems, dl» 
playing the author's fine taste, cultiva
tion and Originality. With portrait 
Price -$L

POEMS OF PLEASURE.
By Ella Wheoler Wilcox.

Thia charming collection comprises 
many of the best poetic creations of the 
author. Embellished with portrait 
Presentation edition. Price (1.

MAURINE AND OTHER POEMS.
By Ella Wheeler Wilcox.

An Ideal poem about as true and lor 
able a woman as ever poet created, 
With portrait of author. Price Jl.

e ———
AROUND THE YEAR WITH ELLA 

WHEELER WILCOX.
A birthday book compiled by Ella 

Giles Ruddy, from the poetical and 
prose writings of Ella "Wheeler Wilcox. 
It -epitomizes her inspiring optimistla 
philosophy with an apposite quotation 
for each day in the year. With author’s 
.portrait, and half-tone illustrathna 
prefacing each mofith. Cloth, price, JL

KINGDOM OF LOVE AND .OTHER 
POEMS.

By Ella Wheeler Wilcox. ■
A -magnificent collection of poems 

suitable tor:recitations and readings, 
true to the very best there is in human 
nature. 'Presentation edition, dark red 
dloth, VI.

What Is’the-conipdsitlDn of the aura? How ls it>gener- 
ated? All forms of ’matter are -composed of electricity; 
mass, molecule; atom, and electrons .or corpuscles Is the 
scientific order of Indivisibility. Thoipsycheplasm oflbe 
aura ils'.electrlcal.ln'its nature and largely resembles in lts 
behavior the atmosphere: or electrical density lying 
round substances-and conductors used in frictional elec
tricity. Themura may be (called, "humanized static clear

- A Holy of Holies Wanted*
A better plan, a more (truly-spiritual method, has sug- 

.gested Itself. Establish an Tauer circle, a -holy of hollas, 
in-each society. Membership of . this circle to be open to 
all who have proved their worth -by service 'in the move
ment or other altruistic work. We should then have in
itiated sitters-of-developed character in which congenial 
presence spirit people could operate to advantage; Such 
evidence and results tare worth asking for. The paid, or 
•professional-seance, Is a careless'and ilpzy mode- of. investi
gation. . ' .1 c!

A Final Word.
Now; a final word about the difficulties-:of the trance 

medium and clairvoyant. .Professor Hyslbp has .shown
trlclty."

n •(Continued onpage 8.)

’.'The -Molecular Hypothesis of Na
ture.” -By (Prof. Wm. -M. Xockwood. 
Professor Lockwood -is recognized as 
one of the ablest lecturers on the spir
itual .rostrum. In this little voiumé ho 
presents in succinct form the substance 
of bls lectures on the -Molecular Hy
pothesis of Nature; and presents bls 
vlews as demonstrating a scientific ba- 
;b1b ot Spiritualism. The-book Is com
mended to all who love to study and 
think. Price, 25 cents.

"Longley’s .Beautiful Hongs." A 
new ediyon comprising In one volume 
the -four parts heretofore published, 
to which is-added part five, also a 
number of the author’s most popular 
songs.-Including "Only a Thin .Veil Be
tween Us’’ and Its "Companion Piece." 
Cloth, 76 cents. Boards, 50 cents. ,
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A Spiritualistic medium named 
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MATTER, OF WHATEVER KIND, 
SENT TO THIS OFFICE.

Lake Brady Camp.
Although Sunday, July 29,

. '.'Discovery or. a Lost Trail/’ By Chas. 
B. Newcomb. Excellent In spiritual 
BUggestiveness. Cloth, $1.50.

TOPIC FOR THE PROGRESSIVE 
LYCEUM.

Sunday, August 12, 1OO«: "The Three- 
Rules."

Illustrating Several Important Princi
ples.

Wc go to press early Monday morn
ing, honce communications Intended for 
that current Issue " should reach this 
office not later than the previous Satur
day morning. Bear: this In mind.

Of the Minnesota State Spiritualists 
Association.

CONTRIBUTORS.—Each contributor | AS A GENERAL RULE, IN THIS 
is alone responsible for any assertions ' OFFICE WE PAY NO ATTENTION TO

THIS GENERAL SURVEY DEPART
MENT IS ONLY INTENDED TO 
CHRONICLE THE ENGAGEMENTS 
AND WORK OF SPEAKERS AND ME
DIUMS. A REPORT OF WHAT THE 
VARIOUS SPEAKERS SAY WILL 
NOT BE PUBLISHED, AS WE HAVE 
NOT SPACE SUFFICIENT FOR THAT 
Purpose.

August 6—10:30 a. m., 
Mrs. R. 8. Lillie; 2:30 p. 
by Mrs. R. S. Lillie.

or statements he may make. The editor ANONYMOUS COMMUNICATIONS, 
allows this freedom of expression,* be-, THE NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE 
Iteving that the cause ot truth can be WRITER SHOULD ACCOMPANY ALL 
best subserved thereby. ' Many of thé 
sentiments uttered in an article may be

They Are to Be . Re-Established 
Canada. . J

August 10—2:30 p. m., 
Mrs. R. 8. Lillie.

August 11—2:30 p. m., 
Mrs. Marian Carpenter 
Mich.

called apparition. It is as inexpli
cable as the problem of time

flats on East Kearsley street.
ceived injuries that may cause his

At Antwerp, N. Y., on July 24, at 
the home of her daughter, Mrs. »8. 
Owens, Mary A. Ingalls passed to 
spirit life, after an Illness of two

IN THE WORLD CELESTIAL.
BY DR. T. A. BLAND,

With full page photograph of the Heroine Pearl* 
from a spirit paint ing.

"Three things t hat make this book remarka. 
ble. Its authorship, the astounding claims pat, 
forth In it. and the philosophy and revelation 
o!n future life it contains."—B. O. Hower, in 
the Arena.

"It will give us courage topass through the 
deep shadows of death’to the nun-lit dime of 
the World Celestial." -Kev. H. W. Thomas.
Cloth bound with gilt side stamp: price $1.0)

E. Sheets. 
July 29^-10:30 a.

sages.
July 31—2:30 p, m., lecture by Os

car A. Edgerly. Messages.

ftELIOGENTRIG ftSTROLOGY, 
Or Essentials of Astronomy and Solar Men
tality, with Tables or Ephemeris to 1010. By 
Yarmo Vedra. With 04 Illustrations, 05 of 
which are original drawings by Holmes W. 
Merton, author of "Descriptive Mentality." A 
new system of personal ly determining t he pri
mary fnnd'Bf Mental and Physical forces and 
their results In mental aptitudes that dominate 
the nature of the Individual as based upon date 
of birth. Price, cloth. Si.50.

“Just HOW to Wake the Solar Plexus ” ^(eCUfer HUDOtheSiS Of Na tUPS J 
By Etobeth Towne. Valuable fir, SSX«
/health. Price, 25 cents. By Prot W. M. Lockwood. Paper. 24 cents.

^1 |TS ATTAINMnNJ OF 
CSHly FORM AND FEATURES

UptillTy The cultivation of personal 
UuUlIlj beauty, based'on Hygiene and 

Health Culture, by twenty physicians and spe
cialists, and edited by Albert Turner. A valua- 
ble'boolc for women and therefore for the whole 
world. Price In elegant cloth binding, $1.00. 
For sale at this office.

¡FREE $1.00 COUPON
I Entitling Anyone with

RHEUMATISM
to recoivo prepaid, Free to Try, a regular 
Dollar pair ot Magic Fool Drafts and valua
ble new Look (lu colors) on rhouiuaUsm.

___ m., lecture by Os
car A. Edgerly; 2:30 p. m., lecture by 
Oscar A. Edgerly,. followed by nies-

[Advertisement.] 
GRAND LEDGE CAMP.

Located at Grand Ledge, Michigan,

The Spiritualistic Field—Its Workers, Its Work, 
and General Progress, the World Over.

diametrically opposed to his belief, yet 
that is no reason why they should be 
suppressed; yet we wish it distinctly 
understood that our space Is inade
quate to publish everything that comes 
to hand, however much we might desire 
to do so. That must account for the 
non-appearance of YOUR article.

WRITE PLAINLY.—We would like 
to impress upon the minds of our corre
spondents that The ProgresslveTbinker 
Is set up on a Linotype machine that 
must make speed equal to about four 
compositors. That means'rapid work, 
and it is essential that all copy, to in
sure Insertion In the paper, all other re
quirements being favorable, should be 
written plainly with Ink- on white 
paper, or with a typewriter, and only on 
one side of the paper. Please bear this 
In mind.

ITEMS.—Bear in mind that Items for 
the' General Survey will In all cases be 
adjusted to the space we have to occu
py, and in order to do that they will 
generally have to be abridged more or 
leas; otherwise many items would be 
crowded out. Sometimes a thirty-line 
item is cut down to ten lines, and ten 
lines to two lines, as occasion may re
quire.

TAKE DUE NOTICE, that all items 
for this page must be accompanied by 
the full name and address of the writer. 
It will not do to say that Secretary or 
Correspondent writes so and so, with
out giving the full name and address of 
the writer. The items of those who dp 
not comply with this request will be 
cast Into the waste basket

KEEP COPIES of your poems Bent to 
this office, for they will not be returned 
If we have not space to use them.

When writing for this paper 
use a pen or typewriter.

ALWAYS GIVE YOUR FULL NAME 
AND ADDRESS WHEN SENDING NO
TICES AND COMMUNICATIONS FOR 
PUBLICATION, OTHERWISE'THEY 
WILL FIND THEIR WAY TO THE 
WASTE BASKET.

H, D. Barrett, president of the N. 8, 
A., under date of July 31 writes: "I 
am soon to start for the Seattle Camp," 
where I shall work for eight days; 
then come eastward to the camp at 
Vicksburg, Mich.; then into New Eng
land for four camp engagements. My 
dates will be as follows: August 3-12, 
Seattle, Wash.; August 15-19,’Vicks
burg, Mich.; August 21-26, Onset, 
Mass.; August 28, camps in Maine, 
with my address at my mother’s home, 
in Canaan, Maine.”
*W. V. Nlcum has an engagement at 

Island Lake Camp this week. He is 
prominent as an inspirational speaker, 
and always interests his audience.

Mary B. Hill writes: "The growing 
interest in the Band of Harmony was 
in evidence at the last social held at 
the home of Mrs. Turbett-Stocking, 
which was filled with happy, eager 
guests. Some enjoyed themselves 
with progressive euchre, and some in
other ways until six o’clock when the 
tables were beautifully spread and 
decorated for supper. Members were 
added In the evening to listen to In
structive lessons given. Mr. Stocking 
rendered two very fine solos on the

Gem of Thought—
“Do ye unto others a? ye would that 

they should do unto you.”
For Information concerning the 

Progressive Lyceum, authorized Les
son Paper for the National Spiritual
ists Association, address John W. 
Ring, Green Mountain Falls, Colorado.

PASSEp TO SPIRIT LIFE.

[Obituaries to the extent of ten lines 
ouly will be inserted free. All In excess 
of ten lines will be charged at the rate 
of fifteen cents pgr line. About seven 
words constitute one Une.}

, Eva L. Stewart writes: “On July 22, 
the Hyde Park Occult Society enjoyed 
a fine talk from Dr. Burgess on frauds 
and humbugs, which by his experience 
and information many are getting 
their eyes open to the fact that ‘all 
that glitters is not gold.’ If a few 
more would investigate and cut the 
frauds and practice what Spiritualism 
teaches, it would be better for our 
cause. Mrs. E. Guckert “with her 
guide Sunshine, gave messages, and 
all were well pleased. On the 29th 
Dr. Greer was with us and gave ns an 
address by inspiration, on Matrimony, 
which was the most sensible that we 
have had the pleasure to listen to. 
The hour being late, Mrs. Guckert 
gave messages to many. , She is to be 
.with us right along. Come and hear 
her. We are still holding our card' 
parties, and give some very handsome 
hand painted china as prizes. Every 
Tuesday evening. Score cards, 25 
cents. Any who play progressive 
euchre Invited.”

D. A. Richardson of Hicksville, O., 
president ot the Wentworth Associa
tion, writes: "Our society, though 
small, is one of the oldest in Ohio, it 
having been over forty years since we 
started circles to find out the truth ot 
the life after death. We will hold our 
38th annual yearly grove meeting on 
August 25 and 2 6. Our ¿bciety has 
held some good meetings this summer; 
we have had such mediums as Mrs. 
Schauss, Mrs. Wagner, Mr. Dunakin. 
If any medium comes this way and 
can hold a meeting, we will be glad. 
I would like to correspond with some 
speakers and test mediums. Mrs. 
Kline of Van Wert, was with us on 
July 29, and had a good audience.”

William Barnett, a Flint, Mich., 
carpenter, attended a Spiritualistic 
meeting Sunday evening and submit
ted to a reading with a Detroit medi
um. He was informed by her that he 
would suffer a severe fall before the 
week was ended. Yesterday he fell 
with a scaffolding on the Penfield

talned with her rare elocutionary 
ability. Other readings and Binging 
were given, and not least among the 
workers was ‘Aunt Chloe,’ one of Mrs. 
Bent’s Inspfrers, who always gives 
good, healthy advice in her own happy 
way. With messages of love by Mrs. 
Coombs from the loved ones, the exer
cises closed for lack of more time. 
The next social will be held at the 
home of Mr. and Mrs. Fravil, where 
all are cordially invited. The after
noon will be devoted to reading, palm
istry and spirit messages by the dif
ferent psychics; the evening devoted 
to short talks by different talent. 
Don’t fail to visit the delightful home 
of Mr. and Mrs. Fravil 2349 Huron 
street, Austin, August 16. Take Lake 
street' cars to 48th street; there get 
Chicago avenue car to 51st avenue; 
walk s.outh. Bring your lunch, your 
friends, your pocket-books. These 
suburban sociqls will soon draw to a 
close as the official Band of Harmony 
will open in the hall and the pastor, 
Mra. Richmond, will be home again.”

Comprehensive Remarks in Relation 
Thereto by A. J. King—Did the 
Ozar's Children See the Angel of 
Death?
In The Progressive Thinker ot July 

21st, there is a very interesting article 
entitled, “Did the Czar’s Children See 
the Angel of Death?"

It claims to be a true story.
Many will ask, can it be true? By 

what law can such phenomena occur?
Apparitions are as well.authenticat

ed as' anything in history.' Their sto
ry comes down through all the ages. 
They are not confined to any class, na
tion or tribe of men. They appear to 
high and low, to the wise and ignor
ant, to the learned and the unlearned, 
the civilized and the savage, the rich 
and the poor A phenomenon so uni
versal should be received as true in 
principle. If true, it must have its 
laws, and Should be capable of being 
explained and understood. Anything 
not traced to, its cause is imperfectly 
understood.

Apparitions are simply spiritual ma
terializations; .that is, they are either 
phantoms created by spirits of strong 
will power from‘the ethers that are 
withdrawn from mediums’ circles, and 
the atmosphere, and assume any form 
the spirit desires, and are held to that 
form by the strong will of the spirit 
for a short time, and can be seen by 
the material eye; or they may be real 
spirits clothed with material substance 
so as to be visible to men. The latter 
can,.open prison doors, walk and talk 
to people, and perform many things 
requiring physical force and intelli
gence. These are actual forms of 
matter appreciable to the human eye 
and the eye of animals, as In the case 
of Balaam’s ass, and many other well 
authenticated cases. ■

Spirits may Impress the brain of a 
sensitive or medium with a vision of 
a spirit or other picture or form, and 
it may appear to the sensitive as a real 
thing. For a full explanation of the 
presentation of material forms to the 
eye of ordinary people and the scien
tific princlnles involved, see Principles 
of Nature, Vol. HL, p. 63—69, by M. 
M. King.

Dr. Quackenbos who Indorses the 
fact of the apparition that appeared to 
the Czar's children, says: “1 do not 
claim to be able to analyze the so-

Yes, Only "Four Mediums” Receiving 
Messages Fi&n tlio "Higher 
Realms," Is the Assertion Made— 
CommentaiTheiteon by O. F. Cole.
To the Editor?1—In your issue No. 

871 is an article under the caption, 
"Nuts for Gamp-meeting Officials and 
Mediums tq, Crack.”

Will you.permit- a few comments on 
the declaration at Willard J. Hull in 
answer to the following:

QuestlonTr-"WJrat is the end and 
aim of mediumship as carried on at 
present?" ar ; i,

Answer-rf'Itsi aim .is Dollars. 'Its 
end is deaj'j. -Mediums who are 
really earn ¿ng Ahe messages of the 
higher realms to man the mortal, can 
be counted pp the fingers of a single 
hand.”—WARardi J. Hull.

The above sentence 1b pregnant 
with startling information. It comes 
to us with such force that we among 
the laity STAND -AGHAST, at the 
thought of the great work performed 
by the FOUR. ' (

Surely this must be the real condi
tion of affairs, because Willard J. Hull 
has declared It, and he knoWs(?) what 
he is talking about. *

The editor of the.Light of Truth im
agines he stands on the apex of liter
ary attainment, upon the glowing 
peaks of spiritual wisdom. He basks 
in the genial rays of the sun of. Altru
ism. He looks down on the FOG
LANDS OF SPIRITUALISM with a' 
deep-drawn sign: ‘‘Alas! alas! for the 
deluded family of- mankind, only 
FOUR OF US WHO BEAR REAL 
MESSAGES OF SPIRITUAL TRUTH. 
Our duties are great; our responsibil
ities are beyond the comprehension of 
the DOLLAR-LOVING medium^ who 
are HASTENING TO DEATH.

"I dare not take into'tonfldence an
other of the human family, lest they 
might be corrupted by lusting after 
filthy lucre.

“in my sanctum, on the rostrum, in 
camp and convention, have I not ex
tolled the FOUR? Have I not fought 
with the lions of the N. S. A. who 
failed to agreq with my plain declara
tion? I have put to flight many 
aliens who refused to walk by the 
light of truth; and now from my exalt
ed view-point, by the aid of the search
light of Altruism, I can discover 
FOUR just FOUR true messengers of 
spiritual truth. ■

“In the glowing light of the shl- 
kineh of spiritual wisdom which 
shines throughout the vast domain of 
my comprehensive mentality, I fall to 
discover more than FOUR true medi
ums. I know they are true.

“I am amazed at the stupidity of 
editors and scribblers who contribute 
to so-called spiritual journals. They 
prate about pure mediumship. They 
go into ecstasies about the wonderful 
phenomena (?) witnessed.

"Alas! alas! They have gone out

Rev. G. C. Love, president of the 
First Spiritual Religious Association 
of Clackamas county, Oregon, was 
called to Portland, Oregon from the 
New Era camp-meeting on Monday, 
July 23, to officiate at the funeral ser- 
vice'of Mr. Charles Guianese. Brother 
Guianess waa born in Norway in 18^3. 
He came to the^United Statea jn 1849, 
and the state of Oregon, 1904.

On Tuesday; July 17, 1906, Rev. G. 
C. Love, president of the Spiritualist 
camp-meeting at New Era, Oregon, 
was called to Barlow,- Orégon, to offi
ciate at the funeral service of Mr. 
Benedict Wilcook. -Mr. Wilcock ■ was 
born May 28, 1834. Passed on July 
15, 1906.

Passed to spirit life, July 28, at 
Dallas, Texas., Nan.cy Agnéss Gillcoat. 
She was the beloved wife of G. W. 
Gillcoat. _They lived a happy married 
life of forty years. They had been 
blessed with a large family of chil
dren and grand children. They have 
been fglthful Spiritualists for ten 
years and members of the Truthseek
ers Spiritualists Society of Dallas.

MRS. GEO. W. QUINN.

Good and Evil—Light and Darkness.
We have spoken of the sun as the 

life and light of the solar system. Now 
we as human beings have a sun-center 
of life and light which needs to be 
cultivated and unfolded in order to 
reveal to our spiritual consclousnesa 
the spiritual laws of life and light, so 
we may have a safe pilot over life’s 
boisterous sea where so many have 
been shipwrecked by listening to the 
voice of man. This light I speak of 
has been called by many names, yet it 
remains the life and light of all lives, 
in wh|ch all lives live, move and have 
their being.

This light'I speak of Is the light ot 
the spiritual world, which we enter as 
sooi) as we unfold our spiritual senses, 
and that constitutes a genuine Spirit
ualist.

1 know of threo whom I can recom
mend as leading lights of Spiritualism. 
One is Gerald Massey, who wrote the 
Historical Jesus and Mythical Christ, 
and one wrote the Great Psychological 
Crime, and one wrote the Light of 
Egypt, by an Initiate of esoteric ma
sonry; all three are spiritually unfold
ed persons, find we need many more 
like them. A. C. DOANE.

The Central Passenger Association, 
including the railroads In Michigan, Il
linois, Indiana, Ohio and Pennsylvania 
have agreed to sell excursion tickets to 
Lily Dale and return at one fare for 
the round trip. These tickets are
good only to leave July 17 and 81. 
Return limit 30 days. The Chicago 
rate is $14; St. Louis, $19.25; Indian
apolis, $12; Cincinnati, $11.30; corre
sponding low rates from other points. 
All the roads from Chicago, New York 
City, Boston and intermediate terri
tory will sell low rate excursion tickets 
to Lily Dale and return, good going 
June 1 to Sept. 30, return limit Octo
ber 31. Chicago rate is $20. Ask 
your local' ticket agent for special 
Lily Dale rates, or have him send 
his genera, ticket agent for them.

This favorite place of resort will 
have the following speakers this year:

• July 22—10:30 a. m., address of 
welcome by Oscar A. Edgerly of Lynn, 
Masp.; 2:30 p. m., lecture by Mrs. A. 
E. Sheets of Grand Ledge, Mich.

July 24—2:30 p. 
Mrs. A. E. Sheets.

July 
Mrs. A.

July 
Mrs. A.

July 
Mrs. A.

July 
Mrs. A.

25—2:30 
E._Slieets. 
26—2:30 
E. Sheets. 
27—2:30 
E. Sheets.
28—2:30

August 
Oscar A.

August 
Oscar A.

August
Mrs. R. 8.

August 4-—2:30 p. m., 
Mrs. R. 8. Lillie.

1—2:30 
Edgerly. 
2—2:30 
Edgerly. 
3—2:30 
Lillie of ;

i p. m., lecture 
Messages,

i p. m., lecture 
Messages,

1 p. m., lecture 
Montecito, Cal.

August 7—2:30 
Mrs. R. S. Lillie.

August 8—2:30 
Mrs. R. 8. Lillie.

August 9—2:30 
Mrs. R. S. Lillie.

If you have rheumatism cut out this- 
free dollar coupon and send ft to us- 
with your name a,nd address plainly,’ 
written on the blank lines. Return mail 
will bring you—free to try—a Dollar 
pair of the famous Magic Foot Drafts, 
the great Michigan cure for rheuma
tism. They are curing very bad case» 
of every kind of rheumatism, botlr 
chronic and acute, no matter how se
vere. They are curing cases of 30 amf 
40 years’ suffering, after doctors and 
baths and medicines had failed. 8end 
us the coupon to-day. When the 
Drafts come, try them. If you aret 
satisfied with the benefit received- 
then you can 
send us One Dol
lar. if not, we 
take your simple 
Bay so, and the 
Drafts cost you 
absolutely nothing. Areu t they woitli 
trying on that basis! Out faith lq 
strong that they will cure you, so cut 
out and send the coupon to-day ta 
Magic Foot Dratt Co., X011 Oliver. 
Bldg., Jackson, Mich., Sead no monejj 
—just the coupon.

death.
Harry J. Moore just closed a very 

successful six months' ,engagement 
with the First Society of Spiritualists 
of Seattle, Wash. He christened 
twelve children and received into the 
society upwards of twenty-five new 
members. This demonstrates the ad
visability and success of an engage
ment from six months to one year of a

Grand Ledge Camp.
As has been already mentioned in 

The Progressive Thinker, the Grand 
Ledge Spiritualist camp-meeting had a 
most auspicious opening on July 22, 
but inasmuch as Mrs. Abbie E. Sheets 
was the speaker on that occasion, I 
think that an added word to (he report 
as made-might be acceptable to the 
public. While Mrs. Sheets has always 
been one of the chief factors in the 
success of the camp-meeting here, still 
for the last two or three years, her 
health has been’such that she has been 
forced to take a less active part in the 
meetings, but this year we are all re
joiced to find her in a better condition 
to stand the strain of platform work, 
consequently the series of lectures she 
has given us since the opening of 
camp has been superb, eloquent, prac
tical and instructive, they have ful
filled their purpose in benefiting our 
people.

Some of Mrs. Sheets’ old friends 
may be surprised to know that she 
has added to her splendid mediumship 
as an inspirational speaker, the phase 
of message medium, her work in that 
direction is most unique, as she pro
ceeds her lectures with messages, in
stead of following the general usage 
of having the messages follow the lec
tures.

We are pleased to presume that now 
that Mrs. Sheets’ health is so much 
improved, that she will once again en
ter the wide field of general work, and 
we sincerely believe that it will be to 
the lasting good of our cause to have 
noble Inspirations once more go forth 

Trom our rostrum. ,■
CORRESPONDENT.

space."
It seems pitiable to see how learned 

men will run into vagaries, and stum
ble and flounder along in investigating 
spiritual phenomena, and being un
willing to attribute them to spiritual 
causes, finally give it up In despair as 
inexplicable when all the phenomena 
have been fully explained upon scien
tific principles and published to the 
world more than thirty years ago. 
The editor’s remarks at the close of 
the article are timely and pertinent. 
Many think It a mark of superior 
learning to Ignore the spiritual phll-. 
osophy and attempt to account for. all 
spiritual phenomena by using lan
guage that means nothing that they 
or anyone else can understand, so aa 
to entirely obscure the subject, such as 
sub-conscious, vibrations of a higher 
plane, the fourth dimension, etc.

The Christian Scientists explain all 
spiritual phenomena to their perfect 
satisfaction and in the most off-hand 
way by saying they are all simply the 
effect of mortal mind.

But, after all, “Banquo’s ghost will 
not down.” A rational and scientific 
explanation is the only one that will 
endure. All else is vanity.

A. J. KING.
Hammonton, N. J. I

of the way. They, have followed after 
Baalam, and the gainsaying of Korah 
—which LEADS.. TO DEATH. Has 
not Mqses planted? Has not Daniel 
watered whlje thepther two cultivated 
the gifts of true mediumship? I have 
told them lq eamp, and convention of 
earthly things—mediums who love 

I dollars, andifhey believed me not. '
"WE are the salt of the'earth, or, 

speaking moye t<fe the point, we are 
FOUR SALTS. t>

“THERE ARE ONLY FOUR TRUE 
MEDIUMS IjbJ ITbi I.know where we 
are at!

“How singular At is that people are 
so slow pf heart [ty-believe all that the 
four have said to them. Like.Ephrl- 
am of old, they have waxed fat and 
kicked- As I [Stand,.hpre on the shln- 
'ing ¡crags,of .our philosophy, A per
ceive great DEFEATS 4p all medium
ship except FQUR.f. I cannot endure 
the opposition to my clearly defined 
verdict, when I said there are but 
FOUR! My journal, the Light of 
Truth, is engaged upon the only pur
pose,' the spirit realm has in this 
world’s affairs. Outside its bright'

I Lyceum Work at the National Spirit
ualists Convention.

I Friday, October 19, is the date de
cided upon by the National Spiritual
ists Association for lyceum work. The 
entire evening will be devoted to "An 
Ideal Lyceum Session,” in which the 
prominent Lyceum workers over the 
United States will take part. The 
National Superintendent of Lyceum 
Work has charge of the program, but 
can do little of himself. The aptive 
co-operation of each and all is earn
estly solicited. Please write at once 
with your suggestions and ideas of 
how this may be made a date long to 
be remembered because of the helpful
ness derived. In the Lyceum work we 
must decide and agree upon a system 
of action and proceed with method to 
supply the growing demand for ethical 
and spiritual juvenile tuition. Im
prove this opportunity. You are here
by cordially invited to make your sug
gestions, so write at once to national 
Superintendent Lyceum Work,

JOHN W. RING.
Green Mountain Falls, Colo.

Russian court circles. He is said to 
be the adviser of General Trepoff, the 
head of the reactionaries.

Dr. P. Douglass writes from Cyn
thiana, Ky.: “The Progresslve^i’hinker 
is a paper that I cannot do without. 
I am the only Spiritualist in my town, 
and some are so bitter against me that 
they have had me before the courts to 
try to prove that I am insane, but I 
came out all right. I am a healer, 
and am doing a good deal ot good; in 
fact, I p.m quite busy all the time. 
Your paper keeps me posted on all im
portant matters pertaining to our re
ligion. I am deeply interested in It.”

Ferd C. Suhrer writes: "Mrs. E. 
Briggs answered questions for the Ris
ing Sun Spiritualist Mission, Sunday 
afternoon, July 29, and displayed a>re
markable development as an inspira
tional speaker. Dr. L. C. Koehler was 
present and made a few remarks. 
Mrs. M. Hild of the North Side, will
ingly gave a number of messages that 
were accepted. Sister Martha Price 
addressed us in the evening. Mes
sages were given by the guides of Bro. 
Jones which were clearly indicative of 
the lite beyond. On Sunday after
noon, August 12, Sister Price will 
again speak for us, and in the evening 
Bro. O._E. Miller, Ph. D. Tests will 
be given at both afternoon and even
ing services until further, notice, by 
the guides of prominent mediums 
whose reputations are well known.”

Dr. Louis H. Freedman, has. been 
called to Springfield, Mass. .He-will i 
take this opportunity to visit the Spir- 

* itualist camp at OnseC-Mass./and-will;; 
remain absent from .his office al 411-8 E;: 
31st street, Chicago, lor -'aboutone: 
month, ’ Mrs.'Freedman will accom-1 
•Vany the Doctor. ■ \ ■

i The ninth annual convention of the 
Minnesota State Spiritualist Associa
tion will be held in the First Unitarian 
Church, Eighth street and Mary Place, 
Minneapolis, Minn.; September 8 
and 9, 1906. Annual reception and 
entertainment to delegates and visit
ors will be held Thursday evening, 
Sept. 6, at 8 o’clock at the above- 
named church. All are cordially In
vited.

The following excellent talent has 
been engaged for the convention': Mrs. 
Laura G. Flxen, MiBsmilzabeth Harlow, 
Mr. Will J. Evwood. Message bear
ers, Mrs. Emma, A. Sauer, Mr. Paul 
Beuhler, Mrs.. Frances Wheeler, Mrs. 
Etoma Plake, Mrs. Asa Talcott and 
others.

It is the aim of the officers of the as
sociation to make the ninth convention 
the best ever held."

Business sessions during the day. 
Evening meetings will be devoted to 
lectures, spirit messages, music and 
song.

Special Minnesota State Fair rail
road rates on All roads.

The secretary, 904 Hastings avenue, 
St. Paul will mall programs to any 
one sending their name and address. 
Come and bripg-your-friends and help 
make this convention a grand success.

JOHN S. MAXWELL, Pres. 
•FRANK Ë. IRVINE,, Sec’y.

: "An JnfamouB DynamiteRoman Cath- 
olloConspiracy'Detected-and’Exposed." 
’ÍRomanism.Expóspd?’ -.Twd pataphlets 
liy-.Rev.-LiGi iWhite,.author of,‘¡Start- 
llng-FaffisAr-Prine;'.Id-ients each, or 
two.for 15 cents.. ¡ , v"-

Under a bill now before the parlia
ment of Canada, it is unlawful to sell 
anything on Sunday, to transact any 
.business of a person’s calling, or to 
employ any other, person to do any 
work, business or labor, except'works 
of necessity, for money. Games and 
performances of all kinds for which an 
admission fee is charged, are made un
lawful. Excursions of- every kind, by 
land or water,-on which passengers are 
carried for amusement, are prohibited. 
No public park or pleasure ground, or 
amusement place of any kind to which 
an admission fee is charged1 can be 
kept open. No person is allowed to 
shoot at a target or any other object. 
Sale of foreign newspapers Is prohib
ited. A lady reading the above says 
that the purltanicaily-bigoted-rellgious 
hypocrites are .determined to punish' 
the people who do not Indorse ¿hurch 
dogmas and pay preachers for lectures | 
on impossible: religious' fallacies^ 
How long will our Canadian brethren 
be able'to stand that brand of relig
ious disciplihe and pay for the same?

C. H. MATHEWS. !
New Philadelphia, Ohio. 1' ■■ - i

pages all is the coinage of undeveloped 
mind, hence unreliable. Its thought
stuff is obtained by one, or all of us 
FOUR, 'it does not dribble from the 
pen of a novice, or percolate through 
the muddled brains ot an uneducated 
speaker.

"The reading world could not yet 
comprehend the full volume of brill
iant ideas, if all I receive was pub
lished in my journal.” ..

Who would have thought that W. J. 
Hull had such a pull? ONLY FOUR 
OF THEM IN I*T!.. .It reduces the 
vexed question to the capacity of a nut 
shell. I am surprised at such pene
tration o'f mental discernment. Such 
bold and fearless declarations, and 
such a sweeping, verdict, should meet 
with opposition./ Is it not Willard J. 
Hull who speaks'? Who shall gainsay 
a Hull? W. J. Is foot only a Hull, but 
a full-rigged war vessel, armed and 
provisioned, and in commission for a 
long cruise. His armor-plates are of 
the strongest egotistical metal. His 
sails are filled by the trade-winds of 
subtle flattery. His compass Is 
“boxed” by the laws of Individual 
dicta, and his course marked by the 
BOUYS FLOATED BY THE FOUR.

Unlike other craft bearing im
portant dispatches, his steering-gear 
is automatic and quite unique in its 
design. ■

If the mediums and editors of Spir
itualist journals are discreet, they will 
not join battle with this altruistic 
privateer who is standing off and on 
along the coasts of the, '‘DOLLAR
LOVING.MEDIUMS.'

His declaration in your journal re
minds one’of the prayer offered by a 
deacon who was not liberal with his 
edrthly possessions:

“Oh, Lord! bless me and my wife, 
my son John and his wife, Us FOUR, 
and no more.” Amen!.

Dowagiac, Mlch.J C. F. COLE. »

quite an April day with its frequent 
showers, there was a good-sized audi
ence to greet the appearance of one of 
their favorite speakers, Mrs. Cora 
Morrill. In the absence of the presi
dent, Mr. C. F. Hunger, Dr. Haines 
acted as chairman. Mrs. Morrill 
talked in the morning on the i funda
mental truths that run through all 
religions. She 1b a forceful, logical 
speaker, having dates, facts and con
vincing arguments at her tongue’s 
end, which holds the interest of her 
hearers throughout.

In the afternoon Mrs, Carrie Firth 
Curran assisted in the exercises. By 
request Mn .Jonas Schonover, recited 
an original poem. Mrs. Morrill took 
for her subject an old topic, Spiritual
ism, but handled it as she is capable 
of handling almost any subject; it ap
peared in a new light to many of her 
bearers. At the close of the lecture a 
duet was sung by Mrs. D. A. Herrick 
and Mrs. Henwood, after which Mrs. 
Mbrrill gave a number of messages, ail 
being accurate.

MARY L. BETTES.
Cuyahoga Falls, Ohio.

The cross portrays compassion, its 
arms of mercy reach out to all human
ity. Compassion controls, and har
mony exists. Penetrate the soul 
realms, and find the crucified one with
in. ■

Give the flowers of compassion room 
to bloom within the sacred tabernacle 
of the heart, the'inward grace of spirit 
developing unity of life terrestrial 

i with the celestial, as I have written 
i you.

The Karma of life is now. Every
where In nature choose the Flowers of 
love, and eliminate the . thorns that 
rend the life as a fretted garment.

Cultivate sunshine. It permits the 
atmosphere of the divine to penetrate 
the 'soul.

Cultivate divine possibilities—pro-1 
claim homage of selfhood. Soul-life 
Is eternal like dew upon the lilies of 
immortelle. Shalt thou find the path 
that leadeth to where thgre is no 
night, but the glorious light of Power, 
Truth, the revealed life within life?

Let the soul its slumbers break, and 
awake to find life’s glories. Pleasure 
like the passing wind, blows by, and 
leaves naught but grief when the 
storms are weathered, the haven ot 
life reached.—Written through the 
hand of Mrs. C.

. “Success and How To Win • IL” A 
lecture and course of twenty-four suc
cess lessons by Dr.- B. F. Austin, B. A., 
D. D. The titles of some of -the lec
tures are as follows: Self Helps; -Fi
nancial Success; Ideals; Economy; 
Planning, Attraction; Courtesy; Kind
ness and’Tact; Angel Help. Price 25 
cents, ■ -- ■ • • 1 - ■ ■

Notes from Clipstepfield Camp.
Sunday, JuljMSJ'was Lyceum Day, 

and was onè Of thé most . delightful 
days in camp/IRThdre were large dele
gations from iridialiapolis, Muncie and 
other cities Which ^Helped to swell the 
numbers, and to theb'auditorium was 
filled with spentatofs/when at 10 a. 
m., the children* with badges of blue 
and gold/ flagi-and banners; marched 
in to the 'ihsplringnstrains of “Oif to 
Victory.” ■Tbetshoft address of wel
come by the writer was followed by a 
splendid program; Which took, the en
tire forenoon/.anlLAS the closing song, 
"Our Own UMlted'iStates," rang-out, 
the audience applaaHed to the écho; 
and joined thillHttlefones in their ben
edictions, with bestowishes for success 
of our lyceunl.34 "

In thé; afternooiUMrs. Marian Car- 
I penter addredfeid the largest audience 
of the season; and that she was fully 
appreciated was ■ proven'by the re
sponse of the listeners. Sho is a- fa
vorite here, and, all regretted that it 
was her last leettfre tips season. •'

At 4 p. m., Mrs. Anna Throndsen 
gave messages, which were pronounced 
exceptionally good, all being fully rec
ognized. Mr. Sphlater, the healer, 
hold'several sessions during the day 
with fine résulta.;;... .

Mr. W. Smith, W. Knowles and self 
wlll.be. theisppakers for the coming 
week, and wjll bq followed by Mr,-Ni-.

"Life and Moral Axioms of Con
fucius,” is the title of a 62 page pam
phlet, which contains many of the 
moral aphorisms and terseological 
teachings of the sapient Chinese phil
osopher, who lived 551 years before 
the Christian Era, and whose wipe 
precepts have left a lasting impression 
upon all subsequent nations. By 
Marcenus R. K. Wright. Price 25cts.

■August 12 —10:30 a. m., lecture by 
Mrs. Marian Carpenter; 2:30 p. m., 
lecture by Mrs. Marian Carpenter, fol
lowed by messages.

August 14—2:30 p. in., lecture by 
Mrs. Marian Carpenter. Messages.

August 15—National Spiritualists 
Association Day; 2:30 p. m., lecture 
and messages by Mrs. Marian Carpen
ter. »

August 16—2:30 p. in., lecture and 
messages by Mrs. Marian Carpenter.'

August 17—2:30 p. in., lecture and 
messages by Oscar A. Edgerly.

August 18—2:30 j). in., lecture by 
Elizabeth Harlow of Columbus, Ohio.

August 19—10:30 a. m., lecture by 
Elizabeth Harlow; 2:30 p. m., lecture 
by Elizabeth Harlow.

This program subject to change.
The program for the forenoons, 

Sundays and Mondays excepted, will 
be varied and Interesting, consisting of 
mediums’ meetings, conferences, etc. 
Mediums who are. developing, as well 
as others, will have an opportunity to 
participate. These exercises are a 
great aid to those expecting to take up 
the work. J. W. EWING,

Grand Ledge, Mich. President.

MARY ANN CAREW, 
Wife, Mother, Spirit an<J Angel.

By Carlyle Petersilea.
This most beautiful story of the ex

periences of a young wife and 
mother taken from her home on earth 
to her home In the spirit world, is told 
In such a realistic way, that one is 
carried away with the sweet beauty 
and naturalness of It. It makes the 
other world appear very near to us. 
This book has been a great comfort to 
many weary hearts who have lost 
toother, wife or babies. . Price, neatly 
bound in cloth, $1.

“Harmonics ot Evolutlon.The Philos
ophy of Individual life. Based Upon 
Natural Science, as Taught by Modern 
Masters of the Law." By Florence 
Huntley. A ^¿ork of deep thought, car
rying the principles of evolution Into 
new fields. Price,, cloth, $2.

Truly, the world has NEVER SEEN 
the like before. Search lire annals of 
history, ANCIENT AND MODERN;, 
critically examine the history of Spirit
ualism; look here aud there, in every 
ncok and corner ot the world, and you 
CANNOT find a parallel to the offer 
made in reference to these THIRTEEN 
remarkable PREMIUM BOOKS. They, 
constitute a wonderfully valuable Splr< 
ilualistic and Occult LIBRARY, and 
are furnished at a nominal sum. All 
are substantially bound and neatly, 
printed, and those who purchase them 
are DELIGHTED WITH THEM.

We have now THIRTEEN magnifi
cent PREMIUM BOOKS which you 
can select from.

GEMS OF THOUGHT, by SEVEN
TEEN leading authors, is our last 
Premium Book.

Any one of the Thirteen Premiuni 
Books you may order, price 2S cents. 
Tills fs the price, remember, whenyoa 
order only one book in connection with 
a yearly subscription. The paper, one 
year, and one Premium Book, $1.25. 
But if you order more ihan one Pre
mium Book tlie price is as follows:

Any two of the Thirteen Premium 
Books you may order, price 70 cents.

Any three of the Thirteen Premium 
Books you may order, price $1.10.

Any four of the Thirteen Premium 
Books you may order, price $1.50.

Any five of tho Thirteen Premium 
Rooks you may order, price $1.75.

Any six of the Thirteen Premium 
Books you may order, price $2.05. 

I Any seven, of the Thirteen Premium , 
| Books yon may order, price $2.33.

Any eight of the Thirteen Premium 
Books you may order, price $2.65.

Any nine ol the Thirteen Premium 
Books you may order, price $2.00.

Any ten of the Thirteen Premium 
Books you may order, price $3.10.

Any eleven of the Thirteen Premium 
Books you may order, price $3.40.

Any twelve of the Thirteen Premium 
Books you may order, price $3.85.

Lastly, all of these THIRTEEN Pre
mium Books here announced are sent 
out, all postage prepaid, for 4.15, 
something never before equalled in 
this country or Europe.

Bear in mind that every order for a ■ 
Premium Book must be accompanied 
with a yearly subscription tor The 
Progressive Thinker, which is $1. We 
repeat that the world has never seen 
the like of it before. I
OUR THIRTEEN REMARKABLE

PREMIUM BOOKS FOR $4.15.
The loliowlug is the like oi. uuea of 

the Twelve Premium Books:

' By the Author of
“fl Wanderer in'SDlrlt Lands.”

“THE STRANGE STORY OF AHRINZIMAN.”
v \ The Persian Mystic Emperor.

------------ ---------  • ,jr,
A weird, powerfully told dramatic story of the.^arth life and subsequent 

Experiences in the Spirit World of the ‘‘Guide, Ahriziman." Few books 
Are more calculated to hold the reader's interest from the first page to the 
. st, and much that is original and new will be found in the accounts given 
of Ahrinziman’e Studies in the Domain of Magic and its relation to obsessions 
•ind'other-perplexing problems of spiritual intercourse.. Price, cloth $1.00. 
Postage, 12 cents. "Paper, 60 cent . ••

1—The Encyclopedia ol Death, and 
Life in the Spirit World, Vol. 1.

2—Tho Encyclopedia ot Death, and 
Life in the Spirit iVorld, Vol. 2.

3--The Encyclopedia ot Death, and 
Life in the Spirit World, Vol. 3. These 
threo volumes have been prepared by, 
J. R. Francis. They contain Invaluable 
data.

4—Art Magic, or Mundane, Sub-Mun
dane and Super-Mundane Spiritism, by 
Mrs. Emma Hardinge Britten.

6—Ghost Land, Spiritualism, Occult
ism, by Mrs. Emma Hardinge Britten.

6—The Next World interviewed, by, 
Mrs. 8. G- Horn, a most remarkable me
dium.

7—The Occult Lire ot Jesus, by Alex
ander Smythe, a medium ot rare gilts,

8—A Wanderer m the Spirit Lands, 
Translated by A. Farnese, a wonderful 
English medium.

9—The Religion of Man and Ethics ot 
Science, by Hudson Tuttle. •

10—Seers of the Ages, or Spiritualism 
Past and Present, by Dr. J. M. Peebles. -

11—The Great Debate Between Mosea 
Hull and W. F. Jamieson.

12—Letters trom tho Spirit World, 
written through the mediumship ot 
Carlyle Petersilea.

13—Gems ot Thought, by SEVEN
TEEN leading authors, is our last Pre
mium Book.

"The Light of Egypt." Volumes 1 
and 2. An occult library in itsi ilf, a 
text-book of esoteric khoirledgu as 
taught by Adepts of Hermetic Philos
ophy. Price $2 per volume.

"Spirit Echoes." By Mattle E. Hull. - 
This pretty volume contains fifty-seven 
of the author’s latest and choicest po- , 
ems. Neatly bound In cloth, and with 
portrait of the author: _Price, 75 cents. .

"After Her Deatn. The Story of a 
Summer." By Lilian Whiting. No 
mind that loves spiritual thought can 
fail to be fed and delighted, with this ■ 
book. Beautiful spiritual thought, com
bining advanced ideas on the finer ami 
.etherpnl phases of Spiritualism, leading 
the mind onward into the purer atmos-. • 
phere of exalted spiritual truth. A . 
book for the higher life. Price, cloth, 
$1.00. ...... ; ‘

- "The Truth Seeker Collection* of 
Forms end Ceremonies for the Ush otj 
"iberals." Price, 25 cents. • v

wlll.be
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This department is under tbe man- 
pgement of

HUDSON TUTTLE.
'Address him at Berlin-Heights, Ohio.

‘ This experiment is in every way un
satisfactory and confirms the'words of 
tCanon Wilberforce that “The experl- 
imentB of certain physiologists were 
¡those of inhuman devils.” Of the 
^scientific value, or helpfulness in mas
tery of disease, one of the most emi
nent surgeons of England, Lawson 
(Tait; Baid, “The conclusions of vivi
section are absolutely worthless."

The experiment is valueless in sup
port of conclusions reached, because 

jihe dog is a flesh enter and in the 
I Blate of nature will, starve before eat-

RAP. RAP, RAP.

NOTE—The Questions and Answers 
have called forth such a host of re
spondents, that to give all equal hear
ing compels the answers to be made In 
the most condensed form, and often 
Clearness-Is-perhaps sacrificed to this- 
forced brevity. Proofs have to be xunit- 
ied, and the style becomes thereby as- 
Bertlve, which-of ell things is to be dep- 
rebated. Correspondents often weary 
ivlth waiting for the appearance of 
heir questions and write letters of in- 

qufry. Tho supply of matter Is always 
Several weeks ahead of the space given, 
tad hence there Is unavoidable delay. 
Every one lias to wait bls time and 
place, and ah are treated with equal
iuvor. .........

.NOTJÇE.—No Attention will be given 
hnonymûus letters.' Full name and ad- 
Bresb mdst be given, or the letters will 
not be read. If the request be made, 
MUp name will not be published. Tbe. 
Correspondence of this department has 
jbecomo excessively large, especially let- 
zers of inquiry requesting private an
swers, .and while I freely give what
ever information I am able, the ordi
nary courtesy of correspondents is ex- 

f fleeted. ■ HUDSON TUTTLE. •

jug anything else. Hence fed as was 
the first group he would starve from 
inability to digest his food. The sec
ond group pould not maintain health 
without a more varied diet, a remarle 
which applies to both these groups. 
There must be a variety of food to sup
ply the various needs of the body, and 
there is partial starvation when only 
one article is given. Flesh is an ex
ception, for to animals able to digest 
it, it supplies all elements required, 
The third group, fed on cooked flesh, 
were reduced in condition, because 
cooked flesh is more difficult to digest-, 
find by that much wasted vital force. 
The fourth group were given their nat
ural food, and it might have been 
predicated without the experiment 
that they would suffer in no way ex
cept from the horrible recurring pe
riods of starvation. The experiment.

-Spirits Hold Sway in Church-Street 
House, Newport, R. 1^—Hundreds of 
1’eople Visited the Place and .¡Heard 
for Themselves, . 1 >
Under the very shadow of old Trin

ity church, and within speaking dis
tance of the churchyard, where loom 
¡up-the grave-stones of long dead New
porters, where grim death keeps lone 
¡watch, is-a mystery, which Is baffling 
the entire city. Mysterious knock- 
.‘ings, sometimes loud and distinct;,and 
again soft and almbst-inaudllilei' flit
ting from place to place, aimoy thAin- 

| habitants of the house at-’No.~ :‘36'

on dòge has no meaning, applied to hu
man beings, and will not .have until 
these J‘scientists,“ test it on the pa- 
tlentsìn the charity .hospitals to which 
they are admitted. There they have 
heretofore found “material" in the 
helpless poor -to continue their “re
search."

ULY DAAE. a 
< • ....-r—I *' ■

The Ctunp AdvancingsAlIaAIong the 
Liues of _

■ -----». .1 If. ,:-i ■

DEATH COMES AT MOHN.

A Vivid Portrayal of the Destruction 
of Ban Francisco.■,‘g .•. "f - ;

D. D. Carter, M.D.: Q. I note In 
the Baltimore Times, a dispatch from 
¡Wilmington, Del., that on July 19, it 
rained little green; frogs, ..thousands 
Kesoending during a heavy shower. 
They were more abundant in some 
places than in others, as along the 

-Christiana' river., there were myriads. 
Were they really rained down, being 
Brawn .up by a whirlwind?

A. This .old story is constantly re
vived, to excite-the wonder of wonder- 
loving readers. ' The fact is that the 
tadpoles when they make the last 
'change into the form ot frogs seek the 
land, and as they are affected by the 
Condition of the atmosphere, they 
tome forth-in numbers at a heavy 
down pour. There would be the 
greatest number along the river, for 
there was where they came from. It is 
possible for a .whirlwind developing a 
.waterspout, to take up frogs, but the 
frogs would have to be In the same 
''myriads" of numbers, and if they 
were, it would b? less difficult to be- 
llovo that they simply helped them- 
eelves on -shore and hopped along the 
bank, especially when we -know that 

.this activity 1b a part of the frog’s life 
history.

Ob, no. If you want to Increase I 
your sensitiveness don't , go to the 
shambles, drinking blood, or .devour
ing raw flesh. Nor think you are , a 
grain eater and hence .must swallow 
raw corn or wheat. Your spirit guide 
is a departed crank, or is amusing 
himself by attempting to make a 
erank of you, The many demands of 
one body and spirit, require a variety 
ot food. . That is why there is a crav
ing for the products of all climes. No 
one article-supplies completely al! that

church street. - '
Last evening a member of the Her

ald staff, determined to get the gtory 
at first hand, applied for admission at 
this house, and Chief Boatswain Htigh 
Sweeney, U. S. N., who lives in thé. 
lower half of the house, very kindly 
admitted him and showed him every 
courtesy, as did Mr. Sweeney’s entire 
family. ■ . '/

The Herald man may as well admit 
that he went there in a rather skepti
cal frame of mind, but utter his expé
rience, is free to admit that, spirits or 
no, the knockings, or rather, pound
ings, proceed from too mysterious a' 
source tp admit of,any explanation.

While seated in the dining-room of 
the house conversing'.with Mr;' and 
Mrs. Sweeney, shortly after being ad
mitted, a series of loud knocks was 
heard, apparently proceeding f j-omtiie 
parlor. Searching the parlpr produced 
no results, and the-Herald man re
turned again to the dinjug-roojn. 
Hardly was he seated than the knock
ing was again heard, this time in the 
corner of the dining-room,' hear the 
.china closet. The fofee of the impact 
■was sufficient to shake'. ' the dishes.

Lily Dale' has: had UP Bplfcüdtd; wdek. 
The speakers have delighted their'au
diences, the -weather lias- liben ub lino 
as lf made to order, ând everybody IB 
happy. — ollt; di .

Ou Saturday1 aftenldin, July 21; the 
National SpirltuaUsttjtkBsolftatlon was ■ 
represented on the platform by Vice- 
President Warne andBTrustees Carrie 
Twlng, Messers-StéfvMis. did- Grim
shaw. At the morniligseteion of the 
Foresl; Temple; Mr.-E. i-WIMBond 'Of 
Willoughby, Ohio; lûSdè tifi attack! on 
the National body’s 'attlttliio towards 
mediums and whs agilin liedrd along 
the same line in the’ afteriiobn. In de
fending Stewart and’Folsom 'he was 
met by Warne and Griiuèhaw, a major
ity of the St. Louis Investigation Com
mittee, who had the facts of; thé casé 
fully at their command and ware kind
ly incisive in their feplfes. The’dis
cussion was educative to- the listeners 
as personalities were minimised by the 
Individual friendship of lll the partic
ipants. Under the leadership of Bro. 
Steveijs and Mrs. M. E. •Cddwallader, 
forty-six -dollars -were ' fSlBed for the 
Mediums' Pension Funfi of tile N.

is demanded. Failure in this means 
Illness or death. .A man’ean live on 
flesh alone. In his savage state he 
had little else. But flesh supplies 
inany products not required. It holds 
the waste and effete matter as well, 
which Is often poisonous, and at all 
times difficult to eliminate. Cooking 
grains, vegetables and fruits, if cor
rectly done, does not change the ele
ments they contain. It softens and 
renders them more easily digested, 
and thus saves vital force which other
wise would be wasted in this unneces
sary work.

* Eli Walker: Q. What was the 
nationality of Ole Bull?

A, He was Norwegian. Born in 
Bergen in 1810. He purchased a 
large tract of land in Pennsylvania in 

> '134-5, and started a colony on a plan of 
■ his own. This failed. He resided 

many years ofjiis life in this country.

D?S. DCwey: Q. What is cata-

IMPORTANT WORK.

There appeared to be nothing to.inves
tigate here, andthose in'the room had 
scarcely finished looking over the door 
■when, “bang" came-a tremendous 
thump directly behlnd.the chair where 
the writer was seated.

And so it went throughout the en
tire evening, sometimes a series of 
knocks coming fast and thick, and 
again they would come only at .long 
intervals. But there was no explana- 

j tion to be offered, and nothing to fio 
but to wander from room to room and 
wonder where the next "rap” would 
come from.

During the lulls in the rapping it- 
was an interesting sight to see the 
crowds on the street, and in the drive
way which runs along the west side 
of the house. In the early part of the 
evening there were large.numbers of 
children, as well as men and women, 
who thronged the street to the num
ber of hundreds, but as-the evening 
wore away, the children thinned out, 
until at 11 o’clock, there was hardly a

S. A? '
Wilson Fritch was a-¿heat favorite; 

He delighted. hiB'audie&es''With his- 
clear elucidations, especially- 011 the 
metanhyBical grounds of Spiritualism. 
Mr. .Fritch has a clear melodious 
voice and a pleasant personality; De
left a host-of friends belllnd.’' ■

Dr. Samuel Phelps ' Leland came. 
I like a cyclone, He captured all " in 
sight, and ïnade us!sebfetars indeed; 
told about thé 6,000 États visible in 
the sky; that the'worldJs 8,000 miles 
.through, anfi 25,000 miles in clrcum- 
iterence; that the mtiofi is 240,000 
miles distant from earth,'• and 
then.lie took his audience through’be- 
.wintering mazes,of -earth, ' -Sky ‘ and 
space, white "he told thém 'of-■ the-20 
miles old Mother EarthItravels every 

¡second, till we'felt the "Dalte Shore' 
¡Limited was way behind'the timeb’in 
speed. He 'finally canfe down ''to 
•earth and told how thedburning mat
ters -were gradually melted- and cooled, 
and Mother Earth made her bow to

The hall resounds with dancing' feet, 
The roses shed ; their fragrance 

. 'round,. ., . .
And-merry 'iicarta .responsive beat . 

To muslc'B swiist entrancing sound.
Soft cheeks like May’s young roses 

■ glow, 
And flashing gems all proudly worn;

Sing on, young hearts; ye cannotknow 
How brief your joy; death comes at 

■ morn. ” - ■ ■- . ■
A mother bends with smiling face 

Above a brow sb’ brightly- fair, 
And dimpled cheeks in childish grace, 

Ha|f lost in mists of golden hair.
Bend, tender, watcher, nearer yet;

Clasp to thy heart thine.eldest born, 
Those dewy lips with kisses wet— 

Night speed? so fast; death comes 
’ at morn.-. . r
The bridegrooip and his new won wife, 

Half coyly hldden‘>mld the flowers;
The father’s fond and tender prjde, 

The guests that cheer, the flying 
hours •

Shall blend in fine wild shriek of pain 
With rush and fq'ar.of-chaos.born, 

Ot failing walls aM leaping flame;
Death rides triumphant with the 

morn. ’ " ' . .
¡Earth throbs and . trembles! wilder 

- ¡yet! ■ . _ ,
The; waves leap,?on the groaning 
- shore, - -■■ ■ . ■

And wind and wave and flame are met 
With shout and scream and echoing

Creation. ‘
Prof, W. M. Lockwood gave a most 

interesting lecture, and with a full set 
of Crookes’ vacuum 'tubes, demon
strated the difference.tn healthful and

snmoTiGM
BOOKS FOR Att SPIRITUALISTS TO PERUSE

The Other-Side of Death. . /Scientifically examined and carefully de
scribed by C. W. Leadbeater; Price, $1.50,' 
of the Universe, The Etherio Atomic Philosophy - of- Force, , Chromo 
Chemistry, Chromo Therapeutics, and The-General PhilOsophy of Fine 
Forces, Together'■witli'.NBjaefops .pjBeoveries and Pra-ctiedl Applipa- 1 
tions, Illustrated by more than two hundred engravings and four-col
ored plates. By E. D. Babbitt, M. D. - Price $5.

The Psychic History of tlte Cliff Dwellers, Their Origin and Destruc
tion. By EmmaF. Jay Bullene. Nicely bound.in cloth. .Price, $1.50

The Relations of Science to the Phenomena of Life. Ideas of life sci
entifically expressed in contradistinction from the old theories. By 
'Spirit Professor M. Faraday. Price 10 cents.

The Relation Science Holds to Natural .Philosophy. By Prof, W. M. 
Lockwood.- Price 15 cents.. , ' .
- The Riddle of the Universe at the’elose of the nineteenth century. By 
Prof .Ernst Haeckel; of the University of Jena. Bound in cloth. Price'

What Spiritualism Teaches About God 
and Christ—Evolution of the God- 
Iden—Evolution of the Christ-Mea. 
The one greatest and -most conse- 

Queptlal question which has absorbed 
the best intellects of all time, Is the 
nature of God. Connected therewith 
has been the relations of man to God, 
and the colossal scheme of theology to 
save man by a mediator.

How came these ideas? 
What is their meaning? 
What will be their dual expression?

’ raotj-imd its cure?
< A.‘ Cataract is opacity of the crys-
!> > talllne lens, and is qsfiMjy an ..affliC-\ 
L- tion'of‘the ageii, butCdffies at alVages, . 
i teven ln childhood. Thei'e arevarious'

« .kinds. - The1 lens disorganizing into a 
Ilqfild, or becoming inundated. Often 
there is no change to the casual pb- 
eerver, in the eye, but closer examlna- 

. tion shows the opacity which pre
vents in greater or lesser degree the 
transmission of light to the retina. 
The cause fe obscure, and cure by 
medical treatment, hopeless. . When 
It comes with age, It of course, indi
cates the weakening of vital force. 
Any means which will recuperate the 

.. general health, will retard the prog
ress of the ailment. The skilled sur
geon is‘the only resort, and IB-often 

< ■ able to.restore the sight, even in; cases 
where the lens is removed, and spe- 
cially fastened glass lenses substi
tuted.

Allen S. Mann: Q. My spirit guide 
,- has recommended raw food for ne as 

assisting mediumship. .1 have hesi- 
;; -tated, but now the famous Dr. Richet 
/ advocates it; I am more inclined that 
; ? way. But I need more information 

on the subject. Is raw food more 
?■ healthful?

To answer these questions is the ob
ject of this book. ; „Tim ..Godridea is 
first seen expressed In the childish 
terror of savage man at the elements. 
From the beginning Its unfoldment is. 
traced from 'age tp age? from racé’tq, 
race? A brief but searching study of 
the ideas of God held by different peo
ples runs tfirpugh the chapters with 

rthe following titles: The Godrldea of 
the Hindus, Egyptians, Chaldeans and 
Persians, Jews, Greeks, Romans, Al
exandrian School. Early Christians, 
the Philosophers, the Bible, the Bor
der Religions Chinese, Scandinavian, 
Aztec; The Old Question of Design in 
Nature; The Ultimate, Cosmic.Mind.

The Chrlst-Idea of a mediator , to 
stand between man and God is almost 
as old as mankind. Its unfoldment 1b 
tracéd under tbe following headings: 
Hindustan, .Persia and the West; 
Jesus of Nazareth;‘ The Prophecies of 
the Messiah; Conception and Geneal
ogy of Jesus;.The Youth of Jesus; 
John the Baptist and His Relation to 
Jesus; Sermon on the Mount; . The 
Apostles Sent Forth; Death-of Jesus; 
Burial and Resurrection; Devils and 
Hell; The Gospels; -Cause nf "the Ex-' 
tension of Christianity; Resume of 
the Life and Character of Jesus; The

child to be seen. The crowd, how
ever, was as large at this hour as at 
any time during the early part of the 
evening, and a more curious crowd 
never collected in Newport. It re
quired the efforts of two policemen to 
keep them in order, as some of the 
more strenuous of the ‘ curious ones 
seemed to want to enter the house by 
way of the windows.

The rappings could be heard plainly 
outside the house, and the effect of 
them on the'Bpectators was curious In 
the extreme. The crowd would be 
chaffing each other, giving numerous

vitiated amj malarious‘air.
Then 'came Sunday, bringing Dr. 

"Wiggins, also the Ladles' Schubert 
Quartette of Boston, and everything 
gave way. Dr. Wiggins-proved Spir
itualism from the Bible,-and cited the 
story ot Jesus returning and Spehklng- 
to Paul after his résurrection. ' If 
there is a radical error'.ln Spiritualism 
the Christians Bhould^nbt Condone in 
Christ what they condemn in Spirit
ualists. 1 111

The Schubert Quartette “bang, but 
we never heard singing URè that be
fore. It was a mixture 'of a dozen 
volcanoes, all trying ei^iipt at the 
same time. Tou sae^ Ilglitning and 
heard thunder, and t'oVgofcieverything . 
else, but when you catae'tp you just [ 
seemed to hear a few swee6'éones from 
birds in a distant treé! Thé Schuberts 
are the greatest combination of artists

roar!
O,■ what a-ruthiess reaping swept

The trembling hills, grey and for- 
4orn!

Tpn thousand hearts in anguish wept, 
When Death rode forth ¡.that awful 

morn! - - '
¡Bui hush the strain! yvhat though 

they rest .
Deep in the blue sea’s restless tide, 

Or -nameless graves in earth's green, 
breast;
NoLeyen Death, can love divide.

For Life .is king!..-Victorious Life
BtlU claims its own! in love reborn, 

Redeemed from taint of pain and 
strife,

Life rides victorious o’er the morn!
MRS. S. E. MAGKLEY.

Ferndale, Cal.

GRIEF TOH HIE DEPARTED.

$1The Romance of Jude. A story of the time of Christ, given through 
-the mediumshW Mrs.’Longley. Cloth bound, Price 50 cents.

The'Botil Its Nature, Relations and Expression in the Human Rm- 
bndiments ’ This is clearly a book on re-einbodnuent, or the principles of reincarnation. By ^guides of Cora L. V. Richmond Price $1.

The Soul of Things. These three volumes are.among the most popu
lar works ever written in explanation of the Spiritual philosophy. By' 
William and Elizabeth M. F. Denton. Price $1.50 each; postage 15 ets.

The Soul’s Bong of Triumph. A prose poem by Harrison D. Barrett, 
^^Bnisitnal Alps, and How We Ascend Them. A few thoughts on 
”How to reach that altitude where spirit is supreme and all things are 
puliietit to it ” By Moses Hull. Price, cloth, 40 cents; paper, 25 cents.

The Spiritual Birth, or Death, and Its To-Morrow. The Spiritualistic 
idea of Death heaven and hell. A logical statement, proven both by 
.(Wte and the Bible. By Moses Hull. Price 10 cents.- ThhE By Lilian Whiting. This book is all that
•the name implieS"~a spiritual book. Price $1.

The Story Hour. For Children and Youth. A book of short Mories, 
written expressly to interest and instruct the young. A good work for 
¡Lyceums. By Susan H. Wixon. Price $1. .

The Strange Story of Ahrinziman, the Persian Mystic Emperor. A 
wonderful and interesting occult story, written by the author of A Wan
derer in the Spirit Land. Beautifully bound. Price, $1; postage 12

The .Deleterious Influence of Too Great 
Grief on the -Detiarture of the Spirit 
to the-Realms of Soul—A Message.

• To the Editor:—An-Influence comes 
to me, requesting me to write to The 
Progressive Thinker, describing 
briefly the awful grief antì sorrow ex
perienced by those who, entering the 
spirit world, leave those behind who 
mourn for them as gone forever from

explanations of the occurrence, or: 
else addressing the side of the house 
and Inviting the "ghost” to Come out, 
when suddenly would come the-muflled 
sound of the rapplngSi'an'd 'for' amb-i' 
jnent silence; a silence sa 'densd astCr 
be almost intangible, woiild envelop 
the onlookers, and then the talking 
and laughing would commence'anew. '

So-the evening ¡passed. 'In <the 
house, all quiet and home-llke, and’otr 
the streets crowds swaying th and fro 
as'they would In front of a burning

-we have ever had here.
Our acting président, Mi's. Hum

phrey,, has won the cônædbffife and’love 
of everybody by the vfiee' forethought, ' 
excellent judgment artfl fail? decisions, 

•i Dr?Gèô.- B? Wâiméi'Afiil t-rbasilrei',-'■ 
cimmlieré a UUA‘figbij1'Tbüfia'êv‘eÎÿbÈiflÿ,i 
gives him the glad dita'd ’tS^Say.’’ He is’’ 
a .tower of khiâagth .in1 thé1 o&bé abr 
well as'bn the .platform! nA' 

■ : Odr Executive'Staff of thirty^two 
.tireless,' toilers, eaclUof whom seems ’ 
especially adapted: to the work laid 
upon them, coiild not be improved

their lives.
“Yes,” says this spirit,. “I wish to 

describe my awful suffering on enter
ing this life, thinking that by so doing 
I may impress upon those yet in the 
body to drive away their awful grief 
upon the departure of one of their 
beloved ones for this better higher 
life.

“I had been so happy with my dear 
devoted wife, and no thought of sor
row for a moment ever entered our

cents; paper, 60 cents.
The Talmud. Selections from the contents of that ancient book, its 

commentaries, teachings, poetry and legends. Also sketches of the men 
who made and commented upon it. By II. Polang. Price, cloth, $1.

The TTnknnwn. By the scientific writer, Camille Flammarion. 
Trice, $2.

The Widow’s Mite and Other Psychological Phenomena A new book 
of 538 pages by I. K. Funk. A most remarkable and valuable book. 
Price $2.

The Wonders of Life. A popular study of biological philosophy. By 
lErnst Haeckel, author of The Riddle of the Universe. Bound iu cloth.

'lives or thoughts.
"Then, oh! so suddenly I was-called 

.'¡away from any earthly ffiome to ¡this 
'beautiful 'Spirit- Iahd;«®dfi} Ohl !how 
happy I -should have 'been biit 'fof tho 
¡terrible igriet which overshadowed my

A. Dr. Ricbet’s advocacy, referred 
to, Is for raw fiesh, and he has brought 
his views into prominence by a series 
of experiments on dogs. He selected 

- four groups of dogs as near alike as 
practicable, and to each he gave a par
ticular diet.. To the first he gave a 
¡stew of boiled rice, milk and sugar. 
The second, cheese conked in milk. 

' The third, cooked flesh. The fourth, 
\ . raF flesh. 11s did net___  
; ? dusly. He starved them five days__  

then fed them five, continuing this for 
six months. Before the end of this 
time .the first group were all -dead, 
half of the second; the third had lost 

? twenty per cent in weight, while the 
last, fed on raw flesh, remained 
healthy and strong.

Ultimate of the Christ-Idea.
■ Publication by subscription of the 
Arcana of Spiritualism met with such 
marked, success, T have concluded to 
issue this -volume in that manner. It

AJUXkCU —------------------,
He did not feed continu- 
itnrved. them five days and

will contain 300 to 350 octavo pages; 
will be well printed and muslin 
bound. The price will be $1.25; to 
those who become subscribers, $1.

The .price is not desired until tbe 
book is announced as. ready for de
livery, which,,it is intended, will be 
early in- November next. All that is 
now asked Is your expressed' -desire 
for a copy, -by card or letter. An 
early response is desired, for the plac
ing of the work in the hands of the 
printers depends on a sufficient num
ber of subscribers to assure the under

house.
Mrs. Sweeney told of howthe knock-' 

Ing would commence between .8 and 9!' 
o’clock in the morning, and, after a 
series of terrific blows, would pass 
along the east side of the house, and 
all would be still. Nothing would be 
heard again until darkness set in, 
when the rappings would start again. 
Usually they last until-sometime" be-' 
tween 12 and .1 o’clock, when they die 
away, and no more is heard until the- 
following-morning.

Naturally auch a-thing as sleep can
not be "thought of while the knocking 
fe going on. To say nothing of the 
mere noise of the knocks, the crowds 
which surround the house make sleep 
impossible, and it can readily be un
derstood that while such a perform
ance is going-on, one’s nerves .are not 
in the best of condition. Bo It -can he 
seen that the lot of a .family-occupy-;, 
ing a "haunted" bouse is anything 
but a happy ope. ~

Notwithstanding the fact that these

From this the Conclusion is drawn 
i by the doctor that patients suffering 

from wasting disease, especially con- 
/ ; sumption, raw flesh is the correct 

■ diet. Dr. Richet is president of the 
London Psychical Research Society. 
He is somewhat ardent in his advo
cacy of Spiritualism. He is also, 
most anomalous, one of the most cruel 
of vivfeectors. The proof of this need 
not be further sought than in this-ex- 
periment, which he made and an ac- 

.. count of which he published with, 
- pride. . Four groups of dogs, say six
/ in a group—number not given—

Starved .five days, fed five days, and 
.when fed, two ot the groups given 

< _ food vi^lch would soon cloy and be- 
' ’ , come'repugnant! And this until one- 

group all died and of the other, half 
. were dead! And while all this.agony 

of suffering was going on, he watched 
as an inquisitor watched the writh
ing victim on the rack; .ate his sump
tuous meals, -slept -sweetly, and

taking.
I thank those who -may be interested 

and encourage the publication by 
their subscriptions.

A Few Commendations.
Of this work, A. E. Glles;in Banner 

of Light wrote: "It contains a fund of 
facts not accessible to the general 
reader. If-adopted as a text book in 
any theological seminary, there would 
be reason to believe that the graduates 
would be more intelligent and less big
oted.”

Judge Edmunds: "Had the medium- 
author wrote a few centuries before,, 
he certainly would have been burned 
at the stake.”

The City Item, .Boston: “In -many 
respects worthy of ^highest prates and 
shows careful and elaborate re-

talked approvingly of his experimen
tation!

And what has come of'this cruelty? 
A new food fad; a new cure for icon-“ 
sumption, and as a while ago ¡the doc-, 
tors , sent their patients to drink-freSh 

..blood at-the -slaughter pens, there will'. 
be th? disgusting spectacle of Taw 
flesh -held out as the last straw -for 
the sinking consumptive!

search.”
J. S. ■'Lovela-tid: “We have read it 

with greatinterest?’ . . * '
'G. A. Bacon: “Valuable for the 

pr-esent and tbe future.” - :
W. ¡H. Terry, Editor Harbinger ¡Io. 

Light. .Melbourne, Australia: “Un
like :ln its treatment ailothers." ■ i

Epes Sargent: ■ “A mine of thought, 
¡and shows what Inspiration .tan pro-' 
duce at its •best." 
- - Address HUDSON TUTTLE.

Berlin Heights, Ohio.

peculiar noises have been heard for- 
two weeks, the Sweeney family bear 
up remarkably well. Air. -Sweeney, 
well known .as a plucky and level-- 
headed naval officer, would, of course, 
not be expected to show signs of nerv
ousness. Mrs. Sweeney, however, 
bears up fully as well as her husband’ 
under the ordeal, and both show little 
Signs of anything out of the ordinary 
in their features or actions.

As regards -any explanation of the 
matter, the writer has -none. Gf 
course all sorts of theories have -been 
advanced, some of them sensible and; 
others bordering on the grotesque. 
The theory that people -living in the 
second story -could make. Fie noises 
has been exploded, as tho knocking- 
continues as loudand long when.there 
fe no-oneitherc as when they are at 
home; Some wnimals between ¡tbe 
walls might make the sound, but ‘he 
would have to travel at an Incredibly 
fast rate to cover the ground. Besides, 
if this theory were true, one. could 1 
hear himashe ran, for.be would make- 
some noise knocking against the plas
ter. And again where and what 
would he eat? .And what animal 
small enough to.get>between the walls 
would be-strong-enough do .shake a 
door and rattle dishes?

Thorough search has been made. 
, tlme and again, but nothing ¡has come 
of '.it. ‘■Up-stairs the knocking sounds 

: as though it came 'from the lower- 
: floor? while-in the thtrd.8tory.it can be 
: heard distinctly, -though in a muffled

upon.
/ What constitutes success? Is it 
hard work, keeping everlastingly at it, 
good speaking-and music, .general ad
vertising, a large crew'd? IF SO, WE 
HAVE ALL THAT! But this would 
not be success without‘that invisible 
essence, .. that settled force which 
breaks down oppositioil ¿and assures 
harmony, provokes goofi will, makes 

.everybody happy, though you hardly 
know why orffiow; you-only know that 
you are, and .you ask no'question. W e 
have all that; we have Success.. .'We
are a success for we are‘happy.'

Mrs. Frances 'Carter 'gave two of 
her ihimitable recltatidiiB and’ dra
matic readings July 3-1 and' August 3.

Dr. Charles Herald and Rev. Thom
as P. -Byrnes aTe among tbe new talent 
which will fie 'presented the coming 
week. • . -■ "

On Monday, August-6,-the assembly 
will have an excursion to-old-Chautau
qua, bringing with theih,-the''entire 
band, Schubert -Quartette, '•'official 
board, speakers and mediums, execu
tive -staff, lyceum • and hundreds of 
guests. Special cars will conveyithem 
to the grounds And a reception will to' 
given them at Jamestown by the may
or and city comicll.

beloved.
“Never, in all my -sixty-odd earthly 

years, did ! suffer-as I have since en
tering this life.

“Oh! the torture and cruelty that. 
has‘‘been suffered by -millions, all be- 
cauBe of the false ¡teachings ot priests 
and other’" sb-called learned men, in 
ages past.

“Oh!'Splritualists, hasten -the day 
■when air-Will see and understand that 
life is everlasting, and that the passing 
of one tc?. this_better land, should be 
hailed with as'much happiness as Is 
the coming of a tiny babe te-the earth-
life. r"For-example, .take the caterpillar. 
When .lt casts Its worn-put shell aside, 
and when we cast our worn-out bodies 
add when we cast our worn’out bodies 
aside, we come forth • beautiful spirits.

¡‘What a grand, noble -truth is Spir
itualism! Little wife, Bhould your 
eyes rest upon this, read it carefully, 
and then-drive away your sorrow for
ever, and we shall be happy. T. -H.

Price $1.50.
The World Beautiful. Series One, Two and Three. Choice volumes of 

restful and educational reading, uniting the ideal and the reap in this 
life. By Lilian Whiting. Price, each volume, $1.

Three Jubilee Lectures. By Dr. J. M. Peebles. Price 35 cents.
Thomas Paine’s Examination of the Prophecies. A consideration of 
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Prophecies concerning Jesus Christ. Price, 15 cents.

Truths of Spiritualism. This book narrates many of the striking ex
periences of its author as a lecturer and test medium in the earlier days 
of Spiritualism. By E. V, Wilson. Price $1.

Twentieth'Century Guide to Palmistry. By the Zanzigs. A good 
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By Moses Hull. Price $1.
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Christian. Illustrated. Cloth, $1.
' Vaccination a Curse. By Dr. J. M. Peebles. Treating on a subject 
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Vedanta Philosophy. By Swami Vivekananda. Price $1.50.
Volney’s Ruins and the Law of Nature. This is undoubtedly one of 

the best and most useful books ever.published. It eloquently advocates 
the best interests of mankind. Price, cloth, 75 cents; paper, 50 cents.

Voltaire’s Romances. A new edition, profusely illustrated. A de
lightful reproduction, unique and refreshing. 480 pages, with portrait 
and 82 illustrations. Price, cloth, $1.50; postage 15 cents.

Warfare of Science With Theology. Information not procurable in 
the libraries of the world in a half century, showing the opposition of 
the church to science. Two vols., 900 pagqp. Price $5.

Wayside Jottings. Composed of Essays; Sketches, Poems and Songs, 
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Bpirational pen of MattieB...Hull. Price 75 cents.
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B.”
Written by Mrs. Wm. Tomson, Alt- 

ktn/Minn.

“YOUR SINS WILL, FI ND YOU OUT.”

And Will Surely Bring to Each One in 
"the Course of Time aTenalty.

LAURA Q. FIXEN, 
General Manager City of .Light Assem

bly, 'LilyDale, N. Y.

Married. ’
At ¡the home of -the Progressive .So

ciety, and -beioTe -a large'gathering of 
friends, Mr. Wellington -Lutz and 
Mre.-Lucy.liamb"wereTintted:in’tife sa
cred bonds of wedlock. The. platform,

. "Continuity «I Life a Cosmlc Truth," 
’By Prof. Wm. M. Lockwood. ¡The work 
df a' strong,' logical -thinker, on a fleeply 
important .feifbjecti Price, 7Sloth, $L

sort of way. - .... . "
The knocking Itself sounds natural.; 

It (generally comes very quickly, three 
ordour .knocks ¡at a time and in rapid 
succession, and then, as .abruptly us.it' 
fiame, it stops. -If anyone hns -.an ex- 

[ planation of this ■ strangest of. strange' 
j and mysterious things -he should come 
forward..
i ;In the;honse,mo jollityprovailed. It' 
is one thing to hear , the mysterious 
knockings outside,-in the open, ami 
quite anothnr to sit in ¡one’s chair: 
alone and quiet; and ¡hear the noise

which has been our altar for the past 
five years, was beautifully decorated 
with roses, carnations,, palms and 
ferns. “Oh, promise Me,” was beau
tifully sung by Mrs.-Devoid.

To the strains of :-the wedding 
march playeij by Miss Christanson, the- 
bridal party entered, and was met by 
the pastor, who, witk'H short yet Im
pressive ceremony, upitedfithem ■ for- 
life. They received the iftell wishes 
of the many .who ¡had gathered, and 
not all could be seen,ihyi,the majority. - 
Mrs. Lamb has assisted I thex-pastor as 
message bearer for the'past ¡two years, 
and in this eventful ostqjbi felt -.that 
only under the benedlctlourof the to- ‘ 
Ilgionwhich.mea11tso-much5fcoT1er.and 
through which she hap ••-nepelved so 
much comfort would her.happy future 
begin. / 11 ’iw

. .Mr. Lutz ¡has comerintoi^he.truths • 
of Spiritualism through-r, fils wife’s 
ministrations, and under teachings

No man can,-escape from .his own 
sin. Every sin you ■ commit will .hunt 
you down. 'flnd you out, and ma^e you 
pay. There has never been -one sin 
committed on this earth that the man 
who committed it did -not suffer.

There ihas never been one -sin com
mitted that paid. You may escape 
the law of man; you can’t escape the

I law of God. First of *11, our sins 
find ub out ;in the executloniof human 
laws, at fe simply amazing how every
man who breaks a human law, sooner 
or later, Is brought to ¡book. A man 
may seem to be escaping -the execution 
of the human law- for .months and 
years but ¡all-the time- he .is weaving 
a net around himself that-will inevi

Price, $1.
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Part First. The Philosophy of Cure. Priec, board cover, 75 cents.
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It is foíly answered in :hMediü
7 and ! (Mtívationvtt^ IW-

son Tuttle. Price 35 cents. Address linn ,at 
...33erlin¡&^

’■ ’ ■ - ; '.-..A

pass from-one part of the house to the. 
other, now near,.-almost qtt one’s ifeet^ 
and -now djangiug-ln-an-angry manner 
dt the other side of the,,house. • Cer- 
thinly ’ the •: elcfflbnt of rthe -mysterious 
and uncanny ‘is here. ' Whatever the 
true-cxplanntlonmay he; .one cannot। 
but'.think ofitfierghoststorfesjhe has -i 
heard-and read-as he listens to .the 
nippings. - For fr ît be not signals 
from the -spirit world, -what is it? No 
man «mîâ hit‘th® walls, 'floors or œl|-

we ¡feel that their Hyes-rnflU ;be the 
sweeter ¡by the -broads Liiht ”¡it wfir i 
throw, over ¡them, vajldf.the angel I 
friends guiding tliem along life's-Tath. 'i 
After the congratulatfona-ivthey ve- i 
turned-home where-arfweiiding’supper 
was served, at .which all present did 
full justice. After a ¡few hours of. 
pleasant sociability we left them with 
a prayer that, all thatil? good and true 
in life mav be theirs through many 
years of companionship,

.MRS. ROSA (TALCOTT.
Minneapolis-, Minn. . • -

dnough to . produce , the sounds‘that is
sue from these walls, floors: 11M ce'.l- 

’¡ngs> The jsound- ls;jy‘dieting
- though not wiGro.-hammer w iiretru- 
, ment .of.an.vfklnd. ?Jt sounds.exactly 

Jlke'fl'blow Btruck-with the fist; though

tably catch him.
There is a place wheye your sin 

willffind you nut; that is, in the court 
where there is no bribing. Your sin 
will ¡find you out in your physical 
body. -It ils -true that certain wpll- 
known rices are .InevitablyJollowed by; 
certain, awful diseases. Every Jie you 
tell poisons your moral blood. Ex- 
ery Bln you commit breeds an-ulcer-on 
your, character. To be conscious of 
wrong doing such as stealing, dying, 
murder, cheating, gambling, theiprac- 
tlce of fraud mediumship and a thou
sand other things is wprse than the 

| hell the Bible speaks of?1
i Each person can make his -own 
heaven or heli on this earth.- Do yon ' 
wish to enjoy the life beyond? If so,1 
begin to enjoy it while here. There 
Is no better place or time 'than ’.here 
and now, The purer you character,' 
the purer your guides. . This earth ¡Is 
surrounded by evil influences and we 
must-fight for our good -ones and 
then keen them'.

PROF. ROBT. CROOKSTON.
Brandon, Wls.
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AÄw ÜßtaÄm. W M. M. Mangasamn. A Look anitra- to. ex-

thtrd.8tory.it
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Paper Number Two.
To the Editor:—In my former ar

ticle I reached the point in my investi
gations to where I think I made it 
clear to good common Sense thinkers,, 
that spirits do return, although I did 
not state whether they appeared in a 
state of nudity or donned their beauti
ful robes of white; for the reason that 
I supposed all Spiritualists, at least, 
knew, that the people ’’over there,’ 
love decency as much as do.the peo
ple here. But on reading Brother 
Hudson Tuttle's article published in 
The Progressive Thinker, February 
10, 1906, page 3, first column, I 
thought, perhaps, I was a little prema
ture in my conclusions, hence need of 
further investigation. In said arpqle, 
referring to the process of materializ
ing wearing apparel, I read these 
"Words: . . _ , _

“Never has there been a bit of cloth 
thus made. Never will there be, for 

• it is contrary to the laws of spirit and 
Its possibilities. To claim it has been 
done" is simply evidence of ignorance 
and rascality.”, ...

Well! Well! ¡Does Brother Tuttle 
mean what fie j writes? • I certainly 
think so, for I ijave ever regarded him 
as being the soul of honor and integ
rity. Not only this; but one ot Na
ture’s most gifted sons. I then ask 
myself, “Do I understand him.' 1 
think so. Then some one has made 
a mistake. Who is it? I don t pre- 
tepd to know all, but some things I 
know that 1 know. 4

Since the early seventies, about the 
time the materializing phenomenon 
made its appearance in the seance 
room, I have visited many mediums. 
Have not been minus a medium in my 
house, for some phase or other of 
what is kiiown as spirit phenomena, 
since the 6th day of April, 1848. I 
have seen something of all classes of 
spirit manifestations. ’ As regards ma
terialized forms, I have seen them by 
hundreds; yea, thousands. Have 
seen them all different races and na
tionalities, in all colors, cuts and qual
ities of vesture, from the neatly seam
less fitting to the loosely flowing white 
robes; have seen them cut with scis
sors from their neatly fitting white 
dresses, pieces eight inches square, 
patch the hole thus made with less 
than a half dozed passes ot the hand; 
cut one piece into the shape ot a 
double heart, and presented the same 
to myself as a keepsake, and-then de
materialize, person, dress and all in 
plain view ot a large audience.

On other occasions, similar feats 
were performed, save the shaping, but 
in lieu thereof, the snow white de- 

• tached pieces would be dropped Into 
my hand a raven black lustre. These 
feats performed by departed spirits as 
well recognized by all parties present, 
as anyone could recognize oneselt by 
looking into the mirror. -

On other occasions, I with seven 
other witnesses, who, if necessary, 
would affirm the fact, have witnessed 
more than once, the materializing of a 
shawl, and delicately raised figures, 

' apparently "from nothing," by the 
well recognized spirit concentrating 

,- Abe eyes on a small compass of space, 
and pointing to the same with the in
dex finger, with a circular movement 
for the space of about five minutes; 
the first visible signs as the effect, was 
something like the curling smoke 
arising from a chimney top of a clear, 
cool morning, assuming larger propor
tions, and tending to solidity; then 
with a gentle flirt of the finger, the 
work was done. The textpre of the 
piece of goods, was that of the spider's 
web. You ask me was it real goods?

Well, the spirit that produced it and 
myself measured carefully with a com
mon yard-stick, finding its four edges 

" to measure 64 feet. Don’t forget it, 
that was the size of it. All the seven 
parties handled it. You ask what be
came of it?

It was dematerialized In plaii^ view 
of all. What became of the spirit? 
She, too, dematerialized in plain view 
—went down through the floor, appa
rently. Light or da^k? Two lamps 
burning at full head. Where and 
liow was the medium situated? Ah! 
that's the question. ,

She was in the cabinet, yoked to it 
by means of a mechanical device, in 
just such a way that had Brother Tut
tle been the medium, it is safe to say 
that without help, other than himself, 
to liberate him, he would be there yet.

One other question, Mendenhall, if 
you please, were you well acquainted 
with the medium?

Lived with her for thirty years.
Exit investigator.
Well, 1 might continue this class of 

materializing phenomena, through 
years of experiences, personally, but 1 
deem it unnecessary, so 1 think I will 
conclude with one other.

At a seance held in the residence of 
a neighbor, In this city, some ten or a 
dozen seal's since, with an audience ot 
fifteen persons, about equal in number
of ladies and gentlemen, an extraordi
nary materializing seance was wit
nessed.

This time a gentleman was the me
dium. He was put under test condi-

1-

-
I-

tions; tied fast, doubly fast; coat 
sleeves sewed fast at wrists, and trou- 

'sers’ legs at ends to the carpet, tacked 
to the fioor. Medium was in one 
apartment of the house, dark, audi
ence in'another, with lighted lamp, 
lowered, but sufficiently light for any 
of the audience to recognize each oth
er. All in readiness, a familiar i>iece 
was softly sung by the audience, at 
the close of which a tall Indian, per
haps seven feet, two or more inches in 
height, made his appearance in full 
Indian costume. He rose Into view, 
as if it were out of nothing from the 
center of the fioor, came directly to 
me, addressing me, "How—do 
—chief,” in good Indian lingo. Of 
course, I responded with as much 
courtesey as an apron man could well 
manage, dndlan positioned himself 
in a stooping attitude in front of me, 
making magnetic passes with his two 
hands from rriy hips downward to the 
toes; then with circular hand move- 
monts upon the floor or carpet, he 
said to me, jocosely: "Me steal white 
chief’s magnetism, makem spookes, 
ugh! he whole battery.”

-Of course I responded, “all right.” 
.Suffice it to say the.process was con

. tinned some eight or ten minutes; he 
raising-ffiis hands from the floor at 
each pass after the circular move- 
monts motioning his large brawny 
fingers as if he were giving, off trie 

‘ very material that clothing-fabric is 
made of, or as it seemed; the primary 
stuff needed for ail awaiting soul germ 
to step, forth into visible, tangible per
sonality. > . ■ .

Don’t forget, that each successive

the sky, until they reached a proper 
height, when lo, and behold, there 
stood erect a female spirit, crowned- 
yes, from head to feet, with a snowy 
white robe. Twice did the giant In
dian »treat me thus. In both cases the 
spirit guests were of the feminine gen
der. •

' Again, how do you know, Menden
hall? .

’ Because I talked with both, the one 
being my mother spirit, the other Mag
gie, my first companion. Emma, her 
first daughter born unto me, '' when 
home is over a thousand miles away, 
was.presept. She, too, talked with 
her mother, who in response, gave her 
quite a Httle account of how domestic 
affairs were at home, and had been for 
some time past, all of which was ac
knowledged by daughter as correct.

No collusion, brother. Yet, "no 
materializing possible,” eh?

Once more, in The Progressive 
Thinker, March 24, x1906, page 7, 
first column, a query to Brother Tut
tle, put by Mr. B., referring to a sen
tence in his book,'“Mediumship and 
Its Law," reading thus: "Spirits mate
rialize to the extent of being apparent 
objects reflecting light, but material
ization to the extent of formation' of 
bones, muscle, etc., is impossible.”

What do you mean by it?
Brother Tuttle replies, d'l under

stand the writer of this passage in me
diumship to mean exactly what is 
stated.” .

Brother Tuttle continues, “The ma
terializations which imitate it with 
the aid of a cabinet and darkness, are 
the most easily performed tricks of 
fakers. ♦ « ♦ These bungling
materializations that make the .floor 
creak and press down the scales with 
their avoirdupois may be wonderful 
manifestations, but they do not be
long to Spiritualism, but to mounte
banks, like Kellar and Herrmann” ♦ 
* * “There are higher forms of
etherialfzations possible, even to the- 
full visibility of the spirit form, and 
use of voice, or power to produce 
sound.”

The above quotations from Brother 
Tuttle’s article contains some valuable 
truths. 1 appreciate them and thank 
him for having stated them. But 
whoever said materialized forms of 
returning spirits had “bones?” I nev
er did; and in my fifty-eight years ex
perience In Spiritualism and associa
tion with Spiritualists, I never heard 
anyone speak of such thing except 
those who cry down materialization.

But there are animated beings fully 
materialized in nature, and yet have 
no bones, crude bones, as for instance, 
the fish-jvorm, the cut-worm, cater
pillar, tobacco-worm, grub-worm, 
snail, jelly-fish and others. And I 
think they could make some show at 
"pressing down scales.-”

"But spirits may materialize to the 
extent,” etc.

What! materialize? And are they 
still dematerialized?

"But there are," says Brother Tut-
tie, “forms of ethereallzation possible, 
even to the visibility of the spirit form 
and use of voice, or power to produce 
sound. This is as possible in a MILD 
LIGHT, as in total darkness."

Well, this is just the thing I have 
been contending for these thirty years 
or more. Spirits in the spirit realm, 
as we name it, are clothed with ethe
real bodies; and the same bodies are 
only of more refined quality of matter 
—material substance. These bodies 
when they are on their way for exhi
bition, and reach a point that they can 
be seen in a mild light, and can pro
duce sound, i. e., sound a trumpet, vo
calize thought, talk and sing with us, 
etc. Why? this is just the thing we 
call spirit materialization.

Now, as Brother Tuttle asserts 
ethereallzation to be a fact, and I 
agree with him, and the same materi
alizes to the extent of visibility, etc., 
it would be a difficult thing to deter
mine just where etherealization ceases 
and where materialization begins; ari 
much so as the evidence of youthhood- 
and the beginning of mankind. But 
when reached it is known.

•Again, 1 believe it is generally con
ceded by Spiritualists, that the spirit 
and eternal objective form are by na
ture, counterparts. If. that be trtie, 
then where is that primary form, 
whatever that may be, which corres
ponds to bone, muscle,, etc.? So the 
difficulty again arises, in the materiaF 
izing process, to find just where 
“bone and muscle” find Identity.

A case in point, for Brother Tuttle, 
and other Spiritualists to think about: 
I have a daughter in the spirit realm. 
Have seen her in materialized form, at 
intervals, ever since she was thirteen 
years old. She is now past forty-four, 
full grown. She is a lover of music, 
and I am what in old-times would be 
called a "fiddler.” During the past 
thirty years, I think I have seen her 
at least five hundred times, varying in 
size as years added to her age, as she 
would have done, had she remained 
on mundane plane, and always recog
nized by me and by circle friends pres
ent. Often, quite often, at the seance 
room, she has said to me: "Papa, get 
your fiddle. I want to waltz.” Now, 
I never failed to comply; played waltz
es for spirit Mary, when on her part 
she would catch up one or other of her 
sisters present, and they seemed to 
vie with each other for victory.

On one occasion or more, I said to 
spirt Mary, who seemed to be waltzing 
in the all1: "Daughter, you are not 
dancing. We don’t hear a sound from

movement of his hands, thus manipu-

your feet.”
Now, don’t forget it, from that time 

on, during the waltz exercise, Mary’s 
feet could be beard upon the carpeted
floor equally loud with those 
sister partner.

Now, I do not want to say 
and muscle” were being used

of her

"bones 
on Ma-
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the Cause of Spiritualism, Science, Morality, Higher Thought, and. a Better Life. 
Never Lacking for Life and the Dissemination of. Most Important Mind-Food.

Give Us the Truth, the Whole Truth, and Nothing but the Truth
What has Brother Tuttle to say to 

that? • .. ' F' ,
But, during the year 1875, while 

visiting a materializing medium in 
Terre Haute,. Ind., I had a good op
portunity for testing the possibilities 
of spirit materialized forriis. .

Conditions' for the scientific mode 
of Investigating Spiritualism were ex
tra good. It was a cabinet platforrir 
seance. After the cabinet 'was 
searched, and found fpee f rom all pos
sibilities whatever for confederacy, the 
medium entered the cabinet alone. A 
fairly good light was on, good enough 
to read-figures. Soon a beautiful fe
male spirit appeared in neatly fitting 
white costume. She was at once rec
ognized by me. and many others. She 
was strong, active and of medium 
size. A platform scales was had and 
placed upon the platform, upon the 
rear part of which the cabinet stood. 
I proposed to spirit Belie, that being 
her middle name, to weigh her upon 
them, Belle Bald to me, "Brother 
Mendenhall, you can’t weigh me."

I answered, "Why not, Belle?" 
“Because I won’t let you,” she re

plied. .
But spirit Belle, well materialized, 

stood erect and motionless apparently, 
.1 placed the pea at figure 10 on the 
beam. It did not raise. I began 
moving it toward flgurel,^.and there 
was yet no weight to spirit Belle. • At 
this juncture, I said to her, “You are 
no good—you weigh nothing.”

At this the beam instantly raised, 
and I moved the pea out, out, and so 
•on, until it was tifo ; beam’s „erid, 
which, if memory séryés me correctly, 
!was' something less tliap.^two hundred 
popnds, and beam .still ùj?' I then ap
plied smaller weights, until all at 
command were in use, amounting to 
two hundred pounds. The weight of 
Belle predominated.

Feeling myself at a loss at this, and 
without saying a word, the beam sud
denly fell, with a laugh of triumph 
from Belle, and the words: “I told 
you, brother, you could not weigh 
me.”

I then said to her, “Belle, be good, 
now, let me find what you really 
weigh,” for by this time the whole au
dience was laughing at my expense.

Belle was good and took her weight 
at near four pounds. She said her 
weight in mundane life was one hun
dred and twelve pounds.

Now I would ask Brother Tuttle if 
there was, or was not any "press down 
scales?” '

Yet I could not vouch • for the 
"bones.” But at this juncture Belle 
brought the medium, entranced, frcffil 
the cabinet, and placed-her upon the 
scales. I weighed her, finding her 
weight to be one hundred and ‘-’fouf-’ 
teen pounds. This was her average 
weight. Belle then stepped upon the 
scales, and I took their weight togeth
er, telling Belle once more to be good. 
Their combined weight was near one 
hundred and nineteen, pOurids; leav
ing for Belle’s weight four pounds.

So there is, Brother Tuttle, a way 
by which spirits can "press down 
scales.” ,,

I want only to add, I have made a 
true and faithful statement of my ex
perience in the cases here narrated. I 
leave them with Spiritualists to think 
about and form'their own conclusions.

J. H. MENDENHALL.

THE HIDDEN HERB.
■ Tbe.HlddEn Herb has tesndiscovered through 
spirit power, mid In the iinfoldment of the de- 
.volopinoul of Its tores it has enabled us to com
pound it.by scientific study inlo a perfect tonic, 
that euros lunr and throat troubles, couxhsand 
colds ot all kinds. Convince yourself of its won- 
■derful healln.'; properties. -A 2fi-ceut sample by 
mi 1. or call at tin.- M. a B. B. Herb Tonic Coin- 
puny; 610 W. Madison street, Chicago, 111. ■ •.

ALEX CAIRD, M. D.,
HEÀLER.

SPIRITUAL HEALING.
My Treatment Is Natural and a 
. Strictly Practical System. ’ 
In my capacity as a healer, success has crowned 
me and gone beyond my expectations. Diseases 
of women a specialty, and -absent treatments 
given successfully without medicine or opera-* 
lion, Write for full purticul i re. Sent pree

* a ALBERT EMBREE.
28577 Calif St., Stockton, Cal,

Mrs, Dr. Caird, 
Clairvoyant and Automatic Writing 

. ? . Medium.

■ MRS. MAMIE HELY^TT, 
‘ Trance Medium.

DR. CAIRD will be pleased to see 
patients requiring VITAL TREAT
MENT, and explain his methods. Will 
also give treatment and advice for the 
development of latent Psychic Power. 
Consultation free. Treatment $1.00 
each, or course of fifteen for $16.09. 
Office 6 Second street, Lily Dale, N. Y.

Send in Your Dates and Name of Hec
’ retary at Once. -

;■ Interest In.the various Spiritualist 
■camp-meetliigs has commenced, ’ and 
secretaries of the same should report 
at once fp this oigeej so that proper 
announcement as'to dates and officers 
can be made. •

1 Onset Camp.
Onset camp commences its thirtieth 

annual meeting, July 22, and closes 
August 26. For full programs ad
dress the secretary, Onset, Mass.

' . ' Lake Brady, Ohio.
The fifteenth annual session of this

camp will commence July 1 and end 
Sept. 2. For full particulars address 
A. G. Keck, Akron, Ohio.

City of Light Assembly.
The season opens at Lily Dale, N. 

Y-> July 13, and closes September 3. 
For program address Laura G. Fixen, 
General Manager.

■ ' 'Lake Pleasant, Mass.
•Lake Pleasant Camp opens July 29, 

and closes Aug. 27. For full pro
grams address Albert P. Blinn, 8 
«Jrove Place, Norwich, Ct.

Mt. Pleasant Park, Clinton, la.
The twenty-fourth annual camp-

meeting at Mt. Pleasant Park, opens 
July 29 and closes August 26. “Pro-

OIL PAINTINGS.
Original Landscape Oli Paintings; size 8x& Inch

es. Mailed postpaid on receipt-ot 11. Satieiuc- 
tlon guaranteed or money refunded. Send lock 
of hair or somethin; that has your miignetrtm. 
Each picture painted exclusively for the person 
ordering u. Every picture original, from eup- 
gestlous that come with yourQetter. A thing of 
.beuutyfor a wigwam; best material used; plc* 
ture on stretcher. Address, COOPER WALTER. 
28 Ogden avenue, Chicago. * *

MORRIS PRATT INSTITUTE.
. A School Under the Auspices 

of SpIrltuaLsin.
Thoroughly qualified teachers. A twQ-ycar’a 

.course prepares especially for public' au-i pri
vate work; open lo all of both sexes over 16. Ad
mittance without examination. Terms reason
able. Write for Catalogue to

A. J. WEAVER, PHn. 
MOSES HULL. Prrs.
EMMA J. OWEN, Bee.

FRED P. EVANS, 
Famous Medium for 

Slatewriting, Clairvoyance, Etc., 
Since the recent celamtiy in San Francisco, may 
be addressed as follows; Fred F. Evans, Los Ga- 
■too. California, lt-iral 21). Seances or readlngs’by 
mallmay be obtained ty writing lo Mr. Erans for 
particulars. SPKCIAL-Mr. Evans lias a few 
copies of liiß famous book “PsychograpUy,” on 
hand. This work was published al 12.50 per cony, 
and Is devoted to the many marvelous slatewrit- 
in< experiments given through his mediumship 
Alep explains how the writing Is done, and how 
he developed his wonderful power. The book 1« 
profusely illustrated. While they last you can 
have a copy, postpaid,, for tl.20.

fl Wonrlppflir Kestores Lost Vision. H WvIlUul IUI Write for Illustrated Circular 
/SnAPb^PIP showing styles and pricesand 
UUvuLGUlUi photo of Spirit Yurina, wbode- 
yeioped this Clairvoyant power in me. 1 can ad
just my Melted Pebble Lens Spectacle as perfect
ly to your eyes at your own home and aend by maj. as if you were In my offl.'.e. Thousands will 
testify. V. F. POOLE.

157 Winthrop ave,.Chicago. 111.
B, F. POOLE—Dear Sir:—The spectacle« you 

sent are perfect, and if I ever want anouier pair. 
I Wil) surely apply to you. With many thanks. 
MRS. M. L. 8OU1HLRLAND, Huron, S. Dak.

grama and Information given to all 
who write to Mrs. M. B. Anderson, 
secretary, Clarkesville. Mo.

Winfield (Kansas) Camp.
The Winfield Camp Association will 

hold its thirteenth annual camp-meet
ing, commencing Aug. 24, and closing 
Sept. 2. Mrs. Maud K. Gates, presi
dent, 807 North Manning street, Win
field, Kans.; Mrs. Addie McAllister, 
secretary, Winfield, Kans.

Sunapce Lake Camp, N. H.
Sunapee Lake Spiritualist Camp 

at Blodgett’s Landing, N. H., com
mences July 29, 1906, and closes Aug. 
26. For programs and information 
write to the secretary, Lorenzo Wor
then, Hillsboro Bridge, N. H.

Wonewoc Camp-Meeting.
The Western Wisconsin Camp Asso

ciation holds its annual camp-meeting 
in Unity Park, Wonewoc, Wis., July 
15 to August 13. For particulars and 
programs write Gertrude Spooner, sec-

IMPORTANT

retary, Wonewoc, Wis.
Ottawa Camp.

Spiritualist Camp-meeting 
tion, Forest Park, Ottawa, 
August 17 to 27 inclusive.

Resolution Adopted by the Nation
al Spiritualist Association.

for programs. 11. W. Henderson, 
ident, Lawrence, Kans.; Mrs. 
Cook Pearson, secretary, Spring 
Kansas.

Chesterfield Camp.

Associa- 
Kansas, 

Write
pres- 
May 
Hill,

ry’s part, but undoubtedly there .was 
that which corresponded to their 
functions respectively. ■ .

Don’t remember, Brother Tuttle, if 
the floor creaked or not.

Still, again, .that “press down 
scales” materialization, - and for the. 
good of the cause,' I think I better 
here state a few facts', personally 
known, for Brother Tuttle, and other 
Spiritualists to consider, in order. ■ to. 
arrive at correct conclusions, as to 
what is possible and what is not possi
ble in spirit- manifestations. Many 
many times when spirit Mary, at the 
seanee room would be in the act of 
ETHBREALIKING —x MATERIALIZ
ING—she, when fully, materialized 
would sit upon my lap,¿making a pres
sure from, say zero, to several pounds. 
On one occasion'/ when she whs stand
ing, upon Brother Amos’ hand, having 
stepped upon it while placed on the 
floor, then he raising Ais hand, with' 
Mary upon it, to the[.helght ^f two
feet, more or less, and this on purpose

“PIONEERS OF PROGRESS.”
Dr. T. A. Bland has just brought 

out a book which bears the suggestive 
title, “Pioneers of Progress.” He is 
himself a pioneer of progress, and he 
has been associated with other men 
and women of progressive ideas, in 
nearly all the great reforms that have 
made the nineteenth century famous 
as an era of great discoveries in sci
ence, progress in philosophy and re
forms of great importance. His other 
books have all been on advanced lines- 
of science, polltical^conomy, religion, 
etc.

This new book is a historical review 
of political, religious, social, economic, 
scientific and philosophic progress of 
the nineteenth century in the form of 
biographical sketches, personal recol
lections and friendly criticisms of the 
lives and characters of thirty-two men 
and women the author has personally 
known among whom are Abraham 
Lincoln, Ulysses S. Grant, Wendell 
Phillips, Lucretia Mott, Gerald Mas
sey, William Lloyd Garrison, Henry 
Ward Beecher, Thomas K. Beecher, 
Lew Wallace, Benjamin F. Butler, 
John Clark Ridpath, Susan B. An
thony, Andrew Jackson Davis, Peter 
Cooper, Hiram W. Thomas, Ralph 
Waldo Emerson, Julia Ward Howe, 
Robert G. Ingersoll, Francis A. 
Walker, Henry George, Alfred Russel- 
Wallace, John Boyle O’Reilly and. 
Richard T. Ely. ■

Rev. Dr. H. W. Thomas, president 
of the Liberal Congress of Religions, 
has written an Introduction to this 
book which includes a biographical 
review of the life and labors of the au
thor. '

To those who are familiar with Dr. 
Bland's writings, it is needless to say 
that this book is intensely interesting, 
and highly instructive. It will prove 
an’inspiration to all and especially to 
young people. ., .■

It comprises 254 pages, is printed 
in good type and bound In best libra
ry cloth. Price; ?1.2 5. ‘ .

■' ——■— a .. . ■ ■
Notice—The Ottawa Camp. '

The Spiritualist Association at Otta
wa, Kans., is very much better pre
pared to accommodate arid ’entertain 
the public at their camp ' this year, 
from August 1 tri 27 ■ inclusive, than 
ever before. They inyite ’their old 
friends to come'and bring new friends 
(o enjoy one week at Forest Park. We 
have a social and intellectual feast 
prepared for all who come seeking the 
truths as they will be unfolded by our 
speakers and mediums. Oar program 
is very fine and will compare favorably 
with the best of camps.

’ ’ ’ ’H. W. HENDERSON. ’ 
.. LawrencerKans.-

At the regulaumieeting of the board 
of trustees «f the N. 8. A., held at 
headquarters in Washington, D. C., 
the following wrs unanimously adopt
ed at its session, iMay O, 1000:

Whereas, -¡certain so-called Spirit
ualists, for the itarpose of making se
cure the PRACTICE OF FRAUDU
LENT MEDIUMSHIP whereby an in
nocent public tuny be DECEIVED 
AND ROBBED, And the most sacred 
feelings of'human hearts outraged by 
simulating «the forms of and messages 
from their deadp ure seeking to unite 
all fake nitidiums, their, tools, follow- 

iitsra and-dnnes.iitto o.'sèai'ct oathbpund 
fraternité ihat Will defend th’eir trick
ery; and, ■ '■. . ■

•Whereas, theytare wilfully, for their 
own selfish ends,, representing the offi
cial, board of the N. S. A, as opposed 
to all physical or other legitimate 
phases of mediumship; therefore, bo lt 

Resolved, That we call attention of 
all thoughtful Spiritualists to the fol
lowing resolution which was unani
mously adopted by our annual con
vention of 1901, and which is still the 
authoritative expression'of the N. S. A. 
upon the question of phenomena, and 
is heartily concurred in by each 
member of the -present board of the 
N. S. A., to-wit:

“Be it resolved by the delegates to 
the National Association here assem
bled that we believe in. and stand for, 
GENUINE PHENOMENA of every 
reputable phase.”

Be Sure to Read This.
Frances L. Loucks, on« of the greatest usvchlc 

wonders living. I use the spiritual X-ray to lo 
eate all internal diseases. A trial will convince 
you. Nervous exhaustion and lost vigor of both 
sexes successfully treated, as hundreds can tes
tify. Send name. age. sex. complexion, one lead
ing symptom, ami. ten cents in stamps, and you 
win receive a correct diagnosis of vour case free 
worth dollars to you. Be sure to write your own 
letter. Dr. J. S. Loucks, who lately passed on 
continues to treat the sick through my medium
ship. Address all letters to

FRANCE» L. LOUCKS,
85 Warren St. Btettobam, Masa,

AN ASTONISHING OFFER
Send three two-cent stamps, lock ot 

hair, age, name and the leading symp- 
torn, and your disease will bo diagnosed 
free by spirit power.

Mrs, Dr, Dobson-Barker,
iiSO North Sixth St.

’San Jose, Cail

RADIANT ENERGY sis,Its Relation 
to Modern Astrophysics, by Edgar L. Larkin, 
Director Lowe Observatory, Echo Mountain, 
California, This book treats upon a new branch 
of research into the laws of nature^and to the 
student or even an admirer of the modern as* 
trologlcal literature will surely come with great 
interest. Price, cloth. tl.Ta. ,

(Advertisement.)
THERE'S MONEY IN IT FOR YOU.

And It Will Help the Cause of Honest 
t Mediumship. .

Mon onA Efia aa Disclosed In the Bible.’’ all al 111 LIIU By Rev. Arthur Chambers, 
Cnlnik I.InnM Associate ot King's College, ODTIL WOrUJ London. An excellent book 

for Christian people who would investlgateand 
learn the facts ot Bible teachings as well as 
modern spirit phenomena. Price, cloth, 81.10.

IZ rj O 13 *7 Ethics of Marriage. By K fl El | / / fl Alice B. Stockham, M. Ill 1111^L/L^\ I’D._ Karezza makes a 
plea for a better birthright for children, and 
aims to lead individuals to seek a higher de
velopment of themselves through, most sacred 
relations. It is pure in tone and aim, and 
should be widely ¿raulated.' Price, cloth, el.

want to p^t that grand book, 
Mysteries of the Seance, or Tricks 

and Traps of Bogus Mediums,” into 
the hands of every Spiritualist and in
vestigator in the land, and will make 
a specially low price by the quantity 
to all who will act as agents. It is in
valuable to pll who object to fakery 
and deceit, and will sell readily at all 
Spiritualist meetings, seances and 
camps. Compiled by a life-long Spir
itualists. Sample copy, 25 cents, which 
will be credited on first order for one 
dozen or more. Come, friends, heln 
us to drive out fakery from our ranks 
and at the same time help yourself' 
Address ED. LUNT, Station A, Boston 
Mass. ’

Begins June 16 and ends Sept. 3. 
Mrs. Lydia Jessup, secretary, Ander
son, Ind. "

Forest Home Camp, Mich.
This camp opens July 29 and 

closes August 19. Any preson desir
ing programs or information regard
ing camp grounds or camp work, will 
please write to the secretary, who will 
answer all inquiries. F. H. Lesher, 
president; Mrs. Ruth Eastman, secre- 
taryf Mancelona, Mich.

Camp Progress.
Meetings are held at Mowerland 

Park, Upper Swampscott, Mass., every 
Sunday beginning June 3, and closing 
Sept. 30. B. H. Blaney, president, 
150 Elm street, Marblehead; Mr. H. S. 
Gardiper, secretary, 28 Cabot street, 
Salem.

Island Lake Camp.
Island Lake Camp, Island Lake, 

Mich., opens July 21, extending until 
August-27. For programs or infor
mation write to the secretary, H. R. 
LaGrange, Brighton, Midi.

Visksburg Camp.
Vicksburg camp; Mich., opens July 

30 and closes August 20. For full 
particulars address Mrs. Jeannette 
Fraser, Vicksburg, Mich.

Edgewood Camp, Wash.
Commences July 29, and ends Aug 

19. For full particulars address Geo. 
E. Knowlden, 95.5 % Tacoma Ave., 
Tacoma, Wash.

Grand Ledge Camp, Mich,
The Grand Ledge Spiritualist Camp

meeting opens July 21, and closes Au
gust 21, with Mr. Oscar A. Edgerly as 
presiding chairman. For full par
ticulars address J. W. Ewing or W. R. 
Divine of Grand Ledge, Mich. ’ ‘

Unity Camp, Muss.
Opens on Sunday, June 4, and con

tinues every Sunday until the last of 
September. . . . . .

Mantua Camp, Ohio.
This camp, located at Mantua Sta

tion, Ohio, will open July 9, and con
tinue to August 27. For further par
ticulars, address F. H. Sherwood, sec
retary, Mantua Station, Ohio. ’

Niantic Camp, Conn.
The Connecticut Spiritualist Camn- 

meeting Association, at Niantic Camp 
Ground, Nlantio, Conn.; p A r, A . n

Force and Matter *yrL»» 
book. A profound work upon a profound sub
ject. Price, cloth. «.00. ■

AFTER HER DEATH.
The Story of a Summer. By Lilian Whiting. 

Pervaded wish pure -and beautiful spirituality 
of thought. Instructive and helpful to al! who 
love and «eeltathe higher, and liner ways of 
spiritual experience. Price: #1.00. '

Taffeurand's Letter to'tfie Pone.
This work .will bo found especially Interesting 
to all who wouWidoHlte to make a study of Ro
manism and thtkBrt'S). The historic facts stat
ed, and the-, keen, «cathlng review of Itonush 
Ideasand practihBsulriuld be read by all. Price 
95 cents.__  ' . •

I.IAMRN« (k’lD^Bw.JOellvere« to Ladles Wvl Ini 1 • My. ^7 Mrs.iDr. Hulburt. On 
the present: sttflfe otiWoman, physically, men
tally, morally ««nd SpStltuaUy. The divine law 
•I true Mcmontu marriage, etc. Price, 10c.

A MASTEJRLY work.
Continuity bf lifie a Cosmic Truth

ByPrttf. WALLockwood. ,
• A masterly piWeBtMton ot au important Sub
ject. A POwarrUEanriaMeht ■alone new and eelon- 
tlflo lines,- eetablWntfnon a solenimo basis tha 
tact of the continuity oft personal Individual con
scious selfhood aftertsaylngtasido the physical 
body. AbMlt nf value. With several

■ ttnolUus tratloliBdlClolli.il.0th

Researches WernSEfom 
Bv SIR WILLIAM GR00KE9. F. R. S., with 
illustrations. Of Uriusual interest and value. 

. by one of. the .greatest scientists of th6 world.
Price, EQ cents. .' ;

"Death Defeated; or thePsychio Se
cret of How to Keep‘Young.’’ By J. M. 
Peebles, M. D., M. A., Ph. D. Price $1

"Handy Electrical Dictionary.” A 
practical handbook of reference, con
taining definitions of every, used elec
trical, term or phrase. Price 25cts.

HU or The Touch:of An Abigei 
Jlmj Mother. . '

‘The Jesuits. By Rev.lated; was followed by a fibrous up- to ascertain her- weight; he pro-! Austin, A. M., B. D. An 
poarance; not unlike that of cirrus in nounced her weight to be four pounds. | pamphlet. Price, 15

B. F.
An excellent

. BY,CARRIE E. S, TWING. \
Her. dedicatory Unes ore -eufflolcnt to show 

the spirit of .the booK-rw WoII ab the author, it 
reads, ’.'Because mV own ■cMMfen ifo till under 
the tender cure of the anaea, and my . heart Is 
htuwry forth Oilova it theyotmg, I most lovtnir- 
w deilcate.'.thls book to the children of ths 
wjria." ThlsbooklBtull of,toul elevating and 

PHca,'<dottii?i.-ForBalo
s

"The Kingship ot Self-Control.” By 
Wm. George Jordan. It treats of the 
crimes of the tongue, the Red Tape du
ty, the supreme charity of the world 
the revelation of reserve power, etc 
Price, 30 cents.

"The Infidelity of Eccleslaeticism. 
A Menace to American Civilization.” 
By Prof. Wm. M. Lockwood, lecturer 
upon physical, phyiologlcal and psy
chic science Demonstrator of the Mo
lecular or Spiritual Hypothesis of Na
ture. Scholarly, masterly, trenchant 
Price, 25 cents.

"The Spiritual significance, or, Death 
as an Event in Life.” By Lilian Whit
Ing. One of Miss Whiting’s most sug
gestive, intensely interesting, spiritual 
books. -It is laden with rich, thought
ful spirituality'. Price JI.

Prayer; Its Uselessness and Unsclen- 
tific Assumption. By Henry M. Taber. 
Price 10 -cents.

“Right Living." By Susan H. Wixon. 
The author shows a wise practicality in 
her method of teaohiilg the principle ot 
ethics. She Illustrates her subject 
with many, brief narratives and anec
dotes, which render the book more in
teresting and more easily comprehend
ed... it'Is especially adapted for use in 
Children's Lyceum. In the hands of 
mothers .and teachers it may be made 
very<useful. Young arid old will! be

-benefited by it Price, $1.
; "In the World Celestial,” by Dr. T. A. 
Bland." . Interesting, instructive and 
helpful; ; Spiritually', uplifting. Cloth 
bound, price $1. .

‘‘Death, Ite Meaning and Results.” 
By J. K. Wilson, of the Pennsylvania 
Bar, An absorbingly interesting vol
ume, of decided value. A narrative of 
wonderful psychical events in the . au- 
thor’e experience. Cloth, 560 pages, 11
lustrated, $1.25.V ■ .
• "Cosmian Hyma Book:” A collection 

of original and Selected hymns; for Mb- 
era] and ethical societies for schools 
and the home; compiled by L. K. Wash
bum. This volume’ meets „a' public 
want. It comprises 256 choice selec
tions of poetry and music, embodying 
the highest morpl sentiment;' and free 
from nil sectarianism. Price, 50 cents.

1906 commences June 12 
tinues until September 11.

season of
and con-
For full 

particulars address George H-itch 
South Windham, Conn. ’

Spiritualist Meetings,
i 1 '" . :
It Is important when a meeting IS 

suspended, that notice bo given us, aS 
that inquirers may not be mislead. W® 
want new notices of all meetings being 
bold hero th public halls at the present 
time.

First German Spiritualist Society on 
the West Side. Meetings every Bunday, 
at 3 p. m. in Garselman’s Hal), corneij 
Ashland avenue and W. 13th street

The Light of Truth Church will hold 
services In Hopkins' Hall 528 W 63rdl 
street, near Stewart avenue. Confer* 
ence at 3 p. m. Lecture at 7:45. Mes« 
sages at each service. Midweek meet* 
ing Thursday 3 p. m. Mrs. Jeffery Bur- 
land. pastor.

The Church of the Psychic Force» 
holds services at Wilcox Hall, cornen 
Champlain avenue and 43d street, every, 
Sunday. Conference at 3 p. m, Leo 
ture at 8 p. m. The hall number Is 361* 
863 East 43d street Conducted by Mrs« 
Isa Cleveland. , .

■ Golden Rule Spiritualist Society, 
Nora E. Hill, pastor; Dr. J. H. Ran
dall,, assistant pastor. Holds services 
every Sunday evening during July and, 
August, at O’DonneH’s College Hal), 
Paulina street, near Washington Bou
levard. , All welcome.

Temple Light and Truth, 370 Waban- I 
Ela avenue, near Robey street and ' 
North avenue. Sunday-school 10:30 a. 
tn. Lectures and spirit messages given I 
at 3 and 8 p. m., by Mrs. T. Loll, pastor, I 
every Sunday, in German and English, i

The Hyde Park Occult Society holds 
regular Sunday evening services, 7:45 | 
o’clock, at 819 E. 55th street, between I 
Kimbark and Monroe avenues. Jackson 
Park cars pass the door. The best tal
ent available will be secured tor ail 
meetings. To spread the truth is the' 
object of this society. Address all com
munications to Miss Eva L. Stewart, 
corresponding secretary, 455 E. 55th 
street. Entrance to hall. 319 E. 55th ; 
street. '

The Rising Bun Mission holds serv* 
ices every Sunday. Lyceum, Ipctures J 
and tests at 3 p. in.; lectures and song I 
service at 8 p. m. Advanced speakers, | 
good test mediums and good_slnging. . 
Temple, Oakley Boulevard, between j 
Jackson Boulevard and Adams street. ;

Spiritual Mission Chapel (Old 77); 
77 East Thirty-first street. Services 1 
every Sunday at 3 and 8 p. in. Scien
tific and philosophical lectures; best 
psychic and message bearers in attend
ance. Prof. F. M. Stoller, conductor.

The German-English Society, Bund 
der Wahrheit No. 18, holds services ev
ery Sunday evening at 8 o’clock lii 
Brand’s Hall, 152 North avenue, be
tween Halsted and Clybourn. Also 
every Thursday evening in Math. Jung’s 
Hall, 1071 Lincoln avenue, southeast 
corner Ashland aud Lincoln avenues;! 
entrance first door north of Howard's 
theater. Frank Joseph, medium. Ev
erybody welcome.

Church of the North Star Spiritual 
Union, incorporated. Meetings Sun
days at 8 p. m. sharp, at Peris Hall, 
1546 Milwaukee avenue, near Western 
avenue. Mrs. Letzter, speaker and 
medium. All welcome. ,

Chicago Spiritual Alliance Church, In ' 
Vincennes Hall, 35th and Cottage Grove 
avenue. Mrs. May Elmo, pastor. All 
welcome. Services at 3 and 8 p. m.

Spiritual Science Society meets every, 
Sunday from 2 to 10 p. m., at Arlington 
Hall, N. W. corner of 31st street and 
Indiana avenue. Admission, free. 
Mrs. Dixon will always be in attend
ance. Others will assist. These 
meetings will be continued all summer. 
Dr. Beverly, president, No. 44 East 31st
street.

Mrs. Mary Hill hqlds meetings every 
Sunday and Wednesday evenings at 320 
Flournoy street. Good speakers and 
messages.

Divine Spiritual Church holds meet
ings every Sunday afternoon and 
evening at 2:30 and 7:30, in Hygeia 
Hall, corner Ogden avenue and Robey 
street. Good music. All welcome. 
Rev. Lucy A. Hodge Koontz, pastor.

The Christian Spiritualist Society 
holds tent meetings every Sunday af
ternoon and evening at 3 and 8 p. m., 
at Reiser’s Grove, DesPlaines River 
and West Madison street, conducted
by Miss Sarah Thomas.

SEISMIC DISTURBANCES.

Another Explanation in Reference to 
the Same.

V

The Ashley, Ohio, Camp.
This camp opens Aug. 5, and closes 

August 26. For further particu
lars address Will Randolph, secretary 
Ashley, Ohio. ’

Haslett Park, Mich.
The twenty-fourth annual assembly 

of Spiritualists at Haslett Park, Mich., 
commences Aug. 6, and continues to 
September 3. For programs address 
E. F. Spross, Okemos, or D. R: Jessop 
Williamston. ’ ’

Verona Park Camp.
The Verona Park camp-meeting, 

Me., will open Aug. 1’2 and close Aug 
26. A. F. Smith, president, Bangon 
Me.; F.#W. Smith, secretary, Rock
land, Me.

. (jueen City Park, Camp, Vt.
Queeri Wity Park Camp, South Bur- 

lingtonj Vt., commences July 29, and 
ends Sept. 3. For programs address 
A. F. Hubbard, president; Tyson; S. N. 
Gould, vice-president, Randolph, or 
Effie I- Chapman, Cambridge, Vt. 
After the camp opens address each of 
the above.at Queen'City Park, Vt.

Freeville Camp. -
The Freeville Camp, N. Y„ opens 

July 22 and closes August 19. For 
programs- write to Miss Victoria 
Moore, Dryden, N. Y. .

. Delphos. (Kans,) Camp. . 
, Opens on August 10, closing on the 
27th. - Address all communications'to 
I. N. Richardson; secretary; " Delphos, 
Kansas. . ' :

. Mt. Park; Okla. .
A camp'-meeting of the Spiritualists 

। of Oklahoma will bo held at Mt. Park. 
Commencing August 23, 190'6, and 
holding ten days."- -For particulars-ad
dress Rev;rT: W;4 Woodrow, Hobart, 
Okla., or R; G. Lee, R'. R. No. 1, Sny- 
dert Okla. ’ '
T Budd Lake Camp. .

■ Budd Lake Camp-mcetlng- Assembly 
will continue until September 2. Titus 
Merritt, secretary. . ; .

To the Editor:—In your valuable 
paper of June 2 6, our brother corre
spondent of Denver, Colo., A. F. Cool, 
is in error about steam causing earth
quakes. Dry, saturated or super
heated steam is non-explosive. All 
the fires within the earth could not 
generate steam fast enough to give it 
sufficient force to cause it to break 
through the earth’s crust, for the rea
son that the steam would condense. 
A very large body of water, instantly 
converted into steam, is the cause of 
seismic disturbances. Water by boil
ing loses the greater portion of the ox
ygen that it holds in solution; when 
that is the case, it will explode. When 
the oxygen is boiled out of the water, 
it is not water, but a bed of electricity. 1

Water is the most dangerous com
pound known, and still vzith care It is 
the safest. A housewife will gtve a 
hot stove a wide range if there are two 
or three drops of water under a dish
pan on the stove. One hundred gal
lons of water instantly converted into 
steam will create a force of 160,800,
000 pounds. O. V. DAILEY.

Hamilton, Ohio.
’’Science and the Future Life." By 

Janies H. Hyslop, is one of the most 
valuable acquisition to the literature 
of Modern Spiritualism that has ap
peared of late years. It is scientific in 
its method, prolound in its logic, and 
above all sympathetic to the trutn 
whatever it may be and wherever it 
may be found. Price, cloth, $1.5o. 10 
cents postage extra.

“A Conspiracy Agamst the Republic.” 
By Charles B. Waite, A. M., author of „ 
"History ot the Christian Religion to ' 
the Year 200,” etc. A condensed state» 
ment of facts concerning the efforts of 
church leaders to get control of the gov
ernment. An important work. Paper, 
25 cents-

“Spiritism and Mrs. Leonora E Piper, 
and Dr. Thomson J. Hudson’r. Theories 
in Regard to It.” By Ex-Judge Abram 
H. Dailey. Demonstrates futility and ■ 
inadequacy of Hudson’s explanations of 
spiritual phenomena. Price, 25 cents.

"Religious and Theological Worke of 
Thomis Paine," contains his celebrated 
“Age of Reason," and a number ot let
ters and discourses on religious and - 
theological subjects. Cloth binding, 
430 pages. Price $1- -

“Spiritual Fire Cracksrs, Bible Chest
nuts and Political Pin Points." By J. 
S. Jlarrington. A pamphlet containing 
79 pages of racy reading. Price 25 cts. 
25 cents. “Big- Bible Stories,” cloth, 
50 cents. ■ . •

•'Talmagean Inanities, incongruities, 
Inconsistencies and Blasphemies; a Re-
view of Rev. T. DeWitt and Rev. Prank 
DeWitt Talmage’s oft-r(>peated attacks 
upon Spiritualism.” Bj Moses -Hull. 
Price, 10 cents. < -

"Social Upbuilding, including Co-op
erative Systems and the Happiness and 
Ennoblement of Humanity.” By E. D. 
Bhbbitt. IL. D., M. D. This comprises 
the last part.ol Human Culture, and , 
Cure. Paper cover, 15 cents. „

I
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MAGENTISM AND
MAGNETIC HEALING.

Thoughtful and Impressive Words 
From a Chicago Lady.

and some-

Planetary (or earth) magnetism is 
nesessarily the father of animal 
(fleshly) magnetism—in fact, animal 
magnetism is planetary magnetism 
rendered more available

Üljinlícr.
3PII^ITUALI3^4-—Progress, the Universal LaW of Satúre; frj^ùg^t, tfye Solder)! of fiep Problenps,—-gPIRITUALIglVl
VOL. 34..
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OHICAGO, ILL., 1906.
........—-U. ....■■■■l.   —

This remarkable Medium and Lecturer has been traversing new fields 
in Europe, where she has been the Guest of the Nobility, delighting them 
with her remarkable gifts as a Medium. . She writes charmingly of her 
Experiences among the people and scenes. Her Interesting letter speaks 
volumes as to the great extent a belief in Spirit Return pervades the 
world. We heartily congratulate our readers on their having an oppor
tunity to read the Experience of this gifted Lady among the nobility, and 
we congratulate Spiritualists everywhere, Hhat one so eminently gifted 
has allied Herself to our ranks, and is reflecting great credit on our cause.

Thousands of miles intervene between me and my native 
. land, and while it is true that one can feel ip all climes, 
the sublime thought of Thomas Paine, expressed in the 
words, "THE WORLD IS MY COUNTRY, TO po GOOD 
MY RELIGION,” nevertheless there ip ' an indescribable 
yearning for that part of the world we call our native 
land, that all the ethics and grandeur of past time cannot 
efface. Feeling this I send.across the ocean to the readers 
of. The Progressive Thinker', and the Spiritualists of Amer
ica, Greeting, from Berlin, the most beautiful city of 
Northern Europe. Magnificent in the grandeur of its 
buildings and thousands of monuments erected not only 
to Its kings but also to its men oj genius, for Berlin and- 

' the surrounding country have given to the intellectual 
world some of Its brightest thinkers and scientists.

.As you walk .“Unter den Linden,” the “strasse” made 
famous by the ruling sovereigns of Prussia and near which 
stands many historical buildings, one instinctively turns 
away from the “schloss Reichstags gebaude,” and the ar
mory with its trappings of war, toward two monuments 
erected to the Von Humboldt brothers, and looking into 
the bronze face of Alexander youcan almost catch the in
spiration that touched his brain and gave to us along the 
lines of natural science that knowledge which Kas made his 
name Immortal.

Being the guest of a countess and her family whose 
love and admiration for Emperor Wilhelm the First re
mains undimmed although he is no longer In material 
form, I visited his castle and lived for an hour among the 
things he loved. I stgod in the historical window where 
each morning for sixty years he reviewed his troops, and
WHERE THEY CLAIM HE NOW APPEARS. Then to
the castle of the present kaiser, through the gorgeous 
rooms where the “Lady in White" is supposed to walk and 
give warning of Impending danger to the royal household. 

Many who would not believe in the phenomena of Spirit
ualism firmly believe these things, and In consequence un
consciously believe in the communication and apparitions
óf spirits. «

~ .- There are fiiany organizations of Investigators in Berlin, 
• divided into lodges, which are secret societies on the prin- 
. Cipie of the Masonic Orders in America, composed entirely

? of men. They hava their pass-word, emblems and rega- 
. ■ ilafi? The places of meeting are called chapels.. Women 

admitted. The largest,and mo^t influential 1b 
: " ' flam'ed Psyche Lodge, whose paster, on reading that I was 

i'n. Berlin, sent a messenger inviting me to their meeting 
wfierfi tkey expected to have a materializing seance; but 
the medium who called herself .'.’Femme Masque” failed to 

, appear before the investigators. The chapel was brill
iantly lighted, the flowers and tall candles burning with 
the crucifix in the center. t
' The men in their black velvet and gold regalias were 

very impressive.
I felt in my soul the earnestness of these men amid 

these sacred surroundings, investigating the most sacred 
thing that has touched the Ilves of humanity, the commu- 

’ nlcatlon between the world material and the world spirit
ual, and I bowgd my head in reverence to those unseen in-1 
fluences who had made me their message-bearer. Bright 1 
Eyes’ inability to speak the German language was much 
to be regretted; but the look of amazement and their ex
pressions of wonder fully attested to her old-time good 
work. It left a deep impression upon them, as Europe has 
not produced any clear mental mediums. 7 One test being 
exceptionally striking, was given to Prof. Kredler, who has 
for a number of years been investigating, but who had 
never received a clear, concise test. He had read in the 
Berlin papers of Bright Eyes’ reading of sealed letters, 

. and brought one pealed and labeled, asking in regard a 
cousin of his. Bright Eyes immediately on his handing 
her the letter said: "There is a man with his hand on this 
letter, and he says he is your Uncle William Kredler, your 
father’s brother, and yon^asked about his daughter Ver
itas.” The rest of the message was of a private naturo, 
convincing to him, because the names were not in the let-

_________ _ » . i

ing this power of yours, Jt you have any." Thisstlcks out 
all over them as plainly to a psychic as the quills on a por
cupine are seen by the ordinary eye. ,

In all my experience there is one notable exception—Dr. 
Funk. You immediately feel he Is an honest, earnest and 
sincere investigator. Many others would learn a sublime 
lesson from these German professors. Herr and Frau 
Fisher, Dr.JKno|l, Frau Barth, Herr Max Rohe and Emma 
Dlstuln—Conreid's new opera star, who opens at the Met
ropolitan Opera House in New York-next fall, are all Spir
itualists, and hold meetings at BU£h times as they can 
avail themselves of a medium. And to them I owe much 
for a pleasant and very interesting sojourn in Berlin.

While there-I .was also the guest of Countess Moltke, 
whose son, Graf Moltke the second, is the closest friend 
of the Kaiser and the first general of the army, still keep
ing alive the name of Germany’s greatest field marshals 
As her guest ] met many men and women of rank, and we 
constantly discussed. Spiritualism over our dinner and cof
fee. I found that most of them, while not avowed-Spirit
ualists, believe much In the phenomena.

There I met the great German painter Schmiechen, who 
became famous through his portrait painting of the-Eng
lish nobility, and who holds the honor of painting- the bbBt 
portrait of Queen Victoria. At a reception which he gave 
in my honor, I had the opportunity of meeting many noted 
people who all seemed to be discussing—in fact their 
whole conversation was a discussion of the new book just 
out, by Laponl, the pope’s physician, which is composed 
largely of criticisms on Spiritualism; while admitting the 
truth of its claims, he gives the DEVIL THE CREDIT OF 
BEING THE AUTHOR OF ALL ITS PHENOMENA, offer
ing as proof of this, that Spiritualism upholds all denomi
nations excepting Roman Catholicism.

He also refers to the wonderful manifestations of Prof. 
Crookes with the spirit of Katie King, whom he says was 
an Indian girl, and consequently it must proceed from the 

^vll one.
He may be a student along the lines of medicine, but 

certainly be is not well. informed in regard to the history 
of the phenomena .of Spiritualism; nevertheless It has been 
the cause of much good, and has brought Spiritualism be
fore a class.of people who would not haye knp^n,T>f it had 
he never written the book, and so is doing for our cause 
the direct opposite from what he intended.

We next visited the old castle and mausoleum at Char
lottenburg. As you enter the vestibule there is a beauti
ful marble figure of the Angel Gabriel. Within the mfiir-

return from a visit to prafice. The room seemed to 
breathe something of the spiritof this great man. .

Voltaire’s smile and Chrlsi’mtears have been like beacon 
lights along the pathway- of human progress.

From here we passed into.the mausoleum, a magnificent 
structure of different kinds o'f marble, where lie the re
mains of the kaiser's motheil and father. Emperor Freder
ick the Third and Empress Victoria. On the sarcophagus 
of his mother is a befiutiful carving representing Queen 
Louise meeting her ip. the spirit world, while the emperor 
is met by his father, th^old^mperor William the First, a 
SILENT TESTIMONY OF Tj^fH GROWING UNBELIEF IN 
THE SLEEP OF THE SPIRIT, UNTIL GABRIEL BLOWS 
HIS TRUMPET ON TJIE. RESURRECTION MORN.

And thus the .message- oft Spiritualism is interpreted to 
all .who visit the mausoleum ht Potsdam.

We left heré fqr Piqsden tó attend the closing exercises- 
of a college, and to mept Herr Vocke and Dr. Richter, the 
former having reliquished /title and fortune because he 
could no longer believe in‘the-creeds, and dogmas of the 
Catholic church; becoming h Socialist. He addressed the 
Class of four hundred young men- on social economics. The 
npmeof Dr. Richter has become familiar with all liberal 
people as the editor who dined in a Catholic "city to pub
lish the past and pres'ent cfueltles perpetuated by the 
Catholic church. Hé’Wae.Arrested, tried and acquitted by 
a Catholic jury for the reason that they knew his charges 
to be true, and it was'-the easiest way out <rt the matter.

Such Is the'diplomacy of‘‘Catholiclsm.
In the same Way the pbpe indorsed Laponi’s book on 

Spiritism. The book 1§ notjwrltten in a way to endorse or 
commend Spiritualism, but-' to impress their people its 
source is evil, and for ^that feaison should be shunned.

Dresden is plcturesqubly'sltuated on the Elba, and is the 
art center of Northern* Germany. It-has a magnificent 
picture gallery. There among the paintings of the old. 
masters is Raphael’s' Madonna, the finest picture in the 
world; beautiful In the softness of its coloring, and its 
sweetness of contemplation expressed in the face of the 
Virgin, St. Sixtus and St, Barbara, and the childish adora
tion, of the;two chérubp. The palace contains wonderful 
collections of art, find millidns of dollars .WQ^ of precious 
stones are piled up’here, useless treasure, While the peo? 
pie whose money has Supported the throne and chureli, 
which are Catholic, aqd made it possible for them to store' 
up thia vast wealth, toU.oa^Iy-AÁá late for a mere pittance 
—no time for development mjorally physically and spirit
ually.

Ib it any1 wonder they, are Hsing up under the terrible 
yoke and demanding their rights?

The day. must comb vwhen ¡-such thrones .will crumble 
into dust and. mankind pecóme.morally and mentally free

are members of. the First Spiritual Church of Brooklyn. 
It is an ideal city, twRk its beautiful hills . and, woods,. 
Here stand the ruins of the old monastery and the barn 
made famous because jised by Napoleon; also the street 
bears his name, which he'built through Kaiser's Lantern, 
to Mainz, all bearing immutable testimony to the indom
itable will of the little Corsican who, even to-day, is hated 
by the German people. •

Young Mr. Nonweiler has just returned from the Uni
versity at Munich, not half as proud of bis success in 
scholarship as he is of a deep gash on his forehead, and a 
little package he carries ip. his pocket which contains 
small pieces of his skull bone taken from the cut.

Civilization no longer tolerates that relic of barbarism, 
the hell fight, and we are reaching that unfoldment of life 
where we begin to realize the prize fight is Immoral in its 
tendencies, where one God-llke man abuses his God-like 
brother.

These things are the outcome of the, development of the 
animal nature in man at the expense of his spiritual na
ture. But here our young men, the sons of the intellect
ual and cultured families of Europe, cutting and slashing 
at each other, making deep gashes on cheeks and brow, 
cutting off pieces of ears and ’nose, while they grow 
prouder-at every cut and disappointed if it is not on the 
cheek .where it can be readily seen, proclaiming to the 
world they are college educated—branded for' life worse 
than the cattle on the western ranches.

ALL HAIL TO THAT TIME WHEN THE ETHICS OF 
THE SPIRITUAL PHILOSOPHY WILL BE TAUGHT IN 
OUR COLLEGES, AND MANKIND WILL REALIZE THAT' 
REAL EDUCATION NEEDS NO TAGS OR LABELS, BE
CAUSE IT IS INWROUGHT IN OUR SOULS AND OUT- 
WROUGHT IN OUR LIVES.
'-The student of Sociology cannot fail to realize the entire 

subjugation of the women of Germany (or Europe in fact) 
to .the’men of their families. The bondage of the peasant 

.women is much greater than that of the middle class, she 
idolng.thp work of man and beast, pulling loaded trucks

the city pavements until she is old and bent, when 
naturally she should be in the summer time of life.

■ When- one sees these women, they can realize with 
greater force what great inspiration must have touched 
itfie brain-of Joan of Arc, and with what God-llke purpose 
,gfie fulfilled her destiny.

I > In meeting the families of the’ better class one’is Itnme-

The subject of magnetic healing is 
imperfectly understood by the general, 
public. Some persons confuse it with 
mere mechanical rubbing, dignified by 
the name “massage.”

True magnetic healing is accom
plished, not through contact or rub- 
mug, but through currents of magnet
ism. The healer need not even touch 
t^e patient.

' The “laying on of hands” should 
not be accepted literally. It is a sym
bolic term, and the words “laying on,” 
constitute a mistranslation, the orig
inal Hebrew word meaning “waving” 
or “extending.”

The “laying on (extending, waving) 
of hands” was well understood by the 
so-called "priests” or “magicians" of 
biblical times. Their apparently mi
raculous cures were effected in each 
instance without' the necessity of 
touching the sufferer.

Magnetic waves are of two general 
classes (planetary and animal), from 
which many subdivisions have been 
derived and classified.

ter. Taking my hands, with tears in his eyes, in broken
English, he said: “At last I have some tangible evidence to 
meet the skepticism of my friends," and wjthin himself he 

' felt he had spoken with his dead uncle.
, I thought as I left that chapel, what a.contrast between 

these men and the psychical research investigators you 
meet in America. They know It all, or they assume to. 
“You stand or fall by my verdict. I belong to the psy
chical research investigators. I alone am capable ol judg-

soleum lie interred the bodies of the old Emperor William । 
the First, and the Empress Augusta, grandfather and 
"grandmother of the present kaiser, as well as of Frederick' 
Williàm the Third, and Queen Louise; Over the marblp 
recumbent figures is thrown a beautiful purple light, mak
ing one feel that it is indeed a sacred shrine. ■

r The figure of Queen Louise, whose name and picture 
have become familiar all over the world, is a' magnificent

1 piece of carving, and shows in its delicate tracings the lov
ing hand of the sculptor, who was Rauch, originally a gar
dener, and was taught his art at the expense of the 
Queen.

July 4,1 received an invitation to meet the Crown' 
Prince at an informal reception, he being much interested' 
in the phenomena of Spiritualism, but owing to the birth 
of his son, the reception was postponed, and instead, we jp- 
started for Potsdam and sent our congratulations to the 
little prince born on the day we commemorate as the birth
day of America’s Independence. May it not be prophetic 
that before he is called upon to ascend the throne "the Ger
man people will have reached tfiat altitude of spiritual 
consciousness, when their SCEPTRE WILL BE TRUE 
DEMOCRACY, AND THEIR CROWN UNIVERSAL 
BROTHERHOOD?

Potsdam, once the home of Germany's greatest king, 
Frederick the Great, and where stands his magnificent 
castle, "Sans Souci,” one feels a touch of pathos as they 
walk through the«beiutiful park and up the long flight of 
steps broken by terraces with beautiful beds of flowers, 
hot-houses and the graves of Frederick the Great’s dogs, 
and where he wished to be burted that he might be truly 
“San Souci” (without sorrow).

The most interesting part of the palace to me is the 
room once occupied by Voltaire. Grotesque, it is, with its 
curious wood-carving and walls of apes, foxes .peacocks and 
parrots, designed by Frederick the Great to. represent the 
character of the French, and which greeted Voltaire on his

from such bondage.
Thpn_we sailed up thé'jEjpevwlth its beautiful scet^ry to 

-Meissen, th$ peajl ot^e 'feba; then by train to Wìtteù- 
burg, the <|rad^ of the reformation. Here Luther issued 
his famous thesis^ and palled it on the church door. We 
v|sited the Luther holfse. 'Tfié'Ìtomé of. Melanchthon, Lpr 
ther’s great aàvdcalé/'ia.aifiòvÈete. 11■ ; <•

On our way back to’ :fibe' depot we stood under the *oak 
where Luthejliurjped.ihe From here we,Jour-,
neyed to Weimer,'^er^.ny city, for sixty, yekrs 
the home of h'ér greatest poet, Goethe; also óf his friend 
Schilier thp lajter part of^ils life, as well as the home of 
Herder, and tlie great, musician Liszt. The old.Goethe 
bouse presented to hint by; Duke Cari Augustus a.ftd occu
pied by him for forty years, iamow a museum. It contains 
many treasures òf Goethe, and the beauty of its decora-: 
Uops bears witness, to the yvonderful taste of the GREAT 
SPIRIT WHÓ STILL SEEMS TO VISIT ITS CHAMBERS. 
The great bronze monument Of Godthe and Schiller, Iltjld- 
ing together a laurel wreath, -teaches more sublimely th tin. 
pen can portray the beauties of an unselfish friendship,'- 
which is not the least'oi thfe heritage they have left to pos
terity. ’ . r ,

We wended our way frojn Iter to Cologne with its many 
churches, rich in thelr woyke of art, with devotees kneel
ing from early dawn ,^ntll late at night, .while priests in 
costly vestments chantéd''“liéminus. Vobuscum,” and to my 
mind came James' G. Cl^rltp’S-.poem, “The Living Christ.” 
“A drowsy prlesthoódsme>el;';in' solemn form to pray, 
While their Master watts tj^dnwn of day.”

Here is the home oiXlqUnt 'Von Aducht, who being in
formed that his wife had ^wakened from a trance, replied1 
that he'would soonet bellevp-his horses had climbed to tile 
garret. Immediately ' the two' Steeds galloped up the 
stairway and thrust their heads through the window, 
where a pair of horses’ heads can still be seen.

From here we boarded ia steamer and sailed up the old 
historical Rhine'. Thè beputiful and wonderful river, re
nowned in song and àtoryì tbe grandeur of whose scenery, 
with its towering castles ¡ and'ruins, winding in and out 
like a chain of lakes, and. thefàlsttiùt hills with their grape- 
bearing vineyards, forin àjpanérama, dotted here and there 
with towns and villages,-and-is a sight never to be for
gotten. ?

Leaving the steamer qt /‘Bingen, fair Bingen, on the 
i Rhine,” we came by riil to .Khiser’s Lantern, a city on the 
. Rheinpfolz, where I àia tlie.gufiBt of Julius'and Judge Max 
1 Nonweiler, who' hivè’/BEC.QME DEEPLY INTERESTED 
1 TN SPIRITUALISM'through-letters from their sisters, who

. dlately Impressed .with the vast difference existing between 
tWypeji ïfiùd women. The men possess all the advantages 
thé”W0Î$rhas to offer in the way of Education, business 
and culture, although in two-thirds of the marriages the 
dgwer 0/ the wives has been the finance out of which he 
has made bls success in life. However he is the sole 
pwner.of it now; by an unwritten law in Germany the wo- 
.men give all they possess unconditionally to their hus- 
■ bands; in fact they scarcely have an original thought out
side of “Meine Mann,” as they call these lords of creation. 
'In a large per cent of the marriages mopey has been the 
sole object ’iith the man. It covered,therlacls>,pf pqentftlitx- 
fi^d'd^pgenial tastes that are essential in marriage and the'} 
foundation of home. Posterity must be affected by this 
ineaufilfty of mentaT develbpinenf'caused by the lack or 
equal’opportunity for unfoldment, mentally, physically 
and spiritually of the mothers of the coming race. .

One other great evil exists in Germany that cannot fail 
to leave its imprint upon the nation—the constant drink
ing of wine and beer-by its young people. From the ages 
of twelve to twenty they drink glass after glass without 
any apparent effects. This habit threatens the very life of 
.the German empire, for it certainly must stunt the moral 
perception and cloud the brain fif the children who hold 
jn their keeping all that the world has to offer in the way 
'of education, business, philanthropy and wisdom.

To-morrow I leave for Damstadt, thé capital of Hersen, 
Where I met Russian friends of the cause who were so 
anxious for me to accept an engagement in St. Petersburg. 
The papers here are heralding the fact that the Czar is on 
his way to Damstadt to consult a celebrated medium, he 
being an avowed Spiritualist. What a life to be com
pelled to live surrounded by spies, your every movement 
watched and sent broadcast over the world. Happier by 
far is the poorest American workman who can. swing his 
dinner pail on his arm each morning and go to his labor, 
than this poor autocrat of all the Russias.

LET US HOPE THAT THE SPIRIT OF A LINCOLN 
MAY BE ABLE TO TOUCH HIS BRAIN AND GIVE HIM 
THAT STRENGTH OF CHARACTER THAT WILL EN
ABLE HIM TO REALIZE THE BIRTHRIGHT OF HIS 
SOUL, AND LEAD HIS - PEOPLE TO THE PEACE- 
CROWNED HEIGHTS OF UNIVERSAL FREEDOM.

From Damstadt to Paris and then home on the 
‘"Deutschland,” via Hamburg-American line, arriving in 
New York on the 14th, then to Lake Pleasant to fill my 
engagement August 20 and 27.

AND NOW LET US AS WORKERS IN THE GREAT 
VINEYARD OF SPIRITUAL TRUTH CONSECRATE OÙR 
LIVES ANEW TO THOSE UNSEEN INTELLIGENCE» 
WHO WILL CONTINUE TO BEAR THEIR MESSAGE TO 
A WAITING WORLD.

“As long as incense from ocean shall rise, 
To weave Its bright woof on the warp of the skies.” 

MAY S. PEPPER.

times more efficacious by passing 
through suitable media.

Magnetism is ever the servant of 
the spirit world. It can be accurately 
directed by mind or will power. When 
suitable sensitives are found by spir
its, they seek to heal the sick (inhar
monious organisms), by impressing 
the individual whom they have select
ed, with thé thought, "Go forth! Heal 
the sick!”

What magnetic healer worthy of the 
name who has not heard the “call?”

True, each ego jx>ssesses what might 
be called "personal magnetism"—that 
is, magnetic waves, powerful In their 
convincing qualities, which seem to 
emanate from the inner consciousness 
or soul. It must be remembered, 
however, that we are Instruments, to 
a greater or less degree, and much, It 
not fill, the magnetism we possess and 
use is loaned to us by Old Mother 
Earth and her sister planets. Our 
success as refiners of crude magnet
ism determines our status as magnet
ism distributing centers—in other 
words, magnetic healers.

IF WE LIVE SPIRITUALLY AND 
PHYSICALLY CLEAN LIVES, we 
thereby render ourselves "pure ves
sels for truth" In the truest sense of 
that Oriental term.

The statement is often made, "You 
must first be a splendidly healthy an
imal before you can be a successful 
medium.” This gives the auditor the 
misleading ” impression that ., mere 

-phyaKUfl-'peffectibn Ts of chief import
ante; atffi that tf hiéàn, Honest spirit is 
an important accessory. Physical per- 
tpction m^y -be necessary-to “success
ful” mediumship,-but the writer woùld 
prefer GENUINE mediumship. Dol
lar success Is not all of magnetic 
healing.

Many persons who would not be 
considered models of physical beauty 
or health, but who would become fine 
genuine magnetic healers, are discour
aged by the "splendidly healthy ani
mal” theory of would-be Instructors. 
He who would be a magnetic healer 
SHOULD FIRST HEAL HIMSELF. 
This is easily accomplished. Then, 
and not bdtore, should he seek to heal 
others.
' The magnetic healer who wears 
glasses cannot logically expect the 
public to have confidence in his mag
netic powers, though many attempt 
that utterly impossible feat.

Heal yourself through your own 
power to REFINE MAGNETIC 
WAVES, and'then you will be compe
tent to heal others.

Soul-success is to be preferred to 
dollar-success in the practice of mag-
netic healing. Soul-success lasts
longer—brings more lasting benefit 
and more happiness to both ourselves 
and those around us.

It is truly a blessed privilege to so 
live that THE WAY BETWEEN THE 
SPIRITUAL AND MATERIAL 
PLANES is ever kept open to the be
neficent currents of magnetism from 
both the higher and the planetary life, 
that they may descend and ascend 
through ub upon the afflicted.

The look of gratitude which seems 
to shine out from the soul through 
the eyes of the pain-freed patient can
not be measured by dollars and cents
“success”—Its value is beyond 
power of words to express.

Nature’s great store-house

the

of

Lily Dale Is Pwrlno as Never ß6ta.~ft 
? Great Wort Is Beino Done We.

—-------
■ Another delightful, potent .week has. 

, passed at Lily Dale.
’ No one can come here this ybar and 

fall to perceive the power invisible.
To' those who do not understand 

spirit force the change is caused. by 
the splendid program, the delightful 
music and singing or the new manage
ment, but to the seer who understands,, 
it is plain that the great good things 
predicted for Lily Dale during the' 
past year are actually being fulfilled 

. from day to day.
' To- leaven the whole lump—only 

infinite power 'could perform such a 
gigantic task' It takes a- long 'time 
£oft subtle invisible essence to ^ne- 
trate some hide-bound consciousness, 
but even the old croakers and doubt- 
ing ahornases aré' now heard to re
ppat, r'We told you so,” while it was 
really us who. told them, and the most 
encouraging reply we could get ■ was 
“■Well, we hope so.”

Did you ever watch a hen’s nest 
When one egg after another has a holo 
pecked on the side, and after careful 
deliberation a yellow, fluffy dumpling 
peeps out ready to approve’ of what 
old-mother earth has been doing.while 

i the’chicken slépt in the night of its 
1 s'nconsciousnpss. ■

of the Rances to equal devotion to
pleasure, surprised and pleased him. 
The Dr. askecrthat the Virginia -Reel 
be danced, and during that time lie 
was a most pleased watcher, .wjfile, he 

i kept his seat, his blue Presbyterian 
| eyes danced in his hiead, and ten blue 
Presbyterian toes kept time ? tapping 
-the floor. He did long ti!&ke;part 
though he didn’t know how to “dance.

The star of the week..was Mrs. Fran
ces Carter of New York, the most-ar-

Well, ,we xre thankful even for the 
approval of the chickens, for while 
the.>hen scratched for them they are 
growing and they have taught the hen 
the motherly cluck, Cluck, which is 
never heard until she han hatched a 
chicken.

Everybody- here is alive to the stir
ring-days through' which we are^pass- 
ing. As a kaleidoscopic view", the 
speakers have come and gone. Each 
has touched, it beautiful Bide in hu
manity, each has “brought .’out new 
thoughts from the same old truth.

Rev. F. Wiggin impressed all very 
strongly with the dignified aspect of 
our philosophy' while, proving' the 
truth of the: phehbmena' through' his’ 
remarkable ballot tests. ■

Dr. Charles Laing Herald, D. D., a 
sturdy Scotch Presbyterian minister, 
tnd a one-time sailor, delighted every
body by his easy, pleasant delivery 
and his most remarkable sailor yarns, 
especially one of the shark who swal
lowed q barrel open aLone end and' 
all the fish the shark caught after that 
remained in the-toarrel, and so the 
shark- starved- to 'death. He was the 
drollest story-teller imaginable..The 
Intense earnestness of our people for ■ 

our philosophy changing on the nights

tlstlc reader before the public' to-day. 
Her - instantaneous ' Impersonations 
from male to female characters ..with 
the' difference ini manner, '■ tone •' and 
presence was truly remarkable;; from 
young to old, from' grave to gay, 
through joy or- suffering she teatrled 
her audiencds along; they laughed and 
cried. Buffered and enjoyed with her. 
As an, everyday dainty, grateful'wo
man she endeared herself to. fill, who 
met hec.and when Bhe .left everybody 
felt that's great sfifid ■had’ bfeefi.-among I 
ub, leaving.blessed .memory, •bj-hlnd.i

Rev. Thomas P. Byrnes portrayed 
man as "Nature’s Masterptece;“ dellv- 
ering a wholesome, helpful lecture, 
touching upon the chords which bind 
humanity together in - one' ~ cominpn 
brotherhood.1 V- , r

J, Clegg-Wright, deliyeroa-dfifi last 
class lesson Sunday hiorning, and his 
Inst lecture Sunday afternoon, 
Those who fire able to follow his.lofty 
teachings on abstruse subject^ havd 
had abundant measure-of ¿good, things 
in the 26 lectures-deliverfc'd, "every
body can get a little^ and .Sten iaillttle 
qf J.‘ Clegg Wright’B .wlsdom. Is’. con
siderable,-if lived out lb's humin'life.
i: The Ladles Schubert Quartette 
i and, Miss Alice E. Bennett of Philadel- 
; phla, surprised ■' and delighted ever» 
body' Sunday evening, We had lis-

tened to the^quartettfi.fqr a week find 
enjoyed them, hut. their singing Sun
day night’ wfie^finer; 'ywlr voices,rose 
gently às mist,< stayéd’ln the clouds a 
bit ;then . came , down '¿s a shower of 
rain, and before wé cofijd seek shelter 
the gjorm was over and the nun fihin- 
ing^agfiin. ; They hàÿà-fi. fiife variety 
■ofte'ngsupjfiylhg.'u'iw tlfe human 
emotions until, you fairly} afihed with 
pleasure; and ‘ then"teÿgçd ,Sorminore 
of that kind of pain,<; i' ; ' '

Miss Bennett proved qtiite, as great 
a revelation?' Foy aJçouplerof wéeks 
she has conducted 'short Physical Cul
ture exercises from ,4iiç p)at|cirm, and 
with her lithe, gracqfpiifôrmaind un
dulating motions, .made the .'turn of a 
hand or twist o.f a foot ^eifi-'Hke po
etry,but inhér' recithjilôp oh Bunday 
evening the real power, of her'art and 
culture were révèalëdrin A.n»nner lit
tle dréatehd ofj? SJWdpfende^d.ii varie
ty of difficult impertehhtipni?yBry nat- 
urally—whistled likerihe faniner who 

Tn that way ;expxesiBdr . . grief,
mourned with the . rold t maid who 
longed for somethlôé; aliveÿto-pet in 
the loss of- her?c|^ daneed ai;mlnuet. 
anti explained, Its? mtricacies'jiji'excel
lent 'French, dialeet llkd a /.Veritable 
gfircon from- ate days of .Josephine, 
was pathetic-and/ gay teiit/fittvays de
lightfully* entertaining. some men 
forget-, their.trouljlqs^ovei?their smoke, 
and some, women., over tfielrJtea, and 
Bome'forget them^h'eavep;oiUy knows 

1 how; or. wheTfigrt iitey. eder ; fio forget 
I them 'or. nqt^igiitAÿAt: Sundaytevenlng. 
; at least'.everybody in ^latjfaidience;
forgot for thp,ytee;|hat fhoy&ad ever ‘ 
had any troubles and just enjoyed the 
exquisite feast Mlss^Bennettj&ad pre-', 
pared for them. •' *-

On Monday everybody visited .fa
mous old Chautauqua.' The «tart was

made at 8:30 a. m., and special cars 
were in waiting; everybody went; the 
band, Ladies Schubert Quartette, offi
cial board, executive staff, speakers 
and“ mediums, Children’s Lyceum and 
cottagers. It was a brave, happy com
pany .who reached Jamestown- in an 
hour, where they were received by 
Mayor Weeks ?and a number of- the 
Aidermen. Greetings and express
ions of good will were'.exchanged; the. 
Schuberts sang; the band played; the 
people- cheered, and with the air full 
of music and the cars full of people 
the start was made for Chautauqua.

; Special attention was given us im
mediately upon our arrival at the- 
grounds, A most positive" turnstile 
greeted uq. ‘

Each guest went first to a ticket 
office to exchange their, ticket for an- 
.othef on which was'printed the sqlemn 
warning that if this ticket was lost the 
-holder could, not leave the grounds 
until forty cents had been paid for 
each day which had passed since the 
opening of the season of $6.00 for a 
season ticket, and furthermore 'that if 
anyone broke the rules and regula
tions of the Assembly the rights of the 
..ticket would be forfeited. ■ ' ,
■'..'We felt the pink ticket was-our par
don granting us permission to get out. 
and after- it was punched we entered 
the sacred orthodox grounds and 
marched to the Auditorium headed by 
the merry strains of the band.

A large number of persons were in 
Ignorance as to where we came'from, 
•but' when they found .we were Spirit
ualists’they knew exactly where ' We 
were going "on the day of judgment.”

We found .100 women' there for. 
each man. Women sustain the' 
place with their-presence and support 
it with their money. Still there are

only men on the Board and the ■ ab
sence of artistic, womanly touches is 
felt in eve/y place.

Did we not learn anything at this 
world famous seat of knowledge?

Yes indeed. We learned a most 
valuable lesson ,we will never forget, 
tor we learned to appreciate dear Lily 
Dale as we had never done before. 
That sweet paradise on earth never 
seemed better to the six car loads of 
people who returned .that night, and 
who were met at the depot by the tew 
homestayers headed by Mrs. W. Wood- 

*berry, of Buffalo, who, with a large 
dinner bell bid us welcome home.

What?shoutlng and laughing there 
was when feet once more touched 
ground, and everybody fell in line and 
marched through the gates of the City 
of Light . Assembly, while the band 
played ‘.‘Home, Sweet Home,” and the 
big base drum echoed Home, Home, 
Bum, Bum. ' ■

How does a homeless tramp feel 
condemned to work on the stone pile? 
About like Chautauqua felt to us. 
HoW- would you feel coming home to 
the loving family with a warm supper 
and a wat-mer welcome a'waiUng you?

That Is how Lily Dale seemed to us. 
Dear Lily. Dale—Bum, Bute! '

. '. ' ' LAURA G- FIXEN.
.Wickedness may prosper for awh’ile, 

but at the long run-he who sets, all 
knaves at work will pay them.—L’Ss- 
trange.

Reproof should not exhaust its pow
ers on petty fallings.—Anon. . . •

Freedom is the thermometer of civ
ilization.—Truth Seeker.. ?

. Passion is the drunkenness of the 
mind.—South.

- A He that is half a .truth Is ever the 
blackest of lies.—Tennyson«

thought-power can be easily unlocked 
by magnetism, and its treasures are 
well-known to the magnetic healer. 
. Do you know that through magnet
ism you can attract to yourself KIND
LY, HEALTHY THOUGHTS from out 
the entire great universe of thought?

The higher degree of spiritual ad
vancement will render one very sus
ceptible to magnetic waves directed 
by spiritual helpers, and one is en
abled to send forth to the pain-racked 
sufferer the soothing, healing, health- 
ized- thought through magnetic cur
rents which can be increased or de
creased in Intensity according to the 
needs of the patients.

Each family should have within It 
at lefist one member fully competent 
to magnetically heal those who are 
near and dear.

THE FATHER SHOULD LIVE SO 
PURELY THAT HE WOULD BE A 
LIVING BATTERY OF HEALING 
MAGNETISM UPON WHICH HIS SON 
COULD DRAW, IN CASE OF ILL
NESS.

The mother should be the personifi
cation of loving kindness as well as a 
healer of wonderful power, for her 
daughters will have need of these cur
rents of magnetism' which only a 
mother can administer, and which 
seem to heal both the distressed 
souls and the weary bodies of those 
who look to the mother for all that is 
good and pure in this world.

Yes, fathers and mothers, it is your 
duty to be magnetic* healers. You 
have, no. doubt, learned that you are 
rightfully your own spiritual advis
ers, and now you should- learn that ' 
you should be your own family’s phy
sician.

MRS. F. M. SNARRENBERGER. J

Since time is not a person we can 
overtake when he id past, let ub honor 
him with mirth and cheerfulness while 
ho is passing.—Goethe.

The sure way to miss success Is to 
miss the opportunity.—Chasles.

Every man Is a volume if you know: 
how to read him.—Channing,
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The Boy Medium, Brittan.
H is Case Calmly and Critically Considered by Dr. J. 

M. Peebles and W.’ W. Mann.—Both Presentations 
Will Set Spiritualists to Thinking, and That Is the

Object of The Progressive Thinker. - ■

’ Thanksgiving, if-deserved and time-, be regarded as strange if he ALTER- 
jy shows a very .ennobling apprecla- NATELY ADVOCATES' AND ”EX- 
tion, but if’ wrongly applied may be. POSES” SPIRITUALISM, OR GOES 
easily erased. “Lord" is a word am-1 DOWN INTO THE DEPTHS OF SA- 
biguous in meaning.'' It may signify .LOON DEGRADATION. - .
■Jehovah or Jupiter—governor, ruler, | _ Is not mediumship dangerous, then? 
¡master, lover; hence, Imogene called ’ 
her husband her "lord” and kissed his 
eword. •

But here it is again—a medium en-
dorsed tb-day, doubted to-morrow, 
■damned in the morning and adored in 
the evening! "Where are ,we at?” 
Where is there a “genuine” medium, 
one that was never suspected, criti
cised, condemned or exposed? Posi
tively, I cannot call to mind one with

’ in the range of my extensive acquaint
ance. One of our ablest trance lec
turers speaking, eyes closed, has been 
accused of designingly closing his 
eyes to make his trance seem more 
spiritual—-and then repeating the, 
same lectures wherever he goes. ■”

' Standing by His Position,
Yes—witnessing what I heard, to

gether with the testimony of others, 
seeing with a good ppir of eyes (in the 
light) in Brittan’s seances, I endorse 
and stand rigidly by my previous po
sition touching the genuineness of his 
mediumship, notwithstanding Bro. 
Mann’s "amazement that such a man 
as Dr. Peebles should be taken in by 
such rank trickery.” This is not 
Russia, and so, fortunately, every man 
1b permitted to see and hear and judge 
for himself. .

What Ib reported of young Brittan’s 
“sponging his dinner from Methodist 
ladles" was very naughty, yet not ab- 
Bolutely criminal. But then, medlum- 
Bhip does not depend upon etiquette 
or morality. I did not vouch for this 
young man’s saintship, NOR DO I AP
PROVE OF HIS LACK OF PRINCI
PLE AND SHALLOW-PATEDNES8 
IN TRYING TO EXPOSE SPIRIT- 
UAL1SM AT THE HOUSE OF MR. 
GEORGE TROYER, who certainly 
was not a Spiritualist, for Mr. Mann 
assures us that he is the only "be
liever in those parts that he knows 
of.” And he, so it seems, had no per
sonal sitting with Brittan. Doubtless 
the Troyers, (not Spiritualists) richly 
enjoyed this improvised “exposure of 
Spiritualism,” and so did the unseen 
tricksters and clowns that had this 
country lad under fine hypnotic con
trol just for the fun of the thing.

Forget not that a few death
spasms and coffin-chills do not Imme
diately transform clowns, sports and 
grafters, or their deceptive tenden
cies, into angelic qualities. This al
leged "exposure” must have been a 
sort of a triune jubilee, conducted by 
Brittan, Troyer and a jolly set of in-
visible, earth-bound clowns. And
yet, mark it well and for all time, 
SPIRITUALISM WAS NEVER EX
POSED. It is a mighty reality, bul
warked by ungalnsayable facts, truths, 
and the consensus of historic human-
ity as revealed and endorsed by 
Immortal seers and Bages down 
gray-bearded .antiquity.
' The Effect of Thought.

• It would be interesting to hear

the 
to

this

yHB:' FRÓO^BSanm THINKER

UNPARALLELED RESULTS.

Certainly it is—dangerous just as 
water, or fire, or a mower’s scythe is 
dangerous, - JF CARELESSLY OR 
WRONGLY USED. But mediumship 
understood, rightly and ■ religiously 
cultivated, IS A GRAND, A GLORI
OUS BLESSING! This Brittan should 
have with him a strong, healthy mid
dle-aged man, kind and honorable, yet 
firmly principled not .only in temper
ance, but every way in the good and 
the true. Such a companion would in

uncultured farmer boy’B version of 
this "exposure” at the Troyers’, de
scribing the environments, the sug
gestions and the dominant thoughts. of 
those present, for while thoughts are 
hot things in the ordinary sense of 
that word, they are mighty potencies 
for good or ill. The offered “box” 
that Mr. Mann suggested, with the me
dium’s head “projected at the top,” 
would be neither comfortable nor at
tractive to a sensitive; neither would 
be especially inviting to- angelic pres
ences. ‘

But dropping the negative side of 
this “Thank the Lord” subject, for 
which I care little, we turn to the pos
itive sldei—the side of affirmation.

This young man, Clarence Brittan, 
was the guest in three different Battle 
Creek families/ Dr. Johnson’s, the 
Staffords and the Whitfords for weeks. 
They are Spiritualists and good, re
spectable families in our city, though 
not millionaires. There is not space 
in your journal for their testimonies 
and others who sat In Brittan’s B6- 
ances, devising all Borts of tests.

, Only yesterday Dr. Johnson said to 
Bjpe, "If Brittan is not a medium, there.

never was one; and If I ever saw my 
,,:wife and cousin, I saw them material

ized in his seances.” By the way, Dr. 
Johnson has been clairvoyant from 
childhood, has been a Spiritualist 
these fifty years, and is a superior 
trance speaker. It is supposable that 
he would entertain a fraud. Invite 
skeptics and sectarists to his house 
night after night to convince them of 
a future conscious existence?
A Further Statement Concerning Brii- 

taa’s Phenomena.
Not one word do I recall from my 

previous article endorsing this young 
1 man’s manifestations. What he did 

before, or has done since leaving our 
city, I do not know, hence write more 
plainly of .what I DO know. 
" Having during the last fifty years 

■ and more, seen over 2,000 mediums, 
sitting with at . least one-half of them 
in this and foreign lands, and having 
had one ^superior medium with me 
most of the time for fourteen years, it 
Is presumable that I know something 
of the mediumlstic laws and conditions 
warranting gdbd psychic results, and 
can, moreover, discriminate, sitting In 
a fairly-lighted room, between the 
genuine and the fraudulent .

Further, this awkward, poorly- 
dressed young fellow came to Battle 
Creek with no trunk, only a little 
hand-bag (a scant outfit for legerde
main and fraud), which sat around 
carelessly and wide open in his bed
room; and these spirits, finely 
clothed, that materialized many times 

. In Dr. Johnson's residence, sometimes 
‘ dematerialized straight down through 
the floor In plain view. All , were 
neatly, yet differently dressed. 'Some 
were attired in white waistcoats and 
dress suits. One I noticed was attired 
in a sort of a sack-robe. Some -were 
Very tall, others were not.. Some 
■were smooth-shaven, others were not. 
And' right here I beg to say that it 
■would not be safe (that’s the word, 
“safe”; construb it as yoiTplease), for 
anyone to charge the veteran Spirit
ualist,- Dr. .Johnson, with having hid
den confederates in his house to assist 

■ in frauds. •
Psychometrically. considering this 

.asnervous, uneducated young Brittan, 
f jwalking 'mid the world’s temptations 
,igvlth varied aural atmospheres ■ eur- 
»dreunding and impinging.' upon him, 

these combined with that graded 
society In which lie must .necessarily 
snore, with1 hypnotic influences uncon- 
sclously acting upon him—at must not

every way be helpful to him, and es
pecially, spiritually uplifting.

“I have not seen such marvelous 
manifestations," does someone say? 
Well, what of it? Possibly for want 
of a telescope you have not seen the ‘ 
canals on Mars or the moon’s dead 
volcanoes. What you have not seen, 
however, is of no more consequence 
than a last year’s ant-heap. The ag
nostic's “I don’t know." would be 
harmless if he did not persist In tell
ing and re-telling what he "doesn’t 
know,” :

Here we directly drop the case of i 
Brittan, who has gone. It Is reported, 
to Mr. Riley’s. : .

“Can I see these things? Can I be
come a medium? and if so, tell me 
how?" ’ '

Emphatically you can, and possibly 
very superior one, too. Listen, then. 
Have a wish—a continual consclen- 
tibus desire to have your interior high
er nature so opened to the spiritual 
world, that you may feel, see and 
hear the voices of the loved ones in 
the heavenly realms. Be In earnest! 
Sit two or three times a week—sev- 
oral of you (the same ones) nearly an 
hour, using the same chairs, the same 
table and music-books. Be cheerful 
and harmonious, eating sparingly the 
day before the sitting; abjure coffee 
and tea, together with pork-eating, 
beer-drinking and cigar-smoking. 
These habits, being neither' healthy 
nor angelic do not attract p-.re and 
holy angels., And further, before go
ing irito your consecrated seance
room, take a bath, tor beautiful angels 
and spirits like clean bodies} well-aired 
rooms, and calm, aspirational Bitters.' 
Do not think about bank stock, gold 
mines, coal fields, or the coming price 
of wheat. Become passive, then af
ter readings, or invocations and mu
sic, become quiet and prayerful, hop
ing from your soul’s depths for vis
ions, trances—In a word, demonstra
tions from the dwellers In the higher 
heavens. These are some of the more 
important conditions for exalted spirit 
communications—thus sowing, you 
shall surely reap. Can you—will 
you make the effort, and so know for 
yourself? Every Sptrituallst"'honie 
should have its sacred altar. '

That frauds abound, none well’-ln- 
forined will dispute. How shall we 
dispose of them? That’s the ques
tion. Here? there will necessarily be 
differences of opinion. If -we should 
see a stranger trying his key in a 
neighbor’s back-dqdr, we should 
quickly cry out, “Policed” This would 
be right; but a psychic is somewhat 
different from a mechanical key. Here 
We have to deal with forms'and forces 
visible and invisible, requii^ng candor 
and cool judgment. Here again 
comes in a sad-fact. There have been 
mediums, genuine one's?’ who will 
sometimes defraud. One such frankly 
confessed it to me, adding “the.people 
demand miracles, or impossible, as-
founding ■ manifestations and
have SOMETIMES 
GRATIFY THEM.” 
fluenced to deceive

HELPED
■we 
TO

Others are in
by EARTH-

BOUND, UNDEVELOPED DIAKKA. 
Mortals grow to be like what they 
feed ion—like what they talk about— 
like what they think about, and this' 
thinking and'thinking creates a vibra
tory atmosphere,-la generative multi
plying atmosphere intensifying the 
subject under ctynsideyatlon. This is 
true of capital punishment, one gal
lows-hanging scene-setting in motion 
vibratory causes for producing others. 
This is especially true in regard to sui
cides. We have an example in Battle 
Creek. Within one year in this city 
of 28,000 or 30,000, there have been 
four suicides. The first one was pub
lished, talked about, written about and 
and preached about till there ,was sui
cide in the air—a suicidal mania. 
There have been three sulcdes since 
the first one that caused so much ex
citement. May not the persistent 
much-talking and much-writing of ex
posures have become a kind of spirit
exposing mania, a passing by of the 
good to find the bad? .

Providing young Brittan really 
tricked once, does that prove that he. 
is not a psychic? Does that, prove1 
that he is a continuous fraud? , Be
cause a man commits one sin, does 
that prove that he will sin eternally? 
I am aware that if a young woman 
makes a social mistake she is con
demned, turned out of doors and 
kicked by hypocrites infinitely worse 
than herself; after having been turned 
into the streets. Well did Hood sing:
“Alas! for the rarity of Christian char

ity.”' . - . .
Why Have I Such' Charity for Me

diums? -
First, because Spiritualism Is built 

upon the superstructure -of medium- 
istic phenomena. Its original founda
tion, however, Is Spirit, and-, varied 
manifestations are its objective phe
nomena. . Materialists demarid them; 
honest Christians desire them; scien
tists, like Crookes and Wallace, having 
them, will classify and tabulate them. 
And yet, I do not fancy the word "me
dium.” Intermediary is better; and 
better still, conveying deeper mean
ings, are words psychic, or Sensitive.

Personal Psychic Control.
Though not appearing In my biogra

phies by either J. O. Barrett or Prof E. 
Whipple, though not published (for 
reasons' that will appear in my auto
biography) lam very strongly, im
pressed by an intelligence- standing 
over me this moment to state that, at
tending the seances of Dr. L. G. Smed
ley in-Kalamazoo'over 8-0. years ago, 
and those-of Abram Smith near-Three 
Rivers, Mich., I became a subject, of 
objective .physical phenomena. Mrs. 
Ifelenr-Smith, a most excellent woman 
herself;?now residing in Sturgis, re
members well these exciting seances. 
Abram’s-band of invisibles was pow
erful. Sitting with him I .would, be
come Influenced, and more—controlled 
to dance Indian dances by the hour. T 
thought Indian, acted Indian, w&aoped

. . ... , ■ . 01, jiiii ■ .
Most yPoadciful Experiences as Related by W, P“?-

burd-T-Spirit Guidance, Materialization, Writing ite'the: 
Wall, aud •Other Phenomena of a Startling liatui'ey™ . r' i 

To the Editor:---Possibly the publication of ssune'W the 
psychic manifoBtatiopfl coming to au'Old SpirtthalUtlWho 
has given thirty-four, years' work for the glorious cahsadf 
advancing the.religion .of truth- throughout.'Hthe dearth 
sphere, may be of interest to some of your readers. -There 
ever has been, and no-doubt there will be for all ’ time,’ 
great.Interest HiaiiiCested'hy the human race In? spiritual 
phenomena; I.therefore send the following •whlclil'have 
come under my own.observation or experiences:’’ r — ■

In the spring of 1874, 1 was sojourning in the city of 
Topeka, Kansas. . At that time there was a flourishing so
ciety of Spirltualists holding regular meetings lu,-. that 
city. . I.attended the meetings of said society regularly, 
guides directed them to Invite me to sit with them. He 
gentleman of very pleasing aspect, whose name lUearned 
was J. G. Bunker. After services one Sunday I was im
pressed to approach him and introduce myself. ■ Some two 
or.three days later I met Mr. Bunker on one of the princi
pal streets, when.he accosted me, paying that his- wife, 
daughter and himself held regular circles in-their home 
twice each week. , At Hie sitting of the last-evening, their 
guides directed the mto invite me to ait with them.«« He' 
said it it. .wouldJie agreeable to me, they would be pleased 
if I would cojne to his home the next evehing and see if oujr 
magnetism harmonized. . I did so. We" found that • the 
harmonious conditions were perfect, They: were ull medi
ums. MIbs Mary, who .was then sixteen years' of age, was 
a fine medium. They had a grand band of-spirit»guides, 
the Indian portion being under the renowned-Tecumseh.

I sat with them twice a week for seven months, and 
twice a week during that'time for two hours I realized 
there wag a heaven ori earth. At the end qf ’that time 
business called me to Cleveland, 'Ohio. The evening be
fore I was. to leave-Topeka' was the regular circle night. 
As we .were about to. close, Tecumseh controlled Mary, the 
daughter, and said to me; "We wilt escort you to the de
pot on our ponies.” I asked him how many. He said: 
“Twenty-two and they would throw moccasin after me 
for good luck." He said also, he would send two Indians 
to take care of me on my journey. ■> . ■

At Kansas City my train left towards evening., T se
cured my-berth in the sleeping car and entered the seat. 
We had been under way but a short time when Ldisoov- 
ered I had taken a severe cold from a draft whioji came 
through the transom above where I was sitting., I said to 
myself, “Now I am In for a disagreeable journey”; but the 
next morning! awoke all right with no symptoms of the 
cold. I remained in Chicago two days; while there I vis
ited a photographer who claimed to get spirit ,phqtoB. 
While waiting to be called another person enured b the 
waiting-room. I soon noticed him looking latently to- 
warda me. After a time he said: “You must ne a medi
um.” I asked him what led to that conclusive? hA' re

' plied, “There are two Indians standing by you/(• ,t
I went from Chicago, to Indianapolis where I rerpaine<^x>ne 

day;'then took the night train for Cleveland^/Theyiay 
following my arrival in Cleveland I received a letter fpom 
Brother Bunker in which he said: “The Indlanp.,retired 
and reported that they would not let me take cqjd in Chi
cago; they go with me to a place where they, Jake, pic
tures. That I was then in a big city, but V.oufo go ory my

At one time in the section of the city where I was living 
burglaries were quite frequent. One bitter cold night 1 
arose about midnight to'examine the base-burner which 
was in the room adjoinipg my sleeping room. I had re
turned to my bed, and tn a few minutes I saw the head of 
a lad apparently 14 or 16 years «Qld extended from the sit- 
tlng-room looking intently at me., The head was goon 
•drawn back, but soon reappeared In the sama manner. I 
.was theu satisfied Lhad a visitation from a burglar. I 
Watched him, .thinking “Hqw can I get him to.tha station 1 ” 
Again he .drew back, but iu a moment he rushed into the 
room, slipped behind the door which opened across a cog
ner. I said to myself, ‘,‘Novy J have got you, my lad." I 
jumped from my bed, ran to the door, but found nothing 
tangible- There was np: exit from the room except by the 
dopr.through which we entered, 

. ;A few days subsequent to the above I had again been 
examining my stove., As I -returned and laid down upon 
my bed, I discovered the entire celling of my room was 
.covered with writing in some Oriental language, the letters 
being from two and a half tq , three , inches deep. 1 
watched it until in a short time it faded.away. In a few 
minutes it was again writtep over in a different language; 
It also faded and disappeared. Soon it was written over 
the third time; this time I .saw the hand make the writ
ing. with the fore-flpger,, -the substitute for ink .flowing 
from thé finger like liquid fire, 
' The next day I called upon Mrs. Plrnle who was ‘con
trolled by my spirit wife.. She told me one of the lan
guages was Sanscrit, another Chaldean. She told me the 
name of the third, but I have forgotten it. She also told 
me’the spirit that made the .writing wp an ancient king 
and Beer, and was the same who played' hob at the feast 
of Belshazzar. Several times before arid after the above, 
tills spirit would-.draw diagrams on the' walls of my room. 
Soon after the above manifestation this spirit controlled 
Mrs. Plrnle, and told me he had been my guardian spirit 
from birth. He never again talked with me, but many 
times gave evidence of hlB presence. '
' T Was one evening sitting in my room reading. Sudden
ly the room was brilliantly illumined. The'walls disap
peared, and I saw a1 large 'beautiful park with the usual 
drives and walks. ' On one of the avenues I -saw two car
riages, each drawn by 'two horses; in each carriage was 
seated two ladies. They drove some distance, Anally re-
turning by a circuitous route to where I sat. As 
came near me, suddenly one of the spirits became 
iantly Illuminated; it was my spirit wife; then the 
faded.

I will close.this article by describing another

they 
brill
scene

spirit

journey next day.” . n:
After, I had been in Cleveland, a few. $ays I jigcejvfi^^ 

call from.tiat grand worker for Spiritualism, Pay^.E^y,' 
who told 0/a good Mrs’. 'S.^Pirnlg,,*^^
her address, i calieA.pther rooms. 'She at ^he 
door and said: “Come right in, Tecumseh, was here about 
five minuses ago and told me you wereeomlng.” ...... •

I remained In Cleveland several years. One night! was 
asleep, lying with my face to the wall, I was awakened 
by the jerking of my bed covering. I turned to ,see what 
It meant, and there I saw. two stalwart Indians standing 
by my' bedside looking at me and laughing. On. another 
occasion I was awakened arid saw' in a row on one sitie. of 
the room five figures from the waist up, of different ..na
tionalities“—Indian, Oriental and Caucasian. They said 
nothing and soon fade«!f away. , . . . ,

manifestation which led to a radical change in my life and 
grand results. My health falling in Cleveland, by spirit 
direction I went to Central Kansas. Business there not 
proving satisfactory, I disposed of it, but remained there 
several .weeks undecided as to resuming business at that 
place or go elsewhere. One evening after having pon
dered long ad to the future without result, I retired to my 
bed, still thinking 4s to what would be the best course for 
me to pursue, when Suddenly a spirit materialised by the 
side of my bed. He looked at me intently for a moment, 
and then floated over the bed to the opposite side, again 
looked at pie a moment, and then- with his right arm mo
tioned three times toward the East, and then disappeared.

While this spirit was manifesting another spirit ap
peared in a brilliant light from hpad to waist downward 
from the ceiling. • •

.In less than an hour the first spirit again appeared and 
ELEVEN
again motioned toward’ the east. I then knew my spirit 

■‘friends had decided it was best for me to go elsewhere. 1 
immediately closed up the business matters remaining to 
be settled, and'went-to Kansas:Clty wherej was guided, 
to my cousin Justin Hulburd, and for twenty-five years we 
were cblse companions, never being separated until No
vember last, when he left his physical body and went to 
.dWi with loved ones who had gone before.
” After I had been in Kansas City about three years, by di
rection of Cousin Justin's guided we removed to Southern 
California.' In time they informed us . why we were 
brought here and the work we were to do. .

What I have given you is a few of the scores of spirit 
manifestations I have received, but I musfetop as this ar-
tide is already too long.,

Los Angeles, Cal, . _■ : • ■

E. W. HULBURD.

Indian, and felt that I actually was an 
Indian. I could no more stop or con
trol that rude dancing than I could for 
the time being stop or control the Bun. 
These conditions and influences over
shadowed • me fot a dozen, years and 
longer. At times I would « be par
tially dazed.- Others,, visible and in
visible, would call out of me what was 
in them. I heard at times music from 
out 6f the silence. I would go 
straight by the place I started for, into 
the woods, quite likely. Trees, rivers 
and mountains were my delight, dur
ing these years,'dreamy as they now 
seem, I planned things’that I did not 
plan, did things that I,did not do, Baid 
things that I did not say, thought 
things that I did not think. There 
were sometimes two of us; at other 
times I was conscious of several of 
us; and while I remained a strict unit 
of individuality, others had their say, 
measurably, at least, through my sen
sitized organization. Is there a 
greater mystery than’man?

True, there are those, who will ex
claim, “Well, lam responsible for ev
ery word I ever spoke, dream that I 
ever dreamed) or every thought that I 
ever expressed. -Heredity; envlron- 
nieht, invisible influences never had 
anything to .do with, me,” Possibly— 
and yet possibly-rrif they had had 
something to do with you, you might 
have been more charitable, and not 
so pitiably ignorant as you evidently 
are of psychology, phrenology, sarcogr 
nomy, astrology, physiognomy, and 
the subtile,’ occult, unseen forces 
which environ and, affect us, 'in a 
measure, every moment.,of our lives. 
Nevertheless, there were “giants” of 
old, we are told, and, so self-contained, 
the-self-righteous, the braggadocios of 
to-day, have’ the 'inflllenable right to 
screaminglyextol themselves. The 
race of Pharisees is far from being ex
tinct; and using the words of Heine, 
“a cad’s gibberish of self-virtue 1b not 
edifying.” - ; . .
Our Message-Bearers of Demonstra- 

tlon. .; —
While richly .enjoying - ennobling, 

loving, messages:from the uplands of 
the heavens, I have not a particle of. 
interest in physical. phenomena as a 
mere end; but as a means, In this ma
terialistic age of scheme and graft, 
policy and pelf and doubt, these dem
onstrations—thunder and lightning 
demonstrations—are Indispensable to 
startle and convince; and all honor be 
to those celestial gods-.who aid in their 
production. . .

• And consider it—remember it, O 
Spiritualists; these sensitive' message^ 
bearers require the most pure, pleas
ant and harmonious ■ ■■surroundings. 
The ancient Egyptians arid the -more 
cultivated Greeks understood- this, 
hence their watchfulness,,4nd tender 
care manifested towards'their adepts 
and vestal virgins. “Touch not mine

. anointed,”, exclaimed ;ihp. old prophet,, 
standjng upon the mountain-top of ec
static Inspiration. . . . "

Dr. Kane,/wintering in the extreme 
polar rsgtong, discovered that the 
breath and electric emanations from

Jiis body'would cause plight fluctua
tions .in his thermometer. The ordi
nary. surveyor need' not be informed 
that .irom.and. steel in his pockets may 
affect his 'needle.' ' The skilled me
chanic hee’d-npi he told that his ma-.
-Jiinery runs-the smoothest after dark, 

•’ea captains, know that a heavy foot
fall, .or a quick,-JatTing motion, Causes- 
slight inasBetjc’ oscillations of the 
compass;' how much more care then 
should iwe: employ when dealing with 
phenomena involving vibrations, 
thought force, recondite laws of mo
tion, Ihe.'finer occult forces and the 
radiatiofiS'felhtirig to oqcult phenom
ena? Interinediary sensitives are in- 
nitely more sensitive than Dr. Kane’s 
unthinking, thermometers. All sensa, 
tions in their last analysis are spirit 
sensations. 'Would that I had the elo
quence of Demosthenes, and the 
pointed logic of-a Bacon to enforce 
the thought. , Care, bh, tenderly care 
for and'guard your delicately-attuned 
sensitives, for '-all that you, or. I, or 
anybody knows Of a future progressive 
existence in the higher spheres has

THE BOY MEDIUM
CRITICALLY CONSIDERED.

W. W. Mann’s Candid Review of the 
Situation—He Points Out. the Con- 
ditibii of Affairs In Our Ranks in a 
Cahn, Comprehensive Manner That 
Will Appeal' th AH Spiritualists.
To the’Editor:—The words of a 

good- man, a man whose honesty of 
purpose}and convictions I truly love; 
and as I ¿eminence this article with an 
awe of respect for Dr. Peebles; more 
than fifty years ..my senior, who has 
such a wide range of experiences and 
knowledge,, it seenjs to me a difficult 
task to sound my sentiments in reply 
to his.article, without a certain-sense 
of offending him, which I would have 
all know I do not mean to do; nor do I 
mean to .contradict the Doctor...

"As. I stated in my article in No. 876 
of The Progressive Thinker, I did not 
know whether the same Brittan I al
luded. to., was the one Dr. Peebles
wrote of or not; but I had every reason 

------ «ho I to believe so. and from accounts adcome through, .the_ phenomena te vance(j s[n¿e I have no reason to think 
teachings—thetestimonies^and.the in- otherwise at this writing.
splratlons of intermediaries—spirit-at- 1 — .... .
tuned sensitives.- "Touch not mine'
anointed," said -.the prophet. ■ BUT 
FRAUDS ARE NOT ANOINTED, AND 
SHOULD BE, NEITHER ENCOUR
AGED OR TOLERATED IN THEIR
T E R R'l B L E/. HEAVEN-DEFYING 
WICKEDNESS. ' '

I cannot, do tetter in closing this 
hastily dtetatedlarticle to my stenog
rapher, than to^se the stirring'words, 
of the celebrated Dr. Gregory of Edin
burgh, Sdótlandta . *

“The. most neautlous ; philosoiher- 
has no rjg&t to reject well attested 
tacts because, he cannot see or com-.' 
pfehend tirnir’¿planation,. and cer
tainly he'flSas'titB right to charge wit
nesses witjt deed or impostrue before 
he has hl,pself,ftilly and carefully in
quired into them. If he will not, or 
cannot/ìnquire/it is only proper, that 
he simuli! lie silent; to do otherwise is 
as unjustnfl it idirratlonal.”

. ,]0 J. PEEBLES, M. D.
Battle Qjjeek^Ilch. . . ,

; LITTL^^LESSONS FROM LIFE.

Men arehlghteous, men are bad, 
According to the meal they had.
Pursuing things wejhlnk will bless,, 
We lose'th'c blessings we possess. • 
: .. ne-, ■ . . •How can lifp be.reckoned sweet : •
By himJwhose new shoes pinch, -his

■feet?■ • ■ ■ . •
"Whether the world is kind or cold . 
Depends jipqn the job'you hold.
■Tolling’s nseldss or wor.th?while 
According, to your-store of bile. ■
Thn'future’s drear, and or bright, 
■To ipatqh the, dreams, you., had last 

' nlfefit '" i * -^S.- E. Kiser.
i ’ - • -*• ’

“Discovery of a LostTrail." By Chan.
B. Newcomb. Excellent In spiritual 
suggestiveness. Cloth/ S1.6&

I He was poorly-dressed, nervous and 
illiterate.; He had no trunk, only a 
little hand-bag. He had black cur
tains In the bag which he hung up in 
the archway, also straps for strapping 
his hands; and feet. As Dr. Peebles 
says, “This boy .medium left his hand
bag lyingcarelessly about .

No w for the Show.
He -had his hands tightly strapped 

together at the grists, as tight as the 
straps co’hid possibly be drawn, and 
buckled -to' tight -bne would think It 
Impossible to release himself. He 
threw the strans over the curtains be-' 
¿forethree -could be counted.

"tie then had his feet strapped to the 
roütfd'of the chair, and his han^s 
strapped behind him to the round of 
the.6ha.lr also. Before they could get 
out arid’ count three, the straps were 
thrown over. He asked them in his 
own voice?“81ick trick,¡ain’t it?'.’

Is this being under control, and 
would any rational person believe he 
was and-that spirit power removed 
those straps, and he asking; "Sliclj 
trick, ain't It?” In the voice of the me
dium? : Not h ‘ .
The; • Mock " Seance—The “Spirit

1 .Forms," ... )
There came a young man of smooth 

face; dm what ,appeared to be- a nice 
black dress,.suit. / ■ . .
' Au. old man with white waistcoat, 

apparently? of stout build, with long 
grey beard.

Asoldlrir'with bright soldier but
tons;'«,: He showed them how he stuck 
soldier. button affairs on his coat but
tons. . . . -

, A little girl came' and sang a most 
beautiful soiig in-the voice of a little 
girl/»’ ■

Voices pt.young,and old. men and 
-women, were bea^l seemingly in dlf*- 
ferent comers; sometimes the boy me-

own voice, he said to show them lie 
was not in a trance or under any influ
ence.

Seemingly many hands protruded 
from the curtains in different parts at 
once, and many other exceptionally 
clever tricks which would take too 
much space to enumerate. ■

He had show-bills for a show, expos
ing Spiritualism and sleight-of-hand 
performance, with a blank space at the 
bottom for inserting the place of hold
ing the show. .

He went to some of the? school 
board, endeavoring to secure the 
school house for his1 show.'

To Mr. Troyer he gave his name as 
Brittan, the Boy Medium, Exposer of 
Spiritualism; home between Big Rap
ids and Paris, Mich.
" Dr. Peebles says that the unseen 
tricksters and clowns undoubtedly had 
a gay time with this country lad under 
fine hyppotlc control.

Honest Spiritualists, can anyone be
lieve this boy was influenced, controlled 
or acted upon by hypnotic suggestion, 
any more than any other person giv
ing sleight-of-hand or legerdemain 
performance; or craftily, heinously 
making believe to expose Spiritualism, 
gull the people at large, and deceive 
honest investigating Spiritualists who 
endeavor to solve the mysteries of life 
and death, thereby bringing the whole 
beautiful philosophy of Spiritualistic 
belief into general disrepute and ig
nominy,

■The sapdard dollar is accepted by 
people of honesty and integrity, but 
the counterfeiter is hunted down and 
rigidly dealt with when caught.
: IF WE CANNOT HAVE MEDIUMS 
OF HONESTY AND INTEGRITY, 
LET’S NOT COUNTENANCE ANY, 
IF WE HAVE ANY, LET- ALL HON
EST PEOPLE INSIST THAT THEY 
BE OF THAT SORT, '

What About Conditions?
' What about conditions and their ef

fect on the boy mediums? .
- Good’ thoughts and harmony, good 

spirits; bad thoughts and skeptical in
fluences, bad spooks; no thoughts, no 
spooks.

The Troyers had no thoughts of 
spirits, they were witnessing a sleight- 
of-hand performancè.

Then did the spirits come without 
thoughts, harmony or conditions?

If bo, it is reasonable to suppose 
that sppoks would bob up just wher
ever this medium happened to Bit 
down for a minute or two; thus it 
might become no unusual Bight to 
witness people jumping from windows 
of moving cars, third-story windows or 
running up alleys and side streets. In 
a ihad effort to get away from unsolic
ited spirit appearances.

I heartily agree with the Doctor 
that Spiritualism was never exposed, 
and never will be; it is a mighty, 
grand and triumphant truth, of which 
the world 1b learning more and more 
every day.

It is the strongest link in the chain 
of destiny, our strongest bulwark, on 
which is centered all the hopes of men 

■ who have hope.
What Intelligent, honest people 

want, IS HONESTY AND PURITY-. 
WE DON’T WANT OUR COFFEE 
SUGARED WITH HALF SUGAR AND 
HALF SALT, J UST BECAUSE THEY 
ARE THE SAME COLOR.

We don’t want mediums who are 
tricksters, or spirits who are deceiving 
and cajoling the honesty and integrity 
of investigators.

WE DON'T WANT RANK DECEP
TION PART OF THE TIME, AND 
GENUINE PHENOMENA THE OTH
ER PART, FROM THE SAME MEDI
UM. . ....... . -„.,-• , .

' ' ‘ We dori’t want anything In common 
with either mediums or spirits of this 
order, only<hat wo may teach them 
better and lift them to a higher and 
purer state of life.

The half-silver and half-lead dollar 
•Is worth no more for general purposes 
than the all lead dollar. Until it is 
smelted you will be unable to ascer
tain the proportions of either, and 
each part is .useloss until it is separ
ated; then each may be used for their 
respective purposes in the arts. 1

I readily agree that a man who de
ceives you once, may not always de
ceive you, but every one knows that 
ne will stand a lot of watching.

■ Dr. Peebles thinks much talking and 
much writing of exposures' have be
come a kind of spirit exposing mania, 
a passing by of the good to find the 
bad.

I CANNOT THINK THAT PER
SISTENCY IN CLEANING HOUSE, 
WILL MAKE IT LOOK MORE 
SHABBY; ON THE CONTRARY IT 
WILL TIDY THINGS UP A BIT, 
AND IF ANYTHING MAKE THEM 
LAST THE LONGER.

The Self-Confessed Medium.
A medium who admits he practices 

deception, should not object to placing 
himself beyond the ’powee-ot being 
Impelled to do things himself, as a me
dium between the spirits of the other 
side and the materialists of this life.

I do not think any one cares for 
personation, or to watch the antics of 
a medium PÌIANCING AROUND IN 
ARTIFICIAL TOGGERY, patting 
them on the head, and making long- 
pausing reaches for some one to recog
nize him AS THEIR DEAR DEPART
ED FRIEND OR RELATIVE.

I believe there is a place in the 
hearts of the people for the honest 
medium, and he would be well taken 
care of and generously remunerated 
for his time, even if it were necessary 
for him~to devote the whole of his 
time to developing, and if he could 
only have one genuine, bona fide, hon
est spirit materialization in an even
ing, in a week or even a month, great 
good would be accomplished.

- The time spent by such a medium as 
can develop to give us phenomena un
der pleasant and comfortable sur
roundings, yet impregnable to trick
sters and their accomplices in this life, 
and thereby gain the absolute confi- 
denceZot the sitters, would be a long 
stridè in getting harmonious condi
tions which, according to the laws we 
are taught, are productive of the best 
and holl^t results. ’ • - '

I say such a medium will be well 
provided and cared for; but we don’t 
want any of those fellows who sit with 
their feet in flour, their feet being cov
ered with a thin sock, which is quickly 
slipped off; or the innoepnt mosquito 
bar, which‘is released from its'hang
ing at-the first strains of “Nearer, My 
God, to Thee,” releasing its occupant 
whom the committee- left with his 
hands full of oat meal, which he read- 
itly slips into his pockets; nor do we 
want the great medium who sits out
side of the cabinet, while an • accom
plice docs tho work, having entered
the cabinet while the light had been 
carelessly ■ turned low, or by a. very' 
careless procedure, extinguished, ? •

! think it a good plan to abandon 
the straps. also, so there would be ho 
wiggling, out of the seemingly,tightly 
buckled straps. . ; > • . _ '

If Dr. Peebles will re-read, the para
graph, he will find the flox which he 
thinks would ■ be uncomfortable and 
not attractive to a sensitive, or invit- 
ihg to angelic, presences, .was suggest
ed by thp boy medium, himself;, it -ap-' 
peared.to me as the .real .thing, and I 
must confess I . should never have 
thought of It myself; however I think 
it Is the best test ever offered.

I WOULD SUGGEST THAT EACH

COMMUNITY OF INVESTIGATORS 
APPOINT A COMMITTEE TO WAIT 
UPON A CABINET MAKER AND 
HAVE SUCH A BOX CONSTRUCTED 
IN A WAY THAT WILL BE SUG
GESTIVE OF COMFORT AND AT
TRACTIVENESS. _

In conclusion, allow mo to say ^ov^ 
easy, how simple, and how fair it 
would have been for the venerable Dr. 
Peebles (aud the other venerables 
present, for whom I have the most 
profound respect). to have taken a 
firm hold of the bottom of the “mate
rialized" dress of the boy medium, aa< 
he (the supposed spirit) dematerial
ized before the cabinet. Had he done 
so, how easily the manifestations 
could have been proved to be either1 
genuine or fraudulent. If genuine, the 
part he had hold of would have de
materialized in his hand; if fraudu
lent, ; the "materialized" garment 
.would have remained in his possess- 
slon. It is now well known how this 
"dematerializing" trick Is performed 
before the cabinet, and the “trick,” 
when it is such, apparently equals tha 
genuine in all respects. How EASILY 
our good Doctor could have settled th« 
matter, but HE DID NOT.

Yours for truth,
. . W. W. MANN.

It will write in full sight— 
yes, in full sight and it will 
write more, yvrite better, 
write easier and keep on 
doing so longer than any 
other typewriter.

THE MONARCH TYPEWRITER CO., 
200 and 202Wabash Ave.. Chicago, HL

THE NEW LIFE,
By Leroy Border. An eminently suggestive 
work, of excellent tendencies, treating of th« 
mind's relations to the physical organism, and 
the power of thought in the upbuilding of 
health and character. Cloth, tl.

THE TEACHINGS OF JESUS
Slot Adapted to Modern Civilization, w'tb IhoTrti 
Character of Mary Magdalene. By Oco W; Brown« 
M. D, Price, lucent«. For aale al Uila cfllce.

Cultivation of Personaf Magnetism 
A treatise on Human Culture. By Leroy Ber
ner, anthropologist and author. A very fluff. 
<test.!ve and Instructive book. Price 81.00.

ft Liw Detail» FTz,»“‘
By W. J. COLVILLE. A series of twelve lec
tures, Intended as simple, practical expositions 
of the Ten Commandments In the spiritual as
pect. Price. 50 cents..

WORLD MAKINO
and Death ot Worlds, by Samuel Phelps Leland 
Ph. D.. LL. D., Emeritus Professor of Astrono
my end lecturer on science tn Charles City Col
lege. A Work of Intense Interest, by a scien
tist and profound thinker. Cloth, price, 76 eta.

THE
BIBLE.

;

New and

Revised

: Edition.

Authenticity, Credibility, 
Morality.

JOHN E. REMSBURG’S ¿REAT WORK
Ingersoll’s desire that somebody 

should at last tell the whole truth about 
the Bible has been brilliantly fulfilled, < 
No Freethinker worthy of the name cad 
afford to pass over Remsburg’s book in 
silence. Like Thomas Paine's "Age of 
Reason,” may it, let us hope, find ad
mirers and translators in other lan
guages. And again, like Paine’s book; 
may this brilliant work bring to-its au
thor the praise ot posterity.—Der.Frel» 
denker (Milwaukee). '

This great work on the Bible by Mr. 
Remsburg is most'valuable—it is an en- 
cydopedia of information in regard to 
the Bible, and surpasses In importance 
all other works of the kind now pub
lished. It is up-to-date in every parti» , 
ular. Price, J1.25.

STANDARD BOOKS,
Cloth Binding, VOc. Each.

The following books by well known 
and popular writers, we have selected 
with the thought that they will bo of in
terest to our readers. They are printed 
on fide paper; perfectly clear, readabi» 
type; cloth binding. Good home library 
edition: 4

Heroes «nd Hero Worship, and the 
Heroic in History. The Hero as Divin
ity. Ths Hero as Prophet. The Hero 
as Poet The Hero as Priest The 
Hero as King. By Thomas Carlyle. 85Q 
pages..

Past and Present By Thomas Car
lyle'. '

Data of Ethics, By Herbert Spencer.
Fairyland of Science. By Arabella B.

Buckley. This book is written in such 
a pleasing manner that young as well 
as old can understand It Illustrated, 
gilt top.

Origin of Species. By Charles Dar
win. .

Descent of Man. By Charles Darwin. ■ 
These two books by Mr. Darwin, should. 
be in every home. . - *

Karma. A Novel. By A. P. filnnetL'
A Romance of Two Worlds. By- Ma» ■ 

rie CoreUi. A most wonderful occult * 
story. ■'.

Zanonl. By ’Bulwer Lytton. A rix 
mance by that most wonderful and mys« 
tic writer, after a long residence in th« 
East and an exhaustive study of occult 
lore. . • -

Any one of the above valuable books 
can be obtained for 60 cents, a mlraclf - 
of cheapness. •■■

"THE DREAM CHILD,"
A Fascinating Romance of Two Worlds. By 

' Florence Huntley. Price, cloth, 76 cents. Books 
like “The Dream Child'' spur humanity on,to 
make mon and more demands of. this nature, 
and W1U open up new heights and depths or. 
spiritual knowledge.—Ella Wheeler Wilcox. 
Will, I believe, take - Its place beside Bulwer1» 
''Zanonl” and the "Seraphlta” of Balzac.—Dally ' 
Capital, Topeka. Kansas. Although simple ana 
unvarnished with any Inflammable ffescrip- 

' tlbns, enthralls, tho mind to the excluslen of 
other thoughts, untU reluctantly the reader 
closes tho last page.—Minneapolis Sunday
Times. «

The MyM w Great Moe.
By Jomes N. McCann. A complets and era> 

waalmlaB sf tha Blblo story CffâaDsiusirprtcaiScsata. - v
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CHRISTIANITY AS NOW TAUGHT.

One of the Strangest Incidents ¡Í Connection with Occultism.

Lita j of SjiriM Literal w.

ora Match Boi A College President Describes It as “u 
Fabric of Priestly and I’ro-

I . fossorial Lies.” I

The alumni of the Union Theolog
ical Seminary held a banquet in this 
city-the other night, attended by more 
than two hundred ministers. The prin
cipal after-dinner speaker was Dr.

A Problem Before You.

Mystery surrounding an extraordinary experience of - a । telling me something that w 
prominent Boston lawyer leads to the conjecture that our * r - r,f

. It Is submltcd to ealm, thoughtful 
Spiritualists everywhere.

Where is the ETHICAL .FOUNDA
TION of our Cause? Has it GONE TO 
BOQST, or is it a palpable . LIVING 

. ENTITY ill the heart of our great 
Truth?

When a medium has been exposed 
repeatedly, and the TOGGERY SHE 
UTILIZES is captured again-.and 
again, she PREYING upon the holiest 
emotions of a human being, what 
KIND OF ETHICS is it that will ex- 

y' pioit her before a disgusted world?
' Has Spiritualism arrived at that 

point in its career when it is ready to 
bury the SUBLIME ETHICS of lofty

miuds, and put before .the world as 
leaders in physical manifestations 
those who have peen repeatedly 
caught most cruelly DECEIVING THE 
Gullible public.

Only a short time ago a whole circle 
of thoroughly educated Germans in 
this city caught the materializing me
dium, Mrs. Bliss, with a WIG ON, and 
other ARTIFICIAL TOGGERY, repre
senting herself as the spirit mother of 
one present, thus imposing upon the 
holiest affections of human nature. 
She goes/to Onset this season where 
she is received with open arms. What 
kind of ethics is that? What kind of 
a lesson is this to place before the 
world?

< PUBLICATIONSOB’ 
Hudson Tuttle.

Letter From a Prominent Spiritualist, falls a victim. He is not a suspclous 
To the Editor:—Mr. Will C. Hodge ( man, like some of her carping critics; 

of San Diego, has not Joined tiie ke .wants no test conditions from poor, 
fakers; ho has just BEEN FOOLED, honest Elsie; consequently, wonderful
BY ONE OF THEM! The letter that I manifestations take place. And Mr 
lately appeared in the Light of Truth, Hodge Is thoroughly convinced that 

. eulogizing Elsie Reynolds as .a medi-. materialization is a fact; a poor slan- 
um, and painting her so bright as to 1 <’«*»><’ u..» L .
make her unrecognizable by those 
who know her best, wits written by 
Mr. Hodge.

Elsie is not dead to the public; she 
will live in spite of the damaging evi
dence of her guilt; in spite of the 
"Anti-Fakers”; and- in spite of the 
HONEST DISGUST ENTERTAINED 
TOWARD HER BY EVERY SENSI
BLE SPIRITUALIST. ;

It is safe to say, that Mr. Hodge's 
letter would not be accepted by any 
paper hi the United States except the 
Light of Truth. This paper, being 
the official organ of. the "fakers,’’ wel
comes such letters.-. EVERY CHEAT 
THAT HAS LEARNED ENOUGH TO 
DECEIVE AND IMPOSE UPON THE 
CONFIDENCE OF PEOPLE CAN 
HAVE HIS "PHIZ” AND HIS BOGUS 
WARES ADVERTISED IN ITS COL
UMNS. IN LOOKING THROUGH 
THE ADVERTISING PAGES OF 
THIS PAPER, ONE IS IRRESIST
IBLY REMINDED OF THE 
"ROGUES’ GALLERY,”

The alleged evidence of spirit inter
course, received through Elsie by Mr. 
Hodge, and foisted on the unfortunate 

. readers of Light of Truth, we presume 
.will deceive no one. Such ' evidence 
we have already in abundance; the lit
erature of Spiritualism is full of it; 
but according to the light we now 
possess upon the subject of materiali
zation, it hag no value. The re
sources of the BOGUS MEDIUM ARE 
NOW SO MANY, and the DECEP
TIONS PRACTICED BY THEM SO 
VARIED, THAT ONLY THOSE ARE 
SAFE TO FORM CORRECT OPIN
IONS OF WHAT IS TRICKERY,-AND 
WHAT IS SPIRIT PHENOMENA, 
WHO ARE FITTED TO DO SO BY

! dered medium is put right; and Spirlt- 
I ualism is vindicated, and must soon 
¡.take its rightful place as one of the

TEMPERAMENT. Those who 
. this temperament are modest, 
. keep in the background; those 

have it not, appoint themselves

have 
and 
who 

lead-
ers, and generally fall easy victims to 
one or more of the many charlatans in 
our ranks who prey upon their mental 
weaknesses.

We do not want any more testimony 
from any one that cannot be verified 
under test ■ conditions. What we 
want Is the demonstration. Thls can- 
not be had., ELSIE, LEAST OF ALL, 
can give it; her miserable stunts in the 
seance room are only poor work, com- 

..parodto-some of.our-great materializ
ing mediums.

■ Mr. Hodge, in his famous epistle to 
the Light of Truth, makes this state
ment: “Giving her (Elsie)- harmoni
ous conditions, wonderful and harmo
nious iesults will be obtained in her 
seances.” . ; •
' , This statement we know to be true;, 
give Elsie a show, and she can mystify 
the very elect. -
• Mr. D. Edson Smith; of Santa Ana, 
California, is a good Spiritualist and a 
friend as well of Elsie’s. He wants' 
to give her $500 just to see one of her 
spirits, UNDER CONDITIONS PRE
CLUDING FRAUD. Elsie /oes not 
want this money; she will 'not eVen 
try to get it.

Why?
Because Mr. Smith" cannot be de

ceived by her simple trick, once his 
suspicion is aroused. • • '■

But there are others that ARE

great religions of the. world, The 
Light of Truth is Its exponent. Elsie 
is the connecting link between this 
world and the next. Mr. Hodge, un
der the direction of his big Indian 
guide, is leading a benighted people 
out of the wilderness, of error -and 
skepticism, toward the rising sun— 
Spiritualism! Something like, the 
above we expect Will appear next in 
the Light of Truth, ’ -

If Mr. Hodge should ever wake up 
again to what is going on. around him, 
we have much evidence to prove that 
Elsie dofes not depend upon so uncer
tain a thing as mediumship, for pro
ducing her materialized spirits. She 
is always well-supplied with parapher
nalia In order to-make up and perkon- 
ate any spirit that the sitter may 
want. Many persons have some of 
the toggery she has used, taken from 
her at one time or another, when 
caught dressed to impersonate a 
spirit. Mr. Hale has some of her habili
ments; so has the Times newspaper; 
there are some of them in Santa Ana; 
and several persons of this city have 
obtained odds and ends of stuff used 
by her on various occasions.

I do not cite these facts as evidence 
of Elsie’s dupes, They have no use 

I for evidence, unless it coincides with 
their formed ■ opinion. They have 
joined that fanatical class which is a 
dead weight to every reform move
ment; and they can be reached neither 
by evidence nor by reason.

“Thank the Lord!" for pumping a 
little common sense into.some of our 
benighted leaders; they need it most 
at this time, when half-witted old wo
men and half-grown boys are parad
ing, wolves in sheep’s clothing, seek
ing whomsoever they can, to deceive, 

In conclusion, .in order to illustrate 
the true character of the paper Mr. 
Hodge selects as his organ, we would 
call his attention to the following ex
tract from the Light of Truth, written 
by its editor, Willard J. Hull, as fol
lows:

I “LET IT BE REMEMBERED THAT 
I SPIRITUALISTS AS THEY GO, DO 
NOT SUPPORT MEDIUMS. IF ME
DIUMS HAD TO DEPEND UPON THE 
-TENDER.MERCIES OF THE AVER-' 
AGE SPIRITIST AND TEST-HUNT
ER,'THEY WOULD STARVE'TO' 
DEATH. MEDIUMS ARE SUPPORT
ED AND PATRONIZED LARGELY 
BY CHRISTIAN AND INFIDEL 
ALIKE, OUTSIDE THE RANKS _ OF 
THE WARRING, SNIVELING -FAC
TIONS THAT NOW . MAKE UP THE 
RANK AND FILE OF WHAT IS 
-LEFT- OF SPIRITUALISM.’’ -

In commenting on the above The 
Progressive Thinker says: - '

“There are no qualifications in the 
above. The charge that our ranks are 
composed of -’Warring, SNIVELING 
Factions,’stands forth prominently. 
According to the Century Dictionary, 
’Snivel’ means as follows:

* “Mucus running from the nose;> 
SNOT. Figuratively, in contempt, 
weak, forced or pretended weeping; 
hypocritical expressions of sorrow or 
.repentance in a nasal tone; hypocrisy, 
'cant»’" ■

EASY MARKS, with large swallowing I 
capacities, that are fitted by tempera-' rank; 
ment for swallowing; and Mr. Hodge I I -

Thus Spiritualists generally are la
beled as “snot” by the Light of Truth, 
rank; P. A. JENSEN.

Los Angeles, Cal.

A PhefljMal Boy.
He Is Only Five Years of Age, Yet Is C.”. contained therein mennt , , 

Able to Translate Latin and Reads i them in a way that nrnv^s ?xP~‘ned
in Church He Being Able to Do This 

, us He Has an Extraordinary Large
Amount of Gray Matter in His 

• Brain.
At the ag^ of five, Samuel Laird, of 

Springfield, Ill., reads the newspapers 
for his own amusement, reads the 
Bible aloud in church, devours Lyt
ton’s novels and translates-Latin with 

. ease. ‘
. This uncanny infant prodigy has 

• never yet been to school, and his pa
rents are puzzled to know what to do 

• with him, for he would be utterly' out 
of place in the_kindergarten or even 
the first reader class, and they do not 
want him to begin study in the com
pany of lads so much older than him
self as those who are his peers in 
learning.

Samuel is the child of Orley E. 
Laird, of’No. 929 North Third street,' 
Springfield, Ill. He was.five years old 
last June. He told the World corre
spondent that he could nut remember 
the'time when he could not read. His 
mother said he learned his letters be
fore he was two years old. His'! 
grandmother, Mrs. Samuel Laird, has । 
been his teacher, and she and all the 
members of his family have from the 
beginning been astonished at the ra
pidity with which he learned .and the 
tenacity with which his mind held 
west he was taught. .

When three years old he amazed his 
grandfather, the Rev. A,- A. Mlles, 
Whom the child was visiting at his 
home In Kentucky. A man threw ah 
advertising bill over the fence, the 
grandfather picked it up and jokingly 
told Samuel he would buy him any- 

. tning mentioned on it if he could read 
It. The boy rend it over and said:

“I.,will takeM bunch of bananas,” 
pointing out the paragraph in which 
•his fruit was advertised. "
. -To test the child’s knowledge, and, 
nore especially, his understanding, 
Ihe World correspondent—opened -a 
magazine at random handed-it“o Sam
uel and -asked -him« Xo:« read...- ;it 
Chanced that the- page'at-»which .the 
.magazine opened eoaUHiediai,T»rtleie 
-on the making of.glass.In Egyptinap-

__ _ »..u.u weauL explained __ _  in a way that proved he .‘thor
oughly understood.

He chattend with Intelligence about 
the history and geography . of the 
United States, and translated some 
bits of Latin' that would have puzzled 
many a high school boy.'

The Lairds attend' the Methodist 
church, and. little Samuel goes to Sum 
day school. He recites bo well that 
h.ls services are in great demand at 
church entertainments. He reads so 
well that the pastor sometimes has 
him read the lessons In church. “ . 
lad faces the large audience gravely land .without excitement, -and never 
stumbles over the most difficult:names, 
such as Maher-shalal-bash-baz, Jegar- 
sahadutha or ‘ Beth-diblathaim, ' but 
pronounces them distinctly and cor- •rectly.-

His parents have of late become a 
little worried over.,his precocity, fear
ing he, would overtax hfs small' brain 
or injure his eyesight by ''such con
stant study.. They have? therefore, । 
tried to restrain him, but they find it 1 
difficult. During the ' war- ■ between i 
Russia and Japan he was so interested 
in thè progress of the conflict that he I read the newspapers regularly and fol- | 

i lowed the war with surprising Intélli- | 
I gence, seeming to take a delight in the 
jaw-twisting names of the towns 
where the fight was raging, and in the I 
bronchial spasms that served the 'Rus
sian generals as names.

His parents have decided'that they 
do not want Samuel to be classed-as I 
an Infant phenomenon and have deter- I 
mined to put a curb on his learning, I 
but he seems to have taken thè bit in 1 
his teeth and to Se running away.— I 
New York .World. 1

The

“How to Train Children and Pa
rents.’’ Mrs. Elizabeth' Towne takes 
the position that; In many cases it is the 
parents that need the training more 
than the children, and advises parents 
to look to«themselves. Twenty-five 
cents could not be better spent than In 
buying this-little book. Anyone that 
has ,the-care'of children should read IL 
Price 25 . cehts. ■■
'-“Handy , Electrical Dictionary."''A 

. .........practical' handbook'of reference; con-
dent davs The child read-with ease, 'talnlng defluiUons'of-every used, elec
end when asked what , the letters "B. trical term or phrase. Price 25cts, ■

The child read-with ease j

dearest friends after their death strive to assist us in our 
hopes and relieve our distress.
' By the seeming intervention since his death of the late 
Dr. Swan Moses Burnett, of Washington, D, C., who was 
the first husband of Frances Hodgson Burnett and father 
of the original "Little Lord Fauntleroy/” a keepsake lost 
by Mr. Edgar O. Achorn, a Boston attorney, has been re
turned to him.

The doctor and the lawyer were lifelong friends and 
cherished an unusual comradeship, broken only by the doc
tor’s death last January. Shortly before Dr. Burnett died 
Mr. Achorn lost in Asheville, N. C., a silver matchbox, a
gift from Dr. Burnett. Dr. Burnett died with knowledge 
of his friend’s loss, a fact which may have significance in 
what followed- To Mr. Achorn the loss of the souvenir 
was much intensified by the loss of the giver. He had 
been mystified by its restoration for ft was handed to him 
without explanation by a stranger believed to be a Hin
doo, .while he sat by the Nile’s bank contemplating . the 
ruins of Karnak, in thé ancient capital of Egypt.

That Mr. Achorn’s experience will be of wide interest 
mpy be assumed from the various prominent affiliations 
of both men.

Dr. Burnett, aside from being of world-wide promi
nence in his profession, was thoroughly conversant and 
had read much in Eastern religions, having taken a deep 
interest in such subjects from a philosophical standpoint, 
and to his intimates hé had proclaimed himself a Bud
dhist.

Their Friendship Great.
With Dr. BUrnett Mr. Achorn shared an Interest in aes

thetic study and culture. Thoroughly cosmopolitan, the 
Boston lawyer has spent much time In research into Scan
dinavian folklore} has given to the literary world an Inti
mate study of Ibsen and has delivered ma^y commemora
tive addresses [n various cities

Kindred tastes and sympathies had welded a friendship- 
between the doctor and the lawyer surpassing ordinary 
comradeship. Over a period of fifteen to twenty years this 
friendship had mellowed. Among the most charming con
templations of the memory of his friend of .whose purity 
and sweetness of character he speaks with reverence, Mr.. 
Achorn had told friends of his pleasure derived ffbm the. 
many discussions he add Dr. Burnett used to prolong in 
the doctor's library at, Washington.

Inasmuch as Dr.'Burnett had. discussed such questions 
with his friend while living, It inky be assumed that to this 
friend he would seek'to expresshimself-linfter the death 
of his body his soul found means ot communication.

In this connection the unusual Incident of the silver । 
matchbox may be held to have psychic significance.

Of Mr. Achorn’s distress at loslngthe matchbox the- sQul 
of Dr. Burnett had-learned during its: earthly cycle. If 
his sou] persisted after physical death; as Dr. ' Burnett 
while living .was convinced that It would, by means ot 
what physical agencies could It demonstrate its continued 
existence?. What topic of concern to'.each friend would 
by presentation to the living friend reveal that the absent 
one still exercised concern for him?

There was' a lost matchbox, the whereabouts of which 
Mr. Achorn could not solve. Perhaps to human souls in a 
higher cycle of life there is omniscience surpassing the 
narrow limits of human eyes and human minds.* -: -

Dr. Burnett gave the matchbox to Mr. Achorn to be a 
constant daily reminder of their friendship, and, since the 
lawyer is very fond of smoking,-no more-appropriate ar- 

RlclA '-could have- been ¿hosen.,; For reevera].--yep^s -many; 
times a day Mr. Achorn-would use the matchbox, never,
perhaps, without thinking ,of the giver.

■ On December 20 last Mr. Achorn left Boston-to attend 
a Christmas-house party at the co.untry home of. a friend 
four miles out from-Asheville. • •; The .morning, after 
Christmas he recalls having taken a stroll In the woods 
With, a friend and he knows that ¿t. that time he-usèdthe 
matchbox to light a cigarette. Hip chagrin at missing t.he 
treasured souvenir .the next time-he had occasion to use it 
made Its distinct- impression; Hè immediately searched 
his clothes without success. x On the journey back to Bos
ton Mr. Achorn stopped at Washington,, on-December 29, 
to visit with the doctor and he was pained to relate that he 
had lost, the much valued gift.

On December 31 the two friends parted, little .knowing 
J.hat they then looked into one another’s eyes, for the last | 
time.. .' /

Soon after Mr. Achorn’s arrival in Boston he received 
the distressing news that his dear friend' was dead.

The lawyer sailed from New York last February 8, for 
a Mediterranean cruise on the steamer Arabic. In the- 
party was none other .who had been of the-house party at 
Asheville when the matchbox was lost. Of the guests at 
the house*-party were persons from Detroit, Chicago and 
Toledo, but they had/ returned' immediately to their re
spective homes. They knew hówever, of Mr. Achorn’s loss 
and of his exceeding anxjety to recover his souvenir,

That any of them might havp been .implicated In myste
riously. returning the matchbóx has been eliminated /by 
careful investigation, but especially because none of them 
would have made practical joke of the matter of friendship 
—sacred friendship. Had any of the Christmas, coterie 
learned of the finding of the matchbox in1 „the Ashville
woods he would have/lost no time in notifying the dis
tressed loSer. ; - ¿ /

A conjecture that Mr. Achorn did not lose the matchbox' 
but misplaced It and himself carried it to Egypt in some 
one of his pockets Is absolutely/impossible, apd indeed 
highly improbable. He carried the matchbox habitually 
In.tie right .side pocket of his’ tréusers, with keys, and 
small change. This mode of carrying these articles Was a, 
personal eccentricity, any deviation from which.would’ 
have immediately attracted his notice. , Every suit had 
been minutely searched at least twenty 'times. There 
were ho holes in any of the pockets and even the suit lin
ings were carefully hunted. The winter gray suit which' 
Mr.'Achorn wore on the morning When he lost' the match- 
box was worn up to Hie time, of sailing. Mr, Achorn also 
knows How many times he anxiously and curiously emptied 
the pockets of this suit. Wheh he sailed he packed this: 
suit In a trunk and wore a lighter .weight blue serge suit, 

-which had not been at Asheville, bpt wMchhad hung in à 
closet at home since the preceding October. Of other wear
ing apparel which had been used at Asheville and which 
was taken oh the icfulse abroad were a dark overcoat and 
an evening dresssuitjqarrled in a leather suit case. These 
garments had all been repeatedly, and carefully searched; 
The-evening suit had been worn on the cruise nearly-ev
ery evening at dinner through all the tour of Spain, Al
giers, Madiera, Greece,. Turkey And Palestine. In it the 
matchbox could have escaped notice. The overcoat Was 
also as carefully scrutinized during thè voyage and it was 
not at Luxor, where the matchbox was recovered. ’. ‘

During the trip up the -Nile the overcoat .was left'in the 
steamer, 450 njiles. away. Mr. Abhom wore the blue 
serge suit and is positively convinced thpi. he did not car
ry the matchbox about him. ,

The Prophecy. '
Of .what was about-to happen otlier Americans then trav

eling in Egypt are able to contribute Interesting side
lights on.fhe mysterious transaction. Says Mr. John H. 
Stevens of Newark, N. J.: - . - , >.•-

“Three days before Mr. Achcrn’s arrival r also- had 
stopped at Luxor,and while there was accosted by ~h 
Hindoo, who insisted In a pleasantly courteous mannerair

William DeWitt Hyde, president of 
Bowdoin College, who tallied on "The 
College and the Seminary.” His ad-

,. „ mat was about to happen. I confess that4 was so Impressed by his confident claim of «m“ th/uLofrv
myaHc; power and the soft, spiritual gleam in his hand- ^thw churctos wMch makes hypo- 
some.eyea^that I shrank from venturing into the realm of criteB and Mars of the men in the pul- 
the future." “ pit. Dr. Hyde said in part:
... What charming scene it was in the ancient capital of “The religious world stands to- 
Egypt, w.here Mr, Achorn received his souvenir! Those of ^IfX^bu^'has6 hitherto been 
théiJWesl«i!n world who have not been there can little im- eva^eji bridged or concealed. On one 
aglne orjlittle grasp the Impression of romance and mys- side servile repetition, on the other 
ticism. free invention; on one side imitation

After dinner Mr. Achorn was sitting in the magnificent uVÎivîng1 sp^
hotel gardens of Luxor enjoying with friends thé coming on0 BWe COnBtrjjined assent to doubt- 
of night over the historic ruins In the desert. ful ideas, on the other joyous re-

Suddeniy the attention of the garden .group was at sponse to compelling Ideals; on- the 
| traded to an approaching Oriental, differentiated from the “n oth-
, Ekyptian hote) attendants by a long robe and a turban. e' orJgInai righteousness appreciated 
I As he neared the group the man, who was taken to be a hy the pure in heart; on the one side 
Hindoo, centered his gaze upon Mr. Achorn, and approach- passive hope of a better world here- 

' « v»y —. Mt tend. « M M « i- -yS£S Kfi SJ 
claring In a low voice: "The College of Tradition has à

. "This Is your matchbox.” I - -
• ---------------- z~— fixed curriculum composed mainly ofTaken so completely unawares, the amazed American dead languages and changeless math- 

: curiously clutched the matchbox from the stranger’s ematica. On top of it is placed a 
I hand.; .He tprned muttering Inarticulate words of sur- course of Christianity, aiming to prove 

prise, to say, “Where did you. get’’- But the Hindoo had who^r^aX found ouS it. and 
■ departed. He had vanished quite as quickly as he had ap- to confirm the atudeht in the childish 
1 peared to the group. .. ' views of religion he brought .with him
I It was no apparition, for others in the garden had seen „.„.m
- tha stranger. Being absorbed in thé surpirse of the Ienows in such an institution plunge 
• matchbox, however, and interested In the profound effect into dissipation. What else is there 

thejneident had made upon the Boston lawyer, none had genuine and interesting for them to 
noted: the stranger’s departure. Who he was or whence d0? While the strong and vigorous 
"• r ">"»"«» sax? st

Mr. Achorn immediately pronounced thé matchbox to be who meekly swallow the predigested 
the one he had lost in Asheville the preceding Christmas intellectual food offered them and, for 
week> Its pattern of half turned leaves growing from a sake of Its sugar coating of prizes 
double scroll was readily recognized, as were Its-details of and scholarships, profess o e . 
daisies and leafy vines. Friends with the lawyer were Tlle Eeeblest Chosen to Preach,
doubtful of the Identification, but the owner showed them “Out of the most feeble in this weak

■ . den,a, ,,d. »M«» h. n.d ««d. » ««Men, b, .Mb-
Ing it with a rifle during a hunting trip In Mexico. done a bit of original thinking or in-

"I can further verify It” he said. "If it be mine the dependent acting in their lives.
Inside of the lid is burned black from an accidental firing "The Seminary of Tradition is tem 
of matches " fold more the child of this same docile‘ . ., unreality, v Dead languages, the dead-The recovered matchbox lid inside was fire blackened. eBt Of the dead, are the spinal column 

Can it be, now muses the lawyer as he contemplates his of the course. The student must be 
doubly valued souvenir that our dead friends preserve an taught the exact words in which the 
interest in our .worldly 'distresses and have power to per- “¿T “huXhisZTlX ™ 
form physical wonders?—New York Herald. an‘d drled narrative ot tfie precise

views and the ceremonies and institu- ’■ "i ' • . tlonsiot the particular denomination
. ^I VERY.LMPORTzlNT QUESTION, to which, in the providence of God, the i

. A . * student and the seminary happen to' 4 —— - • , belong. Dogmatics are injected by au- I
“âré Wè Going to Die Ont, Rust Out, or Melt Away Un- thorltative dictation, lest if taken by 
ta .«o.™.b. u« w «M m sasr
.That Inferior to Ours in Regard to Facts and Scien- might be regurgitated which would be 
tlfic Foundation?” Proof of dangerous heresy. Add a few“ w points about raising money for foreign
To the Editor:—I would like very much to ask the Pres- missions and home missions and home_

Mèàt and'Secretary of the N. S. A. to tell us what are the Œnè hasten carted o™™ 
SIGNS OF THE TIMES regarding the future of organized S 4 . r r l
SplrltuaHfem. What is the best method to employ to arco

r spirwuMsm as a movement? oX^
Has it outlived Its usefulness, ana"become absorbed by Truth his contracted lungs cannot 
other and later movements? breathe the free air. His faith seems
»iyhat fs the matter with the works ef Andrew Jackson to be slipping away from him. The

6 a8?mnH Oi HUdBOn TUttle’S harmless““
and J. M. Peebles valuable contributions to scientific and Who comes, from thè side of light and 
pnilosophical Information on all the essential points of a .liberty to the seminary boilnd in dark- 

Tïû&àùlHfrian religion? Dr. Peeblès’cértàiiiiy has given ness and tradition? You cannot make
of valuable historical and com- ^but 7 fabric ofÎwid X 

parative religion that is of untold value, and surely Mr. feasorlal lies. The man who has grad- 
Davls systemized his philosophy to a more rational degree uated from a college and a seminary, 
than any before or since his time. both of the traditional type, is useless
.mutata K» u ta V».—” ta» W, to M.

clear the spiritual existence, and also to Inspire us with but that (B all. He is dead the day he 
reverence and wisdom while struggling to comprehend the graduates.
mysteries of the starry universe. His "Great Harmonial” "The world is unquestionably iong- 

' ÊnUL7h rytbM6 neoe88ary ln ln£or“n regarding the
mo m dolu worias. , «•>• • ~

STUDIES IN THE OUTLYING FIELDS 
. OF PSYCHIC SCIENCE.

This work essays to utilize and ex
plain the vast array of tacts ia tie field 
ot research by referring them to a com
mon cause, and from -him arise to the 
laws and conditions of Man’s spiritual 
being. Third edition. Prise 15 cents.

LIFE IN TWO SPHERE«-
In this story the scenes ana laid on 

earth, and in tho spirit world, present
ing the spiritual philosophy end the 
real life ot spiritual beings. All ques
tions which arise on that subject are 
auswered. ' Price, 50 cents. - 
HERESY, OR LED TO THE LIGHT.

A thrilling psychological story ot 
evangelization and free thought 11 is 
to Protestantism what "The Beereta of 
the Convent" Is to Catholicism. Priest 
80 cents.
ANGELL PRIZE CONTEST RECITA* 

TION8,
For humane, education, with plan ol 

tka Angell Prize Oratorical Contests. 
By Emma Rood Tuttle. Price, 25 cent*

All books sent postpaid. Address 
HUDSON TUTTLE, Publisher, 

Berlin Heights, Ohio.

of matches.'

of

.... - loitering about a yard in which aAll the Mental Science,” “Science of Being,” “Chris- .watchdog, observing them, Was bark- 
tlan Science” and "Philosophical 'Societies” put together furiously.
cannot produce anything valuable that is new and not in- , “ 'Let^ .fX „°?® 
eluded in the works of Andrew Jackson Davis and Hudson never^ites?’ Y
.Tgttle.- - - . “ *Yes,' said the other tramp, T
•a Suppose We apply what we have already in’ our posses- know it, and you know it, but the dog 

■^bn and profit by the contemplation of the mighty 'truths d0*^V onH T know that there 
coined in the works of, the before-mentioned writers. .are man/churches that want an hon-

,,Our.estemed co-worker, Mr. Barrett, is thoroughly com-. est and fearless minister, but ' the 
Went* to judge of beneficial portions that might be com- young men don’t know it, and the 
aíSo^ “ un,fcrm and>stem' S TW believe,«
atic religion , tor humanity. jy, that the ecclesiastical machinery is
rt.we lack, order and unanimity in our proceedings. It is tn the hands of the same sort of men 

Tmt tlme that we get down to business and prepare a plat- who held it in Jesus’s day—who will 
form that ail can and should work In harmony for a ape- neitber look the truth squarely in the 
ciflc cause, and cover our intense egotism and Individual ^“he official serviToAhe chmch- 
opinions, so.that ,we can tolerate and be endured in each es they control.”
other’s petty differences on phenomena? . . Dr. Hyde’s address was liberally

, TtarSeventh-Dáy Adventists can give us pointe upon hu- Punctuated by applause, and when lie 
manitarian methods In their church work'. They are now. XutwT1 °
having a large cainp- meeting in Oakland, which I have at- Another speaker was the Rev. Dr. 
tended, and I found them engaged in the practical bust- George William Knox, acting president 
Hess. of 'advocating the necessity-of ha^dng more trained o£ Unlon Theological Seminary, who 
nurses and skilled physicians In. their St. Helena Sanita- ^Vhen’lSwd the acting pres- 
rium, which is over-run with patients. Idency ot union,” he said, "I received

•They have medical schools and health classes, educating many letters. There was riot one of 
pupils in hygiene and everything pertaining to health and these letters which told me to Arid the 
"disease; preparatory schools fori Sunday-school workers ^Vrned’me not to ’do something 
and. teachers as well as physicians, and also training awful!’
scliools for eyarigelists and . canvassers, all under , the Brain Work Not Wanted, 
dmrcli
¿y They combine religion and business in a most practical to say that the truth that is to come 
and. systematic manner. la greater than that which, we now

they have glittered.' the loss "of their printing plant at know. There»ls no,, such thing as au-

rjáised to. rebuild. . * ■ ■? < . > , - - trouble is that the qhurch doesn’t want
b The,jAdventists, like the Christian. Scientists, sdemon- the prophet, .but .the scribe and the 

strateithe need of promoting healtíi^ánd-mentál culture to traditionalist.
enhance the value of organized religion. . " ■ "The situation of affairs .reminds
■t , __ . ’’ me of a story I saw about a doctor otoJ e6n reading, and observing of laté, the year 1905, who, called to jtreat a
^d ajgjimpressed with the neeiof more systematic Jervor patient, looked him oyer, and then 
apd zepl in our proceedings /and-governineiit. . ' ' - ' whispered:
m Suppose we do exhibit a little, religious etíeigy'arid'ex- “,’X°U ^ eot

^cis^fióme of the humanitarian gifts and hidden qualities, ^esn’XtoVme^ toteeat below the 
'pt our,^pirltual nature, It will not hurt ns a bit neck.’ '
no:Ar« we going to die out, rust out} or méít'áway under ;i“^The churches don't want ministers 
ithe glare of the light created by other movements thft are á^Pve tlie Wk." Truth
inferior to .ours in regards to facts and-scientific foüii- * _

^l iBerely trust that Mr. Barrett and Mrs. Longley, will .'SP^^sts Pic^c at U^.t, Camp, 
.¿ot glvUp the. ship, but hold until we^revived. ' - uJScampVsíugus Center
an Oakland, Cal. . . GEO. F. PERKINS. Thursday, August 23, all day. All
: e dx- - - .Spiritualists and their friends are cor-

’ /. ".. dially invited, to come and spend the
. , jlen'are tattooed with their special beliefs like so many day . with the Lynn Spiritualist^ Asso- 
Soúth Sea Islanders;' but a real human'heart with divine There will be sports ofvari-
ipveln it.,heats with.the Bame.glpw.,und.erall-the patterns XV“rom“3 tX wtaten 
of all earth’s thousand tribes.—O. W. Holmes. menta can be procured at the restau-

Mí. M, Mi Sunday"we eipeet . m
black-gown, supposed to be telling us truth, to address us association will hold a bazaar In the 
as brethren, though we should be shocked at the notion of new building, on September 12, 
any brotherhood «dating among úb out of-the' church— and,13, of. which .notice .wllLbe^iypn: 
R,„,kin . ' .later... _,A. .A. AVERILL,.,-

Llfe te not so,shojt but..that there is alyyaysitime enough 
for courtesy .^Emerson. J .. . Tq- love in to be made .up of faith 

and service.—Shakspeare. :

The Arcana of Spiritualism
A Manual ol Spiritual Science and 

Philosophy.
The readers of The Progressive 

Thinker are already acquainted with 
character ot this book. It is intended , 
by its assisting, inspiring spirit-authors 
to furnish a compendium to the student 

I of psychic laws and manifestations. It 
। has been more tlym thirty years In pre
paring and contains all that has been 
received by me through inspiration 
and research during that time on the 
subjects it treats. Few questions will , 
arise in the minds of investigators ? 
that are not answered la Its pages. 
Price, $1.25 postpaid.

Address all orders to ‘ |
HUDSON TUTTLE, ’ 

--------  \ Berlin Heights, Ohio. '

FREETHOUGHT AND 
LIBERALPAMPHLETS

Tnese pamphlets were published by 
Mr. Green in the Freethought Magazine 
and are all by eminent and able writers.^ 
The price on most of them has been re-' 
duced

Rostoo uvuiwui. Memorial Oration, 
by Robert G. Ingersoll. Price 3 cents,

Thomas Paine. By Robert O. Inger
soll. Price.3 cents.

Voltaire. An address by Prof. Emile 
Plngault. Price 3 cents.

Abraham Lincoln. His Religion. By 
Robert N. Reeves. Price 3 cents.

Burns and Whittier. Some of Their 
Likenesses and Differences. By Prof. 
Charles G. Briwn. Price 5 cents.

Religion in the Republic. By 
M. A. Freeman. Price 5 cents.

Rational Worship. A lecture deliv
ered' before the Chicago Liberal Society 
by Dr. T. B. Gregory of Chicago. Price 
8 cents.

Mrs.

Why I Am Not a Christian. By D. D. 
Stedman. Price 8 cents.

Genesis to Revelation. Free Thought 
Commentary on the Whole Bible. By 
Judge Parish B. Laijd. Price 10 cents.

Revelation Under the Microscope of 
Evolution. By Prof. Daniel T. Ames. 
Price 10 cents.

Life and Career of Charles Brad, 
laugh. By George Jacob Holyoake. 
Price 10 cents.

Religion and Science. The “Recon
ciliation Mania” of Dr. Paul Caras of 
The Open Court. Analyzed and Re.' 
futed by “Corvinus.’’ Price "10 cents.

Free Thought Past, Present and Fu
ture. By Prof. .Thad^us B. Wakeman. 
With • his portrait and life sketch. 
Price 10 cents.

The Priest and the Church—What 
Eave They Done for the World? By 
JuCfe Parish B. Ladd. Price 15 cents.

Joha Tvndall Memorial. Ten short 
sketches of the life of-this great man. 
Price 10 cent/*

Cosmology Against Theology. By 
Vindex. Price 10 cenw.

Church and State. The Bible in the 
Public Schools. The New American • 
Party. A Criticism by "Jefferson.” 
Price 10 cents.
» Standing Up for Jesus; or What the 
Editor of the Freethinkers' Magazihe 
Thinks of Jesus. Price 3 cents, 
' •Why An Expurgated Bible?” By. 
Rev. E. H. Keens. Price 3 cents. ;

Progress of Evolutionary Thought. 
The opening address before the Con
gress of Evolutionists, held In Chicago, 
Sept. 28, 29' and 30, 1893. By B. F. Un
derwood, the chairman. Price 3 cents.

Christianity; its Impeachment and 
Decadence, Also Demands of Liberal
ism. By Dr. F. E. Abbot and Prof. T. 
B. Wakeman. Price 3 cents.

Myth of the Great Deluge. By James 
M. McCann. Price 15 cents.

The Evolution of the Devil. By. 
Henry Frank. Price 20 cents. .

Liberalized Christianity. 
M. Taber. Price 5 cents.

The Republic in Danger.
M. Taber. Price 10 cents. 

In Place of Christianity.
M. Taber. Price 10 cents.
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Henry

Germs of Mind in Plants.
By R. H. France, Translated by A, M. 

Simons.—Cloth, Illustrated,
■ so Cents.

A cardinal point in the philosophi
cal systems favored by the ruling 
classes'is that the mind of man is 
something unique in the universe, 
governed by laws of its own that have 
no particular connection with physi
cal laws. Modern science has proved 
that not only animals, but also plants 
receive impressions frpm the outside 

EWorld and use data thus obtained-to _ 
'modify their movements for their own 
advantage, exactly as human beings 
do. These facts are told in this book 
in so charming and entertaining " a 
stylethat the reader is carried along 
and does not re'allze :until later the 
revolutionary significance of the facts.

Gan Telepathy Explain?
1 Results of Psychical Rasaarcb.
i . By Minot J. Savage. ;

. Dr, Savage.-ln thlsbook or 2<3 pages, discuss
es problems, that have vexed Intelligent mluds 
-probably to a greater extent than any others, 
•caving those 01'.the religions Uta. Ho states'* - 
igpraft-number ot;jreU.«uUwnUoftedinstaaeta ■ • 
of aplrlQs) revelation or.communication.. 'Hie... 
dlocusatou is frank and tearless, and moritathe 

> wii>estt«»d>nff..ror .he deals with tacts and,ox- 
perloncee. Price, doth, tl.00. < • .
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take notice.
All books advertised in The Pro

gressive Thinker con be obtained at 
this office. Express charges or postage 
prepaid at the price named unless oth- 
wlse stated.

An Inquiry.
Was there in truth a town or city in 

Galilee, 1906 years ago, by the name 
of Nazareth?

The Encyclopdedla Britannica, ar
ticle "Nazareth,’’ says:

“We find no mention of Nazareth 
outside of the New Testament till Eu
sebius and Jerome identify it with a 
village which undoubtedly occupied 
the place of the modern Naslra."

Eusebius and Jerome, though re
puted to have written in the 4th cen
tury, are believed by many to have 
been ecclesiastical fictions, their writ
ings having first appeared In the 14th 
century, the products of the monas
teries of that period.

Matthew 2:23, relating the story of 
the young child Jesus, says:

“And he came and dwelt in a city 
called Nazareth: that It might be ful
filled which was spoken by the proph
ets, ‘He shall be called a Nazarene.’ ”

The first mention.of a Nazarite will 
be .found in Numbers 6:1 to sequel. 
Speh a person .was required to make a 
vow and separate himself from wine 
and strong drink; that no razor shall 
come upon his head; and that he shall

That is a sad story told In II.' Kings 
2:28, 24, of Elisha, He had but re
cently received that wonderful cloak 
of Elijah’s which caused the Jordan to
part its waters when smote by it so he 
was able to pass over. This, however, 
was but a trivial affair compared to 
that of Moses who caused the Red Sea 
to divide, and remain like a wall on 
either side until the children of Israel 
had crossed on dry land, then, when 
the Egyptian army in pursuit had en
tered the great chasm, the mighty 
waters rushed back and engulfed all 
who pursued, including the Pharoah, 
their leader. No such calamity fol
lowed Elisha’s exploit with the Jor
dan.

But it seems Elijah’s successor was 
bald, and it-Is apparent the story of 
Elijah’s ascension had become a pub
lic matter, so as our newly installed 
prophet was then on his way to Bethel 
—that is to say in English, “the house 
of the Lord,” forty-two badly cultured 
kids, otherwise "little children” as the 
truthful historian relates it, came 
forth from the city, and shouted to the 
man of God: “Go up, thou bald-head; 
go up, thou bald-head.”

Little ill-bread scamps; but .Elisha 
was equal to the occasion, for he was a 
man of God and possessed that.inval- 
uable cloak of the late prophet who 
had called down fire from heaven and 
consumed fifty persons, then went up 
himself in a chariot of fire; so Elisha 
turned back, looked those bad boys 
spuare In the face, cursed, or in other 
words, swore at them in the name of 
the Lord, when two she bears hearing 
the tumult, rushed out of the woods, 
and, says the holy record, they “tare 
forty and two children of them,”

Scott, in his Commentaries on this 
event, shows that the Hebrew word 
rendered “tare” by the translators 
should have been rendered devoured. 
Of course they were eaten. Why 
would the bears kill the chllidren but 
to eat them? But the translators, 
like good, honest Christians, wanted 
the story to appear reasonable, and 
fully conscious twenty-one kids to each 
bear, was an excess, bo they did as in 
hundreds, perhaps thousand of other 
cases, sacrificed truth to consistency,, 
and substituted a word that con
cealed what the inspired penman had 
written.

It would be a pleasure to know 
what became of those two bears after 
devouring forty-two bad boys-whom 
Elisha had cursed. Barnum, had he 
been living in those times, would have 
made them productive.

come at no dead body. Samson was 
of this sect.

■ Jesus is represented as doing many 
things “that the Scriptures shall be 
fulfilled;” but the prophets neglected 
to say he should be a dweller in Naza
reth. We will give them credit for 
being igngrant of the Nazarene sect, 
and they who "were hunting places in 
Palestine after the Crusaders had se
cured a footing“here, equally ignor
ant, found in the. hilly country of Gal
ilee, 60 miles north of Jerusalem, a 
point that seemed to fit, so Nazareth 
was named.

It is represented Helena, the wife of 
Constantine, visited Palestine, about 
A. D. 326, hunted up all historic 
places, found the true cross, and made 
her name glorious by her acts. These 
are ecclesiastical stories for the ma
rines. This task of «finding those 
places devolved on'the crusaders; and 
they found everything they desired, 
even to the hole in the rock in which 
the cross was set, the manger in whteh 
the infant Jesus was born at Betffie- 
hem, and his foot-print where he made 
his ascension, it was not their fault 
they did not find a rift in the cerulean 
vault through which the Lord passed 
down to Moses the ten command
ments, and through which Jesus made 
his exit from earth to sit down at the 
right hand of his Father.

The title Nazarene, says Chamber’s 
Cyclopedia, was “applied to our Lord 
and his followers as a name of con
tempt.” Acts 24:5 represents Jesus 
as "a ringleader of the sect of Naza- 
renes.” ,

The honest investigator will find the 
city of Nazareth was an invention of 
ignorant ifionks, who knew nothing of 
the very worthy sect of Nazarenes, so 
they located their hero in a fictitious 
city, just as others desirous o'f getting 
rid of the dishonorable name of 
“magdalene” gave her a residence in 
the imaginary city of Magdala.

ism. Examine its pages CAREFULLY 
AND CRITICALLY this week", and you 
will be surprised at the VAST

Mr. Haiburd’^ experiences on the 
samelmeelarardhorouglily enjoyable 
and will charun. you from the begln-
ning to toe ends ,, . mug w BUM;

AMOUNT of soul-inspiring reading, On ihgathir^opage, peruse carefully 
matter they contain. . “THE PROBM2M BEFORE YOU,"

We call your especial attention to and it 1$ p pnqjilem of special slgnifi- 
the highly Interesting communication cance an^^mpflctapce', and is one that, 

from AN ETHICAL STANDPOINTappearing on our first page, from that 
REMARKABLE MEDIUM AND LEC
TURER, Mrs. May Pepper. She has 
been for some time sojourning in 
Europe, and, was received there with

demands .solution. Are you able to 
solve lt?ad "Tte Occult Mystery of a 
Match Rox” will cause you to ask If

open arms by those occupying the same page. ' 
highest position In society. Her let-
ter is alone worth a year's subscription 
to The Progressive Thinker.

You will be Interested, too, in read
ing on the second page the controversy 
going on in reference to the boy medi
um Brittan. Dr. Peebles has some
thing VERY SUGGESTIVE to say in 
regard to him. He is followed by Mr. 
Mann whose candid review of the case 
will ATTRACT GENERAL ATTEN
TION. Tlnj opinions of both contain

HARMONY GROVE CAMP,

Its Advantages Are Vividly Portrayed 
by the Veteran Lecturer, 

Will O. Hodge.

' A Challenge.
One of the strange things Christians 

wish to Impose on all peoples, without 
regard to place or time, are the sense
less, always useless and obsolete laws 
which were pretended to have been 
given by the Lord, through Moses, to 
the Jews. By what authority do laws, 
even just ones, given to that people 
for their guidance, apply tp peoples a 
hundred generations later, and to 
countries unknown to the law-giver, 
even if that law-given was the tribal 
god Moses set up for the guidance of 
the Egyptian slaves he was leading 
out of bondage? The people were ig
norant and uncultured. They had no 
knowledge of modern science; and the 
laws given were for the control of a 
priest-led and senseless rabble.

Here is a practical illustration from 
Deuteronomy 14:26. In the two pre
ceding verses.the people were Instruct
ed that on certain occasions named 
they were allowed to sell their posses
sions for money; then:

“Thou shalt bestow . that money 
for whatsoever thy soul lusteth after, 
for oxen, or for sheep, or for wine, or 
for strong drink, or for whatsoever 
thy soul deslreth."

Here is a license from Jehovah him-, 
self, the great “I am,” to buy wine, or 
strong drink. Shall mere earthly law
givers restrain this people, and pro
hibit their buying strong drink, with a 
thus saith the Lord to the contrary? 
~ “Whatsoever thy soul LUSTETH 
after,” purchasable with money, the 
Israelite was at liberty to procure; 
and the same to all Christians and to 
all other persons, If that law was an 
emanation from the True God, and ex
tended down to these distant times, 
and to this people.

The Progressive Thinker is free to 
declare the True God never made such 
an enactment for any people; that 
Moses falsified when he.so represent
ed; and a law coming from any source 
other than that engrafted in our na
tures, which reason, reveals, spoken 
four thousand years ago, is inappli
cable to us and has no force. We 
challenge priest or prelate to show ad
versely.

Sarah Platt Decker on Woman Suf
frage.

In-an interview In the Denver Times 
the president of the General Federa
tion of Women’s Clubs says some good 
things about woman suffrage. Here 
are a few of them:

“The average woman is not ready 
for suffrage, but the Colorado woman 
is ahead of the average.
( “The question is not what shall we 
do with the ballot, but what Will the 
ballot do for us.

“Future victories must be won 
along the lines that show by indisput
able, arguments that it is a .woman’s 
inalienable right to vote, and there
fore she refuses to be catalogued' any 
longer .with criminals, paupers and 
idiots. \

“You do not ask your son when he 
casta his first ballot whether he has 
turned all the rascals out, closed the 
saloons and abolished graft. Why, 
then, must a woman be inquired of 
concerning the use of her ballot?

“The best argument for woman 
Suffrage Is shown in the list of laws 
which have passed in behalf Of chil
dren in Colorado In the past ten years and which are the finest of any state lb the Union. • The whole country bows down to the child laws of Coto- 
«do.”.

THERE TS ANY LIMIT TO SPIRIT 
POWER? ‘J Other items of value on the

In fact, ALL THROUGH THE 
PAPER you .will find something of 
special interdit and significance— 
something of PARTICULAR VALUE 
to you. Spiritualists generally know 
that they CANNOT KEEP POSTED as 
to passing events in cur ranks without 
reading the paper each eek. Send in 
your subscriptions. Gpt your neigh-, 
her TO SUBSCRIBE ALSO. As never 
before the paper is ATTRACTING AT
TENTION in this country and Europe.

This camp is situated four miles 
from Sscondldo; Cal., and is one of na
ture’s beauty spots, lying at the head 
of one of the numerous canyons with 
which this section of California 
abounds.

The grounds are perfectly level, but 
surrounded by mountains and are 
shaded by Immense live oaks, afford
ing protection from the sun. The 
canyon extends for twelve miles to 
Encinitas and the^jeean, and through 
this comes dally delightful ocean 
breezes laden with healthful vibra
tions which are seldom found.

The camp is rightly named, for a 
more harmonious people can not be 
found. It is not designed to attract 
the crowd, but to afford a place for re
cuperating exhausted forces and the 
fraternal assembling of the workers 
for the purpose of closer acquaintance, 
for rest and for the further develop
ment of forces which are so needful in 
the prosecution of the work. .^Com
pared with eastern camps the number, 
in attendance would be' considered 
small, although the number Is yearly 
Increasing, while our Sunday audi
ences at the present time are very 
gratifying to all concerned.

Among the workers the present sea
son may be named, Arthur B. Howe, 
president .of the State Association; 
Prof. W. C. Bowman, Mrs. Vlasek and 
Mrs. Allen, all of Los Angeles; Mrs.
Wermouth of San Francisco; J. L.
Dryden, Wm. C. Hodge, Mrs. Edwards 
and Mrs. Gertrude Lepper-Smith of 
San Diego.

One of the pleasant features' was 
the arrival of a tally-ho load of four
teen children of the Diego lyceum 
with Pres. C. A. Bubs In command, 
and who occupied the entire time on 
Sunday afternoon, .July 29 with lyce
um songs, drills and recitations under 
the direction of Mrs. Smith and Presi
dent Buss, affording many people their 
first opportunity of witnessing the 
work ofpur progressive lyceum.-

Note should be made of the manner 
in which our physical needs were sup
plied, and it is but just to say that our 
table was one of the best I have ever 
seen at a camp-meeting,- and Miss 
Fascher and her able assistants have 
established a record for home and 
toothsome cooking which was appreci
ated by every member pf the camp..

Every hour of the two weeks’ ses
sion was simply delightful and we 
were loth to take our departure from 
this chaining spot to again take up 
our work among the people of the out
side- world. The following named 
persons were elected to serve as offi
cers for the ensuing year: President, 
W. C. Bowman, Los Angeles; first 
Vice-president, E. B. Lowman, Escon
dido; second vice-president, MrS. C. A. 
Dodge, San Diego; treasurer, E. Fos
ter, Escondido; secretary, T. J. Mc- 
Feron, San Diego.

Our worthy brother, J. L. Dryden, 
who has heretofore so ably and satis
factorily filled the office of president, 
and .who desired a respite from its du
ties; was retained as one of the direc
tors. Unless all signs fall, the friends 
may.expect to hear a fine report,of 
Harmony Grove camp the coming year.

WM. C. HODGE.
San Diego, Cal.

Czar Can't Trust Christians.
Wm. E. Curtis, Esq., the very able 

and strictly reliable correspondent of 
the Chicago Record-Herald, is now In 
St. Petersburg, writing of transpiring 
events in greatly disturbed Russia. 
Greek Catholicism is the state relig
ion of that empire, and the Czar is the 
official head and pope of that faith 
wherever established. A strange fact 
is stated by Mr. Curtis, which shows 
his royal nibs, the Czar, cannot place 
confidence in his Christian subjects. 
Mr. Curtis says:

"It is a remarkable anomaly that 
the head of the Orthodox Greek 
church should employ none but Mo
hammedans in his. household, because 
he cannot trust Christians. Priests of 
the Orthodox Greek church teach that 
revolutionary sentiments are a hein
ous sin because the Czar Is the chosen 
of the Lord and His vlce-gerent, bo 
far as the Greek church is concerned, 
on the earth, but, nevertheless, he is 
afraid to employ members of his own 
church in his famijy. Tartar serv
ants, however, are more popular ev
erywhere than Russian, because .they 
are more reliable, and they do'- not 
drink or steal.” - s

The Tartar subjects-of the Czar, of 
which there are upwards of three miÜT 
ions in the Russian empire, are .’ al-, 
most wholly Mohammedans, therefore 
they are not tainted With -Christian 
vices, hence the Czar can trust them.

A Mistake Somewhere.
“Thus saith the Lord, Israel is,my 

first born.”—Exodus'4:22.
If Israel was the Lord’s first born, 

as the Holy Scriptures positively de
clare, by what device did Jesus ..be-, 
come such? There seems to be a mis? 
take somewhere. Possibly Christians 
are at fault In giving this honor to 
“Our Lord,” for, according -to recog
nized chronology, Jacob, alias Israel, 
was born 1836 years before the birth 
of- Jesus.- -.Thia-is very errant for.an 
inerrant history.

A HEART-RENDING TRAGEDY.

Causing the Death of Dr. E. H. Dens- 
low, a Noted Magnetic Healer and 
Lecturer, and Ris Wife and Sister. 
We are pained to chronicle this 

heart-rending tragedy, as detailed In 
t&e Elkhart pa|ly Revlew of August 7, 
as follows:"

' One of tlie most horrible tragedies 
In the history of northern Indiana oc
curred in South Rend about 5 p. m, 
Monday, wherein Mrs. (Dr.) E. H. 
Denslow, while suffering from demen
tia, caused the horrible'death of her
self, her husband, and her sister, A^lss 
Eugenia Balfour.

The Densiows had many personal 
friends in Elkhart, and Dr. Denslow, 
who was a Spiritualist and magnetic 
healer, frequently gave lectures on 
Spiritualism up to fifteen years ago. 
Since then he had been here at times, 
and only as late as last Sunday deliv
ered a lecture In the home of Mr. and 
Mrs. J. A. Grant; No. 704 Marlon 
street. George Denslow of Riverside 
is a nephew.

The tragedy occurred at the Dens
low home, -on North Main street. The 
doctor was alone in the room with his 
wife, and was writing at a desk, with 
his back towjard her.. The first he 
knew he felt the liquid gasoline which 
Mrs. Denslow threw, showering over 
his head and shbulders, and almost si
multaneously he was enveloped In 
flames. Miss Balfour and Mrs. Hunt, 
who were in another part of the house, 
responde'd'to the call for help, and 
thus received :rthelr injuries. Mrs. 
Denslow .was dgad before the Are de- 
partmentf^r ambulance arrived; Dr. 
Denslow was aide to walk to the am
bulance, ¿lit difea in the hospital at 11 
p. m., and'Mlss’Balfour died in the 
hospital jupt after being taken from 
the ambulance. Mrs. Grant says pub
lished reports were greatly exagger
ated as to' the details, which were bad 
enough at .best, i.'

Dr. Denslow was an ordained minis
ter of Sp|rltual^m, and was also a Ma
son of higli degree. The funeral will 
be held TTiufBday afternoon.

The damage to the residence was 
comparatively small.--

■Grand Ledge, Mich., Camp.
Grand Ledge Camp-meetjng has so

far enjoyed a most successful season. 
Mrs. Abbie E. Sheets concluded her 
engagement on Saturday, July 28.

On-Sunday, July 29, Osear A. 
Edgerly began his lecture engagement 
of one. week; as is usual in his work 
his guides gave lectures of sterling 
worth, and of a nature to be of last
ing good to those so .fortunate as to 
listen to them.

Friday, August 8, our campers had 
the felicity of welcoming to our ros
trum the pre-eminently Inspired wo
man and friend of humanity,Mrs. R. S. 
Lillie of California. Our anticipations 
have been more than fulfilled by the 
explicit exposition of the spiritual phi- 
ibsophy given ms by,her guides. May 
she be long spared'to minister to the 
world’s people, is our prayer.

On Saturday, August 11, Mrs. Ma
rian Carpenter will begin her engage
ment. We look forward with pleas
ant anticipations to her advent among 
us. ’

Mrs. Nancy M, Ruesell, vice-presi
dent of'our association, and a most ex
cellent medium,.is kept very busy giv
ing readings to many hungry, souls, 
who look for a word from some loved 
one gone before. •'

Mrs. Christine Oswald^ medium 
from Chicago, is also doing a grand 
work for our people. She'frequently 
gives testa, from our rostrum and al
ways with the best of success.

-Mrs. G. F? Palmer, presiding at our 
bazaar, is as usual proving'a great fac
tor to aid our financial success. .,

A very pleasant feature of last week 
was the presence with UB.'of Mrs., Pa-: 
repa R. Kruger, vocarBololst, of Chi-: 
cago. Her beautiful; sbn'gs added 
much to the success of our meetings.

Mr. Obert Clark is doing an efficient 
work as the. manager of our. grounds 
this year. " COR.’

Economy Is half the battle of life; it 
is not so hard to ehrn money as to 
spend it well.—Spurgeon.

(Those there are-whose hearts have 
a look southward, and are open to the 
whole ■ noon of mature.—Bailey.

Deliberate with caution, but act 
with declaton, and yield, with gracious
ness or opposejjith firmness.—Colton.

Spiritualizing, Soul-Elevating Sermon, Delivered 
From The Progressive Thinker’s Rostrum, by C. 
H. Doty, of Juniata, Neb.

STEP BY STEP, 
(Gradatum.)

We who have been born with pride 
In our hearts know how hard it is to 
“depose” it. Pope says:

Heaven is 'not reached at a single J^alc head .with strongest
bound;

But we l>uild the ladder by ■ which 
we rise,;.

From the lowly earth'to the vaulted 
skies, '

And we mount to the summit round 
by round.

I count this thing to -be grandly true: 
That a noble deed Is a step toward

i God-r— ■
Lifting the soul from the common 

sod
To a purer air and a broader view.
We rise by the things that are under 

our feet; ‘
By what we have mastered of good 

and gain;
By the pride deposed and the pas

sion slain,
And the vanquished Ills that we hour

ly meet.
We hope, we aspire, we resolve we 

trust,
When the morning calls us to Ute 

and light;
ButAW hearts grow weary, and ere 

the night,
Our lives are trailing the solemn dust.
We hope, we resolve, we aspire, we 

pray,
And we think that we mount the air 

on wings.
Beyond the recall of sensual things, 

While our feet -still cling to the heavy 
clay.

Wings for the angels, but feet for the 
■ men!

We «may borrow the wings to And 
the way—

We may hope, and resolve, and as
pire and pray,

But our feet must rise, or . ,we fall 
again.

Only in dreams is a ladder thrown 
From the weary earth to the sap

phire walls;
But the morning breaks and the vls-

At the Chesterfield Camp, Ind.
The past week liaS feen a busy one. 

The- entertainment of Friday night 
was the most successful of the season. 
The young people with their vocal and 
instrumental music are splendid help. 
I have never seen before as much good 
talent in the camp.

Sunday forenoon, Mt. W. Knowles 
gave a lecture and messages which 
were received with deep Interest by 
the large audience. The heat was sim
ply awful, but in spite of that 1,800 
people were in the auditorium at 2 p. 
m., when the writer conducted the 
christening service of Little Katherine 
Kraigio. Then a lecture, followed by 
the re-marriage of Mr. and Mrs. Dan
iel Davidson of Detroit; it being their 
20th anniversary they desired a re- 
marrlafge under the Spiritualistic 
form. The bridé was given away by 
her son, Mr; Deloss ' Davidson, Miss 
Hazel Wertz acting as bridesmaid. 
After the ceremony Mr. and Mrs. Da
vidson received congratulations of 
their many friends.

Dr. and Mrs. Webb, Mr." and Mrs. 
Bloom and a sister of Mrs. Bloom 
were with us on Sunday, and right 
glad we were to see their chefery faces. 
Mrs. Webb took several pictures of the 
lyceum while here. . She is a good 
worker in that field and enthusiastic 
in her plans for lyceum work in Chi
cago. ’’ -

I made a mistake regarding our 
speaker for next Sunday—said it was 
to be Brother Nicum. I find it is to 
be-Dr. Peebles who remains with us 
the following week, after which Bro. 
Nicum and Miss Harlow will be heard. 
Each speaker is warmly welcomed. 
We. are all comfortable -and happy, 
and the children—well,’they can’t be 
beat ANNA L. GILLESPIE.

bias rules
Is pride; the never-failing vice of 

fools.”
, "And the passion sjain.” Where is 
the man who has slain all his pas
sions Who is no longer subject to 
anger, hate, revenge, contention, lust, 
greed, ambition, Intemperance, and 
the like? “And the vanquished ills.” 
Who can meet hourly buffets to our 
progress with composure and tri
umph? '

But whenever we do this,uuv wnenever we do this, or any 
part of it, we have built another
round into the ladder that raises us 
"a step toward God." We have 
strengthened our character for good. 
We have a "purer air and a broader 
view.” In other words, we are mpre 
ethereal and fitted for heaven.

. But as doubts or differences may 
still exist the author appeals to the 
facts of our lives. "By their fruits ye 
shall know them.”
■“We hope, we aspire, we resolve, we 

trust,
When the morning calls us to life 

and light.
But our hearts, grow weary, and 

ere the night,
Our lives are trailing the 

dust.”
Everyone knows “Hope

solemn

springs

I mpst do it myself; but my friendq 
can assist in obtaining and preparing 
it. .All the principles and problems ol 
arlthmetlo -must.be mastered by my
self; but material can be furnished, 
and enlightenment and encourage
ment to effort can be given. So every 
moral and spiritual element that en
ters into my character must come 
through my life and I must live it; 
but I can be aided and sustained by 
many inAuences.

Environments are effective for both 
good and evil. Friends and associates 
also are visible and actual .helpers on 
many practical lines. Education Is 
quite a portion of the man. And be
sides these there is invisible help from 
above. I will enlarge somewhat upon 
this point, the others are so often am- 
pliAed I only name them.

Whence these InAuences and helps, 
felt but unseen, coming from beyond 
and above us, sustaining, Alling, en
couraging, lifting and strengthening 
us. It is from the spirits of those whó 
have gone. Love is not dead. The 
desire to help, guide, direct and im
prove has not perished. The magnetic 
aura that was so agreeable to us hero 
forms a force, which gives a persist
ence and strength to our own wishes 
and efforts, and often leads to success, 
when otherwise failure or discourage
ment would result.

The husband or wife, father or 
mother, son or daughter, friend or as
sociate, in that higher estate, as op
portunity offers, follow our welfare 
with solicitude. A ray of enlighten
ment strikes the mind—.or a sudden 
resolution for good seizes us—or a 
quick determination to avoid tempta
tion inAuences us—we think not how 
or from whence.

It makes the building easier, and 
surer, and stronger. We are apt to 
call them angels; and that is just 
what they are. The advanced spirits 
of the good an a higher plane.

But some reject the idea of spirit

Ion falls, 
And the sleeper awakes on 

of stone.
Heaven Is not reached at 

bound;
But we build the ladder 

we rise

his

a

by

pillow

single

which

From the lowly earth to the vaulted 
skies,

And we mount to the summit round 
by round.

—Dr. J. G. Holland.
The foregoing is my text, and al

though It is so comprehensive and 
plain that it needs no explanation, I 
will make some remarks by way of 
application.

It admits there is such a thing as 
heaven. It is a condition, or a result, 
or a place. It Is all three. It' Is a 
state of harmony and happiness. It is 
a result of a life and action leading to 
this condition; and these, as a neces
sity, produce a place; for like is at
tracted to like, and nature always fol
lows the law of adaptation.

Now, a person can be in a peaceful 
and happy condition here and now, 
and therefore be in a heaven of mpre 
or less excellences 1mt' “the vaulted 
skies” suggest another, a continued, 
or a more exalted condition or place. 
It also suggests that it can be reached. 
Not only this, but that it is thought 
there is more than one way of reach- 

, ing it to be considered.
Two ways at. least are suggested 

and discussed in our own communities, 
withopt going to foreign lands. One 
of thesfe methods is an instantaneous 
transformation of the soul from a de
graded: and worthless condition to a 
state of purity, perfection and happi
ness. We hear the word saved! 
saved! bo often used in this relation. 
Where one believes it, the sacrifice and 
offering of blood is said to accomplish 
it.

But the writer disagrees with this 
view.
“Heaven is not reached at a single 

bound.”
He then proceeds to present another 

view .with the method of proceeding.
“But we build the ladder by which we 

rise .
From the lowly earth to the vaulted 

skies, ‘ ■
And we mount to .the summit round 

by round.”

The Vicksburg Camp.
The first week of Vicksburg Spirit

ualist. .Camp-meeting, beginning July 
29, has been another demonstration of 
good will and harmony. Vicksburg is 
known by all our Spiritualists as a 
haven of peace. •

. Sunday,-August- 5, was the crown
ing day of the week. The forenodn 
meeting opened inthe usual manner 
and the “Gland Old Man” of Battle 
Creek, Dr.igeebles, lectured to an at
tentive andg appreciative audience in 
his instructive way. Dr. Peebles has 

■been an.eatenslya . traveler to the 
Orient, audits very interesting. He is 
one of theiqldesbspirltual workers in 
the worlsLiq ri -

The spehker ofi the afternoon was 
W. J.ErwOfed, one of the youngest in 
the work. inThlsais Mr. Erwo'od’s first 
visit to'usJ But>Ihts personality and 
able address, haw assured us that lie 
is well worthy of^our seeking.

.Those ■gluing platform tests .were 
Mrs. Henrietta Lr/'Lichtig; Mr. Erwood 
and Mr. llfetford,1 the drummer me
dium. . 11 ' . -■ ; • ’. .

Miss LolS£Axtellof Vicksburg, is 
singing . the beautiful Spiritualist 
songs, and she is being appreciated.

One feature of Jhe afternoon mefet-- 
Ing was the firq tept given by Mr. Corn- 
stock. ■ \ v .

Among the mediums we have with 
us are Mr.; Finney;, trumpet medium; 
Mrs. H. H Sharer, business mfedlum; 
Miss Mattle Woodbury, trance, reader. 
. Saturday evening occurred,the: lit
erary and musical entertainment 
Miss Axtell gave a . winning -specialty 
and Miss Maude. Lincoln, gave a solo 
which was very enjoyable. JIer voice 
Is deepbasaand.. shows : talent- and 
training-.. v . -i. ,.. K. jk. V,

eternal in the human breast," and that 
our aspirations are constant as our 
breath, which Is' true prayed, and 
know how prolific we are in forming 
resolutions, and how firmly we are apt 
to trust In our methods,—but sadly 
find, through lack of strength, the 
weakness of our natures, and the 
heavy obstacles that confront us, we 
end the' day In failure. The high aim 
we had in the morning has been 
thwarted.

What then? Go over It again, and 
examine.
"We hope, we resolve, we aspire, we 

pray.
And we think that we mount the air 

on wings.
Beyond the recall of sensual things, 

While the feet still.cling to the heavy 
clay."

Feet means the life. Failure again. 
We did not accomplish what we ex
pected? if earth were indeed heaven, 
would there be any need of striving— 
or any chance to gain? Growth and 
progress being cut off, this would be 
all. But there are grades of being. 
Oue round does not make a ladder. 
And if there were nothing beyond the 
ladder, even that would be useless. 
But listen to the further exposition.
“Wings for the angels, but feet for 

the men!
We may borrow the wings to find 

the way—
We may hope, and resolve, and as

pire and pray,
But the feet must rise or we 

again.”
As we said, feet means the 

life. It refers to what we by 
prayers and practice accomplish.

fall

dally 
both 

We
may have sung an inspiring hymn—or 
have engaged in an emotional meeting 
—or may have read an exalted philo
sophical discourse—or in self com
munion and prayer felt as though the 
world was left behind—but the next 
morning it would not do to get mad, 
or cheat our neighbor, or to aspire for 
high position, or.retail slander, or pull 
our skirts aside from the fallen.

The author concludes these state
ments by making a final declaration. 
“Only in dreams Is a ladder thrown

From the weary earth to the sap
phire walls;

But the morning breaks, and the 
vision'falls.

And the sleeper awakes on. his pillow
of stone.”

The beauty of 
only equaled by 
We are of earth.

these statements is 
their truthfulness. 

We are of matter

communion and influence. 
All this comes from God,

They say: 
or Jesus.

And have you ever .thought that this Is 
also true and not contradictory? Can 
you tell how God performs all this 
vast and complicated work? It is 
through agents and law.

There is a universal intelligence— 
an omnipotent force—-an all-pervading 
life—not located at a single point, but
diffused throughout 
juxtaposition to all 
tlon—and ready at 
tions and demands

all existence—In 
matter and mo- 
all propor condi
to give response.

All life—all healing—all uplifting 
comes by turning the valves to this 
exhaiistless living fountain. You in 
God and God in you.

Rejecting the communion of spirits 
because there are unprogressed or evil 
disposed spirits is not disposing of the 
dilemma, because then you substitute 
a devil, who occupies the same posi
tion and power, leaving the whole sub
ject as before.

No, no! As the lily reaches upward 
to unfold in the light, so man is the 
unfolding essence of God. This earth 
is our first conscious step, and Imagin
ation fails to discover the end of th»
expanding glory. 

Juniata, Neb.
C. II. DOTY.

When we have but the will to do It, 
that very moment will justice be done; 
that very instant the tyrants of the 
earth shall bite the dust!—Peter Kro
potkin.

The Catholic religion is an order to 
obtain heaven by begging, because It 
would be too troublesome to earn it. 
The priests are the brokers for It.— 
Schopenhauer.

The more liberty you give away, the 
more you will have. In liberty, ex
travagance Is economy.—Ingersoll.

IMPORTANT MOVEMENT IN IOWA.

A New State Organization to Bo 
Formed.

To Iowa Spiritualists:—The Na
tional Association has requested me to 
assist in forming a new State Associa
tion for Iowa, and complying with 
said request, a mass convention is 
called to meet at Mt. Pleasant Park, 
Clinton, Iowa, Monday, August 20, 
1906. Everyone interested in clean 
Spiritualism Is urged to be m ¡nt 

w. a. Willing.
Northwood, Iowa.

AN IMPORTANT WORK.

One step at a time and by earnest 
labor; Thesfe are different methods, 
and we are called upon to decide which 
one is true and safe.

The-second, third, fourth, fifth, 
sixth and seventh stanzas proceed to 
discuss this proposition, and as a basis 
makes this statement. -
“I count this thing to be grandly true:

That a noble deed is a step toward 
God-

Lifting the soul from the common 
sod

To a puher air and a broader view.”
A' noble deed! There are so many 

of them. Sacrificing one’s self for his 
country—like General Prescott. c Ex- 
posing .pne’S 'life to save others—like 
our firemen. Silently seeking the 
most neeay and unfortunate abd re
lieving- them—like Helen. Gould. 
Standing by the outcast and turning 
them back to virtuous citizenship— 
like Jane Adiiams. Ten thousand no
ble things crowd the pages of history? 
But take the every-day noble actions 
of life: duty, kindness, love or sacrE 
flee to wife, husband, daughter, son or 
friend. Denial to self to benefit oth
ers. "Refusing to indulge ip habits of 
Intemperance or.excess. We could fill 
a volume with theimames. <

We all know such things pre noble; 
and the author says: “is a step toward 
God.” He says, not only true but

and sense, as well as of spirit and im
mortality. We are to learn. We are 
to grow in knowledge, wisdom and 
strength. Failure is not to crush us 
and send us down to despair, for we 
find by experience hope and aspiration 
are not dead, failure humiliates us 
and “cuts the branches of our pride;’’ 
sorrow chastens our spirit and teaches 
us to cast off the deeds which are not 
noble. Treasure up the noble deeds, 
they are pearls for the accounting. As 
we journey, we shall cotae to the time 
and place where all Is noble.

If we build In weak rounds, or if 
stqrms solhetimes beat us down to
ward earth, as Joan of Arc pulled the 
arrow from her wound and ascended 
to victory, so over and over again we 
renew our climbing till we reach the 
goal. Let us be humane. Cause no 
tears to flow. Injustice would be a
gap in the ladder. To exercise 
ideal is right—but make it also 
'real.

Go with me to yonder 'pond, 
you smell this fragrance filling

“grandly true,” needing no argument. 
It also "lifts the soul to a purer air 

We are betterand a broader view.
at heart for thfe .deed.
latlons to life in a w;lder-scope. ■ 

The author'contends such a life is

We see our re-

bullding the ladder, and each act is a 
round. leading upward- But very 
many who expect to reach heaven at 
a single bound, deny that we can do a 
good and noble act; declare that “all 
our righteousness is but filthy rags.".

! Realizing this objection, the author 
proceeds to anlayze the laws of life.- . 
"We rise by the things that axe under 

“ our feet; . ;
By what we have mastered of good 

and gain.”
It Is not what.has been attributed to 

us .by another, but. . what- we have 
"mastered.” See- the particulars 
pointed out.
“By the pride deposed, and the passion 

slain, _ •

mefet."

the 
the

Do 
the

air? Look! See those popd lilies 
riding upon the water. This fragrance 
comes from them. See their pink and 
white bosoms floating like offerings of 
light. .Whence are they? We move our 
boat out to them and seize one of the 
beautiful globes, but find it tied down 
to the bottom . below. Yes, several 
feet below we find an ugly root em
bedded in the mud. Our beautiful 
and fragrant blossom was wrapped up 
in this scragged covering and hidden 
in the miry bottom,- It could not 
show its qualities till it ascended to 
the light. Light and air must be had 
for its development.

And this, flower'is like unto us. 
Hidden in the clay of mortality—with 
the muddy waters of life surging over 
our uncouth forms and uninteresting 
conditions give small promise of the 
sweetness, and glory of our ultimate 
destiny. Many words will but weak
en the grandeur of this subject.

I add a stanza of my own as a syn
opsis:
We grow by unfolding the Inner life;

By opening the beautiful leaves of 
-i the soul—

■ . Till the spirit within us gains am
ple control '

To banish all selfishness, error, and 
strife. „

One branch of this subject remains 
to be discussed. I have a consider- 
able hesitancy In. introducing it for 
two reasons. . It seems to me thus far 
there is left no opportunity for disa
greement, and my main object has 
not been controversy but enlighten
ment Do we build the ladder alone, 
or do we have help? I will have to 
reply to both. ' As I look at it , there 
is no contradiction here. The act 
cannot be done for me, but I can be 
Instructed, aided, Influenced and. sus
tained. -- -

No one can eat and digest my food,

The N, S. A. Ritual
Services.

The N. S. A. Ritual

for Spiritual

Services,
for Spiritual

well printed and neatly
bound in Leatherette, is now in print 
and for sale at the N. S. A. office, 600 
Pennsylvania avenue S. E., Washing
ton, D. C. Twenty cents per copy, 
postpaid; two dollars per dozen. Ad-
dress MARY T. LONGLEY, 

Secretary.

FOURTEENTH ANNUAL 
CONVENTION

Of the National Spiritualists' Associa
tion of the United States, Will Be 
Held in the Large Auditorium of 
the Y. M. C. A. Building, 153 La 
Salle Street, Chicago, Illinois, Octo
ber 10, 17, 18 and 10, 1000.
Business sessions during the day. 

Special hours devoted to the Lyceum 
cause. ’

Many of the foremost and brightest 
workers in our ranks will be dele
gates. It will be a rare treat to hear 
them. Evening meetings will be de
voted to lectures, spirit messages, mu
sic and song.

Among those invited and expected 
are Dr. J. M. Peebles, Oscar A. Edger- 
ly, W. J. Erwood, Mrs. H. P. Russe- 
gue, Mrs. Esther T. Bosley, Mrs. 
Georgia Gladys Cooley, Mrs. Margaret 
Gaule Ridinger, Mr. and Mrs. E. W; 
Sprague and a galaxy of others.

Come one and all to this great con
vention.

The Palmer House, in Chicago, „will 
be headquarters for delegates and vis
itors; it is a first-class hotel and will 
give reduced rates to all who write in 
advance, stating they are to attend the 
N. S. A. convention and wish to en
gage ro.oms. Secure your rooms early, 
by addressing W. C. Vier-Buchen,' 
Manager, The Palmer House, Chicago, 
Ill., The hotel Is conducted exclusive
ly on the European plan; cafes and 
restaurants are near by and furnish 
good meals at reasonable rates.

'Annual reception to delegates and 
visitors will be held Monday, October 
15, at the Palmer House, at 8 p. m, ■ 
All are cordially Invited.

Special railway rates on the certifi
cate plan can be secured over all Unes. 
Ask your railroad agent for certificate 
tickets to the National Spiritualists’ 
Convention at Chicago. The round 
fare will be one and a third of a fare. 
Delegates and visitors desiring to re
ceive the benefits of this special rate. 
must have their tickets vised by our 
railroad agent at Convention the last 
day, October 19, and pay 25 cents - 
each for such vising. .

HARRISON D. BARRETT, 
President.

■ MARYT. .LONGLEY,
, Secretary.

must.be


Äagical ÆMatbesis
riis filmst instantanBous Transier ot Limo Persons to Mt Places 

A ho SolrM or OGGolt Means.
“We are such stuff as dreams are made on."—Shak- 

epeare (Tempest.)
As it is our object to study the still unexplained laws of 

nature and the constitution of man, the so-called “occult'' 
or "spiritual” phenomena properly come, within the reach 
of our examination, and of these the most'astounding and

press and ridiculed. There .ls a small iiovel at Radein ; in 
which -.lived an orphan girl by the name of Angelica Da
rocca together with her three brothers. There was only 
one room, which served as parlour and bed-room for the 
girl, while her three brothers slept in the garret under 
the roof. This girl had the “stigmata” on -her hands and

perplexing ones are evidenced in cases where people In. feet, from which at certain times a bloody sweat issued, 
their natural bodies have suddenly disappeared in one and it la claimed that for seven years she had touched no 
place and in an incredibly short space of time been found j food nor drink whatever. Nevertheless, she was in good
in another distant place, which they could not reach by. 
ordinary means. To such cases the name of “magical, 
metathesis’’ or’transposition may be given; because as far' 
as we know, the change of locality, is ustially not made 
by one’s own efforts but by the aid of superior powers un
known to those who are subjected to It.

There are numerous such cases mentioned in history, al- 
thongh they are often treated as fables- by those who 
know nothing at the laws of metaphysics. In the legends, 
of the saints we find accounts of such occurrences; for in- 
etance, that of Saint Frapclscus Xaverlus who was bodily 
taken from a ship on the high seas to a vessel In distress, 
Which he saved by his directions. * Another well-known 
case is that of Apollonius of Tyana, who suddenly disap
peared from the presence of the Emperor Domitlan at 
Borne and ImmedlatelyTafterwards appeared bodily among 
his friends at Puteoli. There are also similar instances

health, and this may-be explained by the fact that she ap
pears to have been a vampire, drawing vitality and

recorded jn the Bible. (See Acts vll:89, 40).
j We have all heard of the "witch sabbaths" when the 

witches used to assemble in a certain locality to which 
they were transported through the air. Of course we 
have been educated to believe that all such cases belong 
to the garret where the exploded superstitions -of medieval 
times are stored away and that the poor witches dreamed 
such nonsense. This 1b the view of popular science, while 
some of the Spiritists bejieve that the witches came In 
their astral forms; but there are men of high Intellect and 
education, such as the eminent Dr. John Pordage (died 
1681), who positively affirm that the witches were carried 
through the air in their physical bodies. He says:

. “If you think It Impossible that witches are bodily car
ried away and made to fly over houses and spires through 
the air in a very short space of time, you may attribute 
your opinion to your own ignorance; because you do not 
know the natqre of the devil and the power of evil spirits. 
But whether you doubt it or not, it is nevertheless true, 
that the witch is transported through the air In her corpo
ral body and clothing and not merely as a spirit, leaving 
the physical body behind. Buch things are not phantasies 
or dreams, but a transfer by magical power." (It may 
here be remarked that Dr. Pordage does not regard the 
“Devil” as being a personality or ghost, walking the 
earth, but he refers to the principle of evil out of which 
evil spirits, demons, and bad persons are born. The 
Devil as a power of evil is as impersonal as the power tor 
good.)

Moreover, such things are not merely things of the 
past, but they are even at -the present time of more ire-: 
quent occurrence than we are willing to believe, and it 
seems that the number of miles of distance Is of little im
portance. have heard of a case In which a man was thus 
transported from England to Australia, and I have friend's 
at Florence who claim that they have been repeatedly vis
ited In this manner by a Hindu lady living In India.

. : , While I am writing these lines the dally papers and 
-monthly-journals are discussing the case of the two boys, 
Alfredo and Paolo J’anslnl of .Bari, who were repeatedly 
taken away in some mysterious manner and were found 
fifteen minutes afterwards In some place, forty-five kilo
meters distant, and once even in a fishing smack on the 
sea near Barletta. Such cases, whenever they become 
publicly kndwn, create a certain excitement, but are soon 
forgotten, because there Is no reasonable explanation for 

. them unknown to scientific authorities.
■ For the benefit of those who have not read_an account of 

these occurrences in the Italian papers, we give the fol
lowing condensed extract translated from the Glornale 
d'ltalia:

strength from the visitors and the children which were 
brought to her by-their parents to be blessed; because she 
was considered to -be a saint. These children she used to 
embrace and caress, which may have been good for her, 
but probably bad for them. As may be supposed, numer
ous visitors came to see the saint, although the place is on 
a high and steep hill and difficult of access. The doctors 
idld not know what to make of the case and the parson was 
equally at a loss. The bishop, however, did the best he 
could by prohibiting people to visit the house.

The girl was desirous of leaving the place, as she felt 
she was a burden to her brothers, and the bishop ot Tri
ent at last got her a place In a convent at Meran. On No
vember 17,, two nuns of that convent came to take her in 
"charge.. They talked and prayed .with her, and' while 
they spoke the girl fell into a trance. When the nuns 
called again the next morning, they found the bed empty; 
the girl had disappeared and her brothers informed them 
that- this was not the first time she had thus mysteriously 
been taken away. The parson was called, they searched 
the house, but Angelica was nowhere.

On November 25, the brothers and some of the neigh
bors held their usual prayer meeting in that room, when 
suddenly the girl was -in the same bed again. She said 
that some superior power had taken heraway, without any 
volition on her. part. She also did not know where she 
had been; but a day or two after a lady In the vicinity 
received a letter from a friend of hers living at Rome, and 
in that letter she said that she and her sister had enjoyed 
the visit of an amiable Tyrolese girl by the name of An
gelica Darocca—that she had stayed with them and went 
with them to the church of St. Peter, and that th6.girl had 
disappeared without even taking a drink of water during 
that stay.

The girl was afterwards taken to Roveredo, where she 
exhibited all the signs of obsession. In the asylum where 
she stayed, voices and yells, screams and whistling were 
heard; noises like the blows of a sledgehammer upon an. 
anvil sawing as If a dozen carpenters were at work, filing 
of Iron, rasping of wood, groans and blasphemous talk. 
The disturbances grew so troublesome that the nuns were 
forced to send her away. Thereupon a lady nt Trient took 
her In charge. She got bo 111 that she seemed to be dying, 
and upon the advice ot her physician the sacrament pt "ex
treme unction" was administered to her, after which she 
entirely recovered and the disturbances4ceased. All this 
may be called "hysteria” and "hypnotism'," but it is not 
explained How hysteria and hypnotism can carry a person 
660 kilometers away .

In the next case some of my own special friends and ac
quaintances are concerned, and not being permitted to 
give their names, 1 will call them M. The actors In this 
case are a family well known at Florence and occupying 
prominent places In society. They are not spiritists of the. 
qsual-kind,.but appear be occultlst8,;caii'able of. working 
consciously upon the astral, plane. They are very intelli- 

- gent and well, educated/ and it Is remarkable that they 
seem to know the Hindu philosophy Very well, although 

, .they never read any books treating, of that subject, but re-. 
. ceive their instruction In some other (spiritual) way.

closed. This happeaeit hi ¿March 1908, I bad my -full 
conBciousnesB when I left Livorno until I passed through 
Pisa and regained ft at ike house of our friends at Flor
ence. The next day I returned to Livorno by train and 
had the bicycle Wmd mere at the same time,"

Thus Dr. Z——traveled .thq whole distance of 100 kllOr 
meters in about 15 mintids, while it takes the fast train 
four hours to go frbm ideorno to Florence.

Another time themme gentleman while sitting in the 
parlor of onr friendsoat iiorence, fell into a trance and, 
while in this condition,' was taken bodily through’ the solid 
ceiling of the room Wevdr I have myself repeatedly seen 
materialized.ghosts‘Uhicfi were apparently perfectly solid, 
pass in this way th/dUgh dbqrs and walls; but Dr. Z—was 
not a ghost. '11' ‘ U -

At one time tha'Hipily of M—• found Dr. Z—■ on the 
sofa in the parlor, had made such an aerial trip, 
in a semi-conscious, .jjon^lon ant) not fully materialized. 
They lifted his limbs,'which seemed as light as a feather. 
He spoke to them in a whisper, and asked to be magnet
ized, Which they did, . After a few minutes his strength 
and solidity returned, and as he jumped up and struck 
with his fists upon the table, he exclaimed with hie usual 
voice, “Now I am material again!”’

That the facts recounted above are true'I am myself 
fully satisfied, but ot course I have no -means to convince 
any skeptic. 1 ask, .however, no blind belief ot anybody, 
and am entirely indifferent in regard to the opinion of 
those .who deny the- possibility of such facta. In the ab
sence of any satisfactory'explanation, we may perhaps 
be permitted to speculate s, little on the subject. ’’

It is cleat1 that these persons were not able to take such 
aerial flights by means of their own volition. - The chil
dren at Bari were carried away against their own wish by: 
something which called itself “Cavalere Fernando." In 
the case of Dr. Z— ®n intelligence called “Tom/’ seems 
to have Aad something to do with it. Angelica Darocca 
claimed that she was taken away, by a superior power.

These powers, spirits, devils,'or whatever we may call 
them, also manifested'a' great deal of strength In produc
ing physical phenomena, noises like the rolling of heavy, 

^cannon balls over the .wooden floor, lightnings within the 
room, rain and therthrowing of sand. These phenomena 
were not desired, but were often the cause of a great deal 
of annoyance.

These beings could not be any disembodied human 
spirits; for it is not reasonable to suppose that the human 
soul or astral form should by dying acquire such powers, 
and living people'temporarily abandoning their physical 
forms do not possess them. In the tales of the “Thousand

and faced and forms of Invisible monsters, snakes, ete., 
and by pouring piaster of Paris upon the molds he obtains 
a very queer collection of casts.

The mystics say that these devils have the power to mix 
their magical influence with the elements of this visible 
world and are thus able to produce the most stupendous 
phenomena.

"They can take the shape of some deceased person and 
personate hirfi precisely; they may obsess or influence sus
ceptible people (mediums) such as desire to enter Into 
communications with them and thereby they may cause 
such persons to perform apparently miraculous things, 
such as are done by fakirs and sorcerers; their Influence 
penetrates to the very marrow of their victims and thus 
they may cause disease and death. The witches and sor
cerers (mediums) are the Instruments of these devils; 
they act without knowing how. Even the most learned- 

, wizard does himself not know what his magic power is and 
how he produces his feats.-"

It seems to me that these views of the ancient sages are 
far more reasonable than those of some of pur modern 
scientists, ■ who attribute these phenomena to what they 
call “hypnotism," psychic force and so on.

But it may be asked; How Is It possible that an organ
ized being can become dissolved, so as to pass through 
solid-walls and be rematerialized again? It seems that 
for the purpose of solving this question we should under
stand the mystery of matter and force. We should then 
perhaps find that we are ourselves an organism of forces 
composed of vibrations ot ether upon so low a scale as to 
appear as what we call "matter," and that matter and 
force are essentially one and the same thing. We know 
that the higher may control the lower, the active the pas
sive. Mind can control the motions of the body and spirit 
the ^motions of the mind.’ It our spirituality were fully 
developed, there is no reason why we should not be able, 
by the power of our spirit will, to change the vibrations 
of which our material body is composed and send them as 

• “organized force," guided by our thought, to any part ot 
the world. We know that the Influence ot the mind grad
ually changes the physical body; perhaps If our mental 
force were stronger great changes in our physical consti
tution might be produced at will, and certain things which 
now are regarded as impossible would be found to be per
fectly natural.

There Is a great truth which has been always Jinown to 
the sages and now begins to be adopted by popular sci
ence, namely that mind is not a product of matter, but 
matter a product of mind. Already Images formed of

and One Nights” such spirits are called “djinns”; the 
mystics of the medieval ages called them “devils”; and 
ern writers have given them the name "elementáis," and 
as they act intelligently, they must possess a certain 
amount of Intelligence of their own. Moreover there 
have been and therd- are still many persons In possession 
of clairvoyant faculties and they are able to see and de
scribe these, demons.'.

Thus for instance; Dr. J, Portage, whose inner senses 
were opened in his forty-fourth year, describes the apparl- 

.tions which he saw in the night of January 3, 1651. One 
appeared as a man whom he knew to be dead; one looked 
a giant; another like a horrible dragon, and they were 
also seen by his v^lfe. ' Then begins a series of most disa
greeable phenomena H¡e. and his .wife and many neigh
bors and friends ways tormented with horrible Bights and 
noises, suffocating stenches, disgusting tastes and painful 
sensations. The apparitions, visible to all, were those ot 
seml-human and s'çiinl-apimal forms, ferocious animals 
and beasts which changed their forms. Drawings, of va
rious kinds appeared upon the window panes, upon the 
tiles of the roof and'bn thé stoves, and these pictures could 
nqt be washed away^, but' required a hammer and chisel to 
remove them, Thége phenomena lasted for months, caus
ing much trouble, but perhaps they would have been wel
come to a Modern Spiritist. '

I have a friend ^t’ Hgmburg who by means of using 
putty spread -on boards, twelves the impressions of hands

Eye Classes Not Necessary?
Eye Slabs cm be atreaatbenea. all 

torni* at stlaeaeet Bye» Cured with, 
out cutnuK vr strugtrUa,

That the eyes can be etrengthenea so Ui»t eye 
glasses can bo dispensed with In the great uu- 
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by the teutlmony ot thousands ot people who 
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meat called “Aotlna." Ao- 1 
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experiment but an absolulstact. The following 
letters are but samples ot those that are re
ceived daily:

Mrs. M, B. Onampnoy, 212 West 135th St. Now 
York City, writes: T re “AcUna" cured me ot 
Iritis, after the doctors said there was no cure 
outside an operation. 1 have boon entirely well 
forever four mouths, can see to read and sew as 
well as before. I can honestly recommend "Ao- 
Una" tor all afflictions ot the eye.

Emily Knapp, lord Galena Street, Milwaukee 
Wisconsin, writes: The "AcUna"! purchusod 
from you .a year ago saved my brother's eye- 

I sight. My brother Was near-sighted, wore num
ber dve and six glasses, and now he can go to 
school and do ail bis work and study without 
glasses.

B. B. Holdbrook. Deputy County Clerk, Fair
fax, Va.. writes: “Acuna" has cured my eyes 
so that I can do without glasses I very seldom 
have headache now, and can study up to eleven 
o'clock after a hard day's work at the office.

"Acuna" can be used by old and young with 
perfect safety, us it Is Impossible to do barm 
with one. Every member of u family can use 
the one AcUna for any form of disease of the 
Eye, Ear. Throat or Hoad. One will last for 
years, and is always ready for use. “Actlna" 
will be sent on trial postpaid.

If you will send your name and adaress to the 
New York and London Electric Association, 
Dept. 842N-, 029 Walnut St., Kausas City, Mo., 
you will receive absolutely FJIEE a valuable 
book, Prof. Wilson’s Treatise on.

Cancer Cured
WITH SOOTHING, BALMY OILS. 
Cancer, Tumor, Catarrh, Piles, Fißtula, Ulcer?, 
Ecsema and oUfekintnd Female Dlaeaaea. Write 
for Illustrated Book. Bent free. Address •

DR, BYE. Broadway, Kansas City, Mo.

thought have been rendered sufficiently natural by the 
power of mental concentration and will, so as to be pho
tographed, and philosophy teaches that the whole world, 
with all its apparently solid forms, its mountains and rocks 
is a product of will and ideation; all things exist within 
the Universal Mind before they enter into what we call 
“objective existence” by the power of that spirit which is 
the life and foundation of all, and the way In which this is 
accomplished may become known to us, if we examine our
selves, for we find by our own introspection, that from an 
idea springs a desire, which causes the Idea to grow Into 
a thought form and this thought form grows by the power 
of will until finally It becomes manifested as an act.

Now it is known that man is an image of the great mi
crocosm of universal nature, and as within ourselves there 
may be found innumerable desires and thoughts, each of 

' them having its own life, Its own state of consciousness 
and Its own power to grow and develop: so likewise In the 
great soul of the world there may be innumerable inhabit
ants of a similar kind, being Invisible to our eyes, creations 
of thought and desires, personifications of passions and In
stincts, endowed with will and Intelligence, Impalpable to 
our senses, but nevertheless able to perform, under cer
tain conditions in our physical world, all those phenomena, 
.which are spoken of by the mystics as the works of dae
mons, and are at present one of the still unsolved myste
ries of academical science.—Franz Hartmann, M. D., in 
The. Occult Review.
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STARTLING FACTS,
OR

Deeds of Darkness Disclosed

Plea for Purer Spiritualism

A Mysterious Residence.
Bari, Nov. 15, 190-5.

In the year 1901 Signor Mauro Panslnl, a mason and 
architect, went with his family to live in an old house not 
far from the Palazzo Munlcipale. A few days passed off 
quietly, but then the family was terrifled by strange noises 
and phenomena; the pictures fell from the nails, plates,, 
glasses and bottles were thrown against the walls and 
broken to pieces, and the furniture moved about without 
anyone touching It. They concluded that the place ,was 
haunted by evil spirits; the priest was called and went 
through the prescribed ceremonies for exorcising the 
devils; but even the most liberal application of prayers 
and holy water availed nothing; the tables were over-’ 
turned and chairs broken just as before.

One evening the little Alfredo Paoli, aged seven years, 
while the rest, of the family were present, fell into a state 
of sleep and began to speak in a voice which was not his 
own. saying that he had been sent by God for the purpose 
of driving away the evil spirits, and it seemed for a while 
as if a better class of spirits had come, for now there 
Were all kinds of sweets, candy, and chocolates, brought to 
them by the invisibles, and one night the little boy, while 
in a state of trance, described a battle taking place be
tween the good and the bad ghosts. Next the boy began 
to walk mechanically and answer questions concerning 
things which he could not know. They took the boy to 
church. There he became as insensible as a corpse, but 
woke up as the bishop called his nanie. He remained wltl? 
the bishop for several days, and then returned to his pa
rents. There still more curious phenomena took place.

One day the lad Alfredo, with his brother Paolo, aged 
eight years, were at Ruvp^.t 9 a. m., and at 9:30 they 
were found at the Capuclnei convent at Malfatti (some 
thirty miles away). Another day the .whole family were 
sitting at the breakfast table at J 2:30 p. m., and as there 
was no wine the little Pablo was sent for it. He did not 
return, and half an hour afterwards Alfredo suddenly dls- 

- appeared, and at 1 p. m. both boys were found In a fishing 
boat on the sea not far from the port of Barlatta. They 
began to cry, and the fisherman, being himself frightened 
almost out of his wits by their sudden appearance, took 
them ashore, where by good fortune they found a coach
man who knew them and took them home, where after a

They claim that every event takes place In the world of 
causes before It becomes manifested in our visible world 
of effects, and that therefore certain disasters, such as 
earthquakes, may occasionally be prevented by acting upon 
their causes in the spiritual realm. For this purpose they 
'have a circle of friends who meet sometimes at their house, 
and assist them mentally and spiritually in their work. ’

One of the members of that circle Is my friend Dr. Z., 
a young, strong, and healthy man, but having a peculiar 
medlumistic organization; for besides being sufficiently 
clairvoyant to see the Internal organs and their diseased 
states In his patients, he has repeatedly while In an uncon
scious condition been carried bodily away to some distant 
place and even through closed doors and solid walls. Thus 
he was once taken from Livorno to Florence, a distance 
of 100 kilometers In about 15 minutes. I will give his 1 
own statement as he wrote It down at my request, and 
what he says has been corroborated by our friends:

"I had to go to Livorno for a few days. Before leaving ' 
Florence I went to see our friends, M., with whom I am 
often In.spiritual communion. I had already been two' 
days at Livorno when a very strange thing happened to 
me. It was after 9 p. m., tend I had been to supper when 
I distinctly felt an occult message coming from our friends 
M------at Florence, asking me to come as Soon as possible, 
because they needed my presence.

“Instinctively I took my cloak and without even chang
ing my jacket bestrode my bicycle and went for the sta
tion, Intending to take the first train leaving for Florence; 
but as I went on I was "forced by an irresistible impulse to 
take the road to the right, which leads towards Pisa; and 
at the same time my bicycle.went on with such.a velocity 
that I became giddy and my legs could not follow any more 
the quick movement of the pedals, so I had,to abandon.

( them. Still the velocity grew to such an extent that it 
seemed to me as if I was flying without touching the 
ground. For a moment I saw Pisa and its lights, t^en the 
breath began to fall me owing to the pressure oL.the air 
caused by the rapidity of the motion, and I lost conscious
ness.

“When I regained my senses, I found myself iii.thepar- 
lor of our friends M—, at Florence, and they4expressed 
their surprise,, seeing that I had come so soon, as there 
were no trains arriving from Livorno at that . hour. I 
looked at my watch. It was 9:30 p. m. 'Thus It could 
not have taken me more than a quarter of7 an hour to 
travel the 100.kilometers from Livorno to Florence, con
sidering the time necessary to put bn my cloak and get

rapid drive of half.an hour they arrived at 3:30. In this 
way. they .were spirited away on other occasions to Bis
ceglie, Glovinazzl, Mariottl, and FerlizzI (the. distance of 
which places from Ruvo may be seen on thé map) and 
brought back to t£elr parents tn the ordinary way. The 
doctor Raffaelo Estugno and other scientists Investigated 
their cases, "but they either came to no result, or they 
avoided giving the only reasonable explanation which pre
sents itself to an occultist; and this is not to be wondered 
at, if we take1 into consideration the storm of Indignation 
which has been raised in “scientific" quarters even against 
such a celebrated scientist as Professor Richet -for pub
lishing the accounts of his experiments in the Villa Car- 

• men, and having the hardihood to arrç publicly having
Been and touch a materialized ghost. fa , .

Now two such cases have come to my personal knowl
edge. One happened in thé neighborhood'where; I lived, 
the other among my personal friends. •

The first is that of the so-called “bloodsweating” girl I 
| at Radein in Tyrol. It also was largely -discussed.IrL-timJ

my bicycle.. .Í
"I asked our friends how I happened, to /^enter the 

house, the Shors being always closed-at that hour, and 
they,told me that “Tom” ( a’certain "splrit";.who -Ire-’ 
quently manifested himself in their house and used to give 
directions) told them’ to go. to a.certalri rpom, called the 
‘magic chamber/ to make certain signs and pronounce cer
tain words. ¡This tfiey did ani.Immëdiafély theré’began 

: dow towards the street, and they heard a thump, as. If a hu- 
manb cmfwy. xzfiflff zfim yhgk cmfyr;’mt cmfw. emtw mt 
man body had fallen upon-the chair. They struck a light 
and found that the human body was myself and that I 
seemed to sleep! While this conversation took place, the 
door-bell rang violently.: ’ It was thé night watchtnah, who 
claimed to have seen, somebody, presumably a robber, en
ter the house through the window. Evidently; it-was I 
whom he saw. Our friends told him that everything was 
all right and the watchman retired, apparently not quite 
satisfied and not full)’convinced. ’ ,

‘While our friends went to-open thé door to speak with 
the watchman they found the bicycle in the entrance hall. 
Thus It seems that my bicycle'was carried through the 
closed door and I -thr&ugh the- window; xhleh- was.ntec
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Lecture 'Delivered by Spirit Arnold, or two persons 6f undoubted integrity
-- -■ and who are vitally Interested in ourThrough M. R. Dahnken, Medi

um, at Seattle, Wash. , cause, who shall confer with the offi
cers of local and state organizations,

—‘---- ! as to the work In their respective
We have long been approaching a fields, and let all ministers holding or- 

crisis, but like those who make their dlnatlon papers from the N. 8. A. be 
homes ’neath the shadow of Vesuvius, held accountable for their work and 
we have waited for the eruption, de- conduct to these N. S. A. representa- 
luding ourselves and others with the_tives, who shall be empowered to sus- 
thought thflt it would not come in our Pend or revoke such papers when con- 
day, end lo! It is upon.us. | duct unworthy of their office as splrit-

Those who, warned by the rum- wa1 ministers shall be satisfactorily 
blings of the old voleanb-went over the proved against them.
bay to the other side were safe; while ' Further, such representatives 
those wiseacres who “knew it all” and should be chosen for their . just and 
remained, were swept under and car- impartial record, and must be persons 
ried their listeners and sympathizers who can neither be bribed, browbeaten 
with them. ior boufh^ ™s Plan> « followed, will

Now In Spiritualism, as at Vesuvius, ---i— „
we have three vantage grounds: One 
close to the base of- the mountain, 
where the earth trembles under our 
tieti and where upheaval and destruc
tion is sure and certain; the second-, a 
middle path which can only be held 
temporarily; because still dangerous 
on account of its proximity to the dan
ger line, and the third and only safe 
place, clear across the dividing line 
where the flagstaff can be securely 
planted and the bannfer flung to the 
breeze, -waving above a -free emanci
pated people who, realizing no sense 
of danger, can give of their time and 
strength for their work and make of 
their home a City Beautiful;

I But let us cast metaphor aside and 
deal with facts as they, "relate to our

separate the wheat from the chaff, the

religion. - ' .. -t:' ' '
1 1. What is Spiritualism? It is a
scientific religion. Why 'call It scien
tific? Because'ita. truths can be dem
onstrated by Its teachers. Why call it 
a religion? Because if teaches“'the 
way of righteous living (not'pf t^e flÿ-, 
Ing, for there is no death)/and -gives’ 
its followers a rule of conduct which 
makes them welcome the changé from 
physical to spiritual life, because they 

/know they have nothing to fear.- ■ 
> Why say that -SpirituSUsm 1b ap
proaching a crisis7 0 Because we have, 
not kept the beautiful g&den of truth 
FREE FROM WEEDS'? in other 
words we have made’of tile Temple of 
"Tfnth-a money changer’diiharket. We , 
have permitted them to ¡live on the 
brink bf the volcano and>remain_on a 
.level with ihose. false prophets and ' 
fakirs who use ouflsacred religion as; 
a cloak to hide thein-deceib, and, irntoo 
many cases» their jicrlmlnality, until; 
many who are looking: for- an easy ' 
wayot making a living comply for the 
time-being.with tlmive®: easy, too 
-easy, : conditions.. required;- by the Na
tional Spiritualists ^Association, and se
cure the. right to p face-ille abbrevia
tion, "Rev.”, before their names, and 
lo! they are ready,io barter anything 
.for.gain. J, .fa

.We, on the spirit side, ;who have 
been appointed to this task, feel'that 
the time has come, when , our people 
■must stand or fall bÿ1 their own choice. 
THE MIDDLE GROUND IS TOO 
CLOSE TO THE DANGER LINE. 
Let us get on the other side. In the 
words of that noble leader, Harrison 
D. Barrett, "Let us clean house.”

The spirit forces interested in this 
movement would suggest the adoption 
at the next convention of the N. S. A. 
of a plan something like the following 
brief outline: ■' ' ' . .

Let there be appoîntçd'itf’eaeh state 
where our people are organized one

true from the false, the spiritual me
dium from the fakir.

These representatives should be re
imbursed for their time from the 
treasury of the N. S. A.

The next step we would urge would 
be to forbid ministers holding ordina
tion papers granted by the N. S. A., 
or recognized by them, engaging In 
certain forms ot medlumistic work 
such as giving readings on minings, 
business or love affairs. Ordained 
ministers are, or should be; SET 
APART FOR SPIRITUAL WORK, 
AND, AS SUCH THEIR CALLING IS 
TOO ELEVATED TO BE DRAGGED 
IN THE DUST OF COMMERCIALISM, 

i If the societies for whom they labor 
cannot support them fully, then they 
must earn their living by ministering 
in other localities, because the field 1b 
the world andthe workers are few;, 
But better no,-field and no workers ] 
than degradation, and destruction. 1 
, In pursuance of our subject we I 

wphld offer some further suggestions, 
hoping'they will be received in a spirit 
of charity and given due considera
tion, and pledging the . assistance of 
those on the spirit side who have been 
charged with the work.

The most Important change we 
would suggest would be in the conduct' 
of our public meetings, particularly 
as regards .the circles and test work. 
Go into any Spiritualistic meeting and 
what conditions do you find? Do you 
find the mediums trying to give some 
proof of the trtth of spirit return to 
some earnest inquirer? Do you Bee ; 
those connected with the society seek
ing and welcoming the stranger? No 
■—none of these things, but what you 
often do. see is this: The people gath
ered in little groups visiting or passing 
from one group to another, not paus
ing to speak to a stranger, but rather 
passing him or‘her by, to greet some ' 
acquaintance with, whom to exchange 
the latest gossip., And when the cir
cles are formed, what'then? Do we 
not see Sunday after Sunday the same 
people gathered around-the same me
diums, not looking for a spiritual mes
sage that may serve to strengthen and 
iiplift the soul; but; .“Give me a test/' 
is the cry, and like pilgrims they go 
from one circle to another seeking In 

; each one a “test.” .
We are . told that ■ “like ’ attracts ' 

like.” If this be true what kind of ' 
spirits are attracted to such places? 
Is there any time given to assist splr- ! 
lts_who need help from those still In ; 
the body? and; ohi my friends, there i 
are many such. Would that I could: 
help .you-to realize what might be;

■ done-in this direction/ .. V . " '

Do the teachers who are working for 
purer Spiritualism feel that their 
counsels are needed? No! Rather 
must they feel that they are not want
ed, and the atmosphere is so charged 
with materiality that they are per
force, kept outside.

Now, beloved friends, we do not 
wish to criticise merely, but ft is our 
mission to suggest a rbmedy, and as
sist as far as possible In applying that 
remedy. What we would suggest 
would be, at first, the controlling by 
A recognized authority of the test 
work at all public meetings. For in- ; 
stance, Instruct the mediums that the 
messages given must come under one 
of two heads: First, those giving 
probf of the truth of spirit return, and 
second, those relating to Spiritual or 
moral Improvement or growth.

What proof of the truth of spirit re
turn is it to tell a man, “I see that you 
are going to make an Investment in 
the near future that will benefit you.” ' 
or, “I see a journey for you ; if you go 
North you will do well, but I hear, 
‘Don’t go East, not yet.’ ”?

When the loved ones from the spirit 
side can come and through a medium 
make themselves known, we should 
rejoice and give them all possible as
sistance, but having given the proof, 
let us try and help the seeker to dem
onstrate the truth for himself, because 
it is not truth to him until It has been 
eo demonstrated.

“But," you say, “The guides” of the 
mediums give the messages; we can
not dictate to them.”

There are, unfortunately, many on 
this Bide of the border who are anxious 
to try their wings before they are 
ready for flight, and who cling to any 
medium that they can reach, when a 
course ot preparation Is needed by 
them as well as by many of the me
diums before the work should be un
dertaken at all.

Demand teachers, and your medi
ums will be given teachers who are 

' trained’ for the work in the proper 
, schools, and thus raise the standard 
of mediumship, and we will behold the 
dawning of that brighter day when we 

I can'indeed claim the Sunflower aS our 
emblem, and when we will greet the 
light? of the Sun of Truth, because the 
day of the dark seance will be gone 
forever and the light ot a purified 
Spiritualism will bless the world.
To tills end, let ns work united.

Standing ever for the true. 
Until every wrong Is righted,

And the spirit speaks through you.
Spirt Arnold, Through M. R. Dahn- 

ken, Seattle, Wash.

This work devotes special attention 
to Auricular Confession and its rela
tions to sacerdotal celibacy, convents, 
monasteries, morality and civil and re 
llglous liberty. It is Intended to be an 
embodiment of facts and documentor) 
evidence of the pernicious influence ol 
the confessional; a trenchant showing 
up of Romanism, based upon standard 
Catholic authorities; an eye-opener con
cerning the methods and spirit, the 
moral turpitude and evil works of Ro 
manism. Cloth, 75 cents.

The Poetical and Prose Works
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ELLA WHEELER WILCOX.
Mrs. Wilcox's Willings have been the 

inspiration of many young men and 
women. Her hopeful, practical, mas
terful views of life give the reader new 
courage in the very reading and are 
a wholesome spur to flagging effort 
Words of truth so vital that they live 
in the reader's memory and cause him 
to think—to his own betterment and 
the lasting Improvement ot his own 
work In the world, in whatever line it 
Ues—flow from this talented woman’s 
pen.

POEMS OF PASSION.
By Ella Wheeler Wilcox.

Many thousands ot this book have 
been issued, showing the estimation in 
which It is held. Presentation edition, 
with author’s portrait. Price $1.

POEMS OF POWER.
By Ella Wheeler Wilcox.

New and revised edition, containing 
more than one hundred new poems, dla- 
playing the author’s fine taste, cultiva
tion and originality. With portrait 
Price »L

POEMS OF PLEASURE.
By Ella Wheeler Wilcox.

This charming collection comprises 
many of the best poetic creations of the 
author. Embellished with portrait 
Presentation edition. Price $1.

MAURINE AND OTHER POEMS.
By Ella Wheeler Wilcox.

An ideal poem about as true and lov
able a woman as ever poet created. 
With portrait of author. Price $1.
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"The Truth Seeker Collection ■ of 
Forms and Ceremonies for the Use of 
Liberals.” Price, 25 cents. .
'“After Her Death. The Story pt.a. 

Summer." By Lilian ; Whiting. ’ ''No 
mind that loves spiritual thought-can 
fail to be fed and delighted with-this 
book. Beautiful spiritual thought; com-' 
bluing advanced Ideas on the finer and ! 
ethereal phases of Spiritualism, leading 
the mind onward into the purer atmos
phere of exalted . spiritual truth. ’■ a 
book for the higher life. Price, cloth;
51.00. '

"The Molecular Hypothesis ot Na
ture.” By Prof. Win. M. Lockwood. 
Professor Lockwood is recognized as’ 
one of the ablest lecturers on the spir
itual rostrum. In this little volume he 
presents in snccinct form the substance 
of his lectures on the Molecular Hy
pothesis ot Nature; and presents his 
views as demonstrating a scientific ba- 
eis -of Spiritualism. Tbe book is com- 

. mended to all who love to study and 
- Wnk. Price, 35 cents.

AROUND THE YEAR WITH ELLA 
WHEELER WILCOX.

A birthday book compiled by 'Ella 
Giles .Ruddy, from the poetical and 
prese writings of Ella Wheeler Wilcox. 
It epitomizes her inspiring optlmlstlo 
philosophy with an apposite quotation 
lor each day in the year. With author’s 
portrait, and half-tone illustrati ins 
■ptetacing -each month. Cloth, price, $L !. •- *

KINGDOM OF LOVE AND OTHER 
POEMS.

,By Elia Wheeler Wilcox.
A magnificent collection of poem* 

suitable for recitations and readings, 
tnie -to the very best there Is In human 
haturd. Presentation edition, dark red 
cloth, $1.

¡■•Longley’s Beautiful Bongs.” A 
new edition comprising in one volume 
the four parts heretofore . published, 
to which is added part five, also a 
number of the author’s most popular 
songs, including “Only a Thin Veil Be
tween Us" and its “Companion Piece.”

। Cloth, 75 cents. Boards, 50 cents,
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Have You Readheld nt Fraternity Hull, 216 Grana

bedside ere her transition.

PASSED TO SPIRIT LIFE.

8—The Religion of Man and Ethics ot

LOW RATES TO LILY DALE,

Price, neatly

Two Excellent Spiritual Books

JESUS CHRIST A MYTH.

MARY ANNE 6AREWOGEANIDES
Paper,A

distinct purpose, to set forth
with a 
certain

Psychical Novel.—Price 
Cover, 50 Cents. 

This great novel is written

NINTH ANNUAL CONVENTION.

Of the Minnesota State Spiritualists 
Association.

other Interesting meeting at 
tent, Des'Plaines River and 
Madison street. The afternoon

Sunday, August 10, 1006: “Parents 
and Children,"

■ •<»»«/ U1VWIIUUO UU/y
August 2, narrated some Interesting 
experiences In mediumship In its varl- 
óúsphases.

On the evening of August 3, Mrs. 
Morrill gave a lecture on unseen influ-

These boohs from,the pen of the no ted musician, medium and author, 
Carlyle" Petersllea, whose* writings have been read and prized by thous
ands of .readers of The Progressive^Thinker/will assuredly be enjoyed by 
all who read them. -They are intensely spiritual and of absorbing Interest 
from beginning to end. ■ • .

states in . the causa of .Spiritualism. 
Address Mrs. W. C. • Selbrede, 303 
North 27tli street, ßilllngs, Mont. ; ■

"Just How% Wake the Solarplexus.” 
By Elizabeth Towne. Valuable for 
health. Price, 25 cents.

remains by Dr. E. W. Emerson, 
yfswlhtmightalslc day,e with Tues

fl NEW 6ATEGHISM
BV M. M. MANGASARIAN,

MORALITY WITHOUT A GOD.
With letter to ■ Right Reverend 

Bishop Anderson, of Chicago. Price, 
10 cents.

10—Seers ot the Ages, or Spiritualism 
; Past and Present, by Dr. J. M. Peebles. 
I 11—The Great Debate Between Mosea 
1 Hull and W. F. Jamieson.

"In the World Celestial,” by Dr. T. A. ’ 
Bland. _ interesting, Instructive and ( 
helpful; Spiritually uplifting. Cloth. 
i—nnd price $1. " ’

'Materialization.’’. ■ By Mme; ■ ®. 
d-Esperance .and- Revrt’B. Austin. 
Excellent. Ptlce ÎDrentr ” ; - ...

LljLY DAIff NPWS, 

Mrs. Cari le Firth -'Curran Passed On.

Notes From Milwaukee Wis. J Lake Brady Camp, 
Our iheetlngs here in Milwaukee, [ Those who attended mediums’ day, 
13 ' nt "UtatAwditf Wm’IV O1A fleenn. n a...» '

ing consisted' of a short talk by 
Thomas, followed by messages 
brought joy to many strangers ... __ 
ent. In the evening Miss Thomas

¿niy’to a fw to^mate Mento eroYhe and away tor's time.'
change came,. Mer husband being tel- It was often quite surpiising to 
egraphed t<£ unable to reach her have, c°me to us after the
■ An th» evening's work was done and say:

‘This Is the first Spiritualist meeting

I experience in the higher realms. The 
- work radiates a good spiritual influ- 

■ ’ ence, and is very InterestQkg.: - - .
. |! "it is a;apfrttual book for Bpirltual- 
• I ista, and .interesting for everyone. -

care and attention of two eminent _ 8 dl Bt T , , —
physicians or the .medical science, and ?Y,er wVnd^u» 1 aPt
the untlrlng><iovd,Wf friends was hers When the next meeting
but to no avail. - night came these same people wou|d

r I > y»
8

?l

y

being a Spiritualist, 
valuable acquisition 
munity.

We go to press early Monday -morn
ing, hence communications Intended for 
that current Issue, should reach this 
office not later than the previous Satur
day morning. Bear this In mind.

allows this freedom of expression, be
lieving that the cause of truth can be

THIS GENERAL SURVEY DEPART
MENT (S ONLY INTENDED TO 
CHRONICLE THE ENGAGEMENTS 
AND WORK OF SPEAKERS AND ME
DIUMS. A REPORT OF WHAT THE 
VARIOUS SPEAKERS SAY WILL 
NOT BE PUBLISHED, AS WE HAVE 
NOT SPACE SUFFICIENT FOR THAT 
PURPOSE.

CONTRIBUTORS.—Each contributor 1 AS A GENERAL RULE, IN THIS 
Is alone responsible for any assertions 1 OFFICE WE PAY NO ATTENTION TO 
or statements he may make. The editor • ANONYMOUS COMMUNICATIONS.

THE NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE 
WRITER SHOULD ACCOMPANY ALL

he will prove a 
to any com-

MATTER, of WHATEVER KIND, 
SENT TO THIS OFFÍOE..

The Spiritualistic Field—Its Workers, Its Work 
and General Progress, the World Over.

best subserved thereby. Many of the 
sentiments uttered in an article jmay be 
diametrically opposed to his belief,-yet 
that in uo reason why they should be 
suppressed; yet we wish It distinctly 
understood that our space is inade
quate to publish everything that comes 
to hand, however much we might desire 
to do bo. That must account for the 
non-appearance of YOUR article.

• WRITE PLAINLY.—We would like 
to impress upon the minds of our corrn-' 
spondenta that The ProgresslveTblnker 
Is . set up . on a Linotype machine that 
must make speed equal to about four 
compositors, That means rapid work, 
and It 1b essential that all copy, to in
sure insertion in the paper, all otlier re
quirements being favorable, should be 
written plainly with ink on white 
paper, or with a typewriter, and only on 
one side of the paper. Please bear thia 
In mind.

ITEMS.—Bear in mind that items for 
the General Survey will In all cases be 
adjusted to the space we have to occu
py. and In order to do that they will 
generally have to be abridged more or 
Jess; otherwise many items would be 
crowded out. Sometimes a thirty-line 
item is cut down to ten Jines, and ten 
lines to two Unes, as occasion may re
quire.

TAKE DUE NOTICE, that all items 
for this page must be accompanied by 
the full name and address ot the writer. 
It will not do to say that Secretary or 
Correspondent writes so and so, with
out giving the full name and address of 
the writer. The items of those who do 
not comply with this request will be 
cast into the waste basket

KEEP COPIES of your poems sent to 
this office, for they will not be returned 
If we have not space to use them.

When wiling’ for this paper 
use a pen or typewriter.

ALWAYS GIVE YOUR'FULL NAMS’ 
AND ADDRESS WHEN SENDING NO
TICES AND COMMUNICATIONS FOR 
PUBLICATION. OTHERWISE THEY 
WILL FIND THEIR WAY TO THE 
WASTE BASKET.

The Grand Ledge Camp is surging 
ahead. George Lptford, the medium 
is there, and seems to carry a large 
amount of good luck with him. Ho Is 
a mascot. A Grand Ledge paper says; 
“After the lecture, George . Letford, 
known as the drummer medium, gave 
many messages to people In thè audi
ence.. There seems to be an impression 
abroad that Mr. Letford can play 
the drums, but that is not the case, In 
fact it is probable hat he would not 
recognize the difference between a 
bass drum and a snare drum. Yet he 
is a 'drummer' and a good one, too. 
He represents the. H. E. Bucklen Co. 
In Florida and the Carolinas, and has 
been with the firm for more than 
twenty years.”

Dr. Lyons, of Chicago, superin
tendant of that Board of Charities, 
will be one of the distinguished visit
ors at Mt. Pleasant Park camp this 
summer. ’ He will lecture on the sub
ject of "Prison Reforms.”

At the city of the Spiritualists, lo- 
caed on the bluffs overlooking Clinton 
and the Mississippi river, all has been 
activity tn preparation for the recep
tion of the summer campers who will 
be there by the hundreds during the 
coming week. All indications are for 
an unusually successful reulnon this 
year, and all the cottages are engaged.

Frank Collins, In an item alludes

TOPIC FOR THE; PROGRESSIVE 
LYCEUM/

Gem of Thought—
Be kind to the young,

They give promise ot much good; .
Be kind to the old—

Well, just because yOu should,
J, W. R.

For information concerning the 
Progressive Lyceum, authorized Les
son Paper for the National Spiritual
ists Association, Address John W. 
Ring, Green Mountain Falls, Colorado.

Lily paid ^as^alnfully shocked at 
the Budded jasang from our midst, 
Into thé higffer “lie, of our honored 
and beloved sister and co-worker, 
Mrs. Carrle{Elrth Curran, August 7, 
1806. Herl.prleg(Illness was known

avenue, were, closed for the season the 
second Sunday evening in-July. The 
attendance was good throughout the 
whole time and the interest Increased, 
many expressing regret that we close 
at all; but a much-needed rest and 
work in other fields called Mrs. Adelle

Mrs. Georgia Gladys Cooley went to 
Clinton Camp last week, to fill en en
gagement there.

From a business letter received at 
this office we learn that R. A. Dague 
and wife, of Alameda, Cal., are now 
stopping at Spokane, Wash., and con
template making that city their future 
home. Mr. Dkgue has been promi
nent as a journalist and politician, and

R. Mitchell writes: "The Hephzibah 
Oriental Order, an auxiliary ot the 
Spiritualistic Society Students of Na
ture, at its hall, 461 W. North ave
nue, had a large attendance Biinday 
evening. Articles were magnetized 
for tbe purpose of healing the sick. 
Messages were given to each one by 
the mediums of this order. A beauti
ful large white satin banner was dedi
cated. Its emblems are Cross and 
Crown, Inlaid with precious stones. 
Mrs. Schumacher gave a discourse 
which was appreciated as it was in
structive. The Ladles’ Auxiliary will 
hold Its next Ice cream social Thurs
day afternoon, August 16,- at Sister 
Miller’s residence, 1431 Wabansia av
enue.”

Mrs. Maggie Henry writes: “At Old 
77, Spiritual Mission Chapel, as usual 
our meeting was well attended by an 
intellectual audience. At the close of 
a short lecture by our speaker, we had 
many messages "by the mediums and 
message bearers. They were followed 
by answers to the personal questions, 
by our speaker.”

W. J. E. writes: "The Spiritual Alli
ance Society, 3514 Vincennes avenue, 
in Vincennes Hall, at 3 and 8 p. m., 
every Sunday, is having good attend
ance in spite of the hot weather. Mrs. 
May Elmo, our medium, has fully re
covered her health, and is doing some 
wonderfully fine work In the way of 
lectures and messages; In fact, those 
who know her claim that she is bet
ter than ever. Mrs. J. Seybold,. in
spired poetess and messages medium, 
"has been lending a helping hand and 
her good work has gained her many 
friends. | Ada Zazelle, J. H. Hillis, 
message mediums, also have helped
the good work along. We do not 
close our meetings. Cottage Grove 
avenue or 35th street cars will take 
you to the door.”

Ferd C. Suhrer writes: "The Rising 
Sun. Spiritualist Mission's lycfeum was 
conducted Sunday afternoon, Aug. 5, 
by Sister Kirchner. The little ones 
display an eager Interest and are im
proving. The afternoon service was 
opened by President Kirchner. A 
number of tests were voiced by Bro. 
Hart, which were acknowledged. In 
the evening Dr. L. C. Koehler, a favor
ite, lectured. Messages were delivered 
and found ready response in those 
seeking word from those journeying in ■ 
the other world. Sister E. Briggs will 
give us opportunity again on Sunday 
afternoon, August 19, to ask ques
tions. Spirit messages will follow by 
mediums who are conscientious work
ers for the cause. In the evening, the 
Hon. Chas. Hughes will lecture. A 
number of good test mediums will 
read for those with whom they come 
en rapport. .Our test seances on ev
ery Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday 
nights are attended by earnest truth 
seekers, and our developing class on 
Thursday evenings is popular with 
those desiring to unfold.”

Correspondent writes: "Jestram’s 
Grove will be engaged on August 19 
by the First German Spiritualist So
ciety, which meets every Sunday after
noon at 2:30 at Gartelman’s Hall, Ash
land avenue and 13th street. They 
will hold their 25th picnic'on the day 
above'nientioned: Way of getting to 
the groVe Is as follows: Aurora line at 
Fifth avenue or Marshfield avenue, to 
Belwood, and there will be there either 
bus or Oak- Ridge cemetery carlo the 
grove. We kindly invite one and all 
for a good time.”

The Dubuque (la.) Telegraph says: 
“The opening lecture given by . Dr. 
Peck at Mt Pleasant Park, was-ot Its 
usual helpful, enthusiastic standard 
and was warmly seconded by Dr. B. -F. 
Austin. Dr..Austlp Is a talented, 
forceful.talker.- Fofmerly.a principal 
of schools In Toronto, Can. ,’ he’’brings 
to his newly adopted, work the'fohje ot 
a ’fihe education and. tact’in.mddtlng 
people. It Is felt that he is going to 
be a power In these opening days.**

to the fact that the Meadville (Pa.) 
paper alluded to Hon. A. B. Richmond 
as having been a Spiritualist while 
other papers devoted long articles to 
his demise, but failed to recognize him 
as a Spiritualist.

Dr. C. W. Burrows writes from De
troit Mich.: "The Union Church of 
Spiritual Science is now in full work
ing order. Its minister, Mrs. Sarah 
Lewis, is the hired medium from the 
Central Spiritual Union, called to take 
charge of chartered societies. Rev. 
Mary Stein, pastor of the Earnest 
Workers, and Rev. Laura Crawford, 
pastor of the Church of the Soul, being 
the other two. Minister Lewis is a 
medium of unusual clearness and a 
powerful platform speaker.” -

Dr. H. V. Sweringen, a prominent 
Spiritualist of. Fort Wayne, Ind., 
writes: “My son Garrette, ?4 years 
old, has received the nomination of. 
the Republican convention for the of
fice of coroner ot this county. A few 
years ago this nomination would have 
meant nothing, Inasmuch as this coun
ty has always been largely Democrat
ic; but several past elections have 
wrought a great change. Half our 
county offices are filled by Republi
cans at present,, and my son’s chances 
of election are very good indeed."

Mrs. G. Partridge's present address 
is 1168 W. 8th street, Los Angeles, 
Cal.

Rev. E. E. McCarthy writes from 
Fort Collins, Colo.; "I send greetings, 
and desire to say I have just com
menced working after a Severe illness 
of three months. I was in Cheyenne 
wherej accomplished some good work. 
I arrived here on July 26. 1 have 
held three circles and two public meet
ing in Odd Fellows’ Hall. At the first 
meeting about thirty came out; at the 
second meeting the hall was packed, 
showing great Interest In what was 
said and done.”

Jas. A Patterson, secretary, writes; 
“On the first of August we had the 

.pleasure of enrolling, Madam Amelia 
Hild, the distinguished musician, vo
calist, and linguist as a member of the 
Psychical Research Society of Denver, 
Col., and during the coming season 
she will assist in the public. services 
held by this society. Madam Hild has 
long been known to tlje musical world 
as the prima donna of the JHM Opera 
and Concert Company, having visited 
the principal cities of the United 
States and Canada for the last three 
seasons. . She has for fifteen years 
been an ardent believer In the philos
ophy' of Spiritualism, possessing .psy
chic power of a high order heréelf. 
She attributes much of her success on 
tbe platform to the presence of, and 
inspiration received from, her spirit 
friends. In the intervals of relief 
from her professional work, she has 
written a number of scholarly articles 
relating to spirit manifestations which 
have been closely Interwoven with, 
and in a large degree have influenced, 
-her public career. Several of these 
articles have been published fn Berlin 
agd Paris, In which cities she received 
her musical education. She has*de- 
cided to-take advantage of the.recu- 
•peratlve climate of Colorado for the 
remainder of this year; meantime she 
will occupy her leisure hours In writ
ing four original papers; these essays 
are to be read before our society at its 
first four public services. We expect 
to resume our regular lecture course 
on Sept. 16, and the outlook for a 
large membership is very promising.”

R. A. Dague writes: “Mrs. Irene 
Smith of 1115 Fife street, Tacoma, 
Wash.,, ought to be better known to 
the. Spiritualists and progressive peo
ple of the United States. She was 
bleeped Vice-president, of the next 
camp-meeting at New Era. She has 
had marvelous experiences In Spiritual 
phenomena through her own organ
ism. ^he is one of the most eloquent 
platform speakers I have ever heard. 
Her domestic relations are most 
pleasant. She has grown-up children 
and a husband who Is very proud ~of 
her.”

The-ClintonHerald..says.-that- the 
ceremony of the flag-raising at Mt. 
Pldasant Park camp,- was this year 
more impressive and beautiful than

I at any* preceding Xitne? ' Th'e'air- was 
•cool and Invigorating, the ’green sward 

I 'on .thfe' hiileitlfeB'trnshbd" -Xifean- ••from 
l'duèt -by the*rdln 'ôï’ïhe '"night'before, 
nthe'rdaTfcer-ïréBn.o63Beiüieias'‘Wta'the 

lifor the first, time thjs "year, combined 
wlth.the solemn and impresstw ritual

services made an event long to be re
membered. Fully two hundred peo
ple witnessed the raising of the flag, 
and brief addresses and talks were 
given by nearly seventy-five of the 
number, some of the talks merely sen
tences, but all expressive - of the 
hearty co-operation of one and all in 
the endeavor to make the meeting of 
1906 one of more than usual Interest 
and value. ;

G. C. Dunbar writes: "With this let
ter you will notice one dollar for re
newal. While I cannot endorse ev
erything I see or read IM your paper, 
yet. it is hard for me to say what ar
ticle gives me the most inspiration. 
I believe we have the best paper or 
spiritual organ in the world.”

Geo. A. Letford, the well-known 
medium, Is flow at the Vicksburg- 
camp. ’■

Will C. Hodge, the veteran lecturer, 
has fallen In love wlth.the fine climate 

.of California, and will probably make 
It his, fufure home. Address him at 
The Willard, San piego, Cal.

Dr. Peebles writes: "Upon the 
whole I am really pleased with Dr. 
Brown's late article in The Progress
ive Thinker entitled "Paul’s Jesus and 
the Jesus of the Gospels Not Identi
cal.” For years and years I have 
been saying on the public platform, 
that Paul was the real author of the 
Christianity of to-day. I have no 
doubt Paul’s Epistles were written 
long before the Items and data of the 
Gospels were collected and took the 
form in which they now exist. This 
Is becoming more and more the opin
ion of the scholarly religionists of Ger
many and also of England.” (

Mrs. A. Sexsmith writes: "The 
Christian Spiritualists Society con
ducted by Miss Sarah Thomas held an-

their 
West 
meet- 
Mlss 
that 

pres-

spoke for a few moments on the 
theme,. ‘Love Ye One Another.’ She 
then turned the subject over to Mr. 
C. A. Statler, whom we were pleased 
to have with us. He is not a Spirit
ualist, but is a worker for the good of 
humanity. He 1b a well known busi
ness man of our city and is also a 
worker in the various missions and 
slums of the city. He sang a beauti
ful solo and made a few remarks 
along the line that had been chosen 
for the evening’s subject. He was 
with us Sunday, August 12, Messages 
were given by Miss Thomas and Sister 
Howes. These meetings are becoming 
more Interesting all the time. They 
will continue every Bunday afternoon 
and evening at 3 and 8 p. m.,'during 
the month of August. Circles every 
Wednesday afternoon and evening and 
Friday afternoon.”

Fred P. Evans, the slato-wrfting 
medium, "has again settled down' at' 
No. 2928 Sacramento street, San 
Francisco, Cal. He writes as follows: 
“The recent calamity has caused me 
many severe financial losses and my 
presence here is demanded to save 
whatever 1 can out of the wreck. The 
earthquake clause In many Insurance 
companies have enabled some of them 
to escape paying losses, and worked a 
corresponding hardship on the In
sured.” \

The Wentworth (Ohio) Association 
of Spiritualists will hold Its 37th an
nual meeting the Wentworth" Grove, 
between Antwerp and Hicksville, 
about one mile west of McCormick’s 
Corners, on Saturday and Sunday, 
August 25 and 26, 1906. The speak
ers will be Mr. Dell Herrick and Mrs. 
Schaus of Toledo. These meetings are 
of vast importance and interest and a 
general Invitation is extended to all 
to be present. An admission fee of 5 
cents will be charged for entrance to 
the grounds.

Rev. Mary L. Brennen writes: “The 
Pittsburg Spiritual Society, Kansas, 
has been holding parlor meetings dur
ing the warm weather, but will hold 
public meetings commencing on Sep
tember. Free’ spiritual meetings are 
held In the A. 0. U. W. hall every Sun
day evening at 7:30. A good attend
ance greets us on each occasion, and 
we know we are helped by the unseen 
by the success that attends our efforts. 
We hope to continue these meetings 
for- the benefit of investigators and 
feel assured we will be encouraged 
and supported by the good- people of 
Pittsburg. We have with us on the 
first Sunday of every month, Rev. 8. C. 
Scovell, of Galena, Kans.” ,

Oregon Coming to the Front.
The State Spiritualists of Oregon 

will hold an all-day session at head
quarters, 193 Sixth street, commenc
ing at 10 a. m., 2:30 and 8 p. m., for 
business transaotipznand.electing offi
cers tor the ensuing year oh Septem
ber 1, On Sunday, September 2, the 
State Association will, hold an all-day 
meeting, commencing at 11'a. in., in 
Artesan Hall, Abblngton Building, 
Third street near Washington. All 
friends.are invited to be" present and 
participate. We have quite an elabo
rate program prepared with most ex
cellent talent, consisting ot Mr. and 
Mrs. Noyes, B. F. Coulter, Irene Smith 
and others.

Afternoon and evening-will be de-" 
voted to musical program, with mes
sages.

We have prepared to captivate all 
who; come within .our • radius, as old 
Oregon’ has never done before. You 
know from late experience we do all ■ 
we promise, and leave nothing un
done In our banquets.

Portland has had a feast of good- 
things for the past few months, a rar
ity such as It would seem was "fit for 
the Gods,” and that only the very elect 
could enjoy and comprehend. Wo do 
not intend to stop the ball here, hut 
open up new channels wherein more 
fruit, beautiful and rare, remains yet 
to be plucked. We are but just 
awakened to all the spiritual light 
means to each of us.. Rise, and let 
your glory shine. Jesus, our beloved 
brother, said, "Let your light shine.” 
Do we comprehend how much that one 
word “let” means? Is it there with 
you? Let It shine. The most beauti
ful spring.that ever’ leaped from a 
rock does not say to the wayfarer • 
Come, drink of me; but the .wayfarer ; 
feels the sensation of thirst because ■ 
the spring is invitingly there'— .

. • SOPHIA B.SEIP, 
State President 

. Portland, Oregon..- : ;

ences or soul powers, treating espe
cially of the gift of pBycliometry, and 
the ability of those who possess it to 
read tiie history of the past as well as 
the inner life ot those they come in 
contact with in the present.

Bunday, August 5, was Mrs.. Mor- 
1 rill's last Sunday at Brady for this 
year. The morning topic by her usual 
guide was "Tbe Great Universal 

___ ,_.Mlnd.”- That of the afternoon, under 
bo with us and some ot*thelr friends the control of Robert G. Ingersoll, 
bv thehvsid«._____________________ • "The Warfare Between Bclence and

Faith.” The lectures were full of deep — J 1-- i — »

It Is unnecessary to'elaborate on ’
her lite anduworkpboth in the state ,,, , , . . .. , A .
and national! flèlds of Spiritualism. . n°te tbae !^re?,Bed I ; were run or c
After the arrival and consultation ot Merest in this city where Spiritualism truths and. logical reasoning.
the husband, Mr. J. J. Curran, the has Veen taught for so many years and " ..............................
management of Lily Dale Association «° !?e ,??ny ha,ve
was requested to take charge of such fou“d ‘he delightful truths It Imparts;
brief services as befitting the occasion, b“* constant dropping of water 
At the suggestion-of Mr. Burchtholdt *ear away the hardest stone.” 
of Cleveland, the' Ohio Spiritualiste P‘at cause will prosper, and truth 
joined in a resolution of sympathy as pr ™a a eQrtatu faet.
follows: We have had and still receive invl-
----- "fúv rmin n y Aue 7 1906 tatlons to hold test circles in various 
“The Ohio Snl'riteaHrts A^embled at b0™8 °f 0118 beautiful city, ail of♦»» nil? - which have been well attended.

C and Feeling, that experience .Is.often all
w Carrin tllat mediums need to develop their
m OMn-C w« ful1 powers and phases, we have often
MhVñ at a8Wd. them and the workers In at-
w!6 ri tendance to assist us, thus unselfishly
Mev assisting others to be ready to give

rfrionaH nf the Op a helping hand, when as yet we have i ran, his family ana frionas of tne ae . mnnv tn nasi at no fh« prurr 
ceased, odr heartfelt sympathy in this t0 aSB St Us

ara AvnrnHSInE As one of ^6 trustees Of the W1B,- ii AftoH^/qnirHnniinfR oonsin State Spiritualist Association
th LT%hih á will say that the officers and members
the state of 0bio, as they have lost a are w/rkIng to advance the cause 
tiue medium, an honest friéndI and throughout the ]ength and breadtt1 of 

ex-presi- th0 8tat6) and Jn sectlon ls where 
d nA Ann who the lack of mediums is found. Mil-

waukee has some good mediums who
qtnte RnWu might be induced to assist If . called president of our Ohio State Spiritual*- finnn ttu ta amia An*

1st Association who has done as much “P°a- JULIA SE® 8MMD.
to organize societies and extend the »thstreet, Milwaukee, >V1b.
teachings of Modern Spiritualism in ~~ ■ ■ ' ~"-
the state of Ohio as has the deceased. Report From Haslett Park Camp.

"Knowing this fact we realize that Once more we are in the midst of 
we have lost from our midst In the camp season, and I am pleased,,, to 
earth expression, our hearty co-worker write you from Haslett Park Camp, 
and efficient leader.” Haslett, Mich., at which .camp I pre-

Also as an expression of our love side for the season.
for the deceased we extended to the The camp opened Sunday, July 29, 
husband and family a floral tribute in With Mrs. Helen Stuart-Richlngs as 
the form of a pillow composed of our speaker. Her morning talk was 
white roses, and in the left hand por- descriptive ot her • work and travels, 
ner a sunflower emblematic of Spirit- Her afternoon lecture upon Splrltual- 
ualism, and the letters O. S. A. lem, was followed with psychometric

The remains were borne from the readings of a very pleasing and satis- 
cottage of Brother Wright to the Au- factory nature.
ditorlum, followed by the grief- Tuesday and Wednesday afternoons 
stricken husband and friends; the were supplied by your humble scribe, 
children of the lyceum forming In Une Thursday we were reinforced by our 
on- either side of the _ casket as an good friends and able advocates of our 
honor guard representing, childhood, cause, E. W. Sprague and wife. They 
youth and old age as realizing the loss came filled to the brim with good 
of a true frlend'and teacher. As lov- things, which they have been dispens
ing hands tenderly bore tbe remains ing to the people here. Mr. Sprague 
Into the Auditorium the band dis- in bls own Inimitable way portrays 
coursed soft, sweet music, after which the length of our spiritual philosophy, 
Mr. John T. Lillie, ,our most efficient while his good wife follows him with 
chairman, Introducid the Ladles' the messages that are so dear to those 
Schubert Quartetti, who sung a low, whose loved ones have crossed that 
sweet song ab only the Schubert Quar- mystical stream. Mr. Sprague’s phll- 
tette can sirtgvfollbwed by Dr. Geo. B. osophy Is a broad one, and Mrs. 
Warne of CttlfehgO(lwho gave a master- Sprague drives the truth home with 
]y address, ánd eulogy on the Ufe and -her beautiful work. He tells you a 
character of 'one So well known to us thing Is so, but she proves it. Long 
ail as Carrie'JFltth<Curran. may they be spared to speak the words

Followlng'Dr; W'arne was Mr. I. W. that must fall Jllte shot and shell upon 
Pope of CleV^landl1 Ohio, who made a the. Ignorance'and superstition of the 
few brief reiharks1 «relative to her effl- world. Tuesday, August 7, concludes 
clent work ih1 Ohio! as president of the their work with us, and while we feel 
O. S. 8. A.,¡tend the esteem in which loth to say good-bye, yet we are look- 
she was held by* the Spiritualists ing forward with anticipation toward 
throughout Ohio.: ■ Mrs. M. E; Cadwal- the good things yet before us.
lader of'FhllddelpMa, followed with a Mrs. R. S. Lillie will be with x us 
loving trlbuttf-of flowers and her asso- from August 11th to the 18th. Anx- 
ciation and wbrk'With the deceased iously are vve looking forward to a 
for fóurteénTeartJ5 mental and spiatimi legist from her

At thè éldéeloPthe service in’the inspired ll]js: ' ' . :
Auditorium remains were con- Upon Tuesday last we were favored 
veyed to the depot where the bus- with a call'from Geo/A. Letford,''»!the 
band and a few’friends departed with drummer medluntX’ and we are 
It for their saddened'home In Toledo, pleased to note that he returns to- us, 
Ohio. ' ■ on Thursday, Aug. 9, when he will re-

Thus ends the earthly expression of main over Sunday. During his stay 
one who did her work faithfully and with us he will follow each lecture 
well. M. L. POPE. ' with messages. He scatters the truths

.  ----- ot Spiritualism with a generous hand,i 
Parkland, Ta., Camp.-------------and sets an example others well might

Sunday morning, July 29, a fine dis- jjrg jfarjan Carpenter follows Mrs. 
course was given at the Auditorium by- Lillie on our program, and then Tabor G. Thompson of Philadelphia, comes Harry J. Moore and Eugene V. 
who recently left a good position as j)ebg; E0 n wj]i be seen that there is 
minister, in a Baptist church to es- mueb. in store for visitors at Haslett 
pouse the cause of Spiritualism. Dur- park-
ing his discourse he many Mnies re- Sunday evening a literary and mu- 
ferred to the spiritual manifestations g(ca] program was gi^en which re
recorded in the Bible, and why should celved many favorable comments, 
we not believe in them as we believe jjjgg Qrace Baldwin did some fine 
in those of 4he »present day. work as soloist. Miss Spaulding of

In the afternoon Mr. Thompson ¿anslng, Mich., a graduate from the 
took for his subject, f Is balvatlon Morris Pratt Institute, favored us 
Through Tloodp a Bible Doctrine. with some readings that were a credit 
His conclusion was - that salvation berseli and to the school.
through character is the only salva- Haslett Park Camp extends an Invi- 
tion." . tation to searchers after truth. Come

Mr.-Thompson impresses one as a out and investigate. Come, let us 
deep thinker who is at home upon the rea80n together.
rostrum, one who has a message for ’ 'EMMA GIBBS
humanity, and is glad to give It. »He Grand Rapids, Mich.
speaks in a clear, logical way that _ „.»v
holds the close attention of his audi-' MAKY anw uabew, 
enee. , Wife, Mother, Spirit and Angel,

x Both morning and afternoon, Mr.' By Carlyle Petersllea.
Thompson was followed by Mrs. Au- This most beautiful story of the ex- 
gusta C. Volk, who gave spirit mes- perlences of a young wife and 
sages in her usual pleasing manner. mother taken from her home on earth

Last Sunday, Geo. W> Kates and bér home in the spirit .world, is told 
J wife again lectured to,an appreciative such a • realistic way, that one IB
audience. Mrs.. Kates also gave mes- carried away~with the sweet beauty 
sages. - H. C^-Dor.n of Newark, N. J., and naturalness ot it. It makes the 
was-present, and. In the evening ^ave other world appear very near to us. 
spirit messages.. „ This book has been a great comfort to

Next Sunday, Thomas Birtwistle of many weary hearts ' who have lodt 
Philadelphia,-will .lecture on "The Re- mother, wife or babies. “ 
latino nf RorUllom tn Sntrtt..«Unm » b0Und in'Clolh, $1.,lation of Socialism.to Spiritualism,’* to 
be followed by »home mediums. -
' Beginning;with this week, we will 

have .With ,us-every .Tuesday evening 
during . August, Tabor G. Thompson, 
who 1F: well Qualified to lecture on the.
spiritual < rostrum.:: Mrs. Augusta C. 
Volk j?111 follow him with messages, i

The.lawn party..on .Monday night, 
■Aug; 6, for the benefit of . the camp, 
under the management of Mrs."Au
gusta C. Volk audiftlrs. Claudine ,'B. 
-Keith, ably assisted.by several others,, 
was conceded^to Up a grand success. 
The grounds were profusely decorated 

! with Chinese lanterns, and an 1m- 
ihense flag, beJopgiflg toVUncle,Wal
lace," gayly yaved jits colors. Several 
tables were iWreaf] from which were 
sold cakes, Ice.cregp, lemonade; candy 
and flowers, and a, goodly sum of 
money realized forPi the society, "A 
•vote of thatptB wqs extended to all 
who'so generqysiygpnated and helped । 
to make a success, of this*delightful 
lawn party o^Fhic^many expressed a 
hope that it would\soon be repeated.

. ELIZAPETH,M. FISH, Sec’y, .' ’ 
Floral Helghjk Parkland, Eden P. O.,-

Pa. ' tI2, . . .
---------ITT* - Uft———------- :

■ Important Notice.
The officers far the Montana State 

Spiritualist Association are desirous of 
getting the names of all Spiritualists’ 
or honest Investigators ot Spiritualism 
In the state, as we hope to send out 
missionaries during the winter 
months. Send In your names at once, 
and join us In this glorious work of 
making Montana one of the banner

Mrs. Morrill predicts a bright future 
tor Brady camp. While Its growth Is 
slow what Improvements are made are 
good and substantial. The new audi
torium is a long step toward the.suc
cess desired. MARY L. BETTES.

Cuyahoga Falls, Ohio.

The ninth annual convention of the 
Minnesota State Spiritualist Associa
tion will be held In the First Unitarian 
Church, Eighth street and Mary Place, 
Minneapolis, Minn., September 7, 8 
and 9, 1906. Annual reception and 
entertainment to delegates and visit
ors will be held Thursday evening, 
Sept. 6, at 8 o’clock at the above- 
named church. All are cordially In
vited.

The following excellent talent has 
been engaged for the convention: Mrs. 
Laura G. Flxen.MIss Elizabeth Harlow, 
Mr. Will J. Erwood. Message bear
ers, Mrs. Emma A. Sauer, Mr. Paul 
Be'uhler, Mrs. Frances Wheeler, Mrs. 
Emma Pldke, Mrs. Asa Talcott and 
others.

It is the aim of the officers of the as
sociation to make the ninth convention 
the best ever held.

Business sessions during the day. 
Evening -meetings will be devoted to 
lectures, spirit messages, music and 
song.

Special Minnesota State Fair rail
road rates on all roads.

The secretary, 904 Hastings avenue, 
St. Paul will mall programs to any 
one sending their name and address. 
Come and bring your friends and help 
make this convention a grand success.

JOHN S. MAXWELL, Pres.
FRANK E. IRVINE, Sec’y. |

[Obituaries to the extent of ten Unes 
only will be inserted free. All In excess 
of ten lines will be charged at the rate 
of fifteen cents per line. About seven 
words constitute one Une.]

At the home of her son In Granite
ville, S. C., Mrs. Julia A., wife of H. D. 
Dwelley, formerly of Omaha, Neb., 
passed to the higher life, May 7, 1906, 
in her 80th year. An earnest believer 
in Spiritualism and willing worker for 
its truths as she understood them, she 
went joyfully to meet the loved ones 
whose manifested presence had been 
proof that she should live again.

HORACE D. DWELLEY.
Gunston, Va.

Passed over, from the home of his 
’ son, Webb City, Mo., Glasgow Thomp
son, July 181, aged 73 years. Re
mains Brought to Liberal, Mo. ' Serv
ices held in grove,. He was. Interred 
by the Bide-of his wife, two sons and 
two daughters, Lotta H. Pearl, his son, 
and Ulrich, a grandson, secure in the 
thought of reunion. A consistent 
Spiritualist and reader of The Pro
gressive Thinker for years.

J. H. Roberts.

ÓLW 
PREMIUM 

BOOK 
OFFER ?

Twly, the world has NEVER SEEN 
the like before, Search the annals of 
history, ANCIENT AND MODERN; 
critically examine the history of Spirit
ualism; look here and there, in every 
nook and córner ot the world, and you 
CANNOT find a parallel to the offer 
made In reference to these THIRTEEN 
remarkable PREMIUM BOOKS. They, 
constitute a wonderfully valuable Spir
itualistic and Occult LIBRARY, and 
are furnished at a nominal sum. All 
are substantially bound and neatly 
printed, and those who purchase them 
are DELIGHTED WITH THEM,

We have now THIRTEEN magnifi
cent PREMIUM BOOKS which you 
can select from.

GEMS OF THOUGHT, by SEVEN
TEEN leading authors, is our last 
Premium Book.
'Any one of the Thirteen Premium 

Books you may order, price 25 cents. 
This Is the price, remember, when you 
order only one book in connection with 
a yearly subscription. The paper, one 
year, and one Premium Book, $1.25. 
But if .you order more tima one Pre
mium Book the price is us follows:

Any two of the Thirteen Premium 
Books you may order, price 70 cents.

Any three of the Thirteen Premium 
Books you may order, price $1.10.

Any tom- of the Thirteen Premium 
Books you may order, price $1.50.

Any live of the Thirteen Premium 
Books you may order, price $1.75. 

■ Any six of the Thirteen Premium 
Books you may order, price $2.05.

Any seven of the Thirteen Premium 
Books you may order, price $2.85.

Any eight of the Thirteen Premium 
Books you may order, price $2.05.

Any nine of the Thirteen Premium 
Books you may order, price $2.00.

Any ten of the Thirteen Premium 
Books you may order, price $3.10.

Any eleven of the Thirteen Premium 
Books you may order, price $3.40.

Any twelve of the Thirteen Premium 
Books you may order, price $3.85.

Lastly, all of these THIRTEEN Pre
mium Books here announced are sent 
out, all postage prepaid, for 4.15, 
sometliing never before equalled in 
this country or Europe.

Bear In mind that every order for a 
Pramium Book must be accompanied 
with a yearly subscription for The 
Progressive Thinker, which is $1. Wo 
repeat that the world has never seen 
the like of It before.
OUR THIRTEEN REMARKABLE

1 PREMIUM BOOKS FOR $4.15.
The following Is the list ot UUes ol* 

the Twelve Premium Books:
1—The Encyclopedia ot Death, and 

Life In the Spirit World, Vol. 1.
2—The Encyclopedia ot Death, and 

Life In the Spirit World, Vol. 2.
3—The Encyclopedia of Death, and 

Lite in the Spirit World, VoL 3. These 
three volumes have been prepared by" 
J. R. Francis. They contain Invaluable 
data.

4—Art Magic, or Mundane, Sub-Mun
dane and Super-Mundane Spiritism, by 
Mrs. Emma Hardinge Britten.

&—Ghost Land, Spiritualism, Occult- 
Ism, by Mrs. Emma Hardinge Britten.

6—The Next World Interviewed, by, 
Mrs. 8. G. Horn, a most remarkable me
dium.

7—The Occult Life ot Jesus, by Alex
ander Smythe, a medium of rare gifts.

8—A Wanderer in the Spirit Lands. 
Translated by A Farnese, a wonderful . 
English medium.Mr. Lorenzo Worthen of Hillsboro!

Bridge, N. H., secretary of Sunapee | w AVAUU HLake Spiritualist Camp-meeting Asso-: Bclence, by Hudson Tuttle, 
elation, has passed to the great camp I 
above. Services were held over his

The Central Passenger Association, 
including the railroads in Michigan, Il
linois, Indiana, Ohio and Pennsylvania 
have agreed to sell excursion tickets to 
Lily Dale and return at one fare for 

i the round trip. Thfese tickets are 
good only to leave July 17 and 31. 
Return limit 30 days. The Chicago 
rate is $14; St. Louis, $19.25; Indian
apolis, $12; Cincinnati, $11.30; corre
sponding low rates from other points. 
All the roads from Chicago, New York 
City, Boston and Intermediate terri
tory will sell low ratq excursion tickets 
to Lily Dale and return, good going 
June-i to Sept. 30, return limit Octo
ber 31. Chicago rate is $20. Ask 
your local ticket agent for special 
Lily Dale rates, or have him send to 
his genera. Mcket agent for them.

"Harmonics of Evolutlon.The Philos
ophy of Individual litó. Based^Upon 
Natural science, as Taught by Modern 
Masters of the Law.” By Florence 
Huntley. A work of deep thought, car
rying the principles of evolution into 
new fields. Price, cloth, $2.

"New Testament Stories Comically 
Illustrated. Drawings by Watson Hes
ton. With Critical and Humorous Com
ments upon the Texts.” Heston’s 
drawings are incompm-able, and excru
ciatingly funny. Price, in boards, $1; 
cloth, $1.50.

12—Letters frqm the Spirit World, 
written through the mediumship oi 
Carlyle Petersllea.

13—Gems of Thought, by SEVEN
TEEN leading authors, is our last Pre
mium Book.

Fourth Edition—Six Additional Chap
ters—260 Pages, Bound in Cloth, 
$1.00.—Containing Likeness of the 
Author.
"A New Catechism” has enjoyed a 

remarkable sale both in America and 
England. George Jacob Holyoake, 
In his Introduction to the English edi
tion of "A New Catechism,” says:

“A New Catechism” is tlw boldest, 
the brightest, the most varied and In
forming of any work of the kind ex
tant. The principal fields ot human 
knowledge, which the churches have 
fenced round with supernatural ter
rors, the Catechism breaks into, cher
ishing what is fair and showing what 
is deformed. The notes, of which 
there are many, both ancient and con
temporary, are as striking as the 
text. The book is a cyclopedia of 
theology and reason in a nutshell.

Other Excellent Publications
BY M. M. MANGAS ARIAN.

HOW THE*BIRLE WAS INVENTED.

Ffom the Pen of the Gifted Inspirational Author, 
* ' CARLYLE PETERSILEa/

A New Lecture.—Price, 10 cents.
This little pamphlet should - be 

placed In the hands ot every American 
citizen. The attention of preachers, 
theological students, and all church 
members should,be called to tbe won
derful story of the Invention ot the • 
Holy Bibis', which this lecture tells.

See that at least one orthodox 
neighbor of yours reads this lecture.

phases-of spirit life and experience, 
as related to the gifted and Inspired 
author.' The question of soul mates, 
or of the united male and female con
stituting the completed ego or angel; 
ds advanced as a vital truth of spirit

Wife, Mother, Spirit, Angel.—Neat 
Cloth Cover, Price $1.00.

This great work relates'the experi
ences ot a young wife and mother, 
early called to the portals of death. 
It is very realistic, and the narrative 
Is charmingly natural, and beautiful 
in Its tone of sweetness. It brings 
that other wdrld very, near to us; tne 
comfort it brings to those bereaved 
ot the dear ones of the home and fam- 
■ily. lB beyond one's power to describe. 
All ¿readers will be charmed ’with-it 
as well as spirituaJy aided and up
lifted.

A New Book.—Price 25 Cents.
This book examines the evidence tor 

the historical existence of Jesus, and 
finds it quite Insufficient to prove that 
such-a man as Jesus ever lived. It Is 
a most important contribution to 
Modern Thought. It is prefaced by, 
a letter to the Christian Clergy,, and 
concluded by an answer to an editori
al in one of the Chicago morning, pa
pers, attacking Mr. Mangasarian’s po
sition. Send your orders at once, as : 
the first edition will soon be exhaust- 
ed.
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and he was all that.
Unbound except by Love's Immortal

He (She) understands.
He was—ask what a man should be,

This department Is;under the man- 
pgementof ' .

HUDSON TUTTLE.
.Address him at Berlin Heights, Ohio.

. NOTE—The Questions and"Answera 
Ipivo palled forth such a host of re
spondents, that to give all equal bearing compels the answers to be made in | 
toe most condensed form, and often i 
clearness is .perhaps sacrificed to this 
forced brevity. Proofs have to be omlt- 
'tefi, and tlie style becomes thereby as- 

- Bertive, which of all things Is to be’ dep-
recalpd. Correspondents often weary 

, With waiting .for - the appearance of 
their questions and write letters of in
quiry. The supply of matter Is always 
several weeks ahead of the space given, 
and hence there Is unavoidable delay. 
Every one has to wait his time and 
place, and all are treated with equal

ing, delightful, heavenly, and left aa 
impress which seemed and Mill re
mains a heavenly benediction,1

And the strange thing .about it—Ke 
sang several stanzas of my own writ
ing which I could not remember, could 
not repeat- thorn now. How -explain 
this? j ...  ’ >

. A. The advocates of “any theory 
to account for spiritual phenomena but 
spirits," would easily explain this 
beautiful experience by the highly 
gifted medium, by saying it was a 
“projection of subliminal conscious
ness," whatever that may be. He was 
imposed on - by his “sub-conscious 
self," in the form of a ‘Tittle boy," 1 
who sang bis own verses potter titan 
ho could himself, and remembered 
those He had forgotten. Ib it not far 
more probable that his spiritual senses 
were quickened to the influence of 
spij-it friends who chose that method 
to cheer and sustain him? •

If one believes- in Spiritualism, 
starting from that standpoint, all is 

: clear, there is no mystery thpt does 
not yield its obscurity to its clear 
light. If explanation is attempted by 
■other theories, every new fact necessi
tates a revision. JEvery instance calls 
for special pleading and pettifogging.

favoriNOTICE.—No attention will ue given 
anonymous letters. Full name and ad
dress must be given, or the letter^ will 
not bn read. If the request be made, 

, toe name, will not be published. The 
correspondence of tills department has 
become excessively large, especially let
ters of Inquiry requesting private an- 
were; and'while 1 freely give what
ever information I am ab!e> -the ord!-, 
nary courtfey of correspondents is ex
pected. - HUDSON TUTTLE-

B. M. -K, Brooklyn, N. Y,: Q. 
About six months ago I noticed black 
lines like cobwebs before my eyes, 
which I attributed to the effect of the 
sun. About a month later small dia
mond colored lights would flash, both 
in sunlight and gaslight. About a 
week ago these lines took the form of 
ribbons, and became larger, and along 
Ihe bands, as I studied them letters ap-
peared.Î called on a developing medium, 
and he said, ‘.‘that for five dollars he 
would give me three-or four private 
sittings, that he did not like the lines 
and ribbons I had seen; they were too 
much like a serpent,” and he also told 
me many terrible things liable to hap
pen and it was necessary for me to 
come to him at once. As I entertained 
a feeling of distrust, I have not again 
visited him. I will add that in circles 
I am able to see spirit forms. I want 
to know Jt the appearances have rela
tion to clairvoyance and if not, the
cause.A. E, M. P. may well feel “dis
trust,” for one who .would -frighten 
him into parting with his money with 
this “serpent” scare, and inducements 
of medlumistic development. That he 
is sensitive is shown by his being able 
to see spirit forms, but this has noth
ing to do with the lines and brilliant 
points seen by him. As pointed out in 
a similar case, some time ago, such 
lines may indicate organic charges In 
the crystalline lens, and there is dan
ger of the affection serlpusly impair-v ing or destroying the sight. But there ’ 
are other causes which happlly may be 1 

. controlled, and such results averted. 
These lines and lights are often pro
duced by indigestion, in fact they are 
important In the diagnosis of that ail
ment.. ,fn tlie.cate .bf this porrespond- 

’ eiitltoV tfouJilHfjl.e’B'' Rejej' w>d '.'the

TUB. PRÖORBSSIVB THINKER
Letter From Rose L, RsslmpU-Donn-

We left our home In Summerland in 
.. cure of kind SpirituatlBtic mortals who 
are iu touch »nd communion with the 

mangels nt all times aud all places, to 
Jive among the “Angeles" here, 
. Los Angeles is going to bp toe city 
:of the coast. Ban Francisco cannot 

1’get over its "shakes." There has been 
on an average one every tweniy-four 
hours since the -great devastation. 
Lime apd dust fill the air to almost 
iblindness, it matters not how fair Abe 
!day may be, and Jt ip as cold ae- mid- 
rwinter. The fog and wind are cruel 
■and sharp. Many sleep out in the 
parks and in shacks, living on eharjty 
during the day. Many have gone to 
sleep on their beds of straw Jo awaken 
in another existence.

it will never be .known the number 
who have perished, or - the , number

letters ft® the Spirit World e
. »" Ú ___—- --------- -■

Written-ftrough the Mediumship of 
Carlyle Petersilea.

' — ■ li ' ■ -■ - 
Letter from'the S^ftt Jf- Abby Jud- 
j. . . son—

I have been very eager;, since.pom- 
ing to this life to - naeetocMary Ann 
Carew, or, rather, Sojonand his Mary; 
and/-as every wisliaUlll lit time meet 
with its fulfillment; mlner.ims at last

t
SPIRITUALISTIC LITERATURE,

BOOKS FOR AU SPIRITUALISTS TO PERUSEall kinds of gemsA ground into impal
pable duet, and every other known 
chemical substance; for all " these 
tilings reside in their first estate, with- . 
in the ether; but We floated over and 
ainidstj.be most .glorious landscapes— 
hills, .villages, trees, .flowers, rivers, 
rills and ponds; lakes, and In the near 
distance the Immensity of tlie ocean; 
and not one of these things could ex
ist if all things were not immortal.

O, I knew<it.must be so before I left 
the body ; and that was why I was so 
interested in the writings, of the P.e- 
terallea’s, and'here were birds flying 
within the ether, .their little spirits 
-just as Immortal as we were. The 
spirits of all these things had risen 
up from the spiritual realms, other
wise how could they be formed? and 
here were animals in all their natural 
beauty, roaming.through- all these 
beautiful scenes^ here were beautiful 
towns, cities and villages, mansions | 
and cottages, everything to interest 
and delight the eyes, together with 
sweet sounds—and sounds are as Im
mortal ps all other things—sweetest 
music floated to pur ears, and you 
ought to 'have "seen Mr, Petersilea’s. 
soul quiver, when some of these glo-

Angeli prize Contest Recitations. To advance Humane Education in 
ail its phases. A book especially adapted to Lyceums. Full of enthus
ing ideas. By Emma Rood Tuttle. Price 25 cents. .

Antiquity Unveiled. Ancient Voices from the Spirit Realms. An in
tensely interesting work, carrying one deeply into the mysteries of the 
past. By J. M. Roberts. Price $1.50.

A. P. A. Manual. A complete exposition of the principles and objects 
of the American Protective Association, with' a vivid description of Ro
manism as it is to-day. Price 15 cents.

Apocryphal New Testament, being all the Gospels, Epistles, and other . 
pieces how extant, attributed in the.first four centuries to Jesus Christ, 
His Apostles, and their companions, and not included in the NewTesta- 
ment by its compilers. Translated from the original tongues, and now 
collected into one volume. Price, $1.50.

Apollonius of Tyana. Identified as the Christian Jesus. A wonder
ful communication, explaining how his life and teachings were utilized' 
to formulate Christianity. Price 15 cents.

Aftund the Year With Ella Wheeler Wilcox. By Ella Ruddy.
Price $1. ' *

Aryan Sun-Myths. The Origin of Religions. A valuable compila
tion of historical facts relating to the ancient conception of the necessity 
for uaviors. By Sarah B. Titeomb. Price, cloth, $1.
* A Scientific Demonstration of the Future Life. By Dr. Thomson J.

come-to¡pass. - . .sx .b ;. ■
I desire to say right here, so that 

there shall -be .no '¡ misunderstanding, 
that Sotou is not the ancient Solou. 
but only a namesake: of his; yet, for 

dered by terrible experiences.-; all that, heis rightiynanxe^ 
One’s-heart aches with grieito’r the / YaS 

poor suffering mortifis toprlyed of '11,st 
home and every, cpmfort.: -¡One olfi ®n, a?d
lady with the cares and sorrows of 75 :8tto“81y for them to visit me, for oth 
years said: “Oh! if I could only sleep! er ?Tinfs m11™, X 
I cannot, I cannot! ,. I am in constant 
fear. Oh! if the good Lord would only let me die!” J mused as follows: «-Si?
“Sweet sleep, can you not.comp.like a ¡)ls wife for Any great length of Aime, 
balmy wave of forgetfulness over; this „at. the WMIon was^so
spirit, calming all the troubles and bJ0’ 
cares of the day, its heartaches: and i° wants, its Borrows and pains, that they JloiP n®r S0' „JX™'
may.'fold their tents like the Arabs, a1.} 
and as silently steaLaway?' O beau- l)U®he^> ’“J 
-tlful Sleep, fair counterpart of Death, and.blessed friend and -comforter, who ’ Mr’
does not love to rest in. thy sheltering U „v
arms when the Bun kisses a farewell to ; dthe drowsy earth,, and the stars keep motAei, he Baid, ■ ^She lias rioted 
watch over .the sleeping flowers Inlov- ing silence; when the busy bee-returns Ba
from his last flight at evening; when Suppose, dear sister Abby; we koto- 
the mother bird gathers her brood uh- 
der her faithful breast; when the 
tired toller in the field or by the forge* lays his burden down and bows his ?nd had not, after coming here, 
liead to your gentle caress,'and thus been correspond! n gly.to nil ne, we 
bn and on, day by day, till the last ®?uld not have ylBlteA;Solon and his 
sleep shall-como to the weary eyelids; Mary In their harmonious, abode, nor 
the sleep that knows no waking bn an .have understood the meaning of the 
earmly morning. Sb may it tome to tru® u"fon two halves that 
you, tired heart, stealing river your malt"e the e’,°hE iangel’ 
senses as gently as falls the slimmer as we. were both in that happy condi- 
dews, and all mortal pain shall be J.10,“ ou^1??8'.^®,v^e^0 aWe V Blt 

’ dumb forevermore. Then the brlil- Solonl,a,lM mv «tuorlant rays of the better land will dawn .j It? pIIaJ'
on surprised eyes, and the song-of tri- S?J£ a,°ng with me, but as Mi. Poter 
umphant glory resound through the ?L ea »°“1 
archway that leads to peace and rest. ? s0l°.S0ih£ria
O beautiful, beautiful Bleep, what er and sister, foi alkhumanlty should 
sweetness can ever climb the - holy be brothers and «Isters-to each ot^i, 
mount of bliss? What enchantment and w.he? they_rise-above the selfish 
1« thine n RiAAhi” MuauLuwut animai stag0 of existence they will,

TioRa 1 Batihnon DnnnWiiv and brothers and sisters will not rob
Lob An^w- B8“1-0081®1*’ each other, or the .strong take advan-

■ Ot the weak;,.hut,., instead,, the.
. . ; strong will always assist the weak. •

Celebrate Their Golden-Wedding. ' Now, the time at length came when 
Fifty fears of marrted life—half a we were to start. W, Petersilea,was 

century! How few river live and cel- to coaie to my housei for pie, and we 
ebrate an occaslbn-of that kind I were, to start from thence, together.

On the evening of August 2, 1906, . ■felt very much a»;jfpu of earth 
a number of the friends -and acquaint- do.when you are aboiR-totoke a Pieas- 
ances of Mr. and Mrs. I. Greaves, who is a well known medium of this city, I®*1
met at their residento, No. 407 to .On- was nota always best for
tario street, to celebrate the fiftieth' 1 “e'
milestone in thglr married life. A 
very enjoyable evening ¡was passed and a number of elegant "gifts were'pre-, mJrf/^Snin wYn
sented to them. A« bountiful lunch win h a little music: do help waft 
had been" prepared, and was enjoyed:by those present. Mr. and Mrs. a »tori P^lude of mK dating below, 
Greaves have four married children. 11114 be played and sapg Home, Sweet 
and it wm ^mtteriof great reSS Hom®’" “Di> 'BW-Wss Me
that they couta Mt all be SnF At Home?” then hedswupg off- into a

Cleveland OWo MRS" O glorious anthem which bA,p)ayed on
Cleveland, Ohio. MRS. C. . the organ, and the Munds of that Jn-

. - Btriiment .-pealed gBievrevayberated’ 
jvithih.tbe’ ether.jqnttloiibieeamed/.as

" though the very heavens shook—at.
JVhat Spiritualism Teaches'About God any pate the vIHratlopstof .those sounds 

„¿a would continue until they .really waft-
of the God- 0(j u8 ¡-¿to, the" presence-of Solon and

Idea-—Evolution of the Chrlstldea. Mary. Then we, together, floated out 
The one greatest'»nA most conse- of the door; my darling wafting kieses 

quenttal question which-nas absorbed;: after me;/ gnd my school all. came 
the best Intellects of all time, is the forth to wave me adieu and a pleasant 
nature of God. • Connected-therewith, - ■ - - ■ • 
has-been the relatione of man to-God;’ 
and the colossal Bcheme ot theology to 
save man by a mediator. 'x

How came these Ideas;'

with shattered health and .Uvea ^ngen-

C. K. Flanderlte, Salt Lake City.: 
Q. We have a home circle, and usu- , 
ally a high order of intelligence speak
ing through our entranced medium. ! 
But at times most,undeveloped spirits 
come and are allowed to" speak, and 
receive counsel and admonitions. By 
the careful attention of our circle the 
medium suffers not the least from "this 
mixed control. The undeveloped spir
its gain by it. We understand from 
reading “Mediumship" that spirits are 
not .benefited by mediums giving se
ance? for their instruction, and that 
they cannot hear when we address 
them, giving advice, etc. Thus there 
appears a contradiction which puzzles 
us and we desire -to have explained..

A. I do not find any antagonism, 
only a-misunderstanding. If all cir
cles and mediums would treat “unde
veloped" spirits as this correspondent 
represents his circle as doing, there 
would be an end to the talk of evil 
¡spirits, and false communications. 
There is a wide difference between a 
circle receiving visits from spirits who 
come because wanting assistance, and 
a medium setting himself up as an ap
pointed teacher of “evil spirits."

Because spirits do not hear our 
voices as mortals hear, does not mean 
that they do not sense the thoughts 
our words express. We are so used to 
clothe our thoughts with words, that 
we do not think clearly unless we 
speak, and hence a spirit "win mere 

¡readily and "clearly receive our 
thoughts when spoken or written. 
Yet when the members of the circle 
“counsel” and “admonish," they will 
find the spirits Will understand their I 
silent admonitions, and thus prove I 
that verbal utterance is not essential.

The position taken by this clrcle.and 
medium is commendable, but if" its 
members should be drawn into ex
clusive missionary work for the “un
developed,” if they do not "hold strong
ly to’communion with the best, and 
make the. other only occasional, they 
will find themselves in the hand of Ir
responsible Intelligences apd being 
taught a humiliating lesson by experl-
enee.

LETTER FROM THE PRESIDENT 
OR THEN. S. Â ,

To the Editor;;—Permit me to ex
press my grateful thanks to - Judge 
Hall, of Seattle,- for his exceptionally: 
ablererticle-With’regard to -the arrest: 
and trial Of Miss Rice. He lids placed

DUPÓRTAÑi WORK.

MIbs D. A.: . Q. Will you give 
some sentences appropriate for. epi
taphs for Spiritualists?

A. There has been such a complete 
change in belief-from the old ortho
doxy to the new Spiritual,, that the 
grim epitaphs of the last generation 
are horrible or ludicrous, according to 
the point of view.

■ The following have been selected as 
helpful. Their adaptation to. different 
cases will be readily apparent:

Father on earth;
Father still, in Heaven.

We shall meet on the evergreen 
shore where there Is no parting.

Keep my memory green.
His (Her) Ideals are realized in the 

new life.
Gone from mortal to immortal 

arms. (For a child.)
Unchanged by change of words.
From the earth's lowlands to heav

en’s highlands.
"We know that into gentler hands

Than ours our darling passed;
Oh, Father! when we all get home 

May she be ours at last!
(For a child.)

bonds.
Not dead but arisen In a new life. !
The balladist James G. Clarke wrote 1 

this shortly before his departure: J
Nevermore shall fear appall me, 
Never pain, or woe befall me, 
Nor the world's false pleasures call 

me,
From the everlasting arms.
We say good-bye—the angels wel

come home.
The sun goes down to rise upon an

other shore.

Jas. C. Underhill: Q. I want to 
Write of a peculiar experience which 
came to me. I was suffering from ery
sipelas, but had retired and was rest
ing well, though not asleep. As is a 
habit with me, I was mentally singing, 
this time the words and tune were my 
own. composition. I had sung the first 
stanza, the only 01ft I could repeat 
from .memory. ■
Soft and low is the beautiful strain,

As it floats o’er the mystical way, 
And the angels renew the refrain:

I am nearer my home every day.
Nearer my home, beautif up home, ' 

Nearer my home every day,
Nearer my home, beautiful home, 

I am nearer my home every.day.
Just then a beautiful scene came be

fore me. There was an elevated plat-

facts in the case, so that they can see < 
for themselves what the real issues., 
were.. Every Spiritualist should-re-, 
"joice that .it is not Spiritualism that 
was on trial in her case. Miss Rice’s 
personal character does not come into 
the controversy at all, save in so far as', 
she made the mistake , of advertising 
her powers in the wrong way. ' '

I also wish to thank Daniel W. Hull, 
of Olympia, Washington, for his splen
did essay, in • a recent Issue of -your 
valuable paper, upon the subject of 
“Theism." The would-be opponents 
of that doctrine find" small comfort in 
the facts that Mr. Hull so ably mar
shalled in support of- his argument. 
If it "did not'betray the lamentable Ig
norance of the writers, it would really 
be amuslng'io read their denunciation 
of sucti'men as Francis EUlngwood 
Abbott, Matthew Arnold, Ralph Waldo 
Emerson, Thomas Carlyle, and others 
qf like mental calibre, who first used 

’ the terms towhich they take exception, 
and at which they vainly attempt, to.' 
sneer. Their views might , have been 
worth something in the antediluvian" 
age, but whem presented in the dawn 
of the twentleth.century of spiritual 

1 enlightenment and soul culture, it 
makes the writers of. such senseless 
fulminations appear as one.member of 
Congress once „characterized one of 
•his brethren, "Mere rimless ciphers."

As such we can afford to leave them.

Wkat is their meanipg? ' . 1
What will betheir final expfessiqja.t,, 
To answer these questions is theiob~. 

ject of this book. The God-Idea is 
first seen expressed in the childish 
terror of savage man at the, elements. 
From the beginning its unfoldmenfvis 
traced from age to age; frith'race to 
race. A brief but searching" study jot 
the ideas of .God held by dlfferetit pop
pies runs through the chapters with 
the following titles. The God-Ided of 
the Hindus, Egyptians/ Cbaldeahs and 
Persians, Jews, Greeks, Romans, " Al
exandrian School. Early ’Christians,

alone in their glory without even one 
carved Une or raised stone to mark 
their final resting places. Requiescat 
in pace.

. HARRISON D. BARRETT.
President N, S. A.'

A Prominent Spiritualist Passed On.

form, like as in Episcopal churches, 
and a beautiful little boy made his 
way thereon, and took up the song 
where I left off and sang in exquisitely 
sweet voice a number of additional 
stanzas of my song, with the. refraim 
which as he repeated, his eyes looked 
upward and away with, an expression 
of rapture as though gazing at that 
longed-for.-home.

It was inexpressibly sweet, charm-

Tuesday evening, July 24, 1906, 
Mrs. Mary J. Ingalls, of Antwerp,-N. 
Y., quietly passed from earth life to 
the spirit realms, without a struggle. 
To her there. .. was no fear—only -the 
blessed assurance of everlasting: lite. 
She was ever a staunch and earnest 
champion of her beloved philosophy. 
She enjoyed reading The Progressive 
Thinker and contributed at different 
times various articles for Its publica
tion..»She wan a loving, faithful wife, 
a kind and affectionate mother, and a 
highly respected neighbor and friend. 
She was a firm believer .in spirit re
turn. She leaves one son, Charles In
galls, and one daughter, Mrs. Seymour 
Owens, who were both present to per
form the last affectionate services to 
the deceased. At her request, Mrs. 
Maggie Jackson^ of Watertown, N. Y., 

. conducted the funeral services. The 
remarks were most beautiful and im- 

\pressiv.e. Interment of the earthly 
casket was made in the beautiful Hill
side Cemetery at Antwerp.

LILLIAN BOWKER.

the Philosophers, the Bible, the Bor
der Religions Chinese, Scandinavian, 
Aztec; The Old Question of Design In 
Nature; The Ultimate, Cosmic Mind.

The Chrtet-Idea of a mediator to 
stand between man and God is almost | 
as old as mankind. Its unfoldment is 
traced under the follcwing"headings: 
Hindustan, Persia and the West; 
Jesus of Nazareth; The Prophecies of 
the Messiah, Conception and Geneal
ogy of Jesus; The Youth Of Jesus; 
John the Baptist and His Relation to 
Jesus; Sermon on th© Mount;-/The' 
Apostles Sent Forth; Death of Jesus; 
Burial and Resurrection; Devils and 
Hell; T110 "Gospels; Cause of" the Ex- 
tenstontof Christianity;; -Resume. of 
the Ufe and Character of Jesús; The

rlouB strains struck our ears.
Now, here were" gliding the spirits 

of men, woinen- 'and children, in all 
their glorious spiritual beauty. We 
also met a great many floating as we 
were, and others going In the"same di- Vow ” “ri,, 
rectlon as ourselves; then, there were other works Price 25 cents groups and bands of angels going-on olner WDrKS- lnc® ^cenra. 
some great and good mission,

We did not float straight upward or

Hudson. Price $1.50. "
A Sex Revolution. By Lois Waisbrooker. author of “Helen Harlow’s 

“The Occult Forces of Sex,” “Perfect Motherhood,” and many

straight onward, but upward at the 
gentle angle, somewhat as a bird files, 
and these various landscapes rose up
ward in -Btratas, and judging from 
your earthly distances, they were 
about five miles distant from each 
other, each one, as we ascended, being 
more rare and beautiful than the last, 
and where we thought-there could be 
no Imperfections, we found that these 
last were more perfect still, but just 
as reaKand tangible, even more so.

Now, I will, that you may thorough
ly understand it all, draw a little com- 
porlson:

We will take the coarsest piece of 
canvas, or rope cloth, that was ever 
woven. This we may call the earthly 
or first material, condition, and we will 
follow this cloth up through all the

other worxs. rnce ¿0 cems.
’ As It la to Be. By Cora Lynn Daniels. . This is a most spiritual book 

and gives a beautiful account-of the process of dying. Price, $1.
Asphodel Blooms and Other Offerings. A book of short poems by, 

Emma Rood Tuttle. Neatly bound in blue cloth with silver letters.
Price $1.

Astral Worship. With a chart in the front cover with signs of the 
Zodiac. By J. H. Hill, M. D. Price $1.

Atlantis, the Antediluvian World. By Ignatius Donnelly, is a booli 
of rare thought, proving the existence of a continent by the name of 
Atlantis having existed years ago. Price $2.

Auras and Colors. An Esoteric System of Teaching Coneernina 
Halos, Aureolas and the Nimbus. By J. C. F. Grumbine. Price 50 cts

Automatic or Spirit Writing, with other psychic experiences of thè 
author. • A book well worth the price, for its valuable'suggestions to 
others wishing the phase. By Sara A. Underwood. Price, cloth $1.

grades of consistency, until we come 
to the finest piece of cloth that was
ever woven;

Paper, 50 cents.
Behind the Veil. Written by a spirit in a most interesting manner and describing his life m the spirit world. Price 75 cents ’
Bible Marvel Workers, and the wondrous power which helped or 

made them perform mighty works and utter inspired words. Personal
3- and“«? the-fine cloth is characteristics of prophets and apostles By Allen Putnam. Price, 75o 

’ 4*“ ty — .-a a . . m__^^4» mmmmw DnTrnl«iin«n _ i_just as tangible and real as the coarse; 
each web of cloth throwing off, as it 
is woven into perfection and fineness, 
all coarse imperfections. "This is just 
as the spheres are formed—web after 
web rising.one above the other—Just 
as tangible, just as real, but finer and 
more beautiful still,
• At last we entered a sphere where its 
beauty is.beyond earthly language to 
tell, and we saw two glorious beings 
coming forth to meet us. , •

"That is my mother,’,’, said Mr. Pe- 
tersilea. .

This was my first meeting, with 
“Mary Ann Carew,” or in other words, 
the angel, Solon and Mary,

Ah! what beauty! what grace! what 
loveliness! . What wisdom, what 
.strengto .shone,all around ,and about 
thejn as they drewjtoaF

Mary embraced and kissed her son. 
The son bowed his noble head ador-

and joyful trip. '
Now,-Mrs. Petersilea is very eager 

to know just how her’ husband looks 
since he came to thto Hfe, and I think 
I must make her happy by telling her:

He IB still large, ‘ grand, hoble and 
. beautiful in his appearance. His face 
is gradually losing* all .the marks of 
earthly care and trouble, and IS bright 
and shining. He has'the same strong, 
perfect, artistic and’böäutitul Hand as- 
of yore. He does’ trit'- yet wear, a' 
robe, but his clothing is much like his 
dress-suit of earthy except' the stiff, 
starched --shirts,' cuffis '" and’ ’collars, 
which he always disliked; instead, he 
wears soft, white rafflee, somewhat 
like “ye olden time” ton earth. He 
wears the counterpart,.or image of a 
beautiful seal ring that he'wore on- 
earth; but his watch'and chain he has 
left with his wife, for good, below. 
The ring, he says,1b a signal that their 
union is forever ‘sealed. He is not 
bald any more,' but his hafr, which was 
and now is a deep auburn; is long and 
waves in glinting masses all around 
his broad and’ manly shoulders. His 
beard, which was in early manhood, 
tawny, like a lion's mane; is now of 
the same color, and as thick and beau-

Ultimate of the Christ-Idpa.
Publication by subscription of the 

Arcana of Spiritualism met with such 
marked success, I have concluded to 
issue this volume-in.that manner. It 
will contain 300 to 350 octavo pages; 
will . be well printed and muslin 
bound. The price will be ?1;25; to 
those who become subscribers, $1.

The price is not desired until the ’ 
book is announced aS ready/ for de
livery, which, it is • intendeds Will! be 
early in. November next AH-that is 
row asked. is your expressed desire 
for a copy, by card or letter. An 
early response is desired, for the plac
ing of the work in the hands of the 
printers depends on a 'sufficient num
ber of subscribers to assure the under
taking.

I thank those who may be interested 
and encourage the publication l>x

Watertown, N. Y.

“Success and.'low To Win It” A 
lecture and cou fe of twenty-four suc
cess-lessons by ¿Jr. B. F, Austin, B. A., 
D.D.^Tfie titles of .some of thd;lec- 
tnrte are as follows: ‘Self Helps; Fi
nancial Success; Ideals; Economy; 
Planning, Attraction; Courtesy;"Kind
ness and Tact; Angel Help. Price 25 
cents.

ROW SHALL I BECOME A MEDIUM
It. is .fully answered in “Mediumship, and Its 

lia^S/ Its Conditions and Cultivation, by Hud
son Tuttle. Price 35 cents. Address him at 
Berlin Heights, Ohio

Bibleof Bibles, or Twenty-seven Divine Revelations containing a de
scription of twenty-seven bibles, also a delineation of the character of 
the principle personages of the Christian Bible, and an examination of 
their doctrines. By Kersey Graves. Price $1.75.

Biir Bible Stories. Placed in tlje crucible of Mathematics, they are 
made too absurd for anyone who can count on his fingers, one, two, fie etc. New and unique. By W. H. Bach. Price, 50 cents.

Can Telepathy Explain. By Minot J. Savage. rPnce $1.
Celestial Dynamics. A normal course of study in the Astro-Magnetic 

Forces of Nature. Just the book for mental healers or students m the 
8COtoraoterB^dhitog, Thought Power, A dainty little book and help
ful By Ralph Waldo Trine. Price, 35 cents.

Child Culture. A small book giving a treatise on how to rear, chib

ingly before his mother. Solon gave 
me his hand.

“Welcome; Abby,” he said.
“Your father and mother are not 

unknown to me, and I have also seen 
you many times, as yon struggled, up 
through the material.' Dear sister, 
are you not glad that you have left 
the coarser part behind, and are now 
winding your way into angelic 
spheres?"....

“Glad!,Yes;, my soul is singing joy
ous victorious'anthems all the time."

Solod now greeted Mr. Petersilea, 
and the two gentlemen who were now 
apparently walking, went on before, 
leaving us two ladles to follow them at 
our leisure; and we also walked very 
slowly, for Mr. Petersilea and myself 
had been floating rather swiftly; and, 
really I felt a little weary; for, ac
cording to earthly distances, we had 
floated thousands of miles, but such 
distances count for little, here.

Mary Ann Carew—as I shall still 
continue to call her, that It may con- 
yenlfence those of earth—looked at me, 
and I looked at her. ’

tlful as the lion’s mafae, and waves 
down over hishreast.' - This, together 
with his large, expressive: deep, blue 
eyes, commanding, aquiline nose, and 
perfectly rounded head and-forehead, 
gives him a most beautiful"and com
manding appearance) Truly he is the 
personification of hahhony,- beauty 
and power, and youmihumbib servant 
felt very proud and-delighted to bear 
him company. ■ < ;

Now we floated on ’together through 
the ethereal atmosphere, his grand 
music resounding all- about us, and I 
must tell you something'about how we

I float; - ; ...
| We float somewhat as a bird flies.

“You are curious about me,” she 
;Said.

“Yes; I want to know, really and 
truly, did you write the book entitled 
‘Mary Ann Carew?* "

“I did," she replied. “I entirely 
controlled the writing of that book; 
and as you now know, it was my act
ual experience in this life.”

“I always, even on the earthly plane 
believed it to be; and now as you say, 
I know.”

“Every word in that book is true,” 
she said.

Now, dear friends, I would like to 
describe this beautiful» -creature .to 

I you, but words are inadequate, yet I 
I will try forgive you some idea about

-You say a bird’s wings cause It to fly. 
Of course it copld ;fibt fly _ without 
wings, but ■ there muifr-be a resisting 
power or It Could nit flytitad that re
sisting power must Jfe theI’nlaterial at
mosphere. Without th:’”' ’ --- ’-----
it could not"fly; th'dh, Ii___  .... 
will-power or it coffld-nit'fly; it must 
know where it wahtfr td>'^o, and will 
Itself to go; then It ihusfl'iise its wings 
to strike the atmo5Vher<f,:that it may

her: , V •■-. • ~
The most beautiful statue you ever 

saw, refined and perfected many de
grees, yet as real and tangible as any
body can be, and really more-so; face 
rounded -into the most perfect oval, 
without a marker.crease of any kind; 
cheeks and■' lips far more - beautiful 
than a blushing'rose—the rose is re
ally a coarse comparison—features so 
perfect I cannot describe them, dainty 
and delicate beyond compare;- great, 
large eyes of . blue. Think of the 

i ever saw, then add tolit atmosphere bluest sky you 
th must uso its it the rays. of. a sparkling diamond;

their subscriptions.
• A Few Commendations.

Of this work, A. E.-Giles la Banner 
of Light wrote: “It contains,,a fund of 
facts not accessible to the, general 
reader. If adopted as a text book in 
any theological seminary, there would 
"be reason to believe that the graduates 
would be more IntelllgOnt and less big
oted." ” , |

Judge Edmunds: “Had the medium- 1 
author wrote a few centuries before, 
he certainly would have been burned 
at the stake." , ...

1 The -City Item, Boston: “In many 
respects worthy of hlghest praise,And 
shows careful and elaborate , re
search.” .'. .. ’ . "'
. . J. B. Loveland: “"We" have read* It 
with great interest.”: . " ' :

* Q. A. Bacon: "Valuable, for; the 
present and the future.” z
: W. H. Terry, Editor Hayblffger.fo 
Light Melbourne, * 'Australia:- "Un- 
like In Its treatment all others." >■'

Epes Sargent: '.'A mine of .thought, 
and shown what inspiration nan" pro
duce at its best” *

Address . HUDSON TUTTLE. .
Berlin Helghto, Ohio- _ -

thus propel its bodj^ J
'Now the ether is' Ouf^ntmasphere. 

We do not have wi$gs, but we have a 
sublimated, material bbd^, a soul, and 
from the soul emnn£tesJ,will-power or: 
soul force; We, like "the bird, must 
use this soul-torcg.,of, will-power 
wherewith to propeMmrVtliereal bod-- 
ies; then we niusr-pla'Se our minds 
upon where we wish to go; and-thus 
like the bird, we float through the re
sisting ether. ■ Anamigbti'here let me 
say, that because a,phird ¿flies -is post-* 
tlve evidence that'it-has a spul and 
spirit the same as mam-only, a smaller 1 
amount,. If it hasr.not soyj power— 1 
will-force-and -a- spiritual,, body,-the 

। same as mankind, it,would.be but. in
ert matter, or th^to would be no bird 
at all; and this, ought to.settle the 
question forever, as to the Immortality 
of all animals and . birds. ..But all 
"thing that. Axlst upon the^earth, are 
Immortal just as.-man)eyen to the 
tiniest blade of grass or "moss; and 
now tojny,journey.

If ali thing?, were not immortal, we 
should simplyihave . Uwctagh 
ether without a,thlngto look'at; but,

little ears like transparent,. tinted, 
dainty sea-shells; a swaying, graceful, 
form, where not an atom could be ad
ded or taken away without detract
ing from its. beauty.and grace, covered 
by clouds of gauzy draperies, half re
vealing half concealing the perfect 
and lovely form. The drapery re
minded me of the lining of the most 
beautiful sea-shell, changing its hues

dren according to the laws of physiological psychology, and mental sug
gestion! By Newton R. Riddell. Price 65 cents.
Conflict Between Religion and Science. - By J. W. Draper. Price, $1.75.

ChristS of the Past and Present. By Rev. Moses Hull. 'A valuable 
book. Price, cloth, 35 cents; paper, 25 cents. •

Clairvoyance. A book of 109 neatly-printed pages, pertaining to a 
system of philosophy of clairvoyance, its law; nature and unfoldment. 
By J C. F. Grumbine. Price, cloth, $1.50.

Common Sense. A book of the Revolution, and yet adapted to the 
present day. A book to.inspire the reader to love his free America. By 
Thomas Paine. Paper, 15 cents.

Concentration. A series of six symbol cards and a valuable pamph
let on concentration, meditation and inspiration, with instructions how 
to conquer, yourself and develop your innermost faculties. By Laura 
G. Fixen. Price 50 cents.

Coniucious.' The moral aphorisms and terseological teachings of the 
sapient Chinese philosopher. To which is added a eorrget likeness of 
the great philosopher and a sketch of his life. By Marcenus R. K. 
Wright Price 25 cents.

Continuity of Life a Cosmic Truth. By Prof. W. M. Lockwood, the 
well-known lecturer. Those who have had the privilege of hearing 
Prof.’ Lockwood lecture wjll understand and appreciate the character 
of this work. Price $1.

Contrasts in Spirit Life, and the Recent Experiences of Samuel 
Bowles. -Given through the mediumship of Carrie E. S. Twing. Price, 
50 cents. • „ . . . '

fosmian Hymn Book. A collection of original and selected hymns 
for liberal and ethical societies, for schools and the home. Compiled 
by L. K. Washburn. Price, cloth, $1; paper, 50 cents.

Crimes of Preachers. This book is just what its title indicates—a 
thorough exposure of the inner life of those elect of earth. A very in
teresting book. Price 35 cents.

Cultivation of Personal Magnetism. By LeRoy Berner. Price, 50a, 
Data of Ethics. By Herbert Spencer. Price 50 cents.
Death Defeated, or the Psychic Secret of How to Keep Young. By)

Dr J M Peebles. Cloth bound. Price $1.
Death Its Meaning and Result. By John K. Wilson, a member of the 

Pennsylvania Bar. Cloth. Price, $1.25.
Dictionary of Dreams. One Thousand Dreams and Their Interprets, 

tions By Dr. Robert Greer. Price, 25 cents.
nivoverv of a Lost Trail. By Chas. B. Newcomb. A book that will' help yoS the beauty and joy of life. Price, $1M

’ Echoes from the World of Song. A collection of new and beautiful 
songs, with music and chorus', in book form. By C. P. Longley. Price, 
$1postage 15 cents.

Edith Bramley’s Vision. A thrilling appeal to all who are interested 
in learning how the great forces of the Roman Catholic church are seek
ing to prevent the progress of hberalism. Price 15 cento.

Elsie’s Little Brother Tom. An interesting story for children. Allen 
Thurber author. This book fills a need tor literature for small folks 
as there’are but a few books, and we recommend-this as being interest- 
ing and instructive. Brice, 75 cents. -

Encyclopedia of Biblical Spiritualism, or a concordance oi the pnn- 
Ainnl nassnues of the Old and New Testament Scriptures which prove or 
imply Spiritualism. By Moses HuH- Frice $1-

Enigmas of Psychical Research. By Jas. H. Hyslop, author of Sci
ence and a Future Life. Price $1.60. .

Evolution of the Devil. The most learned, accurate, scientific and 
nhiiosophieal analysis of His Satanic Majesty ever published By Hevry 
Frank, the independent preacherof New York City. Price 25 ce“tt.

Esoteric Lessons. A valuable book by Sarah Stanley Grimke, 1 h. B. 
Cloth cover. Price, $1.50. . , ' ■.

- Every Living Creature, or aTieart-traming through the animal world, 
Bv Ralph Waldo Trine. Cloth. Price, 35 cents.

Father Tom and the Pope and the History of the Pope s Mule. Price, 
paper, 25 cents; cloth 50 cents. •

Fifty Years in the Church of Rome. A book that has done more to 
enlighten the world of Catholicism than any other two published. By; 
Rev. Chas. Chiniquy» ex-priest. ’Price $2.25.

Force arid Matter, or the Natural Order of the Universe, with a Sys
tem of Morality Based Thereon. _A very popular scientific, exposition. 
By Prof. Ludwig Buchner,.M. D. Price, cloth,.$1.

From prea-mtand Sent. A book of poems. Verses of life to coms, 
By Lilian Whiting. Price, $1. White and gold, $1.25. . ■ . . •

'From Soul to SouL This beautiful book.of beautiful -poems ja »11 that 
the title indicates—profound, sublime and tunefully poetic and restful 
in its variation. By Emma Rood Tuttle. Price, cloth, ^1. ,

Future Life. In the Light of Ancient and Modern Science. A work 
, of immense importance. By Louis Elbe. Price, $1.20.

Germs Of Mind in Plants. By R. H. France. Translated by A. M, 
Simons. Cloth, illustrated, 50 cents.

' Gospel of Buddha. According to old records. A translation from

onecontinually aq,she moved, as 
moves a sea-shell to catch all the 
beautiful tints; hands and feet small
and perfect; skin like a lily, but the 
lily Is very coarse compared to' it; and 
the hairl. the crowning glory of wo
manhood., In earth-life it had been 
auburn Hire her son's," very thick and 
heavy. It was auburn still, but was 
the color of a golden sunset as it dark
ens and deepens.. It. waved in thick, 
fine masses’to her feet, and seemed to 
form a part .of her clothing, waving, 
glinting, and splfrlcllng. as she moved.

Friends, this is.really the way that 
angels look. See to It that while you 
are yet on earth, that yon have no In- 
deUlble/scara .of sin, that long periods

। of time carionly wipe out.
I .- (.To be continued.

!
as tall things are Immortal, wo not on-1__  
ly floated through the ambient ether, ' taught by Adonta 
wtato aparklto JlWgeliL eUveri

; "The UfSit iff Egypt.” Votarais • 1 
and 2. An ocetift. library in itsnlt, a

1 BiSy-Ä« îL^ÂS.“**,iJÜUaUtör. UAfiuv wMuvA Wiv -- - — - ; _ -< . • x«
the Pprl»gyn«»nt of Religious. By Hr. Paul Carus. Pnce,. $1®

ainidstj.be
would.be
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falling

and with unfriendly eye and mind.

by a 
ground. 
Milton

Commonly called the -a» 
koran ot Mohammed.’- 
The standard Arabian or
Cloth, «1.00

And It Will Help the Cause of Honest 
Medlumsliip.

(Advertisement.)
THERE’S MONEY IN IT FOB YOU.

COME AND GO QUICKLY, THEY RING UP THE FIRES AND ADDING 
SAY: “THE ’ DEVIL IS BEATING BRIMSTONE, WHICH SEEMED TO 
nm mother.’’ . THEM MORE BIBLICAL.

Special Announcement. ’ 
Immediately to All 
.Magnetic Healer«:,

The accomplishments of Electric Vibratory 
Therepeutica will enable you to successfully 
meet the lulty and practice sa a healer. Address,

School -bf Therapeutics.
119TCteconMfn st., Milwaukee, Wis.

sun
Dropt from the* zenith like a 

star.
But.let us not suppose that 

mere transfer of the battle

SPIRITUAL HEALING.
My Treatment Is Natural and a 

Strictly Practical System,
In my capacity as a healer, success has crowned 
me and gone beyond my expootatlons. Diseases 
of women a specialty, and absent treatments 
given suocessfully without me41olne or opera
tion. Wrtte for full particul t re. Sent pree.

ALBERT EMBREE.
235 N Calif St, Stockton, Cal, .

MORRIS PRATT INSTITUTE.
A School Under the Auspices 

of Spiritual's m.
Thoroughly qualified teachers. A two-yeata 

course prepares especially for public and pri
vate work; open to al Lof both sexes over 15. Ad- 
mlttapOo without examination.. Terms reason
able. Write for Catalogue jo

- A7J. WEAVER, Prin.
MOSES HULL, Pree, 
EMMA J. OWEN, See.

Fatter ToHnütte Pops, . 
Or a Night at the Vatican. Written probably 
by Sir Samuel Ferguson. From Blackwoods 
Edinburg Magrilne. ; Thia la a humorous ab- 
count'of a roilcksome visit-to the Popo of 
Romo by Father Tom, an Irish priest, armed 
with a Buparabundanoe of Irish wit, two im
perialquart bottles ot Irish “poteen," and an 
Irish recipe for ."canwounding" the sama, 

® cents; doth, to cental . «

Taffeurand's Letter to the Pope. 
This work will be found especially Interesting 
to all who . would do sire .to make a study of Ro* 

■ maidsm.and the Bl Me. The historic facts stat
ed, and. the keen, icathing-review of Romish 
ideas and practices should be read by all Price 
25 cents.

AFTER M DEATH.
• The Story nt a Summer. By Lilian Whiting. 
Pervaded wilh pure. and. beautiful spirituality 
of thought. Instructive and helpful to al! who ’ 
love and. seekl thei higher and finer Ways of 
spiritual experience. Price. 11.00.

IZH DTF 7H Ethics of Marriage. By K fl 11 I* / / fl Allee B. Stockham, M. Ill lllL/AvA^rl D. Karozza makes a 
plea forabetter birthright for children,and 
alms to lead ihdividbals to seek a higher de
velopment ot themselves through most sacred 
relations.;. It Is pure in tone and alm, and 
should be widely circulated.' Price, cloth, ih

From morn
To noon he fell, from noon to dewy

IN THE WDM CELESTIAL.
BY DR. TslA. BLAND,

With full page photoglyph of the Heroine Pearl' 
from a spirit paiatlng/z;

“Three thlngs-that ntnilce this book romarka. 
ble. Its authori&ip, the astounding claims put 
forth in IL and iho philosophy ana revelation 
of a future life it contains.”—B. O. Flgwor, In 
the Arena. ..Z

1 '‘It will give nsicourage to pass through the 
deep fibadows t£: death to the Aun-ht clime of 
the^Vorld 0elesUaV'-4Bev.-H.;w; Thomas. 
Cloth bound with ffilt'fiidejstamp; pried 81.00

MRS. MANÌE HELYETT, 
Trance Medium.

. MOLLIE FANCHER, 
The Brooklyn Enigma.

An authentic statement of facts In the life of 
Mary J. Fancher, the psychological marvel of 
the nineteenth century. Unimpeachable testi
mony of many witnesses. By Abram H. Dallev. 
With lUustratlons. Price, doth. 51.5CL.

pexcHowirrHui hea»ihgs, a coni»
J. Bena a/«. • MusaFiuNOks F. SfANOLisB, 2W 
Highland st., Pittsburg, Kan. -■

Researches MerSrH
By SIR WILLIAM CBDOKES. F. R. S., with 
lUustratlons. OL'unusual Interest and value, 
by one of tho -ensatascsclanUsts of the world. 
Price. 60 cents.

RHDlflNTfMBlGy«SMS 
to Modern Astnaphyaw’bJ' Edgar. L. Larkin, 

■Director Lower Observatory, Echo ' Mountain, 
California. This book treats upon a new branch 
of research into the .laws of nature, and to the 
student or oven in admirer of the modern as- 
trological'lltcrature will suraly^onw with creat 
interest. Price, cloth.

l-fiû as Disclosed in ^he Bible.’4 
ana ine By Rev. Arthur Chambers, 

CnìnÌlr I awM Associato of King’s. College» ÒPIi IL W0I lu London. An excellent book 
for Christian people who would Investigate and 
learn the facts of Bible teachings as well aa 
modern spirit phenomena. Price, cloth, 81.10.

Be Sure to Read This, 
Frances L. Loucks, one of the greatest Dayeblc 

wonders living. I use the spiritual X-ray to lo 
cate all internal diseases. A trial will convince 
you, Nervous exhaustion and lost vlgerofboth 
sexes successfully treated, as hundreds can tes
tify . Bend name. age. sex. complexion, one lead
ing symptom, and ten cents In stamps, and you 
will receive a correct diagnosis of your case free, 
worth dollars to you. Be sure to write your own 
letter. Dr. J. 8. Loucks, who lately passed on, 
continues to treat the sick through my medium
ship. Address all letters to

FRANCES L. LOUCKS, 
86 Warren Su BlcnUnm. Mui

READ AND REJOICE I 
ProftSBOrof Klcctrie Vibratory Tbera- 

peutJci, after a series of marvelous experi
ments. is prepared to make th) following an* 
nouncement: Glye me your name in full, location, 
date of birth, your favorite color and songs. With 
this dots I will furnish a psycho«physical chart 
many Individual by which health, happiness 
and business success dan bo eecured To give 
all an opportunity, these charts will be furnished 
in clubs of ten, until October 1, for 25c. each. 
Etwb subscriber becomes a member of the School 
of Triune Life Culture, entitled to monthly in
structions. Hus to obtain tbe bast results, phys
ically and psychically. Address, 7

School of Therapeutics, 
110 Wisconsin street, Milwaukee, Wls.

eve,
. A summer’s day; and with the setting

OIL PAINTINGS.
Original LandBcnpo Oil Painting»: eizc 8x0 Inch- 

ea, Mailed postpaid, on receipt of Si, Batlafac- 
lion tfuarahteod or. money refunded. Send Jock 
of hair or something that has your magnetism, 

- Each picture pointed exclusively for the pereon 
ordering It. Every picture original, from sug
gestions that come with your letter. A tiling of 
beauty for a wigwam; best material used; pic
ture on stretcher. Address, COOPER WABKEB, 
28 Ogden avenue, Chicago. ->

Force a nd .Matter
book. A profound work. upon a profound sub
ject. Price, cloth. WJJE .

MHOfiET; THE ILLUSTRIOUS.’
Higgins, Esq. This work is ona 

of tho Library of Liberal Classics. No author 
was better qualified to write an Impartial and 
honest Ilie of Mahomet than Godfrey Higf Ins. 
and this volume is intensely interesting It 
shoul4.be read in conjunction with Glbltm’fl 
work. ..Price, 25cents. -_____ ___

THE HIDDEN HERB.
The Hidden Herb has been discovered through 

spirit power, tind in .the untoldiuept of the de* 
velopmeptuf Ite force it hae enabled us. to com
pound It by scientific study Inlo a perfect tpnio. 
that curea lung and throat troubles.. coughs and 
colds of all kinds. Convince yourself of its won* 
derful healing properties. A 25’cent sample by 
m dj; or call at the M. a B. B. Herb Tonic Oom- 
puny, 516 W. Madison street, Cldcago, Hl.

■ Mrs. Dr. Caird, 
Clairvoyant and Automatic Writing 

Medium.

Practical Methods to Insure Success-.
A valuable little work, full of practical in- 

Btruetlon In matters pertaining to physical 
mental.and. spiritual health. Worth many 
Uinea Its cost. Price 10 cents.

Tllft iR^llifc containing chapters on Or- 
.A,bOTeJUc>llJbc> igln and History of the Jes
uits; Principles and Alm-of the "bompanyo:

Teachingsof the Jesuits; <Sn 
5?“n.ot t’’e5,rd«^xmllslnn of the Jes 
ultstBull of Pope Clement XIV., Abolishing the 
Societyf The Jesuits’ Estates Act; an appehdb 
ofvaluaWeTnformation. By a F. Austin, A.

-AL, 13, D. PriCO 15c . ‘

., Whu I Ma Veaetarian»
An address delivered before the Chicago Vege

tarian Society By J. Howard Moore. Price, 
Socenta. ■ u

IWonius of Juana Christian Jesus. A 
wonderful communication,, explaining how his 
life and teachings were utilized to formulate 
Christianity.,. Price 15 cents.

Bible and Church Degrade Woman.
By^EUsabeth Cady Stanton. Comprises three 

esstfys'<rtii,‘Thc Enedof Woman Suffrage on 
•Ouesttens of ¿dorale »nd Rei Jon.** - Price. Ito

IIU or Ite tech of An Angel Jlnly - H Bother.
; BY CMMES SI TWING, .

' Her aedlcatoijiiiniBsIinro enfflclent to show 
tbe spirit of tbe ODOM » well as tbe author. It 
reads, "Becausasqy: ovmi children are all under 
the tender care.o&ttte angels.- and my heart is 
Mtinkry-for the itnos of Cte young. 1 most loving
ly dedicite „this mook ttn the cnilflren of th* 
world." .This bodk it ftm of soul elevating and 
interesting lhoq$lt.; Eklco, cloth, K. For sale 
Mthlsoffioo.. : •

’ WW BOEflSOlL -
- ; BicThomas-PMiae. Shing-an Investigation of. 
Tru e and Fabutans Theology.' A now and com- 
pleto edition,-from now plates and now typo; 
WGpaces, postSya. Paper^-ggc; clot?. EOo. ___  

&lftmrtn1uSITS»TTA|NMEN^ ' 
WOmflll’y FORM AND FEATURES

MAA Iffy Thereuttlvatlon of personal 
UuUUlS 'beauty, bjsed on Hygiene and

Health Culture, by twenty physicians and spe
cialists, and edited fty Albert Turner.- A valua
ble book' for-wonjen and therefore for the whole 
world.' Price In elegant -cloth binding, tl.OD. 
For sale st this oilice. .

MRM0NI6S Of EVOLUTION.
The Philosophy of Individual Life, Based

- Upon Natural-Science
As taught by modern masters of-law. By Flop. 
once Hnntloy; An exceedingly Interesting and 
distinctly'valuable- contribution totheTitera- 

. ture of evolution, uaioldlngits laws from the 
deeper and., clearer iimlritual.-aspcct, and in- 
dice ting the defect»«? the rDarwlnlan theory. 
Spiritualists and Measrialisfa alike can gain

from Its portal. FWce, finely btmM la

I IflMAN « A- Ltttura DellverMf to Ladles Wvl Inn . Only. Sr Mrs.tDr. Hulburt. On 
the present status ofwoman, physically, mon- 
tally, morally and spiritually. The divine law 
of true batmonlal marriage, etc. Price, 10c.

A MASTERLY WORK.
Continuity of life a Cosmic Truth

By Prof. “W. M. Ijockwood,
A masterly presentation of an. Important sub- 

jecL A powerful argument along now and se’en- 
■ Ufic lines, establishing* du a eclentlflc basis the 
fact of the continuity of personal individual con* 
sclous selfhood after-laying aside the physical 
body. A^boaic*.of rare-value.. With several 
fine illustration^. Cloth. IUXL '

'Al
INTO THE WESTERN CATHOLIC , TO'THE BRILL OF THE FEMALE 

AND REWRMED CHRISTIANITY SATAN 'IS ASCRIBED THIS! 
(WHER IT CAME) THE OLD GER- “WHERE -THE- .DEVIL >CANNOT
MAN AND NORSE MYTHOiJJGIES 

' PQURED A FKOOD OF HEATON 
’ PHANTASIES CONCERNING THE 

THEOLOGY AND TO-INFLUENCE 
OF THE »EVIL.

IN THE ANCIENT DEMONOLOGY 
WE FIND NO TRACE OF FEMALE 
SORCERY TO ANY EXTENT, BUT 
THE ANCIENT GERMANS BE- 
IiIEVED IN FEMALE DEVILS MORB 
THAN MALE DEVILS. WHILE 

- THEY HELD GOOD WOMEN IN 
VERY HIGH ESTEEM, THEY WERE 
WISE ENOUGH TO GIVE ORE- 
DENCE TO THE OPINION THAT 
ALL ARE NOT GOOD. THIS MAY 
ACCOUNT FOR THE UNUSUALLY 
GOOD AVERAGE CHARACTER OF 
THE GERMAN WOMAN. IT STILL 
LIVES IN SOME OF THE OLD GER
MAN PROVERBS. . WHEN RAIN 
AND SUNSHINE ALTERNATELY

No Devil, Only an Element of Deviltry, 
Nqw—Stiver Discounts Satan^- 

,Tells of Heathen Phantasies Poured 
Into Christian Beliefs.
"There are no snakes in Ireland [as 

sit forth in the Globe-Democrat of St. 
Louis, Mo.] is said to have been the 
first statement by a lecturer on snakes 
in the Emerald isle.

"There is no Satan," could be truth
fully said at the opening of an article 
on the SIDELIGHTS WHICH LEARN
ING THROWS ON THE DOCTRINE 
OF A PERSONAL DEVIL.

That there is now, and always has 
- ' been an element of deviltry in nature, 

within living things, and among hu
man beings, male and. female, is I““6 
another thing. Wherever there is im
perfection above what there should be 
in reasonable, avoidable form, there is 
the element of evil; and anything con
taining evil elements and exercising 

• evil activities above what is natural 
and avoidable is an Illustration of sa- 
tanje influence. It is only when we ex
alt these things into something like 
infinite degree and form, PERSONIFY 
THEM AND MAKE THEM A GOD, as 
many have done in mind and philoso
phy in racial history, and as many do 
to this day, that we come upon the 
phantasy which has ruled the minds 
of men for so many ages and in so 
niany forms. It' is one of the evl-i 
dences of the growing intelligence and 
general improvement of the race that 
its better part.has abandoned so many 

. of the phantasies of the past, among 
whicii is this supreme one of the exist
ence of a Miltonian devil,, and have 

' recognized the realities underneath 
them, Tiave referred them to-the right 
source and have combatted them in 
rational ways. _

A correct diagnosis of a disease Is 
the first step in the cure of it' 
TRUTItr Ad4ONWMN4 XHE^-INWARP 
PARTS CAN MAKE ÜS FREE.

’ The great paradise lost 1b withimUA 
As heaven and the kingdom, of God

' ■” fs"flrst'bf-Wrirtthin U8rwe*may trayiB- 
* ^r 'thé'logic.éf '.ibe Miltonian epic 

there, and we'shall find . that within 
tliat empire there is.a'Satari;.and many 

, fallen angels, with whqtt F^the ego 
and all the good inward'aqgels may 
wags a war» It Is froni tills realm tnat 
we may cast out-Satan an^ .all bls 
hosts of evil, if we will, hurling them 

■ ¿own so that, like Satan in the great 
poem,

from heaven above, where 
places it, to the heaven within us, 
where it should be, that the analogy is 
correct and the language consistent. 

. Milton's naradise is one lost by defec
tion and' revolt.. His paradise re
gained is one of mere restoration. The 
paradise to which we should aspire is 
not onlv one lost, perchance, by com
mission, but one not gained by omis
sion. The doctrine of evolution puts 
the whole matter upon higher ground. 
It is not "sufficient to have stood,
though free to fall."

Evolution puts man Into a con
scious relation to improvement. Re
ligion, under this aspect, is not in the 
FIRE INSURANCE BUSINESS only, 
but in the LIFE INSURANCE Busi
ness. We might transfer Milton’s 
paradise lost and paradise regained 
both Into the personal life and yet we 
would be simply where we started 
when it is all over. Milton takes the 
human race and, in his two sonorous 
poems, shows how, like^ a nestling 
bird, it fell out of its nest and how it

W«u^c9oeÄ

COME,- THERE HE BENDS HIS 
GRANDMOTHER."

THE EXPRESSION, “THE »EVIL 
AND HIS DAM,” IS STILL COMMON ' 
IN ENGLAND AND SCOTLAND.

THE GERMS OF THE GERMANIC 
FAUST-DEV1L ARE FOUND IN THE 
OLD GERMANIC FOLK-LORE OF 
THIS DEVIL. THEY ALL PLACED 
HELL IN THE COLD AND DREARY 
REGIONS OF THE NORTH, AND 
WHEN MILTON COMES TO FAINT 
THE TERRORS OF -HELL IN THE 
LINES QUOTED , HEREIN, . HE 
MAKES HELL-TORMENTS ALTER
NATE FROM HOT TO COLD AND 
MAKES BOTH QUITE SEVERE. IT 
IS A KIND OF POETIC REFINE
MENT WHICH WAS NOT KNOWN 
OR HEARD OF BY NEW ENGLAND 
DIVINES. THEY ENLARGED UPON 
THE TERRORS OF HELL BY STIR.

Immovable, infixed and frozen round 
Periods of time; thence hurried back 

' to fire/ ,
Which way shall I fly, 

Infinite wrath; and infinite despair? 
Which wayl fly is hell; myself ana’hell; 
And In the lowest deep, a lower deep, 
Still threatening to devour me, opens 

wide,
To which the hell I suffer seems a 

heaven. -i

- To bolster Up this-Miltonlan theory, 
which he simply echoed in poetry as 
coming down to him from the early 
Christian ages, and which he handed 
down in more ornate and pleasing 
form for the edification of posterity, 
it has been the theory of the theology 
of the past that the bible was written 
by plenary inspiration of God, and is 
literally true in all respects, so that 
what is intimated or taught concern
ing satan in it, is the primary source 
of the true knowledge en the subject, 
and that the Persians received their 
information concerning the devil from 
the^Hebrews, instead of the Hebrews 
from the Persians, as outlined in the 
previous article.

According to the older learning and 
philosophy, the Persians HAD NO DE
MONOLOGY PRIOR TO THE JEW
ISH CAPTIVITY, AND ONLY FROM 
THE HEBREWS SOJOURNING 
AMONG THEM DID THEY GET THE 
GENERAL IDEAS WHICCH THEY 
PBRVETED, in the course of time, 
Into a system of dualism, which 
spread from that point and is the 
source of all other demonology.

No matter how much the Hebrew 
mind might have been corrupted by 
depraved tendencies, and how far It 
may have departed from the right' 
pathway at times, the writers of the 
Old and New Testament scriptures (as 
is supposed) were rendered perfectly 
safe and sane by the revelations made 
to: them, direct from heaven,, sp all 
.that is said must be taken as literally 
true. ...j- »
, For ft. Jong .tlmft.thjs theory has pre
vailed' and has tevetmastqirefC' * every
thing’bald to the contrary.. Any one 
who ventured tp oppose. this way of 
thinking was branded as a heretic, and 
was of|en put out of the way with the 
gentle influence of fire and guilotine.

With' such fanaticism can the hu
man mind complacently perpetuate its 
own follies?

It is a great tribute to the persist
ency pf religious instincts, but a poor 
compliment to racial intelligence.

If evolution puts an end to the dis
position to fall into a-fixed state on 
anything, in the better portion of the 
human race, it will be the greatest ac
complishment of the twentieth centu
ry.

A Paper that Never Falters, Never Pauses in Its Effort.for the Greatest Good to 
the Cause of Spiritualism, Science, Higher Thought, and a Better Life. 
Never Lacking for Life and the Efesamination of Most Important Mind-Food.

Give Us the Troth, the Whole'Troth, and Nothing but the Truth

The Historic Method.
Against this theory of the origin 

of the Scriptures and this theory of 
Satan, and this demonology in, general, 
has come the historic method of inter
preting the Scriptures, and. the light 
which has fallen from historic re
search everywhere. It is found that 
DEMONOLOGY EXISTED IN PERSIA 
LONG BEFORE THE HEBREW CAP
TIVITY AND EXILE; that it is found 
among all peoples of the earth, and 
far removed froin the possibility of 
Hebrew or Persian Influence; and that 
in each tribe and country it takes on 
certain peculiarities which are dis
tinctly the natural and easily account
able.

To believe in an evil personality, 
and in a good personality are both na
tive to man.

That there are good, and that there 
are evil, influences at work in nature, 
and among men, is so apparent that 
it can not be disavowed. It is quite- 
natural also to conceive of both as 
originating in some being, since we see 
the majority of phenomena which 
come within the common experiences

got back again. - । of human life, proceeding from some
These epics have nothing in them of personal cause. In a low state of hu- 

the law of growth, ot Immeasurable 1 man culture Individuals are Inclined to 
possibility, of evolution, of growing ! look upon each other with suspeion 

* into the divine image and likeness, 
and of a perpetual movement to be
come perfect as our Father in heaven
is perfect.

‘ His philosophy measures the high- 
water mark of the religious-philosophy 
of the mldle ages and of more recent 

'times in which man, at his best, is a 
sort of bloodless turnip to be got into 
a kind of cold storage vault where he 
yvill keep forever, deprived of every 
activity except that of perpetual choir 
practice. In such scheme of the two 
principal elements are the devil, and 
redemption. It was really a dualism 
in’ which the devil had the better of 
Deity. ' v .

■ According to the theology which to 
, some extent sill prevails; only the 
elect few were redeemed and restored 
from the fall, while the devil walked 
off with the remainder of mankind and 
kept them id hell forever. Of the 
millions upon millions of human be
ings .which lived upon, this earth, as 
allowed by, all now since we know the 
extent tf the. race, but a small frag- 

< ment has ever heard of the scheme of 
redemption, and all who have not, ac
cording to this theory, are members of 
the family of Satan, and with him in 

'■ a. place. ,' .
, . Where armies whole have, sunk; the 

. , parching air
' Burns frore, and cold performs the 

effect'of fire.
, Thither by harpy-footed furies haled, 

' ‘ At certain revolutions all the damned 
Are brought; and feel by turns the 

bitter change '
Of fierce extremes; extremes by change 

more fierce, ■, -
From bed/of raging fire to starve in

’ 1C6
Their soft, ethereal xarmth, and there 

to pine . .

Appearances are erected into realities. 
Only the strongest ties of common hu
manity are able to overcome such ten
dencies.

Common foes, common dangers, com
mon weaknesses, common instincts of 
self-protection and self-propagation 
alone have been stronger and more en-. 
during than Individual enmity. But 
for these the race would not Jiave 
been held together, many as have been 
the evils which have come upon it 
from the sources in. tribal strifes and 
national wars.

Contests between great bodies of 
men, jealous of each other and deter
mined upon each other’s destruction, 
bad as they have been, were less to 
be dreaded than Individual conflict 
universally-prevalent.. The law of the 
surivival of the fittest among individ
uals prolonged and uplifted the tribe 
or nations-as individuals, while the 
same law determined which nation, in 
the great struggles for 'supremacy 

■among the nations of men, should per
sist. ; ' , " - ■ . ■ ' ■

We can see how the Satan which 
has-been in men. from the first, and 
'which has been invested WITH SU
PREME PERSONALITY and Individ-, 
uallty by benighted people,' has been 
whipped arid defeated bv^the law ot 
God,' and TURNED OUT OF HEAVEN 
GRADUALLY. •
C It Is simply a higher form of the 
same great defeat-of Satan by the 
good which manifests itself now in the 
repudiation of a personal devil and in 
the defeat of evil by seeking its true 
scientific cause arid applying the reme
dies at the root of the evil. Good his
toric and good scientific and good phil
osophic and good religious influences 
are to overcome.the evil Influences of 
the past. In this way we are not to

be overcome-of evil, but »to overcome 
evil with good.' ' In the realm of mere 
personal evil, the same course is the 
only effective one,

The avoidable feuds of any two 
men, and especially of any two bad 
men, will not make a, good man; but, 
If all men seek to Know, why they are 
not good mffin and try to remedy the 
veils within themselves first of »11, they 
will be in GOOD FORM TO ASSIST IN 
APPLYING A REMEDY : TO THE 
EVILS in others. .

We all need to behold the beam in 
our own eye first of all, then iwe may 
be better able to behold thé mote in 
the eye of some one else.'1" By such 
processes we shall help forward the 
law and fact of evolution which to 
seen to be the spirit of the teaching of 
the. great teacher. ' z ■ • ‘

Changed by Contact.
In the preceding article an; outline 

was given as to the entrance. Into 
Christian thinking 9i.,-tlte'jaoctrijie of 
Satan. The New Teftfgment. ideas on 
this subject were nqt only greatly en
larged, but in many respects entirely 
changed by contact with ’ the pagan 
ideas Into which Christianity sought to 
insiriuate Itself. On the one hand, 
this resulted In the introduction of a 
considerabie nunlber of new heathen 
notions, and on' the other resulted in 
the heaping together ot many of these 
ideas of Satan and God into uncritic
ally and unhistorlcaUy related dog
mas, only partially related logically 
and theologically.

The Greeks and Romans believed 
fervently IN THE REALITY OF 
THEIR MYTHOLOGICAL DIVINI
TIES, or the "immortal gods which 
never existed,” and they Impressed the 
early Christians with this view to 
such an extent that they easily accept
ed them as belonging to the category 
of divinities, but as false ones under 
the headship of Satan. These were 
supposed to have been overcome by 
the work and sufferings ot Jesus 
Christ, but not -rendered wholly pow
erless. In this way the -HEATHEN 
DEMONOLOGY PASSED OVER INTO 
THE POSSESSION OF THE CHRIS
TIAN D'EVIL, IF SUCH AN EXPRES- 

ISION MAY BE PARDONED.
These Grecian arid Roman demons 

were now supposed to utter deceptive 
oracles, to be ¿resent at sacrifices, to 
Inhale the incense of sacrifice, to grow 
more and more depraved by this de-, 
ceptlon and materialization, to flit 
about as scorched and blackened souls, 
and to come to actual physical forihs 
through which they produced off
spring with female human beings.-

These and other loathsome beliefs 
originated'In this way and were per
petuated in one form or another in 
witchcraft down to the day of the Pil
grim fathers, and in some countries 
even unto this day.

• St. Augustine -and other - Christian 
'fathers believed that the human fam
ily was created to fill the gap made by 
the fall of Satan and his angels from 
the household of God In heaven. Af
ter-the fall of man, through the Influ
ence of Satan, God having declared 
that a transgression of his law should 
be punished by death, was in duty 
bound to keep his word and to consign 
man to everlasting destruction and 
hell fire. But, inasinuch as man’fell 
through deception and not wholly 
through his own sin, it was supposed 
In -heaven that it would not be right 
to leftve man in that condition if Sa
tan could be overcome at his own 
game. Accordingly, Jesus Clirlst, the 
Son of God, OFFERED HIMSELF TO 
SATAN AS A RANSOM FOR • MAN, 
which Satan supposed to be a good 
bargain on the ground that the man 
Jesus Christ was of more dignity and 
value than all the race taken together. 
In this he was deceived, because he did 
not perceive the deity of Christ under 
human form.

Satan, shrinking from God, and de
parting with horror arid dismay, lost 
both man and Jesus Christ. But he 
lost only such part of mankind as were 
not associated with Jesus Christ by 
baptism and the rites of the church. 
Through the force of original sin, all 
others remain under the doiriinion of 
Satan. To secure the benefits of the 
death of JeSus, baptism was consid
ered absolutely, necessary,, and, after 
the soul was born by baptism Into the 
family of God, it was necessary to ex
orcise the devil many times'to keep it 
11161*6. »/•••

Making the sign of the cross, sprink
ling with'holy water, . uttering the 
words, the name rat-the Father 
and the Son arid, thé ..Holy. Ghost,” 
which was formerly.a • part :of the 
spelling book, even in NeWEngland, 
the use of the cross in many other 
ways, and especially on churches, .and 
numberless, other forms-tif exorcism 
found In use among Christians, ORIG
INATED IN THIS WAY,’ AND WERE 
SUPPOSED TO .HAVE MAGICAL 
POWER IN DEFEATING AND OVER

COMING SATAN.
The Eastern, ■ or Greek, .Catholic 

Church has not advanced beyond this 
stage of development yet,/ and their 
hatred of the J.ews hnd their persecu
tion even to-day, with horrible cruelty 
and supreme inhumanity, has its ori
gin in the belief that the Jewish people 
ARE NOT THE CHILDREN OF GOD, 
BUT OF THE DEVID, because they do 
not embrace Christianity. . .

' To such superstitious; minds as are 
still found among.Greek or Russian 
Christians all their evils and misfor
tunes come from the presence among 
them of these hated and 'unbelieving 
Jews. They' thlnk ''they , are' doing 
God’s will to destroy them, if they will 
not voluntarily get out. Of course, 
while this is not the general theory 
among Russian. Christians; there are 
humane influences in the ¿more en
lightened-portions which ' forbid the 
destruction of the Jews, but' theolog- 
'ically they are ' all/ condemned and 
ready for execution. It Is doubtful if 
any of the clergy, anywhere in Russia 
would riot rejoice if evèry Jëw should 
depart of his own accord or should be 
exterminated by forcé. And with 
such and many . other phantasies to 
contend with in sb great an empire, it 
is no wonder that Russia is. In the 
throes of a great dissolution all the 
time, counteracted only by the recoil 
of human nature Itself against the 
evils of anarchy and the horrors of 
universal destruction.- .

Heathen Fantasies.

ALEX CAIRD, M. D„
HEALER.

DR, CAIRD will be pleased to see 
patients. requiring VITAL TREAT
MENT, and explain his methods. Will 
also give treatment and advice for the 
development of latent Psychic Power. 
Consultation free. Treatment JI,00 
each, or course of fifteen for $10.00. 
Office 6 Second street, Lily Dale, N. Y.

U L nndppfl if Restores Lost Vision, 
n W.VI lUul I UI Write for Illustrated Cirqular 
XnpnHplO Bhowlnx styles and price^nd 
vUUuLublUi photo of Spirit Yarma, who de- 
TOloped thw Clairvoyant power In ma I oan ad* 
Just my Melted Pebble Lens Spectacle ae perfect* 
Jy to your eyes at your own homo and send by 
mall, as If you were In my office. Thoueanda wifi 
testify. B. r. POOLIfi.

157 Winthrop nvc„ Chicago. Ill.
B, F. POOLE—Dear Sir:—The spectacles you 

sent are. perfect, and if I ever want another pair 
twill Barely apply to y3u. With miiny thanks, 
Mils. M. L. SOUTHERLAND. Huron. 8. Dak.

.‘formed Ohrtetianity (When it came) 
■the old German and Norse mythologies 
poured aHood'of heathen 'phantasies 
concerning theology ANQ '?THE IN
FLUENCE OF THE DEVIL.. ’

In the ancient demonology we find 
no trace of female, wreery to any ex- 
•tent, but the ancient . Germans : te- 
'lleved ln female devils more than‘tn 
male devils. While they held good
women in very high esteem, they were 
wise enough to give 'credence, to the 
opinion that all are not good. This 
may account for the. unusually good 
average character of7thq.German wo- 
ma It still lives in Boule ot the old 
German provepbs. When rain and 

 

sujihhlne alternately ‘ come .and go

lekly, they say: "The devil is beat- 
ng his mother.” ■

To the skill-of the female Satan is 
scribed this: "Where, the devil can- 
ot come, there he sends his grand

mother." -
The expression, "The deyll and his 

dam,” 1b still common in England and 
Scotland. •
The germs of the Germanic Faust- 

devll are found in the old' Germanic 
folk-lore of the devil. ' They all placed 

hell in the cold and dreary regions of 
the norths and when Milton comes to 
paint the terrors of hell in' the lines 
quoted herein, he makes hell-torments 
ALTERNATE FROM HOT TO COLD 
AND MAKES BOTH QUITE SEVERE. 
It to a kind of poetic refinement which 
was riot known or heard of by New 
England divines. They enlarged 
upon the terrors of hell by stirring up 
the fires and adding brimstone, which 
eeemod to them more biblical.
- From this German source comes 
also the varied grotesque forms which 
Satan is assumed to be able to take at 
times. The evil spirit of the Ger
mans before the introduction of Chris
tianity WAS SEATED IN HEAVEN, or 
some high place at least, but with the 
coming of Christ he was cast down to 
earth and inclosed in some volcanic 
resort, where he could enjoy the heat 
and sublimity of .the underworld. We 
do not remember that Milton de
scribes his Satan as having been lamed 
in one leg by his fall for a whole day 
upon the liquid flames of hell, but 
rather that he suffered a general sore
ness thereafter, somewhat such as a 
football player might experience, but 
the German Satan, Wieland, like the 
Romap Vulcan, cast down from heaven, 
felt it more in one leg thereafter, and 
Wks somewhat lame as he went about 
his business of forging thnnderbolts 
and doing other odd jobs. "Donner” 
was the old German word for devil, 
and when it thundered they said, 
"THE D^VIL MUST BE STRIKING," 
of course on his anvil, "Donner wet
ter” has a similar origin. While at 
his work under the mountains Wel
land was supposed to wear a cloak ot 
green or gray or red, as did his rela
tives when they came around the 
houses .of the old German peoples in 
dreams, but represented as realities. 
Santa Claus is the impersonation ot 
one of the good devil-souls who comes 
out of the frozen regions of the north 
with his good things at Christmas. To 
some of these sacrifices were made, 
even after the Introduction of Chris
tianity.

To the old Norse gods, among 
whom the devil was ranked, horses, he 
goats and hounds were sacrificed at 
times, even after they embraced the 
Christian religion. "To kindle-a fire 
to the devil” Is an old proverb which 
connects itself with this ancient sacri
ficial worship.

Among many heathen peoples they 
•sacrifice 'and -pray to their, evil- spirits 
And devils more than to the good, 
upon the rational principle, that' the> 
good spirits will dp them, no harm, 
but the bad may. They managed to 
get Satan behind them by an offering 
of rewhrds and rebates. "The runa
way goose has gone to the devil," 
among the Germans, ahd they ceased 
to look for it because it might offend 
the divinity. By hook and crook Sa
tan has always been looked upon as 
pretty well able to take care of him
self and to be quite well to do.

The Scriptures say that “Money is 
a root of all evil,” if not "the root of 
all evil,” since the revised version has 
made the correction, and this idea of 
the wealth of Satan and the bad infiu-

SpiritalisMleetings.
W to important "wtwn a meeting to 

tmspendiHl, that notice bo given us, to 
Utat Inquirers may wot be mislead. Wo 
want nqw notices of all mootings betas / 
bold here in public halls at tha present 
time.

AN ASTONISHING OFFER
Send three two-cent stamps; lock of 

hair, age, name and the leading symp
tom, and your disease will be diagnosed 
free by spiritTpower.

Mrs. Dr. Dobson-Barker,
.230 North Sixth St.

San Jose, Call

ence of wealth is not new to the world 
since recent occurrences

I want to put that grand book, 
“Mysteries of the Seance, or Tricks 
and Traps of. Bogus Mediums,” into 
the hands of every Spiritualist and in
vestigator in the land, and will make 
a specially low price by the quantity 
to all who. will act as agents, it is in- 
valuable to all who object to fakery 
and deceit., and will sell readily at all 
Spiritualist—' meetings, seances and 
camps. Compiled by a life-long Spir
itualists. Sample copy, 25 cents, which 
will be credited on/first order for one 
dozen or more. Come, friends, help 
us to drive out fakery from our ranks, 
and at the same time help yourself 
Address ED. LUNT, Station A, Boston, 
Mass.

society.
Milton admonishes us 

connection with the fall
Let none admire 

That riches grow in hell; 
best

in

as 
of

New York

follows in 
Satan:

that soil may

Deserve the precious bane.
Mammon, the least erected spirit that 

fell
From heaven; tor even in heaven his 

looks and thoughts
Were always downward bent, admir

ing more
The riches of heaven's pavement, trod

den gold.
Than aught divine or holy else en

joyed
In beatific vision.

The modern Satan has come by a 
good many things by inheritance, just 
as have some others who are not quite 
content with a virtuous life and have 
gotten into recent troubles. As soon 
as the heathen divinities WERE DE-
THRONED BY CHRISTIAN INFLU
ENCES, ALL THEIR TITLES AND 
DISTINCTIONS AND 
WENT TO SATAN.

Finally, with the influx 
thought,-he was dethroned

POWERS

of new 
more or

less among heathen peoples even, aad 
came to abandon the human form, and 
assume the role of lower animals.

even, and

The black horse of Revelation, the 
ass with long horns and tall, the he- 
goat, the hog, the wolf, the hound, the 
raven, the serpent, the worm,,, the 
dragon, and the poor fly, were at last 
the Inhuman forms which he assumed, 
and in New England and Old, the 
black cat, on account of Its eyes 
strongly contrasted with its color, is to 
be reckoned among the shapes he 
takes to accomplish his designs. He 
is not looked upon at present as hav
ing the power of taking any form, but' 
to be able to take into'his confidence, 
and to use as he will, those who sub
mit to his ¡rower for the accomplish
ment of his purposes.- This latter 
conception is the nearest to the one 
which is scientific, and to the final one 
which would usurp the ancient be
liefs. SAMUEL L. STIVER.

• Bunker Hill, Ill. ,

“The Kingship ot SelFUontroi." By 
Wm. George Jordan. It treats of 
crimes of the tongue, the Red Tape du
ty, the supreme charity of the world, 
the revelation of reserve-power, etc. 
Price, 30 cents.

the

: “The infiaelity of Ecclesiaaticism. 
A Mrinace to -American- Civilization.’’ 
By Prof. Wm. M. Lockwood, lecturer 
upon physical, phyiologlcal and psy
chic science Demonstrator of the Mo
lecular or Spiritual Hypothesis of Na-, 
lure. Scholarly, masterly, trenchsnt- 
Price. 26 cento, ...

"Spirit Echoes.” By Mattie E. Hull. 
This pretty volume contains fifty-seven 
of the author’s latest and choicest po
ems. Neatly bound In cloth, and with 
portrait of the author. .Price, 75 cents.

Prayer; Ito Uselessness and Unscien- 
tifle Assumption. _Hv Henry M. Taber. 
Rrice 10 cento. . .....

First German Spinwauai Society off 
the West Side. MeeUnge every Bunday, 
at-3 p. m. In Gareelman’e Holl, corMQ 
Aahland avenue and W. 18th street <

The Light of Truth Church' will bold 
services in Hopkins’ Hall ;528 W 63rd • 
street, near Btewar.t avenue. Confer-, 
ence at 3«fr m. Lecture at 7:45. Me> 
sages nt 'each service. Midweek meet
ing Thursday 8 p. m. Mrs. Jeffery Bur- 
land. pastor.

Tbe Church of the Faychic Forced 
holds services at WJicox Hall, corner 
Champlain avenue and 43d street, every, 
Bunday. Conference at 8 p. m. - Lec
ture at 8 p. m. The ball number Is 86L 
363 East 43d street Conducted by Mra, 
Isa Cleveland.

. Golden Rule Spiritualist Society, 
Nora E. Hill, pastor; Dr. J. H. Ran
dall, assistant pastor. Holds services 
every Sunday evening during July and 
August, at O’Donnell's College Hall, 
Paulina street, near Washington Bou
levard, All welcome.

Temple Light and Truth, 870 Waban- 
eia avenue, near Robey street and 
North avenue. Bunday-school 10:80 a. 
m. Lectures and spirit messages given 
at 3 and 8 p. m., by Mrs. T. Loll, pastor, 
every Sunday, in German amJ.EnglUh.

The Hyde Park Occult Society holds; 
regular Bunday evening services, 7:48 
O'clock, at 319 E. 55th street, between 
Klmbark aftd Monroe avenues. Jackson 
Park cars'pass tbe door. The best tal
ent available will be secur/d for all 
meetings. To spread the truth is the 
object of this society. Address all con- — 
munications to Miss Eva L. Stewart, 
corresponding secretary, 455 E. 55th 
street. Entrance to hall, 319 E. 55th 
street.

The Rising Sun Mission holds serv
ices every Sunday. Lyceum, lectures 
and tests at 3 p. m.; lectures and song 
service at 8 p. m. Advanced.speakers, 
good test mediums and good singing. 
Temple, Oakley Boulevard, between 
Jackson Boulevard and Adams street.

Spiritual Mission Chapel (Old 77) 
77 East Thirty-first street. Services 
every Sunday at 3 and 8 p. m. Scien
tific and philosophical lectures; best 
psychic and message bearers in attend-j 
ance. Prof. F. M. Stoller, conductor.

The German-English Society, Bund 
dor Wahrhelt No. 18, holds services ev
ery Sunday evening at 8 o’clock iff 
Brand's Hall. 152 North avenue, be
tween Halsted and Clybourn. Also 
every Thursday evening In Math. Jung’s 
Hall, 1071 Lincoln avenue, southeast 
corner Ashland and Lincoln avenues; 
entrance first door north of Howard's 
theater. Frank Joseph, medium. Ev
erybody welcome.

Church of the North Star Spiritual 
Union, incorporated. Meetings Sun
days at 8 p. m. sharp, at Peris Jiall, 
1546 Milwaukee avenue, near Western 
avenue. Mrs. Letzter. speakei1 and I 
medium. All welcome.

Chicago Spiritual Alliance Church, In I 
Vincennes Hall, 35 th and Cottage Grove . 
avenue. Mrs. May Elmo, pastor. All ' 
welcome. Services at 3 and 8 p. m.

Spiritual Science Society meets every , 
Sunday from 2 to 16 p. m., at Arlington 
Hall, N. W. corner of 31st street and 
Indiana avenue. Admission, free. . 
Mrs. Dixon will always bo in attend
ance. Others will assist. These 
meetings will be continued all summer. 
Dr. Beverly, president, No. 44 East 31Bt

Mrs.'kary HHl’holda meetings every 
Sunday- apd Wednesday, evening at 320 
Flournoy street Good speaker and . 
messages. '. '

Divine Spiritual Churcji holds meet
ings every Sunday aftprnoon and 
evening at 2:30 and 7:30, in Hygeia 
Hall, corner Ogden avenue and Robey 
street. Good music. All welcome, t 
Rev. Lucy A. Hodge Koontz, pastor. "

The Christian Spiritualist Society 
holds tent meetings every Sunday af
ternoon and evening at 3 and'8 p. m., 
at Reiger’s Grove, DesPlaines River 
and West Madison street, conducted 
by Miss Sarah Thomas.
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SEISMIC DISTURBANCES.

Another Explanation in Reference to 
the Same.

7’o the Editor:—In your valuable 
paper of June 26, our brother corre
spondent of Denver, Colo., A. F. Cool, 
Is in error about steam causing earth
quakes. Dry, saturated or super
heated steam is non-explosive. All 
the fires within the earth could not 
generate steam fast enough to give It 
sufficient force to cause it to break 
through the earth’s crust, for the rea
son that the steam would condense. 
A very large body of water, instantly 
converted into steam, is the cause of 
seismic disturbances. Water by boil
ing loses the greater portion of the ox
ygen that It holds in solution; wfien 
that is the case, it will explode. When 
the oxygen is boiled out of the water, 
it is not water, but a bed of electricity.

Water is the most dangerous com
pound known, and still with care It Is 
the sitfest, A housewife will give a 
hot stove a wide range if there are two 
or three drops of water under a dish- 
pan on the stove. One hundred gal
lons of water Instantly converted into 
steam will create a force of 160,800,- 
000 pounds. O. V. DAILEY.#

Hamilton, Ohio.

"Science and the Future Life." By 
James H. Hyslop, is one ot'the most 
valuable acquisition to the literature 
ot Modern Spiritualism that has ap
peared of late years. It is scientific in 1 
its method, profound in its logic, and 
above all sympathetic to the trutn 
whatever it may be and wherever it 
may be found. Price, cloth, $1.5u. 10 
cents postage extra.

"A Conspiracy Agamst the Republic.” 
By Charles B. Waite, A. M., author ot 
"History of the Christian Religion to 
the Year 200,” etc. A condensed state
ment of facts concerning the efforts of 
church leaders,,to get control of the gov
ernment. An Important work. Paper, 
25 cents-

"Spiritism arid Mra. Leonora E Piper, 
and Dr. Thomson J. Hudson's Theories 
in Regard to It.” By Ex-Judge Abram. 
H. Dailey. Demonstrates futility and 
inadequacy of Hudson's explanations.of 
spiritual phenomena. Price, 25 cents,
' "Religious and Theological Works o£ 

Thomas Paine," contains his celebrated. 
“Age of Reason," and a number of let 
ters and discourses on religious and 
theological subjects. Cloth binding, i 
430 pages. Price 31- ।

"Spiritual Fire Crackers, Bible Chest
nuts and Political Pin Points.” By J. 
S. Harrington. . A pamphlet containing * 
79 pages of racy "eading. Price 25 cts. 
25 cents. “Big Bible Stories,” cloth, 
50 cents.

"Talmagean Inanities, incongruities. 
Inconsistencies and Blasphemies; a Re- 
i lew oi Rev. T. DeWitt and Rev. Frank; 
IjeWitt Talmage’s oft-repeated attacks 
upon Spiritualism.” By Moses Hull. 
Price, 10 cento.

"Social Upbuilding, Including Co-op
erative Systems and the Habpinesc aud 
Ennoblement of Humanity.” By E. D. 
Babbitt, LL. D., M. D. This comprises 
the ihst part ol Human Culture and

Paper cover, 15 cents. t
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Rev. George Clarke Cox, a Leading Di
vine of Cincinnati, Ohio, Advances 
Into the Folds of Liberalism, Which 
'Gives Him Greater Breadth of 
Thought and a Clearer Atmosphere 
of Truth to pwell'in.
Cincinnati, Ohio.—Declaring openly 

In a letter to Bishop Vincent that he 
does not accept'the doctrines of the 
immaculate conception nor the bodily 
resurrection of1 Christ, Rev. George 
Clarke Cox, rector of Calvary Episco
pal church, Clifton, the richest and 
mpst aristocratic church In Cincinnati, 
faces trial for heresy.

■ <Dr. Cox, who has been rector of 
Holy Trinity church In Harlem, New 
York, and has held charges In Ridge
way, N. J., Poughkeepsie, N. Y., and 
Dresden, Saxony, says that he agrees 
fully with Dr. Crapsey, who was con
victed of heresy recently at a church 
trial in Rochester, N. Y., and that on 
the Sunday following the Crapsey trial 
he preached In Calvary church declar
ing that he did not accept the doc
trines regarded by many as the funda
mental basis of Christianity.

Assails the Prayer Book.
He says that the prayer book Is full 

of perversions of theological truth and 
that there is no doubt in his mind but 
that he does not conform, conformity 
being the issue raised in the Crapsey 

. trial. Dr. Cox says the Episcopal 
church is dear to him and grows dear
er as he realizes that he may be cast 
out of It and he asks to have the 

• church convince him. If possible, of his 
error.

Bishop Vincent Is in Nova Scotia for 
■ the summer and will take no action 

till his return and Archdeacon Ed
wards refuses to talk, but several lo
cal Episcopal clergymen say they see 
no solution but a trial for heresy.

Writes Letter to Bishop.
Dr. Cox, in his letter to Bishop Vin

cent, says in part: "After much anx
ious thought, and after consultation 
with my friends as to my proper 
course of action I have determined to 
address you an open letter, setting 
forth briefly my theological position in 
view of the recent condemnation of 
Rev. Dr. Crapsey In order that you and 
the whole church-may have an oppor
tunity to do what will seem best to 
you in the case of one who sympa
thizes fully with Dr. Crapsey.

"On the Sunday following his trial I 
preached a sermon in my parish 
church in which I declared I did not 
bejieve in the virgin birth or in the 
bodily resurrection of Jesus Christ.

“I have on many occasions preached 
sermons in which 'the doctrine of 
atonement as it is manifestly set forth 
in the prayer book was questioned on 
scriptural as well as on . logical 
grounds. 1

"The doctrine of original sin, as set 
forth In the baptismal office, I have 
strenuously denied and tried to dis
prove.

LAKE PLEASANT (.«U88 ) CAMP,

Impressive Remarks by President A. 
H. Dailey. ;

I

THE HEIGHTS.

They Come Unsolicited and Under Various Condi- 
ditioris Just as. Easily, so Far as Can be Ascertained 
by Mortals, as by Request and in the Seance Room, 
and Deliver Their Messages of Love and Uplift- 
ment in the Peaceful Sanctuary of the Home, and

i Out Upon the Star-lit Highways of Life. *•
"Prove all things; hold fast that, 

which is good.”—Paul.
I have received many letters of in

quiry from various sources and states 
of thd Union; some of them from sin
cere and intelligent persons,' which 
show ta tae the direction of public 
thought, and I .'propose to explain as 
far as space will permit.

First, respecting the name Blue 
Jacket. It was only after repeated 
requests that this spirit reluctantly 
gave that name; indeed he seemed al
most disgusted when he gave it, and 
said: “Names on your side bear no 
significance, and are not illustrative of 
character, degree of elevation or indi
vidual peculiarity (of course as I be
fore stated I am using my own words 
to express the substance of what he 
said), but that was the name he bore 
when in our sphere of life. When 1 
remarked that the name was unfamil
iar to me, having never before heard 
it, I asked, "Do you mean Red Jack
et?” he answered earnestly, and re
peated: "No. Blue Jacket! Blue 
Jacket!”

In a year or two after our con- 
vincement I happened to be visiting at 
a large farm house north of Sturgis, 
where I saw a book lying on the side 
table; it was named "Beyond the Mis
sissippi,” aqd carelessly turning- the 
leaves, my eye, as If accidentally, 
caught the words Blue Jacket. Deep
ly interested I read what it said. It

Some who may never-have seen an
animal In spirit lite, answer,
while others who love and desire 
presence of some fayorite horse 
dog, can truthfully say "Yes.” 
seems to be a law of . the world

stated that in one of the Indian tribes 
there was a chief named Blue Jacket; 
and it explained that in that particu-

"No,’’
the 
or 
It 
of

spirits, that all Individuals, animal 
and human live In spheres of their 
own;

We have been very fortunate, as 
those who manifested in our presence 
were of the better class morally and 
Intellectually. Such intelligences 
.will never interfere with the opinions 
of mortals on any subject relating to 
moral obligations, religion or God. 
They all seem to understand these are 
matters outside their province. As 
has been said by one, "Oh! don’t ask 
such questions. We are not allowed 
to answer them."

While In a period of great mental 
distress, I earnestly prayed for relief, 
or that my life might be taken away, 
and one morning when lying In my 
bed I observed two personages who 
seemed to be far away, yet I was priv
ileged to see them plainly. I called 
them Gods, so great was the sense I 
had obtained of their greatness and 
power, and it was suggested to njy
mind:

"Now is your opportunity. Ask
them to save you.” But no, I would 
have suffered death a hundred times 
before I would dare to approach them, 
and I thought, “Hdw strapge it is that 
at any time l ean go to the Infinite 
Power by whom they are governed

------------,--------  --------------- r------- - (and who is manifest in me as well 
lar tribe the names of fathers were ] as in them without fear or diffidence.” 
perpetuated by being given to the This seemed too wonderful to be true, 
sons. Thus names were continued I 
from generatioin to generation. When

Says He Is Not Alone.
’ “In all this I have not been alone, 

. but have had a multitude of support
ers in the pulpit, Including bishops. 
Some have criticised one doctrine, 
some another, but nearly all at times 
criticise something. What then, 
should every man who finds himself 
out of accord with one or more of 
these teachings do—leave tiie church 
or keep silent concerning his sacred 
convictions? God forbid. Should a 
man who is out of harmony with the 
whole theological system of the Epis
copal church, which she shares with 
many Protestant churches, withdraw 
from her ministry? I do not know. 
That he should remain and keep silent 
is not to be considered for a moment.

“The whole of our theology is en
tangled with the supernatural, with 
the miraculous. A good part of It is a 
metaphysical setting of poetic truth, 
falsified by Its metaphysical statement. 
Is there nothing left for those who do 
not and can not believe in the mirac
ulous except, a bald denial? I think 
there is something left.

Church Based Upon Truths.
“The Christian church seems to me 

to have been based upon two great 
truths, that God was manifest in man 
and that the true life of a man is not 
ended by death. These two great 
truths took the form of a faith that 
Jesus Christ was incarnate God and 
that he rose again from the dead in 

J the flesh. Perhaps no other state- 
I ment of these truths would have been 

intelligible to men in that day.
"But times change and many to-day 

accept Christ as Lord of life who can 
not believe that he was very God; 
many believed that he lived after the 
crucifixion and was manifest to his 
disciples who cannot believe that his 
body was raised from the tottlb. It is 
true there are many things in the New 
Testament which imply that he was 
very God, existent from all eternity, 
who had come into the world in ac
cordance with what men used to call 

, the scheme of salvation in order to 
save at least a part of the world from 
utter destruction.

"But I am convinced upon what 
seems to me to be good grounds that 
these are misrepresentation of the stu
pendous life which men tried to ac
count for by the somewhat common 
expedient ot removing it to the realm 
of the supernatural.

Prayer Book Is Criticised.
“The prayer book is full of.what to 

me seems utter perversions •of.Chrlst’s 
mission when it comes to theological 
statements. It is also full of the pur
est devotion and the most exalted

I calculated from dates given of the 
publication of the book and the 80 
odd years which our Blue Jacket had 
been in the spirit world, I supposed 
him to be the grandrather, or perhaps 
great-grandfather of the Blue Jacket 
mentioned in that book, "Beyond the 
Mississippi.”

I once asked him for information 
about bad or malicious spirits.

"Bad spirits! Bad spirits!” he re
peated in surprise.

"Why, yes,” said I. "Are there not 
good spirits and very good spirits?”

"Oh, yes.”
"Well, then,” said I, "must there 

not be equally bad spirits to balance 
the account?”

He was thoughtful for a moment 
and then replied :

"There may be, but I have never 
seen any.”

Now, I do not claim to be a second 
edition of King Solomon yet I venture 
to express an opinion for which I 
think I have foundation.

The members of the various spirit' 
communities communicate with each 
other only by desire, and many things 
occur in one society of which other so
cieties are not cognizant. This ac
counts for the contradictory opinions 
expressed by spirits particularly In 
answer to the question, "Do animals 
continue after death?”

and I often asked myself, was the 
vision merely subjective, caused by 
some vain egotistic quality in my own 
mind. One evening I inquired of the 
controlling spirit concerning them. 
There was instant silence. I repeat
ed my question in different forms of 
language, but there was silence only. 
Then I said, “Am I doing wrong In 
asking such a question?” The an
swer was "No.” /

"Would it be wrong for you to an
swer?!’

This was replied to by a solemn 
“yes.”

"Just answer me one question,” I 
said, "and I will ask no more. Were 
they real persons?”

Slowly came the cautious reply: 
“They were.”

Those great spirits were unassum
ing; no ornament, only the white 
robe; simple and sincere as children.

There is much talk in this world 
about “caste,” but I am convinced that 
there is more caste /'over there,” .but 
it is of a different kind. The respect for 
and obedience to authority there, is 
willingly accorded, and the sense of a 
present Divinity who doeth all 
things well, Is sublime. “There is a 
Divinity that shapes our ends—hew 
them as we may.”

THOS. HARDING.
Sturgis, Mich.

(To be continued.)

Time and tide wait for-none.
We came into being «through a will 

we cannot comprehend-and SO hence 
without power to stay our steps.

We open our eyes upon a universe 
we cannot grasp, and clos£ them pon
dering who and what we are,

■ There is nothing so'constant as thb 
movements of the pjanetarjti orbs, by 
means of which, gods and men calcu
late the durations of time/ which make 
up the cycles of Eernlty.'

God has filled thé heavens with 
the manifestations of HI a handiwork. 
The stars fixed and pivoted in their 
places, glow with <un'dylng .fire, and 
give light and life tp. Jhe innumerable 
planets which circle .' around them. 
These planets, tn certain stages of 
thçir existence, develop various forms 
of life. In this world pt ours, the pro
cesses of life havp .culminated in 
man. Man has a sou], and its destiny 
is a problem he has ndt solved.

The great German ; naturalist has 
written learnedly, and '.tacleqtlflcally 

.upon "The Riddlé of'the'Universe”; 
has closed thd book without discover
ing the key to the' riddle- i

There never was, and never will be, 
an effect without a ■ catfee, but the 
cause of causes, ever recedes from the 
approach of man, and' will never be 
discovered, because its extension is in-' 
finite.

Here we gather once fepre, for rec
reation and rest, and for, the study of 
the problems of life, 111 which we shall 
use the touchstone of thé human soul 
to recognize its kind, whibh the stolid 
scientist failed to apply when he made 
up the inventory of his parts, heredita
ments and belongingtl. fe athers have 
done so, and have fonpd-tbat death is 
the way of life; that-polhing can bar 
the roadway that all feast travel.

We desire and labor that all may 
come into a realization bt the value of 
life while we are in fee first stages of 
its duration. ” ■■

The changing seasons,' ;-the coming 
and going of'days, weçkBi .months and 
years are "bringing into .life new-born 
souls,‘while the Great'f Harvester— 
Death—like the husbandman in au
tumn, is stripping thqj.huslfe.from the 
ears, but not a kernel that jmay be 
quickened into life, vylll ever be lost.

There were many w'ho feet with us 
last year whom we dfendt see here to
day, and many who are still with us, 
are now bending undpr the.welght of 
years, and leaning upon staves, are 
walking with slower .. tread towards 
their journey’s end. ./But let me say 
to you who shall cofep after us—and 
we hope, will more thanfell our places 
—that the glow of the evening was 
never so beautiful, gpd -feat wé are 
ready to follow the lydiant/glorips of 

, our closing days into, the! purpling 
westlandj and, for one. -Mfeow that 
we shall1 there meet ,pnr -friends whd 
have gone before, WhO'WJH-.igreet1 ufî 
with a welcoming “<^od morning” in 
the dawning, ¿t a more perfect day.

Notes and Suggestions of Interest ¡From the Pen of 
Alice Johnson, Secretary to the Society for 

Psychical Research of London, Eng.

cried, “Dear Angel lead me to the ’’ 
Heights,

And spur me to the top.”
The Angel angered, "Stop,

And set thy house in order; make it 
fair

For absent ones, who may be speed- 
ing there; *

Then will we talk of heights."
I

A MOSQUITO UNTO MAN.

Let me sing to you, my brother, tho’ 
it seem a little odd, !

And may taunt your feeble conscience, 
let me sing about your God.

While you swell with greater wisdom, 
and conceit In human bud,

We are both to nature loyal in our

You

And

You

appetites for blood.
exterminate the Insect at the 
threshold of the grave, 
in wisdom lalk of spirit and of 
God, so strong and brave.
forget that we are fashioned in 
accordance with the “mud,”

And that both, within a limit, are just 
out for human blood.

You

And

You

And

You

You

You

forget that Mother Nature makes 
no living thing in vain, 
that life means life eternal, 
whether winged or in a brain, 
forget this world without you 
would continue just the same, 
revolved upon its axis long be
fore a human came.
forget your very smallness when 
you look at smaller things;
forget that often, largeness some 
great Inconvenience brings;
forget that’ every being that ex
presses Is divine,

And that you have your own value in 
this world and I have mine.

You assume there is a future for the
- human soul, but none

For the little, pesty Insect, whep 
earthiiy life is done.

You will find your pests in spirit 
disturb your perfect, ease, 

Though the heavens never open 
mosquitoes or to fleas.

its

to

CHILDREN'S CHILDREN.

□ mothers, lonely in your house to
day,-

From whence the voice of glad
young life has flown, 

Where joy once reigned, 
cold and gray, 

The children now have 
of their own.

That this might come to

sits silenc-

dear homes

us one day

to

morality. These things I 
the salt that preserves the 
throughout the ages.

“I might under hard

think are 
true faith

conditions
preach in any church which would 
permit me to exercise my ministry in 
it and I should be grateful. . But I 
would always feel like an exile and 
long for my native land. I shall never 
willingly leave the Protestant Episco
pal church, which I love more and 
more and more as there seems to -be 
danger that I may be cast out of it.
i Admits He.Does Not Conform.

_ “in the trial of Dr. Crapsey it was 
, again and again asserted that there 

was no question of truth. The ques
tion as one of conformity. There is 
in my mind no doubt that I do not 
conform to the ordinary teaching of 

-the church. But are my positions 
true or false? I want to know. If 
the church can convince me of my er
ror. no one will more gladly recognize 
it than I.1 But if I am allowed, to 
show the church is in error will she 
acknowledge it?”

You will find the thoughts of hatred 
and of envy through the years, 

Like the pesty little insects, will be 
buzzing round your ears.

You will find the same old tiger or the 
snake that you have been. 

Tagging'close behind your spirit when 
Bt. Peter lets you in.

I’m a sucker! don’t deny it; ,always 
after human gore! ' .

I was born through laws of Nature, as 
was map; no less; no mor^j

And I claim'tbe same eternaf will be 
mine through Nature’s will,

And would feign remind my brother.

we knew;
For always, ere the frost had kissed 

the flowers,
The full-fledged birdlings from the 

home-nest flew;
But ah, the autumn seemed so far 

from ours!
And not for us the hope the fond birds 

share,
That brings them hastening over 

hill and plain •“
To build and rear anew with tend-rest 

care; ;
For never may we build and rear 

again.
But would we keep our dear ones, 

though we might?
Nay mother hearts; not self-love do 

we know;
When once they prove their strong 

young wings in flight,
We hide our tears, and, smiling, 

bid them go.
Some day, perhaps, when little fingers 

twine -
In clinging trustfulness about our 

own, .
And eyes bo strangely like to yours 

and mine
Look up with loving glances we 

have known.
With joy we’ll clasp the precious thing 

and say
This is reward for all our loss and 

pain;
This is God’s plan, that happy thus we 

may,
Through children’s children, build 

and rear again.
—Helen Marquis.

TWILIGHT.

' Lack of desire is the greatest 
riches.—Seneca. • -

of

I've a mission and a bill.
I km looking; to the future, 

man’s spirit seems to be
when

From the trials and the insects in its 
spirit mansion free,

When again I.can light on him and 
subdue my. hung’ring soul, ' . 

And remind .him we are brothers In 
the Great Eternal Whole.

. DR. T. WILKINS.

In. the court of his own conscience 
fno guilty man is acquitted.—-Juvenal. 

“ He who 1b afraid of asking is 
ashamed of learning.—From the Dan
ish. .

When Ml men say you are .an ass, 
It is. time to braya—From the Span
ish.

THE PSYCHIC RESEARCH SOOIE- 
TY OF LONDON, ENGLAND, IS COM- 
POSJSD OF THOSE WHO ARE IN 
SEARCH OF THE EXACT TRUTH 
IN CONNECTION WITH SPIRIT RE
TURN. THEY ARE EXAMINING 
SPIRITUALISM AS IT IS TO-DAY, 
IN A CALM, DISPASSIONATE MAN-

NER, COMING TO THE CONCLU
SION THAT THOUGH THERE ARE 
MANY FRAUDS, THERE IS A -RE
SIDUAL STILL UNEXPLAINED. 
THE FOLLOWING WRITTEN BY 
ALICE JOHNSON, SECRETARY OF 
THE PSYCHICAL RESEARCH SOCI
ETY OF LONDON, ENGLAND, WILL 
BE READ WITH INTEREST:

Now that the correspondence on 
Spiritualism in the . "Express” has 
.ceased, it may be Interesting to brief
ly sum up .the pros and cons of that 
aspect of the subject with which it has 
bepn mainly occupied—the evidence 
for the physical phenomena; though, 
In my mind, this forms the weakest 
part of the case for Spiritualism.

The phenomena on which, as It 
seems to me the theory of Spiritual
ism is really based have appeared con
stantly In all ages, and appear con
stantly still. . There have always been 
dreams which seem to bring knowl
edge, apparitions of the dying and the 
dead, trances in which tbe entranced 
persons appeared sometimes as if 
dead and Insensible, to all outward 
things, or sometlk^s spoke and acted 
as If transformed'into another person
ality, demonic, angelic, or in some 
way profoundly alien from his ordina
ry seif. •

And there have always been persons 
with some unupual power—which we 
should now call hypnotic—of controll
ing -and influencing their fellowmeq 

. fpr good or for evil In an unaccounta
ble way.

I do not, of course, mean to Imply 
that all these things are to be attrib
uted to the action of spirits. Medical 
and psychological science have shown 
that some forms of insanity and other 
mental disturbances not necessarily ot 
a morbid kind may produce a condi
tion, recurrent or chroniq, precisely 
analogous to “possession" by spirits; 
while the same condition may occur in 
the hypnotic subject, either sponta
neously or as the result of suggestion.

Psychical research has shown that 
in rare cases the "possessed,” en
tranced, or hynnotized person exhibits 
knowledge of definite facts, present or 
past, which he cannot have got by nor
mal means, and has apparently ac
quired bv telepathy -from the living, 
or, in still rarer cases, perhaps from 
the dead.

It is not my purpose to make an ex
tended address ds my health WJ11 not 
permit it’ I shall do what 1 consist
ently can to fulfill'the duties of my 
office, and I ask your earnest co-opera
tion. Let us meet as brethren, and 
part bound with the Strengthening 
ties of spiritual fraternjty. We are 
students of life and fts-problems. I 
am glad that I know that life here and 
hereafter is one of activity and pro
gression. We, who love, the beauties 
ot the natural world,- will find a more 
charming Lake Pleasant, and still 
greener fields and more-beautiful val
leys, hills and mountains awaiting us 
in the spiritual world. When we con
sider the attractions of our Lake 
Pleasant, that fact alone ought to fill 
us with the joys of anticipation, and 
Inspire our souls with unfailing hope.

Yesterday, the clo$infe -exercises of 
the Home week of tlié town of Green
field, were held In th'is tèmpio. Men 
of great prominence anB, talent ad
dressed the large aq^ib^ce. One gen
tleman, a very talented ind Impressive 
speaker, from Bostah,‘paid a glowing 
trobute to the character, and work of 
Rev. Jonathan EdwaFdfij whose fa
mous sermons, were preached in the 
Connecticut Valley some years since.

I cannot close my remarks without 
speaking a few wordsdn reply. Jona
than Edwards was a man of vivid im
agination, of flaming words, and a 
prominent exponent of the orthodox 
features of Protestant Christianity. He 
shook the souls of mén over, and 
dropped all except tbe i elect into the 
seething, billowy, lùfjd fires of hell, 
there to burn forevér i and forever, 
without the privilege of dying out of 
existence. He preached to the world 
the horrid doctrine of Election, in 
which he declared that the souls of im
mature babies and ttif those dying in 
their mother’s arms, paved the high
ways of hell. That these innocents 
were savory morsels in the maw of his 
Satanic majesty, the and that 
their souls cooled Sis' feet as he 
walked the burning sands of the infer
nal regions. ' (

Jonathan Ed^ards' WiU be remem
bered, as we rgmenaer John Calvin. 
They both did a‘ servicAto the cause of 
truth; they have hqatenefcthe day of 
its triumph, by th^’jilafnnàijle charac
ter of the doctrlneBiittteygireached.

The doctrine ‘ that, fif personal God, 
holding the relatlomoi parent to his 
child'reif; hac brouglit IntdUife innum
erable beings, somfflx»l£w.hpm he fore
knew'and predestltìèd.', from all eter
nity to be saved, ¿¿'d '.otkers he pre
destined and knew^w^’efto suffer in 
eternal torment, is^jngiastqned out 
of the creeds of. ctìisistesit churches, 
and over and againStilthe work Of Jon
athan Edwards in tlfe Comiecticut Val-

The dying day slips fast away, 
The sun sinks down the Westm-n 

.sky-; . . ■
Through drooping - trees, a sighing 

breeze . ,
Breathes softly its goi>d-by.

The flowers hod low o'er the sod 
' At parting from the god thgy love, 

A cricket whirrs, a swallow stirs, 
Then silence broods above. ’ .

Across the fields a shadow steals 
, That whispers of the-nothing night, -

With banners furled . the- ’ dark’ninK
■■ world' ' -. .-
• Boys to its conquering might;

Butin, that hour of awesome power 
. Behold) night grants one priceless 

iboon,
Above theliill; in beauty Btill,

put my house in order. "Now lead 
on!"

The Angel said, "Not yet;
Thy garden is beset

By thorns and tares; go weed it, so 
all those

Who come to gaze may find the un
vexed rose;

Then will they journey on."
I weeded well my garden. “All is 

done!”
The Angel shook his head.
“A beggar stands,” he said,

portmanteau of Engllngton, the slate
writer, Archdeacon Colley found in 
1876 a false beard and a piece of mus
lin drapery. A few days before some 
fragments had been cut from the dra
pery and a lock of hair from the beard 
of a “spirit-form” Abdullah, and It 
wasjound that these fragments exact
ly fitted into certain portions of the 
muslin takeA from the portmanteau, 
while the lock of hair from Abdullah’s 
beard was indistinguishable under a 
lens from the hair of the false beard.

Engllngton also co-operated with 
Mme. Blavatsky in pretending to send 
letters by "Astral post,” and I have in 
my possession the details of at least 
one clear case of fraudulent slate-writ
ing on his part which has never been 
published.

Slade, the other famous slate-writ
er, after the incomplete exposure by 
Professor Ray Lankester in 1876, 
which led to his leaving England, was 
detected several times in America, e. 
g. in 1883, 1885 and 1886. The "Re
port of the Seybert Commission on 
Spiritualism” contains a long discus
sion of the artifices employed by him. 
In 1887 he was again giving similar 
performances at Newcastle-on-the
Tyne, under the name of “Mr. 
Bon," and was again completely 
posed.,

'i Spectacular Escape.

Mental Marvels-
These mentM- marvelB, I repeat, 

have occurred always and everywhere. 
On the other hand, It Is a noteworthy 
fact'that the "physical phenomena” of 
Spiritualism—by which is meant such 
things as the movements of untouched 
objects apparently through some un
known force, or the “materialization” 
of “spirit forms”—arc of very recent 
growth.

With the exception of the Polter
geist type—when small objects, such 
as stones, áre thrown about by invisi
ble hands (preferably when no one is 
looking)—there'is, broadly speaking, 
no parallel to be found to them In civ
ilized countries during the last three 
or four centuries at least.

They date practically from the fa
mous rappings of the Fox Sisters at 
Hydesville, N. Y., in 184 8. They 
were introduced into Europe by Mrs. 
Hayden, a Boston medium, in 1852, 
and reinforced by the appearance of 
D. D. Home in London in 1855, and 
they have formed the most attractive 
stock-in-trade of professional medi
ums ever since.'

It is, in short, from professional me
diums—that is, from persons ' who 
have a direct pecuniary or other inter
est in their production—that practi
cally all the evidence has been de
rived. Home, for instance, though he 
did not, I believe, take regular fees 
for his performances, often received 
valuable presents from his patrons, 
seems not only to have lived entirely 
at the expense of the latter, but also 
to have been introduced through his 
mediumistic gifts into a society of a 
breeding and education very different 
from his own.

Old Phenomena.
Most of these physical phenomena 

are-of a curiously stereotyped nature, 
mediums who have been much before 
the public repeat the same program 
time after time and year after year. 
One is tenfpted to inquire why should 
the power—if it be a genuine power— 
produce only certain things, and not 
others ot apparently just the same 
kind?

It is true that if we were dealing 
with an unknown force, we should ex
pect not to be able to understand its 
limitations. But the limitations of 
the professional medium are generally 
only too easy to understand. They

ley, will stand thowwbrktftf the New 
England Spiritualists’ ' Comp-meeting 
Association, which ikâesfeied to grow 
In influence .and-tnfefctanceas the 
years roll by, because :ït âsifounded on 
the rock of-Trufe,fefid’fe3se and hell
ish doctrines will,nbtjprewall r—■---
it. ,

And now, in contlribàtion 
performance of my duales. I
the Thirtx-thiri convocation
New England ‘Spiritualists'

against

of the 
declare 
of the

-----  —,------------ Camp
meeting'Association' open and oto so
continue for tMrtydaÿs...

Aft holds fast WMÍ air else is lost. 
,—From the German. > - , \

; He Is .safe f roma danger. ,who ig on
- his guajd 'eren. wtfefe.èafe,-fe-Syrus

A bake Iwan angà fvhoae'wings de-
crease as his legs in^rgase.—From the 

A lie that is Half a I^Tith is ever the 
blackest of lies.—Tennyson.

To know .what you prefer, instead
... of humbly Baying amen to what the

Climbs Blow the silver moon. I world tells you you ought to prefer, is 
—Frank X. Finnegan in. Chicago Ex- I to have kept youn.soul alive.-—Robert 

-amlner., < ' I Louis Stevenson.

Wil- 
ex-

suggest that he has learned 
tricks and. certain ones only.

"Outside thy gate; till 
given heed

And soothed bis sorrow, 
plied his need, 

Say not that all is done.”
The beggar left me singing.

tliou hast

and sup-

“Now at
last—

At last, the path Is clear." 
"Nay. there is one draws near

Who seeks, like thee, the difficult 
high way;

He lacks thy courage; cheer him 
thro’ the day,,

Then will we cry ‘At last!’ ”
I helped my brother worker. Now the 

Heights—
"OU, guide me, Angel guide!”
The Presence at my side,

With radiant face, said: "Look, 
where are we now?” .

And lo; we stood upon the Mountain’s 
brow—

The Heights, the shining Heights!
—Ella Wheeler Wilcox in San Fran

cisco Examiner.

GRIEF FOK THE DEAD.

Oh, why should memory, veiled with

Monck, as recently mentioned In the 
“Express,” was exposed by Mr. H. B. 
Lodge at Huddersfield, in 1876. 
Archdeacon Colley has put forward 
the charitable—if somewhat belated— 
hypothesis that the spirit hands and 
faces, floating rods, skeleton keys, etc., 
found in the medium's bedroom on 
that occasion were his own property, 
which Dr. Monck .was kindly keeping 
for him.

This, hypothesis, however, does not 
explain why, when Dr. Monck was 
asked at the end of the sitting which 
had roused Mr. Ixrdgi’s suspicions to 
allow himself to be searched, in order 
to prove that a duplicate musical box 
and a spirit hand, wei;e not concealed 
on his person, he' absolutely .refused 
the test.

Nor does it explain why, after re
fusing to be searched, he rushed up
stairs and locked himself in his room. 
Nor why, after forcing the door, the 
Intruders found only an empty room, 
an open window and a couple of sheets 
tied to the water-spout outside. A 
man with "so delicate sense of honor” 
might surely have been expected to 
remain and guard Archdeacon Colley’s 
boxes from the sacrilegious hands of 
the police.

The only prominent professional 
medium against whom some fraud of 
these kinds has not been definitely 
proved is D. D. Home. Most of the 
evidence for genuineness ot his power 
is worth very little, since, as a rule, 
no conditions were imposed on him, 
and no records of the sittings kept. 
Some careful accounts of very striking 
phenomena observed with him were, 
however, privately printed by Lord 
Adare (now Lord Dunraven), and 
most important of all were the experi
ments of Sir William Crookes (pub
lished in his "Researches In the Phe
nomena of Spiritualism”), in which 
it is difficult Indeed to find any flaw.

Unfortunately we possess so far no 
other series of experiments with any 
medium approaching these in the care 
and precision with which they were 
carried out and recorded, combined
with tlfe remarkable nature of the 
suits obtained.

. . Special Training Needed.
Perhaps the chief reason why 

much fraud exists is that it is not

re-

certain 
It you

ask for others he cannot perform 
them, though he-may sometimes come 
to perform them later.

Certain conditions are said by 
ardent Spiritualists to be necessary for 
the manifestation of the alleged .force, 
and it is always found that these con
ditions—which have obviously been 
dictated by mediums—are just those 
which make fraud easier to perpetrate 
and more difficult to detect.

Darkness, for instance, is one of the 
conditions most frequently imposed, 
and it is solemnly asserted that be
cause a photograph cannot be devel
oped in the light, therefore “psychic 
force” cannot act indite light either.

Light does, no doubt, retardf cer
tain physical processes, but there’ate 
many more that are stimulated by it. 
Yet no one has ever brought forward 
any evidence to show that "psychic 
force”~belongs to the very small class 
which is retarded, and not to the very 
large , class which-is stimulated by 
light; ’ '

gloom, 
And like 

craped.
a sorrowing mourner

Sit weeping o’er an empty tomb, 
Whose captive has escaped?

’Tls but a mound—and .will ba 
mossed

Whene’er the summer 
pears;

Tho Iqved, though wept, ; 
lost;

We only lose—our tears!

grass ap-

are never

Nay, Hope may whisper with the dead 
By bending forward where they are;

But Memory, with a backward tread, 
Communes with them afar.

The joys, we lose are but forecast, .
And we shall find them all once 

more;
We look behind us for the Past, 

But lo! ’tls all before! —Anon.

AN IDEAL PRAYER.

Not more of light, 1 ask, O God, 
But eyes to see what Is;

Not sweeter songs, but power to hear 
The present melodies;

Not greater strength, but how to use 
The power that I possess;

No more of love, but skill to turn
A frown into caress;

Not more of joy, but power to feel
Its kindling presence near;

To give to others all I have 
Of courage and ot cheer!

No other gifts, dear God, I ask, 
But only sense to see

How best the precious gifts to use, 
Thou hast bestowed on me!

Give me all fears to dominate, 
All holy joys to know;

To be the friend I wish to be, 
To live the truth I know;

To love the pure, to seek the good,
To lift, ^ith all my might,

All souls to, dwell in harmony 
In freedom’s perfect light.

—Light, London.

AT THE DOOR.

I stand at the door and knock,
1 have left the beaten track;

I have traveled past moor and rock, 
And thou canst not force me backl

I

I

feel that my eyes shall see 
More radiance than the morn;
feel there shall come to me 
New garb for this raiment torn!

so 
yet

realized how much special training is 
required for the Investigation of the 
subject. We do not expect a man— 
however educated and intelligent he 
may be—to understand the workings 
of complicated machinery or to be able 
to treat successfully patients in a hos
pital unless he has taken some trouble 
to train himself especially for the 
purpose.

But there are a few people who do 
not think themselves fit to embark at 
once on a spiritualistic investigation, 
and to form and express an opinion 
on it from the most meager ■ experi
ence or from none at all.

Some training in conjuring, for in- 
stance, would be a useful preliminary; 
though here, as in many cases, a little 
knowledge is a dangerous thing, if it 
leads to too great self-confidence. It 
is rather the general principles than 
any particular methods of conjuring 
that should be grasped, for fee con
jurer works under different conditions 
from the fraudulent medium.

He has not the medium's privilege 
of failing whenever it Is difficult or 
dangerous to succeed; he has to per
form in full light, and especially to 
people who know that he Is playing 
tricks, and do not treat him with some 
superior power.

On the other hand, he has the ad
vantage of not having to conceal fee 
fact that he Is using apparatus, liiit 
only the precise method of its employ
ment. He relies much more than the 
medium does on skilled apparatus and 
sleight-of-hand, whereas the medium 
relies more on his power of Impressing 
the minds of his sitters.

But both rely mainly on leading 
witnesses to notice the unessential

Then open thy portals, Life! fefe 
0 Light, stream effulgence down./ ( 

From my brow tear the thornS o
Strife, 

Crown me with God-weft crown! 
—Nina Picton.

-; Many Frauds. ' ,
: It is further: to be considered that 

almost all the prominent professional 
tfiediums from whom the evidence for 
psychical phenomena has been ob
tained have been at onetime.oranbther 
actually detected in .fraud. In a let- 
tcr'printed in the.Express for May 21, 
I gave briefly some particulars of 
fraud on the part of some of the best 
known mediums of the present day

Many similar case§ have, of course, 
occurred In the past Thus, in .the

points of t)ie performance, and so dis
tracting ■ their attention from the es
sential points. The result is that the 
witnesses, not being aware of‘much 
that is really happening, can rarely 
give an account from which the actual 
facts of the case can be learned, even 
by a more instructed person.

“SlateWriting.”
Some years ago a number of experi

ments in "slate-writing”—like that 
produced by .Eglington and Blade— 
Were performed for the Society for 
Psychical Research by an , amateur 
conjurer, Mr. 8. J. Davey, and careful

records were made by a number of in
telligent witnesses. From these ac
counts, Mr. Davey's exploits appeared 
absolutely inexplainable. If .per
formed as described, they would, in
deed have been inexplcable, except on 
the theory of the agency qf some su
pernormal power.

But the descriptions, when com
pared with the actual facts of the case, 
as known to Mr. Davey, and a few. 
other persons, .were found to have mis
represented or omitted the features 
essential to the performance. There 
is no reason to conclude, then, that 
conjurers ought always to be able to 
duplicate spiritualistic phenomena, as 
described, If these are fraudulent, any 
more than they would necessarily be 
able to Imitate Mr. Davey’s tricks as 
described.

Yet, in spite of all that has been 
said if space permitted, as to the gen
erally more than ddbious nature ot 
these physical phenomena, the im
pression that remains on one’s mind 
after many years’ study IS THAT 
THERE IS RESIDUAL SOMETHING 
STILL UNEXPLAINED.

What this something may be, it 
would be, I think, altogether prema
ture to discuss at present, all hypoth
esis about it being equally unproved.

There is the hypothesis that dis
embodied spirits produce occasionally 
direct effect on matter; there Is the 
perhaps rathér less improbable hy
pothesis of a kind of nervous energy 
inherent Inthe organism, by which 
forces of attraction or repulsion are 
occasionally exercised on objects at a 
•little distance from it, or, perhaps the 
least improbable hypothesis of all—. 
that, delusions are generated in the 
witnesses by the personality of the me
dium, possibly in some cases without 
any conscious action or intention on 
his part.—Alice Johnson, secretary to 
the Society for Psychical Research, 
London, Eng.

The way to gain a good reputatila 
V ■ ' TOf ■’e»’"-.*«
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interpenetrate the solid, liquid, and

ultimate

VIEWS OF PÄOF. ELMER GATES.

all

there would be no connection 
the external world and the 
man, no connection between 
made on the physical senses

the 
ego

between 
mind of 
impacts 
and the

ganization, one may judge of 
stage xtf evolution reached by the 
using it.

The astral body is the seat of

order of matter. If the

concluslonB; slow and sure, of the oc-1 ft« shadow or double..' These four 
cultists and the ancients and making! ethers composing the etheric double

THE FROQR^^SJVE THINKER

The following will be read -with deep interest by 
every thinker as fhe thoughts presented overlap the 
domain of Spiritualism and deeply concern everyone 
who believes in spirit return? ■ The views presented 
are wonderfully suggestive; as they find expression 
in Chicago’s leading daily, the Tribune. Frof. Elmer 
Gates is one of the foremost scientists of the world, 
and if anyone çan expose the soul to fujl view he can. 
More arid more the secular press is dealing, with oc
cult subjects, and that fact is an omen of good, and 
portends still greater interest. The Progressive 
Thinker leads.’ in giving the best thoughts of the world 
on Occult and Spiritualistic subjects, and don’t for
get that important fact, and aid. in extending, its cir
culation:

Science has found out that men 
have souls after all.

Religion never doubted but science 
has, and It has never been able to in
duce religion to offer proofs for its 
own religious credulities. But now 
science is furnishing Its own proofs, 
and it is getting them from things that 
all along have been taught by occult
ism, the older brother of science, 
whom science of late had been apt to 
regard as a trifle old fogy. But no 
matter. The old fogy is justifying 
himself and his wisdom as fits younger 
brother advances in years and dlscre- 
jion and experience.

However, let the younger brother 
»peak for himself and. make his own 
confessions. His representatives to
day are legion. In France and Eng
land and America Charles Richet, 
Clerk Maxwell, Sir William Crookes, 
Sir Oliver Lodge, Prof. Hyslop, Mr. 
Frederick W.. Myers, and scores of 
others are “seeing things” i at night 
and other times relating to the man- 
and the worlds unseen to ordinary 
gaze. By dint of logic op of instru
ments or of unadulterated eyesight

than another, another- shorter lived 
than another, one has fewer capacities 
than another; but all have this In, 
common—that relatively to the man 
they are transient, his instruments, 
his servants, wearing out and renewed 
according to their nature, and adapted 
to his varying needs, his growing pow
ers.

Rhysical Body Is the Lowest.
Beginning with the physical body, 

the lowest, densest, and shortest lived, 
it is to be remembered thift occultur- 
ists regard physical matter as having 
seven sub-divisions distinguishable 
from each other, and each showing a 
vast variety of combinations' within 
its own limits, the-subdivisions are: 
Solid, liquid, gas, ether, the latter hav- 
ing four conditions as distinct from 
each other as liquids are distinct from 
solids and gases. The dense physical 
body is composed of the solids, liquids, 
and gases of the physical world, and 
the next body, the etheric double, is 
composed of the ethers. It is called 
the etheric double’ because it is com
posed of the ethers and because It is 
an exact duplicate of the dense body,

insubstantial things substantial and ' 
giving to airy invisibilities local habi- ; 
tatlons and nhmes.

Prof. Coues ot England, for exam- 1 
pie, says that your soul is "a substan
tial reality, an actual entity, a living 
being of knowledge and recognizable 
qualities, attributes and potencies,” 
made of a kind of semi-material sub
stance which is “the body of the spirit, 
bearing much the same relation to 
pure spirit that the physical body 
bears to the soul itself." In order tn 
present soul stuff in a way which his 
scientific brethren could comprehend 
he likened it to the luminiferous ether 
of whose material existence no man 
of science entertains a doubt. The 
soul is not pure spirit but a certain 
ethereal substance, "some quantity ot 
the universal ether modified by vital 
force, individualized by a man’s spirit, 
just as certain quantity of gross mat
ter is individualized and appropriated' 
to the formation of the physical 
body."

Soul Regarded as Matter.
This supposed substance of the soul 

the professor called biogen, suggesting 
that biogen, or soul stuff, well might 
be regarded as consisting of matter in 
a form even more elementary than 
that of atoms, at, in his own words, it 
might be tomic' matter as distin
guished from atomic matter. To-day 
it is known as fact that atoms are 
tomic, or capable of being cut into 
something more indefinitely more mi
nute. And this discovery of the di
visibility of atoms has induced leaders 
of science to consider the possibility 
that matter may be merely a form of 
expression of force.

Well, all this is beautifully occult 
The occultist, like the scientist, has 
found that all energy or force requires ■ 
matter in which to function, und that 
all matter is ensouled or animated by 
some forms of energy or force or con
sciousness, these terms practically be
ing synonymous.

And it is a-principle of mechanics, 
as it is a principle of occultism, that 
the liner the force, the finer the matter 
which it functions in as its medium. 
Sound operates in atmospheric air, 
electricity, in ether; a force like feel
ing, which is subtler that any of these, 
requires a far finer medium of matter 
in which to operate, to vibrate; and 
thought requires a finer matter still 
for its vibrations. Here we have the 
basis for soul stuff.

And. here we have the basis for 
man’s "higher bodies.” If the man 
has feelings he must have represented 
in him the. finer matter through which 
feeling functions, vibrates; and if he 
has thoughts he must have in him the 
still finer matter in which thought 
functions. That is to say, besides the 
ordinary physical body of the ordinary 
solids, liquids, and gases, he must 
have another body ot the finer matter 
of feeling, and yet another body of the 
still finer matter ot thought—the 
mental body. The feeling body is 
called the desire body, or astral body, 
astral referring to the starrily brilliant 
appearance of the subtler matter to 
■hose whose clairvoyant powers en
able them to see it.

Then we can go a thought farther 
and realize that just as our physical 
body dwells in a world built up of the 
same solids, liquids, and gases as it
self, so the astral body and the mental 
body dwell' each in a world built up of 
the same subtle materials as them-

gaseous constituents of the dense 
body, surrounding every particle with 
an etheric envelope, and thus present
ing a perfect double of the denser 
form. This etheric double is perfect
ly visible to the trained sight, and is 
violet gray in color, coarse or fine in 
Its texture as the dense body is coarse 
or fine;

It is by means ot the etheric double 
that the life force called Prana runs 
along the nerves of the body and thus 
enables them to act as the carriers of 
motor force and of sensitiveness to ex
ternal impacts. The powers of 
thought, of movement, and of feeling 
are not resident in physical or etheric 
nerve substance; they are activities of 
the ego working in his inner bodies, 
and the expression of them on the 
physical plane is rendered possible by 
the life breath as it runs along the 
nerve threads and round the nerve 
cells; for Prana is the active energy of 
the Self. The function of the etheric 
double is-to serve as the physical me
dium for this energy; hence it is some
times termed the vehicle of Prana.

The third body is the astral, which 
is used in the astral world, or on the 
astral plane, as it is oftener called. 
The astral world is a definite region 
of the universe surrounding and inter
penetrating the physical, but imper
ceptible to our ordinary observation 
because it Is composed of a different

physical atom be broken up it van
ishes so far as the physical world is 
concerned; but it is found to be com
posed of numerous particles of the 
grossest kind of astral matter—the 
solid matter of the astral world.

Astral Body Links World, to Mind.
Every one is constantly working 

through the astral body, but compara
tively few work in It separated from 
the physical body. Without the gen
eral action through the astral body

perception of them by the mind. The 
Impact becomes a sensation In the as
tral body and is then perceived by the 
mind. The astral body of the unde
veloped person presents a most in
choate appearance. Its outline is un
defined, its materials are dull and ill 
arranged, and if withdrawn from the 
physical body is a mere shifting cloud 
obviously unfit to act as an independ
ent vehicle; It is, in truth, rather a 
fragment of astral matter than an or
ganized astral body—a mass of astral 
protoplasm of an amoeboid type. A 
well-formed astral body means that a 
man has reached a fairly high level 
of Intellectual growth or spiritual cul
ture, so that the appearance of the as
tral body Is significant of the progress 
made by its owner; by the definiteness 
of its outline, the luminosity ot its 
materials and the perfection of its or-

which lasts from life ta Ilia; the. mind 
body is that of the lower mind and 
disintegrates after: oue period of life 
in heaven is over. ■

The mind body is composed of the 
materials" of the four lower subdivis
ions of matter in the mental plane. 
It .works upon and through the astral 
and physical bodies in all the manifes
tations that wo call those of the mind 

.In our ordinary waiting consciousness.
Mind Body Grows in Size.

The mind body literally - grows in 
size with the advancing evolution ot 
the man. That of the undeveloped 
man is even difficult to’ distinguish. 
Tljat of the advanced man is a clear 
arid definitely outlined object, fine in 
material and lieautiful in color, con
tinually vibrating with enormous ac
tivity, full of life, full of vigor, the 
expression of the mind in the world of 
the mind. It.does not, like the astral 
body, become a distinct representation 
of the man in form and feature, when 
¡It ib working In connection with the 
astral and physical bodies; it is egg
like in outline,, interpenetrating, of 
course, the physical and astral bodies 
and surrounding them with a radiant 
'atmosphere1 as It develop#, becoming 
larger and larger as the intellectual 
growth proceeds. As the man devel
ops the higher capacities of the mind 
it becomes a most beautiful and glo
rious object ’While invisible to tha 
astral sight, it Is clearly perceived by 
ithe higher vision that belongs to the 
world of mind.

This body has no separate senses' 
like the lower bodies " for hearing, 
touch, taste, smell, sight. . All the vi
brations which in the physical body 
,are received by separate sense organs 
in the mind world give rise to; all 
these characteristics at onco when 
they come into touch with the mind. 
The mind body receives them all at 
one and the same time and Is as it 
were, conscious all over of everything 
which is able to Impress it at all.

Causal Body Comes Next.'
In time the mlnd'body is cast aside 

just as the physical Wnly and the as- 
.tral body were previously. The man 
Is then using his causal body. This Is 
the receptacle,' the storehouse in 
which all the man’s treasures are 
stored for eternity, and it grows as the 
lower nature hands up more and 
more that is worthy to be built into 
RS structure. The causal body 1« that 
into which everything is woven which 
can endure, and in which are stored 
the germs of every quality to be car
ried over to the next incarnation; thus 
the lower manifestations depend 
wholly upon the growth and develop
ment of this man or whom the hour 
never strikes. This form aspect ot the 
true man is like a delicate film of sub
tlest matter just visible, marking 
where the individual begins his separ
ate life; that delicate colorless film of 
subtle matter is the body that lasts 
through the whole of the human evo
lution, the thread on which all "the 
lives are strung, the reincarnating 
tlireadself. It is the receptacle of all 
which is in accordance with the Law, 
ot every attribute which is noble and 
harmonious, and therefore enduring. 
It is that which marks the growth of 
the man, the stage of evolution to 
which he has attained. Every great 
and noble thought, every pure and' 
lofty emotion, is carried up and 
worked into his substance.

Spiritual Body That of Bliss.
Here the vehicle of consciousness 

is the spiritual body, or body of bliss, 
and into this trained souls can pass,, 
and in it taste the eternal bliss of that 
glorlops world, and in their own con
sciousness realize the underlying unity 
of the universe, which then becomes 
to them a fact of experience . and no 
longer only an Intellectual belief, We 
may read of a time that comes th a 
man when he has grown. In love, wis
dom, and power, and when he passes 
through a great gateway marking a 
distinct stage in his evolution. It is 
the gateway of Initiation, and the man 
led through it by his Master rises for 
the first time Into the spiritual body 
and experiences In it the unity which 
underlies all the diversity of the phys
ical world and all its separateness, 
which underlies the separateness of 
the astral plane and even of the men
tal plane. When these are left be
hind and the man, clothed in the 
spiritual body, rises beyond them, he 
then Buds for the first time in his ex
perience that separateness belongs 
only to the three lower worlds, tljat 
he is one with all others, and tH’at 
without losing self-consciousness his 
consciousness can expand: and em
brace the consciousness of others, can 
become verily and indeed one with 
them. There is the unity after which 
man is always yearning, the unity he 
has felt as true and has vainly en
deavored to realize on lower planes; 
there It is realized beyond his loftiest 
dreamings, and all humanity is found 
to be one with his Innermost self.— 
Chicago Tribune.

even if that organism were composed 
: of particles much smaller than atoms, 
or even smnBprAhan ions, and incapa
ble,. thenpforo, o£. giving olf any "kind 
ot light rays by which it .might ;.be 
seen or photographed. It is incon
ceivable that it we continue to. live 
after the death of the present visible 
and atondé body that we could do so 
without having“ material organisms, 
but not, íif coúl'Aé, of the ordinary 
kind of matter. An absoluto absence 
of matter iff- sqMe form' would he a 
real vacurin—tí more void, an empty 
space, inca^ablttof acting on anything 
or of being acted upon. If wo con
tinuo after death us a "personality” 
or a “mind,” wé,Jmust be functionally 
active, and!Itlie Existence of functions 
without functionary striluture» is . im
possible. ' I repeat that if we live after 
death it must be‘ as an organism of 
some kind, and if such is the case It 
would. not seeinAmprobable that in the 
scientific laboratory there will some 
day be discovered means of physically 
detecting J't and studying it.

Let us consider the physics of. the 
easd'a little more closely? White light- 
is composed UI seven colors—red, or
ange, yellow, 'gi’eeh, blue, indigo, and 
violet. The red rays are slowest and 
longest, about' 33,000 to the inch, and 
tho vlo(et are; faster • and shorter, 
about 6)9,000 ‘per Inch; That Is, the 
oscillating particles that give oft violet 
light vibrate abóuttwjce as frequently' 
per second as those which give off Ted 
waves in the otlíér, making almost an 
octavo of pitches of visible light. But 
the visible part is not the spectrum.

If solar light1 bé’ caused to pass 
through a quartz prism only a small 

. part of the spectrum is visible, by far 
the larger part wholly is invisible,.and 
thia invisible spectrum lies mostly be
low the red; The visible light passes 

. quite freely through glass, but most 
of the invisible spectrum is screened 
to most of the Invisible spectrum, 
to most of the invisible spectrlum.

Dark heat waves will not pass 
through hard rubber or ebonites and 
it our eyes could- see by these rays 
ebonite would make good window 
glass. Now, below the, longest and 

। slowest heat Waves’ are longer waves 
still, but they are different in form— 

: heat and light waves being transverse 
vibrations, and electric-,' waves being 
longltqdinal. This is the empire ot 
electricity. Now, from the longest 
and slowest known electric waves to 
the shortest and fastest known ultra
violet waves there is a domain- of 
pitches of over thirty-three octaves.

No one- known substance Is trans
parent to all of these pitches; there is 
no known substance but that is opague 
to some of these rays; and it is con
ceivable and probable that to some ot 
these pitches the soul organism, it 
such there bé, will be opaque, and, it 
so, it will cast a'Shadow—not a shad
ow which we can.'see with the unaided 
eyes, but which'can be made visible 
by proper alúminescent, phosphores
cent, chemical, or other kinds of 
screens or isurfaees. And. this result 
is to be expected' when two or more 
kinds of rays simultaneously are sent 
through the bodyi^md still more prob
ably if we discovenotuer kinds ot rays 
not yet knowh, especially those above 
the present upper. Limit of the invisible 
or ultra-violet «spectrum—namely: 
such higheryritched waves as would be 
given off by hpartfcles smaller ttiafl 
atoms, ándito whteh the’-smaller par
ticles of. the Soul ^organism probably 
would be opaque.

This soul)«rganism which we hope 
to find by thp! newianethod-of research 
wiill he.a.mtlteriatjoi'ganism, although 
of /a-different! Jtlod of matter than the 
atoms composing. o!ur present visible 
bodies—a matter; for instance, con
sisting of solids, liquids, and gases 
composed of particles’touch smaller 
than, chemical atoms, smaller even 
than ions, which are a thousand times 
smaller than atoms. Perhaps the soul 
is composed of the particles out ot 
which Ions are built up, or even still 
smaller, particles. And if wo find 
physical evidencesof suChan organism, 
then by experimentally studying that 
organisqi we may hope to arrive at a 
few facte about the future life.

The Golden Rule Mayor
Memorial Address by Mrs. Elizabeth Schauss.

THE SPIRIT OF THE GOLDEN 
RULE MAYOR PERVADED, THE

COME AND INSPIRING THEME TO 
BRAND WHITLOOK. HIS AD-

MEMORIAL MEETING HEW IN H1S PBW&J EMPHASIZING THE ATTI-
HONOR AT GOLDEN RULE DARK, 
TOLEDO, OHIO, SUNDAY AFmt, ^E SO-CALIJ.D CRIMINAL GLASS-

NOON, IT WAS TYPICAL OF THE
MANY GATHERINGS HELD ON 
THAT FAMOUS SPOT WHERE THE 
CAUSE OF A WIDE, FREER HU
MANITY HAS BEEN GIVEN ADE- 
QUATE EXPRESSION..

ES, WAS REPORTED IN THE 
DAILY PRESS.

THE ADDRESS BY MRS. SCHAUSS 
WHO IS A PROMNEÑT. SPIRITUAL
IST, WAS MOST EXCELLENT, LAY
ING PARTICULAR STRESS ON 
WHAT SAM JONES DID FOR THE

THE LIFE AND CHARACTER OF WOMEN OF TOLEDO. FOLLOWING
SAM JONES IS ALWAYS

Once more we meet In 
under the branches of this

A WEL- JS A S YNOPSIS :

this park
____ ______________ , ___ grand old 
tree that has been for years a temple

selves. And all of these interpene
trate the familiar physical world just 
as the gas Interpenetrates the atmos
pheric air and just as ether interpen
etrates gas. This gives us the three 
worlds ot the occultist—the familiar 
physical world, of the ordinary senses, 
the astral world or purgatory, and. the 
heaven world or the mental world. In
stead of world many occultists use the 
word "plane,” astral plane and men
tal plane.
Bodies Arc Adapted to Varying Needs.

Mrs. Annie Besant, the celebrated 
occultist, furnishes detailed descrip
tions of the Seven bodies which are 
postulated for every human creature.' 

For Mrs. Besant the man is. the liv
ing, conscious, thinking Self—the in
dividual’—and his bodies are his ve- 

' । Meles, the various casings in. which he 
is inclosed, each casing, enabling him 
to function in some definite region of 
the universe. As a man might, use a 
carriage on the land,, a ship on the 
water, a balloon in the air, to travel 
from one place to the. other, amt yet in 

■ all places, remain. himself,, so does the 
Self, the real man, remain himself, no 
mater in what body he.’is functioning; 
and as carriage, ship, and. balloon vary 
Ur materials and arrangement, accord
ing tn the "element in which each Is 
destined to move, so does each body 
vary according to the environment In 

it is to act. One is grosser

animal passions and desires, tbe cen
ter of the senses where all sensations 
arise. It changes its colors continu
ally as it vibrates under thought im
pacts; if a mam loses his temper, 
flashes of .scarlet appear; if he feels 
love, rose red thrills- through- it. If 
the man’s thoughts are high and noble 
they demand finer astral matter to an
swer to them. The astral body of-the 
man whose thoughts are low and ani
mal is gross, thick, dense, and dark-in 
color—often so dense that the outline 
of the physical body lb almost lost in 
it; whereas that of an advanced man 
is fine, clear, luminous, and'bright in 
hue, a really beautiful object. In 
such, a case-the lower passions have 
been dominated; and the selective ac
tion of the mind has refined the astral 
matter. By thinking nobly the man 
purifies the- astral body.

Mind- World Is CaHed Heaven.
Above,the astral world is'the third 

great plane, the mind world. This. In
cludes the heaven of the Christian, the 
happy hunting grounds of the Indian, 
and the land of the gods of the Ori
ental. While, like the other regions, 
it is subdivided into seven subplanes, 
it has the peculiarity that these seven 
are grouped into two sets—a three 
and a four. The three upper sub
planes are termed formless, because 
of their extreme subtlety;. while the 
four lower are termed the form levels. 
The man-has two vehicles of con
sciousness, two- bodies in’ which ‘ he, 
functions on this plane, the lower one, 
the-mental body which lie-uses on the 
four lower levels; and the upper on8, 
th'e causal body; which he uses on.-the 
three higher levels of the- mind world.. 
The causal-body 1b; th® permanent

eg®, of man.

The Great Scientist, Dr. Elmer Gates, 
of Washington, D. C., Asks the Ques
tion, “Will Science Discover a Ma
terial Soul?” and Answers It as Fol
lows: ‘
Several years ago, as. an incident to 

other researches connected With my 
study of matters of scientific research, 
I discovered that certain wave lengths 
of electric waves, not X-rays or ultra
violet light, pass more freely through 
the body of a dead than of a living 
organism, and I proposed this as a test 
for death. This greater transparency 
at death I found to be due to the ab
sence of the normal electric currents 
which always are present in func
tionally active nerves and muscles, 
and not, so far as I have any evidence, 
to the passing of the soul. When the 
body is alive it is .a bundle of electric
currents and electric waves cannot 
pass through these currents, but when 
they cease at death the body becomes 
transparent to electric waves. If any
thing like a.-soul organism-passes away 
at death, these electric waves fail to 
give any evidence of that fact by means 
of a shadow or otherwise. But elec
tric waves are not the only kind of 
ether .waves known to science, and 
there' recently has been a most re
markable-extension of. our knowl
edge of rays and, waves, , and some of 
these various, kinds-of waves may ac
complish for psychic research what the 
electric waves failed to show, namely: 
it there is in thei present visible and 
atomic body another kind of body, in- 

- visible to us, it may be that this other 
body will be opaque to some of these 
/various other kinds of waves, and my 
hypothetical case may turn out to be 
a new method of - psychic research, 
which, consists in placing the body of 
an animal in the path, ot rays of all 
known kinds yet.to'bediscovered, and. 
by various known: or . yet unknown. 
technical' expedients seeking to make 
.visible, the shadow. wL the escaping 
soul organism, if such there be;. For 
there may be rays to, which, such a 
nonatsmle organism, might be opaque,

A Boon to Club Women.
The women of Chicago are endeav

oring to have a clause in their city 
charter which will,entitle them to vote 
on all municipal, questions. This 1b a 
step in the right direction. Woman 
at the present day has a greater inter
est in honest goyernment than her sis
ter of former egèa. She is now in 
business for herself. She is a mer
chant, a Clerk, a stenographer, a law
yer. She owns real estate and stocks, 
she Is directly Interested in the 
schools, in which at.the "present time 
she has a vote. In. all departments of 
trade and commerce she is an import
ant factor.

Why should she nbt therefore make 
that Influence felt at thè polls, select 
the officials, express her voice as to 
mayor arid aiderman, and take an in
terest in the government? No one suf
fers so muth as does she from the 
evils of ward /politics. No one is 
more interested, than she in cleansing 
the slums, in the juvenile court, in pro
curing pure water, playgrounds, 
fresh air and in. circumscribing the 
power of the saloon.

When she has a vote she becomes 
a factor in settling, all these questions, 
and not until she has a vote will she 
be listened to. All this talk about her 
exercising, her rights in the quiet in
fluence of the home is nonsense, if this 
■quiet Influence Is to stop there. It 
will diminish this quiet influence one 
iota to give her the added strength of 
the ballot, and she ought to demand 
it as a right. ; .

We rejoice, therefore, at the action 
of the Chicago women In insisting 
upon it and i’ri endeavoring to incorpo
rate this clause In their new city char
ter. When/tms is done, the women’s 
clubs will rió9lòrig4r. be satisfied with 
discussing themes taken from the en- 

. cyclopedias,. liUt they will grapple 
with the vitai questions of the day 
and work to eliminate some of the ob
jectionable fe9.fute§j that now mar 
oun popular31 government—Editorial 
from Peoria Spir; £

ni 'Ud: ‘
The Lyc(jum atnOnsct Camp.

Thinking itie Western friends 
would like tcoOiear <0t our Onset lyce- 
um, I send tha folloWing report of Ly
ceum Day: The lenders and children 
marched witHsflyirifel-banners to the 
auditorium where they congregated 
upon the platf3rm,W)me fifty in num
ber. Mrs; crFanrito Allyn, our con
ductor, who has enfiré charge of the 
lyceum,; presided., ■ The children were 
at their best,’.anal the following took 
part: Ritta Hoppe and Adeline Valin 
sanga duet; words tort teen for the oc.- 

. caslon; Porten Allen, Leonard Bolo- 
tbff, Tilly Coehn,'Irene McIntyre, Lil
lian Coehn, Chester’-Brinkley, Esther 
Waitt and Milly Isherwood gave reci
tations. Miss Elfeatfor Varcoe and 
MIsb Alice. Holbrook- gave’ ’ very fine 
readings; • j“/ ? ’ '/ J

Our lyceum here fit Offset is one of 
the best - features at’thè camp and a 
few earnest"wffrlter^jput all their eT- 
forts to makè iffio? - AVe are now hav
ing delightful weather and every one 

. here seems td be happy.
We send greeting to The Progress

ive Thinker and,friends from the 
.headquarters, / - , HATCH.

of truth torinany of us. /Truth, has 
here had various expressions by vari
ous persons at various times. It is, 

' and will' long remain, a monument to 
one ot the greatest apostles p£ truth, of 
this age. '

We . are here to-day- not to lecture 
or preach, but to take a mental re
view of the many blessings of, which 
we have been the recipients through 
the life and. labor of Samuel M. Jones. 
Not a day passes but we are reminded: 
by some principle of life set forth and 
exemplified by him whom we all call 
brother and friend and who consid
ered all men as part of himself.

Once recognizing his true position 
in the’ universe he rested not in his 
endeavor to live hia highest and best 
conviotlons, and though he was often 
misunderstood he continued onward 
and sowed seed that is only now be
ginning to spring up. You all re
member that Mayor Jones was once 
held In contempt of court when trying 
to point out the inequality that ex
ists in the administration ot law and 
tire special privilege that is enjoyed 
by the man with a bank account, even 
in a so-called, court of justice. You 
also remember how the friends of our 
mayor resented the act of the judge 
at that time. But Mr. Jones in his 
far-sightedness calmly said, “GOOD 
WILL COME OF THIS.” Good has 
come out of it; but a few days ago 
that self-same judge has dared pub
licly to fight for the same principles 
that Mayor Jones sought to establish.

Every man in this city knows that 
he owes a tribute of gratitude to Sam
uel M. Jones. BUT WH/AT OF THE 
WOMEN OF TOLEDO—DID MAYOR 
JONES EVER DO ANYTHING FOR 
THEM?

Ah, he did, more than can ever be 
told, in words. The women of this city 
bad in him a strong supporter, a fount 
of courage and hope. He recognized 
the value of woman’s influence in pub
lic life and was always ready to co-op
erate with our clubs and societies in 
furthering the public good.

It was he who appointed the first 
woman trustee on the library board 
andYhe excellent work done by her on 
that board proved the wisdom of the 
appointment. It was he who upon 
suggestion from ono of our clubs, ap
pointed a second police matron; It was 
through his kindly consideration of 
our suggestions and his conse
quent co-operation, that better condi
tions were provided at the Lagrange 
street police station when It was be
ing fitted up as a detention place for 
women and children. It was upon his 
suggestion two and a half years ago 
we made the choice we did in the wo
man candidate for the school board, 
and it . was his promise to "help to 
elect her" that gave us the courage to 
work to that end.

It was he who with the help of his 
sister Ellen established Golden Rule 
House where the children of the 
neighborhood enjoyed whaUthey had 
never had before, a FREE KINDER
GARTEN; and where the mothers of 
the vicinity can gather to exchange

Jongs in the Gulden Rple Sunday- 
school and other humanitarian work, 
I learned to know him as an advanced 
soul whom it takes centuries., to evolve, 
and while I cannot possibly put into 
words all that Is in my heart and soul 
I wish in closing to tell you that 
THERE IS SOMETHING THAT WB 
EACH CAN DO EVERY DAY OF OUR 
LIVES; we can do to others as we 
want them to do unto us; if we will, 
we should not wait tor some ope else 
to make the start, but start it our
selves. I'll live just as near right as 
I know how and sacrifice in various di
rections tor the sake of attaining you 
do the best you can In your own way 
we will thus learn from each other 
and come to some essential points of 
agreement. Then we will work to- 
gethei- upon these points not for self 
but for the "greatest good to the great
est number” and thus we can dally 
pay tribute to the memory of Samuel 
M. Jones.

A HIGHER AND NOBLER 
VIBRATION.

A Prominent Spiritualist at a Memo
rial Mass-meeting, Officiates as 
Speaker—She Strikes the Right 
Note When She Says That When 
Spiritualist Speakers and Mediums 
Not Only Talk and Preach Spirit
ualism, but Live It, and Emphasize 
It by Humanitarian Acts in Various 
Ways, They Not Only Draw Atten
tion to Themselves, but They Com
pel the Respect und Esteem of 
Their Fellow-Citizens.
On July 29, a “Memorial Mass-

thoughts and 
learning many 
from the other, 
all can go and

experiences, thereby 
valuable lessons one

A house to which we 
feel at home, because

It was dedicated to the use ot the 
people. "Aunt Nell," who in her 
kindness of heart made everyone wel
come, is not to be seen there now, for 
she has joined him, and they two, who 
worked so harmoniously together on 
earth are still laboring together oh 
another plane of life, and extending 
their Influence in spirit to still help us 
on.

Shall we feel discouraged and. dis
heartened now that our champion is 
removed from our physical • sight? 
No! Other men are rising to extend 
a helping hand. Men who would not

meeting” of the citizens of Toledo, O., 
was held at “Golden Rule Park,” to 
the memory of the late Mayor Samuel 
M. Jones. The meeting was presided 
over by the new mayor, Brand Whit
lock. The writer was honored by an 
invitation to be one of the two princi
pal speakers, the other being M£. 
Whitlock. Upwards of twelve hun
dred people attended the meeting. 
When the writer had finished speak
ing, a gentleman came forward and 
with outstretched hand introduced 
himself as Mr. Bloom . of Chicago, 
father-in-law of Ella Johnson Bloom) 
and expressed "great gratification 
that a Spiritualist speaker was thus 
publicly recognized.” This gave rise 
to a little "thought exchange,” which 
.in effect was about as follows: That 
when Spiritualist speakers and medi
ums not only talk and preach Spirit
ualism, but LIVE IT, AND EMPHA
SIZE IT BY HUMANITARIAN ACTS 
in various ways, they not only draw 
attention to themselves, but they 
compel the respect and esteem of their 
fellow citizens for the truth whereby 
they live from day to day.

The writer Is an active member ot 
five clubs, and is at present serving on 
three important standing committees, 
all of which are for the purpose of 
promoting education, civic improve
ment, philanthropy and political 
equality. In all of this work 1 am as
sisted by receiving, through my me
diumship, advice from spirit intelli
gences. This fact Is well known 
here in the city, and although there 
are those working with me who are 
pledged to the church, yet they work 
most harmoniously with me because 
they see that my Spiritualism consists 
of something MORE THAN THE 
PLATFORM AND SEANCE-ROOM. 
The fact that I have been repeatedly 
honored with important places on tbe 
public platform and otherwise gives 
the Ue to the old adage that "A prophet 
is not without honor save in his own 
country,” though I had not thought ot 
it before until Mr. Bloom called my 
attention to it. A by-stander ven
tured the remark, "Perhaps they don’t
know that you are Spiritualist.

deign to listen to Jones 
here are now out in the 
ing the same ideas and 
lessons. They are hot 
cause Jones did it, but

when he was 
field advocat- 
teaching like 
doing it be- 
because they

have grown and developed to a broad
er understanding of life.

Our present mayor is not merely 
following in the path that Mr. Jones 
trod. He is not talking of brother
hood and Independence just because 
Mr. Jones would do so but he Is do
ing and saying things because trie soul 
that animates Brand Whitlock is thé 
soul of a man who Is awake to the 
need of the hour, and because he 
cannot resist that Inner voice that 
champions the cause of humanity.

Some people say that Sam Jones 
“lived ahead of his time,” while others 
say "he died too soon.” Neither are 

right. On the contrary Mr. Jones 
came to us just at the right time. We 
had reached that stage in the evolu
tion of life where as a class we were 
ready to enter upon some sort of revo
lution and rebellion against existing 
wrongs, many of them being direct re
sults of the stultifying Influences of 
DOGMATIC THEOLOGY. We were 
waiting for some one to take the lead, 
and the leader came, not with sword 
and gun and cries of war, but with the 
"Golden Rule” applied and with gen
tle, loving voice, singing songs of 

■ peace born of liberty and freedom.
He went away again at just the 

right time, for the longer he remained 
with us the longer we would lean 
upon him and the longer our individ
ual development "would, be delayed.

Our_meetlng to-day, then, /cannot 
posslbTy be sad. • I éa’nnot mourn the 
fact that Tils body lies at beautiful 
Woodlawn, but Instead I believe that 
this memorial meeting should be one 
of rejoicing that he has lived among 
us, and that the example of his life 
has helped to make uê better. r

No eulogy-can do justice to him. 
He is not dead; 'tls but the physical 
presence that is removed from our 
vision. If the scales were removed 
from your eyes you would see him 
walking among you here to-day. If 
yourears were attuned to the vibra
tion of the silent/voices you would 
recognlzehis voice from among them; 
you would hear him say to you, ?
"Onward, even .onward, with courage 

and with cheer,
Building for eternity while sojourning 

here.”. ■.
In my close association with Mr.

But they do know, for I was publicly 
ordained into the ministry of Spirit
ualism at a public meeting held here 
in Toledo, in Memorial Hall, on the 
29th of May, 1 903, by our National 
President, Mr. Harrison D. Barrett, 
and our arisen mayor was in the audi
ence at that time.

It is not a question of what we be
lieve that concerns the people, but it 
is a question of what we know, and 
whether what we know makes of us 
more useful citizens? It Is not our 
profession of faith or promise of what 
we will do in the future, but .what we 
are doing now to-day that answers 
the question.

ELIZABETH SCHAUSS.
Toledo, Ohio.

GHOST FOLLOWS LITTLE GIRL.

Pictures Are Flung From Walls 
Peculiar Noises Are Heard in 

Cottage at Yateley.

and

It appears from press dispatches 
from London, Eng., that the pretty 
little Hampshire village of Yateley, 
situated some three miles over the 
Surrey border from the scene of the 
Camberly murder, has a mystery.

Mr. Gough, a middle-aged, weather
beaten man, occupies a small cottage 
on the outskirts of Yateley, For 
many years past he has held the posi
tion of gardener to Mr. Mills of Haw
ley Hill, a retired army doctor, and 
lives with his wife and a little grand-
child named Nellie Benham.

Three .weeks ago they- were dls-
turbed b^ mysterious noises in the 
dead of night, but little notice ----,was

New and
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Edition.
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as Poet The Hero as Priest 
Hero as King. By Thomas Carlyle, 
pages.

Past and Present By Thomas 
lyle.

THE TEACHINGS OF JESUS
Not Adapted to Modern ClvllUation, with the Trr® 
Character of Mary Magdalene. Dy Oea. W. Hrowu» 
M. D. Price. 15 cenu. For Bale at this cilice.

Tte Limi Dtcatae rTz1»“1 
By W. J. COLVILLE. A series of twelve lec
tures, intended as simple, practical expositions 
of the Ten Commandments in the spiritual aa- 
peck Price. 50 cents.

try a pair oa 
this free trial 
offer ? Then 
send your ad- 
dress to Magic

gm dm.
By James M. McCann. A complet» and qwct 

whelming- refutation of tbe Bible star? <4 tfef 
'Xdu£o. price. 13 osati. —e

WORLD MAKING
and Death of Worlds, by Samuel.Phelps Leland 
Ph. D.. LL. D.. Emerhus Professor or Astrono
my end lecturer pn seleuce in Charles City Cob 
lege, A Work of Intense Interest, by a scieu- 
tist and profound thinker. Cloth, price, 75 cts.

THE NEW LIFE,
By Leroy Berrler. An eminently «uggestive 
work, of excellent tendencies, treating of the 
mlnd’H relations to the physical organism, and 
the power ot thought In the upbuilding of 
health and character. Cloth, ti.

'Aug. BE, 1906.

THE
BIBLE.

RDEUMATISA
CURED

THROUGH THE FEE1 
The Large Foot' Pores Found to b< 

' Ready Channels for Expelling
Rheumatic Poisons.'

DRAFTS SENT FREE TO TRY 
Don’t take medicine for Rheumtv 

tlsm] but send to Jackson today tor 4 
trial pair of. the new Magic Fool 
Drafts, the great Michigan external 
cure for Rheumatism—chronic 01 
acute—muscular, sciatic, lumbago, 
gout, etc., no matter where located or 
how severe. The Drafts will come by 
return mail, free and prepaid. Try 
them. Then If you are fully satisfied 
with the benefit received Bend us One 

'Dollar. If not, you have only to say 
so. You decide, don’t you want to

IUDS MARK

Foot Draft Co., 
X025 Oliver Bldg., Jackson, Mich.

A valuable book, (In colors), on 
Rheumatism comes free with the 
Drafts. Bend no money—only you» 
name.

It will write in full sight- 
yes, in full sight and it will 
write more, write better, 
write easier and keep on 
doing so longer than any 
other typewriter.

THE MONARCH TYPEWRITER CO., 
200 and 202 Wabash Ave.. Chicago, HI.

"THE DREAM CHILD,”
A Fascinating Romance of Two Worlds. By 
Florence Huntley. Price, cloth. 75 cents. Books 
like “The Dream Child" spur humanity on to 
make more and more demands or this nature, 
and will open up new heights And depths of 
spiritual Knowledge.—Ella Wneeler Wilcox, 
will, 1 believe, tako its place beside Bulwer'a 
“Zanonl” and tho “Seraphita” of Balzac.—Dally 
Capital. Topeka, Kansas. Although simple and 
unvarnished with any ii.flammaWo descrip
tions, enthralls the mind to the exclusion of 
other thoughts, until reluctantly the reader 
closes the last page.—Minneapolis Sunday 
Timns.

Authenticity, Credibility, 
Morality.

JOHN E. REMSBURG’S GREAT WORK
Ingersoll's desire that somebody 

should at last tell the whole truth about 
the Bible has been brilliantly fulfilled. 
No Freethinker worthy of the name can 
afford to pass over Remsburg’s book In 
silence. Like Thomas Paine's “Age of 
Reason,” may it, let us hope, find ad
mirers and translators in other lan
guages. And again, like Paine s book, 
may this brilliant work bring to its au
thor the praise of posterity.—Der Frei- 
denker (Milwaukee).

This great work on the Bible by Mr. 1 
Remsburg is most valuable—it is an en- ' 
cyclopedia of information in regard to I 
the Bible, and surpasses in importance ■ 
all other works of the kind now pub- • 
lished. It is up-to-date in every partie- 1 
ular. Price, $1.25.

STANDARD BOOKS,
Cloth Binding, VOc. Each.

The following books by well Known 
and popular writers, we have selected 
with the thought that they will bo of in
terest to our readers. They are printed 
on fine paper; perfectly clear, readabla 
type; cloth binding. Good home llbrarj; < 
edition: - ’

Heroes and Hero Worship, and the I 
Heroic in History. The Hero as Dlvtn- | 
Ity. The Hero as Prophet The Hero i

taken of them. On Thursday night, 
however, the little family was startled 
by pictures suddenly falling from the 
walls and ornaments being flung on 
the floor without any apparent cause.

“I have lived in. this cottage, for. 
twenty-two years,” said Mr. Gough, 
and have nevr heard the’ slightest 
disturbance. Now our home. is./ a 
complete'Wreck, I cannot understand 
it Wherever iny granddaughter, goes 
this knocking follows her..' She - 1b 
only 8 years old and she Is perfectly 
terrified. We can hear nothing when 
we are with her,, but as soon as she 
is left alone these noises commence.'.’

. Data of Ethics, By Herbert Spencer. 
Fairyland of Science. By Arabella B. 

Buckley. This book is written in such 
a pleasing manner that young as well 
as old can understand It Illustrated, 
gilt top.

Origin of Species. By Charles Dar> 
win.

- Descent of Man. By Charles Darwin. 
These two books by Mr. Darwin, should 
be in every home.

Karma. A Novel. By A. P. Slnnett.
A Romance of Two Worlds. By Ma

rie Corelli. A most wonderful occult 
story. 1

; Zanonl. By Bulwer Lytten. A w 
1 manoe by that most wonderful and mya* 
tiff-writer. after a long residence in the 
East and an exhaustive study of occult 
lore.

Any one of the above valuable book» 
-can be obtained for 50 cents, a miracle 
of cheapness;

"In the World Celestial,” by Dr. T. a. 
Bland. Interesting, instructive and 
helpful; Spiritually uplifting.. Cloth 
bound, price
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SPI WÜAUSMo letters From the Spirit World
J. H. Mendenliall, One oí the Pioneer Writers, 

m Hhat Is It? Is It W
Paper Number Three.

- To the Editor:—The question of 
materializing and dematerializing of 
cloth fabrics with other materials 
seems to be up for discussion just now. 
As I have set out to defend that 
which 1 know to be true as relates to 
spirit pawer and spirit manifestations, 
I shall speak plainly, but good-na- 
turedWegardless of whose'opinions 
I may hit, to their displeasure.

Truth is what we all are, or should 
be after, and truth finally will be ours. 
I think it need not be further argued 
that spirits can and do materialize 
and dematerialize clothing, as I have 
fully and clearly shown in my last 
paper, such to be true; . besides, all 
Spiritualists who have carefully inves
tigated this phase of phenomena, know 
and accept the fact. But the special 
thing now wanting to be known along 
this line 1b, can spirits dematerialize 
home-made fabrics, and then remateri- 
alize them suitable for home use. To 
this question, I answer unhesitatingly, 
yes;

In The Progressive Thinker, Feb. 
10, 1906, page 9, second column, Is a 
very ably written article by Brother 
Will J. Erwood, in the most part of 
which I am sure he is correct. But 
he says some things very positively, 

1 too, and I think it well to lay before 
j. him and other Spiritualists a few facts 
• for consideration.

In said article Brother Erwood, re- 
’ ferrlng.to certain articles, said to be 

dematerialized by spirits, «remarks: 
"I believe the articles referred to were 
no more dematerialized than I am at

Say, Brother Erwood, are you still 
certain that you are correct in your 
belief? , . ,

Another case in point: During the 
year 1877/1 and family were living in 
the state o! Illinois. Some time in the 
month of March, my daughter Lily, 
then in her, 14th year, received a fine 
print dress pattern from her uncle as 
a présént^-10 yards. Tó her.it was a 
gift highly appreciated. One evening 
a little before the seance hbur, Lily 
disobeyed orders to care for little sis
ter who was in her sixth summer, dur
ing the session of the seance. She 
placed sister in bed, laid the dress pat
tern on the same bed and left the 
house secretly’to attend a social party.

The seance, parties had collected, 
and soon the seance was In fine opera
tion. A grand, good time was had; 
but the special part I now wish, to in
troduce, happened partly during said 
seance, and partly later on. /

Well, daughter returned at a late 
hour and missed her dress pattern. 
It had been removed during her ab
sence, and while the seance was going 
on. Of course it was but natural that

this writing.” ■ '
This is strong language to be used 

by one man against the assertion of 
another. But as Brother Erwood was 
stating only what he believed, he no 
doubt stated the exact truth, and of 
course he is licensed to tell his belief 
or disbelief as strongly as he pleases,, 
yet he does not in the same paragraph 
say such is absolutely impossible; but 
later on, he does say, "I do not believe 
It to be either possible or probable."

Perhaps Brother Erwood.alludes di
rectly to the one case -enclosed In the 
symposium and that under other con
ditions such a thing might occur.

Right here 1 wish to relate a fact 
or two out of many such coming with
in my own personal experience.

During the years 1875-6, a goodly 
number of phenomena quite sipilar 
to the one under discussion, occurred 
at a seance room in one apartment of 
my own- residence. Some of them 
took place In the light, others in the 
dark. During these seances our 
doors and window shutters were al
ways locked or . otherwise fastened. 
Medium under fraud-proof conditions, 
that any juggler could have a thous
and dollars If placed under said condi-

all that I can .through this medium, 
nut her time'is‘not at her' command, 
for material-carps weigh heavily upon 
her, and she Js po longer young—that 
is, her material,bffdy is not—and the 
sorrow pnd strain upon it have been 
very great.

Mr. Petersilea and his mother con
versed together in soft tones, but I

THE GHOST OF THE
JJIG HOLLOW HOAD.

Illustrating the Fact That Materiali
zation Can Occur in Broad 

Daylight.

Letter from the Spirit of Abby Jud
son—Continued.

We soon came in sight of a glitter
ing dome; and, shortly stood before 
the entrance to the home of Solon and 
Mary. We paused, as Mr. Petersilea 
and myself desired to examine- it 
closely, for was not this the home of 
his own darling mother, and the home 
of one that I had long wished to 
know? - ’ .

Nearly all the buildings here are 
domed, and on the center of the dome 
there is, usually, an observatory—and 
let me here pause to say, that the 
buildings of earth will, as time goes 
on, nearly all be constructed of glass, 
shaded into all conceivable, beautiful 
colors, and domed; the most of the 
domes glinting like gold, with observ
atories in the center of the domes, to
gether with flags of various designs 
floating from flag-staffs, and exquisite 
statuary posing from the corners and

all.therein, Is expanse ,pr expanded, 
the earthly world is t condensed, or 
pressed together In hayderjjjulk and 
form. " ai

We now left the hajl,and repaired 
to a fine dining-room,\ f,or ty#. Petei-r 
silea’s mother desired^, W . dqB her son 
honor; and now, hq shopldji for the 
first time in his life,: flipe .jwitp Ills 
mother at her own hoiyie; i,and, of 
course, your,humble.sefyimt) was to 
bear them company, .

Now we dined very much as people

beautiful tiling in heaven .will at 
length find its place on earth. Time, 
and time only, is needed. The house, 
for I shall call it thus, stood on a 
slight eminence; and, gradually, slop
ing down to wliat may be termed 
streets, on the four sides, were velvety 
lawns, sprinkled throughout with t,he 
sweetest of flowers; there were also

she accuse her mother or me of hiding 
it away as a punishment to her for her 
act of disobedience. But in this 
daughter was mistaken. Neither wife 
nor I had seen the goods since before 
she left the room. Daughter grew an
gry, thinking then, that some one had 
stolen it.’ •

At this juncture I suggested that we 
consult the spirits, oil the matter.

Wife went into the cabinet and was 
soon entranced. Mattle Homo, Indian 
spirit and medium's control, soon an
nounced her presence, and on being 
Interrogated with reference to the , ,, , , , , ,; >. .*
dress pattern, she declared most em- could see animals In spirit life, but 
phqtlcally that said pattern was then did not know whether they weie 1m- 
a floating vaporous thing; that Indian mortal or not; neither did I, nor do I 
chief Blue Jacket and other spooks now know positively Whether they 
(her way for calling spirits) had de- continue on forever or not, but am led 
materialized it ub a lesson to little te believe they do. Nothing can ex
squaw (daughter Lily) for being dis- °eed teQ Erase and perfection of these 
obedient. I then asked Mattie if they animals. They do not talk, neither do 
could and would restore it to the ?P}r ,tualK,bal?g8 mucb’ but they 
owner? . think. Not to the deep extent that an

Her ready reply was, . that they ansel does, but they are all thinking, 
could, but it depended on how the lit-, progressive beings; and, why, let me 
tie squaw, (daughter) conducted her- P®re, aB15< should not other forms of 
self; if she would he good and obey JJie be as Immortal as man. Let me 
old squaw and chief (my wife > and here- reply- they do exist after ,thfe _ * _ mn v ori n I rxrx/l xr not WWW

nights out of the week; audiences con
sisting of family members and a few 
near neighbors.

For some time objects such as small 
stones from: the size of marbles up to 

' that of hens’ egg§,’ also slips or small 
branches of dooryard, pine trees, fir, 
cedar and: other ' heath had been 
brought into the seance room,- some
times'single, and kt others, by sever- 
als, and dropped down on the floor 
right before -our eyes,'and sometimes 
placed In our hands by Invisible 
fingers. Upon one occasion I asked 
one of the spirit controls to bring me 
a small 'stone, hen-egg size, from 

■around my well-pump,dour rods away, 
■ and which I knew could not be re

moved without its vacation being dis
covered. To be more explicit, the rock 

- brought was one of a layer or floor 
partly sunken In sand, and could not 
bo removed without leaving a vacancy 

- which the same rock only could fill. It
was rainy at the time. Spirit Richard 
(colored) replied to my request, "All 
right, Massa." Witbin a few seconds 
the stone was laid in my hand, wet 
with sand adhering to one side of it. 
1 kept the stone until next morning, 
when, on visiting the place the very 
spot whence it had been taken was . 
visible and required no effort to fit the 
stone in its placé. (

Now, fifty cases or more of this kind 
I could rebate truthfully, all coming 
Within my own experience; but I 
think I will state only one other.

At a seance later held, I thought to 
, test the work more critically, of pass

ing solids through solids, as is com
monly expressed. With medium un- 

• der proper test conditions, with circle 
- all in readiness, I asked Spirit Richard 

to bring me some article out of my 
trunk which was in another apartment 
of the house. My trunk was packed, 
till ani all, with books, clothes, and 
under these, some twenty rolls of book 
manuscript, the undermost layer con- 

- taining a manuscript of 675 pages, 
with a preface of 3 pages inmost and 
all neatly rolled and. wrapped with 
twine string. Every door and win
dow closed fast. Now, within about 
five minutes' time a- paper rustling 
was distinctly heard as If handled by 
some person close to my right hand. 
I was siting with my right side near a 
plastered wall on either side. Now, 
the fact is, the Preface before alluded 
to, was placed into my hand intact, 
To accomplish this feat, said Preface 
would.have to pass through the rolled 
and .tied- manuscript, through the 
trunk and four double walls.

I took the Preface into the room, 
unlocked the trunk, lifted the till, 
went down to the bottom and picked

seemed almost countless.
Now, friends, be joyful, with me, for 

we were within a very high sphere, 
and here were the most perfect and 
beautiful animals that I ever beheld. 
So, I must judge from this, that ani
mals, as well as man, are Immortal. 
The medium has often said, that she

do on earth, excepting all things are 
carried up Into perfection and beauty. 
No flesh, of any kind, can be eaten; 
but, one might say that we eat food 
only fit for the Gods, and drink am
brosial nectar. All thip.that sounds 
so poetical is really- spiritual truth. 
The highest and best, most beautiful 
and most poetical that the minds of 
earth can possibly conceive of, are sim
ply, great spiritual truths, as you will 
all’discover Sooner or later; and the 
more perfect one 1b in any art, the 
nearer one approaches the confines of 
the spiritual realm. Borne may' ask: 
"Do you talk and use au'dibje sounds 
as .we of earth do?”. Tjiéré áre those 
upon the earth who think, that spirit
ual beings do not talk but rpad. the 
minds of each other, and, there is no 
need of language; but let me assure 
such ones that we do talk as you do 
on earth, anH the sound of our voices 
are audible to one another. We also 
sing and play on musical Instru
ments. Sound Is as. real as sight, and 
the vibrations of sounds extend 
throughout eternity. If we did not 
talk, we should not need ears; but we 
Certainly have ears, and a spiritual 
brain, that sounds, as well as sights 
may be conducted to it, and from 
thence, to the Inner soul. I say the 
inner soul, but^he soul not only is in
terior but it is exterior as well, and 
surrounds the spiritual body like a 
halo of golden glory, permeating and 
penetrating it throughout. If, one 
will think, one will readily perceive 
that we must use language here as 
well as’on the earth, otherwise how 
could we instruct babes and infants 
that are not yet capable, of thought? 
Millions of such are here, add thou-

was. so. Interested in Solon’s wise re
plies to my numerous questions, that 
I did not,catch what they were saying, 
and if I had been thus distracted, per-, 
.haps I could not have remembered so 
well that which he told me.

. We now arose from, the table and 
went Into the parlor; then, Mr. J’eter- 
silea’s powers were brought Into 
requisition; and, once more, sweet 
music resounded far and near. He 
played from Mozart, from Beethoven, 
from Bach, and sweet song? without 
words, and then, we felt that It was 
time to return to our own «(vocations, 
for none must be idle here, no more 
than la earth life; for, if the spirit is 
not moving onward, it is, most assur
edly, going backward, for move , it 
must.

We embraced and kissed each other 
and started on our homeward way, for 
it is true that the angels salute each 
other-with holy kisses; and I went 
about my duties at home with re
newed vigor and hope. The visit had 
strengthened my hands and replen
ished my spiritual being, for we must 
be-fed here the same as on earth—re
stored, renewed, re-invigorated.

Now, I had some new and fresh 
knowledge to hand down to the mem
bers of my school, and my own dar
ling, and myself could talk over these 
fresh subjects and perhaps add a lit
tle truth to them; for, as we talked 
our minds sparkled together, and new 
truths were borne in upon them.

Yours for all time and for all truth. 
ABBY A JUDSON.

Tlie following is a correct account 
of an occult occurrence that took 
place nearly one hundred years ago 
in the town of Bhaplelgh, Maine. The 
writer was born and spent the earlier 
part of her life in an adjoining town 
and has heard the. story related many, 
times by her'grandparents and other 
old people w)vj knew the qlrcum- 
stances.

A minister by the name of Bryant 
journeyed a long distance to preach 
one Sunday at a little church whose 
members were hot able to support a 
regular minister. Before arriving at 
his destination he called at the house 
of a man by the name of Hasty, to in
quire the way. As there was a long 
piece of woods to go through, end the 
road through it not much traveled, 
Mr. Hasty offered to go with him as a 
guide, an offer which the minister 
gladly accepted. The little congrega
tion gathered at the church Sunday 
morning was very much surprised and 
disappointed that the preacher was 
not on hand as expected, and after a 
long wait, dispersed, wondering much 
at his non-appearance, ' '

After a while word was received 
from his home that he had not re
turned, and a rigid search was insti
tuted, but in vain; no trace of the 
missing man coy id be found. His 
riderless horse appeared many miles
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plain the vast array of facta in its field 
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being. Third edition. Price 75 cents.
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In this story the scenes are laid on 

earth, and in the spirit world, present
ing tho spiritual philosophy end the 
real life of spiritual beings. All qu«. 
tions which arise on that subject are 
answered. Price, 50 cents.

from the scene of his strange disap- 
pearence.

A few years later reports began to 
be circulated that the Big Hollow 
Road, as the path through the woods 
was called, owing to a very deep hol
low or gulley, which ran beside the 
road for a long distance, was haunted. 
The farmers frequently saw, as they 
passed that way, the figure of a man 
appearing before them and flitting si
lently away Into the dense woods on 
the side of the road. Horses were as 
thoroughly frightened as their riders, 
and in time the road came to be 
shunned, no one willingly passing 
through it alone.

At length, one man, more cour
ageous than the rest, exclaimed, when 
the shadowy figure of a man arrayed 

. in clerical attire, appeared at his 
horse’s head, "What In the name of 
the Lord do you want?” The spirit 
answered that he was murdered near 
that spot, nnd he wanted to show him 
where his bones could be found. He 
told him to follow, which he did, and 
was led but a short distance off the 
road and shown a tree under which he 
Bald his body could be found. He 
said he was murdered by Mr. Hasty 
and another man whom they met Boon 
after they entered the woods, they 
supposing that he had money, which 
he had not. After receiving the 
promise of the frightened farmer, that 
the mystery: should be cleared, the 
spirit vanished and was never seen 
afterward.

Subsequent search found the bones 
under the tree, and old citizens could
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80 cents,
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recall the singular conduct of Mr.

A Manual of Spiritual Science and 
Philosophy.

The readers of The progressive 
Thinker are already acquainted with 
character of this book, if is intended 
by its assisting, inspiring spirit-authors 
to furnish a compendium to the student 
of psychic laws and manifestations, it 
has been more than thirty years In pre
paring and contains all that has been 
received by me through inspiration 
and research during that time on the 
subjects it treats. -Few questions will 
arise In the minds of investigators 
that are not answered in its pages. 
Price, $1.25 postpaid.

Address all orders to ।
HUDSON TUTTLE, v 

Berlin Heights, Ohio. '

Hasty who had since died and who ap
peared to suffer most intensely in his 
mind at the approach of death, and his 
wife Baid that durlng’the last years of
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out the âfSjesaid manuscript, untied - 
and unrolleu it, and found that the 
Preface had been removed. Yes, it 
had been placed in my hand, in the 
manner stated.

How, Brother Erwood, did it get 
there? It is a fact that solids cannot 
pass through solids. How, I ask, did 
the Preface get to my hands wholly 
Intact?
“ Think you there was any demateri
alization of solids? Let me here, right 
at this critical point, introduce to 
your consciousness a truth set forth by 
that masterly, matchless scholar, C. 
W. Leadbeater. Speaking on matters 

. of the kind under discussion, Mr.
■ Leadbeater remarks: “This is simply 

the process of reducing an object to 
■ an impalpable powder; tn fact, into an 

etheric, or even atomic condition. 
This may be brought about by the ac
tion of-1 exéremely rapid vibration,’ 
which overcomes the cohes.ion of thé 
molecules of the objects operated 
upon.’ A still higher rate of vibration, 
perhaps of a somewhat différent type, 
.will further separate these-molecules. 
Into-their constituent atoms.' A body 

' * thus reduced to the etheric atomic 
condition can be removed with great 

: ; rapidity from one place to another; 
i^andjat the moment ‘ that the forcé 

,whlçh has been exerted to bring it into
■ that condition Is withdrawn, it „will 

Resume its original state.”

To the Editor:—Dear Sir: It will 
doubtless interest you and your read
ers to learn something of the history 
of a unique, remarkable, venerable 
and lovable person, Dr. E. J. Sehell- 
hous, who has been a frequent contrib
utor to the columns of The Progress
ive Thinker,and who for the past few 
years has made his home In Kansas 
City, Mo., and whose friendship all of 
his acquaintances are glad to gain.

Dr. Schellhous, now past his 85th 
year, retains his mental abilities' with 
unimpaired vigor. He was educated 

sands come to us every year. We I I® the State University of Michigan, 
could not exchange thoughts with an^ ^as ,a ?e,en untiring re- 
them for we must first teach them to searcher in the higher departments of 

.Hua« a..« , , - - - think, and they, must be ..taught 11 teratuie.
self) she would get it some time death of the material body, as I now thr0Ugli audible sounds, and also by ^e was graduated in two medical
where there would be many people." Positively know, and as I also believed moving at reaj objects. It is by such colleges, but not finding what he want-
I insisted with Mattie that they re- When on the earthly plane. - means that the snlritual brain re- studled Jaw, and was admitted
storefit soon, as we were intending to Mr. Petersilea observed the ani- celves lmpressions, and. it is by Im- t0,tJe ba,r in 1851; he did not study it
move in about th red weeks to Terre yen's, he threw up his hands delighted- pressjons ppth sight and sound that w't*1 a vlew legal practice, but for
Haute, Ind. But I could get po fur- }{> exclaiming: This torever settles gp^f develops and grows. the purpose of learning what there is
they promise from her. The caB9 the mooted question. Do animals ex- • How could Solon, qr any other teach- ln Jnrl8Prufeac®’
looked a Bhd and doubtful one. Tliree 1st very long after the death of the eri-teach very Ignorant spirits by the , J'ie a10®1 1118 1,£e Jas t>een spent
weeks passed with.a daily search for material body? exchange of. thoughtvalone? Buch J» the “h°01 ro°^> where he found
the -dress pattern, but to no avail. bolon smiled. Come and see spirits have never had any such coHEe“1“1, employment. In
We packed our household goods piece aquarium, he said. He led us on to- thoughts. They know nothing of the Yfent California with his
by piece, with critical eye until the a large pond that hdd a flowing things which higher spirits. ;wlsh to little family, where he engaged in
last article was boxed for shlppihg. lnet an* ou?et’ “u V Sfe??d °U^ teach-them. They must be- taught teaching, and cont nued in the same
No pattern came to light. Daughter c!6se to the banlt of the pond, somewhat as babe8 are taught, not employment in that state for over 4i
was much disturbed in feeling, and Bome exquisite chairs that were on]y hy audible soundspandv,language years, holding the principalship of 
declared she would put no more confi- .th® Purpose;- and, my dear whlch they understand but by the eye grawmar scliools much of the time,
dence in Mattie; for we were expect- earthly friends, here were fish of vajl- aiSo; consequently there miist be ob- haying a. Life Diploma as teacher. - ,
Ing It would be returned (if at all) ous kinds, darting about in high glee. jectg tbat they can seed: therefore, we wa® once candidate for the po- his life he was afraid to be left alone 
about the time we would bld the many J-hey were more beautiful than a exquiglte palntingk and statuary slt‘on, of State Superintendent of a moment. She had to go with him at 
friends "good-bye.” dream—gold fish, trout, and a great spirit life. Our life, is Hike yours schools, on a regular ticket, but was -night to care for his cattle, he being

Well, we moved by railroad convey- I many other kinds. The water sparkled ¡n an_ things .simply removed'a grade defeated. - afraid to go to the barn alone, so true
ance roomed ourselves’in a large res- an<l glowed as the beautiful fish dart- b[gber up „ He is a ready and voluminous wrl- it is that evil brings its own pun-
idence on Second street, Terre Haute, ed about. Oh, their colors were ex- Now yOu.ask:. ’’But do youlnot use ter- b,elnS the author of several pub- ishment as virtue its own reward ” 
Ind., where another general search fiulslte.and their lives, were sweet tq telepath r ^8t we d lished works and a vast amount of I ABBIE A. AVERILL.
was mad for the missing goods, as we them; but they could not devour, each mucb aB :K0J1 ,flD .on ,earth;4ut, . tele-1 ■ MSS- the best of which are among his Lynn, Mass.

.Hnboxed?.every 'artl<fle piece’by'piece,’I otltor tm on the earthly plane, for hun- pat^0-conw^ / . ■—■-------*■ ——
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We all gave it up for good. On Satur- now needed the waters supplied. The eacll otber, coui® not>use telep- ,of J0 Since our last report the Vicksburg
'day night about the 20th of April. I most gorgeous flowers were growing athy wltll amaji children nor babes, what is called Ethics out of the field J hag added to its numbers many 
think,, we held a seance, a dark circle, all around the brink of the pond, and Telepathy corresponds with Marconi’s pleasant people. The grounds are
composed- of our little family and a were reflected within the Lwireless telegraphy, and works much ®xact science, and hp has written _artlcularly Attractive since the rains
fow nnw nmp’hhnra With nn rm its waters; and, deeper, within their - largely on the. subject. His conten- parucuiariy auravuvebiuve ine rains
visible or tangible All members dePtes, were reflected the domed edi- be projected with considerable nower tion is that Ethics, developed as a °£ laBt week, and new campers and
visible or tangible. AU members £ • «ilverv walks ’Be PWectea witn considerable power branch of science completes the ranee boarders are coming on every train,joined hands, as it was our regular nee, tne trees, tne suveiy warns, flr8t; then, there must be a corre- „ B?.lenac°mPiele^ Fridav evening the ladies gave a
rule to so do in dark circles. Medium shrubs and flowers. D®er and ante- Bpon<nng receiver or spiritual brain to °f 1hu?\atn ,n.?Wtedge, that from the party which was agreeably par- 
cnnlro «vino “I noror naw It rlnrlrer 'lope peeped sly y at US through the rkPfi<ve »nd rpgiRter it lack Of it civilization in a nation, after y,a‘Q wmen was agreeaoiy parspoke, saying, 1 never saw it darker , ' 1 rtiRtanpo and receive ana register it. rpaohinz a pprtnin rIhd-p h™ dppiinpd ticipated in by about forty of ourIn my life.” trees a 111 the distance, and ^e took our seats at table. Mr. rescuing a ceitain stage, nas declined « Bmall ndmitance fee was

I remarked, "I don’t feel that there so“® ca“e to dr‘nk °n/he °»- Petersilea opposite his beautiful a;nd falle“’^° b,® Jepe » .„°, charged and the proc“eds were given
is a spirit within a thousand miles of Posite side of the pond, birds .w.ere mother, and I opposite this wise So- aali by other nations, that a o'tbe Management for the purchase 
Ih» ninrp ” tn fart it wnS thp rHIIprI also splashing within the water, for ,nn Hnw •. W„R to lnnk )ntn h)s thorough understanding of the science “ managemeui tor me puicnase mrele I ever exner en^ed We sit they could not forget to bathe. There X of Ethics is the acme of human °t new napkins at the hotel. Enough
however, for an hour or more. ’ were also colts, horses, dogs, cats, rab- t£at’ j didhnot kn^w_ We , partook achievement in knowledge; the great ^winglhelr way of doing things^y

During the day I went through my an^hmmy' dalntlly of the refined, Spiritual ? a^ ^hen this makfnggthem rea^y £or gge pgfory
W » eartb, r»»« froA»

iSSSS «."X: b’“Next morning (Sunday), daughter' nor were there too many of them, tbrougb tbe pores of their bodies. If w-ihop was executed.
Lilly .wanted in my trunk to get a song but iust enough to lend life, charm, tbis were tPe ca86j there would be no ^e has lately written and published sunday was 
ballad. -I. gave, her .the key. She un- a”a t0 sc®ij®’k Here’ need of a mouth, or a stdifaach, or-any ?\twOrk"eni;i1sdi Ta® ,Ele“®nts ot of tbe season

“is £5is'»«".;«“:tisV. Si »..u.. «w «« »«««.,.,

Mary (spirit) appeared In beauti- llfwaen I was with you in the earth belng who has. j ci)ild not gtat gatlon of Spiritua ism n all its phases, aaa “to in the^ afternoon
ful-white costume, and said to me: tfe- t was said by some scientists, positively, that such may not be the wE 0PP0rtunit es for research, ^^xteB sisters furn?shed the mu- 
'■pona An vAn romomhar nr, nip-ht that the blue color of the sky was ow- I raHP. bnt if ro i ns vet know noth which were never neglected. He has , 1 A. »“seers luiuisaeu uie muPapa, do you remember on last mgnt nnrtmioR of Hunt in the nt-T , e’ J',.’ If 80tas yec>.Kn°w notn- v_p_ _ plnRP qnd ramfni eindent of nil sic and it was particularly enjoyable,when mamma spoke of It being so' tns P.:?, , dust in the at ¡ng abOiit it. I can only tell you of Peen & cl°se ana careful student of all _ „„ „„
dark, and you said you didn’t feel as S,°.apll?re’ f < t?® T®®’ that which I do know. I have a spirit binncllthv£ ®na^1^®’ i?® re g °n’
if them win n Rnirlt within a thousand Ether in and of itself is blue in color; bodv and ev’erv-orean that mv earth- Philosophy and the phenomena; and ---------- , ■ - . --------miles of the plkce?” 80 we here have blue skies just as you-l ly b^dy bad( my 8pfritual body also lt ean be truthfully said that there is Michigan, the State of Camps.

"Certainly I do, Mary, dear,” I re- d0> Ye bave all that you have and bas; and> g0 far as j baye beeP( we probably no one in mortal life who is This state supports five yearlycamp-
plied. a ?Leat ̂ eal more’ j «V eat relined, spiritual food, with our better versed in the subject than he meetings, the Snowflake, the Island

She rejoined, “Just at that very Ye n°w arose and went toward the mouths, and it enters a spiritual stom- 8’ or , , JI8 .li a fiev°ted Lake, the Grand Ledge, the Haslett 
time we ’ were putting sister Lilly's “aJ? entrance of the bouse. The body acb> ¡s tbere digested, It. forms blood ??pon?ntvOf V16 ?£ Spiritualism para and the Vicksburg camp. Of this
dress pattern in your trunk." £he edifice was much like others tbe same as on earth, but all this is than be has been, ¿nd is, as his vari- iatter, Miss Jeannette Fraser is the

Hallelujah! Let me here once more teat have already been described, ex- spiritualized, ethereallzed and re- ous contributions to the Spiritualist energetic supporter and Inspired ge- 
draw upon that mental bank—Prof, ceptlng as one rises higher, everything flned,. to correspond to ' o'ur ethereal prtu CiuLieSr ’<i , ,x nius. She has had control ot this
Leadbeater—for a fact appropos to ^kes on addedbeautyand.refinement. spirjtUal bodies. If you, dispense with 8 , ® iaPIIy are aI1 spirit camp for thirteen years. She employs
•this special case: Y® ®?R®ild’ 1 J^U6e now one organ of the body, all must be dis- xyVP?8 20?1 ns’ h® r^a1' Spiritualist lecturers.
' "It is,” says be, “in the way’ (re- to,A^8CrJ2>e t?e parlor anP other rooms pensed with; and we then should be z?8 raP*dly nearing The meetings this year are larger
ferrlng to an extremely rapid vlbra- within the structure, but wish to call bodiless, lose our identity, and be J?en bis toyed ones Over ,tban usual. One Sunday Will J. Er-
tion being exerted upon an object for p.ari' ci? ^r attentlon to the large hall merged into an Indefinite Sea. But so Th,®r® ’ aa<l Y® ,tb w wood and Dr. Peebles were the speak
reducing it to an atomic condition) J-bat Solon conducted us into. This far, tbjs bas not been the case with ? ars.<l„c®nc'Lu»Et 0„ wb° ers- Mr. Erwood is a very forcible
“that objects are sometimes brought hal1 seated about a thousand souls, for me, nor any being that I have thus far J?’6 gone before, .will welcome and eloquent advocate of Spiritualism,
almost instantaneously from great dis- ?ou “U8t a“kn°w “at Solon is a phi- come in contact with. . ; him. . . Lrhe chairman, in introducing Dr.
tances at spiritual seances, and it is Josopher and scientific lecturer; and q questioned Solon about this; he Peebles pronounced him "the old war-
obvious that when disintegrated, they bZinWfhim 8ald he «»U1« not thidk’ that such £®n!f a horse of the West.” This he did not
could be passed with perfect ease gJapddi8Copre,est,.toAh°s^etow,bim would be our fate. And hbw and stoutly declared that he
through any solid substance, such for ort^iR tion o£ 8exless aaBels arises. AU I «„,1 tor^Tm was neither “old” nor in favor ot
example, as the walls of a house or bea^blm.'a nd can say is this: Solon, is a man In- ev- be'“a laree circled admir- "war” but had been fisbtlng and
the sides of a locked box, so that what iag a g,™?p ery sense of. the word, and Mary is an T1“ ^ge circle or admir flgbtlng for peace {or more than thirty
is commonly called the “passage of l^th“ bS tru “ is eterJi without exQulsite woman, witlfAll tbe beauty and Ioving 1 j°Embree 1 y®ars’ ™s may seem to be a para” 
matter through matter” is seen when of a woman, enhanced .a thousand.L108^,. J’ BMBREE- dox.
properly understood, to be as simple b®Rbo'“t end, i11 s only new (o[d, Solon’s wisdom,, strath and • Kansas Clty> Mo-, There were five mediums upon the

' ‘ platform on the Sth of this month, andbo^ks here in ^he spiritual world’ and ba bears no more Yese^lance to I Grand ^edge Camp, Mich. mong tbem Mr. Comstock, the fa- 
Well therein vou are mistaken Here 5 woman than a manly mqft of earth | Grand-Ledge Camp is mbving on to mous fire-test medium. He is a farm- 
™t onlv w^ does; ! know that I &n a, woman as its closing day.. Mr. Edgefly, the effl- er, yet has fine clairvoyant gifts and is
nmi dPRkwitha wrlarae book rest’ 1 ever was, a^LthaU am now dent chairman, has endeared himself probably the finest fire-test medium tn
toe thereon together with rShnv ucor^8Poff|ingl^heriself, to our people by his sterling-qualities, the ranks. The public tests upon the
Rmaller-books- and directlv back of the male half of my being, his genial nature and his general fit- platform were all recognized with but
Te «nLkor’s desk and he is not? womi« buha man In ness for the position he has filled so one exception. 'This individual was a
cat filled with“manyVolumes Not 7®ry 6®M®?f th® ^dl Xbat chl1' acceptably. • ■, materialist, and it wHl probably re
nt course our books are not nrintod dren are aot Propagate inThis life is Sunday, the 5th, our exercises were quire a thunder clap to Waken him to 
hv t^e and'machinwv nor bound wlth “^teer dW wdnien «propagate of an unusually interesting character, the fact qf a future conscious life— 
zWf^ doth dr to^ they . have owing to the fact that a prominent that death does not end all. This
tore Ito ; aH ereat^truths are gathered a n ^Moh ..barely man living in.Grand Ledge, expressed Vicksburg camp is certainly one of the
toPtoher- and within manv of the extends to middle lifQj, bufeare they himself as skeptical in regard to its best, if not-the-best. In the state. The 
Shares are nrXerved In book form tbeJess women fjjr alii that? and being possible for Mr. Edgeriy to give auditorium was packed both In the 
ind surrounded wito snlritual sub’ thousands marry happily after that an able discourse on a subject prevl- forenoon and afternoon on Sunday 
stance instead of material and a™ to ; then' ther? ar®J thousands of ously unknown to him. The gentle- last. . Harrison D. Barrett is expected 
-nsrinst w^ other women who new.haw children man desired' to. hand up a subject of here this week—Thursday—to give
to vo^ Now when the spiritual at a11 ?? happy« married, and hisxiwn selection after Mr. Edgeriy an address.1
mind ^nhot recall on the instant ¿B women.pfor that, was on iris feet and under control. On Friday of this week Dr. Peebles
teat i^wtohes to remember or even T^e At n° pr°Pagatton of any kind Naturally the association accepted the leaves for thq Chesterfield, camp, InlM- 
when it to reallv ImmriSt ¿f mlnv ?’l a » 8?heJeB;u Pr°Pa5atten be- challenge. ■ The guides responded by ana, where he is to deliver five lec-
thinas that itrequires to.know R hS ?n?3ree^e'y to the material earths giving one of the most eloquent, mas- tufes. He Will be accompanied by
recourse to th^e booksi test m von Sf ph^te® heavens.may.be filled. The terly and logical.discourses we have Mr. A. H. Green, the young mam who. 
XTo and if the Chrirtitn ever listened to. • accompanied him around the world as
cannot believe me let them refer to X®®’ X® ®at ^ere and talked , to- In like manner Mrs. R. S. Lillie was typewriter and reporter. -From Ches-
the Lamb’s book“of life- and thZre are E®teer innur own natural language, presented .with a topic on arising to terfleld he returns back to the Mich-
books Tf ^anwlIrer A soul can Ve- y0U °t?artb d0- and 1 her feet,^ . .

Sy....» ®sswur-aws ■:■ "
we, as spirits, can make use of them T glad be here.,.'! learned a nr,.strafed the fact that insniratlnhor nuts and -Political Pin Points." By J.
ther great deal 85 1 8at and ■ ques-. speaking is a "test" of the -power of’ Harrington.. A _ pamphlet containing
u tl°ned him, that I never.knew before, the spirit world, under favorable, con- ’—nts "Hiv Rihip gtarir- " ninth'1 I M'd mncb o£ tela informatloh I intend dltions to dominate the mind of a mor- ' B 8 B b ^terico. cloth,
expansion. The spiritual world, and to doafn earth, I will write ' tai medium, CORRESPONDENT, - 60 cenls’

. as the passage of water through a 
selve, or of gaS through a liquid in 
some chemical experiment,

‘‘More things in heaven and earth, 
Horatio, than thy philosophy has I 
dreamed of.” z . ’■

NoW, I .will only add that the dis
tance in space through which the 
aforesaid dress pattern was brought is 
109 miles.

Should’not Spiritualists be as care
ful to not be gulled by their own self- 
conceitedness as they aré by the other 
fellow?

MARY ANN CAREW, 
Wife, Mother, Spirit and Angel.

By Carlyle Petersilea. . /
This most beautiful story of the ex

periences of a young wife and 
mother taken from her home on earth 
to her home In the.spirit .world, Is told, 
in such a realistic way, that one 1b 
carried away with the sweet ’ beauty 
and naturalness of It. It makes the' 
other world appear very near to us. 
This book has been a great comfort to 
many weary.hearts who have’ lost 
■mother, wife or babies. Price, neatly 
bound in elott), $1,
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An enjoyable program

the largest attendance 
There were 850 visit-

8 cents.
Why I Am Not a Christian. By D, D. 

Stedman. Price 8 cents.
Genesis to Revelation. Free Thought 

Commentary on the Whole Bible. By 
Judge Parish B. Ladd. Price 10 cents.

Revelation Under the Microscope of 
Evolution. By Prof. Daniel T. Ames. 
Price 10 cents. /

Life and Career of 6harles Brad
laugh. By George Jacob Holyoake. 
-Price 10 cents.

Religion and Science. The "Recon
ciliation Mania” of Dr. Paul Carus of 
The Open Court. Analyzed and Re
futed by ’’Corvinus.” Price 10 cents.

Free Thought Past, Present and Fu
ture. By Prof. Thaddeus B. Wakeman. 
With his portrait and life sketch. 
Price 10 cents.

The Priest and the Church—What 
Have They Done for the World? By 
Judge Parish B. Ladd. Price 16 cents.

Jobs Tvndall Memorial. Ten short 
sketches of the life of this great man. 
Price 10 cents

Cosmology Against Theology. By 
Vlndex. Price 10 cents.

Church and State. The Bible In the 
Public Schools. The New American 
Party. A Criticism by “Jefferson.” 
Price 10 cents. .

Standing Up for'Jesus; or What the 
Editor of the Freethinkers’ Magazine
Thinks of Jesus. Price 3 cents.

"Why An Expurgated Bible?’’ 
Rev. E. H. Keens. Price 3 cents.

Prof.

Mrs.

By

Progress of Evolutionary Thought. 
The opening address before the Con
gress of Evolutionists, held in Chicago, 
Sept. 28, 29 and 30. 1893. By B. F. Un
derwood, the chairman. Price 3 cents.

Christianity; its Impeachment and 
Decadence, Also Demands of Liberal
ism. By Dr. F. E. Abbot, and Prof. T. 
B Wakeman. Price 3 cents.

Myth of the Great Deluge. By James 
M McCann. Price 15 cents.

The Evolution of the pevil. By 
Henry Frank. Price 20 cents.

Liberalized Christianity. By Henry
M Taber. Price 5 cents.

The Republic In Danger. M Taber. Price 10 cents.
In Place of Christianity. 

M Taber. Price 10 cent*.

By Henry

By Henry

Germs of Mind 'm Plants.
By R. H. France, Translated by A. M. 

Simons.—Cloth, Illustrated,
SO Cents.

A cardinal point in the philosophi
cal systems favo’red by the ruling 
classes Is that the mind of man Is 
something unique in the universe, 
governed by laws of its.own that have . 
no particular connection with physi
cal laws. Modern science-has proved 
that not only animals, but also plants 
receive Impressions from the outside 
world and use data thus obtained to 
modify their movements for their own 
advantage, exactly as human beings 
do. These facts are told in this book 
In so charming and entertaining a 
style that the reader is carried along 
-and does not realize until later the 
revolutionary significance of the facts.

Can Telepathy Explain?
' Results of Psychical Research.

By Minot J. Savage.
Dr. Savage, in ibis book bf 243 pages» dlsenss* 

es problems that havevdxed intelligent minds 
probably to a greater extent than any others, 
saving those of the religions Bio. Ho states a-. ,

—- - . - .............. < gmt number of well-authenticated Instances/
79 pages of racy reading.. Price 25 cts, of Fnlrittet revelation or communication. His 

— -.... d ^utfislGn Is frank and fearless, and merits the
■n ìùcst reading, tor ho deals with facts and ex* 
penences. Price, cloth-11.00»
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TERMS OP SUBSCRIPTION I
Tas PB00HEB8ivn Thinks» will be furnished 

until farther notice at the following terms, in- 
variably in advance:;
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Thirteen Weeks........ ;...............
Binale Copy,............ ............ ..
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¡Remit by Postoffloo Money order, ftwbtered 
Letter or Draft on Chicago or Ney York. It 
ouata f rom.10 to it cents to get cheoim cashed on 
local banks, so do nob send them uulets you 
wlslithat amount deducted from the. amount 
sent; Address smetters to J. IL FRANCIS, 40 
Loomis Street, Onteago,IU,

SAKE SoaiCMt
tayAt the expiration of aubscrintion,It not re- 

newel, the paper Is discontinued. Ho bills 
will »«seat tor extra ninnbma

t^Ttyoudo not rccelvo your paper promptly 
writoue, and any errors in address will be 
promptly corrected,, and missing numbers 
supplied gratis.

py Whsneyer you desire the address of your, 
paper (Changed, always give tho address of 
the place to which It has been going ortho 
change cannot be made. ; ..

TO FOREIGN COUNTRIES.
The price of The Progressive Thinker 

per year to foreign countries 1b Î2; -

' It should, always be kept in mind by' 
Spiritualists that, tho lost words have 
not been spoken on many of the great 
issues which divide us. Most of us 
have come out of some one of the old 
churches, and have brought along 
with us opinions formed lu infancy 
borrowed, from parents. And those 
parents inherited ideas on religious 
subjects which descended from a.still 
more remote ancestry, who were in- 
strncted by, cloistered, monks who 
were aided by a powerful ecclesiastical 
hierarchy, backed by the terrors of 
the torture chamber, to3 compel be
lief. '

Wo are not yet fully emancipated 
from the effect of that early teach
ing; Public: opinion and the tyranny 
of social ostracism have taken the 
place of the rack, and stake, and fire
brand in molding beliefs and in shap
ing private thought.

There is no one among us so learned 
' as to know all the truth. No one has 
authority to enforc his convictions of 
the right.’ Belief, in the .Bible as of 
divine origin was once a necessity. It

PAW THE BTT&fflMAWS»
Dr. G. W. Brown Points to All the historical Author

ity Available on the Subject.—Article
Number Two.X' -

■'"' /■ '• . ------ —— Ui. : ¡Hi

SATURDAY, AUGUST 25, 1000.

was blasphemy, punishable 
and Imprisonment,--to deny 
character, or declare; Rs 
.Were' not Inspired by God.

by fines 
its holy 
teachings

WORDS OF CAUTION.
You should not send money In a let

ter. You may do, so a. dozen times safe
ly, and* then the next remittance may 
be lost.or stolen, Secure a postal order' 
for five cents, and- th-n you are per
fectly safe, and will eave yourself am- 
noyanco and trouble.

SOMETHING YOU SHOULD HAVE, 
ft-Will Only Cost You Four Cents.
Reports In pamphjgt form of the last 

N. S. A. Convention are for sale at COO 
Pennsylvania avenue 8. E., Washington, 
D. C., at four cents each; postpaid, or 
thirty-five ets. per dozen. Every Spirit
ualist should' send for one. Address 
Mary T. Longley, Secretary.

TAKE NOTICE.
All books advertised in The Pro

gressive Thinker can be obtained at 
this office. Express charges or postage 
prepaid at the price named unless oth- 
wlso stated.

Is tlie Picture Overdrawn?''
Highly fortunate the murderer; 

viewed from the Christian standpoint, 
who It; arrested, tried, convicted, exe
cuted, and swings from the gallows to 
glory! Had he escaped arrest the 
chances are a thousand to one he 
(would have lived on in crime, died a 
natural death, and been consigned to 
undying flames, with' other impéni
tents, even with the victim of his 
crime. But, arrested, loaded down 
with guilt, he is incarcerated in the 
county jail; the preachers visit him; 
they teach him to put his trust in 
'Jesus. He is told the thief on the 
cross who expressed belief In the dear 
Savior was assured: “This day shalt 

■ thou be with me in paradise.” The 
■ vile murderer who had slain his wlfe- 

In a drunken fit of anger, she whose 
' ; soul was sent to hell for want of op

portunity to prepare for the great 
change, was writhing In agony; while 
that of the husband who embraced the 
faith, and ate the body and drank of 
tne blood of the Son of God, adminis
tered, to him by his confessor—stand
ing on the scaffold, a rope about his 
neck—after haranguing the witnesses 

. of his execution, tells them how happy 
he 1b because of the glories awaiting 
him, and the certainty of his falling 
Into thé loving arms of the dear Jesus. 
Thèn he makes the fatal plunge, while 

I a retinae of angels and archangels
p catch the redeemed soul, ^md, with

anthems of joy, bear it away to man
sions in the sic, to occupy the choicest 
seat at the right hand of God; for 
“there is more joy in heaven over one 
sinner that repenteth than over ninety 
and nine just persons who need no re
pentance."

A belief in Jesus as the son of God 
- was- first gained- by bribery. Believe 
in.him and you shall be rewarded with 
a seat at the right hand of the throne 
In-Paradise. Reject him as that son 
and eternal damnation is ypur doom!

Most Spiritualists, those- who have, 
stopped to. think,, havd discovered as 

. there was no original sin, no gulf of 
flame;, no prison-house of. God to> be 
saved from, so (there was no atone
ment necessary,to placate the anger of' 

1 that God, no-sacrifice of a royal prince 
. to- redeem a lost soul, hence all the 
.teaching about one who it Is alleged, 
gave himself a ransom, for the sins of 
the world; Is eeclsiastteal fiction;

But some Spiritualists, not yet con
tent.to part with, their Jesus, still idol
ize him; they designate him their 
elder brother, and. a medium between 
the mortal and *the immortal. And 

: they claim spirits have seen him and 
given him great honor.

Is it safe to accept such spirit com
munications as strictly reliable? 
Other spirits deny any knowledge of 
such a character. They have not 
seen him,, and deny1 his existence. Are 
they not as worthy of: belief as. they 
who: assert to-.'the contrary?

And if a medium, wherein was he 
superior to other mediums, that he 
should" be honored above all others? 
Others have been martyred as well as 
he, and have died proclaiming the 
truth- Death on a. cross or on the 
gallows is not sufficiently novel- to glo
rify an exit- from earth life- by such a 
route.

- As we have no pope among us, and 
no one has been empowered to speak 
by authority for up, we should be tol
erant of each other’s opinions on all 
these dividing questions however va
riant from ours, agreeing only on the; 
certainty of an immortal life and of' 
spirit return. We should treat all 
other Issues as minor ones.

He who wants a Jesus, and believes 
in him is welcome to that belief so far 
as The Progressive Thinker is con
cerned. And. he whose Intellect and 
education repudiates-cuch a charac
ter; who cannot be bribed or fright
ened into such a belief; may, be al
lowed to follow his convictions in the 
premises without imposing, his faith in 
spirit return, or in a continued life.

The Progressive Thinker opens its 
columns to FACTS, historical facts, In 
discussing questions in which the ed
itor himself does not care to express a 
personal opinion.

Letters from. numerous sources: have 
come to hand during the- last two 
weeks expressing gratification because 
of my communication, published In 
Thp Progressive Thinker of August 4,. 
entitled. “Paul's Jesus and the1 Jesus 

i of the Gospels Not Identical.” The 
writers wish further facts on the sub
ject. It is believed the great mass, of 
scholarly thinkers, of .which this jour
nal has a larger number in proportion 
to its circulatl?n than has any other 
semi-religious organ, will greatly en
joy the knowledge in our possession 
on this subject. But few have access 
to the great libraries, while the 
masses have not the leisure to give 
that attention^, to research the subject 
merits.

An outline history of the Essenes of 
Palestine and the Therapeuta of 
Egypt, sects identical in their teach
ings, who were in existence at the 
time Jesus is represented to have been 
on earth and engaged in his ministry; 
whose origin until Quite recent years 
was unknown and hardly suspected, 
though there was evldefice they 'were 
in being two hundred years before our 
era, will be Invaluable in this investi
gation. We now know the Essenes, 

■ with their base on the Jordan, near 
i the Dead 0ea, and the Therapeutae, 
who were located on Lake Maroetes, 
near Alexandria, In Egypt, were 
founded by missionaries; sent there by 
Aboka, a king of India. He embraced 
Buddhism about before the Christian 
era 244. Then he convened a general 
council,, at which all facts, with such 
traditions as could be learned per-
taining to Gautama the Wise, 
collected and measures were 
for their preservation.

Asoka published throughout

were 
taken

India

A Spltting-in-the-Face Lord.
“And the Lord said unto Moses, it 

- her father had but spitjn her face, 
should she not be ashamed seven 
ddys?”—Numbers 12:14.

It appears by verse one of chapter 
xil, that Moses had married an Ethio-
plan, and had been rebuked for 
Miriam and Aaron; but verse 9 
us: “The anger of the Lord 
Jtlndled against thenj because

it by 
tells 
was 

they
spake against his servant Moses." 
But the Lord seems to regret the father 
of Miriam had not “spit in her face” 
when she complained because her 
brother Moses had married a negress.

The conclusion of the whole mat
ter Is: "The ways of the Lord are 
strange and past finding out,” particu
larly when he encourages the foulest 
Insult known to any people.

But this spittlng-in-the-face Lord 
Is the one Christians demand we shall 
adore, and call us atheists If we do 
not.

A Jewish Prayer, Not thc Lord’s.
“It is a curious fact,” says the emi

nent Swill theologian Wetsteln, "that 
the Lord’s Prayer may be reconstruct
ed almost verbatim out of the TaL

An li^e to the Windward.
A suit has been brought in the Su

preme Court of the District of Colum
bia, to compel the Catholic University 
of America, to disgorge ?886,168, said 
to have been given to the University 
just before beginning proceedings in 
bankruptcy, by Thomas E. Wagga
man, ; ,

This Is no Isolated case, and similar 
action is not limited to Catholics. 
Years ago a banker and manufacturer 
of our acquaintance proposed to his 
Presbyterian brothers, if they would 
erect a fine church building Ue would 
duplicate and double every subscrip
tion. The offer was accepted. A fine 
church structure with a towering 
steeple followed. Mr. Thompson came 
down with the necessary funds, and 
the church organization entered an 
era of great prosperity. But the af
termath .was a broken bank, and a 
bankrupt manufacturer, with hun
dreds, perhaps thousands of widows, 
orphans, and laborers who, deposited 
their entire resources iff’ Brother 
Thompson’s bank where their means 
would be exemept-from moth and rust, 
and they, too, were bankrupt. Their 
little aU was given by the good- 
brother banker to swell the coffers of 
the Lord, and Insure to himself afgood 
seat in the paradise of the blest.

Similar cases are quite too common 
In every part of the world: Though 
opposed to all forms of violence yet if 
there is a case the. courts of law can
not, reach Judge Lynch can administer 
justice on such occasions with pro
priety.

the grand principles taught by Bud
dha, which are still found.engraven on. 
pillars, in caves.and on rocks through
out his empire. These are frequently 
'met with by present-day travelers. 
He also appointed a minister of jus
tice; and religion £o watch over the 
purity and the spread of the faith. 
Says the Encyclopedia Britannica, 
Vol. XII, p. 784:

"Asoka recognized proselytism by 
peaceful means as'a state duty. The 
rock inscriptions record how he sent 
forth missionaries to the utmost lim
its of barbarian countries, to inter
mingle among all unbelievers; for the 

"spread of religion. ‘They shall mix,’ 
said he, ‘equally .with Brahmans and 
beggars, with the dreaded and the de
spised, both within the kingdom and 
in foreign countries, teaching better 
things. Conversion is to be by per
suasion, not by the sword.’ Buddhism 
was at once the most intensely mis
sionary religion in the world and the 
most tolerant, * * He collected the 
body of doctrine in an. authoritive 
version ♦ * which for 2,000- years has 
formed the canon of the- southern 
Buddhists.”

Sixty-four ’ thousand missionaries 
were sent into the field; who overran 
India, Syria, Palestine, the various 
provinces of Asia Minor, as .well of 
Egypt. 'Wherever they gained a 
footing monasteries were constructed, 
and the system of mockery, which has 
played such an Important part in the 
world's history, had its origin with the 
devotees of' Buddha. • They also 
founded hospitals, and did not limit 
their acts of mercy to humanity, but 
had hospitals for the care of domestic 
animals.

And listen, ye bigots, who claim ev
erything for Christianity, and de
nounce al! others as' heathen:

"Ten thousand monks and novices 
of eighteen schools, founded by Bud; 
dhist princes, studied theology, phlloso-' 
phy, law, science, especially medicine, 
and practiced their devotions. They

were supported from; the royal funds.'' 
Thus from p. 7M of volume last 
«uoted- >k -xo 1

All this dp show the source from 
which the E^sone^.and the.Therapeuta 
were derived, Ja , .

The Gyi^posop|)lsts, whom. Alexan
der the Gr^at met, with in India, 327 
years before, on;: .era, and who, were 
found a little later in Egypt leading: 
hermit lives and building monasteries, 
filling them wIRl plonks, were in tact 
Buddhists. ,

So far incontrovertible facts abund
antly sustained by the monuments. 
That the so-called Apostle Paul Was a 
member of the Essenes when he wrote 
his Epistles which were directed to 
them as churches in various localities, 
and which Eusebius, the alleged first 
ecclesiastical historian, conceded were 
of Essenian origin we shall leave no 
room to doubt when we close these in
quiries, If trust is placed In the Gos
pels Jesus was-baptized and made a 
member of tliat oath-bound sect, 
whose religion, .as ,we shall show in 
our next,, was, . identical with theirs. 
We cite well-recognized authority, in
dorsed by Christians; as proof of our 
propositions. / (

Josephus, Philo, Pliny and Eusebius 
.are good authority, and, perchance, 
we inay prove Christianity had its 
root in Buddhism,, and until named- 
Christians,by witty Antlochlans, other-' 
wise Anointers, equivalent to greasers, 
werfe known as Essenes; •

We apprehend there are some sur
prises in stoxe for our readers, hence 
we ask close attention to our next is
sue; here anticipating with the fact 
that the Essenes had. churches, •bish
ops, elders and deacons;: their mem
bers were baptized by Immersion and 
were received on probation, and, like, 
the early Christians, held property 
and all thlnga ln common.

: And, strange as. It may. seem, an old 
Antiquarian and chronologlst, .writing 
■us from Augusta,. Maine, cites author
ity ¿proving that Aretas, the only king 
of Damascus by that name, absolutely 
lived more than .2 00 year« before our 
era. He declares; Christian, author» 
have lenetpened the period of the 
Christian ora for near a thousand 
years, to njake events appear more 
credible' ap4 absolutely abridged 
earlier dat^s so a^to mislead scholars.

The wholp Christian world has 
been deceived by, (the fraudulent uses 
made of Paul’s Epistles. The wrong 
was begun by njpnks in their secret 
councils. They were encouraged by 
Catholic prelates,,, General igflorance 
of the time^aul wrote; and to whom, 
has protracted the first Imposition 
down to thpse. tirngs, • ?■ ,
•. It is hoped, these articles, Including 
that of August 4vwill be read, care
fully preserved,, and when complete be 
read again connectedly.

Whether the, Jesus of the Gospels 
was a real character, or otherwise 1b 
not the issue. Neither are we labor
ing to prove him a God, a man, a me- 
dimmer a myth. All these postulates 
have been maintained by different 
scholars.

If Paul’s Jesus was the same as he 
of the Gospels, then it is certain the 
latter Jesus was the creature of his 
vision when nearing Damascus, hence 
•had no material existence. That whole 
libraries werO destroyed by Catholic 
churchmen) to- suppress the truth on 
the subject under consideration are 
established facts.- Truth cannot be 
gained, by suppressing knowledge. ,

G. W; BROWN, M. D.
Rockford, HL

mud.” 
(165S) 
thus:

"Our

And the Rev. 
gives he old

Father which

John Gregorie 
Jewish prayer

be gracious to us. O 
hallowed be thy name.

art In heaven, 
Lord our God, 

0 let. the re-
membranes of thee be glorified, in 
heaveq above and upon earth below. 
Let thy kingdom reign over us now 
and- forever. The holy men of old 
said, ‘Remit and forgive unttrall men 
whatsoever they have done against 
mo.’ And lead ns not into temptation, 
but deliver us from the evil things. 
For- thine is the kingdom, and' shall 
reign in glory forever and for ever
more.”

The Christinn-Era. -.
U. la claimed the .Christian era,..was 

devised.; by' Dionysius Exiguus,. a. Ro- 
, man monk,. In: tlie. year 627, and that 

he proposed: all public - and’ private 
documents should be dated’ "in the 

- year of our Lord"; but we are Unable 
to find any- trustworthy evidences of 

, suck fact At the Beginning, of the 
15th. century such an era had not be
come general. Certain It la Spain did 
not adopt It until, the 11th century, 

■ while Portugal legalized it in 1416, 
and. In the Eastern Roman, empire it 
was established by royal edict in. 1463. 
Claims are made it received recogni- 

- tlon’ in- England In the 9th century, 
but it is believed there is no authority 

; for such claim.

' A.Graphic Contrast. '
The outward robe of thwPope is red 

and made-from the wool, of the lambs 
of the convent of St Agnes, near the 
porta pia. The cloak and cape are 
lined with purple and trimmed with 
gold lace;, the sombrero-or hat, Is red, 
and, has, a; gold cord, and tassel; Be
neath-. the. cloak is. worn, an, alb, made 
also: of/wool of the lambs of St. Agnes, 
and girt about the waist with a- sash 
of white moire antique garnished: with 
gold fringe. The popels. hands are 
covered with; kid mittens; and his feet 
are burdeneded with, a pair of slippers 
worn over his ordinary shoes.. The 
total value of. his- wardrobe is said to- 
be 3150,000.—Chicago Journal.

And. this: Pope, thus clothed and? 
domiciled, in the Vatican, with, its 
4,422 palatial’ rooms at his disposal, 
and an army of thousands of servants 
fulfilling: every wish and. ministering: 
to every pleasure, while all Christen
dom: contribute Ite wealth- to supply 
Ms pecuniary''needs, Is -the earthly 
representative of one Jesus, said to 
have, been born of lowly parents In ob
scurity, without where to lay his head, 
and if costumed in harmony with the 
custom of the times, were hatless and 
probably barefoot in summer, with 
rude sandals in winter, wearing only 
a sleeveless tunic which fell to near 
his knees. This tunic was made of 
the. coarsest material, and was worn 
without washing, until it fell from his 
body-

They Still Come.
Now it is Rev. Geo. Clarke. Cox, rec

tor of Calvary Church,: of Cincinnati, 
whose sympathies go out to Rev. Dr. 
Crapsey, lately found guilty in a trial 
for heresy, at Batavia, N. Y. Rev. 
Cox declares himself a firm.believer, in 
Dr. Crapsey's. theories, and courts, a 
trial, for a like offense. In a. recent 
letter the Reverend said, in sub
stance:

“I do not believe In the Virgin, birth, 
or In the bodily resurrection, of Jesus. 
Christ. And I do not believe in the 
doctrine of atonement as it is set 
forth in the prayer book, and this on 
scriptural as well' as on, logical 
grounds. The deotrine bf orginalsih, 
as set forth in the baptismal office, I 
have strenuously denied'and .tried, to 
disprove. Whilst, he. believing the 
true life of man is. not ended by death, 

, many believe. Jesus lived- after.the cru
cifixion. and: was manifest, to, his dis-, 
ciples,. though they cannot believe his 
body was raised from the' tomb.” 

. As common sense creeps into the 
pulpit the number of heretics. Increase 
In numbers;
■ If. the existence of the- pulpit was 

. not contingent, on: tho teaching of a 
false- faith the-end of orthodox teach
ing would be near. ’

IN THE HOUR OF SORROW.

It Is Then- That Spiritualism Brings 
the Balm of-Relief and Joy—--

A Vision of Death.'

HEAVEN’S GATE;

When the night shades: gently open/ 
At the closing of the day;: v

When the. last song bird- lias vanished 
As he; ends his twilight lay,

Then I see the-splrlt faces/ . - 
Loved so- well in. days of: yore,

Who have knocked at Heaven’s per- 
tals,

And have passed: inside: the, door.
They stand noiselessly beside me 

With a hand-upon- my face.
Softly telling of the beauty 

In that other, far-off place ;
Then they leave me just as-, quickly, 

And I took to see no more,: x
Those who knocked at Heaven’s por

tals.
And. passed on within the door. 

. EDNA JOHNSON WARREN.
Rutland, Vermont?

Mrs. Clara Wagner has moved from 
Defiance to" 30 Enterprise street, Bowl
ing Green, Ohio, where Bhe can be ad
dressed;.

■ It Is in trie hour of sorrow, at a time 
when the Death Ange! visits our hum
ble homes, when we’lay the forms of 
our loved ones In their last: Testing 
placed that the bautlful doctrine of 
Mbdern Spiritualism aids-us to^ear the 
biirden of grief in the knowledge that 
it Is only the worn-out garment which- 
has been returned to earth whence it 
originated, but that thé soul soars on
ward' to the spheres of spirit life, to 
eternal happiness and everlasting joy.

Aqd here, please allow me to men
tion an evidence beyond any doubt, of 
the'continuity of life after so-called, 
death which came to ine by letter 
from our highly honored lecturer, 

.Mrs. Isa WUson-Kayner, who Is now 
on her vacation at Providence,. R. I.. 
This tetter was dated Providence, R. 
I., July 30. The transition of my wife: 
took place July 20? Thé letter states:

“The newsiof the, transition of. your 
loved one to<a higher life came to me 
through a yision .L had of her, and 
then confirmed by/Tetter from our 
friend; Mrs. Morris;

"How I wish I had..words to. express 
the beauty oLthe.-splrlt form of your 
Toved wife, and giye the message she 
'left for you,’her husband, and her boy 
Charlie. Site said, that your father- 
and others help d liar. She said: Tam 
weak, but aig pH üip time around you; 
and will help, youüuxd I do. want both 

'of: you to help metget strong by not 
grieving-so tilUch'Z <

“Oh, Mrs.ioKayner,. I am free now- 
and well; lt( 1§ suo^ a beautiful place 
here and so, much",'to do, but I want 
him to know.»’

The above‘iétteK'tvas. more consola
tion to' mo than, all: the kind words 
spoken to mo by friends here in Dallas 
during my bereavement.. I will take 
the advice of oùr dear sister and gif ted 
medium, os she writes at the close, ot
her dear letter: "So; brother, wake up 
and be strong’for her. sake, and take, 
up the work of . life with renewed 
strength: and power and with the help 
of the Father God and the angel world 
say, ‘It is well: with thee and ■ with' 
me.’ ”

We expect Mrs. Isa; Wilson Kavner 
■to- take up- her/work here in Dallas, 
Tex., Sept. I, 1906,-and w® trust that

The Forid ft moving along new and 
untried lines all the time,, and in so 
doing a vast amount of good has been 
accomplished in certain- directions. 
The increase in crime and criminals in 
all our large cities, has led to a thor
oughly scientific investigation as to 
tho cause thereof. Essays without 
number have/been written, learned 
discourses read, and, patient investiga
tion.made, on this one Important sub
ject-how to reform the criminal, how 
to prevent crime. Suggestion, as em
ployed by the hypnotist, hap been 
brought into careful and systematic 
requisition, and at tipies with most ex
cellent results. Religion, too,'in cer-‘ 
tain ways; has played its important 
part in the reformation of the crimi
nal, and when that did not prove effi
cacious, then the "blood” of Jesus was 
brought into requisition to nave him 
from an endless hell of torment.

The prevention of crime is one of 
the great problems of tho present day, 
as it costs nearly as much to convict, 
punish and take care of the criminals, 
as it does to run the general govern
ment. The very preservation of our 
Nation depends on honesty; and when 

. that is deficient, of course there is al
ways more or less trouble, and, the 
tendency is always downward: to decay 

. and ruin, like ancient Rome and 
Greece. When that notorious banker 
Stensland, was exposed In this city-, it 
was found that tie had wrought ruin 
to some-20,000 people. He had actu
ally stolen, a million of dollars or 
more, and now he can not be reached 
so that the hand of Justice can be laid 
upon him. Any method to prevent 
the existence of such a criminal— 
ruinous to thousands—-will be hailed 
with joy by the world. It is said a 
discovery of this "kind has been actu
ally made, arid has been-put Into prac
tical operation in Philadelphia, and 
now the same system is to be applied 
here, and wo have no doubt it will re
sult in partially at least, spiritualizing 
and' rendering more tractable the one 
on whom the new discovery may bo 
tried, as set forth In the following:

Surgeons will perform operations 
for the corrections of waywardness 4n 
Chicago schools when they reopen In 
three weeks, if the plans of the Juve
nile court officials are carried out. In 
addition to truant officers, the delin
quent pupils will have to face the sur
geon's knife.

Probationary officers will go before 
the board of education and ask that 
the plan, of the Pennsylvania Society 
for the Prevention of Cruelty to Chil
dren be put into practice in Chicago.- 
The society prosecuted its work with 
success In connection with the Juve-, 
nile court at Philadelphia, causing sci
entific surgical operations to be per
formed on children who exhibited ten
dencies-toward wayward or criminal 
lives. The society reported that such 
operations, in practically every case re
formed the patients.

Operations Performed on Brain.
The local probationary officers will 

ask that a staff of physicians of un
doubted ability be appointed to carry 
on the first work in Chicago. Chil
dren. who come under the notice- of 
probationary or truant officers are to 
be submitted to operations for a cor
rection of wayward tendencies. The 
operations are perfarmed on the brain.

Henry W. Thurston, chief proba
tionary officer of Chicago, expressed 
his views on the subject to-day as fol
lows:

"Undoubtedly the effect of scientific 
•surgery on wayward children has a 
wonderful influence for good. The 
fundamental principle of the experi
ments is this:

"A boy enters school having defect
ive eyesight. He cannot discern the 
figures on the blackboard. The ques
tions of the teacher and the answers 
of his schoolmates do not appeal to 
him because he doesTiot know of what 
they are talking. In other words, he 
Is not Tn the game.’

Where Criminal Tendency Begins.
"He begins to enjoy tripping up his 

neighbor and tormenting the little 
girls more than he enjoys his work.. 
In turn, he is made fun of, because he 
is. a-‘dunce’ in the classroom. -

“Soon he plays truant and learn to 
avoid his elders. Then he learnq to 
frequent degrading places, until ' he 

; performs some malicious'act which re- 
: sultslln his arrest.

“Now, ft tn the first place the boy’s 
eyesight had not been defective he 
would have lived the life of a good, 
normal child.

"The same conditions and route ap
ply; to the child defective in hearing. 
Therefore it can be readily seeruthat 
the practice of scientific surgery will 
prove a great benefit in solving. juve-> 
nlle criminal instincts."

The most natural cause for defect
ive eyesight and defective hearing is 

.the formation in early life of what is 
called 'an adenoid. An adenoid is 
known in surgery as a growth in the 
extremeties of the nose or mouth 
which impairs the sight, smell or hear- ” 
ing.

Queen of Demnark Receives Woman 
Suffragist. -,

The Internationa! Woman Suffrage 
; Alliance, in session in Copenhagen, 
Denmark, concluded its meetings the 
11th of August.. A few days before 
'the;opening of the convention the. 

: president,, Mrs. Carrie Chapman Catt, 
, was given an hour’s audience by the- 
Queen of Denmark, who expressed 
much interest in the woman suffrage 
movement, and especial admiration 
for American women. She-regretted 
that, the ported, of mourning for the 
late king would prevent any royal en
tertainment for the delegates.

The Queen’s Interest in equal suf
frage may be- accounted for by the 
fact that in her native country, Swe
den,. women have had the municipal 
vote, a vote- in. church -matters and 
school, suffrage ever since the 17th 
century, and now vote on equal terms 

, with men except for members of the 
Second House of the Riksdag.

Mrs. Catt, a western , woman by 
birth, has: been llvihg for some years' 
in New: York City. She succeeded- Su
san B. Anthony as president of the 
National Woman Suffrage Association 
and was elected president of the In- 
ternatteual W. S. A. upondts organiza
tion a few years ago.

nothing may occur to keep her away 
from hero..

1 ' Hallas, Tex. X ZINKE;

Mrs. L. V. Jackson writes: “I finish 
my camp work at Snowflake, Mich., 
Aug- .19. I- would like engagements 
for fall and: winter.months; Will make 
terms to suit. Can be addressed, at 
Horton, Mich. 1

The will of man Is by his reason 
swayed.-—Bhakspeare,

The only competition Worthy a wise 
man ft with himself.—Anna Jara»- 
sou.

fiOsaaafe

ALL BM TO BEAUTIFUL ULY »ALE!
A Roseate Picture of This Noted Place of Resort, as 

Seen„bv Laura G. Fixen.
The power is here and blessings un-The power is here and blessings un-f has done her work more conscientious 

told are being poured upon the multi- lent more dignity to that phase of our 
tudes, who ere flocking to Lily Dale, work, nor impressed strangers more
As soon as you enter the gates you 
feel the peaceful atmosphere.

What Is angel cake composed of? 
IS it simply a stirring together of eggs, 
buttet,’sugar, and yes, maybe salt and
flour and1 other groceries, then putting 
the mess into the oven and the angel 
cake comes out? We do not know the 
mysteries of that delicious morsel. 
Cake Bakers are born, but we do 
know that should we attempt It a 
blackened, heavy lump would be the 
result.

Sb with Lily Dale.

strongly with the great reality and’ 
truth of what we claim.

Prof. W. M. Lockwood lectures ev
ery morning, consequently the air is 
full of electro magnetism; we feel ev
ery atom is charged with it; no bao- 
cl)ll here any more; no, nothing but 
Lockwood, molecules, modes of mo
tion, and then a little more Lockwvfed: 
St|ll WE ALL ENJOY HIM AND HIii 
MOLECULES; they agree with our 
modes of motion. i

On Sunday 852 visitors joined the
campers. Mrs. Helen. M. Russegue 
delivered a masterful address In theAnybody can hire some, speakers -------------- BUut<aw iu me

and a band, and advertise, but that1 afternoon on the wonderful revela- 
does not by any means constitute actions Spiritualism has given to a ba- 
successful camp. The heavenly host — "J—” ----- • • ■
has charge-of Lily Dale, Inspiring ev
ery worker’ and enfolding every vis
itor in the unseen embrace of reslst-

wlldered people, and how Nature re
vealed has been the bridge over 
which man has reached into the un-

less heavenly, power.
WE HAVE MORE STRANGERS 

WITH US THAN WE HAVE EVER 
HAD, AND THE SURPRISE TO 
THEM IS OUR HAPPY FACES, 
BEAUTIFUL GROUNDS AND THE 
TOTAL ABSENCE OF ALL THAT 
WOULD JAR THE MOST SENSI
TIVE.

Our weeks are passing like, beautiful 
visions; our days are dreains come 
true. Our greatest anticipations and 
dearest hopes are being realized right 
before our eyes. Heaven has really 
come to earth and angels are dwelling 
among men.

While spirits Invisible have come to 
dwell with us, a great soul has gone 
over yonder from here. One of our 
most earnest co-workers, Mrs. Carrie 
Firth Curran, went home last Tuesday 
morning. While president of the Ohio 
State Spiritualists Association, she 
demonstrated her ability as a leader 
and organizer, and her earnestness as 
a worker in the advancement of the 
wonderful truths which had been re
vealed to her. She held her medium
ship sacred above all earthly posses
sions, and was ever ready to demon
strate Its benign, powers to the world.

She had expressed the wish months 
ago, that she might start from Lily 
Dale on that mysterious journey we 
shall all take some day, and her wish 
was granted. Memorial services were 
held at the Auditorium, and Dr. Geo. 
B. Warne and Mrs. M. E. Cadwalla- 
der, in well-fitting .words voiced the 
esteem and affection In which our 
arisen comrade was held, and paid 
beautiful tribute to her loyalty, cour
age and unswerving fidelity to the 
truth. I. W. Pope of Cleveland spoke 
for the Spiritualists of Ohio, and reso
lutions were passed on behalf of the 
Spiritualists of her state, expressive of 
their great loss.

Owing to the severe illness of the 
mother of Miss Susie C.'Clarke, she 
was Unable to be with us, and Rev. T. 
Grimshaw, Dr. Geo. R. Warne and Dr. 
Henry Frank of New York City took 
her place—each one in his own strong 
way demonstrating a different phase 
of the same great truth. Dr. Frank 
delivered a powerful lecture on “Some 
Things Spiritualism Has Forced Sci
ence to See,” especially the fact that 
there is no dead matter in nature, but 
all has life from this awakening to Ufa 
everywhere. Science has tried to pen
etrate beyond the veil to follow where 
Spiritualists have led the way.

Mrs. Annette J. Pettengill delighted 
her audiences with two of het beauti
ful lectures and tests. No medium 
has ever stood on our rostrum" to de
liver messages from the other side who

seen.
Bunday evening Miss Alice Ethel 

Bennett again delighted everybody 
with her artistic rendering of Mon
sieur Beaucaire in excellent French 
dialect, Mills the Schuberts sang 
more of their beautiful selections.

Monday was a most eventful day tor 
Lily Dale. It was the culmination of 
previous meetings relating to the reor
ganization of the assembly. As Mrs. 
Abby Louise PetenglU desires to with
draw from the arduous work connect
ed with so large an enterprise, a very 
favorable proposition has been made 
to the Association under which they 
will acquire all her interests. A pop
ular subscription was started, result
ing in the sale of about $1,400 worth 
of stock, mostly In single shares. A 
movement is on foot to reorganize and 

fit will probably result In the return to 
the good old favorite name of Lily 
Dale.

Several men of means are ready to 
step in and support this measure with 
the funds needed, and once more 
Lily Dale will rise as a Phoenix from 
her ashes, stronger than ever, with 
new plumage, ready under any name 
and. ipanagement to give her best to 
the world. LILY DALE, THE MEC
CA OF SPIRITUALISM.

Men and women have been In con
trol; some, perhaps, from love of pow
er or to satisfy ambition; others for 
the real good towards humanity. 
There is more or less of self in all we 1 
do, but the spirit world has made use 
of the Instruments, human and im
perfect though they may have been, 
and good has been accomplished.

Up to the years Lily Dale has 
struggled, weathered every storm, 
guided the earnest seeker of the 
truth, rested the weary and brought 
comfort to the sorrowing, giving only 
of her best, and out of the chaos once 
more order shall come and peace that 
passeth understanding.

Lily Dale is chosen ground, and as 
the orthodox world has journeyed to 
Jerusalem to gaze upon Its crumbled 
walls and decay, bespeaking past 
glory, so shall coming generations 
visit the new Lily Dale to hear the 
story of the struggles of the past/to 
learn of the victories of the powers 
and principalities, a living monument 
to convince the world that through 
storifis and struggles the passing away 
of men and their money In spite of 
schemes and fallibility of human fore
sight, the spirit world ordains and will 
know how to protect Its own and to 
the end of time. LILY DALE SHALL 
STAND THE HEART AND CENTER 
OF SPIRITUALISM, THE NEW JE
RUSALEM FOR AGES AND AGES 
TO COME. LAURA G. FIXEN.

A DESERVING CRIPPLE.

Dr. P. 8. George of Lincoln, Neb., En
ters a Plea in His Behalf.

I 
the

am now spending my vacation in 
city of Denver, leaving my home

(Lincoln, Neb.), July 19, and arriving 
in Denver morning of the 20th.

Thousands of tourists visit Denver 
and surrounding towns every summer, 
to-enjoy the mountain air. The splen
did climate every day seems to be one 
grand round of-pleasure for the visi
tors. I became acquainted with a man 
a few days ago who deserves a men
tion in the columns of your paper. I 
was first attracted to him because he 
is a hopeless cripple, and was wheel
ing himself along the street by the 
use of his hands on the sidewalk. I at 
once approached him, and learned that 
he was born near Rochester, N. Y., in 
1842, and at five years of age he was 
attacked with scarlet fever. The doc
tor gave him calomel, which salivated 
him, and paralyzed his lower limbs, 
so that he has not walked a step since 
then, fifty-nine years. He has never 
attended school a day in his life, yet 
he can read and write and speaks two 
languages—Spanish and American. 
He uses no intoxicants or tobacco; In 
that respecct he is as pure as a child, 
and more than that, he is not a beg
gar. He is a devout Spiritualist and 
still has great hopes of yet succeeding 
in life, though for fifty-nine years 
without the use of his legs to support 
him, he has struggled against fate. 
His brother with whom he made his 
home for many years died last April, 
left .him homeless and almost penni
less. He is bright and intelligent, 
homeless and almost forsaken, yet in 
in Intellect he towers above his fel
lowman. ” His name Is Frank Ln 
Mountain-, and his address is 1611 
Platte street, Denver, Col. He needs 
money, spiritualistic literature and 

-words of cheer. Let us help the un
fortunate man. He will appreciate 
anything sent him. He is worthy and 
deserving. .

He has never attended a seance. I 
have arranged with a trumpet medium 
for a seance the coming Friday. When 

■ I told him: of the coming opportunity 
he seemed to choke for a moment, and. 

• his eyes were filled with tears. On 
- Friday morning at 9 o’clock he ex
pects to arrive at Mrs. Gehring Pat
terson’s home, -where the seance is to 
be held. By sitting on his little; three- 

; wheeled wagon, placing his hands on 
the side walk and through, a process 
of paddling he expects to travel nearly 
or quite two miles.

I offered to send a hack but he said 
"No, UWll get there.”.

I hope that every reader of. these 
lines will help Mr. La Mountain. He 
is well versed in botanic medicines, 
also dieting'as a cure for many ills.

■ What more can! say?
DR. P. 8. GEORGE.

Denver, Col., Aug., 14; 1306.

Will some of the readers of The 
Progressive Thinker-send the address 
of Dr. Louis-Schlessinger to G. J. Mc
Clelland, Room 10, Riverside Block, 
Pueblo, Colo. '

-. Do not confine your children to your 
own. learning They were born in an
other time.—Talmud.

Every noble work is at first impossi
ble.—CarlylS"

Posscd to the Higher Life.
The father of W. V. Nicum, who Is a 

prominent lecturer in the ranks of 
Spiritualism, passed to spirit life at 
Dayton, Ohio, on the evening of Aug. 
15. The son fully realizes the sub
lime fact that what is his loss is the 
father's gain, in his realization of the 
beauty and grandeur of the spirit 
realms.

AN IMPORTANT WORK.
The N. 8. A. Ritual 

Services.
The N. S. A. Ritual

for- Spiritual

for Spiritual
Services, well printed and ' neatly 
bound In Leatherette, Is now In print 
and for sale at tho N. S. A. office, 600 
Pennsylvania avenue S. E., Washing
ton, D. C. Twenty cents per copy, 
postpaid; two dollars per dozen. Ad-
dress MARY T. LONGLEY, 

Secretary.

FOURTEENTH ANNUAL
। CONVENTION '

Of the National Spiritualists’ Associa?. 
'tion of the United States, Will Be 
Held in tho Large Auditorium of 
the Y. M. C. A. Building, 158 La 
Salle Street, Chicago, Illinois, Octo
ber 16, 17, 18 and 19, 1006.
Business sessions during the day. 

Special hours devoted to the Lyceum 
cause.

Many of the foremost and brightest 
workers in our ranks will be dele
gates. It will be a rare treat to hear 
them. Evening meetings will be de
voted to lectures, spirit messages,-mu
sic and song.

Among those invited and expected 
are Dr. J. M. Peebles, Oscar A. Edger- 
ly, W. J. Erwood, Mrs. H. P. Russe- 
,gue, Mrs. Esther T. Bosley, Mrs. 
‘Georgia Gladys Cooley, Mrs. Margaret 
Gaule Ridinger, Mr. and Mrs. R. W. 
Sprague and a galaxy of others.

Come one and all to this great con
vention.

The Palmer House, In Chicago, .will 
be headquarters for delegates and vis
itors; it is a first-class hotel and will 
give reduced rates to all who write tn 
advance, stating they are to attend th* 
N. S. A. convention and wish, to en
gage rooms. Secure your rooms early 
by addressing W. C. Vier-Buchen,' 
Manager, The Palmer House, Chicago, 
HL The hotel is conducted exclusive
ly on tho European plan; cafes and 
restaurants are near by and furnish 
good meals at reasonable rates.

■ Annual reception to delegates and 
visitors will be held Monday, October, 
16, at the Palmer House, at 8 p. m. 
All are cordially invited.

Special railway rates on the certifi
cate plan can be secured over all lines. 
Ask your railroad agent for certificate 
tickets to tho National Spiritualists’ 
Convention at Chicago. The round 
fare will be one and a third of a fare. 
Delegates and visitors desiring to re
ceive the benefits of this special rate 
must have their tickets vised by our 
railroad agent at Convention the last" 
day, October 19, and pay 25 cent/ 
each for such vising.

HARRISON D. BARRETT,
President.

MARY T. LONGLEY, ;
Bacretarjs
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able a woman as ever poet created.
With portrait of author. Price |l.

AROUND THE YEAR

‘ another; if he slanders his

MAURINE AND OTHER POEMS. 
By Ella Wheeler Wilcox.

An Ideal poem about as trtie and lov-

Meo and women 
oí every ago ar« 
making big sala»

Cancer Cured
WITH SOOTHING, BALMY OILS» 
Cancer, Tumor, Catarrh, Piles, Fistula, Ulcere," 
Eczema and all Skin and Female Diseases, Write 
for Illustrated Book, Sent free, Address 8 
DOYEI Broadway, Kansas City, Mo.

- Work Ldnornble, easy and atreeabTo at 
feome. We want gome one in your neighborhood. Are 
fn old MUblttUed firm. Writeto-day. Dig money for you. 
WU MANUFACTURING CO. Box aijo belrol^Mldk

I deredour fellow-men, delighting in cruelty, gluttony, theft 
l"a£a-all manner of bestial acts. Some of these debts are

WITH ELLA 
WHEELER WILCOX.

still unpaldx
Last winter I had my pocket picked. My little cousin, 

a lad of fourteen, who had heard me talk about karma, re
marked very wisely: “Well, I Suppose you must have 
stolen somebody's pocket book sometime yourself." 1

The rich man who grinds the

property appropriated by 
brother, he must leärn win

light

was a common defect 'His body, in other words, was thelowed the star which they saw in the East. '

soul in successive human bodies.

on 
on 
us

pression exists everywhere. Sometimes we blame it 
our existing social institutions; sometimes we blame it 
God. But, whatever the cause, the poet declared to 
truly:

was best or him to have it. By “best" I do not mean most

ture, but In the course of one jife. Drunkenness leads to

WHO GRINDS THE POOR WILL BE GROUND HIMSELF 
IN THE SAME MILL. WE NEED NOT WORRY ABOUT 
THE METING OF JUSTICE. KARMA WILL TAKE 
CARE OF EVERY MAN. VENGEANCE IS MINE, 8A1TH 
THE LORDS OF KARMA. A COLORED MAN ASKED 
ME SOME TIME AGO WHAT SOLUTION I HAD FOR 
THE RACE PROBLEM. I TOLD HIM I HAD NONE, 
BUT THAT KARMA WOULD WORK IT OUT IN TIME. 
WE, THE RACE THAT PERPETRATED THE SIN OF

“THE KARMIC LAW AS THUS OUTLINED IS ABSO
LUTELY INCOMPATIBLE WITH ANYTHING LIKE FA- 
VORITISM. ALL SOULS ARM ESSENTIALLY EQUAL, 
EVOLVING UNDER THE SAME LAW, DESTINED TO 
ACHIEVE THE SAME ULTIMATE PERFECTION, 
THOUGH NOT ALL AT THE SAME STAGE OF PROG
RESS AT THE SAME TIME. THE ENVIRONMENT OF 
AN INDIVIDUAL IN ANY GIVEN LIFE IS A TRIFLING

some low, good and evil, happy and miserable—all tending
to increase1 the sum of his knowledge and to develop Ms | unless such i's our just due.

«rn rationalism has already modified this doctrine, yet It 
still colors the belief of nearly all Christian sects. How 
human beings, If they ever really did. believe such a 

• tMng could find In life any courage or lUBolratlon, Is ut- 
irty incredible. ■ ■

^be ©teat problem of S>ç$tin$.
Reincarnation and Karma Critically Examined, Considered and Ex

plained, so they are brought home to the conception of every Spiritual
ist. There are thousands of Spiritualists in the United States who be
lieve in “Reincarnation,” and what is designated: as “Karma.” In France 
the whole bodv of Spiritualists believe the 'same. W. J. Colville and 
Cora L. V. Richmond, two speakers of wonderful eloquence and power, 
advocate the same with certain modifications. While we do not care to 
open our columns to a lengthy discussion of the same, we present tfie 
following admirable lecture as one of the most able ever given on the 
above subjects. It was delivered in this city by Eleanor Ml Heistand- 
Moore, and it would be well for our readers to preserve it for reference.

INCIDENT. RICHES AND POVERTY, SUCCESS AND ENSLAVING THE AFRICAN NEGRO, WILL COME IN
FAILURE SUCCEED EACH OTHER IN THE PROGRESS 
OF REINCARNATION ABOUT LIKE DAYS OF SUN
SHINE AND DAYS OF RAIN, BOTH FAVORING THE 
GROWTH OF THE TENDER PLANT WHICH IS LIFTING 
ITS HEAD TO THE DIVINE LIGHT. IT IS NOT WORTH 
WHILE FOR US TO BE PUFFED UP TO ANY EXTENT 
IF WE SHOULD CHANCE'TO FIND OURSELVES BORN 
TO A HIGH ESTATE, BECAUSE ' WE HAVE LATELY 
LIVED IN A LOW ONE AND NEXT TIME WE MAY BÈ 
BEGGING FROM DOOR TO DOOR—NOT, HOWEVER, 
UNLESS SUCH IS OUR JUST DUE. THE RICH MAN

going in past lives, the kermlc Influences he has generated, 
compel him to reincarnate. This is the conception which 
we find in Theosophical literature. According to this doc
trine man is regarded as an evolving entity, a growing soul 
who dwells on eartli id order that he may, acquire the 
physical phase of omniscience—that he may* learn how to 
.work with matter"is God works with it—may achieve 
liberation from th&<jiia^whlch' binds him here—may 
evolve out of the Btate"6f human imperfection into the 
state of divine confjiieteiyss. -

The meaning b^life 16 this: Life is an expression ot 
God’s will to multiply Hifaeelf, to manifest His divine na
ture through the evolution of spirit, the genesis of many

TIME TO SUFFER INEVITABLY FROM THE REACTION 
OF THAT WRONG—WE SHALL BE ENSLAVED BY 
CERTAIN PHYSICAL LIMITATIONS BROUGHT ABOUT 
THROUGH RACE AMALGAMATION. ON THE OTHER 
HAND, THE NEGRO RACE HAS, BY CONTACT "WITH 
THE WHITE MAN, BEEN LIFTED OUT OF PRIMITIVE 
SAVAGERY INTO A STATE OF COMPARATIVELY 
HIGH CIVILIZATION. THE GRANDSON OF THE BAR
BARIC ZULU IS STUDYING ALGEBRA IN OUR PUBLIC 
SCHOOLS. IT IS THROUGH SUFFERING THAT EVO
LUTION PR0CEEDS MOST RAPIDLY."

- When we view the painful progress of human affairs 
from the standpoint of Western theology, which imputes 
to God the origin and direction of man’s destiny, our pres
ent situation presents a strange aspect. The development 
of individualism wMch has influenced even our religious 
tendencies, wMle it has emphasized the claim of free-will 
in man, has, nevertheless, been forced to admit the con
straint of an over-ruling necessity. A man may dominate 
Ms environment and rise from obscurity by virtue of his 
own inherent powers; but whence came those very powers 
by which he achieves wealth, fame and knowledge? If he 
holds them not as the BIRTHRIGHT OF HIS OWN SOUL, 
but as a capricious incident to Divine favor, Ns claim to 
being a free-will agent, has a very precarious foundation.

Of two children, born in the lowest condition of life, 
one becomes famous in the WORLD OF LETTERS and 
the other Is famous in THE ANNALS OF CRIME; one is a 
PHILANTHROPIST, the other a THIEF; one has an all- 
conquering mentality, the other is a half-witted degener
ate. The environment was the same, the heredity the 
same in both cases; there is no one but God on whom, 
FROM THE ORDINARY POINT OF VIEW, we could 
place the burden of responsibility for this disparity. The 
poet of poets has wisely declared: “Some men are .born 
great, some achieve greatness and some have greatness 
thrust upon them."

On the other hand, do we not often meet Jn the dally 
walks of life souls filled with a lofty aspiration which has 
no outlet, a great potency which has never found expres
sion? There are women in the depths of drudgery, men in 

: the shackles of toil, who possess within themgelyeg- all the 
. elements of greatness, never by any favoring circum
stances happily combined. The cruelty of individual re-

be a mistake for a person overwhelmed with misfortune to 
sit down In abject submission,, bowing hie bead to the in
evitable, when, If he examined the fahts he might easily 
discover that the causes in question .were not remote, but 
immediate and that It still lay in his power to cease gener
ating such karma, by simply changing his course of action.

The “bad luck" of a speculator might cease, if he would 
stop speculating; the ill-health of an invalid might be rem
edied, if he would study the law of normal living; "acci
dents" might cease to overtake yonder unfortunate, if lie 
were to be less reckless and so on. Karma accounts for 
everything, but the cause Of a given effect may be an im
mediate, a present action or condition and, in so far as we 
recognize that fact, we can modify our destiny from day 
to day. Those effects coming to us as the sequence of a 
remote cause are effect^ we cannot alter. We can only 
modify them by our mode of accepting them.

“The karmic law as thus outlined is absolutely incom
patible with anything like favoritism. AU souls are essen-

Gods from one God. ’ Man Is an Immortal individual, a | tially equal, evolving under the same law, destined to
part of thè divine, possessing in potency all of the. divine 
attributes. The evolution of those potentially divine fac
ulties is the purpose of reincarnation and Is effected 
through the law of karma. These laws—karma and re
incarnation—are the determining factors in human des
tiny and, through these laws, we may And an explanation 
of its most complex problems. .

Man Jives, as has been said, not only one life within the 
narrow range of possibilities presented by seventy-odd 
years, but hundreds of lives of influite variety, some high,

In its broadest form, the Christian idea of destiny is that 
it is an expression of the Inscrutable will of God which it 
would be Impious to question. Man, we are told, may, live 
Ms life well or ill, may direct its minor phases; but the 
great calamities that overtake Mm, the insuperable ob
stacles he encounters and the trend of Ms own powers lie 
beyond the compass of Ms effectiveness as a free-will 
agent. From the ordinary point bf view, Christian pr het-' 
erodox, man is born into the world without having HAD 
ANY VOICE IN .THE MATTER.

His creation Is an arbitrary thing. 1
He HAD to live whether he chose to or not. He was 

born, strong or feeble, clever or stupid, rich or poor, with 
good and evil tendencies according to the determining in
fluence of the two great factors in Ms primary state, which 
are the conditions imposed by God's authority.

Looking at human life as it appears in the brief lapse ot 
seventy-odd years of earthly existence, we are forced to ad
mit that the Power which rules the'man’s destiny seems to 
exercise a strange partiality and the outcome of it$js great 
Injustice. Such a conclusion is Incompatible with the idea 
of a God who'is not only all-wise and all-powerful, bpt all- 
compassionate and all-merciful. It seems therefore that 
God must be lacking EITHER IN POWER OR GOODNESS, 
since the existing order of things is so very unsatisfactory. 
If we. are all his children, all born co-equal in our rights 
of heritage, all alike immortal, all seeking the same heav
enly goal, why Is it so much harder for some to achieve

DE/VFNESS ‘
GUrep,

By the Simplest Method Yet 
Discovered.

achieve the same ultimate perfection, though not all at 
the same stage of progress at the same time. The envlr- 
onraeut of an individual In any given life is a trifling inci
dent. Riches and poverty, success and failure succeed 
each other in the progress of reincarnation about like days 
Of sunshine and days of rain, both favoring the growth of 
the tender plant which Is lifting its head to the divine 
light. It is not worth .while for us to be puffed up to any 
extent if we should chance to find ourselves born to a high 
estate, because we, have lately lived In a low one"and next 
time we may be begging from door to door—not, however,

spiritual nature.
That which .determines-his environment in any given life 

is'not an accident of heredity nor the decree of an Inexor
able, overruling “Providence,” biit the.exdct operation of 
the karmic law In which his own will Is a determining fac
tor. Karma is a formal statement of the principle under
lying the declaration'that we must gather the harvest of 
wheat or tares according to the fashion of our sowing, and 
that whatsoever we mete unto others, the same shall be 
meted unto us. -

It is easy for us to understand this law in its physical 
manifestation, for we know that WHATEVER GOES UP 
MUST COME DOWN; that light begets light, and darkness 
darkness; but the operation of a similar law in the mental 
and moral world presents difficulties to our minds because 
we fall to realize that those worlds are just as material as 
tMs .world is, though not so dense.

The phenomena of thought and feeling' bring about in 
their own planes reactions just as definite as the reactions 
of physical matter, for thoughts are things of substance, 
and feelings have'a material existence; both can be 
•weighed and measured on their own planes as definitely as 
we can measure here products of respiration; therefore 
“Be sure your sins will find you out!”

Karma expressing itself os destiny, Is not a merciless 
system of rewards and punishments, working with the un
erring precision of automatic justice; it Is not merely a 
scientific method of getting an eye for an eye or a tooth 
for a tooth under some such grinding ethical system as-the 
Jews conceived. It is a law of supply and demand .which 
brings to each man'-HIS EXACT DUES IN THE FORM OF 
JUST THE PARTICULAR EXPERIENCE HE NEEDS AT 
THE TIME WHEN HE ’NEEDS IT MOST.

If a young child persists in holding its pet cat head 
downwards, there IB no "Way of impressing the child with 
the idea of conscldUs crublty except to take the child up 
and hold it upside down till it begins to feel just what the 
cat feels. Moral siiasloh1 and appeals to the reason are 
never half so effectual. So under the karmic law, If a 
man murders—if he takes life wantonly or cruelly, he 
must learn what it ineans to have his own life taken; if he 
steals, he must ledrn to know .what it means to have his

Nlncty-avo per cent ot all eases of dearness 
brought to our attention ls tire risultot chronlo 
catarrh of the throat and middle ear. The air 
passages become dogged by catarrhal deposit 
stopping the action of the vibratory bones. Un- 

til these deposits are re
moved a cure la Impoad 
hie. The Inner ear cannot 
be reached by probing or 
spraying, hence the inabil
ity of specialists In moat 
cases to euro. Ear drums 
never cure deafness. That 
there Is a scientific cure for 
deafness and catarrh is 
demonstrated every say 
by the usiot "Actina. The 
vapor current generated in 
the Aotlna passes through 
the Eustachian tubes into 
the middle ear, removing 
the catarrhal obstructions 
as it passes tnrough the 
tubes and loosen up the 

■phones, (hammer, anvil and 
[ stirrup) in the inner ear, 

making them respond to the sllf i
lion of sound. Actlna is very successful In 
curing ringing noises In the head. We have 
known people troubled with this distressing 
symptom tor years to bo cured In a few weeks’ 
use or Actlna, Actlna also cures hay rever, 
asthma, bronchitis, sore throat, weak lungs, 
colds and headache, all of which are directly or 
indirectly due to catarrh. Actina Is sent on trial ’
postpaid. Write us about your case. We give 
tree advice and positive proot ot cures. A val
uable book—Prof. Wilson's 100 page Treatise on 
Disease, Free. Address New York & London 
Electric Association, Dept. B12D, 029 Walnut 
street, Kansas City, Mo.

the purpose of life than it is for others? If [he Lord brother, he must leirn what it means to suffer by malicious 
chasteneth whom He loveth, why are some less beloved falsehood. .1 . ■
than others? If God chasteneth whom Hè loveth,: why are "We learn the nàfurè'"6f”our érrère'only WHEN THEY 
some les? beloved than others? If eartlily suffering brings HEC01L' UPON OUR HÈÀDS, and we are confirmed in 
a heavenly compensation, since there exists such great dis- our good actlons when.' dfter many days, the bread cast 
parity here, the inequalities we complain ot will only be uP°a the waters, is brought back to us again.
transferred to a higher realm.of being and unjust discrim- “.Good Master," they said tìnto Jesus, “what sin hath 
inatlon must still prevail. this man or Ms phrents committed, that he was born

“Full many a gem of purest ray serene (
The dark unfathomed caves of ocean bear;

Full many a flower was born to blush unseen 
' And waste its sweetness on the desert air.”

Yet, In the recognition of this tact, there 1b a certain j 
element of danger. A great many people enjoy posing as ] 
“blighted beings.” The idea of an unfavorable destiny, of - 
an unpropitlous star in our firmament, helps to bolster up : 
our vanity. “Oh, if I had only had a chance, what .won- , 
derful things I could have done!” Now, as a matter ot . 
fact, there are probably more failures due to weakness ot 
will than to lack ot opportunity; yet, granting that to be 
so, under the old idea of special creation^ we might, still 
find a ground for complaint in the fact that we have weak 
wills, if we are to hold God accountable for having cre
ated us thus imperfect. As a matter of tact, the limita
tions which hamper us are utterly inexplicable on the spe
cial creation theory.

Why should a soul and mind like that of Helen Keller 
have been provided with such a vehicle? Or since destiny 
(which we try to Interpret as the .will ot God) provided 
her with a way to escape from total- isolation, why did not 
other blind and deaf mutes before her find this way? 
Why should God take the troublecreate an Idiot?

I know a young girl who is blind. She had a wonderful 
talent for music and she played the piano in a way that 

< promised to make her some day famous. Winter before 
last, she lost her right arm in a railway accident.

Do you believe that God did that?
Qr do you believe that there is a Devil wicked enough to 

¿ conceive such a tMng, or powerful enough to. compass it 
, in the face of that Divine compassion jvMch -we are told 
exists everywhere In God's universe? Why do the wicked 
prosper, and the good encounter so many calamities? Is 
there, any explanation of congeMtal deformities from the 
spiritual side? any explanation compatible with reason and 

. justice? What ethical aspect is presented by the' spectacle 
of Jehovah, THE JEALOUS GOD, visiting the sins of the 
fathers upon the innocent children to the third and fourth1 
generations?

Heredity and environment are undoubtedly the two 
great factors in our physical experience. Their determin
ing power is so great that it inclines us often to a fatalistic 
idea of man’s destiny, for he seems‘for the most part, to 
struggle futilely against the unvarying course of events 
■which he is powerless to modify. Handicapped by physi
cal or mental limitations, by poverty or isolation, it seems 
often idle for him to contend for the smiles of Fortune. 
Consider for a moment the terrible destiny which has 

— over taken those who happen to be born Jews at-the pres- 
. - ent day in Russia?

poor will be ground himself in the same mill. We need । 
hot worry about the meting of justice. Karma will take • 
care of every man. Vengeance is mine, saith the Lords 
of Karma. A colored man asked me some time ago .what 
solution I had for the race problem. I told Mm I had 
none, but that Karma would work it out In time. We, the 
race that.perpetrated the sin of enslaving the African negro, 
will come in time to suffer inevitably from the reaction ot 
that wrong—we shall be enslaved by certain physical limi
tations brought about through race amalgamation. On 
the other hand, the negro who, on one side, has been so 
great a sufferer, on the other has been a great benellclary 
under the. karmic law. In two generations the negro race 
has, by contact with the white man, been lifted odt of 
primitive savagery Into a state of comparatively high civ
ilization. The grandson of the barbaric Zulu is studying 
algebra in our public schools. It Is through suffering 
that evolution proceeds most rapidly.

The great complexity of such a scheme of automatic jus
tice working itself out in human/distlny, must present to 
every mind the necessary idea of an overruling Intelligence 
guiding the affairs of man. “He shall give his angels 
charge over thee,” the Scriptures say. Every planetary 
chain, every great scheme of worlds such as the one of 
.which our earth is a part, is the outcome of the creative 
activity of a great being whom we call the Logos. Under 
him exist hierarchies of divine beings, angels and arch
angels who execute His will. These are the officers of the 
karjnic law who apportion man’s destiny, not according to 
any fiat of their own will, but in . accordance with the 
statement rendered from the debit and credit columns ot 
the karmic record.

Karmls bills are always due, but instant payment Is not 
(always demanded. They are presented at a time when 
the debtor is best able to pay them. Destiny presents two 
phases: One phase is that of pressing necessity, which 
forces a man to meet the Inevitable effects of his past ac
tions—effects which can no longer be delayed and which 
constitute what is called "ripe karma”; the other phase 1b 
evolutionary and brings to each man a particular train of 
experiences which tend to develop in him those faculties 
most needed at a given stage. The spendthrift may be
come a pauper, therefore, as a direct consequence of his 
prodigality, and also because he can only learn thrift by 
being forced to practice it. The Lords of Karma may be
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ent Issue of The Progressive Thinker, 
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at the right hand corner of the first 
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the number of Progressive Thinkers 
Issued up to date. Keep watch of the 
number on the tag of your wrapper.
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Deeds of Darkness Disclosed

Briefly stated, this is the problem of destiny TO blind?”
SQUARE THE EXISTING FACTS with the conception of a The Question which implies that the Jews (who asked 
God, who Is both just and merciful, wise and omnipotent. lt) accepted the doctrine of reincarnation, since they con- 
If .we are strictly honest with ourselves and ‘dare to face sidered the possibility of a man’s committing sin before his 
the truth, we must admit that Western theology begs this birth shows that .the Inquirers did not grasp the true 
whole question. The God ot our Fathers is an anthropo-1 meaning of karma, since they considered blindness as a 
morphic creature whose thundering wrath has been tem- possible punishment for previous misdeeds. * 
pered by the softening tendencies of modern idealism, but Jesus told them that the blindness of the man existed 
the conception was a monstrous one and it has brought us not aa a punishment to the man himself nor to his parents, 
finally to the rebellious conclusion that if that be the kind "but” as the text runs, “ttjat the law might be fulfilled.''
of a person. God is, we SHOULD ALMOST PREFER THE- TMs law of fulfillment is karma.
DEVIL WHO, AT LEAST, IS NOT A HYPOCRITE. ' The details of its .workings are known only

regarded therefore as guardians of the human race, direct
ing the’ natural sequence of events, yet halting fliilr prog
ress to the extent that the difficulties which we encounter 
are never too great to be overcome, never so overwhelm
ing as to paralyze our growth. The burden is always 
fitted to the back that bears It. When we see a man ap
parently crushed by the calamities of life, .we should rather 
envy Mm, for “whom the Lord loveth He chasteneth” and 
the fact that a man has Much to suffer is proof that he has 
been deemed fit for a HEROIC SYSTEM OF DEVELOP
MENT. It Is the clever pupils who are permitted to as
sume unusual tasks. .

From the Theosophic standpoint, there is no way of in
ferring merit or demerit from the train of individual expe
riences. In the days when we were savages, we have all 
of us committed flagrant acta pf violence; we have mur-

This work devotes special attention 
to Auricular Confession and Its rela- 
tlons to sacerdotal celibacy, convents, 
monasteries, morality and civil and re 
llglous liberty. It is Intended to be an 
embodiment of facts and documentary 
evidence of the pernicious influence of 
the confessional; a trenchant showing 
up of Romanism, based upon standard 
Catholic authorities; an eye-opener con
cerning the methods and spirit, the 
moral turpitude and evil works of Ro
manism. Cloth, 75 cents.

On one corner of the Haskell Museum in the Chicago] Great Souls to'whom things past, present and to come are 
University, there is a motto, sculptured in stone—“Lux ex] aU alike revealed. "
Oriente”—“Light from the East”—though I fear the light In the case of the blind man, many possible' causes may 
must always filter very slowly through the small grated have been behind the effect manifested through him. He 
windows-of our Western theological schools. may have abused his-eyes in some other life. He may

From the East, light has come to us from the beginning] have caused, blindness in another by cruelty or careless- 
of time. ’ I nes3> OT 518 l°ay have-been lacking in sympathy to those

In the Masonic Ritual, which preserves some fragment-] who were blind., Whatever the cause, rest assured’that 
ary truths of the Ancient Wisdom, we see the pilgrim com-| the law brought to him his just due—no more, no less— 
ing from the West and traveling to the East seeking fpr]'an<i that it brought to him the same at a season when it

In the-Episcopal church, we see the clergyman .walking] comfortable or most convenient, but most salutary from 
to the East side of the chancel when he reads the Christian | the point of view of the man’s evolution. Heredity may 
Gospel. '■ | have been a factor ln;the case to the extent that in that

The Magi who brought their offerings to Bethlehem fol- Particular family to which the man belonged, blindness

Every existing religious system, including Christianity, product of physiological conditions favoring blindness, 
was cradled in the Orient. The mistake of modern theol-1' This does not militate against karma, but rather empha- 
ogy. has arisen from an assumption that the treasures of sizes it The physical body, as the concrete expression ot 
Eastern wisdom have long .since been exhausted and that ancestral tendencies, is rather an example of the karmic 
we can no longer'look to that quarter for enlightenment principle. Heredity itself is an expression of karmic^law, 
This is far from true for the depths of Oriental philosophy FOR GRAPES -YIELD-GRAPES, NOT THORNS, AND

- What is the meaning of such a handicap as is seen In the 
negro race? '

The Mohammedan recognizes the, apparently Irremedi
able state of human affairs and, blindly believes that the 
hour of his death, the sum of pleasure and pain, joy and 
sorrow, happiness or miséry allotted.'to him, has been fore 
ordained by the Almighty since thebeginning of the world. 
“There is nio God but God," he says meekly, and there is—; 
in his opinion—nothing more to be said.

Something of the blind fatalism df Islam, has pervaded 
also the old Presbyterian faith which declared for predes
tination and that ghastly dectrine of election .which con
ceived all men as SAVED or DAMNED before they were 
born, because God must inevitably know and. will alkthat 
has happened, Is happening and ever will happen. Mod-

The Poetical and Prose Works
------ BY------

ELLA WHEELER WILCOX.

thought this was probably true, though I hoped It had been 
a long time ago! The lesson may have been deterred till 
a time .when I could gain more from it than I could have 
gained before, because I had a chance to bring my theo- 
sopMcal principles to bear upon the experience and could 
try to endure my misfortune while I thought with toler
ance of the thief whd robbed me.

But, someone may complain, what is the use of an expe-' 
rience which is a consequence of acts we do not remem
ber? If we suffer to-day for some forgotten offense com- 
mited thousands of years ago in some past life of which 
we have no recollection, how can we associate the effect 
with the true cause and learn their exact relation? Now, 
this is a fair question; but it leaves out of account the real 
nature, of memory ;wMch is not a faculty limited to the 
brain-consciousness present in any given lifef but is a 
transcendent power of the human souh Memory is the at
tribute of our causal bodies, of the Immortal vesture of the 
spiritual man and though we, in oui physical brains, are 
not able to realize its extent,'it exists as an imperishable 
faculty, continuous throughout all of our lives. NotMug 
that hapuensto us Ib ever really forgotten, for every inci
dent of .our many Hyes is recorded in the consciousness of 
the thfiiker, is wrought into the character of the man and 
persists for all time. .

Physiologists tell us that every vibratory Impact that the

Mrs. Wilcox’s wiltings have been the 
inspiration of many young men and 
women. Her hopeful, practical, mas
terful views of life give the reader new 
courage in the very reading and are 
a wholesome spur to flagging effort 
Words of truth so vital that they live 
In the reader’s memory and cause him 
to think—to his own betterment and 
the lasting improvement of his own 
work in the world, in whatever line It 
lies—flow from this talented woman's 
pen.

POEMS OF PASSION.
By Ella Wheeler Wilcox.

Many thousands ot this book have 
been lesuefl, showing the estimation in 
which it is held. Presentation edition, 
with author’s portrait. Price SI.

POEMS OF POWER.
By Ella Wheeler Wilcox.

New and revised edition, containing 
more than one hundred-new poems, di* 
playing the author’s fine taste, cultiva
tion and originality. With port, alt 
Price ?L

have not yet been sounded; even the meaning of our own] FIGS\YIELD FIGS, NOT THISTLES, 
scriptures is.not yet clear to all. The problem of destiny] ' Uhe produces like because a given cause always pro- 
which finds no adequate solution in Western theology,, pre-1 ducer a given effect, .Modifications of herdity tpalta are 
senta to the Orientalist no difficulties whatever, because ] varying effects resulting from the special conditions man-, 
nearly every religious system in the Orient embodies in its I ifest In the parentrat the time of generation. A blind 
teachings the two illuminative doctrines of kàrma and re-| body may therefore be produced simply by the physical 
Incarnation which constitute also thé. fundamental tenets I karma òf a given faptily. But the soul that comes to In- 
of thgosophy. ‘ - {carnate in that bUnd^ody, has merited blindness under the

By “kàrma"—a Sanscrit term—is meant that principle ] karmic law, and is.guided to that particular- incarnation 
underlying all action wMch expresses itself as the law of because it represent that'soul’s exact due and will furnish . . , .hra-, .. oxrlin(.,irnI mltecause and effect, that vibratory correspondence In Nature It with the best flefd fo^xpression and evolution at that > braln haa eV0r ielt’18 upon its structural cells,
wMch makes action and reaction always equal. ] particular time.- Itj'maÿTbe difficult to realize how-blind-

Karma is â concrete expression.of that law of justice Mas can ever be annadtaintage to anyone, Let<us take-a. 
which pervades ali worlds, physical, mental and normal—] purely imaginary 0ase ttf illustrate the principle. Sup- 
the' law that determines not only the path of the-pendu-1 pose-that an Individjial i’aeked deUcaCy of perception along 
lum; the force gravity, but the retribution of evil, the ] the lines of hearing or tgpeh. To develop them to a'high 
reward of virtue and'the eternal fulfillment of the promise ] point, blindness would fie a favorable condition, for there 
that- ‘^WHATSOEVER ,YE . SOW, THAT 'SHALL YÈ is always a superntftmal Hhd compensatory development of 
REAP.” - . ( ; I other senses wherr^hy particular one is deficient. ■ .
■ ÏRy reincarnation is meant successive re-embodiinent in | , The notable gift of rnftsioa! appreciation in thè blind is 
flesh—"In carne” as the Latin phrase goes. A great va-| an example of tMsm Mbrcover, we are told by those who 
riety of beliefs has grown up around the central idea that train the blind tMfe the* Mgher faculties of Intuition and 

-man returns to earth after death and takes up his physical [memory are accentrateli in them. The law of compensa- 
burden1 again'. The doctrine òf .transmigration assumes ] tion exists throughout MÈnature. - 
tbâi; thd sôul4s're-born4n çn animal body where it suffers The workings oCithenkarmic law range Ahróugh' cèntù- 
the penalty of its sins. This is distinctly NOT the original ries upon centuries!'‘.Not within thè narrow limits of our 
teaching of the Oriental scriptures, but an idea engrafted] life Or of several, livfes/jwould a perfect adjustment of kar- 
uppn them by the misconception of Ignorance. The soul mie effects be possible. But human evolution, spans the 
of man, after it has once Incarnated in a human body as an | gulf- of ages. .To-dày wè are reaping some of the sqed 
individualized soul, never incarnates in a lower type of be-1 Bown in-our days of savagery. We are learning lessons
ing and, although. In the. spiral progress of evolution, that I purposely delayed, until we had reached a state of devel- 
type may seem to present phases of . degeneration, the] opment which.would permit us to fully comprehend them", 
march of progress is always onward and upward. Human] Some karmic causes yield their effects immediately. ■ Idle- 
re-lncarnation then means the re-embodlment of man’s] ness begets poverty not in some remote period in the fu-

Taking these twin doctrines, karma and reincarnation, ] misery without delay;»’ Crime brings Instant punishment, 
into joint consideration, we find thpt they are interdepend-] We must not make: the mistake of looking for all kar- 
ent Aman reincarnates in order that he may reap what |mlc causes in.so me remote period of past time. They are 
he has sown/ and on the other hand, the causes be has set' often dose at hand and sometimes remediable. It would

POEMS OF PLEASURE
By Ella Wheeler Wilcox.

This charming collection comprise» 
many.of the best poetic creations of the 
author. Embellished with portrait 
Presentation edition. Price $1.

yet there is no conscious memory of It Memory fails to 
recall the harmony of a given sonata, but the brain has it 
all exactly registered.' We do not remember In our brain 
consciousness how we came to learn what we now know 
that it is wrong.to murder and steal and to tell a false
hood, but our souls know—our souls remember—and 
sometime in.the remote future;when we can link oiir braln- 
cbnsciousness .with our soul-consciousness we, shall come 
to remember all of these things, remember them not as un
pleasant experiences but as helpful lessons, as stepping- 
stones that led us upwards to the heights of spiritual en
lightenment', ' . • , .

Another objection presents<dtself to the minds of those 
who are learning of the karmic law for the first time, and 
that is the objection which rests upon the question of mo
tive. Must a man suffer for wrongs which he did not in
tend to commit—for sins of whose enormity he was ignor
ant? It tMs be.so, the law seems after all to work a cer
tain Injustice. But we must remember that every cause 
is linked INEVITABLY with its effect. If I give a per
son by mistake a dose of poison, that person dies as cer
tainly as though I had intended to kill him. Every day 
people are being killed by guns wMch were not known to 
be loaded. People do, not INTEND'to set fire to their 
houses or run over children with their automobiles. 
KARMA ACTS'AUTOMATICALLY INDEPENDENT OF 
THE MOTIVE. AU that motive can do is to react upon

(Continued on page - -

A birthday book compiled by Elia 
GUes Ruddy, from the poetical and 
prose writings of Ella Wheeler Wilcox 
It epitomizes her inspiring optimlstio 
philosophy with an apposite quotation 
for each day in the year. With author’s 
portrait, and halftone illustrations 
prefacing each month. Cloth, price, $L

KINGDOM OF LOVE AND OTHER 
POEMS.

By. Ella Wheeler Wilcox.
A ‘magnificent collection of poezna 

suitable for recitations and reading^ 
true to the very best there is in human 
nature. Presentation edition, dark red 
cloth, »1.

•'Longley’s Beautiful Songs.” A 
new edition comprising In one volume 
the four parts heretofore published, ' 
to. which is added part five, also a 
number of the author’s most popular 
songs, Including “Only a Ttiln Veil Be-' 
tween Us” and its “Companion Piece." 
Cloth, 76 cents. Boards, 50 cents.

"The Infidelity of Eccleslaaticlsm. 
A Menace to American Civilisation.“ 
By Prof. Wm. M. Lockwood.- lecturer 
upon physical, .phyiologlcal and»- psy
chic science Demonstrator of the Mo
lecular or Spiritual Hypothesis of Na
ture. Scholarly, easterly, trenchant. 
Price, 25 cents.
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approve. —Freethinker

Two Excellent Spiritual Books

JESUS CHRIST' A MYTH.
..A06EIWDÉS V; 6BEIÏ

Paper,

with a 
certain

TOPIC FOR THE PROGRESSIVE 
LYCEUM/'

ence, and is very interesting.
It Is a spiritual book'tor Spiritual

ists, and interesting for everyone.

Is Spiritualism to be Absorbed by The
osophy? The Writer is Very Much 
Puzzled Over Existing Theories, and 
Analyzes Them Very Carefully.

HAMILTON DE GRAW.
Watervliet, N. Y.

Sunday, August 20, 1000: "Religion 
and Its Effects,"

Of the Minnesota State Spiritualists 
Association.

starve the hungry, if he will not 
eat
klnd-hnd quantity of bread and 
meat;

souls who have tbe moral courage to 
give battle.

This great noyel is; written 
distinct purpose, to set forth

Now, I cannot.see any difference in 
the two words.

These two eloquent speakers are not 
the only talented Spiritualists who are 
teaching" reincarnation. There are

her loss. She has been a believer

"Materialization.” By Mme. ■. 
d-Esperance and Rev. B. F. Austin. 
Excellent. Price 10 cents.

WRITER SHOULD ACCOMPANY ALL 
MATTER, OF WHATEVER KIND, 
SENT TO THIS OFFICE*

Other Excellent Publications
BY M. M. MANGASARIAN. i

HOW THE BIBLE WAS INVENTED.

fl NEW GflTEGHISM
BY M. M. MANGASARIAN, |

freeze the naked, if he will not be 
Clothed only In such garments as are 

cut for me.

A Psychical ; Novel.—Price 
: Covci', 50 Cents.

■ ■ These books.from the pen of the no ted musician, medium and*’ author, 
Carlyle Petersilea, ? whose writings have been read and prized by thous
ands'of readers’of The Progressive Thinker,‘will assuredly-be enjoyed by 
all who read them. They are intense ly spiritual and of absorbing interest 
from beginning to end. .

born child? if so, are they not in
truders? If they had not invaded the

When writing for this paper 
use a pen or typewriter.

. ÎVe 0o to press early Monday morn
ing, hence communications Intended for 
that current Issue should reach this 
office not letter than the previous Satur* 
day mornlpa. ; Bearthls In mind* ।

o

Spiritualistic Field—Its Workers, Its Work 
and General Progress, the World Over. '

CONTRIBUTORS.—Each contributor! AS A GENERAL RULE, IN THIS 
Is alone responsible for any assertions ] OFFICE WE PAY NO ATTENTION TO 
or statements he may make. The editor ANONYMOUS COMMUNICATIONS, 
allows this freedom of expression, be- .THE NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE 
lieving that tho cause of truth can be 
best subserved thereby- Many of the 
sentiments uttered in an article may he 
diametrically opposed to bis belief, yet1 
that Is no reason why they should be 
suppressed; yet we wish it distinctly
understood that, our space is inade
quate to publish everything that conies 
to hand, however much we might desire 
to do so. That must account for tbe 
non-appearance of YOUR article.

WRITE PLAINLY.—We would like 
to impress upon the minds of our corre
spondents that The ProgressiveTblnkor 
is set up on a Linotype machine that 
must make speed equal to about four 
compositors.- That means- rapid work, 
and it Is essential that,all copy, to In
sure insertion In the paper, all other re
quirements being favorable, should be 
written plainly with Ink on white 
paper, or with a typewriter, and only on 
one aide of the paper. Please bear this I 

. In mind.
ITEMS.—Bear in mind that items for 

the General Survey will In all cases be 
adjusted to the space we have to occu
py, and in order to do that they will 
generally have to be abridged inorts or 
leas; otherwise many items would be 
drqwded out. Sometimes a thirty-line 
Hein Is cut down to ten lines, and ten 

-- lines to two lines, as occasion may re
quire.

TAKE DUE NOTICE, that all items 
for this page must be accompanied by 
the full name and address ot tiie writer. 
It will not do to say that Secretary or 
Correspondent writes bo and so. with
out giving the full name and address ot 
the writer. The Items of those who do 
not comply with this request will be 
cast Into the waste basket.

, KEEP COPIES of your poems Bent to 
this office, for they will not be returned , 
if we have not space to use them.

THIS GENERAL SURVEY DEPART
MENT IS ONLY INTENDED TO 
CHRONICLE THE ENGAGEMENTS 
AND WORK OF SPEAKERS AND ME
DIUMS. A REPORT OF WHAT THE. 
VARIOUS SPEAKERS SAY WILL 
NOT BE PUBLISHED, AS WE HAVE 
NOT SPACE SUFFICIENT FOR THAT 
PURPOSE.

James A. Patterson writes from 
Denver, Colo.: “At the meeting ot the 
Psychical Research Society, Sunday, 
August 12, Madame Amelie Hild read 
the first of four papers which she had 
promised to write. The essay was In
tensely interesting, relating many in
cidents of a psychic and startling na
ture which have been closely blended 
and identified with her private and 
professional life; showing how that on 
several occasions she was enabled to 
avoid impending danger by heeding 
the voices and messages of her spirit 
friends. After the reading the mem
bers of the society were unanimous In 
their approval of the paper, while sev
eral expressed a desire that the papers 
bp published in pamphlet form In or
der that all may have an opportunity 
to profit by the suggestions and hints 
concerning the obstacles which all per
sons, who are seeking to develop the 
higher phases of mediumship, may ex
pect to encounter. When pressed 
for an answer in regard to her willing
ness to have the papers published, 
Madame Hild evaded the question by 
saying that perhaps, after hearing the 
other three papers we might npt deem 
them worthy of publication. However, 
should she decide to not have them 
printed in separate form, it is probable 
that her friends will persuade her to 
allow them to be included in, and 
published with, the forthcoming an
nual report of the Psychical Research 
¡society,”

Ferd C. Suhrer writes: “On Sunday 
afternoon, August 12, , President 
Kirchner addressed the congregation 
of the Rising Sun Spiritualist Mission, 
owing to the absence of. Sister Price. 
He gave us many beautiful thoughts. 
Theiguldes of Sister Kirchner.^ and 
Brother Hart gave many helpful mes-
sages. Brother Orlando E. Miller, 
Ph. D., addressed us in the evening 
and told us to ‘Get right with God and 
all will be well.’ Sister Price favored 
us with character readings according 
to numbers, and many were given 
readings of more than usual, worth. 
She will be with us again in the near 
future. Following our jlyceum on 
Sunday afternoon, August 2 6, we will 
hold another experience meeting. 
Tests will also be given by popular in
struments, Sister J. L. _ Fravel of 
Austin, will be with us in the evening. 
Sister Fravel is one of our most popu
lar lecturers."

Mrs. A. W. Bloom writes: “The Illi
nois Sunflower Club will give a tea 
party at Lincoln Hall, Fraternity 
Bldg., No. 70 E. Adams street, Tues
day, August 28, commencing at 2 
o’clock p. m. We hope every member 
will be there and bring their friends, 
and do all they can to make it a suc
cess. We would like to see all our 
mediums present, as we have a work 
to do. Let . us show to the people of 
Chicago and the world at large that 
the Sunflower Club is not asleep, but 
a real wide-awake club with a work 
to do that only women can do. No 
matter where you go you will hear of 
the Illinois Sunflower Club of Chicago. 
We hope to see a large crowd, not only 
of visitors, but workers. Every good 
medium is cordially invited whether 
they belong to the club or not. - We 
will be glad to welcome our gentlemen 
friends also.”

Maggie Henry writes: “At Old 77, 
Spiritual Mission Chapel, as usual we 
had a well filled hall and several visit- 

- ing mediums who gave spirit mes
sages and tests, and some gave psycho
metric readings. The Professor , al
ways answers a personal question for 
each person present. During the hot 
weather he makes hfs lectures very 
short. Skeptics and strangers are es
pecially invited to attend our meet
ings.” '

Edward Ghamberlaln writes from 
Dallas-Texas: “The hot summer has 
perhaps caused a lukewarmness In the 
Spiritualistic work in this city, but by 
no means a-cessation altogether. Our 
meetings during the heated term are 
held at the residence of our paster, 
Rev. Alice Baker; attendariceand inter
est taken have been quite good. At 
present she/Is absent attending a 
camp-meeting at Hubbard, Tex. On 

-her return she goes to Snyder, Okla.
It is intended by those who. are-inter
ested in thé cause of . higher Spiritual- ’ 
ism to ip the near future'organize, a 
working society—not to be in any way 
-antagonistic to. any society or organ!- : 
ration that may now be organized at :

ALWAYS GIVE! YOUR FULL NAME! 
AND ADDRESS WHEN SENDING NO
TICES AND COMMUNICATIONS FOR 
PUBLICATION, 'OTHERWISE' THEY 
WILL FIND THEIR-WAY TO THE 
WASTE BASKET.

this tlme or in the future. \ A city UKe 
this should be able to support two or 
more such organizations. They should, 
be conducted in a manner befitting the 
teachings and truths of the higher 
Spiritualism. The new Society expects 
to organize in a short time with a 
good showing of members. We intend 
to show and demonstrate to the people 
there is something in our philosophy 
and religion that tends to make better 
men and women of its votaries.”

I Married.
I W. Q. Sayers and Minnie M. Malone 
were united in marriage at'the home 
of the bride’s cousin, Mrs. T. E. Lam
bert, No. 376 College street, Beau
mont, Texas, in the presence of a se
lect company of relatives and friends. 
The marriage ceremony was performed 
by Rev. V. A. Godbey. Miss .Malone 
has officiated as secretary of the Texas 
State Spiritualist Association for 
three consecutive terms. W. Q. Say
ers is a devout student of nature, and 
a prosperous future may be predicted 
for the couple. COR.

Onset Camp, Mass.
Monday,-August 13, was conference 

day, and the following people took 
part: Mrs. Mary Thompson, Mr. Ma- 
goon, Mr. Guires and Mrs. Mary T. 
Longley. Miss Alice Holbrook sang 
several songs. Tuesday, Rev. Wilson 
Fritch was the speaker, and after an 
invocation he took-for hls subject, 
“Religious Liberty.” Liberty is the- 
first essentia) of man’s welfare. The 
champions of liberty therefore have 
been benefactors of the world. We 
are not free, any ot ub. When we 
are free we will make the most of life 
and help others to make the most of 
themselves. 1 do not believe in any 
sacrifice. We want a; liberty in which 
you can live your life to its uttermost 
completeness. The light ot religious 
liberty is dawnirtg upon souls, and ev
olution from the tyranny of ecclesias
tical organization Jhas arrived. To- 
day we want the right to say we are 
slaves to no books. We want to say 
we are one with Deity.. He spoke at 
length upon the subject and all were 
delighted.

Wednesday was Library Day, and 
the meeting opened with ■ singing. 
Mrs. E. 8. Loring of Fitchburg was in 
charge of the same. She gave a’ very 
Interesting account of the work of the 
Ubray and said there were now over 
2,000 books in the same. The follow
ing speakers took part and spoke upon 
the subject, “The Library as an Edu
cator”: Dr. G. A. Fuller; Mrs. C, P. 
Pratt, Mrs. C. Fannie Allyn, Rev. 
Wilson Fritch, Mrs. Carrie F. Loring, 
Mrs. M. T. Longley and Mrs. Selleri.

Thursday, Rev. Wilson Fritch was 
again the speaker of the day. Miss 
Alice Holbrook was the soloist. Mr. 

i Fritch took for his subject “Social 
Liberty.” He.spoke:at length upon 
the topic and treated of family liberty 
and home life.. He. regards the family 
as the central institution of .the age.

Friday, Mrs. M. T. Longley was the 
epeaker of- the day. After-ah invoca
tion, she took for,her subject, “Medi
umship and Its Relationship to Spirit
ualism.” This was a very eloquent 
lecture and highly appreciated by all.- 
Miss Alice Holbrook, our talented 
young vocalist, sang several songs in 
a very sweet "manner.

The meeting closed with singing 
and a benediction. Saturday will be 
N. S. A. day, and a grand, good time is 
expected. A large array of talent has 
been secured, and if the weather keeps 
clear a large crowd will be present.

HATCH.

MICHIGAN TO THE FRONT.

A Step to Regulate thé Practice of Me
diumship.

_ ' ■»
' The following resolutions, the pur
pose and object of which is set forth in 
the preamble, were offered before the 
Michigan State Spiritual Association 
at its-last convention which ,was held 
at Hastett Park Camp, on Tuesday, 
August 14. They- were presented by 
Dr. C. W. Burro.ws, pastor of the Cen
tral Spiritual Union of Detroit, al
though not adopted it is believéd that 
this is a movement In the right direc
tion, and will fere long be put into full 
operation by the excellent state board 
just elected. SCRIBE.

Resolutions adopted by the Michi
gan- State Spiritual Association, held 
at Lansing, August 14, 1906, for the 
purpose of governing, regulating and 
elevating the standard of spiritual 
mediums, lay ministers and brdalned- 
ministers.. . ' .

No. 1. 'No person shall be entitled ; 
to practice any phase of mediumship,, 
clairvoyance, mental 'or- physical phe*. 
nomena of any kind whatsoever, un
less said person shall have compiled 
with these resolutions, thé by-laws 
and “ordination usages" ' of this 
board. •

.No. 2. NO person shall printjor'ad
vertise his or her. business—phase, or 
profession’ other than as “John Doe, 
Splrltual'Medium."

, No. 3. All licensed persons herein 
mentioned .failing to comply with 
these resolùtlons, thé by-laws and or
dination usuages, or who shall be 
found guilty of disreputable-conduct, 
shall upon due trial and; conviction 
thereof have their commission re
voked.

No. 4. It shall be the duty, of the 
secretary under [he direction’ of the 
board,'to. notify toll, persons .not corm- 
plying.with ■ these * resolutions,- that 
they; are liable, to. prosecution by -the 
civil authorities unflér .tha'tetaté act 
for -the- punishment, ot-fortune-tellers/ 
and .will-be so reported by thia board.

Gem of Thought*—
"If you have a truth worth knowing,

Place it in the children’s hands, 
Better trust them for the sowing

Than to cast on worjj-out lands;
Here 1b where the hope is resting

For the future dawning now, ' 
And fair angel hands are pressing 

^oftly every childish brow.''
For Information : concerning the 

Progressive Lyceum, authorized Les
son Paper for the National Splrltual- 

-ists .Association,, address John W. 
Ring, Green Mountain Falls, Colorado.

I No. 6. All persons applying for 
| mediums’ certificates, lay ministers 
or ordination, after January 1, 1907, 
shall In addition to the qualifications 
prescribed in the by-laws and ordina
tion usuages, be required to pass an' 
examination as to their general edu
cation and fitness for public work, 
provided that nothing herein con
tained shall apply to persons whose 
applications as mediums or who may 
have obtained lay papers with a view 
to ordination—Baid standard of exam
ination or diplomas shall not be lower 
than that required by the high schools 
of this state. -

No. 6. The members .of this board 
or those whom'-they pay designate or 
appoint shall act with full authority in 
carrying out of the purposes of these I 
resolutions. ’ ■ 1 I

' . HUMANiPpOGRESS; ...

As Considered" FrSrh the Plane of the
Spiri^al ^hl losophy.

The intelligent and honest believer 
:u the Spiritual] Philosophy cannot ac
cept in the absolute the doctrine of 
human degeneracy. Life must ad
vance through experiences, and to the 
external mlild they will sometimes 
seem like retrogressive movements, 
but they arejqot; t^ey are the advance 
guard of the, migi|)y army of progress 
that accompanies every honest soul in 
its efforts td^ttalri unto higher con- 

। dltions of Jifa. idi
For the s&ke; ofi occupying better 

vantage ground, tlm advance guard of 
life may temporarily retreat, but it 
cannot be detected.' When we review 
the mighty conflicts that have taken 
place in the past between the powers 
of darkness and the forces of light and 
progress, and see tiie pit from whecnce 
human lite' has bben dug, we must 
admit that there are inherent incon-

PASSED TO SPIRIT LIFE.

[Obituaries to the extent of ten lines 
only will be inserted tree. All in excess 
of ten lines will be charged at the rate 
of fifteen cents per Jine. About seven 
words constitute one Une.]

My sister, Aurilla Richardson, 
passed to spirit life, July 20, aged 78. 
She had beefi living .with her son, 
Franklin Aldrich, at Lake Odessa, 
Mich. She leaves four sons to mourn

spirit communion tor some time. 
MRS. J. H. DUNHAM.

Ionia, Mich.

Sunday, Aug. 12, the mortal form 
of Mrs. Cordelia Jones was laid to 
rest at Mount Clemens, Mich. She 
was ill many weeks during which time 
she was nursed by her only surviving 
daughter, Mrs. E. B. Parker, formerly 
well kno’wn by her work at Grand 
Ledge Camp. Mrs. Jones’ death re
moves from her family a firm Spirit
ualist, a strong character, and an up
right woman. An aged companion re
mains to mourn her loss. Mrs. A. E. 
Sheets officiated.

On August 9, in the afternoon, be
tween 2 and 4 o'clock, the mortal re
mans of Dr. Edward Denslow, his 
wife Clara, nee Balfour, and his sister- 
in-law, Miss Eugenia Ba|four, were 
given to Mother Earth in the beautiful 
cemetery of South Bend, Ind. Masons 
of the Blue Lodge and Knights Tem
plar, of which orders Dr. Denklow was 
a member for many years, took charge 
of the funerals. The writer being re- 
■quested to speak words of consolation 
and expound the soul-elevating 
truths of Spiritualism on this mourn
ful occasion, took for his text at the 
house, Matt. 7:1 and 2: “Judge .not 
that ye be not judged,” etc. . From 
the house- the mourners, friends and 
many hundreds, of visitors of South 
Bend and its vicinity, went to the 
Dunkers’ Church. A quartette of two 
gentlemen and two ladles sang two ! 
hymns. The speaker took ■ for hls 
text here, Psalm 23:4. At the graves 
the Masons took charge of the cere
monies, and when done, requested the 
writer to offer prayer, and make yet a 
few remarks, which was done. The 
text this time was I. Corinthians 16: 
55, “O Death where is thy sting; O 
Grave where is thy victory?”

L. C. KOEHLER.

Mrs. Emma Thirston passed to the 
higher life, aged 46, from her home in 
South Ionia, Mich. She leaves a hus
band and mother to mourn her loss, 
she had many friends in the other life 
to meet her.' The floral offerings were 
beautiful, some of them presented by 
the Modern Woodmen and other 
lodges, of which Mr. Thirston was a 
member. Services by Mrs. J. H.-Dun- 
ham.' .

queraljle forces. of the soul whose 
word and destiny is eternal progress
ion.

Acknowledging the ability of life 
to rise from conditions that were in
ferior to those which at present, exist, 
the Spiritual philosophy also recogniz
es the fact that life has the ability and 
will to advance’far beyond the plane 
.Which it at present occupies,

All lines' of life,, in their advance
ment, move parallel and within a lim-: 
ited area progress together. With the 
the advance in politick! and religious 
liberty the moral standard of life has 
also advanced, and What centuries ago 
was considered proper, as measured 
by the highest standard of the present 
age is crude and revolting. ’

' To make human progress perma
nent all the UnCB.pt its development 
must move,'in accord, be well fortified 
against the encroachments of the re
actionary forces. ■

The downfall of all those mighty 
civilizations of -the past was because 
they contained phases of life that had 
advanced to a high plane of develop
ment, and others that were just as 
needful were neglected.

The modern development of life dif
fers from all of the others that have 
preceded it, because it has a higher 
type of culture arid the old forms and 
systems are not adapted to its present 

i needs.
“Give us this day our dally bread,” 

is expressing the truth concerning the 
demands of life. are not able to 
live and grow on the food of either a 
physical or spiritual nature that was 
supplied in the past; that was adapted 
to the conditions of life then existing.

Life at the present time is the unity 
of al] the elements of life of the form
er periods that contained the germs of 
progress; those were capable of 
adapting themselves to the demands 
of progressive lifer the rest were left 
in the rear and became fossils.

In the physical world there are found 
fossiliferous remains whose most use
ful purpose ib'revision back to their 
original elements by utilization of the 
forces in them which are ot a helpful • 
nature to thezPresq^t.age. ।

The coal measures are a great ob
ject lesson. " 11 ;

.’roster, and« |ke spiritual .world la 
ihe lnsplring and directing force, fo? 
the time is pear at hand > when the 
-emplc of ]lfe renrgBentod by the na- 
Jons of the worn win be cleansea, 
and Monarchical institutions and re
publics will feel the power of- the 
spirit’s purifying and uplifting work.

The spiritual philosophy gives ac
cording-to the needs of each individu
al life, and its ability to assimilate tbe 
truth. To those in the kindergarten 
department of their education it does 
pot present that which only spiritual 
adepts would be capable ot under- 
-standlng. On the ladder of,tho lower 
life the soul must slowly and’painfully 
climb to the higher, but. the why must 
be left free for, progressive develop
ment, and whoever, whether govern-, 
mental systems or religious organiza
tions, if they seek to place obstacles 
In the-way, obstructing the ' highway 
over which life is progressing toward 
the kingdom of glory, they pay the 
penalty by arousing forces that many 
times sweep them into oblivion.

The truth is full of mercy and kind
ly helpfulness to those who through 
Ignorance fail to understand its re
quirements, but to those who know
ingly seek to prevent life from exer
cising Its royal- prerogative, the gift 
of every soul to progress, it deals 
sternly and with unrelenting justice.

The Impossibility of holding , ’ life 
down to the lower levels has in the 
last fifty years been demonstrated to
a greater extent than ever before in 
the history of the world, and to the 
Influence that'the spiritual philosophy 
has exercised upon the mental and 
spiritual faculties of the people can 
be credited that result. Its mission 
has firstly been jo break the fetters

.doctrine Is true, that we all have to 
:ake this journey through crime, war, 
.ghorance, degradation, and all spirit
ual hells—then I should riot put forth 
uiy hand to prevent any man from 
nurderlng bls fellow-man, nor from 
:ommltting any crime whatsoever.

The law ot Karma requires my 
neighbor to do all .the crimes in the 
ealendai- in order to get needed expe
rience, and to round out his life. If 
I should prevent him from committing 
crime, I would only delay him on hls 
journey to Nirvanna and endless bites. 
I might, by my interference, cause 
him. to be reincarnated one or more 
times more than If I let him alone..

How;do 1 know that I dld not com
mit the very- crime he is about to do, 
in my former embodiment, and that 
this rapist, thief or murderer was then 
my neighbor, and refrained from 
knocking me down and putting me in 
jail for crimes he saw me committing, 
and thus, through his kindness, al
lowed me to get several jumps ahead 
of him? It may be a kindly, neigh
borly act on "my part now, to |et him 
have his needed experience, by not in
terfering with him; not only must he 
outrage and kill, but hid intended 
victim must be outraged and killed 
some time, and why not now? Yes, I 
frankly admit I fail to see any wisdom 
in this theory.

Again, the orthodox reincarnation- 
ist does not admit that a disembodied 
soul coming back into a physical 
body, has anything to do with the 
prospective father of a child. He 
deals with the mother and her unborn 
babe only either at or before the birth 
of _the latter. _

flave You Read 
I QlM

Truly, tbe world has NEVER 3EEN 
the like before. Search toe aunals pl 
history, ANCIENT AND MODERNS 
critically examine the history of Spirit, 
uallsm; look here and there, in every: 
nook 'and corner of the world, and you ’ 
CANNOT find a parallel to the offM i 
made in reference to these THIRTEEN 
remarkable PREMIUM BOOKS. Tl]ey. 
constitute a wonderfully valuable Spiv- . 
Ittialistio and Occult LIBRARY, and | 
are furnished at a nominal sum. AB ; 
are substantially bound end neatly 
printed, and those who purchase theta : 
are DELIGHTED WITH THEM.

We have now THIRTEEN magnlfl" 
cent PREMIUM BOOKS which you - 
can select from.

GEMS OF THOUGHT, by SEVEN- i 
TEEN leading authors, is our last < 
Premium Book.

Relncarnationists are not clear in 
, ___  r____ ____ _ „ their teachings as to the exact timethat Eeld’life down to the lower forms ' the disembodied sq^il attaches itself to 

of thought on political, social and re-' the little ope. I would be glad if 
ligiouB questions, and then afterward । their theory were not so hazy on this 
to present <o the people something •; point. I would like to be informed 
better. That It is accomplishing its what sort- of life is transferred from 
mission the'trend of thought on those the father to the mother; also what 
lines speaks favorably. sort of life the child has before the

The cleansing of the spiritual tem- ] disembodied sou) attaches itself to the 
pie of the fake, counterfeit forces child. I would like to ask if all life 
that have been trying to use the phll-1 Is not spirit? It all life is not one? 
osophy as a cover to their infamous' Now, had life not began to manifest 
practices is a needful work, and it will' before Moses or Bonaparte, wishing to 
succeed, and all honor to those brave! be born again, stepped into that un- nnnln wh— h-v- .J,« i ----- -— - * Hz,— .tiu»

made more pleasant by the purifying scious personality. If so, do they not 
work that' is being enacted at the | crowd the child out ot existence by 
present time oy the honest believers1 ’ * ’
in the spiritual philosophy.

Human progress will be on all sides 
of life; none will be neglected, and the 
new civilization will be established on 
a foundation more permanent and glo
rious than any of Its predecessors.

______  Uy 
robbing It of its body which was given 
It by both father and mother?

If the relncarnationlst says there 
was no spirit or'soul hi the child be- 

' fore. Bonaparte took possession at 
birth or before, then I ask him to tell 
me if -the infant was alive before 
Bonaparte stepped in? He must of 
course answer, yes. Then, let him 
please explain what kind of life did 
the child have and is there more than 
one kind of life? It would seem to 
me that here is very deep water for 
our relncarnationlst friends, it Is

The ninth annual convention of the 
Minnesota State Spirltuallst Associa
tion will be held’in the First Unitarian 
Church, Eighth street and Mgry Place, 
Minneapolis, Minn., September 7, • 8 
and 9, 1906. Annual reception and 
entertainment to delegates and visit
ors will be held Thursday evening; 
Sept. 6, at 8 o’clock at the above- 
named church. All are cordially in
vited.

The following excellent talent has 
been-engaged for the convention: Mrs. 
Laura G.Fixen.Miss Elizabeth HarloW, 
Mr. Will J. Erwood. Message bear
ers, Mrs. Emma A. Sauer, Mr. Paul 
Beuhler, Mrs. Frances Wheeler, Mrs.- 
^mma Plake, Mrs. Asa Talcott and 
others.

It is the aim of the officers of the as
sociation to make the ninth convention1 
the best ever held. ■

Business sessions during the day. 
Evening meetings will’be devoted to 
lectures, spirit messages, music and 
song. r

Special Minnesota State Fair rail
road rates on all roads.

The secretary, 904 Hastings avenue, i 
St. Paul will mall programs to any i 
one sending their name and address. 
Come and bring your friends and help 
make this convention a grand success.

JOHN S. MAXWELL, Pres. 
FRANK E. IRVINE, Sec’y.

LOW BATES TO LILY DALE,

fhe Central Passenger Association, 
including the railroads in Michigan, Il
linois; Indiana, Ohio and Pennsylvania 
have agreed to sell excursion tickets to 
Lily Dale and return at one fare for 
the round trip. These tickets are 
good only to leave July 17 and 31. 
Return limit 80 days. The Chicago 
rate iè j 14; SL Louis, $19.25; Indian* ; 
apolis,’$12; Cincinnati, $11.30; corre
sponding low rates from other points. 
All the" roads from Chicago; New. York 

.City, Boston and-intermediate terri
tory will sell low rate excursion tickets 
to Lily Dale and return, good going 
June 1 to Sept., 30, return limit Octo* 
ber 81. Chicago rate is $20. Ask 
your local ticket agent for special , 
Lily Dale ratés, or have him send to 

■ hls general Ucket agent for them.

। "Harmonics of Evolutlon.The Philos
ophy of Individual life.. Based Upon 
Natural Science, as Taught by Modern 
.Masters of the Law." By . Florence 
Huntley. A work of deep thought, car
rying the principles of evolution into 
sow fields. Price, cloth, $2.

The conditions of the world at the 
.time they were ¡laid*: down has passed 
away, never qipre return.

Bo in the religious and political 
world there a?e foèbilKerous remains 
of extinct ideas thatserved their pur
pose during the period of their life; 
but which at present the most useful 
purpose to which they can be applied 
Is to place thetri W’a museum of an
tiquities-ao-that they can* represent 
to coming generations the form ol 
thought that exlsted.during the period 
of their life.

The advance toward a more perfect 
understanding of and utilization of the 
physical forces of the .world is there- 
.flex action caused by a more perfect 
operation of the moral and spiritual 
forces of life.

We see human life carrying along 
with it some of the elements and con
ditions that were the dominant traits 
of its life when the évolution from the 
animal had scarcely begun, and we 
wonder why such, things are allowed; 
they belonging to an age that in,the 
main has closed its program.

Well, they are the reflex action of 
that former animalistic age which the 
race has not entirely evoluted away 
from.

The spiritual phjlosophy teaches us 
that there are beings so exalted above 
the reactionary influences of earthly 
existence -that no reflex action from 
that plane can have any effect upon 
them, and it also teaches us that in 
the ages to come the race will ad
vance to the plané where the influence 
from the lower world will.be outgrown 
and life even here in the physical ex
istence will be glorified to an extent 
that at presént with our Imperfect de
velopment we cannot grasp its possi
bilities.

The prophetlcsgift is the direct re
sult of spiritual unfolding of life.' It 
can only come in’ its fullness to those 
who have had the 'animalistic forces 
of life dominated* by, the spiritual. It 
gives the ability to more fully under
stand the law of cause and effect than 
can be done by the- materialistic bc!- 
entlst jwhen the occult forces of life
are to be dealt with, and from that 
high p ane of existence the true proph
et can. see the shadows cast by coming 
events and predict the result.

There is nothing mysterious lit tbe 
operation of that gift. It is one of the 
laws of the universe, and Ifi the prog
ress of human life it will eventually 
be able to understand arid control the 
elements, thereby preventing those 
convulsions of nature so disastrous 
to human Ufé, it Will then be able to 
speak with authority and say to the 
tempest "peace bé/stíll.”

The spiritual philosophy does not 
recognize the doctrihe of the 'fall of 
man. To admit that the trend ot hu
man life’ ÍB backward is too revolting 

■a thought to efltertáfii, and the intel
ligent believer ’! in:1'the philosophy 

'knows It to bemñtriié. The forces of 
the lower world that have not yet been 
evoluted-away firom? are at present 
the cause of greifter ‘anxiety than was 

¡ ever before ma'mfes't? and that is in
dicative. of pWgre^ve movements 
toward a higheS^llfe/it convincing evi
dence that the Sliming1 civilization will 
be superior to -the jweaent as that is 
superior-to thode that Eave passed.

Looking forward ^wlth not only a 
hope but with a cónsálbusness that life 
will advance tosa pisna where the ar- 
bltrament • of waF will'- cease is one of 
the principles otiourlpTitloBophy. That 
the yet unsettled'-píéblems of-.politi
cal, social andrreligious liberty will, 
even among the so-kailed civilizations 
of the day, be' alBof them solved ac
cording to the law of justice without 
the arbitrament of jWar is doubtful. 
That remnant of barbarianism may 
yet have to be used as a means to re- 
-move from the temple of life the ob
structions that are retarding the .prog
ress of the race to- a higher plane.

The twentieth century has already 
witnessed one part of the program. 
The defeat of the Russian Empire in 
Its recent conflict, has been a blessing 
not only to that,country, hut to, the 
ilvilized world. It has quickened in
to greater life and- activity the - ele- 1 
neats that are working for human |

To the Editor;—Is Spiritualism to 
be absorbed by Theosophy? There 
are many indications that it may be.

I attended the late New Era, Oregon 
Camp-meeting. The two principal 
speakers, Harrison D. Barrett and 
Mrs. Irene Smith, for both of whom I 
have high personal esteem, ably advo-'

very apparent that one of two proposi
tions is true. j

First, the individual baby soul Is 
ejected from its own body by Bona
parte who wants the body for hls own 
purposes, or,

Second, two Individual souls will in
habit the one body till the body is 
worn out and discarded.

I confess that al) life is a mystery 
, to me. Reincarnation may be true. 

_ . . -------------- - —••* .] do not know, but as reincarnation-cated the doctrine of reincarnation; | (g(S confess that their entire system is 
but both said they liked the word re- baBe(j on guessing and not on proof, I 
embodiment better. - will venture to guess that it is not

.true. R,A. DAGUE. I
Spokane, Wash. I

many others and their numbers are 
increasing. I remain unconverted;

Relncarnationists say: "A soul must 
appear In a physical body again and 
again, hundreds, yea, thousands’ ot । 
times, until it has had all the experi
ence, temptations, joys, sorrows, suc
cesses, failures, etc., through which 
every other soul has passed, to the end 
that this life or being may be rounded 
out."

“A” must suffer all that ‘B” suffers, 
and *'C," and every other mortal. He 
must die by every method of death, 
commit every crime in the calendar 
sometime, and go through all experi
ences that any other soul goes 
through before he is flt to. graduate 
from the school of matter. To get this 
experience may require millions of 
centuries, but “there is plenty ot 
time,” say the relncarnationists, and 
there is no escape from the treadmill, i 
We must learn by personal experience i 
every lesson earth has to teach; none! 
are exempt.

I Having suffered as every other soul 
has suffered, having been man and wo
man, husband and wife, king and 
slave, black and white, pauper and 
millionaire, thief and philanthropist, 
murderer and murdered; having died 
from earthquake, cyclone, cholera, 
smajl-pox, assassination and lynching 
arid the bite-of a rattle snake, and all 
other methods of death, and having 
ourselves committed the crime ot 
theft, and incest, rape, arson, murder, 
and ail other offenses,’ we shall have 
had all experiences, personally, that 
earth provided, and having “rounded 
out our earth life,” shall gravitate to 
another planet tfiere to spend a few 
millions of years in learning the les
sons of that world.”

Now this may be a "Wisdom Relig
ion" as claimed by relncarnationists, 
and I may be too stupid to see its 
beauty and justice. We are assured 
that reincarnation furnshes the only 

'satisfactory explanation of the ' ine- 
iquallties of life as we see it manifest
ed on this physical plane, but I ask, 
does re-incarnation explain these mys
teries? It seems to me that if this

THE DOGMATIST’S CREED.

Believe as I believe—no more.no less;
That I am right, and no one else, con

fess;
Ifeel as I feel; think only as I think;
Eat what I eat, and drink but what I 

drink; ,
Look as I look; do always as I do;
And then, and only then, 1’11 fellow

ship with you.
That I am right, and always right, I 

know,
Because my own convictions tell me 

so;
And to be right is simply this: To be 
Entirely, in all respects, like me.
To deviate a hair’s breadth, or begin 
To question and to doubt or hesitate, 

is Bln.
I reverence the Bible, if It be
Translated first, and then explained— 

by me.
By churchly laws and customs I abide, 
If they., with my opinions coincide.
All creeds and doctrines I concede di

vine,
Excepting those, of course, which dis* 

agree with mine. 1
Let sink the drowning, if he will not 

swim :
; Upon the plank that I throw out to 
i him;.

i ’Twere better that the sick should die 
i than live.
Unless they take the medicine I give;
'Twere better sinners perish than re

fuse
jTo be corformed to my peculiar views;
'Twere better -oat the world stand 

still than move
In any other way than_th at which I

Frojn the Pen of the Gifted Inspirational Author 
CAREYLE -PETERSILEA.

Wlfc,-Mother, Spirit, Angel.—Neat
- ■ Cloth Cover, Price $1.00.

This great work relates the. experts
_ .— --- - T— -------- ences of a young wife and ¿other,

phases of-spirit life and experience, early called to.the portals of death 
as related to*the gifted and inspired It is very realistic, and the narrative 
author. The question of soul mutes,- is charmingly natural, tend beautiful 
or of. the united male and female con- •- *♦- *— *---------
stituting thè completed e'go or angel, 
is advanced as a vital truth of spirit 
experience.in the higher realms. Tiie. 
work radiates a good' spiritual indù--

_ . ______ —, UCUUVH.U1
.in its tope of sweetness. It brings 
.that other, world very near to us; the 
comfort, it brings to those, bereaved 
of the de^r ones ot the home and fam- 
Sly, is beyond one’s power to describe. 
All readeM will be charmed with it 
as well as SflrituaJy aided and up* 
lifted.

Any one of the Thirteen Premium : 
Books you may order, price 25 cents. , 
Tliis is the price, remember, when you I 
order only pi>e book in connection with ' 
a yearly subscription. The paper, one ' 
year, and one Premium Book, $1.25. 
But if you order niore than oue Pre
mium Book the price is.us follows: 1

Any two of the Thirteen Premium 
Books you may order, price 70 cents.

Any three of the Thirteen Premium ; 
Books you may order, price $1.10.

Any four of the Thirteen Preitiiam 
Books you may order, price $1.50.

Any live of tho Thirteen Premium 
Books you may order, price $1.75.

Any six of the Thirteen Premium 
Books you may order, price $2.05.

Any seven of the Thirteen Premium 
Books you may order, price $2.35.

Any eight of the Thirteen Premium 
Books you may order, price $2.«5.

Any nine of the Thirteen Premium 
Books you may order, price $3.00.

Any teu of the Thirteen Premium 
Books you mqy order, price $3.10.

Any eleven of thcThirteon Premium 
Books you may order, price $8.40.

Any twelve of the Thirteen Premium 
Books you may order, price $3.85.

Lastly, all of these THIRTEEN Pre
mium Books here announced are sent 
out, all postage prepaid, for 4.15, 
something never before equalled iu 
this country or Europe.

Bear in mind that every order for a I 
Premium Book must be accompanied ) 
with a yearly subscription for ’f'k» 
Progressive Thinker, which la $1. Wo 
repeat that the world has never seen 
the like of it before.
OUR THIRTEEN REMARKABLE 

PREMIUM BOOKS FOR $4.13.
The following is toe list of uuea at ' 

toe Twelve Premium Books;
1—The Encyclopedia of Death, and 

Life in the Spirit World, Vol. 1.
2—The Encyclopedia ot Death, and 

Life In the Spirit »Vorld, Vol. 2.
8—The Encyclopedia of Death, and 

Lite In the Spirit World, Vol. 3. These 
three volumes have been prepared by, I 
J. R. Francis. They contain Invaluable j

I
4—Art Magic, or Mundane, Sub-Mun* 

fiane and Super-Mundane Spiritism, by, 
Mrs. Emma Hardinge Britten.

6—Ghost Land, Spiritualism, Occult* 
Hun, by Mrs. Emma Hardinge Britten.

6—The Next World Interviewed, by 
Mrs. 8. G. Horn, a most remarkable me*' 
(Hum.

7—The Occult Life of Jesus, by Alex
ander Smythe, a medium of rare guts.

8—A Wanderer in the Spirit Lands. 
Translated by A Farnese, a wonderful 
English medium.

9—The Religion ot Man and Ethics ot 
Science, by Hudson Tuttle.

10—Seers of the Ages, or Spiritualism 
Past and Present, by Dr. J. M. Peebles. 

| 11—The Great Debate Between Mosea 
{ Hull and W. F. Jamieson.

12—Letters from tho Spirit World, 
written through the mediumship - of 
Carlyle Petersilea.

13—Gems of Thought, by SEVEN
TEEN leading authors, is our last Pre
mium Book.

Fourth -Edition—Six Additional Chap- i 
tetSzr-200 Pages, Bound in Cloth, I 
$1.00.—Containing Likeness of the ' 
Author; ।
"A New. Catechism” has enjoyed a I 

remarkable sale both In America and I 
England. George Jacob Holyoake, , 
in nis Introduction to the English edi- j' 
tlon of “A New Catechism,” says:

"A New Catechism” is the boldest, 
the brightest, the most varied and In
forming of any work of the kind ex
tant. The principal fields of human , 
knowledge, which the churches have 
fenced round with supernatural ter- i 
rors, the Catechism breaks Into, cher
ishing wliat is fair and showing what 
is deformed. The notes, of which 
there are many, both ancient and con- ' 
temporary, are as striking as Qie 
text: The book is a cyclopedle of I 
theology and reason tn a nutshell.

A New Lecture.—Price, 10 cents.
This little pamphlet should be 

placed in the hands'of every American 
citizen. The attention of preachers, 
theological students, and all church 
members should bb called^o tbe won
derful story of the Invention ot the , 
Holy Bible, which thls-iecture tells.

See that at least one orthodox 
neighbor of yours reads this lecture.

MORALITY WITHOUT A GOD!
With letter to Right Reverend ‘ . 

Bishop Anderson, of Chicago. Price, J 
10 .cents.

A New Book.—rPrice 25 Cents.
This book examines the evidence for | - x 

the historical existence of Jesus, and -.
। finds It quite insufficient to prove that P l 
such a man as Jesus ever lived. It is 
a most important contribution to ■ 
Modern Thought. It is prefaced by 
a letter to the Christian Ulergy, and 
;concluded by an answer to an editorf- 1 
al'ln one of the Chicago morning pa- J 
pers, attacking-Mr. Mangasarian’s po- ; 
sition, Send your orders at once; ria- 
the first edition will soon be exhaust
ed. . i ’"
eratlve Systems and tho Happinesc qnd I • , 
Ennoblement ot -Humanity.'-’ By E. D.; * 
Babbitt, I.L. 15., M. D. This comprises ( 
the last part oLHuman*Culture and

'{Dato. Paper cover, 15 cents.

UnCB.pt
will.be
more.no
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NEW SOCIETY IN PORTLAND. ORÉ.

by

'If a man die, 
'.'The Insplra-

and 
now

following were given 
shall.he- live again?'
tion of the hour,' 
inanity to Man.”

era form, its. ceremonials and ritual 
date no further back than the begin* 
nlng of the eighteenth century; but 
no one of ordinary Intelligence 'ac
quainted with* the work of the craft,

and ."Man’s Inhu- 
In the afternoon

directing head must be a person of ed- I to convince honest inquirers as to the 
«cation and capable ot instructing ths1 reality of life after physical dtssolu-

Its Alm Is to Promote Spiritualism 
"Along New Lines of Work, 

With High Ideals.

- "The Klngshtp of pelf-Controi.” By 
Wm. George Jordan^ ; If treats of. the 
crimes of the tongue. the Red Tape du
ty, the supreme charity of the world, 
the revelation of reserve power, etc.

where did Freemasonry, originate? 
What is the.membership? '
: A. The origin- ot Freemasonry- is 
„obscure, and conjectural.:. In its mod-

4/f

v &w W, IMI

spirit learns: taat he must-go on 
improve the. opportunities ot the 
life before him,

. ‘O.- Z. Skinner: Q. When
hANO

This department is under the man
agement of.

HUDSON TUTTLE. l ean fail to seo that ■ Its conception
Address him at Berlin Heights, Ohio., jUU6t have bee» in remote times under 

. __ _______ /a different prder .of thought, among
Answers people, having greater need tor-closer

NOTE—The Question» and a mQrg cianmsh relationship than
have called forth such a nosy exists in modern times. It has been 
spondents, that to give air equal J,eai0UB advocates traced, to • the
ing compels the answer's to »e m Eluesian mysteries, the religion of tile 
the most condensed A thia Greeks, and even beyond, to the build-
clearness 1b PerhaP3 ßacrl~J^„ ™<t. ing of the pyramids. There is little 
forced brevity. Proofs have to historical evidence, more than of the
ted, and the style becomes ta _y myth that assigns' It to an order ex- 
sertive, which ot all weary Isting at the building of Solomon's
recated. Correspondents often w®»* temple.
with watting for the appearance £ An the 60Cletlea of ancient times 
their questions and write I „iways were, secret, and this seems to have 
qutry. The supply of matte elven, been necessary In order to hold in de-
severai weeks ahead of the P delay, fensive union those who thought alike, 
end hence there is u e and and to. keep out those who .were an-
Every ow h»» h>. wa t nt a tagonietic. Even the schools were se-
place, and all are treatea । cret. ordel.S( and the mysteries of relig-
favor. ... win ba Elven ion were held too sacred for the com-NOTICE.—No atteMlon wfi ftd mQn peopl9 The greater mysteries 
anonymous letters, ru p .eUera will of Greece, with pass words, signs, and 
dress must be reauest lie made, most elaborate ceremonies; its de- 
not bo read. r ^lbuahed. The] grees, terrible oaths and vows, so far

nr\his denartment lias la's known, must have been similar to 
correspondence of th eEneciaUy those of Freemasonry. To reveal the 
1*0™'nt inXnnirvVreauosUng private an- secrets of these mysteries was death.

WhileQI f-eely give what- The oath was literally Interpreted. To. TOWS, and while I I.eeiy biv faU to R he vQws a
ever information l am abte, tw
nary courtesy of c P o As the order. Is thff most ancient,
posted. HUDS "j^ and as its ritual is the foundation ot
-—35^==^==;===«»»=»^^ qll others, It is most world-wide. It

JiKSS ‘
syjtombf agronomy11 and6 astrology. ( Miss L. 8., Fort Benton: Q. There 

went is its real value? *s a rock near here weighing a ton or
WA qnme time ago a. similar ques- more, grey, with pink seams one or 
+inn wns sent to this department and two inches wide. <It has been said toSenath. It is one.of the be a meteorite. I send you a. frag- 
XanS. W that In this age of meat, asking you wlmt it is. / 
Sr thoucht and wide-spread educa- A. .The specimen Is a very fine tlon ttat fich a theory should be ad- granite, seams of feldspar and 
&ed and Vt more that It should quartz. Meteorites are all of one com- 

converts It is a wonderful in- position, have a smooth surface 
KtanM of reversion, the return to old formed by partial liquefaction by the 

which have ever marked the beat produced by their fall through 
1 nroaresslve thought. the earth’s atmosphere, and entirely
COThernisPnotaMnde proposition ad-l distinct^ from the rock from jvhlch 
vaneed in t^ “Koreshii system” bud this fragment was broken.
is assertion, and over and over dem- --------- -  ; ,
onstrated to be correct. It demes IMPORTANT WORK,what has been repeatedly proven with ______

' the certainty ot mathematics. The .
Ignorance of its author IB only What Spiritualism Teaches About God 
to his arrogance, and both are pitiable. Christ—Evolution ot the God-
Its “real value” Is that ot an ignorau Wen—of the ohrist-Idea.
lunatic’s dreams. The one greatest and most conse-

This may he thought jingen . qUBnttai question which has absorbed but the rudest thing sometimes mine the begt intellects o£, aq tJmq> Jg the 
truth, and when the demand nature of God. Connected therewith
atlve the rude truth has to be spo bag been the rejayona of lnan £o 

. There are eome prlncipi , “ and the C0i0Bsai scheme of theology to
facts known and ®8tahlisb®“> ® save man by a mediator.
dispute them Is not a marWtoi P - How came these 1(ieaB? 
rlor knowldege, but of inflated g What is their meaning? anco. For instance the relations tne WhQt wJU bg flM1 ejcpresglon? 
members of the solar systmn To anawer {bese questions is the ob-
to each other ; the form, size and re ject of thlg booU Tb0 ig
olutlons of the earth, a-oA .J first seen expressed in the childish 
them Is like deilying that two a . terror of savage man at the elements, 
are four. No ,9ne.^® v From the beginning its unfoldment is 
the first principles of astronomy a traced from age to'age;, from race to 
commit-himself, to such a tneo y, race. - A brief but searching study of 
its following is from the ranas oi me the ldea8 o{ God held by different peo-'

slve answer to this Wild rant . the Hindus, Egyptians, Chaldeans and 
lesbianism” is any p^;Kb_ Persians, Jews, Greeks, Romans, AI-
■works on astronomy. If these was I exandrian School. Early Christians, 
ington people who take a greai ^w- the philosophers, the Bible, the Bor- 

‘est," retain that Interest after rea g der neug{0nB Chinese, Scandinavian, 
such a work, their case may ne Aztec; The Old Question of Design in 
down as hopeless. Nature; The Ultimate, Cosmic Mind.

------- -- n -art..,* h« Tlle Chrlst-Idea of a mediator to
F. G. Woolsey: Q- stand between man and God is almost

came of the great temple or boiomo . aB ojd juuuklnd. Its unfoldment is 
is there any evidence of it outside cue traced under the following headings: 
Bible? + Hindustan, Persia and the West;

The Temple of Solomon, is> sai<^ t Jesus of Nazareth; The Prophecies of 
have been-destroyed by Nehucnadnez- tb0 jiiesamh; conception and Geneal- 
zar, B. C. 586, with the destruction or ogy oj ,pbe Of jeaue;
Jerusalem. The Temple was reounti john the Baptist and H1b Relation to 
under the reign of Darius Hytaspis, jeauB; sermon on the Mount; The 
-516; inferior In size, style and adorn- Apost]es Sent Forth; Death of Jesus; 
ment. This was destroyed by iitus in Burlal and Resurrection ¡.Devils and 
suppression of the Jewish revolt, ine ueji; The Gospels; Cause of the Ex- 
only source of information about tins t0nsjon Of Christianity; Resume bt 
temple and the Jews Is thei Bible and tbe Life and Character of Jesus; The' 
the works of Josephus. It has ®ee“ Ultimate of ¡the Chrlst-Idea.
made by research of unbiased critics, publication by subscription of the 
very doubtful if the tatter was not Arcana of Spiritualism met with such 
written by ploua monks as late as tne BuCqess, I have concluded' to
sixteenth century. Be that as it may, jBSUe ^hiB volume in that manner. It 
It was evidently written to: give an will contain 300 to 350 octavo pages; 
outside historic support to the uinie be weB printed and muslin 
which it did not have. bound. The price will be JI.25; to

---------- those who become subscribers, $1.
Mrs. ------ : Q.' I have seen co®- The price is not desired until the

munications which stated the conui- book Is announced as ready for .'de- 
tion. of suicides was something tern-1 ¡¡very, which, it is intended, will be 
hie, and that mediums could greatly ear]y m November next AU that is 
aid them. As my husband recently, now aske(i your expressed desire 
overcome, despondent, If not quite tn- £or a copy; by cara or letter. An 
sane, committed suicide by shotting eariy response 1b desired, for the plac- 
himself, you can readily see how anx-Hng o£ tbe -^ork m„the hands of the 
lous I am. printers depends on a -sufficient num-

A. There can be ao doubt that thel ber of subscribers to assure the under- 
condltlons of some suicides is lament- taldng_ ,

’ able, and the same may be said of a i thank those who may be Interested
-. great many who enter the realm of an^ encourage the publication 
z spirit from the normal processes of their subscriptions.
nature. Very few suicides there are 
who are not insane at the time they A Few Commendations, 
commit the deed. ■ When they awake I qj WDrk, A, E. Giles In Banner 
as freed spirits, with their thoughts o£ Light' wrote: “It contains a fund of 
sane and acute, they regret their £acts bot accessible to the general 

‘ rashness. But that they are in any reaaer. it adopted as a text book in 
way punished, Is not to be aay theological seminary,.there would
tained. The Insane are not held re- bg reaS0Il to bplleve that the graduates 

: sponlsble here, and why should they wouid be more intelligept ahd less big;
be in the hereafter? oted." J

The claim that such a spirit Can judge Edmunds: “Had the medium- 
only be Instructed by coming to a cir- abtbor wrote a few centuries before, 
cle, through a medium. Is not correct be certainly would' have been burned 
There are ready and willing teachers I at tbe atake.” - 
on the other side. It it were neces- The City Item, Boston: “In many 
sary for mediums to Interecede for, reapects Worthy of highest praise and 
and with, such spirits, it would give Bbows careful and elaborate , re-and with, such spirits, It would give 
credit to the Catholic belief in Purga
tory, and the ability of the priests to 
intercede and pray such lost souls 
out of their suffering. v,

A spirit may be Instructed by a me- 
_ . dlum or members of a circle with 

(whom there is rapport, but this is only 
. incidental, and there is occasion for 

A setting up on this basis a school of in
i' . struction.

This correspondent has no cause for 
her anxiety. Her husband, undoubt
edly after awakening from the-sleep 
of death, felt regret It may have 
been more than he would have expe
rienced had be been taken from earth 
life by accident or sickness. He 
would feel the shadow of the grief of 
those he had left, and-the desire to 
help them. He will see the necessi
ties of their position, and how much 
he could do fqr them had he remained, 
but as there can be no return, the

J. S. Loveland: "We have read it 
with great Interest."

, G. A. Bacon: "Valuable- for the 
present and thé future." ■

W. H. Terry, Editor Harbinger fo 
Light Melbourne, Australia: “Un
like in its treatment all others."

Epes ^argent: "A mine of thought, 
and shows what Inspiration ' can pro
duce-at Its-best.” .

Address: " HÜDSON TUTTLE. .
Berlin Heights, Ohio.

"Success and How To Win IL" A 
lecture and course of twenty-four suc
cess lessons by Dr. B. F. Austin, B. A., 
D. D. < The Jltlqs pt some of the left 
tures are asjfollows: Self Helps;. Fi
nancial Success; Ideals; Economy; 
Planning, Attraction; Courtesy; Kind
ness and Tacty Angel Help. Price 25 
cents.

“HOW SHALL J BECOME A MEDIUM?”
- It is fully answered in “Mediumship, and Its 
laws, Its Conditions and Cultivation, by Hud- 

"son Tuttle. Price 35 cents. -Address him at 
Berlin Heights, Ohio.

The Gréât Probîéri) of Destiny1.
, ¡ - (Continued pa go.)

cannQt escape the effects of'past actions as they 
IStPilbllPon film; yet, knowing the karmic law, he is able 
taqiBsInme a now attitude toward the future; he Is able, if 

etefts so to do, to become'the RULER OF HIS FUTURE Ï ’ 
^ySfS’l^Y. The.causes wo are now Initiating will deter- 
S^mihe character of our coming reincarnations—not only 
the natare of our physical condition and environment, our 
fiatioffsilty and oitr family ties, blit the quality of our 
^ndifiknd the force of our characters. A man.Js born 

family with whose members he has karmic ties.
.What a man is to-day, he is by virtue ot bls past acting 

anfi past thinking; whatever his powers may now be, fie 
determined them by past efforts. Genius, great moral 
w.qrth, physical advantages are all the outcome ot long en-

.deavor. No effort a man makes is ever futile, even 
though failure may accrue to him, for our aspirations and 
desires under thé. definite principles of karmic law, work
ing .on higher planes, come back to us as capacities, re- 
'peated thoughts become tendencies, good or evfi. By con
stant willing to perform we shall arrive some day at ac
tion. ' Experience will bring us future wisdom and the' 
suffering resulting' from our evil acts will awaken in us. 
the., germ of conscience. It Is not only our actions, there- 
for^, that we must control, if we wo'uld work with the Kar
mic. law Jn the determination of our destinies, but our 
thoughts and desires as well. When a man understands 
the; working of Karma, the problém of destiny no'longer 
puzzles-him, for he realizes that he can begin at once to' 
buft^ a character that will endure for-all eternity. He 
no longer drifts with the current, but strikes out boldly 
for-.the haven he sees ahead. He realizes that he is a free 
agebt, a' potent self-determining individual who can react 
iipofi circumstances as well as upon filmBelL He sees that 
it is in his power to mould his karma, to neutralize the IB 
results of his own conduct by a corresponding force for 
good,’that he can overcome hostility by kindness, that he 
can shatter evil thoughts by thoughts of beneficence, for 
“hatred ceases not by hatred, but by Jove.” So evil karma 
MAY BE CHECKED IN ITS ÏNCIPIENCY, for It Is In the 
world of thought that ajl deeds have their origin.

“A man may lessen," so says Mrs-Besant, “or he may 
destroy the results of eyll thoughts by himself In the past 
by the good forces he pours forth into hl? karmic stream; 
he pam|ot undo the past, but bo far as Its effects are still 
in the future, he can modify or reverse them by the new 
forces he brings to bear as causes, taking part In their pro
duction." -It Is, after all, not 80 important a matter that 
wq should be, able to rid ourselves ot certain unpleasant 
-consequences as it is Important that we should ba able to 

• meet them tn the right way and to learn from them the 
lessbns they have to each us. What is of vital Importance 
lsJthe duty which constrains us to refrain from doing in

- tftg future what we know Is wrong. The Buddha once 
stated the Law of Right Living very simply. He said: 
'(CEASE TO DO EVIL; LEARN TO DO GOOD." ,
,rKarma will bring us back to earth many times, for good 

J^rinja^rags us here as surely as bad.
^InAhe Bhagavad Gita, Krishna declares that not in ac- 

' tton/fiHt in desire—not in action, but in attachment to its 
: ffuit'Hes the binding force of action. If'the endless chain 
1 o? reBfrths begins to fret us and,we sigh for liberation, we 

mustineallze that bur wish is idle so long as our hearts are
• sdt upon the enjoyment of any coveted end, for it Is desire 
i tSut Mters the sou! of man, and even the loftiest concep- 
1 l^phs^je are now able to realize, are rooted in things ot 
'■ earth.at ?.
■ I'lLllidfcatlon, the eternal staying of Destiny, comes only to

its own plane. The Individual who commits an act of vio- i 
len.ee UNINTENTIONALLY, must suffer or it, but he : 
Ifiarns thereby the lesson of carefulness and-forethought; : 
he builds into- his character some needed quality, and in 1 
suffering the consequence that must come to him laterl, he 
finds himself equipped with a greater power to * meet .It 
than Im wquld otherwise have had. lie will be careful not 
to do that thing again, because in the world of morals he 
suffers as he suffers outlie physical plane from "criminal 
negligence.-"' ■ - . .

Karma works on all planes equally-—ip the mental world 
and in the moral as well as the physical yvorld.

Good or evil thoughts bring back their own harvest.
Good br evil desires beget their own kind.
Good or evil words return to us as such as truly as good ' 

or evil actions recoil upon their doer. '
This mighty power of Karma throughout all nature IB 

not directed against uq for our undoing. When it Is right- ' 
ly understood, when we learn to work with the law and 
not against it, it will carry us whither we will, for as Mrs. 
Besant very truly says: "Nature Is conquered by obedience, 
and her restless energies are at our bidding as soon as 
we by knowledge work with thqm and not against them.”

There afe certain aspects of destiny, however, that seem 
tp us Inexplicable even under the karmic law.. These are 
concerned largely with death and bereavement. Death 
may come to a man under the karmic law at a given time, 
when he has finished bis al.lotted:task in a given life) long 
or short. But what of those to whom his death brings

'sorrow and loneliness? What>have they to do wlth.lt? 
What is the meaning of Infant mortality? Why does a 
sour Incarnate at all, if'Its span of life is destiffed to be 
so brief? . " ’ .

It has been said, and I think wisely; that if man did not. 
have the experience of bereavement by death, if death did 
not come at length to everyone, man would become bo 
deeply enmeshed in material things that the growth of his 
soul would be sadly hindered., - It is the loss of those 
we love that turns our thoughts to higher things. In 
seeking to follow them in our longing fancy, we look up 
with an.eagerness we never knew before. Many a man’s 
first glimpse of heaven, hla first touch of religious-feelipg; 
has come to him through the death of one he loved.

The mot’her who mourns for her lost babe,, lifts her soul 
to God as she never lifted It before. In travail and suf
fering, the birth ofwnan's higher being Is brought to pass.

Karma is both retributive and evolutionary. Perhaps 
these very friends of whom we are now bereft were once 
before neglected or unappreciated by us and now we have, 
come to know their full worth through loss.

Karma may demand a man’s death at a particular time 
because the link that binds him to that particular Ufé pas 
simply worn away. He dies in order that he may come 
back into incarnation under different circumstances and 
under different conditions. The number of young infants 
who die is considerable, but have.-you ever thought how 
many waiting souls are born from time to time without 
a welcome? Have you ever thought in the progress of 
what we call “race suicide” how many- waiting souls are 
denied the bodies that would naturally be theirs because 
the duties of maternity are irksome t \

What do you think will be the karma of all this? In 
some future Uffe, having refused to link our lives .with 
these waiting souls who are seeking Incarnation, shall we 
not sometime have to do without them when we’do. want 
them—when our hearts cry out in agony at the bereave
ment? ' ¿fin! #hen the long chain of cause and effect. is finally 

irgkg^To all pt us this boon must come at length, but 
•{the ¿ufjo£i;grai»lta still-far-from most of us—ha1^ far Wé 
ïflHMûdge burtelveg/'for’ in th? Gif à .we' read .thé'law d'e- 
felkrea^Éy Krishna to all disciples:

TWhp.se works are all free from the moulding of desire, 
whose actions are burned up by the fire of wisdom, he is 
called a Sage by the spiritually wlsff.

“Having abandoned all attachment to the fruit of ac- 
tlôii, always content, seeking refuge in none, although do
ing actions,-he is not doing anything.
- “Free from desire, his thoughts controlled by the Belt, 

hiiving abandoned all attachment, performing action by 
tfie'body alone, he doth not commit sin.

“Content with whatsoever he récelveth, free from the 
pairs of opposites, without envy, balanced in success and 
failure, though he hath acted, he is not bound.

“For with attachment dead,- harmonious, his thoughts 
established-in wisdom, bls works sacrificés, all his action 
melts away."
'•' TheSoùl that has-attalned to such a state of blessedness 
lafffbncerned no longer with problems of destiny. The 
Btorms of life beat upon him without effect. Circum- 
Btefices no longer constrain him,’ for he has reached tfip. 
place of Peace in the Temple of God whence he shall "go 
no. more out forever,”

There are men anti women.whose lives qre barrentto-day,. 
men find wmuén'
rent .with longing,'reaping the jiarvest..of past sowing when 
the laughter of children failed to move them to joyousnless, 
when little restless hands and noisy little feet only fretted 
them, when maternity meant to them nothing but wjaarl*- 
ness and work; THEY WANT TO BE RID OF CHILD
REN, and now their desire has borne, fruit In barrenness.

Thé karma of bereavement is no, less just than any other 
kind of karma. We do not knbw/ita workings In detail, 
but the Good Law never fails—-it never works Injustice. 
Suffering it brings, undoubtedly, but that suffering IS AL
WAYS JUST. ' ./".

The problem of destiny presents certainly In the light of 
karma a new aspect . There. Is no such thing as accident. 
Even in great calamities, such as earthquakes, floods and 
fires, we hear of people rescued from the common danger 
by some apparently miraculous means. No man meets a. 
violent death that is unmerited; no man is saved from it 
without reason. Thé man who missed the steamer .which 
foundered at sea the Other day, was extricated from that 
danger by the Lords of. Karma fiecause he had no share 
In the consequence about to overtake his qomrades.

It is quite true that so far as the main events of a given 
life are concerned, a man is largely, the creature of destiny

Under the inspiration of the spirit 
world we have organized a new society 
designated the Church of Humanity, 
We meet regularly every Sunday-at 8 
p. m. in Alisky Building, Room.300,. 
265 Morrison street, 'near Third. We 
feel assured that such an organization 
in Portland is supplying a.long-felt 
want in the. presentation of a non
commercial and religious Spiritualism.

Many people afe joining us who 
would not affiliate with organized 
Spiritualism under its . present condi
tions. „ /

We are not malcontents, nor are we 
In opposition to any other society, but 
simply believe we have a.better meth
od of conducting that which proposes 
to be a spiritual education of . the peo
ple. ' -.

Some of us have discovered that <jr- 
dlnatlon under . Spiritualism means, 
LITTLE OR NOTHING AS. FAB AS 
MORAL CHARACTER IS CON
CERNED OR EVEN »ABILITY TO 
TEACH A REASONABLE PHILOSO
PHY ; OF LIFE, so we have decided 
under the guidance of our inspira
tions to seek a new field of expression.

Our ideas are as follows:
"Recognizing that all constitutions 

cannot be counted as infallible or fie 
unalterable In nature, we will not sub
scribe to anything which is not pro
gressive,. in its character;. therefore 
our order will, only have for its con
stitution a general statement of prin
ciples which have proven- to be of 
value In the spiritual unfoldment. of, 
humanity. .

. It is not our Intention to found a 
new sect so much as to have a rellg- 
jous society on brbad non-sectarian 
Sines of thought which will -Include 
what we believe to be the'best ideas 
Existent in alV’religious philosophies.

Realizing thht the great Infinite 
Life has not given to any one body of 
people all the truth relative to human 
advancement, we welcome from every 
source whatever all. that which, has. 
proven .Itself of value in the general 
and particular unfoldment of human
ity. Tliis society will not have any 
board of directors, trustees or com-. 
mlttee»,.but a duly elected-, directing 
head,,who shall be assisted' .by -two 
members of the society,: a lady and a 
gentleman. These' appointments-shall 
take place.onoB every year .ofi a. vote 
by the members of. the society. The

public along spiritual, and progressive 
lines of thought. He will receive no 
fixed salary but shall bo maintained 
and supported by the inembers of the 
society, according to their individual 
ability to do so.

A statement of affairs will be read 
publicly at a. monthly session of the 
church convened once a month.

No dues or entrance fees will be re
quired of any person, joining the so
ciety, but free-will offerings will be 
•taken up at each church service, mem
bers being specially enjoined to give 
according to their, ability.

We do not wish members, of other 
churches or societies fo Join us unless 
their usefulness in that particular 
Sphere is ended, and they feel, the 
promptings of their inner self guiding 
them to seek a broader - .conception of 
religious effort, ororieM any fate .'more 
in harmony with their"fdeal,

Our Ideal Is to include In our teach
ings in as comprehenslve a manner as 
possible all that is ,making for the 

. true individual unfoldment .of human- 
’ ity, and also that wJScb is favorable 
to the advancement¿¿.human.society 
as a whole. , j jt

We are convinced gref^ls.no death, 
and that our lovedtonea|Basslng into 
the realms of spirit lifo-stllLcommune. 
with us and help us according to their 
ability. fij'lii '

We are convinced the human 
soul progresses thrq^gbauj; the Infini
tude of-the ages,- and that wise 
and exalted spirits (damnyine with us 
who are still In earth’s {environment, 
teaching us howto ltee ;sg^.s to attain 
to peace and happln,^^ .J) .

We do not accept}ftpygleaehlnga as 
infallible, coming frpm- orw particular 

_book, bible or indivfilnala and though 
respecting and- accepting all that 
which has made humanltjaprogress in 
the true knowledge ¡qf themselves, yet 
we do not bojv the fcneebin hero wor
ship to any embodied: divinity, realiz
ing that the same divinity is within 
ourselves, and that we-must work out 
our own development according to the 
light, which fir received from within. 
We value all’publlc. utterances given 
inspirationally or otherwise along 
spiritual and educational liQes . of 
thought, inasmuch. as they - stimulate 
us to think and arouse the dormant ac
tion of the brain cells... . ■

We believe in psychic endowment 
possessed by certain individuals, and 
their • ability to. bring:; humanity-- in 
touch with'the life'boyuildithe tomb, 
but we do not advocate th£‘commer
cial and indiscriminate: use of these 
.gifts ■- in public;.:: Wn»beltevd in: every 

| effort, scientific and otherwise, made

VftUJftBLt LIBRftRY
-■ /..QF

S^IRITUfiLISTIG LITERfiTUKÊ.
BOOKS' FOR ALL MÄSTS TO PERUSE

Gospel of Nature. A book filled from beginning to end with spiritual 
truth of the most sublime and soul-stirring character. In touch with all 
life. By M. L. Sherman and Wm. F. Lybn; Brice, $1.

Great Roman Anaconda, or Thirty-Seven and a half years in the • 
Church of Rome. A 32-page pamphlet. By Prof. George P.‘ Rudolph, 
Ph. D, Price, 15 cents. .

Happiness and Marriage. By Elizabeth Towne. Price 50 cents.
• How to Grow Success. By'Elizabeth Towne. Price 50 cents.
Harmonics of Evolution. A valuable work by Florence Huntley, ■ 

Cloth. Price, $2. ' >
Health and Power. . A handbook of cure and human upbuilding'by; 

aid of new, refined and powerful methods of nature. By E. D. Babbitt, 
M. D. Cloth coyer. Price, 35 cents.

Heliocentric Astrology ¿nd Solar Mentality, with illustrations and ' 
ephemeris. By Verno Vedra. Cloth.. Price, $1.50.

Heresy, or Led to the Light. ' By the will known writer, Hudson 
Tuttle. Paper cover only. Price 30 cents. ■ ,

Heroes and Hero Worship. By Thomas Carlyle. Price 50 cents.
History of Atharael. Lite ip the Stone Age., The history of Atha- 

rael, chief priest of Al Aryans. ■ Written through U. G. Figley, It ia 
very interesting. -Price 30 cents.

History of the Christian Religion to the Year 200. By Chas B. Waite, 
A. M. Cloth bound. Price $2.25.

_ History of the Inquisition. Just the book for those seeking informa
tion concerning that most damnable institution known in history—the 
Roman Catholic Inquisition. By Cyrus Mason, M. D. Price 25 cents.

How the Bible Was Invented. By M. M. Mangasarian. Price 10 cts.
How to Train Children and Parents. By Elizabeth Towne.- Price ' 

25 cents. • *
Human Culture and Cure. Part First. Philosophy of Cure, Includ

ing Methods and Instruments. By E. D. Babbitt, M. D. Price, 75 cts.’ 
Part Second, Marriage, Sexual Development and Social Upbuilding. 
Price, 75 cents. Parts Third and Fourth, in one volume, Part Third be
ing devoted to Mental and Psychological Forces, and Part Fourth to the 
Nervous System and Insanity. Price $1. Part Fifth, The Bodily Or
gans, Their Diseases and the Great Natural Methods for Their Cure, 
Price, $1.

., —- : . - .. g
tlon.^hut also believe that this end 
is best accomplished in private under 
certain specific conditions where the 
almighty dollar is not the leading mo
tive.

Members of our society, or well 
known workers of good moral charac
ter, who possess psychic power, will 
be permitted to give messages of a 
spiritual character according to the 
inspiration received at each church 
service.

Monthly conferences will be held 
for mutual edification and fellowship. 
Our aim Is to found a society on the 

’principles of righteousness-—not com
mercialism—and therefore all our 
work will be supported by the free
will offerings of .the people. Each 
member will have an. equal right to 
have a voice in the management of the 
affairs of the society, t' c '

We believe in the equality of the 
sexes, and that woman be accorded 
those' privileges which hitherto have/ 
been thought to be the exclusive right 
of man. . -

We place-our confidence In the im
mutable laws of . Infinite - Goodness, 
■seeking constantly-for the inspiration 
and power of those ascended hosts 
who dwell in the realms of peace, har
mony and love, ■ and; who are banded 
together for/humanity's progression.

DAVID A. LEISK.

Heaven Revised. By Mrs. E. B. Duffey. Price 25 cents,
Human Personality, and Its Survival of Bodily Heath. By Frederic 

W. H. Myers. Edited by Richard Hodgson and Alice Johnson. Two 
volumes. Price $12.

Hypnotism. By Albert Moll. Price $1.50.
Hypnotism. By L. W. DeLaurence. Price, paper, 50 cents; cloth, Sil.
Hypnotism and Suggestion. By C. Lloyd Tuekey. Price, $3. ’
Hypnotism. An Experimental Study. By Dr. B. von Krafft-Ebing. 

Price, $1.25.
Hypnotism, Its History and Present Development. By Fredrik Bjorn- 

strom, M. D. Price 75 cents. ,
Immortality. Its naturalness, its possibilities and proofs. By J. M. 

Peebles, M. D. Price 10 cents.
Influence of the Zodiac Upon Human Life. This biok states the sim

ple principles of the Zodiac in simple terms, and in a manner highly in- 
teresting and instructive. By Eleanor Kirk. Price, cloth $1.

Ingersoll’s Lectures. Forty-four addresses and answers to his critics. 
A portly volume containing an immense amount of matter. Price, post
paid, $1. '

Inner Life Mysteries Explained. The present age and inner life, an
cient and modern. By Andrew Jackson Davis. Price $1; postage,’10c.

Interviews With Spirits. A real visit with friends on the other side 
of life and a familiar talk. An interesting book. By Carrie E. S, 
Twing, medium. Price 50 cents.

In the World Celestial. A story of spirit life. By Dr. T. A. Bland, 
Cloth. Price, $1. ...

In Tune With the Infinite, or .Fullness of Peace, Power and Plenty, 
By Ralph Waldo Trine. Price, $1.25.

Invisible Helpers. By C. W. Leadbeater. Written in the author's 
charming style. Cloth, Price, 55 cents.

Jesus Christ a Myth. By M. M. Mangasarian. Price 25 cents.
Jim. A story for young people, teaching spirit guidance. By Carrie 

E. S. Twing. Price $1.
Joan, the MecLum, or the Inspired Heroine of Orleans. This is the 

most beautiful history of Joan of Arc ever written. Thrillingly inter- ' 
esting and convincing. By Moses Hull. Price, cloth, 40c; paper. 25c

Journeys to the Planet Mars, or Our Mission to Ento. By Sara Wei™' 
Cloth bound. Price $1.50. *

Just How to Concentrate. By Elizabeth Towne. Price 25 cents
Just How to Cook Meals Without Meat. A small valuable book on 

vegetarian cooking. By Mrs. Elizabeth Towne. 25 cents.
Just How to Wake the Solar Plexus. By Mrs. Towne. A book on 

concentration. Price 25 cents.
Karma. By A. P. Sinnett. Price 50 cents.
Karezza. Ethics of Marriage. A plea for a better birthright foe 

children and a higher development of parentage through the most sa
cred relations. By Alice B. Stockham, M. D. Price, cloth, $1.

Kate Field. A Record. By Lilian Whiting. Price $z.
Kingdom of Love and Other Poems. By Ella Wheeler 

Price $1.
Koran. From the original Arabic. Price, cloth, $1.
Koradine. A prophetic story, and a valuable .book for girls to read. 

Written by Dr. Alice B. Stockham and Lida Hood Talbot. Price $1.
Language of the Stars. Thio important work is the first practical ex

position of the Astro-Magnetic forces of Nature—in relation to man—, 
yet issued. Price 50 cents.

Law of Psychic Phenomena. By Dr. T. J. Hudson. Price $1.50.
Longley’s Choice Collection of Beautiful Songs. Price, board covers, 

50 cents; elotb, 75 cents.
Life and Matter. An answer to Haeckel’s Riddle of the Universe. 

By Sir Oliver Lodge. Price $1; postage 12 cents.
Life and Reminiscences of Robert G. Ingersoll. The work is well 

written by his life-long friend Edward C. Smith. Handsomely bound in 
cloth. Price, postpaid, $2.

Life Beyond Death. Being a review of the World’s Beliefs on the 
Subject, a Consideration of Present Conditions of Thought and Feel- • 
ing, Leading to the Question as to Whether It Can Be Demonstrated as 
a Fact, to Which Is Added an Appendix Containing Some Hints as to 
Personal Experiences and Opinions. By Minot Judson Savage, D. D. 
Price, $1.50^ postage, 10 cents.

Life of Thomas Paine. Illustrated withyiews of the old Paine home
stead and Paine Monument at New Rochelle. By the editor of the Na
tional, with preface and notes by Peter Eckler. Price, cloth, 75 cents.

Life Work of Cora L. V. Richmond. An interesting book regarding 
a world-renowned inspirational lecturer, a pioneer worker in Spiritual- 
ism. Compiled and edited by H. D. Barrett. Price $2, postpaid.

Light of Egypt, or the Science of the Soul and the Stars. A grand 
work of profound philosophical deductions, on a theme of great interest 
to everybody. Price $2.

Magic—The Old and New Magic. An explanation of the tricks of 
legerdemain. Price, $1.50; postage 10 cents. -

Mahomet, His Birth, Character and Doctrine., Historically correct. 
Exact and perfect in every detaikand; beyond adverse criticism. Ry 
Edward Gibbon. Price, 25’cents. " '

Lake Brady Camp. -
The .weather man was kind to the, 

visitors at Brady, Sunday, August 12, 
the day being perfect.. Mrs. Elizabeth 
Schauss :bf ’ Toledo, Ohio, was the 
speaker of the: day, this being her sec
ond appearance here In that capacity. 
She Is well-liked, as all- earnest, hon
est expounders of the truth as they see 
It should be. She began the morning 
service by reading-, an original poem- 
on the subject of “Worship.” In-re
sponse to a request for a subject, the

sfio spoke on. "The Origin -ani Destiny 
of Man” and .‘-'.Universal Mental Lib
erty.” The psychometric readings of 
articles after the lecture were very ac
curate .and. convincing.,'-. May she be 
given health and inspiration- to con
tinue in the good work many years.

MARY L. BETTES.
Cuyahoga Falls,. Ohio.......

By the Author of
“fl Wanderer in Spirit Lands

«THE STRANGE STORY OF ABRINZIMAN.”
" The Periiah Uystlc Emperor. -

A weird, powerfully told dramatic story of the earth life ahd subsequent 
Experiences in the Spirit World of the "Guide, Ahrizimau.” Few books ' 
are more calculated to hold the readers interest from the first page to the 

st, and mnoh that is orlginal and new-will be found in the accounts given ' 
of Ahrinztman’a Studies in the Domain of Magic and its relation to obsessions ' 
and other perplexing problems of spiritual intercourse. Price, cloth $j; 00 
Postage," W cent& Pepen W oent' -............. -
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boat down the river past the 
works on a mission for the 
army. '

When the colonists had

Honor for Thomas Paine.
Revulsion of Public Sentiment Toward That Noble 

Statesman and Hero of the Revolution Comes
’ at Last—Services to His Country, h

Has a revulsion of feeling set in to
ward Thomas Paine? There are many 

, signa to indicate an affirmative answer. 
One Is found In the fact that his bust 
was admitted to Independence Hall 
last year, after having been refused 

, admission for a long time previously. 
Another is shown by the recent ac
ceptance of his statue by the city of. 
New Rochelle, N. Y., and the designa
tion of the old lane that led up to his 

s house as Paine Avenue. A' third Is 
keen in the returns to a Philadelphia 

- newspaper when it asked for a vote on 
candidates for the . Hall of, Fame, 
Paine got more votes than any other j 
one name. A fourth indication is dis
cernible in the kindlier and more ap
preciative notices of Mr. Paine in the 
recent encyclopedias and histories and 
In the magazines and press generally. 
A fifth sign, and mo'st Important of all 
is visible in the revival of the tradition 
that Paine was the real author of the 
Declaration of independence.

Books have been written during the 
last quarter century to prove Paine’s 
authorship of this most fagjpus of pc- 
litleal documents. The most consplc- 

".-uous advocates 6f the idea are Van 
■ Buren Denslow and William Henry 

Durr.
Was a Reformer.

Paine’s services to America cannot 
be overrated. In his first work as as
sistant editor of the Pennsylvania 

^Magazlnb he outlined several reforms 
that did not become, popular • until 
nearly*a century later. Among these 
were opposition to slavery advocacy of 
a phase of woman’s rights and con
demnation of the custom of dueling;

He was the first man to write “the 
Independent States of America." Six 
months before the adoption of the 
Declaration he set the colonies on fire 
for independence by his pamphlet, 
"Common Sense.” The copyright of ( 
this he gave to the various states. 
Though it had an unprecedented sale 
up to that time of over 106,000 copies, 
Paine not only had no money from It, 
but paid the expenses of printing. He. 
said he never could feel it right to 
make money from his politics or re
ligion. .Yet he was very poor during 
most of 'his life, being at times in act- 

■ ual want. 1
After its publication its author 

urged independence in season and out 
of season. It was at' this time, says 
the tradition, that Paine prepared his 
draft of the Declaration and showed it 
to a few of his close friends like Jef
ferson and Franklin. Finally his ef
forts were crowned with success.

Paine then shouldered a musket and 
wont into the army as a common sol
dier. Born a Quaker, he abhorred 
war as such and often wrote against 
ft, but to fight for defense and liberty 
he thought holy. At one tiigp he 

, risked his life in going in an open

havetidivuiged a committed' secret. 
The outcry against Deane was caused 
by the fact that Paine thought he was 
betraying his country’s Interests, 
which idea was borne out by later de
velopments,. but Deane’s friends 
raised so-much of a disturbance that 
Paine resigned. He was next made 

, clerk of the Pennsylvania Assembly.
He helped write the constitution ot 
that, state, which became a model-for 
others. When' the colonies were 
practically bankrupt and Washington 
-was calling for money, Paine wrote, a 
fiery letter proposing a popular sub
scription, which he headed with his 
whole year's salary. As a result, an 
immense sum-for that day was'raised 
and the crisis-was averted.
. At a later . date, when financial 
stringency again came, he proposed 
seeking a loan from France. His 
plan wan finally appoved, and Colonel 
Laurens was sent to look after the 
matter, Paine accompanying him as 
private secretary. •

A.t ¿he close of the Revolution Mr. 
Paipe 'was presented with a farm at 
Bordentown. N. J,, an another at 
New Rochelle, N. Y. The cottage o'n 
the New Rochelle place Is still s’tand-

I Ing. The farm has been recently 
sold and divided up into city lots,

At one time the Legislature ot Vir
ginia proposed to vote Paine a sum Of 
money for his services, but notwith
standing this promise, he published a 
pamphlet called “Public Goqd," -for 
the reason that he' believed Virginia 
was not treating properly the western 
territory that belonged to her, and as 
a result the gift was not' voted. 
There are few .greater.examples ot un
selfish devotion to duty than this.

Helped the French Revolution.
Paine might have settled down now 

tp enjoy the honor and gratitude of 
America, but the French Revolution 
was coming on, and he hurried to

enemy's 
patriot

reached
dark days Paine .began ¿he publication' 
of .“The. Criéis” to cheer up the sol
dier^.' He kept on issuing successive 
■numbers till the war was over. Some
times he wrote them on a drumhead 
by the camp-fire and printed them on 
brown paper when no other sort could 
be secured. These pamphlets have 
been described as “half battles.” 
They were read at the heads of tbe 
regiments .and aroused the despairing 
soldiers like the peal of a trumpet. 

> The first one began with the memor- 
■ able sentence, “These ’are the .times 

that try men’s souls." No more stir
ring calls were ever made. They 
.were veritable battle cries of freedom.

On General Green’s Staff.
Inline also served for a time as an 

aide to General Green. He was then 
• made secretary of the Foreign Affairs 
Committee of Congress, a very import
ant position in that day. The discov
ery of what he considered perfidy on 
the part of Silas Deane -caused Mr. 
Paine to expose that gentleman, and 
unfortunately he was considered , to

Europe. Franklin had . once said, 
’’Where liberty is not, there is mine.” 
try,” Paine quickly responded, 
“Where, llbert yls not, there la mine." 
France heeded him and hq, h^ard the 
call. In the mean time he had been 
working hard o'! an invention ot a 
bridgf he had made, the principle of 
which was utilized in .later days.

• Hurrying to France, he participated 
in the first moves of the Revolution. 
At one time,,with a few others, he is
sued an address and placarded Paris, 
and it stirred that capital as America 
had been stirred before. . He also had 
a part In preparing "The Declaration 
of Rights” and other documents.

Going to England in connection with 
his bridge, he was incensed by 
Burke’s attack on the French Revolu
tion and wrote a reply, the famous 
“Rights of Man.” This book had 
the same unprecedented sale in Eng
land that “Common Sense” had had in 
America. The younger Pitt, who was 
nt the hpad of the government, said 
that If it had been combated it would 
have caused a revolution in Great 
Britain, ,and. jhat reason, a move 
was made to prosecute the author. 
Escaping to France, Raine was elected 
a member of the_ National Convention, 
where he allied himself with the more 
moderate party, or Girondists. He 
served with distinction until the pro
posal to execute the King was brought 
forward. This he opposed, though 1t 
almost cost him his own life to do so. 
He advocated giving the deposed mon
arch an asylum In America. "Kill the 
monarchy, but spare the man,” he 
said.

The latter part of Paine’s life was 
spent in disease and sadness. After 
his death his body was taken to Eng
land, and no one knows its resting- 
place to this day.

Students of Thomas Paine have 
called him the greatest political writer 
that ever lived. They have asserted 
that he was practically the founder of 
modern demoncracy. He has been 
named “The Author-Hero of the'Rev
olution,” also “The Great Commoner 
of MSnklnd.”—New York Morning 
Telegraph, July 22, 1906.

I

A Paper that Never Falters, Never Pauses in Its Effort for the Greatest Good to 
the Gause of Spiritualism, Science, Morality, Higher Thought, and a’Petter^ife. 
Never Lacking for Life and the Dissemination of Most Important Mind-Food.’

Give Us the Truth, the Whole Truth, and Nothing but the Truth

Spiritualis£Mngs.
It I* Important when a meeting is 

«impended, that notice be given ub, so 
that inquirers may not be mislead. We 
Want new notices of all meetings being 
held hero in public balls at the-present 
time.

First German Spiritualist Society on 
the West Side. Meetings every Sunday 
at 8 p. m. In Garselman’s Hall, corner 
Aahland avenue and W. IStji street

The Light of Truth Church will hold 
services in Hopkins’ Hall 528 W 63rd 
street, near' Stewart? avenue; 'Confer, 
ence at 3 p. m. Lecture at 7:45.( Mes- 

| sages at each service.' Midweek meet
ing Thursday 3 p. m. Mrs. Jeffery Bur- 
land. pastor.

The Church of tho Psychic Forces 
holds services at Wilcox Hall, corner 
Champlain avenue and 43d street, every 
(Sunday. Conference at 3 p. m. Lec
ture at 8 p. m. The hall number is 361- 

.868 East 43d street Conducted by Mrs..
tea Cleveland. . . ■

’ ; Golden; Rule Spiritualist' Society, 
Nora E. Hill, pastor; Dr,vJ. H. Ran
dall, assistant pastor. Holds services 
every Sunday evening during July and 
August,' at 0’Donnell's College Hall, 
Paulina street, near Washington Bou
levard. All welcome.

Teinple Light and Truth, 870 Waban- 
Ela avenue, near Robey street and 
North avenue. Sunday-school 10:80 a. 
m. Leptures an.d spirit messages given 
at 3 and 8 p. m., by Mrs. T. Loll, pastor, 
every Sunday, in German and English.

The Hyde Park Occult Society holds

pax CHOMETJIIC READINGS, 25 cenia
A, Äen“ ““°- MHS. FbANOSS K. SVAKQUSU, 222.HlgMlind St., Pittaburg, Kan. •

MBS. B. M. «XTCHCOOlt will' answer a 
questions for 25c; Send owu handwriting and 

Jock of hair. KuH reading, 11. • Fern HÙ1, Pierce 
Co.,-Wash.

ALEX CAIRD, M D.
HEALER.

•J

Madam A>u«Jla>wlil answer s questions for , , JVITS. Di'. CRirÓ,

25c Send own handwriting aud lock of hair. Clairvoyant and Automatic Writing 
rull reading. 11.00. Uadam Amelia, Box 818. ' r -„ T, ■ —
Butte, Montana. Medium,

The Way, the’Truth and the Life, MRS. MAMIE HELYETT,
Taught by an unfailing method^ -, . ^^6 JHediUm.

.008 DevteaderaKL, San ^ranctaeo.Cal. 

Sena Loen ot Mair, data of birth^eif-ad-' DR, CAIRD will be pleased to see 
Ureseei envelope and 30 eentsdn ata® as lor natlents reaulrink VITAL TREAT- test reading, to MVb.-’tl. V; Arris, M6 W, Ban-ii .. j

coiphstreet,Chicago,hl a ... MENT» and explain his methods. Will
----- '■----------------—------ :—--------- —- also give treatment andadvice for the 

■ Hree Test Readings. development of latent Psychic Power.
Anyone wishing to test my ability as aciair- 'Consultation free. Treatment $1.00 

voysnt will please address me In their qwn band- each, or course of fifteen for $10.00.
BusineeB^eMlni-.preferred. W. D Offlc0 0 8ec0Ild street, Ltly Dale, N. Y. DlAftA, ViXOu, 111.

FRED P. EVANS,
Note&Medium for

Slatewriting, Clairvoyance, Etc., 
Interviews dally from Kitol. Readings and de

velopment by mail may bo obtained by writing to 
Mr. Evans for particulars. Famous book on 
81at3-wi’itlng, 11.20, while they lust. Address, 

FBEO P, EVANS.
2028 Sacramento, street, Sun Fraqcteua.Cul.

Notes From Chesterfield Camp, Ind.
I feel impressed to write briefly, 

touching the good work now going on 
at Camp Chesterfield, Ind. First and 
foremost, while the average attend
ance up to date will not cope with that 
of former annual sessions, I am pre
pared to say from my own personal 
viewpoint, that on no previous session 
during Its fifteen years’ standing, has 
the camp been blessed with superlbr 
talent to that of trie present session.

This class of laborers come in as 
follows: W. F. Peck, Mary E. Lease, 
B. F. Austin, Will J. Erwood, Anna L. 
Gillespie, Marian Carpenter, T. W. 
llmith, Dr. Knowles, and Dr. J. M. 
Peebles, all of whom are too well- 
known to require being located on this 
occasion.

I think Dr. Peebles capped the cli
max this afternoon. His subject, 
though unstated, was “Health for 
Body and Mind; and How to Obtain 
It.”-

. 1.—Physical health, only to be had 
¡by cleanliness, proper exercise of 
body, and pure diet regimen. *

2.—Mental health can come to no 
man or woman only by or through 
the process of pure, kind and wise 
thinking. The equally balanced exer
cise of the bodily and mental func
tions, together is indispensable to pro
duce the rounded out, perfect healthy 
man or woman. In referring to knowl
edge as being the “savior" of man
kind, as is often proclaimed, the Doc
tor said: “Knowledge, per se, could 
be, and often is shown to be a de
stroyer of life Instead of a savior; 
that love guided by wisdom Is the sav
ing power of mankind.” He gave 
many word-illustrations evidencing 
the truth of his claims. Especially 
did he exemplify this while standing 
upon the platform, a youth of 85 sum
mers, strong, ¡robust and active in bod
ily functions/ voicing clear and force-

traction. It causes one, witnessing 
its management and its numerous, 
useful manipulations for the unfold- । 
ment of juvenile life into the practi
calities of manhood and womanhood, 
to think back to the days when the 
doubly immortalized Aristotle organ
ized his school of learning on the 
green banks of a beautiful stream, and 
his school was named "The. Lyceum.”

The Ladies' Auxiliary, for finance, 
in way of bazaar, lawn fetes, interna
tional cantata and other socialistic en
tertainments, is a success in every 
particular. Women here, stand as the 
equals of men. Our spirit message
bearers from the platform; give strong 
evidence that they have been wisely 
selected by celestial denizens as their 
true representatives.

The mediums, golden links connect
ing earth and heaven by their physical’ 
manifestations, thus laying the cor
ner-stones cut from the mountain ot 
Facts‘Upon which to erect the temple 
of Life’s philosophy, what shall we 
say of them ? I believe they are true 
to their high calling. They are doing 
a grand work. Only last night a se
ance was-given by Mrs. M., a material
izing medium, where many spirits ap
peared, fully recognized; among them' 
was my daughter Tilly, who sb lately 
passed on to the-Mornlng Land.

Our accommodations: Visiters tell 
the story that they have plenty of 
good victuals here to eat, and cleaif- 
Beds to sleep on.

Last, though far from being least 
in point of life’s blessings, our good 
brother and. sister, Mr. ' and ,Mrs. 
Schlatter, are the physical saviors of 
hundreds who visit the camp for the 
special purpose of being relieved of 
their physical ailments. -

' ' ' J. H. MENDENHALL.

regular Sunday evening services, 7:45 
O'clook, at 819 E. 55th street, between 
Klmbark and Monroe avenues. Jackson 
Park cars pass the door. The best tal
ent available will be secured for all 
meetings. To spread the truth Is the 
object of this society. Address all com
munications to Miss Eva L. Stewart, 
corresponding secretary, 455 E. 55th 
street. -Entrance to hall, 819 E. 65th 
street.

The Rising Sun Mission "holds serv
ices every Sunday.' Lyceum, lectures 
and tests at 3 p. m.; lectures and spng 
service at 8 p. m. Advanced speakers, 
good test mediums and go’od singing. 
Temple, Oakley Boulevard,' between 
Jackson Boulevard and Adams, street.

Spiritual Mission Chapel (Old 77) 
77 East Thirty-first street. Services 
every Sunday at 3 and 8 p. m. Scien
tific and philosophical, lectures; best 
psychic and message bearers in attend
ance. Prof. F. M. Stoller, conductor.

The German-English Society, Bund 
der Wahrhelt No. 18, holds services ev
ery: Sunday evening at ,8 . o'clock- in 
Brand’s Hall, 162 North avenue, be
tween Halsted and Clyhourn. Also 
every Thursday evening in Math. Jung?s 
Hall, 1071 Lincoln avenue,, southeast 
corner Ashland and Lincoln avenues; 
entrance first door north of Howard’s 
theater. Frank Joseph, medium. Ev
erybody welcqme.

Church of the North Star Spiritual 
Union, incorporated. Meetings Sun
days at 8 p. m. sharp, at Peris Hall, 
1646 Milwaukee avenue, near Western 
avenue. Mrs. Letzter,. speaker and 
medium. All welcome.' c-

Chicago Spiritual Alliance Clitfrch, in 
Vincennes Hall, 36th and Cottage Grove 
avenue. Mrs. May Elmo, pastor. All 
welcome. Services at 3 and 8 p. m.

Spiritual Science Society meets every 
Sunday from 2 to 10 p. m„ at Arlington 
Hall, N. W. corner of 31st street and 
Indiana avenue. Admission, free. 
Mrs. Dixon will always be in attend
ance. Others will assist. These 
meetings will be continued all summer. 
Dr. Beverly, president, No. 44 East 31st 
■sti-eet

Mrs. Maty Hill holds meetings every 
Sunday and Wednesday evenings at 320 
Flournoy street. Good speakers and 
messages. ...

Divine Spiritual Church holds me^fc 
Ings every Sunday afternoon -apa 
evening at 2:30 and. 7:30, in Hygela 
Hall, corner Ogden avenue and Robey 
street. Good music. All welcome. 
Rev. Lucy A. Hodge Koontz, pastor.

The Christian Spiritualist Society 
holds tent meetings every Sunday af
ternoon and evening at 3 and 8 p. m., 
at Reiger’s Grove, DesPlalnes River 
and West Madison street, conducted 
by Miss Sarah Thomas.

SEISMIC DISTURBANCES.

Another Explanation in. Reference to 
the Same.

I "Discovery of a Lost Trail.” By Chas. 
IB. Newcomb.. Excellent in. spiritual 
i.suggestlveness. . Cloth. SL5O7 .
1 "Spiritism and Mrs. Leonora e -Piper, Land. Dr. Thomson J. Hudson's,theories

3-i. 4-r* T« »> T».. *— ■» -- ‘ ‘ *

fully his/thoughts in Demosthenlan 
eloquence. It Is speaking it but mild
ly to say, the Doctor so impinged his , «—„a n,« »thoughts, so highly seasoned with love1 I? tvuLv t0Dpmnn^ir*^^U^ 

and wisdom, upon the consciousness! and
of his many earnest listened ns' to f
make lasting, useful Impressions. Bp„_ „ ,p mma. Price, 25 cents. 
May he live to visit Camp Chesterfield ■‘Religious and Theological Works of

- .. „ - ' "(.Thomas Paine,” contains his celebratedmany times. , “Ageof Reaspi?,”andanpmberofiet-
Next in importance to the. outlined terg an(j discourses on religious and 

lecturing department Is the sympo-; theological subjects. Cloth, binding, 
slum' held each Friday afternoon, in 43o Pages. Price $L 
jnitn.parkr“d "Talmagean Inanities, Incongruities,
fashioned conference at the audtto- ^consistencies and Blasphemies ;-n Ro- 
rium Hye mornings out of the week. ,iew Of Rev. T. DeWitt and Rev. Frank 
It is at these meetings our future ¿Qypitt Talmage’s oft-repeated attacks 
speakers are being made. They are upon Spiritualism.” By Moses HnH, 
getting there, too—some ot them on-.yrioe, 10 cents.
double-quick time. I "The Light of Egypt.” Volumw 1
i The little men and women bearing' ano 2. An occult library, in lUiflf, a 
tne-title, The Sunflower Lyceum, un- text-book of esoteric knoirledgii as 
der the tutelage of.Mrs.' Anna;.L. Gil- taught by Adepts of Hernuitlc Pkilos- 
tespie, is fast becoming a center, of at-- :price $2 per vomiMf '- i

fl Unnrtapfiif Restores Lost Vision; H IN VI luül I UI Write tor Illustrated Circular 
xnanhoniQ Bbowlar styles and pricesand OUCuLuuiui photo ot Spirit Yarma, who de- W innnr&l nmn veioped this Clairvoyant power in me. Icanad-nlllllrN Hr< VK Iuet iny Melted PebbleLenb Spectacle ns perfect-111111/1x11 jy to your eyes at your own home aud eeud by

. mail, as It you were In my office. Thoueanda will The Hidden Herb han teen dlecovered through testify. B. jr. FOOBB.
spirit power, and hr ¿the unfoldment of tbe de- 1W Winthrop a ve„Onlc«ro. Ill.
velopmentof ite-foreeU has enabled ua to com- „ _ ™x / .pound it by aclentlha study inlo a perfect tonic, _ POOLE—Dear Sir;—The apectaciea you
that cures lung- nnd throat troubles, coughs and another pair
colds of all kinds. Convince yourself of Its won- *^111 BWßly iinkD^a'
deFful healing properties. A 25 cent sample by Muß. M. L- SOUTHERLAND. Huron. 8. Dak. 
m UI, or call dt the M.’ C.- B. B. Herb Tonio Com-____________ ■ __ _________ ________________________
pany, 516 W. Madteonatreet, Chicago, 111.

SPI RITU AL H EALIN G FrBn?®AJ! 11X11 UAL lll^ril^li^M* wonders Jiving I ubb the spiritual X-?oy to lo 
Mv Treatment fe NatUral and a cate an interusl diseases. A trial will convince

«1 x» « x* - • « x TW» Nervous exhaustion and lost vigor ot bothBtriCtly IrraetlCAl systeni. sexes successfully treated, as hundreds can tee- 
In mv caoacity us a healer« success has crowned. * \ Send name. age. eex, complexion, oneleod- 
mn nW fiflvnrtd Ing symptom, and ten cents 1» sumps, and yon«¿mei a jEaltv*^ refielve a correct diagnosis of your case free,

Uon. Write lor lull »artou')r3B &em nr«.
SMNCalirSL.SWlma. clb “ Addreeemi let--.™to

----------------------- ---- ------------------- FRANCE» L. LOUCKS,
86 Warren 81.MORRIS MT INSTITUTE. DCjn ANIn Dcinirc5

A School <Undar .the Auspices KLAU AND KtJUlCL
oTHplrfoUal Sni. Protwaor of Electric Vibratory Thera-

Thoroughiy quailOed .teachers, A iwo-year’s
course prepares eape j ially for public aud prl- noll,ieinrentT<?ivB me vour nmalnO 11 '.«tin?, 
vale work; open toaU Ofthoth aexea.over 16. Ad- of WHh xour favorite color and,ao»mi With 
ab^’wrim^M Ter“S reaS0“’ Si
able. Write fOFUJataloffue to wpAVJpn ~ . of any individual by which health, hanpineea

vacWuhtt ~ and bueineaa bdoccbs can be eecured. To givewmma 1 nwiml5i. a11 an opportunity, these chqrte will be furnteb^d
lmma J. uwMi.seu . jn club» of ten, until October J, for 25c. each.

————————————— Each Rubecriber becomes a member ot the School 
of Triune Life Culture, entitled to monthly in- 

Cnrininl "A n rir\t in nni Mructiona. Has to obtain the beat results, phys- bpecial ¿AnaOUnCeiBenL IcallyandpsychlcaDy. Address,

> . Immealtately to All School of Therapeutics,
, X , 119 Wtecohsln Street, Milwaukee, Wia.

. The» accdmpMshtBonttrfioT Eleciri<r Vlbr4tory r . ,, r. ------------- -—— » ■■ , ,
Therapeutics wDldenable yon to successfully /
meet the laity and WaatAce as a healer.* Address,

School, of Therapeutics.
.* .'119.Wisconsin st?, Milwaukee. Wte.

6wa«l—Hui

AN ASTONISHING OFFERIN THE WORLD CELESTIAL. .^JBapd three two-cent stamps, lock of 
M hair, ago, name and the leading symp-BY DR. T. A. • tom, and your disease will be diagnosed

With full page photograph of the Heroine Pearl- ’ .
from a spirit painting- free Dy spirit power.

“Three things that make this bookremarlta. ■«„ fl
hie. Its authorship, the astounding claims pat Mrn 11« |!nnQnn.MQr!/flr 
forth in it. ana the philosophy and revelation |f}|0| U| | UUUwUll UQI llul«.

230 North Sixth St '
“It wilt give us courage lopass through the Bau Jose. Call

deep shadows of death to tho sun-ht dime of
the World Celestial. -«Rev. H. W. Thomas.
Cloth bound with gill side stamp; price »1.00

RflDiflNi ENmy as»-
tnMndHm Astronbyslos, by Edgar L. Larkin, ...
Director Lowe'observatory, Echo Mountain, THERE S MO^EY JN IT FOR YOU.
California. This book treats upon anew branch __________
of research into th© ’ taws of nature, and to the -
student, or even an admirer'of the modern on« And It Will Help the Cause ot Honest 
troiogical Literature will surelycoms with great •
interest. Price, cloth.*!.» Mediumship.

.. , »„ »>,„ dm.- I want to put that grand book,Nan and the By ^v^^thur^hambera, “Mysteries of the Seance, or Tricks 
CniniE" I InnM Associate pl King'» College» and Traps of Bogus Mediums,” into 
OU L WV U Lonaon. An excellent book the hands of every SoiritnallRt nn<1 in- 
lor Christian.people wbo would Investigate and ,„°1! a ,
learn tbe tacts ot Bible teachings as well as vestlgator in the land, and will make 
modem spirit phenomena. Price, cloth. «1.10. a specially low price by the quantity 
------ ----- -------------------------------------- to all who will act as agents. It Is in- 
I/n DD-TVI! Ethics ot Marriage. By valuable to all who object to fakery71 fil I / / n nUc?r„5^1°& a and decelt- and WU1 sell readily at all 
plea tor aMmr tor “ktldrcn, and Spiritualist meetings, seances and
alms to lead individuate to seek a higher de- camps. Compiled by a life-long Spir- 
vetepmentof themselves through most sacred ttuallsts. Sample copy, 25 cents, -which 

will be credited on first order for one 
---------------------------dozen or more. Come,. ¡Erlends, help 

us t0 drlve out fakery from our ranks, ;F nw. A celebrated and at the same time help yourself.
________ _______upon a profound sub- Address ED. LUNT, Station A, Boston,ject. Price, cloth, iina____________________________ Mass. ’

■’ To the Editor:—In your valuable 
paper of June 26, our. brother corre
spondent of Denver,.Colo., A.?F. Cool, 
is in error about steam causing earth
quakes. Dry, saturated or super
heated steam is non-exploslve. All 
the fires within the earth could not 
generate steam fast enough to give It 
sufficient force to caiise It to break 
•through the earth's crust, “for the rea
son that the steam would condense? 
A very large body of water, Instàntlÿ 
converted-into steam, is the cause of 
seismic disturbances. -Water-by boil
ing loses the greater-portion of the'ox- 
•ygen that it holds in solutlbn; when 
that is the casé, it wllLexplode. When 
the oxygen is boiled out of the water, 
It is not water, but a bed of electricity.

. Water Is thé most dangerous com
pound known,- and still with care it Is 
the safest., A housewife will give a 
hot stove a wide range if there aré two 
or three drops of water under a dish
pan on the stove. One hundred gal
lons of water instantly converted into 
Bteam will create a force oM60,800,- 
00b pounds. O. V. DAILEY. • 

- Hamilton,'Ohio, ':

"Sciejice and the Future Life." . By 
Jàmes'H. Hyslop, ìb one of: thé' most 
valuable acquisition ¡to the’ literature 
of Modern Spiritualism that has Ap
peared of late years.: It is scientific in 
Its method, profound in ¿its logic, and 
above all sympathetic to; the trutn 
whatever it may be and wherever-it 
may. be found. Price, cloth-, $1.5o. 10 
centB postage extra.

•‘A Conspiracy Against tuo Republic.” 
By Charles' B. Waite, A. M., author of 
“History-of the Christian Religion to 
the Year 200," etc. A-condensed state
ment of facts concerning the efforts of 
church leaders,to get ççptrol of the gov
ernment. An Important work. Paper,

Echoes.” By battle E. Hull. 
This pretty volume contains flfty-eeven 
of the author’s latest and choicest, po
ems. Neatly bound in cloth; and with 

^ertrsit of Iha author, Trice, ?5 cents.

R W MAHOMET, THE ILLUSTRIOUS.’
cf tlioughL n, t™3 better quiUfled to write an impartial and

“ honest life of Mahotaet than Godfrey Wgtlns, spiritual experience, .price. Sl.ou. ■- . • Ba^ taig TO)aaiB y intensely Interesting; IC

’ should be read in" conjunction with Gibpm’s
Work. Price, S5 cents.___________  —Tafreurand’s Letter to the Pope. _

This work vrtlj be lomM especially interesting MOLL E FANOHER. 
to ntlwlro would dutfrelto make® stuayot-Bo- _ r- <
nanism and the BIMe.-(The historic facts stat- Brooklyn Enigma.

•nd,and the keen, jcaUUng.roview of Hornish Anauthentlo statementof facts in the life of 
ideas and practices mwuld be read by alt’ Price Mary J. Fancher, the psychological marvel of

oente. tbe nineteenth century. Unimpeachable testl-
. monv of many witnesses. By Ahwon ft natiwy.

---------------------------- ----------- -------------------------------------- With lUustratlons. Price, cloth. «1.60.

WOMAN ; Dr^ulburL^cm l Practical Methods to Insure Success,
. tbe presont stattw of vuiman, physically, men- A valuable* little work, full ot practical In- 
tally, morauy arfikspittttmlly.--The divine law struction in matters pertaining to physical, 
of true harmouhUnnariiage; etc. Price, 10c. mental and spiritual health, worth many 
------------------  :—:—  ------------------------ times its cost. Price JO cants.

HARMONIC ® EVOLUTION. TI1R Containing chapters on Or-- The Phuot> w waivMuel Ufa. Based

UpowNitnfal’■Science . . Jesus ;’>-nninotal Teachings of the Jesuits; Con-
As taught by nxotftKmaMt^rs of law. By Flor» denmatton of the Order ; ’Expulsion of the Jes 
enee Huntley--Jttsexceddingly-' interesting and uttsiBull ot Pope Clement XiV„ Abolishing the 
distinctly, valùatìifc contribution to the-litera- aocioty; The Jesuits’Estates Act; an appendix 
thro of ovoluticnimnfòldlng its laws from tho of variable lutormbtlon. By B. F. Austin, A 
deeper-and. cleaner epiiltual hspeefe,-and in- M., B.-D. FricelSo ;
¿testing thodof^ts oittho Darmnlan theory. ---------- ■—=—:———;—■——------------------ - —*

»iSSS^^ WS . Wfiu I Am a Veoetarian.Oteth.SS. ■■ Anaddress delivered before the^Chicago Vego*
— ;—'■ *----------------------------------------------- - tartan Society By J. Howard Moore. Price,

Saffig AoSonius of Tuana a
WILMAEM CROOKES. F.-B. S.,.wUh

IIM or The touch of An Arai MecuferHupotfm of Nature II m • Angel The Relation of Its Principles to Continued Ex-
jnni :jaother.~ Istcnceand to tho Philosophy of Spiritualism.
. BY CARRIE E.8..TWING, . , Pa^c^ J

Her dediostory-UnoB are sufficient to show 
the spirit of the nook -as well as the author, it 

(reads, "Because my own- oMldrenbt« all under 
the tender care of , tho. angels, and inv heart is 
bmuny for the love orthi*young“f ___ _________________________

swsg Fatter Tom anú tte Fonc.
otthtaoIHoe. • ■' Or a Night at tho Vatican. Written probably

. ■'__________  ■ by Sir. Samuel .’Terguson. From.Blackwood'a

THE AGE OF REASON Wi«JByThomasPalM^Wraaninvestigationct wlSVLpmbundaS^of brisk wfotvro^ 
’iro.oundFabnlous Thsjkigy. A now and earn. quart bottles of Irish "poteen," and aa
ptew edition,.from plates and now typo: recipe: , tor “conwound&s" tho same.

Commonly called the "A* 
koran ot Mohammed.'- 
The standard Arabian or 
Cloth, sun • , ,

I
I

t

114 President street, Wheaton, Ill,

LOOK OUT! LOOK OUT!

"e »1RS. ll)A JOHNSON,
22 Jackson Pincer Chicago, Ill.

Aug. 85, 190M

Many Interesting Reflections
Wherein the Writer Presents Some Thoughts Wor 

thy of Careful Consideration, , '
! “HapplneBB like health'1b man’B dt« 
'vine heritage.. Don’t be cheated'of 
your btythripht. The. idea that sor- 
rpw la the normal conditio» sprang 
•from the same mind which imagined 
that I* a Jvare not sick occasion
ally there was something the matter 
with him." I

We are healthy and happy when the 
mipd is contented, and this condition 
generally prevails when we are'busy, 

. ■ 'Work Is a stimulant, but when we 
make labor out of our work, it be
comes, drudgery, and we shirk from it.

It is best to choose that which we 
are fitted for, and stick to it until we 
accomplish something.

There need be no fear of an over
production of specialists, ns there are 
enough people in the world of versa
tile natures, being able to turn their 

' hands at the direction of an active and 
variable mind, to have plenty of va
riety. We .will always find persons 
who have a center everywhere and a, 
circumference nowhere; such are uni
versal.

WaltWhitman said: “Produce great 
people—the rest follows!”

Great people are not those who 
have large estates, but those Wlio have 
achieved. The more we do, (.he great
er we are.
^Luther Burbank, the wizard ot hor
ticulture, is one of our great men of 
the present day. He has succeeded In 
giving ud a gladiole wl^lch blooms on 
both sides of the stalk. We also 
have the seedless orange, and tbe 
promise of the odorless onion, and 
through Mr. Burbank’s Ingenuity will 
soon have the seedless apple; then the 
proverbial core of school-days will lie. 
a thing of the past, »nd the “Tom’ 
Sawyers” of the future will have to be 
contented with a bite.

I have crossed the Great American 
Desert many times, and notice greater 
signs of fertility with each succeeding 
trip, and have always contended that 
this great expanse of seeming waste 
will somq day be a verdure plain. It 
only takes,the hand of man to fashion 
things as he needs them, and necessity 
will yet compel him to fertilize all des
ert wastes.

Last, summer I went west on the 
Northern Pacific Railroad, and saw 
many homes and garden spots in des
ert-looking, places, under the care of 
Indians. Vegetation was good; most 
of the houses were well built, many of 
them having screen doors, etc.

All this prophesied to me the advent 
ot the white man and his improvement 
of these lands in future days. I have 
long felt the Spanish needles and cac
tus would some day And their place 
and use in the world.

Standing as lone and ancient senti
nels on the desert land, with their 
great prickly arms outstretched, they 
seem to say, “We are here for a pur
pose, and man with his higher state of 
unfoldnfbnt and consciousness will 
some day find it out

Luther Burbank tells us the day is 
nearing when there will be a “spine- 

| less cactus which will supply an indefi
nite ’amount of food for plan and 
beast, and make the desert laugh a 
harvest when but very slightly titll-., 

. Jate4 by. a.Rlow/’. ■ ■ . , .

। As much attention la -paid to stock I 
raising as to horticulture, horse and I 
dog breaking has almost become a sci
ence. • .

' Blit what of the human family?
Are we scientific in the reproduc

tion of the species?
Just read »n account of the birth ot 

sextupleta at1 Kingston, Williamson 
county, Tenn., a negress being the 
mother. The article stated that all 
the children were alive and well 
formed, as though that was all thqt I 
was necessary in bringing children 
into the world. '

Presldent Roosevelt need not fear 
race suicide as long as child-breeding 
goes on at this rate.

WHAT THE WORLD NEEDS ARE 
CHILDREN BORN INTO IT WITH 
MORE THAN WELL-FORMED BOD
IES. THEY NEED BRAINS AND 
SOUL FORCE AS WELL.

The propagation of the human race 
has gone on in a slipshod, faulty man
ner until it has become dangerous to 
our generation, and asylums, prisons, 
charitable institutes and schools for 
the weak-minded and infirm are the 
results.

Let the people of this generation re
alize their responsibility to coming 
ones, and study the science of right 
living and child-bearing. WITH THE : 
COMING OF SEEDLESS APPLES WB 1 
DO NOT WANT BRAINLESS CHIL
DREN.

The mothers of to-day should feel a 
hundred years is none too soon to be
gin to work (toward perfect child-bear
ing. ■

The curse of Idleness and ignorance 
is great, and is the cause of our news- • 
papers, being tilled with such matter 
as the Hartje divorce and Thaw mur
der cases, etc.

If the sons and daughters of multi
millionaires were taught the lesson of 
usefulness, as well as taught the laws 
of nature and economy of their God
given forces, there would be less ex
penditure of their forces through the 
lusts of Idleness, consequently more 
brain and soul development.

AT PRESENT MONEY COVERS A 
MULTITUDE OF SINS. AND FINE 
CLOTHES AND COSTLY JEWELS 
ARE THE PASSPORT INTO SOCIE
TY; THE CONSEQUENCE 1(5 THAT 
FOOLS AND DEGENERATES 
ABOUND IN THE SO-CALLED UP
PER CIRCLES.

Thank God, there is no monopoly on 
fresh air, water and sunshine.

' Thank God, there Is no law against 
thinking. We can hie ourselves to 
the mountains, breathe pure air, 
bathe in the cool clear waters, read, 
think, study nature and grow, and in 
the meantime prepare the soil of im
provement for those who come after 
us.'

May the time soon coipe when a 
premium will be placed upon SOUL
DEVELOPMENT; WHEN THE TRUE 
WORTH OF THE INDIVIDUAL 
WILL BE ESTABLISHED ACCORD
ING TO HIS WISDOM INSTEAD OF 
DOLLARS, WHEN WE CAN SING, 
"ALL HAIL THE DAY OF NATU- 
IIA-LISM.’’

'GEORGIA GLADYS COOLEY.

LETTER FROM G. H. BROOKS.

He Outlines the Good Work Being 
Done.

I returned-to my home August 13, 
after having been absent about five 
weeks. . I had been kept more than 
busy in going from one place to an
other, and trying to raise our debt 
from the state association in Wiscon
sin. I feel there has been much ac
complished, and am more than grate-

I ful for the same.
I When the present officials came 
into office, we did not have a copper to 
our name, and were far worse off than 
nothing, with an inheritance of a 
heavy debt, and Interest money on 
$800, long past due, staring us in the 
face, and everywhere we looked . It 
seemed a hopeless case. Then to 
make bad matters worse, we found 
the typewriter had been badly used, i 
not kept clean and in good repair, so 
we were obliged to purchase another. 
We did so, have paid for it, paid the 
interest on the $800, procured all of 
our stationery and books, which was 
no small matter, and have paid for 
that. We have paid the salary of the 
secretary, paid my traveling expenses, 
and what was my due for work ren
dered, and on Saturday paid one hun
dred dollars on -the note, and have 
some money in the treasury, which I 
think is doing well.

I feel hopeful for tbe future, and 
believe that in time the state society 
.can say, “We owe no man anything.”

I have been well received by all, 
and the friends manifest a willingness 
to do what they can. I visited Osh- 

'kosh afid did some work there. From

time for gathering there came up the. 
worst, storm of the season, preventing ■ 
many from attending. The next day 
I went to Milwaukee, attended to some 
business connected with the state, and 
Sunday went to Brookfield and-,held ■ 
another grove meeting, which was 
well attended, and good work was 
done. The next day I returned home, 
where I shall remain until the first of 
September, when I again start out.

Next week I wil) outline tbe work 
for September for the readers of The 
Progressive Thinker, so you may 
know where I am to be.

Again, let me ask for names, and to 
hear from one and all, so we can ar-
range meetings all over the state, 
will respond to calls for funerals. 
trust the state of Wisconsin can yet 
take its place as one of the leaders in 
this great work. G. H. BROOKS. 
President Wisconsin State Spiritualist 

Society.

The Camp at Winfield, Kans.
The following is a list of the work

ers we have employed this year:
Lecturers—W. J. Erwood, Mr. and 

Mrs. E. W. Sprague, John W. Ring 
and Bessie Bellman.

Platform test mediums—Max Hoff
mann and Mr. and Mrs. E. W. Sprague.

' Mediums—Jake Rife (table tip
ping) ) Peter Pierson (tire test), H. G. 
Burrough (trumpet), Mrs. M. D. 
Thorp (trance), Miss Edna Bacon 
(healer).

First day, Aug. 24, at 8 p. m., lec
ture by John W. Ring, followed with 
messages by Max Hoffmann.

August 25, 9 a. m., lyceum; 9:30 a. 
M., public circle; 10:30 a. m., confer
ence; 3 p. m., lecture by Will J. Er- 

_ wood; 8 p. m., lecture followed with 
found one of the most beautiful spots ' mepS“5es- 
on earth for a, camp, on a high bluff | reap this
overlooking the city and beautiful val- edsS’
ley; a good auditorium, good lodging t a°d °ne third fare on railroads on the 
house and place to get meals, and t riTw« n
good meals they were—good water, a
fine class of people, 'and everything/-160? S- Fuller street, Minfield, Kans.

there I went to the Wonewoc camp, ] 
and was made welcome by all. I

there for a large camp. Mr. W. J. 
Erwood is the president, and Is always 
busy in one way or the other; whether 
In doing manual labor, or on the plat
form, he was ever busy. Mr and 
Mrs'. Pratt were'also busy in various 
ways, and the wonder to me was, how 
could the camp succeed as well as it 
did, were it not for the work of these 
good people. Mrs. Root of Neilsville, 
was also busy with what her hands 
could find to do. and they were always 
at something.

I would like to speak of the medi
ums and speakers I met there,'and of 
their effectual work. bui pould not dp 
them full justice. Mrs.'I. Cleveland 
of Chicago, gave great satisfaction, 
and in company with Mr. Ripley, Mr. 
Erwood and myself, gave a circle in 
tbe 'auditorium for the benefit of the 
state society, that netted a ‘‘goodly 
su^ind again gave , one of her test 
stances for the benefit'of’the same, 
with’good results, which is fully ap
preciated. I know of no quieter, bet
ter. plade,' nor? healthier spot, where 
bur people can go for a camp; than at 

‘Wonewoc, WIb., and I most earnestly, 
hope next season there will be many 
new faces seen at the camp.’ • .
.From Wonewoc I went to Madison. 

I'did some work there, met some of 
my old time friends, as Madison was 
formerly my ’home, and on : Sunday 
was to speak in what is known as the 
Harrington Grove, ' some six miles 
South of the city, but owing to the 
very severe rains, making travel im
possible, no grove meeting was held, 
but a few were able to get out In the, 

I afternoon. From there I went-to Be-

Look out for a supposed Spiritualist 
medium who goes under the names of 
Madame Zelqna, Mrs. J. Carl and Mrs. 
Frances Wedder. She secured a large 
amount of money from a lady who for
merly lived in Des Moiifcs, Iowa, 
claiming to have received messages 
from her father and mother In spirit 
life, instructing her to give the medi
um money to build,a sanitarium in the 
Bed Woods of California. She is about 
42 years old, 5 feet, 0 inches tall, 
weight about 165 pounds; complexion 
clear, rosy cheeks, black hair, brown 
eyes. She carries on watch chain a 
gold band compass -with gold stone 
-back; sometimes wears an English 
sovereign on chajn. In connection 

I with her supposed mediumship,; she- 
[ sold face powders, lotions and some 
jewelry. She left Des Moines, Iowa, 
on January 16, 1006, presumably for 
Chicago, to se<s a sick daughter, and 
¡mailed a letter from there, but she left 
at the post office an order to forward 
her mall to Seattle, Wash. Any infor
mation from Spiritualists or -other« 
who desire these fraudulent mediums 
pimished, will be gratefully received

lolt, where I was well received, 
was to hold a parlor meeting 
Wednesday evening, hut-just at

and 
on 

the
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“HOLD PAST THAT
- ■ WHIPP DÌ GOOD.
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And the Divine Lesson They Taught«
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What of the Life Beyond?
Buffalo man writes a book in which conditions are 

laid bate.—It has seven planes, and,. there are no 
Harps or Halçs to be found-on any one of them — 

-All Spirit Revelations—Edward G. Randall, accord
ing to a Buffalo paper, has embodied these in a re
markable book called “Life’s Progression.”

' “There Is no death; there are no 
. dead.” ■

These words stand out on the cover, 
of BdwardC. Randall’s new book, 
Lite's Progression (Buffalo’: the 
1-Iqnry B. Brown Company). They are 

■ a challenge to the orthodox world, 
and through all of its pages runs this 

• challenge to those whose ideas of God, 
of heaven, of hell, of a future life are 
based strictly upqw the Bible.

If there is no death, if there are no 
dead, what then becomes of the res

’ urrection morn; where shall we look 
fop the great White Throne, where for 
the' Qne who shall Intercede for the 
sinful; where shall the separation of 
fjje,goats and the sheep take place? 
Mr, Randall says these things are not 
to,))B, because there is no great White 
Throne, because every man mpst 
stand as his own redeemer, because 
there is to be no resurrection morn.

jt must not be Inferred from these 
statements that Mr. Randall does not 
believe In the life hereafter, nor In the 
controlling force and power which is 
denominated God and which by some 
is clothed with a personality and by 
others considered the essence of good, 
tlie spirit of love, but not embodied- 
lie does believe In these things. He 

-'believes In a heaven—nob a heaven of 
pearly gates, not a heaven of harps 
and halos, not a heaven of idleness 
and exclusiveness, but a heaven peo
pled by active, progressive, hard
working spirits, rather than by angels 
who might get their wings broken in 
a crJsh. In this belief he is not so 
far from many of his fellows. Even 
ministers preach that sort of heaven— 
sometimes. The Reverend Minot J. 
Savage has said in one of his sermons:

“The heaven I hope for. has no 
. gates that are ever to be shut. Jt is 

wide open with Ibving, tender, tear
fill, pleading welcome for every child 
of God. * * * The heaven we hope for 
is not essentially a place. * * As I 
have described it, we. all enter. Into 
that world; and there Is no dividing 
line * * * Why should we not believe 

• that, heaven is more like this earth 
than we ordinarily imagine? There 

■ _ are certain of our faculties and powers 
that are. so intimately Bound up with 

, our physical bodies that we cannot im
agine ourselves as carrying • them 
along with ,us. But what do we car
ry?' The things that are essentially 
ourselves—thought, feeling, Imagfna- 
Uqn—all our Intellectual powers. 
Will Michael Angelo never care an- 

■ other statue? Will Raphael never 
paint another picture? Will Shak- 

.' spear.e never write another play?- Will 
Wagner compose no more music? 
Will the. geologist find no field for 
study in the construction and growth 
of worlds? Will the chemist .find . 
nothing to occupy him investigating 
the secrets .of the composition of this 

o marvelous universe? Wil) the as
tronomer .have no field for his re- 

■ searches?. * ♦ • The heaven I hope 
for is a heaven of work, a heaven of 
occupation, a heaven of study, a 
heaven of ¿ravel, of music, of art, of 
literature, of painting—of all those 
things that we begin here, all that we 
have to leave broken off in the middle. 
* ♦ ♦ I do not expect a heaven of etet- 
nal rest, of seclusion, of aloofness 

! from any human need or suffering or 
sorrow. It Will be different from the 
sorrow here" because It will be shot 

; through with light and Illumined by 
an eternpl hope. But it will be suf

- - ferlng and sympathy, and will call on 
z »us for aid.” •

.Mr. Randall likewise believes In a 
hell—only It is not a hell of fire and 
brimstone, where a pint of water 
would be worth $1,000,000, where the( 
air is heavily charged with sulphurous' 

yfuines and the chief occupation is 
'stoking furnaces, while red devils 

:. look on apd laugh. Fortunately, not 
many persons believe in that sort of a 
hell to-day. But there are Boms'. 

. ' Others look upon hell as a place of 
. Hesser. physical torment, though if 
V there is nothing but spirit in the next 

- ,'wqrid, how can It be tortured bodily? 
.’/Many more, not going so far as to plc

- ‘ture to themselves the sort of punish- 
• . ment meted out in hell, conceive It to 

be a place apart from heaven to 
which the wicked alone have admis- 

■ sion tickets.. Then there is the stead
ily growing belief that hell Is remorse 
of the spirit, and that comes nearer 
Mr. Randall’s hell. ’

The author of Life’s Progression 
does not demand any particular re
spect for his beliefs except as they are 

' the result of what he would term his’ 
positive knowledge. And therein ap
pears the remarkable character of this 
book, which might be termed the 
Modern Revelation as compared with 
the Revelations given to John. Many 
books have been written speculating 
on the life hereafter. Many men of 
many minds have reasoned from many 
viewpoints and from many starting 
places as to what the life beyond 
death may be, how it. is to be entered, 
how lived, what is to be seen there, 
and so on. These speculations began 
in the early ages and have continued 
down to the present-time. 'But few 
books have,ever been written which, 
purport to give exact and definite 
knowledge of the life-that is-beyond.

. Mr.. Randall's ls4one of these few. 
therefore, it Is justly entitled to be 
termbd remarkable. '

Andiwhere,-it-will-be asked at once: 
did Mr. Randall get his information” 
His answer, direct and without, equiv
oca tion, is ¡.From those who are living 
that life, from spirits with whom he 
has talked voice to voice. if not face to 
Wee,-for many years. 7

‘Though Mr. Randall Is well known 
to all Buffalonlans as a hard-headed 
lawyer and a careful, shrewd, business 
njan>-he Is known to a few as an earn
est believer In spirit, communication. 
Once ho was an investigator.. He be- 
ghn ns a skeptic. He tested many 
phenomena. Finally, he became con
vinced. He does not. argue any point 
of doubt with his readers as t<v -the 

, genuineness of the communications on 
Which he has based his statements of 

1 tl-e life after death. The scientific 
side of these phenomena does not' ap- 

\ peal- to him now fib it does to Profes-
Hyslop and some' other workers

and believers. . All that, he has nut 
behind him. He has been convinced 
after years-qf. investigation that he is 
not being deceived. There.is no need 
to quarrel with.him on that point, and 
whether one agrees with him or not 
his pictures of spirit life are none the 
less interesting though they may be 
the less convincing.

■What: are the conditions attending 
the separation of the spirit from the 
body and of the'life after death? a 
few extracts from the book will serve 
to show the character of this testi
mony "from ,over. the. border.” Mr. 
Randall finds among his-stenographic 
notes of a sitting this description of a 
spirit passage, given, of course, by a 
spirit: ,. . ■

“A few hours ago we were called to' 
help In the separation of the spirit 
from the body. Lying before us was 
a young woman. When we say young 
we mean In maturity. Bodily pains 
and slkness had been hers, now disso
lution was taking place. The one who 
should have given her w.ords of en
couragement and help was on his 
knees, praying to the God of mercy to 
give her strength to pass through the 
terrors of death. About*her on ev
ery side were weeping friends, , She 
kneiV they were grieving because she 
was leaving the body, and it made 
the passage darker and harder. Then 
the first bodily chill touched the feet. 
Slowlly, -little by little, It was creep
ing upward until it reached the knees. 
A light bqpan to rise, a clouded sub
stance, gradually Increasing In size. 
Closer approached the loved ones 
who had gone before. They were 
waiting and watching and giving .her 
strength, that she should not feel her
self alone and that she should not 
feel all was darkness and terror. We 
saw her face brighten, her lips part In 
a smile. She saw us close about her. 
Her hand raised, slowly and she whis
pered, ‘They are coming. I seethem
all. They are waiting for me.’ The 
light from the body rose higher, slow
ly creeping up, just as a white, fleecy 
cloud settles before a. storm on the 
earth. She did not appreciate 'that a 
change was coming over her, she only 
realized that friends were standing 
near.- She did nqt see the weeping 
ones as It grew brighter. :.She heard a 
faint; echo, as of music, a song ..of 
gladness coming to her In this cloud of 
change. It took definite Jorfll^ just 
above her. The briilh weakened, the 
eyes drooped, she-slept with the liv
ing voices speaking. The music was 
not heard by mortals.

"The spirit was taken out, was held 
just above the body with gentle hands, 
and then she met the loving friends. 
Her eyelids were lifted, she saw one 
who had waited for her, whose every 
thought was in unisofi with her own. 
How was it that she, just released 
from the body, could see all this? Be
cause she had lived a life accqrding to 
her light and understanding.”

But according to Mr. Randall’s In
formation not all spirits are thus 
blessed at their going out. There is 
a period of unconsciousness, then a 
slow awakening and an adjustment to 
the new conditions of life. Some
times this takes much time, as we 
measure time oh earth, and to the or-

faulty, the invention Is Imperfect. 
Those who. are gifted musicians and. 
composers uo not change Occupations 
or pursuits, but, like the artists, are 
taught greater harmony, are perfected 
in execution, and then; coming close 
to a sensitive brain Interested in^the 
same thought, aid In the composition 
of a masterpiece. ♦ * * Harmony pre
dominates in the higher spheres and 
permeates every condition. * * .* Thus 
the inhabitants of spirit land work on 
and on, acquiring understanding and 
perfection in those fields of labor for 
which they are best fitted. They know 
the joy,-that comes from time well 
spent/’ .. ’

Evidently the life beyond, as re
vealed to Mr. Randall, will have few 
attractions for a lazy man. ■ 
- Mr. Randall speaks many times of 
the spheres or planes of existence, so 
the reader will not be surprised to 
learn In a chapter devoted to'Spheres 
of Life that there are seven such 
planes: Restitution, Preparation, In- 
structlon, Trial and Temptation, 
Truth, Harmony, Exaltation; These 
spheres or planes seem to be quite dis
tinct and to be definitely sepanated. 
As tp existence on these planes one 
spirit is quoted as saying: "it is sim
ply a higher life and a busy one in 
which to develop ourselves along all 
lines, especially the ones suited to' the 
Individual’s taste,” The names of" 
these spheres indicate, in a large' 
measure, the life that Is lived on them. 
Mr. Randall’s spirit authorities give 
many details concerning It, but we 
will take up only the Sphere of Exalt
ation, the culmination of all life, and 
that but briefly, quoting these spirit 
words:

“The sphere of Harmony Is a prep
aration for the last great sphere, that 
of Exaltation, where all the universe 
becomes one. There they mingle with 
all in the universe, and are helped 
and encouraged by them until they 
are ready to enter Into a glorious 
communion of spirit. This means be
coming an inseparable part-of all the 
great forces of the universe. I have 
never heard of any spirits . coming 
back to ¿he lower planes from the 
seventh, except • through suggestion 
and Influence. But through these 
they are near all spiritual natures. 
They really constitute the dominating 
force for good that is in and around 
everyone., The spirit of good in the 
universe Is not Individual, but univer
sal. In the last sphere each spirit 
keeps his Individuality, but each has 
by then become so great and magnifi
cent that it can mingle with other 
spirits in harmony,, making one grand, 
wonderful whole.”

We also learn from like authority 
that there is life on other planets—on 
the stars of our material universe. 
We learn, too, that life on some of 
them is on a higher order than that on 
the earth. The spirits, it may be said, 
in passing, Indicate . their power, rat 
some point In their progression, to 
visit these planets. If that be so, then 
other planet spirits may visit, the 
earth,.and that wo.uld account for the 
vlsitpr„from Mays-.v' -

With a Chapter on the Origin of 
Man, Mr. Randall brings his book to 
a close. His revelation of life beyond 
death Was, he days, given him.by the 
spirits in order that he.might pass the 
message on to his earth fellows. - It 
Is presented for just what It Is. The 
reader must'take it as he finds it—on 
he can leave It.

thodox believers in a herafter, as well 
as to those who have lived evil lives 
this is a painful period. The former 
vainly search for a God, a heaven and 
a Redeemer, as they had conceived 
them to be.irfTO the latter there appear 
all their evil-deeds and evil thoughts 
for which reparation must be made 
before there can be progress. For 
life • beyond Is progression to higher 
spiritual development, as it should be 
here, All these things are set forth 
with much detail. It is encouraging' 
to learn fromJMr. Randall’s spirit wit
nesses that it is possible so to live In 
this world that the first stages of ex-’ 
istence in the spirit land may be 
passed pver, for it appears that all 
spirits leaving the earth plane do not 
take up the new existence on the same 
spirit plane. '•

It will be a new view to most per
sons that we on this earth may aid 
those in distress on. the other side to 
realize their conditions and to aid 
them In the new adjustment, to point 
out to them what they must do and 
how they must go to begin the pro
gress so necessary to their future hap
piness. How this is done by force of 
thought and suggestion, Mr. Randall 
states In a chapter on what he terms. 
Mission Work. In this work spines 
also join, for,“In the spirit world the 
principal occupation- is that .of giving 
help through which means spirits aid 
their own progression.”

What is the world which these spir
its inhabit, and where is it? Mr. Ran
dall has been told, that it is here, all 
about us. Though we see It-not,.yet 
to spirits it is as material as oiif- 
world is to us.... It is bullded of 
thought, and filled with thought
homes and centers of activity. It is 
a busy world, that world beyond. The 
author says: -

,are t01<1 that ,n the spirit 
world there are colleges and universe 

„ of teachers and students,
all working and striving to compre
hend the philosophy of Nature. Chem- 
'sts are experimenting with the action 
if-chemicals and making discoveries; 

'naturalists labor to know more of Na-' 
rare ¡-’astronomers are studying the 
planetary systems; scientists are alni- 
mg to utilize forces .and a great army, 
is. working to bring all spirit-kind to 
understand what life is..» ♦ « Art 
studies abound In the spirit world. 
Those .who stood foremost in the art 
ranks on earth are; taught by others 
more advanced; to paint through will 
power alone; they, In turn, are teach
ing thosemot so far advanced as them
selves. When a picture is perfect art 
spirits endeavor to impress it upon the 
mind, of some artist’ on this—a lower 
—plane. : Ideal pictures are the result 
of Buch,impressions. All inventions 
are perfected dp: the next sphere by 
spirits , interested''in,’that work before 
they are impressed on sotae sensitive 

living on this earth plane. 
If those. Impressions are received aS 
they are transmitted, we have a per
fect invention; if the impression' te

SAW HEAVEN AND HELL,

Cherokee Indian Tells of a Remark
able Experience—Was in a 

Strange Trance. '

Muskogee, I. T.—Claiming to have 
arisen from the’ dead and his story 
credited by a large number of the filll- 
blooded Indian population near his 
.place of residence, not far from Tah- 
lekah, Tooley Catron, a Cherokee In
dian, Is just now the center of more 
attention than is usually accorded one 
who has never been known beyond the 
narrow confines of his neighborhood.

Not many days ago young Catron 
was returning from Tahlekah, a dis
tance of about ten miles ” from his 
home. Traveling on foot he came to 
the Illinois river, and he proceeded to 
wade across and had just reached, the 
opposite shore when, without an in
stant’s premonition of illness, he sud
denly fell unconscious on the gravel 
bar. There he remained for some 
time when he was’ found by a passer
by, who, supposing him to be dead, 
carried him to his hut in the forest 
near Barren Fork creek. '

There Catron was laid on his bed 
and efforts were made to restore him 
to consciousness, but to no avail, and 
he was given up for dead.. • .

All the next day he lay stark and 
cold, and it was’ decided to bury him 
on the following day. Consequently 
preparations for performing the . last 
offices were begun, but, after all, the 
in|erment was not to be for,before the 
funeral obsequies Catron began to 
show-signs of returning animation, 
and by the time the sunbeams were 
dissipating the mists of the Barren 
Fork valley the) supposedly dead man 
was very much alive and ready to 
partake of food and drink, and in a 

;few days, as strong as usual, was to 
be seen hbout his usual 'haunts. '

Catron informed his neighbors that 
he had really been dead, had ‘ seen 
both heaven and hell and the position 
to be occupied' in the unseen world by 
the fed, white,and black races. Ca
tron is a slender, dark man of ordi
nary appearance.—Des Moines (Iowa) 
News. • - . ■ ■ ■ ■■

" . ■ Sentence Sermons. .
Time amends a good many prayers;

. Upright walking is the strongest 
talking.

1 A deaf "heart;'soon makes a dbad 
conscience.; '¡V’.?; iir . '

Hearts of gold do not come by set> 
ting the heart on gold. " J.

The end seat hog does not become a 
lamb, because he gets into a church 
pew. , ■ •

In the kingdom of darkness might 
makes right; in the kingdom of light 
might but adds to responsibility.

It’s no use-talking about .the -way 
you bear the cross. if you’re unduly 
anxious to get hold of the little etid 
of the log.—-Henry F. Cope. 1 ;

Where philosophy is ignorant it is 
morally obliged to say to others and to 
itself: “! do not know; I doubt, I 
hope, nothlng>more.”—M. Guyau. •

The will, of "man is by his reason1 
swayed.—ShakspOare. .

The only competition worthy a wise 
■man is himself.—Anna Jame
son..* . ’ , , l

The sure way to'miss success is to 
. ®Ibs the opportunity,—Ghasle^.

One of the Great Medium’s best as
sistants, Paul, said: “Hold-fast that
which is good.”

The loglo of Paul's admonition 
1b self-evident. Tills advócate of sim
plicity endeavored to impress upon the 
minds of his hearers tfie) advantages 
and benefits accruing from a straight
forward mode of living. :, '■ 
" “Prove the spirit/’—li; b|her words, 
do not accept blindly -the Evidence of 
the senses. The eye may Aecalve you. 
Absolute proof Is essentialiin all forms 
of investigation. ■ .=

He_,who would solve the'1 secrets of 
Nature’s laws must first prepare him
self by gaining information—proof. 
When convincing evidence, is found 
through a satisfactory test,’ the truly 
sincere investigator, is only encour
aged.to seek still farther into the so- 
called occult plane of thoùght. He 
has learned to both "prove the spirits” 
and to “hold fast that whiefi is good.”

A world “both pilre and' good” is 
found by the sincero student, of the 
great laws .which rulé ail things. It 
Is only through experlénce, study, care
ful thinking that we can hope ,tp ar
rive at logical, conclusions or solutions 
of the. questions confronting us in the 
search for psychical fa:ts.;’

Each individual must, travel the 
road of personal experience, Theory 
alone Is but dry faod.for the ambitious 
Investigator. Facts,;-learned through 
personal observation- and experience, 
delight the soul of him who seeks the 
priceless pearls of spiritual under
standing. ; .

To the thoughtlss all things appear 
to happen by chance.: It' ironly the 
cajm, orderly mind that .lB impressed 
by the wonderful -slifiblfcity and 
mighty poweivpf the unchanging laws 
that rule the destinies of inyriads of 
men and countless worldBÏ-:? ,

The Spiritualist has ¡ learned to 
"hold fast that whlch¿te good”—that 
is, he has, by observation, training 
and experience, learned the' dlfference 
between the true and.thb fájsa mani
festations.

None but the most finfcerflclal of 
minds are deceived by ‘ tWr»hospho- 
rescent gown, the ventñítoqüító's voice, 
and the various vulgarities of$he "ma
terializing” medium. ^080 ^0 have 
studied the phllosopliy-of Spiritualism 
are not bo easily hood^ilkèdi .

To the Spiritists belong: 'tbs' spoils— 
the wasted time, the humiliation of 
exposure and the ■ selí-cotidpmnatlon 
thrown in for good measure. .

; The writer has oftqp seem a sign 
hanging In the entrance,of àïiall.bear- 
Ing this "catch line” :. ' ' .

"Come and the,young and u¿i-
to7date„ preacher. . ■ -.Now, Wulcftfi 
“co'me ànhjiaar Splrltu^isjHigareinily 
agd fearlessly explained"-''be 'inh'ch 
better? ' /' -V1'*" -

The young man in question, has not 
learned to ..."hold ) façt'.ihat .^hfch, ib 
Ç°od'’ .Hois merely .pushing fer wAFfl . 
this ‘)young apd.'up-to-date preacher” 
idea tp. th'e exclusion of t everything 
else of real Importance.. ?

The student of Spiritualism's phil
osophy is content to iaborifor philos- 
ophyls sake, not for either, dollars or 
car. fare, In his Investigations.

The writer does not wish tb be mis
understood. All honor to those few 
genuine mediums who ate^-more’s 

-the pity!—practically Í );compelled, 
through their adverse financfal cohdl- 
tlon, to sell what should bè priceless 
manifestations of spiritual ¡power. •

To these brave workers all credit 
for' good Intention shqindibe given, 
but nevertheless wp'.deplore 'the neces
sity that compels' theñt to .'úse their 
mediumship is a soured of financial 
ealn- ’ . ' ,;L k

- The temptations along the pathway 
of the day’s work are iàapÿ. Impro
vision is all right when practiced by 
great pianists and. violinista; but it is 
all wrong when used by médiums to 
bolster up a weak or declining, power 
of mediumship. f • •

.This fact seems to. be Ignored by 
many platform workers., . . ■

“Hold fast that which Is good” is 
an excellent motto for alb mediums 
Do not be guilty of givingA false mes
sage. Be brave enough to-live purely,- 
both in thought and.deedjífór consist
ency is Indeed a jewel o^great' price 
to him who would ben ! truly sincere 
teacher of his fellow-menj.' ■’

There Is no reward Ot gold so great 
or so satisfying, as the knowledge that 
you have fearlessly spoken thé truth 
as ILwas given to you.~bj yóur spirit 
friends. .. - .

The lou dest ravings of a zealot never 
convinced anyone. Truth needs no 
megaphone to announce íhér'tidings. 
The mannerisms . of the Street fakir 
will never add to thé attractiveness of 
any medium’s messagé. Drop-all of 
that, disgusting outward > show, the 
mispronounced words 'and '.the fog
horn voice. State thé truths as they 
are given you. You ,W111 then have 
achieved a real triumph over error—a 
Spiritualist’s victory, <’•'( -

Truth—plain, unalloyed -truth— is 
greater than.princlpalities and powers, 
armies of men, theifiojirlshihg of: 
many trumpets, so leLuè “hold fast 
that which is good”—|¡hé Truth.' It 
■S!1 ÚS, as
Spiritualists and citizens,’ resize that 
we owe It to ourselves';as a ¡pijoteelive 
measure to expose every fraudulent 
medium.' t'-.n -,

Better an honest schubwotaan than 
a bejeweled fraudulent tóatejjlallzer.” 
Better a competent machlnlfÿithah a 
‘‘yP WlS pifian wonder " Spiritualistic 
evangelist,” ...- , 
.. On' the-iother handi.ijet ^’-'protect 
our honest workers ih.nver.v legitimate 
way.; The world is. lat& g^ugh for 
all of us—IT. not; tw&-“ aré ' other 
worlds—but this llttle^arvS time’of 
-labor Is entirely tóoní»Á'fw üme to 
-.be wasted'In toleratlnjg.’ffaiM^. : - :

Let us remember tfot ¡Mess 'we 
recognize that Truthd^gfeBtor than 
self, relatives or frleudhíwé :an never 
hope to advance either.,'Spiritually or 
Intellectually. ' . ■ i-x

MRS. F. M-v SNARRENBERGERT” 
Chicago, Ill. - . 1 ” -

Two caterpillars crawling on a leaf
By some strange accident in contact

Their conversation, passing all belief, 
Was the same argument, the very 

• same, •
That has been proed and conned from 

man to naan, ' '
Yea, ever since this wondrous world

• began. ■ '
The ugly creatures, deaf and dumb 

and blind, '■ '
Devoid of features that adorm'man- 

kind, .
Were vain enough, in .dull and wordy 

strife, - -
To speculate upon a future life.
The first was optimistic, full of hope;
The second, quite dyspeptic, seemed to

mope, .
Said number one: ""Tm sure of 

. salvation.” '
Said number two: "I'm sure of 

_damnation,
O.ur ugly forms alone would seal 

fates,
And bar our entrance through 

golden gates.

our.

our

our

the

Suppose that death should take us un
awares, — ■

How would we climb the golden 
stairs?

If maidens shun us as they pass us by, 
Would angels bld us welcome in the 

sky?
I wonder what great crimes we have 

committed ...
That leaves us so forlorn and so un

pitied.
Perhaps we’ve been ungrateful, unfor

giving. '
'Tis plain to me that life’s sot 

the living.”
"Come, come,- cheer up,” the 

worm, replied.
“Let’s take a look upon the 

side. -

worth

jovial

other

Suppose we cannot fly like moths or 
millers.

Are we to blame for being caterpil
lars? ’

Will that some God .who doomed us 
crawl the earth,

A prey Jo every bird that's glven*blrth, 
Forgive our captor as he eats and 

sings,
If we can’t skim the air, like owl or 

bat, ■
A worm will turn, for a’ that.”
They argued through the summer; au

tumn nigh, .
The ugly things composed themselves 

to die; '
And sq, to make their funeral more 

complete, . :
Each wrapped himself In his little 

winding-sheet.
The tangled web encompassed them 

full soon;
Each fpn a coffin made him a' cocoon.
All thrbugh the winter's chilling blast 

they lay, . .

Lo, .Spring, comes .forth with all- her 
‘warmth and lovfel- -

SheXtalngs sweet justice from the 
‘ world above. .

She breaks the chrysalis, she resur
. roots the dead; .
Two butterflies ascend,’ encircling her 

fair/ljead.
And so tgl’s emblem shall forever be 
A sign of iinihortality.

—Joe Jefferson.

’ MOTHERHOOD.
’ .. ..t'-T4"“. .L

Born of the'One-Efternal-Infinite, 
A child df: life drew near to me 

said;-’■
“Beloved,, lend me'- aid ! we none 

work alone:
The hour has named my name, 

Good Law’ points

and

can

the

Where sombre shadows fall. Stout
hearted, I ,,

Veil my bright presence, and go forth 
to sow -

And bring again my sheaves at har
. vesting.

Till aching , strength shall learn how 
. Knowledge finds

The scahty treasure In Earth’s wilder-
ness.
sands, tear-washed, shall yield 
their shining gold;

Till weary vision, in the twilight
time,

Sees, through the deepening gloom, 
the evening star;

Till marsh-lights lure no more, nor 
shadows chill,

Till Peace sits calm-eyed in rude Rap
ture’s place, .

And. what I am breaks through the 
self ! seem. •

Till

Come, in the forests of illusion, there 
Where passions howl, aficl falseness 

hides to harm, 1 < -
Help me to build my home—’’

I smiled through tears, 
And said, “Dear one, 1 Joy to serve 

thee thus, .
And fashion lovingly a dwelling-place; 
Yet grieve to know myself so illy fit 
To pay the tender debt I ..owe thee 

long. . . ; ’
Forgive, peloved, when I left wan

tonly
A tool to rust In idleness and sloth, 
.Or edge io blunt in clumsiest riiisuse, 
That-now might lend some beauty to 

the work - , ’
Whose rudeness gre^in shame, did I

’ not know- ' . , „ '
That^Hope can smoothe the crooked 

lines tor me, ; . . ■. ' -
And Love .will gild the. ugliness " of 

clay. • .
Together thou and I In this sweet task, 
May shadow fortlr the holiness of 

- ' flesh, : \ ... .■
May. breathe, to lull awhile the-noise 

. of self, >
A name, the tenderest .'mong men, -" 
That,’ whispered,- swells. ;in music 

«f " throughout Heaven.”' .■
Kingsley,

s Lake’Brady Camp.
On August-ID, Mrs. Carrie" E. S:

Twlng-spoke for the Brady camp. It 
has been, some'ten or twelve years 
since she was here last. Her • old-

It

Whenever .tyranny alms 'at\reducing 
the mass of a people to th j ^ui of one 
of its portions, the .pwataes’ahd ig
norance of ther-vitetiiii$ i.ate - counted 
among the, ineana.tifc'.&A '-it.— 
Condorcet? ’ •• jWf» ’’

The modern mal 
work. What a-.ïnan 
greatest ornament^- 
consultszhls dignity;! 
lyle.

^b&Blsts In 
>¡ 3o is his 
^he always 
Ong It—Car-

How much easier do we And it to, 
commend a goo^ ibau, to imi
tate it.—Aeon, i <
» *■ Vf* / * A» V 1 Wit V

time friends welcomed ber cordially 
once more.: Her. kindly ways and 
heart to heart-talks, as she prefers lo 
call them; endear her to people wher
ever she goes.■ The morning lecture 
was prefaced by one of Ella Wheeler 
Wilcox's poems, entitled “The Jour
ney.” For her subject she took the 
topic, well in the Desert." In the 
afternoon her topic was “The Dream
er."- She read that beautiful poem,. 
"Rock Me ,to Sleep, Mother.” In the 
evening she gave short readings to as 
many as the time would allow, 
through her-control, Ichabod; who Is 
well known eg her constant help.

- ’ MARY L. BETTES. L

They Come Unsolicited and Under Various Condi-, 
ditions Just as Easily, so Far as Can be Ascertained 
by Mortals, as by Requesiand in the Seance Room, 
and Deliver Their Messages of Love iand Uplift- 
ment in the Peaceful Sanctuary of the Home, and 
Qut Upon the Star-lit Highways of Life. .

Conclusion, g
Tlie world Is full of beauty when the 

heart Is full of love.
I had often thought, "How foolish I 

am to worry and torment myself about 
the ambitions and perplexities of this 
world.” One’s surroundings are of 
little consequence to one who pos
sesses a happy and contented mind. 
Bétter to be born with a happy dispo
sition than to the heirship of a million 
dollars a year, and as we take with us 
to that higher world, the tendencies 
which are Inherited here, It is our 
boundeu duty to seek happiness and
contentment .while here, and as far as 
lies in our power to 
blessings upon others.

confer those

There was one little
spirit, who frequently 
Blue Jacket. She was
ture; toany a time she 
when despondent and

Indian girl, a 
accompanied 

a happy crea- 
eheered us up 

threw light
when everythingupon our paths . _

seemed dark and cheerless. Mrs. 
Harding called her Polly Bquaw. I 
have seen my wife when nervous and
despondent, very low indeed, spring 
from her chair under influence, and 
dance about the room, clapping her 
hands and shouting for very joy.

That little Indian spirit seemed 
never to have known care; every per
son and thing was good in her eyep 
and every place was heaven.

When poverty Blared me In the face 
and I dreaded a condition which I 
wasn’t used to,-she has often dis
missed my cares for a time and cre
ated an oasis in my desert.

That night when I asked Blue 
Jacket for information concerning bad 
spirits, he replied:

“Well, there may be bad spirits, but 
I have never seen any."

Then the little Indian girl spirit 
broke In. saying: .

“No, no; no bad spirits! • No bad 
spirits! Everyone good, good, good," 
and she clapped her hands and cried, 
"Great Spirit, nice to all! The world 
Is beautiful! Oh. happy, happy, 
happy!”

Some of our worldly “wlse-aeres” 
will probably say she was ignorant, 
and doubtless she was ignorant of 
earthly knowledge, book learning, and 
Phliteifiyliigf but she'Was Wls04n:epir-. 

¿L-ciUtijred-in- divine l<nowledge-r-and 
.educated;!!! thp -ijl'gher-'feflnement of 
the-'BOjn}';. glossed little Indian- ¿pint!

•. » » »-♦-•
“If ignorance Is bliss 'tls folly to be 

wise.” Not so!
This like many more old saws will 

not stand' investigation. ' Nature's 
plan is “A place for everything and 
everything in Its place.” She has a 
place and time for bliss, and a place 
and time for wisdom.

A long and intense earthly life Is 
very valuable; it„educates us. We 
come into the world weeping—we go 
out of It happy. -

Youthful love prompting to marri
age Is animal passion, but In old age It 
has changed to a respectful sentiment. 
So selfish superstition at first Is self
denying religion at last. Earthly life 
is a staircase leading up to Divinity. -

We owe it to our families and 
friends to preserve a happy exterior, 
for mental conditions are transmis
sible here as well as "Over There.” 
Content;, and discontent extend into 
life eternal. -

Primitive minds are suspicious and 
quarrelsome. The superior man is not 
easily offended—he has been educated 
by tribulation. The Ignorant love 
without respecting, but the educated 
can respect without loving. The anl- 

. mal has changed Into the man.

the disciples of anoiher. There is a 
peace -.which this outer world knows' 
not of, and a.happiness which It can 
neither give nor take away. Let us 
not be so absorbed by the Intellectual 

out the spiritual and divine.
The perfect man is he who can en

joy all good, gnd not content himself 
with half; he can see and commingle 
both elements and produce a peace 
which rests upon a solid basis.

It is our duty as well as our highest 
good to reach out after higher things 
than mere worldly ambitions, and 
brighten our paths by inviting the 
sunshine'of heaven. Physical mani
festations of a future existence or cer
emonies of churches are not alone suf
ficient. The love of a contrite heart, 
prompting to deeds of virtue and a 
sublime knowledge of unity and equal
ity, are necessary. Spirit communion 
raises the window shades and admits 
light. Let us open tile windows also 
that the perfume of celestial flowers 
may be .wafted in.

The good of this .world Is evanes
cent. Wealth and fame are deceitful- 
they make promises which they do not 
keep. Disappointment is the fruit of 
selfish ambition. Let us dry our 
tears of bereavement. Let us look up 
in hope. "Sorrow may endure for a 
night, but joy cometh In the morn
ing.” Read the following lines, the 
sentiment of Mrs. Harriet Beecher 
Stowe (quoted from memory):

Still with Thee when purple morn
ing breaketh,

When the bird waketh and the 
shadows flee.

Still with Thee. In breathless adora
tion

Comes the sweet consciousness, “J 
.am with Thee.

“So shall it be In that bright morning 
When the soul waketh and life’s 

shadows flee. ' ,
Oh! In that hour, fairer than morn

ing,
Shall rise the glorious truth, 'I AM 

WITH THEE.’ "
» «

Mr. Editor, farewell; may our ef
fort to reach the doubting heart not 
bn inyalu,. Ahl. why should it? .Ara 
■UQLWfi-tWO worlds-comingcloser to
gether,, and is.not -“The Great Spirit” 
in -everything of life’s great chain?

A trely good man, a healer of dls- 
efise by psyphlc means, wrote to me 
dnee and said: "Dear brother, I find I 
do my best work when I dwell In the 
secret place of the Almighty.” It is 
just so with us all, whatever our work 
may be. While we dwell "In the se
cret place” of our souls, we are safe 
and successful. Then the world is 
full of beauty, for our "hearts are full 
of love.” We judge not the wrong
doer to condemnation, but we try to 
make him better. We do not despise 
the poor, the ignorant or. the 
ionable, but we reach out our

The two great departments of life 
are the intellectual and the affectional. 
Let those who stand high In the first 
not undervalue the innocent and hap
py; perhaps' they had become so 
through much suffering, mediate or 
immediate, direct or indirect.

• Let those of qpe school not despise

■ “I AM A SPIRITUALIST,"

Exceedingly Well Pleased With the 
Fact That He Is One—The Dying 
Words of the. Great Evangelist 
Moody. ’
Perhaps it may seem presumptuous, 

nevertheless it has been miy experi
ence to have people recoil and almost 
shudder when I would bpdly. say, “I 
am,a Spiritualist.” ’ . •

• They seemed to imagine they had 
suddenly against their wish, founfi 
themselves in the presence of uhfavor- 
able surroundings. If they remained 
long in my presence, there might at 
any, time protrude the likenesses of 
demons. । ' ' ? ’

“You are a Spiritualist?” '■ 
“Yes.” '

, It would seem to me, then, that If 
it "were possible they would crawl, 
deeper Into their shell, and at once de
sire to' be removed from my presence,' 
so that they »would feel more .comtort- 
able. ■-:' . r ., .■ ✓" .
“Well,,lf yotf are a Spiritualist, I 

would be afraid to come .’to your 
hoU'Bb.*' - ' - . ' ’ ■ ■' '. - :

".W^y?” ; ' • ■ :: , :- ' -.
But for the want of language with 

which to express’Jt with eburtesy, one 
might listen a long time to the clink
ing sounds of superstitious twaddle.-

I have often.asked, ”Gan. you give 
me the definition of the .word Spirit
ualist?” ‘ ,

"I don’t know that-T can.” ■ ■ 
■ I would then tell them It would be 

well to look at Webster, and that•! 
felt sure they would not find it-a. word 
to be despised; thht I believed accord
ing to the definition that every con
scientious: believer lira future spirit 
state of mankind, must be a Splrltual- 
lSt.- • ■ ■ ■■ .—

• It may not bo amiss to give the defi
nition here, as I find it in Webster: . •

“Slrituallst;. One. who- professes n 
regard for spiritual‘.things only; one 
whose employment is.spiritual.” 1 ■ .

“Spiritual: Consisting of spirit, not 
material, si Spiritual substance or be-

_ W irate jsM

embrace the world as it is; 
God does. .

Farewell—at least tor a

unfash
arms to 
Just as

„ , , , ------ — - .. season.
Perhaps I have done some good, and 
I know I have done right, and my re
lations of facts have met the approval 
of spirit friends, for I have obeyed the 
whisperings of those wiser than I. It . 
is true those things occurred In the 
prlvacyof homè, but is there a man or 
woman who would not be willing to 
sacrifice their delicacy on the altar of 
duty to those who are laboring to ele
vate the world by bringing the two 
conditions so near to each other that 
mortals will be enabled to see the ef
fects of their deeds and thoughts on 
their own souls and those of their kin
dred and friends who have "gone up 
higher.” Oh! if we knew the effects 
even of our thoughts, ire would be
more careful, and the world would 
soon become better, purer and hap
pier. THOS. HARDING.

Sturgis, Mich.
(The End.)

mud on our windows, are simply spat
tering and besmearing wlflTsupersti- 
tion the same windows of eternity 
through which he looks himself.

The modern Spiritualist theory, 
thought, or If you choose to eall lt, re
ligion, demonstrates and proves by the ’ 

’manifestations of Its beautiful philos
ophy and Its variations of phenomena, 
a proof of intelligences beyond.

Modern Spiritualists are ever trying 
to clean these besmeared windows of 
superstition, so that mankind may see 
clearly, knowingly, fearlessly and tri
umphantly into the beautiful beyond.

Let me close, by giving the eulpgiz- 
ing words of Dr. D, L. Moodv, not 
what he preached, but what Ite expe
rienced in his last hour: ’

His Dying Words. s
“Earth recedes and heaven opens 

before me. '
“If'.this is death, there is nothing 

awful here. •
"It is sweet, this Is bliss. 
"Do not call me back.

. !‘God is calling me, I must go.
• "There' is no-valley here. It is fill 
beautiful.”
f^What an effort this great evangelist 

fnade to make clear to those about 
irijn the fact that heaven Is near’ at 
hand,’a place for all, each man to his 
reward, each man1 In his order, each 
man. In his own condition. \

-.Don’t be ashafiied you are a Spirit
ualist! Don’t hide your light under 
a bushel! "Go proudly, grandly on, in 
the light of truth, love and hbpe tor 
all mankind; ‘-giving all • you meet, 
hope and cheerton the way! •

• I AM A SPIRITUALIST. ' ’ 
Hersey; Mich. W. W. MANN.
He-that uses many words for 

explaining of any subject, ddth 
the cuttlefish hide himself for 
most part In his own ink.—Ray. 
° Men suppose that their reason

th« 
like 
th«

hai
comand over their words,- still It hap
pens that words In return exercise an- 
thorlty on reason.—Bacon.

Wealth is to be used'only as the in
strument of action, not as the repre
sentative of civil honors and moral es* 
cellenoe.--Porter.
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OThe Inconsistencyof Oslerism.
&

5” Th© Irrepressible W- F« Jainiesop 
Makes His How to. Hie Readers' of 

। The Progressive Thinker,. and Does
Not Desire to Be Electrocuted for 
the Benefit of Himself and the 

. World, Because lie Has Reacbed the
Age of Seventy.
Dr. Osler talks of killing all the old 

Wgn. If, Doctor, you are right: :l 
ought to have been chloroformed thirty 
years ago! ■ fi’he provoking ■ thing 
about iris that I am-as “chipper” as 

. thirty years ago—and know more- 
Had it been true, that “the good die 
young, ” it would • have saved : my 

• friends a great deal of anxiety,- and 
myself much labor. ■ ' ? •'

• There is hope for you, Dr. Osler, 
shy, young thing, provided you Will 
stay long enough at Jericho to get 
your beard started. .If you live you 
twill grow older—Aand wiser! ■ ■

We give you doctors credit for keep
ing the deatli rate dangerously -near 
the cradle. “Holy angels guard thy 

■ bed! ” You mean well in planning for. 
, the race to die green. A wrinkled- 

faced angel, would be ah anomaly; a 
decrepit form, taking its place, tot- 
teringly, in the “choir. Invisible,' a 
shock to aesthetics. • ’
. The stuff that angels are made of 

should be' blooming; the pictures of 
them all look that way, males, and 
especially females.

Michael and the angel Gabriel are 
old, of course,—very old; but they 
have a young Dr. Osler look about 

.. them, an air of freshness, minus, self- 
conceit. (which is thrown in with the 
.very young doctor's diploma.)

. Well do we remember the story, we 
®lder ones, of the ingrate son who or
dered the old father out to the stable 
Sind gave him a blanket with which to' 
cover himself. The little grandson 
soon returned with the blanket, say
ing, ‘ Pa, cut this blanket In two." 
“What tor?" said the father. “So I 
can have one-half for you when I’m

It Is.not-surprising that in our day 
t.here should be a reaction from physic 
to faith; although Christian Science 
people do not1 call it faith. JBut of one 
thing, we. are sure: If the medical pro
fession could have had their way they 
should have voted to chloroform 
Mary, Baker Eddy long before she 
reached the age of ■ forty, and thus
ended her career before so (much

t

t--

grownup! .
Doctor, you Imagine this world 

would be a veritable heaven without 
old people in it. Is this Christianity? 
Millions ot heathen, and their dark- 

homage to the Bld;ened, minds, pay 
revere them, love 
while living, and 
dead. Dr. Osler 
parison with the

them, care for them 
Worship them when 
dwindles in com- 
heathen!

As a rule, men are not much more 
than boys at the age of forty, inexperi
enced boys. ’ Lite is so short at the 

• longest that it requires ,a half century 
to learn a few links in the large circle
of the sciences. Lincoln, Grant (hun
dreds could be named)' amounted to 
nothing but apprentices until the gos
ling age of forty was passed. They 
were getting ready to think and do. 
Yet one of the poll-parrot imitators of 
Dr. Osler, (a doctor, too,) suggests 
that the best use that can be made of 
old men is to throw them into the 
‘scrap heap!" I have forgotten the 

■ “scrap heap” doctor’s name. Merci
ful loss’of memory!

Even Boston follows the fad, and 
when Boston does a thing that settles 
the thing. A Dr. Holt (how the doc
tors swarm) at the American Medical 
Association ■ convened in Boston, , al
though Dr. Holt is from Maine, Dr. 
Erastus E. Holt of Portland, sir, 
“showed by. tables that a man’s value 
in-money could be actually determined 
by taking-into consideration his occu- 
patlow and age,” ?■ •• ■.....

Was there ever a more disgusting 
-instance of putting money against 
manhood? Should a man be- estl- 

' mated as a. niere. money-making ma
chine? No time for the study of art;

: no room for the mastery of science
and acquaintance with Nature. Is 
this, after all, the Golden Chlf Age? 
A man in one scale and gold in an
other! The maker of the scale Is 
made to kick the beam!

There are men, young men . with 
swelled heads (no pun—it is a literal 
fact) who labor under the delusions of 
youth, one of which is that a man at 
forty is old; but the poor fellow 
comes to his senses—if he lives Tong 
enough. If he does not pass the crit- 
Icaljige, the world never misses him!

■ Someone has said'that “the boy is a 
£ natural born barbarian.” At forty.

years of age he becomes civilized and 
sensible.

“ . There are some precocious chil
dren, as a matter of course, likq Shel
ley, the poet, who was drowned at 
twenty-seven.

■Alexander was great; but he admit-

‘‘mischief” was done in easting suspi
cion on, the curative quality of drugs. 
She has done the doctors more harm 
than have the whole army of patent 
mgjyclne venders. ’ The result'is they 
hate .Mary more than they loved 
Lydia, whose1 benign picture eternally 
smiles’upon us out of the daily news
paper and cultured magazine.

‘The greatest, grandest senators in 
our congress are old men, men of ex
perience, mature men; not mere boys. 
It takes time to ripen men, as well as 
fruit.

There is that Rear Admiral, George 
A. Converse, who knows more about 
the science pf navigation in one min
ute than all the youngsters will prob- 
M>ly learn iir twenty years. “On board 
fhip. tlte seaman all idolize the ‘old 
»ian.‘ z
, There are.bright young men in our 
times, certainly. It would be discour
aging for the race if there were not. I 
very much doubt that the high-spirit
ed, splendid specimens among them 
could he so small-gouled in their self
ishness as to push the old men off the 
planet They are too noble to do 
such a contemptible deed, if they had 
the power.

Nor are all doctors black sheep. 
Amopg them are honorable, high- 
minded gentlemen, who would rever
ently salute the octogenarian that Dr. 
Erasmus E. Holt of Portland, Maine, 
says is a “drawback on the community 
to the. extent of $872.84.”

Just so; and after the marauders 
have stripped him bare, relieved him 
of his $29,344.68 that thia warn a j)r- 
Holt "proved” by .statistics he ,was 
worth at forty, the doctors would 
throw him into.the "scrap heap” and 
save the cash. The glory of that old 
thought, "that thy days may be long 
upon the land,” is dimmed by the doc
tors, who have long had the reputation 
of shortening life. It now appears, 
by the words of their own mouth, that’ 
they merit the reputation. They have 
forgotten their professional pose: to 
look wise and say nothing-!

•For years the Oslers were cared for, 
years of uselessness. When did they 
pay the hill? When they reach the 
dead line of forty will they have 
mercy on a long-suffering public, take 
their own medicine, and, in the lan
guage of the police, "move on”? ■1

W. F. JAMIESON.
Pentwater, Mich.

THE CROWN OF LIFE.

The Crown of Life is of wondrous
mold, -

And is studded with jewels
rare, 

Its tissue Is ’ 
gold, 

While the ’ 
fair.

Wondrous, 
force; ■

wrought of the

lights of its gems

most

finest

shine

omniscient, life-giving

ted that old Diogenes was, greater.
Who are the great physicians? 

Youths? Trundle-bed trash? Is
manhood such a failure that it" 
amounts to more in bud than bloom? 

e -Is physical strength a test of man- 
Ehbod? Then the ox is greater than 
genus homo, young or old.

v - But’ the doctors, as usual, disagree. 
Osler says to the forty-year-old en- 
cumberer of the ground, “Get off the 
earth!” Dr. Holt, by his wonderful 
'“tables,” proves (you can prove any
thing by statistics') that a “profes
sional man” at forty has his. highest 
value. The dear doctors (still no pun

-it’s reality) should get
and compare "tables' as
physic.

Dr. Holt declares that a

■ '■ ' J- ■ r-—

Its Grandeur, Its Potency transcendent Usefulness and Beauty 
Pointed Out,illustrating tire ^apt That When the New Mediumship 
Shall Have Been Ushered^ Into the World It Will Have Advanced

i to a Higher Plane. ST

. — ------------ttri- : «¡J  —:------ ----------- - ; ‘ :

“SPIIIITUAL-CIRCLES ARE NOT MEANT aTO RN« BE EQUAL IN THOSE WHO PARTAKE OF GREATLY 
DURE FOREVER, FOR THAT MEANS STAGNATION.^ BUFFERING MENTAL CHARACTERISTICS. THESE 
IF THE JIEEDIUM PROGRESSES BEYOND HER GUIDES,' ADVANCED TEACHERS WILL UNDERSTAND THE 
THEY FORFEIT THEIR RIGHT TO USURP HER TIME.‘ NEW MEDIUMSHIP AND WILL GLADLY PRACTICE IT. 

SHE SHOULD FHIMLY, BUT KINDLY, SAY ‘A^lE1Ul, LET US WIDEN THE GULF BETWEEN THE EX-
AND AWAIT THE COMING OF THE GREATER THEMES OF MEDIUMSHIP, OBSESSION AND INSITRA-
TEACHERS. THEY WILL COME, NEVER FEAR;: TION, BY DISCARDING THAT METHOD OF THE NINE- 
THERE ARE ZONES OF AFFINITY IN THE SPIRITUAL TEENTH CENTURY KNOWN AS TRANCE, AND IN CON- 
REALMS SUITED TO EVERY RATE OF VIBRATION SCIOUS SUSPENSION OF THOUGHT RECEIVE THE 
UPON EARTH, AND THE MEDIUM’S RATIO OF VJ$RA-; WISDOM OF OUR CELESTIAL TEACHERS AND GIVE 
TION IS GOVERNED BY HER SPIRITUALITY, NOT IT FORTH AGAIN UNO0LORED BY A SORDID NATURE 
HER INTELLECTUALITY, SPIRITUAL INSIGHT MAY AND AN IMPURE HEART."

Constituting this;-marvelous' croW,' 
Effecting,,hy-a scintillating course; -

A newly-fojmpd -growth -like -its 
own., , .-

A human llfd lq each etnanatíoñ; " 
Each born with á duty Yo meet, 

For the crown, though of divine pulsa
tion, 

Without jewels is incomplete.
So the setting Is left to earth’s mor

tals.
But no sham jewels there will find 

room,
Only real gems will open the portals 

To existence beyofid the tomb.
A pure noble thought, enriching the 

mind,
A diamond securely will-place, 

While sapphires are truth, and speech 
. that 1b kind

Life’s crown with rubles will grace.
There are other jewels this crown will 

hold, .
For every good places a gem.

There are also deeds which will mar 
the gold '

Of animation’s grand emblem.
And bo when we come to the other 

shore,
■ May the crown awaiting us be 

bright,
And then will be opened the now- 

sealed door
To the glojlous spheres of light.

M. ADELE THIEMAN. . 
Milwaukee, Wls.

THE VALLEE OF CONTENTMENT.

THE NEW MEDIUMSHIP.

together 
well as

“profes-
sional man”, (is that a doctor?) at 
forty years is worth $29,344.68. Noth- . 

- ing like getting figures to a cent. It 
gives an air of exact research.

There are thousands of men, yea, 
. verily, tens of thousands, who would 

- sell out their prospects for. one-third 
their value.

Dr. Holt says “at seventy years he 
is worth only $17.13. Remarkable 
exactitude! Woe is-me! for I-am 
dangerously near that dead line. Give 
me the ‘‘13 cents” and we’ll call - it 
even.

. According to these theorists there is 
not “room enough in the world for all 
there is in it,” and yet millions of va
cant acres in the far West for young 
men—who are'so crowded!

Now comes forward Dr. Gregory 
With a bill before the Iowa legislature 
to empower the doctors to legally 
“cure” Incurables and deformed per
sons by gently passing them over the 
“Great Divide,” but the patient hlm- 
self (if not too crazy) must "join in 
the request” to help him safely be
yond the. border line. 'These gentle!" 
manly doctors courteously consult the’ 
patient’s own wishes. That Is.some- 
-thlng. How thankful we should be 
/for this privilege; for it is a-matter 

‘. of common report that millions'of pa
tients have been--soothed to slumber 
■and “passed-over” without the for-
mallty of a "request.

In the Valley of Contentment I walk 
alone -

Where the murmuring streamlets
1 flow, •'

And a dewy fragrance o'er my path is 
ptrewn, 

When the lamps of heaven glow.
And I watch at eve through-the gates 

of gold
The fair: ci ties of celestial light, 

And the forms and faces I knew of old 
", Ravish my mortal sight.
Oh! the days were fair that once were

mine ■ ' ’
With the seasons that came 

went, 
Thro! the Aisles Of Memory they 
;■ shine 

■ ■A balm to lone mortals sent. . 
There 'are voices I ' hear, faint 

. sweet, 
Like an echo.from far away,

The doctors
are becoming modest. Noble profes- 

' slon! These medical gentlemen have 
made numerous mistakes on their toll- 
some march from ignorance - to—igr 
norance. ’ Charity covers a multitude 
of mistakes committed by common 
mortals.' Mother earth kindly covers- 

“ the doctors andithelr blunders; all
laid to tho Lord. "The Lord glveth, 

- and the Lord taketh away; blessed he 
" the natae of the Lord.” . Which' Is a 
7 groat relief'to the doctors, who can

-prove to you by-the books and-by 
"statistics’! that the deaths Jfere “reg
ular."

Its Grandeur, Its Potency and Transcendent Usefulness and 
Beauty Pointed Out, Illustrating the Fact That Whenj 
the New Mediumship Shall Have Been Ushered’ Into’tlie- 
World, It Will Have Advanced to a-Higher Plane;’ 
Carlyle PeterBilea's Intimation that'a machine wiil be 

Invented in the near future æhich will record ,sights, ^pd 
sounds made by spiritual beings, must gladden th,? heppts 
of all who have tried to sense .the future development pt 
the phenomenal phase of Modern Spiritualism. • Thia inti
mation does not altogether partake-of the nature of proph
ecy, for it is known that men have worked upon this prob
lem in the past, and are, doubtless, still seeking its so
lution.

When the vibratory theory was first formulated as a 
working hypothesis by a number of scientific tnlnda, it was 
realized that the invention of just such an Instrument as 
Petersilea outlines, was a necessity, for the human body in 
its present stage of development cannot be depended upon 
to do accurate or continuous work in the direction of re
cording high vibrations. The mental plane Is reaçhe.d tby ■ 
few mediums and those who can receive this ratio of vibra
tions, do so only at the coat of their health. The intensity 
of the effort, even when continued for only a few minutes, 
generally results In utter exhaustion, and were it pro
longed for any length of time, might result in dissolution 
of the physical atoms, or the severing of the cord blpdlug 
spirit t<> matter. „

The probabilities of the age are also all in favor of jbiB 
machine being perfected shortly. Wè are living,Jn aj]?- 
jlod of mechanical inspiration. The spiritual cqppeutra- 
tion Beems to be directed upon the brain fabric o^ the Jÿ- 
ventor, rather than the poet or rtatesman. The g^eat ob
stacle which peat back the wave of progress for .^p mapy 
centuries In the past, the limited range of man’s 
senses, has to-day almost disappeared beneath th? flood. 
A final blast will remove thejast jagged rock—Jbe slgyz 
evolution of the sixth senser-r-and man, Btrength?ped by 
mechanical aids, will search the heavens for wisdom’s abid
ing place, and bring back her treasures, to the,rpons of 
earth. jq- .¡v,

With the vibratory recorder in common use, maÿppf 
depressing features .o,t modern msdlpm®11!?- 
away vÿitiÉ If th?'instru^nt ',s no(y^ 
ptract,, its uplversal usé will reçikKj'he ogératygg| Çjt t^ 
commercial medium accessary. . Fraud .jihou^ jilsp 
entirely eliminated, tend the sacrificial public work ot sen
sitive Bouls no longer be required. As soon as the ego who 
pas passed over regains consciousness upon,the other side, 
communications can be established with earth friends^ apd 
may be maintained as long as the spirit desires, or until 
Its progression takes it beyondXhe recording range of tp? 
machine. 7

Ab the limit of high vibrations is approached, great rev
elations may be expected, although, of course, the limita
tions of the human mind will prevent the rebeipt of any
thing like abstract wisdom. These mental flashes .will 
also doubtless have a tendency to disgust ¡those who arc 
receiving false, illogical or trivial messages from cranks, 
cynlcs and earth-bound, entities, and this class of spirits, if 
the way Is also barred by human sensitives, may, to a cer
tain extent, find their occupation gone.

put with all the advantages appertaining to mechanical 
mediumship, there is ope feature which will be repellant to 
a great many sensitives; the tender, personal relationship 
of spirit with spirit will be absent. This is the liinltation 
of all mechanical appliances—of the telephone, of the tel
egraph, but this very deficiency developed telepathy and 
will preserve human mediumship. It will not only pie
serve but elevate, for who would care, in the holy hour of ‘ 
communion with a loved one, to admit a BAND'OF SPIR
ITS FROM THE ASTRAL SLUMS? •

Mediumship should become a sacred-thing under the 
new dispensation; for it can be cultivated slowly. and 
carefully.. There would be ho further need for haste. 
Spirit return and the immortality of the soûl would he 
conclusively proven; the "show me’s” of the world at last 
“shown,” “Tests” would be a thing of .the-past,. Th? 
hungry cry for “proof!” would be stilled.

Why, then, should the farcing process of developing me
diumship be Btlll practiced? ; , ,
' WHY SHOULD THE TENANT OF THE’BODY, THE 

“I,” .HÀVE TO CONTINUALLY MOVE OUT ^OF^ITS 
HOUSE IN ORDER TO ACCOMMODATE A TRANSIENT

joyfully and,, freely. All honor to their courage. 
Through their efforts the battle has been wqn, the spiritual 
sun lights the heavens once more, and even science bows 
her haughty head and acknowledges the existence of the 
supernatural, The world has rolled forward a notch and 
a sigh of relaxation fills the air. Let our mediums relax 
too, withdraw into the ellmce and meditate upon their fu
ture. Perhaps they will learn at first hand what we are 
endeavoring to clumsily set before them, THE WAY OF 
THE NEW MEDIUMSHIP, THE WAY OF LIBERATION.

■ When was this new form of mediumship evolved? As 
early as 1865, If not earlier. Its presentation to the world 
.was made in n book called "Dealings With the Dead,” au
thor and date of publication unknown, owing to the ab
sence of the title page from the copy we possess. When 
was this mediumship practiced? Unconsciously by the 
poet laureate, Alfred Tennyson, and his spirit friend Henry 
Hallam; consciously by Lilian Whiting and her spirit 
friend, Kate Field.

When was the new trance state established? ' 
Within the last few yeirs by the guide "Ahrlnziman.” 
Let us consider the following as a means of substantiat

ing our plaim thaf the precess, as described in No. 871 of 
The.Progressive Thinker, is the same as outlined in tire 
book called "Dealings with the Dead.”

' UNKNOWN AUTHOR, 1885.
"Instead of a sleep of .any kind, there comes an intense 

wakefulness. My own personality was not lost to me, but 
completely swallowed up in that of a far more potent men
tality. Occasionally during these strange blendings, I felt 
that other’s feelings, thought that other’s thoughts, read 
that other’s past, aspired with that other’s aspirations, and 
talked, spoke and reasoned with that other's inspiration.”

AHRJNZIMAN, 1900.
"In tills condition of conscious suspension of thought,' 

the mind of the psychic can receive thought waves from a 
master mind, wliicli has been put magnetically into har
mony with the passive receiver. * * * Such power of re
ceptivity is akin to tliat of a conscious, Ustenlng pupil 
who hears and comprehends the arguments of a lecturer.”

It will be seen from the- above that the spirit controls 
thp mqptality of the medium, but does not oblierate the 
consciousness. The result is stimulation and assimilation 
of strength('instead of. stiffer'injf and .debility; Indeed, 
¿¿is blending'dl1 two mentalities' really means the harness
ing of inspiration—which is-.fleeting and effervescent—;a 
prolonged and continuous inspiration, forming the con
necting link between inspiration‘and illumination.

Those who are acquainted with the writings of Lilian 
Whiting can readily understand that the mentality of 
Kate Field was. the stronger. The latter possessed one of 
.the most brilliant intellects of her day, while Miss Whit
ing wins her’points by repetition of argument and sym
pathetic interpretation of famous authors’ writings. in 
the case of Tennyson and his friend Hallam, the latter, dy
ing young, did not give to the world any written proof of 
his genius, but according to the testimony of Gladstone 
and other lucid minds, Hallam possessed a powerful intel
lect, ‘-‘joined to h pure and holy heart.” At the time of 
Hallam’s death in 1833, Tennyson was 24 years of age, 
and his published poeps were pleasing, rather than great. 
In' 1850 he parted with “Im Memo'riam,” pronounced the 
most illustrous poem of the nineteenth century.

From whence came,the Inspiration? ■
Read the following paragraph, taken from the Standard 

Encyclopedia
“A new soul had entered into his poetry. His muse 

had been born again from above." Tennyson himself, ac
knowledges the source of his inspiration in these words:

Hurrying down the street a few 
days ago, I overtook a couple saunter
ing liesurely along, and as I passbd I 
heard these words: “Well, I never' 
will come back to this earth again if 
I once get out of the body." An ex
pression I have heard several times 
before, once at the .wigwam last sum
mer, and feeling .that this thought is 
expressed carelessly and without due 
Consideration, I believe a word on the 
subject may. not be out of place;

' This is a beautiful world and 
though we sometimes get discouraged 
because our plans do not turn out as 
we would have them, and our disap
pointments are many, we^still live in 
the hope that we may know- aiid be 
able to return to loved ones or to 
those to whom we are now strangers, 
If by so doing we can aid them In the . 
least. To live In idleness throughout 
eternity, or to play a golden harp and 
sing songs- of praise forever, would in
deed be monotonous, for eternity 1b a 
long time. "Such, selfish bliss would 
become a vice, and a selfish angel 
would be as bad as a millionaire of 
earth,”

There will never be a time through
out eternity when it will -not be neces
sary to work for the good of those 
who are coming on after us.' The 
higher and more advanced are con
tinually reaching down and lending a 
helping hand to those beneath them. 
It we as angels simply thought of our 
own progress and happiness, never 
looking back to aid the ones left be
hind, we .would not be worthy of all 
wisdom and happiness, and we would 
be neither wise nor happy. We must 
work as spirits, for there are millions 
of the low, ignorant and degraded who 
go out in a wretched condition and 
who need uplifting. So we will find 
no time for selfish enjoyment alone, 
and those .who think they are going 
to sit serenely down and do nothing 
but enjoy themselves In a selfish way 
will find they are mistaken.

We are happiest in the body when 
we are doing something for others, to 
make them happier; why then should 
we not be happiest in spirit while try
ing to help some spirit not so far ad
vanced, and what would be a more 
delightful task than to be able to flit 
back to earth and help our dear earth
ly sorrowing friends, if permitted to 
do so.

Then do not say, dear friends, that 
you do not wish to return to earth 
when free from the body, for there 
are too many suffering ones who need 
all the assistance you can gl$e. The 
Catholic table of sins says overmuch 
seeking of one’s ease is a sin, a venal 
sin, but sinful nevertheless.

I am happiest when trying to do 
something for some one more unfortu
nate than myself. Think you I would 
not be happy as a spirit in trying to 
help Some other spirit or some mortal 
who needed help if I could get'near 
them? The spirit world, as I believe, 
is a busy world, and there are differ
ent grades of intelligence and of suf
fering there as here, and what a joy 
it must be to continually work for the 
uplifting of the unfortunate, and 
never to be weary in well-doing.

Ingratitude is a trying condition to 
meet, but if we expect nothing for 
our efforts in others’ behalf we will 
not be disappointed, if we receive 
nothing, and our reward v'Ul come in 

. God’s own good time,
The trouble Is we expect too much

LENDING A HELPING HAND.

Eternity Would Be Monotonous, If We 
Could Not Do Unselfish Work 

for Other’s.

&

It will write in full sight——, 
yes, in full sight and it will 
write more, write better, 
write easier and keep on 
doing so longer than any 
other typewriter.

THE MONARCH TYPEWRITER OO„ 
200 and 202Wabash Ave.. Chicago, JU.

THE NEW LIFE,
By Leroy Berrler. An eminently suggestive 
work, of excellent tendencies, treating oi;tjxe 
mind's relations to the physical organism, and 
the power of thought in the upbuilding 
health and character. Cloth, $1.

THE TEACHINGS OF JESUS
Not Adapted to Modem Civilisation, with theTjti 
Character of Mary Magdalene. By Gco-W; Brown. 
M. D. Price. 15 cuxiU. For sale ut thia office.

Tiie Living DmIw F~“ ST1 
By W. J. COLVILLE. A series of twelve lec
tures, Intended us simple, practical exporiMjna 
of the Ten Commandments In the spiritual as
pect. Price, 50 cents.

WORLD MAKING
and Death of Worlds, by Samuel Phelps Leland 
Fh/D.. LL. D., Emeritus Professor of Astrono
my end lecturer on science in Charles City Col
lege, A Work of intense interest, by u scien
tist and profound thinker. Cloth, price, 75 yU.

"THE DREAN CHILD,"
A Fascinating Romance of Two Worlds. By 
Florence Huntley. Price, cloth, 75 cents. Books 
like "Tho Dream Child" spur humanity on to 
make more and more demands ot this nature, 
and will open up new heights and depths of 
Spiritual knowledge.—Ella Wheeler Wilcox. 
Will, I believe, take its place beside Bulwer'a 
"Zanonl" and the "Sernphita" of Balzac.—Dally 
Capital. Topeka, Kansas. Although simple and 
unvarnished with any inflammable descrip
tions, enthralls the mind to the exclusion of 
other thoughts, until reluctantly the reader 
closes the last page.—Minneapolis Sunday 
Times.

THE New and

and

ever

and

And oft in my. dreams I se^m to meet 
The friends of my springtime May.

And the loving nearts I knew so true, 
Like a vision come and go, ■'

Till I feel the thrill of immortal youth 
Through all my being flow. -,

I walk in the Valley with my .angel 
.i guide,•• -.
With never a doubt or fear, .

For whatever changes may betide,. -. 
Faithful, her presence is near.. ■.

When at last my pilgrimage is ended 
here, : .••••a’,:.-

' -And tired I fold my hands 
And close mine-eyesto the scenes 

most dear ■ • •
Of Time’s slow fleeting sands—

Then the ghosts of the years I have 
spent ' . _

- As a child of earth and time, 
Will seem like a dream that came and 

went
As I wake in a world divine. 

' ; - BISHOP A. BEALS.
’Suminerland, Cal. •

LODGER? Even though this lodger be a friend, regard 
for his friendship can-be shown In another and better, 

the Way df-the new-mediumship—-without loss orjioh- 
sciousness or inconvenience qf any kind, and If the spirit 
is truly”a friend it will be the first to- approve of.<■ the 
change. • . -j-’W.

The obsession of bad or good spirits would be;;equarty, 
unnecessary, and mediums would once more be-pall?d by 
their rightful names, seers and prophets? .

• Do not misunderstand the-nature of this article.. l£e 
do not condemn the past and present, but we seek to cor
relate the great fact of the'near approach of tiff time 
when Petersilea’s invention will be an earthly reality, To 

‘the further fact that a new form of. mediumship 1ms been, 
evolved, practiced and established; this correlatlontfrovlng 
that’the yoke has been lifted from the necks of otir long- 
suffering mediums, if they would but recognize thfe tacf; 
lifted, and in a short time utterly destroyed, urft&ss tire: 
sensitives of the old regime cling to it voluntarily.- A 
few may do so and-we cannot blame them; a ^arrtar 
rarely loses-his fondness for his fighting armor. .

The method which availed In the .days of strife^s cluug-
to fondly in the days of peace. 'er

BIBLE.
Revised

Edition,

Authenticity, Credibility, 
Morality.

“Far off thou art, but ever nigh, 
I have thee still and I rejoice, 
I prosper, circled with thy voice

I shall not lose thee tho’ I die.” -

. Not only did Tennyson draw heavenly manna from his 
spirit friend through mental stimulation, but it is even 
probable that the two spirits commenced together upon the 
same plane. It is recorded of the poet that he possessed 
the- power to enter a new phase of consciousness by the 
constant and rapid repetition of his own name. Does not 
this fulfill-the~cdndlttori, stated by Ahrinzlman, that the 
“passive conscious recognition of Inspired thought can be 

■ practiced by the perfectly developed adept both while in 
the body of the flesh and when, out of it and .clothed only 

¡ WRh the body of the spirit” ?
-/•But,” the humble-minded medium may say, "How can 

'i receive this Inspiration? I have no spirit friend with 
whptii I'established an affinity upon earth. My guides 
are tried and true but we establish our rapport in th? old

appreciation for what we do. If we 
do what we consider to be our duty 
towards those whom we meet in our 
surroundings, what matters it If our 
efforts are not appreciated at the time 
—the reward will come later, and per
haps from an entirely different 
source. I know this from experience; 
and so do your duty as you see it, 
leave the rest to the Higher Power, 
and all things will adjust themselves 
in their own good time.

Again, it is not a condescension on 
our part to help another, it Ib an up
lifting to ourselves; the greater bene
fit comes to us. Did you ever think 
of it in that light; my friend, that we 
are as much receiving a favor as con
ferring one when we try to do good to 
others? But we are impatient crea
tures, we want the results to come 
first “We leap to heights that were 
made to climb,” both spiritually and 
physically, but- we have got to wait 
God’s own time, and while we wait let 
us be good to others and thereby be 
good to ourselves.

If.we build houses on thousands the 
winds will -blow and the floods come 
and destroy our handiwork. God did 
not send the earthquake to destroy the 
city because of the wickedness of The 
people, not at all; God’s laws are fixed 
laws, and poison kills, and If we are 
foolish enough to build our cities and 
villages on the side of a volcano we 
must expect at some time to receive 
the consequences. All our sufferings 
are the result of wrong-doing, by some 
one at some time.

AUGUSTA FRANCES TRIPP.
Onset, Mass.

JOHN E. REMSBURG'S GREAT WORK
Ingersoll's desire that somebody 

should at last tell the whole truth about 
the Bible has been brilliantly fulfilled. 
No Freethinker worthy of the name can 
afford to pass over Remsburg’s book In 
silence. Like Thomas Raine’s “Age of 
Reason,” may it, let us hope, find ad
mirers and translators In other lan
guages. And again,, like Paine's book, 
may this brilliant work bring to Its au
thor the praise of posterity.—Der Frei- 
denker (Milwaukee).

This great work on the Bible by Mr. 
Remsburg Is most valuable—it is an en
cyclopedia of information in regard to 
the Bible, and surpasses In Inipprtance 
all other works of the kind now pub
lished. It Is up-to-date In every partlo 
ular. Price, $1.25.

I ASK NOT.

' “Spiritual Firecrackers, Bible Chest- 
■ nuts and. Political Pin Points.” - By 3. 
S. Harrington.'’A pamphlet containing 
T9 pages of .racy'reading. Price 25 cts.

“New Testament Stories Comically 
Illustrated. Drawings by Watson Hes
ton. With Critical and Humorous Com
ments upon ' the Texts.” Heston’s 
drawings are incomparable, end excru
ciatingly funny. Price, in bbardd, fl;

When materialism threatened to engulf the wor^d, truth 
had to be driven into men's skulls quickly and effectively, 
and the only way it could be done was to furnish proofs 
which would admit of no refutation; something the.senses, 
could cognize easily and the dullest brain be forced tq ac-: 
cept without equivocation. That “something” was the- 
phenomena, ¿hrs could hear raps, eyes $ould see tables: 
tilt, and raps and tilts could spell'out words and ,spn-< 
tences. The very-’crudity of the. method was effectives' at’ 
first, but like all clumsy ways, grew tiresome in theepd.,, f 

■ Then came the development of the trance mediums, a 
forced and hurried development, which gave Tlae. to ¡OB
SESSION AND SUBMERSION OF INDIVIDUALITY^ ' ’ 
: The heroic sensitives who recognized tho dangeroua-Wri 
ture of V16 method, must’have decided that .the-cause was 

I ¿forth the sacrifici and'gave Of their time and strength

way and I do hot want to break the Conditions.”
It may perhaps be true that an earth affinity, passing 

Over, establishes a strong line of communication quickly, 
but we maintain that this line can be opened by any sen-' 
sltlve who follows the advice of Lilian Whiting and Kate 
Field: "LIVE EVERY DAt AND EVERY HOUR THE 
'SPIRITUAL LIFE; KEEP SERENE IN MIND AND HAVE 
NO UNKIND OR IMPATIENT THOUGHTS OF ANY 
ONE.”. ; ' -.- -J

It may take time and patience, hut If the matter is 
placed before.the.spirit guides in the rlght.Hght, they can
not-refuse to accept conditions-Which will prove n dis
tinct benefit to their: medium. .If--they should refuse, 
however, it is a suspicious circumstance and worthy of in
vestigation.. - , - • V

. Spiritual circles • are .not. meant to, endure forever, for । 
that means stagnation.^. If the medium progresses beyond' 
her guides, they forfeittheir right to usurp her time. She 
should firmly, but kindly, say "Adieu!” and await the-com- 
ing of the greater teachers. They will come, never fear; 
there are zones of affinity in the spiritual realms suited to- 
every rate of vibration upon earth, and the medium’s ratio 
of vibration is governed by her spirituality, not her intel
lectuality. . Spiritual insight may be equal .in those who 
partake of greatly differing mental characteristics. 
These advanced teachers will understand the new medium
ship and will gladly practice it. Let us widen the gulf be
tween the extremes of mediumship, obsession and inspira
tion-, by discarding that method of the nineteenth century 

<]known as trance, and in-conscious suspension of thought 
receive, the wisdom of our celestial teachers and give it 
.forth again, uncolored by a sordid.nature and an impure 
heart. , ’’ „ TOWARD J, BATES.

' San Bernardino, Cat«: ' > ’ ■ » -

.Q, I ask not for beauty, 
Though precious the gift;

Not for hands small and snowy,’ 
But hands to uplift

Broken hearts and paint rainbows 
O’er clouds of despair,

Till thé sad and the sinful. 
Might deem my hands fair.

Not for eyes bright and- gleaming 
Like stars do I pray,

But for eyes that may comfort 
.,'A sad castaway, 
, Until, seen through the darkness 

Of starless midnight, ■
The forsaken and fallen

Might think my eyes bright. •
Not for lips red as rubies

' ■ Or rosebuds I long,-,. - 
Where the voice melts in music 

And smiles vie with-song; , .
But may grief'at these portals .

Such sympathy meet .- .:
■ That a soul in the shadow 

Might deem these lips sweet. .
■> 0,1 ask not for beauty,

.* Though precious the gift;
• But I long for the power .’ ..

Td comfort and lift .
Till thèse commonplace,features.
■ Such sunshine may wear
That a tear-blinded mortal

Might fancy me fair::
v . CALLA HARCOURT.

Chestnut, Ill. ,

STANDARD BOOKS,
Cloth Binding, 10c. Each.

The following books by well known 
and popular writers, we have selected 
with the thought that they will bo of in
terest to our readers. They are printed 
on fine paper; perfectly clear,-readabl» 
type; cloth binding. Good home library 
edition:

Heroes and Hero Worship, and the 
Heroic in History. The Hero as Divin
ity. The Hero as Prophet The Hero 
as Poet The Hero as Priest. The 
Hero as King. By Thomas Carlyle, 359 , 
pages.

Past and Present By Thomas Car- 
lyle.

Data of Ethics. By Herbert Spencer.
Fairyland of Science. By Arabella B.

Buckley. This book is written In such -, 
a pleasing manner that young as well ' 
as old can understand it illustrated, 
gilt top.

Origin of Species. By Charles Dar
win.

Descent of Man. By Charles Darwin, t 
These two books by Mr. Darwin, should 
be in every home. , '

Karma. A Novel. By A. P. Slnnett.
A Romance of Two Worlds. By, Ma- 

rie Corelli. A most wonderful occult 
story. .

Zanonl. By Bulwer Lytton. A ro
mance by that mostwonderful and mys
tic writer, after a long residence In the 
East and an exhaustive study of occult 
lore.

Any one of the above valuable books 
can be obtained for 50 cents, a miracle 
of cheapness.

BOOKS BY- .... ,

LILIAN WHITING.

:

WHY DREAD TO GO?

Why vex ourselves with wearing care?
Why shun the grave for-aching head 

So cool and low?
Have we found life so. passing fair,-
So grand to be, so sweet that-we. 

Should,dread to go? .
Some other.hand the task can take, - 
If so it Beemoth best, the task . ■,

’ By us begun;. : , - .' .
No work-tor which we need towakb. 
In joy or grief, for life isbrieL

* Beneath the sun. -
- ~Ix)ulsa Chandler Mouitan.—

THE LIFE RADIANT—Cloth,$1.00 
nek Decorated cloth IL2£ In thia, hernewboofe 
Nias Whiting alms to portray a practical IdeaUof. 
daily living that shall embody the sweetness and 
exaltation and faith that lend enchantment to life. 
It la., in a measure, a logical sequence of ‘IThe 
World Beautiful." Leading Into still diviner nar* 
tnonlee. "Tho Life Radiant" Is characterized by 
the same essential QuallticB that hare marked 
»‘The Wotid Beautiful." .;
CONTENTS—The Golden Ago Lies Onward; Dis« 

cerniug tho Future; The Ethereal Realm; Ths 
Power of tho Exalted Moment; Tho Nectar of । 
the Hour.

THE SPIRITUAL^IGNIFICANCEi 
or Death as an Evont in Life, cloth. SI.DO A bqoK* 
from her pen means new flashes of insight, nreV*.

-elation of Spiritual truth almost Emersonian 
kind.—Chicago Chronicle.
THE WORLD BEAUTIFUL;'First 
Second and Third Berles. Three volnmoa, 11.01 
per volume, • ------- • • —
CONTRNTB OF.VOL. I.—Tho Duly pt Happtnestr 

Nectar and Ambrosia,’BehST© in tho wings;,The 
Vision and tho Splendor; The Enlargement oq 
Relations; Friends Discovered, not mado| A' 
Psychological Problem: The Supreme Luxury, 
of Life; Exclusive and Inclusive; Through 
Scorning Nothing; Tho Woman of the Worldr 
Tho potency ot Charm: Fir-^'oula and Fine So*; 
ctety: Ths Laws of OurL^.try; In Nownost 

. of Life; The heavenly vlaitora. \
AFTER HER DEATH.—A Story of, 
a Summer. Price, 91.00, The Ideas In tho boote 
Will afford comfort to many, and abouldbrln» 
positive aldlh sorrow to ouch as will reooiveila 
meMuge.—Hartford post.
FROM DREAMLAND. SENT^ 
Verses of tho Life to Come. Now edition; wltl^.. 
additional poems. 61.00. Decorated oiothiJUMt' 
Lilian Whiting’s vcrsalsJIkeabitofaunllU&hd  ̂
goapo on a May morning.—Boston Herald.-. < ./ { 
KATE FIELD; A Record,'^

• several portraits of Miss Field, including one 
EHhu Vedder.’ Decorated doth, 12.® w 
A Study of Eanbeth Serrett Browite
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Letters From the Spirit World
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Written Through the Mediumship of 
Mrs. Carlyle Petersilea.

In coming to those within the mor 
tai form, we find the following ques
tions arising within “ladB’
Why are spiritual beings so intangible? 
Why cannot we see spirits with otn 
material eyes? How Is- t J«* 
there can be houses, grass, trees,. flow 
ers and water In that invisible ea. m 

' and how is it possible that BI^lt"al 
beings have a form similar to the one 
they bore on the earth?

In answer to the first finest °n. 
Whyare spiritual beings so intangible• 
we will say, because they are ethereal. 
Perhaps all who ask this question may 
not fully understand what s^even} 
means. It is now well known, and 
admitted by most scientific men as 
well as scientific women—foi we find 
that many women are as va8
most men—that all space lfl 8*^.  ̂
subtile fluid or substance called ether 
that this substance is unchangeable, 
eternal, and endures forever, and 
that all other substance, whatever its 
nature or kind, exists, moves, and hM 
its being within this universal ether 
and that nothing could be or exlBJ 
without it. Countless mil»0“ °f 
suns and worlds move within It, to
gether with all that exists upon them.

Now this ether 1b intangible to those 
still dwelling within a material form, 
but it is more real, even, than any ma
terial substance Whatever, for. Ml 
terial things at length dissolve, disap; 
near and fade back into the ether 

' from whence they came; they dissolve 
It as soda, salt and other chemicals 
dissolve within water; so that as all 
material things first came out of it, 
they again at last return within it in 
an ethereal condition; consequent y 
the ether is filled with chemical sub
stances of all kinds In an ethereal 
state; always has been and a*ways 
will be. If one puts salt,, soda, or 
many other chemical substances Into 
water, they dissolve and mix with the 
water, yet not an atom of the salt or 

- soda is lost; separate them ' again 
from the water and they are once 
more salt and soda; but when mixed 
with the water they are intangible. 
So of all material things that at 
length return within the great unlver- 
sal ocean of ether; they are dissolved 
by it, but are as real as they were be
fore, so that not an atom of any sub
stance can be lost or destroyed. And 
we will add here, that these chemical 
substances within the ether are tan
gible and real to the spiritual sight, 
and would be to mortal sight if the 
material eye was fitted to see them. 

- The spiritual sight being many de
grees more refined, can readily per
ceive them, and can also make use of

CLAIRVOYANT VIEWS.

As Set Forth and Described by Mrs. M. 
Klein.

As They Arise in Connection With - the itome Circle Dark Spirit 
Comes to,the ConclusiAi That It Is Better to 

Advance IntS thS Light. \The soul of man is above magnet
ism and electricity, consequently com
pels these forces to do his bidding, and 
if these forces (ire Intangible and in- Dr Wickland’s Instructive articles in the ever welcome' 
andbbeyoSd thlm° g.aspS^them °in Progressive Thinker (and who can hope to be a progressive 
his hands, as one might say, and com- thinker without its valuable aid?), brings to mind an ex
pelling their submission, and these perience that I think worth relating.

"• » '» «> “ »>“ — «““» « 
which Is superior to them, is also in- house to attend a-home circle, said frien^ being the sen-, 
tangible, invisible to mortal Bight, and I sltlve. At one of these sittings, after being addressed by
immortal, existing throughout eter
nity?

We think we can bring no 
proof than this. As nothing 
goes out of existence, man’s 
superior to all existent things 
knows anything about. Is it 
ident that he-is immortal?

better 
dies or

several earnest souls on the responsibilities of life and our 
duties to each other in order to bring about the best re
sults, a new influence was permitted to try and control

soul is who thew a Very miserable feeling over the sensitive. At- 
that he jer struggling for a time he succeeded to stutter out, 
no ev in h—11 are you sitting here like fools for?”

But one may say, perhaps he loses I “We are a little gathering of truth-seekers devoting an 
his identity at the change called death, hour now and then, seeking In this way to add a little to

If Spiritualists would accept the our Btore of knowledge regarding life’s mysteries. Who

«238 ~ »«M rn- « ««—« »
scarcely anyone as yet has seen clear- for you? ’ •
ly-^-a few dimly—all would be clear ■ <>jiy name's Andy. I’m drunk, I guess, trying to have

»■• .««« «•« «■>••“ -•1
and from thence is attracted into mat- tracted here because .it Is so nice and light."
ter for the purpose of development, "Well, Andy, you re welcome, and now let me ask, are' 
or leaving matter or the coarser part you aware Of jbe fact that you have passed through what 
buM^th^ 1b called death; thati.s, cast off your material body?”
accepted without the great - eternal "Yes, and that is the funniest part of it. I know that 1 
truth of involution,* then at the dis- died,, and after I had died I found myself as much alive as 
robing, of the body, serious doubts ever Hang it, the riddle is too much for me!" 
could be entertained as to the Immor- „ . . :• ,,
tality of that which is called spirit. We». Andy, you are now a disembodied spirit, and must

Again, it animals cease to exist af- learn to adapt yourself to your new life."
ter the death of their material bodies, "Yes, I’ve heard about this spirit business before, but 
man would also cease to exist, for the never t00k any stock in it. This is a new one on me, and
lite principle Is the same in all, This . _ , „ , - .that Ilves and the life principle is the now that I am talking to you in this .way, I am forced to
spirit. Without that no life is, or can believe there is something in it.”
be; and all things that exist, first exist j then explained to him that each soul must work out 
as entities or identical spiritual egos ....... . . .. , , , ______ „uwithin the all-pervading ether, and Rs own salvation,that is, out of the darkness of ignorance 
from thence are attracted into matter into the light of knowledge; that there is no possible for- 
for the purpose of development; and giyeness for any so-called sins; each one must reap as he

raw ,.lk. ■ •
tain amount of matter In Its refined “Your degraded condition, and dark, repulsive surround- 

•and sublimated condition, as a cover- ings are but the results of your own low mental'state of 
‘“now it has been said,/as though im- deBlre and Practlce’ Earnestly strive from now onjo 
possible to believe, that if there were 1 shun every evil, and to cultivate love for all that 1b good 
homes , schools, trees, grass, flowers, and pure. Fdrget about self. ' Look about you, and you 
and so on, together with clothing, mu- many In need of your kindly help and encourage-
K l“sTtZ wtS ment-persiBt in such a course and we can
ble, that the spiritual life would sim- heaven’s light will dawn within your own soul, which will 
plj be a replica of the earthly life. cause the darkness within and about you to dissolve as

them.
The next question: Why cannot 

spiritual beings be seen with the ma
terial eyes? For the very reason 
above given; because they are ethe
real, and dwell within the ether, and' 
the material eye is not fitted to see 
them; but the spiritual eye, being 
more refined by many degrees, can 
perceive spiritual forms just as it 
can see the dissolved chemicals with
in the ether.

• : How is it possible that there can be 
grass, trees, flowers, water and 
houses within the invisible realm?

: As it is not possible to destroy an 
atom of anything whatever, and-'js 
form is also indestructible,'Whatever 
bears a form is reproduced within the 
ether Everything that dies to earth 
Simply throws off its coarser outer or 
more material covering; the form it
self with its refined essences rises up 
Within the ether, and there by a natu
ral law of attraction it takes its prop
er place within the invisible' realm,’ 
but being extremely refined it cannot 
be discerned by the material sight, 
yet to the spiritual sight is real and 
tangible. ... .

Homes and all kinds of buildings 
are erected by spiritual beings from 
refined chemical substances;’ bht being 
attenuated and ethereallzed, could not 
be readily perceived by mortal sight, 
and yet even mortal sight has some
times become cognizant of these spir
itual things..

It has been asked: Do not people at 
death dissolve back into the first ele
mentary state and thus mix with the 
ether’ If form was destructible this 
might be the case, but as form is inde
structible it attracts and holds to itself 
al) the refined essences that belong 
to it- All this can be reasoned out 
from a material standpoint, but there 
are other things to be taken into con
sideration.

All these refined substances within

Now, dear friends, this is precisely mlBt before thé bright sunlight, and you will soon discover 
sro1! li. wr —O °.™«
step higher into the spiritual or*more As proof of this, let me state that the light of which you 
reflned’life. speak that attracted you here, is this soul-light, or It could

"Come, now, let us reason to- i not’ be vlslble to you/.
gether. There are continually pass
ing into spirit life, spirits of all kinds "Well, I must go, but will think about this. I know 
and grades, from the tiniest, unborn now that there is something In it." 
infant, to those who die at birth; and , . . , . ,from an hour old up to, perhaps, one 1 have-made -UBe of but nttle of Andy 8 exPreBSlve lan- 
hundred, or sometimes a little more; guage and feared that, perhaps, I had given him rather 
.but the number that, comes to spirit too much advice at one time, but we were exceedingly anx- 
life during infancy and childhood is j mabg an impression on him, never expecting to 
greater by one-half than those who , , _ ____ „_„Mhivcome after reaching the age of ma- hear from him again. In that we have been agreeably 
turity. If spirit life was not in a surprised, however, and now for the sequel.
measure a replica of earth life, how At least two years subsequent to this, at one of our sit- 
could these infants and small children, t( t tb same place, but not just, the same people, 
together with youths of both sexes, be 6 , ..nu™taught? How teach a little babe an after being addressed by several personalities, another be- 
hour old or less, withoujzcare and ob- I gan by saying: “I came to thank you for the kindly re
jects similar to those of eartk?, . Hoyv ¿eption and advice you gave,to one so degraded as. I hqd 
teach, youths -and all small children b j toun^ n mighty hard to forsake ïnÿ old ways and 
all that they must necessarily know, UCD . , . / , . .. . / . T Jx.without schools and teachers? take up those advised by jiou, but, thank God, I am over 
What a dreary waste the spiritual the worst, and now indeed do I understand the.trùe .way

“Try'lhe spirits to see if they be of good or evil in
tent.”

There seems to be much perplexity regarding the con
tradictory statements from supposed spirits by different 
ééhsitives. In'my unexperienced days, I made many trips 
to. a-certain sensitive, said sensitive being very fine at 
times, t . I soon discovered, however, that the sensitive 
could not at all times, and at a fixed hour, be influenced by 
our unseen friends. Being in dire need, however, of the 
almighty dollar, it'became necessary to say something 
which I think was not of the spirit, but very fallible.

The oracles of-the temple were protected from the 
harsh, cruel world, and until we learn to do the same, such 
unsatisfactory- state of affairs will surely obtain.

"TRY THE SPIRITS.”
We' have great cause to be thankful to the many con

tributors for the valuable lessons that come to hand each 
week. Surely it is the least We can do. Isn't it better to 
scatter a few more flowers along each other’s pathway 
now, than to save them for the resting-place of the cast-off 
busks.

We take the paper, look it over, ready enough to criti
cise, bijt how many stop to consider the great amount of 
•thought force and hard work necessary In order to prer 
pare and deliver all this matter each week for our pleas
ures and instruction; and not the least wonderful at the 
cost-to us of only about two cents. MANY COPIES 
WOULD BE CHEAP AT ONE. DOLLAR EACH. It is no 
'flattery-to say that the paper is getting better all 
thé time. Indeed it would be a public calamity should 
such a tpacher as The Progressive Thinker, as now man
aged, ever-fail to make its weekly rounds.

The latest surplse id the pleasure of welcoming a new 
contributor to its columns, Ole Bull, a grand soul. On 
behalf of our countrymen, and by one having had the 
pleasure of your personal acquaintance, permit me ,to ex
press our sincere thanks for your blessing. That indefati
gable worker, Carlyle Petersilea, has taken his profes
sional brother out of the darkness of death, connected him 
with earth again by means of his own true’sensitlve, and 
thus has it become possible to record another resurrec
tion from the so-called. dead. Thank's, all ye unselfish 
workers, for thus is the darkness of ignorance dissolved 
by the light of true knowledge.

Apd now, Brother Francis, permit several of us here to 
thank you for the brave stand you are taking regarding 
trickery in the seance room, which 1b as far removed from 
piire mediumship and Spiritualism as heaven is from the 
other place.

A prominent business man began to complain the other 
day ’about the great amount of fraud prevalent in public 
places everywhere.

“‘Wëii, if there are local complaints, why don’t you get 
to’getheï with an hundred or more of your business broth
ers, make a stil about It, and let It be plainly seen that you 
a'Ié verÿ tired of the evils about which you complain? All 
evils mhst yield to public opinion, you know.”
^ ''Ohi’no; I iare not say a word. It would hurt my 
Büsinééi, you know.”

"Yotl' coward, how. long would your business last If you 
Vrere to3 cowardly to protect It from robbers?”

J We'have mentally many times contrasted such a course 
with yours. With you, to firmly stand for the PURITY 
ÔÏ1 THifel TEACHINGS OF OUR GRAND PHILOSOPHY, 

• ôSçms'4o be placed taï above The value of catering to ma- 
. terial ¿Siri;'and I feel to say that such a course will lead

To theEditor:—I have read with 
care and great Interest the article by 
Mr. C. R. Flanderka, Salt Lake City, 
Utah, on Dr. A. J. Davis' “Harmonlal 
Man.” I have never- read Dr. Davis’ 
works, and seeing in the article re
ferred to so much that has been 
taught and shown tp me clairvoyantly 
by my spirit teachers, Is a cause of 
much pleasure to me. The only dif
ference is that, his treatise is on how 
to produce rain, and what is shown to 
me is for electrical purposes, but 
somehow the preparations are so sim
ilar, that, with slight variations both 
purposes can be secured. The towers, 
batteries, wires, etc., are all necessary 
to evolve, unite and distribute the 
earth’s and the elemental electricities; 
but what the writer of the article re
ferred to,calls “depots,” are not nec
essary In that form for electricity, but 
more in the form of batteries and 
dynamos.

I will write out soon the descrip
tion given me years ago, for this is the 
first time I have seen- anything in 
print that comes near enough to in
spire courage “to speak out.”

I have long since learned that we 
as mediums can receive the general 
ideas ahead of time, of what 1b to be
come a mortal realization, but we can
not figure In the construction of these

PUBLICATIONS
OS'

Hudson Tuttle.
Library of Spiritual Literate

world would be If there were no trees, attain happiness or heavenly conditions."
grass or flowers; no houses, no water, “Weu Bir who ate you, and when did we have the
no sbenery of mountain, hill and plain. ’ ’ , “ ,

Friends, let us tell you, for we write pleasure of meeting?
from the spirit plane, that the spirit “Why, don’t you now me? I’m Andy."
realms are but refined replicas of the „ob! lndee(j we are aBhamed to have to acknowledge
earthly .plane, and we .are not obliged uu ,uuoc”’ .
to enter fogland in order to do so, for that we have long since forgotten our meeting with you. 
our medium’s brain is not befogged, This is a great surprise, and we thank you for this infor- 
.nelther are we. That some brains on matlon which should be a most valuable lesson to us all. 
t^XVare aEo^ome spknua^ be- « 18 ever the duty of the, stronger to extend a helping 
Ings who, for awhile, dwell in a par- I hand to the weaker. In this sense, .we are- Indeed our 
tial state of enlightenment, we also brother's keeper.” -
noUhe riilVhe8e I know that-there are very Intelligent teachers who

CARLYLE PETERSILEA. claim that the spirit world needs no help in any way from
(To be continued.) ’ mortals, but the above is a real happening, one of many, 

------------------------------ and utterly unexpected by us. "
Clinton Camp, Iowa. bnow tbat a host of spirits have been forced out of

This finds me in Clinton camp, tbe mOrtal form while in a very low state of unfoldment.' 
we^a^toT’X^ havVbeln We a,so know that the h‘sher Progressed can be of use to 
treated most hospitably by officials of the lower whenever and wherever a proper channel can be 
association, members of the camp, and found by which to reach them.
Cole^th whom Iramstoprping'ankie The truth is bBCOtninS more and more clearIy un^r' 

Brother Peck has again been elected stood, that the embodied and the disembodied have been
president which speaks well for him.

the ether are spiritual or ethereal, cor
responding to the ether, but there is _ _ ______
something above all this, and that is* music employed every Sunday 
soul Soul is still more refined than t................................... - . -

This is indeed a very busy camp, 
and has a fine array of talent. ’The

ether—is still more, refined than spir- 
■ itual ethereallzed substance.
.. And now, we shall tell that which 
will astonish you exceedingly: All 
forms whatsoever hold a soul within 
them, or they could not bear a form, 
We know that this will sound like in
sane talk to many, nevertheless, it is 
true; and Souls are of all grades and 
sizes, from the minutest point to the 
grandest and largest world swlnglng- 
within the ether, end no two souls are 
alike.

We will noUat.this time go on to 
tell of the souls of other. things, but 
confine ourselves to the souls of the 
human race.

The soul is so refined and subtile 
ihat the mind-can hardly conceive of 
It, nevertheless it Is all-powerful, all
potent. One~ does not think it strange 
that electricity and magnetism are in
visible- . They are extremely refined 
and sub'tile elements or substances. 
The soul Is also a substance, but many 
degrees more refined than either mag
netism or electricity. How potent and 
powerful are both magnetism and elec
tricity. How much more powerful is 
the soul.

Soul is neither magnetism nor elec
tricity, but something entirely distinct 
from either. x
' Is it .more wonderful .to believe in 
he soul than to believe in magnetism 
ir electricity? All are well aware of 
!he power that resides in electricity. 
Mo one at all acquainted with electric

ity and for a moment doubt its power; 
then when one observes the mani- 
lestation of soul, can one doubt its 
power, or that it exists? > ■

Many say: "Oh! we have never 
doubted the existence of the soul!” but 
many more say they do not believe in 
Immortality-:—that the’ lifd* of man 
ends wltlTthe death of the body—and 
it is to these we write.

Man could not have a body but for 
the existence of the soul; nelthercould 
anything else that lives, moves, and 
has a being. \-

- Soul is the mainspring, the moving 
-.power. Soul clothes itself with-.re
fined spiritual essences,"ahd* with“' a 
coarser, more materail 'coveHng; then' 
It is the mainspring; the ^secret-power' 
that moves the.whole..; Sclentlsts-call 
It force. Well, it is the “ force that

, Boves all things.

from

Intermingling ever since mortal life began, and to teach 
that such intermingling can have no Influence upon'each. 
other, is in all probability a sad mistake. When we learn"

the city, a brass band, is the very best to guard against all external influences until fully satisfied 
selection. Then the musicians and aB ,0 tbe object aimed at, there will not be so many led 

E'g'A'S ■» w “■ •-*>■«■
the finest selection. - The present unholy business system (a lack of system,

We have a fine lyceum conduced by rather) is a fine school for the practice of hypnotic control 
Mrs. Emma R. Abbott, and who has £or tbe purpose of selfish gain, but we are in greater dan- 
¡ociation. Among the sptakeresinw Ser from Belflsb lnfluences by .which we are ever surriund- 
my arrival, and who have delivered ed, against which we are not on guard because unseen and 
some excellent food for thought, are unsuspected. ' -
Helen Stuart-Rlchings, Prof. W. F. 

18’ntiW of Imsihess'; It will’be the'''other way, and 
should spur us all to the effort of doubling its circulation.

According to the ever instructive lessons of natural law, 
It requires, let us say, eighteen years to build up and fully 
materialize a human form of flesh, blood and bones. When 
anyone claims to be able to produce the same phenomena 
in a few seconds, and when such forms find it necessary to 
Wear COARSE WIGS AND OTHER SOILED TOGGERY in 
order to make themselves presentable, It seems to me that 
If we cannot get rid of that class of spirits in any other 
way, we might be justified in putting a few of them 
through what might have to be called their second death. 
Being a man of peace, however, and utterly opposed to 
capital punishment,-1 am happy to know that there is a 
simple and sure remedy as soon as we shall have evoluted 
far enough to be willing to put It in force. Shun egery 
dark circle, and those foul breeding-places of the faker will 
die! True soul unfoldment can never be promoted by 
that Class of sensationalism.
■’ aJ11 forms of useful mediumship can be manifested in 
the iight, and remember, if you start in to develop your 
psychic forces in darkness, you will bijlld up conditions 
that must be maintained even though you be honest in 
ÿour efforts. Dark circles should be relegated to the past 
as having outlived ttieir-usefulness, if they ever had any.'

As. for'ethereallzation, that is different and quite pos
sible. Apparition^ have been seen all down the ages of 
time, in all sorts of light. That class of beings, however, 
do not seem so willing Jo adapt theinselves to aid in com
mercial pursuit^. Perhaps our medium of exchange may 
not be so attractive to them. This does not mean to say 
that ethereal forms refuse to manifest in a harmonious 
and well organized home circle. My eyes have' borne 
testimony to the fact that they do, and for which I shall 
ever be thankful. Indeed, “the .world do move." Let us 
move with it, by shunning the darkness for more, and ever

wonderful works. We prepare the 
way, so to say, for other minds to be 
attracted to receive the thoughts and 
ideas, whose scientific learning en
ables them to comprehend how to give 
physical form thereto, and make it a 
pleasing reality by and through ex
perimentation. That there are many 
minds worked upon by high spirit in
telligences, is evident by what has 
been put forth from time to time.

Here looms up before me the so- 
called “Spear Movement" in the early 
history of Modern Spiritualism, re
ferred to by Prof. Loveland. The mo
tor they constructed and called "The 
Mechanical Jesus,” should have bepn 
called Simply a dynamo.

It will yet have Its completion and 
fill its mission in these wonderful 
works in the establishing of an elec
trical power system midway between 
earth and sky. The dynamo just 
mentioned is to resemble a ’human 
mechanism with all out-going wires 
therefrom directed to the top of a 
crown-shaped platform above, as a re
ceiving and distributing station of the 
inflowing and generated electricities. 
By this means these" wise scientists 
from the upper worlds hope to give to 
mankind a scientific demonstration of 
the interrelativity of man’s mechan
ism to that of nature, and how by its 
connection thereto man draws his vi
tal supplies, and also helps to operate 
nature’s grand machinery by his own 
output of dynamic.force. Verily, man 
Is a living dynamo, is operated by na
ture's principles and forces, in draw
ing and transforming crude materials 
Into refined and spiritual substance.

Man is not a free agent to the ex
tent that he supposes himself to be. 
His acts, in the main, are not a result 
pf his own volition, but the result of 
conditional and circumstantial pres
sures relatively exerted upon him for 
the performance of those duties which 
fall to his lot. True, by Intelligent ef
fort along nature’s lines of activity, 
man comes closer to it, and does his 
part of service with delight, not feel
ing restraint nor compulsion. This Is 
called being “at-one-ment with God,” 
but intellectual effort and will-power 
made use of by single persons or a 
united faction, to gain power for 
themselves or public facor, is rated as 
a digression and trespass on nature’s 
established order and results for all 
such In being side-tracked and' held 
long enough to give them time to be
hold their errors and gladly grasp and 
live the truth.

In connection with the preparation 
for an electrical power system, as 
briefly herein touched, comes In the 
"Sign of the Son of Man in the Heav
ens.” This has had a learned astro
logical explanation, but that has noth
ing to do with the real sign or mean
ing as referred to in the Gospels, and 
as we know, by being taught and hav
ing it shown to us by spirits who do 
and govern these works.

MRS. M. KLEIN.
Van Wert, Ohio.

A TRUE WARNING.

more light. ' 
Seattle, Washington.

LEWIS PETERSQN.

8TUD1E8 IN THE OUTLYING FIELD8 
OF PSYCHIC SCIENCE,

This work essays to utilize and ex
plain the vast array of facts in its field 
of research by referring them to a com
mon cause, and from .hem arise to the 
laws and conditions of Man’s spiritual 
being. Third edition. Price 75 cents.

LIFE IN TWO SPHERES,
In this story the scenes are laid on 

earth, and in the spirit world, present
ing the. spiritual philosophy end the 
real life of spiritual beings. All quee- 
tlons which arise on that subject are 
answered. Price, 50 cents.
H LED T0 the light.

A thrilling psychological story of ■ 
evangelization and free thought It is 
to Protestantism what “The Secrets of 
Lhe Convent” is to Catholicism. Price. 
80-cents.
ANGELL PRIZE CONTEST RECITA-

„ TIONS.
For humane education, with plan of 

Us Angell Prize Oratorical Contests. 
By Emma Rood Tuttle. Price. 25 cents.

All books sent postpaid. Address 
HUDSON TUTTLE, Publisher, 

Berlin Heights, Ohio.

The Arcana of_Spiritualism
A Manual of Spiritual Selene« and

Philosophy,
The readers of The Progressive' 

Thinker are already acquainted with 
character of this book. Jt is Intended 
by Its assisting, Inspiring spirit-authors 
to furnish a compendium to the student 
of psychic laws and manifestations. It 
has been more than thirly years in pre
paring and contains all that has been 
received by me through inspiration 
and research during that time on the 
subjects it treats. Few questions will 
arise In the minds of Investigators 
that are not answered In its pages. 
Price, $1.25 postpaid.

Address ail orders to ।
HUDSON TUTTLE, I

Berlin Heights, Ohio, '

FREETHOUGHT AND 
LIBERAL PAMPHLETS

Tnese pamphlets were published by 
Mr. Green In the Freethought Magazine 
and are all by eminent and able writers. 
The price on most of Ibem has been re
duced

Rostu« vuumiug. Memorial Oration, 
by Robert G. Ingersoll. Price 3 cents.,

Thomas Paine. By Robert G. Inger
soll. Price 3 cents.

Voltaire. An address by Prof. Emile 
Pingault. Price 3 cents.

Abraham Lincoln. His Religion. By 
Robert N. Reeves. Price 3 cents.

Burns and Whittier. Some of Their
Likenesses and Differences. By
■Charles G. Eriwn. Price 6 cents.

Religion in the Republic. By 
M. A. Freeman. Price 5 cents.

Rational Worship. A lecture

Prof.

Mrs.

dellv-

Peck, Moses and Mattie Hull, and Mr. 
and Mrs. Sprague, who not only lec
tured, but followed their lectures by 
messages. ■ For one Sunday we • had 
Senator Tillman who filled our great 
auditorium to overflowing. Mrs.' 
taVmessage'bear^^ Thirteen Remarkable Premium Books Sent to Our. Sub-,
work, -as have others along the same scribers at a Price the World Has Never Before Seen, | 
line. . " ---------

Miss Elizabeth Harlow, too . well . 0 e oi tbe Thirteen Premium Bopks ypu may order,
pn". e»». r“ “ “•

also here as a message bearer, em-1 order only one bbok in connection with a yearly subscrip- 
ployed by association. tlon< The paper,’one year, and one Premium Book,

Frank Ripley, Mrs. De Wolf-Kiser But if you- order more than one Premium Book
are among the independent workers as »Lio. »» . • -
message bearers. the price is as follows: - -x

Naure has been most kind ih fur- Any two of the Thirteen Premium Books you may or- 
nishlng us with beautiful weathe?. A der price 70 cents. x , ■

Any. tMee of the Thirteen Premium Books .you may or-, 
for rest and sleep. Our camp ‘closes der» price $1.19. ■ x
Sunday. All seem to have enjoyed Any four Of the Thirteen Premium Books you may 
themselves and there will be many sad der ¿rjee 11.50, 'r
Ki1 Any five of-the Thirteen Premium Books you may
to mention that -Juliette Severance ■ ' “ -
and her daughter Lilian are here, der, price >1.75. .. \
This association has my best wishes ! Any six of the Thirteen- Premium Books you may 
for its future success. ■ | «« ok ‘ “ ■

,- ELIZABETH JAQUET. _ ^ny Beven of the Thirteen Premium Books you may:or-

The World Has Never Seen the Like
" Bear inmlnd that every order for a Premium Book
must be accompanied with a yearly subscription for The 
Progressive Thinker, which is $ 1.0 0.
‘ Òur Thirteen Remarkable Premium Books for $4.15.

v Theg|ollowing is the Ijst of titles .of the 
Premiujn Books:
lfn 1—$£e Encyclopedia of Death, and Life in 
^Yorldi£Vol. 1. - , .
as 2~iffA® Encyclopedia of Death, and- Life in

Thirteen

the

the

AN IMPORTANT WORK. der, price$2.35.

or-

or-

or-

Ahy eight of the Thirteen Premium Books you may or-
N. S. A. Ritual for Spiritual I dor, price >3.66. *’

The N, i ”'U“
The

or-

OF

Spirit

Spirit
^orld^Vo1. 2.
.a, S-fJhe Encyclopedia of Death, and Life In Yhe 
.^orl^jVpl. 3. These volumes have been prepared by J.

Frqpcis. They cdntaln invaluable data,
A 4—j^rt-Magic, or Mundane, Sub-Mundane and Super-

Spirit

and for sale at the N. S. A. office, 600 der,‘price; {8.10. . -
Pennsylvania avenue S. E., Washing- • Anv einVen Of the Thirteen Premium Books you may or- 
ton( D. C. Twenty cents per copy, , „ ,n . ..
postpaid! two dollars per dozen. Ad- d^> P“06 ' , . - , t»
dlress— ' -MARY T. LONGLEY, ’ Any twjslve'Of the Thirteen- Premium Books y«u may or«.

• ........................ Secretary. - der, price 83.85. * x ' • ' • ' ■
*! --------rrr . ' Lastly, all Of those THIRTEEN premium Books here an-j
• • Prayer;^'iteiUBdleSsness and Unsolen- ■ : ik unrha-tiflc ASsumptiofi; By Henry M. Taber, uounced are sent out, all portage prepaid, for 34.15, some- 
Price 10 cents- I thing never before equalled fa thia country or Europa,:

^un^me Spiritism, by Mrs., Emma Hardinge BrRten.
‘ 5—Ghost Land, Spiritualism; Occultism, By Mbs. Emma 

jHaydingp Britten.
6—¿The Next World Interviewed, by Mrs. S. G. Horn, a 

most remarkable medium.
'U ’^-J^be Occult Life of Jesus, by Alexander Smythe, a 
me'dlum of rare gifts.

8—A Wanderer in the Spirit Lands.- Translated by A. 
frarnese, a .wonderful English medium.: f

’’ 9—The Religion of Man and Ethics of Science, by Hud
son Tuttle. ■ -

' 10—Sders of the Ages, or Spiritualism Past and Present, 
by Dr. J. M. Peebles. ’

11—The Great Debate Between Moses Hull and W. F.
Jamieson. ■ <

■ 12—Letters From the Spirit World, written through 
the mediumship of Carlyle Petersilea. *

18—Gems of Thought, by SEVENTEEN leading authors, 
to our last Premium Boqlu

Accident to -Harry Allen and the Kill
ing of Favorite Horse Follows Mid
night Vision of Captain Graeber.
In his anxiety over tlla condition of 

his favorite horse, Dicky who was 
killed -in a collision of truck No. 1 of 
the Denver (Col.) fire department and 
a tramway wire pole at Fifteenth and 
Glenarm streets early yesterday morn
ing Harry Allen, the driver of the 
truck walked »about for an hour un
mindful of the fact that he himself 
had sustained painful Injuries.

After returning to the city hall sta
tion Allen began to suffer greatly from 
a sprained ankle and knee and had to 
be moved to his residence 1627 Clark
son, in the police ambulance. It may 
be weeks before he can again attend, to 
his duties. -

Firemen ^t the city hall station 
after the accident slncerly mourned 
the death of Dick, one of the most 
valuable, affectionate and intelligent 
horses In the department. AH the 
firemen say they knew that an acci
dent was about to befall some fireman 
at the city hall station because of a 
dream the previous night by Capt. Al
bert Graeber.

Capt. Graber who is in charge of 
the station, it is said always has a 
dream foretelling any accident which 
befalls the men on truck one. Prior 
to the accident of yesterday morning 
he dreamed that the truck had run 
over and killed a -woman.—Denver 
Republican.

ered before the Chicago Liberal Society 
by Dr. T. B. Gregory of Chicago., Price 
8 cents. -

Why I Am Not a. Christian. By D. D. 
Stedman. ’Price 8 cents.

Genesis to Revelation. Free Thought 
Commentary on the Whole Bible. By 
Judge Parish B. Ladd. Price 10 cents.

Revelation Under the Microscope of 
Evolution. By Prof. Daniel T. Ames. 
Price 10 cents.

Life and Career of Charles Brad
laugh. By George Jacob Holyoake. 
Price 10 cents.

Religion and Science. The “Recon
ciliation Mania" of Dr. Paul Carus of 
The Open Court. Analyzed and Re
futed by “Corvinus." Price 10 cents.

Free Thought Past, Present and Fu
ture. By Prof. Thaddeus B. Wakeman. 
With his portrait and life sketch. 
Price 10 cents.

The Priest and the Church—What 
Have They Done for the World? By 
Judge Parish B. Ladd. Price 15 cents.

Johz Tvndall Memorial. Ten short 
sketches the life of this great man. 
Price 10 cents

Cosmology Against Theology. By 
Vindex. Pride 10 cents.

Church and State. The Bible in the 
Public Schools. The New American 
Party. A Criticism by "Jefferson." 
Price 10 cents.

Standing Up for Jesus; or Wliat the 
Editor of the Freethinkers’ Magazine 
Thinks of Jesus. Price 3 cents.

"Why An Expurgated Bible?” By 
Rev. E. H. Keeas. Price 3 cents.

Progress of Evolutionary Thought. 
The opening address before the Con
gress of ^Evolutionists, held in Chicago, 
Sept. 28, 29 and 30, 1893. By B. F. Un
derwood, the chairman. Price 3 cents.

Christianity; its Impeachment and 
Decadence. Also Demands of Liberal
ism. By Dr. F. E. Abbot and Prof. T. 
B. -Wakeman. Price 3 cents.

Myth of the Great Deluge. By James 
M. McCann. Price 15 cents.

The Evolution qf the Devil. By
Henry Frank. Price 20 cents.

Liberalized Christianity. . By 
M. Taber. -Price 5 cents.

The Republic in Danger. By 
M. Taber. Price 10 cents.

In Place of Christianity. By 
H. Taber. Price 10 cents.

Henry

Henry

Henry

Germs of Mind in Plants.
PREDICTS HIS OWN DEATH.

The Doctor, Drowned, Leaves Explicit 
Directions for Burial.

'That Dr. E. M. Showman, on£ of 
the most prominent physicians of 
North Baltimore, Ohio, who was 
drowned while swimming in the Mau
mee river, had a premonition that he 
was about to die was ascertained be
yond doubt to-day.. His friends now 
recall his words: “I’ll not be with you 
long, boys,” spoken less than two 
weeks before his death.

The doctor acted on that premoni
tion. When his wife went through 
his desk, she found neatly tucked 
away a list of friends the doctor de
sired to act as pall bearers, the name 
of the place where he desired to be 
buried, who should conduct the serv
ice and where it should be held.

When the doctor spoke the words 
that let his friends know he thought 
death was near, he was in the best of 
health, of powerful physique; robust, 
and the picture of , strong, - vigorous 
manhood.—Chicago Examiner. ■ .-

■ I ■ ■ I
."Just How to Wake the Solar Plexus?’ 

By Elizabeth Towne; Valuable for 
health. Price, 25 cents.

'By R. H. France, Translated by A. M. 
Simons.—.Cloth, Illustrated,

SO Cents.
A cardinal point in the philosophi

cal systems favored by the ruling 
classes is that the mind of man is 
something unique in the universe, 
governed by laws of its own. that have 
no particular connection with 'physi
cal' laws. Modern science has proved 
that not only animals, but also, plants 
receive impressions from the outside
world and use data ¿bus obtained to 
modify their movements for their own 
advantage, exactly as human beings 
do. These facts are told in this book 
in bo charming and entertaining a 
style that the. reader is carried along 
and does not realize until later the 
revolutionary significance of the facts.

Can Telepathy Explain?
Results of Psychical Research.

By Minot J..Savage. .
Dr. Savage, in thls-bookof ¿43 pages, discus?« 

esproblejns that have vexed intelligent minds 
probably to a greater extent than any others, 
saving those or the religious life.' Ho etattsa ‘ 
greiit . number of weU-anthentlcat<d instances 
of spiritist revelation or communication. His 
discussion Is frank and fearless, and merits the 
widest reading; tor he deals with facts and ex« 
patiences. Price, cloth. 11.00.

;i u
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A WAT C8AWI
It Has Taken Place at My Dale, and ' 

That Favorite Place of Resort WiH ■ 
Surge Ahead as Never Before- 
Note the Fact, That Chicago Enter
prise and Push, Headed by That Re- 
niiirkabie Woman, Mrs. Laura G. 
Eixen, Aided by That Indefatigable 
Worker, Dr. Geo. B. Warne, Were 
the Prominent Factors in the

. Change.

837*At the expiration ot subscription, It not re- 
neWbl, the paper Is dlBcontlnued. No bill« 
will bosontfor extra number's; .

{¡¡mt you do not receive your paper promptly 
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TO FOREIGN COUNTRIES.

The price of The Progressive Thinker 
per year to foreign countries is |2.
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Was Bmbftisni the hrent
The Question Thoroughly Dissected and Analyzed by 

G. W. Brown, M. D., Rockford. Ill,
I -' .. ive ill

Number Three.
As already related in this series of 

I articles the Thereapeuta of Egypt 
I were an ascetic sect, founded by mls-

To‘the Editor:—This lias been the 7 7 , . . . ,greatest day. for the NEW LILY DALE 8®at out ABoka iroin Ia-
—THE LILY DALE ASSEMBLY. dia, about B. C. 244, to propagate

Arrangements have" been completed Huddhlsm, of which he had become a 
for purchasing the entire'Pettenglll in- zealous convert. Philo, a Jew, resi
terest so that the Assembly will revert de“t of Alexandria, In Egypt,, writing 
BACK' TO THE PEOPLE—and tjie prohgbly about ten years before the 
people, all the people, will work to- alleged birth of . Jesus, and full forty 
gether and vote together, and rejoice years before the latter entered on his 
together. ministry, deeribed this people with

Be still, and know that once more great particularity la his “Contem- 
INFINITE POWER has , brought platlve Life.” Eusebius, the first ec- 
Uiings to pass! clesiastlcal historian, quotes largely

LAURA G. FIXEN. from Philo’s account of this sect, who

WORDS OF CAUTION.
Vou should not send money in a let

ter. You may do so a dozen times safe
ly, and then the next remittance may 
be lost or stolen. Secure a postal order 
for five cents, and th n you are per
fectly aafe, and wlll aave yourself an
noyance and trouble.

SOMETHING YOU SHOULD HAVE. 
It Will Only Cost You Four Cents.
Reports in pamphlet form of the last 

N. 8. A. Convention are for sale at 600 
Pennsylvania avenue S. E., "Washington, 
D. C., at four cents each, postpaid, or 
thirty-live cts. per dozen. Every Spirit
ualist should send for one. Address 
Mary T. Longley, Secretary.

TAKE NOTICE.
All books advertised in The" Pro

gressive Thinker can be obtained at 
this office. Express charges or postage 
prepaid at the price named unless oth- 
wise stated.

83;. [Ul . ■
either of ou^presept Gospels was writ-

h, . LU -
Dr. Adarp..Clark,, [n his Commenta

ries on the Jiew ^ptament, cites what 
Philo said <jf the.yiierabauta, then, by 
quotations, gahow^^hlr.ty-five parallels 
between theyr te^ohing and that of 
Jesus, and ijoncludes;

“These tg^imopies are truly as
tonishing, and if we allow as soiffe

----- ;— declared:
Mrs. M, E. Cadwallader, of Phila- “it is highly probable the ancient 

delphla, one of the leaders in ail commentaries which he [Philo] says 
great movements to promote the cause they [the Therapeuta] have are the 
of Spiritualism, writes as follows from very Gospels and writings of the apos- 

x, Ges and probably, some expositions of
To the Editor:—At the meeting to- th j t hst sucU are coa. day, August 25, after the close of Mrs. juypunxo, ouvu »» wu.

Lillie's lecture, the announcement was tamed in the epistle to the Hebrews 
made that the official board on behalf and many others of St. Paul’s Epistles, i 
of the people had secured the Interest They not only pass their time in medl- 
GRMAT REJOICING AtXiLY^DAIE! tation, but compose songs and hymns 
Previous to the announcement, Mrs. unto God, noting them of necessity 
Lillie gave an inspirational poem, en- with measure uncommonly serious, 
titled, “THE OLD AND THE NEW— through every-variety of meters and 
A PROPHECY FOR LILY DALE," which was received with loud ap- Lunes. ,plause. DR. GEORGE B. WARNE Quoting from Philo, Eusebius con- 
then read the official statement con- tinues: \ .
earning the transaction which . had- “Laying down temperance first as a 
just been completed between Mr. H. A. jClark, representing the Pettenglll in- fou^Latlon. In their minds,
terest, and the Association. He Added uP°n this they [the Therapeuta] 
that Lily Dale would always be a wel- build the other virtues. . For none of 
come home for mediums and their them'is to bring food or drink before 
friends, and urged the people to standby the management in their endeavor the sun, since they judge
to keep Lily Dale the FOREMOST Philosophical exercises should be 
CAMP IN THE COUNTRY FOR SPIR- prosecuted In the light, but this neces- 
ITUALISM. sitles of thp* body -in the dark.

Whence they assign the one to the.

A Pointed Criticism.
The Progressive Thinker, time and 

again, has made the assertion that the 
Enghsii translations of the New Tes
tament, like the rendering of the Old 
Testament, is full of errors, many of 
which were evidently purposely made 
to mislead the reader in regard, to 
doctrinal matters. Tbe first transla
tion at fault, all subsequent ones 
have dropped Into the same rut, and 
have continued it down to the present. 
The late Revisors were under Instruc
tion from the body appointing them:

“We do not contemplate any new 
translation of the Bible, or any alter
ation of the langauge, except Where, 
iu the judgment of the most compe
tent scholars, such change is neces-

contend [as all have contended, he 
could truthfully have written,] that 
Philo was not acquainted either with 
the disciples of our Lord, or the writ
ings of the New Testament, we shall 
be obliged to grant there must 
have been some measure of divine in
spiration in that man’s mind, who 
could, in such a variety of cases, write 
so many words and sentences, so ex
actly corresponding to those of the» 
evangelists and apostles."

This quotation will be found at the | 
close of Dr. Clark’p Commentaries on: 
John, chap. 1, ?d division, “Testimo
nies concerning the Logos, or Word of 
God; from Philo. Judeus.”

And we, too,., spy “astonishing” 
that so learned ,, an author as Dr,

good authority for our orthodox read
ore, as la Josephs» who devotes more 
space to tha subject than can ba 
spared in these columns to give at 
length, so we shall greatly condense, 
following him very closely so far as 
we go. Quoting: - ■ "

i “The Essenes have no certain city, 
but many of them dwell in every city. 
If any of their sect come from other 
places, what they have lies open for 
them, just as if it was their own. 
They carry nothing with them when 
they travel into remote parts. In 
every city where they live one Is ap
pointed to care for strangers and pro
vide them with garments. Before 
sun-rising they speak not a word 
about profane matters, but put up

Dr. Andrew Jackson Davis
The Most of His Books Are Practically and vitality to sustain it when it meets 

" with opposition, then it is that he

certain prayers received > from their 
forefathers. They go Into the dining
room as into a holy temple, quietly 
sit down, the baker, lays them loaves 
in order, a priest says grace before 
meat. The same priest when .they 
have dined says grace again. They 
do nothing but as directed by their

Clarke diet not, gee, that the Gospels 
were written in Alexandria, and that. 
the writers, stole from Philo what he 
had written in regard, to Jesus; In- 

; stead of Philo having stolen from a 
! person v^Jrb was not in being, certainly 
| had not entered on his,ministry when

Reply to an Inquirer. day' to toe other a small part of
. In reply^o J. L. M., we cannot, find tUe alSht' 8onie of 0161,1 d0 not re' 
any reason, Biblical or otherwise, for Member their food for three days, 
changing the name Saul, in Acte w^en Influenced by an uncommon de- 
18:9, to Paul. Saul in Hebrew, slgnl- 8ÍTe ior knowledge. And some- are so, 
fies asked, sought. . Paul, Gr. Paulos, delighted, and feist so luxuriously on 
signifies little, dwarfish. We are toe doctrines so rich and profusely, 
told hls occupation was a tent-maker, furnished by wisdom, they forbear 

In consulting “Kitto’s Cyclopedia of even twice this time, and are scarcely 
Biblical Literature” 'we find orthodox induced to take food even for six 
divines have thrown doubt on the days."

sary.”
The consequence: few changes were 

made, though they ‘directed attention 
to numerous interpolations, and in a' 
few instances eliminated, them, Jeav-' 
ing enough in place to mislead the 
reader in the interest of the dominant 
faith.-0

The American wing of the revisors’ 
commission, called attention to nu
merous renderings which they thought 
it desirable to correct; but the Euro
pean branch persisted in making as 
few changes as possible, while the 
general pubjic cling with great perti
nacity to the King James’ translation, 
which was, in fact, a close following of

character of Paul's vision. He re
ported he heard a voice from heaven, ( 
saying, “Saul, Saul, why persecutest , 
thou me?” It seems his name was 
changed immediately following this, 
incident, and he fled to Arabia, where 
he soujourned three years, probably 
changing his name. No one else 
heard the words or felt the shock, and 
he fled, making his home among 
strangers. We have a right to infer 
he had some motive for such .act 
..which he did not relate. Kitto says 
of the vision: ,

“Some regard the whole narrative 
as a myth. Others maintain the 
events may be explained on natural 
principles—such as a-severe storm of 
thunder and lightning by which Saul 
was blinded and terrified, and which 
he, according to the faith of the an
cients, viewed as an omen whereby he 
was warned to desist from the perse
cuting design with which he had com
menced hls journey to Damascus. And 
still others regard the -whole as hav
ing been a mere vision which passed

. before the inner consciousness of

the Bishop’s Bible.
A Swede, who Is probably a well- 

educated Lutheran clergyman, in the 
Morning Star, of Rockford, Ill., in ita 
issue of July 23, directs attention to

Lost to tho World—An Earnest Ap> 
:. peal to the Spiritualists of Massa

chusetts.
' There Is no man that stands higher 
to-day In the estimation of Spiritual
ists throughout the entire civilized 
world, than Andrew Jackson Davis, the 
seer and philosopher now residing in 
Boston, Mass. During the time of hls 
eventful career he has made an ex
ceptionally deep Impression on the 
world, and that, too, for the better. 
In Europe as well as this country his 
wonderful Influence has been felt with 
.equal potency. He Is an author—add 
“ity" to that, and you have "authori-

curator. Swearing, they esteem worse 
than perjury. They take great pains 
in studying the writings of the an
cients, and choose out of them what is 
of most advantage to their soul. If 
any one has a mind to come over to 
their sect he 1b admitted for one year. 
Having given evidence during that 
time, he Is made7 a partaker of the 
waters of purification [that is, bap
tism,] and is tried two years more, 
then, if worthy they admit him Into 
their society. He -is obliged to take

he wrote. It woulfi .be amazing did 
we pot know how early education and 
inherited religious thought warp the 
mind and prevent It from seeing the 
truth. ' «

Meredith, a very learned biblical 1 
scholar, whose “Prophet of Nazareth" 
was a prize essay, then in manuscript, 
came In competition with numerous 
other Christian, essayists concerning 
the teachings of Jesus, and received 
the premium, well says, p. 431, note:

“Philo is not mentioned In the Gos
pels, neither are the Gospels nor

Then Eusebius: “These declarations
of Philo respecting THOSE OF OUR 
COMMUNION, we deem obvious and 
Indisputable. * * Our author [Philo] 
also says, there were females who 
met with those of whom we speak, of 
whom the most are aged maidens, 
preserving their purity, not by neces
sity, like some of the' • priestesses 
among the Greeks, but rather volunta
rily, In consequence of their desire for 
wisdom to disregard the pleasures of 
the body, as they ere not desirous of 
mortal progeny.« . Then Eusebius

Saul.”
That thp Essenes were severely per

secuted for their opinions .we have the 
statement of Josephus, in his “Wars 
of the Jews,” book 2, chap. 8, sec. 10, 
wherein he says:

should be highly honored.
Especially now is the time to honor

ty”—he Is authority everywhere 
when Spirit Return Is being discussed, 
and he stands forth to-day a beacon 
light in Spiritualism.

During the latter years of hls 
eventful life, he has added to his ex
tensive knowledge all that pertains 
to medicine, and he now has a lucra
tive practice—the crowning feature of

tremendous oaths that he will exer
cise piety towards God; that he will 
ever show fidelity to all men; that he 
will be perpetually a lover of truth, 
and reprove those who tell lies; that 
he will keep his hands clear from 
theft, hls soul from unlawful gains; 
■that he will .conceal " nothing from 
those of hls own sect, nor discover 
their doctrine to others, even at the 
hazard of life; that he will preserve 
the books of his sect and the names of 
its messengers. And as for death it

Christ mentioned by Philo; and 
neither is mentioned by Pliny the 
Elder, Seneca, Dlogones, Pausanias, 
nor any profane-writer of the first 
centilry.” ' £n p. J22O Meredith, in a 
note, says: ^“Tfie jT’horapeuta and the 
Essenes are^pt variations in language 
for the samq.^ect,eboth meaning doc- ' 
tors or heaths,” and he tells us else
where “both , sects were, afterwards 
known as G|irtet!ap.s.”

Keeping yfell in mind what we have 
learned In rpgard.to the Therapeuta, 
let us next ¿urn qur attention to the 
Essenes, and learn what we can of 
them:

Pliny thej^lder^born A. D. 23; died 
, A. D, .79, I#,his,[‘./Natural History,”

quotes again from Phflo: ■ - : •
"They expound the sacred ..writings 

by obscure, allegorical and figurative 
expressions. For the whole law ap
pears to these persons like an animal, 
of which the literal expressions. are 
the body, but the Invisible sense that 
Ues enveloped is the soul." . Then 
Eusebius again:

“Why should we add to these their 
meetings, and the separate Abodes of 
the men and the women in these meet
ings, and the exercises performed by

“Our war with the Romans gave 
abundant evidence what great souls 
they [the Essenes] had In their trials, 
wherein, although they were tortured 
and distorted, burnt and torn to 
pieces, and went through all kinds of 
Instruments of torment, that ^they- 
might be forced either to blaspheme, 
or to eat what was forbidden them, 
yet they could not be made to do 
either, nor to flatter their tormentors, 
or shed a tear."

Churchmen represent such cruelties, 
as above described, were practiced on 
the early Christians; but, save the 

vmiBi ----------- stoning of Stephen, or the crucifixion
cept with joy-the hailing proclamation of Jesus, where the evidence, save 
of the forerunner, John. when inflicted on Paul, .who, beyond

Says this scholarly correspondent: the possibility of a doubt, was an Es- 
"Every English version at my dis- genian, as was Silas who was impris- 

posal (and I have Wicliff’s, Tyndal’s ondd with him?
Cranmer's, the Geneva, the Rhlmes, Many a difficult passage in Paul’s 
the Authorized, the Revised, the Epistles can be reasonably explained, 
American Standard and the Twentieth' which has defied the learning and ge-_ 
Century New Testament,) renders this nius of the commentators,.by viewing 
oiminns word bv the Inadequate Latin the author as an Essenian, »who was

Matthew 3:1 and 2:
“In those days came John the Bap

tist, preaching in the wilderness ot 
Judea, saying: ‘Repent ye, for the 

. kingdom of heaven is at hand.’ "
The writer then gives the Greek 

which was rendered "Repent ye,” etc., 
then says the correct rendering is, 

. “Arise, O man, for thy destiny is not 
In the Bllme. Behold thy King com- 
eth! Turn about and welcome him.”

Substitute the .word Knowledge in 
place of Thy King usually rendered 
Christ then every Spiritualist will ac- * ———— — i a

Andrew Jackson Davis/ He has been 
crowned with the fruitage of 80 year» 
standing forth as one of the greatest 
men of the present age, or of any ago 
tor that matter; and now it Is espe
cially opportune for Spiritualists to 
take an account of stock, and see how 
the world stands with reference to 
him.

Omit from the libraries of the world 
the works that have. been published 
over his name, and Spiritualism would 
lose a large share of its prestige, and 
the cause of truth would suffer in like 
proportion, and a serious obstacle 
would be encountered in our advance
ment.

The ever-living present is the time 
' to take an onward step, if that be pos-

his remarkable career. As a seer he 
is greatly superior to Swedenborg— 
superior even to those who add lus
ter to the various pages of the bible.

Having lately devoted his entire 
time to the treatment of the sick, he 

। has in a measure passed out of public 
view, yet he Btlll lives in hls remark
able books, and therein his life makes 
itself manifest in an exceedingly prom
inent degree; and therein he will 
live when he shall have passed to the 
Summerland which he has so vividly) 
pictured in one of his works.

No one stands nearer the great 
heart of Spiritualism than this venera
ble man. However, he is like all dis-

wlll be for their glory. They esteem 
it better than living always."

But we must hasten to a close, as
suring the reader that this Essenian 
sect pf Palestine, as was its counter
part under another name in Egypt, 
were Buddhists. They " had their 
churches scattered all over the then 
civilized world, established by Aso
ka’s missionaries, and it was to those 
churches Paul wrote; and hls Jesus, 
the anointed, he saw in his vision as 
he neared Damascus, whether the one 
described in the Gospels, we leave our 
readers to determine for themselves; 
but .we think every reader must be 
satisfied this Essenian sect who had 
all things in common were the sect 
first called Christians at Antioch;

“The Es^fle^ -dwAll’mlong the Dead 
Sea, avoiding su^ proximity to -its 
waters as would be hurtful. They 
are a solitary people, .and more won
derful than any other, as they are 
without femal.es, emancipated from 
sexpal communion, having no money, 
are dwellers amid palm groves. Their 
community is daily renewed by new
comers—persons who are . weary of 
life, and who flee to their retreats from 
its stormy waves. Thus a people

them, which are ¿till in vogue among - 
us at the present day, and which, ES
PECIALLY AT THE FESTIVAL OF 
OUR SAVIOR’S PASSION, we are ac
customed to pass tn fasting and watch
ing, and in the study of the divine 
word?( All’these the above-mentioned 
author [Philo] has accurately "de
scribed and stated [n his writings, and 
ARE THE SAME CUSTOMS THAT 
ARE OBSERVED BY US ALONE AT 
THE PRESENT DAY."

Observe, Eusebius is claimed by 
church men to have written Mb “Ec-

among whom a birth Is never known 
remains, incredible as it may appear, 
unimpaired through successive ages.”

The home of these Essenes was" in 
| the wilderness northwest of the Dead

slble. Realizing, then, what a great 
loss to the-world would arise If Dr. 
Davis’s books should èlnk permanently 
from our midst, we desire to state the 
unpalatable truth, that many of them 
are now actually lost to the public, or 
in other words THEY ARE OUT OF 
PRINT, and cannot be obtained by 
those .who are stepping into our ranks 
seeking for the truth, seeking for 
light on one of the most Important 
subjects that ever received the atten
tion of the world.

Out of print and cannot be obtained 
at any price!

What does this portend?
What, In the name of truth, does It. 

mean?

tinguished characters, not as highly 
esteemed now as he will be in the fu
ture, when he shall have passed 
through the change called death, and 
he Is missed from his accustomed place 
in the .walks of life.

The world rarely, if ever to the full
est extent, honors while living their 
prominent intellectual leaders—their 
giant minds—those who have blessed 
humanity with new truths, and givefl 
them an Insight into the spirit realms 
where they can, as it were, hear the | 
tread of angels, and feel their vibra
tions as they approach the earth.

The diamond in its rough state does 
not reveal its Inward beauties, nor

What are the Spiritualists ot Massa
chusetts doing?

Have they retrograded? Have they 
diminished in number?

Have they lost prestige? Have they 
I retreated to their holes, and dragged 
the same in after them? It appears so

does the individual always present ful
ly to the world hls true character 
while contending with the material 
conditions of earth. It has been often

whose earlier name Essenes, disap
peared when they accepted the new 
name and the old never heard of 
again, were founded by the missiona
ries sent out from India by Asoka; 
and that it is owning to their identity 
with Buddhism which makes them re
semble each other so nearly in charac
ter that Catholic missionaries visiting 
them found such a close resemblance 
in faith, manner and customs they 
declared:

“There is not a piece of dress, nor a 
sacerdotal function, not a ceremony 
of the court of Rome, which the Devil 
has not copied in this country.”

• Father Hue, in his “Recollections of 
a JoUnrney in Tartary, Thibet and 
China.,” said:

“The cross, the mitre, the dalmat- 
ica, the cope which the Grand Lamas 
wear on their journeys, or when they

said ’that a prophet is not without hon- 1 
or, save In hls own country, and that 1 
is true the world over; yet there is I 
an exception at least even to this in 
connection with Dr. -Davis, who is 
honored in his own country,-but not as 
highly now as he will be in the future.

It Is well for humanity to honor 
those who add luster to tho glorious 
Cause of Truth, for a Truth without 
luster Is like a diamond without any 
brilliancy, or a cloud without any 
background of sunshine. Dr, Davis 
has not only added a divine glow to 
Spiritualism, but he has also Impreg
nated therewith a healthy influence 
that Imparts to it an intellectual and | 
spiritual strength that is absolutely 
necessary In order to successfully 
carry it through adverse conditions, 
which every cause is bound to encoun
ter during its career. When one not 
only adds intrinsic worth to a cause, 
but at the same time gives it strength

to the casual observer. It does seem 
that they have lost the spirit of enter
prise, and have concluded to let the 
cause drift—where, they know not.

The Spiritualists of Massachusetts 
boast of having three camp-meetings, 
and particularly have they boasted ot 
having one of the oldest Spiritualist 
papers on this earth—a paper that In 
the past has done a great deal of good. 
They boast of their numerous medi
ums, of their gorgeous Temple, of the 
number of their meetings, and the 
healthy influence they are exerting 
over the public; in fact, they claim a 
great deal for themselves,' yet they
have allowed the works ot Dr. Davis, 
to pass, as it were, out of existence, as 
if they were annihilated to all intents 
and purposes, so far as the public is 
concerned.

Now we appeal to the "Spiritualists 
of Massachusetts to awaken from 
their lethargy, the dormant condition 
they are in, and once more place be
fore the public a full set of Dr. Davis's 
books, thus removing the stigma that 
rests on the state, on account of the 
lapse that has taken place in reference 
to their publication. BETTER BY 
FAR THAT EVERY CAMP-MEETING 
IN THE STATE SUSPEND FOR A 
TIME; BETTER BY FAR THAT 
EVEN THE MAGNIFICENT TEMPLE 
ERECTED BY MR. AYERS SHOULD 

, CLOSE ITS DOORS, THAN THAT 
■ THE WONDERFUL PRODUCTIONS 
; OF ANDREW JACKSON DAVIS’S 
, PEN SHOULD REMAIN OUT OF 
i PRINT.

Sea, on the Jordan.
It was and still remains a .wild, deso

late region. The Jordan is. in most 
places a swiftly flowing river- with 
many cataracts and generally not ford
able, but the Essenes practiced their 
rite of baptism by. immersion in its 
waters. Tlje third chapter of Mat
thew Introduces us to a scene in 
these waters, John'the Dipper, im
properly rendered Baptist, acting as 
minister for the sect, and Jesus ap-

are performing some ceremony out of 
the temple,—the service with double 
choirs, the psalmody, the^exorcisms, 
the censor suspended from five chains,

THE BANNER OF LIGHT.

cleslastical History,” A. D. .324. We 
quote- again to the close of Chapter , . .xvlLxvi. in some editions of Eusebius: Pearing as a neophyte. Their general

“Philo states whilst one sings ^ty^is correctly told in verse 4- 
gracefuliy with a certain measure, the had 6ame¿’8
others listen' In silence, or-join In -and a eathern girdle about his 
singing the final clauses of the hymns. 61ns; ®;a_t - otherwise food,
They lie on-straw spread on the ^d-wild honey.";-The
ground, and abstain altogether from ^hole fraternity were equally frugal 
wine, and taste no flesh. Water is from necessity, and their raiment was 
their only drink, and they relish a * eeveless. garment or tunic 
their bread, salt and hyssop. Besides ^-adlnB te a potat a little above the 
this Philo describes the grades of kn<®S" _
dignity among those who administer The Buddhists, of whi^ these Es

ce- the ecclesiastical services committed S6Ma °“ the
-------------- . - lates me lonoiug to them, those of the-DEACONS and Hindustan, subsisted principally by 

And a God is needed to correct the ' “In I860 the ratio of prison popu- the présidences —[Bishops—] of the SOUS e oreqts a^ay
errors and the frauds scholars find, latlon to population was one in 3,443 episcopate as the highest, But who- fro? toe busy marts.and haunts of the 
which were made by the translators to Inhtóttjnta. In 1860 it was one ta SO0yér to have ® more acca- ■ toude.-
advance the interest of their creeds, 1,647, In 1870 one in 1,171, In 1880 knowiniiEn'nt th«®« thlnva mnv Arrian, in his,account of Alexan- 
their Jesus, and their book. one in 853 and in 1890 one in 757. rate knowledge of these thtagB, may conouest on /the 'trlimteriea tn' > In other words, to the forty- years learn them from the history [Phllote Aer sT uonquest. on ctne tributaries to

The Woman's Political Association of froln 1860 to 1890 toe Prison popula- Contemplative Life] already . cited. todus»rWy: correctly described The Woman s PteiticM AssociaHon y ? times as phllOi 4en hc . these ■ state- them^afc^^

The Woman’s Political Association , No report was made’as. to the rellg-' mentó, had in..view
. pf Australia has transmitted to thè ions faith of the convicts in this case,' the Gospel; and the original practices -

'■ Woman Suffraga Association of the but in reports from the penitentiaries .landed down from
United States, a copy of a resolution of other states Spiritualists, Infidels, must be obvious to aìl.» LL?
deploring the death of Miss Anthony, ana members .. of non-órthodox Óür quotaüon is from pageà 68,-69'placing on record its loving apprécia- churches were almost wholly, absent and 70 of ’ “Eusebius’ ' Eceelslastical ad'
tion of her life-long devotion to, and from'these penal institutions, While Histoíy,*A>üblÍBhed by. thè Methodist tted .»ndprobation Into

• . personal sacrifice for, the cause of wo- Catholics led in numbers,'the Method- Enteconal Church, 1839.-■ r torqe yeate being required
man suffrage and kindred reforms, followed, and the criminal clergy Phl1„ Thhmnn toi f“n me?*ersNR’. the exact period,
tendering its sympathy to her sister of jr denominations followed in the before Ms; alleged totucifixlon. ?
Mary and to the American Association rear. . , HartWeR-Horne, &-learned English . That Jesuaiwastof that sect is evi
ta their great loss, “with the assuT- What is true in regard to the peni- »htoor and divine, in the introduction ient from tWfactofaéwasôveT dë- 
ance that to the inspiring influence ex- tentiarles is also true relative to lii- to hls well known and often cited pub.- wunctag phariseemd and Sadducees, ’ 

s»»« asylums âs to the religious faith Mention, Vol. 2, p. 309, says: ne two otheujsect3'. among ..the Jews,
' ?s largtìy dte S °« their Inmates. / / ’ - “Philo .was. certainly born before .^t he never'referred by name to the

Miss Vida Goldstein, president of • the time of Jesus Christ, though the jgsenes/ though as a worker among
the Victoria Association, says in a let- Teach Them Science. - precise dato has not been determined; '.hotn he adopted their habits in send-
ter.to the American Headquarters: "I Bishop Chandler, Methodist; says: some writers placing his birth twenty, ns converts, usually designated apos- 

'^‘to^heln tiie women of England or°you "N1Mty-flve Per ce»t of the Cubans do and others THIRT\ years before that les> out on missionary trips without
American women in your fights, for not habitually attend any church, event. The latter date appeals best ‘golfi, nor silver, nor brass in your
there is not an argument urged Five per cent of church-goers in a na- supported.’!' / ■
against woman suffrage that I can’t tion does not promise prosperity to" wprndtth in hii “The Pmnhct ofanswer from seeing it in actual opera- any religious.faith. Such a people, if kT ¿7,. „ ’ “ ? „„ J oi
tion amongst 4,000,000 people.” > educated, could be taught scientific Nazareni, p. 43V, says. .

________ , -i» , ________ . facts with propriety; which would be “Philo had written his.'Contempla- 
better than any religion founded on -tive Life’ apparently some twenty or

glorious word by the Inadequate Latin the author as an___  
‘repent.’ That we have to some ex- writing In the interest of that 
tent rescued it from Its etymological hundred-years-before-Jesus, and 
meaning and infused into it a little of er-after-hls-ministry, sect, 
the truer meaning I shall not deny, ,----------- .____ .- ........
but It is pitifully little. And the Figures Won't Lie.
harm done through the centuries by Th - _1lteTlne Courier-Journal this unforunate mistranslation only Louisvine courier Journal 
-  ---- >-—- ■>■ lates the folloing startling facts:

two- 
nev-

which can be opened’ or closed at 
pleasure—the benedictions given by 
the lamas by extending the right hand 
over the head of the faithful,—the 
chaplet, ecclesiastical celibacy, re
ligious retirement, the worship of the 
saints, the fasts, the processions, the 
litanies, tbe holy water—all these are 
analogies between the Buddhists and 
ourselves."

It all these parallelisms between 
Buddhism and Catholicism exist to
day; if their faith is the same; and 
If neither party has drawn upon the 
other-since the dawn of the.Chrlstlan 
era, is it surprising that we suspicion 
they were one In their beginning, Bud
dhism being seemingly, and may we 
not, say in truth, the parent of Chris
tianity?

■ With, the good Paul, “Great is the 
. mystery of Godliness."

G. W. BROWN, M. D.
-Rockford, Illinois.

It Ceases to Be a Weekly Publication i 
and Becomes a Monthly, an Indies- ’ 
tion That Its Existence at No Dis
tant Day Will Cease AltogethL.’.
Another light has been partially ex- , 

tinguished in the ranks of Spiritual
ism; now. it burns with a dimmer ra
diance than ever before, with a corres
ponding lessening of its influence in 
the Cause to which it has been devoted 
during Its long and eventful career.

It Is a sad spectacle to see a spiritual 
luminary lose its radiance, especially 
when for nearly a half century it has 
been exceptionally prominent before 
the world, exerting a benign influence 
in the cause of truth, and assisting to 
raise humanity to a higher plane.

But earthly lights are not immortal; 
they may burn for a time with'a dl- 

.-vine effulgence, doing a vast amount 
of good, and.then decline, lose their 
brilliancy, and become extinguished1— 
snuffed out. of existence in the process 
of evolution. However, it is a sorrow-

N.:S. A. Greetings From Onset Camp.
To (the.Éditer:—A word from On- 

set", Mass., may not be unpleasing to 
your” many readers.. Prof. Lobgley 
and the secretary of theN. S. A. have 
been'spending a few, days at this de
lightful spot where the- beauties of 
ocean and summer" sky] -gleaming 
shore and vernal groves unite .in mak- 
"Ing up à picture of rare harmony and 
peace. ‘ ~
' The management of: Onset Bay As
sociation has always given the most 
cordial .welcome to the representatives 
of:our National'Association, generous
ly granting each year a special day In 
Its behalf, and doing allinits power to 
aid in the good work of our cause, and 
the Ni S. A. acknowledges’lts debt of 
gratitude to Onset and to all other 
camps for able co-operàtion and asslet-

To know .what you prefer, Instead 
of humbly saying amen to what the 
world tells you you ought to prefer, is 
to have kept your soul alive.—Robert 
Louts Stevenson. - ! ■

UK«

myths. 1.. . , , .- I thirty years before Jesus commenced -
Passion is the drunkenness of the U,a m,nl8try. than 200

mind__ south. , j years- before wo have -any proof that

purses, nor scrip for • your journey, 
neither two coats, neither shoes,- nor 
Raves* * * and > if • not received— 
[welcomed] shake off the dust from 
vour feet and depart the city.” That 
was tho Essenian-way of proselyting.

I Jee Matt 10:10 to sequel, abridged.- • 
’ .-Every quotation., herein made is

'«I

ful spectacle to see any agent for good 
pass oft the stage of activity, no longer 
an efficient worker in the promoting 
the world of progress. But however 
brilliant a light may be to-day, how
ever potent for good, yet it cannot be 
considered an immortal factor on the 
earth plane. It has its LIMITATIONS

I DURING THE WHOLE OF ITS CA
REER, and in the course of time the 
force that has sustained it gradually 
departs; it grows dimmer and dimmer, 
and' at last it is entirely extinguished.

These remarks are induced by the 
fact that the oldest Spiritualist pa
per on earth to-day, the Banner of 
Light, ceases to be published weekly, 
and descends into a monthly, and in 
so doing, it may be safely said that it 
becomes a very small factor in the 
ranks of Spiritualism.

There are many pleasant reminis
cences connected with the Banner of

’ Light that Unger in the mind like sweet 
Incense, and there arises in connection 
therewith a feeling of extreme sadness

’ that the sun of Its prosperity has for
ever set, never-to rise again.

The claims, objects and report of 
work accomplished by the N. S. A., 
were fully presented by Its secretary, 
who was ably supported in her state
ment and appeals by th® eloquent re
marks of Mr. J. B. Hatch (whose 
forcible plea for funds drew contribu
tions from every hand), Rev. Wilson 
Fritch, C. Fannie Allyn, Mrs. C. P. 
Pratt, Mrs. M. L. Mason and others, 
while the tests of spirit presence given 
by a well known medium, Mrs..Cogge- 
shall, brought a fitting close to a well ! 
Spent afternoon.

The financial results of N. S. A. day 
at Onset were most helpful and grati
fying,. the sum of one hundred and 
six. dollars being thus contributed 
our treasury, for the Mediums’ Relief

ance.
: On Saturday, August 18, we 'were 
favored with most delightful weather 
for. our special N. 8. A. day. Dr. 
Prentis, Mrs. C. L. Hatch and other 
ladies contributed to the floral decora
tions until the platform appeared as a 
bower of beauty for the occasion.

The music and singing finely ren
dered by Miss Alice Holbrook, Mr.,C. 
P. Longley and Mrs. C. L. Hatch, gave 
charming effect to the exeYclses.

i Dr. Geo. A. Fuller, the efficient and 
beloved chairman at Onset,, well 
known - for hls untiring work" as lec
turer and physician, opened the exer
cises with appropriate remarks, and 
later , in the session made an eloquent 
address in- behalf of organisation and 
in approval of the N.B.A»

Fund. . ; .
The thanks of the N. 8. A. are here

with publicly extended to all who as
sisted in'this good work—Mr. and 
Mrs.', J, B. Hatch, Mrs. A. F. Butter
field, Mrs.. Palmer, Mrs. Mason, Dr.-A. 
A. Kimball, Mrs. S.P. Billings, Dr. 
Fritch and many others whose sub
stantial aid as well as moral support 
have strengthened our hands for the 
good work of the N. S. A.

Cordial greetings to you, Mr. Ed
itor-and to all our friends.

I MARY T. LONGLEY,

One and all will bid a sorrowful 
adieu to the glorious old paper, which 
has been such a potent agent for good 
in connection with Spiritualism.

But ever bear in mind that what has 
been the fate of the Banner, will also . 
in the course of time BE THE FATE- 
OF EVERY OTHER SPIRITUALIST 
PAPER, for it is -becoming more dlffi- • 
cult each year to sustain one, as dur
ing the last twenty-five years the" stat
us of periodicals, monthlies and week
lies, throughout the country has 
changed in a most remarkable degree, 
and there are now a score of them, 
devoted wholly or partially to .Occult 
and Spiritualistic subjects, whereas

Secretary.

■ Frugality- is rounded on the princi
ple that all riches have, limits.— 
Burke.

Every man is a'volume if you know 
how to read him.—Channing.

formerly there was only one. But 
Spiritualists need not give themselves 
any uneasiness as to The Progressive 
Thinker, as it will live tor at least a 
quarter of a century yet In the fqll 
enjoyment of normal healthy condi
tion, and perhaps longer.

And now two of the one-time lead- ... 
ers In the ranks of Spiritualism have — 
passed Off the stage of existence, The__  
Weekly Banner of Light and the Re- .: 
liglo Philosophical .Journal. Both at , . 
times had large circulations-and ex- ... 
erted a . commanding influence lot t-,. 
good« A

F, Mi

femal.es
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ft Lecture ba Spirit Ä W Throuoh Ue MlMsliiD ol
Mary T, Lonyley, Belone the First Association ol 

Spiritualists ol Washington, D. 6.
(Reported by Walter P. Williams.)

A spirit of Inquiry is abroad. -As man advances out ot 
the conditions of ignorance he comes into the atmosphere 
of inquiry; he desires to know and to learn for himself. 
The knowledge which he would acquire must be gained 
personally. " While he is, if fair-minded, ready and willing 
to accord honesty and attention to others who may ex
press their experiences to him, and be desirous of impart
ing information from their own observation to his mind; 
yet he feels and realizes that the highest knowledge one 
can gain is through personal study, observation and expe
rience, and this is according to progress, for mankind.

Progress means enlargement. It means advancement.
It means awakening. It does not mean sloth; it does not
mean ignorance, limitation and contentment with the

o

things that bind, and which are for to-day, but it means 
growth. It means stepping opward. It means constantly 
moving forward to enlarged conditions and fields of study, 
of observation and of effort, consequently the spirit of in
quiry must of necessity he with those who are progressing.

The child himself coming into this world, just as soon 
as he can take observation and notice his surroundings, 
begins to question; hQ’wants' to know something of those 

", various objects and environments yrhl^h he beholds and 
> feels. He is an Interrogation point all along the W, and 

it is nature through him, spirit itself/./manifestlng its 
■ powers for growth and development; ;„^hls is natural, 
and as it should be, and mankind as a race' reaching on 
through the years and experiences of struggle and of UmL 

- tation desires to know, to l^irn, to grow, to comprehend 
more of the universe, more of nature and her conditions; 
more of law and its operations; more of self and its possi
bilities.

Bo we have come to the present age. We’ are here in 
■ a condition, an atmosphere of research. It Ib our business 

as well as our privilege to -try to understand something 
of ourselves, to learn more of the natural universe and its 
operations. Let us pause here to say there Is no unnatu,- 

. ml universe. There is nothing in all the world, in all the 
conditions of life, of planetary being, of growth and ot 
manifestation that can possibly be unnatural. Human 
beings sometimes pervert natural conditions, appetites, 

j that which belongs to self-hood, and some Jnto an abnor- 
• jnal state, which we may call unnatural; but if it belongs 

to the human family, it is a condition that must be out- 
j grown before man reaches the highest pinnacle of happl- 

1 ness, of self-poise.
In this present day mankind is seeking to know concern- 

jng the condition of humanity outside of the physical 
body. Man Is coming to learn that he is spirit; that he js 
a centered being manifesting power or Intelligence through 
the physical form of clay, which," as we have before shown 
you, is simply an Instrument for his -expression. He 
wishes to know if there is life beyond so-called death, Jf 
there is continuity of being and of intelligence, of con
sciousness and memory, of affection and opportunity, be- 

■ yond the physical plane. Thousands, yea, millions, ot in- 
- telligent minds have become convinced that there is a con- 

1 tinuity of conscious life; that there is intelligent expres
sion beyond the grave, and that under certain conditions 
those who pass off to the other Ute may return and com- 

1 munlcate with friends on this side .who are in the mortal 
■form. , ......... .. - s'; ■-i > ■

’ The question arises, how Is this communication made? 
■<■ How do splrjts commune with mortals so as to make 
! ■ themselves Intelligently .understood? Most of you, per- 

haps, have come in contact with mediums or psychics— 
1 sensitives—time and again, witnessing the phenomena of 
' spirit'manifestations through their . agency, recognizing 

; j the return and communication of your Ipved ones who 
have gone before by these testimonies which they bring 

• i to your consciousness of their identity, realizing that they 
- I are with you in your daily walks, to give ministrations of 

comfort and peace and some kind of helpfulness, asjhey 
< i may while you are sojourning here In the mortal form.
-- :. . • Many of you are convinced that death does not end all;

I that in reality It opens a larger consciousness, a grander 
life to the spirit, and you are aware that when the mortal 

; ! life is closed and you can no longer make use of the phys- 
leal form you shall arise in new. forms of utility and be
come reunited with those loved onej who are near , and 
dear to your souls. -This has been a grand knowledge 
which you have obtained through research, because of the 

. - ■ inquiring spirit within you, because you have wished to 
; 1 । know where your loved ones are, whither they have gone, 

and if possible could they return and commune with you. 
s Those of you who may not haye received the'message 
'V - of peace, the token of consolation, the tender word of

to be spoken to you to-day. She listens to them con
sciously as you are doing at this time, but when this mag
netic pulsation conveyed by the power of thought of the 
spirit intelligence reaches her consciousness this is inter
preted In phraseology that you can understand. •

Now, then, this is one method of communication by 
spirits. It is telepathy, pure and simple. It is the trans
ference of thought from one mind to another, the unseen 
intelligence, transferring his thought to her brain senso- 
rium, and there it is transmuted into language for your 
comprehension, and every one of you may sometimes, 
under certain conditions in which you are passive, peace
ful, undisturbed by the conditions of mortal-life, receive 
telepathic communications from the other world. We 
have not the slightest doubt but what some of you, many 
possibly, have received telepathic communications from 
the spirit loved* one. perhaps not understanding or realiz
ing whence it came. It is something to be cultivated. It 
is something that , can be developed, and something that 
can prove a blessing to every individual plodding along the 
mortal path of life. To go on with dur Illustration, this 
psychic who stands before you frequently receives a men
tal communication from some special spirit intelligence. 
She does not hear the wo^rds spoken. • If she did hear 
words spoken,.it woffld be no proof that a spirlt.stood there 
speaking out loud to her, it would only be a proof that the ; 
mind Is speaking, that the thought is expressing Itself, 
that only, though it might seem to her—through the 
quickened vibration of sense—that she received these by 
sound or in mortal speech. '

When she recognizes some particular personality who 
desires to communicate with her, Jt is through the mental 
operation of telepathy, but she can distinguish what spirit 
it is who announces, himself, and the name does not have 
to be-spoken.

You, friends, can be so sensitive at times that, sitting in 
your apartment, with your back to the doorway, you can 
know, by the entrance of one of your dear ones, who it is, 
though no word is spoken. Though you have not paid 
special attention you know that your mother, your sister, 
your child, your companion or friend who is very near to 
you,, has come into the room, and without turning you can 
say something to that individual which, denotes that you 
recognize the personality. So this is. In an enlarged de- 
gree ln a developed form, the way that many mediums rec
ognize thq personality of their spirit attendants. If this 
happens tp be some spirit they are familiar with, when that 
personality approaches the magnetic aura of. the medium, 
the latter will know whether it is the mother, the friend, 
the.particular teacher, or whoever it may be. If It is some 
stranger he or she may not recognize the personality, but 
may receive the name from the telepathy, and also the 
communication that is desirable/' This is the regular form 
of communication through mental mediumship, the telep
athy or the transference of thought the vibration from a 
spirit Intelligence, and here , in this apartment you may 
readily believe, friends, that THERE IS A -LARGE CON
COURSE OF SPIRIT.INTELLIGENCES;, that each of you 
have some friend, or more, .who come in order to gain some 
spiritual helpfulness, or to transmit some beautiful influ
ence to you; to receive or to Impart instruction, and to be 
mutually benefited by this occasion,' or the blessings of the 
hour. , . . .

but they gather thekp'elejJti'iacl forces, these magnetic 
forces, and combine them with their own and utilize them 
by will power, directing these forces upon the table or the 
wall, or ip some othdb-dire^tion, and explode them so that 
when the explosion takes place the vibration is carried to 
your ears, and you hear the^ound which seems to be a rap 
of some hapd upon $ur x&ii or table or chair. That 1b 
the way thal spirits^vork^nd scientifically it is all mas
tered by research alid experiment by wise workers who 
have dropped their ¿hntles of clay.

The spirit may mdVe arable, and you see it vibrating 
back and forth. Yod’plac6 some heavy body upon it— 
perhaps some person'of heavy weight, or two or three of 
them will be seated upon the table trying to hold it down, 
or upon the piano, bdt in place of that the object continues 
to vacillate, to rise and fail, and perhaps be entirely lifted 
from the floor, showing a stupendous power of physical 
force, and you say: “Oh! there must be a dozen spirits lift
ing that object in order to clear It from the floor,”

Now perhaps one spirit alone may be directing a force 
upon that object, and the Vibrations are so rapid, the elec
tro-magnetic forces are so powerfully directed upon that 
object that, like the mighty hurricane that sweeps along 
with cyclonic power lifting houses and uprooting trees and 
sending them broadcast, the piano or the table or some 
other heavy object is lifted clear from its standing place, 
and sent to some other part of your room; or it may not 
be swept away with gigantic force, it may seemingly be 
gently- lifted and carried down among you and to the far
thest end of the apartment with all that is placed upon it. 
carefully protected from harm, and it is not a dozen hands 
carrying that through the apartment, but it is the skillful 
and the intelligent direction of those electrical forces with 
which the universe is filled, that is under the domination of 

. human will, and these' wise' ones; who have spent ages

work accomplished, apd if through this power of electricity 
manifested by spirit Intelligence he can aid your child, 
your parent or friend to give an Intelligent communication 
through the rap or the movement of the . table or some 
other vibration of physical force, he .will be more than re
paid for ,a century ot study and experiment in the spirit 
world.

And so they are working grandly, they are working val
iantly; they are working with conditions that bind, and 
are sweeping onward through the ages making their ex
periments, performing their labor, achieving the grandeur 
of their efforts for human advancement and growth. All 
the world is becoming happier; all the world is. gaining 
knowledge, and all mankind Is reaching upward to higher 
conditions because of this vast army of human souls as un
seen by’mortal eyes they are sweeping onward with their 
work for the blessing of mankind.

And so, dear friends, this telepathy of which we have 
spoken, may be cultivated by every one of you. Some ot 
you may have the power of diffusing the special electrical 
force that is necessary for the manifestation of some phys
ical power or exhibition of spirit presence. Some of you 
may be what we call materializing mediums In. embryo. 
Some of you may be physical mediums, undeveloped. Some 
of you may be clairvoyants, with just a little more of the 
scale hanging'to your sight. Some of you may have the 
power of mental mediumship that needs a little stimulation 
for its out-flowering. Some of you may be natural heal
ers, with pent-up forces of natural strength stored within 
you, that with a little intelligent' understanding could be 
distributed to ailing people on earth and bring them up 
to health and a condition of strength and vigor of mind 
and body. All of you have something of this spiritual

fteniarkable
Invention.

AN INSTRUMENT THAT RE
STORES EYESIGHT.

SpectaelesCan Be Abandoned.

This instrument, which the inventors have 
patented, is called -'Actina"—a trade-mark 
word.
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- love from your dear ones, are hoping to so receive. We' 
r. trust that you are receptive to this influx of llght-and af- 
- fection from the angel world, for your loved ones are wa||6 
- Ing,-anxious as you can be to give the token of their prés- 

■- ence, the consciousness of their undying affection for you, 
and we believe that through the needs of -the heart, 
thiough the aspirations and outreaching of the soul, there 
shall sometime and somewhere come to you, either In thé” 

'• silences of the heart lite, or through the ministration oL 
some sensitive one, that understanding of the nearness ot 
your dear ones that will be a help qnd comfort to you

" through the hours of your-earthly life.
The question of the hour Is, how do spirits communicate 

"with mortals so as to make themselves understood? It 
has been commonly supposed by many that when a me
dium comes into an atmosphere of spirit Intelligences and 

- transmits to mortals some communication or token Of their 
presence, that this psychic has'only to listen to words 
spoken audibly to him or her, and to repeat them to those 
who come into their presence for some token of comfort- 
Now, spirits seldom communicate In that way. A spirit 
intelligence who can come into the aiira of a medium and 
communicate in such à manner is very rare Indeed, and he, 
must be a familiar spirit of the medium. By familiar 
spirit we mean one that is in frequent attendance upon 

. that medium, one who understands completely the nature, 
. moods and conditions of his instrument, one who can man

ifest or-operate upbn the auditory nerves of the medium' 
; and make Them respond by vibratory force to his own con.- 

■ sclousness, and then possibly thé spirit may employ the 
iérms of speech to reach the Inner ear of the sensitive, 
and so convey these words to that sensitive as ,we are 

' speaking to you to-day. Now, he who is addressing you 
this afternoon is not the lady whom you see before you; 
she is simply a passive instrument of the spirit who Is 
finding a magnetic force upon her brain and causing it to 
icspond in vibration to his thought. ■ He is not speaking 
these words which yon are listening to; he is simply ma
nipulating her brain as the pianist manipulates the keys 
of the instrument, drawing out those tones which you In
terpret as music.

Now your speaker of the morning is manipulating the 
brain of this instrument Shejs attuned to his touch or 
thought, because he is perfectly familiar .with her brain 
oiganfsm and her psychic powers. He has been in-attend
ance upon her for a quarter of a century—not every day 
nor perhaps every-week during that time, but frequently, 
and for the purpose of training her: brain to. respond to 
bls magnetic inflow of thought, consequently your speaker 
Is overshadowing, the medium, and her brain power being 

\tottched .upon, the thoiight- that ho 1b conveying to you Is 
’ transmitted into language through the operations of her 
‘ ^mlnd, although she has no'knowledge of any word that Is

• *• •; ri'- u •■■,'" • **
Well, then, suppose that" every one of these spirit influ

ences, or one-half of them, desire to communicate with 
mortals who are present and they learn that there is an in
strument upon the rostrum that can be employed for that 
purpose, you can readily believe that the thought ot each 
of these spirit Intelligences becomes directed upon the In
strument. The vibrations of spirit Intelligences,are sent 
forth with such rapidity It is impossible for mortal sense 
to comprehend them," it is impossible for you to ‘divine a. 
rush of spirit vibratory force coming from will power, 
from mentalities that are centered upon one single point 
or object; yet all these lines of magnetic aura and of men
tal vibration are directed upon the psychic,.ahd this psy
chic or her immediate familiar splrits are expected to seg
regate these and to get some consciousness, some intelli
gence and some special expression and knowledge from 
them. You can then perceive that it is not easy for medi
ums to give these wonderful revelations that you desire in 
a promiscuous audience. You can perceive' that it will be 
much more easy for your spirit friends to do their work in 
privacy with the psychic, because then only you would be 
present. With many others, strangers, present perhaps 
the magnetic currents would not be all assimilated in 
such a place as this where they are crossing and recrossing 
just as .wires may become crossed and recrossed in an elec
tric system, and confusion ensue.

These are subtile forces with which we deal, and yet 
- they are as palpable. They are as real and as natural as 
any forces with which you deal on this mundane.sphere. 
The electrical force which man'to-day is handling with 
much skill is such a subtile force that you have not begun

• to understand Ito power and potency, yet In a measure-you 
can comprehend its uses. To a degree you can confine and 
handle it, making it your subject, and so you are blessed 
and benflted from the uses to which ItTs put.

So with the spiritual vibratory forces of Individualized 
life; they are-utilitarian; they are natural; they belong to 
the universe and to mankind; they are utilized to an ex
tent, and spirit intelligences coming into contact With mat
ter and with their friends of life utilize these electrical 
forces of the universe and with their own magnetic envir
onment and emanation they produce’wonderful manifesta- 
tions,of Intelligence ahd power. - . . • ,

Now, then,, spirits cotnmunlcate in other ways besides 
.through mental mediumship. Spirits frequently come and 
manifest in a physical way through some object JhaVis 
built up of material ¡ atoms,'independent of'the operation 
of the mind; that is, Awe mean that the physical object in 
giving these manifestations seems to be Independent of the. 
operatlon.of human mind, but it is hot independent of hu
man mind,'though Independent of mind encased in', the 
physical fleshy Minds arefpresent in spirit form. Spirit 
bqdiës are-built up of atoms, forcés and varions elements 
of which, we have'told you beforeh and are as natural as 
are the physical bodies we behold-to-dàÿ, and these spirit 
bodies are vitalized by the indwelling intelligences, and 
thesq lntelljgences come from the world of soul-life to 
manifest through physical means to.mortal comprehension, 
and they study thé law of vibratory fbFce.. They .study .the 
law of electrical impulse. . They, study the law of natural' 
operation through the correlation of forces and atoms for 
the blinding up of objects that shall-be tangible to your 
sight and touch, and when they have become masters of 
this knowledge they are ready to operate with the aid of 
some sensitive mortal with whom they can come in contact. 
From that sensitive mortal’they gather emanations of 
magnetic life; they gather also certain electrical forces 
from the surplus that Is generated by those sensitives, and 
they make these powers -or forces their vehicles of expres
sion.

The spirit who raps upon the table to. call your atten
tion by physical sound, does not come and with his hand 
rap upon the table—not once in fifty times. Sometimes a 
spirit will desire for his own amusement or interest to so 
materialize a hand out of tho substances at his command 
as to produce this sound with it, but that is not the usual

perhaps in experimenting upon these forces, with these i 
bodies in space, are enabled to direct that gravitating ’ 
power and to exhibit it Wherever they desire. Thls'ls the 
way, largely and mostly, by which spirit intelligences make i 
themselves felt and understood by mortals. -

“But,” you will say; "how is it a medium tells me that 
she sees hands placed upon the floor or upon the table, and i 
that they are working with it?” Very true, that may be. 
The magnetic force frequently flows through the hands— 
the spirit hands, we mean, of that intelligence; the elec
trical vibration often goes through the body of the spirit 
because that electrical vibration makes an instrument or 
battery of the spirit intelligence. You know y^iat it Is to 
look upon a dynamo and understand something of its work 
in the generation and' distribution of electrical force that 
has been collected from the atmosphere and concentrated 
for your convenience.1 Well, then, look upon a human 
spirit environed.byJts body in that higher life Ib a spiritual 
dynamo, as a center óf electrical impulse and power 
through which flows and is distributed this wonderful 
force pt stupendous strength, and you will understand 
something ot the .powerful workings of spirit, not only 
upon and through matter; but throughout this entire uni
verse, through this ether which you feel and which you 
call atmosphere. This isl!the working of the spirit, and 
comprises this science; a science relating to you these won- 
derful things existlng'ìn tfife1 universe; science telling you 
that you are electrlctif machines, that you are vitalized by 
this stupendous forcé1 wltütn having intelligent will that 
must be developed bÿJândi'Îhrough which you will express 
and manifest in one way tràâ another all this grand intelli
gence, which is yours because you are a .part of the infi
nite life, which is' -’'all Intelligence, omnipotent »nJ 
eternal.

It might take a lohg’whlle, dear friends, to define to you 
the .operations of spirit-intelligences, through its various 
ramifications eVen in'tootftact vrith .mortaÌB-seeking for ex
pression to them unflfersïâif&ïngly.’’ just think of it, what 
a. grand study thiqiitoist hike been for man outside of-the 
mortal-form! What a . wonderful field for research, for 
humanitarian investigating intelligences to learn, of these 
things! . Man does not learn It all When he steps outside of 
the mortal. . Oh! no, he has to study. He must go to 
school; he must experiment; he must investigate; he must 
try again and again.

Every one of your spirit intelligences, your fathers and 
mothers, your sisters and brothers, your children, your 
husbands and wives, your dear friends and comrades; all 
those whom you have known, they do not understand, all 
of them, how to come ahd communicate with aT medium. 
They do not all know how to make a table tip or a flowqr 
lift -from that vase and appear to soar toward you. ' Why, 
to some of them lt would.'be as impossible to perform such 
a feat as that, without the aid of some chemist in the spirit 
world or some fanBl’iar messenger of the medium, as It 
would for you to-day to gravitate outward toward the sun 
and hang suspended in 'mid-air. 'it is impossible for them 
as yet, for they have’not Operated with these laws; they 
have not come to à full understanding of them. They can 
glide along through -the ether because they have these 
powers of motion within them that are more easily 
trained. They are trained just as a child is trained to 
walk through the hall, holding to the chairs for support 
and to the hand of the one .who is guiding, but by and by 
the child steps along there fearlessly, conscious of its 
strength, and power, so the spirit comes to glide instinct
ively as it passes from' thè body,, for the way is upward. 
The appearance of this material magnetic form, the spirit
ual body, is upward from the feet through the cranial 
structure, and when, the spirit body is formed it floats 
back and forth, and finally Is enabled to go out, borne by 
the ethereal atmosphere 10 other scenes. But it has to be 
led, trained and guided, even In these things, as the little 
child Is guided in its early steps toward locomotion and so 
on. But as the little child or the youth who Is advancing 
In school studies on earth cannot possibly overcome’the 
law of gravitation and all thesd"other operations in nature 
sufficiently to rise from the ground unaided, by material 
vehicles and hang suspended in mid-air,; so the. new-born 
spirit.is unable to know-how to.master these wonderful 
laws, and to make these electrical forcés his servants he 

.must study and investigato; and-, it may take years. Many, 
are nofinterested" in doing that. You are not all elec--' 
tfirians; you-are~.not’all astronomers; you are not all- 
chemists. Some of you Who are here would like; If you 
have'- thé opportunity?and tfieans, to study chemistry; you 
would.like to understand the co-ordination of-forces and 
air these ¿afflnitlzing'of éléments forming compounds for 
various uses, but you:rdo ntìt- all care to understand these 
things áfid study theft. oéóme of you would, like, if’you 
could;'to devote yotiE tinte to astronomical research, to 
study,the heavens and those planetary bodies that.appeal 
so grandly toyour souls, hut yatf would not all care to do 
that ..a ■ - to-’ . ' z-^2/V
.Some of '.you V'ouid likd'to study music; for you may’ 
have grand and bèautifffl-’éxpresslbns of ' it, flowing r out 

- through your souls into-rBÿthmlc, melodious sound. All 
of you are not attraètedthtft way. So .with splrllts; some 
ar^ just adapted to thb study or experimentation of which 
we have spoken. Thay arctrainlng themselves to be mas
ters in this art b"y which they can give to mortals un
doubted manifestations; of spirit power and personality. 
Many of them do not care at al! about expressing their own

• personality.- . ■
Franklin may come,1 and he may so understand the la’g 

of electrical impulse, vibration and manifestations, as to be 
able to give some wonderful exhibition of physical power 
before your eyes, and if by that he should, demonstrate 
to you the power, of spirit-over material things, the con
sciousness of Intelligent mind • independent, of ¿a physical 
human body, he would1 be satisfied. It would make no 
difference to him whether you knew Benjamin Franklin 
whs the motor power of hot. It would make no difference 

- to him whether you even remembered that Franklin was in.

power;'because you are spirits, you must have. You are 
spirits this hour, only with outside bodies. Through 
these bodies you can see, hear, touch and feel, apd when 
you withdraw from them they are nothing but empty 
shells. So you must have spirit power, spirit perception, 
and it is by the perception that spirits can see, that medl- 
ums sense and feel and know things that you do not con
sider yo.urselves mediums, cannot understand. It is just 
the spirit perception reaching out and coming in contact 
with something that expresses knowledge or intelligence, 
and so they give to you what they do sense and you recog
nize it as a vibration of thought, a message of love, a 
wave of healing, or some beautiful gift and power from the 
spirit world. That is all.

Sometime you will understand more fully; sometime you 
will respond mentally to these vibrations. You will know 
your loved children talk to you; you will know your dear 
parents are close with their blessing; you .will receive a 
hint and the token within you of their helpfulness and 
strength; you will realize that you are not alone, that 
through the valleys''and shadows of mortality you are at
tended by radiant souls who long to do you good, and as 
you do realize this by the inward acceptance of that trans
ference ot thought by which spirits speak to you, by 
which they communicate in love to you, you will rise above 
the shadows of despair, the grief and sense of loneliness, 
and the sorrow and> pain of the physical loss of those who 
have gone out from your external sight will all pass away. 
You will know they are here, closer to your hearts than 
they have ever been before, blending their magnetic life 
with your own, giving you only peace and love, causing 
you no care and anxiety, no pain and grief because of way
ward steps in mortal life, but showering upon you the 
glory and the love and the beautiful conditions ot the an
gel world.

Then, dear friends, shall you become more and more 
conscious of the great over-arching love of the angels, and 
go singing on your way, minding not the little obstacles 
and struggles of dally life; minding not those conditions 
that hold you down, but determined within yourself to 
overcome all things that are ot the earth, and to gain the 
victory ot soul-power, knowing that you are Immortal, 
and that love, reunion, and that which is glorious and 
sweet, awaits you by and by.

“¿OVE IS LIFE—GOD IS LOVE.”

“Nothing useless is or low,
Each thing in its place is best, y 

And what seems but idle show
Strengthens and supports the rest.”

—Longfellow.

method which spirits employ in rapping upon the table or , ...
th® wall or making sounds that ffilll demand attentions * terested In this electrical display. He desires to have the

tuere will be no need to go 
bund or to wear epee taeles.

-Acuna lias been tested m hundreds of - cases > 
and has affected marvelous cures. Socohfldent 
are me m»e,<to,8 inaiiins uyvig^ is an article 
oi great merit mat they give absolutely a free 
trial. They want everyone Interested to make 
a thorough investigation and a personal test of 
“Actina." One will be sent on trial postpaid:

They issue a book ot 100 pages—a complete 
dictionary of disease-which tells all about “ Ac- 
tine,” the diseases It will cure, what others 
think of it. whaf morvelous cures it has affect
ed, and all about the ressonflblllty of its own
ers—all Is sent absolutely free upon request. 
This book should be In tjie library of every fa* 
ily. Address New york and London Electric 
Association, Dept, 1H2R, 020 Walnut Street. 
Kansss City, Mo.

Cancer Cured
WITH SOOTHING, BALMY OILS. 
Cancer, Tumor, Catarrh, Piles, Fistula, Ulcere, 
kciemaandallsklnoml Female Diseases. Write 
for Illustrated Book. Sent free. Address • '

DR?BYE< Broadway» Kansas City, Mo.
“How to Remember."

Free toRealura of thia Publication 
MY BOOT

UK

You’re no greater intellectually than 
?<our memory. Ny course, simple, inaxpenB- 
ve, increases bustnuis capacity, social standing; 

givesan alert, ready memory for names, faces 
and business details. Develops will, conversa
tion, speaking; etc. My booklet, "How to He- 
tnemher,” seut free.
Dickson Schoo! of flemory, 682 Klmbatl Hall, Dhlcago

The above is the numuer or the pres
ent issue ot The Progressive Thinker, 
as printed at the top of the first page, 
right hand corner. If this number cor
responds with the figures on your wrap
per, then the time you have paid for has 
expired, and you are requested to re
new your subscription. This number 
at the right hand corner of the first 
page is advanced each week, showing 
the number of Progressive Thinkers 
issued up to date. Keep watch of the , 
number on the tag of your wrapper.

STARTLING FACTS,
OR

Deeds of Darkness Disclosed

With love cometh knowledge, oh! child of the earth, 
She guards the sweet fountains of music and mirth, 
She will lead thee where fountains of joy have their birth.

Oh! seek ;her then ever thro'labor and song, 
And end the rude conflict that hate would prolong , 
'Tls love, and love only,'can triumph O’er wrong.

Oh ! the world knows not yet half the duty of love,— 
It never has tasted the sweetness of love, 
It dreams not, it feels not how holy is love. '

“Love Is life”—"God is love,” and the infinite source . 
Of all forms and impressions of beauty and force, 
What mortals may hope then to trammel'Its course?

Love lays the foundation of worlds, and her hands 
Form the billows of ocean to cradle the land,.
And she buildetfi her hills out of atoms of sand. -

Love weaves the fair curtains looped up by the stars, 
She makes the swift winds and lightning hôr cars, 
And the blossoming clouds of the morning are here.

Xxjve nothing despiseth, or counteth as vain, 
What Is, she Improves, in her hand “loss is gain.” 
E’en the smoke of a battle she turneth to rain.

Love “thinketh no evil,” she “seeks not her own,” 
From the peasant who reapq to the king on his throne, 
She exacte not her tithe till the harvest Is.grown. -

Thro' ages unnumbred she reaps and she sows, 
then patiently waits till the blossoming rose 
And the lilies of love .all their beauty disclosè.

The soil planted in each bosom is self, 
And its flowers are .man’s pleasures, Its fruits are his pelf, 
While justice and truth'iive_ln books on the shelf.

But oh! 'twill be shown in the growth of each soul 
That the highest self-love seeks the good of the whole, 
And this heaven-born truth every act will control.

All. hearts thus obeying her: holy decree, .
Will sing in earth’s temples' the songs o'f the free, 
"Tls Lové,' and Love only, can make the heart free/'

Then its fruits will be blessings, and curses no more 
Will sweep o’er the world with their pestilent loré;
Every "Jjeart Will plantin Loyÿs" garden the seeds - 
That .will show in her harvest increase-of good" deeds, 
And thb bléssingà of life will then equal man’s needs. 
Jhen prîsonà'and chains, then the gallows and knife ' 
Will mar not the growth of;thia wonderful life. 
Or wake the dark fountain of .hatred and strife,— - ’ 
■But men, taught of angels, will cultivate flowers .
To bloom in life’s garden as well.as her botvers^. 
And Love, and Love ever give wings to the hours,—. 
Then “wars and rumors of wars will cease," ■
Till Earth shall resound .with the "Gospel of Peace.” 

BELLE BUSH.

Wisdom is the talent ot buying virtuous pleasures at the 
Cheapest rates.—Fielding. . • ;

A good»word is an easy obligation; hut not to speak ill 
requires only our silence,- which costs us nothing.—Tillot
son. ■ .-.u, -

Perfect valor Is to dot unwitnessed what we -should be 
capable o‘f doing before all.the world.—Rouchefoucauld.

Let us always remember that he does not really believe 
hip own opinions, who fearsto give free scope to his op- 

■ponent.—Wendell-Phillips.

This work devotes special attention 
to Auricular Confession and Its rela
tions to sacerdotal celibacy, convents, 
monasteries, morality and civil and re
ligious liberty. It 1b intended to be an 
embodiment of facts and documentary 
evidence of thé pernicious influence of 
the confessional; a trenchant showing 
up of Romanism, based upon standard 
Catholic authorities ; an eye-opener con
cerning the methods and - spirit, the 
moral turpitude and evil works of Ro 
maoism. Cloth, 75 cents.

The Poetical and Prose Works
------ BY------

ELLA WHEELER WILCOX.
Mrs. Wilcox's writings have been the 

Inspiration of many young men and 
women. Her hopeful, practical, mas
terful views of life give the reader new 
courage in the very reading and are 
a wholesome spur to flagging effort 
Words of truth so vital that they live 
in the reader’s memory and cause him 
to think—to his own betterment and 
the lasting Improvement of his own 
work in the world, in whatever line ft 
lies—flow from this talented woman’s 
pen.

POEMS OF PASSION.
By. Ella Wheeler Wilcox.

Many thousands of this book have 
been issued, showing the estimation in 
which It Is held. Presentation edition, 
with author’s portrait Price SI.

POEMS OF POWER.
•By Ella Wheeler Wilcox.

New and revised edition, containing 
more than one hundred new poems, dis
playing the author’s fine taste, cultiva
tion and originality. With portrait 
Price ?L

POEMS OF PLEASURE
By Ella Wheeler Wilcox.

This charming collection comprises 
many of the best poetic creations of the 
author. Embellished with portrait. 
Presentation edition. Price $1.

MAURINE AND OTHER POEMS. 
By Ella Wheeler Wilcox.

An idéal poem about as true and lov
able a woman -as ever poet created. 
With’portrait of author. Price $1.

AROUND THE YEAR WITH ELLA 
- WHEELER WILCOX.

A birthday book compiled by Ella 
Giles Ruddy, from the poetical and 
prose writings of Ella Wheeler Wilcox. 
It epitomizes her inspiring optimistic 
phllostTphy' with an apposite quotation 
for each day In the y ear. With author’s 
portrait^ and half-tone illustrations 
■prefacing each month. Cloth, price, $1.

KINGDOM OF LOVE AND OTHER 
POEMS.

By Elia Wheeler Wilcox.
A magnificent collection of poems 

suitable for recitations and readings, 
true to the very beat there Is in human * • 
nature. Presentation edition, dark red ' 
cloth, >1.

"Longley's- Beautiful Bongs.”, A 
new edition comprising In one volume 
the four parts heretofore published, 
to which is added part five, - also a 
number of the author's most populai 
songs, Including."Only a Thin veil Be* 
tween Us” and Its “Companion Piece,"
Cloth, 76 cents. Boards, 50 cents, j

-y ’’v» * 1



truth. A. C. DOANE.

Two Excellent Spiritual Books

Cover, BQ Cents,

OGEflNIDES MftRY ftNNE 6flREW

comfort it brings to those bereaved 
of the dear ones of the home and fam
ily. Is,beyond one’s power, to doscrlhp. 
Alt readers will be charmed with it

-. These books from the pen of the no ted musician, medium and author, 
Carlyle Petersllea, -whose writings have been read and prized by thous- 

taniid'bf'readers ,:oi The Progressive. Thinker, will assuredly be enjoyed by 
pll'who, read them.' .-¡They‘ are intensely spiritual and of absorbing interest 
from beginning tb end. .

"The Truth Seeker Collection of 
Forms and Ceremonies for the Use of 
Liberals.” Price, 25 cents,

experience in tho higher realms. ' The 
.work radiates a good spiritual Influ
ence, and is very interesting.

It Is a spiritual book for Spirltunl- 
ista, and interesting for everyone.

as well as spiritually aided and up
lifted.

Freedom is the thermometer of civ- 
lliza,tion.T—Truth Seeker. ’

VIBITïNG'THE VARIOUS CAMPS.

ALL HAIL TO BEAUTIFUL LILY DALE!

PASSED TO SPIRIT LIFE.

44 Thirty

‘■Ï ■

“Dr. Hahn 
an ordained

against a Mrs. Dixon at 
fi -st street."

Dr. Beverly writes: 
E rooks of San Francisco,

[Obituaries to the extent of ten Unes 
only will be inserted free. All In excess 
of ten lines will be charged at the rate 
of fifteen cents per line. About seven 
words constitute one line.]

diametrically opposed to his belief, yet 
that is no reason why they should be
suppressed; yet we wish It distinctly 
understood that our space is inade
quate to publish everything that comes 
to hand, however much we might desire

THIS GENERAL SURVEY DEPART
MENT IS ONLY INTENDED TO 
CHRONICLE THE ENGAGEMENTS 
AND WORK OF SPEAKERS AND ME
DIUMS. A REPORT OF WHAT THE 
VARIOUS SPEAKERS SAY WILL 
NOT BE PUBLISHED, AS WE HAVE 
NOT SPACE SUFFICIENT FOR THAT 
PURPOSE.

fl NEW GflTEGHISM
BY M. M. MAN0A5ARIÄN.

Sunday, September 2, loot): “The Ly
ceum.”

When writing for this paper 
use a pen or typewriter.

We go to press early Monday morn
ing, hence communications Intended for 
that current Issue-should reach this 
office not later than the previous Satur
day morning. Bear this in mind.

she could hear. She told Attorney 
Lowenthal to proceed especially

The Spiritualistic Field—Its Workers, Its Work 
and General Progress, the World Over.

' CONTRIBUTORS.—Each contribute» 1 AS A GENERAL BULE, IN THIS 
is alone responsible for any assertions OFFICE WE PAY NO ATTENTION TO 
or statements he may make. The editor .ANONYMOUS COMMUNICATIONS, 
allows tills freedom of expression, be- THE NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE 
Heving that the cailse of truth can be ¡WRITER SHOULD ACCOMPANY ALL 
best subserved thereby. Many of the MATTER, OF WHATEVER KIND, 
sentiments uttered in an article may >:e SENT TO THIS OFFICE........  > x.«- t.-ll,.- -A.* I

to do so. That must account" for the 
'non-appearance of YOUR article.

WRITE PLAINLY.—We would like 
to impress upon the minds of our corre
spondents that The Progressive Thinker 
Is set up on a Linotype machine that 
must make speed equal to about four 
compositors. That means rapid work, 
and It is essential that all copy, to In
sure insertion in the paper, all other re
quirements being favorable, should be 
Written plainly with ink on white 
paper, or with a typewriter, and only on 
one side of the paper. Please bear this 
In mind.

ITEMS.—Bear in mind that items for 
the General Survey will in all cases be 
adjusted to the space we haye to occu
py, and In order to do that they will 
generally have to be abridged more or 
less; otherwise many items would be 
Crowded out. Sometimes a thirty-line 
item Is cut down to»ten lines, and ten 
Unes to two Unes, as occasion may re
quire.

TAKE DUE NOTICE, that all Items 
for this page must be accompanied by 
the full name and address of the writer. 
It will not do to say that Secretary or 
Correspondent writes so and so, with
out giving the full name and address of 
the writer. The items of those who do 
not comply with this request Will be 
cast into the waste basket

KEEP COPIES of your poems sent to 
this office, for they will not be returned 
if we have not space to uso them.

ALWAYS GIVE YOUR FÜLL NAMS 
and.ADDRESS WHEN SENDING NO
TICES AND COMMUNICATIONS FOR 
PUBLICATION, OTHERWISE THEY 
WILL FIND THEIR WAY TO THE 
WASTE BASKET.,

know jt is just as fascinating 
throughput. It is a great work you 
are doing to place such books within 
the reach of the poorest, and I thank 
you ■ sincerely. I wish everybody 
could read these* valuable premium 
books. I; have, placed some of mine 
in the library here. I am very much 
interested in Mrs. PeterBllea’s letters, 
and. the articles entitled “Guardian 
Angels."- Let us give thanks wherever । 
they are due." • . . I

Sept. 1, 1903.
TOPIC FOB THE PROGRESSIVE 

LYCEUM. ’

Gem of Thought—;
‘The Lyceum is a school of liberal- 

and harmonious education.”
For information concerning the 

Progressive Lyceum, authorized Les
son Paper for the National Spiritual
ists Association, address John W. 
Ring, Green Mountain Falls, Colorado. |

things told them that the mediums had 
uo way of knowing except through 
their guides. One gentleman, a D. D- 
and M. D., who only a few months ago 
was convinced of the great truth, of
fered to give, his experience. So we 
accepted Dr. g; B. McNeil’s offer, and 
he is to speak for us oh the 26th, and 
more in future. Mrs. E. Guckert and 
Mr. E. Moore, her brother, joined our 
Society last Sunday evening. She is

The Good Work That Is Being Accom-

■ To the E^ItOK-^-The writer is de
sirous of saying a wprd or two relative 
to the camps he has been visiting this 
year, and thus let those who Jiave not 
taken advautagJof the camp-meetings 
know ikhat| treats they have missed. 
After the-opening of the Wonewoc 
Wls.,~ camp, the)writer journeyed to 
Chesterfield] Ina), to make his Initial 
visit there, as ,a worker. Other pens 
than mine ‘have -ably described the 
beauty of this favored spot, so there 
is no needlof me'dwelling on that. • I 
will simply say that at Chesterfield I 
had one of the most pleasant times of 
my life.

At the time of my visit there seemed 
to be the most perfect harmony pre
vailing, and everybody made it a point 
to make the visit of myself and 
daughter a red ¡ letter event in our 
lives. At least so It seemed to us, for | 
one and all were kindness itself. |

Haslett Park Camp.
Since my last communication to 

your valuable paper we have had a 
spiritual fedst at Haslett Park. Mrs. 
R. 8. Lillie came to us Aug. 11. We 
are richer for her visit here. ■ Her 
beautiful Inspiration, at times woven 
into rare poems, have left an impress 
upon us that will not soon pass away.

Sunday, August 12, was a busy 
; day with us, a day of which we can 
speak in old Methodist style, “It was 
good to be here.." Mrs. Lillie pro
claimed the truths of Spiritualism in 
giowing terms contrasting them with 
decaying faiths and creedal systems. 
At noon we found we had a visitor— 
Thomas Grimshaw of St. Louis, Mo. 
After Mrs. Lillie’s afternoon address, 
Mr. Grimshaw accepted an invitation 
to speak to t,he people. ■ He was greet
ed with much applause and it was an 
interested audience that listened to 
his ringing words for a clean and hon- 
est Spiritualism.

A Roseate Picture of This Noted Place of Resort, as 
Seert bv Laura G/Fixen.

A group of sixty or more “fresh air” 
children from crowded Chicago will 
be entertained in Clinton this summer 
if the plans of a number of Clylnton 
church people do' not miscarry. The 
Mississippi Valley Spiritualists Asso
ciation has donated the use of Mount 
Pleasant Park, where the annual reun
ion of the Mississippi Valley Spiritual
ists comes to a close the last of the 
month,, to the children, and it is pro
posed to bring the girls and boys here 
on Aug. 29, and to entertain them for 
a week or ten days. A mass meeting 
.will be held Thursday night to arrange 
for the entertainment of the boys and 
girls. .

The Chicago American says: "Mrs. 
Ma'rvel Miller, a clubwoman of Port
land, Ore., is the complainant in one 
of the most remarkable suits ever 
brought in Chicago. She came to this 
city to secure the services of trance 
mediums to improve her falling hear
ing. in vain she consulted trance 
mediums, clairvoyants, magnetic heal
ers, insplratlonists, impressionists, 
prophets, mental telepafihists and sev
enth daughters of seventh daughters, 
and having spent a week and much 
money, to-day she instructed her at
torneys to take legal action against 
the persons who have failed to get 
from the other world messages which

minister, has been - rendering good 
service in his lectures Sunday evenings 
during August. Madam Kuntz - has 
also favored us with fine solos. Harry 
Tobias continues his short lessons on 
the Spiritual Man, in the afternoons. 
Prof Hillis and many other mediums 
are constant in attendance, so that ev
ery one receives a test.. Miss Violette 
Beverly has charge of the music. The 
Doctor has returned from camp, and 
will introduce many new attractions in 
the near future. Our people are very 
much encouraged 'for there is always, 
harmony in our midst, and all are' 
willing to work for the good of the 
cause. We have the coolest hall in 
the city, northwest corner Thirty- 
first street and Indiana avenue. We 
Invite the visiting public to come and 
enjoy these meetings, which last 
from 3 to 10 p. m., every Sunday.”

Minnie Sharlow of Detroit, Mich., 
writes approvingly of the good work 
done at Hasieft Park _ Camp., The 
meeting in Detroit will open again 
with Rev. Sarah Crawford as speaker.

Mrs. M. A. Logue writes .from
Butte, Montana: '“I am still in the 
fielcTdoing all that my health will per- 

■ mit for Spiritualism. Mrs. Eva Mc
Coy has been holding meetings here, 
assisted by Mrs. Clara Ferris. Mrs. 
Estiro of Pocatello, Idaho, had a 
very interesting meeting last night. 
The cause is progressing in Butte, 
slow but sure.”

Hon. Charles R. Schirm writes from 
Fortress Monroe, Va.: “I am spending 
a few days on-the Maryland pilot boat, 
Calvert, off Fortress Monroe. I came 
here after leaving Lily Dale, where I 
spent nearly three profitable weeks, 

‘and otherwise had a delightful time.” 
Correspondent writes: “Mrs. Lora 

Holton, the well known musical life 
reader, message bearer and psychom- 
etrist, is at Vicksburg camp, meeting 
old friends. She has been out of the 
public work seven years, but as her 
mother passed to the ’Beyond’ last 
spring, she will again enter the field. 
She is contemplating a trip’ toTjake 
Helen, and would like to make.en
gagements en route with societies on 
reasonable terms. Address her at Nd. 
4324 St. Lawrence avenue, Chicago. 
Ideal weather has favored the camp. 
The closing week appreciative audi
ences have greeted Bro. H. D. Barrett, 
and his plea and statement In regard 
to the N. S. A. were ’responded to 
heartily. Much praise is 'due to The 
t’rogresslve Thinker for Its efforts to 

•'-weed the.frauds from our ranks and 
place Spiritualism pure. and simple 

• upon its .rightful' basis before the 
' world. Long may it live and the good 
work go. on.” .’ .

Mrs, S. E. Mackl'y writes . from 
Ferndale, Cal.: "My premium-book, 
"Ghostland,” was received, yesterday-, 
and I want to toll you I was simply 
delighted with it; it is such a beauty, 

’ and from the little dip Into its contents 
- Whieh I have permitted myself, I

| Mary B. Hill writes: "The meeting 
of the Band of Harmony social, held 
at the delightful hpme of Mr. and Mrs. 
Fravel of Austin was another day to 
be remembered. The afternoon was 
given over to song, sociability, and to 
some of Chicago's noted mediums, 
who added to the pleasure by giving 
spirit messages until the hostess an
nounced the hour for supper,-when we 
found the tables most bountifully 
spread, and beautifully decorated. 
The evening"session was filled in with 
solos by the Misses VIni and Celia 
Fravel. All .were entertained by the 
sweet voice and song of Miss Luella 
Smith of Michigan, who we claim as 
one of our sweet songsters, after 
which we listened-to a very Interesting 
talk by Dr. O. E. Miller, on ‘Diet? Our 
hostess in her happiest mood bade us 
welcome, and the social was pro
nounced a grand success. The next 
social will be held August 30, at the 
home of Mrs. Hattie F. R. Feet, 874 
West Madison street, east of Leavitt 
street. Progressive euchre in the af
ternoon for -those who wish, playing 
to begin at 2 o’clock; six prizes; score 
cards 25 cents. The evening holds a 
surprise. Everybody come • and join 
us in having a good time, and with all 
try to advance a glorious cause.”

Ferd C. Suhrer writes: “On Bunday 
afternoon, Aug. 19, the congregation 
of the Rising Sun Spiritualist Mission 
was favored by a lecture from Mrs. M. 
Gage of Racine, who is a talented 
speaker, possessing a bright mind. 
‘The Seven Talents’ was her subject 
and was much enjoyed.' Sisters Hlld 
and Kirchner gave-spirit messages. In 
the evening Bro. Ghas. Ei Hughes in
terested us in an intellectual-discourse 
which was much Hlted. The guides of 
Sister Kirchner again demonstrated 
the return of those departed by giving 
a number of acknowledged tests. Mr. 
and Mrs. Lang of St. Louis favored us 
with a visit and were welcomed. . For 
Sunday afternoon, Sept. 2, we .will 
have Sister. E. Briggs, and another op
portunity to ask questions. These op
portunities are golden and should be 
taken advantage of. She will be fol
lowed by test mediums. Sister M. ! 
Price of Austin will occupy the ros
trum in the evening, and we will hear 
something uplifting as usual. Spirit 
messages will follow.1’

Mrs. Dr. Dobson-Barker, corre
sponding secretary, jyrites from San 
Jose, Cal.'. “The First Spiritual Union 
pf San Jose, Cal., was favored August 
19, with some good platform work by 
Mrs. M. E. G.. Howe, of Los Angeles, 
secretary of the California State Spir
itual Association. She gaye a short 
address on organization which aroused 
much interest. After the lecture she 
gave many good tests in het beautiful 
readings from flowers, to the large 
and attentive audieice. Our confer
ence meetings at 11 a. m., are well at
tended. Mrs. Nettie P. Fox will speak 
for our society, August 26.”

A. P. Smith writes from Milton, 
’Mass.: "Eighteen years ago, in my 
house' at North Scituate, Mass., in a 
dark circle there were four persons I 
sitting at a small table, in the center 
of quite a large room. 1 sat at the 
side of the table, my wife at my right 
hand. At one end of thé table a gen
tleman Sat, and at the other end a 
young lady, our hands touching each 
other so that dne-could not move with
out my wife or myself knowing-it, On | a large, table at the side of the' room, 
I placed seven different instruments, 
and they were all sounded at the 
same time so that we could'distinguish 
each -sound. After that two small 
bells were passed around and .would, 
strike on one side of the room, then' 
on the other, then on the celling 
above, and then eome down and pat ub 
on our heads. Orders were given 
through a speaking trumpet (one of 
which I had on the table,) perfectly 
plain so we could understand every- 
word. What was it, if not -Spirit 
power, or influence?” .. ... •

Mrs. A. -Sexsmith writes: "Sunday, 
August 19,was another day of interest 
In behalf of the Christian Spiritualist 
Society at DesTlaines -river and West 
Madison street. Miss Tjiomas gave a 
short' talk in the opening of the serv
ices, and then we were favored by an 
inspirational address from Brother 
Bloom, which every one greatly en
joyed. Messages were given by Miss 
Thomas, and Mrs. Bloom, ajl recog
nized. In the evening a very enjoy
able meeting was held, many coming 
out from the city as well as .those from 
the suburban towns. .Miss Thomas 
gave a very beautiful lecture. Mes
sages were given, by her and also by 
bur sister, Mrs? Addle Cluburn, which 
were . greatly appreciated. Brother 
Shurer was again with us and assisted 

¡greatly with; the singing. These 
meetings will continue until further 
notice every . Sunday afternoon and 
evening at 3 and 8 o’clock; also circles 
every Wednesday afternoon and even
ing, and Friday afternoon. Great in
terest is being taken ... in these; mld- 
week services, many corning, who can’t 
get here on Sunday." ; ■ . .

Eva L. Stewart writes: . “On August 
19,. the Hyde Park Occull-Soclety had 
the .pleasure of. receiving . messages 
from their spirit friends .through -the 
mediumship of.Mrs."E..-Guckert- and 
Mro.-. Jennie Stoner. Attorns.'. :■ -Mrs; ;Ad-: 
am8.gave“uB-a'fine .talk- on-’Spiritual
ism. 'We had many strangerk'in the 
audience' who were surprised to have

■ to be our medium, and a good one she 
1 is. Her residence is at 3513 W.ent- 
। worth avenue, where she gives read

ings during the week and Sunday af
ternoons at 2:30. We do not hesi
tate to recommend her to those who 
want good honest work. • We still 
hold our card parties in spite of the.

. hot weather. We give beautiful hand- 
painted china for prizes, painted by 
Mrs. Bong.” '

Minnie Sharlpw of 303 Lafayette 
avenue, Detroit, Mich., will be pleased 
to hear from any society in need of an 
active worker. - ■ - v

Will some of the readers of The 
Progressive Thinker send the address 
Of Dr. Louis Schlessinger to C. J. Mc
Clelland, Room '10, Riverside Block, 
Pueblo, Colo. ’

Mrs. Emma Smith writes from Sa
lem, Oregon: “I read and hear much 
against Spiritualistic phenomena. 
However, I know spirit return to be a 
fact, as I have evidence of its truth 
every day, being clairaudidnt and par
tially clairvoyant, and have had many 
experiences convincing to me, but of 
little value to others; yet there are 
many things connected with the phe
nomena that puzzle me, one being 
why spirits cannot give me their 
names or dates. I know there is a 
reason for it. I often find subjects I 
have been thinking about'brought Into 
discussion in The Progressive Thinker, 
and am often enlightened thereby.”

Judge A. H. Dailey writes, from 
Lake Pleasant, Mass.: "Mrs. Fepper 
arrived here the I8th Inst., and was 
greeted with a large audience, and by 
her sermon and great manifestation of 
clairvoyance and clalraudlence, as
tonished her most ardent admirers. 
She goes from here to the camps in 
Maine."

■ Mrs. Maggie Henry writes: "At the 
Spiritual Mission Chapel, Old 77, on 
last Sunday evening we were especi
ally favored by having a dramatic 
reader in the audience who kindly fa
vored us with a selection. It was 
highly appreciated by the audience. 
Our speaker, as usual, took, the sub
ject for his lecture from his audience 
and he certainly gave us some-very 
fine advice, and I trust all will profit 
by it. The lecture was followed by 
spirit messages and psychometric ■ 
readings by a number of mediums, । 
also readings by your correspondent. । 
The Professor answers a personal । 
question for each person in the audi- ( 
ence.”

Mrs. Anna Gillespie was present, 
and had charge pf the lyceum and en
tertainments, as well as lecturing as 
occasion demanded. This gifted lady 
was certainly the right one for the 
place, for the children were always 
happy in her company, and the young 
people of the camp were more than in 
love with their leader.

The music here was excellent, and 
was. all furnished by young people of 
much ability; in fact these young peo
ple were a revelation to me, for I 
have never peen so many talented 
young people assembled together on a 
camp ground, wherein there was so 
little friction; and jealousy. The 
mandolin club, composed of Miss Min
nie Mendenhall, Miss Carrie and Miss 
Adaline Mrikle, and George Vonder
heide and Earl MiUpr, was a source of 
great-pleasure to all. Miss Jessie 
Marley is a most proficient pianist and 
accompanied orchestra and singers in 
a delightfully satisfactory manner. 
Miss Hazel. Wertz of Anderson Is the 
possessor of a wonderfully sweet 
voice, of which she makes excellent 
use. She has one' great feature in 
her favor, and that is her enunciation 
when singing; she articulates so clear
ly that her auditors know what she 
says; this is a great treat because bo 
different from the vocal gymnastics 
which sometimes passes off for sing
ing. I cannot say which of these 
young people is the most talented for 
they are each and every one thè best 
in his or her own field. It was more 
than p pleasure to have met them^

Another worker who took part was 
Mrs. Marian Carpenter, who is surely 
a prime favorite; and Mrs. Murtha, of 
Toronto, Canada, , with her soulful 
messages brought jwnsolation to many 
hearts. Time ana space forbids the 
mention of the many workers on the 
grounds; each one had his or her 
place which they, filled to the best of 
their ability. *

The menUon of Chesterfield would 
not be complete without mention of a 
“young” man, the meeting with whom

Geo. A. Letford, the drummer me
dium, was with us at this time, and 
followed the lectures with messages 
from the loved ones in the Borderland. 
He fed the hungry and added knowl
edge to their faith. . Then followed 
the christening of two little babes—i 
one a child born upon these grounds. I 
Mrs. Lillie took the infant in her 
arms, her Brother's heart shining in 
her face,’ and spake beautiful words to 
the parents and to the child. It was 
a poem in words, and to me the scene 
itself was filled with poetry. Mrs. 
Lillie asked Mr. Grimshaw to perform 
the ceremony for the next little one, 
which he did in an impressive manner. 
The babies both did their parts admir
ably, as well as, the preachers.

On Tuesday, Aug. 14, the Michigan 
State Convention honored us by meet
ing upon these grounds. We set 
aside our afternoon session until even
ing, and gave them the' floor. Many 

,of the Visiting delegation were with us 
-in the evening, and it was our good 
pleasure to lisen not only to the line 
address of our good sister, Mrs. R. S. 
Lillie, but Miss Elizabeth Harlow, Mr. 
Grimshaw and Oscar A..,-Edgerly fa
vored us with addresses that made us 
feel that the book of inspIraion was 
not closed, but that Its Immortal pow
er was upon the minds of men to-day. 
We feel indebted to these able work
ers and exponents of our glorious 
cause for their assistance upon this 
occasion.

Lily Dale a new revelation, and the 
band played Annie Laurie.

Proceedings did not stop however. 
Oh, no. Lily Dale is in the height of 
her glory, her greatest glory and larg
est victory. As the beauty of the 
place charms all so the spiritual power 
is felt by all the children of men who 
come within the gates—orthodox, her
etics, Spiritualists, republicans and 
other sinners. “

We have had a great Woman’s 
Week, including Woman’s Day, Trav
el .Day, Temperance Day and Peace 
Day; each one seemed like the raisin 
in the cake.

Woman’s Day has, however, always 
been the greatest day of the season. 
The grounds were turned over to wo
men and daylight found everything in 

-full activity. Everything and every
body was decorated in the color of the 
day—"yellow"—from (he house-dog 
to. the chimney top. Mrs. Humphrey, 
the acting president rang the bell and 
presided over the morning symposium, 
and short addresses were made by 
MrSrM. À. Carpenter, Mrs. M. E. Cad- 
wallader, Miss Alice E. Bennett, Mrs. 
Helen M. Gougar and Mrs. Daura G. 
Flxen, elucidating on the advance 
march of woman from the subjection 
of the past to her rightful God-given 
place at the side of man, enlarging 
her views and her waist, and thus 
equipped herself better mentally and 
physically to bring to the world better 
children.

The afternoon meeting was the 
great event of the day. • The audito
rium was overflowing, everybody anj, ' 
his neighbor were there. The ros
trum was beautifully decorated under 
the supervision of our tireless chair

Passed to spirit life, from his home 
in Hillsboro Bridge, N. H., August 3, 
Lorenzo Worthen. He was born in 
New London, N. H., Nov. 12, 1334, 
but for the last twenty-four years he 
resided In Hillsboro. He was a man
of sterling honesty and integrity, hav
ing the confidence and respect of a 
large circle of friends. He was a 
member of the Order of the Golden 
Cross. Hff had been a Spiritualist for 
twenty-five years or more, and was a
great worker for the cause, always 
ready to defend it. He has been sec
retary of the Sunapee Camp-meeting 
Association, Sunapee Lake, N. H., for 
several years. Funeral services at his 
home, August,’ conducted by the 
writer. ■ EDGAR W. EMERSON.

Passed to spirit life, August 11, at 
the home of his son in Decatur, Mich.; 
Julius A. Anderson, aged 80 years. 
His remains were taken to Helena, 
Montana. He was a kind husband and. 
father and a'firm and consistent Spir
itualist. He leaves a widow, four sons 
and a daughter to .mourn his loss. 
“He is not. dead, but arisen.”

MRS. M. E. ANDERSON.

Mrs. Alice James passed to the 
higher life. August 16, 1906, at her 
home in'Vollnia, 'Casa county, Mich. 

.She was a kind, loving, devo'ted wife 
and mother, respected by all for her. 
noble Qualities. She leaves a loving 
husband, daughter, four sons, three 
sisters’ and many friends, who are 
blessed witji an assurance of a life be
yond. Services conducted by the 
writer. LAURA'L. CRAWFORD.

Detroit, Mich,

Michigan State Spiritualist Associa
tion.

The .thirteenth annual convention of 
the Michigan State Spiritualist Associ
ation was held at Haslett Park; 'Aug; 
14. There was a large'attendantes 
officers and delegates and all took a 
lively interest in the proceedings of 
the meeting. . The reports of the offi
cers were very gratifying indeed, 
showing a stow but steady growth. 
Our financial condition Is' the best it 
has been for years, and this is almost 
entirely due to the iioble-and efficient 
work of our retiring présidente Dr. 
Julia M. Walton, of Jackson, Mich., 
and the secretary, Miss Rena D. Chap
man of Marcellùs.

1 Will the secretaries ol the local so
cieties throughout the state, whether 
chartered or not, kindly, send to the 
stale secretary a list of their present 
officers, as there will be Important no
tices to be given from time to time. It 
will be Impossible to reach you unless 
you kindly, comply with this request. 
It- will also aid in keeping in close, 
touch with each other and bring prog
ress in our work.

The officers for tlie ensuing year are 
as follows: President, Mrs. Abbie E. 
Sheets, Grand Ledge; vice-president, 
E. W. Sprague, ; Detroit; secretary, 
Miss Genevra Spatlldlng, Lansing; 
treasurer, Mr. C. A. Clement, Lansing. 
Trustees—-O. E. Spaulding, Lansing; 
E. E.' Carpenter, Detroit; C. J. Harris, 
Petoskey. , '

Kindly address all communications 
to the president, Mrs. Abble E. Sheèts,- 
Grand Ledge, Mich, Lock Box 175, or 
to tlie secretary, Miss Genevra Spauld
ing, 1230 Michigan avenue'E., ■ Lan
sing, Mich. ■'

GENEVRA SPAULDING, 
Secretary M. 8. S. A.

was a great^roat; I refer to our ven
erable brother, Dj-. Menddnhall. Over 
eighty yearb of age, his mind seems 
touched with, pejjpnnial youth, yet, 
withal, wit[vtbe; wisdom of the sage. 
Several gooRhougs were spent in con
versation w||th him—to the great 
profit of tj)0 wrRer. Brother Men
denhall is surely,^ philosopher and I 
am very glad to. acknowledge my in
debtedness to himufor the pleasure his 
advanced tjjought. gave to me while 
there. ir-

From. Chesterfield,' Leone and I 
. went Wonawo;:*.there to* spend
a week.ai: Up'lipgie-Mmp f everything 
was' going smoothly there; the vice- 
president,.. C„ C.-iiRratt, proving him
self most efficient, and Bro. Frank T. 
Ripley filling the chairmanship la a 
highly satisfactory manner. Again I 
journeyed afar,, this tlmer to Vicks
burg, Mich. At this place also the 
writer found genial people and .was af
forded a delightful time. In the 
heart of a great grove of oak trees, 
this camp is held. The management I 
is in the hands of Miss ^Jeannette i 
Fraser, who is; most self-sacrlclng in 
her labors for the camp.

The music here was furnished by 
the Axtell Sisters of Vicksburg, and 
was indeed ably handled. Whole- 
Bouled, genial people abounded here, 
and I was glad to. have the pleasure of 
spending a week in their midst. Geo. 
Retford, the drummer medium, was 
present to give messages; also Mrs. 
Lichtig, of Chicago; the venerable Dr. 
Peebles qame to Vicksburg Sunday,, 
and gave a discourse which pleased 
his audience greatly.

Mediums of several phases were on 
the groundB,: and as far as I could 
learn were giving much satisfaction to 
those who visited them. Take it all 
in all, Vicksburg is a beautiful spot; 
those who failed to attend this year 
had better take the hint now, and pre
pare for the visit next season. An 
puting there will be profitable men
tally, spiritually, and physically.

From this ■point I again returned to 
Wonewoc for the closing week, after 
'having been.called' to Warsaw, Ind., to 
say the words ot comfortto sorrowing 
hearts. The occasion was the funeral 
of Frank Snyder, a most estimable 
young man of that, city, who was se
verely injured while fulfilling his du- 

■ ties as mail clerk In. the Railway Post 
Office Department. Mr. Snyder was 
less than twenty-two years of age; 
was the idolized, only child of Brother 
and Sister Snyder .of Warsaw. Besides 
the parents and friends who mourn 
his departure, Frank left a sweet little 

■ wife, a bride of 6nly five months, to 
mourn the absence of the one who 
had but so lately Brought into her life 
life's swetest joy, the boon of love. 
But each and. all o£ these dear ones 
face the' world .wifh.the strong convic
tion that Frank.js-still alive—that he 
is near them,-¿nd that sometime his 
love will Pierce the intervening yell 

'and make tjjem taiow that “the;dear, 
ones he has left behind he never can- 
forget?’ \£n-

Mrs. Marian Carpenter came to us 
August 18. Her coming is always 
greeted with joy, and many hungry 
hearts are made glad by her presence. 
Her fine Inspiration is always an up
lift and higher planes of being unfold 
before us. Truly the world Is better 
for her sweet influence. We bade her 
adieu August 23,-when she left us for 
Lake Brady Ohio. Mr. Carpenter 
spent Sunday with us, and lent his ge
nial influence to the camp, much to | 
our enjoyment. Mrs. Sharlow of De-i 
troit assisted Mrs. Carpenter in the 
message work Sunday afternoon.

We are sorry to note that Harry J. 
Moore, is unable to meet his engage
ment with our camp. The manage
ment, however, are fortunate in secur
ing Mrs. Abbie Sheets of Grand Ledge, 
to fill the place of Mr. Moore on our 
program. Mrs. Sheets is one of Mich
igan's foremost speakers, and is the 
newly elected president of our state 
association. She arrived in camp this 
morning. Her lecture this afternoon 
was listened to with much attention, 
and the messages which is a new feat
ure of her camp work, were fine in
deed.

man of decorations, Mrs. E. Alger.
The orator of the day was Miss Ma

rie C. Brehm, State President of the 
Illinois W. C. T. U.; a Presbyterian, 
holding the highest official position 
accorded any .woman in the General 
Assembly of that church. Miss Brehm 
fully met the expectations of her au
dience and with her clear, well modu
lated voice, logical arguments and 
womanly dignity, held them under her
magic spell until everyone could per
ceive a vision of the coming day when 
Uncle Sam will really keep house; 
when the reason of man and the heart 
of woman shall sit in council together 
and devise' laws 'beneficial and wise, 
for the best interests of humanity; 
when monopoly, greed, trusts and lob
byists shall stand aside and the great
est good to the greatest number shall 
be embodied in our Constitution.

> National W. C. T. U., decorated with • 
white ribbons, loked down upon the

. audience, and the old oaken bucket 
: that hung in the well was pictured by 
■ a moss-coverea well and the tlme-hon- 
> ored bucket on the aft end of the well 
■ sweep. Miss Brehm delivered the ora- 
। tlon of the day on the question of tem- 
• perance, the old worn subject; yet 
. when.the son or husband comes stag

gering home for the first time it as
sumes a new interest and the outcome 
means heaven or hell to that family 
at least. The speaker outlined the 
temperance question as a world issue, 
showing how largely what is known as 
moderate drinking affects the prosper
ity and success of nations, and with 
,what seriousness statesmen as well as 
Alturlsts are concerning the effect of 
the social glass and the cigarette upon 
the physical and mental stamina of 
.the young. .The hope of the nation 
lies in the industrial, economical, in
telligent abstainer, the leaven of the 
whole lump.

Miss Brehm’s masterful effort was 
listened to with deepest Interest and 
her audience received a broad view of 
the effect 'of the old-time social cus
tom of treating.

Sunday was. Peace Day. Miss 
Helen Gougar a regular volcano, 
erupted; she talked peace in a most 
war-like manner and proyed her wil
lingness to fight for it. President ' 
Roosevelt was criticised sharply for 
the millions of dolihrs spent for battle- 
ships and the military system of our ( 
bear-killing executive. '

• In the afternoon Miss Brehm spoke ‘ bn Peace, with that calm, peaceful, 
masterly strength which Is one of her 
chief attractions. She discussed the 
struggle between the North and the 
South, whith |n addition to its heart
ache and woe, its loss of human Ute 
and engendering of bitterness and 
race prejudice, had cost the country 
?300 for every slave liberated. The 
address was masterly In thought, and 
eloquently delivered, and the presence 
of Miss Brehm and her co-laborer, 
Mrs. Gougar, among us was helpful in 
opening up special avenues in lines of 
work helpful to humanity, and there
fore along the lines of the work of our 
philosophy.

On Thursday and Friday of next 
week, Eugene V. Debs will be wlh us. 
We expect many will come at this time 
to he^r Jhis noted orator.

Sunday, Bept.-2, closes the camp for 
this season, D. M. King being the 
speaker Sep. 1 and 2.

Come and listen to our truth. It is 
the gateway to larger possibillies.

EMMA GIBBBS.
Grand Rapids, Mich.

- Vicksburg Camp.
The key to success at our Spiritual

ist camps consists of kindness, true 
etiquette, and a welcome hand to all 
honest mediums. The reverse drives 
them to other places, and the attrac
tion* Is gone, leaving the camp in a 
deadened condition.

Your humble correspondent has 
just returned from Vicksburg camp. 
The beautiful lesson there was kind
ness, and indeed true etiquette was ev
erywhere practiced. To me it was a 
foretaste of the higher plane of exist
ence. Surely true harmony prevailed 
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on the clean, pleasant, artistic ground 
where you could see mediums walking 
about in a brotherly and sisterly way. 
I saw no frowns exchanged by them, 
neither did I hear of back-biting ex
pressed by those loving instruments. 
As mediums are like looking-glasses, 
they revealed the beautiful lite of the 
sweet woman who rules by the hand of 
kindness. I shall never weary in 
speaking of the good management of 
Miss Fraser who has been so faithful 
and independent In her camp work as 
sole manager.

Meeting Elizabeth Harlow on this 
congenial camp-ground also added 
much to my life. She is truly great, 
yet so humble, making no distinction 
between people, feeling that all are 
made of the- same material. If all 
workers were like her, the cause of 
Spiritualism would never totter, for 
all would be united in one great 
whole. • . ;

MRS. JENNIE MARTIN. 
Grand Rapids, Mich.

Miss Brehm’s rare personality was 
indeed the greatest argument in favor 
of the equality of the sexes.

In the evening we had the greatest 
dance of the season. It was "Ladies’ 
choice"; they select their partner and 
pay for both. Gray hair danced with 
curly locks of youth, and two steps, 
three steps and stepping where it hurt 
most was the order of the night.

Over 200 couples, balanced to cor
ners,. swung their partners, all hands 
circled round, ladies change, prome
nade all, and everybody had a splen
did time and renewed old acquaintance 
and their own youth, and at midnight 
we all felt that It was the greatest 
Woman’s Day Lily Dale had ever had, 
that it measured up in full and 
slopped over of its great measure of 
happiness and good will.

The next day was Travel Day. 
Mrs. Helen M. Gougar took us to New 
Zeland in the morning and in the af
ternoon we went to Switzerland with 
Miss Brehm, and while we enjoyed 
the the trip, the people and the sights, 
we felt America was, after all, good 
enough to live in, in fact a little the 
best on earth.

Saturday was Temperance day. The 
platform was decorated in red, white 
and Blue, and a large picture of Miss 
Frances E. Willard and one of Mrs. L. 
M. N. Stevens, the president of the

On Tuesday, Hon. Noah Webster 
Cooper of Nashville, Tenn., was the 
speaker. He came the typical South
ern gentleman, bringing with him the 
fire, the poetry and chivalric polite
ness of the real Southern man to the 
manor born. His address, “Back-to 
Eden” was full of children and birds, 
flowers and gentle breezes. He talked 
and he sang in a delightful Southern 
dialect and it was a refreshing change 
from the accustomed northern style of 
oratory. He placed Eden In its 
proper place In the heart of each mor
tal. Lonesome and homeless indeed 
is the mortal who has not reveled in 
Us beauties or enjoyed Its possession.

On Wednesday Oscar Edgerly gave 
way to his guides who advocated the | 
abolition of the word SupernaturaliBm, I 
as we cannot trancend the limits of 
the universe, whether in the labora
tory of the scientist or in the seance
room of the Spiritualist, there Is noth
ing Bupernatural. Take universal na
ture for your bible, and heaven and , 
earth, skeptic and scientist will all ‘ 
agree. Nature is true every time 
and her teachings transcribed 6n the 
tablets of the great cosmos can be re
lied upon. And so we are passing our 
days. We had expected 'mental dys- , 
pepsia but everything agrees so well ! 
with everybody that we just have a de
lightful time. i

i

Judging the Gods.
The Christian gods are being judged 

by man. But in order to pass judg
ment on the man-made gods, human
ity must developed their spiritual or 
infinite senses, and that is what Spirit
ualism has come to do; for the gods 
and saviors were all made on the 
plane of the five finite animal senses, 
and on that plane are their worshipers 
who have prayed themselves into 
darkness worshiping images; there
fore the foundation of what Is called 
Christian civilization was established 
on-idolatry. All that wish to prove 
the idolatry of Christianity, can do it 
by unfolding their own spiritual 
senses, then those idA will all dis
appear, for they will be above the 
plane of idolatry, where creeds will 
nevermore darken their spiritual vis
ion. This is the mission of true Spir
itualism; and it has come to stay and 
revolutionize the human mind.

All that wish a helping hand will 
find one iri "The Historical Jesus and 
the Mythical Christ; or Natural Gene
sis and Typology of Equinoctial 
Christblogy," by Gerald Massey. Ger
ald Massey is a spiritually unfolded 
Spiritualist. His book is true as

Volumes could be written on the 
struggles in the individual human , 
heart, of battles fought and victories 1 
won, overcoming prejudice and criti
cism and personality—so that not only 
the spiritually minded but the world
ly, the scoffers, the orthodox and the 
Ironclad should feel it, and know that 
there was something to be found at 
Lily Dale, a heavenly food and drink 
above and beyond what the rush and 
struggle of the world can bestow; a 
light which guides through the 
mazes of the byways of the world 
even unto perfect day; better than 
money, than popularity, than honor; 
the 'true happiness and peace of the 
human soul; the coming out of the 
twilight of gloom, and doubt, and un
certainty into the sunlight of Knowl
edge. LAURA G. FIXEN.

Fourth Edition—Six Additional Chap
ters—200 Pages, Bound in Cloth, 
$1.00.—Containing Likeness of the 
Author.
"A New. Catechism” has enjoyed a 

remarkable sale both in America and 
England. George Jacob Holyoake, 
in his introduction to the English edi
tion of “A New Catechism," says:

"A New Catechism” is tho boldest, 
the brightest, the most varied and in- - 
forming of any work' of the kind ex
tant. The principal fields of human 
knowledge, which the churches have 
fenced round with supernatural ter
rors, the Catechism breaks into, cher
ishing what Is fair and showing what 
is deformed. The notes, of which 
there are many, both ancient and con
temporary, are as striking as the 
text. 'The book is a cyclopedia of 
theology and reason in a nutshell.,

Other Excellent Publications
BY M. M. MÄNGASARIAN.

■ The closing week, at Wonewoc whs 
eventful, andithe hamp closed Sunday 
ni'ghti Aug. 12, after the most suc
cessful season weuhave ever had.'- Our. 
auditorium,aiiuiltfiilast year, and our 
rooming house erected this .summer’ 
gave entire satisfaction, aim- has given 
the.public u confidence-In us never 
before felt. qnBrmd Q. H. ;Brooks, the 
.worthy preBident of the State Associa
tion, paid usiariBife meeting his mahy- 
old friends, dhd making' now • ones;

1 All In aH WofiewodGs one of the most 
healthful andiflellghtful camp grounds 
I know of.:. .t- :ni. J . *

The afterhifith '<Sf thn camp .was the 
wedding of Mlbs Gertrude Spooner, for - 
many years-the secretary of.the camp, 
to Mr. C. B: Griswold. The writer 
Bald the words which ratified the un
ion, and they departed on their honey
moon rejoicing in'life and love.

From “WoneWoc the writer . jour
neyed-to-Ottawa, Kansas, from which 
beautiful spot I hm writing, but of this 
more anon. . WILL J. ERWOOD. '

. ---------:---------------------------------------- ’■

"Harmonics of Evolutlon.The Philos
ophy, of Individual lite. Based Upon 
Natural Science, as Taught।by Modern. 
Masters of MW’liaw-” By Florence 
Huntley. A work of deep thought, car-, 
rylng the. principles of evolution into 
now fields. Price,,cloth, 92.

From the Pen of the Gifted Inspirational Author, 
CARLYLE PETERSILEA.

A Psychical Novel.—Price' Paper, Wife, Mother,- Spirit, Angel.—Neat 
Cover, 50 Cents. ’ Clotli Cover, Price $1.00.

This treat novel is written with a Thia great work relates the experi- 
Aistinct purpose, to set forth certain ences of a young wife and mother, 
phases of spirit life and experience, early culled to ¿the Portals of death. 
m related to the gifted and’inspired It is very realistic, and the narrative 
author -The- question of -soul mates, is charmingly natural, and beautiful 
or of the united male and female con- in Its tone of sweetness, It brings 
stltuting the completed ego or angel, that other world very near to us;, the 
is advanced as a vita! truth of spirit comfort it brings to those bereaved

HOW THE BIBLE WAS INVENTED.

A New Lecture.—Price, 10 cents.
This little pamphlet should ba 

placed in the hands of every American 
citizen. The attention of preachers, 
theological students, and all church 
members should be called to the i won
derful story of the Invention of the 
Holy Bible, which.this lecture tells.

See that at least one orthoSox 
neighbor of yours reads this lecture.- __  - - •
'MORALITY WITHOUT A GOD. '
With letter to Right - Reverend 

Bishop Anderson, pf Chicago. Price, 
10 .cents.

JESUS CHRIST A MYTH.

A New Book.—Price 25 Cents.
This book-examines the evidence lor 

the historical existence of Jesus, and 
finds it quite insufficient to prove that 
such .a man as Jesus ever Jived. ' It is 
ti most important contribution to 
Modern Thought. It is prefaced by 
a letter to the Christian Clergy, and 
concluded by an answer to an editori
al in one of the Chicago morning pa
pers, attacking Mr. Mangasarlan’s po
sition. Send your orders at once, ns 
the first edition will soon be exhaust-

iUWV ú'Zt'-M iVt 
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IMPORTANT WORK,

9: 1 .'IBYEARS”?

‘We have read- It

•• —— . ——— —— ------- — guttiuüu» vumiuu
One hesitated to shake hands with':£r^m the faiBe. .
,him. He talked In gutteral voice but

Mrs.
ren

in

SIBLE FOR THE FRAUD MANIFE8- 
TATION AND CRASS THEORIES SlceUe

i,<s
Ÿe

CRYSTAL- AS. «1 .MOUNTAIN, 
STREAM, AND NO ■MORE RE8PON-

D. D. ■ The. titles of some of the lec
tures are as follows: Self Helps; 'Fi
nancial1 Success; Ideals; Economy; 
planning, Attraction; Courtesy; Kind
ness and 'Pact; Angel Help., Price 25

"MatorlaHsatSon.” By Mme. a 
d-EsnSrancn ^6 Rev. B. F. AustUa. 
“ lient. Price 10 ceoM

‘Valuable for the

more than his persdhnl experience? I 
:have perfect trust iii his honesty, fidel
ity, and zeal—inoslNh fils zeal. The 
value of his argument!ulilepends on

■one thinks' or believes; Wlirit js: 'search.”
known—what determined about ■mate'-? J. S. Loveland: 
rializatlon, IS the primal question, with great interest. 
While this phase has been thè most G. A. Bacon: ‘

W SHALL I BECOME A MEDIUM?” Spiritualists, that the* true and genu- “Success anq How To Win It.” A 
ine, who gave real value, would re- lecture and course of twenty-four sue-' 

cess lessons-by Dr. B. F. Austin, B. A,,

Then he proceedsto ¿dlLD A MAN 
OF STRAW and calLit tify contention, 
and square off andi£ strifie away as 
though it was a puiMhinghag.

Well, after all, i^his tjlree columns

!'”*èônt 1,1*00

Tl>is department la under the man- 
'¿gementof'

HUDSON TUTTLE.
'Address him at Berlin Heights, Ohio-

’■ NOTE—The Questions and Answers 
liave called torch such a host of re
spondents, that to give all equal.hear
ing compels the answers to be made, in 

. the most condensed form, and' Often 
clearness Is perhaps Bacrlliced to this 
forced brevity. Proofs have to be omit 
ted, and the style becomes hereby as- 
eertive, which of all things to to be dep 

-recated. Correspondents often wear» 
with waiting for the appearance or 
their questions and write letters of 
quiry. The supply of malter 18 
several weeks ahead of tbe space B ■ 

. and hence there is unavoidable delay.
Every one has to wait his time¡ a 
place, and all are treated with equal

r ■ NOTICE.—No attention will oe given 
। anonymous letters. Full name and • 

dress must be given, or the letters will 
hot be read. If the request be made 
the name will not be published, ine 
porrespondence of this department 
become excessively large, especially 
teip of Inquiry requesting Prlvat® 
ewers, and while I freely Ely® 
ev©r Information I am able, the o 
nary courtesy at fprrespondento «i 
pected. HUDSON TUTTLE.

GauHtes, and carried away with en
thusiasm at Antioch, proclaimed his 
mission as from God (The Acta 18: 
47.) He even appears to have con
verted Peter to his views.

The doctrines of Paul, after centu
ries of fierce contention became strict
ly orthodox, and Christianity, molded 
thereby, became Pauline, and far away 
from the teachings of Christ.

It would be a burdensome task to 
give the texts which the various doc
trines depend on for support. Their 
hair-splitting interpretations -and arbi
trary application belong to the ver
bosity pt scholasticism and obscurity 
of thegiogy. ■ ■ . c

G. W. ; Ackerly: Q. We some
times read of wonderful cures being 
performed in the Catholic church by 
the boue of Saint Anne, or some other 
saint'. But I don't know as I have

; R. 8. James: Q. What Is the 
Jaina religion and its origin? . 
*' A The origin of this sect Is a dis- 
jmted point and probably never can be 
settled authoritatively. The Jaiu®s 
themselves, receiving their scriptures 
as inspired, claim to have originated 
700 B. C., through the .teachings or 
Farsvanatha, and according to Bua- 
dhisttc writers, through the Influence 

< of one of six false teachers, who .were 
rivals of Buddha. Another theory to 
that it sprang from a union of Bua- 
dhism and Brahminlsm in the begin- 

' nlng of the sixth century, by Bud
dhistic leaders in an attempt to stay 

»the tide of popular thought which 
wub settling toward the old Brahmln- 
Icpl faith. Aside from all theories 
and speculations the Jaines faith has 
the marks of being a reform and 
blending of the two great existing 
sects, the Buddhists and Brahmins. 
It accepted some of the rites of both 
and rejected others. It rejected por- 
'‘Uohe of the Vedas and received por
tions as of divine authority.-

The name Jaina means “one who is 
victor,” applying to one who has con
quered desires, passions, everything 
earthly and come to a state of "perfect 
apathy " There is surely a misunder
standing of the meaning of “apathy” 
ns thus applied, for harmony, tran
quility or likeness to Jlna is Intended.

It 1b a peculiar thing that while the 
.Ininas are divided, into laymen and 
clerics, the latter do not act as priests 
that office being conferred on the 
Brahmins, and this custom has led to 
wildest corruption of the original 
teachings. The Brahmins having it 
Ifi their power to teach any doctrine 

. .fliey pleased. • .
’’ The Jalhas are diyided into two 

fereat sects, the Degambaras, the most 
ancient, and, numerous, ...were,,.;■ 'sky-: 

oi without .clothing as tflelr 
flame implies. They, however, con- 
fowned to custom except at meal-time. 
, The Swetambarah were robed in 

- white The two differ in seven hun
dred doctrinal points, and agree in bo 
many more, and Innumerable customs 

’' and observances that the belief would 
be an Intolerable burden to the west
ern mind. Their reverence for ani
mal life for instance reaches such ab- 

' surdity that they sweep the paths be
fore them for fear of treading on some 
insect, and allow themselves to be an
noyed and bitten, nor will they de
stroy serpents and destructive ani-

A Reply to J. H. Menlhliall.
■■ 1 to id ■ i ' <■ .

Hudson Tuttle Answers His Criticise WSlakes an 
Earnest Appeal, Saying: “Is it not. t^^ of all 
who have the welfare of the cause atljeafi to clear 
away the unsightly, and make a shirp^and clear 
distinction between what is, and wh<tHsSnot Spir- 

itualism?” . . •- ■ : ■ /

WHICH TAKE ITS NAME, THAN 1S- 
THE STREAM FOR THE CAR-; 
CASSES WHICH FESTER ON ITJ' 
BANKS. •

IS IT NOT THE DUTY OF ALL 
WHO HAVE THE WELFARE OF 
THE CAUSE AT HEART, TO CLEAR 
AWAY THE UNSIGHTLY AND 
.MAKE A SHARP AND CLEAR DIS-. 
TINCT1ON BETWEEN WHAT IS, 
AND WHAT IS NOT SPIRITUALISM?

to ' HUDSON TUTTLE.

VfVWBLt LIBRARY 
...OF...

SPIRITUALISTIC LITERATURE.

BOOKS FOR All SPIRITUALISTS TO PERUSE

ever read in any Spiritualist paper of 
any Cures through magnetic healing, 
or mental healing, or spirit healing.

It seems to me that It there are any 
Known cases, of , curp, remarkable or 
otherwise through spirit power, or 
through other magnetic powers, it 
would be wise, for the benflt of its 
readers, to have a true report of such 
cases , placed In The Progressive 
Thinker.

A. .There are many spiritual heal
ers who are . constantly . performing 
cures, in many instances bordering 
the miraculous. If ail the remarkable 
cures performed by Dr. J. R. Newton 
had peen recorded they .would make a 
large volume. The account of cures 
by Mrs. Matteson of Buffalo, N. Y., 
wquld make several volumes. The 
treatment of the latter, however, is 
a blending of drugs. . Of course there 
are. diseases which magnetic or spirit
ual forces cannot overcome., Where 
there has been orgapic changes, and 
structural impairment, magnetic or 
spiritual treatment, can be expected to 
do no more than alleviate.
. There Is ho doubt of the cures by 
shrines and bones of saints. The
doubt comes as to the cause. With the 
knowledge recently acquired of the 
power of mental Impressions, of the 
mind over the body, all these “mir
acles” are fully accounted for. Many 
a person has limped on cane or crutch, 
long after, the cause for the lameness 
has passed; others need the simple 
stirring up from languor, or the awak
ening into activity of dormant organs.

All such are curable by "faith," by 
reception of a strong suggestion that 
they are “healed.”

This method of cure Is held in com
mon by Christian Science, mental heal
ing, shrines and rdllcs, and In a 
measure by. administered drugs, allo
pathic or homeopathic, the action, of 
which depends more on the expecta
tion excited In the patient by the as
surance of the physicians than their 
intrinsic curative qualities.

It will be Inferred, and correctly, 
that magnetic and spiritual cures, may 
also depend largely on suggestion, ex
pectation, and faith. There Is, how
ever, beyond the helpfulness, of faith, 
the potent influence of vital mesmeric 
force",, by which . the direction and 
strength of the vital currents are 
changed, Influenced and dominated.

If those who have directly experi
enced magnetic or spiritual cures, 
would give the facts explicitly, it 
would not only be interesting reading 
but valuable material for the study of 
the subject.

REPLY TO J. H. MENDENHALL.
1 did not-intend to .reply to Brother 

Mendenhall, but so many correspond
ents have urged the necessity of my 
doing so, that I am almost compelled 
to meet his attack. For myself I am 
perfectly content to wait and bide the 
decision of the future as to my posi
tion as to materialiatlon.

■ After carefully reading Brother 
Mendenhall’s lengthy article I confess 
that 1 am at a loss as to .what his ob
jections are to the statement made in 
Mediumship. It does not deny the 
possibility of materialiatlon. It says: 
"Spirits materialize to the extent of be
ing apparent objects reflecting light, 
but the materialization to the extent 
of .formation of bones, muscles, etc., 
is impossible.” ' ’

Again:. “There are higher forms of 
materialization possible, even to the 
full visibility of the spirit form and 
use of voice, or power to produce 
sound.”

Brother M. is jubilant over this sen
tence. He objects to the meaning 
given to "materialization,” and seem? 
Ingly accepts that of “ethereallzatlon,” 
which I suggest as a better term. He 
says, "Well, this is just the thing I 
have been contending for these thir
ty years or more." If this Is really 
what he has been contending for, there 
Is not the least disagreement between

ethereallzatiori? HeKveighed her but 
his result went all thé way. from noth
ing to 200 pounds,' rind the scales 
could weigh no mote! On his lap he 
estimated her weight; from' zero to 
seven pounds. Shp^stood oh the hand 
of “Brother Amos,” and he thought 
hér weight “four pound's.” She said, 
“You can't weigh mb.”’ How much 
did she weigh? Do not these facts 
prove the contrary of tys conclusions?

I-grant that spirits may attract mat
ter around them Boas to reflect light, 
and thus make themselves visible, pud 
this matter may have weight. It 'is 
well understood that a' spirit cannot be 
seen by the physical bye: What that 
eye sees Is the material thus attracted. 
The density of this may greatly vary 
•and with this difference, the clearness 
of the appearance. The wraith, the 
ethereallzatlon which is intangible, 
through which objécts' mày be-seen, 
and a dense form which'even obscures 
light and casts a'shadow, are the ex
tremes. to ’ ‘,

If Brother M. would understand the 
wordsias used and Iflte'n'ded.—take the 
meaning as can readily be done from

What Spiritualism Teaches' About God 
and Christ—Evolution of the God- 
Idea—^Evolution of the.Çhrist-Idea. 
The one greatest arid most- conse

quential question which has absorbed 
the best intellects of all. time, is the 
nature of God. Connected therewith 
has been the relations of man to God, 
and the colossal scheme of theology to 
save man by a mediator. ’

How came these ideas? ;
What is their meaning?
What will be their final expression?

■ To answer these questions Is the ob
ject of-thls book. The God-Idea is 
first seen expressed In the childish

mals.
The moral code of this faith is al

most Identical with that of Chris
tianity, and the reward for a well- 
spent lifers the final liberation of the 
spirit from the bondage . of < matter. 

■ By a 'misunderstanding of western stu
dents this state may be eternal and 
“boundless apathy," or annihilation. 
The real meaning, as has been previ
ously mentioned to harmony; the rest 
which corned of perfect accord with 
Brahm. the Divine Spirit. The sacred 
writings of this sect are the Puranas 
and Kalpa Sutra.

Geo. E. Sly: Q. Will you please 
answer the following questions In your 
department in The Progressive Think
er’ 1. What is the Petrine doctrine 
of the New Testament?

2 What is the Johnanine doctrine 
Of the New Testament?

3 What is the Pauline doctrine of 
C the New Testament?

''What the texts supporting these 
doctrines?

us. Yet there 1b according to him, a 
very great difference, and he makes 
this appear by the' changes he rings 
on the meaning of the word, "materi
alization", and because it is sgLid in 
mediumship that bone and muscle 
CAN NOT BE FORMED BY THIS 
PROCESS.

He Indignantly asks, “Whoever said 
materialized forms of returning spir
its had bones? I never did and In 
my fifty-eight years, of experience In 
Spiritualism, /a»d association with 
Spiritualists have never hqard anyone 
speak of such a thing except those who 
cry down materialization."

Well, Brother M., you cannot say 
this truthfully again. My associations 
have not been as extensive, perhaps, 
but I have heard many times the as
sertion of those wko were zealous 
supporters of materialization, that the 
spirits took on a full development of 
organic structure; they breathe, arid 
hence must have muscles to inhale and 
exhale; they walk and exhibit str'ength 
which only the support of bones can 
give. A noted researcher was partic
ular In observing the pulsations of the 
heart of the spirit that came out and 
embraced him, with that of the medi-

the context, and not Stop to east dust 
by hypercriticism oii ' definitions, he 
surely would sde how wide 4he mark 
his objections strike. ‘ Because one» 
objects to certain phases of material
ization, does not show that he disbe
lieves In all or is a’traitor to Spirit
ualism. He fails to see where-his po
sition leads and absurdity of the con
clusion. If a spirit can materialize to 
the tip end of a halr; have a pulsating 
heart, with blood to make it throb; 
breath with lungs to oxygenate the cir
culating fluid; sing and dance, would 
it not be possible, for that materializa
tion -to remain perma'tfehtly ?

This is a self-evident conclusion. 
If Brothdr M. can produce his piece of 
cloth It would prove arid disprove.a 
great deal. It Is deeply to'be regretted 
that he did not retiliri.'that 64, feet of 
diaphanous cloth! 'Not1 only as evi
dence but the foun'd^Ron of a'fortune.- 
And the shawl, woVdn by spirit hands, 
without a loom! Nothing would bo 
like it under the stnfl'

After all why 'dd‘ we contend? 
Does not Brother Mendenhall say, 
"THIS IS JUST THE THING I HAVE 
CONTENDED FOR^THIHBE THIRTY

terror of savage man at the elements. 
From the beginning Its unfoldment is 
traced from age to age; from race to 
race. A brief but searching study pt 
the Ideas bt God held’by different peo-. 
pies runs through the chapters with 
the following titles: The God-Idea of 
the Hindus, Egyptians, Chaldeans and 
Persians, Jews, Greeks, Romans, Al
exandrian School, Early Christians, 
the Philosophers, the Bible, the Bor
der Religions Chinese, Scandinavian, 
Aztec; The Old Question of Design in 
Nature; The Ultimate, Cosmic Mind.

The Christ-Idea of a mediator to 
Stand between man and God is almost 
as old as mankind. Its unfoldment Is 
traced under the following headings: 
Hindustan, Persia and the West; 
Jesus of Nazareth; The Prophecies of 
the Messiah; Conception and Geneal
ogy of Jesus; The Youth of Jesus; 
John the Baptist and His Relation to 
Jesus; Sermon on the Mount; The 
Apostles Sent Forth; Death of Jesus; 
Burial and Resurrection; Devils and 
Hell; The Gospels; Cause of the Ex
tension of Christianity; Resume of 
the Life and Character of Jesus; The 
Ultimate of the Chrlst-Idea. ■

Publication by subscription of the 
Arcana of Spiritualism met with such 
marked success, I have concluded to 
issue this volume in that manner. It 
will contain 300 to 350 octavo pages; 
will be well printed and muslin 
bound.- The price .'will be JI.26; to 
those who become subscribers, JI.

The price is not desired until-the 
book is announced as ready for de
livery, which, it is Intended, will be 
early in November next, All that Is 
now asked Is your expressed desire 
for a copy, by card or letter. An 
early response is desired, for the plac- 

Tng of the work in the hands of the 
printers depends on a sufficient num
ber of subscribers to assure the under
taking. ' ,

I thank those who may be interested 
and encourage the publication by 
their subscriptions.,

A Few Commendations.

. Onset Camp.
Sunday, August 1k, Mrs. Mary T. 

Longtey, secretary.of the N, ,8. A,, oc
cupied the plitionm Sbb;t6pk; tor 
her subject, “The“Outldok Of ‘Spirit-, 
ualism,” an. exceptionally Interesting 
lecture. .

In the afternoon Mrs. Cora L. V. 
Richmond occupied the platform and 
took for her subject, “The Things 
That Are to Be.” Mr. Richmond re
ported the address In full, and it may 
appear in The Progressive Thinker 
later.

Mrs. Carrie F, Loring of East 
Braintree, closed the meeting by giv
ing communications.

Sunday, August 19, a large audi
ence was tn attendance In the audito
rium to listen to the band concert by 
Ferguson Band.

At 10:30 Miss Alice Holbrook 
opened the meeting at singing, after 
which Dr. Fuller introduced Mrs. Ma
rietta L. Mason of New York City, as 
the speaker for the morning. Mrs. 
Mason has become.very popular at 
Onset, consequently there was a large 
audience present to listen to his dis
course. She took for her subject, 
“The Science of Noble Living,’’ and 
delivered a. masterly discourse. - z

In theftifternoon the largest audi
ence of tile season was in attendance 
to listen to that eloquent speaker, the 
Rev. Wilson Fritch, who took for his 
subject, “The Jungle,” and gave a dis
course that should have a verbatim re
port, but space, will not allow this. 
Nevertheless such a report would be 
required to do justice to the speaker. 
You should hear this speaker. He Is 
a great addition to our platform.

Mr. and Miss Holbrook furnshed the 
music for the afternoon.

Mrs. Coggeshall of Lowell, Mass., a 
' very excellent medium, gave many

um. This “spirit” walked around the 
room, danced, shook hands—well, 
could this be done without a bony 
framework for the muscles? Is -It 
possible that such a spirit.is, as Broth
er Mendenhall says, “boneless as a 
cut-worm?” I have'witnessed "beauti
ful materializations” .in the presence 
of two of thè most noted jnedliimB tori 
that-phabe? 'The "spiriti” that; came' 
were-flesh and blood ancLhad bones. 
One of them had indigestion, indicat-. 
ed by a bad breath which wds odorous 
of anything but blossoms of paradise. 
She did not wait for Papa to get lite 
fiddle, as Brother Mendenhall’s daugh
ter did,but seized a poor old.lady she 
called "Mamma”, in a child’s voice,’ 
and danced her around the room until 
her mamma .was ready to drop^ After 
resting a brief time she seized her 
again and whirled her around, until 
from sheer exhaustion she fell into a 
chair. It wap a strange greeting tori 
a daughter to give a mother who had 
waited her coming many a weary year. 
The abundant tarletan which made 
her spirit robe, caught on the knees 
of the members of the circle with the" 
tenacity of the new fabric. That 
"spirit” had bones, and weighed at 
least eight score pounds if an ounce.

' In the other ’case "mè-blg-Injun” 
came in full plumage of eagle feathers 
(turkey’s) and war paint. The light 
was fair and he did look terrific.

Of this work, A. E- Giles In Banner 
of Light wrote: "It contains a fund of 

--------- — -- ----------- . facts not accessible to the general 
these, and his ability to'^orrectly ob- reader. If adopted as a text book in 
serve/ Mark well h® do’^i not present any theploglcal seminary, there would 
a vestige of coHateAl evidence. ' We Ve reason to belleve-that the graduates 
mqy take It for good value knoty'fng would be more intelligent and less big- 
ho\V:muchtot it coitetWwith admit- oted ' ”'' ‘ M ' 1
ted phenomena?'■liifpo'r' Rfeeif"'i,t must. Judge Edmunds: "Had the medlum- 
ibe'Admitted'-to'testtBnlj^on W’n$£up- tatolhtW wrotehteffeW Batituriea-Uefore, 
ported-convictlonsld! vna ’ t J fie' certainly wofilU have been burned

. To garry.the-dis&ssIon^of'-iMs'bdb-i af the-stake." , • '
ject to-broader fields,'beyond'personal L The City Item, Boston: “In many 
considerations, It -is of little mdinent- respects worthy of highest praise and 
what Brother Mendenhall or I, dr any shows careful aQd elaborate re-

.Mahomet the Illustrious' Au apology for the life and character of 
this celebrated prophet of Arabia, containing 118 neatly printed pages. 
By Godfrey Higgins, Esq. Price 25‘cents, '.

Man and the Spiritual Wprld, ris-dlselosed by the Bible and study 
along the line of Biblical Spiritualism. By Bev. Arthur ChamberaL ' 
Price, $1.10. *

Man in the Past, Present and Future. A popular account of results 
of recent scientific reserirch Tbparding the origin, position and prospects 
of mankind. By Dr. Ludwig'Büchner. Price, cloth, $1.

Maurine and Other Poems.-; By Ella Wheeler Wilcox. Price $1.
Mary Anne Carew. By. Carlyle Petersilea. Price $1,

. Mediumship and Its Laws. - A most valuable book by Hudson Tuttle, 
Price, 35 cent«-

Mediumship and Its Development, and How to Mesmerize to Assist 
Development. An every-day .useful instructor in Psychic Science. By 
W. H. Bach, Price, ^5 cepts;; .

Mollie Fancher, or the Brooklyn Enigma. Giving an account of the 
most marvelous case of spirit control on recoi-d. By Judge Abram H. 
Dailey. Price, $1.50.

Morality Without God. By M. M. Mangasariari. Price 10 cents.
Mysteries of the Seance, or Tricks and Traps of Bogus Mediums. By

a life-long Spiritualist. Being an expose of how fraudulent mediums 
perform their tricks. Price, paper, 25 cents.

Myth of the Great Deluge. A complete and overwhelming refutation 
of the Bible story of the. Deluge. A very interesting pamphlet. By, 
James M. McCann. Price 15 cents.

Nature Cure. This is an‘ excellent book for suffering humanity. It 
simply tells howto prevent and cure the ills of the flesh in a natural way. 
By Drs. M. E. and Rosa C. Conger. Price, cloth, fancy $2;common $1.50.

Nemesis of Chautauqua Lake, or Circumstantial Evidence. By Hon.
A. B. Richmond. Cloth bound. Price, 75 cents.

New Testament Stories Comically Illustrated. By Watson Heston, 
Price, cloth, $1.50; board cover, $1.

Obsession. How evil spirits influence mortals, and how to guard 
against the same. A very necessary and interesting study for sensi
tives. By M. Faraday. 23 pages. Price 10 cents.

Oceanides. A story of spirit life, by Carlyle Petersilea. Price, paper 
cover only, 50 cents.

Old Testament Stories. By Watson Heston. Price, boards, $1; 
clot.h,'$1.50.

Origin of Species. By Charles Darwin. Price, cloth, gilt top, 50 cts.
Out'of the Depths Into the Light. This little book will be read with 

intense interest by. thousands. By Samuel Bowles; Mrs. Carrie E. S. 
Twing, medium. Price 25 cents.

Our Bible, Who Wrote It, and a Few Thoughts on O^her Bibles. By, 
Moses Hull. Price, $1.

Palmistry. By Comte de Saint Germain, A. B., L. L M. Practical 
palmistry, or hand reading simplified. Price 75 cents.

Past and Present. By Thomas Carlyle. Price 50 cents.
Perfect Motherhood, or Mabel Raymond’s Resolve. Dedicated to 

woman everywhere, that children may cease to be born accursed. By 
Lois Waisbrooker. Price, cloth, $1.

Philosophy of Phenomena. Physical and Metaphysical. Matter phe
nomena and life phenomena. Objective and subjective phenomena. 
Hyperbole metaphysical. By Geo. M. Ramsey, M. D. Price, cloth $1.

Philosophy of Spiritual intercourse. Contains an account of the very, 
wonderful spiritual developments at the house of Rev. Dr. Phelps, Strat
ford, Conn. By A. J. Davis. Price, cloth, $1; postage 8 cents.

bizarre and astonishing, and the most present and the fut.ure.”
conclusive to materia! thinkers, It has W. H. Terry, Editor Harbinger fo 
been a stumbling block and prolific Light. Melbourne, Australia: “Un
cause of sneering criticism. It Is a like In its .treatment all others.".
material means of proving spiritual Epes Sargent: “A mine of thought, 
things. i and shdws what insplratlpn- can pro-

. uA- The first great contention In 
the Christian churches was on the 
message the Savior had for the world. 
The first converts were Jews and with 
^h^ narrowness of their development, 
t|iey made the claim that it was ex
clusively for their nation. The Gentiles 
had no .place In the scheme of salva
tion.

■ Paul with his broad views, made 
Christianity a world-doctrine, and 
thus rescued It from control of those 
who would have made it a part of the 
bigoted Jewish belief.

The New Testament Is claimed by 
Christians to be a unity, yet by taking 
certain parts, widely divergent beliefs 
may be supported by Its texts. ’Those 
who rehed on the supposed sayings of 
Peter, found confirmation of exclusive 
Judaism. While those who -relied on 
the supposed Pauline books, were con
firmed in their contention that all peo
ple were Included. From the Pauline 
epistles various doctrines, as divine 
sovereignty, election, etc., find sup- 
POrL

Paulinlsm and Petrlnism were the 
names given these contending fac
tions.

The Gospel of St. John is entirely 
different in spirit from the other gos
pels. It-Is saturated with the mysti
cism of the East, and was written for 
the .purpose of giving divine sanction 
•to the fancies of mystical philosophers.

Hence those who gave prominence 
to his gospel were Johnanites, and 
their doctrines Johnaulne.

Paul was the great apostle to the

communications. Mrs. Coggeshall 
took the place on our program to 
have been filled by Mrs. Alice W. Lull, 
who was unable to fill the engagement 
on account of illness.

On Bunday next the speaker will be 
Mr. Hatrlson D. Barrett; president of 
the N. 8. A., and' Rev.. F. A. Wiggin of 
Boston. Mr. Wiggin will follow his 
address by giving readings, and will 
also hold a seance in the evening. 
This will be the last Sunday of the 
season. . ,

Many reports have been circulated 
that this Is the last season at Onset. 
This lamof true, as these meetings will 
be continued' for a long ;tlme to come. 
Speakers, musicians and mediums are 
being engaged for 1907.

J. B. HATCH, 
. Vice-President

the trouble with him .was that his lin
go was not “Injun,” nor broken “In
jun.” It was a mixed up jumble of 
words such as children -indulge In. ■ 
He had never heard and Indian talk, 
and jabbered as he thought an Indian 
would. He toed out as he strode In 
attempted majesty. As Indians are 
straight steppers, the materialization 
must have been imperfect! He also had 
a bad breath, and one did not have to 
shake hands with him to become sen
sible that spirits were near.

I assure Brother Mendenhall that 
this spirit had “bones,” and would 
“press down the scales.”

Had I possessed scissors or knife' 
when the tarletan robe-dragged before 
me, I should have been tempted to 
have taken a piece for a keep-sake, 
but I had not, and moreover was an 
invited guest, and hence bribed to be 
on my good behavior. I did not think 
to ask for a fragment as Brother Men
denhall did. He was gratified by re- 
celvelng a piece of cloth. What be
came of this piece? Has'he preserved 
It? If so it.will be excellent evidence. 
A "filmy" material, no doubt It was, 
like a specimen a zealous believer 
showed me that he saw the spirit 
“weave"out of the air’—saw it do this 
with his own eyes and would die for

Will J. Erwood Engaged to Work in 
Indiana. ■

The Indiana State Association of 
Spiritualists has again secured the ser
vices of Will J. Erwood as missionary 
for the: coming fall and winter. Mr. 
Erwood’s work will be arranged on 
the circuit plan, thus giving societies 
arid-towns where there are no organ
ized-societies an opportunity to have 
one of our best speakers at a', very 
small expense. Anyone desiring the 
services of this able worker please cor
respond with us -at once regarding 
terms, etc.; bo he can Include you in 
his route.' ' - . . ~

- CARRIE H. MONG, Sec’y.
415 8. Franklin street, Muncie, Ind.

It is fully answered in “Mediuniship, and Its 
laws, Its Conditions and Cultivation, by Hud
son Tuttle. Price 35 cents. Address him-at 
Berlin Heights, Ohio

Thousands' have been "self-satisfied, duce at itm best.”'
but unfortunately their experience is 4 Address • • v HUDSON TUTTLE, 
not of a character to carry conviction Berlin Heights, Ohio.
to others. Every seance must rest on -•—-—~~—-----------
its own merit, and its value depends MEETINGS IN-WISCONSIN. 
on the conditions which surround it. ----- r—
With phenomena so' far, away from or- Gi Brooks Actively in the Work, 
dinary human experience, only condl-l wHons which make absolute Certainty, and.Ajvakening a Great Interest, 
give them value as evidence.' -They 
may be genuine, but if not thus safe- Tit® following Is q list of plapes 
guarded, cannot be distinguished where there are to be held a series of 

__ ’ meetings under the auspices of. the 
Yet as long as physical means are Wisconsin State Spiritualist Society, 

taken to demonstrate eplritual truth, th® meetings to be conducted by G. H. 
this phase of manifestations will be Brooks, president of the. State Society. 
Bought, and AS IT IS NOT PQSSIBLE He will be assisted by other talent as 

•FOR THE GENUINE TO BECOME AS arrangements can be made.
MATERIAL AS THE SPURIOUS, the LaCrosse, September 1, 2, 3 and 5, 
latter will flourish/ Conscienceless assisted by Mrs. C. McFarlin, vlce- 
and criminal as are those'who thus president of the society. , 
sport with human affection for gain, Leon, September 5 and 6.
their crime Is somewhat- lessened by Ripon and vicinity, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12 
the eagerness of those who demand nnd 13. There will not be meetings 
and are satisfied with - nothing • less on al* of these dates, but I shall be 
than such manifestations. The de- there and work In the Interest of the 
mand has created the supply. State Society.

Gan Spiritualisin '''SHAKE OFF Whitewater, 15, 16 and 17. We. 
THIS INCUBUS WHICH HAS BEEN will be assisted by Mr. and Mrs. Hull, 
ITS DISGRACE' AND1 SHAME 'BE- Mrs. C. McFarlin ,and others,-. Migs 
FORE THE WORLD? ■ EMPHAT- Louise G. Loebel, secretary; of. the so-. 
IC ALLY IT CAN; ■" ‘ ciety/wiirtle present and assist. Mrs.

Poems of Passion. By Ella Wheeler Wilcox. Price $1.
. 'Poem/of Pleasure. By Ella Wheeler Wilcox. Price $1.

Poems of Power. By Ella Wheeler Wilcox. Price $1.
Poems of the, Life Beyond and Within. From the poetic inspirations 

of many centuries-and of differenixpeoples. Spiritual poetry translated 
from many tongues.1 By Giles B. Stebbins. Price $1. .

y ’ political Works of,Thomas. Paine.* " Containing the three volume’s— 
’‘.‘Common,Sense,” “The Crisis” nnd "Rights of Man”—three volumes 
in one. Just the book for patriotic Americans. Price, cloth $1.

Power of Self-Formation. By Leroy Berrier. In two styles of bind
ing; paper cover, 50 cents; cloth cover, 80 cents.

Practical'Methods to Insure Success. A valuable little work, full of 
practical instruction in matters pertaining to the physical, mental and 
spiritual health. Worth many times its cost. Price 10 cents.

Primary Factors of Organic Evolution. By E. D. Cope, Ph. D., Mem
ber of the U. 8. National Academy of Science, Professor of Zoology in 
the University of Pennsylvania. Price, cloth, $2.

Prophets Qf Israel. Comprises in the main popular sketches from Old 
Testament History. By Carl EL Cornill, Doctor of Theology and Pro
fessor of Old Testament History. Price 25 cents.

Psychic Experiences. By Ella M. Dole. Price, 50 cents.
Psychic Light. Continuity of Law and Life. By Maud Lord Drake. 

This book is from the pen of an acknowledged leader in psychic philos
ophy and a successful demonstrator of its phenomena, and one of the 
oldest advocates of New Thought and Higher Education. Cloth

his statement! It was a "filmy” stuff, 
a silken gauze. Where on this earth 
could it have been woven? Surely 
not on earthly loom!. A lady who 
was present, laughingly said "That is 
to be’found in most millinery shops, 
and the loom, I have no doubt is in 
Paris”? Well, I think “sixty-four 
feet” could have readily been held In 
the palm of the hand. -

When Sir William Crookes related 
how the beautiful spirit submitting to 
his most exacting scientific test condi
tions, gave him a lock of her luxuriant 
hair, which he keeps as a token, It did 
not "de-materialfze.” IT IS GENU
INE HAIR, PROVED SUCH UNDER 
THE MICROSCOPE. I am as certain 
of this as I am op my existence, and if 
even to the smallest fibre, this was 
materialized by the spirit whose heart 
throbs the great electrician tested, 
she must have had "bones? equally 
welL formed. ■/ As I mentioned at the 
time, in a criticism, which met with, 
many a sneer, the "fact” proved too 
much—entirely .too much! . Many a 
ease, at law has- been lost by too much 
evidence. . T

Brother Mendenhall proves too lit
tle. He contends for materializations 
which press down the scales and make 
the floor squeak by their trampings, 
and attempts to. prove It. < ; .-

Does he succeed?
■ I do not for a moment doubt his 

statement about th® appearance of hla 
daughter—It has all ths ©tomenta of

The spiritual pfehs has' contributed Krlder will also be present, and 
largely to the exploitation', of the un- der valuable assistance, 
desirable, by publishing florid narra- Janesville, 18, 19 and 20. 
tives, written by unreliable or over- Oshkosh, 22, 23 and 2L
credulous persons, oi- by those who Oakfield, 26, 27 and 28.
were interested In giving publicity to Baraboo, 29, 30 and October 1. 
the medium. This -ceaseless and Milwaukee, .October 6 and 7. 
adroit advertising has ’brought a sue-1 Milwaukee we expect to be aided by 
cession of fakes Into !‘notoriety’, each Harrison D.- Barrett and Mrs. Isa 
sooner or later, roflqllting 'disgrace on Cleveland! will give tests. The meet- 
the cause by their exposure.' The pub- togs in Milwaukee will be held in 
lie has no means of dlktlriguishlng the Severance Hall, 21 Milwaukee street, 
true from the false/ind' lip this manner That completes. the meetings ar-
the splrltua! preef»5iasf'?lld It as’tray. ranged thus far. They-are subject to 
If these journals-, ^olild-thenceforth slight changes as occasion demands, 
publish no account of manifestations We ask the friends near these points, 
unless the conditions; wars such as to to . take note of the same, and attend 
completely shut out dllbopportunfty and thus aid in the good work. Let 
for deception, fraudiSrouia be deprived us hcflr from all over the state, so 
of its main advertisjng'and support. ’ meetings can be put on, and an awa“-

Investlgators shduhll ifisist on con- take Placo among our people, 
dltlons which safegsrardauthem ■ from Send all names and applications for 
imposition. . The madlune has rights meetings to the secretary, Miss Louise 
and of these is the flight rto' demand Loebel, 189, Lloyd street, Milwaukee, 
that no-conditionsiba-dfnposed which Wls. .Come, friends, let us awaken to 
interfere with genulne'unMiifestations. the needs of the hour and show our

The circle also haHtrighte and the strength. , G. H. BROOKS., 
first of these-is that Salt opportunity President street, Wheaton,.Ill. 
for deception be setxasldo.’ Mediums I ——----- - > • • • ■... j:---
who refuse-to. maltqisueib/concessions [ “The Infidelity ot • Eccleslastlclsm. 
should not be patronized, • ■ a Menace to American - Civilization."

bound. Price, $1.50.
Psychometry. Its Science, and Law of Unfoldment. By J. C. F. 

Grumbine. Price, 50 cents. ;
Pulpit, Pew and Cradle. Second paragraph in book, last two lines 

reads: “Christianity is one thing for grown men. It is quite another 
thing for women and children. By Helen H. Gardner. Price 10 cents.

Radiant Energy and Its Analysis. Its Relation to Modern Astro
physics. By Prof. Edgar L. Larkin, director of Lowe Observatory. 
Containing numerous illustrations and diagrams. Price $1.75.
’ Rational Memory Training. By Rev. B. F. Austin. Price, 75 cents.

Realization. A Course of Lessons Upon the Inner Nature of the 
Self. Ey Loraine Follett. Price, 50 cents.

Reincarnation. By Walker and Wood. Price, leatherette, 75 cents;
■paper,-50 cents.;

Reincarnation, or the Doctrine of the Soul s Successive Embodiments. 
Examined and discussed pro and con by Dr. J. M. Peebles versus Dr. 

•Helen. Densmore and W. J. Colville. Paper cover. Price 30 cents.
Relation of the Spiritual to the Material Universe, and the Law ol 

Control. New edition, enlarged and revised and greatly improved. 
Bv M. Faraday. Price 15 cents.

' 'Religious and Theological works of Thomas Paine. Here is a book' 
that should be in the library of every Spiritualist and Freethinker in the 
land. Price, cloth, $1.

Religion. A profound philosophical treatise on this world-wide sub
ject ot Contention. It is a good book for students preparing for the spir. 
itual rostrum. By E. D. Babbitt/ Price, cloth $1; paper, 50c; postage, 
^Researches Into the Phenomena of Modern Spiritualism. By Sir Win. 
Crookes. Illustrated. ’ Price 50-cents. (

Right Generation, the' Key to the Kingdom of Heaven on Earth. An 
anneal to reason and min’s highest aspirations. By. Dr. M. E. Conger.

'Right Living. This book giyes an admirable course of study in eth
ics mid supplies a long-felt waht of an ethical text-book adapted to the 
comprehension of children.' By Susan H. Wixon. Price, cloth, $1.

Rights of Mau. Being an answer to Mr. Burke's attack upon the 
French Revolution. By Thomas Paine. Post 8vo; 279 pages. Price, 
paper.'SOcents; cloth, 50bents,

Romance of Two Worlds; By Marie Corelli. Price 50 cents.
Schopenhauer’s Essays. Translated by TIB. Saunders. Price 75 cts.

And I hold as I hqyeeYir held, that By Prof.-Wm; M. Lockwood, lecturer 
mediumship as a9;py|g?less thing, upon physical, phyiologlcal and pay- 
should not bo made a commercial pro- chic science. Demonstrator of the Mo- 
fession. - Here the element of greed is lecular or Spiritual Hypothesis of Na- 
ruin. Not that mediums receive no ture. Scholarly, masterly, trenchant, 
reward, but recompense should be left Price. 25 cents.
to those who receive^; It- has been „ "Handy Electrical Dictionary.” . A 
said that mediums would not by. this practical handbook of-reference, con- 
method be treated justly, but I feel ns- talnlng definitions of every used-elec- 
sured by years ofacqualntauco with trical term’or phrase. Price 25cta.

celve even more than-their due. ;
This would be the eiid of-the fakirs, 

who have no;pnrpose except the money 
they gain. _ - • . ■ •• ,

TALK OF PURIFYING ■'BPIR1T- 
UALISMI ' IT' IS' 'AS’ PURE' "AND

i By the Author of

“fl Wanderer Ui Spirit Lands.'
“THE STRANGE STORY OF AHRINZIMAN ”

The Persian Mystic Emperor.

A welrdiepowerfully told dramatic story of the earth life and subsequent 
Experiences in tho Spirit WorltT’of the “Guide., Ahriziman.” Few books: 
are more balonlatsd tohold the reader's interest from the first page to the 
I st, animuch that is original &hd jiew-will bp found in the accounts.given 
Of Ahrinxlman’S'Studies in the Domain of Magic and its relation to obsessions 
and other perplexing problems of spiritual intercourse. ».Price, cloth 
Postestfia cents., Paper, ^esate *
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Ill. Ann. 183, decided 1886.
Wilbur F. Story died October 

1884, and on December 5, 1884,
widow, the executrix, presented L.~ 
will, dated February 1, 1881, to the

Spirltuaiism and the taw.
As Presented by Hon. Charles R. Schirm, an Ex- 

Gongressman, a Prominent Lawyer, and. President 
,of the Spiritualist Society of Baltimore, Md. These 
Articles Are Especially Valuable and Should be 
Preserved by Every Spiritualist.

,. Number Nine.
Practically no attempt at classifica

tion has been made In these papers. 
I have elsewhere intimated that this 
must he left for some one to do at a 
later date. The demands . upon my 
time will not permit me to make a 
careful arrangement under various 
headings. R seems urgent that the 
substance be given as quickly as pos
sible, leaving details to be attended.to 
in the. future, as I am convinced that 
we have reached a period of general 
Interest in spirit phenomena and that 
every Spiritualist should be as thor
oughly equipped as possible in a 
knowledge of his legal rights and the 
method of enforcing them, as well as 
the phenomena and philosophy.

The first case I.shall take up In this 
paper is interesting from the fact that 
the opinion of the Appellate Court lays 
down a broad rule for deciding where
in the opinions of the testator are 
made the ground of contest.

In the Matter of W. F. Story, 20

Probate Court of Cook county for pro
bate. Objection thereto having been 
made, a hearing was had. Testimony 
of witnesses to the will was taken and 
upon that testimony the court refused 
to admit the will to probate. An ap
peal was taken to the Circuit Court, 
which court reversed the decision of 
the Probate Court and ordered the 
will to be probated. An appeal was 
then taken to the Appellate Court. 
The grounds of the appeal were want 
of testamentary capacity, undue influ
ence and other grounds based on legal 
technicalities. The Appellate Court 
affirmed the finding of. the Circuit 
court. As we áre interested in that 
phase of the case which bears on Spir
itualism, 1 shall quote such portions 
of the opinion of the Appellate Court 
pertaining to that subject.

“To support the contention that the 
testator was not of sound mind, It 
was shown that in 1878 he suffered a 
paralytic stroke, which, itwas claimed, 
affected his mind, and from the effects 
of which he never recovered; and an 
offer was made to show by the record 
ot the Probate Court that on August 

' 8; 1884, testator was declared by said 
eburt, by an order based on the ver
dict of a jury, to be a distracted per
son, but this record was ruled out by 
the court as being too remote. It was 
shown that for several years prior tB“ 
his death, testator held the belief that 
communications could be had with the 
spirits of another .world, and it Is con
tended that advantage was taken of 
his credulity in the matter of such 
spiritual communications by Mrs. 

; Stpr-y and this sjrtler.tone Mrs. Rose, to 
practice imposition; upon Mm.’ ■ Mrs, 
Ros^.pretended, it is said,, to have, re- 
celv’edicb'mmurtlcatlons’froni ths spirit 
of some Indian, who took great inter
est in the welfare of Mr. Story. It. is 
sbp^n by references made by said 
Story in some of the letters written by 
^jpj, .thaf he thought hlffiself in ■ re-. 

1 celpt of advice, as to some of his mat
ters, from a spirit or Individual, to 
whom he alluded as the ‘little sqilaw’; 
that he Is receiving treatment for his¡ 
bodily ailments from the same source, 
which is greatly beneiitting him. His 
faith in these ‘little squaw’ manifesta
tions and communications, which they 
regard as delusion and the result-of 
the imposition alleged, is one of the 
main facts stated In support of their 
opinion by the witnesses who testify 
that the testator .was of non-disposing 
mind.”

“This witness (Alfred S. Trude', 
the attorney who drew the will and 
signed it as a witness) also mentions a 
bélief of the testator’s that he was the 
victim'ot sewer-gas, which belief was 
based on information obtained from 
the spirit of ‘Little . Squaw’ through 
Mrs. Rose; that testatpr was urged by 
‘Little Sd.uaw’ to hurry the comple
tion, and at the same dictation change, 
In many ways, the plans’of the build
ing known as the Story Mansion, the

expenditure for the erection of which 
was, it is argued, out of. all propor
tion to testator’s financial ability, and 
not in accordance with prudent busi
ness management; that testator was 
lod on to gratify the ambition of Mrs. 
Story in this course, by conspiracy of 
Mrs. Story and his sister and through 
means of- the pretended spiritual com
munications, and that the signing of 
the will in question was brought 
about by the same means.”

Such are the salient facts as re
hearsed by the court, an^ now I quote 
Its oplnion as to the application of the 
law to such a state'of facts.

"Tim fact that a man somewhat ad
vanced in years, and suffering from 
disease, holds the opinion, whether 
founded on his- own imagination or 
the suggestion of others, that his ail
ment is due to this or that cause, or 
that one who professes a belief in what 
is known as Spiritualism, may be in
fluenced by and led to give credence 
to alleged communications from spir
its which are, in fact, no communica
tions, but impositions and delusions 
contrived by designing persons, is 
very far from sufficient to prove in 
such persons want of testamentary 
capacity. Such beliefs, even of whims 
or delusions, are compatible with dis
posing mind on the part of those hold
ing them, but such facts are proper to
be considered with reference 
tions of mental weakness and 
ceptibllity of the testator to 
of those who would mislead 
some purpose of their own."

to ques- 
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the arts 
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IWOKMATION WANTED.

Important Hotter From an’ Ex-Lec
turer and Platform Medium.

JHICllOItUSTHIC «BADINGS, 25 .cents
Semi u»e. Mus. Fkancbs V. Spxngleu, 222

Highland St.. Pittsburg. Kau. (

MBS- MAMIE HELYETT, 
Trauco Medium.

Free Test Readings.
Anyone wishlnff to tuat my ability au aOlair- 

yoyant will pleaae-addressmeiu their own hand
writing. Buahun>8 reading, preferred. ’ W. D 
STAHK, Dixon, Hl. r

FRED P. EVANS, 
Noted Medium for

.Slatewriting, Clairvoyance, Etc.,
Interviews dally from 10 to 4, Headings and de- 

velopinentby mall may be obtained by. writing to 
Mr. Evans for particulars.. Famous took on 
Slate-writing, fl. 20, while they last. Address, 

FRED P. EVAXS.
2028 Sacremento street, San Fraucleco, Cat

Mrs. Dr. Caird, 
Clairvoyant and Automatic Writing 

Medium.

The Progressive Thinker.
A Paper that Never Falters, Never Pauses in Its Effort for the Greatest Good to 

; the Cause of Spiritualism, Science, Morality; Higher Thought, and a Better Life, 
’ Never Lacking for Life and the Dissemination of Most Important Mind-Eood.

Give Us the Truth, the Whole Truth, and Nothing but the Truth

The court in commenting upon the 
testimony of some of the witnesses, 
said:

"There is much in the testimony of 
these witnesses to lead to the belief 
that they confused the term sound 
memory with defective memory, 
Sound_mind and memory is equivalent 
to the term sanity, and the mind and 
memory which is sufficiently sound to 
constitute testamentary capacity, Is 
the capacity to ; transact ordinary 
business.” ,'

In support of the doctrines con
tained in tho foregoing paragraph, I 
refer to five Illinois cases.

“If the testator was of sound mind 
but of poor or impaired memory, he 
was of sound mind and memory, as 
the phrase is known in law. The 
failure of memory is not sufficient, to 
create the incapacity, unless it be 
quite total or extends to his immediate 
family and property. As known in 
law, sound memory is something quite 
different from g(>d or unimpaired' 
memory, in which sense the subscrib
ing witnesses understood it. Failure 
of memory does not constitute un- 
soundness of memory." ' , ,

Yoe vs. McCord, 74 Ill. 33.
“A person who is capable of trans

acting ordinary business, is also ea- 
■pable'of making a.valid will. It is not 
requiretUthat hb shall pobbess ¿'higher 
capacity, fol- that than' fDr lthe 'trans- 
aetipn of t,he ordinary affairs Qf life. 
A' man capable of buying and selling 
property,’settling- accounts, collecting; 
and paying out money or.borrowthg or 
Joining, money, must usually be re
garded as capable of making a valid 
disposition of his property' by .will: 
The rule is the same in the case of a 
sale ot a property and its disposition 
by will, and the usual test is, that the 
party be capable of acting rationally 
in the ordinary affairs of life.”

Meeker vs. Meeker, 75 Ill., 266, de
cided 1874.

Rutherford vs. Morris, 77 Ill., 410, 
decided 1875.

Carpenter vs. Calvert, 83 Ill., 67, 
decided 1876.

"The property owner, unless an id
iot or a lunatic, must be allowed to 
make his own distribution of his prop
erty; nor does the fact that a party is 
physically unable to look after his 
property, or that his mind is enfeebled 
by age or disease, if not to the point of 
lunacy or absolute, imbecility, take 
from him this power.”
. Kimball vs. Cuddy, Supreme .Court 
Hl. 6 N. E. Rep. 539.

(To be continued.)

Of the National Spiritualists’ Associa
tion of the’ United States, Will Be 
Held in the Large Auditorium of 
the Y. M. C. A. Building, 153 La 
Salle Street, Chicago, Illinois, Octo
ber 16, 17. 18 and 19, 1906.
Business sessions during the day. 

Special hours devoted to the Lyceum 
cause. ' .

Many of the foremost and brightest 
.workers In our ranks will be dele
gates. It will be a rare treat to hear 
them. Evening meetings will be de-_ 
voted"to lectures, spirit messages, mu' 
sic and. song. -

Among those invited and expected, 
are Dr. J. M. Peebles,Oscar A, Edger- 
ly, W. J. Erwood, Mrs. H. P. Russe- 
gûe, Mrs. Esther T. Bosley, Mrs. 

¡Georgia Gladys Cooley, Mrs. Margaret 
Gaule Ridinger, Mr. and Mrs. E. 'W. 

'•’Sprague and a galaxy of others.
’ Come one and all to thle^great con
vention.

The Palmer House, in Chicago, »will 
be headquarters for delegates and vls- 

' itors;.lt Is a first-class hotel and will- 
give, reduced rates to all who Write In. 

' advance, stating they are to ^tten^ the 
N.- S; A. convention and wish to en
gage rooms. Secure your rooms early 
by addressing W. C. Vier-Buchen, 
Manager, The Palmer House,.Chicago, 

. Ill. ■ The hotel Is conducted exclusivè- 
■ ly on the European plan; cafes, and 

restaurants are near by and furnish 
godd meals at reasonable rates. ■

.Annual reception to delegates-and 
visitors will be held Monday, October 
15, at the Palmer House, at '8 p. m. 
All are cordially Invited. \ ' .
' Special railway-rates on the certi'fl- 

■\.cate plan can bq secured over .all lines.: 
-Ask your railroad agent for certificate 
tickets to the National Spiritualists’

LOOK OUT! LOOK OUT!
Look out for a supposed Spiritualist 

medium who goes under the names, of 
Madame ZelOna, Mrs. J. Carl and Mrs. 
Frances Wedder. She secured a large 
amount of money from a lady wRo for
merly lived in Des Moines, Iqwa, 
claiming to have received messages 
from her father and mother in spirit- 
life, instructing her to give the medi- 
um money to build a sanitarium in the 
Red Woods of California. She is about 
42 years old, 5 feet, a inches tall, 
weight about 165 pounds; complexion 
clear, rosy cheeks, black hair, brown 
eyes:.. . Site carries on watch chain a 
gold band ■ compass ¿with gold stone 
bacE; . sometimes zwears an JEngllsh 
sovereign on -chain. In connection 
with her supposed mediumship, she 
soldi ace powefers, lotions, and some 
jewelry. • She .left Des Moines, Iqwa, 
on January 16, 1906, presumably for 
Ghicagb; a sick daughter, and 
iiiailed a letter from there, but shojeft 
at the pdfit pitice an order to forward 
her mail to Seattle, Wash. Any infor
mation from Spiritualists or others' 
who-desite these fraudulent'mediums 
punished, :will bo gratefully received’

^■fi -MRS.IDAJOHNSON.;
' Jackson Place, Chicago, IU, 

1 MARY ANN CAREW, .

SpifiWisLMeetings.
It la important wben a meeting -li 

suspended,-that notice be given us, bo 
that,Inquirers may not be mislead. We 
want new notices ot all meetings being 
held hero In public halls at the present 
time.

’ First German Spiritualist Society on 
the .West Side. Meetings every Sunday 
at .8 p. ni. In Garselman’s Hall, corner 
Ashland avenue and*W. 13th street.

The Light of Truth Church will hold 
services in Hopkins' Hall 528 W 63rd 
street, near Stewart avenue. Confer
ence at 3 p. m- Lecture at 7:45. Mes
sages at each service, Midweek meet
ing Thursday 3 p. m. Mrs, Jeffery Bur- 
land. pastor.
"The Church of. the psychic Forces 

holds services at Wilcox Hall, corner 
Champlain avenue and 43d street, every 
Sunday. Conference at 3 p. m. Lee-, 
ture at 8 p. m. Tho hall number is 361- 
863 East 43d street. Conducted by Mrs. 
Isa Cleveland.

Golden Rule Spiritualist Society, 
Nora E. Hill, pastor; Dr. J. H. Ran
dall, assistant pastor. Holds services 
every Sunday evening during July and 
August, at O’Doun.ell’s College Hall, 
Paulina street; nearfWashington Bou
levard. All welcome.

Tpmple Light and Truth, 870 Waban- 
sia avenue, near Robey street and 
North avenue. Sunday-school 10:80 a. 
in. Lectures and spirit messages, given 
at 3 and 8 p. m„ by Mrs. T. Loll, pastor, 
every Sunday, In German and English.

The Hyde Park Occult Society holds 
regular Sunday evening services, 7:45 
o'clock, at 819 E. 55th street, between 
Kimbark and Monroe avenues. Jackson 
Park cars pass the door. The best tal
ent available will be secured for all 
meetings. To spread the truth is the 
object of this society. Address all com
munications to. Miss Eva L. Stewart, 
corresponding secretary, 455 E. 56th 
street Entrance to hall, 319 E. 65th 
street.

The Rising Sun Mission holds serv
ices every Sunday. Lyceum, lectures 
and tests at 3 p. m.; lectures and song 
service at 8 p. m. Advanced speakers, 
good test mediums and good singing. 
Temple, Oakley Boulevard, between 
Jackson Boulevard and Adams street.

Spiritual Mission Chapel (Old 77) 
77 East Thirty-first street. Services 
every Sunday at 3 and 8 p. m. Scien
tific and philosophical lectures; best 
psychic and message bearers m attend
ance. Prof. F. M. Stoller, conductor.

The German-English Society, Bund 
dpr Wahrljelt No. 18, holds services ev
ery Sunday evening at 8 o'clock in 
■Brandls; HaU,:^-North- .avenue, be
tweep Halsted, apd Clybourn. Also 
every Thursday eVenfng’In’Math. Jung’s- 

tHall, 1071 Lincoln avenue, -southeast 
corner 'AsbUma and'(Lincoln. avenues;' 
entrance first door north of Howard’s 
theater. Frank Joseph, medium. Ev-' 
erybody welcome.

Church of the North-Star Spiritual 
Union, incorporated. Meetings Sun-, 
days at 8 p. m. sharp, at Peris Hall, 
1546 Milwaukee avenue, near Western 
avenue. Mrs. Letzter, speaker and 
medium. All welcome.

Chicago Spiritual Alliance Church, in 
Vincennes Hall, 35th and Cottage Grove 
avenue. Mrs. May Elmo, pastor. All 
welcome. .Services at 3 pud 8 p. m.

Spiritual Science Society meets every 
Sunday from 2 tb 10 p. m., at. Arlington 
Hall, N. W. corner ot 31st street and 
Indiana avenue. Admission, free. 
Mrs. Dixon will always be~ln attend
ance. Others will assist. These 
meetings will be capttaued all summer. 
Dr. Beverly, president, No. 44 East 31st 
street • ,' ‘

Mrs. Mary Hill holds meetings every 
Sunday and Wednesday evenings at 320 
Flournoy street Good speakers and 
messages.

Divine Spiritual Church holds meet
ings every Sunday afternoon and 
evening at 2:30 and 7:30, in Hygela 
Hall, corner Ogden avenue and-Robey 
street. Good music. All welcojpe. 
Rev. Lucy A. Hodge Koontz, pastor.

The Christian Spiritualist Society 
holds tent meetings every Sunday af
ternoon and evenlng at 3 and 8 p. m., 
at Relger’s Grove, DesPlaines River 
and West Madison street, conducted 
by Miss Sarah Thomas. • ' /

MM». Ii. Al. niTt'lit’OCK will answer 8 
questions for 25c. Send own handwriting and • 

lock of hair. Füll reading, $1. Fern Hill, Pierce 
Co., WaMh, • ' '

Madam Amelia will answer 8 questions for 
25c. Sen! own handwriting1 aud lock of hair. 

Full reading. H.00. Madam Amelia, Box 818. 
Butte, Montuuu. .

The Way, the Truth and the Life,
Taught by an unfailing method. Address. '

W. If- Cutler, 
008 Devlsudero BL, San Francisco, Cal.

Send Lock of llnlr, dato of birth, self-ad- 
Ureste! envelope and 80 cents In situnpe for 

lost reading, to M, V. Arris, H6 W, Han- 
dolph street, Chicago, Ill. •

ERWOOD TO LEAD.

"'w. J. Erwood Is Again Chosen as 
President by Spiritualists.

Will J. Erwood, of Bliick River 
‘Falls, received his fifth consecutive 
electidri\to the presidency of the West
ern Wisconsin Spiritualist Association.

' Presleht, Will J. Erwood, 
River Falls. ’

First vice-president, C. C. 
Baraboo.

Second vice-president, Mrs.

Black

Pratt,

H. M.

ALEX CAIRD, M. D.,
, HEALER.

DR. CAIRD will be pleased to see 
patients requiring VITAL TREAT
MENT, and explain his methods. Will 
also give treatment and advice for the 
development of latent Psychic Power. 
Consultation free. Treatment $1.00 
each, or course of fifteen for $10.00. 
Office 0 Second street, Lily Dale, N. Y.

fl Unnflppfl if Restores Loot Vision, 
n WvIlUul ILII Wrjte for Illustrated Circular 
XnpnHpfo showing styles and pricesand 
uUuLLdulUt photo of Spirit Yarma, who de
veloped this Clairvoyant power In ma. I can ad
just my Melted Pebble Lens Spectacle aa perfect
ly to your eyes at your own home and send by 
mall, aa If you were in my offi se. Thousands will 
testify. B. w. pools.

157 Winthrop ave.. Chicago, ill.
B, F. POOLE—Dear Sir;—The spectacles you 

lent are perfect, aud if I ever want another pair 
.willsurely apply to you. With many thanks. 
Mas. M. L. SOUTHEBLAND. Huron. S. Dak.

THE HIDDEN HERB.
The Hidden Herb 1ms lean discovered through 

Spirit power, and in Ilie imfoldment of the de
velopment 01 its force It lias enabled us to com- 
rnnnd It by- scientific study into a perfect tonic, 
hat cures lung and throat troubles, coughs and 
colds of all kinds. Convince yourself of its won
derful healing properties. A 25 cent sample by 
mill, ar call at ths N. C B, B. Herb Tonic Com
pany, 616 W. Madison aWoet, Chicago, 111.

FRANK N. FOSTER,

Spirit FW
Sitting»by Mail.

From photo or lock of Bair. Send for circular 
free. Box 12. Greon Lnko ata., Seattle, Wash.

MORRIS PRATT INSTITUTE.
A School Un<W the Auspices 

of Spiritual s in.
Thoroughly qqaJlUe<Jl>teachera, A two-year’e 

courue prepares «epeiiiàB- for publie ani pri
vate work; open IgtiU wftoth sexes over 16. Ad
mittance without lexanipatlon. Terms reason
able. Write for Catalogue to.

A. J. WEAVES, Prln.
MOSES HULL, Preu. i*i
EMMA J. OWEN. See.,’Milwaukee, Wls.

SPIRITUAL. HEALING.
■My Treatment Is Natural and a 

' Strictly PrafctlcalSjBtem.
In my-capaclty n*arhewter, success has crownpd 
me and «gone beyond m|r.g>xpeataUpnB. Diseases 
oi^women a apftqla^v.il^od absent treatments 

igiven sueceBsfiul|«nwlwiguC^ediclno orepera- 
ilon.»•Writolo2dttu>parflftukv>s^' befat pres.

ALBERT. twnttuttst. JteehtomCal,- ' ' r "

. Special Announcement.
\ \ a Immediately tb All

■ :-,t Magnetic Healers.
SThe ^c.compltehments of Bleptrlc Vibratory 
Therepeutics will enable you td successfully 
meet tho laity and practice as a healer. Address,

School of Therape&tics.
119 Wi8ccmsin st., Milwaukee, Wie.

READ AND REJOICE!
ProfaMorof Elettirlo Vibratory Thera- 

peutlo«, after a serlas of marvelous experi
ments. is ..prepared to make th ar*f olio wing an- 
jaouncement: Give me your name In full, location, 
date of birth, your favorite color and songs. With 
this data twill furnish .a psycho-physloal chart 
of any individual bySwhich health, happiness 
and business success; can be (Secured. To give 
all an opportunity, these chnrts'wlll be furnished 
in clubs of ten, until October 1, tor 25c. each. 
Each subscriber becomesa member of the School 

'of Triune Life Culture, entitled to monthly in
structions. Has to obtain the best results, phye- 
ically and p^chtcally: Addrass, •

School of Therapeutics,
119-.W18Consln,Ai^ect. Milwaukee, Wla.

AN ASTONISHING OFFER
Send, three two-coat stamps, lock ot 

hair, age, name and the leading symp
tom, and your-disease 'will be diagnosed 
free by spirit'powerr ' ■

Mrs. Ofc Dobson-Barker,
23O NortIi Slxth St.

:Sau Jsse^Cali

Be Sure to Read This.
Frances L. LpuckB. one of the greatest osycblc 

wonders living. I use the spiritual X-ray to lo 
cate all internal diseases. A trial will convince 
you. Norvous exhaustion and lost vigor of both 
sexes suocessfully treated, as hundreds can tes
tify. Send uamo. age, sex, complexion, one lead
ing symptom, aud ten cents In stamps, and you 
will receive a correct diagnosis of your ease free, 
worth dollars lo yon. Be sure to write your own 
letter. Dr. J. S. Loucks, who lately passed on, 
continues to treat tho s»k through iny medium
ship. Address all letters to

FBANOES L. LOUCKS,

Pinole, Cal., August 6, 1906.
Mr. Thos. Harding:

Dear Sir:—I have read your Inter
esting articles In The Progressive 
Thinker, and by them I-judge you un
derstand the meaning and methods of 
intercommunication between the phys
ical and the spirit world. I wish, to 
ask if you will kindly give an opinion 
or diagnosis of iny case.

Several years ago (nine or ten), 
upon the death of my mother I became 
Interested in Spiritualism. I attended 
circles and meetings, and became a 
very good sensitive, and developed 
rapidly Into what was called by those 
who heard and saw me, a very good 
medium, giving excellent recognized 
tests. I could speak from the ros
trum Inspirationally or injtrance. My 
pet phase was clairaudient readings, 
in a large ardlence passing rapidly 
from one to another, giving llfteen'or 
twenty words each. But there came a 
time, some three years ago, when I 
brought myself to a stop, and asked 
these questions: “What are you do
ing? Is it Spiritualism?"

I don’t know. I have never re
ceived a communication for myself 
that I could recognize as coming from 
a spirit whom I knew personally while 
on earth. Many of my relatives were 
Spiritualists. I have not heard a 
sound or seen a sign from them.

I stopped then and there. I can
celled all engagement's. I refused all 
Invitations. I declined to give read
ings for any consideration whatever, 
and I have not uttered a word on the 
subject of Spiritualism since, and to
day I know as much about the reality 
of spirit return as I did ten years 
ago.

You might ask why I went on the 
rostrum under these conditions. Be
cause I thought that Spiritualism was 
the most beautiful philosophy, and 
that its teachings were simply mag- 
nlflcent, and I greatly desired to learn 
more for myself, and to teach and as
sist others also. But there came that 
black wall of doubt: “Is this which 
you are learning and teaching, a real
ity, or is it something else?"

Could I become convinced of the 
actuality and reality of spirit exist
ence, I would to-morrow jump into the 
field, preach, teach, and show the peo
ple the great beauties of this philos
ophy; but until that time shall come, 
my tongue and pen shall be as silent 
as the grave.

If you choose to give an answer to 
this, I should be very much pleased to 
have one. Respectfully, ♦ • »

Of course we all possess conflicting 
tendencies, apt! R is not easy ta 
"know ourselves” sufficiently ,to dis
cover them or how to eradicate them. 
I have found the following-exercise oí 
my mind very beneficial; namely, ta 
ask In the silence for the protection; 
and guidance of the Supreme Power, 
every morning for that one day. 1 
don't say this by way of preaching1, 
nor do I assume any superior wisdom, 
but I mention It as a simple fact 
which others might make profltabla 
also.

We are all creatures of nature, sub
ject to "the ills which flesh is heir to,” 
and we are constantly In need of as
sistance from that wisdom which is 
above all, through all, and in us all. 

. “The New Century Path,” for Au
gust (a magazine devoted ’ to the 
brotherhood of man, and which -a 
frien.d sent me) has an editorial which 
is quite suggestive, and might be 
made useful to Spiritualists and think
ers in general. The heading of the*» 
article is, "The Jekyll and Hyde of an i 
Idea.” Part of the editorial is as fol
lows:
. “Probably every great moral idea 
shades by Imperceptible degrees into 
opposites * ♦ That the sins of the body, 
take origin in the mind is well known 
to every selftobserver. It is also true 
that if the mind be kept constantly, 
pure and the control over the ani
man nature kept untiringly vigilant, 
tho control, though never ceasing, will 
at last become an Instructive attitude, 
while the animal nature slowly ceases 
from its impulses to transgress.”

Of course this quotation may not 
apply directly to the present case, yet 
the law is so universal, that its con
sideration would be useful in all de
partments of life.

I hope that those readers of The 
Progressive Thinker, who are well 
qualified to give advice on the direct 
question of spirit contradictions and 
apparent antagonisms, will offer re
marks on this important subject.

THOS. HARDING. '
Sturgis, Mich. . 1

16 Warren 8L. Stoaeham. Uasi.

MOLLIE FANCHER,
The Brooklyn Enigma.

The above letter is entitled to a re
ply from some of the experienced and 
intelligent readers of your paper who 
are better posted on the modus oper
and! (so to speak) of spirit commu
nication than I. I may remark, how
ever, that there Is a correspondence 
everywhere in nature, and that in all 
probability there was some quality inAn authentic statement of facte in the life of

Mary J. Fancher, the psychological marvel ot the inake-up of this gentleman which 
' rendered possible the contradictionsmony of many witnesses. By Abram H. Dalley, uxWith Illustrations. Price, cloth, li.w. he refers to.

Religious Fanatics Come to Grief in 
Oklahoma.

Criminal proceedings were started 
at Oklahoma City to prevent a relig* 
ious sect calling themselves the "Holy 
Rollers,” camped on the farm of 
Henry Comer, for the past two 
months, from practicing their religion. 
Warrants were sworn out for the ar' 
rest of Jack Sharp, Jack Pratt, Lewliw 
Pratt and Henry Comer, charging 
them with being leaders of a crowd of I' 
men, women and children, oonducting 
an alleged "Garden of Eden," with 
living in a state of immorality and dis
turbing the peace of the neighboring 
farmers. Jack Sharp Is tho loader. 
He, with his wife, son and a man by 
the name of Aitken formed a proces
sion and marched nude through tha 
principal streets a year ago, claiming 
they were the caretakers, game warv 
den and all of the new Garden of 
Edon they had discovered. Thel 
have returned recently after bolni 
away sonic months.—Medford (Okla.i 
Patriot.

There can be no civility without ( 
deep morality.—Emerson.

Something s Being to Happen-Has Happened
' rSoni^fffiVfriaid, tol<i you so,” others epcccjileii .from astonish- | catch every word—best thing ever happened-hundreds of years comiag, 

ment. goodness knowa'what you will say. but here at last, full grown, life size—so startling you won’t believe at
The womfh in the case was Eve, she started the trouble—the in» I first—will say it’s impossible—miracles don’t happen now days but 

ventor finished what Eve started, or was it the inventor's offspring? I wait, don't get frightened, danger’s over.
Readers, gather around, draw close, listen sharp, don't miss this, | Ladies, your prayers are answered.

THERE’S NO MORE WASH DAY-GLORY HALLELUJAH!-IT’S DEAD—THE CORPSE LAID AWAY— 
DURIED DEEP WITHOUT TEARS—NO MOURNERS, NO FRIENDS, DIED ALONE, 
FORSAKEN, DEAD FOR ALL TIME—DON’T EXIST—WIPED OUT ENTIRELY!

All the world has been-waiting for the man who would cut wash day 
In two. that man Ilves—he’s taken more than half—took nearly all. loft only 
minutes—cut of! so much that wash day don’t exist any more—that’s all over, 
changed, forgotten—there’8 a new way of cleaning clothes—different from 
anything known to our readers—new principles, naw Ideas, new methods, 
new everything. v

Wonderful, but true, women can now have the family washing cleaned 
In thirty« forty or fifty minutes—no more work than getting a simple meal 
—no rubbing,.squeezing, pounding, packing, pressing, no Injury to clothes—no 
drudgery—Ihari all wiped out.

Good«by to wash boards and so-called washing machines, their day 
Is passed, throw them away, over the fence out of sight-

FAREWELL TO WASH DAY TROUBLES—THE “EASY WAY" IS HERE TO BLESS OUR DEAR WOMEN.
Women everywhere ha ve prayed for the death 

of washday—for the time of clean clothes with- 
. out rubbing their life a way—ruining health aud 
looks—when they could do a family washing— 
imt house in order—get dinner, call on their 
riends or Indulge in some pleasant recreation 

without fatigue—when a woman thought no 
more of washing clothes than of getting a sim
ple meal. fleaderS. that glorious day has come!

Every wbman knows to her sorrow how far 
the washboard comes from making au easy 
wash day—takes out t)ie dirt, ’tia true—give it 
credit for that—just a question of rubbing long 
enough, but it’s a shame to risk her health and 
looks by overexertion, by breathing foul vapors, 

y. A whale swallowed Jonah—the washing machine 
swallowed washboard, tub and all—the woman

It is not called a machine —power’s inside, 
concealed—not human, no legs, no head, no 
hands, no ribs. If it had life it would have a 
stomach. It is claimed a stomach has millions 
of small nerve tissues, each with a kind of suc
tion— a crawling moving mass—given food ex
tracts nutriment—no food hunger is felt. Now, 
1 won’t say this apparatus has a stomach, yet 
there’s things inside, things that move and 
things that don’t —there’s a peculiar clothes 
pupporting shield—place for dirt, never seems 
to get enough, has an awful appetite for dirt, 
appetite increases more it gets/—one garment 
or twenty, just the same—goes after all the 
dirt in all the clothes at the same time—little,
butOmyl howinighty—silent,.butOmyI how 

swaiiowco wasauoaru, iuu uuu un— iuc wuuiuu i powerful—what an affuiily it has foi^firt—uses 
barely escaped. Many kinds—different names— *no spirits, yet works in darkness—writer could

„.u n0| see ¡nto it ■when In operation, but somehow
you know its working.

OPERATION: Set on stove, a little water In-

—Jou

. Th! ‘ Cs 
.«ip««., 
5wiUWIN6

different prices —yet 
just the washboard Idea 
on legs—more costly- 
crank or lever power 
where it has been hand

furnish the power 
as of old.

Some are 
huge affairs, 
take lots of 
room, hard to 
keep clean. 
They nil rub, 
squeeze,prill, 
drag, pack, 
pound, press, 
wear and tear 
the clothes— 
same Injury, 
and the same 
hardship.

■-,Wife,'.'Mother, Spirit and Angel..-
I .' . , By Carlyle Pctcrsileà. \

; .Tti|s*tiiost beautiful' stqpr of the ex- 
péHen'éM-'’ofc young, wife; and 
méihër taken from her home on earth, 
to her.home in the spirit .world, is told 

vouveu^u »v >„u„u in way, that one Is
fare will be one and a third of-a fare';i 6*1®'-“ away .with.the sweet, beauty 
Delegates and visitors desiring, to re-' , It .makes thé
colve the benefits of this special rate ' 2i“,er.''vtJry appear very near to us. 
must have ttiel'r tickets vised by our i W® t>o°k has been a great comfort to 
railroad agent>ni Convention the.last WJJ' weary, hearts, who have lost 
day, October 19, and pay 25 cento “other,.wife or babies. Price, neatly?
each-for. such-vising, • . ( - . - bound in .cloth. 4L. .

HARRISON D. BARRETT,
■ President.' 

MARY T. LONGLEY,

The round

■ ' "The Ltgut ör.'Egypt.” Volumi® 1 
and 2. An dbcult library In Itsiilf, a 
text-book .of esoteric knoivledgi, as

J'Talmagean Inanities, incongruities,

taught" by Adepts^of. Hermetic P kilos-
<®hyr"Price $2 per volume
• f'The Kingship of-Self-Control.” By

Root, Neillsville. • . ■ -
Treasurer, A. Foster, Baraboo, 
Secretary, Gertrude Spoiler, Wpne- 

woc... .
¡.Trustees:^. Heniihway,. Carter, 
Wis;; C. Spoôfiér, Mra. "Eva Porter, 
Woriewpc; ; . 'i

'•In'Qtde^to^how tîié hlglLapprécla- 
tlôh;ôï. the camjièfs for Mr? and Mrs. 
Erwood, they were presented with a 
wSl filled purse and sets of. silver 
knives, forks and; spoons. - The popu-' 
larity:of this worthy couple In camp,is’ 
vpry great. : : x z
; The Wonewoc Reporter says: "Sun
day was the closing day of. the fifth an
nual camp-meeting and marks an end 
of the most : successful epoch in the 
hlstorjTof lypnewoc çà’mp. ."Never 
has things ¡looked so: bright before,” 
said President Erwopd, “and I predic.t 
ibie 1907 camp-inheting' ; Will ;"be as 
much better than the present as this is 
better than the.last. lYPnewoc is the 
héalthiest, ' most harmonious camp I 
have visited and its?citizens could if 
they wished,-make Unity Park ' the 
Mecca to be Sought by many in'search 
of.health, happiness, and spiritual-bn- 
foldment. • There is ho reason ' why- 
Wonewoc .should .not ‘ contain the, 
largest’camp held if . the citizens will 
work harmoniously’with the taanage- 
inent.” ’ ' ¡' ? .

Wonewoc is glad to hear of tho 
calnp’s success and trusts it may again 
have tho'pleasure'of welcbmlng'all the 
present and many new campers in 
1907.- .. . '

IN ® WRtiHCELESflAL.
- BY-DR. T. A. BLAND, ‘

With full page photographof the Heroine Pearr 
from a spirit painting.

“Three things that« make this book remarka. 
ble.- Its authorship, the «astounding claims put 

■ forth in 1L and the philosophy and revelation 
of a future life/It contains.’’—B. O. FJpwer, in 
the Arena.

"It will give us cowsge -to pass through the 
deep shadows of death co. the', sun-lit clime of 
the .World Celestial. H. W. Thomas, 
doth bound with gilt ride‘stamp; price 81.09

(Advertisement.)
THERE’S MONE WN , IT FOR YOU.

An^ It WilbHRlp tbA'Causeof Honest 
Médknàship.* ’

I.want to jfut' that grand book,' 
"Mysteries oft .the. Seance, or Tricks 
and Traps of uBbgufi Mediums,” into 
the hands of everyUplrltualist'and In
vestigator in-the Idrid,- and ^ill make 
a specially .low priee by the quantity 
to -alT who, wilt act as agents; It is In
valuable to alii whh pbject lo fakery 
and deceit;' andl wiH sell-.'readHy at all 
Bplrltualist . pneettags, ; seances ’ and 
camps. Compiled (by: a life-long Spir
itualists. Sample ciqiy; 25 cents, which 
will be* credited onbflfst-order' for one 
dozen or' morel.' Come, friends, help 
us to .drl.ye out-fakery'from our ranks, 
and at thersame tlme iielp -yourself. 
Address ED.LUNT, Station A, Boston, 
Mass. ’ ' -f

IncdiiBistoncles and Blasphemles; a Re- Wirt. George Jordan, It treata of the 
ii^w of Rev. T. DeWitt and Rev. Frank crimes of the: tongue, tho Red Tape du-.' 

< DeWilt Talmage’s oft-repeated attacks I ty; the supreme charity of the world, 
upon Spiritualism;” By Moses HulL -the revelation of reserve power, etc.

!' $nce, 10 cents. ¿ : • Price, 80 cents.

■ ■ ; ' "In tho World Celestial,” by Dr. T. A. 
Bland. - Interesting, instructive and 
helpful; Spiritualty' uplifting.- Cloth 

• Whd, price IL.

"Spiritism and Mrs, Leonora E Piper, 
and Dr.' Thoms’on; J. Hudson’s '.Theories' 
in Regard to It." By Ex-Judge Abram 
H.' Dailey. ’ Deinimsttates -futility and 
inadequdcy-ofHudson's explanations of 
spiritual phenomena. -Price, 25 cents.

"A conspiracy. Against the Republic." 
By CharleB-B.-'E£dte,;-:A.. M„. author of 
"History of .the?rChrfstian Religion to 
the Year. 200,” etc- A condensed state
ment of facts concerning the efforts of 
church leaders to®t control of the gov
ernment. An1 impertant work. Paper, 
S3 cents«

laundries do the best they can, yet there are 
bad objections -high prices, and worse, clothes 
rotted oy bleaching with lime, and other chem
icals—thrown with clothes of «ports and bums, 
all washed in one batch, exposed to filth, dis
ease, germs—may come back clean, but toru— 
buttonsoff. Oiir readers know this to be true. 

' Yes, indeed, the world’s full of washboards 
and so-called washing machines, yet wash day 
same now as ever—no easier, no sborter—a day 
that all women dread to see or think about— 
sorry when it comes, glad when it’s gone. Dif- 

• ferent things have beet! tried to moke washing 
easier—in spite of all still the long, dreary day 
—no easier, no shorter, no better, use wash
board or washing machine, or both—it s drudg
ery, long hours, bard work, sighs, groans, dis- 
order every where—work, work, work, a day no 
woman forgets. Washing begins 
the day before—worry and dread 
felt—she -knows«— 
what’scomlng— 
what drudgery, 
how it was

• the last Um 
—nowonder 
she does 
A mental 

" washing be-
’ fore r e a 1 

washing be
gins. Lucky 
to sleep 
tinder the 
strain, can’t j
oversleep. 4Q'aO(Kr ** 
don’t need
ah alarm clock—up at five, soaks clothes, starts 

- fire, then water next—drags out tubs, wash
board or washing machine—washing starts ou 
its tedious journey. Half hour, first clothes 
boiled—taken out—to tub onmachlnp^rubbing 
begins, keeps going—boiled ovtr—rubbed more 
—then rinsed, wrung out and dried. Boils ant 

. other batch, treats same way—more rubbing.
rinsing, hanging out—many trips back and 
forth—noon comes—takes.a bite—plods along— 

: backaches, muscles sore—Still clothes to wash 
' —night coming—can’t stop—risks her health

and lookB, breathing foal vappra—overworked, 
overheated, clothes soaked—floor wet—hands 

: drawn, eaten by strongsuds, somcskinminglcd 
. with dirt—don’t mind—tub holds it all. House

demoralized, rooms In 'disorder—no time for 
anything but washin«. Finally cleans up the 

• 1UCS'8_cleans tubs or machine, mbps floor- 
then exhausted crawls to bed hoping sleep will 
make her a woman again. ■ «. ..

These facts remind our readers of troubles, 
best forgotten, things known to be true—now 
for something they dou’t know-never thought 

. to «ee—considered imposslble-now for
THE THING THAT KILLED WASHDAY!

Ourrepresentnlivenpmi.c»1Hngatthcfaetofy 
expected to Becsoinetninff larffe—big as a tub 
anyhow, for matt or beast to run—was nston- 

' iched to aee only fl small article—very small— 
nbt quite so little but what it could be seen-a 
Hille too big for a watch charni—so different 
in every way from anything used in the past 
for cleaning clothes that any description must 
■ A.I..J Al Al.tASia • .

side—then soap—then clothes—move knob oc
casionally if you want to hurry or get playful— 
gently if at all—can now almost hear dirt let
ting go as hot wajer, suds, scalding steam-* 
Clothing and working parts begin their pecu
liar movements and the little wonder starts on 
its first meal—after 8 or 10 minutes take clothes 
out, rinse suds out, let dry—THAT’S ALL Next 
batch same way—don’t change water—same op
eration-same lime for each batch—thirty, forty 
or fifty miuutes all the family wash clean—ap
paratus now very hungry, appetite worse than 
ever—manufacturers say show your gratitude 
by cleaning dirtiest clothes last. Scarcely any
thing. to do except wait between batches—a 
child can do it. it’s then set away on shelf— 
simply rinse as you would a dish or pan—that’s 
all—no more attention—all steel and iron con
struction, uo wood, sanitary, always ready— 
nothing to get out of order—should last a life
time-takes but little room—very light—easy 
to handle—kept indoors, or out—no Injury.

It’s a caution the way it goes after dirt— 
gently, but thoroughly—surprises all who see 
—sounds strange, is strange, hard to believe, 
but listen, the writer saw it demonstrated—it’s 
all true, these are facts, not idle talk—it’s all 
the manufacturer’s claim—no experiment, It’s 
being done, going on every day—our readers 
can do it—nothing you can’t do—very simple— 
THEY GUARANTEE, back it up, know their goods, 
what they do, prove everything—are responsi
ble, reliable, old house, established for years, 
capital $100,000.00—known world over for square 
dealing.

Don’t this solve the washday problem—could 
anything be nearer perfection —is there any
thing lacking? So entirely different from old 
methods that it’s just like learning all over 
again, only there’s 
nothing to learn, 
Washday is dead,, 
sure enough—wash
boards and washing 
iuachinesanuisance; 
to be abandoned- 
laundries no longer 
neededr^nnd 
writer after making T’TtyS 
this investigation .fmxj j 
saidfarewelltowash 
day. in the words of nUOPlCE * 
Shakespeare: “Ava- 
untandquitmysight!” Thy 
washboards are useless—thy 
washing machines no better.

B®"This invention is named the 
“EASY WAY”—gets namenaturailv,it’«eilHUea 
to name—people namod It—name tdls the whole 
story. It’s so;easyto use—easy on clothes—the 
only easyway—-easy to kcepclean-^asy to .handle. 
—easy taken care of—easy on the women—nmkes 
washingau iasy task—makes life and happiness 
easy-easy to buy—easy to 'sell—really and truly 
theEASYWAY« . '

While at the factory in Cincinnati the writer 
was shown many letters from actual users or 
thlsGrandlnvenUou;proving it is tte expert» 
meat, but a positive success and. giving splen
did satisfaction—the following extracts may 
interest our readers.’ - . ’• /,

Mrs. G. C. Hedden. Ohio, writes: Where washing 
formerly took Mx hours, with Easy Way getbet- 
ter results in little more than an hour. Fino laces 
and ordinary pieces^ allowing 16 minutes each 
batch, come out bcaolUuHy white end Clean. Am 
delighted. Fritter,Norwood,writes: With
Easy Way I clean a batch of clothes in about ten 
minutes or a week’s washing in loss than fin hour 
without rubbing and clean os a laundry. My four 
year old girl works IU Cleans fine laces, lace cur
tains, fine goods without Injury.. Beats wash
boards and washing machines, and there’s no 
drudgery., Neighbors excited. aNothing equals 
Easy Way in saving time, labor, drudgery, 
clothes, W. L. Brown, Ohio» writes: washing now 
'does itself. Wash day now wash hour asEasy Way 
does.the work, cleaning everything from bod» 
ding to fins laces with perfect success. Nothing 
torn or injured;-Nd rubbing» oaves mopey,Work,

Most inventions arc for men —not much at* 
tention given to woman's needs, but their tim* 
has finally come. After enduring the greatest 

x.. drudgery ola 
washday comes tc 

9^ an ende—the in» 
ventorsettledthat 
—hisinventlonfor 
women, their joy, 
their satisfaction. 
We understfl n d 
that the women 
throughout 1 ’ 
world who know 
the value of thii 
remarkable Inves 
tion are blessing 
the inventor and 
it seems tousthat 
no man deserves 

/7rx-'V?S^ more, for 
^xr-’^what inveu- 

jtion saves so 
much hnrii

Blessing the Inventor, drudgery, so much 
time, so much in 

clothes and fuel and health. Verily, the "EASY 
WAY ” is woman’s best friend aud benefactor.

Truly, that invention must be wonderful, yes 
a God-send,.a blessing for women, which re
quires less than an hour 
to clean the wash which 
before took an en
tire day—cleans 
same quantity, 
varietyandqual- x 
Ity of clothes— 
finesthces, cur
tains, &C.&C. 
without in-: 
jury in about 
one-tenth the , -
time( without .* 
rubbing, 
squeezing, packing, pressing—without lime, 
acid or other chemicals to injure fibre in goods.

Among our readers wedo not believe there Is 
one of moderate means who could not well af
ford $100.00 for an invention which saved S2 
days drudgery yearly divided washday by ten, 
one hour or fess fbr cleaning family wash—to 
so change the day that only a fraction of its 
time given to washing, making woman’s hard
est work an easy, if not the easiest of house
hold duties —saves wear and tear on clothes, 
labor, fuel, your health and looks, live better, 
live cheaper, and be happier.

If our readers but understood wnat it saves 
in time, drudgery, fuel, clothes, health and 
happiness we believe they would sell their bed 
•if need be to possess it.

Weare glad to say that the price Is not 
—nor $50.00—not even $10.00—It Is only S&.O0— 
that is all the manufacturers ask, everybody 
can afford that. With their immense facilities 
they make# the price so low that anyone can 
reach it. Wonderful how they do it, but they 
take care of that. Certainly no other invention 
saves so much time and labor for so little cost. 
Our readers can¿ce where it will save Its cost 
nipny times a year and in many ways. Wedon’t 
believe their is a man living who will allow hi« 
wife to keen up the old ¿¡every on washday 
when the” EASY WAY "cost? so little. v
WWTOGETONE-^« 
MANUFACTURING CO. 21 Harrison B’ld’g. Clncln- 
nail, Ohio» the only manmacturers of this great 
invention, they will send full description and 
convincing evidence, or better still, order ofie. 
They ship promptly to any address and nil over 
the worla upon receipt of only $5.00. all com
plete, ready for anyone to use, then it’s all over 
with washday.' You won’t,be disappointed, 
as the makers fully guarantee and will fefdnd 
your money if not as represented. They are re- 
liable^responsible, backed by capital of $100,- 
000.00, and will do just as they agree-been in 
business many years, and their goods go to all 
parts of the world. Don’t fail to send your ad
dress By letter or curd anyhow, and receive full 
description of this marvelous invention and 
tnpeh valuable Information. ’ '

Certainly uoue of our readers will fall to in
vestigate nt once this ifivention..wbicn means 
so much good to them^crsonally, so much,to 
their fiuftiiy and the glory of cleaning clothes, 
wlthoiwdnidgery, remembering always that it 
costs nothing to Inmtlgatft’

EXCITINQ BUSINESS for AGENTS
The firm offer» splendid inducements to men 

or women, and we advise those of our readers 
who have spare time, and out of 
or. not making much money, to write the firm 
at once and secure an agetfey for the moat pop- 
ulaf selliug article in the Inn d. A.wonderful 
wave of excitement has swep ■ 
and the factory 1» «1«»^ »‘An eu& 
so that our readers will do well to get

I forcbo'ce of locution, , J.'-»

£
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Witchcraft in GermanyRELIGION AND INSANITY.SUSAN B. ANTHONY.

lowed the religious excitement. Mr.
of the by a woman named Koelbl

however.followedNumber Ten.
The next case,

to be answered and yeturiied to the PROBABLY OBSESSION.
The court adopted the flnd-

As she didand thrown Into the sea.
PÏTX for jesús.

a

His wrist was broken bywith ah oar.

CURSE ON PARISH.NO ENDLESS HELL?

Pastor at Pana Voices Fear That Has
Held People for Ten Years.

Some Data That Prove the Harmful 
Effects of Religious Revivals.

H. 0. Bowman, a member 
board, says:

"Insanity seems to have‘ liumuui Avu, 
The next case, like many. , others “lna^ 

showsito what Jen^th contestants will trusted t0 make a proper application

vember 10, 1898, from Garrett to his 
grandson, Kirkpatrick. . To the jury

A Compounding Debt to Memory Due. 
An Open Letter to America and 

Other Lands.

would work wonders. If: there be 
mistrust of local conditions, the Na- 

‘ ......... *'■ ’ ’jon'can be

of every dollar left to it for mission
ary purposes, “here your heart is, 
there will your treasure be also.”

the deed. He says,: and.it Is not con
tradicted, that he wanted his money

opinion of the upper court which con
tains a sensible suggestion; It is as fol
lows: ..,'■

century. tion the only testimony was that she
Will citizens of New York and Chi- believed that the spirit of her deceased 

cago and. else where/lead off to erect a husband ‘was present with-her.’ The

CHICAGO, ILL, SEPTgMB^R 8. 1906,

When-hls spirit shquld be resting from 
its earthly labors there ;-

And it makes me truly sorry for:
. ..brother .who is fiiiid,; <

¡ And is loaded.' down, iittspirit with the

after her horse. Hirmer, ------- ,
neglected his duties, the horse became

ates the moral and spiritual light that New Jerusalem Church.
is thus offered to him to disperse his in the court "below the jury found court.
0 >“ter as history carries to us the ÄofteredbÄe contestents tended

the evidence. The opinion gives in

era Germany are still sunk. A farm 
laborer nomed Hirmer was employed 

.............. to look

A SPIRIT COMMUNICATION.

Read at the Annual Harvey Reunion, 
.at Little Valley, N. Y., Aug. 8, 1906, 
From Mrs. Emil Smith’to her Hus- 
jiand, O. H. Smith.
At the annual Harvey Reunion, at 

Little Valley, on August 8, 1906, an 
instance transpired out of the ordinary 
routine of family reunions in receiving 
and being read by Mrs. Elbert Harvey 
a communication from Mrs. Emily 
Harvey Smith, O. II. Smith’s compan
ion, who departed from her earthly 
presence April 13, 1905. Mrs. Smith’s 
request was for me to read the commu
nication. I had to be excused from 
reading the message from lack of con
trol which could not be overcome. 
Thus the substitute. O. H. SMITH.

Relatives and friends, don’t think 
that I am reading this communication 
to proselyte in behalf of Spiritualism. I 
No, far from (J. I read it the same as 
a letter, a communication from an 
earthly relative for tiie Harvey reun
ion from Michigan, Chicago or Califor-1 
nia.

Now in connection with the Har.vey 
, reunion I wish to give what to me is a 
,. great reality; to others as they may 

see it.
Mr, Hanson and Mr. Ridout, both 

Clairvoyants, say, “Emily .came very 
plainly into their presence and said 
’How do you do? and for Orlando to 
read those ideas as coming directly 
from her, Emily, in spirit life as fol- 

. -lows:
“Will you invite-us to the Harvey 

reunion? We can come ob unbidden 
guests and partake of the goodies, and 
you never will miss what we take any 
more than you miBS the dew drops or 
the nectar from the flowers the busy

God gives, at times; moral epoch
makers to the world; and when these 
epoch-makers are permitted to come, 
the fruits of their lives not alone bless 
man, but also reach, mediately all oth
er llfe-r-the lower as well as the high-' 
er. The benevolent benedictions tnat 
through these advance agents are 
pressed into human history, before 
the race is ripe for them, almost al
ways come only through the crucifix-- 
Ion and self-immolation of the medl- 
umistic human sources. These seem
ingly premature saviors of man had 
always to bear the slings and arrows 
of outrageous fortune while in their 
bodily presence unfolding the light to 
their dark surroundings; and then 
usually had to die an early death, to 
gratify the vengeance of ignorance and 
hatred which, became the assassins in 
such cases.

But, oh, if these many crucified sav
iors, who thus came to man to offer 
.themselves in their • habiliments of 
light before their day, and thus hasten 
the speed of the chariot wheels of 
progress, had been withheld. In how 

’much longer and denser- darkness 
would we have' remained, and would 
still be In, instead of dwelling now.in 
the hopeful dawn out of which we can 
now look forward to the more perfect 
day.

And we: must remember that the 
commercial, industrial, political and 
general physical emancipation of man 
come to him no faster noi’ fuller than 
lie hails and welcomes and approprl-

bee has extracted. ;
“It would be a holiday indeed, if ; 

you coulfl realize our presence and en- 1 
joy an interchange of past memories . 

. and experiences, both physical and ,’ 
■ spiritual. I speak for many of' the • 

relatives of the Harvey reunion. We ' 
shall be present an unbroken family 
and friends, and to you invisible per
sonalities, though near, yet we are 

. separated, but be assured that our life . 
in the spirit world is as real and tan
gible to us as your life on earth, even 

'. more so, as here in spirit life our ev
ery thought is reflected so that,' all 
others can perceive it as well as our
selves; and this reflection we call 
ethereal sublimated and refined exis
tence. That is the best illustration 
we can give of our surroundings to 

■ make it comprehensive to you. *
“Now our spiritual bodies must be 

sustained just as your material bodies 
' arc on earth, so you see in order to 
, Jive in the spiritual ethereal existence, 

wq eat and drink justAs you do, but 
our eating and drinking is of the ethe
real refinement, and of the.most re- 

' fined substances. We only-eat and 
drink for sustenance, but we eat to- . 

i gather as you do for sociality. We 
malto a social: pleasure of it far more 

. even than you do with the Harvey re- 
■ unions, for we have the advantage of 
r you,-we carry our.reunions into the, 

, ethereal and spiritual refinement. Do 
/; Jiot.belleve that we eat just as we used 
’. to-oii earth. We are not killing hogs 
- ■ and cattle, or peeling potatoes as in 

physical life. ■ No, we call it an ad
vance in the scale of being.

."When the spirit, the real self, 
leaves the body.the spirit form Is pre- 

, cisely like the form that was left, ev
ery organ is intact and perfect. We 

... • have eyes the same as we left. We 
can see and comprehend material 
tilings; that is why we want an invi
tation to our Harvey reunion, and if J 
we are not in.vlted with a material 

. postal card, you qan notify us with 
-. 1 your mental desires and wishes and be 

accepted just the same, and be assured 
your mind is spirit clothed In earthly 

> form, and is a spirit as soon as nature 
takes its course and frees it from tfie 
physical body.

"Now we can comprehend and see 
spiritual surroundings, that before we 
could not. Besides all this our sight 
and comprehension is unfolded many 
many times. Now we can see to a 

.- . very long distance, and to you it would 
; be'remote regions, beautiful to be- 

. hold. So we have ears, we can hear

Spiritualisj^
As Presented by Hon. Charles R. Schirm, an Ex- 

Congressman, a Prominent Lawyer, and President 
of the Spiritualist Society of Baltimore, Md.; These 
Articles Are Especially Valuable and Should. be 
Preserved by Every Spiritualist. ’ ; ■

go, even though they be collateral 
heirs, to overthrow the ¡Wills of re
spectable and intelligent people who 
leave their money for a good purpose 
of a public character, rather than give 
it to persons between whom and the 
testator there existed little, if any,
■sympathy or affection. .
'' The General Convention of the New 

Jerusalem Church vs. Crocker,-.7 Ohio, 
Circuit Court, 327, decided 1893.

The state Of the testatrix had passed 
to her by the will of her husband who 
died twenty months before her. They 
had no children. The contestants 
were collateral heirs. She devised the 
property to a trustee, directing; a por
tion to be used for the place of a li
brary and school where religious in
struction should be given according to 
the'doctrine of Emanuel Swedenborg, 
and the" residue for its support; and if 
after a fair trial this project was

The State Board of Control of 
Charitable Institutions of Kansas has 
issued an official report, in which* the 
close connection between religion and 
insanity is very conclusively shown. 
There have been a long series of re
vivals in the state during the past 
year, and a wave of insanity has fol-

■ The Daily Telegraph of March 7 
contains the following announcement:

Berlin, Tuesday:—A trial for witch
craft, which has just been held in the 
Upper Palatinate, is attracting wide 
attention as a forcible illustration of 
the depths of Ignorance and supersti
tion in which large districts of Bouth-

Number Eleven. .
'A rather recent case, cited ■ in the 

Encyclopedia of Evidence under the 
general head of "Insanity1' and the 
sub-head of "Spiritualism,'’ Is the next 
I will take. up. . ■

Curtis vs. Kirkpatrick, 75 Pac. Rep. 
760, Decided by Supreme Court of 
Idaho, February 16, 1904.

This is an appeal from the District 
Court of Bingham county. Defendant 
had judgment In the lower court. 
Plaintiff, as the administrator of the 
estate of John Garrett,'deceased, com
menced this action to cancel and set 
aside a certain mortgage dated No
vember 6. 1895,'and a deed dated No-

facts, it is only, comparatively few to show that about twenty-five years 
years—not more than half a century— before her death the testatrix had a 
since woman had any legal rights delusion that a lady who spent a year 
which either a white or a black man in the family had attempted to poison 
was bound to ¡respect. ‘And ,we have her, and that about five years before 
so gradually advanced in this regard her death she had a similar delusion 
that this generation hardly realizes concerning another person, and that 
how degradedly woman lived alongside she insanely believed that a poison 
her male companion in former ages, exuded from her skin.

the religious revivals like an epi
demic. -Reno county, where there was 
a protracted revival early last year, 
has sent 82 insane, persons to the 
state asylum, Topeka, in twelve 
months. I find this epidemic of in
sanity has followed the revivals which’ 
were held in Topeka, Arkansas City, 
Winfield, Wichita, and other places.”

Mr. Bowman's observations are cor
roborated by those of every one who 
has watched the progress of the so- 
called "revivals.'' ■ There can be no 
doubt that the mental transformation 
termed “conversion? Is closely ak|n to 
lunacy; and whether the predisposing 
cause be a radically weak Intellect, 
sheer Ignorance and lack of mental 
training, or the hypnotic power of the 
revivalist faker, the last-named cer
tainly appears to be the cause Immedi
ately responsible for most of the lu
nacy. In the absence of the howling 
revivalist the lunacy might remain 
undeveloped, like a charge of dyna
mite awaiting the firing of the fuse.

When the deacons of a church en
gage a revivalist to attract their peo
ple to the road to heaven, they are, In 
fact, only employing him .to drive 
them to the lunatic asylum.—Secular 
Thought.

sick, and to excuse himself Hirmer 
asserted that the animal had been be
witched. Every morning he found it 
bathed in sweat, and with its mane and 
tail plaited with" unearthly hands. 
He advised Frau Koelbl to secure the 
services of a neighboring witch doctor, 
a certain hartwig.

At the dead of night Hartwig en
tered the stable, fixed a crucifix with 
two burning candles at . the horse’s 
head; wrote some mysterious letters 
on the wall with “consecrated” chalk, 
drew a magic circle around himself, 
opened his book and began Incanta
tions in some unknown jargon. He 
shivered with the violence of his emo
tions, and after three-quarters of an 
hour revealed that the witch who had 
“possessed" the horse was a certain 
Frau Schaumberger. At the trial the 
Judge at first was not inclined to con
vict Hartwig, as he regarded the witch 
doctor as perfectly sincere, but on 
reflection he condemned him to four 
weeks’ imprisonment as an impostor.

Such trials for witchcraft are not 
very rare in Bavaria and the Tyrol, 
and they occasionally take place in 
other countries likewise.

In the year 1836 a woman was tried 
for witchcraft at Hela (near Danzig)

about three months. Finally, my, 
brother-in-law .was advised to apply to 
an old woman reputed to fie able to 
cure such things. She lived at K., 
about .300 miles distant. The Count • 
went to see her and told her about this 
affair, whereupon she wrote certain 
signs upon slips of paper and gave 
them to him, asking him to put one of . 
these slips over each opening in the 
stable and told him that soon,after 
that something curious would happen, 

My brother-in-law followed her ad
vice, and a couple of days afterwards, 
as the milkmaid went to the dairy in 
the morning before sunrise, carrying a 
lantern, when she opened the stable 
door something like a black animal of 
the size of a big dog ruBbed out, 
knocking the milk-pail and lantern 
but of her hands and disappearing. 
After this event all was right again.

Another similar case happened 
about two years ago at Berchtesgaden 
(Bavaria), in'thls case the owner of 
the cattle accused fine of his neigh
bors of having bewitched his cows, but 
as he could not prove it he had to 
pay a fine for defamation of charac
ter. Those who did not believe in 
magic and obsession, may consider 
these stories incredible; but for my 
part, I am satisfied that the said 
troubles had occult causes, and I 
know that there are still forces exist
ing In nature whose qualities and ac
tivity and not yet recognized by 'the 
.world in-general.—Franz Hartmania 
Occult Review.

And while in monarchic countries it ’ It was shown on behalf of the con- 
sometlmes falls to the lot of a woman testees, that through her life she had 
to become a nominal ruler, yet in our transacted business with the plaintiffs 
own bploved free America it were in the case and other persons, and that 
hardly possible as yet for a woman, she was regarded by her neighbors as 
and for that reason alone, however a, person capable of taking care of her 
well qualified, to become the president own affairs and of soiind mind, 
of the nation, or.to. sit-even in a con- .To-show that the testatrix was a re
gressman's seat, for these were made llglous monomaniac, the attorney for 
tor men only. ■ contestants urged upon the jury the

But wo are making progress, and opinion of one who was introduced to 
are on-safe and progressive grounds; them as “the highest authority In the 
the. spell of dense darkness herein is world on mental alienation,” and that 
broken, and the scales that are hiding the leader of her religious faith, In so 
the light are falling from year.to year, far as it was peculiar, was himself in- 
And also the spirit of persecution to- sane. But the court said; - 
ward anyone for standing for, equal “The insanity of Swedenborg was 
-rights fpr woman, has been about all hot in issue in the case. If it had 
removed. , been, Maudsley’s book could not have

Recently there parsed away from been Introduced by either party.. This 
this life. Miss Susan' B. Anthony; a line of argument was pursued against 
name familiar to and known of by all’ the protest and objection ofcounsel for 
citizens of this.-country'old enough to the proponents (contestées) and with 
vote, whether male or female, and she the express sanction of the court. Con- 
and her life-work are known of more sidered in thé light of the authorities 
or less throughout the civilized world, cited, it Was error, for Which the judg- 
And to her memory we owe a debt ment should be reversed." '

full the forty-three questlons/with an
swers and amendments. 1 ’

In regard to the belief of Garrett, 
the. maker of the mortgage and the 
deed, in Spiritualism, -'the Supreme 
Court has this to say: ’ ’ ' ‘

“It is shown by the evidence, . be-' 
yond controversy, that in, the latter.. 
days of his life, he (Garrett) .was ad
dicted- to the use of ; intoxicating, 
liquors to excess; that ho was A firm 
believer in Spiritualism j. iimdp many 
statements as to conversations, with 
spirits—prominent were- Cleopatra 
and Socrates—and claimed that his 
company was from the spirit .world; 
that they (naming many; of / them) 
were frequently his visitors, ahd that 
he was never lonesome fp'r this reason. 
This may be considered InBahity by 
some, and by others as a,high order of 
intelligence and àflvancefijènt |h-relig
ion or science. Tt-Is shewn that he 
was an'educated man; and read-other 
books than those treating fin the sub
ject of Spiritualism—in fact, was what 
is termedia ‘great réader'gàid pot ig- 

I nore- politics, and was Informed on,, 
l anu ready to discUss,': tliô :current'

How I pity that poor Jesus, for I know 
he must be sore

And so weary with the burdens he Is 
. 7 boarliiir

Just his owi^Ug^^ burden's
'' ■ ■ would J^aught for film tot bear, 
But the sini-of other people he must 

handle 'over- there. \
He .was followed by a rabble with the 

cross'upon his back,
And was handled with a fierceness by 

a mob of demons black,
But he bore it all contented, for it 

was “the Father’s will,”
And the weaklings are imposing all 

their burdens on hlm stlll.
And because. thq'y say they-love him 

they will load.him down with care

that we can never pay in full; for ¡we Another ground for reversal Was 
’have allowed the principal to run at found in thè instructions given by the 
compound interest, and that at usuri- court below to the. Jury, which instruc- 
ous rates, ever since her life work be- tion was as follows:
gan. ' . “Evidence has been offered tending

The majority of the press of this to prove that the testatrix believed 
country of nearly all parties; the pub- that she had communication with the 
lie men, and both men and women in spirit of her deceased husband, Such 
all walks of life have abused and ridi- a belief does not of itself prove that 
culed her heroic deeds and self-sacrl- she was of unsound mind, but the fact 
fleing life while she toiled and gave that she had s.uch belief is an item of 
her tireless efforts of eloquent tongue evidence, which you can consider,” 
an’d pen to free moman from the legal etc.
thralldom in which her sex was held- The appellate court in .commenting 
when she came into .womanhood. But upon this instruction, draws a .very 
now the personal bitterness and most fine distinction which is worthy of no- 
óf the sentimental prejudice that faced tice. There seems to me to run

material sounds. Our spiritual ear 
and visions are as if opened, and we 
hear a great many sounds recorded 
In the ether, the higher vibrations of 
the spiritual realm. We can hear 
spiritual personalities talk, sing,laugh, 
play on musical spiritual Instruments, 
and we can hear grand orations and 

JèCtures long distances, and thus it Is 
'with every organ of our ethereal bod
ies. It’s all perfectly natural, a nat- 
.nràl law.

Now if we have all that you have 
and the ethereal added to our . sur
roundings, ought we not to be happy? 
We are blessed with the full sunlight 

. of absolute knowledge.”
“Many relatives and friends in spirit 

life that claim relationship to the Har- 
' vey reunion will meet with you. ’

"Though the Veil is thin to our spir- 
< / . Itual vision, to your physical eyes it 
;. ' Is impenetrable, but when nature has 

' done to you the same as to us, then 
: to-you it will be the same,

• . "Now, members of the physical life 
of the* Harvey reunion, whether these 
ideas are a reality to you or not, let 
us all live up to our highest concep
tions of right; that Is the best an? of 
us can do, and if mistakes have been 
made in earth life,, rectify, as soon ’as 
possible in the spirituel life. That is 

i thé best we can advise.

events of-the times.” :1 L? ' v1
It was shown by thé’testinyihÿ of 

the officer who tooK thé ’acknowledge
ment to the mortgage', .that hé believed 
him capable of knowing and' fully un
derstanding the mature of thé transac
tion and bo, by thè evidence of Mr. M-. 
who was his attorney in fact at the 
time.of the execution of thè deed, that 
he belleVed he fully understood the 
transaction; and -by thé évfîiejice ' of 
Mç. Wall, who took thè askiiowledge- 
ment to the power of attorney appoint
ing Norman Jones, fils '. attorney in 
fact. Mr. Wall said:“! explained to 
him what it was/and he said hq knew 
.what it .was—a power of . attorney fir
ing J. 8., and giving Normàn Jones 
charge of his affairs, or vtorüs to that 
effect.” k ’ *' *

Frank W. Beam testlfled.tb.business 
transactions and conversations with 

and maligned her in her lifetime have through the opinion of the upper epurt I time^aboutt three wefel«/ befor^his 
all passed- to the grave. Her active a subdued indignation on account of1 a nronou^aM^^^
foes are gone or. silent; but the wrongs the judgment of the court below. Says oth er ha nd a^number»^Witnesses
-she suffered are not righted; and this the upper court in Its comment: - “®0°“edr S’-a
nation ought to show enough noble “It was not proper for the court to . J^g^iy as those wJo^M?fled to 

11 his-sanity, are of the dplhlop iithat he 
was incapable, by reason of his mental 
condition, of transacting business .for 
himself, or of fully knowing and comr 
prehendlng the nature'nnd'¿effect of

frailties of mankind. ■. /1 . 
I’don’t think' the Father loves him as 
- a father should, just: now,; 
Or such awful impositions He would 

. ’ ' never still allow; g. , 
He would take him. to his bosom In a 

kind, parental way, 
And let earthly -sinning children bear 

- their own Blns for a day.'
It Is certainly unkind Of folks to load 

a brother down
Just , because he bears it ever with a 

smile Instead of frown.
But there’ll surely come p time some 

day when each must take his own, 
In the grand and golden future all 

must reap what they have sown.
And I think I see the Brother over

seeing Christian squads
-Who have dumped their sins on saviors 

and afe seeking for their Gods;
And I see that Jesus smiling as he 

takes each by the hand
And proceeds to give him justice in 

that holy spirit land.
DR. T. WILKINS. .

not sink immediately, her clothes 
keeping her afloat, they killed her 
with the oars.

In Mothale (Palatinate) a young 
lady was arrested for witchcraft in a 
stable While she .was in the house.

In 1807 a beggar waB"burnt alive 
•f(jr'witchcraft ,4n Mayenne (France).

In June 1825 a poor old woman-was 
thrown into the fire at Bpurnel 
(France), being accused of witchcraft.

In TarboB (France) a lady was 
burnt to death by advice of the priest 
who said she wa a witch.

In April, 1826, an old woman suf
fered the same death at Mora (Bel
gium) becauBe.lt was claimed that she’ 
caused the death of several persons by 
means of witchcraft.In the county 
of Essex (England) an old man was 
tortured to death for being a sorcerer. 
(See London Times of September 24, 
1863.)

In 187'4 a supposed witch was burnt 
Alive, at. Jekaterlnoda (Rus§ia)j / and 
another at Cfimargo' (MexIcoJv togeth
er*, with her -infant brother- in I860.

His Hearing of Rappings in His Room, 
and a Total Loss of Consciousness, 

— Indicates that Spirit Influences Have
Been at Work.
The Boston Journal of August 13, 

has the following; . «
Oscar Stronberg, who attempted to 

take his own life Friday night op the 
steamer City of Worcester, has only 
been a resident’of East Douglas,Mass., 
for about two months, coming here 
from the Buffalo plant of the Ameri
can Ax and Tool Company to work In 
the local plant of that corporation. 
While his name was given in some of 
the reports as J. Johnson, he is en
tered on the pay-rool at the office as 
Oscar Stronberg and has been known 
by that name while a resident at East 
Douglas.

He boarded with Charles Madison in 
the factory settlement, and the former 
stated that he was a man of quiet dis
position and minded his own affairs. 
He did pot make any friends, but the

souls to have carved into marble a assume that that was a fact which the 
statue of this departed hero and have evidence had only tended to establish; 
it placed in the temple of fame at the. but the jury might have supplied the 
national capitol. There should be set necessary condition, viz., if the evl- 
up a memorial statue to Susan B. An- deuce established the fact. But It is 
thony, as one,of the greatest emancl- fatal to this instruction that there 
pators of her sex that lived in the last was no such evidence. In this direc-

,“We are not able to say a tithe of 
what we would-wish to our earthly 
friends. We Would fill you to over- 

-' flowing, if you could and would ac- 
. cept with thanks for the beauties of 

Immortal life, the glory of Individual 
existence.

'“And now, not to be selfish, but 
I mutt say that my: desire is as soon 
as nature .shall take Its course to meet 
and-greet my cqmpanions and all rela
tives and friends, for I am sure .you 
will be pleased with the change from 
the suffering physical body to celestial 
life anil meeting and greeting our 
■Children grown»to beautiful individual 
personalities,' also meeting father, 
mother, brother and sisters and 

. friends, was a happy. Harvey reunion, 
and my heartfelt wish from both sides 
of life, is please accept tokens of love

/.- . to all. •
■ ■ Ever individually, 

i ‘ “EMILY HARVEY SMITH.” ! 
“ •’"August 4, 1906. < ■' -?■

.This was given through the me,di- 
tiriiBhip of Mrs.’ Ella Ridout toOrlahdo, 
from Einily; written automatically. /

. You are sailing on life’s ocean, 
; . -But your voyage will soon be o’er.;;

' 1 We’re waiting to give you a jielcome' 
Over on the other shore, - - -<

• It will be one grand reunion, 
Where we shall part so more; <

the execution’and delivery of the mort
gage and deed. - .

The usual medical expertflgured in 
this case for the plaintiffs, nut.he flg- 

“ I ured in vain. The court alter refer
ring to him in-a complimentary man
ner, very sensibly says:-“It will be ob
served that his answers tyere-, based 
upon the'testimony of the '¡witnesses 
and-hypothetical' questions/ and not 
upon any knowledge or experience

monument to an Imperishable name? law laid upon the trial judge no/such 
or shall we leave our uttered abuse hard duty as rehearsing the testimony 
and falsehoods stand unrecalled and which had occupied more, than a 
unrebuked? Who Will step out and month in Its introduction) but when
begin to call the roll of honor? he undertook to dp so,’ It was indte- 

AMOS STECKEL. ~ pensable that he should do it..with 
Bloomfield, Iowa. substantial accuracy. Who shall say h It6

___________— that in the domain of spiritual.belief,| K- ■ ?-ea — 
a misstatement of this character is not

» wle,• 9" *“•»' *“• W"““
Ridout and Haiison.clrcles. ' 
advS attuafTommunicatlon ’between the
tv Thffi Wr should5 ie . where vou llvln^ and the sPlrlts o£ the dead-” ■. 
have made advancements in the mys- ; Y^the^lnsi
teries of unknown forces. Work must .wuuwu u» wu»,win where patience s a partner. ’.Tte’ du9 hlm 011 the mortgage, Dut.that his

“Little will you reap In this world. of grandfather insisted omglving him the
of tears, but the„great hereafter Is' coroect whaMtheU^d td be deed’18
when the reward is given,—not trink- ° nt was attorney-in fact for the.deceased
ets made with mortal hands,'but jew-at the time of the execution of the
els that stay forever;. Let us Bee what ?int somrimore^ con- !eed’ Tefused to « when ho was

made inroads until 'after months of 1 
toil pur mission is rejoicing over our 
success. Little is khd*wn what can be 
accomplished when- the mind is pliable 
to better instincts.; Not in thc span of 
life you are living can perfection be . 
attained, but Improvement goes on • 
forever and forever. > ■ "

In speaking of the clearness^of mind 
and purpose with which thd deceased 
Spiritualist, Garrett,’ had acted in mak
ing the deed to his grandson, Kirkpat- 

.. . - .rick, the court says: ‘‘Iti was not
are among toe living, are not to be sh0^n that tho defendant: (kirkpat- 
confounded with those who believe in | rick)_^respondent—eveyattempte to 

exert undue Influence over the de
ceased, Garrett, or asked him to make

"Standing bn't^e rock dt ages, 
, "Where your boat is anchored fast, 
Storms and tempests .will; not reach 

; . you; -■'//’•..'■"•'‘AA ■■ ■.; •a-j?
You will enter port.at last. -■ ■<
“Coming soon .tp-the hhven of rest 

where neither’sailor nor craft has to 
be used, but-wherfiiall is rowed with 
oars of love, on thb; ofiean of,’ eternl- 
ty."^’:/.--';, ■■-■■/g:'^ >

Ministers who admit that"witchcraft 
is a superstition will; rehd the story of 
the Witch of.Endor—will read it iii a 
solemn,'reverential voice—¡with a .the^ 
ologlcal Yolcegand will have the 1m- 
p’udence.to say’s tliat-th’ey believe it^-r. 

■ Ifigersblgjgg; gg'/1 • ?
! Wealth is to be used only as the in- 

Btrument.’of action, not as the repre- 
• sfe&tatlVC'ptclvll honors and inoral-ex; 

cellence.—Porter. . r.■ ■ /- . .
■ 1 Where philosophy' Is ignorant it M 
morallyobUgedtoBaytobthersandto

same jurors would consider a person 
insane who believed that it was possi
ble for the living and the spirits of the 
dead to have inter-comniuhicatloh.'

There , is another statement in the

THE FLIGHT OF THOUGHT.

That which we call our secret, thought 
Speeds to the earth’s ,remotest spot, 
And leaves its blessings, or its woes, 
Like tracks behind it ds, it goes. I
It is God’s law. Remember it 
In your still chamber ae you sit 
With-fhoughts you would not dare 

have known, • ■
And yet make comrades when alone.
These thoughts have life, ,and they 

will fly,
And leave their Impress by and by, 
Like some marsh breeze, whose pois

oned breath
Breathes into home its fevered breath.
And after you have qiilte forgot, 
Or all outgrown some', vanished 
. ..: thought,
Back to' your mind to make its home, 
A dove, or raven, it will come.
Then let your secret thoughts be fair, 
They have a vital part and share 
In shaping worlds and molding fate, 
God’s system is so intricate. :

—BUgi Wheeler Wilcox.

____and Insisted.that tfiq deedAhould 
be made, and when asked for his rea
sons, said that.they ha^\been good to 
him—-evidently meaning the Kirkpat
rick family." .. - - /'. -;’'

I will venture the opinion, ydthbut 
finding anything in the opinion/direct
ly to the point, that this'fibhtent.to 'set 
aside theT mortgage am&dqed’.of the 
Spiritualist, Garrett, wdB.fhSpired by 

. relatives who had no symphthy with. "Thetestimony shows affirmatively __________
that the wlUTn1 question was tlie' nat- him or his beliefs, and .probably:never 
ural pròduèt of-the opinions, associa- associated with him and jnbHt likely, 
tions and affections . of the testatrix, considered him and everything that 
Ifwas the result of a purpose long en- belonged to him, except.hlS/money and 

, tertained by her and her husband.”- property. -unworthy .of'tlleirijpiouscon-
■ Nothing seems , mòre reasonable tact, while the KirkpatliclfS'//’treated 

tjian that people should dispose .of film kindly and perhaps shated his bet 
thélr property liy will in Conformity Tiéf , in Spiritualism. ';Théfè: Is a 
with their "opinons, ■associations and meaning and <. a - comparliomln the 

’affections.” And I might ' say right statement of Garrétt',“They^ave been, 
here that the great surprise is; * that good to me.” ' ..However; Qajfett acted

• fidth a sense óf gratitud§:'foy*the kind
ness Shown him bytthq^Ki^kpatrlckB, 
and gratitude is rule of * the’ most beau- 
tlfnl embellishments ol- a1 «ròble na
ture. ' " J f

here that the great surprise is, 
people who for’ many years have been ‘ 
tfie rich possessors of-the k'nowledge of 
spirit communion, who have been com
forted and guided by the loved ones 
who' have gone- before,-'Ahoulfl '/"tool 
content to die without leaving some
thing of this world’s goods for the 
support, of the movement whose aim 
ahd purposes to put that knowledge 
and-guidance and qpmfart;within the 

Teach otiOverx huinan; being.1 /There 
la ai'BpeciOs of .

The. most modern trial dor- witchcraft 
is perhaps'the' trial of Jeanne Yeber,- 
Which took place in Paris on/January 
3b, 1906. In. this case it seems that 
this Jeanne Veber was actually pos
sessed by some evil power, unknown 
to herself, which caused a number of 
children to die by her touch. -. - - -

There is no doubt that the great ma
jority of th3SB*Who were tried for 
witchcraft or sorcery were entirely in
nocent. Some of these may have been 
unconscious' “mediums" or hysterical 
and obsessed people,’but the import
ant part of the question is whether 
there exists at present really such a 
thing as "black magic," witchcraft 
and sorcery, whether consciously or 
unconsciously exercised, and this I am 
ready to affirm; for not only have sev
eral cases of undoubted “black magic” 
come to my knowledge In Italy, but 
such things as are mentioned in the 

Article of the’ Dally Telegraph, have 
happened in my own family.

My brother-in-law, Count A. v S., 
was captain in the Bavarian cavalry 
(cheveaux-legers), and lives at pres
ent at S., after having retired from 
service. Some years ago while on 
duty he noticed that one of his horses 
was sickly, and the groom reported 
that he found it every morning bathed 
in sweat and with its mane and tall 
plalnted in a most unaccountable way. 
The Count, being a total unbeliever 
in things unnatural, made up'his mind

superintendent says he was a fine 
.workman, his speciality being die 
.sinking;'and' was jovial of disposition 
'and"until recently had acted normally.

Within the past week or two he has 
told .of hearing rappings at his cham- ; ? 
¡bei1 ffoor ’at night, and upon investiga
tion found nobody there. It is thought 
by. people here that he might have ex- ■ 
perlenced some trouble that disar
ranged his mind temporarily. It can
not be found that he ever mentioned 
having a brother In Jersey City until 
last Friday, when he was playing pool 
In town, when he suddenly commenced 
talking about his brother and how he 
could reach him, as he had a premoni
tion that he was In danger.

to Investigate the matter, and so he 
spent the night in the stable watching 
the horse. .Everything seemed all 
right, but at about 2 a. m., a sudden 
tremor shook the horse, and in a mo
ment its mane and tall were plaited 
In a most intricate manner, and the 
animal became covered with sweat.

Concerning the bewitching of cat
tle and horses, the possibility of It is 
believed in, or (to express it more 
correctly) known to almost every 
peasant in Bavaria and Russia, espe
cially in' the mountainous districts, 
where the farmers will often refuse to 
permit a stranger to enter their stable 
unless he pronounces a blessing. If a 
cow is “bewitched” the milk soon

Slashes Throat and Jumps Overboard.
New York, Aug. 12.—Oscar Stron

berg, a young mechanic employed at 
the American Ax and Tool Works at 
East Douglas, Mass., made a desperate 
attempt to kill himself on board the 
Norwich line steamer City of Worces
ter yesterday morning. A small boy 
on the promenade deck saw him draw 
a pocket knife and slash repeatedly at 
his throat. Then, jumping upon the 
port railing the man plunged over
board and before the life boat could 
be lowered he was a mile astern. As 
his rescuers drew near he shouted to 
them to keep off, and holding his right 
hand out of the water he brandished 
the knife with which he had wounded 
himself. He was swimming hand over 
hand and seemed full of vitality, de
spite the fact that the water about him 
.was red with his blood.

An oar was thrust toward him but 
he pushed it aside and swlming toward 
the boat tried to slash the man in the 
bow. It was necessary to strike him

the blow and he dropped the knife. 
However, when he was hauled into the 
boat he fought desperately and one of 
the crew had to sit on him to keep 
him quiet until they got him aboard 
the steamer. Then he fought so furi
ously that in spite of his injuries he 
wras chained.

In the Jefferson Market Police 
Court he was committed to Bellevue 
for examination. ON SHORE HE 
SEEMED PERFECTLY CALM AND 
SEEMED TO HAVE NO- RECOLLEC
TION OF WHAT HAD TRANSPIRED.

I cannot believe In endless hell
And heaven side side. How could

I dwell:-. ’ .
Among theMved, for thinking of ..the

: - lost?. ;■ '-.......rr.?.i .A.---.■ : -
With such-a lot the best would suffer 

' most“
■Sitting at feast, all. ln/a Golden Home, 
That towered over dungeon-gates of

. Doom, .. ;
My heart would ache for all tho lost 

■ that go ' ' /’
To wail and weep in everlasting woe;
Through all the music I must hear 'the I 

' moan; ' ' ■'■ ?■■■’ . / ■ ■
Too sharp for all the harps of heaven 

to drown, —Gerald Massey.

.' ■A reference is/madeiin tfilB. case to 
expert testimony; whicKsetes to. me 
It would be well to lrisert;heto;in view 
of the-fact that fittempts are-being so 
frequently made in theM days to Bet 
aside .will^;. of iArefilw decedents 

. through/tlie Improper At^edleal/

after the milking turns dark blue and i He was said to be on his way to see 
emits a putrid odor, rendering it unfit I his brother in Jersey City.
for use. Such a ease happened at the ’ 
dairy of my sister at her residence at/ 
S., near Munich. The case has been! 
described in my book on “Paracelsus,” |.

an expert 1B not entitled to much 
weight, as against the testimony "of 
persons who,are. ..familiar with the 
party and the transactioii, and who 
testify as to the facts from which the 
competency of a grantor is to be de
termined.’. This instruction was 
copied from- the language of the opln-. 
ion in Kelly ys. Perrault, and in sup
port of this position, that opinion cites 
Rutherford vs. Mofris, 77 Ill., 397, 
and Burley vs. McGough, 115 Ill., 11;
3 N. E, 738." , ■

"These three cases are very in
structive fin the question Under con
sideration.Tho., language may be 
strong.1 but we do fiofc think ; it i vvae

. and I will repeat the particulars, 
< At. a farmhouse in the vicinity of 

the castle of S., where my sister lives, 
the milk one. day became "blue.” 
After having been deposited in the 
usual place it began to darken; be
came light blue, and that color after 
a while deepened into an almost jnky 
black,while the layer of cream on the 
top. exhibited zigzag lines. Soon the 
whole mass’began to putrify and to 
éinit a. horrible odor. . This occurred 
again and again every day, ; and’thé 
farmer was in despair. Everything 
was tried to find out the cause of the 
trouble ; the stable was thoroughly, 
cleaned and disinfected, the place, 
where the milk was kept was changed, 
New pails were brought,' a different 
kind of food given to the cows, sam
ples of the milk were sent to the uni
versity professors, to be examined by 
chemists, veterinary surgeons were 
called in and everything was done 
without any effect. .

: At last my sister, hearing of those 
. things, and being Incredulous, went 

to the farm for the purpose of investi
gating the matter. She took with her 
a clean, new bottle and filled It wlh the

"I sometimes think in my prayers 
and meditations that this parish is un
der a curse. No sooner is one thing 
completed than the elements destroy, 
at another place.”

• These startling words from the 
Rev. Father Weigand, pastor of St. 
Patrick's Church, in Pana, Ill., was the 
first public confirmation of the half- 
sUppressed rumor among Pana Catho
lics for ten years.

Hundreds believe the parish under 
a most withering curse. They say 
opposition to a former priest led him 
to quit his charge and leave a "priest’s 
curse." upon the parish.

They recall the hasty departure-of 
Father Hensy> hlS’great eagerness to 
be relased from his charge, and now, 
since the resignation of Father Quat-
man, quite recently,' they are more : 
firm in their belief that each of them , 
left—what? . ■ . , -: '

The beautiful steeple of St. Pat- , 
rick’s was recently . destroyed: in > a , 
storm. Breaks in the roof are numer- ; 
oub^,fires are often discovered In . the ■ 
church, and 'the bursting of boilers ’in 
the'heating plant is of frequent occur- I 
rence. ’ The trees in the church yard ■ 
have nearly all been destroyed by the 
elements, and even the church fence ■ 

. h^s been blown down and Is missing. ,’ g 

i ’/ Ideas go booming through,;the.,world; ’■ 
I1 -idiifleV; tlian,;cafinbS'. Thoughts are . .

V
TfifiMdlng of the ,lower .qourt sUB- 
ntos.the mortgage and deed.of Gar-

milk directly from the cow. This she 
took home with her and deposited it 
in her pantry. On the following day 
her cows became bewitched and their 
Alikbecame blue, while the trouble in; 
the houseot the neighbor ceased.

Now ggain everything posslbli^w 
tried to find out the.cause, hut with
out success,». -University professors 

...... ..... .....
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Letters From the Spirit World.
Written Through the Mediumship of 

. Mrs. Carlyle - Petersilea.,
Lcttcv From Carlyle 1 etcMlciv

Wliat ho! there—across the divide!
How do you do, Brother b rancis. .. ■

Why did you not. ask me to take .a 
hand in this warlare against ,the 
frauds? I do'not think, my deal 
brother, that it was because ; you 
thought I was a spirit and could . not 
know about it. No! I do not think so 
for a moment. In fact, I know bettei. 
I can' tell you that 1 knew something 
about the frauds beioie leaving my 
body, and I know a great deal more 
about them since leaving it. Now 
this I have to tell them, one and all, 
they had better stop light where they 
are now. or each will land in the pen 
itentlary where there will be plenty of 
time to mourn over their past follies.

■Now Brother Francis, I am going 
to tell you a little story, which if 1 had 
succeeded in inducing my wife to tell 
you a long time ago, it would have 
saved much trouble, but when I want 
her to write for me or for otjiei spit its 
who would also like to jvilte, Blip is so 
fearful that it may be hei eubcon 
Bcious self, or reflex action of tne 
mind, that we have hard work to get 
her to write at all. Well, we hope the 
great stream of Spiritualism will at 
length work itself clear, Many true 
mediums within the last ten years, 
have had to go to the wall on account 
of the frauds: but, never mind, you 
will all be cleaner and purer for the 
cieasing process—but to my story.

About a year ago my wife i ecelved 
a letter from a lady somewhere In the 
southwestern states, telling her. ft-, 
most jiltltul story. My poor wife
shed manv bitter tears over the lettei. 
It seems that this poor woman and 
Jior husband had by dint of hard 
ivork saved from their Beaut earnings 
about fifteen hundred dollars where^ 
with to purchase for themselves a lit
tle home. They were still young peo- 
yile, but it had cost them yeais of toll 
to save up this amount. A so-called 
medium who styles herself Mrs.---- - 
[name omitted by the editor for cer
tain reasons] visited the town where 
this couple resided, and started devel
oping circles, also giving so-called ma
terializing seances. This man and his 
wife became deeply interested, forget
ting that all is not gold that glitters, 
and after a while they were induce^ 
by this Mrs.------to give her their lit
tle all: she promising them that it 
they would do so. Bhe would cause 
them to become such wonderful medi
ums that they would never be obliged 
to do any more hard work, that they 
could earn, in a very short time more 
money without labor than they had 
been able to save in all those years.

The poor victims believed her, and 
were shortly left without a dollar, and 
not a trace of the wonderful medlum- 
Bhip promised.

The poor husband had to go to 
work with pickaxe and shovel In a 
mine- and the wife to do what drudg
ery she could find to do. Moreover 
this Mrs ------told the woman that it 
she ever revealed what she had done, 
she would send upon her the evil eye 
—whatever that may bo, but the poor 
woman believed in it. and thht w^B. 
enough.

True mediumship is a great blessing 
to the -World below as well as- the 
world above, and if heeded, and right
ly used, would really become the sa
vior of the lower world.

In one sense of the word, Brother 
Francis, you are the best and truest 
friend the frauds ever had; for, by 
exposing them before they get to the 
end of their chain, you really save 
thdm from the penitentiary, providing ; 
they heed the warning voice in season.

How well I remember when the 
book "Oceandies" was first published;, 
what a hue and cry was set up be
cause. in that book my own revered 
father came to me as a spiritual intel
ligence and wrote an expose Of a 
fraudulent seance that Oceanldes at
tended. and the grief, dismay, and 
bitter tears of sorrow she shed when 
she discovered that everything done at 
that seance was accomplished by 
trickery: for the tricks were so palpa
ble that they .were scarcely worthy the 
ingenuity of a child; and the book, 
"Oceanides.” was then ostracised by 
most Spiritualists, and but few who 
were not Spiritualists ever read it. 
Yes. 1 suffered much when in the mor
tal form, for truth s sweet-sake, but 
now my grief is turned to Joy. for I 
find nearly all that was given to the 
world through our mediumship—X Bay 
"our" for vve were and are one and 
ever shall be through all eternity—is 
strictly true. There may be some 
slight mistakes. In minor details of 
not much importance, but in the main 
every word that was ever written 
through us is true: and how careful 
■we, together with the spirits who were 
influencing the writing were to call 
the book a romance or a novel, if it 
varied in the slightest detail from the 
absolute truth.

Every principle laid down in any of 
the books written through us, Is strict
ly true: but in those that come under 
the head of novels, romances or sto
ries. the details in the thread of the 
stories or incidents did not always 
take place just at the particular time 
they are given as occurring in the sto
ries. vet all the incidents are true 
from first to last, but perhaps taking 
place at other times and places.

The books called The Discovered 
Country." “Mary Anne Carew." "Ed
ward and Mary." "A Celestial Wan
derer." “Solon and Mary"—these are 
all true In every detail just as they 
actually occurred. These, together 
with all the spirit letters, are the real 
actual experiences of those souls who 
wrote them.

Now. some may say: "Mr. Peter- 
eilea. as you are across the divide, you 
can tell us all about materialization.'-' 
Therein you are mistaken, my dear 
friends. I can tell you but little more ■ 
about it now than I could before I 
left the mortal part of my body. My 
own precious wife has been crying tor 
nearly three years, day and night, 
that I show myself to her. either as an 
apparition, or in a materialized form, 
and I have not yet been able to do so. 
Still, it seems to me that I have 
searched the very heavens to discover 
some way of doing bo. Her • cries 
have been pitiful indeed, and I never 
left a er.v of hers unfilled if it were 
possible for me to respond to It Al
though I have tried to make myself 
tangible to her in many ways, yet it 
has been more by the force of my 
will, acting directly upon the sensi
tive organs of her brain, than that I 
actually materialized. But, dear 
¡friends. I have visited many scientific 
spirits here, and bogged them to 
show me how to materialize, and not 
?ne, thus far, could do so. This re- ; 

era to flesh, blood and bones, not to 
Apparitions.or eiherenllzatlona. It re-.. . 
fluirea very delicate conditions Int 
Seed for spirits to etherealize or draw- 
«nough of the coarser matter to. them 
io cover their, spirit forma so that they 
^ib h» seen by the mortal eye of man.

I cannot discover, so far as 1 have thus 
progressed, that it is possible for a 
spirit to again take on a form of flesh, 
blood and bones. When J was with 

.you iu the mortal body I thought all 
things were nosslble to a'spirit: but I 
was mistaken. 1 was mistaken about 
many things. ' We here as spiritual 
beings are hedged in and about by 
natural laws just as you of earth are- 
laws that wo cannot break, or things 
that are impossible to be done, but
we are continually striving to ’pene
trate these laws and
them, understand

IVo hear a great cry coming up 
from many souls: "If spirits can write 
and talk through mediums, as they are 
supposed to do. why do thev not tell 
us more about their lives there?" 
Why. my dear friends, we have been 
telling you all along just as fast as
ypu were able to understand it.

If thirty, forty, or fifty years ago 
we had told you that there existed here 
houses, buildings, schools, temples of 
wisdom, halls of learning, or colleges, 
chemical and scientific laboratories, 
and other buildings that the mortal 
eye could not look upon without be
ing blinded: that there- were hills, 
dales, meadows, mountains, 
streams, rivulets and ponds, uu» 
there were grass, trees, shrubs and 

i flowers: that there were Immense 
i oceans, and so forth: that there were 
boats of all kinds, also balloons: that 
animals were also Immortal, you 
would have sent your poor mediums to 
Insane asylums. Ah! we have had to 
work very gradually indeed; and the 
very ones who now cry the loudest, 
would have been those to have incar
cerated the poor mediums; but the 
chains of old superstition ar§ loosen
ing very rapidly, and It will' not be 
long before you will get beautiful pic
tures and scenes from spirit life 
upon the photographic plate.

You have got^air so that you can 
condense it: the'next step is to cap
ture some of the ether and put it 
through a crucible: and. then, shortly 
thereafter, you will have the pic
tures. Now. when we write of all 
these things, you may think, and some 
have said, such things are too mate
rial. Not so; they are not material, 
as we have said a great many times, 
but wholly spiritual; yet, after all, 
they are more or less covered by a re
fined, subtile materiality or material 
substance. To us they are just as 
real as the coarser matter Is to you of 
earth. If those who are practicing 
fraud would put their time and atten
tion toward studying the real—(hat 
which really does exist—they would 
be of great benefit to themselves and 
the world in which they now reside.

The most of those who have made 
the ereat discoveries that have bene
fited the world past all telling, have, 
perhaps, confined themselves to one 
small apartment and lived in the most 
simple manner, eating very sparingly, 
in many cases but one meal a day. of 
the cheapest kind of food.

Let us give those who arq practicing 
fraud a little advice. Earn what you 
must have In some honorable calling,, 
whatever it inay be, then put the rest 
of your time and attention toward > 
finding out some'way that you can i 
benefit the world the most, and fol- i 
low that wav with all your might, i 
Do not give yourself time to be sick 
and die.

lakes.
that

Now, Mr. Petersilea said that same 
thing to his beloved wife one day after 
she had exhausted herself thinking of 
his death; and her own that in the 
nature of things must take place be- 

, fore long, and she asked him in aston
ishment what he could possibly mean 
by not taking time to die?

Well, first, then, there is no death. 
Then why allow the mind to rest on an 
obsolete superstition? Time and 
brain power are wasted thinking about 
.that which does not exist. Don’t throw 
away power and time so foolishly. 
Put your time and thoughts to better 
use. Be so busy in trying to do good 
to the world, that when you arrive at 
the door of the change, simply pass 
through; and. then, after meeting 
and greeting those in that other de
partment of immortal life, go right on 
with your work: but. mind that it 
shall be a work worthy of an Immortal 
being. Some may ask. what kind of 
work Is worthy of an Immortal be
ing? Almost anything that can ben
efit humanity. The mother at home, 
preparing her little ones for their im
mortal journey, contenting and com
forting the heart of her husband, 
making that home pleasant, beautiful, 
and a real homelike home—such work 
is worthy an immortal being.

And the husband and father, what 
ef him? Ijet him follow any calling 
or profession to which he is best 
adapted. But for an ordinary man 
nothing can be more pleasant than a 
little home in the country.

Let me tell some of you young men 
what to do, and how to do it, if you 
would like to be happy. If you find 
yourself without any means whatever, 
as many young men do, go straight 
into the country somewhere, hire an 
acre of ground, work for someone 
enough to pay for your board and 
lodging, manage to get your polwing 
done by paying someone in work. then, 
go for your land; plant something 
that you know will pay you well: 
work steadily thus for a year, then try 
to make a good bargain to buy the 
land: pay for it as fast as you can: 
work your land to the very best ad
vantage, put up a little home of two 
rooms, if you cannot do. more, some 
chicken coops and a little stable: then, 
go.directly and propose to the girl you 
love: get married right away: then 
pull together evenly and lovingly: 
save every cent you can until you are 
out of debt, then go right on. until 
you ar§ comfortably well off. Be hon
est, Industrious, loving and kind: es
chew all bad habits; be kind and 
helpful to every living thing, espe
cially to children, birds and animals: 
eat no meat: make your home as love- I 
ly and beautiful as you pohslbly can; i 
cause no pain or unhappiness to the 
meanest, or smallest of living crea- i 
tures. If some poor child is left des- i 
olate and orphaned, take It in. care 
for it and love it. just as you do your 
own. Or, if you are acquainted with i 
some poor widow, old and worn with I 
sorrow, hardship, and poverty ■ to i 
struggle with, take her in and treat I 
her as you would a>sister. In the i 
meantime, add rooms to your home as 
they are needed. If you know of 
some poor old man. without a home, 
who- perhaps, can be. a little help to ; 
you: take hm in and treat him like a ; 
father-■ If vou know some, poor, 
young man. who doesn't know- just । 
how to get,along, nhow him how. to.do,: 
jiist-as you did .when you .were In.the i 
same ^condition, Lease him ..an aero ।
of land: let him work for his 
and- lodging: show him how 
and help’ him.

Wo hear many of you say:

B F. Underwood Proposes to Sjtowjm the Following Article the Reciprocal In
fluence They Have Upon Ei(6h Cither-—How Theologians of the Past and the 
Present Differ—The Diffefenc^Between Darkness and Light—Ignorance 
and Wisdom—Religion HasJJq^'Forced to Advance. .

..... .............................. "jir,.- ’ 'i:-i
“WB GO RACK TO ANCIENT GREECE, Nt^’ , QftLY 

FOR THE BEGINNINGS.OF OUR INTELLECTUAL CUL
TURE. BUT FOR OUR IDEAS OF PERSONAL LIBERTY. 
NO II Oli I niRUWAMORl IWdOM.ll I Oil 
FOR FREEDOM THAN THE GREEKS. THEY HAli', IM
PERFECT AS IT WAS. A DEMOCRATIC FORM OF GOV
ERNMENT. AND IN SPITE OF FACTION AND TURHU- 
LENCE, THEY WERE STEADFAST IN THEIR LOVE OF 
LIBERTY AND LOVE OF COUNTRY. THEY WERE RE- 
MARKABLE FOR THEIR BOLDNESS AND INDEPEND
ENCE IN EXPRESSING THEIR OPINION, FOR ¡THEIR 
GENEROUS AND HUMANE SPIRIT.' FOR THEIR 
COURTESY AND QUIET DIGNITY. FOR THEIR AVER-

. The old methods of theologians was to maintain that 
I their religion was a finality in thought and the source of 
everything good in human-action, and to see nothing-good 
in other religions; Now there is a soul of truth in all re
ligions. Now all thinkers recognize the fact that there is 
a soul of truth in all religions and make less exclusive 
claims for any one of them.

In the light afforded by evolution and the study ot com
parative religions, all religious systems and cults are seen 
to have served a purpose in human development. When 
they have become so. Institutionalized and fixed in dogmas 
as to become obstructive to progress, they have simply 
been expressions of that mental rigidity which results frpm 
thinkijng in ruts, thinking in herds, generation after gener
ation, whether on religious or other subjects. Obstruc
tion and even destruction have been a part of the evolu
tionary order. Revolutions have often been necessary to | 
make this later sequent order of progress, quiet and 
peaceful.

A common mistake, until recent years, among religious 
leaders has beep to assume, each that his own religion 
has been the leading cause of all the great and good things 
man has .accomplished. The same assumption was put 
forth in ancient Egypt. India. Greece. Rome and other na
tions of antiquity, end by Mohammedan teachers in Spain 
in the ninth and tenth centuries, when that country, un
der the Saracens, was the most enlightened portion pf 
Europe. Such claims are now seen to be absurd.

These reflections have been suggested by remarks which 
the writer has heard from pulpits implying that it Ib 
Christianity that has civilized mankind- and that only as 
the doctrines of this system are accepted can tjjflre bo, re
spect for morality, law and social order, or security ofilife
and property. y

Without undervaluing the Christian system, ijt its good 
effects upon the world, we think that many of the assump
tions put forth on this subject are arguments not to men s
Intelligence but to their Ignorance. ui

Civilization is the product of so many and of such va
ried causes, of so many activities and movements-., some of 
them apparently conflicting and opposed to progress, AJiat 
in studying the subject the mind is liable to berloBt Ind. he 
labyrinth of forces which have been factors in civilization. 
The careful thinker, who considers the Influence qf civiliza
tion ujipn- religion as .well as-that of religion m^anrcltlli- 

i-zation. and whor sees what -a multitude”ofi forces, have 
been in operation for centuries to produce present condi
tions. knows that it is impossible by ideal separation, of 
one strand from the others which connect existing condi
tions with the past, to estimate exactly to what extent the 
total result is due to that particular strand.

i The forces of civilization, can be-studied only in their 
co-operation, since none acts detached or Independently of 
all the others.

It is not uncommon to hear from the pulpit statements 
to the effect that ”our religion- has been the cause of civ
ilization and that without it men would relapse into bar
barism. Such claims repel well-informed thinkers, who. 
while recognizing Christianity as a great power in the 
world, know that intellectual culture and moral goodness 
and a high degree-of civilization, have been reached under 
other systems of religion.

The Christian system, of course, was not a factor in the 
wonderful impulse which was given to progress by "that 
inimitable Greece. - as Renan says, "that existed btft once 
for the simultaneous delight and despair of all who love 
the beautiful." Five centuries before the Christian’era 
Greece laid the foundation of intellectual culture of all the 
Bucceedings ages and carried some of the higher arts to a I 
degree of perfection never surpassed. During the centu-i 
■rles which have followed literature in its most flourishing I 
periods has rekindled her torch at the altars of Greece and I 
art has gone back to the age of Pericles for her purest and | 
noblest models. Homer s Iliad, the great epic poem, the I 
heroic odes of Pindar, the orations of Demosthenes, the 
old Greek plays, are still read and admired by scholars. 
The works of- Plato are still studied by the most philo
sophic minds. The histories of Herodotus. Xenophon and 
Thucydides are still prized for their-merit as compositions, 
as well as for the light they throw upon the past; The 
statues of Greece still stand forth after the lapse of ages 
in unrivalled beauty and modern architects have scarcely 
Improved on the proportions of Athenian architecture— ■

We go back- to ancient Greece, not only for tjie begin
nings of our intellectual culture, but for our Ideas of^er- 
sonal liberty. No jeopje ever hqjd a more passionate loVe 
for freedom than the Greeks. They had. imperfect as It 
was. a democratic form of government, and in splie of fac
tion and turbulence, they were steadfast in their love of 
liberty and love . of. country. They were remarkable-for 
their boldness and Independence in expressing their-opin
ions. for their generous and humane spirit, for thgir.court
esy and quiet dignity, for their aversion to ostentation and 
display, for their temperance and frugality, and Of or tfieir 
quickness of apprehension, fine perception amP^ntuillfve’ 
power combined with a natural sense of what wSs becom
ing and appropriate. The^ had men in whom "greatiiBss 
of mind seems but second , to greatness of virtue" - ■ The 
disinterestedness of Tlmoleoiff* the stern justice ¡pf Asls- 
tides. the self-sacrificing spirit of Leonidas and h,|s Immor
tal Three Hundred, the fortitude and moral co|[rage^pf 
Socrates, will ever challenge the admiration ot mankind

If a people like the Greeks, with a language rqparkable 
for its finish and .flexibility, with a literature of wgndejjul 
wealth of thought and beauty of expression, wlth^orkp of. 
aft unsurpassed, with great systems of philoso^y. vf^h 
great models of moral excellence, with a history rqplete 
with accounts of moral heroim and achievement^ p^f aUjiji- 
tellectua! character, which have left’ upon the pq$e of his-

there will be so beautiful, so grand, 
so perfect, that we shall be in a state 
of bliss. There .we shall know.no
more sorrow. We shall meet all our

SION TO OSTENTATION AN» DISPLAY- FOR THEIR
TEMPERANCE AND FRUGALITY. AND FOR THEIR 
QUICKMSS OF AURLHIN&ION FINE 1LRCEPTION 
AND INTUITIVE POWER COMBINED WITH A NATU
RAL SENSE OF WHAT WAS BECOMING AND APPRO
PRIATE. THEY HAD MEN IN WHOM ‘GREATNESS OF 
MIND SEEMS BUT SECOND TO GREATNESS OF VIR
TUE.’ TliE DISINTERESTEDNESS OF TIMOLEON. 
THE STERN JUSTICE OF..ARISTIDES, THE SELF-SAC
RIFICING SPIRIT OF LEONIDAS AND HIS IMMORTAL 
THREE HUNDRED, THE FORTITUDE AND MORAL 
COURAGE OF SOCRATES? WILL EVER CHALLENGE 
THE ADMIRATION OF MANKIND."

. toiy a glory that twenty-three centuries have not been able 
to dim, could flourish in pre-Christian ages, it Is absurd to

■ asset t that any religious system which has since that pe- 
■ rlod appeared in the world. Is the -cause of civilization." 
. or that without that parilcqlar system, enlightened na

tions where it prevails, would relapse into barbarism.
Ancient Greece had her full share of evils, and In many 

• respects great progress has been made since the age of 
Pericles. But no nation in this century could be regarded 
as civilized, if the absence pf great evils and wrongs were 
made an indispensable condition of civilization, and it 
would be strange, if in more than 2,000 years, no nations 
had, arisen, able with the rich heritage which Greece and 
Rome left to the world, to add to the achievements of 
those nations and to advance beyond them-

A discriminating showing of the different ways in which 
Christianity has benefited mankind where Its spirit has 
been Infused into the life of the people is legitimate and, 
with large knowledge of existing and of past conditions 
of the world, of Its various' great religious systems, their 
similarities and diversities, and of the scientific discoveries 
and inventions and the multitude of secular agencies and 
influences which have contributed to present conditions, 
the subject can be made one of profound Interest and to 
the credit of the Carpenter s Son and to the tent maker of 
Tarsus.

What is deprecated is the extravagant claims made in 
regard to the influence of a particular religion, claims 
which are contradicted by history and contrary to the 
principles of evolution. . z

The practice, too, ot raking together all the crimes and 
vices of pagan nations and contrasting them with the 
virtues of Christian lands, In order to show the world s in
debtedness to a particular system is no lees open to crltl- 
clBm. It is as unfair as would be an effort to show the su
periority of Pagan Rome over modern nations by drawing 
dark pictures of the latter without one bright spot and 
dwelling, in contrast, on the noble lives, sublime sayings 
and splendid achievements which have shed an undying 
lustre on the old pagan republic hnd empire.
.; Those who attempt to discuss the influence of their re
ligion upon civilization should, where there are different i 
conceptions and interpretations of this religion, define i 
their religion. If they mean Christianity for an Illustra- I 
dlpn, as it is established and prevails In Russia, there are' 
many Christians who see in its prevalence an obstacle to 
progress rather than a factor of civilization. If they de
fine it to include taking no thought of the morrow and no 
interest In the accumulation of wealth, in not resisting 
evil with force and submitting to wrong rather than resort 
to violence then many will say that progress has been the 
most marked as these doctrines or injunctions have been 
the most disregarded.

If some of the doctrines held by the various sects are 
emphasized as Christianity, there are Christians who will 
deny that they constitute any part of true Christianity or 
have any enlightening effect on the mind or ennobling ef
fect on the heart. If those precepts of the New Testament 
which are accepted la common by Christians and non
Christians as questionable, are defined as Christianity, 
many, will say, Yes, but these are not exclusively Christian, 
having been taught, in pre-Christian ages, and that the 
mere teaching of them, without some Innovating, awaken
ing forces, and without some discoveries and inventions ln- 
créaslng man's power to utilize the forces of nature, can 
result in little progress, as was illustrated in Egypt and 
India. --

The truthWs'Christianity, like an organism, has every
where been modified by Its environment and It exhibits a 
great variety of form and quality. In a soil and climate 
not suited to its development the best fruit deteriorates; 
so a religion. Introduced among barbarians, is soon 
changed by them in accommodation to their mental and 
moral conditions. Christianity in many places, as in 

'Abyssinia, where it was Introduced many centuries ago, 
has become so modified as to have but little in common 
with its forms in enlightened communities.

In Japan, where the people, In morals as well as in in
telligence- rank high, where large numbers for a quarter 
of a century and more Have been interested in the thought 
of the best writers of the Western world, writers like Mill, 
Darwin and Spencer, if accepted, would be much as it is 
here. Its Oriental features might be given more empha
sis. Moozamdar of India once wrote a work. The Ori
ental Christ" .to provò (that only an" Oriental people can 
fully appreciate the teachings of Christ. • .

How different the Christianity of the Christian Scien
tists- who the other day dedicated in Boston a J2.000.000 
church and the Christianity of the Salvation Army. How 
different the Christianity of the Protestants, generally,-to
day from that taught when the writer was a boy., half a 
century ago- In his volume, on "The Development of the 
North Since the Civil „War," (the eighteenth volume of 
“The History of North,America"). Prof Joseph Morgan 
Rogers says; . ,. ,

“It was not until after, the civil war that the doctrines 
of evolution and the higher criticism of the bible were of 
much import to this country. . In succeeding years a great 
deal of Interest was aroused in both these questions, and 
the adherence -was rapid until, in Protestant churches, at 
least it became general, though hardly radical among 
the educated classes.., -

Public sentiment has been-undergoing great changes and 
religious thought has, in spite of written creeds, had to 
adjust Itself to these changes. This has made religious 
progress possible and, has resulted In the liberal spirit 
which exists in the churches toward one another In con
trast to the sectarian intolerance of earlier times.

1 •' B. F. UNDERWOOD.

and play with these little spirit chil
dren for hours at a time-

Aud there are many other things 
that jou of earth are not as yet aware 
of, A fine music teacher, who is in
structing pupils In the art of music, 
is often instructing pupils that he 
wots not ot—pupils who are unseen by 
him and do not pay him • money for 
their instruction. Thousands of chil
dren and youths are thus taught. We 
do not say all, but very many: and 
thus it is with every other branch ot 
knowledge, yet there are thousands of 
schools within the spiritual realms as 
well. But all children return more or 
less to learn through the earthly ex
perience of others that which they 
must know. True wisdom is slow of 
growth and must be looked upon 
from every point of view. 'No human 
being stands alone, although they of
ten think they do - '

A great painter, poet, musician or 
artisan, nearly always feels the power 
of Inspiration—that Ib he feels with
out fully understanding it that he7 is 
filled by a power not his own. some
thing higher than he himself is ca
pable ot. . And this is true. Great 
spirit masters are attracted to him or 
her as the case may be: but these mas
ters are at the same time, teaching a 
hand of Invisible beings: that is. invis
ible to the one of earth, but not to the 
spirit master, and the poet or musi
cian is actually surrounded by a band 
of spirits, all receiving at the same 
time the inspiration, or in other words 
the instruction that the earthly one is: 
and often times this becomes a school 
for spiritual beings as well as for the 

■earthly one. I, myself. "Mr. Peter- 
silea, have found many here that re
ceived their instruction in music with
in my earthly school, pupils that I 
knew nothing about until on arriving 
here they came to thank me with 
sweet smiles and glad hand-shakes, 
saying that they would now repay me 
for the knowledge they had absorbed 
or stolen from me. the theft being per
fectly legitimate.

One cannot know how happy some 
of these very advanced ones have 
made me. And Abby Judson has like
wise found here hundreds of young 
ladies, who passed to the spirit world 
as little children, that were thus in
structed at her seminary for young 
ladles.

Mothers, try to realize that your 
dear little children you think died, are 
not 1 eally dead, only changed: and 1 
that when you Bit at table with your 
remaining children, the supposed lost 
ones are often there partaking with 
you and your other little ones, it not 
the material part of the food, the 
spiritual aroma or essence of the 
same.

Now, this brings me to where I 
want to say a few words personally 1

My own wife for love of me. and 
from former habit, always sets the 
table for me and places a chair as of । 
old. She, perhaps, did not. at first. 1 
know that it would be pleasing to me. 1 
but It has been an immense comfort 
for grief is not entirely of earth it 
reaches upward into the heavens. My 
own grief hasriieon very great, for. of 
course, there is a separation in one 
sense of the word, and it pleases and 
comforts me immensely to find my 
plate and chair as of old. and I often 
sit in that chair looking, intently at 
her, reading her mind and talking 
with her as much as I can. She al
ways wafts me a heavenly kiss upon 
the napkin; and I want you all to 
know that those kisses reach me. and I 
feel them as sweetly as though I were 
In the mortal body, and even-more so 
for they are the refined essence of 
love.

Some writers grieve the hearts of 
mothers beyond telling, by writing 
that only those with high spiritual at
tributes are Immortal.

A greater error was never given to 
the world. All things whatever that 
have life within them are immortal. 
Mothers might well grieve over such, 
errors, knowing that their little ones 
did not live on earth long enough to 
know anything about earthly or natu
ral things, to say nothing of the spir
itual. Be comforted, mothers. All 
life whatever is Immortal, even to the 
tiniest blade of grass: and. If the ethe
real germ was recognized. Instead ot 
evolution straight, no one could ever 
doubt it, for the germs that form all 
things first reside within the ether: 
they simply develop and clothe them
selves with matter, for awhile, for 
growth and perfection.

Yours from the spirit side of life 
and for all that Is good and true

CARLYLE PETERSILEA.

WHAT ÏS RELIGION?

"The old grounds of belief are rapidly 
crumbling away."—Gerald Massey. 

Not masses, nor crosses, nor Catholic 
creeds.

Not mumbling of aves. nor counting of 
beads,

Not church-going, psalm-singir^. pay
ing of priests,

Attendance on sermons, prayer-meet
ings. or feasts;

Not wearing a broad brim, and plain 
"thou" or "thee."

Or straight-collared coat, from the 
world s fashion free.

It is not to kneel with a long, pious 
face,

Or sing solemn anthems 
place.

In sect to be cradled, or 
nursed.

Believing that every 
cursed:

in some holy

on a creed

outsider is

That God has ordained us in heaven to 
dwell.

-But left countless millions to drop Into 
hell.

Religion -is Love, in the heart and the 
life.

The 'soother of sorrow, destroyer of 
strife:

The soul's best physician, relieves ev
ery pain.

And in her dark caverns lights hope 
once again.

It curses no one who has.doubts of its 
creed:

It hunts up no martyrs to burn or to 
bleed:

It tells of no devil with tortures and 
chains.

No hell of unending and horrible 
pains.

It seeks not to bless .men by force or 
by fear,

But draws them with love to a God 
. very near.

It tells of the . right,. and it. whispers 
Obey: - ■

To happiness virtue alone is the-way.
This world it. makes happy, and then 

beyond this, - .

board 
to do

Oh

loved ones, be again united to them, 
and all will be perfectly harmonious 
and heavenly.-

How do you know that you will? 
If you are not flttted to be happy on 
earth, you surely will not be fitted to 
bo happy in heaven. . If you are not 
capable of filling a loweriiositldft. yoh' 
cannot flll a higher one. Do not 
hilrry to get to a higher life before yqu 
are able to lead that life.

Thousands of spirits here would do 
almost anything to get back into the 
mortal body once more because they

(truly spiritual life. Natural law has 
i placed the first rung of the (ladder of 
I progression, dif the material life, that 
one may the more .easily mount into 
the spiritual and heavenly. It is im
possible to leap from the lower to the 
higher heavens at one bound-. The 
leap would :be too prodigious, borne 

/may say at .this point, "but children 
who die .young njake-the leap."

No! thèÿ not.- A little child who 
passes’from'uarth into the heavenly 
sphères, is precisely the same' little 
child that it was previous to its unnat- 
ural departuré'. ïôr It is against na
ture that little children should die or 
leave their material bodies, but when 
they do they are taken by either their

the higher angels, and placed within 
schools or with some kindhearted 
spirit who will properly instruct 
them: and they must be instructed in 
all that they should have known had 
they continued within their material 
bodies. Many of these little ones are 
taken back to their parents-on earth, 
and put en rapport with their broth
ers and sisters, and practically reside 
with them for many years, that they 
may thus gain the experience and 
knowledge that- they would have done 

. had-they remained within their mortal 
bodies. We do not say that they re
main there all the time, but much of 
the time

Hew oßea earthly children will see

It points to another all 
bliss.-

Bright heaven of -beauty, 
thy skies! ;■ - ■ 

Thou home of the good, 
school of the wise.

sunny, with

how fair are

and thou

—William. Denton.

Success and How tío Win It' A
lecture and course of twenty-four suc
cess lessons by Dr.B. F. Austin. B. A.. 
D. D. The titles of some of . the lee- 
tines are as follows:.,Self Kelps; -Fi
nancial Success: Ideals; Economy; 
Planning. Attraction: .Courtesy: Kind
ness and Tact: Angel Help. Price 25.
cents. .

(Prayer; Its Uselessness ana Unsclen
tion. By Henry IL TaW

It will write in full sight-— 
yes, in full sight and it will 
write more, write better, 
write easier and keep on 
doing so longer than any 
other typewriter.

THE MONARCH TYPEWRITER CO., 
200 and 202Wabash Ave.. Chicago. HL

THE NEW LIFE,
By Leroy Barrier. An eminently suggestive, 
work, of excellent tendencies, treating of th« 
mind's relations to the physical organism, and 
the power of thought U the upbuilding of 
health and character. Cloth, tl.

THE TEACHINGS OF JESUS 
Not Adapted to Modem CWUiibtun. w'th tho Tri I 
Character of Mary Magdalene. By QeMV. Browu, 
M. D. Price. cents. For sale at this office.

The tai Decaleuue
By W. J. COLV1LLE. A series of twelve leo- 
tures. lutended as simple, practica! expusltloni 
ot tire Ten Commandments ín üie splrltuul aa- 
pect. Piico, 50 cents.

WORLD MAKING SS& 
and Death of Worlds, by Samuel Phelps Leland 
Ph* D.* LL. D.. Emeritus Professor of Astrono* 
my end lecturer on science ju diaries City Col* 
lege. A Work of Intense interest, by a scien
tist and profound thinker. Cloth, price. 75 eta.

"THE DREAM CHILD.”
A Fascinating Romance of Two Worlds. By 
Florence Huntley. Price, cloth. 75 cents. Books 
like “The Dream Child- spur humanity on to 
make more and more demands of this nature, 
and will open up new heights and depths ot 
spiritual knowledge.—EUa. Wheeler Wilcox. 
Will. I believe, tako its place beside Bulwer’® 
“Zanonl” and the -Seraphita” of Balzac.—Dally 
Capital. Topeka. Kansas. Although simple and 
unvarnished with any inflammable descrip. 
Hone* enthralls the mind to the exclusion bt 
other thoughts, until reluctantly tho reader 
closes the last page.—Minneapolis Sunday 
Times.

THE New and

BIBLE.
Revised

Edition.

Authenticity. Credibility, 
Morality.

JOHN E. REMSBURG'S GREAT WORK
Ingersolls desire that somebody 

should at last tell the whole truth about 
tbe Bible has been brilliantly fulfilled. 
No Freethinker worthy of the name can 
afford to pass over Remsburg s book in 
silence. Like Thomas Paine s "Age of 
Reason, - may it. let us hope, find ad
mirers and translators in other lan
guages. And again, like Paine s bpok, 
may this brilliant work bring to its au
thor the praise ot posterity.—Der Frei* 
denker (Milwaukee).

This great work on the Bible by Mr. 
Remsburg is most valuable—it Is an en. 
cyclopedia of Information in regard to 
the Bible, and surpasses in importance 
all otner works of tne kind now pub
lished. It Is up-to-date in every partis* 
ular. Price. 81-25.

STANDARD BOOKS,
Cloth Binding, 50c. Each.

The following books by well known 
and popular writers, we have selected 
with the thought that they will be of In* 
terest to our readers. They are printed 
on fine paper: perfectly clear, readable 
type; cloth binding. Good home library 
edition:

Heroes and Hero Worship, and the 
Heroic in History. The Hero as Divin
ity. The Hero as Prophet. The Hero 
as Poet. The Hero as Priest. The 
Hero as King. By Thomas Carlyle. 35S 
pages.

Past and Present By Thomas Car
lyle.

Data of Ethics. By Herbert Spencer.
Fairyland of Science. By Arabella B. 

Buckley. This book Is written in such 
a pleasing manner that young as well 
as old can understand it. Illustrated, 
gilt top.

Origin ot Species. By Charles Dar
win.

Descent of Man. By Charles Darwin. 
These two books by Mr. Darwin, should 
be in every home.

Karma. A Novel. By A. P. Sinnett
A Romance of Two Worlds.

rie Corelli, 
story.

Zanonl.

A most wonderful

By Bulwer Lytton.

By Ma- 
occult

A ro-
mance by that most wonderful and mys
tic writer, afcer a long residence in the 
East and an exhaustive study of occult 
lore.

Any one of the above valuable book* 
ean be obtained for 50 cents. ■ miracle 
of cheapness.

BOOKS BY-

LILIAN WHITING.
THE LIKE RADIANT— Cloth,$1.00 
net. Decorated cloth SI .25. In thin, her now book. 
Miss Whiting aims to portray a uraotleal Ideal for 
daily living that shall embody the sweetness and 
exaltation and faith that lend enchantment to life. 
It Is. In a measure, a logical itequenee of "Taq 
World Beautiful." Loading into etlll diviner har« 
monies. "The Life Radlanf’la characterised by 
the same essential aualhle.3 that have marked 
“The World Bsantinn.”
CONTENTS—The Golden Are Lies Onward; Dls< 

earning, the Future: The Ethereal Realm; The 
Power of tho Exalted Moment: The Neotar ol 
the Hour.

THE SPIRITUAL SIGNIFICANCE । 
or Death as an Event in Life, cloth. ?1,00 A booh 
from bor pen means now flashes of Insight, a rov* 
clatlou of Spiritual truth almost Emersonian 1q 
kind.—Ohiearo Chronicle.
THE -WORLD BEAUTIFUL: First, 
Soeond and Third Series. Three volumes. I1.0Q 
per volume. /
CONTENTS OF VOL. L—Tho Duty of Happinossi 

■ Nectar and Ambrosia; Believe in tho wings; The
Vision and the Splendor: Tho Enlargement ot 
Relations: Friends Discovered, not model A 
Psychological Problem: Tho Supremo Luxury 
of Life: Exclusive and Inclusive: Through' 
Scorning Nothing: The Woman of tho World: : 
Ths potency of Charm: Fino Souls and Fine So1“ 
olety: The Laws of Our Country: In Nownesa 
of Lifo: Tho Heavenly visitors.

AFTER HER DEATH.—A Story of 
a Summer. Price. >1.00. The ideas In tho boolt 
will offurd comfort to many, and should bring 
positive aid in sorrow to such as will receive Ito 
message*—Hartford PpsL
FROM DREAMLAND SEIÿTi- 
Vorao» of thn Lifo to Ooms. Now. edition, with, 
additional noaraa. 11.00. Doooratod oloth. »l.M* 
Lilian Wbiunt’a vorao tt ilka (h bit of sunlit land, 
soap® on a May mcroW-Boston Harald.
KATE HÊLDj A Beoorâ, with

know.no
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YOU “SHODDY?”
An Arraignment of Willard 

& J. Hull for Pronouncing 
the Great Mass of Spir
itualists “Shoddy.”

fact. FOUR SMALL PACKAGES, 
compactly bound with common twine, 
containing Kohinoors, moonstones, 
and the essence of spiritual truth and I ■ 
unerring wisdom.

Doubtless those unassuming pack
ages have tumbled about at camp and 
convention, among the fantastic bales 
of shoddy without being recognised as 
the FOUR. The best things in the
world ! -

"Big value”—gema of pure spirit

0

Most Extraordinary Spirit Maiillostatlons Wilder Real Test Conditions
• The value of physical manifestations to the reader de- me at this time has^no further connection with this narra- 
pends largely upon the conditions surrounding their occur- tive/but as Ito the exclamation, "I have kept my promise!"

IT “TICKLED” GOD.

An Expression That Should be Rele- 
■ gated to the Shades of Eternal >

i . Disuse. I

PUBLICATIONS
OB’

Willard J. Hull says: , -
“ThoUght of Truth is engaged 

upon the only purpose spirit return 
has in this world’s affairs. That pur

: pose is to free the spirit man here and
now and make earth a fit dwelling 
place for him. .

“In this work the Light of Truth ap
peals, for the present to’ Spiritualists, 
because they are supposed to be the 
people that know about these things.

“The Light of Truth is testing the 
Spiritualists of North America spe- 
ciflcaily, and the Spiritualist!, of the 
world generally,

“Tills test wilUgo on until the fiber 
of the goods is thoroughly known and 
understood.

“For the MOST PART THE STUFF 
SO FAR TESTED IS EXCEEDINGLY 
SHODDY. Some of the PACKAGES 
TIED WITH FANCY STRING AND 
RABY RIBBON offered for inspection 
WILL NOT BEAR IT AT ALL. .

“A FEW SMALL PACKAGES tied 
with the ordinary binding cord con
tain big value."

ual truth! The sparkling, scintillât- rence. . The. following narrative of the writer’s experience ThèiHon. -Walter Murray was judge of the district court 
ing, flashing fires of genuine medium- jn trumpet speaking will be clearly stated. | for the counties of Saq Luis Obispo, Santa Barbara and
binding twlne—riupendous^^tmU In tbe latter Part ot 1875 a friend of long years’ stand-, Veutqra atjthe time the writer settled in Ban Luis Obispo 
There are only FOUR such packages toff returned to San Luis Obispo, Cal., from a visit to Santa in January, 1875, and up to the time ot his death in Sep- 
in captivity. Maria (now Central City), Santa Barbara county, CaL, ' temh^’qf pat year. We had become very warm friends,

,Jbe.do"al ®cdlums rage, and wbCre he had made toe acquaintance of Mr. and Mrs. Geo. and had had many talks on the.subject of Spiritualism.
things “Willard6 J HuH^m”6 seethe ! C’ Smlth, the latter being a celebrated trumpet medium, of ( He Was abôjit a lia If convert to the sublime truth of spirit 
four upon his holy .hill of altruistic whose powers long accounts, had been : published in the communion. I was with him the last four days of his 
exclusiveness. Cincinnati Enquirer prior to her coming to California; sickness, and was standing by his side as his spirit took its

There is no shoddy there. The I »«., ---- .i,„ .„..„i.™,.,“™» 1,0 1 flight. His last earthly words were to me, looking meThere Is no shoddy there. The {rjen(j told wonderful tales of the manifestations he 
light, unseen by the warring, sniveling , . ■. , , 'factiins, emanating from those ani- bad listened to at Mrs. Smith’s seances, and brought an in
mated moonstones, and Kohinoors, il- vltätion to the writer to visit them, and she would give

.. To the Editor:—In arecent article- 
.to your journal, relative to-the ¡con-. 
J Crete and pithy declaration of Willard 

/? J. Hull, editor of the Light of Truth, 
• ' I did not at that time comprehend the 

full scope of the text. Doubtless W. 
J. H. will pardon me for'this, seeing 
that I am a dweller in the "foglands” 
of what Is left of Spiritualism, and 
among the mediums WHOSE END IS 

- DEATH.!
“The Light of Truth is testing the 

Spiritualists of North America espe- 
daily, and the Spiritualists of the 
world in general.”

Doubtless this will fill a LONG
FELT WANT. We may have been 
trading In a spurious article, for a long 
time without discovering the quality 
of goods we were consuming. W. J. 
H. does not specify the kind of test ap
plied, whether it is the vibratory ac- 
tlon, or the pulsation, or the temper
ature, or the condition of the tongue; 

- or the bulk of the package, or the 
■ quality of the binding twine which 

. holds the package in place.
It may be a Crookes’ tube, which 

. the “Four” are-using on, a royalty. It 
may be a more simple’ process. Do 
they “snivel?” .

.. Perhaps W. J. H. has proposed some 
.. Altruistic problem, a kind of Spirlt- 
-. uallstlc Shibboleth, or perhaps he has 

: led them to sqme stream, like Gideon 
of old time, and there found that they 
"lapped.” ' '

The whole field of modern science is 
:open, and well understood by W. J. H., 

, Who-can use the-unerring forces of na
. ture to prove there are only FOUR 

REAL MESSAGE BEARERS OF 
' SPIRITUAL TRUTH. It would seem 
-, easy for him to apply a test to--the 

- Spiritualists of "North America,” who

lumines the jiath along the craggy film a sitting. It was not convenient for me to go the 
steeps of higher Spiritualism. thirty miles to Santa Maria until early in January, 1876,

We on the lower planes of intellect- , „ , . ? T -♦uality and .undeveloped in our-spirit-1 when friend and.I drove down one .Saturday and at-
ual nature, fail to understand this tended a seance on the following Sunday night.
fearless advocate of the “Brotherhood . < „ ,
of Man and Fatherhood of God.” His ’ Securing the Medium., .
declarations sound strangely out of The seance was heid at a prjVate house with some twelve 
order. But let us think a moment,dwell prayerfully on his qlear-cut sen- or fifteen Pe°Ple Present. The room was about fourteen 
timenls. He states his position clear-I feet square-, . devoid of carpet'and other furniture than 
ly! One who reads his words Is I chairs for the guests with a clock ..on the mantel over the 
fdil'te1 te^beltev^1 though I fireplace, ticking the hours away. I was called upon to
a Stlfl it mustVbe confessed that Wil- I fasten the medium sb as to secure, test conditions. I had 

lard and his three co-workers are in I before leaving home gone to a store and bought a lot of 
it; and not only so, he has inspected worsted embroidery braid about-a quarter of an inch wide, 
the large bundles and knows • what j ajB0 took a stick of sealing wax. and carried my office 
he's talking about. He says they’are , , ■ . , , T hrnM"small packages.” We do not ques- scissors in my vest pocket. I selected the worsted bra|d 
.tion the size of the , bundles of great, because a knot could be tied in it impossible to be untied 
.vaJue, but. one-is impressed with the by ordinary means. ' . . . • ,
thought he will pardon the liberty-1 mefijuin being seated in a common chair, I took my 
—that small charity toward the broth- , ’ . . .. . v „ j H„i.+erhood of man is manifest in his brald and Put R around her neck and tied it tight to the
sweeping verdict. ’ Small discretion, skjn in a square hard knot. I then took the ends down to 
small sense of justice toward his fel-1 the back of the chair and tied them to the top, and then 
low-men and women, small knowledge ¿own ¿be bottom round where they .were tied again, 
of human nature, and small spirituality characterizes his. position as op-1 The ends were then sealed with wax to the floor.
posed to hundreds of thousands of I hands were-tled so that while they rested easily on ner 
honest, intelligent Spiritualists, and knees she could neither get them together nor further 
thousands of good and true spiritual I aparj. than the iength of the connectlng tape*. The ends 
your'mlnd: ImpreSB hi® words upon I were then tied to the bottom rounds of the chair on eacn 

"WARRING, SNIVELING FAC- side and sealed to the floor. Her feet were tied together
TIONS THAT NOW MAKE UP THE above the ankle with a strip of muslin.
RANK AND FILE OF WHAT IS
LEFT OF SPIRITUALISM." . I Thq Trumpet.

Dowagiac, Mich." c-b -COLE. I Tbe trumpet was a rude, simple affair, costing possibly 
. -' ■ .'T , ’ ’ I half a dollar. It was- made the length of two sheets of

SPECIAL NOTICE FROM N. S. A. I tin soldered together, making its length about two and a
HEADQUARTERS."’-------------I half feet. At the large end it was about four Inches in di

' - - I ameter, with no flange on it. At' the top end it was about
To Societies, Delegates and Visitors to a half inch across with no mouthpiece as .in a dinner horn.

straight in the eyes, “I will come back.”
Seeing that I did not comprehend what he said, he said: 

“Do you not understand? I WILL COME BACK!”' I 
answered, "Yes, Judge, I understand." Those' were his 
last words, and how he kept his promise I have already 
told. ’ I . ‘ ■ ' .

There;was not a person In that room outside the-Judge 
and myself who knew of this promise, and I had not 
thought of It during ’the evening until he reminded me of 
It. Unlike the Hpdgson promise, which was bruited 
throughout the world, I had never mentioned this to any
one. I considered it too sacred to talk about, let alone 
publishing, it throughout an unbelieving, skeptical world. 
The result was the Judge kept his promise. At the' close 
of the. seance I had to’take my scissors and cut the tape 
from; Mrm Smith and the chair,’ and pry the wax from the
floor,

tiie Convention in Chicago. It will thus be seen this was a very simple instrument, and
, । one that no person in the flesh could manipulate to give.

The N. S. A. Convention will open I articulate speech. The writer tried It, and afterwards 
in Chicago, Oct. 16,.1906, at the Y.M. I aaw wany others only to make a failure. .
USalle'sæ N.% A He^uar3. The audience was seated around the walls of the room, 
ters will be at the Palmer House, I the medium on the south side and her husband on the op- 
where the public reception will be I posite side. My seat was at her right hand and quite 
at's' ^m 't0 a"’ °n Monday’ Oct' 16’ I close to her chair. The trumpet was stood upon end in 
a Specifnotice is hereby given to all the center at a distance of several feet from ^the sitters, 
travelers by railroad to this çonven-1 So much for the conditions, which I fancy would have sat-

have awakened his special 
That 1s right!
Perhaps his spirit-omlter 

patented; if so, he has the

interests.

has been 
exclusive

' "right” to the tests made. If he has. 
. only flled an application for "letters 

patent” to protect his device, that will 
cut off all pretenders to the work of 
testing the amount of "shoddy” found 
in the package tied with "baby rib
bon." Real genius should be protect
ed by our free government. .

On the other hand, our W. J. H. 
may be so far developed on the plane 
of “higher Spiritualism that he could 
detect- shoddy by "ear,” as one may 
learn mlisle in that way. Again: It is 
not Improbable that the chief factor 
in the Light of Truth may have a 
keen sense of olfactory penetration. 
By the aid of his nasal organ he may 
detect the shoddy, or the all-wool in 
any package, irrespective of the color 
or quality of the string that binds the 
package. We cannot lij this stage of 
the case determine his modus ope- 
rapdl—-but he knows! • He says: 
"This test will go on till the fibre bf 
the goods is thoroughly known and 
understood.”

“Known and understood,” does not 
apply to W. J. H., but to the Spiritual
ists of North America, who dwell In 
the foglands of physical phenomena, 
and the patronage of mediums 
WHOSE END IS DEATH. "The fibre 
of the goods,” is an original expres
sion. It means the warp and woof of 
the whole article. “For the most 
part, the stuff so far tested is ex
ceedingly shoddy.” How discourag
ing it must be to this good brother to 
find so little real wool.

- There Is not a doubt about his be
ing an able examiner of the interior 
qualities of human kind, because he 
says he knows, and that should end 
all controversy. If there are only 
FOUR TRUE MESSAGE BEARERS 
ON EARTH, then the thousands of 
other-shoddy packages are useless. ’

SIR WILLIAM CROOKES, SHOD
: DY!
: A. R. WALLACE, SHODDY!

DOCTOR J. M. PEEBLES, SHOD
DY!

HUDSON TUTTLE, SHODDY! 
PROF. LOVELAND, SHODDY! 
A. J. DAVIS, SHODDY!
C. F. COLE, VERY SHODDY!
SPACE WILL ADMIT OF ONE 

MORE—J. R. FRANCIS, SHODDY!
BUT THE FOUR THAT’S IN IT 

ARE ALL WOOL AND A YARD 
WIDE.

“Some packages tied with fancy 
string and baby ribbon, offered for in
spection will not bear it at alL”

This seems to be the crucial test of 
all packages. .

"Offered for inspection." -
It seems this inspector of spiritual 

gifts has a local office. The medium- 
istic gifts are presented to him, and he 
turns on the current, the indicator 

. registers the per cent of SHODDY. 
This reduces the gifts to a small nut
) hell, even to a Hull or the chaff.

“OFFERED FOR INSPECTION.”
Oh! ye shades of Swedenborg,- 

Marla King and William Denton! 
Listen, ye liosts of emancipated mor
tals, who have enlightened the. world 
by your unassuming and unremuner
ated service. Mediumship, which has 
blessed the world with its ■ spiritual 
light and truth, offered for inspection 
at the office of Willard J. Hull; office 
hours from -9 a. m., till 12 noon; from 

’2 p. m., till 4 p. m. All work paid 
for before leaving office. ■ ■

But why should a’pelbeian, dwell
ing.In the foglands, along the line of 
the swamps of lower Spiritualism, of
fer objection to the established rule 
of FOUR—the quartette of the quint
essence of higher Spiritualism. Wil
lard. J. Hull hath spoken—so mote it 
be! . "A few small packages, tied.with 
ordinary binding twine contain big 
values." - - . <

.thoughtless of the world of 
- 'ipirltunllsm to overlook the startling

tidn—secure your certificate tickets mfled a “trained observer”(!) if there had been any 
oyer your special line. If your rail- ...-„„a hunters” nrbsent -road agent does not Have the certlfi- fraud hunters present. , 
catps, you can secure them at nearest I Have Kept My Promise! - . '
town or city to your starting point. ’ .
Bring certificates to the N. 8. A. secre-1 Such being the conditions the light was put out, ana 
.tary..at the. .convention for her signa-1 SOme singing took place to steady the nerves of those 
ture. This will enable you to secure u ld , th d k Mrs> Smlth joined in,the sjnging and 
your return fare for one-third regular uuuu “ _ ■ . t1nI,aa innrinrrate, provided you remain till Oct. 19, .to® conversation between songs. The cl
to have your certificate countersigned [ end moye.qonstant than J had ever knowp o,ne to ap before., 
by The special railroad' agent/ for when there was not singing or talking, the silence was- 
which you must pay 25 cents h ld heard a pin drop ln any part of the

All railroad lines will grant you an B “ •
extension of return limit to October room. -
30, by depositing your’certificate with At last the trumpet was raised and then dropped back 
the special railroad agents on Oct. 19, On the floor. ' Almost instantly It was greeting, the audi- 
a.nd flftyklcents f°r e*ten: ence from near the celling; next it was talking to so.mepne
sion.- This will enable you to attend r _ tn mnvnthe convention of the New Thought on'the opposite side of the room. It continued to . move 
Federation. I from one to another with a greeting until it came to a gen

Special Notice to pacific Coast Dele-1 neman sitting at the medium’s left, and announced Itself 
gates: Certificate tickets will not be .. deceased wife. Their conversation, about family 
issued west of Denver, Colo., but all aB “1B ’visitors- and delegates to the N. S. A. I affairs, was most realistic and interesting.
Convention can purchase excursion Now I wish to state here most distinctly I had no one in

- , Max Tepperman. 1
One of my most intimate friends in San Luis Obispo was 

a jeweler by name of Max Pepperman, by geneology a Ger
man Jew, but by evolution an American citizen and radical 
iconoclast, having adopted the Boston Investigator as his 
weekly mentor. He was a man whom you always knew 
just what he meant, for he never used euphonlqms to break 
the . force of his commendations or condemnations, and 
when it came to things spiritual it was always condemna
tion. '
’ .After my return from Santa Maria, many were the 
"confabs” we had over the subject of trumpet speaking. 
At last he said if Mrs. Smith would come up to San Luis, 
he would attend a seance, and If the trumpet'would come 
to him and talk to him in German, giving the names of 
mother and sister, he would believe. ■

In a few weeks thereafter Mr. and Mrs. Smith came to 
our town, and at the first seance my friend, Pepperman, 
was there. The trumpet went to him among the first, and 
talked a long time In German, giving facts that no one but 
he and they (his mother and sister) knew. There was 
but one other person present who understood the language. 
This seance- was the entering of the feather edge of the 
wedge that led to the conversion of my friend and after
wards to his development as a very wonderful medium.

u One More Test -
. I jump fthm early In 1876 tp the fall of 1878. In the 
meantime my friend Pepperman had removed to San Fran
cisco where he died from inflammation of the brain, and 
our lodge ofl I. O. O. F.-had his body sent back home 
where we received it from the steamer on the morning of 
the.Fourth of July, 1878,and consigned It to the grave that 
evening. In the fall of that year the writer was sent to 
Santa Barbara as a delegate to a Grangefs’ convention. 
Mr. and Mrsi- Smith were living there in rooms nearly op
posite! the hotel where I stopped. I called on them and 
had a pleasant visit, and was invited by them to go and 
spend.the evening with them where she was to give a pri
vate hitting: to a gentleman who was Interested In Cocos

In a country paper, The Medford, 
Oklahoma, Patriot, is found the an
cient, stereotyped, bewniskered ex
pression in the Whereas"-und "Re
solved” memorial lines from ' some 
brotherhood lodge of sympathy for the 
loss of a beloved brother:

“Whereas, it has pleased the Di
vine Ruler of the universe to remove 
from our midst our esteemed citizen 
and neighbor, (We omit the name,) 
in whose demise this camp has lost an 
earnest worker and his family p lov
ing husband and kind father, and 
mankind a man among men,” etc.

Doubtless "the Divine Ruler of the 
universe” smiled when his "reaper” 
and mower combined (an up-to-date 
God would not use such an ancient im
plement as a scythe), cut this "loving 
husband and kind father” down.
, He must have been just “tickled all 
through” to remove such a good man 
from that appreciative little village..

He must have laughed outright at 
the harvest of souls he garnered in 
California, and he must be having a 
hilarious time over the prospects of a 
bloody, revolution in Russia. •

Oh! what a picture! It betrays the 
angry, hateful. revengeful and blood
thirsty disposition of'the God of sav
agery in the dead past, and is in keep
ing : with the inquisitorial days, the 
history of which should make even 
modern Christianity blush.for shame 
and disown any relationship wlthi the 
"parent church."’

But in heaven’s name, how intelli
gent people to-day can put out to the 
reasoning, -thinking, public ■ such.. a 
crude and inconceivably harsh accusa- 
tlon against a Divine Ruler, is unfath-. 
omable.

The expression was stereotyped in 
the dim past, and most secret and even 
social and insurance orders are uslpg 
the same old plates, over and over, 
and they seem to forget that even the 
orthodox institutions of learning to
day are teaching a vastly different idea 
of the Divine Ruler. •

Oklahoma is an up-to-date state, 
and should be progressive in religion 
as it is in a commercial and social 
sense. . - ‘

Universal law is no respecter of 
persons or things. It removes from 
our mortal view the good with the 
bad; the poor with the rich; the man 
with the monad; the giant tree with 
the little blade of grass. Nothing 
dies, but all tilings change, evolute.

The earth and air absorb the vltal-
ity of the beautiful flower and 
changes. The fragrance goes out 
one direction and the electro-vital 
another; to be taken up and used

it 
in 
in 
by

Hudson Tuttle.
: Litaj «I Spiritai Literate
STUDIES IN THE OUTLYING HELD9 

Of PSYCHIC SCIENCE.
This work essays to utilize and ex. ' 

plain the vast array of facts In its field 
of research by referring them to a com
mon cause, and from .hem arise to the. 
laws and conditions of Man’s spiritual 
being. Third edition. Price 75 enntu.-

LIFE IN TWO SPHERES. .
In-this story the scenes are laid orf 

earth, and in the spirit world, present
Ing the spiritual philosophy r.nd the 
real life of spiritual beings. All ques
tions which arise on that subject ar« 
ansuxred. Price, 50 cents.. ,■ ■
HEaR^X’ .0R LED TO THE LIGHT/

A thrilling psychological stpry ot 
evangelization and free thought, it Is 
to Protestantism what "The Secrets of 
the Convent" is to Catholicism. Prlok 
80 cents.
ANGELL PRIZE CONTEST RECITA*

„ • TION8. •
For humane education, with, plan of 

t-e Angell Prize Oratorical Contests. 
By Emma Rood Tuttle. Price, 25 cents.

Afi books sent postpaid. Address
HUDSON TUTTLE, Publisher, ' 

Berlin Heights, Ohio. ]

The Arcana ^Spiritualism
A Manual of Spiritual Science and

Phiiooophy,
The readers of The Progressiva 

Thinker are already acquainted wltlu 
character of this booki It is intended 
by ita assisting, inspiring spirit-authors 
to furnish a compendium to the studeni 
of psychic laws and manifestations. Jt 
has been more than thirty years in pre
paring and'contains all that has been 
received by me through Inspiration 
and research during that time on the 
subjects it treats. Few questions will 
arise in the minds of investigators 
that are not answered in ita pages« 
Price, $1-25 postpaid. (

Address all orders to to
x HUDSON TUTTLE,

Berlin Helghto, Ohio. 1

tickets to. Chicago and return, limited my mjn(i from whom I expected a communication. My 
to October 30.. Call for excursion thought and attention was centered on the strange- 
rates from the Pacific coast. wuoie a t vnn» ohBnMARY T. LONGLEY, I ness of the phenomena I was listening to. I know abso

N.- 8. A. Secretary. I lately that Mrs. Smith was sitting by my side securely 
sealed to the floor, and no one in the roôm was walking

Thè Ottawa Camp. - around manipulating the trumpet,. which, as I have ex-
As August slowly passed on thé I piained, was a physical impossibility. . . L

routine of proceeding years, so passed I Th trumDet next came to me, tapping me on the head 
one of the grandest camps ever held , T “Wh« m h?” Th« nnswerby the Spiritualists at Ottawa, Kans, and on the knees. I imked, Who is it. The answer 
The tried and true workers were at ’ came distinct, “Walter. Continuing he said, 1HORN- 
their post of duty at the opening of TON, I HAVE KEPT MY PROMISE.” I answered, “Yes, 
camp. T d ’ d j am nappy to meet you.” After a little con

Will J. Erwood in his masterly and J^’nthecontrochanged, and when I asked who it 
impressive manner won the hearts of versation tne wnuw .
his hearers. I was, the answer caihe, 1 Your father Ygnacius. I said.

fol- 
Our

Mrs. Lull and Mrs. Baldwin did good “Yes father, I'm glad to meet you.” He replied as 
and Impressive work, each one excell- j ’ ..We have not been with you much of late. 
‘^Sannw^at his best, and whole time has been taken up trying to prevent war ” 
did some splendid work in giving tests; This was just prior to the declaration of war between 
convincing many of spirit return. I Russia and Turkey. I said, “Do you think you will suc-

John W. Ring called at the camp ...jo» ’ ,
for a day to get acquainted, and we • _gwered. «we do ndt know, but if we don’t we willwere sorry he could not stay longer, as ne answereu. uu uv ,
it is a credit to our cause to have take’ a hand ourselves. .
such bright minds to the front. I faaid, “Will you help the Turks?” knowing of course he

On Thursday, evening an entertain-1 ,. t The trumpet fang with his emphatic "Never!”
ment was given which was greatly en- vo-naMns is and whv he should visitjoyed. Will J. Erwood and Max I Who our Father Ygnacius is, anq .why he should visit. 
Hoffman are adepts in the cake walk, ■ .

Island, where the-famous treasure —thirty millions or 
more-—of'the pirates Who once Infested-the west coast of 
Mexico, Central and South America, was said to be burled. 
I went with them, and after the gentleman had finished 
his business the trumpet came to me’ and tried to speak, 
but failed to articulate so anyone present could make out 
the name. I knew who it was, hut would not assist the 
control by calling it. I knew if it was the person 1 
thought he would not thank me foF my interference in his 
efforts to talk.

Going back to our rooms Mr. and Mrs. Smith said they 
were deeply interested to know who it was who was so 
anxious to talk to me and that if I would come to their 
rooms the next night we would have a private seance and 
find out. It was so arranged, and I was .there on time. 
The control of Mrs. Smith, Wilbur Thompson, soon greeted 
us, and then their two children came to their parents, and 
expressed their pleasure at. the meeting, after which.the 
trumpet came to me and tried to talk, but I nor the 
Smiths coifld make out the name. After many attempts 
Mr. Smith Baid: “It-sounds like Pepperman. Is Pepper
man dead?” • ■

“Yes; since last July.”
Instantly Wilbur Thompson said, “I could have told you 

last night who it was, but I never interfere in other, peo
ples’ business, and he’s a man who, .when he- undertakes 
to do a thing is bound to do it.” That, was my 'friend 
Pepperman to a dot.

This led to a long conversation between us concerning a 
memorable trip I had made with him and ■ three other 
friends in the early part of 1877, Into central Arizona, the 
details of which Mr., and Mrs. Smith knew nothing. To 
me these tests tvere.then and still are-most convincing and 
satisfying,, but I do not imagine they will- convert an In
credulous world to the certainty of communion. between 
the two spheres. . If It leads to an honest investigation the 
writer will be'satlsfied. O. F. THORNTON.

Schell Station, Arizona.

other plants, flowers, animals, etc., in 
its grand round of evolution—of life 
and apparent death.

These are some of the teachings of 
the theological seminaries to-day, and 
while they make infidels of men, to 
Christianity, they make thinkers, they 
make live souls love Nature in all Its 
grandeur and impartial dealings; 
they make brave .hearts out of God
fearing ones; they make this world 
worth living in, and give man higher 
aspirations, brighter hopes for the fu
ture, and.greater comfort-and happi
ness here and now. . They link all 
peoples in one whole brotherhood, and 
subdue the old-time Christian passion 
for war and conquest. They palliate 
human jealousy and soften the calous 
of hatred, that the belief in an angry, 
revengeful God only fostered and de
veloped. .

The earth can never'become the 
heaven it should be until these old 
landmarks of superstition, tyranny, 
ignorance, are removed.

Admitting that Jesus was both man 
and God, would it have “pleased” him, 
think you, to have put forth his hand, 
struck this'exemplary husband and fa
ther down in death, and caused the 
bitter suffering to come to those he 
left behind, that they must surely ex
perience from his departure?

Would Jesus have smiled with in
finite pleasure to have seen this-little 
family robbed of its protector and 
provider?

Would he have enjoyed seeing the 
blinding tears course down the 
cheeks Of his beloved and loving com
panion, and now heart-broken mother 
and widow?

Look at the picture for a moment 
free from the fog of ignorance and su
perstition, and see how crude and 
ridiculous it appears. .

The Johnstown disaster and the 
great sweep of the tidal wave at Gal
veston, must have been the means of 
producing great hilarity throughout 
■the heavenly kingdom, according to 
such ideas; .

This twentieth century has found, 
or formulated a vastly superior “Di
vine Ruler” for Oklahoma, as well as 
for the universe. .

Nature’s laws take no notice of this 
little breach of etiquette, or display of 
carelessness, and will not be offended 
at the accusation, but in this age of 

.reason it reads so sophisticated and

FREETHOUGHT ANO 
LIBERAL PAMPHLETS

dead. DR. T. WILKINS.

and could easily win the prize. Mrs. 
Della Grant was manager in the one 
act comedy of "A manager’s The World Has Never Seen the Like.Troubles.” She had so many “stars" 
of radiant brightness, such as W. J. 
Erwood, Mrs. Dunikln and Mrs. Bald
win, everyone decided it was a brill- i . „ , _ . ,
iant success. ’ I Thirteen Remarkable Premium Books Sent to Onr Sub

Messrs Hoffmann, Erwood and Ring . gcribers at a Price the World Has Never Before Seen. ■ I 
left on the midnight train for Win-1 ______
field, Kans., causing a shadow to fall . .
over the camp, which was soon lifted Any one of the Thirteen Premium Books you may order,
when Mr. and Mrs. Stephens of Kansas I lc6. 25 centa This is the price, remember, when you
StepheTs'cap“uredOher aSdienw with order only one book In connection with a yearly subscrip- 
her splendid psychic music and sing- tlon. The paper, one year, and one Premium Book,
Ing. Her lectures and tests were fine. I «j 25 ' But if-you order more than.one Premium Book 
nlhennam? the price is as follows: ' . ‘

ance, and a deep interest was awak
ened in Ottawa as nevw before. The Any two of thh Thirteen Premium Books you may or-
feeling of good fellowship was mani- derj prjce 70 cents. / ’ . -
tested as the crowds surrounded our I . ■ tu_efe of the Thirteen Premium Books you may 
workers to bid thenrgood bye. . * ' A .. . . -

In Mrs. Lull's farewell address der, price • • ’’’, A
many eyes were wet with teais. Our I ■ Any four of the Thirteen. Premium Books you 
many mediums did the best of work, qer, price »1.50. / . , ■
and Mr. Dunikln gave splendid satis- . y 'fi £ Thirteen Premium Books you 
faction In his circles this season. ' ’’ “ • : > . . -

The election of officers resulted as der, j>rlce »1.75. . , f; \ ...
follows: H. W. Henderson, Lawrence, Any six of toe ..Thirteen Premium Books you

may

may

may

or-

or-,

or-

or-
Kans., president; Mrs. Della K. Grant ¿er> price $2.05. ‘ '
of Laniard, vice-president; Mrs, May ¿.y seven of the Thirteen Premium Books you may pr
C. Pierson, Spring Hill, secretary and “ . ■ ■ -> . . .
treasurer, and Miss Rose Henderson, der, price 35. ,
Lawrence, corresponding secretary. I Any eight_of the Thirteen Premium Books you may or-

This camp was never in a bettor con- der> price »2.65. - . ■
dition, harmoniously and financially -Anv nine of the-Thirteen Premium Books, you may 
than now. All debts were paid with y ; . ■

snug sum left in the treasury. ■ der, price.»2.90. . . . , . ,
' - MAY C. PIERSON, Sec’y. • Any ten of the Thirteen Premium Books you may

Spring Hill, Kans. . . : der, price $3.10. ■ .. :
-------—• • --- -------:------ \ An.v elevenoftoeThirteenPremiumBook»iyoumay or

To know what you prefer, Instead , . tn :
of-humbly-, saying amen to what the :der’prlco , - ■
world tells you. you ought to prefer, is - Any twelve of th® Thirteen Premium Books you may or-

or-
a

or-

fo have kept.your-soul alive.—Robert der, price ?3.85. . - ■ • .. . .
Louis Stevenson.- .„ 1 Lastly,-all of these THIRTEENpremium Books-here an-

< "Just How to Wake the Solar Plexus." i hi k ’«Ami •By Elizabeth ■ Towne; Valuable for nounped are sent out, all. postage prepaid, for |4.15, somo- 
health. Price, 25 c6nt& ’ | thing never before equalled: in this country or. Europa,

Bear in mind that every order for a ’ Premium Book 
must be accompanied with a yearly subscription for The 
Progressive Thinker, .which is »1.00. _

Our Thirteen Remarkable Premium Books for S4.15.
Ths following:is the list of titles of the. Thirteen

Premium Pqoks: . *
l^TheREncyclopedia of Deathj and Life

World, VoD’l. ' 
/. 2-^The 'Encyclopedia of Death, 'and'-Life

World, Vdl.®2. • ' • .■■■■■ .
3—The Encyclopedia of. Death,- and Life

in

in

in

the

the

the

Spirit

Spirit

- - . ------------Spirit
World, Vol.^3. These volumes have been: prepared by-J. 
r: Francis?n They contain Invaluable data. . --

4-l^Art 'Sfaglc, or Mundane, Sub-Mundane and Super
Mundane ^irltism, by Mrs.-Emma Hardinge Britten.'

5-^Gho^t'Land, Spiritualism, Occultism, By Mrs. Emma 
Hardifigefelitten. \ ■■

; . G-^-The'biext World Interviewed, by Mrs. S. G. Horn, a 
mosttrema4-llable medium. . - ' -
. 7-^l'he9?)ccult Life of Jesus, by. Alexander Smythe, a 
medium.6f rare gifts. ... .. ;

. 8—-A Wanderer in the Spirit Lands. Translated by A. 
Farnese, a wonderful English medium. ;■ -

9—The Religion of Man and Ethics of Science, by Hud
son Tuttle. ■ ■. . • - '
: 10—Seers of the Ages, or Spiritualism Past and Present, 
by Dr. J< M. Peebles. ■ • .

11—The Great Debate Between Moses Hull and W? F. 
Jamieson., ( ,

12-—fetters From the Spirit World,- written through
the mediumship of Carlyle Petersilea. a

■ 13—Gems of Thought, by SEVENTEEN leading authors, 
is.our last Premium Book. •

An Endorsement of the Children’s Fra
’ ternal Home.

The undersigned desire to make 
known their great appreciation of the 
efforts of Mr. and Mrs. Sullivan, re
spectively manager and matron of the 
Children’s Fraternal Home, situated at 
La Crescenta, Cal., and by this, to 
heartily endorse them to the kindly 
attention of those who have a practical 
philanthropic Interest in humanity, 
ahd especially in that of children. 
The work of Mr. and Mrs. Sullivan, to 
which their lives are being devoted, is 
to adopt, raise and educate homeless 
and outcast children. They do not 
run an orphanage, but maintain a 
home in every feature and for the 
adopted children. The children are 
being cared for as tenderly as if they 
were children of their own blood.

The home has existed four years. 
'At present they have five children, all 
they can properly care for. With in
creased facilities they are prepared to 
adopt more children. These facilities 
cost money. There is absolutely no 

rgraft in that home. • What practical' 
help you may feel disposed to extend, 
-depend upon it, it will go for the chil
dren’s benefit alone. 7

/These people have proved their 
fidelity and devotion to the cause of 
children,"and they are worthy the 
kindly consideration of those who have 
regard for the future of children. In 
the future of children lies the world— 
the nations—the people. The saving 
to d good and useful life the young 
left in the world without proper care, 
is surely the noblest work one • may 
engage in. (Signed) _
.’’ ARTHUR 8. HOWE,' ”

JAMES WATSON, ' 
MRS. M. A. O’BLENESS; 
- ' and twenty-five others.

"New Testament Stories Comically 
Illustrated. Drawings by Watson Hes
ton.' With Critical and Humorous Com
ments -upon the Texts." Heston’s 
-drawings are Incomparable, and excru-
datlngly.

nmipids 
HMD ÁH

funny. Price, in boards, >1; 
"09TÎ MoiO •Bson9Ans933ns 
u[ lueneoxg ximoa&eN -g

„TlBJX Im V W X19A00SIQ»

S?

Tnese pamphlets were published b^. 
Mr. Green Jn the Froethought Magazine 
and are all by eminent and able writers. 
The price on most of them has been ra 
duoed,

Roseto uuuA.nifi. Memorial Oration, 
by Robert G. Ingersoll. Price 3 cents.

Thomas Paine. By Robert G. Inger, 
soil. Price 3 cents.

Voltaire. An address ty Prof. Emil« 
Pingault Price 3 cents.

. Abraham Lincoln. His Religion. By, 
Robert N. Reeves. Price 3 cents.

Burns and Whittier. Some of Theh • 
Likenesses and Differences. By Prof. 
Charles G. Bnwn. Price 5 cents.

Religion in the Republic. By Mrfl 
M. A. Freeman. Price 5 cents. ;

Rational Worship. A lecture deliw 
ered before the Chicago Liberal Society 
by Dr. T. B. Gregory of Chicago. Price 
8 cents.

Why I Am Not a Christian. By D. D.i 
Stedman. Price 8 cents.

Genesis to Revelation. Free Thought! 
Commentary on the Whole Bible. Bri 
Judge Parish B. Ladd. Price 10 cents

Revelation Under the Microscope off 
Evolution. ,By Prof. Daniel T. Am* 
PrlceUO cents.

Life and Career of Charles Bra$ 
laugh. By George Jacob Holyoakev 
Price 10 cents.

Religion and Science. The “Recons 
ciliatlon Mania” of Dr. Paul Carus oi 
The Open Court. Analyzed and Itoi 
futed by “Corvinus.” Price 10 cents-.

Free Thought Past, Present and 1'tr 
ture. By Prof. Thaddeus B. Wakemaw 
With- his portrait and life sketch 
Price 10 cents. ■

The Priest and the Church—Wha/ 
Fave They Done for the World? B; 
Judge Parish B. Ladd. ■ Price 15 cent»

John Tvndall Memorial. Ten shor? 
sketches <Z the life of this great man« - 
Price 10 cents

Cosmology Against Theology. Bji 
Vindex. Price 10 cent«. ‘

Church and State. The Bible in th-" 
Public Schools. The New Amerlcaq 
Party. A Criticism by ''Jefferson/* 
Price 10 cents. ,

Standing Up for Jesus; or What thd 
Editor of the Freethinkers’ Magazine 
Thinks of Jesus. Price 3 cents.

"Why An Expurgated Bible?" BW 
Rev. E. H. Keens. Price 3 cents.

Progress of Evolutionary Thought: 
The opening address before the Com 
gress of Evolutionists, held in Ch I cage-. 
Sept 28, 29 and 30, 1893. By B. F. U£ 
derwood, the chairman. Price 3 centej

Christianity; its Impeachment anq 
Decadence, Also Demands of Libera?; 
ism. By Dr. F. E. Abbot and Prof. 'K 
B. Wakeman. Price 3 cents.

Myth nf the Great Deluge. By Jameti 
M. McCann. Price 15 cents. ’

The Evolution of the Devil. Bjj 
Henry Frank. Price 20 cents.

Liberalized Christianity. By Henrj
M. Taber. Price 5 cents. 

The Republic in Danger.
M. Taber. Price 10 cents.

In Place of Christianity.
M- Taber. Price 10 cent*.

By Henrj

By Henry

By Henisi
4*|

Germs of Mind in Plants.
By R. H. France, Translated by A. Mi, 

Simons.—Cloth, Illustrated,
SO Cents. ’

A cardinal point in the philosophi
cal systems favored by the ruling; 
classes is that the mind of man r 
something unique in the universe 
governed by laws of its own that havi 
no particular connection .with physi
cal laws. Modern science has prove«, 
that-not only animals, but also plant; 
receive impressions from the outside 
world and use data thus .obtained tc 
modify their movements for their owl 
advantage, exactly as human beings 
,do. These facts are told in this boo?, 
in so charming and entertaining k 
style that the reader is carried alons 
and does not realize until later the 

'revolutionary significance of the facts.

Gan Telepathy Explain ?
Results of Psychical Research. ,
. By Minot J., Savage. . ;

Dr. S^vftgo. In this book of 243 pagos, dlscusi 
es problems that have vexed intelligent mlna 
probably to n greater extent than, any.othera * 
saving those of tho religions life. .Ho states 1 - 
great number of welbauthonticatcd Instatic« 
of spiritist revolution or communication. • HU • 
discusRion is frank and fearless, and merits tW 
widest reading, for ho deals with facts aud ci 
periencea. Price» cloth* 81.&

'£1 5.
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e.OMETHING YOU SHOULD HAVE. 
It Will Only Cost You Four Cents.
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ualist should send for one. Address 
Mary T. Longley, Secretary.

TAKE NOTICE.
All books advertised In The Pro

gressive Thinker can b® obtained at 
this office. Express charges or postage 
prepaid at the price named unless oth- 
wlse stated.

Unreliablllty of History. •
A Earned Kansas friend wrote us a 

few weeks ago that he placed little 
confidence in history, whether ancient ; 
or modern, sacred or profane. We 
thought as we read: If all history is 
as corrupt as is that of Kansas, nearly 
all of which has been made during the 
last fifty-two years. Its most important 
under the writer’s personal observa
tion, then it is true confidence cqnnot 
be placed in what has come to us from 
t a distant past. And the most 
fraudulent is that known as sacred 
history. This was written by a class 
of men, monks In their cloisters, 
whose motive was to glorify an organ
ization from which they gained their 
subsistence. They were without so- 
sial or moral standing, were beggars 
in fact, and were taught that lying for 
the glory of God Insured special re
ward in another state of being. They 
were only responsible to a higher 
priesthood who were actuated by Im
pulses peculiarly their own. They ex
ercised their wit and education to con
ceal their vices, and those of their in
feriors, and to magnify the Importance 
of their calling.

. The most reliable records which 
have reached us from any source are 
doubtless the monuments, simply In
scribed at the time the events oc
curred, and which have not been tam
pered with by human hands. There 
is an abundance of these relating the 
doings and teachings of Buddha, most 

. of which have come to the knowledge 
of western civilization since Sir Wm. 
Jones, as a representative of the Brit
ish government, located in India; 
about 1783. He .was versed in Sans
crit, and in Oriental literature, and 
was the founder of the Asiatic Society, 
whose learning survives to our times 
in the several volumes of the Asiatic 
Researches.

The rock-cut temples of the Bud
dhists, very ancient and numerous, 
were first made known in Europe 
about that time. Nine hundred of 
these temples still remain in the Bom
bay district. These, mostly, date back 
two centuries before our era. Rev. J. 
Freeman Clarke, in his "Ten Great 
Religions,” says:

“In form they singularly resemble 
the earliest Roman Catholic churches. 
The Buddhist monks, then as now, 
took the same three vows of celibacy, 
poverty, and obedience, which are 
taken by the members of all the Cath
olic orders. ’ * • If it is necessary to 
assume either religion copied from 
the other, the Buddhist may claim 
originality, on the ground of a greater 
antiquity.”

Topes, otherwise Buddhist monu
ments, erected of stone or brick in cir
cular form, and dome-shaped at the 
top, built soon after the death of the 
great teacher, are still found in a 
good state of preservation scattered 
all over India. They were erected in 
which to store the shrines and sacred 
relics of that system of religion which 
took root in Palestine more than 200 
years before our era, and are known 
to us as Essenes. The Sanchi tope is a 
solid dome of stone, one hundred and 
six feet in diameter, forty-two feet

Stirring Up the Pulpiteers.
SOMETHING STARTLING.

Noted Woman Writer in Sensational 
Attack on the Bible—Old Testament 
Called Book of Myths, Poetry and 
Puns—Louise Seymour Houghton 
Scores King James Translators tor 
Ignoring Hebrews’ Jawbone Joke. 
All theological Chicago to-day— 

and, it is expected, all the pulpits of 
the country to-morrow similarly—is 
discussing with much heat the latest 
book product from the University of 
Chicago Press—an attack by a noted 
woman biblical student on the truth
fulness of the Bible [as set forth In a 
late.Chicago American].

The author, Louise Seymour Hough
ton, has for years made exhaustive re
search into the Bible in the original 
text. The title, "Hebrew Life and 
Thought,” hides her ^extraordinary 
conclusions admirably.’

A Few Statements.
Although couched in the most con

servative of language and without as
sailing the divine inspiration of the 
written work, Miss Houghton does not 
mince matters. In effect she says:

That the story of the creation of the 
world Is poetry—nothing more.

That the Old Testament is a store
house of “Jack the Giant Killer" 
myths and fables. '

That even Jehovah is made to speak 
seriously of animals which never 
could have existed.

That the “sun. never stood still" 
since this earth began to revolve, the 
story of Joshua’s battle to the con
trary notwithstanding.

That the world-famous miracle ' of 
the jawbone of an ass, out of which 
gushed forth a fountain 1b simply a re
flection of the dull wit of the transla
tors of the King James version of the 
Bible—men so dense that they could 
not see the clever Hebrew pun includ
ed in that talq.

Passages from this latest of dis
sents from the “old fashioned" faith 
in the Bible follow:

Genuine Myths.
“That there are genuine myths in 

the Old Testament is certain," she 
says, “though all of them are used in 
a spiritual way. ’ Mythical apimals 
play a larger part there than our Eng
lish translators permit us to recognize, 
though not so large as in most mytho
logical systems. The leviathan (Job

they precisely correspond to the 
dragon and other mythical animals,”

Calls Creation Poetry.
Perhaps the one statement of all 

the others which will create the great
est discussion is that in which Miss 
Houghton dwells on the biblical ver
sion of the creation.

“If the first, .chapter of Genesis is 
not mythology^ neither is it science. 
We have got beyond the time when it 
is even thinkable that the world was 
made in six days; and happily we have 
come to the time when we begin to see 
that to interpret the word ‘day’ figu
ratively as ‘period,’ or ‘aeon,’ or any
thing else than ‘day,’ so long as we in
terpret literally all the rest of the pas
sage in which the word stands, by a 
dishonest juggling with words.

“There can be no question that the 
writer of this chapter meant by ‘day’ 
a period of twenty-four hours. Thé 
fact of a Sabbath divinely ordained at 
this time is an irrefutable witness 
against any other Interpretation, since 
if is based upon the assmption that the 
six days, as well as the seventh, were 
literal days.

“But if neither myth nor science,” 
she goes on, “what is this description? 
It is poetry; an epip of creation, cast 
in the same mold as the great Assyrio- 
Babylonlan epic, though conceived in 
so different a spirit,”

Just a Hebrew Pun.
“The miracle of the water_gushlng 

forth from^the jawbone of the ass with 
which Samson slew the Philistines oc
curred at a place called Lehi.

“Now, lehi me^ns jaw, and the rap
ture of Samson in ringing the changes 
upon the word is evident; even to his 
calling the place In the end Mount 
Jawbone (Ramath lehi).

"The story tells how the hero 
thirsted, and God miraculously pro-
vided a fountain for him, which

xli: 1; Ps. civ: 26;) 
lx: 3; the ‘serpent1 
lated the ‘dragon,’ 
Himself who is

the dragon (Amos 
is properly trans- 
and it is Jehovah 
speaking. So. Ps.

ixxiv: 13,14; Isa. xxvii:l, etc), the 
phoenix (Job xxix:18, revised version 
margin), the night hag (Isa. xli: 21), 
none of which ever existed out of 
mythology, are all there and all are 
treated seriously.

“Even those birdlike or beastlike 
creatures, the cherub and the seraph, 
appear to be mythical—not angqls, 
but personifications of processes of 
nature; perhaps the protean cloud, 
the zigzag lightning—the word seraph 
appears to mean a flash of fire;-what, 
precisely, the word ‘cherub’ means is 
not known.

“In the book of Job (xil:l-5) Je
hovah himself is described as making 
reference to these myths for purposes 
of instruction; we generally say He is 
describing the crocodile and the hippo
potamus, though we know perfectly 
well that the descriptions are not at

sprang up in a hollow—not of lehi the 
jawbone, but of Lehi.the hill.

“The translators of King James’ 
version, who with all their gifts, were 
entirely without the Hebrew sepse of 
humor, and who seemed always to 
think that the more difficult a thing 
would be for them to dp the greater 
the honor to God when He does it, pre
ferred to give the grotesque picture of 
a fountain perennially gushing out of 
a jawbone, though even they had to 
leave it in Lehi the hill in the next 
verse.”

The recognizing of certain passages 
as merely poetry or folklore she re
gards as of great importance, espe
cially in doing away with difficulties. 
The story of the sun standing still un
til Joshua won his victory is classed as
a poem.

"The Intelligent mind;” she says,

THE GOOD AND THE BAD AS FAC- 
TbRS TN EXISTENCE.

To do good and be good should be 
the relipbn o^ humanity. Kindness 
Is always a sublime virtue, one to be 
commended very highly. To exercise 
a forgiving spirit on all occasions is 
something that should receive un
bounded praise. Those who are hard
hearted, who never yield to a kindly 
spirit ii/hio various walks of life, and

“absolutely cannot picture to Itself 
such an event as the sun standing still 
,—that Is to say, the earth ceasing to 
rotate—for a single moment of time."

Other U. of C. Critics.
Others who have criticised the Bible 

at the University of Chicago are:
Professor George B. Foster, whose 

work, “The Finality of the Christian
Religion,” created a sensation. In
this book Professor Foster denies the 
credibility of miracles, and declares 
the evidence of immortality is insuffi
cient to make a basis for moral life.

Professor Richard Green Moulton, 
Who called the Bible the “Worst 
Printed Book in the World," and made

A New Organization

and I received from mm a generous le-: strong]y enough to induce them to be- 
sponse hf kindly words and one nun-1 come members and supporters. There 
dred dollars for the Mediums Fund. 11 are near]y as many different beliefs 
am also pleased to report ten dollars taugjjf as there are spiritual teachers.

Pvrtrn K< rc ilortrfTA MORtnW --- . . .. t. ... .

ORGANIZA-

IN FULL SYMPATHY AND ACCORD 
WITH OUR WORK, AND THE PA-

LECTURER 
MEDIUM IS

là

AND OTHER STATE 
TIONS ALSO.

EVERY PROMINENT 
AND EVERY HONEST

IS ALSO THE OFFICIAL ORGAN OF 
THE ILLINOIS STATE SPIRITUAL
IST ASSOCIATION, AND ALSO THAT 
OF MISSOURI, OVER WHICH MR. 
McArthur acts as president,

The Devil wiped his spectacles 
That he might better see—

"I will be blest if this is not 
Too big a hell for me.

The citizens of Heaven and Hell 
Arose with one accord, 

They signed a paper every one 
And sent it to the Lord.

‘‘Of all the hells I’ve ever bossed, 
The meanest hell is this.

I’ll send her back, I swear I will, 
To realms of endless bliss."

"Go turn that woman out of Hell, 
We cannot stand,” they said, 

Another day in such a row 
As she in Hell has made,

“0 please, dear Lord, you surely must 
Take pity on our woe,

And make a place in realms of space 
Where nagging folks must go."

And now no more in fiery flame 
Or on the streets of gold,

Can there be found a nagging tongue— 
Or so I have been told.

OF THE RESPECTABLE ELEMENT 
IN OUR RANKS, AND IT IS SURG
ING AHEAD—YES, SURGING 
AHEAD, THE LEADER IN THE 
RANKS OF SPIRITUALISTIC JOUR
NALISM IN THE UNITED STATES.

TO-DAY ON ALL SIDES THE PRO- PER NEVER STOOD AS HIGH AS IT 
----------- - DOES TO-DAY IN THE ESTIMATION

Los Angeles, Cal.

FROM THE N. S. A. SECRETARY.

and I received from him a generous re-

additional from Mrs. George Mostow

)

IBSHi

JUST LOOK OVER THE EIGHT 
LARGE PAGES OF THE PROGRESS
IVE THINKER, AND YOU CAN RE
ALIZE AT A GLANCE THE VAST 
AMOUNT OF INTERESTING READ
ING MATTER THE PAPER CON
TAINS, READING MATTER THAT 
WILL INTEREST AND INSTRUCT, 
LEADING EACH ONE TO Â HIGHER 
PLANE OF THOUGHT.

An angel knocked at Hell’s front door, 
In shining robes well dressed. 

The Devil donned his best dress suit 
And ushered in his guest.

A Wild-Eyed Project.
learn an attempt has recently

“She said it seemed like wasting time 
T’o shout and sing so long,

For without praise she rather guessed 
The Lord could get along."

"Tjiis woman did the dickens raise—■ 
Your pardon, sir, I crave—

But just between you, sir, and me, 
- The saints did misbehave.

GRESSIVE THINKER IS THE AC
KNOWLEDGED ORGAN OF GENU
INE MEDIUMSHIP, AND ONSET 
CAMP, RECOGNIZING THAT FACT, 
HAS SELECTED IT AS ITS OFFI
CIAL ORGAN. LILY DALE HAS 
ALSO DONE THE SAME THING. IT

"We cannot trust our churches now.”— 
He sadly shook his head—

“They’re growing blind so very fast 
Since Mammon they have wed.

In a pervious article in The Pro
gressive Thinker we spoke of organ
ization on fraternal lines. 8o many 
responses have been received express
ing approval of the plan as briefly out-

The Extreme Tribulations of a Woman Who Had No Con
genial Place, Either in Heaven or Hell—A History of the 
Well Known Case of "The Woman the Lord Wouldn't 
Take, aud the Devil Wouldn’t Have Anyway,"

who on all occasions are unrelenting, 
always demanding their pound of 
flesh, are unspiritual, selfish, exacting, 
and never really accomplish anything 
for the Advancement of humanity— 
they areitoo much like- the granite 
rock—not susceptible to the higher vi
brations.

But while those who are truly spir
itual are constantly seeking to do 
good In all the various walks of life, 
trying to elevate some one beneath 
them, at the same time they are con
tinually peering Into the dark hideous 
places of life in order to determine the 
character of the dismal evil lurking 
there, and the, best method to eradl- , 
cate it, or'undermine It.

The one who. never JoqkB for evil In 
any of the various departments of life, 
1b certalnly.not fit to be called a re
former IN ANY SENSE OF THAT 
GLORIOUS WORD, for he does not 
fully recognize the true status of so
ciety, and is in no condition of mind to 
grasp the great'problems of life. ■

The one who knows nothing of evil, . 
can not have a full appreciation of the 
good, for the FORMER IS CON
STANTLY TRYING TO UNDERMINE 
THE LATTER, and in consequence is 
an important factor to consider, a fac
tor that can not possibly be dispensed 
with in the calculation for future 
progress and growth, Hence the 
stand assumed by some that YOU 
SHOULD ALWAYS LOOK FOR THE 
GOOD, AND NEVER FOR THE BAD, 
is one that never can in the least ad
vance the world to a higher plane of 
existence. It is absolutely indispens
able that one should be on the con
stant lookout for that factor in life 
which has a DESTRUCTIVE tendency 
towards everything that is CON
STRUCTIVE.

The one who is constantly looking 
for the good, constantly dwelling on 
that phase incite, and will not con
sider the evil that is rampant, is not 
even half a reformer—he is a nonde
script when considered as a factor ir^ 
the world's progress; he does not 
count for anything.

There is no half-way house when 
one is Working for the redemption of 
the world, for the two prominent fac
tors lnrSxlstohce must be considered 
at every point of view, whether one is 
in the light ofl'ln the dark; whether in 
the dens of vice or in company with an 
angel—(the same law holds good.

We are led to this line of thought 
by considering the dark places not 
only in„the ranks of Spiritualism, in- 
connection with its phenomena, but in 
all oth^p phases of life. For years a 
certain .plass of people have been fed

"If you please, kind sir,” the angel said, 
His face looked worn with care, 

“I’ve brought a. woman down to you, 
She needs a change of air.

"The church in Dashville sent her up, 
; Labelled her ‘free from sin.’ 
Saint Peter-was away, you see, 

And Gabriel took her In.

"So tried and angry did they get 
- Through all the realm of light. 

Not one. thing was she suited with— 
Some thing was not just right.

“Her wings she would not wear at all,— 
‘For fowls and birds,’ she said.

Her crown, too heavy was by far, 
And didn’t fit her head.

"The music was too loud, she said, 
And threw her harp right down. 

And called for thread and scissors, sir, 
To lengthen out her gown.

"The light, she saM was much too strong, 
It really hurt her eyes;

Her throne she guessed was well enough, 
All but its shape and size;

Onset Camp, Exceptionally Prosperous 
Tills Year, Leads in Contributions to 
the N. 8. A., a Former Proprietor of 
the Banner of Light Contributing 
One Hundred Dollars.
To the Editor:—At the request of 

Onset friends of The Progressive 
Thinker—who are numerous—I sent 
you from that camp recently, report of 
our N. S. A. special day there, in

___ . an entire rearrangement of the scrip- 
all those of these creatures and that tures which he published.

A Sensible Judge.
The members of the Four Corners 

of the Earth Theatrical Co., of the 
Avenue Theatre, Louisville, were ar
raigned before Judge McCann of the 
City Court, on August 24, for viola
tion of the Sunday laws. His honor, 
in announcing his decision, said:

“The arrests constitute discrimina
tion, as the state and city authorities 
were exempting other occupations as 
works of necessity, under an unwar- 
rantedly broad construction of the 
law, thereforejio make its workings 
uniform I shall discharge these de
fendants." ♦

It is a fact worth knowing in this 
connection, that theatrical representa
tions were originally under sacerdotal 
control, and religious plays consti
tuted the principal entertainment for 
the people. It is claimed by some 
scholars, th'at the passion plays, in 
which the crucifixion scene is enacted, 
was an adaptation from the classics of 
Eschylus, wherein the spectacle of a 
god suffering for the wrongs of men Is 
powerfully depicted. Be that as it 
may, it can be truthfully stated, those 
passion plays became so vile they were 
suppressed by legal authority in a less 
vicious age than when first introduced.

Then commenced the opposition of

high, with a basement and terrace, 
having a colonnade, now fallen, of 
sixty pillars, with richly carved stone 
railing and gateway. In these topes 
were stored by the Immediate follow
ers of Buddha sacred relics of the 
Master. One of these topes, hereto
fore unopened, and undisturbed for 
more than 2,300 years, was recently 
opened, and the relics were found pre
served in perfect condition. The 
wealth of Christendom would be freely 
given to gain such unquestioned evi
dence of tlie real existence of the'al
leged founder of Christianity.

. The interest expressed on this sub
ject since the commencement of the in
teresting articles by Dr. Brown, will 
justify another from his pen relating 
to Buddha and his history in our next.

Every man Is a volume if you know 
how to read him.—Channing.

Do not confine your children to your 
own learning. They were born in an
other time.—Talmud.

.Man has a right to think all things, 
/speak all things, write all things, but 

not» to Impose his opinions.—Ma- 
; ■ chiavdl.
- Passion is the drunkenness of. the 

mind.—South.

the church to theatricals; and 
that church set in motion all its 
ally successful arts of calumny 
detraction to crush the actors,

the change. We can!t get rid of the 
old until its falsities are known, are 
extinguished, and the better are sub
stituted. Let the grumblers grumble, 
the right will triumph tn the end.

The First Churches Were Essenian.
“I Bay unto thee, thou art Peter, 

and. upon this rock I will build my 
church; and the gates of hell shall not 
prevail against It.”—Matt 16:18.

These words are credited to Jesus, 
though evidently inserted by some 
party who wished to boost Catholicism 

i into prominence, by showing it was 
built on a rock, petros, from which 
Peter, being the Greek for rock. But

then 
usu- 
and 
and

prevent their personations of kings 
and prelates on a public stage.

The histrionic art has been improv
ing in morals ever since it was di
vorced from church rule, and to-day 
as ennobling sentiments as ever came 
from any church pulpit are promul
gated on the theatrical stage.

The Old Base Must Be Removed;
In laying the foundation and the 

erection of a new structure, founded 
on reason and. a new revelation, it Is 
as Important to remove obstructioins 
and consider the errors practiced by 
former builders, show how they arose 
from Ignorance, defective material and 
unskilled workmalsblp, as it is to 
build the new. Bergs and quicksands 
are treacherous foundations on which 
to construct a fabric which it is pro
posed shall endure for all time.

The- founders; of our/free institu
tions had an experience somewhat re
sembling what Spiritualism now en
counters. It found a monarchy, claim
ing divine origin, and ■ quoting the 
Bible, written by the finger of God, in 
its support "The powers that be are 
ordained of God.” . “There Is no pow
er but God.” “Whoso reslsteth the 
power reslsteth the ordinance of God, 
and they that resist shall receive to 
themselves damnation.”

Our revolutionary fathers exposed 
these false claims and showed ■ they 
had no foundation, then, set out to 
construct a Republic with Its base 
resting on the governed. This great 
■and prosperous American nation, with 
promls'e of eternal duration, is the out
growth. It has defects which time 
and wisdom .will remove. The. system 
of a hereditary ruler for a free people 
is a subject for lasting discord, as Rus
sia Is. now demonstrating.

So the old God-constructed religions 
must give place to modern ideas. 
Strife and contention are Incident to

observe specially, it was a promise for 
the future. The church was to be 
built, but was not yet in being.

Open now to Matt. 18:17, and read; 
“If he shall neglect to hear them 
[who complains of a, brother for a 
grievance] tell it unto the church; but 
if he neglects to hear the church, let 
him be unto thee as a heathen and a 
publican.

This language implies “the church” 
was already in being, yet none had 
been founded by Jesus on his apostles 
at that time, and not until after the. 
'reported crucifixion. Where, then, 
the church to take action in the prem
ises?

It has been shown in these columns 
that the Essenes had been in being for 
more than 200 years in Palestine 
when Jesus .was born; that they had 
churches, preachers, deacons, bishops, 
and used baptism by Immersion as a 
door or mode of entrance into that 
church. Who can doubt that. these 
churches, to which complaints were to 
be made, were Essenian, and that 
Jesus was a member, as also was John 
the Baptist a member and had been a 
“fore-runner," that is had preceded 
him in membership, and he had bap
tized this orthodox God and made 
him a fellow-member? .' .

The Best-Christian Authority Quoted.
The Encyclopedia Britannica, arti

cle “Bible,” Vol. 8,.p. 64j,' says:
"Can we say-of all the New Testa

ment books that thgy are either direct
ly apostolic, or at least stand in imme
diate dependence on genuine apostolic 
teaching which they, honestly repre- 
,sent? or must we hold, with an'influ
ential schoolof modern critics, that A 
LARGE PROPORTION OF THE 
BOOKS ARE FORGERIES, written in 
the Interest of theological tendencies, 
to which they sacrifice without hesita
tion the genuine history of Christ and 
his apostles? » * As à matter of fact, 
EVERY BOOK IN THE NEW TESTA
MENT, WITH THE EXCEPTION OF 
THE FOUR GREAT EPISTLES OF 
ST. PAUL, Is at present more ór less 
the subject of controversy, and inter
polations are asserted even in these.”

That article from which the above 
extract, came from the pen of Profes-- 
sor Wm. Robertson Smith, LL. D., a 
Scottish, biblical scholar. His atten
tion had not, probably, been directed 
to the, incontrovertible évidence that 
Paul lived and wrote his Epistles 
many years before the ' birth of our 
"Savior." And this is why those 
Epistles were filled with “interpola
tions,” as the extract states, so as to 
adapt them to Christian needs. x

on rottpn foo<^—just the same as Spir- 
Ituallsts’have to a certain extent been 
fed on bogus"tpsts, regarding the. same 
at the ‘finie aS true spiritual food. 
Just retó the following and then you 
w|ll see the absolute necessity of being 
constantly .on the outlook for evil that 
is stealthily undermining thé good. 
The Chicago Chronicle says of the 
"Rotten Food Lair Found”:

The king of Chicago’s dealers in 
putrid meat and diseased food was 
caught In the tolls of the law yester
day when "Fish” Murray, chief food 
inspector, ran to earth William David
son, 124 Illinois street, on. whose 
trail he has camped for ten days. The 
extent of Davidson’s business and the 
almost Incredible conditions of filth 
under which it has been carried on 
amazed the indefatigable Inspector, 
who estimated that at least 50,000 
persons must be feeding daily on the 
rank products of the Illinois street ca
terer. .. .„.

The headquarters of the caterer in 
chief to Chicago’s free lunch counters 
and cheap restaurants proved to be an 
old barn covered with filth inside and 
out and with horse stalls adjoining the 
culinary department. Thirty aged 
stoves which had outlived their useful
ness In hotels and restaurants were 
presided over by a staff of cooks whose 
appearance was In keeping with their 
surroundings. Davidson’s method was 
to purchase along South Water street 
and elsewhere through the city all the 
rotten meat and fish which had turned 
bad through being kept too long or as 
a result of the heat. This stuff was 
quickly dispatched to the various cold 
storage concerns throughout the city. 
When ft had been thoroughly chilled it 
was brought to the kitchen on Illinois 
street and hurriedly cooked before the 
frost had released Its grip on the de
caying flesh. The cooked product was 
sent out to the different saloons and 
cheap restaurants which patronized 
Davidson.

The profits of this business are said 
to have been enormous and Inspector 
Murray estimates that Davidson is 
worth at the present’ time at least 
$200,000. The damaged meat .was 
bought for a mere trifle and the ex
pense of preparing and disposing of it 
was kept down to the lowest possible 
margin. As boon as the location and 
name of Davidson were ascertained 
‘Murray«grocegded to swear out six 
warrants against him under different 
sectlonlrof the health ordinance. Ev
ery. avtóiablé'charge on which’ he 
could be prosecuted was preferred. 
The extreme .penalty on each count Is 
a-fine of,.?200,, making a total on the 
six counts of TÎ,200.

The angel paused, the Devil twirled 
His black moustache with care, 

“Ah’em!" he said, “I rather guess
I'll get her in somewherp.”

The weeks flew by and months rolled on, 
Before the Devil stood

Sinners and Imps—a motley throng— 
Demanding that be should

. “The fires are either all to hot,
, Or else not hot enough,
And as for coal and brimstone, sir, 

z You're cheated In the stuff.

“She’s got the women In a rage, 
The men all by the ears, ’

By telling how old-fashioned, sir, 
Our clothing all appears.

“And you have not escaped her tongue:
Your nose 1b much too long;

Your ears stick up, your hair Is coarse, 
You manage us all wrong.”

IDA LEWIS BENTLEY.

It Is. to Be Inaugurated Along Fraternal Lines, and It 
Is Claimed It Will Meet a Long Felt Demand in 
the Ranks of Spiritualism.

which I stated that we had received; 
one hundred and seven dollars as re-; 
suit of our work. I now have a fur- j 
ther pleasant report to make. In re- ■ ¡hat wo tnink the psychological 
spouse to suggestion from Mrs. G. D. mQment [jag arrived when the effort 
Hatch I wrote a friendly personal let-1 can made Wm1 a reasonable assur-
ter to my old-time friend, Mr. I. B. 
Rich, once so prominently connected 
with the Banner of Light, stating my 
errand to Onset, and asking him for a 
donation with which to swell the col
lection of N. S. A. day at that camp,

ance of success.
We believe that a large proportion 

of those, who, through investigation, 
become believers in spirit return, do 
not find in societies as at present or
ganized, anything that appeals to them

of Onset. We are grateful to all our 
camps for their special aid at days 
they annually grant to this association; 
each one is heartily appreciated by 
our officers and societies. Of course 
I take pride that Onset leads each 
year, for it is the camp of my early 
years of work and I am always at 
home In that charming spot by the 
blue, glad sea.

MARY T. LONGLEY, 
N. S. A. Secretary.

We

—Not Wholly Inspired.
Wellril[well; jtho world does move. 

The Pontifical -Commission,, under the 
dlrecticwaof DE Grannose, of the Cath
olic- Unftibislfy of 'Washington, D. C.,‘
has am 
touch,

e fact that the Penta- 
the'first five took of

the Bibis,/credited to Moses, is not 
wholly jilmpired. This, announcement 
practicâîïy"cô®flrms what Bishop Co- 
lenso taiight 37 years ago. So writes 
our-Washington correspondent, W. H. 
Burr, Esq.

It is only u-'inatter of time when 
this whole fabric, the warp and the 
woof of divine inspiration, will go by 
the board,.,and reason^ will be en
throned. " What a singular bundle of 
wisdom and falsehood are compiled 
and published in that book, Ta Biblia, 
as written in Greek.

been made to organize In a neighbor
ing city, what the projectors term an 
Independent Spiritual Society, under 
a charter from the state of Illinois, In
stead of becoming subordinate to the 
State Spiritualist Association.

Is there not a conflict In the expres
sion, an "Independent society under a 
state charter?” Independent Is de
fined: “Not subordinate or subject to, 
nor dependent upon another govern
ment, person or thing.” How is It 
possible for a society to be Independ
ent, and yet dependent on a state gov
ernment for existence? It would be a 
gross misnomer to so designate such 
a society.

A society can be Incorporated under 
the state laws of Illinois, but it is diffi
cult to see what good can be gained 
by such an organization. An act of 
Incorporatlon'for religious purposes 
can be gained by complying with the 
terms of the statutes, and paying into 
the state treasury $10. Certain forms 
and procedure are required which us
ually needs the aid of a lawyer, whose 
ordinary fee in such cases is $25. 
Then an annual report, with another 
fee is required, without which the 
charter is forfeited.

Such incorporated society cannot 
be recognized by the State Spiritualist 
Association. It would stand Isolated 
and alone, a foreign body, without as
sociates, sympathizers or assistants in 
case of calamity or distress.

The Spiritualist State Association Is 
an incorporated body, with authority 
to charter subordinate societies. Its 
fees for such charter is $5, one-half 
the fee for an act of incorporation py 
the state, and no attorney’s fee is 
needed to perfect the procedure. A 
small annual per capita tax is levied 
on members, which goes into a gen
eral fund to advance the common In-

Old, stauiich Col' Benton well said: 
“Our troubles come from uneasy poli
ticians; our safety from the tranquil 
masses." It is so in the case under 
review. No quiet, thoughtful, work
ing Spiritualist would dream of so 

.wild and impracticable a movement ns 
an act of incorporation by the state, 
when a better charter, with equal 
privileges; can be gained with but a 
fraction of the expense from the State 
Spiritualist Association.

We believe In time there will be as 
many sects as there are in the Chris
tian church, and that finally they will 
come together under one national 
head.

There should be, and we believe 
there is, some way by which all hold
ing these different beliefs can be 
brought together and joined in one 
harmonious body. The pioneer work
ers in our glorious cause have laid 
the foundation; It is our work to build 
the ’structure. Let us build large 
enough and broad enough that each 
individual may have room to grow ac
cording to his nature. If one brother 
finds the spiritual food best suited to 
his needs in phenomena, why should 
we object? The spiritual and mental 
needs of another may be more fully 
satisfied by the study of the philoso
phy.

As many suggestions have been re
ceived as to the form of ritual to be 
used in the Initiation services, we 
thought it well to give all Interested 
an opportunity to express their views, 
that from a multitude of advisers we 
may select and combine the best. Give 
us the whole or any part of five 
charges as follows: 1, Fraternity; 2, 
Phenomena; 3, Philosophy; 4, Relig
ion; , Charge from the spirit world.

We want the strongest fraternal 
charge that can be written, and we 
hope that some of the friends that be
long to the Masons, Odd Fellows, Red 
Men, Knights of Labor and other fra
ternal societies, will send us some 
thoughts on this line inspired by the 
forms and ceremonies of their respect
ive societies, that we may, if possible, 
improve upon their work. Why 
should we not have the best? We

have the same code of ethics and 
brotherly love to draw from that they 
have, and all the enlightenment that 
we have gained through the study of 
the spiritual philosophy, as presented 
to us by .wise and advanced spirits, In 
addition.

We do not propose to Interfere with 
any of the present work or workers. 
We know that many forms of organ
ization and methods of conducting the 
work have been proposed that have 
not been adopted by any society at 
present organized, and we expect to 
work among a class that is not 
reached- by the present methods.

We repeat, we want the best form 
of fraternal work. The fraternal fac
ulty is adhesiveness and is possessed 
by the great majority of mankind. 
People can be held together in a so
ciety formed on a fraternal basis bet
ter than in any other way.

Candidates for admission to this so
ciety should be taught the nature of 
phenomena; that its faculties are spir
ituality, individuality, form, size, 
weight, etc. They should be taught 
what is best to investigate and what 
part of the results of their investiga
tion it is best to use in public. Phil
osophy, a knowledge of phenomena as 
explained by us, and resolved Into 
causes and reasons, powers and laws, 
should be applied. The religious side 
of the nature should not be neglected. 
Religion does not necessarily mean the 
worship of God. The religious facul
ties are veneration, benevolence, con
scientiousness, hope, spirituality, all 
desirable qualities to be cultivated by 
Spiritualists as well as others. After 
a charge or form of initiation Includ
ing all these, a charge should be given 
from the spirit world through some in
spired speaker or writer to cover the 
whole and conclude the initiatory ser
vices.

Write to us, brothers and sisters, 
and send us your most helpful 
thoughts on this matter. Let us take 
phenomena, philosophy and religion, 
bind them together by the golden band 
of fraternity-in its fullest and deepest 
interpretation, and we can have an or
ganization that will make the spiritual 
movement the leader and peer of all 
religious or fraternal organizations.

Address all communications to
’ ALEX CAIRD, M. D.

40 Loomis street, Chicago.

.... ;——
A Ue that is.naif a truth is ever the 

. blackest of Jles.i-r-Tennyqpn. ;
The way, to gain a good reputation 

is to endeavor to be what you desire to
| appear,—Socrates. -

Mrs. Clara Wagner has moved from 
Defiance to 30 Enterprise street, Bowl
ing Green, Ohio, where she can be ad
dressed. •

The1 only competition worthy a wise 
man - is jvlth himself.—Anna Jame
son.

The sure^way. to miss success is to 
mlsa the opportunity.—Ohoslea,

False as to God.
"Thus salth the Lord God * *the 

fathers shall eat the sons in the midst 
of thee, and the sons- shall-eat their 
fathers.”—Ezekiel 6: 8,. 10. -•

Ezekiel may have been a superior 
prophet, but did he not lie outright 
when he declared God said—we have 
not a word to say of the. other mem- 
berof the heavenly firm, the "Lord”— 
fathers and sons shall praotlqa’ canni

balism and eat each other. The 
Lord, as related by Moses, was up to 
every variety of wickedness, even re
quiring the sacrifice of eight-day old
boys who chanced to be. the first born, 
see Exodus 22:29 but God himself was 

-not, previous to Ezeklells time mixed 
up with such infernal acts. Better be
lieve 'Zeke lied, and the Bible is er
rant, than that God decreed cannibal
ism.
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li. ONSET CAMP.

It Seems to Have Been on u Tidal 
Wave of Success.

Monday was conference day, and as 
usual many of those present told of 
their experiences. These meetings 
are a source of pleasure to the people 
and we hope much good is received 
from them.

Tuesday, the meeting opened with a 
selection by Miss Alice Holbrook, after 
which Mr. Harrison D. Barrett, speak
er of the clay, read a poem. He | 
brought greetings from the western | 
camps. He .took for his subject, 
“Buddhism and Christianity.” He 

andcompared Buddha and Jesus, 
" ‘ ‘ the children ofwhat they did for

men. He interpreted their work from 
a spiritual standpoint. Love .was the 
basis of all their work. No nation
will ever rise higher than the ideal of 
its citizens. The whole theme of the 
lecture was Divine Love, and it we | 
could only enter in this state ot seren
ity, life would, indeed, be worth liv
ing, and we would reach a state of no
ble and divine life. He urged all to 1 
open their hearts to receive this Di
vine Love, in order to benefit all who 
come.in contact with each other. The 
meeting closed with music and bene
diction.

We Inesday was G, A. R. day, and a 
very large audience ,was present. 
Seventeen Posts, and 24 W. R. C, were 
represented. . Mrs. C. Fannie Allyn 
then said: “We are proud to have Dr. 
G. A, Fuller with us, and proud he is 
to make the address of welcome.” Dr. 
Fuller said that the Onset Bay Grove 
Association extended a hand of wel
come to all the organized societies as
sembled, and why should not they wel
come the G. A. R., men who have 
done so much, for their country. We 
feel that we should do more than ever 
for them, and as we see that their 
ranks are thinning, ohr hearts . are 
touched more than ever with the noble 
sacrifices of life and limb,

Miss Alice Holbrook sang “The Lit
tle Bronze Button,” which was well 
received. The children then read 
their lesson on patriotism. A tribute 
to the flag was given by the Misses 
Hoppe, Crossman, Bullock, Denney 
and Pick; Song, duet, by Miss Adaline 
Valin and Miss Rltta Hoppe.

“Old Glory,” written by C. F. Allyn, 
was next on the program. Recitations 
by Porter Allyn and Tilly Cohen.

Scintillations
“THE TRUE PILOT IS TRE MARINER WHO NAVI

GATES THE BOTTOM OF THE SEA EVEN MORE THAN 
THE SURFACE."

“SOCIETSY NEVER ADVANCES. IT RECEDES AS 
FAST ON THE ONE SIDE AS IT GAINS ON THE OTHER. 
ITS PROGRESS IS ONLY APPARENT LIKE THE WORK
ERS ON A TREADMILL.” :

It is right and proper to glorify and idagnify the attri
butes of man, but there are certain elementary and primal 
truths that we must remember. The strongest intellect
ual men the world produces are often possessed of the 
most irratonal illusions—we call them Irrational.

Moral and religious reformers do not always prove 
themselves exempt from the common frailties of life. No 
philosopher can explain the problem of good ’ and evil. 
Neither can exist without the other. “In the very essence 
of the soul, pitched in the very core of it, is gome extra
ordinary poison. How else could it be? Our knowledge 
of goodness is only possible because we have knowledge of i 
evil. This is a terrible paradox which wrecks ethics and J 
has shaken so many brains. Good exists and cap be. 
known only because evil exists."

Self-interest is at the bottom Qt all compacts, associa
tions and relations existing between Individuals and peo
ples. Friendship is a filctlon, love an illusion, and natural 
affection rests on no surer basis than association. It 
would not do to publicly analyze the heart ot the purest 
man. Many a person would refuse to appear in public if 
he knew how plainly the very bone ahd marrow of his life 
and character was carried upon hia. face. That every

Wood of Mlddleboro. Mrs. Faffchild
of Denver, Col., gave two readings,
which were finely rendered. Rev. Mr.

while traveling through the South
Mrs. C.

Speeches were made by Commander 
Hagerty of Wareham, and Commander

regard to the cruel war. 
Allyn clòsed the meeting with 

one

in 
F. 
an 
of

good 
good 
good 
only 
it. '

original poem. This closed 
the finest meetings this year.

Macglathlln ot Bridgewater, spoke el
oquently on the topic of the day, 
Patriotism. H. D. Barrett spoke elo
quently also, and told many interest
ing stories that had been told him

I. and always be ready to give out 
I. We can secure a great deal of 
I from all classes of people. If we 
strive to do good we will receive 

The lecture was one of great elo-

Comrade Young read a

quence. The argument was decided

Thursday, Mr. H. D. Barrett was 
once more the speaker, and he took 
for his subject, “The Best of the Gift 
Is the Giving.” Be ready to receive

poem.

' In favor of doing good. The ultimate 
result was, that we receive so much 
unconsciously when we are giving our 
life for others. The best of any gift 
is the giving. If we only give our 

"best unselfishly, we will all gain a re-
1 bvard unlooked for.
■ta ¡The meeting closed with congrega

tional singing and benediction by Mr. 
Barrett

Thursday evening the children of 
the Onset Lyceum gave a very fine en
tertainment and the hall was well 
filled. Much credit was due Mrs. C. 
Fannie Allyn for the same. Thè ly
ceum closed on Friday afternoon 
amid “three cheers” and “good-byes.” 
The children are all devoted to Mrs. 
C. Fannie Allyn, their conductor, and 
were very sorry that closing time had 
come; but if all goes well they will re- 

; assemble under her efficient manage- 
j ment another year. Mrs. Allyn 
I showed her appreciation to her lead

ers, musician and guardian in a gift 
to each, which was received and ap- 

■ predated by each one.
Saturday, Miss Susie C. Clark was 

-, the sneaker of the day. Dr. Fuller, in 
presenting Miss Clark, said that the 
platform this afternoon was decorated' 

, by Dr. Prentiss, in white, and truly it 
was a beautiful sight to see thirty 
white and green bouquets. The trib
ute was paid to the memory of Miss 
Clark’s mother, who has just passed 
to the unseen world. Miss Alice Hol
brook sang two beautiful selections, 
after which Miss Clark read Father 
Ryan’s poem, “The Valley of Silence." 
She then took for her subject for the ‘ 
afternoon lecture, “The Valley of Si
lence.” She gave a fine description 
of the Mountain of Prayer and also of 
the mystical Valley of Silence: The 
lecture was a masterpiece, and one of 
Miss Clark’s best. The meeting 
closed with singing and benediction.

Sunday, Aug. 26, being the closing 
day of the meeting, there was a large 
concourse of people in attendance. 
The day opened with a beautiful sun
rise, and continued fine and cool dur
ing the entire day. The steam and 
electric railroads brought hundreds of 
people to the camp. Saturday and 
Sunday there were fully ten thousand 
people here on the grounds.

The Bridgewater Band gave three 
fine concerts in the auditorium.

At 10:30 a. m., Mr. Harrison D. 
Barrett, president of the N. S. A., oc
cupied the platform. After the sing
ing by Miss Alice Holbrook, Dr. Ful
ler, the chairman, Introduced Mr. Bar
rett, and he received a reception; such 
as only a New England favorite could 
receive. It was an ovation. This is 
the first Sunday for three years that 
the people óf Onset have had the priv
ilege to listen, to Mr. Barrett, and they 
enjoyed it very much if appreciative 
applause amounts to anything. ' Mr. 
Barrett prdeeded his address with a 
poem entitled "Comforted." After 

, another song by Miss Holbrook, Mr.

Âs They izarte From

life, thought and action.

, Henrÿ< MWson Tefft,
di e<
. it ■ if i

Business,J¿belai1 énd political in-
stitutions all have to carry ballast]—all" have to be 
checked, antagonized and opposed. The Organization of 
labor unions was a necessary movement ip' order to offset 
the combination of capital and keep’.a perfect balance in 
tne social order.

. Give a man power and he will bailie arbitrary, selfish 
and unjust. The same is true of auj; bo^ of men, and It 
makes no difference whether their ¿toreqtg are along sec
ular or religious lines. The nearly pojitical parties are 
balanced the better it is for the country,»and experience 
has shown that not even the church, itself, can be trusted 
with too much authority. It is said that lightning lurks 
in the dewdrop as well as in the thunder cloud. In the 
)ast analysis selfishness enters into all the acts and words 
of men. Who created man with all his contradictions and 
the world with its medley of beauty and ugliness, its Joys 
and sorrows, its tears and laughter?

The funeral pageant and the bridal party pass each 
other on the same road. The song and the dirge mingle 
together and are borne along by the same breeze. But 
the discord of life is only apparent—not real. Upon a 
broader view nature and life are harmonious.

word, act and look told the secret of his heart.
Emerson says, “Your character speaks so loud that 1 

cannot hear what you say.” Adorn your soul with beau
tiful thoughts the same- as you do your house with pic
tures, statuary and frescoes. It is more important to beau
tify your mind than it is your body for no brilliant man or 
woman was ever deemed ugly or common-place.

A large majority of people are monotonous and unin
teresting. Their lives run in a narrow chanael. They 
never add anything to their stock of ideas, vocabulary or 
thoughts. What ever is studied, mechanical, uniform, 
never pleases. The stagnant pool never sparkles. Man
ners, habits, conversation that has no variety in time be
comes tiresome. Man is a contradiction; life in all of its 
relations is a paradox, a mystery. The richest part of our 
experience comes through pain and anguish. (

“Strength is born in the deep silence of long suffering 
hearts,

Not amid Joy."
The tree that.grows alone where the elements have the 

fullest scope, and play their wildest parts, becomes the 
most firmly rooted in the ground, not the one that stands 
sheltered and protected by a thousand others. John 
Bunyan in prison, Dante' in exile, Hugo in banishment, 
produced immortal works. People learn the value of lib
erty through oppression;—great truths are impressed upon 
the soul through suffering.

There would be no- beauty in the photographer’s pic
ture if there was no darkness to develop It. The finest 
fruit, the most beautiful flowers often grow in the deepest 
shade. Opposition, untoward circumstances develop mea. 
The reason that the profession of law- brings out stronger 
characters than either medicine or theology—is because 
the -lawyer always speaks in the presence of his antagonist 
while the doctor stands alone at the bedside of his patient 
and the preacher’s word goes unchallenged from the pul
pit. The man of positive convictions is always respected 
even though he is considered to be in error.

There are in some people's method of thought two cur-

Columbus and His Hopes.
A Graphic Picture Drawn of the Influence of Hope 

in a Lecture Delivered by Attorney William A 
Hoffman, at the Unitarian Church, Sidney,. N. Y.

"Not chaos-like together crushed and bruis’d, 
But as the world, harmoniously contus’d, 
Where order in variety we see;
And where, though all things differ, all agree."

The various parts of music, bass, soprano, tenor and alto 
when properly arranged produce harmony. Each indi
vidual, power and principle Is playing a part. It needs 
the warrior with his sword, the statesman with his parch
ment, the theologian w.ltb his creed, and the philosopher 
with his logic and reason in the general chorus of voices. 
The electric storm cleanses the air, the revolution purities 
society 'and government, and the reformation helps to 
bring the church back to its primitive glory and righteous
ness.

Good and evil seem to be co-ordinate forces; neither 
ever gains a lasting victory. .Civilization dies out in one 
corner of the earth but not until €he seed Is planted in an
other. What is accepted as articles of faith in one age be
comes fable in the next. AU matter is continually return
ing into the common crucible to be revivified, remoulded 
and again given form. So with the social fabric;—there 
is a natural tendency .to return to primitive conditions,— 
to barbarism. - 1

Truth oscillates. The pendulum swings backward and 
forward. “The truth that was- a restless Problem has to
day grown a Belief burning to be uttered; on thb'morrow, 
contradiction has exasperated it into mad Fanaticism; • • 
to-day is not Yesterday, for man or thing. Yesterday 
there was the oath of Love; to-day Has1 come the curse of 
Hate.” The patriotic sentiment of a country in time dies 
out; hope fades. “Where there is ;ip.o vision the people 
perish.” There is a point Where poverty becomes degra
dation. As people become poorer th^y re^pgrade in mor
als, character and purpose. ' j.;

The world moves. No objects, prjpclples or morals are 
stationary. Everything is restless, j moving, changing. 
First magic, then mythology, then religion, then science. 
Doubt comes with age and experience and * .wider knowl
edge. When young we believe all we read and about all 
we hear,—but the trusting faith of childhood never re
turns. Some claim that fear is at the bottom of all re
ligions and that sorrow gave birth to? the belief in immor-

rents; -^-that which runs on the surface, and the subcur- 
rent.' What they talk Is one thing—what they really think 
or believe or intend to do is another. When any matter 
or subject is under consideration there is a class of individ
uals that always speaks from prejudice, freak or fancy 
and never from conviction. Conversing with a person of 
this order, is like talking into empty space;—he doesn't 
believe or disbelieve anything.

Barrett took for his subject, “Proofs 
of immortality.”

Another large audience was in at
tendance at 2 p. m., to listen to the 
last address of the season, given by 
Rev. F. A. Wiggin, of Boston. Miss 
Holbrook opened the meeting with 
singing, after which Mr. Wiggin of
fered a soulful invocation. He then 
took for his subject, “Home," by Spirit 
John McCullough, and gave an ad
dress that should have been heard by 
the'thinking people of the country. 
Mr. Wiggin is one of the most popular 
speakers that come to Onset, and is al- 

■ ways sure of a glad welcome. . 4t the 
close of his address he held a seance, 
reading many ballots, and giving 
proof of spirit return. In the even
ing he held a seance in the Arcade to 
the largest crowd of the season at a 
seance.

This closed one of the most success
ful seasons at Onset. There has been 
more people here the past season than 

■ any of the seasons for 10 years, and 
the management is well pleased. The 
following mediums and musician have 
>een engaged for the next season,

To

“He wires in and wires out, 
Leaving the people still In doubt, 
Whether the snake that made the track 

■ Was going west or coming back,”

be successful a man must believe in himself, In his

tality. 11

Restores
Eyesight

Spectacles Can Be Abandoned

It is rather difficult for us to realize 
the fact that at the close of the 15th 
century, 400 years ago, the world as 
known to Europeans, wag confined to 
Europe, a small part of Western Asia, 
and a narrow strip along the Northern 
coast of Africa. Of the teeming mill
ions and venerable civilization of Chi
na and India, the innumerable tribes 
of Africa and the two Americas and 
the islands of the sea, Europeans knew 
nothing.

( The civilized world at this time had 
very little knowledge of the earth they 
inhabited, or the universe in which it 
moved. Europeans seemed to be 
bound up by their own ignorance and 
the superstition of the age offered lit
tle encouragement to the pursuit of: 
truth and Investigation. The knowl
edge they possessed they were taught 
to believe was the sum of human । 
achievement, and to ask tor more; 
knowledge was blasphemy to the 
Church of God.

When we contrast the learning of 
our time with the learning of the time 
of Columbus, we are amazed at the 
wonderful progress made in the ascer
tainment of the truths of God’s laws.

The old beliefs, born of ignorance 
and superstition, have given place to 
the enlightened facts of truth; yet in 
the religious world we find a large 
part of .the Christian believers of the 
present time still supporting the su
perstitious doctrines and creeds pro- 
juced by this age, that knew so little 
of actual truth. "*

When Columbus landed upon the 
shores of the then New World, the 
compass had been invented a short 
time before, and the printing press 
had begun its work, and the great so- 
called Revival of Learning was in pro
gress.

The printing press multiplied and

One can bear any condition in the pres
ent by hoping for alleviation in the 
future.

Hope is the last to leave us. When 
disappointments come and all else fails
hope stands by ub to the last.. ------------ ------------ .— It
tempers present misfortunes by its 
faith in the future.

We live where our hopes are. When 
hope is gone, all is gone.

Josh Billings says: The man whose

discemlnated the ideas that the ad-
vanced thinkers had produced, and the 
so-called Theological way of thinking 
was outgrown,

The Revival of Learning, as it Is 
know in the history of this age, was 
really the revival of the Greek type 
of thought, whose ideals were earthly 
and concerning manhood, rather than 
the theological type of heaven, saints 
and apgels.

The printing press sent the new 
ideas among the people and created

only hope is simply to live, is of no 
more importance in this world than 
an extra rat is.”

j Life has a purpose and destiny, a fu
ture to accomullsh, a work to do, a 
victory to achieve. We must have 
courageous hope to meet our disap
pointments and strive on with undl- 
minished hope if we do our part in 
life's work.

Youth is always roseate with hope; 
the disappointments of manjiood suc
ceed the delusions of youth. We must 
retain our hope amid this change 
from hopes to realizations if we would 
not have old age a heritage of dlspair.

Fortunate is the man who passes 
from childhood with undlminished 
hope. Courageous hope has accom-' 
plished much in this world.

Many men who have seemed to have 
so little prospect of hope's realization 
have yet given much of value to the 
world.

When Milton Wrote “Paradise 
Lost,” the light of the world had 
closed to him forever.

Beethoven, the master of music, was 
deaf and unable to hear his master
pieces of musical composition; Ste
venson, the man whom all loved for 
his friendly qualities wrote words that 
charmed the world's readers when dis
ease was sapping his strength; Grant 
hoping and striving to write the story 
of bls life work before Death claimed 
all of the great warrior that was mor
tal are immortal examples-of the mas
tery of courageous hope.

Hope and aspiration Ue back of all 
human endeavor. Man was born dis
satisfied, or else he would have made 
no progress. He has always hoped 
for better material conditions, better 
moral conditions and his hoping has 
made him reach them.

The instinct of progress was not 
implanted or developed to be unreal
ized. To give up hope of a day when 
vice and crime shall cease and wrongs-r , , - , -, fnr more I vlc® and crime shall cease and wrongsthe desire “»Ration for more r

truth. The new thoughUed toe mina|kno^ nnr| 1nv ho
from the world to come back to tne

’ Acting," a Wonderful Discovery That Cares 
AfUlctlons ot the Bye and Bar Without 

Cutting or Drugging.

There is no need for cutting.druggiug or prob, 
foglile eye /ortho euro of most foriiis of dis-
eaue, tor a now

tue eye lias been discovered 
whereby all torturous 
methods are eliminated. 

^There is no risit or expert 
/meuting. as hundreds ot 

peplo have been cured ot 
foiling eyesight, cataracts, 
granulated lids and other 
afflictions ot the eye 

through this grand discovery, when specialists, 
theystate, termedtbe cases incurable.

Mr. A. O. T. Pennington, special agent Mutual 
Benefit Life Insurance Co., Kansas City, Mo., 
writes: "Having usixl Aotlna for several years, 
I cheerfully recommend it for the cure of eye, 
ear and .throat affections. It cured my mother, 
of cataracts "

Susan Cardwell, Lincoln, Kau., wiles: "I am 
1 years old. I was so blind I could only know 
persons by their .voices. After using Acting I 
can now thread a needle without glasses."

Her. W. O. Goodwin, Moline, lian., writes: 
"My honest opinion of Aetlna is that It Is one 
of the most marvelous discoveries of the age. 
It cured my eyes, and cured my wile of asth
ma."

Hundreds of other testimonials will be sent 
on application. “Actlna" la purely a home 
treatmentand self-administered by the patient, 
and is sent on trial postpaid. If you will send 
i our name and address to the New York and 
Bindon Electric Association, Dept 31211,029 Wal

nut St., Kansas City, Mo., you will receive ab
solutely free a valuable book, Professor Wil
son's Treatise on the Eye sad on Disease In 
General.

Cancer Cured
WITH SOOTHING, BALMY OILS. 
Cancer, Tumor, Catarrh, Piles, Fistula, Ulcere, 
Ecrema and all Skin and Female Diseases. Write 
for Illustrated Book. Sent free. Address •

DR,'BYEi Brood way, Kansas City, Mo,

Bin Salaries
’•»' Work bdnorablc, e&iy

cause and in the people. One must have an abiding faith 
in his own ability ahd resources. Dr. Parkhurst says: 
“The great workmen of history have been men who be
lieved in giants.” Faith Is one of the strongest elements 
of the human mind. Concentration "of purpose Is a lever 
that removes ahd overpowers, all obstacles. The steady 
gaze of the lion'tamer controls the action of the raging 
beast and makes him obedient to his master's will.

You cannot weigh thought, magnetism, electricity, or 
sound, yet they are all substance. We think in words, 
talk in symbols and walk tn shadows. The invisible 
torces around us are more powerful and constant in their 
action than the visible. We are whirled along through 
life, partly according to our will, more often against it but 
always on an Irresistible current over Which we have had 
but little control. No great truth, reformation, or change 
was evèr willingly accepted by mankind. It is claimed 
that every-wide-spread movement is “the lengthened 
shadow of one man.” Every reformer was once consid
ered a fanatic, a crank. Every reform, invention or sys
tem of thought was at first believed to be Irrational and 
unsound. Some of the greatest musicians, artists, reform
ers, and warriors the world has ever seen have been pos
sessed of unbalanced minds.

Someone has quoted Aristotle as saying, “No great ge- I 
nius was ever born without some mixture of madness, nor I 
can anything grand or superior to the voice of common i 
mortals be spoken except, by the agitated soul.” If a man 
is abnormally developed and strong in one particular direc
tion he is correspondingly weak in another. • No one per
son possesses all the talents.

Thq universe exists only by the pefrect balance of oppos
ing forcés. Every element, principle and atom of matter 
has a purpose. The poet builds up and the critic tears 
down. The critics often make such a compound of a man, 
that it is difficult to determine what ingredients in his 
character predominates;—whether he is-more a genius 
than fool, more a knave than an honest man; more a saint 
than sinner, more à true'physician than quack.

If has been truly said all nature is dual, that “action and 
reaction are equal.” One condition of life balances an
other? This law follows along through all. the lines of

When a person is well he can easily believe in "Mental 
Science,” “Christian Science," and '‘‘MeUphysical Heal
ing” and “Homeopathic" pills,-but ^heniife is sick he 
sends for the doctor that gives the biggest dose. It is 
easy for thoSe that'areJ prosperous'&' b^ upright, 
and chivalrous but want and misery criapgg the character 
and lives ot men. The drug that cures one individual kills 
another. The famine that starves one nation feeds and 
fattens the one that has the food to sell. Heat melts cer
tain articles and hardens others. Sorrow, disappointment 
and grief soften some hearts and harden others.

Religion broadens and expands the minds of some and 
narrows and contracts others. There is the reverse side 
to every question. Whatever advance society makes in 
one direction. It loses In another. As our civilization In
creases, so does pauperism, insanity and crime. It has 
been correctly stated that “Every good in the world is off
set by an opposite, which is evil. Light is offset by dark
ness; heat by cold; virtue by vice. This antithesis runs 
through nature. It is found in the outer world; it is 

i found in the inner, .world—that is in man himself.
Norwich, N. y. HENRY MORRISON TEFFT.

THE BOOK “AHRINZDHAN.”

“Read It and Be Warned"—That Is the Advice of the 
Reviewer.

To thoughtful, even unreliglous minds, the liability ot a 
soul to a day of reckoning in another realm where either 
happiness or horror awaits them, has -ever been a question 
of absorbing interest.

First an^ foremost, it is from the nature of things, so 
excessively personal. From ancient days we have had 
those among us wlfo have declared their absolute knowl
edge of this future existence. Some have always scoffed, 
and some have always believed. I confess to be among 
the latter, ! believe, and therefore, this so-called true ac
count of the one earth-life and the one atonement for this 
one earth-life, was so fascinating that from the time 1 
took up the book to read until the last page was turned, 1 
was utterly oblivious to time or place, so filled was I .with
the vivid, living word-pictures of the adventurers of 
rlnzlman, the unscrupulous, daring, passionate and 
noble soul. The story auternately horrifies and 
trances. That the gifted authoress really saw what 
so graphically describes will not be questioned for

Ah- 
yet 
en- 
Bhe 
one

moment by those who know ever so little of this to us, as 
yet, future, condition. To those who know nothing of the 
unseen realms that surround us, we ¿would say. Read the 
book! Perchance the reading thereof - iflay change the 
whole of this future for them. Thff^the^óry of Ahrin- 
ziman might deter others from much figure suffering, 
seemingly ;for this alone .was it-written. Therefore, dear 
fellow-soul, read and be warned, Whilé ^tis yét day.” 
For sale at the office of The Progressive pinker. Price, 
$1.00. / ,L_ _ — A. B.

world ot life. • '
The voyage of Columbus opened up ' 

the new and larger world with all the 1 
possibilities that have been achieved, 1 
and really destroyed the old world of 
the 15th century.

It created a new heaven and a new 
earth, and transformed the whole or
der of European thought.

Columbus deserves to be ranked as 
one of the greatest educators of the 
world’s history, for he emancipated 
mankind from the narrowness of its 
own ignorance and taught- the great 
lesson by his work that human destiny 
like divine mercy, embraces the whole 
world.

Behind him he had left medieval 
ignorance, encumbered with supersti
tion and paralyzed by theological ac- 
sertions that passed for learning.

Before him lay the new world with 
the promise ot the potency of civil 
and religious liberty, free eucatlon and 
popular enlightenment.

In the time of Columbus Spain was 
the greatest power in Europe; Eng
land was a petty State. But educa
tion and free thought and the liberty 
of the English people replaced the 
stagnant Spanish institutions and 
made the world what it is to-day. The 
greatest advance in progress during 
this period was made in England. The 
cause of constitutional liberty there 
arose, was persecuted by the estab
lished conventionalism of the times, 
but was not annihilated. The bravest, 
of its champpins started out with 
nothing but hope for the new land and 
laid the foundation of a nation where 
liberty and its consequent blessings 
might be established.

. The predominating spirit of the age 
in which Columbus lived has hopeful
ness; hope for better conditions out 
of thé new plane of thought; hope for 
the realization ot the dreams of its 
philosophers; hope in the possibilities 
of the newly discovered lands; hope in 
the achievements of science, art and 
Invention.

Columbus was animated by hope; 
hope for the discovery of a Northwest 
passage to the east; the hope of dis
covering new lands whose people 
could be converted to Christianity and 
the finding of vast wealth for the 
Spanish nation to use in a great Cru
sade for the recovery of the Holy 
Land. His hope was for humanity, 
not for himself,

He traveled from one Court to an
other peeking aid for his enterprise, 
and hé did not give up hope after 
years of weary waiting, until age be
gan to bend his form and whiten his 
hair. He died without realizing the 
immensity of the importance of his 
great discovery. Since his time men 
hoped to discover the Northwest pas
sage he sought to the East, but these 
hopes were not realized until the 1905 
of our own time, when it was found 
to be worthless. In the attempt to 
find it many new lands and peoples 
were made known.

This shows us that when men hope 
and seek to realize that hope, they ac
complish things. _ Perhaps not what 
they sought, but more often what is 
greater benefit to humanity.

Take hope out of the world and but 
little remains, and but little will be

known, and Joy be realized, would be 
to lessen the chances of the dawning 
of such a day. Let us hope for such 
a day, and Inspired by that hope, strive
earnestly for its realization.

Tlie Lyceum at Lily Dale, and the Im
pressive Ceremonies Connected

Therewith
One of the most beautiful and inter

esting entertainments at Lily Dale was 
given by the children and teachers of 
the Lyceum Friday evening, Aug. 10. 
The rostrum of the large auditorium 
was beautifully decorated with ferns 
and flowers. The seats for the chil
dren so arranged as to -form a circle 
elevated in the rear which contained 
the larger pupils which gradually de
scended to the footlights where the 
smallest children sat, and In the center 
of this beautiful representation of the 
Sunflower sat one of the sons of man 
who directed the execution of pro
gram.

This Sunflower, the emblem of spir
itual unfoldment, and the beautiful 
spiritual enlightened faces of the 
children in their various doings, reci
tations and dances, showing the indi
vidual expression of a higher state ot 
development from the youngest to the 
oldest.

There was no prosy rendition, all 
was an intelligent expression of life, 
harmony and beauty.

The rendition ot some negro melo
dies by Aunty Hampton was a quaint 

■and refined expression of the sympa
thetic and poetic relation of the race, 
and brought out most demonstrative 
encores. The dancifig by a master of 
the art, Mr. Keeler, was a deep lesson 
for all. It showed the power of the 
spirit over the physical in the keeping 
of perfect time and rhythm with the 
music. Last but not least was the 
drama ot a mother’s love portrayed 
most beautifully by Mrs. Cadwallader, 
representing the mother, and a little 
child, who were assisted by some of 
the misses of the lyceum, representing 
the spirits of Love, Truth, Ambition, 
Fame, Duty and Death. The mother 
in her intense love for her child called 
upon each spirit representing the sev
eral principles, requesting each to so 
guide her darling as to bring it happi- 

< ness, love and fame. Even death

i when the meeting will commence July 
21: Mr. Thos. Cross; Rev. Wilson 
Fritch, Mrs. Mary T. Longley, Rev. 
Cora L. V. Richmond, Harrison D. 
Barrett, Rev. F. A. Wiggin, Miss Susie 
C. Clark,'Mrs. Katie M. Ham, Mrs. 
Carrie F? Loring, Mrs. Alice Whall, 
and Mr. A. J. Màxham. Mrs. O. Fan- 
nie Allyn will have charge, of thé ly-: 
ceum .which has come to be an estab- ' 

- lished fixture. The state association 
and the National Spiritualist Associa
tion will have a day as usual.

Geo. A. Fuller, president of the 
Massachusetts State Association, of 
course has been engaged as a speaker 
and the chairman of the meeting for 
1907, also as treasurer and clerk of 
the Onset Bay Grove association. It 
would not be Onset without Dr. Fuller, 
and It is hoped he will be wiih us for 
many years to come.

SUBSCRIBE FOR THE PRO
GRESSIVE THINKER AND GET ALL
'HB NEW ENGLAND NEWS.

looks likeahoodoo. was being held at the house of Mr. Ha- 
gerum, a' former Ipnnie minister, and

“ ■. , , the guests were talkinguif the accident
Unhappy Portent In Startling Incidents i AkerixuB. •. Some.OMsaid that.evi-

numa otih rwa. I dently the Caslno^all^ needed repair-at Time of Norway and Swe
den^ Separation. Ing, when sudde) 'e-sized marble

Stockholm.—Those who take an in
terest In occult phenomena will' find 
much to their taste.In the "Annales 
es Sciences Psychologiques,” just pub
lished, in which are reported several 
strange occurrences which took place 
when Norway was' separated from 
Sweden.

On November 18 last, we are told, a 
number of officers were,assembled in 
the hall of the Casino ot Akerhus, 
waiting for King Haakon to make his 
entry. Suddenly a cracking noise was 
heard, and before anyone could turn 
round, a full length portrait of King 

i Oscar fell from the wall:to the floor.
The-picture was picked up unhurt, but 

IT | the crown on'the top of the frame was
WILL BE THE OFFICIAL PAPER smashed to atoms.

I FOR THIS CAMP. HATCH.- A few. days afterward/ a reception

bust of King Ostar; ;wliich stood be
tween the windows oFthe room, fell to 
the floor and waSa braken to pieces. 
Several other occjirreacgs of a like na
ture are reported/ and there can be no 
reason to doubt the good faith of the 
“Annales.”

"Science and the Future Lite.’’ By 
James H. Hyslop; Is one of the most 
valuable acquisition to the literature 
of Modern Spiritualism that has; ap
peared of late years. It is sef entitle in 
its method, profound in its 1 )gic, and 
above all sympathetic to ti e trutn 
whatever it may bo and wt rrever it 
may be. found. Pricb, cloth, ?1.5u. 10 
cento postage extra. •

"Continuity of Life a Cosmic Tnith,"’ 
By Prof. Wm. M. Lockwood. The work 
of'a strong, logical thinker, on a deeply 
Important subject.1 Price; cloth, gl.

accomplished.
The great Revival of Learning of 

the 15th century may also ba called 
"The Revival of Hope."

We are to be congratulated that'Tt 
is-no longer possible to imprison and 
torture the world's master thinkers, 
who are hoping and striving for the 
good of humanity. But there is still 
prejudice and opposition to be met, 
which is the outgrowth of supersti
tious ignorance of the past, which so 
long stood in the path of human pro
gress. . .

xystom ot treating afflictions of

Men and women 
ot every age are 
making big tala«

W’ Work bdnorablc. eiiy and agreeable at 
home. Wo want tome one In your nol<hborbood. Are
an old ostkbliibed flrm. 'Write to-duy. Big mouey for you.
MYAL MANUFACTURING CO. Box 3150 Uelrolt, Mich.

The above is the uumuer of the pres
ent issue ot The Progressive Thinker, 
as printed at the top of the first page, 
right hand corner. If this number cor
responds with the figures on your wrap
per, then the time you have paid for has 
expired, and you are requested to re
new your subscription. This number 
at the right hand corner of the first 
page Is advanced each week, showing 
the number of Progressive Thinkers 
Issued up to date. Keep watch of the 
number on the tag of your wrapper.

would bring peace.
After each had presented their dif

ferent petitions to become the guides 
of the child of love,the mother decided 
to place the child in the care of all, 
granting to her all the various experi
ences of love, truth, ambition, fame, 
sorrow and death, recognizing the 
truth of each as a necessary unfold- 
ment of the soul leading to a full and 
perfect life.

Friday morning, August 17, the 
grand march through the park by the 
lyceum children and the exercises in 
the auditorium show the- Interesting 
efforts of the teachers to bring out the 
best expression to a higher unfold- 
ment. Miss Marie C. Brehm of Chi
cago, addressed the children for a few 
moments. She told them she would 
tell them i story, and asked them 
what they would like best to hear 
about, and at once in a chorus of 
voices they exclaimed “More about the 
little Swiss Republic,” which in itself 
denoted quick intuitive and progress
ive trend of the young friends.

M. L. POPE.

We find It In the creeds and dogmas 
of religions, that amid the progress.
and enlightenment of the 20th centu
ry they still remain as they were in. 
the 15 th century. ■

Could we not expect better ethical 
and moral Ideals in the religion of to
day, if more progress had been allowed 
in the ascertainment of truth?

Progress In religion has been op
posed by obsolete medieval creeds and 
ideas, so that the reformer who has 
had hope for the betterment of man- 
.kind, has been denied the . aid of the I 
great body of* the Church. .

• Hope Is universal. • The .hope of a-; 
life beyond the grave is so strong that 
it has been a belief of all mankind, 
past and present. ■

•Hope is the motive power that 
r makes continual endeavor possible.

STARTLING FACTS, 
OB

Deeds of Darkness Disclosed
This work devotes special attention 

to Auricular Confession and its rela
tions to sacerdotal celibacy, convents, 
monasteries, morality and civil and re
ligious liberty. It is intended to be an 
embodiment of facts and documentary 
evidence of the pernicious influence ot 
the confessional; a trenchant showing 
up of Romanism,- based upon standard 
Catholic authorities; an eye-opener con
cerning the methods and spirit, the 
moral turpitude and evil works of Ro
manism. Cloth, 75 nentB.

The Poetical and Prose Works
-------BY------

ELLA WHEELER WILCOX.
Mrs. Wilcox's writings have been the 

Inspiration of many young men and 
women. Her hopeful, practical, maa- 
terful views of life give the reader new 
courage in the very reading and are 
a wholesome spur to flagging effort 
Words of truth so vital that they live 
in the reader's memory and cause him 
to think—to his own betterment and 
the,lasting Improvement of hie own 
work in the world, in whatever line it 
lies-^fiqw from this talented woman's 
pen.

POEMS OF PASSION.
By Ella Wheeler Wilcox.

Many thousands ot this book have 
been issued, showing the estimation in 
which it is held. Presentation edition, 
with author’s portrait Price $1.

The Forest Home Camp, Mich.
The camp closed August 19, al

though the elements were against 
large Sunday gatherings, owing to the 
first two being rainy, and we yet have 
to depend on the locust grove to hold 
meetings, of any size. The last Sun
day the heat was terrible, andv very 
dusty, and it, would seem no- one 
would venture out unless they were 
very much interested; still people 
came through all difficulties, and as 
each year we close our camp, and
take a retrospective view of the days 

. gone by, and-have watched thé general 
trend of' interest manifested, we can 
but exclaim, we have gained,- and are 
gaining each year, though slowly. 
The .leaven works, and we feel repaid 
for all of ouu anxiety as to how our 
expenses wou® be met; Good -true 
souls rise up and lend a helping hand, 
and we come out victorious, ready to 
go on with the good work as long as 
we can catch a glimpse that our audi
ences are learning. Patience is our 

• watchword. We claim our platform 
workers were of the best, and hope
they were fully appreciated. Mes-
sages well received and camp closed 
successfully.

< RUTH EASTMAN, Sec’y.

POEMS OF POWER."
By Ella Wheeler Wilcox.

New and revised edition, containing 
more than one hundred new poems, dis
playing the author’s fine taste, cultiva
tion and originality. With portrait 
Price $L

POEMS OF PLEASURE.
By Ella Wheeler Wilcox.

This charming collection comprise» 
many of the best poetic creations of the 
author. Embellished with portrait 
Presentation edition. Price JI.

MAURINE AND OTHER POEMS.
By Ella Wheeler Wilcox.

An Ideal poem about as true and lov
able a woman as ever poet created. 
With portrait of author. Price $1.

AROUND THE YEAR WITH ELLA 
WHEELER WILCOX.

A birthday book compiled by Ella 
Giles Ruddy, from the poetical and 
prose writings of Ella Wheeler Wilcox. 
It epitomizes her inspiring optimistia 
philosophy with an apposite quotation 
for each day in the year. With author’s 
portrait, and half-tone illustrations 
prefacing each month. Cloth, price. $L

kingdom of love and other 
POEMS.

By Elia Wheeler Wilcox.
. A magnificent collection of poems 
suitable for recitations and readings, 
true to the very best there is in human 
nature. . Presentation edition, dark red 
doth, $1-

"Longley's Beautiful Bongs.” a, 
new edition comprising in one volume 
the four parts heretofore published, 
to which 1b added part five, also a 
number of the author's most popular 
songs, including “Only a Thin Veil Be
tween Us” and its "Companion Piece.” 
Cloth, 75 cents. Boards, 50 cents.

••The ■ Infidelity- ot Ecclesiasticism. 
A Menace to American Civilization.” 
By Prof. Wm. M. Lockwood, lecturer 
upon physical, phyiologlcal and psy
chic soienbo. Demonstrator of the Mo
lecular or Spiritual Hypothesis of Na
ture. Scholarly, masterly, trenchant. 
Price, 25 cents.

"Materialization.” By Mme. a 
d-Esperance nnd Rev. B. F. Austin, 
Excellent. Price 10 cents.
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goodbut oneThe Spiritualistic Field—Its Workers, Its Work
when Hope la

and General Progress, the World Over. flaming

"Sail on, gall on, sail on, and on,"

COMMUNICATIONS.
allows this freedom of expression, be-

PASSED TO SPIRIT LIFE.

JOHN M. STOCKMAN.and for the cause of Spiritualism and

ALL TRUE MEDIUMS.

Pecatonica and Janesville, wis.;
well as from the city.

the"Now

.wagiàc, Mich.
PRAYER.

closed for .some. 
Church ot In-

itualists held its 37 th annual meetings • 
on August 25 and 26 in the same old

After having been 
time, the Spiritualist

A Prominent Spiritualist of Michigan 
Appeals to all,.Mediums to Assist 
Him in Getting Out an Important 
Work. < ■

as a

THE NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE 
WRITER SHOULD ACCOMPANY ALL

the general welfare of humanity; that ------------* ■ —•—
a copy of this resolution be Bent to SPECIAL NOTICE TOri

MATTER, OF WHATEVER KIND, 
SENT TO THIS OFFICE.

The Wentworth Meeting.
The Wentworth Association of Splr-

Sunday, September 0. 1006 
Kingdom of Nature."

IT ACTUALLY APPEARED,

Confirms the Staaÿ of Jthe Ghost of the 
Big Hollow.

Mary B. Hill writes: “The Band of 
Harmony social, held at the home ot 
Mrs. Hattie Peet, was a most enjoyable 
affair. Everyone seemed to partake

We go to press early Monday morn
ing, hence communications Intended for 
that current Issue should reach this 
office not later than the previous 8atur» 
day morning. Bear this In*mind.

for fallahd winter months. Will make, 
be addressed at

THIS GENERAL SURVEY DEPART
MENT IS ONLY INTEND5.°nto 
CHRONICLE THE ENGAGEMENTS 
AND WORK OF SPEAKERS AND ME
DIUMS. A REPORT OF what the 
VARIOUS SPEAKERS 6AY WILL 
NOT BE PUBLISHED, AS WE HAVE 
NOT SPACE SUFFICIENT FOR THAT 
PURPOSE.

CONTRIBUTORS.—Each contributor] AS A GENERAL RULE, IN THIS 
Is alone responsible for any assertions • OFFICE WE PAY NO ATTENTION TO 
or statements he may make. Theedltor ANONYMOUS COMMUNlCAT ■

TOPIÇ FOB THE PROGRESSIVE 
LYCEUM.

terms to-suit. Can 
Horton, Mich.

Gem of Thought— 
“Brave Admiral, say 

word, 
What shall we do 

gone?
The words leaped 

sword, .

ÄBSSIVB' THINKER ' - Kept. 8, luoo,

THQS. HARDING EXPLAINS.

Having that the cause of truth can be 
best subserved thereby. Many ot the 
sentiments uttared in an article may be 
diametrically opposed to his belief, yet 
that is no reason why they should bo 
suppressed; yet we wish it distinctly 
understood that our space is inade
quate to publish everything that comes 
to hand, however much we might desire 
to do so. That must account tor tne 
non-appearance of YOUR article.

' WRITE PLAINLY.-WO would Ilk® 
to impress upon the minds of our corr 
spondents that The Progressive fbln ter 
!s set up on a Linotype machine that 
must make speed equal to about to 
compositors. That means rapid w » 
and it is essential that all copy, w ■ 
sure insertion in the paper, all mb er re
quirements being favorable, shoul 
written plainly with Ink on whit« 
paper, or with a typewriter, and ori y 
one Bide of the paper. Please bear this 
ln ITEMS.—Bear In tha*
the General Survey will in all cas 
adjusted to the space we have to occu 
py, and In order to do ^?at t|iey 
generally have to be abridged m 
less; otherwise many ftems wou 
crowded out. Sometimes a thirty imo 
Item Is cut down to ten lines, and ten 
Unes to wo lines, as occasion may r 
’UTAKE DUE NOTICE, 
for this page must be acco“P* „ lte' 
the full name and address of the w 
It. will not do to say that B®c'r®tarJ.,b. 
Correspondent writes bo and so, 
out giving the full name and ad 
Ilie writer. The Items of those who o 
not comply with this request w 
cast Into the waste basket.

keep COPIES of your poems aent}° th* office forthey will not be.returned 
It we have not space to use them.

—Selected from Joaquin Miller’s fa
mous poem, "Columbus.”
For information concerning the 

Progressive Lyceum, authorized- Les
son Paper for the National Spiritual
ists Association, address John W. 
Ring, Green Mountain Falls, Colorado.

To the Edltdy;—Iliyas very much 
interested in the account of the Ghost 
of the Big Hollow, sent to your valued 
paper by Abbie A. Averill, of Lynn. I 
have pasBed through ithe road . men
tioned and have heard tbe story which 
was in the main iitated, correctly by 
Mrs. Averill, with the exception of the 
very interestin fact that the courage
ous investigator whose name was Lln- 
icott, went, as soon as he had received 
the communication, to-a Justice of the 
Peace and took oath i regarding his 
conversation with the spirit of Mr. 
Bryant, and the affidavit was duly re
corded by him. . ’ •'

CYRUS EMERY.
Prophetstown, III.

He Addresses a Letter to the Truth 
Seeker, Presenting IBs Views on 

- Various Subjects.

When writing for this paper 
use a pen or typewriter.

ALWAYS GIVE YOUR FULL NAME 
AND. ADDRESS WHEN SENDING NO
TICES AND COMMUNICATIONS FOR 
PUBLICATION, OTHERWISE THEY 
WILL FIND THEIR WAY TO THE 
WASTE RASitET,

On account of being compelled to go 
to press earlier than usual on account 
of Labor Day, many Items will have to 
be omitted until next week.

Our Rockford, Ill., correspondent 
writes that Dr. Geo. B. Warne, presi
dent of the Illinois State Spiritualist 
Association, will lecture at the Odd 
Fellows’ hall, South Main street, that 
city on the evening of Sunday, Sep
tember 9, to the Spiritualists of the 
city. It is possible a good medium 
will be in attendance. As this meet
ing will be the first for the coming lec
ture season, it is hoped a large attend
ance will be. present from Belvidere, 

nnd JaI168V1116< WlS.i

matter, so-called, is simply the con
served forces of a spiritual. universe, 
as eternal as spirit itself. When 
Spiritualists fully understand this, 
some remarkable phenomena'will not 
look Bo strange when limited spirit
ual power. Is brought .into’ action. 
When this is fully understood as Prof, 
Lockwood explains it, Spiritualism 
win take the stand as based on the 
only true philosophy of all existence. 
The power of spirit over matter is il
limitable, for matter is entirely under 
Its control, being its fully conserved 
forces." -

Eva L, Stewart writes: “The Hydp 
Park Occult Society was highly enter
tained last Sunday evening by remarks 
from an ex-clergyman of-the Method
ist church, Dr,-Geo. E. McNeil, .who 
has only a few months been interested 
in Spiritualism. He told of Instances 
of spirit return through the medium
ship of Mrs. Medlicat who was' pres
ent, and made some fine remarks at 
the,close of the services. Mrs. E. 

'Guckert, dur medium, gave a message 
to everyone in the hall. All wonder 
how Bhe has the strength and power ot 
endurance to do bo. Her little guide 
is very interesting, .and all acknowl
edge the messages. In going through 
the audience she came to a group and 
her guide told them that Bhe sensed 
that there'was another medium there, 
and Mrs. Medlicat had to acknowledge 
that she was the medium. Dr. Mc- 
Niel will speak for us again in the 
near future.”

Under date of Aug. 24, Mrs. Carrie 
M. Hinsdale, president of the Texas 
State Spiritualist. Association, writes 
as follows: "I have just returned from 
Hubbard City. The meeting was held 
in a beautiful grove, and Mills Bro’s., 
who own the park, hope to establish a 
permanent camp ground at that place. 
Wezhad a good meeting, and people 
were interested enough to come two

' H. L. Chapman writes 
camps of this vicinity, are over, and 
our home meeting will not begin for 
some weeks, I should be pleased to 
•serve any society from South Bend to 
Battle Creek, on the Chicago and 
Grand Trunk road, at any point I can 
reach on Sunday morning train, and 
return Sunday evening. Charges for 
first lecture and poems will be rail
road expenses for self and wife. Ad
dress H. L. Chapman, Marcellus, Mich.

F. M. Dyer, 822 Oakland avenue, 
An# Arbor, Mich., would like to pur
chase “The Discovered Country.” Ad
dress him as above.

Mrs. John Brown writes from Ft. 
Collins, Colo., speaking favorably of 
the good work being done there by 
Rev. E. E. McCarthy. Letters will 
reach Mrs. McCarthy If directed to the 
General Delivery, Denver, Colo.

Mrs. Hamilton Gill has returned 
from her trip to Chesterfield and 
Vicksburg camps, and will be pleased 
to see her friends at her home, No. 
891 Adams street, Chicago.

O. N. Unthank writes from Nebras
ka: "I can rejoice for the general ad
vance of our cause the world round, 
and hope for better things here.”

J. C. F. Grumblne opens his lecture 
season in Faelton Hall, Huntington 
Chambers, Boston, Sept. 9, at 11 a. 
m. There will be only the morning

Mass-Meeting nt Greenwich, Mass.
The Massachusetts State Associa

tion will hold a mass meeting in the 
Spiritual Church at Greenwich, Mass., 

‘on Tuesday, September- 25, afternoon 
and evening. Good talent has been 
engaged and it Is hoped that all Spir-

of the inspiration of the hour, and all 
joined In making the social a success 
in every sense. The next social will 
meet with Mrs. F. Koehler, 222 Irving 
avenue, near JackBon Boul., Sept. 6. I (tUaHSts will attend.' The' meeting 
There will be progressive euchre in wj]i be free-
the afternoon, playing from 2 to 4 CARRIE L. HATCH, Sec'y.
o’clock. Six prizes. There will be_______J...

»U- O’“”* K±
Ing for a highly entertaining evening. elation.
Don’t fall to be present, as this is the The eleventh annual convention of 
last of the summer socials in' the the California State Spiritualist Asso- 
homes. The following Band of Har- elation will be held Sept. 7, 8 and 9, 
mony will meet Sept. 20, in Maspnlc 1906, in Burbank Hall, 542 So Main 
Temple, Room 512, and will be the street, Los Angeles, Cal. The state 
home-coming and reception ot Mr. secretary can report an Increase of 20 
and Mrs. Richmond." societies during the last year, and con-

Dr. Louis Schlesinger, the medium, Blderable interest is manifested by 
lately passed to spirit life at Los An- old societies as well as the new ones, 
geles, Cal. Full particulars next to make this convention second to 
week. none. And while the San Francisco

The many friends of MIbs M. B. ®re. destroyed all tho. property of the 
Hedrick will be pleased to know that state association, it did not burn away 
she will hold a limited number of se- or destroy the courage of its directors, 
ances before she leaves for the South. ouUook financially Ib good,

-She will leave Brooklyn, N. Y., Sept, th® interest strong, the harmony most 
30, and until then she will hold a se- excellent, and much is expected of the 
ance at her home, 55 Herkimer street, eleventh annual convention.
every Tuesday and Friday at 8 P- m., MRS. M. E. G. HOWD,
dating from Sept. 4. Those who wish |. Secretary C. 8. B. A.
to attend would do well to engage 
chairs in advance, as Miss Hedrick 
will accommodate only a limited num-
ber at each seance. Chairs may be [Obituaries to the extent of ten lines 
reserved by letter, or phone 2622 J Ouly will be inserted tree- All In excess 
Bedford. . I of ten llnes will be charged at the rate

r. ’ , —!—T of fifteen cento per line. About seven
Resolutions of Respect, words constitute one Une.]

At a special meeting-of the officers -—.—
and trustees of the, O. 8. A,, called by Mary.E. Blanchard passed to spirit 
the president, F. D. Dunakin, and held lite on Augiist 16, at Calais, Me., at 
at his home in Cecil, O.,: August 25, the age of 55- She was a believer in 
the following resolution was adopted:, psychic phenomena, and has contrlb- 

Whereas, our esteemed Bister. co- uted to the columns of The Progress-
worker and ex-presldent of the Ô. S. ive Thinker.' In Boston Public Libra- 
A., Mrs. Carrie F; Curran, recently' ry may be found her books of fine 
ascended into a higher sphere of ac- poems entitled "Psyche and Other 
tivity, therefore, be it ■ Poems.” Her last' serial was pub-

Resolved, That the Ohio Spiritualist llshed in the Boston Banner of Light. 
Association through its officers and It Ib a beautlfuli story in which Bhe 
trustees do herewith express sincere sought to portray1 the theory of rein- 
appreciation of her excellent work in carnation as taught by Theosophists.

To the Editor of the Truth Seeker, 
New York:—I have received a copy of 
the Truth Seeker of August 11, which - 
you were kind enough to send me, and 
for which I thank you. I have read it 
with interest and care, so I hope you 
wlll glve me credit for good intentions 
if I offer a friendly remonstrance. 
Fearing you might misunderstand my 
position, howcer, I will say that 1 am 
not connected with any religious or 

’Spiritualistic society. I simply "pad
dle my own canoe," and no other per
son or. set of persons Ib responsible for 
my opinions or expressions.

In your concluding editorial of the 
above date, you refer to Spiritualism 
as a "religious denomination" by the 
name Spiritualism. I suppose you 
mean belief in tho existence of spirits 
and their ability to communicate with 
this world's people. You say:

"The Spiritualists are a good peo
ple to meet with”' (which of course 
they are whether you joke or no); and 
at their religious meetings they .give 
more for the money than any other 
denomination.” ■ ■

My dear sir, spirit communication 
belongs to the world at large, and not 
to a sect or set. It, is common to. the 
public, like the post office where 
some get .letters and some don’t. 
Praying does not,advance nor swear
ing retard it. . It is not necessary that 
one should be pious in order-to enjoy 
it. It comes,, conditions permitting, 
to all alike, whether priest or Levite, 
learned or ignorant, good or bad.

It is true that some who were ac
customed to emotional -religión, may 
and doubtless do, desire to prolong 
and Intensify their old-time pleasant 
feelings and try to establish a new 
church with Spiritualism on the cor
ner stone; but the world of thinking 
people refuse to endorse that, "declar
ing “We have too many churches al
ready."

This new wine cannot be put into 
old bottles. Why, sir, a certain lec
turer' told me that he wanted to see 
spiritual lecturers wear gowns like the 
priests of Catholic and Episcopal 
churches; it was plain to be seen that 
the man wished to get inside of one of 
the gowns himself. How true It Is 
that “men are children but of larger 
growth." Mother Nature has fur
nished the laws by which mortals may 
communicate with each other and spir
itual people of another condition may 
also send their greetings. It is a nat-

Temple Heights Spiritualist Camp.
The twenty-fourth annual session of 

Temple Heights Spiritualist camp
meeting closed on August 19> and is 
universally regarded as one ot the 
mos't successful meetings ever held in 
Maine. The weather was ideal, and 
the beautiful blue Penobscot bay with 
Its ever changing panorama of passing 
ships, added to the natural charm of 
Temple Heights. The meetings have 
been unsurpassed in recent years.

Mr. Albert E. Tisdale, •Whose sud
den transition has so shocked the Spir
itualists everywhere, delivered six lec
tures filled with philosophical wisdom 
and grand spiritual truths. His lec
ture of Sunday afternoon, August 19, 
closed a long life of activity and was 
a fitting ending for such a brilliant 
career.

Mrs. Effie Webster Chapman of 
Cambridge, Vt., lectured three times, 
and gave tests each day. Mrs. Chap
man is a great favorite at the Heights, 
and her work this year as usual was 
very satisfactory.

Mrs. Minerva A. Barwise, of Ban
gor, Me., gave four very interesting 
lectures. . She Is. one of the newer lec
turers on the platform, but blds fair 
to enter the front rank, and at no dis
tant date.. Her style ot speaking is 
simple and clear, but forceful, She is 
radical in thought, yet the presenta
tion is such that her radicalism rarely 
gives offense.

Mr. Henry K. Bearse, of Harwich, 
Mass,, was the soloist for the week, 
and delighted his audiences with his 
sweet renditions. Mr. Bearse’s voice 
has that natural beauty of melody 
which added to advantages of culture 
make him an ideal soloist at a Spirit
ualist camp.

During the past year the grounds at 
Temple Heights have undergone many 
improvements, and marty others are 
in contemplation. It is planned to 
build a new hotel to accommodate the 
many guests who were unable to be 
entertained with the present facilities, 
and to have this hotel opened by 
August; 1907. All indications point 
to Temple Heights becoming one of 
the most prominent camps In the 
East. One distinctive feature of this 
camp is, that the cottagers and camp
ers and transients are all Spiritualists 
with one purpose and one aim; and 
that Is, to promulgate the truths of 
Spiritualism.

MARK A. BARWISE.
Bangor, Maine.

DR. J. M. PE&BLES’ 
Most important Books.

REDUCED PRICES,
1. What Is Spiritualism and Who! 

Are These Spiritualists? A book ot 
131 pages, elegantly bound in paper. 
Price 40 cents; postage 5-cents.

2. Death Defeated, or the Psychic 
Secret of How to Keep Young. 300 

1 in cloth, 
health, hy-

pages, handsomely bound 
Goes to the root of life, : 
glene, marriage, divorce,. 
prolong life, etc. "price 
12 cents.

8. Spiritualism Vs.

and how to 
$1; postage

Materialism,
This volume, cloth-bound, contains a 
series of essays and arguments against 
materialism from the point ot Spirit
ualism, Price 50 cents; postage 8 
cents.

4. A New Biography of Dr. Pee
bles, by Prof. E. Whipple. A book of 
600 pages, bound In cloth, and giving 
a full history of the Doctor’s eventful- 
life nnd travels, now 85 years of age. 
Price' $1; postage 18 cents.

5. Vaccination a Curse and a Men
ace to Personal Liberty. This, an il
lustrated volume, treats exhaustively, 
of calf lymph, vaccine virus, "option
al” vaccination or compulsory. Price 
$1; postage 12 cents.

6. The Orthodox Hell. A scath-
Ing pamphlet against the Christian
doctrine of vicarious atonement and
endless hell torments. Price 10 cents.

7. Demonism of the Ages and Spir
it Obsessions. A large volume of al
most 400 pages. Treats of the angels, 
demons, obsessions, arid evil spirits 
through all the historic ages. Price 
$1; postage 15 cents.

8. Spiritualism Commanded of
God. 
ists.

A reply to^Seventh-day Advent- 
30 pages. Price 10 cents; post-

age 2 cents.
0. 

don
Proofs of Immortality, the Lon- 

"rejected" address. 49 pages.
Price 15 cents; postage 3 cents.

10. 
ism. 
age 2

11.

The Pro and Con of Spiritual- 
24 pages. Price 10 cents; post
cents.

Spiritualism in All Lands. 31
pages. Price 10 cents, postage 2 cents,

her family and to the Spiritualist 
press for publication.

F. D. DUN AKIN, Pres;
D. A. HERRICK, Trustee. 
ELIZABETH SCHAUSS, 

Secretary pro tern.

miles to attend the services. Mrs. L. 
8. Gardner of Beaumont, whose' inde
pendent slate-writing has convinced 
many skeptics in the thirty years'she 
has been a medium, attended also. 
She convinced some-and jgavesmany 
more something to puzzle over.. Mrs. 
Gardner has never been a public medi
um, and this 'was the first time she 
has used her mediumship publicly, but 
I sincerely hope It Is not the last time. 
Two weeks from to-day (Friday) the 
state convention meets at Beaumont. 
I am sure we will have a good meeting 
for I have had many letters making in
quiry.”

Jessie S. Pettit-Flint writes: "We 
notice extracts from Mr. Dague’s let
ter to you. He omitted to -mention 
his own fine address given at New Era

service during the entire season.
Mrs. C. Kirchner writes: “The cool 

weather has been the cause of the in- 
Increase of attendance at our Sunday 
and week-night meetings. Noticeably 
lost Sunday afternoon quite a .large 
audience (particularly strangers look- 
ipg for the truth) greeted our presi
dent who delivered a short but inter- 
sstlng talk. The experience meeting 
was a grand success, followed by very 
convincing tests by Sisters Hlld and 
Kirchner. In the evening a very large 
audience greeted Sister Fravel. She 
has gained the hearts of a great many 
by her able manner through her 
guides of convincing the skeptical. 
After her talk Sister Hanson gave 
some very beautiful demonstrations of 
spirit phenomena as well as did Mrs. 
Kirchner. Our Tuesday evening 
meetings are always well attended, as 
Mrs. Kirchner reads flowers. On 
Wednesday evening Sister Coombs 
reads articles. Thursday evening, de
veloping class. Friday evening, pojpu- 
lar lectures along psychic lines, by Or
lando E. Miller, Ph. D. He will be 
our speaker for Sunday, September 9, 
evening. In the afternoon we will 
have-an experience meeting, followed 
by tests. Miss Elizabeth Harlow, 
fresh from the camps, will be with us 
for a series of lectures, commencing 
Friday evening, Sept. 14, and on Sun
day, Sept. 16, afternoon and evening, 
also on Friday evening, Sept. 21, and 
Sunday afternoon and evening, Sept. 
23. We have made special arrange
ments for seats so we can accommo
date the numbers who will come and 
hear this gifted lady. Come early and 
get good seats.”

Jane Goodman Writes from Hamil
ton, Canada: "I am sorry that the im
pression has gone abroad . that the 
Hamilton Spiritualists do . not pay 
their mediums. Now this does not 

■apply to the First Spiritual.Society, I 
am pleased to say, as we always pay 
what we agree to, and sometimes 
more; but of late when corresponding 
with mediums for engagement, we 
have been told that they understand 
we do not pay our mediums;”

camp, as well as that of Mrs. A. 8. 
Duniway of Portland. Mr. Barrett 
was at his best, and Mr. Love as presi
dent of the association, did excellent 
work, being most ably assisted by his 
wife and her mother, Mrs. Pratt. Mrs, 
Irene Smith is an eloquent speaker as 
well as a fine medium. There were 
many good mediums present,- Mrs. 
Ladd-Flnnlcan, Mrs. Lapworth and 
Mrs. Noyes were message-bearers, and 
ft seems to me that- it was an excep
tion to meet any one on the camp 
ground who did not possess unfolded 
psychic power, or else some phase of 
mediumship. It was my first Spirit
ualist camp—of ten days only—apd 
was a revelation of kindness, sympa
thy, Jiarmony.”

A. A. P. writes of Vicksburg camp: 
"The elements seem to be all in.tune 
for the most pleasant week of Vicks
burg Spiritualist camp during the sea
son. Seemingly perfect days ' and 
evenings have inspired the campers 
with social ideas and the speakers 
caught the inspiration and have been 
flooding the listeners with^a world of 
good thoughts. Mrs. Belie Fuller of 
Grand Rapids has been the speaker of 
the week and Is followed for the re
mainder of the season by Harrison D. 
Barrett. Mr. Barrett is president of 
the National Spirituals! Association, 
and Is one of the ablest speakers, on 
our rostrum. Surely no one could 
listen to his lectures without being 
benefited thereby. Joseph King of 
Pipestone, Mich., came on the grounds 
the early part of the week. His pe
culiar phase of mediumship -makes 
him very popular that of transfigura
tion and materialization. We had 
with us two trumpet mediums, Mr. 
Finney and C. J. Barnes. Many trance 
readers were also on the grounds. 
Friday evening the campers enjoyed a" 
masked ball hnd Saturday evening, a 
musical and literary entertainment 
was given by the . talent on the 
grounds. Mrs. Lora--Holton, musical 
message medium, and psychometrist, 
has been with us and-assisted us at the 
meetings and entertainments with sat- 
Isfactory results. Miss Mattle Wood
bury and.Mrs. Hamilton. Gill also did 
good work." ■ ■

Titus Merritt writes: “A tribe .of In
dians two centuries ago, passing from 
the turbulent waters of New York Bay 
came upon the east bank pf Budd 
Lake.- They exclaimed, '■Sus-sa-quo- 

■ wanna,” —placid, peaceful" waters. 
. We have taken that name for our 
. camp—Sussaquow anna Camp-meeting 
, Assembly.” . .< -

Mrs-JL. V. Jackson-writes: "I finish 
; my camp work, at Snowflake, Mich., 
: Aug. 19. -I would like engagements

B. C. Tuber, M. D., writes from Dal
las,-Tex.: “In leading the article by 
J, H. Mendenhall, I wish to state that 
It clearly confirms my views relating to 
what the world calls matter, which 
for h long time 1 have held. Profes
sor Lockwood clearly elucidates that

Re-Embodimcnt. The undersigned hifVlng completed
Our esteemed friend, R’. A. Dague, manuscript for ¿'book Of some three 

does seem to be in deep water in his hundred pages, ithe title, Donald Mc- 
article entled “An Important Ques- Lune, the subject discussed, Splrlt- tldn" in the August 25tb issue’ot The IMichigan flf^ 
Progressive Thinker- Reincarnation Jyn^sIqs^witKomodcixy, Rev. Donald 
or re-embodiment can be explained in McLane, its bitterest enemy, proves to 
a very few words. First, it is simply he a criminal, and is under a false 
a natural law. Life, being causation name. He is sent to Jackson, prison 
of manifested formation, expresses for fifteen yoars. As an ex-convict 
Itself through materlal that is subject an^ outcast, McLane is met by the 
to evolution, and the evolution or con- man— a Spiritualist-—whom he at- 
tinuous change In matter compels life th® years that had
to re-clothe or re-embody, for the law psst. This Spiritualist, a prominent 
of life is to express, and life must character in the story, provides food, 
have matter to express through. The I clothing and good employment in his 
experience we have through this ex- own, ^^yy’ Th® criminal, the ex
pression has nothing whatever to-do convict, the homeless tramp, through 
with the law of re-embodiment. It is th® an?. humane treatment by 
not a moral law, but a natural law; the Spiritualist becomes a good citi- 
and one coming is like unto another. zea and a man.
As space is immeasurable, so time, as. * appeal to the true manhood and 
reckoned by eternity is endless. We womanhood of all true mediums—and 
count not by formation or experience their name is legion—to add me in the 
when dealing with this question, but publication of this work. I trust you 
with causation, which is without be-», subscribe for a volume for your- 
glnning and without end. . selves, and solicit.subscriptions by an-

J ESSIE S. PETTIT-FLINT nounclng my appeal from.the rostrum.
Corvallis Oreeon ’ Five hundred subscriptions at one dol-

' ’ lar each will be.requlred to bring out
the work. Address me at once at Do-

ural affair, not a religious one. 
Would-be ecclesiastics must fall when 
they try to associate It with priest
craft. The spirits are trying to ad
vance the hope of an entire world by 
proving that there Is a continued lite, 
and, dear sir, without intending the 
least offence to you I will say that the 
smile of compassion sometimes be
stowed upon those who believe in a 
future existence, is a melancholy evi
dence of the depth of stupidity Into 
which a week mind may fall.

Ah! sir, the bereaved heart needs 
the consolation which the spirits 
bring; no priest or preacher Can fill 
their office. They first satisfy the in
tellect and then impress the mind with 
thoughts of loVe to God and man. 
But the mere coming and going of 
spirit is a matter of law.

I have been relating in Tbe Pro
gressive Thinker occurring in my 
house, the work of invisible friends, 
guardian angels, but none of them 
ever referred to religion or moral ob-

Letter From W. D. and Cora B. Noyes, 
Lecturers and Message Bearers.

We left Helena, Mont., direct for 
New Era Camp, and found it well 
patronized under the able manage
ment of Rev. G. C. Love and his good 
wife. Harrison D. Barrett, president 
of the N. S. A., was the speaker of the 
season, and Sunday, July 22, he deliv
ered the most forcible lecture of his 
engagement, for he was at his best, 
and all Progressive Thinker readers 
know what that means.

The message bearers were Mrs. Fin- 
nican, Mrs. Irene Smith, Mrs. Lap
worth, and Mrs. Noyes.

From camp we went to Mosier, Ore., 
for a visit and rest at a cousin’s on a 
fruit ranch. Ten years ago when we 

‘visited them they were staunch M. E. 
cfiii'rch members, and tried by all 
means in their power to get ub to join 
the M. E. Church, for in Spiritualism

ft NEW GftTEGHISM
BY M. M. MANOASAR1AN,

. ligation. They had no more refer-

we would lose our souls. After our
visit we ordered The Progressive

Fourth Edition—Six Additional Chap
ters—260 Pages, Bound in Cloth, 
$1.00.—Containing Likeness of the 
Author.
"A New. Catechism” has enjoyed a 

remarkable Bale both in America and 
England. George Jacob Holyoake, 
In nlB introduction to the English edi
tion of “A New Catechism," says:

“A New Catechism" Js the boldest, . 
the brightest, the most varied and In
forming ot any work ot the kind ex
tant. 'Hie principal fields ot human 
knowledge, which the churches have 
fenced round with supernatural ter
rors, the Catechism breaks into, cher
ishing what is fair and. showing what 
Is deformed. The notes, of which 
there are many, both ancient and con
temporary, are as striking as the 
text. The book is a cyclopedia of 
theology and reason in a nutshell.

Thinker sent to them for three
months, and at this visit I find they do 
not attend church; they know that 
there is no death. They believe that 
as we are here, so we enter the spirit 
world. They believe spirits can and

Other Excellent Publications
BY M. M. MANGASARIAN.

O. F. COLE.

ehce to’ religion than the shower of rd° return,, and advised us to spread 
rain on the roof: we could do nothing the soodnews of splr t return. Theyrain on the roof; we could do nothing

grove between Antwerp and Hicksville, pray if you can, but prayer never can 
Ohio, and although the rain poured in produce one useful thought in mind of 
torrents on Saturday, the people did man.
not allow it to dampen their enthusi- Kneel to the great unknown, but learn 
asm, and all came back on Sunday, to know
and many more, so that-it was a good- I That man is never raised by bending 
sized audience that had assembled in iOw.
the morning to listen to our brother, ¿Bk God to give, but learn that useful 
D. A. Herrick, of Akron, who in his hands '
address paid eloquent tribute to the I oyer valued more than. God’s com- 
workers of the past whose lives were mands.
dedicated to truth, equality and pro- That one poor cot on earth id valued 
gression. During lunch another high
storm approached, and it became mec-1 Above'the greatest, mansion in the.' 
essary to hurry the good thlngs back - 8ky.
into the baskets; this done everybody I sing1 sing, ye host! 'your God per- 
sought shelter In the many vehicles, 1 chance may-hear,’
also under a tent where ice .cream and I your long-sought Christ on earth may 
watermelon were being served. After yBt appear;

.the storm the afternoon-meeting was I your God may speak; Christ'conde- 
opened by the “Glee Quartette” from scend to give ; .
Sherwood. The first address of the To ignorance the’ pow'f to think and 
afternoon was delivered by the writer. • nve.
After another song Brother Herrick Faith in a dream produces nothing 
again gave beautiful expressions of good, 
truth to his most appreciative audi- Religions die .when they are under- 
ence. Psychometric readings by the stood.
writer followed and the meeting was as nations rise and fall, creeds come 
closed with singing. . I and go__ ,

The. rain at noon kept away many ! Each church is but monument of 
who had intended to be present; those woe. 1<Jl’ *
who were there did not attempt to get The fear’of God wjll ¿£mn the truest
away, but made the best of the sltua- hea -t ' “ • ’ ' ■
tion and remained to the close. I Which bends to^ikinWi’and play the

The.Wentworth Association is com- manly part;a ■' ' 
posed of farmers living in Defiance But iove dt truth^ll raise the living 
and Paulding counties. Their-annual head l0‘ -5 ■
meetings are attended by people who Above the creedJ and %ilures of the 
come for thirty miles and more, and dead. O|T ■ 
are always an inspiration to the | —Sylvanus iii'Agno^Uc Journal.
speakers who address them. 

I would like to correspond with r^- - . __
Spiritualists who live where no socle- ' 
ties exist, especially in Ghio; also with OP11* ot 
secretaries of societies. nf fho’ Unw^^v^irinron^

ELIZABETH SCHAUSS. Masters of
Tnioito rmin I Huntley. A work of deep thought, car-
loieao, umo. tying the principles ot-ievolutlon into

„ -r, ' r 1 n I now fields. Price,-cloth. $2.
Unity Camp Baznar, Saugus, Mass. conSptracy Against (the Republlc."-
The Lynn Spiritualists-Association charlea B. Waite, A,itM., author of 

will hold a bazaar at Unity Camp, -History of the Christian Religion to 
Saugus, Mass., on Sept. 11, 12 and 13. Year 200,” etc. A condensed state-

HOW THE BIBLE WAS INVENTED,

dlanapolis, Ind., will reopen, the first 
Sunday of September,1 with Georgia 
Gladys Cooley,- who will serve them as 
lecturer and test medium ~ for ■ the 
month of; September.. Nearby places 
wishing'her services- week-nights, , can 
address her in care of General Deliv
ery, Indianapolis, Ind.

to bring them; they simply came, and 
did the good work. I did not pray 
for them any more than for rain or 
sunshine, but they came all the same, 
and if you are hospitable, and present 
the good-natured side of your charac
ter, I see no reason why they should 
not come to you.

No, sir, belief in the existence of 
spirits doesn’t save anyone; it is a 
plain, common-sense affair. It does 
not change the sinner into a saint, and 
religious forms and church ceremonies 
will not help it along. The soul world 
Ib objective; we are subjective. It is 
the friend of all and the enemy of 
none; but it loves realities and hates 
sham and false pretenses, whether in 
the church or out. It leaves us to the 
Divine spirit within every soul, and re
iterates that “God is in secret."

As for myself, while I heartily en
dorse the central idea of the Spirit
ualists, I decline to accept many of 
their' platform utterances and ex
pressed "confessions of faith” and 
printed "creeds.”

Sir, if I have said anything offens
ive to you In .this paper, I apologize, 
for it was'not-intentional.

■ Hoping that the Truth Seeker Is de
serving’of its noble name and "seeks” 
outside its own Inclosure, and when it 
has found a new truth is brave enough 
to proclaim it, I remain, in the bonds 
of . universal brotherhood,

loaned The Progressive Thinker to 
neighbors, and now three other fami
lies are out of the church and think
ing for themselves. I wish all Spirit
ualists who have relatives in the 
church would send The Progressive 
Thinker for a short time, for it Is the 
most powerful silent missionary In 
the world.

Our visit at Mosier was broken by 
a call from Mrs. Ellen Blount of Hood 
River, Oregon, to come to that city, 
and lecture, and at the Unitarian 
church we had a small but attentive 
audience. It was the first spiritual 
meeting ever held there. Brother 
and Sister Blount rire doing all in 
their power for the cause in Hood 
River.

Portland friends are divided, and 
for that reason we will open Sunday, 
Sept. 9, afternoon and evening, at the 
Drew, 162 second street. Our ad
dress, 361 Yamhill street.

W. D. AND CORA B. NOYES.
Portland, Ore.

A New Lecture.-.—Price, 10 cents.
This little pamphlet should be 

placed in the hands of every American 
citizen. The attention of preachers, 
theological students, and all church 
members should be called to tbe won
derful story ot the Invention of the 
Holy Bible, which this lecture tells.

See that at least one orthodox 
neighbor ot yours reads this lecture.

MORALITY WITHOUT A GOD.
With letter to Right Reverend 

Bishop Anderson, ot Chicago. Price, 
10 cents.

JESUS CHRIST A MYTH.

a
.. Çturgls, Mich..

: THOS. HARDING.

"Lite and Moral Axioms ot Con
fucius,” Ib the title of a 62 page pam
phlet, which contains many of the 
moral aphorisms and terseologlcal 
teachings of the sapient Chinese phil
osopher, who lived 551 years before 
the Christian Era, and whose wise 
precepts have left a lasting impression 
upon all subsequent nations. By 
Marcenus R. K. Wright. Price 2 Gets.

Queen City Park Camp, Burlington, 
Vermont.

Among the noted speakers and test 
mediums who have been active here 
may be mentioned Mrs. Helen Russe- 
gue, Mrs. Clark of Freeville camp, 
Mrs. Thomas of Brooklyn, Effie Chap
man, A. F. Hubbard, Lucius Colburn, 
Dr. Gould, John Jay Lewis and others. 
Among the writers are Mrs. Poole and 
Eva Ames the latter well known as a 
Vermont author and a Progressive 
Thinker contributor.

Here the hammock is swung to the 
invigorating breeze and inhaled greed
ily by the consumptive lying therein. 
The lame, the ill, tbe sad, the happy, 
the hopeful, the glad assemble to re
fresh their faith and gain new and 
blessed reality of the life awaiting us 
just beyond the veil, glimmering,, not 
far away. Camp closes Sept. 2.

CAMPER.

A New Book.—Price 25 Cents.
This book examines the evidence for 

the historical existence of Jesus, and 
finds it quite Insufficient to prove that 
such a man as Jesus ever lived. It is 
a most important contribution to 
Modern Thought. It_ls prefaced by 
a letter to tbe Christian Clergy,-and 
concluded by an answer to an editori
al In one of the Chicago morning pa
pers, attacking Mr. Mangasarian’s po
sition. Send your orders at once, as 
the first edition will soon be exhaust
ed.

Discovery of a Lost Trail
BY CHARLES B. NEWCOMB,

Author of "All'o Right with tho World.” Cloth 270 
pages. Mr. Newcomb made a dlitlnct success with 
“All'a Right with tbe World,” which continues In tho 
front rant of tbe Metaphysical books that arc now so 
popular. Thegreat number who have jeen cheered 
and strengthened by him will welcome another book 
by thxfl wise teacher whose words of help are doing so 
much to nake tbe world better by tnaklnz men aud 
women better able to understand aud enjoy It.

“Discovery of a Lost Trail” 
ha simple study of that strange and beautiful thing 
tailed life, but grand In its scholarly simplicity. It 
will be in demand by many who have not previously 
retd metaphysical writings. Price ti.5Q. For sale M 
fcUjfllc«,

Two Excellent Spiritual Books
From the Pen of. the Gifted Inspirational Author, 

CARLYLE PETERSILEA.

These books from the pen of .06 no te« urnttdan. medium anjiauthor, 
Carlyle Petersilea, whose writings. have been read and prized by thouB- 
ands of readers of The Progressive Thinker, will assuredly be enjoyed by 
all who read them.. They are intense ly spiritual and of absorbing interest 
from beginning to end. . . ... 1 -

06EAN1DES MARY ftNNE 6AREW

THE SOUL OL THINGS; , 
Or Psychometric Researches and Discoveries. 
By Wm. and Elizabeth M. F. Denton. A mar
velous work. Though concise as a text book It 
Is as fascinating as a work of Action. Trio 
reader wlU be amazed to see the curious facts 
here combined In support of this power of the 
human mind, which will resolve a thousand 
doubts and difficulties, make geology plain os 
day, and throw light on all subjects now ob
scured by time. Price. Si .60. In three volumes, 
cloth bound, 41.50 each. Postage, 10c per copy.

PROGRESSION SÄsK'Ä
The evolution of Man. By Michael Faraday.
Price. 15o.

ROMANISM Is a pamphle 1 of SO pares. In 
reply to Prof. DArid Swing, 

BATUpIUU Priest Caahman and Dr. With
row, and is principally in defense ot Protestant- 
Um. A concise pamphlet. Plica U cenU.

Paine’s ineoiosiGai Worn.
. Age of Reason, Examination of the Proph« 
cles. etc. Illustrated edition. Post 8vo-, <3 
cages. Price, cloth, 01.00.

There will be the usual display of use- ment of facts concerning the efforts of 
ful and fancy articles. 'Spiritual church leaders to get control of the gov- 
meetings, with first class mediums in ernment An Important work. Paper, 
attendance, will be. held every"after- 25 cents.
noon. Private readings will be given "Rignt Living.” By. Susan H. Wixon. 
to . those desiring them. All mediums The author shows a wise practicality in 
wishing to give readings on the profit her method-of teaching the principle of 
sharing plan are invited to be present, ! ethics. She Illustrates her subject 
Refreshments caw be procured at the with many brief narratives and anec- 
restaurant. All friends of.the Assod-1 dotes, which render the book more in- 
atlon are requested to assist In making 1 teresting and'more, ehslly comprehend- 
the sale a success. Admission free. I ed. It la. especially adapted for-use in 

—------———-—-—; " . - I Children's Lyceum. Tn the hands ■ of

A Psychical Novel.—Price 
Cover, 60 Cents.

Paperi

•pith a- 
certain

This great-novel is written 
distinct purpose, to set forth 
phases of spirlt- Ute and experience, 
as related to the. gifted and inspired 
author. The question of bouI mates, 
or of the united male and female con
stituting the completed ego or angel, 
is advanced as a vital truth ot spirit 
experience in the higher realms. The 
work radiates a good spiritual influ-
ence, tnd is very Interesting.

It Is a spiritual book for Splrltual-'.‘The Truth Seeker Collection of I mothers aod teachers it may be made
Forms and Ceremonies for the Use of | very useful. Young and’old-will, bo -- -
Liberals.” Price, 25 cento. | Wofited W IL Pried, BL . eto, and interesting for everyone.

Wife, Mother, Spirit, Angel.—Neat 
■ Cloth Cover, Price $1.00.

This great work relates tbe experi
ences of a young wife and mother, 
Carly called to the portals of death. 
It is very realistic, and the narrative 
is charmingly natural, .and beautiful 
in its tone of sweetness; It brings 
that other world very near to us; the 
comfort it brings to those bereaved 
of the dear ones ot the home and fam
ily,'is beyond one’s pow’er to describe. 
All readers will be charmed .with It 
as well as-spiritually aided, and’ up
lifted.

(OWN SENSE
let. addressed to tho inhabitants of America In 
1778. with explanatory notice by an English 
author. Paner. 15 cents..

ORIGIN OF LIFE
■fid How the Spirit Body Growl. By M. 
Price. lOc.-for sole at this office

flpoGruDiial New Testament, 
Bring all tbe Gospels, Epistles, and other pieces 
now extant, attributed In tho first four centu
ries to Jesus Christ, his apostles and their com
panions. and not included in the New Testament 
by its compilers. Price, cloth. 11.60.

The Devefooment of the Spirit
After Transition. By tho lato M. Faraday. The 
origin of religions, and their influence upon th» 
dental development of tho firman race.
W cents. •

X,i¡4te 
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This department .is under the man- 
egetnentof- ■'

. HUDSON TUTTLE.
'Address him at Berlin Heights, Ohio.

■

NOTE—The Questions and Ans«« 
have called forth such » 11(18 
spondonts, that to give all equal hear 

. Ing compels the answers to be madei in 
the most condensed form, and often 
clearness is perhaps’ sacrificed to uns 
forced brevity. Proofs have to be। omit
ted, and the style becomes thereby.as
sertive, which of all things is to be uep 
recated. Correspondents often weary 
with waiting for the appearance oi 
their questions and write letters o • 
quiry. The supply of matter is alway 
several weeks ahead of the space given, 
and lienee there Is unavoidable delay. 

- Every’one has to wait his. time and 
place, and all are treated with equal 
favor. ’ *

NOTICE.—No attention will oe given 
.anonymous letters. Full name and ad
dress must be given, or the letters wm 
not be read, if the request be ®ad0. 
the name will not be published. ,*ue 
correspondence .of this department has 
become excessively large, especially Jet' 
ters of Inquiry requesting private an- 
ewers, and while I freely give what
ever information I am able, the prdl- 

• .».nary courtesy of correspondents Is. ex* 
W ected. HUDSON TUTTLE.

David Kaplan: Q. I. Whatare 
we here for? 2. What power brings
us here? 3. Where those who come
from what people call God or Nature? 
4. Why does not that power have a- 
better system so all could have equal 
rights and inspire us to do good only?

A. These questions bring forward 
some of the obscure problems which 
lie at’the foundation of things. Over 
them the greatest minds of the past 
have speculated in vain. Modern sci
ence has cut some of the strands of 
these gorgon knots, and Spiritualism 
has straightened -many of the most 
tangled places. At least it has an
swered what we are here for—what 
life means, and what should be our 
strongest and highest endeavor. Man 
is the last term in the chain of beings 
which has been evolved on. the earth, 
and It would seem that all creative 
energy had been exerted tor that re
sult. Beyond the mortal man Is the 
yet higher term—spirit. Then, ac
cording to the theory of evolution, 
man exists In this life, because through 
and by this means he comes into ex
istence, Is evolved and sustained; and 
he lives this life that he may enter 
through the portals of death another 
plane of existence.

The other questions have been more 
forcibly stated by some Inquiring 
min’d, Why does not God kill the 
devil?’ Why does not the Infinitely 
good eliminate all evil? If there is an 
all-powerful God, why does he not 

,, order the universe along the lines of 
right and justice?

those most.dear, yet would I say, these 
evils win cease to be In some beautiful 
day, when, we know better how to live 
this earthly life,'and’in the light of 
knowledge It will be found that the 
only happiness Is from dolrig the right, 
of being good for the greatness of the 
joy it brings. - . ,

. John A. Rushfeldtr • Q. I desire 
my children to learn the philosophy of 
Spiritualism, Is there books giving 
this instruction, and where can they 
be obtained?

A. ’ No book, has yet been pub; 
lished for instructing children in Spir
itualism. .The want has been-deeply 
felt In the lyceum work. The beauti
ful teachings of Spiritualism can be 
inqde as interesting to children as 
fairy tales, and the fear of death ob
literated from their minds by its Re
ligion of Joy.

The greatest demand for a publish
ing house which would meet the wants 
without the necessity of first counting 
the cost, has not been met In the prog
ress of Spiritualism. Every religious 
and secular order except Spiritualism, 
have endowed funds for the publica
tion of their literature and for propa
ganda work. Some of the largest 
printing establishments in the world 
are maintained by such endowments. 
There have been many wealthy Spir
itualists who have left their fortunes 
to ungrateful heirs or secular chari
ties, who might with an Insignificant 
part of their wealth established such a 
publishing house.. Writers who give 
their thought and time, know very 
well, that however worthy their manu
script, unless^they can furnish _ the 
money for Its publication, it will never 
appear in print. Take as an example 
the volumes of A. J. Davis—out of 
print and hopelessly awaiting some 
generous response. The cost of a new 
edition of these thirty-odd volumes is 
great, and the sales, though constant 
for this class of books, is slow. It Is 
not for individual enterprise to under
take; but if there was a spiritual pub- 

, liBhing house, a center of diffusion for 
its literature, the advantage to the
cause and to the reading public 
bo incalculable,

IMPORTANT WORK.

would

REV. BENJAMIN FAY MILLS’ME^SAfiE.
. *uj . .a e' 

■ ■ —--------------------------------V/(

It Is Full of Impressive, Suggestive a‘n^ Soul-Inspir
ing Thoughts, Such as Those Only (iive/Who Are 
in Close Touch With the Angel World.. in .

1 : ' ■ Sr It

THE HAPPINESS HABIÍ,

A Spiritualizing Address Delivered Be, 
fore the Los’ Angeles (Cal,)’

- Fellowship,

IMMORTAL VISITORS.

. All these questions arise from the 
belief that there is an intelligent 
power outside of nature, directing and 
planning as a man would do. With 
this Juliet, .¡there-is. Constant antago- i 
nlsm, and a succession of fog-banks. 
To coine to a full understanding of the : 
subject the mind must be free from 
the liias of educational tradition—a 
state scarcely possible to attain. If 
one would see the earth as a revolv
ing globe, or the solar system in its 
beautifully balanced revolutions, he 
would have to go out into space far 
enough.to take in the general 'view, 
and let the details go out of sight. So, 
in reaching a correct view of the na
ture of things we must rise above 
them until the horizon broadens and 
the details are obscured. Then we 
find that the power which pushes 
things forward In ceaseless activity^ 
resides within, and Struggles against 
imperfect environments. The uni
verse is not perfect—never was per
fect, but is constantly attempting to 
gain perfection, and substitute har
mony for discord. Whatever opposes 
our Immediate desires, or oppresses 
us, we call evil, but the evil to us may 
be ultimate good; or good to some 
other form of life. We look on death 
-as the culmination of all evil, yet 
without death there could not be a 
spirit life.

We cannot answer why creation 
was not projected after some other 
plan. All we can know Is that it is, as 
it is, and that through infinite series 
of imperfections, constant approach is 
made to perfection—or harmony. In
stead of being all-powerful, this di
recting energy is limited by its envir
onments of matter, •

The answer to the last question is 
answerable on the same line of 
thought. Wrong flourishes because 
man Is imperfect. He has not his 
rights because of his ignorance. Gen
eration after generation, he will arise 
to his own. The tiger and hyena are 
dying out of human nature, and hu- 

■ man qualities are taking their place. 
“Equal rights” means the capability 
and deservingness of their possession. 
It would be of more advantage to the 
lion than the lamb, to turn them to
gether with equal rights—the right of 
the lamb to devour grass, of the lion 
to devour the lamb. Absolute equality 
of rights, the power “to do good only,” 
presupposes equality, moral and spirit
ual, and the elimination of the animal 
desires and selfish propensities.

The evolutionary movement Is slow. 
Some say in pessimistic mood, there is

What Spiritualism Tenches About God 
and Christ—Evolution of the God- 
Idea—Evolution of the Christ-Idca. 
The one greatest and most conse

quential question which has absorbed 
the best intellects of all time, is the 
nature of God. . Connected therewith 
has been tjip relations of man to God, 
and . the colossal .scheme of theology to 
save man by a mediator.

How came these ideas?
What is their meaning? B
What will be their final expression?
To answer these questions is the ob

ject of this book. The God-Idea Is 
first seen expressed In the childish 
terror of savage man at the elements. 
From the beginning its unfoldment is 
traced from age to age; from race to 
race. A brief but searching study of 
the ideas of God.bpld by different peo
ples runs through the chapters with 
the following titles: The God-Idea of 
the Hindus, Egyptians, Chaldeans and 
Persians, Jews,1 Greeks, Romans, Al
exandrian School. Early Christians, 
the Philosophers, the Bible, the Bor
der Religions Chinese, Scandinavian, 
Aztec; The Old Question of Design in 
Nature; The Ultimate, Cosmic Mind.

The Ch’rist-Idea of a mediator to 
stand between man and God is almost 
(as.ol^ as mankind.; Rs unfoldment 1% 
traded’under-the' follo-fring headings:' 
.Hindustan, Persia and the West; 
Jesus of Nazareth; The Prophecies of 
the Messiah; Conception and Geneal
ogy of Jesus; The Youth of Jesus; 
John the Baptist and His Relation to 
Jesus; Sermon on the Mount; The 
Apostles Sent Forth; Death of Jesus; 
Burial and Resurrection;. Devils and 
Hell; The Gospels; Cause of the Ex
tension of Christianity; Resume of 
the Life and Character of Jesus; The 
Ultimate of the Christ-Idea.

Publication by subscription of the 
Arcana of Spiritualism met with such 
marked success, I have concluded to 
issue this volume in that manner. It 
will .containT300 to 350 octavo pages; 
will be well ■ printed and muslin 
bound. The price will be $1.26; to 
those who become subscribers, $1.

The price is not desired until (he 
book is announced as ready for de
livery, which, it is intended, will be 
early In November next. All that is 
now asked is your expressed desire 
for a copy, by card or letter. An 
early response Is desired, for the plac
ing of the work in the hands of the 
printers depends on a sufficient num
ber of subscribers to assure the under
taking.

I thank those who may be interested 
and encourage the publication by 
their subscriptions.

A Few Commendations.
Of this work, A. E. Giles in Banner 

of Light wrote: “It contains a fund of 
facts not accessible to the general 
reader. If adopted as a. text book in 
any theological seminary, there would 
be reason to believe that the graduates 
would be more Intelligent and less big
oted."

! Judge Edmunds: "Had the medium- 
! author wrote a few centuries before, 
■ he certainly would have been burned

I might well take as a text this 
morning some words that one of our 
little maids frequently,quotes:-
“Just being happy is a fine thing to do, 
Looking on the bright side, rather 

than the blue; , / :
Sad or sunny musing .
Is largely in the choosing,.
And just being happy is brave work 

and true.” / 1
It is possible [as ■ set forth- In Fel

lowship) to draw fine distinctions In 
definition between happiness, joy, 
peace, contentment; - satisfaction, and 
similar words; but to-day, by the word 
Happiness I mean to include them all.

' Every person knows what It Is to be 
happy. ' X have met some individuals 
who, either by inheritance or experi
ence, had arrived at the place where 
they scarcely knew what It was to be 
miserable, but I have never seen or 
heard of one Individual who did not 
understand the meaning of happiness 
by personal experience.

But while this Is true, there are few 
who know the secret of the habit of 
happiness. One of man’s greatest pos
sessions is the habit of making habits. 
This tendency may work so that the 
man becomes the slave of harmful 
thoughts and deeds, but the -same 
principle will produce ' inestimable 
treasures of character and Satisfaction.

Of all the desirable habits, none is 
better worth cultivating than happi
ness.

If I were asked to give reasons for 
practicing good-cheer, I would say:

1. It is a rational habit. John 
Wesley used to say, <‘I dare no more 
fret than I dare curse and swear.”

Many of us know ' the beautiful 
words of Jean Ingelow:
“So take Joy home, 
And give her time to grow,, and cher-

ti a s so.
.The wrong way h&’b beiJw 
The over-arching !skjO 0 <- ■ i f'iili...
“He tolled. aud sU)l wufl glad 
Because the air was free; 
Because he loved, and she 
That claimed his love and-he 
Shared ail the joys they had. 
Because the grassedgrew, 
Because the sweet winds blew, 
Recause that he could hew 
And hammer, he was glad. - 
“Because he lived, fiejsmjled, 
And did not look a Mad 
With bitterness or drgad; 
But nightly sought hi$ bed 
As calmly as a child;
And people called hlnj mad’ 
For being always glaq 
With such things as he had;
And shook their lieads;—and smiled.’’

But some one says, This may be all 
very good as pure. bhjlosophv, put 
how We can overcome our sadness and 
be always rejoicing? "

The answers are Very simple:
1. Make a business of it.’ .
Little Dorothy came running to her 

mother onp day, saying,' “Oh, mamma, 
I think I must be. full of gloryL I 
have.swallowed a sunbeam on the tea
spoon.”

It is a possible tiling to do all that 
we do in the spirit of joy, so that we 
can swallow sunbeams and become 
full of glory from every experience ot 
life.

ish her;
Then will she come and oft 

. to thee,
When thou art working in 

rows, aye
Or weeding, in the sacred 

dawn.

will sing

the fur

hour of

It Is a comely fashion to be glad— 
Joy Ib the grace we say to. God.”

2. It Is a health-producing habit. 
I remember when I was a lad, I 
learned a roundelay that ran like this:
“ ‘Laugh and grow fat,' is a saying of 

old;
Whether or not 'tis a couse of 

obesity,
This I believe, that the physical man 

Laughter demands as a kind of ne
cessity."

This statement of the bld song is 
proving to be good science. Some of 
our modern physiologists are telling 
u? that a wholesome laugh, actually 
produces an Increase.I’n.vl.taLactivlty.

We all-kndw fiy experience the 
power of complete relaxation to rein
vigorate the physical system. This 
is the’ secret ot sleep, where we lay 
aside for a time every burden, and 
abandon ourselves unconcernedly • to 
the beneficent, uncomprehended influ
ences within us and surrounding us. A 
good laugh is like what our mpth’ers 
used to call “a cat-nap.” It surprises 
us out of our selfish concern and wor
rying, and sometimes when we are 
very tired, seems to bear the weariness 
away on invisible wings.

3. It is a character-producing hab
it. It is of interest that we use the 
term, ‘‘good-natured,” to mean genial 
and kindly, thus identifying the spirit 
of cheer with moral worth.

NIetsche well says, “Since man 
came into existence, he hath had too 
little joy. That alone, my brethren, 
is our original sin..

“And when we learn how.to have 
more joy, we best get disaccustomed to 
cause pain and to Invent pain unto 
others.

Any valuable personal development 
requires practice, and we can learn al
most anything, and certainly the prac
tical secret of gpod nature, by devot
ing ourselves to living in trust and 
hqpe.

2. Aim at character.
Things can never satisfy the, human 

soul. • All things are Incomplete, Im
perfect and transient. The demands 
of the spirit cannot be satisfied with 
any things, no matter how completely 
we may seem to possess them. It is 
only as we discover’the Eternal and 
Changeless Reality lying within and 
back of all things, and give ourselves 
to union with this, that we can be at 
rest. ■

“Nothing can bring you peace but 
the triumph of Principles.”

When we discover-this, then we un
derstand that things and circum
stances are mere .ilnstruments and 
gymnastic apparatus for the develop
ment of the soul, apd ouli ambition is 
no longer to obtain things, to do great 
deeds, or even to (Bpeiki words of 
power, but simply to livdJ

This is what we-«all «h-aracter, and 
When we have attained tihis settled at
titude of the mlndjithOTl.we welcome 
all varieties of things and experiences 
and come to realize, that, all things 
work together , good to 
them that love God;' ihat1 is, to those 
who are absolutely trustful and un
selfish in their dally lives.

Float In, angel friends! I have called 
you;

I need you the most of all things!
Heaven's joys have not utterly thralled 

you,
; And you know how the mortal love 

clings. ■
I try to hush down my soul’s calling, 

And hunt in the old' days for peace, 
But the far-call goes heavenward, ap

palling
In frenzy, and will, not surcease.

Embalmed’jn my .loye everlasting .
Are" sheaves of old treasures I keep, 

And Time goes on killing, and blast-.
: Ing,

And waking, and putting to Bleep.
Fdrever and ever the shifting

Of idols, of burdens, of hopes;— 
This moment I plead for uplifting

To you, of > Heaven’s evergreen 
slopes. «-..

I know what you used to be, clearly;
Your hearts were wide open to me;

I Iqyed you, and'you loved me, dearly, 
No fact could t)e sweeter to see.

But that’does npt wholly appease me;
I starve for the facts of the Now!

Deep longings Insatiable sleze me;
You lite!—tell’me just'where, and 

howl
Float In! I'am waiting to greet you; 

The old-home is looking its best;
The bld pictures hang here tp meet 

you, '
'Twas here you oft welcomed the 

guest. '
The work of your once busy Angers
. Is visible yeti and will stay,
For yopr psychical Impress still 

lingers
Although you were taken away.

.How happy we have been together! 
Oh, let us he happy again!

Come, bringing good cheer, and. fair 
weather,

‘ Explain me your limd to my ken.
I may ask too much, but believe me,

I would not exact, but I long
For the where, and the Bow you’ll re

ceive me,
When I rise to life’s victory song.

EMMA ROOD TUTTLE.
Berlin Heights, Ohio.

“The Evolution of the God and Christ 
Ideas."

Many frldnds have inquired about 
the above-mentioned book, and if the 
desired number of subscribers had 
been obtained.

A generous response has been made, 
even more than I anticipated. The 
cost of issuing the book will be much 
greater than was expected, and 1 
shall be grateful.to those who desire 
the book, if they will at once send 
their names. The number of the 
first edition will depend on the num
ber of subscribers. Price to subscrib
ers, $1; after publication the price 
will be $1.25. Even the latter price 
is low. The concession is made to 
subscribers because they are helpers 
and partners in the publication. 
YOur name on a postal card Is sufli-
cient.

Berlin Heights, Ohio.
HUDSON TUTTLE.

UNIQUE SPIRITUALIST MEETINGS.

VftlJÖftBLE. LIBRftRY
...OF...

SriRITUftLISTlGLITERATURE.

BOOKS FOR AU SPIRITUALISTS TO PERUSE

at the stake.”
The City Item, Boston: “In many 

respects worthy of highest praise and 
shows careful and elaborate re
search.”

no progress, rather retrogression. A 
child looking at the hands on the dial 
of a clock says they stand still, yet 
they sweep over the hours, and the 
sup moves in the heavens. Slow! 
Nature is never hurried. A thousand 
years is as a day and if the end is ac
complished, time is not an item to be’ 
considered.

Let’ us be assured that although the 
night is dark there will come the glory 
of morning; though the storm-clouds 
blacken, the sun is shining above the 
clouds. .

The brute is perishing out of map.
The age of pure spiritual thought is 

Coming.
’ The Right will triumph, and to "do 
good only” will be the choice of every 
human soul.

Were I tortured by disease, or by 
the hands of brutal superstition; that 
If the shaking earth demolished my 
home, or the. hurricane scattered my 
harvest; if pestilence robbed me of

J. S. Loveland 'We have read it
with great Interest” —

G. A. Bacon: “Valuable for the 
present and the future.”

W. H. Terry, Editor Harbinger fo 
Light. Melbourne, . Australia: “Un
like In Its treatment all others.”

Epes Sargent: “A mine of thought, 
and Shows, what inspiration can pro
duce at its best.”

Address
Berlin Heights, Ohio.

HUDSON TUTTLE.

MARY ANN CAREW,
Wife, Mother, Spirit and Angel.

. By Carlyle Petersilea.
This most beautiful story of the ex

periences of . a , , young wife and 
mother taken from jier home on earth 
to her homé ìn the spirit world, is told 
in such a realistic-way, that one is 
carried away with'the sweet beauty 
and naturalness of It. It .makes the 
Other world appear very hear to us. 
This book has been a great comfort to 
¡many weary .hearts who- have lost 
mother,'wife bYVabJes. Price,neatly 
bound in cloULJl. ' - ' -

"Handy Electrical Dictionary." A 
practical handbook of reference, con
taining definitions* of every used elec
trical term or.phrase. Price 25cts.

“HOW SHALL I BECOME A MEDIUM?”
Itis fully answered iu “Mediumship, and Its 

Laws, Its Conditions and Cultivation,1’ by Hud
son Tuttle. Price 35 cents. Address him at 
Berlin Heights, Ohio

4. It is a useful habit.
I have heard of a drunkard who was’ 

cured by his wife’s smiling. ,
A newspaper reporter tells the fol

lowing incident: A young girl boarded 
one of the Broadway cars one very 
rainy day. She seated herself in the 
middle of the car, paid her fare, and 
after a glance around at the various 
expressions of worry, ill-temper and 
care on the faces of those about her, 
she settled herself comfortably back in 
her seat and bdgan to gaze smilingly 
out of the window. At first only one 
or two noticed her cheerful expression, 
and they turned unconsciously and 
followed her eyes to see what there 
was outside that amused and pleased 
her so much, but saw nothing but the 
gray skies and the downpour of rain. 
The curiosity on the part of these few, 
however, attracted the attention of the 
other passengers to the smllling, hap
py girl, and they seemed to be forced 
to smile, too, out of sympathy. As the 
car rolled along, the girl’s smile per
ceptibly broadened into a silent laugh, 
as though at some extraordinary hap
py thought, and the pleased expression 
on the faces of her. small ’ audience 
deepened also. Finally the .girl -sig
naled the conductor, arose and left 
the car. As she waded through the 

' puddles in the street', stll smllling, the 
wind overheard her say: “Well, I 
wondered if I could cheer them up, 
and I did.” .

I do not believe it is a good doc
trine, taken literally, to say that we 
should weep with those that weep. To 
allow my brother’s misery to make me 
unhappy is only to add to the weight 
of gloom that presses upon him. What 
he needs from me is neither a tearful 
sharing in his grief, nor a light, 
thoughtless treatment of his sorrow, 
but a confident, though sympathetic 
attitude, as though I perfectly under? 
stood the causes of his trouble and yet 
knew that after all he was not really 
harmed, and that "no man ever spoke 
of his grief as lightly as he might.”

Mental gloom is apt to be catching, 
and so also Is good cheer, and one 
bright look bestowed upon a friend in 
time of sorrow may not only awaken 
gratitude, but chase the shad.es- away.
“There was a man who smiled • 
Because the day was bright, • 
Because he slept at night, - 
Because God gave him sight 
To gaze upon his child; • 
Because the little one . .
Could leap and laugh-and run;
Because the distant sun; - 
Smiled on the earth, he smiled. •
"He smiled because the sky 
Was high above his head; ; ,  
Because the rose was red, ? ..
Because the past was dead. ’' ■ 
He never wondered why ; , 
The Lord had blundered so -

“It is only by aiming at blessedness 
that we can attain happiness.” It is 
possible to so train. pne'sAhought that 
nothing can overcome us,i or even af-

,(®ie mosh behutlful and deslrajile^psults.
3. Make the best of,, unpleasant 

things. I have -heard óf a man who 
said he would not grumble because 
roses have thorns, ; but would be 
thankful because thorns have roses

We will never learn the happiness 
habit perfectly until we lose the 
habit of condemnation. To just ex
actly the extent that we criticise peo
ple, things, conditions and ourselves in 
a hostile manner, are we unhappy.

Emerson gives us a great prescrip
tion for the happiness habit when he 
says, “Do not bark at the bad, but 
chant the praises of .tlte.good.”

Some of the greatest people in the 
world are continually talking about 
their own infirmities, .as though they 
were causes for self-esteem, and they 
do not seem to see that in this way 
they are adding to their own misery 
and making life unpleasant for others.

Maclaren preached a sermon on 
the text, “Finally, my brethren, re
joice in the Lord," in which he took 
occasion to say that "thp public pa
rade of our griefs or.dlscomforts is an 
■inexcusable injury inflicted upon our 
fellow-creatures." He adds:

“Cover it over, I beseech you, and 
speak not of it to any man. If the 
trouble be in your home and you tell 
it to a stranger, unless he be a doctor 
or a clergyman, I fell you plainly Vou 
are a coward. Consuming your own 
smoke is a duty of life, and blackening 
the blue sky for your neighbor by pub
lic lamentations, either over your sins 
or over your sorrowfe, is a downright 
sin. The more deadly your Wound, 
conceal it the more carefully with ev
ery honorable pretense. If you have 
wept in secret with tears of blood, 
smile before the world and show a 
good face.” He might have said still 
further that if we “smile before the 
world and show a good face,” we will 
not long continue to “weep in secret 
with tears of blood.” ’

To quote again from the literary 
treasures of a little maid:
“The inner side of every cloud

Is bright and shining;
And so I turn my clouds about 
And always wear them inside out

.To show the lining.”. .
As Fra Elbertus says, we need to 

learn that night is as important as day 
and winter as summer, .iOT

Thus' we cóme tiieani that there 
are- no conditions in which we may 
not practically be victors, by the culti
vation of the habit of happiness.

James Hopper writes of the San 
Francisco earthquake for Everybody’s 
Magazine and telft the' following 
story: “We were jjmt t leaving the i 
Southern Pacific H&kpital when two 
men came to the gate.*~They were 
pulling along the steb'et d^heet of cor
rugated iron upon tfhlchalay an old 
woman with both f§^t charred. We 
bore in and she actua'llya«miled as wé 
laid her upon a cot.TJ’ ?o : ’

The Happiness Hab'it?;lirlngs cour
age, determination','jfijiYJr «and victory.

A young man whòtòVHVs cultivated 
a cheerful and confident“^spirit was 

; one day rebuked Fy pessimistic 
wise-acre who said to.him, "You may 

. feel cheerful enough now, but if you 

. keep on acting in this fashion, you 
will one day meet’ -your Waterloo.” 

. The young man replied. "If I can con
tinue to.live in the spirit of confidence 
and good cheer, when I meet mv 
Waterloo, my name wjll be Welling
ton.”

They Are Held in a Tent and Are Do
ing a Good Work.

Mr. and Mrs. C. O. Bethel of Win
field, Kansas, assisted by Mrs. Lula 
Tpnes bf Sedalia', Mo., have been hold- 
'iji'g meetings iff a large tent for the' 
last ten days, in our home city of 
Blackwell, Okla., Mrs. C. 0. Bethel 
giving lectures and tests, Mrs. Jones 
assisting with the tests.

The lectures were exceedingly in
spiring, proving that the powerful 
spiritual bands which accompany all 
such speakers are of the educational 
spheres. The attendance increased 
each night until at the lastJecture the 
estimated number was over five hun
dred. Blackwell has never had the 
principles of Spiritualism so clearly 
and forcibly expounded to her people 
as has been done by this talented lady.

In order to help defray their ex
penses, these people gave moving pic
ture entertainments (two in number) 
which included, among other repre
sentations, a Flower Parade, Skeleton 
Dance, Vesuvius in Action, the Shad
ow of the Cross, and scenes of the San 
Francisco disaster.

The Bethels are the first who have 
traveled through this part of the 
country holding Spiritualist meetings 
in a tent. They go.. from place to 
place, assisting local societies and un
organized Spiritualists in spreading 
abroad the grand knowledge that our 
spirit friends, still live and are striv
ing to let us know that-they are with 
us and are helping us in our earth life.

May the good work continue.
. MRS. J. D. COOK.

Science and the Future Life. By Prof James H. Hyslop. Price nnst 
paid, $1.60. ” . ’ - . u’ ’

Science of Spirit Return. By. one of the scientific minds of The Pro; 
gressive Thinker corpaAof. contributors. Rich with profound thought. ‘ 
By Charles Dawbarn. ' Price 10 cents. *

Sixth and Seventh Book of Mose?. Translated from the ancient He* 
brew. Price,$1. '■ - -

Social Upbuilding, including Co-operative Systems and the Hanoi* 
ness and Ennobling of Humanity. ' By 'E. D Babbitt, M. D. Price 
paper, 15 cents. '

Some Glimpses of Occultism Ancient and Modern. A series of lee. 
tures by C. W. Leadbeater. Price, $1.50,

Spirit Echoes. Poems and Short sketches. By Mrs. Mattie E. Hulk 
An attractive little volume, neatly, bound in cloth. Price 75 cents, ’

Spiritism. Mrs. Piper’s and Dr. Thomsoh J. Hudson’s theories in re
gard to it., By Ex-Judge Abram H, Dailey, ex-president of the Medico« 
Legal Society of New York. Price 25 cents.

Standing up for Jesus, or what the editor of the Freethinker’s Maga- 
zine thinks of him on general, principles. Profound, biblical, sarcastic, 
Price 4 cents; 25 copies for 50 cents.

Spiritual Harp, A collection of vocal music for the choir, congrega
tion and social circles. By J. M. Peebles and J. 0. Barrett; E. H, 
Bailey, musical editor. Price $1.25. Postage 14 cents.

Spiritual Songster, A'"eolleetion of thirty-eight inspirational songi 
adapted to popular music, for the use of congregations, circles and fam. 
ilies. - By Mattie E. Hull. Price 10 cents.

Startling Facts or Deeds of Darkness Disclosed, Relative to Auricular 
Confession, and Its Relations to Sacerdotal Celibacy, Convents, Monas* 
teries, Morality, and Civil and Religious Liberty. By Rev. J. G. White, 
Price, 75 cents.

Studies in the Outlying Fields of Psychic Science. How to investi
gate, form circles and develop mediumship. A test of genuine medium
ship. By Hudson Tuttle. Price, cloth, 75 cents.

Success, and How to Win It. A lecture and course of twenty-four 
success lessons by Dr. B. F. Austin, B. A., D. D. Price 25 cents.

Superstition in All Ages, or “Le Bons Sens.” Testimony of a Cath
olic priest who abjured the Christian religion and asked God’s pardon 
for having taught it. Price, cloth, $1; postage 14 cents.

Talleyrand’s Letter to the Pope. This work will be found especially 
interesting to all who would desire to make a study of Romanism and 
the Bible. Price 25 cents.

Teachings of Jesus, Not Adapted to Modern Civilization. With the 
true character of Mary Magdalene. A book full of truth. By George 
W. Brown, M. D. Price 15 cents.

Ten Commandments Analyzed. By W. H. Bach. Price, 25 cents.
The Arcana of Spiritualism. A Manual of Spiritual Science and 

Philosophy. A splendid work by the seer and philosospher, Hudson 
Tuttle. Price, $1.25.

The A, B, Z, of Our Own Nutrition. An excellent work and guide to 
perfect health. By Horace Fletcher. Price, $1.

The Aristocracy of Health, A Study of Physical Culture, and Our 
Favorite Poisons. A masterly work on the subject, by the gifted 
writer, Mrs. Mary Foote Henderson. Price, $1.50.

The Bible. New and Revised Edition. By John Onabur-g.
Price $1.2-5. x

The Candle From Under the Bushel, or Thirteen Hundred add Six 
Questions to the Clergy. Nuts that are hard for them to crack. Au in
teresting book. By Wm. Heart. Price 40 cents.

The Constitution of Man. By Elizabeth Towne. Price 50 cents.
The Crisis. Dy Thomas Paine, liice, 2d eenU.
The Demonism of the Ages. Spirit Obsessions so Common in Spirit

ism, Oriental and Occidental Occultism. By Dr. J. M. Peebles. Cloth 
bound., Priee$l; postage, 19 cents.

The Development of Spirit—After Transition. The origin of relig
ions, and their influence upon the mental development of the human 
race. By the late M. Faraday. Price 10 cents.

The Divine Pedigree of Man, or the Testimony of Evolution and Psy
chology to the Fatherhood of God. By Dr. Thomson J. Hudson. 
Price $1.50.

The Dream Child. Reads like an inspiration. Treating clearly upon 
the laws of affinity, love and the attendant pain and sorrow invariably 
experienced therewith. By Florence Huntley. Price, cloth, 75 cents.

The Fairy Land of Science. This beautiful book fills a niche in the 
hearts of the young people. Lyceum library literature. By Arabella 
B. Buckley. Price 50. .

The Greatest Thing Ever Known. A dainty, helpful book. By Ralph 
Waldo Trine. Price 35 cents. /

The Great Psychological Crime, which claims that subjective medium
ship is injurious, is edited by Florence Huntley, author of “The Drcam 
Child” and “Harmonics of Evolution.” Price $2.

THEIR METHODS DETECTED.

Legerdemain Again Brought Into 
Requisition at a Seance.

That all things hare to go

“How to.Train Children, and Pa
rents." MfBl ElizabfiUC Towne -takes 
the position that in.mhny cases it is the 
.parents that need the graining more 
than the children, and .advises parents 
to look to. themsejvesj Twenty-five 
cents could not be better spent than in 
buying tWs little, book. Anyone that 
has the care of children should read it

Chattanooga, Tenn.—T.wo alleged 
Spiritualists-have been put to grief 
here.

Raymond Harkins, who has oper- 
.ated in Atlanta, Knoxville, Nashville 
and all. over the country, it is said, was 
the Spiritualistic medium In an al
leged seance here and John Curl was 
his confederate.' The seance was be
ing held in a dark room with several 
spectators seated about. Voices of all 
sorts from the dark depths, trumpets 
or megaphones flew, thick and fast 
abotrt the room as Jf stirred by a 
spirit hand; breaths from'the land of 
paradise fanned the cheeks of the vis
itors—all went solemnly, on in which 
“Dr. Baker” lectured, a little infant 

•supposedly, talked to' Chief Medium 
Harkins, Professor Graves, appeared 
purporting to be a friend of'the Little
ton family of Winchester, and the aw
fulness of the suspense which per
vaded that room cannot be described, 
according to the statements made by 
a trio. including a repórter. But the 
seance came to a sudden end, Chief 
Medium Harkins went down in a Wa
terloo of defeat and Curl, his "under
study,” fell broken-hearted at the 
feet of the three when they flashed two 
big calcium lights into the very faces 
of Harkins ánd Curl. Harkins was 
seen to be talking through a mega
phone and Curl was turning a grand 

.organ in one corner of the room.
The Spiritualistic couple had been 

in the habit of charging each visitor 
50 cents for each and every "sitting,” 
almost every night for weeks until the 
thing became so palpable a fake that( 
a determination was reached to inves
tigate the whole matter.—Atlanta 
(Ga.) Georgian.'

"Mediumship and Its Development, 
and How to Mesmerize so Assist Devel
opment.'.’ By'W. H-. Bach. Especially 
useful to learners who seek to know 

. and utilize the laws of mediumship and 
development, and.avoid errors. Price, 
25 cents. “Big Bible Stories,” cloth, 
50 cents. ..

' An Infamous Dynamite Roman Cath
olic Conspiracy Detected and Exposed.” 
‘Romanism Exposed.” Two pamphlets 
by Rev. J. G. White, author of “Start
ling Facts." Price, 10 cents each, or 
Ws for 15 cesta,

The Idea of God. By Dr. Paul Carus. Fourth edition. 32 pages. 
“An effort to purify our ‘Idea of God’ that it may be greater, sublimer, 
and more awe-inspiring to future generations than it has ever been 
yet.’’—Literary World, London. Paper cover, 15 cents.

The Kingship of Self-Control. Full of most helpful ideas, and bound 
in white covers with pretty floral design. By William George Jordan. 
Price 30 cents.

The Life of Jesus. By Ernest Renan. Translated from the original 
French. Price, cloth, gilt top, 75 cents.

The Life Radiant. For every one in every walk of life. By Lilian 
Whiting. Cloth binding. Price, $1.

The Living Decalogue. From Sinai to Zion. By W. J. Colville. 
Price 50 cents.

The Majesty of Calmness. By William George Jordan. Price 30 cts.
The Molecular Hypothesis of Nature. Demonstrates the continuity 

of life and our environment of spiritual influences. Free from all theo
ries of superstition. By Prof. W. M. Lockwood. Price 25 cents.

The Lover's World. A Wheel of Life. Treating on the subjects of 
love, marriage and parenthood. By Dr. Alice B. Stockham. “The 
Lover’s World, garnered sheaves from the wisdom of books and life’s 
experiences, is now returned to the heart of humanity.” Price, silk 
cloth, $2.25.

The Mystic Thesaurus.' By W. F. Whitehead. Leatherette, Price, $1.
The New Life. By Leroy Berrier. Price 50 cents.
The Priest-, the Woman and the Confessional. This is a most valuable 

book. It comes from an cx-priest, whose character is above reproach. 
By Father Chiniquy. Price $1.

The Prophets of Israel. Popular sketches from Old Testament His
tory, than which no branch of science, in the last generation, has under
gone a more profound revolution. By Carl Heinrich Cornell. Price 25e.

The Other Side of Death. Scientifically examined and carefully de
scribed by C. W. Leadbeater. Price, $1.50.

The Relations of Science to the Phenomena of Life. Ideas of life sci
entifically expressed' in contradistinction from the old theories. By 
Spirit Professor M. Faraday. Price 10 cents.

The Relation Science Holds te-Natural Philosophy. By Prof. W. IL 
Lockwood. Price 15 cents.

The Psychic History of the Cliff Dwellers, Their Origin and Destruc
tion. By Emma F. Jay Bullene. Nicely bound in cloth. Price, $1.56

The Romance of Jude. A story of the time of Christ, given through' 
the mediumship of Mrs. Longley. Cloth bound. Price, 50 cunts.

iX Book
By the Author of

"fl Wanderer In Spirit Lands
“IRE STRANGE STORY OF AHR1NZ1MÄN

The Persian Ilystic Emperor.

A weird, powerfully told dramatic story of the earth life'and subsequent 
Experiences in the Spirit.World of the “Guide, Ahriziman.’’ Few book» 
are more calculated to hold the reader^ interest from the first-page ■ to th< 

st, and much that is original abd new will be found in the accounts giveX 
of Alirinzlman's Studies in the Domain of Magic and its relation to obsession^ 
md ctliG! perplexing problems of ’spiritual intercourse. Price, cloth , 
Postageria cents. Paper, 60 cant.’ —- $
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THE PROGRESSIVE THINKER

Hie Notorious Mcdiuin( Ann O'Deliu 
Dins Debar, p’resh From un English 
Prison, is Coining Buck to Tills 
Country.

■ London, Aug. 13.—Ann O’Della 
DIbb’Debar, notorious on three conti
nents for her swindles, is at last free, 
having been released on ticket of leave 
from Aylesbury prison. Under the 
name of Laura Jackson she was sen
tenced December 30, 1901, to seven 
years' jienal servitude for connection 

■ with an Immoral cult known as the 
“Theocratic Unity,” of which her re
puted husband, Theodore Jackson, 
was the head.. By good behavior she 
obtained the maximum reduction of 
penalty. ,

Mme. Diss Debar has been known 
under many names, in the United 
States and Great Britain, but her 
great notoriety was achieved as the 
perpetrator of a so-called spiritualistic 
deception by which Luther R. Marsh 
of New York, was in his old( age 
stripped of the fortune he had aecu- 
mulated in the practice of law.

Claimed to Be King's Child.
Though claiming to be the daughter 

of King Louis I of Bavaria and Lola 
Montez, she- was in fact the. daughter 
of Professor John C. F. Saloman, once 
of Washington, and later of Kentucky. 
She became the wife of Gen. Joseph 
H. Diss Debar in the '70’s, and later 
traveled about the United States rep
resenting herself as the personification 
of occult powers and the revealer ot 
hidden truths, spiritualistic and other
wise, and In this way, while living in 
Washington square, New-York, she 
met Marsh and by means of alleged 
spirit materializations and spirit-paint
ed pictures so infatuated him that he 
gave her large sums ot money, and 
deeded to her his honie in Madison 
avenue. „ ,

About this time General Diss Debar 
left the adventuress, who went to live 
at the Marsh home, and also hired 
apartments where she officiated as a 
priestess of spiritualism and won 
greater notoriety.

Sent to Prison in America.
Sult was brought to show her up as 

an Impostor and she was charged with 
. conspiring to defraud Marsh. Her 
trial resulted in her conviction and she 
was sentenced to a term of imprison
ment. On her release she went to 
Europe, then returned to America and, 
going to the west, got into more diffi
culties through her representations of 
bogus Spiritualism.

Under the name of Vera P. Ava she 
fell into' the hands of the Chicago po
lice, who sent her to the penitentiary 
at Joliet for two years. Released 
from that institution, she married 
William J. McGowan lnl895 at Chica
go. McGowan, like Marsh, was a man 
of wealth, but this did not deter her 
from the practice of fraud.

In 1899 she was run out of New Or
leans with Theodore Jackson, whose 
wife she then said she was. A year 
later they turned up in Cape Town, 
South Africa, where Mme. Diss Debar 
called herself Helena and Jackson 
called himself Horos. Occultism and 
hypnotic performances were ihe order 
there and one of her South African

AN OPEN SHOP.
• ¡ ■' ■. -—• 

Illustrating » Dream on the Part of the 
Poet and the Philosopher.

dupes, a wealthy contractor, gave his 
money to the woman to establish
colony of brptherly love.

Evidence Is Loathsome.
Soon afterward the pair went 

London’,’ where they promoted

a

The labor unions of Chicago have 
purchased a cemetery, where only 
members of tho union may be burled. 
—News item.
AI! his life in a union shop

Ho earned his daily bread;
They burled him in a union grave,

When the union man was dead. ,
He had a union doctor,

He had a union nurse;
He had a union coffin,

. And he had a union hearse.
They put him in a union grave, .

When he was good and dead;
They p)it up a union monument 

Just above hls head.
And.then.he went to heaven, .

iut to stay he didn't care; . . ri 
He kicked because . he said that some!

Non-union men were there.
He then went down to the other place, 

And then produced his card;
Then Satan threw an earnest face 

. And studied good and hard.
And then he laughed,, his hands did 

rub ' ■ :
Till he thought he’d never stop;

"Lord bless your soul,” said Beelze
bub, ' ■ J.

“Why, this Is an open shop!’’ 
—Typographical Journal.

Moral:—Then back to heaven he went 
again ’

And vowed to never.more complain, 
But after this he’d take his chances 
To compete with others for his

finances. -The Alturlst,

to 
the

The Progressive Mer.
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A Paper that Never Falters, Never Pauses in Its Effort for the Greatest Good to 
the Cause of Spiritualism, Science, Morality, Higher Thought, and a Better Life. 
Never Lacking for Life and the Dissemination of Most Important Mind-Food.

Give Us the Truth, the Whole Trulli, and Nothing but the Truth

We re-publish the above .verses, and 
and one of our own, not with any in
tention .to make light of trade-union
ism, but .to show how Inconsistent it 
is in trying to Ignore all the rest of the 
world in order to secure its own self
ish purposes. It teaches the lesson 
that selfishness toward others will al
ways react against ourselves, and that 
none can expect to live in harmony 

•with others unless they grant Others 
the. same rights, and privileges that 
they demand for themselves.

But while we disapprove of the ex
clusiveness and violent methods of 
trade-unionism, and acknowledge the 
great benefits they have secured ‘in 
ameliorating the condition of the 
working people in many ways, we 
must also deplore some of the meas
ures and conditions, which employers 
sometimes Impose on their workers. 
Yet the irrepressible conflict between 
them can never be settled so long as 
their conflicting interests are main
tained. The strife between labor and 
capital will continué to grow from bad 
to worse until both parties can be 
made to understand that it will be a 
great deal more to their pecuniary 
benefit to combine their property and 
labor and carry on business together 
as equal partners. —The Altruist, 
St. Louis, Mo.

Spiritua1ist_Meetings.
It U Important wiieii"•! meeting I* 

suspended, that notice be given us, so 
that inquirers may not be mislead. We 
want new notices of'all meetings being 
held hero In public hulls at tho present 
time. ■
. First German Spiritualist Society on 
the West Bide. Meetings every Sunday 
at 3 p. 'm. in Garselmau’s Hall, corner 
Ashland avenue and W. 18Ui street 
... The Light ot Truth Church will hold 
services in Hopkins’ Hall 528 W 63rd 
street, near Stewart avenue. Confer
ence at 3 p. m. Lecture at 7:45. Mes
sages at each service. Midweek meet
ing Thursday 3 p. m- Mrs. Jeffery Bur- 
land, pastor. _

The Church of the psychic Forces 
holds' services at Wilcox Hall, corner 
Champlain avenue and 43d street, every 
Sunday. Conference at 3 p. m. Lec
ture at 8 p. m. The hall number Is 361- 
863 East 43d street Conducted by Mrs. 
Isa Cleveland. - -

Golden Rule Spiritualist Society, 
Nora E. HlU/pastor; Dr., J. H. Ran
dall, assistant pastor. Holds services 
every Sunday evening during July and 
August, at O’Donnen’s' College Hall, 
Paulina street, near Washington Bou
levard. AH welcome.

Temple Light and Tnith, 870 Waban- 
sla avenue, -near Robey street and 
North avenue. Sunday-school 10:30 a, 
m. Lectures and spirit messages given 
at 3 and 8 p. m., by Mrs. T. Loll, pastor, 
every Sunday; In German and English.

The Hyde Park Occult Society holds 
regular Sunday evening services, 7:45 
o’clock, at 819 ET 55th .street, between 
Klmbark and Monroe avenues. Jackson 
Park cars pass the door. The best tal
ent available will be . secured for ail 
meetings. To spread tho truth "is the 
object ot this society. Address all com- 
municatlons to Miss Eva L. Stewart, 
corresponding secretary, 455' E. 55th 
street Entrance to hall. '319 E. 55th

Turns, jt. m,- MiTCHiioeK :wur answer a 
Bl- questions for 25c. Send own haudwrltlnifana 
lock of hair, Full reading, 81. Fern Hill, Pierce 
Co., Waah, ‘

Madam Amelia will answer a qneatlons foi-, 
25e; Send own handwriting and lock of hair. 

Full reailln^. gl.OD. Maduin. Amelin» Boxblo.
Butlo, Montana,

Do You Need Spectacles. 0 nomeyOu" 

and Better ,Sight ? i
.Clveuluv »bowing Myton and price» of jny Magnet
ized Melted Pcbuto LENZ; a photo of bplrit Yar- 
mah, who a»»l»ted to briny out tho Clairvoyant 
gift with me, to ill your eye» ap perfectly at your 
own home, and send epectacle by mall a» I could 
if yon were in iny ottlce. Yarmaliwiil forma baud 
of helpers that will treat your eyea when wearing 
thl» apectacle and you will have normal vision; 
If needed .thia baud cun heal your body. .We have 
a positive Om © for Granulated Eye* Lids, or »ore 
eye». Sent postpaid for tl.OO. A poalnire »tamp 

-would bo acceptable. B. POOLS.
157 Winthrop ave„ Chicago, Ill*

COURT DECLARES MEDIUMS ARE 
VAGRANTS.

THE MORNING BRINGS ITS BLESS
INGS.

fpruatworthy Mfdd’e-ws^d Woman wlehea 
A position in or near a city aa hou»ekeeper. 
Hewing, light house-work, where she will find 
congenial companionship. Box 424. Oaldwelk 
Idaho.

The Way, the Trutli and the Life,
Tuught by au unfalüug mothod. Adores».

- . W. B-Cutter,
-- W8 Devtoadwo 8U, San Francteco, Cal.

Send Lock of llnlr« datoof- birth, oolf-ad- 
dresEod envelope and ¿0 cents in stamps (or 

teat reading, to Mr«» M.? V. W. Ban*
-dolph street, Chicago,

CHART PDPR By a Bohemian Gypsy As- LHAKI EKCE trologer and Clairvoyant. 
Send age, color of eyea and hair, in own liand- 
wrtU»;'. Address GEO. WELLES, Box. 80, New
ark,!;. J.

Free Test Readings.
Anyone wishing- to teat iny ability as a Clair- 

voynnt will please address jug tn their own hand* 
.writing. Buaineii» reading'preferred.' W. D 
STARK, Dixon, Ill.

TRUMPETS.
Infallible Fibre Trumpats! Better thin metal; 

inyulated top and bottom. Tangible with spirit 
force». Cardinal Enamel Color. Self-developing 
Cabinet and Physical Battery Combination Cabi
net.- Special revised book governing every phase 
of development. A to Z Trumpet and-cabinet 
work in full. Book poetpaid, 17 cents. Write fqf 
Circular.
JA3. NJKWTON, 433 Dorr St., Toledo. O

FRED P. EVANS, 
Jîoted Medium for 

Slatewrifing, Clairvoyance, Etc-,
Interviewa dally from 10 to t, Readings and de- 

velopmentby mall may be obtained by writing to 
Mr. Evans tor particulars. Famous book on 
Slate-writing, 81.20. while they last. Address, 

FKIÎI. P. EVANS.
2028 Sacremento street, San Francisco, Cal.

Be Sure to Read This,
Frances L. Loucks, one of Ilie greatest DBychlc 

wonders living. I use the spiritual X-ray to lo 
cate all internal diaeaae». A trial will convince 
you. Nervona exbauatfon and lost vigor of both 
bbxcb BuccoBBinhy treated, an hnndreda can tes
tify. Send name. age. hex. complexion, one load
ing-8ymptom,and ten cent» in atampB, and you 
,wl11 receive’» correct diagnosis of your case free, 
worth dollar» to you. Be auro to write your own 
letter, Dr. J, S., Lodeka. who lately paaaed on, 
continue» to treat the »ick through tny medium- 
ahlp. Address all letter» to

FRANCES L. LOUCKS,

Rev. Mrs. Rice, Lecturer of the First 
Spiritualist Church of Scuttle, Held 
to Be Guilty of Vagrancy.
Reverend Mrs. Rice, one of the lead

ing Spiritualistic mediums of Seattle, 
pastor of the Seattle Psychic Society, 
and lecturer at the First Spiritualist 
Church of Seattle, was declared by 
Judge Albertson this morning to be a 
vagrant within the meaning ot the 
'law. The court held that medium- 
istic readings which' the defendant 
urged were simply religious observ
ances, constituted fortune-telling, and 
that one who gave such readings was 
guilty of the crime of telling fortunes 
within the meaning of the statute de
fining vagrancy. A bond to keep the 
peace was exacted of the defendant.

The decision is one of great import
ance to the Spiritualists ot Seattle as 
it gives the police unlimited authority 
to put an end to the public and private 
readings which form a large part ot 
their religious services. Mrs. Rice 
amitted that for her private, readings 
she had always accepted , compensa
tion, and that it was the rule for the 
leaders in Spiritualistic work to do the 
same. The court did not pass upon 
the question as to whether mediums 
had a right to give free readings, but 
his decision conveyed the inference 
that it was immaterial whether a fee 
was exacted or not.

Had Right to_Accept Fee.
frev. Mrs. Rice and members of her 

church testified that she held ordina
tion papers from the National Spirit
ualists Association as a pastor, and 
was empowered as part of her relig
ious duties to give readings. She de
clared that it was part of the teachings 
of her- religion for her to transmit to 
private individuals communications 
that she received from departed spir
its. The acceptance of a fee for these

DREAM PROVES TO HE REAMTB

bliss Hine of Bryan Street, Sees Visio* 
in Sleep.

(ept 8,19V

Do dreams come true? Miss Anna 
Hino of Bryan street, believes that! 
they do as a result of a coincldonco 
which occurred yesterday, and she fias 
an interesting tale to relate to hen 
friends.

During her hours of qulot and T0< 
pose there came to the sleeping girl a 
vision of their family dog, tied up to a 
post on Glendale avenue, He wan 
struggling and trying to break from 
his leash without avail. He had been, 
captured by some man with a slouch 
hat, possibly a dog catcher or soma 
person who wanted to secure a valu
able animal, and was imprisoned aH 
the end of a rope in a yard. Soma 
compelling force forbade the girl to got 
to his rescue.

Yesterday morning and following 
the visitation of the strange dream, a' 
delivery boy, formerly employed by, 
Chris Hoerr, the butcher on North 
Monroe street, called at the Hine resi
dence and informed the family that 
their dog was tied to a post on Glen
dale avenue, Haste was made to re
cover the animal and take film home.

On the morning following her noc
turnal vision and before the discovery] 
of the dog, Miss Hine was unable to 
dispell the thought from her mind, 
and though never a believer in dreams 
was hot surprised when she learned 
that the dog was in such a plight as 
had been described to her in her, 
dream.—Peoria (Ill.) Journal. -

Nature’s Principles and Forces.
At this present time, there is great 

force employed by the Heavenly Pow
ers, to teach mankind to learn them
selves and their relations to God and 
nature. A grand lesson for man to 
learn, is in regard to the vibratory.
system in nature, in which he is so po-

readings she declared did not detract Jeni" a factor by his thought, speech
£1 WarreüSL. B’oneh&tn, MM from the relgious aspect of her work

MOLLIE FANOHER,
Tho Brooklyn Enigma.

An authentic statement ot facts In the life of 
Mary J. Fancher, the psychological marvel of 
tho nineteenth century. Unimpeachable testi
mony ot many witnesses. By Abi-am H. Dalley. 
With illustrations. 'Price, cloth. 81.50.

MAHOMtT, THE IILUSTRIOUS.’
By Godfrey. Higgins, Esq. This work Is ona 

of the Library of Liberal Classics. No author 
was better qualified to write an Impartial anil 
honest life of Mahomet than Godfrey Hig}ins, 
and this volume Is Intensely Interestinn It 
should be read in conjunction with Glblim’a 
work., Price, 25 cents, —

"Theocratic Unity” organization, scan
dals in connection, with which led to 
their arrest in September, 1901, The 
trial, which continued at Intervals 
through three months developed facts 
of such a loathsome character that 
several of the London papers excluded 

. from their columns all reports of the 
proceedings of the court.

Justice Bigham summed up strong
ly against the prisoners, saying it was 
difficult to conceive of more revolting 
and abominable conduct than that 
which had been attributed to them. 

. The jury quickly returned a verdict 
of guilty; whereupon the justice sen
tenced Jackson to fifteen years penal 
servitude and his reputed wife to sev
en years penal servitude.—Chicago 
Chronicle, Aug. 14, 1906.

* Prominent Spiritualist Passed to 
Spirit Life.

Although a young man, being only 
{9 years old, Lloyd M. Cobb was well 
known among the Spiritualists of Nor
wich, Conn., and Worcester, Mass., 
and his able contributions to The Pro
gressive Thinker have made him 
known to thousands of its readers.

On Friday evening, August 24, he 
passed away at the summer home of 
his sister, Mrs. H. M. Taft, at Fisher’s 
Island, N. Y., after three days of in
tense suffering. Mr. Cobb, better 
known as "Junior,” was the only son 
if Mrs. Annie'M. Cobb of Norwich, 
Conn., and his sunny, cheerful nature 
endeared him to all. For years he 
has been debarred from the pleasures 
enjoyed by other boys on account of a 
physical disability that would have 
crushed a less ambitious spirit, but as 
Junior often remarked, his cross was 

• “ a blessing in disguise,” as it led him 
to investigate religious systems of 
thought and as a result, he became an 
rrdent Spiritualist; a writer upon Its 
philosophy, an exponent of its phe
nomena and a follower of its princi
ples.

Funeral services were held on Mon
day afternoon, August 2, at the home 
of his sister, Mrs. Carles A. Dowsett of 
Norwich, Conn., the writer officiating.

Conspicuous among the numerous 
floral gifts that banked the room and 
rasket were pieces representing the 
"Gates Ajar,” the “Cross,” emblem
atic of the one so patiently borne • by 
him, a “Pillow of Rest," and two 
beautiful wreaths of roses.

The body was taken to Grafton, 
Mass., on Tuesday and placed in the 
family lot, after a short service.

Mr. Cobb leaves a mother and two 
Sisters, but they have the blessed as- 
rurance that he is not "a stranger in a 
strange land,” but found a welcome 

ri home from loved ones gone before, 
and will be a ministering angel to 
those who sb tenderly cared for him 
Knd who now so lovingly miss his 
physical presence.

, ALBERT P. BLINN. ’ 
Lake Pleasant, Maas. '

When ail things go wrong and you’re 
so blue

That you don’t know what in the 
world to do,

Just sit you down In a quiet place, 
And visit your.own self, face to face;
And you’ll , find the cause, and that 

it’s best
To give yourself just-a-few'days" rest, 
And make up your mind such a small 

affair,
Shouldn’t bring wrinkles and silver 

your hair, •
And ’twill all come right In the 

morning.
If you feel you were not In the least 

to blame
For the loss of your friends when mis

fortune came, 
if he turns his head to suppress a 

smile
At your ragged clothes, just you wait 

awhile;
Console yourself with the wholesome 

thought
That your good name was earned, not 

bought,
That you have paid for the clothes you 

wear,
And for purchased friendship you do 

not care;
And he’ll change his mind in the 

morning.
When the winds moan loud, and skies 

are drear,
When the soul grows weary, and night 

is near.
Remember to-morrow will come your 

way,
That your gloom presages a brighter 

day. -
Though the raindrops beat .’gainst 
your window pane, 
And the blasts of grief cleave your 

heart in twain,
Just look up through your tears and 

smile,
For daylight is coming after a while, 

- And the sun will shine in the morn
ing.

When friends pass out and you mourn 
them dead,

They only have started on ahead
To clear the brush and thb stones 

away
So you can come along next day.
They will grasp your hand in welcome 

sweet, .
And brush the dust from your tired 

feet,
And say, "We love you. This hour is 

blest;
We’re so glad’to see you! Sit down 

and rest.”
And you’ll all be glad in the morn

ing.
M. FRANCES BEETZ.- 

Spokane, Wash. . ;

street*
The Rising Sun Mission holds serv

ices every Sunday. Lyceum, lectures 
and tests at 3 p. m.; lectures and song 
service at 8 p. m.. Advanced speakers, 
good test mediums and good singing. 
Temple, Oakley Boulevard, between 
Jackson Boulevard and Adams street.

Spiritual Mission Chapel (Old 77) 
77 East Thirty-first street. Services 
every Sunday at 3 and 3 m. Scien
tific and philosophical lectures; best 
psychic and message bearers m attend
ance. Prof. F. M- Stoller, conductor.

The German-English Society, Bund 
dor Wahrheit No. 18, holds services ev
ery Sunday evening at 8 o’clock in 
Brand’s Hall. 152 North, avenue, bpi, 
tween .Halsted .and Clyboijjm. 'Also, 
every Thursday evening in Math. Jung’s 
Hall, 1071 Lincoln avenue,’ southeast 
corner Ashland and Lincoln avenues; 
entrance first door north of Howard’s 
theater. Frank Joseph, medium.- Ev
erybody Welcome-

Church of the North Star Spiritual 
Union, Incorporated. ’ Meetings Sun
days at 8 p. m. sharp, at Peris Hall, 
1546 Milwaukee avenue, near Western 
avenue. Mrs. Letzter, speaker and 
medium. All welcome;

Chicago Spiritual Alliance Church, In 
Vincennes Hall, 35th and Cottage Grove 
avenue. Mrs. May Elmo,- pastor. All 
welcome.' Services at 3 and 8 p. m.

Spiritual Science Society meets every 
Sunday from 2 to 10-p. m., at Arlington 
Hall, N. W. corner of 31st street and 
Indiana' avenue. Admission, free. 
Mrs. Dixon will always be In attend
ance. Others will assist. These 
meetings will be continued all summer.- 
Dr. Beverly, president,-No. 44 East 81st 
street. ",

Mrs. Mary Hill holds meetings-every 
Sunday and Wednesday evenings at 320 
Flournoy street Good 'speakers and 
messages.

Divine Spiritual Church holds meet
ings every Sunday afternoon and 
evening at 2:30 and 7:30, in Hygeia 
Hall, corner Ogden avenue and Robey 
street. Good music.. All., .welcome. 
Rev. Lucy A. Hodge Koontz, pastor.

The Christian Spiritualist Society 
holds tent .meetings every Sunday af
ternoon and evening at 3 and § p. m., 
at Reiger’s Grove, DesPlaines River 
and West Madison street,; conducted 
by Miss Sarah Thomas.

FRANK FOSTER, 

SDlrlt [fMoorapher, 
SittlngBLby Mail.

From photoor lock of'halr. Send for circular 
freo. Box 12, Grèim Lukp »tu., Beattie, Wash.

MORRIS PRATT INSTITUTE.
A SclioolVuder tho Auspices 

ot'ßplrlfjuarsin.
Thoroughly quUHaedjteacherff. A two-year’» 

courao prepares* eano)tally for public and pri
vate work; oben'td all ótìboth »exo» over 16. Ad
mittance without* examination. Term» reason
able. Write fopfTtatalörue to

- A. J. WEAVEB, Prin.
MOSES HULL. Pres, v
EMMA J. OW^N, Sec,7 Milwaukee. Wls.

-SPIRITUAL .HEALING?
My Treatment tls Naturttl ¿nd & 

• Strlctly Pralitical System.
In my capacity asm healer, success has crowned 
me and gone beyond my expectation». Disease» 
of women a specialty, and absent treatments 
given successfully without medicine or opera
tion. Write for full partlcul i tb. Sent nree.

ALBERT EMBREE.
235 N Calif St. Stockton, Cal,

Special. Announcement. 
Immediately to All - 
Magnetic. Healers,

The accomplishments of Electric Vibratory 
Therapeutics will enable you to »uccesnfuily 
meet the laity and practice as a healer; Address.

School of Therapeutics.
119 Wisconsin st., Milwaukee, Wls.

LOTO OVER ALL.

There's never a rose In all the world 
. But that makes some' green splay 

sweeter; . • '
There’s never a wind in all.the sky, 
- But makes some bird .‘wing fleeter;

-. There’s never a star but brings to
,heaven -■

'ri.- Some silver radiance tender;
And never a rosy cloud, but helps

< To.crown the sunset.splendor;. t 
fio robin but may thrill some heart, .

His dawn-like gladness voicing;
1°™ gives us all some small sweet 

way . ' .
To set the world rejoicing. . .

. ------- Anon.

"The Light of Egypt.’.! Volumns 1 
and '2. An-occult library, tn . itsiilf, a 
text-book ;of ’ esoteric ri khowteflgti as 
taghi by Adepts- of jHernmtic'.BMlos- 

Fries 82 psti volume.

“HE CONFESSÉS."

The Venerable Levi Wood,
Eighty-two Years of Age, Con

fesses He Has Been Mistaken.

Now

To the Editor:—Wo read in the 
"Word of God” that if we confess our 
sins .before the,world, Christ, will con
fess them for us at the “throne of par-’ 
doh,"’ to‘:Him who “sits In judgment,” 
and. ¿¿-Relays’may be dangerous, as 
my head is whitened over with 82 
summers, 1 improve this opportunity, 
and assume the privilege of confessing 
to the world that I held some preju
dices against Harrison D. Barrett, 
judging from an article published in 
The Progressive Thinker - some time
ago; but on meeting him at Vicksburg’ 
camp,, and getting fully in touch with 
him instead of.the article, and listen
ing to his lectures, the same sweetened 
al! the sour grapes that had set “my 
teeth; on' edge,’.’. and made them di
gestible, and I could assimilate them. 
And may the life forces necessary-to 
sustain tfie physical be lavished upon 
our.worthy brother and earnest work
er for many years to come. Is the de
sire And .prayer of

LEVI WOOD.

LOOK OUT 1 LOOK OUT!

FAofecdar HuDothedis of Nature; 
The Relation of Its Principles to Continued Ex
istence'and to the Philosophy of Spiritualism. 
By Prof W*. M* Lockwood. Paper. 24 cents.

Commonly called tho "A^ 
Koran of ‘Mohammed.’• 
Tho standard Arabian or 
Cloth, $1.03

READ AND REJOICE!
ProfiMSOi* of Electric Vibratory TJiorn- 

pcuticS' after a »ertes-of-marvelous experi
ments. io prepared to make th? following an
nouncement: Givo me your name in full, location, 
date of birth, your favorite color and songs. With 
this data J will furnish, a psycho-physien) chart 
of any individual by which health, happiness 
and business success can be secured. To give 
all an opportunity, these charts will be furnished 
in clubs of ten, until October 1, for 25c. each.. 
Ear li subscriber.becomes a member of the School 
of Triune Life Culture; entitled to monthly in- 
etructlon». Has to obtain the best results, phys
ically and psychically. ' Address, ‘

School of Therapeutics,
119 Wisconsin street, Milwaukee, Wls.

Look out for a supposed Spiritualist 
medium who goes under the-names of. 
Madame Zelona, Mrs. J. Carl and Mrs. 
Frances Weddcr. She secured, a large 
amount of money from a lady who for
merly lived in Des Moines, " Iowa, 
claiming to have received .messages 
from her father, and mother in spirit, 
life, instructing her to give the medi
um money to build a siinitorium in the 
Red Woods of California.-; She is about 
42 years’ old, 5 feet, 6 inches tall, 
weight about 185 pounds; cdmplcxion 
clear, rosy cheeks, black hair, brown 
eyes. She carries bn watch chain a 
gold band compass with gold stone 
back; sometimes wears . an English 
sovereign on chain. ■ In connection 
With her supposed mediumship, she 
sold face powders, lotions and some 
jewelry. She left Des Moines, Iowa, 
on January 10, 1900, presumably for. 
Chicago, to see a sick daughter, and 
mailed a letter from" there; but she left 
at the post office an order to forward 
her mail to Seattle, Wash., Any infor
mation from Spiritualists ■ oy / others 
who desire these fraudulent mediums 
punished, will be gratefully received 
by MRS. IDA JOHNSON.

22 Jackson Place, Chicago, Ill.

tin the World Celestial,” by Dr, T. A. 
Bland. ; interesting, Instructive'? ¿nd 
helpful; Cp ®lotb
tad price |L • *

AN IMPORTANT WORK.

AN ASTONISHING OFFER
Send three' two-cent stamps, lock of 

hair, age, name and the leading symp- 
-tom, and your disease will.be diagnosed 

- -free by spirit power.

Mrs. Dr. Dobson-Barker,
230 North BlxtliSt. 

San Jose« Cali .

any more than the acceptance of a fee 
by a clergyman for performing a mar
riage ceremony did from his religious 
standing.

Judge Albertson, however, refused 
to. take this view. He declared that 
the law did not recognize a religion 
that violates the law. If fortune tell
ing was a part of the ceremonies of the 
spiritualistic religion the law would 
not protect them In the practice of It 
where It was expressly forbidden by 
statute. The court held that medlum
lstlc readings constituted fortune-tell
ing, and that the State did not give 
them liberty to hold such readings.

Friends Condemn Decision.
The court, room was filled with Spir

itualists who congregated in the corri
dors and condemned the decision as an 
Infringement upon their religious
rights. An appeal will at once
taken to the supreme court. 
Mrs. Rice’s case is a test case.

be 
Rev.

All the

RADIANT ENERGY
to Modern Astrophysics, by. Edgar L. Larkin, 
Director Lowe Observatory, Echo Mountain, 
California. This book treats upon anew branch 
of research Into tho lawsot nature, and to the 
student or even an admirer of the modern as
trological literature will sumly come with great 
Interest. Price, cloth. S1.7B .

Whu I Am a Vepetarian,
An address delivered before the Chicago Vege

tarian Society By J. Howard Moore. Price, 
85 cents.

spiritualistic mediums in the city are 
aiding in her defense.

Mrs. Rice was arrested as a result 
of the crusade of Chief Wappensteln 
to clean the city of fortune-tellers and 
mediums. Rev. Mrs. Rice had apart
ments in the Hotel Vendome and ad
vertised herself as a medium. May 
24 she gave Police Stenographer Har
ry Ford a medlumlstlc reading. Her 
arrest followed. She was adjudged 
guilty of vagrancy by Justice Davis, 
and took an appeal to the superior 
court.—Seattle Times, Aug. 22, 1906.

and respirations. These vital trutha 
will be brought to his understanding 
by actual demonstrations. Many mor
tal minds are worked upon by high 
spiritual Intelligences to receive 
thoughts and ideas how to prepare for. 
such demonstrations, and step by step, 
these preparations are even now pro
gressing on many associated lines oE 
vibratory activities.

Gradually man learns positively, 
how the specific parts of nature’s man
ifestations are governed under one 
law, head or genus, permitting the va
ried and necessary differentiations aa 
beheld in all of nature’s realms. Thus 
step by step he returns to nature, to 
God, and beholds how Divine Wisdom 
in accord with its differential calculas 
arranged all force and substance cor
respondences in crude and refined 
states, in accord with the scales of vi
bratory emissions, which are labeled 
In their order of nature’s degrees In 
compliance with her statutes. Thus 
order Is preserved and all that is com
prehended in such plan for world 
building, etc., is worked out in its own 
stated time, in keeping with immut
able law and supreme decree.

MRS. M. KLEIN.

FOURTEENTH ANNUAL 
CONVENTION

ADoffoniua of TuanacffiSSj^A 
wonderful communication, explaining how big' 
life and teachings were utilized to formulate 
Christianity. Price 15 cents.

Father Tom and the Pone*
Or a Night at the Vatican. Written probably 
by Sir Sfnn'uel Ferguson. From Blackwoods 
Edinburg MagT-zlne. This is a humorous ab- 
count of a roticksome visit to the Pope of 
Romo by Father Tom, an Irish priest, armed 
with a superabundance of Irish wit, two im- 
perlalquurt bottles of Irish “poteen.” and an 
Irish recipe for “conwoundmg” the same. 
Paper. 25 cents: cloth. 50 cents.

Practical Methods to insure Success-.
A. valuable little work, full of practical in

struction in matters pertaining to physical, 
mental and spiritual health. Worth many 
times its cost. ftIcq 10 cents.

»and Matter M3® 
profound work upon a profound sub
ject. Price, cloth. 81.00.

AFTER HER DEATH.
Tho Story of a Summer. By Lilian Whiting. 

PervadM wlih pure and beautiful spirituality 
ot thought. Instructive and helptul to all who 
love and seek tho higher and finer ways of 
spiritual experience. Price. 81.00.

Talfeurand’s Letter to the. Pope. 
This work will bo f ound especially interesting 
to ail who would desire to make a study of Ro« 
znauism and the Bible. The hlstorlo foots stat* 
ed, and tho keen, ¿cathimr review of Romish 
ideas and practices uhould bo read by all Price 
25 cents.

Copy of Resolution Adopted by Wash
ington State Convention in the Mat
ter of Miss Rice.
Whereas, The recent arrest of Miss 

Rice (Mrs. Burleigh), the regular 
pastor and ordained minister of the 
Seattle Psychic Society, by the police, 

: charged under a state law with for
tune-telling, was an outrage which 
should be condemned by all Spiritual
ists; and

Whereas, The consideration ot 
measures toward building up Spirit
ualistic societies is of little use until 
the ministers of such societies can be 
Insured against the recurrence of such 
outrage; therefore,

Resolved, That we, in convention 
assembled, hereby pledge ourselves to 
do all In our power to carry to a suc
cessful Issue the appeal taken to the 
Superior Court of Seattle on Miss 
Rice's behalf, and in the event ot an 
adverse decision by said Superior 
Court will aid in carrying the case to 
the Supreme Court and in repealing 
the law which makes it possible for 
mediums to be prosecuted as vagrants.

The above .was introduced by Dele
gate Burton, recommended by the 
committee on resolutions, and unani
mously adopted.

CROSSING THE LINE.

As when across the far horizon’s rim
1 IDMAM • A Lecture Dellvere« to Ladles Wul Inll < Only/37 Mrs.lDr. Hulburt On 
the present status ot woman, physically, men
tally, morally and spiritually. Tho dlvino law 
ot true barmonlal marriage, etc. Price, 10c. --

TRE ftGE OF REASON.
By Thomas Patrie. Being an Investigation of 

True and Fabulous Theology. A now and com
plete edition, from- new plates and now typo; 
185 pages,p05t 8vo. Papœ clofu Wo.

IN THE WORLD CELESTIAL.
, BY DR. T. A. BLAND,

Witii full page photograph of tho Heroine Pearl’ 
from aspirlt painting.

’. “Three things that make this book remarka. 
ble. Its authorship, tho astounding claims put 
forth in it. and tho philosophy and revelation' 
ofa future life lt-coutalns."—13. O. Flower, in 
the Arena. •" —

"It will give us courage to piss' through the 
deep shadows of death to the sun-liv cllmo of 
the World Celestial.”—Bov. H. W. Thomas. 
Cloth bound withigllt side stamp; price 81.08

The N. S. A.' Ritual for Spiritual 
Services. ■

The N. S. A. Ritual tor - Spiritual 
Services, well printed. and neatly 
bound, in Leatherette;- is now in print 
and tor sale at the'N. S. A. office, 600 
Pennsylvania „avenue^. ærB., Washing
ton,7D; G., TwCTjyrcent^riper copy, 
nostphidi’wo^ 
dress ïri^ 'MARS^.'^ -

---------- ---------------------
- - " Spirituai . of Ciri-
elea;

GOtliétìngsJ’ Bÿ Stólti«

(Advertisement.) :
THERE’S MÒNEKUN IT FOR YOU.

And It Will Help the Cause of Honest 
A&diin^slilp.

I want to pitti .that grand book, 
“Mysteries’Of; tlie. Seance, or Tricks 
and Traps ofiEogus Mediums,” into- 
the hands of every.Splrituallst and in
vestigator inutile lalnd, and will make 

■a specially low! price by the quantity 
to all who wilhaet as agents. It is in
valuable to all. who object to fakery 
and deceit, and will sell readily at all 
Spiritualist meetings, seances and 
camps. Coniplled by a life-long Spir
itualists. Sample copy, 25 cents, which 
will be credited 6n first order for one 
dozen or more. . Come, friends, help 
.us to drive out fakery from pur ranks, 
and at the same time help yourself. 
Address ED. LUNT, Station A, Boston, 
Mass. ■ '

“Spiritism and. Mrs. Leonora E Piper, 
and Dr.- Thomson J. Hudson’s Theories 
in Regard to It.” By .Ex-Judge Abram 
H. Dhiley. Demonstrates futility and 
inadequacy of Hudson’s explanations of 
anirftual nhenomtaa- Price, 25 cent». 

riri”ThMesu^JW^ A *. 
Awttn. A. M-.. a D. Ar exoeUKi

Resea rch es flOgern spiritualism
By SIR WILLIAM CROOKES, F. R. S„ with 
Illustrations.- Ot unusual Interest and value, 
by one of the greatest scientists of thé world. 
Price, 50 cents.

The Nemesis of I™8 
Chautauqua Lake |

known Author and Scholar,
HON, A. B. RICHMOND, 

Should bo in the hands of every Spiritualist In 
tho land/ It is based ona hlstorfoal fact, but 
through the naratlve is woven a psychic Uno ot 
thought in tho style so natural to thè great 
criminal lawyer that one can feel the author’s 
very presence during its perusal It is certain
ly Interesting. Price, cloth. 75 cents.

The watcher sees the .White sails 
slip from view

And wafts o’er gleaming waves a 
fond adieu,

While soft and vagrant tears his eyes 
bedim,

He-knows his loved one is not lost to 
him,

But safely guided by the good ship’s 
crew,

Her long and lonely way she doth 
pursue

To some fair clime beyond the waters 
grim;

So when our loved ones cross the line 
and go

■ Far, far from sight, although we do 
not smile,

And though our ardent tears fall soft 
and slow,

Far, far beyond the reach of time 
and guile

They wait for us in a fairer clime, we 
know—

.Not lost, not lost, but parted for 
awhile! --Silas X. Floyd.

"The Spiritual Significance, or, Death 
as an Event in Life.” By Lilian Whit-

Of the National Spiritualists’ Associa
tion of the United States, Will Be 
Held in tho Large Auditorium of 
the Y. M. C. A. Building, 158 La 
Salle Street, Chicago, Illinois, Octo, 
ber 10, 17. 18 and 10, 1000.
Business sessions during the day. 

Special hours devoted to the Lyceum 
cause.

Many of the foremost and brightest 
workers in our ranks will be dele
gates. It will be a rare treat to hear 
them. Evening meetings will be de
voted to lectures, spirit messages, mu
sic and song.

Among those Invited and expected 
are Dr. J. M. Peebles, Oscar A. Edger- 
ly, W. J. Erwood, Mrs. H. P. Russe- 
gue, Mrs. Esther T. Bosley, Mrs. 
Georgia Gladys Cooley, Mrs. Margaret 
Gaule Ridinger, Mr. and Mrs. E. W. 
Sprague and a galaxy of others.

Come one and all to this great con
vention.

The Palmev House, in Chicago, .will 
be headquarters for delegates and vis
itors; it is a first-class hotel and will 
give reduced rates to all who write in 
advance, stating they are to attend the 
N. S. A. convention and wish to en
gage rooms. Secure your rooms early, 
by addressing W. C. Vler-Buchen, 
Manager, The Palmer House, Chicago, 
Ill. The hotel is conducted exclusive
ly-on the European plan; cafes and 
restaurants are near by and furnish 
good meals at reasonable rates.

Annual reception to delegates and 
visitors will be held Monday, October, 
15; at the Palmer House, at 8 p. m. 
All are cordially Invited.

Special railway rates on the certifi
cate plan can be secured over all lines. 
Ask your railroad agent for certificate 
tickets to the National Spiritualists' 
Convention at Chicago. The round 
fare will be one and a third of a fare. 
Delegates and visitors desiring to re
ceive the benefits of this special rate 
must have their tickets vised by our 
railroad agent at Convention the last 
day, October 19, and pay 25 cents 
each for such vising.

HARRISON D. BARRETT, 
President.

MARY T. LONGLEY,
Secretary.

Ing. One of Miss Whiting’s most sug
gestive, intensely interesting, spiritual 
books. It is laden with rich, thought-MEDIUMSHIP and hov/to Masmerlzo^c! __________ _______ .Sh"Baci PapL^^ Br ÍU1 spirituality. Price *1.

“After Her Death. The Story of a 
Summer.” L-y Lilian Whiting. Na 
mind that loves spiritual thought can 
fall to be fed and delighted with this 
book. Beautiful spiritual thought, com
bining advanced ideas on the finer and 
ethereal phases of Spiritualism, leading 
the mind onward into the purer atmo» - 
phere of exalted spiritual truth. A 
book for the higher life. Price, clotty 
$1.00.
' “The Kingship of Self-Control.” Bj 
Wm. George Jordan. It treats of th< 
crimes of the tongue, the Red Tape du 
ty, the supreme charity of the world, 
the revelation of reserve power, etc

-nPrice, 30 cents.

.w
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BUI«® BARRELS OF AiH

. . n M H R f mm Vertwena oil mlxlnclt wltu&ir» Burns liso gas. Intense hot fire Combustion perfect»

i if air toevery larxe spoonful ot oil consumed. That’s all. It Is selt-regulattoft no more attention.
SlS.W.'r Sfa-iv nryinluhU For more or less beat, simply tore kno There It remains until yon come »gain. To 

fire nnMnm^ 1Bt0 out- As near perfection as anything In this world. No
S nchl.T?nl°a'ks--noth°ngtoclogor close up. faowlck—not eveaavalve, yet heat 1« under perfect control.put lire out, I
olrt,scoterBsnes. - , . -

D. CARN, INO., writes: " It coats me only 4K c6nhBm
for fuel.” L- NORRIS, VT., writes: "The Harrlson.OU-GasSECTIONAL CUT OF GENERATOR- - fnrtuei-’1 L. nukkis» vi«» aamav»

Generators arc wondcrlnl savers ot fuel, at least to 75 ¡1 over 
wood and coal.” E. ARNOLD, NEB., writes: “Saved 94.25 a month tor 

, fuel by using the Harrison Ofi£’lS.st0T&,.t,M?,raue^
month, and tho Harrison only .25 per month- “• KING, VA., writes. 
"Hsing one Burncrand Radiator, Ilsept a 16x18 foot r£ejHBi.‘12^SES?5 

: when out doors 13 to 20 degrees were registered.” REV. WM.TEARN, 
ME., writes: “This morning 16 below zero, and tny library far polow 
trocilngpolnt. SoonartcrlightingthoHarrison Oil^MSto^temy- 

- j craturero'e toeumnier heat.” WM.MERING,im».,
u ritCSi •• we warmed a room 18x14 feet, wbea It 
«ns ibont 10 below xero with one Radiator," Ob- 
jcetlonableteatureaot all other Stoves wiped put.

Rot like those sold Its stores. Me» MJ 
heating houses, stores, rooms,etc., with Radiating At-

•fi.

IWIHIKÜ 
ELSE LSKE ST.

EXCITIN6 BUSINESS FOR AGENTS
- SALESMEN- MANAGERS-MEN OR WOMEN at home or
minting ageBts. MESSRS. HEAD a FRAZER, TEX., writes: 
"EnclMe order for 881.00. Bush Sdlllk» ho t cokes. SoM 
50 «tore» In out own town." B- L. HUE8TE0, HIGH-, writes: " 8wn ost ¿ar and Bold 11 «tore»." ThU patent new. 
Kothlnarllkelt. Demand enormous. Agent« reaping 
great harvest. Whereoperatedpaopleetop on streetJeavs 
their home», place ot business, m siI trUisto wjtehthto 
gsnerator-excltes curloslty-watch¿t asthougha, thing 
otllta. Show a doten—sell ten. Write today_f»r 
special aaento new plan. Bend no money-. 
Ptorld unaurollod- Get in early tor territory. Writ« today.

>1108.
--- -- JW- 
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last named two persona that the story

broken.
large chunks terles was desired, , and Mr? 
the wall as if Ward suggested to Mr. McKemiiplastered themselves on

thrown by an energetic arm. Then an

THE CREED TO BE.

by all races, are Imperfect 
slons of the . same thought,

expres- 
Zeus,

that set upon one of the pantry 
shelves got busy and large chunks

INTERVIEWS THE 
DEPARTED GREAT.

An explanation of these mys- 
" ’ ’ and Mr? John

French Countess, a Spiritualist, Pub
lished Book of Her “Gom- 

» municotions."

the family of John McKennel, a farm
er, well-to-do and hard working, there 
being in the family besides himself
and wife, a girl 14 years old, named and all are equally annoyed by them. 
Cora Parker, who lives with them and Nearly half the crockery-at,McKen- 
goes to school,'and it is around these ney’s has been smashed..

My life has been quite: peaceful, 
With never a .weapon!draw,>

My Inner forces shackled; ! .
I have dreamed andiiiumberec

World as Their Origin

T^oûgbt the gol^ept of fiep,Problenps,—SPIRITUALISE
NO. 877CHICAGO, ILL., SEPTtWtR l5« ,906«
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By an
vention upon which he was working, 
but had not fully developed. "

The New Mediumship.

®lje WfStWta Wnlwf
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Is it a Living Onanism ?--Swoßestiv6 Tliougìits 
In Rtonee Thereto bo Hadson Tuttle.

Their Manifestations at a Skowhegan Farm House in 
Maine, as Related by the Sentinel, Are of a Char
acter That Without a Doubt Point to Another

A Graphic Description Thereof by the Spirit Fran 
chezzo, the Wanderer in Spirit Latfds.

Mr. Hudson Tuttle, the Edltor-a^ 
¡Large, National Spiritualist Associa
tion, U. B. A. and Canada, has written 
for the Harbinger of Light, of Mel
bourne, Australia, a very thoughtful 
and BUggestive article under the title 
"Evolution of the God-Idea,” in which 
he shows that the phenomena of na
ture necessitate the recognition of an 
Indwelling Intelligence, that the uni
verse is alive, embodying and express
ing the cpsmlc mind. Mr. Tuttle says:

The astronomer, when he gazes 
through the telescope into the awful 
abysses of space and countless stellar 
systems, and reflects that all are sus
tained in their orbits, with their peri
odicity of axial and orbital revolu- 

■ tions, size, density and distance from 
■ each other, determined by mathemati

cal laws, must recognize that behind 
these effects a cause is working with 
intelligence akin to his own. Because 
of its-sublime infinitude, the stellar 
universe has been taken as the most 
decisive evidence of mind in nature. 
For the present discussion I take the 
most common and humble objects.

Traversing the woods one day, I 
brushed against a clump of weeds and 
instantly my sleeve was covered with 
burrs which clung, tenaciously like

thls likeness we . comprehend ■ some
what of the Supreme Mind, and al- 
thoûgh Its ways are past finding ont, it 
Is not altogether a sealed book to ub.

The universe, or to use the more 
comprehensive .word. Cosmos, Is alive. 
It Is vastly more than a physical crea
tion—It is a living organism. It Is 
more. It Is an embodiment of intelli
gent being. It is more than Cosmic 
Matter, It Is Cosmic Matter endowed 
with Cosmic Mind. . All the appella
tions given by mankind in past ages

living things. They were seeds cov
ered with curved spines, and so sharp 
that they fastened at a touch. Why 
were they thus equipped? That they 
might be'widely scattered. It was ev
idently a set plain and purpose to have 
animals sow them broadcast oyer the 
land. Examining further, I found 
that until matured the burrs were 
strongly attached, but when the seeds 
ripened the spines hardened, and the 
attachment was almost severed so as 
to give way at a touch.

Curious as this apparently perfect 
plan appeared for its intendefi object, 
there were seeds of other weeds 
started on their journey on a very dif
ferent plan. These grew in dense 
heads, and from each were thrust two 
slender spears, barbed in exquisite 
fashion, and when touched, these held 
fast and carried the seeds with them. 
Both plans were good and the'seeds 
would be scattered by one as well as 
the other. Why, then, were they dif-

Jupiter, Osiris, Ormuzd, Jehovah, Al- । 
lan, the Infinite Mind,, the Unknow- ; 
able, the Potentiality of Matter, all 
have one meaning when stripped of be
fogging beliefs and superstitions. 
Here the physicist who declares the 
universe to be material and the psy- 
chist who as uncompromisingly main
tains that It is all spirit, meet and 
blend their contentions. As to the 
Supreme Power that fastens the Bplne 
to the seed, blushes the petal of the 
flower, rounds the dew-drop, flashes In 
the vibrations of the sun, and holds 
the innumerable stellar systems in 
the mesheB of laws with unchanging 
purpose, there are no atheists. Athe
ists there are as regards the half-way 
definitions given to the Supreme, but 
none to the fuller understanding at 
last reached by science.

From' the ages of struggling 
thought, when savage man, In the 
childhood of the race, groveled ser
vilely In the dust In terror of the ele
ments, and sacrificed Mb moBt cher
ished treasures to appease the wrath 
of his fetish gods,, to the present, 
there has been ever a fearful pathway 
strewn with the wrecks of armies 
and nations who combatted in deadly 
strife for beliefs, true to themselves 
but yet only illusions. It is a long 
road from the childish conceptions pf 
fetishism to the divine revelations of 
science which relegate conflict, antago
nism, evil and evil gods, to the waste 
heap of outgrown things, and unify, all 
Into one harmonious whole—-the 
Cosmos—-embodiment and expression 
of the cosmic mind.

ferent? Scattered by one as well as 
the other, why were they differently 

'furnished? While I hesitated over 
■ the; question, I found at my feet other 
"plants dependent on the winds for

their carrier. The.humble dandelions, 
as the seeds matured, pushed their 
flower stalks upwards until they over
topped thd surrounding herbage, and 

■ from every seed expanded an exquisite
.parachute to catch thp wlndis breath 
and be borne miles away. -Human 

- skill can conceive nothing more per
fectly adapted for the purpose.
'■ Thus we might go on, ever finding 
some, new scheme, as though an at
tempt was. made to show how many

■ ways could be Invented to carry out 
the same purpose. One species has 
seeds exceedingly light, another is 
furlshed with wings, or glutinous exu
dation; others have an Indigestible

. shell embedded in pulpy fruit. These 
are attractive to animals and birds, 
and the seeds pass through the craw or 
stomach undigested. Volumes could 
be written on this subject, for every 
object in nature, from least to great
est, furnishes an illustration. The 
wing of the bird, the fin of the fish, 
the limbs of quadrupeds, In the per
fection with which they are designed 
for their respective uses, surpass any
thing the ingeniuty of man can fash
ion.-

The evolutionist, .when asked to ex
plain, smiles at our simplicity. 
“There is no difficulty” he says, " In 
this problem. Of two plants, the one 
which accidentally became possessed 
of hooks, or spears, or wings, or indl- 
•gestlble seeds, would have the advan
tage of being more widely sown, the 
more perfect of these still more, and

In view of the many stories that 
have been circulated the past week re
garding the peculiar happenings in the 
eastern part of the town it may be of 
interest to readers of these pages to 
learn just what has actually claimed 
to have taken place and the stories 
are told by the eye-witnesses when in
terviewed. A party of three, includ
ing the .reporter, took a trip to the 
scene of action Monday, and the result 
Of-the fariqus inter views is here given.

On the cress road from Wesserrun- 
settbridsq to Malbon’s Mills about a 
mile fyoni the bridge, on what Is 
known as the Abel Patten place, lives

what causes the peculiar actions of in
animate objects in? their Rouses but 
one and all are positive that they saw 
them happen.as-described above. The 
stories have revived in the minds of 
many stories of occurrences of like na
ture.

Whatever may be the agent that 
causes these etrangp events it is hard 
to even theorize on, but anyway such 
things, like Bret Harte’s heathen Chi-, 
nee, are “peculiar." : A noticeable' 
feature of these demonstfpUonB Is that 
they take place only when- Mrs, Mc
Kenney and the' Parker girl are in the 
same room, but neither feels that she 
Is responsible for them; nor does 
either have any idea' when these 
strange things are goingto occur,

coxiterSt
Up to last Monday, the 12th Inst., 

the course of farm life on this place 
had pursued an uneventful, path, and 
then things began to .happen. The 
McKenney family following a farmer 
custom, had had pop-corn, Sunday 
night, and left In the dish were quite 
a number of unpopped kernels, 'old 
maids as they are called, which were 
set away on a pantry shelf. Monday 
morning these were gone, but nothing' 
was thought of it as there^are more or 
less rats around the place and the ab» 
sence'of the corn was laid to them un
til Mr. McKenney went into the pantry 
for something, and heard the kernels 
of corn striking around his head as if 
thrown by someone, the corn striking 
the walls and celling and dropping to 
the floor. Next a dish of-boiled rice

The Doctor1 Explains-It.
During the past week the attention 

of the public has been drawn to the 
reports of certain manifestations at 
the home of Mr. John McKenney hear 
Malbon’s Jfiills. The. family consists 
of six people,1 and’ occupy ;the. house 
known as the Abel Patten place.

They report sudden, and unexpected 
phenomena, that; without thoughtful 
investigation, might be “ termed as 
"disturbance”; dishes have-.been 
broken, articles thrown about and 
heavy objects movefl from one part of 
the room to another. -Naturally the 
members of the family',were’disturbed 
and nervous. They'wflnt te a neigh
bor’s house and the manifestations 
followed them. At Char les" Sawyer’s 

■chairs were moved noisily around the 
•fioor, dishes thrown, several'- being

' In The Progressive Thinker of Sept. 1 
1, Mr. J. E. Bates of San Bernardino, 1 
Cal., writes upon the "New Medium- i 
Ship,” and ' refers to “Ahrinzlman.” 
On behalf of Ahrinzlman and those ! 
Who like myself are his co-workers, I i 
wish to say that we do not claim the , 
Idea of "conscious control” as in any 
sense new, because the exercise of 
"conscious clairvoyance” and kindred 
powers has always been held to be the 
highest form of development, both 
with the Brahmins and other practi
tioners of those psychic powers. In 
the earlier temples the conscious exer
cise of power was the form originally 
practiced, and the use of magnetism 
to stultify the individuality of the me
diums and render them the more plas
tic Instruments to work through, v/as 
an erroneous method which crept in 
gradually through the Ignorance and 
selfishness and love of dogmatism of 
those who held charge of the sensi
tives. '

" For my part, I owed so much in the 
past to the "old school” Spiritualists 
and their controls, that I always feel a 
desire' to champion the cause of those 
who bo nobly aided ffie In my hour of 
need, and yet truth compels me to tes
tify that in the long years which have 
passed since I dictated my “Wander
ings in Spirit Lands,” I have learned 
that those earlier methods of controll
ing sensitives, were crude and imper
fect; necessarily bo, since the condi
tions under which the first mediums 
were developed were such that only 
the stronger and more physical meth
ods of control could open the doors. 
Now that the doors are opened the 
time has surely come, as pointed out 
by Mr, Bates, to resign these older

formed in this manner and rendered 
the objects visible to those who were 
not clairvoyant.

Space forbids my-entering farther 
Into this subject, but it will be . seen 
that the spirit world are waiting the 
advent of BETTER CONDITIONS to 
give to mortals one of the most mar
velous and beautiful means of knowl
edge which can be conceived of.

The preservation and development 
of the medium’s own Individuality and 
power of consciously sharing In these 
experiments, is the foundation stone 
and the bed rock of the new develop
ments (which are yet but a revival of 
old methods), but the scope of the new 
mediumship will be far wider than 
that of even the highest of PURELY 
MENTAL controls.

As already stated this mediumship 
cannot be given to the world under 
the conditions of everyday life, nor 
could it ever be made a species of va
riety show such as has been the cause 
of the downfall of material phenom
ena in nine cases out of ten. The 
safety of the medium would have to be 
secured not only during the seances 
' (or spiritual objective lessons) but at 
ALL times, and not till this can be se-

new device more perfect. It Is a law, 
of progress, and it will apply to the 
earlier forms of spirit communion as 
to all other things. The study of the 
opcult forces in nature is the science 
of the future. The more perfectly the 
instruments to be used in that study) 
are found, the better will be the re-1 
suits obtained, and the sooner will the 
doors between the two worlds be free» 
ly and safely opened.

Mr Bates alludes to an Invention’ 
foreshadowed by Carlyle - Petersilea. 
It seems to be somewhat on the lines, 
of inventions already applied to earth
ly objects and to require only a more 
extended knowledge of the intermedi
ate degrees of magnetism ’ between’ 
matter and spirit, and reminds us 
that a few years ago an Italian ob
tained a provisional patent for an in

iey that

cured beyond all possible risk of fu-
ture disaster, will our banfi at least,. 

” ’ ’ ’ ; to the world this mostaid in giving

Word comes from Paris that .Paris
ian society- has been surprised to dis
cover that' a book entitled “Tales and 
Interviews,” published.' under the 
name of Charles Orino, Is really by 
the famous society leader, Comtesse 
Pilleth-Will.

The volume, which deals with Spir
itualism, in which the Comtesse is a 
firm believer, gives Interviews .with 
dead celebrities. Pere Dion, Zola, 
Renan, Maupassant and other famous 
personages have communicated in 
spirit with the Comtesse, who has jot
ted down their impressions of current 
affairs.

The spirit of Gambetta has said to 
the Comtesse that he does not think 
much of Mons. Delcasse, ex-Mlnister of 
Foreign Affairs.

Balzac says that France Is losing its 
moral balance; that the rich are essen
tially guilty, for they seek innumer
able forts for pleasures and are 
broken and aged In their youth.

Alexander Dumas said that Duse 
played Le Dame Aiiv Camelias as he 
had not at all Intended that it should 
be played. Bays he:

“She has made my Marguerlta a 
great lady, with a touch of the courte
san in her, where I created her to be 
a courtesan with a touch of the great 
lady.”

empty tomato can hurled itself to the 
floor and Mr. McKenney picked it up 
after its second trip and weighted It 
with an Iron wedge that was handy, 
Wherebpon another can Bitting beside 
the first followed the example of the 
first one and turned a somersault on 
to the pantry floor. About this time 
the tea kettle, which had been puffing 
peacefully away on the stove, got Into 
the game and made a flying leap Into 
the middle of the floor, throwing oft 
Its cover and dumping its- contents on 
the kitchen floor.

A little later the Parker girl, get
ting ready for school where she car
ried her dinner, had spread a biscuit 
cut in halves, when a sudden antip
athy to each other seized the pieces 
and they fleW to separate corners of 
the room.. This was followed by thp 
teakettle "which repeated its first- 
stunt and when Mr. McKenney re
turned it to the stoye, vaulted Into

they drive to the vlllagé’ànd/call upon 
Dr. F. S. Bigelow and’-so tie-matter
was talked over.

They were advised fq be careful In 
their conclusions, watchful and not to 
be alarmed, for underneath all spirit
ual phenomena afe scìèntific^reasons 
which are sure to present themselves 
if the Investigators wilT Wisely'interro- 
gate such occurrences. ' ■

- The'following day brought & repeti
tion of the manifestations, ; "And ón 
Sunday last, it seemed^st to .go . and 
look Into thetoausèa «fythesé'-' effects: 
There were no physical' phenoniena' 
during my visit to, the*- McKenney 
home,-to me, It lading''^together.un
necessary. • >'Th'd ’splrJtBlfad ■Succeeded 
in attracting thè hóùséliòid to the fact 
of an outside presence; recognized as 

' Buch, and now all that was desirea uy

methods in favor of better ones.
In the past the burden of protecting 

mediums bps been .thrown almost ex
clusively upoh'the' spirit world; if 
newer and higher forms of medium
ship are to be developed, mortals must 
themselves give conditions which will 
render higher results possible, and me
diums and the public alike must make 
the sacrifices needful to Insure better 
results and the safety of the mediums.

Of the great mass of charlatans and 
mountebanks who call themselves me
diums, at present I say nothing. They 
may be classed as a sort of occult vau-
deville show, and no doubt their per-

beautiful gift.
In old time the reverence felt by a 

simple people for that which they be
lieved to be divine, served to secure 
the seclusion of these mediums. In 
the present age there is little or no 
reverence for anything on earth or in 
heaven. Men demand that the most 
spiritual of gifts shall be so presented, 
to them that thefr dally avocations 
may not be Interrupted or suspended, 
and their continual piling up of dol
lars go on unchecked.

The convenience of an audience, not 
the safety or welfare of the medium, 
is the consideration, and meetings are 
held in crowded spots where all can 
reach.them most quickly. If you are 
simply giving a lecture upon the truths 
of Spiritualism (just as you might 
preach an inspirational sermon in a 
church) then the convenience of a 
meeting place Is essential; but If you 
wish a demonstration of purely SPIR
ITUAL phenomena, is it wise to 
choose a spot where the preponderat-

arrangement of mirrors and an’ in
strument (the details of which he did 
not give of course) this Italian 
claimed to be able to transmit an im
age of any person along a .wire upon 
the principles applied to the tele
phone.

When this has been successfully ap
plied to earthly matters it may be ex- . 
tended to spirit life, but if so, it will 
not touch upon the form, of medium
ship to which we allude as an “Illum
inating fluid," for that requires a de
gree of refinement and quasi-mental- 
ity in the magnetic fluids used, which 
can only be obtained from a human 
being, and one whose magnetism is of 
an intellectual quality.

The emanations from the brain as 
radiated in thought waves from a de
veloped intellect are charged with a 
firmer and different quality of mag
netism from the emanations of an un
developed, unintellectual, unthinking , 
person. The process of thinking or 1 
reasoning upon any point is like 
doubly distilling the etheric fluids of । 
the brain, or in other words it refines 
again the magnetism which the brain 
has absorbed from the body. It is all 
an extension of the subtle process by, 
which man was evolved from unthink
ing matter,—and by which he will ga 
on evoluting Its higher conditions, 
therefore nothing but a being capable 
of radiating certain thought-waves 
could produce the phenomena of 
which we speak, although these, men
tal radiations are blended with and 
supported by certain more physical 
elements of human magnetism. When 
we say human we mean both Incar-
nate and dlscarnate spirits. This

romances suit the public for whom Ing mass of material thought waves 
they cater. These persons bear the and physical atoms MUST shut out all 
same relation to the science of occult- attempts to transmlt-anytlilng of a

so on until we have the plants as they 
now appear. It is all the result of en
vironment.” Ib this more than a re- 1 
statement of the facts in other terms?

• Grant that the theory of evolution is 
absolutely true, does it do more than 
state the method by which a Supreme 
Cause reaches its effects?

To the more superficial observer 
this cause must be recognized as intel
ligent. In every object around us 
there is manifested thought. We are 
overwhelmed by the miracle of life. 
What wonderful perfection in the 
chemistry of assimilation, secretion, 

. and accretion ! Human skill is unable 
to make the least approach, even in 
imitation of the organs by which these 

‘ processes are performed. They can 
only be evolved by the life forces to 
which they administer. This is,not a 
revision of the doctrine of Paley, once 
popularly held as conclusive, but dis
carded because it compared things 
which were Incomparable. For the 
force behind the phenomena of the 
world is not outside of, but within it, 
and so intimately united, that it is a 
perplexing question whether matter 
or mind be the all in all. A machine 
has a creator; the universe is evolved 

. . by forces within. It is a part and ex
pression of these forces—an exponent 
of the formative mind. . Évolution 
gives the method—the grooves along 

' which causes run to their effects-—not 
the cause. Yet somewhere there must 
exist cause sufficient for all effects.

The grandest'generalization of sci
ence is the resolution of nature Into a

A very great personage, who re
fused to permit himself to be named, 
has thus described the other world to 
the Comtesse:

“It Is divided into twenty-five 
spheres, which are more or less in thé 
vicinity of this. Some are quite hab
itable, like this world. When we die 
our souls move on to the next sphere, 
but.we are not obliged to stay there. 
We can come-back to earth if we 
choose.”—Chicago Examiner.

unit. TMs unity depends -on ' the 
harmony of the infinitesimal -minor 
causes. This harmony could not exist 
were causes independent of each 
other. That they are in harmony 
proves that they flow from a common 
source—one overshadowing ¿ause. 
This Primal Cause must be intelligent. 
In the phenomena of the world, plan 
and purpose can be traced from thè 
fire-mist cradle of infant worlds, 
through the vast geologic'ages to the 
present. This cause has all the char-

space a third time. A smoking set on : 
the table got dissatisfied with Its rest- । 
ing place and tried for the window but 
only got -part of the way, falling to the 
floor. A butcher knife Jumped from a 
table and burled its point- In the 
kitchen floor where It stood quivering. . 
Plates leaped from the pantry shelves . 
and'scattered themselves in frag
ments on the floor.

So things went on until Wednesday ■ 
last when Mrs. McKenney telephoned 
to a neighbor, Mrs. C. R. Sawyer, and 
asked permission to go up there as she 
was somewhat unstrung by the events 
of the two preceding days, and she 
and the Parker girl went up to Mrs. 
Sawyer’s. Things In the Sawyer, 
household became 'endowed with life 
soon after the arrival of Mrs. McKen
ney and Cora Parkbr and at 1:30 p. 
m., Mrs. Sawyer telephoned to her 
husband who works, at-the village, to 
.come home, whlch 'he did, and these 
are the things he saw happen, told in 
interview.

Soo# after he had got into the 
kitchen and was listening to an ac
count of what had occurred, a hair
brush sprang from the kitchen table 
onto the floor. A toy flatiron which 
lay on the floor jumped about six feet 
and hit the stove and a moment later! 
a plaster parts cow shot for the same

Our thoughts are moulding unmade 
spheres,

And like, a blessing or a curse, 
They thunder down, the formless years 

And ring throughout the universe.
We build our futures by the shape 

On our desires, and not by acts;
There is no pathway of escape— 

No priest-made’creeds can alter 
facts.

Salvation Is not begged nor bought;
Too long this selfish, hope sufficed;

Too long man recked with lawless 
thought

And leaned upon a tprtured Christ.
Like shrivelled leaves, these"- wornout 

creeds ' .
Are dropping from religion’s tree;

The world begins to know its needs, 
And souls are crying to be free.

Free from the load of fear and grief 
Man fashioned In an ignorant age;

Free from the ache of unbelief 
He fled to in- rebellious rage.

No church can bind him to the things 
That fed the-first crude souls, 

. evolved; - .--
For mounting up on daring wings, 

He questions mysteries all un- 
’ solved. - ■ -7

acterlstlcs given to mind, and-is best 
designated by that word. It is infi
nite as the Universe in infinity Its 
embodiment is seen in the mechanism 
of the heavens, and In every living 
form. Its infinitude removes it- be- 
yond our understanding,' yet, at least 
partially, we can comprehend, because 
our minds are similar, being. Its em
bodied Individualization, at Is not 
tfie physical'body, which "Is made in 

Imaged God,” but of the mind 
may be truly said. Because-of

them was to have their mission un
derstood and explained. ' • 
. Mr, and Mrs. McKenney have in 
their care a motherless-girl, Corai and 
it was quickly borne In upon, my con
sciousness that the spirit mother was 
most anxious for her young daughter 
and the family, with whom she lives, to 
recognize her pleasure., In) the care 
given her child, and also to help them 
.through her loving guardianship, and 
.to show that she was .watching over 
them and was ever mindful of the 
girl’s welfare. 'K had grieved her to 

■have the child not Realize her pres
ence, and so to attract “their- attention 
she had gathered such help, ahd used 
such electric and magnetic forces, as 
could come in contact with terrestrial 
electricity, and thus produce sounds, 
as well'as move articles. These means 
are sometimes used, .when gentler 
ways fall to impress the mind Which is 
not responsive or awakened: to the 
truths of spiritual, communication.

-Any mother can understand what It 
must be to leave a little child! Love 
1b Immortal! It'does not cease with 
this life, but grows broader» deeper, 
purer, wiser, when life in’the’spiritual 
spheres unfolds the individual. The 
tie between mother and, child is like no 
other! :

Ism, that rag-time does to serious mu- 
sic. ■ It serves to entertain a ■ certain 
class without doubt;' Some of these 
so-called, mediums (Possess a modicum 
of. psychic power, but it is immaterial 
to their work- whether ’ they use it or 
rely on their native shrewdness. Such 
classes will always exist, but one does 
not include' them in a serious discus
sion. -

Meptal, control, or inspirational 
thought transference, Is one form of

mark and fell back onto the floor; A < 
nursing hottie left its place on the i 
table and landed Bix feet away. An 
iron bolt flew against the window as 
if shocked by such doings and was 
trying to escape. Two chairs tipped 
over and fqU under the table and some 
of the other dining chairs imagined 
they were rocking chairs and swayed 
back and. forth on. their legs. A box 
of talcum powder fell from a mantel 
and the contents Were thrown nearly 
eight feet onto the Parker girl’s dress. 
A thimble took a turn about the room ■ 
and settled on the dressing case.

And bo things went on until the de
parture of Mrs. McKenney and the 
girl when things quieted down as 
abruptly as they commenced. - That 
night at McKenney’s the girl was 
washing the supper dishes when two 
tea cups one of them half full of water 
leaped to destruction on the kitchen 
floor, the stove covers doing rag-time 
to keep things moving..

A. L. Sanford, mall carrier on one of 
the rural routes, accompanied by his 
wife, called at McKenney’s Thursday 
night, and he says he saw a doll start' 
from where, it was standing in a 
tumbler on'the mantel and strike the

Transition is not forgetfulness,— 
nay, but in a closer relationship does 
the angel mother watch over her dar
ling, who 1b left'young; inexperienced, 
uninformed—in a measurë' unprotect
ed as to life’s experiences. Under 
these circumstances the mother felt 
that her child must be reached while 
at-the present place; and' It required 
unusual demonstration, to- attract the 
attention of those in this sphere—such 
phenomena as could noj » pass unno- 
tice, or be explained away as originat
ing in purely mündaûé causes, or as 
the edvert acts of people who wish to 
deceive, mystify. or annoy.:

These sensuous dènunistratlons are 
th® in view, but the means in 

■this particular case, whereby to call 
the attention to- higher purposes—or 
as Dr. A. J. Davis says regarding the 
Hydesville rappings, "it is nothing less 
than a demonstration to -the inaterlal- 
ized senses that there is another uni- 
yerse with its., loftier harmonies and 
limitless possibilities freely Opened-to 
each individual soul!” "

- DR. FRANK Si BIGELOW. \ 
EXPAND, OH. soui, OF MINE. 

My dream of creed Is- ovèr *:
Henceforth oh; soiiUbf Mine;

’ Take up thy sword and gauntlet 
And fight for life divine.

mediumship, but it is not the only one, 
and In speaking of “higher medium
ship,’’ we’ mean manifestations of 
higher and more truly spiritual phe
nomena of an objective nature, as well 
as mediumship ,which pertains to the 
intellectual faculties alone. The 
power of the medium’s own. will force 
and the rétention of his consciousness 
in sharing all experiments, Is even 
more Important during the exMbition 
of objective phenomena, because the 
force generated can affect both mind 
and body. We mean phenomena 
which are OBJECTIVE, yet NOT MA-' 
TERIAL, paradoxical as that may 
sound, and we claim that this object
ive mediumship is an eàbential to the 
study of ALL conditions of spirit life, 
and that just as a lecturer requires the 
aid of pictures of diagrams to more 
clearly Illustrate his meaning, and a 
doctor exhibits to bls class portions of 
the human anatomy that they may 
grasp a more perfect comprehension of 
Mb teaching, so does the spirit lec
turer require the aid of mediums who 
possess and have developed this finer 
magnetic essence in order to demon
strate the ACTUAL EXISTENCE of 
the scenes he dscribes and' the various 
classes of spirits he has studied, and 
prove the relation they bear to the hu
man race. It was upon such lines as

spiritual nature other than that which 
can be passed on from mind t<j mind?

•Is it logical to suppose that you can 
obtain-subtle suggestions or fine spirit- 
ual manifestations in such conditions?

-Books are a valuable means of in
struction, because a book can be in
spired amidst peaceful surroundings, 
and go forth into the crowded high
ways of life, but in this age men de
mand proofs of all theories, and those 
they cannot get in regard to spirit life 
unless they will study a means of iso
lating the mediums.

The question of instructing the me
diums in the necessary knowledge of 
that spirit world which they are to ex
plore for mortals Is a very important 
one and for this purpose the aid of re-

form of mediumship is entirely differ
ent from materialization or “ethereal- 
ization,” and is worked out on differ
ent lines. The conditions which pro
duce materializations or any form of 
physical phenomena would render the 
illuminating fluid useless. The mag
netism of a materializing medium 
would entirely spoil the experiments.
The medium for our purpose would 

........ so to 'requlre to be “insulated,’
speak, from all material contact and 
all chance of absorbing material mag» 
netlsm during the process of the ex» 
perlments.

FRANCHEZZE), I
The Wanderer in Spirit Lands, j

WAS IT A SPIRIT?

Ghost Disappeared in an Old Well- 
Fishing With Grappling Hooks 

Returned Nothing.

liable 
order 
lands 
spots

“guides” is very necessary in 
to point out the beauties of the 
and also to warn of the danger 
which threaten explorers.

"Guides” have come forward from 
all spheres to offer their services,, and 
many of them have proved very effi
cient protectors of their mediums; 
but on the other hand many have not 
done so, not from want of good will, 
but simply from lack of knowledge

^Ottawa, Kans.—When a ghost 
jumps down a .well, don’t bother to 
fish for it; the ghost won’t be there. 
This Information Is added to the sum 
of the world’s scientific and Spiritual
istic knowledge through the all-night 
activities of Sheriff Cody and his 
posse of aids, over at the east end of 
Second street. The east side has a 
well-developed ghost scare.

It was about 6 o’clock Thursday

and lack of power to control 
earthly conditions around their 
dium.

The spirit world is so vast it 
be believed (even by those who

the 
me-

may 
can-

not explore all its lands) that there 
are many spirits quite as Ignorant of 
certain conditions and certain coun
tries as are people upon earth, because 
of absence of all affinity with those of 
spheres. You have but to look at 
earth and note the difference In its 
countries and people and their cus
toms and manners to realize this, and 
to see how the natives of the Fiji

Above the chant of priests, above 
The blatant voice of braying doubt, 

Hé hears the still émail Voice of Love, 
Which sends its simple message out.

And clearer? swéèter, day by day, 
Its mandate echoes from the skies;

"Go roll the stone of self away, 
- And let the. Christ within thee rise.” 

—rÈllà Wheeler Wilcox.

He that uses many words for the 
explaining of any subject, doth like 
the cuttlefish hide himself for "»the 
most part In Mb own Ink.—Ray.

. As empty vessels make the loudest 
sound, so they that have the least wit 
are the greatest babblers.—Plato. .

A lie that is half a truth la W the 
blackest of lies.—Tennywa»

floor. A piece of quartz flew across 
the room, across a bed, and. finally 
came to rest on the window sill. Curl
ing tongs which did some hair-raising 
stunts were snapped onto a- drapery, 
pendant from a shelf, from where they 
took a trip across the room and 
stopped in tho'window draperles.

The next day Cora Parker went to 
Mr. Sanford’s home endeavoring to es
cape from the scene of the now obnox
ious demonstrations, and nothing out 
of the ordinary was noticed at either 
the McKenney farm or at Sanford’s 
place until Mrs. McKenney went over 
to - Sanford’s after the girl, and went 
Into the house, whereupon the curling 
tongs at tMs place got into action and 
plunged through a heavy paper lamp 
ehade where they were left and now 
hang. ...

•: The'scene of these occurrences hM 
been visited by one of the local Spirit
ualists who . gives his opinion that, the 
disturbing element is the spirit of the 
Parker girl’s mother, warning her to 
lead a better life. None of the par
ties mentioned before and who were 
Interviewed are believers in Spirltnal- 
tej M.

these that the older magicians found
ed their knowledge and attained their 
power of controlling the subtler forces 
of the spiritual kingdom.

As stated in the. notes to Ahrlnzl- 
man, mediums of this class are NOT 
materializing mediums, although their 
power of absorbing magnetism can and 
often is diverted onto the plane of ma
terial life.

The objects shown in their auras 
are NOT MATERIAL, but SPIRITUAL 
objects, and they do NOT TAKE ON a 
covering of. matter as is- the case in 
materialization. The aura of the 
medium acts as an llluminant only, 
and renders the object visible by sup
plying the subtle combination of astral 
magnetic gasses which shine upon the 
spiritual object and render it visible in 
the same manner that the rays of the 
matérial sun striking upon an object 
render it visible. ■ As pointed out in 
myown book (“The Wanderer”) the 
rays of the material sun require a ma
terial object to rest upon and be - re
flected from or there is no material 
light seen. The atmosphere is full of 
material: particles, each one of which 
serves to create’’Tight” by reflecting 
the sun’s rays (or rays from any.other 
source of illumination). The reason 
absolute darkness is required in order 
to show, the higher and more subtle

Islands are in all respects different

Now oh, my soul'awalKn sit 
To all that is dlvindU • 

Let not thy faith be hhiikea;
Probe well this life of .mine.

Expand, oh; Boul. and.-bfoaden 
To the higher, laws-bMite’!

Fly, oh, fly from’greed add creed 
From earthly toil and strife! '

Awake to the beautiful, vision 
- Of the otherv 
Lift up thy head,;oh, sSlrft! " ■ ■ , 

Let. all thy.-fdirces •-': ' ’
Take up thy sword and raMintiet 

And fight for life divins. < . .
Know thyeelf and lift thy* selfhood 

Oh, Soul; oh, Soul of mine. > \ .
MRS. J. H. DALLAS.

Meriden, Ct .. ‘ .

on.

I never .saw a person who.believed 
in Gòd who knew what he. believed in. 
■—Washburn.

.The sure Way to ml® ..success la to

fonns of this illuminating astral mag
netism, is that the vibration of the at
mosphere caused by MATERIAL light, 
.prevents the delicate volatile astral 
niagnetlstn from consolidating and 
forming a liquid pool of-astral light 
If this light be thrown upon a glass 
screen it forms a mirror capable of re
flecting distant objects in spirit life, 
which may -thus be sympathetically

from Europeans, save for the link of a 
common.humanity; yet as the planet 
earth is the original parent of all life 
evolved during its own development, it 
possesses a strong force of attraction 
as a focussing point for these hetero- 
"geneous masses of spirit beings, and 
MEDIUMS, as the connecting links be
tween various grades of. spirit Hfe, are 
peculiarly exposed to the influence of 
any class of spirits who are in affinity 
with them, or WHO CAN BE PUT 
MAGNETICALLY into affinity with 
them.

The key to the labyrinth of confus
ion and obsessions which have gath
ered around mediums and seance 
rooms, Iles in the study of all these va
rying classes of spirit life, and it is for 
the purpose of this study that the new 
mediumship Will prove of most value; 
and those who can develop and use it 
in safety,’ will be In the position of 
travelers who have climbed to the 
summit of a high mountain and look 
down over a wide range of countries 
and behold the panorama of towns and 
fertile fields and waste lands and dark 
swamps which lie below them, and 
study with clear.sight the relation 
which each bears to the other.

The establishment of a means of 
■ intercourse between thé two worlds of 
। the seen and the unseen is a work 
. shadowed out before the rising gener- 
. ations. How many generations will 
, ellipse before it Is finally accomplished 
I we cannot say. Man as'à free agent 
; can help on or retard the work, but it

transferred to'this. luminous mirror, 
'although'they are far distant. Thus 
it )can be used for the-double purpose 
of illuminating the objects of a spirit
ual nature'present with the medium. 
in;the same way that a' ray of sunlight 
passing through a hole in a shutter il
luminates and renders visible all that 
passes across the ray, or it can be used 
as a mirror which has been put mag
netically in sympathy with certain 
spheres, (in the same way that a wire
less telegraphic, receiver Is harmonized 
with, Its: transmitter though separated 
by space) and capable of reflecting 
what is'transpiring in thosa-spheres. 
Tha'maMir airstsrs of som of the an>

evening when Pearl Frampton, a girl 
aged about twelve years, who lives on 
Second street, between Poplar and 
Mulberry, was picking crab apples in 
the orchard on the old Sharp place, 
now unoccupied, at the east end of 
Second street, on the river bank. The 
Frampton girl was busy with her work 
in an effort to fill her bucket before 
supper time, when she heard a deep 
grunt near her. The grunt itself was 
sufficient to raise her most excited- 
fears, but the Frampton girl looked 
around. Standing inside the curb of 
the well—which Is an open one—with 
one hand holding the upright portion 
of the frame, stood a young woman. 
The Frampton girl looked intently, 
for she was too frightened to do oth
erwise. The woman in the well curb 
wore a white waist, a blue skirt, and 
a peculiar ring on the finger of the 
hand with which she was grasping 
the well curb. Presently the woman 
turned and gave the Frampton girl a 
"terrible look”—at least this is the 
description given of the gaze by Miss 
Frampton, and the girl ran screaming 
tor home. As she started to leave the 
spot she saw the woman plunge down-
ward into the well, and heard 
water splash violently.

[Sheriff Cody searched the well 
there was no corpse in it. J

“That girl suttenly saw what

the

but

she
said she saw,” said Dave McCloud 
this morning. “An’,” continued Mr. 
McCloud, as he worked with the brick 
at the new jail, "that there ain’t all; 
she’s done seen the exact likeness of a 
girl that died at that place. She never, 
seen that girl herself, but she de
scribed her puffectly. You ain’t goin’ 
io tell me nothin’ ’bout them goln’s on 
at that place; I knows—an’ I ain’t 
goin’ near that place, not for eleben 
thousan’ dollars.”

Mr. McCloud reluctantly yielded
the information--------------- -— that the place has 
been frequently vacated lately; ten-

will surely come at last; and the new 
mediumship of the pioneer mediums 
who .will have to give the further 
knowledge wMch will render, such in
tercourse safe and beneficial, Is the 
first step towards that goal.

. In climbing higher the new medi
umship must plant Itself upon the 
foundations of the old, which, having 
served its purposes, Is passing and will 
pass-away; but it is in no sense under
valuing the work done by the pioneer' 
mediums of the past to.-, point to 'a 
higher, stage of development as the 
aim of the future. Every civilization 
is built upon the one which precedes 
It. Every invention which reaches 
the stage of useful and harmonious 
completion Is. evolved out of the Im-

ants have been moving In and hur-
riedly moving out

To the sheriff Miss Frampton stout
ly insisted upon the truth of her ac
count, and repeated the story with no 
variation in detail.

The crab apple orchard on the old 
place has been a favorite resort for. 
east-slders lately; some of the crop, 
may go to waste now. ,

Wants to Quit “Spirit” Wife. 
.Philadelphia, Plu—The most re-

markable plea for divorce ever filed ia 
that made by John D. Amos In the Su
preme Court, asking for a separation.' 
from Josephine C. Amos, to whom he 
was married oh February 15, 1905.

Amos seeks a decree because he is 
convinced that'the claims of his wife 
of intimacy .with the spirit world are 
false and that she is without ability to 
have converse with the dead.—Chi
cago American. . . ■ ■ ;

Since time is not a person we can:perfect forms Af. that same Invention,. —- - - 
which'heralded the advent of Its com-1 overtake when he is past, let us bonot, 
ptete form, every invention, once I Mm with mirth.andcheerxulnes^ wtdla
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Dr. J. M. Peebles delivered a characteristic lecture at the Chester
field Camp,; on the above subject. It was eloquent and full of genuine 
sympathy for Mediums, and in that respect lie is fully in accord with 
all Spiritualists. The Doctor, however, severely criticises the Doubter, 
the Skeptic, the Fraud-Hunter, those who have been deceived by certain 
mediums in our. ranks, who possibly may be honest one day, and the 
next resort to legerdemain or trickery, often deceiving the very . elect, 
therefore we ask the reader to not only peruse with extreme care his 
lecture, but also read carefully the Object Lesson on our next page— 
first, reference to the late.exposure .df th© Nichols Sisters—considered by 
many as excellent mediunft, and also the communication from Mr. Mc
Arthur, the President of the Missouri State Spiritualist Association, who, 
though the Armand lasting friend of all honest mediums, at the same 
time he keeps his eyes wide open, as a hunter for deception,, and he finds 
it too, as set forth in his article—a most flagrant case of “genuine” deceit.

[This lecture was largely Inspirational, delivered from 
hint-notes half as large as the palm of the hand, penciled 
on a scrap of paper. In dictating It to my stenographer, I . 
recall and give the gist of the discourse, yet not the exact - 
wording; neither did I read the letter that I have injected 
in part into it, but the substance Is the same as delivered 
in the camp auditorium.—J. M. P.]

The Lecture in Its Full Essentials.
The world abounds In contraries, one cause, two forces, 

positive and negative. Do we realize the tremendous Im
port of the word Spiritualism, the direct antithesis of ma
terialism? Do we realize that Spiritualism is connected 
iot only'with spiritual beings incarnate and dlscarnate, but 
With the very sou! of all things visible and invisible—that 
It has to do with life and progress in all their various 
aspects?

The devotees of Spiritualism, with scarcely an excep
tion, postulate God as the uncaused Cause; or Absolute ‘ 
Spirit, which spirit or spirit presence is the life, the con
sciousness, the wisdom, the purpose, and the will of the 
universe, governing the same by Immutable law.

Spiritualists, as President Harrison D. Barrett recently 
affirmed, are Theists. That is, there is one absolute Ex
istence, one Infinite and Eternal Mind in synthesis with 
all things. There are but few atheists in the world,—few 
who believe that at the helm ot those vast starry spaces 
there Is no supreme guiding Power that makes for order—- 
for evolution and the- ultimate good of all.

Maa a Spirit Now. :
We who tread this fair earth in bodily form are spirits 

to-day. And such noble human spirits, conscious, fra- 
temal and aspirational, do not grow up out of crude un
reasoning matter, something as do fungi from muck-heaps. 
Our origin Is divine. There is a purpose in our appear
ance, an adaptation In our constitution, and an evolution
ary force at the core of our being, which often does not 
manifest by any outward perceptible phenomena. And 
man, according to Paul’s teachings and the Greek poets’ 
inspiration—“We are the offspring of God”, Is a son of 
God—a spirit vestured in flesh, and the logic runs thus, 
spirit—spirituality, spirit beings, spiritual-mindedness, 
spiritual phenomena, the latter proving a future conscious 
existence beyond the shadow of a doubt. It is therefore 
invaluable.

Is the Word Spiritualism at a Discount?
' Uncalled for and strange as it may seem there are a 
number of writers and speakers in our ranks, who desire 
the word Spiritualism to be stricken out, or changed—but 
changed to what? If pressed for an answer they differ 
diametrically In their replies. Some desire the word 
Spiritism. A lady lecturer in Columbus, Ohio, "receiving 
(purported)- communications from from the planet Ve
nus,” prefers the word Soulism. Others desire the word 
Liberalism. And others still have suggested Naturalism, 
and Occultism, and Astralism and Psychism. And it may 
be expected soon that others, suffering from the pride- 
lymph of respectability, may propose the compound, high- 
sounding word, meta-psychie-researchism. How is that?

Personally I have no love for any "ism,” as an end—as 
either a scientific or theological finality. And yet, owing 
to the imperfection of language, it becomes necessary to 
usé suffixes as symbols of ideas. Suffixes are both point
ers and modifiers. And in my opinion Spiritualism, as the 
reverse of Materialism, Is just the right word relative to 
the continuity of life and immortality.

If Spiritualism is not respectable .with the highly intelli
gent in your vicinity or city, make It so by your practical 
life of goodness and wisdom.

For many, many years I have been the settled Spiritual
ist speaker in Battle Creek, and the Young Men’s Christian 
Association of this city engaged me twice to lecture for 
them upon “Foreign Travels”; have also lectured for the 
Woman's League; for the Nature Club, and for the Unttar 
rian Conversational Club. These facts are named simply 
to inspire the employing of settled speakers and of urging 
reform work, socially, with every liberalizing or benevo
lent movement that tends to the uplift of humanity. Our 
city press (four dailies) exercises the same liberality to
wards Spiritualists that it does towards Baptists or Meth
odists, or any religious denomination.

“But,” says some one, dissatisfied with the cult, (pre
ferring the words, Occutlism, Naturalism, Altruism, Astral
ism, etc., to Spiritualism) “there are so many frauds, and 
the word Spiritualism has been so abused. Granted—and 
so has the charming word love been abused; and.so has the 
soul-inspiring word liberty been abused and made to serve 
monarchy and political graft. Shall we therefore cow
ardly shrink from the use of these words in books and 
speech? Perish the thought. Beloved, be calm, “keep an 
eyen mind,” as A. J. Davis long ago advised, considering 
any heaven-conceived fact. The word Spiritualism (the 
antithesis of materialism) will live and glitter like a 
brilliant diamond on the historian’s page, for long ages 
after our fleshly bodies have mouldered to dust

Jian a Trinity.
The trinity runs like a golden thread all through na

ture. Look at the tree—there is the trunk, the blossoms, 
the fruitage—a trinity. Everywhere we see cause, means, 
effects. Essential man in his make-up is a trinity, physical 
body, soul-body, immortal spirit The phrase “Immortal 
soul” should be discarded. The soul or soul-body Is the 
partlcled intermediate between the material body and the 
conscious spirit. This interior form is called by Theoso- 
phists the astral body; by transcendentalists the etheric 
body, while Paul termed It the "spiritual body/’ The 
better term is soul-body. To this end, the Roman. Marcus 
Aurelius while urging that life was a unit—that the sensa
tions were subjective, taught also that the “soul (the soul
body) was a refined corporeal organism.”

Prof. Schubeft, à follower of.Schelling, states that “the 
soul Is the inferior part of every Intellectual nature, the in
terior organism, while the spjyit is that part of our nature' 
.which tends to tÿe.'ptaélÿ- rational, the lofty and the 
.divine,”

Soul fNephas, in thé Hebrew) fias been, a sort of verbal 
vehicle for many ambiguous, ideas. In Biblical language, 
souls are born and Aouiff file; - '/The soul, that sinneth, it 
shall die;'' itspeaks also of Him who.was able to “destory 
both aûtà arid body,”1 but the destructfoB of the spirit, lu- 
breathed from thé Infinite was never taught (if memory 
serves me) by any classical scholar or any of the early 
Christian writers. '

It is the spirit that survives death. It Is the spirit that

Immortality can be logically predicated and substantiated 
only of the three factors, self-eonsciausness, co-related to 
Infinite Consciousness, pre-existent spirit, and tenuous in
visible substance.

This lite does not give sufficient time for the adjust
ment of errors and malicious-planned wrongs in the social 
and moral channels of Bowing and reaping. Remorse, 
with the lowest classes, often merges Jnto a sort of per
sonal Utopia. They smile while they murder; hence a 
disciplinary life hereafter is necessary to adjust the char
acter-equilibrium between cause and effect, retribution 
and reformation. Justice and mercy.

To-day’s highest delights are found in thb widening 
fields ot knowledge, in solving the mysteries of nature, In 
conquering intruding environment, in the/projection ot 
good thoughts, In the reaching upward for loftier Ideals; 
but these ideals are never attained in this life; therefore 
the moral necessity for a future life where ideals are at
tained and faith ripens up into fruition.

But Where Are the Demonstrations of a Future Life?
Theories do not suffice. Biblical testimonies whether 

Brahmanic, Jewish, or Christian, are not sufficient. The 
Sastra, Hindu books, considered of divine authority, teach 
that the Pitris’ ancestral spirits, whom they invoke, com
mune with the living. The Old and New Testaments 
abound In visions, trances, apparitions, transfigurations 
and converse with angels and spirits. Jhey- also treat of 
the tree of life and its fruits and of the “bread of life that 
cometh down out of heqven." If people were fed with 
bread—living bread, symbol of truth, that came down out 
of heaven in the past, why not now? Is God dead? Are 
the angels asleep? Are our risen frtends paralyzed? If 
Moses and Elias long unfleshed, appeared and talked, why 
may not a present-day Moses and Ellas in spirit life, talk 
to iis on mountain and prairie?

None can live on the echoes of the past—on the history 
of bread a thousand years old. As well strive to till the 
athlete's arteries with the blood of tho^ old Jewish patri
archs given to polygamy as to expect the cylinder libraries 
of Babylonia and Mesopotamia, the hieroglyphs of-Egypt 
or the bibles of Iran or Isreal to give us' a now-a-day dem
onstration of a future life. They served well their genera
tion, but the present cannot feed upon Hebrew records of 
psalms, dreams and visions. . . , :

Poor Topsy " ’ejected she ¿rowed.” Ghurchianic secta- 
rlsts believe that. JJiey grow, or were miraculously made 
from the “dust of the ground”; and they expect (or at 
least hope) to go to heaven at death, but they know noth
ing, positively nothing, about it—nothing about life be
yond death’s portals; nothing of golden streets or "wor
ship at the foot of the great white throne.” They walk

’ : ~r~—nr. . •.

All Bensatlonsilwlien reduced to the last analysis are 
spirit BenedUonbf and thoughts,, though not things in the 
-coarse avoirdupois sense of that word, are spiritual forces, 
potential fgjcee.fivhlch in connection with purpose and con
structive gkili'U^ome creative. They may filers or purse. 
They may promote in a seance gathering oreffectively de
stroy the Wfi^eggco^ to the hoped-for re
sults. ' .

Permitjgp ify further say that a auspicious, vicious 
thought, a bard, coarse word, a disagreeable, odor, or the 
positive .criticism of a. sneering egotistical critic may annul 
the condltlons'that refilled spirits requlrWor visible phe
nomena. . ' 1

To illustfate^pprjnit me to refer to the following narra
tive of facts:, -

Something ovei- twenty-five years ago ! lectured on the 
Sundays of the three winter months in New .Orleans, aL 
tending medical lectures and dissecting two evenings in 
the week, in the Charity Hospital with. Dr. Veazle and 
other physicians.' : Through a Spiritualist friend I heard of 
a remarkable'young sensitive, Albert B. Willard, living in 
the suburbs 'of the city. With another gentleman, Dr. 
Ambrose, a Spiritualist^ I called upon this young man, a 
tall, frail, light-haired youth', rather retiring in manner. 
Unfortunately’it was not their regular seance night, but 
we had a pleasant conversation with the family, formerly 
rigid Presbyterians,"but through their son’s mediumship 
they and some of thi neighbors had become Spiritualists, 
Btlt there, as In every community, there was a set of super- 
smart pedplerrspientlfle materialists. These wanted 
more testa, His. previous phenomena of materializations 
and independent voices had made a number of converts. 
His tests were ungainsayable, but a party wanted more, 
so they strapped him, tied him, ijut flour in his hands, and 
put a sticking plaster over his lips, and they still got fine 
physical phenomena. And yet, under 4he plea of more 
evidence wante^, they insisted on sewing him up in a sort 
of bag, fettering his feet, tying his wrists, putting him Into 
their home-made cabinet, with a small thread around his 
neck, the ends projecting through an opening behind, 
throwing a netting over the cabinet, naling it to the floor— 
and this, all this toggling machinery to prove that there 
was not a particle of muscular movement of the slave- 
manacled sensitive.

All being- ready—a verse sung—and while spirit hands 
were thrust out through the sides of the cabinet, up above 
and over the top—there came the coarse, sepulchral voice, 
“No-w go to hell;—to hell.” This language was not only 
rough, but unnecessary, because those constituting the 
party were already in "hell," the hell of suspicion, defi
ance and inhamony. These investigators, so-called, were 
the fraud-promoters. Thoughts, with will and skill be
hind them become creative. The persistent suspicious 
thoughts qf this-rope-tying,-lip-plastering party opened 
the door for the entrance ot those undeveloped, earth-

the mother’s side with Millard Fillmore, the thirteenth 
president of the United States. Her writings,, (automatic 
nt first, and as interesting as spiritually uplifting) were 
much like the automatic spirit yrritings ot the talented 
Mrs, B. F, Underwood, and both were similar to ttioso ot 
the daughter of a circuit court judge '(tlwederiborgian— 
name refused to the public-—■) who ’ wrote automatically 
.with' both hands fit the same time, meanwhile conversing 
with other persons. Her tests were marvelous; but soon 
some “smart’’ Spiritistic critics and. suspicious cronies got 
in their neighborhood babble, accusing her ot memorizing 
the súbjeotB and essays that she automatically produced. 
It was crushing. At this crisis the stern; dignified Judge 
positively forbid investigators from further éntérlng the 
residence, and his daughter from any further psychic sit
tings. And so the world, through suspicious slander, lost 
the benefit and fruits :of predidus gifts relating tb futurity 
and the soul’s endless untoldment. Professed Spiritual
ists are often accused of being the worst enemies of Spir
itualism.

Who Are to Fix .the Conditions for Spirit Phenomena?

The legitimate answer qiilckly comes by inquiring, who 
produces the phenomena? If the immortals can and do‘_ 
produce the phenomena through their Instruments as 
agents, then they alone have the inalienable right to de
cide uppn and arrange the conditions.

When a contractor purposes on spring-time to purchase 
an autumn crop' of potatoes, who determines the conditions 
for raising, them? Suppose the contractor should say, 
“You muslgplanf them in the old of the moon, seven eyes 
in a bill, and In sandy soil in the southeast side oDa reced
ing hill; the hills seven feet apart, and you must culti
vate them with spade instead of the hoe or cultivator," 
what would the farmer be apt to aay ?

Arranging ^ith a chemist for the production of an espe
cial compound, do you dictate as to the melting-pot, blow
pipe, crucible and acids?

( Going to an art gallery for a photograph, do you fix the 
conditions, the poise, the shadings, and insist that it be 
developed In the light before your eyes as one of the con
ditions? If so, you would be taken for an imbecile or an 
insane man. And yet you—many of you—go to a se
ance for messages and you decide—insist upon the condi
tions of a wire or wooden cabinet, the sensitive strapped 
or tied, the feet in sacks, flour on the hands, a cord 
around the neck, and a netting thrown over the whole 
toggling machinery—and then you ask the angels to come 
and give you loving messages! What consummate arro
gance in anyoné to doggedly determine the conditions for
spiritual manifestations.
conditions and methods?

What do you know of angelic 
What do you know of ether,
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the auras, the finer constituents and electro elements of the 
spiritual world? What do you know, 0 mortals, ot those 
laws and ethereal forces that the angelic employ in their 
manifestations and holy ministries? Your test methods 
of chaining or tying these sensitive,instruments to the 
verge of pain and physical slavery, gives just the condi
tions fpr the entrance of the lower haunting intelligences, 
ot Andrew Jackson Davis’ diakka, that delight to Infest, 
deceive and play their tricks. Down on this trifling with 
matters so serious, so sacred as Immortality, and up with 
sincerity, conscientiousness, aspiration and a religious en
thusiasm for the good and true!

Sensitives, when about to sit for phenomena, should sea 
that the room Is clean and well-aired, having, if possible, 
flowers, music, spiritual readings or invocations; then lis
tening clairaudiently to their invisible teachers. They 
should further adjust the fixtures (light being always 
preferable to darkness) and location of sitters as the 
spirit intelligences suggest. AU this done, the sensitive 
should kindly, yet firmly, say: "THESE ARE THE 
SPIRIT GUIDES" CONDITIONS. IF ANYONE PRESENT 
IS NOT SATISFIED WITH THEM, YOU WILL DO YOUR
SELVES THE PLEASURE OF WITHDRAWING AND 
ATTENDING TO YOUR OWN BUSINESS.”

have perny^ted Ji- I say cruel, because put a common 
street dog under those conditions and he would howl and 
manifest ql) the tight ot the animal.

Suffice i^^to remark that the result of this Beauce (as I 
had it fropaj/he ^ps of two or three responsible Spiritual
ists) was this: Tfeo father interposed, forbidding any fur
ther sittings—aqfl so was lost to us what possibly might 
have beeng.D. D.^ome.,

Turning fite tables, should not investigators be investi
gated beiqrg entering a seance-room? investigated as to 
their hab^s, thejj motives and their competency to com- 
prehendsqgiethlug of the hypnotic, mesmeric and the finer 
ipyiMble . .... •

1 jTs Suspicion the Safest Position?
A banker said to me, in substance, not long ago: "There 

are but two principles guaranteeing success in this age; 
one is look out for yourself first, and the other is consider 
every man a rogue until proved honest.” Are hot such 
words a revelation—voiced words from a cankering self
ishness. Is not a man-dlstruster a bad man-helper? Did 
ever a libertine believe in the virtue of woman? Are sen
sitives supposed necessarily to be depraved? Do they 
above all others need to be suspicloned and watched? 
Are they human .wolves, to be fettered, chained, bound? 
birds to be snared, or shot on the wing? X say shot, for 
better to be shot and killed outright than to have their 
reputations ruined and their usefulness wrecked for life.

Do you thlnjc that I am defending fraud? You know 
better. No man abominates Lt more than myself. I am 
defending humanity, of which you, reader, and myself are 
component parts. - "When falls the Coliseum, then falls 
Rome,” was the saying of a Roman general; so when falls 
mediumship, physical and psychic, impresslonal and inspi
rational, then falls Spiritualism, for Inspiration through 
vlbration-is like the sunshine to the seed, warming and un
folding the spirit germ within.

Sensitives want the hand of confidence—want the con
siderations of justice and fraternity, and no veneer of 
friendship nor Journalistic spasm of cordiality to-day, that 
dooms and damns to-morrow. Ignorance in this age of 
the world Is almost unpardonable. Mistrusting Spiritists 
and investigating materialists should study physiology, 
phrenology, physiognomy, sarcognomy, the cosmic laws of 
vibration, the recondite laws of suggestion, the nature of 
the soul-body, and those finer occult forces propagated Ln 
the interstellar ether, as' preliminaries to the proper 
study of that sacred truth. Spiritualism, through interme
diary sensitives,'—that Spiritualism which Hudson Tuttle 
recently pronounced “pure and crystal as a mbuntain 
stream.” And it must be clear to every deep student ot 
moral sefente and philosophy that the pure Spiritualism, 
the pure Christianity of the Christ, and the higher pure 
Theosophy as enunciated by the erudite G. H. S. Mead 
(B. A., M. R. H. S.)—all the oponents of chilly materlal- 
iBm__are in perfect accord; three voices, three names, yet 
one triangle—eternal truth.

There comes fr^sh to my .mind now the thought of a tal
ented lady and medlumlstic sensitive whom Mr. Francis, 
of The Progressive Thinker knew In his youthful years, 
M£sb Rhoda Fuller of Kelloggsvllle, N. Y1., connected on
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To Investigators.
Be candid—be real, sincere seekers after the truth, re

membering that spirits are but unfleshed mortals and are 
not Infallible. Use your reason, your highest judgment, 
and If naturally skeptical and critical, be charitable—be 
charitable, considering the varied potencies of Invisible 
influences. Forget not the might of ideas, the impelling 
power of thought in your investigations. Good thoughts 
multiplying, are self-succeeding. They invoke and invite 
both the visible and the invisible, and yet, good thoughts 
like good eyes, being fallible, may be perverted through 
prejudice. Only good thoughts should be taken into a 
seance-room, or into the silence of the home.

Church prelates when immersed in theological tangles 
often say—"Let us go back to Christ.” The phrase "for
ward to Christ.” would be far better and more appropri
ate, for he established no new sect, propagated no creed, 
but simply said: "By this shall all men know that ye are 
my disciples if ye love one for another,” Yes, sectarists 
ot all creeds—forward, forward to the Christ. And 
would it not be well for many Spiritualists, indifferent or 
envious, to go*“forward” to Prof. Hare, Judge Edmonds, 
Senator Talmadge, Prof. Brittan, Prof. Kiddle, Mrs. Brit
ten, Mrs. Conant, A. E. Newton, Dr. Crowell, S. J. Fin
ney, J. O. Barrett, and other heroes and heralds of ¿hose 
times when brotherhood was the rule and frauds unheard

THE New andtorWhither shall we all go 
Where is the way? One way—Quaker-like—

What shall they do?
light?
turns to the light within; the other path winds towards 
those Illumined, whose interiors have been opened to the 
"light that shineth in darkness.”

Do restless inquirers, still pressing for knowledge, again 
ask which way shall we turn? When f<?y, speechless 
death enters the home, to whom shall tear-dimmed 
mourners apply for words ot comfort and proof palpable 
of a reunion in a, world where . death is unknown? 
Thanks to the mighty ones above us THE VICTORY IS 
WON—ETERNITY WITH ITS OPPORTUNITIES AND
INFINITE POSSIBILITIES LIES BEFORE US.

Is, and Is to be, immortal. And the positive foundation ot| sincerity and insite«.

.fea

OH,
HOW GRAND, HOW GLORIOUS THE IDEALS THAT 
LIFT UP AND STRETCH ON THROUGH A NEVER-END
ING FOREVER!

And now, by and through whom came this knowledge— 
this blessing above all blessings?

Mediums, psychological sensitives, called in ancient 
times seers, vlstonists, oracles, and the “Lord’s anointed.” 
Not understood, they were-persecuted, hunted, and some 
went to the stake, testifying to the power of the Christ- 
spirit and immortality. And sad to say, the moral worth 
of mediumship Is not appreciated in this Mannnon time of 
materialism.

What Constitutes Mediumship?
Physiologically considered it is organization relating to 

the muscles, plexuses and the nervous system; and spirit
ually it fs a gift, just so far as spiritual intelligences aid 
in unfolding it. And here I must repeat for the hun
dredth time that "medium” is not the-proper word to use. 
As a word it neither suggests nór enshrines any. moral 
quality. It may mean a thousand things. Revolvers and 
cannon are mediums of war and destruction. A wheel
barrow is a medium for dumping garbage; iron hinges are 
the mediums on which doors swing; money is the medium 
for establishing trusts, and practicing grafts, and lying 
tongues are mediums for slander. The proper words to 
employ when referring to mind, or to a future life, are 
psychic, sensitive, psychic sensitive or sensitive interme
diary. ~

The most -satisfactory psychic influences aré personal 
Every jnan’s house is his castle, and in that castle should 
be a shrine—an altar for religious meditation, spiritual un- 
•foldment and angelic converse. Within such consecrated 
walls is the place to develop sensitiveness-and clairvoyant 
vision. Forget not that the highest sensitive untoldment 
is from within. It is the coming—through aspiration in 
the silence—into a conscious Eolation .with.the invisible 
hosts—the Mahatmas of the celestial realms. ' Reaching 
thia state, psychics—while avoiding obsessions—become 
co-workers with the wisdom angels of eternity. Though 
all may be influenced more or less by environments, con
sciously or unconsciously, all can no more become sensi
tives for direct intercourse with the spiritual world than 
all can become mathematicians or musicians. The gods 
kno'w their own and they assign'them their positions.

Are These Soul-Sensitives Appreciated?
Do they appreciate themselves and their heavenly 

gifts? Thia is questionable. Do they realize that they 
are the sensitive palms on the hill-tops that feel the first 
passing breeze; that they are the suns and stars that, 
catching the first radiance of the morning, reflect the 
warming! brightening influences to> grasses and grains, 
fields and forests—that they are the , message-bearers 
from worlds invisible,—and they have the moral right to 
demand the bringing into the seaace-room the incense of

TH® NIGHT WIND.
Oil : h ------

. Over the chimneydhe night wind, sang 
And chante Ja melfidy no one knew;
And the w^nan^tppped as her babe

And thou gift of tie one she had long 
sinco ~ A

And said. aOhereieardrops back she 
forced^ j. ■ jie . . - ■

“I hate the..glmLl^the chimney.'
Over the chHjmeysthe.night, wind sang, 
And chanted ^ tnqjbdy no. one'knew; . 
And the chjldrewjBald, as they doser 

drew:, o ,'i ■ ,
" ’Tis someowltch^tbat Is. cleaving the. 

black night^through—
.And we fear the’wind in the chimney.” 
Over the chimney the night wind sang, 
And chanted a melody no one knew;
And the man; asms sat oil his hearth 

below,
Said to himself: "It will surely snow, 
And the fuel ls‘. dear and wages low, 
And I’ll stop the leak in the chimney.”
Over the chimney the night wind sang, 
And chanted a melody no one knew;
But the poet listened and smiled, for 

he
Was man and Woman, ahd child, aH 

three, ■
And he said: “It is God’# own har- 

msny, ■ ....
This wind that sings in the chimney." 

—Bret Harte.
Reproof should not exhaust its pow

ers on petty fallings.—Anon.

of. Cycles overlap and many inspired souls are born too
Boon for either appreciation or peace. The world of re
ligious thought 1b in a state of flux. This age Is one of 
transition. Thought as well as climate is changing. 
The whole round of life Is In a kind of commotion. That 
Hydesville “rap” has echoed around the world and the 
two worlds visible and invisible, are coming dally into 
closer mental and moral contact, something like prairie 
fires and pouring rains accompanied by winds, hailstones, 
thunder and' lightning, but after the storm comes the 
calm. The Divine Mind is at the helm. Opportunity, 
Equality and Brotherhood are the magic words from the 
heavens. The wise seeing and' hearing, conduct them-
selves accordingly.

Battle Creek, Mich. „
J. M. PEEpLES, M. D.

BIBLE,
Revised

Edition,

Authenticity, Credibility, 
Morality.

JOHN E. REMSBURG'S GREAT WORK
Ingersoll’s desire that somebody 

should at last tell the whole truth about 
the Bible has been brilliantly fulfilled. 
No Freethinker worthy of the name can 
afford to pass over Remsburg’s book In 
silence. Like Thomas Paine’s "Age of 
Reason," may it, let us hope, find ad
mirers and translators in other lan
guages. And again, like Paine’s book, 
may this brilliant work bring to its au
thor the praise ot posterity.—Der Frel- 
denker (Milwaukee).

This great work on the Bible by Mr. 
Remsburg is most valuable—it Is an en- 
cyclopedia of information in regard to 
the Bible, and surpasses in importance 
all other works of the kind now pub
lished. It is up-to-date in every partic
ular. Price, »1.25.

QUESTIONINGS OF THE SPIRIT.

Where is that other world divine 
That from the mountain height 
■ seen? .

REINCARNATION.

is

Is it beyond the earth’s confine, 
Where stars and suns may inter

vene?
As yet T own no treasures great 

Which ought in love to come from 
■there, ■ :V..

' Though willing still to watch and wait 
While searching for them every- 

w.here^: ■ <
Wheh we qur work on earth have done 

And dCdth has closed' bur' weary 
' eyes, ■' ■' '-y. .

Have ,we another life begun
Somewhere beyond., the. bending 

skies? ;
And when we reach that other shore. 

Of which the wise so often speak. 
Shall we "return to earth no more, 

For those we know.-to love and 
■ seek?'

Do angels come from there .with love, 
When mortals need. a. trusting 

friend? •. -
Will they return from homes above . 

And teach us how we. may. amend?
Those are the questions man must 

know, -
Ere he on earth can feel content,— 

Ye who the answer# can treatsw,
Oh, swiftly have them earthward 

cent /

0, little soul, from out the azure sea 
Of endless time’s illimitable space, 

Once more to. earth you come,-once 
more

To tread life's round of grace.
From out the depths of all the Uni- 

. verse, •'
Canst thou'not tell us of Life’s mys

teries?
From whence we came, where we shall 

go •
And all that was and la?,

Canst thou -remember naught of that 
lastlife.,,.-.- ,.

When thou .wert bound upon the 
Wheel of Fate, .

In that, thy previous , birth or of the
■•» ■. time " . v

From , which thou cam’st so late? -
0, little soul, X will not vex thee thus.

Thou hast thy right .to live, this life 
in peace, - • - -

To laugh and crow within thy .moth- 
. er’s arms. ...
My questionings-shall cease.

May naught hut peace and plenty 
crown this life! . ■ .

? May happiness within thy pathway

STANDARD BOOKS,
Cloth Binding, ^Oc. Each.

The following books by well known 
and popular writers, we have selected 
with the thought that they will be .of in
terest to our readers. They are printed 
on fine paper; perfectly clear, readable 
type; cloth binding. Good home library 
edition:

Heroes and Hero Worship, and the 
Heroic In History. The Hero as Divin
ity. The Hero as Prophet The Hero 
as Poet The Hero as Priest The 
Hero as King. By Thomas Carlyle. 350 
pages.

Past and Present By Thomas Car» 
lyle.

Data of Ethics. By Herbert Spencer.
Fairyland of Science. By Arabella B. 

Buckley. This book is written in such a pleasing manner that young as well 
as old can understand it Illustrated, 
gilt top. ,

Origin of Species. By Charles Dar» 
win.

Descent of Mah. By Charles Darwin. 
These two bhoks by Mr. Darwin, should 
be in every home.

Karma. A Novel. By A. P. SlnnetL
A Romance of Two Worlds. By Ma

rie Corelli. A most wonderful occult 
story.

Zanonf. By Bulwer Lytton. A ro
mance by that most wonderful and mys- 
tio writer, after a long residence in the 
East and an exhaustive study of occult 
lore "

Any one of the above valuable book* 
can be obtained for 50 cents, a miracle of cheapness. Xi

P. A. JENSEN. 
las Angeîss, Cat

Mar ftffnd ba thine! “To an high 
places may

Thy name and glory cling!’r
—A. Enstman Elwin, In Metaphysical

"New Testament Stories Comically 
Illustrated. Drawings by Watson Hess
ton. With Critical and Humorous Com
ments upon tin Texts.” - Hes toss’# 
drawing» nr« InocEiparabJs, and excra- 
clntin^ly fusmy. Price, Is boards
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, It Is to Be Carefully Considered After Reading Dr. Peebles’s Lecture— 
The Exposure of the Celebrated Mediums, the Nichols Sisters and 

* Mrs. Milleron’s Spirit Pictures, at St. Louis, Mo.

“It you touch'tWt gllost,’ or even 
valk with your feeFcroBsed while ap
proaching, you will drop dead," uald 
the man in sepulchral tones, - 
awT> ghost,-In thy faded

Another ghost Immediately tol- 
qwed, however, and4Mrs.“Ella Hoob

ler, 319 West Madison, street, was 
iUl? Ji yua ller ¿Helen, who 
had died In infancy The ghost was 
full grown.- ™ .

was

THE NICHOLS SISTERS HAVE 
AGAIN BEEN EXPOSED AND AR
RESTED. THEY HAVE BEEN THE 
LEADING MATERIALIZING MEDI
UMS IN CHICAGO, COINING MONEY

THANKS—A THOUSAND THANKS 
-TO THE HONEST SKEPTICS,

DOUBTERS AND FRAUD-HUNTERS 
WHO ENGINEERED THIS EXPOS
URE.DURING THE LAST TEN YEARS, 

AND EXPLOITED IN GLOWING READ THE ACCOUNT CAREFUL
TERMS BY WILLARD J. HULL, L¥, AND EVERY HONEST MEDIUM
WHO PUBLISHED IN HIS PAPER WILL REJOICE THAT THE CLIMAX 
THE BOGUS SPIRIT PICTURES HAS BEEN REACHED, AND EVERY 
TAKEN AT THEIR ROOMS, BY A WELL WISHER OF PURE AND UN- 
BOGUS SPIRIT ARTIST (NOW COM- DEFILED SPIRITUALISM WILL 
FELLED TO GIVE UP HIS NEFARI- RAISE THEIR HATS TO THE PRO
OUS WORKS), THUS ADVERTISING GRES^IVE THINKER FOR THE 
THE BUSINESS OF THE SISTERS, GRAND WORK IT HAS BEEN DO- 
WHO HAVE' BEEN PATRONIZED ING. BUT FIRST READ THE AD- 
REGULARLY BY A LARGE CLASS DRESS BY DR.- PEEBLES, THEN 

. OF INSATIATE GULLIBLES, WHO PERUSE CAREFULLY THE FOL
NOW ADMJT THEY HAVE BEEN LOWING, AND COMPARE THE TWO. 
DECEIVED. ; . IS IT NOT, SPIRITUALISTS, ABOUT

OH! ANGELS OF HEAVEN, HOW TIME TO CEASE THIS DIATRIBE 
LONG—OH! HOW LONG, MUST AGAINST THE HONEST, CONSOIEN- 
SPIRITUALISTS SUBMIT TO THIS TIOUS SKEPTIC,. DOUBTER AND
KIND Oli1 LEGERDEMAIN! FRAUD-HUNTER?

We are delighted to publish the elo- gullible residents, mostly of the West 
fluent lecture delivered by Dr. Peebles slde o£ tee city, during the last two 

years. The establishment -of theat the Chesterfield camp. . It will hold 
the attention of the reader through-

Nichols family occupies parts of two 
buildings, the. mother- and her two

out. The fact, however, that he has daughters living "at 186 Sebor street, 
not an approving word for the honest1 n®x£ door to 184, on the second Koor 

L v _ . .. . . ! Of the Ifitter nddrARR hAlni? lnnnio/1 theskeptic, the on? who is seeking light 
after some grza; bereavement In con
sequence of the death of a beloved 
wife or child, and who can not be oth
erwise than a doubter, a skeptic, a 
fraud-hunter, perhaps, though hon
estly and conscientiously seeking the 
truth. If no one should enter a se
ance room who Is a doubter, a skeptic, 
and get good results, then how Is Spir
itualism to be advanced?

The venerable Doctor speaks of the 
seance room—how the skeptic and 
doubter retard and pervert the mani
festations. But he makes no marked 
discrimination between' the genuine 
medium and the fake—the seance 
room where all Is genuine spirituality 
and the seance room where the fake 
element predominates, • occupy the 
same position In his lecture—It is the

of the latter address being located the 
hall which they used for their public
seances. ■

seance room he refers to. ••
There Is a medium In this city (and 

perhaps a hundred others) who pre
fers to sit for the doubter, the one 
looking for fraud, the confirmed skep
tic and those who come with deception 
planned to entrap her, and they will 
always get the truth in return—the 
absolute truth and never a falsehood, 

-. and leave her presence feeling grand- 
Jy happy. _

The talk that to resort to strict test 
■ • •conditions attracts evil influences is 

only proved to be true in the modern 
fake seances. The most perverse crit- 

■ ic, the most confirmed doubter and the 
7 Inveterate fraud-hunter may be actu- 

■ ated by STRICT HONESTY, BY UN- 
• i SULLIED PURITY OF CHARACTER, 

■ BY THE MOST EXALTED ANGELIC 
ASPIRATIONS, and do those charac- 
terists ATTRACT DIAKKA, EVIL 
SPIRITS AND DANGEROUS OCCULT 
INFLUENCE?'

- Away with such a thought!
■ He has no words of condemnation in 

his lecture for those who masquerade 
in artificial toggery, who trifle with 
the holiest emotions of human“nature, 
and who, dressed In a garb made with 
human hands, parade the floor as a 
spirit—an insult to the angel world, 
a travesty on spirit return.

And how can such be exposed only 
by the doubter, the skeptic, the fraud
hunter, and never by the insatiate gul
lible?

To illustrate: A few days ago, a se
ance room—a “holy” place—where 
the honest ffaud-Jiunter, the honest 
skeptic, the honest doubter should 
not enter, was raided by the police of 
this city. -

For ten years the Nichols sisters 
have been holding seances at No. 184

Plans Are Well Laid.
The raid was made on the authority 

of a warrant which was applied for by 
Miss Maural Miller, a young woman 
who was induced by the blandishments 
of other mediums to come to Chicago 
from her home In Portland, Ore. Miss 
Miller, who is employed in a barber 
shop in Clark street, is slightly deaf. 
She became Interested In Spiritualism 
and .thus came In touch with the Nich
ols outfit. She had written to an
other Chicago medium and received 
letters in answer signed Professor Ve- 
nazo."

It was explained to Miss Miller that 
the wonderful cures which the medium 
professed to be able to make were 
brought about while the patient was in 
a trance. In a letter which has been 
turned over to the police' “Professor 
Venazo,’’ which Is the name by which 
an accomplice of certain Chicago me
diums signed such communications, 
explained that because of stress of 
business It would be impossible to un
dertake to cure Miss Miller of her 
deafness unless she was prepared to 
put up at least $50 in cash.

The letter stated that if she would 
send to “Professor Venazo” $100 the 
medium would undertake to go to her 
home and cure her there. If she did 
not wish to pay that much money she 
could come to Chicago, pay the medi
um $50 and be cured “while In a 
trance.”

Sergeant Barry of Chief Collins’ 
staff and David Carroll, a "plain 
clothes” man traveling out of the Des
plaines street station, were'detailed to 
assist Wooldridge In serving the war-, 
rants and making the raid.

Detectives Attend Service.
Barry and Carroll planned to effect

an entrance to the “seance” to be held 
yesterday afternoon.. Inspector Re
vere was Informed and asked to give a 
detail of six officers, who/headed by 
Detective Wooldridge, went to the 
hall on Sebor street. • Barry and Car
roll had preceded them and succeeded 
In convincing Jennie Nichols, who was 
the master of ceremonies, that they 
were interested in Spiritualism and 
desired to witness the materializa
tions.

Sebor street.
Their manifestations have been re-

garded as DIVINELY ANGELIC. AS 
PURELY GENUINE, regarded as the 
most REMARKABLE MANIFESTA
TIONS of spirit power that ever oc
curred, yet every manifestation that 
ever took place In those rooms was 
simply the result of human agencies. 
The spirits were READY-MADE to fit 
any case of bereavement; the para
phernalia was all of earthly origin, 
prepared by'skillful hands; the star
lights on the celestial heads that were
ou two bony human shoulders, 
simply miniature electric lights, 
glow on the garments consisted 
preparation of PHOSPHORUS.

Don’t 
Nichols 
ance as 
you do, 
hell!”

were 
The 

of a

go there—don’t approach the 
sisters—don’t go to their se
a FRAUD-HUNTER, for if 
you may be told to- “Go to

Read the following from the Chi
cago Chronicle of September 3, and 
apply the same to Dr. Peebles’ lec
ture: .

Detectives from Chief Collins' office 
and the Desplaines street station had 

' . an encounter with "spooks” yesterday 
afternoon. As a result a large nqm- 
ber of spirits that have been haunting 

• certain localities of the West Side for 
the last tvyo years or morb have been 
“laid.” Placing the “bants” in a'con- 
dition of innocuous desuetude was not 
accomplished, however, without a se
vere struggle, in which blood flowed 
and welts were raised on the heads of 
"plain clothes” officers, who were thus 
reminded of the value of the helmet of 
the uniformed policemen.

The scene of the raid .was a brick 
building at 184 Sebor street, which la 
just east of Halsted and a block-north 
of Harrison street. The medium ar
rested Is Miss Jennie Nichols,- who 
with her mother, Mrs. Catherine Nich- ■

“When we went to the hall," Ser
geant Barry said, “we walked in and 
found twenty-eight or thirty others 
there before us. Jennie Nichols was 
busy arranging the spectators in seats. 
She took a great deal of care about 
placing them. Carroll and myself en
tered and Signed our names on the 
register. This was a book In which 
everyone who is admitted to a seance 
is required to place his name and 
place of residence. I signed myself as 
‘John Woods’ and gave my home ad
dress at 142 Ashland boulevard.

“The most of those in the hall were 
women and children, although there 
were several men, most of them old. 
We have the names of many of these 
people and they will be called as wlt- 
pesses. They will not be given.out 
until the case comes up, however. 
Several of them are well known.

Calling Up the Spirits.
"Before thé seance opened Jennie 

Nichols conducted those who were in 
the hall through the main room ànd 
the one at the rear,' before which the 
curtain was placed. Everything was 
all right so far as we could see. The 
cabinet from which the spirits were to 
come stood across one corner and op
posite it was a door leading into one 
of the two rooms'In the rear of the 
hall. We examined the cabinet and 
the rooms carefully, but found every
thing all right. After we had been 
through, everything the doors were 
locked and we returned to our seats, 
Miss Nichols making some other 
changes in the arrangements of the 
seats, and then the place was dark
ened. X .

“When the place had been made al
most entirely dark Jennie Nichols', the 
medium, began pacing back and forth 
in front of the curtain. She rubbed 
her hands over her head and eyes a 
number of times and began to chant: 
‘Come, O queen, O queen.’

' “When she began to - call on the 
queen’ the spectators began to get ex

cited. Most of them appeared to be- 
thoroughly familiar with the proceed
ings and several of them said, ‘Oh, I 
hope it’s the king.’ .

“Then the medium pulled a cord 
which was attached to a light en
closed In. a sheet-iron case, the one 
small opening of which was Covered 
with several thicknesses of tissue 
paper. When she pulled the string 
the room became darker than ever.

. Spirits Begin to Move.
“Before she began her incantations 

the medium had requested everyone 
present not to cross their feet and to 
try to assist her to bring the spirits 
before them. She said that it would 
probably not be possible to bring a 
spirit for everybody, but that if: all 
helped her the spirits wanted by many 
in the audience would surely appear.

“Then she asked us all to sing 
‘Nearer, My God, to Thee,’ which we 
did, and after a few more passes over 
her. temples and in front of her eyes 
the. spirit began to move. We could 
see. it.and,I began to think I had al- 

ols, and her sister Sarah"h^ Wen X notttVTn^
gleaning a harvest of dollars from the tainly appeared real. First one form

.4'

would glide back and forth in front of 
the curtain« then an entirely different 
one would appear. Altogether there 
were spirits of about ten men and 
children ’materialized.’

“As the apparitions moved slowly 
In front of the curtain, in the spec
tral light which made it impossible to 
detect more than faint outlines of the 
form, women rushed forward crying 
out that it was their husband or their 
child that they saw. They stretched 
out their hands to clasp the forms of 
their departed, but Jennie Nichols and 
her male assistant would take them by 
their hands and tell.them they must 
not touch the spirit or It would fade' 
away. You could get within six 
inches of the figures and peer Into the 
faces as they passed to and fro, but 
everyone was restrained from attempt
Ing to touch them. In the ghostly 
light of the room the closest inspec
tion could not determine that the .fig
ures were frauds so clever were the 
disguises.

Keys Up the Spectators.
“While we were waiting for the. 

•materialization’ a woman I knew en
tered the room. I put my handker
chief up to my face for fear she would 
recognize me. They wanted to know 
what was the matter with me and I 
said I guessed I had something In my 
eye. - They wanted to take it out 
and I had to put my handkerchief 
awa?\ I thought sure I was discov
ered, but the woman, Mrs. Ella Hoob-

w?82 Madison street, said 
w? v r- ■After we had arrested the 
Nichols woman Mrs. Hoobler told me 
she had recognized me when she first 
entered the room, but she thought I 
.wm bug in the game’ and said noth

After about ten materializations 
of husbands and children had keyed 
the spectators up to a high pitch, Mrs. 
Hoobler asked for the spirit of her 
M?UE«^er Helen. In a few minutes 
tee figure of a young girl clad In 
white from head to foot appeared be
fore the_curtaln. ,

He,le,n' my Helen!’ Mrs. 
parition excla,me<1' rusllln8 to the ap- 

¿'2?',I?alnma!’ cam0 the answer in 
a shrill falsetto voice. . . ....

“Jennie Nichols and the big assist
ant seized Mrs. Hoobler’s hands Just 
as she was about to clasp what she be
lieved to be the spirit of her daughter 
In her arms. ’ ■ '

5“^ not touch Jennie 
away5’8 ber' ‘or the spirit will go

"Swetheart, hoWVhre y0ti?” 
¿■ Phe woman Wanted: td^lget to her 

child."- .. , ;
^afd> Vle Wl^bty varlet 

who guarded the toalm of nocturnal 
mystery. .

“Ghost” TAlks Uilek.
. A squeaky voice that sounded dike' 

a Phonograph in, a bad state of re
pair, came from the garments of the 
ghost:

A wit baa «ftldg'^hera is lots of 
difference between ■ belonging to 
church and being a Chrlstlan?r There 
Is certainly lots of difference between 
simply claiming to believe in . Spirit
ualism and. Jiving it out.-

Ishaye the greatest pity and sym
pathy for the REPENTANT faker who 
Is willing to give up his or her dam
nable work, but for those that whine 
and whine, for pity.and sympathy and 
still continue to dupe the public In the 
name of Spiritualism, I have nothing 
but scorn and contempt. '

A lady acquaintance who is an ar- 
■ dent lover of phenomena and who sel
dom misses a chance to attend a sensa
tional seance, came to me (in the pres
ence of a number of people whose 
names I can furnish if necessary) and 
proudly displayed a spirit (?) picture 
on which she claimed were the faces 
of her arisen father, her sister and a 
spirit guide.

NOT BE MISTAKEN, THIS DRDEAL 
THROUGH WHIUH SFHHTUAL1HM 
HAS PASSED WAS REVEALED TO 
©B. ,We realize throughout the 
BEAUTY AND GRANDEUR OF SPIR
IT RETURN, sWe highly honor, and
In n measure reverence. the honest
medium, and that they may shine 
forth more resplendently, and receive 
more patronage from the public, we 
have ENDEAVORED TO EXPOSE 
THOSE WHO KEEP. ON HAND BO
GUS TESTS, READY-MADE SPIR
ITS AND ARTIFICIAL TOGGERY, 
with which to do their especial line of

lUBLIGflTIONS
OB’

Hudson Me.
Library of Spiritual Literata

work. And now the result: IF ME
DIUMS LIKE THE NICHOLS , SIS-

I-
k

“I am all right, mamma; I 
happy/ said the gliost. / 
. Detective Sergeant Barry ..blew his 
whistle. ’

am
She said she had obtained It at a 

Mrs. Milleron’s circle, a medium (?) 
holding forth at 3906 Laclede avenue.

I looked at it.

almost fr,antic woman 
Iteeeled before the apparition. I 
thought it was time to ‘get busy.' 
whispered softly to Carroll: ‘Watch 
out, there s going to be a pinch,’ then 
I threw on the flash light and whistledx 
for the squad outside to come in.

J ust as I did: this the ‘spook’ in 
front of me looked so realistic that for 

1 couldn’t decide 
whether I Was going up against a real 
spirit or not. But I took a chance 
®nd grabbed for It. Even when I had 

kne.w « m“st be flesh 
rtUhW 80 81,my> wlth the 
m« I steff rubbed over it, that I felt 
my hair rising. -
^st Jte0“1 this time the medium 

.bu8yT- The blg man who had 
Jenn.le N10hPls hold the 

hands of the people who were trying 
to grab the spirits of their, dead hit 
me a Rlow ovqr the head with some 

? ® u.b «.at knocked me to the 
JPnn.le Nichols put.._out the 

nnitH^t rely’ grabbed my flashlight 
and began pounding me over the 
head with it.' We went to the floor in 
a rough_ and tumble scrimmage, the 
crowd on top of us yelling and scream-

I

“In the next room Carroll was busy 
hild of Mrs- Catherine 

■ h 1 ’ who had been
helping with the show, and he was be
set by spectators who were Incensed 
because the seance had broken up.”

Other Officers Arrive.
Detective Wooldridge and his 

detail broke do*n the doors of the 
hall and made their entrance Into the 
place It was pitch dark, and they had 
to strike matches before they could 
separate the combatants. In the me
lee the large man who had played a 
prominent part In the proceedings es
caped, but the officers have his name 
and they say he will be arrested short- 
iy. He is the accomplice, who is said 
to be the son of prominent west side 
people. , -

After a semblance of order had 
been restored In the place the premises 
^rfl/e?^hed,and a b1««1 astounding 
outfit of disguises discovered. Before 
this development, the spectators, who 
had been held In the place, were very 
angry with the officers, saying that 

attend^B the seances 
for the last two years; that thav know Jennie Nichols as a medium" * had 

Xhem the splits of their dead. 
When the officers produced Sarah 
Nichols, to whom Sergeant Barry had 
held when he seized the “spook,” and 
discovered her wearing a pair of san
dal slippers with felt five inches 
thick for soles; a pair of men’s black 
trousers and the white shroud and 
painted picture face of a young girl 
their anger began to turn to chagrin’

Women-Refuse to talk.
At the station the women refused to. 

teijt' Serah Nichols, the “spook ” 
had donned a house dress before shé 
was taken to thé station. Jennie 
Nichols, _ the medium,” was dressed 
In a-neat black gown of rich-materiaL 
The mother appeared in a black skirt 
and a white shirtwaist. The latter is 
a gray-haired woman apparently about

“Sr.0^', s,he ‘wePt copiously. 
Sarah Nichols also wept. In the 
scrimmage, after the arrest her ear 
had been injured and it was bleeding 

¡ when the trio was booked at the sta
tion. . ,

Jennie Nichols was the-most com
posed’ of all. She held a palm leaf fan 
in front of her face and above it 
twinkled a pair of shrewd blue eyes. 
As she and her relatives were led 
from the private room at Harrison- 
■street, she even laughed, although her 
mother and her sister were In tears 
and her victims were denouncing her 
for having robbed them through their 
credulity of hundreds of dollars 
which many of them could ill afford to 
lose.

The Chicago Examiner Bays of the 
Bisters:

A woman In the rear of the room 
arose and wailed-as the spectre came 
forward. The woman cried: '

"Oh, that is my daughter."
At this stage of the proceedings the 

“strong arm” man appeared. The 
woman who thought she had seen her 
daughter wanted to rush to the appari
tion. The “strong arm” man was

■ • ——— — —«
. . At the same’time he seized the 
ghost ;by th?--waist and then„ there 
came a materialistic seance that was 
not on the bill. The mysterious 
bouncer hit the sergeant over the 

A bllIy' Alling him. ' Hid 
electric light, which had been flashed 
on the ghost; fell from his hand, and 
the ghost grabbed this weapon and 
went to. work on the officer.

The other detectives, managed to 
break down the door by this time and ' 
came to the rescue. The “strong arm” 
man knocked down Wooldridge and 
Mulvihill and escaped- In a corner 
were crouched the twenty-eight wo
men, terror-stricken over the fight 
After the officers got In the croWd 
surrounded the mediums and accused 
them angrily of being frauds.

Sarah Nichols la said to have per- 
.termed es the spook. ■

Wigs, Indian disguises, hats, G. A.
““‘teU“®, tin horns, skulls and 

other things were found In the place. 
The women have been at work for a 
year and are said to have made a 
large sum from their work.

Brother Peebles, you can fully real
ize how in the above seance, “n vicious 
‘‘thought, a hard, coarse word, a dlsa- 
“greeable odor, or the positive crlti- 
“cism of a sneering, egotistical critic 
“may annul the conditions that re- 
“fined spirits require tor visible phe- 
“nomena.” ' , ■

Your ^ords,' my good Doctor, ex
actly fit ihe case of the Nichols sis
ters, who have been following the'ma- 
terlallzlng business in* Chicago tor ten 
mortal,years, COINING MONEY OFF 
OF THÈ GULLIBLES; and a fully 
equipped, beautifully apparaled and 
luminous spirit was caught—caught, 
too, by-“positive crlticism”‘ànd not by 
Dr.- Peebles’ opiate-mn Cpiate that 
would reduce the iritestl^tor to an
automaton.

The Nichols sisters1 will ‘endorse 
ery word the 'Doctorabas said in

ev- 
re-

* gard to the "sacred” AharaCfer of their 
seance—the fraud-hunter: Should not 
be allowed there. However, the,,sls- 
ters failed to test the sitters; they 
failed to investigate' théïr “vicious 
thoughts,” their "disagreeable odor,” 
their "positive critlclàin,” arid all that 
sort ot stuff; if theylhad'Sbne so, as 
Dr. Peebles suggests, awfully fledged 
earthly spirit” wouJ4; pot have been 
captured;

Alas, Brother Peebles, your state
ment,ihat “THOUGHTS, WITH WILL 
AND SKILL BEHIND THEM, BE

-COME CREATURES,” Is true, 'every 
word. '

•What would have been regarded as 
a shining angel from the shores celes
tial was transformed by "thoughts 
with will and skili'behlnd them” into 
a purely earthly form—what a mag
ical change—, and that, form was en
circled in the arms ot a policeman and 
held. .

Yes, the sisters Wanted the best of 
conditions, so they opened their seance, 
with sacred songs, divinely beautiful; 
to attract the angels, and it is too bad 
that Dr. Peebles could not have been 
there at that “sacred” seance, at 
that ‘.‘holy of holiest at that “heav
en” on earth,—and prevented those 
present from catching the spirit.

The bouncer was there; he was a 
stalwart, too, and he knocked down, 
it is alleged, those who grabbed the 
spirit, Illustrating the great fact that 
as a "bouncer” he was a success.

"The .Mistrusting Spiritists and in
vestigating materialists, should study 
physiology,” and kindred sciences,, 
says the Doctor." Yçs, if all that at
tended the Nichols seance, Sept. 3, had 
been engaged" tending to their own 
business at home, studying, then this 
“holy seance" would have remained 
undisturbed. Whew! what, next? '

But stop a moment and read what 
Mr. McArthur, the . efficient president 
of the Missouri State Spiritualist As
sociation, has to say. in reference to 
bogus spirit pictures, ps follows: •

, LEGERDEMAIN IN ST. LOUIS.

That Legerdemain Is Acting a Promi
nent Part in Spiritualism-in St. 
Louis, Mo., Has Been Well Known 
for a Long Time—Mrs. Milleron’s 
Spirit Pictures Prôved to Be Exact 
Counterparts of-Admiral George 
Dewey, Gen. Alger land-ad Actress— 
A Mrs.'MUlcron’s Methods as a Ma
terializing Medium WerKfexposed in 
This City—Is She, the ^ame One 
Now Posing as a Medium in St. 
Louis? An Impressive Communica
tion from the President of the Mis
souri State SpiritudÎists'Âssociation. 
To the Editor:—Otte of ¡the greatest 

obstacles we have to'ëncoliiiter in the 
effort to CLEAN AND’ PURIFY TOR 
MOVEMENT, is the false and mis
placed sympathy thaUmanÿ of our peo
ple hâve for the fakéinëdRim. Every 
effort made to weed out-the frauds and 
make the movement more respectable 
Is opposed and. objected to by these 
fake sympathizers, on ¿the grounds 
that many at least are partly genuine.

1 have never yet met or heard of a 
wholly bad criminal, but Is that a 
good reason why they should be per
mitted to prey on the public? -

Is that showing the proper sympa
thy for their victims?

Are they not entitled to some con
sideration and protection? -

We Spiritualists claim to believe in 
equal rights tor all and special privi
leges to none, but this class fall to 
practice what they claim to teach and 
Lelleve, ■■ > ■

. .
. The face supposed to be that of her 
father (and whom she recognized, 
mind you) was a well-known cut of 
Admiral .Geo. Dewey. The face of her 
guide ! recognized-asAhat of Gen.-Al
ger, whilp her sister's, face-was that of 
a welLknown actress.

. After a. great- deal of work J suc
ceeded in convincing her that she had 
been humbugged, and. -she . declared 
that she would never attend another 
circle at Mrs. M’s., but when I asked 
her for her picture, which had cost 
her $2, to show to Prosecuting Attor
ney. Johnson, she refused. - In vain 1 
pleaded with her that it was her duty 
to save others from being gulled as 
she had been. She declared that Mrs. 
M. was at least partly genuine, and 
she did not wish, to assist In any war 
waged against her.- : ■

One sad (to me) feature Is that I 
cannot personally investigate, the 
many circles of this character that our 
city is teeming with (and will finally 
result In all mediums being taxed and 
classed as professional fortune-tell
ers), because my position on this sub
ject is too well known, and I would be 
refused admittance. I have been de
nounced by every fake in town, and 
even many people whom I respect and 
honor as honest Spiritualists look 
upon me as a medium - knocker and 
persecutor.. . . .

Not long ago one man said that 
some people (meaning yours truly) 
come in from orthodoxy to kill Spirit
ualism (how weak he must have con
sidered it.) under the guise of a 
friend. To those who know me no 
answer to this charge is necessary. I 
have been a member in the ranks but 
three short years, although an ardent 
student of psychology for ten. From 
the time I became convinced through 
a personal experience that Spiritual
ism IS A TRUTH, I have raised my 
voice to proclaim It, and went down in 
my pocket to help, spread it. My ser
vices, poor as they are, have been and 
are at the disposal of all Spiritualist 
societies that needed such help, with
out cost of any kind. At the present 
writing I am engaged for six weeks 
ahead. So that if I have preached 
against commercial mediumship in our 
ranks I have at least taken a dose of 
my own medicine. And I am poor in 
this world’s goods at that. That I am ■ 
not an enemy of mediumship is evi
denced by the fact that three of my 
most intimate friends are mediums 
and public workers. My position on 
mediumship and the fraud question 
may be summed up as follows.

I VENERATE THE TRUE PSY
CHIC AS ONE POSSESSING THE 
MOST SACRED GIFT IN THIS EX
PRESSION OF LIFE. I BELIEVE 
THAT.^AKE AWAY THE GENUINE 
PHENOMENA AND THE PROOF OF 
MAN’S IMMORTALITY IS GONE 
AND OUR MOVEMENT IS DEAD. I 
believe that the development of medi
umship is of such importance to hu
manity, that the material cares of life 
should be tenderly and lovingly re
moved from the path of those culti
vating that gift, and their thoughts 
and life should be solely and wholly 
to the spiritual. Our Hindoo friends 
have proved this, to be the only way 
to acquire spiritual mediumship.

I love the genuine spiritual medium 
so well, ! respect her office as a medi
um between the living and the absent 
so highly, that my soul cries out tn 
protest against the crimes that are be
ing daily committed In her name, 
causing the honest medium to hang 
her head in shame for her fallen sis
ters and brothers, who have suc
cumbed to their greed for gold and 
thereby brought reproach upon all. 
My blood boils at the misrepresenta
tions that are being foisted upon the 
honest investigator in the name'bf me
diumship, and while I live and can 
raise my voice I must If I am true to 
the cause I love, cry out In protest; 
you shall not press upon the sacred 
brow of mediumship this crown of 
shame; you shall not bring Into disre
pute and brand as false by misrepre
sentation the truest, holiest thing In 
life. If this be persecution, I am 
guilty; If demanding cleanliness and 
purity In our ranks is orthodoxy, then 
I am orthodox. .

PAUL MCARTHUR.
St. Louis, Mo.

Spiritualists, we appeal to you ev- I 
erywhere to read Dr. Peebles’ lecture 
carefully and what follows? in connec
tion therewith, illustrating the two 
sides of an Important question. He ' 
fails signally to recognize the import
ant fact that every exposure of a I 
dark circle the medium or a confeder-' 
ate dressed in artificial toggery, pos- 1 
ing as a spirit, has been caught and 1 
from thirty to fifty, one. after an
other, have been exposed in this man- ■ 
ner—exposed after practicing years of 
deception—exposed by those whom : 
Dr. Peebles would have “investlgat-

TERS CONTINUE IN THE FIELD OF 
WORK AS USUAL, .LAWS, STATE 
OR MUNICIPAL, WILL BE ENACT
ED THAT WILL PROVE INJURIOUS 
TO THE HONEST MEDIUM, THE. 
CONSCIENTIOUS WORKER FOR 
THE SPIRIT WORLD; AND HE WHO 
FROWNS ON HONEST SKEPTICISM, 
ON THE TRUTHFUL DOUBTER, ON 
THOSE .WHO IN THE PURITY OF 
HEART BECOME’fRAUD-HUNTERB 
IN ORDER TO PROTECT HONEST 
MEDIUMS—-WHETHER A DOCTOR,’ 
A LAWYER, AN EDITOR OR A CIV
ILIAN, WILL LOSE CASTE IN THIS 
TWENTIETH CENTURY TIDAL 
WAVE NOW SWEEPING OVER THE 
COUNTRY, DEMANDING A HIGHER 
DEGREE OF HONESTY- AMONG 
ALL CLASSES.

SPIRITS PREDICT DAY OF DEATH.

Dr. Schlesinger Warned by His Dead 
Brother—Rad Been Repudiated by 
His Daughters for His Faith in Spir
itualism, but Remained True to Be- 
Hef.
Having been Informed by his spirit

ual guide, his brother Ben In the 
spirit world, that he would pass away 
In thirteen months, Dr. Louis Schles
inger died yesterday at 12 o’clock, 
true to the prediction. He fell into a 
quiet sleep on Sunday forenoon, Aug. 
26, but did Sot cease to breathe until 
Monday about noon.

Dr. Schlesinger was aged 75 years
and was one of the oldest Spiritualists 
in the United States. ~
fileted with a stroke

He was af-
... of paralysis

July 14, and has been failing since
that time, and died at the Orthepedlc 
hospital, having been in Los Angeles 
only a few months.

Dr. Schlesinger was born in Liver
pool, England, of Jewish parentage. 
At the age of 13 he ran away from 
home with an older brother and came 
to New York City. He was first mar
ried when 19 years old, his wife hav
ing died many years ago.

He came to California thirty years 
ago, leaving two daughters in the 
east, who, being Jews, discarded him 
as a Spiritualist, to which he was con
verted by that noted Spiritualist, 
Charles Foster, about thirty-five years 
ago in New York City.

-- Soon after coming to San Francisco 
he married Mrs. Julia Fish, they hav
ing two sons, Louis, Jr., and Wallace, 
the former being engaged In business 
In Spokane and the latter residing in 
Los Angeles.

Dr. Chleslnger had traveled all over 
the United States and visited every 
large city a§ a platform medium.

The funeral will be held from the 
chapel of Overholzer & Mills, Wednes
day at 10:30 a. m. Prof W. C. Bow
man will officiate. The remains will 
be cremated at Evergreen cemetery, 
the ashes to be placed in the tomb 
temporarily. The family will go to 
Spokane and the urn will be sent to
that 
aid.

Oh!

City.—Los Angeles (Cal.) Her-

ANGEL LOVE.

weary, half-famished, and pining 
for Love

In this world that might list to the an
gels above,—

And learn how they live, how they la
bor and love.

L-

STUDIES IN THE OUtLyING FIELDS
, Of PSYCHIC SCIENCE.
I’11'« work essays to utilize and ex

Plain the vast array of facts In Its field 
of research by referring them to a com. 
mon cause, and from -hem arise to the 
laws and conditions of Mau's spiritual 
being. - fl hird edition. Price 75'cent* "

m «,UFAIN LW0 8PHERE6. • 
„ -fu““8 Btery the scenes are laid on 
earth, and In the spirit world, present.

spiritual philosophy and the ’ F.8aJ te of spiritual beings. AU qua.' 
tlons which arise on that subject are 
HERE«’ Cpnt8, ■ iHERESY, OR LED TO THE LIAMTA drilling psychological storyHOf
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ANGELL PRIZE CONTEST RECITA- 

tbs An^T^®'1“^811011- with plan of
Rood Tultto^rlce, ^“cento "

Berlin Heights, Ohlot

The Arcana ^Spiritualism 
A Manual of Spiritual Selene, and 

Philosophy, 
tZL reader8. Ot Th® ^«te^vo 
Thinker are already acquainted with 
character of this book. It is intended 
by Its assisting. Inspiring spirit-authors 
to furnish a compendium to the student 
of psychic laws and manifestations it 
has been more than thirty years In pre
paring and contains all that has been 
received by me through Inspiration 
and research during that time on the 
subjects It treats. Few questions will 
arise in the minds of Investigator« 
that are not answered in Its pazeiL 
Price,- $1.25 postpaid. ,

Address all orders to ,
y HUDSON TUTTLE, I

Berlin Heights, Ohio, 1

FREETHOUGHT AND 
liberalpamphlets

These pamphlets were published by 
Mr. Green In the Freethought Magazine 
and are all by eminent and able writers 
The price on most of them has been re
duced

Rosfcvo Memorial Oration,
by Robert G. Ingersoll. Price 8 cents

Thomas Paine. By Robert G. Inger
soll. Price 3 cents. “

Voltaire. An address by Prof. Emlla 
PlngaulL Price 3 cents.

, Abraham Lincoln. His Religion. By 
Robert N. Reeves. Price 3 cents. 3 

Burns and Whittier. Some of Their 
Likenesses and Differences. By Prof 
Charles G. Bnwn. Price 5 cents ' 

Religion In the Republic. By 
M. A. Freeman. Price 5 cents.

Rational Worship. A lecture deliv
ered before the Chicago Liberal Society

-GregOry °f ChlCag°' Prlc9

Mrs.

ed,” and driven from their self-im
posed tasks, as if “wolves in sheep’s 
clothing,” . ; /.

Had the two sensitives, the Nichols 
sisters, followed scrupulously the ad
vice of.Dr. Peebles, their seance-would 
never have been raided. They should 
have used his exact words, “kindly” 
yet "firmly,” as follows: .. •

“THESE ARE - THE SPIRIT 
“GUIDES’ CONDITIONS. IF ANY- : 
“ONE PRESENT IS NOT. SATISFIED 
“WITH THEM, YOU WILL DO 
“YOURSELVES THE PLEASURE OF 
“WITHDRAWING AND ATTENDING 
“TO YOUR OWN BUSINESS.”

Had they driven the raiders from 
their "sacred seance,” their “holy of 
holies," their "home for the angels,” 
by using Dr. Peebles’ exact words, 
then a full-fledged spirit .would not 
have been captured, and they could 
have continued to “do business at the 
old stand.”

From early youth we have seen

Ever calm, ever patient and tender 
of speech, 

Their thoughts flow In union, as 
waves to the beach,

And pure are the lessons they joyfully 
teach. ,

They pity earth’s children half-starved 
from their birth,

For the love that would brighten their 
homes and their hearth.

For the love that would make them 
bright jewels ot worth.

They tenderly pity the offspring of 
shame,

But their hearts never censure, their 
lips never blame,

But In love for the lowly, they hallow 
God’s name.

So pity and love them, oh, child of the 
earth!

And thy heart shall have gladness, thy 
soul shall have mirth, ’

And thou’lt know where the fountains- 
of joy have their birth.

Some minds are like streams flowing 
on to the sea

Thro’ fields where the sunshine lies 
I placid and free,

Where the clover wlnd-wafted, coquets 
with the bee.

Some are like mountain rills, dashing 
along

Over rocks and thro’ valleys with 
laughter and song,

But checked, they plunge on down 
. abysses of wrong.

But some, like great rivers, too closely 
confined,- .

Fret the rocks that oppose them, and 
silently find;— A

Or make In their progress grand 
, canons of mind,—•

Deep, dark and mysterious, wild
-gorges of gloom

They may seem, and yet In them sweet 
wild flowers may bloom,

And gems and fine golden their cav- 
. ^rns find room.

No depthsof man’s nature are barren 
of good,— -

Over desolate rocks swept the .winds 
and the flood, ‘

And the forests, arose that for centu
rles have stood. ' . .

Over all. their fair tresses the Sum
mer had care, .

Her soft breezes fanned’ them,- and 
birds of the air

Made nests In their branches and 
warbled love’s prayer.

So over men’s hearts 
. waters flow. 

And the rocks shall 
hard’ning below, 

And the vine and the 
there and grow.

let the sweet

be melted now

roses will cling

spirits and had visions. Even our
spirit has been separated from oui 
body at night, and a lost article lo
cated. IN VISIONS WHICH COULD

. BELLE BUSH.

"Harmonics of EvoluUon.The Philos
ophy of Individual life. Based Upon 
Natural Science, as Taught by Modem 
Masters of the Law.” By Florence 
Huntley. A work of deep thought, car
rying the principles of evolution into 
new fields. Price, cloth, $2.'

Why I Am Not a Christian. By D D 
Stedman. Price 8 cents. ’ )

Genesis to Revelation. Free Thought 
Commentary on the Whole Bible Bv I 
Judge Parish B. Ladd. Price 10 cents.

Revelation Under the Microscope ot 
Evolution. By Prof. Daniel T. Ames. 
Price 10 cents.

Life and Career of Charles Brad
laugh. By George Jacob Holyoake, 
Price 10 cents. 1

Religion end Science. The "Recon
dilation Mania" of Dr. Paul Carus of 
The Open Court Analyzed and Re. 
futed by “Corvinus.” Price 10 cents

Free Thought Past, Present and Fu
?? Prot-Thaddeus B. Wakeman. 

With his portrait and life sketch. 
Price 10 cents.

The Priest and the Church—What 
Have They Done for the World? By 
Judge Parish B. Ladd. Price 15 cents

John Tvndall Memorial. Ten short 
sketches of the life of this great man. 
Price 10 cents

Cosmology Against Theology. Bv 
Vlndex. Price 10 cents.

Church and State. The Bible in the 
Public Schools. The Ntw American 
Party. A Criticism by "Jefferson.". 
Price 10 cents. ■

Standing Up for Jesus; or What the 
Editor of the Freethinkers’ Magazine 
Thinks of Jesus. Price 3 cents.

“Why An Expurgated Bible?” By 
Rev. E. H. Keens. Price 3 cents. -

Progress of Evolutionary Thought. 
The opening address before the Con
gress of Evolutionists, held in Chicago 
Sept. 28, 29 and 30, 1893. By B. F. Un
derwood. the chairman. Price 3 cents.

Christianity; its Impeachment and 
Decadence, Also Demands of Liberal
ism. By Dr. F. E. Abbot and Prof. T. 
B. Wakeman. Price 3 cents.

Myth of the Great Deluge. By James 
M. McCann. Price 15 cents.

The Evolution of the Devil. By, . 
Henry Frank. Price 20 cents.

Liberalized Christianity. 
M. Taber. Price 6 cents.

The Republic- in Danger.
M. Taber. Price 10 cents. 

In Place of Christianity.
H. Taber. Price 10 cent*.
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Germs of Mind in Plants.
By R. H. France, Translated by A. M. 

Simons.—Cloth, Illustrated,
60 Cents.

A cardinal point In the philosophi
cal systems favored by the ruling 
classes is that the mind of man Is 
something unique in the universe, 
governed by laws of its own that have 
no particular connection with physi
cal laws. Modern science has proved 
that not only animals, but also plants 
receive impressions from the outside 
world ahd use data thus obtained to 
modify their movements for their own 
advantage, exactly as human beings 
do. These facts are told in this book 
in so charming and entertaining a 
style that the reader is carried along 
and does not realize until later the 
revolutionary significance of the facts.

Can Telepathy Explain?
Results of Psychical Research.

By Minot J. Savage.
Dr. Savage. In this book of 243 pages, discuss« 

cb problems that hare vexed Intelligent minds 
probably to a greater extent than any others, 
saving those of the religious life. Be states & 
groat number of well-authenticated Instances* 
of spiritist revelation or communication. Hla 
discussion is frank and fearless, and merits the 
widest reading, for he deals with facts and ex« 
$exiences. Price, cloth. 81.00. -
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fectly safe, and will save yourself an
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SOMETHING YOU SHOULD HAVE. 
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Reports in pamphlet form of the last 
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and very efficient president ot the Na
tional Spiritualists Association, and is 
Welcomed and indorsed by the lead-, 
ing Agnostic journals. It is hoped 

.Unitarians and all forms of religious 
thought opposed to. church usurpa
tions, will join In the movement, and 
form an association against com
bined wrong which the powers of hell 
cannot overthrow. We are sure ev
ery “progressive thinker" will gladly 
join In the project. It is a long need
ed one, for the want of which the ele
ments of which It will be composed, 
have been targets for the oppressor for 
lo, these many years. United these 
elements will become a powerful

Ancient and Modern Healing.
The names Essene and Therapeuta 

are equivalent to healer or doctor. 
They of those ancient sects, practiced 
the "laying on of hands,” after the 
manner of presCnt-day magnetic heal
ers. They mistook the source of that 
power, Inherent in a healthy constitu
tion, and credited it to the Holy 
Ghost, Ghast, Gas, as its derivation is 
spelt when traced. It was displayed 
in a wonderful degree on the Pente
costal occasion, related in Acts. It is 
trie source of power at the Methodist
camp-meetings, and 
meetings.

Precisely the same 
ticed by the apostles

in all revival

arts were prac- 
in performing

their great cures, as are now success
fully practiced by magnetic healers of 
the present time. Open to Acts 3, 
which read to verse, 12:

A man, lame from birth,"was carried 
dally to a gate of the temple where he 
requested alms. Seeing Peter and 
John entering the temple, he asked a 
contribution. Then, verse 4, we 
quote:

"Peter FASTENING HIS EYES ON 
HIM with John, said, Look on us.”

And the beggar gave heed unto 
them expecting to receive something. 
Then "Peter said, Silver and gold have 
-I none; but such as I have give I thee. 
In the name of Jesus Christ of Naza
reth, rise and walk.” And Peter took 
him by the hand, lifted him up, and 
immediately his feet and ankle bones 
received strength, and he, leaping, 
stood up and walked.”

"And Jesus went about In all Gali
lee * * healing all manner of sickness 
and all manner of disease among the 
people.”—Matt. 4:23. And after his 
resurrection, the last words said by 
the Master to his disciples; according 
to Mark, were: "Lay hands on the 
sick, and they shall recover.”

Now observe, the Essenes and Ther- 
apeuts, as their names signify, prac
ticed the art of healing, principally by 
the laying on of hands, as Peter did, 
by. “fastening his eyes” on his pa
tient, gaining bls attention and confi
dence, then, by suggestion, substitut
ing his own will force in place of his 
patient’s. Moderns do not cure in the 
name of Jesus Christ, as do dema
gogues, and ignorant pretenders who 
claim to derive their authority from 
that source, but from their own 
power, because of superior mental and 
physical ability, else, as in case of 
healing spiritual mediums, from invis
ible sources.

The Holy Inquisition.
It is generally known that so late as 

1875, a crowd ot defenders of the 
Holy Inquisition sprang up in the 
Catholic church, led by Father Weiser 
and the Innsbruck Jesuits who, in 
their journal 1877, expressed desire 
for its restoration? Though the 
priesthood in America are silent on 
the subject, it Is believed by the well- 
informed, that the dungeon, the fagot 
and the stake are still employed In 
some districts ot Italy, in Spain, and 
probably in Mexico, for the punish
ment of recalcitrants, though done In 
secret, and within the walls of monas
teries or nunneries. It would become 
public again if Catholicism .were made 
the state religion, the purpose at 
which church prelates are laboring.

force. Isolated and alone they are 
easily crushed. Toleration o£ con-
fileting thought must be the corner
stone, and this must be sustained at 
all times. In union is strength, in di
vision descord and destruction.

Count The Progressive Thinker 
with the movement, and classify Its 
hundred thousand readers as a unit 
for the right.

Blatant Wailings of the Prlesthoo^L
The preachers make themselves act

ive telling of the great need of a day 
of rest for the laboring man; The stu
dent of nature knows the nights were 
designed for rest. The sun with its 
light retires from sight. The animal 
and insect tribes seek repose, and if 
not disturbed by the noise and din of 
man, sleep, tranquil sleep* and quiet 
rest, with repair of wasted tissues 
and exhausted energies come to all. 
Commercialism and mechanical arts 
have made inroads on the night, and 
countless; thousands are- barred from 
these God-given privileges. And yet, 
during a long life we have never heard 
a word from the pulpit demanding, or 
even requesting the observance ot this 
eternally established laW. Instead 
they, are even falsely demanding rest 
for a day which is not different from 
other days. All nature is as active 
on Sunday as Monday. Had God de
signed the day for rest it would have 
been so marked as to be easily distin
guished from all others.

The truth is, Sunday was devised 
by the priesthood, as a day of exclu
sion from "productive Industry, to the 
end they could exploit their creeds on 
that day, and gain to themselves a re
ward for their useless labor. They 
do not heed the command they hurl 
at others as divine: “Six days shalt 
thou labor, and do thy work, and 
thou shalt rest on the Sabbath." The 
preacher violates the command as In
terpreted by the church, every time he 
enters the pulpit, and he ought to 
pay the penalty, else cease his blatant 
wallings because others toil while he 
works.

Honest But Not Brave.
A mean story Is told ot a Nemaha 

clergyman. When he inherited a 
large lot of property his voice began 
to fall him, and he left the ministry. 
—Kansas City Star.

This Is not the first case of the kind 
that has come to our knowledge. The 
voice Is frequently alleged to have 
failed when the dominie finds himself 
unable any longer to defend an obnox
ious creed. Without the necessary 
bravery to announce and defend his 
honest convictions, he retires from 
the field, and seeks quiet in obscurity. 
Martyrs are not made of such men.

Dr. G. W. Brown Tells Us They IM Churches 
and Church Officials. J J

Number Four.
I have been asked for my. authority 

for saying the Essenes had churches, 
bishops, elders and deacons, and that 
the members of those churches were 
baptized by Immersion. —.

Eiiseblus Book II, Chap. 17, 3rd 
paragraph, Methodist publication of 
1835, telling of the Therapeuta of 
Egypt, Identical with the Essenes of 
Palestine, save that of Egypt bore a 
Greek name, says:

“After describing what kind of 
habitation they [the Therapeuta] 
have,' he [Philo] speaks thus of the 
CHURCHES."

The word “sect" used by Whiston, 
the translator of Josephus, is equiva
lent to the word church.

Meredith, in his “Jesus of Naza
reth,’’ says, p. 435, note:

“Long before the Christian era, 
there existed CHURCHES, or religious 
communities, precisely the same as the 
Christian churches which afterwards 
flourished, in everything but the 
name. The question for the ecclesiastic 
antiquarian, therefore,’ is—How 
came thesp in existence? Are our 
present churches modifications ot

The Dark Ages.
Replying to a correspondent, the 

Kansas City Star says:
“The Dark Ages comprised the first 

two-thirds of the Middle Ages, and 
were characterized by extreme Intel
lectual apathy and gross religious su
perstition. The sway of the church 
was universal, and learning was at the 
lowest ebb."

Strictly correct, and well told In 
brief for a secular paper. Other facts 
may be related in connection: Nearly 
all our modern churches are laboring 
with might and main to revive the su
perstition of those barbarous ages, and 
seem Intent on suppressing knowledge 
Which shows what Instrumentalities 
ushered in those ages of almost beast
ly ignorance. Until recent years they' 
had entire control of all our great in
stitutions of learning; and to-day they 
want the Bible, with Its gross depart
ure from historic truth and good mor
als, adopted In the public schools, the 
effect of which would be, to restore 
the superstition and crimes so univer
sal when the “Patriarchs” were domi
nating Judea, and who, in their as
saults to capture cities, "left alive 
nothing that breathed."

The world has had enough of such 
an age commencing about A. D. 400, 
with such a religion, such ignorance, 
and such a people. - ,

OHIO TO THE FRONT.

One of the Leading Workers 
painted as Missionary.

To 
state 
short

Ap-

the Editor:—Our executive 
board met at our residence, a 
time ago, and appointed Mrs.

these ancient establishments?" 
then shows they are.

He

Rev. Meredith was of the church of 
England. He was discoursing on the 
Essenes, and had said a few lines 
further back.

“It is not expedient to extend.' this 
note further than just to intimate the 
usq of the word church, in the Gospels, 
may be owing to the fact that these 
Gospels, of the existence of which be
fore thqend of the second century, 
there is no evidence."

That word “church" occurs Matt. 
18:17, and is credited to Jesus long 
before any Christian church had been 
organized: “Tell it unto the church: 
but it he neglect to hear the church 
let him be unto thee as a heathen."

If there were churches among the 
Essenes before the ministry of Jesus, 
then they must have had officials to 
superintend And manage those 
churches. Josephus says they had 
curators, the signification of which is 
overseer, the same as bishop. In his 
Wars of the Jews, book II, chap. 8, 
sec. 5, he says of the Essenes, “Every 
one is sent away by their curators 
[Overseers or bishops] to exercise 
some acts wherein they are skilled.”
And further down the page: 
PRIEST says grace before meat.”

The “purifications” mentioned 
Josephus all know were baptisms 
immersion which were frequently

’A

by 
by 
re-

An Infamous Command.
Thus saith the Lord God of Israel: 

Put every man his sword,by his side, 
and go in and out from gate to gate 
throughout the camp, and slay every 
man his brother, and every man Ms 
companion, and every man his neigh
bor.—Exodus 32:27.

That was running amuck with a 
. vengeance at the command of the 

Lord God. It was murder and noth
ing else. The party directing the 
commission of a felony is an acces
sory before the fact and subject to the 
same penalty as he who commits the 

’ crime.
Which, the most reasonable, to be

lieve the Lord God was a murderer,, 
. or that Moses lied who wrote it? But 

, in either case the book would be er
rant and orthodoxy, which alleges to. 
the contrary, would be at fault

How can we adore-such a God? or 
put confidence In such a book?

Passion is the drunkenness of 
wind.—South.

the

Elizabeth Schauss of Toledo, O., as our 
principal state missionary, giving her. 
full power to conduct the missionary 
work In. the state as she thought best, 
and to choose her own. assistants. We 
instructed her to solicit subscriber's 
for The Progressive Thinker, wher-1 
ever she can do so, as one of the best 
and surest ways Of getting the truths 
of Spiritualism before those who are 
seeking after knowledge in the spirit
ual philosophy. Whatever you can 
do to assist, our sister missionary, as 
an editor or one of the greatest Spirit
ualist journals in the world, will be 
gratefully deceived by the executive 
board of the O. S. A.

FRED D. DIINAKIN, 
President O. S. A.

Mass-Meeting at Greenwich, Mass.
The Massachusetts' State Associa

tion will hold a mass meeting in the 
Spiritual Church at Greenwich, Mass., 
on Tuesday, September .25, afternoon 
and evening. Good talent has been 
engaged and it is hoped .that all Splr- 

. itualists will attend. The nieeting 
will be free. '

; CARRIE L. HATCH, Sec’y.
- --------1i '

In wonder all philosophy [say relig
ion] began, in wonder it ends, and 
a4miration fills up the interspace; but 
tlK first wonder is the offspring of ig
norance, the last Is the parent of ado
ration.—Coleridge.

Art holds fast when all else is lost. 
—From the German.

peated In the Jordan .where these Es
senes were located. And we Have the 
right to believe from tonnectlng facts, 
that John the Baptlzer was à member 
of that sect, or church, and that Jesus 
was initiated and became a member of 
the fraternity.

Chambers' Encyclopedia, article Es
senes, says:

“Christianity stands in so close con
nection with the Essenes, that John 
the Baptist and Christ himself have 
been pronounced to have originally Is
sued from their ranks.”

Mosheim, the author of our best 
Ecclesiastical History, In his "Histor
ical Commentaries,” Vol. 1, in his 
lengthy Introduction, Chap. i£ Sec. 
12 says:

“The monies of Christianity, a de
scription of men who first appeared in 
Egypt, seem to have taken for their 
model the manners and scheme of the 
life of the practical Essenes: indeed 
the account given us by Josephus of' 
the latter corresponds so exactly with 
the Institutions and habits of the 
early votaries of monarchism, that IT 
IS IMPOSSIBLE FOR ANY TWO 
THINGS MORE NEARLY TO RE
SEMBLE EACH OTHER. These soli
tary characters, who came to be dis
tinguished by the appellation of her
mits, appear to have copied after the 
theoretical Essenes or Therapeuta.”

Had the learned Mosheim investl- 
: gated the subject more fully, with the 
lights of present knowledge, Instead of 
near 200 years ago when he wrote, he 
would have round these monks were 
not imitators of the Essenlan monks, 
but the veritable personages he sup
posed were copyists. Later researches 
by scholars, with fuller knowledge ot 
Oriental learning, has changed the as
pect of modern thought on this sub
ject

On p. 369n, of “The Prophet of Naz
areth” we find thefollowing frank ad
mission:

“Whatever part Jesus of Nazareth 
took fn introducing Christianity Into 
Judea, one thing is clear, namely, the 
earliest form of Christianity, of which 
we have any account, was a mixture of 
the religious tenets of the Essenes and 
of the Pagan monks; and the monks 
did the most towards propagating 
Christianity. These monks lived in 
huts, caves and cells. Hence, one. of 
the most'ancient names for a church, 
or the place where Christians assem
bled that we find was qqga—a cell or 
cave.
. We frankly own to astonishment at 
the vast anjount of literature in bur 
possession relating to the Essenes and 
Therapeuta, enough, properly edited, 
to. make ¿ very "large volume. We 
have two authors in our library who 
have made this Egyptian and Judean 
sect, with different names, both mean
ing healers, or doctors, their subject, 
but they wrote as Christians, and seem 
to have labored to divert .attention 
from those features .agreeing with 
Christianity, in the Interest of their 
creeds. '

And now one‘single passage from 
Paul’s Epistles where there are many,

which his compilers, .copyists qud 
translators ndglect&i to adapt to the 
needs of Christlanitj1 and make fit 
modern Christian breeds:

"Else what Shall ¡they do which are 
baptized for tile dead, If the dead rise 
not at all? Why. then are they bap
tized for the a^ad?1'2—I. Corlnthlnans 
15: 20.

This was a conundrum that puzzled 
the eminent Dr. Adam Clarke. He 
wrestled with the subject in his Com
mentaries on the New Testament, and 
commenced by saying:

"This is certainly the most difficult 
verse In the New Testament; for, not
withstanding the greatest and wisest 
men have labored to explain it, there 
are to this day nearly as many differ
ent interpreations of it as there are In
terpreters.”

With the knowledge that baptizing' 
for the dead was practiced by the Es
senes, and that Paul was writing to an 
Essene- church at Corinth, which city 
waS colonized from Asia Minor, then 
it would not have ‘been so confusing 
for the Commentator to have Inter
preted the passage.

The greatly lamented Max Muller, 
the ablest Oriental scholar of modem 
times, in his “Chips from a German 
Workshop,” devotes an entire chapter 
to Buddhism. On p. 190 Scribner’s 
edition, Prof. Muller said:

“It never rains but It pours. Where
as, for years, nay for centuries, not a 
single document of the Buddhist re
ligion has been accessible to the 
scholars of Europe, .we witness in the 
small space of ten years, the recovery 
of four complete literatures.”

Why this absence of knowledge ot 
the Buddhists? The Professor tells 
us on p. 193: '

“At the beginning of the 16 th cen
tury the conquerors of Ceylon are re
ported to have burnt every Buddhist- 
book t^ey could discover. In the hope 
of thus destroying the vitality of that 
detested religion.”

Why was Buddhism a “detested re
ligion"?

Because if was fdund to be a relig
ion 500 yeariroldef than Christianity, 
with almost every feature in common 
with Catholicism, less the determina
tion of the latter t6‘ destroy all litera
ture which W'duld show the truthful 
origin of Christianity, and force its 
teachings oh’1 an "unwilling world; 
whereas the disciples of Buddha gath
ered up'the history and the traditions 
of their Master, and stored them in 
those dome-shaped topes, where they 
remained 2,000 yehrs unopened, and 
their literature unchanged, .when it 
was given to ’the world.

Good reader; may we not have the 
pleasure of ¿ivlng you one more arti
cle, mostly quotations, telling you 
about Buddha? As truth Ib always 
interesting we promise you an Intel
lectual feast.

G. W. BROWN, M. D.
Rockford, Ill.

Mrs. Mary T. Longley, the Efficient 
Secretary of the N. S. A., Has 
Something Suggestive and Timely 
to say of Dr. Davis.
To the Editor:—In the issue of Sep

tember 1 ot your valuable paper ap
pears an article on the splendid work 
that Andrew Jackson Davis has done 
for Spiritualists and for the world at 
large. No pen or voice can depict the 
Immeasurable good that the published 
works of this great man have done for 
humanity, and we can Indorse all that 
you have said concerning his career. 
But The Progressive Thinker calls 
upon Massachusetts to come to the 
rescue and. raise a fund to save the 
books of Dr. Davis from becoming en
tirely out of print and lost to human
ity; the article rather scores the “Old 
Bay State," as if it is culpable for 
the passing ot these great works from 
human ken.

But Why Massachusetts?
Why not New York where the great 

books of the Seer were given, com
piled and largely published?

Why not all the .world wherever 
the Davis works have given knowledge, 
comfort and inspiration to human 
lives?

A. J. Davis has passed a score of his 
later years in Boston, Mass., it is 
true, but these have not been given to 
writing and publishing any of the 
grand works that have made his name 
and fame; on the contrary his life in 
Boston has been given to medical 
work, in which he has achieved suc
cess for himself and blessings for his 
patients. But New York and other 
places have been as Immeasurably 
benefited by his labors and Inspira
tions as' has Massachusetts, and I rise 
to ask why these states and all the 
world should not do something to
wards saving the published books of 
Andrew Jackson Davis to posterity? I 
doubt not Massachusetts will do her 
part, but let others who owe a debt 
of gratitude to this “Grand. Old Man" 
of Spiritualism, do their part as well 

MARY T. LONGLEY.
Washington, D. C.

We are glad that Mrs. Longley has 
expressed herself so freely In this mat
ter, and we now fully agree with her 
In regard to her statement that the 
whole country owes a debt of grati
tude to Mr. Davis, and should see to It 
that his works are again published at 
no distant day. Whatever difficulty 
there Is In the way to accomplish that 
desired object should be overcome as 
soon as possible, that the gifted au
thor may again see his grand works 
again prominently before the public, 
and accomplishing the good they 
were Intended to do.

We realize the fact, too, that the 
Spiritualists of Massachusetts are 
among THE VERY BEST IN THE 
WORLD, and .what we said was only 
intended to arouse them, to fully 
awaken them to the facts in the case, 
and we know they will fully do their 
duty In the matter. We do not know 
at the present time who has possession 
of the plates of his books, or who Is 
the owner thereof, but that can be de
termined without much difficulty, and. 
at no distant day we expect to see all 
of Mr. Davis’ books again on the 
market. _ -

Massachusetts has, perhaps, a 
larger number ot Spiritualists in its 
borders than any other state In the 
Union. Its speakers and' mediums 
are AMONG THE VERY BEST; and 
we are not sure but what it is the ban
ner state of our glorious cause. The 

. fact that Mrs. M. • T. Longley claims 
the state as her home, gives it addi
tional brilliancy and prestige. All

Abridged Supply of Clerics^
News from Hartford, Ct., where 

Congregational ministers are made, 
says the supply is falling off very rap
idly. The alleged causes are said to 
be low salaries, and broader fields In 
which to gain support for families. 
While statistics were only made for 
Congregationalists the same condition 
Is found true of all other Christian 
denominations.

When it is found the most learned 
of the clergy are prosecuted and gen
erally dismissed for heresy, having 
learned how the system was built on 
fraud, while others resign the ministry 
and engage in other duties, how can 
it be expected honest young men of 
education .will enter a profession 
from which they are liable to expul
sion at any time, and frequently with 
a smirched reputation?

Not Pat on Hell.
Rev. Frank C. Brnner is reported in 

the "Oakwoods Union Church” to have 
said in a recent discourse:

“The sugar-coated elements which 
have been blasting and mildewing the 
church and sending it on a full gallop 
to perdition ought to be annihilated. 
The church ought to be on thé sum
mit in religious experience, but in 
many places it has sunken so deep in 
the black mire of worldliness the 
gates of hell are prevailing against ft. 
It has become a sidewalk for the old 
slimy feet of infidelity. Those who 
profess to be Christians^and have no. 
grace-life . are responsible. The 
church’s ‘salt must regain its savor.’ ’’

“The old slimy féèt of infidelity” is 
good and probably original with 
Frank, as is “the ‘sugar-coated ele
ment,” evidently allied to that class 
of Methodist ’dfvlneb who skip hell 
when telling all abOht what they know 
of God. But)Why annihilate the anti- 
hell shouters’n Why) not send them to 
the everlastiqg-bowywows as was the 
Methodist custom oply a few years 
ago? Even o^rrFraii[k of earlier years, 
is not pat in the faith when he substi-
tutes annihilation li], place of damna
tion. -V ■

q .«¿9.
DREAM CATCHÉS ELOPERS.

tCi—Ill, 
DesertcdHiisKind’s'Vision Beats De- 

teçtjyesJkisily.

Word comeS fromJTlttsburg, Pa., in
dicating that even s dream can beat a 
detective. So James Cook believes. 
Cook’s wife eloped bn July 4 with 
James, alias “Buckshot," Frazier. 
Since that time he'has heard nothlnf 
of her and knew not where she was. 
He made an information against Fra
zier, charging him with larceny and 
the city detectives have been looking 
for him ever since. ' -

Several nlgnts ago Cook dreamed 
that the couple were in Harrisburg. 
He related the dream, to Detective 
Captain Egan, but he laughed. Cook 
Insisted on action; and to humor, him 
the Harrisburg police were communi
cated with. They found and arrested 

i the pair,' and they Were brought baek

hail! then, to Massachusetts and 
great seer, Andrew Jackson Davis.

MASSACHUSETTS.
We have received letters from 

parts of Massachusetts desiring 
Progressive Thinker to become

its

all 
The 
the

Official Organ of the great movement 
in that state. The Progressive Think
er is by far the largest and most Influ
ential Spiritualist paper published—so 
acknowledged by Spiritualists gener
ally. There are other states, how
ever, to look after, and while it can 
not become a partisan for any one 
state, it will scrupulously LOOK 
AFTER THE INTERESTS OF ALL. 
The paper Is the ONLY ONE THAT 
HAS MADE A STRENUOUS FIGHT 
FOR A CLEAN SPIRITUALISM AND 
HONEST MEDIUMSHIP, the good 
effects of which- could be discerned at 
every camp-meeting this year. No 
other Spiritualist paper has come to 
its aid, hence it. stands as the leading 
exponent of our cause in this country 
and Europe. With our large circula
tion and commanding influence the 
paper will bring to the front every 
State in the Union where Spiritualists 
are seeking recognition, and Massa
chusetts will by no means be neglect
ed an it is acting an exceedingly con
spicuous part in that Spiritualistic 
procession that is to redeem the 
SEOrld.

FROM THE N. S. A. SECRETARY.

And How Are You Going to Get Rid of It?
Under the head of “Bryan and Re

ligion,” the Chicago Dally Journal 
says that “the United States is a Chris
tian nation its people a people of. deep 
religious conviction. This fact is 
worth bearing in mind. when the 
causes for the evident esteem in 
which William Jennings Bryan Is held 
by his fellow citizens are being In
quired into. His return to America 
has been signalized by a reception 
which proves him to be one of the 
most popular of living Americans, and 
it is folly to deny thatthis popularity 
extends'beyond the borders of mere 
partisanship. From his earliest boy
hood Mr. Bryan has held profound re
ligious conviction, and since early 
manhood he has been an avowed and 
devout church member. His approved 
high principles, made manifest 
through a life of Integrity and moral
ity, show that religion with him Is 
not a mere matter of going to .church 
on Sunday, but an essential part of his 
personal character and equipment. 
Just as his homecoming may with jus
tice be compared with that accorded 
Gen. Grant after his journey around 
the world, just so may his devotion to 
the precepts of Christianity bear just 
comparison with that ot many of our 
greatest statesmen. From the begin
ning of the republic not more than 
two or three presidents or presidential 
candidates have enjoyed the confi
dence and respect of their fellows who 
have not been men of the strictest re
ligious principles, as well as men ot 
the highest personal character. Even 
in such cases as those of Jefferson and 
Lincoln who were not formally allied 
with any church, the belief In the 
moral order ot the universe and In a dl-

Onset Camp, Exceptionally .Prosperous 
This Year, Leads in Contributions to 
the N. 8. A., a Former Proprietor of 
the Banner of Light Contributing 
One Hundred Dollars.
To the Editor:—At the request of 

Onset friends ot The Progressive 
Thinker—who are numerous—I sent 
you from that camp recently, report of 
our N. S. A. special day there, in 
which I stated that we had received 
one hundred and seven dollars as re
sult of our work. I now have a fur
ther pleasant report to make. In re
sponse to suggestion from Mrs. C> L. 
Hatch I wrote a friendly personal let
ter to my old-time friend, Mr. I. B. 
Rich, once so prominently connected 
with the Banner of Light, stating my 
errand to Onset, and asking him for a 

¿donation with which to swell the col
lection of N. S. A. day at that camp, 
and I received from him a generous re
sponse of kindly words and one hun
dred dollars for the Mediums’ Fund. I 
am also pleased to report ten dollars 
additional from Mrs. George Mostow 
of Onset. We are grateful to all our 
camps for their special aid at days 
they annually grant-to this association; 
each one is heartily appreciated by 
our officers and societies. Of course 
f take pride that Onset leads each 
year, for it is the camp of my early 
years of work and I am always .at 
home in that charming spot by-the 
blue, glad sea.
' ; ■ MARY T. LONGLEY,

N. S. A. Secretary.
There can be no civility without a 

deep morality.—Emerson.

vine Providence which works 
righteousness was sincere and 
found. It is Idle for any man 
looks toward a nomination for

for 
pro- 
who 
the

plane, leaving much of its rubbish bo« 
hind as relics of superstition, ignor
ance, barbarism, and cruelty.

There is, however, one redeeming 
feature in all. or nearly all, religions 
—they have in some few respects ex
ceptionally high ideals. Leaving the 
special odious doctrines and dogmas 
In the rear, their ETHICAL SIDE HAS 
SOME LOVELY FEATURES CON*. 
NECTED THEREWITH, and which 
cannot fall to exert a beneficial influ
ence when rightly presented to the 
public. Take, for example, the bois
terous, hallelujah, go-as-you-please 
Salvation Army. Its code of religious 
belief, consisting in one respect ot a 
belief in an endles hell, an eternal 
burning fire, in which may be heard 
the walls of the tortured inmates, 
without end—no cessation thereof 
during all coming time—is a veritable 
monstrosity in all respects, deep- 
dyed lie. the quintessence of absurd
ity, but the ethical part springing 
therefrom like new verdure In the 
spring time, may be instrumental in I 
doing a vast amount of good. It is 
therein that religion has its efficacy, 
its uplifting influence, its reformatory 
tendency, its purifying effects on the 
depraved, those who are on the de
scending plane of existence, going 
down to death and ultimate destruc
tion If not redeemed. All that Is es
sentially soul-uplifting In religion. Is 
its ethical part—Its dogmas are en- I 
tlrely worthless—they play no pari , 
really in elevating the world to a 
higher plane of life.

There Is one definition of religion, 
that Is very comprehensive, and on I 
which any code of belief can be estab
lished. It Is given by the Century.

■ Dictionary as follows:
“SENSE OF OBLIGATION—UON-

highest office In the gift of the Amer
ican people or for any candidate for 
high national office to ask for the suf
frages of a religious nation unless he 
Is himself a religious man. We have, 
by the blessings of Providence, abso
lute religious freedom In this free 
land, and no religious qualification Is 
or can bp exacted from our candidates. 
But experience has taught us that re
ligious convictions do result In the es
tablishment of elevated and noble 
Ideals, whether in personal or official 
life and from Washington to Roose
velt we have not gone amiss In exact
ing this qualification regardless of 
sect, from presidents and presidential 
candidates and possibilities alike. And 
who will now say, looking back over 
our national history, that in this de
mand .we have been unwise? We have 
yet to Invent a higher compliment than 
that to which nearly every great 
American, not excepting Mr. Bryan, Is 
fully entitled, that of “Christian gen-
tieman.' So much for the Journal.

Without taking Into consideration 
as to what constitutes a “Christian 
gentleman,” we will state that at the 
present time that factor known as Re
ligion, Is acting a very conspicuous 
and impressive part in the govern
mental and private affairs of the 
world; In fact, in all ages extending 
back to the remotest time, Religion 
has been a factor that had to be con
sidered in almost every department of 
life. It is not very strange, then, that 
prominent statesmen, kings, queens, 
politicians and other magnates bring 
It into requisition to play its part in 
the intricate drama of life, or for the 
sole purpose of self-aggrandizement.

It is rarely that the politician does 
not deem It necessary to affiliate with 
some prominent Influential churcn, 
expecting thereby to gain the favor of 
the people In a manner that will assist 
him in securing an office. Col. Inger
soll, however, was a notable exception 
to the general rule, he being consid
ered by the world generally as desti
tute of any religion, not considering It 
necessary In the .walks of Ute, in any 
capacity whatever. Of course he was 
Immediately In consequence relegated 
to the rear in politics, and was sig
nally defeated in his aspiration to be
come a United States Senator.

It is not strange, then, that the 
ubiquitous Mr. Bryan, so exceedingly 
keen of Intellect, and so extremely am
bitious, should Bee the necessity of be
coming deeply religious in order to as
sist in promoting his own welfare in 
the political fields.

It can readily be seen that religion 
is a factor that must be considered tn 
connection with political advance
ment, and he who Ignores it, invites 
defeat the same as the ever lamented 
Col. Ingersoll did. Being sudh a 
prominent agent In shaping the affairs 
of this world, selfish men, as well as 
those who stand on a high moral 
plahe, seek Its potent Influence, foster 
it in various ways, expecting It to act 
an important part in their behalf when 
the auspicious moment arrives. Con
sider its influence in the U. S. to-day 
—ten millions of Catholics, about that 
number of Methodists, and millions of 
Presbyterians, Baptists, etc., all 
wièlding an extensive Influence fn all 
departments of Ufe. "

Ignoré Religion!
You cannot do ft—all the time, la

ment the fact as you may. It Is an in
fluential agent that mast be consid
ered.

And why should it not be? 1
Is it because sometimes it is intoler

ant, extremely cruel, vicious, murder
ous and vindictive? yet whatever its 
aspect, it Is here to stay until it is nat
urally evolved out of existence or 
placed on a higher plane of action. 
Having played such an important part 
in the history of the world in the past, 
it is gradually advancing to a higher

SO1ENT1OU8NES8—8 E N 8 E OK
DUTY."

How exceedingly easy It Is to form 
a code of belief thereon, accompanied 
with ethics of a lofty, spiritualizing 
tendency, for ethics alone can redeem 
the world, placing it on a higher 
spiritual plane.

Many complaints have been made 
that the N. 8. A. has been exception
ally In earnest In trying to foist upon 
Spiritualists generally a religion—yes, 
verily, a religion!

And why not?
Even the atheist has "HIS SENSE 

OF OBLIGATION—CONSCIENTIOUS
NESS—SENSE OF DUTY,” hence has 
a religion forced upon him in spite of 
himself. And what Spiritualist is 
destitute of "a sense of obligation-—■ 
conscientiousness—sense of duty?” 
So, Spiritualists, walk up to the rds- 
trum and serenely take your seat 
thereon, fully equipped with a relig
ion, and ready to do battle for the 
right on all occasions under the name 
of "Spiritualist.” There is nothing 
odious about it—in fact it is a position 
to be envied—a position to be sought. 
Under that definition, you are relig
ious, just to that extent that your 
"sense of obligation, conscientiousness 
and sense of duty” is of a high order, 
of an ennobling nature, seeking the 
best interests of humanity, and trying 
to elevate some one beneath you. 
Therefore in the future do not be 
alarmed when you hear some one de
ploring the fact that Spiritualists 
have a religion—THEY HAVE ONE, 
AND CAN NOT GET RID OF IT, IF 
THEY TRY. BY NO METHOD 
WHATEVER CAN YOU DISCARD 
THE RELIGION AS PRESENTED BY 
THE PROGRESSIVE THINKER, 
PROVIDING YOU HAVE A “SENSE 
OF OBLIGATION, CONSCIENTIOUS
NESS, A SENSE OF DUTY."

OLD AGE.

It is too late! Ah! nothing Is too 
late

Till the tired heart shall cease to pal
pitate,

Cato learned Greek at eighty; Soph
ocles

Wrote bls grand Oedipus, and Simon
ides

Bore off the prize of verse from his 
compeers,

When each had numbered more than 
four score years;

And Theophrastus at four score and 
ten

Had but begun his "Characters of 
Men.”

Chaucer, at Woodstock with the night
ingales,

At sixty wrote the "Canterbury 
Tales.”

Goethe, at Weimer, toiling to the last, 
Completed "Faust” when eighty years 

were past.
What then! Shall we sit Idly down and 

say
The night hath come, it is no longer 

day?
The night hath not yet come; we are 

not quite
Cut off from labor by the falling light;
Something remains for us to do or 

dare,
Even the oldest trees some fruit may 

bear.
Fot age is opportunity no less
Than youth itself, though in another 

dress;
And as the evening twilight fades 

away
The sky is filled with stars, invisible by 

day. —Henry W. Longfellow.

SCANDAL.

Far blacker thaff a raven’s wings, - 
It croaks and feeds on unclean things, 
Nor lets the shadow of a doubt 
Soften the Ue it burrows out
With tongue-blades keener than a 

knife.
It probes the bleeding wounds ot 

life—-
Lays bare the motive and the deed, 
And carrion makes from flower seed.
It mangles love, and smears with lust 
Lillies Of purity and trust,— 
Fattens bn etas of king or slave, 
And fouls with slime a new-made 

grave.
—William Hamilton Hayne.

The will of man is by his reason
swayed.—Shakspeare; 1
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^fegggMtlon the Basic Law of Cure aa 

M Forth by Oue of Chicago’« Lead-
. Physicians, Charles Gilbert Da» 

vfe, M.D.
For thousands ot years philosophers 

attempted to boIvo the mystery
Ute [as Bet forth in Sugestion, a 

monthly magazine], but the great se
cret remains concealed- 'And now in 
the dawn of the twentieth century, af
ter’ sifting the accumulated thought 

i of all the generations that ' have 
passed, psychologists, biologists and 
eminent scientists tell us there are but 
two things in existence, 1. e., force and 
'consciousness.

Through the process ot growth 
Which we term evolution, conscious
ness had’pushed itself- upward and out
ward, gradually enlarging its recogni
tion of the physical universe, and 
through desire and auto-suggestion 
developed certain organs of special 

(sense, I. e., hearing, seeing, smelling, 
tasting, feeling; and perhaps others 
are to be added later.

Through these five windows—hear
ing, seeing, smelling, tasting and feel
ing—the conscious ego looks out upon 
the surrounding universe. They are 
all that connect him consciously with 
physical life. Through these windows 
he receives communications, and this 
suggestion. Then in the crucible ot 
Ills own consciousness' he meditates 
upon the impressions received, exer
cises the will and expresses desire, 
and this Is auto-suggestion.

Through these two channels, sug-

í-

o
AN IMPORTANT QUESTION.

Why Do Spiritualists Dabble in Re
ligion?

Eye Glasses Not Necessary,

Now supposing a consultation ot 
doctors, .without being 'acquainted 
with the incidents of the last twenty- 
four hours could have been -called to 
decide as to this man's condition and 
the remedy, what would: have been 
tfie verdict?

In St, Louis it would have been ma
laria; in New York, gastro-enterltls, 
complicated with choledochtis and 
renal insufficiency, with large doses of 
calomel; in Chicago, „Immediate ap
pendectomy.

The cause of the man’s illness would 
have been attributed to taking cold, 
overwork, ptomaine poisoning, cham
pagne, or eating grape seeds. • The 
truth ot the matter is he was made ill 
by his own mind. A thought was 
killing him. A suggestion had en
tered by one of the windows and was
working destruction, 
life.

This continued ■ for 
hours longer, and then 
gram arrived:

threatening

twenty-four 
another tele-

It Gomes From the Spirit Side oí Litó, and Is Given In a Muro bn 
Georgia Giadas 6ooieu.

Here are d few words that F, J; Gould once said to W- 
man: “Believe me, ladies, you will never attain full eman
cipation until you open your minds to a serious criticism of 
the Christian creed.”

."With what greatness you are beginning to examine 
your social environments, your privileges, your right, yotlr 
{feasibilities. One hears thé breaking of a thousand 
chains that once shackled the activities of woman; but you 
reserve one place of voluntary enslavement; there, if no
where else, you surrender your claim to live out your life. 
This plqce is the church."

It was'Shelley who asked, “Can man be free while wo-

gestioi and auto-suggestion, man has 
groped his way upward from the ele
mental protoplasm, and "unicellular 
organism” and the more complex 
forms of animal existence. Step by 
step it has conducted him through 

' savagery, the cave life of the past, the 
awful darkness of superstition and 1g- 

•/ 'norance, and Ibd him gently and 
surely into the radiant light of con
scious power that crowns him in the 
present age.

The Hist or conscious mind re
ceives the impressions from the sur
rounding universe, through-these five 
Windows of communication deliber
ates, is mathematical, logical, reasons, 
arrives at conclusions and telegraphs 
the rerult through the connecting 
nerves to the ganglia of the sympa
thetic, and there Impresses the aub- 
conscious life; and consequently re
acts beneficially or otherwise on. the 
various organs.

The second, or sub-conscious mind, 
presides over nutrition, receives the 
communications from the laboratory 
of consciousness, never reasons, but 
acts automatically through emotion, 
feeling, desire and Impulse. It is,.in 
fact, the location pt the real man. In 
this center is to be found the measure 
of viability.

The most interesting point relating 
to these two centers is that the Bub- 
conBciouB mind is always open to sug
gestion from the conscious. I regard 
this subject as one of the greatest im- 
poriance that can possibly occupy the 
mind of the medical profession to-

-day. 
said

“Your house not destroyed—your 
wife and children all safe and well."

It was read to him, and slowly 
through the auditory nerve the glad 
tidings were transmitted to the brain 
and from there to the subconscious 
centers. The arteries relaxed, the 
blood freighted with red corpuscles 
flowed through the capillaries, and the 
deadly pallor was replaced by the re
turning hue of health. The eye 
brightened, the muscles renewed their 
vigor, and the man stood erect with 
glowing face.

That night he again sat at the ban
quet board surrounded by his family 
and friends, and entertained them 
with his overflow of vital force. -

This man was made ill by a depress
ing thought, and he was near unto 
death; this man was cured by a hope
ful thought. Will, any one doubt the 
wonderful power mind wields over the 
body? Every thought we think, ev
ery hope we breathe, every faith that 
sweeps through the chambers of the 
mind, has its mathematical effect on 
every cell In the human organism,

Electricity usually flows best when 
it follows a good conductor, and so 
does suggestion. I believe always 
that suggestion should be made along 
the lines of known scientific truth. In 
this way they are more potent.

Certainly there is much more in the 
practice of medicine than-can be at
tributed to the action of drugs. -Look 
at the materla/medipa of the world, 
and trace Its history back for one ..or 
two thousand years. What a constant 
revolution of ideas! What wonderful 
panaceas have arisen and then gone 
down in oblivion and been discarded 
as useless.

I believe it was Solomon who 
“As a man thinketh In his

man is a slave?” One-half of the .world cannot be free 
while the other half is held in bondage. This year has 
finished the earth existence of a woman who gave her life 
for her sister kind. Words of praise are inadequate to 
express the worth of this good woman, and the angelic 
soul will be the brighter in its illuminated sphere. With 
the passing away of Susan B. Anthony we feel that woman 
has lost an earthly friend, but gained a spirit assistant. 
She has always been an aid to her kind, and the spirit that 
was alive with the thought of liberty and freedom can 
never feel at home in a heaven of peace and rest, as long 
as that spirit feels that.there is still work to do for suffer
ing humanity. She realized this—felt there was plenty of 
work yet to do, when almost her'last words were, "Fifty 
years of hard work and so little accomplished!” But the 
dear good soul will go on with her work for the race, for 
it was not only woman that she sought to benefit, but all 
mankind. , ■ .

It was distressing to her soul, that was stirred .with the 
desire of freedom to see one enslaved, and fully did she 
realize that if a mother was in bondage she would but 
bring slaves into the world.

With her passing away it also brings to pur mind the 
early work of those noble men and women who sought to 
lift the bondage of slavery from mortality. The names

. Tiy: 1 uk--------— '
¿¥1°^ Hugo says: “There Ib one love that can never 

and that is a mother’s love."
j-Howtmany have given their Jives for their children, mak- 

iag any .and all sacrifices for their benefit? Ah! then, 
a^ouJdJbey not have equality? Should they not have the 
Privllsaq-of expression the samp as man? Hard have 
been the days when the American women sought first to 
speak their thoughts, In the New England states what 
was.done? They were accused on every hand. Yea; and 
thp work of Lucretia Mott and Abbie Kelly was denounced 
by .lbe church, but there were always noble bouIb that 
came forward, and the spirit of Whittier was aflame with 
justice and he dared to Btep forth and take these women’s 
part. Garrett Smith, William Lloyd Garrison, and others, 
and many that you have known and loved, had loyal 
hearts. Hand in hand they went in the cause of abolition 
and freedpm for woman, and the man who will fight for 
the freedom of a colored slave is also the man that will 
fight for the freedom pf' a white slave, and he will fight 
with zeal and earnestness if he knows that white slave is 
bls mother or Ills sister. Thus we know the brave men of 
the ppesent day .will be loyal to the cause of womanhood, 
and she yet will have full away. -There are few people to- 

■ day, comparatively speaking, who are not seeking for the 
: benefit and the improvement of the human race. We have 

had experiences in the past; history repeating itself over 
। and oyer again, has taught ub that sympathy, love and 
1 brotherly kindness will do more to equalize, and bring 
I that condition of happiness in the world than all else com

bined, When woman will have found her freedom, the 
i ways of war will be past, and no longer will the boys be 
i reared to understand that the higfiest honor that can be

of Lucretia Mott, Julia Ward Howe, Abbie Kelley, Lillie 
Devereux Blake,.and that of .that noble soul with a black 
face but a shining force ot Intelligence therein, Sojourner 
Truth—all these come back to us with .the intensity of .the 
desire that burned in their hearts for their kind.

• You .who are conversant with those times when it re
quired bravery of soul to speak for the rights of woman, 
can see these brave ones marching on their way to the 
front in order to give-the voice of liberty to the world; 
and you again can fancy that you see the dear black face 
With those shining eyes saying to those people, after she 
had given a lecture, in-presenting her photograph tor sale; 
“Will you buy one? I sell the shadow to support the sub
stance.” The shadow of most of these noble women haveAnd yet somehow poor struggling ______ _________ _

huamnity has managed to survive, and disappeared from ub, but the substance of their souls’ 
about“equaPpreporttom WOrk 18 stl1! 7rr°undtlnS «ie force of their spirit find- 

they have lived and died of old age. | lnS Ite way into the minds of the brave women ot the pres- 
The yellow hordes of China’s millions, ent day, urging on that wondrous movement for the race.

heart, so is he.” This contains the 1 
germ of much truth. The Influence ' 

. of the sub-conscious mind over the nu
trition of the system has for ages at
tracted the attention of thinking men, 
but never has it been under such wide
spread discussion as within the last 
few years.

We note the effect ot nutrition in 
• the victory and defeat of armies, the 
rise and fall ot political parties, the 

.teachings of religion, the wild utter- 
ancos of fanatical leaders, and no
where is it more vividly portayed than 
in the healing art.

V In reference to this question said 
* । that great 'American teacher, Austin 
'■ 'Flint; more than forty years ago: 

"Gentlemen, there is something in the 
■ practice of medicine far beyond the 

mere administration of drugs."
Every modern successful physician 

knows the necessity ot arousing the 
subtle forces of the Bub-consclous 
mind. I would not hesitate to-day to 
proclaim before any medical conven- 

I tion in the world that I believe that 
i faith, hope, expectancy and belief in 
I many instances are the most useful 
i and the most powerful therapeutic 
, agents of the age in which we live.

I am a scientist and advocate the 
thorough pursuit of all knowledge 
that may be beneficial to mankind, no 
matter from whence it comes—whether 
from the beds of slime and ooze in the 
depths of the sea, or a ray of light vi
brating through the blue ether from 
the farthest fixed star. I am also 
convinced that often, in the attempt to 
follow the mysterious vaporings of 
some scientific theory we lose sight of 
truth. They are not a few, but the 
world to-day has millions of illustra
tions of the truth of that utterance: 
"Thy faith hath made thee whole." 
' ‘ As true scientists we must admit, 
with all evidence of the ages before 
ub, that this subjective mind Is most 
potent both tb create and remove dis
ease.,' If we only observe, there is 

; scarcely an hour of the day but we are 
' enabled to behold the verification of

the countless hosts of India, and the It js very peculiar that while we live in a Christian age 
S” ■>“““*
manifested plethoric fecundity, multi- given the preference on every side almost, and woman, 
piled, lived and manifested all the nor- -his helpmate, only permitted to stand by and listen. BUT 
ma! functions ot life, ages before a 1N THiS great PROGRESSIVE AGE CHRISTIAN 
wafdlsTo  ̂ ARE BEING SET ASIUE AND WOMAN DARES
bacillus or counteracting antiseptic TO PUT FORTH HER INTELLECTUAL GEMS AND 
entered into the wildest visions of the POWERS, AND SPEAK HER MIND, EXPRESS. HER 
Orl?nt' , , x^ THOUGHTS AND DOUBTS. NEVER SELL THIS PRIV-

MV DBAS SXSTBffl,™™ ALLOW IT TO 
gestion. It is everywhere. The DEPART FROM YOU. IT IS YOUR LEGACY NO, GOD,

: this truth.
Sometime ago I saw a man rosy 

’with health and strength, full of the 
Sr" joy of life, and laughter In his eyes, 

'sitting at dinner with his friends. He 
■was at the zenith of manhood, and the 

■ life currents flowed through his be- 
. ing like a stream of pure water 

• through a sunlit meadow. The emo- 
• ' tlonsirom his spirit made glad the 

festal board. Suddenly a messenger 
: entered and handed him a telegram: 
' “Your home was swept away by the 

flood, and your wife and children 
drowned.”

Like .a stroke from a bolt of light
ning, the effect^ was Instantaneous. 
The eyes read again the fatal .words, 
the message was conveyed along the 
optic tracts to the seat of conscious
ness'and from there to the center of 
life in the subconscious mind, and the 
machinery of nature stood still. Ev- 
ery cell of the entire organism vi
brated under the awful blow. All over 
the surface of the body the little arte- 

: rioles shriveled and contracted, pro
ducing a deathly pallor, and the red 

- globules of blood that had before 
, been hurrying on their mission of 
. health, were crowded back and locked 

up in the deep, reservoirs of the sys
tem. The arms fell powerless, the 
muscles relaxed, hard lines were 
formed around the mouth, the cheeks 
were sunken, the eyeballs from lack of 
secretion were glazed, respiration was 
irregular and the heart almost ceased 
to beat. He was ill.

About twenty-four hours later I 
■was summoned with the request to 
hurry. , I found him dangerously ill. 
He was’ partially delirious, the face I 
had seen the day before glorified with 
health was shrunken, the eyes jaun
diced, showing that the bile was being 
reabsorbed into the circulation, the 

■ lips were dry and breath fetid. He 
had vomited several times, throwing 

.off from the stomach the food that 
; had been abandoned by the gastric 
> jdlce. Thia state of the mouth and 

the intestinal canal showed, clearly 
’ that pathological bacteria were now at 

' york seeking the man’s life.

To the Editor:—I have taken your 
paper for several years, and am well 
pleased with It, and especially, the no
ble stand you bavé taken against 
fakers and frauds under the name ot 
Spiritualism. ’ I see no reason, how
ever, why such frauds in Spiritualism 
are any worse than the ministers of 
the Gospel of Christ, as ; they are 
preaching a false doctrine to deceive 
the people by keeping all evidence 
from them. They are like the Dutch 
judge who decided to have all cases in 
court argued only on one side, as then 
his mind was clear; when he heard the 
other side he was in doubt.

As I read in The Progressive Think
er what is said and done by the vari
ous mediums and correspondents, my 
attention has been called to the title 
of this article.

I realize that every one has a right 
to believe or think as he pleases.

I feel it Ib my duty to do what I can 
to urge people to seek for truth, and 
drop their unscientific beliefs as soon 
as possible,

There are two classes in this world. 
One class does its own thinking; the 
other class lets others do it for them.

The religious people are willing to 
have others do it for them.

I prefer to do my own thinking, and 
what I cannot demonstrate scientific
ally I await for further Information’ 
before I decide. I commenced to 
doubt many things about religion 
when I .was about fifteen years of age, 
and now I am nearly eighty; and from 
that time to the present I have sought 
for truth without fear or favor until I 
have been emancipated from all the 
religions ofxthe world.
. I have been a Spiritualist about fifty

bestowed upon them is to be a hero in the battle-field. 
To be a heTo in the field of peace will be the place of honor 
In the future. To-day there is a cry within the world, a 
cry for a clearer understanding of nature's laws; a cry.for 
the betterment of conditions, and woman is one of the 
bearers of the light in this direction.

Woman has a right to be anxious for the ballot. There 
are many things In1 the way of reform that are drawing 
her attention, and it is well that the people of this age 
give her the rights that the terrible stain may be-llfted 
from a so-called tree government.

Yes, she lb advancing. She is no longer the type of the 
woman that Paul would have her be when he said: “Let 
woman be silent. If she wishes to know anything, let her 
ask if of her husband.” What did that old bachelor know 
abo.ut w.oman anyway? What experience had he had that 
he.should stand as judge over womanktnd.and dare to dic
tate as to what they should do, or what they should not 
doi-

There was a time, more than seven thousand years ago, 
wljen w,pman had more rights than she has to-day. Yes, 
Greecehpnored woman, acknowledging her powers. Oh! 
fop, th^7golden days of ancient antiquity. Let us draw 
thq. picture of old Iris and Isis his queen, and let us place 
woman ¡where she belongs. Why should we not have wo- 
men goddesses, to whom her devotees can come and kneel 
anji pray? Would she not recognize the sympathetic 
touch, aijd feel it greater than man? Would she not feel 
the needs and wants of her sister better than man? Has 
she not.suffered as they have suffered? Could she not 
seo. deeper' into the recesses of their hearts, and with her 
healing balm cause the wounds to disappear? Oh! for a

mother’s kiss and her soothing tones NO MAN, CAN TAKE IT FROM YOU.
carry a suggestive calm to the sub- Woman has the great intuitive nature that aids her in 
Conscious life of the suffering infant, ... . • ,, . x^o_ v,OOT, theand it is soothed to rest. asslting herjdnd. why, then, should Bhe have been 01 me

The Intelligent citizen enters the of- least consideration when Gods were created. '
flee of the prominent physician. His The conceit of the Christian religion that there could 
blood is examined under the micro- only he.GOaB that it was'lmposBlble for the woman to

«» -»» I»™ «
in the ribs and given a prescription, ages, even to the old story of the creation of the world 
He is fully convinced that he has met when this male God created everything that he felt was 
the quintessence of human wisdom, needea, creating man; but, alas! he had forgotten some- 
goes home and swallows his dope of ’ T, , „ ' x„ hn m-bromlde or strychnia, and feels the thlnS- His conscience seemed to smite him, for he re 
thrill ot health capering up and down membered having made a mate for everything but man, 
his spinal column. Though he would: but presumingly he had exhausted all his material; 
deny it vehemently, the mysterious Then what was he to do ? '
wand of suggestion has touched and „ , ' . . ...thrilled the centers of organic life. After a few thoughts the best that he could do was to
One of dozens of the different articles take part of the material already used, extract a(rib from 
of our materia medica might have Adam’s Bide and make him a partner. This is but allegor-. 
been administered to him, and equiva-1 ical BUrej and yet there is quite a significance to it 
eIFalth,U like° electricity, must have a a£ter all< a»4 one would lead us t0 belleve that even 

conductor. There must be a medium this so-called wise God, in what to us seems his ignorance, 
to touch one of the five senses. The bad not intended woman to be trampled under man’s feet 
eye must see. the ear hear, or the j t would never have taken the substaiice for her mak- 
tongue taste, to awaken the suggestive 1 , ,,power. ing from his side. He must have thought that, side by

Humanity has not yet risen to the side they will stand,' and side by side they will walk as 
sublime attitude of development to en- one gut then, .we were told that woman-tempted man. 
toX^onXuS?”*Ialt& £r°m Ue JVe wonder what put the thought in woman’s • mind!

Religion still requires the graven What power was It, that Influenced, her to eat ef the Tree 
image the lighted tapers and the of Knowledge? If God was all-powerful, why did he 
chanting choir; and the phtient rests' anow this to take place, knowing that it would bring sin 
the aly’erIng hope on the powder and and misery into the world? He said he created man, 

P ;____ woman and devil. Yes, man, woman and devil; woman
THE JAMESTOWN EXPOSITION. to be man’s cojnpanion; a devil to tempt her,' and it took a

---------  woman and a devil to ruin the world, and God made them
Puritanism Is'to Rule There, and the all!

Blue Laws to Hold Full Sway—The it seems to us that parents of the present day would ex
Exposition, UnUlce That Held in hlbit more reason than that. However, the world has

Slgk* mb ba atreagtaMea, ana all 
'■ ferma ot DImuH H/m Cured witb

one Cutting or Xtrufrlar,

That the eyas can be strengthened so that ey» 
[lasses can bo dispensed with In the great ma- 
orltvot cases, has been proven beyond a doubt, 
>y the testimony ot thousands ot people who 

nave been cured by thathave been cured by thal 
wonderful Utile inatru. 

SS®. “»ut called "Aotlna." Ao- 
tula.also cures sore and 
granulated lids, Iritis, etc;, 
also removes Cataracts ana 
Pterygiums without cut, 
ting or drugging. Ovex 
seventy, thousuna ot theu seventy thousancT ot t— 

b00“. B0,w! vbereforeit is not an 
experiment but an absolute tact. The following 
calvedsamples ot those that are re-

West 185thSt. New 
?he "4ctiua” curad moot 

fr..* ter doctors said thero was no cure 
outside an operation, i have been entirely well 
forover four months, can see to read and sew as 
Hni? ? honestly recommend ‘•Ao

tlna” for all afflictions of the eye.
homily Knapp, 1020 Galena Street, Milwaukee 

Wisconsin, writes: The “Actina”! purchased 
J a^° Kaved my brother’s eye- 

bight. My brother was near-sighted, wore num
ber five and six /passes, and-now he can go to 
school and do alVhls work and study without 
glasses. *
mv’ voPePutXJ?ounty Clerk, Fair-

*4 wiites: Actlnau has cured my eyes 
so that I can do without glasses. I very seldom 
have heuauehe now, and can etudy un to eleven 
o clock alter a hard day’s work at the office.

fan b9 ?.ls?d old unii VOW With 
safety, as It Is impossible to do harm 

with one. livery member or a family can use 
the one Actina for any form of disease of the. 
bye, Ear. Throat or Head. One will last for ' 
years, and Is always ready for use. "Actina" 
Will ba sent on trial postpaid.

If you will send your name and address to the 
in0": London Electric Association,
Dept. MIN., 029 Walnut St., Kansas City, Mo., 

TOAY® «^cjutely FBEE a valuable 
book, Prof. Wilson’s Treatise on.

years. I do not believe it, I accept 
it not as a religion, but' as a scientific 
fact.

It seems to me to be a self-evident 
fact that whatever there is in Spirit
ualism that is not in harmony with na
ture’s laws, is a delusion or a fraud.

I see no reason why religion has any 
more to do with Spiritualism than it 
has with electricity or the telephone 
as each is in harmony with nature’s 
laws, and no religion Ib, as that is a 
matter of belief, and is not the result 
of scientific investigation. Is it wise, 
for Spiritualists to believe without 
thought In any one of the thousands 
of religions ot the world, or any one of 
the twenty-seven bibles, or to accept 
any one of the sixteen crucified re
deemers?

What respect would anyone have 
for a book' that had one contradiction 
in it?

The Bible that is In general use 
among Protestants contains ONE 
HUNDRED AND FORTY-FOUR plain 
contradictions in it. »Nevertheless 
there are in the Bible many wise and 
.beautiful sayings, and also many very 
wicked and vulgar statements, bo 
much bo that certain quotations from 
it, if sent through the mails, would 
render the sender liable to arrest for 
sending obscene literature through 
the mails; therefore let us take it for 
what it is. worth, the same as any 
other book,

Let us consider as to what religion 
is. The dictionary says, "Religion is

Cancer Cured
WITH 80QTHIN0, BALMY OILS. 
Cancar, Tumor, Catarrh, Piles, Fistula, Ulcere, 
Eczema and all Bkln and Female Diseases. Write 
for Illustrated Book. Sent tree. Address •

DR7BYEI Broadway, Kansas City, Mo.
“How to Remember.”

Freo toHeaders of thia Publication. 
HVCOCK

tm

5ìo.|) Forgetì

You're no greater Intellectually than 
your memory. *>My course, simple, Inexpens
ive, increases business capacity, social standing, 
gives an alert, ready memory for names, faeea 
and business details. Develops will, conversa
tion, speaking, etc. My booklet, “How to Re- 
menjber." eent free.
Dickson School of nerabry, 982 Kimball Hall, Dhlcigo

Mp.thev^God instead of bo many Father-Gods; then we 
cqipd p^y to our Mother Instead of our Father in heaven.

yeAyp fee.l as though the passing out of a person like 
Supan B, Anthony will be an incentive to- every woman to 
live for ,the cause of truth so that .when they, too, have 
said farewell to the trials of earth plane, they can be 
looked upon as she has been—a noble, grand woman!

What is more beautiful than womanhooW * What‘“is 
grander than motherhood?

Let us work hand in hand, heart in heart, so that there 
will be better conditions for true womanhood, and that the 
motherhood of the future will' be the highest-possible type 
of motherhood, nearing on to divinity. .The cause of truth 
is with us. The day of progress is the day in which we 
live. We cannot go backward; we must go forward. 
Then let us have a religion that brings equality into the 
world a religion that is an altar of human hearts; a relig-' 
ion whose creed is science, whose text is love, and whose 
cause is rationalism. Let us realize that to-day we are one 
people,, one family, but let us not create false Gods, but 
let us try to have our Gods as human as at least we would 
desire to have a mother or a father human. W.e want no 
God that would have us born into the world surrounded 
with'sin and Ignorance, and then punish us because of our 
wickedness, but a God that would instill into the hearts of 
every child upon the, earth plane the thought to realize 
perfection through working for it.

Old orthodoxy and old theology have been the means of 
much of our Ignorance because they have gone hand in 
hand with the power of enslavement. , They have told
women she must listen, but she must not speak. She

a certain system of faith, and the wor
ship of God."

Why should anyone worship any 
one of the many Gods that no one 
knows anything about? It is just as 
much Idolatry to worship an unseen 
God that we know nothing about, as 
it is to worship a wooden God that we 
don’t know about. It is only a little 
higher grade to conform to a higher 
civilization, but in a little higher clv-

The above is the number of the pres
ent issue of The Progressive Thinker, 
as printed at the top of the first page, 
right hand corner. If this number cor
responds with the figures on your wrap« 
per, then the time you have paid for baa 
expired, and you are requested to re
new your subscription. This number 
at the right hand corner of the first 
page is advanced each week, showing 
the number of Progressive Thinkers 
issued up to date. Keep watch of the 
number on the tag of your wrapper.

STARTLING FACTS, 
OB

Deeds of Darkness Disclosed

Chicago, Which Was a Great Sue- grown m spite of the shadows and obstacles thrown in wo-‘ 
ccss, Will Be Closed on SundÎy, a mnn'n path. - She has been called the tempter, the sinner, 
Day in No Wise Sacred, and the many othir names; and we look forward to the time 
Dear V sltore Will Be Allowed^Ih- when Bh0 savIor.

™ To-day the world Is not looking so much for religion as
Having8« “Devkh” « 13 tor brotherhood and sisterhood. It ta

Time on a Small Scale. Frolicking “ ls Btud^ W look f°r-
Around Loose. Whereas, if on the ™rd tôTGê time when there will be no differences in po-. 
Exposition Grounds, They Would Be ] sltlons held by man and woman. .
Held Under Restraint and Out of Woman has sought the franchise, but would this make 
Mischief. / her less a .woman? , ' l :
The Jamestown Exposition, to be I Would this make her less a mother? No, but her influ- 

held next year on the shores of Hamp- ©nee would.be a help to the men as they march on for vic- 
ton Roads, near Norfolk, Va., will not ¿ry Hand in hand they yet musj go, for. when you take 
questton wa^fln^^^^ divinity 'away from woman, you take woman away
a year before thé date for opening, from humanity. -
which is April 25, 1907. This re- There never was a.time when motherhood was not di
moves a problem, which-has caused v(ne
merCVborittonsn connecUo11 îon ' Ah! if God were a woman we would have no hell, for 

The decision to close the gates pf I she .would haunt-eternity, itself-to bring back a lost child, 
the exposition on Sunday was reached What would be the saving.of her own soul if she.knew 
by the board of governors at a meet- Ker boy or girl were lost ' . ' -

There was a woman .that had a wicked son who -died, board upon that occasion recommend-1 ±xxexe 00*. » . .
ing to the directors that the gates be | and she went to the minister for consolation, and got none, 
closed during Sundays. At a .meeting He said: “Woman, grieve no more, but save your own 
of the board on the 28th of May, a K0Ui Your boy is lost” What was her reply? “What 
committee reported a resolution ex- _ , ___ „ „„„1 iaC( »pressing the views of the board on the care 1 £or my own BOU' my y >. •
subject of Sunday closing, and this
resolution, which was adopted, recom-' —---- ;—: ~ ~
mended the closing of the exposition opened at 1 o'clock on Sunday after- 
on Sundays. It was resolved “that I noons, the exhibit buildings also being 
this action is the result of careful opened, but no machinery running, 
thought and consideration for every I and the amusement enterprises were 
Interest involved” etc. Thus it will not permitted to open at all on Sun- 
be seen that the exposition manage- days. Sunday observers everywhere 
ment itself favored Sunday closing, | are highly pleased with the Jamestown 
and that signing of an agreement be-] plan, which means absolute closing of 
tween the officials and the Secretary the gates every Sunday. ,
of the Treasury, during the last week This arrangement will afford expo- 
in July, clinching the Sunday closing sitlon visitors opportunity to visit 
agreement as a condition to the ap- pointe of historic Interest in the vlcin- 
propriafion of the government funds tty of Norfolk on Sunday, spend a por- 
for the exposition, was merely formal, tion of the Sabbath-day In attendance

At the Lewis and Clark Exposition at worship in One er more of the sev- 
last year there was grave dlssatlsfac- | eraL historic church biilldlngs in that 
tion because of a sort of a compromise | city and the neighboring towns. _Bev- 
arrangement in regard to Sunday] era! of these edifices date back to the 
opening. The gates of that falx Fere | early, colonial times. Most famous of

must help support the churches, but she must not grow. 
But to-day we have the different movements of a progress
ive nature "that are breaking the shackles of superstition 
and bigotry, and woman with man Is coming to the front. 
She is capable ot holding her own with her brother man, 
and should be his partner in all the affairs of life, for the 
spirit of cp-operatlon should prevail where there are man 
and woman. " •

But some may say that woman is not capable.
She has shown that she. is capable, and while her priv

ileges have not been as vast as man’s, she has shown on all 
occasions that she Is equal to the demands, for to-day we 
have women in the sehodis of medicine; we have them.in 
the schdols of science; ,we have them everywhere, and as 

'for brains, they have shown tlfat they have as much gray 
matter as'thelr brother .man. Their pen echoes the senti
ment of the heart and brain, and giyet>to ps the shadow of 
the soul that we know is aglow with life, force and energy.

THUS, IN CONCLUSION LET US SAY, LOOK UP, FOR, 
WgMAJfc THIS IS YOUR DAY. MOVE ONWARD FOR 
THE PATH AHEAD LEADS OUT INTO BROADER 
FIELDED BY YOUR SIDE, STANDS YOUR HELPMATE, 
YOUR COMPANION, BROTHER MAN. GOD OF NA
TURE HAS ORDAINED THAT YOU. SHALL WALK SIDE 
BY'SIDE, SHARE GRIEF, PAIN AND JOY, SUCCESSES 
AND FAILURE TOGETHER, NOT ONE MASTER AND 
TftE OTHER A SLAVE, BUT ALL TO BREATHE THE 
BliEA'l'H OF FREEDOM, FOR IT IS A GOD OF LOVE 
Wfeo ¿AVE THE POWER OF LIFE, WHO GAVE THE 
PgWERTO BREATHE, AND ASK FOR INDEPEND- 
E^E.'ijTHEN ONWARD GO! YOU CANNOT FAIL. 
THE GO AL IS JUST AHEAD. THE POWER OF WOMAN 
IS ALIVE, IT NE’ER CAN BE CALLEDDEAD.

if fe------------------------------------------------------------------

lllzation, which develop's more ad
vanced ideas, no one will worship any 
of the numerous Gods.

If one knows anything about an un
seen God, please tell us what It is, as 
I am willing to hear. So far as I 
know no spirit or mortal can give any 
information on the subject'.

The use of prayer at Spiritualist 
meetings is to be deplored as a relic of 
an age of superstition and ignorance, 
and in proportion as people become 
enlightened in relation to nature’s 
laws that surround them, they leave 
the forms of vocal prayer as addressed 
to a Supreme Being, and as we have 
no ■ substantial evidence from any 
source of any Supreme Individual Gov
ernor of the universe, therefore is it 
not our duty as reformers and seekers 
for more light to discourage the prac
tice of vocal prayer at our meetings as 
having a tendency to leave a false im
pression on the minds of those not fa
miliar with the spiritual philosophy.

Now, what Is Spiritualism?
As I understand it, it is simply this: 

A demonstrated fact that mortals ex
ist after passing through the change 
called death, and under favorable con
ditions they can communicate with 
mortals in this life. Is this religion? 
or is it any more religion than it 
would be for one person in New York 
to talk through the telephone with an
other person in Boston? Therefore 
any Spiritualist who wants to tack a 
religion to Spiritualism, shows his 
mental condition as being far from 
progressive, and ,in satisfaction with 
past ignorance and superstition of hu
manity.

In conclusion I would say, let us 
seek for knowledge instead of belief, 
and realize that all the religions of the 
world are relics of the past, and are 
founded on ignorance, superstition 
and fear, and for spiritualists to try to 
adopt any part of any religion is like 
putting new wine into old bottles,

EDWARD-PAGE, M. D.
Roxbury, Mass.

At Smithfield, near by stands anoth
er church, which is remarkable not 
only for the fact that it was built in 
the middle of the Seventeenth centu
ry, but_also because many'of the com
batants in Bacon’s rebellion are bur
led there, either in the church itself 
or in its old graveyard. Smithfield 
is at the end of a short ride from Nor
folk, and the church will well repay a 
visit. It Is a plain buttressed struc
ture with a square, which gives it the 
undent appearance of some old Eng
lish church.

This work devotes special attention 
to Auricular Confession and its rela
tions to sacerdotal celibacy, convents, 
monasteries, morality and civil and re
ligious liberty. It Is intended to be an 
embodiment of facts and documentary 
evidence of the pernicious influence of 
the confessional; a trenchant showing 
up of Romanism, based upon standard 
Catholic authorities; an eye-opener con
cerning the methods and spirit, the 
moral turpitude and evil works of Ro
manism. Cloth, 75 rents.

"fie Poetical and Prose. Works
--- —by-----

ILA WHEELER WILCOX.
Mrs. Wilcox’s writings have been the 

inspiration of many young men and 
women. Her hopeful, practical, mas
terful views of life give the reader new 
courage in the very reading and are 
a wholesome spur to 'flagging effort 
Words of truth so vital that they, live . 
In the reader’s memory and cause him 
to think—to his own betterment and 
the lasting Improvement of his own 
work in the world, In whatever line it 
lies—flow from this talented woman’s 
pen.

POEMS OF PASSION. 
By Ella Wheeler Wilcox.

Many thousands of this book have 
been issued, showing the estimation in 
which it Ib held. Presentation edition, 
with author’s portrait Price $1.

POEMS QF POWER.
By Ella Wheeler Wilcox.

New and revised edition, containing 
more than one hundred new poems, dis
playing the author’s fine taste, cultiva
tion and originality. With portrait 
Price |L

POEMS OF PLEASURE
By Ella Whedler Wilcox.

This ¿arming collection comprises 
many of the best poetic creations of the 
author. Embellished with portrait 
Presentation edition. Price |1.

MAURINE AND OTHER POEMS. 
By Ella Wheeler Wilcox.

An ideal poem about as true and lor-
poet created.able a woman as ever _ 

With portrait of author. Price |L

AROUND THE YEAR WITH ELLA

all is the old St. Paul’s j Protestant 
Episcopal Church in Norfolk, erected 
in 1739. . The bricks In its walls were 
imported from England, long before 
América had a brick-yard. The orig- 
nal church of 167 years still stands, 
on Church Street, Norfolk, á monu
ment to the religious fervor of those 
early days. Lofty oaks tower over it, 
with thick interlacing boughs, and: In 
the graveyard attached to the build
ing the. early settlers slumber ■ under 
an emerald -blanket of Intertwined 
vines and grass. The church Itself is 

• thickly coveWd With ivy and the brill
iant colored windows admit to the in
terior of ;the church a soft light sub
dued by the shadow of the overhang
ing houghs. Hl^h up under the eaves

at the corner next Church Street a 
cannon ball.is imbedded in the wall. 
The ivy ha's' been cut away in a neat 
square around the ball and an inscrip
tion below recites the fact that the 
shot was fired by Lord Dunmore’s 
ships on January 1, 1776. Services 
are held in this church morning and 
evening on Sundays. -

At Hampton, across Hampton Roadd 
from Norfolk and thè Exposition 
grounds, is another ancient placo -of 
worship. This is thè old St John's 
church, said to be the third oldest 
church in the United States. Near 
this church is the famous Pembroke 
burying ground, noted for the curious 
monuments of black marble that stand 
therein. . . •

More famous than any of these, 
however, is the remnant of ’ the old 
church at Jamestown Island, the re
mains of the second church to be 
built in the New World. The first 
was a wooden structure built on the 
same site but within a few months of 
its erection it was burned by the In
dians. It was then rebuilt with 
brick imported from England. Little 
by little the structure has succumbed 
to the ravages of time and now the 
tower alone is left Efforts have 
been made recently to arrest the de
cay that is slowly overwhelming, the 
whole place.' The grounds about the 
ancient tower have been cleared,-the 
brick walls strengthened and a.frame 
church building of unpretentious 
character erected behind the tower. 
This church was the refuge of the 
early colonists when threatened by In
dians.: Behind its stout walls the 
early settlers had defended themselves 
until the redskins retired.

A. L. SUTTON, 
Manager Gen. Preso Bureau, Nor

folk, Va. ‘ -

WHEELER WILCOX.
A birthday book compiled by Ella' 

Giles Ruddy, from the poetical and 
pro&e writings of Ella T^heeler Wilcox. 
It epitomizes her inspiring optimises 
philosophy with an apposite quotation 
for each day in the year. With author’s 
portrait, and half-tone illustrations 
prefacing each month. Cloth, price, |L

KINGDOM OF LOVE AND OTHER 
' POpMS.

By .Ella Wheeler Wilcox.,
■A magnificent collection ot poems 

suitable for recitations and readings, 
true to the very best there is in human 
nature. Presentation edition, dark red 
cloth, |1-

"Longley's Beautiful flongs.' 
new edition comprising in one volume 
the four parts heretofore published, 
to which is added part five, also a 
number of the author’s most popular 
songs, Including “Only a Ttdn Veil Be
tween Vs" and its “Companion Piece," 
Cloth, 75 cents. Boards, 50 cents.
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The Spiritualistic Field—Its Workers, Its Work, 
and General Progress, the World Over,

CONTRIBUTORS,-—Each contributor1 AS A GENERAL RULE, IN THIS 
is alone responsible for any assertions . OFFICE WE PAY NO ATTENTION TO 
or statements Ue ipay make. The editor ! «-«•«■Jiiiwir' ATinMs.
allow? this freedom of expression, be- 
»loving that the cause ot truth can be 
pest subserved thereby. Many of the 
sentiments -uttered In an article may i;e 

. diametrically opposed to his belief, yet 
that Is no reason why they should be 
suppressed; ypt we wish It distinctly 
understood that our space is Inade
quate to publish everything that comes 
to hand, however much we might desire 
to do po. That must account for the 
non-appearancs of YOUR article.

WRITE-PLAINLY.—We would like 
to impress upon the minds of our corrn- 
sppndents that The ProgressiveTbinker 
Is set up on a Linotype machine that 
must make speed equal to about four 
compositors. That means rapid work, 
and ItTs essential that all copy, to in
sure insertion In the paper, all other re
quirements being favorable, should be 
written plainly with Ink on white 
paper, or with a typewriter, and only on 
one side of the paper. Please bear this

ANONYMOUS COMMUNICATIONS. 
THE NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE 
WRITER SHOULD ACCOMPANY ALL 
MATTER, OF WHATEVER - KIND,
SENT TO THI8-OFFICE.

Goni of Thought^- : ; > ■ ■
“Men are agents for the fuùire,

As.they work songes win 
-Either harvest of advancement

Or the product of their sin;
Follow out true cultivation, 

■ Widen Education's plan; .
From the majesty of Nature,

• Teach the majesty of MAN.”
—Chas. Swain.

For information concerning the 
Progressive Lyceum, authorized Les
son Paper for the National Spiritual, 
lets Association, address John W. 

I Ring, Green Mountain Falls, Colorado.

WBH&n» ¡g 1W
è?rqtó láíy re éké w an Im
portant f»4of good work car
rlad on, - _ -

Whfji writing for this paper 
use a pen or typewriter, .

We go to press, early Monday morn* 
Ing, hence communications intended for 
that current-Isafle should reach this 
office not later than the previous Satur
day morning. Bear this In mind.

ALWAYS GIVE YOUR FULL NAME 
and address when sending no
tices AND COMMUNICATIONS FOR 
PUBLICATION, OTHERWISE THEY 
WILI, FIND THEIR WAY TO THE 
WASTE BASKET.

The well-^çovjB, South Ride medi- 
nm, .Mr, Hfiary- jEllls, has .moved to 
‘3312 Dearborn1 Sjjget; Fiat A.

W> W. Bhope, secretary and treas
urer, resides at 2613 Brown street, 
Philadelphia. The society he 
represents wifi be glad to receive ap- 
plicatiqns ftóm speakers and mediums 
to. servé thé^eocliJt^. -. Address him at 
once at the ’abovèjnumber. 1

The Indepepdpnl Society of Spirit
ualists'oficiado, Ohio, will open Its 
new hall on"ihe, first. Sunday of Octo
ber, with Sa/ah AVcroBsfield, who will 
serve them,bsflect'drer ■ and message 
bearer for thé month of October. 
Nearby societies wishing her services 
for week evenings may address her at 
No.’723 S. Elm strfeet, Muncie, Ind,

Äst few overreached:
ääÄeU'I» W mequislUqaa frow »»- 
■,urp’s stores; he, like Job, is pious, ln- 
locent, wen-meaning, and he is en-

-ztpd and brohght Into -question before 
louncils above as well as on earth; but- 
’he treatment meted -to him will be

. inllke that of ancient Job, because a 
different time-mark- is served by his 

-career from that of ages ago, and as 
man learns the lesson contained in 
this'particular parallelism,: they will 
marvel how Divine Wisdom governs 
from within the external results to 
meet requirements of law and design 
in the regular ¡order ot the world’s and 
man’s progress.

MRS. M. KLEIN. 
Van Wert, Ohio.

PASSED TO SPIRIT LIFE.

In mind.ITEMS!—Bear In mind that items for 
the General Survey will in all cases be 
adjusted to the space we have to occu
py, and In order to' do that they will 
generally have to be abridged more or 
less; otherwise many Items would be 
crowded out. Sometimes a thlrty-lme 
Item is cut down to ten lines, and ten 
lines to two Unes, as occasion may re
quire.TAKE DUE NOTICE, that all Items 
for this page' must be accompanied by 
the full name and address ot the writer. 
It will not do to say that Secretary or 
Correspondent writes so and so, with
out giving the full name and address of 
the writer. The items of those.who do 
not comply with this request will be 
oast Into the waste basket.

KEEP COPIES of your poems sent to 
this offlce. for they will not be returned 
If we have not space to use them.

After a most enjoyable and spirit
ually successful summer tour; Mrs. 
Cora.L, V. Richmond and Mr. Rich
mond will return to their home in 
Rogers Park In ample time for the 
opening of the services of the Church 
of the Soul,, Sunday, September 16, at 
11 a. m. Members of the church and 
friends will all be rejoiced to meet 
again. Subject of the address will be 
"Seed Time and Harvest.”

Mr. Will M. Kellogg of New Boston, 
Ill., who was one of the officers at 
Clinton camp this year sends In a 
large list of subscribers from that 
place. Mrs. Flora H. Millspaugh, sec
retary of the Chesterftld camp, also 
sent in a large list. The Progressive 
Thinker is being well received all 
along the Une, and the - coming year 
will be an exceptionally prosperous

flave You ReadThe Writer Has "Svoluteci” Through 
- Various’ Cults, and Finally Hus
Landed Into the Ranks of Spiritual« 
ism; and Make» Sonle Excellent 

, Suggestions in Regard to Extending 
• the Circulation of The Progressive 

. 1 Tlilnker.-
To the Editor:-—I have evoluted 

through "Christian Science,” Mental 
Science and Theosophy, and can truly 
say that, after several years of close 
analytical study, I find The Progress
ive Th|nker and the premium books 
are teaching the highest and purest 

1 spiritual wisdom In the world.
A paper of such Bterling merit 

should have at least 106,006 paid up 
I subscribers.

• If each sincere soul who Is an ad
mirer of your untiring eftorts to fur
nish them with such a spiritual feast 

I from week to week, would show their 
I appreciation by devoting just a little 
of their leisure time, and secure only 
live new subscribers before New Year’s 
Day, 1.907, Bee how easily and quickly 
100,000 subscribers could be obtained 
for The Progressive Thinker. I, for 
one, will help you to get that many 
subscriptions, by sending ten new 
subscribers before New Year’s Day, 
counting the three enclosed.

oün
PREMIUM 

BOOK 
OFFER?

Truly,*'the world has NEVER SEEN 
the like betore. Search the annals of 
history, ANCIENT AND MODERN; 
critically examine the history of Spirit
ualism; look here and there, in every 
nook and corner of the world, and you 
CANNOT find a parallel to the offer 
made In reference to these THIRTEEN 
remarkable PREMIUM BOOKS. They 
constitute a wonderfully valuable Spin-• ' 
itualistic and Occult LIBRARY, and 
are furnished at a nominal sum. AU . 
are substantially bound and neatly, 
printed, and those who purchase them 
are DELIGHTED WITH THEM.

We have flow THIRTEEN magnifi
cent PREMIUM BOOKS which you 
can select from.

(Obituaries to the extent of ten Hues 
only will be inserted free. All in excess 
ot ten lines will be charged at the rate 
ot fifteen cents per line. About seven 
words constitute one Hue.]

Passed to spirit life suddenly, Aug. 
23, 1906, at Pittsburg, Pa., Frederick 
C. Demorest, only son of W. C. and 
Elizabeth J. Demorest, brother to Mrs. 
T. D. Morrell of Pittsburg, and Mrs. 
K. M. Riley , of Chicago.

At her home in Elmira, N. Y., on 
Monday, August 20, just as the sun 
kissed the hilltops good-night, Mrs. 
Louisa Rhodes passed peacefully on 
to join the loved ones who awaited 
her coming. The following Wednes
day afternoon services were held at 
the house and later at the First Spirit
ualist Church, in which Mrs:1 Mary M. 
Jennings of Moravia, N. Y., voiced .the’ 
words which not only comfort but edu- 

Lcate to better purpose and higher as
piration; in her own-sweet Inimitable 
manner. AU that was mortal -has 
passed away but a beautiful spirit has 
arisen to the fairer spheres.

LOUISE E. ZIMMERMAN.

S. S. H. Cott passed to spirit life at 
Quincy, HL, Sept. 5, aged 83 years. 
He was an ardent Spiritualist and a 
devoted lover of The Progressive 
Thinker.

Passed to the higher life from his 
home in West Bridgewater, Vt, Aug. 
23, Joseph Kennedy Spaulding, aged 
69 years.

A .firm believer In Spiritualism 
death came to him as an open doorway 
through which hl? tired feet gladly 
passed. Two sons awaited him on the 
spirit side, and a wife, six children, 
and one brother, are left to miss him 
for a while. Rev. J. B. Reardon offi
ciated at the funeral, and the mem
bers of the Masonic fraternity, to 
which he belonged for forty years, 
performed their customary services at

Mrs. A. Sexsmith writes: -"Sunday, 
Sept. 2, both afternoon and evening, 
the Christian Spiritualist Society held 
two very interesting meetings In their 
tent at Desplalnes river and West 
Madison street. Miss Thomas spoke 
briefly along the line of Soul Unfold- 
ment, followed with messages by her
self and Brother Schaffer. In thp 
evening Miss Thomas took for her 
subject, ‘Kind Words’Never Die,’ fol
lowed with messages which were 
greatly appreciated. Sunday, Sept. 9, 
was the closing of the tent meetings 
for the season, and the society feel? to 
thank all those who so willingly, took 
part In helping to make these meetings 
a success. The developing class 
closed last Sunday with over two hun
dred members. Miss Thomas will con
tinue her meetings commencing Sun
day afternoon, Sept. 30, at Conway 
Hall, Western avenue and Lake street, 
over the drug store. .' Entrance on 
Western avenue. Meetings commence 
at 3 and 8 p. m. Good speaking and 
messages by different mediums. The 
music will be In charge of Mrs. A. 
Sexsmith.” . ■

Mrs. Geo. Williams writes from 
Cleveland, Ohio: “The Ladles’ Spirit
ualist Temple Fund Society of Fuller
ton street, Cleveland, Ohio, kept up 
their usual activity during the sum
mer months. Brother C. A. Bollinger, 
together with some other energetic 
members, managed to maintain en- ’ 
thuslastlc and interesting meetings 
every Sunday during the heated term. 
Brother Bollinger officiated at all serv
ices,' and delivered -many forceful and 
Instructive addresses. He was ably 
assisted by Brother Bloomfield, In a 
series of fine lectures and tests. Too 
much credit cannot be given to these 
two lively workers, and also to Mrs. 
T. J. Cook, whose .work as a test medi
um was highly enjoyed. The ladles 
•of the Temple Fund meet every Thurs
day in the annex regularly. Active 
work is now going on, preparatory to 
the holding of another fair during the 
winter. The fall and winter work 
Will be auspiciously opened by Rev. 
Carrie E, 8. Twing, during this month 
of September. The very best lecturers 
and speakers that money can obtain 
will be engaged during the .winter. 
The society is prospering with a sure 
prospect of wiping out entirely all the 
debts in the near future.. A large at
tendance is desired for next Sunday.”

Mrs. Anna L. Gillespie has com
menced a three months' engagement 
at Battle Creek, Mich. She .will an
swer calls for funeral?, of give mid
week lectures in surrounding towns.

Lake Brody Camp.
August 26, Mrs. Marian ■ Carpenter 

of Detroit, spoke . for Lake Brady 
camp. Her morning lecture was upon 
topics given by the audience, “If We 
Die Shall We Live Again?” and 
“Within." Mrs. D. A. 'Herrlck gave' 
messages .after the morn! ng lecture.

As a preface to the afternoon serv
ices Mrs. Carpénter read one of Ella 
Wheeler Wilcox’s poems, entitled “Be
yond." She spoke on the subject ot 
"Religion,” and gave many comforting 
messages from the spirit friends after 
the lecture.

On-Wednesday she again lectured 
and gavé messages for the benefit of 
the auditorium fund.

September 2 was the closing day at 
•Lake Brady ■ camp. There was a 
large gathering of people, fine 
weather and two fine discourses by 
Mrs. Carpenter, “When or Why Is 
Life a Failure?" being the principal 
topic of the morning; that of the af
ternoon was based on the poem of 
John Burroughs, “My Own Shall Come 
to Me.”

Mr, D. A, Herrick assisted in the ex
ercises of the day, also bringing greet
ings from the other camps, he' has vis
ited during thé season. 1

One interesting feature of the day 
was the presentation of a diamond 
ring to Miss Myrtle Cannot of Alli
ance. At the opening of the camp 
Miss Cannot and Mrs. D. .A. Herrick 
were furnished books in which to jot 
down donations solicited for the au- 
dltoriumt fund; the one receiving the 
largest sum to receive the ring. Mr.

In Japan the education of each 
child up to manhood is of such char
acter as to make him feel and realize .......  
that upon his shoulders rests the re-...........................THOUGHT, by SEVEN-
sponslblllty for the failure or success leading authors, is our last 
of the whole empire; ' Premium Book.

Bo It should be with each and every „ 0,10 ot t*10 Thirteen Premium
reader of The Progressive Thinker; P,.0?1? y,?u ,n?y or<ler' 25 cent?, 
they should know that there is a great J!10 Pl'lce' remember, when you 
responsibility resting upon • their k”6 in

shoulders to carry this lighter heaven RnPkPe«l a«0
to those who are both deaf and blind ® 
and groping in daiknees in the form miùm Book the price is as follows: 
01 . „ ; , Any two of the Thirteen Premium

Each should work while it 18 day, B00ka yOU niay order, price 70 cents, 
before the night cometh. Any three of the Thirteen Premium s

‘ “• Books you may order, price $1.10.
—:—;—a — -— Any four of the Thirteen Premium

"LIKES THE PREMIUM BOOKS. Books i0» mi,Y order' I,lico S1-30- 
______  Any five of the Thirteen Premium 

, „ ... . _ ._______ . „ „ Books you may order, price $1.75.A California Læcturer and Medium Any six of the Thirteen Premium 
Expresses His Appreciation. Books you may order, price $2.05.

---------- Any seven of the Thirteen Premium
To the Editor:—The twelve pre- Bo^8 i*,ic0

mlum books and The Progressive n ¿ny eight ot the Thitteen Piemlum 
Thinker all arrived safely yesterday, Bo±v p±^l2^
and you will please accept thanks for „ ^>ny ,n ne of ihlrtc®n 1 mlum 
♦ Via nrnmnt «1oUito».v T wahI/I BOOlCS yOU Hl ft y Ol'dCl’i priCO ^>2.00«bAA„P^PX Ls r L Any ten of the Thirteen Premium

v frhÎÆ Books you may order, price $3.10. told what to expect by my friend Dr. Any eleven of the Thirteen Premium 
B „e- . . T . Books you may order, price $3.40,

For some years past I have been do- Any tweh,0 of the Thll.teen Premium 
Ing missionary work with copies of Books you mfty or(ler prlce 
The Progressive Thinker that were Lastly, nil of these THIRTEEN Pre- 
Elven to me by friends who had fln- mium Books here announced are sent 
ished reading them, and I hope that it out, all postage prepaid, for 4.15, . 
has gained you many subscribers, even something never before equalled iu 
if I was unable to become a regular tnjy country or Europe, 
subscriber myself. I always have, and Bear in mind that every order tor a 
always will work Tor The Progressive Premium Book must be accompanied 
Thinker, and always grasp every op- with a yearly subscription for The 
portunity to gain subscribers for it, Progressive Thinker, which 1b ?1. We 
and this Is just what everyone ought repeat that the world has never seen 
to do, if they are In any way Interested the like of It before. ;
in the cquse of honest Spiritualism. 0UR THIRTEEN REMARKABLE I 
Through the gateway of Ute we are a PREMIUMBOOKS FOR $4.15.

vision beholding. loilowlug la the Hat of titled ol
Though thé light from life’s lamps the Twelve Premium Books; ’

may now glimmer afar, —Yke Encyclopedia ot Death, and
Yet a truth is a knowledge to the Life in the Spirit World, Vol. 1. K 

soul that’s unfolding, 2—The Encyclopedia ot Death, and
And It becomes to the mortal a Life in the Spirit vVorld, Vol. 2.

bright guiding star. j—Tiie Encyclopedia ot Death, and
JAMES R. LITTLE. Life in the Spirit World, Vol. 3. Thesa i 

’ Oakland, Cal. three volumes have been prepared by,
--——---------- J R. Francis. They contain Lnvaluabla 

SPECIAL NOTICE FROM N.'S. A. data.

A. M. W.

Two Excellent Spiritual Books

06ERN1DES
A

Cloth Cover« Price $1.00. a most important contribution tot

ed.

Adeline

can 
for

and 
the

sire my address it is 87 
street, Oakland, Cal."

"Continuity of Life a Cosmic Truth,” 
By Prof. Wm. M. Lockwood. The work 
of a strong, logical thinker, on a deeply, 
important subject. Price, cloth, JL

Hall. The Progressive Thinker 
be bought or subscription taken 
same."

Mrs. DeWolf-Klzer, the test 
slate-writing medium, Is now in

These books from the pen of the no ted musician, medium -and author, 
Carlyle Petersilea, whose writings have been read, and prized by thous
ands of readers of The Progressive ' Thinker, will assuredly be enjoyed by 
all who read them. They are intense ly spiritual and of absorbing Interest 
from beginning-to end.

SOMETHING TO BE DONE. ' 

An Appeal for a Higher Spiritualism.

Psychical Novel.—Price Paper, 
Cover, CO Cents.

JESUS CHRIST A MYTH.

MARY ANNE GftREW This book examines the evidencefor, 
a the historical existence of'Jesus, an4

nr . flnd8 !t Quite insufficient to prove thati
WKc, Mother, Spirit, Angel.—Neat BUch a man as Jesus everiived. It IB1

the grave,

THIS GENERAL SURVEY DEPART- 
MENT IS ONLY INTENDED TO 
CHRONICLE THE ENGAGEMENTS 
AND WORK OF SPEAKERS AND ME
DIUMS. A REPORT OF WHAT THE 
VARIOUS SPEAKERS SAY WILL 
NOT BE PUBLISHED, AS WE HAVE 
NOT SPACE SUFFICIENT FOR THAT 
PURPOSE.

E. W. Welsendanger of Comanche, 
Texas, claims to have positive proof 
that reincarnation is true, and states; 
that if Mr. Dague will write him hp 
will send him his book on “Reincarna
tion,”

“I never believed in promonitions 
before, but I do now,” said Christian 
Steiner of Pandovia, Ohio, who went 
to Marion to take charge of thè body 
of his brother, Ellis Steiner. He then 
described a dream, in which he said he 
saw his brother’s body hanging from a 
tree. “I awoke my wife and told her 
of It,” continued Steiner, “but she 
laughed at me and said it was all im
agination.”. The next day, while at
tending a Sunday-school convention al 
Pandovia, Steiner received a telegram 
telling of his brother’s suicide by 
hanging.

Mrs. Jaquet, lecturer and test medi
um,-was in, the city last week, having 
just returned from Clinton camp. She' 

■ goes from here to Mt. Vernon, III., 
where she can be addressed in care of 

' Box 71. ' From there she goes to 
; Cedar Rapids and LeMars, Iowa.
,. The Band of Harmony (auxiliary to 
the Church of the Soul) holds regular 

■ meetings the first and third Thursdays 
of each month, at 3:30 to 10 p. m. 
Ladies bring lunch. Coffee served at 
6 p. m. All are made welcome.

The Church of the Soul, Rev. Cora 
L. V. Richmond, pastor, holds regular 
services every Sunday at 11 o’clock, in 
Hall 309 Masonic Temple (corner 
State and Randolph streets). Sun
day-school at 10 a. m. All are in-
vited. • ।

Mrs. C. Klrcnner writes: “At the 1 
Rising Sun Temple on Sunday after- ( 
noon, Sept. 2, a very forceful lecture ( 
was delivered by Mrs. W. Hild of , 

' North Chicago. She is a very elo- < 
quent speaker and gave .out some ■ 
very interesting thoughts which held < 
the attention ot her hearers. Sister , 
Kirchner followed with some very 
beautiful spiritual messages. In the 
evening quite an audience listened 
again to Mrs. M. Price of Oak Park, 
who delivered a spiritual lecture 
which was characteristic of her noble 
character. Sister Dill followed her 
with a number of clear-cut spiritual 
messages that were all recognized. 
Our speakers and mediums cannot be 
excelled by any in the city, as their 

. messages are all of a high spiritual 
nature. On Tuesday . evenings Mrs. 
Kirchner gives readings from flowers; 
Wednesday evening Mrs. Coombs 
reads from articles. We again wish 
to announce that on Friday evening,' 
Sept. 14, Miss Elizabeth Harlow, that 
wonderfully gifted orator from Colum
bus, will delivers a -lecture in the 
temple. Subject,-‘Mother’s Duty for 
the Spiritual Unfoldment bt her Chil
dren.’ She will also speak in the 
temple .Sunday afternoon and evening, 
September 16. Come and hear this 
gifted woman, and learn the truth.”

W. F. Schumacher, writes: “The 
Spiritualistic Church Students of Na
ture, 461 W. North avenue, had a 
large attendance at its opening serv
ice, Sunday evening, Sept. 2. The 
pastor, Mrs. M. Schumacher, delivered 
the opening sermon, after which she 
was presented with a large bouquet of 
American beauties, with an address 
of appreciation by the officers of said 
society. Mr. G. Michel of Milwaukee, 
Wis., made a few remarks and gave 
spiritual communications, assisted by 
Bister Buntrock, Sister Maichizk, Sis
ter Smith. All that hunger for soul 
food are invited to attend our meet
ings every Sunday evening at Flynn's

one,
Melker Rudholm writes: “The 

Church of the Soul' will re-open its 
meetings, Sunday, Sept. 16, in Hall 
309 Masonic Temple. Strangers, ire 
cordially Invited to come and listen to 
our pastor’s wonderful Inspired . dis
courses.- Services commence at 11 a. 
m.; Sunday-school at 10 a: m.” .

Charles Bolton writes: "‘I wish your 
readers to look at The Progressive 
Thinker of August 25, page 4, and 
read the letter from Dr. George, re
garding a gentleman: of- Denver, Colo. 
It should, arouse the sympathies of all 
able to respond by a small contribu
tion to his aid.”

Julius Wagner.writes’ from Alle
gheny, Pa.: “The Spiritual meetings at 
West DJambnd, Grand Army Hall, are 
well attended. . Mr. Chs.rles Morrow,• 
a local medium, and Miss Manchester, 
have been giving some wonderful mes
sages from spjrlt friends. The. hall 
during the last Tour Sundays was well 
filled. Sunday, Sept. 2, the. writer 
gave a short lecture entitled, ‘Is Spirit
ualism a Science?’ It was well re
ceived. Two Sundays previous I gave 
a'eulogy bn Col. IngerSoll. He is as 
much alive in the spirit world as he 
was in the earth plane. Hé has inani- 
fested many times since;. his . .transi
tion.” . ■

' Dr. and Mrs. Caird, direct from the 
Lily Dale Camp, are now located at- 
No. 598 West Monroe street, Flat A, 

- first floor. Mrs. Caird is well and 
favorably known In this city, having 
formerly lived here for many_ years. 
She is regarded as'a most excellent 
medium. The Doctor will resume 
his practice here, combining his skill 
In the use of medicine, with his pow
ers as.a magnetic healer.

W. F. Peck will serve the society at 
St. Joseph, Mo., during the months of 
October .and November, and Cleveland, 
Ohio, during January and February. 
He will attend weddings, funerals and 
week-day meetings within convenient 
distance. Has a few Sunday dates 
open the coming Reason; Address 
2509.Slattery street, St. Louis, Mo.

Sarah Waterland writes from De-

Now is the time for you. to hear this 
gifted lecturer. . '
¿Mrs.’ Emma M. Nutt-Moore;; or

dained speaker and medium, ; has ’ lo- 
"Cated in Edmond, Okla/forthewinter. 
She Is open for engagements for fall 
and winter with societies needing the 
services of speaker and medium. 
Terms reasonable. She will also at
tend funerals. «Address her at Ed
mond, Oklahoma, General Delivery.

Maggie Henry writes: “At thé Spir
itual Mission Chapel (Old 77) wé had 
large aldience. - Our speaker, Prof. F. 
Stoller, makes the meetings Very inter
esting by the many topics touched 

! upon, answering the many questions 
pertaining to the philosophy of Spirit
ualism and life, asked by the audi
ence. We also have good psychics to 
giye spirit messages and psychometric 
readings by your correspondent and 
others, also by our speaker.”

Mr._.and Mrs. Sprague are now on 
.their Way East, and will reach Chicago 
in time for the convention. Their last 
engagement was -at Mountain Park

troit, Mich.: “Sunday evening, Sept. 2, 
the First Church of the Soul, 46 
Grand River .avenue, once more 
opened its doors to the public with a 
crowded house. Mrs. Laura L. Craw
ford is pastor for the -ensuing year. 
The . meeting Was given oyer to the ly- 
ceum children who participated in flag 
drills. The beautiful rites of baptism 
was tendered Baby McCornis, and her 
life was consecrated to good.'. Thurs
day afternoon, Sept; 6, the Band ■ of 
Harmony will open, its social features 

; for the coming winter with more, zeal 
| than ever. Here all true workers will 
ever find an open door and a royal 
welcome at 198 Fourth street”

More than 5,000 peasants fled from 
Vai Vedasco*. dm the Swiss-Italian 
frontier, during a great storm on Lake 
Maggiore recently. The superstitious 
villagers declare they saw an angel 
In the sky pointing its. fingeruat the 
valley. They consequently believed 
the valley was doomed and in great 
terror fled from their flourishing or
chards, gardens and fields; which were, 
deserted. ?

W. J, Elmo writes: “Sunday, Sept. 
2, the Spiritual Alliance'Church, 3514 
Vincennes avenue, was well crowded. 
We. were agreeably surprised in hav- 
Ing Mr. Thompson of the West Side, 
with us; also Madam Zazelle and Sam 
Foss, who gave messages which were 
recognized. Mrs. May Elmo gave an 
interesting talk, following with her 
wonderful tests and messages. "" We 
announce our socials and dances 
which will start Sept. 15, and continue 
every Saturday -evening throughout 
the winter."

G. F.'Perkins writes from Oakland,

city, and7is located at No. 251 South I 
Hermitage avenue, near Van Buren.

Dr. D. D. Denningway sends the 
following appeal: “Will the- brothers 
and sisters of our noble cause who are 
able to do so, assist a poor young wo
man who is a shut-in, and a great suf
ferer from a terribly, injured back, to 
papers, books, clothing, or. anything 
they can? It will be most highly ap
preciated, and each one will do a kind 
and worthy action. Send to Miss M. 
Brown, Alexander Place,> Clinton, 
Ark. All who nobly respond will re
ceive the blessings and pure thoughts, 
thanks and prayers from her physl- 
Uam”

Herrick made the’presentatlon speech.
The season has been quite a suc

cessful one/ all runnlng expenses hav
ing been paid, and the debt on the 
audltrfum reduced some, six hundred 
dollars. It is to be hoped another, 
year will Bee thé ' society again out of 
debt. j -

On Saturday evening at. 8 o’clock, 
in the auditorium; in the presence of 
some thirty or forty people, Mrs. Car
penter performed the ceremony which 
made Anna'<K. Die'fenbach and Joseph 
A. Glelxnerihusbabd and .wife. The 
contracting J parties are both from 
Pittsburg. They arrived here late on 
Saturday; but the friends did all that 
was possible'In bo short a time to 
make the occasionna pleasant one. The 
rostrum w,as decorated with gladiola 
and other flowers.1’ Miss Myrtle Can
non played the-wedding march. The 
cememony was beautiful and impress
ive as the Spiritualistic ceremony al
ways is; thé cdngratulatlons were 
many and slùWere;-" May their journey 
through lifeibe prosperous and'happy.

MARY B. BETTES.
• CüyahogaéFallsÿ Ohio,

SPECIAL NOTICE ’TO ;
ALL TRUE MEDIUMS.

I hope the N. 8. A,-will do some
thing this fall and make a stirring call 
for .our people to rally around, the 
standard ot a higher Spiritualism. We 
must place the ■ ideal high, and then 
work towards that Ideal. yVe Hare 
not remain in the same old rut and ex
pect to attract neW recruits from the 
great growing race. If we take high 
grounds I believe Spiritualism as a 
movement will split, and I believe that 
Is. the very best thing for all con
cerned, as ft is- impossible to harmon
ize the two factions.

Now- the moment we take high 
ground, we will attract thousands of. 
people to our ranks that we could not 
otherwise attract, besides hold mhfiy 
of .our leading workers whom I know 
are leaning toward New Thought and 
other movements. Something must be 
done; something will be done.'

— W. V. NICUM.

Camp. .
Marietta E. Skinner writes: “I 

wish to thank Mrs. Carlyle Petersilea 
through your grand paper, for the 
good letter in No. 876. I think it the 
best I ever read. It Is so helpful to 
getsuchgood advice.’-’

Mary B. Hill writes: “The Band of 
Harmony will meet in Masonic Tem-! 
pie, room 512, Sept. 20, from 8. until 
10 o’clock, each to bring lunch. This 
being the home-coming of the pastor, 
Mrs, Richmond and husband, the 
Band of Harmony will tender a recep
tion and hopes all members and 
friends will join in making this a joy
ful occasion and begin the work with 
renewed efforts and greater zeal.”

Geo. E. Sly writes from San Diego, 
Gal.: “One of our mediums was ar
rested for not taking out a license, and 
this morning was found 'not guilty’ by 
the police justice,”

James A; Patterson, secretary, 
writes from Denver, Colo.: “The Psy
chical Research Society of this city ex-

Cal.: “The cause is somewhat handi
capped on account of so many mer
chants leasing so many buildings 
with halls used by lodges and Sunday 
meetings. - Mr. and Mrs. Gillett have 
closed their meetings for the above 
reason. Mrs. Cowell is the only one 
occupying a hall on Sundays at pres
ent. Mr. and MYs. Gillett have con
ducted their meetings for several 
years upon a scientific and spiritual 
basis, expressed in an Intellectual 
manner. I have assisted with lec- 

| tures, tests and songs for several 
months, and have no grievance at 
hand with regard to attendance and 
respectful attention. Mr. and Mrs. 
Howe are pluckily publishing their 
Occidental Mystic In Los Angeles, 
where they had journeyed four days 
before the awful Ban-Francisco disas
ter which destroyed’every Visible-Wit
ness of such-an enterprise as a paper 
or home, Including clothing, etc. They 
are brainy spiritual workers, and en
titled to a liberal consideration. l am 
recovering much of myoldrtfme vigor 
and expect to be heard.1 from ere long. 
Should any of my. old-time friends de-

A Prominent Spiritualist of Michigan 
Appeals to nil Mediums to Assist 
Him in Getting Out an Important 
Work..' .. ..

• The undersigned having completed 
manuscript for a book of some three 
hundred pages, the title, "Donald Mc
Lane,” the subject discussed, Spirit
ualism in Michigan fifty years ago, its 
struggles with orthodoxy, Rev. Donald 
McLane, Its bitterest enemy, proves to 
be a criminal, and is under a false 
name. He'is sent to Jackson’prison 
for fifteen years. As an ex-convict 
and outcast.. McLane is met by the 
man— a Spiritualist—=-whom he at
tempted, to ruin-in the years that had 
past. This Spiritualist, a prominent 
character in the story, provides food,, 
clothing and good employment in his 
own factory. The criminal, the ex- 
convlct, the homeless tramp, through 
the wise and humane treatment by 
the Spiritualist becomes a good citi
zen and a worthy man. * '

T appeal to the true, manhood-and 
womanhood of all true mediums—and 
their name Is legion—-to aid me in the 
publication of this work. I trust you 
will subscribe for a .volume for your
selves; and solicit subscriptions by an
nouncing my appeal from the rostrum. 
Five hundred subscriptions at one dol
lar each will be required to bring out 
the work. Address me at once at Do
wagiac, Mich,. •; C. F. COLE.

A GRAND MASS-MEETING.

To Be Held at Milwaukee, Wis., Octo
ber O and 7, Under the .Management 
of G.- H. Rrooks,. the President of 
the State Association.
There is to be a grand mass-meeting 

by the Wisconsin State Spiritualist As
sociation, at Severenace Hall, 421 
Milwaukee street, Milwaukee, Wis., 
Saturday evening and Sunday after
noon and evening, October 6 and 7., 
Harrison, D. Barrett, president of the 
N. S. A., will be present and deliver an 
address. Mrs. Catharine McFarlin, 
vice-president of the state society, 
will also be present, and the president 
of the state society, G. H. Brooks, 
will be there. ' Mrs. Isa Cleveland, 
the noted test medium of Chicago, will 
be present and give tests after each 
session; so come friends, one and all. 
All the societies are to unite in hold
ing this glorious mass-meeting.

pects to open the regular season lec
ture on Sept. 23, by holding public 
services In the Normal School build
ing. During the first four Sunday 
evening meetings, our missionary, 
Mrs. Alice Gehring, will be the . plat
form message-bearer. Madam-Amelie 
Hild, the well-known musician, .will 
assist with vocal and Instrumental 
solos. Mr. and Mrs. Fred Fowler, 
whose voices under the direction of. 
Madam Hild, have reached a high de
gree of artistic excellence, have prom
ised to be with us on alternate Sun-- 
days and will render solos and duetts 
.suitable to the occasion. Our first 
speaker will be one of : three local 
members of the bar, who have agreed 
to lecture for us during the coming: 
winter. These men will be followed 
by others of national reputation, with 
.whom wo are now In correspondence. 
Skeptics, agnostics, New Thought peo
ple, and others who have become 
weary of the husks and platitudes of
fered by the orthodox churches, are 
particularly invited ..to attend.”

Dr. W/M. Forster writes from 709 
Van Ness avenue, San. Francisco,-Cal.: 
"I am one of the unfortunates of the 
late disastrous fire in San Francisco. 
Having lost my offices and contents.at 
that time, I suffered very heavily as I 
had a very complete outfit of all the 
latest therapeutic instruments and ap
pliances, as well .as a well-stocked-

Lessons on Nature’s Principles-and 
■’ . Forces—Chiefly on Electricity.

This the present, is the marked timw 
for the forth-bringing to man's view 
and understanding, the queen of all 
sciences—Electricity.

Man beholds that the kenynote of" 
nature’s rhythm, as well as of ail'cre
ative processes; is . the electric, click 
from Which all other notes take their 
pitch and movements? Man the stu
dent has already discovered that there 
is in. nature a chemical and electrical 
balance by which all- co-relatlve force 
and substance activities are assigned 
In their proper-oilier of degrees; that 
this record 5of procedure and order is

MARY ANN CAREW, 
■ Wife; Mother, Spirit and Angel.

- . By Carlyle Petersilea.
This most beautiful story of the ex

periences of a. young wife and 
mother taken from her home on earth 
to her home in the spirit .world, is told 
in such a realistic way, that-one is 
carried away with, the street beauty 
and naturalness of it. It makes the 
other world appear very near to us. 
This book has been a great comfort to 
many weary hearts who have lost 
mother, wife or'babies. Price, neatly 
bound in Cloth, $1. “

HEADQUARTERS. ”4—Art Magic, or Mundane, Sub-Mun*
' dane and Super-Mundane Spiritism, bJJ i

To Societies, Delegates and Visitors to Mrs. Emma Hardinge Britten.
th« 5—Ghost Land, Spiritualism, Occult/the Convention in Chicago. by Mrfl Emma Hal.dmge Britten.

m«.- xt c a 6—The Next World Interviewed, by,in Chli Ort. ®fat toe Y^M G' U“n’ a m0Bt remarkabla '

?' auditorium, 153 7—-The Occult Life ot Jesus, by Alex-
LaSalle street. N. S. A. Headquar- anijer Smythe, a medium of rare gittf>. 
ters wui be at the Palmer House, g_ A Wanderer in toe Spirit Landa- 
where, the public reception will be Translated'by A Farnese, a wonderful 
held, free to all, on Monday, Oct. 15, English medium, 
at 8 p. m. 9—The Religion ot Man and Ethics d|

Special notice is hereby given to all Science, by Hudson Tuttle.
travelers by railroad , to this conven- 10—Seers of toe Ages, or Splritualisml 
tlon—secure your certificate tickets Past and Present, by Dr. J. M. Peebles, 
over your special line. If your rail- 11—-The Great Debate BetweenMoses 
road agent does not have toe certifi- Hull and W. F. Jamieson.
cates, you c^n secure them at nearest 12—Letters from the Spirit World»
town or city to your starting point, written through the mediumship ot 
Brlng,certiflcates to the N. 8. A. secre- Carlyle Petersilea. :
tary at the convention for her signa- 13—Gems of Thought, by SEVEN-
ture. This will enable you to secure TEEN leading authors, is our last Pre- . 
your return fare for one-third regular mium Book. '
rate, provided you remain till Oct. 19, ----- :------ —-------- ------------------------
to have your certificate countersigned n — ... r HTr/'inril
by toe special railroad agent, for fl NfU| fxfl I r I kill
which you must pay 25 cents. 11 11LII V111 LUI HcJlIl

Ail railroad Unes will grant you an RV M M MANGASARIAN 
extension of return limit to October BY 
30, by depositing your certificate with —-—,
toe special railroad agents on Oct: 19, Fourth Edition—Six Additional Chap- 
and paying him fifty cents for exten- ters—260 Pages, Bound in Cloth,
Bion. This will enable you to attend $1.00.—Containing Likeness of the
the convention of the New Thought Author. 

D , "A New Catechism” has enjoyed aSpecial Notice to Pacific Coast Dele- remarkable saleNjoth in America and 
gates: Certificate tickets will not be gngiand. George Jacob Holyoake, 
issued west of Denver, Colo., but all ln introduction to toe English edi- 
visitors and delegates to the N. 8. A. yon of ,.A New Catechism,” says: 
Convention can purchase- excursion ..A New Catechism” Is the boldest, 
tickets to Chicago and return, limited the brightest, the most-varied and in
to October ■ 30. Call for excursion forming of any work of the kind ex
rates from the Pacific coast. tant. The principal fields of human

MARY T. LONGLEY, knowledge, which the churches have 
♦ N. S. A. Secretary. fenced round with supernatural ter- 
-— --- ——-------— rorSt the Catechism breaks into, cher-

“Right Generation the Rey to the ishing what is fair and showing what 
Kingdom, of Heaven, on Earth.” By Dr. is deformed. The notes, of which | 
M.E Conger. An appeal to reason and .there are many, both ancient and con- | 
man’s highest aspirations. A- plea for temporary, are as striking as the ! 
justice and equality in all the relations text. The book is a cyclopedia of . 
of life between, men ..and women, theology and reason.in a nutshell. 
Leatherette, 40 cents.. _ • . ' '______ _ ’ I

library, altogether representing an In
vestment of many thousand? of' Hol
lars. After the fire I took" a pro
longed and much-needed vacation, but 
have resumed practice again at the 
above address, better in health and 
with" bright hopes for the future of 
San Francisco. I have been traveling 
around ¿onslderably and have, very 
much missed the weekly vislts-of the 
dear old Progressive-Thinker. I hope 
that "the visits will be speedily re
sumed.”

made and kept by the vibratory sys
tem in spacbn ■ By it also are marked 
the paralleWby Whlch at marked times 
in the world’fe; history, internal work
ings for external’ effects are- dupli
cated; that Is, what has been will 
again be. $?»• ;
/ The preset cycle of the world’s un- 
foldments fi the’''counterpart of that 
period in tUfelworld’s history in which 
Job figured’1 as h? prominent factor. 
Take the history &t Job-as an allegory, 
an epic poem; of %lmply as biography 
of man’s ajid nature’s relations as 

i actor and arfted kipon, and mark the 
i various moods, and by the comparison 
of it with ti-da^’s manifestations, a 
great lesson may be learned.

Job was’tfh oil’magnate (see Job 
29th chapter/'6tti verse). “When I' 
washed my steps with butter and the 
rock poured me out rivers of oil.” He 
waxed rich and great as a result of 
this oil. He drew so heavily on na
ture's deposits that he became a tres
passer on her statutes, and for that 
reason was the object of a .debate be
fore a great council in the world be
yond and at which meeting, the world
ly ruler, or Satan also appeared, be
cause Job came under his especial' ju
risdiction. \ t -

The; narrative -tells-ybxrwhat fol
lowed. Our object: In citing this In to 
prove that now that which then oc
curred has its parallel and .recurrence 
to-day, and Is a. great mark in nature’s 
circling courses oS advancement

From the Pen of the 'Gifted -Inspirational Author
•¿k. CARLYLE PETERSILEA

Other Excellent Publications
BY M. M. MANGASARIAN.

HOW THE BIBLE WAS INVENTED.-

A New Lecture.«.—Price, 10 cents. • 
• This little pamphlet should be 
placed in the hands of every American 
citizen. The attention of preachers/ 
theological students, and all church 

-members should be-called to the won
derful story of .the Invention of the 
Holy Bible, which this lecture tells. *

Bee that at least one orthodox 
neighbor of yours reads this lecture.

“TSorality' without'agod.
With letter to Right, Reverend 

Bishop Anderson, of Chicago. Price, 
10 cents.

This great novel is written with'a 
distinct purpose, to Set forth certain 
phases of spirit life and experience, 
as related to the gifted and Inspired 
author. The question ot soul mates, 
or.of the united male and female con
stituting, the completed ego or angel, 
is advanced as a-vital truth of spirit 
experience in the higher realms. The 
.work radiates-a good spiritual influ
ence, and la.very interesting. \

It 1b a spiritual book for Spirltual- 
Ssto, and interesting for everyone.

This great work relates the expert- Modern Thought. It is prefaced bJJ | 
cnees of a young wife and mother, a letter to the Christian Clergy, and i 
early called to the portals of death, concluded by an answer to an editor^ । 
It is very realistic, and the narrative al 'n one Chicago morning pa« 
la, charmingly. natural, and beautiful pers, attacking Mr. Mangasarlan’s po- 
in its tone of'sweetness, it brings sltlon. Send your orders at once, ^3, 

■ • .. “ the first edition will soon be exhaust-that other world .very near to us; the j 
comfort it brings, to those bereaved 
of the dear ones of the home and fam
ily, is beyond one's power to describe. 
All-readers will be* charmed with It 
as well as splrlthady aided and up
lifted..
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A New Line of Thought
The Venerable Dr R. Greer Presents His Spicy Views 

■ in Reference to Christ, His Life and Career.
'•To the Editor.—WW BomaSDlr-

ifuLlsts believe or
as do Christians, In the allegea iragio

dead, and calling his. r®'aPPear 
spirit materialization, when, according 
to the New Testament, the preponder
ance of testimony Is all against it?

True, Christ was nailed to the cross, 
was apparently dead and burled, nev
ertheless he, on that cruel cross, d d 
not die Hie apparent death .was only
a deatli-Hke trance, the trance mista
ken for death, so when taken from the 
cress he was taken down aHve but in 
a swoon. He was not dead, but just 
asleep, for the friends the third, day 
after hla crucifixion, kneeling and 
looking into the sepuklire saw with 
amazement the rock-bed empty, the 
grave clothes scattered in wei^ 
fusion, some folded, lying in a corner, 
saw also two bright angels PyrPasely 
awaiting there to meet the friends to 
announce to them, “He is not here, but 
r Soon, then, he-appeared to Mary, 
aid when she saw him she supposed 
him . to be the gardener, which shews 
he had disguised himself as a garden 
er Such disguise would not have been 
necessary had he been a spirit risen

India, to whlcU he, for wider fields of 
usefulness had joyrnoyed a second, 
time from Palestine.

It was in India; too, fie was Joved, 
honored and revered as a’ Messiah 
more than in ills o.wn native Palestine.

Influenced by a spirit of altruism 
there, he taught the doctrines of hu
man love and human kindness, the 
science of life and good will to all; 
and where, also, Jie ever 1’esponded to 
the wails of suffering to allay their 
distress, till he died, not, however, as 
a God, but as a man—a divinely spir
itual man, and. Where, too, upon his 
.epitaph it was written—‘.’HE WAS 
THE GREAT PHYBJOIAN,” and 
where, too, his tomb is known to this 
day in the town of Stranlgar, Cash- 
mere, India.

Literature corroborating this fact 
has (recently) come to me from In
dia.

While this contribution of informa
tion, the result of modern Investiga
tion, may be news, and a surprise to 
some, and while, too,- the same might 
be calculated to undermine the very 
fundations of the Christian religion, 
nevertheless such Is not our object, 
our object being simply the edification 
of Spiritualists, to enable them to com
bat error and forward the cause of 
truth, as they certainly can by careful, 
regular reading of The Progressive
Thinker. DR. R. GREER.

CUNTO» CAMP, HWA.

WW

Under the Preataeacy of Efr. W. F, 
Peck, Who Iles Decupled the Posi- 

. tton fqr Eighl Scare, the Caw Has
Assumed a -Moat Prosperous Condi
tion. .
To the Edftor:-r~As everybody at 

Mt. Pleasant Park seems to have been 
toq much occupied with: business or 
pleasure to report It® doings to the 
press during the camp-meeting season* 
it may be that a brief accouut of the 
twenty-fourth annual session of the M. 
V. 8. A. may be of Interest even at this 
time.

In common', I believe with all Spir
itualist camps this season, out attend
ance was somewhat below the aver
age of the last few.- seasons. ' The 
difference, however, was largely local 
and due to the extreme-number of 
counter attractions and amusements
offered the public. A Chautauqua 
Course, a street carnival, a summer

ULY »AI® ÔNOÉ^IORE. THE ORAN» WORK COING ON.

The-Speakers 
With Marked, 

of
Ì8

- Themselves 
ection toi . 

jrf
■ • . ■ T^~qjy~,. a.

Like a mighty vessel' ^tormtossad 
and water logged, ^ghtmg mutiny, 
beset with barnacl^» WQgned by furi
ous waves, sweeplngjevpifiylhlng before 
It, bereft of its rudder,; low in hard 
tack and, water, Btllf seeking harbor, 
bo baa the City qt ’Light;. Assembly 
weathered storms, A fought ’.pirates, 
struggled pgalnst Joes 'from within 
and without, yet nev,§r girting up hope; 
for there were loyal,'hekrta and .true 
wiio with unswerving, fidelity .could 
be relied upon to ido pud dare.

With divine recklpssnbssj far-seeing 
visions, feet out of the mire, seeking 
only the best interests' of all, In per
fect union and moBt‘>bleBB6d harmony 
the Trustees;and a host of friends

from the'dead.
When, too, the tomb was seen, the 

stone had been removed .and which 
■would not, had there been a supernat- . 
ural resurrection. ,

When, too, he came at the .closed 
door where his disciples In secret were 
convened in session, he gave the secret 
signal, the bolt fell and he .entered, 
exclaiming, “It is I, be not n^nld- 
“A.spirit hath not flesh and bones as 
ye see me have. Handle me and see,

Thus doubting Thomaa was con
vinced. , . „

Like as Jonah escaped from the 
whale’s belly, so Jesus escaped from 

'the tomb, so declares the New Testa
ment, and just, too, as. Jesus himself 
hod predicted,—a natural return, ol 
animation and nothing more.

Mortal like, too, and unlike, spirit, 
he hungered and asked for food, and 
before a bright and cheerful camp
fire in the open, he dined with hia dis
ciples on bread, broiled fish and hon
eycomb.

This was immediately after his cru
cifixion, and at the Bea of Tibernium, 
and no doubt,while, too, on his way 
on foot from Jerusalem back to India.

Soon, because of numerous reports 
In- circulation of his having been re
suscitated, he and his friends became 
uneasy, and,to elude pursuit and pre
vent recapture, friends had him spir
ited out of harm’s way to India, and 
while on the way he gave out reports 
that angels had carried him bodily to 
heaven.

As to his alleged ascension, you 
. have not a single eyewitness recording 

it? Mark and Luke only barely refer
• to it. -. Matthew and John never men
tion It.

How. Spiritualists can; Jike Chrls- 
ttans,- believe in a bodily resurrection 
or bodily ascension is past my cqmpre- 

■ henslon. . .
No!: Christ did not die on the cross. 

The Jews did not kill him, and Chris
tians should not, as in Russia, kill 
Jews. But ‘tls only savages—untu
tored—who will kill or envy in the

Maywood, Illinois..

A GENUINE HAUNTED HOUSE.

Haunted Abode in Which No One Can 
Dwell—-Some of the Uncanny

Things That Occur,

Dickson, • Tenn.—Dickson’s haunted 
house mystery has again sprung its 
periodical excitement, though the fact 
of Dickson’s having within its limits 
a haunted abode is as familiar to some 
of the town's inhabitants as is the 
town itself.

For years it has been known that a 
certain residence in the city limits was 
Inhabited (or maybe visited would be 
a better expression) by spooks. It Is 
surmised by those entitled to do so that 
once upon a time a murder, foul and 
atrocious, was committed .within the 
walls of the old mansion though no 
positive proof of the act has ever been 
produced or even offered. Be that as 
it may, the house is here to show for 
itself, and what has taken place within 
its visionless walls to cause it to be
come the 'abode of ghostly forms and 
the recess of weird and unearthly 
sounds, may never be known, for of a 
truth, dead people tell no tales. Let 
ub go at once to the facts, and then 
the public can draw its own conclu
sions.

Years ago the property passed from 
the hands of its owner, and became'the 
home of renters. - One followed an
other all declaring the - house was 
haunted, but some silent as to .what 
had been seen and heard. The curi
ous, however, have been secretly busy 
with their investigations, -and some 
hideous forms, Jt ,is . asserted, have 
been revealed'by the edmera. Some 
strange occurrences, too, have con-

■name।of religion.
Christian savages and Christian fa- 

natlcB, in order to champion their re
ligion, have, in the dark and middle 
ages; killed millions of heretics—ao 
it is said—and some say that it Kings 
permitted it now, as In days of yore, 
there are Christian fanatics and Chris
tian savages In Christian Europe who 
would kill fifty millions more.
' Here, too, in our own free United 

States of America, we are confronted 
with disciples of the same Emporium 
or, seat of learning, the same .foreign 
religious element decked in broad
cloth, of suave manners, and sur
rounded with a glamour of worldly 
success, who, unlike other people,-do 
not have to strive to make money, but 
only to ask for It, when they get all 
and even more than wanted or asked 
for, and who, too, claim not only the 
key to heaven, but who with stony 
hearts and cheeks of brass, with 
tongues of blasphemy and galls of im
pudence, declare that all marriages 
and births outside of their priestly ar
rogance are illegitimate.

Brave, pious sons of Mother Church, 
to boldly face and make, without

fronted the eyes of the dauntless ob
server. Those who have inhabited the 
house say that at times, usually after 
nightfall, the doors are-flung sudden
ly and violently open, though strongly 
locked and barred. One individual, 
whose word is not to be doubted, 
claims that while asleep in the house 
recently every door in the building 
went violently ajar, and when he at
tempted to close one of thenr-he was 
thrown by the shutter across the room 
and knocked almost senseless, so 
great was the forcé. It is further re
lated that at times à great-light, vivid 
and blinding,- has been seen to sud
denly illuminate the building after 
night, and to as suddenly disappear.

A gentleman who once occupied the 
place says that one night his attention 
was attracted to what he took to be a 
hog squealing in the barn. Upon in
vestigation he found the noise appar
ently coming from his horse, which ex
hibited no signs of pain or unusual 
conduct, but kept up the squealing pe
riodically for a month or more.

Many are the times it is said, that 
the lights in the building have been 
extinguished as though a breath from 
the grave had blown théin out, and 
was as often repeated as they were 
rc-llt.

Frequently in the dusk of the even
ing the dim figure of a woman is seen 
approaching the front entrance. It

■ flinching such grave and uncanny 
charges against five-sixths of 'the 
¡world’s people, sihce the reign of Con
stantine, when the Mother Church 
first began!

Suclv brave, pious sons must Indeed, 
' like brave, pious coal mine gentleman 
Baer, be Christian men, to whom God 
in, His infinite wisdom has intrusted 
the religious interests of the world.

Nevertheless, it seems something 
should be done to silence such assaults 

. of disrespect from an audacious priest
hood, whose object has ever been to 
frighten and deceive unthinking, cred
ulous people,-to have them follow 

' blindly their erroneous teachings and 
doctrines, ddctrines.repulsive 'and re
volting to the senses, the alleged cru-

may be that she will enter like the 
fleeing shadow of a cloud chased by a 
moonbeam, or it may be that she will 
linger on her way for several minutes 
and vanish. If she enters however* 
the worst is to be expected. The 
building trembles, the w'lndows rattle,

cifixion of one man, for instance, 
which to believe, will save eternally 
all-other men, but which to disbelieve, 
will damn eternally all other men.

There are other equally, immoral 
doctrines, such as the “eatlng~o£ Ged,” 
etc.. ■

■ Such doctrines, the invention of an
cient priesthoods, should by- Jaw be 
suppressed, being a libel' on God, and 
a sort of a'tlasphemy.

Christian clegry must surely know 
that Christian -Church members are 
distinguishing rapidly between the 
dim false lights of the Christian pul
pits and the brilliant lime-lights of 
the spiritualistic rostrums, and: who 
ultimately will not accept for divine 
truths Christian fables or popular de
lusions. Hence the great present un
rest In Christian Church circles.

Of couréé Christian ecclesiastics, not 
unconsciously aware or the enormity 
of their false position, but who In, their 
own exaggerated self-importance, im
agine they aré in the right, are not 
responsible. They are simply follow
ing in the wake of a long line of com
mercial -predecessors, encouraged by 
a deep-seated superstition in human 
nature,- since the age of Monks, or 
B}nce the world began—"preaching for 
hire and divining for money,” thresh- 

blit century after century the 
name old straw, harping on the same 

.. : eldstring, "Jesus Christ and Him cru- 
,.. cifled,” till the subject has become 
V iasipid, making people tired, longing, 

for domo newer cult or diviner reve- 
latfen. ...

,. But té return to our subject, Christ, 
- • , ■ too, did .not die In Palestine; on the 

j contrary, tradition—ancient and mod- 
I era tradition—backed by spirit, ’ de- 
\ flare hia earthly demise took place in

thunders roll and mingle their mut-. 
terings with a piteous sob and wail. 
Then for a time all will be quiet un
til in its own good time the visitation 
is again manifest■

The past week was one of unusual 
activity and it is said that many new 
pranks were played, and that some ob
servations were made that may prove 
interesting in the future. - - .

A strange feature of the affair is 
that no dog, however attached to his 
master will of date years remain long 
on the premises.—Nashville American.

PRAYED FOR OLD HOME.

Maine Woman Dreamed West Salem 
Would Be Destroyed—Tor

nado Did Strike It. ’’

LaCrosse, Wis,—Awakened but of a 
sleep with a presentiment of danger 
and imbued with the feeling that the 
Almighty had directed her to pray for 
the deliverance of LaCrosse and West 
Salem "from a fearful catastrophe, 
Mrs. C. Davis of Vienna, Me., prayed 
for two days. ■ ’

Mrs. Davis was a former resident of 
LaCrosse county, but for the last 
thirty-eight years has lived , in Maine.

In a letter Mrs. Davis tells of her 
strange experience. A peculiar coin- 
cidence of her-vision was'the fact that 
it occurred at exactly 'the same time 
this section was visited by the tornado 
which caused the loss of a number of 
lives And the destruction of many, 
homes within a few miles of La
Crosse.—Beaver Dam (Wis.) Citizen;

"After Her Death: The Story of a 
Summer." Lilian Whittag. No 
mtad that loves spiritual thought can 
fail.to be fed and delighted with this- 
book. Beautiful spiritual thought, com
bining advanced ideas on the finer and 
ethereal phases of Spiritualism, leading 
the mtad onward Into the purer atmos
phere of exalted spiritual truth. A 
book for the. higher-life. • Price, cloth,-
>1.00. '

"Discovery of a Lost Trail.” By Chaa. 
B. Newcomb. Excellent la spiritual 
suggestiveness. Cloth, |L5fr

have pulled together , with all their 
“ "““>'• «um™, a ouujuici । might, the angel world has rewarded 

garden, etc., drew away many who their loyalty, spoken t>eaçe to the tur- 
would otherwise have visited our hulent waters, filled the ragged sails 
grounds. - . with stiff breezes, and brought the

Socially, educationally and spirit- beloved craft safely to harbor, 
ually our session was one of the most q’hq most successful season, numer- 
successful in the history of our camp. I leally and financially has closed; the 
Our speakers and mediums without ex- niost harmonious, and therefore larg- 
ception seemed doubly inspired to est in usefulness and real results, and 
feed the hungry souls who waited with glad hearts and new courage 
upon them. Our program proved to everybody is looking forward to um. 
be one of the best ever provided by other season with greatest anticipa- 
our association. • tlons.

Dr, B. F. Austin occupied thé plat- We have employed Mrs- Milite these 
form the first week and delivered the. latter days. She grows ever younger 
finest course of lectures I have ever and more spiritual; her lectures have 
heard from his eloquent Ups. Bro. been divine messages jndeed and her 
Austin certainly grow? in power as the inspirations of the highest order, 
years Increase. Oscar Edgerly favored us with three

Following him came Helen Stuart- great lectures, and / never did his 
Etchings, whose lectures grew in In- guides endeavor-to bring stronger 
terest and .whose audiences grew in convictions to his .hearers. Each ad- 
numbers to the close of her engage- dress was a masterly oration. 
meat' Professor Lockwood's classes were

She also gave a dramatic recital attended .with the unusually large at- 
which L regarded as one of the finest tendance, and close attention paid to 
things of the kind I have ever wit- his wonderful deductions. He demon- 
nessed’ and I think I can claim some strated by experiments in a plain yet 
ability as a critic on thet subject. .scientific manner, his .-arguments, so

After her came “The Spragues.” the child couELunderstand, while the 
This was their first visit to bur camp student was astounded-by its pro- 
but they captured our people from fundity. His text,. permon and con- 
the .start. Mr. Sprague’s fervid elo- elusion proved that the divine life- 
Quence supplemented by his accurate j giving essence obedient to law which 
medial powers make him an evangelisti Some call God, IS IN ALL AND IS 
of the first rank. ALL. ?

Mrs. Sprague was quite ill mosi'of Mrs. Cora L, V. Richmond added 
the time, yet her platform work was her pearls of wisdom, to the priceless 
excellent, and her testé nearly all rec- string of which the program,was con- 
°B»r « • .L x « stltuted. It would seam that a supe-

Next on tho list of speakers was rior speaker would be needed to con- 
Thomas. Grimshaw, who also visited us elude so grand a feast, and Mrs. Rich- 
for the first time. His reputation as I mond, with her cla$se&fand lectures, 
a trance speaker of unusual pôwer was formed a clasp to close ther gem and 
fully confirmed by his work.. All his mak6 a complete whole of the .work, 
lectures were of a high order, one we enjoyed seeing Mrs. Richmond, 
particularly upon “The Life Beyond,” Mrs. Lillie and Lymayp Howe standing 
making a profound Impression upon together on the platform and.of hear- 
hls hearers. " jng each ¡n turn rqclte.a verse of a

Mrs. Allice C. Barry, settled speaker beautiful poem. - j rnc 
for the local society, lectured to one of , n6W York State ¡Bay Brought sun- 
the largest week-day audiences assem- Shine visitors, and rmorédsunshine ih 
bled during the camp, and concluded the presence of oup.oownj Carrie E. 8. 
with a christening ceremony that was Twing and Tillie Us .¡Reynolds, the 
very beautiful and-Impressive. two Vice Presidents of thp New York

During the last week of camp MiBs state Association of gpinJUialists, and 
Elizabeth Harlow was our speaker. Mr. H. W. RichaBdsoimo the State 
Miss Harlow needs no words .of mine President. ■ ic , a 
to make her merits known. From her- it waé indeed a feast of.fiood things, 
first appearance on the platform ia few had looked upq»6it osian appetiz- 
years ago she took high rank as a ing side dish in ource feast, but we 

; speaker, and she grows better year found it was an entire msffiu, prepared 
by year. Her eloquent and fearleBs- by the workers qf ibe EjWPiro State, 
advocacy of tho truth, backed up by well seasoned and/ bquntfjtal in meas- 
the sterling integrity of the woman, ure, feeding all an^i leading twelve 
mikes her a power for good. baskets’ fulbto take/jfome.
. Our platform-mediums-were more- on Friday t)ie;anwiabwotlng-i<>pk 
than usually satisfactory;.. ;! Mrs. J.i Asi place. Never..had jjie-£ifflcers of Lily' 
Murtha served, us as message’ bearer Dale better news to.-renqrt nor more 
for the first-ten days. Mrs. Murtha grateful stockholder^ td ? report ’’to. 
does not often give names but her de- The financial Téport showed great im- 
scriptlons of persons and évents are | provoihent over previous years, and 
sometimes startling in vividness and I tag people were especially pleased 
nearly always correct I regard her with the fact that they had beqn, con- 
as one of the best and most reliable I suited ovër and over again, on the 
mediums in our ranks. different business matters relating to

Georgia G. Cooley has served our the Assembly, as well as individual 
association many times, and always cottage owners.- 
with credit; but this season she fairly it was unanimously voted amidst 
outdid herself. Her work was of the great enthusiasm that the name of 
highest order and remarkably con- the City of Light Assembly be changed 
vincing. As Vice-president Willing to LILY DALE ASSEMBLY, 
remarked, “It Is the kind of work we The following officers have ..been 
don’t have to apologize for.” elected to serve the coming year: Mrs.

Mrs. Henrietta Llchtig, though one g. l. Humphrey, president; Mr. H. W. 
of the newer workers in the field, ac- Richardson, vice-president; Mrs. Laura 
quitted herself like a veteran. I,G. Fixen, secretary, and- Dr. G. B.

The same may be said of Mrs, Nora Warne; treasurer. . Trustees, Mrs. 
Hill, Mrs. Jaquet, Mrs. Gifford and j Geo. L. Humphrey, Mrs. Laura G. 
Frank Ripley. Flxelli Dr. G. B. Warne, Mr.' H. W.

I cannot undertake to name the Richardson, J. W. Stearns, R. W. Sav- 
mediums for private work but will say age and Lee Morse.-, v V 
that, with a possible exception of two, I i in the evening we- enjoyed another 
our camp was favored with one of the' Of Miss Alice E. Bennett's delightful 
best and most reliable corps of medi- entertainments. She was assisted by 
ums in all Its history. ¿.lice .Hubbard,, wife ,of Elbert

Some so-called, mediums whose I Hubbard of Roycroft fame, who en- 
work fears inspectiòn, have been very joyes the distinction of'being the hus- 
busy knocking” the Clinton camp as band of a great woman. Mrs. Hub- 
an enemy of mediumship. -Just keep I bard is a born artist; her deep percep- 
your weather eye^open for such for tlons and college education has en- 
they require watching. Every honest hanced her natural gifts, while the 
medium for any and every phase of unprecedented opportunities given her 
phenomena will be welcomed with for cultivating them in . writing for 
open arms to our beautiful grounds. I the Philistine and carrying oqt her

When I went to camp this season 11 lofty ideals- in the Roycroft Inn and 
was fully resolved to decline to serve Shops, but enlarges their scope. It 
any longer as president of the M~ V. S. was certainly a treat to hear her as 
A. Eight consecutive years in that | well as to know her personally. She 
position with its worry and responsi- j read from Justinian and Thepdora, as 
bility and its financial sacrifices, had I interpreted by berseli and husband tn, 
given me more than a sufficiency but the play written by ‘them and lately 
when I learned that certain convicted published at Roycroft. t 
tricksters were flooding the camp On Saturday, we listened to another 
with circulars denouncing the manage- oLMr. Oscar Edgerly’s splendid ad- 
ment and advocating the election of a dresses, and in thé evening the last 
man who had burled one camp - and I camp dance brought real pain to many 
brought a state association into dis-', hearts and toes, ? ; •
grace by his defense of frauds, I re^ I Sunday morning wè were favored 
solved ^that-the time was not yet ripe with another of Mrs., Richmond’s in
to give our honored association into terestlng class lecture^, and in the 
such hands, and, as a consequence ! afternoon her . guides delivered 
that element was so completely through her a most beautiful oration, 
snowed, under that even their groans- to the largest audience Idly Dale has 
can’t be heard. ; hqd on her closing day for many a

The^ntiretoxecutiye board-; stands season. • j? ?
to-day a unit, in favor of ' protecting 1 The evening was given, óyer to a re- 
and fostering honest mediums by re-1 cepttonand a love feast found every- 
fuslng all countenance to fakes-and thing else that ? meahUTEood will, 
their'mole-eyed defenders. I thankfulness .and^SapptoQBS.- The

.... , W. F. PECK. old as well.as the nq^iy.^çted board
St Louis; Mo. were on tlie piatto^ às'bwell as the

——;—» • ’ ■—— I speakers and the , entiiq executive
Notes From Ottawa Camp. f staff from the chain^n t? the gate- 

.Ottawa camp opened at Ottawa, ^P61-- When Mrs. Gieo. L, Hunir 
Kansas, August 17, with a large at- president

- - 1 was introduced, shei,was overwhelmed
with such continuegiJapptause that it 
fairly took her off hep fept; she nearly 
forgot her speech, ^ut-0J^ mattered 
little,' everybody chejrqd.[n The people 
are so pleased to hayg.thgfavorite wo
man at Lily Dale asypreÿjjent.of the 
Lily Dale Assemblyl^or^eat is their ।

tendance. _ The best of weather pre
vailed throughout the camp, /which
was by far the most harmonious as 
well as successful in the .history . of 
the association.

Large crowds listened every even
ing to the finest lectures ever .deliv
ered from the rostrtim. Among the 
speakers and mediums were Mrs. A. L. 
Lull Mrs. Ella Baldwin, Will J. En
wood and Max Hoffman. Mr. John' 
W. Ring, of -Crystoid, Cólo.’, arrived 
just in time to take part in the literary 
entertainment, which .was a grand 
success. Mrs. Rev. Glen C. Stevens of 
Kansas City arrived on Friday and 
took a very active part in the meet
ings to the close. The election of offi
cers took place on the last day and 
the following were elected and -in
stalled: H. W. Henderson, president; 
Mrs. Della K. Grant,, vice-president; 
May O. -Pierson, secretary and treas
urer; Rose Henderson, corresponding 
secretary; Ezra A.. Carpenter, C.Beard 
and'T. Rooney, trustees.

- . ROSE HENDERSON,
Cor. Sec’yi

"Spiritual Fira Crackers, Bible Chest
nuts and Political Pin Points.’’ By J. 
B. Harrington. A pamphlet containing 

(78 sages of racy reading. Ma §6 eta.

&

Mrs, Cora L. V. Bichmond and Hei 
Excellent Work in th®rEast—Intor- 
estlng Events et LUy Bale,
Mrs. Cota L. V. Richmond was at 

Onset from Aug. 6 to Aug. 13, where 
she gave three public addresses and 
class lessons In "Astro-Psychology."

The public meetings were well at
tended and all who heard the lectures 
were well pleased. The'class lessons 
were well attended by larger numbers 
of students than any of the previous 
classes lipid by' Mrs. Richmond at 
Onset.

Sunday, August 26, Mrs, Richmond 
held a meeting in the Unlversalist 
Church at Cuba, N. Y. The meeting 
was very largely attended, people com
ing from many of the surrounding 
towns to attend It Many of them, ex
pressing their feelings, said it .was 
worth going many miles to get the 
ministration and comfort they had re
ceived from that meeting. .

Aug. 28, Mrs. Richmond com
menced her work at Lily Dale, con
sisting of three public addresses and 
class meetings, the same as at Onset. 
It was the last week of the camp and 
the week' in which the annual stock
holders’ meeting was held and the 
election of officers for the ensuing 
year; so when Mrs. Richmond arrived 
on the grounds, she found the mental 
and spiritual atmosphere very much 
disturbed. 'Many people were de- 
pressedand apprehensive about tho fu
ture of Lily Dale. Notwithstanding it 
was the last week of the meeting—-us
ually considered tho poorest, the 
meetings were very largely attended, 
more so than they have been for 
years, and there were more expres
sions of appreciation of Mrs. Rich
mond’s work’than ever heard there

VfttjWBtE. LIBRftRY 
...OF...

SFIRITUflLISTlG LITERATIM

BOOKS FOR ALL SPIRITUALISTS TO PERUSE.
■ ' ■- .• .......... >

The Riddle of the Universe at the close of the nineteenth century. By 
Prof. Ernst Haeckel; of the University of Jena. • Bound in cloth. Price 
$1.50.

The Soul, Its Nature, Relations and Expression in the Human Em
bodiments. This is clearly a book on re-embodiment, or the principles 
of reincarnation. By the guides of Cora L. V. Richmond. Price $1,

The Soul of Things, These three volumes are among the most popu- 
lar works ever written in explanation of the Spiritual philosophy? By 
William and Elizabeth M. F. Denton. Price $1.50 each; postage 15 cts'

The Soul's Song of Triumph. A prose poem by Harrison D. Barrett« 
Price 10 cents.

The Spiritual Alps, and How We Ascend Them. A few thoughts on 
”How to reach that altitude where spirit is supreme and all things arc 
subject to it..’’ By Moses Hull. Price, cloth, 40 cents; paper, 25 cents.

The Spiritual Birth, or Death, and Its To-Morrow. The Spiritualistic 
idea of Death, heaven and .hell. A logical statement, proven both by 
facts and the Bible. By Moses Hull. Price 10 cents. . '

before. The attendance at the classes 
was larger than ever before. Mrs. 
Clara Watson, who was present at two 
of the classes, said they were the most 
Interesting and valuable lectures she 
had ever heard.

Mrs. Lillie’ gave one lecture during 
the. week, when she and Mrs. Rich
mond met for the first time in ten or 
twelve years. •

Saturday was Pioneer Day, when 
with Mrs. Richmond there were many 
of the old-time workers, and many pi-., 
oneer Spiritualists, including • Lyman 
C. Howe, Carrie Twing, Clara Watson, 
Prof. Lockwood and - other workers. 
Carrie Twing paid brief tributes of 
praise to the-lives and works of many 
of the old pioneers,. and Lyman C. 
Howe gave one of the finest addresses 
he ever gave, and after the meeting it 
seemed as though the spirit and en
thusiasm of the old pioneers was set
tling over Lily Dale.

• Sunday afternoon—the last day of 
the meeting—Mrs. Richmond gave the 
last address of the meeting for the 
season. The audience was one of the 
largest ever assembled at the audito- 
rium oh the last Sunday of the meet
ing. On the rostrum were Mrs. Wat
son Mrs. Twing, Mrs. Annette Petten- 
gill Mr. Howe, Prof. Lockwodd, and 
the new. board of the directors and of
ficers of Lily Dale Assembly. Mrs. 
Richmond, after her address, which 
seemed to touch and thrill everyone 
present, took each member of the new 
board to the front of the platform, and 
with a characteristic little speech for 
each omp introduced them to the audi
ence in the midst of the greatest ap-
plause. After the meeting a spirit of 
perfect accor.d. and harmony pervaded 
t^’q. jjrpuflflk ■■ , 'tfie.fe
was a great symposium in the audito
rium. Everybody; was there,' the 
platform was filled by the board of di
rectors; officers, all the public speakers

The Spiritual Significance. By Lilian 'Whiting. This book is all that 
the name implies—a spiritual book. Price. $1. '

The Story Hour. For Children and Youth. A book of short stories, 
written expressly to interest and instruct the young. A good work for' 
Lyceums. By Susan II. Wixon. Price $1.

The Strange Story of Ahrinziman, the Persian Mystic Emperor, A 
wonderful and interesting occult story, written by the author of A Wan.' 
deter in the Spirit Land. Beautifully bound. Price, $1; postage 12 
cents; paper, 60 cents. s

The Talmud. Selections from the contents of that ancient book, its 
commentaries, teachings, poetry and legends. Also sketches of the men 
who made and commented upon it. By H. Polang. Price, cloth, $1.

The Unknown. By the scientific writer, Camille Flainmarion, 
?rice, $2.

The Widow's Mite and Other Psychological Phenomena. A new book 
of 538 pages by I.’ K. Funk. A most remarkable and valuable book, 
’rice $2. . . , ,

The Wonders of Life. A popular study of biological philosophy. By, 
Ernst Haeckel, author of The Riddle of the Universe. Bound in cloth. 
Price $1.50.

The World Beautiful. Series One, Two and Three. Choice volumes of 
restful and educational reading, uniting the ideal and the real in this 
life. By Lilian Whiting. Price, each volume, $1.

Three Jubilee Lectures. By Dr. J. M. Peebles. Pric6 35 cents.
Thomas Paine’s Examination of the Prophecies. A consideration ol 

the passages in the New Testament, quoted from the Old and called 
Prophecies concerning Jesus Christ. Price, 15 cents.

Truths of Spiritualism. This book narrates many of the striking ex
periences of its author as a lecturer and test medium in the earlier days 
of Spiritualism. By E. V. Wilson. Price $1. ' •

Twentieth Centuty Guide to Palmistry. By the Zanzigs. A good ’ 
book for all those interested in this study. Price, cloth, $1; paper, 25c< 

' Two In One. A compendium of Biblical Spiritualism. A combina
tion of “The Question Settled’’ and “The Contrast” into one volume.' 
By Moses Hull. Price $1.

Uncooked Foods and How to Live on Them. By Mr and Mrs. Eugene 
Christian. Illustrated. Cloth, $1,

Vaccination a Curse. By Dr. J. M. Peebles. Treating on a subject 
of vital importance to every one. Price, $1.25.

Vedanta Philosophy. By Swami Vivekananda. Price $1.50.
Volney’s Ruins and the Law of Nature. This is undoubtedly one of 

the best and most useful books ever published. It eloquently advocates 
the best interests of mankind. Price, cloth, 75 cents; paper, 50 cents.

and all the workers, in every depart
ment upon the grounds." There were 
speeches'from most everyone on the 
platform. Everything was perfectly 
harmonious and everybody was happy. 
Everyone was saying “I feel the spirit 
and enthusiasm of the early days of 
Lily Dale have returned and are to 
abide with us in-the future.” As the 
session of 1906 closed the spirit of 
peace brooded over Lily Dale.

COR.

THE MEDIUM, MBS. SAMPSON.

St. Peter DIustrates That’Each One 
Reaps "What He' Sows.

There is nqt a true Spiritualist who 
reads,of this injustice to Mrs. Samp
son Jn -Colorado, but what will feel 
that there has been a wrong done to 
them. You cannot hurt my brother 
without hurting me. Such treatment 
as the law of Colorado has admlnis-
tered to her, will ngt build for those I 
wjio enacted it a mansion in the g---* 1 
beyond. A good illustration of this
the dream of a rich and arrogant wo-

Voltaire’s Romances. -.A new edition, profusely illustrated. A de
lightful reproduction, unique and refreshing. 480 pages, with portrait 
and-82 illustrations. Price, cloth, $1.50; postage 15 cents.

Warfare of Science With Theology. Information not procurable in 
the libraries of the world in a half century, showing the opposition a? 
the church to science. Two vols., 900 pages. Price $5.

Wayside'Jottings. Composed of Essays, Sketches, Poems and Songs,, 
gathered from the highways, by-ways and hedges of life, from the in-* 
splrational pen of Mattie E. Hull. Price 75 cents.

What AU the World’s A-Seeking. By Ralph Waldo Trine. 
Price, $1»25.

Who Are These Spiritualists, and What Is Spiritualism? By Dr. J.’ 
M. Peebles. Price, cloth, 75 cents; paper, 35 cents. 4

Why I Am a Vegetarian. By H. J. Moore. Price, 25 cents.
Woman. A lecture delivered to ladies only, by Mrs. Dr. Hulburt, on! 

the present status of woman, physically, mentally, morally and spirit
ually, marriage and divorce. Price 10 cents.
• Woman's Bible. Parts I. and IL The Pentateuch. A galaxy d-v 

scholarly comments by many of our brightest minds regarding much ¿-f 
the Old Testament, and the slight given the women. Price 50 cts. each;

Woman, Church and State. A historical account of the status oA, 
woman throughout the Christian ages, with reminiscences of the Matrix 
archate. By Matilda Joslyn Gage. Price, cloth, $1.50; paper, 75 cents'.-,

-Womanly Beauty of Form and Feature. By Albert Turner. Price, $1» 
Woman. Four Centuries of Progress. Showing her gradual rise 

from slavery and bondage of ancient times. By Susan H. Wixon. A^. 
lecture of great value. Price 10 cents.

Works of E. D. Babbitt, LL. D. M. D. “Human Culture and Cure.

man. She dreamed she died and 
went to heaven. St. Peter was there 
to meet her. In her pompous way she 
ordered him to show her around. St. 
Peter bowed, and said, “With pleas
ure, madam.”

’ They started down the avenue with 
beauty all around; „ Soon they came 
to a dwelling fit for a king. “Who 
lives here?" she asked.

St. Peter replied, “This is where 
your scavenger resides.”.

On a little farther a magnificent 
home she spied, and said, “Pray, St. 
Peter, who lives here?"

“Madam, the woman who did your 
washing and sewing while on earth; 
she dwells in this place,”

"The lady’s hopes ran high as she 
supposed .she would surely dwell In a 
palace; but St. Peter in his wisdom 
led'her on where poverty and obscur
ity were visible, and then she saw a 
poor little house, and he said, “Mad
am, this is your house.”-

She replied," and said, “I have 
means to pay for what I- get, and/I 
want the best,” -

St. Péter 'replied,'- “Madam, money 
does not count hère.’. Your house .was 
built of the very best material you 
sent us.” ■

vLet us. bé careful that bur actions 
wlll be such that the material will be 
good'. - DR.'AGNES WINZELL.

Salt Lake City, Utah.

;his^s T’art Philosophy of Cure. Price, board cover, 75 cents,
it wo- “Unman Culture and Cure.’’ Part Second. Marriage, SexualPart Second. Marriage, Sexual Di -

faith in her as wel>eir tender 
love for her./ . nr 1

Dr. Warne, .the tifpasurer, gave us 
'another of his bparustirring ad
dresses; he is the greatest favorite on 
thé ground, next'to the president. He 
has fairly earned his place - in the 
hearts of the people^' and •• their un
bounded confidence In him by his 
wlBe administration and untiring ef
forts in behalf of the Assembly.

For two hours It was one long-con
tinued. feast of. talking^ . singing and 
cheering; each one felt they had given 
of money and loving service, and great 
was their reward. When the manager 
closed the 27th annual, assembly at 
Lily Dale with a closing wOrd and the 
benediction, it was a solemn moment 
indeed. -The City of Light Assembly 
went out'of existence, and the Lily 
Dale Assembly was ushered In, a most

good ■ will to man, while amid, cheers 
and tears its many friends are wishing 
it “Bon voyage.”

Notes.
Tho treasurer, Dr. Warne, paid ali 

the bills due and several hundred dol
lars due from last year; paid for the 
new-pavilion built and had over 6100 
left when the books closed. Not a 
dollar phid for stock was used to pay 
current expenses, but applied In buy
ing the Pettenglll interest.

Professor. Swift declared that after 
lecturing at Chautauquas for fifty-five 
years, he found the assembly grounds 
at Lily Dale the most beautiful, the 
auditorium the cleanest, and Professor 
Lockwood’S lecture the ablest he had 
ever listened to.

Among over sixty engaged as speak
ers, singers, mediums and workers, 
every one responded with the excep
tion of Miss Susie C. Clark, who was 
voluntarily released on account of the 
serious Illness of her mother.

LAURA G. F1XEN.

velopment and Upbuilding. Price, cloth, 75 cents.
"Human Culture and Cure.” Parts Third and Fourth. In one vot 

nme. Part Third being devoted to Mental and Psychological Forcei. 
and Part Fourth to the Nervous System and Insanity. Price, $1.

“Human Culture and Cure.” Part Fifth. The Bodily Organ?,. 
Their Diseases and the Great Natural Methods for Their CureJ- 
Price, $1.

“Health and Power?’ A Handbook of Cure, Etc. Price, leather,-. 
35 cents.

“Principles of Light and Color.” One of the greatest books of ths> 
age. Price, $5; by mail, 32 cents extra.

“Religion.” Most thoughtful, spiritual and excellent. Price, cloth., 
$1; paper, 50 cents. Postage 10 cents.

"Social Upbuilding,” including Co-operative Systems and the Happi-- 
ness and Ennobling of Humanity. Price, paper, 15 cents.

World Wiring. A scientific explanation of the birth, growth and 
death of worlds. By Samuel Phelps Leland, Ph. D., LL. D. Nicely 
bound in cloth. Price 75 cents.

Zanoni. By Bulwer Lytton. Price 50 cents.
Zodiacal Influences. Know thyself. This little pamphlet teaches 

how to use the powers derived at birth from the position and influence 
of the planets. By Charles H. Mackay. Price 25 cents.

A Conspiracy Against the Republic. By Judge C. B. Waite, author 
of “History of the Christian Religion to the Year 200. Price 25 cents.

A Few Words About the Devil. By Chas. Bradlaugh, the great Eng
lishfreethought leader,,with a story of his life as told by himself and a 
history of his Parliamentary struggles. Price, 50 cents.

After Her Death. The Story of a Summer. Pervaded with pure and 
sublimely spiritual thought. Something to make the reader pause and 
reflect almost to entranccment. By Lilian Whiting. Price $1.

Age oft Reason. Being an investigation of true and fabulous theol
ogy. A new and complete edition, from new plates and new type; 186 
pages. By Thonias Paine. Price, paper, 25 cents; cloth, 50 cents. •

welcome child in lovihk arms. - _ I
Ind so the new Lily Date

launched and sails forth on Its divine I S’
tnteáon to bring , peace on earth and I wW»*®8» A«» «• 6*

By the Author of

“fi Wanderer In Spirit ».”
“IHE STRANGE STORY OF AflRINZIMAN.”
\ The Persian Mystic Emperor.

A weird, powerfully told dramatic story of the earth life and subsequent 
Experiences in the Spirit World of the “Guide, Ahriziman:" ,- Few book^ 
are more calculated to hold the reader's interest from the first page to the 

st, and much that is original and new will be found in the accounts given 
of Ahrinsimmi'oStQdies in the Domain of Magic and its relation to obsession^ 
md olho? pcrpteslng problems of spiritual Intercourse^ Price, 
Postage,* 12 eenta. *aw, 66 »t



INGERSOLL’S LAST POEM.

Give Us the Truth, the Whole Truth, and Nothing but the Truth

FRANK N. FOSTER,

they

are

85 Warren SU SioMbtm. Man.

Song Books

AN EMPORTANT WORK.

Sir 
and

had 
may 
that 
saw

the apparition of the man he 
killed, and the face ot the record 
be accepted fully. He reported 
after he had killed Wright, he

Love’s sacred flames within 
heart,

And friendship’s glow;
While all the miracles of art 

Their wealth bestow

(Advertisement.)
THERE’S MONEY® IT FOR YOU.

HIS POSITION, AS APPARITIONS 
OFTfSN TALK, OFTEN GIVE VALU
ABLE INFORMATION, AND EVEN 
PREDICT THE FUTURE, ILLUS
TRATING THE IMPORTANT FACT 
THAT SPIRITS CAN AND DO RE
TURN FROM THEIR CELESTIAL 
HOME TO COMMUNICATE WITH 
THE MORTALS OF EARTH.

Influence of Suggestion.
Those who are familiar with 

Walter Scott’s "Demonology

HOW THE SECULAR PRESS IS IN
VESTIGATING OCCULT SUBJECTS, 
WE .PUBLISH .THE .FOLLOWING 
FROM THE ST. LOUIS GLOBE- 
DEMOCRAT TO ILLUSTRATE HOW 
SOME ARE TRYING TO PROVE 
THAT ALL APPARITIONS ARE 
PROJECTIONS FROM THE BRAIN, 
INSTEAD OF BEING SPIRITS,, AS 
CLAIMED BY SPIRITUALISTS.

And It WIU Htìto timi Cause of Honest 
IWtallnnfahip.

Maxham’s Melodies. 
Arranged for Solos, ¿nets, Quar- 

< tots, Also Six Poems, 
This Is a song book adapted to the popular 

spiritualistic tsste, and is emlnodtly fitted to do 
good Service in the lecture hall or family circle, 

. Prioe, 15 cents.

A Psycho-Clairvoyant Reading, 
For 26 cents. Tho only? "strings" to this offer 
are (I) that you send a-sample of your writing 
with full name, and (2) on receipt of the reading, 
write mo whether or nobit is correct.

W. F, Williams, 
884 Eleventh SU, W. B., Washington, D: 0, -

FRED P; EVANS, 
Noted'Medium for 

Slatewriting, Clairvoyance, Etc., 
Interviews daily fromJOto 4, Readings and de

velopment by mall may be obtained by writing to 
Mr. Evane for particulars. Famous book on 
Slate-writing, 11.20; whilaxlley last. Address, 

. < FRED F. EVANS.
2928 Sacremonto street, Sun Francisco, Cal.

t , ?>. 1 i-,”;■> , A‘> ‘ <

THE PROGRESSIVE THINKER

Spirit Photographer,

nwutttworlliy Mldme-agVd vdabee
X position in or near a city ua housekeeper, 
eewuig, Hgrlit house-work, where she will fltul 
congenial compuulonahlp. Box 42«. Caldwell, 
Idaho.

llshed as far as I know, that 
wholly lacked this faculty.

Projecting Mental Images.

irn. 8. BeWeW-XiUer, Medium, la now lo- 
111 ruled st No.— . ........ ...o , near Van
Buren, aud will bo there lor eevoral weeks.

MORRIS POTT INSTITUTE.
. A School Under the Auspices 

of SplrUqmVsm.
Thoroughly QUftUtled leachera. Atwo-yenr'e 

course prepares espextally for public rtfI pri
vatework: open toiallotuboth sexes over 15. Ad
mittance without^ examination. Terms reason
able. Write for Catalogue to

A. J. WEAVER, Pria.
MOSES HULL. Pre a. »
EMMA J. OWEN; See.^Milwaukee. WU.

TRUMPETS.
Infallible Fibre Trumpets! Rotter than metal;, 

insulated top and bottom. Tangible with spirit 
forces. Cardinal Enamel Color. Self-developing 
Cabinet and Physical Battery Combination Cabi
net, Special revised book governing every phase 
of development. A to Z Trumpet and Cabinet 
work in full. Book postpaid, 17 cents, Write for 
Circular.
J AS. KJE WTOJi, 493 Dorr Toledo. O

IT IS INTERESTING TO NOTE BUT THE WHITER FAILS TO NOTE 
------------------ . THK EXTREME ABSURDITY OF

The Way, the Truth and the Life, 
Taught by an unfailing method. Address.

W.B-Cutler.
908 DevlsaderoSt; flan Francisco, Cal.

READ and: REJOICE 1
Professor of Electric Vibratory Thern- 

peuties, after a series of marvelous experi
ments. is prepared to make th? following an
nouncement:- Give mo your name In full, location, 
date of birth, your favorite color and Bongs. With 
this data I will furclah a. psycho-physical chart 
of any individual by -which health, .happiness 
and business success can be secured, To give 
all an opportunity, these charts will be furnished 
In clubs of ten, until-. October 1, for 2&c. each. 
Each subscriber becomes a member of the School 
of Triunp Life Culture, entitled to monthly in
structions. Has to obtain the best results, phys
ically and psychically. Address,

School of Therapeutics, 
1)9 Wisoonain street, Milwaukee, Wls.

SP1RITUAUHEALING.
My Treatment ItFNatuval and a 

.r.iiBtXiotijTFratftfcabSystem. ,
In success h©8 erdwned
mo unXfonp.Deyojidvmytaxpectatlonat Diseases 
of women > specialty, ¡«and ab8ent::ireatmeut8 
given au0cesaftw'’wkhont . medicine or opera
tion, Write for full partlcuUrs. Sent pree 

ALBERT EMBREE.
2« N Calif St, Stockton, Cal, “ -

Unless Its natural habits 
changed by education and inherited

PHADT CDRR By a Bohemian Gypsy Ab- 
vimKl rKÇG trologer aud Clairvoyant. 
Send age, color'of eyes and hair, in owuha»d> 
writing. Address GEO. WELLES, Box 8Ü, New
ark, N.J.

Astrological and Psychometric
Readings, with prospects of coming year, 25 cte.. 
(silver). Send date, month, and year pf birth. 
Full reading with horoscope SL Address. F» F, 
HEITZEL, Box 988, Spkane, Wash.

"Handy Electrical Dictionary." A 
practical handbook ot refereheb, con
taining definitions of eveiy used ole» 
triad wrm pr phrase Price 2 Be®.

MRS. MAYA. PRICE
WB1 give Clairvoyant readings by- man, assisted 
by a spirit teacher of Astrology, an ancient Greek. 
Will diagnose physical conditions, and give ad
vice of the Spirit Phystcian. Will tell you of ma 
terial conditions aud give spirit advice. Send*' 
lock ot hair, date of birth, and one dollar. Laws 
of mediumship taught. Obsession or any unde
sirable influence cured. 171814tli si., N.W., Wash
ington. D. U

The Progressive »er.

SPIRITUAL SONGSTER.
By Matti© E.- Hull. Thirty-eight of Mrs. Hull’s 

gw&test songs, adapted to popular music, for 
the us© of congregations, circles and famlles. 
Price, 10 cents, or 97 per hundred ,

Mediumship, Development, 
Adeptship,

{3TWhatever your phase my system can make 
ItoperatUe, Your age has nothing lo do with it. 
Apply the conditions—mat’s al).
fy’My system is endorsed by eminent eden- 

tlsts. It never falls, If you are in earnest
.iSF’It costs less than cheap books and mall 

courses and dark developing circles, which often 
end in madness,

tarover fifty names now enrolled. Begin to
day. Send stamped, addreaaed envelope for 
booklet, terms to J. C. F. GHVMBINE, 24 
Strathmore Road, Brookline. Mass,

Special Announcement. 
Immediately to All 

^Magnetic Healers,
The accomplishments oT Electric. Vibratory 

Therepeutics will enable you to successfully 
meet the laity and practice as a healer. Address,

School of Therapeutics.
119 Wisconsin si., Milwaukee, Wls.

Ti.. ™ ~ enief Wooden Trump»*
1 rUmDetS. is tbs Trumpet for Devalop r ins Trumpet Manifestation.

Bine inches. Conrad Ornt, No. 590 Fulton 
street, Chloa^o, Ill,

'Spiritual Bongs for. the Use of Cir- 
Campmeetlngs and Other Splrltu- 
Gatherings." By Mattis E, HulL 
lo'senta.

Be Sure to Read This,
Frances L. Loucks, one of the greatest Daychic 

wonders living. I use the spiritual X-ray to lo 
cate all internal diseases. A trial will convince 
you. Nervous exhaustion and lost vigor of both 
sexes succesHfully treated, as hundreds can tes
tify. Send name. are. sex. complexion, one lead- 
in? symptom, ana ten cents in stamps, and you 
will receive a correct diagnosis of your case free, 
worth dollars to you. Bo sure to write your own 
letter. Dr. J. 9. Loucks, who lately passed on, 
continues to treat the sick through my medium- 

'Bhlp.^ Address all letters to
‘ FRANCES L. LOUCKS,

Do You Need Spectacles. 9 nei'pej°oai 

and Better Sight ? i
Circular showing style« and prices of my Magnet
ized Melted Pebble LENZ, u photo of Spirit Yar- 
mah, who assisted to bring out the Clairvoyant 
gift with me, lo flt your eyea ns perfectly al your 
own homo, and send Spectacle by mail as I could 
if you were in my office. Yarmah will form a band 
of helpers that will treat your eyes when wearing 
this spectacle and you will have normal vision. 
If needed this band can heal your body. We have 
n positive cure fur Granulated Eye* Lids, or sore 
eyes. Sent postpaid for fl.OO. A postage stamp 
would be acceptable. B. F. FOOLB.

167 Winthrop ave,.Chicago, LIL

THE HIDDEN HERB.
The Hidden Herb has bean discovered through 

spirit power, and in the unfoldmeut of the de
velopment of its force it has enabled us to com
pound it by scientific study inio a perfect tonic, 
that cures lung and throat troubles, coughs and 
colds ot all kinds. Convince yourself of its won
derful healing properties. A 25 cent «ample by 
m til. or call at the M. C. B. B. Herb Tonic Com
pany, G16 W. Madison street, Chicago, 111.

Sittings by Mail.
From photo or lock of hak- Send for circular 
free. Box 13, Green Lake eta., Seattle, Wash.

IN THE WORLD CELESTIAL
BY DR. T. A. BLAND,

With tall page photograph ot the Heroine Pearl' 
from a spirit painting.

“Three things that make this book remarka. 
hie. Its authorship, tho astounding claim's put 
forth in it. and-the philosophy and revelation 
of a future Ute it contains."—B. O. Flower, in 
the Arena.
-'Ttwillffive usooaragattopass through the 

deep shadows of deathto the sun-lit clime of 
the World Celestial^!—Rdv. H. W. Thomas. . 
Cloth bound with kill, sidii stamp; price- >1.00

The Case of Laurence Slaughter, Upper Alton, as It 
Belongs to Natural H¡story of Apparitions. -

The case of Lawrence Slaughter ot 
Upper Alton, who was “haunted to 
death,” is worth careful study. Its 
details are known, and they are so re- 

■ cent that any one who is in doubt on 
:any point may easily Investigate the 
.case for himself. In dealing’ with the 
case here, however, the attempt will 
be made to use only such details as 
will be plain enough to be generally 
accepted, on the face of the record as 
fully, creditable.

Slaughter was a colored man who 
was wbll thought of by his neighbors, 

, white and colored. Several years ago 
he was attacked in his own home by 
Daniel Wright, a negro who had the 
reputation of a desperado. Wright 
went to Slaughter's house armed with 
a 'gun/ and attempted to force an en
trance, threatening to kill the entire 
Slaughter family. When he was killed 
under these circumstances by Slaugh
ter there seems to have been no dis
sent from the general opinion that the 
homicide was not only necessary, but 
praiseworthy. Slaughter, who sur
rendered at once to the authorities, 
was released next morning, and his ac
tion was indorsed by the coroner's jury 
as commendable. Before this vqrdict 
had been given a subscription had 
been started for his defense, "in rec
ognition of his services to the public."

These are points of importance in 
the case as it finally developed. They 
show that in the opinion of those with 
whom Slaughter's life after the kill
ing came most in contact he had done 
something for which he deserved 
praise and thanks.. They established 
it as a fact that the causes of his death 
were not part of what is called his 
"environment,” as this represented 
possible .pressure from the minds of 
others In his own mind.

...................... . ' * ’4- '
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A Paper that Never Falters, Never Pauses in Its Effort for the Greatest- Good to 
the Cause of Spiritualism, Science, Morality, Higher Thought,, and a Better Life. 
Never Lacking for Life and the Dissemination of Most Important .Mind-Food.

Witchcraft,” and with later works 
written in the same spirit of fairness 
to both sides in the controversy over 
apparitions which are mistaken for 
ghosts, will see at once that this is one 
of the tyv° points of the greatest im
portance in this case. In such a case 
as this the haunting idea or the idea of 
being haunted, may be imposed on the 
mind of the sufferer from outside, bo 
that he cannot escape it. He may be 
reasonably convinced that ghosts are 
an Impossibility, but when actually 
haunted his reason makes little differ
ence to the result. H1b efforts to 
throw off the haunting Idea may be de
feated by continual suggestions from 
others, until he dies under it, not se 
much because of the logical operations 
of his own mind under its conditions, 
as because of its automatic workings 
under the control of suggestions from 
others.

In this case, where there seems no 
• reasonable doubt that Slaughter was 
actually "haunted to death” by an ap
parition, the suggestions from the out
side seem to have been almost wholly

city was at its highest period of mind, 
often use such cases to show what has 
been spoken of as the logical work
ings of the minid Itself. Shakspeare 
shows in Macbeth the deepest knowl
edge of the workings of a faculty as 
natural as th? natural mind of man as 
sight itself. It is not to the point in 
this immediate connection that all 
such cases have been associated with 
supernatural Influences from 500 
years before Christ until the present, 
when those who report they have seen 
"ghosts" are ant to be set down at 
once as Ignorant, superstitious and 
wholly mistaken.

Similar Cases In Missouri.
In the case of Slaughter, we have 

Ignorance present and admitted. It Is 
not to be taken for granted as the 
cause of his death, however, nor is su
perstition. It will be shown from two 
similar cases, both historical and both 
familiar to a number of people living 
in St. Louis, that neither the highest 
intelligence nor the most thorough
going skepticism Is a safeguard 
against being "haunted" with such 
fatal results as followed the haunting 
of Lawrence Slaughter at Upper'Alton.

Accepting the record in Slaughter’s 
case as based on his own records, it is 
proven by the record that Slaughter 
was "haunted to death" as a fact. In 
the ordinary and in the scientific un
derstanding of the word "saw” It is 
reasonable to be inferred that he act
ually saw the apparition, probably as 
plainly and In as full detail as he was 
capable of seeing anything else what
ever.

The two cases of men who were sim
ilarly “haunted” belpng to authenti
cated history in St. Louis, in Missouri 
and in the United States a( large. 
Both men were eminent men in a past 
generation. Their initials only will 
be used here because their deaths are 
still sufficiently recent to make consid
eration for the feelings of the living 
who loved them a matter of para-, 
mount Importance. Both were In 
their time men of more than local ce
lebrity. With minds which had de
veloped under the Influences which be
long to the higher planes ot civiliza
tion. Both attempted to throw off the 
haunting idea and its results without 
being able to do so. One of them, see
ing that he could not long survive the 
strain he was under, wrote a careful 
report of-this case to be read after his 
death, that his death might be reas
onably explained.

such thing belong only or especially 
to ignorance and superstition.

Mental Disease.
Another'theory is that they belong 

only to diseases of the brain. Many 
similar cases are reported in medical 
works, and it is usually taken for 
granted by scientific writers that the 
appearance of apparitions is in every 
case a symptom of brain disease.

How far this may have been true in 
the two historical cases of educated 
men here cited, must be left to their 
physicians, if they consulted physi
cians and. reported their symptoms, as 
these symptoms afterward became 
known. My own acquaintance with 
the tvvo-gentlemen and with the record 
of their cases, was only sufficient to 
lead me to the conclusion that in their 
cases, as in the casé of Slaughter, 
though there might have been unnat
ural conditions of the brain, it 1b not 
necessary to take such conditions for 
granted. ■

Dealing only with the.’apparitions 
seen by slaughter, it seems to come 
closer to the truth of general condi
tions to say that they were the result 
of the entirely natural condition of the 
human brain, as it appears in results 
In ail countries and in all ages where 

.man is most nearly under his natural 
and original conditions. It Is natural 
rather than unnatural to see such ap
paritions. Thé natural faculty of see
ing them is usually suspended or sup
pressed by civilization, but in many 
cases it may suddenly reassert itself.

I know of no tribal records or his
torical records of any people which 
represent them, under their natural or 
primitive conditions, without showing 
this faculty of seeing apparitions in 
use among them. It is A faculty so 
natural that it operates until sup
pressed or suspended by will and 
habit. It belonged to the natural 
life of every country in Europe and 
Asia. It is a natural faculty of the 
Indian tribes of North America; and of 
many, if not all, the' primitive tribes 
of-Africa and Oceanlèa. * Thépossible 
exceptions would seem to 'be thèse 
tribes which no longer represent the 
natural type, but are degraded below 
it. The "digger Indians” of the west
ern desert region may be an example 
of such tribes, though it is not estab-

Mu», k. M.niTCiieocii. will answer a 
questions for 25c. Send own handwriting and 

look of hair, Full reading, 11. Fern Hill, Pierce 
Co., Wash,

MRdam Amelia will answer X questions 1er 
25c.. Send own handwriting aud lock of

Full reading. tl.QO. Madam Amelia, Box 818.
Butte, Montana.

Send Eock of IMatav date of birth, self-ad- 
dressed envelope and 80 cents in stamps for 

test reading, to Mrs, M> V» Arris, 446 W, Ran
dolph street, Chicago, IU.

Following is the text ot “The Dec
laration of the Free,” read at the fune
ral of the author, by Dr. John Clark 
Rldpath:
We have no falsehoods to defend— 

We want the facts.;
Our force, our thought we do not 

spend
In vain attacks, 

And we .will never meanly try 
To save some fair and pleasing H9. 
The simple truth is what we ask, .

Not the ideal; - .
We've set ourselves the noble task 

To find the real. . :
If all there is is naught but dross 
We want to know and bear our loss. .
We will not ■willingly be fooled

By fables nursed;
Our heart» by earnest thought 

schooled
To hear the worst.

And we can stand erect and dare
AH things, all facts that really are.

are

We have no God to serve or fear, 
No hell to shun, 

No devil with malicious leer. 
When life is done

An endless sleep may close our eyes, 
A sleep with neither dreams nor sighs.
We have no master on the land— 

No king in air—
Without a miracle we stand, 

Without a prayer,
Without a fear of coming night;
We seek the truth, we love the light.
We do not bow before a guess, 

A vague unknown;
A senseless force we do not bless 

In solemn tone.
When evil comes we do not curse, 
Or thank because It Is no worse.
When cyclones rend—when lightning 

blights, 
'Tls naught but fate;

There is no God of wrath who smites 
In heartless hate.

Behind the things that Injure man 
There is no purpose, thought or plan.
The jeweled cup of love we drain, 

And friendship’s wine
Now swiftly flows in every vein 

With warmth divine.
And so we love and hope and dream 
That in death's sky there is a gleam.
We walk according to our light, 

Pursue the path
That leads to horior’s stainless height, 

Caroless of wrath
Or curse of God, or priestly spite, 
Longing to know and do the right.
We love our fellow-man, our kind, 

Wife, child and friend.
To phantoms we are deaf and blind; 

But we extend
The helping hand to the distressed; 
By lifting others we are blessed.

the

favorable for his recovery. Had he 
been able to accept them, he might 
easily have thrown off the haunting 
idea and recovered. As he was not, the 
case presents Itself as one of Increased- 
importance. That is, it is one in 

... which death resulted from the haunt
ing Idea under the logical processes of 
the sufferer’s own mind.

In connection with two other cases 
with which it will be compared, this 
case seems to present features which 
bring the whole subject of ghosts and 
all other spectral appearances, directly 
in line with its developments, so that 
without regard to what Is written 
about vaguely as. "hypnotism,” "auto
suggestion," “telepathy” or anything 
else which belongs In whole or part to 
what can not be proven, we may teach 
what seems to be a reasonable "work
ing theory” in passing on all such 
cases. It illustrates apparitions as 
"magic lantern pictures” produced by 
the brain, which in primitive man 
seems to have had the faculty of pro
ducing them with ease.

Slaughter's Case.
On the face of the record in 

Slaughter’s case, he was “haunted” by

Wright’s “ghost” at intervals, until 
finally these appearances .which are 
reported to have occurred in the day 
as well as In the night, drove him to 
frenzy. He grew more and more ex
hausted, until his death resulted dur
ing the second week in August this 
year, from no other known or imag
ined cause than the "haunt.”

It seems to have been taken for 
granted that when Slaughter said he 
saw this "ghost,” or what he took to 
be a ghost, the appearance to him of 
what he reported as the figure of the 
man he had killed, as he had known 
the man In life, was a result of his 
own ignorance and superstition.

This was not necessarily the case. 
It may safely be taken for granted (1) 
that as. far as he could trust his eyes 
at all, he did see what he reported as 
he reported it, and that his report was 
faithful as far as he was able to make 
a faithful report of such an apparl-

Heard Spirit Voices.
This gentleman, T. C. R., of St. 

Louis, was a man of the highest liter
ary education. He had studied in 
American colleges and at Heidelberg 
university. As far as his belief ap
pears, he was a rationalist. Begin
ning from 1850, he showed not only 
a development of mind much higher 
than the average, but an intensity of 
energy so much above the average 
that he" became a "recognized leader” 
In an era when the energies 'of the 
communists were being intensified to 
the highest pitch. Between 1850 and 
1860 he fought a duel in which he 
lamed for life his antagonist who was 
also a political rival. Both men ob
jected rationally to duelling, as did 
most other people who thought of It 
at all on rational grounds. In this 
case, however, as in other “affairs” 
of the kind which do not seem to have 
ended in actual homicide, T. C. R. 
had no more suggestion from the out
side to impose the idea of guilt on his 
mind than Lawrence Slaughter had at 
Alton. He was not condemned, but 
admired. His education and his tal
ents made him one of the most ad
mired and trusted men of his own 
side during the civil war In Missouri, 
and the part he took in it left him 
more admired and trusted than ever 
by those whose political opinions he 
.represented.

He filled positions of importance af
ter the war and increased in popular
ity during his life. To all • appear
ances he was a man of the most nearly 
perfect self-control, able to show him
self calmly courteous to those who op
posed him even .when the opposition 
was what other men would have 
looked on as exasperating or insult
ing. Yet in spite of this self-control, 
which It is not likely that anyone who 
remembers him remembers to have 
seen him lose, he was haunted by ap
paritions as Lawrence Slaughter was. 
They appeared regardless of his will, 
and he could not rid himself of them.

His death, which followed In 1887, 
shortly after he had written a letter 
describing these symptoms, may have

tion. That is, we may believe that he 
did not .really see a ghost, but that he 
did really see an apparition of Daniel 
Wright, with all the appearance of 
life. His statement of the case may 
be accepted as a sane, reasonable and 
reliable report of the apparition as he 
saw it. The apparition then becomes 
a symptom. No doubt in the final 
stages of his case, when near death as 
a result of being thus “haunted,” he 
was no longer able to report his symp
toms reliably, because of what may 
then have become the disorder of his 
brain.

This does not take away the ground 
for belief in the reliability ot his first 
reports. Nor is his report discredited 
by his limited knowledge of the Eng
lish language, which made it impos
sible for him to define the difference 
between an apparition and a ghost. 
He saw an apparition and reported it. 
a ghost in good faith, as has beeri'done 
for 2,000 years and more. There are 
bases of the same kind in the oldest 
writings of Europe. Both the Iliad 
and the Odyssey give frequent illus
trations of the same results, which ap
pear when Slaughter ■was haunted to 
death at Upper Alton, The Greek 
tragedies, written In Athens when the

been the result of an accidental fall, 
though It was generally supposed in 
St. Louis at the time that, under the 
intensity of his sufferings, he had lost 
his self-possession and voluntarily 
ended his life. •

In the paper he left he said he saW 
visions of materialized spirits and that 
he was subject to these apparitions 
when awake.

The other historical case is that of 
a man of equal historical prominence..

During the civil war, in which he 
took a prominent part, he was forced 
(as he thought) Into a duel, In which 
he killed his antagonist. This fact 
must be mentioned in his case, as part 
of the record, coincident with the rec
ord in the case of T. C. R.

It is not a demonstrated fact, how
ever, that it had a necessary connec
tion with the manner in which he was 
subsequently “hahnted.” During the 
closing years of his life he told an in
timate friend that he could hear voic
es, without regard to the distance of 
the person speaking. . The person 
might be a hundred mites away, but 
he heard what was said with the ut
most destlnctness. He was "haunted” 
by such volces as are now reported in 
books on “telepathy” and the like.

Except that in his case, the bar, 
rather than the eye, was affected, the 
results of the haunting were the same 
as in the case of Lawrence Slaughter, 
and of T. C. R., as defined by the lat
ter, in his posthumous paper on his 
visions. ’

Of the three cases, however, the 
Slaughter case is most Important, be
cause it is most-nearly typical. The 
related cases of two "haunted”, men, 
T. C. R. and J. S. M., both prominent, 
both educated, and one of them a uni
versity graduate of unusual attain
ments, are useful, because they show 
clearly that it is-not necessarily true, 
as: is often taken forgranted, that

traits from generations of ancestors 
educated to disuse this faculty, the 
natural human brain under Its typical 
conditions uDquestlonabiy'.-hh&'tlie fac
ulty of "projecting Its images,” ;under 
•the stimulation of any cause of excite
ment strong enough to bring the facul
ty into play. This means that It can 
use the same brain cells and nerves 
used In what Is now considered' the 
only normal Bight to project Into visi
bility, outside of the camera obscura 
of t^e skull, Impressions existing al
ready In the brain or Compounded of 
various impressions, which, will have 
to the eye of the person using the fac
ulty as much reality as the things 
seen in our every-day civilized life. 
Such Images (projected usually at 
night, because they then find a better 
background for their concentration) 
may have, and In several cases 1 have 
compared, either from well authenti
cated reports or personally, do have 
the evidence of life and motion which 
would convince any rational person, 
not necessarily that the}'-were “real,” 
but that they were really seen and 
were really apparitions. In oni case 
of the revival of this faculty In the 
brain of an educated ■ person who was 
not at all superstitious the apparition 
was that of an unknown woman, who 
could be seen in daylight (at be
tween 9 and 10 o’clock in the morijr 
lug), so clearly that the details of her 
dress were clearly visible. There was 
no wavering or uncertainty about the 
figure. It was there for examination, 
held there as definitely as If It had ap
peared on the screen of a magic lan
tern and had been controlled by the 
lecturer using the slide, so that his 
audience might have full opportunity 
to examine it. The point of material 
difference is that the apparition pro
jected by this natural faculty of the 
primitive brain may show much more 
of detail and of lifelikeness than the 
related figure projected as a result of 
mechanically related principles from 
the magic lantern. In. the educated 
brain the faculty may still survive In 
habitual use while partly suppressed. 
It then seems to have a close relation 
with what is defined as “genius in art” 
—that is, in painting and sculpture. '

Strong in Negroes.
Many colored people In the United 

States seem to retain this primitive 
faculty unimpaired and it is retained 
by Caucasian children In whom it Is 
afterward suppressed by education. In 
educated adults among* civilized peo
ples who.have long suppressed It, It 
has free play only In sleep. Many 
children are at first unable to make a 
clear distinction. If they can • make 
any distinction at all, between the re
sults of Its use in sleep and the re
sults of using, their eyes when awake. 
This applies to all primitive people In 
their relation to apparitions which 
they mistake either for realities or for 
spirits. -

In the case of Lewis Slaughter, the 
natural faculty of projecting its Im
ages under a sufficiently exciting 
cause which belongs to the brain of 
natural or primitive people reasserted 
itself. It had been only Imperfectly 
suppressed by" such education as he 
had received, and he was “haunted to 

. death" as a result. . Ignorance and su
perstition figured in his case-only as 
he was unable to reason that the' ap
parition he saw so clearly after he had 
projected itwas merely an apparition.

In the related case of the Heidel
berg scholar, T. C, R., who did. under
stand thoroughly that the appari
tions he saw were apparitions only, 
there was finally the same fatal., re
sult under the strain. He was not de
luded by his apparitions.' He did not 
think It a ghost or'a spirit, but still it 
“haunted him to death." '

Apparitions are, riot-“ghosts of the 
dead," and they have rio necessary- 
connection with spirits. Whether or 
not they have ariy necessary connec- 
tion with “the supernatural" is not 
the question here. It belongs:!» the

I question of Bhakspehre’s Macbeth— 
: | th® Question ci hbR ist sup^iwurril

Upon the thrilled and joyous brain, 
And present raptures banish pain.
We love no phantoms of the skies, 

But living flesh,
With passion's soft and soulful eyes. 

Lips warm and fresh,
And cheeks with health’s red flag un

furled, 
The breathing angels of this world.

Spiritualist Meetings.
Si U important when a meeting U 

■impended, that notice be given ub, to 
th^t Inquirers may not be mltlead. Wa 
want new notice« ot all meetings being* 
held bero in public balla at the preaen 
time. ■ ■ .. _______

The Church of the Soul, Rev. Cora' 
L. V. Richmond, pastor, holds regular 
services every Sunday at ill o’clock, Ib'i 
Hall • 309 Masonic Temple (corneii 
State and Randolph streets). Sun
day-school at 10 a. m. All are in* 
vlted. •

The Band of Harmony (auxiliary tb 
the Church of the Soul) holds regular, 
meetings the first and third Thursdays 
of each month,-at 3:30 to 10 p. m. 
Ladies bring lunch. Coffee served at 
5 p, m. All are made welcome.

First German Spiritualist Society Uf 
the West Side. Meetings every Sunday, 
at 8 p. m. in Garselman’s Hall, comeg 
Ashland avenue and W. 18th street.

The Light of Truth Church will hold 
services in Hopkins' Hall 528 W 63rdl 
street, near Stewart avenue. Confer
ence at 3 p. m. Lecture at 7:45. Mes
sages at each service. Midweek meet
ing Thursday 3 p. m. Mrs. Jeffery Buri* 
land, pastor.

The Church of the Psychic Forces 
holds services at Wilcox Hall, cornefl 
Champlain avenue and 43d. street, every] 
Sunday. Conference at 8 p. m. Leo 
ture at 8 p. m. The hall number is 361- 
863 East 43d street Conducted by MrS, Tctt THAVAlnn/i

The Spiritualist Church of Students 
of Nature will hold its services at 
Flynn’s Hall, 4 61 North avenue, cor
ner Robey street and Milwaukee ave
nue, every Sunday evening at 7:30. 
The hall can be reached by Milwaukee 
avenue North avenue and Robey street 
cars, and the Logan Square and Hum
boldt Park Metropolitan elevated. . 
Mrs. M. Schumacher, pastor.

Golden Rule Spiritualist Society, 
Nora E. Hill, pastor; Dr. J. H. Ran
dall, assistant pastor. Holds services 
every Sunday evening during July and 
August, at O’Donnell’s College Hall, I 
Paulina street, near Washington Bou
levard. All welcome. i

Temple Light and Truth, 370 Waban- 
sla avenue, near Robey street and 
North avenue. Sunday-school 10:30 a. 
m. Lectures and spirit messages give« 
at 3 and 8 p. m., by Mrs. T. Loll, pastor, 
every Sunday, in German and English.

The Hyde Park Occult Society holds 
regular Sunday evening services, 7:45 
o’clock, *t 819 E. 65th street, between] 
Kimbark and Monroe avenues. Jacksonl ' 
Park cars pass the door. The best tal
ent available will be secured tor all 
meetings. To spread the truth is tha 
object of this society. Address all com
munications to Miss Eva L. Stewart, 
corresponding secretary, 455 E. 55th 
street. Entrance to hall. 319 E. 55thl 
gtrcct*

The Rising Sun Mission holds serv
ices every Sunday. Lyceum, lectures 
and tests at 3 p. m.; lectures and song 
service at 8 p. m. Advanced speakers,
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AN ASTONISHING OFFER
Bend three two-cent stamps, lock ot 

hair, age, name and the leading symp
tom, and your disease will be diagnosed 
free by spirit power.

Mrs. Dr. Dobson-Barker,
280 North? Sixth St.

Ban Jnae, Call

Text Bookson Psychical Development.
pFClairvoyance—150 pages, cloth; teaches 

how to seo apirlls, practice telepathy, enter spirit 
world at will, commune with the so-called dead, 
develop second sight. Endorsed by Lilian Whit
ing. Henry Wood, W. J. Colville, prof. Hurradin, 
and all leading teachers. Price. 11.60.

(yAurasuud Color»—A wonderfully help
ful book on how to see and read auras and colors, 
learn people’a atmospheres; contains a color dic
tionary; Price.M) cte.

rF“l*»ychoxnetry—How to read the soul of 
things. This book teaches you how to become a 
psychomstrlst. Price. 50 cte.

CSr-ICrallration—A book that opens th© way 
to the rea izntion of one's divinity. It teaches 
you how to en:er the euper-conBoiousneas. Price 
McU.

flectra a largj crystal for crystal gazing or 
reading. Prue, 12.25; postage prepaid.

Send money to J. C. F. GRUMBINE, 24 
Strathmoi © Road, Brookline, Mass.

The hands that help are better far 
Than lips that play, 

Love is the ever gleaming star 
. That leads the way—
That shines not on vague worlds 

bliss
But on a paradise in this.
We do not pray, or weep, or wall; 

We have no dread,
No fear to pass beyond the vail

of

New and Enlarged Edition o 
O. P. LONGLEY'S

Choice Collection of

I .want to puti that grand book, 
"Mysteries of the Séance, or Tricks 
and Traps of Bogudi Mediums,” into 
the hands of evety Spiritualist and in
vestigator in tho land, and will make 
a specially low prlcq-by the quantity 
to all who will ¡aœt aæagents. Tt is in
valuable to all who? object to fakery 
and deceit, and swillvsell readily at all 
Spiritualist meetings, seances and 
camps. Compiled by a life-long Spir
itualists. Sample copy, 25 cents, which 
will .be credited on first order for one 
dozen or more. Come, friends, help 
us to drive out fakery from our ranks, 
and at the same time help, yourself. 
Address ED. LUNT, Station A, Boston, 
-Mass.

causes have .entered into the natural 
workings’ of the human brain from 
Its first beginnings-An the primitive 
life ot the world to its’-highest possible 
development

CARLYLE SPENCER.

Beautiful Songs, 
Containing ninety charming songs for 
home, camps, circles and meetings— 
words and music, including "Only a 
Thin Vail Between Us,” and its com
panion piece; also beautiful words set 
to- choice music, from the poetical 
works of Lilian Whiting. Of the lat
ter, Miss Whiting writes Prof, Ixmg- 
ley her pleasure at his setting to her 
poems and declares herself honored 
at the dainty music ne has given her 
words. President Barrett of the N. S. 
A. writes that wherever he goes he 
finds the'songs of Mr. Longley sung at 
meetings and by the friends and he af
firms it as hla opinion that Longley’s 
musical compositions have ennobled 
the world. Price, per copy, 50 cents 
bound in .boards; 75 cents in cloth. 
Wholesalé ratees made tp societies, 
and dealers.

That hides the dead, 
And yet we question, dream and 

guess;
But knowledge ,we do not possess.
We ask, yet nothing seems to know;

We cry in vain.
There is no "master of the show" 

Who will explain
Or from the future tear the mask; 
And yet we dream and still we ask.
Is there bgyond the silent night

An etfcUess day?
Is death a door that leads to light?. 

We cannot say.
The tongueless secret locked In fate 
We. do not know. We hope and wait.

Col.'Ingersoll’s "My Religion,” read 
on the same occasion by Maj. Smith, is 
as follows:

To love justice, to long for the 
right, to love mercy, to pity the suf
fering, to assist the weak, to forget 
wrongs and remember benefits—to 
love the truth, to be sincere, to utter 
honest words, to love liberty, to wage 
relentless war against slavery In all 
its forms, to love wife and. child and 
friend, to make a happy home, to love 
the beautiful In art, In nature, to cul
tivate the mind, to be familiar with 
the mighty thoughts that genius has 
expressed, the noble deeds of all the 
world; to cultivate courage and cheer
fulness, to make others happy, to fill 
life with the splendor of generous 
acts, the warmth of loving words; to 
discard error, to destroy prejudice, to 
receive new truths with gladness, to 
cultivate hope, to see the calm be
yond the storm, the dawn beyond the 
night; to do the best that can be 
done and then resigned. This is the 
religion of reason, the creed of sci
ence. This satisfies the brain and 
heart.

good test mediums and good singing. 
Temple, Oakley Boulevard, between 
Jackson Boulevard and Adams street.

Spiritual Mission Chapel (Old 77)! 
77 East Thirty-first street. Services 
every Sunday at 3 and 8 p. m. Scien
tific and philosophical lectures; best 
psychic and message bearers in attend
ance. Prof. F. M. Stoller, conductor.

The German-English Society, Bund 
der Wahrheit No. 18, holds services ev
ery Sunday evening at 8 o’clock Iff 
Brand’s Hall. 152 North avenue, be
tween Halsted and Clybourn. Alaa 
every Thursday evening in Math. Jung’s 
Hall, 1071 Lincoln avenue, southeast 
corner Ashland and Lincoln avenues ;i 
entrance first door north of Howard’s 
theater. Frank Joseph, medium. Ev
erybody welcome. i

Church of the North Star Spiritual 
Union, incorporated. Meetings Sun
days at 8 p. m. sharp, at Peris Hall, 
1546 Milwaukee avenue, near Western 
avenue. Mrs. Letzter, speaker and. 
medium. All welcome.

Chicago Spiritual Alliance Church, Iq 
Vincennes Hall, 35th and Cottage Grove 
avenue. Mrs. May.Elmo, pastor. All 
welcome. Services at 3 and 8 p. m.

Spiritual Science Society meets every, 
Sunday from 2 to 10 p. m., at Arlington' , 
Hall, N. W. corner of 31st street and 
Indiana avenue. Admission, free. 
Mrs. Dixon will always be in attend
ance. Others will assist. These 
meetings will be continued all Bummer. 
Dr. Beverly, president, No. 44 East 31st 
street

Mrs. Mary Hill holds meetings every, 
Sunday and Wednesday evenings at 320 
Flournoy street. Good speakers and 
messages.

Divine Spiritual Church holds meet
ings every Sunday afternoon and 
evening at 2:30 and 7:30, In Hygela 
Hall, corner Ogden avenue and Robey, 
street. Good music. All .welcome« 
Rev. Lucy A. Hodge Koontz, pastor.

The Christian Spiritualist Society, 
holds tent meetings every Sunday af
ternoon and evening at 3 and 8 p. m., 
at Relger’B Grove, DesPlaines River 
and West Madison street, conducted 
by Miss Sarah Thomas.
FOURTEENTH ANNUAL

CONVENTION

's?

LOOKOUT! LOOK OUT!

The N. B. A. Ritual for Spiritual 
Services.

The N. S. A. Ritual for Spiritual 
Services, well printed and neatly 
bound In Leatherette, Is now In print 
and for sale.at the N, S. A. office,'600 
Pennsylvania avenue S. E>, Washing
ton, D. C- Twenty cents per : copy, 
uostpaid; two dollars per, dozen. Ad- 
¿ress Mary t. longLey,

, Secretary,

Look out for a supposed Spiritualist 
medium who goes under the names of 
Madame Zelona, Mrs. J. Carl and Mrs. 
Frances Wedder. She secured a large 
amount of money from a lady who for
merly lived In Des Moines, Iowa, 
claiming to have received messages 
from her father and mother In spirit 
life, Instructing her to give the medi
um money to build a sanitarium in the 
'Red Woods of California. She is about 
42 years old, 5 feet, O inches tall, 
weight about 105 pounds; complexion 
clear, rosy cheeks, black hair, brown 
eyes. She carries on watch chain a 
gold band compass with gold stone 
back; sometimes wears an English 
sovereign on chain. In connection 
with her supposed mediumship, she 
sold fate powders, lotions and some 
Jewelry. Sho left Des Moines, Iowa, 
on January lO, 1006, presumably for 
Chicago, to seo a sick daughter, and 
mtuled a letter from there, hut sho left 
lit the post office an order to forward 
her mail, to Seattle, Wash. Any infor
mation from Spiritualists or others 
who desire these fraudulent mediums 
punished, will be gratefully received 
by MRS. IDA JOHNSON.

22 Jackson Place, Chicago, HL

Of the National Spiritualists' Associa
tion of the United States, Will Be 
Held in the Large Auditorium of 
the Y. M. C. A. Building, 153 La 
Salle Street, Chicago, IHinols, Octo- : 
ber 16, 17, 18 and 10, 1000. i 
Business sessions during the day.

Special hours devoted to the Lyceum 
cause.

Many of the foremost and brightest 
workers In our ranks will be dele
gates. It will be a rare treat to hear 
them. Evening meetings will be de
voted to lectures, spirit messages, mu
sic and song.

Among those Invited and expected 
are Dr. J. M. Peebles, Oscar A. Êdger- 
ly, 'W. J. Erwood, Mrs. H. P. Russe- 
gue, Mrs. Esther T. Bosley, Mrs. 
Georgia Gladys Cooley, Mrs. Margaret 
Gaule Ridinger, Mr. and Mrs. E. W. 
Sprague and a galaxy of others.

Come one and all to this great con
vention.

The Palmer House, in Chicago, will 
be headquarters for delegates and vis
itors; it is a first-class hotel and will 
give reduced rates to all who write in 
advance, stating they are to attend the 
N. 3. A. convention and wish to en
gage rooms. Secure your rooms early, 
by addressing W. C. Vier-Buchen, 
Manager, The Palmer House, Chicago, 
Ill. The hotel Is'conducted exclusive
ly on the European plan; cafes and 
restaurants are near by and furnish 
good meals at reasonable rates.

Annual reception to delegates and 
visitors will be held Monday, October, 
15, at the Palmer House, at 8 p. m. 
All are'cordially Invited.

To know Khat you prefer. Instead 
of humbly saying amen to what the 
world tells you you ought to prefer, is i 
to have kept your soul alive.—Robert | 
I^uls Stevenson. .-

Special railway rates on the certifi* ( 
cate plan can be secured over all lines. 
Ask yout railroad agent for certificate 
tickets to the National Spiritualiste' 
Convention at Chicago. The round 
fare, will be on^'and a third ot a fare. 
Delegates and visitors dosiring to re
ceive the benefits ot this special rate 
must'have their tickets vised by our, 
railroad agent at Convention tho last 
day, October 19, and pay 25 cents 
each for such vising.

HARRISON D. BARRETT,
President.

MARY T. LONGLEY, << 
' . Secretary.
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Mr Duty to Them Graphically Por
trayed—The Soul of Every Babe 
That Is Born into the World Pos
sesses a Worth That Needs Develop
ment if Its Opportunities Shall Be 
Changed Into Actual Values. It Is 
the Duty of Parents to See to It 

. That Tiiis Is Done and the Right
Kind of Parents Will Endeavor to 
Have the Better Part of Their Own 
Selves With an Excision of Their 
Shortcomings, Reared in ' Their 
Children. We All of Us Owe Much, 

- in Fact Our Entire Being to the
Past, for We Actually Are the Sum 
Total of Our Soul-life of All of Our 
Ancestors; and Here in Our Ohil- 

. dren,—or for Those Who Have No 
■ Children of Their Own, Here in the 

! Growing Generation,—Is the Place
to Pay Our Debt. We Have Re
ceived the Torchlight We Must

. Hand It On.
" How can we judge of a civilization, 

*nd is there any standard at all by 
which we may gage its power and 
•significance? • _

This Question should not bs impos
sible to answer and we believe that 
the replies given by different thinkers 
will be characteristic of their philoso
phy. It is a test question that will re
veal the true nature ot a system of 
thought. St. Francis of Assisi and 
his followers find its answer in the su
premacy of the spiritual over the ma
terial understanding by the spiritual 
the mode of thought which Is enter
tained by the priest. The philosopher 
of matter and motion measures the 
advance of society by the complexity 
of Its phenomena; to him eolvution is 
a progress from the homogenous to 
the heterogeneous. We agree with 
neither and would say that culture is 
attained in the measure that truth 
has been actualized in life.

We insist that the actualization of 
truth is the only standard .which can 
be used as a criterion but we will not 
deny that there are many indicators of 
progress which like straws in the wind 
are signs of the times, and most of 
them will not b*e contradictory with 
each other. Of these indicators there 
are as many as there are diverse atti
tudes in life, nay more than that, as 
many as there are functions of life tn 
which progress may manifest Itself; 
and we will enumerate only a tew of 
them.

It has been claimed that the stand
ing of woman in the community, the 
respect shown to her, the assurance 
that her rights will be protected, may 
be regarded as an unfailing evidence 
of civlized conditions. The financier 
is inclined to regard that nation as 
leading the others in the march of 
progress which controls the finances of 
the world. The engineer takes his 
measure of value according to the 
amount and efficiency of machinery 
used for the manufacture of goods. In

The babe's brain contains besides 
other areas of Importance, an unde
veloped part in the so-called Island of 
Rell, which Is the center of speech. 
The disposition to develop language 
is absent In any animal brain. But 
while the aptitude for speech is Inher
ited, language Itself Is not. Our

thé domain of transportation most is 
made of the proportion of railroad 
lines to the area, or perhaps the popu
lation of a country. So every one uses 
the measure to which he is accustomed 
in his own home, his own trade, or his 
own vocation, and even the soap
manufacturer gages the civilization of 
a people according to the consumption 
(1. e., the use, perhaps even the waste) 
of soap.

But if we attribute to the parent the 
sentiment that the rank of a commu
nity in the scale of progress should 
range according to the significance as
cribed to the education of children, we 
would perhaps have an Indicator that 
comes nearest to the real criterion of. 
true culture.

The higher an animal ranges in the 
scale of life the more it stands in need 
of education. The lowest organisms 
need no parental care whatever for 
they merely vegetate, but the more 
prominent becomes the part played by 
the mind the less complete is a crea
ture at its birth, and the less prepared 
for the struggle of existence. More 
than other creatures man needs pro
tection and instruction, so as to be 
preserved during the tender age of In
fancy and fully equipped for the 

■ heavy demands of life. •
A picture by Georges Lavergne rep

resents a child’s first steps under the 
mother’s guiding love,symbolizing the 
instinctive anxiety of mankind to lead 
the growing generation in. the right 
path and develop its latent forces so 
that when the present generation has 
passed away it will in its turn take up 
the light which has been handed

Spiritualism and Its Counterfeit.
' ■ ' ; ' ^7 . __

Rev. N. F. Ravlin is a Prominent Spiritualist Lecturer and From His 
Own Personal View Point of Observations, He Presents Some Im
pressive and Suggestive Thoughts ibr the Consideration of Spiritu-
alists, Along the Line of Ethics and’True Religion,mother tongue is not born with us but 

must be acquired. A talkative pro- 
Ketywhiach'a mn i^to^elk^V I , Bp‘rltualisin meana much or little, according to ^e ’ 
depends on the influences of his early broad or narrow conceptions of differently organized. J 
childhood, which determine not only people. : t .
the nature of his cast of mind, his na- I Investigations are colored' and Judgments warped ac- 
an°rKeeof ^“Vewhm^0^ '°rdlnS to the motive, or secret animus of the Inve'stlga- 
whether or not his linguistic talent ,r? ’
will make of him an orator, a poet, an Those who bring to the Investigation of Spiritualism - 
author, a philologist, a linguist, or I honesty of purpose and purity of motive have no difficulty 

?achild“ndowed with musical tai- ln driving at the truth. While others, seeking from 
ent might with proper surroundings sPirltB Justification for the life they lead, give themselves 
become a second'Mozart, the model of up to unrestrained license; dishonoring "alike to 'them7 
a pure and classical taste, or a com- selves and the cause they profess to love.
grows upXoLTatt^ To Obtaln Phenomeilal Proof ot beyond the grave is
people, his musical disposition may -as far as they go, Here their investigations end. They 
remain latent and show itself only m never evolve beyond the seance room, This fact, either 
a freakish way, producing, like a fal- measures the limit of their capacity to comprehend or of 
weeds ' an exuberance of tonal their desire to :know anything further.

The raw diamond Is valuable in it- But ^*1® Pr°of of man's continued conscious being after 
self, but its greatest worth consists death, valuable as it is, does not constitute one a Splrltual- 
of opportunity. It becomes a valuable 1st. It does not of Itself change the character, nor does 
8 Thdrh6uf nf m . it in any sense unfold the spiritual nature.

xne soui oi every babe that is born I
into the world, possesses a worth that If the Proofs o£ immortality are to serve ijo higher .pur- 
needs-development If its opportunities P°B0 tkan to be construed as an Incentive to lascivious llv- • 
shall be changed into actual values. It Ing, then those proofs might bettey have been withheld 
this ?s dow; andrtheterlghtekind o/na- frOm th® WOrl<L Jt would be b0tter fOr man t0 haV® n° 
rents will endeavor to have the bet- knowleflSe of a future life, than having that knowledge to 
ter part of their own selves, with an prostitute It to nefarious uses, .
in^h1'?11 Bh°r£com,ngs, reared ' The atheistic materialist who believes that death ends 

We aH oi Us owe much in fact our bU’ and’ yet wh° d06S rlsht be°aUSe U 18 18 bett0''
entire being to the past, for we actu- fltted enter ttle U£e t° come,.of which at present he has 
ally are the sum total of the; soul-life no knowledge, than the so-called Spiritualist, wlK> knows 
o£ all,<?L0Ur ancestors; and here in of a future life and yet fails to make a right use ‘of that 
our children,—or for those who have knowiedee - .'
no children of their own, here In the KnowieaSe’ .
growing generation,—is the place to Living wholly on the sensual plane, license 18 taken as: 
pay our debt. We- have received the suredly -by the advice of spirits, to lead questionable lives, 
torchlight, we must hand it on. even to the sundering of marital ties, and the, breaking up

ture has her own sly ways of doing “affinity” and “soul-mate” business HAS BEEN
her pleasure, and so she makes people AND IS THE CURSE OF SPIRITUALISM.
press on to the destined goal that she It is contended in justification of such a course, that it 
and evln to^vlnuTto mike us^worii 18 necesBary to the development of mediumship, and the 
for her great alm which is the pro- unfoldment of the spiritual nature; but no such advice 
creation of an Increasingly improved ever came from angels nor from spirits who were pro
mankind. We believe in evolution, gressed beyond the sensual plane.
that the futore^anrtal^ 18 »re»o8terou8 to think such a thlhg.^ indeed, it 1b

much higher than the present man, as Aulte Questionable whether spirits even on the earth plaiie 
the present man ranges above the have anything to do .with leading people into such mofl^s 
proto-savage, the primitive homo in of H£e. The lust of the flesh, the lust of the eyes, and a 
of9brutehood.re a! ylTw^have^nW ,deflled- distorted imagination Have a good deal more to do 
imperfectly realized the human ideal. wlth E than spirits.
The man of the future shall be a true It is simply living In the flesh and fulfilling its lusts. .
man, higher and better and nobler That is all there Is to it. To assume, however, .that
ca“a 11 'do^our^hare^n “mc'hlng spiritual unfoldment Is secured by such means, IS THE
aim. We are all tending toward it M08T UNBLUSHING, IMPIOUS CLAIM IMAGINABLE, 
and yearning for It; some do so con- As well send children to a bagnio' for ethical training,-or 
sciously, some unconsciously, and young men to Monte Carlo to acquire the finishing 
most peroonll tove °of touches of"a business education, or commend the wide-
life, our instinct of self-preservation, spread prevalance of graft, as a means to promote the 
our interest in our own character, our moral standing of the nation.
hankering after the immortalization of n iB high time the axe was laid at the root of the trees, 
terminatton to maS REFORM IS NEEDED ALL ALONG THE LINE. It
the struggle for life, are intimately in- won’t do to bundle our Blns off onto Jesus, or charge our 
terwoven with the great-plan of na- moral derelictions to spirits. Instead of being led down- 
ture, with - the realization of the ward by them, WE SHOULD LEAD THEM UPWARD BY 
highest type of manhood,-—the actual- nTarrm t tvikp nrrnRPT vwq 
ization of the human ideal. This ex- ^®UT LIVING OURSELVES.
plains why parentage is respected The .writer’s position concerning fraud mediums and 
among all races and nations as the no- bogus tests, is well known. But bad and reprehensible as 
WeTLCaJv,!lS«,?,f “an,' , those things are, they do not hjve half the demoralizing
child’s mind are Specialty ‘important effeot on the caU8e oi Spiritualism that ordained ministers 
as they form the basis of man’s whole have whose characters and lives do not make for right- 
future development» and they remain I eousness. — x
fal forever, The unfortunate feature of the case is, that the general'

: pressions aare measwed^’ Should to Public judge the cause of Spiritualism by the most un- 
not, therefore, exercise the greatest worthy specimens that pose in its name, but who are in 
care, and instead of leaving the first no sense its truthful representatives. In fact, they 

chi,dren to ac- grnirch, belie and misrepresent the cause in every way.eluent, see to it that they are through-1 , , . . . . ■ „ ...'■ out correct? 8 No body objects to any’ man or woman leading any life

churqh by the character he bears, unless, knowing the 
man,jhe should still be retained In its fellowship.

This is equally true-of Spiritualism and its ministers. 
When they are known to be unworthy, ajid yet they are 
held in'fellowship, the odium attaches to'the society that 
employs, them, and justly so. But, unfortunately ■ that 
odium is charged to Spiritualism per se by the general' 
public. .. .

however unjust such charge-may .be, the cause has to 
suffer it all the same. But what can be said in justifica
tion of the practice when those known to be unworthy, 
morally and intellectually, are ordained to the ministry of 
Spiritualism? Fortunately such- cases are not common. 
Reputable societies are supposed to Insist that a candidate 
for ordination shall at leapt be of a good moral character, 
^hen, moral character 16* wanting, spirituality is impos
sible ¡of .'attainment. The love and practice of the truth 
affords the only condition for growth in spiritual knojfl- 
edge.' ( , ’
' The assimilation of truth by the spiritual nature is to 
attain to ever higher and more exalted degrees of celestial 
Jlfe and? understanding. Divine Illuminations flood the 

■'Söul with heaven’s own lights The flesh with its affec- 
■tions'and lusts yields empire, as the emancipated spirit 
lives, and living sways the scepter of dominion.

“If we live in the spirit and walk in the spirit, we shall 
'not fulfil! the lusts of the flesh.”

AN ANGEL ON EARTH. THE OLD MAN FORGETS.

down and carry it further on in the 
advancement of the race.

The educational ideal does 
merely mean a preservation of

not 
the

There Are Not Many of Them on 
Earth, but When One Is Discovered 
It Is Well to Chronicle the Fact, and 
Spread the Good News Far and 
Wide—Her Name Is Mrs. 0. 6. Ry
der, and She Is Making a Heroic 
Fight Against Human Heartless
ness, Resulting in Many Convictions 
for Cruelty in the Cuban Capital— 
Whatever Religious Sect She Be- 

' longs to, She Is Infinitely Superior to
That, and Is an Angel of Light and 
Love,
In the city of Havana Is a society— 

so small, In fact, it could not well be 
smaller—having just one member, 
and that member the smallest .and 
frailest of little women, who Is work
ing with ^11 her strength, time and 
money for theT suffering animals of our
city and—yes—island. Mrs. C.

’ .’"TAijj^carnally minded Is death, but to be. spiritually 
mlndetfiOjto and peace.”
V’The^nujts of the spirit are love, peace, joy,,long-suffer

ing, Jjo6uM8§, gentleness, meekness, temperance, againlst 
which there is no law.'.’
u. Spiritualism means all this and more than we have 
spate to;specify, or it means nothing;- ,

•. Neither philosophy or science leads the investigator into 
immorahpractlces.

. Spiritualism is both a philosophy and a science. Con- 
sldered .as a religion even, there are still higher claims, to 
rlgtiteous.living, hence any course in life that does not 
comprehend the strictest moral integrity has no business 
to .be connected with Spiritualism.

.Ther.e is no palliation or excuse for the practices that 
ha,ve covered with dishonor and reproach the grandest 
csjjsepn earth. Whether considered as a science, philos
ophy, or religion, we have seen that there Is absolutely no 
warrant.for such practices. Hence they belong entirely 
oujside fke domain of Spiritualism.

a.^detor .in .the eternal destiny of man, Spiritualism 
fills'eyery "realm of universal nature with the pulsations of 
pndless ¡life. Ite revelationB,iafe'p.we and ’souFInspRing 
in the highest degree?..........  ' ' 7
,uiJTS PHILOSOPHY IS GRAND; BEYOND ALL CON- 
CE'PTioN'GRAND.

, It .deals with the tremendous march of eternal pro
gression embodying the wealth of the everlasting cycles 
of-immortality. ’

Its phenomena demonstrates the fact that man lives 
beyond the grave; that his conscious personal identity 
iS ■uniinpaired by the change called death.

4ts. philosophy deals with the life that now is, in its bear- 
ing- upon that which is to come. It deals with man in his 
changed estate, and notes the evolution of the deifle attri
butes ’with which he is endowed. Those attributes eter
nity will unfold, whlle-Love, the chlefest of them all, shall 
clothe}man .with the resplendent beauty of an angel, anfl 
the majesty of a God.
' -Thys we see that Spiritualism, in whatever truthful as
pect 6pe beholds it, is high, vast, pure, all-comprehensivor 
andalj-lnclusive.

It stands for the upliftment of the universal family of 
man; the enlightenment of the nations; the overthrow of 
oppression, the breaking down of the “middle wall of par
tition ihat divides the people into antagonistic factions. 
It rends the veil that Intervenes between the mortal and 

■ the’immortal; “between the holy and the most holy,” the 
animal and the spiritual natures, while heaven and earth,

How many of us are oblivious to the they please, but when profligate, Immoral living is tacked 
fact that whatever we do and say, 
whatever error we commit, whatever 
example we may set, is Impressed 
upon and perpetuated In the little , 
souls in our charge! Let us keep thih name Is in no sense a representative of either the gospel 
in mind and let us look upon the child or the church. He is in the pulpit for a purpose. His 

...... J sacerdotal robe serves as a cloak to hidethe secret intent 
in life, and lethuSdlbengto at the very of that Purpose. But he has no right to be in the ¿hurch. 
beginning. Let us not wait until In fact, whdn the spiritual view of the church is consid-

on to Spiritualism, then if there be any honor dr virtue, or 
love of truth among us, objections are In order.

A profligate minister with Rev. or D. D. attached to his

0.
Ryder, wife of one of our celebrated 
physicians, is more feared by the 
cartm'en of Havana than’are the po
licemen, for when her hand is raised 
for an overloaded cart to stop that 
cart must stop or run down a frail lit
tle woman. -

Her Spanish is limited but to the 
point. It is the sweet, quiet dignity 
and earnestness that has Its way. 
Should it be an overload, a part of the 
load must come off. "But Señora,” 
the driver protests, "I cant leave this 
in the street.” A shake of the head is 
the answer, and the few words de
manding that the "overpart” come off, 
and it comes.

When a mule or a horse has a sore 
shoulder or is in any way unable to 
work Mrs. Ryder calls a policeman, 
the man and horse are taken to the 
nearest- police station, then the ani
mal is sent to the fosos, or city pound. 
Mrs. Ryder does not feel her duty to
ward that animal discharged until she 
has seen to it with her own eyes that 
it is well fed, and.more than often it 
ip she who buys the medicine needed 
for the animal.

With a case of cruelty, such as 
beating an animal, Mrs. Ryder has the 
man taken to the nearest police sta
tion, where she makes her declaration, 
and tn due time she appears against 
the offender.

During the first year of her work 
Mrs. Ryder lost every case. Nothing 
daunted, she kept on until today al
most every case is hers and the Judge 
is her friend and standby. Mrs. Ry
der is never without her kodak, and 
many a time when words have failed 
her a snapshot tells the tale and con
vinces beyend a doubt.

It is the custom here to sell at auc
tion abandoned and useless horses and 
mules. These Mrs. Ryder buys and 
has. them quietly and mercifully shot;

I oft forget I am growing old - - 
And soon the line must pass, '

But am reminded when I hold .
My face up to the glass. ,

I oft forget that strength of ago , ' 
Declines with passing years,

Till I in labor's field engage, 
And then the fact appears.

I oft forget time’s rapid flight 
And, life’s continued flow, 

Till I lie down to" rest at night 
From labor—then I know-

I oft forget these feet have trod 
Through many weary days, -!

O’er .many a rocky path unshod, 
O’er many thorny ways.

I oft forget that locks turn grey 
And baldness comes with age;

That outward beauty has its day 
In manhood's early stage.

I oft forget that I am poor 
As well as old and weak, 

Till someone tells me at the door. 
When food and work I seek.

I oft forget, while plodding on, 
The dreams of other days, 

Those dreams that glittered and wen

I

gone, 
Unrealized always.
oft forget I once had gold, 
And gave to those in need,

And they forget since I am old 
They should return the deed.

I oft forget a passing act 
■ For others that I do.

But seldom lose the patent fact 
That they forget it too.

I oft—entranced—forget my sphere, 
And float out far above;

But hunger calls me back to hear 
. And see, and touch, and love.
I oft forget that other feet have trod 

With measured, weary- tread, 
Upon this road and verdured sod, 

Feet long since stilled and dead.
I oft forget that souls have come 

And gone this way before, 
And left their forms here cold and

otherwise they would have dragged 
out a painful existence in-homa-'wun-1 
try, town. ......................... ..

Cats, .dogs—-no animal is too small 
to escape her attention and'’help. 
Trapped wild birds are sold in cages 
about the streets. These she buys to 
set them free in some park, that they 
may, fly away.

It is the custom in Havana, when 
one has newborn kittens, to take the 
wee blind mites and distribute them 
through the streets, leaving one in a 
window here, another in a vacant 
house, another in a doorway, etc., or 
some persons less merciful throw the 
newborn kittens or puppies, into the 
streets that passing carts and 
coaches may crush them. These wee 
kittens are gathered in by Mrs. Ryder 
or small boys—for she has Interested 
many boys in this work, making it 
worth their while. The helpless kit
tens she mercifully puts out of their 
misery by chloroform.

One may see her call a cab, pick up 
with her own hand's a poor, mangy dog 
In such a horrible condition that oth
ers even hesitate to kick it with the 
boot, though kicked it is from door to 
door. Even a dog driven to extremes 
with the proverbial tin can tied to its 
tail will lie still that Mrs. Ryder may 
remove the torment, and this, too, 
after the dog has kept a crowd at bay 
with its snapping.

Not a day passes but cats and dogs, 
tirn’^ and eternity, the living and the so-called dead are I'sick or lamed," are brought to her

I

dumb, 
To find a brighter shore.
oft forget that life’s whole span 
On earth is but a day

Within the life-immortal plan 
Of evolution’s way.

I oft forget my youthful dreams 
And aspirations high

Were but the lifting mental gleams 
Of a brighter by-and-by.

I oft forget that friends exist, 
And selfishly float on

Unmindful of the gathering mist ' 
That speaks of some new dawn.

But somehow I do not forget 
This piteous human wail

.Of which greed and grind begal 
' XVithln this mortal pale.
¡And somehow, too, I can’t forget 

'Those darlings now all gone, 
For here are many souvenirs yet

They did not carry on.
I cannot see as well to-day 

As forty years ago,
Nor hear the same old roundelay 

Of life’s sweet ebb and flow.
But I can sense a grander goal 

To reach than found on earth;
Within the silence of my soul 

I see a higher birth.
I kiss these loved mementoes all, 

And plume my spirit wings, 
For I must let the earthly fall 

And reach for higher things.
And as I near the border land

I
My eyes grow dim and wet. 

hear a voice so sweet and grand;
No wonder I forget.

DR. T. WILKINS,

THE GOD IN MAN.

Or the Ingersollisni of To-day.

treasures of the past but includes fu
ture progress. It is not sufficient that 
the children of to-day be like their 
fathers. We understand the meaning 
of the law of evolution better than our 
ancestors did, and since we can give 
our children better chances in their 
lives than we ourselves possessed, we' 
can expect of them more than we nave 
accomplished. They should surpass 
us, and it is our duty to enable them 
to do so; for Goethe was right when 
he urged that “the son be better than 
his father!”

And the first steps we make in life, 
especially the first steps in our intel
lectual and emotional development, 

, are not so indifferent as may at" first 
sight appear.

Children are imitative, and their 
. souls are built up by the impressions 

which they receive. Every single ex
perience, every observation of older 
folks, of parents, of nurses, but espe
cially of elder brothers and sisters, 
and generally of all belonging to the 
circle of their acquaintance, exercises 
a powerful influence in the building 
up of the character of the child.

. The child inherits from its ancest
ors a great many things which consti
tute the capital with which man starts 
in life. This capital consists not only 
of the bodily organism with all Its de
tails, but also of the mental as well as 
emotional dispositions and aptitudes, 
tire significance of which can never be 
overrated. But this endowment is npt 
definite either in quantity or quality; 
because the application made of it, 
the use to which it is put, and the 
moulding of this raw material into
tonerete form is not inherited. The

the children have grown old enough to ered he is neither In the church, nor of It. , Sooner or 
understand us and be capable of en- Iater real "character becomes known, and he goes to his 
ul bfgin theUwoPrkI1of mouldtag thSj I own place. It .would be manifestly unjust to judge the 

souls while they are still plastic, and 
not wait until character is already 
forming, for then it may be too late.

Let all parents join in the senti
ment expressed by the great apostle of | RnmB''Stete.education in the words, Komint,'lasst A Secular Paper Giyes Some State- 
uns uns'ern kindern leben!- “Come, let I ments in Regard to the platter, 
us live for our children! ”—The Open > ——■
Court, 1322 Wabash avenue, Chicago. I When-it comes to the subject of 

-- ------ :— ghosts it appears that the world at 
ANOTHER SUGGESTION. large has been laboring under an hal- 

—------ luclnatlon, an Impress of tradition
Let us Have Natural Spiritualism. that those interested in psychical re-

WHAT GHOSTS WEAR.,

---------  - search are anxious to correct. ■ Ghosts
In reading Thos. Harding’s letter _at least, all -respectable ghosts—; 

addressed to the Truth Seeker, .in The wear clothes and eschew the winding 
Progressive Thinker," I saw so much Sheet. ■ • - ■ ’ '
truth and good common sense ex- Professor James H Hysldp, touch- 
pressed, that I thought ! must say, ing casually upon the subject in a re- 

’Bravo! Brother Harding. ' We, need cent work entitled "Enigmas of Psy- 
more men and women like you who I chical Research," admits that the 
will stand aloof from all priestly garb ghosts’ clothes have puzzled him to 
and church mimicry. I some extent,-and admits also that the

Let us have Natural Spiritualism, I mystery of their appearance is not by 
and live Spiritualism, and do away any means settled, and Andrew Lang, 
with all form of worship. Why I himself an Investigator of standing, 
should we live a life of prayer, when a declares that the clothes of the ghost 
life of. deeds .does-So much more good have caused him to wonder why many 

■for our, fellow men_ and fellow, crea- a time and oft. If the ghost is an hal- 
tures? • luclnatlon, he agrees, then the clothes

It seems indeed strange to the close present no enigma; but if the ghost is 
observer why so many Spiritualists materialized spirit, what are the 
want to lean on churches, prayer, and clothes?
priestly-garb. ‘ It may be, perhaps, in the light of recent experiences, or 
that they think by clothing Spiritual- at least in view of tlfb .reports re- 
ism in churchly garb will make it ceived from those who - have seen 
more acceptable^aud. draw in more of ghosts most recently, in which, cases' 
the church, people, but I think that a full and exact account of the appear- 
sad mistake. ‘Let us take a look at ance of the wraiths has been taken, it 
Natural Spiritualism clothed with Its. has been determined conclusively- by 
own natural garment, the beautiful the Society for Psychical Research
laws of nature, and

formative work is done during the life 
. of the Individual, first by education, 

, then by experience; during childhood 
In our homes, our schools, and social 

- surroundings, and, when we have 
reached maturity and become1 inde
pendent, by ourselves. Hence the 
'aramount importance of education. -

Hold hard for truth! the nations lift 
High hands to heaven for aid!

Jehovah is their hope, their cry, 
On Him their trust is stayed.

Jehovah Is a myth of Time;
No being stands for man

To call upon in war’s wild rage, 
Oh lead the conquer’s van.

No God upon a great white throne 
Hears prayers and sobs and groans, 

Nor takes from one for other’s good, 
Or hears the pris’ner’s-moans.

No, God within you, man, is found, 
You are the “great white throne," 

And you have heaven whene’er you 
will

Love as your sovereign own.
You, man, bespeak your empire' high 

When to your brother man
You turn to help, to strengthen, bind 

In friendship as you can. '
Ope wide the door of Truth and find 

Yourself your enemy,
Yourself the battle-ground of right, 

There field of victory.
'Fight hard the hordes of Ignorance, 

That land you can invade;
Crush out your selfishness and pridej 

Call on yourself to aid.
In the deep silence down within 

Range forces for the fray,
And if you find the odds against 

Go deeper ere you pray.
Call out the regiments of Good 

Not yet upon the field;
To horse! with cavalcades of power. 

The heights of wrong .will yield.
No’error holds a power supreme 

Nor any majesty; .
Your God is Good, and that within 

Your strength will ever be. __
Bow, then, to that, and let it lead 

In every Waterloo;
Then peace'will reign on every hand, 

And Heaven be close in view.
MRS. M. A. CONGDON.

Cloud Cap Inn, Mt. Hood, Ore.

door; hardly a day, and, yes, night, 
that she is not called upon to go to 
some sick or injured animal.

Poor,- badly cared for children also 
claim her charity and attention.

Her fight is fought alone, yet she in
duces many to join in the work, but 
they all, to a degree, depend upon her, 
she is so strong and sure in her ways.

Mrs. Ryder has in a way to contend 
with what Bergh worked against in his 
time, for she is working in virgin soli 
and against Ignorance very profound. 
As a rule, the people are most kind 
and willing, but they canhot under
stand what it is all about. “Why! an 
animal cannot suffer pain! The ani
mal is mine; I can kill it if I wish!”

Yet through earnest, tireless work 
Mrs. Ryder Is making the law for ani
mals much respected, though it may 
not be understood.

Of course, she is criticised, as are, 
all pioneers in such a work. Yet, too, 
she has a host of friends and admir
ers, most especially among the people 
with whom she works. •’ She may have 
occasion to arrest a man to-day, but 
to-morrow she will be helping his fam
ily if she finds it needy.

“Black Beauty,” which has been 
well translated into Spanish, she buys 
by the hundred and puts copies into 
the hands of many coachmen, for Ha
vana is a city of coaches.

"Avisos” are put up in the market 
places warning the people against 
twisting the wings . of fowls, 'etc. 
These notices she has,printed and dis
tributed, and, oh! her work seems 
endless. It,seems impossible that so 
small a person equid do so much—that 
one person could do it all.,

What one admires most • is the 
quiet, earnest dignity of her work. 
She makes her earnestness felt by all 
who know her, and she Is such a wo
manly little woman,-keeping her home 
as orderly and dainty as any of 
them and finding time to do all sorts 
of kind acts for her family and 
friends.

VERITABLE TOM FOOLERY.

brought together in a fellowship hitherto quite unknown.
Thd unfoldment of man’s spiritual nature by a thor

ough hoUrse'of psychological training, is a foregleam of 
the ^coming years. Then man will know himself, and 
knowing himself, he will no longer be a stranger to his 
fellhw-man. •

NoW we have tried in the foregoing lines to outline 
Splriualism per se, in contrast with its counterfeit, earthly, 
senbual spiritism; choose ye which, but in the name of all 

■ the goia at once, do not try to mix the two together.
Kanevill^Jll. N. F. RAVLIN.

But while the investigation is going 
on those of us whb have, not acquired 
prejudiced ideas concerning ghosts 
would do well- to accept -the statement 
of the scientists interested .that the 
fashion in -ghosts certainly has 
changed, and that any astral visitor 
worthy our acquaintance will appear 
becomingly and completely costumed.

In proof we have only to relate that 
very recently one witness in London, 
situate at the time in ?a hotel bed
room, with the window curtain up and 
the moon light pouring; in, ’saw a 
young man of 25 standing at; the side 
of the bed and pointing; ,tilth his 
finger. The youth was . dressed in 
flannels, and shortly vantehedsthrough 
the closed door. Another ghost ap
peared at the bedside ¿ofc. a ¿ friend, 
wearing a full suit of khaki, a leatuer 
strap, a brown leather-girdle, a sword,
and a helmet. • • - •v ’ ■

A most puzzling incident, Mr. Lang 
avers, is that of a youn§:man‘:who was 
attending a meeting of the’ East India 
company in Calcutta when ..lie was 
startled by the ■ appearance of his 
father, wearing a strangely fashioned 
hat. When the next ship'came from 
London it brought news of the fath
er’s death, and also a consignment of 
hats then fashionable in, England.- It 
was the hat worn. by the father’s 
ghost! ■ < ■ ■ t' -

It Is a weirdly Interesting subject, 
and we trust the gen'elem^n engaged 
will solve Jt to thbteentire satisfac- 
tioin.—Inter Ocean. ' < ' ’

Offering Devout Prayers to an Earth
quake Saint, Who Has About as 
Much Influence in Stopping the 
Same as a Retired Mule.
This praying occurred two days be

fore the recent earthquake, in South 
America. I presume the earthquake 
saint was either not at home; or busy 
with other matters. - Tojhink such 
Ignorance exists in this age! 5

M. EMILIE KRATZ.

demonstrated that the;average well authenticated 
facts and knowledge, free from all ghost dresses very much as do, they in 
doubts and fears, ■ free from all su- the world of mortal men. ' '
perstitlous; formality. Why, then, Dr. Hyslop is interested, but not 
should Spiritualism lean on churchly worried, bv this enigma. It is more 
props to ;bmsupheld? I say with Bro. or less irrelevant, he insists. If we 
Harding, let us discard all church believe in ghosts at all we may as well 
mimicry and stand forth as Spiritual- believe in any kind of ghost that 
Ists, pure and simple, clothed with the suits our fancy. If wo consider the 
Natural Garb of Spiritualism; and en- spirit real; then-we mav as well con- 
joy the peace of mind that only Spir- sider the clotheb as merely an- “incL 
itualism can bring to humanity. dental phenomenon to be exslalaad by

DR.R.-T. HENDRICKS. U subsidiary JwiW'

The women of Minnesota protested 
so vigorously at' the' decision-of the 
Attorney General that'they, might not 
vote at the primaries for.jnembers of 
school boards, that he has modified his 
decision. He advises that the votes 
of the women be received and kept: in 
separate boxes so that if anyone de-

Prayers will be offered by devout 
Catholics throughout the diocese of 
Monterey and Los Angeles to-day to 
St. Emygdlus,' bishop, martyr and 
patron against earthquakes, asking 
that the saint Intercede .with Almighty 
God for deliverance from seismic dis
turbances.

The feast of St. Emygdlus will be 
more widely observed to-day than in 
former years because of the recent 
disastrous shocks and the loss of life 
and property which followed in their 
wake.

At St. Joseph’s Church, Twelfth and 
Los Angeles streets, a special mass in 
honor of the saint will be celebrated 
at 8 o’clock in the morning and will be 
followed by the recitation of the Lit
any of the Saints and the Prayer of St. 
Emygdlus.. The other churches of the 
city and diocese will also observe the 
day In similar manner and further 
solemnization of the feast will b« con
tinued Sunday. 1

Devotion to Saint Emygdlus Is one 
of the relics of the old Spanish days in 
California. In all the lands where 
the Spanish tongue is spoken his

sires to take the matter . into the . 
courts R can ba done *•

.¿¿Lik.

..... .......................... ...

name has been honored and his protec
tion sought. A quaint old painting of 
St Emygdlus is one of ^-the most 

~ dons «f m Mtoric

- If the men of the country who be
lieve in reform displayed aff much 
sound judgment and unselfish devo
tion as the woman suffragists do the 
social world would move forward so 
fast as to challenge the admiration of 
the Creator.—Geo. H. Shlbley in Ref
erendum News.

Anger and worry are like echoes; 
they do not exist until wo call for 
them, and the louder ,we call, the 
loade^J» their response. We can

drown the«:; yet, if letralone,

' THE LACK O’WILL

I drift alone in a battered hulk, 
As it floats on the stream of time;

A derelict I must depict
In the course of my ragged rhymel 

Lost, yet afloat, in the track of life, 
Half buried by the sea;

No signal set, no warning, yet r 
They never run Into me,

The morning’s smile, the noonday’a 
laugh, -x

And twilight's deepening frown, , 
No longer heeded, for I dream i 

With the tide us It rushes down.
She's the Lack o’ Will, and her - an- 

: chor'B gone, 
The wind blows-sharp and keen,.

And I see at night the far-off light
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suits gave an enormous impetus
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It must be removed 
Every evil thought,

inanity, 
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framed

the penalty we have provoked.
As Spiritualism enlarges and 

vates our conception of God, so, 
wise, It elucidates and purifies

gazed upon the slates while intently 
listening to the writing of the message

materialism; so that the worship 
wealth became universal and its 
qulsition the absorbing object of

clare, a being of infinite and immut
able love, and therefore absolutely in
capable of the least unworthy of the 
passions which degrade and defile hu-
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He is, our spiritual instructors
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physical manifestations—but this 
clearly a case of the kind.

J. H. BASSLER.
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words of the Roman Catholic poet 
bear the impress of inspiration, who 
wrote:

Spiritualism a few years 
M. E. Church. He also 
much unctuousness, in a

utmost Importance; and that

ot
are

He does not even punish us 
misdeeds of which we are 
By the operation of a law 

in perfect wisdom, and guided

In Regard to Spiritualism and the Or
thodox Ministers.

on the Inside of the lower one,___ 
which was distinctly.audible; as were 
also the customary three tiny raps

hands, these discoveries and thejr re
sults gave an enormous impetus to

Unhappily for mankind, a few cen- 
wealthy,

worldly, powerful, and ------------  
church arose and stifled spiritual

What Is It ? What Does It Teach ? What Has It Done? 
What Is It Doing, and Whaj Will It Ultimately Ac
complish for the World?—1-rorh the Standpoint of 
James Smith, Melbourne Australia.- '

I.—What Is It?
Spiritualism is one of the 

sciences, having for its .
of observed facts, from wMclr have 
been deduced by purely in,iuc^® 
methods, its two great fundamental 
truths,-namely; ' ,

1. That man, as a । spiritual being, 
survives the change called death; and

2. That as a spirit, he edn and 
does return to the earth, and can-and 
does communicate with bls brethren 
who are still in the flesh. •

(a) In all ages of the world s Ms 
tory and in every part of the habitable 
globe this return and this communi
cation have been and still b0“0?,*16...-- 
he the instinctive belief of all the 
primitive races. There is apparently 
no savage tribe destitute ot an intui
tive knowledge of the fact.

(b)- It constitutes the foundation 
truth of both the Hebrew and the 
Christian Scriptures. E 'minate it 
from them and you deprive them of 
their essential value and their princi
pal authority.

(c) It pervades and Inspires the an 
cient religions of Greece and Rome, or 
Assyria, Phoenicia, China, Persia, In
dia, and Egypt. __

(d) It was one of the most import
ant truths revealed to the students of 
esoteric wisdom, on their admission as 
adepts of the higher lore in the tem
ples of Sals, Thebes, Heliopolis, Mem
phis, Eleusis, and Samothracia.

(e) Zoroaster, one of tlie Brea^ re" 
formers of Asiatic religion in Zend 
Avesta, or "Living Word,” taught the 
people of Persia to discriminate be
tween the Izeds, or good spirits, and 
the Darvands, or evil ones.

(f) Odin, the conquering prophet or 
Scandlnaivla, transferred the doctrines 
of Zoroaster to the North, calling the 
two kinds Livselfer, or spirits of light, 
and Myrkelfer, or spirits of darkness.

(g) In the Vedas, or Indian Scrip
tures, the same division of spirits pre
vails, the good being designated as 
Deves and the evil as Daetas.

(h) In Greece, Pindar; and Plutarch 
Inculcated the same doctrines, as did 
the great Neo-Platonlst, Plotinus, in 
Alexandria, while Philo, the Jew, de
clared that "spirits govern the world, 
as, in a limited sense, they do.

(I) Among the Romans it was held 
that every human being born into the 
world is under the care of a guardian 
epirit from the moment ot his blrtn, 
nnd Cicero affirmed, with Paul, that 
the air is full of immortal spirits; the 
urn great, writer assuring us that 
"the noblest and most Illustrious of 
nil the philosophers have always 
thought that here below everything is 
governed and administered by spirit
ual beings, among whom the “lares 
and "penates” played an important 
part.

(j) The Druids were a highly spir
itual people, and' therefore enter
tained no doubt as to the active inter
position of spirits in human affairs.'

Of the great sun-burst of Spiritual
ism which occffrred in the first cen
tury of the Christian era, when a 
choir of spirits in the air heralded the 
birth of the greatest and most fully in
spired Mediator, or Medium, that ever 
walked the earth, when Moses and 
Elijah materialized on the Mount of 
Transfiguration, when, at his judicial 
murder spirits walked about the 
streets of Jerusalem and “appeared 
unto manv,” and when, after His cru
cifixion, the spirit of Christ material
ized repeatedly, and conversed with 
His disciples, it is superfluous to 
speak, for the New Testament Is in ev
erybody’s hands.

It-teaehcs us that .what the theolo
gians designate as heaven, hell and 
purgatory,, are not localities, but 
States .or conditions of mind, and that 
we may be, and generally are, in one 
of the three while "clothed upon” 
with a mortal body;! that the kingdom 
of heaven must be, as the Master said, 
“within us," or we can never experi
ence the. happiness which results from 
doing-the will of God, this expressing 
Itself in the love wc exhibit to our fel
low-creatures; to serve them being 
the only service He demands from us, 
a service- which is one of peace and 
joy. Purgatory is the condition of 
remorse, and wretchedness which is 
experienced by every man and woman, 
who, by living a life of selfishness, 
places him or herself out of harmony 
With the Divine Will, by disobedience 
to the two great commandments pro
mulgated by Christ, Spiritualism 
likewise teaches us that this mental 
suffering ceases, with the penitential 
acknowledgment of our . wrong-doing, 
and the earnest desire to atone for and 
expiate It.

Moreover, that this atonement and 
expiation are not vicarious; for there 
Is no shifting on to the shoulders of 
another, and that other a perfectly in
nocent man, the burden of our own

word and deed have to be effaced by 
their opposites, and the account rigor
ously balanced; for stern and of per
petual authority are the words of the 
Master that a man shall by no means 
be delivered from the “prison” to 
which his misdeeds have consigned 
him "until he has paid the uttermost 
farthing." Spiritualism teaches us 
that either in this life or the next, ret
ribution infallibly overtakes all wrong 
doihg, even when perpetrated only in 
intention; that fortunate is he whom 
it visits in this life, and .who makes 
full and complete atonement for it, be
fore he passes into the beyond, where 
it may occupy long years in its fulfill
ment, but is incapable of evasion; so 
that the unhappy spirit whose debtor 
account-Is a very heavy one In the 
great ledger, Is deeply to be commis
erated, and that the mental sufferings- 
of those who are obdurate and impeni
tent, constitute a very hell, which' 
only ceases when they commence the 
work of atonement, which is accom
plished either in the lower spheres by 
working for the reclamation of “souls 
in prison,” souls, that is to say, who 
are fast chained to the earth by the 
shackles of earthly lusts, passions and 
desires; or by revisiting the world of 
matter, and striving by impression or 
inspiration to restrain those who are 
still in the flesh from committing evil 
and urging them to do good.

On the other hand, the heaven of 
those who have endeavored to follow 
their highest ideal of goodness, while 
they were clothed upon with the gar
ments of mortality, consists of a hap
piness beyond the powers of the hu
man imagination to conceive, of a 
mental and spiritual activity which is 
a perpetual joy, of a continual prog- 
ress towards still higher stages of in
tellectual and spiritual development,

What Has Spiritualism Done for the 
World?

As "every good gift and every per
fect. gift is from above, and cometh 
down from.thq .Father of Lights,” and 
as these gifts are transmitted to n/an 
through spiritual channels,, the an
swer to this question might be 
summed up in one word—Everything. 
There is only one source of original 
ideas, and that is God. The hunlan 
mind, notwithstanding. that, in its 
pride and ignorance, it has arrogated 
to Itself the possession of creative 
power, is merely the receptacle - of 
Ideas derived from supernal-sources.

In the words of one of the oldest 
and grandest poems in all literature, 
"There is a spirit in man, and the in
spiration of tlie Almighty giveth him 
understanding.” That spirit, being a 
portion of the Divine Essence,, is re
ceptive of the knowledge which its 
Father possesses; and this He commu
nicates through the intermediation of 
the ministering spirits who do His 
will In the other world, and of human 
mediums in this. '

Hence every man of genius is a me
dium; and all that we possess in the 
way of sculpture, painting, architect
ure, poetry; music, together with en
during literature of all kinds, the arts 
and sciences, inventions, and even the 
most elementary forms of agriculture 
and the handicrafts/ have been ac
quired from Divine Wisdom teaching 
the children whom He has’placed upon 
the earth how to cultivate and beau
tify it. -

He, the Supreme Artist, Is the 
unique source- of human instruction. 
All knowledge comes from Him, and if 
it is sometimes perverted, distorted 
and even defiled by the channels 
through which it is conveyed—as pure 
water may be polluted by flowing 
through a foul pipe—this does not 
disprove its divine origin. And as 
spirits dlscarnate and incarnate are 
the mediums through which it is 
transmitted to mankind, it follows 
that, in the providence of Gofi, who is 
always to be recognized and thanked 
as Its author,. Spiritualism has been 
instrumental in conveying to the hu
man race all that differentiates a 
Plato or a Shakspeare from the poor 
savage of the lowest type.

What Is It Doing?
It is steadily working for the moral, 

mental and spiritual regeneration of 
human society. It is doing so by 
bringing to light truths, for the com
prehension of which mankind is only 
just beginning to be prepared. It is 
gradually modifying the popular con
ception of God. There has always 
been a vague acknowledgment that He 
Is Love; but, mingled with it, has 
been the contrary and Incompatible 
belief that He is a punitive, vindict
ive, harsh, cruel, capricious, angry 
and jealous Being, amenable to hu
man passions, and in many respects a 
magnified reflection of man himself. 
He is supposed to send "judgments” 
upon individuals and nations, and to 
be responsible for "visitations," as 
they are called.

Now Spiritualism, or, more correct
ly speaking, the spiritual teachings of 
those who are of necessity much bet
ter acquainted with His nature and at
tributes than we can possibly be, point 
out how, unconsciously, we belie and 
blaspheme the Most High, in accepting 
as a true portrait of Him, the distort
ed and dishonoring picture presented 
of Him by priestly authors of the Pen-

Christianity beneath a load of creeds, 
dogmas and false doctrines; and then 
came the dark night of the Middle 
Ages, druing which, spirituality ap
peared to be well-nigh extinct and 
wars and religious persecutions, and 
the madness of the Crusades, were en
tered upon in the name of the Prince 
of Peace, and deluged Europe and Pal
estine with human blood; while in the 
centuries which followed, the same 
sanguinary spirit w'as abroad, the 
wars of religion being everywhere and 
always the most cruel and ferocious.

Tlie eighteenth and ninetenth cen
turies were-not less defiled by human 
slaughter than their immediate prede
cessors had been ; but they were also 
epochs of scientific discoveries, and as 
these facilitated the acquisition of 
wealth and its concentration in a few

and of a never-ending advance to
wards that Supreme Perfection which 
centres in God Himself.

And this carries with it the compan
ionship of the highest and best of the 
human race, and in course of time of 
the inhabitants of other planets filled 
with beings far superior In the scale 
of existence to those of the earth; and 
then of other universes Incomparably 
grander and nobler than our own.

Spiritualism teaches us that “God Is 
no respecter of persons,” and that in 
the sight of Him all men are equal, re
gardless of country, caste or creed; 
that what people have believed on 
earth, whether Papists or Protestants, 
Mohammedans or Buddhists, if of the

man effort. It seemed, indeed, as If 
the whole of the civilized races were 
about to be engulfed in a maelstrom 
of selfishness and self-indulgence, and 
as if the spiritual element in man’s 
nature w-as being entirely subjugated 
by his animal propensities; and, just 
at this great crisis in the history of 
mankind, there occurred an event as 
humble in its origin as, and not less 
momentbus in its consequences than, 
the birth of an obscure Nazarene in 
the outhouse of an inn 1900 years ago. 
For, in the year 1848, Modern Spirit-, 
ualism was born in an insignificant 
township in the state of New York; 
and in fifty years, it has spread over 
the whole surface of the habitable 
globe; it numbers its votaries by 
millions, and is marching on to the 
conquest of every man and woman 
who has any spiritual life lu them.

by faultless justice, we punish our
selves; and that very punishment, 
righteously deserved and automatic
ally inflicted, proves to be, in the end, 
a moral discipline and contributory 
to our future advancement. We have 
been made for happiness and progress, 
and if we miss the .former in our 
earthly, pilgrimage, by disregarding 
the still small voice of conscience, and 
by living for self, instead of for our 
fellow creatures, we naturally incur

“For modes of faith let graceless zeal
ots fight;

His can’t be wrong whose life is in the 
right,”

for right conduct, emanating from 
right motives, is true righteousness; 
and God requires at the hands of His 
children only that they shall “do 
justly, love mercy and walk humbly 
with Him,” and has told us by the 
voice of one of His numerous messen
gers, that religion, pure and unde
filed, consists in visiting the widow 
and the fatherless in their affliction 
and in keeping ourselves unspotted 
from the world.

Spiritualism teaches us that, in the 
other world, and immediately after 
the transition which men call death, 
the most startling and wonderful 
transformations occur; that many an 
emperor, pope, cardinal, prelate and 
priest, is stripped ot his robes and in
signia, and clad In. the rags of a beg
gar, and is found to be a spiritual 
pauper, by reason of his earthly pomp 
and pride, his lust of power, his mis
use of his high station and great au
thority; while on the other hand, the 
despised outcast, and the man who has 
suffered social ostracism, poverty and 
martyrdom, either of the body or 
soul,, in the cause of Truth, is hon
ored and exalted in the realm of spir
its; that the great butchers of the 
race, its Alarics and Attillas, its

II.—What Does It Teach?
Primarily the Fatherhood of God 

, and the Brotherhood of Man. Added 
to this, it reaffirms all the foundation 
principles of Christianity, as originally, 
taught by Christ, It regards Him'as 
the exemplar of the highest life, an 
Ideal possible to all, because He was 
a man like ourselves; whereas, if he 
had been God, every human being 
might absolutely despair of following 
in His footsteps, because What would 
have been so easy to a Divine Being 
Would have been utterly - beyond the 
reach of humanity.

Spiritualism .teaches that, by dur 
daily lives,- we ave actually determin
ing here and now what our lives will 
be hereafter; that all our aspirations 
towards right conduct, draw to our 
side spiritual intelligences who will 
help us to fulfill those 'aspirations; 
and that every evil thought we think, 
and every evil act, which is the out
come of that thought, attracts to us 
evil spirits; i. e., the spirits of ths 
men who have lived evilly on the 
earth, and have carried into the other 
world the passions and propensities 
by which they were animated In tha 
physical life.

“Frederick the Greats” and its Napo
leon Bofiapartes, are exposed to thé 
curses of the men they have -slaugh
tered,of the women they have wid
owed, of the children they have or
phaned, and of the peaceful husband
men whose fields they have ravaged 
and whose homsteads they have given 
to the firmes; that the men who have 
amassed enormous wealth by grinding 
the faces of the poor, become the des- 
.plcable objects of the reprobation, dis
dain and contumely of those whom 
they have robbed and whose lives they 
have; shortened by the misery and pri
vations. inflicted- upon them, by the 
infamous greed of their callous em
ployers; and that the woman who has

pie are repeatedly assured that a man 
or woman/d^ting ta:"the odor of sanc
tity,” passes Jnk> some undefined re- j 
gion of space, denominated heaven; at 
the entratite'-ta'.Avhleh, by the way, 
sits, as cowardly, apostle,
whom Christ , stigmatized as Satan. 
[“He turned antl-^Mu unto Peter, 'Get 
thee behiiil me JI Satan, thou art an 
offence unto ma»<for.thou savorest not 
the things,that,db,of. God, but those 
that be ormen/^—^Matt. 16:23.]

And Wunder of Chrlstnaity ’ 
affirmed ■tiiat “no man: hath ascended 1 
up to hei^n <but ho that came down : 
from heqy^'Jj^Q^d-PquI confirmed the 
statement by declaring that even 
“David is not ascended into the heav
ens.” What has become of those 
whom the obituary notices in the 
newspapers spe^k of as "safe in the 
arms of Je;sus;’’"must be left to the or
thodox to' explain'.'s ;

Meanwhile, 'Spiritualism will over-, 
throw all misconceptions with respect 
to the other Wprld by revealing it as it 
realy is, on the testimony of the act
ual dwellers ■therein,' and this testi
mony will be'so startling and over
whelming, aswvell as authentic and ac
curate, that- fio human being can Us-- 
ten to it without resolving so to order 
his life In the wprld that now is, as to 
escape the horrors and terrors which 
beset the unhappy beings, who are 
called upon to undo,-in the after life, 
the evils they'have committed in the 
flesh, and to perform the good which 
they have left unfulfilled .while they 
were in mortal form.

Imagine the'miseries .undergone by 
every human being’ who has lived for 
himself In the- world of matter, and 
who; on crossing the boundary line 
which separates this life from the 
next, makes the’- appalling discovery 
that his earthly--existence has been 
a dismal failure; and that, for years 
and years -to come, his efforts must be 
incessantly directed to obliterate the 
awful record of wrong-thinking, evil 
speaking, and wrong doing-'which 
stares him in the face; that he must 
retrieve the errors of an entire life
time, and must strive, amidst ever-re
curring difficulties and disappoint
ments, to influence for good, human 
beings who are still in the flesh, but 
who refuse to be impressed by him 
just as he had shown himself to be un
amenable to the Impressions of his 
own guardian angels. „

And this becomes one of his heavi
est punishments, to reap precisely 
what he has sown, to .meet with simi
lar rebuffs in every direction; to move 
about among -his fellow-men, and in 
his old home, passionately longing to 
do good and to restrain those who are 
still near and dear to him, from re
peating his oww faults and follies, and 
from following-; his own untoward ex
ample; and yetito find them all so un- 
YesponsivaiiD hlsilsplritual influence.

Talk ofiffifelll flThere is no hell like 
the unavailing remorse of such an one. 
He speaksiin aeddnts of entreaty, re- 
monstrancn;’ pathetic pleading and 
earnest supplication, but his spiritual 
voice is Inaudiblfef to mortal tars. He 
looks with-eyes tllat are blinded by 
tears, Intdithe eyes of those whom he 
has left behhid./hlm, but there is no 
token of ipeogntGon from theirs. He 
touches them wllffi his spiritual hands, 
and there.ismo consciousness, on their 
part, of any such contact. He sees his 
sons becoming as sordid as himself; 
and he rembers, with a spasm of an
guish, that .he taught them to be so. 
He sees his daughters leading a life of 
frivolous'Sblf-indulgehce and chiefly 
intent upeni.tbe'pursuit of a pharitom 
which they call pleasure; and he re
flects that It was he who provided 
them with the means of thus fritter
ing away an existence which might 
have been turned to such noble and 
beneficent usep. He perceives with 
frightful clearness the opportunities 
which he neglected, and the duties 
which he left unfulfilled, and there 
probably recurs to his memory, with 

.painful vividness, the mournful la
ment of the Quaker poet:
“Of all sad words of tongue or pen 
The saddest are these*. Tt might have

been.’ ”
In the time to come, when spiritual 

communications will have become 
among the most familiar ot daily ex
periences, and spirits will materialize 
so frequently as to excite no astonish
ment; and the spiritual counterparts 
of our senses of sight and hearing will 
be so generally developed, that clair-

Ideas of Christ, by revealing Him to us 
as one, and the greatest of a band of 
saviors, which has included such other 
divinely inspired teachers as Buddha, 
Pythagoras, Zoroaster, Socrates, Con
fucius, etc., all of whom are now at
testing their union with Him whom 
they fondly speak of as their Master, 
In the great work they have been sent 
upon the earth to perform; namely, 
the' redemption of mankind from the 
dominion of self.

Spiritualism is emancipating the 
human mind from its terrible delu
sion concerning a triune God and the 
equally terrible infraction of the first 
of the Ten Commandments, “I am the 
Lord thy God, thou shalt have none 
other Gods but me,” of which, genera
tion after generation has been guilty 
by the deification of Jesus of Nazareth, 
who, in His beautiful humility, refused 
to be credited with even the goodness 
which was so conspicuous in His life 
and character, and made the emphatic 
declaration, “There is none good but 
One, that is God.”

Finally, it is successfully engaged in 
the beneficial work of lifting from the. 
galled necks of the people, throughout 
the length and breadth of Christen
dom, the heavy yoke of creeds and 
dogmas; and of pulling down that 
thick wall of theological doctrines 
which has been built up, during a suc
cession of centuries, by an ambitious 
and self-seeking priesthood, for the 
purpose of shutting out the Creator 
from His creatures, and of aggrandiz
ing a class which has been making 
merchandize of religion, and following 
In the footsteps of those high priests 
in old Jerusalem, who were the invet
erate enemies of Christ and mainly re- 
sposlble for His judicial murder; a 

. murder, “by the way, which they pro
fess to regard as something insepar
able from the salvation of mankind, 
although Christ himself, when pray
ing to His and out Father, some time 
before His crucifixion, exclaimed, "I 
have finished the work .which Thou 
gavest me to do.”
What Will Spiritualism. Ultimately Ac

complish fop the World? z

lived, for. fashion, luxury and self-in
dulgence, is. to be seen clad in tattered 
apparel, and abjectly . imploring the 
prayers iif those .whom she once 
viewed with scorn, and regarded as 
being of.an inferior order to herself; 
while the poor seamstress who shared 
her last-crust with another woman 
•poorer than herself, enters upon the 
enjoyment of spiritual wealth which 
endures forever. In short, Spiritual
ism teaches us that all wrongs are, 
righted, and all good deeds requited' 
in a world where the scales of absolute 
justice are held by the hands of Bu- 
prcssa Wisdom, armed with Alraighty

AN INQUIRY WITH A REQUEST-

Obsession Is aHubjectThat Will Not 
Bown.

ßept. 22, 1000.

A Singular DeiuoMtration of Spirit 
Power——Proof ‘flint Spirits can, by 
Will Power, Causo Tangible Objects 
to Become Invisible, Transport 
Thenij iCrom Que Point (o Another, 
and Agulji Restore Them■ to Their 
Former Condition. 1
Gn the 3rd of last July I had a sit

ting with' Pierre L. A. O. Keeler for in
dependent slatc-wrltlng, at his home 
in Washington, D. C., and after get
ting a" goodly number of messages 
from loved ones gone before, and oth
ers on the' spirit side of life, with the 
usual evidences of spirit identity, 
such as the hand writing, signatures in 
full, and reference to matters un
known to the medium, I was greatly 
surprised to find a ten-dollar national 
bank bill between thr last pair of 
slates, and the following message; 
“Here, Bassler, is $10 that belongs tó 
you' You should not be so careless 
with your Money, G. ’ C.” The ini
tials are those of. the medium’s con
trol, George Christy, who is well re
membered by many old people for the 
rich fun he made in years gone by, as 
"Bruddbr Bones,” of the Christy Min
strel'Troupe, at the Eleventh street 
opera house in Philadelphia.

Mr. Keeler was evidently as. much 
surprised as myself, and eagerly 
asked, “DO you miss any money?” I 
said, “I don’t know, but can soon tell,” 
and taking my porte mounaie from 
the inside breast pocket of my coat, 
and counting its contents, I found that 
I actually was short ten dollars.

On asking friend Christy where he 
found it, and placing another pair of 
slates together for the answer, he re
plied, “You dropped it in your room,” 
which room was in a public house, 
eleven blocks away. /

I remembered having out my pocket 
book before leaving my room that 
morning, and selecting a bill to pay

the only case of the kind In his expe
rience, except that on one occasion a 
pair of spectacles were brought to a 
sitter from two blocks away.

It was half a century ago that I be
came.-a convert to Spiritualism, 
through reading the Inspired writings 
of Dr. A. J. Davis, whom I regard as 
ONE OF THE GREATEST SEERS OF 
ALL THE AGES. For lack of oppor
tunity, however, it was only within 
the last thirty years that I investigated 
the phenomena of spirit intercourse 
with mortals. During that time I wit
nessed ihany strange manifestations of 
spirit power; but, in some respects, 
the one noticed above was more mar
velous than any that preceded It. For 
this happened In broad daylight, right 
before my eyes, and yet without being 
seen. Intensely interested as I was, I 
never once withdrew my eyes from 
Keeler’s hands and the slates, from 
start to finish. I watched Keeler 
place the first slate before him; drop 
a bit of pencil on it; put another slate 
on top; place a strong rubber band 
around the two, and grasp the frames 
on one side with both hands, while I

Among the articles .appearing from 
time to time in The1 Progressive 
in one of, his recent articles he in
structive, are those of Prof; Lockwood. 
In ope of his recent artocles ,he in
veighed strongly against the theory of 
"obsessions by evil spirits,” or using 
Hudson Tuttle’s published phrase, 
“evil-disposed spirits,”'., . -,•_...

Because of sending The Progressive 
Thinker to foreign lands to do miSr 
sionary work, I have not .his article 
on hand, hence I only refer to the 
general trend of the Bald'article as it 
left an impression on. my mind.

It is generally conceded among the 
more Intelligent, unprejudiced Spirit
ualists that spirits df a]l graces, from 
arch-angels to demons,) (undeveloped 
spirits) have access to earth, and do, 
or may, Influence mortals. The. sound
thinking, broad-minded and liberal- 
pursed Theodore J. Maÿer of Wash
ington said to me when last there that 
"the volume of your spirit obsessions, 
while true, does not contain half, the 
truth upon this important sûbject."

And Ella Wheeler Wilcox fully and 
most cordially endorsed this book 
upon “The Demonism of the Ages and 
Spirit Obsessions.” Here is the letter 
verbatim that, she wrote me under 
date of July 1, 1906, from, Connecti
cut, just before sailing for Europe:

“Dear Doctor:—I have been read
ing your valuable book on ‘Spirit Ob
sessions,’ and it is excellent—It is 
true, and needed by the world. I con
gratulate you on it. Oh, that the 
world could understand and believe— 
and take heed! Cordially yours,

“ELLA WHEELER WILCOX.”
And Prof. Lockwood, in something 

of a similar strain, writing of “the re
ciprocal relations” in his “Molecular 
Hypothesis" pamphlet (p. 46) says: 
“The disembodied of all types and 
characters have their earth attrac
tions. Like attracts like in every 
realm of fifty so it follows that man’s 
invisible company are factors which 
may mold a noble life, or perhaps mar 
and ruin it by vicious associations, 
making trite the axiom that like pro
motes like in mental spheres no less 
than In physical.”

These statements of “man’s Invis
ible company,” of "vicious associa
tions,” of spirits that may "mar and 
perhaps ruin * * * a noble life,” 

.sounds to us like obsessions—very 
much like obsession by low and unde
veloped spirits.

Perhaps Brother Lockwood will 
take the time to make himself more 
clearly understood upon this subject. 

, J. M. PEEBLES, M. D.
Battle Creek, Mich.
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Authenticity, Credibility, 
Morality.

voyance and clairaudience will have 
ceased to be phenomenal, the dullest 
mind will be pervious to spiritual In
fluences; and men and women will be 
taught by those who have passed into 
the beyond that the human race has 
been chasing shadows ever since the 
dawn of civilization, and has been 
pursuing happiness without ever find
ing It, because it was so deplorably 
blind as not to perceive, that it is only 
to be worn by -conferring happiness 
upon others, and that the ideal life on 
earth is the Christ-like life -of unselfish 
goodness, which is, in reality, the 
truest and wisest selflhsness.

Having learned this truth, so sub
lime In Its simplicity, mankind will 
proceed to apply it to its codes of mor
ality, its systems of government, its so
cial organizations and its Industrial 
activities; transforming each and spir
itualizing all- Spiritualism will abol
ish war, as the most'Infamous of all 
crimes; it will substitute a .competi
tion in giving, for one of getting, be
cause men will, clearly discern that “it 
is' more blessed to give than to re
ceive”; it will gradually banish crime, 
destitution, disease and insanity from 
human societies; men will be taught, 
by spiritual instructors, arts and sci
ences hitherto undreamed of, and how 
to render the soil they till infinitely 
more productive. than ever before. 
They; wilLpcqufhe a knowledge of ca
pacities and potencies hitherto latent 
in the human mind, because their rev
elation w’buld oHly have led to. their 
abuse, astiian life abused and misused 
every otheb glft’bf God; and the race 
will have'Qbachefl that stage in its 
spiritual develoinnent, when it may 
confidently "locrtrfor new heavens and 
a new (or'renovated) earth, wherein 
dwelleth i^hteousneSs,”-

''.S ‘ JAMES SMITH.
—BA.:___ HO ___________

■.' The time is fast approaching when 
the great fundamental truths of Spirlt- 

' arrives, they will revolutionize the re- 
and accepted, and whenever that time 
arrives, they will revalutionizethe re
ligious, political, social and industrial 
ideas of the whole civilized world. In 
the domain of religion, Spiritualism 
will substitute scientifically ascer
tained facts for theological fictions, 
knowledge for belief; righteous living 
for sterile doctrine; an. intimate ac
quaintance. with: the- life beyond the 
grave; derived, from personal and fa
miliar Intercourse with ita inhabitants, 
for fantastic theories; ludicrous con
jectures, and unsrlptural statements 
concerning it. How unscriptural

that were given to indicate that the 
writing was finished. Then on with
drawing the rubber band and lifting 
off the upper slate—wonder of won
ders!— there lay the ten-dollar bill.

The whole performance lasted only 
a fraction of the time it takes to de
scribe it, for,”in my experience, spirits 
always write with amazing rapidity. 
One minute, the bare slatps, which I 
had previously washed and wiped dry 
with my own hands; the next minute 
the money and the message covering 
the lower one. I could scarcely be
lieve my eyes. However, the fact that 
the money had been lost and was re
stored even before being missed, 
through the kindness of an unseen in
telligence, signing "G. C.,” that it was 
thankfully put back in my pocket
book, and subsequently used in pur
chasing a through ticket home from 
Washington, cannot be explained 
away.

It is difficult to comprehend how 
denizens of the spirit world can, by 
will power de-materialize a tangible 
object, like a bank bill; transport it 
to a distance; pass it through a solid, 
and again re-materlalize it beteween 
two slates, where there is the needed 
exclusion of light—which is now rec
ognized by scientists to be ether, vi
brating with inconceivable rapidity, 
and which thereby interferes with

Crystola the Beautiful after a most 
delightful visit to Ottawa and Win
field, Kansas, where most successful 
camp-meetings were held. It was my 
privilege and pleasure to appear be
fore the crowds which attended these 
meetings, in company with my es
teemed co-workers, to present the 
beautiful truths of Spiritualism, and 
to also tell them of Crystola and the 
great work which is being done there 
for humanity.

Mr. Will J. Erwood, who is so well 
and favorably known among our peo
ple everywhere, attended both meet
ings, and I much appreciated the op
portunity of knowing him better by 
such close association. Max Hoff
man, the "Dutch” test-er, did himself 
proud every time he appeared before 
the public, voicing many encouraging 
and comforting messages. National 
Missionary Workers, Mr. and Mrs. E. 
W. Sprague, retain their usual place 
of helpfulness, giving so splendidly 
'the phenomena and philosophy of

JOHN E. REMSBURG’S GREAT WORK
Ingersoll’s desire that somebody 

should at last tell the whole truth about 
the Bible has been brilliantly fulfilled. 
No Freethinker worthy of the name can 
afford to pass over Remsburg’s book in 
silence. Like Thomas Paine’s “Age of 
Reason," may it, let us hope, find ad
mirers and translators in other lan
guages. And again, like Paine s book, 
may this brilliant work bring to its au
thor tlie praise of posterity.—Der Frei- 
denker (Milwaukee).

This great work on the Bible by Mr. 
Remsburg is most valuable—it is an en- 
cyclopedia of information in regard to 
the Bible, and surpasses in Importance 
all other works of the kind now pub
lished. It Is up-to-date In every partic
ular. Price, $1.25.

STANDARD BOOKS,
Cloth Binding, ^Oc. Each.

Spiritualism. There were many
other workers whom I met and 
learned to love, but I must not take 
space to tell of each. Bless them— 
they are each working for the ad
vancement' of our blessed cause, and 
may the angels be with them.

I want to tell you of a new birth at 
Mountain Park, Okla. A few tried 
and faithful workers “created” a Spir
itualist camp. Its first formal session 
was held Sunday morning, Sept. 2, al
though Mrs. Alice Baker, who has 
worked faithfully through various 
parts of Okla, to establish this camp, 
lectured on Saturday night to a well 
pleased audience.

I slipped away from Winfield that 
I might be at the birth of Oklahoma’s 
first camp, for it means much for our 
cause. Judge ------ , representing the
mayor of Mountain Park, delivered 
the address of welcome, and Judge 
Laudermilk of El Reno responded. 
These addresses while brief were mas
terly, and moved the audience and as
sembled workers. The days follow
ing were full of good things.

Ata "harvest home" meeting at 
New Cumberland, Tuscarawas county, 
Ohio, on August 25, 1906, at which 
about 3,000 people, principally women 
and children were present, among the 
speakers, David Wilkin, Esq., prose
cuting attorney of the county, made an 
earnest and eloquent address, empha
sizing the importance of honesty and 
integrity in the discharge of our po
litical duties as citizens, to the end 
that much needed reforms may be in
troduced into the body politic. His 
speech was earnestly and vigorously 
applauded.

Rev.C. B. Henthorne, a pious pre
siding elder of .the M. E. .Church, at 
Uhrichsville, fired a few Blank cart
ridges a,t Spiritualism, because Major 
C. H. Mathews, one of its venerable 
exponents for over half a century, 
happened to be present. This sapient 
disciple of our Lord is the same pious 
one who delivered a sermon against

• The foypwing (amusing verse is ad
dressed tOjFrofsgsor Lounsbury, the 
arch-charbflon ^ Popular usage in 
speech, by f'GrammatIcus” in the cur
rent Harper’s Weekly:
“My dear Professor, though it wrack 

my ear : / ■
Those raucous split infinitives to hear, 
Though tt doth!sorely tax my troubled 

brain
An object with a passive to explain, 
Though how things are that only are 

to be :• •
Nonpluses, puzzles,^ plagues, and pes

ters me. • ... -■
I’ll hold my nose and- swallow all the 

' -kit; i« u
Infinitives tolspindling Splinters split, 
My is to be’s tb is’s straightway alter, 
And. bind my objects with- a'passive 

halter,— ■ -
In short, unloose' my tongue from 

Grammar’s bit
And curse all rules grammarians ever 

: writ; .
If only, caly; you win Just agree
To te aaeaatag sis® of "

Mrs. Alice Baker, now 
Texas, was on hand to

of Dallas, 
meet every

ago in the 
said with 

revival ser-
to see Somon, that he- “was. glad 

many women present, 
through woman that sin was first 
brought Into the world.”

Some of the ladles who heard that

as It was

vile declaration have, never been 'to 
that church since.

• But I can'forgive this earnest Chris
tian neophite for his onslaught on. the 
doctrines of Modern Spiritualism (now 
advocated by ths ablest meh in two 
hemispheres) if he will , preach a few 
sermons from the Bible texts here 
noted: Samuel' Xxii:14; II. Sam. xll: 
9, 10, 11; Hosea xiii: 16; .Psalms 
cxxxvii:9; Isaiah xlii: 16; II. Kings; 
xix:28; Ezek iv: 11, 14, 15. These 
and hundreds more, equally unique 
texts may afford'the brother food for 
thought and texts for many years to 

-come,
. This good MethodiSt brother in
veighs-against and ridicules Spiritual
ism and its advocates, of which: he' 
knows nothing. In conclusion, I 
would suggest to Brother iJ&nthorne:

The following books by well known 
and popular writers, we have selected 
with the thought that they will bo of In
terest to our readers. They are printed 
on fine paper; perfectly clear, readable 
type; cloth binding. Good home library 
edition:

Heroes and Hero Worship, and tha ' 
Heroic in History. The Hero as Divin
ity. The Hero as Prophet. The Hero
as Poet. The Hero as Priest. 
Hero as King. By Thomas Carlyle, 
pages.

Past and Present By Thomas 
lyle.

emergency arising from an entirely 
new place. E. W. Sprague and wife 
joined us from Winfield. I left them 
in the best of spirits and am certain 
that success attended their efforts. 
They will organize a camp, also a 
state association.

The church people of the surround
ing country started “dls”tracted 
meetings to “fight the devil,” as they 
called our camp, but as usual the 
devil attracted and even the min
isters of the Baptist and other 
churches attended our meetings. Hur
rah for the Devil If he can bring 
such knowledge and comfort as to 
lead people into an understanding of 
life, which is everlasting, teaching 
them to know personal responsibility, 
which means progress, soothing their 
wounded hearts, healing up the 
wound that doubt, fear and error 
have made. Credit is due people 
who will sacrifice the home duties, as 
these faithful Spiritualists did at 
Mountain Park, and work for the es
tablishment of centers from which 
may emanate the beautiful light of 
truth.

'Surely this has been a successful 
year for Spiritualist ■- camps, and I 
have decided to accept engagements at 
a few next year, although I had deter
mined to devote my,entire energy at 
Crystola, but by attending the camps 
I can tell the message of practical 
Spiritualism which is’ being demon-' 
strated here.

The town site has been surveyed, 
people are selecting their lots and 
find many improvements being made. 
The Crystola Paint Company ¿“which 
has been" Incorporated to develop the 
paint industry, expects to begin the 
erection of its factory within a month. 
Let our people write and learn Of this 
movement/ that each may Investigate 
for himself; then no scheme cry will
be heard. ■

The
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Data of Ethics. By Herbert Spencer.
Fairyland of Science. By Arabella B. 

Buckley. This book is written in such 
a pleasing manner that young as well 
as old can understand it. -Illustrated, 
gilt top.

Origin of Species. By Charles Dar
win.

Descent of Man. By Charles Darwin. 
These two books by Mr. Darwin, should 
be in every home.

Karma. A Novel. By A. P. Slnnett.
A Romance of Two Worlds. By Ma

rie Corelli. A most wonderful occult 
story.

Zanonl. By Bulwer Lytton. A ro
mance by that most wonderful and mys
tic writer, after a long residence in the 
East and an exhaustive study of occult 
lore.

Any one of the above valuable books 
can be obtained for 50 cents, a miraci* 
of cheapness.z

“New Testament Stories Comically 
Illustrated. Drawings by Watson Hes
ton. With Critical and Humorous Com
ments upon the Texts,” Heston’s 
drawings are Incomparable, and excru
ciatingly funny. Price, in boards, $1^ .

BOOKS BY-

LILIAN WHITING.

JOHN W. RING. .
Crystola, Green Mountain Falls, 'Colo.

"Firai, Sad thou Truth, and then, 
Aithssegh she strays from beaten paths I

To untrod ways, her leading follow 
straight,

And bide thy fate; and whether scorn 
or smile ; ’

Thy passing greet, or find’st thou 
Flowers or thorns beneath thy feet, 
Fare on, nor fear thy fate at heaven’s

THE LIFE RADIANT— Cloth,$1.00 
net Decorated-cloth 11.25. In this, her new book. 
Miss Whiting aims to portray a practical ideal for 
daily living: that shall embody the sweetness and 
exaltation and faith that lend enchantment to life, 
It is. In a measure, a logical sequence of “The 
World Beautiful.” Leading into still diviner har
monies. “The Life Radiant“ is characterized by 
the same essential qualities that have marked 
“The World Beautiful.”
CONTENTS—The Golden Age Lies Onward; Dis

cerning the Future; The Ethereal Realm; The 
Power ot the Exalted Moment; The Nectar ot 
the Hour. 1

THE SPIRITUAL SIGNIFICANCE; 
or Death as an Event in Life. clothK 11.00 A book 
from her pen means new flashes of insight, a rev
elation of Spiritual truth almost Emersonian In 
kind.—Chicago Chronicle.
THE WORLD BEAUTIFUL; First, 
Second and Third Series. Throe volumes, ILW * 
per volume, 
CONTENTS OF VOL I.—The Duty of Happiness»

Nectar aud Ambrosia;Believe in the wings; Ths
• Vision and the Splendor; The Enlargement ot 

Relations; Friends Discovered, not made; A 
Psychological Problem: The Supreme Luxury 
of Life; Exclusive and Inclusive; Throned 
Scorning Nothing; The Woman of the World; 
The potency of Charm; Fine SquIs and Fine So- 
ciely; The Laws of Our Country; In Newness 
of Life; The Heavenly visitors.

. AFTER HER DEATH.—A Story of ■ 
a Summer, ^rico, (1.00, The ideas tn the book 
Will afford comfort to many, and should brlnf 
poaltlvo aid In sorrow to such as will receive its I. 
message.—Hartford Post ~ . i
FROM DREAMLAND SENT—)

• Verses of the Life to Como. New edition, with |.. 
additional poems. 11.00. Decorated cloth. S1.25. r - 
Lilian Whiting’s verse is like a bit of sunlit land- 
scape on a May morning;—Boston Herald. I
KATE FIELDj A Record, with I - 
several portraits of Miss Field, Including one by 
Elihu Vedder. Decorated cloth. 13.00
A Study of Elizabeth Barrett Browmag, 
With Vawb. Decorated cloth, .. ‘_J

gate.”
a H. MATHEWS.

Ne® Philadelphia, Ohio.

M.n l-f>n B’ Disclosed In the Bible." ; Flan ano tno By Rev. Arthur Chambers, 
Cnmîl- I InnM Associate of Klug's College, uDIFll World London. An excellent book 
for Christian people who would Investigate au4 , 
learn the nwtti of Bible teaeUngit m 
soaera spirit pbMCEcaa. grisa doth. SUfc
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for daring to investigate the phenom- the belief that spirits can be made to

attend their séances at command.

THE SPIRIT REALMS.

The Arcana of Spiritualism
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certain 
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physical phenomena.
This deplorable condition

will find the secret wire;
The principles that govern all, 

formed by forces higher.

Chicago League President Denounces 
Fakers and Graft and Upholds 

Work of Organization.

■Tne Spiritual Significance, or, Death 
an Event in Life.”- By Lilian Whit-

FOR COMMITTING AN ; OFFENSE FOLLOWS MR. HODGE, AND OUR 
THAT MRS, REYNOLDS HAS BEEN READERS WILL GIVE BOTH CARE- 
GUILTY OF REPEATEDLY, MB. FUL CONSIDERATION.

Unfold thy waiting wings, 
angel joys! -Let only love control, 
■When glad the spirit sings.

J. W. NIGH.

Prof. W. M. Lockwood, the Scientist, 
Gives a Description Thereof, 

at Lily Dale.

To the Editor:—I note under the 
above caption a letter from P. A.’Jen
sen, In which he takes myself to task

The belief entertained by many 
Spiritualists that physical phenomena 
can be had at will, is an error; so is

M. Taber. Price 6 cents. 
The Republic in Danger.

M. Taber. Price 10 cents.
In Place of Christianity.

y Taber. Price 10 cents.

Antagonlstic forces are at 
throughout the land,

enon of materialization, ¡and for hav
ing the temerity to publish the result 
of such investigation without his sanc
tion. Please allow me to ask, Has

says, “Look within,”
For God and each soul there’s a wit

ness between.

cause; they have caused spirits to 
withdraw largely from communicating 
with this world, for It cannot be aup- 
posed that wise spirits compete .with 
81elght-bf-hand professors

Every heart knows its weakness, 
burden of sin, 

What need to reveal them?

‘Earthquakes Shall Be in Divers 
Places.”

can be largely blamed upon 
speakers and writers—many _______ 
posing before the publle dreamily, as 
if enchanted by their own delusions. 
They have been blind leaders. The

Likenesses and Differences. By 
Charles G. Enwn. Price 5 cents. 

Religion In the Republic. By 
M. A. Freeman. Price 5 cents.

Rational Worship. A lecture

This fact 1b taught by our great 
teachers and has been emphasized 
by them again and again, for the ben
efit of a straying ’ public. Andrew 
Jackson Davis teaches it; so does

MR. JENSEN

withdrawn irom we couaniuuM uw
-were in force when that remarkable 
wave of psychical phenomena passed

0

Mr. Rowe contends that we have 
withdrawn from the conditions that

Thelfitation in England.

over the movement in its early days. 
If by "conditions” he means darkness, 
and if he argues that that 1b the sine 
qua non for good phenomena, . then 
such another wave should be experl-

A Business-Like Aspect Is Being Assumed' by Our 
English Brethren in Reference to the Seance Room 
Manifestations—How Conducted, and With What 
Degree of Light or Darkness Spiritual Demonstra
tions Are Possible—the Sifting.and Stirring Pro
cess Is Bound to Subdue Deception In Due Time.

. I have read with pleasure the arti
cle so ably and fairly written by Mr. 
Bowe on the above subject, which ap- 
peered in a recent issue of The Two 
Worlds. As my name Is mentioned in 
connection therewith, I feel con
strain to reply. He hopes that- a too 
rigid application of the motion will 
not be insisted upon. I think Mr. 
Rowe need not be under any appre.- 
henslon on that score, the tendency, 
unfortunately being all the other way.

A Definition,1
The motion was purposely, framed 

in such a manner that it was left to 
the members of each particular seance 
to judge for themselves what amount 
of light was' necessary. The word 
"light” used in this connection does 
not necessarily mean the broad day
light. It simply means that there 
should be at least sufficient light for, 
say, one person to distinctly see and 
recognize another at the furthest end 
of the seance room. I presume, ot 
course, that it is understood that the 
motion has reference only to public 
promiscuous seances.

, In Early Days«

enced now, for this is certainly the 
reign of the dark seance. As a proof 
of this I may say'that on writing to 
a well-known authority on the subject 
for the name and address of a medium 
for materialization who would permit 
a fair light, I was informed that such 
an one was not known. We certainly 
have withdrawn some of the condi
tions which the sturdy pioneers in our 
movement found absolutely necessary. 
The two essential conditions required 
for the development of mediums for 
physical manifestations are unlimited 
patience and perseverance. The two 
qualities, alas! are sadly wanting in 
our midst to-day, and there is not the 
slightest doubt whatever that their 
absence in a large measure Is respon
sible for the dark seance. It was found 
that the phenomena could be got much 
sooner and stronger whilst sitting in 
the dark than was the case whilst sit
ting in the light, until gradually, and 
insidiously, the practice grew and be
came almost universal.

Mfte-zisat «Mat
The wide-spread prejudice in faver 

of darkness is largely due to the fact 
that many who have tried the light se-' 
ance have used a light that whs too 
brilliant, or a shade of the wrong col
or. When changing from darkness 
many are apt to go to the other ex
treme, and'use a light that is far too 

.bright, and a positive detriment To 
quote from "A Guide to Mediumship," 
“There is no need to sit in the full 
glare of day or tho blaze of strong

any means be considered convincing, 
AND FRAUD WILL CONTINUE SO 
LONG AS DARK SEANCES FURNISH 
THE NECESSARY CONDITIONS, 
FRAUD WILL CONTINUE TO 
FLOURISH IN SPITE OF ALL THE 
ARGUMENTS, IN SPITE OF ALL 
THE STRIVING FOR GREATER NO
BILITY AND HONESTY; AND, AS A 
NECESSARY RESULT, HONEST, 
UPRIGHT MEDIUMS, INNOCENT OF 
ANY WRONG OR DECEPTION, WILL 
W'OSCIGED" TO SUFFER MAR
TYRDOM BECAUSE OF THESE UN- 
BATJRFACTORY CONDlTldNS.
’ L Anotherstrong argument in favor 
of discontinuing the darkness is, that 
it is a continual source of temptation 
for genuine mediums to Imitate the 
manifestations. Without the aid of 
darkness, of coufse, that would be 
Impossible, as the fraudulent phenom
ena would be detected at once. And 
this temptation Is more serious than at 
first Bight appears. It Is' estimated 
that at' genuine seances the medium 
loses on an average about four pounds 
in weight at each seance. Now It must 
be evident to all who bring their com
mon-sense to bear on the matter, that 
a. serious drain, of this nature cannot 
be continued for long, unless the cir
cles are held at sufficiently long Inter
vals. to enable the medium to regain 
that which has been lost.

The financial temptation to hold 
seances and produce phenomena often- 
er than the power will admit of Is 
strong, and small wonder that many 
of our mediums succumb. Therefore, 
for the sake of our mediums, let the 
darkness give place to light.

Was Not in Darkness.
Mr. Rowe, referring to “Katie 

King” being asked why Bhe could not 
manifest as well in the light, would 
make it appear that Bhe was then 
manifesting In the dark. Th|s, how
ever, was not the case. One gas light 
was then burning,- and It was when 
Mr. Hall turned on the full blaze of 
three lights that the form dissolved.

I’sychometry Useless.
Mr. Rowe thinks that the cure for 

the disease lies in our ability to so 
' develop the clairvoyant and psycho

metric faculties of our mediums that 
the moment they approach the fraudu
lent seance they will Instantly detect

A Delicate Subject.
Of course, I quite realize that this 

question of dark circles Is a somewhat 
delicate subject for consideration, in 
view of the tenacity with which so 
many cling to the idea of its desirabil
ity, If not necessary; one that there is 
little likelihood of handling in a ban
ner that will be acceptable to all, and 
one that has already caused consider
able amount of discussion at one time 
or onother, and likely to cause a good 
deal more before the question is satis
factorily settled—if that happy con
summation is ever reached.

I have not thè slightest hesitation 
in asserting that in the early days of 
Spiritualism dark public seances were 
almost unknown; dertalnly they were 
few and far between. The cases of 
the Fox Sisters and D. D. Home are 
well known, and need not be repeated. 
These remarkable mediums were nev
er known to give public promiscuous 
seances in the dark. And they did 
not by any means stand alone in that 
respect- The records that have been 
left behind the labors of the pioneers 
In the movement amply testify and 
bear out my contention that seances 
for physical manifestations were very 
rarely held in total darkness. The 
dark seance is only a habit—a useless, 
detrimental and a lazy habit, which 
we would do well to abandon.

the imposture. I WOULD REMIND 
OUR FRIEND THAT WE HAVE.HAD 
FULLY DEVELOPED CLAIRVOY
ANTS AND PSYCHOMETRISTS TIME 
AFTER TIME AT THESE FRAUDU
LENT CIRCLES, AND THEY HAVE 
COME AWAY QUITE SATISFIED 
THAT THE MANIFESTATIONS 
WERE GENUINE. In the light of 
after events the. phenomena have 
proved to be spurious.

An Abortive Inquiry.
About six months ago a letter was 

sent to a Spiritualist journal asking 
the question why it was that our medi
ums, gifted with the clairvoyant vision 
could not detect fraud in these seanc-

light—In the ‘dim religious light’ will 
be sufficient, and it is conducive to 
restfulness and receptivity.”

Another point to be noted Is, that 
if the seance has been regularly held 
in total darkndss, a good way is to 
commence the change with the small
est amount of light it is possible to 
have, and gradually and almost im
perceptibly raise it each successive sit
ting until the circle is being held In 
such light that everyone in the room 
can easily be seen and recognized.

What Hudson Tuttle Advises.
. With a light ,of this nature a. cabi

net should be unnecessary, even for 
materialization. As Hudson Tuttle 
says in "Mediumship and .Its Laws," 
"At most, a simple curtain drawn 
across to darken a space wherein the 
light may not disturb ip all that Is 
necessary, even in the inciplency of 
the manifestations, and this ought to 
be dispensed with after they have be
come established. A bright light 
may antagonize the spiritual forces, 
but it is not essential to have the ab
solute darkness which Is demanded in 
materializing and other circles, and 
investigators should hold this in mind, 
and demand a sufficient light to make 
objects clearly visible. No law or con
dition of the phenomena is violated 
by such demand, and had it been rig
orously enforced there would have 
been no opportunity for the exposures, 
.which have brought contumely on the 
cause."

We Are Making History.
Let. us ever bear in mind that we, 

the Spiritualists of to-day, are making 
the Spiritualism of the to-morrow. If 
we wish our phenomena to be univer
sally recognized as a proven and un
deniable fact, we must see that it is 
presented under conditions that will 
satisfy the demands of the most crit
ical.

I take it that our public seances are 
not merely held for the one purpose 
of gratifying those already convinced 
of the fact of spirit return. They 
surely have a greater mission than 
that—the one of propagating the 
truth far ancLnear. To be of any value 
.as evidence therefore, our phenomena 
must be above all suspicion of fraud 
and imposture. No genuine medium 
can reasonably refuse to comply with 
the desire of his sitters to sit under 
their conditions, if he is at the same 
time assured of their sincerity, .good
will, and sympathy. The best results 
can only be obtained when both medi
um and sitters combine in this respect 
for the same purpose.

Darkness is only a “fad," and as 
such must sooner or later give place 
to the better method of light. Those 
customs which are of the greatest and

es. The letter .was inserted, and elic
ited one response, and that not from a 
clairvoyant, and he practically wished 
to know the same thing. In the face 
of that, what can we hope for in that 
direction?

No, the remedy lies not in detecting 
the disease when once It has got a 
footing. Our energies should be con
centrated mofe in so guarding and 
protecting the seance room that fraud 
either conscious or unconscious, cauld 
not possibly obtain such footing at all. 
In other words, the professional trick
ster would know that where he had to 
submit to satisfactory conditions, it 
would be useless for him to attempt 
to practice his nefarious work. In 
the manner most public seances are 
held at the present time—that is, with 
total darkness on one hand, and the 
extreme credulity of the sitters on the

Mr. Rowe thinks that it would be 
fatal to apply a rule- applicable to 
Home. I do not at all agree with him. 
If Home could produce the extraordl- : 
nary phenomena which he did produce 1 
In the light, can it not be done through 
the mediumship of others as well? 
■Certainly it can, as Home himself says, 
“with patience and perseverance,”— 
not without.
- The manifestations of Home were 
marvelous only. because they took 
place under satisfactory conditions. 
There are many mediums in our midst 
to-day who have gifts equal to any 
who have preceded them, but who 
have no opportunity of proper develop
ment. If such mediums could be ta
ken, and their development conducted 
with the intention of ultimately pro
ducing manifestations-under such con
ditions as I am advocating, we would 
have no lack of good phenomena.

Is Darkness Necessary?
Many supporters of dark circles con- 

; tend that it is an absolute impossibil
ity to have materializations in the 
light. They claim that the rays of 
light so act upon the peculiar sub
stance or magnetism that is used to 

< build up the form, as to dissolve it be- 
.„fore It can take definite shape. But I 

would remind those friends who hold 
that view so tenaciously that there are 
well-authenticated cases of materializ
ations on record that have taken place 
in subdued light, and the forms have 
been able- to remain long enough to 
be easily recognized. I grant that it 
is much more difficult for the spirits 
to materialize under these conditions, 
but certainly not impossible. One 
case only, however, would be quite 

■ sufficient to disprove that theory and 
- render it valueless.
: " Sir William Crookes says, “In al

most all the seances I had with Home 
there was plenty of light to see all 
that occurred, and not only to enable 
me to write down notes of what was 
taking place, but to read my-' notes 
without difficulty."

Mr. Rowe remarks that he has never 
seen it stated that Kate Fox never 
gave a public seance in the dark.” 
The. book in which it occurs, is “The 
Missing Link in Modern Spiritualism,” 
and the author is Leah Fox, one of the 
sisters. Surely nothing could be more 
authoritative. My contention is that 
manifestations produced in total dark
ness- are of little value as scientific 
proof, and certainly valueless as re
gards convincing skeptics. One faint 
whisper through a trumpet in a light
ed room, one materialized hand with
out the aid of darkness or a cabinet, 
would bo of vastly more importance 
than a whole evening’s manifestations 
ill the dark, no matter hoy? strong the 
manifestations might be.

■ Darkness Favors Fraud.
Phenomena bo easily, imitated as 

$ark circle, manifestations cannot by

The Ethical Problem;.
<1 ei,

IT STEPS TO THE FRONT AGAIN 
IN CONNECTION ELSIE,
WHOSE SPIRIT MANIFESTATION^ 
HAVE HEEN PROViOD OF BOGUS 
ORIGIN SO ' FREQUENT^ THAT

MAYBEE WAS SENT TQ THE 
WORK HOUSE WB NINETY DAYS, 
AND THE NICHOLS SISTERS FINED 
$100 EACH. WHATw KIND OF 
“ETHICS” IS IT THAT WILL BRING 
TO THE FRONT THE NICHOLS SIS
TERS, MR. MAYBEE, MRS. REY
NOLDS AND NUMEROUS OTHERS, 
PRESENTING THEM AS LEADERS

SPIRITUALISTS ARE BECOMING 
NAUSEATED THEREWITH, YET 
SOME ONE WILL FOP UP «HERE 
AND THERE AND DEFEND HER. IN SPIRITUALISM?

the right of private judgment beep 
suspended or annulled, that we must 
all see* through the same colored 
glasses or necessarily come to the 
same conclusions? Or, in other words, 
have we a pope in Spiritualism to 
whom all questions must be submitted 
for final adjudication?

Is it not a fine thing that occasion
ally a man can be found who is clear 
above the top of the ladder in mental 
acumen, and who is able by reason ot 
his superior wisdom to determine 
what fifteen or twenty intelligent and 
reputable p.eople witnessed over one 
hundred miles away, to say nothing of 
feeble-minded persons like myself?

It is hardly worth while to notice 
the many ineuendoes and positive mis
statements contained in the screed, 
diatribe, whatever one may call it, but 
it is worth while for any self-respect
ing and froe-born American citizen to 
assert his right to the use of his own 
reason, to pursue his investigations in 
his own manner, when and .where he 
pleases, and to express the result of 
such investigation without the permls-

most permanent value must eventu-^ 
ally supplant the less worthy; and' 
totally dark stances, with their many 
faults, must give way to the light se
ances, the only perfect way, as advo
cated by our best psychics.

It is for the best Interests of all 
concerned that the dark seancee be 
discarded, and as surely, if Spiritual
ism is to prosper, this must be done. 
For not until „the dark seance is abol
ished will Spiritualism assume ■ its 
proper place as the world’s religion, 
and the will of the spirit world be 
"done on earth as It Is In heaven.”

THOMAS PETERS.

other, the taks of the trickster is 
rendered a very easy one indeed.

■ Private Circles.
And now. it must be apparent that 

if we are to have mediums bo devel
oped'that they can produce phenome
na publicly under satisfactory condi
tions, we must see to our private cir
cles, and develop our sensitives gradu
ally and carefully in the light.

It is well to remember in changing 
from darkness to light, that when se
ances have been held for a longer or 
shorter period of time with certain 
rules and regulations In force, a slight 
change in the . conditions, though 
eventually proving a benefit, will often 
result in temporarily hindering or pre
venting the successful production, of 
the manifestations.

It takes unseen helpers some time 
to accustom themselves to manifest
ing under strange conditions, and for 
the sitters to become reconciled to the 
change.

In changing your rules do not ex
pect an immediate improvement in the 
manifestations, but hold several meet
ings under the new conditions before 
passing judgment upon their success 
or failure. And if you would have 
success you must start with the firm 
determination that you will succeed, 
for the results obtained depend to a 
large extent upon the mental attitude 
of the sitter. As Home advises, have 
"patience and perseverance,” together 
with hope and faith In the ability of 
those from the beyond to do their 
share, and you will be upheld and re
warded.

The Best Light
Turning now to the consideration of 

the proper color of light to be used, 
we need encounter but little difficul
ty. Sir Wm. Crookes says in bls 
“Researches into'the Phenomena of 
Modern Spiritualism”: "I have had 
many opportunities of testing the ac
tion of light of different sources and 
colors, such as sunlight, diffused 
daylight, moonlight, gas,, lamp, and 
handle light, electric light from-a vac
uum tube, homogeneous yellow light, 
ate. The interfering rays appear to 
jo those at the extreme end of . the 
spectrum.” E. W. and M. H. Wallis 
m their “Guide to Mediumship” rec- 
jmmend that red-shaded light be used, 
dome on the other hand, are inclined 
to favor the blue;

We know that blue and green are 
rery soothing to the eyes, and perhaps 
these colors would best produce the 
negative condition necessary for the 

. jroper unfoldment - of mediumship. 
Tho red shade has been used with 
;ood success, and so has the blue. 

. These are perhaps the two best col- 
L :>rs, but if-you doubt as to which is 
. -»referable, it would be well to experi

ment with both. ;
The proper degree of light is the 

chief, problem before us for solution, 
i and great-care in/this respect should 
r be exercised.

HAPPINESS AND SVFERING. '

How Ignorance of Spirit Return Re. 
suits in Self-Torture.

Hudson Tuttle; so does Marla M. 
King; the experience of every Spirit
ualist confirms it. It is a funda
mental principle of the laws underly
ing mediumship, that the blessed con
dition of unalloyed mediumship can 
not be commanded at will, nor can it 
be successfully used for any selfieh 
purpose whatever.

This statement being an established 
fact, taught by our great teachers, 
confirmed by experience as well, what 
shall we say about mediums who ad
vertise their seances and give them as 
regularly as any other show? What 
shall ,we say about leading Spiritual- 
lets who attend such shows and sup
port such mediums? Is their judg
ment worth anything whatever upon 
that which they claim to know so 
well?

Bion of any self-constituted censor 
whatever. We are assured by Mr. 
Jensen that only occasionally can 
there be found a person who Is "tem
peramentally fitted to investigate psy
chic phenomena and arrive at just con
clusions.” This must be true, for he 
has so declared it, and is it not clearly 
the duty of those who differ from him 
in opinion to sit. at the feet of this 
modern Gamaliel, be guided by his in
structions and admit that they are 
fools or prevaricators or both? I as
sure our good Brother Jensen, that 
Mr. Hodge is not dreaming or sleeping 
and consequently does; not need "to 
again wake up to find out what Is go
ing on," and that he deplores among 
other things the fact that there is an 
effort beliy; made by certain: persons 
on both aides of the divide :to elimi
nate all physical phenomena, espe
cially that phase known as form-pres
entation or materialization. In the 
-meantime he will continue to use his 
limited brain capacity-and the ordi
nary senses with which mature; has en
dowed him, forming and expressing 
his own opinions without the ¡permls-- 
sion of any pope and let, "Rome howl” 
if she wants to. ।

WM..C. HODGE.
San Diego, Cal. :-:

An Inner working principle that but 
few can understand.

A mighty power to renovate, to renew 
and to adjust,

Is moving in the center and is crack
ing upper crust.

The money power is feeling a quaking 
of the ground,

The combines are astonished and are 
looking all-around. -

The corporations that have had all 
forces work their way,

Are called to lay their secret plans be- 
• fore the light of day.

The riches that men gather from re
sults of others’ toil,

Have within them, aye, a canker—an 
element of spoil.

The autocrat whose rule has been a 
despotic cruel grind,

Is shaking as by earthquake and is 
waking up to find -~

That there's a power controlling—a 
readjustment near,

His bowing in the sanctuary doth not 
allay his fear.

Our courts and politicians ' shall be 
ruled by higher power,

The warning note to wake to right 1b 
heard this morning hour.

The bull-fight and the bursting bomb 
just seen on Spalsh ground, 

Illustrate conditions that now every
where abound.

The man who searches for the truth

The priest and prophet may dispute on 
dogma long held dear,

But questions world-wide In their 
sweep are now„ before the seer.

Stern justice now is bringing the cul
prits to his bar,-

On all the movements of the'world 
there shines the Morning Star.

A brighter day is dawning, when the 
crushed of earth shall rise, .

When those who strive for pelf, and 
power shall not be reckoned wise ; 

When selfishness and strife and war 
shall 'forever' disappear—

This is the message of the age, re
vealed to every seer. •

WM. STRONG. 
Hamilton, Can. .

rußLißimoNS o»
To the Editor;—Why does not 

some good medium go to the bereaved 
sufferer, Thomas W. Lawson, and 
convince him that the woman, his 
wife, is not ip the hermetically sealed 
casket? If he could be couvlnced, 
and there are mediums who can do it, 
he would be restored to his normal 
condition—no longer gathering fresh 
flowers “that he heaps in piles over 
her casket, and refuses to have it 
burled.”

Not only is he wronging himself by 
dreaming, thinking and talking of her 
whom he dearly loves, but is disturb
ing her peace of mind, destroying her 
ability to manifest and comfort him, 
the almost insane mourner.

Had Mr. Lawson read weekly The 
Progressive Thinker for the past few 
years, it would have saved him this 
immense suffering, both mental and 
physical, for the man refuses to 
sleep—sometimes even refusing to 
take food. Nature has so - arranged 
that the physical man will not thrive 
without due regard to food and sleep, 
and as the mental and physical are bo 
closely allied that if one 1b abused or 
neglected, the other suffers according
ly. It is only Ignorance that compels 
Mr. Lawson to do the wrong that he Is 
now so thoughtlessly doing. Knowl
edge would make him happy while his 
Ignorance is making him miserable.

MRS. O. K. SMITH.
San Diego, Cal.

Let us get rid of cheese-cloth medi
ums, bogus slate-writers and bogus 
trumpet mediums. ■ Some modern 
business mediums are monstrosities, 
too. We have patiently endured them 
for years; they have1 disgraced our

great psychic powers they claim to 
possess, and on which they pride 
themselves so much, have existed only- 
in their imagination. The true me
diums working for the good and for 
the progress of the world are not as 
plentiful as they should be.

At this time, we want courageous 
men and .women to come forward 
(who have perception and reason 
enough to detect the gross errors that 
now are swamping us out of exist
ence), to separate the true from the 
false; to DEVELOP A HIGHER 
ETHICAL STANDARD, AND HELP 
PUT OUR MOVEMENT ABOVE SUS
PICION, and forever to promise to ig
nore the criminal „element that at 
present is sapping the very life out of

Mr. Jensen, a' Prominent Spiritualist 
of Los Angeles, Cal,, Replies to Mr. 
Hodge.
We feel no embarrassment what

ever in replying to the above letter, 
.written by Mr. Hodge; he has no case 
to make out, because he has EX
PLOITED ERROR AND DECEPTION, 
and that, too, in a, fraud paper, not 
recognized as a true exponent of 
Spiritualism by a single honest leader 
tn our ranks. Why should we have 
any more respect for the cherished er- 

-rors of a Spiritualist than for the er
rors of a Pagan?

Mr. Hodge HAS NOT IN THE 
LEAST BEEN TAKEN TO TASK for 
investigating the phenomena of Spir
itualism in his own manner, nor for 
pressing his opinion thereon; but be
cause he has endorsed and exploited 
before the public a notorious trick
ster, whose work has disgraced the 
cause of Spiritualism for more than 
twenty years.

The fact that Mrs. Elsie Reynolds’s 
"spirit” manifestations are all of 
earthly origin is no longer in dispute; 
she has frequently admitted that her
self; Mr. Hodge knows it, and he has 
often spoken about it. The reason 
why she has been endorsed by him and 
others seems to be because they are 
not yet quite sure whether she at all 
times practices fraud in her seances. 
They think that when conditions are 
"just right,” Elsie can get the real 
thing; but even if this be admitted as 
a fact (though there Is no reputable 
evidence to support It), Is it not queer 
logic to say that she is not guilty, be
cause on rare occasions there have 
been traces or honesty in her conduct? 
Ought a person to .be recommended 
because AT TIMES HE DOES THAT 
WHICH HE IS DUTY BOUND TO DO 
AT ALL TIMES?

Those Spiritualists ' who exploit 
Elsie and others of like ilk would, if 
they found the same moral depravity 
in an orthodox minister, give him a 
“hot time." Some of the . more en- 
thuBlastlc and zealous would-surely, in 
the interest of truth, write pamphlets 
setting forth his crimes, and give 
them away free. But the one thou
sand crimes performed every day by 
bogus mediums, swindling the un-

Bend lovingly, 0 deep blue skies!
Answer swift the heart's appeal, 

When we weep with pleading eyes
Let our hearts thy pure joys feel!

Touch tenderly the snow white keys 
That vibrate the cords of love,

And link our souls with symphonies, 
To the souls of those above!

Sweet sounds of song awake my soul!.

"Harmonics of Evolution.The Philos
ophy of Individual life; . Based Upon 
Natural Science, as Taught by Modem 
Masters of the Law." By Florence 
Huntley. A work of deep thought, car
rying the principles of evolution into 
new Helds. Price, cloth, $2.

Hudson Tuttle.
Librar j if Sjhital Ltafc

STUDIES IN THE OUTLYING FIELDS 
OF PSYCHIC SCIENCE.

This work essays to utilize and ex
plain the vast array of facts in its field 
of research by referring them to a com
mon cause, and from -bcm arise to the 
laws and conditions of Man’s spiritual 
being. Third edition. Price 76 cent«. -

LIFE IN TWO SPHERES,
In this story the scenes are lata on 

earth, and in the spirit world, present, 
ing the spiritual philosophy cud the 
real life of spiritual beings. All ques
tions which- arise on that subject are 
anstrerad. Price, 60 cents.
H THE LIGHT.

A thrilling psychological story of 
evangelization and free thought It Is 
to Protestantism what "The Secrets ot 
the Convent’is to Catholicism. Prica 
©o cents.
ANGELL PRIZE CONTEST RECITA*

„ K tions.
For humane education, with plan ot 

Us Angell Prize Oratorical Contests 
By Emma Rood Tuttle. Price, 26 cents.

All books sent postpaid. Address HUDSON TUTTLE, Publl.he“
Berlin Heights, Ohla

The conventional idea of heaven is 
that its location is above earth, and 
that somewhere among the stars the 
human soul at last shall find a resting 
place where no adverse winds- shall 
chill the sensitive nature or lessen the 
heart beats In the gladness of the Im
mortal song.

The men who have formed trusts 
and monopolies care nothing and 
know nothing of heaven; they live 
upon a merely animal plane and their 
punishment will be poverty when they 
reach the spiritual world.

From what our friends in the other 
life tell ub the great beyond is a most 
beautiful abiding place with charm
ing landscapes, where mortals after 
departing this life are permitted to 
roam in Elysian fields of poetry, which 
are so grand and beautiful that it 
would annihilate the deizeus of earth 
on account of the increased vibration 
attained. There are Immense build
ings .with stately columns and beauti
ful carving, surmounted by lofty 
domes that glisten In the golden light. 
Inside these massive structures every
thing is created to draw the attention 
of the students to all that Is noble and 
that will increase the powers of their 
soul.

There are myriads of beautiful 
archways of the most~beautiful and 
exquisite flowers which words cannot

our cause and annulling the good 
work .performed in the past by many 
noble and unselfish souls.

There is a "pope in Spiritualism, to 
whom all questions must be submitted 
for final adjudication.” He is not a 
self-appointed leader; those who fol
low his mandate become happy be
cause of doing right; those who Ignore 
It, Buffer, because of doing wrong. 
His name is Reason.

Mr. Hodge’s fears that the phenom
enon of materialization is passing 
away will soon be realized—not be
cause we do not want this phenome
non, not that, but because It is not 
true as put forward by our public me
diums.

The agitation will go on until our 
cause Is rid of all. wilful frauds. 

Rome will howl!” Much unwhole
some sentiment entertained for medi
ums will be destroyed; BUT A TRUER 
ESTIMATE OF MEDIUMSHIP AND 
ITS LEGITIMATE USES WILL BE 
LEARNED, AND IN THE END EV
ERYBODY WILL HAVE GAINED 
SOMETHING FROM THE MENTAL 
STRUGGLE THROUGH WHICH AT 
PRESENT WE ARE PASSING.

T , P. A. JENSEN.
Los Angeles, Cal.

wary out of their money) and outrag
ing their highest feelings, aré"iiót no
ticed, or not worthy of nôtïceby those 
same persons.-

Shall we have two sta^ards.pf mor
ality—-one for mediums And iheother 
for ordinary people? When a gedium 
has been caught using'Mck^fy, time 
and -again, is that .medium,hGOOD 
ENOUGH TO REPRESENT SpjRIT- 

.UALISM UPON THE. PLATFORM? If 
not,- will our leading ¡^writers and 
speakers please cease tó endorse and 
support them? The public has.rights 

„that must be considered.„ People ex
pect reliable information^ 'ami1 they 
ought to have it. Those who en
dorse mediums who have tìitón ex
posed as impostors are-greafei ene
mies to our cause than the cli^flatans 
themselves. • “J1 ' '<

Yet this, is being done ^aily.' Many 
of the-"cheats” exposed-in The Pro
gressive Thinker are still performing 
their old tricks to the dejight and to 
the mystification of gullible Spiritual
ists. Men and women-jn their dotage 
seem to be especially attracted to 
such, mediums and their phenomenal 
shows in which men and women ARE 
REGULAR HIRED PERFORMERS, 
PARADING AS SPIRITS IN SHINING 
GARMENTS, DECORATED .WITH IL
LUMINATED -STARS AND CRES
CENTS. Beautifully theseihired spir
its look in the dark; but- If their 
dupes-could see them-, behind- the 
scenes, and hear their conversation, it 
would seurely CURE ; THEM.. FOR
EVER OF THEIR DELUSION,

A Manual of Spiritual Science and 
Phlloaophy.

The readers of The Progressive 
Thinker are already acquainted with 
character of this book, it Is intended 
by its assisting, inspiring spirit-authors 
to furnish a compendium to the student 
of psychic laws and manifestations. It 
has been more than thirty years in pre
paring and contains all that has been 
received by me through Inspiration 
and research during that time on the 
Bubjects it treats. Few questions will 
arise in the minds of investigators 
that are not answered in its pages. 
Price, $1.25 postpaid.

Address allorders to
HUDSON TUTTLE, 

‘ Berlin Heights, Ohio. '

FREETHOUGHT AND 
LIBERAL PAMPHLETS

tlon those in the spirit life have 
charming and romantic landscapes 
with flowery fields and rolling hills, 
beautiful lakes and rivers and mount
ains covered with trees and foliage in 
all the colors that soul can express. 
Again its rivers and lakes are be
decked with beautiful gondolas in all 
sizes and colors that art can furnish.

“Those in the other life claim it is 
possible for mortal in this sphere to 
enjoy all the pleasures In the world 
beyond, immediately after the change 
called death takes place If they will 
only turn their attention to soul’s cul
ture and leave the narrow, way of 
selfishness and greed. There are 
many skeptics who will say that it is 
all “moonshine," but even noted sci
entists now admit they would not ven
ture to pronounce anything impossible 
outside the realms of mathematics.

He shall judge thee and others, fear 
not, for the scale

Of justice and'mercy He holds shall 
prevail—

In the triumph of Truth, though its 
teachers be frail.

Let the good In thy brother be dear to 
thy heart,

With his vices and follies the truth 
has no pai-t.

It will live, and will triumph the most 
. through Love’s art.

Men cannot defile it, though sunk in 
the mire,

’Tls the jewel of heaven that mortals 
shall tire

Of striving to tarnish dr burn in the 
fire.

They may try it as dross in the furnace 
of pain, '

But pure as when given the truth will 
remain,.

And show never to. angels one scar or 
one Stain. ■; ■ ..

Oh!, learn then the lesson Love bears 
to the earth,

All triiths thaLexaJt thee are jewels of 
worth, . ■ ‘ ■ • . . .

And none: the less holy, though lowly 
their birth. •. > .

But, remember. Love never .works 
ruinor.ruth ’

To any who toll in the kingdom of 
truth,—

For behold! Love herself- Is the holi
est truth,— : •

And when born In the spirit, then sink 
to repose .•

All the passions that add to .human
ity’s woes,

For Love hides the secrets that hate 
would disclose.

Oh! sing then, in gladness tile songs of 
the heart

And the joys that they give thee to 
others impart,

’Tls Love, and Love only, gives food to 
the heart.

■ BELLE BUSH.

These pamphlets were published by 
Mr. Green in the Freethought Magazine 
and are all by eminent and able writers. 
The price on most of them has been re
duced

Robcuo ¿.vuAjuig. Memorial Oration, 
by Robert G. Ingersoll. Price 3 cents.

Thomas Paine. By Robert 0. Inger
soll. Price 3 cents.

Voltaire. An address by Prof. Emile 
Pingault Price 3 cents.

Abraham Lincoln, His Religion. By 
Robert N. Reeves. Price 3 cents.

Burns and Whittier. Some of Their

To the Editor:—In an article In the 
Battle Ground, M. M. Dixon referred 
to the workings of the Chicago Spirit
ualists’ League, saying it had been 
following certain lines but had not ac
complished anything.

Does the writer know what the Chi
cago Spiritualists’ League has done or 
what It has not done? The name of 
the writer is not on the roll as a mem
ber of the league, hence the state
ments must be made from hearsay.

Reference 1b made to some of the 
members of the league as If they were 
In with grafters. It is also asserted 
that they are not In the truth. Does 
the writer know this to be a fact? 
The rest oh the article Is well written 
and in the main true, but would It not 
be well before placing a signature to 
a communication of this kind, to be 
acquainted with facts and know what 
is being stated?

I do not know to whom the writer 
refers. If he knows, why does he 
not come out boldly with the names of 
the offending parties? The league 
has exerted such .wholesome influence 
In Chicago that a number of the worst 
impostors are keeping away from the 
city.' A few have quit "grafting” 
through fear of the league. .

In one Instance this organization 
has been the means of causing one of 
the most prominent mediums of Chi
cago to give up his. ministerial license 
which was revoked by the state.

Those who sit back and write and 
talk without being acquainted with 
facts are living hindrances to the 
progress of truth. There are many 
such. They are willing to be heard 
throuh the newspapers and make 
themselves .prominent by so doing, but 
the same persons are not willing to 
identify themselves with the real 
workings of our cause.—C—A. Bur
gess, President Chicago Spiritualists’ 
League, in the Chicago Record-Herald.

ered before the Chicago Liberal Society 
by Dr. T. B. Gregory of Chicago. Price 
8 cents.

Why I Am Not a Christian. By D. D. 
Stedman. Price 8 cents.

Genesis to Revelation. Free Thought 
Commentary on the Whole Bible. By 
Judge Parish B. Ladd. Price 10 cents.

Revelation Under the Microscope of 
Evolution. By Prof. Daniel T. Ames. 
Price 10 cents.

Life and Career of Charles Brad
laugh. By George Jacob Holyoak», 
Price 10 cents.

Religion and Science. The “Recon
ciliation Mania" of Dr. Paul Carus of 
The Open Court Analyzed and Re
futed by “Corvinus.” Price 10 cents.

Free Thought Past, Present and Fu
ture. By Prof. Thaddeus B. Wakeman. 
With his portrait and life sketch. 
Price 10 cents.

The Priest and the Church—What 
Have They Done for the World? By 
Judge Parish B. Ladd. Price 15 cents.

John Tvndall Memorial. Ten short 
sketches of toe life of this great man. 
Price 10 centit

Cosmology Against Theology. By 
Vlndex. Price 10 centi.

Church and State. The Bible in the 
Public Schools. The Ntw American 
Party. A Criticism by "Jefferson." 
Price 10 cents.

Standing Up for Jesus; or What the 
Editor of the Freethinkers’ Magazine 
Thinks of Jesus. Price 3 cents.

“Why An Expurgated Bible?" By 
Rev. E. H. Keens. Price 3 cents.

Progress of Evolutionary Thought. 
The opening address before the Con
gress of Evolutionists, held in Chicago, 
Sept. 28, 29 and 30, 1893. By B. F. Un
derwood, the chairman. Price 3 cents.

Christianity; Its Impeachment and 
Decadence, Also Demands of Liberal
ism. By Dr. F. E. Abbot and Prof. T,
B. Wakeman. Price 8 cents.

Myth of the Great Deluge. By James 
M. McCann. Price 15 cents.

The Evolution of the Devil. By 
Henry Frank. Price 20 cents.

Liberalized Christianity. P;

Henry

Germs of Mind in Plants.

Ing. One of Miss Whiting’s most sug
gestive, intensely interesting, spiritual 
books. It is Jaden with-rieb, thought
ful spirituality. Pria® U,

Infinite Power or God.
Infinite Power or God embraces all 

there is, fever 'was or ever will be of 
energy and matter, and It permeates 
the vast universe or universes around 
•us. The multifarious phenomena of 
all energy and matter are but mani
festations of that power. The most 
potent, powerful and effective ele
ments of that Power are wholly in
visible. Infinite Power does not ex
ist independent of, and apart from, Its 
countless manifestations. - That 
Power- and its manifestations are 
parts of one stupendous whole. It is 
ever progressive, and is continually 
evolving a higher, broader and “more 
perfect lite. All ot its poumtKUK. es 
existed, from the beginning and will 
continue to exist forever.

These observations seem to be ex
tremely axiomatic, yet they are most 
•Ufllcuit to conceive, for tho reason 
that Infinite Power can never be com- 
■■rohfended by finite intelligence. The

By R. H. France, Translated by A. M. 
Simons.—Cloth, Blustrated,

SO Cents.
A ■cardinal point in the philosophi

cal systems favored by the ruling 
classes is that the mind of man is 
something unique in the universe, 
governed by laws of its own that have 
no particular connection with physi
cal laws. Modern science has proved 
that not only animals, but also plants 
receive impressions from the outside 
world and use data thus obtained to 
modify their movements for their own 
advantage, exactly as human beings 
do. These facts are told in this book 
In so charming and entertaining a 
style that the reader is carried along 
and does not realize until later the 
revolutionary significance ot the facts.

?rt, but a -part cannot comprehend 
the whole. CARL C. POPE.

Can Telepathy Explain?
Results of Psychical Research.

By Minot J. Savage.
Dr. Savage, in this book of 213 pages, discuss

es problems that have vexed intelligent minds 
probably to a greater extent than any oVnere, 
saving thoso or the religious life. Ho stAtef ft 
groat number of well-authenticated instances 
oi spiritist revelation or communication. His 
discussion is frank and fearless, and merits the 
widest reading, for he deals with tacts an« a* 
perlences. Price, doth. 61.to.
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EsRgioii Defined.
The word religion, probably derived, 

irom the Latin rellgare, signifies 'to 
bind back. It really contemplates the 
tying fast to the past, a condition in 
many respects to be greatly deplored.

To those-in middle life: Look back, 
at the advances made by humanity 
during the last thirty years, in science, 
in- real knowledge, in the arts—me
chanical and otherwise, In literature, 
in commerce, in all the ennobling vir
tues, in everything that distinguishes 
the present generation from the pre
ceding. Then be assured the for
ward movement has been no greater 
than during the former generation, 
slightly accelerated from age to age, 
through all the generations of the 
race.

These facts considered, then recall 
the additional one, that dominant sec
tarians had their birth, according to 
their, own showing, near two thousand 
years ago, in an age of gross ignor
ance, when ^education was limited to 
the priesthood and but few others 
could read and write. At that time 
the toiler was a slave, the strong man 
was a warrior, and the god was a 
Mumbo Jumbo to frighten the vicious 
and the unbeliever into that kind of 
good behavior which met the approba
tion of the priestly ruler; for at that 
time the duties of high priest and 
ruler were centered in the same per
son, as was the case in Rome until a 
few years ago when the Pope was 
stripped of his secular authority.

Do. we want to be "tied back" to 
such a state of things, when life was 
almost worthless, contingent on the

'■ Buddhism aiiHbfMaoity.
Somolllustrative Comparisons Thereof by G. W, 

Brown, M. D., Rockfo^, ÈL .

count of "The Ten Great Religions,” 
denominates Buddhism as the “Prot
estantism of the East.” It was an ev
olution from Brahmanism, the ancient 
and established religious faith of In
dia. The literature relating to it is 
very large, and its. membership em-
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SOMETHING YOU SHOULD HAVE, 
it Will Only Cost You Four Cents.
Reports in pamphlet form of the last 

N. S. A. Convention are for sale at 600 
Pennsylvania avenue 8. E., Washington, 
D, C., at four cents each, postpaid, or 
thirty-five cts. per dozen. Every Spirit
ualist should send for one. Address 
Mary T. Longley, Secretary.

spurn the idea, and unfurl our banner 
to the breeze, inscribed, Progress, 
Forward and Onward, and Upward, 
We want no chains to enthrall our 
limbs, no fetters for the mind, no Alps 
to bar advance, no bigots creed to di
rect the way to God and heaven. /.

Bible Interpretation by Cathedral 
Builders.

Prof. White, in his great work, 
“The Warfare of Science With Theol
ogy,” in his opening chapter, tells ot 
old-time Cathedral Sculpture, which 
doubtless came under his own obser
vation while traveling in Europe. He 
says:

“One frequently recurring group is 
noteworthy for its presentment of a 
time-honored doctrine regarding the 
c-lgin ot the universe. The Almighty, 
i,i human form, sits benignly, making 
the sun, moon, ftnd stars, and hang
ing them from the solid firmament 
which supports the ’heaven above’ and 
overarches the 'earth beneath.' The 
furrows 4)f thought on the Creator's 
brow show that in this work he is 
obliged to contrive; the knotted mus
cles on his arms show he is obliged to 
toil; naturally, then the sculptors and 
painters of the medieval and early 
modern period frequently represented 
him as the writers whose conceptions 
they embodied had done—as, on the 
seventh day, weary after thought and 
toll, enjoying well-earned repose and 
the plaudits of the hosts of heaven.

“In these thought-fossils of the ca
thedrals, and in other revelations of 
the same Idea through sculpture, 
painting, glass-staining, mosaic work, 
and engraving, during the Middle 
Ages and the two centuries following, 
Culminated a belief which had been 
developed through thousands of 
years, and which has determined the 
world’s thought until our own time.”

The first rude shock to this system 
of world building came with the Co
pernicon theory, 1473—1543, that 
proved the sun was the center of the 
solar system, around which all the 
planets revolve. Then, a little more 
than a hundred years ago, the geolo
gists commenced their work. Their 
revelations shattered the last hope of 
the theologians. But it was the sci
entists who invented the theory of six 
vast periods of time during which the 
process of creation was carried on. 
The preachers fought this for a time. 
They insisted the work .was accom
plished in six natural days, and quoted 
Bible authority, “the evening and the 
morning were the first day,” “the sec
ond day,” and so on to the end of the 
week, when the work was complete, 
and God rested.

Though the scholars had aided 
churchmen in escaping an awkward 
dilemma it was a long time before it 
was accepted.

Scientists saw the falsity of their 
rendering of the Bible- story; for 
therein it was stated the sun was not 
made'until the fourth day, .whereas it 
must have been the primal creation so 
far as the solar system is concerned, 
yet “any old Morgan" was as good as 
the genuine so far as they were con
cerned.

But the old cathedral rendering of 
the Bible story of creation is the true 
one with uneducated churchmen, who 
rely on- holy writ for their knowledge 
of things; and .this will. continue'so 
long as the book is received as author
ity. And yet a debased priesthood, 
and their imitators, wish it accepted 

■ as a text-book In our common 
schools.

A Distinguished Visitor.
Prof. Ardeshir Vacha; a Parsee 

scholar and educator, from the 'Uni
versity of Bombay, on the way to Ber
lin, to occupy the chair of Oriental 
History, was in this city a tew days 
ago, and was interviewed by the Rec
ord-Herald. The whole report, pub
lished In its Issue of the 6th, is very' 
interesting. - We can only give room 
to a brief. extract. He is reported as 
saying:

"All the people of India are rigidly 
set in their religion; it has ablded 
with them through the ages, has with
stood the assaults from outside for 
centuries, and to-day is essentially as 
it was before the Christian era. But 
after all, is there so much difference 
between the Christian and the Zoroas
ter and the Confucian and the Bud
dhist? In all those religions, there is 
one god, a god of light and love, the 
embodiment of all good; there may be 
a difference in the details, but the 
great central figure is the same; then 
all of them have an intercessor— 
Christ, Buddha, Mohammed, Coqfu- 
clufi, Zoroaster. There may be a dif
ference in details in the reverence the 
various religions pay to their prophets, 
or intercessors, but again the essen
tials are the same. Then you Chris
tians have your emblems of th^ deity 
—we have ours; the Hindus do not 
really worship idols, they only use 
those as tokens of a god they cannot 
see or feel, or realize in any tangible 
way. It Is said we Parsees worship 
fire; that Is not true; we only recog
nize that fire, being an element of 
light and purification, is a fitting em
blem of the real God of light and 
truth. We hold in the same degree 
of reverence the other elements— 
.water, air, sunshine, the earth. Our 
objection to the burial of our corrupt 
bodies in the earth is merely an ex
pression of that reverence of the 
earth as one of God’s elements."

An Old Philosopher’s Idea of Heaven.
They who suppose the old pagan 

philosophers had no conception of a 
future life should read. “Seneca’s 
Morals," as translated by Sir Roger 
L’Estrange. , .

Seneca .was a native of. Spain. He 
was born a few years before the al
leged birth of Jesus, and removed to 
Rome on arriving at maturity. He 
adapted the teachings of Pythagoras, 
was extremenly abstemious In his hab
its, never eating animal flesh. At his 
death, in his 65th year, he declared: 
“Since I cannot leave my friends what 
I believe my own, I will at least leave 
a record of my owil life for their ex
ample.” His literary labors which 
survive are mostly devoted to moral 
subjects. Like Socrates, he died by 
his own hand, by order of a. corrupt 
government, under the reign of Nero. 
1 It has been maintained by some 
learned critics that the best thoughts 
credited to Jesus in the Gospels were 
abstracted from Seneca’s writings. 
Without an opinion of our own on the 
subject, here is .what the old philos
opher left us In regard to a future 
life: '

"The body being the only covering 
of the soul, at Its dissolution we shall 
discover the secrets of nature. Dark
ness shall be dispelled, and our souls 
shall be irradiated with light and 
glory; a glory without a shadow, a 
glory that shall surround us, and 
from whence we shall look down and 
see day and night beneath us; and, as 
now, we cannot lift our eyes toward 
the sun without dazzling; what shall 
we do when we behold the divine light 
in its illustrious original?”

Seneca seemed to suppose the sun 
was God, as was very generally taught 
by all In his age, and he supposed 
Elysium was immediately above the 
clouds.”

Pagan Christians.
L’Estrange, the great English polit

ical author, died 1704, who translated 
Seneca's Morals into English, ■ made 
the very just inquiry in his “To the 
Reader,” referring to Seneca:

fWho so fit as a good honest Pagan 
for a moderator among Pagan Chris-' 
tians?”

Though a Christian writer, yet he 
extols the Pagan Seneca, and spreads 
n suspicious cloud over Pagan Chris
tians. By the expressions he seemed 
to know Christians are but recon
structed Pagans. We, in two hundred 
years later time, know that Catholi
cism, the parent of - modern Chris
tians of all sects, has its root in Pa
ganism, and has-not very largely im- 

. proved in morals and the real virtues 
by the change.

Do not confine your children to your 
own learning. They were born in an
other time.—Talmud.

The only competition worthy a wise 
I man la Kith himself.—Anna Jatne- 

SOa.

Creeds of the Thinkers.
My. religion, consists In. being good; 

and in doing good. I believe in one 
God and no more; and hope-for happl-. 
ness beyond this life. . The Creation 
we behold'is the Word of God.— 
Thomas Paine. . •■ ■■
Death is a gate . of v dreariness.- and 

gloom,./ . ' , -
That leads to azure isles, and beam- 

■ ' ing skies,
And happy regions-of Eternal Hope.;

—Shelley.
. I belong to the. great church that 
holds the world within its starlit 
isles; : that claims as members the 
great and good of . every • race and 
clime; that joys to find'the grain of 
gold in every creed, and floods with 

.light and love the germs of good in 
every soul.—Ingersoll.

, And Christians designate these au
thors as Atheists... '

’ i——  1 <3- ——  —
Cast forth thy act, thy word, into 

the ever-living,ever-working universe; 
it is a seed’-grain that cannot die; un
noticed to-day, it will be found flour
ishing as a banyan grove, perhaps, 
alas! as a hemlock forest, after a 
thousand years.—Carlyle.

As we are confident the Essenes of 
Palestine and the Therapeuta of Egypt 
were outgrowth of the Buddhistic mis
sionaries sent out by Asoka, some 244 
years before our era, therefore they 
who are interested in this series of ar
ticles will be glad to know more of its 
original founder

Until within the last hundred years' 
scarcely anything was known in the 
mighty West of Buddha, or the peopie 
who worshiped at his shrine. Our 
early Christian missionaries to India 
represented him as one of the native 
gods, and no one had sufficient knowl
edge and ambition to correct thé 
falsehood. The Jesuits who were the 
pioneers in propagating the Christian 
lalth in thé Orient, .when they first 
came In contact with Buddhism, found 
their teaching and their priests and 
church service so Identical with 
theirs, they resorted to every possible 
subterfuge and expedient to suppress 
It; but travelers and commerce re
vealed the truth, that Buddhism was 
not an offshoot of Christianity, but 
was 500 years older thanthe Western 
faith. All honest investigators have 
declared there is such close resem
blance between the two faiths “it 
could not have been accidental,” 
though unable to determine the time 
and place of divergence.

The evidence, revealed by the mon
uments proves beyond the possibility 
of controversy, that Buddhism is the 
older' religion; and the conclusion of 
scholars, not identical with either 
faith, is, there was some’ point of di
gression, about the beginning of the 
Christian era, when a separation took 
place, and In the history of such 
event, was probably purposely de
stroyed by propagandists of the new 
faith, who wished to conceal their own 
origin; and this the secret motive for 
the destruction of the great libraries.

Only conjecture has heretofore been 
called into service to show the man
ner of divergence; but with the ac
cumulated knowledge now In posses
sion, that fact is easily established; 
and with it the motive for bribing the 
world into a belief in Jesus; for de
stroying the literature of the ages; for 
interpolations in whatever survives; 
for the manufacture of spurious 
books, particularly those of an ecclesi
astical character; and for the slaugh
ter of the great thinkers who disputed 
the truthfulness of their pretended 
history.

Says Max Muller, “Chipa from a 
German Workshop,” vol. 1, p. 215: 

f "Making every possible allowance 
for the accumulation of fiction, which 
la sure to gather around the life of the 
founder of every great religion, we 
may be satisfied that Buddhism, which 

■ changed the aspect, not only of Indian 
but of nearly the whole of Asia, had a 
real founder; that he was not a Brah
man by birth, but belonged to the sec
ond or royal caste; that being of a 
meditative turn of mind, and deeply 
impressed with the frailty of all cre
ated things, he became a recluse, and 
sought for light and comfort In the 
different systems of Brahman philoso
phy and theology. • * » Buddha swept 
away the web in which the Brahmans 
had encircled the whole of India. Be
ginning as the destroyer of an old, he 
became the founder of a new religion.”

On p. 217 Prof. Muller continues:
“That moral code, [of Buddha’s] 

taken by itself, Is one of the most per
fect the world has ever known. On 
this point all testimonies from hostile 
and from friendly quarters agree. » * 
A collection might be made from the 
precepts [taught by Buddha] which in 
the purity of Its ethics could hardly be 
equaled by any other religion. » » » ‘It 

. is difficult to comprehend how men not 
assisted Aby revelation could bavé 
soared so high, and approached so 
near the truth.”’ . ;

On p. 219:
“There was a time when Buddha 

was identified’ with Christ The Man- 
icheans [an early Christian sect] were 
actually' FORCED TO ADJURE 
THEIR BELIEF THAT BUDDHA, 
CHRIST, AND MANI WERE ONE 
AND THE SAME PERSON. ♦ » Bud
dhism became the state religion of In
dia at the time of Asoka who was the 
Buddhist Constantine.” . ■
? Right here we lay aside “Chips from 
ai German Workshop” and will follow 
with quotations from Rev. Dr. 
Clarke’s "Ten Great Religions," prob
ably condensing as we advance; noting, 
first that the term' Buddha was a de
scriptive appellation; meaning The 
Wise, just as Christ signifies The An
ointed. His proper name seems to 
¿ave been Gautama,-though he is as 
frequently mentioned as Sakya-muni, 
the latter, his baptismal name, and 
means “The hermit of. the race of 
Sakya." Thé date of his "birth is 
given B. O. 543, his death B, C. 477, 
though there is a . variation among 
writers of a few years,, as there is as to 
the time of the reign ot Asoka.

Now Rev. Clarke, condensed:
“After the death of Buddha a Gen

eral Council of his disciples was con- 
| vened to determine : what z ho had

taught, whereupo^Upali mounted the 
pulpit, and jepe^t^ all the precepts 
concerning pora^ and religion. 
Amanda gave hia master's discourse 
concerning fa^th or_doctrlne. Finally, 
Kasyapa an^iQuncqd the philosophy 
and metaphysics,of the system. The 
council sat during seven months, and 
the threefold division of the sacred 
scriptures of Buddhism was the result 
ot their work. t!

“The second General Council was 
called about one hundred years after 
the teacher's death, to correct abuses 
which began to appear. A great fra
ternity of monks were formed, who 
wished to relax the discipline in re
gard to food and intoxicating liquors, 
as also relating to alms.

"The third Council was called [by 
Asoka] on account of heresies that 
had crept into the church. After this 
missionaries [64,000 say most writ
ers] were dispatched to preach the 
wprd to distant lands. Their names 
and the supcess of. their missions are 
recorded in the Mahawanso, or Sacred 
History," ,

Strange as it may seem, these relics 
were found in the Sanchi topes, In 
caskets, and were so well /preserved 
that Geo. Turnout translated them 
into English. They could not have 
been placed there less than B. O. 220.

Here an Important inquiry for hon
est, and educated thinkers who dare 
question what priestcraft teaches: 
This third Buddhistic Council, con
vened by Asoka in India, for the trial 
of HERETICS, of which a multitude 
were expelled, the record of whose 
proceedings was preserved in the 
topes, "not a stone of which has fall
en," . wrote Maj. Cunningham of the 
British army in 1819, in the basement 
of which when opened, was found the 
relic-box made of white sandstone. 
Inside this box were four caskets of 
steatite inscribed: "Relics ot the 
emancipated Kasyapa Gotra, mission
ary to the whole Hemawanta.” 
"These relics,” sàys Dr. Clarke, p. 
152, “with-those of eight other lead
ing men tff’^he Buddhist Church, had 
rested in this monument since the age 
of Asoka, ^nd cappot have been placed 
there later than R. C. 220.”

There was PRETENDEDLY holden 
at Nicea, in Blthynla, Asia Minor, A. 
D. 325, a . Generpl Christian Council, 
claimed to: have been convened by the 
Emperor Constantine, to settle the- 
HERESY ¡of' Aritis and his followers, 
who denied Jesup was God, or other 
than a creature .and teacher. Con
stantine in1 royal' robes presided.- A 
quarrel .e^pued, and. large, numbers 
were expejled, 318 finishing the work. 
Closing Constantine is credited with 
having issued a decree silencing Arlus, 
ordering all who had copies of the 
heretical book to destroy them, or 
suffer death.

But note: The records of that im
portant Council "are lost,” say the 
-ecclesiastics. Only fragments remain 
to tell the story. Observe again: Nicea 
was a small inland city, near 260 
miles southwest of Constantinople, 
distant from anywhere,, and difficult of 
access. Who-so silly as to believe a 
great Ecclesiastical Council was .con
vened to assemble at such a retired 
place by a Roman Emperor, over 
which he presided in. royal pomp. The 
whole story of that Council, as of sev
eral others, is believed to have been 
ecclesiastical Actions. The General 
Christian Council of Trent, assem
bled March 15, 1545, convened by or
der of Pope Paul III, to put down the 
heresy of Luthe.r and his coadjutors, 
in session till 1563, during which time 
they determined what books of the Old 
and New Testament were canonical. 
They performed precisely the same 
tasks generally claimed to have been 
accomplished at Nicea, and other 
Councils. Why did they repeat?

Was not- the Nicean Council a 
monkish transference by imagination 
of the doings, of Asoka’s Council to an 
almost -unknown locality, to deceive, 
like thousands of other Sets ofitheirs, 
well- known as frauds? We more 
than suspicion it ' - _

. This fact is true: There cannot be 
a doubt as to the real' existence - of 
Buddha. -The monumental records of 
Asokd’s doings are ' incontestable; 
Missionaries were : sent out by this 
zealot king- in- every direction. - Alex
andria in Egypt, had been- founded 
less than a hundred years? There 
was located a .great college ' with 1'0,- 
000 students in constant attendance. 
There was‘the^reat Library in which 
was stor^ the world's literature. 
The learned flocked there to gain, 
knowledges Aird there we find the 
Therapeutó, idèntica! with the Essenes 
on thexJfodan, §nd each representing 
a system^ monkery which in later 
years directed'ihe policy of nations, 
and made^kin^ subordinate to théir 
Wishes. \

We find'., then self-claimed Apostle 
Paul firBt'jvarrffi^ on this ¡people; then 
as a mender, Writing them Epistles; 
and, laterwwe find those Epistles ac
cepted byXlhristlans as divide revela
tion, and. their creeds based- on texts 
abstracted, from such Epistles.

. Felex L. Oswald, a very learned 
scholar and author, in a late commu
nication to the Truth Seeker, in the 
midst of his article relating to Bud
dha, said:’ ;

¡"The Christ myth is the old Bhd- 
dha legend, interwoven with the mar
tyrdom of some-local apostle. » » In 
all essentials ‘"Buddhism and the earth- 
renouncing creed of tho Cross are 
identical. We might as well doubt 
that Spanish iS:a daughter of Latin tvs

Thirteen Remarkable Premium Books Sent to Our Sub. 
scribers at a l41ce the World Has Never Before Seen.

Any one of the Thirteen Premium Books you may order, 
price 25 cents. This is.the price, remember, when you 
order only one book in connection with a yearly subscrip
tion. The paper, one year, and one Premium Book, 
¥1.25. But if you order more than one Premium Book 
the price is as follows:

Any two of the Thirteen Premium Books you may or
der, price 70 cents.

Any three of the Thirteen1 Premium Books you may or-

Bear in mind that every order for a Premium Book 
must be accompanied wltji a yearly subscription ?or The 
Progressive Thinker, ¡which is ¥1-00.
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to doubt that'the two had a common 
origin," and so say we.

Wrote Emerson: "If the right the
ory shall ever be proclaimed, we shall 
know It by this token: it will solve 
many riddles.” ' Have we i^ot solved 
the problem? No theory of the origin 
of Christianity has ever been promul
gated which will solve so many ot the 
riddles relating to its beginning as 
this, even to Jesus’ forty * days so
journ in the "wilderness” where he 
was tempted of the Essenes, whom his 
biographers misrepresented a "Devil."

Before leaving the subject, it Is due 
the reader, to state, our attention was 
first directed to Aretas, and the period 
in which Paul lived and wrote, by our 
friend and Jong-tlme correspondent, 
the well-known literary detective at 
Washington, D. C., Wm. Henry Burr, 
Esq.; whose pen Is always active in 
exposing the false claims of the 
church, ^f which he was long a mem
ber. May bls years be greatly pro
longed to continue his good'work.

‘ G. W. BROWN, M. D.
Rockford; Ill.

The Nichols Sisters.
Last week we fully exposed the bo

gus materializations of the Nichols 
Sisters in this city. Their trial came 
off on the 11th Inst., when they plead
ed guilty, aud were fined ¥100 each. 
Their bogus “spirit” manifestations 
have been'earried on for ten years, for 
the benefit of gullibies generally, but 
even they have become nauseated at> 
last to a certain extent.

Dogmas aud Science.
The Rev. Dr. Gunsaulus says: "Ev

ery day science and dogma are getting 
nearer to each other." This is ti;ue. 
Dogma is on the run and science is in 
close pursuit, with the certainty of 
soon overtaking and passing the fabri
cator of error, at the some time sup
pressing his power to mislead the ris
ing generations.—Truth Seeker's idea 
extended.

A wave of sorrow sweeps over the 
West Side Spiritualists of Chicago be
cause of the sudden passing out- of 
Mrs. Peart Ethel Norton, wife of 
James D. Norton, and only daughter 
ot Mrs.jCorneiia Tritt. The tie of 
good fellowship between herself and 
husband had become noticeable when
ever he went to furnish his unique and 
excellent music for social dances in va
rious parts of the city. Only her 
most intimate friends knew that in 
spite of her pleasant face and friendly 
words for alb an insidious disease was 
gnawing at the very vitals of her 
graceful form. At the early, age of 
twenty-eight years she fell a victim 
before the all conquering reaper, 
Death. On September 8, she passed 
out at the Baptist Hospital on the 
South Side. Recovery from a serious 
'operation three days before seemed 
very probable, when almost instanta
neously the dread effects of blood 
poisoning and attendant heart compli
cations manifested themselves. She 
herself was the first to detect the 
change. Turning to her husband she 
said: “I am going away to leave you., 
I will not eat with you the dinner to 
.celebrate my recovery. Father and 
grand father have come for me.”

' Nurses and physicians were hastily 
summoned, but. were powerless to 
stay the end. In one brief half-hour, 
an eternity to watchful affection, she 
selected the undertaker who should 
prepare her for burial, chose the con
ductor of her funeral services, and 
with words of calmest confidence the 
love light went out of her eyes, and 
peacefully her soul, unmoored from 
the harbor of mortality and sailed 
away to Sunrise shores. Services 
were- conducted at the home of her 
brother, 139 North Tiumbull ave., by 
Dr. Geo. B. Warne, who lalscf formally 
consigned her remains to temporary 
rest in the receiving vault of beautiful 
Elmwood Cemetery. Final interment 
took place on Sunday, September 16, 
after the arrival of her mother and fa
vorite brother from California. 
Beautiful flowers, tender words and 
the absence of emblems of black were 
the parting tributes from loving 
friends to her Womanly worth
“Who will believe that ho heard her 

■ say .
With-the sweet, soft voice, in the dear 

. old way; ‘
The utmost wonder is this;— I hear 
And see you, and love you, and kiss 

you, dear.”
The robin can thank God for the 

worm, but can tlie worm thank God 
for therobin?—Truth Seeker. •

3—The Encyclopedia
World, Vol. 3. These volumes have been prepared by J,

the spin;
R, Francis, They contain invaluable data.

4'—Art Magic, or Mundane, Sub-Mundane and Super- 
Mundane Spiritism, by Mrs. Emma Hardinge Britten. ‘

5—Ghost Land, Spiritualism, Occultism, By Mrs. Emma 
Hardinge Britten.

6—The Next World Interviewed, by Mrs. S. G, Horn, a 
most remarkable medium.

7—.The Occult Life of Jesus, by Alexander Smythe, a 
medium of rare gifts.

§—A Wanderer In the Spirit Lands. Translated by A. 
Farnese, a .wonderful English medium.

9—The Religion of Man and Ethics of Science, by Hud
son Tuttle.

10—Seers of the Ages, or Spiritualism Past and Present, 
by Dr. J. M. Peebles.

ll-^-The Great Debate Between Moses Hull and W.F. 
Jamieson.

12—-Letters From the Spirit World, written through 
the mediumship of Carlyle Petersilea.
- 13—Gems of Thought, by SEVENTEEN leading authors, 
is our last Premium Book.
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It has struck The Progressive Thinker office, 
and subscriptions are pouring in from all sides. 
Chesterfield Camp, under the efficient labors of, 
Mrs. Flora Hardin Millspaugh, sent us a large 
list of subscribers; so did Clinton Camp, under 
the active work of Mr. Kellogg. And last week* 
in one mail a friend sent us Sixty Yearly Sub
scribers from Maine. He highly approves of the 
course of The Progressive Thinker in exposing 
the disreputable element that has jnvaded our 
ranks. On all sides come approving words to 
this office, and never before in the history of our 
career has the vibrations in our favor been more 
prominent than now. The late exposure in this 
city and St. Louis, has awakened honest Spirit
ualists as never before, and they realize they 
have a champion in The Progressive Thinker. 
Let the Tidal Wave Continue. Send in your 
subscriptions and also a new subscriber.

It Leads in Everything
THE PROGRESSIVE THINKER leads in every

thing that pertains to Spiritualism. It is the largest 
Spiritualist paper by far now published, It is the 
only paper that will keep you fully posted in regard 
to current occult events. It shows you how the 
fakes have invaded our ranks with their spurious coin. 
It presents, too, the most exalted teachings of Angels 
of'Light Read the paper each week and keep at the 
head of the advancing procession.
THE TWO SPHERES - k 

OF EXISTENCE.

How Docs Earthly and Spiritual Lifo 
Compare?

thoughts and actions, while tare, are 
with that eud in view! If this is the 
case, our two spheres must differ as 
widely, if not more so, than the life of 
the butterfly from the caterpillar.

FRANCIS D. LACY. 
Nirvana, Mich.

To the Editor:—The- developments 
of earthly life seem to show that a 
great preponderance of all our 
thoughts in every avenue, pertains to 
our individual physical protection; 
and we must eat, drink, breathe, sleep 
and wear clothes in order to live, and 
there are also a thousand details not 
to be mentioned; therefore the study 
of mankind has universally been how 
to sustain to the best advantage his 
own life. ’

Even Nature by her laws has not 
only aided, but urged us to do this, 
and has so constructed this physical 
tenement, inferring a wisdom for that 
object In view.

Everything goes to show the natural 
adaptation and just compensation- for 
the sphere that we now occupy.

It is not necessary to mention the 
physiological conditions that Nature 
has furnished for our protection, and 
such necessary requirements to hold 
us upon earth sufficiently long for the. 
perpetuation of our species, and reach 
the capacity of our highest intellect
ual development, since examples show 
so much better than words; but, it 
infers that one title was perfect for 
life upon earth, and that title is being 
pretty fairly well sustained.

Now, if we originated from nothing 
(?), it was without a wish or will on 
our part, but it was-a demand of Na
ture, find she forced us into life, there
fore we know that our ’title Is good; 
and of course the Inference is, that 
now, with all that we have become, 
our title should be at. least as good for 
our continuity as if was for our orig
inality. ' ' ■'

We have conclued that there is and 
must be a future sphere of existence to 
which we' are nil, upon natural princi
ples, perpetuated. We are some
what led to wonder as to what might 
most reasonably be some of the con
ditions of that life, and how they cor
respond with the conditions of earth 
life.

It has been believed ■ that in the 
spiritual sphere, we shall live indefi
nitely, which Infers that we shall not 
necessarily require food, drink air, or 
any of tho protective agents that 
earthly life requires to keep us from 
perishing; which, if so, would seem to 
deny-us nearly every moral or intel
lectual development of earthly life, 
since perhaps nine-tenths of all our

A Visit to Haslett Park Camp.
I had an opportunity to spend a few 

days at Haslett Park Camp, Mich., on
the closing ¡week, and 
pleasant facts. In the 
seems to me that camps 
pensive luxury. While 
the pleasure of hearing

report a few 
first place, it 
are an ex- 

there we had 
Mrs. Abbie

Sheets, who is a very pleasing speaker. 
Then came Mr. E. V. Debs, who spoke 
on Socialism. He is a very enthusias
tic talker. We had the gratification 
of hearing Dr. D. M. King of Mantua, 
Ohio. He is a fine speaker, and pre
sents his subjects in a plain, scientific 
way. He closed his afternoon work 
with public readings which were satis
factory. I never witnessed more 
pointed and pleasing manifestations 
from the rostrum.

Next in importance was thè chair
woman, Miss Emma Gibbs, who pre
sides with dignity, being courteous to 
all. Few persons with larger experi
ence could have done better. She is 
also an inspirational speaker ot 
marked ability.

The officers and manager seemed to 
do all they could for the campers and 
visitors. Mr. and Mrs. D. R. Jessop 
of Williamston, Mich., were most 
prominent in caring for the people.. 
The camp was a success throughout.

F. L. BABBITT.
Eagle, Mich.

.Minnie Reynolds Scalabrino, for- • 
merly ot the Rocky Mountain News,’ 
Denver, how a magazine writer in 
New York City, has contributed a 
“Carrie Chapman Catt Box” to the 
Colorado Traveling Library, in appre
ciation of Mrs. Catt’s services in the 
campaign which secured full suffrage 
to the women of Colorado.

The Illinois Socialists have nomi
nated a woman for State Superintend
ent of Public InStruction, and two wo
men for University Trustees, and as 
there are women candidates on the Re
publican and Democratic tickets also, 
a woman Is sure to be elected in Illi
nois this fall.

Man has a right to think all things* 
speak all things, write all things,, but 
not to Impose his opinions.—-W 
chlavel. . ,................

lu persons grafted In a serious trust 
negligence is a crime.—Shakspoara,
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A Lecture Delivered by Mrs; M. L. P. Sussegue, at Lyric flail, N. Y.
"SPIR1TUALISJI H^S NEVER HAD HALF A CHANCE 

AS AN ISM TO BO ITS WORK, AND WHY? BECAUSE 
IT HAS COME AS A SWORD, AS A DISINTEGRATOR; IT 
HAS COME TO THE WORLD A DESTROYER; IT HAS 
SPENT MORE THAN HAW A CENTURY TO TAKE 
AWAY THE DOGMATIC KILLING CREEDS OF IGNOR
ANCE AND SUPERSTITION, TAKING OUT OF THE 
WORLD THE BLIND FAITH, AND BRINGING FOR- 
WARD THOUGHT AND KNOWLEDGE TO ABIDE IN ITS 
PLACE, AND NOW ITS MISSION IS TO BUILD AND 
CREATE A BETTER CONDITION OF THINGS. IT HAS 
GONE INTO YOUR COURTS OF LAW, INTO YOUR 
COMMERCE AND INTO YOUR CHURCHES. IT HAS 
ENTERED INTO YOUR THEOLOGY, AND THERE IS 
NOT A CHURCH IN THE LAND WHERE THEOLOGY

PRESENTS ALL THE HORRORS THAT IT »ID FIFTY 
YEARS AGO. A SWEETER RELIGION LIVES EVERY
WHERE. RELIGION IS PURER, MORALITY IS HIGH
ER, YOUR STANDARDS OF LIVING ARE BROADER 
THAN EVER BEFORE, AND THERE IS A RELIGION OF 
HUMANITY THAT IS SWEETER IN ITS INFLUENCE. 
YOU MAY CALL IT WHATEVER YOU PLEASE, BUT IT 
IS TIME YOU DID NOT SHHIK YOUR RESPONSIBILI
TIES THAT REST UPON YOU; THAT YOU SHALL .NOT 
BE ASHAMED OF THE LIFE THAT SHINES UPON 
YOU, AND NO LONGER HIDE YOUR LIGHT UNDER 
THE BUSHEL OF FEAR, BUT BRING IT INTO THE 
SUNLIGHT 0F GOD’S LOVE, MAKING IT BROADER 
AND RICHER, STRONGER IN ITS APPLICATION TO 
JIAN." '

I shall select for my subject this evening that message. willing to accept it as such wili ask, what is there in the 
with wliich you are all familiar, "Eye hatp not seen, and | raps? Well,.I say ,what is there in the raps? Is there

L%

ear hath not heard, nor has It entered into the.hearts of 
men, the glories that God has prepared for those that love 
Him.” ' ’ . -- ' z

lyith an eye without faith we are blind. With an ear 
that is not attuned to the spiritual harmonies we are deaf.. 
With a soul that is not open to the glorious Influx of Di
vine truth and love we are without sentiment, without 
sympathy.

No man can see. with the outer eyes alone; no soul can 
hear with the outer ear alone—it is only the living ego 
that sees, hears and feels the glory of God. ,

There has never been a time in the history of human 
life when spiritual life has'not made itself manifest 
through some phase or manifestation to human conscious
ness. There has been no time in the history of human 
progress that has not left its mild hope lisre and there alt 
the way along human experiences.

We come here to-day to commemorate th^ birth of 
Modern Spiritualism, but all students recognize the fact, 
that Spiritualism Is not modern; it'has aged, through the 
esnturies that have waxed and waned in human life. Man 
has grown spiritual, and his realities are man-made; they 
are the records of man’s intellectual development, of his 
Intellectual perception of deified life, of his recognition of 
a superior exaltation, or a superior power that is extrane- 
■oub to himself, which the whole universe has always 
reached toward, hoping to attain to greater heights.

The spirit of man cannot under any condition incident 
to every day experience, perceive all there is that is re
vealing Itself to the spiritual consciousness of humanity. 
We have classified, or attempted to classify, human 
thought. We have designated one phase of thought os 
material, another ns Intellectual, another as spiritual, an
other as moral! one can no more exist without the other 
than the rays of light that are constantly pouring out 
■upon the earth at noonday can be classified. They are ad
justable to our -conceptions, and we receive them just as 
we are capable of appropriating their good. So it is with

anytliing in the telegraph instrument that goes tick, tick, 
tick, that brings you a message from your loved one across 
the sea, -that overcomes distance, and tells you of the con
dition of nations, that tells of wars, of marriage, and 
death, and of birth?

All along the history human nature is writing iteslf 
through these wonderful messages. What are-they? 
They are the spiritual communications from one spirit to 
another. The cable under the sea might lie there fon all 
eternity, if a spirit did not manipulate the Instrument at 
the opposite side,'and speak- Its message to your conscious-, 
ness, and this consciousness that can be dominated by 
men In the body, is as susceptible to the law by those out 
of It. '

The raps that came at Hydesville told the story of a 
conscious existence beyond the grave, but What succeeded 
that? Adi manifestations that have accumulated since. 
Clairvoyance came; cialraudience -came and psychometry 
came. Psychometry 1b the X-ray of the spirit, and the 
earth can by no means hide its wonderful wealth. Its 
treasure house, from the consciousness of man. Through 
the psychometric vision, the ear that listens to the music ■ 
of the sphere is attuned to all the harmonies of nature, and' 
at last listens to the messages of the angels.

Healing came, and what else? The wonderful powers 
which belong to the spirit have portrayed themselves 
through the various elements in nature. The Roentgen 
ray, that can overcome objective Ute to a great degree, and 
can penetrate the surface of the human body; and can 
find the condition of the tissues, can only be compared to

ualism has accompliahed .toe one thing, has destroyed an 
idol that bbars the&nag&jot the best looking man you can 
conceive of, that alts upon a throne of alabaster, whose 
posts are of preclaiis miaial, and is studded with all the:, 
richest gems that nature nan produce, and who wields a 
golden scepter over the worlds, who is arbitrary in His 
laws, who is the creator ’of hate and injustice, who creates 
sin and punishes consigning the offender to eternal 
punishment—if Molierii Spiritualism^ has perceived 
enough todestroy iuch’ ^n idol, and brought God down 
from heiven to the<!sou&Jot men, and made Gods of hu
manity, children of' the'^ather, because you are of the 
Father, and He has;breathed into you His spirit, and you 
are llvipg bouIs, then it is has accomplished more than 
Christianity has ever dared to proclaim as its own.

I would not for a‘ moment decry all the good there is in 
any reJigion. I would not for a moment blaspheme any
thing that makes the world better, that extends the spirit 
of charity, that upholds brotherly liberty, that gives a 
more earnest love to mankind, that strengthens faltering 
hearts, that uplifts down-trodden spirits, that breaks the 
chains of superstitio’n and Ignorance, and elevates human 
souls, leading them into a broader channel and into a 
richer life—anything that accomplishes this work is God’s 
work, spiritual work, intellectual work, noble and pure. 
Undeflled religion, wherever it/te, whatever it is, is a part 
of the spiritual nature of man, proclaiming itself indeed, 
that time nor change can ever erase from the tablets of 
time the history of those deeds,

You are to look forward to the gread good that 1b being 
done. . • ’

Spiritualism has never had half a chance as an ism to do 
Its .work, and why? Because it has come as a sword, as 
a disintegrator; it has come to the-world a destroyer; it 

-has spent more'than half a century to take away the dog
matic killing creeds of ignorance and superstition, taking 
out of the world the blind faith, and bringing forward 
thought and knowledge to abide in its place, and now its 
•mission 18 to build, to build and create a better condition; 
of things. It has gone into your courts of law, into your 
commerce and into your churches. It has entered Into 
your theology, and there is not a church in the land where 
theology, presents all the horrors that it did fifty years 
ago. A sweeter religion lives everywhere. Religion Is 
purer, morality is higher, your standards of living are 
broader than ever before, and there is a religion of hu
manity that is Bweeter in Its influence. You may call It 
whatever you please, but it is time you did not shirk your 
resposibilities that rest upon you; that you shall not be 
ashamed of the life that shines upon you, and no longer 
hide your light under the bushel of tear, but bring It into 
the sunlight of God’s love, making it broader and richer, 
stronger in its application to man.

It is time, Spiritualist, yqu were up and doing, helping 
And-strengthening each other, standing shoulder , to 
shoulder, hand to hand, working with yoqr 'might and 
.Strength for the building oT a diviner t ruth. -

Spiritualism is percolating every condition of human 
life. It has climbed to lofty heights, and there is not a 
family altar in the land upon which it has not placed its 
offering. There is not a home but that some piember oL 
that home circle has not listened to a message that has 
come from spirit life, and there is hardly an individual 
you meet who has not heard thus and so, and who' has been 
told there was life beyond the grave, and been comforted, 
and it is time that you are not ashamed of it; that you are 
not ashamed to know that angels come to you and If they 
choose, walk with you, speak to you, write upon the walls 
of time the story of their presence, and they are ready to 
join with you, and tell the glad story. If they will sing 
with you the song, why should you stifle their voices? 
Why should you shrink from the life of the .world? 
There is no fear of any condemnation from church or 
creed, if you will make your Ilves worthy of commenda
tion. ,

AU the trouble there is between theology and Spiritual
ism to-day, is that Spiritualism has destroyed vicarious 
atonement. It makes every human soul amenable to it
self, and to stand for its own life. It Jias to render an ac
counting for every thought as well as every act.

Spiritualism has taught,, and Is teaching these things 
everywhere; everywhere they are materializing them
selves into an objective life; they'are in all conditions of 
the universe,,and it is time you make those thoughts so 
bright and luminous that the world is better for them, and 
Instead of vicarious atonement, shirking your responsibil
ities, you are brave enough to take the consequences of 
your own life. You have got to do it. You cannot put 
your hand in the Are, and your brother’s arm be burned. 
You cannot jump into the sea, and your brother be
drowned. You cannot cut oft your arm, and your
•brother tose the use thereof. You are the one to suffer, 
and your spirit, if you violate the Jhw, must take the con
sequences, and if Spiritualism has never done anything 
else but substitute justice for injustice, righteousness for 
selfishness; it it has made men active Instead of easy 
Christians who are ready to float to heaven on flowery beds 
of ease, it has accomplished more in fifty years than all 
the religions put together.

Thus, the life that is recommended to us is one of love, 
tq ythlnk, to pray, to do, to know the glory of peace, the 
sense of justice, the love of God, the righteousness of life, 
the love for humanity, and by this life, it means, justice, 

* charity and brotherhood are yours.

the psychometric vision of the psychic. All these 
hand upon hand, one upon one level, 'another upon 
other level of the spiritual law.

The astronomer requires darkness in order to trace 
constellations That are traveling athwart the skies;
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MINNESOTA SURGING AHEAD.

Report of the Ninth Annual Conven
tion of the State Spiritualist As 

sociation of Minnesota.

DEArFNÈSS 
CÜRy),

By the Simplest Method Yet 
Discovered.

NlMly-tm per cent of all caaes ©I deulnuaz 
brought to our attention is the result of chronic 
catarrh of the throat and middle fear. The air 
passages become cloggod by catarrhal deposli 
stopping the action of the vibratory bones. Un» 

to these deposits are re.

Sgn

• _ moved a euro 1b Impossl 
We. Tkejnner car cannot 
be reached by problug or 
spraying, hence the luabll- 

i liy or specialists lu most 
I cases to cure, Ear drums 

never cure deafness. That 
therols a scleutlllc cure for 
dearness and catarrh la
demonstrated every aay 
by the usl or “Actlna. The 
vapor current generated In 
the Actlna passes through 
the Eustachian tubes into ' 
the middle ear, removing 
the catarrhal obstructions 
as It pusses through the 
.tubes and loosen up the 
'bones, (hammer, anvil and 
stirrup) in the Inner ear. 

making them respond to the sllgit 
tlon ot sound. Actlna is very successful In"" 
curing ringing noises In the head. We have 
known people troubled with this distressing 
symptom fer years to be cured in a tew week»'
use of Actlua, Actlna also cures hay fever, 
asthma, bronchitis, sore throat, weak lungs, 
colds and headache, all of which are directly or 
Indirectly due to catarrh. Actlna Is senton trial* 
postpaid. Write us about your case. We give 
free advice and positive proof of cures. A val
uable book-Prof. Wilson’s 100 page Treatise on 
Disease, Free. Address New York & London 
Electric Association, Dept. S4SD, 020 Walnut 
street, Kansas City, Mo.

Cancer Cured
WITH SOOTHINC, BALMY OILS. 
Cancer, Tumor, Catarrh, Piles, Fistula, Ulcere, 
Eczema and all Bklnaiid Female Diseases. Writ« 
lor Illustrated Book. Bent tree. Address •

DR?BYEi Broadway^ Kansas City, Mo.

gjn Shanes s«
^9 Work honorable, easy and afreoablo »1 

home. We want some one iu your neighborhood, Are 
an old eaUbllihed firm. Write to-day, Big money for you. 
Eoval MANUFACmiNG 00» Bex 2150 BctroH.Mldu

. religion—so it is with all the isms of the world.
' Confucius taught brotherly love and the Golden Rule 

550 years before Jesus of Nazareth was born. He only 
gave the negation, "Do not unto others that which they 
would do unto you.”

Buddha taught brotherly love and charity. Savonarola 
taught In the latter time a more universal brotherhood. 

‘ Bruno, whom bigotry an<Tsuperstitlon burned at the 
«take, recognized a larger life, a larger spirituality, a 
larger and closer kinship to the Almighty, and all along 

• the way are the. wonderful spiritual powers unfolding 
themselves to the consciousness of man. When Socrates 
was questioned by his followers, who tried to dissuade 
him from the thought of death, he expressed himself us 
■overjoyed when thinking he would Boon be in a condition 
where he could ask questions that .would be Intelligently 
.answered, and when one asked him, "What shall we do 

r with your body when your soul has left it," he explained:
"I do not care what you do with my body, so long as you 

- do not think it is me.”
All the way through human history there has been a 

recognition of an external form, an external power, but 
have you remembered- for one moment how this force has 
pervaded the last century? Have you recognized the won
derful revelations that science has made? Have you re
membered that with every spiritual manifestation that 
has come to Jhe world, there has come what you call the 
unfolding of a natural low. or the presentation of a scien
tific unfolding that always has awakened not only the curi
osity. but the interest of practical men and women, and 
has always been met with a perception incident to ignor
ance.

When Franklin discovered the force by which he might 
harmonize the powers of heaven, and bring them to the 
use of men: when Mqree gave to the world the mechan- 

”lsm by which you could communicate from one locality to 
■another, your thought, your good will, your tidings of joy 
•or sorrow, vou remember there came right along, hand in 
hand with it. the tiny rap at Hydesville, using the same 
forces, recognizing the same laws, only upon a spiritual 
level, and they communicated from on high to men the 
message not of death, but of life; told the glad story of 
the continuity of Intellect, the continual development of 

, human intelligence, the preservation of every tfalt of char
acter which identifies you to-day unto yourself and to 

■■each other, and when these came to the world, they were 
> only joined hand to hand with the laws that inhere in this 

■universe, that belong to the world, to you. to the air you 
breathe: that belong to the earth beneath you, to the 
sky. to the planets, to the atmosphere, and to the scenery 
all'about you. The component parts of your body are not

«requires the' conditions of darkness, and .were not those 
conditions incident to investigation, there would never 
have been any geography of the heavens, and yet if a me
dium tells you he requires darkness to perfect any phase 
of manifestation, the cry of fraud peals out in the morn
ing and evening air. Incidental condltlons‘are as needful 
to the psychic world, as they are to the material world.

Why is it that the photographer needs the dark room 
to bring out the beauty of the photograph? Why is it 
that the spirit requires darkness to condense and concen
trate material by which to.make manifest to man? Be
cause the law Is God’s law, and man is subservient to the 
will of that law, whether he desires it or not.

Spiritualism has brought all these phenomena to the 
daily experience of the investigator.

When Professor Hudson came to America, the observer 
of psychic manifestations, he believed nothing; he was an 
agnostic, and boasted of it, yet there come to him the won
derful manifestation that enabled hlffi after years of expe
rience and observation, to declare: "I am convinced that 
spirits communicate with men; spirits of men who have 
.walked and-talked with us, who are now beyond the pale of 
material life, return and give the testimony of their con
scious presence.”
. What does this mean?

It means that an intelligent investigation brings the 
proofs for which the world is clamoring.

Men and women have mourned for those who have gone 
through the open door. Grief has widened many rifts, 
and left Its lines in many places. Why?" Because men 
and women were not sure where those who had passed 
away from the body were abiding. -They did not know 
that they were alive. They accepted all that Christianity 
could give, namely, that they had gone forward to a world 
from which no traveler returns. This was the 'comfort 
they received. Live righteously, and you shall go to them, 
but they cannot come to you; they are dead.

Will you tell me what in this world was ever dead? 
Was there ever anything that was dead? Let us look at 
what science tells us. If your father or mother, your 
friend or mine, should become ill. you call your physician, 
and notwithstanding the anaesthetics administered, when 
the knife was introduced into that body, there was a re
sponse. telling you that the spirit recognized the innova
tion of that instrument; but wait until the spirit is gone; 

. the surgeon comes, he separates bones; he separates the

One of the largest and most harmo
nious conventions eVer held by the 
State Spiritualist Association of Min
nesota, has just been concluded after 
three days of intently active and in
teresting business and social sessions. 
The reports show that the past years’ 
work has had the best 'net results, 
both in membership! and in actual 
work done; that the year’s experience 
of the workers was very plainly felt, 
and the great harmbny which existed 

i between the state officersund the local 
societies was an important factor in 
•the success of the work,„imbuing ev
eryone with confidence,' CO’urage, and 
with renewed energy Tor the labors of 
the ensuing year. > 1

The president’s report was compre
hensive, as was also the report of both 
treasurer and secretary, and contained 
many valuable suggestions as to the 
work that should be done to strength
en the organization everywhere; espe- 
clal stress was-laid upon missionary 
and lyceum work; and the need of or- 
gatdzlng young people’s societies was 
forcibly presented. Every suggestion 
made by President Maxwell met with 
ready approval on the part of the 
delegates and members, as is evinced 
by the fact that the committee on 
nresident’s reuort recommended the 
adoption of it as a whole, a recom
mendation that was followed to the 
letter, as the report of both, commit
tee on president s report, and report of 
President Maxwell, -.were - adopted 
without a dissenting voice.

A delightful feature of the conven
tion was the manner in which the vis
iting workers entered into the work, 
doing everything in their power to 
promote the harmony and progress 
thereof. Elizabeth Harlow of Colum
bus- Ohio, carried her audiences by. 
her personality and eloquence, as well

py possessor of one of the sweetest 
soprana voices in Minneapolis-.

Another feature which must not be 
omitted is the lyceum, which under 
the direction of Geo. W. Bush, gave a 
very interesting program Sunday af
ternoon. Bro. Bush is proving him
self very apt at teaching these little 
folk, and as a teacher is gifted with 
the faculty of establishing sympathy 
between himself and his pupils. He 
has courage and his heart is in the 
work,

One of the most important acts of 
the whole convention was the draft
ing of a new constitution and by-laws; 
the new constitution embodies the 
strongest features in the old, and some 
of the strongest features in some of 
the constitutions of neighboring 
siates; particularly the article cover
ing ordination in the Wisconsin State 
Association Constitution. Thus the 
new laws of this association become 
thoroughly up to date, and have been 
devised to harmonize as nearly as pos
sible with those of other similar or
ganizations.

The resolutions, too, were very

bereft of one element that belongs to the kingdom of na
ture.

Every element in philosophy or chemistry is embodied in 
your organism, and superior to all that embodiment is 
this wonderful potency of spirit that dominates the whole.

You consider yourself material. You look to the mind 
and think it is material. You consider the instrument 
through which music is brought to your consciousness as 
material. Have you ever stopped to think that every 
grain of sand, pvery globule of air. every drop of water, 
and every bit of precious metal, can all be reduced to 
spirit? Have you recognized the fact that there is noth-. 
ing that exists that is outside the realm of spirit?

The.musical instrument is the expression of spiritual 
thought, to live in the brain, thought ^nd consciousness, 
the music from that Instrument being formulated in spirit 
before it reached mankind through the hand of the musi
cian.

The artist who has transcribed upon canvas the .won-, 
derful imagery his spirit saw. felt and Khew the beauty 
that inhered his soul, and he recognized it as his own. He 
beheld in nature what the common observer did not see. 
His spirit was open to that realm out-of whlcfy he was 
■gleaning the beauty and harmony of color and form when 
he placed his thought, the spiritual manifestation of him
self. upon canvas', then you saw and heard a spiritual mes-

tissues, and there is no response, and you Bay. "He is 
dead.”

What has gone?
The thing th^t felt, that could not be silenced, has sim

ply moved out of the house, and moved into another one. 
But that body is not dead: it was never as active before: 
it never was as active as when dissolution clalfned it. 
Every particle of matter was in motion, and the law that 
resolved it to dust had begun its evecutlon.

•Spiritualism has answered the question, what went out 
of that body, and where is it? And the answer is. the 
soul of the man moved out of it. and he has gone into a 
larger life, but he has not taken the robe with him. The. 
door is closed against him. if by your bigotry, your super
stition or Ignorance, you have drawn the veil which hides 
him from your being.

Spiritualism tells the mother'where her child is: it tells 
the friend that the friend still lives, thinks, feels..loves and 
remembers all.

’ Spiritualism has come to tell you that out from the 
deeps of the earth you can derive elements that are such as 
can contribute to the well-being of man. It has come to 
formulate laws of life, by which the spirit is enabled to 
make better use of the physical organs of the body, hence 
it gives you a higher formula of healing.

The spirit tells you that everything Is amenable to the 
will of man: that there is no mystery, however divine, that 
Is,’not open to the penetrating life and sight of intelll-
gence. 
titled.

God has no mysteries to which man is not en- 
God has no divinity that does not Inhere in crea-

sage. It was just as real as the handwriting upon 'the
wall: just as real as the voice that spoke to Jesus: Justus 
real as the voice that Socrates heard: just as real as the 
voice which John listened to. and bowed to its behests: 
Just us real to that artist, whether It be for painting, mu
sic or creation in any form.

; The thought In the soulor brain, in the spirit of tho 
man or woman, xs simply the'utterance of that spirit to' 
your consciousness when that thought takes form or 

'shape. Thus, when the spirit world Inaugurated a method 
by wliich to communicate with men upon earth, it was not 

¡putside the realm .of nature s law. Many who uro not

atton. and that He does not embody in- the universe.
Where is He enthroned? > \
Here, everywfiere. He is in the leaf, in the blossom, in 

the tree, in the sky. and in the air: His universe is every
where, is full of His spirit, and you are the reflection of 
His life. ' '

But you tell me. there is a law more divine than this, 
that is beyondthls world. There is no law, however high 
it may be. that if you get a glimpse of Its existence, its re
flection is in your life, and you are conscious of its exist
ence. and therefore you can penetrate its mysteries, and 
make them your own. If there is a law to which you are 
not entitled, it has no value, to you. and you have done 
with it (

What more has Spiritualism accomplished?
I will tell you: It in fifty-eight years Modern Splrlt-

as by the logic and fores of her argu
ment: the-Splrltuallst and. investigator, 
alike vied with each in their expres
sion of approval of her work. She has 
so endeired herself to the people of 
Minnesota, that many are the re
quests that she be brought back.-

Laura G. Fixen 1b another whose 
genial manner and splendid thought 
won the hearts df the people; her lec- . 
tore on "Glad Tidings to All People 
was singularly touching, and was re
plete with points that were at .once' 
witty and logical. Mrs. Fixen grew in 
popularity with each hour of her 
stay, and her future visits to Minne
sota will be looked forward to with 
much pleasant anticipation.

Will J. Erwood. who is no stranger 
to Minnesota, having, been present at 
six out of the last seven conventions, 
was here, and as usual tried in all 
things possible to aid in the work of 
the convention, lending-his influence 
in the detail work, as well as the 
work of the platform. One thing 
done by this speaker was to forcibly 
present to the delegates and mem
bers. the need of holding-a! higher es
timate of Spiritualism: nhe insisted 
that "we were too cheap,;’, and were 
too easily satisfied with any kind of a 
place to meet in:- he urged’ that the 
state association beumote1 systematic 
in its advertising of speakers and 
workers sent out in ^he sjato- 
• The local workers should be ever 
kept in mind for this ■ splbndid work 
done by them: thejh'are each one the 
best in their particular,'-,-field, . and 
ad'ded much to the spccesSjOf the con- 
veiitlon: among those who took active 
part are Mrs. E. A. Sauer of St. Paul, 
Mrs. Mannewell-Courtnejyi MrB. Paul 
Beuhler. Mrs. Emnja .,Peake, Miss 
Alice Wickstrom. Mrs. Asa Talcott. 
Mrs. Francos Wheeler and1 Mrs. L. M. 
Lutz, also Mrs. S. Ml Lowfell and Mrs. 
Carrie Tr.von of Minneapolis. Much 
praise is due these ladies for their aid.

The music, under the direction of 
Maud Pratt Crane, was exceptionally 
good. The participants in the mu
sical program were MrB. Crane. Miss 
Kellar. Miss Miller, and Miss Lillian 
Swanson. J. A. Mozarra was the pre
siding genius of violin and pipe organ, 
and proved himself a muster of both.

The Thuradnv evening entertain
ment was in the hands of Prof. Fen
wick. Ed Hoctinger. Miss Ruth Wal
lenberg. MIbb Mamie Pease. Misu- An
nie Benson and Mrs. -Hufty. This was 
one of the best entertainments ever 
presented at -our receptions. MIbs 
Agnes Hallin was one of the stars of

strong, and show the detefniinatlon of 
the Spiritualists of this section to be 
up and doing for the good of the 
cause.
Report of Committee Oh Resolutions.

To the Officers and Delegates of the 
State Spiritualists Association of Min
nesota, in Convention Assembled:— 
Your committee, to wham was sub
mitted the work of preparing a series 
of resolutions for this convention, begs 
to submit the following:

Whereas. Modern Spiritualism has 
been before the world for more than 
half a century, and has proved Itself 
a most important factor in the prog
ress of humanity, and has won an 
honored place among the religious and 
scientific movements of the world, 
therefore be It

Resolved. That as we cannot de
pend upon the schools of the day to 
furnish education along the lines of 
Spiritualism, that we will endorse and' 
help to sustain the Morris Pratt Insti
tute. and other similar institutions of 
learning.

Resolved. That as mediumship is 
the gateway through which the real
ization of the continuity of life is 
brought to humanity we realize that 
the only way to have the best Is to fur
nish the best possible conditions, and 
we- therefore urge every society and 
•individual, to exercise the greatest 
care in the selection of time and 
place In which their spiritual gather
ings are held; and In the selection of 
Individuals who represent them as me
diators between the material and spir
itual phases of life: and to this end we 
recommend that the state association, 
through its officers, devise a system of 
reading especially suited to Investiga
tors and students, and to all who de
sire a more thorough understanding of 
the philosophy and phenomena of 
Spiritualism.

Resolved, That while we fully up
hold and commend all genuine spirit
ual phenomena, we are unalterably 
opposed to all.simulations and fraudu
lent practices, and that we pledge our
selves to use every legitimate means 
to rid the cause of these impostors, 
and will aid the law in the prosecution 
of the same; and we recommend that

pers, spread upon the minutes of this 
convention, and printed in the forth
coming constitution, copies of which 
shall be sent to secretaries of local 
auxiliaries, societies, and to personal 
members throughout the state.

Resolved, That as our future devel
opment as an organization depends on 
the proper instruction and education 
of the rising generation, we depre
cate the lack of systematic eiflort in 
providing the same, and we therefore 
urge the Spiritualists in every locality 
in Minnesota and elsewhere, to do ev
erything in their power to aid in the 
establishing of children’s lyceums for 
the purpose of supplying this great 
need.

Resolved, That our thanks are due 
and are hereby extended to the Spirit
ualist papers and to the dally papers of 
Minneapolis and St. Paul for courte
sies bestowed during the past year.

Resolved, That our thanks are due 
and are hereby extended to our ener
getic and efficient officers and trustees 
for their faithful work, and to all of 
those who have by voice and pen 
aided our cause.

Resolved, That our thanks are due
$nd are hereby extended, to 
workers of the twin cities, 
where in Minnesota, who 
their unselfish labors of the 
enabled our work to make

all of thè 
and else- 
bave by 
past year 
thè prog-

ress it has..
Respectfully submitted. Will J. Er- 

wood, chairman; Laura G. Fixen, Eliz
abeth Harlow, Rolla Stubbs, P. J. 
Samson, Committee on Resolutions.

All in al ■as a “red lettei
convention, and Minnesota is proud. 
The officers elected are as follows: J. 
S. Maxwell, president; J. P. Whitwell, 
fist vice-president: Rolla Stubbs, sec
ond vice-president: F. E. Irvine, sec
retary; H. Hegdahl, treasurer: G. W. 
Bush. Asa Talcott. P. J. Samson and 
C. P. Follett, trustees.

F. E. IRVINE. Sec’y. 
904 Hastings avenue. St. Paul. Minn.

local societies engage 
only as are endorsed 
board.

Resolved. That we

such workers 
by the state

endorse the ac-

The above is the aumoer of the pres
ent issue of The Progressive Thinker, 
as printed at the top of tho first page, 
right hand corner. If this number cor
responds with the figures ion your wrap
per, then the time you have paid for has 
expired, and you are requested to re
new your subscription. This number 
at the right hand corner of tne first 
'page is advanced each week, showing 
the number of Progressive Thinkers 
Issued up to date. Keep watch of tho 
number on the tag of your wrapper.

■ Notes From Oregon.
Io the Editor:—You as well as our 

other workers will be pleased to hear 
that in Oregon we are still alive. The 
state association celebrated its fourth 
annual convention Sept. 1 and 2 
with an all-day meeting: Saturday for 
business; three sessions at Mrs. Mal
lory’s parlors, our headquarters. Sun
day an all-day meeting with an elabo
rate program with public Installation 
of elected officers as follows: Presi
dent, H. W. Behnker; vice-president, 
E. deYoungh: treasurer, C. C. Affolt- 
er; secretary. Mrs. H. Haverion: trus
tees. Jennie Werner. Mrs. L. Benti- 
koffer. G. Trigg. Ludwig Larson and 
N. O. Goodwin: Rev. E. E. Coon and 
wife, state organizers and , missiona- 
aries; Rev. Sophia B. belp. chosen 
delegate to represent Oregon at the N. 
S. A. convention. October. 1906.

We have with us at present Brother 
and Sister W. D. Noyes, missionaries, 
beside a large corps of local workers.

We have chartered under the state 
association, societies in Pendleton. 
Cottage Grove. McMinnville. Ashland..

tion of the N. S. A. in revoking the 
charter of the Iowa State Association 
for engaging persons proved tq be im
postors. and we fully endorse Hon. W. 
A Willing of Northwood. Iowa, and 
wish him every success in hiè noble ef
fort to organize a neiy state associa
tion.

Resolved. That as we cannot bestow 
life, we have no right to take life 
with or without Jaw. and are unalter
ably opposed to capital punishment. 
We recommend that a copy of this 
resolution be sent to the different edu
cational and reform bodies of Minne
sota. with the request that they adopt 
It in their resolutions.

Resolved. That as two of our be
loved co-workers. Mrs. Frances Jones- 
and Mr. John R. Foster, have been 
called home to the higher life, we re
member their, valuable services with 
gratitude, and while we rejoice with 
them In their new-found liberty, we 
extend our hearty-sympathy to the so
cieties with which they were connect-
ed, and to the friends and relatives

South Portland and Ministers' 
Mediums' Protective Association.

and 
All

are in a fairly prosperous condition. 
The past five months, since filling the 
office of president. March 10. I have 
presided at three special meetings, and 
one regular meeting. W^ have done 
good work at all of our public meet
ings. We had five weeks with Bro. 
Slater: six days’ mass meeting, when 
we were honored by the presence of 
President H. D. Barrett. H. Moore and 
John Slater. The State Association, 
gave a public reception in honor of 
President Barrett and H. Moore, at 
our business headquarters. 193 Sixth 
street. The state board was the- re
cipient of an invitation to Ne*w Era 
Camp, where we attended in a body 
and enjoyed the spiritual feast waiting 
us; last, but not least, the extras at 
the table. Wq give but briefly some 
of our work since March 10. 1906.

Friends. I hope to meet you all 
the N. S. A. convention.

REV. SOPHIA B. SEIP.
Portland. Oregon.

at
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Deeds of Darkness Disclosed
This work devotes special attention 

to Auricular Confession and Its rela
tions to sacerdotal celibacy, convents, 
monasteries, morality and civil and re
ligious liberty. It is Intended to be an 
embodiment of facts and documentary 
evidence of the pernicious influence oi 
the confessional; a trenchant showing 
up of Romanism, based upon standard 
Catholic authorities; an eye-opener con
cerning the methods and spirit, the 
moral turpitude and evil works of Ro
manism. Cloth, 76 cents.

The Poetical and Prose Works - - JBY- -  
ELLA WHEELER WILCOX.

M”" ""'cox’s WOngs have been the 
inspiration of many young men and 
women Her hopeful practical, mas
terful views of life give the reader new 
courage in the very reading and are 
a wholesome spur to flagging effort. 
Words of truth so vital that they live 
in the reader s memory and cause him 
to think—to his own betterment and 
the lasting improvement of his own 
work in the world. In whatever line it 
Ues—flow from this talented woman's 
pen.

POEMS. OF PASSION.
By Ella Wheeler Wilcox.

Many thousands of this book have 
been lesued, showing the estimation in 
wnlch it is held. Presentation edition, 
with author s portrait. Price $1-

POEMS OF POWER.
By Ella Wheeler Wilcox.

New and revised edition, containing 
more flian one hundred new poems di* 
playing the author s fine taste, cultiva
tion and originally. With portrait. 
Price 11.

POEMS OF PLEASURE
By Ella Wheeler Wilcox.

This charming collection comprises 
many of the best poetic creations of the 
author. Embellished with portrait 
Presentation edition. Price 11.

'MAUpiNE AND OTHER POEMS.
By Elia Wheeler Wilcox.

An ideal poem about as truo and lov
able a woman as ever poet created. 
With portrait of author. Price |L

AROUND THE YEAR WITH'ELLA 
WHEELER WILCOX.

A birthday book compiled by Ella 
Giles Ruddy, from the poetical and 
prose writings of Ella Wheeler Wilcox. 
It epitomizes her inspiring optimistlo 
philosophy with an apposite quotation 
for each day in the year. With author’s 
portrait, and halftone illustrations 
prefacing each month. Cloth, price. $L

K'NGDOM OF LOVE AND OTHER 
POEMS.

By Ella Whetler Wilcox.
A magnificent collection of poems 

suitable for recitations and readings, 
true to the very best there is in human 
nature- Presentation edition, dark red 
doth. 11.

"Lite and Moral Axioms of Con
fucius.” is the title of a 62 page pam
phlet. which -contains many of the 
moral aphorisms and terseological- 
teachings of the sapient Chinese phil
osopher. who lived 561 years before- 
tho Christian Era; and whoso wise

"Longley’s Beautiful Songs,- A 
new edition comprising in one volume 
the four parts heretofore published, 
to which is added part five, also a 
number of the author s most popular 
songs, including "Only a Thin Veil Be
tween Us " and its -’Companion Piece.” 
Cloth, ideents. (Boards. 50 cents.

"A conspiracy Agamst the Republic.-- 
By Charles B. Waite.-A. M.. author of 
"History of tho- Christian Religion to 
the Year 200." otc. A condensed etate- 
ment of facts concerning the efforts of 
church leaders to get comrol of the gov
ernment. An important work. Paper, 
oc cents.

precepts have left a lasting impression 
upon all subsequent nations. - By ------  — • - t. .pric6 25ct8.who remain to mourn the loss of theirI Marcenus R. K. Wright.

physical presence. 'The Jesuits. By Rev, B, F
Resolved. That copies of these res-1 Austin. A. M.. B. D. -An excellent

this occasion. MlssHallln is the hap-' olutlons be sent to the spiritual pa- jiamphlat. Price. 16 cents,

hex '»»■C t •> a
A
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.—Pope.the soul.”
For information concerning the 

Progressive Lyceum, authorized Les
son Paper for the National Spiritual
ists Association, address -John W. 
Ring, Green Mountain Falls, Colorado.

Gem of Thougbt-r- ■
“All are parts ‘ ot one stupendous

whole, ■. ■■■■'.<■ . . - ■ ...
Whose body Nature is 'and Go(o)d

fWWfW&Y OF THÆ SPIRIT.

CONTRIBUTORS.—Each contributor i AS A GENERAL RULE, IN THIS 
is alone responsible for any assertions OFFICE WE PAY NO ATTENTION TO 
.........*------ --------------------- ¡ANONYMOUS COMMUNICATIONS.

SiYwm • -

Simday, SejpteBiW OS, £«93. “Matter 
Spirit,"

The Spiritualistic Field—Its Workers, Its Work, 
and General Progress, the World Over.

or statements he may make. The editor

_r ~ * *

An Exceptionally Interesting, Important New Book by Dr. J, M. Peebles
ft NEW GftTMSM

BY M M. MANOASARfAN,

allows this freedom of expression, be
lieving that the cause of truth can be 
best subserved thereby. Many of the 
Sentiments uttered in an article may >:e 
diametrically opposed to his belief, yet 
that is no reason why they should be 
suppressed; yet we wish it distinctly 
understood that our space Is inade
quate to publish everything that conies 

_ to band, however much we might desire, 
to do so. That must account for the 
non-appearance of YOUR article. ,

WRITE PLAINLY .—We would like 
to impress upon the minds of our corre
spondents that The Progressive Thinker 
Ib set up on a Linotype machine that 
must make speed equal to about four 
compoBHors. That means rapid work, 
and it is essential that all copy, to In
sure insertion )n the paper, all other re- 

■ quirements being favorable, should be 
written plainly with Ink on white 
paper, or with a typewriter, and only on 
one side of the paper. Please ¿ear thia । 
In mind. |

ITEMS,—Bear in mind that items for , 
the General Survey will in all cases be ] 
adjusted to tbe space we have to occu-, 
py, and in order to do that they will 
generally have to be abridged more or 
Jess; otherwise many items would be 
crowded out. Sometimes a thirty-line 
item is cut down to ten Unes, and ten 
lines to two lines, as occasion may re
quire.TAKE DUE NOTICE, that all items 
for this page must be accompanied by 
the full name and address of the writer. 
It will not do to say that Secretary or 
Correspondent writes bo and bo, with- 

- out giving the full nome and address of 
the writer. The items of those who do 
not comply with this request will be 
cast Into the waste basket

, KEEP COPIES ot your poems sent to 
this office, for (hey will not be returned 
It we have not space to use them.

THIS GENERAL SURVEY DEPART
MENT IS ONLY INTENDED TO । 
CHRONICLE THE ENGAGEMENTS I 
AND WORK OF SPEAKERS AND ME-1 
DIUMS. A REPORT OF WHAT THE 
VARIOUS SPEAKERS SAY WILL| 
NOT BE PUBLISHED, AS WE HAVE 
NOT SPACE SUFFICIENT FOR THAT 
PURPOSE.

Mrs. Georgia Gladys Cooley Writes 
from Indianapolis, Ind.: "I go from 
here to Rochester, N. Y., to assist in 
the dedication services of Brother 
Austin's church there,"

The Harmonial Society of Sturgis, 
.Mich., met Monday, Sept. 3, 1906, in 
the Free church and elected the fol
lowing persons to serve one year from 
Sept. 8, 1906: President, Thos. Collar;

. secretary, Mrs. Agnes McGowan; 
treasurer, Mrs. M. Gardner; executive 
committee: John Whitlock, Mrs. J. M. 
Barrows, H. C. Rawson, Mrs. C. Gll- 
hams, Mrs. Libbie Anderson; soliciting 
committee: Mrs. Thos. Sturgis, Miss 
Ann Baker, Miss Mary Kelley. The 
50th anniversary called the June 
meeting, will be held In the Free 
church, Sturgis, June 15 and 16, 1907. 
Remember the dates.

Mrs. Marguerite Miller writes from 
Rochester, Ind.: “I take pleasure in 
reporting two very interesting and 
successful seances, given by Chas. J. 
Barnes, Saturday and Sundqy nights, i 
in this city. Mr. Barnes is one of the ' 
veteran mediums who by hie honesty 
has brought many into the truths of 
spirit return. Many voices were 

. heard through the trumpet, convers
ing with their friends on this side ef 
the dividing line. He will return here 
in November and we expect a revival 
of Spiritualism in our city."

Correspondent writes: “The Sun
flower Club will have a tea on Septem
ber 25, from 2 to 5 p. m., In Lincoln 
Hall, Fraternity Building, 70 East 
Adams street. Mesdames H. M. Sears 
and J. A. Lamborn will preside. A 
full attendance of members is request
ed as several topics of interest will be 
discussed. The public is cordially In
vited.”

Emma L. Arbecam writes from Jer
sey City in regard to The Progressive 
Thinker: “The ‘Progressive Thinker Ib
proving itself the 'survival of 
fittest.’ ’’

Bogus Spiritualistic seances 
been again exposed and turned

THE NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE 
WRITER SHOULD ACCOMPANY ALL
MATTER, OF WHATEVER 
SENT TO THIS OFFICE.

KIND,

When writing for this paper 
Hee a pen or typewriter.

We go to press early Monday morn
ing, hence communications intended for 
that current Issue should reach, this 
office not later thaji the previous Satur
day morning. Bear this in mind.

ALWAYS GIVE YOUR’FULL NAME 
and address WHEN SENDING NO
TICES AND COMMUNICATIONS FOR 
PUBLICATION, OTHERWISE THEY 
WILL FIND THEIR WAY TO THE 
WASTE BASKET.

The Lake View Spiritual Union has 
again resumed the regular Sunday 
afternoon meetings, in Wells Hall. 
1629 N. Clark street, corner Fletcher 
street. Friends and- co-workers in 
the vineyard of truth are cordially in
vited to assist.

The First Spiritualist Church of. In
dianapolis, Ind,, has’ been closed for 
the past two years, but meetings have 
been resumed with Georgia Gladys 
Cooley as speaker and message bearer, 
who will serve the people during Sep
tember. Much interest Is being mani
fested in Mrs. Cooley’s work, with a 
noted increase in the attendance at 
each meeting, until the church was 
packed to the door, with all avalliable 
space utilized last Sunday evening.

S. Hartman writes: "The magnifi
cent and beautiful premium book, 
Gems of Thought, came duly to hand 
and I heartily thank you for It.”

Dr. and Mrs. Alex Caird are now lo
cated in their pleasant.office, No. 598 
West Monroe street, where they will 
be glad to .receive their friends.

Secretary writes: “The meetings at 
Arlington Hall have been raided twice 
by detectives and police. Dr. Beverly, 
the president, was brought into court 
by Mrs. Marvel Miller, but she testified 
she had ho dealings with him, and had' 
paid him no money, so the case was 
dismissed on her. own testimony. The 
Doctor will discontinue his meetings, 
and now devote himself to healing, he
being a licensed physician.

Mrs. Kirchner writes: "At 
Ing Sun Temple, Oakley and 
Boul., on Sunday afternoon,

the Ris- 
Jackson 
Sept. 9,

the

have 
into

ridicule, but the question constantly i 
recurs why .it is that after bo many ex-1 
posures they should still continue.] 
The reason must be that there are ' 
constancy occurring Spiritualistic phe
nomena which are genuine. The case I 
is similar to that of religious hypoe-1 
rlsy. If there were not something i 
real and of Immense value; in religion 
religious imposture would' not last a 
week. This does not prove that Spir
itualism is all truth, but only that it 
has a miraculous element which has 
not yet been disposed of.—Chicago 
Chronicle.

Eva L. Stewart writes: “On the 2nd 
of thlg month the Hyde Park Occult 
Society had a change in Its services, 
an ‘Experience Meeting.’ Man#' gave 
their first experience in Spiritualism 
wherein they were convinced of its 
truth. One young man .who had been 
a member of an orthodox church 
for a long time, wrote to the same that 
he had, changed his belief and wished 
to be released. The ladies took quite 
an active part. Mrs. E. Quckert gave 
fine messages. We had two suspicious 
looking strangers present. They got 
the straight goods in the messages 
given to them by Mrs. Guckert. The 
9th, the president, vice-president, 
financial secretary, corresponding sec
looking strangers present. They got 
trip; but we hear they had a large au
dience to hear Mr. Bloom. After his 
discourse, Mrs. Bloom gave messages, 
followed by Mrs. Guckert. On the. 
16th, Dr. J. H. ftandall speaks for us. 
On the 23rd Dr. Geo. E. McNeil will 
speak. Mrs. Guckert will give mes
sages. We expect to hold circles in 
the hall this .winter and the first one. 
will be on Thursday evening, the 20th. 
'A small fee of admission will be asked, 
but not so much as to keep any from 
coming. All will get messages at 
these circles. .Everyone .welcome."

J. H. Bassler, writes: "I derive a 
groat deal of gratification from your 
vigorous fight against bogus mediums, 
as well as tricky one, in The Progress
ive Thinker, every - new number of- 
which is a fresh surprise to me for the 
variety and interest of its contents. 
Long may you live to. guide Its desti
nies; and long may that prince of Spir-. 
ItuailBtlc writers, Hudson Tuttle, and 
the host of your other able contribu
tors remain to enlighten us, is my 
¡wish.”

ATTENTION, SPIRITUALISTS!

Maine Is Fairly Ablaze in-Promoting 
Our Cause.

The tenth annual convention sof the 
Maine State Association of Spiritual
ists will be held in Bangor, Maine, Oc
tober 5, 6 and 7, ip06. Mrs. Nettie 
Holt-Harding, Mark A. Barwise, Min
erva B. Barwise, and other well-known 
speakers and mediums will be pro
vided by the Spiritualists of Bangor. 
Reduced rates will be granted on the 
Maine Central Railroad. Every Spir
itualist in Maine should attend this 
convention. For further particulars 
address Mark A. Barwise, first vice- 
president State Association, R. F. D., 
No. 1, Bangor, Maine.

VIOLA A. B. RAND,
Canaan, Maine. Secretary,

we had a pleasant surprise for our au
dience by having Mrs. M. E. Cadwalla- 
der of Philadelphia with us. She took 
a deep interest in the lyceum work, 
and afterwards gave a soul-stirring 
talk which was appreciated by all 
present. Her knowledge of spiritual 
truths, gained from her extensive trav
els in this and in foreign countries, 
and her pleasant manner caused a 
large number - to congratulate her 
after the meeting. Mrs. Hlld gave 
some very convincing messages. We; 
were also favored by the presence of 
Dr. and Mrs. Alex Caird,- of Lynn, 
Mass., and Mrs. DeWolf Kizer. Mrs. 
Caird gave some beautiful messages, 
as well as did Mrs. C. Kirchner, all of 
which brought comfort to those who 
were seeking after truth. Our at-- 
tendance is increasing, owing to the 
popularity of our speakers and of the 
messages of prominent mediums. 
Now a word for Sister Elizabeth Har- 

| low, the faithful worker for our 
I cause. She will lecture again on
Friday evening, Sept 21, and she will 
also speak in the Temple on Sunday 
afternoon and evening, Sept. 23. This 
Ib the last chance of hearing this 
gifted lady orator, as she goes to Co
lumbus again to resume the pastorate 
of her church, so don’t fall to hear 
her.” ■ .

E. J. Bates writes: “Mrs. S. J. Len- 
ont, formerly of Seattle, Wash., has 
resumed active work at San Bernar
dino, Cal. She has received the en
dorsement of the.C. S. S. A., and is up
holding the dignity of her calling, by 
careful, conscientious work, both Ini 
private readings and upon the public 
rostrum." . -

Edward Chamberlain-writes from 
Dallas, Texas: “A new Spiritual so
ciety to be known as the Spiritualist 
Church of Dallas, was organized Aug. 
30, with Mtb. Alice Baker as pastor i 
and Edward Chamberlain, secretary | 
and treasurer. A charter is to be ob- I 
tained from the Texas State Assocla-' 
tion of Spiritualists." . . - , -i

Dr. G. B. Wamff lectured last Sun-1 
day at Rockford, Ill. d

S. .A. Huntington, secretary, writes 
favorably of the meetings at Malden, 
Mass. He speaks approvingly of Mrs. 
Alice M. Whall, the president; Mr. T. 
T. Wallace, Mrs. Carter, Mrs. Izetta B. 
Sears Hill of Boston and others, who 
have participated in the exercises: of 
the meetings. • The speaking and 
messages were all' of a high order, 
which Indicates that Spiritualism at 
that place is attracting a great deal 
of attention.

Convention. of the California State 
Spiritualist Association.

I promised to write a few lines to 
you concerning the eleventh annual 
convention of the State Spiritualist As
sociation, at Los’Angeles.

Not one jar of discontent or discord 
was apparent in the vast audiences 
that assembled at the Burbank Hall, 
Sept. 7, 8 and 9, and if that alone is 
an indication . that. Spiritualism 18 
growing less, it will not be understood 
so by the hundreds who could not gain 
admittance. Mr. Arthur 8. Howe; 
president of the state association, and 
Mrs. M. E. G. Howe, secretary of the 
association, are most efficient workers, 
and much is due to their untiring ef
forts. Prof. J, S. Loveland, J. L, 
Dryden, Rev. W. C. Bowman, Will C. 
Hodge and others ¿ave most eloquent 
addresses, as these giants of Intellect, 
can on all subjects.'

The musical program was carried 
out to perfection in every detail; the 
contralto exceptionally fine; every 
piece rendered seemed more and more 
charming—voices more gloriously 
sweet,

From first to last there was one 
grand success.

The messages were given through 
the best mediums in the spiritual 
field: Mrs. J. J. Whltnéy, Mrs. M.' E. 
G. Howe, Mrs. R. S. Cowell, Mrs. Alice 
Baldridge, Mrs. Lettie Allen and oth- 
eps. 'Mrs. Lettie Allen sang a solo in 
a rich, cultured voice, which seemed to 
come from the angel choir.

The.messages were all appreciated 
and most of them recognized. One 
from the guides of MrB. J. J. Whitney 
.was for myself, and divinely potent 
and soul-satisfying. These sweet 
words came floating to me:
“Love beyond the Orient meadows,

Floats the golden fringe of day, 
Heart to heart we’ll bide the shadows

T1IJ the mists have cleared away/!
Mrs. T. B. Taylor received a mes

sage from her husband, Dr. T. B. Tay
lor, whom so many will recollect as 
one of the indefatlgable_workers and'
writers in the cause, 
was beyond all cavil, 
these messages bring 
one are soothing and 
the anxious soul.

The message 
The happiness 

to the waiting 
peace laden to

The association of Los Angeles has 
purchased grounds at Edendale, Cal., 
for camp and other meetings, and is 
building cottages there fast. The 
grounds are beautifully laid out with" 
walks and eucalyptus trees, and other 
foliage and flowers. It is for the fu-
ture to decide if fifty thousand 
lars will be expended there, as 
now planned to make it the. 
charming place on the coast.
There are writings on the wall, 

Prophecies of What will be. .
I hear the voices rise and. fall

dol- 
it is 
most

Like echoes over the distant lea.
These things must come to pass;

Love and friendship, here must 
reign; -

Bigotry dissolve like grass .
Before the blast that sweeps _the 

plain. ' ,
Rose L. Bushnell DonnElly. .

Los Angeles, Cal.

AMENDMENTS FOR ACTION AT 
N. S. A. CONVENTION, 100«.

Unfinished Business of Convention of 
1005.—-First Amendment.

The Massachusetts State Spiritual
ists Association asks that N. S. A, Con- 
stitution.Art IX, be amended to read 
as follows: .

“The .annual meeting of this-associ
ation shall be held at Washington, D, 
C„ every second year, beginning 1907, 
the place of meeting in the alternate 
year to be voted upon in the conven
tion held In Washington, D. C.” 
Signed: Geo. A. Fuller, James B. 
Hatch, J. Q. A. Whittemore, Hebron
Llbbey, Carrie L. Hatch, Carrie 
Loring, 'Simeon Butterfield, Susie 
Clark, ofilcers of Massachusetts 
S. A.

F. 
C.
s.

, Mass-Meeting at Greenwich, Mass.
The Massachusetts State Associa

tion will hold a mass meeting in the 
Spiritual Church at Greenwich, Mass., 
on Tuesday, September 25, afternoon 
and evening. Good talent has been 
engaged and it is hoped that, all Spir
itualists will attend. -The meeting 
will be free.-. •

' CARRIE L. HATCH, Sec’y.

Second Amendment.
Mrs. M. E. Cadwallader, of Phila

delphia, Pa., filed the following • at 
1905 convention:

“Amend Constitution, Art. IX., as
follows: “The annual convention of

The

AN IMPORTANT WORK,

N. S. A. Ritual for Spiritual 
- Services. .

The N. S. A. Ritual for . Spiritual 
Services,' well printed and neatly 
bound in Leatherette, is now in print 
and for sale at-the N. S. Ar office, 600 
Pennsylvania avenue S; E., Washing
ton, D. C. . Twenty cents per copy, 
postpaid; two dollars per dozen. Ad-
dress MARY T. LONGLEY, 

Secretary.

“The Present Age ana Finer Life; 
Ancient and Modern Mysteries Classi- 
fled and Explained.” -By Andrew Jack- 
son Davis. We have a few copies of 
this work by the celebrated seer. Cloth, 
$1.10.

“Xalmagean Inanities, incongruities, 
Inconsistencies and Blasphemies; a Re
view of Rev. T. DeWitt and Rev. Frank 
DeWitt Talmage's oft-repeated attacks 
upon 'Spiritualism.” By Moses HulL 
Price,10 «entB<

, “Death Defeated; or -thePsychlc Se
cret of How to. Keep Young," By J. M. 
Peebles, M> D., M. A, Pit D. Price $1

this association shall be held in. the 
City of Washington, D. C., on the third 
Tuesday in October, and at such'other 
time or other place as this association 
may determine at any annual conven
tion, with the provision that every 

■third year the convention, shall meet 
in Washington, D. C.”

New Business
The First Association of Spiritual

ists of Washington, D. C., proposes to 
amend the Constitution of the Na
tional Spiritualists as- follows: . “In 
Art. HL, strike out the words, . ‘Two 
inches in diameter.' ” By the official 
board, ilrs. H. D. Morgan, secretary.

Note.—As the N. S. A.^Board has 
ordered a small seal for use-at con
ventions, to be easily moved from 
place to place, the amendment on size 
of Beal—Art. III. of . Constitution— 
seems to be necessary. <
Amendment Proposed by the First 

Spiritualist Religious Association of 
Clackamas County, Oregon.
That the officers of the National 

Spiritualists’ Association shall con
sist of a president, vice-president, sec
retary,and treasurer, who shall be 
trustees, and with five others, consti
tute a board of trustees, who shall have 
charge of the business affairs of the 
association, and shall be ■ chosen by 
written ballot by the duly-accredited 
'delegates at the regular annual con
vention.

Beginning with- the convention of

; Few, if any, really intelligent persons in the church or , 
out of it, .ddny, after thig nearly sixty years’ reign ot spir
itual phenomena,11'with the appendix, psychical research 
society, the'iaet-^|he well-authenticated fact of a present 
conscious intercourse between the world seen and unseen. j

Blind Tota is a musician and nothing else; a man may । 
be a mathematician and nothing else, on astronomer and 
nothing els^ or at least know nothing of phrenology, psy
chology, psy^flometry, telepathic transference, etc. These, 
are not, in the broad, telescopic sense of the phrùse, "really 
Intelligent persons.”

Spiritualism is a settled fact—not u new fact, but a fact 
better understood than the necromancy of Babylon, the 
seership of Israel* or the witchcraft of Salem. ’ But other' 
questions of deep and far-reachirig import relating to Spir
itualism rise up on the horizon of thought, demanding 
consideration, and if possible rational and satisfactory an- 
Bwers? This book of the Doctor’s grapples .with sòme of 
them, such as: / .

I.—The origin of the human spirit. Are spirits and 
bouIb the same?

II.—Of what is the spirit In the human organism con- 
Btituted?

III.—Where In the human body is it located—the brain 
or Bolar plexus? -

IV-—What was the origin of this human spirit?
V.—What is the form and shape of the conscious im

mortal spirit?
VI.—Did It pre-exist before the foetal sperm-point in 

generation? ; .
VII.—Did it grow up out of the.non-reasoning physical 

matter of the body? . ,
VIII.—When and how did the spirit become connected 

with the human?
IX.—Are spirit and soul synonyms, and should they 

ever be used interchangeably?
X.—Is the conscious spirit an aggregate of elements 

and the subject of final disintegration and dissolution?
XI.—Can—'does the inmost spirit Bin?- ’
XII—Can it Ipave the body lor specified purposes, trav

erse the spaces, and return into it again?
XIII.—^Gan it pass into and live in another human body 

for a time?
XIV.—Now that obsession by diakka, earth-bound spir

its are almost universally admitted—are the obsessing 
influences human; spirits, or thè spjirlts of. the elements 
as the Gathas, of Zoroaster taught and Theosophlsts still 
teach? ' ' /

XV.—What Js meant by Internal obsessions? and do 
these entities pass into muscle, sinew, nerve, brain, etc.?

XVI —-Do pre-exlBtlng, Incarnated spirits remember 
their exlstinee in the refined ether regions? ’ ' •

XVII.—Both sides of; reincarnation calmly considered. 
Celsus' dialogue'oh the sale of the godè.

fxVIIL-—Is th^reincamatlqn or. the re-ejnbodlment of 
spirits a matter of choice or fate? ..

XIX.—Doisplrlts in the higher realms of existence find 
their harmonial mates? (This not an unimportant ques
tion, since thje d'^y’s published account, speaking of Jhe 
"divorce grinding,’’ states "that , between .20,000 and 
30,000 weré legally separated during the last twenty, or 
more years In Philadelphia.”

XX.—Whgt logically considered is to be the ultimate 
destiny of the conscious spirit—Nirvana, unfoldment in । 
manifestation,'or ' annihilation ?

Here are a few quotations from the pages of this book:
."Many of,the most enlightened-minds of all .ages and 

countries have taught that man’s conscious self-hood is । 
'as much a matter of the past as it is to be of the.future. 
The proof oi pre-etelstence rests more upon.axioms,'intui- 

„tlosq,. spiritual: cognitions, dlrecj. revelations from, angels.

and exalted spirits, prophets and poets and the seers of the 
agqs, than upon evidence directed to or proceeding from 
the perceptive senses, or to the didactic faculty" (page 

174). . ■
“This grand universe of which our planet forms a very 

small portion, is not an orphan, not a dice throw, not a 
helter-sekelter chance universe that somehow got itself 
into existence without plan or purpose. It is a universe ot 
law and order—I repeat, of law and order, else no astron
omer could foretell to the day and the hour for centuries 
ahead, the coming of an eclipse” (page 43).

“Can you see—can you describe this unclothed human 
spirit?

“I ¿annot. The most that I can say is that it looks like 
a fiery diamond—a brilliant point of dazzling brightness 
shining through a very ethereal white film, and connected 

' in some way (sympathetically and vibratorfally) with the 
sensitive that I am now using. And I am sure that all

I life, all energy, all thought, centers in spirit" (page 45).
“Stating nothing right here of the menace to physical 

health, nor to the malignant agencies that may be hidden 
In microscopic bacteria—these wandering germinal epti- 
ties, the central force of whjch is spirit, may it not be con
cluded that chance, or will-impelled vibrations may be the j 
chariots by .which they are borne into the auras, the blood 
corpuscles and the convolutions of the brain, producing 
the most deleterious effects upon the subject physically, 
mentally and morally. The clairvoyant eye . perceives 
these effects and unfleshed intelligences pronounce them j 
positive realities’,’ (page 52).

“The Ego is pure. The inmost spirit does not sin. 
Vices come through the angularities ¿nd the imperfec
tions of the soul-body, which though etheric is partlcled 
and out of harmony with the pulsations of the.dethroned 
spirit. And so all are imperfect, because:, dwelling In 
such functioning on this material plane of being; and all, 
likewise, are artists, painting on invisible canvas; all are
sculptors, chiseling on Invisible marble; all are writers, 
writing books on the invisible ether. All
ideals—lofty Ideals unattained.

"Nature is a unity. History proceeds

have their

cycles.
in regular

There are transitional points, ' but no broken
Units—no aimless causes. The dew leaves Its effect upon 
the plant. The dashing stream writes its history on the 
mountain-side, the fossil in the rock” (pages 143-146).

"Spirit, In the fellowship of love, is the great, the mighty 
word of the twentieth century, because it overarches, un
derlies, Infills, unifies and spiritually uplifts. It draws no 
Unes of caste; knows no sacerdotalism,seeks the good along 
every pathway, stands for the unprejudiced Investigations 
of all subjects, all forms of thought, all genuine phenom
ena, all human experiences, and accepts all truths that can 
be verified. Eminently eclectic, it excludes, condemns, no 
ope realizing that the most beautiful painting has a 
shaded background, that the minor chords help to swell 
and Intensify the melody; and that from the darkest prai
rie soils the finest corn springs up and ripens under au
tumn’s suns” (page 170);

“The star of progress is in the ascendant In this and in 
all worlds; and touching the great hereafter it will be 
considered and said sooner or later, as friend after 
friend departs, “Gone, gone (in appearance only) to join

“The choir invisible
Of those Immortal dead who live again 
In minds made better by their presence.” 

(Pages 194-195).
This book will surely be out of the'press in ten days, 

printed on fine cream-colored paper and elegantly bound 
in cloth. Price 75 cents, postage 10 cents. For sale at 
the office of The Progressive Thinker. ..

1906, the officers of the Association 
shall -be chosen for the following 
terms; The vice-president and one 
trustee for one year; the secretary 
and one trustee for two years; the 
treasurer and one trustee tor three' 
years, and two trustees for four years. 
The president shall be elected annu
ally, but at the termination of the’re
spective periods of offices of the other 
members of the board the terms of of
fice shall be for four years. G. C; 
Love, president; Lidie L. Irwin, secre
tary. [Seal.] '

FOR OLD ACQUAINTANCE’ SAKE.

Beloved friends, we gather here
For old acquaintance’ sake;

To pledge with many a smile and tear, 
The ties that cannot break.

For love of vanished hours, to-day 
We make this vow so true:

Though time shall bring whate'er it

A

PASSED TO SPIRIT LIFE.

(Obituaries to the extent of ten lines 
only.will.be inserted free. All in excess 
of ten lines .will be charged at -the rate 
of fifteen cents per line. About seven 

• words,constitute one line.] ■- -

Mr. Evans Jones' passed to the 
Great Beyond-from his home in In
dianapolis, Ind., Sunday, September 
9, at the ripe old age of 80 years: 
Mr.'Evans was an old soldier, having 
served in the Mexican war. His 
remains were laid to rest in the old 
soldier plot at Crown Hill cemetery. 
He had been a Spiritualist i^r over 
fifty years; and never lost an opportu
nity to use his influence in behalf of 
the grandest truth that has - eyer 
blessed mankind. Services were con
ducted by Georgia Gladys Cooley. ■

COR.

I ■ hereby perform the painful task 
of writing you the obituary of my dear- 
soul companion for sixty-one years; 
her age 87. She passed.over at 8 
o’clock on the 7th Inst., after an ill
ness of two years. She has been a 
subscriber of your much-loved paper 
for the last eight or ten years. She 
has been a pronounced Spiritualist for 
over 45 years. I as one of your read
ers appreciate_ The_ Progressive
Thinker. CHAS. E. DEWEY.

WHEN MY SHIP RETURNS.

Far o’er the deep'sea there signals 
: ■ " me '

to

From the- blue-^aves. mingled with 
: gray, ... . .,a.

Where comes Into.view my ship and 
her creiy, ov... . •

In a drea mot silvery spray,
Where my t^miBurf 

my friends cm 
- ’Neath a sky oi

were stored with

cloudless blue,
In the springtime^ir, .when the world 

was fair/' ■ -
And heartsiwei'd warm'and true. '

Far out on (Jje sea? my fair ship I see
Sailing for Love’s sunny bay, ’- .

And the treaspresy-it holds ’neath Its 
. * white silken folds

Fond memory wi.ll keep alway, 
For my ship holds the past of pain and

Joy,
Of star-hopes tliat rise and set, 

’Neath the shadows of night lost to 
outward sight

With many a heart regret. .
My ship is steering and silently near-

■ ing:
God’s infinite Port we do not see, 

Where no longer tossed, in aorrow- 
waves lost;

But moored in the Yet-to-Bo.
On that mystical isle the loved ones 

smile
In -the light.qf.immortal youth;

They will greet me ere long freed from
I sorrow and wrong, -
And teach me-,the lessons or truth. 

. BISHOP A. BEALS.
. Summerland, CaL

may,
The old outshines the new.

friendship—leal has ne’er 
bought

Nor on the market sold;

been

For. bonds like these are heaven-
- wrought—

Their worth is not in gold.
Though other scenes allure away. 

With , pleasures-for a time,
When sorrow comes we wander back 

To days of Old Lang Syne.
Like stars through' drifting/ clouds 

they shine.
With strong, immortal rays;

The glory of their love divine 
... Leads on through darkest ways.
May blessings free and full and fine 

Be yours In life to share,
In memory' of Old Lang Syne,—

Is all my loving prayer.
F; A. BOISE.

Los Angeles, Cal.

Offers an Explanation.
The progressive thinkers are those- 

that will not. allow themselves to be 
hypnotized by mortal or spirit, but 
cultivate and unfold their own - Indi
viduality, as'has Brother R. A. Dague, 
of Spokane, Wash., who asks for proof 
tit reincarnation. The writer of The 
Light .of Egypt says: ■: “The reader 
must bear in mind that the doctrine of 
human reincarnation is not’"strictly 
speaking a doctrine of occultism. ■ It 
is a theological doctrine of., oriental 
sacerdotal system, formulated by the 
priesthood, either to conceal the real 
truth or to account for what they

the subject, unfold your own spiritual 
light, which is the only.true guide to 
all human beings^ on all planes of life, 
for that light can’t be hypnotized, for 
Its God or spirit made manifest In the 
flesh, the revealer of all falsehood as 
well as the truth.
The god that enlightens the heaven 

within,
The light that reveals the workings of 

sin,
For out of the words called Good and

Evil
Has been manufactured a God and

Devil. A. C. DOANE.
a

MARY ANN CAREW, 
Wife, Mother, Spirit and Angel.

By Carlyle Petersilea.
This most beautiful Story of the ex

periences of a young wife and 
mother taken from her home ori"barti\ 
to her home in the spirit .world, is told 
In such a realistic way, that one is 
carried away with the sweet beauty 
and naturalness of it. It makes the 
other world appear very near to us. 
This book has been a great comfort to 
many weary hearts who have lost 
mother, wife or babies. Price, neatly 
bound In cloth, SI.

“Right. Generation the Key to the 
Kingdom of Heaven on Earth.” By Dr. 
M. E Conger. An appeal to reason and 
man’s highest aspirations. A plea for 
justice and equality in all the relations 
of life ^between men and women. 
Leatherette, 40 cents.

-’‘Child’ Culture, According to the 
Laws of Physiological Psychology and 
Metftal Suggestion.” By Newton N. 
Riddell. A most excellent work for all 
who have the care or training of chil
dren. Price, 65 cents.

“Mediumship and Its Development, 
and How to Mesmerize :o Assist Devel
opment." By WVH. Bach. Especially 
useful to learners who seek to know 
and utilize the laws of mediumship and

themselves could not comprehend. j ZD UC1AU3
Whoever wants higher authority on 60 cents.

development, and avoid errors. Price, 
25 cents. “Big Bible Stories,’’ cloth,

Two Excellent Spiritual Books
From the Pen of the Gifted Inspirational Author, 

CARLYLE PETERSILEA. .
■ These books from the pen of the no ted musician, medium and- author. 

Carlyle Petersilea, whose writings -have been read and. prized.- by thpus- mK readers of The Progressive . Thinker, will assuredly be ;enJoyed by 
aH Who r^d them.. They are intense ly. spiritual and .of absorbing, interest 
from beginning to end. ,-

06EANIDES
A Psychical Novel.—Price . 

Cover, 50 Cents.
This great novel is written 

distinct purpose, to set forth

Paper,

with a 
certain

phases ot spirit life and experience, 
as related to the gifted and inspired 
author. - The question of soul-mates, 
or of the united male and female con
stituting the completed ego or angel, 
Is advanced as a vital truth of-spirit 
experience in the higher realms. The 
.work radiates a-good spiritual .influ
ence, and is very interesting.

It Is a spiritual book for. Spiritual- 
Sets, and Intorestlag for everyone.

MARY ftNNE 6AREW
Wife,- Mother, Spirit, Angel.—Neat 

Cloth Cover, Price $1.00..
This great work relates the experi

ences; of a young wife find mother, 
early called to the portals of . death. 
It is very realistic, and the narrative 
is charmingly natural, and beautiful 
in its tone of sweetness. It brings 
that other world very near to ub; the 
comfort it brings to those bereaved 
ot the dear ones of the home and fam
ily, is beyond one’s power, to describe. 
All readers will be charmed with, it 
as well as spirHuady aided and hj>- 
Mfted.

1

Fourth Edition-Six Additional Oh«o« 
ters—200 Pages, Bopnd in Cloth, 
$1.00.—Containing Likeness of thq 
Author. ss

¡j "A New Catechism” has enjoyed a. 
remarkable Bale both in America and 
England. George Jacob Holyoake, 
in nis introduction to the English edi
tion of “A New Catechism," saya:

"A New Catechism” Ib the boldest, 
the brightest, the most varied and in
forming of any work of the kind ex
tant. The principal fields of human 
knowledge, which the churches have 
fenced round with supernatural ter
rors, the Catechism breaks into, cher
ishing wflat is fair and showing what 
is deformed. The notes, of .which 
there are many, both ancient and con
temporary, are as striking as the 
text. The book Ib a cyclopedia ot 
theology and reason in a nutshell.

Other Excellent Publications
BY M. M. MANGA8ARIAN.

HOW THE BIBLE WAS INVENTED.

A New Lecture^—Price, 10 cents.
This little pamphlet should be 

placed in the hands of every American 
citizen. The attention of preachers, 
theological students, and all church 
members should be called to the won
derful story of the Invention of the 
Holy Bible; which this lecture tells. .

See that at least one orthodox 
neighbor ot yours reads this lecture. ,

“-MORALITY WITHOUT A~ GOIÎ“
With letter to Right Reverend r 

Bishop Ahderson, of Chicago. Price, 
10 cents.

JESUS CHRIST A MYTH. " ?

A New Book.—Price 25 Cents.
This book examines the evidence tor 

the historical existence ot Jesus, and 
finds it quite insufficient to prove that 
such a man as Jesus ever lived. It Is 
a most important contribution to 
Modern Thought. It is prefaced by 
a letter to the Christian Clergy, and 
concluded by an answer to an editori
al In one of the Chicago morning pa
pers, attacking Mr. Mangasarlan's po
sition. Send your orders at once, as 
the first edition will Boon be exhaust-
ed.

-Prof. Lockwood’s Books,
Store your mind with the great but 

demonstrative truths found in consec
utive order only in thesfe writings.

Prof. Lockwood is the only writer, 
thinker and lecturer in this country 
who affirms that the evolution of the 
soul of man is in strict accord and 
agreement with the evolution of the 
soul of nature; and that the only proof 
of Immortality inheres in an analysis ot 
nature's fundamental principles and 
the co-relatlon of cosmic elements and 
energies.

These great truths are explained and 
demonstrated from the plane of the 
Spiritual Philosophy founded on Nature 
Itself.

The Molecular Hypothesis of Nature 
and Its Relation to the Philosophy of 
Spiritualism. A scientific demonstra
tion of the invisible principles and at
tributes of nature and Modern Spirit
ualism. A mint of scientific truths as 
the basis of Its phenomena. Price 25 
cents.

The infidelity of Eccles|astlclsm—A 
Menace to the American Civilization. 
The entire hierarchy of Ecclesiasticista 
arraigned as infidels for subverting the 
scientific demonstrations of universi
ties and colleges, by substituting the 
immoral phantoms of the Mosaic Hy
pothesis. It is a hot shot. Price 25 
cents.

(

Historical, Logical and Philosophical 
Objections to the Dogmas of Reincar
nation and Re-Embodiment. A concise 
and masterly review of the historical 
origin of Reincarnation as an ancient 
dogma. Its illogical claims and incon
sistent assumptions. Its glaring de
fects and dogmas dissected. Price 25 - 
cents.

The Spiritualism of Nature. Mod
ern Spiritualism has its basic truths in 
nature, and is proven not by the bible 
or any sacred cosmogony, but by an an
alysis of nature’s self-existent princi
ples. Price 15 cents.

Continuity of Life a Cosmic Truth. 
The greatest book, and the greatest 
truth of any age; a book of 212 pages 
with several telling scientific Illustra
tions. Continuity of life and the asso
ciation of spirit realms demonstrated to 
be in scientific accord with principles 
of the Co-relation of Force, and the 
Conservation of Energy. The greatest 
book ever written in the defence and 
support of Spiritualism. Price ?1. I

The Relation Science Holds to Natu
ral Philosophy and Its Conflict with
Every Phase of Religion. In this essay 
the author shows that science is not a
thing—a corporation or individual, but 
a process of inductive and deductive I 
reasoning. Its acceptance means the 
death of Theurgical religions. Price 
15 cents.

All of Prof. Lockwood’s publications 
are on bale at The Progressive Thinker 
office, Chicago, Ill.,- and at the rostrum 
when he lectures. These treatises con
tain the wealth of a vast historical and 
scientific research.

THE SOUL OF THINGS: , 
Or Psychometric Researches and Discoveries? 
By wm* and Elizabeth M. F. Denton. A mar
velous work. Though concise as a text book it 
Is as fascinating as a work of Action. The 
reader will be amazed to see the curious facts 
here combined in support ot this power ot the 
human mind, which will resolve a thousand 
doubts and difficulties, make geology plain as 
day, and throw light on all subjects now ob
scured by time. Price. 81.50. lu three volumes, 
doth bound. 81.50 each. Postage, 10c per copy.

PR0GRE8SI0N
The evolution of Man. By Michael Faraday.
Price. 15c. J

ROMANISM lea pamphlol of 80pogos,hi 
TPYPAQlPh roply Prof' DavW Swing, 
JJjAX V0JW prleat Cashman and Dr. With
row, and Is principally In defense of Protestant» 
lam. A concise Dttlo pamphlet. Price 16 cent* j

ORIGIN OF LIFB -
and How tho Spirit Body Grow*. .By M. IThndty; । 
Price. 10c. ForealoattbUoffica .

(OfflON SENSE
lot, addressed to the -Inhabitants of America in 
1778, with explanatory notice by an English 
author. Panor. 15 cents.. .

Discovery of a lost Trail
BY CHARLES 8. NEWCOMB, .

Author of’'All's Right with tho World." Cloth 370 
pagoa. Ur. Newcomb made a distinct bucogbs with 
r,AU's Right with tho World." which continues lu tha 
front rank of the Mctspbyulcal books that are now eq 
popular. Tbogrcat number who hnvo jeen cheered 
and strengthened by him will welcome Another bools 
by th>s wise teacher whose words of kelp aro doing M 
much to nake the world better by msklocrmenaBfl 
women better able jto understand and enjoy it. . . .

“Discovery of a Lost Trail" 
ba sltnpla Hudj of that «trnnio and beautiful thins 
aallod life, but grand In Its acbolnrly ahnpllolty. It 
will be la demand br many who have not prorioulv

only.will.be
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Address him at Berlin Heights, Ohio,

NOTE—-The Questions and Answers 
have called forth such a best ot » 
nporitents, that to give all equal hear
ing'compels the answers to'be made 

.the1 most condensed form, and often 
Clearness is perhaps sacrificed to this 
forced brevity. Proofs have to be omit
ted, and the style becomes thereby as
sertive, which of all things is to be dep
recated. Correspondents often weary 
with waiting for the appearance ot 
their questions and write letters of » • 
quiry. The supply of matter is alway 
several weeks ahead of the space gw , 
and lienee there Is unavoidable de y- 
Every one has to watt his tijus 

■ place, and all are treated with equ
favor.

NOTICE.—No attention will be given 
I anonymous letters. Full name ana a 

¡dress must be given, or tbe letters w 
( not bp read. It the request be maue, 
i the name will not .be published, it 

correspondence ot this department ue 
become excessively large, especially > ■ 
ters of Inquiry requesting private am. 
swers, and while I freely give w»«; 
ever .information I am able, the ora■ 
»ary Courtesy of correspondents s ex
pected. hudsontutile-

N. S. Franklin: N. S. Franklin: Q. 
How can the great problem of destiny 
he solved.

A. The difficulty, perplexity and 
ambiguity, which has involved this 
subject has all originated by making 
the interference of a personal God a 
prl,me factor in the equation, rne 
computation has been made with the 
use of an unknown term with un-
known powers.

A problem thus stated cannot ue 
resolved. In fact, it is not a problem 
but a speculation with no assurance of 
(correctness, or capability of demon
stration. If we are to study the sub
ject with a hope of getting at the 
truth, these old ideas must be can
celed, even effaced, and the history of 
man’s development as contained in bi
ology and paleontology read from its 
beginning to the evolution of man. In 
this light, man’s destiny is an immor-;

meam regere, and ignorantian In- 
struere?. We have the talk About fla- 
gltlafwtfrentur, used in an obscure 

. sense, ¿nd Sacramento In the Catholic 
sense, and the like. Pliny was not a 
Catholic, neither, he a man to em
ploy expressions he’ ■ did not under- , 
stand;’ Bo long used as an evidence of 
Christianity^the letter in fact is one of 
the most glaring and impudent fabri
cations jn. t^p,Jopg series used to bol
ster tfi ¿"popular faith.’’

Dr. Browri might make his criticism 
even more severe than when he says: 
Several other learned writers have ex- 
presse^themselves,.equally forcible as 
to the genuineness of both Tacitus and 
Plihy." ’Suetorius is’one of the fictions 
in the annals while Sulpiclus Severus 
was a Benedictine monk who forged 
•the Historic Sayla to excite hatred 
against the Jews, bearing fruit to this 
day in Russia.”

When Christianity became domi
nant, Its force was .spent In the de- 
structiQA of the works of art and 
books of the pagan world. : This be
came a mania, and it is a wonder that 
aline escaped. The remnant pre- 1 
served in Spain was burned on the 
public square of Grenada by Ximines, 
—80,000 priceless volumes. Few of 
these were in duplicate. Printing had 
not then multiplied the author’s man
uscript Into thousands. Often it was 
the only one. Its destruction, there
fore, was absolute and irretrievably 
lost. •

After this age of destruction, afteo 
all evidences had been removed, came 
the harvest time for. the manufacture 
of the forgeries which h'ave played 
such important part in the history of 
Chrstianity. It is asked: Why, if the 
books of the New Testament, the 
works of the church fathers on which" 
so much stress'is laid; were written in 
the first centuries, were they not com
posed in the classic Latin spoken at 
that time, instead of , the barbarous 
Latin of the cloister, fifteen hundred 
years later? '

Prof. Johnson has answered that 
question. Dr. Brown has answered It, 
and In any other field of criticism 
their reply would be taken as final. , 

, Outside the New Testament, there is 
■ no recognition of the apostles by “pro

fane” history.

tai future.
. Individually destiny may be taken 

as having the meaning of fate. It Is 
contended that each and every one Is 
driven onward, as balls are sent by 
■the blows of the players. Everything 
is predetermined by causes, and man 
cannot do otherwise than move with 
the impelling forces.

But it must be taken Into considera
tion that man himself Is a culmination 
of causes and effects, and has the 
power to react on the environing con
ditions. In the degree of this power 
he can resist, and becomes in this nar
row sphere an independent free agent. 
He may be a creature of destiny, but 
ho may be superior to environment, 
and the strongest force actuating him 
spring from himself.

This question has been discussed 
several times In this department, and 
hence-only an outline of -the reply is 
here; given.

* C. J. McC.: Q. Is the report of 
the, death of Mary Baker Eddy true?

’ Who will take her place when she 
: -dies?
- A Iler devotees report Mother 

’• Eddy as enjoying a ripe old age. She 
has made more money probably than 
any other religious leader since the 
world began, and ought to have the 
privilege of enjoying the “bib and 
tucker” it brings. She kno^s well 
how to spend money to get enjoyment 
out; of it. When she dies her death 
will' not be hastily reported. Her 
place will be supplied by an ideal, Mrs. 
Eddy apotheosized! No apostle can 

i hope to succeed to her high estate, 
and marvelous hypnotic power- over 
her subjects.

IMPORTANT WORK.

A SNORT SERMON HASLETT DARK CAMP. 1 THE PRESENT SITUATION.

On the Wicked and Blasphemous 
Doctrine oí Original Sin.

Jesus answered and said unto him, 
verily, verily I say unto thee except a 
man be born again he cannot see the 
kingdom of God.. (John 3:3).

Verily, verily, I say .unto,thee ex
cept a man' be born of water and of 
the -spirit lie cannot’ enter into the 
kingdom of God. (John 3:5),

The above quotations presuppose 
that man is wicked from his birth, and 
must be cleansed with water or bap
tized with water before he can enter 
Into the kingdom of God, or go to 
heaven when he dies; that if h,e should 
die in his infancy without baptism he 
would go to hell, and be tortured for 
ever and ever in a Are of burning 
brimstone.

That is in substance, the doctrine of 
original sin.
' That because. Adam ate of the apple 
that Eve gave him, every child born 
into the world is wicked from birth, 
and for eating the apple the Lord 
turned poor Adam out of the garden 
of Eden to earn his bread by the 
sweat of his brow, and left guilty Eve 
In Paradise to eat. apples with the 
devil and have a good time.

I cannot believe such an inhuman, 
wicked and blasphemous doctrine, 
that God created every human being 
born Into the world for the express 
purpose of torturing them for ever 
arid ever in hell fire. I .cannot .be
lieve that God Is such a Wicked, dia- 
bojieal fiend.

The Successful Workion? There This 

I Year.
——ra.

Once more the season alias come 
when the life tide flows ^ut of our 
camps. The last notes have'bounded, 
One by one the tents have folded 
their wings and dlsapflfearea1, and then 
the question arises,a‘IWhat will the 
echo be?” We eacl^jgp .¡{g our re
spective homes. Do we each take 
with us a breath from off'tlie shores 
of eternal progress? iifn offier words, 
do we each give manifestations of a 
larger, more perfected life, in our rela
tionship with our fellow-man?

■ Have, we caught the message that 
the angel visitors have’ intended for 
the ear of man, and nob only that; but 
for his daily use? Put it down in 
your diary, my friend, or paste it in 
your hat: “I am to use my Spiritual
ism each day of my life; I am to 
grow broader-minded. I am to grow 
lu all the spiritual graces of my being, 
with more love and thoughtfulness for 
all the human race; meek iu spirit, 
yet large in spirit, with a heart for all 
the world; and I must realize my indi
vidual responsibility in building up a 
Clean and honest Spiritualism,”

Oh! good friends, from the various 
camps in our broad land, do not go 
home and forget all about- Spiritual
ism iu a few short weeks. Do not 
let it die out of your life like the fold
ing of the tents and the passing of the 
life from the camps afthe close of the 
season, but aid it to a stronger foot

Characteristic letter From Moses 
Hull, of Whitewater, Wis,

To the Editor:—I am glad that 
your paper speaks out occasionally on 
the medium Question just as it 'does. 
The mediums have no better friends 
this side of heaven than I am and al
ways have.been. •. No body can truth
fully say-that they ever heard me ut
ter one sentence or-ono word or that 
they ever read ope line from my pen 
against mediums and mediumship. 
This I say just now because our good 
Brother Sprague told me at Clinton 
last summer that he had heard several 
persons say that I was opposed to me
diums and mediumship. He said that 
lie had undertaken in a few instances 
to set persons right who had imparted 
this information to him, but generally 
it was no use; they knew I was not a 
friend of the mediums. I also have 
letters saying that I am not wanted 
at certain places because of my oppo-

What Spiritualism Teaches About God 
and Christ—Evolution of the God- 
Idea—Evolution of the Chrlst-Idea. 
The one greatest and most conse

quential question which has absorbed 
the best intellects of all time, Is the 
nature Of God; Connected therewith 
has been the relations of man to God, 
and the colossal scheme of theology to 
save man by'a mediator.

How came these Ideas?
What is their meaning?
What will be their final expression?
To answer these questions Is the ob

ject of this book. The God-Idea is 
first seen expressed in the childish 
terror of savage man at the elements. 
From the beginning Its unfoldment Is 
traced from age to age; from race to 
race. A brief but searching study ot 
the ideas of God held by different peo
ples runs through tho chapters with 
tho following titles: The God-Idea of 
the Hindus, Egyptians, Chaldeans and 
Persians, Jews, Greeks, Romans, Al
exandrian School. Early Christians, 
the Philosophers, the Bible, the Bor
der Religions Chinese, Scandinavian, 
Aztec; The Old Question, of Design In 
Nature; The Ultimate, Cosmic Mind.

The Christ-Idea of a mediator to 
stand between man and God Is almost 
as old as mankind. Its unfoldment is 
traced under the following headings: 
Hindustan, Persia and the West; 
Jesus of Nazareth; The Prophecies of 
the Messiah; Conception and Geneal
ogy of Jesus; The Youth of Jesus; 
John the Baptist and His Relation to

I jelieve- we are all born good, -and 
all will go to hepven without being 
baptized and paid for.

I believe in a good God, one Who 
cannot do an evil act, and who does 
everything for the best. ■'"

It does not require a bible, a minis
ter or a church to enable us to obey 
the golden rule.

I believe in being good and doing 
good' without any hope of reward, and 
abstaining from evil acts without any 
fear of punishment. >

After a very careful examination of. 
history I believe the doctrine of orig
inal sin is only the work of scheming, 
lazy, adulterous and wicked priests, 
for the express purpose of obtaining 
money" to support themselves and 
build costly churches and cathedrals.

They not only claim we are born 
wicked, but teach that they are supe
rior to God, and that God must con
sign an Innocent child that has not 
been baptized and paid for, to the ev
erlasting fires of hell, if they- com
mand God to do so. And another 
child, ho matter how wicked, that has 
been baptized and paid for, Gbd must 
receive into heaven and make an an
gel of-if they command him to do so.

Who is foolish enough to believe 
any such teachings? Why, millions 
and millions of supposed Intelligent 
people who blindly follow the leader
ship of the orthodox churches. They 
do not stop to reason or think for 
themselves, but believe the most wick
ed and unreasonable teachings of a 
priest, because they think he Is an 
oracle of God.

The ministers go still further, and 
teach that a loving mother who has 
been baptized and paid for, and goes 
to heaven when she dies, can sit there 
playing upon a harp, and praise God 
and rejoice that her Innocent little 
child whom she loved so dearly, and 
who died without being buptizeii arid’

J; J; Fly: Q. I asked you some 
time ago in regard to historical au
thority of the existence of Jesus. You 
tell that the purported letter of Sbgar, 
to Jesus'Christ is a forgery; also the 
"brief mention of him by Tacitus is a 
forgery. Now a doctor of divinity af
firmed' to me that these mentlonings 
were genuine and undisputed. Will 
you cite me to some authorities, mak
ing quotations from them, affirming 
them to be forgeries? Also tell me 
whether there is any reliable history, 
and do the ministry pretend that 
there were such men as the four apos
tles, or any other apostles that are rec

ognized by history?
A. ■ In the maze of rascality, cre- 

; -dullty and fraud which Invests the his- 
. tory of Christianity, it is difficult to

Jesus; Sermon on the Mount; The 
Apostles Sent Forth; Death of Jesus; 
Burial and Resurrection; Devils and 
Hell; The Gospels; Cause of the Ex
tension of Christianity; Resume of 
the Life and Character of Jesus; The 
Ultimate of the Christ-Idea.

Publication by subscription of the 
Arcana of Spiritualism met with such 
marked success, I have concluded to 
issue this volume in that manner., It 
will contain 300 to,350 octavo pages;' 
will be well printed and muslin 
bound.' The price will be $1.25; to 
those who become subscribers, JI.

The price is not desired until the 
book is announced as ready for de
livery, which, it is intended, will be 
early in November next. All that is

; distinguish the true from the false, or 
C to know how much value to plage on 

historical authority. No book has 
. more clearly and strongly shown this 

■ than “Researches in Oriental His
tory,” by Dr. G. W. Brown. Every- 

j one who desires an impartial knowl- 
’ edge of this subject should read and 
' -study this book. [Now unfortunately 

out of print] This is one of the au
thorities I produce to sustain toy 
views as to forgery, of every evidence 
■produced from pagan sources as to 
Ohristianity. Really the book proves 
much more. Another authority is 
Hardouin, an educated Jesuit, 1646; 
died 1727. While he was librarian of 
the Louis le Grand College, he pub
lished “Chimologie,” in which he de
clared: “With the exception of the 
works of Homer, Heroditus, Cicero, 
and Natural History of Pliny, the 
Georgias of Virgil and Satires and 

'Epistles of Horace, all the Glassies of 
Greece and Rome were spurious, hav
ing been manufactured by monks in. 
the 13 th century.”

Of still greater authority is Prof. 
Edwin Johnson. His statement is 
founded on his knowledge of the clas
sics, which he taught in several lead
ing colleges in England. In his “The 
Rise of Christianity,” p. 459, he says: 
“The supposed correspondence of 
Pliny with the Emperor Trajan is not 
to be found in any extant manuscript. 
It was added to the collection by Al- 

¡ - dus. • The fraud-should have long ago 
been discovered. One cannot read the 

, first: two sentences without feeling 
, that this is the writing of a man unac- 
r customed to think in Latin. He 

probably .thought in French. What- 
■f- can grate more, harshly on the _ear 

than such phrases as cunctationem

now asked Is your expressed desire 
for a copy, by ' card or letter. An 
early response Ib desired, for the plac
ing of the work In the hands of the 
printers depends on a sufficient num
ber of subscribers to assure the under
taking.

I thank those who may be interested 
and encourage the publication by 
their subscriptions.

A Few Commendations.
Of this work, A. B. Giles In Banner 

of Light wrote: “It contains a fund of 
tacts not accessible to the general 
reader. It adopted as a text book In 
any theological seminary, there would 
be reason to believe that the graduates 
would be more intelligent and less big
oted.”

Judge Edmunds: “Had the medium- 
author wrote a few centuries before, 
he certainly would have been burned 
at the stake."

The City Item, Boston: “In many 
respects worthy of highest praise and 
shows careful and elaborate re
search.”

j. S. Loveland: “We have read it 
with great interest.” ;

G. A. Bacon: "Valuable for the 
present and the future.”

W. H. Terry, Editor Harbinger to 
Light Melbourne, Australia: "Un
like in its treatment all others.” -

Epes Sargent: “A mine of.'thought, 
and shows what Inspiration, can pro
duce at its best” .

Address HUDSON.TUTTLE. '
Berlin Heights, Ohio./

paid for, is being tortured forever in I 
the fires of an,everlasting hell, and ■ 
that she can see’ her little child writh- < 
Ing in the agonies of torture, and be । 
glad and happy that it is suffering be- 1 
cause some lazy priest or minister was 
hot paid for baptizing it. I

That teaching Is also believed by ’ 
millions of deluded followers of the 
orthodox churches. But • I cannot, 
and I will not believe any such wicked, 
damnable and blasphemous doctrine.

It is a wonder that God does not 
strike the ministers dumb for vinify
ing and blaspheming him so. / , ,

When we turn back the pages of 
history to the beginning, we find that 
among all nations there were persons 
endowed with the divine power, .of 
healing the sick by the laying on of 
hands, or, rather, spirit power. The 
common people seeing the wonderful 
spiritual power of those healers be
lieved them to be connected with 
God, and that they were able to com
municate with God; and when they 
had committed a sin they woihd go to 
those spiritual healers and ask them 
to intercede with God and ask him to 
forgive them, and they- would pay 
them for doing it. The healers seeing 
that there was money in the business, 
and that they could earn an easy liv
ing that way, would wash the sinner 
with water to show that he was once 
more pure and sinless. That Is the 
origin of the rite and ceremony of bap
tism. It was etablished for the pur
pose of revenue only, and the pagan 
priests who established the Catholic, 
church adopted that rite.

The rite and ceremony of baptism 
was limited to adults who were old 
enough to commit sin and know they 
were guilty.

Irenaetis, bishop of Lyons, A. D. 
170, author of the Gospel of St John, 
and other founders of the Catholic 
church did not baptize infants. The 
Greeks, Egyptians, Jews, or Romans 
did not practice infant baptism.

.We find it first established towards' 
the end. of the fifth century by St. 
Augustine and Pelagius and adopted 
'by the .council of Orange, A. D. 529. 
The Catholic church needed more rev-

hold In your vicinity.,.. Give it your 
support; Identify youyself with the 
cause. If it “isn’t respectable” in 
your vicinity, then consider the re
sponsibility, duty and privilege yours 
to mako it respectable., .. -

Support the truth you know by all 
means. Your attitude toward the 
truth has much to do with its respect
ability. ' • ,

It should be the business of every 
individual who has seén a truth face 
to face, to stand for thhf truth. Do 
not infer that I would have you close 
your eyes And absorb everything that 
comes along—not a bit of it. ’ I would 
have you use your brains, your eyes, 
and your ears—search.’and hold fast 
the good.

The same privilege, ip. fact, that we 
would reserve In reading the Bible; 
but when you do find a truth, be hon
est with It; treat It with respect, and 
not lose your own self-respect by ig
noring It because of Itfil .unpopularity.

In every human bretist should burn 
such love for truth that'each would 
yearn for its supremacy- over all the 
land; that none would:stand and see 
It scandalized or spl^upon without 
forthcoming to its rescue. Again I 
say, that upon each hriinan soul rests 
truth’s respectability.'---

The truths that com® toáis while at 
camp-meeting, should^potef^ll at our 
feet as “sounding brqss or a tinkling 
cymbal” when we r^turir-1 to our 
homes, but they should touch the 
world in vital places; ■■• Their echo 
should be a lasting ypfraifl of, peace 
and good will, and joy should go out 
Into thè land because‘we lufVe learned 
a little more of the MW3;oE life, and 
the way In which to lucarpprate them 
into our daily living.p

Peace will'be upon all , the earth 
when all ha ve'learned1'to 1'ove aright, 
and the Brotherhood oof >Man shall 
crown tire world with Rs jglory.

At Haslett Park capjp tlrp work of 
, .pur. able sister aufl. prehldent .of thè 

1Micíiigan''Sta:te ■:'Splrfttiálf¿:d, Àssòcto^

sition to mediums.
In reply to all this I shall say that 

I would like to see the man or wo
man who ever heard me say a word 
against mediums or mediumship, or 
who ever read a line from me against 
mediums of . mediumship. I do 
often speak against the charlatans 
who are playing in the namq of medi
umship; and I will now say that I am 
glad when one of those who pilfer the 
livery, of heaven to serve the devil in, 
Is exposed. I know such are injuring 
Spiritualism. I know it is only a ques
tion of-time when such persons will be 
exposed, as they ought. Then those 
who have believed.in them, and meas
ured their Spiritualism by them .will 
have a great fall.

I say all this because I want to give 
The Progressive Thinker my congratu
lations. I am .glad it has the vertebra 
to expose some of the frauds who have 
deceived the people in the sacred name 
of Spiritualism.

Once upon a time. I was asked by a 
popular medium, so-called, If I could 
not endorse all the so-called mediums? 
and was told that if I could endorse 
them, and could occasionally, as it be
came convenient for me, say a few 
good words for them, it would re
dound in making my small purse more 
plethoric than it had been up to the 
present time. If I saw a fraud or a 
failure could I help in covering it up? 
That would help the cause of Spirit
ualism. “All mediums,” said he, 
“have to depend-upon frauds and 
stock tests occasionally. If you could 
give an explanation of such things 
which would not injure the medium 
it would be to your financial advan
tage.” I did not give this medium a 
direct answer, but he went away with 
the understanding that it would not 
pay him to leave such a job with me.

I once left a good position, and

tlon, Mrs. Abbie Sbeets.^f Grand 
Ledge, Mich., was a" most fitting 
crown for the grand work done by her 
able predecessors, each one in their 
own individual manner presenting the 
truths that are so dear to us. Mrs. 
Sheets’ clear, logical way of present
ing a subject, won the respect of the 
most skeptical. She touched deep 
avenues in human life, and made all 
feel the responsibility of right and no
ble living. She speaks to the hearts 
and souls of men, as well as to the in
tellect, and draws humanity closer to
gether In sympathy and love.

Her messages are of a high order 
and much appreciated. She gave us 
a beautiful lecture uppn the “Little 
Brown Men of the Mountains,” and we 
feel much Indebted to her for-our ac
quaintance with the manners and cus
toms of thjp peculiar people.'

Thursday and Friday of this last 
camp week we hqd the” pleasure of 
meeting and listening to the'noted ad
vocate of Socialism, Eugene y. Debs. 
In a very clear and practical manner 
he presented his theme. ' The needy 
poor and the “needy” rich alike' are 
subjects for his’ sympathy. ' Woman 
also was recognized as an important 
factor In civilization, and he believed 
she should have a place in a “govern
ment of the people, by the people, and 
for the people.”

Our annual masquerade party, Aug. 
31, was well attended, and many gro
tesque figures joined In the dance.
Those who suddenly disappeared 
the early evening, were .all found 
the unveiling time.

As a fitting close to our camp,

"Religious and Theological Works of 
Thomas Paine," contains his celebrated 
■’Age of Reason,” and a number--of let
ters and discourses on religious and 
theological subjects. Cloth binding, 
430 pages. " Price 51- , -

"The Attainment of Womanly Beau
ty of Form and Features. The Cultiva
tion of -Personal Beauty; Based on Hy
giene and Health Culture. By twenty 
nhysiclans and specialists. Edited by 
Albert Turner." Of special interest 
and value.- Price SI.

“The Spiritual Birth or'Death and 
Its Tomorrow.” By Moses Hull. 
This is a pamphlet of 36 pages, and 
gives the Spiritualistic idea of Death, 
Heaven and Hell, ■ according to the 
author’s Interpretation of the Spirit
ualistic views.. Price, 15 cents.

enue to build the basilica at. Rome,' 
and extended the rite and ceremony of 
baptism to children.

The common people, : of, course, 
would not pay for having their Inno
cent children baptized,.'because 'they 

'.had never committed any sin; arid 
the bishops and priests taught them 
the doctrine of original sin—that 
their children were conceived in sin 
and born wicked, and if they died 
without being baptized and paid tor, 
they woud-be consigned to theever- 
lasting fires of hell;

All of the fathers of thè Greek 
church before St./Augustine, A.' D.

No controversy arose about original 
: No cóntroverys arose about original 

sin until the fifth century, .then in
herited guilt was first established' by 
St, Augustine.

That wicked, damnable and. blas
phemous doctrine of original sin was 
established for the express purpose of 
raising' revenue to build up that Ro
man Catholic hierarchy that has been 
the greatest curse to the human race 
the world has ever known.

San Diego, Cal. GEO. E. SLY.

"HOW SHALL I BECOME A MÉDIUM ?”
. It is fully answered in “Mediumship, and Its 

Laws, Its .Conditions and Cultivation/’ by Hud
son Tuttle. Price 35 cents. Address him at 
Berlin Heights, Ohio

li4
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BOOKS FOR ALL SPIRITUALISTS TO PERUSE

gave up all for Spiritualism. I did 
this because I fully believed Spiritual
ism. I have never In almost a half 
century had one regret of the move I 
made when I went Into Spiritualism; 
I have many times felt to apologize 
for the frauds and fakes who had 
crept into our ranks, and regretted 
that the world could not see the dif
ference between sleight-of-hand per
formances and genuine Spiritualistic 
phenomena, but I ever had faith that 
the matter would right itself when 
Spiritualists became rational. Now if 
the frauds, fakes and their coadjutors 
and dupes are to take the field, I can 
retire from It; I can starve if necessary 
but cannyt even' pretend to endorse 
what I kilow to be false, manifsta- 
tlons, or Inspirations.

The number of your paper of Sept. 
15 exposes the Nichols sisters and 
their mother and other confreres, also 
Mrs. Milleron, as they deserve. I am 
glad that that once orthodox minister,
Paul McArthur of St. Louis, has 
temerity to “speak right aout 
meetin’,” and tell what he knows, 
want to shake .his hand heartily 
call him a good fellow because he

in 
at

we

Ancient India, Its Language and Religions. Translations ot .the ar
ticles “Religion of the Veda,” and “•Buddhism.” The Study oi the 
Sanskrit. By Prof. H. Oldenberg.. Price 25 cents.

A New Catechism. By M. M,, Mangasarian. A book suited to ex
press the thoughts of men/women and children living in the new times. 
Price, doth, $1. ■*'“ ;

Angell Prize Contest Recitations. ' To advance Humane Education in 
all its phases. A book especially adapted to Lyceums.’ Full of enthus
ing ideas. By Emma Robd'Tri^ie;./'-Price 25 cents.

Antiquity Unveiled. Ancient Voices from the Spirit Realms. An in
tensely interesting work, carrying one jleepiy .into the mysteries of the 
past. By J. M, Roberts.— Price $1.50. '‘ (

A. P. A- Manual. A complete exposition of the principles and objects 
of the American Protective.Association,’ with a vivid description of Rd- .• 
maoism as it is to-day. Price 15 cents.

Apocryphal New Testament, being all tho Gospels, Epistles, and other 
pieces now extant, attributed in the first four centuries to Jesus Christ, 
His Apostles, and their companions, and not included in the New Testa
ment by its compilers. Translated from the original tongues, and now 
collected into one volume. Price, $1.50, < '

Apollonius of Tyana. Identified as the Christian Jesus. A wonder
ful communication, explaining how his life and teachings were utilized 
to formulate Christianity. Price 15 cents.

Around the Year With Ella Wheeler Wilcox. By Ella Ruddy. 
Price $1.

Aryan Sun-Myths. The Origin of Religions. A valuable compila
tion of historical facts relating to the ancient conception of the necessity, 
for uaviors. By Sarah E. Titeomb. Price, cloth, $1.

A Scientific Demonstration of the Future Life. By Dr. Thomson J. 
Hudson. Price $1.50.

A Sex Revolution. By Lois Waisbrooker. author of ‘ ‘ Helen Harlow’s 
Vow,” “The Occult Forces of Sex,” “Perfect Motherhood,” and many 
other works. Price 25 cents.

As It Is to Be. By Cora Lynn Daniels. This is a most spiritual book 
and gives a beautiful account of the process of dying. Price, $1.

Asphodel Blooms and Other Offerings. A book of short poems by 
Emma Rood Tuttle. Neatly bound in blue cloth with silver letters. 
Price $1.

Astral Worship. With a chart in the front cover with signs of the 
Zodiac. By J. H. Hill, M. D. Price $1., ,
.. Atlantis, the Antediluvian World. By Ignatius Donnelly, is a book 
of rare thought, proving the existence of a continent by the name of 
Atlantis having existed years ago. Price $2. ■>

Auras and Colors. An Esoteric System of Teaching Concerning 
Halos, Aureolas and the Nimbus. By J. C. F. Grumbine. Price, 50 ets.

Automatic or Spirit Writing, with other psychic experiences of the 
author. A book well worth the price, for its valuable suggestions to 
others wishing the phase. By Sara A. Underwood. Price, cloth, $1. 
Paper, 50 cents.

Behind the Veil. Written by a spirit in a most interesting manner, 
and describing .his life in the spirit world. Price 75'eents. ’

the 
in

I 
and 
has

dared to tell what he knows. These 
exposes may make our congregations 
smaller and. farther separated from 
each other than ever before, but if we
cannot live and tell the truth, we can
die happier than we could be living 
were we particeps crlminis \vlth
frauds and fakes.

had with us on Saturday and Sunday, 
that veteran camp man, । Dr. D. M. 
King of Mantua, Ohio; His lecture's 
were of a scientific character, taking 
for his subjects. Phrenology, Mesmer
ism and Psychometry, following the 
same with phrenological and psycho
metric readings. His work Is of a 
practical and interesting nature, giv
ing us a larger knowledge of our
selves and of human nature.

So ends the camp of 1906, and wè 
stand looking Into the. future, know-; 
Ing full well that all ,of life’£ experi- 
ences are’bùt brlnginÿ'ôut thé pôwers 
of spirit, and unfolding us to larger 
things. . EMMA, GIBBS. . .

Grand Rapids, Mich. ' ,

From the present outlook it now 
seems that Mrs. Hull and I must sen
tence ourselves to take one more trip 
to the Pacific coast 'this fall and 
winter. Our school does not yet pay 
its expenses, and we must get out-end 
hustle to make up the deficit. These 
trips must be kept up until the 
school gets able to keep us at home; 
the prospects are that that day. is not 
far ahead. If we go we shall start 
not far from the first of November, 
and. shall probably go via Minneap
olis, St.. Pau^ Minn,, Billings and 
Butte, Mont.; Spokane,Seattle and Ta
coma, Wash. Portland and Ash
land, Oregon, and San Jose, 'San Fran
cisco, Los Angeles, and perhaps as 
far as San Diego,' Cal. Those wishing 
our services on the line of this route 
should let us know soon so we can 
count them in. We shall work for an 
integral and higher Spiritualism, and 
for the Morris Pratt School wherever 
we go. Our reports will appear from 
time to time in The Progressive
Thinker. MOSES HULL.

RECALLED.'
■■ a. ?.£

"After Her Death. The Story of a 
Summer." Ely Lilian Whiting; No 
mind that loves spiritual thought can 
fall to be fed-and delighted with this 
book. Beautiful spiritual-thought, com* 
bining advanced ideas on the finer and' 
dthercnl phases of Spiritualism, leading 
the mind onward into- the purer atmos
phere of exalted' spiritual truth. A 
book for the higher life. Price, cloth.
51.00. v .

“Spiritual Fire Crackers, Bible Chest 
nuts and Political Pin Points." By J. 
S.< Harrington. A pamphlet containing 
TO Sages of racy sealing.

Like a great wild rose wltH'a golden 
. heart /n.: ><n ■■
Opens the'beauflfiA'I’d'a^h;

But the tender tints 1inaire’’the .tear
drops start/ ’-J’ .\ ' •

’ For I dream of a roSe-che^k gone. •
Like a golden, bloom te theibeautiful 

noon, .
But I look on thris' suriyhtne and

Sigh 1
For a sweet sunny lifer“ th ^'Closed all 

. too soon, ¿i s.!
And took half the’YligliU’from my 

sky. , ■ “ t • on ■
Like a bright-hearted, lily,. cloud-pet- 

aled and fair, -.
- Afloat in the blue, sets the sun;
But I catch through tethe , glory a 

glimpse of bright hair
O’er the brow of a glorified one.

Like night-blooming flowers are the 
stars that we see,. 1.

For they fade in the morning skies 
Like the beautiful eyes that were lost 

to me
In the blue of Paradise.

All beauty and brightness, all glory 
and gleam ,. • ■ t

Of blossom, and sunshine and star, 
Recalls the sweet spirit that passed 

■ like a dream ..... I <
To the land where our lost treas-' 

ures are.
CALLA HARCOURT.

. Chestnut, HI.

Bible Marvel Workers, and the wondrous power which helped or 
made them perform mighty works and utter inspired words. Personal 
characteristics of prophets and apostles. By Allen Putnam. Price, 75e

Bible of Bibles, or Twenty-seven Divine Revelations containing a de
scription of twenty-seven bibles, also a delineation of the character of 
the principle personages of the Christian Bible, and an examination of 
their doctrines. By Kersey Graves. Price $1.75.

Big Bible Stories. Placed in the crucible of Mathematics, they are 
made too absurd for anyone who can count on his fingers, one, two 
three, etc. New and unique. By W. H. Bach. Price, 50 cents.’ ’

Can Telepathy Explain. By Minot J. Savage. Price $1.
Celestial Dynamics. A normal course of study in the Astro-Magnetic 

Forces of Nature. Just the book for mental healers or students in the 
science. 107 pages. Price $1.

Character Building, Thought Power. A dainty little book and help. 
fuL By Ralph Waldo Trine. Price, 35 cents.

Child Culture. A small book giving a treatise on how to rear chib 
dren according to the laws of physiological psychology, and mental sug
gestion! By Newton R. Riddell. Price 65 cents.
Conflict Between Religion and Science. By W. Draper. Price, $1 75

Christs of the Past and Present. By Rev. Moses Hull. A valuable 
book. Price, cloth, 35 cents; paper, 25 cents. '

Clairvoyance. A book of 109 neatly-printed pages, pertaining to a 
system of philosophy of clairvoyance, its law, nature and unfoldment 
By J. C. F. Grumbine. Price, cloth, $1.50.

Common Sense. A book of the Revolution, and yet-adapted to the 
present day. A book to inspire the reader to love his free America. Bv 
Thomas Paine. Paper, 15 cents.

Concentration. A series of six symbol cards and a valuable pamph
let on concentration, meditation and inspiration, with instructions how 
to conquer yourself and develop your innermost faculties. By Lan™ 
G. Fixen. Price 50 cents. a

Confucious. The moral aphorisms and terseological teachings of the 
sapient Chinese philosopher. To'which is added a correct likeness of 
the great philosopher and a sketch of his life. By Marcenus R K 
Wright. Price 25 cents.

•Continuity of Life a Cosmic Truth.' By Prof. W. Mi Lockwood the 
well-known lecturer. Those who have had the privilege of hearing 
Prof. Lockwood lecture will understand and appreciate the charnetnZ 
ofthisworln Price $1. V

Contrasts in Spirit Life, and the Recent Experiences of Samu-i 
Bowles, Given through the mediumship of Carrie E. S. Twing. Price 
50 cents. ’ ’

Christening Services at Jacksonville, 
Florida.

A spiritual christening occurred at 
the regular social meeting of the 
Zulelka Spiritual Society of this city, 
at the home of thè medium, Mrs. Amy 
Buchanan, NO. 112 East Eighth street. 
The spacious dining-room and parlor 
were handsomely decorated with trop
ical plants and flo,wers of every hue, 
conspicuous among them being the 
sunflower; these with the electric 
lights made a pleasing scene. We had 
vocal and instrumental music. Our 
attention was called to the christening 
of one mortal child, and five spirit 
children,-the medium being inspira
tionally controlled by Mrs. Hernans, 
the noted English poet. Everyone 
present was touched by the tender and 
eloquent utterances of this loved spir
it. Rosebuds, sunflowers and green 
leaves were symbolically and appro
priately used during the services. 
Robert Harris LeRoy Burdge, the 
mortal child,-was given his name for a 
dear and loving spirit friend. His 
spirit brothers and sisters, four In 
number, also were given their names 
—Alvin, Queen, Gleam and George 
Christy, the latter for the medium’s 
trumpet control, who is very dear to 
the members of the society. The next 
spirit named was the Infant son of Mr. 
and Mrs. John Miller, and the grand
son of Mrs. Lott (Mrs. Miller’s moth
er), all of whom were present. While 
giving, to the little immortal bud its 
name, Rafael, meaniné sunlight, and 
Bruce for the Scotch blood. of the 
grandmother, a name solicited by the 
spirit friends, Mrs. Hernans dropped 
the leaves of the flowers alternately in 
tho laps of the parents ¡-each shower 
seemed to .bespeak for. Itself, in Its 
comparative significance of the beauty 
and purity so essential to both mortal 
and immortal childhood.

After this spiritual feast refresh
ments were served, when our presi
dent, Mr. W. F. Manyke, announced 
the date of our next meeting.

ADDIS BU&DQE.
JaeksoavfM FI&-

Oosmian Hymn Book. A collection of original and selected hvm™ 
for liberal and ethical societies, for schools and the home. Commled 
by L. K- Washburn. Price, cloth, $1; paper, 50 cents. 1

Crimes of Preachers. This book is just what its title indicates—a 
thorough exposure of the inner life of those elect of earth.
teresting book. Price 35 cents.

Cultivation of Personal Magnetism. By LeRoy Berrier, Price, 50c.
Data of Ethics. By Herbert Spencer. Price 50 cents.
Death Defeated, or the Psychic Secret of How to Keep Young. By 

Dr. J. M. Peebles. Cloth bound. Price $1.
Death, Its Meaning and Result. By John K. Wilson, a member cf the 

Pennsylvania Bar. Cloth. Price, $1.25.
. Dictionary of Dreams. One Thousand Dreams and Their Interprets, 
tions. By Dr. Robert Greer. Price, 25 cents. ,

Discovery of a Lost Trail. By Chas. B. Newcomb. A book that will 
help you see the beauty, and joy of life. Price, $1.50.

Echoes from the World of Song. A collection of new and beautiful' 
songs, with music and chorus, in book form. By C. P. Longley. Price, 
$1; postage 15 cents.

Edith-Bramley’s Vision. A thrilling appeal to all who are interested 
in learning how the great forces'of the Roman Catholic church are seek? 
ing.to prevent the progress of liberalism. Price 15 cents- , *

Elsie’s Little Brother Tom. An interesting story for children. Alien 
Thurber, author. This book fills a need for literature for small folks . 
as there are but a few books, and we recommend this hs being interest
ing and instructive. Price, 75 cents.

Funyriopedia of Biblical Spiritualism, or a concordance of the prin
cipal passages of the Old and New Testament Scriptures which prove on 
imply Spiritualism. By Moses Hull. Price $1.

By the Author of

ft Wanderer In Spirit Lands
THE STRANGE STORY OF AHRINZIMAN

' -t T .. ...

A weird, powerfully told, dramatic story of the earth life and subsequent 
Experiences in the Spirit World of the “Guide, Ahriziman.” Fewbobki 
are more calculated to hold tho’ readerta interest from the first page to the 

st, and much that is original and new will be found in the accounts given* 
of Ahrinziman’s Studies in the Domainof Magic and its relation to obsessions 
and c’W perplexing proMesns of' spiritual intercourse. Price, cloth $!.(%
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MASSACHUSETTS. ' TM GHOSTLY DESTROYER.

Our Numerous Subscribers in 
j. Above State, Will Please 

Take Notice.

the

' The Massachusetts State Associa
tion Will hold a mass-meeting in 
Greenwich, Mass., on Tuesday, Sept., 
25,1906. Thorq will be three sesr 
slons—morning, afternoon and even
ing. Admission free. The following 
talent is expected: President George 
A-' Fuller; Harrison D. Barratt, presi
dent N. S. A.; MIbb Susie C. Clark, di
rector ot tho M. S. A.; Mr. A. P. 
Blinn; Mr. M. F. Churchill, president 
Lake Pleasant camp-meeting associa
tion; Mr. J. B. Hatch; Miss Alice M. 
Whall, medium. All are invited to 
attend. CARRIE L. HATCH,

Secretary.

IOWA AGAIN TO THE FRONT.

1 New State Organization Formed 
Witii a New Set of Officers.

To the Editor:—I am pleased to re
port that Iowa formed a new 
State Association, and a charter has 
been issued by the N. S. A., giving the 
Hawkeye State Spiritualists Associa
tion exclusive jurisdiction in and for 
the state of Iowa, The newassocia- 
ton is officered as follows: President, 
W. A. Willing, Northwood, Iowa; vice- 
president, Alice C. Bayry, Comanche, 
Iowa; secretary, Ned O’Neil, Clear 
Lake, Iowa; treasurer, W. T. Hamil
ton, Wellman, Iowa; trustees, G. B, 
Holburt, Iowa City; Gusta Wagner, 
Marble Rock, Iowa; Phoebe Blddlson, 
Ottumwa, Iowa; Christine Cooper, 
Clinton, Iowa; D. E. Packard, Bel-

W. A. WILLING.

A GRAND MASS-MEETING.

SPECIAL NOTICE FROM N. S. 
HEADQUARTERS.

FOURTEENTH ANNUAL 
CONVENTION

mond, Iowa.

To' Be Held at Milwaukee, Wis., Octo
ber 6 and 7, Under the Management 
of G. H. Brooks, the President of 
the State Association.
There is to be a grand mass-meeting 

by the Wisconsin State Spiritualist As
sociation, at Severenace Hall, 421 
Milwaukee street, Milwaukee, Wis., 
Saturday evening and Sunday after
noon and evening, October 6 and 7. 
Harrison D. Barrett, president of the 
N. S. A., will be present and deliver an 
address. Mrs. Catharine McFarlin, 
vice-president of the state society, 
will also be present, and the president 
of the state society, G. H. Brooks, 
will be there. Mrs. Isa Cleveland, 

. the noted test medium of Chicago, will 
be present and give tests after each 
session; so come friends, one an<l all. 
All the societies are to unite In hold
ing this glorious mass-meeting.

To Societies, Delegates- and Visitors to 
the Convention in Chicago.

The N. S. A. Convention will open 
In Chicago, Oct. 16, 194)6, at the Y. M. 
C. A. Building, large auditorium, 153 
LaSalle street. N. S. A.' Headquar
ters will be at the Palmer House, 
where the public .reception will be 
held, free to all,'on Monday, Oct. 15, 
at 8 p. rii.

Special notice is hereby given to all 
• travelers by railroad to this conven

tion—secure your certificate tickets 
over your special line. ' If your j^iil- 

• ..Toad agent does not have the certifi
cates, you can secure them at nearest 

- town or city to your starting point. 
Bring certificates:to the N. 8. A. secre
tary at the conventibh for- her signa
ture. This will enable you to secure 
your return fare for one-third regular 
rate, provided you remain till Det. 19, 
to have your certificate countersigned 
by the special railroad agent, for 
which you must pay 25 cents.

All railroad lines will grant you an 
extension of return limit to October 
30, by depositing your certificate with 
the special railroad agents on Oct. 19, 
and paying him fifty cents for exten
sion. This will enable you to attend 
the convention ot the New Thought 
Federation.

Special Notice to Pacific Coast Dele
gates:—Certificate tickets will not be 
Issued west of Denver, Colo., but all 
visitors and delegates to the N. S. A. 
Convention can . purchase excursion 
tickets to Chicago and return, limited 
to October 30. Call for excursion 
rates from the Pacific coast.

MARY T. LONGLEY, 
N. S. A. Secretary.

Of the National Spiritualists’ Associa
tion of the United States, Will Be 
Held in the Large Auditorium of 
the ¥. M. C. A. Building, 153 La 
Salle Street, Chicago, 'Illinois, Octo
ber 10,17, 18 and 19, 1906.
Business sessions during the day. 

Special hours devoted to the Lyceum 
cause.

Many of the foremost and brightest 
workers in our ranks will be dele
gates. It will be a rare treat to hear 
them. Evening meetings will be de
voted to lectures, spirit messages, mu
sic and song.

Among those Invited and; expected 
are Dr. J. M. Peebles, Oscar A. Edger- 
ly, W. J. Erwood, Mrs. H. P. Russe- 

. gue, Mrs. Esther T. Bosley, Mrs.
Georgia Gladys Cooley, Mrs. Margaret 
Gaule Ridinger, Mr. and .Mrs. E. W. 
Sprague and a galaxy of others.

Come one and all to this great con
vention.

The Palmev House, in Chicago, jvin 
be headquarters for delegates and Vis
itors; it is a first-class hotel and will 

. give reduced rates to all who write In 
advance, stating they are to attend the 
N. S. A. convention and wish to en- 

. gage rooms. Secure your rooms early 
by addressing W, .0. Vler-Buchen 

. Manager, The Palmer House, Chicago’ 
Ill. The hotel is conducted exclusive
ly on the European plan; cafes and 

; restaurants are near by and furnish 
. good meals at reasonable rates. ,

Annual reception to delegates and 
visitors will be held Monday, October 
15, at the Palmer House, at 8 jp. m.- 
All are cordially Invited.

Special railway rates on the certifi
cate plan can be secured over all lines. 
Ask your railroad agent for certificate 
tickets to tho National Spiritualists’ 
Convention at Chicago. The round 
faro will be one and a third of a fare. 
Delegates and visitors ■ desiring to re
ceive the benefits of this special rate 
must have their tickets: vised by our 

. railroad agent at Convention-the last 
day, October 19, and pay .25 conte 
each for such vising.

HARRISON D. BARRETT, 
* ! : President.
: MARY T. LONGLEY,

Secretary.

"Cosmlan Hymn Book.” A collection 
of original and selected h'ymns, for lib
eral and ethical societies for schools 
nndthe home; compiled by L. K. Wash- 
burn. This volume meets a public 
want. It comprises 266 choice selec
tions Of poetry*. and music, embodying

Who Can. Fully Fathom the Regions of 
the’ Occult?—New Mauifestotton» 
Are Constantly Occurring, and in 

’ "Broad Daylight—The Whole World
Is Awakening, Realizing .That Spirit 
Return Is Occurring AU Over the 

: Entire World—A Hideous Spirit
•Appears in n Tree.

' There was a time when I did not be
lieve in ghosts and used to scoff and 
jeer at those who had faith Iff their 
existence. If anyone attempted to 
argue with me I would hasten to pour 
forth such an avalanche of cutting re
marks that he would be silenced at 
once. Days wor£ on, and I remained 
as firm an unbeliever as ever. ,

One evening:, when I Bat in my draw
ing-room reading a newspaper, a 
friend called on me, and, in the course 
of conversation, asked:

“Well, do you know Hajipur?"
“Yes/' I answered, "Why?”
“Do you still believe In the’non-ex

istence of ghosts?” he inquired, 
laughingly.

“Of course I do,” I exclaimed. 
“Now, what do you mean?”

"Well, I am ready to prove to you,” 
he observed in a confident tone, "that 
ghosts do exist.”

"Oh, very well," I said, mockingly. 
"If you cau show me a Hye ghost I 
will give you a reward of 1,000 ru
pees.”

“Dorie!" lie laughed; “but if you 
wish to seelt you will have to spend a 
few rupees and remain absent from 
home for a couple of days.”

“I have no objection to that," I ob
served; “But pray tell me some
thing about your ghost.”

“The fact is this,” he explained. “I 
had occasion to go to Hajipur recently. 
There I learned, from a most respect
able gentleman, that a ghost was Uv- 
in’g on the top of a banyan tree, which 
stood close to the railway lines. Now, 
this ghost is of a dangerous character. 
You perhaps know that the railway 
company have acquired a big plot of 
land iri which the above-mentioned 
tree stands—near the Hajipur Station 
—to erect huts for their employes. 
They have made three attempts at 
building the same, but each time the 
ghost has leveled the huts to the 
ground. Don’t think I am joking 
with you. The matter is . very well 
known at Hajipur. If you don’t feel 
inclined to believe me you can go 
there and Inquire about it from any 
one, you like/ Well, at this state , pi , 
things, the company have become 
alarmed,’ and at the advice of many, 
respectable people, have resolved to' 
perform a “riding” puja. It .will be 
done this week. If- you wish you can 
see it with your own eyes, for it will 
be, performed.in an open place near 
the tree, and ypu con satisfy yourself 
the tree, and you can satisfy yourself 
Will you go?"

At this I laughed aloud, and asked 
him to put himself under proper 
treatment without delqy, but he be
came offended and said: H don’t aslt 
you to believe me; but surely you will 
not hesitate to believe Mr. Sanders, 
the locomotive superintendent. If 
you care to see the work of destruc
tion with your own eyes, you will, I 
am surej not hesitate to say that it 
has not been done by any human 
agency.’ •
' “Very well,” I observed, after re
flecting for a moment. “I will go to 
Hajipur with you. But mind, if the 
Whole thing turns out ■ a hoax,, you 
will have,to pay a; penalty .for ’ my 
trouble." ■. - ■ .. : /

■ My .friend agreed, and, Alter s’dirie 
further conversation, went away; ’

The day before the “puja” was to be 
performed, my friend called on me 
and took me-to the-house of his uncle 
at Hajipur. There, air my acquaint
ances confirmed the story of the ghost, 
and, on going to the above-men
tioned, land, I felt sure that the de
struction was the work of some super
natural aency, whether of a host or- 
something else, I was not prepared.tri 
say.- .

■ Next day, at about 6 p. m., my 
friend:took me to the place where the 
"puja” was to be performed. I saw 
that already about a thousand people 
had arrived and were squatting on the' 
ground, arid-talking with one another 
in. whispers, no doubt about the ghost 
and his doings.

A few yards of land, close to the 
above-mentioned btinyan tree,- had al
ready been scrupulously cleaned, qnd 
purified by a copious sprinkling of 
Ganges, water. A carpet had been put 
■upon it, on which sat an old Brahmin 
doing .“puja” in the usflal manner. 
We took a seat close to him, and 
watched interestedly.

At 8:30 p, m., the Brahmin finished 
his. “puja,” and said that he would 
now proceed with the “rldin” cere
mony. He then uttered some mantras 
rapidly, and threw some Ganges 
water towards the tree, at the same; 
time asking the ghost to go away.

Presently a voice was heard coming 
from the direction of the tree, asking 
the Brahmin what he wanted.

. “You must Iriave this place at 
once,” repeated the -latter sternly. 
“Why are you causing loss to the rail
way company?”

“Why have they disturbed my 
peace?”,Inquired the voice in a sepul
chral tone. “I have not done ariy-. 
body any harm. I have been living 
here quietly.”

“That is no excuse at all,” the 
Brahmlfflnterrupted. “Tell me, wherd 
will the poor employes of the company. 
Hye if you go on destroying their ' 
would-be quarters? Please go else
where!” .. '
, .“I won’t!” growled the voice. -

“If you don’t,” remarked , the Brah
min, “I shall, then force you to do sb." 
And he began to utter some mantras 
rapidly and thro.w. water towards the 
tree. ' - ' ■ /
’ “Stop! stop! I pray,” cried the 

voice piteously. “I will go away 
presently. -Oh;.do stop.”.

“I give you just five minutes," said 
the Brahmin, looking at the tree fixed-' 
ly.. "And before your departure; you 
must show us your face, on pain of in
curring, my displeasure?’

No sooner had ho said this than the 
tree began to shake violently. A sud
den gust of wind began to sweep over 
the place. ■ Presently a light was seen 
on the top of the tree. Within a few 
seconds it assumed the shape of an 
enormous human head. The light, 
we now saw, was proceeding from Its 
eyes, which had the appearance , of 
fire-balls, and were rolling in their 
sockets—an awful sight, which struck 
terror Into the hearts of the multitude, 
and caused many an onlooker to fall 
down In a fainting fit. Suddenly we 
heard an earthly noise, a vlolent’gust 
of wind, swept over our heads, and 
then all .was still. '

The whole scene lasted but; two 
minutes, and then, when we had suffi
ciently recovered, our composure, we 
eagerly went to the Brahmin, and in 
reply to our anxious inquiries, learned 
that the ghost had gone away for good, 
and would never come back to injure 
the railway company or anybody else.

Trusting in the words of the Brah- 
tnin, the railway company erected new 
huts, which, strange to say, were never- 
destroyed, arid can yet be seen by any
one wjio cares to go to Hajipur.,

I was thoroughly, converted, 
flow MloYd iui Arinly ih 'tlto «sis 

i''/ '

Tie Progressive Thinker
A Paper that Never Falters, Never Pauses in Its Effort for the Greatest Good to 
the Cause of Spiritualism, Science, Morality, Higher Thought, and a Better Life. 
Never Lacking for Life and the Dissemination of Most Important Mind-Food.

Give Us the Truth, the Whole Troth, and Nothing but the Truth
EARTHQUAKES.

Their Cause und Use Analyzed:
Mm. S. MeWolf-MUcr, Medium, la now lo

cated al No. 261 so. Hermitage Ave., near Van 
Burini, and will bo.lhero for several weeks.

LAKE HELEN, FLORIDA.

A Glowlug Description of tho Southern 
Cassadaga Camp.

Most people think no good can come 
of earthquakes, the most fearful and 
destructive of the forces ot nature. 
Few realize their necessity or use. The 
good is obscure, and can only be ap- 
prediated when their necessity is un
derstood in the work of progressive 
development of the earth. If the 
earth was perfect, there would be no 
earthquakes. Being imperfect, or not 
fully developed, there is no other way 
for it to grow, to change to a more 
perfect condition, ’ and in that growth 
and change convulsions are necessary.

The earth, like every other planet 
or stellar body, was born a comet. It 
is a child of the sun, and when, born 
filled space far beyond the orbit of 
Moon.

It has passed through .wonderful 
changes to attain its present ad
vanced condition. Many, many, many 
millions of years have been necessary 
to effect its present growth. It grew 
from a rare cold gas to a fiery mist, 
from a fiery mist to a molten fluid, 
from a molten fluid to a solid crust. 
This crust was in form a very flat
tened spheroid with’its largest diam
eter at' the equator.. The crust con
tinued to cool till water could be 
formed and poured upon its surface. 
This took millions of years. ’ The 
mqon had been born of earth, while 
the earth was a comet.

When the waters covered the earth 
the moon raised tides and the winds 
moved the waters and tho crust was 
Worn Into soil. ■ Electric forces act
ing between the Inner; and outer sur
faces of the crust caused eruptions and 
volcanoes were formed. The contrac
tion of the crust as It cooled caused 
wrinkles upon its face, and mountain 
chains and dry land, appeared above 
the surface of the waters. A won
derful improvement, this.

These mountains and adjoining 
lands could be eroded and converted 
by the action of the elements into soli. 
No life had yet appeared. Prepara
tion was being, made for Its appear
ance. The house was being prepared 
through convulsions and destructions 
of the then conditions, for the families 
of life that were purposed to appear 
when all was ready for them. The 
crust has-continued to pop! and thick-- 
en till now it Is some twenty-five 
miles thick, enclosing, iho.lten matter. 
Its form has changed till Its diameter 
from pole to; pole Is only about twen-; 
ty-slx and ri' .half Mies 'less: than at 
the-equator.- , ........ -
' A perfect i>jairet lB!j(,pérX<fçt'sphere.

Ceatral attractlve .-force‘upon Its mat-1 
ter tends constantly to make It so. In 
a fluid br plastic state this - force Is 
partially overçoïne ■ by centrifugal 
force from the revolution, of the body 
on Its axis. When : the -crust” had 
fixed its form-a spheroid, it could 
only change Its form by. changing the 
.crust, and to do this convulsions .were 
necessary. There 1 are -.- earthquakes. 
SJow and Imperceptible subsidences- 
-and elevations in sections are con
stantly going on, blit these are not 
sufficient for the changes required.

The earth, though so Inany millions 
of years old, is yet. young in the life of 
a planet. We who see things born, 
mature, propagate and die in a'day, 
arid who ourselves grow to maturity 
arid pass on out of material sight in'a 
few years, can not well grasp in our 
thought a million years; yet, the ge
ologist- reads'in the record of- the. 
rocks, that-the solid’crust of the earth 
has existed many millions of years, 
and that record is as a day to the time 
it took to fornï that crust to a condi
tion that-water could be formed and 
retained upon1 it. - y

Attractive : force Is constantly act
ing to pull in towards the center the 
crust at the equator, arid thus force 
the matter out at thé poles to make a 
perfect sphere, when attractive force 
will'act equally'on the whole surface 
mass of the planet. The internal- 
molten matter in the earth is being 
perfected and becoinlng more suscept
ible to central attractive force, and 
less under the influence of centrifugal, 
force, and thus gradually changing 
and perfecting the form of the planet.

To change the form, of earth there 
must be Assures—cracks—through 
the crust. . These are known to exist 
around the edges of continents, 
islands, and sometimes through them. 
Where* they exist is known as earth
quake zones. Along such fissures 
the crust is more easily moved than 
in other places, and when force Is ex-” 
erted near such fissures the earth is 
set into vibration near it. : ■

The force that causes earthquakes 
is electricity.. ’ It is precisely like .the 
lightning, of the clouds, only far more 
powerful. Thé thunder is heard 
through the earth’s crust.
. Thé cloud becomes the storage bat
tery for the electricity in the atmos
phere to accumulate, and -it dis
charges from cibud to cloud, and 
from cloud to the surface of the earth 
in -llhtnlng to éqhalize electric pres
suré. . ■-

The internal surface of the earth 
crust and the matter therein is a far 
larger storage battery, and Its power 
when a discharge occurs between that 
and the external surface of the crust is 
a power incalculable arid may be ca
pable of rending the crust, sinking 
islands and sections of thé main land, 
and raising mountains.

Electricity is the power that runs 
the universe under thé guidance and 
.cohtrol of Infinite Mind; There is 
nothing too great for it to do. Earth 
Jn Its form and its life is to be~per- 
fected by its use. . Convulsions are

MKS. E. SI, Hlrcmioca will answer S
Queatioua for 85c. Bend own handwriting and 

lock of hair, Full reading, 11. FeruHiB, Fierce 
Co., Wash.

rnrustivorlhy Midaie-aff*d Woman wishes 
A iMJslilon in or near -a city as housekeeper, 
sewing, light house-work, where she will, find 
congenial çompaulonshlp. Box <24. Caidwell, 
Idaho.

MRS. MAY A. PRICE
Will give Clairvoyant readings by mall, assisted 
P/.ii Bpirlt teacher of Astrology, an ancicntGreek. 
Will diagnose physical conditions, and give nd- 
ylee of the Spirit Physician. Will tell you of ma 
terlal conditions and give spirit advlee. Send 
lock of hair, date of birth, and one dollar, Laws 
of mediumship taught. Obsession or any unde- 
alrable Influence cured. IHSHlhei., N.W.,Wash- 
Ington, D. O k

necessary at times.
occur if they

They would not
were not. Improve-

The Way; the Truth and the Life,
Taught by an unfailing method. Address, 

W. B- Cutler, 
008 DevieaderoSt., Ban Francisco, On!,

fHADT CDBR By a Bohemian Gypsy Ae- un/u<l rKCP-tfoioger and clairvoyant. 
Send age, color of eyes and hair. In own hand
writing, AddrCss GEO. WELLES, Box 80, New
ark, N. J,

THE HIDDEN HERB.
The Hidden Herb has been discovered through 

spirit power, and In the unfoldnient of tho de- 
H hae enabled ua to com- 

pouud It by scientific aiudy tnlo a perfect tonic, 
cures lung and throat trqublea, coughaand 

colds of all kinds. Convince yonraeif of ita won- 
(lerfiil healing properlles. A 25 eent sample by 
mail, or call at the M. Q B. B. Herb Tonio Com
pany, 610 W. Madison street, Chicago, 111.

FRANK N. FOSTER

Astrological and Psychometric
Readings, with prospects of coining year, 25 eta.. 
(silver). Send date, month, and year of birth. 
Full reading with horoscope 11. Address. If. V, 
NE1TZRL, Box088, Spkane, Wash.

T’«,. 4- cnier Wooden Trnmvet1 rumnets. Ie tbs Trumpet tor DevelopTrumpet Manlteutatlon.
Size IlflxS Inqbea. Coared Graf, No. GPU Kullon 
street, Chicago, Ill,

A Psycho-Clairvoyant Reading, 
For 25 cents. The. only “strings” to-this offer 
are (I) that you send a . sample of your writing 
with full name. Lind (2) on receipt of the reading, 
write me whether or not it is correct.

W. P. Williams*
884 Eleventh St,, N. E.» Wàshington, D;£.

FRED P. EVANS,
Noted Medium for

Slatewriting, Clairvoyance, Etc.,
Interviews dally from 10lol, Readings and de- 

.velonmentby mail may be obtained by writing to 
Mr. Evans for partteulars. Famous book on 
8tato*wriilng. |1.20.,while they last, Address, 

FBKD 1‘. EVANH, 
2928 Sacremento street, San Francisco, Gal.

MORRIS PRATT INSTITUTE.
A SchooUUnder the Auspices 

oFSplHtual'sm.
Thoroughly .auaUlled teachers. A two-yew'B 

course preparoa- eBpoplaHy for public and pri
vate work] open to allof both Boxes over 15. Ad
mittance without examination. Termd reason
able. Write fort Catalogue to

A. J. WEAVES, Prin.
MOSES HUMw Free.
EMMA J. OWBN, Sao., Milwaukee. Wis.

SPIRITUAL HEALING. 
My Treatmente ls Natural and a 

Strictly Practical System.
In my .capacity!ns a hosier, success has crowned 
me ami gon o beyond ^tpy expectations. Diseases 
of women:.a QpectoUy< ahd aosent treatments 
ilven Bncoeaswlly without medicine oropcra-

,on, Writeforlullparticulars, bentpree.
ALBERT EMBRH:

266 N Calli SU. StoolOon, Cal,
IB.

-SpeciaEAnnouncement.
Immediately to All

, Magnetic Healers,
The^accomplishments of Electric Vibratory 

Therepeutica will enable you to successfully 
meet the laity and practice as a healer. * Address.

School of Therapeutics.
110 Wisconsin st., Milwaukee, Wis.

READ AND REJOICE!
Professor of Electric. Vibratory Thera

peutics. after a aeries of marvelous experi
ments. is prepared to make the following an
nouncement: Give me your name in full, location, 
date of birth, your favorite tTolor 'and eonca. with 
.thla.data I will furnish a payoho-phyalcal chart 
of any Individual by which healthy happiness 
and business sucadas can be eccurad. To rive 
all an opportunity; these charts will be furnished 
in clubs of ten, until October 1, for 2(o. each. 
Each subscriber becomes a member bfthpBchool 
of Triune Life Culture, ehtitleu to monthly in
structions. Has to obtain thè best results, phys
ically and psychically. Address,

School of Therapeutics,
110 WlBCOnBln Blreet, Milwaukee, Wis.

AN ASTONISHING OFFER
Send three two-cent stamps, lock of. 

hair, age, name and the leading symp
tom, and your disease will he diagnosed 
free by *pirit power;.

Mrs. Dr. Dobson-Barker,
280 North Sixth St.

Ban jase, Call

(Advertisement.)
A FRAUD-HUNTING

BOOK VINDICATED.

It Was'Written by. a Life-long Spirit- 
' ■ ■ " uallst., ■ .

Spirit PliotOQraDlier,
Sittings by Mail.

From photo or look ot hair, Send tor circular 
tree. Box 13, Green Lake sta., Seattle, Wash.

Mediumship, Development, 
Adeptship,

e^rour phase my system can make 
i .\”e’ Kage uothlnt- to Co with It. 
Apply the coDdltlonB—tnat b all,

I? endorsed by eminent solen- 
never iallB, if you are in earnest 

thtln fheap books and mail 
courses ¿nd dark developing' circles, which often 
endhl madness. \

°Xerllhy Mnnics now enrolled. Begin to- 
hS&i ®e“d-«temped, addressed envelope for 
book et, terms to J* C. F. GBUMBINE, 24 
Strathmore Road, Brookline, Mass,

We can 
nein you. 
Write for

Do You Need Spectacles. Q 
and Better Sight ? I

;------ ------ ------- --t, Illustrated.eHowlneWle»anaprIcoBofmy Marnet- 
Ized Melted Pebble LBNZ. a photo ot Spirit Yar-

' I1!!10 tta0lated io brlmr out the Clairvoyant 
gift with me, to fit your oyea aa perfectly at your 
own home, mid Bend Spectacle by mall as I could 
Hyou were In my office, Yarmahwill forma bnud- 
?. 1 will treat your eyes When wearing
I, you will have normal vision.
11 »oened this band can heal your body. We have 
a pdeltlve cure for Granulated Eye- Lide, or Bore 
eEe“;. Seumosipald for »1.00. A posture etamp 
would be acceptable. B, F. POOI>B.

157 Winthrop ave„ Chicago. Ill.

Text Books on Psychical Development
. WClonvoyance-IW pages, cloth; teaches 
how to BOO spirits, practice telepathy, enter aplrlt 
world at will, commune with the ao-called dead, 
ucvalpp Bsccnd Bight Endorsed by Lilian Whit
ing, Henry Wood, w. X Colville. Prof. Harradln 
and all leading teachers. Price, *1.60.
/W’’Auras and Colors—A wonderfully help
ful book on how to boo and rood auras and colors,- 
learn people’s atmospheres; contains a color dic
tionary; Price. 60 cte.

prPsyolremetrr—How to read the eoulof 
tblnre.. Thia booklpachoa you how to become a 
peycbojneirlBt. price. 60 cts.

. t^’Meallzatloh—A book that opens the way 
to the, realization of one’s divinity. 'It teochee 
you how to enter the super-conaclouaneaB. Price 
60 cte.

Secure a largo crystal tor crystal gazing or 
reading. Price, *2.25; postage prepaid.

Bend money to J. C. F. CIRCMB11VE 21 
Strathmore Boad,~ Brookline, Maaa.

Be Sure to Read This,
Frances L, Loucks, one of the greatest osychte 

wonders living. I use tho spiritual X-ray to lo 
cate all internal diseases. A trial will convince 
you. Nervous exhaustion and lost viror of both 
sexes successfully treated, as hundreds can tes
tify. Send name, age, Bex, complexion, one Icad- 

. inir symptom, and ten cento iff stomps, and you 
will recelvqa correct diagnosis of your case free 
wortfa dollars io you. Be sure to write your own 
letter.. Dr. J. 8. Loucks, who lately passed on. 
continues to ;reat the sick through my medium
ship. Address all letters to

FRANCES L. LOÜCK8, 
fDVTarrenSL —* Bioatki*. Mui.

IN TBE WORLD CELESTIAL.
X. BY DR. T. A. BLAND,

Wllh fullpage photograph of the Heroine Pearl’ 
from aaplrit painting. •

“Ttaee things that make this book remarks, 
pie. Its authorship, the astounding claims put 
forth Inr it. and the philosophy ana revelation 
of a future life it contains.”—B. O. Flower, in 
the Arena.
• “It will give us c6urage to pass through the 
deep shadows of death to the sun-lit clime of 
the World Celestial.”—Rev. H. W. Thomas. 
Cloth bound with gilt side stamp; price 11.00

Song Books
New and Enlarged Edition of 

C. P. LONGLEY'S

Choice Collection of

ment means^ change. Change may 
mean convulsion of the crust of 
earth and death, to many on its sur
face, and destruction of the works of 
man. THESE ARE BUT INCIDENTS 
TO GROWTH AND IMPROVED CON
DITIONS; BENEFICENCE IS AT 
THE HELM. AND WORKING OUT 
ALL THINGS FOR ULTIMATE 
GOOD. A TRUE UNDERSTANDING 
OF THE WORKS OF NATURE BAN
ISHES ALL EVIL AND PROVES IT 
IS BUT GOOD NOT UNDERSTOOD;

A. J. KING.
Hammonton, N. J, .. .

of ghosts as’ I formerly did tn their 
qxlstenw.’-fS. B<- Baderje^ Cal-'

When the book called “Mysteries of 
the- Seance” caine out, nearly every, 
one who read it regarded, its ■ State-’ 
merits as too sweeping and astounding 
for belief, and' L received hundreds of 
scathing letters from welLmeaning, 
but too credulous’ Spiritualists, abus
ing me for casting, discredit upon such 
“true and tried ^instruments of the 
spirit world/R Since the thousands of 
these books,; went; out Into the world, 
ori'e exposure has- followed another 
with startling rapidity, and the dark 
circle idols .and materializing wonders 
are falling in every direction. And 
the end.is riot yet There.are mariy 
yet in the. business. My book tells you 
just how the’ work Is done, and how 
to detect the? fakery. And mark this 
—EVERY STATEMENT I have made 
therein has heen iJULLY SUBSTANTI
ATED by these exposures.. Keep up 
the fight, frieadss No true medium 
can be injured byt the exposure of the 
fraudulent, and cannot fail to be bene
fited. Let.we send you a book, or 
half a dozen.hand, help to disseminate 
the only information that can be of 
use in this fight—knowledge of HOW 
IT IS DONE ANQ HOW TO DETECT 
IT. Tho price of .the book is 25 cents, 
or three for 50 cents. Six for a dol
lar. Address ED LUNT,. Roxbury, 
Mass. , ■ ' .

S 5 Beautiful Songs, 
Containing ninety ¿harming songs for 
home; . camps, circles arid meetings_  
words arid music, including "Only a 
Thin Vail Between Us,” and its com
panion piece; also beautiful words set 
to choice music, from the poetical 
works , of Lilian Whiting. Of the lat
ter, Miss Whiting .writes Prof, Long
ley her pleasure at his setting to her 
poems and declares herself honored 
at the dainty music rie has given her 
words. President Barrett of the N. S. 

' A. writes that wherever he goes he 
Ands the songs of Mr. Longley sung at 
meetings and by the friends and he af
firms it as his opinion that Longley’s 
musical compositions have -ennobled 
the world. Price per copy, 50 cents 
bound in boards; 75 cents in cloth, 
wholesale rates made to societies, 
and dealers. . ‘ .

Maxham’s Melodies.
Arranged for Solos, Duets, Quar

tets, Also Six Poems.
This Is a songbook adapted to tho popular 

spiritualistic tsste. and is ominedtly fitted to do. 
food sorvico in tho lecture hall or family circle.

rlcof 1& coats.

: "The Infidelity of EccleBlosticlsm. 
A Menace to American Civilization,” 
By Prof. Wm. M.-Lookwood, lecturer 
upon; physical, phyiologlcal anil psy
chic science. ¿Demonstrator ot the. Mo
lecular or Spiritual Hypothesis ot Na
ture. Scholarly, masterly, ■ trenchant 
Prioe. 25 cento.
j "An Infamous Dynamite Roman Cath
olic Conspiracy Detected'and Exposed." 
'iRomantom Exposed.*’ Two pamphlets 
Jjy Rev.-J. G. White, author nt "Start
ling S>ctg.*’ 10 pento

SPIRITUAL SONGSTER,
ByMattlo E. Hull. Thirty-flight of Mrs. Hull’s 

sweetest Bongs, adapted to popular nuwlc, for 
the use of congregations, circles and famlles. 
Price, 10 cents, or 87 per hundred ■

। This winter home-for Spiritualists 
Is located upon the shore of Lake 
Colby, near the village of Lake Helen. 
It is reached from Jacksonville, (145 
miles) by the Florida’"East Coast R. 
11., the Atlantic Coast R: ■ R., via St. 
Johns river boat to Beresford 12 
miles from camp, to which passengers 
are brought in carriages.

The land of the camp is rolling, well 
elevated and . covered with1 long
leaved .hard pine, so much used In the 
North for floors, etc.

The camp 1b twelve years old. It is 
in a very prosperous condition. .For 
a winter home in a mild climate it is 
very desirable, especially has it proved 
of great value to invalids afflicted with 
pulmonary diseases.

There are now 44 cottages on the 
grounds or contiguous to the camp, 
also one three-story hotel, one three- 
story lodging house, one two-story 
apartment house, one auditorium 
which will seat 400 people, one 
amusement pavilion 60x70 feet, with 
polished floor for dancing, and tables, 
chairs, etc., for evening assemblies, se-' 
ances, card parties. A piano, kitchen 
and bazaar. These buildings are 
heated with stoves when needed.

There is a grocery store,-an excel
lent'water plant, consisting of two ar
tesian wells, a gasoline engine pump 
and windmill pump. Nearly all the 
cottages are supplied .with running 
water.
, A half-dozen row boats float on 
Lake Colby, and next season a naptha 
power boat 1b promised..

Lake Helen and the camp are in 
the vicinity of large orange groves; 
oranges have been purchased in 
abundance here the past season from 
6 cents to 25 cents a dozen. The 
bloom this spring has been enormous. 
No weather the past winter has been 
cold enough to Injure the buds; at-no 
time has the thermometer gone below 
28.

There is a good lumber mill at the 
station. The price of.’lumber un
dressed, is ?16 and per thousand 
feet, and for dressed lumber ?26 to 
$28 per thousand feet. A cottage 
16x24 feet, two stories high, four 
rooms, can be built, without inside 
celling or plastered walls for $300 and 
one the same size plastered or celled 
for about $500. Bricks for piers and 
chimneys are $10 per thousand, made 
at the station. Wages of carpenters 
are $2 to $2.50 per day. ’

No cellars are needed in this climate 
—the houses stand on piers about two 
feet from the ground.

Expense for fuel is trivial; $6 will 
pay for the wood needed for a family 
for six months or more. Kerosene is 
20 to 25 cents a gallon; sweet pota
toes 50 to 75 cents a bushel—Irish po
tatoes a little higher. Florida beef 
from 10 to 25 cents a pound. North
ern beef a little higher. Eggs from 
15 to 30 cents a dozen. Butter 30 to 
35 cents a pound for the best. Milk 
10 cents a quart. Sugar 18 to 20 
pounds for $1. Florida sugar cane 
molasses 40 cents a gallon.

Building lots on the camp grounds 
are leased for 99 years at a yearly 
rental of $5. Water for a season of 
six months, $5; those having bath 
rooms or water closets paying $7.50. 
The Association collects a fee of 
$2.50 from each person who dwells in 
the camp, but this fee admits free to 
all the regular meetings. •• Transient 
people pay. 10 cents a day for the 
Same privilege. This callection cov
ers only six weeks of the season. The 
rest of the year all are free from 
charges except for water rent to those 
who take water the whole year.

Table board Is $5.50 a week. 
Rooms from $2 to $4 per-week. In 
some of the public and private bulld- 
ingh reductions are made for the sea
son.

The session begins the first Sunday 
in February and closes March 19, but 
the hotel 1b open from the first of No
vember till into April. Cottagers ar
rive at any time after September and 
many remain till May, while a few are 
permanently located.

. The dwellers on the camp ground 
this season have numbered 300, while 
transients have swelled the number on 
Sundays to 400.

On arriving at the station, passen
gers are charged 25 cents for trans
portation to camp, three-quarters of a 
mile, also 25 cents for each trunk.

There is a good clay bicycle path 
from near the statlori to camp on 
which people who prefer can walk. 
This path also continues to Demand, 8 
miles from the camp. Cyclists should 
bring their wheels as It cds’ts 75 cents 
for a carriage passage to that city and 
return. -

DeLand is the county'seat of Volu
sia—-and a center of trade.

A gasoline motor street railroad is 
to be built this summer from Daytona 
to DeLand—a distance of 85 miles. It 
wilf pass within five miles of the 
camp. Lake Helen and camp people 
are anticipating a rapid growth, so in 
teh near future a branch road will 
the near future a branch road will 
and extend to Beresford Landing on 
the St. Johns river.

A large petition has been sent to 
Washington, asking for a U. S. post- 
office at camp. Should this be grant
ed the office may be in the camp store, 
which another year will be well 
stocked with goods and be open from 
7 a. m. to 7 p. m.

Cottage builders ’ cari purchase all 
kinds of furnishings for same, at De
Land, at prices fully as’, profitable as 
to buy in the North and frieght them 
here. ”

The high pine land’ of the ' camp is 
excellent building ground—the soil 
being a white; dry ;, sand—-and . the 
air »f healing quality, owing to the 
resinous pine forests. The ,drinking 
water is pure arid, free from sulphur.

The prospect for .a "steady and 
healthy growth is assured; - People 
from the biting frosts of a Northern 
winter, will prolong 'tlieir lives and 
enjoy their days much better by com
ing here each Beason. Already, a 
number of new cottages are.. to ? be 
built-: the coming autumn. . ..

I intend to continue my excursions 
by ocean steamer from New York the 
coming season. These excursions will 
run in October, November, December 
and January. ’ = ■ ;,.

The expense of a trip to Lake Helen1 
or Florida and return is so small, 
that often it costs less than the coal 
bill of a family, for a Northern winter. 
The thermometer for six months of 
the winter season up to May first, 
ranges from 32 to 85.

Write me for particulars oh the ex
cursions, excloBlne stamp. ’

H. A. BUDINGTON. 
91 Sherman street, Springfield, Mass.

SpiritualisVMeetingt
It to Important vtwa a meeting 

suspended, that notice bo given us. IKS 
that Uiqulrera may not be mislead. W 
want new notice# of all i 
held here in public hails 
Uma. - ’

The Church of the Soul, Rev. Cora 
L. V. Richmond, pastor, holds regular 
services every Sunday at 11 o’clock, in 
Hall 809 Masonic Temple (corner 
State and Randolph streets). Sun
day-school at 10 a. in. All are in
vited.

The Band of Harmony (auxiliary to 
the Church of the Soul) holds regular 
meetings the first and third Thursdays 
of each month, at 3:30 to 10 p. m. 
Ladies bring lunch. Coffee served at
6 p.m. AU are made .welcome.

Lake View Spiritual Union 
services Sunday afternoons 
o'clock in Wells Hall, 1629 
Clark street, corner Fletcher

holds 
at » 
North 
street.

conducted by Dr. and Mra. C. A. Wick
land, assisted by others. All are cor
dially welcome. Residence, 616 Wells 
street.

The Progressive Spiritual Society. 
Services at 8 p. m., 183 g.-North ave
nue, corner Burling street Mrs. B. 
Hilbert, speaker.

Spiritual meetings, held by Juli»’ 
Learnerd, every Sunday and Thursday! 
evening at 7:30, at Lone Rock Hall,;
809 W. Madison street, near Robey.

First German Spiritualist Society off 
the West Side. Meetings every Sunday,; 
at 3 p. m. in Garselman’a Hall, Cornell 
Ashland avenue and W. 18th street

The Light of Truth Church will hold 
services in Hopkins’ Hall 528 W 68ra 
street, near Stewart avenue. Confer- 
ence at 3 p. m. Lecture at 7:45. Mes- 
Bages at each service. Midweek meet- /■ 
Ing Thursday 3 p. m. Mrs. Jeffery Bur- ' ’ ■>. 
land, pasior.

The Church of the Psychic Forces 
holds services at Wilcox Hall, comer, 
Champlain avenue and 43d street, every, 
Sunday. Conference at 8 p. m. Lec
ture at 8 p. m. The ball number is 861- 
868 East 43d street Conducted by Mra, 
Isa Cleveland.

The Spiritualist Church of Students 
of Nature will hold its services at 
Flynn’s Hall, 4 61 North avenue, cor-' 
ner Robey street and Milwaukee ave
nue, every Sunday evening at 7:30. 
The ball can be reached by Milwaukee 
avenue North avenue and Robey street! 
cars, and the Logan Square and Hum-’, 
boldt Park Metropolitan elevated. 
Mrs. M. Schumacher, pastor.

Golden Rule Spiritualist Society, 
Nora E. Hill, pastor; Dr. J. H. Ran
dall, assistant pastor. Holds services 
every Sunday evening during July and' 
August, at O’Donnell’s College Hall,( 
Paulina street, near Washington Bou- ■ 
levard. All welcome.

Temple Light and Truth, 870 Waban- 
ela avenue, near Robey street and I 
North avenue. Sunday-school 10:30 a. 
m. Lectures and spirit messages given ■ 
at 3 and 8 p. m., by Mrs. T. Loll, pastor, 
every Sunday, in German and English.

The Hyde Park Occult Society bold» 
regular Sunday evening services, 7:45 
o'clock, «.t 819 E. 55th street, between 
Kimbark and Monroe avenues. Jackson 
Park care pass the door. The best tal
ent available will be secured for all 
meetings. To spread the truth la the 
object of this society. Address all com- 
municatlons to Miss Eva L. Stewart, 
corresponding secretary, 455 E. 55th i 
street Entrance to halt 819 E. 65th 
street

The Rising Sun Mission holds serv
ices every Sunday. Lyceum, lectures 
and tests at 3 p. m.; lectures and song 
service at 8 p. m. Advanced speakers, 
good test mediums and good singing. 
Temple, Oakley Boulevard, betweeh y 
Jackson Boulevard and Adams street.

Spiritual Mission Chapel (Old 77) 
77 East Thirty-first street. ServICeb 
every Sunday at 8 and 8 p. m. Scien
tific and philosophical lectures; best 
psychic and message bearers in attend
ance. Prof. F. M. Stoller, conductor.

The German-English Society, Bund 
der Wahrhelt No. 18, holds services ev
ery Sunday evening at 8 o’clock iff 
Brand’s Hall, 152 North avenue, be
tween Halsted and Clyboum. Aldo 
every Thursday evening in Math. Jung’s” 
Hall, 1071 Lincoln avenue, southeast 
comer Ashland and Lincoln avenuesjJ 
entrance first door north of Howard’s’ 
theater. Frank Joseph, medium. Ev
erybody welcome.

Church of the North Star Spiritual 
Union, incorporated. Meetings Sun
days at 8 p. m. sharp, at Peris Hall/i 
1546 Milwaukee avenue, near Western* 
avenue. Mrs. Letzter, speaker and' 
medium. All welcome.

Chicago Spiritual Alliance Church, Iff 
Vincennes Hall, 35th and Cottage Grove 
avenue. Mrs. May Elmo, pastor. AU 
welcome. Services at 3 and 8 p. m.

Mrs. Mary Hill holds meetings every 
Sunday and Wednesday evenings at 820 
Flournoy street Good speakers and 
messages.

Divine Spiritual Church holds meet- ■ 
ings every Sunday afternoon and 
evening at 2:30 and 7:30, in Hygela 
Hall, corner Ogden avenue and Robey I 
street. Good music. All welcome, j 
Rev. Lucy A. Hodge Koontz, pastor.

LOOK OUT! LOOK OUT!
Look out for a supposed Spiritualist ; 

medium who goes under the names of . 
Madame Zelonn, Mrs. J. Carl and Mrs. ' 
Frances Wedder. She secured a largo 
amount of money from a lady who for- 
mcrly lived in Des Moines, Iowa, 
claiming to have received messages 
from her father and mother in spirit 
life, Instructing her to give the medi
um money to build a sanitarium in the 
Red Woods of California. She is about 
42 years old, B feet, O inches tall, ' 
weight about 165 pounds; complexion 
clear, rosy cheeks, black hair,, broivn 
eyes, She carries on watch chain a 
gold band compass with gold stone 
back; sometimes wears an English 
sovereign on chain. In connection 
with her supposed mediumship, she 
sold face powders, lotions and somo 
jewelry. She left Des Moines, Iowa, 
on January 18, 1806, presumably for 
Chicago, to see a sick-daughter, and 
mailed a letter from there, but she' left 
at the post office an-order to forward 
her mail to Seattle, Wash. Any infer- * 
mation from Spiritualists jor others । 
who desire these fraudulent mediums 
punished, will be gratefully received
by MRS. IDA JOHNSON.

22 Jackson Place, Cliicago, RI,

I»

VBpIrltwM Songs for the Use or cir
cles, Campmeetings and Other Spiritu
alist Gatherings.” By Mattie E. Hull.

'■The Light or-Egypt.” Volumns 1 
and-2: An occult library iulteiilf, a 
text-book oF esoteric knowledge as 
taught by Adepts of Hermetic Philos- 
i©hy. Price per volume-
• “ptetoverfcLost TraU.^ By Obas.- 
Hr “ M^m'/epiritva]

"In the World Celestial,” .by Dr, T. a. 
Bland. Interesting, Instructive : and 
helpful; Spiritually uplifting, 'Cloth 
bound, price SL

“Success ana How To Win It." A 
lecture and course of twenty'-four .suc
cess lessons by Dr. B. F. Austin, B. A.. 
D. D. The titles of- sortie of tho lec
tures are as follows: Self Helps; Fl- 
.nanclal Success;- Ideals;.: Economy; 
Planning, Attraction; Courtesy; Kind- 
tiesh and-btect; Angel Help. Price 25

Molecular Hypothesis or Na* 
tnre." By . Prof. Wm. M. Lockwood,” 
Professor Lockwood is recognized - aa > 
one of'the ablest lecturers on the spin 
itual rostrum. In this little volume ha 
presents in succinct form the substanco 
of his lectures on the Molecular Hy- 
potliesiB of Nature; and presents hlo 
vtew’s as. demonstrating a scientific ba
sis of Spiritualism. Tho book is com
mended to all who love to study and , 
think. Price, 25 cents.

"Death, Its Meaning and Results." 
By J. K. Wilson, of the Pennsylvania 
Bar. An absorbingly Interesting vol
ume, of decided value, A narrative of !

■ wonderful psychical .events In thc an- j 
■thor’a texpci’lence. ' Cloth; 560 p.agea, Uj 
Justrated, $1.25, - }
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SOLVE IT IF VOU CAN.

bn Any Other Hypothesis Than Spirit 
Power—Opens Safe After Dream— 
City Employe Gets Inspiration Re-

1 guiding Combination in Sleep.
"Sixteen, five, twelve, forty-eight!” 

I muttered William Farrell, a city em
ploye, as he entered Allegheny (Pa.) 
city hall, head down and on the dead 
run. Those who knew him thought 
he had gone "daffy” or was walking in 
his sleep, imagining himself in a foot
ball game.

¡“Sixteen, five, twelve, forty-eight! ” 
1 hq continued to mutter half aloud as 

he dropped on his knees before the big 
safe in the reception room of Mayor 
Kirschler’s office and began to twirl 
the knob. Then the old-timers did 
shake their heads in earnest. That 
safe hadn’t been opened for sixteen 
years. The combination was lost six
teen years ago and since that time the 

, big'safe has defied everyone.
“Sixteen, five, twelve, forty-eight!” 

continued Farrell, as he gave the 
I rusty knob a final whirl. There was a 
I clink of long unusued tumbler and the 

big doors swung open. Farrell in- 
B stead of being adjudged crazy was at 
r,/ once surrounded by city employes, 
Fs-*’- .who wanted to know all about it.
I "I’ve nearly gone crazy in the.,last 

ten years trying to open that fool 
thing,” said Farrell,-"pad early this 
morning I had a dream that sixteen, 

, -five, twelve, forty-eight was the nutri- 
I bpr that would win and I ran down- 
‘ town right after breakfast before I
' forgot it.”

According to the Brooklyn Eagle, 
some of the most popular novels in our 
language owe their origin entirely to 
dreams, for the wonderful workings of 

. the brain during sleep'often furnish 
; material which the author Is riot- 
? slo w to .turn to good account, Had it 

not. been for. a dream ‘.‘Robinson. Cru- 
': - soe” Would probably never have been 

written. At'the time the plot was 
'/ first conceived Defoe was suffering 

! from great mental worry that resulted 
1 in his slumbers being broken by In

cessant nightmares. On one of these 
occasions he dreamed that he ' was 
stranded on a desert island alone, and 
began to work out in the. dream a 
'means of existence. So pleased was 

. ''he,with the experience that Defoe con
fessed to feelings of dlsapointment 
When he awoke, and he hastened to 
put his vision into readable form.

“Rienzi” was the dream offspring of 
Loyd Lytton’s brain, the whole plot 
appearing before him in ri'short space 

1 of two-hours’ sleep between violent at
tacks of neuralgia.

, ' JCingsiey, after a.hard day’s fishing, 
went to. sleep, only to get a shadowy 

, outline of “Westward Ho” in his 
dreapis, though what, connection thé 
ritd^y ¡had-ÿlth;his .sport it,is difficult 
tqjünclerstàrid.. 7 ' ' ?

-•Few people'know why ' Coleridge’s 
-entrancing poem, “Kubla Khan,” re- 

; maipç..unlinjB)ied, but this masterpiece 
haé a- véry remarkable history. The 

7-^yl.pptit'h^s . jusf taken an anodyne, and 
s"’j aréppéd' off' to sleep, when- the 

poem began to shape itself^ in lijs 
• ’ min'd, and the lines to run in rhyming 
- order.When he awoke he ruslied to 

hlq writing, table and wrote out the 
lines as, we now have, them, .without a 

. second's pause, but his memory failed 
him at the conclusion, so the work 
was never completed. .

Another, famous poem composed in 
a dream was “The Bells,”, .while the 
¿rimé' author, Edgar Poe, formulated 
one of his finest pieces of prose, “The 
Masque of the Red Death,” during 
the ‘hours of unconsciousness.

“ ‘‘The Strange Case of Dr. Jekyll and 
. Mr. Hyde” probably caused Stevenson 
■,more mental trouble than any of his 

' • other works, but a dream got him out 
of the-difficulty. He began a story 

7' about a man's double, but it appeared 
' so unsatisfactory to him that he tore 
7; it rip without banishing the theme 

from his piind. . One night, however, 
he' dréamed the scene at. the window 
arid'à few minor incidents', while the 

.' . Second night the remainder of the 
' plot followed, and the story was soon 

on paper.
One of Coulson Kernahan’s most de- 

? lightful volumes is' “God and the 
■ ; Ant,” a phantasy that makes it easy to 
. believe that the book was the result of 
7 : a dream. Mr. Kernahan, in the 

preface, acknowledges It to be a vision 
> which appeared to him in sleep put 

iiifo words. W' C. Alden likewise 
: dreamed the majority of thé plot and 

7 . the' détail of the opening chapters of 
on’e of the most recent works, which 

. . he verv fitly named "Out of the 
: Night/’

0

Its Inhabitants—Their Food, Clothes, Tools, 
Habits and Conditions.

ONLY A Di

And She Firmly Believes It ’lias an 
Immortal Soul. ’

assi

IDLE TALK AND SLANDER. A PLEA FOK THE RACE.

NO, 879,

A Comprehensivo Rebuke of the 
■ Same.

' Preaches Sermon Dreamt.
. .Rev. Oscar E. Brune, pastor of the 

First German Lutheran church, New
ark, N. J., announced as he began fu
neral services over the body of Miss 
Francés Lorna Wadsworth that he 
worild preach as nearly as possible the 
same sermon from the same text as he 
Had delivered in a dream two months 
ago over the seeming dead body of the 
same young woman. .

Mr.' Brune stated that just .- two 
months prior to the drowning of Miss 
Wadsworth in the surf at Bradley 
Beach, he dreamed that she was be
fore him, dead, and that he was 
preaching her funeral sermon.
»The impression of the dream was so 

strong that-he related it to his wife 
the following day. He recalled that 
his text in the dream sermon- was “Be 
'ready also,” taken from Luke xii:14, 
and he Used that text and as nearly as 
he could recall the words of the ser
mon of his dream. •

An Ancient Story of a Dream.
Cicero furnishes us with' a tale of 

two Arcadians, who, traveling to
gether, arrived at Magara, a city of 
Greece, between Athens and Corinth, 
■sphere one of them lodged in a friend’s 

‘ ' house and the other at an inn. ’ After 
supper the person who lodged at the 
private house went to bed arid, fallihg 

,, asleep/-dreamed that bls friend at 
'the Ann- appeared to him and begged 

his assistance, because the innkeeper 
! wafl going to kill him. The man' 1m- 

mediaieiy got out of bed, much fright-1 
■ ened at the dream; but, recovering 

■ himself and falling asleep again,, his 
; friend appeared the-sccond time and 
-desired that, as he .would not assist 

.- him In time, he would care at least 
V.. not to let his death go . unpunished—■ 
, 7 that the innkeeper having murdered 
. ■ •. him had thrown his body in a cart and 
■ . covered it with rubbish; he therefore 

begged that he would bo at the city 
gate In the morning before the cart 
was out. Struck .with this now dream, 
he went early to the gate, saw the 

i cart and asked the driver what was in 
it The driver immediately fled; the 
áeadKbody was taken out of the cart

The two things I remembered best 
after my first visits to that most beau
tiful region, so aptly named ‘the 
Summerland, were the perfume of 
roses and the singing of children. It 
was just like a lovely fairy bower, and 
I saw “roses, roses everywhere.” In 
a valley of calm and peaceful beauty, 
amid an atmosphere' of sweet content, 
were scattered houses large and 
small and of various styles of archi
tecture. The space between was 
filled with fields of waving grain in
terspersed with trees of every kind 
from poplars, tall and trim to spread
ing oak trees, broad and green; while 
all the little hills around seemed one 
vast rose garden, the air being filled 
with a most delightful clinging odor— 
such a sweet and rare perfume that 
no pen can well describe. And the 
roses were alive, for in that fair land 
all is life and life eternal. । Yes, alive! 
for unless you are pure in heart and 
mind the roses move away, and will 
not let you pick them. And this de
lightful land is not so far away as is 
erroneously supposed by many, and 
is in reality but a continuation of this 
world. When seen with spiritual vis
ion, this earth, the astral plane, and 
the Summerland, appear.like a vast 
panoramic map spread out before one, 
each region being but a continuation 
of the other, and rising a little, the 
one above the other, even as a suc
cession of mountain ranges appear 

' from a distance.
. The Summerland comnrises the 

very acme of perfection, in all ,that is 
beautiful in art or nature, combined 
with perfect harmony of color, form, 

■Bound,-motion,perfume, and all phas-. 
es of pleasuralble sensation. Every
thing beautiful that exists on this 
parth to-day has its duplicate there, 
only a thousand times more beautiful, 
refined and perfected, from the smil
ing flowers and healing trees to the 
graceful forms of little children, sing
ing harmoniously together such sweet- 
voiced songs of love and joy as no 
mortal tongue.can equal. Music, mu
sic like the roses, is everywhere, eyen 
the silence itself-is music unto the 
gentle soul, and when the birds hear 
the little children singing they join 
in the chorus with their sweetly rip
pling melodies. Arid at times some 
white-robed angelic ones, from the 
etheric and celestial worlds, pause 
gently on their way, and voice soft 
and; rhythmic strains of such sweet 
and love-inspiring Jiarinonles that all 
and everything bri earth'arid in the 
sky unite in one enchanting glory 
song of love and praise for the very 
joy of being.
. Houses and'Occupations.

Spiritual science proves what great 
Hermes taught, “As above so below,” 
all things are dual and with a refl'ex 
action on each other. Thus the great 
ocult secret of nature’s chemistry in 
the production of all phenomena is 
the continual separation of essence 
from substaned, and again condensing 
and solidifying, essence.-into substance?'

Spiritual science teaches also the 
perpetuation of forms, the retention 
of characteristics, though modified by 
environment, and that the essence or 
soul of things, like a' vaporous ema
nation, rises upwards until it reaches 
the Suminerland or some world com
posed of matter of its own nature. 
It stops, and by natural forces Its 
atomic particles unite together and 
slowly develop the same form and 
characteristics they previously had on 
this earth, only of a more-refined ma
terial. Do not think the Sumriierland 
region is all European in its aspect, 
for it includes the duplicates of all the 

■ countries on earthTand has suitable 
surroundings for all its people, as it 
is largely their' thoughts and aspira
tions which create them. For in that 
sphere, If you do not harmonize with 
its spiritual state, ybu do not belong 
to it; and you cannot stay where you 
do not-belong.

The Summerland is really a spirit
ual region, analogous to the Heaven
worlds of the Ancient Greeks Scan
dinavians, and other ancient peoples.

I have visited a- large center of 
learning,-the counterpart of Oxford or 
Cambridge, in England, and there, 
amid flowery meadbwp and - shady 
trees, was a center of intellectual cul
ture, a cluster of colleges, museums 
and schools, where all who came were 
welcome; and both young and pid 
were taught and trained In the culti
vation of their psychic Dowers, while 

'the spirit guides and inspirers of man
kind were Induced into the ancient 
wisdom and initiated into the myste
ries of nature. The habits and duties 
of its inhabitants seem to me to be 
chiefly resting and learning in the 
quiet country villages whither they 
have come or been carried by friends. 
Here are the weary and heavy-laden, 
the sick arid sorrowful, in-earth-life, 
also millions of those who‘die in child
hood. The sick are healed and tend
ed, their astral bodies made strong 
and well by kindly hearte'd spirit doc
tors, the little children a.re nursed'and 
loved by sweetly-natured,' pure arid 
noble-minded foster: mothers, whose 
very aura is filled with parental love.

I know that this: is so, for not only 
have I seen them in their spirit homes, 
but when I was very ill and all alone 
some of .these, little ones would come 
to see me, and their nurse would say, 
"My children have come to see you."

Yet, beautiful as this region is, it 
is only a halting, place. Some’ people 
stay only a few months, while others 
remain Jotatay years, but when..they 
hav0“Sained the experience necessary 
•for them, they either .go onward and 
upward towards the celestial worlds 
or they return to the dark regions of 
the-astral plpne,. to fulfil -those duties 
and gain those'experiences still essen
tial for them to learn. Their houses, 
homes,-, tools, furniture, are to a cer
tain extent created by them in earth 
life; but not entirely so, ts many of 
■them still need various external and 
objective things, and this want nature 
supplies-by surrounding themb with 
an atmosphere filled with innumera
ble atoms composed-of the very finest 
essence of: matter. This matter is as 
plastic to the mind and will, and as

obedient to the power of concentrated 
thought, as water to the shape of any 
vessel it is poured into.

Thus the houses and all external 
things they need are formed of this 
solidified material. In order to con
struct any tool or Instrument - the 
mind first conceives its form and pur
pose; hsithsseataeinktnpme sbrdshrd 
pose; this takes shape in mental mat- 
teç; it is then projected outwardly, 
and covered over and in-filled with as
tral matter. If only needed for tem
porary use the object disintegrates 
when no longer held together by the 
will of the craftsman, but for houses, 
and similar things it hardens firm and 
solid, and retains its moulded pat
tern even as plaster of Paris or forged 
steel. In making more complicated 
things, the method used is something 
analogous to the spider spinning and 
fastening his geometrically planned 
gossamer web. But remember that 
the knowledge how to direct invisible 
forces and to mould astral matter has 
to be learned, and the apprentice must 
make his will power the master, his 
body the machine, and the astral mat
ter the raw material. To do this is 
not easy; it is as hard to them as is 
manual labor to us. I have created 
forms In this manner, and know that 
it is so. ’ . :

It is true that everyone creates his 
own spiritually mental state of hap
piness or otherwise, and carries this 
this little mental world with him al
ways! This alone, determines his fu
ture surroundings and companions af
ter death. But he will still find an
other and still larger world outside 
himself, and it is this larger world I 
am how describing, because many peo
ple live in an ideal state of illusion on 
this earth, and when they leave It 
they still carry their illusion with 
them, mentally continue their earthly 
avocations, and are totally oblivious 
to their true condition until in time 
their little mental world is shattered 
to pieces and the dreameris awake. 
Thus resting and learning, one and all 
alike continue to devélope both psy
chically and mentally, evolving slow
ly from an earthly conception of things 
into a spiritual perception of both 
things arid causes. For not only 1b 
there unlimited time for all to learn 
but unequalled opportunities as v?ell> 
and facilities for acquiring knowledge 
as yet unknown to man, besides teach
ers who lay before their pupils the 
result ' of thousands of years experi
ence.

Thé astral records, the mighty forc
es of reflection, every phase of clair
voyance, and all the united powers of 
the soul, ? psychometry, telepathy, 
clalraudiencé arid true spiritual inspi
rational understanding are all at . the 
service of the student In the Summer
land. Yet to an earthly seer these 
people would appear as if working,- 
so real and actual is their life and sur
roundings.

Clothing.
Like the houses, their clothing va

ries considerably, for many are not 
yet purified enough to' do without ex-, 
ternar garb, whlcluthey learn to make 
by extracting various filmy fibrous 
substances from the flowers, plants 
and trees around them, and also.-by a 
process of mental weaving in conjunc
tion with spiritual chemistry operating 
through their bodies. In this way 
they manufacture garments of,a pat
tern and color .to suit themselves, even 
as a silkworm spins its little spool of 
softest glossy white or yellow _silk. 
The really jiurlfled spirit needs no ex
ternal robe, their thoughts constitute 
their clothing, which is of changing 
colors bright; their garments are of 
their own design woven by themselves 
alone, with'colors which belong to 
them. Their jewels were' wounds in 
times gone by, their golden chains 
were fetters once, but now they are 
free for evermore.

Food.
But what do they subsist on? Life 

in all forms is-sustained by, the in
flow through the-soul of the one eter- : 
nal breath of Absolute Life, without 
which the whole vast universe would 
cease , to be. Witu spiritual sight un
folded I have looked into the bodies 
of purified beings, and, watched the 
life wave come and go, a whitish vio
let tinted flood pouring through their 
bodies fair, pulsating and vibrating 
like streams of, liquid light. But 
many-of the spirit people here de
scribed still need at tinjes some gross
er food for. their astral bodies. This 
they obtain in various ways fly inhal
ing the natriral essence arising from 
flowers and trees, and also by par
taking of the objective and external 
fruits, nuts and .seeds growing- arorind 
them. While those possessing a 
knowledge of occult chemistry can ex
tract essences of every kind of food 

.known to. riian from the atmosphere ; 
around then), and can compress and 
silidifÿ these essences into substances 
and mould them into thé most deli- 
cioris cakes and biscuits, just as 
they will. . .

These are facts I know, for during 
my long periods of fasting at times I 
was fèd with spiritual food arid stimu
lated with spiritual drinks. The riec- 
tar of the gods is no myth, but an ab
solute truth., The rationale is this: 
froiri meat, vegetables; fruit or bread, 
just the same as with flowers and 
trees, a certain amount of each rises, 
upwards in the form of essence, and 
rinto beings of a finer organism it is 
easily transformed into substance. 
The ancient peoples knew this fact, 
and thus the Chinese place meats up< 

: on the graves, of,their ancestors; the 
Àtlantèans poured out libations' of 
wine up to their deities,-and the..-Her 
brews slaughtered beasts, that their, 
gods might inhale the steariiing fume's 
of fresh spilled blood.

A Spirit Home,

It was largely at; the ; request of 
Mrs. Nicholson, editor and proprietor 
of the New Orleans Picayune,’that on 
December 3, 1884,, we wernt to New 
Orleans to pass the. winter tat work in 
that city and take charge pi the hu
mane department of the, World’s In- 
ternaional Exposition;' where we dis
tributed about forty/thopsand copies 
of human publications. ’ I

Several pleasant days we ¡passed at 
Mrs. Nicholson’s home, .presuming 
that she would outlive us ih^ny years. 

: Mrs. Nicholson wrote the following 
beautiful poem, in the last verse 
which she says:

of

" 'Tis my belief my dog^wilj be 
Among the first to welcome me.

Believing that, ■
I keep his collar and hip flolk ’ 
And do npt say to'hlm fare^vejl, 

But good-bye, Mat, ,' :
Dear faithful Mat.”--: ! ■
Mrs. Nicholson,1 although compara

tively young, has.gone to. her last 
resting place, arid .we hopd that she 
may have.beeri welcpmed^Here by the 
dog she go much loved, ■ t ,

geo, t. Angell:

Only a Dogi
“Only a dog!’/ You wopderi why- 
I grieve so much to see hlm die;

Ah! if you zknew ’ . •” 
How true a friend a dog can be, 
And what a friend he was io. me,

When-friends were few!
“Only a 'dog—a beast,’’‘ypirsheer; / 
“Not worthy of a sigh or tear.”

Speak not to me . .
Such falsehood ,of my. floor dumb 

friend 1 < i
While I have language to ¡defend 

His memory. ' “ J;
Thro’ ups and downs, tUfo' thick and

thin, >
My boon companion hé flflii-lieen 

For years and years^;.,
He journeyed with mé mil'es

miles, . •, ?-r
I gave him frowns, .1 ’gave

smiles, ■
And now, sad tears. 7.

and

him

Befpre my children camqj.hls tyflite 
Soft head was pillowed ¿very’ flight

Upon my breast., \
So let him He just one tf,me more 
Upon my bosom as before,

And take his rest.
And when a tenderer love.awoke, 
The first sweet word my baby spoke

Was “M-a-t.” J*oor Mat-' 
Gould I np pthev.xeaspn trill, 
My mother-heart would love yp.p well

For only that.- • • • ,■
Together boy 'and dog hriye laid 
Upon my lap; together..pl^qd

Around my feet, ' - 7 
Till laugh arid bark togefben.prew 
So much alike, I scarcely khew

Which -was most sweet.
Ah! go away, and Jet ma. cry,.
For flow you know the rpason why

I loved him bo. = ; - 
Leave.me alone to close his'¿eyes, 
That looked so wistful arid so wise,

Trying to know.
At garden gate or open dbor. ,.
You’ll riiri to welcome me.*n6 more, 

Dear little friend, . . .-
You were so kind, so good and true, 
I question, looking dowri at you, 

Is this "the end?
Is there for you no "other Bid??" 
No home beyond Death’s chilly tide 

And heavy fog, ... . .
Where meekness and fidelity
Will meet reward, although you be

Only a dog! £
“He has no soul.” ’ How- kpow you 

, . that? ,. 7 *
What have we now-that ,ha<knot Mat, 

Save idle Speech?
If from the Bible I can. read*;;
Him soulless, then .1 own rio’ereed
, The preachers preach.,., ;-
My dog had love, and faitki and joy— 
Ab much as had my baby.floy— ;

Intelligence; - £
Could smell, see, hear,« and suffer 

pain. ’ 7
What makes a soul.If .th.ese are vain?

When I go hence, .7
’Tis my belief my' dog will' He
Among the first to .welcome me.

Believing that, :.;
I keep his collar and.his belt - 
And do not say to him ;’fa,rewell, 

But good-bye, Mat, ’7. s?/ 
Dear faithful Mat. , ? r ?' ''

. ? PEARL-RIVERS.

“A good name is better than pre
cious ointment,” says the preacher. 
Yet how many are willing and ready 
to smirch the good name of men and 
women of whom they know nothing 
evil, with perhaps some idle hearsay, 
remarks or surmises or personal 
prejudice the only basis for the de
traction.

Many people apparently are never 
more pleased with their opportunity 
than when they find listeners to 
spiteful or idle gossip about neigh
bors, acquaintances or people of 
whom fhey have read or heard. 
Speaking ill of others, disparaging 
thbir characters, minimizing their 
achievements, magnifying their fail
ings, putting their faults, real or im
agined, into Buch prominence as to 
overshadow their sterling qualities— 
this is. habitual with a large fraction 
of the people one meets.
- Such persons delight in detraction. 

They seem to think that the art- of 
conversation consists mainly in point
ing out flaws in every person whose 
name is mentioned and in allowing no 
one to escape unscathed.

•This is a strange disposition and 
habit. Those who are the most given 
to. habitual criticism of others are 
themselves usually the most deserving 
of censure, if not for. flagrant , vices 
openly practiced, at least for personal 
traits which imply. pettiness, selflsh- 
ness, envy and meanness.’, It Is these 
dualities which are most conspicuous, 
in habitual slanderers and they impel 
them to look for and to talk about 
evil in others and to try to bring down 
•to their own level those who are im-1 
measurably above them. ।

Just as mediocrity Is jealous of 
genius, so selfish, prudish, pharasa- 
ical people hate the strong, independ
ent, morally-poised man who distin
guishes between the demands of con
science and little conventionalities, 
which small minds put before the Ten 
■Çommandménts.. Tattlers, defamers, 
gossip-mongers are always on a hunt 
for defects—-not In themselves but in 
others--and from years of experience 
they can invent them, if they do not 
find them. Of what perversions and 
distortions of human nature they are 
themselves they have no idea, and be
ing in an Indurated and stereotyped 
condition closed to any real moral in
fluence, they, are likely,-Bo long as 
they can keep up their chatter to in
dulge in thèlr favorite pastime of 
dwelling on the shortcomings of their 
fellow-beings,

This is so ‘of the confirmed tattlers 
and calumniators, but those who are 
only in the early stages of indulgence 

>in- this 10wiand-debaslng practice, not- 
so much from a liking for it asifrom 
weakness In yielding to thé bad iriliu-

and the innkeeper apprehended and 
executed.

If prophetic dreams and visions are 
not the result of »spirit influence, what 
does cause them?““’—

I will now unfold one-final scene,. 
By the side of a broad, white, shining.' 
road which winds its way among the 
flower-clad hills and disappears in-the 
distance between the lofty snow-clad 
ppaks of Mount Maru, there dwells'a. 
friend of mine with a house built by : 
himself alone, and thus It does appear । 
to .me; Its outside swells are com
posed of alabaster clear, in'front there' 
are seven columns of polished marble 
white in the simple style of the an
cient cltisBlc: Greece, and just. above, 
theportico Ie carved in? granite; roqkA : ------->-<-

strong, and squarely built, contains 
such god-like things within -that its 
transparent walls glow'àt .times with a 
strange and almost blinding. iricandes- 
cènt light, .and when this. ' opçürs it 
may be seen for miles around. 7 

• Behold I a room within.,the. ioiise. 
The floor seems spread.-with.- cloth' of 
gold, thé ceiling look's -like a violet' 
velvet purple tinted donie; in which- 
the stars, of heaven; reflect themselves 
by day or night. The walls.y'du can
riot see,. they are covered o’er f With 
pictures new and . passing . strange, 
and* all • thé 1 room is filled with: stat
ues large and. small; bpautifuT be
yond coihparé, bf. flawless inarble, ■ 
snowy: whiter in shapes-dlyinioi M0' 
sculptured gods and goddésses,.;çarveà 
by some genii long ago, v and? which 
represent the spiritual value of my 
friend’s work on this-)» earth; His 
is a.noble form indeed, tall andjof ma
jestic mein, his facet;botA.,fl.rm; and 
sweet, with Ibnglçlï ■nàir.liltë pale yel
low gold, and beard’of-yellow amber- 
bright, though streaked with silvered 
grey. He is garbed iriii.^po» .single 
auric robe which falls iiLhlhsslc folds 
around his stately.* forfri,?,ïts cMbr in
describable, for jt rèileçfa th&gibries 
of Paradise itself.''©ftimes-bath this 
strange artist', the painter ,'of- ¿hose 
mystic pictures on the walls, played 
such sweet music.unto iriy ..soul as 
made me feel that; hp-ahd 'I were one, 
for he played upon my infter' . self, 
even as a musician plays'updn a harp,: 
until I would weejy. ItWqjj,. and yet 
still long for mord“of ' tlmt*. flbfehtful 
muglo. - 'T .:’-5'

, Now- qf these -ihfrigs ''Infreltf de
scribed I 'imow wlwrçpfH-sffigakr so 
try to show thc.iujïn'to'yàu, %v^ 
have seen them in the "Sunimerland.” I 
—H. M.- Boucher in, Harbinger of 
Light. ' . ? I • ■1 -I

ences'Ofmiaaolataa.iaad. surroundings, 
can. check themselves and overcome 
apd -forsake ■ foreverthe disgraceful 
and .pernicious habit, which, fi’pm a 
moral point of view, is as bad as 
stealing. .Nay, it is worse, for, as the 
great poet says:
“Who steals my purse, steals trash;

’tis sothething, nothing;
’Twas mine', ’tis his, and has been 

slave to thousands;
But he that'filches from me my good 

name
Robs rile of that which not enriches 

him,
And makes me poor indeed.”

Habitual tattlers and slanderers, 
when called to account by an offended 
listener, often affect a righteous in- j 
dignation against wrong-doing and in
sist that they have a right ter tell the 
truth.” But such persons do not try 
to learn the truth. “They say” or a 
suspicion is sufficient authority and 
justification for their evil-speaking. 
Their riiinds take to scandal as natu
rally as turkey buzzards take to car
rion. ,

A'generous soul, even when it 
knows evil in a man’s character and 
life, will not even talk of It to the In
jury of. the man, unless there is spe
cial reason for so doing, unless indi
vidual or social interests require that 
the. facts be known.

When men are before the public, 
when they are officials, terichers, cus
todians of-the people's interests, or 
represeritatives of, the people’s princi
ples, :then-their-chatacter and conduct 
are of public conCerri-'ahd such men, 
when they become faithless to their 
trusts or unworthy of their positions, 
should be unmasked for the public 
good. Those who fearlessly make ex
posures,\even though .they-be called 
“muck rakers” are nubile benefactors. 
To confound such men with'calumni- 
ators is to confound virtue with vice.

It is the idle or mischievous gossip, 
the habitual defamer of men,- the man 
who> speaks evil of others from love 
of so speaking, who is indifferent 
whether what he says is true or false, 
and who is without any worthy motive 
or’ purpose in his defamation, whose 
practice should be condemned by all 
decent and fair-minded .men and wo
men-, . B. F. UNDERWOOD.

What to Do With the Moulding Mill
ions of Russell Sage and Others—A 
Flea to Improve Mankind Generally 
Along New Lines,
The American editors are omnipres

ent with their pens and, in conjunc
tion with their readers, whom they 
are expected to feed mainly on the 
most nourishing intellectual, moral 
and political pabulum, they are also 
about omnipotent In the ' formation 
and promotion of the public welfare, if 
they unite and so will it. And such a 
position of mortals involves also a 
fearful and glorious responsibility. 
But if I were within myself the entire 
body of the American press I would 
try to do and carry out just what I 
propose for them to do in this article. 
The American press are the winged 
messengers'of the government in its 
powers and duties. God has an angel 
ministry to send out, but this govern
ment has as yet only the newspapers.

'When so large a family as a nation 
is fprriied, that nation’s corporate and 
national powers and duties toward the 
body of Its citizens are very great. 
And when the nation is one like the 
United States, in its peculiar relation
ship, and then thereby to the whole 
race, then this resposlbility is magni
fied in the ratio of its opportunities.

Our nation has an open harbor and 
refuge for Immigrants from all lands, 
and we therefore also undertake to ab
sorb arid assimilate into our national 
life this extraneous foreign element; 
and besides this we have also a fertile 
native population, the constant in
crease of which we also have to edu
cate and mold into our national unity. 
This nation is expected and supposed 
to lay its foundations for an indefinite 
and prosperous future; and if so, this 
foundation must be of unquestioned 
breadth and soundness. The normal 
conception Is, that every individual 
person or citizen can take proper 
care of himself, unaided by the corpo
rate power of the state; but we also 
Know that this is not practicable, and 
does not so take place, so we arrange 
for the government aid and protection 
to several classes of unfortunate peo
ple, the institutions for which are 
mainly supported by the taxation of 
other citizens. The blind have asy
lums, so have the feeble-minded; the 
entirely poor, who are without rela
tives to relieve them, are provided for 
at the public expense. Then we have 
the penal Institutions for the law
breakers at the public expense, and we 
levy taxes by the government for the 
mental training of our children, and 
so the government properly intervenes 
in many lines of life to give its aid and 
directions to safeguard our corporate 
national existence.

..If we go a. few centuries back we 
find'that’ our ‘taxes were levied largely 
for war purposes; but in our '' later 
civilization wgjyujp become more al
truistic in this regard, and our legisla
tion is directed more to keep one citi
zen from interfering with the proper 
rights of his neighbor, and to aid, bo 
far as practicable, those who are fall
ing behind In the race of life by mis
fortune. Blit we cannot, and likely do 
not wish to hinder the Individual citi
zen who can do so honestly, from ac-

the bird with a brokenSving.

I know that a bird with a broken 
wing

Can never fly as high again,
Yet I’ve heard that bird op. its cage 

perch s|ng
A melting song with a sweet re

frain.
It started a tear in my eye as I lay, 

Lay and listened the evening long, 
To the pipe and thrill of the wounded

As it filled the air with its melting 
song..

Then I tried to link the wing with the 
song,

If one .with the other had aught to 
do;

And it didn’t keep me thinking long, . 
Till I found this fact to be grandly, । 

true.
That closely linked on life’s rough 

way
Aré the broken wing and the ¡ 

sweetest song, . ¡
And we haven’t to wait so very long, : 

That the latest minstrel will surely ( 
sing.

There are compensations for every .’ 
»wrong I

And a balm for every broken wing, , 
And we haven’t to wait so very long ■ 

Tift the wounded bird begins to ■ 
sing- . ...

There are blessings that balance every I 
ill

That cripplds. and wounds, and 
mars, and blights,

There's a beautiful mission for me tofill, 
Although it may 

heights
With the strong 

crowned with power;
Yet down in the valley beneath 

their feet,

not be on the .

and the gifted

There are flowers to be tended every 
hour,

There are things to be done 
make me meet to

For the Master’s use; if I cannot fly 
with my broken wing

And the heights for roe are no.more, no more. 
Then down in the valley I’ll sit. and 

sing
With'the wounded birds that have 

ceased to soar.
With the wounded birds to 

their song,
And sit and listen to each 

sings,

learn

as it
With the wounded birds the whole 

day long,
As tpey trill and sing with their 

broken wings.
—W. J. Thompson in Oakland Tri

bune.

‘ TjlE DIVORCE QUESTION. ’•

It Was Eloquently Considered by Misfl 
Elizabeth Harlow at the State 

- Convention in Minnesota.

A

LEVITATION. '

Bed Lifted' From the Floors—The 
■ Sister Seen in a Rose-Colored -

. Light.. ■ '■',

When the state is most, corrupt, 
TacHus0 aWS al'e m°8t “’“’‘'Med.—- 

.Weak men fight their’ friends,

Since reading Brother Harding’s ac- 
courit bf,'*Why;He Became a Spirit
ualist,” I have ' wished that I, tod, 
might give to the friends.some of the 
convlriclng evidences- of immortality 
and spirit guidance that have been 
given me during the past twenty 
years. The first was ' when a little 
child. My father and mother had 
the surprising manifestation of levita
tion. Their bed was lifted ,a short 
distance from the floor and swung 
from' side to side like a cradle. A 
jlriend told them it was .a communica
tion from some departed one, but my 
mother who was very orthodox said 
when riext it cariie, "Leave us! We 
want nothing to do with evil spirits,” 
gnd not until thirty years after did 
anything come to her In person, when 
she saw her sisters spirit standing in 
a rose-colored light before her bed. 
Her ,own translation came soon, and 

'slie left us with hopes well grounded 
in spiritual things.
; - ANNA E. AYER,: •

■7 There, can be no civility without, a 
deep morality .^Emerson..
t If hours did not hang heavy .what 

would become of scandal?—Bancroft.
In persons grafted in a serious 

1 trust negligence is' a crime.—Shak- 
speare. ’ ”

cumulating great riches. And so 
while there has been considerable 
anxiety about how to manage and deal 
with large corporate wealth, there has 
been no legal provision made as to 
how to dispose of the individual mill
ions that are sometimes left behind as 
orphans, like in the case of Russell 
Sage. But no one who has the busi
ness capacity to accumulate a large 
property would be willing to leave it 
to the trusteeship of a private corpo
ration or bank; so that there should be 
created by law, in the treasury depart
ment of the United States, a trustee
ship for the sale deposit of such funds 
and fortunes for public beneficences, 
and to be disposed of under the direc
tion of the general government. And. 
among' the altruistic objects that de
serve ■ recognition In this direction, I 
wish to bring into line, and make a 
plea for, maidenhood, marriage and 
maternity.

It was one time supposed by many 
. that'marriage matches were contract

ed in heaven, but the very common 
early and constant post-marriage do
mestic discords,'flu kinds of devilment, 
and the frequent divorces, disprove 
this dictum. We take great Interest 
in, and have wonderfully improved the 
grades of our animal life, and it is a 
little unaccountable why we should 
not take more interest in aiding to 
likewise safeguard the human in
crease. ,

The quality of the next generation 
of this nation is locked up in these 
marriages, and In the hearth and home 
nurseries of its childhood. There Is a 
great diseased spot herein in the so
cial realm, . .. -

It is a fact that the woman is a finer 
and better being than man, but still 
she is human only, and largely con
trolled by human environments.

The maiden life of the great middle 
class seeks independence and self-sup
port in many honorable wayri, but she 
has not yet sufficient opportunities for 
the larger independence that is due 
her, No girl ought to he moved to 
marry a man of whose qualities she 
has doubts, where the main motive is 
-the hope of gaining a home and sup
port, for in such cases the maiden’s 
best chance is to-, get neither. 4 She 
has a good chance'for a half-dozen 
children to work for and bring up, and 

-oft. without any visible means to.do it 
with. In this regard one-half of the 
world truly does not know how the 
other half lives, and it is, well that it 
is so, for it saves lying awake • at 
night for useless worrying.

7 In view of these facts,'and to give- 
a perfect-independence to our maiden 
life, in the offers of marriage opportu
nities, there ought to be one or more 
public institutions ' in' each state, con-: 
venlently located, and under state 
control as to its. direct management, 
amply endowed from the federal treas
ury, or supported by taxation, into 
which any imperfectly - “homed” 
maiden lady, say of under forty or 
fifty years could go as a home, and 
stay as long as she felt at home. .Such 
institutions should be located on 
large tracts 'of agricultural, lands; 

¡and might also be arranged to accom
modate mon who have failed in the 
business struggle of life; and be made 
';uu'sqj;lgs for parentless or unpro
vided cUiiu7S!’.;-.lYho could bo under

i the nurture and care ■’Ot'HWJSQnlorB, es
pecially of the lady portion of'inG 
mates. • Of course it is not intended, 
to give all the practical details’ of

She said in treating the divorce evil 
that too much time is given to the 
cause without curing the effect. Spir
itualism, it was claimed, would pre
vent the necessity of divorce. All na
ture is divided into positive and nega
tive forces, said Miss Harlow, and 
men and women the living, breathing 
expressions of these forces in human 
life. For a long time, woman, the 
negative force, was regarded as far in
ferior to man, the positive force, and 
it was only when woman was recog
nized not as man’s slave but as his 
equal that she came into her own, and 
began to show her true worth.

Marriage, she said, should be a 
partnership, not a proprietorship. Wo
man was not created solely to per
petuate the race; she has brains, in
tellect, culture, the same as a man, 
arid if given the opportunity will 
prove herself fully his equal. Each 
separate soul was called a, separate’ 
musical tone, and it_ is only when 
these tones strike a chord or har
mony, when each soul—finds some 
other soul that responds to it without 
discord that real happiness is at
tained.

When this time is reached, the 
speaker predicted, divorces will be un
known. Spiritualism was to be used, 
in finding the real tone or note 
each soul, and so attuning it 
some other soul so as to make 
mony.

Women’s Property Rights in 
South.

' of.' 
with ■ 
har-'

the

I There are a few states where a. 
•...ifr'e- -M-nn-rtv is under the absolute I 
control of her husband, and Texas is 1

vi v,a.,., ixo count most Texas j 
husbands are so much better than the ■ 
law that little hardship results from 
it, but occasionally its possibilities for 
evil are exemplified as in the case of . 
a woman, long since deserted by a 
drunken husband, who bought a sew
ing machine on the Installment plan 
and coriimenced to suport herself and 
children by-its aid, but was prevented 
from making the second payment be
cause the day before it was due the 
husband went to the bank where she 
had deposited her little savings and I drew every dollar of xit.

I Miss Laura Clay says that many ( 
I women, of her state suffered greatly : ) from the operation of a similar law, j ‘ 
before it was repealed in Kentucky. { 

■ She says, too, that profligate hus- ‘ 
bands learned, in a surprisingly short I 
time after .the repeal, that they could 
not touch the sayings of their wives. : 
In reply- to a question as to how 
much his wife earned by her laundry, 
.work one colored, man exclaimed:! 
‘‘Deed I don’t know nothin' 'bout my, 
wife’s wageS. Miss Laura Olay done 
'tend to that Ibrig ago.”

Wouldn’t It be a good thing . if 
somebody would "tend to it” in Texas?

• ELIZABETH J. HAUSER.

such an.institution, but only a sugges
tion of the fact, and if it were put into 
practical operation, the details would 

the»MW - by vthe , demands.
, f Tomorrow I will live, the fool does

can not bulld.broad and deep and en
during as a nation unless we give at 
least us much public attention to our. 
maiden and child life as we do pri
vately to that of our live stock in tho 
pens. Let us give purity and inde
pendence to our maiden life, and’ seek 
to help to lift the marriage relation 
above the mere animal instinct, and to' 
see to it that the children are. well* 
boi'n and well-homed, and not cast all 
the Intensity of a bad life on the Lord 
and the "original’’ sin; and wo will 
algo see that such a generation is not 
fhr irom the kingdom of' God.

- .AMOS STEOKEL, J 
■ pioomtleld,. Iowa';~ -4

The most. miserable people ar¿ 
-those-who cannot bear to sea others •
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THE FRO0RBSSIVB THINKER

When Searching for Truth.
A Wholesome Mental Attitude for the Progress

ive Mind Is Required. ..

To have sound ideas, proof should 
keep pace with the expansion of 
knowledge. Each new acquisition of 
truth should be well buttressed with 
evideilce. One should know hoW’ifo 
has come to accept the truth, and thus’ 
by discerning the substance of his oiVn^ 
knowledge bo better prepared botif ttr 
uphold and. demonstrate it.

! In all investigations7the best results 
are obtained when the mind has tin' 
ample supply both of patience arid hu-' 
inihty—patience, that the rlght quai- 
ity and quantity of evidence' may be 
acquired; humility, so that the infofl 
by realizing the progressive nature of 
truth, even when supposed by parefuL 
ly sifted evidence, may be constantly 
prepared to enlarge itself. A plenti-; 
ful supply of courage is also needed, 
in order to meet frankly and honestly 
tlie problems raised by new and start-

In any peculiar way suggested to the 
mind Is not sufficient reason for ac- 
cepting it. The real choice occurs 
when after ample investigation one Is 
willing for the sake of a successful and 
satisfaetpi-y life, using these words in 
their highest sense, to stand for the 
new truth as he sees It.

Neither the Intensity with which an 
Idea first, comes to the mind, nor its 
continuai'reiteration by others can 
take the place of careful research. A 
forcible suggestion may need to be re
pressed, while; one that can be seen 
'clearly only with effort may prove to 
be the one that should be adopted.

The constant repetition of a state
ment in one’s hearing has a hypnotic 
effect in producing belief. This effect 
may .at times have beneficial results, 
but when there are reasonable doubts 
as to the truth of the statement, dhre

hng experiences.
It simplifies investigation to realize 

at the outset that however closely any 
two minds may touch, there are some 
things in which each must be left 
alone with itself and its God. This is 
especially true in the acquisition of 
knowledge. However much one may 
be assisted by others, the final insight, 
can bo gained only by one’s self, 
hence the Importance of discovering, 
establishing and perfecting one’s own 
highest and best point of view. ■

If the truth of this idea is once 
fully realized, It. has power to clear 
the mind of its bondages to the opin
ions of others. It changes the import
ant question; is this or that person 
right? into the important question, is 
this or that idea true? •
, ■ Another consideration which tends 
to simplify investigation relates to the 
constructive attitude of mind, and the. 
need of giving it special emphasis. 
One may rationally infer that the 
qualty of truth not yet demonstrated 
is enormous compared with the little 
which now can be. . And as positive 
demonstrable truth satisfies the larger 
need of life, seeking negative reSults 
should therefore be made subordinate.

In the study of any problem, and 
particularly one in which several 
working theories are Involved,an effort 
should be made, not so-much to try 
and find out what we cannot know, as , 
by careful operation and experiment to find out what we do know. |

Common sense is also an Important 
requirement in all truth seeking. It 
might well be called the intellectual 
conscience, for it bears much the 
same relation to the intellect as the 
conscience does to the moral nature; 
Thise core of sound and comprehens
ive judgment seems to require that no 
more nor better evidence shall be 
needed to uphold one department ot 
knowledge than another; and yet at 
the same time it demands as good ev
idence for the support of a new truth 
as is required to uphold whatever is

should be taken that 
best judgment is not 
enced.

No words from

one’s highest 
unduly influ-

any authority,

FROM THE OLD BAY STATE-

Spiritualism Thioughout the East iu I 
a Most Prosperous Condition— | 
Camps "More Prosperous Thun Ever 
Before—-Names of Workers Who 

■ Add a Hulo to 'the Oause—A
Breezy Letter' Froin Mrs. A. A. 

- Averill. • ! .
To the Editor:-—-Now that the good 

old Banner of Light has gone the way 
that we have-all got to go sometime 
(even its vigorous young brother, The 
Progressive Thinker, ■ according to 
your own prophecy), we easterners, 
who have looked to the pages of the 
Banner so^ Jong to learn what was be
ing done in Spiritualistic ciroles in 
New England, do. not propose to let 
our .western friends, have it-all their 
own way; we want to be heard from 
once in a while, so I impose on the 
good nature of your readers with a 
few notes concerning the work, in the 
east, for the work is still going on; 
if the Banner, is dead, the. workers are 
not. - •

Nearly all the. camps report the 
best season they have had for a long 
time; BETTER- TALENT, MORE 
VISITORS, MORE SPIRITUALITY 

'AND MORE PROSPERITY GENER-

Reincarnation and Karma.
. ■ ■-ie:

The Is Adverse to the Belief That Rein-
8' 

ao ■

• led
: 'jui 

'¡Tb

carnation Is a Possibility.

commonly accepted as true.
One of the important elements of 

common sense 1b intelligent caution, 
and as one of life’s great problems is 
the constant adjustment of the con
tents of an Individual’s consciousness 
to the thoughts and things around 
about him, and as the ultimate test of 
the correctness of this adjustment is 
found in demonstration, a reasonable 

' amount of caution needs, therefore, to. 
be observed, to keep on proven ground.

It is the cautious and deliberate 
judgment which must separate the 
suggestions which the Individual can 
accept and uphold from those which 
he cannot.

Sometimes judgment itself needs to 
be perfected by means of a larger ex
perience. It may be found necessary 
to accept a new idea tentatively, and 
for a time watch results before mak-

friend, book, bible, angel, nor words 
declared to be from God can be truly 
acepted without careful deUberation 
and choice; and then only can they be
come the ultimate authority for an In
dividual.

It is wise to accent the advice of 
spirits, as of men, only when there is 
due evidence that good results will 
follow, or when one’s best judgment 
approves an experiment along the line 
of - their suggestion. The Individual 
must soon or late hold himself respon
sible for whatever happens; yet be
cause of the vast experiences of many 
of tlie wise and good in the spirit 
world, due respect should be paid to 
their'words; for one may thereby re
ceive suggestions of greater wisdom 
than, would be possible from any 
earthly source.

No less an element of common 
sense,, than Intelligent caution, is ra* 
tional faith—faith in God, faith in the 
angel world and faith in mankind. 
No research could ever be ‘conducted 
without man having faith that some
how, someway he can gather truth. 
Faith in God Is essential so that a 
man may believe that he has been cre
ated wisely, and will be shown the 
right way in proportion to his disire 
and faithfulness. Faith in the angel 
world is necessary so that one can be
lieve both in the possibility of any 
imaginable good being accomplished, 
and that one’s sphere of usefulness 
and' light will be enlarged according 
to his growth. Faith in man is needed 
in order that one may have faith in 
himself, for he himself is a man; and 
further that if he combines with oth
ers in systematic and scholarly re
search, truth will the more readily 
yield up her secrets.

These considerations all apply to 
the study of Spiritualism as well as to 
other lines of research. If used they 
will reduce error to a minimum, make 
knowledge fundamental through the 
exercise of intelligent caution and ra
tional faith, and make one’s growth in 
truth constitutional.

B. W. MORRISON.
Meadville, Pa.

Ing an Important decision. One ! 
should also be careful to see that am- . 
pie provision Is made for an increase 
of light. Any doubt as to further use
fulness, or as to the soundness of any 
decision once made, or any clear sug
gestion of an improvement should be 
sufficient cause to re-open the subject 
for new light and renewed judgment. , 

The exercise of Intelligent caution, ’ 
therefore, is needed so that new ideas 
will be believed only on sufficient evi
dence, and old things abandoned only 
because better reasons can be found 
for giving them up than were origi
nally advanced to support them.

Care should also be taken to hold 
toward all theories an impartial men
tal attitude; at least until, an intelli
gent choice can be made. Even as it 
takes courage to be honest with the 
inner questioner, so in like manner 
does it take courage to give all theories 
a fair chance to vindicate themselves.

One needs mentally to rise above 
his subject tor an occasional birds-eye 
view, to see that each part is both’duly 
favored and judged; for it is only the 
mildest kind of favoritism and exclu
sion that can satisfactorily be har- 
bored.

The mind, even in the tentative ac
ceptance of a theory, should.be trained 
to make its selection only for good, 
and sufficient reasons. It should also 
be taught to treat facts honestly and 
with respect, so that their full signifi
cance may be realized and their true 
interpretation discovered. These traits 
are successfully acquired only by con
tinued practice in exercising the Im
partial mental attitude. ’ -

Though distinctions of sex in regard 
to matters of belief are somewhat 
vague, yet generally speaking that 
man is wise who, finding himself rath
er too skeptical, begins at once , to 
work his way back Into a more recep
tive mood. And it Is a wide woman

. who, when she observes a marked ten
dency to be credulous, begins at once, 
to discriminate more carefully.

Another matter which demands at
tention, while searching for truth, 
is the extent of one’s responsibility 

■ for both the fragmentary and definite 
ideas which are continually received 
and expressed. That respectability 
which one cheerfully accepts after he 
has had liberty of choice is: the kind 
that especially concerns the investiga- 
for. There comes a time in the solu
tion of every problem when «me must 

- ask himself, now that I see this point 
. clearly, am I willing to stand by it 
and proclaim it fearlessly regardless 
of the reaction it may stir up against 
me in others? In order to decide 
wisely one’s position must be well 
fortified with good evidence; but when 
an honest mind has once satisfied it
self as to the truth of an advanced po
sition, ft wlll'then be ready at any 
time to sacrifice Its reputation among 
men if thereby it can maintain Its rep
utation .with God in heaven.
. When one has had liberty either 
in choosing or suppressing an idea, 
and a denite Idea is arrived at, is; 
there any reasonable way of escaping 
accountability? It seems not. Though; 
tragedy may lurk in the recesses of a 
decision or failure stare one in -the-
face, yet it is the progressive

ALLY. We will say to Mrs. Laura 
Fixen that we are glad to hear that 1 
Lily Dale Is booming, but "there are 1 
others.” t 1

The managers of Onset and Lake 
Pleasant are more than, pleased with 
the season’s .work, and are already 
planning to make next season’s still 
better. And right here I want to say 
a good-word for Dr. G. A. Fuller of 
Onset. He is a gentleman and a 
scholar; AN HONOR TO SPIRITUAL
ISM; it we had a thousand speakers 
with his ability old theology would 
get its death blow in short metre. He 
tells us that he expects to be so situ
ated that he can accept western calls 
this coming winter, and I hope he will 
be kept busy,

I am afraid if the Spiritualists of 
Massachusetts do not stir themselves, 
the west will get all of their best 
speakers. Elizabeth Harlow, Oscar 
Edgerly, H. D. Barrett, and a host of 
others that we thought belonged to 
us, have left for new fields, though we 
are occasionally made glad bSr a short 
visit from some of them; even Dr. 
and Mrs. Caird have listened to the 
call and left us for Chicago. Well, 
what is our loss is Chicago’s gain. The 
Doctor is one of the most progressive 
Spiritualists in the country; his influ
ence will long be felt in the work in 
New England; we cherish hopes that 
some time when he gets old and gray- 
haired his heart will yearn for the 
state of his birth and we may get 
them back again.

You cannot say we have not sent 
you some good workers and we have 
some good ones left yet; when you 
-want a change we can send you some 
more.

Those who have never heard Thos. 
Cross of Fall River, have missed a 
rare treat; he is too modest and unas
suming to advertise himself, but he 1b 
a power on the rostrum.

We have Mrs. Kate M. Ham of Hav
erhill; Mrs. 8. C. Cunningham of* 
Cambridge; Mrs. Nettie Holt Harding 
of Somerville; Mrs. A. J. Pettengill of 
Malden; Mr. Emerson, Mr. Scarlett, 
Mrs. C. Fannie Allyn and many others 
who are qualified to satisfy the most 
critical. • The ever popular Mrs. Pep
per is still in the past, though she has 
had the ,traveling fever this summer, 
and I imagine, if the Brooklynites ever 
do agree to give her up, she will be 
striking out for the west. ■ Mr. F. A.-1

The ffiost ®a( cap. be said for're-, 
incarnationTs'thisr It is simply a be
lief. Nqt tliol'lghfost knowledge ex
ists or.etin'be’tound to establish the 
(act., 7>£f

Bellers are endless in number, and 
run to. every, foyurand phase of iiuag- 
inary^bonsttpeuon, but. knowledge is 
limited'^¿d‘'efo8j''eJ ^r® can wonder, 
and questionas tfoairdp many.of the 
mysterie^’OT3ife'<'.but few can we 
solve,' talker can so confuse 
thS mind witli a’multiplicity of words 

i that the’ .average /individual regards 
him or. 'hei- /as/possessed of superior 

' wisdom;, but when we calmly consider : 
I and caretuily 'analyze their remarks, 
I what do .We find? -/ Mostly words, ex- 
pfessing taeas/iylilch they ean neither 
prove pr ¿¿indnstrate;' for ideas may 
be true and "they may be false.

An i'dep, because.it exists in a per
son’s milid./is not. necessarily bedded 
ta truth; it may be as baseless as the 
dpctrlnp. of ipfant damnation,-or the 
once popular theory.that an anthro
pomorphic 'God was the controlling 
power ijr the universe.

Because the' doctrine of reincarna
tion is old and was held in the in
fancy of the.race, proves nothing, and 
gives it no value. Falsehoods are 
often aged/, arid7error frequently lives
to a good old age.

While admitting the relief which 
some people obtain from a belief, be
cause It quiets the mind and stays its 
persisten^ effort to probe Nature’s 
mysteries, it is well to be a iit(,le slow 
in asserting Its undeniable connection 
with the living truth. If we consider 
the doctrine of reincarnation by the 
light of reason,'we raiist ask many 
questions in connection with it, for 
reason makes a7 specialty of pro
pounding queries. It does not satisfy 
reason to be told that reincarnation is 
true, because it has long been be
lieved, or becatise Annie Besant is a 
witness ‘that ‘ testifies for it,'for we 
have learned' that beliefs once held 
with tenacity are now rejected, and 
Mrs. Besafit was once as strong a de
fender of materialism as she now is of 
Theosophy.’'If reincarnation is a fact, 
knowledge- gained in previous lives on; 
this old eartli’Should be of some ben
efit to the.7 new-borq infant as it be
gins its c'áréér' in a body of flesh and 
blood; but’there are no cases on rec
ord where, an infant knew anything at 
the timé of With; and all it ever knew 

' in after life was the result of impres- 
; sions made óñ its brain by conditions 
encountWéd. ip^life. There aré no in
nate ideas, ás^Lock affirmed, and we 
enterH(id world devoid of everything 
but a fefe natiiral instincts, absolutely 
necessat^: for the preservation of life.

I If we tfá've livhd ten thousand previ-

and effects which are being experi
enced in our lives to-day, are not the 
same that prevailed in past centuries; 
therefore there is no karma In our 
Ilves not connected with the experi
ences .of this life.

We are told of the powers that rule 
man’s destiny, by Eleanor Moore, 

’ and the idea is ■ forced upon ub that 
therq are “Lords of Karma” who pro
tect Individuals from accidents and 
premature deaths; but such a doc
trine is speptal act of .Providence , un
der new name, and there is nothing 
in it.,. ■-

Fate or Inevitable necessity, rules 
the world, and while-there may not 
be such, a thing as chance; which 
would be- an effect without a cause, 
every event in life has a natural 
cause that no “Lords, of Karma" pre
side over or have power to suspend. 
Lords of. Karina must take their 
place with, the dead Jehovah and the 
gods that once roosted on Mount 
Olympus, for each and all were pro; 
duced by mental action and never had 
an existence outside the human mind.

We do not have to go to the east
ern Magi, for information relative to 
human destiny, for he has none, and 
western philosophy is good enough 
for me, as it embodies pure reason 
and the best thoughts yet evolved by 
human intelligence.

We are here to-day and gone to
morrow, and if we ever return, not the 
slightest evidence is ever found in the 
birth of an infant to sustain the doc
trine of reincarnation.

Fate plays with the individual In 
this life as the wind toys , with a 
weather-vane, and as Horace Greeley 
once said: "Fame Is vapor, popularity 
an accident, riches take wings; the 
only earthly certainty Is oblivion. No 
man can foresee what a day will 
bring forth, while those who cheer 
to-day will often curse to-morrow." 
And such is life the world over.

CHANNING SEVERANCE, 
Los Angeles, Cal. ' . ..

Resolutions Passed at the Edgewood 
Camp-meeting, Washington.

The committee on resolutions re
ported as follows:

We, the committee on Resolutions, 
present the following for your consid
eration:

We declare our allegiance to the Na
tional Association of-Spiritualists and 
re-affirm the Declaration of Principles 
outlined In the Constitution of pur 
state association, aqd extend our 
hands in fraternal greeting and help
fulness to every-soul engaged in the 
divine service of assisting humanity 
into a higher recognition of Its spirit
ual Ife here and heraiter, and as the 
phenomena pf Splrltuualism are so es-, 
sentlal In proving continuous life, 
thus helping to supplant the error of 
materialism, be it • •.

Resolved, That we demapd- ..from 
mediums .who purpose to handle .our 
sacred phenomena the strictest ac
count of their stewardship, before re
ceiving recognition or protection of the 
state association. ,. . , '

We stand for and will defend legit
imate mediumship as ■ a necessary 
means of demonstrating the Inter
communication between those who 
have passed through the change called 
death and those who still inhabit, a 
physical body.

As a question has been raised in re
gard to the requirements and qualifi
cations of mediumship, we believe the 
time has come when thé word "me
dium” should be carefully defined so 
that we may know who are entitled to 
receive recognition and assistance In 
time of trouble. The word "medium” 
we define as beingachannel of com
munication between fhe two worlds,

RHEUMATISM
CURED

WITHOUT MEDICINE 
External Remedy Discovered Wliiot 

Cures Through the Feet by Won- 
dtrful New Method.

The Makers Want Everyone to'Try 
A $1.00 PAIR FRE^

Don’t take medicine for Rheumatl?nj, 
but send vour name to the makers of 
Magic Foot Drafts, the great Michigan 
discovery which is curing every kind ojt 
Rheumatism without medicine—chronic 
or acute—Muscular, Sciatic, Lumbago, 
Gout, etc., no matter In what part of thq 
body. You’ll get the Drafts by leturrl 
mall If you are satisfied with ths re. 
Het they give, send us one dollar. iJ 

not, send noth
ing. Yoq De
cide.

Magic Foot 
Drafts possess 
tne remarkablB

quality or ausormng from the blood tbq 
impurities whicn cause Rheumatism, 
curing wnere everything else has failed. 
They are even curing cases of 30 and 40 
years'standing. Tney will cure you, 
Bend your name today to Maglo Fooi 
Draft Co., X029 Oliver Building, Jack* 
son, Mich. Our splendid new book on; 
Rheumatism comes free with th«7 
Drafts. Bend no money—only youg! 
name. Write to-day.

" ' , „ „ T a Wiggin and Albert Blinn have settled
The Cause at Indianapolis, Ind.—The pastorates, and are not available for 

Good Work Being Done There societies that haye not progressed that
by Mrs. Cooley. far.

Mrs. Georgia Gladys Cooley is our Good reports come from all the 
speaker for the month of September; ““P8- r
also message bearer. She is much„ M«-Fewer, Mr. Bhr^ 
loved by her many friends here and ler?*LdlMhi m°h
makinn manv new ones such br,Sht stars as these ought to 11-She ffi giving us Ta' feast of spir- luminate Ahe MawoodA Our-own
itual food. Her lectures are above Unlty C8™1* [
the average, and her messages prove experiment .of-charging n
beyond a doubt her ability to pene- admission has been- tried for 
trate the veil that so thinly divides the *,me> Zito
the spirits from the mortals. 8ome that

Last Wednesday evening Mrs. Jose- b.e ~,™ty a willine t0
phine Ropp Amos assisted her, and paLÍbe
she, too, gave many beautiful mes- wrr t wn WITH
sages to entire strangers; all being sp^ritoal^ZONE ^d are looktag 
fully recognized, convincing the most ,
Rkentiiial that she too ran entpr the forward to th© winter s work With TO- ro-hn n ’ ’ enter tae newed courage. If one could furnish.
PI expect to start a class for psychic a

riovpinnTnpnt thiq wfntAr On« nf alon© where spiritual meetings.will oe timbers of lasT” wlnter^ola» ^«M.8 S
h?s been very successful, and .-blds
fair to come to thè front in all psy- tatarhio- work Thpv now hold ttìòir own places, if they would only join to horneareis InFever" day fee“

tatata^ffith^L^r^r^tS
thinly divides the immortal from the a. r__< ««a
mortal can be lifted to all who de- that we have beard from have fine TOtedlv set to work to unr^e? the Pr°SramE arranged and expect a suc- 
mvsteries of sniritual Rte cess£ul wtnter' Mr' Ayers has. some7-vividlyRemember that when about good speakers engaged for the Temple 
eight years oFtse T had ^fte“ heard -wor,c ln Boston> anlon8 which Is Oscar 
my father read tht bible at famUv A Edgerly for December. . Mr. Ayers 
prayer, of how God came and ¿IkeA a”aa^^
^o^d 8^a good JuTgmlnt when they
come and talk to me. It was my de- . , . „° EdJ„eriv . , 
Itanot0OnT^Trnp0 Whlta 'thoro Some people áre worrying over the
Moni do-ftho htada walo «taota^ ín tho idea that Spiritualism as a distinctive 
trees weràad^ tae

. Mforùfe010! form camTlnd

wlst,^^^

lmagtaemmy° surprint ^hen^T’ was take their places; if one spiritual pa- 
tareatened with severe puntehmenT If S otheri
1[ever agata told^uch V fal^

11?UrS,b1bn ^5* spent with .disbands, another is organized; . the 
spirit Mends that,: as years ta- SplrRS neVer die and they never 
creased,- I dropped entirely, only to ceage working; if á good crop cannot 
find.my mistake after years of devo- he ¿nde to grow in one field they 
tion to the Episcopal church. They srow 111 ° - ’ - y
came to me in my sorrow and to-day ySpìritualism is here, and HERE TO 
they are my Balm iu Gilead, my g^y; it has made Its impress, every- 
happlness, my ail! . where "■

The life thread Is well drawn out, j recently came in touch with an old 
but memory lingers and ambition sti 1 friend who^ r ¿¿a not seen for many 
to prove to the world That Spiritual- ,years ■ j spent .a day with her; found

lb beauty and grandeur will .^j, ¡n a I¿0Bt beautiful home with ev- 
lift the sorrowing ones of earth to a ,y w¡sh. gratified, seemingly: We 
happier life, and may the time soon :c¿tted all day of "Auld Lang Syne,”

^^b^b the fetters not a Word of beliefs or creeds until ! 
that bolds the skeptics, and the scales in wpich I was to réturn home
Of prejudice fall from their eyes, and I sight up the street when she 
the whole world can say. sald „j htvea>t had time to tell you
Hallelujah! oh, we see how sick I have been and how I was
The-spirit world has made us free. cured by. a clairvoyant physician, and
Hallelujah! let us sing! that I am trying to believe that spirits
Spirit now can comfort bring. can còme back and help the living; do
Hallelujah! from East tó West, you think It is possible?” .Her sur-
For all have done their very best." prise and pleasure when I told her 
From North to South", o’er sea and that I was a Spiritualist made me re

land, . I gret deeply that I had neglected such

ous IlvëéL as feôme affirm and even 
more, tliére is’mothing to show for It, 
and we’hll start out making the usual 
mistake's of '’childhood and never 
know mubh uhtil the end of a long 
life inutile flesh; and even then we 
are what 'eduction and environments 
have'niade us/ „•
i It cannot be asserted too often in 
the woMà of Etither Burbank: “Con
ditions make the man.” Tell me the 
^onditfdhs'a tiffin exists under. -and I 
will’tell ÿéù'prétty'near what that 
man is and- wifat he does, for we are 
all the slaves-of conditions; and so- 
called “karffià”' in some imaginary 
past life plays no part in ôur conduct 
now, . '

-Conditions make meh thieves, mur-
derers, suicides; and lead to whatever 
deeds they do; for everybody is acted 
upon by the influences that-surround 

‘ ”------ the powerthem. You cannot escape 
that Ues in conditions; for 
you this way or that with 
certainty as the wind will 
sailing vessel?

It is true w6 do not all

theÿ drive 
as much 
propel a

act pre
clsely alike under similar conditions, j 
but that is easily explainable, for our 
natures differ, no two being alike; but 
in a general way conditions exert 
much the game influence.

Put a thousand people In a public 
hall and with1 martial music and stir
ring speeches you can rouse the war 
spirit-In them nil.' Give them an «no
tional play; like the Two Orphans, and 
they wili'lie swayed by pathos and. 
pity.. ' ' - " ' ■ ■ ■

Eye and. ear are forever carrying 
impressions to 'the brain,-and those 
impressions Iqad to action. It mat
ters not whether you were a king or a 
peasant in some past life according to 
your belief, if conditions drive you to 
suicide ydtt will commit self-destfuc-

GATES OF THE MORN.

There’s an angel that stands at the 
gates ot the morn,

With roses and robes of the Orient 
born,—

An angel that sings, while the sky, 
dropping dews,

Is clothed in the light of all glorious 
hues.

This angel stooped down to my spirit 
one day/ -•

When afar from love’s fountains I 
wandered away,

And over my heart, on a bleak moor 
astray, ~

She poured the best balm of a beauti
ful lay.

Ah! this is the breath .of that wonder
ful Iqy'

She sang to my heart.on a cold dreary 
day:

Thou art weary and fainting, oh! 
child of the earth,

Wouldst thou know where the fount
ains of joy have their birth,

Where sing the sweet fountains of 
. . music-and mirth?

List the angel that stands at the gates 
of the morn

And hear how she sings to the spirits 
that mourn, -

To hearts that are growing earth- 
.weary and worn!

Ho! all who would enter the gates ot 
the morn, .

Let love in your hearts like a jewel be 
worn

In the depths of your hearts let the 
Chrlst-Iove be borne..

Let it live In your spirits and glow on 
each brow,

And your hearts will In sorrow no 
longer bend low.

But you’ll sing by the streams where 
“the still waters flow.”

With love cometh solace oh, child of 
the earth!

; She will lead thee where fountains of 
' joy have their birth—

Where sing the sweet fountains of 
music and mirth.

tlon; if they compel you to steal to 
sustain life, you will steal; if they 
compel you to.kill another . to " pre-' 
serve your .own life, you will do the 
deed; arid'karma in a previous rein
carnation lias no more to do with any 
of these acts „than a steamship’s rud
der has in propelling the vessel. Ev
ery man is w^at' he is from 'necessity, 
and necessity hds nohconuectipn with 
any' life :biit the present. Write this 
fact down and paste it in your hat, if 
likely to -forget it, for 'it completely 
nullifies the karma claims of „theo
sophical dreamers. “A. man,”' says 
Francis Bacon, “is what he has expe
rienced in this'Tife, and if I have lived 
heretofore it Was a waste of time from 
the standpoint5 of knowledge; and ev<

Thro’ love, and love only is 
made sweet, 

Or the steps that pursue ft 
steady and fleet—

’Tls Love, and Love only gives ’ 
to the feet.

Love drops her words gently aS 
leaves let fall;

Perfuming earth's bosom, or 
. drops that call

For flowers, to come forth from 
-darkness and thrall.

ery human'.being, if honest, will as
sert Ute7 shine thing. No man and no 
woman lives who can point to a single 
thing-learned, in a previous life,-and 
the doctrine of reincarnation stultifies 
itself when it can'show nothing, for

and
; growing spirit which, regardless of 
" sol Ash- intents assumes the- risk and 

Uen Biesdlly presses forward.
- . SWIy hsiaubo an idea is new or is

duty

but the character of the communica
tion, whether business or spiritual, Is 
not to be questioned in defining the 
legality of mediumship. , We recog
nize, that all of those who have lived 
on this earth and those who now live 
on it must pass through the , change 
called death, Irrespective ' of moral, 
educational or . religious attainments, 
hence that we cannot expect uniform 
communications from the spirit world 
through mediums, neither can those 
received be equally valuable.

We deplore the present unjust eco
nomic conditions which force the 
workers In all departments of life to 
dispose of their labor as best they 
may, and as our spiritual workers are 
on The same footing'.with all other 
workers they are forced to abide by 
the same law and rule, which Is too 
often expressed in the perversion of 
the golden rule—“Do the other fellow 
before he can do you”—thus forcing 
our mediums into making merchan
dise of the most holy talents pos
sessed by mortals, therefore we rec
ommend all Spiritualists to study 
diligently the mighty questions now 
before the people which deal with eco
nomic conditions so that they may 
more Intelligently and forcefully apply 
themselves to the work of changing 
the present unjust system to a more 
rational and just system where the 
motto can be, “Each for all and all 
for each," thus forever doing away 
with the causes which produce war, 
prostitution, crime and insanity. We 
recognize that there Is good In all hu
manity, but also recognize that we are 
all subject to our environments, and 
that the human race can only be spir
itualized by Improving the conditions 
which surround them.

That in order to. place Spiritualism 
on a higher plane than it at present 
occupies in the minds of the public, 
this association Impresses on all me
diums' and advocates that they should 
seek not only by example and right 
living to raise themselves to a higher 
standard, but should use every means 
to educate themselves in the philos
ophy and general knowledge of the 
Spiritualism common to all the relig
ions and races of the world.

The Spiritualist movement owes a 
great deal of its vitality to the press, 
therefore we consider it the duty of 
all to subscribe for one or more of the 
papers or magazines devoted to our 
cause, and thus aid them in publishing 
the matters which concern us and aid 
ourselves to keep-informed of what is 
of interest to all of us, legally, intel
lectually and morally.

J; R. BURTON, 
IRENE M. SMITH, 
D. D. FOSTER.

The following resolutions are rec
ommended for careful consideration:

1. Resolved, That we, desiring the 
upliftment of .the human race, do 

• pledge ourselves to use our best en
deavors to have our prisons, jails and 

. all other places of detention changed 
to moral reformatories and educa

made

wings

rose

dew-

their

Make Love thy companion, and try the 
sweet arts,

And tha blessed - enchantment her 
. presence imparts

For a balm she can give to the sad- 
- dest of hearts.

Ohl give her. glad-welcome and try the 
high art ' .

She employs in her empire '.whence 
discords depart, ’

’Tls Love, and Love only, gives peace 
to the heart. "

Let Love then, Love only all matters 
. decide, ■ ,

And teach' thee the faults ' of thy 
neighbors to hide, ; ■ ■

Or viewing thorn tenderly, tenderly 
chide.

past'exii&ienc'es,'
Whyjsjilriti^lists should accept the' 

Idea ismystery, for the greatest au
thor afid7 the, jmost instructive writer 
that evpf mo^gd a pen In defense and 
advocacy, of Spiritualism,7 Andrew 
Jacksoil . Davis» declares that this life 
was unuoubteaty the beginning of ex-

Spiritualism goes hand In hand. 
MRS. MARTHA WOOLSEY.

Indianapolis, Ind.

NOW AND TO BE.

a golden opportunity of sowing the 
seed in good ground.

ABBJE A. AVERILL.
Lynn, Mass.

. ■' ' ^>1 O" ■

LOST AND FOUND.
Tender ties are rudely broken ■ 
Tender words are softly spoken; Lost a dimnled babv
He-trte wlii hold amnifah-htadnn- * Scarce a twelvermonth.old;
Hearts ^111 hold anguish hidden, Rvpr nf dawn-atur TiiRtrp - But joys abide beyond the tide Hate of rorn-hK

In fairer lands than this; _ a r cormsuk gold.
Where peaceful ways ■ and bright»!Seen, last in a coffin, 

' „apy8 ' y: ■ Hands with, violets filled;
■Will give, nsportfa] bliss. Pale sweet Ups were jihiUng-

.Feet bo strangely stilled.
Leap, ye hearts of mothers,

J. W. NIGH.

' -ejogg 03fj¿ -esujtid .to sun
•oei» pern ¿tsae jo euoRfuuep
■raw ‘tmmejai jo
V

i IWHÎ Rtta, loc¥ years round, 8br4 s1»?, A®»®

Tstence.-,.As'r|qason also affirms It and 
notMug^xlBtsTo prove otherwise, why 
accept a'visionary theory because it 
came fr^im’Iifâïa? . \

I do not care if every religion 
known to, the historical world did orig
inate in the orient, what do any of 
them amount to.- and. what have they 
done for .progressive civilization? 
What nations-tire more backward than 
Orientadjlandilwhat people are sunk 
deeper in' superstition and fanatical 
folly than the residents of India, 
where réincarnation is generally ac
cepted? ..

If you aro -ïôoklng for progress, the 
•United States with "western philos
ophy” leads the, world, and that be- 
'cause it has less-religion, alias super
stition, than any other nation.

> You cannot find, a deeply religious 
country, that-is not backward in sci
ence, inventions and discoveries, and: 
when. <we go to India for her reincar
nation doctrines we are just as foolish i 

■as we?would 'be to -go- there for- her i 
primittverasystem of plowing the son.

: India has-nothing to give’ub In the 
shape of knowledge,- and that import- 
eAprodnet known aS theosophy, is one 
of the rankest fakes with which tbp 
.human mind, was ’ever Minded.-

tional institutions.
2. Believing that 

Brotherhood of Man 
the” so-called science

It will write in full sight- 
yes, in/«// sight and it will 
write more, write better, 
write easier and keep on 
doing so longer than any 
other typewriter.

THE MONARCH TYPEWRITER CO., 
200 and 202Wahash Ave.. Chicago, Hl.

THE NEW LIFE,
By Leroy Berrier. An eminently suggestive 
work, of excellent tendencies, treating of the 
mind’s relations to the physical organism, and 
the power of thought in the upbuilding of 
health aud character. Cloth, ÿL

THE TEACHINGS OF JESUS
Not Adapted to Modern ClrlHZBCio.i, with the Tn'S 
Character of Mary Magdalene. By Ge^W; Browu. 
M. D. Price. 15 cents. Fur sale at thia cfilce.

Ite taw teal»»
ByW. J. COLVILLE. A series ot twelve loo* 
Uwes, Intended as simple, practical expositions 
of the Ten Commandments in the spiritual as«‘ 
pcct. Price, 50 cents.

the Universal 
Is retarded by 
of war, we do

here in convention assembled protest 
against war in all its phases.

Oh! spurn not.the.erring, laugh not 
; at the weak, . ■ ; ■ .

Give only a kiss to humanity’s cheek, 
And never the '‘bruised reed” burden

or break.' :
Where bitterness rankles, where envy 

7" . 13 rlfej .
There meet the dark spirits of anger 

and strife .
And- thè poison they carry embitters 

each life. , \
If niet by revilings, revile not-again, 
Let the thorn'that would wound thee

*Tis
’neath roses remain, 

i the beautiful soul that gives
pleasure,for pain. '.

BELLE BUSH.

TO-DAY.

WORLD MAKING-SS 
and Death of Worlds, by Samuel Phelps Leland 
Ph. D..LL. D., Emeritus Professor of Astrono
my end lecturer on science in Charles City Col* • 
lege, A Work of intense Interest, by a scien
tist and profound thinker. Cloth, price, 75 cts.

THE New and

Revised
BIBLE. u„.
Authenticity, Credibility, 

Morality.
JOHN E. REMSBURG’S GREAT WORK;

Ingersoll's desire that somebody 
should at last tell the whole truth about 
the Bible has been brilliantly fulfilled, 
No Freethinker worthy of toe name cad 
afford to pass over Remsburg’s book in 
silence. Like Thomas Paine's “Age of 
Reason,” may it, let us hope, find ad
mirers and translators In other lan
guages. And again, like Paine's book; 
may this brilliant work bring to its au
thor the praise ot posterity.—Der Frei- 
denker (Milwaukee).

3. Believing that two wrongs . 
never make a right we do resolve to 
do all that in our power lies to abolish 
capital punshment.

4. Recommended, That we will 
support and endorse any movement 
tending toward the appointment of 
women physicians in all state institu- 
tions.

5. Whereas, the recent arrest of 
Miss Rice (Mrs. Burleigh) the regular 
pastor and ordained minister of the 
Seattle Psychic Society, by the pólice, 
charged under a state Jaw with for- 

. tune-telling, was an outrage, which 
should be condemned by all Spiritual
ists, and

Whereas, the consideration of 
measures toward building up Spirit
ualistic societies is of little use until 
the ministers of such societies can be 
insured against the recurrence of 
such outrages, therefore,

Resolved,Thatwe, in convention as
sembled hereby pledge ourselves to 
dó all in our power to carry to á sue- 
cessful issue the appeal taken to the- 
Superlor Court of Seattle on Miss 
Rice’s behalf? and ta the event of an 
adverse, decision by said Superior 
Court, win aid in carrying the cáse to 
the Supreme Court, and in repealing 
the .law which mak.es It possible for 
mediu'ms to be prosecuted ' as vag
rants.?- /
Oklahoma Formed a State Organtza- 

■' tten.
Oklahoma’s first camp-meeting has 

closed; resulting In organization of 
a State Spiritualist Association, • be-

This great work on the Bible by Mr. 
Remsburg is most valuable—it is an en
cyclopedia of information in regard to 
the Bible, and surpasses in importance 1 
all other works of the kind now -pub
lished. It is up-to-date in every partie, 
ular. Price. S1.25,

Oh, life it is sad and strange, 
And love it 1b deaf and blind, 

And the shapes of sorrow and change. 
Are always pressing behind!

If the tender impulse stay, 
: It is nipped by the frost of fate, 

So make haste to be. kind, to-day, 
■ For to-morrow-may be too late! . 

The eyes that crave for. our smile, 
Or the ears for our kindly word. 

May be closed in a little while,
- And our loudest cries unheard. 

Time mocks at our cold delay;
Death waits not, though-we wait;. , 

So make haste to he kind to-day, 
’ 'To-morrow may be too late!

—Selected-

____ ______ tiding«— 
ffouadl AM «hnässaifragadi

sides.sowing the seeds of truth in 
good and fertile grotfhd. Much good, 
has .surely been, done by the able ar-' 
fay of .talent with which we are repre
sented.

Rev. Alice Baker, John W’. Ring, 
E. W. Sprague and Mrs. Sprague all 
uniting to give to the great new. state 
of Oklahoma the glad tidings of Spir-1 
itualism. .

The board of trustees have. engaged 
Rev. Alice Baker of 449 Live. Oak 
street, Dallas, Texas, as missionary 
for the state of Oklahoma,’, and any 
one wishing her services should wrlle 
her or the undersigned at once.. Since 

; camp-Mrs. Baker visited Headrick, 
; Okla., before returning home, lectur- 
, Ing two nights to crowded hall, draw- 
ting so heavily on thb Baptist congre- 
1 gatfan that:the - minister had to go 
[ among Ms- flock and warn them 
[against the dangers of Spiritualism;

It seems that the people are ahun- 
>r and atkirM for the waters of ever-

“ AG, LES.

STANDARD BOOKS,
Cloth Binding, iOc. Each. -

The following books by well known 
and popular writers, we have selected 
with the thought that they will bo ot in- " 
terest to our readers. They are printed 
on fine paper; perfectly clear, readable, 
type; cloth binding. Good home library- , 
edition:

Heroes and Hero Worship, and the 
Heroic in History. . The Hero as Divin
ity. The Hero as Prophet The Here 
as Poet The Hero as Priest. The 
Hero as King. By Thomas Carlyle. 363 
pages. , .-

Past and Present By Thomas Car
lyle.

Data of Ethics. By Herbert Spencer.
Fairyland of Science. By Arabella B. - 

Buckley. This book is written in such 
a pleasing manner that young as well ' 
as old can understand it Illustrated, ' 
gilt top.

Origin of Species. By Charles Dar
win.

Descent of Man. By Charles Darwin," 
These two books by Mr. Darwin, should 
be In every home.

Karma. A Novel. By A. P. Slnnett
A Romance of Two Worlds. By Ms- . 

rle Corelli. A most wonderful occult 
story, ■

Zanonl. By Bulwer Lytton. A ro
mance by that most wonderful and mys
tic writer, after a long residence In the ■ 
East and an exhaustive study of occult 
lore. ■

Any one of the above valuable book« 
can be obtained for 60 cents, a miracle 
of cheapness.

“New Testament Stories Comically 
Illustrated. Drawings by Watson Has. 
ton. With Critical and Humorous Conf. _. 
ments. upon tlie Texts.” Heston'S 
drawings are incomparable,-and exerm 
ciatlngly funny. . Price, ta boards, A

“Lite and Moral Axioms ot Cori- •-
fuciuB,” is the title of a 62 page pam
phlet, which . contains many of the 
moral. aphorisms and tereeologlcat 
teachings of the-sapient Chinese phll» 
OBopher, who lived 551 years before 
the Christian Era, and , whose ■ wfsr 
precepts have left a lasting imprepalo;

• nations; ■
Wright. ikWSl

should.be
because.it


REDUCED PRICES.

a

A scath-Hell.

doctrine of vicarious

Ilf Antnnki ITS ATTAINMENT OF 
WOIltalliy. F0RM AND FEATURES

30 pages'. Price 10 cents; post
cents.
Proofs of Immortality, the Lon-

8. 
God. 
ists. 
age 2

».

Hudson Tuttle.

Ing pamphlet against the Christian 
■...................... atonement and

The Deverooment of the Spirit 
After Transition. By the late M. Bkraday. The 
origin of religions, and tholr Influence upon the 
mental development of the Wunan race, I’rlco, 
10 cents.'

Paine’s TneoioQiGai. Works.
Age of Reason, Examination of the Prophe

cies, etc- Illustrated edition. Post 8vo-, 432 
pages. Price, cloth. 01.00.

Ò. The Orthodox

81; postage 15 tents.
Spiritualism Commanded of 
A reply to Seventh-day Advent-

Litirarj of SjirM Literata

Hishonors fit him like an old glove.

PROMOTED.

like

Man

and

Sea

was

was

your

Canaan, Maine. Secretary,

.'Ü

rfÙiÂÂïai

stay. The 
in good 

prospering, 
work were

Beneath any great 
stratlon, the cause Hi

,: . “Tobacco is a filthy weed,
■ From Beelzebub came the seed;

■ It drains your pockets, scents 
„'clothes,

present to give their views, and

Thjy Appeared instile Minnesota 
State Association.

A Prominent Spiritualist Passed to 
the Realm of Souls.

lemon- 
u, un-

A MASTERLY WORK.
Continuity of Life a Cosmic Truth 

By Prof. W. M. Lockwood.
A masterly presentatlon-ot an Importantsnb- 

Joct A powerful argument alonrr new and fjclon- 
tltlc lines, establishing on n sefentiflo basis tho 
fact of the continuity of personal Individual con
scious selfhood after laying ar'Jo tho piiyplcal 
body. A book of rare value« With ae/eral 
tine Illustrations. Cloth. W.DD. '

Fort Myers, present railroad ter- I greatly my two weeks’ 
• - - - - - the work there seems to be

------- t ' andminus, is pleasantly located on t„u .
CalooBahatchee river. It has long L

Apocryphal New Testament, 
Being all tho Gospels, Epistles, anfl other pieces 
now extant, attributed In the llrst four centu
ries to Jesus Christ, his apostles and their com
panions, and not Included In the New Testament 
by its compilers. Price, cloth. 81 50.

----------- of an Indian chief prominent in the 
of the Koons family at Palmetto, early history of Georgia. It is an Ira- 
May heaven’s richest blessings abide mense granite rock of Irregular Bhape,

C06M1AN HYMN BOOK.
A collection of original anti selected Hymns 

for Liberal anil Ethical Societies, for Schools 
ami Aho Homo. Compiled by L. K. Washburn. 
This volume meets a public want. It compilses 
258 choice selections of poetry anil music, em
bodying the highest moral sent Intent, and free 
from all sectarianism. Price, to cents, '

nOQIltU Th0 c’lltlvatt011 of Personal 
DudUIV beauty, based onllygieno and 

Health Culture, by twenty physicians and spe
cialists, and edited by Albert Turner. A talua- 
blo book lor women and therefore for the whole 
world Price In elegant cloth binding, fl.oa 
For sale at this office.

A Busy Southern Tour.
Bringing Out Many Interesting Events in Con 

nection With Spiritualism.
Sketch of a Seven Months’ Tour in the 

Far South.
My first southern point was Atlan

ta, Ga. Here the cause of Spiritual
ism has for its public representation 
an organization known as the Psy
chological Society.” My public work 
during the brief time I was able to 
remain, was highly appreciated, and I 
regretted not to be able to linger long- 
er’My first visit to that enterprising 
southern city was nearly thii ty years 
ago. I found the Spiritualists quite 
num irous even then, and the active 
workers, (speh as A. C. Ladd, Ellis 
and others) were perhaps still more 
thoroughly alive ’than 1b the case at 
present. ,

The cause there has passed through 
various vicissitudes, from deaths, le- 
movals diminution of Intel est, . and 
lack of harmony (and possibly the 
necessary earnest devotion to the sub
lime and ennobling principles of our 
heaven-bdrn spiritual philosophy). .,

We, as Spiritualists, should sink 
minor personal differences, - and real
izing that in union there is strength, 
join hands heartily for the promotion 
of our common cause—the most far- 
reaching, comprehensive, rational, 
beneficent and irresistible humanita
rian movement ever known through
all the ages of human history.

It is the function and mission of. 
Modern Spiritualism to advance and 
uplift humanity to the plane of uni
versal brotherhood; to establish heav- 
qn here upon the earth; to naturalize 

-religion by spiritualizing science; to 
humanize man by energizing his high
er nature—by opening wide the pearly 
gates bptween earth and the sky, and 
flooding earth’s hilltops, valleys and 
plains with tfrie irridescent waves of 
Inspiration, light, life and love from 
the. bright Bummerland of peace and 
bliss in celestial realms above; finally, 
to harmonize society, by socializing 
government, Industry, finance and all 
other collective utilities, conveniences, 
necessities, and opportunities the 
whole wide world over.

Ip not such a sublime and glorious 
* undertaking fully worthy of our 
heart’s deepest and most unselfish de
votion, our most earnest, self-sacri
ficing and persistent effort?

Who shall say—what tongue or 
pen can describe It—what mighty out
burst of heavenly glory may soon ap
pear in the world’s mental horizon, 
proclaiming the downfall and annihila
tion of tyranny and oppression, per
secution and supernaturalism, and all 
other forms and phrases of socletary 
degeneration, cruelty and imbecility?

All hail the coming day!
Should we fear or hesitate to pro

claim this glorious revolution from 
high heaven, fraught with bo much 
hope and promise to benighted and 
Buffering hunianlty?'

No! A thousand times NO!
Alas! Woe be unto us if we fail to 

be true and to persevere to the end!
Let us not be diverted by Bide issues 

or “switched off” the main track, cast-

parka, suburban drives, monuments, 
etc. It is an important seaport, con
nected by tines of steamers with 
"everywhere.” Here the army of 
General Sherman found the end of 
its long march to the sea. The build
ing uaed as his headquarters is still 
pointed out to the visitor. Amoqg 
the many objects of Interest was one 
to which I was especially attracted: 
a peculiar monument, erected n honor
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jfiith them ever! inscribed as fellows:
From Palmetto I proceeded down “Tomo-Chi-Chi.

the river, through Sarasota. Bw,_to The Mlcu of thi) Yamacrawa 
na, , z@lftheGopen mh “hmhm TUe companion of Oglethorpe.
the open Gulf; down the coast, pass- And the Krjend aud Ally o£ the Colony 
ing various islands, to the magnificent , (¡-„l.
“Charlotte Harbor,” one of the larg- s ‘
est and best anywhere to be found. This stone was here placed by the 
Encountered on the . voyage rough Georgia Society of the Colonial Dames 
seas, stormy weather, dangerous bars [of America.
and "passes,” etc., but reached Pun- Although Savannah has no bplrlt- 
ta Gorda City without serious mis- uallst organization as ye,t I was, 
hap, and started at once upon the mis- through the hearty co-operation of 
sionary work for about three weeks, some influential citizens, enabled to 
awakening considerable interest. do much good work and to lay the 

This place, though one of the out- founatlon tor thorough organic effort 
posts of civilization, has a quite in the future. Among those whose 
large liberal element and a few ad- active interest made it easier and 
vanced Spiritualists. It has been a Pleasanter to accomplish the task as- 
quite prominent point for Northern signed me, may be mentioned Dr. 
tourists, on account of its lovely Bit- Rowllnski, Dr. and Mrs-Corson, Dr. 
nation and as the southernmost point Nunn, Dr. Knorr, H. B. Platen, Bros, 
on the Gulf coast of Florida that pemloe, Burroughs, McBride, attor- 
could be reached by rail until recent- ney Gig melet, Judges McAlpin and 
ly Here in addition to orange McDonald, etc. Dr. Corson is a son 
groves etc., are numerous pineries, of Prof. Hiram Corson of Cornell Uni- 
where the luscious pine-apple flourish- versify, N Y., who is well known as 
es in all its glory. (Picked when ripe “ Spiritualist I had the pleasure of 
and eaten with a spoon, it is indeed a listening to two lectures by Dr Cor- 
deliclous food1) son on anatomy, at City Hospital, be-

Let me here present an Illustration f°re the “trained nurses,” and to ride 
of the law of mental impression and to and from with him in his automo- 
spirlt guidance: As soon as I had set b“O- 
foot upon terra firms on arrival at Savannah is destined to become an 
Punta Gorda, I was adzed with an ir- excellent bpiritua! field, and I was 
resistable desire to go In a certain sorry to leave It, but had to push on 
direction. I took the street leading f° Atlanta. (I came very near, how- 
in that direction, and proceeded until »ver, taking steamer direct to Boston, 
the Inner voice of the spirit Bald unto tor i brief visit to my native New 
me: "Stop here!” I paused, entered England, and the dear old Massachu- 
the dwelling—and found myself in a I “tto home, where my direct ancestors 
few moments in the presence of a 
young man whom I had not Been nor 
heard of since twenty years ago, when 
he, a mere child, lived with ub in our 
far Eastern home! It was indeed a 
happy surprise, a glad meeting, to ub 
both.

seen by the casual observer and un- 
thaught of by the careless.

I have attended a nvnibejf of dlP 
ferent state conventions, but when I 
went to the late one held in Minne
apolis, It did not take me long to feel 
that there was an earnestness and 
reality about it—something different, 
like the bread mother, used to make, 
palatable and wholesome. . ,

I naturally looked for the cause, 
and Boon came to the conclusion that 
Minnesota was blessed with some 
great workers.

I watched J. S. Maxwell, who has 
been State President so long that the

have lived 200 years or more, and 
which I have not seen since 1880.)

Reaching Atlanta, was again re
ceived with great cordiality by the 
Psychological Society, lectured two 
Bundays, held one public circle, gave 
numerous sittings, etc., and enjoyed

splendid physical and mental calibre 
blends with the poetic nature, strong 
religious tendencies, fine staying qual
ities, and at the foundation of all his 
success his stupendous capacity for 
rapid and continuous work. His Uni
versity education has been gained In 
the years he has spent working for 
Spiritualism; hero he earned his de
grees, scattering a thousand gems 
along the path. As a wise general 
he has placed his ablest co-workers 
in the most dlfilcult places, leaving no 
weak links in the chain of his exec
utive staff.

At all of the other state conventions 
where I was invited to speak I was 
simply a guest, but at Minneapolis I 
was put to work on a committee with 
the other visiting speakers (Miss Har
low and Will Erwood). Within a 
short time after my arrival and during 
the day we were placed on more com
mittees, for as the president said, 
“In getting workers from different 
states on our committees, we get the 
benefit of their knowledge,” while we 
in turn, benefltted by the knowledge 
of our Minnesota friends.

Frank E. Irvine, the state secreta
ry, Is another remarkably fine and 
versatile worker. Nothing escapes 
his quick eye, or Is lost In his fertile 
Vraln. Mr. Irvine is a success, for he

One of the Most Beautiful and Costly 
Churches in Western New York to 
Be Dedicated to Spiritualism at 
Rochester, N. Y.—Dedicatory Serv
ices Will Be Held on Sunday, Octo
ber 7, and There 'Will Be Daily Ex
ercises, Lectures and Functions 
During the Week. ,
A very important and progressive 

movement for Spiritualism will be in
augurated In Rochester, N. Y., in Oc
tober next, when the beautiful and 
commodious edifice known as Ply
mouth Congregational Church, will be 
dedicated to the teachings of the Spir
itual philosophy.

There are to be daily exercises, lec
tures, and functions during' the week 
commencing October 7. The church 
contains one of the finest pipe organs 
in the” city, and Mrs. Williams has 
been appointed organist. A choir of 
capable-singers has been selected so 
that the important feature of music 
and singing will be first-class.

Rev. Dr. Austin, the heretic Meth-

charlatans that have ¡attached them
selves to the skirts of Spiritualism, 
forgetful ot the fact that the very 
counterfeiting of spiritual phenomena 
is one of the strongest evidences in 
the world that there are real spirit 
manifestations.

But most Spiritualists are well 
aware that from this later class have 
been recruited some of the strongest 
believers in the spiritual philosophy. 
Like the reputed Paul who persecuted 
tho Essenes or Christians with ma
lignant fury, these enemies of the 
sillritual cult, after fighting to kill 
Spiritualism, are suddenly confronted 
by an illuminating influence, such as 
encircled antagonistic Paul 2,000 
years ago.

During many years there has been 
In Rochester a quiet under-current of 
Spiritualism permeating the ranks of 
all denominations. The—writer has 
been thunderstruck at times to meet 
at private seances distinguished 
church people. They generally say, 
when recognized, “Don’t tell my

STUDIES IN THE OUTLYING FIELDS 
Of PSYCHIC SCIENCE.

This work essays to utilize and ex
plain the vast array of facts in its field 
of research by referring them to a com
mon cause, and from -him arise to th* 
laws and conditions of Man’s spiritual 
being. Third edition. Price 75 cent*

LIFE IN TWO SPHERES,
In thia story the acenes are laid on’ 

earth, and in the spirit world, present
ing the spiritual philosophy and th« 
real life of spiritual beings. All ques
tions which arise on that subject are 
answered. Price. 60 cents.

been a military post. I am not In My lectures and other 
love with the military spirit and do highly appreciated.
not feel quite at home where the men- _yrom Atlanta to Sprjngfleld, Mo. 
tai atmosphere Is saturated with it. ?hus ends a seven months absence 
My earliest recollection, almost, Is ot from the home field 't-refreshed, re
finding on my father’s desk copies of newed, bully, restored from the light- 
“The Advocate of Peace,” published nlnf shoclt’ ’a“? sl“eing in my 
in Boston by Jolin M. Spear, afterward ®oul tllo B0“g of llêe Çast: 
prominent in the early years of the 1 for those who love me, 
Spiritual movement. The impression Whose hearts are kind and true, 
received from that magazine has nev- ForA heayen that smiles above me 
er been effaced. I quite agree with awaits my spirit too.
Gen. Sherman that “war Is hell." For the cause that lacks assistance, 

The Seminole Indians remaining For the wrong that needs resistance, 
in Florida are located not very far For4 Juture‘“the distance, 
from the "fort”; In that wonderful re- And the good that I can do.
glon known as the “Everglades,” _ J. MADISON ALLEN,
which form thé southernmost part of springneia, mo.
the state. This region is mostly, or 1 *'
largely under water; so that an In- MAN OF THE RED RIGHT HAND.
dian wishing to make a neighborly ---------
call generally has to either wade, Man with the Red Right Hand knelt
swim, paddle a canoe, or drown If pre- in the night and prayed:
ferred. “Pity and spare, O God, the mortal

The famous1 Inventor, Edison, has whom thou hast made!

ing a ’longing glance towards ancient 
landmarks and dilapidated myths and 

" fableb. Let us not Buffer ourselves to 
: be captured by half-way schemes of 

and egotistical would-be 
leaders- 0.1 ‘'juntlers of some , "cult” 

' (borrowci^'niayhapi, from ' India’s 
Brahu) flistead of from Jewey’s Abra- 

, ^¡yiip—a distinction without a dlf- 
, • xCTence!)- In short, let nothing what- 
1 ever lead us away from practical inter-

' communion, and active and open par- 
' tlcip&tlon with others in the good 

' work of unitedly establishing the new 
■ movement in the hearts and lives of 

all earth’s people.
' \ ' My first engagement In Florida was 

with the Psychical Research Society of 
Tampa. This organization, though 
young, has some most excellent mate
rial in its membership, earnest and 
devoted workers. I received a most 

■ hearty and cordial welcome from.the 
president, Mr. J. F. Ireland, and'his 
amiable and worthy companion, both 
niedlumistic, and was made to feel en
tirely at home. Among the active 
members and friends I mention the 
Lunsfords, attorney Eichelbergers, 
Pierces, the Ender family, artists, 
Mrs. Duncan, musician, Willis, Sor- 
win, Prof. Haunson, Turner, jeweler, 
Lodfler, etc.

My two months’ labor In that city 
vzere, it is hoped and believed, pro- 

.. ductive of much good.
Tampa is at present a very wide

awake and rapidly growing city— 
:/ brought into special prominence dur

ing the late Spanish-American war. 
It is charmingly located on the beau
tiful bay bearing the same name. The 
views from the Bay front are magnifi
cent. Proximity to Havana has re- 

. suited since the war in a large immi
gration of Spanish-speaking people, 
who have dotted the city and its sub- 

; urbs with cigar factories, until to-day 
? Tampa leads the world in the manu- 
’\ /acture (and use, I judge, for nearly 

every man, many boys, and some wo- 
! meh, I am told, smoke and puff, puff 
' and smoke, from early morn till late 

at night), of that particular nicotine- 
r producing narcotic, about which some 
L “Inspired poet” has thus written:

a winter home and laboratory just strengthen the house he builds, adorn 
outside the city—a lovely place, where his glad roof-tree,
doubtless many of his remarkable in- Blessing the bloody spoil he gathers 
spirations have been received and ma- on earth and Bea!
terialized. Those who know declare The .bird and the beast are blind, and 
him to be a Spiritualist. I did not 'they do not understand, 
have the pleasure of meeting.him, as But lo! thv servant kneels!” said Man 
he had not yet arrived. 1 with the Red Right Hand.

1 must now record my final move J
southward on the steamer Pastime, God went by in the storm, and an- 
down the Caloosahatchie and to the 1 swered never a word, 
border of the Gulf, to meet an ap- Eut the birds of the air shrieked loud, 
polntment at Wulfort, Sanibal Island. a“d the beast of the mountain 

The scenery of that voyage baffles
description; it was certainly the most An“ the dark sad flocks of the Sea 
charmingly romantic and beautiful the Sea-lambs, gentle-eyed,
mine eyes have ever beheld; with its Wail’d from their oozy folds, and the 
multitude ot small islands lying here , . Sea-kine replied, 
and there within a vast semicircle of Ana the pity of God fell down 
long and large ones. From the tip- darkness on sea and land, 
top of the little steamer I took in the toozo to ice In the heart of
indescribable beauty of the scene as with the Red Right Hand.

does common things in an uncommon 
way; he does not belle lus ancestral 
blood, but with bls splendid gifts, his 
great qualities and indisputable vir
tues, adds ablest diplomacy. He is a 
model secretary and many a state 
might w.ell wish they had such mate
rial for their president.

I had the pleasure of meeting C. P. 
Follett, the late secretary, and at 
present one of the trustees. On a 
former occasion, when I was securing 
reports from the different state secre
taries, I was pleased to receive the 
best written, one of the earliest, most 
comprehensive and minutest In details 
from Mr. Follett, and when I saw his 
spik and span personality, his clear
cut intelligent face and, beard, his 
deep, low, melodious voice, I could 
well understand that his, reports were 
always fit for dress-parade.

Hy Hegdahl, the state treasurer, is 
a Giant Fire Cracker, fpll of sup- 

. presed Intenseness and , energy, zeal 
and enthusiasm. As state Missionary 
in addition, he cannot bq.anything but 
a success. He has unction enough to 
vivify a dozen sleeping ¡societies and 
raise two dozen dead ones, keeping 
them alive by his own activity. You 
feel how very much Spiritualism is to 
him, more than meat and drink, nay, 
life itself, for in it he lives, moves 
and has hiB being. He , is not only 
treasurer, but a rich treasure t° any

odist divine, who was tried and ( 
bounced from that denomination for 
his Spiritualistic tendencies and ad- ( 
vanned liberal utterances, and who' ; 
for many years was principal of the , 
great Methodist semiimry for young , 
ladles at St. Thomas, Canada, has 
been engaged as pastor of the new 
spiritual church.

He has been folding services during 
this month in the fine lecture hall sit
uated in the rear of the big audito
rium, which is considered one of the 
most beautiful In Rochester from an 
architectural and ornate point of 
view, and can accommodate about 
' 00 people.

Jld Spiritualists can scarcely real
ize the fact that this imposing struct
ure, the former rendezvous for the 
wealth and fashion of Rochester, has 
actually been purchased by the faith
ful and Ib tn future to be devoted to 
the teachings of the spiritual philos
ophy.

It Is amusing to go among the 
church-going and orthodox people, 
and hear the remarks uttered from 
time to time regarding the startling 
fact that the Spiritualists have 'actu
ally got possession of one of the finest 
church edifices in Western New York, 
and there are many anxious ones who 
have on the quiet imbibed some of the 
knowledge of the' spiritual philosophy, 
awaiting the time when they can pop 
in and get further light on the sub
ject.

Hitherto the meetings of Spiritual
ists have had to be held in rooms or 
halls, up flights of stairs, and many 
have recoiled from going under Buch 
conditions, who will not be ashamed 
to go into a big, dignified looking 
church building, which has a deep- 
toned bell and a clock which strikes 
the hours, in its lofty tower.

The Ignorant and frivolous-minded 
among the church-goers, of course 
give vent to the usual drivel in speak
ing of the Spiritualistic movement 
here, and expect to see “spooks” look
ing out of the church windows as they 
pass by, or hear the rattling of chains 
and groans in the midnight hour. But, 
let us not be hard on this class of peo
ple—the frivolous, giddy-headed and 
Ignorant. Their antics and hysterical

folks. Keep my being here quiet. I 1 
only came out of curiosity.” I

One of these visitors was the wife I 
of a' recently deceased deacon of a , 
big Baptist church, of which he was 
the financial mainstay in its early his
tory.

She explained to the writer that she 
had always been a Spiritualist, but 
kept the matter secret on account ’of 
her husband, but that he having 
passed away she felt at liberty to 
openly avow her belief.

Many people who objected going up 
stairs to some obscure meeting place 
will be tempted to enter the dignified 
portals of "Plymouth Spiritual 
Church.”

Rochester being bo conspicuously 
identified with the early movement of 
the modern revival of Spiritualism, as 
may be Instanced by what became 
known throughout the world as the 
Rochester Rappings, over half a cen
tury ago, It 1b of special Interest that 
■next month will witness the dedica
tion of a temple, well worthy of what 
many consider the Mecca of Spiritual
ism.

It is expected that many who re
member the wonderful manifestations 
produced through the psychic powers 
of the Fox Sisters, by which they were 
Induced to investigate the philosophy 
and become firm believers, will come 
to the dedicatory exercises of Ply
mouth Church on October1 7.

An opportunity will enable those 
Who wish to visit the old farm house 
at Hydesville, where the first rap- 
pings occurred, the place being not 
far from Rochester. Old Corinthian 
Music Hall here where the Fox Sis
ters gave demonstrations which 
caused Intense excitement bordering 
on riot when they came to live in this 
city, has given place to a new struct
ure on the same site.

Some of the most notable lecturers 
' in the Spiritualistic ranks, scientific 
• men and distinguished Investigators, 
■ who, for obvious reasons, do not yet 
• call themselves Spiritualists, will be

”^R^?X!„0R LED to the LIGHT.
A tbrllling psychological story of 

evangelization and free thought it la 
to Protestantism what "The Secret« of 
the Convent’’ is to Catholicism. Priaa. 
80 cents.
ANGELL PRIZE CONTEST RECITA* 

_ TION8.
_ For humane education, with plan ot 
t-*i3 Angell Prize Oratorical Onntcpfg, 
By Emma Rood Tuttle. Price, 25 cents.

All books sent postpaid. Address 
HUDSON TUTTLE, Publisher, 

Berlin Heights, Ohio.

The Arcana of Spiritualism
A Manual of Spiritual Science and 

PnliMophy.
The readers of The Progressive 

Thinker are already acquainted with 
character of this book, It is Intended 
by Its assisting, inspiring spirit-authors 
to furnish a compendium to the student 
of psychic laws and manifestations. It 
has been more than thirty years in pre
paring and contains all that has been 
received by me through inspiration 
and research during that time on the 
subjects it treats. Few questions will 
arise in the minds of investigators 
that are not answered in its pages.. 
Price, 81.25 postpaid.

Address ail orders to i
HUDSON TUTTLE, |

Berlin Heights, Ohls. ’

DR. J. M. FBEBLLS' 
Most Important Books.

it was revealed to my enraptured vis- Then up he rose from hia knee 
Ion; until it seemed 1 had been trans- brandished his crimson knife, 
ported to some fairyland In Paradise. Saying: “I thank thee, God, for mak- 
Gliding smoothly along upon the un- jng me Lord of Life’
ruffled waters I bethought me for a The beasts and the birds are mine, 
brief moment of the distant northland 1 - - ■ - -■

And makes a chimney of your nose.” 
- ■ The State Fair, held at Tampa in 

November, was a decided success. 
The display of tropical and semi-trop
ical plants, flowers and other special 
productions was indeed magnificent 
and enchanting.

What a contrast between such soul
satisfying and enchanting beauty and 
loveliness and the hideous, horrifying, 
debasing Abominations of the slaugh
ter-pen, butcher-shop and meat-mar
ket—sizzling frying-pan of the mal
odorous kitchen, greasy pots and ket- 

1 ties, etc.
What an odd experience and enjoy- 

; able time I had one day, in taking 
part in a "cocoanut feast” with the 
band of Igorrote Phlllipino savages— 
I the only person considered to be civ
ilized, clothed a la mode, and In my 
"right mind!” Well, well, all the

wlth its furious blasts and blizards, Its I 
frosts and snows and Icy chains, 
through the long and dreary winter 
time; and I felt amply repaid for my 
long journey away from Ozark’s 
home, and profoundly grateful for the 
loving and wise guardians that had 
placed upon the tablet of my soul 
such a sweet and hallowed memory- 
picture.

At Wulfort I was heartily welcomed 
and my work was well appreciated.

I found there another Spiritualist 
postmaster, Mr. Dwight, whom I had 
met twenty-six years before; also Mr. 
and Mrs. Doane, Eastern friends of 
the long ago, noble workers in fields 
of reform, and,with whom I made 
my home while at Wulferl. We made 
several delightful trips among the 
near-by islapds. Found the people 
as a rule progressive, liberal and so
cial. I was regaled with cocoanuts 
fresh from the trees, and with various 
delicious products unknown in the 
North, such as cumquots, sapodlllas, 
cactus fruit, guavas, etc.

But at last the time arrived when 
I must turn my face northward, must 
leave the frostless land. Was tempt
ed strongly to extend the southward 
tour just a little farther, to Key West 
and Havana. But the homeward 
voice was now calling and another 
ride upon the beautiful waters brought 
me back to Charlotte Harbor and up 
to Punta Gorda, whence, after ■ a 
brief stay, I returned by rail to Pal
metto and remained two weeks.

Did some work also In Manatee, 
across the river. Good field, undevel
oped.

From Palmetto to Sanford, head of 
navigation of the wonderful and fa- 

.mous St. Johns rlvep. A steamboat 
ride of a day and a night, full of In
terest and delight brought us to Jack
sonville. Other engagements pre-

and the flesh and blood of the 
same,

Baptized in the blood of these, I glad
den and praise thy name!

Laden with spoils of life thy servant 
shall smiling stand!”

And out on the Deep he hied, this 
Man with the Red Right Hand. .

Afar, on the lonely Isles the cry of the 
slaughtered herds

Rose on the morning air, to the 
scream of the flying birds.

And the birds fell down and bled with
pitiful human cries, < 

And the butcher’d lambs of the 
look’d up with pleading eyes, 

And the blood of birds and beasts 
red on sea and land.

And drunk with the joy of Death
Man with the Red Right Hand.

And the fur of the slain Sea-lamb was 
a cloak for his bride to wear,

And the broken wing of the bird was 
set in his leman’s hair,

And the flesh of .the ox and the lamb 
were food for his brood to eat,

And, the skin of the mild Sea-kine was 
shoon on "his daughter’s feet!

And the cry of the slaughtered things 
was loud over sea and land

As he knelt once more and prayed, up
raising his Red Right Hand.

state.. <•
You could,.only expect . exception

ally fine work from such fpur leaders, 
flanked by an army of ..willing work
ers whom I only .casually met.

Among the women who impressed 
me most were Mrs. Dr. Swanson of 
Minneapolis, and Mrs. W. C. Edwards 
of St. Paul, veritable mothers in Is
rael, big hearted, whole-souled wo
men, each a host.

Miss Elizabeth Harlow surpassed 
herself, and that means much. Each 
year adds to her power, usefulness 
and splendid qualities. She appeals 
to the thoughtless as well as to the in
telligent and compels attention to 
this, the most momentous question ot 
the day, an honor to her work, her
self and her sex—the Joan D’Arc of 
our cause.

Will Erwood was here, there and 
everywhere; he fitted Into every place, 
and filled it well. His work Is earn
est and therefore convincing; helpful, 
and therefore welcome. ’ Everybody 
likes him and believes in hjm, and it 
were better that people should be
lieve in you, then they will more 
readily believe in what you -teach.

I must mention Mrs. F. Wheeler 
with well-deserved appreciation, for 
seldom indeed-have I met a more im
pressive platform medium. Quiet, 
with womanly dignity she delivered 
her heaven-given messages; short, ex
act and correct in every particular, 
bringing to her audience the convic
tion that she was anointed for her 
work and felt Its dignity and her sa
cred mission.

Among the many commendable 
lines of work which this model state 
association has taken up, is that of 
uniting with thé police authorities, in
suring proper protection .to the medi
ums endorsed by the state,, and com
pelling others- to do honest work or 
seeking other fields.

As a machine can run smoothly 
only as ttw hogs of the wheels fit 
or great, remains in its , place, 80 the 
success of the Minnesota State Associ
ation of Spiritualists does not depend

witlclsms are often the stepping- 
stones to spiritual unfoldment and 
the acquisition of good common sense.

The wise “know-it-alls” among the 
orthodox shake their heads and take 
refuge in argument in the frauds and

number of notable mediums from all 
parts of Jhe country will give demon
strations during the week.

It is intended to open a reading 
room In the Plymouth Church prop
erty, and also establish a. Lyceum for 
the training of children. '

The library will be well stocked 
with the best works on the spiritual 
philosophy and kindred themes.

A. W. MOORE.

Franklin E. Bond, of Deland, Fla., 
was born at Boonville, Ind., Feb. 28, 
1859, and listened to the angels' call, 
September 9, 1906. Although many 
of his nearest friends did not ■ know 
tffat because of a dangerous condition 
of his heart, he was near the border
line, he was aware of it, and made 
full preparation for his journey, which 
he did not dread in the least, and yet 
it struck a chill to many a heart, both 
North and South.

He was the oldest son of Eber W. 
and Sophia Bond ot Willoughby, Ohio, 
and was spending the summer at that 
place. The funeral services were 
conducted by the writer and the 
Gratten-Smith "family furnished the

run.
The leaf that makes a carnival of 

death
Must tremble first before the North 

.wind's breath.
The life that neither grief nor bur

den knows.
Is dwarfed in sympathy before its 

close.
The life that grows majestic with the 

years
Must taste the bitter wine that’s

found in tears.”
CARRIE E. S. TWING.

1. What Is Spiritualism and Who 
Are These Spiritualists? A book of 
131 pages, elegantly bound In paper. 
Price 40 cents; postage 5 cents.

2. Death Defeated, or the Psychic 
Secret of How to Keep Young. 300 
pages, handsomely bound In cloth. 
Goes to the root ot life, health, hy
giene, marriage, divorce, and how to 
prolong life, etc. Price 51; postage 
12 cents.

8. Spiritualism Vs. Materialism. 
This volume, cloth-bound, contains a 
series of essays and arguments against 
materialism from the point of Spirit
ualism. Price 50 cents; postage 8 
cents.

4. A New Biography of Dr. Pee
bles, by Prof. E. Whipple. A book of 
600 pages, bound in cloth, and giving 
a full history of the Doctor’s eventful 
life and travels, now 85 years of age. 
Price 81; postage 18 cents.

5. Vaccination a Curse and a Men
ace to Personal Liberty. This, an Il
lustrated volume, treats exhaustively 
of calf lymph, vaccine virus, "option
al” vaccination or compulsory. Price 
81; postage 12 cents.

.world isukin “for a’ that and a’ that.” 
I left Tampa with some reluctance;

. but the guiding powers were point- 
i ing farther and farther southwrd, 

but upon giving me the benefit of 
winter's experience wholly beyond the 
“frost line.”

Proceeding by steamer down Tam
pa and Hillsboro Bays we went up 
the Manatee River to Palmetto, on the 
north aido.opposite Manatee. I passed 

L a very- pleasant month with the socle- 
' ty there, and found a very intelligent 

and- progressive people. One ot the 
■ 1 most active workers there is the post- 

master, Geo. E. Koons, a son of the 
Jonathan Koons of Ohio,, and brother 
of the original materlalizlng-medlum 
Well remembered by the old-time Spir
itualists. I shall long remember my 
pleasant sojourn at the happy home

vented my stopping there or at Lake 
Helen, and I bade a reluctant farewell 
to the land of flowers, ’ where five 
months and more of active work had 
it is hoped and believed, scattered 
many good and precious seeds of 
truth, spirituality and progress, whose 
fruitage may be for the healing of the 
nations Two most busy weeks .. of_ 
lectures, circles, etc., under the aus-' 
pices of the Psychic Research Society,. 
at Brunswick, Ga., a fine old South-' 
ern seaport city. Much Interest in 
Spiritualism was awakened and hear
ty co-operation- and appreciation re
ceived from some of the best minds 
of the city. Among those in attend
ance was the. Spanish Consul, with 
whom I became well acquainted—a 
very, enlightened, progressive and 
agreeable gentleman. Mr. Harris, an 
eminent lawyer, Is very active . and 
outspoken. ■

Three weeks at Savannah, Ga., one 
of the most cleanly kept,. beautiful 
and charming cities I have seen, with 
its broad streets, many of them parked

"Pity me, Master and Lord! spare me 
and pass me by, 

Grant me "eternal life, though . the 
beast and the bird must die!

Behold I worship thy law, and glad
den in all thy ways,

The bird and the beast are dumb, but 
behold.I sing thy praise. , 

The bird and the beast are blind, and 
they do notumderstand, ■ 

But lo, I'see and know!” said Man 
jvith the Red Right Hand.

God went by in the storm, and an
swered never a word, ,

But deep in the soul of Man the cry 
of-God was heard;

"Asketh thou pity, thou, who ne’er 
drew pitying breath?

Asketh thou fulness of life, whose life 
is built upon death?

Even as thou metest to these, thy kin 
of the sea and land,

Shall it be meted to thee, O Man of 
■ the Red Right Hand! ■ ■- _ '
“When thou namest .bird and beast, 

and blessest them passing by, 
When thy, pleasure Is built no more on 

pain of things that die,
When thy bride no longer wears, the 

spoil of thy butcher’s knife, 
Perchance thy prayer may reach the 

ears of the Lord of. Life;
Meantime, be slain with the- things 

thou Blayest on sea and land,— 
Yea, pass in thy place like those, O 

Man with the Red Right Hand!”
—Robert Buchanan, in "The New 

Rome: Poems and Ballads of One 
Empire.” ' ■

on her officers alone, but on each local 
worker and member, rising to the 
dignity of hard, honest,. continuous 
work and true to their, highest per
ceptions, blending the gifts "of all. 
In-the final roll call the private, who 
kept faithful vigil at his -post will un
derstand the supreme,responsibilities 
•laid upon him, arid as-.jve swl be 
swept into the dawning- of the new 
day, titles and honors, gb'id braid and 
brass buttons will Ué. ajhing/of the 
past. - You will learri xhat W' your 
work for your brother yóu delfy both 
and you will find that „which you 
sought, and all which? had-seemM lost 
arid forgotten; ili oo

.. laura fixen. ,

music which was most soulful and in
spiring. Among the selections were 
“Lead Kindly. Light,” and “Cousin 
Benja,” which brought tears to many 
eyes.

The beautiful home was filled with 
friends from both North and South. 
There were no darkened rooms, no 
signs of mourning as manifested in 
the wearing of crepe. A beaqtiful 
daughter of the arisen one was 
dressed in pure white. The father, 
mother, wife and brother understood 
so well how Frank would feel If there 
should be great grief to mark his en
trance into the happier life; they were 
brave. Indeed, and did not want to 
grieve him at the beginning of the 
soul-life.

At the close of the service at the 
home, the Masons who were- there in 
a body, conducted their beautiful ser- 
ice at the graVe. A like service had 
been held at his home In Florida.

Mr. Bond- had for years headed the 
most important business enterprises 
in Florida, especially those that were 
for the upbiuldlng of the state 
through its homes, as the Bond Lum
ber Co. had mills in many parts of the 
state. Mr. Bond was also cashier of 
the Volusia County Bank, in' Deland. 
He was one of the first trustees of the 
Southern Cassadaga Spiritualist' 
Camp at Lake Helen, Fla.', and had It 
not been for his kindly aid In a pecu
niary and other .ways, it would not 
now be in existence. He was a veri
table genius for smoothing out deli
cate situations. The olive branch of

Report of the Spiritualist Camp-meet
ing and Convention Held at Mount
ain Park, Beginning September 1, 
and Ending September 10, as per 
Announcement.
The weather was very unfavorable, 

as it had been for quite a while previ
ous to the opening, and continued to 
deluge us with rain until the last 
three days, when the clouds lifted and 
let in the welcome sunshine. But 
while the clouds were showering rain 
upon us, the angel world was shower
ing its blessings of consolation and 
comforting messages of love upon the 
hungry anxious investigators.

Advice and words of encourage
ment were given to the workers, so 
that none "fainted by the wayside.” 
We succeeded in organizing a State 
Spiritualist Association, with the help 
and under the direction of those un
tiring National organizers, E. W. 
Sprague and wife. The organization 
was completed on Saturday, the 9th, 
and the executive board placed in the 
hands of E. W. Sprague, the fee and 
the application for a charter from the 
N. S. A.

We have adopted a constitution and 
by-laws and are in direct line with the 
N. S. A. There is much more that we 
would like to say in this report, but 
we will be brief. ¿Ve must mention 
the fact that the harvest is “white” in

endless hell torments. Price 10 cents.
7. Demonism of the Ages and Spir

it Obsessions. A large volume of al
most 400 pages. Treats of the angels, 
demons, obsessions, and evil spirits 
through all the historic ages. Price

don “rejected" address. 49 pages. 
Price 15 cents; postage 3 cents.

10. The Pro and Con of Spiritual
ism. 24 pages. Price 10 cents; post
age 2 cents.

11. Spiritualism in All Lands. 31 
pages. Price 10 cents, postage 2 cents,

in the center, smoothly paved with as
phalt, its numerous r* •

"Just How to. Wake the Solar Plexus.1 
By Elizabeth Towne.

and beautiful^ health. _ Price, 25 cent»
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MAINE TO THE ERONŒa 

? ■ -a- .'-.fl?
The Mairie State SpirtttualisU Con

vention. to ‘
. ... 1 ■ >J >•?. JOT-

. o-i irt
The Maine State Spiritualist1 Con

vention will be held rin Memorial 
Parlors, Unity Church, Bangorp Maine, 
October 5, 6 and-7. - Special- rates 
have been granted on - all railroads. 
Entertainment as far as possible will 
be furnlshed11all visitors.,in the homes 
of the good people of Bangor. Every 
Spiritualist in Maine owes it to his 
conscience to be présent ât this con
vention. Tickets on salé October 4, 
good returning until October 9.

VIOLA A. B. RAND, 1

“The Spiritual Blr^h .or Death, and 
Its Tomorrow.” By Moses ■ Hull, 
This is a pamphlet of 36 pages; and 
gives the Spirltualibtlo ideai of Death, 
Heaven and Hell, according to- the 
author’s interpretation of the Spirit-

peace'was always In his hands. Al
though not' à politiciah in one sense, 
he might have occupied positions of 
great trust, and his fingers were al
ways upon, the pulse of législation In 
his state, and yet ohe of the humblest 
citizens would be sure he would listen 
to his tale of woe, and help if pos
sible.

The most unfortunate of the “chain 
gang” in. the turpentine1 woods of 
Florida; or while, working on the 
highway, hoped for better treatment 
.when they saw him- coming.

The occupants of the poor house 
and jail yearly were treated with a 
good Christmas dinner. He said ho 
did not want the poor fellows to feel 
that God and everybody was dead.”

If man’s life and work were to end 
with his earthly existence, then we 
are, of all God’s creatures, the most 
glaring illustration of unsparing de
feat; but death, can never touch the 
real life of a man like our arisen 
brother. It may make changes in the 
raiment he has worn, but never harm 
the wearer of that garment. I will 
close this tribute to our brother with 
a stanza of one of his favorite poems; 
“Tho leaf that ripens only in the sun 
Is dull, and. shrivels ere its race " is

Oklahoma. The ground is rich and 
ready for the seed of Truth.

While the attendance was not large, 
on account of the continual downpour 
of rain, there was the greatest Interest 
taken by the good people of Mountain 
Park and vicinity in the philosophy 
and truths as expounded by our lec
turers. At the close of the conven
tion many remarked that there had 
been much good done, and hoped that 
the principals of truth sown there 
would,result in the organization of a 
local society. They invited and urged 
us to consider Mountain Park as the 
place to hold our next convention,

The, address, of welcome was deliv
ered by Judge Hays as proxy for the 
mayor of Mountain Park, and was re
sponded to by Judge Loudermilk, of 
ElReno. ■ Our1 lecturers were: Rev. 
Alice Baker of Dallas, Texas; E. W. 
Sprague and wife, national organiz
ers, of Detroit,1 Mich,,- and the inim
itable John W. Ring, of Crystola, Col. 
They held their listeners in rapt at- 
'tention throughout.

At the close of the meeting, Mrs. 
Baker was called to Headrick to de
liver a lecture there. Sho will ho 
doubt be in demand elsewhere in the 
territory for lecturing and organizing.

For further Information address C. 
S., Simmons, president,. Cache. Okla., 
or R. G. Lee, Headrick; Okla.,- secre
tary State Spiritualist Association.

CHAS S. SIMMONS'.

"THE DREAM CHILD."
A Fascinating Romance of Two Worlds. By 
Florence Huntley. Price, cloth, 75 cents. Books 
like "Tho Dream Child" spur humanity on to 
make more and more demands ot this nature, 
and will open up new heights and depths ot 
spiritual. knowledge.—Ella Wheeler Wilcox. 
Will, I believe, take Its place beside Bulwer's 
"Zanoni" and the "Seraphita" of Balzac.—Daily 
Capital, Topeka, Kansas. Although simple and 
unvarnished with any inflammable descrip
tions, enthralls the mmd to the exclusion ot 
other thoughts, until reluctantly the reader 
closes the last, page.—Minneapolis Sunday 
Times.

“The- Attainment of Womanly Beau
ty of Form and Features. The Cultiva
tion of Personal Beauty, Based on Hy
giene and Health Culture. By twenty 
physicians and specialists. Edited by 
Albert Turner.” Of special interest 
end value. Price $1.
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Stites of BwBb
Commencing with the disciples ot 

Jesus, one ot whom drew his sword 
aud cut oft the ear of a servant of the 
high priest, Mark 14:47, down to the 
present, the pathway of Christianity 
has been one ot blood. Instead ot 
bringing peace the founder brought 
discord. The latest exhibition of its 
real character is seen in Russia as we 
write. And there it has been revel
ing in its pastime of slaughtering the 
Jews for a Jong period. When not 
murdering their rulers, they switch off 
and try their hand at Jew-balting.

. Though sixty-three generations 
have passed since the alleged crucifix
ion, for which they held the Jews re
sponsible, yet Ignorance and supersti
tion continue to show its bloody 
hand,

From September 8 to 10 the streets 
of Siedlce, 55 miles east-south-east of 
Warsaw, in Poland, under Russian au
tocracy, have literally ran with blood. 
Jews were shot down like wild beasts. 
Volley after volley of fire-arms were 
discharged in rapid succession, car
rying down in death men, women and 
children, whose only offense was,

SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 2», 1000.

WORDS OF CAUTION.
Vou should not send money in a leb 

ter. You may do so a dozen times safe
ly, and then tho next remittance may 
be lost or stolen. Secure a postal order 
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fectly safe, and will save yourself an< 
hoyance and trouble.
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■ United States, and Oteratortos.

scarf a vieteus tug. Mrs, ,Brandie’ 
held ob, but the “spirit” needed the 
acarf to protect it from the chilling 
winds ot the shadowy land from 
which it had come, and, bracing its 
ghostly feet upon the hardwood floor, 
Jerked the scarf from Mrs. Brandie’s 
grasp with such suddenness that the 
“spirit" was thrown backward, nearly 
losing its balance.

Human Beings in Disguise.
From that moment Mrs. Brandie

ANOTHER EXl’OBUBH.

—U-i Q
all these disgraceful, rotten, putrefy-

When, Ohl Angela ot Uglit, When ladvanclng¡ÍB 
Will These Bogus Spirit Maul- (standing fe?

InrrtAnO' Oli tb

their near-two-thousand-years-ago an- 
cestors were falsely accused of cruci
fying a son of God! Facts, reason, 
common sense, have no abiding place 
with brutes, so the massacre went on. 
When small arms could not reach the 
victims with their death-dealing bul
lets, several batteries of cannon were 
called into service, and the civil au
thorities seemed to encourage the 
blood-crazed fanatics who led in the

SOMETHING YOU SHOULD HAVE. 
It Will Only Cost You Four Cents.
Reports In pamphlet-form of the last 

N. S. A. Convention are for sale at 600 
Pennsylvania avenue 8. E., Washington, 
D. C., at four cents each, postpaid, or 
tinrty-flve cts. per dozen. Every Spirit
ualist should send for one. Address 
Mary T. Longley, Secretary.

TAKE NOTICE.
Ail books advertised in The Pro

gressive Thinker can be obtained at 
this office. Express charges or postage 

. prepaid at the price named unless oth- 
wise stated.

The Creeds and Their Makers Must Go.1
The Progressive . Thinker echoes 

most earnestly that sentiment Mrs. 
Georgia Gladys Cooley quoted as a 

• text for her admirable discourse, pub
lished In these columns two weeks 
ago, headed, "An Important Mes-

testations Cease?

meut min» Pip-umv 
She conceieved.the i( 
rite" which could be fl

Ing exposures—Spirit Return has been 
( along thè lines; and its 
propòrtiónately higher

It was indeed a sad narrative that 
we gave in reference to the exposure ; 
of the Nichols Sisters, residents of 
this city, showing conclusively that 
their spirit manifestations were whol
ly of earthly origin—none of them 
originating in the spirit world. ’

Oh! what a lesson it was to the in
satiate gulllbles who have frequented 
their meetings from time to time, be
lieving that they had an opportunity 
there to converse with their spirit 
friends. Some of those who attended 
their seances, and were led astray by 
the artful wiles practiced there, had 
but very little gray matter in their 
brains; in other words’they did not! 
understand the multiplication table

damnable slaughter.
All over Christian Russia, from 

year to year, the pleasurable work of 
killing for sectarian purposes goes on. 
For fear the supply of victims shall 
fail the demons, worse than those who 
rule tn their fabled hell, refuse to al
low a Jew to leave the empire over 
which an imbecile Czar presides, but 
does not rule.

While the devilish crusade goes on 
uninterrupted, outside Christian' na- 
tioins look on, if not with approba
tion, it Is certain they do not rise in 
the name of a common humanity and 
declare, “This terrible slaughter shall 
cease, and the offenders shall be pun
ished, else the Russian Empire shall 
cease to be ruled by a degenerate."

The Jews are reported to be indus- 
tlons look on, if not with approba- 
hablts, and accumulators of wealth. 
It is believed pillage is one of the mo
tives that incites the wretches ' to 
crime. If death Is ever proper for 
wrong-doing, now is the time to ad
minister it.

sage”:
"Relieve me, ladles, you will never f 

aljain full, emancipation until- you 
ope. your minds to a serious criticism 
of the Christian creed.”

iliose words deserve to be in- 
s:ribed in letters of gold along the 
L..y, and impressed on every heart. 
When the Christian creed was 
founded the race had not yet emerged 
from barbarism; that condition was 
only one remove from savagery. Let- 

- ters were only known to the priest
hood. They kept the records, made 
books," and filled them with false
hoods to advance the interests of their

• guild.
How very few know that special 

< privileges were awarded the priest
hood. In all our early statutes, in 
penalties attached to crime, were 
found the words: "Without benefit of 
clergy.” “What did that mean?” 
comes the inquiry.

Benefit of clergy was the advan
tage derived from the plea, when the 
priest was arraigned in court for 
crime, of saying— “I am a clergy
man." This plea, made and sus
tained, the offender could not be

among al^lhtnking classes, and the 
Angel World is'rejofcing. ;

It would ¡ be exceedingly foolish, 
however, to suppose that Spiritualism

of the laws governing spirit return—i 
they had a deficiency of sound horse 
sense—in fact, there was a serious 
defect in their make-up, and they 
were easily led astrhy by the design
ing ones who controlled the circles.

Some may declare that it is a thank
less job to try to purify our ranks, and 
divest it of the legerdemain practices

Faith Is Supreme.
Bishop Hamilton ot San Francisco, 

addressing the Northwest Methodist 
Conference at Lebanon, Ind., on the 
14th Inst, is reported to have scored 
the tendency to free-thought he found 
in the churches. He is quoted as 
saying:

“Faith, not rationalism, must be 
the guide of Methodism." -

Several candidates for admission to 
the conference were admonished to 
avoid such theories in their pulpits.

I Whatever the facta churchmen 
I must believe what their creed

teaches.

can advance along the Unes of dishon
esty, deception;' legerdemain, or 
sleight-of-hand; it can only advance 
in a healthy, manner along the exact 
lines of triitbj and any deviation 
therefrom will finally lead to disaster. 
Since we came to Chicago there has 
been a long line of exposures—a doz
en or more—and in no case did the 
spirit when caught, dissolve, but on 
the contrary, in every case it proved 
to be the medium or a confederate 
dressed in artificial toggery. Is there 
not something worthy of reflection in 
this fact—in this potent truth? Is it 
not suggestive, to say the least? And, 
intelligent Spiritualists, does it not set 
you to thinking?

was suspicious. I 
idea tfiat the “spirits' _____  
summoned to her from the flowery 
fields of'life beyond the grave, add 
which could be summoned at the bid
ding of the Arnold-DlcksOn Brothers 
at'»8 per bid, were human beings dis
guised, so that in the dim light, aud 
.with the aid of phosphorescence, they 
appeared like shades.

Mrs. Brandie discussed the matter 
with her son-in-law, and they decided 
to lay a trap for the "spirits.”

They arranged to attend a private 
materialization yesterday. . Their 
plan was for Mr. Dye to seize the 
“spirit,” and while he held it, Mrs, 
Brandie was to tear the disguise from 
its features and thus unmask it.

In the private materializations not 
more than two persons can attend at 
the same time. Both must be related 
to the deceased whose shade Is to be 
called from Its abiding place, and the 
materialization takes place only in a

Tito Salt Rake Herald’s Report of the

now afflicting it, as there are so many 
who derive “soul-satisfaction” from 
these bogus manifestations, and who 
will cling to their idols Jn spite of all 
that can be done in their behalf, but 
the morale of our cause is Improving 
on all sides, notwithstanding these 
frequent exposures occurring In dif
ferent parts of the country. •

The fakes no longer And as lucra
tive a field as formerly to' work their 
slick methods. Those still practicing 
their nefarious game, are more sly, 
more reserved, more artful in what 
they do, and in some cases, very 
much ashamed of themselves, and are 
trying to get out of the business alto
gether, or confine their work to the 
cities where there is a large floating 
population that they can hoodwink " ----—«••••«r»

Falling to do so they must
vacate the pulpit. Rationalism—

without much fear of

the formation of opinions on reason, 
without regard to so-called revela
tion—has no place with Methodism. 
Common sense teaches that the Ruler 
of the Universe never directed the 
escaped slaves from Egypt, on reach
ing a country afterwards known as 
Judea, to kill the entire population, to 
leave alive nothing that breathed; 
but as the book falsely called revela
tion teaches he did, therefore Method-. 
ists must believe and their clergy 
must teach it.

The same is true of all denomina
tions. Their .clergy are but church 
pettifoggers, forbidden to teach any
thing not found in their creeds, under 
the penalty of being dismissed for 
heresy.

tried in a civil court. The case was 
removed to an ecclesiastical court, 
where his spiritual superiors could 
only hear and determine the verdict, 
and award judgment. And this, be
cause he could read and write, a sort- 
of reward for learning. An act of 
Congress in 1790, at the instance of 
the Infidels of that period, repealed 
this preference given the "cloth” by 
which the fraternity could protect 
their own members, as they were al
most sure to do, provided heresy was 
not mingled with the crime. Not un
til 1827 did England efface this crime
encouraging statute.

The Bible was the production of 
these priestly hands. It was a device 
for their own protection. A celibate 
priesthood, with free access to every 
home, during which the head must 
retire while the confession was made, 
“benefit of clergy” was a mighty con
venience, and it was very-proper for a 
class of offences that he should be, 
protected by those with like tempta- 
tions to the offender. But unhappy

Exposure,
As a result of a fist fight with a 

"spirit,” in which the “spirit" strug
gled for freedom .and dealt swift 
blows with materia) force and precis
ion upon the body of a mere human 
being who had attempted to seize the 
visitor from. “splritland,” a warrant 
was issued ^yesterday afternoon for 
the arrest of "John Doe Dickson,” 
whose true .name is James Dickson, 
one of the Arnold-Dickson Brothers.

The complaint was sworn to. by W. 
H. Dye, who charges Dickson with 
assault and battery. As soon as the 
warrant was issued, service was made 
and Dickson went to the police sta-

yet with a seed of doubt still spring
ing In their hearts, these men and wo- 
mea go tp the'private materializations 
aud pay »3 in order that they may 
have another interview in private with 
their loved ones who have passed 
away in the privacy ot the individual 
materializations.

Night after night the curtain parts, 
and the voice of one of the Arnold- 
Dickson ’‘brothers," disguised in fleet- 
Ing whispers, lures the victims to 

i come again and part with other dol
lars for the shadow of comfort which 
.they think they receive.

Thus the stream of coin flows into 
the hands of these men, enabling 
them to build costly buildings, en
abling them to maintain private offi
ces in and live in Oriental, almost bar
baric splendor, upon the credulity ot 
the poor and ill-informed.

Thus they are permitted by the au
thorities to gather in the shekels from 
those who are easily persuaded and 
who are not, in many cases, in a posi
tion to stand this constant drain upon

darkened room,
A dim, fleeting, indistinct light is 

admitted from a low candle power 
lamp located at the back of the room.

I Only the most vague and shadowy 
outlines of articles or persons in the 
room can be distinguished.

Across the front of the room is the 
“cabinet” in which the materializa
tion takes place.

In this materialization Dickson and 
the man and woman were the only 
persons in the room. Dickson, ac
cording to Mr. Dye, went into the 
cabinet and permitted an inspection

tion and was released on his own 
recognizance after being booked.
„ John G. Arnold and James Dickson, 
known as the Arnold-Dickson Broth
ers are a pair, of Spiritualist mediums 
who were driven out of Hawaii a few 
years ago after- an exposure of their 
methods. After leaving the island, 
they took up their abode in Salt Lake 
and for a time lived modestly and 
quietly.

exposure.
Several, however, have been driven 
out of the work completely.

The Nichols Sisters confined the 
field of their operations to this city, 
and they have been exceptionally suc
cessful in carrying on their work.

In nearly all these bogus seances, 
sacred hymns are sung, pathetic pray
ers are made, tremulous with emo
tion and an exceptionally “pious” air 
pervades all the exercises. The infer
ence to be drawn is, that the most ex
alted spirits are present ready to com
municate—yea, anxious to greet their

Methods Are Exposed.
Mr. Dye declares the clever methods 

of their alleged materialization of 
spirits, which are now exposed by a 
former victim, consist of impersona
tions of the spirits of the dead, by ac
complices who are familiar with the 
leading characteristics of their dupes.

These men have preyed on the sor-

to convince them that there was no 
other person in the room.

“Spirit” Is Shown.
Then one lonely “spirit” was mate-, 

rialized for their benefit while they 
were in the cabinet, and at the conclu
sion of this demonstration of the pow
ers of the medium over the mysteries 
of the grave, they were invited to take 
seats in the body ot the audience 
room.

This they did. Dickson remained 
at the right of the stage or cabinet, 
where he had control of the lights. 
In a moment the “spirit” for whom 
they had made application to see 
emerged from the Intense darkness of 
the cabinet and began to * converse 
with them In sibilant whispers.

Mr. Dye and Mrs. Brandie were 
close enough to their ghostly visitor 
to almost touch it.

Suddenly, upon a prearranged sig
nal, Mr. Dye leaped at the “spirit" 
and attempted to seize it.

According to the ancient ghost 
story he should have struck a gust of 
cold wind while the spirit floated 
above him with a mocking laugh, or 
with a heart-breaking sigh because of

rows of the bereaved. Mourning for 
their departed loved ones, and hoping 
for someday of'consolation for their

Not True of Spiritualism.
The.Truth Seeker claims: “The oth

er-world delusion, fostered by priests, 
nerves the hand of suicides more than 
any cither hope.” This, we believe,' is

mortal friends and hold sweet con
verse with them.

Oh! what a burlesque on every
thing that is sacred and holy!—what 
a travesty on our holy cause!—what 
an insult to the angel world and to all 
that is true and divine!

And now there comes another ex
posure occurring, in Salt Lake City, 
equally as flagrant as that which oc
curred here, and equally as complete,( 
as related In the following from the 
Herald, of Salt Lake City, Utah, bear
ing date of Sept. 14: /

“Mrs. M. fti. Brandie, 7» years of 
age, residing at 305% East Second 
South. street, grabbed ft ‘spirit’ at an

sorrows, the victims have been drawn 
into the cleverly woven net of these 
men, and have given, up their' money, 
in exchange forithe shadowy consola
tion of believing.that they.shave been 
permitted to speak with the spirits 
of the dead. - •'

This shadowy consolation is not 
given for nothing, and a fee is exacted 
for every materialization. In this 
manner the Arnold-Dickson Brothers 
have preyed on the tenderegt feeling 
in human hearts until they "have ac
cumulated sufficient money to pur
chase property and build a magnifi
cent residence and offices, furnished 
with almost barbaric splendor. •

This house is especially designed

their purees.
The same formula is followed at 

every Thursday night meeting. .Some
times there are three, four or a half
dozen “spirits” in view of the audi
ence at a time. Sometimes two or 
three are talking at the same time. 
It has been noted that here are a num
ber of Swedish men and women ip the 
audieices at times, and these people 
are addressed in their own language 
by the “spirits.”

The Salt Lake Herald" of Sept. 18, 
gives the following as a result of the 
exposure:

“George J, Arnold of the notorious 
Arnold-Dickson “brothers,” was sen
tenced by City Judge J. J. Whitaker 
to ninety days at hard labor in the 
city jail. Arnold was convicted Fri
day of assaulting Mrs. Mary M. Bran
don, 74 years of age, as she grabbed 
an alleged ‘spirit* and found it to be 
a human being. He appealed the 
case, and gave a bond in the sum of

sent there for simply wearing a wig 
and other paraphernalia, posing as a 
spirit, while Mrs. Elsie -Reynolds is 
guilty of DOING THE SAME THING 
REPEATEDLY, and yet Is received 
with unbounded cordiality by a circle > 
In California, and the affair-written up 
for the Organ of the Frauds, in Chi
cago, in most glowing colors—she was 
painted beautifully white in every 
particular, yet she .would not be 
admlted to a single camp-meeting, 
the officials thereof knowing the dis
grace that would Inevitably follow.

What think you of such ethics?
Every sect, religious or otherwise, 

should have a code of ethics, or a 
system of morals tp crown, as it were, 
its belief, whatever it is, and it Is that 
which attracts the attention of the 
world, and commends It to the calm 
consideration of those who are earn-
estly looking for a high standard 
follow.

A sect or cult that 1b deficient 
morals, that has no moral standard

to

in 
or

ethical foundation to be directly ad
hered to, is destitute of an essential 
quality, and must suffer before the 
scrutinizing gaze of humanity, or, in 
other words, take a back seat in the 
reformatory world.

If Spiritualism had been blessed 
। with a proper code of ethics

»300.
“But another development yester

day leads to the suspicion that the 
bond may be forfeited and the case 
never tried. George J. Arnold and 
James J. Dickson, comprising the pair 
of humbugs known as the Arnold- 
Dickson “Brothers," yesterday sold 
their house and furniture at 869 East 
Third South street, to Dr. S. N. A. 
Downing and his son for »9,500. Of 
this amount »500 was for the furni
ture, the orgtnal value of which is es
timated to be ten times that sum. 
They cautioned everybody connected 
with the transaction to keep the mat
ter from the newspapers.

“After paying off encumbrances on 
the property, the pair have about 
»3,500 for what ordinary crooks call 
‘getaway money.' They denied last 
evening that they intended to flee and 
declared their creditor would be paid

bis cruel skepticism.
But this was a twentieth century 

ghost, and a husky one at that.
Mr. Dye threw one arm around the 

“ghost’s” neck, and with his other 
hand seized one ghostly wrist. But 
it was not a shadowy neck or wrist 
that he felt.

The ghost was taken by surprise, 
but regardless of this was able to put 
up a mighty good imitation of a fight.

While Mr. Dye attempted to hold 
the “spirit,” Mrs. Brandie "got busy” 
with the "ghost’s” toggery.

Fierce Struggle in Dark.
Up and down the cabinet the three ' 

struggled, the ghost refusing to be 
downed. Mrs. Brandie tugged at the 
draperies, and just as there was a 
warning rip, Arnold rushed into the 
room in his shirt sleeves.

According to Mr. Dye, who was 
busy just then wrestling with the 
ghost. Anrold struck Mrs. Brandie 
in the face with his clenched fist.

The fight waged fiercely up and 
down the cabinet. Chairs were tossed

in reference to the proper treatment 
of the Inveterate tricksters that infest, 
vulture-like, our ranks everywhere, 
and generally adopted and thoroughly
ACTED UPON, we have no doubt the • 
Stanford University with its im
mense wealth would in the end have 
been placed under the direct super
vision of Spiritualists, and then what 
a glorious fruitage it would have 
yielded to our cause, and how ad
vanced In educational 
would have been before 
day.

We know of »30,000

matters we 
the world to-

that would

in full. But these protestations were 
expected. The fact remains that 
they have been exposed by the Herald 
as humbugs, that Arnold has been 
sentenced to jail, that other trouble 
of a serious character is in sight for 
them, and that they have sold their 
property and are in shape to slip 
away for pastures new, where the 
crop of ‘suckers’ may be better.

"There is much more to be said and 
done in connection with Arnold and 
Dickson. Whether they remain in 
the city or seek to join the colony 
founded by the departed and mourned 
Beresford Hope. The Herald will 
continue this series of exposures and 
wj.ll in due time explain a few of the 
"tricks ot the trade” which have 
mystified many and have been so 
profitable to the fakers.”

for the purposes of carrying on the _______________
work of the so-called materializing aside. . Arnold "mixed It” with the 
mediums. It is fitted with secret < ■ ■ — »--------

Um,, v. _________  _________ Arnold-Dickson seance yesterday
structed regarding a future life. Sul- morning. She found the .‘spirit’ to be 
cides are mostly limited to those who decidedly flesh and blood, for it 
have been reared in the othedox struck her.
faith. It is seldom a Spiritualist de- “Her son-in-law, W. H. Dye, who 
means himself so unwisely. Having ’lives at the same place, came tq the 
no Jesus to atone for his sins, and rcscuc m the darkness and grabbed 
certain there is no escape from de- „ . , „, .... . , „ , ,served penalty; that “though the the 6pirlt' lbe ’ghostly visitor’i 
wicked join hand in hand they shall proved to be a human being with 
not go unpunished;” that the penalty many flowing draperies, but these 
for every wrong, if not paid in this ¿|Paperjes did not prevent the ‘spook’ 
life, will follow into the coming one, . „ ... . , , ■he shrinks from adding the penalty of ir°m fighting vigorously. J. G. Arn- 
murder, inflicted on himself, to be old, one 6f the Arnold-Dickson 
meted to him “over there." ‘brothers,’ rushed in and struck' Mrs.

---------- —- - ------------ Brandie several times in the face, ac-

only true of those who are falsely in

passages and arranged with all the 
appliances necessary for their leger
demain and for the complete illu
sion of the gullible.

“Spirit” Attacks Aged Woman. '
The arrest of Dickson was the re

sult of a fight in a dark room in the 
ho me. of the mediums. W. H. Dye 
and his aged mother-in-law, Mrs. W. 
M. Brandie of 305% East Second 
South street/ seized -an alleged ’.’spir
it,” and attempted to tear off its 
masks and garments. Dickson inter
fered, and, according to Mrs. Bran
die’s statement, both he and the “spir
it” assaulted her savagely.'

-Mrs. Brandie several months ago

assistance ot the visitor from spirit

Again we ask the sensible, thinking 
Spiritualists nil over the United 
States, what think you of the status 
of our cause to-day, with such medi
ums all over the country as have been 
lately exposed? Fifty or more spirits 
have been grabbed, one after another, 
in regular succession, during the last 
few years, and they proved In EVERY 
CASE to be the medium or confeder
ate dressed in artificial toggery?

have passed into the hands of Spirit
ualists if they HAD BEEN HARMO
NIOUSLY UNITED in demanding a 
high standard of morals among the 
derelicts of our cause, and exacting 
obedience thereto. Wealthy Spirit
ualists recognize this defect in our 
ranks, and are governed accordingly. 
How rarely wealthy Spiritualists re
member our glorious cause in their 
wills.

As a class, SPIRITUALISTS ARE 
THE MOST MORAL PEOPLE IN 
THE WORLD; but their code of ethics 
In this one respect—pushing to tho 
front such a 'woman as Mrs. Reynolds, 
who. has been repeatedly exposed, 
dressed in artificial toggery, posing as 
a spirit, is enough to stop any one 
from remembering Spiritualism in 
their wills. There is a collective mor
ality, morality in the aggregate, a 
distinct code of ethics, a high standard 
of right as the top sheaf ot a cult or 
sect, and it is that which exerts the 
greatest influence in the world; but it 

, wrong in just one prominent ’vopect, 
but right in all others, it mufi in a 
measure suffer. Spiritualism" "re-
sents the MOST PERFECT standard 
of ethics, but the same is not enforced 
in all respects, as evidenced in the case 
of Mrs. Reynolds and numerous oth
ers who dress themselves in artificial 
toggery and pose as spirits.

homes followed, and diverces were 
not allowed.

The book made by the vile, even if 
they did insert "some good aphorisms 
plagiarized from Pagan philosophers, 
must go by the board. Its sacred 
character, clouded by so many “Thus 
saith the Lord, kill all that breathe, 
save only those who have not known 
man for yourselves. Give the Lord’s 
share to the priesthood."

And woman clings to that book, and 
weeps because of its departing glory, 
with curses on those who contribute 
of facts to aid in banishing it from our 
literature! Let us weep because they 
cling to old-time idols, and to creeds' 
whose originals .were barbaric.

All Can Answer.
Now, why not all the preachers be 

honest, and tell the truth about the 
Bible?-—Memorial Beacon.

Ask some hard question, not one 
that everybody knows the solution. 
If all the preachers were honest, and 
would tell the truth about the Bible it 
would cease to be of any value. The- 
many churches built on its conflicting 
statements' would suspend biisiness, 
and no preacher would be ; needed, 
hence no salary would be paid for 
patching and trying to harmonize Its 
inconsistencies.

Discouraging Prayers. cording to, her testimony, and that of
A recent election in the state of. her son-in-law. Mr. Dye let go of the 

Maine had one novel feature worth human ‘spirit’ to protect the aged wo- 
r.ecording: “Two churches,” the news .man and the ‘spook’ took advantage 
item did not say where, “continuously of this chance to escape.
throughout the day, prayed for the “Mr. Dye and Mrs. Brandie left the 
success of the Republican party,” and house and Mr. Dye swore out a war- 
yet, terrible to relate, with God so rant charging Arnold with assault, 
zealously teazed to help the dominant The casc win be ^<1 before-Judge 
party that usually walks over the ■course with from 40,000 to 50,000 Diehl this afternoon.
majority, it had only little more than “The Arnold-Dickson brothers pre- 
8,000 majority. Dear, dear, had the tend to call snirits from the ’other 
prayers been general throughout the ld price, allowing con-
state who can tell what the result . - ... ,would have been? versatlons with them. The experi-

Moral: Partisans should beg secta- ehce of Mr. Dye and Mrs. Brandip in- 
flans to .keep.out of politics. Prayers, dicatcs the kind of game the pair have 
may act like dreams, by contraries. been working. ~ They were driven out

A CORtodTION. ' of flawaiiafew yeaM ugo to this 
sort of ■ business and came to Salt

In Dr. Brown s Buddhism and Lake. Here tho authorities have let' 
Christianity last week, the type lo- tnem go on wlth impunity until they 
cated Nicea south-west of Constant!- havo amassed a fortune from toe sor- 
pop lewhereas it was-a little more, i«wIng the guUiMe.’who In most 
.than 100 miles south-east, on the , r “ , ,.eastern shore' of- tfie small Lake tastanccs lwv<s ,,Cen pow” ' 
'Izneek. ■ These men have posed as mediums

■ ----- '_____________ ■ in Los Angeles,. Cal., yet it can be

Probably an Error.
■ It is reported some ecclesiastical 

- ' council has declared “Women have no 
■ souls.” Such action .would he In har- 
• mony with Paul’s teaching, making 

woman the slave of her husband, but 
..• we have no information-in the direc

tion suggested.
Any one learned in council lore who 

• has knowledge of such procedure, will 
oblige by telling where proof of the 

' slano can be found.

lost her son, William Brandie, 24 
years old. Her grief' was poignant. 
■Hearing of the alleged .materializa
tions from the spirit world, which 
her friends claimed to have witnessed, 
she went to-see the'phenomenon. She. 
became interested, as did her son-in- 
law, W. H. Dye, and they attended a 
number of meetings.

; The suspicions of Mr. and Mrs. 
Brandie were aroused two .weeks ago. 
They, attended a number of ■ public 
tests, public materializations, and prl-. 
vate materializations, and were ' deep
ly interested in the subject.'

At a prlyate-materialization which 
they attended a little more than a 
fortnight ago, the “materialization” 
was effected in much less time than 
before.. At the conclusion of the se
ance, the “spirit” wafted a shadowy 
scarf towards. Mtb. Brandie, with the 
remark: . 1

“See what, a'- beautiful' scarf I’ 
have.” -, . < - r

- • " Grabs ‘‘Spirit’'- Scarf.

land, and finally the ghost made its 
escape, with its filmy garments con
siderably disarranged.

Then Mr. Dye and Mrs. Brandie 
left the house, which has secret pas
sages for the accommodation to imma
terial bodies that desire to pass from 
room to room, and Mr. Dye went to 
police headquarters where he swore 
to a complaint charging Dickson with 
assault and battery.

According to his statement, Mrs. 
Brandie was bleeding from thé nose- 
and from the mouth, where the “spir
it charmer” had struck her; her eye 
was' badly blackened, her face 
bruised, and she looked, according to 
her fellow adventurer, as though she 
had had an ’engagement with a prize 
fighter instead of a friendly seance 
with the spirit of a departed loved 
one. '

Mr. Dye is of the opinion that the 
"spirit” which he and his mother-in- 
law tackled was a large and powerful 
woman. . I
Faces of Those Who Attend Show

Sorrow.
A glance over an ordinary audience 

at one of these seances' before the 
? lights are extinguished, shows that 

the majority of persons thére are wo
men. The" faces of many bear the In
delible marks of poignant sorrow. 
Many of these in the audience are 
from the poorer classes, and some 

• faces show that they have not more

Does 'not all these facts show the need 
of PURIFICATION in our ranks? If 
yon say “No," then you must be a 
hopeless case of imbecility or senility.

The Ethics of Spiritualism.
But now the question arises, what 

of the ethics of Spiritualism? Is that 
a potent quantity in our ranks? Or is
there a vacancy in that respect?
When a medium is fully exposed, 
dressed in coarse artificial apparel, 
posing as a spirit, contrary to every
thing that is honest, that is honorable, 
that is sacred, is it, then, in accord
ance with the ethics of Spiritualism

Dr. Peebles Not in Favor of Fraud.
One of our correspondents seems to 

have gotten the idea from reading the 
venerable Dr. Peebles’s last lecture in 
The Progressive Thinker, and our 
comments thereon, that'he is Inclined 
to favor the fraudulent element in 
Spiritualism. Not so—emphatically 
not so. He is as much opposed to the 
fraudulent element in our ranks as 
any one else, but we kindly criticised 
his position as to the skeptic, the 
doubter, the fraud hunter, who, actu
ated by the PUREST AND HOLIEST 
OF MOTIVES angelic in character,

that such a medium be received with
open arms by circles, societies and
camp-meeting?

Are there any ethical rules connect

Strongly Stated safely said that during their, long and
The Truth Seeker editor says: < : successful career in deceiving the peo- 
“If A 'rattle-pated Jew ■ was to go Pie, they never produced a single 

about the country to-day, claiming to spirit from the celestial regions—all 
be the Messiah, and that God was his were of earthly origin-—all were of 
father, he would be pulled In as an im- the earth earthy, and the sitters -went

Kias4 i.v'Ta;record or be judged a liar." agination—an illusion wholly. These,
All that because the editor was not mediums for physical manifestations 

endowed with the divine afflatus com- will no doubt compare favorably with 
moh to churchmen. any in the work to-day, illustrating

-------  the deplorable fact that in this par-

Mrs. ijrandlc, being a woman, 
wanted examine it more closely^ 
than she- ‘could from, the distance, at 
which she sat, and .the "spirit” waved 
It banteringly jn her direction.
■<Mrs. ^ndl§j seized the “spirit" 
scarf.

To her K seeined grossly real.1 There 
was notlnpg ofjf the shadowy texture 
that she had fpn,dly. imagined a “spir
it scarf” should be imposed of. -

“This looks like, any other scarf,"' 
said MreXBrUnfle skeptically.

“But itiwimjihade in spirit land,” 
said tho “spirit,”. . -

“Give it\to mq,” said Mrs. Brandie, 
who held i£,fipn^y iip to this juncture, 
desiring liaye something tangible 
to show for lierjjpbney.

“Oh, no,,’ .gapped the “spirit” in a 
horrified' tone, surprised and shocked 
at the audacious sacrilege. -

But Mrs. ; Brandie was not to bo 
beaten so easily^,, Instead of dropping

than the average intelligence, that 
they are susceptible and confiding. 
Here and there a face is seen that 
shows the marks of more than ordi
nary intelligence and cultivation. 
Some .few are fashionably dressed. 
These, in a majority of cases, are at
tracted by curiosity, although the 
Arnold-Dickson Brothers have, suc
ceeded in gaining the-confidence of a 
few persons who are-wealthy and edu
cated. These are separated from 
their money as rapidly as they jvill 
stand for the game.

‘ As soon as the lights are extin
guished, a stillness like that of the 
tomb settles over the room. Then,the' 
music box Is brought into play, and 
the audience is led In song by Arnold. 
The songs aré the ancient hymns and 
melodies in Protestant churches in the 
past. Among the favorites aré “Shall 
We Gather at the Rlver,”_ "Nearer,

ed with our philosophy by which a 
person can be guide^l in that respect? 
Or are Spiritualists at sea In reference 
to palpable wrongs?

A Chicago medium dresses her
self in artificial toggery, poses as a 
spirit mother, and is fully exposed in 
her attempt to deceive the circle. 
Then, after a while, she goes East, and 
is right royally received there by a 
few, and her name is exploited in the 
Banner of Light, which soon after 
suspends publication.

Is that in accordance with the eth
ics of'Spiritualism?

Whatever missteps any person may 
make, we stand ready to forgive 
them the very moment- they will 
■promise to lead an honest life; but the 
arrant frauds and tricksters will not 
do. that, for they know they will be re
ceived with open arms by the gulli- 
bles generally, regardless of all the 
rules of ethics.

Poor Maybee was exposed, then ar-

are looking for tho truth and the 
truth only, and who always attract 
those exalted spirits .who are working 
wholly along those lines, and who 
greatly prefer to meet such persons 
rather than the insatiate gulllbles, 
who swallow everything without re
gard to its character—whether true 
or false—such persons are not in fa
vor with them.

i Nor did the Doctor think he was 
giving the fraudulent medium a hint 
whereby they could conduct their se
ances more successfully and avoid
detection by having the

Every man is a volume if you know tlcular phase there is a vast amount
how to read him.—Channing. „„ _ „„The sure way to miss success Is to *rIcl‘ery going on, as exhibited in 
miss the opportunity.—Chasles. 1,10 columns of The Progressive

The robin can thank God for the Thinker from time to tlmo. : z. '

the shawl when she received this re” 
tort from the immaterial and shadowy 
owner, she attempted to twine her fin
gers in the "fringe.

According to all precepts and por- 
verbs, the shawl should have melted 
into thin air, or Mrs.. Brandie should 
have dropped dead because of her 
impious wish to possess herself of the' 
private property of a bona. tide

i “spirit” . ■,
But neither .of these things hap- 

pered. : Instead . the ' “spirit” • - ap- 
■Hirenty lost temper, and gave, the

। My God, to Thee," and “There’s -a 
Land That Is Fairer than Day.”

The darkness, the air of waiting for 
the unexpected, and the ghostly ef
fects of the single light, place the au
dience en rapport with the medium,' 
and after the sounds of the music 
have died away, there is a pause.of si
lence so intense that one can almost 
•feel it.

Coin Lured From Gullible.
The old “come on” game again-, and 

the listener to whom the “message” 
has been given will part with another 
hard-earned half-dollar in the vague 
and Indistinct hope of .receiving some 
other message from the loved ones 
who have gone to the-"country from 
whose bourne no-traveler returns."

Hoping against hope that the mes
sage they have received may be true,

rested, and tried-and' sentenced to 
the Work House for ninety days.

Was his offense more flagrant than 
that of Mrs. Griffen, .who with a wig 
on her head and dressed in artificial 
toggery, posed as the spirit of an In
dian chief? - ’

.Was Maybee's offense greater than 
that of Mr. Winans, who at Hot 
Springs, Ark., was’caught with a halt
bushel of wearing apparel which he 
used in the manufacture of spirits?

Was his conduct more reprehensible 
than that of Mrs. French of Boston, 
who was detected with an illuminated 
dress on, deceiving the people in re
spect to spirit return? Was his prac
tice more to bo condemned than that 
of Mr. Fallis, who made bogus spirit 
pictures? . -;

Spiritualists everywhere, think of 
Mr.* Maybee behind the prison walls,

Spirit
Guides say: “These are the Spirit 
“Guides’ conditions. If any one pres- 
“ent is not satisfied with them, you 
“.will do yourselves the pleasure of 
"withdrawing and attending to your 
"own business.”

While the Doctor did not by any 
means so intend it, the above direc
tions will become an extremely valu
able asset, or stock-in-trade of every 
fraudulent medium in the land, thus 
putting a weapon in their possession 
with which to more effectually de
ceive the public. The Doctor's advice, 
applied wholly to the ideal medium—■ 
to the one who is angelic in nature— 
every impulse honest—every aspira
tion God-like—would undoubtedly 
have a most excellent effect. In no 
wise would the Doctor knowingly aid 
fraudulent manifestations of any 
kind; the tricksters simply appropri
ate that which belongs exclusively to 
the idéal médium, one who is as pure 
as an angel of light.

There is perhaps no more confirmed 
doubter and skeptic in the land than 
the eminent Dr. Hyslop. He may be 
designated as. a fraud-hunter as well 
as a truth hunter, of the purest an'd 
noblest type, yet the grand results he 
got when attending a seance as -re
lated on the fifth page of the current 
issue—a doubter, a skeptic a fraud
hunter, yet the most remarkable man
ifestations ever witnessed came freely 
in his presence. Dr, I. K. Funk is 
another doubter and skeptic; yet Mb 

‘ Investigations have been followed 
' with excellent results.



fte Account Endorsed as True by James II
Hyslop, the Eminent Author, and a Leader
in Psychical Research. In a Late Com il

munication He Says:

printed matter apart from the circulars'. I expect
November dating them

a

to

her as he did me.

any

Her name was Georgia 
she died a few years

the 
He 
the 

then

desire 
come, 
would 
seems 
seems

were 
told 
that 
that 

i had

was 
voice 
•Dad- 
that

communicate with this daughter and 
seemed to' think the voice was hers, sb 
disregarding the name which he took

brother, but afterwards when we 
crossing the Riven Mr. Clawson 
me that the-voice said plainly 
this .was my brother Eddy.”and 
he had a brother Edward, who

New York.” I was Informed 
wards that this was correct.

Prophecy Proved.
ago just after graduating from 
school of dramatic art.

Remarkable Answers. '
Mr. Clawson was very anxious

Weighty Testimony.
Had I received the above from

to be “Edna,” he said: “What 
ybur pet name for me?" The 
replied, “I always called you 
die.’ ” This was the name

communicate. 
Chastlne, and

said, "Who else Is there,” and 
voice answered, “Your mother.” 
again asked, “Who else?’’ and 
voice said, “Your bab'y." He

died at the age of two years.
After the voice gave this informa

tion it made some further remaks 
which Mr. Clawson could not under
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Attested Spirit Mmif ©stations KHder Test ConditionsO
Hernailcâble

acpIM m. Hi« statemnt if ^cls is 
conservative Hi careful, J witness^ many of 
them, and you can rely upon the article as repre-

To the Editor ¡-The account as published in 
the Omaha Werld-Herald, of recent date, is tree 
with the exception of a few newspaper alterations 
that do not affect the substance of it. The man 
wh" wrote it is an expert prestidigitator, and well

senting the facts correctly
The new society progresses well.' We have 

260 members and have not yet issued a page of

to start publications ta 
ahead.

New York.

old memory. The dear old grand
mother sleeps these many years In the 
graveyard; the youth has grown to 
manhood, the snows of approaching 
winter already glisten In his hair, and 
the fleeting years are hurrying all too 
quickly.

After the voice of my grandmother 
gave a daughter’s name, it continued 
with these words; "Davie, I want you 
to be good and pray, and meet me 
over here.” With the exception ot 
the words, "over here," in place of the 
word “heaven,” these were tho iden
tical words which my grandmother 
spoke to me the last time I ever heaid 
her voice.

Mr. Clawson now continued, 
.“Grandma, tell me the name of Dave’s 
mother." The voice replied, “Sarah.” 
He said, “Yob, but she has another 
name. ' What Is it?” The voice said, 
“How do you do?” Mr. Clawson said, 
“That 1b not what I mean,” The 
voice then said, “Abbott.” “This Is 
all right," continued Mr. Clawson, 
“but I call her by another name when

dow and had the most successful ex
periment of ail. The voices were 
very loud and especially the male 
voices, which were also very deep- 
toned. In one instance the voice 
could have been heard 100 feet away, 
and the various visitors In the bujld-
ing entered the large parlor 
itcod around the room listening, 
nigh state official was present 
ueard it.

Rapid-Fire Testing.

and

and

During this experiment Mr. Claw
son took the trumpet and talked to 
his daughter. He asked her a num
ber of test questions and the answer 
came very rapidly, distinctly and ac
curately. Any one could produce an 
ordinary conversation, but no one 
could guess, and give correctly a num
ber ’of names known only to the ques
tioner and the one who is dead.

Mr. Clawson said, “Georgia, give 
me your second name." “Chastlne," 
the voice replied instantly, and very

TheI speak of her. What is it?” 
voice then plainly said, "Aunt Fan-

AN

Invention*
INSTRUMENT THAT RB 
STORES EYESIGHT.

SpectaelesCan Be Abandoned.

A most remarkable narrative of 
what may be of startling importance 
is the story told on this page by David 
Abbott, a magician of Omaha, who has 
a national reputation In psychic cir
cles and is himself an enthusiastic 
member of the American Society for 
Psychical Research.

Mr. Abbott has made a life study of 
the tricks of the professional medium, 
He thinks there are none which could 
fool him with clever performances. 
He is baffled completely by an Invalid 
woman of obscure origin and sur
roundings.

In company with Prof. Hyslop, sec-, 
retary of the American Society, and 
Mi'. George Clawson of Kansas City, 
he made for himself and for the read
ers of the World-Herald, a thorough 
investigation of this remarkable wo- 
man's work. He tells the facts as they 
developed. Being an authority ac
cepted in recognized authoritative 
psychic publications, Mr. -Abbott's ar
ticle is worth sometldng. While he 
does not express a decided opinion, he 
shows he is not able to explain the re
markable exhibitions of the wonderful 
woman in Ohio.

reply, but I heard Mr. Clawson say, 
"You say you are my brother? You 
say you are my brother Eddy?" I 
supposed at the time that this was an 
error for I did not know that Mr. 
Clawson had ever had such a

BY DAVID ABBOTT.
The story I am about to relate I 

know will sound strange, told as it is 
in the twentieth century, yet It is ab- 
BOIUUsytheUBtory of the wife of an 
ur«« = o? us 

children, who has never been twenty 
miles from her home more than once 
or twice in her life, who lives in an 
obscure little village, cal’ed Brader- 
Ick. O-, a village so remote from the 
beaten track that the only mode of ac
cess is by a rowboat ferry across the 
river from Huntington, W. Va. It Is 
the story of Mrs. E, Blake, who has 
been a wonder and a mystery to her
friends for fifty years.

A good, kind old lady is Mrs. 
Blake, just such as our grandmothers 
used tb be. - A woman of no great 
amount of education, but withal a wo
man of powerful intelligence.

For many years this wonderful wo
man remained hidden in her little 
home, visited by thousands of per
sons Yet, among the hundreds who 
visited her not one of them ever gave 
her case to the world.

It remained for a magician to dis
cover and test her wonderful powers. 
A magician who frankly acknowl
edged that his tricks were but tricks, 
and a man who had investigated and 
exposed many frauds in the way of 
mediums in his day. This magician 

• was Mr. E. A. Parsons of New Haven, 
Conn , with whom I have correspnded 
for r-ome time. Mr. Parsons was so 
Impressed by a chance account of tujs 

•••«wonderful woman that ■ he made a 
journey of 500 miles to see her and to 
-discover her trick, it trick it was.

’ When Mr. Parsons went to see Mrs. 
' Blake, he thought merely to obtain a 

new trick. What he saw amazed him. 
It impressed him so strongly that he 
wrote me of the occurrence, describ
ing a state of affairs which promised 
to be one of the wonders of the age, if 
true. And a magician has a keen eye 
and Is not likely to be deceived, rely
ing so largely, as he does, upon his 
eyes and his hands for his tricks. He 
concluded a long account of his own 
actual experiences with this woman as

OF THE KIND BEING USED IN 
THIS CASE.

I was unknown to anyone in that 
part of the country, with the excep
tion of "Mr. X.,’’ who merely knew 
my name and residence. 'He knew 
nothing of any of my relatives or of 
the towns where they reside. I was 
entirely satisfied that this gentleman 
was of too htfgh a character to at
tempt to learn anything of iny history 
by correspondence, and reveal it to 
this lady, besides I found gathering 
information about persons at a dis
tance of 1,000 miles a very “up-hill” 
business, Nevertheless to make as
surance doubly sure,. I determined to 
take a gentleman with me entirely 
unknown and to take him under an 
assumed name.

foHo’ws: * *
■ "Now, Mr. Abbott, I believe I have 

discovered a real medium, more won
derful than Home, and the spirit com
munion has been proven, or that I 
have found a lady greater in skill 
than any scientist. The thing may be 
a trick, but with over forty years’ ex
perience in the study of magic and the 
acquaintance of all the great magi
cians, my wits were not sharp enough 
to see how this could be done by 
trickery.

“Now, my dear Abbott, this is 
not hysterical ‘gush.’ I assure you I 
have in no way exaggerated or padded 
the facts. I have seen these things. 
Sincerely your, E. A. Parsons.”

stand, bo lie said to me, "You take 
this end of the trumpet and see if you 
can understand what they say.” I was 
sitting directly In front of him and I 
did as he directed. A voice ad
dressed something to me, but I could 
not understand the articulation. 
Finally I understood the words, 
“Can’t you hear?" I replied, “Yes, 
who are you?” The voice said, "I am 
your brother, and I want to .talk to 
mother. Tell her------.” The bal
ance of the sentence .was inarticulate, 
and I asked, “What shall I tell her?" 
The voice then spoke plainly, "Tell 
her that I love her." I ' then asked 
the voice to give me its name, but 
could not understand the reply. I 
gave the trumpet to Mr. Olawson to 
see if he could . understand. The 
voice kept saying to Mr, Clawson, “I 
want to talk,to my brother." He gave 
the trumpet back to me and I asked, 
“Who do you want to talk to?”

The voice pronounced a name that 
I could not understand, but kept re-Selects a Companion.

The gentleman I selected was Mr. 
George W. Clawson of Kansas City, 
Mo., who, like myself, is a member of 
the American Society of Psychical Re
search. I did not reveal to him where' 
he was to go (with the exception that 
it was to be within 100 miles of Cin
cinnati) until two days before start
ing. I then merely wrote him that 
we would go to Huntington, but gave 
no names. I did not tell him th^ 
lady’s name or town until we arrived 
In Huntington and had started for 
her village. Just before starting from 
Omaha I wired Prof. Hyslop in New 
York when and where to meet me in 
Huntington. I went by way of Kan
sas City and joined Mr. Clawson 
there. I asked him to choose a name 
to travel under and he did bo. The 
name was d. E. Wilson.

Mr. Clawson registered at the Flor
entine hotel under, the name of C. B. 
Wilson, and I Introduced him to Mr. 
"X” under that name. It was the 
first time that I had met “Mr. X," and 
as he had only known me since April, 
I was certain that even he was in the 
dark as to my history. I had care
fully instructed Mr. Clawson in the 
method of asking questions bo as to 
reveal no information between lines. 
As he was an attorney he proved an 
apt pupil, and I was soon certain I 
need have no fears on that score. I 
was present at all of the sittings and 
heard every word, so that any infor
mation the voices gave. I knew must 
be obtained by some means out of the 
ordinary channels.

' Meets the Woman,
At 10 o’clock on Monday, the morn

ing of our arrival, we drove to the 
Ohio River and crossed in a row 

. boat to. the opposite shore. Mr. Blake 
was on the porch turning people away

anything of value, as . she Is Very 
weak," ■

It is hardly necessary to state that 
we refused to take this statement as a 
dismissal, but continued to remain. 
In a short time we heard the voice of 
a man of a different tone entirely, 
which Mr, X., recognized as that of 
his grandfather. The tone was the 
same as that of the voices of real old 
men. The conversa'tlon was com
monplace, and then a* much more ro
bust voice, with a far deeper tone, 
spoke and said: “Lew, we will give 
way to the.others.” This Mr. X. rec
ognized as the volcq of his father.

These voices were open; that is,

peating it until I heard . the name 
“Brother Davie,” repeated two times 
and then finally the following: 
“Brother Davie Abbott." “Abbott 
was then repeated a time' or -two. 
These names were plain and I .was 
certain that it was my name that was 
pronounced. I said, "Yes, you seem 
to be repeating my name all right.” I 
did not mention the name myself or in 
any way mention it.

Mr. Clawson now took the trumpet 
and a voice addressed him and said: 
“I am your brother.” Mr. Clawson

asked for the baby to talk and give 
its name, but . could nbt understand 
what was said' in reply. Finally a 
voice (seemingly a girl’s), addressed 
Mr. Clawson. He thought he under
stood thé pame “Edna.” Now, Mr. 
Clawson had a dead daughter with 
whom he was extremely anxious to

ordinary source I should have given 
little credence to such a report. But 
to receive such a letter from a profes
sional magician and a man of the 
standing of E. A. Parsons In the world 
of magic, was a different thing en
tirely. He is a man who is an expert 
in the performance of all kinds of 
tricks and especially the tricks used 
by professional mediums, so-called.
I determined to look into the matter 
and learn for myself if on the globe 
there really existed a being who pos
sessed powers out of the ordinary. I 
succeeded in establishing a corre
spondence with a man in Huntington, 
■W. Va., who was thoroughly Informed 

: on the case. A man whose integrity 
is beyond question. What I learned 
from him completely verified the 
statements I had previously received 
and interested me greatly.

“The voices,” said my friend, whom 
I will call Mr. X., “can be heard out 
of doors as well as indoors. I have 
myself heard them .while riding with 
her in a public road in a carriage. 
Her lips are closed and there Is no 
perceptible motion of the throat or 
Ups”

who were begging for an audience. 
He informed us that Mrs. Blake was 
unable to give any sittings, was just 
recovering from a six weeks’ spell of 
sickness, and had only- been out of 
bed two days. We finally induced him 
by great persuasion to at least permit 
us to see her.

We found her sitting by her .win
dow in a willow rocker with her 
crutches by her side. She explained 
to us that she did not refuse on ac
count of any weakening effects that 
the work had on her, but simply be
cause at times when her physical con
dition was run down, that her 
"voices” were so Inarticulate as to 
make it next to impossible to under
stand the words; that unless she 
could give satisfaction she preferred 
to give nothing. •

Before describing what followed I 
will state that .we had in all four sit
tings with Mrs. Blake. This one, 
which lasted only twenty minutes, 
one given in the evening after the ar
rival of Prof. Hyslop, one the follow
ing morning at 10 o'clock, and one In 
the same afternoon at 3 o’clock. The 
first three were held in Mrs.- Blake’s 
home and the last one was given 
across the river at the office of “Mr. 
X.,” where we had taken Mrs. Blake 
to have a photograph taken.

The first day the results were poor, 
simply owing to our Inability to un
derstand the words, they being very 
weak and inarticulate, owing to Mrs. 
Blake's weakness. On the second day

Resolves to Investigate.
■ After 'receiving several letters con
taining wonderful personal experi
ences, I became firmly convinced that 
this must surely be a case entirely out 
of the ordinary, and' I resolved to see 
nnd investigate it. I wrote Prof. 
James H. Hyslop, secretary of the 
American Society for Psychical Re
search, and gave him an outline of the 
case. I found him deeply Interested 
and anxious for an investigation. 
Meanwhile I did not reveal to. him the 
name of the lady or the location.

I determined to make this Investi
gation at once and to conduct it on 
such lines as would entirely remove 
the possibility of any kind of trickery 
being employed. Twill say for such 
readers that mny not know, that I am.' 
A PERFORMER OF THE TRICKS 
USED BY THE HUNDREDS OF PRO
FESSIONAL SPIRIT MEDIUMS 

.THAT TRAVEL OVER THE LAND.
I AM THOROUGHLY FAMILIAR 
WITH THE VARIOUS "SYSTEMS” 
BY WHICH THEY GAIN THE IN- 

-FORMATION THAT THEY GIVE 
Their subjects, and i deter
mined TO ENTIRELY REMOVE 
THE POSSIBILITY OF .ANYTHING

nie.” This was correct.
At this instant the loud voice of a 

man broke Into the conversation. It 
was low in pitch, was a vocal tone and 
had a weird effect. The voice said, 
"How do you do? "Mr. Clawson said, 
“How do you do, sir; who are you?” 
The voice replied, “Grandpa Abbott," 
then repeated hurriedly a name that 
sounded like “David Abbott,” and 
then the voice expired with/a sound as 
of some choking or strangling and
went off dimly and vanished, 
grandfather’s name was "David 
bott.” ,

A Trick That Failed.

they were in no trumpet. .1 reached 
down to the floor and picked up the 
trumpet which I had brought with me, 
and soon a voice addressed me. The 
voice could be heard Issuing from the 
trumpet by the others present. I 
said, “Who is this?” and I thought 
the voice replied, "Grandma Daily.” 
I eatd to Mrs. Blake, "Who do you un
derstand this to be?" She replied: 
"It sounds like Grandma Dally.”

I then said, "Well, grandma, what 
do you .want to say?” She replied, 
“Davie, I love you, and I am all right. 
It’s all right, Davie.. It’s all right. 
And I want you to tell your mother, 
and tell her that I am all right and 
happy, and Pap is/too,"

I may here remark that my grand
mother Daily always ''called me 
"Davie," and she called my grand
father "Pap.” I will also state that 
I have a sister Ada, but no one In that 
part of the country Could have known 
at this, and I was in’no way thinking 
of her at the time. This sister my 
grandmother and us children always 
called "Ady.” The voice Immediately 
continued as follows:

“I want you to tell your mother, 
and tell your father; Davie, that I 
have talked to you/and I want you 
to tell Ada, too.” ■ She pronounced 
the name "Ady,” just as she used to. 
This was spoken very plainly and 
came on me like a learn of light out of 
came on me like a gleam of lightout of 
make doubly sure, so I asked the 
voice to repeat the name. ; It did so, 
and there was no mistake as to its 
being “Ady.”

I then said: “You mean Ada, do 
you?” and the voice «aid, “Yes, Davie, 

. tell Ady.” I then said, "What rela- 

. tlon is Ada?”" and the voice replied, 
"Sister Ady, Davie.1 You know ,what 

• I mean—you know whatlrmean. Tell 
, Sister Ady."
i I then decided to ask a question 
। that the voice would be unable to an- 
i swer, if this were any kind of trlck- 
i ery. My mother’s given names are 
i “Sarah Francis," but she was always

called “Fannie.” I said:

Georgia had always used tn address
ing her father. He then said, “What 
was your pet name for your mother.?’’ 
and the voice replied “Muz and Muz
zle." This was also correct, as I have 
frequently heard her use these names 
myself.' Mr. Clawson then asked for 
the voice to give his name, but the 
reply could not be understood. I 
will say in explanation that the moth- . 
er and a baby of Mr. Clawson’s were 
both dead, but he attempted to carry 
on no further conversation with them 
at this time, Just at this point an
other voice said, “I ’ am : grandma." 
Mr. Clawson said, “Grandma who?” 
I could not understand the words in 
the trumpet, but Mr. Clawson, who 
was listening, remarked: "You say 
Grandma . Daily? That’s pretty 
good,” and turning to me be said, 
“The voice says Grandma Daily is 
here.” . Just at this point Mrs. 
Blake’s strength failed her and we 
had to give up the sitting.

Mr. Clawson told me when crossing 
the river that the last voice said,. 
“Davie’s grandma is here," but'as he' 
and I are cousins he first supposed 
this was our common grandmother; 
and asked, “Grandma who?” The 
facts are that I had a Grandmother 
Dally on my mother’s side.

Mrs. Blake did not keep the trum
pet to her ear all of the time, but at 
times , let it rest in her hand and 
placed her palm against the end of it. 
There was no cessation of the voices 
at Buch times and her lips remained 
tlghtlydosed.- When the trumpet 
lay in her hand the voices seemed to 
me to originate in her hand, but when 
It was, to' her.ear they seemed to me

she was much stronger and results 
were far more wonderful. The sit
ting given in the afternoon when she 
was exhilarated by the carriage-ride 
was very remarkable.. In this the 
voices could frequently' have been 
heard 100 feet away. The informa
tion received was most marvelous and 
we received in all nineteen correct 
names, while we received none that 
were wrong. At the first Bitting, how
ever, we obtained very little, merely 
three : correct names. There was 
much conversation that we could not 
understand, but what .we did under
stand was correct. .

Talks With the Departed.
Mrs. Blake placed the trumpet with 

one end in her palm and the other 
end on the palm of Mr. Clawson (Wil- 

. son). In a moment Mr. Clawson said, 
"How heavy that is getting.” . Thon 
it began moving upward and Mrs. 
Blake said: "Some one desires to 
speak to you; plajo that end to your 
ear.” Mr. Clawson did so and Mrs. 
Blake placed the other end to her ear. 
Her lips were tightly closed, but I at 
once , heard a whisper in the trumpet 
-addressing Mr. Clawson. ।

Mr. Clawson, then said, "Who are 
you?" I could not understand the

My 
Ab-

After this Mrs. Blake asked .to rest 
a few moments and turned in her 
chair bo as to use the other ear. While 
resting I decided to offer a suggestion 
to Mrs. Blake Indirectly and to note 
the result. Turning to Mr. Clawson, 
I said, "It is strange that those we

to talk to so strongly do not 
Now your daughter, whom you 
rather talk to than anyone,
to Identify herself, but It 

____T strange to me that she did not 
give her name correctly." I did this
intending to convey to Mrs. Blake the 
idea that the name which on the first 
evening was-understood to be “Edna” 
was not correct.

When Mr. Clawson next took the 
trumpet the voice of a girl spoke and 
said, "Daddle, I am here.” He said, 
“Who are you?” The voice replied, 
“Georgia," which was correct. Mr. 
Clawson then said, “Georgia, is this 
you?" “Yes, daddle,” she replied, 
“don’t you think I know my own 
name?” He then said, “I thought 
you did, Georgia, and could not un
derstand why you would not tell me. 
Where do we live, Georgia?” The 
voice replied, “In Kansas City,” 
which was correct.

The voice then continued, “Daddle, 
I am so glad to talk to you, and bo 
glad you came here to see me. I wish 
you could see my beautiful home. We 
have flowers and music every day." 
Mr. Clawson then said, "Georgia, tell 
me the name of the young man you 
were engaged to." The name pro
nounced was indistinct, so he asked 
the voice to spell it. The letters 
A-R-C were spelled out and then pro
nounced “Ark,” which was correct. 
The .gentleman's first name was "Ar
chimedes,” and he was called “Ark." 
After this the voice spelled the com
plete name. Mr. Clawson then said, 
"Georgia, where is Ark?” The reply 
could not be understood. Mr. Claw
son then asked, "Is he in Denver?” A 
loud “NoI No!” almost vocal . was 
heard, and then the words, "He Is in

distinctly. This was correct. Mr. 
Clawson then said, “Tell me with 
whom you boarded when you went to 
school at Wellesley Hill, Mass.” The 
voice replied, “With Aunt Burgess.” 
This was correct, but Mr. Clawgon was 
expecting the name “Aunt Tina,” 
which was the name he had always 
called the lady before her marriage to 
Mr. Burgess, aifd he had to think a 
moment before he realized the an
swer was correct. He then said, 
“Name one of your schoolmates." 
The voice . replied, "Nellie Biggs.” 
He then eaid, “Who did you go to 
school with in Kansas City,” and she 
replied, "With Mary,” which was cor
rect.

Here the loud voice of a man spoke 
ip and after talking with a person 
present I took the trumpet and .was 
addressed by a voice claiming to be 
my grandmother Abbott. I said, 
“Grandma, have you any message to 
send to my father,?” “Yes,” sho 
said, “tell him that I am all right and 
tell him not to be a doubting Thom
as,” I Bald, "Grandma, to convince 
him that you really talked to me tell 
me his name." The voice Instantly 
replied, "George Alexander Abbott,” 
which was correct. I said, "Grand-, 
ma, do you remember the summer you 
spent at our home long ago?” She 
said, “Very well, David, and I always 
loved you best of all.” I had always 
tried to be kind and obedient to my 
dear old grandmother when a child, 
and I had reason to believe I was one 
of her favorites. I said: “Grand
mother, can’t you tell me some little 
thing to tell my father that will con
vince him that it was you who talked 
to me?” She said: "Yes, ask George

This instrument, which the luvenlors iiavs 
patented, is called -‘Acthia''--a trade-mark 
word.

In the treatment of eye diseases the invent- 
01 s of “Actina” claim there is no nesd for cut
ting or drugging tho eye for most forms of dll- 

ease, Cataracts, pterygl-, 
and other abnormal 
growths can be removed 
and weakened vision im
proved or restored by the 
new and more humauo 
method. If this is a fact 
there will be no need to go 
blind or to wear spectacles.

‘Actina has been tested in hundreds of case« 
and has affected marvolouB cures. So confident 
are the Inventors that this device is an article 
of great merit that they give absolutely a free 
ti lai. They want everyone Interested to make 
a thorough investigation and a personal test of 

Actina.” One will be sent on trial postpaid: 
They issue a book of 100 pages-a complete 

dictionary ofdlsease-whlch tells all about “Aa- 
tlna,” the diseases it will cure, what others 
think of it. what morvelous cures it has affect
ed, and »11 about the ressonfibllity of its own- 

Is aent absolutely free upon request. 
This book should bo in the library of every fam. 
Uy. Address New york and London Eloctrio 
Association, Dept, 812R, 029 Walnut Street. 
Kansas City, Mo.

if he remembers the last day I spent 
at his house.” She then mentioned 
something which "they had for din
ner,” but this I could not understand. 
Mr. Clawson said that the words were 
“It made her sick.” I am not sure 
as to this, however. She then said, 
"Don’t forget to tell George that I 
talked to you, and that I want him to 
pray and not to be a doubting 
Thomas.”

A Remarkable Test.
I then asked for my tather-ln-law, 

Mr. Miller. While waiting, I was 
conversing with Mrs. Blake. She was 
in the middle of a sentence when a 
man’s deep voice spoke up in her lap. 
I am positive that she continued to 
talk, pronouncing at least two words 
simultaneously with the voice in her 
lap.

I took the horn and Mr. Miller an
nounced himself. He said: " I want 
to send a message to my daughter. 
Tell her I am all right,” I said, 
“Tell me my wife’s first name,” and a 
name Bounding like “Fannie,” or

after-

Cancer Cured
WITH SOOTHING, BALMY OILS. 
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kccemaandallBklnandFemaleDlseases, write 
for Illustrated Book« Bent free. Addrasi * 

DR?BYEl Broadway, Kansas City, Mo.
“How to Remember.”

Froo toKeaJera of ibis Publication. 
'BOOKX^

You're no grentor intellectually tlinn 
f-ourmemory. Uy courso, olinplo, inoxponu* 
vo, increaoos bushmsa capacity, social otaudlug, 

gives an alert, ready memory for names, faces 
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tion, speaking, etc. My booklet, "How to Re
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The above is the numuer of the pres
ent issue of The Progressive Thinker, 
as printed at the top of the first page, 
right hand corner. If this number cor
responds with the figures on your wrap
per, then the time you have paid for has 
expired, and you are requested to re
new your subscription. This number 
at the right hand corner of the first 
page is advanced each week, showing 
the number of Progressive Thinkers 
issued up to date. Keep watch of the 
number on the tag of your wrapper.

MOLLIE FANCHER,
Tho Brooklyn Enigma.

An authentic etatemont of facts in the life of 
Mary J. Fancher, the psychological marvel of 
the nineteenth century. 'Unimpeachable testi
mony of many fitnesses. By Abram H. Dailey. 
With illustrations. Price, cloth. 81.50.

"Grandma, if you are my grandma, 
you know my mother’s first name. 
Tell it to me.”

When I asked this question I really 
meant my mother’s ¿ven name and 
had In mind the name "Fannie.” The 
voice answered instantly "Sarah.” I 
asked the voice to repeat the name. 
There was no doubt as to its being 
“Sarah.” but before pronouncing It I 
turned to Mrs, Blake and said, “Mrs. 
Blake, what do you understand that 
name’ to be?" Shb replied, "It 
sounds like Sarah." The voice grew 
inarticulate here and I asked for an 
uncle to speak to me. - In a few min
utes a man’s voice near the surface of 
of the center table said, "I am here." 
I said, “If you are my, uncle, give your 
name.”- The voice then said, "Dave, 
I am Uncle Dave." I said, “If you 
are my Uncle Dave, tell me your sec
ond name." The voice replied, "Dave, 
you were named after me” (which 
was-true), and continued some inar
ticulate words which could not be un
derstood.

Mrs. Blake’s strength seemed to be 
gone, so we now discontinued our ex
periments and returned across the 
river. At 10 o’clock the following 
morning we again called at Mrs. 
Blake’s- cottage.

I first took the trumpet, but as the 
words sounded weak, I surrendered ft 
to Mr. Clawson.’ Instantly the voice 

. began loud and strong;' so' that I 
could easily distinguish- the words 
where I sat. Mr. Clawson^sald, "Who 
is this?” The voice replied, "Grand
ma Daily.” Mr. ClawBOn then, said, 
“How do you do,' grandma. I used to 
know you, didn’t I?” The voice re
plied, “How do you-do, George? I 
want to talk to Davie.1’’ I-spoke from 
the outside of the trumpet and said, 
"I can hear you, grandma.” ' I then 

1 said to Mr. Clawson, "Keep your posl- 
: tton, I can hear from the outside." 
• When ! used to visit my grand

The voice then said, “Daddle, I
want to tell you something. Ark is 
going to marry another girl.” Mr. 
Clawson said, "You say he Is going to 
be married?” The voice said, "Yes, 
daddle, but it’s all right. I do not 
care now. Besides he does not love

mother she would-always on parting 
with me, say, "Davie, .be good and 
pray and . meet 'itne ' in lieaven;’’ 
■These were Sie laist-woVds she ever 
spoke to me. • - .

As .1 write thes§ '.Unes ‘there comes 
before my eyes a'Vision?^ I am look
ing back through the -vista of the

to originate at her ear.
She told me that’she had' heard the 

voices in her ears when she was a 
little girl, and that some thirty years 
ago a gentleman had a thin trumpet 
made for her to try. She then’ dis
covered that any closed receptacle 
confined the voices and made the 
sounds louder and more distinct. Af
terwards she tried using the double 
trumpet. We returned "to Huntington 
where we met Prof. Hyslop on his ar
rival, and-ih the evening we again 
crossed the river to . Mrs.. Blake’s 
home. . ' . .

Medium's Dead Son.
When we arrived at Mrs. Blake's 

cottage no names were: given to her, 
and we sat in her room. We sat for 
a very long time with no results, and 
had about abandoned all hope of any
thing occurring .when suddenly the 
deep-toned voice of a man appeared 
about a foot below andr behind Mrs. 
Blake's head. The voice was melodi
ous, soft and low in pitch and very 
distinct. This Is tho voice that Is 
claimed to be that of her dead son, 
Abe. There was a note of sadness, 
and It spoke these words: "My 
friends, I am sorry to say that owing 
to my mother’s weak condition it • will 
be Impossible for us to. give any mani
festations this evening that are worth 
anything; We deeply regret this, but 
It la1 beyond our power to give' you

I will mention
the fact that since our-return from 
West Virginia, Mr. Clawson has re
ceived a letter from the gentleman in 
question, announcing his approaching 
marriage.

Mr. Clawson then asked the voice 
what grandmothers were there, and 
she replied that Grandmother Daily 
and Grandmother Abbott ‘ were with 
her.' He then said, “Are these all?” 
The voice said, “Do you mean my own 
grandmother, my mother’s mother?” 
Mr. Clawson replied, “Yes.” The 
voice then said, “Grandma Marcus is 
here.” This was correct. Mrs. Mar
quis had died shortly before this, and 
her grandchildren always pronounbed 
her name as if it were spelled “Mar
cus.”

The reader will please to remember 
that Mr. Clawson's name had so far 
been given tp no one in that section 
of the country. That as no one knew 
he was to be there, he could not have 
been looked up, and as -he did not 
himself know where he was going, 
trickery could absolutely play no part 
In the names given him. I was pres
ent at all sittings, and there was no 
chance of any error. Yet these names 
came, just as readily for him, and as 
correctly as they did for me who’s 
name had previously been known to 
one resident of Huntington.

At this point the loud voice of a 
man spoke up and said; “I am here. 
I want to talk to Eavie.” I took the 
trumpet and the voice said, “Davie, do 
you know me?” I said, “No, who are 
you?” The voice replied, “Grandpa 
Daily.” The voice then said, “Tell 
your mother I-talked to you, and tell 
your father, too.” Mr. Clawson took 
the trumpet quickly from me, and 
said, “Hello, Grandpa, I used to know

years. I see an old-fashioned home
stead in the hills dí MlBÉourl. It is a 
grassy yard and the gréât trees cast 
their shadows on:nthe/inward. The 
sunlight is glinting 'down:through the 
leaves, and an aged■ ladÿ/stands at the 
door. Her form15‘stooped, her with
ered hand, which’!trembí.es violently, 
is supported by a cane?; The tears 
are streaming doW het cheeks, for 
she knows it is the1 last? time she will 
look upon the boÿKs'hoStands before 
her. Before the lady Ties but the 
darkness of-the hjiproa'ching night 
Before the'youth stretches -the waving 
green fields of the future, lit by the 
sunlight of hope. Each knows It Is 
tb be the last parting On earth, for the 
lady Is very feeble. -Her trembling 
band clings to mine, while with tears 
streaming down her aged cheeks she 
says these words: “Davie,'be good and 
pray, and meet me In heaven.” I 
turn from her, a choking sensation is 
in my throat, and I hurry to the old- 
fashioned gate. I cannot trust my
self to speak, but I look back at her 
and she is watching me as far as her 
dim eyes can see. , ÏTiqn she slowly 
totters back Into’ her1 lonely room.

The vision has vahlshed. It lingers 
but in the mists'ol memory. The dear

“Annie,” was pronounced. Mr. Claw
son, who was listening outside, 
seemed to think the name was “Fan
nie” beyond dispute, and repeated it 
with a rising inflection. I was sorry 
for this, as I desired to hear the voice 
give the correct name definitely. The 
voice then said, "I want to talk to 
Fannie.” The name was correct. 
Mr. Clawson, thinking my wife’s 
mother was dead, said, “ask for her 
mother.” I said, “Is Fannie’s moth
er there?” and the voice replied, 
“Why, no, Dave, you know she is still 
living.” This was correct.

Then Mrs. Blake threw down the 
trumpet and smiling wearily said, "1 
can go no further. You would talk 
to the spirits all night.”

I said to Mrs. Blake, “Some would 
say this is ventriloquism.” She re
plied: "If the very finest ventriloquist 
■on earth were right here now”—then 
lowering her voice with intense earn
estness, and the pride of conscious 
power, she continued—“He couldn’t 
tell you your dead mother’s name.” I 
could not reply. I knew this was 
true. I knew that ventriloquists have 
but three voices, the "colloquial,” the 
“near” and the “far” voices. They 
are all made with the tongue curled 
up against the roof of the mouth and 
the throat contracted. They merely 
Imitate without moving the lips and 
attract the attention by suggestion. 
They never speak in whispers. I have 
heard .possibly fifteen voices, all dif
ferent and all perfectly natural, in 
this lady’s presence, some two octaves 
lower in pitch than my own. Some 
were in the trumpet, some were not.

you, didn’t !?” The voice ■ replied, 
“Of course you did.” Mr. Clawson 
(whose name Jiad so far never been 
given), said, “Tell me who I am?" 
The voice replied out loud, distinct 
and very quickly, ‘-‘I know you .well; 
you are George Cla.wson,”

■ Soon after this and after talking to 
some other voices, Abe’s voice spoke 
upland said: “Gentlemen, you will 
have to excuse my mother; her 
strength is exhausted.”

We then discontinued our experi
ments and-I remained behind to try 
and induce Mrs. Blake to' cross the 
river to Mr. X's office, and be photo
graphed. Mr. Clawson want on to 
the porch with Prof. Hyslop and shed 
tears, as many do who visit this lady 
and talk to those whom they think are 
their dead'. Mrs. Blake' Anally con
sented to cross the river if we would 
send a carriage at 1 o’clock.

We now hurried home to arrange 
for a photographer and send, for her. 
Mr. Clawson said to me, "I feel just 
as I did the day we buried her, and 
I have talked to my dead daughter 
this day as sure as I walk the earth."

In due time Mrs. Blake arrived and 
while the exposure of the accompany
ing photograph was being made the 
voice of "Grandma Dally" . was ad
dressing me in „ the trumpet. Mrs. 
Blake was feelttg much stronger and 
we retired to a seat by a parlor wln-

MAHOMET, THE ILLUSTRIOUS.'
By Godfrey Higgins, Esq. This work is one 

of the Library of Liberal Classics. No author 
was better qualified to write an impartial and 
honest life of Mahomet than Godfrey Higgins» 
and this volume Is intensely interesting It 
should be read In conjunction with Gibinn’s 
work. Price, 25 cents,___ ____ —— —.
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By Prof W. M« Lockwood. Paper. 24 cents.
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Edinburg Magrxtne. This Is a humorous ab- 
count of a roilcksome visit to the Pope of 
Rome by Father Tom, an Irish priest, armed 
with a superabundance of Irish wit, two Im
perial quart bottles of Irish ‘-poteen," and an 
Irish recipe for “conwoimdlng” tho same. 
Paper, 25 cents; cloth. 50 cents.

Fraction! Methods to insure Success.
A valuable little work, full of practical in
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times its cost. Price 10 cents.

Fores and Matter
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ject. Price, cloth. 81.00.

AFTER HER DEATH.
The Story of a Summer. By Lilian Whiting. 

Pervaded wl ;h pure and beautiful spirituality 
ot thought. Instructive and helpful to all who 
love and seek tho higher and finer ways of 
spiritual experience. Price. 51.00.

Taffeurand's Letter to the Pod& 
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to aU who would desire to make a study of Ro- 
manlsm and the Bible. The historic facts stat* 
ed, and the keen, scathing review of Romish 
Ideas and practices should be read by all. Pries 
25 cents.

I was within a foot of the woman 
when I heard these voices.

Those who- would explain a theory 
that will explain this phenomena must 
advance one that will explain all the 
facts if they expect it to be accepted. 
The theory that it is trickery might 
be applied to some of the facts, given 
to me, inasmuch as one person in that 
country knew that an individual by 
my name lived in Omaha. It is very 
Improbable, however, that trickery 
was resorted to, as I have previously 
shown; but granting that by much ex
penditure of time and money, these 
facts could have been learned con
cerning me, this theory does not ex
plain what was given to Mr. Clawson.

People 1,000 miles from me could 
not read my mind and learn I was in
tending to take an unknown person 
with me, and then learn he would con
sent to go and look up his name and 
history minutely. It is surely evi
dent that this theory must be aban
doned. To cling to it is surely an ev
idence of very poor reasoning. The 
thousands who have visitedthls lady 
all tell similar stories.

That It is'guesswork or chance is 
simply a, silly statement. • How many 
readers of this article could have 
guessed that Georgia’s second name 
was "Chastine?” How many could 
have guessed and have given correctly 
nineteen names while giving nolle- 
that were wrong? Again, the knowl
edge betrayed by the voices was al
ways correct. The voice said to Mr. 
Clawson, “Your mother Is here." His 
mother Is dead. No such remarks 
were made to me, whose mother is 
alive. Messages were Bent to my 
mother, but none were sent to his. In 
other words, no messages were sent to 

■ the dead, and none were sent from 
the living. That. Mrs. Blake possesses 
some supernormal-power any reason
able person must conclude if they be
lieve this report to be accurate.

(Continued on gage L)
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known Author nnd Scholar, 
HON. A. B. RICHMOND, 
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ly Interesting. Price, cloth. 75 amts.
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WUHHIli Only, py Mrs.tDr. Hulburt. On 
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The infidelitu of Eccle&iasticism, 
A Monaco to American Civilization. By Prof, 
w. M. Lockwood. A trenchant and masterly 
treatise. Price,26cfents. ■_____

The Religion of Science, 
By Dr. Piuil Carns. Ver thoughtful and in

teresting. Price, 25 cent«.

Tfie Science of Spirit Return^ 
By Charles Dawbarn. A sclontlfio relieajgd 

that to truly IntoroaUng. Price, 10 canto.
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Sunday, September SO, 1000: “Life 
Here and Hereafter.” \

The Spiritualistic Field—-Its Workers, Its Work, 
and General Progress, the World Over.

CONTRIBUTORS.—Each contributor I AS A GENERAL RULE, IN THIS
Is alone responsible for any assertions 1 OFFICE WE PAY NO ATTENTION TO
or statements he may make. The editor 
allows this freedom of expression, be
lieving that the cause of truth can be 
best subserved thereby. Many of the 
sentiments littered in an article may he 
diametrically opposed to bis belief, yet 
that is no reason why they should be 
suppressed; yet we wish it distinctly 
understood that our space is Inade
quate to publish everything that comes 
to hand, however much we might desire 
to do so. That must account tor the 
non-appearance of YOUR article.

WRITE PLAINLY.—We would like 
to Impress upon the minds of our corre
spondents that The Progressive Thinker 
Is set up on a Linotype machine that 
must make speed equal to about four 
compositors. That means rapid work, 
and it is essential that all copy, to in-1

ANONYMOUS communications. 
THE NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE 
WRITER SHOULD ACCOMPANY ALL 
MATTER, OF WHATEVER KIND, 
SENT TO THIS OFFICE,

. All the way to heaven is heaven.— 
Canon Farrar.

Behold a part of God himself with
in thee. Remember thine own dig
nity, nor dare descend to evil or 
meanness.—Brahmlnic.

For information concerning the 
Progressive Lyceum, authorized Les
son Paper for the National Spiritual
ists Association, address John W. 
Ring,- Green Mountain Falls, Colorado.

Wliep writing for this paper 
use & pen or typewriter.

. We go to press' early - Monday . morn? 
Ing, hence communications Intended for 
that current Issue should reach , this 
office not later than the previous Batu» 
day morning. Bear this In mind. . . .

19 Our Preminin Offer Extraordinary! i910 fhíítáenBooks! lu
• Ul' ’ > i; -

sure Insertion In the paper, all other re
quirements being favorable, should be 
Written plainly with Ink on white 
paper, or with a typewriter, and only on 
ene side of the paper. Please bear this 
In mind.

ITEMS.—Bear in mind that Items tor 
the General Survey will in all cases be 
adjusted to the space we have to occu
py, and in order to do that they will 
generally have to be abridged more or 
less; otherwise many items would be 
crowded out. Sometimes a thirty-line; 
item is cut down to ten lines/ and ten 
lines to two lines, as occasion may re
quire.

TAKE DUE NOTICE, that ail items 
for this page must be accompanied by 
the full name and address of tho writer. 
It will not do to say that Secretary or 
Correspondent writes so and so, with-1 
out giving the full name and address of 
the writer. The Items of those who do 
not comply with this request will be 
cast Into the waste basket.

KEEP COPIES of your poems Bent to 
this office, for they will not be returned 
If we have not space to use them.

ALWAYS GIVE YOUR FULL NAMB 
AND ADDRESS WHEN SENDING NO
TICES AND COMMUNICATIONS-FOR 
PUBLICATION, OTHERWISE THEY 
WILL FIND THEIR WAY TO THE 
WASTE BASKET.

THIS GENERAL SURVEY DEPART
MENT IS ONLY INTENDED TO 
CHRONICLE THE ENGAGEMENTS 
AND WORK OF SPEAKERS AND ME
DIUMS. A REPORT OF WHAT THE 
VARIOUS SPEAKERS SAY WILL 
NOT BE PUBLISHED, AS WE HAVE 
NOT SPACE SUFFICIENT FOR THAT 
PURPOSE.

Miss E. R. Fielding writes from 
Washington, ». C.: “The First Asso
ciation of Spiritualists will hold their 
meetings in Gude's Hall on F. street, 
between 13th and 14th street N. W., 
the first Sunday In October. Mr. 
Clegg Wright Is the sneaker for the 
month. Mrs. M. J. Stephens has re
turned to the city and will hold meet
ings Thursday afternoons at 402 A 
street S. E. Prof, and Mrs. M. T. 
Longley have returned from Boston 
and Onset. Mrs. Wm. Bockman, 
1508 U street, holds meetings every 
Monday evening and Wednesday af
ternoon. Mrs. Price, Mr. Terry and 
Mrs. Nobles hold meetings every Sun
day evening. Mrs. Morgan, secretary 
for the First Association, has returned 
from the East. Mrs. Florence Day 
holds meetings every Thursday even
ing as usual. Mr. Hummer and Mrs. 
Hageman will open their meetings for 
healing every Monday evening at 133 
C N. E. The Temple League meets 
at Mrs. Farrow’s, No 60 M. street N. 
W.. for a business meeting. We are 
happy to report that State Senator 
James A. Frear of Wisconsin, former
ly of Washington, was elected for sec- 
reta:’.'’ of state for Wisconsin. Mr. 
Frear’s father and mother reside in 
this city, and are members of the 
JTemnle League Society.”

J. W. W. writes: "Sunday after
noon, Sept. 30, the pastor, Mrs. Nora 
E. Hill will read from flowers after 
the services. Any one that never has 
had a reading from a flower by Sister 
HUI, should bring one. There will 
afej be remarks by different members 
about things that are disturbing them 
the most. Sunday evening, Sept. 30, 
Dr. J. H. Randall, assistant pastor of 
the Golden Rule Spiritualists church, 
will address the Spiritualists of Chi
cago at O’Donnell’s Hall, 43 South 
Paulina street.”

H. E. Pomery writes: "I have just 
read N. F. Ravlin’s definition of Spir
itualism, and hasten to say, Amen! 
I have one question io ask, where 
did you find this definition, Mr. Rav- 
lln? I have read The Progressive 
Thinker for five years, and you are 
the first writer that has given a defini
tion that makes it fit to be called a 
religion. You lift It above chicanery 
and fraud. The spirit you represent 
has been manifested in this world 
ever since I can remember (and I am 
84); but how sad it is that It meets 
a smritual force in the churches and 
out, that seems to be more powerful. 
Won’t you please tell us who Is the 
original author?”

Mrs. C. Kirchner writes: “On Fri
day evening, Sept. 14, a large crowd 
gathered at the Rising Sun Temple, 
Oakley and Jackson Boul., to hear 
that gifted orator, Miss .Elizabeth 
Harlow, deliver one of her soul-stir
ring talks, and on Sunday afternoon a 
very large, appreciative audience lis
tened to her able discourse of the sub
jects, What Good Becomes of the

■ on the third Sunday of October. . We 
। feel very much pleased with the future 

prospects by the applications for 
membership into our society. On 
Sept-80, evening, we will have besides 
our lecture and messages, the recep
tion of new members. Dr. McNeil 
will officiate. We commence our cir
cles on the 20th ot this month. Dr. 
McNeil and Mrs. Guckert will conduct 
them. They will be held on Thursday 
evenings at our hall, 319 E. 55th 
street until further notice. ’ Mrs. 
Guckert, our medium, Is pleasing the 
audiences very much. She will- be 
with us every evening. If the Rev. 
G. C. Love of Portland, Ore., comes to 
attend the National Convention, we 
expect to have him occupy our ros
trum, either on the 14th of October or 
the 20th. He is well known here 
and many will be pleased to hear him. 
Mrs. O. B. Wilson has just returned 
from a visit to her daughter In St. 
Louis. Mrs. Adams was present and 
requested the privilege of giving 
what came to her and wanted to be 
recognized. It was readily recognized 
by Dr. C. S. Tisdale who has just re
turned from his home in Missouri. 
He will speak for us some time in the 
future.”

W. F. Schumacher writes: “The 
Spiritualistic Church Students of Na
ture, 461 W. North avenue, corner 
Robey street, had a large attendance 
at their service last Sunday. The 
pastor, Mrs. M. Schumacher, gave an 
instructive lecture on trance mediums 
and trance, which was well appreci
ated by the listeners, after which Sis
ter Binds made a few remarks and 
gave tests which were all recognized; 
all those who are looking for a good 
scientific lecture on development of 
mediumship are welcome to attend 
our meetings every Sunday evening.”

Eugene Hendricks, St. Louis, Mo., 
writes: “The Society of Spiritual Re
search held its tenth anniversary at 
Its hall, 3331 South Seventh street, 
September 16. The hall was deco
rated most beautifully with all kinds 
of plants and flowers. Flags were 
hung and spread across the hall. The 
opening song was by the Lyceum chil
dren, and then the Invocation by our 
mediunf, Mrs. E. B. Price. Addresses 
were given by the prominent speakers, 
Mr. Thomas Grimshaw of the Temple, 
Mr. Paul McArthur, president of the 
Missouri State Association, and J. B. 
Bates of the colored Spiritualist so
ciety. Tests were given'by Mrs. Nel-

bound to be, a distinctive Cleveland 
Institution; and a progressive factor 
in the city’s growth and development. 
Onward! Onward!! Onward!!! is the 
Temple’s-motto now,- and nothing can 
stop its progress. To the officers, 
and the few strong-hearted members 

¡.who inspired this place of worship, 
too much praise cannot be given, and 

i to the newer members, who have add
ed zeal, energy and enthusiasm, 
much of the Temple’s recent advance 
must be attributed. Mrs. Carrie 
Twing Ib holding splendidly attended 
meetings. Her lectures are pithy 
and wholesome and illuminated with 
that truth and logic, which can only 
co hie from the brain and heart of a 
woman, so splendidly endowed as she- 
is. On Bunday afternoon Sept. 16, 
her subject , was 'The power of 
Thought,’ and at night her handling 
of 'Visions’ was greatly appreciated 
by her hearers. As a psychometric 
reader she has no equal. An import
ant business meeting was held 
Thursday evening, Sept. 20, the re
sult of which will be qpmmunieafed 
later. Our president, Mrs. J. D. Sav
age, has assumed again the manage
rial reins. She is a tireless worker, 
and Ib heart and bouI in the work. A 
large attendance is expected next 
Sunday.” ■
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tion. The'paper, one year, and one Premium Book, 
$1.25. But।if yop order more than one Premium Book 
the price Is as'followB:

Any two of the Thirteen Premium Books you may or
der, price 70 cents.

Any three of the Thirteen Premium Books you may or-
der, price $1.10. •

Any four of the Thirteen Premium Books you 
der, price $1.50.

Any five of the Thirteen Premium Books you 
der, price $1.75. ’ .

Any six of the Thirteen Premium Books you 
der, price $2,05. ; ■ • ' . -

may

may

may

Any seven of the Thirteen Premium Books you may 
der, price $2.35.

Any eight of the Thlxteen Premium Books you may 
der, price $2.65.

Any nine of the Thirteen Premium Books you may 
der, price $2.90. '

Any ten of th^ Thirteen Premium Books you may

or-

or-

or-

or.

or-

or-

or-
der, price $3.10.

Any eleven of the-Thirteen Premium Books you may or
der; price $3.40.*' „ -

Any twelve of the Thirteen Premium Books you may or
der, price $3.8.5.

’ Lastly, all of these THIRTEEN premium Books here an
nounced are sent out, all postage prepaid, for $4.15, some
thing never befpre equalled in this country or Europe. ■

Philosophy of Spiritualism,’
and Charity,’ 
the audience.

‘Music,’
which were taken from 
Her guides are of a

high standard, making a lasting im
pression upon the hearers, by the 
clear manner In which they expounded 
their views. Messages were given by 
Mrs.>. C. Kirchner which were'' of the 
usual convincing nature. In the 
evening we had standing room only, 
and quite a-large crowd listened from 
the outside to the grand, .Inspiring 
talk Miss Harlow gave. Her subject, 
‘The Possibilities of a Higher Spirit
ualism,’ was one of the best we have 
listened to in a long time, and the 
rounds of applause from the audience 
showed that she treated her subject in 
an able manner. She brings the; full 
knowledge of spirituality to all,' and 
has endeared herself to friends and 
strangers alike. Mrs. S. Dill gave a 
number of messages of consolation. 
Another opportunity will present it
self to hear Miss Harlow again. She 
will deliver her farewell lecture on 
Friday evening, Sept 28, so do not 
miss this rare treat. Our speaker 
for Sunday-evening, Sept. 30, will be 
Mrs. M; Price of Austin; and In the 
evening Dr. O. E. Miller. Friends 
and strangers aré always welcome.”

Eva L. Stewart writes: “On Sept. 
16, Dr. J. H. Randall lectured for the 
Hyde Park Occult Society on the 
great issue of to-day, ’Fake Medium
ship.’ . He did fine, and it was just 
what.our audience needed as so many 
are Investigating the truths of Spirlt- 
talism. He is to be with us again

son Armstead from the colored so
ciety, and also by Mrs. E. B. Price. 
Closing song by the audience and 
benediction by Mrs. Price.”

। Wm. RauBchmayer writes: "Writ
ers in The Progressive Thinker con
stantly assert that the observance of 
our Sunday is wrong, as to its being a 
day ot rest. There are many reasons 
why Sunday is a much needed day of 
rest in a civilized community, but I 
shall only mention a few. PerBon- 
ally speaking, I think it an absolute 
necessity, especially for the working
man, irrespective of religion or creed. 
Every workingman or woman welcome 
Sunday as a1 day of rest and recrea
tion, for it is an established fact that 
man naturally craves for a change 
In his daily life. Were it not for our 
Sunday, work would become so mo
notonous, it would deprive us of all 
energy and ambition and would un
doubtedly affect our health in the 
long run. I think the few reasons 
given here are logical and in con
formity with natural laws."

S. Hartman writes: "That Spirit
ualism is a truth, is acknowledged, 
either openly or covertly, by every In
telligent human being who has inves
tigated it. All of our most learned 
men and women are firm believers in 
the facts of Spiritualism, and all the 
most gifted minds for ages past have 
been flrm believers in its phenomena. 
Spiritualism enables us to penetrate 
the past, present and future to a cer
tain extent, because It Ib a transcript 
of the divine nature. There is abso
lutely no nobler or diviner influence 
for good in this world, than Spiritual-1 
ism in Its purity. What great hap-! 
piness does a person possess who is 
able to commune with departed 
friends, to meet again their loved-ones 
as of yore.”

Mrs. E. W. Roberts writes from 
Rockford, Ill.: "The Rockford Spirit
ualist Society' held its regular quar
terly meeting yesterday, the 9th, with 
its usual large and enthusiastic at
tendance.. Our regular speaker, Mts. 
Cora Morrill, was prevented from 
coming at the last moment, and in 
consequence we were overjoyed to see 
alight from the 6:30* train from 
Grand Rapids, Saturday evening, our 
old friend, Mrs. F. V. Jackson, whom 
we had not seen for years, as she has 
traveled extensively ■ during the past 
fifteen years, spending much time in 
Texas, of which state she speaks with 
great fervor; she. had never served us 
as speaker before, but has many times 
thrilled us with her wonderful tests, 
psychometric readings, and- various 
evidences of continued , life and prog
ress, which have in no way failed, but 
continue with all their terse, unfailing 
conviction. When to this has been 
added the- power to hold and interest 
an audience with a fine instructive 
lecture, this gifted woman must prove 
a satisfaction ; to .any society that is 
fortunate enough to secure her serv
ices. Her address is 114 Canal 
street,-Grand Rapids, Mich.” 
; Mrs.' George' Williams writes from 
Cleveland, Ohlo:.“The'.Flrst Spiritual
ist Temple on Fullerton street, 
Cleveland, Ohio,-under.the auspices of 
the Ladies’ Temple Fund Society, is 
notv in full swing, and if crowded au
diences are any indicatlon ot what-tho 
future work is to be, then there is ev
erything to encourage .the men and 
women, who are . working so energet
ically to make the Temple wha2 It Is ]

Our friends at Rockford, Ill., write 
enthusiastically of the address of Dr. 
Geo. Bl Warne, president of the State 
Spiritualist Association, to the Psy
chical Research Society of that pros
perous city, on the evening of the 
16th Inst. H1b disappointment in not 
being able to make railroad connec
tions so as to fill his engagement the 
week previous, and other untoward 
incidents, needless to mention, such 
as oppressive heat, etc., kept many 
away, yet a fair audience greeted the 
favorite speaker, who had the pleas
ure of listening to one of the ablest, 
most interesting and eloquent dis
courses on Spiritualism ever given in 
the city. “His points, every one of 
them,” writes a correspondent," were 
not only well made, but were sus
tained by facts and logic which cannot 
be controverted. During Dr. Warne's 
discourse he showed the great value 
Spiritualists derive from organiza
tion, both local, state and national. 
His advice to the society was to go 
forward in its grand work, to not be 
turned aside from its glorious mis
sion by any outside influence, but 
press onward, and finally triumph in 
the right. This was received with 
boisterous applause. One and all 
determined to heed the eloquent ad
vice and do all in his power to aid 
in building up and maintaining a so
ciety which shall not be second to any 
in the state. From every direction 
Dr. Warne received urgent ,8ollcita- 

I tions to return to the city at an early 
day, and again address the society." 
Miss Elizabeth Harlow will address 
the Psychic Research Society at Rock
ford, on the afternoon as well -the J 
evening of Sept. 30. ;

J. S. Leith of Nevada, Ohio, was In 
the city last week. He has our thanks 
for numerous subscribers sent for The 
Progressive Thinker.

Frank T. Ripley is ready for en
gagements for the fall and winter to 
lecture and give messages. Address 
all letters to P. O. Box 14, Oxford, 
Ohio.

Dr. Geo. B. Warne writes: "Spirit
ualists may hope to know very soon 
whether they are to be awarded a re
hearing of the John Goff Will Case. 
Attorney Free advises under date of 
September 18, 'The Michigan Supreme 
Court convenes again on Thursday 
and I am expecting a decision at that 
time.’ It can not be delayed much 
longer.”

The First Spiritualist Ladles' Aid 
Society will open their meetings -qn 
Friday, October 5, at 9 Appleton 
street (Appleton Hall) Boston, Mass. 
Business meeting at 4. Supper at 
6; 15. Good speakers and mediums 
in the evening.

Mrs. Minnie Malone-Sayers writes 
from Smithville, Texas, as follows to 
the president and other officials of the 
the T. S. N. S. Asociation: "I desire 
to express my sincere thanks to one 
and all assembled in the late state 
convention, for their kind words and 
resolutions extended to me in behalf 
of my late sorrow since my father’s 
passing out and going home to higher 
life, thanking one and all for kind 
■words received during the time. Our 
heart feels sad, yet we are made to re
joice more and more in the knowl
edge of spirit return.”

James A. Patterson writes from 
Denver, Colo.: “There are now affili
ated with the Psychical Research So
ciety of Denver, two lawyer-lecturers, 
three Inspirational speakers, two plat
form test mediums, and one magnetic 
healer. These men. and women, who 
are among the leaders in their re
spective lines, are booked to serve the 
P. R S. during the month of October, 
after which they will be open for en
gagements elsewhere. Societies with
in 300 miles of Denver, .wanting the 
services of an eloquent speaker, or a 
highly gifted medium for November 
and December, Will receive complete- 
information in regard to available 
workers with whom they can arrange 
for services on easy terms, and short 
notice, by addressing the secretary as 
below. Individuals knowing - of a. 
good field for missionary work; or a 
home town where a society may be or
ganized are invited to send particu
lars to me at'2815 S. Broadway, Den
ver, Colo.”

H. C. Maurer writes from Pfrovo, 
Utah: “Under separate cover I Bend 
'you copies of Salt Lake Herald, which 
give the full exposure of the Arnold- 
Dlcksdn Brothers. This rotten .pair 
has hurt our cause; in Salt Lake for 
some ye.ars, but the house-cleaning 
has been complete. My wife and I 
have gone to Salt Lake to aid in com
plete exposure and I would hot be sur
prised if they will not be hunted up 
and brought back on even more seri
ous charges. I hope you will give this 
due publicity In your paper.” 

’ Mary B. HUI writes of the welcome 
to the pastor of the Church of the 
Soul: ‘‘The Band of Harmony tendered 
a reception to Mrs. and Mr. Richmond 
on their return from their summer 
trip through the eastern states where 
both worked to spread the light. 

■ Flowers were' profuse,' tables1 laden, 
the hall filled with eager participants, 
which was evident by the warm wel
come of kindly'words and praise and
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'COMMON SENSERevolui ionary pamph- 
■let, addressed to the Inhabitants ot America in 
1770. with explanatory notice by an English 
author. Paoer. 15cents._ ...

ft NEW GftTEGHISM
BY M. M. MANGASARIAN,

ROMANISM a a pamphle 1 ot 30 pages, !n 
PYPOQ1PD t0 Prof. Davld Swing, uordj PrleBt Ca8hman and Dp. wnh. 
row, and ft principally fa defense ol Protegtant- 
bm. A concise little pamphlet. Price U cents.

ORIGIN OF LIFE!
end How the Spirit Body Grows By M. Ew&day, 
Price. 10c. Forsale atthleo/Sce /

PROGRESSION
The evolution ot Man. Uy Michael Faraday, 
Price. 15c.

of the

Bear in mind that every order for a Premium Book 
must be accompanied with a yearly subscription for The 
Progressive 'Thinker, which is $1.00.

Our Thirteen Remarkable Premium Books for $4.15.
The following la the list of titles

Premium Books:
1—The Encyclopedia 

World, Vol. 1.
2—The Encyclopedia 

World, Vol. 2.
3—-The Encyclopedia

of

of

of
World, Vol. 3. These volumes have been prepared by L 
R. Francis. The^ contain invaluable data.

I 4—Art Magic,, pr Mundane, Sub-Mundane and Super-
i Mundane Spiritism, by Mrs, Emma Hardinge Britten.
| 5—rGhost Land, Spiritualism, Occultism, By*MrB. Emma
Hardinge Britten.

6'—The Next World Interviewed, by Mrs. 0. G. Horn, a 
most remarkable medium.

. 7—The Occult Life ot Jesus, by Alexander Smythe, a 
medium of rare gifts.

8—A Wanderer in the Spirit Lands. Translated by A. 
.Farnese, a wonderful English medium^

9—The Religion of Man and Ethics of Science, by Hud- 
eon Tuttle.

10—Seers of the Ages, or Spiritualism Past and Present, 
by Dr. J. M. Peebles.

11—The Great Debate Between Moses Hull and W. F. 
Jamieson.

12-^Letters From the Spirit World, written through 
the mediumship of Carlyle Petersilea.

13—Gems of Thought, by SEVENTEEN leading authors, 
is our last Premium Book.

Address J. R. FRANCIS, 40 Loomis Street, Chicago, Ill.

Fourth Edition—Six Additional Chap
ters—260 Pages, Bound in Olo&, 
$1.00.—Containing Likeness of th? 
Author.
"A New Catechism” has enjoyed, a 

remarkable sale both in America and 
England. George Jacob Holyoake, 
In bis introduction to the English edi
tion of ‘’A New Catechism,” says:

“A New Catechism” is the boldest, 
the brightest, the most varied and in
forming of any work of the kind ex
tant. The principal fields of human 
knowledge, which the churches have 
fenced round with supernatural ter
rors, the Catechism breaks into, cher
ishing what is fair and showing what 
Is deformed. The notes, of which. 
there are many, both ancient and con
temporary, are as striking as the 
text. The book Ib a cyclopedia of 
theology and reason In a nutshell.

Other Excellent Publications
BY M. M. MANGABAR1AN,

HOW THE BIBLE WAS INVENTED,

A New Lecture.—Price, 10 cents.
This little pamphlet should ba 

placed in the hands of every American 
citizen. The attention of preachers,, 
theological students, and all church 
members should be called to the won
derful story of the Invention of the 
Holy Bible, which this lecture tells. ।

See that at least one orthodox ' 
neighbor of yours reads this lecture.

MORALITY WITHOUT A GOD.
With letter to Right Reverend 

Bishop Anderson, of Chicago. Price, 
10 cents.

appreciation, and above all was in- ' leaned and by his life and character
stilled into the occasion the spirit of 
harmony and love. Mrs. Richmond 
gave us many interesting sketches of 
their trip, and the wonderful spread of 
the cause wherever she visited, and 
with this grand' opening of the work 
we bespeak a successful season for the 
future. The next Band ot Harmony 
meeting will occur in Room 512, Ma
sonic Temple, Oct. 4. All are to 
bring luncheon. Everybody is in
vited to join in sociability to help us 
work, and to partake of the spiritual 
feast,"

Ada ZaZelle will hold Sunday serv
ices at 2:30 and 8 p. m., at 3239 In
diana avenue, starting Sept. 30. All 
welcome.

Marguerite Mat; writes: "Mrs. M. A. 
Burland will hold her regular test so
cial on Thursday evening, Sept. 27, In 
her parlors at 3019 Vernon avenue. 
Prof. Leon, Mrs. Maggie Henry, Mad
am Za Zella, and pther good psychics 
and palmists there to entertain the 
guests by spirit messages and short 
readings; thin Violet, Mrs. Burland’s 
little Indian control takes part. A 
cup of coffee and otjier dainties for re
freshments.’”

Mrs. Maggie Henry writes: “At the 
Spiritual Mission Chapel (Old 77) 
we had a very fine,meeting. We are 
pleased to r\ote bo many strange 
faces in our audience. I am sure they 
could not spend a more profitable hour 
than at one of our meetings. Prof. 
F. M. Stoller always has something In
teresting to say, ,fpr them to think 
about' during; the week. Then we have 
good messages and psychometric read
ings by your porrespondent and oth
ers. The Professor answers a per
sonal question for each one present."

Mrs. Anna L. Gillespie writes from 
Battle Creek, Mich.: “We have great 
reason to be hopeful regarding the fu
ture of our society. In spite of the 
heat our attendance is increasing, and 
membership also. There Is a splendid 
board of officers, with Mrs. Emma 
Hayle as president. The social part 
of the work is well looked after by 
committees. A most harmonious con-
dltion prevails. Having been duly

. had attached to himself many warm 
friends. Confidence in the truths of 

। Spiritualism made him ready for the 
change and he went to his death sus
tained and soothed by an unfaltering 
trust. About midnight of his final 
day on earth he called for his medi
cine and said: “Kiss me good night, 
mother, I am going to sleep.” At 
half-past one o’clock of the dawning 
day the chisel in the hand of Death 
smote his mortal frame and he stepped 
forth a released spirit, reborn into an 
endless morning. Services on the 
20th Inst., at the chapel of the Lud
low-Pearce Undertaking Co., and final 
commitment in Mount Hope cemetery 
were conducted by Dr. Geo. B. Warne. 
Life’s fitful fever early ended be goes 
forward to growth and glory on the 
higher planes.

ATTENTION, SPIRITUALISTS!

Maine Is Fairly Ablaze in Promoting 
Our Cause.

The tenth annual convention of the 
Maine State Association of Spiritual
ists will be held in Bangor, Maine, Oc
tober 5, 6 and 7, 1906. Mrs. Nettie 
Holt-Harding, Mark A. Barwise, Min
erva B. Barwise, and other well-known 
speakers and mediums will be pro
vided by the Spiritualists of Bangor. 
Reduced rates will be granted *on the 
Maine Central Railroad. Every Spir
itualist in Maine should attend this 
convention., For further particulars 
address Mark A. Barwise, first vice- 
president Stale Association, R. F. D., 
No. 1, Bangor, Maine.

VIOLA A. B. RAND,
Canaan, Maine. Secretary.

A PLAN FOR THE FUTURE.

A Publishing House Advocated 
Spiritualism.

To the Editor:—In answer to 
question from John A. Rushfelt in

for

a 
re-

. ] gard to books for children wherein 
elected delegate to the National Con-, they can be taught the philosophy of 
vention, will hope to Bee all the dear Spiritualism (The Progressive Think
friends there. Am most comfortably j er of Sept. 8, 1906), Brother Hudson
cared for at the home of Mr. and Mrs. 
H. Wells, at above address.”

er of Sept. 8, 1906), Brother Hudson

PASSED TO SPIRIT LIFE.

[Obituaries to the extent of ten lines 
only will be inserted free. All in excess 
of ten Unes will be charged at the raté 
of fifteen cents per line. About seven 
words constitute one line.]

Passed to spirit life, at Parkland, 
Pa,, Mrs. Emily H. Evers. The fune
ral services at Parkland were held 
Sept. 2. Many friends gathered and 
the floral offerings .were beautiful. 
Mrs. Evers was a true Spiritualist 
“She still lives.” She leaves a hus
band and two children. The services 
at Parkland were conducted by your
correspondent.

MRS. HÁNNAH 
Philadelphia, Pa.

Seth Turner was born 
Cayuga county, N. Y.

S. LUCE.

in Sterling, 
He passed

away at the age of 85, at the home 
óf his daughter, Mrs. Florence Mc- 
Whorter,' Ctylllcóthe, Ill., August 81, 
1906, with’ high anticipations of 
meeting his loved Ones who had pre
ceded him to the'other"shore.

' ' T. L. F.

H. A. Birdsall ot Gaylord, Mich., 
passed to spirit life, Aug. 14, at the ' 
age of 76. He was a devout Spirit- i 
ualist, having read The Progressive 
Thinker for fourteen years. He 
leaves a devoted y^fe and two daugh
ters to mourn^is earthly loss.

Opal È. Rfissell.^ged 1.8 years, the 
long-suffering daughter wof Mr. and 
Mrs. J. P. Russell? passed to the 
higher life,- Sept. 6; 1906; more par
ticularly knq&n äs', the daughter of 
Mrs. N. M. Russell; thé médium, of 
Grand Ledge«‘Mich?* Officiating serv
ices by Mrs. ¡sheets.

■ Thè funer^óf Eli Green, who 
passed away at hl's home ,in Fargo, 
Dakota, Sept, j$,-took, place at the res
idence of Mr^fahiy Welder, Marcel
lus, Mich., Sçpt. 1Ï. Mr. Green had 
been a Spiritualist fpr. sòme years. He 
was a gentlernan wj)o had thé sincere 
regard of hl8i'jpari$„friéndB. Hé was 
laid to. rest th$ body of his wife, 
who had prec^dedglilm a few years, 
near their old . home in Cassopolis. 
Funeral services conducted by Anna L. 
Gillespie. .' . ..

Albert Raynham Heyward, second 
son of Dr. LUllgn R, Hobbs, .and 
nephew of Mrs. Isa ,Cleveland, laid 
aside his mqrtal form at.his. mother’s 
home, 4707 Calumet avenue, Chicago, 
Sept. 26, 1906. He was born in To
ronto, Canada, July 2, 1886. Con-
sumption compelled him to drop bust- ~   --11 m _ _ H .  • » .

Tuttle replies that “No book has yet 
been published for instructing chil
dren in Spiritualism. The want has 
been deeply felt In the lyceum work. 
The beautiful teachings of Spiritual
ism can be made as interesting to chil
dren as fairy tales, and the feAr of
death obliterated from 
by its religion of Joy. 
give their thought and 
very well that however

their minds 
Writers who 
time know, 

worthy their
manuscript, unless they can furnish 
the money for its publication, it will 
never appear in print. Take as an 
example the volumes of A. J. Davis— 
OUT OF PRINT AND HOPELESSLY 
AWAITING SOME GENEROUS RE
SPONSE.”

Now I, as well as many other Spirit
ualists, feel the urgent need of a pub-

Spiritualists in this country who 
would be glad to hold stock in a Spir
itualist Publishing House where the 
literature, descriptive and explana
tory of our beautiful philosophy, can 
be published and sent out to the thou
sands who are hungering for more 
light In Spiritualism to subscribe lib
erally to assist In Its establishment.

When once established, our wealthy 
Spiritualists can have an opportunity 
to endow it with some of their thou
sands or millions, feeling satisfied 
that they can look back from their 
spirit home with a satisfaction of hav
ing performed an act that will ever 
redound to their happiness.

Let the stock be for $10 per share, 
or any other amount that may be de
cided upon, and to those who do not 
feel able to subscribe for stock, let 
them be Invited to donate to the gen
eral stock of the publishing campany 
any amount they feel able to give out 
to further assist in the enterprise.

B. G. SWEEET.
Empire City, Kans.

Somewhere we’ll find the love we’ve 
missed;

Somewhere it waits for us, 
An early glory glorified

To make self luminous.
Somewhere we'll find long-sought suc-

cess,
Not failure, by our side, 

And one by one our dreams 
come.

And smile at us glad-eyed.
Somewhere we’ll find again the youth 

That rightly shall be ours
Through all eternity; the youth 

That in the spirit flowers.
To all things fair and beautiful,

To life all rich and true, 
To knowledge and Its promises, 

This, both for me and you.
Be patient, heart! God keepeth 

A somewhere for each one;
And what ye have in truth desired, 

Be sure itshall be done.

| “Religious and Theological Works of 
Thomas Paine,” contains his celebrated 
“Age ot Reason," and a number of let
ters and discourses on religious and 
theological subjects. Cloth binding, 
430 pages. Price $1.

“Death Defeated; or thePsychic Se
cret of How to Keep Young." By J. M. 
Peebles, M. D., M. A., Ph. D. Price $1

“Child Culture, According to the 
Laws of Physiological Psychology and 
Mental Suggestion." By Newton N. 
Riddell. A most, excellent work for all 
who have the care or training of chil
dren. Price, 65 cents.

"Meaiumstitp and Its Development, 
and How to Mesmerize :o Assist Devel
opment.” By W. H. Bach. Especially 
useful to learners who seek to know

lishing house where the volumes of; zo cum». 
A. J. Davis, as well as the manu- 50 cents.
scripts of other able writers on Spir
itualism can be published and 
tnlbuted throughout the country.

and utilize the laws of mediumship and 
development, and avoid errors. Price, 
25 cents. "Big Bible Stories," cloth,

"Longleys Beautiful Bongs." a 
dis- new edition comprising in one volume

. the four parts heretofore published, 
It seems to me a feasible proposl-1 to which Is added part five, also a 

tlon that a stock company can be number of the author's most popular 
formed by several of our leading songs, including “Only a Thin Veil Be- 
Spiritualists, with a well-known com- tween Us” and its “Companion Piece.” 
petent publisher at the head, forming; Cloth, 75 cents. Boards, 50 cents.
themselves into a stock company, then., __ Success ana How To Win It." A
issue a'call through the Spiritualist lecture and course of twenty-four sue- 
press to all Spiritualists, inviting them J cess lessons by Dr. B. F. Austin, B. A., 
to subscribe for as much of the stock D. D. The titles of some of the lec- 
of the company as they are able to in- tares are as follows: Self Helps; Fi- 
vest, and when the publishing house nancial Success; Ideals; Economy; 
shall have reached a paying basis, a Planning, Attraction; Courtesy; Kind- 
pro-rata dividend may be declared.

nancial Success ;

There are surely enough earnest cents.
ness and Tact; Angel Help. Price 25

Two Excellent Spiritual Books
From the Pen of the Gifted Inspirational Author, 

- CARLYLE PETERS1LEA.
These books from the pen of the no ted musician, medium and m thor 

Carlyle Petersilea, whoso writings have been read and prized Tjy thou/ 
ands of readers of The Progressive Thinker, will assuredly be enfoved hr 
all who read them/ They, are Intense ly spiritual and of absorbing interest from beginning-to; end:. ; - «wiesi

06M1DES MARY ATO 6ftO
A Psychical , Novel.—Price Paper, Wife, Mother, Spirit, AngcL 

. Coyer, 50 Cents. . -'■ — - -
- This great novel is written with a This great work relates the exuefi- 

distinct purpose, to set forth certain ences of a young wife and motner 
phases of spirit life and experience, early called, to the portals of death 
as related to the gifted and inspired it is very realistic, and the narrative । 
author. The question of soul mates, is charmingly natural,;and beauGfir ! 
or of the united male and female con- in its tone of sweetness, it brings ।

: . Cloth Cover,. Price $1.00.

_  , wv— IU A VO WAAQ VIL O »Y CD UUMbU, J. (, OriDgS 
ness activities-’fqr, a full-year before I stithting the ,completed ego or angel, that other world very near to us; the. 
the end. ^He'dld not accept the Inev-1 is advanced as a vital truth of spirit , comfort it brings to those bereaved 
itable until ten -„days preceding Ins ¡.experience in the higher realms. The of the dear'ones of the home and fam- 
passing over when he,disposed of hls-work radiates a good spiritual Influ- 
belonglnge among those he felt would ence, and. is very interesting, 
treasure them ln: memory of himself. I It is a.Bpiritual.book for Splritual- 
He was a staff on Wlch bls mother kts.and Interesting for everyone-

ily, is beyond one’s power to describe -i 
All readers will be charmed with It
as well as spiritually aided and ud- 
lifte®^*'

A New Book.—Price 25 Cents.
This book examines the evidence for, 

the historical existence of Jesus, and 
finds it quite insufficient to prove that 
such a man as Jesus ever lived. It is 
a most important contribution to 
Modern Thought. It Ib prefaced by, 
a letter to the Christian Clergy, and 
concluded by an answer to an editori
al In one of the Chicago morning pa
pers, attacking Mr. Mangasarian’s po
sition. Send your orders at once, as 
the first edition will soon be exhaust
ed.

Store your mind with the great but , 
demonstrative truths found in consec
utive order only in these writings.

Prof. Lockwood is tne only writer, i 
thinker and lecturer in this country 
who affirms that the evolution of the 
soul of man is in strict accord and 
agreement with the evolution of the 
soul of nature; and that the only proof 
of immortality inheres In an analysis ot 
nature's fundamental principles and 
the co-relation of cosmic elements and 
energies.

These great truths are explained and 
demonstrated from the plane of the 
Spiritual Philosophy founded on Nature 
itself.

The Molecular Hypothesis of Nature 
and Its Relation to the Philosophy of 
Spiritualism. A scientific demonstra
tion of the invisible principles and at- ”1 
tributes of nature and Modern Spirit
ualism. A mint of scientific truths as 
the basis of its phenomena. Price 25 cents.

The Infidelity of Ecclesiastlclsm—A 
Menace to tho American Civilization. 
The entire hierarchy of Ecclesiasticfem 
arraigned as infidels for subverting the 
scientific demonstrations of universi
ties and colleges, by substituting the 
immoral phantoms of the Mosaic Hy
pothesis. It Is a hot shot. Price 25 
cents.

Historical, Logical and Philosophical 
Objections to the Dogmas of Reincar
nation and Re-Embodiment. A concise 
and masterly, review of the historical 
origin of Reincarnation as an ancient 
dogma. Its illogical claims and incon
sistent assumptions. Its glaring de
fects and dogmas dissected. Price 25 cents.

The Spiritualism of Nature. Mod
ern Spiritualism has Its basic truths in 
nature, and is proven not by the bible 
or any sacred cosmogony, but by an an
alysis of nature’s self-existent princi
ples. Price 15 cents.

Continuity of Life a Cosmic Truth. 
The greatest book, and the greatest 
truth of any age; a book of 212 pages ; 
with several telling scientific illustra- j 
tions. Continuity of lite and the asso- I 
elation of spirit realms demonstrated to ■ 
be in scientific accord with principles 
of the Co-relation of Force, and the 
Conservation of Energy. The greatest 
book ever-.written In the defence and 
support, of Spiritualism. Price $1.

The Relation Science Holds to Natu
ral Philosophy and Its Conflict with 
Every Phase of Religion. In this essay 
the author shows that science is not a 
thing—a corporation or individual, but 
a process of inductive and deductive ; 
reasoning. Its acceptance means the 
death ot Theurglcal religions. Price 
15 cents.

All of Pref. Lockwood’s publications ; 
are on sale at The Progressive Thinker ; 
office, Chicago, Ill., and at the rostrum 1 
when he lectures. These treatises con- 
lain the wealth of a vast historical and 
scientific research.

THE SOUL OF THINGS: . 
Or Psychometric Researches and Discoveries. 
By Win. and Elizabeth M. F. Denton. A mar
velous work. Though concise as a text book it 
is as fascinating as a work ot Action. Ths 
reader will be amazed to seo the curious tacts 
here combined in support ot this power ot the 
human mind, which will resolve a thousand 
doubts and difficulties, make geology plain as 
day, and throw light on all subjects now ob- 
sourod by time. Price. 51.50. In three volumes, 
cloth bound. 81.50 each. Postage, 10c per conj.

Discovery of a Lost Trail
..BY CHARLES B. NEWGOMB,

A mb or of “Airi Right with tho World.” Cloth 270 
pagao.- Mr. Newcomb made <i dltlluct success with 
‘.'AU’S High: with tho World,” which continues in (ho 
front rank of the Mctaphystcol hooks that are now so 
popular.. The great number who Mvo Jconcliceroil 
and strengthened by him will welcome another book 
by th.s wise teacher whoso words of help are doing no 
much to nako tho world bct'.er by inaklm; men a«d 
women better able to understand and enjoy ft. - ■

“Discovery of a Lost Trail”
Isa simple study of that strange and bcanUfuVthlng 
called life, but grand In Us scholarly simplicity.- it 
will ba In demand by many who hare not pnvhaslf 
raul metaphysical wfiungn. Price »1.50. Fortmoat 
(iJtoace.
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A CONUNDRUM.

IMPORTANT WORK.

truths, but also fanaticisms,some
rians both secular and profane, and some superstition. They interpreted Ihn olm^ct nrm nno iTrxwrti nr nna >. . .. ..the almost unanimous verdict has

Louis Staveasoa.

duce the same restili 
es us.that Moliammí

Iniorpenetiate a hi 
terpenetration caui

alm, this in- 
'ecllve sight,

And kings -.could well afford 
trade their power for hers!

. To know what you, prefer, instead 
of-humbly saying ampa to what: the

“BOW SBALL I BECOME A MEDIUM?”

One Which Defies a Successful 
swer.

Modern Mysticism.

This department Is under the 
qgementof

HUDSON TUTTLE.
Adarces him nt.Borito Heights,

WHAT IS THE NATURE OF THE 
I,AW WHICH GOVERNS THE RE- 
CI5JFT OF INSPIRATIONAL MES
SAGES? MANY YEARS AGO EM
ERSON POSTULATED IT IN THE 
FOLLOWING WORDS: ‘‘I HOLD 
THAT ECSTACY WILL BE FOUND 
NORMAL, OR ONLY AN EXAMPLE 
ON A HIGHER PLANE ÖF THAT 
SAME GENTLE GRAVITATION BY 
WHICH STONES FALL AND RIVERS 
RUN.” ' •

isriX may pro- 
History teach- 
Dänte and Jo-

As, Seqn From the Viewpoint of Edward 
' Bates of San Bernardino, Cal.

man*

' NOTE—Tlié’Questions and AWW®” 
liav'8 called forth such a host ot re- 
stoidents, that to giyp all equal hear 
jfig compels the answers t0 he nmde in 
tho most condensed form, and 
ciearness is perhaps saqrlticed . to WS 
fOYccd brevity. Proofs have to be om^ 
ted, and the style becomes hereby as 
sertive, which of all things is to be dep 
recated. Correspondents, often wea^y 
with waltluB lot 'ba appwn®» 
their question? and write letters' 
quiry. The supply ot matter is al Y 

.several weeks ahead of the space g ■ 
bMxlienee there is
Every one has to wait his t me an 
place, and all are treated, with eqt al

NOTÍÓE.—No attention will oe given 
aWoiiymons letters. Full name and 
dress must be given, or the l°tle)® . 
not be read. It the request be made, 
the .name will not be published, fue 
cbrrespon'dence'ot this department 
become excessively large, especially 
tdfs ot inquiry requesting Private a - 
ewers, and while I freely give wlmt 
ever information I am able, the 
nary courtesy ot correspondents m • 
pected. HUDSON TUTTLE-

THE AFFINITIES OF THE MEDI
UM SELECT THE RLANK FROM 
WHICH INSPIRATION IS DRAWN; 
THE LAW OF VIBRATION FIXES 
THE SOURCE WITH ABSOLUTE EX
ACTNESS; THUS WE FIND THAT 
CLAIRVOYANCE IS A PRODUCT OF 
AND IS REGULATED BY UW, 
AND IS THEREFORE A ¡GIFT OF 
GOD AND SUBJECT TO HIS RULE.

THE LAW OF VIBRATION IS NOW 
GENERALLY UNDERSTOOD, BUT

Hoy M. B.: Q. In our circle we 
are very successful with the Ouija. 
One night my father’made the state
ment that all things that had an end 
could be forecasted if the spirit had 
the-' necessary power.- He said he 

’could forecast certain things (In a 
limited degree of course), and when 
in the spirit realms he knew when ne 
was right, but when he came to the 
material plane his control over our 
strength, magnetism, etc., .was not 
sufficient for him to tell us correctly. 
This part I can readily understand be
cause our thoughts, etc., Influence his. 
He also said he knew when he was 
telling us that' It was wrong; but 
could not prevent it. Now it seemed 
to us that he had good control, and 
was running the board so smoothly 
and strongly that he could have said 
anything he wished. If you can give 
me any explanation of this that, will 
help clear it up, I will be very .thank

In order to prove that the new me
diumship consisted of mental Inspira
tion rather than the eclipse of will 
and consciousness, the intellectual 
trend of the modern mystical move
ment was also indicated. For many 
centuries mysticism ran in a devotion
al groove; its ideal was inward con
templation, its goal ecstatic union 
with God. It demanded a faculty 
above reason; it sought transcenden
tal knowledge through intuition; it 
encouraged the negative and feminine 
qualities, and presented to the world 
a formula for the receipt of Inspira
tion which consisted of the change of 

• consciousness known as “trance."
Whether the earlier mystics dis

criminated between the different 
trance states is immaterial to the ar
gument; the fact remains that the 
word “trance” was almost universally 
defined as a state of unconsciousness, 
and''ecstacy became its synonym. 
The ecstatic trance. Induced by asce
ticism and devotibnalism, came Into 
general acceptance as the correct 
method .of attaining super'consclous 
knowledge, and It is perhaps owing to 
this very extended acknowledgement' 
that .the virtue of passivity is so stren
uously Insisted ujion by the mediums 
and sensitives of to-day and their, spir
it guardians and instructors. The for
mula being .known and practiced for 
hundreds of-years with satisfying re
sults, and one that Is acquired easily 
and quickly, Is it any 'wonder that the 
Hebrew prophets, the'platorilsts, the 
Pythagoreans, the Neo-Platonists, the

ful.
A You are to be congratulated in 

not calling “evil spirits” in explana
tion. This is the usual method and 
at once precludes further investiga
tion. If the spirit directly moved the 
board, there would be no conflicting 
influence. As it IB, it Is through the 
medium, supplemented by the circle, 
that the spirit controls, and hence the 
movement is the result of two or 
more influences—Is a blend. It will 
be evident from this that communica
tions may be given which will not be 
the full and complete thoughts of the 
spirit, but broken intq by those of the 
inedium, or persons near.

■ As, thé transmission of a message 
depends on the perfection of the in
strument, the insulation of wires, and 
atmpspherlc. condition^, qq. tbe faith-. 
ful’Yendition of communications de
pends on the state of the medium and 
environments, and these can only be 
perfected by persistent effort.

In all cases like this which, per- 
plexes our correspondent, the best 
method of procedure is to go on un
disturbed by seeming discrepancies, 
rejecting and accepting according to 
evidence, and not expecting perfect 
communications. By bo doing and 
avoiding antagonism with the con
trols, they will gain in power, and 
become all that is required.

could only act through miracles, and 
if inspiration were not miraculous, by 
what means could God’s bulletins be 
published? ,

-In 1883 Henry Drummond printed 
his thesis: ‘¿Natural Law in the Spir
itual World," and dared to assert that 
“natural laws, as the law of continu
ity might well warn ub, do not stop
with the visible » » • the laws 
of the invisible- are the same laws, 
projections of the natural, not super
natural.” '

This was but an elaborate warding ; 
of the very ancient axiom ‘‘as. above, 
so below,” a keynote to wisdom, but 
like all utterances of ancient proph
ets, outside the biblical palef «con
demned because of its pagan origin. 
Spoken, however, by the a member of 
the English nobility, it was eagerly- 
read and widely discussed, and must 
have considerably agitated the priv
ileged class, for if there was a reign 
of law in the spiritual world, what 
was. to be the position of the elect, the 
fair-ordalned? It was truly a startling 
proposition.

It also remained for Mr. Myers to 
substantiate Emerson' in. his opinion 
that the state of ecstacy is a normal 
one. The ppychjc scientist states that 
“the range of subliminal mentation is

on the same principle that a pair of 
■ eyeglasses with lens of different pow
er will distort physical objects.

There Is also the confupjpn caused 
by tho ecstatic’s 'Inbuglft-projectionH 
and objectified ‘ideMBtmiligllng wll)i 
the ecstatic realities, and a further 
element of Inaccuracy steps In when 
the aspiring mediuiA' seefe to obtain 
Information from;UTplaito.which his, 
vibratory ratio do^,^atnpnable him 
or her to reach. In this" case'we have 
transference of mentM' iilipresslons, a 
spirit photographing' upin the mind 
of the sensitive whet: tlw spirit has 
seen upon the plane ip question. In 
this operation the chances of decep
tion are twice as great; ;ttiere being 
two transfering-intelligences between 
the realities of the two worlds........  
, If we turn to the pages pf history, 
both ancient and' modern, we can 
find instances of mingled:viBion, self
deception and theiblurring.of impress
ions, among the mystics qf- different 
times' and countries, j Mohamihed, 
Joseph'Smith and Alexander Dowie 
were undoubtedly caught- and held in 
a web woven from;thd fabric of their 
mental longings. Dante,: Milton and, 
Gustavo Dore strove to reach realm 
which were unattainable to them, and 
instead received the impressions- of 
spirits who, whatever might have
been their natures, , ¿desired to 
strengthen in the mind qf men the 
orthodox conception of’ heaven and 
hell. , ;

; Swedenborg, perhaps, can be quot
ed as an illustration 6f the .theory of 
a mingled vision. -In the light of fur
ther revelations from'the spirit world, 
Swedenborg’s visions can be stripped 
of their errors quite readily and their 
foundations of truth, stand forth ma
jestically. His interpretation of his 
visions, was of course colored by his 
theological- training, ..«which, subtile 
poison also permeated and colored the 
creative fancies of Milton and Dante.

Indeed, astlie«.Yogoe; so clearly 
states, the medium - is BOUND IN 
THE CHAINS OF EPOCH S.UPER-

Hindoos, the mediaeval, saltits and 
the great majority of present-day me
diums practice abnegation of the will?

Any good Idea, If pursued to . ex
tremes, may become evil In its ope
rations, and what Was necessary and 
all-sufficient at one period of the 
world’s progress may act. as a clog and 
hindrance at another stage. The 
feminine nature Is devotional and in
tuitional, and this was the nature of 
the earjy mystics for fifteen centuries. 
This period was the age of childish 
faith, and in its culmination it gave 
to the world the heroic character of 
Joan of Arc, and .that broadest pro
duction of Catholic thought, the book, 
“Imitations of Christ.”

In the sixteenth' century, however, 
the cold breath of logic stirrejd the 
pool of acquiescent mysticism. Casper 
Schmenkfeld, possessed of a superior 
education and an aggressive mind, 
substitutes actions for yearnings. 
H,e Is followed by Martin Luther, and 
then we have that array of intellects: 
Paracelsus, Boechme, Fenelon, Gech- 
tel, Swedenborg, Mesmer, St. Martin, 
Schelling, Edward Litton, Emerson, 
etc.

The mystical world asleep in idle 
impotence, arouses and puts forth will 
and the universal soul grows tall, 
comely, powerful and strong as the 
spell of the lotus passes away.
. Mysticism as a moral force has 
been studied and recognized by hlsto-

W M. Baker, Blue Ridge,- Texas: 
Q. Is there any truth in the state
ment made in a book entitled 
‘•‘Caezar’s Court,” with reference t,0 
the birth, trial and execution and 
burial of Jesus Christ? It is assert
ed by a preacher in this town that 
there’ was not an institution of learn
ing In th,e United States that had for 
its object the betterment of humanity, 
that was founded or supported by 
liberals, infidels or Spiritualists. Is 
there one? Where located?

A.. To the first question, the story 
as endorsed by Mahan, is too silly to 
demand contradiction. It is an “or
thodox lie," and the same describes 
the ministerial assertion in the sec
ond. There is not only one but sev
eral Institutions of learning founded 
by liberals and Spiritualists. The 
Girard College, founded by an Infidel 
expressly to bar the clergy from influ
encing Its orphan students. The Le-

far greater than we usually realize. 
At one end of the scale we flnddreams 
a normal subliminal product, but gen
central control; at the other end we 
central control; atethe other end we 
find that the. most precious knowledge 
comes, from the subliminal sources, 
readied by process beyond even the 
powers of genius, by TELEPATHY, 
TELCESTHEBIA AND ECSTACY.” 
■ Thus we have a scientific recogni
tion of the methods by which -inspira
tion is received and a classification of 
order of their importance; mental.tel
epathy being rated first and devotion
al ecstacy last, and both being of 
higher grade than genius, the latter 
manifestation being the ' result of a 
powerful central control, as opposed 
to the lack of control usually shown 
in dreams. What a splendid tribute' 
is hereby paid to the ever-increasing 
army of sensitives who are incarnat
ing in earthly forms.

The Raya Yoga philosophy also pre
sents a keen analysis of the method by 
which the superconscious state Is 
reached. The Hindoo teacher likens 
reason to a limited circle, and ac
knowledges that all that is great and 
good in human nature has been mold
ed upon answers coming from'Æeÿônd, 
this circle; but at this polpt-theWo-1 
gee draws a distinct Une of demarka- 
tlon. He states that all the great 
mystics and religious teachers imag
ined the transcendental knowledge 
they acquired came from an outside 
agency, and that many, pf them did 
not know what they- were getting. 
They "stumbled” into the sùpercon- 
sclpus state by the simple, force of 
emotion., They brought away some

been that the unconscious “trance” 
was the method used by the great ma
jority o£ ecstatics to commune with 
the invisible world. But at this point 
the inquiry was generally dropped, 
and it remained for that pioneer of the 
new scientific school, F. W. H. Myers, 
to pursue the subject to its logical 
conclusion. After an exhaustive analy
sis he made the deduction that the 
historical records of mystics are in 
psychological essence the same, the 
Indian “Medicine Man” entering as 
truly into the spiritual world as did

land Stanford University, founded by 
the direct influence of spirits, as a 
school free from sectarian influence. 
Then comes the Spiritual Institute at 

• Whitewater, Wis. Then there is the 
: state institutions, colleges and uni

versities, supported by the money of
: liberals and.. Spiritualists, which are 
intended to remain outside of church 

' influence,'and to protect which from 
the constant pressure of the church 
emissaries requires a constant light. 
These public schools are good 
enough for Spiritualists and Liberal- 

..., ists, but are not good enough for 
. church members who want dogmatic 
. . theology, the Bible and catechism

taught with prayers. Hence while 
the former support the government 
and these schools, the latter would 
have their own schools in defiance of 
governmental regulations. If they 
have such scholars as they want, they 
arc obliged to support them. It is 
not because they are more generous, 
but because of their bigotry.

The position of Spiritualists and 
church members Is entirely different. 
Moral education has a different 
meaning tp each. To the latter it 
■means the memorizing of the cate
chism, and obedience to the dogmas of 
the' churches. To Spiritualists it 
means training in the practlbal-princi
ples of every-day righteousness, re
gardless of doctrines. They find this 
training in the public schools, and are 
not with anarchistic hands constantly 
attempting to tear them down.

St. Paul, only he enters a different 
region thereof.”

H the essence of all ecstatic unions 
is the same, it naturally follows that 
a universal law governs the trance 
state, and that under the operations 
of this law THE TRANCE MEDIUM 
OF TO-DAY IS AS TRULY'A SEER 
AS WAS ELIJAH, JESUS, PAUL OR 
GAUTAMA.

Thé affinities of the medium select 
the plane from which inspiration is 
drawn; the law of vibration fixes the 
source and absolute exactness. Thus 
we And that clairvoyance is a product 
of, and is regulated by law, and is 
therefore a gift of God and subject to 
his rule. ■ ’ ,

Thé law of vibration is now gener-. 
ally understood, and what is-the na
ture of thé law which governs, the re
ceipt of inspirational messages?

Many years ago Emerson postulat
ed it In the following words: “I hold 
that ecstacy will, be found normal, or 
only an example on . a higher plane 
of that sain.e gentle gravitation by 
which stones fall and rivers rum”

. Spiritual archetype of the earthly 
law of gravitation! How striking . is 
the analogy; the human soul a reser
voir, a stream of spirituality ever 
flowing downward; the gate of the

- "A conspiracy Agamst the Republic.” 
By Charles B. Waite, A. M., author of 
“History of tho Christian Religion to 
the Year 200,” etc. A condensed state
ment of facts concerning the efforts of 
church leaders to get con'rol of the gov
ernment. An Important work.' Paper, 
25 cents. .

VftlJJftBLE. LIBRARY
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Do I believe In what is known as 
Spiritualism and is exploited by thé 
hundreds of spirit mediums *over the 
country? Emphatically, No!. .1 am 
too familiar with the methods of 
trickery by which they produce their 
Illusions for that. I. perform most 
of their feats for purposes of amuse
ment myself.

Do I believe in Mrs. Blake?
That Is an other question. She is in 

a class entirely -by herself. - There- 
are none like her; I believe in her 
honesty. The information which her 
voices furnish is entirely beyond the 
possibilities ‘of any sy stem- of trickery, 
There can1 be no question as tp this. 
That she possesses some ' power ‘ not 
possessed by ordinary mortals must 
be conceded.

Is.it really splrits, of is it merely 
some freak power 'of the mind? 
Each must judge for himself. The 
lady solemnly assures me that it is the. 
voices of out dead. I said, “Mrs. 
Blake, do you really believe it to 
be the dead talking?” She replied, 
“No, I do not believe.' I know. Be
lief Is one thing, but knowledge is-an
other.” ?

What Is my opiniop? It does not 
matter. It Is not my place to ex
press an opinion-, ' It is only my place 
to relate the facts with sacred -accu
racy, Each reader must form his 
own opinion of the meaning of the 
facts, I most solemnly assure the 
reader that I have given them accu
rately. There Is ho need of exagger
ation in this case, for the truth is 
surely sensational enough without any 
additions or exaggerations.

It sounds like a fairy story? Pos
sibly. Yet it Is a true story, I my
self have seen these wonders.

I only know that far away, hun
dreds of miles over-the hills on the 
banks of the Ohio river, there sits ah 
elderly and frail woman in her, chair.
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STITION, HEREDITARY .TENDEN
CIES AND EARLY.-. RELIGIOUS. 
TEACHINGS; the ..meditations of the 
,“I” are always intruding and being 
Interfused: into the-messages received 
from the higher realms, .and in expla
nation of this fact there comes from 
both mortals and spirits- the reiterate 
ed cry of “more passivity.”

Let us follow out-the... clue given us 
by the Hindoo logician and try and 
ascertain whether there is not a more 
rational explanation pg the above phe
nomena. ;

Draper’s “History of the • Intellect-
ual Development of Eqi-ope,” opens 
.with the following statement:

“In the Intellect!^ infancy of a 
savqge state * •* V , mgn's tenden
cy Is necessarily to g^ipemltlon. Su
perstition is a produrt ortne emotions 
generated by vivid i'mqgmatlon, or a 
predominance of mehtai;.linages. It 
is not alone peculiarYo a ^vege state;' 
an excess of emotior

seph Smith were swayed .by strong 
emotions; we also, .^’nbw'1'! that this 
was the case with Do'Wle. "‘Of Dore we 
cannot speak- definitely,' bWt we learn 
that the boy Milton’'W^s 'd mystical 
dreamer, and even'Hwed’dnborg, the 
scientific clairvoyant!; writes In his 
autobiography:' • T "

"From the fourth Hie! tenth year, I 
I was constantly engaged1 in thought 

- upon God;’ ShlvationTahd' lliiT splYitual'
Ills of mankind.” '9--~

these truths according to their pre
vious beliefs and education. “STUM- 
BLERS INTO THE SUPERCON
SCIOUS STATE LAY THEMSELVES 
OPEN TO HALLUCINATIONS.”/ '

This indictment of emotionalism, as 
a method of attaining inspiration, Is 
a sweeping one, and characteristic of 
the Hindoo niind, which ever seeks 
the universal; yet it presents some in
contestable statements, based upon 
historical facts, although the - final 
conclusion is perhaps a little too 
broad in Its scope. We take it for 
granted that the exponent of Yogalsm 
in his use of the word "hallucinations” 
had in mind the old definition—fos
tered by an ancient school of medicine 
—that hallucinations “were always ev
idence of cerebral derangement and 
common phenomena of insanity.” 
The new psychology, however, gives 
a new meaning to the word, stating 
emphatically that hallucinations are 
unusually keen sensations; that they, 
occur among sane and healthy per
sons, and frequently they have been 
found to be truthful; that is, to cor
respond with actual external events 
occurring at a distance.”

There is a frank and sweeping ad
mission of past error, and. quite un-- 
Uke Camille Flammarlon’s hopeless 
cleaving to the traditional, as when he' 
remarks that "hallucinations are illu
sions of thought and brain;'it is im
portant not to-think that they are 
anything else; not to suppose, for in- 
stance, that there can be real halluci
nations. From the moment that the 
impression made can be considered

reservoir the heart of man and the 
angelic spirits ever knocking at the 
gate- with sweet celestial patience, 
crying '‘open! .’open unto wisdom!’-’

The above law was formulated by 
Emerson at a time when faith had giv
en way to skepticism, for the irresist
ible drive of logic leaves many souls 
by the wayside, shorn of their tradi
tional sùpport and unable to keep 
pace with the intellectual advance
ment. .,

Materialism even doubted the ra
tionality of trance, and theology sup
ported the contention that the-bib
lical trance was abnormal, and the 
inspiration of the apostles and sacred 
writers so God-like that “they were 
qualified to Bet forth divine truths 
without any mixture of error.”

Since then The stream of inspiration 
has been turned aside, says orthodoxy 
—and orthodoxy ever delights In ex
ceptions to rules—only a small rivu
let being allowed to trickle down thé 
-Catholic runway, all other beds being 
barred and dry. The whimsical God

It is fully answered in “Mediumship, and Its 
Laws, Its Conditions and Cultivation,^ by Hud
son Tuttle. Price 35 cents. Address him a : 
Berlin Heights, Ohio

An.

Captain M. S, Welbey qf the 18th 
Hussars, India, in his . book, “Un
known Tibet,” says: Fu-yeh pf the 
Monastery of Kum-bum In Tankar, Is 
in his 16 th incarnation. Captain 
Welbey visited this monastery in 
1896, He heard, of another Budha 
(Lama) by name Sakya 'Muni who 
had altogether 551, lives, 540 ef 
which were prior to his becoming an 
incarnate saint.

Dr. Sven Hedia heard -of a Lama by 
name Khoduktopingagheat, said to 
have lived in Dunlankltt in successive 
incarnations for a period of 6100 
years. As soon as the Lama 1b 61 
years old, he Iles down and dies, but 
immediately returns to life In the 
person of a little child (boy) .who be
comes his successor.

Now the question' Is what becomes 
of these six hundred odd denatured 
egos who have been despoiled of their 
legitimate bodies? If you fall of a 
solution perhaps some-of the, Lamas 
of the Spiritualistic school of Bud
dhists can tell us.

O. F. THORNTON.
Sqhell Statloh; Artz.;

Here were six yeaYs spent in med
itation upon theologibaUthemes, in the 
most plastic period’of childhood and .
the childhood of a man is very close- W11“4 Spiritualism Teaches About God 
ly akin to the intellectual Infancy of. and Christ—Evolution of the God-
a savage state, in that EMOTIONAL- Idea—Evolution of the Christ-Idea.
ISM IS RAMPANT, the Imagination The one greatest and most conse- 
is on fire and intuitional instincts quentlal question which has absorbed 
come to the surface. ' ; I the best intellects of all time, is the 

(Concluded next week.) | nature of God. Connected therewith 
----------——-------- has been the relations of man to God, 

SOUNDS LIKE WEIRD---------------------------- ^h® colossal scheme of theology to
ghost TATAR* on* I'OF’s I $ave man by a mediator.ghost TALK OF 1 OE S. How came these ideas?

„ xr ml ™ „ What is.,their meaning?
House Near This City Visited by Mys- What .will be their final expression?

terious Manifestations During I answer these questions is the ob- 
Game of Whist. ject of this hook. The God-Idea is

—'■——first seen expressed In the childish
About a month ago- a family of terror of savage man at the elements, 

wealthy southerners- catne to -Char- From the beginning its unfoldment Is 
lottesvllle and took a comfortable rest- traced from age to age; from race to 
denpe near the city, with a view to race. A brief but searching study of 
•three months of pleasant and lelsurly the ideas of God held by different peo- 
sojourn. One day-last week they paid pies runs through the chapters with 
the three months' rent In,full and de- the following titles: The God-Idea of

„ Gospel of Nature. A book filled from beginning to end. with spiritual 
truth of the most sublime and soul-stirring character. In touch with all’ 
life. Bv M. L. Sherman and Wm, F. Lyon. Price, $1.
■: Great Roman Anaconda, or Thirty-seven and a half years in the 
Church of Rome. A 32-page pamphlet. By Prof. George P. Rudolph, 
Ph. D. Price, 15 cents. ’

Happiness and Marriage. By Elizabeth Towne. Price 50 cents.
How to Grow Success. By Elizabeth Towne. Price 50 cents.
Harmonics of Evolution. A valuable work by Florence Huntley.

Cloth. Price, $2.
Health and Power. A handbook of cure, and human upbuilding by 

aid of new, refined and powerful methods of nature. By E. D. Babbitt, 
M. D. Cloth cover. Price, 35 cents.

Heliocentric Astrology and Solar Mentality, with illustrations and 
ephemeris. By Verno Vedra. Cloth. Price, $1.50.

Heresy, or Led to the Light. By the well known writer, Hudson 
Tuttle. Paper coyer only. Price 30 cents.

Heroes and Hero Worship. By Thomas Carlyle. Price 50 cents.
History of Atharael. Life in the Stone Age. The history of Atha- 

rael, chief priest of Al Aryans. Written through U. G! Figley. It is 
very interesting. Price 30 cents.

History of the Christian Religion to the Year 200. By Chas B. Waite, 
A. M. Cloth bound. Price $2.25.

History of the Inquisition. Just the book for those seeking-informa
tion concerning that most damnable institution known in history—tho 
Roman Catholic Inquisition. By Cyrus Mason, M. D. Price 25 cents.

How the Bible Was Invented. By M. M. Mangasarian. Price 10 cts.
How to Train Children and Parents. By Elizabeth Towne. Priea 

25 cents.
Human Culture and Cure. Part First. Philosophy of Cure, Includ

ing Methods and Instruments. By E. D. Babbitt,. M. D. Price, 75 cts. 
Part Second, Marriage, Sexual Development and Social Upbuilding. 
Price,' 75 cents. Parts Third and Fourth, in one volume, Part Third be
ing devoted to Mental and Psychological Forces, and Part Fourth to the 
Nervous System and Insanity. Price $1. Part Fifth, The Bodily Or
gans, Their Diseases and the Great Natural Methods for Their Cure. 
Price, $1. .

Heaven Revised. By Mrs. E. B. Duffey. Price 25 cents.
Human Personality, and Its Survival of Bodily Death. By Frederic 

W. H. Myers. Edited by Richard Hodgson and Alice Johnson. Two 
volumes. Price $12.

Hypnotism. By Albert Moll. Price $1.50.
Hypnotism. By L. W. DeLaurence. Price, paper, 50 cents; cloth, $1.
Hypnotism and Suggestion. . By C. Lloyd Tuckcy. Price, $3.

' Hypnotism. An Experimental Study. By Dr. R. von Krafft-Ebing. 
Price, .$1.25.

Hypnotism, Its History and Present Development. By Fredrik Bjorn- 
strom, M. D. Price 75 cents.

Immortality. Ite naturalness, its possibilities and^proofs. By J. M. 
Peebles, M. D. Price 10 cents.

Influence of the Zodiac Upon Human Life. This book states the sim
ple principles of the Zodiac in simple terms, and in a manner highly in- - 
teresting and instructive. By Eleanor Kirk. Price, cloth $1.

Ingersoll’a Lectures. Forty-four addresses and answers to his critics. 
A portly volume containing an immense amount of matter. Price, post

real, the result of an exterior cause 
acting on the' mind or brain, it loses 
its haHucinary-character and enters 
the order of facts.” - / .

At first glance it would seem that 
Mr. Myers’ qualification' of the uni
versal truthfulness of hallucinations 
would substantiate the Yoga conten
tion that Illusions'do creep in, but we 
must remember that it would be' al
most an impossibility to prove the 
reality of trance hallucinations, except 
in those cases which partake of -the 
nature of prevision, or the clairvoy
ant reading of the present—future, 
if, therefore, we accept the conclusion 
that the trance hallucinations are un
usually keen sensations, and as such 
enter the order of facts, we thereby 
acknowledge the truthfulness of clair
voyance, for the perception of objects 
which have no reality, or of no sensa
tions which have no. external cause, 
must be the perception and realiza-. 
tion of SPIRITUAL SIGHTS AND 
SOUNDS AND TOUCHES, for what is 
not of material origin must come 
from the world of spirit; there is no 
other source.

But we will not dwell upon the’ 
meaning of words, although if we can 
prove a paradox, it is one method of 
unmasking error. The Hindoo logi
cian has voiced a great, many truths, 
which need the emphasis of repetition, 
and there is also,'- undoubtedly,.' a;

-much needed warning conveyed in the 
statement that mystics do not always 
know “what they are getting;” We 
find by studying the communications 
received from dwellers upon the astral 
plane that , confusion and distraction 
is very common in clairvoyant sight, 
owing to the fact that there are grades 
or degrees'of medluiMhij), and that 
SaveloplngsenMtim do not know just 
w&ea' to atop sa as to remtn dntirel; 
wiifefe s dogrss «sr gogs, but scfeie-

parted. j r. ; the Hindus, Egyptians, Chaldeans and
There is In this hasty abandonment Persians, Jews, Greeks, Romans, Al- , 

of leisure country, life a story of exandrian School,. 'Early Christians, 
more or less mystery—perhaps . not the Philosophers, the Bible, the Bor- 
enough of incident, mysteryior gloom der Religions Chinese, Scandinavian, 
to form the-basis of another story of Aztec; The Old Question of Design in 
“The Fall of the House of Usher.” Nature; The Ultimate, Cosmic Mind.

The house near Charlottesville, un- The Christ-Idea of. a mediator to 
•like that of the.artist in Poe’s sombre stand between man and God is almost 
story, is situated on an eminence, Is as old as mankind. Ite unfoldment is 
minus the tarn or Jake which, was an traced under the following headings: 
effective property In the romance, and Hindustan, Persia and 'the West; 
indeed all its surroundings would sug- Jesus of Nazareth; The Prophecies of', 
gest- life in the open« under clear the Messiah; Conception and Geneal- 
skies. ' I ogy of Jesus; The Youth of Jesus;

And it was pleasant ’enough in the I John the Baptist and His Relation to 
daytime,,although very much to the Jesus; Sermon on the Mount; The 
contrary at night. Then there were I Apostles Sent Forth; Death of Jesus; 
mysterious footsteps in vacant cham-J Burial/ and Resurrection; Devils and 
bers and In placés where no feet had Hell; The Gospels; Cause of the Ex- 
a right to be. When'thé, atmosphere I tension of Christianity; Resume of 
was without movement and thé leaves the Life and Character of Jesus;’ The 
did not so much as quiver In the still Ultimate of the Christ-Idea.
night the doors slammed violently and Publication by subscription of the 
window blinds were .opened or shut | Arcana of Spiritualism met with such 
with great force, and noise... [ marked success, I have concluded to

The temporary master bf.the manor ] issue this volume in that manner. It 
finding for herself no explanation of I will contain 300 to 360 octavo pages; 
these mysterious. manifestations, in- will be well printed and muslin 
vited a ' lawyer friend I to spend the bound. The price will be ? 1.25; to 
evening with the. viévf to. investiga- those who become subscribers, ? l._ 
tion. They-fastened the windows and The price is not desired, until the 
locked the doors In fill the rooms not book is announced as ready for de- 
immediately under their observation livery, which, it is intended, will be 
and sät down to a game ;:of whist, early in November next., . All that is 
which, for good reason, . Was played n°w asked is your expressed desire 
with less than the custq&äry skill, ter a copy, by card or , Tetter. An 
Nor Was the game ¿llowed :to move I early response is desired, for the pmc- 
to Its natural close,“ Fset passed inß the work in the hands of the 
along the hallway up stàirs, and the printers depends on a sufficient num
chambers, although (Vacant when the ber of subscribers to assure the under- 
doors were. locked, keemelL tenanted toking. , .„..„„«„j
by persons restlessly moving about I thanlt those who may be Interested 
Doors were noiselessly opened and I an^ encourage the publication by 
shut, ’ ’ ' B- 8 their subscriptions. -

The whist party b$6keJàp and with- / A Few Commendations, 
out formal motion Ms' members ad- _, * re allai in n»nnr.journed to the halls' ¿nd ’Pôoms above I At mntnlnn n fund of
to investigate the m%ter^ The. doors ?n the leM
that had been locked'we¥5 found un- « aText book inlocked, and that waä aâut all that reader. If adopted as a text book in 
was found. The'Çfeàb tenants aw/heological^^^^  ̂
could not be discovered, nWcould any 6® 
evidence of their temporary occupan- lntenigent and less big-
cy other than the ôpèn and unbolted. °“nna thempdinm.• doors, he found. The lawyer came w?ote few ceÄS“ 
away as much mystified as the family, ^^tainly would have been burned

The owner as far as can be heard, “Sir
offers no explanation-and.the jnystery ®1!?®8!“^- Boston: "In many continues In fuH force and attended hS pratee m
.still by all the circumstances, above I Bhowa careful, and ' elaborate re- 
Danica» s ? . ■ - - n

Of cobrse, there are no ghosts in j. g. Loveland: “We have read it 
this day, except in Shaltspearo’s and I interest ”
manifestations cah be explained? Ot P q Bacon: "Valuable for tho 
course, there is an explanation, but pres’ent atd the iutnre.” -1 
who will make it?-—-The^iorning h. Terry,. Editor Harbinger fo
News, Charlottesville,-Va. I Light. Melbourne, Australia: "Un-

•liko in Its treatment all.others,”

paid, $1.
inner Life Mysteries Explained. The present age and inner life, an

cient and modem. By Andrew Jackson Davis. Price $1; postage, 10c.
Interviews With Spirits. A real visit with friends on the other side 

of life and a familiar talk. An interesting book. By Carrie E. S. 
Twing, medium. Price 50 cento.

In the World Celestial. A story of spirit life. By Dr. T. A. Bland- 
Cloth. Price, $1.

In Tune With the Infinite, or Fullness of Peace, Power and Plenty, 
By Ralph Waldo Trine. Price. $1.25.

Invisible Helpers. By C. W. Leadbeater. Written in the author’s 
pharming style. Cloth. Price, 55 cents.

Jesus Christ a Myth. By M. M. Mangasarian. Price 25 cents.
Jim. A story for young people, teaching spirit guidance. By Carrie

E. S. Twing. Price $1. -
Joan, the Medium, or the Inspired Heroine of Orleans. This is the 

most beautiful history of Joau of Arc ever written. Thrillingly inter
esting and convincing. By Moses Hull. Price, cloth, 40c; paper, 25c.

Journeys to the Planet Mars, or Our Mission to Ento. By Sara Weiss.
Cloth bound. Price $1.50.

Just How to Concentrate. By Elizabeth Towne. Price 25 cents.
Just How to Cook Meals Without Meat. A small valuable book on > 

vegetarian cooking. By Mrs. Elizabeth Towne. 25 cents.
Just How to Wake the Solar Plexus. By Mrs. Towne. A book on 

concentration. Price' 25 cents.
Karma. By A. P. Sinnett. Price 50 cents.
Karezza. Ethics of Marriage. A plea for a better birthright for 

children and a higher development of parentage through the most sa- ' 
cred relations. By Alice B. Stockham, M. D. Price, cloth, $1. -

Kate Field. A Record. By Lilian Whiting. Price $2.
Kingdom of Love and Othir Poems. By Ella Wheeler Wilcox.

Price$l. ■ . . , , j
Koran. From the original Arabic. Price, cloth, $1. h
Korndina. A prophetic story, and a valuable.book for girls to read.

Written by Dr. Alice B. Stockham and Lida Hood Talbot. Price $1.
T.qngwige of the Stars.. Thin important work is the first practical ex

position of the Astro-Magnetic forces of Nature—in relation to man 
yet issued. Price 50 cents. ~

Epea Sargent; “A mine'of thought, 
«ad shows what inspiration can pro.

world tells you you oiigtit to p^efer, to dac® at Ite best"
to have kept your soul alWe.—Robert . HUDSON ‘JUTyLS.
Louis StoveaBon. •- wJBs.Heiskfeir ©Mb.

By the Author of

“ft Wanderer In Spirit Lands
"TBE STRANGE STORY OF AHRINZIMAN

The .Persian Flystic Emperor.

A weird, powerfully told dramatic story of - the earth life and subsequent, . 
Experiences in the Spirit World of the “Guide, Ahriziman." Few,book( 
are more calculated to bold the reader’s interest from tho first page to thl 

st, and mneh that is original and hew will bo found in the accounts given; 
of Ahrinziman’s Studies in tho Domain of Magic and its relation to obsessions 
and'ctbce perptexing probleins of spiritual intercourse. Price, doth 91,01^ 

aS ceats. 'Paper, 60 mh’ , -
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READ AND REJOICE 1
ProfcMor of Electric Vibratory Tliera- 

peutic«. after a series of mnrvelous experi
ments. is prepared to:make the following nn- 
nounsement: divaone your name in lull, location, 
dale of birth. yoa*d&voMte color and songs. With 
this data I will furnish'!«’ psycho-Dhysioal chart 
of any individual > by Whlch health, happiness 
and business suoodsa can ba secured. To give 
all an opportunity; these iBharU will be turpished 
In clubs of ten.^until October 1, for 25c. each. 
Eaeh Rubaorlbcr-boccnneB a member of thoSchool 
of Triune Life Obllure.nentitled to monthly In
structions. Hua to. obtain the beat result», phys
ically and psychtbblly. ■Aodress,

5choolof Therapeutics, 
11D Wisconsin street, Milwaukee, Wls.

Maxham’s Melodies.
Arranged for Solos, Ducts; Qua?, 

tots, Also Six Poems.
This is a song book adapted to tho populai 

spiritualistic tsste. and Is omlnedtly fitted to do 
good service in the lecture hall or family circle. 
Price, 15cents. ’. ’

THE HIDDEN HERB.
The Hidden Herb has beau discovered through 

eblrlt power, and In the unfolduient of the de
velopment of Ite-force It baa enabled ua to com
pound It by Bciontltlo empy Inlo a perfect tonlo. 
that corea lung and throat troubled, coughs end 
colde of all kinds. Convince yourself of Its won
derful healing properties. A 25 eent sample by 
mall, or eall at the M. C- B. B. Herb Tonic Com
pany, GUI W. Madison street, Chicago, 111.
a—---------— -------------

California State Convention.

MRS. MAY A. PRICE
Will give Clairvoyant readings Ay mall, assisted 
by »BplrHteaoW of Astrology, an ancient Greek. 
Will diagnose physical conditions, and give ad
vice of the Spirit Physician. Will tell you ot ma 
terla) condhlonB and give spirit advice, Send 
lock of hair, date ot birth, and one dollar, Laws 
of mediumship taught. Obsession or any unde* 
sirable influence cured. 171811th at., N.W.»Wtteli- 
ington. D. O

Be Sure to Read This,
Frances L- Loucks, one of the ffreatest psychic 

wonders Uviug. I use the spiritual X-ray to lo
cate all Internal diseases. A trial will convince 
you. Nervous exhaustion and lost vigor of both 
sexes successfully treated, as hundreds can tea* 
tlfy. Send name. age. sex, complexion, one lead
ing symptom, and leu coma in stamps., and you 
will receive a correct diagnosis of your case tree, 
worth dollars to you. Be 8111*0 to write your own 
letter. Dr. J. S. Loucks, who lately passed on, 
continues to treat tho sink through my medium
ship. Address all letters to

FBAJSfCES JL. LOUCKS,
Bi Warren St Stoneham.

T»-»»U Woollen Trumpet1 rUmDCtS. is the Trunipeifor Develop 
■ r ¡ng Trumpet Manifestation.

SlzeUUxS inches. Conrad Graf. No.-5M Fulton 
etreot, Chicago, Ill,

A Psycho-Clairvoyant Reading, 
For 25 cents. The only ‘‘etringB” to this offer 
are (i) that yon send U'-sample of your writing , 
with full name, and (2) on 'receipt of tho reading, 
write me whether or not it ia correct.

W. 1», WllllaiuihI 324 Eleventh St., N. E., WashlnglonrD; 0.

TRUMPETS.
Infallible Fibre Trumpets! Better than metal; 

insulated top and bottom, Tangible with spirit 
forces. Cardinal Enamel Color. Self-developing 
Cabinet and Physical Battery Combination Cabi
net. Special revised book governing every phase 
ot development. A to Z Trumpet and Cabinet 
work in full, Book postpaid, 17 cents. Write for 
Circular.
m.MJWTOM, «8 Dorr St,, Toledo. O

Mediumship, Development,
Adeptship,

your phase my system can make it operative. Your age has nothing to do with it. 
Apply the conditions—-Inai's ail.

EIFMy eyatemSs endorsed by eminent jjCien- tisis, It never fails, if you are in earnest.
CirTt coats less than cheap books and mall 

cauraee and dark developing circles, which often 
end in madness.

iyOver fifty names now enrolled. Begin to
day. Send Htamped, addressed envelope for 
booklet, terms to J. C. F. GRVnDXNE, 24 
Strathmore Road, Brookline. Mass,

- FRED P.: EVANS,
Noted Medium for

Slatewriting, Clairvoyance?, Etc., 
Interviews daily from 10 to 4. Roadings and de- 

velopinentby mall may be obiulned by writing to 
Mr. Evans for »irtloulura. • Famous book on 
Slate-writing. fiM while they last. Address»

• tx' FKKD P. EVANS.
2928 Saoremento street, San Francisco, Cui.

SPIRITUAL HEALING.
My Troatnient ^ Natural and a 

Strictly Frabtio^l System.
Ip my capacity as u healer, success has crowned 
me and gone beyond inyiexpectations. Diseases 
of women a specialty, and absent treatments 
given successfully without medicine, ar opera
tion. Write for full partlcul its. Sentpree.

ALBERT EMBREE, 
285NCallfSt,Stockton,>Cal, .

Special Announcement.
Immediately to All 
Magnetic Healers, 

The. accomplishments of Electric Vibratory 
Thefeiieutics wDr enable -you to successfully 
meet the laity and practice as a healer. Address, 

School of Therapeutics.
119 Wisconsin st., Milwaukee, Wis.

Sept. 29, 1906.

spechi/ notice

Give Us the Truth, the Whole Truth, and Nothing but the Troth

A GUANI) MASS-MEETING.

RELIGION TO THE FRONT,

Song Books

AN IMPORTANT WORK.
The for Spiritual

The N. S. A. Ritual

dress
Secretary.

N. S. A. Ritunl 
Services.

Astrological and Psychometric
Beading«, with prospers of coming year, 25 cis,, 
(silver). Send date, month, and year^u birth. 
Full reading with horoscope W.- Addresa. F.
WEiTZKJL, Boxyes, Spkane, Wash.

To the flphltufllists of the State of 
Maine.

It Was Written by a Life-long Spirit
ualist. FOURTEENTH ANNUAL 

CONVENTION

z (Advertisement.) 
A FRAUD-HUNTING

BOOK VINDICATED.

ft Progressive Mer.

SPECIAL NOTICE FROM N. 8. A. 
HEADQUARTERS.

IT IS DONE AND-HOW TO DETECT 
IT. The price of the book is 25 cents, 
or three for 50 cents. Six for a dol
lar. Address ED LUNT, Roxbury, 
Mass.

SPIRITUAL SONGSTER.
By Mattia E.. Hull. Tblrty-elgh t of Mrs. Hull’s 

sweetest’ songs, adapted u> popular music, for 
the uso of congregations, circles and famfles. 
Price. 10 cents, or « per hundred

According to the La test, anti Best Lex- 
' ’ ' icons, AH Progressive People 

Have It.

IN THE WORLD CELESTIAL
BY DR. T. A. BLAND,

With full page photograph of the Heroine Pearl' 
from a spirit painting.

“Three things that make this book remarka. 
ble. Its authorship, the astounding claims put 
forth In it. and the philosophy ano revelation 
of a future lite it contains-”—B. O. Flower, in 
the Arena.

“It will give us courage topass through the 
deep shadows of death co the sun-lit elime of 
the World Celestial. "—Kev. H. W. Thomas. 
Cloth bound -with gilt side stamp; price 41-01

the progressive thinker

Annual Report of thé President of the State As
sociation for 1905-6. . '

At the eleventh annual convention, 
the most successful one California 
has even known, thousands were in at
tendance during the three days’ work, 
over 100 delegates represcntlng'29 so
cieties. Amendments and resolutions 
were adopted which will make the or
ganized movement more effective in its 
work. ' ■

Officers elected for 1906-7: A. S. 
Howe, president; Mrs. C. Cowell, vice- 
president; J. L. Dryden, secretary; 
Elmer E. Campbell treasurer; Mrs. M. 
E. Howe, state missionary; C. A. Buss, 
slate superintendent of lyceum work; 
W. C. Bowman, Mary C. Vlasek, Adah 
Patterson, directors.

•The outlook is bright. Thirty-six 
delegates to the N. 8. A. convention.

President’s Report.
To the Delegates of the Eleventh 

Annual Convention of the California 
State Spiritualists Association, Greet
ing;—The wheel of time has com
pleted the round of another year which 
has proved to be a notable one in the 
history of this association. It has 
been a year of growth and progress, 
unparalleled in the rocord of either 
the C. S. S. A., or any other state as
sociation, as far as my knowledge ex
tends.

At the convention of 1905, returns 
showed 15 societies in good standing 
with the association. At the present 
time there are 36 societies in good 
Standing and the outlook for the fu
ture is one of great promise.

Mass Conventions.

, Third:—-That this, convention In- 
i struct the incoming executive board to 
• complete the legal.steps necessary to 
, the .establishment of the principal 
- place of business of this association 
I in the .City of Los Angeles.

Missionary Work.
There are still fields where active 

work can be done in upbuilding the 
. cause; especially is this true of the 

northern-central portion of the state.
Your president believes that with, 

the necessary funds at hand to accom
plish the work, societies could be 
built up in San Joaquin and Sacra
mento Valleys and other localities 
where at present no societies exist.

Lyceum Work.
There are at present six lyceums 

chartered with the state association 
as against one at last convention. 
Three of these are new ones, and the 
other two were already organized and 
holding meetings previous to charter
ing, Steps should be taken to push 
forward the most important branch of 
thé work, and your president recom- 
mendB that the incoming board, if pos
sible, secure the co-operation of work
ers in various localities to promote 
the lyceum work.

Medium’s Defense Fund.
At'the San Diego convention a reso

lution was adopted instructing the 
board of directors to create a fund for 
the defense of Mediums against un- 

| juat legislation.
I The. board is glad to report that 
J157 has ^eep raised for this fund— 
thé proceeds of mass-meetings held 
in San Francisco and Oakland.

Constitution.

A Paper that Never Falters,/Never Pauses in Its Effort for the Greatest Good to 
the Cause of Spiritualism, Science, Morality; Higher Thought; and a Better Life. 
Never Lacking for Life and the Dissemination of Most Important Mind-Food.

w” For several\years the feasibility has 
been discussed of holding mass con
ventions in the larger cities of the 

•State. The past year this plan has 
•- been put into practical operation, and 

the result has convinced the retiring 
president that the mass conventions 
are conducive not only'to the general 
welfare of the association, but are a 
means of financial revenue.

Mass conventions have been held 
during the fiscal year as follows: San 
Francisco, January 21; Oakland, Jan
uary 26, 27 and’ 28; Santa Barbara, 
April 13, 14 and 15; Los Angeles, 
April 20, 21 and 22; San Bernardino, 
April 27, 28 and 29; San Diego, May 
4, 5 and 6.

In addition to these, anniversary 
celebrations were conducted by the' 

! state association at Oakland on March 
25, and at San Francisco on April 1, 
the local societies co-operating in the 
respective cities. . Every one of the 
conventions and meetings was a suc
cess, and your president recommends 
that the Incoming board be instructed 
to formulate plans for the continuance 
of this phase of work.

Organization.
From September, 1905, until May, 

1906, the association employed the 
late Allin Franklin Brown as its gen
eral missionary and state organizer, 
and he together with Mrs. Cornelia J. 
Browh, state superintendent of ly
ceum work, demonstrated the fact that 
substantial results may be accom
plished by employing a competent or
ganizer, to act under the direction and 
advice of the.executive board. Your 
■president recommends that Sufficient 
funds be raised to enable the incoming .

-executive board to employ a competent
organizer for the coming year; 

New Societies.
Since last convention societies have 

been chartered as follows: Harmony 
Grove Camp Association, Escondido; 
Busy Bees, Auxiliary No. 2, San Di
ego; Children’s Progressive Lyceum, 
No. 3, San Diego; Union Lyceum, No. 
2, Los Angeles; Ladles' Sunshine 
Club, Los Angeles; Guiding Star Asso
ciation, Los Angeles; Modern Spirit
ual Church, San Francisco; Ladles’ 
Mite Society, Summerland; Children’s 
Lyceum, No. 4; Trinity Spiritual 
Church Oakland; Sunset Lyceum, No. 
5, San Jose; Ladies’ Mutual Helpers, 
San Jose;-Golden Rule Society, Napa; 
Emmanuel Spiritual Church, Oakland; 
Children’s Progressive Lyceum, No. 6; 
First Spiritual Society, Santa Bar
bara : Mediums’ Mutual Protective As
sociation, No. 2, of Los Angeles; 
Young People's Society of Soul Devel
opment, Los Angeles; Sunflower

The constitution of this association, 
• In the opinion of your president, is in 
1 many respects Imperfect and inade

quate to the needs of the rapidly- 
growing movement in this state.

I reepmmend that the committee on 
amendments qnd laws be instructed to 
carefully reVise the constitution and 
by-laws as in their judgment seems es
sential to the needs of the present 
time, and report to the convention on 
Saturday morning, and that the mat
ter be maje a special order for Satur
day, September 8, at 11 a. m.

Resolution No'. 7—1006. I
Resolution No. 7—1905, reads as i 

follows:
"Resolved, That it Is the sense of 

this convention, that we request local 
societies under the jurisdiction of this 
state association to employ upon 
their rostrums only such workers as 
hold certificates of ordination, protec
tion and endorsement issued by this 
association, or similar certificates is
sued by other state association and of
ficially certified by the executive 
board ot this state association; pro- 
videdjthat this enactment shall not be 
construed to appl^ to local workers 
who are residents of the city or town 
where the society is located, and who 
are qualifying for endorsement.”

The majority of our auxiliary socie
ties -have adopted this resolution, and 
it has been found to aid in keeping 
our local platforms clear of unscrupu
lous and improper persons who have 
attempted to impose upon societies.

In several instances the adoption of 
this resolution by local societies has 
proved a safeguard against persons 
who would have proved a disgrace to 
the cause if allowed to work upon 
their rostrums. Your president urges 
that all societies adopt this resolution.

League, San Bernardino.
The report of committee on creden

tials will show that returns have been 
received from nearly al) of these new 
societies, and from some of the old 
.which failed to report at last conven
tion have made returns this year.

Sr.u Francisco Disaster.
The fearful disaster which occurred 

at San Francisco on April 18th ren
dered it impossible for the association 
to conduct business from that point. 
All of the records, books and supplies 
of the association were destroyed with 
tne exception of the treasurer’s books, 
and it has been only with the utmost 
difficulty that we have .been able to 
get in touch with all our society.

A fund of $50 was raised at the Los 
Angeles convention for the benefit of 
those of our people who were suffering 

■ as .a result of the disaster, most of 
which was sent to the Ladies’ Aid So
ciety and distributed by them as was 
most needed. The N. S. A. contrib
uted 5100, which also was distributed 

, by the same society as also boxes of 
clothing sent by the Spiritualists of 
San Diego.

Although grateful for what has 
been done, the conviction is borne in 
upon us that in order to become a suc
cessful organization, we must equip 
ourselves with both the system and the 
funds to more fully meet the needs of 

. emergencies of this and similar charc- 
ter.

Change of Place of Business.
In consequence of the disaster in 

San Francisco, in the opinion "of the 
board of directors, it became advisable 
to change the place of business from 
San Francisco to Los Angeles. At the 
June meeting of the board the acting 
secretary was empowered to poll a 
vote of the societies on this question, 
with the result that a large majority 
voted in favor of the change.

At a special meeting oL the board 
in July it was unanimously voted that 

-The change be made.
Already a branch, office has been le- 

■gally established in Los Angeles, and 
your president recommends relative to 
this matter,—First: that the necessary 
change be made in the By-laws to ef
fect the practicability of the change, 
vi z:—Article 2 a Section I .—subs ti tu te 
the'words “Los Angeles” for ■ “San 
Francisco.”
. This requires a majority vote to be
come enacted. -
—Also that in Article 6, Section 6 of 
the-Constitution the worsts ’"Los An
geles” be substituted for “San Fran
cisco.”

This requires a two-thirds vote to 
carry. . .

Second:—That this convention rati
fy and endorse the action of the board 
qincc the 18th day of April, 1906»

. Ordination.
With the increase ot our prestige 

and influence as an organization, 
comes the necessity of our restricting 
the granting of ordination to those 
who are morally and intellectually ca
pable of properly representing the 
cause of Spiritualism. Your presi- 

। dent believes that ordination by this 
association should be granted only to 
those who can creditably present the 
philosophy or phenomena upon the 
rostrum, and that some definite rules 
covering the necessary qualifications— 
educational and otherwise—should be 
adopted. At present this is left with 
the local societies, who are required’ 
to endorse those whom they wish or
dained, but no uniform examination 
has as yet been established, and I rec
ommend that a special committee be 
appointed to confer with the commit
tee on Amendments and Laws on this , 
subject, and to report on Saturday 
morning. . I

The ordination certificate must be 
regarded as a badge of Integrity and 
ability, and not as merely a means to 
secure reduced rates on the railroads 
before our cause can secure all the 
recognition we desire.

Increasing Responsibilities.
Our association has grown during 

the past year at the rate of 133 per 
cent; with this increase of influence 
comes increased responsibilities which 
we must meet.

Progress demands that we look to
wards entering Into the founding of 
charitable institutions in the future, 
and assisting in all lines of humanita
rian work.

The neeesity for greater financial 
. resources, outside the regular reve
nues of the association, also is an ap-1 
parent fact. I believe that the sum 
of ?2,500 should be raised and placed 
at the disposal of the incoming board 
to be used in propaganda work and in 
rebuilding the societies of San Fran- 

| cisco and vicinity; this sum'should be 
easily raised if each Spiritualist con
tributes a little, and I recommend that 
this matter be referred to the commit
tee on ways and means.

Finance.
At the end of the fiscal year 1904-6, 

there was a balance in the treasury of 
$154.06. At the present time there is 
more than that amount to the credit 
of the Mediums’ Defense Fund and 
probably something like $100 in the 
general fund—the treasurer’s report 
will show the exact amount.

In round figures the total funds of 
the Association now on hand amount 
to from $250 to $275. This sunr 
would have been very much larger, 
but for ihe\great expense entailed in 
replacing papers and supplies de
stroyed in the SanXFrancIaco disaster.

Official Organ.
As editor, of the official organ, the 

"Occiclental Mystic” ;and “Western 
Spiritualist?’ 1 would state that dur
ing. the last year more than 60 pages 
of matter-have been 'printed in that 
periodical directly relating to this as
sociation arid much-more relating to 
its auxiliary societies and the gênerai 
welfare of the organized movement.

I also desire to express my appre
ciation of the ;, help given to Mrs. 
Howe and myself, enabling us to carry 
on this work after our complete loss in 
San Francisco.

• In Conclusion. :
. The duties of everyday - life, have

withheld me from doing ail thé service 
I have desired during the past year, 
bùt 1 have officially visited a majority 
of the societies in the state, attended 
all of the mass meetings, taken part 
in four anniversary services, besides 

’ this delivered numerous addresses be
fore societies not affiliated with our as
sociation. I have had six interviews 
with city officials ip différent localities, 
and have been treated with uniform 
courtesy and although I could not 
gain all the concessions I wished, I bè- 
lleve the result of the interviews will 
result in better understanding and 
more recognition of our workers, 

. The work oLthe past fivé months 
has been most arduous and but for the 
assistance of Mrs. Howe, who has per
formed all of the clerical work, I 
should not have been able to accom
plish as much as has been done.

I wish to express my appreciation 
of the co-operation of the other mem
bers of the board, and also to thank 
the members, of local societies for the 
interest and service rendered in the 
mass convention work..

The coming.year is full of promise,- 
and the angel world will assist and 
help.us’ln pur endeavor to spread the 
light of Spiritualism. . '

Let us then, one and all, work to 
make the next year one of greater and 
grander progress for our association 
and our beloved cause.

Fraternally, '
ARTHUR 8. HOWE, 

President G. 8. S. A.

• To the Editor:—In reading- The 
Progressive Thinker of September 15, 
my especial 'attention was called to an 
article headed, “You Have Got Relig
ion, and How Are You Going to Get 
Rid of It?” '

I have been reading this paper for 
over one year and have seen many 
communications denouncing religion 
in a great variety of ways, and espe
cially in regard to Spiritualists, a 
great many claiming that religion had
no part or parcel with Spiritualism. 
I think the most of the writers of said 
articles aim to convey the idea that 
“orthodoxy” has no part in Spiritual
ism instead of religion.

Now this is a subject I Save given a 
great deal of thought’ to, and I mu^t 
say that I cannot possibly see how you 
can separate the teachings, ¿t true 
Spiritualism from.religion. /

There are ?a great many definitions 
to the word religion, but to my mind 
the shortest and simplest definition of 
religion Is this, to be good and to do 
good; so if that is the meaning of the 
word religion, how can we possibly 
separate the two, for according to the 
education I have received from my 
spirit teachers, the loftiest ambitions 
and the noblest ideals and the grand
est work of mankind is TO BE GOOD 
AND TO DO GOOD.

As for myself, my own personal ex
perience, there is more real happiness 
to be obtained by doing good to oth
ers than by any other mode. We talk 
a great deal about evolution. What 
is evolution, only to become better, 
more perfect, to attain to higher 
ideals. Does that not mean to be 
good and to become better and better 
sa eternity goes on; to ever strive to 
become more perfect?

I am glad that article was written 
when it was. I think it could not 
have been written in a more oppor
tune time than now, and I hope all 
readers of The Progressive Thinker 
will read it again and give it some 
thought, for only by thinking can }ve 
comprehend all that is embodied in 
that article..

While it is true that Spiritualism is 
a scientific tact, I find also the teach
ings of all progressed spirits are en
nobling, uplifting and soul-satisfying.

Many and many grand and stirring 
lessons have I received through high 
and progressed spirits while sitting in 
the quiet of my home after all the 
family have retired. Many are the 
questions that have been presented to 
my mind that I could not answer, but 
would later op, sitting in my home 
surrounded by my ever anxious spirit 
friends, receive a solution to those 
same questions, and on studying and 
reasoning upon' the answers, invari
ably find that they would stand the 
test of reasoning, and I would like to 
say to one and all, use your brain and 
your reasoning faculties, and then if 
you cannot come to a satisfactory con
clusion on any subject, ask your spirit 
frlends.to assist you, and you will find 
they are always ready and more than 
anxious to do so; but first use yoiir 
own mental faculties, for by so doing 
you develop yourself.

Don’t treat your spirit friends as 
our orthodox brothers treat their 
priests or preachers—have them do 
air your thinking for you. -

This thing we call progression, I 
.find to be slow and hard, surrounded, 
as we are in this ; world by the 
thoughts of mammon and greed and 
the selfishness and bickerings of hu
manity; but I also find that by per- 
siBtent effort we can progress, even if 
It is slowly, and it is a great deal bet
ter to prdgress slowly than not at all; 
sb-If we progress at all we become' 
better and better, and by so doing-we 
becomemore religious.

Chicago. J. P. PATTISON.

“Alter Her Destli. The Story of a 
Summer.’.’ Ry Lilian Whiting. No 
mind that loves spiritual thought can 
fail, to be fed and delighted with this 
book. Beautiful spiritual thought, com
bining advanced ideas on the finer and 
ethereal phases of Spiritualism,' leading 
the mind onward into the purer atmos
phere of exalted spiritual truth. A 
book for the higher life. Price, cloth, 
?1.00< ' ' a L

“How to Train Children • and 'Pa
rents.” Mrs. Elizabeth Towne takes 
the position that in many cases it is the 
parents that need the'training; more 
■than the children, and-advises parents 
:td look to themselves? Twenty-five 
cents could not be better spent than in 
buying this little book. Anyone that- 
has the care of children should read it 
-Price 25 cents.

"Materialization." - By Mme. a 
fl-Esperance and Rev. B. F. Austin; Ssmeut»Price 1 <’

The Maine Central railroad ' has 
granted si exceptionally lbw fare from 
all points on its lines, to the State 
Spiritualist Convention, to be held in 
Memorial Parlors, Unity Church» Ban
gor, Maine, October 5, 6 and 7, 1906. 
The Bangpr and Aroostook railroad 
has granted a rate of one fare for the 
round trip; from all stations on its 
lines. Tickets will be bn Bale October 
4, on both roads; good returning on 
Bangor and Aroostook, Oct., 8; on the 
Maine Central, Oct. 9. Be sure io ask 
for excursion tickets to the State Spir
itualist Convention in Bangor. The 
fare is so low that every Spiritualist 
In Maine can afford to attend this im
portant convention. Mark . A... Bur- 
wlsd, Mrs. Minerva Barwise, both of 
Bangor, Mrs. Nettie Holt-Har'dtng of 
Somerville, Mass.; Mrs. Juliette Yeaw 
of Leominster, Mass;, and other emi
nent speakers and mediums will take 
part in the exercises. Excellent mu
sic will be furnished at all sessions. 
Go to Bangor, October 4, and enjoy 
the spiritual feast there to be spread 
before you. VIOLA A. B. RAND,

Canaan, Maine, Secretary.

Spiritualist Meetings. 
> «KWW .. 4.

Si la important when a meeting 13 
suspended, that notice be given us, aa 
that Inquirers may not be mislead. Wo 
want new notices of all meetings betas 
held hero in public halls at the preses0 
lima.

The Church of the Soul, Rev. Cora 
L. V. Richmond, pastor, holds regular 
services eyery Sunday at 11 o’clock, in 
Hail 309 Masonic Temple (corner, 
State and Randolph streets). . Sun» 

I day-school at 10 a. m. All are in» 
' vlted. ' ,

The Band of Harmony (auxiliary to ' 
the Church of the Soul) holds regular 
meetings the first and third Thursdays 
of each month, at 3:30 to 10. p. m. 
Ladies bring lunch. Coffee served at • 
6 p. m. All are made welcome.

Lake View Spiritual Union holds 
services Sunday afternoons at 8 
o’clock in Wells Hall, 1629 North 
Clark street,‘corner Fletcher street, 
conducted by Dr. and Mrs, C. A. Wick- 
land, assisted by others. All are cor
dially welcome. Residence, 616 Wells 
street.

The Progressive Spiritual Society. 
Services at 8 p. m., 183 E. North ave
nue, corner Burling street. Mrs. B. 
Hilbert, speaker.

To Be Held at Milwaukee, Wls., Octo
ber 0 and 7, Under the Management 
of G. H. Brooks, the President of 
the Stete Association.
There is to be a grand mass-meeting 

by the Wisconsin State Spiritualist As
sociation, at Severenace Hall, 421 
Milwaukee street, Milwaukee, Wls., 
Saturday evening and Sunday after
noon .and evening, October 6 and 7. 
Harrison D. Barrett, president dr the 
N. 8. A., will be present and deliver an 
address. Mrs. Catharine McFarlin, 
vice-president ot the state society, 
will also be present, arid the president 
of the state society, G. H. Brooks, 
will be there. Mrs, Isa Cleveland, 
the noted test medium of Chicago, will” 
be present and give tests after each 
session; so come friends, one and all. 
All the societies are to unite in bold- ■ 
ing this glorious mass-meeting. |

AN ASMN6 OFFER 
• Seqct'.threo'i'two-cent; stanips,:-lock of 
hair, age, name andL tho leading symp
tom, and. your dieeahe will be diagnosed 
free by spirit power.

Mrs. Dr. Dobson-Barker, 
~30 North Sixth St.

San Jase, Call

When the book called "Mysteries of 
the Soance” came out, nearly every 
one who read it regarded its state
ments as too sweeping and astounding 
for belief, and I received hundreds of 
scathing letters from well-meaning, 
but too credulous: Spiritualists, abus
ing me for casting discredit upon such 
“true and tried instruments of the 
spirit world.” Since the thousands of 
these books went out -into the world, 
one exposure has followed another 
with startling rapidity, and the dark 
circle idols and materializing wonders 
are falling In every direction. And 
the end is not yet. • There are many 
yet in the business. My book tells you 
just how the work is done, and how 
to detect the fakery. And mark this 
—EVERY STATEMENT I have made 
therein has been FULLY. SUBSTANTI
ATED by these exposures. Keep up 
the fight, friends. No true medium 
can be injured by the exposure of the 
fraudulent, and cannot fail to be bene
fited. Let me send you a book, or 
half a dozen, and'help to disseminate 
the only information that can be of 
use in this fight—knowledge of HOW

“The Infidelity Of EcclesiaMiclBm. 
A Menace to American Civilization." 
By Prof. Wm. M.i-Lockwood, lecturer 
upon physical/!.' phyibloglcal and psy
chic science. SDemfiastrator of the Mo
lecular or- Splrituali’Hypothesis of Na
ture. Scholarly, vtasterly, trenchant 
Price. 25 cenfp.

“An Infamous_Dynamite Roman Cath-
ollc.ConspiraoyrDetebtedand Exposed.” 
"Romanism EXpOBefl.” Two pamphlets 
by Rev. J. G/White? author of “Start
ling Facts.".' .'Price,'~10 cents each, or 
two for 15 cerits. sr.

"Spiritual-Fire Creckors, Bible Chest-, 
nuts and Politibal Fin Points." By J. 
S. Harrington; ’: A pamphlet containing 
79 pages of racy reading. Price 25 ots.

• "The Spiritual Blghtilcance. or, Death 
as an Event irf.Lifd ” -By Lilian Whit> 
Irig. One of Mbs WhltingS most sug-' 
gestive, intensely iiiteresting, spiritual 
books. It is ladenswlta rich, thought
ful spiritual Itoi Prica ,

“Harmonics of Evolutlon.The Philos
ophy of Individual, life. Based Upon 
Natural Science, as Taught by Modern 
Masters of the Law.” By Florence 
Huntley,. A work of deep thought, car
rying the prlriciples of evolution into 
now fields. Price, cloth, $2. ' . ,.

. “Science and the Future Life." By 
1 James H. Hyslop; is one of the; most 
valuable acquisition to the literature 
of Modern Spiritualism'that has ap
peared of late years. It Is sci entific in 
its method, profound In its l lglc, and 
above all sympathetic to t) e ..trutn 
Whatever it may lie and wk erever it’ 
may be found. Trice,■■cloth, $1.5y. 10 
cents postage extra. *•
' IS ‘tnop -'aopa •porqnB muiJOOm! 
Zidobp a uo pmiSoi ‘Suorjs u jo 
jyoa. mix 'pooMHWi ,’pr -iua\ rjorj kg 
a’mtwx oirasoo

Do You Need Spectacles. 0 ne?p®you“ 

and Better Sight?______ i
Circular «howin? stylo» and prices of my Magnet
ised Melted Pebble LENZ, n photo of Spirit Yar- 
mah, who assisted to bring out the Clairvoyant 
gift with me, to fit your eyes as perfectly at your 
own home, and send spectacle by mall us I could 
If you were in my office. Yarniah will form a band 
ot bet pera that will treat your ey ea when wearing 
this spectacle and you will have normal vision. 
It needed this bund cun heal your body. We have 
a^OBitivo core for Granulated Eye-Lids, or sore 
eyes. Sent postpaid for 11,V0. A poainxe Mump 
would be acceptable. II. Ir. POOtB.

157 Winthrop uve„Chicago. III.

Text Books on Psychical Development.
Clairvoyance—160 pages, cloth; teaches how to bob spirits, practice telepathy, enter spirit 

world at will, commune with the so-catted dead, 
devolop second sight. Endorsed by Lilian Whit- 
ini’. Henry Wood, W. J. Colville. Prof. Harradln, 
Bild all lending teachers. Price, fl .50.

tyAura» and CoIotb—A wonderfully help
ful book on how to sea and read auras aud colors, 
learn people's atmospheres; contains a color dic
tionary ; Price. 50 cts.

J3S“ Psyehoiuetry— How to rend th© sovtlof 
thinga. This book teaches you how to become a 
psychometrieu Price, to cts,
jy HctUir.aTlon—A book that opens the way 

to the leu lzudon of one's divinity. It lonchea 
you how to enter the super-consciousness. Price 
60 ots.

Secure a large crystal for crystal gazing or 
reading. Price, >2.25; postage prepaid.

Send money to J. C. V. GRVBiniKR. 24 
Strathmore Bond, Brookline, Mass.

New and Enlarged Edition of 
C. P. LONGLEY’S

Choice Collection of
Beautiful Songs, 

Containing ninety charming songs for 
home, camps, circles and meetings— 
words -and music, including “Only a 
Thin Vail Between Us,” and its com
panion piece; also beautiful words set I to choice tttusic, from the poetical 

i works of Lilian Whiting. Of the lat
ter, Miss Whiting writes Prof, Ixmg- 
ley her pleasure at- Uis setting to her 
poems and declares herself honored 
at the dainty music ne has given her 
words. President Barrett of the N. S. 
A. writes that wherever he goes, he 
finds the songs of Mr. Longley sung at 
Meetings arid by the friends and he af
firms it as his opinion that Longley's 
musical compositions have ennobled 
the world. Price per copy, 50 cents ; 
bound in boards; 75 cents in cloth, i 
wholesale rates made to societies, 
and dealers. I

"SpIrlt’J-.U Songs for, the Use of Cir
cles, Campmeetings and Other Spiritu
alist Gatherings.". - By Mattle E.-Hull. 
Fries 10 cents. ?
“‘''Tbe“Ltgiit'" ot 'Egypt;'’' "I’oiumiB 1 
and-2. An occult library in itsiilf, a 
text-book of esoteric knowledge as 
taught by Adepts of Hermetic Philos
ophy. Price $2 per volume. ,

“Discovery of a Lost Trail.” By Chas. 
B< Newcomb. Excellent ta spiritual 
suggeMlmess. Cloth, 1W«

To Societies, Delegates and Visitors to 
the Convention in Chicago.

The N. S. A. Convention will open 
in Chicago, Oct. 16, 1906, at the Y. M. 
C. A. Building, large auditorium, 153 
LaSalle street. N. 8. A. Headquar
ters will be at the Palmer House, 
where the public reception will be 
held, free to all, on Monday, Oct. 15, 
at 8 p. m.

Special notice is hereby given to all 
travelers by'railroad to this conven
tion—secure your certificate tickets 
over your special line. If your rall- 

I road agent does not have the certifi
cates, you can secure them at nearest 
town or city to your starting point. 
Bring certificates to the N. 8. A. secre
tary at the convention for her signa
ture. This will enable you to secure 
your return fare for one-third regular 
rate, provided you remain till Oct. 19, 
to have your certificate countersigned 
by the special railroad agent, for 
which you must pay 25 cents.

All railroad lines will grant you an 
extension of return limit to October 
30, by depositing your certificate with 
the special railroad agents on Oct. 19, 
and paying him fifty cents for exten
sion. This will enable you to attend 
the convention of the New Thought 
Federation.

Special Notice to Pacific Coast Dele
gates:—Certificate tickets will not be 
issued west of Denver, Colo., but all 
visitors and delegates to the N. S. A. 
Convention can purchase excursion 
tickets to Chicago and return, limited 
to October 30. Call for excursion 
rates from the Pacific coast.

MARY T. LONGLEY, 
N. S. A. Secretary.

Of the Nation«] Spiritualists’ Associa
tion of the United States, Will Be 
Held in the Large Auditorium of 
tho Y. M. C. A. Building, 153 Ln 
Salle Street, Chicago, Illinois, Octo
ber 1«, 17, 18 and 10, 1900.
Business sessions .during the day. 

Special hours devoted to the Lyceum 
cause.

Many of the foremost and brightest 
workers in our ranks will be dele
gates. It Will be a rare treat to hear 
them. Evening meetings will be de
voted to lectures, spirit messages, mu
sic and song.

Among those invited and expected 
are Dr. J. M. Peebles, Oscar A. Edger- i 
ly, W. J- Erwood, Mrs. H. P. Russe- I 
gue, Mrs. Esther T. Bosley, Mrs. 
Georgia Gladys Cooley, Mrs. Margaret 
Gaule Ridinger, Mr. and Mrs. E. W. 
Sprague and a galaxy of others.

Come one and all to this great con
vention.

The Palme? House, in Chicago, .will 
be headquarters for delegates and vis-

I itors; it is a first-class hotel and will 
give reduced rates to all who write in 
advance, stating they are to attend the. 

IN. S. A. convention and wish to en
gage rooms. Secure your rooms early 
by addressing W. C. Vler-Buchen, 
Manager, The Palmer House, Chicago, 
Hl. The hotel is conducted exclusive
ly on the European plan; cafes and 
restaurants are near by and furnish 
good meals at reasonable rates.

Annual reception to delegates and 
visitors will be held Monday, October 
15, at the Palmer House, at 8 p. m. 
All are cordially invited. 1

Special railway rates on the certifi
cate plan can be secured over all lines. 
Ask your railroad agent for certificate 
tickets to the National Spiritualists' 
Convention at Chicago. The round 
fare will be one and a. third of a fare. 
Delegates and visitors desiring to re
ceive the benefits of this special rate 
must have their tickets vised by our 
railroad agent at Convention the last 
day, October 19, and pay 25 cents 
each for such vising.

HARRISON D. BARRETT, 
President.MARY T. LONGLEY,1
Secretary.

"Death, Its Meanlng^and Results.” 
By J. K. Wilson, of the .Pennsylvania 
Bar, An absorbingly Interesting vol
ume, of decided value. A narrative of 
wonderful psychical' events In the au
thor's experience. - Cloth, 560 pages, il
lustrated, $1.25. • • ■ i
. "The Molecular Hypothesis'’ of Na
ture.” By. Prof.' Win. M.'. Lockwood. 
Professor Lockwood is recognized as 
one of the ablest lecturers on the spir
itual rostrum. In "this little valutne he 
presents in succinct form the substance 
Ct his lectures on the Molecular Hy
pothesis of Nature^ and presents his 
views as demonstrating a scientific ba- 
els of Spiritualism. The book is com- 
mended to all who love to study and 
think. Price, 25 cents.

; “The Jesuits.By Rev. B. f. 
Austin, A. M., B. D. An excellent

The Christian Spiritualists will hold 
services at the Van Buren Opera I 
House, corner Madison street and Cal- 

’ ifornia avenue, every Sunday at 2:30 
• and 7:30 p. m. Mrs. Hamilton Gill 
’ will lecture and give spirit messages.

Spiritual meetings, held by Julia 
Learnerd, every Sunday and Thursday, 

’evening at 7:30, at Lone Rock Hall, 
809 W. Madison street, near Robey.

First German Spiritualist society oa 
the West Side. Meetings every Sunday, 
at 3 p. m. in Garselman’s Hall, corneE 
Ashland avenue aud W. 18th street

The Light of Truth Church will hold 
services in Hopkins’ Hall 628 W 63rd 
street, near Stewart avenue. Confer
ence at 3 p. m. Lecture at 7:45. Mes
sages at each service. Mldwqek meet
ing Thursday 3 p. m. Mrs. Jeffery Bur- 
land. pastor.

The Church of the Psychic Force# 
holds services at Wiicox Hall, corner, 
Champlain avenue and 43d street, every, 
Sunday. Conference at 3 p. m. Leo. 
ture at 8 p. m. The hall number le 361- 
863 East 43d street Conducted by Mrs. 
Isa Cleveland.

The Society of Spiritual Truth holds 
services every Sunday at 2:30 p. m., 
at 3539 Calumet avenue. Lecture 
and spirit messages. All are wel
come. J. K. Hillis, Psychic.

The Spiritualist Church ot Students 
of Nature- will hold its services at 
Flynn’s Hall, 461 North avenue, cor
ner Robey street and Milwaukee ave
nue, every Sunday evening at 7:30. 
The hall can be reached by Milwaukee 
avenue North avenue and Robey street 
cars, and the Logan Square and Hum
boldt Park Metropolitan elevated. 
Mrs. M. Schumacher, pastor.

Golden Rule Spiritualist Society, 
Nora E. Hill, pastor; Dr. J. H. Ran
dall, assistant pastor. Holds services 
every Sunday evening during July and 
August, at O’Donnell’s College Hall, 
Paulina street, near Washington Bou
levard. All welcome.

Temple Light and Truth, 870 Waban- 
sia avenue, near Robey street and 
North avenue. Sunday-school 10:30 a. 
m. Lectures and spirit messages given ■ 
at 3 and 8 p. m., by Mrs. T. Loll, pastor, 
every Sunday, in German and English.

The Hyde Park Occult Society holds 
regular Sunday evening services. 7:45 
o’clock, at 819 E. 56th street, between 
Kimbark and Monroe avenues. Jackson 
Park cars pass the door. The best tal
ent available will be secured for al) 
meetings. To spread the truth is the 
object of this society. Address all com
munications to Miss Eva L. Stewart, 
corresponding secretary, 455 E. 65th
street. Entrance to hall, 319 E. 55ta 
street.

The Rising Sun Mission holds serv
ices every Sunday. Lyceum, lectures 
and tests at 3 p. m.; lectures and song 
service at 8 p. m. Advanced speakers, 
good test mediums and good singing. 
Temple, Oakley Boulevard, between 
Jackson Boulevard and Adams street.

Spiritual Mission Chapel (Old 77) 
77 East Thirty-first street. Services 
every Sunday at 3 and 8 p. ro. Scien
tific and philosophical lectures; best 
psychic and message bearers in attend
ance. Prof. F. M. Stoller, conductor.

The German-English Society, Bund 
der Wahrheit No. 18, holds services ev
ery Sunday evening at 8 o'clock in 
Brand’s Hall, 152 North avenue, be
tween Halsted and Clybourn. Also 
every Thursday evening in Math. Jung's 
Hall, 1071 Lincoln avenue, southeast 
corner Ashland and Lincoln avenues; 
entrance first door north of Howard’s 
theater. Frank Joseph, medium. Ev
erybody welcome.

Church of the North Star Spiritual 
Union, incorporated. Meetings Sun
days at 8 p. m. sharp, at Peris Hail, 
1546 Milwaukee avenue, near Western 
avenue. Mrs. Letzter, speaker and 
medium. All welcome.

Chicago Spiritual Alliance Church, in 
Vincennes Hall, 35th and Cottage Greve 
avenue. Mrs. May Elmo, pastor. All 
welcome. Services at 3 and 8 p. m.

Mrs. Mary Hill holds meetings every 
Sunday ami Wednesday evenings at 320 
Flournoy street Good speakers and 
messages.

Divine Spiritual Church holds meet- 
ings every Sunday afternoon and 
evening at 2:30 and 7:30, in Hygeia 
Hall, corner Ogden avenue and Robey 
street. Good music. All welcome. 
Rev. Lucy A. Hodge Koontz, pastor.

for Spiritual 
Services, well printed and neatly 
bound in Leatherette, is now in print 
and for sale at the N. S. A. office, 600 
Pennsylvania avenue S. E., Washing
ton, D. C. Twenty cents per copy, 
postpaid; two dollars per dozen. Ad- 

MARY T. LONGLEY,

MARY ANN CAREW, 
Wife, Mother, Spirit and Angel.

By Carlyle Petersilea.
This most beautiful story of the ex

periences of. a young wife and 
mother taken from her home on earti) 
to her home in the spirit world, is told 
in such a realistic way, that one is 
carried away with the sweet beauty, 
and naturalness of it. It makes the 
other world appear very near to us. 
This book has been a great comfort to 
many weary hearts who have lost 
mother, wife or babies. Price, neatly, 
bound in cloth, $1.

“Coamian. Hymn Book." ■ A collection 
of original and selected hymns, for lib
eral and, ethical societies for schools - 
and the home; compiled by L. K. Wash
burn. This volume’ meets a public 
want It'comprises 256 choice selec
tions of poetry and music, embodying 
the highest moral sentiment, and free 
from all sectarianism. ’ Price, 50 cents.

“Right Generation the Key to the 
Kingdom of Heaven on Earth.” By Dr. 
M. E Conger. An appeal to reason and 
man’s highest aspirations, A plea for, 
justice and equality in all the relations 
of life between mon and women, 
leatherette, 40 cents.
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A
“As

I could not rest Call this statement a “creed,” which it

DR. A. DAVIS’S WORKS.

J. S.price of publishers.

be

To Instruct in these sublime

To become strong by union, and

two

EDEN.

In

at

AT SET OF'SUN.

we

The one prudence In life 1b concen
tration; the one evil is dissipation.—

are 
and

giving it and the other books which 
have preceded it, to the world, with
out having to depend upon the ca-

as 
in

its completeness as a religion, science 
and philosophy, combined in a system 
explaining life here and hereafter.

2. ' 
truths.

3. '

havR 
. 1

Every noble work. Is at first impos
sible.—-Carlyle.

He who has health has hope: and 
. he who has hope has everything.— 
.Arabian.

Comprehensive Plea for Organize 
Hon, and the Great Work the N. S, 
A. Can Do in Hehalf of Our Cause. 
There has never been council or as«

enforced 
time has 
needs no 
its own

expression or vibration, which 
partly in our plane of existence

.partly without It.
. Broadly speaking, there are

corded that no belief thus 
and made dominant for the 
survived. Only that which 
other force behind it, than

to do?
So much to do it scarcely can 

outlined.
1. To stand before the world 

the representative of Spiritualism

Ye Would That Men Should Do 
Unto You, De Ye Even So

to Them.’’

Showing Conclusively That Darkness 
Is Not Always Required.

wMI

The Lord made Adam and put him 
Eden, 

And bid him get busy and keep

The Necessity of Having Them Before 
the World To-Day.

The 'Clúld Life I’ortrayefl ip ttonnec- 
, tlon Therewith. <

her 26,000.
Spiritualism in Portugal.

money sent to her,. 1
till this was done, as no one knows I 
was married.’ This was all, and he

> ters and three solicitors, and Its Den- 
.4/ . tai Cabinet, with a staff of six profes- 
s: slonals for the gratuitous service of

members of the Federation. In addl-

If we sit down at set of sun 
And count the things that

■ done, • _
And counting find 

One self-denying act, one word 
That eased the heart of him

sandy foundation the snober ^ad -
greater will be the fall, ; There is no , -
safety la error tÆd 5, èspìsof sb

heard, . ,.
One glance most kind 

That fell like sunsfeine where It went. 
Then we may count the day well spent»

SPIRITUALISM'—Progress, the Universal Law) of Satúre
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As Presented in Other Countries—-In
teresting Translations as Published 
in the Harbinger of Light, Austra
lia, Giving a View of the Cause the 
World Over.

Spiritualism in Brazil.
* The great republic of Brazil, with 

its area of 3,200,000 square miles and 
Its population of fifteen m Wons lit
erally teems with Spiritualists, all of 
whom have revolted from Roman 
Catholicism, and it may be said that 
the brightest intellects and most cour- 
ageeus thinkers in that country, con
vinced by the logic of facts, have be
come propagandists of the latest and 
highest development of the religion
°*Theya have formed themselves into 
a powerful Federation, now nearly & 
quarter of a century old, with its foit- 
nightly journal, the "Reformadoi, of 
sixteen pages small folio; its 
in which the curriculum embraces the 
Portuguese, French and English lan
guages, philosophy, 
arithmetic; its institute of 
A?BiBtance, comprising eight barrls-

What a test of intelligence, of moral 
candor, of spiritual equity!

How are we to come uj) to the meas
ure of such standard?

The student of human economics Is 
brought face to face with many diffi
culties when seeking the whys and 
hows of things. General rules must 
be used, specific cases must be modi
fied by existing conditions.

The aphorism quoted above seems 
to embrace both of these while at the 
same time it holds a touchstone that 
opens up a keener light to flash upon 
our mental vision the quick perception 
of just judgment.

Every person is particularly sensi
tive as to the treatment accorded 
him (or her) on all occasions and in 
all places, so no better, way has ever 
been found than that embodied in our 
quoted, aphoristic text. It 18 good for 
the jurist and the adjudicator; good 
for the public and private judge; good 
for the calumniator and the petty 
fault-finder; good for the wise and 
the simple; good for every day in the 
week and eyery we.ek in the year; good

A Critical and Comprehensive Exam
ination of the Claims of Theoso- 
.phists Who Talk Volubly of Kqrma 
and Reincarnation.

' To the Editor:—In The Progressive 
Thinker, No. 874, R. A. Dague han
dles the subject of reincarnation.

The same puzzling questions have 
agitated my mind, but as he has so 
ably exajnined them, I will pass them 
over to consider other objections I 
have,

I admit that theosophy teaches 
some good soul-elevating ethics, such 
as the brotherhood of man; but moral 
principles are mostly self-evident 
truths, and are not owned exclusively 
by Theosophy or any other cult, but 
are the natural property of all man
kind; yet the subject of reincarna
tion with which it is interwoven, is an 
ancient Brahmanistlc mysticism, 
born in the Infancy of the race, and is 
but an assumption .without a single 
fact to sustain it.

I believe, with Hudson Tuttle, that 
“the older any opinion or statement,

There is one word In our language 
which we hear so .many times that we 
pay very little attention to It, but if 
we think of the true meaning of It, 
then is It able to start a deeb, earliest 
feeling in our heart; .it 1b’the word 
“Mother.” ' ' !

We have all seen the young woman 
With her first baby in ker ar&s. What

tion it is about to erect a temple, in 
which as the “Reformador telle u«. 
Spiritualists may unite for the study 
of; and meditation upon, those divine 
truths'which elevate the soul, which 
offer an anchorage for faith and a 
preparation for the regenerative excel
lences of love.” ,

•The same periodical mentions that 
during the year 1905 there were 
founded in Bravil no less than nine 
new journals, and thirty-nine associa
tions for the propagation of Spiritual
ism; and that the present year com
menced most auspiciously for the ad
vancement of its doctrines and the or
ganization of its militant forces. 
Among the chief centers of spiritual 
pctlvlty are Manaus, Pera (with a 
population of 40,000), Maranhao 
(35,000), Sergipe (20>0„0_0>- ,Bapla 
(140,000), San Paulo (25,000), Pa
rana (20,000) and Minas Geraes.

Tn the Island of Porto Rico, belong
ing to Spain, Spiritualism is described 
by the “Reformador" as making sur
prising” progress among its 760,060 
Inhabitants; as the chief city of each 
of the five provinces into which it is 
divided has its spiritual center, and 
the members of these already num-

- Here as In most of the Roman 
Catholic countries In which languages 
of a Latin origin are spoken, Spirit
ualism is advancing by rapid strides. 

“ • The people are less materialistic and 
more" devoutly inclined than those of 
Protestant countries; and the intel- 

;/ lectual classes of society when re- 
■ nouncing the tollies and supersti

tions of the Church of Rome, are re- 
■■ polled from the barren negations of 
'■■;■, agnosticism, and finding tn Spiritual- 
/• ism the incontestable “evidence of 

-z things 'unseen/' nnd the clearest
proofs of life after death, embrace it 

’ eagerlv. One of the signs of the
/ times is the institution in Oporto of a 

“ Christian Spiritualist School in which 
/ daily and evening classes for both 

lid alts and children are instructed in 
theoretical and experimental Spirit- 

/ iialism by means of conversations, lec
tures and sittings, and its science, its 
ethical principles and its ■ philosophy 
are simultaneously inculcated.

for the masses and'the classes, and 
will have, to be practiced before we 
shall see the rising of a millennial 
sun upon our. dear old mother planet.

To apply spiritual wisdom is to be 
a Spiritualist, is to become spiritual. 
How else?

To be true to others is evidence of 
spiritual Insight, and in no way can 
we better acquire the habit of just 
judgment, of brotherly and sisterly 
kindness, of gentleness and forbear
ance than by using others just as we 
would like to be used ourselves.

To put ourselves in the place of one 
who has wronged us is not a partlcu- 
uarly easy mutter at first sight, but 
we can do It. To withhold judgment 
until we can image ourselves as com
mitting some offense to moral law is 
not easy, but we can do it. To with
stand feelings of resentment on the in
stant is a spiritual feat, and to hold 
back the tears when the sword thrust 
of a cruel word stings and rankles, but 
it can be done. Put yourself in the 
place of the offender—that will test 
the strength of your spiritual forces. 
So also will it put yourself in the place 
of the blamed one, of the wounded 
one, of the failing one. Ask yourself 
if your rebuke has been just what you 
would have liked, if your tone was 
just what would have been grateful to 

'your ears; measure the fault as you 
would have your own measured, apply 
the tape measure of self—then give 
your verdict ol our text, and if it 

■ does not prove its virtue, let the world 
know It is a mistaken idea. ,

MRS. M. A. CONGDON. 
Cloud Cap Inn, Mt. Hood, Ore.

the greater the probability that it is 
valueless."

The only reason I can give that in- J 
telligent persons can believe in rein
carnation, is that some persons are so 
constituted that they are ever inclined 
to ignore the living present while 
clinging to the . dead past. You will 
generally find them to be more inter
ested in ancient astrology than the 
more scientifically demonstrated as
tronomy. They seem to have no 
great difficulty In casting aside the su
perstitions of Babylon and Egypt, and 
the mythology of Greece and Rome, 
as ' well as the teachings of the old 
Jewish Bible, yet cling to the an
cient superstition of India, which is 
but a branch of the same stock.

They accept the teachings of its 
"wise masters,” who if history Is to 
be believed, are a set of charlatans 
and fakirs, who claim to practice cer
tain ceremonies that give them divine 
wisdom, when these .saine ceremonies 
are so absurdly ridiculous as to 
amuse and disgust the veriest school
boy; and the teachings of these same 
masters have sunk the people of In
dia into the lowest depths of degrada
tion. They teach that the soul must 
be reincarnated Into a physical body, 
perhaps a thousand times, in order to 
develop the divine spark within, into 
a perfect God, and that in each rein
carnation the soul will ascend a little 
higher, until it becomes, as Madam 
Besant says, “Involved In the web of 
divine thought, when it will have to 
descend to the foot of the ladder, and 
begin over again;” thus it would 
seem reversing the order of evolution. 
After living—say seventy years—on 
earth the man dies and passes into a 
future, where "he must- Ue for from 
1,000 to 1,500 years in a state of 
semi-trance to rest, and then come 
back to inhabit the body of a child for 

’ another lifetime in order to "gain ex
perience.”

1 Now if this doctrine is true, I will 
have to be reincarnated several times 
more before I am able to understand

a pleasant picture! , ’ ;
We wl)l watch the mother with her 

baby. She sits silently theje looking 
straight at the little face; : Is she 
thinking of all the long ’months of, 
anguish waiting, or of fill the earnest 
prayers to God? The last one may
be. Then her face bears W heavenly 
expression. It seems, as If she is 
praying again; but all at once a smile 
flies over her face and a' sweet IiIbb 
1b pressed upon the baby’s llpB,.and 

■ with that kiss the seed of love is 
planted in the child's heart nover to 
die, to be the chain iwlti) which moth
er and child are boupd forever through 
life's long journey. But the.mother 
is not satisfied with kieses alone; she 
wants her baby to,talk,! and; when, af
ter months of kissing and, teaching 
the little baby stammers the word, 
“Mamma," what joy!, .The husband 
cannot come home soon enough to
hear the news that' bahy can say 
“Mamma.” It is the first’^ord, but 
with that begins a new. llf|tfor the 
mother, because not mqhy mouths will 
pass when she will try tq fold the lit
tle hands for the prayer: ‘'Now 1 lay 
me down to sleep, etc;,)./

Many of us will remember our early 
childhood; it 'was just 'like, this, and 
true is what the. poet 'says about, a 
dream: .... ’• if

There Were Most Excellent Demon- I 
strations of Spirit Power—Com
ments Thereon by Elmer Ellsworth 
Carey, Associate Editor of Sugges
tion.
“The medium, his wife, my mother 

anl I constituted the sitters. Among 
other wonders came one which has 
ever puzzled us. What was It, and 
how produced? A voice cried through 
the trumpet In dialect German: “Help 
me, Heinrich! Help me; I am drown
ing!" These words were loudly and 
wildly gurgled forth, and we could all 
but see a man, with his mouth and 
throat filled with water struggling for 
life in a body of water. Words are in
adequate for a perfect description, 
and only a genuine experience with a 
drowning man can convey any idea of 
what this was lil^e. .AS,neither of us 
could think of a relattve'.who had lost 
his life by drowning, my mother won
dered who it could be, when the voice 
gurgled out plainly enough: “I am 
John 8." It was a brother to, my 
father's father, of course. We had 
heard of tho circumstances from my 
grandfather and had forgotten. 
“Heinrich", was grandfather’s . name 
and as he was on board the same boat, 
it is likely he was called upon for as
sistance, as he stood gazing at his un
fortunate brother drowning in the 
Mississippi."

Can you explain this?
A. STOCKINGER.

Versailles, Ind.

Some of the psychical stories re
ceived by the S. P. R., which were 
not thought to be sufficiently corrob
orated by Independent attestations, 
were handed by Mr. Myers to Miss 
Goodrich-Freer, now Mrs. Spoer, who 
contributes a selection of them to the 
“Occult Review" for July. Miss 
Goodrich-Freer was urged by the late 
Marquis of Bute to continue the pub
lication of these rejected evidences, 
but the accomplishment of this idea 
has been postponed. Aftei- referring 
to the “disendowment and disestab
lishment of the ghost at Glamls,” 
Mrs. Spoer comes to her "solitary ex
ample—for the present—of a ghost 
that was of use."

This was told by Colonel Brown- 
Ferris In 1893. He and a brother of
ficer were one day, in India, making a 
list of the effects of another officer 
who had just died suddenly of chol
era. The story proceeds:

“We were sitting one at each end of 
the table with writing materials, and 
as each article was named, put it down 
on the list. While we were so en
gaged we heard a stop on the veran
dah, We looked up, and said to each 
'other, 'If .we did not know —:— was 
dead, we would say he was coming 
in now.’ He did come in, and spoke; 
and the strange thing 1b that he 
seemed to think it quite natural that

sembly in any past time, on which 
rested greater responsibilities, whose 
action was fraught with more mo
mentous consequences ’than the.con
vention of the National Spiritualists 
Association to be soon held in Chicago, 
Whatever may be thought or said in' 
criticism of its effort? in the past, one 
admission must be made, and that is, 
IT STANDS BEFORE THE WORLD 
TO-DAY AS THE ONE ORGANIZED 
REPRESENTATIVE OF THE CAUSE, 
Whatever it is, it is and must be the 
free and unfettered expression of its 
members; the embodiment of their de
sires. It it is not, it is their duty to: 
modify and change and make it such.

In the early dal's qt Christianity, it 
Is recorded that the devotees in coun
cil came with swords and clubs to en
force their beliefs, and put down op
position of heretics; but It is also re

Spiritualism in Mexico.
From the same source of Informa- 

as that quoted above, we learn that a 
National Spiritual Congress was to be 
held in the canital of this republic on 
the 31st of March last, and to be con
tinued until,the 15th of April. Our 
Buenos Ayres contemporary trans- 
latos from “La Cruz Austral” of San 
Pedro, a list of thirteen subjects 
which are to form the principal topics 
of discussion. These are exceedingly 
comprehensive; one of them being the 
constitution of a capital or directive 

■ center for the spiritual movement in 
Mexico, and another the foundation of 
scientific centers for the study of 
Spiritualism. But the mere convoca
tion of such a congress is a fact of no 
little significance, because it shows 
that Spiritualists must be numerically 
strong in that country.

Spiritualism in Cuba.
In Santa Clara, the Spiritualists are 

organizing a “Committee of Propa
ganda and Beneficence,” for the two
fold purpose of propagating the prin
ciples of Spiritualism and relieving 
tlie necessitous. It has an influential

Spiritualism in the Vatican.
Doctor Lapponi, the physician of 

Leo XIII, has just published a book 
which has created no slight stir In 
Italy. In this book Dr. Lapponi con
fesses his faith in spirits’, and says 
that to-day there is no longer room 
for doubt. Reviewing it a writer in 
the Giornale d’Italia says:

"In Dr. Lapponi’s book we find an 
immense array of facts and experi
ments, the man of science after .a dis
passionate examination concluding 
that it would be absurd either to 
deny or question Spiritualism. And 
where others have feared to tread Dr. 
Lapponi marches fearlessly, declaring 
that to-day we have the proof, not of 
the ‘probability,’ but of the ‘certainty’ 
of communication between terrestrial 
beings and the intellectual and super
natural forces which once had an ex
istence on earth, but which now be
long to other worlds unknown to us. 
According to Dr. Lapponi, telepathy, 
Spiritualism, and hypnotism are man
ifestations, equally mysterious, some
times appearing separately,- at others 
fused together in a phenomenon which 
1b unique and inexplicable. The

It.
As the population of the earth 1b In

creasing, there must be more births 
than deaths; now If they were just 
equal, and there was a soul born and 
'a soul died every second of time, and 
the soul that had just’ passed put 
would Immediately return to inhabit 
a new-born infant, the supply might 
equal the demand; but if it takes

‘It was a dream, a glôVlouè dream— 
The mother's face sàw'l'lnlglory;
The holy evening prayer heard I 
Which she. long ago tanght ine on her 

knees
In time when life’s sof,roÿ did not 

reach t
The heart of the innocent boy.”

But we will leave.mother and child 
alone for many years; r uqtil love’s 
young dream takes hôIÜof thd'chlld’s 
heart. Then It Is the motlier agaln 
who hears thé sweet confession that 
somebody else owns part.of ¡the child’s 
love, and with aching hefartthe moth
er gives her blessing to the young 
wife and husband. Then < ln after 
years her child comes wltlOibaby In 
her arms to' present It to ¿Wr—grand- 
mother now. She talces grand
child In her arms,' and -We 5'Bee the 
same far-away look In. 1^1’ face- again, 
but it has a different leaning in it 
now. Doep she think: fever all that 
she went through-with her'Children? 
Does she think of all tffie ; sleepless 
nights watching hy/,thfi:“bédside, .or 
does she think that hey-'llfB’s’ miSBion 
draws to a close soon? Wlio knows?

Quietly Bhe gives ÿie grandchild 
back—tears blind her byes,* afid when 
her lajt hour 1b near and all her chil
dren stand around her'bedslde, then 
with the last of her strength she lifts 
her hands to the last earthly bless
ing; but her memory will be with them 
to quiet and comfort them through 
life. Can wé ever repay what we re
ceived from “mother?"

F. L. SEIFERT.

Comments on the Above.
Admitting the correctness of the 

facts set forth above, and this admis
sion is not unreasonable, as the Lon
don Society for Psychical Research in 
the book, "Phantasms of the Living,” 
has reported 600 similar or analogous 
cases, in which the proof of genuine
ness is overwhelming, the question 
arises, what is the explanation?

As a preface, I will say that we see 
the grass grows, and yet we cannot ex
plain the forces which cause the 
growth. We cannot explain the basic 
reason why steam drives an engine, 
nor can we understand gravitation or 
magnetism. There are thousands of 
facts that will jirobably remain a mys
tery to man for all time.

In regard to the occurrencenarrated 
above and the 600 cases reported by 
the London Psychical Research So
ciety, I .would suggest that they are 
due to natural laws—laws as prosaic 
as thé law of gravitation—which we 
do not understand. The laws and the 
powers of the subjective mind are only 
dimly perceived,' and doubtless many 
of them are,not even imagined.

Before an adequate, solution of the 
various psychic experiences can-be at
tempted, one must be acquainted with 
all the facts and theories on tie sub
ject,, . Students ' of. psychic; matters, 
should read these books:'

L—Alterations of Pesonality, -Bi
net. - . :

.2.—Law of Psychic Phenomena,

he should be there and speak, al
though he knew he was dead. Ho 
said, ‘I cannot be at rest . because 
there is something I ought to tell ofid 
to do. Will you write it down? Be
fore I left England I was privately 
married in ------ Church,” giving the
name and date. ‘My wife lives there 
now, and I have a boy. I wish this 
to be known, and that tho property I 
have here should be sold and the

truthfulness remains steadfast.
A convention of Spiritualists curries 

with it the thought of spiritual meth-r
ods and the great majesty of fraternal 
response of its members in individual 
adherence to their understanding of 
the truth and its propagation. Or
ganization is necessary because the in
dividual effort Is comparatively weak. 
The individual can represent only him
self; the organization represents alt 
its members. Its expression of be
lief is the consensus of that of all who. 
subscribe to its constitution. If you 
are asked to give the belief of spirit
uality, the statement, of principles of 
the N. 8. A., is more authoritative té* 
the public than the citation of the be
liefs of the most eminent individuals.

was gone. We had both written the 
directions, and they were word for 
word the same. We made inquiries 
in England; it was all true, he had 
been married, and at the place and 
date given.. Of course, the money 
was given to the wife. If he had not 
come back to tell us, no one would 
ever have known anything about It.”

And yet they Bay “dead men tell no 
tales!” The above 1b about as flag
rant and direct a contradiction of the 
proverb as we have come across. By 
all accounts “dead” people seem 
more surprised when they can not 
communicate with the living than 
when they are seen and recognized, 
and their wishes understood. Liv
ing seems natural enough to them, it 
is only those left behind who are hyp
notized by tho belief-that "death" is 
,an fmpSssable barrier to communica
tion.—Light.

1,500 years for the new birth, it 
seems to me that the demand .would 
exceed the supply, equal to'the num
ber of seconds in that length of time.

.The soul when it retires for its long 
rest, does not come back to commu
nicate with its earthly friends; could 
not if it would, according to the teach
ings of Theosophy, and yet it seems 
that Theosophists and their Hindoo 
brethren do sometimes comp back to 
control mediums, and preach the doc
trine of reincarnation.

In matters of mere faith without 
knowledge spirits differ as well as 
mortals. But such spirits learn a few 
things after passing over.

They learn that they can return, 
and say nothing about lying in a 
trance, nor do they claim that spirit
ual manifestations are produced by 
"astrals” or “elementarles,” They

According to our modern.Idea, pun
ishment has three objects ' In view, 
viz: First, to prevent'«, repetition of 
the act; second,’td. deter others from 
committing a like p'SeAse, «bd third, 
to reform the Culprit. ' But the 
aforementioned punishment falls in 
all three of its objects',.as ¿either the 
culprit nor anyone else knows what it

• directory, and Its organ is the “Iris 
de Paz," published in the same city.
•. Communications from the Beyond.

, - We have received from that highly
gifted medium, the Baroness Adelina 
von Way, of Gonobitz, in Styria, a 
handsomely printed volume of up
wards of 270 pages, published by 
Wilhelm Mueller, of Vienna, contain
ing ninety spiritual communications, 
fiftv of which were dictated to that 
lady by Hans Christian Andersen, the 
famous Danish writer, whose delightful 
fairy tales are the joy of young peo
ple throughout the whole of Europe 
and North America.

For many years past the Baroness 
hds been tho special medium of his 
predilection, because he has evidently 
found in her mind and heart’ those 
qualities which are closely in affinity 
with his own refined and poetical 

. character. What he was on earth in 
intellect, feeling and aspiration, he 
continues to be, of course, in the other

learned scientist then turns his atten
tion to the persons who do not be
lieve that these phenomena indicate a 
spiritual world, and in a careful argu
ment he answers his opponents."

Spiritualism a Religion.
In the “Revue Spirite" an article 

by M. Leon Denis on “Discipline of 
Thought and Reform of Character,” is 
one of the landmarks showing that 
the future of Spiritualism depends on 
whether it becomes a religious faith 
worthy of the name or remains on the 
level of phenomena hunting. This 
brilliant writer and lecturer has in his 
great work, "Christianity and Spirit
ualism,” shown how the philosophy of 
those like Myers, who search for a re
ligious synthesis in spiritual manifes
tations, takes them to the very heart- 
of Christianity. “Experimental Spir
itualism,” says if. Denis, “permits us

World, where his mental activity is 
able,to find , congenial employment, 
not only in Inspiring kindred writers 
who are still in the flesh, but in dic
tating prose writing and poetry' 
through his favorite instrument.

. In a brief preface, addressed to 
tbpt lady, he says: "In my travels 

. throiigh the spirit-world, I have fallen 
: in with many spirits; and have fre- 
■ quently heard them conversing one 

■ with..another, concerning their earth 
lives. - These conversations I will re
peat to thee/ They, constitute à se
ries ôf truthful histories. * Perpend.— 
Andersen.”

. Hence thirty-five of these docu
ments consist of narratives or dia
logues thus obtained; some of them 

j .possessing a deep personal 'interest, 
, While others throw a valuable light 
, upon certain passages in the Scrip- 

tures; Andersen’s own compositions 
resemble in general the compositions 
he wrote on earth, but Imbued with 
higher spiritual messages. The Bar
oness Adelina von Way Is to be warm
ly thanked for the publication of this 
prêtions volume, and it is to be coh- 
gretuUtod or possessing the means of

more than any other previous system 
to understand all the strength and 
power of thought. If we meditate on 
high themes—on wisdom, duty; self- 
surrender—our being will be perme
ated by and by with the quality of 
our thought.” One-is reminded of 
Andrew Jackson Davis' “Magic Staff” 
when M. Denis, says.that “we must 
bear all things with patience and. se
renity, take every trial as a test of 
character and endurance." Jesus 
says: “He that endureth to the end 
shall be saved.” , . . ;

M. G. Delanne’s "Revue Sclentifique 
et Morale du Spiritisms,” Is always 
full of articles we Would fain present 
to our readers. The first article by 
the editor is devoted to a.summary of 
the chief .sittings in 'the past with 
Eusapia Paladino, under the heading, 
‘ ’Are •'Spiritual • Phenomena Scien-

have learned better as to the present, 
but still cling to their former faith as 
to reincarnation in- the future.

It is said ¿hat many orthodox 
Christians, after the change called 
death, believe they are in a state of 
probation, and will yet be led to the 
throne of.God; and it Is not at all 
strange that the Hindoo and others of 
like faith should still cling to that 
dogma. !

I very much doubt whether a spirit 
ever returned to preach reincarnation, 
who was not a believer In the dogma 
while here. It is a persistent boast of 
Theosophists, that the French Spirit
ualists are believers in reincarnation; 
but they forget to mention what is re
corded as a historical fact that the 
great French medium, who is their 
leader, was a reincarnatlonist before 
he became a medium, and was then 
controlled by a Hindoo spirit who 
taught the same.

Whether'spirit or mortal who teach 
it, they bring not one single fact to 
prove that they or any one else has 
ever been reincarnated, but’simply re
peat what the "masters” have, taught 
them. ;

And should they postulate a syllo-. 
gism to prove it, their major premise

• would-be apt.to contain an improbable 
'assumption instead of a known or

tific?” and will be followed by others. 
There is also the first of a series on 
‘‘The. Forerunners -of - Spiritualism,” 
the first taken being' Swedenborg. 
Testimony is given to the great psy
chic value of automatic writing in an
other article, and',quotes Myers, whom 
it will be remembered places auto
matic writing amo,ng the most satis
factory of all comniunlcations.
. "Le Messaged,” “La Luminiere,” 
“Le Progress Spirite," and “Revuo du 
Spiritisme Moderns,” are all acknowl
edged with'grateful thanks and fra
ternal greetings to the editors. •■ -r

was for. '• :■.,■■.
There are several othbi valid ob

jections to my acceptance .of the doc
trine, but my article'.is; already so 
long that I fear Brother Francis may 
toss it Into the waste basket; but I 
must beg his forbearance ji&lie I set 
forth one more point, and this is in re
gard to their term, “èxperiénfce.”

They tell us that b^ the?inexorable' 
law of Karma, we mùèt live All lives, 
with-all the varied experiences of nil 
lives; in order to develop, the divin
ity within us. Now I thought expe
rience could only be gained' by a per
sonal knowledge of some past trans
action.
. We often look backrat ,oUr’ past 
lives, and see where w® have- taken 
some crooked path that led ,;us to 
trouble; and we often say, “Why did 
I do that-? Oh! if I had thatUo do 
over again I would do.’different.”

self-evident truth.
: A certaln scientific pretender when 

told that facts were at variance with 
an hypothesis that he had assumed, 
indignantly exclaimed, “so much the 
worse for the facts.”

Unlike him I want facts, or at least 
a plausible theory. Instead, of a base
less assumption. We are gravely told 
by the more orthodox Theosophists, 
that we do not inherit the traits of our 
parents, but those of some previous 
in carnation. • ■ . . • • •

While common observation teaches 
us that the African inherits not only 
the complexion, but the general char
acteristics of his race, the same rule 
holds good of every division-and sub
division of the human family.' 
’ Science and observation'teach that 
any fright or shock'to the mother 
may leave its impress, physical ; or 
mental on her unborn child. Theoso-. 
phists tell us that any such deformity 
or so-called birthmark is an affliction 
bestowed as a punishment for some 
transgression in a former inoarnation.

Now it seems to me that the God of 
Theosophy is more cruel and unjust 
than the old Jewish Jehovah, as the 
latter never punished letting 
the cnW kwx St Safl f®r..

Hudson,
8. —Phantasms of the Living, and 

Transactions of the London Society of 
.Psychical Research.

The theories that attempt ' to ac
count in a scientific manner for the 
phenomena under discussion, deal 
with the laws of thought transference 
and telepathy; with the persistence of 
thought forms; with the vibratory 
theory of mental forces; with the the
ory that thought is a form of motion 
or force which exists independently of 
the organized matter; with the ad
vanced theories of metaphysics which 
hold that time and space are relative 
and not actual, and also with the 
questions of the fourth dimension of 
space and the vast field which that 
question presents.

In a few paragraphs, the questions 
presented by the correspondent cannot 
be discussed. I can only point out a 
few of the elements which must be 
taken into account in making an intel
ligent and unbiased study of the mat
ter.' The question is one that deals 
with the borderland of human knowl
edge. Personally, I think the solu
tion of these questions depends upon 
laws and principles which cannot be 
wholly' grasped by the human under
standing, because our brain develop
ment has not progressed far enough to 
allow us to give expression to them. 
A blind fish knows nothing- of light 
and color, and a human brain that 
lacks many elements of completeness 
is not able to sense certain forms Of

To the Editor:—I read a few lines 
in a recent number of The Progressive 
Thinker calling attention to the neces
sity of republishing those instructive 
works of Andrew Jackson x^aviB that 
are now out of print, and I Immedi
ately wrote an article endorsing the 
same. I saw in the next issue the ar
ticle from the pen of my esteemed 
friend, Mrs. M. T. Longley, which, 
strange to say, was nearly the same, 
almost word for word, so I consigned 
my letter to the waste basket. Still 
I cannot refrain .from writing again 
to keep the subject agitated, hoping 
■some good person with the means to 
spare may take the matter up for it 
seems to me important that such grand 
thoughts should be ever before the. 
seeking public. There are others 
coming along who need them, even it 
we do not, and it is well known that 
we have too few instructive books 
helpful to a seeker after truth and the 
works of Andrew Jackson Davis and 
Robert Dale Owen are very helpful 
and comforting to an earnest inquirer.

Some in the ranks of Spiritualism

may be in the sense that all such 
formulations of belief are creeds; but 
it is not unyielding, nor claims infal
libility. It may be changed to the 
needs of the hour. It is for growth, 
an aid, and not a drag; a resultant of 
living thought, and not of dead issues.

" If Spiritualism be true, it is the 
more consequential than all else to 
mankind, and to understand its teach
ings and extend them should be our 
earnest desire. We are able, single- 
handed and aloue, to work In our lim
ited spheres, but for greater results 
we must galu strength f'y union; and 
union means self-sacrifice.

In coming together in an association 
every member must yield something 
of his or her individuality; some pet 
idea, theory or purpose must yield to 
the common good. The association 
must represent the views on which all 
can agrqe, and the members be con
tent to leave in .abeyance those on 
Which they differ. This is the secret 
of harmonious association—to yield 
the points of disagreement for tho 
common good, and for this yielding we 
are recompensed by the strength re
turned by the association.

But the day has gone by when a de- 
fense of organic effort, or an argument 
for Ils need, is asked for.

What is there for this organization

Yes, with the knowledge you have 
gained by the recollection of j your 
former act with its? reSult, you /would 
no doubt do differently; but under 
the same circumstances, and With, the 
same knowledge yo(i then had, you 
would do precisely as in the former- 
case. ‘ •/' - •

Oh! says the Thepsdphist, your 
physical brain has no recollection of 
your past experience,' but It is all re- 
corded on your soul-brain;¿and when 
yoti have rounded out' your' karma, 
you will remember all the. events of 
your many lives.

“But,” I ask, “What good will it 
do me now, after I havo'^alned It all? 
Why could I not be: allowed to enjoy 
my hard-earned bliss, without being 
reminded of all the wickedness and 
folly of my many lives?”

True, If I could aid others in 
smoothing their piths, and help them 
to gain their Karnin, jt might; yet be 
of some use, but this I am: ndt- per
mitted to do.- They ¡-must gain their 
own experience in the same way I 
did. My work is done. Karma has 
no further" use forrjaie. - I have not 
been through all this exiierlence for 
my individual benefit, or that of hu-. 
manity, but all for' God;, . principal, 
interest and profit all goes-to Him. 
Am I thus cast on. tire1 sternly- sea of 
life, for maybe a million years, to be 
driven before the tempest, tossed on 
the angry billows, without pilot, rud
der or anchor, and all for the aggran
dizement, of a selfish, tyrannical di
vinity? : •' ' < A. Ji LONG.

Langley, Wash/ ■ ; -

theories to account for such manifes
tations as are mentioned above; the 
theory that departed spirits return 
and cause such phenomena, and the 
theory that such occurrences are the 
result of physical laws like the laws 
which govern wireless telepathy, the 
phonograph or the manifestations of 
radium. Not the wisest man on earth 
has yet even'suggested a theory to ac
count for the paradoxical action of ra
dium, and yet no one, so far ns I 
know, has suggested that the puzzling 
behavior of radium compounds is due 
to discarnate spirits; It has b.een the 
custom since the dawn of history to at
tribute every unusual occurrence to

-say we do not need the phenomena, 
that it has served Its purpose and 
should not be sought after longer; but 
there are others coming Into the ranks 
who need them if we do not, and if we 
have become satiated and have grown 
spiritually dyspeptic that is no sign 
others have. If we have learned our 
A B Cs and require stronger literature, 
there are others being born and raised 
every day who-need them, and so the 
phenomena are ever new to some one, 
hence I say our spiritual reading mat
ter should be preserved for future 
generations as much as any bible we 
prize to-day.

Will not some kind soul set the ball 
a rolling by taking the Initiatory-steps 
toward bringing once more to the 
front the works o. Andrew Jackson 
Davis which are now out of print?

AUGUSTA FRANCES TRIPP.

able to stand as an impregnable wall 
of defense against aggression from op- ’ 
posingjorces.

4. It should have an endowed pub
lishing house for the publication and 
diffusion of its literature. In the 
work of propaganda, the press is the 
most powerful of all missionaries.

6. It should care for the moral 
and intellectual culture of the chil
dren of Spiritualists. The Progress
ive Lyceum, heaven-inspired, is all 
that can be asked for. The earnest 
zeal to build up a lyceum as an ad- 
junct to every society is the necessity. 
Such-work calls for self-devotion, un
selfish devotion and abiding patience, 
but it is rewarded manyfold by thè 
spiritual growth. Here by the spirit
ual law, if you would receive you 
must give; if you would be helped, you 
must help others.

6. There might be established a 
course of study similar to the Chau
tauqua. The time may not have 
come for its full realization, but it 
cannot be long deferred.

7. The missionary force might be 
indefinitely increased.

Cast forth thymcg .tliy- word, /into 
the ever-liying,eve^-worklng tih'iVerse; 
it Is a seed-gratmlhat cannot die; un
noticed to-day, :iK-Whl be fpund flour
ishing as a • banyan / grove, perhaps, 
alasl as a hemlock.- forest after a 
thousand years.—Carlyle. - -

The more sincerely you-believe-a lie 
the more .dangerous is - your faith, 
The more trustfully y&u build-on a

the action of supernatural forces. As 
the world becomes more and more en
lightened, the number of occurrences 
attributed to spirits becomes smaller 
and smaller; in 50 or 100 years It 
may be that the cause of all such ex
périences, as given above, may be as 
well understood as the art of photog
raphy, and it may be that other facts 
may arise which may not be under
stood,, and which in turn will be cred
ited- to Spiritualistic influences. It 
should be understood' that because a 
fact is beyond our compreheislon it 
does not follow that it is the result of 
supernatural action.

I do not wish, to be quoted as having 
a theory to account for so-called oc
cult phenomena, for I have none; the 
rolling years will solve all questions, 
dispel all Illusions, correct all errors.

In conclusion I will say that Dr. 
Isaac K. Funk, editor of the Standard 
Dictionary and author of the "Wid
ow’s Mite ami-Other.Psychic Phenom
ena,” has spent a life time in investi- 
ating the psychic and occult realms of 
the. borderland of'hnman knowledge, 
and he. says’ that the evidence Is not 
all In; he suspends his Judgment. 
Earnest investigators should rend bls 
book.

ELMER ELLSWORTH CAREY.
Chicago, Ill. •

the weedin’;
But soon he discovered that Adam 

would shirk .
And lay In the shade neglecting his 

work.
For Adam was lazy and fond of re

pose,
And lay ’neath the bush of a deep 

blushing rose.
God saw the garden would grow up in 

weeds, ■ ; / -
The world would w'ant sorely for want 

of its needs, -
So to guard ’gainst such a deplorable 

■ loss . ' ■
The Lord out of love made for Adam 

a boss— .Z' ;/
Else the garden had grown a slovely 

place . .
And the’world never known of womaly 

grace. J. W. NIGH
The Importance of the Ears*

8. The Institute for Psychic Re
search, now in other bands, belongs to 
this association, and should bo con
ducted under its auspices.

It should be more than a laboratory, 
for research, it should be a School ot 
Mediumship, where every phase could 
be studied by tests and experimenta
tion. With mediums, devoted to tha 
cause as were the olden time martyrs, 
and approved by such an institute, tha 
wbrld could be converted.

Belief In Spiritualism carries with li 
the highest aspirations for moral ex
cellence. It demands knowledge. I# 
Is the light-bearer.

Large as the field thus sketched 
may appear, it Is really only suggest
ive of what might and should be done 
by this association.

In such a cause, with such grand 
purposes, this convention assembles, 
and although It may be impossible ta 
realize all that is aspired for, a step 
onward to its achlevment may ba 
made, and every Spiritualist feel 
stronger by realizing that his Is tha 
united strength of all.

HUDSON TUTTLE, \ 
Edltor-at-Large N. S. A,

I have all my life been on my guard 
against the Information by the sense 
of hearing; It being one of my earliest 
observations, the universal inclination 
of human kind is to be led by the ears; 
and I am sometimes apt to • imagine, 
that they are given to men, as they are 
to pitchers, purposely that they may 
be carried about by- them. This con
sideration should abate my wonder to 
see the most astonishing^egends em
braced aa the most sacred truths, by 
these who have always heard them as
serted; and never contradicted; they 
even place a merit in complying In di
rect onnoaltton to the evidence of all 

WoTt’

But if through all the livelong day ~ 
We vo eased no heart by *>a or nay; x 

' If through it all
We’ve done no thing tpat we can trac« ^hat brought the sunshine to a face« 

No act, most small.
That helped a soul and nothing.
Theh count that day as woree ^ths^

—Ella Wheeler Wilcox.-
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The Cream of Light, London.
It Is Extracted to Illustrate the Range and 

Trend of Thought In England.

Tho Fakes of Other People.
rWe have heard so much about our 

"fakes” that we may be forgiven for 
feeling a little more comfortable when, 
revelations of other people s fakes 
come our way. Fakes of old mastei s, 
old manuscripts, old coins, old fossils, 
old antiques.—all come in their turn, 
and now actually there is a great ex
posure about old mummies! And yet, 
we suppose there are genuine old mas
ters, old manuscripts, old coins, old 
fossils, old antiques, and even old 
mummies. Let- us all be happy to
gether! ' . ,, : ,

Southern California is the scene of 
the latest mummy-making factory, and 
a man who has been in the business 
for nearly forty years Is the informer. 
The Pacific Monthly tells the story, 
and gives full particulars of the pro
cess. The writer; who seems to be a 
mummy expert, says of himself:

Even on closest inspection he was 
not able to discover anything in the 
artificial product that was not exactly 
in acordance with all he ever observed 
in the original mummies. The very 
shape of the head, the expression of 
the hollow eyes, the shriveled lips 
the bits of skin and bone exposed; the 
general aspect and pose of the limbs 
and body, wrappings and all, are such 
as to exactly resemble the genuine ar
ticle, and would, were the result of the 
artisan’s labor exhibited in a museum, 
deceive any but the eye of an expert— 
and his, too, unless he looked very 
close. Standing in the very workshop, 
seeing them made, hearing the mak
er’s explanations, it is hard to r®ali“ 
that those weird figures should be 
imitations.

And if the artist tells you that he 
has been working in his line of busi
ness for twenty-nine years; that he has 
learned his trade in a regular factory 
long ago, and that he -is able to turn 
out several mummies a day; then, gen
tle reader, you will perhaps agree with 
me that even your keen eye and unde
ceivable instinct may have been de
ceived, and that very like y it will 
have been deceived if you will but stop 
to roughly calculate what this one man 
alone has done in his line.

The only difference between our
selves and the philosophers and scient
ists seems to be that they accept tho*1 
stream of fakes like mother’s milk, 
while we promptly bowl out ours.

Thought Control. and Direction.
- One of the greatest benefits ot the 

"Now Thought” movement (of which 
by the way, wo hear less now than 
formerly) is the fact that it emphasiz
es the power which men possess to 
control and direet their thoughts and 
iu that way demonstrate the suprema
cy of the spirit, and its ability, through 
thought influence, to work out its own 
salvation. .

instead of encouraging dependence

As
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ifi ■ hB . . .in 31»
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you 
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your money. You decide after 
try my Treatment, and you can 
that I couldn’t afford to make 
offer if my System of Treatment

Wil! Gladly Send Anyone fly 
Discovery FREE TO TRY 

If You Have 1

not a comolete success. Write to-day 
to Dr. J. Lawrence Hill, X0 40 Hill
Laboratories, Jackson, Mich.

Send no money—only your name.

J, Lawrence HUI, A. M„ M. D.
Try my Developer and Treatment 

Free. Then if you are satisfied with. I 
the benefit received, you can send me ' 
my special price, $2.50. If not, keep '

i

THE NEW LIFE,
By Leroy Berrior. An eminently suggestive 
work, of excellent tendencies, treating of th« 
mind’s relations to the physical organism, and 
the power of thought in the upbuilding of 
health and character. Cloth, Si.

Il Cured Myselfother world, voices his regrets: “But 
now I know that I did not love enough 
to trace beneath the hate of men 
theirTovo." . . .

He climbs who “makes his love the 
ladder of his faith,” and the power ot 
the manly faith is;-the power of will, 
the essence of soul and soul’s action.

Love is the constructive force in the 
universe; it “bulldoth the house eter
nal in the heavens,” the home of the 
thinker. It is also a disintegrating

Consumption
Cuturrh, Bronchitis, Asthma, a Chronic Hack

Ing Cough or Sore Throat, Sore Lungs 
or Any OthervDeadly Symptom 

of Consumption,

Send Your Name To-day
I'll send you by return mail my. new 

Ozonized Lung Developer, together 
with my new Rational System of Treat
ment, which is producing such mar
velous results in healing diseased 
lungs, instantly checks the breaking 
down process, and develops new, cell 
tissues just as you develop mubdes. 
Creates resisting power, circulation, 
appetite, flesh, health.

¿¡Bates of San Bernardino, Cal
* u - - - .ijr

:di.... olq . -
upon outside influences and -agencies I ’ No-
it stimulates the student to call upon UnddPthe’WresS of a great emotion 
the interior potencies of his being and heavefi 'itself ’tan be stormed, and a 
govern Ills own thoughts and feelings, poet attains’to superconsciousness by 
By this self-regulation lie obtains mas- this mélihs' niére readily than by any 
tory over his own body and Ills moods, other,- éŸen in -an intellectual age, lor 
and becomes confident instead of ap-, as Maccauley says: "He.whô in an en- 
pealing; optimistic instead of appre- lightened and literary society aspires 
henslve; powerful Instead of yielding; to be a great poet, must first become a 
happy and. calm-Instead of irritable little child..'*'w ’ , '
and wayward, and instead of waiting The medluinghip of children is often 
to be lifted, or calling for help, he ruthlessly crushed; perhaps Its pres- 
struggles bravedy out of his slough of ervation is'one of the secrets of great
despondency and up and above his old ness; The intuitive, poetical cbild- 

— x ■- I limitations. This is not, and cannot mind may attain to heaven, but alas, it
ry ventures to predict that the pres- I b accompHshed all at once, but, by I is a veiled heaven, unless as, in the ca- 
ent year, 1906, will witness a marvel- preBervlng the rlght mental attitude, reer of Tennyson, there is a strong
-ous advance in the upward and onward a hablt of thougllf ls fOrmed which ul- mental gliidé’ to clear away the mists
progress of the world, and further, ymately leads to success. of superatitibn and error, ; •
she affirms that: It will be an . un- I Tbis rec0gniti0n Of the power of the I What’is needed to open the’gates to
lustially favorable period for psychic I mj. or . for se]f.expreBSion and I true wisdom is not so much “more
unfoldment, and sensitiveness to spir- 6olM.eaj1!5ation leads to self-reliance passivity;” ’as a-GREATER DEGREE
Itudl energies wi 1 become widespread and to thè knowle(Jge -that the spirit OF HUMILITY' • AND SIMPLICITY, 
Speritual marvels will multiply, and I Belf Is tb0 center Of power. All pro-1 and an fcbsefit# of sensuous imagery, 
the transformation of the world to greBS all attainment, results from the b Chastity'Is0what exaRed Joan of 
peace and harmony will make great awai£entng of the spirit, which, facing Arc, and the chastity of Milton almost: 
strides. outward from the divine center of its purified its' mental visions from the

As almost two-thirds of the year I QWn conBC|OUBneBB/ grows confident of glamour of his early emotionalism, 
have passed without any marvelous I (tB apnjty to'rightly interpret its envl- How nobly has he expressed this senti- 
develbpments, save, perhaps, the ronment and to execute its own pur- ment; ■
marked tendency towards a mere ¿J * writPr on this subiect savs- ■ ' ' , ’peaceful solution of the difficult prob- P »Any state of mind prolonged in- "s° dear to heaven 18 Balntly chastity, 
lems which face the nations of the pa permanent That whena soul is found sincerely so,
world, it is hoped that the promised I externalized therefore I A thousand .liveried angels lackey her,
advance will speedily take place and your mind the qualities you Drawl“f1tfar °“ e«”1 ‘«»B °f Bln and 
the anticipated spiritual phenomena , h t Sovelon’ end in time vou will eullt’occur. We like the optimistic and Meth^m begin’to aanear Think of And ln oIear dream apd BoIamn vislon 
kindly spirit of Mrs. Mallory ; she does asbJrene. ^Pu^di graceful Tell her of thtogs that no gross ear
her utmost to help the world onward I 'nd and you wI1I be B0> The I can hear.
and comforts us with the assurance I Beeds of jdea]B have to be planted in I Intuition! How many, egotistical 
that all which appears harmonious on I tbe BUh-consclous thought. Then nur-1 mediums and mystics have rested their 

”U Iture them by more thol|b'ht &nd actlv-1 claims of infallibility upon this buffer,
HnviethÎMtSwti?i obeoriu y be' I ity and wait patiently for them to I maintaining that intuition transcends 
neve mat it win. up Any quanty of being can be reason and intellect and partakes of

Where Is Happiness? developed that the conscious mind can I the nature of revelation. Let us
Cease looking outside of yourself coacalYe ?s dealrabl,e’ , „ ' , „ study a few definitions given from the 

for happiness. It is not there. We , of ,tbe mlnd‘s the solution Bpirtt world: “Intuition is the shoot of 
labor long under the delusion that of a11 tbe problems of life. There are which Omniscience is the tree.” And 
things do or can cause happiness or a° difficulties nor dangers for _t 
sorrow. The causes are solely and higher consciousness and the 
wholly within ourselves. When the force8.
mood is thus and thus, the mind read- ^°,me d^y men will cease to 
ily finds or creates materials of con- aad leara direct their course; 
dltion and circumstance wherein to there will be fewer wrecks on ________________
mirror itself__Mrs Marv Russell stream of life, and each one will real- CAN REAR ITS HEAD TO THE SP1R- mirror itseir. Mrs. Mai y Russen that the dlvlnest tblng we can do ILTUAL SKY) AND THAT 80IL 

‘ •______________________for ourselves and the world is to be MUST CONTINUE TO BE ENRICHED
Learning the Truth Through Error, always Idealizing ourselves, seeing the BEFORE THE SPROUT CAN GROW

ghostly faces. To another man this 
thifig happened; upon the soft plaster, 
laid before him and others, ghosts im, 

■ pressed hands and faces—not death 
masks, but.ghost masks. Strange days 
to live in. And all one can say is that 
these phenomena, and others—for 
which in the old days sorcerers were 
burned at the stake—are now admit
tedly within the sphere of scientific 
investigation.

., A Prophetess of Good.’
In the July issue of the “World's 

Advance-Thought," Mrs Lucy A Mallo-

and Boehme, Paracelsus and Mesmer, 
Emerson and Tolstoy; Tennyson and 
Browning, and A. J. Davis and Hudson 
Tuttle. It the standard of activity is 
still further refined by the admission 
of piirlty as a qualifying attribute, 
then we have the names of those who 
will in future ages be accounted the 
great souls manifested upon earth 
and among these names the last two 
no the list will not be last.

We yearn, we search for' an ideal, 
and then we wonder why we do so. 
Self-analysis springs from curiosity 
and ' intellectiializes the emotions. 
Draper indicates the order of progress 
as first credulity; then inquiry; then 
faith.......... ’ ’ '

Hudson Tuttle generalizes more 
broadly, as' from faith to skepticism, 
skepticism to knowledge and knowl
edge, back again to faith, thus com
pleting a circle and falling in line with 
the law of symbols. In our search 
for an ideal we have faith that we will 
find it; when we become curious about 
our emotions we begin to doubt, "Ig
norance more frequently begets confi
dence than does knowledge," says Dar
win. .

Every truth-seeker undergoes a 
crucifixion, for he fights against the
conservatism of his own mind and of 
thé world mind, and which is l’__ 
sharper' torture it is hard to say.

the

the again: ‘‘Intelligence is the soil out of
finer which Intuition grows.” Thus the 

way is made plain. THE MIND
drift SOIL MUST BE RENDERED FAL- 
then LOW BY INTELLECT BEFORE THE 

the TENDER SPROUT OF INTUITION

Genius and Eccentricity.
A writer in “Cosmos,” a French pa

per, discusses the problem connected 
with the apparently near connection 
between genius and eccentricity or 
something like insanity; and there 
does seem to be connection; though, of 
course, there are geniuses whq are 
neither eccentric nor insane. A gen
ius is a person who is hllghly devel
oped, perhaps on one side or in regard 
to one thing. £o far he is normal, 
He is also necessarily more or less 
separated rom the common mind, the 
common order, and the common habit. 
In a word, he is singular, and "singu
lar” is a word which, in some uses of 
It, is equivalent to eccentric; and ec
centricity has only to be sufficiently 
accentuated in order to become. Insan
ity. , ,

Much of what we regard as insane 
or even criminal is only an extension 
of the anti-social; and “anti-social" is 
descriptive of a great deal that is 
characteristic of genius, the product of 
intense individuality, the conscious
ness of power, the growth of pride, 
and the desire to be or be seen to be 
and the desire to be or to seem to be 
different from the ruck. - ,

The "Cosmos” gives a remarkable 
list of geniuses who were “queer.” 
August Comte ran insanity very close 
at times. Saint-simon, Guy de Mau
passant, Villemain, were all haunted 
by delusions; Schumann tried suicide; 
Jean Jasques Rousseau wrote a sort of 
love letter to God which he deposited 
under the altar at Notre Dame; Neit- 
zsche ended as a lunatic; Schopen
hauer was exceedingly “singular,” 
and so on. It certainly seems that to 
be commonplace is to be safe; and that 
the profession of a genius is a danger
ous one.

Translated Into Latin.
“The Message of Life" (New Zea

land) indulges in the following smile 
at Telepathy:

Many persons try to explain the
phenomena of Spiritualism as 
mind of mortals acting one upon

"To err is human,” is an addage the divine and eternal, which is our true INTO THE TALL EMINENCE OF
truth of which is universally admit- selves. This is the way by which we OMNISCIENCE- The intuition of the
ted; but we are not all of us ready to grow. This is the way by which we child springs from the soil of intelll-
retrain from harsh judgments and con- measure greatness .with God. gence, unfallpjved by knowledge; add
demnations of our fellows; we have---------- - ■ — - ----------- knowledge and the lockstep of intul-
yet to learn how to practice that for- st PETER’S BOUNCER. tion and,intellectuality carries the
giveness which is divine. Yet, char- ——— mystic along ¿he straight and narrow
acter is formed as the result of errors, I have little aspiration for a place the Path w!)|Ch Iq^ds to illumination, 
efforts and conquests, and it seems to world calls great, tured iutultlon is inspiration,
' ' ’ ‘ ‘ can be But I’d like to be the bouncer for St. truthful' Inspiration is sane and con-

Patter- Peter at the gate. servatlve and^lways in. harmony with
I don’t think I could be cruel, but I reason^ IF ^.MEDIUM WISHES TO 

. our er- could be very just, PROVE?THE,'VALUE AND WORTH
rors, our wanderings and our stum- And when some folks rapped for en- OF HER. INTUITION, SEE THAT IT
bling as by any other signposts, that trance I would show them my FITS IN WITH THE VAST SWEEP
we learn at last the way of truth; to disgust. OF COSMICAL LAW, THE SWING
discriminate between things and the I . ... OF EVOLUTION AND THE '
semblance of things, between true as- I doa,*’ IMPlt I shou d ^® killed by TATES.0F COMMON SENSE, 
plration and morbid cravings of men- . , to® sparkle of a gem, I BELITTLES THE PRESENT
tai delirium. And permit some guilded fraud to OUTRAGES .THE FUTURE,
.. „ wear the royal diadem. SOURCE ...u,_________

Though there s many a road and j don’t think I should be wheedled in- BEEN BEFOULED.
many an inn, to taking to my fold . “FedllnS is the pioneer ot knowl-And ¿a™ t0 roam~theres on,y on® I Any scheming mortal tyrant:, by the I edgpj Hie anUrtpation of an ideal,” 

For al°The world to win." elitter °f hlS S°ld' ' saYs Wpt, to fils profound study of
“And nprhnnn for on»' nwn nennr And I know I should not falter when tlle emotions. Emotionalism is a nec- 
And perhaps for one s own encour- woonlnp- nWhor .amn essary and inevitable state of mind,

agement (for the higher self needs WJtb - snirit full of sadness and preceding the advent of intellectuality, often to have patience with the lower) I W1herVBPOm all aflame I We anticipate an ideal and then
as well as the encouragement of help- wi(h th , th , i,noWR nn hind, search Wr It and this yearning search ful sympathy with one’s fellows, it is W p“® aVnd Xi Xds above all constitutes the root of love. From 
good to recall again and again that ¡anc®’ and tnat stands above a11 the mingling of the emotions of love 
‘inertia is potential momentum’—just -phonah’she was in raes and tatters and f®ar is evolved the religious sentl- so heavy and hard as the stone is to 1 n°Utg? i„s! wfficome her rieht in ment: fear leading to respect and ven
move, so much farther and faster does! 10 Jusl welcome ner nent in. eratlon and ]ove Beeklng lta highest 
it go, once it is started. The same And I know that, though St. Peter has expression in the ecstatic bliss of the 
law holds throughout every plane. been hardened by the years, mystic, which.- when pure, unselfish 
The soul that is slow to release its And the constant stream of liars to the and all embracing, is one of the most 
hold on the lesser, the immature, the flow of human tears, potent of spiritual forces, if not the
fleeting, will be in like measure firm Yet he would not sit in silence while greatest uplifting power in the uni- 
of grasp on the higher things—once I opened that big gate, I verse. But how few can attain to the

be the only way in which we 
trained. Mr. Charles Brodie 
son has well said:

“It is as much, perhaps, by

the 
an-

ST PETER’S BOUNCER.

Ma- 
and

DIC-
IF IT

OR
BB ant) FUTURE, THE

OF INSPIRATION HÁS

they take their rightful place In sub- Lest a moment should be wasted and love which "seeketh not Its own/’ the 
stltution for the others. The soul to thus make the mother wale. love which blends depth with broad- 
whom much is forgiven, the same . .. ness, the love of avataras of man-loveth much. One of the most mer-1 1 8hoald like b® hIs bouncer when | klnd’ .
ciful provisions is that ‘the way of the I tn I The world, in its search for Ideals,
transgressor is hard.’ By the inexor-1 with b*B *°ad ®f ®,r®Ba D®”^“monB t0 I worships these avataras as beings who
able law of the universe that Is at once I T PJ®8e“\Io^ B“8ar y1““®- I have jumped ahead of evolution. It
perfect justice and tenderest love, the I 1 a d d tt® “P?A thi I al8° seeks t0 imitate them and it was
lessons learned through error are yet I ln® 7“» I this imitation: carried to excess whichthe lessons of truth. He who steals, I To p*e™ I lead the earlier mystics to their over-
and lies, and murders, nevertheless at I where the scadal-mongers stay. I development of emotionalism.
last inevitably learns thereby the all- j should like to be the bouncer .when Those who march with eveflution 
underlying eternal truths of honesty the human hog appears, I must follow the evolutionary order of
and verity of life. With his air of “full possession” he I progress; emotionalism, intellectual-

“We can help most swiftly and most I has gained in earthly years. I Ism, bliss. Indeed, the very "love” of

other, and they call this “telepathy." 
But Professor Hyslop, an eminent sci
entist and Investigator into occult mat
ters, declares that what is called "tel
epathy” has not been proved. Our ' 
readers will remember the experi
ments made last year by this professor, 
It was designed to send a telepathic 
message from America to England. 
The arrangements were carefully 
made, and the English sensitive was 
waiting the message at the time ap
pointed, and with a committee to over
see. The message was received—the 
very message telepathically dspatched 
from America. So far it might be 
called a triumphant success, but alas! 
and alas! The message was de
spatched in good honest English, and 
arrived in classical Latin! neither sen
sitive is a Latin scholar, so there was 
really nothing telepathic in that ex
periment. Some outside Intelligence, 
one with a classical frame of mind, 
just transposed the message into good 
Latin. '

Every asserted proof of telepathy 
might be rationally explained by as
suming that an “outside intelligence" 
bore the message. The word “telep
athy” was coined to smooth the feath
ers .of those who have declared they 
would accept any explanation rather 
than acknowledge immortality and 
spirit return.

The Invisible World.
“The Message of Light” quotes 

from “Everybody’s Magazine” a smart 
reference of the value of Professor 
Richet’s Yestimony, as far as it goes: 
“He is an admirable type of the psy
chic researcher. He is leagues away 
from mysticism. An experlementer, a 
vivisectionlst, a savant—cold-blooded, 
dubious—he represents capitally those 
men of science who have taken up the 
study of the invisible world.”

Referring generally to the subject, 
“Everybody’s Magazine” appears to be 
quite sympathetic. It says:

“Science recognizes the existence of 
an invisible world, wherein unknown 
forces flit to and fro. What ghostly 
things there are it knews not, but they 
are very real, very strong,, and terri
ble. They are not materia!—they 
are the masters of matter. Occult

. forces are- no longer unknown;,-, scl-

Faith Is crucified by reason, descends 
into the under world of torture, gains 
knowledge from suffering and is resur
rected as purified spirit, with the ten
fold spiritual strength of superior 
wisdom.

The new-born faith is the faith of 
perfect understanding of the law. 
“We are prepared for the comprehen
sion of truth and the infinite life be
fore us,” says Mr. Tuttle. “We have 
become active entitles instead of pas
sive receptacles."

The faith of the childish mind is 
beautiful and sweet in its simplicity, 
but it Is a spiritual twilight in which 
shadows lurk and emotions play upon 
the soul.

The soul feeds upon these external 
sensations and progresses, but to ex
pand and unfold it must plunge into 
that “inmost center where truth 
abides in fulness,” and drink the wis
dom waters from its own inspirational 
font. The exstatic desires complete 
fusion and unification with God. He 
seeks the rapture of possession, an ex
alted, pleasurable emotion, albeit a 
selfish one.

Ecstacy is an Intense state of con
sciousness, an intoxication of the soul, 
and its tendency is to restrict the area 
of consciousness to a single unit—the 
God without.

The thinker, boring into the depths 
of his soul, locates the “imperial 
splendor” within, and reasons that if 
knowledge lies within, it must be re
leased, and the releasing power must 
be the concentrated will, a focussed 
energy, directed by wisdom.

The thinker locates the hidden gold. 
He holds a pick within his hands, but 
he lacks the knowledge of how to use 
the pick. That capacity, like the gold 
itself, Is locked up within him. A 
greater mind than his own is needed 
at this crisis, for he must take a step 
Outside the circle of reason. Thus the 
opportunity Is provided for the guid
ance and direction of the spirits.

The teachings of matter are limited 
to the circle of reason; It is the action 
of knowledge upon knowledge that 
develops the intellect. Hence there 
have always been teachers in the 
world, and these were taught by the 
higher invisible intelligences, and so 
on and up the chain stretches in un
broken succession, and he who thinks 
he ..discerns the last link cries “God”; 
but the greater seer can see the end
lessness of the chain and is content to 
utilize the wisdom which hath been 
granted unto him and forcing his way 
into the temple cave of his own soul, 
sits silent by the central altar, and 
there hears the voice of the Nameless 
One, the “Nameless of the hundred
names.” How vividly

surely those struggling through these I sh&uld like to lead him into the great I the mystic is ah intellectuallzed emo- 
rougher ways, not by criticism or con-1 hog-pen of that place, I tion, the fruitage of the root of ten-

ence has given them passport and 
name. Science iteelt7 Is becoming 
mystic phantomlc, ghost-ridden. . : 
Ghosts confront thé càmerà, as < JÏ; 
Sardou attests. Unto M. Fernand 
Desmoulins ghostn come and sit blind
folded in his studio, and guide his un
witting hand while it draws their

demnation or even preachment, but by And observe the marks of anger on I derness, as resignation is the fruitage 
being ourselves what we would have his piggish looking face. I of the root of fear. These two emo-
them be. T u u » x. . I tions, purified by the intellectual fire,
“ ‘Re nnhiP nnd thn nnhiPTm« thnt Men 1 sho,’?ld lik,® to ,be the bouncer when are the residue of crude emotionalism, 

Be noble, and the nobleness that lies . the autocrat appears, thus.wp nndprRtnTid how nnssivitvIn others, sleeping still but never dead, And proceed to kindly lead him to the came1 to b^o universally accented as a 
Will rise In majesty to meet thine silent vale of tears m W 06 universally accepted as anwn • mi. x ?, , ; , ?, j .1 necessary condition to the receipt of• I That his tyrant soul helped fashion by I inspiration. It was accepted as a

"In true nobility of soul there 1b no rT .ta® tears of bitter grief .law, because the study of causes and
trace of self-righteousness: He has wrung from other mortals, and I effects peculiar to one phase of devel-" ‘The best men, doing their best, I _ . -7 hv f h ^h V h I S “'"a & 

K^perodventure, ieast of what 8 “a heartless wretch appears’, ’ WITH THE WIDENING OF THE 
Men nsefnlpst In the world arn slmnlv Who had beaten dogs and horses, or HORIZON/DUE TO THE ADVENT Xd ■ “ ’ d Ply I his wife and little dears; I OF KNOWLEDGE,THE THINKERS

* I Oh, wouldn’t I remand him to a dun- I RECOGNIZED THAT THE UW OF
“Patience and an all-encompassing geon of a cell, I PASSIVITY HAD ITS COMPLE-

love are the staff and script we need And just paint upon his vision all the I MENT, THE LAW OF THE ACTIV-
for life's journey. None can defraud tortures of his hell? ITY OF THE-.WILL AND THAT
ns, nor malign us, nor injure us. Let T . , . ., VIEWED FROM THE STANDPOINT
us to whom is vouchsafed this sure 1 Bhoald like J° b® h,s bouncer when I OF USEFULNESS TO HUMANITY,
knowledge take heed that we leave no ™,, tbe preachers toop along, I THE ACTIVE MYSTIC RECEIVED
stumbling block, no shadow of equlvo-1 wlth Jbejr look of perfect. certainty I AS GREAT AN INSPIRATION AND 
cal action, in the pathway of another. , _ of standing o'er the throng. I GAVE IT FAITH IN PURER ES

Ella Wheeler Wilcox, in one of her I 1 should teach them that the heaven I SENCE, THAN'THE SECLUDED AND
admirable little poems, entitled “Mis- . i°r all. persons free from sin, I ASCETIC CELEBATE of the early
takes,” embodied the same thought in I® not noY by Peter guarded, but by I centuries-.: ii .
her usual hopeful and stimulating conscience down within. I Emerspn, who was Innately passive 
fashion. She says: j Bhould uke to show the egoUst hls and shrWk from activity-other than

. , . , , , , , nmaiinpRs nvnr thoro- literary-iwork-tfl-wlth curious aversion,God sent us here to make mistakes, „a8?-81“1®88 °ver to®?6' niched tor theiold order—the demonTo strive, and fall, and rebegin; WitVten,fulA?I?®M0,IB ,in Bl®“Sd »J “wold order the demon 
To taste the tempting fruit of sin tbe Troth’s bright gleamlngglare, a^isston of anvthlng un-

And find what bitter fruit it makes- Right beside an humble being whom wljnoubitne aomission ot anything un MU nna wnai outer iron it maxes, he held beneath hin heel spiritual, . positive, dogmatic or per-
“To miss the path and go astray, 'Just to give him some sensation as. to I ?°?,rec?EalzlnS “e

To wander blindly in the night, I how his brothers feel. I ^HUty di:his •pealming and the greater
But searching, praying for the light Y rd Hke t0 be the bouncer tor c/ P°W6r f

Until at last we find the way. 631 Peter for awhile,6 °W i°" ®t l1«^8 r®®?»
“And looking back across the past. I For I’d like to do somfe sorting in the I MakeB ^tae.tbfreeze and ice to boil.

We know we needed all the strain, I TOry late8t style. . I He evAn made fun of his craving in
Of fear, and doubt, and strife, and There would be but little winter for.) the famous couplet, - 

pain, . ' the high-fraud or the low, >
To make us value peace at last Aad “e hell they made for, others

■ I would for them be kept aglow. Apollo is, an jqbeclle. A
fails, finds later triumph sweet, I DR. T. WILKINS, I The future “historian of mysticism

- Who stumbles once, walks then with :-------——•———-— I will judge all mediums by thelr activi-
< jai6’ „ I "How to Train ChUdrSH and pa. ties, by results, by world usefulness.
And knows the place to cry Beware! I rents.” Mrs. Elizabeth - Towne takes |: We are told1 of the activity of the 

To other .unaccustomed feet. I tbe position that In many cases It is the I spirits in their ceaseless search among
"Through strife tho shimborlne- snni I Parents that need the training more’ I the children of earth for sensitive.awa.k'es- ’ the Blumberlng soul I jban the children, and advises parents I minds to' impress; we know personally
• w-» ubm> ’«■ to look to themselves. Twenty-five of their endeavors within our limited

The truths we cottld not nrtze with° cents coUld not be better spent than in range of observation. Those who re-
“out ' • “ “ t prize with-1 buytog thla Httl0 book tllat I ceivo these impressions' must give

The sorrow of our sad mistake ” has the care of children shoul^ read it them forth-again, or they are elogi ne sorrow ot our sad mistakes. _ I price 25 cents. . ging tho wheels of progress, and they
- The Permanence ef Soni. ■ "The Spiritual Birth or Death and who either consciously or unoonsclous- 

» <’ , • , Its Tomorrow.” By Moses Hull, lx nullify the workings of spiritual
r ,l0r,, ■ B «cent book. -This, is a pamphlet of S6 pages,'and laws, oven in a minute measure, will

on The Future Life, says: The soul I gives the Spiritualistic idea of Death, reap an awfUl-penalty; * To give forth, 
. appears to bB* a force, and from this 1 Heaven and .Hell, according to. the | to do, to; act-^-these -were the tnotlvos 

very fact it must be Immortal. In author’s interpretation of the Spirit-1 which inspired Socrates and’ Plato, 
’J0 fo™e Is CI^ated> anii none I 'tnojo *eoua loefqnB inuuodcn I Pythagoras and Gautama, Jesus and 

lost, it is only transformed and pre-1 ¿pjggp « 00 reoiSor 'Smas o xo I Paul, Mohammed and Philo, Bruno 
served. Therefore the soul must be I .pooM^oSj 'JtMdt Ar I Savonarola, Luther and Geo,‘Fan,
permanent Uka ether forces. | e^iinxx oimooo » ajn J» dnawma, | Joan.of Arc aS Ann Lee, Swedenberg

force, dissolving the bars of pride and 
conceit. The human mind works 
consciously and egotistically; the 
waking consciousness Is the furthest 
removed from the subliminal, for. both 
the sub and superconsclous minds are 
without egotism. That is why our in
tellectual strength is ' our weakness 
and cannot stand alone. It is the 
danger zone of development, the path 
which leads to Black Magic. Once 
safely through this ambush, the ego is 
guided by the light of Intuition to the 
supreme end and goal—superconsclous 
llumuniation. ■ ■

Few have attained to the state of 
true illumination, although many have 
believed that they did so. . Perhaps 
Gautama is. the only one of whom we 
can be absolutely, sure. Plotinus 
claimed he attained,this altitude six 
times, Porphycy onqe and Boehme al
most constantly. The last-named, 
however, obtained his messages 
through automatic writing, as did 
Philo at the beginning of the Christian 
era, and Hudson Tuttle in our own 
day. Dr. Peebles lists ’ mechanical 
writings under physical manifesta
tions, a low order of mediumship.. 
This is undoubtedly true of its execu
tion, but the inspiration we would 
classify higher, as being an exception
ally clear expression and illustration 
of the process of spirit “thought-pho
tography.” Boehme expounded a no
ble philosophy, but the clearness was 
obscured by obsolete words and dis
torted meanings of words. Intellect
ualism .was absent in Boehme’s life 
and the result was an Imperfect mes
sage. In Tuttle we find a more har
monious development and a clearer in
spiration.

One-sided development has ever 
thwarted the plans of the angels. 
John Wesley’s lack of intuition de
layed the advent of Spiritualism 180 
years; Wendell Phillips’ intuition en
abled him to grasp the primal truth 
that man could not enslave his 
brother, but when the cause he fought 
tor was won, the limitations of his in
tuition prevented him from under
standing the more complex problems 
of later days.

In Abraham Lincoln we find a mar
velous instance of harmonious devel
opment—psychic sensitiveness, the op
timism of balanced faculties, great 
heart sympathy and unselfish love, in
spirational intuition and the intellect
ualism which produced the Gettysburg 
address.

A full chord is a harmony of many 
tones; one-sided development is a dis
cord and ever results disastrously. 
Rampant intellectualism gravitates to
ward Black Magic; the apogee of emo
tionalism is weakness.

Look at the sensitives of to-day, me
diums with their auric envelopes so 
stretched and broken that they are a 
helpless prey to astral influences. 
Note again the Intellectual mystics; 
men like Dr. Peebles, who although 
receiving the full strength of the ce
lestial currents through their attenu
ated auras, yet require all Influences 
from the other side to pass through a 
second screen, the fine, yet strong 
meshes of wisdom, which effectually

It will write in full sight 
yes, in full sight and it will 
write more, write better, 
write easier and keep on 
doing so longer than any 
other typewriter. ‘

THE MONARCH TYPEWRITER CO 
200 and 202Wabash Ave., Chicago, I1L

Victor

separates the wheat from the 
These are the modern mystics; 
whose life-forces are of radium

chaff. 
• men 
contl-

nuity, bombarding the world with 
sparks of wisdom from an inexhaust
ible source, leaving their emanations 
on everything they touch and clothing 
common-place souls with their mag
ical effluvium. THESE ARE THE 
MASTERS OF CONCENTRATED 
WILL, who, if there were more of 
them, could purify the moral atmos
phere of our world In a second’s time 
and bring about “the great change,” 
so graphically described by H. G.

THE TEACHINGS OF JESUS
Not Adapted to Modern Clvlllzatio.i, with thoTrTB 
Character o( Mary Magdalene. By Geo. W. Browu« 
M. D. Price. 13 cents. For sale at thia cftlce.

TIib Limn Woe
By W. J. COLVILLE. A series of twelve lec
tures, intended as simple, practical expositions 
of the Ten Commandments in the spiritual as
pect. Price, 60 cents.

Wells, at any given moment, 
sistent appeal of Jesus for

Charbonnel describes the process: 
“We have only to close the sanctuary 
of our soul and accustom our eyes to 
Its shades in order to see splendor 
shine forth, to hear voices that inspire 
and counsel. The most sacred shrine 
of our soul Is invaded, don^jnated, pro
faned by outside forces.”

Surely the area of consciousness is 
not restricted by this method of ap
proaching the Infinite and the modern 
mystics of the western world can no 
longer have the reproach hurled at 
their heads that they remain “plunged 
In the beatific vision, writing nothing 
and founding nothing and always in 
pursuit of their dregm, passing 
through life without leaving a trace 
behind them.” The modern seer is 
“the knower, the doer and the sower.” 
The clarion call of the angels is “work 
and strive!" Elizabeth Barrett, who 
was very close to .the angels at mo
ments, sings the long, the clarifying 
song of life:
“We must be here to work,
And men who work can only work for 

men;
And not to work in vain must compre

hend humanity,
And so work humanly, and raise men’s 

bodies
By raising souls, as God did first.”

As the capacity to know increases 
and the intellectual dominates the 
emotional, the temptation of the mys
tic increases in number and subtility. 
Browning has given us the whole 
drama in his “Paracelsus.” This six
teenth century mystic aims to know 
the whole of knowledge. Festus 
points out the lurking dangers» the 
lust-for fame, the exclusiveness of the 
intellect and the independence of the 
soul disdaining inspiration. He also 
juts the vital question, “Have you any 
knowledge of the path to knowledge?”

Paracelsus makes the great mistake 
of intellectualism; he wants the 
whole, the source and sum nf divine 
and human knowledge, and less they 
prove a hindrance, he stills his affec
tions, feeling confident that he can re
vive them at will and will find them 
purified and chastened by their slum
ber. The spirit “Aprile” convinces 
him of his mistake, and is in turn con
vinced that love is powerless, withOut 
knowledge; the two are twain; the 
knower, must love and the lover know.

Paracelsus tries to work out the les
son, but falls because he Elites knowl
edge higher than love. Power won by 
knowldge alone is limited; love ever 
precedes and directs power to unselfish 
aims.. "Live in all things outside of 
yourself by love, and you will have 
joy,”, cries the philosopher, and in this 
thought he senses the third great road 
to wisdom, the sacrificial, the power 
which welds- and fuses the emotional 
and the Intellectual. Sacrificial love 
Is the God-love and compassion is its 
attribute. The intellect, innately self
ish, sees, effects; wisdom divines

his spirit
Id óf aa-

The in- 
falth,

meant above all the faith to concen
trate. The time of our evolution could 
be shortened by half through concen
tration. By concentration we may 
not only draw power from the spirit
ual reservoirs, .which is the accom
plishment of the concentration of 
prayer, but we may direct this stream 
back again to its source, where the 
waters may be impounded for another 
emergency. It is a mistaken idea to 
suppose that victory is always assured 
to the white angels. The forces for 
good and for evil are very evenly bal
anced at this stage of our develop
ment and it is the earth-men that tilt 
the scales. Why is the progress of 
evolution so slow? Because we are 
continually draining from the spiritual 
reservoirs. We are trying to Irrigate 
a large territory with a small stream. 
The existence of the law of conserva
tion of spiritual energy is our shame 
afid our reproach. We are draining 
the heavens dry and never replenish
ing. Let the modern mystics teach us 
the lesson of co-operation, brother
hood and unity of purpose.' A long 
pull and a strong pull and a pull all 
together is what is needed at this cru
cial period of time to lift humanity 
out of the rut of dogmatism and the 
slough of selfishness.

EDWARD J. BATES. 
San Bernardino, Cal.

WORLD MAKING
and Death of Worlds, by Samuel Phelps Leland 
Ph. D..LL. D., Emeritus Professor of Astrono
my end lecturer on science in Charles City Col
lege, A Work of intense Interest, by a scien
tist and profound thinker. Cloth, price, 75 cts.

THE New and

Revised
BIBLE. Editioa
Authenticity, Credibility, 

Morality.
JOHN E. REMSBURG’S GREAT WORK

Ingersoll's desire that somebody 
should at last tell the whole truth about 
the Bible has been brilliantly fulfilled. ' 
No Freethinker worthy of the name can 
afford to pass over Remsburg’s book in 
silence. Like Thomas Paine’s "Age of 
Reason," may it, let us hope, find ad
mirers and translators in other lan
guages. And again, like Paine’s book, 
may this brilliant work bring to its au
thor the praise of posterity.—Der Frei
denker (Milwaukee).

SPIRIT PRESENCE.

A Husband's Death Blow Felt.

A case of telepathy in the most lit-

This great work on the Bible by Mr. 
Remsburg is most valuable—it is an en
cyclopedia of information in regard to 
the Bible, and surpasses in importance 
all other works of the kind now pub
lished. It is up-to-date in every parti» 
ular. Price, «1.25,

eral sense, that of suffering at a dis
tance, is reported In “L’Echo du Mer
veilleux,” with regard to the death of 
Lieutenant Gilmann, who was crushed 
between two trains at Argenteuil on 
June 20 last It was told to a friend 
of the narrator by a comrade of the 
deceased officer, who said that as he 
was passing the Lieutenant’s house, 
after the accident,-he saw Mme. Gil- 
Nnann at the door, seemingly greatly 
agitated. When the Colonel of the 
regiment came to break the sad news 
to her, she rushed towards him and 
exclalmed,\“Do not come in. My hus
band is dead, I know he Is. At half
past eight I received a terrible blow in 
my back. My husband has been 
struck down by a train, I am sure!” It 
was, in fact, just half-past eight when 
the unfortunate officer was knocked 
down, and the blow that killed him 
appears to have been fell by his wife 
at the same moment.

TO WOMEN WHO DREAD MOTHERHOOD
^formation Haw They May Give Birth to Happy, 

Healthy Children Absolutely With- .
out Paln--Sent Proa. V s.

Ho woman need any lonrer dread the pains of 
chlM'-birth.or remain childless. Dr. J. H.- Dye 
has devoted hls Uto toreliovlnr the sorrows ot 
women. He hae proved thatall pain at childbirth 
may be entirely banished, and ho will ylxdly tell 
you hew H'msybe done absolutely free atehsr^e 
SendypUr name and address to Dr. J.ELDvo.. i5l 
Lewis Block, Buffalo. N. T., and be will cond j v\t 
postpaid, his wonderful book which • IcBs how to 
CfY» birth to happy, healthy cMlaren, aosohneh 
without pain; also, how to euro eternity. Do not 
delay, out v»rlte U^day.

"Just How to Wake the Solar Plexus." 
By Elizabeth Towne. Valuable for 
talth. Price, 25 cents.

STANDARD BOOKS,
Cloth Binding, ^Oc. Each.

The following books by well known 
and popular writers, we have selected 
with the thought that they will bo of in
terest to our readers. They are printed 
on fine paper; perfectly clear, readable 
type; cloth binding. Good home library 
edition:

Heroes and Hero Worship, and the 
Heroic in History. The Hero as Divin
ity. The Hero as Prophet. The Hero
as Poet The Hero as Priest. 
Hero as King. By Thomas Carlyle, 
pages.

Past and Present By Thomas 
lyle.

The
859

Car>

Data of Ethics. By Herbert Spencer. ‘ 
Fairyland of Science. By Arabella B. 

Buckley. This book is written in such 
a pleasing manner that young as well 
as old can understand it. Illustrated, 
gilt top. .........

Origin of Species. By Charles Dar
Win. •

Descent of Man. By Charles Darwin. 
These’two books by Mr. Darwin, should - 
be In every home.

Karma. A Novel. By A, P. Slnnétt.
A Romance of Two Worlds. By Ma

rie Corelli. A most wonderful occult 
story. ‘

Zanonl. By Bulwer Lytton. A r» 
mance by that: most wonderful and lays-. 
tic writer, after a long residence in the - 
East and an exhaustive study ot occult 
lore. .

Any one of the above valuable books 
can be obtained for 50 cents, a miraci*

I of cheapness. ..
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A SUCCESSFUL BEASON.REVEÂUBD IN A DREAM.

Hodson Tuttle,
Library of ííiikitual Literature.

Water Famine in an Ohio’Town.
a

REDUCED PRICED

consclen-

A. 3. B.the same effect.
IMPORTANT AMENDMENT.

THE WORLD IS GROWING BETTER.
Proposed by the State Association of

Demonism of the Ages and Splr-7.

0.

THE SONG OF THE VOICE.

“God Is Love. ” 11.

ONE YEAR.

I

I

WELCOMED HOME.

back. J. H. YENNI.

dlan to me and. said;dren. Price, 65 cents.

God. 
ists.

Reproof should not exhaust its pow
ers on petty failings.—Anom

Mrs. May Pepper Given a Rousing
>. Reception on Opening Her Meet

ings in Brooklyn, N. Y.

And a Great Deal of the Advance Made 
Must Be Attributed to /Woman.

10. 
ism.

president, 
few well

all times. She is a firm, 
tlous and forcible speaker.

Following her our state 
Mr. R. F. Little gave a

The Pro and Con of Spiritual- 1 
24 pages. Price 10 cents; post-

ID A LE WJS BENTLEY. 
Los Angeles, Cal.

don "rejected” address. 49 pages.
Price 15 cents; postage 3 cents.

A MASTERLY WORK.
Continuity of Life a Cosmic Truth 

ByProR XV. M. Bockwood.
A masterly presentation ot an Important sub

ject. A powerful argument alonznew and scien
tific lines, establishing on a scientific basis the 
facto! the continuity of personal Individual con
scious selfhood after laying Rsldo tho physical 
"body. A bools of rare value« With oerertu 
£no illustrations. Cloth. 11.00. -

Àn Importai Question^

A water famine In: Mt. Auburn, 
suburb of Cincinnati, has prévalled for

COSNIAN HYNN BOOK.
A collection ot original and selected Hymn* 

for Liberal and Ethical Societies, for School* 
and tho Home. Compiled by L. K. Washburn. 
This volume meets a public want. ItcomprUes 
258 choice selections of poetry and music, em* 
bodying tho highest moral Bcntimeflt, and ft** 
from all sectarianism. Price, co center

Paine’s Theological Works.
Age of Reason, Examination of the Prophe

cies, etc. Illustrated edition. Bost 8vo., 433 
uagoa. Price, cloth. 01.00.

The DeveFooment of the Spirit 
Altai Transition. By the lata M. Faraday. The 
origin of religions, and their influence upon th» 
mental development ot the irtman race. Fnoft 10 cents.

flDOGryDhal Now Testament, 
Being all the Gospels, Epistles, and other pieces 
nenv extant, attributed in the first four centu
ries to Jesus Christ, his apostles and their com* 
panions, and not Included in the New Testament 
□y its compilera. Price, cloth. 4150.

Moke, but his seriousness Impressed 
| me. -I instructed the operator to wire 
I to. Calcutta and ascertain what the

age 2 cents.
Spiritualism in All Lands. 31 

pages. Price 10 cents, postage 2 cents,

k Shall We Uphold Evil That Good May Come?

&
as

/.The following correspondence is especially interest- 
Ji'; ing, illustrating an important point in connection 

with Spiritualism. The question is now before the 
Spiritualists as to whether materializing mediums 
should be allowed to “sport” a Saratoga trunk full 
of artificial toggery to be used when convenient to 
deceive the gullible Spiritualists. Is that in accord
ance with the Ethics of Spiritualism, and to be ex
ploited before the world as such ?

To the Editor:—In, the July 14th , 
issue of The Light of Truth iwas^o ; 
article by Will C. Hodge,, entitled, • 
« Reynolds.” . Being- Wsuaded ; 
in my own mind from what Elsie ^y 
nolds has confidentially told triads 
of mine and from her own letters, 
»hteh origin»' “”¿3» S 

fifteen month ago, that Elsie had no 
genuine materializing powers, but was 
an unmitigated deceiver, on the ap
pearance of Brother Hedge’s article 
I sent him the following, letter.

Santa Ana, Cal., July 10,1906;
Dear Brother Hodge:—I have just 

read your article about Elsie Rey 
nofos" in July 14th Light of Truth. 
You know I am a firm believer-in.ma-- 
teiializutlon. My offer still holds good 

one thousand dollars to any one 
Ivho will show me how to duplicate 
at will similar manifestations those 
ncrtirrinK in the seances of H. rance, o Tswelo, N. Y„ twenty-seven years 
ago. Also two thousand dollars 
standing offer to any one who will 
show me bo I can duplicate at will 
amiilar manifestations as those given 
on my Blates the Bummer you and I 
"CA ye^agoTcaught Elsie Reynolds 
In such bare-faced trickery lamyowa 
house, that I very much doubt if any 
of the materializations at her seances 
are genuine—free from trickery.

I am willing to-day to give two 
hundred dollars to know that sire is a 
genuine materializing medium. I 
have two hundred dollars I can put 
mv hands on any day. If you wU! 
bring Bister Reynolds to our house, 
and hold a seance where she held the 

two In our home, sho to be con
fined in' a wire cage of my own make, 
you and I and Mrs. Smith to be the 
sitters, and if “Lily Roberts comes 
out and sings to us in her usual form, 
in the usual light that she comes in, 
then the money is yours to do with as

paths of consolation by communion 
j.vlt,h their spirit friends, tells them “It 
is his belief that there, is no better me
dium, for, form manifestation before 
ihe public, than Elsie Reynolds,” 
, My. God! Has It come to this?
' Brother. Hodge says in his letter to 
me that he is perfectly willing "she 
should have a Saratoga trunk full of 
paraphernalia if she wants to.” Ho 
adds: “I test the spirit and the char
acter of the manifestations.”

That may be all right for so smart 
and wise a man as Brother Hodge, but 
not for the mass of innocents who are 
seeking messages and hand-clasps 
from dear ones irfthe spirit world. I

But Not More'So. Then Event# Now 
Occurring the World Over in Con-' 
nection With Spirit Return and Oc
cult Mutters«—A Remarkable Appa
rition Appears as Related by Dr/ 
Lapponi, tike Renowned Physician of 
tho Pope—-A Civil Engineer Has « 
Remarkable Experience in India.

■ To the Editor:—It is related with 
every evidence of truth that Dr. Lap
poni, the renowned physician of the 
Pope, has given considerable time to 
the study of hypnotism and Spiritual
ism. Some time ago ho published a 
brief treatise on these subjects, which 
attracted World-Wide attention. Now, 
it seems, he has issued a larger work 
in which he tells of his interesting re
searches and sets forth hlB conclu
sions.

Like Jung Stilling who wrote on the 
same subject centuries ago. Dr. Lap
poni relates numerous instances ot 
what appears to be genuine spirit 
manifestations, and, like the’ German 
investigator of mysteries, he admits 
the reality of many such manifesta
tions. "Spiritualism,” he says, as 
quoted in the New York Evening Post, 
"is the manifestation of activity of 
preternatural order. Only part of its 
phenomena can be explained as Illu
sions or hallucinations, fraud, decep
tion, or particular pathological condi
tions on ihe part of mediums or the 
confederates. For ’ not a few, no 
known physical law is capable of af- 
for'dlng an explanation eitlief reason
able or probable. Many others con
tradict the modt fundamental noted 
laws of nature.”

As an illustration of Spiritualism he

once thought I, myself, was pretty 
smart at “testing the manifestations 
by tlw spirit and character.” But 1 
found, to my sorrow, that Elsie was 
too much for me. But to all seekers 
of communication with loved ones in 
spirit life who have not the acumen, 
the. gift of discernment, that Brother 
Hodge has, I would earnestly implore 
them to never, never sit with that 
often exposed, self-confessed deceiver, 
Elsie Reynolds,' unless she . is under 
strictly test conditions.

you choose. , ,
- I have that confidence In you that
I am willing to place the money in 
your hands before the seance, if you 
have the least doubt about trusting 
me to keep my word.

■ You can stop at our house a week It 
you choose, to thoroughly magnetize 
the room. You will be surrounded 
only by true friends of Spiritualism in 
our house.

Whatever the outcome of the test 
seance, it is to be given the widest 
publicity possible.

This offer is open for three months

Hoping for an immediate answer, I 
remain, yours for honest mediumship, 

D. EDSON SMITH.

In his letter to me, Brother, Hodge 
says that putting Elsie into a wire- 
cage of my owh making “would be no 
test at all, in my judgment, for well- 
developed mediums can be readily 
freed from all such restraint.”

If Elsie Reynolds can be freed whep 
sitting in my cage, tn my cabinet,- 
when only Brother Hodge, my wife 
and myself are the only visible persons 
in tlie"adjoining room, he can have the 
two hundred dollars.

Or if, as-related by Brother Hodge 
in. his L. of T. article, Slater Reynolds 
will sit “in full view of the members 
of the circle and in a perfectly normal 
condition, and several members of the 
circle can approach the cabinet, and 
talk with and fully ■ recognize their 
friends,” then the money Is his. The 
sitters in this case to be Brother 
Hodge, my wife, her brother and wife, 
my sister and myself. All harmonious 
persons and good Spiritualists.

But perhaps Brother Hodge has 
CHANGED HIS VIEWS regarding the 
endorsement of mediums who are 
sometimes given to fraudulent prac
tices. At the-state conventlon^when 
the subject of requiring all mediums 
affiliating with this society to be ex
amined by a competent board, as to 
whether they were really mediums of 
the spirit world, before giving them 
certificates, and revoking the certifi
cate if found practicing deceit, Brother 
Hodge spoke in favor of this motion, 
and paid that these dishonest pre
tenders were “A REPROACH TO THE 
CAUSE.” I took down his words on 
the spot.

Brother Hodge replies as follows: 
San Diego, Cal., July 17, 1906

Dear Brother Smith:—Yours, dated 
•yesterday, duly received and con- 
tents noted. I had no desire to be
come champion for, or to defend El
sie Reynolds, nor have I any desire to 
condemn her. She is just what she 

•is,- Elsie' Reynolds, and one must take 
her just as they find her.

Your offer is all right and fair 
enough, but 1 would not entertain it 

/for a single moment, not if I was per
fectly sure of winning the two hun
dred dollors. All that you say about 
her trickery in your own home may be 
true, but that does not affect my ar
ticle, and what myself and more than 
a dozen others saw and heard on that 
occasion. I would not under any cir
cumstances be a party to any such 
conditions as you name, and am PER-

. FECTLY WILLING SHE SHOULD
HAVE A SARATOGA TRUNK FULL 

' OF PARAPHERNALIA OR TOG
GERY IF SHE WANTS IT. Remem- 
ber I am speaking for myself. I test 

>' the spirit and the character of the

To the Editor:--It ^9 ^pleas
ure at thia time to announce the most 
auspicious- opening, on 'Bunday, Sept, 
28, of the lecture season of.|9&6-1907, 
ot the First Temple SriritUMist So
ciety of Newport, Ky. ■ * |rhls opening 
day was also celebrated as tire birth-

relates the following incident, among 
others:

“In a miscellany received at the 
Blblloteca Vittorio Emmanuele at 
Rome, from the suppressed monastery 
of San Pantaleo, is included the sworn 
disposition of a nobleman, Domenico 
Denza, aged forty, chevalier of the 
Holy Sepulchre, of Irreproachable 
habits and highly esteemed In all 
Rome. The miscellany is undoubted
ly of the seventeenth century, and was 
compiled In compliance with an order 
of Pope Innocent XI. by Cardinal Car- 
pegna, relative to a spiritual appari
tion to the above DOm. Denza. The 
latter, after having repeatedly

day of Mr. E. Crawley, the founder ot 
the Spiritual Temple in this city. 
That the people of Newport,a^eclate 
the Temple, was “amply Evidenced by 
the large audience present at both ser
vices, afternoon and evening.

The Temple Society of SpirituallBta 
own this beautiful Temple, subject to 
a mortgage of $2,000, }tlie ntortgage 
being held by a local buUfitog apd loan 
association. While the popiety feel to 
an extent the burden of this dqht 
after the enthusiastic meeting,pi Sun
day; Sept. 23, they have -every confi
dence that the debt is to be success
fully met, and that it will not be long 
before the society will hold a clear 
title to their beautiful meeting place.

At the two meetings on Sunday we 
succeeded in raising $332. to be ap
plied in taking up one of thejour flve- 
hundred-dollar shares held In the 
building and loan association., There 
is no doubt but what this share will be 
released before January 1,1907; so 
While there 1b no state association in 
Old Kentucky, there 1b at . least one 
society there that ,1b an honor to Splr- 
uallsm.

The success that, the society Is 
achieving Is largely due to the self
sacrificing spirit manifested by its offi
cers and members, Mr. Schrader, Mr. 
Galbreath, Mrs. Charles, Mr. and Mrs. 
Barnes, and Mr. Lyons being notable 
among the number.

The Ladies’ Aid Society, with Mrs. 
Thomas King as its efficient president, 
has taken no small part in the strug
gles, trials and successes of the work 
accomplished, and when the final tri
umph of removing the debt Ib; accom
plished a large amount of credit will 
be due to the ladles.

The above mentioned Ladled’ Aid 
Society will hold a fair in December, 
and'they respectfully solicit articles 
from all kindly-disposed Spiritualists 
everywhere, such articles ;aa can be 
dlsposqd of at their bazaars.

I am to serve the Temple Society 
during the remainder of September 

' and during the month of October, In

dreamed of a lady, dressed in white, । 
was awakened on the night of.. April 
19, 1683, by a voice which called him 
by name. He opened his eyes and 
saw. standing before him the person 
of whom he had . so often dreamed. 
Denza demanded who she was, and 
the white figure replied that he saw 
before him the Marchesa Poppoli As- 
talli, recently , deceased, who had 
come to beg Denza to Inform her hus
band that she was in urgent need of 
200 masses. Denza, having replied 
that nobody would believe him > and 
that he would be taken for a lunatic, 
the lady placed her hand on his bed
stead, saying,‘Show them where I. 
have touched,’ and disappeared.

"Denza followed the Instructions of 
the apparition in showing to his broth
er, attracted by his cries, the coverlet, 
which now appeared with the'imprint 
of a hand burned upon it with what 
would in these days be described as 
’photographic’ detail. The mark of 
the hand 1b said to have corresponded 
with the gloves of the deceased lady, 
and was Inspected by a great number 
of prominent people, including Prince 
Odescalchl, the King of Sweden, who 
happeed to be then In Rome, and his 
holiness the pqpe himself.”

But, although Dr. Lapponi does not 
deny the reality of some spirit mani
festations, he is very far from approv
ing of the practices of spiritists.

If they are a “reproach to the cause, 
then don’t for the cause’s sake, and 
for the sake of the innocent gnd un
wary, hold up Elsie Reynolds as one 
of the best mediums for form mani
festation. .

No matter how wonderful some of 
her manifestations may be, she has de
ceived and broken her promise so 
many times that any public leader and 
teacher in'the Spiritualistic cause who 
will recommend anyone to sit in one

/ manifestations.
< Your proposed test would, in my 
; judgment, be no test at all,' for I 

know enough about physical manifes- 
. Nations to know that well-developed 

medium can be freed from all Buch 
restraint as quick as one could say 
Jack Robinson. The only test that 
can be successfully applied to any ma- 

' 'terlallzing medium is: Be perfectly 
sure to guard against the possibility of 

'confederates, and then trust to the 
character of the manifestations for 
satisfaction or otherwise, as the case 
may be.

I do not suppose your way and my 
way would be satisfactory to each 
other, but have simply given you an 

• ! idea of my way and one which would 
. bo perfectly satisfactory to myself. In 

spite of all that has been said and the 
MANY TIMES Elsie Reynolds has 
been exposed, the fact remains that I 
have had remarkable and genuine 
demonstrations through her instru- 
mentality, and I know her to be a re- 

’markable medium for the phase 
known as form manifestation. The 
account as published in L. of T. is 
strictly true, and can be attested by 
the sworn testimony of at least a 
dozen witnesses; I mean that part of it 
that occurred at the home of Dr. Greg- 

. ory, and if she (E. R.) is exposed fifty 
times more the account published of 
that particular seance WILL STAND 
as a remarkable example of her pow
ers as a medium.

WILL C. HODGE.

Remarks by Mr. Smith.
. Brother Hodge spent Wednesday 

' and Thursday, September 5 and 6, .at
our liouse, and we endeavored Wednes
day evening to get him to look at this 
matter as we did. But we utter'/ 
failed, and the readers of this article 
must judge between us.

Brother Hodge admitted that he 
once-heard Elsie say publicly that she 
had “practiced fraud in the past,” but 

' was not going to in the future, and he 
was willing to admit that she had been 
caught tricking since that public dec
laration of honesty; even that, per
haps,, I plainly caught her in my own 
house a few months since, practicing 
the most flagrant deception. And In 
his L. of T. article he admits that 

t- .’’Mrs. Reynolds has been frequently 
< / exposed.’’

And yet, knowing her to be unscru- 
s . ptilously dishonest, he/ as a public 

• teacher, a beacon light, to whom the 
bdreaved, the Innocent, the unwary, 
are looking for guidance into the

A Most Remarkable Revelation, Prob- ) 
ably.Given by Some Exulted Spirit 
Who Knew tine Facts of the Case.
Col. Wm. Nevius, ex-banker of No- 

bo, Hl., who movedjecenlly to Lob An
gelos, Cal., had a wonderful dream 
Sunday night, Sept., 16, 1906. Col. 
NevluB came back to Nebo a few days 
ago to dispose of som# property and 
collect outstanding notes, He Is a 
California enthusiast, having pur
chased a beautiful home In Los An
geles, and his wife has been writing 
for him to "hurry up" and come back.

Col. Nevius has been equally anx
ious to gqt away to the golden wqst, 
away from the heat of this intense 
weather. He was just about ready to 
say good-bye to his host of friends in 
Pike county, when a supposed flaw 
was discovered in a deed to a farm he 
had sold.

Col. Nevius had been told that the 
numbers to the land in question were 
wrong. To fix this matter up would 
necessitate his - remaining in Nebo 
some weeks longer, as the parties who 
formely owned the land would have to 
make a new deed; the old deed would 
be taken off of the record, and an end
less amount of correspondence and de
lay showed up in thé oiling, all to Col. 
Nevius’ great annoyance.

Col. Nevius resigned himself to the 
situation; he telephoned to T. B; 
Crosby, notary public and surveyor, of 
Calhoun couhty, to come up to Nebo 
and prepare a new and correct deed 
to the land in question, the new deed 
to be sent to tho former owner of the 
land, Albert Barber, who is now a-res- 
ident of Pulaska county, 'Missouri, for 
his signature,

Sunday night about 9:30 o'clock 
Col. Nevius retired and soon fell into a 
peaceful and exhilarating sleep lasting 
only about 15 minutes, when he 
awoke. During this short interval he 
bad a moat vivid and remarkable 
dream:

Report of the Annual Encampment of 
the Washington State Spiritualist 
Association, Held at Surprise Lake, 
Edgewood, Wash., From July 20 to 
August 21.
Tills camp opened July 29, 1906. 

Rev. P. C. Milin, our veteran worker 
and former president, gave the open
ing address, which was soul-inspiring,- 
and made every one present feel that 
it was good to be there and hear the- 
words of wisdom, and loving admoni
tions that his Ups gave utterance to.

At 2:30 p. m4, Mrs. Flora Heckman 
lectured in a manner which complete
ly won her hearers. She is acknowl
edged here as one of the best workers

PUBLICATIONS
OF

my capacity as trance speaker, speak
ing at. the Vine Street Congregational 
Church, Cincinnati,. Ohio, Sunday af
ternoons, and at the Temple in New- 
port/Ky., Sunday evenings.

OSCAR A. EDGERLY.
29 E. 4th street, Newport,:Ky.

Here is another case indicating that 
the knowledge gained was derived 
from spirits. It is related by a civil 
engineer as follows:

"Many perspns deride the idea of 
mental telegraphy, but if they would 
spend a year or two in India, as I did 
and work shoulder to shoulder with 
the educated East Indians they would 
cease their scoffing,” said G. R. Scrug- 
ham, organization manager for the in
ternational policyholders’ committee, 
and one of the most prominent elec-

the last four months. The women, 
even those who have hitherto taken no 
interest in politics, are up in arms; 
tor the city has lately put In a large 
new water plant, and th? failure to 
get water through it is attributed to 
corrupt politicB. The ^pmem have 
held indignation meetings, anil have 
sent deputations to the city hip and 
to various public, boards 'that h'^ve to 
do with the water supply. .'’ A woman 
who 1b at the head of an'orphgji asy
lum testified that the children' were 
HI with tonsllitis as a result of poor 
water. Another woman,. ,the superin
tendent of a hospital, declard^ that 
the hospital lacked water; for ‘baths 
and even for drinking p^ypos6$, and 
that the sick were suffering. Leading 
society women, mothers',1'and'/house- 
'keepers all united In the,, protest, but 
thus far they have failed'to get’ i'ellef.

The matter is likely to. pring^an in
crease of membership to' the pincin-- 
nati Equal Suffrage ABSpciatiphl as it 
shows the close relationship Between 
politics and the home. When impure

In his dream Col, Nevius met the 
former owner of the land, Mr. Albert 
Barber, and Mr. Barber, looking as 
natural and plain as life, said:

"Mr. Nevius, if you will subtract the 
64 acres lying on the north Bide, that 
will leave 80 acres south of the 64; 
then, by subtracting the amounts for 
the road which has already been sur
veyed along the north and east sides, 
which amounts to four acres, that will 
leave your land as the deed calls for 
and will be just a hundred and forty 
acres."

On awaking from his dream Col. 
Nevius was greatly pleased and very 
thankful for the revelation..

Mr. Crosby, who.was on hand Mon
day, to fix up the new deed, was told 
of the dream and at first he could not 
believe, but after going over the fig
ures given ip the dream, carefully, he 
agreed that they were absolutely 
correct and it will be sent to Calhoun 
county for record.

As to the truth of the above state
ment Col. Nevius has signed to the 
manuscript hlB own signature, 1. e., 
"Wm. Nevius, 456 Forty-second street, 
Los Angeles, Cal.” .

The reporter who wrote the above 
and secured the facts from Col. Ne
vius, being a student of nature, is 
anxious to have some one or more of* 
our readers explain the above dream 
according to science

Students of the occult, or hidden 
side of things, claim that it is a well- 
known fact that every one when 
sleeping leaves their body and takes 
part in the activities of life on a finer 
plane of nature. While there we use 
our finer sensibilities, which are not 
so ponderops as the physical, therefore 
we can think, talk and move long.dis-

of the Pacific coast. -
At 7:30'p. m„ the evening address 

was given by our loved sister, Mrs. 
Emma Heasley, and all pronounced it 
a treat to the hungry soul.

Sunday morning, August 5, the ad
dress was given by our sister, Mrs. E. 
L. Nicholson. This speaker, though 
young in the .work, showed very 
clearly that she was working for the 
good of humanity and her work of the 
morning called forth the congratula
tions of many: friends and'strangers.' 
At 2:30 'and-7:-30 p.-m;,‘ we'had'the' 
real treat of the season.' ■ ' ’

Our efficient National President, 
Harrison D. Barrett, was with us, and 
the way-he dealt out the truth to his 
hearers at that as well as at all other 
times during his stay among us only 
helped to strengthen our belief in him 
as a recognized leader and teacher, a 
man who is able, and truly worthy of 
the position he occupies; one whom 
we believe 1b striving to do all within 
his power to spread the spiritual 
truths, and at the same time keep 
pure the white banner of Spiritualism. 
The’ largest crowds' that ever graced 
our camp grounds were there on that 
day, and all expressed themselves as 
not only repaid but benefited by hear
ing the truths of Spiritualism voiced 
by so great an exponent.

STUDIES IN THE OUTLYING FIELDS 
or PSYCHIC SCIENCE.

Thia work essays to utilize and ex
plain the vast array ot tacts In its field 
of research by referring them to a com* 
mon cause, and from -hem arise to the 
laws and conditions ot Man's spiritual, 
being. Third edition. Price 75 cento, 

LIFE IN TW.O SPHERES.
In this story the scenes are laid on 

earth, and in the spirit world, present
ing the spiritual philosophy end ’ the 
real life of spiritual beings. All ques
tions which arise on that subject are 
answered. Price. 50 cents. .
HERESY, OR LED TO THE LIGHT«

A thrilling psychological story oj 
evangelization and free thought It la 
to Protestantism what "The Secrets of 
the Convent" la to Catholicism. Prioa, ■ 
80 cents. . . , •
ANGELL PRIZE CONTEST RECITA<

„ TIONS.
For humane education,' with plan of 

tbe Angell Prize Oratorical Contests. 
By Emma Rood Tuttle. Price, 25 cents.

All books sent postpaid. Address 
HUDSON TUTTLE, Publisher, 

Berlin Heights, Ohio.

Following the afternoon lecture was 
the ordination of three of our sisters, 
Mrs. Annie Sweeney, Mrs. Minnie Per
kins and Mrs. E. L. Nicholson. The 
ceremony was beautiful and impress
ive. In sending out these workers Into 
the field our State Association feels it 
has acted wisely and well, realizing 
that' they, one and all, are desirous of 
giving to others the grand truths that 
have been so beneficial to their souls’ 
growth and unfoldment; and may the 
angel world ever guide and direct 
their footsteps in the paths of truth 
and wisdom, is the prayer of their 
many friends.

We listened to a very able discourse 
by our sister, Mrs. Minnie Perkins. 
This was the first time we had been 
permitted to hoar her, and we thor
oughly-enjoyed the occasion.

Mrs. Lovejoy, who is a trance speak
er, gave way to her guides, and as a 
result we heard our beautiful philos
ophy explained in'a very impressive 
manner.

We had one with us who needs no 
comments on our part, that grand and 
noble worker, Irene Smith, who gave 
us food for thought, that will last us 
for many months to come. We al
ways expect much from Sister Smith 

’ and are never disappointed. .
Sister Erin Chassee addressed us in 

a manner characteristic of her work at

The Arcana of Spiritualism
A Manual ot Spiritual 8clonco and 

Philosophy.
The readers ot The Progressiva 

Thinker are already acquainted with 
character of this book, it is Intended 
by Its assisting, inspiring spirit-authors 
to furnish a compendium to the student 
of psychic laws and manifestations. It 
has been more than thirty years in pre
paring and contains all that has been 
received by me through Inspiration 
and research during that time on the 
subjects it treats. Few questions will 
arise in the minds ot Investigators 
that are not answered in its pages, 
Price, $1.25 postpaid.

Address all orders to
HUDSON TUTTLE,

Berlin Height«, Ohio. 1

DU J. M. PEEBLES' 
Most Important Books.

1. Wiiat Is Spiritualism and Who 
Are These Spiritualists? A book of 
131 pages, elegantly bound in paper. 
Price 40 cents; postage 5 cents.

2. Death Defeated, or the Psychic 
Secret of How to Keep Young. 300

politics in New York led to an im
pure milk supply, Mrs. Charlotte Per
kins Gilman pointed out that politics 
were “not outside the home, but Inside 
the baby.” The Cincinnati women are 
now having a painful object lesson to.

tandes with great freedom, life on that 
plane being more real, and everything 
In that state is chajiged by the will of 
the mind. It we want to see someone 
we go to them.

If there is a better explanation than 
this we would be pleased to hear it.—• 
Reporter, In the Nebo (Ill.) Banner.

of-Elsie Reynolds’ circles, unless she is I l-r‘c railway men in Ohio. “It is won- 
under ABSOLUTELY TEST CONDI- derful to what a degree of perfection 
TIONS, has a different idea of ethics those People over there have devel- 
than I. Let readers judge. Brother °Ped the faculty of wireless communi- ' 
Hodge is not to blame for his views of cation without the aid of any Instru- 
thls question. Elsie Reynolds is not ment other than their sensitive brains. I 
to blame for her actions. Had I have They were usinS the wireless system 
had the heredity, environment and ed- over th61,6 centuries before Marcbni . 
ucatlon of either, I should do as the I aud De Forest were born.
one or the other does. But we can’t "Let. me give you an instance in 
all be right. Some of us need more Point, and it is only one of many 
education. Let the readers decide who I which changed me from a skeptic to a 
it is. Yours for truth and wisdom, convert. Several years ago, when I

D. EDSON SMITH was active work as a civil engineer
Santa Ana Cal. ' with railroad construction as my ape-

_____  _ _______ I'cialty, I went to India to assist in 
building a line into tjhe Interior. We 
came to a heading where the use of 
rock drills, of the tripod style you see 
in use here in New York in making 
excavations was absolutely necessary.

I come in tender whispers I Thls had been foreseen in the surveys
From Rons I made in. advance of the const-ructionFrom°the°realms ofAlcycnre ’ work, and we had ordered a battery
And the glittering Pleiades. of those steam drills. Finally we

worked right up to the place where
I appoint the worlds their places, we needed them, and we could not do 

The blazing suns in space. much more effe'etive .work until we
I am life’s crown of glory— got them.

I shine from the mother’s face. I “I was in the office one day, fuming 
am of fear the conqueror; and fretting about those drills and
All doubts before me flee. wondering whether the steamship
heal the broken-hearted “P?n should have, arrived
And set the captive free. had reached Calcutta and whether, the

■ drills were in her cargo. I asked one
I paint the roses petals, of my assistants if he had heard any-

And whisper in forest lone. thing from Calcutta, which was many
I soften the grief of the mourner, miles away. He .replied in the nega-

And hush the dying moan. I tive. tie had not even received ad-
_ Vices that the steamship had arrived.

Ofja r?11Slon?’ I was turning away in discontent
_.The leader of all reforms, when one of the East Indians who had
The light that edifies in darkness, ¿een assigned . by the government to

The calm amid life s storms. assist us, stepped forward^ He was
I thrill through the great forever educated highly and' spoke English

Where is lost all sense of time. I fluently. 7 “ -
I inspire the harp of'the singer “ ‘Excuse me,’ he said, ‘were . you

And the poet’s burning rhyme. asking if the steamship had arrived?’ 
I “‘Yes—we are expecting several 

I,ve cleft man s paths before him, | steam drills on her and cannot do
Throughout the ages long; | much more work until we get them,’

When the morning stars exulted. rI replied. • »
I inspired the angels’ song. I “ 'She arrived this morning, and the

The power of inspiration; drills have been uhloaded from her,’
The strength of human kind— I said the East Indian. 'They are on

The power of powers forever, (th0 pier now, but something seems to
The One—the Infinite Mind. . be miss ng from them ■ Are they fun-

I ny looking things that stand on three
I light the humblest pathways, I iegs?’ • '

The paths by angels trod. | *• I told 'him they were and showed
All flesh has bowed before me,. I to him, a picture of one of the drills.

And some have named me "God.” I He looked at it carefully and then re-

The Emporia (Kas,) Gazette says: 
"Less than twenty years ago, the 
United States Marshal of Kansas lay a 
half-day drunk and half-naked in the 
Secretary of State’s office, and the 
.whole State House and all (he report
ers in town came to look- at him and 
laugh. Less .than twenty years ago, 
Kansas politicians kept. . their mis
tresses on the pay-roll, and.-lt was con
sidered good morals. Less than 
twenty years ago, the Legislature, ad
journed- drunk and ■ disorderly, and 
took home its own desks and carpets. 
Times have changed. The world is 
edging along. ■ The things that Beem 
all right to this generation will.seem 
like larceny to the next. The world is 
growing better, and if you don’t get 
better with it, the fault is yours.”

The writer of the Gazette : might 
have added that for the last, nineteen 
years the women of Kansas have had 

-the full municipal votei and' have 
ifted it. Several years ago a letter in
quiring how it had worked .was ad
dressed to the Chief Justice and all 
the Judges of the Kansas . Supreme 
Court. All. concurred In substance 
with Judge W. A- Johnston, who 
wrote: “In consequence Our. elections 
are more orderly and fair, a higher 
class of officers are chosen; and we- 
have cleaner and stronger city govern
ment.”

ALICE STONE BLACKWELL.

Missquri, to Be Acted Upon Under 
the Head of “New Business,’’ by the 
N. S. A. Convention.
The State Progressive Spiritualist 

Association of Missouri ask that that 
part of Sec. 1, under the head “Medi
ums,” in our “Ordination Usages and 
Other Rites,” which reads, “None of 
these mediums under the law of the 
State are eligible to full ordination,” 
be sticken out, Including the word 
“but,” which follows, and that the fol
lowing clause be adopted as Sec. 5; 
under the same head: “An associate 
minister of the Gospel of Spiritualism 
may by serving a society in the capac
ity of both speaker and medium for a 
period of one year be entitled to full 
ordination, providing the members of 
said society by a two-thlrds vote re
quest it, and providing the work done 
for said society Is of such character as 
in the opinion of the ordination com
mittee of the N. 8. A. or state associa
tion to warrant it.” -

PAUL McARTHUR.

I open thé doors of heaven, 
O’er death victorious sing; / 

The songs of the souls triumphant 
, To ears, attuned I bring.

And ever beèkoiilng upward, 
I call from thé heights above, 

“O man, I anr thy Savior, 
And my changeless name, is Love.

. plied:
I “‘Yes; they're what are in those 
I long packages on the pier, but that 
I part is missing from each of them.’

“He indicated an essential. part in 
the body of the drill as that which 

I was missing from each. . At first I was 
„ inclined tb regard-what he said as a

------------------------ :—— - I condition was. ' In a little while he 
"Death Defeated; or thePsychic Se-1 received a reply which corroborated 

cret of How to Keep Young.” By J. M. everything the East Indian had told 
Peebles. M. D., M. A., Pb. D. Price $1- me, and, worst of all, that when the 

"Child Culture, According to the cases were opened it was discovered 
Laws of Physiological Psychology and 1 the parts were missing. That meant 
Mental Suggestion.” By Newton N. I long delay, because the drills were 
Riddell. A most excellent work for all I worthless without the missing -parts, 
who have the care or training ot chll- I In my dilemma I called the East In-

“ ‘Can you tell me whether those 
missing parts were shipped .with the 
drills?’ ' '

Without hesitation he"’ replied: 
“ ‘Yes; but they have nbtibeem taken 
from the ship,’ : . LI . 01 .

“‘Where are they?’ I inquired.
'“They are away downdin thhhold, 

beneath a lot of heavy bales which are 
going to ,be taken to another ptfrt,' he 
said, .with a perfectly serious fat©'

“I summoned the telgrubh operator 
and Instructed him to wito our^repre- 
.sentative in Calcutta whict the.l East 
Indian bad told me. With: thatilnfor- 
mation I gave instructions thdt> the 
bales in the bold should be: refnoved 
and the missing drill parts got,-from 
beneath them. Within tutoe hours I 
received a return niessage'thaVTOy or
ders had been carried.outr^nd that the 
nitesing parts had been found exactly 
where the East Indian said they were 
concealed. In a few daV^ thereafter 
the drills reached us amPwere tiut at 
work cutting into the hock, in the 
heading. After that experience, and 
others ltke it, do you wonder that I 
believe in mental telegraphy as it. is 
practiced in India by the, .educated 
East Indians? ' ' ?

. TRUTHSEEKER.
Chicago, Ill . . j

What will one year bring back to me 
Of things that I have missed or lost?

Have patience, heart, just wait and 
.see; ■

Uespair not ere you count the cost.
If financial has been your loss—

Your only Iobb—then tell your heart 
That after all wealth Is but dross

And not the all important part.
If handsome face Is not your share, 

Or form that would a model grace,
A small part they, of lifers welfare; 

Cheer is not born of tom or face.
Or, are you proud, ambitious, vain, 

And fancy that undue display

Prayer; its Uselessness and Unscien
tific Assumption. By Henry M. Taber. 
Price 10 cents.

"The’ Kingship of Self-Control.” By 
Wm. George Jordan. It treats of the 
crimes of the tongue, the Red Tape du
ly, the supreme charity of the world; 
the revelation of. reserve, power, etc. 
Price, 30 cents. . .. i. .../.

chosen remarks, a brief summary of j 
the progress we have made, the work : 
accomplished, and the bright prospects 
before us, which closed the exercises 1 
of our 1906 encampment.

The program during the entire 
three weeks excepting Sundays, was a 
circle in the forenoon, conference in 
the afternoon and a lecture at 7:30 p. 
m., excepting Friday nights, when the 
regular weekly dance and social was 
given, and we all gave ourselves up to 
Innocent enjoyment.

Before the opening of camp the 
board of directors concluded that a 
general manager was necessary, and 
E. L. Nicholson was chosen to occupy 
that position, and the way in which he 
discharged his duties won for him the 
approval of every fair-minded man 
and women present, and the camp for 
the first time in its history made its 
expenses, and had a surplus to apply 
on the payment for the grounds.

Monday following tho closing of 
camp saw the opening of our state 
convention which lasted two days, at 
the close of which the following offi
cers were duly elected for the ensu
ing year: President, E. L. Nicholson; 
first vice-president, Geo. E. Knowlden; 
second vice-president, Mrs. Erin M. 
Chassee; secretary, Mr. McPherson; 
treasurer, A. J. Kinton; trustees, E. B. 
Estes, Julian Smith, P. B. Hibner', G. 
F. Campbell and T. 8. Benson.

The following delegates were chosen 
to represent our state and local socie
ties at the National Convention at 
Chicago in October, 1906: Mr. R. F. 
Little, Mrs. Irene Smith, Mrs. E. L. 
Nicholson, Mrs. Jean Hibner, Mrs. 
Helen Rice, Mrs. Jennie French, Mr. 
E. B. Estes, Mr. T. S. Benson and Mrs. 
------, from Puyallup, whose name I 
cannot now recall.

We trust that the state of Washing
ton will be represented in the National 
Convention by every delegate who has 

i been elected.
. In closing we should not fail to men- 
1 tion that our newly-elected president 

has promised us an N.^S. A. day at 
next encampment. t

1 A CORRESPONDENT.

Could happiness for you obtain?
Then put those foolish thoughts 

away.-, '
Perhaps your friends have proved un- 

. true, . .
Or someone’s love has colder grown, 

Be sure the fault Hqp not in you, .
Then bear the loss and make no 

moan.
Hast almost lost your faith In men . 

Because of dealings foul; unfair?
Their conscience may reprove,- and 

then - -
They may repent; do not.despair.

If failing health has been your bane, 
And deep afflictions hover nigh, 

Try patiently to bear the pain, ,
Do not complain, and fret, and sigh.

An All-Wise Providence knows best 
Why you are called to bear’ this 

cross.
. It’s the severe and crucial test 

That purifies the gold from dross.
One year may not return lost wealth, 

Nor much Improve your form or 
..face,

Nor yet may it restore your health, 
Nor friendships nor lost love re

place;
But if your conscience is at ease, 

Of self-respect there is no lack;
Then rest content and live in peace, 

And heed not what the years bring

pages, handsomely bound in cloth. 
Goes to the root of life, health, hy
giene, marriage, divorce, and bow to 
prolong life, etc. Price $1; postage 
12 cents.

8. Spiritualism Vs. Materialism. 
This volume, cloth-bound, contains a 
series of essays and arguments against 
materialism from the point of Spirit
ualism. Price 60 cents; postage 8 
cents.

4. A New Biography of Dr. Pee
bles, by Prof. E. Whipple. A book of 
600 pages, bound in cloth, and giving 
a full history of the Doctor’s eventful 
life and travels, now 85 years of age. 
Price $1; postage 18 cents.

5. Vaccination a Curse and a Men
ace to Personal Liberty. This, an Il
lustrated volume, treats exhaustively, 
of calf lymph, vaccine virus, “option
al" vaccination or compulsory. Price 
$1; postage 12 cents.

0. The Orthodox Hell. A scath
ing pamphlet against the -Christian 
doctrine ot vicarious atonement and 
endless hell torments. Price 10 cents.

it Obsessions. - A large volume of al
most 400 pages. Treats of the angels, 
demons, obsessions, and evil spirits 
through all the historic ages. Price 
$1; postage 15 cents.

8. Spiritualism Commanded of 
' ‘ A reply to Seventh-day Advent-

30 pages. Price 10 cents; post-
age 2 cents.

Proofs of Immortality, the Lon-

To the Editor:—The First Spiritual 
Church of Brooklyn, N. Y., (Aurora 
Grata Cathedral, Bedford avenue, cor
ner Madison street), re-commenced its 
services on Sunday, Sept. 23, 1906.

The afternoon/ session was devoted 
¿to a “Welcome Home” reception to the 
pastor, Rev. May S. Pepper, who has 
recently returned from her European 
tour, .. Many friends gathered to wel
come her home again, and eloquent 
addresses were, delivered by Hon. A. 
H. Dailey,* Dr. j. Thornton Sibley and 
Miss Pfenning, after which Mrs. Pep
per gave an exceedingly Interesting re
cital of her social and psychic experi
ences in foreign lands. The musical 
provided by Prof Wm. Ahrens, organ
ist, with the assistance of Miss Wirsch- 
Ing, and Mr. Frank, soprano and tenor 
soloists, was expecially fine and appro
priate.

At 8 p. m., a large and enthusiastic 
audience filled the cathedral, and was 

■edified by a splendid Inspirational dis
course by the pastor, followed by her 
unequalled psychic readings of sealed 
letters, and the transmission of im
portant spirit messages, all of which 
were thoroughly identified. The large 
attendance at these opening meetings, 
and the deep interest as well as the 
earnest enthusiasm manifested by the 
audiences in Mrs. Pepper’s wonderful 
mediumistlc demonstrations, presages 
a most successful outcome for. the 
coming year,

DR JOHN C. WYMAN, Clerk.

‘THEOREM CHILD,"
A Fascinating Romanco ot Two Worlds. By 
Florence Huntley. Price, cloth, 7S cents. Books 
like “The Dream Child" spur humanity on to 
malm more and more demands or this nature, 
and W1U open up new heights and depths ot 
spiritual knowledge.—Ella Wheeler Wilcox. 
Will. I believe, take Its place besido Bulwor’s 
“Zanonl" and the "Seraphlta" ot Balzac.-DaHy 
Capital, Topeka, Kansas. Although simple and 
unvarnished with any inflammable descrip
tions. enthralls tho mind to tho exclusion ot 
other thoughts, until reluctantly the reader 
closes the last page.—Minneapolis Sunday 
Timos. < . _________ _

ITS ATTAINMENT OF 
WOmBllIf FORM ANDJEATURES 

DAAtlfll Tho cultivation of personal 
UQuUl j beauty, based on Hygiene and

For sale at this office.
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X MY DESIRE.
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ness of mind is that 
which the mind is left 
sense and reason are

when common 
destroyed or

observance.
43:28, and

There was a noble way, in former 
titnes of saying things simply, and yet 
Baying them proudly.—Irving.

cipline, too, in their case?
If there be no heavenly spheres 

the faithful horse who has done 
best beneath brutal blows, the

Childhood itself is scarcely more 
lively than a cheerful, kindly, sun« 
shiny old age.—L. M. Child.

for 
his 
de

people, for an everlasting 
Now open to Exodus

read:

A Vigorous, Pathetic Plea in Behalf of 
the Foor Animals That Are 

Out to Pieces by Inches.

fense, and ceases when its purpose 
accomplished.

“Bring Along Your Brat."
There are amusing things that

Illustrating the Presence of Some 
pervising Intelligence.

¡The man who dares traduce because 
he can with, safety to: himself-is not a 
man.—-Cowper. .

If the. power to do hard work is not 
talent, it is the best possible substitute

cold 
re-

Bearing Fruit.
The nincompoop, otherwise

Turn the Eye Within.
In country districts the clergy

“And he [Moses] was 
the Lord forty days and forty nights;

up to such vile practices, was the per
son who did it. Alas, Moses, and 
inerrant Bible.

this passage: "Insanity or unsound- 
................condition in

| for a Vir. Had he hunted a Homo or 
an Anthropos, he might easily have-

Diogenes might live in his tub andi..- it. _aarfield 
hunt the streets of Athena at midnight Ifor lt- uarueiu.

SPWUALiSM AND THE LAW
Oct. 6/1906.

THE PASSIVE THINffl
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erly corroborated by persons, of 
highest repute.

The road to ambition Is too narrow 
for friendship, too crooked for. love, 
too rugged for honesty and too dark 
lot science.—Rosseau,

Waning Faith.
Even Spain seems turning the 

shoulder on Catholicism. It is
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REMITTANUE3!
Remit by Postofflce Money order, Registered 

letter or Draft on Chicago or New York. It 
costs from Id to 16 cents to get checks cashed on 
local banks, so do not send them unless you 
Wish that amount dedueUd trom the amount 
sent. Address aU letters to J. B< FRANCIS, 40 
Loomis Street, Chicago, Ill.
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£®”At the expiration ot subscription. If not re- 

. newol, the paper la discontinued. No bills 
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TO FOREIGN COUNTRIES.
The price ot The Progressive Thinker 

per year to foreign countries is $2,

' Propeai tlona Suv Oons&mtion, 
Do we not err when we transfer to 

another state of being punishment for 
wrongs committed in earth life? It 
is: a well recognized principle among 
jur/sts that it we can dlsvover any one 
law of a legislator we can determine 
the character of all his laws. If a 
cruel, tyrant, a Nero, or a Caligula, all 
his enactments will be of a bloody and 
cruel character. If a Justinian, mild 
and pacific penalties will be>applied to 
punish, crime.

God being the law-giver of the unl- 
versq willnot the same principle apply 
to his administration of justice? 
Knowing his action in one case, we can 
judge correctly of his procedure In all 
cases. The principle governing him 
as relates to physical man will govern 
as .well the moral world. If punish
ment, is administered for reformatory 
purposes in the one case, will it not

' • Good Sense in the Pulpit. !
Rev. A. C. Jones of Baraboo, WIs,, ( 

Is reported In the Chicago Record-Her
ald, of Sept. 19, as “scoring the church 
and' the spirit of the age,” in a sermon 
to the Milwaukee ' Episcopal Conven
tion, late In session in that city. 
Among Rev. Jones’ truthful utterances 
we find the following:

“The spirit %£ the present age is 
frankly noa-Chrlstian." .
■ All know such is the case, and it ev
idences the fact that Christianity has 
outlived its usefulness. Again:

“Social wrongs cry aloud for more, 
earnest preaching of God’s, denuncia
tion of sin."

. H is —:---------------— •

As Pf£se$ted by Hon. Charles R, Schirm, an Ex
Congressman, a Prominent Lawyer, and President 
of $iespiritualist Society of Baltimore, Md. These 
Articles’ Are Especially Valuable and Should be Pre- 
serived”by Every Spiritualist.

WORDS OF CAUTION.
- You should not send money In a let
ter, You may do so a dozen times safe
ly, and then the next remittance may 
bo lost er stolen. Secure a postal order 
for five cents, and th.n you are per
fectly safe, and will save yourself an
noyance and trouble.

SOMETHING YOU SHOULD HAVE, 
.it Will Only Cost You Four Cents.
Reports In pamphlet form of the last 

N; s. A. Convention are for sale at 600 
Pennsylvania avenue 8. E., Washington, 
D, C., at four cents each, postpaid, or 
thirty-five cts. per dozen. Every Spirit
ualist should send for one. Address 
Mary T. Longley, Secretary.

TAKE NOTICE.
All books advertised In The Pro

gressive Thinker' can be obtained at 
this office. Express charges or postage 
prepaid at the price named unless oth- 
wlse stated. x

A Hopeful Sign.
It Is an indication of the progress 

Spiritualism is making in popular fa
vor wi.en the daily press opens its 
colmuas, and, as with the Record-Her
ald of Sept. 23, devotes a whole page, 
to the relation of facts in which all 
Spiritualists are interested. We give 
below an article clipped from that

also govern in the other?
He who thrusts his hand in the lire, 

or falls from a height, finds pain is the 
penalty for the Infection of a physical 
law; that the penalty ,is immediate, 
and is proportioned to the injury. 
Knowing this law the child avoids^the 
tire. He labors to escape a fall, be
cause of the suffering which will en
sue. Ascending to man’s estate the 
same law prevails. If the injury is too 
great for remedial relief extinction of 
being follows, and suffering is ended. 
That suffering is of the body and must 
terminate with the body’s destruction.

In the immortal state, do not the 
wrongs, the pains and the penalties 
end with mortality? Entered on an
other state of being, are not the past 
records effaced, and, In familiar par- 

: lance, are not new books opened? Do 
we not enter, to a large extent, on a 
new career, with past experiences to 
guide and direct us?

The memories of the past state of 
being doubtless accompany him still; 
but the vices common to mortality 
must have disappeared. The appetites 
and passions are at rest with the dis
carded body; and now new incentives 
govern, and new penalties, provided 
there is any disobedience, must folldw.

Such is the way things appear to 
this writer, and that without regard to 
what some old barbarian wrote several 
thousand years ago, or., what some 
modern priest declares is the voice of 
God.

It was priestcraft, and nothing else, 
that constructed a hell of fiery flame 
and eternal torture. It was priest
craft that peopled that hell with de

■ Right again. Preach dogma and 
the vengeance of God less, and extol 
the virtues more, showing that true 
happiness is only found in their ob
servance, and more good will be 
gained-than can be by weekly dia
tribes about flaming swords and pits of 
eternal Are, and prowling devils.

“Those who are most conspicuous In 
their offences against God and man 
are professedly followers of Jesus 
Christ."

I Hit them again. They deserve your 
denunciation, Rev. Jqflea. The statis
tics of our penitentiaries confirm your 
statement, and, worse than all, your 
clergy, preaching Jesus Christ, show a 
larger proportion of convicts from 
their ranks than from any other pro
fession. A grand reform is needed.

“The clergyman should not be a pol
itician or a demagogue."

Too many • clergymen are both. 
Their highest ambition is to get God 
into the Constitution, with the hope 
that church and state .united will 
quickly follow, and then compensation 
for preaching hell will come from the 
federal treasury.

“The church has thought to reach 
all men by bringing Itself down to 
their level.”

We would suggest a reversal of the 
effort, by exalting both church and 
people to a higher plane, from which 
they can look out upon the glories 
Heaven has in reserve for mortals, of 
which priestcraft and bigotry has 
never dreamed.

When churchmen see and denounce 
the evil tendency of their craft the 
hope is, their numbers will be laregly 
augmented and great reforms will fol
low. There is .abundant need in that 
direction.

ii Number Twelve.
Denson vs.i,peasley, 24 Texas, 191. 

Decided.« the,term of 1'870-1871. 
■ Spiritualism was not an issue in this 
case', but'the’law in regard to insanity 
as laid down by the Supreme-Court ot 
Texas, may be applied to cases involv-
lug Spiritualism.
; The opinion of the court is both in- 
terstlng and kmusing; Interesting, for 
the direct and masterly way in which 
the question of insanity 1b handled; 
and amusing, for the curt manner in 
which the Instruction of the judge in 
the lower Cburt to the jury, is disposed 
pf.
, When this case was decided, there 
were but threemembersof theSupreme 
Court of Texas, and the presiding 
judge who had just taken his seat 
upon that bench after this case was 
presented, at the request of his two 
colleagues, went over ■ the case, and 
disagreeing with them, filed a long dis
senting opinion. Neither, his reason
ing nor his. conclusion is, in my judg
ment-, sustained by the authorities.

I will not go into the facts, except to 
Bay that the testator, Hamilton Wash
ington, left two wills, one dated May 
19th, I860, leaving his entire estate 
to his sister, Mrs. Beasley, and the 
other, dated June . 6, 1868, leaving 
nearly all of his estate to Mr. Denson, 
Who was no relative, but with whom 
the testator had lived for some time 
prior to his death. In explanation of 
the large amount left to Denson, the 
testator says in his will: “This bequest 
is made in consequence of losses and
failures of crops incurred since 
made the purchase, and also on 
count of kindness and attention 
celved from himself and family.” 
appears, that Denson had bought 
farm on which he was living from

he 
ac- 
re-
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the 
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paper in regard to the establishment 
of a branch of the Psychical Research 
Society in this city, a movement in 
v 'rich we are all interested, and to 
walch The Progressive Thinker ex
tends a glad hand.

. Within a month there Is to be es
tablished in Chicago a branch of the 
American institute for Scientific Re
search, formerly the United States 
branch of the London Society for Psy
chical Research. Until about a year 
ago the American investigators of oc
cult phenomena worked under the aus
pices of the parent organization in 
London, but it was thought advisable 
to sever the working connection be
tween the two and allow the American 
to run afield In search of data without 
being-hampered by any restrictions 
the London society might impose. 
The severing of this official connec
tion brought into being the American 
institute, having its headquarters in 
New York and with no branches. The 
Chicago branch will be the first.

A coterie of well-known Chicago 
men formed such a society many years 
ago but in the rush of material activi
ties it was allowed to go by the board. 
To-day the functionary .who is most 
active in discriminating between 
ghosts that are real and imitation 
spooks in Chicago is Clifton R. Wool
dridge, the anaesthetic fraud specialist 
of the Central detective force. Wool
dridge assumes that an apparition 
which is able to beat up two splay
footed policemen is really no appari
tion at all, and he arrests it. Here
after there will be an organization 
which will investigate by means other 
than a policeman's club and a fraud 
warrant.

Dr. Daniel S. Hager, 181 West Mad
ison street, is one of the prime movers 

; tn the plan to organize a branch of the

priestcraft, striving to advance its own 
interests, that filled heaven with 
crouching slaves who were bribed with’ 
a promise of everlasting bliss, condi
tioned they believed something of 
which they had no knowledge—that 
the Creator of the mighty universe, 
had beconte a father by a mortal 
maiden; that the son had assumed the 
guilt of a fallen world, and had been 
sacrificed on a cross to atone to that 
father for those unnumbered sins.

The robber puts his victim in fear 
by thrusting a revolver in his face, and I 
threatening him wltn instant death, 
unless he surrenders his money. The 
priest threatens his victim with dam
nation, unless he surrenders his man
hood, and bows the knee to some an
cient idol whose real origin is lost in 
the mazes of the past, if he really had 
an existence outside the brain of a 
priestly romancer.

The conclusion of the whole matter 
is, and common sense teaches, what 
observation should reveal, that every 
wrong must be adequately punished in 
that state of being in which the in
fraction of law transpires; that the 
penalty is inflicted for remedial pur
poses, and is proportioned to the of-

Which Statement Is True? ] 
1 We are told in Deuteronomy 5:22,1 
that “He [the Lord] wrote.them [the 
ten commandments] in two tables of 
stone, and delivered them unto me, 
[Moses.]"

On the strength of that statement 
the whole Christian world has been re
peating the story for ages, that the 
Ten Commandments were emanations 
of Infinite Wisdom; were written by 
the finger of God himself, and were 
passed down through an opening in 
the starry vault to Moses amid smoke, 
and thunder, and lightning on Mt. 
Sinai, and that he gave them to his

testator, giving his notes for the _ 
chase money, and it was the greater 
part of these' notes which formed the 
bequest. . At the date of the last will, 
testator was .In his last Illness, of 
yvhlch he died on the 30th day of the 
same month, aged about sixty-five

he did neither eat bread nor drink 
water. And he [Moses] wrote upon 
the table of stone the words of the 
covenant, the ten commandments.”

Now that changes the story. We 
have often wondered why forty days 
and forty nights were required by God 
to write those commandments, when 
any expert penman would accomplish 
the feat in five minutes, and a sculp
tor could write them on stone in a few 
hours. The Lord could make a uni
verse, and fill all the worlds with in
habitants in six solar days, but more 
than a month, adding night toil, was 
needed to indict those commandments!

The Inscription was plagiarized from 
an older people, and Moses, who was

iAmerican institute in Chicago. Dr. 
’Hager has been Investigating super- 
,normal phenomena for many year« 
and believes the time has come when 
some one should take it upon himself 
to separate the wheat from the chaff 
in the alleged occult. Bishop Samuel 
Hallows, who was a member of the old 
psychical research society and who al
p-ays has searched for the grain of sci
entific truth in the mass ot so-called 
occultism as practiced in Chicago, is 
another of the men most interested, 
besides these a considerable number 
of investigators—largely professional 
men—will take part in the organized 
work ot evolving a science from occult 
phenomena. The work is expected to 
appeal strongly to professors In local 
universities.

A close affiliation, for the purpose of 
comparing data, will be maintained 
with the New York Society of Psy
chical Research ef which Professor 
James H. Hyslop is the head and Dr. 
John Duncan Quackenbos one of the 
leading investigators.

According to Dr. Hager and others 
interested in this line of investigation, 
one of the principal difficulties attend
ing it is to have accounts of the mys
terious happenings submitted by indi
viduals whose veracity cannot be ques
tioned and who can intelligently place 
before the investigators the facte in 
detail. The London society deals 
only with such incidents as are prpp-

set us all along the journey of life if 
we have “music in our souls” to en
joy .them. A lady, formerly resident 
of Chicago, was doing a sort of mis
sionary work among the lowly in the 
city, when she was called upon by a 
poor woman in great distress, the 
tears chasing each other down her fur
rowed cheeks. Inquiring the cause of 
her grief she was informed:

“I have a young babe I wanted bap
tized, and went to priest Blank, and 
asked him to render me that service. 
He told me to bring him the usual fee, 
else let the child go to hell. We are 
very poor, we have several children 
and husband is sick in bed, and every 
cent I can earn is needed to supply the 
food necessary to keep them alive.”

“Did you tell the priest so?"
"No! I knew it would do no good.” 
"Go back and tell him the condition

of your family, and tell him I say he 
can't refuse to administer the bap
tismal sacrament under such circum
stances. You must come back and tell 
me what he says.”

The distressed woman returned a 
little later ,and reported this represen- 
little later and reported this represen- 
“Well, bring along your little brat and 
I’ll baptize it.”

head theologians, with the facts of re
cent exposure of Christians who were 
pretending to be Spiritual mediums 
while practicing frauds peculiar to 
Christianity in the early centuries, as 
related by Mosheim, are now active in 
the rural districts in rehearsing what 
they have learned in these columns in 
regard to their doings. ’Though those 
frauds are posing as Spiritualists they 
have nothing in common with us but 
the stolen name.

Gaping crowds of blear-eyed and 
silly women and children listen with 
pleasure to these displays of ignor
ance, and with delight hug their 
Bibles filled with marvelous accounts 
of similar phenomena which the gos
pel expounder keeps out of sight,, 
which if known would confirm, so far 
ns that book is concerned;'the truths 
of genuine mediumship.

The old adage, “Every dog must' 
have his day, "should be confirmed, so 
let ignorance have a hearing. Truth 
never loses anything by a free and 
open encounter with error.

ported the Spanish Parliament at Its 
coming session will consider a bill 
making all religious bodies alike 
amenable to law; that members of 
holy orders recently expelled from
France shall not be allowed to settle ' 
in Spain unless they become citizens. 
Though the Vatican opposes, it is said' 
the Spanish cabinet has declared these 
measures will become law.

Italy, France and Spain moving to 
escape from ecclesiastical tyranny, 
and thè South American republics, of 
Spanish extraction showing symptoms 
of unrest, there Is hope for the future.

found one, and if this had been prop
erly understood, the eccentricity pf 
the philosopher would have been un
derstood as sound sense, conveyed un
der a most withering sarcasm against 
the frivolity of the Athenians. We 
think Diogenes had sufficient reason to 
have made a good will. Alexander ev
idently thought him a man of sense, 
for he said: “If I were not Alexander, 
I should wish to be Diogenes."

A somewhat remarkable opinion was 
delivered by Lord Brougham in an im
portant case before the Privy Council, 
in which lie takes the ground that any 
person laboring under delusion or 
monomania to any extent or upon any 
subject, is not to be regarded as com
petent to make a valid will. Waring 
vs, Waring, 6 Moore P. C. cases, 349; 
S. C. 12 Jur. 947. We have no appre
hension that any such rule will perma
nently obtain currency in the English 
courts.- It has certairfly received no 
countenance in this country,.and we 
should not be surprised if this opinion 
were never alluded to In the cases 
which shall hereafter occur In the 
English counts.

(The dissenting opinion In this case 
of Denson vs. Beasley, was after the 
manner of the Waring case.)

A most remarkable case of mere ec
centricity upon record, if it were such, 
1b that of Morgan vs. Boys (see Tay
lor’s Med. Jour. 667, 1838), where the 
will was upheld on the ground that 
there was no satisfactory proof of act
ual unsoundness of mind. The testa
tor devised his property to a stranger, 
thus "wholly disinheriting the heir or 
next of kin, and directed that his exec
utors should cause some part of his 
bowels to be converted Into fiddle 

; strings, that others should be sublined 
into smelling spits, and that the re- 

1 mainder of his body should be vitri- 
; fled into lenses for optical purposes.

In a letter attached to the will, the

‘ Borne time ago there appeared in 
our valued Progressive Thinker an 
able article from the pen of Hudson 
Tuttle, regarding the cruelties prac
ticed upon poor dumb animals in the 
Medical Institute endowed by the 
tainted mlllolna of John D. Rocke
feller.

Can. nothing be done to banish this 
foremost of all iniquities from our 
land? 'The Humane societies appear 
to be practically powerless, and why 
Is the pen. of Ella Wheeler Wilcox si
lent in this the leading cruelty of 
America? Let us not cease bringing 
it constantly in all its horrid, abomi
nable details, its refinement pf tor
ture, before the public; it must in 
time work a revolution. The pitiful, 
heartrending cries of anguish from 
these poor dumb suffei'ers reach my 
ears night and day, though gagged and 
muffled, behind thick walls, by these 
blood-stained, murderous villains, 
whose highest enjoyment in life is in
flicting torture, cutting and slashing, 
and in the name of science! O ye 
gods, science which ought to ennoble!

And what must the thoughts of such 
creatures be?

Would it be possible for men who 
are constantly engaged in such bloody, 
dastardly employment, Instilling into 
the minds of the youth of the land 
cruelties, beside which the acta of sav
ages were commendable, and the In
quisition pales into insignificance.

Were I possessed of the millions of 
the heartless plutocrat who is account
able for all this suffering, I would de
vote it to the tearing down of these 
Dante’s Infernos, the agonized cries of 
pain from the dumb inmates of 
which are reaching hundreds of sensi
tives throughout the land, causing 
them misery appalling.

How is it possible for human beings 
to be so utterly depraved and devoid 
of pity for the dumb creature who 
licks their blood-stained hands in 
gratlude for the morsel of food ten
dered? I wish in my love for, and

The Venerable 8. M. Riehardsoa 
Writes Entertainingly of the Port 
the Figure 8 Has Played in HiujJfe, 
To the Editor:—Some years ago I 

learned by correspondence' with you 
that we both spent our boyhood days 
in the same township in the state of 
New York, and since that time I have 
had a strong desire to make your ac
quaintance in person, and have all 
these years cultivated the hope that 
this desire might be realized at some 
time, but the passing years and iniirm- 
ities admonish me that this desire 
may never be realized. Being unable 
to do but little manual labor, I spend 
the time in reading and thinking, and 
of late I have been taking a retrospect
ive view of my life and some of the 
more prominent occurrences therein, 
and have been quite interested in see
ing how certain numerals keep com
pany and duplicate themselves in the 
dates of these several events. These 
numerals being the figures 1 and 8. 
For example, the first and greatest 
event of my lifp I think was when I 
was born into this mundane sphere, 
which occurred on the 8th day of the 
8th month, 1818. Here we see in this 
date two and four of the same figures. 
From that time on up to my early 
manhood, my life was like most all 
country boys of those days.

The next important event happened 
when I was married. This took place 
on the 8th day of the 1st month of 
1838. Here the same figures appear 
again, the 8 predominating as it does 
in most Instances from this time on; 
then there is a hiatus of fifty years, 
nearly forty years of which were spent 
in hard mechanical labor, and more 
than thirty years of which were spent 
in pioneer life in what was considered 
at the time of my marriage as the far 
west.

Tlie next notable event was pur_ 
golden wedding, which took place on'. 
the 8th day of the 1st month of 1888. 1

years. ' -
The probate of the last will was re

sisted by the sister, Mrs. Beasley, who 
claimed that her brother did not pos
sess testamentary capacity, and that it 
was obtained by undue influence and 
fraud, and she presented the will of 
1860, which gave her all the property, 
for probate. ' The probate court de
clared te'e will of 1868 invalid and ad- 
mitted .to prolate the one of 1860. 
From this judgment, Denson appealed 
to the district'eourt of Polk county, 
with ttt^ same result that the will of

pealed to the Supreme court, which re
versed the judgment below and grant
ed a nqiv tria1!. I shall quote a large 
portion' of the court's opinion, without 
using quotation marks, except as used 
in the opinion, putting my comments 
in parentheses. By the court:

This’^ase has been ably argued be
fore us, both upon the law and facts. 
General grounds of error are assigned. 
It is clMmedAthat the charge of the 
court 1S: erroneous, and misled the 
jury; that the verdict of the jury is 
not in legdi tp/m, nor substantially 
Bufficiefit in law, and that it 1b con
trary to the evidence.

We shall remark upon the first and 
second assignments. In the charge of 
the court (to the jury) is contained

testator said: “The world may think 
this to be done in a spirit of singular
ity or whim, but I have a mortal aver
sion to funeral pomp and I wish my 
body to be converted Into purposes 
useful to mankind.”

The testator was shown to have con
ducted his affairs with great shrewd
ness and ability; that so far as being 
an imbecile, he had always been re
garded by his associates through life 
as a person of indisputable capacity. 
Sir Herbert Jenner Faust regarded the 
proof as not sufficient to establish in
sanity, it amounting to nothing more 
than eccentricity, In his judgment.

In another case, the probate of a 
will was resisted on the ground of In
sanity, and defended on the plea of 
eccentricity see Mudway vs. Croft, 3 
Curtis, 678). Sir H. J. Faust said: 
"It is the prolonged departure, with
out an adequate external cause, free 
from the state of feeling and modes of 
thinking usual to the individual when 
in health, that is the true feature of 
disorder of the mind.”

And in another case where the will 
was declared Invalid by the Preroga
tive Court of Canterbury (see Austin 
vs. Graham, 29 Eng. L. & Eq., 38), the 
decree was reversed on appeal by the 
judicial committee of the privy coun
cil. The testator was a native of 
England but had lived in the East and 
was familiar with eastern habits and 
superstitions, and professed his belief 
in the Mohammedan religion. He

sympathy with, the poor dumb victims, 
that all who feel as I do, might unite 
their strength in thought and prayer, 
and paralyze these self-satisfied, mur
derous experimentalists, In their nefa
rious work, and wipe off the face of 
the earth these heartless men.

And what of the keeper of these 
prisons? What depravity must, in
deed, be his, to tend, to feed, to keep 
alive these poor dependents on 111b 
mercy for such a purpose, not to be
come attached, and in mercy long to 
liberate them? If there be justice In 
the universe, why Is this outrage per
mitted? What recompense have these 
poor souls? Is it experience and dis-

Here we see the same number of the 
same figures as in the beginning. 
From the time of our golden wedding 
to the present year, we find that on 
the 28th day of the 1st month we had 
been married 68 years, and now up 
comes 1 and 8, and proclaim the fact 
that from the above date back to our 
golden wedding it has been just 18 
years (curious, isn't it); but this is 
not all, for on the 8th day of the 8th 
month of the present year, I was 88 
years old.

You may perhaps remember in a 
letter I wrote you several years ago I 
said I expected to pass out of the 
body in 1898 when I would be 80

voted dog dying for master or mis
tress, then what kingdom is fit for the 
depraved human animals so far be
neath them? These things perplex 
my mind.

In the name of mercy we hope Mr. 
Tuttle will not allow the matter to 
rest. He appears to be one of a thou
sand, not afraid to speak. Are men 
cowards, many professing to love 
their dumb friends, acknowledging 
their devotion and fidelity to be in ex
cess of any human friend, and yet we 
must submit to have an idolized pet 
dog stolen and sold to these barbarous 
butchers, and no law to Intervene.

Rockefeller millions bar the way. 
If these men engaged in their dally 
cruelty have strict justice meted out to 
them hereafter, God pity them, for 
dogs should gnaw their vitals to give 
them a dose of their own_ prescrip-

active exposing the tricks of Spiritual
ists. They will doubtless employ the 
material lately brought to light by 
Spiritualists to sustain their claims. 
Governments employ detectives to dis
cover and arrest those guilty of coun
terfeiting the currency of the realm, 
and yet we have never heard of a 
preacher refusing to accept good coin 
for his labor on Sunday.

If there is no genuine mediumship 
then the sleight of-hand operators who 
pretend to imitate the doings of genu
ine mediums are not Impostors.

Is it not regrettable that these cler
ics, who are so profoundly interested 
in the actions of other people who are 
practicing frauds, do not turn their 
visual organs within, see and expose 
the frauds of their own churchman? 
Crime and imposture mark every pe
riod of their history. Those very 
preachers now declaiming against the 
vices of pretended Spiritualist impost
ors were but yesterday denouncing 
the vices and crimes of Catholics by 
which they built up the entire system 
of Christianity. They seemingly for-1 
got but for those damnable acta there 
would have been no Christianity. 
Their first step was a bribe. If you 
will believe Jesus is the son of God you 
shall have everlasting life and the joys 
of the blessed. Their second act was 
a threat: Disbelieve and you shall suf
fer endless woe, with devils for com
panions.

,Mr. Cleric: Inquire into the frauds 
of Christianity and expose them. 
When your task is fully accomplished, 
turn your attention in this direction, 
and we will cordially aid you, as we 
are now trying to do. to uproot the 
wrongs of Spiritual impostors, the vile 
who are stealing the livery of heaven 
in which to serve the devil.

greatly Impaired, and delusion exists. ' 
The delusions^ which are the^ordinary 
accompaniments, are evidence of insan
ity, and are extravagant or impossible 
things which do not exist at all, ex
cept in the imagination, of the insane 
person, but which he can not be per
suaded or convinced do not exist. The 
true test of the absence or presence of 
insanity, is the absence or presence of 
these delusions.”

This is simply learned sophistry. If 
Insanity or unsoundness of mind, 
which exists when common sense and 
reason are greatly impaired, and de
lusion exists, then when delusion ex
ists, the mtnd'is unsound, insane and 
destroyed. If the true test of the ab
sence or presence of insanity is the ab
sence or presence of delusion, then in
sanity and delusion become the same 
thing, or, at least, are no more than 
different terms used ttf'designate the 
same condition of mind.

Tried by such a metaphysical or 
psychological test, Emmanuel Sweden
borg, John' Wesley, Martin Luther, 
Joan of Arc, Joseph Addison, the au
thor of Rasselas, Napoleon Boneparte, 
and hundreds more of the greatest and 
soundest minds which ever existed on 
earth, must be declared Insane. For 
each of these stoutly maintained what 
men of the present day would declare 
delusion. Indeed, delusion is so com
mon that if the whole human family 
were tried ■ by an infallible standard, 
there would be very few who could 
maintain absolute sanity; and it Is not 
improbable that the few would be 
among the most assinine specimens of 
humanity.

People do not now maintain a belief 
in visions, supernatural visitations, 
witches or apparitions. They do not

died in England, leaving a will, which, 
after various legacies, gave the residue 
to the poor of Constantinople, and 
also toward erecting a cenotaph in 
that city Inscribed with his name and 
bearing a light continually burning 
therein. The prerogative court pro
nounced the testator to be unsound of 
mind, principally upon the ground of 
his extraordinary bequest, which 
sounded to folly, together with the 
wild and extravagant language of the 
testator, proved by parol. But on ap
peal it was held that, as the insanity 
attributed to the testator was not 
,monomania, but general insanity or 
mental derangement, the proper mode 
of testing its existence was to review 
his life, habits and opinions of testa
tor, and on such a review there was 
nothing absurd or unnatural in the be
quest, or anything in his conduct, at 
the date of the Will, indicating de
rangement, and it was, therefore, ad
mitted to probate.

A will may be manifestly unjust to 
the surviving relatives of a testator, 
and it may display some of the extra
ordinary opinions of the Individual, 
yet it will not necessarily be void, un
less the 'testamentary dispositions 
clearly indicate that they have been 
formed under a delusion.

(Here the court reviews the case of 
Cass vs. Cass, 3 Humph. 278, which 
has already been referred to in these 
papers, and then the court continues.).

Delusion is defined to be, when a 
patient conceives something extrava
gant to exist which has no existence 
but in his own heated imagination, 
and having so conceived it, is inca
pable of being reasoned out of the 
conception (Shelford on Lunacy, 40); 
as the fancying things to exist which

This morning, Sunday, September 
2, at twenty-five minutes past six 
o'clock, immediately after waking 
from my last nap of sleep, my eyes 
peering into space above my head, 
there suddenly flashed upon my sight 
a globe or disc of light of uniformly 
crimson and gold color, which the next 
instant was set with shining diamonds, 
all sparkling with inconceivable beau
ty and loveliness.

It differed from the scores of simi
lar visions that have blessed my eyes 
in the past, in the fact that the dia
monds in this case twinkled with a 
peculiar flash, each alternately disap
pearing and re-appearing in such rap
id succession as to impart to my optic 
nerve, "ocular” demonstration of the 
presence in the room of a great star 
with radiations extending some fifteen 
inches in diameter, composed of these 
flashing diamonds, the whole set in a 
background of crimson and golden 
hue.

In former yisions of this class I fail 
to recall the somposlte structure—the 
great star composed of many little

years old, and when I look back, that 
time set was 8 years ago, and this 
seems to put the cap-Bheat on the 
whole; and now as that expectation 
did not "pan out," as the saying is, 
what of the future?

Please allow me to make one more 
prognostication, as I do not like to 
consign these two numerals to obliv
ion in my case until they are given 
one more chance; so I pass on in imag
ination to the year 1908. It is said 
that figures don't lie. Now what do 
these figures portend to me? They 
speak prophetically that my earthly 
career will not be extended beyond 
that date, and that these two figures 
will no longer be needed to chronicle 
any further events of this life, but 
that is not all. Eliminate the two fig
ures 1 and 8 from the year 1908, and 
what is there left? Simply 90, the 
number of my years should I live two 
years longer. And then what seems 
to me to confirm the other evidence of 
my departure at the time indicated, Is 
the fact that the last figure in the 
short cluinn of digits has been used, 
which seems to close up the whole 
business. Should it turn out that I 
have failed in this last prognostication 
as 1 did in the first, 1 shall not attempt 
another, from the fact that 1 have no 
more figures with which to continue 
the subject, but shall leave It with the 
good old Mother Nature to fix the time 
in her own way.

My companion and self are well 
cared for and are awaiting the time of 
our departure with all the patience 
that the infirmities of old age will ad
mit.

We have raised four children, and 
have been very fortunate In having 
them all settled near us; one son who 
was 66 years old the third day of 
August last, and three daughters, the 
youngest of whom was 54 the third 
day of this present month of Septem
ber. In our young days these would 
all have been called quite elderly peo
ple. We have had 19 grand-children, 
14 of whom are still with us. We 
have also had 21 great-grandchildren, 
19 of whom are still living, and if it 
should happen that by reason of great' 
bodily strength I should live to see a 
great-great-grandchild, I shor'd feel 
to exclaim with good old Simeon, 

1 “Now, Lord, Lettest thou thy servant 
depart in peace, for behold mine eyes 
have seen the fifth generation."

Wishing you long life and much 
• happiness, I remain_ most sincerely

A Creed for the Thoughtless.
. If all Christians who, like Dr. Crap- 

sir, lately tried for heresy at Batavia, 
N. Y„.were to be expelled for denying 
Jesus had a God for a father; a virgin 
for a mother,’ that the son arose from 
the grave and ascended with his mor
tal' bbdy to. a heaven just above the 
clouds, how many persons with brains 

i who have sense to think, would remain 
in the church? The old -barbarians 
who made the creeds could with pro
priety, Indorse such senseless ideas, 
but they do not fit a thoughtful age. -

• Costly Fire Works.
Some scientist has been estimating 

the cost of a'brilliant electrical storm. 
Every flash, he says, contains 27,000 
kilowatts, which would cost 10 cents 
each; therefore a good flash will be 
worth $2,700. A rather expensive, 
useless luxury, save when used to 
“dunder down church steeples," as 
the Dutchman expressed it. v

' Related on Bible Authority.
The first person welcomed to para

dise by the. founder of Christianity 
was a. thief whose execution took place 
on the same day as his own. Thus the 
Truth Seeker. -

' I never saw a person wno believed 
in God who knew what-he believed in.
—Washburn.' :

There is no gain so certain as that, 
which arises from sparing • what ■ you 
have.—Publius Syrns,

n6w throw inkstands at the devil, nor 
do they believe that a vagrant palmist 
could foretell' the fortunes of a Creole 
girl, who,-becoming the wife of one of 
the greatest Sien .who ever lived on 
earth, thereby controlled his destiny.

(In sdme of' these observations the 
court of course was mistaken, but its 
very disbelief ¡In such things makes Its 
application otithe law all the stronger. 
Commenting ;mpon matters brought 
out to impeach’the sanity of the testa
tor, the. cour ^continues below.)

But Itfthislfige of science and meta- 
physlcalHearnlng, it may be ' that a 
man of'sbiencb'inlght maintain that 
there was a cSrtain amount of . poison 
contained In tlfo Irish potato, at a cer
tain peiTOd ofiJlts growth; enough to 
affect Ufe'hutfi&n Stomach, if taken In 
too great'aqdïihtlty; that a Une of 
fascines'?bunWito the bottom of a 
river which Whs changing its bottom 
by the ^ttShiriëtaands, and altering its 
bed by the lodgment of drift, might be 
made to obstruct the navigation of a 
stream; that a drove of wild hogs, it 
confined in a field,' and driven about 
from day to dky, might become famil
iar to the présence of the driver, and 
be rendered tractable; that Indians 
were huinan beings on whom the attri
butes of kindness, mercy and charity 
might not be wasted. (Testator had, 
during his lifetime, been very-kind to 
Indians and provided a home for some 
of them on his farm.) We say it 
might be possible that such theories 
and speculations- might be called delu
sions;: and yet be no evidence of an;un- 
sbund mind. - -

can have no existence, and are impos
sible according to tee nature of things, 
as that trees walk (Shelford 293); 
the magnifying slight circumBtances 
beyond all reasonable bounds, as if the 
parent oLa child, really blamable to a 
certain extent In some particulars, 
takes occasion to fancy her a flend, a 
monster, an Incarnate devil (Shelford, 
41). We can comprehend the delu
sion of tee man who fancied he was 
Jestte Christ, and kindly extended his 
fdrglveness .when asked, saying, “I am 
the Christ”; also his who Imagined he 
corresponded with a princess in 
cherry juice, and his who dreamed 
dreams and heard voices directing 
him to burn York Minster Church. 
Btit we cannot comprehend a delu
sion upon a point of belief as to the 
nature of future rewards and punish
ments, and the principals of justice 
upon which they will be distributed. 
This is a subject beyond the ken of 
mortal man, and In one sense of the 
word, perhaps every individual is la
boring under a delusion who attempts 
to solve it. Yet there is no subject 
we are more disposed to theorize 
about, and about which there is 
greater conflict of opinion.

(On account of the erroneous con: 
struction of the court below, thé 
judgment in this case was reversed 
and the case sent back for a new 
trial.)

. (To.be continued.)

stars.. So tiny and close I together 
were they, yet so perfectly distinct in 
their rapid coming and going, that the 
very memory of it is fairly bewilder
ing! Each seemed alive and speaking 
to me a language of its own.

I accepted it as a congratulation 
from many “unseen” witnesses, com
ing to me as the result of a peculiar 
experience, ending at the very moment 
of the vision.

I had passed through a baptism, so 
to speak, that is a work, extending 
through some four weeks, such as I 
had never engaged in before under 
like circumstances. While surrounded 
with plenty of friction and noise with 
constant jarring, yet the general effect 
of'it all, coupled with the fixed reso
lution to surmount every adverse con
dition and turn the same to my su
preme benefit—was a triumph of heal
ing power hitherto unknown to me.

Hence the congratulation.
Yours in faith, hope and love.

THOS. H. B. COTTON.
San Joie, Cal.

When I shall reach the fairer shore, 
Where dear friends- meet to ¿art no 

more;
Will you be there to welcome me 
And be the first whom I shall see?
Will you reach out a loving hand 
And bid me enter that bright land, 
Where'all is love and hope and cheer, 
Where pain and care do not appear?
How grand ’twould be to have you 

there
To feel again the loving care, 
It would be heaven Indeed to me; 
But no! It can not,’must not be.
I cannot bear the thought my dear, 
That you should have to leave- me 

here ;
To greet me on the heavenly Btrand, 
I’d rather enter hand in hand. - 

EDNA JOHNSON WARREN.
Rutland, Vt

An Elysian Mistake.
Prof. Lockwood repudiates the arti

cle appearing in a late Progressive 
Thinker upon "The Spirit Realms,” as 
never voiced by him at Lily Dale or 
elsewhere. He says the celestial 
foundling is not his—he knows noth
ing of "beautiful lakes and rivers and 
mountains covered with trees.” “It 
may be possible,” he says, "for trees 
to cover lakes and rivers in Buelah. 
territory, but the nearest approach to 
such waterscape that he has seen here 
are reeds, rushes and cat-tails found 
in some of tee mud lakes of this 
country. Then, those Elysian fields 
of poetry, which are so grand and 
beautiful that it would annihilate tee 
denizens of earth on account of the in
creased vibration attained,” he says 
"he knows nothing about; he never 
expects to be electrocuted that way. 
He thinks he is more likely to fall over 
with the modern inspirations attrib
uted on the spur of the moment to 
Burns, Shelley and Longfellow. No, 
Mr. Editor, give this vision of spirit 
life to some one who wants it. It 
doesn’t fit me.”

A Prominent Lecturer Passed to Spirit 
Life.

Mrs. Sarah Byrnes has recently 
passed to spirit land. She was one of 
the oldest lecturers for Spiritualism In 
the country. She came Into the work 
about the same time with Mrs. Rich
mond, Carrie Twing, Lyman C. Howe 
and others, and she has always been a 
faithful worker and a true, good wo
man. She has b^en a great sufferer 
for several years and her friends will 
be glad to hear of her release. She 
passed away from the home of her son .) 
in East Orange, N. J. z J

’ A. A. AVERILL.
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not the most definitemost sublime and rational, though 
in all respects.

The Hebrews had four words to 
thought on this subject. The first

and rooted out by higher thought, ijhakspeare speaks 
heaven as “drowsy.”

And when Love speaks, the voice of all the gods 
Makes heaven drowsy with harmony.

Whenever heaven gets "drowsy” with the unison

no wiser now than before on account ot 
There are many cases ot similar trance 
record Incur day. EVEN A SALOON 
FORMED THE WRITER SOME YEARS

express what they 
is rendered “tlrma-

o

Hu Bxiiaustive and Win intraino Hlsww Review o! tan or 
the Land oî Soute.

Before entering upon the discussion, In a formal way, of i 
what are considered by some tbe most vital forms of »elig- 
lous and theological philosophy, if ono form is more'vita! 
than another, it has been tiiought best to treat of the i ela
tion of some of the older iorms Of thought on what, by 
some, are regarded, as minor subjects; to the later and the 
emerging forms of thought of the same kind. The foun
dations of every new form of thought as a whole are found 
In now forms of thought within natural subdivisions. In 
the progress of the thought of the race it has not jumped 
from one eminence to another. We have walked, and 
tolled and climbed step by step from pne point of vantage 
to another in everything. Every step of the past lias been 
necessary to every step In the present, and all will be nec
essary to steps in the future, Every achievement of the 
past Is an element In the victory of the present, 
' The progress of thought rests upon new conceptions of 

words, Ideas, thoughts, facts, relations, doctrines, hypoth
eses and philosophies. He who would push forward in the 
right direction must look backward as far as it is possible 
for any one to discover what it contains; he must under
stand the present and know what it contributes to' the 

-sum of knowledge; and he must correlate, organize and 
project these things Into the future with their,noses on the 
right side of their faces or he may be moving backward 
when he fondly hopes he Is moving forward.

While it does not yet appear what we shall be, yet we 
know that when the future does appear, we shall be like 
it in the essentials. The process of sifting the past afid 
the-present has for its purpose to find the essentials. On 
this clothes line of essentials has been hung up, ia the 
ages past, all the various garments of thought. Essentials 
are Hi e the life of an individual; the non-essentials like the 
body which he wears and which changes from time to 
time. The life is the same though it grows and refines 
from day to day; the body is the same also, and yet differ
ent; and finally it is lost in tbe form it has here for an
other, a newer one in the life to come.

Heaven and Hell.
The conceptions of heaven and hell, to which we shall 

now direct our thought in natural order, as placed before 
us in general purpose, and as requested by some corre
spondents, are as varied and picturesque as are the ages of 
history and as are the tribes and races of men upon this 
earth. Both within and without the literature of the Old

?7

F
despised and persecuted early Christian who had no abid
ing place on eartti.pd® permanent nature and few hopes 
or plans aside ffofc;tl&o which centered in the world to 
come. It had a niagnrncent influence over the pious Chris
tian mind of the early period.

. . If conjectures, tm. to the .authorship of.RovelaUon are car- 
rest. It was. written oiit of tho: sorrowful but'triumphant 
experience of St^gohn {while held as a prisoner in a cave 
on the island of Patmos. There Is nothing In it but what

up and away as agregt curtain nr scroll, ? it is evident that 
in primitive times these expressions were not figurative, 
but actual, terms, to represent the beliefs of the writers. 
Later they became more or less poetic and metaphorical. 
Theie is an evident pi ogress of thought away from the 
material conceptions and in the direction of the spiritual 
and indefinite. The Psalms of David and. the writings of 
the later and greater prophets are full of,poetic and figura
tive rather than material and accurate phraseology, based 
upon he same use of words as occur in the writings of 
Moses and Job.

WE SEE THAT THE IDEAS OF HEAVEN ARlii BE
COMING MORE REFINED AND LESS MATERIAL AS 
WE COME DOWN FARTHER AND FARTHER IN OLD 
TESTAMENT HISTORY, BUT THE MATERIAL SENSE 
HAD J3Y NO MEANS PASSED AWAY AND NEVER DID 
PASS AWAY ENTIRELY. '

Heaven Aboyo.
The second word, translated heaven, means'the “high 

place" rather than the fixed firmament. It Is not often 
used and occurs in the expression “the heaven of heavens,” 
also in the first Vprse ot Genesis, where it means the upper 
regions as distinguished from the lower regions: "God 
created the heavens and the earth." In this sense it .was 
associated with the dwelling place of Jehovah. It appears 
in the Lord's prayer, in which we'are taught to say,' "Our 
Father which art in heaven,” and in various other Old and 
New Testament passages, in which the idea of elevation 
alone is predominant without the. ideas associated with it 
in the first use of the English term. It marks a distinct 
advance in the thought. This heaven is not bo much a 
place as before and it is not visible, nor has it the stars set 
within its bosom. IT IS SIMPLY THE EXALTED POSI-

and tl.s New Testaments this is true. There are no excep-’ 
tions to it. Individuals in the same age and of the same 
stage of culture are subject to it. ■ ,

The New Testament conceptions and descriptions of 
heaven and hell are as natural and as Inevitable to the 
writers as are those of the Hottentot or the American In
dian. THESE CONCEPTIONS AND DESCRIPTIONS 
ARISE OUT OF NATURAL CONDITIONS AND IDEALS 
OF LIFE. They change with the change of these things. 
IAU are composite and conventional. The new heavens and 
the uew earths have grown out of the old. The new and 
higher thought of one age or individual or people has 
“broken Into” that of the older, and has transformed it. 
The Ideas of heaven have suffered violence, like heaven 
Itself, and the violent have taken them by force. The 
disposition to sit down in heaven and do nothing and get 
Into a fixed state Is very strong, and It must be overturned

Jewish Hteratun suggest, what the philosophy of

This conveys only the idea of a heavenly home and Father, 
and degrees of reward suited to the merits of each indi
vidual.

It is not necessary that we should know more than the 
essentials of what it is. Modern learning has something 
■to.aay which is worth Baying, and. is better than Scriptural 
’visions but it must be said .with modesty and- with allow
ances for modifications. Silence Ims revolutionized the 
ancient ideas of up and down and of the visible heavens.

Restores
Eyesight

Spectacfes Can Be Abandoned

Jesus ..would supply, qijd what the ago in which'he lived 
would impress upon his mind. These elements taken up 
and absorbed asJ they /had been, fused into photographic 
images or visions upon the mind, and reduced to order and 
climacteric., progression by meditation and imagination, 
will acount for this valuable book ■ of the Bible. But 
when we' conslde^' Its^roken and fragmentary and inco- 
berent and. hidden and, unintelligible character as divine 
revelation under the power of inspiration such as is 
claimed by some for the Bible, we must conclude that It is 
unworthy of an iqi|nlte Intelligence and wisdom.-

It is Paul, in his wide-awake and rational condition, who 
says that eye hath not seen or ear heard, nor hath It en
tered into the mind of man to conceive of the things that 
God hath prepared for them that love him. This is quite 
different from what is usually supposed to be meant by his 
being caught up into the third department of the upper 
world or into heaven. Paul includes himself among those 
who have not seen'or heard or conceived of the things of 
heaven. Jesus simply says that "in my Father’s house are 
many mansions, and I go to prepare a place for you.”

Astronomy, geology; physics, chemistry and. biology 
dissolved some,of Hie sacred phantasies of the 
Heaven must be something consistent with the facts 
have disclosed. It must be consistent also with

. have 
past, 
these 
such

“Actin.,“ a Wonderful Discovery That Curat 
Affliction» ol tlu> Eye anil liar Without 

Cutting or Drugging,

Scripture as states that ilo one hath seen God at any time, 
or can’see him who dwelleth in light unapproachable and 
full of glory. The finite can not see the Iniinite except 
In such .spiritual, vision as,we already exercise, to-behold
God. Heaven- must always remain-primarily within 
also.- Milton never said a truer thing than .when 
wrote:

A mind not to be changed by place or time;
The mind is Its own place, and in itself 
Can make # heaven of hell, a hell of heaven.

After considering the ideas of the future state as 
-seated in literature outside the Jewish people and

us 
he

pre- 
the

Bible, it will be more instructive and conclusive to take up 
the elements of doctrine concerning this subject as shaped 
by the learning of our time. t

junker Hill, III. SAMUEL L. STIVER.

Dr. Peebles’ Explanation
He

TION OF THE SPIRITUAL WORLD.
The third form of the Hebrew word |s the one used in 

some Psalms, in some passages in Jeremiah, in Isaiah and 
In Ezekiel, and should be translated, or is associated with 
the .word for, mountain. It Indicates that the Hebrew 
people wbre falling under the influence of the surround
ing nations somewhat and began to esteem mountains as 
the most favorable places of worship, just as the Greeks 
did Olympus, the Hindoos Meru, the Chinese Kuenlun, the 
Arabians Caf, and the Babylonians Albordsch. It was 
during this period that the high eminence of Jerusalem 
was selected and fortified for the center of Jewish wor
ship and was afterward adorned by the Jewish temple and 
the royal residences and palaces of Solomon; In the minds 
of the Jewish people the highest places were now consid
ered more sacred than others, and more likely to please 
God as places of worship. They were substantially mono
theists, but not free from polytheistic tendencies.

In'the days of Jesus there was a contention between the 
.Samaritans and the purer Jews as to which mountain was 
the proper one to worship on, the one in Judea, or the one 
in Samaria, to which Jesus replied that on neither the one 
or the other was worship better than elsewhere, but that 
he who would worship God aright must worship him in 
spirit and in truth. As has been contended hitherto in 
former articles, the Jewish people at the time of the begin
ning of the Christian ora had suffered much from contact 
with pagan people in many ways, even to thinking that 
there must be some localities more acceptable to God for 
worship than others, which idea has projected itself into 
Christian philosophy and has made shrines and pilgrim
ages possible and popular, especially among unenlightened 
peoples and during the middle ages of our own ancestral 
history.

'thought about it, and all agree that it is so-and-so, and 
there is no doubt about it, it is high time that someone 
rises and "speaks a piece” about the subject in a loftier 
Strain. Nature has provided for this, and It has helped 
much in the movement of the race upward. He who "the

. '’primrose path of dalliance treads" in search of heaven is 
quite as much an unmaker of it as he who makes “the 
steep and thorny way to heaven” too steep and thorny. 
There has been a gradual and natural onward progress in 
history along this line, but, alas, often too much "dalli
ance" and too much "steep and thorny” nt times.

War in Heaven and Russia.
The major part of the book ot Revelation portrays tor 

us a heaven in which there is much war, and much move
ment of forces for evil and for good, in which the good tri
umphs and the evil is cast down. With a few modifica
tions, the writer might be imagined to have foreseen the 
conditions ot Russia to-day and to have described it in ad
vance. Really, the conceptions of militant religion which 
the writer of Revelation had are very much as are those 
which prevail in Russia to-day among the Christian people 
there. .

It is one of the reliefs which come to the mind of the 
student of the far-off sand unhappy people at this time, that 

'they would not be as happy as they are If they are assassi
nating each other and committing all kinds of atrocities in 
the name of liberty and order and religion and heaven. 
When they discover that Jesus Christ was a Jew they will 
turn upon the church dignitaries and transfer them by a 
short route to the same country to which they are bent 
now on assigning the Jewish natives.

Let us be thankful that by the procession of ideas we have 
passed some distance In advance of • the metaphorical 
heaven of Revelation and the actual heaven of Russia, 
in which "contagious blastments are most imminent.” 
With the prifleation of our food supply and the reduction 
of the price of ice, we may feel content to settle flown and 
live in the United States for the remainder of our natural 
lives, though some trusts do remain in “unblushing se
curity,” and some

Foul deeds .will arise
Though all the earth o'erwhelm them to man's eyes.
It is not to be wondered at that when some Europeans 

set foot on our country they think they have passed into 
s the region of heaven.

In tracing the conceptions of heaven we shall begin with 
- those of the Hebrew people, because they have been the

Subdivisions of Paradise.

The

Is Opposed to All Fraud, and Has Assisted 
in Exposing Several Mediums Who Adopt
ed the Legerdemain Method—Comments 
by the Editor.

Criticisms'of Our Lectures, and| 
the Nichols Frauds.

The criticisms upon my Chesterfield 
camp-meeting address appearing in 
The Progressive Thinker of September 
15, do me very great Injustice, and for 
the reason that my address was wholly 
impersonal, with no reference to any 
person, nor to any journal, secular, re
ligious or spiritual; nor to extol genu
ine mediums; nor.to ventilate the arti
ficial toggery of the fraudulent ones. 
The purpose was higher than to either 
praise or blame.

The address was upon the triune na
ture of man, the demonstration ot a 
future existence, the great, the all-im
portant work of mbfllums (sensitives), 
and the true method 6f conducting se
ances to get the .' best results. And 
right here let me' bay In regard to the 
expose of the Nlchols(( Sisters, whose 
fraud-case my words are made to "fit” 
into so nicely anfl.favMably, that they 
were not only strangers to me, but 1 
had never heard ,pf them, though lec
turing in Chicago,scores of times dur
ing the past ten years.

These women,, .admitting the news
paper reports to tye literally correct, 
were not holding'a spiritual seance at 
all. It was a . material seance—a 
show, a snameful side-show. It may 
have been "spiritual,"'but the calling

(heaven and heaven’s angels bless 
them) honored me by Inviting me to 
attend and-deliver an address upon its 
next session of the N. S. A. to con
vene in Chicago next month. This, 
under the present crushing circum
stances I cannot, cannot do, and have 
written Mrs. Longley, our excellent 
secretary, accordingly.

Th« last of next week I leave our 
city, being pressingly urged by Dr. B. 
F. Austin to go and take part with 
him and other speakers in the dedica
tion of the Plymouth Spiritual Church 
in Rochester, N. Y.—and then, where! 
The answer 1b—"perhaps”—into the 
silence ot the evening's gray; or on
ward into the dawn of a more roseate 
morning; or upward to highlands ot 
immortality; such are the every-vary- 
ing vicissitudes and possibilities con
nected with “The World's Misslonary- 
at-Large"—an unsalaried olilce of con
fidence and honor, implying travels 
and field work, appreciatingly and gra
ciously conferred upon me by the Na
tional Association of Spiritualists. 
Such, I repeat, considering the dan
gers and diversities of this mortal life, 
are best compassed by the single word 
“perhaps.”

J. M. PEEBLES, M. D.
Battle Creek, Mich.

people, suited the Nichols Sisters ex
actly, and will be endorsed by every 
bogus medium in the land.

Why?
BECAUSE CONDUCTING THEIR 

SEANCES ALONG THE SAME LINES 
OF THE HONEST, ANGELIC MEDI
UM, THEY COULD ALL THE BET
TER COVER UP THEIR NEFARIOUS 
WORK OF DECEPTION!

But the Doctor is in no wise to 
blame for that—In his lecture he was 
portraying how the ideal medium, one 
who is as honpst as an Angel of Light 
should conduct her seances, and the 
good Doctor’s BOILING OVER with 
the thought that he had been accused 
of being in harmony with the fraudu
lent element in our ranks, was caused 
by an OVERHEATED imagination,
which often works 
minds, and Is not a 
old age.

In many respects

havoc to great 
good symptom of

the Doctor has
been of INESTIMABLE VALUE to 
Spiritualism, and to everything that 
pertains to progress, and will be 
warmly and enthusiastically welcomed 
wherever he may go. Our comments 
have widely advertised him, and will 
do him GREAT GOOD, and not a par
ticle of harm.

THÉ MYTH OF MOSES.

Interesting Facts and Statements

There |s no need for cutting,drugging or prob
ing the eyo for the cure ot most iorms ot die- 
case, for a new system of.treating afflictions at 

the eyebas been discovered 
—'■oreby all torturous 

^methods are eliminated.
There Is uo risk or experl- 

as hundreds of 
fl penta have been cured ot 
■ • failing eyesight, cataracts, 

granulated fids and other 
„_ . afflictions of the bn
through this grand discovery, when specialists, 
they state, termed tho cases incurable.

iV'Pannington, apaclal agent Mutual 
Benefit Life Insurance Co., Kansas City, Mo., 
writes: “Having used Actlna for several years. 
JcneerfuHy recommend it forth© cure of ©ye. 
ear and throat affections. It cured my mother, 
ot cataracts” ’

Susan Cardwell, Lincoln, Kau., writes: “I am 
TO years old. I was so blind I could only know 
persons by their voices. After using Actinal 
can now thread a needle without glasses.” 
.m« v' W* G Goodwin, Moline, Kan., writes: 
'My honest opinion of Actlna is that It is ono 

or the most marvelous discoveries pt tbe ago.
©yes, and cured my wife of asth*

Hundredsof other testimonials will be sent 
on application, “Actlna” is purely a homo 
treatment and self-administereu by the patient, 
and is sent on trial postpaid. If you will send 
your name and address to tho New York ind 
London Electric Association.Dept IVul. 
nut St., Kansas City, Mo., you will receive ab- 
BOlulely free u valuable book, Profewor Wil- 
eon b Treattae on the Eye and on Disease In 
General,

Cancer Cured
WITH SOOTHING, BALMY OILS. 
Cancer, Tumor, Catarrh, Piles. Fistula, Ulcere, 
Eczamaknd all Bkin and Female Diseases. Write 
for Illustrated Book. Bent free. Address • 

DR.'BYE.&oX^ Kansas City, Mo.

Rin Salaries SSS WoU Ties with ui.
V Work hdnorablo. euy »nd agreeable at 

komo. Wo want aomo one In your neighborhood. Ara 
an old eiubllahed firm. Write to-day. Big money for yout 
WALMANUFACTllaiNaCO.Bor aiSo Detroit, Mich.

The above is the uumner of the pres
ent issue of The Progressive Thinker, 
as printed at the top of the first page, 
right hand corner. If this number cor
responds with the figures on your wrap
per, then the time you have paid for has 
expired, and you are requested to re
new your subscription. This number 
at the right hand corner of the first 
page Is advanced each week, showing 
the number of Progressive Thinkers 
issued up to date. Keep watch of the 
number on the tag of your wrapper.

in

The fourth word used to indicate heaven in the Hebrew 
means primarily “to pound" and then "to wear out”; then 
to separate and divide, and finally to arrange in orders and 
degrees. The Jewish people began to subdivide the high 
place, which was considered the residence of Jehovah, into 
great divisions. According to some good authorities' this 
was originally a division into, first, the place where the 
clouds float; second, the place where the sun, moon and 
stars are fixed, and third, the upper heaven, in which God 
and the angels have their abode. Later the Rabbinical 
writers made out seven heavens, or degrees of heaven, be
ginning with the atmospheric and ending with the superior 
spiritual. At the creation God walked upon the earth. 
When Adameinned he ascended in disappointment into the 
next above; when Cain slew Abel he went Into the next 
above in disgust, and so on up as men grew worse. ' At 
the time of Abraham he descended into the sixth; during 
the life of-Isaac, into the fifth, and so on until in the day 
of Moses he got down into the first again and talljed with 
Moses “face to face.” In the New Testament Paul evi
dently alludes to this division of the supernatural world 
when he says he was caught up into the third heaven and 
saw things unutterable while it remained for an old darky 
some years ago to affirm to the writer that he hjad been 
caught up into the seventh heaven, but could not, for rea
sons of a sacred and personal nature, reveal what he saw.

It seems Paul considered the third heaven the upper 
one, and in his mind there were threa,concentric circles ot 
space, in the upper of which the spirits of the righteous 
dead are found. From other expressions in connection' 
with his being caught up to the third heaven we may infer 
that he .was simply dreaming under the Influence of the 
prevailing philosophy of his time. He says he does not 
know whether he was in the body or not, and he does not' 
know what he saw in form of expressible ideas. We are

ment" in the English Bible, and comes from a Hebrew 
stem which means “to beat out” or "hammer out," as 
metal. It is evident that Moses and others later under
stood the firmament as something solid and expanded over 
the whole earth, so as to make a barrier between the 
waters which were above the earth and those which were 
below the earth, or those on which the earth floated. 
There was an upper reservoir ot waters as well as a lower. 
Through the open lattices of this firmament the rain, the 
dew, the snow, and the hail descended, and In case of the 
flood of Noih, the windows even of this firmament are 
opened, and the floods descended. • • ■ •

In the book of Job the bottles of heaven are said to 
have been opened and the firmament of heaven Is de
scribed as “strong as molten glass.” In. other Old Testa- 

' I ment writings this vault of the sky is spoken of as trans- 
1 parent as pellucid sapphire, splendid as crystal, a firm 
1 vault on which rests the throne of God, a substance 

through .which openings could be made and were made for 
the descent of angels or prophetic visions, and in. which 
the stars, like gems or golden lamps, were set and fixed 
to give light to the earth and to regulate the seasons. In 
pother Old Testament writings this Immense, and magnlfl- 

• cent firmament Is spoken of as though supported by mount- 
ilns and grand pillars, and of being capable of being rolled

his experience, 
experiences on
KEEPER 
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makes nothing genuine. Labels are 
often deceptive. , ' ..

This critic makes ,me ' say that 
“thoughts with will and skill behind 
them become creatures." No— 1 
neither wrote ppT uttered such a sen
tence. Probably ,tlin’compositor put 
the word “creatures*‘for “creative"— 
the latter being thé word I used. We 
all make mistakes. Many, many have 
I made during these sixty-five years in 
public life.

“My words In this lecture are de
clared by The Progressive Thinker “to 
fit the case (the fraud case) of the 
Nichols sisters." And again, “These 
sisters will endorse every word the 
Doctor says in regard to. the ‘sacred’ 
character of their seance." And this 
—all this, directly in the face of these 
words in my lecture (third column): 
“NO MAN ABOMINATES FRAUD 
MORE THAN MYSELF." It is quite 
likely that I did not measure and con
struct my words, as carefully as I 
should. This I deeply regret.

Again The Progressive Thinker said 
to Its readers: “Read the following 
from the Chicago Chronicle and apply 
the same to Dr. Peebles.” What was 
the. “following” we were asked to read 
in the Chronicle? This, just this; 
The frauds of the Nichols sisters, the 
fight in the seance-room, the artificial 
toggery, the sham, and these sisters’ 
contemptible conduct. Read about 
these frauds and "apply the same,” 
says The Progressive Thinker, “to Dr. 
Peebles.” And so I.am written down 
as the endorser of frauds. The above 
words admit in my opinion of no other 
construction. I drain the cup, unjust 
and bitter as it is.

And yet, 1 can look back the inter
vening twenty years and recall when 
I aided in exposing some six or seven 
detestable frauds. The- seances

Comments by the Editor.
The good Doctor is unnecessarily 

alarmed, and takes greatly at heart 
the kindly criticism in The Progressive 
Thinker of late date. To say the least 
the situation Is laughable—very amus
ing, that one who has braved the 
dangers arising from traveling around 
the world several times, not receiving 
a scratch in traversing the jungles of 
India, nor a bite from the poisonous 
serpents that infest the country on all 
sides, even being immune against the 
malaria prevalent In that country— 
strange indeed It is that he should be 
“crushed” at a, little good-natured 
criticism in connection with his lec
ture,—a lecture which was thoroughly 
enjoyable throughout.

And it is a strange coincidence that 
the Nichols Sisters were working 
along the plan the good Doctor had 
outlined for the ideal medium—the 
one who is honest in all respects— 
THEY FROWNED ON the fraud-hunt
er, the skeptic, the confirmed doubter, 
and did not intend that anyone bear
ing such a label as assigned by the 
Doctor should be permitted to enter 
their seance room, to "defile" the

Connection Therewith That Throws 
u Flood of Light on Ancient History, 
Indicating Timt Certain Biblical 
Characters Are Myths.
To the Editor:—If it can be shown 

that the Moses of the Jewish Scrip
tures was stolen bodily from the Bab
ylonians, will it not materially weaken 
the so-called Mosaic books of the Old 
Testament?

John Bennett Peters, who was di
rector of the University of Pennsylva
nia to Babylonia in the years 1S8S and 
1890, engaged the excavation of the 
great mound of Nlppar, says: "Saryon, 
King of Akkade, 3800 years B. C., 
was born of the daughter of a princess 
by some unknown father. He was ex
posed on the river in a basket smeared 
with pitch; rescued by a waterman 
and reared as his son, and a goddess 
saw and loved him and raised him to 
honor.”

Now, is -not this so strikingly like 
the genealogy of Moses, as to lead any 
reflective mind to the conclusion that 
some Jewish writer In captivity in 
Babylon stole this with the account of 
creation, the Garden of Eden, the del
uge, etc., and worked the fiction at a 
later date into Jewish history, which 
has been handed down to us as a part
of the inspired word of God!

Peters In another place says: 
that remote period not later

“At 
than

MOLLIE FANCHER,
The Brooklyn Enigma.

An authentic statement of facts in the life of 
Mary J. Fancher, the psychological marvel of 
the nineteenth centuiy. Unimpeachable teatb 
mony of many witnesses. By Abram H. Dailey. 
With illustrations. Price, cloth. 91.50.

MAHOMET, THE ILLUSTRIOUS.’
By Godfrey Higgins, Esq. This work is ona 

of the Library of Liberal Classics. NoauLhoc 
was better qualified to write an impartial and 
honest Ilf© of Mahomet than Godfrey Higjins, 
and this volume is intensely interesting Xfc 
should be read in conlunction with Gibum’a 
work. Price. 25 cents.

Mofecuiar HuDothesis of Nature; 
The Relation of Its Principles to Continued Ex
istence and to the Philosophy of Spiritualism. 
By Prof W. M. Lockwood. Paper. 24 cents.

Fattier Tom and Wo Poiib,
Or a Night at the Vatican. Written probably 
by Sir Samuel Verguson. From Blackwood’s 
Edinburg Magazine. This Is a humorous ac
count of a roilcksome visit to the Pope ot 
Rome by Father Tom. an Irish priest, armed 
with a superabundance of Irish wit. two lo
perlal quart bottles ot Irish “poteen," and an 
Irish recipe tor “conwounding" the same.
Paper, 25cents: cloth. 50conta.

Practical Methods to insure Success*
A valuable little work, full Ot practical in

struction In matters pertaining to physical, 
mental and spiritual health. Worth many 
times its cost. Price 10 cents.

Force anti Matter ^.L
book. A profound work upon a profouna sub
ject. Price, cloth. SJ.OO.

HAD DURING A SICKNESS BEEN CAUGHT UP INTO 
SOME SUPERNATURAL REGION 'AND HAD HEARD 
THE MOST ENTRANCING ANGELIC MUSIC. Then he 
recovered his senses and his health he wedt on with his 
business as before. The old darky who had been caught 
up Into the seventh heaven was sure there was no mistake 
about it, and felt he did not need any one to tell him .what 
heaven was like, as he had seen it all for himself, but he 
could not say a word for publication until he got permis
sion, and that was never given up to the time of his death.

New Jerusalem.
From the New Testament we learn that heaven is the 

place of the residence of God and the angels, good and bad 
(for latter see Luke x:18; Ephesians vi:12; Revelation 
xil:7-8); is a state pt a higher order of things; is a place 
of permanence, moral perfection, spiritual exaltation and 
glory, and of blessedness, as against the opposite of these; 
and that it is the city of God or the New Jerusalem as por
trayed in the latter part of the book of Revelation. To 
the writer of that book it is a new heavens and a new 
earth, a holy city, God coming down out of heaven ' to 
dwell with men, .wiping away all tears from their eyes, 
abolishing pain, crying, sorrow and death; without sun or 
candle, and yet without night; Its walls of jasper and gar
nished with all manner of precious stones; its twelve 
gates, each an individual pearl; its streets of gold as trans
parent as crystal; its water supply a pure river of watef of 
life; its food supply a tree of life constantly bearing 
fruits; the giory and honor of the nations constantly com
ing into It; from it excluded all sin and svil and everything 
that would in any way defile.

It is evident that this is a composite tieaven made up of 
all the best elements ot the Ideas of heaven which had 
been entertained by the Jewish people up to that time, and 
one entirely in. keeping with the conventional ideas of the 
age.. It was, however, a most gorgeous and-encouraging 
delineation, whlfch must have been quite pleasant to the

which Dr. H. T. Childs of Philadelphia, 
and Robert Dale Owen attended were 
fraudulent, and .1 helped to expose 
them a week later, and my name so 
appeared in the Philadelphia press. I 
aided in exposing one of these de
frauding jnediums in San Francisco, 
and two here In Battle Creek, one of 
which exposures was copied from the 
Battle Creek Journal Into The. Pro
gressive Thinker; but all this, with 
my fifty-five years of, earnest, consci
entious work in the .interests of Spirit
ualism as I understand it, seemingly 
go for nothing. Heavy as thejmoss 
is, I submit with only, kindly fraternal 
feelings towards those whose misrep
resentations havg.made my heart to 
ache and driven ipie to the verge of de
spair. This will-.-be $?t down as hu
man weakness. jjBe ji;so, if you so
think. • 32'. J > 3'

When Spiritualist ladders and w’rit-

same, and thereby prevent the' mani
festations from the “angels.”

Thé fact is, the Nichols Sisters were 
working In EXACT ACCORDANCE 
WITH THE PROGRAMME OF THE 
DOCTOR—-of course not by his au
thority—not by his sanction by any 
means, and he was in nowise to blame 
therefore—it .was simply a coinci
dence, and we chose to draw an im
portant lesson therefrom, and point a 
moral for the consideration of Spirit
ualists.

But the Doctor sàys they were not 
holding a spirit seance at all. But 
how about the fifty other mediums ex
posed, dressed In artificial toggery, 
and posing as spirits—exposed one 
after another in rapid succession? 
The Nichols Sisters were holding a 
spiritual seance, and had been for ten 
years or more, but the spirits manu
factured there were not of the genu
ine kind—they were spurious In all 
their parts—monstrosities of the deep
est and darkest hues—a curse to Spir
itualism, and a deeper curse to every 
honest medium; in fact the spirits 
presented there threw a dark, pesti-

era some.two -years agb pronounced 
and published that myUbook on “Spirit 
Obsessions” wad aini'mercenary af
fair,” “worse than thei-Blble"; when 
Mr. Hutchens ''flgped that the steamer . lentlal cloud over our Cause—they 
bearing me to-I^ndonl’ “might go were rotten to the core!
down with myseyi.anflgall the demons 
I’d raked up”; .jwhen^'. Mrs. Cassell 
wanted myself’' nfid bppk “burned In 1 
effigy”; when Oliye Pennington .wrote 
that “the publishing.^jt such a, book 
was a crime,” au.d “shBUld be punish
able by law”; anfl further, she wished 
that "some grin ping >)<iBvll would im
pale the aforcsa^ Doctor on his red- 
hot pitchfork and thrust him into a 
seething cauldronj” etc., I then 
thought that I had readied the depths 
to which certain Spiritualists had 
doomed me; but no, I am now charged 
by. my “words” (and words symbolize 
thoughts, ideas and deeds in activity) 
WITH AIDING AND ABETTING 
FRAUDS AND FRAUDULENT MEDI
UMS. It enough! The cup is 
more than brimming. - I can bear no 
more. There ip. not a Roman Catho
lic priest or bishop in America to-day 
who would so vindictively, persecute a 
hertlc as I have been, misrepresented 
and persecuted by a class of spiritists, 
.boasting of toleration, -and: lirather- 
hood.

Th« N. S. A. .board of trustees

were rotten to the corei

6,000 or 7,000 years B. C.) men in
habited this country (Babylonia) suf
ficiently advanced in civilization to 
found cities, build houses, make pot
tery and in general carry on the in
dustries of settled and civilized life.”

Again, in another place he says: 
"Ashurbaniphal, in whose library at 
Nineveh was found a great epic 
(poem) in twelve volumes (clay tab
lets), including a story of the flood 
strikingly similar in many points to 
that contained in Genesis. Further in
vestigation revealed the fact that not 
only were the flood legends of the As
syrians and Hebrews closely related, 
but that the similarity extended also 
to the stories of creation, tbe fall, the 
garden of Eden, and a host ot religious 
conceptions, such as the Sabbath, sa
cred trees, the serpent, the use of high 
places, the names and titles of divini
ties,’ the word temple and many other 
points too numerous to mention.”

Quoting again from Peters, he says: 
“Greek and Hebrew civilization was 
derived from Assyrian and the latter 
from Babylonia.”

From the foregoing it would appear 
that the oldest records we have are 
Babylonian, and that the nomadic 
race of Hebrews who were held in 
captivity in that country for a long pe
riod, absorbed from their captors a 
large amount of the fiction and poetry 
of the country. Peters says Ur-Gur 
ruled In Ur of the Chaldeans before 
2,700 B. C., or 600 years before Abra
ham (another myth writer) was born.

It Is the belief of the writer that the 
time is not far distant when the world 
will know that not only was Abraham 
and Moses myths, but also David and 
Solomon. A strange thing confronts

And, too. the Nichols Sisters’ se
ances WERE EXPLOITED by thè 
Fraud Organ of Chicago, a paper 
known as the Light of Truth, and. 
which has openedits columns to every 
trickster in the land. Of course they 
were holding spiritual seances—coun
terfeit, of course—but recognized as 
genuine, and fully exploited by their 
Fraud Organ.

The intent of'our comments on the 
Doctor’s lecture was to show that all 
frajid mediums are working along 
THE EXACT LINES OF- HONEST 
MEDIUMSHIP, and in that respect are 
in perfect harmony and accord with 
the Doctor’s lecture, approving it, no 
'doubt, In all respects; and THE CAS
TIGATION... the Doctor • gave the 
skeptic, the doubter, and ' the fraud- 
hunter, sad his method of. conducting 
the seance, as to excluding all such

theologians and that is the site of Sol
omon's temple. Archaeologists cannot 
agree upon that point, and yet Jerusa
lem was small—covering about 270 
acres. The wall is less that two and a 
half miles around.

O. F. THORNTON. 
Schell Station, Arizona.

HFTER HER DEATH.
Th© Story of a Summer. By Lilian Whiting. 

Pervaded wi >h pure and beautiful spirituality 
of thought. Instructive and helpful to al! who 
love and seek the higher and finer ways of 
spiritual experience. Price. 11.00.

TafTeurancTs Letter to the Pope. 
This work will be found especially interesting 
to all who would desire to make a study of Ro* 
manJsm and the Bible. The historic facts stat
ed, and the keen, ¿cathing review of Romish 
ideas and practices should be read by all. Price 
25oeute.

TfiE AGE OF REASON.
By Thomas Pain©. Being an Investigation ot 

Tru© and Fabulous Theology. A new and com- 
nleto ©dlttoh, from new plates and new typo; 
^0 pages, post 8vo. Paper clot’s, 50c.

'‘Spiritism and Mrs. Leonora E Piper, 
and Dr. Thomson J. Hudson’s Theories 
in Regard to It." By Ex-Judge Abram 
H. Dailey. Demonstrates futility and 
inadequacy of Hudson’s explanations of 
spiritual phenomena. Price, 25 cents. 
Leatherette, 40 cents.

"The Present Ago and Finer Life; 
Ancient and Modern Mysteries Classi
fied and Explained." By Andrew Jack- 
son Davis. We have a few copies of 
this work by the celebrated seer. Cloth, 
|L10.

"The Truth. Seeker Collection of 
Forms and Ceremonies for the Use of. 
Liberals.” Price, 25 cents.

••New Testament Stories Comically 
Illustrated. Drawings by Wfe-tson Hes
ton. With Critical and HMmoraus Com’- 
ments. upon the. Texts.”: Heston’s 
drawings are incomparable, and excru
ciatingly funny. Price, in boards, $1;

bni'Ano/'liAn InW Ml# Phenomena ot Researches Modern Spiritual™ 
By SIR WILLIAM CROOKES. F. R. S., with 
illustrations. Of unusual interest and value, 
by one of the greatest scientists of the world. 
Price, 50 cents.

The Nemesis of )Th,s fasciu- 
Chautauqua Lake | £y t®o wcl£ 

known Author and Scholar, 
HON, A. B. RICHMOND, 

Should bo lu the hands of every Spiritualist in 
the land. It is based on a histonoal fact, but 
through the narative is woven a psychic Un© ot 
thought in the style so natural to the great 
criminal lawyer that one can feel tie author’s 
very presence during its penpal It Is certain
ly interesting. Price, cloth. 75 cents.

MEDIUMSHIP wss xIlXlDlUlUUxIXL abbIbI Development' By 
W. H-Bacb. Paper 55 cents,•

A Leefare Dellverea to Lades 
Wvl Inll i Only. 37 Mrs.'Dr. Hulburt. On 
tbe present status of woman, physically, men
tally. morally and spiritually. Tho divine law 
ot true btononial marriage, eta. Price, Wo. 

The Infidefitu of Ecciesiasticism, 
A Menace to American Civilization. By Prot. 
W. M. Lockwood. A trenchant and masterly 
treatise. Price. 2» cents. ____

The Refioion of Science.
'By Dr. Paul Carus. Ver thoughtful and in

teresting. Price. 25 cents.

The Science of Spirit Return?
By Charles Dawbarn. A scientific rehearsal 

that la truly Interesting. Price, 10 cents.

Min ->r>rl Lfin Disclosed in the Bible." 
I lull QIlU LiIU By Rev. Arthur Chamber«, 
^ninib LIapM Associate ot King’« College, 
Oyl| IL Wui lu London. An excellent book 
for Christian people who would investigate and 
learn the tacts ot Bible teachings as well as 
modern spirit phenomena. Price, doth, 81.10.

LISBETH“1"“^ 1 » Elevating, Fascinate 
in g and Instructive Tliroug’bout» ■

Tills work by Carries. S, Todng Is.exception* ■ 
ally Interesting. Sia weir says: “Tbe» char* I 
seters which ■ have brought out tho hfrt tat end I 
lowest In durèrent reUçtaus beliefs, have moved - ■ 
me, not I them. “ The whole book Is Inberestltua ■ 
USclnatlns, »nd instructive, price, St.oa
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py, and In order to do that they will 
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county, Wash., southwest of Spokane, 
has come Into her own, having located 
a mining claim which has since been 
named “The Lucky Widow," on the 
south slope of the Gold Hill mountain, 
12 miles from the famous Gold Hill 
mine. The discovery of' the mine, 
Mrs. Conen declares, is the result of a 
dream she bad two months ago. She 
tried to shake it oft, but it haunted 
her for three weeks, at the end of 
which, time she took her five half-or
phaned children and several pack 
horses and made for the mountain, 
where in the Tieton basin, she found 
the mine. Assays made. at North 
Yakima and Spokeane show the ore to 
be of high grade,

Mrs, Elizabeth Schauss, state mis
sionary for Ohio, writes: "The San
dusky Spiritualist Society held its 
opening "meeting- of the season. A 
large audience had gathered. The 

| rostrum was decorated, with beautiful

phenowna of to 
and In the developing Wp far 
no compétition; eo, bretliféa in W 
faith, wherever you may be, if in need 
of a true, tried and honest medium, 
give Brother Baruea a trial, and you 
Mill never regret it.”

■ Correspondent writes: “The Occult 
Scientists who meet at 2962 Prairie 
avenue, every Sunday and Thursday 
nights at 8 o’clock, are having good 
success, Parlor Hall being crowded. 
Sunday night Mr.-Harmon gave a log
ical'address taking for ' his subject, 
'The Mirror/ saying that it was (and 
proving) only an adjunct through 
which reflections were transmitted to i 
the retina of the eye, thence to the 
brain, thence to the ego, which is be
hind the material body. His argu
ment that all, no matter whether their I 
belief was Protestant or otherwise, | 
they were either materialists or Spir
itualists, was well taken. When he 
was through speaking the audience 
wished he had continued; tftid no 
doubt he set many to thinking. 'Mrs. 
Brockway followed for one hour with 
her tests and messages, forty-flve be
ing given—not one of which was not 
fully recognized. The private devel
oping class, meeting on Tuesday 
nights is fast, filling to completion. 
After the required number, forty, is 
obtained the doors will be closed to 
all new applicants. The class runs 
for twenty weeks and is exclusively 
private only to those who are . mem
bers. Thursday "nights is for trie gen
eral public, devoted to development 
and phenomena, which will set any se
rious investigator to thinking. The 
Sunday and Thursday night services 
are open to all investigators."

Mrs. A. Sexsmith .writes: “The

. . . - __
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The Rockford (Ill.) Star says: “Dr. 
George B. Warne of Chicago, lecturer 
of the Illinois State Spiritualist Asso
ciation, is in the city and will give an 
address at I. O. O.F. hall in South 
Main street this morning. Dr. Warne 
is connected with Hahnemann College, 
and is considered one of the best of 
the Spiritualist speakers. He has a 
fine voice, is thoroughly posted on the 
topic ho handles."

■ ' Mrs. Isa Wilson-Kayner is now lo
cated at 493 Main street, Dallas, Tex. 
She is a great favorite In that state. 
She has been Instrumental In organiz
ing a society, composed exclusively of

- Bohemians, which augurs well for the 
cause.

Wm. Hassman writes: “The North 
Star Society, as heretofore, will hold 
services every Sunday evening at 
1546 Milwaukee avenue.”

Interested audiences listened to 
Rev. Frank T. Ripley at the A. O. U. 
W. hall yesterday afternoon and even
ing, who delivered addresses and gave, 
messages. The audience in the even-’ 
Ing was especially large and attentive. । 
The friends of-Rev. Ripley have pre-; 
vailed upon him to remain over an
other Sunday and continue bls serv
ices.—The Evening News, Baraboo, 
Wis.

Grand Reception and Dance given 
by the Golden Rule Club, Saturday 
evening, October 13, at O’Donnell Col
lege Hall, 43 South Paulina street, be
tween Washington Boulevard and 
Park avenue. Tickets 25 cents a per
son, including lunch. Music by Kirk
land Orchestra.

asters and other flowers. Two sub
ject's were sent ,up for discussion. 
President Jackson took the vote of 
the audience as to which one was most 
desired,'with the result that, ‘Will the 
Mysteries of the Spirit Realms Eeyer 
Be Solved by the People of Earth?' 
was chosen; the discourse by the 
writer was greatly appreciated."

“The City Hall should be cleansed 
of its present officials and their places 
filled with The'osophists.” This was 
the startling measure proposed by 
Mrs. Pauline Stelnem, the only woman 
member of the Toledo (Ohio) school 
board, before a post-convention meet
ing of Theosophlsts held at the Athen
aeum building, 26 Jackson boulevard, 
Chicago. "If -Theosophlsts filled the 
City 'Hall, graft would be unknown,” 
said Mrs. Stelnem, "because Theoso
phlsts cannot work for gain or glory, 
but only from pure motives. Until 
jealousy is eliminated from politics 
there will be no good government.”

S. A. Huntington writes from Mal
den, Mass.: “At the Thursday evening 
circle, Sept. 20, the recording secre
tary, Mrs. R. P. Morton, presided, with 
Miss Flossie M. Shepp at tho piano. 
The circle opened at 8:15, with praise 
and Invocation. Brother Patch made 
a brief address on ‘Man’s Duty to Hu
manity,’ speaking very interestingly. 
Airs. Carter, Mrs. Gertrude Wright 
and Mrs. Morton gave Interesting mes
sages. The afternoon circle, Sunday, 
Sept. 23, was very Interesting and in
structive. The second vice-president, 

' E. J. Patch, presided, with Miss F. M.
Shepp at the piano. The chair in 
welcoming the meeting, made an in
teresting address on ‘The Line of Pro
gression.’ Mrs. Carter and Mrs. Mor
ton gave many beautiful messages. 
The evening meeting, held at 7:30, 
was very Interesting and profitable. 
It was opened with praise and invoca
tion, reading of Scripture. ’ Mrs. M. A. 

’ Bonney of Boston was the speaker and

The Wichita (Kansas) Eagle says: । 
“In the young German, Max Hoffman, 
who has been naturalized, there Is 
more of the future locked away in his 
mind than In any person who has been 
In Wichita during late years. Mr. 
Hoffman’s past is one of trouble. He 
was buried alive in Germany when but 
four years old, and his mother’s 
dreams were all that saved . him. 
When he was dug up he had turned 
over in his coffin, and a doctor bleed
ing him, saved his life. His father 
turned him into the madhouse when 
be was but a boy because he told what 
was going to happen. After being In 
the madhouse sixteen months Mr. 
Hoffman was deported to the United 
States. The first thing he saw in 
America was the American flag. Mr. 
Hoffman in telling the story of his life 
to a reporter for the Eagle, said that 
when he was confined in the mad
house the American flag appeared to 
him In a vision, and when he saw it 
tor the first time he could not speak 
tor joy. Nr. Hoffman has created a 
vast amount of talk by his correct 
reading of the past lives of several 
prominent citizens of the city.”

Mrs. C. Kirchner writes: “On Fri
day evening, Sept. 21, at the Rising 
Sun Temple, quite an audience lis
tened again to a fine discourse giver, 
by Miss E. Harlow, and were well paid 
tor attending the lecture, as it was 
full of welcome thoughts. On Sunday 
afternoon another large gathering lis
tened to her discourse. The subject, 
Beyond the Veil,’ was a masterpiece. 
Messages were given by Airs. C. Kirch
ner which brought consolation to 
many. In the evening Miss Harlow 
received a rousing welcome from ovei 
300 people who filled the temple; 
standing-room was at a premium. A 
number stood outside and listened, be-

Christian Spiritualists Society, con
ducted by Miss Sarah Thomas, will 1 
hold meetings every Sunday afternoon 
and evening at 3 and 8 o’clock, com- । 
mencing Sunday afaernoon, Sept, 30, 
at Conway Hall, corner Western ave
nue and West Lake street; entrance on 
Western avenue, over the drug store. ‘ 
On Sunday evening, Oct. 14, Dr. Geo.
B. Warne will be the speaker. Don’t 1 
fail to hear him or you will miss a 
great treat. Good music and singing, 
and messages by Miss Thomas and oth
ers. Strangers cordially invited."

Dr. Johp C. Wyman writes from 
Brooklyn, N. Y.: "We have many fa
vors to thank you for during the past, , 
and I wish for yourself, your family, 
and the paper in which you take so 
much pride, and which you have suc
ceeded in making one of the very (pre- 
most of educational and spiritual pa
pers, all the prosperity that ah indul
gent Providence can bestow upon you 
each and*all."

Correspondent writes: ‘‘The Golden 
Rule Spiritualist Society held a. very 
Interesting meeting, both afternoon 
and evening. The afternoon meeting 
consisted of short talks by that old- 
timer, J. E. Coe, and our pastor, Mrs. 
Nora E. Hill, followed by messages. 
In the evening a goodly number was 
present to meet and welcome our old- 
time worker, Mrs. DeWolf Kiser, who 
gave one pf those soul-stlrring lec
tures. The subject was, ‘Judge Not 
that Ye Be Not Judged,’ and those 
that listened will think over the points 
brought forth for future meditation. 
The message bearers were Dr. C. A. 
Burgess, Mrs. Nellie Kusserow, “and 
Mrs. DeWolf Kiser and they brought | 
joy to many hearts. At our hall on 
Oct. 7, afternoon and evening, after
noon at 3 o’clock, will consist of short 
talks and messages. Speaker for the 
evening, at 8 o’clock, will be our pas
tor, Mrs. Nora E. Hill. O’Donnell 
College Hall, 43 South Paulina street. 
Public circles by society every Thurs
day evening.at 705 West Madison, 
street.”

message bearer of the evening, choos
ing in opening, a poem entitled, 
‘Prayer/ by Ella Wheeler Wilcox, and 
as her theme, ‘Progression/ giving a 
most instructive address; then she 
gave many beautiful messages.”

Gustav Willms writes: “The mem
bers of the North Star Spiritual Union 
hold regular Sunday meetings at 1546 
Milwaukee avenue. The friends wel
comed their president,' Wm. Hass- 
mann, last Sunday evening, after be
ing absent from the city for two 
months. ' Sister C. Mueller and Sister 
Stegner lectured and gave excellent 
tests. The Progressive Thinker will 
be, as formerly, for sale at all of our 
meetings.”

Correspondent writes from Dayton, 
3hio: “The Light of Truth Society 
field its usual meeting Sunday evening 
Sept. 23. The speaker of the evening 
.vas' W. V. Nlcum, who took for his 
subject, ‘We Are Measured by, the 
Amount of Consciousness We Possess.’ 
His discourse found 8 ready response 
iy an earnest, truth-seeking audi
ence.”

The Chicago Examiner has the fol
lowing from Toledo, Ohio: Ida Ein
stein, a Hungarian girl eighteen years 
>ld declared in police court to-day 
that she had followed Joseph Fleg- 
nan, 228 East Thirty-eighth street, 
Irom Washington, DI C., to this city 
o kill him. The girl was found by 
.he police hiding in a closet in Fleg- 
nan’s home, waiting, for an opportu
nity to carry out her avowed purpose. 
She informed the court that she was 
under a hypnotic spell cast over her by 
Flegman, who could make her do 
whatever he wished her to do. She 
ieclared that he had only to look at 
neT to get her under his power, and 

' she wanted relief.

• Ing unable to get inside. Her subject. 
’The Dangers of Psychlclsm,’ was an 
able answer to the Theosophlst theory, 
and her guides were encouraged by 
rounds of applause from the large au
dience present. A lasting impression 
was made on her hearers by the grand 
thoughts given out, and many a word 
of praise was uttered. The phenom
ena was ably presented by Mrs. C. 
Kirchner who has gained many friends 
by her messages from the spirit side of 
life. The consensus of opinions of 
many who attended was that a Sunday 
evening could not be more profitably 
spent than at the Rising Sun Temple. 
On Sunday afternoon and evening, Oc
tober 7, we will be favored by a very 
fine speaker and medium, Mrs. Carrie 
Parkhurst of Baltimore, followed by 
messages from this estimable lady. 
During October we will have with’ us 
John W. Ring, of Colorado, Irene 
W. Smith of ■ Tacoma, Wash., and 
others."

Mrs. Jane Conen, a rancher and 
farmer in the Cowyche valley, Yakima
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World, Vol. 2.
3—The Encyclopedia of Death, and Life in the Spirit 

World, Vol. 3. These volumes have beeri prepared by J. 
R. Francis. They contain Invaluable data.

4—Art Magic, or Mundane, Sub-Mundane and Super- 
Mundane Spiritism, by Mrs. Emma Hardinge Britten.

5—Ghost Land, Spiritualism, Occultism, By Mrs. Emma
Hardinge Britten.. , . ... _ ’ -

6—Tlie Next World Interviewed, by Mre. B. G. Horn, a 
most remarkable medium. ■

7-—The Occult Life of Jesus, by Alexander Smythe, a 
medium of rare gifts,

• -8—A Wanderer in thè Spirit Lands. Translated by A, 
Farnese, a .wonderful English medium.

9—The Religion of Man and Ethics of Science, by Hud
son Tuttle.'■

10—Seers of the Ages, or Spiritualism Past and Present, 
by Dr. J. M- Peebles.

11—The Great Debate Between Moses Hull and W. F. 
Jamieson.

12^—Letters From the Spirit World, written through 
the mediumship of Carlyle Petersllea.

13—Gems of Thought, by SEVENTEEN leading authors, 
is our last Premium Book.

Address J. R. FRANCIS, 40 Loomis Street, Chicago, Ill.

Fourth Edition—Six Additional Chap- 
tors—200 Pages, Bound in Cloth(- 
$1.00.—Containing Likeness of the 
Author. ”
"A New Catschism” has enjoyed a 

remarkable sale both in America and 
England. George Jacob Holyoake, 
In nis introduction to the English edi
tion of "A New Catechism,” says:

"A New Catechism” is tho boldest, 
the brightest, the most varied and in
forming of any work of the kind ex
tant. Hie principal fields of human 
knowledge, which the churches have 
fenced round with supernatural ter
rors, the Catechism breaks into, crier- ■ 
ishing what is fair and showing what 
is deformed. The notes, ot whio^ 
there are many, both ancient and con
temporary, are as striking as the 
text. The book 1b a .cyclopedic of 
theology and reason in a nutshell.

Other Excellent Publications
BY M- M. MANGASARIAN.

A New Lecture.'—Price, 10 cento. ' , 
This little pamphlet should be 

placed In the hands of every American 
citizen. The attention of preachers, 1 
theological students, and all church 
members should be called to the won
derful story of the Invention of the 
Holy Bible, which this lecture tells.

See that at least one orthodox 
neighbor ot yours reads this lecture.

MORALITY WITHOUT A GOD.
With letter to Right Reverend 

Bishop Anderson, of Chicago. Price, 
10 cents.

HOW THE BIBLE WAS INVENTED,

JESUS CHRIST A MYTH.

Oscar A. Edgerly's engagements as 
made for the season of 1906-1907, are 
as follows: September and October, 
1906, with thé F. T. Society of New
port, Kentucky; November and Decem
ber with the Ladies’ Temple Fund So
ciety of Cleveland, Ohio; January, 
1907, at the Ayer Spiritual Temple, 
Boston, Mass.; February with the 
First Church of Spiritualists of Pitts
burg, Pa.; March with thé First Asso
ciation of Spiritualists, Washington, 
D. C.; April and May with the First 
Spiritual Church of Baltimore, Md; 
the first two Sundays of June with the 
First Spiritualist Society of Worcester, 
Mass.; the last two Sundays of June 
with the Unity church, Lynn, Mass.; 
From July 18th to August 19, inclu
sive, will serve as chairman of the 
Grand Ledge camp, Michigan; he has 
from August 20 to September 1, and 
the whole month of September, still 
open for engagement. During Octo- 

I ber, November and December, 1907, 
he is engaged with the First Spiritual
ist Association of the Spiritual Temple, 
Columbus, Ohio. Mr. Edgerly is ready 
to make engagements for the season of 
1908-1909. Home address, 42 Smith 
street, Lynn, Mass.

“You cannot get to heaven on a bas
ket of carrots." “Just because you 
have given a few libraries to the pub
lic does not necessarily mean that you 
are entitled to a reserved seat in 
heaven.” “Asceticism is founded on 
the Golden Rule.” "Theosophy Is 
based on the principle that there is no

N. Martin writes: “Your effort in 
placing Art Magic before the public, 
should be extolled in the highest de
gree, and the .work of Mrs. Britten 
should be acknowledged by all. it 
makes little difference whether the 
person sympathizes with the prienom- 
anon of Spiritualism or no, the volume 
alters to all quaint philosophy and 
mayhap truth. I ,am a novice along 
this line, but feel that I am magnetic 
and by careful development can realize 
much. .1 have investigated the-sub
ject so far as limited means and time 
can afford.". .

J. C. • Mohler .writes from Canton, 
Ohio: “Ori Sept. 14, our old esteemed 
friend and brother, C. J. Barnes, of 
Warsaw, Indi, landed in .our •. .midst 
with tidings of great joy to-ali honest 
workers, in the cause of purdi’and hon- 
ast Spiritualism. While’wifo ”ns he 
held six seances, most'tronderfill re
sults following. We truly believe he 
is like unto wine;.he increases in spir
itual strength while the physical de
creases, as his work at this time was
far superior to any yet held at our 
place. We feel so enthused and 
strengthened that we all unite in be
lieving that his peer in the spiritual 
philosophy and in the pure and henest

Convenient for friends at^ Austin, 
Maywood, and Oak Park. All are 
welcome.- Come and bring yodr 
friends. They will , have with them 
Sister Adams, Sister HUd arid other 
mediums., Music will be furnished by 
Miss Flumerfeld. •

Mrs. Sophia B. Seip, a prominent 
medium from Portland, Oregon, is

I now iri the city, and will be a delegate 
to the N. S. A. convention. •

The Illinois Sunflower Club held one 
of Its delightful tea parties on the af
ternoon of Sept. 25. These social 
meetings are held on the fourth Tues
day of every month at Lincoln Hall, 
No. 7 0 East Adams street. A business 
meeting will be heli At 2 P. m., on 
October 9. Every, member 1b re
quested to be present.

Correspondent writes from Toledo, 
Ohio.: “Through the’untiring zeal of 
the president, Henry El. Dowd, and the 
members, the Independent Association 
of Spiritualists':of Toledo, Ohio, will 
open its regulai1. Sunday meetings on 
October 7, In Ito own hall on 13th 
street, near Adahis, oh the sixth anni
versary of its organization, with Mrs. 
Sarah A. Crossfleld of‘Muncie, Ind., as 
lecturer and message’bearer.”

After the 2 3 rd'of October the home) 
for the winter o't' that eminent lec
turer, Geo. A. Fuller, will be at 534 
153rd street, New York City, where he 
can be addressed for engagements. He 
will lecture at Worcester, Mass, Oct. 7 
and 14; at Ma^bon^, Mass., Oct. 21, 
and Springfield;’Masi!, Oct. 28. He 
has open dates iff 1907; Address until 

. October 23, Onset, Mobs. ■
Mrs. Mary A.u Price; will be glad to 

make arrangements for platform work 
with societies, as lecturer and test me
dium. Her lectures and tests have 
been well received. Address her at 
No. 1718 Fourteenth street N. W-,

ognized religion; in fact it had thrown 
severely over all religious profession, 
so much so, that it was notorious for 
Its free-love and other nameless do
ings, To-day it is recovering its bal
ance through religious Instruction, 
through ethical teaching and the 
higher spiritual forces which are. 
working through, the minds of its 
media. '

Professionalism of the worst and 
most degraded type frequently flour
ishes under the fair banner of Spirit
ualism bringing it Into disrepute and 
driving away from its ranks the high
er mentalities of progressive human
ity. Such spiritual minds as Ella 
Wheeler Wilcox and Dr. Henry Frank 
have practically endorsed the Spirit
ualist phenomena, blit do not care to 
Identify themselves publicly with the 
movement. We have beard both of these good people show up the dark | 
side of Spiritualism more than once in 
no uncertain language. These are 
facts, and will bear investigation. 
The trouble with most of us is that 
we are more or less indifferent to the 
absolute needs of our work, and are 
content to do a little patching up, 
when something radical is required.

Instead of decrying religion as so 
many of our supposed advanced think
ers do in our ranks, let us have more 
true and solid ethical principles by 

I which to measure the standard of our

PASSED TO SPIRIT LIFE.

[ Obituaries to the extent of ten Unes 
only will be Inserted free. All In excess 
of ten lines will be charged at the rate 
of fifteen cents per line. About seven 
words constitute one line.]

F. W. Sinclair, known for many 
years in Massachusetts, Ohio, Illinois 
and Michigan, as ‘‘the blind medium,” 
and not excelled by any In the test 
work that he had dorie, passed from 
his home on N. West avenue, Jackson, 
Mich., to the higher life, at the age of 
72, September 9. His was a sunny 
nature. He leaves a widow to mourn 
his earth loss, and two step-children

A New Book.—Price 25 Cento.
This book examines the evidence for 

the historical existence of Jesus, and 
finds it quite insufficient to prove that 
such a man as Jesus ever lived. It is 
a most important contribution to 
Modern Thought. It is prefaced by 
a letter to the Christian Clergy, aria 
concluded by an answer to an editori
al In one of the Chicago morning pa
pers, attacking Mr. Mangasarlan’s po
sition. Bend your orders ut once, as 
the first edition will soon be exhaust
ed.

Prof. Lockwood’s Books.

Washington, D. 0.

$25 Reward., ।
Twenty-five dollars reward Will be 

paid to anyone for the present address, 
if living, or posltive.proof of the death 
of Virginia C. or Jennie Andrus nee 
Ferris, who left her home about 1877 
for Chicago, Ill.; both of her parents 
are dead and it will be to her interest 
to appear. Address Will F. Ferris, 
Decatur, Ill.

Ilves.
We are talking about joining hands 

with all the other liberal thought 
tnovements, but surely some ot our or
dained workers would stand very little 
chance when. Placed alongside the" cul
tured platform of the liberal thought 
churches.

The question of the education of the 
ministers of Spiritualism is a very im
portant one, and we feel that a well 
cultured mind along spiritual and ed
ucational lines of thought would be a 
splendid asset for the development of 
the new. mediumship.

In tne Banner ot Light, Dec. 2, 
1905, and also in The Progressive 
Thinker, Oct. 7, 1905, we have al
ready given our ideas anent the culti
vation of the higher mediumship, and 
therefore.do npt care to elaborate our 
views on that question now; suffice it 
for us to say that the basis of future 
Spiritualism will have to be cultivated 
along similar lines of action so we

IS SPIRITUALISM A RELIGION?

The Writer Entertains Exalted Views 
In Relation to,Ito Influence 

in Our Ranks. . ;

An ever-recurring,question to the' 
investigating mind into the Spiritual
istic philosophy, is that one of its re
ligious aspect. . Religion in its sim
plest meaning Is' a codified form of 
ethics, something which relates man to 
his spiritual nature. That the term 
has been misused and the name twist
ed to mean anything but what one 
would properly understand by the 
term, Is no criterion of Its useless-

religion higher than truth." These 
are a few of the statements made in a 
lecture on “The Use and Abuse of As
ceticism,” in Kimball Hall, Chicago, 
by President H. S. Olcott, of the-The
osophical Society. President Olcott 
scored the people who profess to be 
Theosophlsts and practice asceticism by 
sun worship, and in various ways of 
torture make themselves conspicuous 
to the world. He declared that in In
dia, where the people practice asceti
cism by the Golden Rule, is where the 
ideal Theosophlst now lives.

Eva L. Stewart writes: "The Hyde 
Park Occult Society had a very Inter
esting meeting on the 23rd. Quite a 
number of mediums and strangers 
were present. After a short talk by 
Dr. McNeil, Mrs. E. Guckert gave a 
number of messages followed by Mrs. 
Dr. Caird, who has lately . returned 
from the East. Her messages were 
well received. This was the first visit 
of Dr. and Mrs. Caird to our hall, and 
Mrs. Caird will be with ub again on 
October 7th, at which time she will 
answer questions by automatic writ
ing. Mrs, Guckert will also be pres
ent to give messages. Mr. Hillis be
ing present, gave a number of mes
sages. We expect Dr. Clarence Tis
dale to speak for us on October 7., He 
gave some fine lectures for us last fall; 
Our second circle combining develop
ing and test circle was well attended. 
We are thinking of holding a separate 
developing class, and at the test circle 
have only messages. Then we expect 
Mrs. Guckert to be our medium. We 
have made our price to these circles so 
low that all can come. At a business 
meeting held “after the service last 
Sunday evening, Dr. Geo. E. McNeil 
was elected as a delagte to represent 
us at the N. S. A. convention. New 
committees were appointed for dances 
and entertainments and we expect to 
have a very pleasant as well as profit
able season this coming winter. -Nine 
new members are to be received Into 
our society on the 30th of this month.”

Mr. and Mrs. Howes wish to notify

ness. ■
Religion, 'pure and undefiled, has 

played a very important part in the 
evolution of humanity, establishing 
our present code of ethical principles 
which govern to a large extent our na
tional and individual life.

Some men tn their eagerness to be 
free from old-time dogmas and super
stitious beliefs, forget that every 
step was necessary and'useful in the 
ladder of their progression, and that 
wrich was pure and good in the old 
time religious philosophies never did 
them any harm. Impatience with the 
past traditional crude ; and religious 
conceptions of God always indicate the 
undeveloped soul. The fully developed 
mind contemplates from its lofty ped
estal of understanding,the whole pro
cess of human evolution, and sees the 
necessity for the. existence of every
thing -which has’ gone to make man 
what he Is to-day1'

Religion of sonfc kind is a scientific 
necessity of maifri being; it supplies 
the thought essence which stimulates 
and keeps alive Hihe activities of the 
brain cells which-, correspond to our 
higher and more;ideal.i;expression of

think.
In conclusion, let us respectfully 

state that if Spiritualism is going to 
exist as an organization, then it must 
be as a religion, and that as soon as 
it becomes a real spiritual movement 
the greateri will be its power in mold
ing the thought of the age. Pure 
spiritual religious thought never 
harmed any movement or individual, 
but the lack of It. has been very evi
dent In our ranks of workers. Let us 
ship it in by the ton, welcome 1* from 
all quarters, become suffused in its 
light and beauty, fill our hearts with 
its wisdom and love, and as surely as 
men welcome the dawn ot day so 
surely will humanity bb drawn to our 
ranks. DAVID A. LEISK.

■ Portland, Oregon.

and grand children who loved him for 
his sunny, affectionate nature. Dr. 
Julia M. Walton officiated at the fu
neral services on-September 11.

William Brlnck, one of the old pio
neers of Defiance county, Ohio, passed 
to spirit life on Wednesday morning, 
Sept. 19, aged about 73 years. Mr. 
Brlnck was a native of Germany, and 
the family came to Murk township, De
fiance county, Ohio, in 1872. Funeral 
was at his home. Friday, Sept 21, at 2 
p. m., F. D. Dunakin of Cecil Ohio, of
ficiating. Mr. Brlnck was not a Spir
itualist, although his thoughts and 
ideas of the future life corresponded 
with the spiritual philosophy in many 
ways. He thought that our love for 
God depended on our love to our fel
low man. He would say: “If a man 
love not his brother whom he hath 
seen, how shall he love God whom he 
hath not seen”? or, “If we love one 
another, God dwelleth in us.” Here 
is the very distillation of spiritual 
teaching as to the conditions of enter
ing on the divine life. The Interment 
was at the Spindler cemetery.

F. D. DUNAKIN.
Cecil, Ohio.

Mrs. Emma Zenner, 1749 Wright
wood avenue, passed to spirit life, Sep
tember 17, at the age of 45 years. Fu
neral services-were conducted by the 
Rev. Dr. Eller and Mrs. Howes. He 
chose for his subject, “In My Father’s 
House Are Many Mansions." Mrs. 
Howes selected the words, “Death Has 
No Sting; It Is Indeed a Welcome Vis
itor.” She spoke a few words In Ger
man to the heart-broken aged father. 
She leaves to mourn her loss a hus
band and three children. Burial at 
St. Lukas cemetery.

"Life and Moral Axioms of Con- [ 
fucius,” is the title of a 62 page pam- 

’ phlet, which contains many of the i 
moral aphorisms and terseological 
teachings of the sapient Chinese phil
osopher, who lived 561 years before 
the Christian Era, and whose wise 
precepts have left a lasting Impression 
upon-all subsequent nations. By 
Marceaus R. K. Wright. Price 25cte.

"Tho Spiritual Significance, or, Death 
as an Event in Life.” By Lilian Whit
ing. One of .Miss Whiting’s most sug
gestive, Intensely, Interesting, spiritual 
books. It 1b laden with rich, thought
ful'spirituality. Price Cl-

life. .
The term of rejIgioBPmay seem un

fortunate to some pseudo-sclentlfic and 
egotistical minds’ out to the real spir
itual thinker it itflpUe§?nothlng more 
or- less than tha^ the3@thical expres
sion of man’s sglrltuaL consclousness

LIFE.

Rainbow's bubbles and fancies fair, 
Birdlings and daisy charms, 

Lullaby crooning and nesting, 
Safe in the mother's arms.

Whispers of hope in the noontide, 
Lilting an old love song, 

Jesting at Fate and the future,.
Planning to right every wrong.

Memories golden with promise, 
Heart overflowing with joy. 

Never a dream of failure, 
Never a doubt to annoy.

Then clouds and shadows arising,
| SongB have a minor strain, 
Ships that sailed in the morning 

Returning are laden with pain.
A sob through the gathering twilight, 

Misty with falling tears, 
Phantoms of years that are wasted 

Fill me with passionate fear.
Tbe journey is almost over. 

Weary our feet and slow.
We hone for a place of fulfillment, 

We hope; and soon we will know.
ANNA-U GILLESPIE.

"Discovery a Lost Trail." By Chas. 
B. Newcomb. Excellent in spiritual 
Buggestiveness. Cloth, $1.50.

Store your mind with the great but 
demonstrative truths found in consec
utive order only in these writings.

Prof. Lockwood is tno only writer, 
thinker and lecturer in this country 
who affirms that- the evolution of the 
soul of man is in strict .accord and 
agreement with the evolution of the 
soul of nature; and that the only proof 
of immortality inheres In an analysis of 
nature’s fundamental principles and 
the co-relation of cosmic elements and 
energies.

These great truths are explained and 
demonstrated from the- plane of the 
Spiritual Philosophy founded on Nature 
Itself.

The Molecular Hypothesis of Nature 
and Its Relation to the Philosophy of 
Spiritualism. A scientific demonstra
tion of the invisible principles and at
tributes of nature and Modern Spirit
ualism. A mint of scientific truths as 
the basis of its phenomena. Price 25 
cents.

The Infidelity of Eccleslastlclsm—A 
Menace to the American Civilization. 
The entire hierarchy of Eccleslasticism 
arraigned as infidels for subverting the 
scientific demonstrations of universi
ties and colleges, by substituting the 
immoral phantoms of the Mosaic Hy
pothesis. It is a hot shot. Price 25 
cents.

Historical, Logical and Philosophical 
Objections to the Dogmas of Reincar
nation and Re-Embodiment. A concise 
and masterly review of the historical 
origin of Reincarnation as an ancient 
dogma. Its illogical claims and incon
sistent assumptions. Its glaring de
fects and dogmas dissected. Price 25 
cents.

The Spiritualism of Nature. Mod* 
ern Spiritualism has its basic truths in 
nature, and is proven not by the bible 
or anj* sacred cosmogony, but by an an
alysis of nature’s self-existent princi
ples. Price 15 cents.

Continuity of Life a Cosmic Truth. 
The greatest book, and the greatest 
truth of any age; a book of 212 pages 
with several telling scientific illustra
tions. Continuity of life and the asso
ciation of spirit realms demonstrated to 
be in scientific accord with principles 
of the Co-relation of Force, and the 
Conservation of Energy. The greatest 
book ever written in the defence and 
support of Spiritualism. Price $1.

The Relation Science Holds to Natu
ral Philosophy and Its Conflict with 
Every Phase of Religion. In this essay 
the author shows that science is not a 
thing—a corporation or individual, but 
a process of inductive and deductive 
reasoning. ’ Its acceptance means the 
death of Theurgical religions. ’ Price 
15 cents.

All of Prof. Lockwood’s publications 
are on sale at The Progressive Thinker 
office, Chicago, Ill., and at the rostrum 
when he lectures. These treatises con
tain the wealth of a vast historical and 
scientific research.

Two Excellent Spiritual Books
From the Pen of the Gifted Inspirational Author, 

. CARLYLE PETERSILEA.

of life. i-i "I
Spiritualism is # Bc[entlflc religion 

because it demonstrates the reality of 
that which it teaches. Its mission 
does not end witfrethespresentatlon of 
its phenomena, but it “goes on to awak
en within the soul of man through the 
spiritual vibration of life his higher 
ideals. We have met; dozens of poor i 
ignorant individuals, professedly Spir-1 
ituallsts, who were.simply phenome
nalists, and just how forlorn and un- 
splrltual were their lot we can 
scarcely relate here; yet we^know for 
a ffiut—not from hearsay or belief but 
from actual knowledge—that the man 
or woman who A^es • not reach any 
higher knowledge ot Spiritualism than 
simply its phenomenal demonstrations

These books from the pen of the no ted musician, medium and 'author 
Carly le. Petersllea, whose writings have been read and prized by thous
ands of readers of The Progressive; Thinker, will assuredly be enjoyed by 
all who read them. They are Intense ly spiritual and ot absorbing interest 
from beginning to end. . ' -

their many friends that they will com- I simply its phenomenal uernuusurauuiio 
mence holding services each Sunday I misses the main issue,-and becomes In 
evening at Trimble Hall, 1977 W. I time sunk in the- foglands ot doubt 
Madison st. (near 40th avenue, north-I and unspirituallty.

- east corner), beginning at 7:30 sharp. ’ Spiritualism tor years was not arec-

OOEftNIDES
A Psychical Novel.—Price 

Cover, 50 Cents.

MftRY ME 6AREW
Paper,-Wife, Mother, Spirit, Angel.—Neat

■with a

THE SOUL or THINGS;
Or Psychometric Researches and Discoveries. 
By Wm. and Elizabeth M. F. Denton. A mar
velous work. Though concise as a text book it 
is as fascinating as a work of Action. Tho 
reader will be amazed to see the curious facts 
here combined in support of this power of tho 
human mind, which will resolve a thousand 
doubts and difficulties, make “geology plain as 
day, and throw light on all subjects now ob
scured by time, price. $1.59. In throe volumes, 
cloth bound, $1.50 each. Postage, 10c per copy.

PROGRESSION
The evolution oî Man. By Michael Faraday.
Price. 150. 

E0MANISM Isa pamphle) of SDpafcs, tn 
PYPOQFB reply 10 David Swing,uoiw J»rtest Cashman aad Dr. With
row, and 18 principally In^defenee of Protestant- 
Um. A concise little pamphlet Price 13 conta.

ORIGIN OF LW ’ 
end Bow the Spirit Body Growt, By M. Furtulay, 
Price. 10c. Foreale at this office 

¿orrarntRevolutionary pamph

let, addressed to the Inhabitants of America In 
1776. with explanatory notice by an English 
author. Paner. 15 cents, _

Discovery of a lost Trail
6Y CHARLES B. NEWCOMB,

Anther of "Air> Bight with the World.” Cloth 270 
pages. Mr. Newcomb made a distinct succeeB with 
“AlTa BlchS with tho World.” which continues la the 
front rank of the -Metaphysical books that are now so 
popular. Tho treat number who have jeaucheered 
and btreurtheneuby btmwlll welcome another book 

i by thiswise teacher whose words of help are doing M 
much to flake the world better by matin; men and 
women better able to understand and enjoy It.

“Discovery of ft Lost Trail”
fsaslmple study of that strange and beanUfal thing 
tailed life, but grnnd in its scholarly simplicity. It 
will be in demand by many who have
read metaphyslcai wriOacB. Trice For sale tu 

ca. ■ - __

Cloth Cover, Price $1.00.
This great work relates the experi

ences of a young wife and mother,This great ndvel 1b written 
distinct purpose,-to set forth-------- -------- — . .■phases of spirit life and experience, early called to the portals of death, 
as related to the gifted and inspired it Is very, realistic, and the narrative 
author.. The question of soul mates, Is charmingly natural, and beautiful 
or of the united male and female con- In Its tone of sweetness. It brings 

the comnleted ego or angel, that other world very near to us; the

certain

Or UI VUW __ ________________
etltuting the completed ego or angel, 
Is advanced as a vital truth of spirit 
experience in tho higher realms. The 
work radiates a good spiritual Influ
ence, and is very interesting.

i It is a spiritual book for Spiritual- 
I ©nd tatereattas for everyone.

comfort it brings, to those bereaved 
of the dear ones ot the home and fam
ily,-is beyond one’s power to describe. 
All readers will be charmed with it 
as well as spiritually aided and up
lifted.



SPIRITUftLISUG LITERftTURB.

BOOKS FOR ALL SPIRITUALISTS TO PERUSE.

The Persian ilystic Emperor.

"THE STRANGE STORY OF AHRINZIMAÑ.”

OFms® *

This department Is under the man
agement of

HUDSON TUTTLE-
ULddress him at Berlin Heights, Ohio.

NOTE-The Questions " re"
hnvo called loi ill such ft enllai fiear- 
Bpondmits tliat; to1 gWo bH iniid0 ly 
Ing compels the aiul oftentho most condensed f9™i, lo thJB 
clearness is to be omit-forced brevity, ^¿e?eby Ba
ted, and the style _ ia t0 pe dep 
sertive, which of al'^ t Kc[ten weary 
recated.. ^respondents ot
with waiting Jim aPp rf) ot in- 
their questions and write1 arways
quiry. The BUPfilJ oî 
severnl. weeks ahead 0 delay-
nnd lienee there is un»? ( e and 
Every one. has equal
place, and nil are treated wim 
taNOTICE.-No attention will oe give« 
anonymous letters.. Full BBme B 
dress must be given, or file Jeue 
not bo read. If the req test he m,^ 
the name will not be pub JiM
correspondence of this ^ePB - „ Iet. 
beconm excessively large, 
ters “inquiry reque^ wbat.

nar^cou'-tesy ot corres^

a student- Q- Will you explaln 
the meaning of the sunflower and why 

its showy golden a'8®1?

bTam Sunab\" an authentic 
record of when and by whom it was 
brought before the spiritual public 
As an interesting matter of hlsto y 
this should be preserved, and no 
doubt some oneican supply this info
mation.

her vanishing began. When she was 
gone the. surroundings took on their, 
normal appearance....I was not asleep. > 
I was wide awake. ■ • There is nothing, 
in these apparitions in the nature of ‘a> 
haunt.' They are always pleasant and 
agreeable, often exceedingly so.”

It. will be inferred from the forego
ing that the writer has tor brief mo
ments, clairvoyant perception—-In oth
er words his spiritual consciousness is 
active, and he is thus enabled to per
ceive spirit forms.

That ho sees “phantasms of the liv
ing," 1b perfectly reconcilable to this 
conclusion. That such are visible and 
are often seen by those in t,his spirit
ual state, is one of the most thorough
ly investigated and demonstrated con
clusions of psychic research.

Thprq are ghosts, but these are not 
to be confounded with tho illusions 
which have their origin and support in 
credulity and fear. The real ghost 
and an apparition are one and the 
same, and are sqen only by spiritual 
perception. The lucid moment may 
result from many causes, so many in
deed, as to require a special study of 
each individual case. It may be from 
peculiarity of organization, and con
tinuous, or by some sudden intensifi
cation, of mental' strain, or the su
preme efforts of spirit friends, once 
only In a life-time.

It may be said that ghosts are more 
real and tangible than apparitions, but 
it may be rejoined that there is all de
crees of this objective reality, from 
the shadowy wraith, to well defined 
and recognizable forms. There is also 
a blending .of the subjective with the 
objective, making the subject more 
.perplexing. For a spirit may Impress 
thoughts so vividly on the subject at 
these sensitive moments, that they will 
take form and objective reality. 
Hence It becomes difficult to distin
guish, what is really seen, from what 
the Impressing force desires seen.

E. Corpe: ‘ Q. What is 
meant by "numbering the People as 
mentioned in Chronicles 1.21, and 11. 
Samuel 2:4? ,,

A. “Numbering the people, ac
cording to the manners ot the Israel
ites, appears to be taking the census of 
the lighting men. None other were 
considered worthy of counting.

The two chapters referred to, prob
ably have caused as much contention 
and hair-splitting as any others con
tained in the Bible. They are exactly 
alike except in one Satan prompts the 
numbering, and in the other God Is 
the instigator because he Is angry. 
Why it was such an awful sin to take 
the census of the fighting men is a rid
dle. Whatever it was, God was des
perately offended, and although He 
had commanded David to do the deed 
he was unappeased unless he punished 
Israel, giving David choice between 
three months famine, three months 
given over to the enemy, or three days 
of pestilence. The king chose the 
latter, and God unleashed the destroy
ing angel, and seventy thousand men 
fell before it. But when the angel 
reached Jerusalem, God repented and 
stayed his hand!

How David was punished, by this 
^wholesale slaughter of seventy thou
sand men, whose only fault was being 
counted, Is one of the mysteries which 
theologians have to explain.

Evidently a later writer, seeing the 
incongruity, made Satan the mover, 
but even then he failed to make the 
storv satisfactory.

Nowhere is the crazy patchwork of 
the odds and ends of the writings 
which make up the Bible more clearly 
shown. What a profundity of ignor
ance and credulity Is demanded to be
lieve such a book Inspired by an om
nipotent God! And what a God is de
picted! No Asiatic despot; Attila, Ca
ligula, or Nero, compares in atrocity 
with this Jehovah. What a lesson 
such chapters would be to the pupils 
of the public schools, inculcating in
justice, merciless cruelty, revenge and 
Insatiate love of blood!

IMPORTANT WORK.

™EÄ2S2S2«P™12SS,
OUR GLORIOUS CAUSE.

IS Is Vividly Portrayed by One Who 
Lh)ea in Australia—"We All Know 
that the Possibilities of To-day Are 
the Actualities ot To-morrow. We 
Also Know Fraud and Apostasy and 
Trickery Are Not Confined to Any 

■ One Profession. Close on the 
Heels of tho Doctor Is the Quack, in 
tho Track of tho Bookmaker’ is the 
Welsher, and the Honest Man Has 
the Spieler and Confidence Mun at 
His Elbow. I Have Yet to Learn 
that the Presence of tho Quack De
tracts from the Skill of Ilie Medico, 
that tlie Speller Makes tho Reput
able Citizen Less Honest."
There tire two kinds of Spiritualism, 

the sclentfilc and the vulgar. For the 
man in the street .who has generally 
sufficient intelligence to just muddle 
up any question that requires an ef
fort of thought to comprehend, the 
two are easily mixed; he can no more 
extract the one from the other than he 
can distinguish religion from ortho
doxy. To him a religious man is nec
essarily one who goes to church, swal
lows the. Jonah fable as completely as 
the whale swallowed that gentleman 
himself, and pins his faith to harp and 
halo. Then there is the vulgar, uned
ucated biped who is always cocksure

AN INJUNCTION ASKED FOR.
Stella A. Ross Says klillls Denied Per- 

qonal and Religious Liberty—To 
Teat Vagrancy Law—Complaint 
Charges Mayor ml ('h,ei 1‘olice 
With Assuniing^Wro|m Position.
That the religion of Spiritualism is 

a doctrine of man, calculated to con
duct the material tbe
Sge and in its instruction that it cal
culates and tends ip the elevation and 
happiness of inaritfi'nd, 'l48 the state
ment made in thenopenipg. paragraph 
of a most exhaustive,, ^realise upon 
“spiritual mediums/.’a which forms 
part of a complaint filed in the supe
rior court yesterday.-by Attorney Wil
son It. Gay on behalf of Stella A. Ross 
against William Hickman Moore, an 
mayor of Seattle, and C. W. Wappen- 
stein, chief of police, praying that the 
two last-named be enjoined bom in 
any way interfering with the plaintiff 
)n conducting her business of feachipg 
Spiritualism or the pursuit of her re-
liglous liberty. ■

The complaint cdhslsts of eight 
pages of closely worded typewritten 
matter and goes into great detail in its 
explanation of the meaning and teach
ings o.. Spiritualism. 1 '

It says "that the fundamental-prin
ciple of the doctrine of Spiritualism is 
a belief that the spirits of the dead 
can communicate vVltn the living

that he has mastered all difficulties through the agency of persons called 
however abstruse the'subject .in dis- mediums," and that the philosophy of 
pute, and who looks upon his own val- Spiritualism is recognized in ftU .parts 
uable conclusions ns the final answer, Of the civilized world,and Is taught jn 
What he thinks or does not think Is books of learning'and defined by en- 
immaterial. Thirdly, there is the cyclopedias and dictionaries. -■ That all 
well Informed, educated,, but Intellect- its teachings are calculated to be a sol- 
ually lazy mon, who, when the subject ac6( comfort and inspiration to the hu- 
of Spiritualism is broached, shrugs man race. " , ' - ,
his shoulders and grunts “all trick- After reciting several clauses rela- 
ery,” “animal magnetism,” or some- tive to’tjie plaintiff's' residence and 
thing equally original. He Ilves next previous good behavior, the complaint 
door to the man who asks “Why don’t alleges that' the defendants and their 
parsons work?" ........ subordinate officers have forbidden

Whnt Spiritualism Tcachds About God 
and Christ—Evolution of the God- 
Idea—Evolution of the Christ-Idea. 
The one greatest and most conse

quential question which has absorbed 
the best Intellects of all time, Is the 
nature ot God. Connected therewith 
has been the .relations of man to God, 
and the colossal scheme ot theology to 
eave man by a mediator.

How came these ideas?
What is their meaning?
What will be their final expression?
To answer these questions is the ob

ject of this book. Tho God-Idea Is 
first seen expressed In the childish 
terror ot savage ma'n at the elements. 
From the beginning its unfoldjnent is 
traced from age to age; from race to 
race. A brief but searching study ot 
the Ideas of God held by different peo
ples runs through the chapters with 
the following titles: The God-Idea of 
the Hindus, Egyptians, Chaldeans and 
Persians, Jews, Greeks, Romans, Al
exandrian School. Early Christians, 
the Philosophers, the Bible, the Bor
der Religions Chinese, Scandinavian, 
Aztec; The Old Question ot Design in 
Nature; The Ultimate, Cosmic Mind.

The Christ-Idea of a mediator to 
stand between man and God is almost 
as old as mankind. Its unfoldment Is 
traced under the following headings: 
Hindustan, Persia and the West; 
Jesus of Nazareth; The Prophecies ot 
the Messiah; Conception and Geneal
ogy of Jesus; The Youth of Jesus; 
Jphn the Baptist and His Relation to 
Jesus; Sermon on the Mount; The 
Apostles Sent Forth; Death of Jesus; 
Burial and Resurrection; Devils and 
Hell; The Gospels; Cause of the Ex
tension of Christianity; Resume of 
the Life and Character of Jesus; The 
Ultimate of the Christ-Idea.

Publication by subscription of the 
Arcana of Spiritualism met with such 
marked success, I have concluded to 
Issue this volume in that manner. It 
will contain 300 to 3 50 octavo pages; 
will be well printed and muslin 
bound. The price will be $1.25; to 
those who become subscribers, ?1.

The price Is not desired until the 
book is announced as ready for de
livery, which, It is intended, will be 
early In November next. All that is 
now asked Is your expressed desire

A. O. Alexander: Q. Do appari
tions differ from ghosts, and If so, 
wherein?

A. The question to be fully under
stood requires the interesting explana
tion which follows. The writer does 
not think the apparitions or ghosts 
which he has seen are projections of 
his own mind, and he is sustained by 
the facts of his experience/ To quote;

"These manifestations come to me 
invariably just as I awaken from 
sleep, with no premonitory symptoms. 
My experience has been varied from 
human beings, animals to inanimate 
objects. My wife died in March, 1904, 
and in the following September my ex
perience began, although I do not ex
press a belief that she was concerned, 
though I might well imagine so, in my 
experience. A form of a woman, dim
ly seen, shadowy, yet well defined, en
tered my room, passed around my 
bed, just as I awakened, growing dim
mer and entirely disappearing as It 
reached the door. This was followed 
from time to time by a succession of 
appearances, all differing in some de
tail.

"What puzzled me most was the ap
pearance of a man surrounded by a 
bright aura, which rendered his form 
and features plain; He came into my 
room, halted at the foot of my bed, 
bowed gracefully, emphasizing it with 
his hands, turned and as he reached 
the door vanished, leaving me In 
darkness. The most peculiar feature 
of this exhibition is that Its original 
was then, and still is, a living, active 
member.of society, and when I meet 
him on the street as I often do, I am 
struck with his perfect resemblance to 
the phantom.

A SEARCH FOR A GOOD GOD.

With Comments Thereon Leading to 
>. a Higher Life.

A God in order to be good must 
love, and to love he must be- alive. 
He must be greater than mere motion 
or blind force—greater than any huge 
automatic machine, or even a heart-
less, though logical necessity, 
must be the living God.

Iio

VfttjUfVBLE. LIBRftRY

Putting these samples on one side, the plaintiff the use pt signs, or even 
there yet remains a fairly numerous her name upon the door of her real- 
class who can and do think for them- dence, and have intimidated her by 
selves; too Intellectually independent sending threats and warnings that she 
to slavishly adopt theories of a future would be arrested and taken into the 
life, because their relatives or neigh- criminal courts if she persisted in dis- 
bors have made them theirs, and too playing signs or in teaching Spirit- 
well aware of the limits of human ualism, and thgt the defendants "have 
knowledge to conclude that there is assumed by the aid of spies and hire
nothing in nature but what accepted Ungs, to invade ‘ the home and 
science already has the key to, or to privacy of the. petitioner to procure 
suppose that everything which appears what they deem is ’ evidence against 
incomprehensible to them must of ne- this plaintiff, all of which is an in- 
cessity be fraud. To these I would trlgue and a wrongful interference 
speak, not as a teacher, but as a fel- wltli the personal andrellglous liberty 
low-worm—seeking, ever seeking. of this petitioner and the rights of cit-

Now In matters scientific—and izenshlp.”
Spiritualism Is, spite of scoffing and It is alleged that the 'defendants
shoulder shrugging, a science—do we have sought to entrap and trick and 
gain our results from personal study? manufaoture false evidence against 
Certainly not. We believe such and the «Biintiff, and have otherwise in- 
such to be the case because men who I vaded her private apd religious liber- 
have made a special study of the sub-1 ties, and that the , only reason for 
ject tells us so. you reader, or do these actions Is th? wrongfully as- 
I, from personal vi/ygstigatlon, con- sumed position• that thp, teaching of 
elude that light travels at the rate of Spiritualism and acting tas medium is 
185,000 miles a second, that the near- a violation of law,iknd that she is a 
est star is 21 billion miles away, or vagrant.
that Saturn has a multiplicity of The complaint and prayer for an in- 
moons? We know no more about it— junction is the outgrowth of the re
except that we have been told by those cent order of the qhief.,bt police that 
who do—that we know what piece of an medium? and fortune,hellers he ar- 
sound advice the Kaiser’s next speech rested and the consequent prosecution 
Is going to contain, or what we are |n the municipal court.—Seattle 
going to dream about to-night. (Wash.) Post. „

All the ordinary or garden variety 
of arguments hurled at Spiritualism, 
Spiritualists have heard scores and 
hundreds of times and still continue

A REMARKABLE VISION.

for a copy, by card or letter. An 
early response is desired, for the plac
ing of the work In the hands of the 
printers depends on a sufficient num
ber of subscribers to assure the under
taking.

I thank those who may be Interested 
and encourage the publication by 
their subscriptions.

A Few Commendations*',
Of this work, A. E. Giles tn Banner 

of Light wrote: “It contains a fund of 
facts not accessible to the general 
reader. If adopted as a text book In 
any theological seminary, there would 
be reason to believe that the graduates 
would be more Intelligent and less big
oted.”

Judge Edmunds: "Had the medium- 
dnthor wrote a few centuries before, 
he certainly would have been burned

-at the stake."
The City Item, Boston: "In many 

respects worthy ot highest praise and 
shows careful and elaborate re
search.1

J. S. Loveland: 
with great interest.

G. A. Bacon: “

'We have read it

'Valuable for. the
present and the future."

W. H. Terry, Editor Harbinger fo 
Light Melbourne, Australia: "Un
like in its .treatment all others.”

Epes Sargent: "A mine of thought, 
and shows what inspiration can pro
duce at its best.”

“Perhaps one of my most remark
able experiences was this. I seemed 
to be sitting In the kitchen when I 
heard the click of the outside door, 

, and looking up I saw it open-, and a 
woman pass through, turn and close 
it, and pass on, and vanish. Then I 
became suspicious that it was a phan
tom. My next discovery was that I 
.was in bed In my room, and by no pos
sibility could have seen the door at 
which I thought she entered. I lay 
facing her final disappearance, but 
quite opposite from the point when

Address
Berlin Heights, Ohio.

HUDSON TUTTLE.

“Talmagean inanities, incongruities, 
Inconsistencies and Blasphemies; a Re- 
»lew of Rev. T. DeWitt and Rev. Frank 
DeWitt Talmage’s oft-repeated attacks 
upon Spiritualism.” By Moses Hull. 
Price, 10 cents.

"Longley's Beautiful Bongs.” A 
new edition comprising in one volume 
the four parts heretofore published, 
to which is added part five, also a 
number of the author’s most popular 
songs, including "Only a Thin Veil Be
tween Us” and its “Companion Piece."
Cloth, 75 cents. Boards, 50 cents.

"Success ana How To Win ' It” A 
lecture and course of twenty-four suc
cess lessons by Dr. B. F. Austin, B. A., 
D. D. The titles of some of the lec
tures are as follows: Self Helps; Fi
nancial Success; Ideals; Economy; 
Planning, Attraction; Courtesy; Kind
ness and Tact; Angel Help. Price 25 
cents. .. ■ <

"Materialization." By Mme: M 
d-Esperance and Rev. B. F. Austin. 
Excellent. Price 10 cents.

I The sure why to mUs success Is to 
miss the opportunity.—Chasles.

“BOW SHALL I BECOME A MEDIUM?”

Life Is peculiar in thatlt is superior 
to mechanical laws or mathematical 
formulas. On the one hand, when it 
becomes spent In the using, it may be 
said to resemble energy; but when on 
the other hand it gains strength by use 
its distinguishing trait is very appa
rent, The more life is used directly, 
the stronger it grows. This cannot bo 
said of energy.

Life, rather than energy or mechan
ical motion is what stimulates rever
ence in the thinking minll. A machine 
may call forth admiration, or if en
larged to the size of the solar system, 
it may also excite wonder and fear; 
but to arouse a profound sense of Jove 
and respect, the element of life must 
either bo present or imagined to be. 
The lower forms of life are and wdre 
sufficient for the worship of some of 
earth's, people, while others required 
that their God be endowed with a life 
in some respect superior to that found 
in man. -

■ A God, then, capable of calling into 
activity the best qualities in man can
not be h dead God. He must not only 
be alive, but either filled or Imagined 
to be with the same kind of. life that is 
familiar tp man. If the life of a God 
Is entirely unlike, save in degree, any
thing that man has experienced, how 
can he know that this God is worthy 
of worship? But if the life differs 
only in quantity or intensity, then 
man’s faith can remain satisfied.

The quality as well as the quantity 
of a God’s life needs consideration, for 
it is important to know whether he. is 
beneficent or cruel. However great 
may be the quantity or intensity of his 
life, if he is essentially heartless and 
merciless he will not excite man’s 
heartfelt reverence. It is perfectly 
legitimate to demand of a God both 
that he shall be more human than any 
good man, and that his loving kind
ness shall be of the same nature as the 
love of good parents for their children. 
If a man who admits that his God is 
a loving God claims also that the love 
Is of a different kind than mortals are 
cognizant of, how is he to know that 

. what he imagines to be love is really 
love, or that ultimately it will not 

; turn out to be only a refined kind of 
cruelty?

Indeed the only kind of a God that 
/ can command intelligent adoration is 
, one whose love, though vast and of 
. great intensity is/ nevertheless of the

to be Spiritualists. Is it reasonable By One Who Had I^ecn dverivhelmed 
to suppose that they, as a body, are Wlth Anxiety,
less critical or more stupid than the ,, " ....
adherents of every other philosophy or I _ , ,
religion or theory or whatever you I late I haVerfbeeir. overwhelmed 
wish to call It? When a great scien- with anxiety for my' childrens wel- 
tist embraces Spiritualism (as many fare, caused by the selfishness and in- 
bave done) does he, when his conver- considerateness of my trustees, who 
sion takes place, suddenly become im- have done a deep Injustice to me, to 
becile? Such argument would be nion- son< an^ to the memory of my late 
strous. The plain truth is that all the father, who had helped to establish 
so-called facts, disclosures and frauds I them In life, and trusted to their 
trotted out to confute Spiritualism, honor.
Spiritualists have encountered, stud- So angry, so ■filled with righteous 
led, weighed and qualified at a very indignation, have I been that I have 
early period of their investigations, I prayed God to take from me the de- 
and surmounted all the difficulties sire for vengeance caused In me, as a 
which these, actually or apparently, I mother, by seeing the Injustice done 
threw in their way. To advance these to my Bon' 
stupid objections now is to Spiritual- The other day I stqdd in broad day- 
ists, tantamount to sending a man light upon my staircase landing when 
round with a bell to proclaim the news suddenly I found a dim mist or cloud 
that Queen Anne is dead. surrounding me, so that I could not

It may not be generally known that distinguish the pictures on the walls, 
the library of the Spiritualistic Asso- Then I heard a gloripue chorus of 
elation In London contains no less voices, singing, as It . were, approba- 
than 30,000 volumes, many of which tions. They came crescendo-and then 
are works of great scientific value, died away, and I said; "But this ap- 
apart altogether from the Spiritual- probation is not for me, I am so an- 
istic theory, correct or otherwise; I gry and unforgiving." The answer 
nor, perhaps, that the principal work came, “Yes! it 1b for you.” Again the 
I can’t call the title to mind, but I beautiful chorus ot voices swelled put 
know that It contains 1400 pages') of into a grand crescendo and then died 
Frederick W. H. Myers, who was for away. The cloudlike mist also dls- 
many years member and subsequently appeared and my spirit seemed to re
chairman of the Society for Psychical turn again to my body. I stood once 
Research, Is now in use (compulso- more upon my staircase, And could see 
rily) by the students of two great the pictures on the walls as usual.
Universities. Some very good Christian ladies

A sect that on its scroll of member- told me that I had been permitted to 
ship can show such names as Alexan-1 see a vision that comes but once In a 
der Aksakoff, Sir William Crookes, the lifetime, and that my spirit had been 
Astronomer Drayson, the Naturalist carried to the astral sphere.
Carl du Prel, Alfred Russel Wallace It left me with the greatest feeling 
and many others, equally famous; of consolation and seemed to lift the 
names which hold the same place in burden of my life and to consple me. 
the world of thought as do those 'of For one or two days afterwards I 
Moltke, Cavour, Gladstone, in their re-1 heard my dead father’s voice say 
spectlve spheres; in addition to a host very quickly, “Good.girl, Lucy! Good 
of university professors, judges, med- girl, Lucy!” just as he did on earth, 
leal men, lawyers and private men I Lucy Is my name.
and women of culture, surely demands’ Now I had written letters of right- 
investigation before being condemned, eous indignation to. ■> those trustees, 
either as a frauds or a delusion. who are my cousins,, and they had 

We all know that the possibilities of threatened to throw my money Into 
to-day are the actualities of to-mor- chancery if I mentioned the subject of 
row/ .We also know fraud and apos- their injustice again. 1;However, I be- 
tacy and trickery are not confined to Heve my father’s spirit made me write 
any one profession. Close on the those letters ot righteous indignation, 
heels of the Doctor is the Quack, in to reprove them. PARTERRE, 
the track of the Bookmaker is .the :________ .■ > •■’ -—™—
Welsher, and the honest man has the ■ -• _
Spieler and Confidence Man at his el- WHAT IS YOIJJR MISSION?

It is fully answered in “Mediumship, aud its 
Laws, Its Conditions and Cultivation/ by. Hud
son Tuttle. Price 35 cents. Address him at 
Berlin Heights, Ohio

Enigmas of Psychical Research. By Jas. H. Hyslop, author of Seb ;
once and a Future Life. Price $1.60. 1 ,’

Evolution of the Devil. The most, learned, accurate, scientific and 
philosophical analysis of His Satanic Majesty ever published. By Hevry 
Frank, the independent preacher of New York City. Prise 25 «enti, ‘

Esoteric Lessons. A valuable book by Sarah Stanley Grimu», ra. B.
Cloth cover. 1’riee, $L50, : .

Every Living Creature, or a hbarLtraining through the animal world. 
By Ralph Waldo Trinei .Cloth. Price, 35 cents.

Father Tom and the Pope and the .History of the Pope’s Mule. Price, '/' 
paper, 25 cents; cloth 50 cents. /

Fifty Years in the Church of Rome. A book that has done more to : 
enlighten the world of Catholicism than any other two published. By’ 
Rev. Chas, Chin iquy, ex-priest Price $2.25, '■

Force and Matter, or the Natural Qruer of the Universe, with a Sys
tem of Morality Based-Thereon. A-very popular scientific exposition. 
By Prof. Ludwig Buchner, M. D. Price, cloth, $1.

From Dreamland Sent. A book of poems. Verses of life to come.
By Lilian Whiting. Price, $1. White and gold, $1.25,

From Soul to Soul. This beautiful book of beautiful poems ¿j fell that 
the title indicates—profound, sublime and tunefully poetic find restful 
in its variation. By Emma Rood Tuttle. Price, cloth, $1.

Future Life. In the Light of Ancient and Modern Science. A work 
of immense importance. By Louis Elbe. Price, $1.20.

Germs of Mind in Plants. By R. II. France. Translated by A. M.
Simons. Cloth, illustrated, 50 cents.

Gospel of Buddha. According to old records. A translation from

same kind as that experienced by 
man; and we need have no fear of 
misplaced' confidence to believe and 
trust in such a God.

In this connection the problem of 
evil cannot be ignored. An attempt 
should be made to meet and face it 
squarely.

Evil is usually regarded as some
thing which this world is gradually 
outgrowing. In other words it is a 
lack of unfoldment or a kind of spir
itual unripeness. But at the outset 
a distinction should be made between 
the evil simply of being a bud or a 
babe—If this can be called evil—and 
that caused by yielding to temptation. 
While giving way to the lower instead 
of standing firm for the higher may 
in a sense be due to an undeveloped 
state of the spirit, yet there is not dis
coverable in the submission of the bud 
or babe that which is found in yield
ing to worry, namely: a failure to do 
what might have been done.

Precisely as a man may wave his 
hand back and forth before his face, 
or refrain from it, so may he take or 
not take the first step in a moral evil; 
and as a person, acquiring any little 
mannerism, like scratching his head, 
for instance,' may find difficulty in re
fraining from It, so also Is it the case 
with regard to evil habits. Whenever 
one fails to do what might have been 
done, it is not due simply to spiritual 
unripeness, but rather to- unwise 
choice, and this ever results In spirit
ual retrogression or, might, we say, 
decay.

The difference between the undevel
oped state of the babe and a victim of 
dissolute habits, may be illustrated by 
the difference between a green and 
rotten apple. A very decided contrast 
is here presented, even though both 
may be classed together as imperfect. 
Strictly speaking, evil can lie in in
volution no more than in evolution; 
no more in the rosebud than in the 
opening petals; for involution as well 
as evolution is one of the necessary 
conditions of growth and progress, 
and progress is not evil, but good.

That which may be legitimately 
called evil, then, lies in that arrested 
or prevented development which might 
have been avoided; and not in the sim
ple folded leaf which must be rolled 
up before it can be unrolled. There

bow. I have yet to learn that the —rT— <a
presence of' the Quack detracts from What is y°ur mission in tfie world? 
the skill of the Medico, that the To bulld “P- or Pkll dqwn?
Speller makes the reputable citizen! To make the eye ligl)t.ui)>lth smiles, 

Or wreathe the bjpw ^Ifh frown?less honest.
Spiritualism is, as yet the Cinderella 

of the Sciences, or as the Psychologist, 
J. C. S. 'Schiller, wltheringly puts It 
"The Dreyfus Scandal of Science.” 
How long it will remain so. is impos
sible to say—it took much argument to 
convince people that the earth was 
round.
. Do not think, reader, that I am an 
apostle for the vulgar Spiritualism 
practiced about us, the “Hymn and 
Collection Plate” variety, the seances 
and private sittings where you can get 
messages from your friends in the 
other world for a shilling. But I do 
believe that men like those above 
quoted, who have spent time and la
bor investigating, and, in the end, ac
cepted its teachings, are neither fools 
nor charlatans; and I also believe that 
condemning a cause without studying 
it, is jiot the best way to give us con
fidence in our own decisions, unless 
our self criticism has deserted us 
earlier in life—taken a protracted 
holiday in company with the chicken
pox or measles, and lost its wav back.

J OBSERVER.

What is your missiob'In^Iiè world?
To comfort, or..t<3teùtìe?

To lift your fellow-beingSlup 
Or down, from bad-tJlworse?

What is your mission in,the world?
A sinner, you? onpalnt? .

With courage bold, gpst jrpth uphold?' 
Or does^evirmakfLyojij ¡faint?

What is your mission In the world? 
Whèn on the busy'strèet, 

Do you scatter smiles or frowns 
On those you chalice foaneet? •. 3t Jis

What is you mission indie world? 
What is you answer, pray?

Is it good or evil you have done 
. All through the livelong day?'
What is your mission in the world? 

What will the record be?
What will your memory unfold 

Through vast "eternity? ’
JOHN GOLDWORTHY.

Kalamazoo,,Mich.

"Mediumship and its. Development, 
and How to Mesmerize to Assist Devel
opment" By W. H. Bach. Especially 
useful.to. learners who seek-to know 
and utilize the laws of mediumship and 
development and avoid errors. Price, 
!§ "B18 Blbl® Stori®" c!oth'

Japanese, made under the auspices of the Rev. Shaku Soyen, delegate 
to the Parliament of Religions. By Dr. Paul Carus. Price, $1,

Gospel of Nature, A book filled from beginning to end with spiritual 
truth of the most sublime and soul-stirring character. In touch with all 
life. By M. L. Sherman and Win. F. Lyon. Price, $1.

Great Roman Anaconda, or Thirty-seven and a half years in the 
Church of Rome. A 32-page pamphlet. By Prof. George P. Rudolph, 
Ph. D. Price, 15 cents.

Happiness and Marriage. By Elizabeth Towne. Price 50 cents.
Hdw to Grow Success. By Elizabeth Towne. Price 50 cents.
Harmonics of Evolution. A valuable work by Florence Huntley. . 

Cloth. Price, $2.
Health and Power. A handbook of. cure and human upbuilding by, 

aid of new, refined and powerful methods of nature. By E. D. Babbitt, 
M. D. Cloth cover. Price, 35 cents.

Heliocentric Astrology and Solar Mentality, with illustrations and 
ephemeris. By Verno Vedra. Cloth. Price, $1.50.

Heresy, or Led to the Light. By the well known writer, Hudson 
Tuttle. Paper cover only. Price 30 cents.

Heroes and Hero Worship. By Thomas Carlyle. Price 50 cents.
History of Atharael. Life in the Stone Age. The history of Atha- 

rael, chief priest of Al Aryans. Written through U. G. Figley. It ia 
very interesting. Price 30 cents.

History of the Christian Religion to the Year 200. By Chas B. Waite, 
A. M. Cloth bound. Price $2.25.

History of the Inquisition. Just the book for those seeking informa
tion concerning that most damnable institution known in history—the 
Roman Catholic Inquisition. By Cyrus Mason, M. D. Price 25 cents.

How the Bible Was Invented. By M. M. Mangasariau. Price 10 cts.
How to Train Children and Parents. By Elizabeth Towne. Pric* 

25 cents.
Human Culture and Cure. Part First. Philosophy of Cure, Inchi.t 

ing Methods and Instruments. By E. D. Babbitt, M. D. Price, 75 ctr-. 
Part Second, Marriage, Sexual Development and Social Upbuilding': 
Price, 75 cents. Parts Third and Fourth, in one volume, Part Third be« 
ing devoted to Mental and Psychological Forces, and Part Fourth to the 
Nervous System and Insanity. Price $1. Part Fifth, The Bodily Or
gans, Their Diseajes and the Great Natural Methods for Their Cure. 
Price, $1.

Heaven Revised. By Mrs. E. B. Duffey. Price 25 cents.
Human Personality, arid Its Survival of Bodily Death. By Frederic 

W. H. Myers. Edited by Richard Hodgson and Alice Johnson. Two 
volumes. Price $12.

Hypnotism. By Albert Moll. Price $1.50.
Hypnotism. By L. W. DeLaurence. Price, paper, 50 cents; cloth, $1.
Hypnotism and Suggestion. By C. Lloyd Tuekey. Price, $3.
Hypnotism. An Experimental Study. By Dr. R. von Krafft-Ebing, 

Price, $1.25.
Hypnotism, Its History and Present Development. By Fredrik Bjor> 

Strom, M. D. Price 75 cents.
Immortality. Its naturalness, its possibilities and proofs. By J. M, 

Peebles, M. D. Price 10 cents.
Influence of the Zodiac Upon Human Life. This book states the sim

ple principles of the Zodiac in simple terms, and in a manner highly in
teresting and instructive. By Eleanor Kirk. Price, cloth $1.

Ingersoll’s Lectures. Forty-four addresses and answers to his critics. 
A portly volume containing an immense amount of matter. Price, post
paid, $1.

Inner Life Mysteries Explained. The present age and inner life, 
cient and modern. By Andrew Jackson Davis. Price $1; postage, \

Interviews With Spirits. A real visit with friends on the other „■<{ 
of life and a familiar talk. An interesting book. By Carrie E. 
Twing, medium. Price 50 cents.

In the World Celestial. A story of spirit life. By Dr. T. A. Bland.

seems to be little difficulty In reconcil
ing the simple fact of involution with 
the goodness of God; but now let us 
see how It is with regard to this evil 
which arises from voluntary wrong
doing.

The messages received from the' 
spirit world abundantly support . the 
doctrine that what we sow, we our
selves reap; THAT THERE IS A 
FREEDOM GAINED BY DOING 
RIGHT AND A BONDAGE INCURRED 
BY DOING WRONG.

Many pitiful stories come back from 
the other shore concerning those who, 
while on earth, had degenerated rath
er than progressed. We hear not on
ly how they have their own darkness 
to work out of, but how they must also 
labor for all they had caused to In
nocently suffer on earth until those 
who were wronged can rise up and 
both forgive and love them. If all 
who lived in the past had lived as 
wisely and as kindly as they knew, 
would we not have to-day, instead of 
a civilization marred by contention 
and inharmony, the Father’s kingdom 
on earth? • ..

It is evident, then, that the evil lies 
rather with man’s inhumanity than 
with any fault in the goodness of 
God. However, if one is tempted to 
blame his God because he created man 
with the possibility of incurring bond
age, It Is w.ell to remember that jus
tice Is more than satisfied if, after wis
dom is gained, man seeks to cancel 
the burden by giving to those whom 
he has injured more delight than he 
caused suffering.

B. W. MORRISON. 
(Continued next week.

To know .what you. prefer, Instead 
of humbly saying amen to what the 
world tells you you ought to prefer, is 
to have kept your soul alive.—Robert 
Louis Stevenson. 7 j ■ 
. ''Religious and Theological Works of 
Thomas Paine,” contains bls celebrated 
“Age of Reason," and. a number of let
ters and discourses on religions and 
theological subjects. - Cloth binding, 
680 gages. Price $1-

Cloth. Price, $1.
In Tune With the Infinite, or Fullness of Peace, Power and Plenty, 

By Ralph Waldo Trine. Price. $1.25.
Invisible Helpers. By C. W. Leadbeater. Written in the author’s 

charming style. Cloth. Price, 55 cents.
Jesus Christ a Myth. By M. M. Mangasarian. Price 25 cents.
Jim. A story for young people, teaching spirit guidance. By Carrie 

E. S. Twing. Price $1.
Joan, the MecLum, or the Inspired Heroine of Orleans. This is the 

most beautiful history of Joan of Arc ever written. Thrillingly inter- 
.esting and convincing. By Moses Hull. Price, cloth, 40c; paper. 25c.

Journeys to the Planet Mars, or Our Mission to Ento. By Sara Weiss.
Cloth bound. Price $1.50.

Just How to Concentrate. By Elizabeth Towne. Price 25 cents.
Just Howzto Cook Meals Without Meat. A small valuable book on 

vegetarian cooking. By Mrs. Elizabeth Towne. 25 cents.
Just How to Wake the Solar Plexus. By Mrs. Towne. A book on 

concentration. Price 25 cents.
Kanna. By A. P. Sinnett. Price 50 cents.
Knrezza. Ethics of Marriage. A plea for a better Birthright for 

children and a higher development of parentage through the most sa
cred relations. By Alice B. Stockham, M. D. Price, cloth, $1.

Kate Field. A Record. By Lilian Whiting. Price $z.
Kingdom of Love and Other Poems. By Ella Wheeler Wilcox.

Price $1. * ’ ।
Koran. From the original Arabic. Price, cloth, $1.
Koradine. A prophetic story, and a valuable book for girls to read.

Written by Dr. Alice B. Stockham ani Lida Hood Talbot Price $L
Language of the Stars. Thri important work is the first practical ex

position of the Astro-Magnetic forces of Nature—in relation to man-* 
yet issued. Price 5Qcenig.

“RIgnt Living.'’ By Busan H. Wixon. 
The author shows a wise practicality in 
her method of teaching the principle of 
ethics. She illustrates her subject 
with many brief narratives and anec
dotes, which render the book more in
teresting nnd more easily comprehend
ed. It is especially adapted for use in 
•Children’s Lyceum. - In the hands ot 
mothers and teachers it may be made 

-very useful. • Young and old will’ be 
benefited by It Price, •!.,

“In the World Celestial," by Dr. T. A. 
Bland. Interesting, instructive and 
helpful; Spiritually uplifting. Clott 

j bound; pried §1.

By the Author of

ft Wanderer In Spirit Lands

A weird, powerfully told dramatic story of the earth life and subsequent 
Experiences in the Spirit World .of the “Guide, Ahriziman.” Few books ■ 
are more calculated to hold the .’reader's interest from the first page to th« - 

>stj and muoh that-is original-end’ new will be found in the accounts given ■ 
of Ahrinziman’s Studies in the Domain of Magic and its relation to obsession# 
and otaw perplexing problems of spiritual intercourse. Price, cloth fl.0(k 
Fsstag®," 13 esfite, 'Paper, 60 oenC ~ . T*
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Texas State Convention.
Report of the Tenth Annual Meeting of the 

' Texas State Association, at Beaumont, Tex.
The tenth annual convention of the .half, of, the Indebtedness on the Tem-

Texas State Association of Spiritual
ists was called to order in the Fifty.; |

-, eighth District court room, at 10 a. 
in., September 7, 1906, Reported that 
several delegates could not arrive till 
the afternoon, Adjourned till 3 
o'clock p. m. 3 o'clock p. in. Meet
ing called to order. On account of the 
forced absence of Mrs; Minnie Malone- 
Sayers, caused by tho sudden death of 
her father, Miss Edith Cummings of 
Fort Worth was appointed secretary 
pro tom. Roil call; minutes of last 
meeting approved; committees ap
pointed. Committee on credentials re
ported 8 societies had sent delegates 
21 votes. Auditing committee report
ed the Texas State Association in debt 
to Mrs. Carrie M. Hinsdale in the sum 
of $10.92. President’s and secretary’s 
reports read and motion carried to 
send same to Spiritualist papers with 
a request for publication. After other 
business the meeting adjourned till 10 
o’clock, Sept. 8.

September 8, 10 a. m., meeting was 
called to order. Reports of commit- 

■ tees approved, Motion by Mr. E. Fries 
of Galveston to add to the by-laws of 
the Texas State N. A. of Spiritualists 
the following: That when the officers 
of a local society chartered by the 
Texas State Nat’l Ass'n of Spiritualists 
shall resign, or permanently leave the- 
city where such society is located, and 
not having elected a successor, the 
charter, of such local society shall be 
sent to the secretary of the State Asso
ciation to be held in trust until new 
officers are elected. An amendment 
proposed that it shall be the duty of 
the secretary to write a request for 
said charter; adopted, and it was 
made a part of the by-laws of the 
State Association.

Motion to amend Art. 5 of the by
laws by striking out "one year,’’ and 
inserting "two years,” carried unani-
mously. Motion to amend Art. 3 of 
by-laws by striking out “first Friday 
in September," and inserting "every 
two years or oftener at the discretion 
of the president in the month of Sep
tember,” carried.

Ways and means for raising funds 
for the State Association. Mrs. Isa 
W. Kayner recommended that each 
chartered society be requested -to 
hold a social once a month Çor the 
benefit of the State Association. 
Adopted. Mr. L. S. Gardner of Beau
mont, Texas, applied for missionary 
certificate. Granted. Mr. Chambers 
of Galveston granted ordination pa
pers. Adjourned till 3:30 p. m.

3:30 p. m. Meeting called to or
der. Election of officers: Mrs. Carrie 
M. Hinsdale, Fort Worth, president; 
W. W- Hall, San Antonio, vice-presi
dent; Mrs. Annie J. Quinn, Dallas, sec
retary; J. H. Wroughton, Houston, 
treasurer; trustees, E. Fries, Galves
ton; Mrs. L. S. Gardner, Beaumont; 
J. F. McCarty, M, D., Comanche; Mrs. 
E. J. Munro, Galveston; H. C. Brehop, 
Austin.

Place of meeting. A strong plea 
was made for Dallas, Houston and 
Fort Worth. After discussion it was 
decided that the annual meeting of 
1905 having been held at Dallas, and 
the proximity of Fort Warth, were 
held as reasons contrary to favorable 
consideration of eitner of these places. 
The purpose of’the State Ass’n .to to 
distribute its meetings over the state, 
so as to show no favoritism to any par
ticular locality. It was finally voted 
to hold next meeting at Houston. j

Committee on Resolutions reported: 
That the thanks of this convention be 
extended the court house officials for 
the use of this room, the dally papers 
•and to Mrs. L. S. Gardner for her gen
erous entertainment of delegates.

Resolved, That the Spiritualists of 
Texas in convention assembled do ! 
hereby endorse the present officials of 
the N. S. A., and would cast the vote 
of Texas for their re-election.

Resolved, That this convention ex
tend its sincere thanks to Miss Edith 
Cummings for her services as secre
tary pro tem.

Adjourned, subject to call of the' 
president.

Sunday, Sept. 9, two services were 
held. At night Mrs. Isa W. Kayner 
gave her wonderful “test of flame" to 
a crowded house.

Thus ended one of the best, most 
harmonious of all the annual meetings 
of the Texas State National Associa
tion of Spiritualists.

ANNIE J. QUINN, Secretary.

The Progressive Thinker. SPECIAL NOTICE

To the Spiritualist^ of the State of 
Maine.

pie property, which composes a large 
two-story rock building, with lyceum 
hall below, and lecture hall upstairs, 
and a two story frame building as 
parsonage property. At the present 
the secretary of the Galveston society 

¡reports a membership of 40. During 
the past year five of the members have 
passed to the higher life. The society 
in the above named place is doing 
good work.

The Truth Seekers’ Society of Dal
las, Texas, has been greatly benefited 
and revived during the year, by Mrs. 
Isa Wilson Kayner, who has minis
tered to them in her usual proficient 
and noble way, and much good has 
been accomplished in that place by 
her, she having taken up the work 
there when it was poisoned by under
ground methods of thé fraudulent, but 
now the society stands as one of the 
leading societies of the state. Mrs. 
Kayner also did some very satisfactory 
work in Texarkana, Gonzales and 
other points In the state, which was
very convincing to all, and had the ef
fect of casting seeds for thought 
among the investigators. Up to date 
eight societies have paid In their per 
capita tax, which reports will be at
tached to the finance report.

During the year our highly es
teemed president made a tour over the 
state in behalf of a camp-meeting 
(which was discussed at length at the 
last annual meeting), and also workr 
ing for the good of the state in gen
eral. ’ She will no doubt give an ac
count of her work in her annual re
port to this association. During the 
month of November, 1906, the state 
was favored with a few lectures from 
Brother Moses Hull and hto esteemed 
wife, Mattie E. Hull, who delivered 
lectures in behalf of the Morris Pratt 
Institute. They were in the cities of 
Fort Worth, Dallas and El Paso, and 
all who were favored with their pres
ence, find in them noble workers for 
the cause of Truth and Humanity.

In the month of February and again 
in the month-of April the state was 
honored with the presence of the re
nowned test medium, Max Hoffman, 
who did some very satisfactory work 
in the cities of Galveston and Hous
ton by imparting the sweet messages 
from the spirit friends who came to 
those who were present on this side. 
Many hearts were made glad, skeptics 
were made to think on this all-import
ant question of the life1 beyond, and 
the general yublic aroused to a great 
extent. The societies were revived 
and membership increased in the 
above mentioned places.

The general report of local socie
ties during the year has been one of 
hardship', and thus caused my annual 
report deficient in mentioning the 
work of each society. The secretary 
has kept in touch with the N. 8. A. ; 
also letters have been written to peo
ple In the spiritual .ranks, having 
written 700 letters in the year; have 

| frequently written short articles to the 
spiritual papers. All the work of the 
convention of 1905 assigned me to do 
has been attended to, to the best of 
my ability, and‘such other work which 

i came to my notice. Other work of Im
portance will bé given in the report of 
our president. The work of the mis
sionaries has been very good, consid
ering the circumstances and their re
ports will speak for themselves. The 
courtesies extended to me by individ
uals and societies in general hdve been 
helpful and well appreciated -which 
have encouraged me in my official du
ties since acting as your secretary. 
And now, at the close of this conven
tion I wish to withdraw from service 
as an officer, as I will go out of thto 
state. I will never shrink from the 
work of truth, but at this time cannot i 
serve as an officer, and in conclusion, 1 
let me thank the good people who 1 
have given me aid and assistance. 11 
have rendered all my efforts for the I 
Advancement of the work as your sec-1 
retary the past three years to the best I 
of my ability, and hope some day my I 

I efforts may be seed for success. To 
our worthy president who has worked 

I with an untiring effort, and a heartfelt 
[enthusiasm for the state, I extend my 
many heartfelt thanks for all her kind 

(assistance given to'me in the dis
charge of my duties. May she live 
long to enlighten the people with spir
itual manna, such as she teaches to 
all. I shall hold in sweet remem
brance all the pleasant co-operation 
we have had in our official work in the 
Lone Star State. To the editors of 
the spiritual papers I also extend my 
thanks for their kind and helping 
hand in keeping our work before the 
people. To dur worthy and highly es
teemed President of the N. S. A., Har
rison D. Barrett, I wish to extend my 
sincere thanks for kind assistance ren
dered me since I have acted .as your 
secretary. May he live long to dis
charge the work he has at heart, for 
placing only honest mediums in the 
field of Spiritualism. Thanking one 
and all here assembled for their kind 
co-operation and with a heart fun of 
gratitude to the unseen helpers and 
friends, I remain, yours for the cause 
of truth,

Report of Secretary for the Past Year.
To the Officers and Delegates of the 

Tenth Annual Meeting of the Texas 
State National Association of Spirit
ualists, Greetings:—It gives me much 
pleasure to present for your consider
ation the following report from the 
office ot your secretary, for the hon
ored organization for the year ending 
Sept 1, 1906, with supplementary re
port as follows:

The work of your secretary has to a 
great extent been expended in behalf 
of our grand cause. The present out
look for Spiritualism in Texas 'is very 
favorable, especially among the think
ing people outside our ranks, who are 
investigating its phenomena and be
coming students of its philosophy, I 

’though I regret to say that the condi
tion of organized work among our peo
ple is not such as to warrant great en
thusiasm or boasting on the part ot 
any one.

Beaumont Is the city in which we 
are holding the convention, and * we 
find we are among kind friends, and 

jwe "hope for an aroused Interest of the 
society In this place, and as we mingle 
with the kind friends, we hope for 
the influence of courage and détermi
nation to move on in the work until 
Beaumont will support a most success
ful Spiritualist society, and may each 
one go fr.om here feeling that they 
have been, truly entertained by the 
friends of the Spiritual circles in this 
place.

During the year we have chartered 
two new societies. The Spiritualist so
ciety of Fort Worth was organized by 
our worthy president, Mrs, Carrie M. 
Hinsdale, and the society has for its 

• president Mr. T. H. Eggleston, who 
with the earnest and good work of 
their speaker, Mrs. Hinsdale, have ac
complished. some most excellent re
sults, and has at present a member
ship of 44 members. A speedy prog-. 
Tess is predicted for this society; also, 
the Truth Seekers' Society of Hubbard 
City. The work in Galveston moves 
along in its usual successful way. The 

.speaker there for the past ten years, 
J. W. Ring, labored faithfully until 
last May, when he left for an Indefinite 
length of time, giving no satisfaction 
of a return, and his resignation was 
accepted. August 6, and his place de
clared vacant, leaving the people there 
without a speaker, but their feelings 
will not allow such to exist. A most . 
excellent lyceum organization is still 
there, also the: Ladles’ Auxiliary 
Which has done seme good work in b&- •

To the Officers and Delegates of the 
Tenth Annual Convention of the Texas 
State National Association of Spirit
ualists, -.Greeting-.-r-Another ' year has 

I winged its weary flight. Time, upon 
whose ceaseless wings we ride, has 
wafted us along,,to one stage farther 
in the journey of life. : The year has ) gone, and for weal or Woe, to you and 

‘ I has rendered up its record.
j / ; I-would that I, with prophetic sight, 
| might to-day forecast the future of 
Spiritualism In Texas, with the bright 

; sun of prosperity shining upon it; that 
I l might, as did the seers of old, be
hold the Tisitn -of a stately ship with 
all sails set, moving grandly over the 
Ocean of Time, bearing her message 
of good will to man, and wafted 
along by the united, efforts of earnest 
faithful souls, each eager to add his 
strength that his fellow man may be 

। made better, wiser, happier.
' It rests with you who hear’ffie, as 
। well as with each individual Spiritual- 
list in Texas, to make that vision true.

It was with much misgiving that 1 
I accepted the presidency of this assocl- latlon, because I had worked In Texas 
for- many years and understood the 
necessities and drawbacks one was I bound to meet, and I felt that the 
work should have been given 
more competent hands.

Soon after the convention held at 
Dallas one year ago, I organized a so
ciety in Fort Worth and lectured for It 
every Sunday night till January 15, 
1906, when I started on a trip to va- 
rlouB places In this - state, with the 
hope of creating am Interest-in, and 
securing funds for* a state camp-meet- 
ino- . - • - ■ ■■ ■ f --- - -

into

A Paper that Never Falters, Never Pauses in Its Effort for the Greatest Good to 
the Cause of Spiritualism, Science, MtoraBy, Higher Thought, and a Better Life. 
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Give Us the Truth, the Whole TM and Nothing but the Truth
quest or petition written by pne of the 
trustees, and sent to the others of the 
board for their signatures. The first 
one to whom it was gent, misunder
standing, in some way sent the peti
tion to me instead ot forwarding to 
others of the board of trustees. 1 
then wrote a letter, enclosing the pe
tition, and asking, if consistent with 
their views, each would sign it. When 
returned to me it contained the signa- 
ture of each member of the board of 
trustees. . , .. .„

With what hopes I started on this 
trip! I asked no remuneration; that 
my railroad fare and entertainment be 
given was the only pay I desired. By 
quietly remaining at home, where 
many duties claimed my care, 1 
would npt need these; but I was wil
ling to give my time and labor as well 
as make some sacrifice in the effort to 
establish a permanent camp-mee|.lng 
in Texas. -

My first stop was In this city (Beau
mont) '.where I made some warm 
friends, and with all my heart, I tried 
to reorganize the society at this place. 
My efforts were fruitless; perhaps the 
time had not come. '/

From Beaumont I visited Galveston, 
Flatonia, Gonzales, San Antonio and 
Austin. In most of these places, It 
seemed to me that the only thing 
needed to have a good society was a 
leader—some one who would say, 
“Come, let us work -together for 
good.” ■ . , ' ■ .

Everywhere Spiritualists said to 
me: “I will join a society if one to or-' 
ganlzed, and we can get a speaker. > 
And that is the crying need in Teas 
to-day—good,: honest / mediums ajdu^ 
speakers. Soonafter the clpse of the 
convention, last year I had. applications 
from missionaries who desired to 
work in Texas. As there was no 
money in the treasury,, and missiona
ries falling to earn salary and ex
penses, the State Association • having 
contracted with them, wbuld have to 
pay them, I wrote-a letter'to each of

I the trustees asking,'.’’.Shall 'the 'Texas | 
State N. A. of Spiritualists have mis
sionaries fn Texas ' this winter?" | 
From all, save one, I received a nega-

| tlve reply. These answers are at
tached to this report. I

: Mr and Mrs. Hull visited Fort 
Worth two weeks last winter and lec
tured several nights each week.. I ar-. 
ranged for halls, advertising, etc.

August 10, 1906, I left home for 
Hubbard City, Texas, to assist In a 
ten days’ meeting, arranged by Mills 
Brothers, to be held in their park, near 
that city. 1 organized a society at- 
that place also. Mrs. S. Gard
ner, a citizen of Beaumont, pad a trus
tee of this association, 'wds at' that 
meeting, and I desire-to publicly con
gratulate’ her upon the good work 
done by her 'mediumship as an inde
pendent slate writer. It was the first 
meeting of this kind ever held In that 
vicinity, and I believe much good was 
done. Mills Brothers hope to estab
lish a permanent camp-meeting place 
at their park, and will ask the co-oper- 
atloh of the State Association. I am 
sure the seeds sown there will, in the 
bye-and-bye, ripen into a harvest of 
many lives made happier.

During the past year, I have written 
800 letters pertaining to the business 
of the state association. I have trav
eled many, many mlleg; have not 
missed giving a lecture each Sunday 
night during the year, and much of.-. 
the time a mid-week lecture also.- I 
have earnestly tried to do all in my 
power, that others might learn the 
truth which has made life sweeter and 
brighter to me, and yet-1 feel that I 
have accomplished bo litle with all my 
efforts. ’

On my return from the tour of the 
state, I again took up my work as 
speaker for the Fort Worth society. 
On this trip, I collected $33.25; my 
railroad fare and baggage transporta
tion amounted to $43.30. My books 
are now in the hands of the auditing 
committee with Itemized statements. 
I have paid $6.67 for stamps and in
cidentals. A full statement of each 
item to also In possession of the com
mittee.

I have thus stated the bare outlines 
of the work I have done, but of the 
hope and faith, the disappointment 
and heartache, no words or pen can 
tell. -

In closing, I have a- statement to 
make and a suggestion to present 
During the past year there ..has been 
two Instances when, first' one', and 
then another of the officers of an aux
iliary society, have moved perma
nently from the city where such so
ciety was located, and in both cases 
the charter of. the society was left In 
the hands of some one appointed by 
the retiring officer. The by-laws of 
local societies do not as a rule make 
provision for this condition, nor do 
they usually give any officer the power 
to appoint a custodian for the charter. 
In both cases unkind, feeling was 
caused, and an appeal was sent to me 
to straighten out the tangle. This ,1 
could not do for the by-laws of the 
State Association gives me no author
ity to do so. I would recommend that 
the board of trustees consider this 
matter and decide upon a rule to be 
followed hereafter; or, if thought 
best; an amendment or addition to the 
by-laws of- the State Association may 
be prepared, and put before this con
vention to be voted upon. A' two- 
thirds vote is necessary to alter, 
amend, or add tb, these by-laws. In 
conclusion, while I feel that little has. 
been done the past year, yet when 
elected to this office I made a resolve 
to devote myself heart, and soul to the 
work for Spiritualism throughout tho 
year, and I have earnestly, honestly 
striven to do so. If I have offended 
any, if I have neglected any, if I have 
done the things I should not have 
done, please believe it was ignorance, 
not intent, for I would not willingly 
hurt or harm any one.. With an earn
est hope that errors may be pardoned 
and that you will remember only , the 
good I have tried to do, I subscribe 
myself, very truly, ■

' CARRIE M. HINSDALE, 
President Texas State Ass’n.

Fort Worth, Texas. .

"The Infidelity of Eccleslastlclsm, 
A Menace to American Civilization.’’ 
By Prof. Wm. M. Lockwood, lecturer 
upon physical, phylologloal and psy
chic science Demonstrator of the Mo
lecular or Spiritual Hypothesis ot Na-a.«?

Astrological and Psychometric
Beading«, with prospects or coming W.,»®*!'- 
(silver).. Send dnto, month, and year of With. 
Full i-eadlug -with horoscope It. Address. IT- "• 
AHl'X'zn^, BoxVM, Sphrnie, Wash.

Trumpets.

iurns.it. JI, JIITCIH'OCH. will answer 8 
JIL quesUona for 85c. Send own handwriting and 
loeli of hair, Full readlux, JI. Fern Hill, Plerco 
Co., Wash.

A Psycho-Clairvoyant Reading, 
For 25 cents. The only. “etrlngB" to thia offor 

I are (j) that yon send a-samplo of your writing 
I with full name, and (2) on receipt of the reading, 
write me whether or not it 1b correct.

W. V. William«.
814 Twenty-secoad St., N. W.,Wushin;ton, D, C.

Your Fortuna Told FREE!
To’lntruduce my new and wonderful systuuiof 

AMTJSOEOOV, I Will send YOU 
'a reading of your life nbbolutely FREE. Send 
birth date and 2 cents to cover posiage. • Address, 

ritOF) FOSXiJL, Dejit. 140, 
120 West 34th street, Row York, N. X.

FRED P. EVANS.
Noted Medium for

Slatewrifing, Clairvoyance, Etc.,
Interviews daily from 10 to 4. Readings and de

velopment by mall may bo obtained by writing to 
Mr. Evans tor particulars, ’ Famous' book on 
Slate-Writing, fl.20, while they laßt, 'Address,

2928 Sacren^euto street, Bau Francisco, Cal.

SPIRITUAL HEALING.
My Treatment IB Natural and a 

Strictly Practical System.
In my caHBolty as a hcaimv success has epowned 

and gone b^ud. any expectations. * Diseases 
of women a specialty, and absent'treatments 
giren suobossfully without medicine or opera
tion. Writeiorfullparticultrs, Sentpreo 

ALBERT EMBREE.
236 N Calif SL, Stockton, Cal,

AN ASTONISHING OFFER
Send three two-cent stamps, lock of 

hair, age, namo onds thd leading symp
tom, and your/disease will be diagnosed 
free by iplrlt powerv,

Mrs. Dr. Dslison-gartier,
280 NortU Sixth St. 

buniJose, Call

/(Advertisement.)
A FRAUD-HUNWNB/-bi<

; ; x BOOK VINDICATED.

It Was Written by a Lifedong Spirit
ualist.

When the book called "Mysteries of 
the Seance” came out, nearly every 
one who read It regarded its state
ments as too swedpAng and astounding 
for belief, and I received hundreds of 
scathing letters from well-meaning, 
but too credulous Spiritualists, abus
ing me for casting discredit upon such 
“true and tried instruments of the 
spirit world." Since the thousands of 
these books went out into the world, 
one exposure has followed another 
.with startling rapidity, and -the dark 
circle idols and materializing wonders 
are falling in every direction. And 
the end Is hot yet.- There: are. many 
yet in the business., My' book tells you 
just how the work is done, and how 
to detect the fakery. And mark this 
—EVERY STATEMENT I have made 
therein has been FULLY SUBSTANTI
ATED by these exposures. Keep up 
the fight, friends. No true medium 
can be injured by the exposure of the 
fraudulent, and cannot fail to be bene
fited. Let; me send you a book, or 
half a dozen, and help to disseminate 
the only Information that can be of 
use In this fight—knowledge of HOW 
IT IS DONE AND HOW TO DETECT 
IT. The.prlce of the book is 25 cents, 
or three for 50 cents. Six for a dol
lar. Address ED LUNT, Roxbury,' 
Mass.

ATTENTION, SPIRITUALISTS!

Maine Is Fairly Ablaze in Promoting 
■Our Cause,

The tenth annual, convention of the 
Maine-State Association of - Spiritual
ists will be held in Bangor; Maine, Oc
tober 6; 6 and.7,;1906. Mrs. Nettie 
Holt-Harding; Marit A. Barwise; -Min
erva B. Barwise, and'other.well-known 
speakers and mediums will be. / pro
vided by the Spiritualists of Bangor. 
Reduced rates will bo granted on the 
Maine Central Railroad. Every Spir
itualist in Maine should attend this 
convention. For further particulars 
address Mark A. Bar wise, first vice- 
president StateiAssociation, R. F. D., 
No, L Bangor,-uMaihe.

VIOLA & B. RAND, .
Canaan, Maine. Secretary.

"Science and-the :Future Life." By 
James H. Hyslop, to-, one of the most 
valuable acquIsitionJto the literature 
of Modern Spiritualism that has ap
peared of late years;-.- It is sa fentifle in 
its method, prplbundlin Its llgic, and 
above all sympathetic to tl e trutn 
whatever it may bet and wktrever it 
may be found.. ,«PrIcb; cloth, ?1.6u. 10 
cents postage extra- H

."After Her Deaths- The story of a 
Sunimer.” J?.y> iLlliin- Whiting. No 
mind that Joves-spiritual thought can 
fail to be fed and delighted with this 
book. Beautiful spiritual thought, com
bining, advanced ideas on the finer and 
ethereal phases of Spiritualism, leading 
the mind onward into the purer atmos
phere of exalted spiritual truth. A 
book-for the higher life. Price, cloth, 
$1.00.
/ "Cosmian Hyn® Book.” A collection 
of original and selected hymns, for lib
eral and ethical societies for schools 
and the bbme; compiled by L. K. Wash- 
bum. This volume . meets a public 
want- It comprises 256 ; choice selec
tions of poetry and music, embodying 
the highest moral sentiment, and free 
from all sectarianism-. Price. 50 cents. 

- “Spiritual Fire Crackers; Bible Chest
nuts and Political P?a Pointe.” By J.

Harrington. A

MRS. MAY A. PRICE
Will give Clairvoyant roadings by wall, assisted 
by n spirit teacher ot Astrology, an ancient Greek., 
W1U diagnose physical conditions, and give ad- 
vtoe ot the Spirit PhyeieUn. Will tell you of mu 
toriai conditions and give spirit advlco, Send 
lock of hair, date of birth, and one dollar. Laws 
of ipediumsulp taught. Obsession or any unde- 
eirablo Influence cured. 171814th st., N.W., Wash- 
hurton. D. C Ask questions.

FRANK N. FOSTER^

Spirit rmwaplier,
Sittings by Mail.

From nliotoor lock ot hair. Send for circular 
free. Box 13, Green Lake ata., Seattle, Wash.

The Maine Central railroad has 
granted an exceptionally low fare from 
all points on its lines, to the State 
Spiritualist Convention, to be held in 
Memorial Parlors, Unity Church, Ban
gor, Maine, October.5, 6 and 7, 1906. 
The Bangor and Aroostook railroad 
has granted a rate of one; fare for the 
round trip from all stations on its 
lines. Tickets will be on sale October 
4, op both roads; good returning on 
Bangor and Aroostook, Oct 8; on the 
Maine Central, Oct. 9. Be pure to ask 
for excursion tickets to the State Spir
itualist Convention in Bangor. The 
fare is so low that every Spiritualist 
in Maine can afford to attend this im
portant convention. Mark A. Bar
wise, Mrs. Minerva Barwise, both of 
Bangor, Mrs. Nettle Holt-Harding of 
Somerville, Mass,; Mrs, Juliette1 Yeaw 
of Leominster, Mass., and other emi
nent speakers and mediums will take 
part in the exercises. Excellent mu
sic will be furnished at all sessions. 
Go to Bangor, October 4, and enjoy 
the spiritual feast there to be spread 
before you. VIOLA A. B. RAND,

Canaan, Maine. Secretary.

Spifitalis^iWiiigs.
St Sa important when a meeting to 

suspended, that notice be given us, M 
that inquirers may not be mislead. Wa 
want new notices of all meetings being 
held hero to publle halls at the precenil 
time. i

The Church of the Soul, Rev. Cora 
L. V, Richmond, pastor, holds regular 

i services every Sunday at 11 o’clock, in 
Hall 309 Masonic Temple (corner 
State and Randolph streets). ' Sun
day-school at 10 a. m. All are in* 
vited.

The Band of Harmony (auxiliary to 
the Church of the Soul) holds regular 
meetings the first and third Thursdays 
of each month, at 3:30 to 10 p. m. 
Ladies bring lunch. Coffee served at 
6 p. m. All are made welcome.

Lake View Spiritual Union holds ’ 
services Sunday afternoons at 3 
o’clock in Wells Hall, 1629 North 
Clark street, corner Fletcher street, 
conducted by Dr. and Mrs. C. A. Wick
land, assisted by others.1 All are/cor
dially welcome. Residence, 616 Wells 
street.

at 3

A GRAND MASS-MEETING,

THE HIDDEN HERB.
The Hidden Herb has been discovered through 

spirit power, and in the unfoldment ot the'de- 
velopinentof its force it has enabled ua to com
pound It by scientific siudy into a perfect tonic, 
that cures lung and throat troubles, coughs and 
cold» of all kinds, Convince yourself ot Its won
derful healing properties. A 26 cent sample by 
mall, or call at the M. C. B, B. Herb Tonic Com
pany, 61G W. Madison street, Chicago, 111.

trumfetsT
Infallible Fibre Trumpets! Better than metal; 

insulated top and bottom. Tangible with spirit 
forces. Cardinal Enamel Color. Self-developing 
Cabinet and Physical Battery Combination Cabi
net. Special revised book governing every phase 
of development. A to Z Trumpet and Cabinet 
work in full. Book postpaid, 17 cents. Write for 
Circular.
JAS.OWTOJf, Dorr St., Toledo. O

Mediumship, Development, 
Adeptship.

tV^Whatever your phase my system can make 
lloperathe. Your age has nothing to do with it. 
Apply the conditions—tnat's all.

il^My eyelem la endorsed by eminent scien
tists, It never fails, If you are in earnest.

EETlt costs less than cheap books and mall 
courses and dark developing circles, which often 
end in madness.

tyOver fifty names now enrolled. Begin to
day. Send stamped, addressed envelope for 
booklet, terms to J, C. F. GBVMB1NJB, 24 
Btrathropre Road, Brookline, Mass,

To Be Held nt Milwaukee, Wis.f Octo
ber 0 and 7, Under the Management 
of G. H. Brooks, the President of 
tlie State Association,
There is to be a grand mass-meeting 

by the Wisconsin State Spiritualist As
sociation, at Severenace Hall, 421 
Milwaukee street, Milwaukee, Wls., 
Saturday evening and Sunday after
noon and evening, October 6 and 7. 
Harrison D. Barrett, president of the 
N. 8. A., will be present and deliver an 
address. Mrs. Catharine McFarlin, 
vice-president of the state society, 
will also be present, and the president 
of the state society, G. H. Brooks, 
will be there. Mrs. Isa Cleveland, 
the noted test medium of Chicago, will 
be present and. give tests after each 
session; so come friends, one and all. 
All the societies are to unite in hold
ing this glorious mass-meeting.

SPECIAL NOTICE FROM N. S.
HEADQUARTERS.

A.

Do You Need Spectacles. O iw0“« 
and Better Sight? i
Circular showing1 Blyles and prices of my Magnet
ized Melted Pebblo Lenz, a photo ot Spirit Yar- 
mah, who assisted to bring out tho Clairvoyant 
gift with me, to fit your eyes as perfectly at your 
own homo, and send spectacle by mail as I could 
if you were In my office. Tarmali win form a band 
ot helpers that will treat your eyes when wearing 
ibis spectacle and you will have normal vision.

1 needed this band can heal your body. We have 
a positive euro for Granulated Eye* Lids, or sore 
eyes. Sent postpaid for fl.W. A postage stamp 
would be acceptable. B. F. POOLB.

Winthrop ave,.Chicago, lib

Text Books on Psychical Development
• fyciairvoyance—160 pages, cloth; teaches 
Mow loseesplrUs, pracliee telepathy,enterspirit 
world at will, commune with tho so-called dehd, 
develop second sUht Endorsed by Lilian Whit
ing, Henry Wood, W. J. Colville. ProL Harradln, 
and all lending teachers. Price, Cl .50.

nPA-ura« and Colora—A wonderfully help
ful book on how to see and read auras and colors, 
learn people’s atmospheres; contains a color dic
tionary j Price. 60 cts.

tayppychometry—How to read tho aoulof 
things. Thia book teaches you how to become a 
psychoinetrist. Price. 60cts.

HCKéalìzation—A book that opens thè way 
to the realization of one’s divinity. It teaches 
you how to enter the super-consciousness. Price 
Wets,.

Becute a large crystal for crystal gazing or 
reading. Price, 12.25; postage prepaid.

Send money to J. C. V. GBCMBIKK. U 
Btrathmdre Road, Brookline, Mass.

To Societies, Delegates and Visitors to 
the Convention in Chicago.

The N. S. A. Convention will open 
in Chicago, (Jet. 16,1906, at the Y. M. 
C. A. Building, large auditorium, 163 
LaSalle street. N. S. A. Headquar
ters will be at the Palmer House, 
where the public reception will be 
held, free to all, on Monday, Oct. 15, 
at 8 p. m.

Special notice is hereby given to all 
travelers by railroad to this conven
tion—secure your certificate tickets 
over your special line. If your rail
road agent does not have the certifi
cates, you can secure them at nearest 
town or city to your starting point. 
Bring certificates to the N. S. A. secre
tary at the convention for her signa
ture. This will enable you to secure 
your return fare for one-third regular 
rate, provided you remain till Oct. 19, 
to have your certificate countersigned 
by the special railroad agent, for 
which you must pay 26 cents.

All railroad lines will grant you an 
extension of return limit to October 
30, b'y depositing your certificate with 
the special railroad agents on Oct, 19, 
and paying him fifty cents for exten
sion. This will enable you to attend 
the convention of the New Thought 
Federation.

Special Notice to Pacific Coast Dele
gates:—Certificate tickets will not be 
issued west of Denver, Colo., but all 
visitors and delegates to the N. 8. A. 
Convention can purchase excursion 
tickets to Chicago and return, limited 
.to October 30. Call for excursion 
rates from the Pacific coast.

MARY T. LONGLEY,
N. 8. A. Secretary.

Be Sure to Read This,
Frances L- Loucks, one ot tho gre&teBt wychie 

wonders living. I use the spiritual X-ray lo lo 
cate all internal diseases. A trial will convince 
you. Nervous exhaustion and lost vigor of both 
sexes successfully treated, as hundreds can tes
tify. Send name. sire, sex, complexion, ono lead
ing symptom, aud tea cents In stamps, and yob 
will receive a correct diagnosis ot your case free, 
worth dollars to you. Be sure to write your own 
letter. Dr. J. S. Loucks, who lately passed on, 
continues to troat the sick through my medium
ship. Address all letters to

_ FRANCES JL. LOUCKS,

FOURTEENTH ANNUAL 
CONVENTION

85Warren St Busatham. Hats.

IN THE WORLD CELESTIAL.
BY DR. T. A. BLAND,

■With full page photograph of the Heroine Pearl' 
from a spirit painting.

“Three things that make this book remarka. 
hie. Its authorship, the astounding claims put 
forth in it. and the philosophy and revelation 
of a future life it contains.”—B. o. Flower, in 
the Arena.

“It will give us courage to pass through the 
deep shadows of death to tho sun-lit clime of 
the World Celestial."—Rav. H. W. Thomas. 
Cloth bound with gilt side stamp; price Si.01

Song Books
New and Enlarged Edition of 

C? P. LONGLEY'S

Choice Collection of
Beautiful Songs, 

Containing ninety charming-songs for 
home, camps, circles and meetings— 
words and music, including “Only a 
Thin Vail Between Us," and its com
panion piece; also beautiful words set 
to choice music, from the poetical 
works of Lilian Whiting. • Of the lat
ter, Miss Whiting writes Prof, Long
ley her pleasure at his setting to her 
poems and declares herself honored 
at the dainty music ne has given her 
words. President Barrett of the N. S. 
A. writes that wherever he goes he 
finds the songs of Mr. Longley sung at 
meetings and by the friends and ho af
firms it as his opinion that Longley’s 
musical compositions have ennobled 
tho world. Price per copy, 60 cents 
bound in boards; 76 cents In cloth, 
wholesale rates made to societies, 
and dealers.

Maxham’s Melodies.
Arranged for Solos, Ducts, Quar

tets, Also Six Poems.
. This Is a song book adapted to the populai 
spiritualistic tsste. and is eminently iltuid to do 
good service in the lecture hall or tamlly circle. 
Price, IS cent«.

SPIRITUAL SONGSTER.
By Mattle E. Hull. Thirty-eight ot Mra. Hull's 

sweetest songs, adaptod to popular music, for 
the use ot congregations, circles and tamllas. 
Price. 10 cents, or 8? per hundral

1 THUMBSCREW AND RACK, . . . .

Of the National Spiritualists’ Associa
tion of the United States, Will Be 
Held in the Large Auditorium of 
the Y. M. C. A. Building, 153 La 
Salle Street, Chicago, Illinois, Octo
ber 10,17. 18 and 10, 1OOG.
Business sessions during the day. 

Special hours devoted to the Lyceum 
cause.

Many of the foremost and brightest 
workers in our ranks will be dele
gates. It will be a rare treat to hear 
them. Evening meetings will be de
voted to lectures, spirit messages, mu
sic and song.

Among those invited and expected 
are Dr. J. M. Peebles, Oscar A. Edger- 
ly, W. J. Erwood, Mrs. H. P. Russe- 
gue, Mrs. Esther T. Bosley, Mrs. 
Georgia Gladys Cooley, Mrs. Margaret 
Gaule Rldlnger, Mr. and Mrs. E, W. 
Sprague and a galaxy of others.

Come one and all to this great con
vention.

The Palmer House, in Chicago, .will 
be headquarters for delegates and vis
itors; it is a first-class hotel and will 
give reduced rates to all who write in 
advance, stating they are to attend the 
N. 8.’ A. convention and wish to en
gage rooms. Secure your rooms early 
by addressing W. C. Vier-Buchen, 
Manager, Ths Palmer House, Chicago, 
Ill. The hotel is conducted exclusive
ly on the European plan; cafes and 
restaurants are near by and furnish 
good meals at reasonable rates. i

Annual reception to delegates and 
visitors will be held Monday, October 
15, at the Palmer House, at 8 p. mf 
All are cordially invited.

Special railway rates on the certifi
cate plan can be secured over all Unes. 
Ask your railroad agent for certificate 
tickets to the National Spiritualists’ 
Convention at Chicago. The round 
fare will be one and a third of a fare. 
Delegates and visitors desiring to re
ceive the benefits of this special rate 
must have their tlckets.. vised by our 
railroad agent at Convention the last 
day, October 19,-and pay 25 cents 
each for such vising. •

HARRISON D. BARRETT, 
' President,

MARY T. LONGLEY,' 
. ’ * Secretary. .

"Death, Its Meaning and /.Results.’’ 
By J. Ki Wilson, of the.. Pennsylvania 
Bar. An absorbingly interesting vol
ume, of decided value- A narrative of 
wonderful psychical events In the au
thor’s experience. Cloth, 560 pages, il
lustrated, $1.26. ..

•■The Molecular Hypothesis or Na
ture." By Prof. Wm. M. Lockwood. 
Professor Lockwood is recognized as 
one of tho ablest lecturers on the spir
itual rostrum. In this little volume he 
presents in succinct form the substance 
of his lectures on the Molecular Hy
pothesis of Nature; and presents his 
views as demonstrating a scientific ba-- 
ais ot Spiritualism. The book is com
mended/ to all. who loyo to atudy and 
thing. > Price, 35 cento. -

"The JesultB.” By Rev. B. p, 
' AttslttUBi ' W - -WMtottUoft

The Progressive Spiritual Society. 
Services at 8 p. m., 183 E. North ave
nue, corner Burling street. Mrs. B. 
Hilbert, speaker. '

The Christian Spiritualists will hold 
services at the Van Buren Opera 
House, corner Madison street and Cal
ifornia avenue, every Sunday at 2:80 
and 7:30 p. m. Mrs. Hamilton Gill 
will lecture and give spirit messages.

Spiritual meetings, held by Julia 
Learnerd, every Sunday and Thursday 

•evening at 7:30, at Lone Rock Hall, 
809 W. Madison street, near Robey.

First German Spiritualist Society os 
the West Side. Meetings every Sunday, 
at 3 p. m. in Garselman's Hall, cornea 
Ashland avenue and W. 13th street

The Light of Truth Church will hold 
services in Hopkins’ Hall 528 W 63rd 
Street, near Stewart avenue. Confer
ence at 3 p. m. Lecture at 7:45. Mes
sages at each service. Midweek meet
ing Thursday 3 p. m. Mrs. Jeffery Bur. 
land, pastor. I

Central Spiritual Church holds serv
ices each Sunday evening at Trimble 
Hall, 1977 W. Madison street (near 
40th avenue) commencing at 7:30 
sharp. Conducted by Mr. and Mrs. 
Howes.

The Church of the Psychic Forces 
holds services at Wilcox Hall, cornen 
Champlain avenue and 43d streetrevery 
Sunday. Conference at 8 p. m. Lec
ture at 8 p. m. The hall number to 361- 
863 East 43d street Conducted by Mn, 
Isa Cleveland.

The Society of Spiritual Truth holds 
services every Sunday at 2:30 p. m., 
at 8639 Calumet avenue. Lecture 
and spirit messages. All are wel
come. J. K. Hillis, Psychic.

The Spiritualist Church ot Students 
of Nature will hold Its services at 
Flynn’s Hall, 4 61 North avenue, cor
ner Robey street and Milwaukee ave
nue, every Sunday evening at 7:30. 
The ball can be reached by Milwaukee 
avenue North avenue and Robey street 
cars, and the Logan Square and Hum
boldt Park Metropolitan elevated- 
Mrs. M. Schumacher, pastor.

The Christian Spiritualists Society 
will hold meetings during the winter 
months, conducted by Miss Sarah 
Thomas, every Sunday afternoon and 
evening, at 3 and 8 o’clock, at Conway 
Hall, corner Western avenue and West 
Lake street; entrance on Western ave
nue, over drug store.

Golden Rule Spiritualist Society, 
Nora E. Hill, pastor; Dr. J. H. Ran
dall, assistant pastor. Holds services 
every Sunday evening during July and 
August, at O’Donnell’s College Hall, 
Paulina street, near Washington Bou
levard. All welcome.

Temple Light and Truth, 370 Waban- 
sia avenue, near Robey street and 
North avenue. Sunday-school 10:30 a. 
m. Lectures and spirit messages given 
at 3 and 8 p. m., by Mrs. T. Loll, pastor, 
every Sunday. In German and English.

The Hyde park Occult Society holds 
regular Sunday evening services, 7:45 
o’clock, at 819 H. 66th street, between 
Kimbark and Monroe avenues. Jackson 
Park cars pass the door. The best tal
ent available will be secured for all 
meetings. To spread the truth is tha 
object ot this society. Address.all com
munications to Miss 0va L. Stewart, 
corresponding secretary, 455 E. 55th 
street Entrance to hall, 819 E. 56th 
Btrost.

The Rising Sun Mission holds serv
ices every Sunday. Lyceum, lectures 
and tests at 3 p. m.; lectures and song 
service at 8 p. m. Advanced speakers, 
good test mediums and good singing. 
Temple, Oakley Boulevard, between 
Jackson Boulevard and Adams street.

Spiritual Mission Chapel (Old 77) 
77 East Thirty-first street. Services 
every Sunday at 3 and 8 p. m. Scien
tific and philosophical lectures; best 
nsychic and message bearers in attend
ance Prof. F. M. Stoller, conductor.

Tbe German-English Society, Bund 
der Wahrheit No. 18, holds services ev
ery Sunday evening at 8 o’clock id 

' Brand’s Hall. 162 North avenue, be
tween Halsted and Clybourn. Also 
every Thursday evening In Math._Jung’s 
Hall, 1071 Lincoln avenue, southeast 
corner Ashland and Lincoln avenues; 
entrance first door north of Howard’s 
theater. Frank Joseph, medium. Ev
erybody welcome.

Church of the North Star Spiritual 
Union, Incorporated. Meetings Sun
days at 8 p. m. sharp, at Peris Hall, 
1546 Milwaukee avenue, near Western 
avenue. Mrs. Letzter, speaker and 
medium. All welcome.

Chicago Spiritual Alliance Church, la 
Vincennes Hall, 35th and Cottage Grove 
avenue. Mrs. May Elmo, pastor. All 
welcome. - Services at 3 and 8 p. m.

Mrs. Mary Hill holds meetings every 
Sunday and Wednesday evenings at 3?0 
Flournoy street Good speakers and 
messages.

Divine Spiritual Church holds meet
ings every Sunday afternoon and 
evening at 2:30 and 7:30, in Hygela 
Hall, corner Ogden avenue and Robey 
street. Good music. All welcome.
Rev.

The

Lucy A. Hodge Koontz, pastor.

AN IMPORTANT WORK.

N. 8. A. Ritual/ for ■ Spiritual 
Services.

The N. S. A. Ritual for Spiritual 
Services, well printed aud neatly 
bound in Leatherette, is. now in print 
and for sale at the N. S. A. office, 600 
Pennsylvania avenue S, E., Washing
ton, D. C. Twenty cents, per copy, 
postpaid; two dollars per. dozen. Ad
dress MARY T. LONGLEY, ..

Secretary.

. ' MARY ANN CAREW,
Wife,‘Mother, Spirit and Angel.

By Carlyle Petcrsilca.
This most beautiful story of the ex- ' 

perlences ot a young ■ wife and 
mother taken from her home on earth 
to her home In the spirit world, is told 
in such, a realistic way, that one la 
carried .away with tho sweet beauty; 
and naturalness of it. It makes tha 
other world appear very near to us, 
This book'has been $ great comfort to 
many weary hearts ’ who have lost * 
mother, wife or babies. Price, neatly, 
bound in cloth, 31. ■ : ,

"Spiritual Songs for the .Use of cir- 
Clea, Oampmeetlngs and Other Spiritn. 
^tot Gatherings.’’. Ry UaW® B. Hull».

- ,V V'-' - -t'-
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A SEARCH FpR A GOOD GOD.

AVItli Comments Thereon Leading to a 
Higher Elfe.

^be Solder)! of fiep Problerps,—SPIRITI!ALIgfZI
CHICAGO, ILL., OOTÖbIr 13, 1906 NO. 881.

TYPICAL CHRISTIAN SERMON,

O

YOU,
It was

de-

THE ROAD HAS BEEN LONG,

CHARLES DAWBARN.

TO FOUND A NEW CHURCH. i the Spiritual. Science Church, an or-

less 
and 

some

THH 
thing

ON A 
HAVE

OF SPIRIT RETURN.
San Leandroj Cal.

UNATTRACTIVE. ¿THEY POSSESSED AND CON- LOWER GRADE OF PERFECTION THAN WE 
TROLLED ANIMALS SOMEWHAT RESEMBLING OURS, REACHED."

Incidentally the right > to : license 
message mediums is. deèlred, as well 

to-Hoenee public speakers?"'If the
Passion As -th® flrunkehn^B of the

Expressed Along Lines of Modern Pro* 
gressive Thought. ,

AFFECT THE SEEDS WHICH 
PLANT IN THE EARTH.

The real thing is the IDEA, 
THOUGHT, THE SPIRIT. The

THE TOUCH OE THE 
BLACK HAND,

Some Curious Views as Presented by a' 
Prominent Medium.

“And Yet, Comes a Dream From the' 
Asiles, Wind Scattered.”

it kqpw anything of what we call “immortality."

“MY OLD FRIEND, IN HIS LATER YEARS, SAW AND 'WIELDED SOME FOROR BY WHICH THEY 
SUCH BEINGS ALMOST DAILY. HE WAS TRE MOST. <X>ui» RISE IN THE AIR. SUCH AS SAW HIM 

DEVOID OF IMAGINATION OF ANY OTHERWISE IN-.'T0 H1M XN A LANGUAGE HE COULD NOT UN- 
___ _  _ _r I^GRSTAND. WHAT WE MIGHT CALL THE SPIRIT OF 

TELLIGENT MAN I HAVE EVER ME , AND BUILDINGS SEEMED TO ATTRACT
SCRIPTIONS OF THE FORMS HE SAW—-USUALLY IN FOR HE FREQUENTLY SAW GROUPS OF OHIL-

BRIGHT SUNLIGHT, AND WHO SOMETIMES SAW HIM DREN IN CHARGE OF TEACHERS GATHERING UN- 

—WOULD MAKE PROFITABLE FICTION FOR A NOV- DER AND AROUND OUR TREES AND HOUSES. AL-
ELIST. THEY WERE MORE OR LESS DISTORTED MO^T EVERYTHING WE ilAVE AND USE SEEMED TO 
FORMS OF HUMANITY, AND WITH FEATURES VERY B§ ; THpiR AIM TOO, BUT, APPARENTLY,

denomination. . 1 message, mediums is. desired, as well
A petition has been filed in .the nir- as to -Iloeae? public apeakere? M the 

c@!t court asking that a pro forma

he lirnarcùGÌbc èljinki't
SPIRITUALISMI—Progress» tbe Uoi^ërsal Lavi) ot f^üre

(Continued from No. 880,)
. It may be well to also remember 

that if we ourselves are to be more 
than mere automatons, and are to 

. have any credit for overcoming, we 
can have this privilege only by being 
created with the possibility of choice 
and its attendant risks. There ia cer
tainly no honor in being obsessed to 
righteousness; therefore even in re
gard to this matter of man being cre
ated fl responsible entity, it is not dif-' 
flcult, if thought out carefully, to see 
that we have been created wisely and 
to have faith that God is still good,

Tiie problem of evil is not exhausted 
by considering involution and risks, 
but I firmly believe Its heartless aspect 
softens somewhat. This problem is 
one man has wrestled with in ancient 
times and will likely trouble himself 
about for thousands of years to come; 
but the past abundantly proves that it 
is not so serious as to cause him to 
-lose faith In God.

Accordingly, it is consistent with ra
tional faith to believe that continually 
there will be left over problems which 
are more intricate than man has yet 
solved; and, therefore, to concede that 
God’s insight is greater and keener 
than man’s; for it man could see 
through everything he would then be 
as great as his God, and this dor both, 

■‘to say the least, would be rather em-

LEGERDEMAIN.

Gradually the Cause of Truth Is Coin
ing to the Front, and Error Sifted 
From the Ranks of Spiritualism— 
The Great Work The Progressive 

. Thinker Is Doing, to Enlighten the
People Is Being Recognized on All 
Sides—Now Anna Eva Fay, Once 
Recognized as e. Great Medium, Has

1 Her Methods Fully Exposed, Show
ing There. Was No Spirit Influence 
in Her Exhibitions, Where She Has 
Coined Money .—Herbert Lambourne 
Shows How Her -Programme 'Was 
Carried Out.

' To the Editor:—The Register of 
Des Moines, Iowa,' presents some start
ling facts in reference to Anna Eva 
Fay and her alleged spirit manifesta
tions, demonstrating that all the phe
nomena occurring at her exhibitions 
were simple the result of legerdemain. 
As set forth, her "mysterious and oc
cult" power of mind reading and 
forecasting the future have repeatedly 
been exhibited In DesMoines and other 
Iowa cities to the amazement and be
wilderment of her audiences, has 
again been exposed. This time one of 
her former workers, who is a defend- 

,ant in a law suit brought in New York 
City for the recovery of alleged stolen 
property, tells the story of her alleged 
marvelous feats and the tale deals
with the use of secret telephone, 
speaking tubes and other clever

barrassing. Though it would be 
folly to make a general rule of laying 
aside Our investigations because God 
is, in truth, wiser than man, yet to do 
this occasionally is not unwise, partic
ularly when we find that the problems 
are getting beyond ub. So whenever 
any religion or philosophy seems to ex
plain everything in the universe, one 
may, for that very reason, look upon it 
with suspicion, even though it 1b true 
that that philosophy is best which, 
with the fewest Inconsistencies, solves 
the most problems.

Hence, It is evident that the prob
lem of evil need present no unsur- 
mountable obstacle in believing that 
God is good.

If the ages have been perplexed by a 
problem of evil, they have also been 
blessed by a problem of good. To see 
the good, to rejoice in it, and to be 
grateful to a Heavely Father as the ul
timate source of it, has been and is the 
foundation of progress. The highest 
good has ever been the better way; 
and only as man has affectionately 
looked upon and to a being wiser and 
more loving than himself, has he been 
Inspired with the ideals of world-wide 
peace and brotherhood. The brother
hood of man must rise or fall with 
the idea of a fatherhood of a humane 
God. When the full significance of 
the .problem of good is once vividly 
realized, then what is left of the prob
lem of evil will fade away like the 
light of a star before the splendor of 
the rising sun.

, In .this search one will soon or late 
ask himself, wherein lies the differ
ence between idolatry and the worship 
Of a humane God? And it serves as a 
.warning, when history reveals how 
cruelty and superstition have flour
ished under the varied forms of idol
atry, to take up this question with a 
great de,al of caution. One of the 
■chief characteristics of an idol is the 
form given it by the worshiper. This 
form is usually both physical and men
tal, though sometimes only mental. 
When the idol is located in a temple, 
then except for the few occasional mo
ments that are used by the worshiper 
in depositing or offering up his sacri
fice, he must be contented with a men
tal image of his God. But whether 
the form is physical or mental the re- 
rult is the same—the deity is local

Trenchant Tliouoiits From the California Fliiiowlwr That Will Set You 
toTh^

■ « " 'i. . ■ ’

vices for gulling the public.^
Several years ago Anna Eva Fay 

created a sort of furore in Des Moines, 
Sioux City and other cities where she 
had several week-long engagements. 
Her coming was invariably heralded by 
a loud blowing of trumpets and the 
creation of a deep air of mystery to 
envelop her. To heighten the effect 
she was called the “Fair Mahatma;” 
she was credited with having spent 
some years of her life in the study of 
the occultism of India and the far East 
and many amazing stories were told of 
the modern miracles performed by her 
in mind reading, prophecy, the discov
ery of lost property, and the unravel
ling of murder mysteries. In Des 
Moines, it will be remembered, she 
dabbled in the Peterson murder and 
in the Mabel Schofield case, attempt
ing, through her alleged gifts, to solve 
the puzzling mysteries; she also pre
dicted the nomination of Mayor Mat
tern for mayor and his election. She 
solved all these things with a readi
ness that was amazing at the time, but 
which is not held in much esteem 
these two or three years afterwards. 
Nothing was too difficult for her skill 
and the tales of her marvels were told 
with such consummate skill and bold 
assurance by her press agents that the 
public read them all with avidity and 
discussed them everywhere.

Favorite Exhibition.
Her favorite exhibition was one of 

so-called mind-reading. People In her 
audiences were asked to write all 
sorts of questions about the past, 
present and future on slips of paper. 
These were taken by assistants in the 
audience. Then apparently without 
any possible way of getting knowledge 
of those questions through her assist
ants, she would give the substance of 
the questions and then undertake to 
answer them.

Prior to her performance she would 
be enshrouded in a great white cloth 
of silk. All the stage effects utilized 
by performers ot the occult were used, 
until the audience was in a state of 
unconscious sympathy and eager ex
pectancy for the forthcoming marvels.

“Ah, let me see,” she would say in 
strained tones, indicating tremendous 
mental labor, “there comes to me the

ized. If the God is imagined in the 
figure of a man or angel sitting on a 
throne In heaven, he is thereby as
signed a local habitation as definite as 
the place given to the mental image 
of a physical idol. Form, then, which 
necessarily implies localization is the 
distinguishing feature of an idol.

But the question at once arises, how 
is it possible to worship any God, and 
at the same time avoid idolatry; or 
even to think of a live and humane, 
yet-formless God? Perhaps at this 
juncture the general notion of energy, 
if used as a starting point, will be of 
some assistance; for energy may be 
said.to be present in every imaginable 
place. As the belief is very common 
that life is a kind of energy, the tran
sition from this position to the point 
of thinking of all energy as if It were 
alive, should not be extremely diffi
cult. Taking this as a new point of 
departure, if only the Imagination 

. could now be quickened so as to make 
just one other change in this vitalized 
energy, namely, to saturate It, at least, 
with the "milk of human kindness,” 
It seems that the conception of a good 
but formless God would be very near
ly, If not quite, realized.

Why is the worship of a formless 
but living and humane God superior to 
idolatry, particularly its higher forms? 
This is very naturally the next’ ques- 

. tion to arise.
One of the peculiar excellencies ot a 

formless personal God lies in the fact 
that, by inhabiting all imaginable 
bpace, not only does he lay a founda
tion broad and deep for the brother
hood of man—through shutting out 
the possibility of upstart gods dividing 
the people of earth—but he also binds 
the mortal and spirit worlds together

An English friend sends me the following letter, pub- ! 
lished in the Daily. Telegraph of London, September.!, i 
1906, and asks me to explain it: '

"When a child of ten years I lived in Rotterdam with 
my parents, who Bent me on a visit to my uncle and aunt, 
who lived in a third-story flat in the Hague. One evening 
about six o’clock, my aunt and uncle had high words, and 
becoming alarmed, I ran down to the ground floor, and re
mained at the door for about half an hour, when my aunt 
called me.

“I went up and turned the handle of the door, to see a 
perfectly strange room, with a large clock hanging on the 
.wall, and a small boy sitting underneath, beckoning to me.

"Thinking I had got on to the wrong floor, I apologized, 
shut the door, and went up to the next landing, which I 
found to be the.fourth, and top ot the building.

"Greatly puzzled, I went down again and opened the 
door, and again I saw the strange room and boy. •

"Feeling very nervous, I went right down to the ground 
floor and carefully counted my way up again to the third 
floor, and opened what I knew to be my aunt's door, and 
again saw this strange vision.

Becoming wildly alarmed, I rushed screaming down 
the stairs, and the lady who lived on the ground floor came 
to me. I tfild her what had happened, and she took me 
up herself to precisely the same flat, and opened the door 
that I had opened three times before, and there were my 
uncle and aunt, in their own room, wondering what had 
become of me. Beyond the faqt that suicide had taken 
place in that flat, there was no explanation of my vision." 
(Signed) A Dutchwoman, Walworth, August 30.

I presume the believer in spirit return who reads this 
experience quietly passes it by. He complains of the sci
entist who-is little interested in anything he cannot ana
lyze or dissect; yet his own limitations are usually just as 
rigid. Any experiences that are outside A. J. Davis on 
the one side, and the Fox girls on the other, are passed by 
as unprofitable for discussion.

Some years ago I tried to arouse an Interest In a life 
outside ours, that was evidently not of the spirits of dead 
men and women. I told of the experience of an old friend, 
who In the. last years of his life saw such things almost 
daily. I Invited my readers to gather and study similar

apparently either an experiment, or a result of conditions 
existing in that scale of vibrations, and which continue to 
¿Xlst; Bo we have a tremendous fact to face.- We dis
cover living beings who are not endowed with immortality. 
Evolption proceeds on certain lines to definite results. We 
have ground us beings built in sections or rings. We call 
them insects,- and note that they find their crowning glory 
in. the ant, .which 1b the most intelligent being on earth in 
the group built up in rings. Then, again, there are the 
forms with a backbone, crowned by man.

TJ^ese are lines we can trace because they are moving 
within our sense limits, and by certain natural laws we 
sometimes follow man out into a life beyond death, and 
tbps prove his immortality. Such are evolutions consid
ered as proved by some of our most eminent men of sci
ence of to-day.

have seen there are forms which know nothing ot 
death, and therefore nothing of the immortality we claim 
as.proveil for man the mortal. The difference between the 
mortal and the immortal is just a change ot vibrations, 
or, a change from the visible to the invisible to mortal

■ In looking over some old automatic 
Writings df mine dated 1874, I found 
one with the above heading,-and . re
membered that all in this bundle .were 
'messages that I could make nothing 
out of at the time, and so just laid 
them away. The message reads as 
follows:

"One of the great universal myster
ies is, that there are in the universe, 
archangels, or in other .words, ‘Cos
mic Spirits’ of two kinds, as workers. 
They are powerful, exceedingly wise, 
and skillful, but work in seeming, and 
at times of great turns in evolutionary 
works, in real opposition to each 
other. They work as positive and neg
ative powers In all things, in and 
through nature’s active principles and 
forces, more however, in the mind 
realms than otherwise, for there they 
serve as balance wheels in the para
doxical maneuverings of the gener
ated, inducted and exchanged thought. 
This 'thought-world is quite the peer 
of any physical or super-physical 
world, because it determines what 
shall and will be externalized, etc.

The higher order of said archangels 
or cosmic spirits, work In the light, in 
unison with the All-Light and the Su
preme Power in the universe.

“The other or so-called lower order 
of cosmle spirits' work mostly In the 
dark, among crude cosmic forces and 
substances—yes, in all earth’s stores, 
and at certain evolutionary epochs 
like unto the present, when the eter
nal gates are all swung wide to cause 
a necessary force mingling between 
earth's dwellers and all who, under a 
certain creative plan, had been earth- 
born and were promoted to higher 
worlds by death, on doubtful per 
cents, owing in a great measure, to 
lack of opportunity to unfold their in
born talents, and bo become conscious 

' of their rights and duties. All such 
• are required to do so-called earth-ser

vice or duty at such times, and a great 
balancing Is going on for the purpose 

■ of raising all deficient ones to the

. It is a very difficult thing for moBi 
men-to grasp spiritual realities, Wo 
touch and taste and hear and Bee the 
material. ThaMs’.the thing which 
constantly forced itself onour physical 
senses. It has. been very hard for 
men to grasp the conception of a Ufa 
in which these bodies have no part.

From the outset Christian teachers 
opposed the physical and material con
ception of life here and hereafter. 
From the outset they taught the res
urrection of the dead as a funda
mental tenet of the faith—the glory) 
of the faith in Christ. But man asked 
about details. How would they live?! 
What sort of bodies should they- have! 
hereafter? If these bodies were cor
rupted and destroyed in the grave, 
how could they be raised to life? You, 
remember St. Paul’s answer in that fa
mous fifteenth chapter of First Cor
inthians, .which we read over the bod
ies of our deaf ones when we consign, 
them to the grave. THE CORRUP
TION AND DECAY OF THESE BOD
IES SHALL NO OTHERWISE AF
FECT THE LIFE OF YOUR SPIRITS 
THAN CORRUPTION AND DEATH

name of, the name of, of Brown, 
Charles Brown, I believe.

“Wait a moment. Ah—he asks 
about a brother—he wants to know 
where he is now.

“Well, lie’s safe and sound—you 
may expect a letter from him very 
soon.”

And so it went with hosts of ques
tions everybody being more or
puzzled, many deeply mystified 
other ready to credit her with 
secret, unearthly power.

Suit Uncovers Mystery.

experiences. But, as I have said, the subject being outside 
the line which places mortal man at one limit, and a ghost 
at the other, there was not even one response. So I re
tired into the silent field of my own explorations, to jour
ney alone as in.days of yore. Yet any earnest, fearless 
seeker will soon find a myriad such experiences as those 
of this child, and if he dares climb the fence which bounds 
his spiritual belief, he may find facts In natural history of 
serious import to mortal man.

Suppose we take this child’s experience, just as she re
cords it, and try to learn something of its lesson. I would 
note that it is a believer in spirit return and human im
mortality who asks me to make this experience a subject 
of study.

• The first fact to .note is that the limitations which 
bound our manhood are those of mortal sense, and pot ot

sense. .To make that man as lie is to day there has been 
a Jong chain of experiences which we call "evolution,” and 
these, changes have been, for the most part, within the 
sense limit of the mortal; but the change which evolved 
form outside our sense limit might just as well begin with 
tlii? ameba as with the man. There Is all space and all 
substance at Nature’s disposal. The raw material of the 
universe Is in infinite supply, and there is ever present 
Creative Intelligence compelling perpetual change.
"|)oes the reader see what such tenths mean to the Inde- 

pepd^njx.thinker ? If evolution ..he-.a, universal law, and 
as much .outside our sense limit as within, then we are 
su.hrqunded byforms we cannot sense. They, like our
selves-, have evoluted to some highest type, which probably 
occupies the space everywhere around us, but just outside 
our sense grasp. But it is also possible, and perhaps 
probable, their evolution may not lnclude the immortality 
of thqlr form life. Like the ameba: they may increase by 
fissure, or by some process unknown to us, and have a 
mere .physical immortality. This seems at least probable 
from fhe fact that such beings seem ouside the sense limit 
of opr spirit friends, who apparently know no more 
about them than we do.

In the suit brought in New York a 
very natural explanation is given for 
all this, and the veil of mystery is 
drawn aside, and the charlatanism be
neath exposed to the light of day. The 
defendant, whose stage name is 
Chauncey Herbert, and whose real 
name is Herbert Lambourne, filed an 
answer denying that he had taken 
prperty belonging to Miss Fay, and 
then proceeded to say that he knew ail 
about their alleged marvels.

• Lambourne’s affidavit says: "During 
the performance, whereby the credul
ity and gullibility of the public is 
sought to be aroused in order to ad
vance the sale'of the ‘Dream,-Book’ 
(Mrs. Fay’s), Mrs. Fay, pretending to 
be in some Imaginary state of mesmer
ism or mind reading, calls upon the 
audience to write questions, sign 
them with their names, and keep their 
minds upon the matter inquired about, 
with, a promise that the questions as 
asked will be correctly stated by her 
and the correct answers given.

“The questions are written upon 
pads which have charcoal sheets be
neath. These sheets are developed 
by confederates in the audience. Cor-

in a'still greater brotherhood; and 
this union of the two worlds makes 
the God which the angels worship,' and 
whose voice they hear, the very same 
one whose voice speaks in the squl of 
man, and whose inspiration is the 
progress.of the universe.

Another point of- excellence is that 
the Ever Present, by allowing no place 
in creation for competing gods, more 
readily maintains himself as a God of 
peace and love; and, therefore, cannot 
well degenerate into a warrior, to 
ruthlessly spill the blood of earth’s 
children, and further, whoever be
lieves in eternal progress need have 
no fear of-losing their reverence or the 
joy of communion with God by catch
ing'up with or surpassing him, as 

■ would be the case, sooner or later, 
with, a fixed and localized deity. . ■ -■

Finally, whoever has, while in 
barth-life, carefully disciplined himself 
in the thought that the Ever . Present' 
Ideal Person is not in the form of a 

. man seated on a heavenly throne, :can- 
, .not hereafter be enslaved by any false 

god Or other pretender who,- to ;wim 
their favor and service may be willing 
to assume any name pleasing to mor
tals.

The search for a live, loving and 
ever present God is an effort, which if 
successful, one will never regret, for 

1 he can-then rejoice in .the faith; that
Neither man's creation, at the begin-

rect answers are obtained from, the 
questioner, and while Mrs. 'Fay ap
pears on the stage covered by a veil 
she uses a telephone, the correct- an
swers . being conveyed through' tubes 
to the basement and from there tele
phoned to Mrs. Fay.” D' M. V.

Des Moines, Ipwa. ■ •

Nature. We can supplement the eye and the ear by in
genious instruments. We can even cultivate clairvoyance 
and clairaudlence, but we are still within the limit which 
places mortal sense as the starting point, and intercourse 
with immortal man at the other end of the journey.

Surely we are prepared to admit to-day that our man
hood is merely one of Nature's facts, and this without re
gard to whether she planned it, or just happened upon it 
in her vast series of cosmic experiments.

Let us remember another great truth, that as we travel 
Inward or outward we find more life, more of Nature’s 
facts to record in our study of natural history. We never, 
come to a vacuum from which Nature is absent; so we 
have a foothold from which to examine this child’s experi
ence. *

We are compelled here to note a .natural law, .which! 
has "Become a thrice told tale, but. whlc’ti7~all the same< 
thinkexs seem afraid to follow beyond their own experi
ences. - Everything in Nature moves. Motion is univer-

"My old friend, in his latter years, saw such beings al
most idaily. He was the most devoid of imagination of 
any otherwise intelligent man I have ever met, but his de- 
scriptftms ot the forms he saw—usually in bright sunlight, 
and-who sometimes saw him—would make profitable fic
tion for a novelist. They were more or less distorted 
foriiiB of humanity, and with features very unattractive. 
They ..possessed and controlled animals somewhat resem- 
blingiQurs, and wielded soffie force by which they could 
rise, in the air. Such as saw him spoke to him in a lan
guage, he could not understand. What we might call the 
spirlt.qf our trees and buildings seemed to attract them, 
for-he frequently saw groups ot children in . charge of 
teachers gathering under and around our trees and 
houses. Almost everything we have and use seemed to 
be their aim too, but, apparently, on a lower grade of per
fection than we have reached.
• In the light of the interesting experiences of the Dutch 
girl, whose letter heads this article, we seem to be in con
tact-once again with similar Intelligences. It will not do 
to. qflU the phenomena “spirit return,” for that would be 
to,'¿uppose the room, and the'clock as well as the boy, to 
be all spirits, which would be absurd. The child had evi
dently been nervously frightened by the quarrel of her 
elAeiB. She had fled from the room In, apparently, Just 

. the.condition or mental vibration that .would enable her 
to. perceive what we may call the INNER LIFE OF T^iAT 

:;ROQM. She was far too frightened for cool observation. 
! '’There .was a boy’s form, but his features were unnoticed.

level of true progress. It is here that 
the trouble cqmes in that has been, is, 
and will b»realized by earth’s people. 
This lower order of cosmic spirits re
ferred to, are also cosmic magicians, 
and there are legions of them who are 
very active behind and through these 
humanized -spirits who are permitted 
to do earth-service for a mental bene
fit to themselves and earth-dwellers. 
However these cosmic or nature spir
its are not humanized, but are intangi
ble, by which term we would have you 
to understand, that while they pre
sent the appearance of form, they 
have none in the sense that other spir
its have who have passed through Abe 
evolution of the earth form. They 
give advice by influence, as to bring
ing forth of wealth from nature’s 
stores, etc. Let it here be marked 
and pondered upon that this is the 
root and growth of all the DEMON
ISM of the ages, and needs to be un
derstood In this last of the seven great 
cycles of the present eternity, as it 
had been planned by the higher order 
of archangels who, under God, are the 
real world builders. As many of 
these archangels as belong to one 
compact for such a great work, must, 
at marked times during their work, 
become humanized, that is, take on 
the corporeal form and serve an earth 
tour, this, to teach them by experience 
to be tolerant with the creatures they 
cause to be born as a result of their 
labors. In time, when mortals can 
receive and understand, this will be 
further elucidated.”

Another message on this same sub
ject, came in writing also, dated 1876.

At that time I- was aware of what 
passed through my mind, but could 
not govern the thoughts that flowed in 
and were rapidly transferred to the 
paper. The message:

"We are of that order called ‘Pow
ers of Opposition’ to the creator and 
creative processes of worlds and peo
ple. We do not like to have human
ized souls excel us in wisdom and 
power, and then use that, wisdom and 
power to become world-builders with 
those of our ken who dwell and work 
in the Circles of Light. It makes 
gods of these immortalized humans. 
We do not want them so elevated, 
hence our opposition to them to retard 
their progress."

At this point the message closed.

on which you can lay your hands, tha 
thing which you can define with math
ematical precision, the thing which 
you can photograph, is but the passing :■ 
expression. This seems like an Idla 
tale to men who cannot free them
selves from the HAMPERING MATE
RIALISM OF THEIR SURROUND* 
INGS. Such men mournfully tostf 
aside the realities as unreal, because 
they are not susceptible of that proof! 
of the senses which they are wont to 
apply In their dealings with material 
expressions. They have not developed 
those higher powers of their nature 
which respond to the spiritual some
what in the same way in which th« 
senses respond to the material.

What a glory belief in the resur
rection gives to life! The tasks which! 
Beein to me so irksome and sometimes 
so needless are a preparation for a 
work that My Father has prepared 
for me IN ANOTHER MANSION OF 
HIS GREAT HOUSE, JUST AS THE! 
SCHOOL CHILD’S TASKS ARE THE 
PREPARATION FOR THE GREAT
ER AND BROADER WORK OF MA- 
TURER LIFE WHEN HE SHALL BE 
FIT TO SHARE HIS FATHER’S 
POST AND HIS FATHER’S LABOR.

The pains and sorrows which befall 
us here and often seem so unjust, tak
ing the joy out of our lives, are like 
the pains and ills of the child, which! 
make, his life unhappy for a day that! 
they may cure him of some illness, 
remedy some defect in his organism on 
strengthen the little spirit within, 
making it braver and truer and purer. 
Our very partings lose their unutter
able sadness and tend in their turn tot 
make life more glorious when it be- • 
comes clear to us that God has taken . 
those we love to put them in a plac« 
which He has prepared; that they ar« 
only over the threshold in the next 
room, busy and happy in a life full oC 

interest and joy.
To dwell on thoughts like these,' to' 

have the seal of faith set upon the 
hopes and yearnings of our nature, to 
be told that those yearnings and those 
aspirations were not given to us by 
God In vain, but that they might in 
due time find their realization—this 
faith ennobles the very sources of our 
being. It has been the proud.con
ception of man as expressed, for ex
ample, in the old Hebrew scriptures, 
growing stronger and more progressed 
in intelligence and control over them
selves and the universe about them, 
that we are different from the rest of 
creation. We are the crown of crea
tion to which all the rest leads np. 
This thought takes on a new and no
bler character as a result of that doc- 

; trine of Immortal life which Jesua 
brought to men.

JOHN P. PETERS. '

ning, hor his own was an accident. As 
this faith enlarges he will believe and 
trust that, according to His own long
ing and faithfulness, he will be rightly 
directed? that it will be a loving heav
enly Father who will act as way- 
shower; and that .this God who holds 
for man the secrefof true brotherhood 
is essentially good.

. B. W. MORRISON.
Meadville, Pp,-. ..

sal, which is the same as spying that Nflture expresses her
self by energy.

Within certain limits we-sense this motion, and gain.all 
our experiences. Beyond these Timits we sense nothing,. 
If we manage by some discovery to creep out a little into 
the unknown we,find Nature as active as evefli'realms, 
that are fearfully dangerous to mortals, and ..apparently ' 
unvisited by, spirits. But we recognize that these realms 
are filled with raw-material Just like our own, though'In 
motion beyond our sense limit to perceive. The skeptic 
will-here admit that if it be the same raw material, with 
the sathe'controlling intelligence, and nothing changed 
save more or less energy than we can sense, the studefit 
has a right to assume that what is called Creative Power 
is at work by processes we call “evolution" within and 
without'our little limit.; . ' ; .

We here face a tremendous fact Imnatural history. N.h!- 
ture, in earth life, endows her first forms with a species 
of physical immortality. The tin? beings, that seem',as 
neat to the beginning as we can reach, just, split in 
by way of'increasing the family.; Thus, save by accldoht, 
the very first form is-still enjoying h'kind' of life, which 
knows nothing of what we biU^death,” But nelthenAoes

lleisaw her, and beckoned. The large clock and the boy 
wefe'all she could recall; and she says nothing of any later 
or qarller similar experience.

$he happened on this occasion to get Into similar vibra- 
tlcmSlto those of my old friend, and thus got a glimpse of 
theiif® which, undoubtedly, Is everywhere around us, and 
which -certain mortals have been occasionally seeing 
throughjan the ages.

2(EhatS[ature is perpetually at work inside and outside of 
oujjsenije; limits, but with the same raw material, and the 
same, system qt evolution, if accepted as cosmic fact, seems 
tqjnie to,offer an Intelligent explariatloh’df the girlhood ex- 
'pertehoe^pf the lady .who wrote this letter. '

-As i Save said, it cannot be explained, by any theory or 
ej^erle^ Of. the believer-in spirit return;' aud^the fact 
that suqh’ returning spirits seem- to' know nothing dfz our 
‘‘invisible neighbors" certaliily suggests'that these beings 
hfpra not;yet evoluted the Immortality with which spirits 
cqjfld contact. If that be so we may also assume that we 
cqulrl nb^hold any profitable intercourse with : Inielll- 
ge^ces wjhpse evolution IS so far below our own. AT THE 
S^IE TIME IT IS QUITE POSSIBLE, AND EVEN PROB
ABLE, THAT. THEY ARE RESPONSIBLE FOR CERTAIN 
OFTHE.PHENOMENA THAT PERPLEX THE STUDENT

. Make life .¿ 'ministry of lové, and it 
will always be worth living.-Brown- 
ing'. " ■>!•■ : " ■ ''L'

Every man is a volume if you know 
ho wtoreadhim.—Channing.
.. Do not confine ydut children to your 
owri learning.. They were, born in an
other time.—Talmud. -

The only competition worthy a wise, 
man is .with himself.—Anna Jame
son. .' . ■

And now one single passage from
Paul's Epistles where there are many,.

A lie that is half a truth is even the 
blackest of Ues.*—Tennynon.

- I ganization- that’claims this clty as Its
. । home. The petition .askp that the de

Petition Filed in Circuit Court for Pro cree be. given so that théççhïirch will 
Forma Decree of Incorporation—M. ' have a legal status. -, ,
Zt - »h«« Te WiUMt of the 'The purpose of the new \organlza- Theresa Allen Is President of the
Religious Sect. ; _ -land by-laws, Is to. pron^te -the wel-
Springfleld Is about to have a new fare, progress ’and happiness of jnan- 

church, nht merely a new building, but ' kind in général and to hdvànte man? 
a‘denomination or sect, that is to-be kind by means, religious, educational 
different in name from any religious and benevolent ■ . •
body that is now legally regarded as a .....................................................

will have the right to converse with 
the spirits of the departed and the an
gels and other unseen influences thht 
are felt to this-world.'

' The promoters of the new. church 
are M. Theresa Allen, president; J. 
Madison Allen,. secretary, - and H. G.- 
Jiannaman; treasurer. Other, mem
bers who are signers of the petition; 
are John S.-Gridley, R. J. Loveless, 
Mrs. R. J. Loveless, Emma Jennings, 
F. G. Schwanck, Julia A, H. Colby, E. 
M. Hendrick and 0. E. Schultz.— 
Springfield '<Mo.) Leader.

iaeh" lives la n different

“Our Third Message.”
"The two manuscripts sent to the 

printer are not complete without this, 
viz.; We have been permitted to direct 
our message to the world from this 
center, first, because our kin, the 
higher cosmic spirits direct their mes
sages to and through your brain, even 
those who were* humanized in the re
motest past and are the real ‘Creative 
Masters’ under the SUPREME MIND.

"We are the focalized ‘cosmic mind' 
in our degrees of service, and while 
wej/6rk through the forces of nature 
wlfen many disastrous and epidemical 
experiences are realized by mortals, it 
is only what law decrees, and the sta
bility of the universe demands in or
der to clear out that which obstructs 
true progress in the mind ajid matter 
realms.

“There are now, and always have, 
been on earth, millions of mortals not' 
sufficiently removed in mental capacity 
and material makeup from the beasts, 
but groveling in selfish scheiping, 
men aiid women, too, who draw those 
of our lowest kin un'der their influence 
and by coalition of such selfish, wiek- 
'ed, mental efforts, as the world does 
not dream of, practice ‘black magical 
arts’ for harm to such sections of 
country'as their casts are directed to. 
This, when realized in effects is in cos? 
mlcal legal phrase called ’The Touch 
of the Black Hand.’ However, the 
Important thing to tell is, that all mor
tals who in such magical black arts 
work harm to their fellow-men, have 
a: black mark in the shape of a hand 
placed over their hearts, in size fitting 
their crimes, and from the time it is 
placed there,- all they have-gained in' 
worldly prestige and material wealth 
by such exertions,!is-placed to ?the 
credit of those whom they injured! 
Here in the seml-darkeaed worlds, 
are millions who are paying-out such 
penalities in severest agony. It is ab
solute justice. Let no one feel that 
he can work harm to others and es
cape.

' “THIS is our MESSAGE to the 
world. We will never again trouble 
you, so adieu!”

MRS. M. KLEIN.
■ Van Wert, Ohio.

The road has been long, the road that 
lies gleaming

Far to the West where the hills 
touch the skies,

Where the heavens, low bending, with 
jewels are beaming

When the sun sinks to rest and 
dreamily dies.

Aye, the road has been long, and the 
cup has'been bitter,

Steeped in its depths were the seeds 
of the gall ;

The roses’ frail petals are drooping 
and litter

. The sod and lie withering there 
where they fall.

The road hag been long, and the strife 
has been hurried;

Little was recked that its feverish 
rush

Would smother, like weeds, the hopes 
that, now burled,

Come like a ghost in the night’s 
eerie hush.

The garden of youth was fair, and it 
lasted

While blood trickled warm, with 
willing feet strong,

But the budding of hopes forever was 
blasted

When Ups had forgotten the sweet
ness of song. '
The road lias been long, and . the 

hopes of to-morrow
Lie where they fell In the hurtling 

blast; . .
While mockingly, grim, come the 

shadows of sorrow
To flit o'er the causeway, like skele

tons cast.
And yet—comes, a dream from the 

ashes, wind scattered,
• Sweet as the nectar the honey bee 

sips: i
What will lost hopes and the sorrows 

have mattered z
If I feel in the end, your kiss on my 

lips? • •
• ' —Will F. Griffin. .

de.e^a ia;W»W thecwflw cHmtü

Frugality is founded on -the, princi
ple that all riches, have limits.— 
Burke.- , • . ■ •

Resentment seems to have been 
given us by-nature for defense and for 
defense only; it is the safeguard of 
justice, and the security of innocence. 
—Adam Smith. - -

Don't laugh over others’ mistakes. 
The banana skin may be-under your 
own foot.-—McPherson.
. Lack of' desire is the greatest oil
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IN THE O00UUT REGIONS.AN IMPORTANT QUESTION»

•MANY. TYPES REFLECTING THE HORROR OF THERETIRED EARLY AND SLEPT DREAMLESSLYmFHQM

E. J. BATES.

THÉ LIGHT TURNED ON.

THE TWO HOMES.

BECAUSE..

I

I ,

was 
girl 
not
was

the 
and 

he

happiness, where the mother 
meet her darling babe and the 
her loving "husband. Our dear

darkened cell
Of-sad despair, where I had dwelt 

alone,
know thy tender love will , e’er he

go and help their brothers. 
San Bernardino, Cal.

IOOM, IN. A MAD, BLIND, UNHEARING, UNSEEING, 
JNHEEDING CONFUSION, EVERY FACE IN THEIR

8:30 TO NEARLY 10. SUDDENLY I AWOKE

Dr. 
lost

And the Subject' of Reincarnation 
Illuminated.

the San'»Fi;a^cisco Disaster.

Passion is the drunkenness of th® 
M&-*Ojmth.

THEN SAT IIP IN,RED.FOR HOURS, VARYING Mflfh WHICH IT WAS AN INTEGRAL PART, BUT WITH AIL 
SITION FROM TIME TO TIME, AS THE STRAIN GREW SOLUTELY NOT ONE FACE, NOT ONE ACTION BE- 
unbearable-^watching a procession of Hun-, traying self-consciousness ; asleep, in all 
DREDS, YISS, THOUSANDS OF POOR CHARRED, THAT PERTAINS TO SELF-CONSCIOUSNESS, WHIRL- 
MANGLED AND CBJUSHEI) HUMAN BEINGS, SWAGING ING IN A CRAZY WITCHES'RANCE, UNTHINKING 
THROUGH THE CITY, THROUGH THE WALLS OF MY AND HELPLESS.” *

J'jGO’S LAST CONSCIOUS PERCEPTION OF THE MAG- 
ANR NITUDE OF THAT WHICH HAD HAPPENED, AND OF

‘‘TO RETURN TO MY EXPERIENCE. OViAlCOIÄ® 'll

BY DROWSINESS AND THE EMOTIONS OF THE DAYjll 
............ 1- ./■’................... .........

Shall Science Blay the Hopelessly III’?
—In Other Words Shall the. Spirit 
Be Forced Out of a Body Consid« 
ored Incurable—'‘William /Rainey 
Harper, the Late President of tho 
University of Chicago, When ,He 
Knew That His Days Were ’ Num
bered, Acted the Part of a Mun. 
Like U. S. Grant and Robert Louis 
Stevenson, He Accepted the Inevi
table WJth Fortitude and Courage. 
Nothing That These Men Did Dm-, 
iug Their Splendid Lives Will Re
dound Ho Much-to Their Credit as 
the Wi)y in Which They-Faced the 
End. Ho AH of Us Must Die. Some 
May’Luckily Pass Away Like' a 
Flush of Lightning. None Has a 
Right to Expect the Act or Dissolu-' 

' tion to Be a PleasÈnt Process It
Will Have a More Pleasant Impres
sion Upon Those You Leave Behind 
If You Die in a Manly Fashion Than 
if You Elect to Be Put to Death 
Like a Rabid Dog.”
It has been questioned gravely' by 

the legislatures of two states—Iowa 
and Ohio—[as Bet forth in the Chi
cago Tribune] if physicians shall be 
permitted to end the lives of those 

Who suffer from Incurable diseases. 
,Even a New York minister recently 
declared to a body of doctors that 
such a form of scientific murder.would 
mark an advance from barbarism to a 
higher civilization. Prominent women 
and well known authors, have advo
cated the same view.

The doctors themselves, however, 
declare their horror at such theories. 
Dr. J. Edward Herman of Brooklyn; in 
an article in tho New York Medical 
Journal, points out that "the patient 
who suffers constant pain for a long 
time is the exception. When suffering 
is acute a doctor will not hesitate, to 
use large doses of opiate of a size 
much greater than would be justifi
able under undinary circumstances, 
able under ordinary circumstances, 
physician has a right to go.
Nature Has a Cure for Intense Suf

fering.
"In a lingering death, as has been" 

pointed out by Dr. George F. Shrady, 
pain has its compensation by develop
ing a tolerance for suffering; and 
when agony becomes coo Intense na
ture has her own anodyne In the form 
of shock, which benumbs sensibility. 
In a mangling accident the spectator 
really often is more distressed than 
the victim. The symptoms of the 
death throes generally are more try
ing for those who stand by than for 
the dying person. In a study of 500 
deathbeds, made by Dr. William Osler, 
with particular reference to the modes 
of dying, he found that only ninety 
complained of pain and distress of one 
sort or another; the great majority 
gave no sign one way or another. It 
is a merciful provision of nature, says 
Dr. T. Lauder Brunton, an English 
physician, unexcelled as a careful ob
server, ‘that almost every individual 
passes out of this world In a condition 
of anaesthesia.’

"To say with certainy that a pa
tient, no matter how serious his condi
tion, must die, is not so simple as it 
seems, and doctors often erroneously 
have given a fatal prognosis. Dr. 
Kussmall, an eminent-German physi
cian, who was an enthusiastic dissec
tor, convinced many of his patients of 
the wisdom of submitting the dead to 
a post-mortem examination. On one 
occasion he was asked by the father ot 
a girl supposed to be dying to perform
an autopsy. The doctor, who 
himself of the opinion that the 
would die, replied that he could 
speak of the matter until the girl 
dead. She recovered.

"In another case,” continues 
Herman, “a patient given up for

BEES GAIN IN SPIRITUALISM 
THROUGHOUT THE WORLD-

A View of the Dreadful Condition// of the Spirits Congregated Around

Marvelous Feats of the Fakirs of In
dia, Illustrating the Wonderful 
Fjeld of the Occult—Boy Made to 
Climb Rope and Then Vanish Into 
Thin Ah’—Dish Full of Water Dis- 
uppenrs, Later Is Seen Without a 
Drop Lost—Marvelous Perform- 

. ances Thought to Be Only Illusions
by Experts—Are Not the Various 
Objects Seen in the Presence <rf tho 

: Fakir, His Thoughts Materialized
So gs They Can- Be Discerned by 
Those Present?
To the Editor:—Pearson’s Weekly 

favors us with an account of the oc
cult work of the fakirs of India, set
ting forth that it is easy to declare his 
feats are all humbug; It is easy to 
laugh at persons,who, having seen his 
performances, regard him with awe 
and wonderment; yet it is a fact that 
no European juggler, Illusionist, sci
entist or other person has successfully 
performed any of the important teats 
accomplished by Indian fakirs. This 
article does not attempt to-show how 
the tricks are done. It merely gives 
the opinion of those best acquainted 
with the subject—experts in occultism 
and hypnotism.

Understand, Jn the first place, that 
everything in a fakir’s performance is 
illusionary. Any attempt-to photo- 

. graph it results in failure. The plate 
reveals nothing. You are simply made 
to see things which do not exist.

And what things! This is one trick 
which you can see being performed in 
India in many cities on the , days of 
general festivities.. Round a faklr.m 
wiry little.'man, whose clothing con
sists only of a loin cloth, are assem
bled a vast audience. The little fel
low in the center gives a shrill whistle 
and throws up into the air what ap
pears to be a rope. You wait for the 
rope to fall, but It doesn’t.

It straightens itself out and looks 
just as if it were hanging from the 
sky. The fakir claps his hands and 
gives vent to another whistle. Appar
ently out of nowhere for the crowd is 
quite fifteen feet from the fakir, a 
boy appears, clotbed in th.e manner of 
his master. • The fakir picks up the 
boy and flings him Into the air, toward 
the dangling rope.

Roy's Body Falls in Pieces.
You hold your breath, while 

boy clutches hold of the rope 
shins up it, monkey fashion, till
disappaers from sight in the clear sky. 
A few moments later up goes the 
fakir, until he, too, is lost to view. 
Suddenly from the sky you see and 
hear sections of the boy’s body fall 
and strike the ground with a dull 
thud. Then the fakir reappears, de
scending the rope, first as a mere 
speck in the heavens, but gradually 
becoming larger as he nears the 
ground. The fakir gathers the boy’s 
head and limbs and body, sticks them 
together and behold! the boy, all 
smiles and activity, runs once round 
the fakir, and then disappears as mys
teriously as he came.

This, the favorite feat of Indian 
fakirs, has been witnessed scores ot 
times by officers and other Europeans 
whose word is indisputable. The of
ficers of a British warship, having sev
eral civil officials on board, vouch for 
the following particulars. Their ship 
had-come to a halt in an East Indian’ 
port after a journey of many thousand 
miles, when the fakir made his ap
pearance, swimming through the surf 
and scrambling to the deck by the 
anchor chains. Thus he had no con
federate nor any means of assistance 
aboard.

First he took from the hand of an 
officer the half of a cocoanut shell, 
from which when held aloft he caused 
twelve pailfuls of water to flow to the 
deck.

A large earthenware dish was next 
borrowed from the pantry. The fakir 
poured into it a gallon of water and 
held it on his outstretched left hand, 
placing the other hand o “ his fore-: 
head. As the crowd of officers and 
men stood watching in wonderment 
the dish began to shrink in size until 
it entirely disappeared. They still 
stared as a brown object, like a grain 
of sand, gradually grew larger and 
larger and assumed its normal dimen
sions and was found not to have 
spilled a drop of water poured into it.

Another performance of this same 
fakir was still more amazing. On first 
reaching the deck after leaving the 
water he had untied a large red cloth 
from the back of his neck, where it 
had obviously been stowed to keep It 
dry. This he passed round the com
pany for inspection. It was merely 
an ordinary cloth, of coarse texture. 
Spreading it flat upon the deck, the 
fakir walked around it several times, 
mutering in his throat and occasion
ally turning his eyes upward. All 
eyes were glued to the cloth, under 
which something was apparently 
growing in size.

Monkey, Cobra and Girl Appear.
Suddenly out hopped a grinning and 

chattering monkey, .which danced all 
round the deck; It was followed a 
minute later by an ugly and venom
ous-looking cobra, wriggling away 
from the cloth to the feet of the as
tounded beholders. Once again some
thing far larger than the others began 
to stir beneath the cloth of mystery. 
Soon a girl of about 14 years of age 
emerged and stood smiling at all 
around her. While those sturdy Jack 
Tars stood rubbing their eyes and 
pinching themselves to make sure 
that it was not a dream the fakir 
clapped his hands and monkey, cobra 
and girl vanished into the air. Then 
quickly folding up the cloth into a 
bundle and without soliciting money 
from the officers or crew the fakir 
leaped into the sea, swimming away 
with easy and graceful strokes.

As an explanation of these marvel
ous feats it is generally accepted that 
Indian fakirs, by long sojourns and 
meditation alone In the jungle and by 
hereditary or some secret power, are 
enabled by merely forming pictures in 
their own minds to produce: illusions 
in the minds of those persons who 
crowd about them expecting to see 
some wonderful feat The pictures the 
fakirs conjure up they mentally im- 

of three brothers for conspiracy > to 
murder.-
Cases of Prof. Harper, Ges. Grant, and 

Stevenson.•
“William Rainey Harper, the late 

president of the University of Chicago, 
when he knew that his days were 
numbered,, acted the part of a man. 
Like U. S. Grant and Robert Louis 
Stevenson, he accepted the inevitable 
with ¿fortitude and courage. Nothing 
that these men did during their splen
did lives will redound so much to their 
credit as tho way in which they faced 
the end." So all of us must die. Some 

■ may luckily pass away like a flash of 
lightning. None has a right to expect 
the act of dissolution to be a pleasant 
process. It’will have a more pleasant 
impression upon those you leave be
hind if you die In a - manly, fashion 
than if you elect to be put to death: 
like a rabid dog.”

by the family physician, who said im
provement was out of the question 
and treatment not worth trying,. the 
sick person, under the care of another 
physician, lived two years and nine 
months. Only the other day, in 
France, a woman who was supposed to 
be on her deathbed was sprinkled with 
nitric acid mistaken for holy water. 
This patient got well. The story is 
told of a doctor seeing a patient in an 
apparently moribund state and giving 
his unhesitating opinion that death 
would occur inside of three hours. A 
week later, driving past the house, the' 
doctor saw the supposed dying man 
busily engaged in repairing the front 
porch. It is related of a ,wel-known 
physician that he once saw a desper
ately sick man in consultation and 
some time later sent a bill for his fee 
to the estate of the dead man. But 
the man himself answered the doctor’s 
communication. There seems to be 
no end to such instances of mistaken 
prognoses. There is more than one 
physician to-day in the position of an 
eminent medical man who ten years 
ago was positive that a certain gentle
men had only a few weeks to live, and 
who now every time he sees the pa
tient on the street feels like the pro
verbial 30 cents. If portable holes 
In the ground were in the market this 
doctor would buy a big one and carry 
It around with him in case of emer
gency.
Novelist Takes a Hing at the Physician

“A certain novelist, whose inex- 
hausible think tank always has the 
tap turned on full force, also takes a 
gratuitous fling at the medical pro
fession. Because his physicians pro
longed a certain man’s life several 
months, by using all the latest thera
peutic devices conceived by the mas
ter minds of the medical profession 
for the alleviation of suffering and the 
saving of life, she says: ‘Such skill 
seems to me as wicked as it is selflsh, 
• * * The doctors and nurses, of 
course, realize the financial gain for 
them in keeping the poor patignt from 
his certain goal as many weeks as 
possible.’ We also arc assured by her 
in connection with another vital sub
ject that ’there is as^great an evil in 
prolific child-bearing'as in race sui
cide.’ So It seems that she has well 
fixed schemes for regulating our in
coming into the world as well as the 
way we should depart.

’’Any physician who would assert 
- that he would kill a patient beyond 

hope from his medical skill would 
soon find himself without a practice, 
for few people would entrust them
selves to his care; and if he depended 
upon support of those who believed as 
he did on the question of euthanasia 
he would have a limited number of pa- 

. -tlents to treat. If sick people were 
so anxious to die as generally is sup
posed, we would hear more of Invalids 
committing suicide. ' That avenue of 
escape is always open to them if they 
.wish to take advantage of it, but of all

• the people who kill themselves not 10 
per cent do it becauso of bad health.

“The people who are so ready to 
counsel legal murder would be likely 
to change their minds if the question 
Concerned themselves. Not long ago 
there was a Russian society having for 
Its object the killing of the aged and 
Inflrm. - A sufferer from rheumatism 
who objected to dying informed the 
police and caused the arrest and trial

To the Editor:—There has recently been.organized in 
the city of San Bernardino a society of psychical reséàrch, 
formed for the purpose of studying occult laws and to" en? 
courage the spirit of honest investigation upon- the part 
of its members and tho outside publie. There is not a 
pulpit or platform in this town which is open to public dis* 
cussion or. to [he Impartial demonstration, of psychic pow
ers. All of the members who have so far joined this bo- 
siety are either students of the occult or possessors of 
clairvoyant sight in a greater Dr less degree. This/will 
always insure a-feeling of sympathy for those sacrificing 
sensitives who subinit to th? restrictions of scientific test 
methods, which restrictions sometimes partake of the na
ture of indignities when there is a preponderance of skep
tics or materialists upon an investigating committee., This 
sympathetic spirit, however, will not be allowed to develop 
into a bias, as'the society numbers among its members a 
gentleman who has devoted a great many years to scien
tific investigation, and achieved a partial success with an 
experiment, which, were it wholly successful, would solve- 
the mystery of the building of the great pyramids. This 
gentleman possesses the strictly impartial spirit of the sci
entist and will not allow the balance-scales of judgment, to 
be tipped or tilted in any direction whatever.

Another member of the society-Is a lady who Is quite 
medlumiBtlc, possessing the clairvoyant sight and the abil
ity to receive mental communications from an exceedingly 
high -plane. This lady whose name she has requested ine 
to keep secret and whom I will designate by the letter 
“Z,” recently made a journey to the ruined city of Ban 
Francisco, and had an experience there which made so-’ 
profound an impression upon her mind, that she feeW'd 
call for help should be sent out to the visible and invial^e 
worlds for aid for the unfortunate spirits bound by mag; 
netlc chains to that ill-fated city. *>i i

This appehl, through 'the courtesy of Mr. Frkncis, is 
herewith voiced through the columns of The Pr^esslv^ 
Thinker, whose field of activity Is not confinedjfto onp 
world, but extends beyond the borders of the next. -* Herè 
is the account of her experiences, written in his^ ow^- 
words: ,, . nj

"As I approached the environs of the city of San Frann 
cisco, on a morning early in the month of September, the-' 
kindly gray fog hid from pie a too Instant appreciation of 
the terrible devastation, covering the stricken c^( wit? 
its misty veil, but unable to shut oqt from the sensitive in-; 
ner perception of m ypartially developed clairvoyance 'ft 
dread presentiment, a very shiver of the physical nfeïves 
that ‘something,’ no^ yet clearly objectified, which^ppuj/f 
to be there, alive, if unseen. ' . .tf> .

“All day long, in thé heart of the burned district, this’ 
Impression was Intensified, rather than dissipated, by fur
ther familiarity with the scene. I would have welcomed 
the opportunity, had it been given me, to escape from, the 
city I had journey from Los Angeles but to see.

"Coming in touch with many business men, I was forci
bly struck with the recurrence of the conversational topic 
—‘the impression thé burned city makes on one.’ In com
paring notes on their experience, some would treat the 
subject flippantly, calling’the ‘impression’ a sort of hys-. 
terlcal, infectuous frenzy, a local condition caused by the 
chaotic jumble of destroyed" interests and hopes; others 
seriously, as one well-kno.wn business man put it: ‘If it 
don’t let up, some of us fellows will go crazy. I have 
traveled âll over the world, lived all the kinds of life; a.

man has to who has made himself, Been'every imaginable 
horror, and I have never made a habit of taking strong 
liquor; but, since the 18th of April.I^iaye been taking my 
pint and a half of straight Whiskey every day, and I have 
no apologies to offer.’ i Had no comments to make. ‘1 
•tell you, Miss Z, if this place gets on your nerves by day, 
wait till night and you .will wlsh you were out pf here.'

“I tried.to get him to tell me what I should be afraid ot, 
but, he could not. ‘Oh, some ot tis/ he said, ‘have the 
.nightmare, and Imagine we see it all done over again. 
It’s a curious thing; the smell of the place as night comes 
on with its different atmospheric conditions is suggestive 
of uniinaginable horrors. I can't tell you; everybody gets 
it in their own fashion. When I feel it getting too hot I 
take my whiskey.’

"Without ever having bad any practical experience In 
Buch a situation, yet, as a student of the occult sciences I 
felt sure the explanation lay in another direction, and my 
experience during the stillness of-that night verifies my 
thought and,is the justification for this tale and the reason 
for the demand I here make on all ‘visible’ and ‘invisible 
helpers’—and every thinker who understands will, I am 
Bure, lend his quota of good will in such a cause—to work 
harmoniously to dispel this maelstrom in the lower astral 
plane, which, has caught and holds the poor people who in 
that cataclysm at San Francisco were snatched out of this 
plane of consciousness into, the Immediate next, unpre
pared, SPIRITUALLY UNRIPE. Their very numbers, co
hering together, form a center of attraction to similar un
awakened entities all over the earth plane. It is a men
ace and a danger to the living, as well as a pitiful and un
necessary bondage to the- ’sleepers.’

"To return to my experience. Overcome by drowsiness 
and the emotions of the day, I retired early and slept 
dreamlessly from 8:30 to nearly 10. Suddenly I awoke 
and then sat up in bed for hours, varying my position from 
time to time as the strain grew unbearable—watching a 
profession of hundreds, yes, thousands of poor charr&d, 
mangled and crushed human beings, swaying through the 
city, through the walls of my room, in a mad, blind, un- 
hearlng unseeing, unheeding confusion, every face in their 
many types reflecting the horror of the ego’s last conscious 
perception of the magnitude of that which had happened, 
and of which it was an Integral part, but with absolutely 
not one face, not one action betraying self-consciousness; 
asleep, in all that pertains to self-consciousness, whirling 
in> a crazy witches’ dance, unthinking and helpless.

"I was not afraid—there was nothing in this sight to 
cause fear to one familiar theoretically with the different 
Lplanes- o[ , existence, but profoundly- moved to pity. ‘Oh, 
you poor people!’ I thought, ‘if you could only wake up 
and free yourselves of the mind-made pall of stupefaction. 
You are bound with heavy chains of your own thinking, 
the direct and logical effect of-the dreadful materialism of 
our day upon a crowd or mob, ushered without warning 
Into another state ot'existence by violent and unnatural 
means.

“Cannot we, who are awake, help, even from this plane, 
by our consciously directed vibrations, to break up this 
condition? Some of these poor people are dazedly begin
ning to sense light, and as clear, spiritual thoughts carry 
light; Jet us send these light-bearers to the real refugees 
of San Francisco, and all who understand and can, should

press upon the minds of their specta
tors.

Really Feats of Mind.
It is different from hypnotism in 

that not one person but 100 or 1,000, 
-willing or unwilling, become the vic
tims of the fakirs. The collective hal
lucinations, as experts term it, is in
duced by fakirs by reason of their 
knowledge of the relations that exist 
betweenobjectlve and subjective states 
of existence. For instance, if we con
ceive in our mind a picture of a thing 
we have seen before an objective form 
of that thing comes into existence 
within our own mind and is composed 
of the substance of our-own mind.

If by continual practice we gain suf
ficient power to hold on to that image 
and prevent its being driven away by 
other thoughts it will become compar
atively dense and be projected.up"on 
the mental sphere of ■others, so that 
they may actually believe they see 
that which really exists only as an 
image within our dwn mind.

On the other hand, if we can not 
hold on to that one thought—that 
mental picture—and control it at will 
we can not produce its reflection upon 
the minds of \others. Europeans fail 
to reproduce the feats of fakirs 
through weakness of concentration 
and of control of their own thoughts 
—which faculties are extraordinary 
strong even in the average Hindu?

Is it not possible, and perhaps prob
able, that air the manifestations re
corded above are simply thé direct re
sult of well defined thoughts taking 
form, crystallizingror so materializing 
as to become visible to the naked eye?

OCCULT SEARCHER.

Because thou earnest to me when life
■was new,

And hopes like blossoms . smiled 
upon my way. . - .

Because I found Life’s /same sweet 
golden wine

Surged through thy veins in youth’s 
bright, joyous day,' •

I know the self-same joys that shall be 
mine,

Thou, too, wilt love and. cherish in 
thy heart, '

And all thy life shalt know ofhappl- 
. ness, ■ .> ■ ■ : —

- Thy love wilt share with me in gen
erous part * . ’

Because thou earnest again when life 
was gray,

And clasped my trembling hands 
within thine own, :

And drew me, somehow, from - the

To aid my failing strength, and dry 
my tears,

God sent you, dear, to md^-so lead me 
now,-'. . . •

Forever down the changing, scans 
of years!
—Eleanor Dameron McClaran. .

In No. ’ 876 of The Progressive 
Thinker Jessie S., Pettit Flint says in 
defense of Re-embodlment: “Life be
ing causation of manifested formation, 
expresses ijtself through material that 
Is subject to evolution, and the evolu
tion or continuous change in matter 
compels life to re-clothe or re-embody, 
for the law of life is to express, and 
life must have matter to express 
through.”

Webster defines Evolution as “The 
act of -unfolding or unrolling;, as the 
evolution of ajloiyer from a bud, or an 
animal from 'afi bgg.’1

Evolution implies a gradual ascend
ing the scale of progression, not a re
turn- to repeat the same process again 
and again, like a boy coasting down 
hill.- - - .

Does the flower return to the bud, 
the fowl to the egg, or the butterfly to 
the chrysalis, and repeat the process 
continuously?

Is all life manifest in matter, and 
must it always be confined in the ma
terial realm?

Is there nd Home. for the spirit 
"over there, and no growth or devel
opment except through the physical 
senses? - ~ *

Thirty-five yeabs ago I became in
terested in Spiritualism; its beautiful 
philosophy I6f .spirit return with the 
promise of lffieetifig loved ones In our 
home “over there’,” has "been a great 
comfort and ‘Satisfaction to me all 
these years?“

My mother has-been in spirit life 
twenty-one years;'phe has greeted me 
many times"jvlth loving messages from 
the other shore, aid I look forward 
with great Interest to the time when 
she and other lovqd ones will pilot me 
over the dark, river to tho home I have 
prepared b^ and through my* own ef
forts in thlsjsindef-garter sphere.

Not so, ogay -apy re-embodiment 
friends. Yoji, wl)lv not meet your 
■mother; sh^ is‘¡ not there. Your 
mother has .returned to earth and tak
ing- possessjbp of '[he body of an un
born child, has been born again into 
the material life. Your mother is 
now Gustavus Adolphus Washington, 
of 13 TJleeker street, Boston, Massa
chusetts, a descendant of the Father 
of our-country.

O, what a sad disappointment!
A greater miracle than the birth of 

Jesus to a virgin maiden in the man
ger!

Away .with such silly nonsense and 
give me straight old-fashioned Spirit
ualism that glvbB us a home with our 
loved ones over there, and has the ev
idence to substantiate its claims.

In The Progressive Thinker, No. 
874, I stated mj' position in reference 
to the re-embodiment fad,which no 
one has dared attack- 1

No high soundlng theory couched in 
flowery language can change the laws 
of Nature.

There ip no evidence anywhere, 
over, above or underneath the earth, 
to prove this old Theosophical theory, 
and our'speaker and teachers will do 
more to relieve the sorrow and distress 
of suffering humanity by advocating 
those subjects that will at least bear 
the light of reason and common sense.

I do not aécept thq. teaching of spir
it or mortal without reasonable evi
dence.
, In No. 877 of The Progressive 
Thinker, B. W. Weisendanger of 
Comanche, Texas, claims to have posi
tive proof that reincarnation is true.

That settles it, Brother Francis. 
You might as well suspend thejiubll- 
cation of The Progressive Thinker; we 
will have no farther use for it in our 
business.

Thera is no bright summerland 
where our spirit friends dwell, await
ing our coming with great joy and

Leader of Cult Points out Spread of 
Belief in Various Countries—Ex
pects National Convention at Chi
cago in October to Mark. Epoch in 
Progress.
To the Editor:—There have been 

frequent discussions on Spiritualism 
in tho arena furnished by the Record- 
Herald. Those who desire to Know 
what this name stands for will have 
the means furnished to hand by the 
convention to be Held- in Chicago by 
the National Spiritualists Association. 
As the evenings will be devoted to 
lectures and psychic teste* which will 
be open to the public, a ygre opportu
nity will be furniShed'to those who de
sire to gain a knowledge. of Its teach- 
Ings and the facts on .which it rests 
for support.

Those who think that cause founded 
on the ‘Tappings,’’ “table turning” or 
the frauds which have been exposed 
will find how mistaken they have been, 
and those who have placidly concluded 
that the whole thing has been blown 
to limbo by the theologians and sci
entists will be disabused by finding the 
subject very much alive,

In fact, there has never been such 
great and growing interest in Spirit
ualism as a religion and philosophy as 
at present. The phenomena have 
been taken up by many of the most 
eminent scientists in Europe and 
America. An institute has been 
founded with Professor Hyslop at its 
head for the study of psychic phenom
ena. The movement Is world-wide 
and its journals are published in al
most every language of Europe.

It may be an interesting matter of 
news to the reader that there are sev
eral periodicals devoted ro Spiritual
ism in Gennady, a score or more in 
France, six in Italy, two in Holland, 
four in England, two in Australia, one 
in New.Zealand, two in Spain and two 
influential ones in South America. Of 
books on the subject there 1b a con
stant succession.

In Europe the subject has been 
taken up by the highest society, the 
learned and the aristocracy, and men 
like Stead, the journalist, and Sardou, 
the dramatist, do not hesitate to de
clare that they are mediums. Organi
zations have become established in 
those countries for the support of 
meetings and propagation of the faith.

Not until recently has the effort 
been successful to organize the three 
millions of Spiritualists in the United 
States. (This is the estimated num
ber). Several attempts during the 
past fifty years proved failures. 
Fourteen years ago a convention 
meeting in Chicago drew up a consti
tution to which the members sub
scribed, and since that day the Na
tional Spiritualists Association has 
steadily grown in favor and Repre
sented the organic force of the cause 
before the world. Its fourteenth an
nual convention is to be held in Octo
ber and is looked forward to by mem
bers and believers as being of greatest 
consequence.

During this brief period it has ac
quired a magnificent home in Wash
ington, where its official force is lo
cated. It has gathered a library and 
established a bureau for the publica
tion and distribution of its literature. 
It has a missionary force in the field, 
and cares for the children through the 
lyceum, or Sunday school, independ
ent or as an annex to the. societies.

The most prominent states in the 
Union have state associations, and the 
delegates of these make up the na
tional. It thus becomes a truly repre
sentative body, centralized as far as 
the liberty of the Individual will allow.

Spiritualists have come from all 
sects, from agnosticism and Infidelity 
of all shades. They nave been reared 
under many creeds from which they 
have escaped, and it has been difficult 
for them to become convinced that 
there lurked in organization no danger 
of getting fettered by the catechism of 
a new faith. Hence they have stood 
aloof. But the necessity for organi
zation has become so apparent that 
there has been a rally to the ranks and 
the hopes and expectations of the ear
ly advocates are being realized.

As the councils have marked the 
epochs in the history of the Christian 
church this convention is expected to 
mark an era in the history of Spirit
ualism.—Hudson Tuttle, Editor-at- 
Large National Spiritualists Associa
tion, in the Ghicago Record-Herald.

TRUTH AND LOVE ARE ETERNAL.

will 
wife 
ones

are not where you have taught us we 
would find them. Our re-embodlment 
friends have sent them back to earth 
where they have thrust themselves 
into the families of the Kelleys, the 

:Olsens, the McGintys and others and 
will be forever lost to us.

What a comfort to the sorrowing 
-mother and a pleasing outlook for 
manhood, that after a lifetime of 
ceaseless toll and. suffering, we must 
be fdreed back to be ground through 
the same old mill over and over again.

‘ L. P. WHEELOCK. 
Madison, Wis.

A marble mansion, turreted and 
grand,

Enclosed in gardens of exotic flow- 
, ers, —

Where towering founts and lofty 
statues stand,

’Mid terraced lawns that lead to 
. floral bowers.

Within (a brilliant company) where 
jest and song:

From cold and shallow hearts are 
- soon forgot,— -

The mistress moves among the daz- 
. zling-throng, 
Heart-hungry and alone, for- love is 

not.
A vine-clad cottage; o'er its trellised 

porch '
Entwines the Jessamine and climb

ing rose,
And in the garden, like a flaming 

torch,.
The salvia- blooms and honeysuckle 

glows. .
Within-the cheery hearth, bo fraught 

with bliss, -
- The mistress (now no longer young

-and fair)
Awaits'the coming step and welcomed 

.■ ■ kiss- - .
, With Warm pulsative heart, for love 

is there.
IRENE CLIFTON. 

Cincinnati, Ohio. /

"There is no savior in all this 
world but Truth.’’—Lord Buddha.

"And this is my commandment, that 
ye love one another.”—Lord Jesus.
0 gone are the gods from the heavens 

of old—
The gods of the people, fierce, warlike 

and bold.
On Odin the mighty no longer men 

call,
And Thor with his hammer no liiore 

can enthrall,
But Baldar the gentle returneth 

again,
And long shall he dwell with the chil- 

■ dren of men.
Jove’s thunders no more on Olympus 

are heard,
At the flame of his anger men’s hearts 

are not stirred,
And Pan can no more in the forests 

appear,
And Pluto inspires not the feeble 

with fear;
But Eros the living returneth again, 
And long shall he dwell with the chil

dren of men.

Address.

Only one trial pair to one addrenv.

send us One Dol
lar. If not, we 
take your simple 
say so, and the 
Drafts cost you

satisfied with the benefit received* 
then you can

FREE $1.00 COUPON 
wblch will entitle anyone with 

RHEUMATISM 
to i wolvo prepaid, Free te Try, a regular 
Dollar pair of Magic Foot Drifte and valua
ble new book (In colors) on rheumatism.

Name.

THE TEACHINGS OF JESUS
Not Adapted to Modern Civilization, with theTrra 
Character of Mary Magdaleoe. By Gee- W{ Browiu 
M. D. Price. 15 cents. For sale at thia office.

The LMil Decalome F™S.'“
By W. J. COLVILLE. A series of twelve lec
tures, intended as simple, practical expositions 
of tho Ten Commandments In tho spiritual as
pect. Price, 50 cents.

THE NEW LIFE,
By Leroy Berrier, An eminently Hiiggeslive 
work, of excellent tendencies, treating of th« 
mind's relations to the physical organism, and 
the power of thought in the upbuilding of 
health and character. Cloth, 41.

If you have" rheumatism cut out this 
free dollar coupon and send it to us 
with your name and address plainly 
written on the blank lines. Return mall 
Will bring you—free to try—a Dollar • 
pair of the famous Magic Foot Drafts, • 
the great Michigan cure for rheuma-
.tlsm. They are curing very bad cases 
of every kind of rheumatism, both 
chrohlc and acute, no matter how se
vere. They are curing cases of 30 and 
40 years' Buffering, after doctors and 
baths and medicines had failed. Bend 
us the coupon to-day. When the 
Drafts come, try them. It you are

MAGJC'
absolutely nothing. Aren’t they worth 
trying on that basis? Our faith is 1 
strong that they will cure you, bo cut 
out and send the coupon to-day to . 
Magic Foot Drgft Co., X041 Oliver 
Bldg., Jackson, Mieh. Send no money, 
—just the coupon.

It will write in full sight 
yes, in full sight and it will 
write more, write better, 
write easier and keep on 
doing so longer than any 
other typewriter.

THE MONARCH TYPEWRITER CO 
200 and 202Wabash Ave.. Chicago, HL

WORLD MAKING SSg 
and Death of Worlds, by Samuel Phelps Leland 
Ph. D.. LL. D., Emeritus Professor of Astrono
my end lecturer on science In Charles City Col
lege, A Work of intense interest, by a scien
tist and profound thinker. Cloth, price, 75 eta.

THE New and

BIBLE.
Revised

Edition.

Authenticity, Credibility, 
Morality.

JOHN E. REMSBURG’S GREAT WORK
Ingersoll’s desire that somebody 

should at last tell the whole truth about 
the Bible has been brilliantly fulfilled. 
No Freethinker worthy of the name can 
afford to pass over Remsburg's book in 
silence. Like Thomas Paine’s "Age ot 
Reason,” may It, let us hope, find ad
mirers and translators in other lan
guages. And again, like Paine s book, 
may this brilliant work bring to its au
thor the praise ot posterity.—Der Frei 
denker (Milwaukee).

This great work on the Bible by Mr. 
Remsburg is most valuable—it is an en
cyclopedia of information in regard to 
the Bible, and surpasses In importance 
all other works of the kind now pub
lished. It Is up-to-date in every parti» 
ular. Price, J1.25.

STANDARD BOOKS,
Cloth Binding, 50c. Each.

No longer in terror men grovel and 
cry,

Fot truth now has planted its banner 
on high.

Osiris and Isis are hidden from sight, 
And Brahma and VIsnnue are shroud

ed in night;
But Buddha, the blessed, returneth 

again,
And long shall he dwell with the chil

dren of men. ■ '
Jehovah, the bloody, Is passing away; ‘ 
At his flame-lighted altars no more 

shall men pray.
The tales of his prowess in ages long 

past
Shall fade in the mist-land ot legend at 

- last;
But Jesus, the gentle, returneth 

again,1
And long shall he dwell with the chil

dren of.men.
IDA LEWIS BENTLEY.

•■Rignt Living." By Busan H. Wixon. 
The author shows a wise practicality In 
her method ot teaching the principle ot 
ethics. She Illustrates her subject 
with many brief narratives and anec.. 
dotes, which render the book more in
teresting and more easily comprehend
ed. ■ It is especially adapted for use in 
Children’s Lyceum. Tn the hands of 
mothers and teachers it may be made 
very useful. Young and old will be 
benefited by it. Price, 81.

“Talmagean inanities, incongruities, 
Inconsistencies and Blasphemies; a.Re
view of Rev. T. DeWitt and Rev. Frank 
DeWitt Talmage’s oft-repeated attacks 
ugda Spiritualism ” Sy Moses Hull.

The following books by well known 
and popular writers, we have selected 
with the thought that they will bo of In
terest to our readers. They are printed 
on fine paper; perfectly clear, readabi* 
type; cloth binding. Good home library . 
edition:

Heroes and Hero Worship, and the < 
Heroic in History. The Hero as Divin
ity. The Hero as Prophet The Hero • 
as Poet The Hero as Priest The i 
Hero aq King. By Thomas Carlyle. 869 । 
pages.

Past and Present. By Thomas Car
lyle.

Data of Ethics. By Herbert Spencer.
Fairyland of Science. By Arabella B. 

Buckley. This book is written in such | 
a pleasing manner that young as well | 
as old can understand it Illustrated, ' 
gilt top.

Origin of Species. By Charles Dar
win.

Descent of Man. By Charles Darwin. 
These two books by Mr. Darwin, should •' 
be in every home.

Karma. A Novel. By A. P. Binnett' I
A Romance of Two Worlds. By Ma* i 

rlo Corelli. A most wonderful occult j 
story.

Zanonl- By Bulwer Lytton, a ro
mance by that most .wonderful and mys
tic writer, after a long residence In the 
East and an exhaustive study of occult 
lore.

Any one of the above valuable books 1 
can ba obtained for 50 cents, a miracle 
of cheapness.

“The Spiritual Birth or Death and 
Its Tomorrow.”- By Moses Hull. 
This-1b -a pamphlet ot 36 pages, and 
gives the Spiritualistic idea ot Death, 
Heaven and Hell, according to th« 
author’s interpretation of th» Splrtt-J



Cream of The Two Worlds The Case of Miss Rice

a

CAMP IN TEXAS.

Oue

Called

*

the 
ex-

come back to us who have

augmented just in proportion as 
rays of yellow and red light are 
eluded.

The Question 'and Answer.

Wanted There, and Favorable 
Grounds Pointed Out.

The Cerebral Movement 
Thought.

words which had relationship to 
physical resurrection. It is a topic

. __  ___  gone
through the furnace Of purification, 
hence we know that life is progressive 
over there, and many who may blindly

It Is Extracted to Illustrate the Range and 
Trend of Thought in England.

The . Violet Ray . and Dark . Seances. ।
I have just returned home from my 

holidays. On taking up The Two 
Worlds I became Interested in the 
question of dark seances. I then re
membered reading about this in the 
collected discourses given through tlie 
mediumship ot Mrs. Cora L. V. Tap
pan-Richmond. I extract the follow
ing from a discourse on "Some of the 
methods of producing spiritual mani
festations,” and a question asked and 
answered on the occasion when the 
discourse was delivered.

Barrow-inFurness. MORE LIGHT. 
From the Discourse.

■ “Oxygen destroys :the • conditions- 
whereby ’spiritsican operate freely In 
producing physical manifestations; 
but, on the other hand,, oxygen is a 
very important element in sustaining 
the human body and. producing. men- 
taJ.activity; hence the seances, bo- 
called, where the greatest . physical 
manifestations are found; are often, 
so far as the material atmosphere is 
concerned, of the foulest kind, be
cause the very atmosphere that sus
tains your bodies is not the atmos
phere' that the spirits ■ employ ta pro
dupe the most violent and forcible 
manifestations. Objections have been 
made, and with very great justice, to 
seances that occur in the darkness, 
and when these objections have been 
put to the spirits (spirits more or less 
enlightened) that there is something 
about the light that destroys their 
power of manifesting, some persons 
have supposed it to be the positiveness 
of the minds present, which, in the 
light, can see and anticipate what 1b 
going on. Such is not the case. This 

• ' spectrum analysis will show, to you 
three primal colors and their grada
tions—red, yellow, and blue. The red 
and yellow rays are the most antago
nistic to vegetation, animal life, and to 

■ the production of spiritual manifesta
tions. If you were to have a room 
constructed so that none but the blue 
and violet rays could be admitted, you 
would not be obliged to have dark 
seances. The blue and violet rays 
constitute the great proportion of that 
elongated light as represented through 
the prism. It is also the typical light 
of space. The atmosphere, the heav
ens, all space, is blue to the eye In 
appearance. This violet ray, con
taining none of the antagonistic 
properties of the yellow or red, would 
not impede the action of the spirits, 
as do the red and yellow rays. Let 
your room be lighted only by the vio
let ray, and your seances can be car
ried forward without darkness. Any 

. person who chooses to try the experi
ment, and has in the family or circle 
a physical medium, will find the force

"Q.—What would be the most prac
tical means of producing the violet 
rays during a seance?

"A.—-We should judge that a room 
‘ with a petroleum lamp shining 

through violet colored glass would 
answer very well; but it would be still 
better If the violet ray could be thrown 
into-the room through the prism; the 
condition would thus be more abso
lute. Of course, that would involve 
a great outlay of expense and trouble. 

_ The other system would be more sim
ple. The shade of the blue that bor
ders from the violet to the indigo 
would be best, for with that color in 
the atmosphere there is no external 

1 vibration antagonistic to the spiritual 
vibration.”

Instruct tlie Children.
Spiritualism is nothing more than 

phenomena—it is educational and re
formatory. The truest and best re
formation is that which is laid in the 
hearts and minds ot children. There
fore Spiritualists should instruct the 
children. This can best be done by 
forming Lyceums in connection with 
every society. A society that has no 
Lyceum Is as incomplete as a church 
or chapel without its Sunday-school 
thereby forcing its members’ children 
to attend other places of worship. 
The Children of Spiritualists who have 
to attend orthodox Sunday-schools are 
taught that which their parents do not 
believe. This is a serious defect in 
tlie society and injustice to the chil
dren, which Spiritualists should no 
longer tolerate. The remedy is in 
forming Lyceums.

We recently came across the fol
lowing sentences from an article in 
The Annales des Sciences Psychiques, 
1904. pp. 2 74-5, written by Professor 
Lombrose, in which the following sen
tence occurs:

“Under certain rare conditions, the 
" cerebral movement, which we call 

thought, can be transmitted to either 
. a.long or a short distance. Now, just 

as the force can be transmitted, so also 
can it be transformed, and psychical 

•r . force can become force. » » »
. Do we not see a magnet move iron 

without any visible intermediary?” 
, For a scientific writer to pen such 
; statement, to put it mildly, is astonish- 
I . ing. Note the statement, "the cere- 
j bral movement which we call 

thought,” some part of the brain 
quivers and that movement is what is 

- to be called “thought”! What causes 
the quiver? Is it the effect of phys
iological function? Is it caused by 
disturbance interior to the body? Or is 
it the result of impact upon the ex
ternal surface of the body? Surely 
common sense would suggest that the 
"cerebral movement” referred, to was 
a consequent, and not a primary ope
ration.

Again, the transmission of thought 
—we apologize, “cerebral movement” 
—is fairly well established. But it Is 
a bold remark to make that “it can 
also be transformed,” and that it can 
then “become motor force.” Thé" es- 

’ cape is, of course, that there is but 
one energy in nature, which is being 
constantly transformed into varying 
modes of manifestation. But such an 
argument is either blank materialism 
or spiritual Monism, is it not? It is 
curious how men of science confuse 
things that differ, and mix them to
gether. What did the professor real
ly mean by the words, "the cerebral 
movement which we call thought?”- 

.’ Touching Were the Sentiments.
How touching were the sentiments 

’of the Maori people when speaking of 
■their Chief, the Hon. R. Seddon, late 
Prime Minister of New Zealand. One 
looks In vain through columns of re-

• ports of memorial sermons to find any
thing but vague references to life be- 

•fyônd the grave; there is no answer to 
’ the great question:'“If a man die shall 
- he live again?”

The Maoris of the Wairarapa, in

their message, beautifully evpressed 
their hope that the spirit of their chief 
would return and "inspire them to 
greater, nobler ends.”
, Here ia an extract we quote from 
The Message of Life, jpevin, N. Z..: 

| "Bleep thou, O Father, resting on 
i great deeds done, bo that to genera
tions unborn they will be as beacons 
itlong, the-higltway of history.

I, j'Thcùigh thou art gone maythysplr- 
i It, which'do long moved the heart of 
things, inspire us to greater, nobler 
ends., Stay not your lamentations, 
.0 ye peoples, for ye have indeed lost 
a father. Verily our pa of refuge Is 
razed to the ground! The breastwork 
of defense for great and small 1b ta
ken, ..Torn by. the roots is tjie over
shadowing rata! As the fall of the 
towering rata in the deep forest of 
’ranq, ,so is the death of a mighty man 
—earjth quakes to the rending crash. 
Durshelter? gone,' who win'temper the’ 
wind? What of the Maori hereafter, 
unless thou canst from that distant 
bourne help inspire the age to kind
lier impulse and action? So abide ye 
in your grief, bereaved ones. Though 
small our tribute, our hearts have 
spoken. Our feet have trod the sa
cred precincts of the courtyard of 
death. Our hearts will be his gr^ve; 
love will keep his memory green 
through the long and weary years.”
Strife tlie Salvation of Our Movement.

Hard as it was, this strife has been 
the salvation of our movement. With
out it we should have sunk to the low 
level of superstitious spiritolatory, and 
the real import of tho communion 
with the other world would have been 
burled under the rubbish of a modern 
fetichism as degraded as the obi wor
ship of the past. The result of. the 
crisis was that the more sensible and 
critical amongst us discovered that 
our investigations covered two fields 
of phenomena, two fields which fre- 
■quenaly overlapped, which overlap
ping—at. first unsuspected—was the 
real cause of the contradictions and 
failures; that there wore phenomena 
due entirely to the agency of spirits, 
and phenomena due to the conscious 
or unconscious exercise of our own 
subjective faculties. While a third 
element was noticed in the fact that 
the spirits were entirely dependent 
upon those-subjectlve powers-- when 
communicating through the organs of 
the medium. The differentiation of 
the investigation into the three as
pects just stated is a valuable conclu
sion to which our investigation has 
led.

Broadly speaking, the phenomena 
associated with our subjective facul
ties—when either consciously or un
consciously exercised by ourselves— I 
are properly describable as "psychic" 
phenomena; and the exercise or usé i 
of those faculties by spirits results 
in what are properly called “spirit" 
phenomena. The criticisms of the 
theosophists, psychical researchers, 
hypnotists, and others have helped in ! 
this direction undeniably. And our 
next step is to boldly plunge still fur
ther Into the inquiry, and to find out 
how at all times to draw the line be
tween “psychic” phenomena and "spir- 
Jt” phenomena. We shall lose noth
ing and gain much by such a course.

But in our effort to emulate- the 
“scientific” (?) method we must pro
ceed cautiously. We must hold stead
ily to the cardinal point, that spirit 
manifestations are indubitably true; 
that such manifestations are irrefrag
able evidence of a lite after death for 
men.

Our Investigation has demonstrated 
the fact that spirits can prove their 
presence and powers by the manipu
lation of ponderable matter, the pro
duction of visible and audible phenom
ena, which appeal to.our sense percep
tions, and which involve some kind of 
static and dynamic laws and forces 
Evidently some kind of nexus is re
quired here. Instead of decrying 
physical” phenomena, as some do 

the more sensible and scientific course ■ 
would be to seek for the means which 
unite the material and spiritual so as 
to permit the denizens of the latter to 
manipulate within the confines of the 
former. We fully believe, as a result 
of the teachings given through us, in 
the ultimate triumph of true monism, 
and that therein will be found the ex
planation to the puzzle to so many, 1. 
e., how can spirits operate in a mate
rial condition?

Now a final word about these "psy
chic” phenomena. Let us, however 
make one point clear, that is the usé 
of the word "medium.” Properly, as 
to our work, the term “medium" sig
nifies a person who is used in any way 
by a spirit—a departed human being. 
Restricted thus, the term would al
ways be understood, and only stand 
for that.

Now normal clairvoyance does not 
Involve spirit-control; but it may fully 
substantiate the presence of spirits.

The seer sees the spirits and de
scribes them, but such a seer operat
ing normally is not Controlled. A 
psychometrist, similarly, may sense a 
spirit, or come into rapport with the 
phychic associations of a departed per
son through the means of some arti
cle belonging to the person. But nor
mal psychometry is not mediumship, 
and cannot, of itself, give the evidence I 
of spirit presence which spiritK. can 
present through mediumship. Seer
ship and psychometry are not the evi
dences of spirit control, but they often 
are the means of presenting indispua- 
able evidence of spirit presence.

Evidences of spirit return are not 
to be measured by tabulated returns, 
percentage, or averages. Such tab
ulations may be never so accurate, but 
even so, to rely upon them for a proof 
of either continuity of life or spirit 
return would have a tendency to un
dermine the need of those continuing 
evidences which are at once the value 
of our Cause and the joy and satisfac
tion of our people. Each one in the 
past was compelled, and, so it seems 
to us, will be each one in the future, 
to gain the knowledge for himself, by 
personal observation leading to per- 

I sonal conviction. We need living evi
dences daily, much more than sta
tistics, which often prove anything, 
and are much like stones to hungry 
men. . '

Rightly understood, the conclusion 
is unavoidable that our Investigation 
is the greatest possible aid in unravel
ing some of the mysjéries in man and 
nature, especially the relations be
tween the seen and the unseen.

Human Souls Have Come Back.
We have had a religion, without 

knowledge.. Now comes a religion 
based on a comiûon experience. That 
religion which is based on knowledge 
need not be the subject of diversity 
and contention. Human souls have

haw® missed their chance will yet find 
it In the beyond, and work out their 
salvation with tear and trembjlng.

Gerald Massey has said: ‘.‘The phe
nomena which so many can vouch for 
go to prove that we have found- the 
bridge that crosses the unfathomable 
gulf between the dead and the not 
dead—the organic and the Inorganic 
—between mind and matter—which 
science has sought elsewhere, but nev
er yet found. The cable is laid be
tween the two worlds, and the mes
sages prove that there are intelligent 
operators at the other end of the line 
who can send us messages In human 
language. Let all who know these 
things as genuine facts rejoice and by 
glad, knowing that the hour is almost 
at hand when the true salvation will 
come to all the people who have wan
dered in darkness.”

The Immortality of the Soul.
What volumes have been written on 

the Immortality of the soul! Each gen
eration of writers has furnished a 
fresh crop, without giving much of ac
tual lite. At best It hps been but an 
inference drawn from some vague

which has exercised the minds of-pro- 
found thinkers as much as theolo; 
glans.

When Carlyle and Emerson first 
met in Dumfriesshire their speech was 
on the'immortality of the soul. It is 
a subject which all men have pondered 
over. To some of the ancients It was 
a real belief.

Socrates said, “As soon as I have 
taken poison I shall stay no longer 
with you, but depart from hence and 
enjoy the felicity of the blessed.” Soc
rates perhaps went further and saw 
clearer than the many who founded 
their beliefs on some ancient state
ments. He was a medium who had 
his fqjniliar spirit that guided him in 
his earthly career. He had thp inner 
vision, a sight of the souls capacity 
to know the truth.

Cicero, the wise Roman, was like 
Socrates, spiritual in his thoughts and 
not materialistic as so many Christian 
workers are. "Oh, glorious day!” he 
said, "when shall 1 go to that divine 
company and assembly of spirits?”

Let the men- laud Christianity as 
they may, It has never shed the least 
light oh this question which concerns 
all. There has been nothing relating 
the subject to nature. It is all vague 
and afar off, and Christian apologists 
have not brought the solution nearer 
to us. The story of the rich man and 
Lazarus does not help us to get any 
glimpse of the future life, neither do 
the revelations of St. John. These are 
only the kind of things to be expected 
to happen in some miracle play before 
a Shakespeare’s mighty genius trans
formed the stage. What can the world 
make out of the rich man being tor
mented in the flame, or the other char
acter in the drama lying in Abraham’s 
bosom? Of course we are told it 1b 
a parable, but even parables have 
some relation to truth, and If this does 
not convey any thought out of which 
we can get guidance, then we had bet
ter let it go to keep company with the 
childish things which satisfied us in 
infancy.

The Doctrine of a Future Life.
Abraham hr his remarks to the rich 

man was claiming too much for the 
writings of Moses and the prophets. 
If there is any light shown there, it 
is microscopic, and it is doubtful 
whether immortality concerned the 
Jews to any extent. At all events, to
day we find it extremely difficult to 
extract even the doctrine of a future 
life from the Old Testament. There 
is no allusion to the destiny of the 
spirit, and nothing but the vaguest 
glimpse of spirit agency. Those wpo 
did come back in dramatic fashion 
were never our brothers and sisters, 
but angels and archangels, who had 
not much touch with our common hu
manity. It has largely been a mat
ter of speculation as to whether or not 
there is a future life to many who 
have been reared in the atmosphere of 
Christian dogmas. All the preaching 
and Bible circulatlnghasnevertouched 
the skeptical mind.
Is there beyond the silent night

An endless day?
Is death a door that leads to light? 

We cannot say.
The tongueleps secret locked in late 
We do not know; we hope and wait.

Not Sufficient.
TO cry out that Jesus arose from the 

dead was scarcely sufficient, in view 
of the fact that it was claimed for him 
that he was more than an ordinary 
mortal. The veil between the two 
worlds, we were told, could not be 
lifted. It was impious to seek to do 
so. Spiritualists have not of them
selves lifted any veil. The curtain 
which hid that other world from view 
has ben drawn’ aside by the spirits’ 
own hands, and we have been asked to 
look at and consider what has been pre
sented in a religious, earnest and truth- 
loving spirit. The light which strug
gled to show Itself with fitful and re
fracted rays now becomes clearer, and 
the question of immortality gets re
moved from the domain of speculation 
into that of actual fact.

■ Letter From an Octogenarian.
I was one who accepted the spirit

ual doctrine while the rappings .were 
going on at Hydesville, N. Y., and now 
In the struggle for clean Spiritualism 
I want to be known as one- who en
dorses the course»f The Progressive 
Thinker; endorsing, as it ever has, 
true mediumship, while condemning 
dishonesty in all ranks, especially 
when used to disgrace and libel the 
very dead, making merchandise of 
their frauds, forging the names of our 
dearest loved ones, perjuring theirpwn 
souls to thus gain the confidence of 
the. unsuspecting and steal from them 
their hard-earned money.

These thoughts are largely suggest
ed after hearing several respectable 
appearing mediums make the follow
ing remarks or statement: “The Pro
gressive. Thinker is positively opposed 
to phenomena; President Barrett also, 
and Dr. Geo. B. Warne worse than 
all.” Now, it is .plain to be seen, It is 
only IGNORANCE in those people. 
This class-of mediums DO NOT READ ; 
—only, anxious to circulate the blatant 
nonsense they hear voiced by some 
other Ignoramus.

in conclusion I desire to say to my 
fellow Spiritualists, .i shall be 81 
years of age before this week closes. 
I have stood for honest mediumship, 
and shall still continue to thus stand, 
for I know ere long I will be promoted 
to a higher, life; and I do hope in the 
name of the dearest love and truth, I 
will be able to find a medium who will 
voice xriy'loving communications to my 
mortal friends as I will give them 
forth’without any paraphernalia'from 
tne Chicago house, a manufactory of 
toggery. ■ ,

'. A. ANTRIM DAVIS, M. D..
What Cheer, Iowa.

"Spiritism and Mrs. Leonora E Piper, 
and Dr. Thomson J. Hudson’s Theories 
in Regard to It." By Ex-Judge Abram 
H. Dailey. Demonstrates futility and 
Inadequacy of Hudson's explanations of 
spiritual phenomena. Price, 25 cents. 
Leatherette, 40 cents.

Her Arrest in)' Seattle Washington, Considered 
From Two Standpoints.

Be as Good as You Wish ¿1 Appeal’.
• After reading an article,which ap
peared in The Progressive ^hinker, of 
July 28, under the heading of “The 
Facts in the Case,” J-wish-to say a 
few words in the causq of ¡truth and 
in justice to the one'known as Miss 
Rice,'(now Mrs. Burleigh). :•

The question which stands out fore
most in the Miss Rice case', Is, are 
mediums honest and honorable? Be-’|

platform work in our religious meet
ings any more than they have done 
hitherto. We want our rights, and do 
not intend to toady for privileges.

It.would bo well to hear from Pres
ident Barrett, personally with regard 
to his attitude in Miss Rice’s' case.

ing classed with impostors and prosti
tutes as it classes everyone who is ar
rested and convicted as a vagrant, it is 
against the confirmation of such a 
conviction that Mrs, Burleigh and her 
friends are now fighting. *

If the officers of the law believe that 
mediums do get spirit messages, surely 
there would be no conviction, for she i 
would not be considered an impostor, 
but because of the fact that some 
judges do believe that mediums get 
.spirit messages, should that be any 
reason why others should not have 
the constitutional right to believe'ac
cording to the dictates of their own 
understanding, and to contribute to 
the support of a . medium if they bo 
desire. And if we belleye that medi
ums do get spirit messages, then have 
we not a right to ask for messages of 
guidance in every walk of life?

An unbiased mind could not but 
admire the position taken by Mrs. 
Burleigh, who admitted openly and 
frankly what she was doing and all 
who knew her, know that her name is 
above reproach.

He states in that article, "There is 
so/nething wrong in the practice of 
mediumship. We are In disrepute,

His attitude in regard to the ex parte 
statement with which he was favored 
by some of the officers ot the First 

• Society, may have been modified since 
meeting the committee from the 'Psy- 
chic and Bible Christian Societies.

I Mr. Hull speaks of "recommended” 
I mediums. Who are they to he recom- 
I mende^ by? Does Mr. Hall arrogate 
i the power to say who shall be recom
mended?

I We have.no room for dictators in 
this movement, but we do need all 

i legitimate mediumship, for one true 
j medium can do more • than a’ dozen 
। average presidents.

Mr, Hall suggests a “uniform sys
tem of signs and announcement cards 

to the qnd that our recognized 
iwprkeys may be distinguished from 
the charlatans that float from place to 
place, avoiding arrest.” Such epi
thets as “charlatan” may be and often 
are applied to legitimate mediums by 
those who disagree-with them. As a 
rule, a fraud may be known by ex
pensive advertising. When a medium 
has a six-inch advertisement in the 
dally papers it is a pretty sure sign 
that dollar sittings do not pay for it. 
But do what we ca^i, we shall not elim
inate the fraud element as long as 
money is to be made by developing 
others. We are not the only ones to 
be afflicted with frauds.

and we need to polish our own ranks 
before we can expect to command the 
respect of the public, the officers of 
the law and the courts."

Then he condemns the advertising 
card bearing the uarne, “Miss Rice,” 
which was plain,open and undeceptive, 
explaining what kind of work she was 
doing. Then he suggests cards for 
mediums that would not be so open 
and plain, yet knowing that they 
would be doing just the same kind-of 
work.

And here I say, "Be as Good as You 
Wish to Appear."

Put out no card which is deceptive, 
but let them explain openly what is 
done within, and if you believe that 
mediums do get spirit messages, be 
great enough to stand out openly for 
your belief, and for the right to ask 
for messages and guidance on any of 
the affairs of life, admonish all to be 
undeceptive and truthful, that nothing 
be added to or taken from spirit mes
sages. And I would say here if 
there was no deception practiced 
among mediums and Spiritualists, you 
would not long need to be in disrepute; 
and if the characters of those who are 
and have been connected wjth the 
First Spiritualist Church of Seattle, 
were as"far above reproach as the 
character of Mrs. Burleigh, no one 
would need say now that they were in 
disrepute.

As tor commercialism, you are 
charged admittance at the door of the’’ 
First Spiritualist Church an’d I hear 
nothing better come from the rostrum 
there than I have heard glvep out by 
Mrs- Burleigh, and there you enter 
free and contribute wfiat you wish. 
And it results 1n the fact that Mtb. 
Burleigh sustains herself by <the prl-; 
vate readings she gives, and gives her 
lectures and teachings free as the con
tributions about pay for hall rent. 
Mrs. Burleigh has sustained herself 
and lectured here for some years past, 
and her advice and teachings are sure
ly of as high an order as any that can - 
be heard in the city of Seattle.

The orthodox teachers are living in 
much more luxury and- are unmolest
ed by the police. Great edifices.are 
being built by both Catholics and Pro
testants in which to worship and to 
teach a doctrine which is resentful to | 
thinking, reasoning minds, doctriffbs 
which are misguiding, misleading, in
jurious, yet they are unmolested and 
even partially supported by the officers 
prosecuting the Miss Rice case. Is it 
any wonder then, why people-of ster
ling worth would cry out for their I 
constitutional rights?

Is this an age of persecution?
Is it not sad to think that anyone 

claiming to be a Spiritualist, would 
cast any reflection on the character 
and actions of Mrs. Burleigh, whom 
all who know her, know she Is above 
reproach, then try to justify himself 
behind the card that was undeceptive, 
and by saying that higher officials in 
the Spiritualist society concurred with 
him in his conclusions?

I hear say, “Drop the practice of 
deceit,” "Be as Good as You Wish to 
Appear,” and no one need again say, 
that they are in disrepute.

JOHN F. DAVIDSON.

Mediums must live, and it is neces
sary for them to pay their way. It is 

I just as legitimate for a medium to 
take pay for services rendered as for- 

| any other class of workman—no mat
ter whether lawyer, doctor, or minis
ter—and the society which charges 
ten cents admission to hear a lecture, 
take part in circles, etc., is just as 
deep in the mire of commercialism as 
is the "business" medium who reads 
or gives spirit messages. The laborer 
is worthy of his hire, but we can dis
criminate between a reasonable price 
and an exhorbltant one for the service 
rendered.

J. R. Burton's View of the Case.
To the Editor:—Sir, In your issue 

of July 28 (which, owing to being held 
In the Seattle Postoffice, did not reach 
me till August 10), is a two-column 
article from Mr. Hall,' president of the 
First Spiritualist Society of Seattle, 
which is devoted largely to explaining 
his attitude in the case of Miss Rice, 
and to offering suggestions for the 
conduct of mediums generally.

Mr. Hall has a right to his opinion, 
but he has no right to speak of Spirit
ualists generally. His judgment as to 
the result of the action in Justice 
Davis’ Court may be shared by some 
of his friends. The action taken sub
sequently proves that the judgment of 
others differed. ¡8

If Mr, Hall and the ^irstjgpirltual- 
ist Society had not ta^en j)p Miss 
Rice’s case in the first ‘Pjace, no com- 
ptaint could have been? madq as to 
their withdrawal, but Mr? Hall is In 
the position of ap officer, and.deserted 
In the face of the enemy;. 1

Further, he is doing his '„best to 
help. the enemy. ThaCmayjpe “sane 
amL'cautious,” but many thiffltother-

' J’' ■ 1
Furthermore, as a membev'of the 

First Society of Seattier and, One who 
votqd to elect Mr. HaIrZj say .that he 
did not speak for the First Society in 
this matter, and that tHe action taken 
was that of a few indmduafip

In the article headed "Spiritualists 
Defense League,” in thd iss?ie of Au
gust 11, an explanation Is glVen as to' 
what we are trying settle
the question as to Whether Spiritual
ists have equal rights with other re
ligions or religious bodies;’ whether 
freedom of opinion is a- fact.”’.

It is of no use fighting cases In po
lice courts. To the average politician 
or policeman Spiritualism- is fortune- 
telling, no matter what sign may he 
used. They hold that all mediums’ 
are fraudulent, and the great mass of 
Chistian sectaries agree with them. 
Some‘Of us think It worth while to 
settle this question, and we are not 
afraid that the Supreme Court concurs 
in Justice Davis’ opinion .or that the 
officers ot the law will teei embold-

• sued to interfere with the circles and

As I wrote the communication to 
which Mr. Hall took exceptions, 
though your printer put it as though 
coming from D. D. Foster, our secre
tary-treasurer, I subscribe myself, 

J. R. BURTON?
Lake Bay, Wash.

Further Explanation From Walter A. 
Hall, President of the First Spirit
ualist Society, Seattle, Wash.
I would say in reply to the articles 

written by John F. Davidson and J. R. 
Burton In answer to my commifnica- 
tion, “The Facts in the Case,” appear- 
Ing in Tbe Progressive Thinker under 
date of July 28th last, that the 
trouble with the two gentlemen is that 
in taking exception to statements in 
my article they do not stick to the 
text, but avoid the facts and princi
ples involved in the Mrs. Burleigh 
case, and go off on a tangent in an en
deavor to criticise me and to defend 
her personally as to her character, me
diumship, etc. In the first place I 
never made any assault: on her charac
ter, for no logician deals in personali
ties. I have known Mrs. Burleigh for 
about eight years as a GOOD WOMAN 
AND A GOOD MEDIUM.

It is often necessary to repeat sug
gestions time and time again to some 
people before they grasp the right 
principle of things and Issues, and 
this rule will apply to my two oppon
ents who have endeavored to reply to 
my article; and once more I will set 
forth briefly the true facts in the Mrs. 
Burleigh case for the enlightenment 
and edification of those who may dif
fer with me in opinion. I will state 
that not only my opinion, but that of 
many others, is based upon the words 
used by the court (Justice Davis) in 
rendering his decision, for at the pre
liminary trial of Mrs. Burleigh the 
Justice decided the issue SOLELY on 
the wording of an advertising door 
card which read: “Miss Rice, Medium, 
Spiritual and Business Readings; Ores 
and Mining a Specialty; Mediumfstic 
Persons Developed.” Justice Davis 
held this door card up in full view of 
the people present and said: 
„ “Now we will take one hundred 
people from the common walks of 

“life and ninety-nine out of the hun
dred reading the card would ‘infer 
that It is a place where they could 
■get their fortune told. ONLY ONE, 

"and that one would have to be 
"versed in the cult -of Spiritualism 
could know that he might receive a 

‘message from spirits from reading 
„the card advertisement. The word- 
“ing of the card implies fortune-tell- 
"ing. and I so decide.”

The wording of the card carried 
within itself the element of convic
tion (in the opinion of the Justice) 
and all the oral testimony on the wit
ness stand on the part of the friends 
of Mrs. Burleigh could nor or did not 
efface the printed evidence set out in 
the door-advertisement.

I do not believe that Justice Davis 
rendered his decision, within reason
able lines of equity and justice, as he 
did not draw the line of demarkation 
between a medium of the present day 
and so-called fortune-telling, to 
which the law properly applied when 
it was passed, some seventeen years 
ago, but having had no personal ex- 
perience with mediums he could only 
.decide the case on the written evi
dence, which he did. Herein lies the 
great danger of an advertising card of 
this kind, for any and all judges and 
justices who are unfamiliar with the 
tenets of Spiritualism and particularly 
the practice of mediumship, will de
cide the case on the written evidence, 
and though oral testimony was offered 
by Jesus himself it would have no ef
fect on the printed matter in black 
and white.

Far different would have been the 
issue of the case if the card had read 
just, “Miss Rice, Ordained- Minister of 
the Gospel of Spiritualism,”- or “Miss 
Rice, Ordained Spiritualist Medium/’ 
without any guarantee whatsoever, for 
the best of mediums cannot guarantee 
anything at all times and under any 
and all conditions. ■,

Since my first communication .the 
Mrs. Burleigh case has been carried to 
the superior court, where the same ad
vertising card was in evidence, and 
Judge Albertson of the -higher court 
has confirmed the decision of the jus-> 
tlce court.

As also intimated in my first articie, 
the chief of police became emboldened 
by. Judge Albertson’s decision and im- 

i mediately arrested three more medi
ums. Probably the chief was forced 
to make the-arrests more particularly 
from the fact of having received an 
anonymous letter from some one who 
argued that it was partial to persecute 
Mrs. Burleigh and allow the other me- 

i dlums to practice. In view of the fur-

ther fact that the anonymous letter 
bore the names of mediums connected 
with tlie First Society and omitted the 
names of two or more mediums asso
ciated with the so-called Spiritualist 
Defense League, it is very apparent 
that my opponents know from what 
source the anonymous letter came. Is 
it not strange that people who are un
der the suspicion of fostering this an
onymous letter should ask organized 
local, state or National Spiritualist as
sociations for protection?

My opponents whine because I 
abandoned the Mrs. Burleigh case. 
I did this for the reason that I (and 
the rational-minded Spiritualists of 
the city) did not approve of her meth
od of card advertising in that it is a 
self-convicting element in tlie courts 
from start to finish (so far) and 
leaves a fatal precedent. I abandoned 
the Mrs. Burleigh case for the addi- 
•tlopal reason,, and the most.important 
one by the way, because she hastily 
rushed to the chief of police and had 
a war of words with him, which is 
and has been the REAL CAUSE of the 
arrest ot all our mediums.

This statement I positively know to 
;be the truth, for’in'air interview with' 
the chief of police-and other pólice of- 
dicers.they have told,me that when the 
¡order went out-for the wholesale- ar- ; 
.rest of mediums.the .chief only -had in .i 
mind ridding the city of a class of so- 
called mediums who never associate 
with organized effort, and a band of 
traveling ■ gypsies in the city at that 
time, and that no recognized legiti
mate mediums would have been mo
lested had not Mrs. Burleigh aroused 
,the antagonism of the chief of police. 
The simple facts in the casé are that 
Mrs. Burleigh made Chief Wappen- 
stéin mad and she was the first to fall 
into his meshes. The state of Wash
ington is overwhelmingly Republican, 
and all public officials are tied to
gether in a way politically. There , 
is certainly an absence of equity a¡./í 
justice being dispensed in the cod<. 
of the present day and it Is reasonable 
to suppose that Chief Wappenstein’s 
political influence will have quite a 
weight (if he desires to push it) in the 
Mrs. Burleigh case if the so-called 
Spiritualists’ Defense League go any 
farthei' in an appeal of the issue to the 
highest court.

And now that I may go on record 
for all time, I do not believe it the 
proper tiling and for the best inter
ests of tlie cause of Spiritualism for 
mediums to advertise in the secular
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Addrew - 
I Only on» trial u addraaa.

: Every person cutting out and sending’ '. 
•US the-above coupon at once will get— 
Free to try—our complete new three
fold absorption cure for Piles, Ulcer, 
Fissure, Prolapse, Tumors, Constipation 
and all rectgl troubles. If you are fully 
satisfied with tlie benefit received you 
can send us one dollar. If not, you 
have only to say so, and it 'costs you 
nothing; you - decide after a thorough 
trial. It is curing cases of 30 and 40 
years' standing, as well as all the 
earlier stages. tAob now. and save your
self perhaps uptold 'suffering, . for piles 
lead to -fistula and the deadly cancer. 
Our three-fold treatment cures to stay 
cured, because it is constitutional as 
well as local, and we want you to try it 
at our expense. Send no money—just 
the coupon—to Dr. Van Vleck Co., 
X041 Majestic Bldg., Jackson, Mich. 
Write to-day.

PUBLICATIONS
OF

Hudson Tuttle
Library of Spiritual Literature.

STUDIES IN THE OUTLYING PIELOS 
Of PSYCHIC SCIENCE.

ThiB work essays to utilize and ex
plain the vast array ot facts In Its Held- -     ............... L—— w . MUV MitMJ VI XUUUJ JU 118 UUlUpress in order to draw business. Home of research by referring them to a com- 

of the best mediums never advertise, -■— ----- ’ -
but rest content on the merits of their
message work being passed around 
from friend to friend, and so the good 
work goes on.

Mr. Burton says that “I did not 
speak for the First Society” in with
drawing from the Mrs. Burleigh case. 
The business of the First Society is 
conducted by its board of trustees, and 
said board endorsed the withdrawal 
individually and collectively. Fur
thermore, Mr. Burton can have no 
grievance on this score, for as a mem
ber of the First Society his attendance 
at our meetings for over a year past 
has been conspicuous by his absence.

Yes, I would also be pleased to hear 
President Barrett’s personal opinion 
of the Mrs. Burleigh case. Mr. Bur
ton misconstrues my meaning when I 
refer to recommended mediums. The 
N. S. A. constitution defines a licenti
ate, recommended and ordained me
diums. What I suggested was for 
mediums, If they be recommended or 
ordained, whichever the case may be, 
to not advertise beyond the point of 
their delegated title under the N. S. 
A, constitution.

In my former article I did not use 
the term “commercialism,” but I will 
say that it is just as much commercial
ism to charge ten cents at the door as 
for a medium to charge a fee. I have 
no objection to a medium charging a 
fee, and I am sure the First Society 
will not take the ten cents off the 
door, as long as I am president, to 
the end that it may draw to its plat
form the best speakers and mediums 
from the world over from time to 
time. In this connection I would sug
gest that mediums never otter any 
guarantees, but simply charge for 
their time,

-Now, Brother Francis, I am done. I 
will not burden your columns any 
more for the present nor in the future 
in a discussion of the Mrs. Burleigh 
case. I have my opinion; my oppon
ents have theirs. So what’s the use?

WALTER A. HALL, 
President First Spiritualist Society, 

Seattle/ Wash.

To the Editor:—I am very desirous 
of establishing on our park grounds a 
place for holding annual Spiritualist 
camp-meetings, but as it will take 
more means than I have, 1 feel that if 
only those who are interested in our 
great cause as I am, will just help, 
that we can do much good here. We' 
have a most beautiful place for a 
camp, and we need help to put it in a 
condition so that we can hold our an
nual camp-meeting here next year.

We have already-done much work 
in improving the ground, and have 
spent a great deal of time and money 
in this direction.

I am sure the work is needed very 
much, and much interest is already 
manifested along the line of spiritual 
thought.

Now I have something to offer every 
true Spiritualist, so that they can 
help build up these grounds, and 
thereby do a great amount of good for 
our great religion. Now I urge every 
one interested in our grand cause in 
our grand old Lone Star State? to 
write me at once and I will tell them 
how they can help me build up these 
grounds, and at the same time I can 
help them. \

. VIRGIL H. MILLS.
Box 202. Hubbard, Texas.

- ...________ _  — w M VWUA-
don cause, and from hem arise to the 

। laws and conditions ot Man's spiritual 
। being. Third edition. Price 76 cent«.

LIFE IN TWO SPHERES.
In thl« story the scenes are laid on 

i earth, and in the spirit world, present
ing the spiritual philosophy end th« 
real life of spiritual beings. All ques
tions which arise on that subject are 
answered. Price. 50 cents.
HERESY, OR LED TO THE LIGHT.

A thrilling psychological story ot 
evangelization and free thought It 1B 
to Protestantism what "The Secrets of 
the Convent" is to Catholicism. Pflae, 
80 cents.
ANGELL PRIZE CONTEST RECITA

TIONS.
For humane education, with plan ot 

the Angell Prize Oratorical Contests. 
By Emma Rood Tuttle. Price, 25 cents.

All books sent postpaid. Address 
HUDSON TUTTLE, Publisher, 

Berlin Heights, Ohio.

The Arcana of Spiritualism
A Manual of Spiritual Science and 

Phlioeophy.
The readers of The Progressive 

Thinker are already acquainted with 
character of this book. It is Intended 
by its assisting, inspiring spirit-authors 
to furnish a compendium to the student 
of psychic laws and manifestations. It 
has been more than thirty years in pre
paring and contains all that has been 
received by me through inspiration 
and research during that time on the 
subjects it treats. Few questions will 
arise in the minds of investigators 
that are not answered in its pages. 
Price, JI.25 postpaid.

Address, ail orders to |
HUDSON TUTTLE, ’

A Berlin Heights, Ohio. 1

The Poetical and Pro¿e Works

ELLA WHEELER WILCOX.
Mrs. Wilcox’S writings have been the 

inspiration of many young men and 
women. Her hopeful, practical, mas
terful views of life give the reader new 
courage in the very reading and are 
a wholesome spur to flagging effort. 
Words of truth so vital that they live 
in the reader’s memory and cause film 
to think—to his own betterment and 
the lasting improvement of his own 
work in the world, in Whatever line it 
lies—flow from this talented woman’s 
pen.

POEMS OF PASSION.
By Ella Wheeler Wilcox.

Many thousands ot this book have 
been issued, showing the estimation in 
which it is held. Presentation edition, 
with author’s portrait. Price $1.

POEMS OF POWER.
By Ella Wheeler Wilcox.

New and revised edition, containing 
more -Jian one hundred uew poems, di* 
playing the author’s fine taste, cultiva
tion and originality. With portrait 
Price JI.

POEMS OF PLEASURE.
By Ella Wheeler Wilcox.

This charming collection comprises 
many of the best poetic creations of the 
author. Embellished with portrait. 
Presentation edition. Price JI.A Call to Oklahoma.

To the Spiritualists of Oklahoma: 
As State Missionary and Organizer, I 
wish to correspond with some one in 
every place where my services are 

I wanted to hold meetings, organize, 
I etc., so that I can judiciously arrange 
my routes and dates at once. Spirit
ualists, rally to this call. Let no 

| place in Oklahoma -be left out. It is 
the coming country of the great 
South-west, and the angel world is 

’hovering with showers of ■ blèssings 
for the minds and souls, while Mother 
Nature from her immense store -house 
is caring for the physical. I also want 
to invite every one interested in Okla- 
homa'to become a member pt the 
State Association. Send your , name, 
address and the fee of JI for mem
bership to R. G. Lee, secretary, Head
rick, Okla., and become a member,.en
titling you to. a vote at the state con-, 
vention to be held in Oklahoma City 
next September.

Direct all communications for mis
sionary .work at once to

REV. ALICE BAKER.
419 Live Oak street, Dallas, Texas,

Prayer; Its-Uselessness and Unscien
tific Assumption. By Henry M. Taber. 
Price 10 cents.

MAURINE AND OTHER POEMS. 
By Ella Wheeler Wilcox.

An ideal poem about as true and lov
able a woman as ever poet created. 
With portrait of author. Price Ji.

AROUND THE .YEAR WITH ELLA 
WHEELER WILCOX.

A birthday book compiled by Ella 
Giles Ruddy, from the poetical and 
prose writings of Ella Wheeler Wilcox. 
It epitomizes her inspiring optimistla 
philosophy with an apposite quotation 
for each day in the year. With author’s 
portrait, and halftone illustrations 
prefacing each month. Cloth, price. $1.

KINGDOM OF LOVE AND OTHER 
POEMS. -

By Elia Wheeler Wilcox.
. A magnificent-collection of poems 
suitable for recitations and readings, 
true to tho very best there is in human 
nature. Presentation edition, dark red 
doth, $?.

"Discovery oZ a Lost Trail." By Chas. 
B. Newcomb. Excellent In spiritual 
Euggestlveness. Cloth, JI.50. . z.
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Philosopldcal Journal.

As previously announced, the old1 
Banner of Light has disappeared as an 
active .worker in-the field of reform.

PitMbhed Every Saturday at 40 Loosnie Street,

J. R. FRANCIS, Editor and Proprietor

Eohnd el th Cfcuo fuMitee m tKMtOue Better

TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION! I
Tub Pkogkbhsivb Thi web Wil! be f umiebed 

until further notice at Ure following ternu, In- 
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One Year.........................................................................tl CO-
SlxMonthB,...'................ ,................. toete 
Thirteen Weeks,  ............. 26ct»
Single Copy,............................Hets

KEMlTTAJiCES:. * .
Remit by Postoffice Money order, jtejriatered 

Letter or Draft on Chicago or New York. Il 
coats from 10 to 16 cents to gel checks cashed on 
local banks, so do not Bond them unless you 
wish that amount deductjxl from the amount 
sent. Address all letters to J. E. FRANCIS, 40 
Loomis Street, Chicago, Ill,

Progress Among Catholics.'
- It seems our Catholic brothers have 
their troubles as welt as others. For
merly harmony in belief was obtained 
by burning recalcitrants at the stake, 
and In this-way uniformity of belief 
-was obtained. It was a good thing for 
creeds, but rough on victims and 

i mourners, for the latter were left 
without material possessions, the her
etic’s estate being confiscated and 
given to the church.

One Abbe Lolsy, a Catholic priest,
and professor in a Catholic Univer-

IAKE NOlICEl
the expiration ot subscription, If not re- 

newvl, the paper is discontinued. No bills 
will besentfor extra numbers.

tSTTf you do not receive ydur paper promptly 
. wrfte us, and any errors In address will ba. 

promptly corrected, and missing numbers 
supplied gratis.

J3F’Whenever you desire the address ot your 
paper ¡changed, always give the address oi 
the place to which It has been going or the 
change cannot be made.

TO FOREIGN COUNTRIES.
The price of The Progressive Thinker 

per year to foreign countries is 32.

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 13,100«,

WORDS OF CAUTION.
You should' not send money In a let

ter. You may do so a dozen times safe
ly, and then the next remittance may 
be lost or stolen. Secure & postal order 
for five cents, arid th.u you are per
fectly safe, and will eave yourself an
noyance and trouble.

SOMETHING YOU 8HO.ULD HAVE, 
It Will Only Cost You Four Cents.
Reports in pamphlet form of the last 

N. S. A. Convention are for sale at 600 
Pennsylvania avenue S. E., Washington, 
D. C., at four cents each, postpaid, or 
thirty-five cts. per dozen. Every Spirit
ualist should send for one. Address 
Mary T. Longley, Secretary.

TAKE NOTICE.
All books advertised in The Pro

gressive Thinker can be obtained at 
this office. Express charges or postage 
prepaid at the price named unless oth- 
wipe stated.

WO aL-WÀTED FATE» WwWw MUVELERS.

The Banner of Mgbt and the Religio. A OIuMw^jBUa’Letter From

------matlc.Reaöer and Lectu
the Bra*

....______ ____ Lecturer,
Heieu Stuart-Richings.

,01 Ji
The Bilftlmer^IiaB passed, and, van-

iBhlug fpdm thd‘yellowing hills has 
waved bar good-bye amid falling

As a monthly it will no longer count as PUrpje haze.

fifty yeais, exerting ut times a most ]ace curtains away out and up' Into the. 
wonderful potent influence in conneo- room, andi malting the brafibhes out- 
tion with the affairs of Spiritualism s*de Bingyfhe gyng bo many call 

. .. "mournful,” but which is to me more

All Hail! Fair Lily »ale! THROUGH MATURE TO GO».

"We 01% in the morning of life. Mon 
is just beginning to live. Stop by 
step ho is advancing in knowledge 
and coming into his birthright. In
vention after invention, discovery, 
after discovery, is marking him vic
tor. Hitherto undreamed-of forces 
arc coming to his aid. He lias 
chained the lightning and makes it 
do his bidding. He aspires to navi
gate tho air and is already crowned 
with some degree ot success. His 
voice is transmitted with audible 
sound unbroken, at the instance of 
an Edison or a Bell. Without band 
of steel or copper wire, swifter thou 
the winged wind, with the rapidity 
of lightning, his thought is trans
ferred tlrfbugh space at the call of a 
Marconi."
Primitive Man stood in awe of the 

unknown. He reached outward and 
upward, seeking to come en rapport, 
with a power which he knew to exist 
greater than his own. To his untu
tored mind this power was not tangi
ble unless clothed in some form, or 
some emblem of personality. These 
crude ideas were transmitted from' 
father to son, and remain in the world 
to this day, excepting where thinkers 
have arisen and brushed them aside.

The South Sea Islander still bows to 
hls image of wood and stone; the Chi
nese, to his Jobs and the Christian to 
hls Christ and personal God, whom he 
has clothed with Omnipresence.

Learned expounders of Christian 
creeds when closely pressed for a rec-, 
oncillatlon of two diverging views, or 
of the possibility of an Omnipresent 
personality, rest their case with the 
apparently profound statement that 
“The finite mind cannot comprehend 
the Infinite.”

This statement, however, is mis
leading. Man is not finite, but infi
nite, and will comprehend the Infinite 
if he is not sidetracked by theology.-

When Galileo was forced on bended

That lives on and lives ever; and thenAll hail! all hail!
To fair Lily Dale,

The hope of our heart, the joy of our 
soul;

As the coming years of the future un
roll,

May thy beacon light
Shine ever move bright,

And the waters ttlieit lave thy beautiful 
shore,

Be gazed on by thousands who come 
evermore

To sit at the feet
Ot thy teachers, who greet.

Every soul that aspires to unfold;
Every soul that hath courage so bold, 

That Jt dares to proclaim 
To the world the new name

Of the "City of Light,” as ’twas called

tho true ring
Will be given to life; and the 

base alloy
Will drop from our lives; ,we 

drop every toy, • , 
Of our childhood and youth;
And see the great truth
Ad it shines like a sun;
Thy work then will be done. 

When the whole world at large

poor

shall

shall
say that the soul

Is the great potent factor that makes 
to unroll .

The true science of life, as we read its 
great scroll.

Oh! fair Lily Dale, thy soul . Is the 
same

Whatever-may be thy poor earthly 
name;

So friends, one and all,
Let us raise the glad call

That “The Light burnetii. on,” . that 
“The torch dieth npt,”

That “the work goeth on,” in the very 
. same spot,

Made hallowed by deeds heroic and 
bold

Of those who toiled on through storm 
and through cold.

Let us never forget through the on
coming years

The true heroism of our brave plo- 
.. peers,

Who stood the rude blasts of ridicule’s 
sneer

That we who come after might have a 
place here,

To prove to the world that our soul- 
science of old

Of the great teacher "Nature,” is bet- 
ter than gold.

Oh! fair Lily Dale, may thy coming 
years be

From Borrow and care forever more 
free;

May thy lesson go forth to the .world 
in its might, •

And be to all nations a bright shining

UUU pi UICPPU1 4*slty, has thrown a flye-brand Into the and reformatory work generally,’ It 0^n‘a ^juMtanTproph^
bosom of the mother Christian church, was too bad to see it pass away. In ecy of new Hfefeoi'iWe cast the old to
and said things, and in fact published the early days of Spiritualism it was don the new!” t;
them, which made it necessary to always excejitionally conspicuous as The falllrfg léâŸ’èB are flying,
jilace his productions on the Index an agent for good and effective work, And the summer-time is dying;
Prohlbitorlus. and at one time, we were Informed by Still ®J’ heart its sous will sing

A correspondent of the Eccelsine- t]10 immortal Colby, it had k sinking “Love’ there come8 another spring!” 
tical Review, a Catholic organ, tells fund of ?18 000 with a large book es- But the passing of the season re- 
the story at some length It repre- tabll81iment; an exceptionally lu-
sente Lolsy is not a one In apostacy, crative trade that extended over the it should, not go without some noteof 
but says in Italy half a dozen prom- enUre world; j,ut even durlng hlB gratitudé.. ! :
inent Catholic writers, most of them eventful career the er comlnencBd First, it brought me work-plenty 
priests, Indorse him, while in France ■ ..... ......of it—which, my soul delights in. And
the situation is still more serious, and t0 d8C” ‘ n patronage, circulation lt brought me into reciprocal relations 
there is troublé over these in England, and influence. During hls day the with some of the most charming peo-

The first fisim seems to consist in Banner was almost exclusively under pie it has been my good fortune to 
The first claim seems to consist in æ control of those in snirlt life wh0 meet during many years of world-wide 

denying that Jesus 1b God, a claim it is tne control oi inose in spun me wno tl.aVQ1
pretended was settled at Nicea, in A. presided at the Free Circle. Tho paper June found me in Hartford, Conn., 
D. 325, but which seems as difficult to had then commenced to decline, how- the guest of Mr. and Mrs. C. L. Smith, 
remain settled as is that other ques- ever, and nothing could seemingly through whose fine hospitality I met 
tion, “Was the Jesus uf the Gospels a stop it in its fateful downward career 1« Beecher-Ho^ 
real character?” Settle that ques- —one misfortune after another fol- withered face and snow-white hair, 
tion however often, men who think lowed It even during the influential framed in a Plain, close-fitting, 
and investigate will doubt if -they days of Mr. Colby, and then it Beemed Quaker-like bonnet, may be Been al- 
dbn’t have the bravery to deny. ’ the paper was doomed; most daily in a carriage, driven be-

Lolsy says, “Almost all the histor- Finally the president of the N. S. thro^ and spacìoué
leal information we possess about our a. assumed control of the ill-fated or- parks of the city; Mrs. Emily P. Col- 
Savior is contained in the Gospels, the gan. and tben it looked as 4f renewed Uns, who, in 1843 organized thè first 
evidence of the other canonical writ- prosperlty wo„]d piace it again in the woman's suffrage society In-the coun- 
ers and of ecclesiastical and profane ranks and ndthlna could hannen V^?1188 F.ran,CMB Ellen P'iV’.Yh2,’, 
nnthnm hpini» very mpatrm- ’’ tr0nt raal£s’ ana n?ttung couia nappen 18g5 organized the Equal Rights Club
authors being very ger. to it that would result ip its dlscom- of. Hartford, and who wields a powdr-

Now we undertake to say, not one fitur0 or that c()uld Jn degree in- iul pen on the Hartford-Daily Times, 
. of the classical authorities so often . .. . „ . .. enemfes cot owned heF lat® brother, and Mrs.

quoted can be relied upon as genu- ]a * P*otunS «“««“«es got Thl.an, widely known as “Dr. Thrall,”
ine Several authorities, like that tbe 8tart o£ b£m' surreDtitlously wok who, under spiritual Influence dlag- 
Bllly Interpolations In Josephus, can Possession ot the office, forcibly locked noses more cases in one day than most 
be found; but when modern criticism Mr’ Barrett oat- aad gradually con- doctors of the ordinary class do In a 
1b turned on these productions they ducted the paper to Its grave—to its juiy brought me to Detroit, the 
provò to bô of tho sanio charactsr last rostiug-placo-—tho last of th© gio- homo of my honorod and beloved fath- 
with the cheese-cloth materializing Hous old Banner of Llghtr-lts light er and mother. My father, Thomas 

The evidence was manu- e£feotuai]y extinguished—gone forever Leckie, cousin of the English histo- 
doBB not exist fronl the active fields of life. one branch of the
aoes not. exist. family retained the older spelling of

Bauer, of the Tubingen school of Previous to this unfortunate event the name) now in his 89th year, with 
ueruiaB critics, many years ago, two of its prominent assistants, Mr. unfailing mental faculties, Is as deeply 
claimed the Gospels have but little Day and Mr Tuttle commjtted sul- interested a reader ot the writings of 
value, and we have dared suggest in . . Emanuel Swedenborg as for fortythese columns. It is possible they were cide, creating a sensation throughout yea“s “asf. a“dna^ from his ever
attempts to round out the history of the entire ranks of Spiritualism, and busy pen flow the outpourings of a 
Paul’s Jesus, which seems to have seemingly throwing a black cloud over keen intellect and a lofty mind.
been a fiction of ak half-crazed brain. tho officQ—anotber fat6ful link in the After a brief visit in my father’s 
Some forty other jiretended Gospels home, Haslett Park camp claimed meare extant, which are said . to have nfe of thie Paper everything con- fer 0De opening one—on
been ruled out of the Nlcean Council spiring to end its career as an organ which It fairly poured rain.  ...........  
as unworthy of confidence, Luke is for Spiritualism. things considered, the attendance was
reported to have had but one majority It . ., .. - . good.in favor of Its Inspired character. it.aoes seem as it tne hates are un Clinton Iowa was next in order

Of John, Lolsy says, “It is a book kind to some enterprises, weaving a and tbe w'eek pa8sed at this camp was 
of mystical theology with hardly a net-work around them that finally much enjoyed.'’ Among the people 
trace of pure history in it.” strangles them, ending their career. met, who made a lasting impression

It has been the custom to allow '-^hen tke history of Spiritualism on my mimL was Mr. and Mrs. John 
Jesus, bt^thls^le.arned Catholte^rlUc shall have been fully written, the community

k ku , t grand 01d Banner W1U have consplcu- It is noi1 always the man of worldly
ous mentloa therein, and its name wealth, òr of' scholarly attainments, 

death?1 ^The^fintke'duraUon T thte rendered imm^l In the aggregate or of ^ Prestige’ ges the 
period was about one year.” no other paper will have gained a j of mind and hea?t”

Dr. Brown in his late series of ar- higher place on the pinnacle of fame, that affo^‘true pleasure and profit to 
tides, almost gains an endorser in the Next on tke n8t 0£ proniinent agents the lover1 of his1 kind. John Gregory 

‘■The^synoptics^a^enér^vlew of- ln the raaks t>f our Philosophy, work- and his^arnesi, ^uiet companion in 
the Gospels] give only a faint and ing for its advancement along the va- Xoituute the truth of Burn’s dec- 
confused echo of the teachings of rious lines of< liberal,' pidgressive' jaraiion: 8 6
Jesus, and of some interpretative de- thought, stands the Religlo-Philosoph- ’ . s:“ii w> v V ’ 
velopmentB of the primitive tradition K „ o A prince can mak a belted knight,
which had grown up during the- forty lcaI founded by Mr. S. 8. A marQuJSj duke> and a. tbat;
or fifty years following the death of Jones. It came up through great But an honest man’s aboon his might; 
Christ, and they are written in the tribulations, and beforejt got a foot- Guid faith, he manna fo’that! 
light of the theological speculations hoid the company standing behind it For a’ that' and a’ that- 
of St. Paul." In that half century the Christians had idealized, sunk at least 340,000.

mediums. ----------------
factured to establish what otherwise

German critics,

The Forged Annals of Tacitus.
Corroborating a recent quotation in 

these- columns from the pen of Prof. 
Johnson, made by our highly esteemed 
contributor, Hudson Tuttle, we copy a 
paragraph from "The Eliminator, or 
¡skeleton Keys," by Richard B. West
brook, D. D., LL. B., Clergyman, Law
yer, Author, and Capitalist, late of 
Philadelphia.

Dr. Westbrook, on page 205, says:
“It has been demonstrated that the 

whole of the so-called ‘Annals of Tacl- 
t js,’ containing the celebrated pas
sage, was forged by a Papal secretary 
named Poggio Bracciollnl. In 1442, 
while In the receipt of a small salary 
under Pope Martin V., he was tempted 
by an offer of five hundred sequins— 
¡equal to $50,000—to engage in some 

■ mysterious literary work. Seven 
■ years later. six books of what are now 
called ‘The Annals of Tacitus’ were 
brought to him by a monk from Sax-, 
pny. Then all Christendom .rejoiced 
to learn that the heathen Tacitus had 
mentioned Christ crucified and Pon
tius Pilate. Poggio, though a father 
both spiritually and carnally, was not 
a husband till the age of 54. At 72 
he accepted the office of secretary to. 
the republic of Florence, and at 79 
died, leaving five sons of hls old age. 
Up to the last he was a. busy student 
and writer. Fifty-six years after hls 
death hls fourth son was secretary to 
Pope Leo X., at which time the Pope’s 
steward, stimulated by a munificent 
reward, discovered the first six Incom
plete books of the Annals, being the 
unfinished work of Poggio In hls old
age.”

The Doctor then goes on to relate 
the history of other church Classics of 
the early centuries of our era, often 
quoted, which first saw the light at 
that period, books greatly needed to 
fortify Christian claims of the early 
beginnings, one of which contains the 
principal extant evidence that there 
was a Council of Nicea held In A. D. 
325, at which it is represented Con
stantine presided, “clothed in royal 
robes of purple, resplendent with 
gold and precious stones dazzling the 
eyes of the beholders.”

If It were not for the books forged 
in the monasteries, professedly 
"found” in them, during that period 
from 1422, extending to 1563, our 
early ecclesiastical history would be- 
qulte barren. Indeed sacred and pro
fane history was then filled with Inter
polations where the entire books were 
not forged.

in the past;
They did their work well; but it 

not the last
And ours will not be;

By change we grow—
A new light we see

As the years onward flow.
Oh! fair Lily Dale, .whatever 

name, -
Thy purpose Is _ always exactly 

same—
. To teach all who come 

To thy shrine from afar,. ' 
That the hope in their hearts

Is the bright guiding star

was

thy 

the

Which leads them to knowledge 
life evermore.

of

And reveals the light from-the heav
enly shore

Where our dear ones have gone, 
Their messages come

To guide and urge on, 
To bless, and lead home.

Qh! fair Lily Dale! as the years roll 
away,

Whatever thy name, may thy purposes 
stay; • -

May the hearts of thy workers, and 
all who come here

Learn the lesson of life with its bless
ings to cheer; •

From the book of the "Science of 
Soul” may all learn

That “Nature” the teacher, we are not 
to spurn;

That science must recognize soul as 
the thing

A

A

light,
meteor that shines in the depth of 

|he night
first-magnitude star, guiding all 

souls aright.
LEE MORSE.

Lily Dale. N. Y.

knees to foreswear hls discovery that 
the earth was not flat, as was hitherto 
supposed, but was round like a ball, 
and revolved in space, he was strug
gling against theology’s false concep
tions of Deity, but he was
hending the infinite.

compre

ODD ST. PETER'S GATE. TWO KINDS OF SPORT.

Still, all

“In the resurrection, therefore, “ ’Tls a beautiful morning,” a sports- 
when they shall rise, whose wife shall man said, 
she be of them, for the seven had her “The world looks so happy, let’s each 
to wife?”—Mark xll: 23. take a gun.
The widow lay on her dying bed, Go BOraethlne for pa8ti“e

candles at And proudest be be who counts the 
d most dead.”

They blotted out lives that were happy 
. _ and good,

v ' Blinded eyes and broke wings that de- 
last lighted to soar.

long flight; Th6yeri^
!n an hour perchance, I shall stand in Rega7dlX of aught but the hunger 
■ tne iignb - fOr 1.^.,
Of the . great white ■ throne, borne - ’ ■

down with affright, Did they dream that night as« they
For the weight of my sins Is crushing sank to their rest

me quite. How poor little Broken-Leg out in the
But deeper than this is. my present field, 

care— All nurseless and doctorless, fever-pos-
Deeper the depth of my dark despair, sessed, 
For my" greatest trouble Is how I shall Felt all ot the torture that battle

fare - grounds yield?

With candles at foot and
head, 

And feebly turned to the
said:

"Father, good father, my

priest

soul
. night, 

In an hour, perchance, takes Its

When Keppler, with intellect piercing 
afar,

Discovered the laws of each planet 
and star,

And doctors who ought to have lauded 
his name,

Derided his learning, and blackened 
his fame,

“I can wait,” he replied, "till the truth 
you shall own."

Keppler was mounting the finite, he 
was comprehending the Infinite.

During the greater portion of ths 
world’s history, every walk in life has 
been menaced by superstition and ig
norance.

Joan of Arc, guided by "the voices,” 
led the French forces to certain vic- 

i tory, but yielded up her own life to 
i consuming Ignorance projected from 
the dark ages.

' The memory of Thomas Paine, one 
of the greatest patriots of the Amer
ican Revolution, was for more than a 
century immolated on the altars of su-

When I meet with my various bus- “Only a bird,” yet hls slayer would 
bands there, -groan

For each of the seven—or was it If only one half of that pain were his
eight? own.

I promised to meet at the great gold „ „gate; Tls a beautiful morning,” a sports-
Eachas the death-mist dimmed hls „man cried, .

- •■'eye ' • ■ ~ Who carried a-kodak instead of a gun.
- - - ... _ “The world looks so happy, so golden■ Eachas his soul was about to fly, 
With gasping sigh that was half 

■ cry;
Said to me,'Sweetheart, you and I 
Must part, but 'tls only to meet

„ the sun,
I’ll slip to the woods where the wild 

things hide.”
on The deer that he "shot” never

perstltlon, because he vainly tried to 
brush away the shades of superstition 
that had hung like a pall over tho 
race throughout all its march out of 
medieval darkness; but the midnight 
gloom Is at last broken.

The darkest blot on Time’s scroll 
has been rolled back; the dawn of fru
ition is upon us.

The changing of tho centuries has 
brought forth a new morning and 
man reads his destiny In the rising 
sun.

No longer enchained to bigotry, no 
longer enslaved by superstition, he is 
free to penetrate the deepest recesses 
of Nature and unravel all her mys
teries; to read God’s handwriting in 
the starry firmament and proclaim th4 
true and the living God; to consider 
the everlasting but ever-changing 
hills and Interpret a promise of eter* 

i nal life; to read God’s great love for 
I him in the mere fact, nevertheless the 
most potent fact, of his own mysteri
ous existence.

We are In the morning of life. Mau 
is just beginning to live. Step’ by 
step he is advancing in knowledge and 
coming into his birthright. Inven
tion after invention, discovery after 
discovery, is marking him victor. 
Hitherto undreamed-of forces ar« 
coming to his aid. He has chained 
the lightning and makes it do his bid
ding. He aspires to navigate the air 
and is already crowned with some de
gree of success. His voice is trans
mitted with audible sound unbroken, 
at the instance of an Edison or a Bell. 
Without a band of steel or copper 
wire, swifter than the winged wind, 
with the rapidity of lightning, his 
thought is transferred through space 
at the call of a Marconi.

Is man overcoming Nature? No, ha 
is comprehending the Infinite, and 
henceforth will walk and talk with 
God.

We see God’s smile in the morning 
light. We hear hls voice in the cat
aract’s roar and the lightning’s crash, 
or in the whispering of the gentle 
zephyr and the patter of the falling 
rain. We realize hls power when 
standing in the presence of living fires 
of the burning crater, or when we feel 
the termbling of the earth in convul
sions, adjusting itself to its newest 
growth; in other moments we rejoice 
in hls great love, types of which are 
the mother’s fond caress and the fath
er’s or brother’s uplifting hand.

Can you stand in the presence of

dreamed of hls alm. 
The bird that he “caught” went 

with her song,
„ Their dignities, and ¿' that, hieh—’

symbol-1 Smlth^lost*'s’aoono Tbz Pltbî n Ben6e and pride o’ worth, Or some such conventional pathos
the orlg- | Jonn Smita, Jost f20,000 of that Are higher ranks than a that. this;‘ ‘1 Here in deed was a man and a wo- And then, with a lingering, ultimate Peace followed his footsteps,

, financially by the paper. Finally un- man with “thé pith o’ sense ” the h188' slaughter and wrong,
arUcte we must n“ot follow It at great- der neW management. It became self- 1^,°' dtte "Independent They successfully started for heavenly Yet rich wp hls "trophies” and va-
er length. It proves the scholars In supporting, and attained an excep- hannf But father the thnnirht Hint- nn 6
the Catholic fold are thinking along tlonally large circulation—the largest by North English. I hope sometime ’ presses’my soul Then h°meward returning by mercy

of all the Spiritualist papers then to.pull that string. ■■ " Is, what will occur when I reach that Hptlonallstlc investigators, published; but it was “fated" not to next. „ a goal __ , _ _ _ . He cr0“8b®d0k0t the SDa11 tbat bis 8teps

His Place In History is With Torque- live on continuously. But here comes 
mada. something in connection with our own

Wm. E. Curtis, the special travel- Hi®» and the destiny- of the paper, 
ing correspondent of the Record-Her- When we were -called to take charge 
aid, has an Interesting letter from- of it, it was stilHoslng moneys but, 
Geneva, Switzerland, wherein he fur- strange to say, in a few • months it 
nlshes many valuable facts in regard commenced to more than pay ex- 
to John Calvin, one of the Protestant penses, and continued to do so as long

ized, allegorized, dogmatized-------- - .
Inal teachings of Christ and the facts amount—In fact he was almost ruined
of hls public life.” 

But interesting as is the

reformers, father of- the Calvlnlstlc as we had a controlling Influence

A Slanderer's Religion Vain.
President Roosevelt, in a late ad

dress at the bi-centenary celebration 
of the Christian Episcopal church at 
Oyster Bay, N. Y., extolled religion in 
glowing terms. He said:

“I cannot understand why any 
American citizen who has the faintest 
feeling of patriotism and devotion to 
hls country, falls to appreciate the ab
solute, essential need of religion.”

If by religion, such as was defined 
by the apostle James as “Pure and un
defiled;” the “visiting the fatherless 
and widows in their affliction, and in 
keeping unspotted from the. world,” 
then we will all agree with the Pres
ident that religion is a desirable • ac
quisition; but if he means the en
dorsement of any creed, or the accept
ance of any faith as religion, then 
the patriot and lover of hls country is 

1 better off without it. The apostle in 
the preceding verse,- James 1:26’, well- 
said:

“If any man'among you seems to be 
religious, and bridleth not hls own 
tongue, but deceiveth hls own heart, 
this man’s religion is vain.”

Would not this apostle, “the Lord’s 
brother,” have declared he .who wrote, 
"That dirty little atheist Tom Paine,”’ 
as one who bridled not hls pen, quite | 
equivalent to tongue, therefore hls 

. pretense of religion is -vain? Many 
think so.

system of religion, and promoter of 
the burning at the stake of Michael 
Servetus for heresy, October 27, 1553. 
It is well Calvin’s burial place Is un
known. Says Curtis: “Nobdy can 
find his grave, or where hls long-suf
fering wife and boy were laid.” 
Doubtless1 Calvin had his-vlrtues—cer
tain he was a scholar, but he virtually 
murdered.hls friend who placed trust 
in him. Calvin wrote: .

"Servetus offers, to come here if 
agreeable to me; but I am unwilling to 
pledge my word for his safety. If he 
does come, and my authority be of 
any avail, he shall never depart 
alive.”

Instead of being classed as a re
former, in due time, will be best 
known as the assassin of Servetus, one 
of the pioneers of free thought.

The age is fast passing away when 
murderers, and assassins, will occupy 
front rank In the world of. letters. 
They who have been slayers of-man-- 
kind should pass speedily into an in
glorious oblivion.

The man who dares traduce because 
he can with safety to himself is not a 
man.—Cowper.

■ If the power to do hard work is not 
talent, it is the best possible substitute 
for it.—Garfield.

There-can be no civility without a 
deep morality.—Emerson. .

. A babe is an angel .whose .wings de
crease as his legs increase.—From the

A Veteran Worker Passed to Spirit 
Life. ■

Rev. J. O. M. Hewitt, the .veteran 
lecturer, passed to spirit life, October 
4, after d long and exceptionally pain- 
ful'iUness, at the age of 75. Mr. Hew
itt was a distlngulshed Mason, and the 
Masonic Order took ^ charge of his" 
burial at the Forest Home Cemetery. 
The funeral service's were held at the 
residence,.533 WAst Madison street, 
on Saturday of last week, Rev. Mr.-; 
Hawley, Unitarian, and Dr. J. H. Ran
dall, Spiritualist, officiating. Mr. Hew
itt was a profound thinker, ' an elo
quent advocate of the grand truths 
connected with spirit return and his 
career as a minister'in the Unitarian 
church, and his subsequent work on 
the rostrum as a Spiritualist lecturer, 
have made à deep and lasting impres- 
.slon for good. For a long time he lec
tured for MrsrCleveland’s society on 
the. South Side, and was a great fa
vorite there. He was a model man 
In all respects, He leaves a wife to 
mourn his loss, but who fully recog
nizes the sublime fact, that her loss is 
hls gain.

therein. This has been one exceed
ingly strange part of dur history—ev
ery venture we have ever made in the 
newspaper. Une, has proved a success1 
financially, just so long as we had a 
controlling influence- therein, another 
example of “Fate” as connected with 
human Ute.

After passing through a great vari
ety of experiences in Chicago, but al
ways on a steady decline, the Rellglo- 
Philosoph'lcal Journal finally drifted to 
California, where it gradually died, 
after living for nearly forty years. 
And now a word as to the death of the 
two papers—caused simply by a com
bination of circumstances, a process of 
evolution in the Loom of Time, a "con
catenation of events as if prepared ex
pressly for the two papers. There was 
at last absolutely no harmony between 
the environments, surrounding condi
tions or’ the status pf' either of the es
tablishments, and the individuals who 
controlled them. They were put. of 
adjustment to each other—-the two 
did not harmonize, did not dove-tall 
together, hence as a natural conse
quence disintegration commenced, fol
lowed by death, just as we prophesied. 

“ But these two papers have' done a

He is safe from danger who is on 
his guard even when safe.—Sjtus ■

as on

not

Freeville camp came next. If a An(1 pUprnh« in white robes —horse, at the close of a day’s work, A “ c“erub8 *“ wblte r “e He paused to replace a young bird in
when getting his corn, receives an un- nomtni-nt old Poter'q nntoz its nest,merited kick with it, which, think wni theyA^the4 shockedI archangel’s O': rescue an Insect afloat In the brook,
you, is likely to leave the .„strongest W flight * R d 8 His joys were joy-giving, not wounds
Impression, the corn justly due him, niserace themselves bv a stand-un J° appall’„ml. ,or the kick unjustly administered? Disgrace tnemseives oy a stanu up For he wore „The Crown Jewel of

Parland’ camp-meeting (near Phtla- And if they don’t, but agree to share Kindness” to ail.
delphla) and August s closing days caarms, will celestial society stare They met on the Sabbath, these lives 

1 waS «ellgh,a And turn up its nose? And, oh! need so apart, 
fully lodged la the home of a fine old j fear When the minister prayed for. Christ’s
Quaker and his daughter a, home The unmarried seraphlms’ maidenly coming again 
outwardly abounding In beautiful sneer? -In mercy and kindness both an-
thlngs—-vines, flowers, stretches of An^ j each, and all, swered "amen,”
lawn; hedges, groves of trees, and respectable archangels refuse to The one with the lips and the other
pretty woodland paths—and Inwardly cau? the heart.
abounding.in “the wisdom that Is the Inner circle around the Which prayer won the blessing, which 
from above; first pure, then peaceable, throne sank to the dust,
gentle, and. easy to be entreated, fuH Begin to talk in a spiteful tone The one that went up with the song of 
of'.mercy and good fruits, without par- Qf fagt young minxes, and purse their a-bird, 
tlallty and without hypocrisy." - This Ups> p Or the one that was drowned by
is Floral Heights; and‘its gentle host" And gather , their, skirts round sancti- voices that poured 
ess is Miss'Elizabeth M. Fish, the effl- hips? From the wounds of the weak to
sclent secretary of Parkland Camp As- when we meet to drink water of life ear of the Just? 
Bociatlon,,and organizer of the first inRlns?
children's lyceum at Parkland. -This wlU-"’here came a cough, a sinoth- Whoever restores a young bird to 
lyceum is conducted by Miss Fish, in erlne Bleb limb,
summer, in the beautiful grove east A moan—and'the lady had gone to Or o£ dumb crea‘
of the house, and in winter, in its ; trv tures in need,
cozy living-room. ■ . j. w. DINSDALE, M. D. Is one of Christ’s helpers whatever his

I shall never forget my two weeks' Los Angeies, CaL ’ ..... , .
stay in this peaceful spot, where the Clasps hands, with the angel that
hydrangea hedge was a high wall of _ comforted Him.

whXS! UteM°f h18 t0WU haVe gaIaea ln Pro' Wh°hurtflndS pleaSUre in addlag °ae 

b'ees grew bqld im the bountiful free- ^n^ured Sunday evening, Septem- T° adove“°Cent °r
hofieysuclde rteted ovef porcheT aid ber 32’ hf0?6/116 Clyd®*syc^cal. Is somehow in league with those who 
wabh? aridbirds sane in ecatetie ahftfi search' Society, on “The Esoteric. found sport 
donfromdthe foanles’whe^ Meaning of the Spiritualistic Move- in nailing the hands of the World’s

ment.” A fine audience filled the Hall, Greatest Love.
lixivia Afi which may be ln^c- O, how dare we ask a just God to be-
let saivia oi law roses, laiu oesiue my, gtlve of the good work done by some stow
eyeteamCfieM ^ch who. have preceded me. The mercy we grant not to creatures

win ?it June, July, August and September below!retened^he^Meen kin’gdom1 1 have passed with their sunshine and CALLA HARCOURT,
reigned m;tneMnseen kingdom. ahadow, and October is here with the

. A weefe in the city (Philadelphia) autumn’s most gorgeous pageantry 
, in the-.pr^tty little'home of Mr. and and pomp of purple and scarlet, green 

Mrs. Samel ¡§tretlow? was the last an(i goi^.
drop In ige emnp season’s brimming ~ And so the seasons pass. Are we,

vast 'amount of good, and their mis
sion ended In accordance with an evo
lutionary process continually going on 
in. connection with every business en
terprise; And now as to the average 
life of the Spiritualist paper:' It has 
not"exceeded eighteen months'. That 
may seem strange, but. it is neverthe
less true, and those that lived the 
shortest time, and were the weakest, 
“put on airs” and claimed that they 
could live oh “INDEFINITELY,”: 
much to the amusement of every re
flective mind.

■ Cast forth thy act,' thy word, into 
the ever-livng, ever-jvorklng universe; 
It is a seed-grain that cannot die; un
noticed to-day, it. will be found flour
ishing as a banyan grove, perhaps, 
alas', as a hemlock forest, after a 
thousand years.—Carlyle. .
. It is easy in adversity■ -to -despise 
death; but he'•has real fortitude who 
dares to live and be wretched.—Mar
tial.

cup; ",33 ia , like them, casting the old and doh-
Since jdeaving-old Philadelphia, I ning the new? ' Are we pushing on- 

P,ald ? ,, ■ ^ends,ln .New ward toward a greater-completeness
Philadelphia, Qhio, Major nnd Mrs. C. —fulfilling the law of our being, even 
H. Mathews- ,->Major Mathews is the as bee and bird and bush arid flower? 
•pioneer Spiritualist -of Tuscarawas when we reach the low door of the 
county, apu aumruent admirer of The last Wayside Inn, may it be to “wrap 
Progresrive -Thinker, which through the dtapery of our couch about us,” as 
him findilite ¡way to-the table of more travelers who "He down to pleasant 
than onecminister. dreams’.’ because they look back to a

While I was-ithere the Lutheran well-spent day.
j.clergymanicalWupon Major Mathews HELEN STUART-RICHINGS. 
to obtain • “senate points regarding - - ■ ■ » . ,
SplrltuaUsim" As. itwas intended, he ' It was finely said by Socrates that 

subject at the next the shortest and most direct road to 
ministers meeting. The two gentle- popularity is “for a man to-be the 
men were, closeted over two_ hours in same that he wishes to.be taken tor.” 
the Major a study, and at the end of j>eOple are egregiously mistaken if 
the conference the minister invited they think they ever can attain to per- 
iLmntOJ>0CT RF BSt6? minuteaat the manent,.popularity by hypocrisy, by 
meeting. I would give, something _ to mere outside appearances, and by dis- 

■ be present on that occasion, for. Major guising not only their language but 
Mathewa is an opponent to be reck- their looks. True popularity takes 
oned with. deep root and spreads Itself wide; but

I am writing from the home of Spir- tho false falls away like blossoms;
itualism’s silver-tongued orator, A. B. for nothing that is false can be lost- 
French,-of Clyde, Ohio. The cause lug.—Cicero. ■

i*»rien ?Ir: ‘ How oft the sight of means to do ill 
but deeds make ill • deeds done.—King home life, and the social and business jokn °

the

the

the

The Lichtstrahlen.
We notice with pleasure that the

“Lichtstrahlen,” the only, German 
paper in this country devoted to the 
cause of Spiritualism, published in our 
city, 1^45 Milwaukee avenue, has re
cently been enlarged and improved 

I considerably. Some of the best known 
writers from across the Ocean and of 
this-country are contributors. It is a 
clean sheet, , bringing selected matter, 
and Is a credit to our cause; .it has 
grown during-the nine years of exist
ence’ from a little 3-column folio to its 
present size, steadily doing successful 
missionary work. Urge your German
speaking friends and Investigators to 
subscribe for it

.Wanted—The Names of All the Spirit
ualists in Montana.

For the purpose of establishing 
closer relations between the Spiritual
ists of Montana, will each one please 
Interest himself in sending me all the 
names of Spiritualists in their respect
ive neighborhoods? Address the sec
retary, MRS. W. C. SELBREDE,
, 1 Billings, Montana.

these living
sense a voice, “Be 
that I am God?” and 
voice appeal to you 
seek ye other Gods? 
your Elder Brother

realities and not
still! and know 

does not that 
further? "Why 

Why worship 
whose earth life

preceded your own, and whose experi
ences were intermingled with joys and 
sorrows, successes and failures, asara 
yours? Worship is not required of. 
you. I am Nature and you are a part 
of Nature. I am God and you are a 
part of God. Arise-ln the beauty and 
strength of your divinity! Cultivate 
and use your endowments!

The artist’s dream is an inspiration. 
He commemorates great truths In Na
ture,'of which you are a part. Take 
your inspiration from the glowing 
sunset, the beautiful landscape, the 

"restless ocean; or portray the divinity . 
you can descern In the human face or 
form. If you are a musician, give 
joy to the world in song and harmony; 
if your gifts are other than these, cul« 
tivate and use them. All are of Na
ture and a part of God.

Henceforth, your progress will be 
mote rapid. You have outstripped ig
norance and superstition, twin relics of 
barbarism; knowledge will give you 
increasing strength; growth will 
clothe you with greater power, and as 
you more and more clearly compre
hend, you will enter within the inner 
circles, the laboratories, the heart of 
hearts of Nature, where you will be 
at one with the Infinite.” . x

A. B. SALISBURY.
Los Angeles, Cal.
Every man Is a volume if you knoq 

1 how to read him.—Channing.
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n Profound and mmstinp Lecture Gouioaripa and Unitino the Two, 
Dy Wilson Fritch.

“IN THE PHYSICAL UNIVERSE EVERY PLANET SOUL ACTS UPON EVERY OTHER SOUL. EVERY 
ACTS UPON EVERY OTHER PLANET, EVERY ATOM THOUGHT AND EVERY FEELING RUNS TREMBLING 
UPON EVERY OTHER ATOM. ‘NOT A HAWTHORNE THROUGH THE UNIVERSE OF BEINGS. SEND ONE 
OPENS BUT IB FELT IN THE SUN, NOT A PEBBLE IS VUJKA'noN TOWARD ANY QUARTER OF THE UNI- 

• ' - ’ VERSE AND YOU WILL BE ANSWERED Titf cami?CAST IN THE POOL, BUT RENDERS PULSATIONS TO iri?v AWtoWlulWD IN THE SAME
■ KEI. THAT IS, TELEPATHY IS GOING ON INCES-

THE STARS.’ NOW, FOR PLANETS AND ATOMS PUT SANTLY BRwmr m . ~ UBXWEEN ALL INTELLIGENCES. MOST OF
SOULS AND THOUGHTS AND FEELINGS. EVERY THIS IS SUBCONSCIOUS.’

S?

In childhood .we believe everything. In youth we be
lieve nothing. In maturity we believe discriminatingly. 
We come to see that the skepticism of youth was as fool
ish as the .credulity of childhood. Life As too vast.to.be 
expressed in a proposition. There are moré things in 
heaven and earth, ’Horatio,- than are dreamed of in your 
philosophy. Wisdom, keeps the m|nd open-r-prpves all 
things and holds fast that which is good, . ;

One evening in college, after having written put the 
Latin lesson, I was sitting before the open grate with' my 
broth'ér in our plain little room, when he, with white face, 

Hooked at me, asked: “What was that?” “I noticed noth- 
iing.” "Didn’t you feel anything?" he' asked. "No." 
{-“Well,” he replied, “it was Lucy." Lucy w,as our oldest 
’ sister, who had gone .west to live in Kansas, and after a 
few years of disappointment returned as far as Gibson, 
Knox county, Illinois. A little after the experience in our 
room the message came that Lucy passed into the unseen 
world at that time.

A man a thousand miles from home has just purchased 
a ticket to travel farther when a feeling comes over him 
that he ought to return home at once. He does so, and, 
finds his wife at the point of death. These are samples ot 
experience known in "all generations. Most wonderfully 
were they developed among the mystic people of India. In 
recent years these phenomena have received scientific at
tention, and been grouped under the name of ‘telepathy, 
which means far-feeling or feeling at a distance, Twenty- 
four years ago the Society for Psychical Research was 
formed in England to study such phenomena scientifically. 
The society Includes some of the foremost scholars of the 
age: Professor Sndgewlck and wife, Balfour Stewart, A. J.. 
Balfour, Lord Tennyson, Sir William Crookes, F. W. H. 
Myers and as American correspondents William James 
and Professor Hyslop. The proceedings of the society 
have been published In twelve large volumes, which con
sider answers to 17,000 questions. Men like William 
James, professor of psychology In Harvard university, say 
that telelapthy is a demonstrated fact—as much as teleg
raphy.

Science, which has. broken so many idols of supersti
tion, is now pointing the way for the solution of so-called 
miracles. The most marvelous experiences are shown to 
be perfectly natural. Some of you remember when the 
means of conveying a message were the mounted carrier, 
like Paul Revere or the boatman. Then the steamboat 
was invented, then the steam railway, then the world .was 
astonished by the electric telegraph. Later the telephone 
made it possible to recognize a friend’s voice at distances 
of hundreds of miles, then the telautograph reproduced in-
stantaneously hand writing regardless'of distance.

Discovery Is always in the line of simplification. It pro-I-
ceeds by dispensing with unnecessary things. We found 
that to convey a message the horse, man and solid earth, 
the boatman and water weye not necessary. Two wires 
were sufficient, then one wire was found to be sufficient, 
then it was learned that one wire could convey a number 
of messages at the same time. Marconi arose and showed 
that no wire was needed—that ether was sufficient. The 

‘message was conveyed by vibrations and the ether was the 
medium of those vibrations. ■

In the midst of this progress Roentgen discovered that

yibrations of light are also conveyed by the ether and that 
It was possible to see through boards and other opaque 
bodies; These men concluded that the ether was the only 
medium necessary for the conveyance of a message; Some 
seek to account for the phenomena of telepathy on this 
basis. . We have eliminated all media but the ether. Can 
we go further? I think we can. -

Some years ago Lord Gifford endowed a lectureship in 
Aberdeen university, annual lectures to be delivered by the 
ablest men in the world, on.some phase bf natural religion. 
The lectures have called forth some of the profoundest 
treatises of modern times. Several years ago Prof, Royce 

WaS the lecturer- His lectures have been pub
lished in two volumes, entitled “The World and the Indi
vidual.” They treat of the nature and relation of the 
finite and infinite. Critics have pronounced these books 
the deepest since Plato. I do not think we need to except 
Plato. Well, Royce shows that the ether itself is but an 
expression of a deeper, spaceless, timeless essence, which 
for want of a .better name we call Spirit. Of that all-per
vading, eternal Spirit all finite souls or spirits are expres
sions or parts. This is a purely metaphysical expression 
of what the great poets and prophets have always 
dreamed. The finite individuals are to the Infinite as the 
waves are to the sea—not as to duration, but as to essence 
The waves are distinct in their crests but in the deep 
calm of the sea they blend and are one with the sea and 
with each other. So finite spirits are Individual, but in 
their deeper blend, and are one with the infinite and each 
other. All finite spirits are thus In immediate connec
tion with each, other, the connection being nominal and not 
only phenomenal—it is deeper than things.

In the physical universe every planet acts upon every 
other planet, every atom upon every other atom. “Not a 
hawthorne opens but is felt in the sun, not a pebble is cast 
in the pool, but renders pulsations to the stars.” Now, for 
planets and atoms put souls and thoughts and feelings 
Every soul acts upon every other soul. Evehy thought 
and every feeling runs trembling through the universe of 
beings. Send one vibration toward any quarter of the uni
verse and you will be answered In the same key. That is, 
telepathy is going on incessantly between all intelligences^ 
Most of this is subconscious.

Elmer Gates says that 98 per cent of mental activity Is 
subconscious. But when minds are en rapport, I. e., keyed 
to each other, they can send out definite messages and are 
able to read them. Because you have not been able to do 
this is no proof that others cannot, because we do not 
always succeed 1b no evidence against genuine experience. 
It is a question of sensitiveness and harmony. Marconi’s 
problem was to invent transmitters to send out vibrations 
of a certain kind and receivers so keyed as to catch those 
vibrations. ..

There are varieties of telepathy. There is a general 
feeling of the whole personality without getting, definite
ness of outline, color or sound. While the feeling is gen
eral over the whole body it is most noticeable in the 
bundle of nerves called the sotar plexus. In a marked 
degree this seems to be the receiving station. We are all 
much influenced by this feeling. After the misunder
standing and the reason have done their best to determine 
a.course of action we ask, "How do you feel about it?” 
The feeling is the safest guide wo have. I feel the audi-

once. If-you as àn àiïÆlenoa were decidedly friendly to
ward me or hostile toward me, if brought before you blind
folded, I could tell Jjy thè , feeling whether you were 
friendly or hostile.'jTh«^ is something in true oratory 
deeper than words and action. It is the telepathic play 
of soul upon soul; Jt is ijgf. so much what a man says that 
makes him powerful,, It is what ho is. .

Clairvoyance, clear-seeing, is a more definite kind of 
telepathy. Here ‘get ïérm, sometimes seen with the 
eye and more frequently the spirit—a felt presence.-, I 
have a friend .who iq'.yery sensitive to telepathic impression 
and we have tested! ¡the ni.utter somewhat. Last fall one 
afternoon, I fell int^ a rêverie in which J saw her home. 
She was sewing in ^^.ttle^oom upstairs, the little-daugh
ter came, in at the front dopr. This woke me and .1 noted 
that the time was 4:1 p. mi I wrote asking the condition 
of matters in the hopse that time. I was informed 
that the lady was in bei" sewing-room and the daughter 
came in at the front dopi-, as nearly as they could deter
mine, at 4:10 p. m.’

Mr. W. J C.olvillej one of the ablest mental science lec
turers, before he left;his native land, England, to lecture 
in America, saw the’hall in Bòston he was to speak in, the 
pulpit and bust back of the pulpit. He: had never heard 
of the hall, .being a mere youth. But when he got to Bos
ton he found the hall exactly as he had seen it, It was 
Theodore Parker Mémorial hall and the bust was that ot 
Parker. ,

Clairaudlence is the kind of telepathy . In which sounds 
not audible by ordinary sense aré heard.. These experi
ences are all on the same principle. All reality is perfect 
vibration. Sometimes ,we read it.as form, sometimes, as 
color and sometimes as music. ,

So far as to telepathy.. What has this to do with Spirit
ualism? The genuine' phenomena of Spiritualism are ajl 
telepathic,. All intelligence is spiritual. Matter,does not 
know. The eye does not see, the ear does not bear, 
Vibration comes by tlie; means of eye and ear to their cor
responding brain centers. There is nothing in those cen
ters but vibrations until the intelligence, which is spirit, 
translates those vibrations into form, color and sgund. 
We are spirits now and our communication Is spiritual. 
We have agreed upon certain symbols we call words, 1 
select a word as a sign of my idea; you by that sign recog
nize my Idea. So the painter, sculptor, etc., expresses his 
ideasjn art and other intelligences read his ideas by that 
symbolism. By that telepathy ideas and feelings are dis
cerned immediately without words or symbols. But the 
process of i diligence is always spiritual. All communi
cation is spirit communication. Telepathy is knowing or 
feeling independently of time and space. It is timeless 
and spaceless. - .

If telepathy is spiritual and needs no matter as its me
dium, and if the-spiritual personality is deathless, as we 
believe, why may not telepathy take place between those 
who have passed Into the invisible realm? There Is no 
metaphysical or philosophical obstacle. It is simply a 
question of experience- Thousands are sure of the expe
rience. Every one 4s surest of his own experience. I do 
not claim to be expert in phenomena of this order, but 
some things have come to me that are convincing of the 
continuity of life. Through the years the sister I men
tioned has been nearer to me than any of my relatives still 
in the body. It has been a felt presence that has cheered 
me in many a crisis;” ■"

The week I graduated fjjqm college my father passed on. 
Again and again haq he appeared to me. I know what 
Shakspeare meant when he made Hamlet say, "My father, 
methinks I see my“ father.” The owner of the opera 
house in my work in the east had a daughter whcÇ be
cause of bodily infirmities, lived a retired life. When 
we started the opera house meetings she took gteat com
fort In attending, secluding herself in one of the boxes. 
The last year of my work’ there she was confined to her 
bed. I often calledjand fqund that we had intellectually 
much in common. iLashspring I conducted her funeral 
services. About two .months later as I feat in my study
reading, that form suddenly stood before me .as .vividly as 
if in the body, but now healed of all infirmity, the piature

npt at all inclined to believe in the genuineness of what 
was told me, not doubting their honesty, but thinking 
there must be error somewhere. There were the doctor, 
his wife, eldest son, another lady and young man, all well 
known by me. They had a planchette. Two of them put 
a hand each on the board and it began to write messages 
in different handwritings. After half an hour of watching 
I .was invited tp put my hand on with one pf the others. 
Several messages were written. Then one that by cir
cumstances disclosed clearly showed me that it purported- 
to be from an older brother of ¡mine, who had gone to a 
distant' land years ago, been unfortunate, lost his grip on 
life, and dropped all of us. I was the last to receive his 
letters and then mine had not been answered for many 
months. The Influence proceeded by words and pictures 
to describe his death. In all the sadness I had the scien
tific interest to press the communication to more definite
ness. The death was definitely described, but by no means 
could I Induce the force to disclose its identity to any but 
myself. Questions that would lead to such a disclosure 
were parried with all the ingenuity of a shrewd witness 
under cross-questioning and at last my effort .was turned 
into ridicule. Evidently he wanted to spare me the hu
mility of his identity in the presence of those there, gath
ered. I wrote at once to learn about that brother and 
found that he had passed over two months before in just 
the manner the force had described. I had not known or 
suspected the death and none of those gathered that even
ing .knew of that brother.

Hudson in h|s book, “The Law of Psychic phenomena,” 
claims that all such experiences can be accounted for on 
the basis ot the sub,conscious self. He would say the 
force of the brother’s, death was registered In the sub-con
scious mind of some living person and we that evening 
were able to receive that record telepathically. Hudson’s 
book is one ot the ablest on this subject. His theory 
might, account for the reading of a bare fact, but It could 
not account for the evasion of my questions. A record is
made once for all, but in my experience that evening I en
countered. an intelligence, alert, keen and diplomatic.

It is a principle in science that when two or more theo-

L-

I-
ries may account for certain facts, the simpler theory is to 
be preferred. The theory of communication with spirits 
of the invisible .world is, to say the least, simpler than 
Hudson’s theory of the subconscious mind. The latter 
would account for many of the phenomena, but it does 
not account for alL

I will not stpp to warn you against the frauds that are
perpetrated in the name of Spiritualism, 
has, to a great extent; fallen among thieves, 
advantage of the mysterious to get money, 
rience must be judged carefully upon its own

Spiritualism 
Fakers take 
Every expe-
merits. If

A MASS-MEETING.

Held in Massachusetts at the Village 
of Greenwich—Great Enthusiasm 
Was Manifested—Interesting Re
port From Carrie L. Hatch.

. Picture to yourselves a quiet village 
with green lawns and white churches, 
and you will see the little village of 
Greenwish, away up among the 
mountains, about one hundred miles 
from Boston. This was where the 
Massachusetts State Association was 
Invited to hold a mass-meeting on 
September 25—a typical New England 
village, with the exception that the 
one church was of Spiritualistic de
nomination; two miles farther was one 
other church at Greenwich, but at 
Greenwich Village, just this one 
beautiful little edifice with its fine bell 
ringing out to all the people the mu
sic, "THERE IS NO DEATH, ALL IS 
LIFE."

■ The people here are all so harmoni
ous, so helpful to. each other—all 
striving ao do their best.

The altar and whole front of the 
church was exquisitely decorated .with 
flowers of the choicest kind, and ferns 
and' autumn leaves were used pro- 

• fusely.
No wonder a beautiful meeting was 

held, with such conditions.
At 10:30 Tuesday morning, Presi

dent Geo. A. Fuller called the meeting 
to order, and after a vocal selection 
by the choir, and an Invocation pro
nounced by Miss Susie’ Clark, he 
stated to the friends assembled the 
aims and objects of the association, 
and said that the flowers here at the 

■ altar speak more eloquently of the 
welcome than the speech of man. He 
told briefly some of the work accom
plished during the past year, of the 
lesson books for children in lyceum 
work, which had been written by Mrs. 
C. Fannie Allyn, and by the aid of the 
state association had made it possible 
for her to have published, and of 
many other things accomplished. ”

Mr.’ R. F. Churchill, president of 
the Greenfield Society, also president 
of the Lake Pleasant Camp-meeting 
Association, then spoke briefly of or
ganized effort. He also said he knew 
that the churches were not so opposed 
to Spiritualism as In the past. He 
said the Bible was a history of ancient 
Spiritualism, and quoted many spirit
ual passages from the same.

Mr. A. P. Blinn said he was inter
ested in- the efforts made to have the 
meeting; it has been a dream for 
years of many of the friends here at 
Greenwich Village, and now the 
dream is realized. Spiritualists do 
not have to accept any bible, for there 
are many bibles. I do know there are 
many beautiful passages in the Bible;

, I also know there are many-that are 
far from beautiful. I do not know as

• Jesus ever lived,' but I do know the 
teachings of the Golden’ Rule are 
grand to live by.

_■ Mr. J. B. Hatch, vice-president, 
spoke of the work of the M. 8. A., of 
the necessity of all Spiritualists to 
band together for good, of the need of 
all to join their local society and then 
look forward to joining the State and 
National. He thanked the earnest 
workers in the village for their klnd-

ness to the M. 8. A. and spoke most 
eloquently of The Progressive Think
er and of the kindness of the editor 
for sending papers for free distribu
tion, so they could read and become 
acquainted with the same. The 
morning meeting closed with music 
and benediction. .

In the afternoon Miss Susie C, Clark 
was the first speaker. She said that 
Spiritualism was pre-eminently a nat
ural religion, because all nature 
breathes of life, and life is spirit and 
Spiritualism is all-spirit. She spoke 
at length upon that theme, and closed 
her remarks with a poem by Ella 
Wheeler Wilcox.

Mrs. Alice 3. Waterhouse said that 
If there is one thought or text I would 
take from the Bible, it is, "Love ye 
one another,” but that which has 
hindered us ih this respect, is the fear 
which has been preached from the pul
pits for years; but our Spiritualism, 
our religion, has always taught love. 
Spiritualism has-come to cast out 
fear. We know-we have the gospel of 
mankind. Spiritualism released me 
from all fear and thraldom. That 
which is noble will live forever. That 
which is evil will pass away.
. Mr. Wellman C. Whitney of Spring

field then gave many messages, 
which were listened to with reverence 
and love. Mrs. B. W. Belcher of 
Marlboro also gave many messages 
which were all recognized and appre
ciated. Mr. R. F. Churchill gave the 
benediction. '

In the evening Mr. A. P. Blinn 
spoke of capital punishment, and said, 
why we were opposed to it is because 
death does not make any difference to 
us; we are just the same after the 
change, therefore if we are forced 
out of our bodies when we are vin
dictive in any way, we- can come and 
influence others to do wrong. We 
should emphasize this thought more. 
He spoke at length upon, the subject.

Miss Susie C. Clark spoke of pure 
healing, and gave ten commandments 
on health.

The vice-president then introduced 
the president, Dr. Fuller, and he spoke 
of Spirit Communion, the-Basls of Our 
Religion. He spoke most beautifully 
of the sacredness of this knowledge. 
He said we should all strive to im
prove our minds; Spirituallsnrbrings 
a blessing to all humanity. Every 
human heart shall be uplifted until 
the whole world (coming into the con
sciousness of all good) shall realize 
that all are brothers and-sisters, and 
rejoice in the truth that Spiritualism 
has revealed to the world. -

Mr. W. 0. Whitney spoke briefly 
and told of many experiences which 
were very Interesting. .

Mrs. A. 8. Waterhouse spoke briefly 
and eloquently. She said we are liv
ing in the present, not the past, and 
we should put ourselves in a position 
to grasp everything from the spiritual 
and the material. Shall we hot, real
ize that everything is leading, us for
ward? Let us look at the promises. 
The Dove of Peace comes to every one 
who wishes it. . -

. Mrs. B. W., Belchers gave communi
cations.

Mr. R. F. Churchill said the thought 
he would- leave. was that from the 
cradle to the grave, we are builders.

We are building for eternity. Let us 
see what kind of a temple < we can 
erect.

A vote of thanks was extended to 
all the society, the ladies especially 
for their bounteous supply of good 
things for the material welfare of all 
assembled; to the speakers, mediums 
and muslcians and all who helped in 
any way to make the meeting a suc
cess.

The choir rendered many selections 
during the day. Most all the songs 
were from Prof. Longley’s book.

Mrs. C. H. King of Greenwich, 75 
years old, sang three coorano solos 
during the day, which were finely ren
dered. Her voice was as clear as a 
bell, and we were all proud of her.

This was one of. the most delightful 
meetings ever held by the-association

CARRIE L. HATCH,
. Secretary.

THE ANTAGONISTIC FORCES.

Christianity Arrayed Against Church- 
• ianlty. .

The church ordinances', all of which 
can be traced to. mythological origin, 
are being severely criticised by the in
vestigating mind, of to-day and the 
foundation of religion is declared to 
be Brotherhood.

“All are parts of one stupendous 
whole, whose body nature 1b and God 
the soul” is accepted as truth. The 
unity of being is manifest in the toler
ance seen among people who differ in 
opinion. You and I may hold far dif
ferent ideas concerning truth and yet 
be friends, for there is one Father and 
one house not made with hands. The 
_many mansions’’ will afford comfort 
for absolutely, all. There is but. one 
truth,, that is Infinite, and in our finite 
conditions we have many; ways of ob
serving. Life is one grand unit in 
various stages of expression. “There 
is no high and no low, except in-spir
itual attainment.” We are. all chil
dren of a-common parent'. "By their 
works shall ye know them.” .

Service is the essence of devotion. 
As history records the decline of one 
form of religion for another form, so 
the passing of many forms promises 
the recognition of Brotherhood,-for 

I and my Father are one.” . This one 
life Is eternal. Progression is the 
watch-word. So crumbling, creeds, de
caying dogmas and faulty faiths must 
pass, to let In the reign of facts rather 
than fancy, the reign of knowledge 
produced by Investigation instead of 
ignorance because. of superstition. 
“The kingdom pf heaven is within.” 
We may enjoy peace and ‘harmony 
here and now by obedience to law 
which exists in both the material and 
spiritual world. Evolution is .gained 
only by revolution, so let the church 
Jangle as to her doctrines. Obedience 
to the one commandment, “Love Man
kind” or Brotherhood,‘will lead us 
ever on and on. JOHN W. RING.

, Crystola, Green Mountain Falls. Col

"Spirita'»! Bongs for the Ilse of cir
cles, CampmeeUngs and Other Spiritu- 
aUst Gatherings.'’ By . Mattle E. Hull. 
Ms 10 cento. " .

of radiant’ health. w>. ••
One more experience and that the more absolute evi

dence., I had In my congregation a physician of keen 
mind, inclined to doubt, yet psychic so that he had experi
ences that perplexed him. His wife was of a similar char
acter. After I had known them a few years they Invited 
me to a seance at their house.

I went, determined, to keep cool and see what there was,

MRS. MAY 8. PEPPER.

A Vivid Pen Picture of Her Work in 
Connection With the First Society 
of‘Spiritualists, of Brooklyn, N. Y.
To the Editor;;—Among the many 

societies.in our city.I think, the First 
Society of Spiritualists ' ranks first, 
holding meetings in.thq Aurora Grata 
Cathedral, formerly a church owned 
by a society of the-Methodist persua
sion; then sold to the Masonic frater
nity, who have fitted" it for their use 
with an auditorium with a seating ca
pacity of 800, with-.a fine pipe organ, 
and a very ornamental structure, both 
externally and internally, with every 
modern convenience. "

Is it any wonder that the pastor, 
Rev. May-S. Pepper, can deliver such 
eloquent sermons, so full of pathos 
and power, and also manifest such 
marvelous psychic qualities, assisted 
by abandof wise and beneficent -de
carnate spirits, as to astonish even the 
most ardent Spiritualists and attract 
and convince the most pronounced 
skeptic coming from, all the walks-of 
life? .

A large and représentative audi
ence, in which were many of Brook
lyn’s staunchest’ and most respected 
business and professional men and 
their families, greeted her on Sun
day, Sept. 23, at 3 p. m., the day of 
the opening of the .church, for thé 
season.. -

The meetlngtoolc thé form bf a'wel- 
come, with congratulatory and ' com
plimentary speeches, from the chair
man of the Board of Trustees, Hbn. A. 
H.- Dalley, and Dr. John ‘0/Wyman, 
the efficient clerk, and" Dr. J. Thorn-- 
toir Sibley and Mrs. J;'H. Dunton, the 
popular president of tho Ladles’ Aux
iliary, and Mrs. Amelia E, Pfenning; 
the.latter was unfojtunàtày detained, 
at home by a sprainëd amtle.

The desk was appFoprlaUly adorned 
with beautiful ferns-and fibbers, and a 
program of especiaHy selè’oted solos 
was rendered by prbfessltfhaL musical 
celebrities, includilië1 Prêt. Wm. Ah
rens, organist;- Miss Wlrshing, so
prano, and Mr. Frank, ténor soloists.

In the evening the auditorium was 
again filled to completion!, and -in
cluded many men ahd women who oc
cupy high positionsUn sodM, financial 
and political life in bur city, as well as 
many as earnest andclnterésted in the 
more common (Walksvif life, .who hold 
high positions as insltructors in art, 
music and literature^ I ?. • ;
" The pastor gave ta very; interesting 
account of her. varied ¡experiences 
while touring abroad in company ' 
with two lady members of her church, 
and after paying her compliments to 
some members of -the., press,, who, 
strange as it may seem in the opening 
of the new century, when the world is 
being blessed with so' many new ideas 
along the lines of mechanical Inven
tions, are showing themselves as sim
ply “fossils” of a by-gone age,- unable 
to keep in step in the onward march" 
of civilization by resorting to the old 
and worn-out customs of those whoso, 
brains; are yet ; undeveloped,, and : 
whose meager understanding is pain-’ 
fully manifested. In their , slanderous- 
misrepresentations of the pastor, 
whose mission., and-whose life In Its

Eye Glasses Not Necessary,
Eye blent can be Strenglheuea, aua ail 

toriue ot UUeaaed Byes Cured with, 
put Cutting oV leruggiug.

Thal the eyes can be strengthened bo that eve 
glaBses can bo dispensed with In the great ma
jority ot cases, has been proven beyond a doubt 
by the testimony ot thousands oti people who 

v tlaVB been 
wonderful little iustru. 
mom called "Aotlna." Ac- 
twa also cures sore and 
granulated lids, Iritis, etc., 
also removesCataraots and 
Pterygiums without cut 
ting oi- drugging.. Over 
Be™“ty thousand ot tho 

experiment bi>f thereforelt Is not au
letters are bit '“f1' 'rho following
celvMdSy: Ba,ul)lea oi tho^ that are re-
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Cancer Cured 
WITH SOOTHING, BALMY OILS. 
Cancer, Tumor, Catarrh, Plies, Fistula, Ulcere

DR. BYE.Broadvra^ Kansas City, Mo,

a
“How to Remember.” 
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there we nothing genuine no one would counterfeit.
Nor is there time to speak of the dangers of medium

ship. The will should never be surrendered to any power 
outside of ourselves. Such surrender means weakness 
and at last sin. We should not bring the spirits down but 
ourselves up until we realize not only the communion oi 
saints but the communion of the Infinite without media
tion—the comniunlon that has been recognized in all ages 
as the substance of vital religion.

If what I have said this morning sounds like over
wrought .mysticism, let me assure you that I do not reco- 
ognlze any so-called miracle. All is natural—just as nat
ural as the stage coach, only finer. In telepathy we come 
to a solid metaphysical ground for the loftiest experiences 
of saints and mystics. If it is possible to read immediately 
the spirit vibrations of finite beings, it is possible to read 
the same sort of vibration in the Infinite. And as the In
finite lives in an eternal now, without past or future, the 
past can be read and the future discerned. Prophecy is, 
then, the exercise of a natural function. Infinite vistas of 
possibility here open to man. At their threshold we stand 
bewildered with wonddr. By the same principle of telep
athy we come to a universal language, deeper than words, 
sculpture, paintings and music.

Ten days the disciples continue in prayer in a room in 
Jerusalem. On the tenth they are with one accord, with 
one-heart, In one place. A sound as of a mighty, pushing 
wind from heaven shakes the'house; they are filled with 
the holy spirit and begin to speak with..other tongues as 
the spirit gives them utterance. Superficial languages 
vanish and all speak in the spirit the wonderful works of 
God. As men understand the principle and harmonize 
with the higher forces, pentecost proceeds and mankind 
"nter their Inheritance of light, peace, love, power and 
glory.

grand and beautiful unfoldment are so 
far beyond their puerile and feeble 
comprehension that it will require sev
eral decades for them, unless they 
put forth a greater effort, to “keep up 
with the procession." '

She enjoined upon the audience to 
stand firmly together and to battle 
bravely for the upbuilding of “a tem
ple not made with hands, eternal in 
the heavens,” and upon the earth 
wherein every honest man, woman 
and child may come to worship at the 
Shrine of Truth as revealed and dem
onstrated by Modern Spiritualism in 
its philosophy and phenomena, in the 
promulgation of which Rev. May S. 
Pepper is recognized as standing In 
the foremost ranks of our army of 
diligent and brave workers.

A pleasing - and most impressive 
feature of the evening service was the 
baptism by the pastor of the infant 
son of Mr. and Mrs: Godfrey, former 
members of the.church, who are now 
living in the west, and came east upon 
a visit to Mrs. Godfrey’s parents. Mrs. 

. Pepper’s.- looks, and. the increased 
power of her remarkably gifted 
guides, gave us marked evidence'of 
the benefits derived from her enjoy
able trip,- consuming three months of 
the summer season.

After renovation, she has re-occu
pied her handsome home at 258 Mon
roe street, where she will soon enter 
upon a winter’s work of giving evi
dences to the believer and . skeptical 
alike ot a glorious Immortality, as_she 
alone can, bringing messages of love, 
wisdom and good cheer from the 
Spheres of Light to those who are now 
sitting in doubt and despair.
, The date of the opening of- her 
classes for development of medium
ship and spiritual healing will be duly 

. given later. The writer is pleased to 
announce to his many friends and 
former patrons that he is fully re
covered from an illness of nearly two 
years’ duration, a large percentage pf 
which he now recognizes as "develop
ment,” and is now expecting to estab
lish himself in this city in a perma
nent home, where with increased pow
ere he will continue to practice in his 
mediumship of trance-healing and de
veloping, and as a medical and busi
ness clairvoyant. -

„ DR. G. W. FOWLER.
Brooklyn, N. Y. ‘ i

MARY ANN CAREW, 
... Wife, Mother, Spirit ami AngeL 

By Carlyle Petersllea.
This most beautiful story of the ex

periences of a young wife and 
mother taken from her home on earth 
to her home in the spirit world, is told 
in such a realistic way, that one is 
carried away with the sweet beauty 
and naturalness of It. It makes the 

.other world: appear very near to us 
This book.has been a great comfort to 
many Weary hearts who have lost 
mother, wife or babies. Price, neativ 
bound in cloth, 81. ■

.“The Present Agezand Finer Lite; 
Ancient and Modern Mysteries Classi
fied and Explained." By Andrew Jack
son Davis. We hMve-a few copies of 
this work by the celebrated seer. Cloth.
$1.10. .

KEY TO'v
You're no greater Intellectually tlion 

your memory. Easy. in<;x|,MBiv<>. lucrena- a 
memory n.r races, names, 

studlob. converssKuni develops will. Send fur free booklet.
Dickson School of Hemory, 082 Kimball Hall, Chicago

Tlie above is the aumue.- of the pres
ent Issue of The Progressive Thinker 
as printed at the top of the first page' 
right hand corner. If this number con 
responds with the figures on your wrap
per, then the time you have paid tc? has 
expired, and you are requested to re
new your subscription. This number 
at the right hand corner of the first 
page is advanced each week, showing 
the number of Progressive Thinkers 
Issued up to date. Keep watch of the 
number on the tag of your wrapper.

MATERIALIZATION.

As Viewed From the Standpoint of J. 
C. F. Grumbine.

Spiritualists have asked me, "Do 
you believe in materialization?” Yes, 
for everything, though essentially spir
itual, is first materialized, given a 
physical form. This means that spirit 
is placed under a condition where it 
can vibrate in the form of the gross 
particles of matter. If this Is so, and 
is fundamental to all life ' on this 

' plane, then what hinders spirits excar
nate, under similar conditions taking 
on matter bodies, and appearing In 
such forms are too human to be 
believed or accepted, were the condi
tions not such as to eliminate fraud?

And here I wish to add that no one 
should be asked to believe in materi
alization, but to accept only what can 
be proven under rigidly scientific test 
conditions. He who demands less, 
whatever his-experiences may have 
been, Is an enemy to Spiritualism. ■

Spirits interested' in the success of 
Spiritualism (for there are excarnate 
spirits who are not), court the most 
searching test conditions, as witness 
how Mr. Bailey of Australia gives his 
phenomena, and they are never satis
fied until they convince the hard-head
ed, scientific investigator of the facts.

Spirit phenomena should never have 
been and should never be exploited 
as a means of communion; and here is 
where fraud and evil step in to satisfy 
the morbid natures of some Spiritual
ists. Communion is a spiritual sacra
ment, and should be used not at a pub
lic seance among the mixed conditions 
which there prevail, any more than 
the Lord’s supper should be served at 
a laboratory or a circus. And when 
Spiritualists degrade that sacrament, 
it is no wonder that others, and not 
always their friends step in to supply 
the demand.

Were I a psychic for that phase of 
mediumship, I. should first'ot all give 
no seance unless under scientific test 
conditions, and second, accept as an 
insult , any invitation to present the 
phenomena unless so given, for In this 
manner the cause of Spiritualism will 
be advanced, and criticisms, which are 
now in order because mediums refuse 
to make theirseances test, will be dis
armed. No scientific investigation 
can harm a fact; but no. . bogus phe
nomena can stand the test of science. 
Yet Science and Spiritualism go arm 
in arm. . J. C. F. GRUMBINE.

AN-IMPORTANT WORK.

The N. 8. A. Ritual for Spiritual 
' Services. .. ’ ■ ■

. The N. 8. A. Ritual for Spiritual 
-Services; well printed and neatly 
bound in Leatherette, .is now in print 
and for sale at the N. 8. A. office, 600 
Pennsylvania, avenue 8. E., Washing
ton, B. C. Twenty cents per copy, 
postpaid; two dollars per dozen.' Ad

. dress MARY T. LONGLEY,
- . Secretary.

"The Truth Seeker Collection ' or 
Forms and Ceremonies for the Use of 
Liberals.”- Price, 25 cents. . .

MOLLIE FANOHER,
The Brooklyn Enigma.

An authentic statement of facts In the life of 
Mary J. Fancher, the psychological marvel ot 
the nineteenth century. Unimpeachable test!- 

wagisr’asaa»- ™w- 
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By Godfrey Higgins, Esq. This work is one 
ot the Library of Liberal Classics. No author 
was bettor qualified to write an impartial and 
honest life of Mahomet than Godfrey Hlgiins, 
and this volume Is intensely interest-inn 16 
wo°rk McT^eVs“^^ QI“nn?

Mofecufar Huoothesis of Nature: 
The Relation of Its Principles to Continued Ex« 
istence and to the Philosophy of Spiritualism. 
By Prof W. M. Lockwood. Paper. 24 cents.

Father Tom and the Pone,
Or a Night at the Vatican. Written probably 
by Sir Samuel teerguson. From Blackwood's 
Edinburg Magczlne. This Is a humorous ab
count of a roilcksome visit to the Pope o't 
Home by Father Tom, an Irish priest, armed 
with a superabundance ot Irish wit, two Im. 
perlalquart bottles of Irish "poteen," and an 
Irish recipe for "conwoundfng" the same.
Paper, 2d cents: cloth. 60 cents.

Practical Methode to insure Success.
A valuable little work, full of practical In- 

struotlon In matters pertaining to physical, 
mental and spiritual health. Worth many 
times its cost. Price 10 cents.

Fpr66 ana Matter
book. A profound work upon a profound sub. 
ject Price, cloth. 81.00.

AFTER HER DEATH.
The Story of a Summer. By Lilian Whiting. 

Pervaded wi ih pure and beautiful spirituality 
of thought. Instructive and helpful to al! who 
love and seek the higher and finer ways of 
spiritual experience. Price, 81.00.

Taffeurand's Letter to the Pope. 
This work will be- found especially Interesting 
to all who would desire to make a study of Bo- 
manlsm and the Bible. The historic facts stat
ed, and the keen, loathing review ot Romish 
idea* and practices should be read by alb Prloe 
25 cents.

TOE AGE OF REASON.
By Thomas Paine. Being an investigation ot 

True and Fabulous Theology. A now and com- 
ploto edition, from new plates and now tynot 
Ï8S pages, post Bvo. Paperclot\ 50c.

Researches Modern?p1Hism
By SIB WILLIAM CROOKES, F. R. S with 
Illustrations. Of unusual interest and value, 
by one of the greatest scientists of the world, 
rrice, 60 cents.

The Nemesis of ) Tfo8 «wen*« 
Chautauqua Lake |hyXS 

known Author and Scholar, 
HON. A, B. RICHMOND, 

Should bo In the hands ot every Spiritualist In 
the land. It is based on a historical fact, but • 
through the narative is woven a psychic Une of 
thought in the stylo so natural to the great 
criminal lawyer that one can fee I tie author's 
very presence during its perunal it is certain
ly interesting. Price, cloth. 75 cents.

m t “ Assist Develoumenf By 
W. H.Bach. Paper CSceuts; • ’

UHM AN • ALectare^ Dellvere« to Ladin 
WUl IHll ( Only.p? Mra.IDr. HnlburLOn 
tho present status of woman, physically, men
tally, morally and spiritually. Tho divine law 
of true barmonlal marriage, etc. Price, 10c.

-The InHdeiitu of Eccfesiasticism, 
A Menace to American Civilization. By Prof, 
W. M.' Lockwood. A trenchant and masterly 

. treatise. Price, £5 cents.______________________  

~~ The Refiaion of Science.
By Dr. Paul Carns. Ver thoughtful and in

teresting. Price, Scents. •

The Science of Spirit Return,^ 
By Charles Dawbarn» A sclentiflo rehofiaBB 

that is truly interesting. Price, 10 cents, ,

Man anA l-fio 0s Disclosed in the. Blbla." 
J Jail allU LI16 By Rev. Arthur- Chambera, 
XniPlh UapM Asswtato of King’s College 
Opll IL WUI III London. An excellent book 
for Christian people who Would Investigate and 
learn the facts of Bible teachings as well a* 
modern spirit phenomena. Price, cloth, tl.10.
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Tiie Spiritualistic Field—Its Workers, Its Work 
and General Progress, the World Over. ■

CONTRIBUTORS.—Each contributor j AS A GENERAL RULE, IN THIS 
Is alone responsible for any assertions OFFICE WE PAY NO ATTENTION TO 

■' ""“"i anonymous communications,
the NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE 
WRITER SHOULD ACCOMPANY ALL 
MATTER, OF WHATEVER KIND, 
SENT TO THIS OFFICE.

o»' statements he may make. The editor 
allows this freedom of expression, be
lieving that the cause of truth can be 
best subserved thereby. Many of the 
eeiiUmeuts uttored in an article may he 
diametrically opposed to his belief, yet 
that is no reason why they should be 
suppressed; yet we wish it distinctly 
Understood that our space is inade
quate to publish everything that comes 
to hand, however much we might desire 
to do so, That must account , for the 
non-appearance of YOUR article.

WRITE PLAINLY.—We would like 
to impress upon the minds of our corre
spondents that The Progressive Thinker 
is set up on a Linotype machine that 
must make speed equal to about four 
compositors. That means rapid work, 
¿nd it Is essential that all copy, to in
sure Insertion in the paper, all other re
quirements being favorable, should be 
written plainly with Ink on white 
paper, or with a typewriter, and only on 
one side of the paper. Please bear this

Whea writing' for this paper 
nse a pen or typewriter.

We go to press early Monday morn
ing, hence communications Intended for 
that current Issue should reach -this 
office not later than the previous Satur
day morning. Bear tlils in mind.

[0 gut Premium Offer Extraordinary! 19
1Ö Thirteen rtigh-Grade Premium Books !

. >>1

made to make all friends »nd espe
cially strangers feel that their tlnv. 
has been well spent in hearing both 
speakers and medium.”

Mrs. C. J. Miller writes:. “I have 
read in The Progressive Thinker, No. 
878, the article by Mrs. C. C. Ryder, 
¡she is certainly an angel, and th: 
work she is .doing 16 just what I hav: 
been interested in for years, though 
physically unable to accomplish much, 
especially where obstacles on every 
side are so great.”

Frank T. Ripley, the lecturer and 
platform test medium, can be ad
dressed for engagements at Oxford, 
Ohio, Box J4.

A reception and dance will be given 
by the Golden Rule Pleasure Club, on I 
Saturday evening, October 13, at 1 
O’Donnell College Hall, 43 South Pau-1 
lina street. Tickets 25 cents a per
son; wardrobe. It) cents. A lunch 
will be served without additional 
charge. Music by the Kirkland Or
chestra. Come one and all and enjoy 
a pleasant evening.

Brother Bagnall writes from Baker 
City, Ore.: "We have had.Brother G. 
C. Love of Portland, .Ore., with us for 
two weeks, and he gave us four lec
tures on Spirit Return, and proved it 
to us from different texts taken’from 
the Holy Bible, and he showed that 
Jesus was a medium, and that all he 
did was for good, and all the good ad
vice he gave, he practiced; and 
those who live a good moral life, do
ing good and acting just, honest and 
honorable to their fellow men and sis
ters, will get the credit of it all as 
soon as they enter the spirit world, 
and that is not later than forty-eight 
hours after the death of the body, but 
those who sin against the laws of na
ture or do any wrong to their fellow 
man or sister, when their spirit enters 
the spirit world, they have to Jump 
into the harness and atone for all the • 
sins they committed while in the body, 
and no man, whomsoever Ke may be, 
has any power to forgive any person 
their sins. The angelic host can give 
you good aavice and set you a good ex
ample, but all sinners must atone for 
their own sins. Then after they have 
done so they can rise Into the next 
sphere; bo look out, brothers and sis
ters, It will be much to our interest to 
have our souls clean and pure when 
we enter the spirit world.”

Thirteen Reniarkiifile Premium Booles Sent to Our Sub, 
scribers atí'á Pric'd the World Has Never Before Seen.

Any one of the Thirteen Premium Books you may order, 
price 25 cents. This is the price, remember, when you 
order only bg| bppij in connection with a yearly subscrip
tion. The paper,; one year, and . one Premium Book, 
31.25. But'it you'order more than one Premium Book, 
the price Is a^follows:

Any two of the Thirteen Premium Books you may or
der; price 70 cents. - . - "

Any three of the Thirteen Premium Books you may or-

ft NEW GflTEGHiSM
BY M. M. MANOASARIAN,

Fourth Edition—Six Additional Chap
ters—2(10 Pages, Bound in Cloth, ■ 
$1.00.—Containing Likeness of the ’ 
Author.
"A New Catechism” has enjoyed a 

remarkable sale both in .America and 
¡England. George Jacdb Holyoake, 
in his introduction to the English edi
tion of "A New Catechism," says:

"A New Catechism” is the boldest, 
the brightest, the most varied and in- 

i forming of any work of the kind ex
tant. The principal fields of human 
knowledge, which the churches have 
fenced round with supernatural ter
rors, the Catechism breaks into, cher
ishing what is fair and showing .what , 
is deformed. The notes, of .which 
there are many, both ancient and con
temporary, are as striking as the 
text. The book 1b a cyclopedic of 
theology and reason in a nutshell.

Bear in mind that every order for a Premium Book 
must be accompanied with a .yearly subscription for The 
Progressive Thinker, which Is 3 1.00.

Our Thirteen Remarkable Premium Books for $4.HS.
The following is the list of titles of the Thirteen 

Premium Books:
1—The Encyclopedia of Death, and Life in the Spirit 

World, Vol. 1. '
2—The Encyclopedia ot Death, and Lite Jn the Spirit 

World, Vol. 2. .
3-—The Encyclopedia of Death, and Life in the Spirit 

World, Vol. 3. These volumes have been prepared by J. 
R, Francis. . They contain invaluable data.

4—Art Magic, or Mundane, Sub-Mundane and Super- 
Mundane Spiritism, by Mrs. Emma Hardinge Britten.

5-—Ghost Land, Spiritualism, Occultism, *By Mrs. Emma 
HaTfiinge Britten. ,

'6—The Next World Interviewed, by Mrs. 8, G. Horn, a 
most remarkable medium.

7—The Occult Life of Jesus, by Alexander Smythe, a 
medium ot.yafe gifts. .

8—A Wanderer in the Spirit Lands. Translated by A. 
Farnese, a wonderful English medium.

9—The Religion of Man and Ethics of Science, by Hud
son Tuttle.

10—Seers of the Ages, or Spiritualism Past and Present, 
by Dr. J. M. Peebles.

11—The Great Debate Between Moses Hull and W. F. 
Jamieson.

12—Letters From the Spirit World, written through 
the mediumship of Carlyle Petersllea.

13—Gems of Thought, by SEVENTEEN leading authors, 
is our last Premium Book.

Address J. R- FRANCIS, 40 Loomis Street, Chicago, Ill.

der, price 31.10., - .
Any four of the Thirteen Premium Books you may.

der, price 31-50. ’ ,x
Any five of the Thirteen Premiuin Books you may 

der, price 31-75.' . 1 ■ .
Any six of the Thlrteeh Premium Books you may 

der, price 32,05.i
• Any seven of the Thirteen Premium Books you may 

der, price 32-35. '
Any eight of the Thirteen Premium Books you may 

der; price 32.65.
Any nine of the Thirteen Premium Books you may 

der, price 32.90.
Any ten of the Thirteen Premium Books you may

or-

or-

or-
Other Excellent Publications

BY M. M. MANGA8ABIAN.

or.

or-

or-

or-

JESUS CHRIST A MYTH.

PASSED TO SPIRIT LIFE.

Prof. Lockwood’s Books,

J. P. WHITWELL.tion.

Pease, afterwards Mrs. Col. Fox, and ;

ROCKFORD, ILL.

An

Harding expressed the idea that Dr.
State Spiritualist Association to uniteThomas didn’t go far enough, devoted | 

too much time to the affairs of this ,

"The

sees and hears and senses; but she is

Two Excellent Spiritual Books

MftKY ftNNE GflREfeOGEMIDES

enee, and is very, interesting.

lifted.gito, and interesting for everyone.

Miss 
wel

them

support of Spiritualism.' Price $1.
The Relation Science Holds to I 

ral Philosophy and Its Conflict 
Every Phase of Religion. In this < 
the author shows that science is i

The Psychical Research Society of 
Rockford, Ill., has invited the Illinois

Natu- 
wlth 

essay 
not a '

[Obituaries to the extent of ten lines 
only will be Inserted free. All In excess 
of ten lines will be charged at the rate 
of fifteen cents per line. About seven 
words constitute one line.)

to the membership, to whom 
Harlow, in well-chosen words, 
corned to the society, and gave 
the glad hand.

Mrs.' A. Sexsmith writes:

Important Meeting Will Be Held 
There on October 21.

them. Mrs. Bessie Bellman we are

lines of work. They have made many 
friends in Winfield camp who will 
gladly welcome them back.

Will J, Erwood and Max Hoffmann 
have both made repeated visits here.

H. Randall.

facial expression. She is not clalrau-1 . <^Op 'aopj -joefqns qrrupoduii
dlent- or clairvoyant,.but she is so I ilds9p- B no ‘jequpn jnoiSoi '2uoijs a jo 
readily and perfectly controlled that । gqj, -pooMnooq 'JM -jojj xg 
she-can be made to give a few names, । ojmsoo e ejn jo Kfinunuoo,, 
and says what the controlling spirit , “How to Train Children and Pa-

rents.” Mrs. Elizabeth Towne takes

good meeting, Sept. 30, both afternoon 
and evening. The afternoon exercises 
consisted of short talks and messages

a fine psychometrlst and character 
reader. Many have said that she was 
the best psychometrlst, having a per-

PROGRESSION
The evolution of Man. By Michael Faraday.
Price. 15c.

I the position that in many cases it is the 
parents that need the training more 

I than the children, and advises parents

j proud to claim as one of us, a Kansas 
I product, ifyou please. As an insplra- 
; tional lecturer, her superiors are few.

I mended to all who love to study and 
i think. Price, 25 cents.

¡work radiates a good spiritual influ- lly, is beyond one’s power to describe, 
ence, and is very interesting. All readers will be charmed with. It

It is a spiritual book for Spiritual- .as wall a« eolrHuaily aided and up-

She is doing a good work in her line. 
addIe McAllister, 

Secretary.

as related. to .the gifted and inspired .------  —_______ __
author. The question of soul mates, Is charmingly natural, and beautlfu 
or of the united male and female con- in its tone of sweetness. - It bringsor of the united male and female con- in its tone of sweetness. - It brings 
stitutlng the completed ego or angel, that o’her world very' near to us; the;
Is advanced as a vital truth of spirit comfort it brings to those bereaved 
experience in the higher realms. The ot the dear ones of the home and fam-

Thes.e book»- from the -Pen of the no ted musician, medium and author, 
Carlyle Petersllea, .whose 'writings have been read and prized by thous
ands of readers of The Progressive Thinker, will-assuredly be enjoyed by 
all who rbad them. They are intensely spiritual and of absorbing interest 
from beginning to end.

aisunci purpusu, tu dcl ences of a young wife and mo (lie;
phases "of spirit life and ? experience, early called to the portals df deatu 
as related. to .the gifted and Inspired it is very realistic, and the narrative

COMMON SENSE Revolul ionary paraph- 
let, addressed to the Inhabitants ot America In 
177<J, with explanatory notice by an English 
author. Pauer. 15 cents..

A Psychical Novel.—Price Paper, Wife, Mother, Spirit, Angel.—Noni 
Coyer, CO Cents. ■ ; Cloth Cover, Price $1.00.^ .

M. M. F. of Baraboo, Wis., speaks I 
exceptionally favorably of the good I 
work done there by Frank T. Ripley.1 
He can be addressed for engagements ' 
at Oxford, Ohio. -

BOMANISM Isa pamphloJ of 80pages, tn 
reply to Prof. David Swing, 

JUAJ: VDIUU Pnest Cashman and Dr. With
row, and is principally in defense of Protestant- 
Ubl ▲ concise Utile pamphlet. Price U cents.

ORIGIN OF LW ' 
and How the Spirit Body Grow! ■ By M.
Prlco. 10c. For sale st this office

This great .novel-Is written, with a . . This great work relates the expen 
distinct purpose, to set forth cefjaln

Correspondent writes; "The Golden 
Rule Spiritualist Society held a grand, 
good meeting, Sept. 30, both a —

Boclate pastor, Dr. J.

HOW THE BIBLE WAS INVENTED.

U

In mind.ITEMS.—Bear In mind that items for 
the General Survey will In all cases be 
adjusted to the space we have to occu
py, and fn order to do that they will 
generally have to be abridged more or 
less; otherwise many items would be 
crowded out. Sometimes a thirty-line 
Item is cut down to ten lines, and ten 
lines to two lines, as occasion may re
quire.TAKE DUE NOTICE, that all items 
for this page must ba accompanied by 
the full name and address of the writer. 
It will not do to say that Secretary or 
Correspondent writes so and so, with
out giving the full name and address of 
the writer. The items of those who do 
not comply with this request will be 
cast into the waste basket.

KEEP COPIES of your poems sent to 
this office, tor they will not be returned 
if we have not space to use them.

THIS GENERAL SURVEY DEPART- 
WENT IS ONLY INTENDED TO 
CHRONICLE THE ENGAGEMENTS 
AND WORK OF SPEAKERS AND ME
DIUMS. A REPORT OF WHAT THE 
VARIOUS SPEAKERS SAY WILL 
NOT BE PUBLISHED, AS WE HAVE 
NOT SPACE SUFFICIENT FOR THAT 
PURPOSE.

always give your full name 
and address when sending no
tices and communications for 
publication; otherwise THEY 
will FIND THEIR WAY TO THE 
WASTE BASKET.

A grand agitation meeting, ar
ranged by the members of the German 
Spiritualists organization, the Search
ers Publishing Company, will be held 
on Sunday, Oct. 21, at 2:30 p. m., 
sharp, in Brandt’s Hall, 152 E. North 
avenue, corner Clybourn avenue, as
sisted by Mrs. K. Hary, of St. Louis, 
Mo., and Mrs. Dietrich, Lawrence, 
Mass., speaker and medium for the 
Harmonlal Philosophical Society at 
Lawrence, and other good speakers I 
and mediums. Tests will be given in 
German and English. This is an ex
cellent opportunity for investigators.

Mrs. Marian Crowell, dramatic 
reader, inspirational speaker, and psy- 
chometrist, has open engagements, 
and will answer calls to lecture for 
any society at reasonable terms. Ad
dress care Rev. Laura L. Crawford, 
198 Fourth street, Detroit, Mich.

Dr. A. W. S. Rothermel, the mate
rializing medium, can be addressed in 
care General Delivery, Milwaukee, 
Wis.

Mrs. Helen Stuart-Richings lec
tured at Clyde, Ohio, on the 30th ult., 
and will entertain at Massillon (O.) 
State Hospital, Oct. 8. She will be 
pleased to correspond with societies 
wishing to make dates for lectures, 
psychic work, or dramatic recitals. 
Address 319 E. High street, New Phil-

Rev. Sophia B. Seip, delegate from 
Portland State Spiritualists Associa
tion, will be In Chicago until after the 
Convention, and will be glad to serve 
any society, or home work; either cir
cles or private sitings. She Is a phy-' 
cjiometrist and. spiritual medium of 
high development. 2329 Prairie ave
nue, Phone Calumet 8272.

H. Hegdahl writes from Minneapo
lis, Minn., that the North Side Spirit
ualist Society is working harmoniously, 
and doing well. The following are 
officers elected for the..ensuing year: 
H. P. Courtney, president; Mrs. Fos
ter, vice-president; A. A. Benjamine, 
secretary; H. Hegdahl, treasurer; H. 
Hegdahl, Mrs. P. Buhler, Mrs. Manne- 
well, Mrs. Selma Hegdahl the workers 
for the coming year; trustees, Mr. A. 
Lannes, Mr. Will Worpel and Mrs. S. 
Hegdahl. I hope the spirit of truth 
will guide these workers, officers and 
members to a better understanding of 
our cause.”

H. K. Dletz'writes from Iowa: ”1 do 
not want The Progressive Thinker dis
continued for one week as it is filled 
with so many good things that we can 
not afford to be without it. Sister 
and Brother Sprague have been with 
us here since Sept. 30, and will go the 
5th of this month to Clear Lake, Iowa, 
where they will lecture on truths of 
Spiritualism.”

News of a cheerful and hopeful 
character comes from our friends of 
the Psychical Research Society, at 
Rockford, Ill. Beside added sub
scriptions to The Progressive Thinker, 
they report their two meetings, after
noon and evening of the 30th ult., on 
which occasions Miss Elizabeth Har
low excelled herself in proclaiming the 
great truths of the spiritual philoso
phy to large audiences, were more 
than successes—in the language of 
the church they were "pentecostal 
seasons" and a re-awakenlng to new 
life. At the conclusion of the laqt dis
course the following roslutlons were 
unanimously adopted and punctuated 
with applause: Resolved, That the 
thanks of this Psychical Research So
ciety are due, and are hereby tendered 
Miss Harlow, for her learned, in
structive and truly eloquent lectures 
this afternoon andgevenlng. Resolved, 
That Miss Harlow is requested to re
turn to Rockford and again address us 
at her earliest convenience. Several 
new and influential names were added

by Mrs. McIntyre, Mrs. D. Koones and 
Mrs. Nora E. Hill. At the evening 
services the audience was again made 
happy by the presence of our associate 
pastor, Dr. J. H. Randall, who gave his 
audience one of his soul-stirring, ad
dresses. The message-bearers were 
Mrs. Mary McIntyre, Mrs. Hild and 
Mr. Traun. Sunday, October 14, the 
afternoon services will consist of short 
talks and messages. In the evening 
an address will be delivered by our as-

der, price $3.10.
Any eleven of the Thirteen Premium Books you may or

der, price $3.40,
Any twelve of the Thirteen Premium Books you may or

der, price 33.85. ■ •
Lastly-, all of these THIRTEEN premium Books here an

nounced are sent out, all postage prepaid, for 34,15, some
thing never before equalled In this country or Europe.

A New Lecture.'—Price, 10 cents.
This little pamphlet should be 

placed in the hands of every American 
citizen. The attention ot preacher«, 
theological students, and all church 
members should be called to the won- 1 
derful story of the Invention of the 
Holy Bible, which this lecture tells.

See that at least one orthodox - 
neighbor of yours reads this lecture.

MORALITY WITHOUT A GOD.
With letter to Right Reverend 

Bishop Anderson, of Chicago. Price, 
10 cents.

Winfield (Kansas) Camp.
September 2nd closed the thirteenth 

annual session of the Winfield Spirit
ualist camp-meeting, and we feel It 
has been a successful one from a spir
itual standpoint at least. There was 
Indeed a wealth of the beautiful teach
ings of our cause poured forth in ev
ery lecture delivered from our ros
trum ; our only regret is that the whole 
city’s population was not out to hear 
them. However we feel there has been 
a good work done and seed sown 
which will bring forth the golden har
vest in due time. We surely appreci
ate the privilege of listening to such 
workers as E. W. Sprague and wife, 
John W. Ring, Will J. Erwood, Max

Httia rAnmintin? thp nlden davs and in 10US 10 wrcnem. it is neeaiess to 
„Mol nZwrat i say our expectations were more thansocial discussioon. Democrat. realized with each in their resneetiveIn the course of conversation many! reanzea witn eacn in tneir respective

The Free Church at Sturgis, Mich.
Of ^11 the ladles who half a century 

ago attended the dedication of the 
Free Church or assisted in collecting 
funds for the building of 'the house | 
very few remain on this side. They 
are Mrs. J. G. Walt, Mrs. C. B. Peck, 
Mrs. Albert Sturges, Miss Ann Baker, 
Mrs. Hannah Buck, Mrs. Henry Church 
and Mrs. J. M. Barrows. With the ex
ception of two who were detained by 
sickness of unavoidable cause all at-

adelphia, Ohio. 1
Mrs. Eva McCoy, one of the best me

diums in the field to-day, writes from ( 
Montana: "I have been holding some 
very successful meetings, both In Ana- ( 
conda and Butte. I expect to attend 
the N. S. A. convention. Long may 
The Progressive Thinker .wave its ban
ner of truth.”

G. L. Willms, secretary writes: 
“The members of the North Star Spir
itual Union, 1546 Milwaukee avenue, 
had the pleasure of greeting a large 
audience Sept. 30. Sister Mueller 
gave a fine lecture, followed by Bro. 
Winter who- gave a grand lecture in 
German, which brought new thoughts 
to many. Sister Koofer, Sister Win
ter aid Sister L. Letzer gave messages 
to those present from their departed 
loved ones. Sister C. Mueller gave 
readings of articles. The correctness 
with which these messages were given 
was something exceptional. President 
Hassman thanked the visiting medi
ums for their kind assistance, hoping 
to be able to greet them again In the 
near future; also gave an invitation 
to all strangers who have not been ac- 

, quainted with the spiritual teaching 
hertofore. The Progressive Thinker 
had arrived for the evening, and all 
were taken, and more could have been 
sold.”

Mrs. Dan M. Davidson writes: "I 
recently visited Elyria, Ohio, and was • 
surprised to find a fine thriving socie
ty which had just been opened for the 
winter, with Mrs. Marian Carpenter as, 
speaker. I wish to thank the friends 
of Elyria and Lorain for the large 
subscription list they furnished for 
The Occult, a new spiritual monthly 
magazine which will be published Jan
uary 1, 1907, by your humble servant. 
Our contributors are Rev. B. F. Aus
tin, Dr. J. M. Peebles, Will J. Erwood, 
Lyman C. Howe and many others. It 
will contain 48 pages and a fine half
tone of some one of the workers each 
month. Anyone wishing to subscribe 
for this magazine can do so until Jan
uary 1, 1907, at 50 cents per year; 
after that time the regular, subscrip
tion price will be 75 cents. Address 
Mrs. Dan M. Davidson, Lock Box 522, 
Detroit, Mich.”

Mrs. R. Heinze writes: "On Thurs
day evening, September 27, the ladies 
of the First Spiritual Church of Bil
lings, Montana, gave an entertainment 
in the Eureka Hail, on Montana ave- 
nue. The program was arranged by 
Mrs? C. L. Farris of Denver, Colo., as
sisted by Mrs. -R. E. Heinze of Kansas 
City, Mo., and Mrs. A. P. Smith of Bil
lings, and was most complete. At 
the colse of the program the ladles 
served ice cream and cake. The en
tertainment was quiie original, full of 
wit from start to finish, keeping the 
audience in an uproar. The hall was 
well filled, and all pronounced it a 
very- enjoyable affair. This church 
deserves great credit for the work 
done in the past season, being a young 

.-organization with only a few active 
Workers; but we hope to make it~not 
only the largest but the strongest Spir- 

. Ituallst organization In Montana.”

meeting of the Christian Spiritualist 
Society on Sunday, Sept. 30, both af
ternoon and evening proved very In
teresting. Miss Thomas gave a short 
talk with a reminiscence of the sum
mer’s labors, and as she again takes 
up the work In the city with renewed 
strength, we know that success will 
crown every effort. Mrs. Susie Thomp
son was with us and gave some fine 
messages, as did also Miss Thomas. 
In the evening Miss Thomas spoke 
briefly as we had with us Dr. and 
Mrs. Caird of Boston. She gave some 
very astounding messages to the many 
strangers present. She is to be with 
us again soon; also messages were 
given by Mrs. Jennie Staner Adams, 
which were appreciated. Sunday, Oc
tober 14, Dr. Geo. B. Warne will be 
the speaker, and as he IS a very able 
exponent of the truths of Spiritual
ism, we know that everyone who 
comes will be delighted. Meetings ev
ery Sunday afternoon and evening at 
3 and 8 o’clock, at Conway Hall, West
ern avenue and West Lake stfeet, over 
drug store.”

Mrs. C. Kirchner writes: "On Sun
day, Sept. 30, in the afternoon at the 
Rising Sun Temple, Oakley and Jack- 
son Boul., we had the pleasure of lis
tening to a very fine address by Sis
ter Martha Price, also by Sister Seip 
of Portland, Oregon, who is here as a 
delegate to the National Convention 
from Oregon. She gave some very 
fine demonstrations of the phenomena. 
Sister Hild also gave some very con- 

•vincing messages. Sister Seip fa
vored us again an Wednesday evening 
by ballot reading. On Sunday even
ing we had a very large audience who 
listened attentively to a very fine dis
course by Dr. O. E. Miller. After the 
lecture Sister Price gave some very 
fine readings from birthdays, which is 
a new.phase. All .were correctly given 
and recognized. As the convention Is 
near at hand we expect a large crowd 
at both ofternoon and evening meet
ings on Sunday, Oct. 14, of the dele
gates to the convention, so have ar
ranged with Mr. John W. Ring of 
Crystola, Colo., to lecture, both after-

Don’t forget the dance, Oct. 13.”
Eva L. Stewart writes: “The Hyde 

Park Occult Society had a full house 
on Sept. 30, to witness the reception 
of new members. After a short talk 
by Dr. McNeil, H. T. Stewart, the pres
ident extended the right hand of fel
lowship In behalf of the society to Dr. 
Geo. E. McNeil. Dr. McNeil th^n with 
appropriate remarks received the 
eight others by the same way. It was 
very impressive, and others came to 
the president after services and want
ed to join. We have had the finest 
philosophy rendered from our ros
trum, such that has opened the eyes of 
many to the truths of Spiritualism. 
Many have been Impressed, by thé fine 
messages given by our mediums, Mrs. 
E. Guckert which followed the recep
tion of members. We have decided to 
separate our developing circle from 
the test circle in the future. Develop
ing circle at Dr. McNeil’s residence, 
4942 Washington avenue, on Mon
day evenings, at 8 o’clock sharp. We 
hold the test circle at hall on Thurs
day evening. During the week of con
vention we will not hold a circle. We 
regret very much that Mrs. Guckert’s 
health will not permit her being' pres
ent at all of our test circles, at such 
times she Is not there wé will endeav
or to have some good medium to con
duct them. We commence our dances 
on October 25, at which time we will 
be glad to see all our friends who en
joyed themselves so much last season. 
Not having heard from Rev. Love, the 
14 th is open to any that are coming to 
the conventlomwho wish to do a favor 
for our society, can have the use of 
our rostrum on that date. Let the 
secretary, Eva L. Stewart, 455 E. 55th 
street, know as soon as convenient. 
Dr. J. H. Randall will be with us on 
the 21st and Dr. J. A. Marvin on the 
28th of this month.”

Mrs. L. L. Kirby of 118 Upton ave
nue, Battle Creek, Mich., a test me
dium, is open for engagements for 
fall and winter work.

A. F. Hill writes: “Will hold serv
ices Sundays, on and after Oct. 14, 
1906, 7:30 p. m.. Arcade Hall, 7 Park 
Square, Boston, Mass., to be aided by 
musicians, speakers and other good 
talent. Please invite your friends to 
be present with you.”

A reader writes: “Will some reader, 
please tell me through thèse columns 
where Edith Williamson, or Edith E. 
Edwards, is located? She is. a me
dium of great ability. When last 
heard of, she and her husband were In 
Lincoln, Neb.

Mrs. Maggie Henry writes: “At old 
77) Spiritual Mission Chapel, we had 
a very large audience, mostly stran
gers, and they all appeared to be in
terested in the lecture as well as the 
messages and answers to the personal 
questions."

Mrs, Annie Richardson writes from 
Hayesville, Iowa: “Our National Mls-

noon and evening. He is well liked 
and is a fine speaker. It will be well 

-to come and hear him, as we feel this 
will be his last trip to Chicago., Dele
gates to the convention 'are cordially 
invited to attend our services while 
in the city. Our Tuesday, Wednesday 
and Thursday evening meetings will 
not be held during convention week, 
as we expect everybody will be at the 
convention,”

J. A. Toren writes: "The Society of 
the Psychic Forces, corner of .Forty- 
third and Champlain avenue, have en
gaged the services of Mr. Geo. H. 
Brooks, president of the Wisconsin 
Spiritualists Association, for the two 
Sundays of October 14 and 21, and 
Dr. J. H. Randall of this city, for Sun
day, October 28. Those who appreci
ate listening to a good lecture can do 
no better than attend the meetings,- 
both afternoon and evening; at Wilcox 
Hall, at the above-mentioned location. 
The conference meetings in the after
noon are more than interesting and 
largely attended. Mrs. Isa Cleveland’s 
efforts will be doubled at these com
ing meetings and every effort will be

of the first speakers who occupied the 
desk of the new houee, were referred j 
to, viz: The sper, Andrew Jackson Da-i 
vis, Messrs. Willis, Peebles, Fairfield, । 
ana the lady ; lecturers, Mrs. Susie : „ , _ ,Johnson (who resides in California),! 18 sufficient to say that we feel that 
Mrs. Cora L. V. Richmond, and Nettle j camp could hardly be run without

Mr. Chas. Myers of Porcupine, Wis., 
passed to spirit life, Sept. 24, at the 
age of 76. He has been a well known 
and highly respected Spiritualist for 
over forty years, and has taken an act
ive Interest in all movements In the 
cause ot Spiritualism during all this 
time, and has been especially Interest
ed In the welfare of the Wonewoc 
camp association since Its Inception. 
He was married to Miss Adeline Ben
nett on Dec. 9, 1861, at Watertown, 
Wis. Funeral services were held in 
the Methodist church at Arkansaw, 
Wis., and were conducted by Mr. J. P. 
Whitwell, pastor ot the St. Paul Spir
itual Alliance, who represented the 
Minnesota State Spiritualist^ Associa-

A New Book.—Price 25 Cents. I
This book examines the evidence for 

the historical existence of Jesus, and 
finds it quite insufficient to prove that 
such a man as Jesus ever lived, it Is 
a most Important contribution th 
Modern Thought. It is prefaced by 
a letter to the Christian Clergy, and 
concluded by an answer to an editori
al in one of the Chicago morning pa
pers, attacking Mr. Mangasarlan'B po
sition. Send your orders ut once, as 
the first edition will soon be exhaust
ed.

her sister, the organist. I
The old Progressive Lyceum and its ! 

superintendent, John Jacpbs, are not i 
forgotten; perhaps never will be. His 
excellent and .appropriate management 
were so interesting,, with the marches
and counter-marches, In which the 
children of 4 or 5 .exploited in com
pany with the men,and women of 40 
or' 50. It was-,a most enjoyable time 
for young and,pld. ■ ■

Mrs. Peck read from the writings of 
Rev. Dr. Thomas, late of Boston. This 
called forth much discussion, and Mr.

world like most ot the Unitarians. I
Mrs. Susan Wait, widow of Senator i 

Walt, who was president of the Har-: 
monial Society and manager of the af
fairs of the First Spiritual Church of 
the world for upwards of twenty 
years, 1b rather feeble, but still evinces 
much interest in Spiritualistic ideas. 
She was in a wheel-chair by the other 
ladles, at whose request Thomas Hard
ing recited a poem by the Scottish 
poet of 100 years ago, Alexander 
Campbell. The meeting, although 
small, was very enjoyable. T. H.

Sturgis, Mich.

with them In the holding of a mass 
convention In that city on October 21, 
1906. President Barrett, of the Na
tional Spiritualist Association, and 
President Geo. B. Warne, of the Illi
nois State Spiritualist Association, 
with probably other speakers, will be 
present, as may be several test medi
ums. Morning, afternoon and even
ing services will be held, and the 
event Is expected to be one of great 
interest. It is hoped many visitors 
from abroad will be in attendance.

WHO WANTS A SPEAKER?
What Spiritualist society or camp- 

meeting wants a good, harmonizing, 
eloquent speaker? Such is my wife, 
Mrs. Jennie Martin, 49 Dudley Place, 
Grand Rapids, Mich. She is an inspi
rational trance speaker, and a person
ating medium In voice, gesture and

“The Molecular Hypothesis ot Na
ture." By Prof. Wm. M. Lockwood. 
Professor Lockwood is recognized as 
one of the ablest lecturers on the spir
itual rostrum. In this little volume he 
presents in succinct form the substance 
of his lectures on the Molecular Hy
pothesis of Nature; and presents his 
views as demonstrating a scientific ba
sis of Spiritualism. The book is com-

Ono of Our Pioneer Workers Called 
Home.

No one in our ranks could be more 
sadly missed that this dear sister, Mrs. 
Sarah A; Byrnes. She was called to 
the spiritual work In her early girl
hood, and ever proved loyal to the 
trust reposed In her by the spirit 
world.

She had comforted many aching 
hearts, and she left many sore ones 
here in earth life; although rejoicing 
in her release from pain, yet our self- 
isness makes us rebel.

Mrs. Byrnes had been a sufferer for 
more than a year, and in the last two 
weeks of her life suffered Intensely. 
Just before her transition she said to 
her nurse, "Oh, If heaven would only 
open its gates and take me home I 
should be so glad.” She then spoke 
to her son, asking him to turn her in 
bed, so she could rest more comfort
ably. Thiq was no sooner done, than 
her wish was gratlfiedpthe gates were 
open.

Mrs. N. J. Willis officiated at the 
service; it was a most beautiful one, 
her address bringing tears to the eyes 
of all present. When the guide an
nounced he was one who had minis
tered through Mrs. Byrnes for years, 
we could all readily believe it, as it 
seemed as though Mrs. Byrnes herself 
was telling us not to mourn for her, 
she had gone to gain more knowledge, 
and would still give us of her knowl
edge and counsel. The Schubert 
Quartet rendered most sweet and 
touching music.

Mrs. Byrnes leaves one son and his 
family to mourn for.her presence; but 
she had hosts of loved ones to greet 
her upon her arrival. We feel in 
Massachusetts as though part of our 
Spiritualism had gone with our dear 
sister—we all loved her. The floral 
tributes were many and beautiful.

CARRIE L. HATCH.

Store your mind with the ,great but 
demonstrative truths found in consec
utive order only in these writings.

Prof. Lockwood is tne only writer, 
thinker and lecturer in this country 
who affirms that the evolution of tho 
soul of man is in strict accord and 
agreement with the evolution of the 
soul of nature; and that the only proof 
of immortality inheres in an analysis of 
nature's fundamental principles ana 
the co-relatlon of cosmic elements and 
energies.

These great truths are explained and 
demonstrated from the plane of the 
Spiritual Philosophy founded on Nature 
itself.

The Molecular Hypothesis of Nature 
and Its Relation to the Philosophy of 
Spiritualism. A scientific demonstra
tion of the Invisible principles and at
tributes of nature and Modern Spirit
ualism. A mint of scientific truths as 
the basis of its phenomena. Price 25 
cents.

The Infidelity of Eccleslastlclsm—A 
Menace to the American Civilization, 
The entire hierarchy of Eccleslasticism 
arraigned as infidels for subverting the 
scientific demonstrations of universi
ties and colleges, by substituting the 

. immoral phantoms of the Mosaic Hy- 
| pothesis. It is a hot shot. Price 25 
cents.

I Historical, Logical and Philosophical 
Objections to the Dogmas of Reincar
nation and Re-Embodiment. A concise 
and masterly review of the .historical 
origin of Reincarnation as an ancient 
dogma. Its Illogical claims and incon
sistent assumptions. Its glaring de
fects and dogmas dissected. Price 25 
cents.

The Spiritualism of Nature. Mod
ern Spiritualism lias its basic truths in 
nature, and is proven not by the bible 
or any sacred cosmogony, but by an an
alysis of nature’s self-existent princi
ples. Price 15 cents.

Continuity of Life a Cosmic Truth. 
The greatest book, and the greatest 
truth of any age; a book of 212 pages 
with several telling scientific illustra
tions. Continuity of life and the asso
ciation of spirit realms demonstrated to 
be ‘tn scientific accord with principles 
of the Co-relation of Force, and the 
Conservation of Energy. The greatest 
book ever written in the defenco and

feet psychic hand. As she.reads psy- t look t0 themselves. Twenty-five 
chometrically from articles handed to . u could nol be better t 
her by any one in the audience and b J thJs llttje book Anyone that
as she is controlled at the same time, b ' o£ cblldren 8bould read lt
her readings and messages contain prjce 25 cents.
much, more proofs and tests than if j “The Jesuits ** By Rev. B. P 
she couid choose her subject. Since ’ Austln, A. M., B. D. An excellent 
she has had much experience and has pamphlet. Price. 15 cents.
a pleasing speaker’s voice that can be < “immortality, Its Naturalness, its 
heard, she will give you satisfaction, j pos8jhnities and Proofs." By J. M 
On two Sundays she' has just lately, Peebles, M. A., M. D., Ph. D„ Contains 
spoken for the First Spiritualist Socle-; jhe address rejected by the Phllosophi- 
ty of Jacksop, Mich., and pleased 1 caj Society of Great Britain, with Intro
them very much. If she can please auction and Explanatory Letter. Price 
them, she can satisfy any audience, j jp cents.
She has wrltten -a psychic story, which I t
appeared in one of; our spiritual pa-| -- - — - - ........ — — ■ ■ ■ -

"The Romance of Jude. A Story ot 
the Life and Times of the Nazarene 
and His People.” Through the medi
umship of Mrs. M. T. Longley. An in
tensely interesting book. Neatly bound 
in cloth and gilt. Only 50 cents.

"Harmonics of Evolutlon.The Philos
ophy of Individual life. Based Upon 
Natural Science, as Taught by Modern 
Masters of the Law.” By Florence 
Huntley. A work of deep thought, car
rying the principles of evolution Into 
now fields. Price, cloth. $2.

"The Light of Egypt.” Columns 1 
and 2. An occult library hi itself, a 
text-book of esoteric knowledge as 
taught by Adepts of Hermetic philos
ophy. Price 32 per volume.

thing—a corporation or individual, but 
a process of Inductive and deductive 
reasoning. Its acceptance means the 
death of TheurgiCal religions. Price 
15 cents.

AH of Prof. Lockwood’s publications 
are on sale at The Progressive Thinker 
office, Chicago, Ill., and at the rostrum 
when he lectures. These treatises con
tain the wealth of a vast historical and 
scientific research.

sionarles,- Mr. and Mrs. É. W. 
Sprague, held two night services in 
our hall on Sept 26 and, 27, and we 
wished very much that we might have 
had them for a much . longer period. 
Mr. Sprague’s lectures seemed to give 
general satisfaction while' Mrs. 
Sprague did fairly .well with her. test 
work. Would that there were more 
such w'orkers In-the field.”

S. A. Huntington writes from Mal
den, Mass.: “At the Progressive Spir
itual Society circle, Thursday-evening, 
Sept. 27, Mrs. Carter of Malden, de
voted the whole evening to message 
work. Under the influence of her 
guides she is developing into a 'very 
fine message bearer The second vice-, 
president, E. J. Patch, made an inter
esting address on /Experiences of His 
Earlier Life,’ and bn ‘The Religious 
Life and Conduct of Men in general.’ 
Brother Patch is developing into a 
very reflned.speaker. Mrs. Morton 
and Mrs. Carter gave many very fine 
messages. At the evening taeeting, 
the president made a short address 

' thanking the society for elevating her 
to the presidency and indicative of her 
coming work. Mrs. A. J.'Pettengiil. 
the well known platform Worker, was 
then introduced. Mrs. Pettengiil in
troduced her work by reading a beau
tiful poem entitled; ‘There Is No 
Death,’ and then chose as her theme, 
the subject of the poem. Her address 
was very instructive. After the influ
ence changed the speaker gave many 
beautiful messages.”

pers.
Her terms- are her expenses and 

what you feel stile ta pay. - We don’t 
believe in malcftig merchandize out of 
spiritual gifts.'y.She. wants a chance 
to derail the"gtìód eoe.can.

• . H. E.TBARTIN. 
49 Dudley 0^4 Rapids, Mich.

------ ' "---- — •
Boston Meetings.

' The First Sèïktnaflst Ladies' Aid 
Society meets-ili Appleton Hall,9 Ap
pleton street, 'Boston, Mass., every 
Friday;" IT'- « _ ■

The Ladiés’,îiycê8fo Union meets in 
Dwight Hall; 514 Tf^mpnt street, Bos
ton , Mass., èv^y’Wednesday.

The Ladies’ IndumriaT Union mêèts 
in Dwight Halli 51%‘Tretnont street, 
every Thursday? 911

. The First Snmtùaïlst Ladies’ Aid of 
Boston, held its firsS'ineéting after va
cation in Appleton Hall. A large 
number- were present to listen to the 
words of cheer tro^i oiir good medi
ums and speakers'. The vice-presi
dent Mrs. Hatch'époke of The. Pro
gressive Thinker and the willingness 
of the Editor to, make announcements 
of the Boston Meetings and all seemed 
pleased to learn of the fact. Mrs. 
Hattie C. Mason, -well known speaker 
end medium, Mr. and Mrs. Osgood 
Stiles, mediums, and Miss Creighton, 
with a gem of a poem contributed to 
the evening entertainment, while Mrs. 
M. J. Butler spoke most feelingly of 
Mir arisen worker,' Mrs. Sarah A. 
Byrnes.

From the Pen of the Gifted Inspirational Author, 
CARLYLE PETERSILEA.

THE SOUL OE THINGS:
Or Psychometric Researches and Discoveries. 
By wm. and Elizabeth M. F. Denton. A mar
velous work. Though concise as a text book it 
Is as fascinating as a work of fiction. Tho 
reader will be amazed to see the curious facts 
hero combined In support of this power of the 
human mind, which will resolve a thousand 
doubts and difficulties, make geology plain as 
day, and throw light on all subjects now ob
scured by time. Price. 81.50. In three volumes, 
cloth bound. 81.50 each. Postage, 10c per cony.

Oiscw; of a Lost Trail
BY CHARLES B. NEWCOMB,

Author of “All’s Bight with tho World.” Cloth 270 
pages. Mr. Newcomb m&tio a distinct success with 
“All’s Right wjlh the World," -which continues lathe 
front rank of Ilie Metaphysical books that uru now so 
popular. Tlio groat number who hnvo jeencheered . 
and strengthened by him win welcome another booU 4 
by thiB wise teacher whose words of help arc doing so 4 
much to nako the world better by mnklPi men aad | 
women hotter able to.understand »nd enjoy 1L

“Discovery of a Lost Trail”
tea simple siiidy of that strange anil beauttfnl thing 
called Ifta, but praud In Its echolRrly simplicity. It 
trlUboln demand by many wlmbavo not previously 
read metaphysical wBUngs. Price SL50. ForaatoM 
(ilsoffloo.
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A Peculiar Apparition. , I GONE TO JOIN THE ANGELS.

It Came and: Manifested Great Hate—: 
■>A Problem- to Be Solved by 

the Wise Ones.

• MONTHLY
To the Spiritualists of Wisconsin, and

This department. Is under the man
agement of

HUDSON TUTTLE.
Addrpbs him- at Berlin Heights. Ohio.

. NOTE—The Questions and AnBwe«
Lave’called forth such a. h°^&i hear- 
npondents, that to give a l fl 
ing compels the answers_ o bi»^ 
the ’most condensed ‘or“> thla 
clearness is perhaps Bac’'i*ice OmlL
forced brevity. Proofs have to be onn 
ted, and Urn style t0 b0y<iep-
Bertive, which of all thingsi 
recated. Correspondents e
with waiting for Bm app. Jn. 
their questions and always«ulry. The supply of matter is aiway^ 
several weeks ahead of the BP ¿elay. and hence there is unavo daWe demy 
Every one has to wait his' al
place,'and all are treated ww

NOTICE.—No attention will ue 
anonymous letters. Full.«a 
¡dress must be given, or the letmr» 
not be read. If the «0«®^ 
the name will not be PubUsli. . 
correspondence of this departm 
become excessively large, especlaRyiet 
ters of inquiry rePue^ ^1VQ what-

church advocate.

D. A. Richardson: Q. A Method- 
let minister here claims that Abraham 
Lincoln gave the MetHodtet churcht e 
most praise as having done the most 
to free the slaves^ Where can I find 
confirmation of this
Lincoln consult mediums, and did he 
ever-have one in the White House?

A! For inordinate imagination 
and quick fancy ministers of thei gos- 
mol exceed all other Classes, and the 
“circuit-riding" Methodist ’ exhorter 
stands at the head of the procession. 
There is nothing he can do exceeding 
his lying down an infidel, except beat
ing that infidel as a fellow-brother tn 
a horse trade. Historic accuracy or 
biographical truth are not to be ex
pected from those who, as a class, hive taught that "lying for Christ s 
eake" was serving God. Theie is not 
a grain of truth in this slander of 
Lincoln. Even had he thought the 
Methodists were ahead, his subtle 
mind would not have allowed such an 
impolitic statement to have escaped

Mr Warden, the gentleman who . 
was the percipient of this strange ap- । 
parltion, is a man of intelligence and 
education, and of q very logical mind. 
He. is known to the writer to .be per
fectly truthful, an<J gave to him full 
opportunity to inspect the room and 
learn all the details.

Mr. Ayarden became greatly inter
ested in a very, beautiful woman whom 
he daily passed upon the street. He 
made an attempt to secure an intro
duction'to this lady through mutual 
acquaintances, Uut:his effort only an
gered ber, ah’! Bhe flatly refused to 
give her consent. In fact, owing to a 
peculiar disposition, she became seized 
with -a violent and unreasonable hat
red, which Mr. Warden did not. at all 
realize at that time; so matters stood 
for some months, when the apparition 
occurred. It was a night, early in the 
summer, when hehad just retired to 
rest about 10:30 o’clock. There was 
no fire or light burning In the room. 
A shutter was open which let enough 
light in the room from the. street 
lights to make everything fairly well 
visible. Mr. W. was in good health, 
in a peaceful frame of mind and not 
yet asleep. He heard the street cars 
and other noises of the street, and 
with eyes open, he was thinking of 
some unimportant engagements for 
the next day....

Suddenly he'saw standing near the 
foot of his bed, looking at him, the 
apparition of this woman. He was 
not alarmed.or startled,.but realized 
at once the true nature of the appear-

Burning that spirits and a spirit world 
exist; that there is a temporary-pro
jection o£ the spirit of both agent and 
percipient into the spiritual, ethereal 
om met-ethereal world, where time 
and space as we know them do-not ex
ist. These theories still leave .the 
drapery to be accounted for..............

Assuming a metaphysical world, are 
wo also to assume -mpta-skirtB'"and ■ 
meta-feathers, even if the familiar 
clothing then be hanging, on chair, 
or perchance in the rag-bag? '

We express surprise: that spirits 
ing. Would we not be still more sur
prised and shocked if they did not? 
Would not-the percipient then be sure 
that something was wrong with his 
own head? •

.We again have the theory ofD’As- 
sier, DeLanne and others, that actual 
shells, or ghosts of our clothing, leave 
their impression forever -upon the 
spirit, to be recalled at pleasure.

If living men and women can manu
facture opera cloaks, Easter hats and 
dancing slippers, is it not likely that a 
spirit could make a skirt, jacket and a 
few feathers? We have the authenti
cated cases of Stainton Moses and oth
ers, where not only arins and hands 
were materialized, but coat sleeves 
and cuffs as well; even female arms, 
with appropriate drapery were seen. 
If discarnate spirits can thus seem
ingly manufacture clothing, who 
knows the limits of the unconscious

his lips.It my memory serves me, the Ban- 
' ner of Light, at the time, gave an ac

count of Conklin, a noted medium, 
being called to the White House, and 
of being consulted at his rooms, but 
the matter is set at rest by the book 
written by Nettle C. Maynard, Was 
Abraham Lincoln a Spiritualist. 
No one acquainted with her and her 
wonderful medlumiBtic powers could 
for a moment doubt her truthfulness 
and absolute honesty. She was for 
some time an intimate and respected 
guest pt the White House. The mes
sages Mr. Lincoln received greatly in
fluenced him In several important 
measures, as in going to the front 

• when he hesitated, and in the Issue ot 
the Emancipation Proclamation.

•During Lincoln's life, no one 
thought of claiming him for a church 

"member, nor was there expressed the 
“ shadow of an Intimation that he was 
’ other than a pronounced infidel. It is 

: true he was filled and absorbed by 
that devout sincerity and fixity of pur
pose, almost superstitious that all 
great souls of crucial epochs exhibit, 
but he scorned the narrow creeds of 
the churches and trie pettiness of 
nects; Yet now his sacred name is li
beled bv numerous preachers attempt
ing to show that he was at least affili
ated with the church. If let alone, no 
doubt after a while, "lost manu- 

• scripts” will be found, letters, and 
; • perhaps a book he ■wrote, proving that 

' he was a communicant, and zealous

apce. It was of a dark grayish color, 
yet at the same time the colors of the 
familiar street costqme and hat were 
seen with every detail of face and fig
ure perfectly outlined.

From this strange, motionless, Bi
lent figure, there emanated the most 
baleful Influence. Hate and anger 
seemed to radiate from it in an invis- • 
ible way, with deadly intensity. There 
was a feeling of utter helplessness 
against it, and the whole effect was 
most disagreeable and repulsive. This 
weird figure was the strangest visitor 
in all of Mr.'Warden’s experience. It 
hovered there like an evil spirit sent 
by some sorcerer to work bls enchant
ment. It was not at all what Mr. 
Warden would have been most likely 
to imagine, and It made a profound 
impression upon him. Ho concluded 
that it indicated a person of violent 
temper, and perhaps vicious disposi
tion, and one who would be anything 
but a desirable companion.

It wrought a radical change in his 
feelings from that one, and he had no 
more desire to establish an acquaint
ance. This apparition lasted, per
haps, ten seconds, and was so real that 
it seemed to hide the wall behind it, 
while surrounding objects were visi
ble. It then instantly disappeared,

powers of the incarnate spirit?
There is left the hypothesis that if 

the spirit can project Itself in some 
tangible form, it may then create a tel
epathic hallucination • of clothing 
either now existing or merely remem
bered. That such might be the case 
is supported by the following state
ment made to the writer by an ac
quaintance of apparent probity, . He 
stated that at a seance a certain sis
ter of his, altogether, unknown to him 
up to this time, was materialized and 
stood with feet encased in, white slip-

the Country at Large, by G. H. 
Brooks, President thq^VisconBln 
State Association q^pit^iallste.
I feel that when a person is elected 

to fill an office, he belongs to the peo
ple; is, in deed, a semnt of the same; 
that when elected, t)^y el§yjt the one 
to transact .whatever business there is 
to be done for them, àtfìd’ tfl8 cause he 
represents, hence iu1 every1! move I 
make it is in the earnest- tltought and 
desire that I may dq7ym oi 
people, and for them to know just 
what is done.

The trouble has been in more in
stances than one, the people never 
know what is done, nor just how the 
money is spent, nor where.

My report for the month of Septem
ber cannot be complete as changes 
have been made. Circumstances over 
which no one' could control caused 
them to be made.

I began the month with a series of 
meetings, assisted by the vice-presi
dent, Mrs. C. McFarlin, pt LaCrosse, 
Wis., with four evening sessions—the 
2nd, 3rd, 4th and 5th. The weather 

■was intensely hot, but in spite of this 
the attendance was good, and-in
creased from the first, filling the Jew
ish temple, and a call for more meet
ings, and could we have remained, we 
should have been obligèd1 to', seek a 
larger building. There was raised 
from the meeting and personal collec
tions, seventy-five dollars. The friepds 
came to the help of the state society 
right willingly, and proved their faith 
by their deeds, and before I left there 
I-sent Miss Loebel, the, secretary, a 
draft for seventy dollars.

Words cannot express our thanks to 
the LaCrosse society and friends.

From LaCroèse I went to Ripon, 
held two meetings and from that, with 
personal solicitations, raised twenty- 
nine dollars and seventy .cents. The

pers. He was noticed iqbking at them 
closely, and was granted permission to 
touch them. When he placed his 
hand upon the slipper, he felt nothing 
but the naked foot, all of which goes 
to show that there are more things in 
heaven and earth, titan are recorded 
in some of our philosophies.

DR. C. C. CARTER. 
Columbus, Ohio.

THE PEOPLE VERSUS
MRS. MARGARET SPENCER.

The Trial of the Noted Medium as 
Viewed From an Unpdejudiced 

Standpoint.

and he soon fell asleep.
Mr. Warden said that he never be

fore realized what terror and dread 
such an apparition might have caused 
in a more superstitious age, or in a su
perstitions person. Insanity, sick
ness, decline and death have been re
corded in the past in such instances, 
and many a woman, thé Innocent 
cause of-such an apparition, has been 
executed as a witch. : Even the per-

To the Editor:—As a number of ar
ticles have appeared in your paper 
touching upon the matter of the Spen
cer case, bearing the evidence of total 
ignorance as to the true conditions 
and circumstances relative' to the 
case, I consider it a duty to inform 
you and the public through the medi- 
"um of your excellent paper, as far as 
possible the true state of affairs as 
viewed from the court room.

The contention' of the prosecution 
was that the property and money were 
acquired from Mrs. Bulman through 
trick and fraud, with the express in
tention of committing the crime of

clpient was' sometimes seized and 
burned at the stake in the mad terrors 
of the dark ages.

Now such things are a part of the 
psychological puzzle which is being so 
seriously studied at the present time 
by many of our greatest minds.

How are we to account for such a 
thing?

First there is the theory of illusion. 
Some drapery or other object being 
caught unexpectedly in an unusual' 
line of vision may build up a figure. 
But in this case, surely a black bicycle 
against the wall would not create a 
vision of an angry woman with a FUi-

Is thereA. Spaggs, Montreal: Q. 
help for locomotor ataxia? I 

. hopelessly given up by my physicians, 
and Tny family can not spare me.

A. The financial os well as phys
ical condition of this correspondent is 
deplorable. It would seem in this 

< land of plethoric factories and burst- 
• Ing graneries, there should be no 
' cankering want, but the grim fact 

faces us, and often death is not as 
hard to meet as the thought of leaving 
the dependent family breadless, be-

àm I

cause its winner can labor no more.
Ataxia, while not incurable, is one 

over which physicians have little con
trol. The remedies proposed have 

• been found of little value. The pre- 
; . scription of phosphates in nerve 

: .troublé has been delusive, for the rea- 
son that it has not been proven that 

! the organism can assimilate this form 
of phosphorus, however greatly the 
nerves may require that element. Of 
the various treatments that have been 
recommended, they have one by one 
been discarded. Well.this may be said 

..in the treatment of nearly all diseases.
. Recently electricity has been em- 

¡ 7 : ployed, and the experiments have, if 
' - reports be true, been highly success- 

'■ ful. A cure, or even improvement 
• cannot be expected for some time, and 
.7 • patience must be exercised;' The 
; : treatment should be received twice a 
’ day, lasting an hour, the current di

rected down the spine. The current 
should not be disagreeably intense, 
and continuous—not intermittent.

pino feather in her hat. There was 
also the instant knowledge that this 
was an apparition, and this was oppor
tunity for correction of an illusion.

The medical theory would be that of 
an hallucination, due to overwrought 
emotion or some’disordered condition 
of the intellect. ^ B.ut this came unex
pectedly in a peaceful moment, when 
Mf. Warden was in good health. The 
psychologist is wiser, and knows that 
an hallucination may occur to any per
son sound in mind and body, and is 
what might be called a waking dream. 
Many of them are veridical or truth
telling, as this one undoubtedly was. 
It would be classed as a telepathic hal
lucination, on the theory of the sub
liminal consciousness which seems to 
seize upon symbolism and vision as a 
rule, to transmit or translate its im
pressions. It is the mysterious con
sciousness below .the threshold- of our 
everyday ordinary consciousness, and 
from time to time.-seeins to transmit 
or throw to the surface some knowl
edge or impression more true and cor
rect than is yet appreciated by our or-

“Infidel": Q. Please give address 
of some infidel paper?

A. The Investigator. Boston,Mass., 
and The Truth Seeker, New York City, 
are the oldest and widest circulated of 

. the liberal or free-thought journals.

•'nongtey’s Beautiful Son^s.” a 
_ new edition comprising in one volume 

the four parts heretofore published, 
to which is added part five, also a 
number of the author’s most popular 
songs, including “Only a Thin Veil Be
tween Us” and its "Companion Fiece.” 
Cloth, 76 cents. Boards, 50 cents.

“Success ana How To Win It” A 
lecture and course of twenty-four suc
cess lessons by Dr. B. F. Austin, B. A. 
D. D. The titles of some of the lec
tures are as follows: Self Helps; Fl- 
nanelal Success; Ideals; Economy; 
Planning, Attraction; Courtesy; Kind
ness and Tact; Angel Help. Price 25 
cents.

“SomeUdng Sweet-to Tliiuk of” as We 
1’iiss along Life's Dreary Way.

On October 1st, .1906, at the age 
of one year and.- thirteen days, little 
Gertrude, daughter of Fred anil Rose 
Partridge, of. Chlcggo, and grand- 

‘ daughter, and namesake of Mrs. G.
Partridge, now of Redqndp, Cal., took 
her departure for the spirit world, af
ter a brief illness. I knew her well; 
played with her, kissed her and loved 
her. She was , ¡1 lovable, patient, 
dear little chllfi, even In Iter hours of 
pain and suffering,'and hpr brightness 
and -good nature appealed to all who 
knew her. Her pure spirit, her 
unusual brightness, and the -plump 
form and face and chubby hands were' 
a poem to me; and hav’e inspired my 
muse to dedicate the following lines 
to her and Her parents in their hours 
of grief: ; '

Ripon friends were more than glad to 
give their aid. The weather was hot
ter than in LaCrosse, yet all the meet
ings were good, and the spirit of confi
dence and trust perfect, and we were 
more than encouraged.

Ere we went to Ripon I was in
formed that the Oshkosh, Oakfield and 
Baraboo meetings were- called off just 
for the present. Oshkosh bad too 
many things to look after Just now to' 
make the meetings a success. Oak
field could not secure the hall, while 
another speaker had gone-in ahead of 
me at Baraboo, causing', them to think 
•I had better wait a little; so later 1 
will go up there. • !

The meetings held in. Whitewater, 
the 16 th and 17th, werb not a success, 
either financially or in. the way of at
tendance. The inhabitants of White
water are not dispose A; to attend a 
Spiritual meeting, though thtre was a 
fair attendance. The ®pivRi of the 
meeting was fine. I was aW assisted 
at these meetings by Mrs.'a<McFarlin, 
Mr. and Mrs. Hull, arid -Dri* Weaver. 
Their services were Lilly appreciated. 
I found a great transformation in the

larceny. . , ..... .
Steff by step ihe' prosecutor endeav

ored to implicate, Mrs.’ Spencer- in. a 
deep, dark fraud,"but on every hand 
failed. Each pari of the evidence 
given by the defense strengthened the 
truth of Mrs. Spencer’s statements 
which were verified by the witnesses.

The defense was, that Mrs. Bulman 
became aware of the fact that her 
brother-ln*law, Mr. Elliott, had made 
application to the Probate Court to 
commit her (Mrs. Bulman) to the In
sane asylum at Kalamazoo, and fear
ing her relatives desired to gain pos
session of her personal effects, asked 
permission of Mrs. Spencer to allow 
her to store them in her hotel until 
such a time when she should need 
them. Mrs. Spencer granted the priv
ilege without any expectation- of re
muneration, each article was brought 
to the hotel with her own free will 
and accord (sworn to by Mrs.. Bul
man). The money was brought to 
Mrs. Spenced wrapped, sewed, and tied 
and placed, in the office safe in a small 
box, the only key being carried by 
Mrs. Spencer wrapped, sewed, and tied 
request of Mrs. Bulman.

Mrs. Bulman had access to the 
package at two different times before 
telling Mrs. Spencer what it contained! 
Finally as she had had a large number 
of readings for which she was to pay 
in a lump, she handed Mrs. Spencer 
the package, saying that .it contained 
money and for her to use a portion 

' and apply it on the debt for readings.
Mrs. Spencer admits having used 

. ?85, no more. Mrs. Bulman claims

dinar.y consciousness.
For example, it has been found that 

apparitions occur with greatest fre
quency near the hour of death of the 
agent, thus conveying the news to 
some distant percipient. When not 
conveying news of a death, it fre
quently indicates some crisis or strong . 
emotion. There is the theory of the 
Theosophists, that of the astral body 
going off on an excursion occasionally. 
Then we have the theory of D’Assler,- 
of the shade, the shell or double,-the 
fluidic body projecting itself in space 
while still connected With the material 
body by a delicate invisible cord; this 
cord being composed of matter In a 
highly attentuated state, on the anal
ogy of the water-spout, and capable of 
sustaining life in the material body, 
and even of transferring nourishment 
absorbed by the fluidic body, especially 
in - the case of the posthumous vam- 
pire.

Some people are said to have the 
power of voluntarily projecting the 
double, either for good or evil pur
poses. This was said to be an acepm^ 
plishment of the witches, and if the 
double was wounded by some brave in
dividual, the witch would show a cor
responding mark on her body—

The Spiritistic theory is that the 
spirit can temporarily leave the body, 
either maintaining in the meantime 
some control over it, or that the body

VftWRBLE. LIBRftRY ...OF...
SHRITUflLISTIG LITERATURE.

BOOKS FOR ALL, SPIRITUALISTS TO PERUSE.

Shattered Ropes.
To Fred and- Rose Partridge, father 

apd mother of “Little Gertrude."
In this; life it seems so often

When we feel ourselves most blest, 
And our hearts begin to soften,

There must come some bitter test; 
When all life seeriis bathed in splen

dor . ' <7
And our souls are ¡filled with light, 

Then our'love, so deep arid tender,
Must look out from darkest night.

While we taste the sweetest pleasure 
Of this mortal life to-day

We forget the day’s true measure, 
, Till that pleasure fades away;

Then we are reminded, duly, 
■ Of a fast receding past, 
And are taught to hope on truly 

For a future life at last,
When we feel .wee baby fingers 

Gliding o’er our parent cheek, 
Then we feel a love that lingers.

Aye, deeper than our lips can speak;
It Is then, in deepest gladness, 

We forget what may betide
To bring' gloom and darkest sadness— 

As the days and hours glide.
But when baby hands are folded 

O’er a little lifeless form
Where our hopes and plans were 

molded,
There coiues forth a mighty storm. 

Aye, 'tie thus our strength is tested
And our human heart-strings drawn, 

When all hope we have invested
Lies before us—shattered—gone!

entire Institute. Thefuwoddwork on 
the outside had been ¿dinted’, also the 
same inside. Every carpet Jiad been 
taken up and cleaned'inostiihorough- 
ly; every room perfectly innovated. 
The whole building fliom-fop to bot
tom is now in perfect order. Now 
that is done, the school 'Ifr-Aeady for 
business, and I hope the' Spiritualists 
of the country will see' that“ it has 
students and" is sustained.’’ a

The other meetlngs.’belailed off, 
gives me a chance to be atobnie -a lit--

To Baby Gertrude.
This poem was read by the minister 

at the funeral services.
Little Gertrude, Baby Gertrude,

We shall miss thy pretty face. 
And around the home a solitude

Will be present in thy place;
But within opr hearts, still mortal, 

Will remain the bloom of love
For thy soul beyond the portal, 

With the angel hosts above.
We shall hear thy “Kittle, kittie,”

And "I ketch you, ketch you,” too, 
And shall often feel the pity

That thy face is not in view. 
But the angels are rejoicing,

Life Beyond Death. Being a review of the World’s Beliefs on the 
Subject, a Consideration of Present Conditions of Thought and Peril
ing, Leading to the Question qs to Whether It Can Be Demonstrated as 
a Fact, to "Which Is Added ûr,.Appendix. Containing Some Hints as to- , 
Personal Experiencris apd. Opinions. By Minot Judson Savage, D..D, 
Price, $1.50; postage, 10 cents..

T.ifa of Thomas Paine, illustrated wjth views of the old Paine home
stead and Paine Monument at New Rochelle. By the editor of the Na- . 
tional, with preface and notés bÿ’Peter Eckler. Price, cloth, 75 cents.

Life Work of Oora L." V. Richmond. An interesting book regarding ’ 
a world-renowned inspirational lecturer, a pioneer worker in Spiritual
ism.. Compiled and edited by St.-P. Barrett. Price $2, postpaid.

Light of Egypt, or the Science of the Soul and the .Stars. A grand 
Work of profound philosophical deductions, on a theme of great interest 
to everybody. Price $2.

‘ Magic—The Old and NeW Magic. An explanation of the tricks of ’ 
legerdemain. Price, $1.50 ; postage 10 cents.

Mahomet, His Birth, Character and Doctrine. Historically correct. 
Exact .and perfect in every detail and beyond adverse criticism. By. 
Edward Gibbon. Price, 25 cents, -

Law of Psychic Phenomena. By Dr. T. J. Hudson. Price $1.50.
Longley’s Choice Collection of Beautiful Songs. Price, board covers, 

50 cents; cloth, 75 cents. ,
Life and Matter. An answer to Haeckel’s Riddle of the Universe, 

By Sir Oliver Lodge. Price $1 ; postage 12 cents.
Life and Reminiscences of Robert G. Ingersoll. The work is well 

written by his life-long friend Edward C. Smith. Handsomely bound in 
cloth. Price, postpaid, $2.

Mahomet the Illustrious. An apology for the life and character of 
this celebrated prophet of Arabia, containing 118 neatly printed pages. 
By Godfrey Higgins, Esq. Price 25 cents.

Man and the Spiritual World; as disclosed by the Bible and study, 
along the line of Biblical Spiritualism. By Rev. Arthur Chambers. 
Price, $1.10.

Man in the Past, Present and Future. A popular account of résulta 
of recent scientific research regarding the origin, position and prospeets 
of mankind. By Dr. Ludwig Buchner. Price, cloth, $1.

Maurine and Other Poems. By Ella Wheeler Wileox. Price $1. 
Mary Anne Carew. By Carlyle Petersilea. Price $1.
Mediumship and Its Laws. A most valuable book by Hudson Tuttle, 

Price, 35 cent*-.
Mediumship and Ite Development, and How to Mesmerize to Assist 

Development. An every-day useful instructor in Psychic Science. By 
w. H. Bach. Pj-iee, 25 cents.

Mollie Fancher, or the Brooklyn Enigma. Giving an account of the 
most marvelous ease of spirit control on record; By Judge Abram H. 
Dailey. Price, $1.50.

, Morality Without God. By M. M. Mangasarian. Price 10 cents.
Mysteries of the Seance, or Tricks and Traps of Bogus Mediums. By 

a life-long Spiritualist. Being an expose of how fraudulent mediums

Doubtless, while we mourn on earth, 
And their happy songs are voicing

O’er another angel birth.
Here's a high-chair and a rattle,
■' And the playthings round galore, 
Over which you used to prattle

And to play with on the floor. 
They are treasures now, and in them 
' Lives thy mem’ry ever sweet. 
And within our hearts we pin them

With a value all complete.tle-while, where I have been Very much 
I By-by> Gertrude, bnby deary,

■ in this month taken, and hope J shall. Unto angels’ bosoms pressed, 
I wish to explain just a little how We will tr„ t0 be aulte cheery 

MU^e88i n Knowing thou art with tae blest. 
Uirough the first National Bank of Earth is saddened by thy leaving, 

m ?r *st01k t?8 ?na,8’ But all thy suffering is o’er, 
SIm' Ink! ” ?e Pn“11?1 2ak' And while loving hearts are grieving 

n16 Thou hast found the golden shore.with the First National. Bank of Mil
waukee. Neither He/the pecretary, The floral decorations of the casket
or myself can draw any money only were beautiful beyond description— 
through a voucher that- the secretary a veritable dream, and the words Bpo- 
makes out, and I have to sign. Then ken by the minister, Rev. G. Mathi
lt is sent to the treasurer at Oakfield, sen, were very pleasing and approprl- 
who sends a draft. No one can handle ate, as well as spiritual.
a cent of money. I cannot get my sal- DR. T, WILKINS. .
ary only In that way, no-matter how —___________________
much I may want it. .1 am allowed 
my traveling expenses,1 which-1 take 
out, but must keep an accurate ac- , 
count of the same. Miss Louise Loebel, Fiancee of Wealthy Kansas City Man 
189 Lloyd street, Milwaukee,- Wis., Insists That His Body Bo Taken
invites any one most cordially to call From Tomb—Had Been Buried for
when in Milwaukee and inspect herbooks, and will gladly explain the Five Months..
working of the State Society, and what j Denver, Col—Buried alive in the 
we are trying to do. ■ family vault, almost on the eve of his

We ask the hearty co-operation of marriage, restored to life by the love 
one and all, and assure you that we and devotion of his fiancee, after 
shall be more than glhd to learn of months, and married the next day is 
your needs and desires, and as’ far as the weird romance of Frederick J. 
possible we will meet your demands. Harvey, one of the .wealthiest young 

There is a great work to be done men of Kansas City. It is a story 
throughout the entire state, and we which all the world called wild and 
feel It can be done if the friends every- extravagant when Tennyson wrote it 
where will send their names to the a generation ago and called it “The

$355 to be missing.
Every witness on either side who 

had any evidence regarding the prop
erty and money, swears that she at all 
times was willing to return the goods 
and money, waiving all claims for 
readings rather than experience 
trouble. It developed that Mrs. Spen
cer was in no way involved in the pur-, 
chase of the casket.. The undertak
ers (witnesses for • the prosecution) 
swore in Mrs. Spencer’s defense.

The much-spoken-of guardian an- 
‘gel was never known-until Mrs. But
man brought him into her-testimony. 
He was made up for a purpose. '

The poison bugaboo was dropped 
for lack of substantial foundation'. 
The" case was really one ,of a rambling 
fanatic against a mèdium whose char- 
acter and reputation is beyond re
proach, who-humored an elderly wo
man In her whims.

The case rested with the jury for a 
decision on only-one point, the Intent 
Spiritualism was eliminated in. .the 
court’s charge only. in-so far as it 
might be used as' an instrument, to 
fraud. The court said, in substance: 
“If you find that the defendant did 
not have, the intention to convert the 
money to her own use at.the time she 
accepted the package, then your ver-, 
diet will1- be not guilty.” Contrary, 
guilty. The jury disagreed. Anew 
trial is hardly probable. The jury 
could not agree as to the intention 
that existed within Mrs. Spencer's 
mind. -

is temporarily invaded by some dis- 
carnate spirit. The theory of F. W. 
H. Myers is that the spirit temporarily 
modifies a portion of space which is 
appreciated in some manner by the 
percipient. Another theory is, first as-

HnOW SHALL I BECOME A MEDIUM?”
' It is fully answered in “Mediumship, and Its 

taws. Its Conditions and Cultivation,by Hud- 
; gon Tuttle. Price 35 cents. Address him at 
¡¿Berlin Heights, Ohio ¿
I.'S

RESCUED FROM A TOMB.

perform their tricks. Price, paper, 25 cents.
Myth of the Great Deluge. A complete and overwhelming refutation 

of the Bible story of the Deluge. A very interesting pamphlet. By, 
James M. McCann. Price 15 cents.

Nature Cure. This is an excellent book for suffering humanity. It 
simply tells howto prevent and cure the ills of the flesh in a natural way. 
By Drs. M. E. and Rosa C. Conger. Price, cloth, fancy $2; common $1.50

Nemesis of Chautauqua Lake, or Circumstantial Evidence. By Hon 
A. B. Richmond. Cloth bound. Price, 75 cents.

New Testament Stories Comically Illustrated. By "Watson Heston. 
Price, cloth, $1.50; board cover, $1.

Obsession. How evil spirits influence mortals, and how to gnar . 
against the same. A very necessary and. interesting study for sens: 
fives. By M. Faraday. 23 pages. Price 10 cents.

Oceanides. A story of spirit life, by Carlyle Petersilea. Price, papc-.- 
cover only, 50 cents.

Old Testament Stories. By Watson Heston. Price, boards, $1: 
cloth, $1.50.

Origin of Species. By Charles Darwin. Price, cloth, gilt top, 50 cts.
Out of the Depths Into the Light. This little book will be read with 

intense interest by thousands.. By Samuel Bowles; Mrs. Carrie E. S, 
Twing, medium. Price 25 cents.

Our Bible, Who Wrote It, and a Few Thoughts on Other Bibles. By, 
Moses Hull. Price, $1.

Palmistry, By Comte de Saint Germain, A. B., L. L M. Practical 
palmistry, or hand reading simplified. Price 75 cents.

Past and Present. By Thomas Carlyle. Price 50 cents.
Perfect Motherhood, or Mabel Raymond’s Resolve. Dedicated to 

woman everywhere, that children may cease to be born accursed. By 
Lois Waisbrooker. Price, cloth, $1.

Philosophy of Phenomena. Physical and Metaphysical. Matter phe
nomena and life phenomena. Objective and subjective phenomena. 
Hyperbole metaphysical. By Geo. M. Ramsey, Mi D. Price, cloth $1.

Philosophy of Spiritual intercourse. Contains an account of the very 
wonderful spiritual developments at the house of Rev. Dr. Phelps’, Strat
ford, Conn. By A. J. Davis. Price, cloth, $1; postage 8 cents.

Poems of Passion. By Ella "Wheeler Wilcox. Price $1.
Poems of Pleasure. By Ella Wheeler Wileox. Price $1.
Poems of Power. By Ella Wheeler Wileox.. Price $1.
Poems of the Life Beyond and Within. From the poetic inspirations 

of many centuries and of different peoples. Spiritual poetry translated 
from many tongues. By Giles B. Stebbins. Price $1.

Political Works of Thomas Paine. Containing the three volumes—

secretary, Miss Louise Loebel, 189 Lover’s Tale," yet the real tale is, if 
Lloyd street, Milwaukee, Wis. anything, more romantic than the fic-

I am open for calls fpr' any kind of tion. '
work throughout the entire state. Bast January the Denver papers 
Send • your call to the secretary, and printed the death notice' of Frederick 
any question you wish to ask in re- J- Harvey, stating, as the cause of his 
gard to the State Society will be most death, consumption resulting from a 
gladly answered. I send my greet- lingering illness. Young Harvey was 
Ings to on? and all arid desire for the laid away like Juliet in the dim mon
upbuilding or our cause. '' ument of his forefathers on the 9th of

G. H. BROOKS, | the month, and his parents returned 
President'Yr. S, S. A. (to their home broken-hearted and de-

114 President Street,' Wheaton, Ill. spondent. Not so did Miss Lily God- 
' . l', ‘ ~" frey, the fiancee of the young man.

DREAM CLEW WINS DIVORCE. was persistently haunted by a- 
> _____ • ' I feeling; half hope and half fear, that

„ . , - ' her lover still lived. Finally, driven
Husband Sees Vision ot Wife mid An- almost mad by the thought„she made 

other Mani Gets- Evidence and I the trip from Denver to Kansas City
Separation Is Granted, I last May to implore the young man’s

Mrs. Spencer is a .woman who has 
always borne a good reputation in 
Grand Rapids and all parts of Michi
gan. All true Spiritualists will stand 
by her to the last.

In the evening after the jury camo 
in a host of her friends gathered at 
her home, 177 No. Union street, to 
congratulate her of her success and 
apparent victory. Many kind compli
ments were passed upon her honest, 
straightforward appearance • on the 
witness stand. >• -.

May she live long to prosecute the 
good of the angel ones In-their en
deavor to bring brightness, hope and 
joy to every living soul.

E. EDWARD FAVROT., 
Grand Rapids, Mich. ■. . !*. : ■ •

"Just How to Wake the Solar Plexus." 
By : Elizabeth . Towns. Valuable . tor 
With. m», 85 csa«.

iÉSSÂl^^

. __ _ ; parents to'open the vaults Accompa-
New York, October realistic nled his mother., she .went to the 

dream of John J. Curry! à local politi- I cemetery: Upon opening the door, 
plan, in which he saw W Wé in the tbe women were almost overcome to 
company of another mai, eriribléd him Bee ^i^-i opekt Tvey
to obtain a divorced- ‘ • fo“?d !he l)<oay Plnk ?nd I mber, 

Curry had been sep^até.d,from his without a ®i&5 °! de+!L
wife, -and worry ' caused film many was discovered later that the fact that 
sleepless nights.' He had fallen into' the cover had not been fastened to the 
a Bound sleep one night add had. a casket was due to a.misunderstanding 
most realistic vision inrwhich he saw -between the pallbearers and the un- 
hls wife .with a fnan whom! ne knew l deLt,akeJs' „ . . .. .well. He saw th? twq'.enter a car at I ,, TA® yas .an«’
the Forty-second street ferry. There By, home, where it, lay. until Sept. 4, 
was a lapse in his dream, and- then when it came to bliss Godfrey 
Curry saw the couple enter's.-hotel. and young Harvey wer? .married, the

Curry awoke, and, calling,a detect- other day and are now on their honey- 
ive, began to investlgajte. With the I moon. Boston Journal.
detective he crossed’the ferry and lo- ~. -
cated the couple in the -hôtol, which "Materialization." By Mme. b. 
Curry said he saw in t^drepm. Hav- d-Esperance and Rev. B, F.' Austin, 
ing obtained the evidence, Curry de-1 Excellent Price 10 cents.
parted. The divorce has just been I “Life and Moral Axioms of Con- 
granted. • I fucius,” is the title of a 62 page pam-

------- ------ I phlet, which contains many of the
“After Her Dea®. The Story ot a I moral... aphorisms : and terseologlcal 

Summer.” J?.y Lilian Whiting. No teachings- of the sapient Chinese phil- 
mind that loves spiritual thought can osopher, who lived 551 years before 
fall to be fed and delighted with this | the Christian Era, and whose wise 
book. Beautiful spiritual thought, com-1 precepts have left a lasting Impression 
binlng advanced ideas on the finer and I upon all subsequent nations,, By 
ethereal phases of.Spiritualism',-leading ] MarcenuB R. K. .Wright. l’rice-25cts. 
the mind onward into the purer atmos-1 “The KlngsMp ot Self-Control.” Bÿ 
phere of exalted spiritual truth. - a| Wm. George Jordan. It treats o£ the 
book tor tho higher life. ¡Price, cloth, crimes of the tongue, the Red Tape du- 
$1.60. ■ I ty, the supreme charity ot the world,

"Meaiumshlb^and Its Development, I the revelation of reserve power, etc.
and How to Mesmerize to ‘Assist Dovel- Price, 80 cents.
opment.” By W. H. Bach. Especially "Religious and Theological Worta oî 
-useful to learners who seek to know I Thomas Paine," contains;his celebrated, 
arid utilize the laws of mediumship and } “Age of .Reason," and a number of let- 
development; and-avoid errors.-Price,«I tera - and, dlscotirsèâ -on religious- and 
26 cents. ' W Bible Stories," cloth, I theological - snWta. Cloth biasing, 
,60cents.- . - • - . Imposas. .

“ Common Sense,” “The Crisis” and “Rights of Man”—three volumes 
in one. Just the book for-patriotic Americans. Price, cloth $1.

Power of Self-Formation. By Leroy Berrier. In two styles of bind
ing; paper cover, 50 cents; cloth cover, 80 cents.

Practical Methods to Insure Success. A valuable little work, full of 
practical instruction in matters pertaining to the physical, mental and 
spiritual healths Worth many times its cost. Price 10 cents.

Primary Factors of Organic Evolution. By E. D. Cope, Ph. D., Mem
ber of the U. S. National Academy of Science, Professor of Zoology in 
the University of Pennsylvania. Price, cloth, $2.

Prophets of Israel. Comprises in the main popular sketches from Old. 
Testament History. By Carl H. Cornill, Doctor of Theology and Pro
fessor of Old Testament History. Price 25 cents.

Psychic Experiences. By Ella M. Dole., Price, 50 cents.
Psychic Light. Continuity of Law and Life. By Maud Lord Drake. 

This book is from the pen of an acknowledged leader in psychic philos
ophy and a successful demonstrator of its phenomena, and one of the 
oldest advocates of New Thought and Higher Education. Cloth 
bound. Price, $1.50.

Psychometry. Its Science and Law of Unfoldment. By J. C. F.
Grumbine. Price, 50 cents. . -

• Pulpit, Pew and Cradle. Second paragraph in book, last two lines 
reads: “Christianity is one thing for grown men. It is quite another 
thin "for women and children. -By Helen H. Gardner. Price 10 cents.

Energy and Its Analysis, Its Relation to Modern Astro
physics. By Prof. Edgar L. Larkin, director of Lowe Observatory. 
Containing numerous illustrations and diagrams. Price $1.75.

Rational Meniory Training. By Rev, B. F. Austin». Price, 75 cents.
Realization. A Course of Lessons Upon the Inner Nature of the 

Self By Loraine Follett. Price, 50 cents.

By the Author of

“fl Wanderer In Spirit Lands.”
“THE STRANGE STORY OF AHR1NZIMAN.”

The Persian. Hystlc Emperor.

A weird, powerfully told dramatic story of the earth life and subsequent; 
Experiences in the Spirit World, of the “Guido, Ahrlziman."; Few books • 
are more'calculated to: hold tho '-reader’s interest from the first page to the - 

st, and much, that le original and new will be found in the accounts given 
of Ahrinztman’e Studies in the Domain of Magic and its relation to obsessions 
and athar psrplesing problems of spiritual intercourse,' Price/ cloth SLOP, 

- -- ““k' ’ --
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THE PROGRESSIVE THINKER

The Status of Woman.
A - Comprehensive Sketch, Showing 

Whet She Has Had to Contend 
With in Hie Fast.

If women have no right to vote, 
where did man get his right to vote? 

Hitherto, for too long, have domi
nating religious sectarianism and its 
connate social order taught, “Servants

religion, ever be able to 
this class distinction?

Will religion, as
eliminate

"In life and in history, persons suf
fer whatever fate Is conditioned by 
their natural constitution,” yet their 
natural constitution depends not upon 
them, but upon the social medium 
from which they emerge. Individual 
fates are seldom proportional to todi- 
vidual merits. The course and events 
of history are conmensúrate with the 
character and conditions of the social 
media. x

■ Strictly primitive man recognized 
only the being, and from a social 
standpoint their relations were sex
less; but plnce the .days of our skto-J 
clad ancestors to the forests, the' 
growing wisdom of man has displaced 
many primitive virtues with corre
sponding vices. '

I read with much interest an article 
in a recent issue of The Progressive 
Thinker, by Georgia Gladys Cooley, 
which deals ably with these sickening 
facts, and which the .writer wishes to 
carry a point farther.

Religion will, no doubt, be able to 
make great inroads Into, the present
day heresy, which makes the woman 
the slave of her opposite sex; and 
slave Indeed—body, mind and bou), 
and to many instances no more, self- 
possessing than the chattels of de
cayed orders. Slave may seem a 
harsh word, but I believe, If you will 
follow my logic, you will agree it is, 
nevertheless, applicable, and out of 
which has grown a world debauchery 
as we see it to-day.

It is thought the difference between 
the primitive savage and the civilized 
man of to-day, was largely a matter 
of race; however, a careful review of 
social orders will reveal the fact that 
the civilized man was once a barba
rian; hence an examination of primi
tive conditions will disclose much that 
makes for the subjection of women of 
our so-called Christian era. “The 
survival of the fittest” means nothing 
more than that which can best adapt 
itself to its environment; the Esquí- ( 
maux will survive in the frozen polar । 
regions of the north because of his ; 
adaptability to his environment. A 
snake will survive In an environment - 
In which man would perish. A fish । 
survives In the water where many j

hour he,bethought himself that he 
' could, just as well bb not, appropriate 
to himself just a little more of the 
eppils of war than went to the ordi
nary soldier by equal distribution. 
Leadership multiplied somewhat, and 
private, appropriation became more 
and more the rule. This denotes the 
origin of the private ownership of 
property and the creation of a landed 
aristocracy that became so oppressive 
during the days of feudalism.

Heretofore the earth . was consid
ered for the use of mankind. The or
der had béen that all should do 
their portion toward production, and 
shared equally in the distribution. 
War had, however, taught them that

A Paper that Never Falters, Never Pauses in Its Effort for the Greatest Good to 
the Cause of Spiritualism, Science, Morality, Higher Thought, and a Better Life. 
Never Lacking for Life and the Dissemination of Most Important Mind-Food.

Give Us the Truth, the Whole Truth, and Nothing but the Truth
it was easier to steal wealth than to 

■ produce it, and that thought devel- 
i oped further into the loot being ap

propriated by the self-created arlstoc- An Investigator Gets Excellent Results 
racy. at the Ohesterfiejd Camp.Having established the rule Jhat the ' _ ___ _
Individual could privately appropriate „„a:»» the
ks^quinments tottTexcS^^ verVlnteresHng article to your Inter- 
brother- also the herds and cront Prlsine I’aPer entitled “Attested Spir t 

' raised ¿nd attended bv hts brother! Manifestations. Under Test Condi- 
and sistm-s that had been forced into tlons” as described by David Abbott, 
riavery we find the land gradual!? P’
coming Into possession, of a distinct 1 in the
minority aristocratic class, along with I can
which went the slaves as a part of the have
flxhireR The fnhAritanrp of nron- that in my Investigation 1 nave 
erty began to concern beaJd yolces o£ «PirltB'which were
which was established the family, Produced to very nearly the same 
that later developed the.possibility of mv^nnd^nvtnne re"
the monogamla family becoming per- TnuVnnn tn
manently established. The favorite aently’Y1'1.1® °?n yl8JLm Mn tn 
women were taken by the rulers and 6citnnSuMhntw^en
land-owning class, and made the to- Jlob e?v! ®L aad . 8 nt
mates of the harems, by season of this £h.etS8htw? ? 8n
same forced slavery, which was born yb ch 55,® there was being held a 
of war and bloodshed, and gave birth ®aD?P'Hle®Vng'. "JF a
In turn to the private ownership of hu- ?’aA8 further investigations as to the 
man beings, slaves of their brothers 2» 8rhLt!rflnie/ ^nuof more fortunate" circumstances, al- 
thoilch nftrhnns rtf infrtrini* Whil© tilGTG I llRd th© pleRBUT© of ViS-
gence, and this'has extended to the ltlng£he “ttage °t medium
present day, although it has under- lv«mJ,6 
gone many modifications. flrst. i o£ an (“stance which oc- ।

It Is well understood among a cer- “urred in th cdttage of a trance me
tain part of the present-day arlstoc- a £ew hours previous. While at 
racy, that there exists little short of ^ trance medium's cottage the spirit 
a community of wives, regardless of contr°l told me that the spirit friends 
their orthodox faith. around me wanted me to go to a

Another condition which we pro- trumpet medium, , as they wished to 
Bounce damnable, and which surely 
exists, obtains among the femalce em- my spirit friends had to say, I went to 
ployes of ritodern Industrialism; these to cottage of this medium. The 
workers of our mother’s sex, who are T,®^.86!,811® gay® J”,® ,^aSi,!n 
forced to earn their own living, are 81ie BUPP°rted the large end of 
often seduced by the moral degener- trumpet aud I placed' the small 
ate who calls himself a man and em- ®.nd “y ear- In manner 1 dts' 
ployer, to hold their position. tlnctly heard the voices of a number

What human slavery has to do with of 8Pirlts’ among which was one of my 
woman’s hope of enfranchisement, is m?tber' , To Bat 8,fy myselI tbat, tbe 
this: Her willingness and adaptabii- sP£rJ_£ voice speaking was that of my 
ity as a home-keeper; her primitive mother, I asked the voice to give her 

............ ............. ......... —-r------  —, genius, and her physical inability to “ame, which she did correctly, 
their unfitness to adapt themselves to i continue in the fighting line; also Another spirit voice gave the name 
such an environment, yet none of, her physical weakness and cares as o£ f,n e brother very distinctly, 
these indicate Intellectual superiority. | the mother of the race, rendered her wMlle another voice was that of a girl, 
Mm survives as the dominating sex less fit to survive as a warrior, not- BaylnE a®r “ame was Kattie. Ihe 
because of his adaptability to the con- withstanding she mothered the entire ®F.,8lat®i.tbat • was a sis-
ditions that obtain for him the mas- generation.

other creatures would die, because o£

SATISFACTORY RESULTS Astrological and Psychometrie
Readings, with proapecte of coming year, 25 cts.. 
(Huver). Bend date, month, and year of.birtn. 

wHb boroscope'll. AddreöB, F. F. 
Boxößö, Spkaue, Waab.

MBB. K. M, MITCIIOOCM will answer 8
Questions for 25e. Send own handwriting and 

lock ot hair, Full reading, II. Fern Hill, Pierce 
Co., Wash, . _

A Psycho-Clairvoyant Reading, 
Fortt cents. The only i‘etrlnga” to thia 9ff&T 
urfi (I) that you eentl a eample of your vrrlUnw 
with full name, and (2) on receipt of the reading 
write me whether or not It is correct.

I W. P. William«» „1 811 Twenty-second st, N. W,Washington, D, O,

HEMJN STUART-RICHING8,
Lecturer and Psychic,

Gives Psychometric and Prophetic 
Readings,

By mail, full, 1100. Concise, 11.00. Send money 
per draft, express, or P. O. money order. No at« 
tention given to letters unaccompanied by stamp 
for reply. Address No. 8W E. High du, New Phil
adelphia, Ohio.

NIRS. DR. CAIRD, 
MEDIUM, 

Will Accept Calls for Platform or 
Circle Work,

Near Chicago. 'Office 698 Weal Monroe St., Corner 
Ogden Ave, Hours 9 to 9. Phone West

FRED P. EVANS,
Noted Medium for

Slatewriting, Clairvoyance, Etc.,
Interviews dally from 10 to 4, Readings and de

velopment by mall may Ue obtained by writing to 
Mr. Evans for purtlouUrB. Famous book on 
Slate-writing, >1.20, while they last. Address, 

FHKP F- EVANS.
2928 Sacreuienlo street, San Francisco, Cal

Because of man’s adant- ter of my wife' ™s voice toId me Because ot man s adapt Bbe bad Jogt ber nfe by being droWned 
stltuted himself the dominating “sex. *n a c.1Btara when a small child. I had 
He came marching home a self-constl- S
tuted conquering hero, boasting of his deat ch bad befallen her younger 
greatness occasioned by his physical sist?F in ^ls 1 a sP, b,®arfd
endurance and murderous impulses another voice which was very distinct, 
rather than development of Intellect this spirit said he was my spirit guide 
. - - • - - and was pleased to have the opportu-

Had three'conditions peculiar to nlty to talk to me, and he told me Bev- 
. _ ... u0 eral things pertaining to my life.

If she was the last in the se-,' doubt, have advanced on an equal . Ia thbse tests the medium appeared 
. .... ---------- - - - H to be much elated over the very mate

rialistic rendition of the' -voices. I

which was not Intellectual de- j ability to war and bloodshed, he con- I Ri, f nV, vr»i nn 1 C'tv.ra.A.r+la nn/l -All-.i-i v ._velopment, but physical strength,
this has to do with slavery.

Whatever may be man’s boast

and

of
pre-eminence, he must at least con
cede one point; and that is, his exfst-
eut-e as man is very largely due to wo-, ratner tnan developmc_
man. He was born into the world by j and social usefulness
a woman; he took such food and care, WUUJUUUB uecullar w
ns she piovided, and asked no ques-i women been removed, she would no 
tions <-hn woa (ha Jnaf- fn iha co. _ ■> • ’
rlcs to be called a brute, he must, at‘ footing with her male companions 
least, admit himself to be not very far; Natural weakness peculiar to her sex’ 
removed. •• r-"1 — “ • ■ -- 'maternal duties, and her abhorrence could not Bee anything that suggested 

of bloodshed, neither of which Indi- fraud- The medium was sitting on a 
cates intellectual inferiority. chalr- one arm W“» listlessly on her

These conditions, as you can readily i-he other supported the light 
....................   ... — ¡see, unjustly placed her neck under trumpet by the tips of her fingers, 
aqerv. hence we begin with primitive' the heel of the opposite sex, and there Oa tae evealnE of the same day, in 
man to determine whether man be in- ■ she has-stayed,neglected,disfranchised c°mpany with a gentleman, whom I

ii.-------- *------------- 1----- - .1--' - , had met at the boarding house, I at-
. tended a materializing seance. At 

nlty. ’ ' this meeting there were eighteen vlslt-
_ . Like the black man of the South, ors-the husband and sister of the me-

exisied a community of wives, 1. e., all any attempt to cultivate the mind was dium> making twenty people in the 
the women were wives of all the men; a criminal offense—not against nature ro°m> maktog a complete circle, 
no Individual life partner was recog- but against the master class. f-i.i—. ■-
nized. The women were attentive to f"------’ “ '•

It is now admitted that the usages 
and institutions of modern society had 
not only their antecedent roots in
barbarism, but their germs in sav

......... - «...   .........~. •“ ।ouc uasaiuijeu,negiectea,aistrancmsed 
tcllectualiy more fit to survive as the and enslaved—not for lack of ability 
ruler of the human family than the: to progress, but for lack of opportu- 
disfranchised sex. | nlty.

in the davs of early savagery there

--------- „------------ - The
cabinet in which the medium sat was

AN ASTONISHING OFFER
Send three two-cent stamps, lock of 

hair, age, name and the leading symp
tom, and your disease will be diagnosed 
"free by spirit power.

Mrs. Dr. Dobson-Sarker,
USO Horth Sixth St.

Ran J»Be, Call

(Advertisement.)
A FRAUD-HUNTING

> BOOK VINDICATED.

It Was Written bjr-a Life-long Spirit- 
■ : Unuallst.

HARMONIAL INSTITUTE.
A Spiritual Home,

Where Spiritual, Magnetic and Osteopathic treat
ment Is administered, Is situated upon the cor
ner of Third and Grace streets, Baker City, Ore
gon, under the management of

- Dr. F. W. Underwood,
who is a celebrated

Magnetic Healer and
Osteopathic Physician.

The corps of healers diagnose aud treat absent
ly aa well as personally, all diseases. If in search 
of health. write to A, C. McClelland, Secretary, 
and receive instructions.

TO THE PUBLIC.
This is to certify that I have known Dr. F. W. 

Underwood, and know him to be a man of honor, 
and an excellent healing medium. Those who 
einploy.htm may feel sure of being, greatly bene- 
fitted or entirely cured. ,Dn Fowler uud their 
other conti oiling intelligences have proven them
selves to be eminent spiritual healers and work
ers in the cause of humanity.

J. M. PEEBLES, M, D.

FRANK N. FOSTER,

' Spirit Fhowaplier,!
Sittings by Mail.

From photo or Jock of hair. Send for circular 
free. Box 13, Green Lake eta., Beattie, Wash.

TRUMPETS;
Infallible Fibre Trumpets! Better than metal; 

insulated top aud bottom. Tangible with spirit 
forces. Cardinal Enamel Color. Self-developing 
Cabinet and Physical Battery Combination Cabi
net. Special revised book governing every phase 
of development. A to Z Trumpet and Cabinet 
work in full Book postpaid, 17 cents. Write for 
Circular.
nS.JfgWTOX. ass Oorr St., Toledo. O

Mediumship, Development,
Adeptship,

fF"Whatever your phase my system can make 
itoperaUve. Your age has nothing to do with It 
Apply the conditions—mat's ail.

tF'My system is endorsed by eminent Bolen- 
lists. It never mils, if you are in earnest

tar'll costs less than cheap books and mall 
courses and dark developing-clrcIcs. which often 
end in madness.

t^Ovor fifty names now enrolled. Begin to
day. Bend stamped, addressed envelope for 
booklet, terms to J. C, F. OHUUB1NE, 2A 
Strathmore Road, Brookline, Mass.

Do You Need Spectacles. Q nete6y°o“ 

and Better Sight? f
Circular showing stylos and prices of my Magnet
ized Melted Pebble LENZ, a photo of Spirit Yar- 
piah, who assisted to bring obt tho Clairvoyant 
gift with me, to fit your eyes as perfectly at your 
own home, and send spectacle by mail as I could 
if you wore in my office. Yarmah will form a band 
of helpers that will treat your tyes when wearing 
this spectacle and you will have normal vision. 
It needed this baud can heal your body. We have 
a positive cure tor Granulated Eye-Lida, or sore 
eyes. Sent postpaid for 11.00. A postage stamp 
would bo acceptable. B. F. POOJ6B.

157 Winthrop ave„ Chicago; Ill-

North,

..

A Prominent Lecturer passed to Spirit 
Life.

To the Editor:-—It has been two 
weeks since our dear sister and co
worker, Sarah Byrnes, passed from 
mortal suffering and silence into a 
condition of peace and jpy, free from 
sicknes and sorrowful waiting. 
How glorious the thought, the joy, 
to meet the loved ones awaiting her 
there, those who have ministered . to 
her during the long days and months 
that she has been absent from us,

Mrs. Byrnes was one of our veteran 
inspired speakers for the cause of 
Spiritualism, always instructive arid 
leaving ua .with something ' good to 
think of.

We will miss her here in Worcester, 
as she was always with us a Sunday or 
more each season, and glad were we 
to listen to her words of wisdom and 
cheer, look upon her genial face and 
clasp her hand in friendly greeting. 

1 She has indeed left a trail of light be- 
| hind her, to brighten, the earthly 
| paths of those still climbing .the hills 
to the morning land. An illumined 
soul she walked and talked with the 
angels day by day. Lpt us try to re
member her grand teachings. She 
ever held aloft the pure banner of 
Spiritualism, that It trail not in the in
harmonies of earthly conditions.

HARRIET W. H. HILDRETH.
Worcester, Mass.

PIONEEK8 OF PROGRESS.
Dr. Bland’s new book, “Pioneers of 

Progress,” is meeting with great favor 
and getting high praise from the liter
ary critelcs and the people. In his 
Magazine for September, Hon. Thomas 
E. Watson, in a lengthy review, says:

“Dr. Bland is himself a distin
guished pioneer of progress, and fie 
has known in the relationship of co
worker some of those who will ever 
be remembered'with honor. What he 
has to say about Abraham Lincoln 
must be nearer the truth and of more 
real interest than anything that could 
be said by any on.e who had never 
seen him. The sketch of Wendell 
Phillips Is particularly valuable as a 
portrayal of the man—high-minded, 
sympathetic, royally generous, splen
didly courageous, truly democratic. 1 
have read a great deal about that 
prince of orators, but the dozen pages 
which Dr. Bland writes about him are 
more satisfactory to my mind than all 
the rest that has been written. In 
fact, the entire volume, with its thirty- 
two biographical sketches is notable 
for its prevailing tone of veracity, 
moderation, clear thinking and just 
conclusions. Unreservedly and cor
dially, I commend to our readers this 
charming volume,” !

Mr. Watson is himself, a famous 
author, which fact adds value to his 
opinion of Dr. Bland's book. By spe
cial arrangement we are able to offer 
this book to our readers for one dol
lar for a limited time. I

SPECIAL NOTICE FROM N. S. A. 
HEADQUARTERS.

SpiritualistMeetiflgs
It to Important when s meeting to 

suspended, that notice be given us, aa 
that luqulrera may not be mislead. We 
want aew notices of all meetings being 
held berq in public iialla at the presea® time.

The Church of the Soul, Rev. Cora 
L. V. Richmond, pastor, holds regular 
services every Sunday at 11 o'clock, in 
Hall 809 Masonic Temple (corner 
State and Randolph streets). Sun
day-school at 10 a. m. All are in
vited.

The Band of Harmony (auxiliary to 
the Church of the Soul) holds regular 
meetings the first and third Thursdays 
of each month, at 3;3O to 10 p. m. 
Ladies bring lunch. Coffee served at 
6 p. m. All are made welcome.

Lake View Spiritual, Union holds 
services Sunday afternoons at 8 
o’clock in Wells Hall, 1629 North 
Clark street, corner Fletcher street, 
conducted by Dr. and Mrs. C. A. Wick
land, assisted by others. All are cor
dially welcome. Residence, 616 Wells 
street.

The Progressive Spiritual Society, 
Services at 8 p. m„ 183 E. North ave
nue, corner Burling street. Mrs. B, 
Hilbert, speaker.

The Christian Spiritualists will hold 
services at the Van Buren Opera 
House, corner Madison street and Cal
ifornia avenue, every Sunday at 2:80 
and 7:30 p. m. Mrs. Hamilton Gill 
will lecture and give spirit messages.

Spiritual meetings, held by Julia 
Learnerd, every Sunday and Thursday 
evening at 7:30, at Lone Rock Hall, 
809 W. Madison street, near Robey.

First German Spiritualist society ont 
the West Side. Meetings every Bunday 
at 8 p. m. in Garselman's Hall, eomen 
Ashland avenue and W. 18th street

The Light of Truth Church will bold 
services in Hopkins’ Hall 528 W 63rd 
street, near Stewart avenue. Confer
ence at 3 p. m. Lecture at 7:45. Mes
sages at each service. Midweek meet
ing Thursday 3 p. m. Mrs. Jeffery Bur- 
land, pastor.

Central Spiritual Church holds serv
ices each Sunday evening at Trimble 
Hall, 1977 W. Mpdison street (near 
40th avenue) commencing at 7:30 
sharp. Conducted by Mr. and Mrs. 
Howes.

pie Church of the Psychic Forces 
holds services at Wilcox Hall, corner 
Champlain avenue and 43d street, every 
Sunday. Conference at 3 p. m. Lec
ture at 8 p. m. The ball number Is 361* 
363 East 43d street Conducted by Mrs, 
Isa Cleveland.

The Society of Spiritual Truth holds 
services every Sunday at 2:30 p. m., 
at 353 9 Calumet avenue. Lecture 
and spirit messages. All are wel
come. J. K. Hillis, Psychic.

The Spiritualist Church of Students 
of Nature will hold its services at 
Flynn’s Hall, 461 North avenue, cor
ner Robey street and Milwaukee ave
nue, every Sunday evening’ at 7:30. 
The ball can be reached by Milwaukee 
avenue North avenue and Robey street 
cars, and the Logan Square and Hum
boldt Park Metropolitan elevated, 
Mrs. M. Schumacher, pastor.

The Christian Spiritualists Society 
will hold meetings during the winter 
months, conducted by Miss Sabah 
Thomas, every Sunday afternoon and 
evening, at 3 and 8 o’clock, at Conway 
Hall, corner Western avenue and West 
Lake street; entrance on Western ave
nue, over drug store.

Golden Rule Spiritualist Society, 
Nora E. H4J1, pastor; Dr. J. H. Ran
dall, assistant pastor. Holds services 
every Sunday evening during July and 
August, at O’Donnell’s College Hall, 
Paulina street, near Washington Bou
levard. All welcome.

Temple Light and Truth, 370 Waban- 
sla avenue, near Robey street and 
North avenue. Sunday-school 10:30 a. 
m. Lectures and spirit messages given 
at 3 and 8 p. m., by Mrs. T. Loll, pastor, 
every Sunday, in German and English.

The Hyae Parle Occult Society holds 
regular Sunday evening services, 7:45 
o'clock, at 819 E. 55th street, between 
Kimbark and Monroe avenues. Jackson 
Park cars pass the door. The best tal
ent available will be secured for all 
meetings. To spread the truth is the 
object of this society. Address all com
munications to Miss Eva L. Stewart, 
corresponding secretary, 455 E. 66th. 
street Entrance to hall, 319 E. 55th 
street

The Rising Sun Mission holds serv
ices every Sunday. Lyceum, lectures 
and tests at 3 p. m.; lectures and song 
service at 8 p. m. Advanced speakers,

To Societies, Delegates and Visitors to 
the Convention in Chicago.

The N. S. A. Convention will open 
In Chicago, Oct. 16, 1906, at the Y. M. 
C. A. Bundin');, large auditorium, 153 
LaSalle street. N. S. A. Headquar
ters will be at the Palmer House, 
where the public reception will be 
held, free to all, on Monday, Oct. 15, 
at 8 p. m.

Special notice is hereby given to all 
travelers by railroad to this conven
tion—secure your certificate tickets 
over your special line. If your rail
road agent does not have the certifi
cates, you can secure them at nearest 
town or city to your starting point. 
Bring certificates to the N. S. A. secre
tary at the convention for her signa
ture. This will enable you to secure 
your return fare for one-third regular 
rate, provided you remain till Oct. 19, 
to have your certificate countersigned 
by the special railroad agent, for 
which you must pay 25 cents.

’ All railroad lines will grant you an 
extension of return limit to October 
30, by depositing your certificate with 
the special railroad agents on Oct. 19, 
and paying him fifty cents for exten
sion. This will enable you to attend 
the convention of the New Thought 
Federation.

Special Notice to Pacific Coast Dele
gates:—Certificate tickets will not be 
issued west of Denver, Colo., but all 
visitors and delegates to the N. S. A. 
Convention can purchase excursion 
tickets to Chicago and return, limited 
to October 30. Call for excursion 
rates from the Pacific coast.

MARY T. LONGLEY, 
N. S. A. Secretary.

When the book called "Mysteries of 
the Seance” came out, nearly every 
one who read it regarded Its state
ments as too sweeping and astounding 

j for belief, and I received hundreds of 
scathing letters from well-meaning, 
but toe credulous Spiritualists, abus
ing me for casting discredit upon such 
“true and tried Instruments of the 
spirit world.” Since the thousands of 
these books went out into the world, 
one exposure has followed another 
with startling rapidity, and the dark 
circle idols and materializing wonders 
are falling In every direction. And 
the end is not yet. There are many 
yet In the business. My book tells you 
just how the work is done, and how 
to detect the fakery. And mark this 
—EVERY STATEMENT I have made 
therein has been FULLY SUBSTANTI
ATED by these exposures. Keep up 
the fight, friends. No true medium 
can be injured by the exposure of the 
fraudulent, and cannot fall to be bene
fited, Let me send you a book, or 
half a dozen, and help to disseminate 
the only Information that can be of 
use In this fight—knowledge of HOW 
IT IS DONE AND HOW TO DETECT 
IT. The price of the book is 25 cents, 
or three for 50 cents. Six for a -dol
lar. Address ED LUNT, Roxbury, 
Mass.

Text Books on Psychical Development.
tV^Cinirvoyance—150 puses, cloth; teaches 

bow to seo spirits, practice telepathy, enter spirit 
wyrld at will, commune with the ao-called dead, 
develop second eight. Endorsed by Lilian Whit» 
in?, Henry Wood, W. J. Colville. Prof. Harvadln, 
and all leading' teachera. Price, (1.60.
(TAuim n.nd Colors—A wonderfully help

ful book on how to see and read auras and colors, 
learn people's atmospheres; contains a color dic
tionary ; Price. 60 cte.

tyPaychemelry—How to read the aoul of 
things. This book teaches you how to become a 
psychometriat. Price, 60 cts.

¿jy Renli/.ntion—A book that opens tho way 
tothe reaUzaUpn of one's divinity. It teaches 
you how to enter the super- consciousness. Price 
Mots.

Secure a large crystal for crystal gazing or 
reading. Price, <2.25; postage prepaid.

Send money to J. C. F. giiumHIKJB. 24 
Strathmore Road, Brookline, Mass.

Shame be on'the^ads'o7thos6 who I 011 ?n(e side of the room-and wh^n the ouamv vu vuv n । curtalna were drawn the room was
lighted very dimly by a candle in a 
box hanging on the wall opposite the 

; If through all* the countless genera- cabinet Over this box were layers of i tlons that made conditions more fa- ?, colora °t tlssue paper, and 
i vorable for woman's degeneration light was increased or decreased | vorable for woman s degeneration by the rafsjng and Iowerlng of one or 

P fnnHn« with more of these sheets of tissue paper.
man, she would to-day be his superior thT meS
mentally, morally and physically. uadtog the singing There were

Now, in conclusion, let me say, that the singing, t here were a
a little reading between the lines will, y " Lj nil, i?
I think, disclose a few of the funda- a‘ ^is meeting, and neaily every one 
mental reasons for woman's dlsfran- 
chisement. The very call for the bal- th
lot has to do with politics. Religious ^lal*!!e £as that °f ladJ 
spirits may create the sentiment, but
gaining the rights of suffrage is polit- gweet vol^ ^Papa^ra to here " Ileal. But, mark you, woman's rights tapa, bora is here,
will only come with slavery’s death. 7^ spirit was recognized _by the 
The death of slavery means human- ¿nirw« wan
ity’B rights, because right means Pvesent- Another of the spirits was 
might- and right being might will of an elderlY ladY- wil° on stepping orevaiT S ’ S E from behlnd the curtains beckoned to

May our good sisters keep up their
righeous agitation; keep knocking ?® ^„^® s®n®
n^nfriRf flip Karripr« prArtpH in dp- her name and a message which she nF h«rbo«vwished the gentleman to -tell her, 
man slaven until every obstacle ta famlly' Th® pieman recognized 
removed’ and thus let to the light of the spirlt as that of a lady frlend 
day upon a depraved generation. We Spelts nrpvfnu?16 attended two 
have the co-operation of generations p, YJ~U8'. ... , .? - .
of ardent workers of the past, and n 
the opportunities of the present. In
addition to our unseen help, there are aboat afoot ®abin6tJ
eight millions of zealous, enthusiastic hither r nna
mortals upon the face of the earth, Jia
battling with this demon, slavery; yat3l lh®, 
and recruits are coming in by materializing
thousands. The field is being cleared 
for action. We’ve got the range—. 
will you be steadfast in the contest?

CLYDE J. WRIGHT.
Oil City, Pa.-

. —— —  uvuuM CUU3C Vf HU 
the camp duties; the men were the ¡argue woman’s inefficiency, and con- 
hunters and fishermen. All property 1 tlnue to withhold from her the oppor- 
was owned in common. The product' tunity to develop.
of the hunt was gathered and son-! If through all the countless crenern-
sumed in common. Class distinction, 
aristocracy, poverty, did not exist.
Whatever social difference was in evi- rather than her 
dence, was intellectual and not polit- been kept on an equaS 
leal, a condition which has not been'r'-- ------ ” ” ’
Improved upon since, but from which 
has grown our present day Inequali
ties of rank.

During barbarism and the transi
tion from savagery, women became 
the agriculturist and the home-keeper; 
she raised the corn and prepared the 
moa I: she cared for the skins and 
made the clothing.

Increasing numbers among the 
tribes began to crowd for room, and 
encroached upon each others’ pas
tures. While the tribes and herds 
multiplied, the grassy hills remained J 
permanent. Then began the history of 
bloodshed. One tribe would hurl its 
armies against its neighbor, and by 
right of conquest sought to appropri
ate the neighboring domains. In those 
days wars were fought to the death, 
and the land, herds, and tools of the 
conquered tribe confiscated. Man 
thus found continual employment as a 
¡warrior. Sexual matters concerned 
the group, not the person. Parentage 
was unimportant, as property was 
owned in common and inheritance was 
in common; therefore promiscuity was 
the rule, woman’s life often depending 
upon her fertility, as recruits were 
necessary to strengthen the armies 
for which there was a growing de
mand.

During this period women worked 
out most of the important inventions. 
Man wan here beginning to take pride 
in his murderous vocation. While at 
home he only watched the women 

• work. The women of the conquered 
• tribes were made the slaves of their 
captors, and added to the community 
of wives, whose function was now to 
serve well their masters. It was 
man’s fitness to survive as a murderer 
rather than a useful member of the 
tribe that constituted him a master, 
and woman a slave. He was wise In ’ 
his own conceit, and allowed no ques
tions.

One day in the heat of conflict, with 
his victim trembling before him, wait
ing the fatal blow from a murderous 
lance, his captor paused and reasoned 
thus: "The women at home have 
work to do. Instead of" killing this 
man I will take him home and make 
him work,’.' thinking that the more 
slaves to work the more good things 
tp enjoy; thus was slavery given an 
impetus. Tribes continued to enlarge,- .- 
and murder became more and more 
,tbe order. Discipline'became neces
sary, and leaders came into promi
nence. Needless' to say that woman, 
having now been brought . into sub
jection through the medium of sheer 
force, was not consulted in the selec
tion of who should act as the execu
tive heads. While she was made ' 
amenable to the law, , She was not ; 
equal with her husbands in choosing 
her governor. The leaders became the 
idle directors of the fight, and presid
ed In true aristocratic style. Having 1 
been given prominence-over the rank t 
and file, he was not slow^to make the

of his imV&nd during an idle -

THE POWER OF WORDS.

How mighty in strength, with what 
wonderful power

They can soothe and yet can give 
pain;

They can vanquish an army as winds' 
kill the flower,

Strew a field with the wounded and 
slain. - ,

They may cause us to weep or cause to 
rejoice,

They may drive away sorrow and 
gloom, .•

And only a word—the soft sound of a 
voice .' ■ ■

May,T|fig pur success idr our doom.
In an unguarde'd moment a word is ad-

"drcBBsd ■ 't *
Without mean Intent Yet 'twill 
' stain

.-Afi untarnished record—’twas meant
.. , fora jest— . A; ■
• It changes the sunshine'to rain. |

Then weigh with due care each word 
? ere'tis past, . . <

Do not hasten, for that which is done 
Can. ne’er be recalled, and may, like 

■ . the blast,- - '
. Wither, a life.in its morn.
Supreme is their power! And when 

Time’s iron hand
To the tour winds' of heaven all 

things shall have cast
The words will still linger—Time's 
s" .:.powerwithstand—-

. Eternal, forever they'll last; _

Into the spirit form of a lady In her 
spiritual robes. "This spirit after-rec
ognizing and talking to a relative in 
the audience for a while, disappeared 
as It came by getting smaller and 
smaller until it was again a mere 
speck on the carpet and then disap
peared entirely.

In my investigations I. have seen 
some mediums, whom I thought were 
not honest In their work,' and I am 
pleased to notice that you have opened 
your columns to the exposure of 
fraudulent mediums, and ¿here is no 
question but that much .good will re
sult from such exposures, for'w'hen all 
fraudulent mediums are'rooted put or 
forbidden .to work their nefarious im
positions, then will the hopest seeker 
for' the truths of Spiritualism feel as- 

'•sured that what he learns arid sees is 
truly the .work, of our spirit friends 
who have preceded us: in their jour
ney to.the "world beyond.” '

I am also pleased to notice the sen
timent you and your, contributors pre* 
sent in reference to the religious as
pect Of the truths 1 of Spiritualism. 
Heretofore religious people;? members 

| of churches, and others; have looked 
i upon this matter as degrading and of 1 an,evil disposition.; Air honest seeker, 
; of the truths of Spiritualism" will find 
that this subject is eleVating .instead 

. of' degrading, and." that all -'..WRo live 
honest, . upright . and Christian-like 
lives will be better prepared for the 
pleasures to be .had in the life beyond 
the grave.

. A. C. HOPKINSON.
Muscatine, Ipwa., ? ,

To know what you prefer, Instead 
of humbly, saying amen to what the 
world tells you you ought to Wien, is 
to have kept yota soul^UW#s®ioMrt 
l®ui8 st^vemsoK;X

ATTENTION, SPIRITUALISTS!

Maine Is Fairly Ablaze in Promoting 
Our Cause.

The tenth annual conventionof the 
Maine State Association' of Spiritual
ists Will be held in Bangor, Maine, Oc
tober 5, 6 and 7, 1906. Mrs. Nettie 
Holt-Harding, Mark A; Barwise, Min
erva B. Barwlse, and other well-known 
speakers and mediums will be pro
vided by the Spirltua'lists of Bangor. 
Reduced rates will be granted on the 
Maine Central Railroad. Every Spir
itualist In Maine should attend this 
convention. . For further particulars 
address Mark A.:Barwise, first vice- 
president State Association, R. F. D., 
No. 1, Bangor, Maine.

VTOLAiA. B. RAND, .
Canaan," Maine. il Secretary.

> 985 Reward.
. Twenty-fivesidoUars reward will be 

paid to anyone! fori thepresent address, 
if living, or positive proof of the death 
of. Virginia C« -or Jennie Andrus nee 
Eerrlg, who left Mr home about 1877 
for ■ Chicago, IdlM 'b’oth of her parents 
are dead hnd'Wb wttl be to her interest 
to appear.,. Address Will F. Ferris, 
Decatur, III.

“Science'an® thar Future. Life." By 
James H. Hyfilop, ills ohe of the most 
valuable acqutoltlOBf to the literature 
of Modern .SjiMtudllsm "that has "ap- 
peared of late'Tears. It is sci entific in. 
its' method, .profound to its 1 Igic, and 
above all sympathetic to ti e trutn 
whatever It may be ail’d wkerever it 
may be found. Price,- cloth, 81.50. 10 
cents postage extra.

“Cosmiah Hyina Book.”1 A collection 
of original and selected hymns, for lib
eral and ethical societies for schools 
and the home; compiled by L. K. Wash
burn. This volume meets a public 
want. It comprises 256; choice selec
tions of poetry and music, embodying 
the highest--moral sentiment, and free 
from all sectarianism. Price, 50 cents.

“Spiritual Fire Crackers,,Bible Chest
nuts and .Political Pin'Points."- By j. 
S. Harringtqn. A pamphlet containing 
79 pages of racy vcadingA Price 25'cts-

"In the World Celestial,"-by Dr. T. a. 
Bland. ■ Interesting, Instructive and 
helpful; --Spirit^ uplifting.- Cloth 
iHMt a««?. «• “ >

Be Sure to Read This,
Frances L. Loucks, one of the greatest osychio 

wonders living. I use the spiritual X-ray to lo 
cats all Internal diseases. A trial will convince 
you. Nervous exhaustion and lost vigor ot both 
sexes successfully treated, as hundreds can tes
tify. Send name. age. sex. complexion, one lead
ing symptom, and ten cents in stamps, and you 
will receive a correct diagnosis of your case free, 
worth dollars to you. Be sure to write your own 
letter. Dr. J. S. Loucks, who lately passed on, 
continues to treat the sick through my medium
ship. Address all letters to

FRANCES L. LOUCKS,
St Warren SU Stoneham. Hu.

Song Books
New and Enlarged Edition of

C. P. LONGLEY’S I "
Choice Collection of

Beautiful Songs, 
Containing ninety charming songs for 
home, camps, circles and meetings— 
.words and music, including "Only a 
Thin Vail Between Us,” and its com
panion piece; also beautiful word« set 
to'choice music, from the poetical 
works, of Lilian Whiting. Of the lat
ter, Miss Whiting writes Prof, lang
ley her pleasure at his setting to her 
poems and declares herself honored 
at the dainty' music ne has given her 
words. President Barrett of the N. S. 
A. writes'that wherever he goes he 
finds the Jjongs of Mr. Longley sung at 
meetingsTind by the friends arid he af
firms it as his opinion that Longley’s 
musical compositions have ennobled 
the world. Pried per copy, -50 cents 
bound in boards; 75 cents in cloth, 
wholesale rates made to societies, 
and dealers;

Maxham’s Melodies.'
Arranged for Solos, Duets, Quar

tets, Also Six Poems. ~
This Is a song book adapted to tho popular 

spiritualistic taste, and Is omittedtly fitted to do 
good service in the lecture hall or tamlly circle. 
Price, 15 cents. ”

SPIRITUAL SONGSTER.
By Mattlo E. Hull. Thirty-eight of Mrs. Hull's 

sweetest songs, adapted to popular music, for 
the" use ot congregations, circles and famlles. 
Price, 10 cents, or 67 per hundred

THUMBSCREW AND RACK.
Torture Implements employed In the 15th and 

NHh centuries for the promulgation of Chri» 
Vanity, with pictorialilluBtratloM. By.Georm 
& Macdonalol ■ Price,' 10 cents. -

FOURTEENTH ANNUAL 
CONVENTION

> Of tho National Spiritualists’ Associa
tion of the United States, Will Be 
Held in the Large Auditorium of 
the Y. M. C. A. Building, 153 La

1 Salle Street, Chicago, Illinois, Octo
ber 10, 17, 18 and 19, 1900.
Business sessions during the day. 

• Special hours devoted to the Lyceum 
cause.

Many of the foremost and brightest 
workers in our ranks will be dele
gates. It will be a rare treat to hear 
them. Evening meetings will be de
voted to lectures, spirit messages, mu
sic and song.

Among those Invited and expected 
are Dr. J. M. Peebles, Oscar A. Edger- 
ly, W. J- Erwood. Mrs. H: P. Russe- 
gue, Mrs. Esther T. Bosley, Mrs. 
Georgia Gladys Cooley, Mrs. Margaret 
Gaule Ridinger, Mr. and Mrs. E, W. 
Sprague and a galaxy of others.

Come one and all to this great con
vention.

The Palmer House, in Chicago, .will 
be headquarters for delegates and vis
itors; it is a first-class hotel and will 
give reduced rates to ail who write in 
advance, stating they are to attend the 
N. S. A. convention and wish to en
gage rooms. Secure your rooms early 
by addressing W. C. Vier-Buchen, 
Manager, The Palmer House, Chicago, 

’Ill. The hotel is conducted exclusive
ly on the European plan; cafes and 
restaurants are near by and furnish 
good meals at reasonable rates.

Annual reception to delegates and 
visitors will be held Monday, October 
15, at the Palmer House, at '8 p. m. 
AU are cordially invited.

Special railway rates' oh the certifi
cate plan can be secured over all lines. 
Ask your railroad agent for certificate 
tickets to the National Spiritualists’ 

-Convention at Chicago. The round 
fare will be one and a third of a fare. 
Delegates and visitors desiring to de
ceive the benefits of this special rate 
must have their tickets vised by opr 
ralWoad agent at Convention the last 
day, October 19, and pay ’ 25 cents 
each for such vising.' 7 *

i HARRISON D. BARRETT, ,
- President.'

MARY T. LONGLEY,
: ■ Secretary.

“Death, Its Meaning and Results.” 
By J. K- Wilson, of the . Pennsylvania 
Bar. An absorbingly interesting vol
ume, of decided value. A narrative of 
wonderful psychical eventstto the au-

good test mediums and good singing. 
Temple, Oakley Boulevard, between 
Jackson Boulevard and Adams street

Spiritual Mission Chapel (Old 77) 
77 East Thirty-first street. Services 
every Sunday at 3 and 8 p. m. Scien
tific and philosophical lectures; best 
psychic and message bearers m attend
ance. Prof. F. M. Stoller, conductor.

The German-English Society, Bund 
der Wahrhelt No. 18, holds services ev
ery Sunday evening at 8 o’clock in 
Brand’s Hall, 162 North avenue, be
tween Halsted and Ciybourn. Also 
every Thursday evening in Math. Jung’s 
Hall, 1071 Lincoln avenue, southeast 
corner Ashland and Lincoln avenues; 
entrance first door north of Howard’s 
theater. Frank Joseph, medium. Ev
erybody welcome.

I Church of the North Star Spiritual 
| Union, incorporated. Meetings Sun
days at 8 p. m. sharp, at Peris Hall,' 
1546 Milwaukee avenue, near Western 
avenue. Mrs. Letzter, speaker and 
medium. All welcome.

Chicago Spiritual Alliance Church, In 
Vincennes Hall, 35th and Cottage Grove 
avenue. Mrs. May Elmo, pastor. All 
welcome. . Services at 3 and 8 p. m.

Mrs. Mary Hill holds meetings every 
Sunday and Wednesday evenings at 320 
Flournoy street Good speakers and 
messages.

Divine Spiritual Church holds meet
ings every Sunday afternoon and 
evening at 2:30 and 7:30, in Hygeia 
Hall, corner Ogden avenue and Robey 
street. Good music. All welcome. 
Rev.,Lucy A. Hodge Koontz, pastor.

"The Spiritual Significance, or, Death 
as an Event in Life." By Lilian Whit
ing. One of Miss Whiting’s most sug
gestive, intensely Interesting, spiritual 
books. It is laden with rich, thought
ful spirituality. Price fl

“New Testament Stories Comically 
Illustrated. Drawings by Watson Hes
ton. With Critical and Humorous Com
ments upon the Texts." Heston's: 
drawings are incomparable, and excru-, 
clatingly funny. Price, in boards,

"Death Defeated; or thepsychic se- 
cret of How to Keep Young.” By J. M, 
Peebles. M. D., M. A.. Ph. D. Price 31.

"Child Culture, According to the ' 
Laws of Physiological Psychology and 
Mental Suggestion." By Newton N.' 
Riddell. A most excellent work for all 
who have the care or training of chil
dren. Price, 65 cents.

- "The Infidelity ot Eccleslastlcism. 
A Menace to American Civilization" , 
By, Prof. Wm. M. Lockwood, lecturer.

I upon physical; phyiologlcal and pay, 
i chic science. Demonstrator_ot the Mo- 
lecular or Spiritual Hypothesis of Na
ture. Scholarly, masterly, trenchant, 
Price, 25 cento.

"An Infamous Dynamite Roman Cath, 
olio Conspiracy Detected and Exposed." 
“Romanism Exposed.” Two pamphlets 
by Rev. J. G. White, author of "Start 
ting Facta.” Price, 10 cento each, on 
two for lE'CCUtB,
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A Rebuke to Vampires
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J^âgbt, tbe Soldent of Per Probien^.—SPIRITUALISM
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Those Vultures That Have Invaded Qur Ranks 
With Artificial Toggery and 

Bogus Tests.

E, W. SPRAGUE, ONE OF OUR FOREMOST WORKERS IN THE 
BANKS OF SPIRITUALISM, SPEAKS AS FOLLOWS IN HIS RE- 
PORT FROM DENVER, COLO.:

“WE LABORED TO GET A SOCIETY ORGANIZED THAT 
WOULD EMPLOY ONLY THE BEST TALENT AND THAT WOULD 
BE AN HONOR TO SPIRITUALISM WHILE IT WOULD ENLIGHT
EN THE PEOPLE REGARDING THE FAOT THAT THESE VAM
PIRES WHO ARE PREYING UPON A GULLIBLE PUBLIC ARE 
NOT OF US.

“ONE THING IS PLAINLY APPARENT; IF WE DO NOT RID 
OUR RANKS OF THESE VILLAINS WHO ARE ROBBING THE 
PEOPLE OF EVERY BIG CITY, AND DO NOT USE EVERY EF- 

" FORT TO PROTECT OUR HONEST MEDIUMS AGAINST THE UN- 

.JUST LAWS BEING ENACTED AGAINST THEM BECAUSE OF 
THE FRAUDS, IDO NOT SEE HOW OUR GREAT CAUSE CAN PRO
GRESS IN THE FUTURE. I DO WISH THE N. S. A. COULD EX
PRESS ITSELF REGARDING THESE MISERABLE WRETCHES IN 
TERMS THAT WOULD RESOUND FROM HILL AND VALLEY"TO 
MOUNTAIN AND PLAIN THROUGH THE UNITED STATES. ’ ’

A SUGGESTIVE WARNING. AS TO SPIRITUAL FAKERS,

It Is Written Through the Mediumship 
of James H. Young, of

Onset, Mass. r*

The Views of the Editor of the Salt 
Lake City Tribune in Refer- < 

enee to the Same. ,

B |A Veritable Spiritual Upheaval
Sgwmoiis Front thè Fcn oi Hcnru Morrison la, oi NornW, N. Y

“OUR DESTINY SOMETIMES
HANGS BY A SINGLE THREAD. 
ROBERT G. INGERSOLL ATONE 

TIME HAD ASPIRATIONS TO BE 
GOVERNOR OF HIS STATE, BUT 
FAILED TO BE NOMINATED. A 
GENTLEMAN WAS IN HIS OFFICE 
AT PEORIA ONE DAY AND SAW 
LYING ON HIS DESK, PAINE'S 
BOOK, ‘THE AGE OF REASON,' AND
SAID TO INGERSOLL, ‘HOW 
DID THIS BOOK COST 
‘THE GOVERNORSHIP OF 
NOIS,’WAS THE ANSWER.

MUCH 
YOU?’ 

1LLI-
THE

WORLD IS ALWAYS LOOKING FOR 
MEN OF CONVICTION. BACK OF 
EVERY ADVANCEMENT IS A MOR
AL PRINCIPLE. THERE ARE MOR
AL AS WELL AS INTELLECTUAL 
PIGMIES. IN ALL ACTING, IN ALL

ART, IN ALL ORATORY; THERE 
MUST BE SOMETHING | BESIDES 
THE INTELLECTUAL, Aip’ MEN
TAL;—THE HEART FURNISHES 
THE LIFE BLOOD Ttj EVERY 
GREAT HUMAN EFFORT^ THERE 

IS NO LIKENESS BETWEEN ‘THE 
FORM OF PRAYER-AND THE SPIR
IT OF PRAYER.’. THÉ MIND OFTEN 

GIVES ASSENT TO QUESTIONS 
THAT THE HEART REJECTS. NO 
MAN OR WOMAN EVER : LOOKED 
UPON THE FACE OF A DEAD 
FATHER, MOTHER, HUSBAND, 
WIFE, CHILD OR 1'RIEXD AND BE
LIEVED IN ETERNAL PUNISH
MENT. THAT WAS NEVER A 
PRACTICAL BELIEF;—IN THE 
LAST ANALYSIS IT WAS ONLY A 
THEORY—IT VANISHED AT THE 
GRAVE." .......•'■■■

reverse.” Some people are infidel in 
mind but not in heart; there are those 
that are thoroughly orthodox in 
thought but it does not touch their 
life; it is simply intellectual gymnas
tics.

From Present Indications in All Parts of the 
World the Twentieth Century Will Be 

Noted in Spiritualistic Work.

When will wealthy Spiritualists 
awaken and realize their responsibil
ity? Not until they look back from 
their darkened homes In spirit -life 
and review their life on earth.

I Bee no reason why I should chapge 
my views in regard to churchianlty 
(the proper name) or the worship of 
Mammon as a god, whether by so- 
called Christians, Liberalises or Spirit
ualists.

True Spiritualists should do all in 
their power while yet in the form to 
lessen the Influence of this god, and 
release the mind from its bondage, 
and thus decrease the number of 
earth-bound souls.

Many, very many, so-called rever
ends (we In spirit life have no respect 
for the title) know the truth, but fail 
to- declare it. Many wealthy Spirit
ualists, also conceal the truth regard
less of their knowledge of a future 
Hfe. Sorrows and remorse will over
take them as well as the untruthful 
reverend, and painful will be their 
labor in darkened sphere among the 
souls who, by their false teachings, or 

"by. the influence of their standing and 
■ wealth have been led astray.

- -Many in the higher circles of this 
- lower sphere find their homes but du

plicates of their earth homes; Borne 
still haunt" the business marts ot 
earth; some are tilling the soil, and all 
are occupied.

■ In the darkened part of these lower 
circles continguous to the earth are 
found ’many stiU fllled with the selfish 
motives that governed them on earth, 
for death in no sense changes the 
mind of man. Among them are to be 
found priests, preachers of every sect, 
lawyers, doctors, politicians, Spiritual
ists and materialists, and public men 
of various grades.

Here also are found all who loved 
crime and sought to live by preying 
upoh-the public, or upon the neighbor. 
All grades of depravity are represent
ed here, and the large majority have 
had (what is so boastinglyspoken of) a 
Sunday-school and Christian educa
tion.

Here is portrayed the great work 
Spiritualism has to do—release man-1 
bondage and from slavery to creed, | 
both In earth and spirit life; to over
throw the altars of Mammon, and cur
tail or destroy the Influence and power 
which mere wealth or the possession 
of money gives to man.

Advanced spirits cannot force the 
truth upon these minds, but they can I 
by impression cause discussion and a I 
desire to know and receive the truth, I 
and thereby help them to work out 
their own progression. Those thus 
freed 'we use as missionaries through 
whom to reach others.

To you, rich Spiritualists (who 
should be friends of humanity), and 
to others, we appeal for help to carry 
on this work. No reform work can be 
carried on in the earth life without 
such help as you can give and by your 
help many souls (if not yourselves) 
can be saved from those darkened 
sphere homes, or hells in spirit life. 
Every soul saved on earth or released 
in spirit life is a victory won, a mis
sionary tp lead others Into paths of 
peace and joy forever. Spiritualists, 
friends of humanity/ye who possess 
wealth .which is useful only in earth 
life, we pray you to help in this labor 
of love, for though you reap no money 
reward here on earth, great will be 

■ your reward when you meet those 
whom you have thus helped into 

^higher states and conditions in the 
life to come. N. C. F.

Written through the hand of James 
H. Young, Onset, Mass.

An exposure has recently been made 
of two spiritual fakers in this city; 
and in connection with that exposure, 
which they resisted, they made them
selves amenable to the’criminal law. 
We presume that no one will excuse 
the Impostures and law-breaking of 
these fakers, nor cry out that they 
should escape punishment by the law 
which they had broken.

And yet they are not the only spir
itual fakers here, nor the only spirit
ual fakers who have broken the law. 
But the other spiritual fakers and law
breakers not only escape all account
ability for their lawlessness, but are 
held forth to the community and to 
the world as holy men, who are doing 
God's work upon earth.

The question naturally arises, why 
are two spiritual fakers who have 
broken the law, punished, and the 
large number of other spiritual fakers 
who have also broken the law, and 
are continually breaking it, allowed 
to escape the law’s penalties? The 
usual answer is that the unpunished 
spiritual faker entered upon their ca
reer of law-breaking so many years 
ago and have continued it so long with 
Impunity, that they should be allowed 
to defy the law for the remainder of 
their lives, no matter what the conse
quences may be in the degradation of 
community seqtlment or the disabili
ties it will impbse upon children born 
in illegitimacy.

Such a plea as this could not possi
bly be made in any community where 
the evil sentiment which has resulted 
from a weakened moral sense had not 
got In Its dreadful work. It is appall
ing to think that a continuance in 
crime is excused and defended be
cause it has been practiced so long. It 
is appalling to reflect that even a dis
tinct and tearful pleading prayer for 
amnesty in the past on condition of 
leading lawful lives in the future, is 
held to be held of no moral or legal 
effect.

But to so pitiful a point Is the plea 
for setting aside the Jaw in these 
cases brought down; and so prone 
must those crawl who excuse the set; 
ting apart of a special class of crimi
nals who shall be free from the penal
ties of the law.

WORLD-WEARY.

TO HIM THAT HATH.

Measure me not by what I 
achieve,

Nor mark my progress by 
height I gain; *

How can you know with what 
hurt and pain

may

the
sore

I strive for that which others but re
ceive? t

How can you know how I am weighted 
down, -

What dead men’s sins press heavy 
on my soul?

Or how I can but creep toward my 
goal,

While.others pass me, reaching for
their crown?

By tjiis, I pray you, mark my onward- 
way—

The daily strife with bonds that 
hold me fast, • ■'

-Like shadowy Ungers, reaching 
from the past, ; ■

Holding, a. token which I must obey ;
Pity the fettered feet that but mark 

time, .
While others march, and gain the 

hills sublime.
—Ninette M. Lowater.

Don’t laugh over others’ mistakes. 
Thobananasklnmay be under your

My flesh is weary and my soul is tired, 
And naught to me the things I once ! 

desired;
Above my dead I wept for many a 

year;
I weep no more, for in that higher 

sphere
They have outgrown me and forgotten i 

quite. i
The lonely wanderer, the starless 

night. ■ :
How once I longed their happy life to i 

share,
But now, alas! I am too tired to care; 
The only heaven craved is some still 

spot ■
Where I may sleep forever and be for

got.
And is this death? 0, deep, sweet, 

restful thing!
But what is this, return of youth and 

spring, .
Or some delusion of dissolving sense? 
0, voices sweet, that seem to call me 

hence -
With music soft, more restful far than 

sleep;
0, lovellt eyes; 0, circling'arms that 

sweep ' ■
All doubts aside. Now. first upon 

your breast •' - - - v -, 
I know the joy and blessedness of 

rest,
And how there comes at love’s sweet 

.welcoming . ■ '
Immortal youth and 'never-ending 

spring.
Say not, sad souls, because one . life 

has failed, ' ■-
i The .pleasures of the next have also
I paled.
A child all day, o’er broken toys may 

! weep, :
Until worn’out 'lb sighs itself to 

i sléep, - <.
i Too tired to care that some one-mends 

iwtoys .....
And adds still dearer ones for- next

I day’s joys.
kAb wakes that .child to morning’s glad 
i surprise,
i So wake world-weary souls to Para- 
i ' .¡'dise,;
For just one breath of Heaven’s heal

ing air - -
Will rest the wearlest soul that enters 
; there, ’ _

I . . ‘ ‘ GALLA HARCOURT.
I . Chestnut, III. ■. ‘ . >

Resentment seems to have been 
given-us by'nature for defense and for 
defense only; it is tho safeguard of 
justice, and the security of .Innocence. 
—Adam Smith. -
: Frugality is founded on■the.princi
ple that all rich®» tar-

¿¡¿LlC

There is nothing pure; everything is 
adulterated. The richest ore is laden 
with slag. The most correct proverb 
contains a grain of error. Friendship, 
untainted by selfishness, is a myth; it 
has not as much actual existence as a 
mirage. Poets, sing of it; philoso
phers dream of it; but it does not ex
ist. There is the reverse side to the 
most exalted character. Genius ^inks 
down to the weakness of water and 
then rises to the strength of Hercules; 
at one time it is begging for bread; 
and at another time it is distributing 
the loaves and the fishes. There is 
nothing so absurd in religion, science 
and philosophy but what it has been 
advocated, and held as truth by able 
men and women. The vilest slander 
finds somewhere a believer.

We are creatures of moods, situa
tions and interests. Circumstances 
determine .what we like and dislike 
more than actual, conditions. Life 
begins and ends in mystery. ‘ When 
you make one side’of a question plain 
you disfigure the other. If sin had 
never come into the world there 
would have been ifO need of a Savior. 
A noted criminal when asked to give 
an account of his conduct said, "It 
could not be escaped. It is all a part 
of history. The story of thtf race is 
one of murder and robbery. Where 
would be your art, your literature 
were this not as I have said?"

Following things back to their 
source turns history into fable. Ev
erything 1b illusive. That which seems 
solid and substantial, under investiga
tion, sinks away. Happiness is imag
inary, not real; we live in recollection, 
or in expectancy—not in realization.

I have been permitted to view the 
promised land—but forbidden to en
ter; I have seen visions of glory—but 
never allowed to enjoy its full fru
ition.

I remember a little form, a life that 
filled my soul with joy for a few 
weeks, a few months, almost years. It 
was a bright star that shone for an 
evening and passed on; a vision ■ too 
transient for a reality; a beautiful mi
rage that faded In an hour; a dream 
that vanished in a night. “Strange 
thoughts swept cloudlike across her 
mind,—again she saw in fancy a little 
fair, dead child that she had loved, 
♦ * * It had died at the prettiest age 
of children,—the age of lisping speech 
and softly tottering feet.” Oh, 
“these heart memories”;—how they 
crowd upon us in hours of depression; 
—with what force they come back in 
after years, as vivid, as plain, and the 
scenes as real as if the occurrences 
•were yesterday.

A.single word burned into the soul 
lives there forever. Astronomers tell 
us that the light of ancient-stars beam 
upon the earth, hundreds of years 
after they themselves have been oblit
erated from the firmament. But ev
ery grand and noble thought, every 

-beautiful song, was born in suffering.

“For when God gives-us the clearest 
Bight

He does not touch our eyes with Love 
but Sorrow.” ",

Genius is -.always in travail.- The 
mystery of life grows deeper; the rld- 
dle harder to explain. Neither sci
ence, philosophy, nor revelation, meets 
the demand. ; A man, a nation,^ civil
ization, exists for a day and passes 
away. -The race perpetuates itself, 
but all forms die. No one is able to 
trace “The hidden and awful Wisdom 
which apportions the destinies of man
kind." Look over the long line of an-‘ 
clent nations, Egyptian, Babylonian; 
Persian, Greek’, Roman,—and where 
are they? Gone—even their history 

-is rapidly passing into tradition. - "The 
secret of their dissolution baffles all 
inquiry. You can civilize the ground 
to death the same as you can a people. 
Continual cropping of the soil wears It 
out,—It has to be continually replen
ished by its-original or. primal ele
ments in order to preserve its fertility. 
A constant, inpourlirg of foreign , ele
ment is necessary to keep a people 
alive. . Ascertain amount of wlld ele- 
.meqt -is required to be retained in nat- 
ture as in life. You denude a country 
of its forests and its civilization will 

tandancy of the

tendency of. thé tattóás. ':Each Indi
vidual life is the product of.centuries 
of breeding. ' - • '

"Not only our character,;¿nd tai-' 
ents ” says Robert Lbqiq Stevenson, 
“Ue upon the' anvil'and: receive: 'their 
temper during generations,'¡¡.but the 
very plot of our life’s story unfolds it
self on a scale of centuries, and the bi
ography of a man is oni^ ail. episode 
In the epic of a family." ;JJa¿ writes 
some laws—God writes some laws; 
often they conflict. Man creates crime 
by law. Poverty is a crime,.or it be-1 
comes so if the guilty party speaks of 
It by asking, for- assistance’. jWhiat is 
right and what is wrong is dictated by 
statute. A child,-says *Élla .Wheeler 
Wilcox, may be "legaU'yJegltlmate— 
morally Illegitimate.'' * . ¡

The human judgment' is Incapable' 
of adjusting punlshmemaecordlng to 
guilt; it is not always caimblAof deter
mining the moral quality of an act. 
One class of ।. society IS • disqualified 
frpm passlng-.judgméttt tfpon.-another. 
The. rich are unable toj! sympathize 
with the poor, neither cai^theToor Un
derstand the cares, anxteti^a.Arid burn 
dens of these possessedh£ greatiinW-‘ 
estA . No man will .evfer enter, the 
kingdom of heaven unlessrGod is more 
considerate, of-‘Us-’thap wfl are of one 
another, It Is Interesting'to hear one 
who is- blessed with nothing but cold 
Intellect, reason, logic—^Ithno imag
ination, sentiment or felling—trying 
to criticise or estimate tie value of 
another whose very being is-made up 
of all the higher and nobler^quallties 
of the soul,—whose hearths' in tune 
with every fine sentiment •' that the 
mind can conceive, whose "spirit is 
open to and moved by 'every emotion 
of gladness, tenderness,, and sadness 
that it comes In contact with. ,

There are men who'iíáiijStand public 
misfortune, can stand adversity that 
affects their character or fortune, but 
will succumb under some’ private grief, 
some domestic trouble ór family be
reavement. We are happy or unhappy 
according to temperament, not accord
ing to situation. The painter who 
works by rule, by precedent and au
thority; the writer who filings to logic, 
to actual deductions,‘is4i^ays at ease, 
always at rest, always- working on a 
sure basis; there Is no feir, no trem- 
ulousness, none of that nervous unrest 
that continually besets the intuitive, 
the Inspirational worker.

Each Individual'viewS lljte from his 
own standpoint. Ageybablt, environ
ment,.give bias to our judgments here 
and to our views of thé^he'reáfter. Im
agination pictures ouwqjyn heaven and 
our own hell.

" ‘What is heaven?’ I asked a little 
child; / ;

‘All joy!’ and in her innocence she
smiled. Í’)

“I asked the aged,: witA ifer care op
pressed: . -

‘All Buffering o'er; oh! Heaven, at last,
is rest!’ - i

“I. asked a maiden,rmefc^and :tender-

‘It . must-be love!,’ shéímodéétly re-
‘ plied.:

.■m.
“I asked the artist, .^tlo .’adored' his

‘Heaven is all be^utyj  ̂
tured heart. ' ‘

“I asked the poet, wlth‘hls siral afire:
‘ ’Tls glory—glory! ’ and'he struck his 

• lyre. \

“I asked the Christian,fwajtlrfg'her re
lease: ’ c ,

A halo found her, Idw^elniturmured,
; .‘'Peace.’.’’'. . ■ ' -

All conditions 'In life ire exagger- 
" Very few.’ keep Äe balancesa ted.
There is noj star p the 'sky of 

the pessimist. The optiihlst sees a
even.

harmony, a perfectness; in the world 
that does not exist; tl^'idealist looks 
forward to a conditioned society that 
will neyer prevail.i^jme'people live 
in the future, otheram^he past; some 
in memory, others in hopeL One man 
says we are saved by faith, another by 
works; neither Is right. The salva
tion of one man is the damnation of 
Another. Carlyle says; “FhOhe la but

"Put on a mask! ’tis worn
Alike by power and weakness, and the 

smooth
And specious intercourse of life re

quires 1 .
Its aid in every scene.” ;

Hypocrisy has always bebn at a. 
premium. It pays great dividends. 
No business man, or professional man ' 
—not even the clergy dare be inde
pendent; they have got to truckle to 
power, be obsequious to the rulers of 
society, remain silent without pro
test, In the presence of vice—other
wise they are ostracised, ploughed un- 
der, ¡with the voice : of community 
against them. Making lone prayers, 
being regular attendants at church, 
form but a small item in thé Christian 
life. The Pharisees did all these and 
were condemned. There are so many 
men we meet, clever as the world goes, 
but really false and unreal at heart,, 
with natures negative and weak, that 
the soul often hungers for the pres
ence of the positive and the true, for 
the determined and the right.

Simplicity is the foundation of all 
greatness. Childhood is the basis of 
manhood. Every tree is according 
to the seed. “For of. thorns mon do 
not gather figs, nor of a bramble bush 
gather they grapes.” There is a lan
guage In every look of the face, every 
motion of the body, in every move
ment of the hand—all speak of our 
character, culture, and natural endow
ment. The artist Is continually paint
ing himself as well as the portrait of 
the sitter. No two actors can act or 
personify the same character alike; 
their individuality enters in and col
ors their conceptions and their per
formance. There is no resemblance 
between Booth’s and Bernhardt’s 
Hamlet... The actor must become in 
spirit the actual person.he represents; 
thé'painter must become In substance 
■théobjeets'upon which he Is at work., 
■Emerson says, “A painter told me 
that nobody could draw a tree with
out in some sort becoming a tree; or 
draw a child by studying the outlines 
of its form .merely, but by watching 
for a time his motions and plays, the 
painter enters,into his nature and can 
then draw him at will in every atti
tude.”

I have seen It stated that an artist 
once painted the scene of the çrucifix- 
ion in the presence of a slave undergo
ing similar torture. Actors have vis
ited hospitals to witness death-bed 
scenes In order to perfect themselves 
in the art of expiring upon the stage. 
All lasting success Is bought with a 
price.

Great lives are lives of self-sacrifice 
and abandonment. Nature keeps debt 
and credit. Man in this life receives 
only what he gives. This law is not 
always apparent. The finest flower 
comes front the weakest seedling. 
"There, are noble and mysterious trl- 
.umphs,” says Victor Hugo, “which no 
eye sees, no renown rewards, and no 
flourish of trumpets salutes. Life, 
misfortune, Isolation, abandonment 
and poverty, are battle-fields which 
have their heroes.—obscure heroes 
who are at times greater than illustri
ous heroes. Firm and exceptional na
tures are thus created.”

A little turn of the wheel of for
tune transfigures a man Into a hero, a 
martyr; a god; time changes an ordi
nary meal into a sacrament, words 
into oracles. ‘The Jews crucified 
Christ and thereby made his name im
mortal an'd glorified tradition.

Our. destiny sometimes hangs by a 
single thread. Robert G. Ingersoll at 
one time had aspirations to be gov
ernor of his state, but failed to be 
nominated. A gentleman was In his 
office at Peoria one day and saw lying 
on his desk, Paine’s book, "The Age of 
Reason,” and said to Ingersoll, “Ho.w 
much did.this book cost you?” "The 
governorship of Ijllnols,” was the an
swer. The world Is always looking 
for men of conviction. Back qf every 
advancement Is a moral principle. 
There are moral as well as intellectual 
pigmies. In air acting, in all art, in 
.all oratory, there must be something 
besides the Intellectual and mental;— 
the. heart furnishes the life blood to 
every great human effort. There Is 
no likeness between "the, form of 
prayer, and the'spirlt of prayer.” The 
mind often gives assent to questions 
that the heart rejects. No man br 
woman ever looked upon tho face of a 
dead father,- mother, husband,- wife, 
child or friend and believed in eternal 
punishment. That was never a prac
tical belief;—in tho last analysis it 
was only a theory—it vanished at tho 
grave. ■-

There is a wide difference between 
faith and belief. Faith is a stronger 
word than belief; it is more dynamic; 
it requires a more absolute surrender 
of the mental and spiritual forces of 
qurhature. Belief may be weak, lan
guid and of but- little color,- ; while 
faith must of necessity be alive; act-

The Twentieth Century Upheaval in 
Spiritualism is creating a VIBRATION 
#11 along the line as never before. It 
is an era of candid criticism and. re
search. To be .an honest, conscien
tious seeker after the truth,’ and at 
the same time a FRAUD-HUNTER, is 
now regarded as strictly legitimate. 
In fact, without the gentle, consider
ate and humane fraud-hunter, ever on 
the alert for the truth, Spiritualism 
would pass in a great measure into the 
hands of the fraudulent element, just 
as our national currency would pass 
into the hands of counterfeiters if not

rency, attracts a horde of counterfeit
ers. With this Upheaval now going 
on SPIRIT RETURN is extending Jts 
benign influence everywhere. Emi
nent literary men,-like Prof, Hyslop, 
Dr. I. K. Funk, Prof. Larkin, the great 
scientist, and hundreds of others, are 
stepping to the front, and while they 
all meet more or less fraud, they are
still patiently seeking the truth, 
will at last surely find it. Yes,

and 
tills

UPHEAVAL IN SPIRITUALISM lias
done a vast amount of good to

tor tlio-whole regiment of detectives,, 
who are constantly watching for 
them, arresting them, and sending 
them to the penitentiary. PURE 
SPIRITUALISM, like the genuine cur-1 on.

suicide is just as culpable as life sui
cide. The spiritual life néede nourish
ment, as well as the physical. Every 
human being'needs a city of refqgé, 
every soul a sanctuary. All the bene
fits most men realize from their world
ly substance are victuals, drink and 
lodging—mere animal enjoyment; the 
higher and nobler qualities ot the 
mind and heart aré entirely ignored.

The lower grade of society spends 
too much time in the saloon, the high
er class in the club-room and at the 
card table. Dancing, playing cards, 
after dinner speeches, and most of the 
social functions, are the amusements 
of Immature minds. Too much 
amusement disarranges tne mental di
gestion the same as highly seasoned 
food unsettles the stomach. The sa
loon is the place wherp the puke, vom
it. and spittle of society congregate; 
whe^e all sorts of vulgarity are talked, 
all sorts of gossip digested and what
ever is decent and respectable in com
munity held up to scorn and ridicule.

But it is often the most generous 
natures that go astray. Strange par
adox;—the same qualities of mind 
and heart that enable us to get the 
most exalted enjoyment out Of life 
also qualify us for the greatest mis
ery; these two antagonistic conditions 
seem inseparable. Men present I 
marked contradictions. Bacon the 
philosopher and Bacon the politician 
are entirely different characters. "It 
is a strange and mournful truth,” says 
F. W. Robertson, “that the qualities 
which enable men to shine are exactly i 
those which minister to the worst i 
ruin. God’s highest gifts—talent, 
beauty, feeling, imagination, power; 
they carry with them tjie possibility ot 
the highest heaven and the lowest 
hell.” Ignorance circumscribes a man 
—truth makes him free. The vast 
majority of mankind live and die 
with their brightest and most helpful 
faculties undeveloped. We are gov
erned by our inheritance, environment 
and education. Circumstances, not 
free-will control us. Most of the crit
icism of the wise and learned, and the 
gossip of the crude and foolish are 
alike misconceived. No man. Is capa
ble of judging even his friend, much 
less his enemy,
“Dark Is the glass through which we 

see each other;
We may not judge a brother.
We see only the rude and outer 

strife;
God knows the inner life.
Where we our voice In condemnation 

raise,
God may see fit to praise;
And "those from whom, like Pharisees 

we shrink,
With Christ may eat and drink.”

Good and evil, sin and righteous
ness, may be strictly defined in the 
dictionaries, but not in life. Rev. 
Hugh Macmillan puts the thought in 
these words: “Nowhere, either In sci
ence or morals has a straight line ever 
been drawn. There Is no distinct 
definite line of demarkation between 
pain and pleasure, between joy and 
sorrow, between relative evil and 
good."
• Diversity is the law of nature and 
life. Things are enjoyed and known 
only by contrast. There can be no 
light without darkness, no pleasure 
without misery.
"The good is known by contrast with 

the bad. .
Were grief unknown, no true heart 

. would be glad: .
Yet heaven, ’tls said, is one unchang

ing joy. '
Such-flat monotony would drive ■ souls 

mad."
' HENRY MORRISON TEFFT. , 

•' Norwich, Ni' Y,‘..

our
cause, and it stands before the world 
to-day in a better light than ever be
fore, while THE PROGRESSIVE 
THINKER IS ON A TIDAL WAVE OF 
SUCCESS.

Now is the time to send in your 
subscriptions while this Upheaval is

The man who dares traduce because 
he can with Safety to himself is not a 
man.-—Cowper,.. • .. . .

If the power to do hard work 1b not 
talent, it is the best possible substitute 
for it.—Garfield.

There, can be no civility .without a 
deep morality.—Emerson.

A babe is an angel .whose wings de
crease as his legs increase.—From tho 

Every man is a volume if you know 
how to read him.—Channing.

Passion is the drunkenness of the 
mind.—South, -

BEAUTIFUL THOUGHTS.

Beautiful thoughts, ye are children of 
... heaven,

Wafted adown by the angels ot love, 
Filling our hearts with the spirits’ 

pure leaven.
Fitting our souls for the mansions 

above.
Beautiful thoughts, breathing incense 

of gladness,
Brighten the joys of life’s radiant 

days,
Comfort the mourners in life’s deepest 

sadness, x
Tuning the heart tp. the pure songs 

of praise.
Beautiful thoughts by the spirit world 

given, J
Speak to our souls in the accents of 

love,
Healing the heart that by anguish is 

riven,
Cheering the weary with songs from 

above.
Beautiful thoughts, ever gladly we 

meet them,
Bearing their message of life-giving 

cheer;
Ever our spirits .wait fondly to greet 

them,
Ever their visits are lovingly dear.

Beautiful thoughts thrill the soul • 
with their sweetness,

Whispers of angels are breathed in 
the ear,

Sweetly surprising their grace and 
their meetness,

Making us glad that the angels are 
near.

Beautiful thoughts are the soul’s pure 
adorning,

Richer than gold or bright gems 
from the mine,

Brighter they shine than the rays of 
the morning,

Sweetly they help us and kindly re
fine.

Beautiful thoughts—hark ¡the angels 
are singing,

Music that reaches the spirit with
in;

In the soul’s silence sweet lessons ’tls 
bringing,

Winning our hearts mid earth’s tur
moil and din.

Beautiful thoughts, ye are children ot 
heaven,

Wafted adown by the angels of love, 
Filling our hearts with the spirits’ 

pure leaven,
Fitting our souls for the mansions 

above.
JAS. C. UNDERHILL.

Hammond, Ind.

DAY LILIES.
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Your delicate perfume 
In tbe twilight shadowed room

Takes me back to an hour 
In the land of the lotus flower, 

With the lotus moon at bloom.
i From a lone papyrus isle 
In the gloam of the middle Nile

I A reed flute’s slender strain, 
I Like a haunting heart refrain, 
Faltered and swelled the while.
The desert stretched away, 
A symphony in gray,

From the marge of the ancient 
stream

Where the dark genii of dream 
Dwell for aye and a day.
Then a little wind there came 
Wrought of the sun’s clear flame

And the night’s cool breath, and 
bore

A waft from an unknown shore 
Of a sweetness without name.
Elusive as a sigh, 
As the soul’s ecstatic cry

At the tremulous touch of love, 
It hovered about—above—

Then passed like a phantom by.
Passed; but It comes again ■ - , .
Over the murk of the main,

Back through the waste of years, 
The joy glints and the tears, 

The passion and the pain. ; ■ 
Trifles—how oft they start i
The gates of the past apart— I

Just a hint’of perfume
In the twilight shadowed room 

Stirring'the chords of the heart!
—Clinton Scollard. ' \

Soliciting for Ohuh:h Called Graft.
> Mayor George W. Guthrie of Pitts* 

<bucg, is of the opinion; that a city em
ploye who solicits aid for his church is 
as guilty of graft as the man who ex
torts money for other causes. He said 
so recently in citing the dismissal of 
Charles S. Wallace, a clerk in the bu
reau of building inspection. Wallace, 
who has been in the office for four, 
years was dismissed to-day by Director 
Frank R(dgeway at the Instigation of 
Mayor Guthrie. No reason was as
signed and Wallace visited Guthrla 
and asked for an explanation. The 
Mayor told Wallace that he had re- " :
ceived complaints about Wallace solic
iting funds and other aid for the Trin
ity Methodist Episcopal church. 1

The true success is. gained when a 
man is master of himself, though all m

men be against him. It is obtained 
when a man caia see others growing

- - 'thout bite . ;testos
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M UbríUíng IRamtÍpe.
It is with pat pleas

ure that we spread Wore 
our readers the following 
from the pen of Mrs. Me
lissa Cranston Gideon, the 
illustrious Mother of Mrs. 
Esther Thomas Bosley, 
one of the most eloquent

advocatas of our Cause 
on Ilie rostrum to-day, 
The narrative abounds 
with striking Incidents il
lustrating Spirit Beturn, 
and will he read with 
thrilling interest fromstart 
to finish.

This record was written some fif
teen years ago by my. mother, anti com
ing across them in moving, I thought 
they might be of benefit as a matter of 
testimony in the great field of psychic 
research.

Naturally in tills short account 
much has necessarily been left out and 
forgotten, but enough has been given 
to start a seeker on the path of inves
tigation, I trust. The strongest re
membrance I have is the taunts of my 
school-mates, calling me the "spook 
girl," and having them run away, say
ing, “Ob! I am afraid of the ‘spook 
girl,' ” and one trouble followed an
other until that year was almost my 
last successful school year, but to-day

I stand the equal of any of my class
mates who at that time and tor many 
future years went Sèrenely along in 
their studies. Iter the masters do 
teach us even though it many times 
must be through the thorny path, of 
experience; nevertheless through the 
many years of their glorious teacliing 
I have garnered up a storehouse of 
truth and richness that, my old class
mates, some of them my présent dear 
friends, hunger and thirst for and that 
they in their years of study have not 
found. So after thirty years’ retro
spection I can say, “Thy will, not mine 
be done.”

ESTHER THOMAS BOSLEY, 
Seattle, Wash.

There is an occult law underlying 
Vue life of thlS'phenomenal world that 
Ill who understandingly investigate 
must seek to know, for without this 
knowledge we should beware of 
handling these unseen forces because 
ignorance of THIS LAW MAY BRING 
DISASTROUS RESULTS.

All force is of God, but man has the 
power to direct this force to suit his 
own Inclination, thereby evolving on 
:iuy plane towards which he may di
rect this force—love, beauty and har- 
moiiy, or discord, disease and death 
Ignorance being the cause of discord 
and death, and intelligence being the 
remedy bringing harmony and eternal 
life.

1 seek in this article to keep upper
most the thought that all visible phe
nomena are only as shadows—they 
but faintly represent the objects 
which cast the shadows; so that which 
ve call the material phenomena can 
give us but a vague Idea of the real 
substance, the spiritual.

These experiences, which are my 
own. have taught me that each one of 
us has an external and internal self 
which we in our ignorance hold as 
separate, and scarcely perceive the in
ternal but live in the external and de
clare there is no other, as the man 
.who LIVES IN DARKNESS REPUDI
ATES THE RAYS OF LIGHT which 
arc all around bim.

Having early in life married a 
Methodist minister, I understand all 
the tenets and doctrines of vicarious 
atonement and future rewardand pun- 
ishnicnt.

When 4. heard of the rappings at 
Rochester, it only provoked a smile at 
tl'.e credulity of humanity. I could 
nee no good in it; no good to be ac
complished by acceding the belief 
that it was done by those who had 
died and were buried and gone entire
ly from our sight.

■ In the year 1896 I moved to Deca
tur, Illinois, then a small place which 
bad rapidly sprung up on the prairie. 
I was induced to listen to a lecture by 
Dr. Dunn, who was delivering a series 
of lectures on Spiritualism. Every 
word of the speaker went home to my 
soul. I repeatedly asked myself the 
question: Can this be true? Is hu-

principle 
things?

of love permeating
manity a brotherhood? Is there

Am I a child of this love?

a 
all

readers, do not think that the record 
which I shall give you in the following 
pages 1b far fetched or impossible, tor 
I assure you that everything which 
I shall relate was absolutely my own 
experience. There were no Spiritual
ists in the little town in which we 
lived, so that all the knowledge that 
I received in relation to conducting 
these investigations was given me by 
the invisibles ad we proceeded to open 
up the way for them to teach us, 
Esther being a natural psychic, and 
needing no development.

The first night we placed our hands 
on the table, and It rocked like a 
thing of life. The second time 1 ap
proached the table with great rever
ence, for I felt, with Tennyson,
“How pure the heart, how 

head,
With what divine affection 
Should be the man .whose 

would hold

Is there no angry God nor terrible hell 
to shun? I had often had faint 
glimpses in my mind of these things, 
but feared that such a theory was too 
good to be true.

At the dose of the lecture I was 
like Bunyan’s Christian—the burden 
)oiled off my shoulders and new light 
broke into my soul until I could 
scarcely restrain niyself from spring
ing to my feet mid praising God. It 
was the first glimpse of soul I had 
ever had, and oh! the glory and the 
joy! My whole nature was trans
formed. . The little church in which 
the lecture was delivered, WAS IL
LUMINED WITH A LIGHT THAT 
SHINES NEITHER ON SEA NOR 
LANI), and a new world was opened 
up to me. Life had taken on a new 
aspect. Every countenance in the 
audience shone with a new brightness. 
How plainly that scene comes before 
me now after all these years of ups 
and downs. Such a light shone that 
the dark streets were ILLUMINATED 
ALL THE WAY TO MY HOME, and I 
could have counted every board In the 
sidewalks.

Surely that was a foretaste of the 
glories of a soul when the true illum
ination comes.

My husband, although 'quite dis
pleased at my having gone to hear 
such a lecture, stood spellbound nt my 
exultation which I depicted to him in 
glowing colors. The delight of that 
glorious freedom! Words cannot por
tray nor tongue express what I felt 
that night! The varied experiences 
through which I h avc since passed 
have not in the least obliterated or 
changed the impression which was 
made upon my brain by that night's 
transformation. Everything .was 
changed. It was glorious to live, to 
feel that love was the ruling principle 
of the universe, that diyine wisdom 
was one Father-Mother in whose arms 
we could rest secure, and that all man
ifestation of life was a visible expres
sion of this beautiful loving principle.

I had never read a page on the spir
itual philosophy and ,was entirely Ig
norant of Its teachings. After some 
years, however, came the desire to 
penetrate Into the hitherto unknown 
country, the country into which the 
soul passes after leaving the body. I 
had learned something of the possibil
ity of spirit communion, and felt a 
great desire to open the gates of psy
chic knowledge. I felt at times that 
the two worlds were intermingling 
and that there were ¿eans by which 
the Invisible world might be made vis
ible to mortals! The law that under
lies this knowledge I had but a faint 
conception of, but' after mature 
thought I concluded to attempt an in
vestigation unaided1.

■ My little daughter . Esther (now 
Mrs. Esther Thomas Bosley, then 
about ten years of age) and myself 
were alone, as my husband was in an
other part of the state for the greater 
part of that year. We had a good op
portunity to have our little seances, 
my little glrl and l. Now, my dear

sound the

bold 
thoughts

dancos; and I HEARD MY BROTH
ER’S VOICE CORRECT HER "WHEN 
SHE MADE A MISTAKE. »

During one seance al-,which a num
ber of skeptics were present, Esther 
was entranced by .‘Jim, and .many 
amuslug incidepts ,'occ.urred,j One 
member present, bellig - »¿usually 
skeptical, remarked, “Oh, this Is hum
bug,” and immediately Jim., said, “) 
will show you.” Thereupon the heavy 
walnut.dining table.ate:which we were 
sitting began to rush toward him. 
Every one .immediately sprang away, 
and Esther alone, with only one linger 
touching the table, started with it and 
drove him closely up into the corner, 
and he, frightened; lest he should be 
crushed, cried out, “Oh, for God's 
'sake, Btop: It!” And the heavy table 
(the old style with a column in the 
center and ponderous claw feet), 
turned over on one side so that he was 
released. She would talk to Jim as 
tp.a friend, and epjoyed his company 
very much, as he had a very, happy, 
faculty of amusing children,' '

I will give Jim’s life history as we. 
received it from him through Esther’s 
entrancement. He said: "My dear 
woman, when I first came to you, I 
was lost to myself, stink in darkness 
and despair! B.ltternesB more dread
ful than death possessed- me. I knew 
I was dead, as the world calls -it, and 
was very conscious of the manner of 

-my death on the scaffold for that most 
terrible of ail crimes,—murder,

“I spent my eartk life, or tjje early 
part of It, in’ Scotland. My father 
.was an Englishman, and married my 
-mother, a Scotch woman, with the un
derstanding that he was to take her 
name, Lady Amelia Cranston, as she- 
waq of royal blood, my father belong
ing to what was considered a good 
family, but not of the nobility. Two 
children, a pair' of twins, were the re
sult of this marriage—my brother and 
I. I was the first born and conse
quently heir to tho estate and the 
title. My brother, however, resem
bled the Scottish line, therefore my 
mother concluded that he should be 
the heir. She gave us Into the hands 
of a nurse who knew nothing of our 
history, and sent us Into Wales for 
training, leading the woman to under
stand that we were to be reared with 
the belief that 1 was the page, and my 
brother the heir. This nurse would 
take us out to parks through which 
ran beautiful brooks and would com
mand me to wait upon the little lord. 
I wondered why this was so. I was 
his age and was the brighter ol the 
two. Sometimes I rebelled, but was 
violently brought to terms, often be-

purpos^-revetget"’ These people had 
lost their-yowgest'son, as they aqp- 
Rosed, }n t^e war. When James, thplr 
lost sonjlcamellnto their presence, the 
father wtod: ‘Oh! iny boy James, I 
knew yad Would come’; for a boy. of so 
many urayers+could ..uot be lost.’ 
During nil hid wanderings the father’s 
petitions*went up, morning and even
ing, to Ills GadJfOF.hiB lost boy. He 
would talk to. God, ¿ .his own simple 
way In fnlfe.iAhhnbi»: - ‘Father, thou 
seest our boy James; thou knowest 
where he is, tindilhou wilt protect him 
and bring hjin home to us. I know 
thou wilt do this/for thus It seemeth 
good In thy eyes.’ Then I knew why 
I could not lead him Into crime; the 
thought .of love pf' tliqso aged parents 
protected -13m'. : Firas' almost per
suaded to relinquish my prey. The 
aura in thei.riiom almost repelled me, 
but my . purpose, waft,so firm in evil 
that I made an effort to move Into the 
roqm, blit ,yas. stopped by a being 
whom I soon perceived was a spirit; 
he took mo by the hand, exclaiming, 

"‘Jim, stool--¡Come with me. You are 
only adding to your own suffering, 
heaping .guilt uppjj yqur own shoul
ders that will ¿reqHire years to atone 
fof.’ :. I-

“ ‘Vengeance Is.sweet,’ I exclaimed.
" ‘But tjjese people have not injured 

you, and- revqng®, only brings bitter 
frpit; why dq ypu follow this boy?' ■

"‘He . beai$4he same name as my 
paren(s> and; it AS a satisfaction to 
wreak nw vengeance upon one of that 
name.',,,.,,

".‘Never; he said. ‘Come with 
me, and you ¡will change your mind. 
You are not lost, only as you lose 
yourself. Your happiness now depends 
upon yqurself. I know what I am 
sqylng an.d doing, and am prompted by 
the best desires for your good and of 
him whom .you wished to ruin, and 
who Is my .brother, and for the happi
ness of those two aged people, who are 
my father afld.piqther.’

“I Went with him willingly, begin
ning to feel something new springing 
up In my heart,—ra little hope that 
there was something better in store

ing sent for hours Into the 
gather wild flowers for my 
chastised severely if they

woods to 
lord, and 
did not

An hour’s communion with the dead.”
This sacredness, this holy awe that 

we felt towards these dear invisibles 
was our safeguard, our protection, so 
that all our manifestations were beau
tiful and satisfactory. That one year 
leaves one bright spot in my memory, 
never to be effaced. J have passed 
through trials and hours of agony and 
doubt, doubt of the aid of my loved 
ones, but nothing ever makes me 
doubt that year’s experiences. There 
was no possible chance of deception. 
We knew nothing about dark seances; 
therefore everything WAS CONDUCT
ED IN THE LIGHT, AND FRE
QUENTLY IN THE BRIGHT SUN
LIGHT. At the second sitting Esther 
held a slate and pencil under the 
table and the name of Mary was writ
ten on it. I lost a child fifteen 
months old whose name was Mary. 
That sufficed for that evening.

1 hardly know how to write about 
the marvelous "developments that fol
lowed. Soon my brother, who had 
passed away during the war, came 
and instructed us as to how to con
duct our seances. These instructions 
were given in the form of Independent 
slate-writing, Esther holding one 
end of the slate and I the other. He 
told us to throw a veil or some thin 
fabric through which we could see, 
over the slate. We often saw TWO 
OR THREE HANDS ON THE SLATE, 
while one was writing, and frequently 
I would lay my head down on the veil, 
and the hands would pat my cheek 
lovingly. I .was not surprised at any
thing, for I supposed all who had this 
faith were receiving the same mani
festations, I could get an answer to 
any question at any hour of the day, 
upon asking for it. I was practicing 
medicine at this time, and if I had a 
difficult case, I would write questions 
relative to it on the upper part of the 
slate and lay a pencil upon it (usually 
a pencil of medium length). Esther 
would place the slate under the table, 
hold it a few minutes, and return with 
a diagnosis of the case, with the meth
od of treatment written on the under 
side of the slate, USING TECHNICAL 
TERMS such as one physician would
use to another, 
had brought me 
would aid me in 
when we carried 
to the letter, he 
about the desired

My brother said he 
a physician .who 
my practice, and 

out his instructions 
invariably brought 
result.

. My brother gradually brought hew 
ones to our circle, always introducing 
them by name on the slate. At one 
time he brought an Indian chief, 
whose name he said was Devil Chief. 
He was very earthy and wild at first, 
but we felt that brother knew what he 
was doing, and so accepted him. 
Later we were glad we had done so, 
for he became of great assistance to 
us, and grew gentle and dignified, so 
that we named him Worthy Chief. He 
helped us greatly in preparing simple 
remedies for treating the sick, reme
dies which could have had no virtue 
in themselves, but which I know, since 
learning the powers of the mind, were 
simply for the purpose of holding the 
mind In abeyance, while mind acted 
upon matter. Never a day passed 
without some manifestation of their 
presence. Ono night Mary told us 
she wanted to sleep with her sister 
Esther; so we prepared a pillow for 
her, and in the morning the pillow was 
like one pressed by the head, and in 
the indenture lay a . rose geranium 
leaf.

I cannot describe the halo that Is 
shed around those months of sweet 
communion with those we loved. 
Esther possessed all the different 
phases of psychic power, and I well 
remember the first time she became 

-entranced. I thought her dying;' and 
used every means to restore her. My 
brother told me. on the slate of- my 
mistake; he told me always to put her 
In bed, and he would take care of her. 
This I did, and she always awoke 
bright and happy in thé morning.

A spirit who called himself Jim 
Steeks, who said he had been hung for 
killing a man in Arkansas, proved to 
be quite a character and became a fre
quent visitor of dur .family. Ho 
played the violin, and Esther would 
dance to his music for an hour. I 
could not seo him or hear tho music. 
At one time a Frenchman, a friend of 
ours, played for her, and >ha sang Id 
French and danced what ho «aid were 
some of the most dlSlcuit faw

please him. Oh, how my little heart 
longed for love, until, failing to find 
it, I became hardened and embittered. 
Pity the child who grows up not 
knowing a mother’s love. At the age 
of ten years we returned to .Scotland, 
he to receive a higher education, and 
I to be his servant and slave.

"I was always the servant, he the 
master. The royal blbod having long 
been in my veins, I rebelled, and 
often asked myself this question: ‘Is 
there a God, a just and loving father, 
who keeps some of his children In 
luxury and ease, surrounding with 
beauty and refinement such as please 
the most esthetic taste, and others as 
their abject slaves,—those who are 
born with the same nature and intense 
love of the beautiful, the same long
ings and aspirations of the soul, but 
subject to the environment and the 
absolute rule of their brothers to 
whom stern necessity Kas made them 
slaves?’ I have often asked myself 
that question, to which I have as yet 
no answer.

“The years rolled oh, my brother 
being educated under the best tutors 
In the land, and I receiving an educa
tion suited to my condition. My 
father was lauded for his great gener
osity in giving his page such opportu
nities, having been sent to school with 
the young lord, but always in the re
lationship of servant.

“At the age of fourteen years I 
overheard my father and mother talk
ing confidentially, and, my flame be
ing mentioned, I listened and, Oh!'my 
God, I learned the truth—that I was 
the legal heir to the estate and title 
of this family, and had been raised a 
slave. In my overwhelming Indlgna- 
tion I sprang into the room and at
tempted to take my father’s life. Hav
ing no weapon, I failed, and was over
come by servants who were attracted 
to the room by the screams of my 
mother. I was sent to prison, but my 
father’s great kindness (so the world 
said) saved my life, and I was ban
ished to America.

My whole nature seemed to have 
been changed by the great wrongs I 
had suffered. I plunged into vice of 
every kind. My father supplied me 
with funds for a subsistence, through 
an agent. It would be useless to give 
a detailed account of iny life of degra
dation and sin. It would be of no 
benefit to myself or to you. Suffice it 
to say that, in Pocahontas, in the 
state of Arkansas, a small town in a 
new country inhabited by a rough ele
ment of humanity, I wbund up my ca
reer on the scaffold at the hands of a 
mob for having' killed a man in a 
drunken brawl in a saloon. I did the 
act by throwing a broken whiskey bot
tle at him. When my soul escaped 
from the body, I was a stranger in a 
strange land, but with my heart filled 
with bitterness such as I cannot de
scribe. Tongue cannot express the 
suffering and agony I experienced at 
that time, the deep sense of injustice, 
the hatred to humanity, and especially 
toward my father and ¿other for 
their terrible cruelty; and I wan
dered hither and thither seeking 
whom I might wreak ' my vengeance 
upon, not caring who suffered if I 
might gratify the spirit of revenge 
that filled me. In my Wanderings I 
came to Colorado (I' have since

for me,—thejdeslro to learn, al- 
thoilgh not as yet well defined.

“I followed my guide, feeling perfect 
confidence [n his ability to load me 
aright, and trusting him Implicitly. I 
began to study myself, and my earth 
life, and often asked myself the ques
tion,‘What am I? What Is life?’ My 
guide always spoke kindly and cheer
fully, assuring me that there was 
hope for me, that the possibilities of 
my soul were grand and beautiful, 
that the spirit of truth and of justice 
pervaded the universe, and that I be
longed to that infinite life, and was a 
part of It. .y,

“We stopped at a little town in the 
state of ^Jssoupl, a pretty little place, 
called Arcadia*, nestled down in a lit
tle valley between the ranges of the 
Ozark mountains. We entered a cot
tage, plain and unpretentious, In 
which wte tpunfi’a mother and her lit
tle daughter, dnd my guide explained 
to me that herq I should find a means 
to communicate! with the inhabitants 
of the e^rth lii'Un Intelligent manner, 
and alstothat this lady was a Bister of 
James Whom l 'had been trying to 
ruin. Oh! what a new world opened 
up ih that little cottage In the hills. 
The room was, .filled with'.Inhabitants 
of my> world—spirits. My guide pre
sided oVefl the 'cbnference, instructing 
me in th'e' law of spirit communication 
and permitting me to write on a slate 
held by the little girl and the mother. 
I gave my name; or the one I had as
sumed in earth life—Jim Steeks,—not 
a euphonious cognomen, but suited to 
my character. I still retained some 
of my rough characteristics and was 
noisy in my demonstrations, so much 
so that the lady was quite offended 
and bade me leave tlft house. The 
presiding officer reproved her, fearing 
I might return to my former mission, 
that of destroying others.. He kept 
me there and told his sister that she 
must trust him, as he, knew what he 
was doing and would not permit any 
harm to come to her ,or hers. He told 
her that I meant well, but was only 
expending some of my superfluous en
ergy. I often played the vlolfn and 
the little girl would dance to the mu
sic.” ■ ’ i”'

He told us that his name was Ed
ward Cranston, and also a great .deal 
about the material aspect of the 
spirit worldj and proved to be a very 
good friend of our family, often help
ing in material ways. From his 
standpoint 'there was very little dif
ference between his world and ours, 
and the knowledge I gained from that 
year’s communication with the world 
of spirits has' befen fully corroborated 
by later years of study and research. 
At' that time! was wholly Ignorant of 
all these things, but from the lips of 
a ten-year-old child I was taught 
truths that the master minds of the 
country are now cogitating upon.

To verify Jim’s statement regarding 
his death in a town in Arkansas, I 
wrote to my son-in-law who was an at-

some one came and called me mother, 
I, thinking that Mary had returned, so 
expressed myself. "Oh,” said a voice, 
“it seems to me that you think you 
have no children over here, but Mary, 
I have been trying to come over ever 
since you have been giving" the invis
ibles an opportunity to talk, and now, 
let-me tell, you I am here to stay." 
“Well,” I exclaimed, “who are you?” 
The spirit laughed heartily. “Why, 
don’t you remember the little boy you 
sent out to the graveyard with a man 
on horseback?”

"Oh!” I said, "Is It possible you are 
living?” “Yes, very much alive; and 
you have another ono here, a girl, and 
she is a bouncer—would weigh a bun
dled and sixty if you had her here.”

1 had had two children who had 
never drawn a breath, and who I sup
posed returned to Mother Earth, as I 
thought the breath was the life.' I- 
asked him what their names were, and 
he said they hafi spirit names, but re
quested me to name them. I told him 
I would call him Stephen (that being 
my father’s name), and Ills sister, Eva. 
He demurred, saying I might as well 
call them Adam • and Eve. The next 
day he wrote on the slate Steva and 
Evangeline,

Steva proved to-be a very lively lit
tle-fellow, and came more frequently 
than any other, because he pleased the 
little medium best, and so he had ev
erything his own way. He was only 
seventeen months older than she. 
Esther would play for hours out In the 
yard, and I could hear her laughing 
and talking as if to someone (al
though I could see no one), and many 
times she has run Into the house, 
exclaiming, “There, Steva, I beat 
you.” He used to bring her dolls 
from somewhere, together with email 
pieces of money. He told us he found 
them. One moonlight night she and 
I were walking along the street, when 
she suddenly ran ahead of me and 
brought me several nickels which she 
said she had found in a plie on the 
sidewalk. Steva told us on the slate 
that he had found them and put them 
there for her. He would bring her 
dolls, of which she was very fond. I 
remember that on another occasion, 
when walking along in the little town, 
she sprang off the sidewalk and ran 
into a little bunch of May weed grow
ing near the sidewalk and picked up 
three small dolls. It had just ceased 
raining, but the dolls were perfectly 
dry, and evidently placed there since 
the shower.

Shall I dare tell all that happened 
to us during that year? I intended to 
give a faithful account of our Inter
course with our Invisible friends dur
ing thht time. I can hardly call them 
Invisible, for we often saw their 
hands. My brother used to stand be
hind me and place his arms around my 
neck and lay his hands on my chest 
so that they were plainly visible.

Steva played a great many pranks 
such as boys delight in. For instance, 
at one lime he brought us a piece of 
goods which he said was a part of a 
dress that Evangeline, bls spirit sister, 
wore. 1 thought it was not of a very 
ethereal texture for a spirit garment, 
but I received everything as truth un
til I learned his love of mischief. 
Later I showed it to a lady friend, 
who exclaimed, "Why, my dear wo
man, that is a piece of my daughter’s 
dress.” I was terribly chagrined and 
shocked, and upon expostulating with 
him he said that he had picked It up 
In her yard. I then discovered that 
mediums may often be accused of 
fraud when they are wholly Innocent. 
For this reason I have always been 
very charitable towards mediums, hav
ing learned that they themselves are 
many times deceived.

"Why do you have Buch beings 
around you,” Is asked. I answer, 
Why do you have around you people 
In the body who deceive you and mis
represent facte? Because we are in 
the world, and must accept conditions 
as. they exist and try to make the best

I remember at one time Esther and 
I were sitting at the table after ,we 
had been talking to our friends, and 
we had laid the slate on the table to
gether with a pencil about three 
Inches long. The pencil soon com
menced moving, and I remarked to 
Esther that'the friends were going to 
write on the top of the table right be
fore us. But presently a long white 
hair dropped from above, apparently 
from the ceiling, onto the slate; then 
another, and another, until I had col
lected quite a number, and coiling 
them together into a lock, placed them 
on the slatq, and Esther held it under 
the table, and the word Grandmother 
was written under the hair on the 
slate. I put the hair under <the glass 
in an old daguerreotype in order - to 
preserve it. Months afterwards, upon 
looking for it to give to an. aunt who 
was a sister of my grandmother, I 
found that it had dissolved or dema
terialized. Only a few ends, about 
half an inch long, remained.

At one time the Baptists were hold
ing their annual convention in our 
town and pome of the members being 
personal friends of mine, I offered to 
'entertain some of their ininisters, as 
there was quite a- number in- attend
ance. The state missionary was sent 
to,me. . I was very glad to entertain, 
him, for he was courteous, affable, 
and in many respects a superior man. 
He said at the breakfast table: “I had 
a strange experience last night which
I hope you can explain.” 
band, in a sarcastic tone, 
“Oh! she can tell you all 
and "fearing he would say

My hus- 
remarked, 
about it,” 
something

bitter, I hastened to say, "I am a Spir
itualist, Mr. Phillips, and have a me
dium In the house, and perhaps you 
have had some psychical experience."

“Well, whatever it was, this Is the 
experience,” he replied. “After retir
ing last night I was not in the least 
sleepy, and was meditating upon the 
occurrences of the day and the sermon 
of to-morrow, when suddenly the 
room was brilliantly lighted. I had 
extinguished my lamp previous to ly
ing down. A large ball of fire passed 
slowly through the room, and appar
ently went out through the wall, leav
ing a beautiful mellow light; and 
then I felt a soft and gentle touch 
upon my arm, clasping it as if urging
me to arise, which I refused to 
and it all disappeared, leaving 
very much disturbed. Can you 
plain or give me a solution of 
most wonderful experience?”

do, 
me 
ex- 

this

“Mr. Phillips,’’ 1 answered, “you 
have been highly favored by dear in
visible friends with their manifesta
tion of love, and that which should 
convince you of their presence and the 
truth of what is called spiritual phe
nomena. You have had the experience 
of St. Paul on his way to Damascus. 
Now see to It that you, like he, com
mence preaching the gospel of Jesus 
Christ.”

But I am sorry to say that after
wards he even denied the phenomena, 
and was very loud in his denunciation 
of Spiritualists and Spiritualism, ills 
salary was in danger, and poor human 
nature will be governed by self-inter
est. He evaded me always, and did 
not return to partake of my hospital
ity again. Their great Goddess, 
Dogma, was in danger, and his church 
rallied to her support, and her honor 
was unsullied and tho church pro
tected.

The persecution was sometimes 
very bitter, but with the knowledge 
that I had truth on my side, I came 
out victorious from many a well- 
fought battle. My husband being a 
Methodist, and one of the strictest of 
his sect, my terrible fall into the 
blackest of all heresies, Spiritualism, 
was made a subject of comment every
where, and my husband was condoled 
with and pitied on account of my fall
ing away from the religion of our

write messages, many times covering 
the alate on both Bides.

It surprised me greatly that Steva, 
a mere.boy, could hold the powers and 
control ;thlngs,to suit himself. But J 
have Blnce ’learned that It was due to 
the fact that he held the mlud of tho 
child just as he pleased, being more In 
harmony with hers, and ae she warf 
always most pleased when he wrote. 
He wrote that which he knew she 
would like best. He would some
times write funny messages that would 
keep her laughing during the whole 
seance. Sometimes when I was anx
ious to converse with mature minds,, 
perhaps before a sentence was com
pleted I would hear the pencil drawn 
rapidly across the slate, and some
thing like this would appear: “Bosh, 
sister, we don’t want such nonsense)' 
let’s have some fun.” I became quite 
exasperated with him at times, but 
what could I do except to let him have 
his own ,way, which always' pleased 
Esther. Sometimes she would be en
tranced, and then I would have beau
tiful seasons of communion, and many 
lessons of truth and wisdom were 
given me. ' ' '

As I was practicing iuedicine at this 
time, I often left Esther in the morn
ing, In the absence of a housekeeper, 
to.finish the work I had begun. Ope 
morning, after elttlng my breakfast, I 
told her to prepare hers when she 
arose, and also to empty a kettleful of 
fruit whieh I had left on the stove, 
into a jar in a safe in an outside kitch
en. She had with her a little girl 
friend who had spent the night. When 
I came home at about eleven o’clock 
they had much to relate. Esther said 
that they lay in bed until quite late, 
and then Steva told her to get up. 
They arose, and immediately went 
Into the room where we usually talked 
to our spirit friends, and the table 
which we always used had been 
cleared of tho many books upon It, and 
was standing in the middle of the 
room with the slate upon it, and 
chairs placed around it.

The little girl friend proved also to 
be a psychic. They received some 
very beautiful messages, and also sev
eral locks of materialized hair . 
wrapped In tlsue paper, with the writ- , 
ten name of the person to whom each 
lock belonged. After their little se
ance they went out into the back yard 
(having eaten their breakfast'), and 
Lizzie, the little girl friend, ex
claimed, “0, look, Ettie; see those 
beautiful ships flying through the air. 
They are full of people!" This, I be
lieve, was prophetic of what is com
ing. The children then returned to 
the room where they had been so high
ly entertained, and Esther expressed 
the wisli that the spirit friends would

of them.
If we 

governs 
visible 
thought

forefathers, 
satisfied that 
incidents as 
strengthened

But through it all I was 
I had found truth. Such 

the foregoing only 
me. Perhaps you will

but understood the law that 
our relations to the In- 

world, the interchange of 
between the inhabitants of

torney practicing in those parts and 
he looked the matter up and said the 
facts were cdrrect only the name and 
as he had had ¿any aliases in his 
stormy career, that was to be 
pected.

One incident' I remember quite dis
tinctly: A man in our little town .who 
was dissipated^ and who had given the

ex-

officers much, trouble, was very ill. 
We were blit little acquainted with 

‘him, always avoiding him as a rough 
character. We knew in the evening 
that-It was tnoiight he could not live

learned this; at that time I had not 
found myself sufficiently, to know 
.where I was.) My whole soul was 
given up to the spirit of evil that then 
actuated me. I was attracted to a 
young man .whom I thought resembled 
my father. I at once, fastened "upon 
him as my victim. I followed him 
from, place to place, leading him and 
enticing him into all kinds of vice. 
This was during the Civil War, and 
we left the North and, traveled, into 
the South, from which he barely es
caped with his .life after .swearing 
(with a rope around his neck) allegi
ance to the Southern Confederacy.

"After suffering every hardship he 
made his escape to the North and con
cluded to return to his. old parents, 
who' lived in Ohio. I still followed 
him, not in the least relinquishing my 
control over him, determined to turn 
him from his parents' to wandering 
again. In the interior of this state 
we found a little brick cottage. With
in were two aged people .who received 
their wayward boy with such loving 
kindness and embraces that it almost awakened a sentiment of kindness in my own soul; but I soon crushed out this foiling as unworthy of my great,

until morning, About four o’clock in 
the morWng my daughter awoke and 
came to Jniy.; bedside and said, “Mr. 
Casey wds here;” Previously I had 
heard rappings and voices in the room, 
but as that vas,of frequent occur
rence I mid" bitt little attention to. 
them. We. received no communication 
then, but°I told' Esther to return to 
her bed. _J, In the.morning she took the 
slate, anfFTwrote on it this question: 
“Mr. Casey, jvhv. did-you come' to us,
who are ; to you?” His an-
swer on the bIm£ was: "I could go to 
no one elsë. Tm door was open, so I 
came hère. I nave come to tell ^ou 
that I am not .damned nor lost, but 
have a clftnce here to redeem my- 
self” /vj -...y. ■

He wk Catjtollc, and I afterwards 
learned that he^ad died at four 
o’clock in the morning. I gave him a 
word of cheer and hope, and he went 
away rejoicing. Remember, that. we 
had not at thq^tlme read a .book or 
paper on Spiritualism. All I learned 
I received’from my , brother on the 
slate, and on further investigation I 
found that I had gleaned the funda
mental truths of this new philosophy, 
and oh! what peace, what joy it 
brought! -I only .wish that-the world 
had received it as we did, in its purity, 
simplicity and beauty. Those com
munications were so beautiful, and so 
real to us, that a doubt never entered 
my mind, and. has never since entered 
it, of the truth of. those messages or of 
their. oHèln. ’ ; :
. My little daughter Mary often en
tranced Esther and spoke to me. On® 
evening after she had made us a'-visR,

the different spheres, and the vibra
tory currents that are constantly be
ing set in motion by the movement of 
mind—how delightful the world of 
sensation would be. We could send 
out these currents with love and har
mony towards all the world, and the 
response would be returned on waves 
of light, bringing joy and peace, mes
sages of love from those we love, and 
a realization that only a veil inter
venes between us.

If we would only learn that the 
communications received from the un
developed souls are from the same 
plane that our friends in the body are 
living upon, how many mistakes we 
should avoid,—learn that we cannot 
implicitly place reliance on all that 
purports to come from spirits, and act
ually does come from them. They do 
not mean to deceive, but give as they 
perceive through their undeveloped 
knowledge. Their great desire to 
speak to their friends often leads 
them Into mistakes, and consequently 
the mediums receive the blame when 
they do give as they receive, the com
munication many times coming 
through imperfect organisms and par
taking of their nature. The old trite 
saying, “Like attracts like,” holds 
good here and is clearly demonstrated, 
and the work of beautiful communica
tion clearly Iles with our own souls. 
If our Ilves are pure and our hearts 
filled-with love to each other, then our 
messages from the unseen ones will be 
reliable and true. If the fountain be 
pure, that which flows from the 
fountain will also be pure.

Through the sweet ministration of 
my children, who came to me almost 
daily, many an important truth was 
taught me. Steva, although a rollick
ing boy, by every act said life is eter
nal.

My brother, who managed our busi
ness as well as spiritual affairs, in
structed us and taught us the philoso
phy of life,—in fact, all that we knew 
of this new religion.

Many years prior to this time, when 
my brother’s body was brought home 
after the'spirit had fled,. I cut a lock 
of hair from his forehead and encir- 
cled It around the brow in a photo
graph taken in bis early youth. After 
we began receiving' these manifesta
tions, I was impressed to look through 
my ¿Ibum, and discovered that the 
lock of hair which I prized so highly 
had disappeared. Feeling very sor
rowful about It, as soon as Esther re
turned from school, I told her to take 
her'slate, and I .wrote this question: 
"My brother, what became of that 
lock of hair of yours In the' album?” 
He immediately answered, "I took It.” 
“Oh, why. did you 4o so? You know 
I cannot get any moré.” “Yes, sister, 
I will bring you another; I took It 
merely for the purpose of convincing 
you that I am here and can do what 
seems marvelous to you.” And he 
brought another lock, placing it in the 
album. It was much longer and 
brighter, like living hair; and It was 
only the beginning of many, beautiful 
locks that were brought to us, all of 
which L kept and made into a wreath. 
BUT O, HOW USELESS THIS WAS, 
FOR THEY ALL" DISSOLVED AND 
DISAPPEARED AND WERE GONE 
FOREVER, WHICH GRIEVED ME 
SORELY. 1

wonder at my credulity, and more, 
perhaps at your own, if you accept 
that which I am going to relate, but 
which is a bona fide fact.

We were living between two mount
ains in a beautiful valley. One mile 
Intervened between two villages at the 
foot of each mountain. I was prac
ticing medicine at the time in both 
villages.’ To fully understand the 
dangers of the situation, as It seemed 
at that time, I should have to add that 
tho carriage road wound over streams 
and rairoad erdksings. This road was 
constantly alive with teams and 
horses. I had been driving a single 
horse and buggy in my practice, and 
had recently purchased a new horse
of which I was a little fearful. Ue

wash the dishes for her. They re- s
mained there some little time, dread- |
lug the dishes, a task that Esther al- I 
ways abhorred, and then arose to per
form the dreaded work. As she 
opened the door leading to the kitch
en, she saw the broom fall In the mid
dle of the room in the midst of a small I 
pile of dust that had been swept there J 
and left. The dishes were all washed I 
and neatly arranged on the table, the |
kettle of fruit had been emptied Into |
the jar In tho safe across the outside |
kitchen, and the kettle in which it f
was cooked was washed and hung up k
in Its proper place, ’ihe room was s
being swept when she opened the door a
and broke the charm. They left ev- B
erytbing just as they found it for me g
to see. The parents of the little girl, I’
who were orthodox, forbade her visit- g
Ing at our house any more. How j
much our dear invisible friends would 1
gladly help us If we would permit jk
them, by our faith, to do so, faith be- ’ K 
ing the door through which they fj
come. Iq

I am not writing for skeptics, but L* 
for those who are willing to receive 
truth from any source—willing to in
vestigate all things and obey the in-« 
junction of Paul to “prove all things 
and hold fast to that which is good.”

This phenomenon of Spiritualism Is 
not beneath our notice. As well might 
the scientist say the alphabet is be
neath his notice, it being the means 
through which all of his knowledge 
has come. The phenomenon is the 
Alpha, but not the Omega by any 
means.

MALISSA CRANSTON GIDEON.

was very large and held his head high, 
stepping as though he disdained tire 
earth—a llery, mettlesome creature, 
which kept me on the alert to keep 
within bounds. One sunny afternoon 
we were amusing ourselves, and'it was 
always with interest and love that we 
approached the shrine at which we al
ways worshiped, and this was written 
upon the slate by Steva, my spirit 
boy: “Ma, let sister Ettie drive the 
horse and buggy over to Pilot Knob 
[the village above referred to, ren
dered famous by a battle fought be
tween the North and South-during the 
Civil war], and get father.” The re
quest was so surprising that I at once 
answered, “No.” It seemed prepos
terous that anyone should conceive of 
such an undertaking—to drive a 
horse that was almost unmanageable 
by myself, and I considered myself 
quite an expert horsewoman. He ar
gued with vehemence, and would per
mit no one else to write on the slate, 
and declared he would not do so until 
I granted his request. Several days 
passed by and we could get nothing 
but, "Let sister drive the horse to 
Pilot Knob to meet father.” It was a' 
problem which I did not know how to 
solve. A week, perhaps, elapsed be
fore Steva would relax his hold upon 
the slate, when, one day, my brother 
wrote, “Sister, let her go; I will take 
care of her. Steva will never give up 
until he accomplishes his object.”

Having told you about the fiery dis
position of the horse and the many 
difficulties in the way, perhaps you 
can. appreciate my great faith in the 
power of the Invisible helpers and 
friends when I tell you that I imme
diately had the horse brought to the 
door and held the bit while Esther 
stepped into the buggy, and I put the 
lines in her hand. She^ sat quietly 
looking into the house, and F ex
claimed, “Why don’t you start?" ■

“Why, J am waiting for 'Stevia.” 
‘.‘Well, what Is he doing?" ■
“He says he can’t find his cap,” she 

replied. "Oh, here' he comes;" and 
she caught up the lines and started off • 
in great-glee.

I must admit that I felt a little fear, 
but soon quieted it through iny great 
confidence, in my brother’s ability to 
protect her. She was gone perhaps 
two hours, and returned home quite 
happy from her enjoyable tide. ; Inci
dentally she told me that Steva had 
bidden her to get out and unrein the 
horse before crossing a. stream in or
der to let the horse drink, which sho 
did, he holding the lines, Shex and 
Steva took that ride every> morning 
for a week, and always returned in

It will write in full sight— 
yes, in full sight and it will 
write more, write better, 
write easier and keep on 
doing so longer than any 
nth-T typewriter,
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Germs of Mind in Plants.
By R. H. France, Translated by A. M. 

Simons.—Cloth, Illustrated,
50 Cents.

A cardinal point in the philosophi
cal systems favored by the ruling 
classes is that the mind of man is 
something unique in the universe, 
governed by laws of its own that have 
no particular connection with physi
cal laws. Modern science has proved 
that not only animals, but also plants 
receive impressions from the outside 
world and use data thus obtained to 
modify their movements for their own 
advantage, exactly as human beings 
do. These facts are told in this book 
in so charming and entertaining a 
style that the reader is carried along 
and does not realize until later the 
'revolutionary significance of the facts.

LIFE’S PROGRESSION.

“There is no death; there are no 
dead.”

These wards stand out on the cover x 
of Edward C. Randall’s new book. 
They are. a challenge to the orthodox 
world, and through all of Its pages . 
runs this challenge to . those whose 
ideas of; God, of heaven, of hell, of a'; 
future life are based strictly upon the 
Bible. Yet Mx, Randall believes in 
life hereafter, based on positive knowl
edge given him from the living 
friends passed to the life beyond. 
Price ?1.50, For,sale at this ofllce.

RATIONAL MEMORY TRAINING.

’«t

perfect safety and very happy. Hav
ing been pacified, Steva gave us very 
many interesting communications on 
the.slate and permitted others to

Hints and helps In memorizing fig
ures, lists of words, prose and poetlo 
literature, new language, etc. By B. 
F. Austin, author of several other
Works. Price, 50 cents.garcMiiea ornera to worKs. rnce, ov cerna. • >,
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Searhing for tte Real Origin of Species.
The following from that noted paper, The Scientific American, will be read with 

deep interest by-those who are interested in studying the multifarions feat
ures of Evolution, or the Origin of Species. It is one of the most valuable 

' productions along the lines mentioned, that has appeared for many a day.
MUCH MORE SUCCESSFUL HAVE 

BEEN THE EXPERIMENTS OF DR. 
D. T. MACDOUGAL, DIRECTOR OF 
THE DEPARTMENT OF BOTANICAL 
RESEARCH OF THE CARNEGIE 
INSTITUTION. DR. MACDOUGAL 
HAS ACTUALLY SUCCEEDED IN 
PRODUCING A NEW SPECIES BY 
INJECTING THE OVARY OF THE 
PLANT RAIMANNIA ODORATA 
WITH VARIOUS SOLUTIONS. THE 
SOLUTIONS USED WERE ATEN 
PER CENT SUGAR SOLUTION, A SO
LUTION OF CAECU M NITRATE, 
ONE PART IN A THOUSAND TO 
TWO THOUSAND OF WATER, AND 
CERTAIN RADIUM PREPARA-
T1ONS.
THERE 
WHICH
FROM

AMONG THE PROGENY 
APPEARED A NUMBER 

WERE VERY DIFFERENT 
THE PARENT. THESE

HAVE BRED TRUE AND FURNISH 
^j INDISl’t'TABLE INSTANCES OF A 

“ NEW SPECIES BEING PRODUCED 
BY ARTIFICIAL AGENCIES. ‘THE 
CHARACTERS OF THE NEWLY- 
ARISEN FORM,’ SAID DR. MACDOU
GAL, ‘WERE SO STRIKINGLY 
ABERRANT AB TO NEED NO SKILL

The theory that the countless vari
eties of life on this earth have been 
developed from a common origin is 
almost as old as philosophy. It ,was 
the French zoologist Lamarck, howev
er, who made the first development. 
It was his claim that the development 
had been brought about by stress of 
circumstances; that changes of envi
ronment render certain characters un
necessary, and that they are lost 
through disuse, while on the other 
hand characters are made necessary 
by the new conditions and these are, 
in time, acquired through use or ex
ercise, thus producing a new species.

For example, he claimed thatsnakes
have lost their legsowing to disuse in 

.crawling through narrow passages, 
while on the other hand, the giraffe 
has developed a long neck owing to 
scarcity of vegetation on which he 
could browse, and the fact that he has 
been obliged to reach up among the 
trees for his food,

While Lamarck observed that there 
is a constant struggle for existence, 
the importance of this fact escaped 
him and it devolved upon Darwin to 
develop the doctrine and demonstrate 
the part it has played in the evolution 
of the species. Darwin’s doctrine may 
be briefly summarized as follows: No 

, child is exactly like its parents; the 
difference may be very slight, but it 
is sure to be there. All life Is at war, 

: each individual struggling either to 
C oyerpower, fight off, or avoid its ene- 

, mies. So fierce is the struggle that 
on the average not more than one in- 

j : dividual in a thousand Ilves to the full 
. term of its life. It is the natural in- 

; , ference then that this one survivor 
possesses certain characteristics which 
peculiarly adapt him for the lifestrug- 
'gle, ..The same is true of each genera

tion, and according to Darwin’s theo- 
; " ry. this natural selection of the best 

in each generation results in the de
velopment of a new species, a devel
opment depending on the very slight 
variations between child and parent 
ancMience requiring thousands of gen
erations for its accomplishment. Dar-1
win also advanced the doctrine of sex
ual selection, which, in a manner sim
ilar to natural selection, chooses the 
best’and strongest of each generation.

It is nearly -fifty years since the doc
trine of natural selection was first 
published, but until very recently no 
advance has been-made over'the work 
of Darwin. The interim was spent in 
discussing the theories and digesting 
the enormous mass of information 
gathered by that indefatigable inves
tigator from all parts of the globe.

Lately several persons have begun 
seriously to question Darwin’s theory.

A cafeful study of heredity has been 
made.

The methods of the expert horticul
turist and the fancier have been in
vestigated with the result that the 
shadow of a serious doubt has been 
cast upon the ability of natural and 
sexual selection alone to evolve a new 
species. Contrary to the general sup
position, fanciers do not develop a 
new strain by successively selecting 
and mating those individuals which 
show slight variations in the direction 
of the desired strain. On the contra
ry, every new breed has its origin in 
some exceptional individual of the 
flock or herd which the keen breeder 
has detected and either blended with 
the normal type or preserved intact 
by intelligent cross-breeding. This 
does not necessarily mean that natural 
selection may not, in thousands of <
generations, evolve a new species.

Our lives are too short to prove or 
disprove the theory by actual experi
ment. We can say, however, that the 
work of expert breeders, affecting but 
a few generations, does not conform 
with the general principles laid down 
by Darwin. Darwin realized that the 
methods of fanciers and horticultur
ists afford a valuable index to the pro
cesses whereby new species are formed 
in nature. Unfortunately, breeders I 
are very reluctant to divulge their 
methods, preferring to give the im
pression that the new breed was ob
tained only after a long period of care- 
ful selection and cross-breeding. Dar- 
won was thus given the Impression 
that the methods of the breeders cor
roborated his theory of the origin of 
species. However, he did recognize 
the fact of an occasional unaccounta
ble production of an exceptional indi
vidual or “sport,” and he suspected 
that this might be the Origin of a new 
species. Curiously enough, however, 
Darwin’s friends were so enthusiastic 
in their support of natural selection 
and so convinced of its infallibility 
that they actually laughed him out of 
investigation.

It remained, therefore, for Hugo De 
Vries the Dutch botanist, to develop 
the doctrine that new- species find 
their origin in sports, or “mutants/’ 

< and that evolution, instead of being a
i gradual development due to the ac-
Ssg-Z cumulation of minute variations, is 

rather a series of jumps, or abrupt 
changes from parent to ■ Child. ■ Ac
cording to this theory of mutation, 
natural selection still plays a part in 
determining the fitness of the indlvld- 

' ual to survive and perpetuate itself,

IN THEIR DETECTION. THE PA-
RENT WAS VILLOUS-HAIRY,, THE 
MUTANT ENTIRELY AND ABSO
LUTELY GLABROUS. THE LEAVES 
OF THE PARENT HAD AN EXCES
SIVE LINEAR GROWTH ON THE 
MARGINAL PORTIONS OF THE 
LEAF BLADES, AND HENCE BE
COME FLUTED. THE EXCESS OF 
GROWTH IN THE MUTANT LIES 
ALONG THE MIDRIB AND THE 
MARGINS BECOME REVOLUTE. 
THE LEAVES ARE WIDELY DIF
FERENT IN WIDTH, THOSE OF 
THE MUTANT BEING MUCH NAR
ROWER. THE PARENTAL TYPE 
IS OF A MARKED BIENNIAL HABIT 
AND NEAR THE CLOSE OF THE
SEASON THE
FORMED ARE

INTERNODES 
EXTREMELY

SHORT, WHICH HAS THE RESULT 
OF FORMING A DENSE ROSETTE; 
THE MUTANT FORMS NO RO
SETTE, BY REASON OF THE FACT 
THAT THE STEM DOES NOT CEASE 
OR DIMINISH ITS RATE OF ELON
GATION, AND HENCE PRESENTS 
AN ELONGATED LEAFY STEM 
WHICH CONTINUES TO ENLARGE 
AS IF PERENNIAL.’ « I

but it does not necessarily imply the 
destruction of the parent type as does 
Darwin’s theory of evolution by nat
ural selection.

I An important law, which throws 
light on the preservation of the new I species after a mutant has sprung into 

1 existence,’was discovered about forty 
years ago by an Austrian monk named 
Gregor Mendel. The law was de
duced from experiments with common 
garden peas. Its importance was not 
appreciated at the time and was ap
parently lost until by a strange coin
cidence the law was separately redis
covered a few years ago by three sci- , 
enlists, one of them being De Vries.

Mendel’s law holds that the indi
viduality of characters cannot be lost 
by cross-breeding; that the, hybrid 
contains the characters of both par
ents equally, and that though one 
characteristic may dominate and thus 
completely obscure the other, the la
tent or recessive character would re
appear in the progeny of the hybrid. 
For example. It red and white peas 
are crossed, the hybrid offspring will 
show red flowers only; but if the hy
brids are interbred, one out of every 
four will have white flowers, and of 
the remaining peas, one will always I breed red peas and the other .wlllshow 
their hybrid character by breeding 
white peas In the proportion of one to 
three in the succeeding generation. 
The offsprings thus vary according to 
a mathematical law.

Red Is certainly dominant over 
white, so that the hybrids of the two 
are always red, but the plant evident
ly contains the latent or recessive 
white characteristic in the same quan
tity as the red. When the hybrid reds 
are Interbred we have all the possible 
combinations of the two characters In 
the offspring, namely, red and red, red 
and white, white and red, and white 
and white. This will give us but one 
pure red, and one pure white, with i 
two red hybrids, which shows that a 
pure breed can be produced by cross-1 
breeding and that the purity of the 
breed cannot be determined by its an
cestors, but rather by its children.

To be sure, in nature we have cross
es of individuals which vary in more 
than one characteristic and the results 
are very complex. But If the breading 

¡were carried on through a sufficient 
number of generations, and the chil
dren were sufficiently numerous, they 
would doubtless show every conceiva
ble combination of the parent charac
ters. We must remember, however, 
that all characters are not subject to 
Mendel's law.

. with luxuriant nettle bushes . and a 
j number ot smaller pots containing car

nations were placed in a small glass ‘ house exposed to the sun. Arrange- 
1 ments were made to shade the house 
- whenever it seemed advisable to do 
1 so. On the 7th of June, 1879, the 
1 first abnormal Vanessa ui'tlcea were 

placed in the bouse, followed up to the 
16th of July by the remaining individ
uals, in all forty-two indiyldualis— 
thirty-two males and ten females. Al
most without exception the males 
were of the most extreme type, with 
wings completely black at the poster
ior portions. Of. the females only two 
individuals were of this type; the re
maining eight were fringed with blue 
and were partly spotted with reddish 
brown toward the rear extremity of 
the wings. It must be confessed that 
this was a very small number of fe
males from 8,000 pupae. . .

"The25th of June came, and still 
there was no evidence of any mating, 
But mating must have occurred, for 
on the 26th of June I found the first 
heap of eggs on the under side of a 
nettle leaf. In the following days 
eight females were laying eggs, among - 
them the most abnormal in color.

“It was impossible to determine how ' 
many eggs a single female laid, be
cause the eggs were deposited during 
several days on various leaves. There 
could hardly have been less than 200, 
because nearly 2,000 pupae were de
veloped, despite the fact that of the 
ten females two were killed prema
turely by spiders.- Among those 
which were brought to an untimely 
end was unfortunately the least aber- 
ratlve of the two extreme types. It 
was possible that this specimen did 
not lay any eggs, for the ovaries were 
found very full. On July 2 caterpill-

1 are appeared. At first they were al- 
• lowed to feed upon the nettle leaves;

later they were transferred to well- 
ventilated breeding boxes. The off
spring of the most abnormal females 
were kept separate. On Jujy 12 the 
first pupae appeared. In the mean
while an infectious disease appeared 
among the butterflies and killed off 
all but the strongest. In all only 493 
specimens developed to the pupae 
stage because of this unfortunate cir
cumstance. Even of this small quan
tity only a few were preserved because 
of a parasite which had entered the 
breeding boxes and could not very । 
well be excluded. It is possible these 
parasites were Introduced when the 
flowers were brought into the glass 
house. The descendants of the ab
normal female in their turn yielded 
52 pupae, These are included in the 
figures previously given.

"On July 21 the butterflies ap
peared. One individual was as nor
mal as another. The first offspring of 
the abnormal female were also nor
mal. But on July 18 appeared anoth
er individual, which was consederably 
different from the normal type. On 
July 31 and August 1 two more aber
rants appeared, although not extreme
ly abnormal. On the Sth of August 
appeared, among the last butterflies 
resulting from these experiments, the 
individual shown in Fig. 5, plate 5 (of 
the original). This, like the three 
previously mentioned, -was descendant 
from the abnormal female and all 
were males. In my excitement I had 
to ask my assistant to kill the crea
ture for me, for I feared that I would 
myself either crush it or permit it to 
escape.

“This last Individual, which .resem
bles the parent type most narrowly, 
still differs from the parent in so far 
as the spots of the outer edge of the 
wing project back from the edge and 
into the wing surface.

"Summarizing the results of these 
breeding experiments we have the fol
lowing:

In predating this, the THIRTEENTH PREMIUM BOOK, The 
Progressive Thinker means to make it the LUCKY NUMBER in its 
grand LIBRARY OF PREMIUMS. Each book that has been of
fered as a premium has been a credit to the paper it represented, 
and a boon,—almost a gift to the recipient. The Progressive Think
er stands in the lead, and has held that position since its first issue, 
simply because ft gives more and a better and higher class of literal, 
ture for the money; it gives more in its columns than any other 
Spiritualist paper in the world for one dollar, and a premium besides. 
Subscribe for it: read it and you will keep posted. Address J. R. 
FRANCIS, 40 Loomis St., Chicago, III.

the result of forming a dense rosette; 
the mutant forms no rosette, by reas
on of the fact that the stein does not 
cease or diminish its rate of elonga
tion, and hence presents an elongated 
leafy stem which continues to enlarge 
as if perennial.”

The common evening primrose has 
also been treated by Dr. Macdougal 
with a solution of zinc sulphate and 
one individual produced which dif
fered materially from the parent. Of 
course, this might be a mutant pro-, 
duced by natural causes and not in-1 
duced by the chemical ' treatment, 
though the possibilities are against 
such condition. Jn nature, ovaries of 
plants might be affected, Dr. Macdou
gal believes, either by the action of 
gaseous emanations, by radio-acWon, 
by the introduction of foreign pollen, 
or by the stings and incisions of insects.

Dr. Macdougal has also tried the 
effect of raising plants at various al
titudes above sea level, and while 
markedly variant types have been 
produced,' he has so far been unable 
to fix the new types; for when the 
plants were returned to their original 
habitat, they reverted to the normal 
type. At present Dr. Macdougal is 
breeding plants at New York, Jamai
ca, and the desert laboratory in Ari
zona, at sea level, and- at altitudes of 
2,300, 5,000, 6,000, and. 8,000 feet. 
The experiment will cover a number 
of years, possibly a decade, to see if 
In that time any of the new charac
ters Induced by the change of environ
ment will remain fixed or not.

The search for the realprigin of the ' 
speecies is now on in earnest- ^Ap
parently we are at present on the right 
track, but even if the search 1b not 
ultimately successful it .is elite to give 
us a much clearer insight into some.of 
the most mysterious secrets.of nature.

will not allow an organization to occu
py the Church building, as that is 
practically personal property, we have 
been obliged to change our place of 
meeting. We aré now cozily situated 
in the Masonic Cathedral, ou Third 
street. ■ We opened October 7, with a 
reception in the afternoon to the 
home-coming speaker. The ladles 
served a dainty lunch of coffee, sand
wiches, cake and ice-cream; . Seventy- 
five sat down to the repast.

The auditorium was beautifully 
decorated with palms and cut flowers, 
special muBjc was prepared for the 
occasion, and also Dr. Carr,, of this 
city, was invited to speak as well. 

I The house was full to the utmost, 
showing that Spiritualism has a good 
standing in this city. It'was one of 
the most successful openings in the 
history of my work here. I am sure 
this will be thé banner year in 1 
the work, for now the people, knowing । 
they have a part, take hold with gréât- ' 
er enthusiasm and are willing to ¡ 
work. It pays to keep close to the i 
people. i

1 Now if any of the friends and 
workers are passing through the city, 

I we invite them to call and see ire. 
11 will be open for week evening Work, 
and funerals in surrounding country. 
Success to-all.

ELIZABETH HARLOW. ■ 
Pastor First Spiritualist Society, Co- 
' liimbus, Ohio. : .

THE SPIRIT SIDE PORTRAYED.

Ann E. Underhill's Experience In Go
ing to a Higher Sphere, as Given 

.to Iler Husband.

HOME AGAIN,

Elizabeth Harlow Writes of Her Trav
els and Work the Pa^t Summer.

; Alfred, I am so glad to again get a 
chance to talk with you, I am going 
to give you the experience I had in go
ing to a. higher sphere, above the one 
I first entered when I left you in 
earth life.-.. . ' .,

I was met. by my angel guide, and; 
whs told that he would'conduct-me to; 
a higher realm, which I had earned by 
the good deeds I had done in teaching 
those in the first sphere the way to 
reach their beloved ones'|n earth life; 
also for the kind attention I gave to 
a dying stranger, bending over her 
death-bed and making the ¿conditions 
so peaceful that she awoke in spirit 
life peaceful and happy.

She was astonished at the beautiful 
landscape that she saw spread out be
fore her view, and that she had the 
perwer to return to earth and view her 
form as it lay In. the casket surround
ed with such an array of flowers.

My guide came to me in the circle 
you were having in your home. I 
never can forget that evening. ■ The 
angel guide appeared to me there in 
Buch a shining robe that I was almost

IMPORTANT NOTICE.

It Is Addressed to the Spiritualists of 
Indiana.

Francis Galton, in 1899, discovered 
that certain characters in parents are 
blended in the children.

Prof. W. E. Castle, of Harvard Uni
versity, has crossed a rabit having 
lop ears (which are long) with a rabit 
having short, erect ears, and obtained 
rabits with ears of medium length 
which were sometimes lopped and 
sometimes erect. By crossing the hy
brids with the pure lop-eared ’ rabits, 
he obtained a generation of three-quar
ter lops, thus showing the blending 
character of the lop-eared condition.

| Prof. Castle has also carried on in-. 
terestlng experiments illustrating 
Mendel's law and has discovered that 
in guinea pigs a rough coat is dom
inant over a smooth coat, and a short 
one over a long or Angora coat; also 
that In the color of the coat, there is a 
definite order in which each type is 
dominant over the succeeding and re
cessive to the preceding, types as fol
lows: 1, Agouti, or black, tipped 
with yellow; 2, black; 3, yellow; 4, 
white. In man a condition of hypo- 
phalangia (two-jointed instead of 
three-jointed digits) is dominant over 
the normal condition. In mice . the 
peculiar waltzing habit of so-called 
Japanese mice is a recessive character 
in heredity.

"1. Two of the ten females did not breed.
“2. The offspring, of which only 

a small fraction reached the imago 
form, and representing the descend
ants of 7 pairs, Were all normal.

"8. An eighth pair, from which 
only 43 butterflies in all wereobtained, 
bred 1 individual which differed 
markedly from the parent type and 3 
other Individuals .which differed less | markedly from the normal type.

“4. These 4 individuals were all 
males. - ■ '

“5. Only the most abnormal -fe
male (the 32 males, so far as their 
abnormal characters were concerned, 
were practically equal) transferred its 
characteristics, more or less, to asmalL 
part of its descendants. From this it 
would seem to follow that heredity 
had something to do with abnormal
ity.

After a strenuous, , pleasant 
summer’s work, I find ¿Myself again at 
my old post with the „workers and 
Xjiends of Columbus. \ ,

I visited New England .in eaijy sum
mer, working in the cainps .t^ere. I 
found Unity Camp the'^ame,hustling 
place as of old, but missed genial 
face and warm .hand-çjâsp 'pf Dr. 
Caird, who has been Its president 
since its opening. J

But dear Mrs. Averill'.was,still-at 
her post, and this insures, the, success 
of the camp. If every society had a 
few like her. Spiritualism would be 
a world power.

I spent a few days at Harwich, the 
mother of all cainps, and here every- a i _ ----------...... ....-------
thing is moving under the willing ' blinded. He said: “I have come to 
hands and hearts of Albert- Blinn and take you to a higher realm where you 
wife. These two are among the most be a teacher to those that 
efficient workers in the east. tow,' I stopped over Sunday at Niantic, y°u-” ^vr a mpment 1 was unab„ 
and was greeted by good audiences, control my feelings, for I felt I was 
but missed some of thé old familiar , leaving you never to return, and I 
faces, as these dear ones have gone to saw the sorrowful expression 
the larger field of life. ' '

Was at Lake Pleasant a week. This 
was the sweetest and most sad stop 
of all my summer’s work. . I had- not 
been here for several years during the 
camp season, and the changes were 
very marked; so many of the old 
friends gone, but the Lake and trees 
were just the same, and Judge Daily 
was there, although quite feeble in 
heklth, yet the spirit of -old beamed 
in his face, and one can feel the power 
and sweetness of his sotil. So on the 
whole it was a benediction to have 
been there.

_ __.. wummv vucw are be
low, and they want to learn from 
vnu." For a moment I was unable to n__12— - - - -

From there on to the west again. 
Here I worked at Freeville, N. Y., 
Vicksburg and Grand Ledge, Mich., 
Clinton, Iowa, and Chesterfield, Ind. 

( At each and everyone _ot these 
places thé one sentiment was, “This is 
the best season in-some time.” One 
can strongly feel a struggle towards 
a higher and stronger work going on.

Spiritualism is growing' with all 
that is occurring, and in the right di
rection, too. I would say.to each and- 
all of the officers and members I have 
met this season: Keep right on pull
ing for' the higher notch—it will soon 
be here.

___ -.. *»» vnpi oosavxi on your 
| face. The guide saw it, and said, 

“You can still meet him here.”
Then my spirit friends in the earth’s 

sphere gathered around me and said, 
"Go, for we want you to learn of that 
sphere, and come back and tell us 
what you have seen.’’

Then an archway of the most ex
quisite flowers appeared, and • they 
gently pushed me through the arch, 
and before I realized any change my 
eyes beheld a large band of happy, 
smiling angels, clothed in rich and 
shining robes, and before I was aware 
I was adorned with a beautiful white 
robe covered with golden ornaments; 
then I heard inspiring and sweet 
strains of music floating on the air; 
then I was wafted by angel hands to a 

I home which words cannot describe or 
eye picture.

Menddel’s and Galton’s discoveries 
throw a flood of light upon the pro
cesses followed by nature in produc
ing a new species from a mutant. 
However, the real origin of the spe
cies is not found in a mutant. , We 
must go back a step further, and find, 
the origin of the mutant. Efforts to
ward this end are now being made, 
particularly with plants and with in
sects. It has been suspected . that 
temperature changes and new environ- i 
ments might have something to do 
with the origin of species, and the ex
periment has been tried of breeding 
butterflies at various degrees of heat. 
Dr. M. Standfuss, of Zurich, has done, 
some very extensive work along this 
line producing arctic and tropical va
rieties as-Fell as intermediate forms 
by raising- the butterflies in heated or 

' cooled boxes. It is Icaimed that but
terflies thus reared are not fixed spe
cies and will not breed true. In one 
case, however. Standfuss has appa
rently, succeeded in .obtaining a fixed 
species by this treatment. ■ The 
achievement is described in his own 
words as follows:

. “After much trouble a sufficient 
'number of butterflies could not be ob
tained only from Vanessa urtfeae. In 
this work 8,281 pupae were used. It 
was difficult to obtain norinal females. 
Four largo tubs.and other vesselsflUed

“6. Inasmuch as most of the 
specimens were killed by disease or 
parasites, It is most necessary to con
duct another series of experiments.”

Dr. Standfuss's experiments have 
been repeated in this country by a 
Mr. Seifert, who has gone a step fur
ther and endeavored to produce vari
ations in butterflies by means of chem
ical Injections In the pupae. The ex
periment was only .partially success
ful for the- pupae died, but some of 
them developed far enough to show 
that, new markings had been intro
duced by thé chemical treatment.

Much more successful have been 
thé experiments of Dr. D. T. Macdou- 
gal, director of thé Department of Bo
tanical research of the Carnegie Insti
tution. Dr. Macdougal has actually 
succeeded in producing a new species : 
by injecting the ovary of the plant 
Raimannia odôrata .with various solu
tions, The solutions used were a ten 
per cent sugar solution, a solution of 
calcium nitrate; one part in a thous
and to two thousand of water, and 
certain radium preparations; Among 
the progeny there appeared a pumber 
which were very different from the pa
rent. These have bred true and fur
nish the first indisputable instances of 
a new species being produced by arti
ficial agencies. “The characters of 
the newly-arisen form,” said Dr. Mac
dougal, “were so strikingly aberrant 
as to need rio skill .in their detection. 
The parent was villous-hairy, the mu
tant entirely and absolutely glabrous. 
The leaves of the parent have an ex
cessive linear growth on the marginal 
portions of the leaf blades, and hence, 
become fluted. The excess of growth 
in the mutant lies along the midrib 
and the margins become revolute. 
The leaves are widely different in 
width, those of the mutant being much 
narrower. The parental type is of a 
marked biennial habit and near the 
close of the season the internodes 
formed are extremely short, which has

After camp work was over I found 
myself in Minneapolis,' for the State 
Convention work'. This was one of 
the great pleasures of'' the season. 
The Twin Cities certainly hold some 
of the best and most efficient workers.

From there I came back tb Chicago, 
where I had worked'for: two weeks in 
the Rising Sun Mission.; ' i always en
joy a stay in the windy'city, and this 
time was especially pleasant as I came 
to know Mr. and Mrs Kirchner soi well. 
She is an excellent medium and! he is j 
a tireless worker.' I

The afternoon at Sunflower' Club, 
was a treat; when I gel^wlthMneBe la
dies it always makes, me wl^I lived 
in the city.

An evening with thKedltor’jof The 
Progresslve'Thinker was another priv
ilege I greatly appreciate.. come 
In touch with a man tuat. stapds so 
fearlessly for honesty ’’and common 
.sense is a benediction to one’p . moral 
life especially, and thev; sweetness of 
that home which- in the reflbytion of 
his other half, Mrs. Francls^ls like 
dew to the flagging spii'lt, m you at 
once revive. Long may ’ they be 
spared to us here.

I then made a flying"trip tp.Geneva 
and'Roqkford, Ill., where I round ev- 
erythirig and everybody^ready for the 
winter's work.' Rockford, 'possesses 
one great treasure and.'-that“; is Dr 
Brown, a man of 84 y&rs, well pre
served in every way, one of the great
est students of the day, arid a man of 
great power and judgment. He has 
been a worker for liberfy'ih every way 
all his life, which means much. He 
passed the stormy tide'of the slave 

I; question with the pioneers' of the last 
generation.

L Now, I am at home again,'settled 
for the winter- work. There have 
been some vital changes; but all for 
the best. , - 5 '

You now see that I can come back 
to you and bring with me old friends 
whom I found there who want to 
come and talk with you.

. Mrs.. Fairbanks was. in that angel 
band, and was the first to express the 
thought that she would like to talk 
.with-you, and she was so pleased to 
see you take' the words she gave you.

This is a magnificent home and a 
charming landscape, which to you 
would seem impossible .in your-pres
ent environinents, everything is so 
grand, so exalted above the sphere I left.

Here I will learn all the attributes 
of soul-culture in their, perfection. 

’ Here I will see. and know all that is 
. noble. Here I will meet with teach- 
; ers that will Impress upon me all that 

art and language can portray. Here I 
will roarii in elyslan fields of poetry. 
Here I shall revel in scenery'so grand 
and beautiful that it would annihilate 
the denizens of earth'on account of 
the increased vibration attained. 1 
- All in this realm gravitate to the 
condition they are fitted for, and the 
natural desire of their souls.. .

Immense buildings are here with 
stately columns and grand carvings, 
surmounted by lofty domes that glis
ten in the golden light. Inside.these 
massive structures everything is cre
ated to draw the attention of the Stu
dents to all that Is noble and'that jyill 
increase the powers of their soul.

Then for recreation we have beau
tiful landscapes with flowery fields, 
rolling hills, beautiful lakes and riv
ers, and occasionally a mountain cov- I ered with trees with foliage in all ihe 

| colors the soul can express. Again its 
rivers and lakes are bedecked with 
beautiful gondolas in all sizes and col- , 
ors that art can furnish.

Think, you denizens of earth life, ' 
what is created for you to receive it 
you will turn your attention to your 
soul's culture and leave the'narrow . 
ways of selfishness and greed.

' Previous to' this it has'' been one 
man rule. Now'lt la an organized so
ciety, chartered under the Ohio State 
Association." As the one man rule

I- . \ » • >- — V '■
“New Testament- stories Comically 

Illustrated. Drawings by Watson Hes
ton. With Critical and Humorous Com
ments upon the Texts." Heston’s 
drawings are incomparable, and excru
ciatingly, funny. Price, in boards, |1;

"Death Defeated; or thePsychic -Se
cret of How. to Keep -Young.” 
Peebles, M. D„ M. A., Ph. D,

Byj. M.
Price $1.

The missionary work planned by 
the Indiana State Spiritualist Associ
ation is at last fairly under way, and 
I wish to call the attention of the Spir
itualists everywhere ip the state to the 
fact that I am now located at Peru, 
Ind., and want to correspond with 
them in every locality.

The work has been somewhat de
layed by the Illness of the writer, but 
as stated, is now fair!/ under way. 
As many towns as possible will be vis
ited during the fall and early winter 
months, and in order to make the 
work effective we must get “system" 
info operation. To do that It is nec
essary to visit towns en route, and in 
order to do that I must hear from you 
very soon. Will you not make it a 
point to take this matter up with your 
friends and see what can be done for 
the good of the cause?

Communications can be addressed 
either to myself, or president E. A. 
Schram, at Peru, Ind., or to the secre
tary, Mrs. Carrie H. Mong at Muncie;. 
Ind. Last-spring there were more, 
calls than I could attend to; this was 
because many of the calls came from 
points bo far away from the towns' in 
which I was at work. To obviate this 
we want the work carried on largely 
on the circuit plan—for example, 
when at Elkhart or similar large-sized 
towns we want to visit the smaller 
towns in the vicinity. ;

Now, Spiritualists, the work for the 
present will be in the central and 
northern part of the state, and in or
der that you may have the benefit of 
the. work being done, just send in your 
names and tell us what you can do 
toward furthering the Fork in your 
neighborhood. If you can not do 
anything in your town, write me and I tell me of the towns near by in which 
there : are’Spiritualists, find in which 
meetings may be held; thus ,we can 
all work' together, and every section 
will be cared for. NOW is the time 
to write; don't wait for someone else 
to write, BUT YOU -DO IT. In this 
way Indiana will come to the front 
very rapidly. - Write us for parlor 
meetings, public meetings and mass 
meetings. The state -association is 
ready for all of these branches of 
work. Fraternally,

A DELEGATE FROM OREGON.

Ehe Has Something to Say of Her Ex
periences }n Milwaukee. j

Knowing there are many friends 
who read an.d enjoy the messages of 
the various workers gathered by the 
wayside, it glves-me much pleasure to 
greet them through the columns of 
The Progressive Thinker.

.1 left dear old Oregon, together 
with many friends there, September 
12, Hi etill retain the memory of the 
sweeftragi'ant perfume wafted from 
the tai I forest pine, spruce and hem
lock, to journey, amid your densely 
iioplUijited city, to see the more popu- 
lai^iF ot "doing things.”

Afte1' a warm welcome along the 
way,I am now in Chicago, and learn
ing of the Milwaukee mass-meeting, I 
went thither to meet the friends, and 
see the country. It proved to be one 
of the most stirring and enthusiastic 
gatherings I have had the pleasure ot 
attending—a soul-stirring affair from 
start to finish!

■ The mass-meeting opened Saturday, 
October' 6, in Severance Hall, under 
the auspices of the Wisconsin State 
Association, President, G. H. Brook’s. 
A large crowd assembled on Saturday 
evening to enjoy and take part In the 
meeting, which was opened by the 
president, an able and fluent speaker, 
who first gave the object of the meet
ing, and then most graciously and elo
quently received the co-workers pres
ent, H. D. Barrett, Mrs. Isa Cleveland

[ and your humble servant, of Portland, 
। Oregon. He then introduced a gen
tleman who represented the mayor of 
Milwaukee, who gave us the right 
of feljovship, and advised all present 
to investigate ail things, • and ■ hold 
fast to that which proved good. He 
had Investigated, and found much 
good in Spiritualism.

Then with eloquent words Mr. Bar
rett gave the Address of the evening, 
partaking largely of his past month's 
work, and that of preparation for the 
coming convention. He advised every 
one to be present and take a hand in 
“upholding right and suppressing 
wrong.”

WILL J. ERWOOD.
216 W. Main Street, Perp, Ind.

Mrs. Isa Wilson-Kayner's Work at 
Dallas, Texas.

With renewed zeal, Mrs. Isa Wllson- 
Kayner has returned to take up her 
work with the Truthseekers Spiritual
ist Society at Dallas, Texas. Mrs. 
Kayner has worked faithfully for 
the past year, and it Is only giving 
her due credit to say that she has 
been self-sacrificing to return to us 
for the second year, when other so
cieties have offered her greater in
ducements to secure her services; but' 
her heart is with her people, and she 
is very willing to help those who are 
earnestly striving to help them-, 
selves, and to keep them on the plane 
of jprogression. I

Great enthusiasm was prevalent 
through all the meetings, for Brother 
Barrett and all the other workers. 
The Bister from Oregon next spoke 
and extended the right hand of friend- 

, ship from the Oregon friends, to 
those of Milwaukee, which .was heart
ily, cheered. - Sister Isa Cleveland 
gave the messages.

On Sunday, at '2 p. m., there was a 
full house, with a new comer, Brother 
Moses Hull, who gave the opening ad
dress. . He was. at his best. Jiis ad
dress was certainly just the thing, and 
touched the key note.

Brother Barrett spoke on a variety 
of vital points, that kept pace with 
the applause, touching upon sacred as 
well as very dangerous ground— 
"Child Labor,’’ "The Fake," "The 
Coming Needs of Wide-Awake Peo
ple at the Coming Convention”—each 
calling out loud and repeated ap
plause, as he enumerated the great re
sponsibilities resting on the N. S. A. 
He made points, which to my mind, 

I will bear repeating at close intervals, 
that we as people may really know 
what the N. S. A. is doing for you and 
me. II you and I had one-halt the 
difficulties to overcome, how weak and 
forlorn would be our efforts to do 
good in any direction.

If we believe the N. S. A. is any 
good to the world, to Spiritualism or 
to SpirituaflstB, tor the love of all we 
hold dear and sacred, let us show it 
now; now is the time we need "some
thin," and must act.

.f

The society gave a reception in 
honor of Mrs. Kayner’s return on 
Sept. 30, and a cordial invitation was 
extended to the Fort Worth Spiritual
ist Society to attend, and quite a num
ber represented their society. Owing 
to a misunderstanding about the fur
nishing of the china at the temple, the 
refreshments had to be served in an 
informal way; nevertheless the menu 
was not affected by the disappoint
ment of the committee, and all made 
merry over the inevitable.

Short addresses were made by our 
pastor, Mrs. Kayner, Mrs. Carrie M. 
Hinsdale, president of the Texas State 
National Spiritualist -Association, and 
President Eggleston of the Ft. Worth j 
Spiritualist Society. All were enter
taining and pleasing in their remarks. 
One of the ladies of Fort Worth was 

| pianist for the evening. The singing 
was congregational that all might join 
in the social harmony.

The decorations were of red and 
white carnations, bridesmaid roses 
and ferns.

When the time came to say good
bye, all felt that they had enjoyed the 
reception, and hoped to have many 
more reunions.

ANNIE J. QUINN, 
Dallas, Tex. Secretary.

Brother Barrett ilosed his after
noon address amid tend applause, and 
"hurrah” was heard 1-om President 
Brooks.

Enthused to her feet. Sister Seip ' 
came forward, and asked to.- 
carry this work along. Sxe 
nearly $30, which helped to liquidate 
the state indebtedness. Site C'°®®1 
with a few readings. We had won tn- 
hearts as well as their purses. ( .

The evening called together ?! 
the finest audiences that has graSéa, 
Milwaukee for many a day. Brother -.. 
Barrett .was the speaker; Sister Mc
Farlin gave the invocation at each 
session; Sister Isa Cleveland, the me
dium engaged to deliver the mes
sages; this closed Sunday evening 
services.

A more satisfied and enthused 
crowd of brilliant-minded people has 
rarely been seen at one session. The 
mass-meeting closed with cheer upon 
cheer, hand and handkerchief waving, 
to meet at the convention October 16, 
where important questions confront 
us. SOPHIA B. SEIP,

Delegate from Oregon S. S. A.

S

DEATH'S PROTEST.

Why dost thou shrink from 
. proach, oh, man?

Why dost thou ever flee in fear, 
' cling'

my

HIS DREAM NEARLY FATAL.

Is Caught by Policeman Rushing for 
River to End His Troubles—Arrest
ed and Taken to Police Court—Says 
He Had Nightmare—Knew Nothing 
Until Aroused by Officer—Throws

. Away Hat and Coat in Flight to - 
River—Curious Case of Abnormal 
Action.
William Yockey, who was-seized by 

an officer while running toward the 
Milwaukee river, disrobing as he went, . 
avers that his apparent attempt to 
commit suicide was made while asleep 
and suffering from a nightmare.

Had the officer failed to catch the 
young man before he reached the river 
brink he would probably have 
drowned and the reason of his death 

i would always have remained a mys
tery.

Yockey is an intelligent-looking, 
well-dressed young fellow of 22. He 
was taken into court after his remark
able adventure, charged with disor
derly conduct.

When the young man first attracted 
my attention,” the-policeman said, “he 
was running toward the river on Ferry 
street. He flung his hat to one side, 
and then, as he ran, tore his coat and 
vest from his body in succession and 
threw them away. There is no bridge 
across the river at Ferry, street. . I 
caught the young man when he was 
only a few feet from the brink. He 
did not appear to be intoxicated.”

He Was Asleep.

ap- 

and 

but¡To my false rival, Life? T 
bring

Thee rest and calm. Then .wherefore 
dost thou.ban . -

Arid curse me? Since the forming of 
: God’s plan . "

I have not hurt or harmed a mortal 
thing;

I have bestowed sweet balm for every 
. sting

do

And peace eternal for earth's stormy 
. spari. ■ -

The wild,-mad prayers for, comfort 
sent in: vain

To knock at the indifferent heart-of 
Life

I, Death, have answered, Knowest 
thou not 'tie he,

My cruel rival, who sends all thy pain
And wears the epul out in unending 

strife?
"Why dost thou hold' to him, then, 
'. spurning ■ ine? .

' —-Woman’s-Tribune.

“I .was asleep,” said the defendant. 
“I had been at a party on St. Paul av
enue. I left for home at about 2 
o’clock in the morning feeling tired 
and drowsy. I must have gone to 
sleep On the street car, for the first I 
clearly remember was having the sen
sation of being awakened from a ter
rible dream. The policeman had me 
by the arm and was shaking me and 
crying: ‘Here, what’s the matter with 
you.’ I don't remember what the 
dream was that caused me to act as I 
did. I only have a confused memory 
that'something terrible was pursuing 
me. I hope I shall never have an ex- 
perierice/of that kind again. -I found 
my coat'and vest, after the officer 
awakened me, but my hat is still 
missing.”—Milwaukee Journal.

' “After Her Death. , The’ Story of a 
Summer.”' l-.y Lilian Whiting. \No 
mind 'that loves spiritual thought can- 
fail to be fed and delighted with this 
book. BeautifuLspirltuai thought, com
bining advanced ideas on the finer and 
ethereal phases of Spiritualism, leading 
the mind onward into the pilrer atmos- i 
phere.of exalted .wMtnaL,.truth. A £¿0^;'it'i7taden“wi‘th i 

higher Ufo. Price, cloth, , spirituality. Pric& $1.$l.u&

. "The Spiritual Significance, or, Death 
as an Event,in Life." . By Lilian .'Whit
ing. Oho of Miss Whiting’s most sug
gestive, intensely interesting, spiritual

rich, thought-

.2»
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A Catholic Lady, With Eyes Wide 
z • Open.

"An overburdened heart,” said Shel
ley, I “will occasionally overflow In 

j words,” and we felt the full force of 
J that long-ago-expressed thought, when 
our eyes fell on an article from the 
pen 'of Miss Kate O'Conner, of Rock
ford,. HL, published in the Morning 
Star of that city. It appear^ Miss 
O'Conner has been tearing Europe, 
and before returning to her Illinois 
home, to resume her prosperous busi
ness there, she visited the place of her 
parents’ nativity in dear bld Ireland, 

-where Nature has bestowed such a' 
i world of wealth with bountiful hand, 
. for priestcraft to change Into a land of 
desolation.. ■

Miss O’Conner was born of Catholic 
parents, and we learn is a member of 
that church; but she wrote as a phil
osopher, a humanitarian and an Amer
ican. We oply extract a couple of par
agraphs from a long letter. Read and 
think:

“From the time I struck Dublin and 
saw the women half clad and half fed, 
I was heartsick. The history of Ire
land could be written in tears of blood 
by those who truly care for the people 
and look conditions fairly in the face. 
I have seen class distinction in other 
lands; but nowhere is it so strongly 
marked as in poor Ireland. With the 
churches and political broils thq peo
ple are almost helpless. All over the 
land there is a glaring contrast be
tween the wellfed clergy and an im
poverished laity. I have talked with 
many men prominent in both the 
Catholic and Protestant churches, and 
.they all seem to think they have a 
mortgage on God. The poor people, 
therefore, have to take the unfortu
nate results of their selfish and foolish 
controversies. Sometimes I have 
wished all the creeds might be wiped 
oft the slate, and the people left to 
God. I cannot understand how the 
late Queen Victoria, or the present 
King Edward, could have gone 
through Ireland, and not have been 
ashamed of their possession.

“There Is no industry for the men 
and women and no opportunity for the 
poor little children. The island itself 
does not seem worth fighting about, 
and the people of energy and thrift 
who have gumption enough, get away 
fromlt. ’ No wonder they loye the name 
of America, and on every side we met 
among the peasantry of Ireland the | 
glad hand, and word of welcome, for 
which the people are famed. To me 
it seemed outrageous that a people 
who love all that is beautiful and true 
and good, should be such white slaves. 
No, I could never live in Ireland—this 
land of sorrow. I could not be happy 
under any such form of government, 
although I do not charge all the mis
ery to the English government. After 
all the countries 1 have visited I be
lieve that America has the best of It, 
and I will gladly go back to my birth
place, Rockford, Ill., and- thank God
I do not live in a country where kings 
and queens or Catholics or Protest
ants have the upper hand.”

Austria, Italy and Spain are lands 
of the church, and in each the trav
eler sees the same condition of wretch
edness, poverty and crime which Miss 
O’Conner witnessed in Ireland. The 
priest living in affluence and dictating 
the action of the people, lords it over 
all In the name of a crucified God. 
The civilization of two thousand years 
ago is theirs, only improved where ed
ucation has made inroads in spite of 
the church on ancient usages. A 
"thus saith the Lord,” borrowed from 
the Bible, is superior In the estimation 
of the oppressed than any modern en
actment ,and the victims writhe in ag
ony at what they deem their ill for
tune. But "the well-fed clergy,” liv
ing in palatial homes, and the "half
clad, Ill-fed and impoverished laity” 
tells the whole story. The masses 
toll, destitute of all hope, save in a fu
ture life, that priest and prelate may 
revel in wealth and luxury.

The Bible is a text-book in the pub-

It was a brave act for Bishop Will
iams of Michigan to declare:

“The Bible is not the Word of God, 
and the teachings to the'contrary are 
the most prolific source of unbelief in 
the church.

“Nowhere does the Bible declare it
self the Word of God. Yet we are 
told, we must take it in its entirely. 
It is a venerable museum, and visit- 
ore aré requested not to-touch it.

“Take the young man just from col
lege: He reads Genesis and finds Im; 
possible geology, astronomy and eth
nology. ‘Manipulate it until it fits 
your- sciences,’, instructs the teacher. 
If too honest to handle the ’Word of 
God’ that way, the young man gives 
up the Bible. He refuses to stultify 
his reason.”

The next we shall hear of Bishop 
Williams he will be on trial for heresy.

8elf-Evident Proposition. -.
All the religions of the world were 

born in the childhood of the race. 
Science was not: born until man had 
matured. There is in this thought a 
world of meaning. Children make res 
liglons! Grown people create sci
ence. The cradle is the womb of all 
the fairies and faiths of mankind. The 
school is the birth-place of science.— 
Mangasarjan. « :
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system of tyranny universal.
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earthly origin 
kind—and in 
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manifestations were of 
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no wise connected with
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Wickedness may prosper for awhile, 
but at the long run ho who sets all 
knaves at work will pay them.—L’Es- 
irange. <•

Weak, men fight their friends, 
strong men fight their enemies.—
Grant. . •

The sure way to miss success is to 
miss the opportunity;—Chasles.

ennobling truth, the continuity of 
and of spirit communion with 
mortal.

liever in spirit communion. No

of men befalleth beasts; even

THE ARTIFICIAL KIND, made

filled from the start. Mrs. Mary T. 
Longley has made au ideal Secretary, 
and as to the Treasurer, Mr. Maye/, lie 
has been a giant in strength to Spirit
ualism.

sponsible for those frauds. Not

lie schools, is now in America the pro- 
po'sed entering-wedge to make " ’

solution in Its own medium, is 
cause there is more electricity In 
iron than In the water."

Writes Prof. Larkin: “In a

one

Col. Ingersoll on Spiritualism. | 
’ Mrs. C. K. Smith of San Diego, Cal., 

In the Humanitarian Review for Octo-1 
ber, represents Col. Ingersoll replying 
to an inquiry of a reporter of the San 
Francisco Examiner, of Aug. 23, 1896, 
and saying:

"Well, I think the Spiritualists have 
done good* They are social, good-na- 
tuied and cheerful. Their belief does 

‘¡not make them mean or miserable. 
They believe In intellectual hospital
ity. In these respects they differ 
from our Christian brethren, and are 
superior to the saints. The Spiritual
ists appear to be happy in their belief. 
I have never known a happy orthodox 
Christian. It is natural to shun 
death—natural to desire eternal life. 

•With all my heart I hopq fonjeverlast- 
ing lite and joy—a life without fail- 

: ures, without, crimes and tears. If 
immortality could be .established, the 
river of life would o/erflow with hap
piness. The faces/of prisoners, of 

(- slaves, of the desq/ted,’ of the dls- 
। eased and starving, would be radiant 

smiles, anu the dull eyes of de- 
i CuV'd glp'v with light, if it could 
yyog ^^uiish^t.^ Let us hope. Take

’tyalisn/ from Christianity, and 
the yhole edifice crumbles. All rellg- 
ionj’,So fiar as I know, are based on 
Spl'vuall|sm, on communications re- 
celi6,1? ^ffom angels—from spirits.” 

’ question: “Has Spiritualism
^Kei-ed any proof of the immortality of 
fvilie soul?” Col. Ingersoll replied:

"Of course Spiritualism offers what 
it calls proof. That is its principal 
business. Thousands and thousands 
ot good, honest, intelligent people 
think the proof sufficient. They re
ceive what they believe messages from 
the departed, and that spirits now and 
then assume their old forms, includ
ing garments, and pass through walls 
and doors as light passes through 
glass. If the spirits of the dead do 
return then the fact of another life 
is established.”

This Is the only instance coming to 
our knowledge when Col. Ingersoll ex
pressed his opinion lit regard to Spir
itualism, though in several lectures he 
seemed to entertain hope in an im
mortal life He was born a Presbyte
rian, but was an attendant and pos
sibly a member of the Unlversalist 
church while i esiding in Peoria.

To the Clergy.
You seem very generally engaged at 

this tiipe In the laudable work of ex
posing Christian frauds who are trying 
to imitate communications from the 
spirit world to mortals. But, ignor
antly, you are holding Spiritualists re-

having faith in a continuous life ever 
has or ever will practice such gross 
impositions on his fellows.' '

Every one of these impostors is of 
your faith, and we pray you to con
tinue your laudable work In exposing 
them, and even bringing them to jus
tice. Call to your aid the resources 
of logic and rhetoric; exhaust your 
entire vocabulary of bitter Invective 
in their denunciation; and don’t for
get you have a pit of everlasting 
flame into which you can hurl the de
ceivers and give them an Immortal 
fry.

Spiritualists have been outraged 
quite too long by these “whelps of 
sin.” Should your own churches fall 
to supply the requisite means to keep 
active your warfare on these impost
ors, those of you who are the most 
successful in their suppression can 
count on generous salaries from Spir
itualists. We have been laboring for 
years, trying to expose and silence 
them; but your numbers are very 
large. When one batch is corralled, 
or imprisoned, another “bobs up se
renely,” and the frauds go on.

■You have our thanks for your sér
icos thus far. When your rhetoric 
and vituperative expressions are ex
hausted, and throats of damnation, 
fall, try imprisonment, -anything that 
will teach the rascals their frauds 
shall end, and draw to your aid any 
genuine Spiritualist, who will labor to 
rival you in silencing them..
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Heresy in a High Place.

STARTLING 1’LAGIARISM

The Spirit Benjamin Franklin Writes 
ah Editorial for Light of Truth, 
and Steals it From an Article by 
Prof. Larkin,' in the Scientific 
American.
In the Light of Truth of September 

1, is an editorial article purporting to 
have been written by Spirit Benjamin 
Franklin, in wiilch there are some 
things that have a suspicious savor of 
flagrant plagiarism, that one would 
hardly expect from a spirit of Ffank- 
lin’s’character and who has been-pro
gressing in spirit life these many 
years.

In order to substantiate our state
ment, we will place some of his pur
ported utterances in close conjunction 
with some quotations from an article 
by Prof, Edgar L. Larkin, which may 
be'found in The Scientific American of 
August 18 last.'

Says Franklin: “For millions of 
ages matter in a gaseous state was 
being acted upon before gravity 
whirled suns and systems of .worlds 
into line with the primordial pur
pose."

i’rof. Larkin wrote: “Finer forces, 
radio-active energies, and activities, 
wrought for ages before gravity 
whirled worlds into revolving sys
tems.”

Says Franklin: “The specific grav
ity of a pound of water and a pound 
of iron Is contained, in the volume of 
electricity held by each of them. The 
reason that a cubic Inch of iron will 

। sink where a cubic Inch of water, just 
as incompressible as iron, remains In

years it will be fashionable to say that 
a cubic inch of iron and another of 
water contain equal quantities of 
matter; since both are nearly incom
pressible, and that the reason why 
iron tends toward the center of the 
earth with a force 7.8 times that of 
water, is because it contains 7.8 times 
as much electricity.”

Franklin: “But when Crookes be
gan to experiment with his bottle he 
opened up an arcana« never before 
dreamed of in the wildest flights of 
the alchemists’ Imagination or that of 
the modern plodding scientist”

Larkin: “When Crookes lighted up 
his low pressure tubes he opened the 
gates of a world more inscrutable 
than that of Hermetic mysteries.”

To one who has read Prof. Larkin's 
article In The Scientific American, It 
would appear that Franklin—OR 
SOMEONE ELSE—had generously 
cribbed from Prof.' Larkin’s, revamp
ing and transmogrifying to suit his 
purpose—a clear case of plagiarism.

Correctly Stated. |
Bishop Charles D. Williams, of the 1 

: Episcopal church at Detroit, is report- i 
ed to have said a few days ago: "The 
Bible is not the word of God.”

i Bishop McCabe, who presided over 
■the Rock River Conference, late In 

| session in Chicago, when he saw what 
Bishop Williams had stated, is re
ported by the Record-Herald to have 
said:

“On the book of Genesis depends 
the whole of the-Christian teachings. 
If you do away, .with Genesis you do 
away with the fall of man, you do 
away with the atonement, and where 
is the Christian teaching? The book 
of Genesis is the teaching of God. It I 
embodies all Christianity, and the i 
rest of the sacred volume follows its 
teachings.”

Now this is exactly what we have 
always maintained in these columns. 
No fall of man in consequence of the I 
puerile story that Eve ate an apple; 
then there was no original sin; no 
atonement was necessary to save hu
manity from the effects of that sin; no 
redeemer was required to die on a 
cross to save a world doomed to end-, 
less woe to placate the anger of the 
Almighty Father; and the fabrication 
of a son born of a Jewish maiden, who j 
waa part God, part, man, was a silly 
aping of paganism,, with its multitude . 
of sons of gods by mortal maidens. 
The Christian system has not the I 
merit of originality. . !

The author of Genesis is proved to 
have been a Babylonian, from which 
some scribe, having access to Assur- 
banlpal’s library, copied! It was 
originally priest written, to account 
for the origin bf the world and of the 
people in it, and it was a very foolish 
guess; but the Christian rellglonrys 
based on that Ignorant'and flctlUpus - 
foundation, and must fall when ' its 
base is removed. The sooner this is 
done, the sooner a system of religion 
founded on scientific-knowledge, will 
take Its worthless place.

STARTLING SENTIMENTS. A STRENUOUS CRY.

Uttered by > » So-called Spiritualist 
Paper, bat Reilly the Organ of the 
Fraudulm EWment in the United 
States, ui ’
The Progi-esslVb Thinker is not only 

In REVOLT ■ against Legerdemain 
Spiritualism, butoit is in OPEN RE- 
VOLT against, this answer to an im
portant question «¡by the Light ■ of 
Truth. T£p question submitted to it, 
and the answer are as follows:

’ Questimvr^“What is the end and 
aim of mediujuMUp as carried on at 
present?”

Answer:—“Rs aim is Dollars, and 
its end is Death. ^Mediums who m-e 
really carrying yie messages ot the 
higher realms of spirit life to man the 
mortal can be counted on THE 
FINGERS OF A SINGLE HAND.”

“Only four mediums on earth to-day 
reglly carrying* the messages■ of' the 
higher realms of spirit life to man," 
ONLY four mediums! What do you 
think of that pernicious statement?

What think you, honest mediums, 
your aim is., the almighty “Dollar,” 
and your end is "Death”—a disgrace
ful one, of .course. We are in OPEN 
REVOLT agalpst this sentiment—that, 
slander hurled against hundreds of 
honest mediums, who are as pure as 
the angels of light.
Another Rank Insult to Spiritualists.

"The Light of Truth is testing the 
Spiritualists of'North America spe
cifically, and the Spiritualists ot the 
world generally.

"This test will go on until the fiber 
of the goods is thoroughly known and 
understood. V

“For the MDST PART THE STUFF 
SO FAR TESTED IS EXCEEDINGLY 
SHODDY. Some of the PACKAGES 
TIED WITH FANCY STRING AND 
BABY RIBBON offered for inspection 
WILL NOT BEAR IT AT ALL.

“A FEW SMALL PACKAGES tied 
wltlj the ordinary binding cord con
tain big values. They are the kohi- 
noors among the diamond fields of 
tilings Spiritualistic. On them the 
Light of Truth depends for courage to 
continue the test."—Editorial in the 
Light of Truth.

The above testing of Spiritualists by 
a prominent parsonage, for RANK IM
BECILITY excels anything we have 
ever seen in print during the last quar
ter of a century. Just think of it! 
Among,all the Spiritualists of the 
United States, “There are only a FEW 
SMALL PACKAGES, tied with only 

- ordinary binding cord, that contain 
big value.”

Spiritualists have been tested by 
The Progressive Thinker, and as a class 
they ARE THE MOST INTELLIGENT, 
THE MOST MORAL, AND THE BEST 
ADAPTED OF ALL OUR POPULA
TION TO ADVANCE THE WORLD 
TO A HIGHER PLANE. Instead of 

■there being only a “FEW SMALL 
I*ACKAGES of big values,” there are 
thousand^ of them, aud the above 
statment te a rank insult to every Spir
itualist and medium In the land.

Still Another Rank Insult.
The Light ot Truth says:
“LET IT BE REMEMBERED THAT 

SPIRITUALISTS AS THEY GO, DO 
NOT SUPPORT MEDIUMS. IF-ME
DIUMS HAD TO DEPEND UPON THE 
TENDER,MERCIES OF THE AVER
AGE SPIRITIST AND TEST-HUNT
ER, THEY WOULD STARVE TO 
DEATH. MEDIUMS ARE SUPPORT
ED AND PATRONIZED LARGELY 
BY CHRISTIAN AND INFIDEL 
ALIKE, OUTSIDE THE RANKS OF. 
THE WARRING, SNIVELING FAC
TIONS THAT NOW MAKE UP THE 
RANK AND FILE OF WHAT IS 
LEFT OF SPIRITUALISM."

There are no qualifications in the 
above. The charge that our ranks are 
composed of “Warring, SNIVELING 
Factions,” stands forth prominently. 
According to the Century Dictionary, 
“Snivel" means as follows: I

“Mucus running from the nose; 
SNOT. Figuratively, in contempt, 
weak, forced or pretended weeping; 
hypocritical expressions of sorrow or 
repentance iu a nasal tone; hypocrisy, 
cant.”

The above definition is comprehen
sive, and you can select any part of it 
you desire to, to apply to the declara
tion made in the above.

Here is another statement that will 
receive the hearty endorsement of ev
ery fraud In the land:

“In view of the dastardly tricks of 
fraud-hunters and grabbers, resulting 
in killing some .of the mediums, and 
injuring others for life, it is in order 
for physical mediums to absolutely re- 
fuse admittance to their seances to 
ally stranger not properly endorsed 
and recommended by some well tried 
friend or friends of the medium. In 
this way only can these ignorant and 
brutish grabbers be kept out of the 
seance room.”—Editorial in Light of 
Truth, January 27, 1906. .

That paper must be a monstrosity to 
make the above declaration. There 

.has NEVER BEEN, in the whole his
tory of Spiritualism, a medium killed 
by being “grabbed”—NOT ONE—nor 
has there been one grabbed wh6 was 
in any wise seriously injured.

Was Charley Winans seriously in
jured when his half-bushel of toggery 
was taken’ from* him at Hot Springs, 
Ark.? Iffj,! .*

Was Mgs. Griffen injured In any 
wise whe»ishe caught posing as a 
spirit, dresfeed ad an Indian chieftain, 
in MilwadWee?. ,;No!

Elsie f^eynqicfs .when grabbed, 
dressed in/q. w^'and other parapher
nalia, witli ppect^cles on, posing as the 
spirit of ohL./Aunt Betsey’’—she was 
not hurt even dilittle bit. ...

Was M?i. French ■ Injured when 
grabbed i$.Bdst$i, as a spirit, dressed 
in illumlna,tetl apparel? No!

Was Mrs. Bilss<lreen injured when 
grabbed in-thls cjty, with a wig on and 
other paraphernalia, posing'as a spir-’ 
it? Indeed not! '

Was Maybee“ when grabbed in 
Michigan, posing as a spirit dressed In 
artificial toggery, hurt in the least? 
No! a thousand times NO!

Was one of the Nichols sisters, who 
was lately grabbed In this city, decked 
in "spirit” paraphernalia, posing as a 
spirit, injured? 1 Not in the least.

We might go on Indefinitely almost, 
enumerating those who have been 
grabbed, did, 'spacq permit, and the 
only thing hurt about them was their —FEELINGS! ' ' ’ “ *

What we 'are fighting for IS HON
EST MEDIUMSHIP AND PURE SPIR
ITUALISM.

It Is Going Forth Demanding Purity 
and Cleanliness in All Tilings—Is 
There Any Way to Drive the Bar
nacles From Our Ranks?
Nearly all over the entire world to

day there Is a strenuous cry for per
sonal purity and cleanliness—for hon
esty in all things that pertain to hu- 
n)an life. Progress can only be made 
along the lines of the acknowledged 
cardinal virtues, acknowledged as 
such among the enlightened people of 
earth. To attempt to advance along 
any other line would be foolishness in
deed. You can not advance along the 
lines of honesty by pursuing a vicious 
course in life. The lines of vice never 
lead to virtue, nor do high and holy vi
brations come to those who seek en
joyment on the low planes of life.

No one cap .advance spiritually 
while grovelling in the filth of the 
lower strata of existence, and partak
ing of its vile pleasures.

: Spiritualists should make note, that 
THEY ABE CONSTANTLY MAKING 
HISTORY. Every medium who 
Sports artificial toggery in the seance 
room in order to deceive the people, 
IS MAKING HISTORY FOR SPIRIT
UALISM, just as much as the one 
does who tells the exact truth in all 
the. walks of life. Those who are dis
honest; who are vile, and who parry 
on the work of deception in our ranks,
are contributing history that will 
read by future generations.

Judas is nearly as prominent 
character in history as Jesus.

be

a

The Devil stands forth as conspicu
ously in the Bible as the spirit desig
nated as God.

Arnold, the traitor, will ever be 
recognized in the history of this coun
try as a prominent character.

Booth, the assassin, is referred to 
almost as often as the immortal Wash
ington.

Brutus stands forth as Important a 1 
character in the history of Rome as 1 
Caesar himself.

Such being the case, to bring the 
whole truth, and nothing but the 
truth before the world, and exploit it 
generally, giving special prominence 
to it in all the walks of life—that 
alone can advance humanity to a 
higher plane, and make history, of 
which no one will be ashamed in the 
future.

Especially at the present time, a 
great effort Is being made to eliminate 
from the world Its extremely crude 
conditions. Even in France the spirit 
of reform Is taking hold of the peo
ple. The Chicago Tribune says “the 
French newspapers are making 
sweeping charges against the prevail
ing conditions in France, our Bister 
republic. TWO CLASSES OF SIN
NERS ARE SAID TO HAVE FLOUR
ISHED thieves, who have been sell
ing oleomargarine as butter, shop 
sweepings as pepper, and horse meat 
as lark pie; and murderers, who have 
been selling skimmed miik as an anti
septized article, thus robbing mothers 
and murdering infants, this latter to 
the number of 50,000 a year. Of 
38,000,000 people only 5,000,000 
have had any protection at all against 
the food adulterators. To make the 
situation more disturbing'there is a 
report from Berlin that the govern
ment medical department has issued a 
statement regarding Prussian bakeries 
and slaughter houses, showing dread
ful conditions. Many of the butcher
ing establishments are found to be in 
cellars, where there was no chance for 
cleanliness. In others there was no 
place for employes to wash. When it 
came to bakeries the situation was 
found absolutely revolting, boys 
kneading dough with their feet, for in
stance, and in one case a bakery was 
occupied by cats and hens. One baker 
used his oven for a goose-pen.”

Thus you can see the strenuous ex
ertions that are being made to PURI
FY THE WORLD ALONG THE MA
TERIAL LINES OF LIFE. No less 
necessary is it to purify the world 

I along the spiritual Unes; cleanliness 
is required there as well as in the 
kitchen or elsewhere. •■

A clean religion or a clean sect is as 
necessary as a clean butcher shop. 
Filth anywhere is nauseating, a men- 

i ace to health, and is not uncleanliness 
in Spiritualism, as witnessed by the 
numerous exposures in our ranks A 
MENACE TO OUR CAUSE?

In this city the Nichols Sisters .were 
exposed—one of them was. caught, 
dressed-in artificial toggery posing as 
a spirit, and yet they are at the “old 
stand” doing business, and all the 
spirits that appear there ARE OF 

earth for a special purpose, and they 
answer the purpose intended; they 
suit splendidly the class of gullibles 
who, frequent their place of resort.

Al! over the country—in fact among 
all nations, there is a movement on 
foot to promote cleanliness in all de- 

| payments of life—the butcher shop— 
IT IS DEMANDED THAT EVEN 
THAT SHALL BE KEPT SCRUPU
LOUSLY CLEAN, and the govern
ment has taken action thereon, and 

' stringent laws have been passed to 
secure the end desired, but in Spirlt- 

-ualism no systematic action has been 
taken to promote-that cleanliness in 
our ranks that the world demands— 
SPIRITUALISM PURE AND UNDE- 
FILE©. We will await patiently the 
action of the N: S .A., In session in 
this city.

A Monument to Real Worth.
A life-size statue of Col. Ingersoll 

will be unveiled at Peoria,- Ill., on 
August 12,1907. If all the friends of 
that wonderful genius, who.adminis
tered such terrible blows to the. dog
mas of the church, shall pay a pilgrim
age to our neighboring city on that oc
casion, to tell it with a Hibernlcism, 
there won’t ho standing room to lie 
down when night cornea

< THE »BpsiVETHMER-1 :
' We Remind you that the SPIRIT OF THE PRO- 

GRESSIVE THINKER NEVER SLEEPS! There is 
need of a WATCHMAN and WE ARE IN THE 
TOWER and ON DUTY for the. best interest of 
TRUE SPIRITUALISM I

TO THE EDITOR:—IT 18 EX
TREMELY DESIRABLE THAT THE 
MEMBERSHIP OF THE AMERICAN 
SOCIETY FOR PSYCHICAL RE- 
SEARCH SHOULD BE AS LARGE AS 
POSSIBLE. TO MAKE IT WHAT 
IT SHOULD BE, AN APPEAL IS 
MADE TO THOSE WHO HAVE AL- 
READY JOINED IT TO. SEND IN 
THE NAMES AND ADDRESSES OF 
PERSONS WHO MIGHT BECOME 
INTERESTED IN THE WORK. CIR- 
CULAR8 AND APPLICATION
BLANKS WILL BE SENT 
SUCH PERSONS, AND 
MATTER THAT WILL 
THE OBJECTS OF THE

TO ALL 
PRINTED 
EXPLAIN 
SOCIETY.

THE MEMBERSHIP HAS ALREADY 
REACHED A NUMBER THAT WILL 
PAY FOR THE PUBLICATIONS OF

The National Spiritualists
Association.'

This week the N. S. A. is in session 
in tills city, and the delegates 
coining iu from all sections. 
principal contest will be over 
Presidency, many seeking Mr. 
rett’s place, which lie has so

are 
The 
the 

Dur
ably

Bible, But Not Spiritualism.
"As the cloud is consumed and van- 

Isheth away, so he that goeth down to 
the grave shall come up no more.”— 
Job 7:9.

“The dead know not anything, 
neither have they any more a reward.” 
—Eccl. 9:5.

"They are dead, they shall not | 
live.”—Isaiah 2 6:14. ;

"The king of kings and the Lord of 
lords, who only hath immortality.”— 
I. Tim. 6: 15, 16.

"That which befalleth the sons 

thing befalleth them; as the one dieth, 
so dieth the other; yea, they have all 
one breath; so that man hath no pre
eminence over a beast; for all is van
ity. All go unto one place; all are of 
the dust, and all turn to dust again. 
Who knoweth that the spirit of man 
goeth upward, and the spirit of beasts 
goeth downward into the earth?”— 
Eccl. 3: 19 to 22,

These are practical texts from God’s 
holy book, whose pettifoggers are now 
active in denouncing Spiritualists, who 
see the tendency of the popular mind, 
and who seem directed by a general 
head to assail the only religion which 
bases its faith on knowledge. These 
quoted passages which the church de
nominates “inerrant wisdom,” if true, 
would antagonize Spiritualism, and 
Christianity as well; but the texts are 
as false, as is the book from which 
they are copied.

The grave hides the mortal from 
sight; but there is something that sur
vives the tomb. The moon may wax 
and wane; seasons may come and go; 
the years may stretch away into cycles 
of countless ages; eternity may open 
before, and find the spirit reveling In 
fields Elysian, and joying in a con
scious Individual existence reunited 
with the loved he embraced in earth 
life.

Let those who also close their eyes 
and ears to knowledge, who prefer 
fable to fact, the ignorance of the bar
baric ages to the noon-day splendors 
of the twentieth century, continue to 
resist the revealments of the spirit 
world if they will. They cannot 
change a single fact; but may delay 
for a little time the universal recep
tion of this grand, overwhelming and

Don't Discredit the Bible.
Bishop Berry, of ihe Rock River 

Conference, at its recent session in 
this city, in addressing the young men 
who were candidates for admission to 
the conference, in addition to many 
other things along the same line, 
said:

“We will not be afraid of higher crit- 
I iciqm, but we will not tolerate any 
tnan who discredits the Bible.”

No, no, let the “higher critics" ex
pose the errors of the old Jew book, 
show its inconsistencies and its impos
sibilities, correct its misrepresenta
tions, and its God-dishonoring and 
man-debasing dogmas; “but we will 
not tolerate any who discredits the 
Bible.” Our creeds are all abstract
ed from that book; out church is 

I built on its fallacies; our faith in a fu
ture life rests wholly on the story of 
the resurrection of Jesus ,who arose 

i from the dead, descended into hell, 
and from thence ascened to heaven to 
sit down with the Father,” and on no 
account can we exist as a church with
out that Nicean creed the fathers gave 
us. In short, reject the Bible and 
every Christian church built on its 
gross defects, would necessarily cease 
to exist, and the whole field now occu- 

1 pied by it, would soon be in possession 
of a scientific religion constructed on 
modern educated thought. '

There was speech In their dumb
ness; language in their very gesture. 
—Shakspeare.

In wonder all philosophy [say relig
ion] began, In wonder it quels, and 
admiration fills up the interspace; but 
the first wonder is the offspring of ig
norance, the last is the parent of ado
ration.—Coleridge- ■

Art holds fast when all else’Is lost. 
—From the. German. ■ ,

Men suppose that their reason lias 
comand over their words, still it hap
pens that words in return exercise au
thority on reason.—Bacon.

THE FIRST YEAR. OTHER EX
PENSES WILL BE ENTAILED, AND 
TO MEET THESE THE MEMBER
SHIP SHOULD BE GREATLY IN
CREASED.

IT IS IMPORTANT, ALSO, THAT 
THE MEMBERSHIP SHOULD BE 
LARGE THAT WE MAY BE 
BROUGHT MORE EASILY INTO 
COMMUNICATION WITH THE PHE
NOMENA WHICH IT IS THE PRI
MARY OBJECT OF THE SOCIETY 
TO INVESTIGATE. ALL THE 
NAMES AND ADDRESSES THAT IT 
MAY BE POSSIBLE TO OBTAIN 
WILL BE WELCOME.

VERY SINCERELY,
JAMES H. HYSLOP,

Secretary.
510 West 140th St., Now York.

LILY DALE.

The Appeal of the New Board Has a 
Ring of Prophetic Success.

Lily Dale is a name of either pleas
ant memories or of sacred anticipa
tions to very many Spiritualists. 
More of our people from widely scat
tered portions of the United States 
have doubtless visited this than any 
other of our summer assemblies. 
Great good has been done there in the 
past, but wider usefulness awaits this 
heaven-chosen Mecca of American 
Spiritualism than ever before.

During this transition period of our 
qpuse its fair name has sometimes 
been sullied by those whose spirit 

of life,; but, let it not be forgotten 
that Mabel Aber Jackman, choicest 
protege of the Light of Truth, was 
driven forth from its gates never to 
return; while Hugh Moore’s methods 
were so completely brought to light 
that he is no longer a visitor there; 
nor can the boundless but unreasoning 
charity of our good brother, Rev. B. 
F. Austin, make him a welcome visitor 
to that camp or any other held in the 
United States.

The present Lily Dale board is com
posed of men and women experienced 
in business, of sterling integrity, free 
from the taint of mercenary motives, 
and unfettered by the domination of 
any one individual—it embraces some 
of the Empire State’s most capable 
Spiritualists, while the attention of 
the West is turned to the camp be
cause its own vim and vigor, push and 
power are represented in the manage
ment. The summer of 1907 will be a 
notable one at Lily Dale.

The following appeal by the new 
board has a ring prophetic of comffig 
success in both material and spiritual 
matters:

RENAMED AND REDEEMED.
The summer camp of Spiritualists, 

located in Chautauqua county, N. Y., 
known more recently as City of Light 
Assembly, was reorganized during the 
season of 1906 and unanimously re
christened LILY DALE.

Each one of its trustees is a pro
nounced Spiritualist. Ite manage
ment stands for genuine mediumship 
of every reputable phase, 1'^sting 
there is no hostility between philoso
phy and phenomena; that either one 
is the complement of the other, while 
together the two form one perfect 
whole in the realm of psychic truth.

Final payment of $3,750 on the 
$10,000 necessary to meet the indebt
edness held by Mrs. Abbie Louise Pet- 
tengill and to acquire and cancel all 
stock in the assembly owned by her, 
must be made on or before November 
1, 1000.

Promptness in meeting this obliga
tion is a matter of vital Importance. 
We dare not dally with indecision or 
indifference. An opportunity preg
nant with future possibilities may go 
by never to return.

We feel that loyalty to the spirit 
world will make YOU glad to forward 
at once to the treasurer at 4203 
Evans avenue, Chicago, either a help
ful donation, or a generous subscrip
tion for capital stock in the assembly, 
the latter of which may be had at ten 
dollars a share.

Money, not words, is needed to con
tinue this center of Spiritualism for 
promulgation of the knowledge of 
spirit return, and save it from the 
dishonor of unmet indebtedness.

Are you one who will not turn his 
back but march forward in the lifting 
of this burden?
"We are not here to play, to dream, to 

drift;
We have hard work to do and loads to 

lift;
Faint not—fight on—to-morrow come» 

the song.”
Fraternally Yours,

MRS. ESSIE C. HUMPHREY, 
President, New York City.

HARVEY W. RICHARDSON, 
Vice-Pres., East Aurora, N. Y.

MRS. LAURA G. FIXEN,
Sec’y., 1047 Carmen Ave., Chicago. 

GEORGE B. WARNE,
Treasurer, 4203 Evans Ave./Chicago.

JAMES W. STEARNS,’
Trustee, Buffalo, N. Y. 

R. W. SAVAGE,
Trustee, Hamburg, N. Y.' 

LEE MORSE,
Trustee; Cassadaga, N. Y,

Mast Labor or Beg.
Slnce,.the French Republic has de- 

cllned to give financial support to 
priestcraft, a serious question arises: 
flow are they who hold the keys to 
heaven and hell—-see Matt. 16:19—to 
be fed and clotjied? As they, are too 
lazy to work beggary must be resorted 
to, as was the practice of the old-time 
friars and monks.



Spiritualism To-Day and To-Morrow
.............................. .. ............. ......................... . ■■ ................ , . ......

A Special Address delivered for The Progressive Thinker, by Spirit John Pier
pont, Mrs. M. T. Longley, Medium, and stenographically reported by Walter 
P. Williams of Washington, D. C. This address touches upon points of un
usual interest at the present time. It is highly interesting, instructive and 
soul-eleyating. Mrs. Longley is the Efficient Secretary of the N. S. A.

"IN THE MEANWHILE WE MAY SEE STRANGE 
FLUCTUATIONS. the power or quality of 
WHAT IS GIVEN OR PURPORTED TO BE GIVEN FROM 
THE SPIRIT SIDE MAY VARY, AND SOME OF IT MAY 
APPEAR VERY WEAK AND TRIVIAL AND OF NO 
VALUE TO HUMANITY, BUT HERE LET US SAY THAT 
SOMETIMES WHAT IS GIVEN THROUGH A WEAK 
VESSEL AND WHAT SEEMS TO BE TRIVIAL MAY BE 
JUST FITTED FOR SOME INDIVIDUAL WHO IS NOT 
PREPARED OR MENTALLY DEVELOPED TO RECEIVE 
ANYTHING STRONGER OR BETTER FROM THE 
OTHER SIDE. WE DO NOT MEAN BY THIS THAT ANY 
J ORM OF DECEIT OR OF WHAT MIGHT BE CALLED 
'IMPURE TEACHING WILL BENEFIT ANY HUMAN BE
ING, AND SUCH WILL NOT BE GIVEN THROUGH ANY 
ONE WHO ASPIRES FOR LOFTY THOUGHT AND 
PURE INFLUENCE, HOWEVER HUMBLE HE MAY BE, 
-NOB WILL IT BE BROUGHT BY ANY SPIRIT INTEL
LIGENCE WHO IS NOT CRUDELY BOUND TO SINFUL 
(EARTH CONDITIONS AND .STEEPED .IN .VILENESS;

BUT WE DO MEAN TO SAY THAT SOMETIMES WHAT 
SEEMS TO RE AN H.LITERATE EXTRESSION, OR OF 
BUT SMALL ACCOUNT TO THE INTELLECTUAL MIND, 
MAA BRING COMFORT AND SWEETNESS TO SOME 
HUMBLE LIFE THAT COULD NOT COMPREHEND THE 
ABSTRUSE QUESTIONS OR UNDERSTAND THU SERI
OUS PROBLEMS PERTAINING TO HUMAN PROGRESS 
AND GROWTH BUT CAN BE COMFORTED BY THE 
LOWLY WORD SPOKEN BY A DEPARTED FRIEND 
THAT BRINGS LIGHT AND BEAUTY INTO THE HOME 
LH'’E. AND SO OUR THOUGHT TO-NIGHT IS THAT 
THE WEAKNESS OF THE PRESENT DAY, AS INTER
PRETED BY THOSE WHO STAND FAR OFF AND CON
TEMPLATE SPIRITUALISM AS SOMETHING UN
WORTHY THEIR ATTENTION, MAY HAVE BEEN 'THE 
LEVER TO UPLHi’T MANY HUMAN HEARTS FROM 
THE DEPTHS OF SORROW, MANY HUMAN MINDS 
FROM THE NIGHT’OF IGNORANCE TO PLANES OF 
COMFORT AND OF KNOWLEDGE THAT THE CARPING 
WORLD DOES NOT UNDERSTAND."

W bring comfort and sweetness to some humble life 
that could not comprehend the abstruse questions or un
derstand the Beriopg problems pertaining to human prog- 
less and giowth pui- cap, be comforted by the lowly ®ord 
spoken by a deparW friend that brings light and, beauty 
into the home life. And so our thought to-night is that 
the weaknesses of tp.e.pj'ppent day, as Interpreted by those- 
who stand far offend contemplate Spiritualism as some
thing unworthy their attention, may have been the lever 
to uplift maiiy human hearts from the depths of sorrow, 
many human minds fronuthe night of ignorance to planes 
of comfort and knowledge! that the carping world does not 
understand.- -’is ■ n . <

In the past SpIrltfelleitfliaB done much of this work, en
tering humble hollies ‘anm lowly places, giving comfort to 
the sorrowing who Jmv.a. tolled mid the palps, and afflic
tions of poverty and of suffering. It has brought light to 
tire benighted and/as wd'liave said, has spread its Influ
ence far and .wide.' q>iih8!^plrituallsm of to-day Is keeping 
on with that same soft of/work, but it has spread its influ
ence in various directions, has not confined it to the ranks 
and temples of Spiritualism as understood by the world 
but has sent that influence out into the different sections 
of human thought and mental achievement and is making 
its power felt.

Organizations have arisen, have held their sway, have 
disintegrated and passed away. Organized effort is:al
ways good, where mental harmony exists. Without or
ganization there would be no universe, as the universe is 
one stupendous organization. Nature herself Is continu
ally at work building tip organic forms, bringing units to
gether, aggregating them and fashioning her structures 
for the utility of life. Thinking minds will perceive that 
organic work Is everywhere, that form itself is organiza
tion, .whether it be a tree or the corporeal body of a man, 
that society iaiuilt up through organization, and. the neefls 
of humanity are studied in this direction. So progress ad
vances and humanity gains its powers through the efforts

now, inasmuch as it will not depend upon societies or 
upon the spiritual press for its demonstration and wide- 
reaching power, but it will have entered and established 
its cult in so many places and among so many people that 
it will be accepted as something like a matter of course; 
a demonstration of psychic power in human homes and 
lives not at all connected with this which is called Spirit
ualism will have become so much a matter of daily event 
as to have ceased to create comment. This we foresee and, 
predict because we can behold its illuminating power go
ing out beyond the confines or walls of our own ranks and 
entering all these places and homes where it is but dimly 
understood yet noticed as something of the marvels of na
ture. •

Man is studying himself, studying the inner powers, 
seeking to know the possibilities of being, wishing to cul
tivate, these and make them of use. Many may perhaps 
desire this for the purpose of gaining worldly success, but 
many others are wishing and seeking for this unfoldment 
In order to learn something of the unseen, of the great be
yond, that which has been unknowable to them but which 
they are beginning to think may in time be demonstrated 
to their satisfaction. Spiritualism is at work in all these 
various directions, and whether it 1? “new thought,” or

The now is always with us. We are creatures of the 
«ver living present, and although it is customary am1 con- 
'Vehient to use the word to-morrow in planning for days 
&ot yet arrived, yet when we are In those days it is still the 
now, so that we live in the present. If humanity will only 
keep the thought alive within the soul that the present is 
¿he good time, the important time in which to do and to be 
the very best that is possible, we shall not be obliged to 
look forward to indefinite ages for a time that may be 
¿ailed the millennium, since it may bring more of broth
erly love into activity, more of universal peace and jus
tice to the recognition and experience of mankind.

. Spiritualism to-day is an admitted fact in the conscious
ness of millions of human beings; a fact in its demonstra
tion of the continuity of life, the reunion of intelligent be
ings in friendship, affection and social intercourse beyond 
the confines of the physical body, and also unlimited prog
ress for the individual after the change called death. 
This fact has been proven so repeatedly to human Investi
gators that It seems almost absurd Mr one to question it 
In the present hour.

During the last half century Spiritualism, per se, HAS 
MADE ITS MARK IN HUMAN PROGRESS. It has been 
the cause of an evolution in mental and spiritual ethics 
which is far-reaching, and which is recognized by countless 
human beings. This evolution has been marked in the dl- 
-rection of reform in the various platforms and questions 
pertaining to human welfare. We need not pause to con
sider these in detail, but all who have followed the work 
and teachings of Spiritualism, as the word is understood, 
during the fifty years of its advancement will admit t 
always, from Its beginning to the now, IT HAS POINTE.. 
'TO REFORMATORY MEASURES AND URGED THEM IN 
EVERY NEEDED DIRECTION.

In the temperance movement it made itself felt not only 
dn that particular branch of temperance which relates to 

‘ the living of a temperate life, eschewing Intoxicating 
liquors and giving thought to the needs and best condi
tions of the body by being moderate or temperate in all 

—-directions, but also temperance in the sweetfulness of the 
«word in relation to our association with our fellow-beings, 
$and also with our duties from day to day.

In the work of woman and her freedom from bondage In 
t She many ways by .which she has been enthralled, spirit 

teachings have been pronounced, and the movement of re- 
iorm in this direction has gone hand in hand with the ad
vance of Spiritualism.

In various lines of thought—free thought, liberal 
- thought, thought that makes for human progress—Spir

itualism has emphasized its influence and its power so tl)at

of all the centuries, culminating in Its expression and 
power in the nineteenth century and reaching onward into 
the twentieth century with force and beauty of thought 
and spirit touching the hearts as with electric fire, of 
thousands of human thinkers outside the pale of . Spiritual
ism, so-called, as well as keeping up its work among its 
adherents in our own ranks.

The question should not be, "Why have not spirits done 
more to their return to earth during these few decades of 
time?’.’ but it should be, “How could they have accom
plished so much with all the limitations and obstructions 
in their path?” But we can Bay that for scores of years, 
yea, no doubt, for centuries, human beings in the spirit 
world have been experimenting, studying up these lines 
of thought, seeking to understand the LAW OF VIBRA- 
rORY FORCE AND ACTION, trying to gain knowledge of 
the power of mentality, of mind over mind; coming in con
tact with physical objects and exercising an electrical or 
electro-magnetic force upon them to make them as it were 
alive, subservient and responsive to intelligent will; mak
ing these investigations and experiments with the only 
thought in mind to culminate them in opening a highway 
of communication between the so-called spirit world and 
this plane called earth, and this has been accomplished by 
what great effort on the spirit part no one of earth can 
ever know; by overcoming what obstacles no one can un
derstand; by continually and watchfully experimenting, 
going over and over again lines of thought and of effort 
that promised to give some good result until AT LAST 
1 HE LINE WAS LAID AND COMMUNICATION OPENED 
BETWEEN THE TWO WORLDS.

'Kil will concede that It has been a strong factor in the ad
vancement of humanity during the last half century.

Man is a thinking creature, a questioning being; he de
sires to know, to understand for himself, to dig out the 
ioots of questions and settle them to his satisfaction, con
sequently he has questioned the returning spirits and de
sired to know from them not only concerning the life they 
iive in other .worlds, but also concerning his possibilities 
ior growth and for achievement in spiritual and mental 
lines while he is still on earth. Spiritualism of the now, 
or of to-day, is established in the hearts of the people. It 
has made its adherents on every hand. It has not 
reached every home nor entered into every church and as
sembly of people as a Spiritualistic doctrine and philoso
phy, but it has made inroads in various directions not only 
■under the name by which its advocates know it but in the 
subtile, silent, spiritual way and name of liberal thought 
.—of new thought, if you will, which, however, is per
haps only another way of clothing the thought which is as 
old as the universe itself—thought of the spirit of man
kind, of the real humanity, that which is not seen by 
mortal eyes but .which is ever living in fullness and 
strength, independent of the material form, yet ever reach
ing out through this vehicle of expression called the phys
ical body, and coming in touch with all that relates to uni
versal life and progress.

Spiritualism to-day has not only its millions af follow
ers, who may be more or less willing to be called Spirit
ualists, but it Is doing a silent, beautiful work in a multi
plicity of ways, spreading its influence through many 
Channels and Impressing human minds with thoughts and 
activities that help to develop them to greater and nobler 
powers.

We look back upon "the Spiritualism of yesterday and 
the weeks and years of the past and can see something of 
the good it has accomplished. Through organized effort 
in one direction and another it has carried its light into 
cities and towns, and by that light Illuminating the dark
ened places has abolished error and given sweet, beautiful 
conceptions of truth, in its place.

That Spiritualism which has been known through the 
yesterdays of the past has been conducted by thousands of 
human spirits outside of physics] forms, they .who are hu
manitarians seeking to reach earth people for the purpose 
of enlightening them on the great question of immortality, 
also on the great subject of personal advancement and 
of universal brotherhood; not only those who are humani
tarian at heart and by instinct becoming teachers in these 
lines, but the millions of individual beings who have 
thronged back from the other life to communicate with 
their friends as intelligently as possible through such 
channels as they might find for their expression, in order 
to assuage the grief, console the troubled heart, to give„ 
comfort and peace, or to heal the sick and to bless with 
beautiful ministrations 'those who-mourn. .These have 
done their work well—very well considering the many 
impediments in their way, the various conditions adverse 
to their coming and manifestation. . ?

When we consider how much the spirit world has to 
overcome by way of limitation, of strange and erratic 

■J mental conditions on the earth_side, before ittan give the 
Intelligent .and individualized message, or the manifesta
tion of power through physical objects, we may Bay Spir
itualism has done well, it has acomplished much. It has 
been the great event of history of the nineteenth century,

Much has been accomplished, and we know that much 
more is desired, that more clear, more beautiful, more e"- 
lightening Information may be given from the so-called 
other side to the people of earth; but the people of earth 
also have to be enlightened or have to be instructed how 
to become receptive to these teachings and to the informa
tion which shall some day be poured in upon them from 
the teachers of the higher life. •

So far, Spiritualism has given just the light which the 
world was prepared to receive, but THERE ARE STORE
HOUSES OF KNOWLEDGE WHICH HAVE NOT YET 
BEEN UNSEALED TO MORTAL COMPREHENSION; 
there are great and beautiful revelatlops yet to be made, 
but these can not be given until sensitives are so thor
oughly quickened in their mentality—the vibratory action 
of mind and body—as to be uplifted In the superior hours 
of entrancement or of spiritual perception on to the plane 
of vibratory action on which the spirit teachers reside and 
from which they can gather knowledge and power.

Not until human minds who are investigating these 
subtile laws have become so attuned in harmony with the 
spiritual spheres and their higher conditions as to be able 
to receive and interpret the revelations that are held back 
in the present day, will these things be poured out upoh 
the mortal world, but there ARE GRAND RESERVOIRS 
OF KNOWLEDGE THAT CAN BE OBTAINABLE IN THE 
TO-MORROW OF SPIRITUALISM. In the to-day It Is 
not possible to give more than hints or gleams of these 
things from the unseen—hints of the glory that is pent 
up in spiritual states of consciousness and of achievement 
by wise intelligences who have by no means forgotten the 
needs of humanity on earth—GLEAMS OF BRILLIANCY 
THAT SCINTILLATE FROM THE MINDS OF HIGH 
SOULS THAT HAVE GONE FORWARD IN THEIR 
SEARCH FOR TRUTH AND THEIR ATTAINMENT OF 
WISDOM.

One cannot expect that here, amid the limitations of 
mortal life—the environments that hold human beings in 
bondage because of physical needs and the hurrying of the 
hour for the attainment of worldly grandeur and influence, 
there can be given from the great- beyond these beautiful 
scintillations of light. One should not expect the world 
to be ready to receive them. That spirits are alive and 
conscious, active, intelligent and filled with memories 
after they pass from earth can be assured to mortals by 
the sort of demonstration of-power and evidence of iden
tity which they are enabled to give through sensitives. 
Human beings here can interpret and understand a mes
sage that comes from their beloved ones bearing the ear
marks of personal identity, and, after receiving this evi
dence, they can be ready to accept much that is given by 
their returning' friends concerning the spirit life and its 
activities.

So far Spiritualism has been able in its yesterdays to do 
a great work for the world; also through chosen teachers, 
feeble though they may have been in expression and in 
scope, to give teachings of moral philosophy and outline 
a code of ethics that the world can follow, if it will, in 
living simple, good lives, in doing the best within them for 
their own advancement and the comfort of their fellow
men—simple lessons in right living—and the world may 
accept aS far as it can understand, and appreciate; but 
back of all this, as we have said, are reservoirs of power 
and of knowledge, truth and ¡wisdom, that are only waiting 
the right conditions and the unfoldment of the mortal for 
their reception. These are coming in the to-morrow of 
Spiritualism. •. ‘ .

In the meanwhile we may see strange fluctuations. • The 
power of quality of what is gi'ven .or purported to be given 
from the spirit Bide may vary, hud some of it may appear 
very weak'and trivial and of no; value to humanity, but. 

. here let-us say that sometimes what is given through a 
weak vessel and what seems to be trivial may be just fitted 
for some individual who is not prepared or mentally de
veloped to receive anything stronger or better from the 
other side. We do not mean by this that any form of de
ceit or of what might be called impure teaching will ben
efit any human being, and such will not be given through 
any one who aspires for lofty thought and pure influence, 
however humble he may be, nor will it be brought by 
any spirit intelligence who Is not crudely bound to sinful 
earth conditions and steeped in vileness; but we do mean 
to Bay that sometimes what seems to be an illiterate ex
pression, or of but small account to the intellectual mind,

of organizations. This we behold in the religious life. 
Churches are built. pn^-maintained by the organized effort 
of human beings.' Que man alone could do but little in 
this direction though he had a million of dollars and was 
enabled to hire some beautiful structure erected for the 
worship of mankind;,.without the aid and co-operation of 
fellow beings in sympathy with himself there would be 
no church or body of people to worship in that beautiful 
edifice.

- Political organizations are built up by the union of 
forces and of individuals. They make their power felt 
through these strong ..forces and consequently nations are 
maintained because of .this. Therefore Spiritualists wlio 
decry organization are frail in their thought—they are not 
wise. Some of our speakers declare they are not for or
ganization yet depend upon organized societies for their 
engagements and fdr their work. Some of our mediums 
say they do hot care to belong to any association because 
they think the cause does not need anything of that, sort; 
the spirit world can carry it on to suit Itself. Neverthe
less union of forces in harmony of spirit gives much help
fulness to the spirit world in its efforts to manifest the 
truth. Without the spiritual press Spiritualism would not 
have gained headway as it has done during the half cen
tury. Without societies in various directions It would 
not have been abl^ to present the truth through Inspired 
lips upon many platformsit has done. So we feel that 
ORGANIZED EFFORT ALWAYS GOOD WHEN THE 
MOTIVE IS PURE £ND¡UNSELFISH AND THE ACTIVI
TIES OF MANY INDIVIDUALS COMPOSING IT ARE EX
ERCISED FOR THE BENEFIT OF TOE MANY INSTEAD 
OF THE FEW OR OF ONE. \

But we have said organizations have arisen and have 
done their work and passed on while others have taken 
their place. So it has been and will be. The Spiritualism 
of .to-day is experiencing, this in every direction. We do 
not consider that itsj stronghold is in the societies that are 
maintained in different parts of the world, yet these are of 
use and are a part of the- great work; they are doing a 
service to humanity.- But there is a weakness within 
them, -not because ftim-cause they If epresent is weak, not 
because the truth they Wbtild present is dim, but because 
the unity of harmonic action and purpose is not strongly 
exercised or manifested by their members. The few may 
be strong and' hearty, filled with zeal and earnestness, 
loving the truth for the truth's sake and seeking to have it 
expressed wherever it can reach and bless a human heart, 
but'a few cannot do the great work of organizations and 
they call in vain for helpers who will be unselfish and 
willing to labor for mankind, so there is weakness in 
these organizations, and wherever there is weakness which 
is not suppressed, which is not banished by the accumula
tion of strength, there is incipient decay, and for that rea
son, we may expect in the to-day of Spiritualism to see so-' 
cieties rise and fall, a few people coming together seeking 
to draw others who are indifferent, holding the post and 
banner of progress as long as they can, giving up in dis
couragement and letting the work fall. This we shall see 
again and again.

But Spiritualism Itself will not fall nor fail humanity. 
It will continue to live in the hearts of the people. It 
will have its quiet places of demonstration unlimited In 
various sections, it will call its agencies or mediums to the 
work and through them do its best to uplift mankind. It 
is dolng.that and will succeed.

The Spiritualism of to-morrow will be a broader Spirit
ualism than that of to-day; that is in the latter part of the

“occult science,”,or “mental philosophy,” or "humanita
rianism,” or by whatever name'it may be called, the UN
DERLYING PRINCIPLE OF SPIRITUAL ACTIVITY IS 
THERE for this is the life force of the universe, intelli
gence permeates it with power and it is vibrant with 
meaning for those who will seek to understand. So, my 
friends; the Spiritualism of to-morrow is to be such that 
we may rejoice In Its illumination, its grand uplifting 
power.

We will not peed to build churches, nay, for churches 
will be bodies of people gathered in order to gain light 
and strength from the spiritual influence which will be 
there. Churches will be congregations of people gathered 
for mutual improvement and unfoldment In mental and 
spiritual activities. Churches will be .the beautiful as
semblies of harmonious people whq love to come together 
that they may exchange thought and experience, note what 
has been given to one and another from .the unseen, give 
forth of their, own quickened inspirations to benefit those 
who seek for light, and it will not matter whether these 
are called temples of Spiritualism or by what name soever 
since they will denote progress and the spiritual uplifting 
of the race.

The consciousness of the human -individual will be so, 
quickened in time as to readily respond to the vibrations 
of intelligence and harmonious sweetness from the higher 
life. Then will men become receptive to the outpouring 
of the spirit along ways of truth and knowledge. Science 
will be vastly benefited by the revelations given; human 
experimentation with the forces of nature will be acceler
ated by the knowledge received from those who have been 
experimenting in other worlds for many years.' Art will 
have taken upon itself a new impetus and the creations of 
artists, of sculptors, and of all who are Interested in the 
beautiful unfoldments of Idealism will be largely benefited 
by that which is given from artists and sculptors and beau
tiful beings on high. Poetry and music will have gained 
sweeter harmonies of expression by those who will be so 
sensitive to the outpourings and Influx of glory from be
yond so that the race will be advanced on the highway of 
progress to a large extent. Not all of this in twenty 
years, not all of this hi the twentieth century, but begin
nings will be made and will be a foretaste and prescience
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of that which will follow just as rapidly as humanity is 
educated and becomes receptive to that which is awaiting 
it from the other side. I dei

Therefore, dear friends, our outlook Is optimistic.
do. not feel the shadow of pessimism falling upon uS*>' 
though societies go down, though organizations break up 
and have an end, though communities that gather in camp 
and at other places for the purpose of exchanging thought 
on spiritual Ideas may separate from each other and go 
into by-paths of research for a time, though papers may 
cease to be and publications be taken into new channeln 
of expression. We have no shadow upon our mind In con
templating these •possibilities, which after all are proba
bilities, for we expect that. BUT THE ’ OPTIMISTIC 
VIEW IS OF A GRANDER SPIRITUALISM, A BROADER 
PHILOSOPHY THAT EXPRESSES THE THOUGHT OF 
UNIVERSAL BROTHERHOOD. Spiritualists have taught 
this, -have sung of this, and we might suppose from all 
they have said that they consider all the world akin, but 
inharmonles exist among us, divisions not only of opinion, 
which are well, but divisions of temper have so expressed 
themselves that we find eruptions taking place in one way 
and another not showing the spirit of fraternal fellowship. 
But when the broader Spiritualism has gained his hold 
upon humanity, the outgrowth of our beautiful dispensa
tion of light and truth that has been in the world for 
many years—more than halt a century—when this shall 
have gained Its ground and made Its way over the fences 
and walls—the strongholds put up by our own Spiritual
istic brethren—we shall feel that the. fellowship of frater
nal love Is more widely expressed and understood, and that 
the world is ready to march forward over the heights of 
progress to that time of which poets have sung and sages 
have dreamed when “the earth shall blossom like the 
rose” because LOVE, the fulfilling of the great law of God 
and of humanity, has really taken Its place and is alike in 
the hearts of the people; because JUSTICE, the outfruit-

present century; yea, ere another score of years has passed' ing of the principle of love, is maintained between all men, 
away the Spiritualism that denizens of the other world will and because universal Peace in its beauty and brightness 
demonstrate will be somewhat different from that of the has settled over the lives of humanity.demonstrate will be somewhat different from that of the
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to all who would doslre to make a study of Ro- 
maoism and the Bible. The historic facts stat
ed, and the keen, scathing review of Romish 
Ideas and practices should be read by all. Price 
25 cents.
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Col. Ingersoll on “The Devil”
SINGLE COPY 5 CENTS.

¡ír-f

•. tai

NO. 841 In 10 Copy Orders, 
Only 3 Cents Esch. 

Send in your orders at once. 
The rapidity with which this 
special edition is being ordered 
indicates the enthusiasm, the 
anxiety of Spiritualists for brain 
food ; also, it indicates the out
working of the true spirit of re-
form in the ranks, and the far- 
reaching influence and excellent 
work of The Progressive Think

er. No. 843 is especially adapted for missionary duty, 
from the first page to the last. Ten copies, 30 cents. 

; Only a few hundred copies left, and this number 
will not be re-published. Send in your orders at once 
f you.wish a copy of this valuable lecture.

ANCIENT PAGAN AND
MODERN CHRISTIAN SYMBOLISM.

By Thomas Inman, M. D. Revised 
and enlarged, with an Essay on Baal 
Worship, on "The Assyrian Sacred 
Grove," and other allied symbols. 
Third edition, with two hundred illus
trations. Cloth, $1,

ETERNITY OF TRE EARTH.

Electricity the Universal Force, By 
Daniel K. .Tenney. A valuable book 
of 105 pages. Cloth, 75 cents..

."Cohtlnûlty er Life à Cosmic Truth,’’ 
By Prof. Win., M. Lockwood. The work 
of a strong, logical thinker, on a deeply 
important subject. Price« cloth. (L

TOE AGE OF REASON.
By Thomas Paine. Being an investigation of 

True and Fabulous Theology. A now and com« 
nleto edition, from new plates and now *-ypn; 
Ige pages, post 8vo. Paper, clofi, 50c.

a/* the Phenomena of Researches Modern SDirituafism 
By SIR WILLIAM CROOKES. F. R. S., with 
illustrations. Of unusual Interest and value, 
by eno of the greatest scientists of the world. 
Price, 50 cents.

The Nemesis of )Thl8 f“scm- 
Chautauqua Lake j“X

•known Author and Scholar, 
HON. A. B. RICHMOND, 

Should bo in the hands of every Spiritualist in 
tho land. It Is based on a historical fact, but 
through tho narativo is woven a psychic Uno of 
thought In tho style so natural to tho great 
criminal lawyer that one can fee l tae autlior’s 
very presence during Its pernral. It is certain« 
ly luterestinc. Price, cloth. 75 cents.

nIUMSHIPlUUlUHil Assist Development,- By 
W. H. Bach. Paper 26 cents;

I UM ■ A Lecture Delivered to Ladies 
WUIIHH . Only. 37 Mrs.lDr. Hulburt. On 
the present status o! woman, physically, men
tally, morally and spiritually. The divine law 
of true 1’Asmonial marriage, etc. Price, 10c.

’The Infidefiiu of Ecciesiastlcism, 
A Menace to American Civilization. By Prot. 
W. M. Lockwood. A trenchant and masterly 
treatise. Price, 25 cents.

The ReHaion of Science..
By Dr. Paul Carus. Ver thoughtful and in

teresting. Price, 25 cents.

The Science of SDirit Return.'
By Charles Dawbarn. A scientific rehears)! 

that Is truly Interesting. Price. 10 cents. .

Mon tPin as Disclosed ln: the Bible." I .lail aHU [OB By Rev. Arthur Chambers, 
Cnlnll- I InnM Associate of King’s College, Opiril won a London. An excellent book 
for Christian people who would Investigate and 
learn -the facts of Bible teachings as well as • 
modem spirit phenomena. Price, cloth, 61 Id

RRDiflNT ENERGY sisjts Relation 
to Modern Astrophysics, by Edgar L; Larkiiv 
Director Lowe Obsarvatory, Echo Mountain« 
California. This book treats upon anew branch 
of research into tho laws of nature, and to the 
student or even, au admirer of t he modem an« 
trologlcai literature will sandy come with groat 
Interest. Price, cloth. 81.7^
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power in Spiritualism.”

Some one writes as follows,

Prayer; Its. Uselessness and Unscien
tific Assumption. By Henry M. Taber. 
Price 10 cents.

anonymous COMMUNICATIONS. 
the NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE 
WRITER SHOULD ACCOMPANY ALL

Psychical Novel.—Price 
Cover, 60 Cents.

MATTER, OF WHATEVER KIND, 
BENT TO THIS OFFICE.

Rare Musical Treat and a Lecture by 
Mrs. Georgia Gladys Cooley, 

of Chicago.

We go to press early Monday morn
ing, hence communications Intended for 
that current Issue should reach this 
office not later than the previous Satur
day morning. Bear this In mind.

ed, a true friend and adviser to -all i development, and avoid errors. Price, 
who came with their life’s troubles; | 25 cents; "BlgBlbleBwrles,” cloth, 
that she had for her adorning a spir- (¡Q peats- - ”

[Obituaries to the extent of -ten llnea 
only will be inserted free. All in excess 
bf ten lines will be charged at the rate 
of fifteen cents per line. About seven 
words constitute one Une.]

THIS GENERAL SURVEY DEPART
MENT IS ONLY INTENDED TO 
CHRONICLE THE ENGAGEMENTS 

' AND WORK OF SPEAKERS AND ME" 
DIUMS. A REPORT OF WHAT THE 
VARIOUS- SPEAKERS BAY WILL 
NOT BE PUBLISHED, AS WE HAVE 
NOT SPACE SUFFICIENT FOR THAT 
PURPOSE.

served the First Spiritual Church 
clety, Prospect and Jersey street, 
ing the month of September.

Thirtfeu Remarkable Premium Books Sent to Our Sub- > 
scribers Price the "World Has Never Before Been. |

ound htof Roxbury, Mass.» was intro- 
llfagaln.^d as the speaker of the evening, 

and s'he Eave a very instructive -address;

Any one of the Thirteen Premium Books you may order, 
price 25 cents. J'his is the price, remember, when, you 
order only Ofle book in connection with a yearly subscrip
tion. Theppaper, one year, and one Premium Book, 
$1.25. But¡Jf yqu’order more than one Premium Book

This great novel is , written 
distinct purpose, to set forth 
phases of spirit life and experience, 
as related-to the gifted and inspired

Lillie and her inspirers were 
predated by the society, andyt0 JX/r* 
very efficient work. Good 
.were in attendance each <day and

The Spiritualistic Field—Its Workers, Its'Work 
and General Progress, the World Over.

CONTRIBUTORS.—Each contributor I AB A GENERAL RULE, IN THIS 
is alone responsible for any assertions , OFFICE WE PAY NO ATTENTION TO
or statements he may make. The editor 
allows this freedom of expression, be- 
Jieving that the cause of truth can be 
best subserved thereby. Many of the 
sentiments uttered in an article may he 
diametrically opposed to his belief, yet 
that is no reason why they should be 
suppressed; yet we wish it distinctly 
understood that our space is inade
quate to publish everything that, comes 
to hand, however much we migh'- desire 
to do so. That must account for tne 
non-appearance of YOUR article.

WRITE PLAINLY.—We would, like 
to Impress upon the minds of J ' 
spondents Umt The Progressive rblnaer 
is set up on a Linotype machine uat 
must make speed equal to abmit 
compositors. That means rapid • 
and it is essential that all ®}Py’ „
sure insertion In the paper, all om . 
quirementB being favorable, sho 
written plainly with Ink on win« 
paper, or with a typewriter, and 
Ine side of the paper. Please bear thia
ln|TEM8.--Bear in nrt“3 ^MSVbe 
the General Survey will in all cat s 
adjusted to the space we hayeT 
py, and In order to do that 0J. 
generally have to be abridged m 
less; otherwise many items wo 
crowded out. Sometimes a thir r 
item is cut down to ten lines, andI ten 
lines to two lines, as occasion may 
’“take DUE NOTICE, that all Rems 
fer tills page must be accompanied oy 
the full name and address of the . "
It. will npt do to say that 
Carrespondent writes bo and B0- t 
out giving the full name and d0 the writer. The items of those who do 
not comply with this reqpest will 
cast Into the waste basket.

KEEP COPIES of your poems 
this office, for they will not be returned 
If we have not space to use them.

F. L. Seiferth writes: “I received 
No. 13 of your premium books. 
•Thirteen’ is a number which many 
people fear, and if some one of our 
good gospel preachers should read it, 
he would say: ‘That beats all!’ but in 
a different meaning, as I say.”

Mrs. R. S. Lillie of Callfornt

Wile» wrifiiift for this paper 
use a pen or typewriter.

. ALWAYS GIVE YOUR FULL NAMfl 
and address when sending no- 
TICES AND COMMUNICATIONS FOR 
PUBLICATION, OTHERWISE THEY 
WILL FIND THEIR WAY TO THE 
WASTE BASKET.

Eva L. Stewart writes: “Interest 
seems to be on the increase according 
to the audiences that attend the Hyde 
Park Occult Society. On October 7, 
we were favored by an excellent dis
course by Dr. C. S. Tisdale. His sub
ject was in regard to the aura we build 
around us. By living a good life the 
aura became beautiful and by not do
ing good, it would show the bad side. 
It certainly was a fine lecture. He will 
be with us again in November. Mrs. 
Dr. Caird gave messages tq many, 
which were recognized and appreci
ated. She Is to be with us again on 
Nov. 4. Mrs. Lichtig gave some fine 
messages, and also Mr. E. Dlerkes. 
Mr. H. S. Frazer gave some find tests, 
mostly psychometric readings. Our 
dlrcle on Thursday evening was well 
attended. Mrs. Jessie Medlicott con
ducted it. Dr. G. C, Love of Portland,- 
Oregon, is here and will fill our ros
trum on the 14th. He will also give 
readings during this week while in the 
city-and can be found on hand at all 
sessions of the convention. On Octo
ber 20 we hold our first dance of the 
season. ' Then we will alternate each 
week by-a card party. No circle dur
ing convention week, and then the 
time will be changed trom Thursday- 
to Tuesday ^evening. Next one on Oc
tober 23, at the hall, at 8 o’clock 
sharp.”

S. A. Huntington writes from Mal
den, Mass.: “At the Thursday even
ing circle, October 4, the president 
presided. Mrs. R. P. Morton, pie re
cording secretary occupied the evening 
in giving many beautiful messages. 
October 6, the president presided. The 
afternoon circle opened at 3:40. Mrs. 
Carter and Mrs. Mosier occupied the 
session in giving fine readings.. At. 

tche evening meeting, Mrs. M. A. Bon-

week-day service.
W. W. Kincaid wrâlte/rom Mead’ 

ville, Pa.: "Our mpcie? has just 
dosed a most sucies/ul series of 
meetings, conducted èy Georgia 
cuadys Cooley of Chicago. This is the 
second dm» Mrs- Cooley has been with 
us during the past year and she has 
made many friends here and has 

. awakened a deep interest in the cause 
of truth. Her meeting last Sunday 
evening was a great success. The 
meetings were held at the Odd Fel
lows’ Temple, formerly the old Bap
tist church, and it was packed to over
flowing. A large number of people 
stood and many others were not able 
to gain an entrance. Among those 
present was our candidate for Con
gress on the Democratic ticket. A 
clergyman of this city attended one of 
our lectures and many students from 
Allegheny college, a Methodist^insti
tution, also a large number of the stu
dents from the Unitarian Theological 
.School which is located here, among- 
whom was a native of India, whom I 
met personally—a man of broad edu- 

• cation and he expressed himself as be
ing highly pleased with Mrs. Cooley’s 
lectures. He attended every lecture 
she gave, I believe. One of the vice- 
presidents of our society is also a stu
dent at the Unitarian Theological. We 
are making arrangements for other 
speakers during the coming fall and 
winter seasons. We hope to have a 
first-class lecturer'.with us at least 
once a month from now until July. 
We are arousing an interest among 
the best people of our city.”

Mrs. C. Kirchner writes: "On Sun
day afternoon, October 7, at the Ris
ing Sun Temple, Oakley and Jackson 
Boul., Sister Price gave a very elo
quent address to quite a large crowd. 
We were all well pleased with the 
messagès that followed, given by Mrs. 
C. Kirchner. In the evening, owing 
to Sister Parkhurst of Baltimore not 
arriving on time, Dr. O. E. Miller lec
tured in her stead. His talk was 
brimful of spiritual food and was en
joyed by all. Following the lecture 
Sister Bergman of San Francisco, Cal., 
gave some grand demonstrations of 
psychic phenomena, giving readings 
from the sound of the voice, which is 
an entire new phase of mediumship, 
and shows a very deep spiritual devel
opment. The large audience enjoyed 
the evening very much. On Sunday 
afternoon, October 21, Mr. John wt 
Ring will again address us, and In the 
evening Dr. O. E. Miller.”

Dr. G. W. Fowler writes from 
Brooklyn, N. Y.: “Sunday evening, 
Oct. 7, at Aurora Grata Cathedral, be
fore a large audience nearly filling the 
auditorium and galleries, Rev. May S. 
Pepper delivered her third sermon in 
the series being delivered at Aurora 
Grata Cathedral. After the prelimi
nary exercises had closed, she read 
from St, Luke, 6th chapter, from 24th 
verse, concluding at the end of the 
chapter. Then followed one of the 
most eloquent and forceful sermons, 
touching upon the theme which had 
been so ably presented and discussed 
in the afternoon, to which the con
trolling spirit (evidently Rev. Henry. 
Ward Beecher) said he had been ah 
interested listener. Nothing short of

cupied over an hour in giving beauti
ful messages.”

That eminent lecturer, Geo. A. Ful
ler, writes from Worcester, Mass.: “I 
feel that I have nearly finished my 
work on the Spiritual platform. I 
shall endeavor, to fill all my present 
engagements and probably continue 
to lecture through the coming winter, 
but later than that everything, is un
certain. I now expect to be at Onset 
another year. I have just been se
lected one of the directors of a mining 
company with offices on. Wall street. 
New York, and shall certainly bend 
most of my energies towards the de
velopment of this company, therefore 
may have little time for any other 
kind of work in the future.”

Marguerite Mac. writes :“Mrs. M. A. 
Burland will hold her regular.’month- 
ly test social on Thursday evening, Oc
tober 25, at her residence, 3019 Ver
non avenue. Always good psychics, 
and palmists present to give short 
spirit messages and palm readings. 
Prof. Leon, Madame ZaZelle and oth
ers will be there, so one is sure of a 
message and pleasant evening and re
freshments, all for 25 cents.”

J. W. Gill writes: "Two very inter
esting meetings were held Sunday, Oc- 
.tober 7, at the Christian Spiritualists’ 
hall, Van Buren Opera House, Madi
son street arid California avenue. 
Miss Helen W. Brown of Edgewater 
very kindly took charge of the mu
sical programme in the afternoon, and 
Miss Knopp in the evening. The 
guides of Mrs. Hamilton Gill gave a 
short talk in the afternoon, the con
trol, ‘Nannie,’ giving some remarkable 
spirit messages. In-the evening The 
subject was ‘Mediumship,’ followed by 
spirit messages. These meetings are 
creating considerable interest among 
investigators and Spiritualists and 
having a nice location and a beautiful 
hall are sufficient reasons for the har
monious meetings and great benefit to 
those who attend.”

D. Feast writes from Baltimore, 
Md.: “A large audience greeted Mrs. 
G. W. Kates at the First Spiritual 
Church, Sunday, Sept. 23. She chose 
for her theme, ‘Spiritual Spiritualism.’ 
Mr. Kates favored the audience with 
a fine solo. Mrs. Kates gave . a few 
messages which brought consolation 
to those fortunate enough to receive

a verbatim report could do It justice, 
and I regret the demands for space in 
your columns prevent its appearance 
therein.' She was loudly applauded at. 
its close. After a very pleasing solo 
by Miss Hirsching, Mrs. Pepper- pro
ceeded to read such' of the vast num
bers of letters placed upon the desk 
as the time permitted, and for an hour 
conducted one of the most remarkable 
seances which the writer has ever lis
tened to. She gave many full names 
and messages from spirits whose 
names did not appear either upon, or 
in, the letters selected by her guides, 
al! of which were promptly recognized 
by the recipients.”

J. A. Tom Wites: “Tita Society of 
the Psychic Forces will hold memorial 
services at Wilcox Hall, corner ol-43rd. 
street and Champlain avenue, Sunday 
afternoon and evening, October 28, in 
memory of their late pastor, Dr. J, 0. 
M. Hewitt,, who on the morning of Oc
tober 4, passed to the higher life. The 
afternoon will be devoted to-a flower 
service, and all who can are requested 
to bring flowers as a token of esteem 
for their departed friend and brother. 
At the evening services Dr. J. H. Ran
dall, Dr. Geo. B. Warne and Bro. H. F. 
Arnold will speak. Mrs. Carrie Craw
ford Pierce, Miss Gilda MacCoy and 
Mr. Arthur Hooper will render vocal 
selections. Members of the Independ
ent Order of the Mystic Brotherhood, 
of which Dr. Hewitt was the. founder 
and Past High Priest, are requested to 
be in attendance. The afternoon ser
vices are to begin at 2:30 and the 
evening services at 7:45.”

Mary E. French writes from Clyde, 
Ohio: “The Spiritual Research Society 
opened its lecture season the evening 
of Sept. 29, with Mme. Helen Stuart- 
Richings as inspirational speaker and 
psychic reader. She is forceful and 
fluent in speech, language choice, ap
pearance dignified and- carriage easy. 
At the close ot the lecture she gave 
psychic readings that were simply 
wonderful. Being a B. D. A., she can 
serve a society in more ways than one 
-—not only as lecturer and prophetic 
reader, but can give a high-class dra
matic recital that will entertain and 
delight a large audience, regardless ot 
religious belief. We are net strong in 
numbers, as our membership is small, 
but we are growing spiritually, and 
doing a good work in our way. We 
are promised a lecture in the near fu
ture by J. C. Craig (Attorney), an in
spirational speaker and psychic, and 
who Is now president of our society. 
He has served the Sandusky Society 
this fall, and is no doubt open for en
gagements. He is ' a sincere and 
forceful speaker, and makes a fine ap
pearance on the rostrum; Is highly 
psychic, and also gives readings after 
his lectures. Inspirational speakers 
like Brother Craig and Sister Stuart-- 
Richings should be kept employed by 
societies needing superior talent."

Mrs. H. P. Hiatt, secretary, writes 
from Baker City, Ore.: “The First 
Spiritual Society of Baker City was 
organized July 1, 1906, by Mrs. Shel
don, an ordained minister from Spo
kane, Wash. At that time there were 
only fifteen members, but time adds 
steadily on. The society is still small, 
but all seem energetic and progressing 
in thé work. Rev. G, 0. Love' of Port
land, spent a week in our city, while 
on his way to the National convention 
at Chicago. Much good was the re
sult of his visit, he being a fluent 
speaker and earnest worker, The so
ciety will be pleased to meet with any 
and all earnest workers who may 
come to our city. They will find the 
wôrd ‘Welcome’ over the door. Mrs. 
M. A. McClelland is president of the 
society.”

A. E. Pratt writes from Delphos, 
Ohio: "Rev. D. A. Herrick of Akron, 
Ohio, held a trumpet seance at my 
house for a few friends, Wednesday 
evening, October 3. The manifesta
tions were simply grand, and all par
ties present were well > pleaded. The 
cause here has been on the decline, 
but Brother Herrick’s meeting has 
opened the way for more of the phe
nomena, and that Is what it takes to 
convince some of the hard shells. We 
expect to have Mrs. Challen of Toledo, 
here in thé near future. I can recom
mend both her and Mr. Herrick as 
good, honest mediums. I would not 
have any other kind to serve us.”

Correspondent writes: ".The Illinois 
Sunflower Club will have a tea party 
in Lincoln Hall, Fraternity Building, 
70 Eàst Adams street, October 23, be
tween the hours of .2 and 5 p. m., 
Mesdames-StainerAdams and H. F. R. 
Peet being the' genial hostesses on the 
occasion. Many ot the most- promi
nent mediums of the city are members 
of this club, and with their generous 
assistance In donating?their-God-given 
powers most materially aid in making 
each gathering a-success. • For ten 
cents a cup of tea and a reading are 
given. Many strangers ■ enter the 
rooms in a spirit of levity, but leave 
with an interest in our beautiful re
ligion. We have a constantly grow
ing membership and propose by con-

them. Mr. and Mrs. Kates will re
main with the church until the last 
Sunday in November. Their work 
has been well appreciated so far and 
we have no doubt but that it will be 
productive of much good.”

G. L. Willms writes: “The members 
of the North Star . Spiritual Union, 
1546 Milwaukee avenue, had the 
pleasure of greeting quite a large au
dience last night, Oct. 7, consisting 
principally of skeptics. Mr. Muehl 
gave a lecture on astrology which was 
very interesting. Sister J. King gave 
very fine messages from'the departed 
loved ones, which were recognized. 
The Progressive Thinker which had 
arrived, were soon all taken up.”

Dr.-C. L. Fox writes from Fitch
burg, Mass.: Mrs. A. J. Pettingill of 
Malden, opened the meetings for the 
First Spiritualist Society, Sunday. 
There was a large attendance at both . 
services.! The addresses were followed 
by many correct tests and spirit mes
sages. Mrs. Lizzie D. Butler of Lynn, 
test medium, will address the society 
next Sunday.”

The committee writes: "Grand Fair 
and Bazaar to be held by the First 
German Spiritualist Society, at its 
hall, 762 13th street, corner Ashland 
avenue, from Friday, Oct. 26, to Tues
day, Nov. 6, for the benefit of. the Old 
People’s Home to be erected in Jes
tram's Grove. The society will be 
very thankful for all gifts donated for 
this good purpose. Everybody is 
heartily Invited.. Tickets, 16 cents 
each." ■

Mrs. Dr. Caird will hold a public 
circle every' Sunday evening at 8 

O’clock.
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Bear in mind that every order for a Premium Book 
must be accompanied with a yearly subscription tor The 
Progressive Thinker, which is $1.00.

Our Tlilrtceu Remarkable Premium Books for $4.16.
The following is the list of titles of the Thirteen

the price is us follows: ■
Any two of-the Thirteen Premium Books you 

der, price 70 cents.
Any three of the Thirteen Premium Books you 

der, price JI. 10.
Any four of tlie Thirteen Premium Books you 
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thing never before equalled in this country or Europe,

itual meekness; that on this earth her 
life was devoted to the cause she loved 
so well, and we feel that'in the new 
life which she ha8 taken up she has a 
crown of fadeless gems, a home that 
passeth not away. Della D. Ender, J. 
F. Ireland and D. T. Eichelberger, 
committee; J. J. Lunsford, president.

Carrie L. Hatch writes; "The First 
Spiritualist Ladles Aid held their 
meeting as- usual in Appletori Hall, 
Boston,: Friday night. A pleasant 
time was spent, and many faces seen 
for the first time after the vacation. 
After supper, the social hour, then the 
evening meeting. . Mrs. A. S. Water- 
house spoke on/“Our Veteran Editor, 
Mr. Luther Colby,” whose anniversa
ry it was. Mr. Colby, if ih the mortal 
life, would have celebrated his 92nd 
birthday, and she-paid a loving tribute 
to him as a man, a worker and as a 
spirit. Mrs. Hattie C. Mason, Mrs. 
Annie Chapman, Mr. C. J.‘Willis, all 
spoke of the beauties of our religion, 
and Mrs. Antiie Abbqtt of Lawrence, 
gave lovingi< messages from spirit 
friends. Mrs.. Z. Hall sang several of 
Mr. Longley’e;songs, Mrs. Mary Lover
ing presiding at: the piano. All 
friends are Jnvlted to our meetings. 
It has been-.widely, reported that our 
co-worker arid speaker, Mr. James B. 
Scarlett, had passed to the higher 
life. A letter, just,received from him, 
authorizes me to state to his many 
friends, that, he - never was in better 
health, is still, on the earth plane, and 
will attend to. all engagements to lec
ture made by hint?’’

fails to give name or address: “Cen
tral Spiritual Church opened its meet
ing for the first time in Trimble Hall, 
1977 W. Madison street, on Sunday 
evening, and it was-very gratifying to 
have such' a large attendance. Wé 
had with us Sister Adams and Sister 
Hild, who gave some very convincing 
messages, and the singing of the 
beautiful song ‘Something Sweet to 
Think Of,’ by Sister Adams, was very 
finely rendered. Mrs. Howes spoke 
very feelingly on the poem, ‘We Are 
Growing Old Together, Dear,’ and also 
gave some beautiful messages. We 
have a comfortable hall and shall be 
glad to Welcome our friends.”

Georgia Gladys Cooley -served thè 
Meadville, Pa., Society, Oct. 5, 6 and 
7. Crowded houses greeted her each 
evening. One hundred arid fifty peo
ple failed to gain admittance to the 
church the last evening.

Oscar A. Edgerly, acting pastor of 
the First Temple of Spiritualists of 
Newport, Ky., writes: “At present 
there is great interest being taken by 
the mediums and Spiritualists of New
port, Ky., and Cincinnati, Ohio,' in an 
effort to raise the debt on the Spiritual 
Temple of Newport, Ky. That the ef
fort is a practical one is manifest by 
the very' successful supper and social 
held at the home of Mrs. H. B. Rymer, 
418 W. 8th street; Cincinnati, Ohio, on 
Thursday, Oct. 11. This whole affair 
was under the-management of Mrs. G. 
Pomroy and Mrs. H. B. Rymer; these 
ladies are both eminent mediums of, 
Cincinnati, and that two mediums can 
wòrk In harmony is evidenced by the 
fact that the proceeds of the evening 
will net the Temple Society over $25. 
I think the lesson to be learned from 
the above is, that it is wise for all so
cieties tb appreciate their local medi
ums, and thus profit by the great in
fluence that the mediuins have, to aid 
in time of need. The Temple Society. 
desires to publicly acknowledge' their 
appreciation of the work of Mrs. Ry
mer and Mrs. Pomroy.”

Resolution by the First Spiritualist 
Society of Tampa, Florida, upon the 
passing to spirit life of Mrs. Carrie 
Firth Curran, from the City of Light 
Asseriibly, Lily Dale, N. Y., August 7, 
1906: Resolvèd, That it is the sense of 
this, the First Spiritualist Society of 
Tampa, Fla.,. that in the passing of 
our sister, Mrs. Carrie Firth Curran to 
spirit life from the City of Light As
sembly, Lily. Dale, N. Y., Augst 7, 
1906, this society and its membership 
have sustained the loss of a true 
friend and wise counsellor, ; but that 
our loss is her gain; that she is saved, 
not by faith, but by her owu good 
deeds; that sho will be remembered by 
us from her many deeds of charity 
and kindness while in our midst; that 
she was a mother to those who needed 
a mother’s love and counsel, a physi
cian and healer to the sick and afflict-

The Good iybrk piping on in Ohio.
' The Ohio .Spiritualist; Association 

expects to:' hold mass-meetings 
throughout the state this winter. 
Preparations are made to hold meet
ing at. Columbus, Ohio, iu. the near fu
ture’. The full board of officers and 
trustees will be called there to trans
act some important business, mission
ary work, etc. Mrs. E. Schauss of To
ledo, and myself will hold a three-ses
sion meeting, at White Key Society, 
Bellaire, Ohio, Sunday, Nov. 11, 1906; 
lectures to be in German and English.

At the First Spiritualist Temple, 
Fullerton street, services are held ev
ery Sunday at 3. and 7:30 p. m. The 
ladies meet every Thursday in the an
nex all day to' sew arid do fancy work, 
and invite all ladies to visit , them. 
The ladies serve .lunch at the annex 
between sessions on Sunday, also on 
Thursdays. The speakers and medi
ums, engaged to serve the temple for 
the season of 1906-7 are as follows: 
September and October, Mrs. Carrie E. 
S. Twlng, Westfield, N. Y.; November 
and December, Mr. O. A. • Edgerly; 
January and February, Prof.. W.... F. 
Peck, St. Louis; March, Mr. Frank 
Ripley, Oxford, Ohio; April and May, 
Mr. and Mrs. Geo. W. Kates;. June, 
Mrs. A. J. Pettingill, Malden, Mass,

C. A. BOLLINGER, 
•Cleveland, Ohio. Secretary.

Premium Books:
1—The Encyclopedia of Death, and 

World, Vol. 1.
2—The Encyclopedia of Death, and 

World, Vol. 2.
3—The Encyclopedia of Death, and

Lite

Lite

Lite
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the

the

Spirit

Spirit

Spirit
World, Vol. 3. These volumes have been prepared by J. 
R. Francis. They contain invaluable data.

4—Art Magic, or Mundane, Sub-Mundane and Super- 
Mundane Spiritism, by Mrs. Emma Hardinge Britten.

5—Ghost Land, Spiritualism, Occultism, By Mrs. Emma 
Hardinge Britten,

6—The Next World Interviewed, by Mrs. S. G. Horn, a 
most remarkable medium.

7—The Occult Life of Jesus, by Alexander Smythe., a 
medium of rare gifts.

8—A Wanderer in the Spirit Lands. Translated by A., 
Farnese, a wonderful English medium.

9—The Religion of Man and Ethics of Science, by Hud
son Tuttle.

10__Seers of the Ages, or Spiritualism Past and Present, 
by Dr. J. M. Peebles.

11__The Great Debate Between Moses Hull and W. F. 
Jamieson.

12'—Letters From the Spirit World, written through 
the mediumship of Carlyle Petersilea. •

13—Gems of Thought, by SEVENTEEN leading authors, 
is our last Premium Book.

Address J. R. FRANCIS, 40 Loomis Street, Chicago, Ill.

The 'meetings at the Plymouth Spir
itual Church were well attended yes
terday. In‘the afternoon Mrs. Tillie 
U. Reynolds gave a lecture, after 
which there were demonstrations in 
psychometry by Mrs. Helen P. Rus- 
segue.

The evening service opened with an 
organ recital by Mrs. Gertrude Will
iams and selections by the choir un
der the direction of T. T. Swinburne. 
A lecture was delivered under inspira
tion by Mrs. Georgia Gladys Cooley 
of Chicago, Ill., who is considered one 
of the most distinguished among the 
speakers of the Spiritualistic platform 
in this country. She has the advan
tage of a very pleasing personality, 
handsome features, and the graceful 
form and movements ot youth. Mrs. 
Cooley's subject was, “Our Scientific 
Age: What It Is Doing for Spiritual
ism.”

During' the discourse the speaker 
gave a rapid review of the rise and 
progress of science and the achieve
ments of thinkers in- the matter of 
wonderful Inventions and especially 
those which have been brought into 
practical use during the past twenty- 
five years. She pointed out that many 
inventors were Spiritualists or in
struments through whom the spirits of 
departed inventors were able to carry 
to perfection scientific and mechanical 
ideas anfl devices which they had left 
unfinished on their departure from 
earth.

Among the greatest Inventors, the 
speaker instanced Edison, as having 
been born In a Spiritualist family and 
who throughout his life, has been in
spired by the spirit world to bring 
into practical use his various wonder
ful inventions. The speaker referred 
to the many men of science who open
ly avow their belief in Spiritualism, 
making mention of Sir William 
Crookes, Alfred Russel Wallace and 
Professor Lodge, who, during many 
years, made a special study of psychic 
phenomena in accordance with the 
strictest scientific rules and who be
came absolutely convinced of the real
ity of spirit communion. The speaker 
concluded by pointing out the high 
mission of Spiritualism and that its 
endorsement by some of the greatest 
scientists of modern times should lead 
thinking people of to-day to investi
gate its claims as a science, a religion 
and a philosophy.

Among the notable clergymen who 
will preach at Plymouth Church In the 
near future, is Rev. Dr. I. K. Funk, 
author of "The Widow’s Mite,” who 
will be here on Sunday, October 28.— 
Union and Advertiser, Buffalo, N; Y.

A Call to Oklahoma.
To the Spiritualists of Oklahoma: 

As State Missionary and Organizer, I 
wish to correspond with some one in 
every place where my services are 
wanted to .hold meetings, ‘ organize, 
etc., so that I can judiciously arrange 
my routes and dates at bnce. Spirit
ualists; rally to. this call. Let ' no 
place in Oklahoma be left out. It is 
the coming country of the great 
South-west, and' the angel .world is 
hovering with showers of blessings 
for the minds and souls, whlle Mother 
Nature from her immense store-house 
is caring for thé physical. I also want 
to invite every one'Interested in Okla
homa to become à member of the 
State Association. Send your name, 
address and thè fee of $1 for mem
bership to R. G. Lee, secretary, Head
rick, Okla., and become a member, en
titling you to a vote at’ the state con
vention to be held in Oklahoma City 
next September. ’

Direct all communications for mis
sionary work at orice to

®ev. Alice baker.
449 Live Ohk stfeet, Dallas, Texas.

Wanted—The^NainCrs of All the Spirit
ualists in ^Iontana.

For, the purposed of "establishing 
closer, relations between the Spiritual
ists of Montana, will each, one please 
interest himself intending me all the 
names of Spiritualists in their respect
ive neighborhoods?^ Address the sec
retary, MRS. WuC. SELBREDE,

«>> • ^Billings, Montana.

OPENING OF NEW TEMPLE.

Mrs. Sarah A. Crossfield of Muncie, 
Indiana, the Leading Speaker.

Mr. H. C. McNeil passed to spirit 
life, Sept. 15, at the age of 62 years. 
The second year of the civil war he en
listed,-remaining until its close.

From this time on he was never 
strong, but his belief in the spiritual 
philosophy of life made him cheerful 
during all the storms of life, and we 
can truthfully say, everyone was hap
pier for knowing him.

Ashland, Ore. MRS. GARD.

"The Present Agé and Finer Life;' 
Ancient and Nbdem' ' Mysteries Classi
fied and Explained.’'’”! By Andrew Jack- 
son Davis. We bavé a few copies of 
this work by the celebrated seer. Cloth, 
$1.10.

"Death, Its Meaning and Results." 
By J. K. Wilson,- of the Pennsylvania 
Bar. An absorbingly Interesting vol
ume, of decided -value. A narrative of 
wonderful psychical events in the au
thor’s experience. Cloth; 560 pages, il
lustrated, $1.25. . :

"Mediumship and its Development, 
and How to Mesmerize to Assist Devel
opment.” By W. H. Bach.. Especially 
useful to learners who seek to know 

| and utilize the laws of mediumship and

©Cft. W,Wi

H NEW 6NTE6H1SM 
BV M. M. MANQASARIAN.

Fourth Edition—Six Additional Chap, 
tern—2410 Fagen, Bound In Cloth, 
$1.00.—Containing Likeness of the 
Author,
"A New. Catechism” has enjoyed B 

remarkable sale both in America and 
England. George Jacob Holyoake, 
in ms introduction to the English edi
tion of ‘ A New Catechism," says:

"A New Catechism" is the boldest, 
the brightest, the most varied and in
forming of any work of the kind ex
tant. 'J he principal fields of human 
knowledge, which the churches have 
fenced round with supernatural ter
rors, the Catechism breaks into, cher
ishing what is fair and showing what 
Is deformed. The notes, of which 
there are many, both ancient and con
temporary, are as striking as the 
text. The book is a cyclopedle of 
theology and reason in a nutshell. .

Other Excellent Publications
BY M. M. MANGASARIAN.

HOW THE BIBLE WAS INVENTED.

A New Lecture.—Price, 10 cents.
This little pamphlet should be 

placed in the hands of every American 
citizen. The attention of preachers, 
theological students, and all church 
members should be called to the won
derful story of the Invention of the 
Holy Bible, which this lecture tells.

See that at least one orthodox 
neighbor of yours reads this lecture.

MORALITY WITHOUT A GOD.
With letter to Right Reverend 

Bishop Anderson, of Chicago. Price. 
10 cents.

JESUS CHRIST A MYTH.

On Sunday afternoon and evening 
of the 7th of-October, 1906, the Inde
pendent Association of Spiritualists of 
Toledo, Ohio, celebrated the opening 
of their new temple. The dedication 
services were conducted by Mrs. Sarah 
A. Crossfleld of Muncie, Ind., whose 
ability as a lecturer, whose fame as 
an orator, and whose worth and in
tegrity as a woman and a medium, are 
well known throughout the land. 
She was assisted by the president of 
the Association, our esteemed and 
honored brother, Mr. Dowd, and also 
by the choir, who rendered some very 
appropriate and inspiring music.

The temple was beautifully decorat
ed in honor of the occasion, the ros
trum being literally converted into a 
wilderness of autumn flowers. Ban
ners and statuary were tastefully and 
artistically arranged, while the pic
tured faces of statesmen and heroes, 
who, while in earth life performed 
their work nobly and well, smiled en
couragingly from their frames upon 
the wall. The little hall was crowded 
to its utmost capacity, and the smil
ing faces and happy hearts of the au
dience gave evidence that the occasion 
was a success.

About seven years ago, a few ear
nest believers in the beautiful philos
ophy of Spiritualism, actuated by a 
desire to be a help to their fellow-men, 
and an aid to suffering humanity, 
formed themselves Into a little band 
of workers, to which they gave the 
appropriate and well-deserved name 
of Independent Association of Spirit
ualists. Sturggllng against desperate 
odds, buffeted by the world, scorned 
by unbelievers, yet feeling themselves 
to be in the right, this little band of 
loyal hearts fought bravely on, know- 
no fear, dreading no criticism, confi
dent that their unflagging energy, un
tiring zeal and patient devotion to the 
cause, would eventually be amply re
warded by a grand and glorious vic
tory. That their hopes have been 
realized, is evidenced by the fact of 
their being now in possession of a 
beautiful little temple, where they 
can meet in peace, harmony and love, 
and with the help of the dear ones 
who have gone on just a little before, 
carry on the good work that lies so 
near their hearts. To this home they 
bld a glad welcome to all, and may all 
who enter its open doors, feel that 
they have derived a benefit from 
having tarried within its walls.

MRS. LOU NELSON RECK.
. Toledo, Ohio.

A New Book.—Price 25 Cents.
This book examines the evidence for 

the historical existence of Jesus, and 
finds it quite insufficient to prove that 
such a man as Jesus ever lived. It is 
a most important contribution to 
Modern Thought. It is prefaced by 
a letter to the Christian Clergy, and 
concluded by an answer to an editori
al in one ot the Chicago morning pa
pers, attacking Mr. Mangasarlan’s po
sition. Send your orders at once, as 
the first edition will soon be exhaust
ed.

Prof. Lockwood’s Books.
Store your mind with the great but 

demonstrative truths found in consec
utive order only in these writings.

Prof. Lockwood is tue only writer, 
thinker and lecturer in this country 
who affirms that the evolution of the 
soul of man is in strict accord and 
agreement with the evolution of the 
soul of nature; and that the only proof 
of immortality inheres in an analysis of 
nature’s fundamental principles and 
the co-relation of cosmic elements and 
energies.

These great truths are explained and 
demonstrated from the .plane of the 
Spiritual Philosophy founded on Nature 
Itself.

The Molecular Hypothesis of Nature 
and Its Relation to the Philosophy of 
Spiritualism. A scientific demonstra
tion of the Invisible principles and at
tributes of nature and Modern Spirit
ualism. A mint of scientific truths as 
the basis of its phenomena. Price 25 
cents.

ROCKFORD, ILL.

Important Meeting Will Be Held 
There on October 21.

The Psychical Research' Society of 
Rockford, Ill., has Invited the Illinois 
State Spiritualist Association to unite 
with them in the holding of a mass 
convention in that city on October 21, 
1906. President Barrett, of .the Na
tional Spiritualist Assoeiation, and 
-President Geo. B. Warne, of the Illi
nois State Spiritualist Association, 
with probably other speakers, will'be 
present, as may be several test medi
ums. Morning, afternoon and even
ing services will be held, and the 
event is expected to be one of great 
interest. It is hoped many visitors 
from abroad will be in attendance.

"Materialization.” By Mme. k. 
d-Esperance and Rev. B. F. Austin. 
Excellent. Price 10 cents.

Two Excellent Spiritual Books
From the Pen of the Gifted Inspirational. Author, 

. CARLYLE PETERSILEA.
Thèse books from the pen of the no ted musician, medium and- author, 

Car Ivie Petersilea, whose writings have been read and prized by thous
ands of readers of The Progressive Thinker, will assuredly be enjoyed by 
all who read.them. They are intense iy spiritual and of absorbing interest 
from, beginning to end.

MARY ANNE CAREW
Wife, Mother, Spirit, Angel.—Neal 

Cloth Cover, Price 91:00. ■
This great work relates the experl-

certain-enees ot a young wife and mother,

author. The question of soul mates, 
or of the united male and female con
stituting the completed ego or angel, 
Is advanced as a vital truth of spirit 
experience in the higher realms. The 
Work radiates a good spiritual Influ
ence, and is very Interesting.

It Is a spiritual book for SpIrltual- 
Ista, and Interesting for everyone.

early -called to the portals of death. 
It is very realistic, and the narrative 
is charmingly, natural, and beautiful 
in its tone of sweetness. ■ It brings 
that o*her world very near to us; the 
comfort it brings to those bereaved 
of the dear ones of the home and fam-

Menace to the American Civilization. 
The entire hierarchy of Ecclesiastlcism 
arraigned as infidels for subverting the 
scientific demonstrations of universi
ties and colleges, by substituting the 
immoral phantoms of the Mosaic Hy
pothesis. It is a hot shot. Price 25 
cents. . ..

Historical, Logical and Philosophical 
Objections to the Dogmas of Reincar
nation and Re-Embodiment. A concise 
and masterly review of the historical 
origin of Reincarnation as an ancient 
dogma. Its illogical claims and incon
sistent assumptions. Its glaring de
fects and dogmas dissected. Price 25 
cents.

The Spiritualism of Nature. Mod
ern Spiritualism has its basic truths in 
nature, and is proven not by the bible 
or any sacred cosmogony, but by an an
alysis of nature’s self-existent princi
ples. Price 15 cents.

Continuity of Life a Cosmic Truth. 
The greatest book, and the greatest 
truth of any age; a book of 212 pages 
with several telling scientific illustra
tions. Continuity of life and the asso
ciation of spirit realms demonstrated to 
be in scientific accord with principles 
of the Co-relation of Force, and the 
Conservation of Energy. The greatest 
book ever written in the defence and 
support of Spiritualism. Price $1.

The Relation Science Holds to Natu
ral Philosophy and Its Conflict with 
Every Phase of Religion. In this essay 
the author shows that science is not a 
thing—a corporation or individual, but 
a process of inductive and deductive 
reasoning. Its acceptance means the 
death of Theurgical religions. Price 
16 cents.

All of Prof. Lockwood’s publications 
are on sale at The Progressive Thinker 
office, Chicago, Ill., and at the rostrum 
when he lectures. These treatises con
tain the wealth of a vast historical and 
scientific research.

THE SOUL OF THINGS; , 
Or Psychometric Researches and Discoveries. 
By Wm. and Elizabeth M- F. Denton. A mar
velous work. Though concise as a text book 16 
is as fascinating as a work ot fiction. Tho 
reader will-be amazed to see the curious facts 
here combined In support of this power of ths 
human mind, which will resolve a thousand 
doubts and difficulties, make geology plain ns 
day, and throw light on all subjects now ob
scured by time. Price, tl .60. In three volumes, 
cloth bound. »1.60 each. Postage, 10c per copy.

ORIGIN OF LIFE
Md How the Spirit Body Growl, By H. Sunday, 
Price. 10c. For Mio at tbit office

PIONEERS OF PROGRESS.

By Dr. T. A. Bland.

This new book is a historical review 
a I political, religious, social, economic, 
scientific and philosophic progress of. 
the nineteenth century in the form of 
biographical sketches, personal recol-' 
lections and friendly criticisms of the 
lives and characters of thirty-two men 
and women the author has personally 
known among whom are Abraham 
Lincoln, Ulysses S. Grant, Wendell 
Phillips, Lucretia Mott, Gerald Mas- ■

!
sey, William Lloyd Garrison, Henry 
Ward Beecher, Thomas K. Beecher, 
Lew Wallace, Benjamin F. Butler,. 
John Clark Ridpath, Susan B. An
thony, Andrew Jackson. Davis, Peter : 
Cooper, Hiram W. Thomae, Ralph

1 Waldo Emerson, Julia Ward Howe, 
Robert G. Ingersoll, Francis A.
Walker, Henry George, Alfred Russel' 
Wallace, -John Boyle O’Reilly and 
Richard. T. Ely.

With an introduction by Rev. H. W.
Thomas.

Uy, is beyond one’s power to;descrlbe. 1 It comprises 254 pages, Is printed 
All readers will be charmed with It I in good type and bound in best llbra-
as well as spiritually aided and up-1 y cloth:- Price, §1. For sale at this 
lifted, • ■ N jfllco.
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(Continued from page 8.)

hold of the arm of Dr. -, saying;

Oh! 
God

or 
will

ding of this dark, stern man. 
save me, doctor! save me, for
himself has given me up."

‘IT IS ALMOST MORNING.”

“You are a good, strong, brave man; 
can’t you save.me? Why should a 
poor girl like me be persecuted in this 
way? I have been suffering all my 
life, and now I am dying at the bld-

A blue or violet lamp-shade, 
window panes of these colors, 
meet the requirements.

"Success ana“ Bow To Wi n IL" A 
lecture and course of twenty-four sue- 
cess lessons by Dr. B. F. Austin, B. A, 
D, D. The titles of some of the- lec
tures are as follows: Self Helps; Fi
nancial Success; Ideals; Economy; 
Planning, Attraction; Courtesy; Kind* 
ness and Tact; Angel Help. Frtoa §5 
©ante.

The N. S..A, Ritual for Spiritual 
Services, well printed and neatly 
bound'in Leatherette, is now in print 
auditor-sale at the N. 8.A. office, 600 
Pennsylvania avenue S. E.,« Washing
ton, D. O. Twenty cents per copy, 
postpaid; two dollars per dozen. Ad
dress • ' MARY T. LONGLEY, ;

Secretary.

‘And Sarah Gladstone Died as the 
i Clock Struck Twelve.”

AN. EMPORTANT WORK.

The! Ñ. S? A. Ritual for Spiritual 
Services,

Tbls department is under the ina» 
»gement of . ' ■

HUDSON TUTTLE, f-
Address him at Berlin Heights, .Ohio.

M. 8. Elliott: ,Q.. \vil).yo¿:'please | 
give the name qf th? author of a poem. | 
beginning, “Farewell dear friend!'i 
For us the grief and pain.”? It ap- ¡ 
pealed to us as exceedingly beautiful, 
and if not asking too much we would 
be thankful to have you give it entire.

A. This poem was - written by 
William AV. Story as a tribute to his 
friend John Lothrop Motley, the his
torian. It is truly a gem of spiritual 
thought. ■'
“Farewell, dear friend! For us the 

grief and pain,
Who shall not .see thy living ' face 

again;
For us the sad yet. noble memories , 
Of lofty thoughts, of upward-lopklng 

eyes,
Of warm affections, of a spirit bright, 
Of glancing fancies and a radiant 

light,That, flashing, threw around all com
mon things

Heroic líalos and imaginings.
Nothing of this can fade while Ufe

Shall last,
But brighten with death's shadow 

o’er it cast.
Ah, noble solrit, whither hast thou 

fled ?
What doest thou among the* unnum

bered dead?
Oh, say not ’mid the dead, for what 

hast thou
'Among the dead to do? No! rather 

■ now,
If Faith and Hope are not a wild de

ceit,
The truly living tbou hast gone to 

- meet.
The noble spirits purged by death, 

■whose eyes
O'er peers the brief bounds of mor

tality:
And they behold thee rising there 

afar,
Serenely clear above Time’s cloudy 

bar,
And greet thee as we greet a rising 

star."

gather, they found the young man, 
Henry, in tlie room. As they ap-1 
proaclied the bed they observed a 
change had occurred in the patient. 
-Her eyes shone with extraordinary 
'brilliancy,and her cheeks were flushed 
witli' a crimson color. Otherwise',' 
however, she appeared calm and self
controlled. . y. -

' (“Tell them,-Henry, what I have told 
you,” she said to the young man.

: He hesitated, and finally she con
tinued:

’“Tills poor boy; doctors, won’t be
lieve me when I tell,him I shall die to
nigli t at i2 o’clock." s

Henry was weeping, and she said 
to him:' , -

“Were you fond,ef me, really?:— 
fond of the wretched girl of the town? 
Oh, Henry; God will bless you for your 
kindness and love to me.”

; She continued to talk rationally and 
affectionately to her young friend un-, 
ti) obout 10 p’clQ.ck when she closed 
her eyes and appeared to sleep.

The night was one unusually sultry 
and warm for April, and between 11 
and 12 o’clock a thunderstorm broke 
over the city. Sarah had continued 
silent for over an hour, and except the 
whispering conversation of the three 
men the room had been quiet. A 
crash of thunder, which shook the 
building, startled her, and she sud
denly sat up in bed. The physicians 
state that they approached and found 
her trembling violently. She caiight

It. M. McLane: Q. There has been 
much written regarding the necessity 
of darkness at seances, and some have 

. . proposed that blue, or violet light be 
used as the rays of these colors do not 

? Interfere with the vibrations of the 
epirlt force. What is the opinion of 
the Q. and A. Department on this sub
ject? By what means can this col
ored light be obtained?

,; A. As for “vibrations” interfering, 
- • all that has been Baid is chaff, words 

that have no more meaning than they 
would If jumbled in hodge-podge. The 
explanations sound sonorously scien
tific, but until we are assured of the 
relations these “vibrations” sustain to 
each other, or the nature ot spirit 
'power, theories are uncalled for.

Why should light waves interfere 
■with spirit power? It would be con
trary to all the other characteristics 
of heat, electricity and kindred forces. 
Theflcean may be flooded with sun-' 

T^rlifgh’t; the heat vibrations may quiver 
’• the humid atmosphere, the magnetic 

force.reach out to the abysses of 
space; a passing cloud throw off elec
tric waves, yet a wireless telegraph 
transmitter, most delicate of all, will 
send ..its vibrations right through all 
these crossing and seemingly Infinitely 
tangled vibrations, and without the 
least disturbance and exactly as

• though they did not exist. If a lamp 
be lighted in a room, it will burn, tnat 
is oast off the vibrations of light, in a 
room filled with heat vibrations, just 
tho same as though the temperature 
was absolute zero, or wholly deprived 
of heat. In like manner the fire In 
the grate burns in a lighted room as 
well as in one darkened. A ray of 
light passing a pole of the strongest 
magnet, meets no change, and it 
would seem that these forces are as 
vacuums to each other. They may be 
transformed one into the other, as 
heat of coal is changed by the engine 
Intp force, and the force by the dy
namo into electricity, and this elec
tricity back again into power to move 
the car, or into light by the arc and in
candescent lamps. Electricity cir
culating in coils, is transformed to 
znagnetism. But in all these changes 
there is no confliction. A wave of 
heat may strike the path -qj a wave of 
light; it passes through afiAgoes on 
as though through clear space.

.... Now spirit force is said to be like 
, these, and it must be, for force in its 

manifestation is always through one 
of these forms. The moving energy 
of the universe always first appears as 
electricity, heat, magnetism, light, as 
forms of motion.

The spirit force must be like, but 
more subtle and hence more powerful. 
Belng'like, it must be subject to the 

■ same laws, and be like in manlfesta- 
- tlons. ADMITTING THIS, THEN 

LIGHT CAN HAVE NO INFLUENCE 
ON THE EXERCISE OF THIS 
FORCE.

There are reasons for a subdued 
light, as there are for quiet and har
mony at seances. The subdued light 
rests the eyes, and contributes to the 
passive state of mind which is pro
ductive of receptivity. But it may be 
blue, .violet, or the other extreme of 
red, without the least effort on the 
spirit' forces.

There is one way, however, in 
which the ordering ot a seance room 
may be beneficial, whether by blue 
light or darkness, and that is by sug
gestion. A room lighted by a ghost
ly blue, or unearthly violet, suggests 
the supernatural and breaks down 
thereby the sanity ot observation. It 
(would be the same, whatever color 
was employed, though blue is most 
“ghostly.”

A great deal may be gained in cir
cles and by, mediums by way of sug
gestion. I know a medium—and one 
honest and true—who was told by her 
spirit friends to procure a slab of 
glass, on which to place her chair 
during seances. She did BO. Her 
Morris chair like a throne rested on a 
glass plate, nn inch in thickness, with 
beveled edges, glittering like crystals, 
and the pale blue window glass ad
mitted a. weird light. Those who came 
into that room were oppressed by 
mystery and although receptive, were 
unfitted for correct observation. This 
medium took no advantage of the op-’ 

. portunity thus afforded. It contrib- 
/T luted to the correctness of her control, 

an important factor, but how ter- j 
"Jlbly these,suggestive trappings.might 

■ (lie perverted! - J
As glass Is not an insulator of i 

: spirit force, a sheet ot aluminum 
¡would have been as effective, if the 
suggestion had gone with it, and green

• Blass as well for the window.
'As the most delicate instruments 

Ihave not detected the faintest indica
tion of the presence of electricity in 

' W moving object, or In the psychic,

As she spoke, she clutched the doc
tor’s arm with desperation, and a fear
ful earnestness was expressed In her 
face. The young man, Henry, at this 
time, overcome by the scene, left the 
room. Sarah did not notice his de
parture, but continued to talk wildly 
of some coming peril. All at once, 
when the doctors were endeavoring to 
compose her and Induce her to Ue 
down, she turned her face toward the 
door and uttered a piercing shriek. In 
a moment she had become a raving 
maniac. Her eyes were fixed on the 
door as if they saw some terrible ob
ject there. "So you’ve come,” she 
said; “you’ve come, James Lennox, to 
complete your work. But I've got 
friends now. I am no longer at your 
control. Oh, how I hate you, you 
bad, wicked, bloody-minded man! You 
ruined me body and soul, but now I’m 
free. Keep off, you villain.”

As she spoke she sprang out of bed 
and ran behind the physicians, mutter
ing to herself. They put their arms 
around her and lifted her into the bed 
again. She resisted like a wild beast, 
and seemed to think herself struggling 
with a deadly foe. She heaped impre
cations on the head of her haunting 
persecutor, and defied him, alluding 
Incoherently to scenes in her past life. 
For more than half an hour she re
mained in this way, and then suddenly 
became quiet and seemingly composed. 
Her eyes closed, and she seemed 
asleep. Her breathing became 
regular, but very low and faint; 
she opened her eyes and smiled sweet
ly. She muttered: “It is almost 
morning;” and Sarah Gladstone died 
as the clock struck twelve.
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ft Wb 1« anfl^limruGUve Narrative
..“YES, I HAVE ENJOYED THE 
FRIV1USGE OF CONVERSE WITH 
MANY OF THE ASCENDED ,AU- 
THOR8, FOETS, ORATORS, PHYSI
CIANS AND PIONEERS OF PRO
GRESSIVE THOUGHT, WHOSE 
WORK ON EARTH HAS IMMORTAL
IZED THEIR MEMORY. MANY OF 
THESE ARE AS PERSONAL 
FRIENDS TO ME, AS I HAVE CON
VERSED WITH* THEM DURING PE
RIODS OF PSYCHIC TRAVELING, 
AND HEARD THEIR TEACHINGS 
IN THE TEMPLES IN VARIOUS 
SPHERES. I HAVE VISITED THE 

.HOME OF SHAKSPEARE AND HIS 
SCHOOL, OR COMMUNITY OF 
SOULS WHO LOVE THE DRAMA, 
AND WHOSE WORK IT IS TO IN
SPIRE MORTALS, THAT THE

peDple may biV helped by 
MEANS OF THE StHgE ’"AND ITS 
OBJECT LESSONSWliNftliRSTAND 
HIGHER TRUTHS. •'TO’ ¡THIS EF
FORT TO SPIRITUALIZE THE 
DRAMA WE OWE M'H WORKS AS 
"THE MESSAGE(-.’.ISRDH WARS," 
“THE SIGN OF THE CP.OSS,” fSTHE 
VILLAGE PRIEST,”; ¡AND MANY 
SUCH PRODUCTIONS. .

“YES, THERE ARjgj THEATRES 
IN THE SPHERES OF ART, AND 
THE SOULS WHO LOVED IT HERE, 
SUCH AS G. V. BROQKES, AND 
THOUSANDS MQRE, DELIGHT IN 
CONVEYING TIIE HIGHEST SPIRIT
UAL TEACHING TO THE CROWDS 
OF ATTENTIVE STUDENTS WHO 
THRONG THE VAST TEMPLES OF 
SONG,”"

You have asked me three questions: I 
“Why I am a Spiritualist?” “When I 
became a Spiritualist?” and “What | 
has Spiritualism done for you?” said 
Mrs. Harris, a well-known medium, a 
year or two since, to one who was I 
seeking information about the truths 
she loved so well.

I think I will a “tale unfold," and 
you can then judge for yourself; be
cause I feel you are in-earnest. An 
honest skeptic is a very interesting 
person, worth taking some trouble 
over, because good material for build
ing “into” the unquestionable faith, 
the infinite truth.

As a child I was brought up In the 
orthodox beliefs with exceeding care. 
As a girl I was dissatisfied with the 
teaching of the church, and sadly per
plexed about the Bible, the mission of 
Jesus, and the vicarious atonement. 
Mine was.a lonely life; few compan
ions, no relatives, except my mother, 
who was a dear Christian, living up to 
her faith, and a true gentlewoman.

We left England when I was barely 
fifteen, and came to New Zealand; set
tled in a country district for a while, 
afterward removing to the Thames in 
the early days of that gold-field. 
Some rough experiences were ours; 
prosperity seemed loth to visit us; of 
work there was plenty, but privileges 
were few. A small English church, 
presided over by an old gentleman of

the theory of electricity having any
thing to do with the phenomena is as 
absurd as uncalled for. Hence insula
tion is unmeaning. The spirit forces 
can not be Insulated, any more than a 
spirit can be retained by physical mat
ter. Hence it is that the conclusion 
may be safely drawn that light has no 
Influence on the manifestations, ex
cept as it affects the minds of the re
cipients. The appearance of ghosts, 
as recorded by the Psychical Research.; 
Society confirms this conclusion. The 
“double” has been seen In broad day
light as well as In the night. The 
manifestations in the presence of D. 
D. Home were always in the light.

Darkness is essential for deception. 
The senses are subdued, and even 
hearing in darkness is deceptive. 
There are no means for correct ob
servation, or detection of fraud. To 
attempt to investigate by means of 
dark circles, and mediums demanding 
darkness, is like the efforts of a sci
entist to prove a theory by experi
ments instituted in a manner to cast 
doubt and uncertainty on the results. 
Any number of experiments, wherein 
there is the least element of doubt or 
inaccuracy, do not carry conviction. 
The scientist is esteemed for the ac
curacy which he employs in conduct
ing experiments, and he well knows 
that his reputation depends on the 
absolute certainty of every step he 
takes. It should be the same in the 
investigation of spiritual manifesta
tions.

The often-heard plea that the pho
tographer demands a dark room for 
his work, is more comic than perti
nent He does not want darkness be
cause other forces interfere, but he is 
dealing with light, and he does not 
want any rays to meet the sensitized 
plate but. those which pass through 
the lens. If the diffused light struck 
the plate it would be wholly black. A 
dark seance room has no such signifi
cance.

If, however, a colored light is de
sired, it may be had easily and cheap
ly. There is no need of passing the 
white light of the sun or electric arc, 
through a prism and thus separating 
the blue rays, as has been suggested. 
This suggestion appears to have been 
put forward by some one desirous of 
having the method so expensive and 
Impractical that It would not be em
ployed. Blue or violet glass inter
cepts all the rays but of these colors, 
and their properties are the same as 
when from a prism.

GEMS OF T/tOUGHrT
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loving counsel In difficulty, such beau
tiful teaching for myself and others, 
that her presence is eVer a delight 
and source of peace. As her name in
dicates, she is a Grecian, very-beauti
ful of face and form, luminous in her 
atmosphere, and her tokens are white 
roses. She has given much, writing, 
many lectures, and her Special de
light la in teaching young'Women and 
children in classes; fori.in spirit life 
she-is a teacher of..children in (he 
sphere called “the Summerland.”

Two-■happy years'-we-passed, . my 
husband and I, in communion with the 
spirit friends. He was sitting in a 
circle held in the’home of Mrs. Liddle 
(who is still on earth, though of ad
vanced age), for materialization and

very narrow views though his heart 1 
was kind. A Baptist chapel drew me 
into fellowship and I thought I was 
following the Master’s teaching more 
fully by being Immersed as He had 
been in the waters of a physical Jor
dan; not comprehending then the bap
tism of spirit which was then emblem
atized.

A few years passed. I married 
very young an estimable man, gener
ous and broad in thought; not very or
thodox at any time, and as time went 
on he became attached to the teach
ings of Spiritualistic science. I was 
very much afraid of the phenomena I 
frequently .witnessed through him and 
his friends. The literature of pro
gressive thought I studiously avoided, 
as something almost blasphemous; 
yet I could not find content or peace 
of mind in my own beliefs. Moreover, 
during these years I had bben be
reaved, and in the soreness of a moth
er’s heart for the loss of my infant 
son I had turned to the afore-men
tioned clergyman for comfort.

He, with tears coursing down his 
aged cheeks, asked me “if the child 
had been baptized?" I replied, “No," 
as I had not been able to bring him to 
the church. Then, said the venerable 
archdeacon, "I cannot give the conso
lations of the church. I cannot Bay 
your child has entered heaven!”

Friend, you are a parent yourself. 
You may think with what a cruel 
weight these words fell upon my 
heart.

My husband seeing my distress, and 
ascertaining the cause, became very 
angry, and declared that God could 
never condemn an Innocent child to 
everlasting punishment, or banish it 
from happiness because it had never 
been pronounced by the priest to be “a 
child of God and an Inheritor of the 
kingdom of heaven."

Slowly I began to know something 
of the teaching that gave him assur
ance, and it come about in a very sim
ple way that light was given me. ' The 
Harbinger of Light had long had a 
place on my husband’s shelves, and 
one day, as the window .was open, a 
light breeze stirred the papers and 
blew down a little supplement, en
titled “A Little Pilgrim in the Un
seen,” by Mrs. Oliphant. I picked it 
up from the floor and was attracted by 
the title. Then I knelt by a chair in 
a quiet room and began to read it. I 
never left it till I had absorbed every 
detail of that sweet story, so vividly 
true, so simply comforting. Then I 
felt a sweet peace'possess me, and I 
prayed earnestly for more light. 
Earnestly I studied, guided and 
helped by my husband and our es
teemed friends, the Rev. S. J. Neill 
and his wife, who allowed me free ac
cess to their excellent and interesting 
library of progressive thought litera
ture.

God bless the editor of the Harbin
ger, and may it prove ' to thousands 
more the same comforter and help it 
was to me. A friend of mine in 
whom I had every confidence showed 
me how she received communications 
by means of the alphabet, and I be
came much' interested. We did get 
good results in those early days in 
this simple way. -Then I learned that 
one’s hand could be'controlled for 
writing, so I procured pencil and pa
per, sitting half an hour each evening 
for three months before I received any 
message, but being .well repaid for all 
my anxious waiting by the beautiful 
communications I then received. 
Some of these I forwarded to the Har
binger; others to various papers; they 
were sometimes in poetry, sometimes 
in prose, but all contained beautiful 
sentiments and pure-teaching. Some 
of these earlier efforts of mediumship 
have since been published in a little 
booklet entitled, “Leaves of Love.”

About this time a circle was formed 
in our home, and a number of very 

■ sympathetic friends took kindly inter
est in my'mediumship, giving me most 
remember the delight of. my good 
remember the delight of my good hus- j 
husband on the occasion of the first 
trance address given through me. It 
was on the words, “Arise! shine! for 
thy light has come!” Thus his fond; 
hopes were realized, and his faith in 
the promise of the guides confirmed. 
After that I made the acquaintance 
of my Indian control, Waka Wook (or 
Bury the Hatchet), who has been my 
faithful helper for many years.

Magnetic treatment in sickness, pro
tection amid unhappy conditions, help 
in sorrow—all this, and more I owe 
to my Indian, who will never leave 
me so longAS I am on the earth plane.

The next guide .who came , was Al- 
cestos, whom I always called my "spir
it mother.” Buch tender comfort she 
has gtren daring may go'rrow, such

other physical manifestations. These 
were partially produced, but he spe
cially excelled as a magnetic healer, 
and we hoped that he would be able 
to render much valuable help to suf
fering humanity. The will of the In- . 
finite, however, is over all the events 
of our earth life, and of his sudden 
transition, the spiritual help given, 
and subsequent communion with him 
from the spirit life, I will relate.

My little Denton was six years old, 
and I had five other children, ranging 
from two years to fourteen, when my 
husband was called to spirit lifq. A 
sudden chill, a few days' illness, and 
then—NOT DEATH, BUT TRANSI
TION.

You want to know 'Why the spirits 
could not have averted'this trial? Why 
he, the noble medium, fond husband 
and father, could not ihave been 
spared to labor on earth fdr his own 
loved ones and humanity?-

That is more than-I can tell you. 
Doubtless he had finished the task ap
pointed him; his sob! was so noble 
that he needed no mcire trial or ex
perience on earth; the cal!was,"Come 
up Higher!” i>

Angels only minister to' Us under 
trial ; they . do nôt remove the 
trial, or hinder the fulfilment of the 
Higher will, or law 'b’f result. They 
did all they could for'me Ih this gar
den of Gethsemane; they 'bore the 
heaviest of the cross,-and came to me, 
even as to Mary of old, with the glad
ness of the triie Easier message, ‘'He 
lé Tlseh!’’’ Waka, thé 'Iháigh, »âÿèÿttÿ 
the sufferer, and gavé him1 magnetic 
help; then when the'timé came, he 
helped the weary soul to leave the 
body easily, without further suffering; 
and I SAW HIM SUPPORTING THE 
SPIRIT OF MY HUSBAND AS TEN
DERLY AS A MOTHER WOULD A 
TIRED CHILD. ' I saw a number of 
bright spirits surround the bed, and 
as the last notes of the song we used 
in the circle died away, they closed in 
around him we loved, ’and carried him 
out of the roohi, “just out of sight,” 
across the mystic borderline men call 
death. I heard the sweëtest music as he 
passed thus from sight, and knew it 
was well with him.

There had been no fear in his pass
ing. Calm faith, looked out from 
those clear eyes, which ’ spoke the 
fond farewell thé lips' were, toó weak 
to utter. Thus passée! into the high
er life a true Spiritualist.

His work was not ended. Hé has 
helped us continually; ’advised and 
guided, guarded and comforted us, all 
through the years that have passed 
Blncé then. He has spoken through 
many mediums; he haé manifested his 
presence and his identity many times; 
he has given numerous addresses 
through myself, and comfortable as
surance to many souls in various cir
cles throughout the colonies. He even 
went to England and demonstrated 
his presence to a friend there, in order 
that the plédge of friendship might be 
held sacred.

He is not dead. He is an active, a 
loving, a progressive . soul, helping 
many In spirit life, and bringing light 
and comfort to many on earth.

. “How long was it before I received 
a message from hlm?”,I; Not so long 
as it takes a letter to come from an
other colony, my friend- Just four 
days had elapsed from tJjie time of his 
departure, when my hand was con
trolled, and hé wrote a simple mes
sage of love, bidding us be comforted 
concerning him; and to,, try for his 
sake to control our sorrow, as.lt held 
him to earth; and to “will” that he, 
should go with his mother, who had 
met him, to visit her .home in spirit 
life; adding that in two weeks .he 
would return, and tel), us whether 
those things that had been told us by 
various spirit friends were really so, 
and Spiritualism true.,, u5

So like himself, to,jylsh; ¡to thor
oughly investigate for; himself, and 
then have his own oplnion'jgf what hé 
had seen. The evenly,.of_transition 
does not change the man’s mind, or in
dividuality; it only, Tréép:' the -man 
from his outer envelope, the physical 
body, affording him larger) ecope and 
more opportunity forvpro^iess. True

til -I could find suitable rooms, I was 
Interviewed- by the committee, who 
louM<j me. doubtless a very timid, un
developed sensitive; but still I knew, 
the good guides would supply all my 
need. Im West’s; Academy, a beauti
ful hall in Castlereagh street,.I held 
my first public service. Well do I re
member how I trembled when I saw 
the large audience gather there; but 
my beloved A.lce&tis gave a lecture on 
thebe wor.ds, "Seek ye the-truth, and- 
it shall set you free;" and my fears 
were completely overcome. -

No young medium ever-met with 
more kindness than I during those 
early days of development for public 
work. Gdod..Mr„GaleJ postmaster, ot 
Paddington, (since risen), obtained 
work for me bn the staff of the Tow» 
and Country Journal. Another friend 
Introduced- me to the Secretary of the 
Technical School, and I obtained some 
work there,' lecturing on; vegetarian 
cookery, and home science; Mrs, 
Monro was a true “mother in Israel” 
to me, and most kind to my children. 
Many friends were raised up for me, 
and I. found the spirit guides gaining 
more power over me daily.

After three months I was called 
over to Melbourne; where I first met 
the worthy editor of the Harbinger of 
Light, Mr. Terry, who. has been such a 
loyal friend to the cause of Truth, and 
to mediums a very present help In 
time of trouble. Those were happy 
days! Melbourne friends (many 
since .have risen to the higher lifq) 
welcomed and assisted me. I had 
much to learn, much experience to 
gain. I knew little of life as it really 
is “out in the great world alone”; but 
I HAVE ALWAYS BEEN ANGEL- 
GUIDED, always protected, though I 
have passed through many trials.

It was during this, my first visit to 
Melbourne, that I stayed three months
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with Mr. and Mrs. Fred Evans, of San 
Francisco, who were visiting Austra
lia. You .will surely have heard of 
him, the most notable independent 
slate-Wrlter, through whose un-

published (especially as a premium) than this, our 
THIRTEENTH ; a work that will appeal to the cler
gy, to the doctor, to the philosopher, to the theosoph
ical student, and to the young and old Spiritualist. If 
you have no religious convictions, or conception óf 
the occult, this book will open your eyes. See spe
cial terms elsewhere in this MAMMOTH EDITION 
of THE PROGRESSIVE THINKER.

equaled mediumship I received yet 
added proofs of my husband’s pres
ence. On closed Blates, banded to
gether with rubber bands and laid on 
tho floor, I had many messages writ
ten. No human hand touched those 
slates; I never took my eyes from 
them, and Mr. Evans was sitting be
side me. Messages from my children, 
my husband, and guides—that helped 
me in many a troubled hour to hold on 
to my faith, and trust the angels.

I met with many good, gifted medi
ums Iq Melbourne, from whom I re
ceived messages and proofs of my dear 
one's Identity, as well as the kindest 
possible sympathy for myself. My 
eldest son became an Inmate of Mr. 
Terry’s home, from which he went to 
and from the business he had chosen; 
the other children were placed In good 
care until such time asA should be 
able to establish a home of my own. 
The guides were patient and kind, 
gradually leading.me through trance 
mediumship to the higher plane of In
spiration. Clairvoyance began to de
velop slowly, and I know that I LEFT 
MY BODY DURING THE NIGHT 
VERY FREQUENTLY, BEING 
TAKEN BY THE ' MAGNETIC 
GUIDES TO VISIT ■ THE VARIOUS 
TEMPLES IN SPIRIT LIFE TO RE
CEIVE INSTRUCTION. But as yet 
my mind could not retain the recollec
tion of these journeys; they were as 
vague dreams to me. Yet I knew I 
had Been lovely landscapes, homes, 
and people not of earth. Gradually I 
became conscious during these times 
of psychic journeying, which were a 
great joy to me, giving me assurance 
In place of belief, and an education 
such as no earth training could im
part.

After a few months’ happy work in 
Melbourne I returned to Sydney, re
joined my children, and when Mr. and 
Mrs. Evans left Australia J accepted a 
call to Balmain to give a course of lec
tures In the Masonic hall. - Once more 
we had a happy cottage home, alto
gether, except my eldest son, who re
mained with Mr. Terry.

“Have I ■ become personally ac
quainted with any of those who have 
passed on from among the workers of 
earth life?” you ask.

. Yes, I have enjoyed the privilege of 
converse .with many of the ascended 
authors, poets, orators, physicians, and 
pioneers of progressive thought, 
whose work on earth has Immortalized 
their memory. Many of these are as 
personal friends to me, as I have con
versed with them during periods of psy
chic traveling, and heard their teach
ings in the temples in various spheres. 
I have visited the home of Shakspeare 
and his school, or community of souls 
who love the drama,' and whose work 
it is to inspire mortals, bo that the 
people may be helped by means of the 
stage and its object lessons to under
stand higher truths. To this effort to 
spiritualize the drama we owe such 
•works as “The Message from Mars,” 
“The Sign of the Cross,” “The Village 
Priest," and many such productions.

Yes, there are theaters In the sphere" 
of Art,-and the souls who loved it 
here, such as G. V. Brookes, and thou-

to his promise, the dBar 'soul came 
back in two weeks, and gats us an ac
count of his journey, Ithe J people he 
had met, a temple he' hade attended, 
his mother’s home, and nittay other 
matters; concluding his message with 
the positive assertion^Tt is-all true.”

So we were greatlK;comfprted con
cerning him, and looked toward to 
many such spiritual messages.

One year passed -r. awy, during 
which baby Denton joined his father 
in spirit life, passing by means of 
scarlet fever; and we .grieved only for 

' the loss of his physical presence 
among us. Then I took the other 
children and went to Australia to 
work tor Spiritualism, asimy guide ad
vised me. Our: dear old : home was 

¡ given up. We went out to a strange 
life, without any means, leaning: slm-! 
ply on the words of .the unseen 
friends, that we should sill be taken 
care: of, and find .friends in our new 
sphere. I ■obtained an; engagement 
from tho Sydney Spiritualist Society 
to lecture for them as a trance speak
er. I was met and kindly welcomed 
by Mr. Munro, the 'president; and 
very sympathetic and helpful 'did : I 
find all my new friends. Staying 
awhile v,nder their hospitable roof uu-

sands more, delight In conveying the 
highest spiritual teaching to 
crowds of attentive students who

the

throng the vast temples of song.
I have met some of the great musi

cians; and have seen them convey im
pressions and inspirations to mediums 
on earth. I have listened to glorious 
music from highly developed souls, 
whose improvisations .were the out
come of their joy and thankfulness to 
the All-Father for the gift of life im
mortal, all: progressive, and all attain
ing.

I have walked in the gardens of 
beautiful homes with E. B. Browning 
and Mrs. Hernans', I have listened to 
the noble thoüghts of Carlyle and his 
compeers. Their Work in spirit life is 
still educational, to help, those -who 
newly enter the spheres; with all thé 
possibilities of eternity'before'them; 
to comfort the sorrowing, help the 
doubting, and inspire the longing souls 
of the human family on earth.

I have met with some of earth’s no
ble reformers in spirit life, such as 
Hugo, Thomas Moore, and of late 
time, Henry George, with.many oth
ers., Yet, these minds fire still active
ly .engaged in sending thought waves 
to sensitives who will be influenced 
thereby to strive to better the social 
conditions of the human brotherhood 
of workers. .

"How did I meet them?” you ask. 
Well, mostly when I was taken on psy
chic tours by magnetic guides, who 
were very careful not to allow too long 
a-time to elapse ere I was brought 
back to the body. Life in the spirit 
world appears as realzas life on earth. 
Because all souls have.their occupa- 

, tlons and pursuits, all are progressive, 
and eager to assist humanity. -

I - ' (To be continued.)
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Legerdemain Again.
Letter From a Prominent Los Ángeles Spir

itualist.
Ninety-Eight Spirits Materialize in a1 consolation to ninety-eight people, 

Single Seance, With a Complete think of the transformation, darkness 
Honv Structure With Millions and gloom giving way to cheer and 

„ y death robbed of Us terror, ^nd.
Upon Millions of Blood Corpuscles, । viCtory wou ovev uie graV0j and Spir. 
With nn Immense Number of Brain . ituallsm, with its beautiful philosophy«VBL11 »III AUliUHJOU va. — j

Cells, Arteries, Nerves, Etc., Much ।
to the Gratification of the Insatiate 
Gullibles That Are Present, Every 
Materialization Being of Earthly 
Origin, Bedecked With Artificial 
Toggery—When Will the N. S. A. 
Take Hold of Tills Matter and As
sist in the Great Fight for Purity in 
Our Ranks? Is a Question Many 
Californians Are Now Asking.
The Arnold-Dickson Brothers have 

at last reached the end of their Une. 
That, however, remains to be seen, as 
In the large field of pastures green, 
that never wither from the heat of the 
sun of these many exposes, there is a 
constant growth of THESE TRUST
ING BLOSSOMS OF GULLIBLES 
WHO WILL NOT DOWN nor be lifted
up to see even the brilliancy of the 

' " whenphosphorescent cheese-cloth
held up to their view.

When one of these debased fake
materializes 1b exposed, 
DAYS’ IMPRISONMENT 
LIGHT A PENALTY.

NINETY
IS TOO

• A young man in this city stole a 
mule recently. He is now serving a 
term of seven years for his offense. 
These charlatans make a business of 
stealing, and are licensed, and shield- j 
ed by' the protection of a law which is 
so rotten in ite discrimination that It 
nauseates.

The Arnold-Dickson fakes did a 
LAND-OFFICE BUSINESS while here. 
As a side-issue they dealt in mining 
stock, catching many through being 
advised by the spirits.

Signs hung on their walls, like this:
“WE ARE PROTECTED BY THE 

LAWS OF THE STATE OF CALIFOR
NIA. IF YOU HAVE COME TO 
MAKE TROUBLE, WE CAN GIVE IT 
TO YOU?’

Call this what you please, but keep 
your mouth shut until you get down 
stairs:

We are not responsible for what 
may be produced out of this cabinet. 
It may be impersonation, transfigura
tion,” etc., yet they lure their victims 
into the trap by the bait of giving ma
terialization. Look out, every time, 
for those with this trinity phase.

Our ranks will never be purified un
til we as a people demand that justice 
be dealt to these who are worse than 
murderers, for they willingly for the 
sake of revenue bring into disrepute 
the most sacred calling of medium
ship, and trifle with the heart-strings 
of those who seek to know IF THE 
CHORD OF LOVE IS BROKEN BY 
DEATH, OR IF MORE ATTUNED TO 
THE SOUL'S LONGING OF LOVE. 
OAN THERE feE ANYTHING MORE 
DEBASED IN HUMAN KIND?

The writer was told by two parties 
who were present, that at ono seance 
held in this city recently (Los An
geles), ninety-eight spirits material
ized, yet ONE THOUSAND DOLLARS 
are in waiting, in one of our banks of

I and mediumship, with its manifold! 
demonstrations would all be strength
ened by just one such manifestation:’ 
given under a condition which woulo' 
preclude all doubt.

Would this be asking too much ou. 
the medium, Mr. George Brower, es-^ 
pecially at this time, when many ot: 
what were termed THE BEST OF MA-» 
TERIALIZERS have been proven to'- 
be very material in their manifesta 
tlons? Or would it be asking too" 
much of these faithful souls who have'' 
been attending for seven years these) 
seances of Mr. Brower’s, to extend^ 
their knowledge beyond the limit o& 
self, and ask the many of these spirits 
who materialize to perplt others t.K 
enjoy this heaven-sent blessing?

Please do not respond with, Mt* 
seekers are not ready; or that wf 
would not bring into the seance room'', 
the best conditions.

I Why, some of us would fast like Dr.„- 
Tanner for forty days in order to be-? 
come purified, if we thought it essen-« 
tlal in order to meet face, to face those1 
gone.

If in seven years our own spirit ha®' 
so closeted itself as to not hear the
ories of the world who are praying* 
and longing to see and know, “If t 
man die, shall he live;” then woe bs' 
unto us, for the spirit of selfishness1 
was never known to bring forth aught.' 
but bitterest of fruit.

If through human instrumentality itj 
can be shown that those we mourn asi 
dead can return to us from a cabinet- 
under the right conditions, let us then’ 
study the requirements to fit us to en
ter into this the holiest of experiences.

A new life would thus be effuse 1 
into the soul of each of us, lifting uc 
into the highest realization ot expect
ancy, and creeds and dogmas would be, 
the only real dead corpses on tWa, 
great battle-field of mortal existen-

MRS. M. EMILIE KRAT’.i- 
Los Angeles, Cal.

this city, tor the medium who can pro
duce JUST ONE bona'fide spirit.

For seven years, almost weekly, 
have these parties been faithful at
tendants at this materiallzer’s home. 
Why not, in the face of all these re
cent exposures and. FOR THE GOOD 
OF THE CAUSE, which we so dearly 
love and advocate, why not at some 
unexpected time embrace and hold 
fast to that which is seemingly good, 
and see whether the form is what it 
purports to be, or the same old thing 
BEDECKED WITH CHEESE-CLOTH 
AND OTHER ADDITIONAL PARA
PHERNALIA? -

Seven years is a long time to enjoy 
the holy privilege of meeting face to 
face those gone from our midst. •

Why this holding back of such 
a glorious-gift? •

: If I were one of the chosen few who ; 
have been such faithful attendants at 
Mr. George. Brower’s seances, I should 
most willingly give way to redeem the 
faith of Robert Hale, who has been 
forced through fraudulent manifesta
tions to sit on the brink of doubt, yet 
thirsting tor-the water of truth. Or I 
would meekly Invite some minister 
■who Is. wearing the darkened goggles 
of some worn-out creed, to come and 
see what blessings await those who

* • j
IF. NINETY-EIGHT SPIRITS 

WERE POSSIBLE to bo produced in 
one evenlag, and these genuine; and 
each bearing a message of hope and

ABE WE A LAGGARD NATIO?",

That Eminent Woman, Mrs. , napman 
Catt, Seems to Think fjo.

Writing from. Copenh-gen, Den
mark, Mrs. Chapman Ca.-«, president 
of the International Woman Suffrage
Association, in making 
between Oregon, whict. 
dared against woman 
popular election, and ? 
has just enfranchised its

comparison 
recently de
suffrage at a 
nland, which
women, says:

"The population of.O.-?gon was,
j 1900, 413,456 persons; and certain^. 
I something less than 2u0,000 are wo- 
' men and girls, who must now, because 
of the recent vote, remain disfran
chised. The population of Finland in. 
1903 was 2,816,298, and 1,420,52;- 
women and girls whp will be women, 
have been given full suffrage, Includ
ing eligibility to all offices, and that, 
too, with but one dissenting vote im 
four houses of Parliament. We may 
truthfully say that the woman But 
frage campaigns for 1906 have result
ed In universal suffrage for nearly om 
and a half millions of women, and the^ 
temporary defeat of suffrage for 
possible 200,000 women, in a broa: 
sense, it does not matter where polit
ical liberty comes first; it must com« 
to all, the world over, before our 
work Is completed. Finland offers 
proof that the cause is moving on.
x “We are forced, however, to ask 
ourselves two questions:

1. Do oppression and denial of 
rights make men more liberal, broad
minded and generous in their opin
ions? Apparently they do, as witness 
the attitude of Finnish and Russian 
men toward woman suffrage.
j. 2. Do personal liberty and full po
litical rights make men more narrow, 
selfish and unjust in their opinions? 
Apparently they do, as witness the ac
tion of the mei;i of Oregon. These are 
-conditions worthy of study."

•’uongrey’s Beautiful. Bongs.” A ' 
ne^ edition comprising ic one volume ■ 
the four parts heretofore published, 
to which is added part five, also a- 
number of the author’s most popular 
songs, including "Only a Thin Veil Be« 
tween Us” and its "Companion Hece.’* .

l Cloth, ? 6 cents. Boards. ED cent».
i "The Jesuits." By Rev. B. F.

Austin, A. M., B. D. An exMltoal 
paaghlet. Price, 16 canta, ^^.

AÌ *• j ”L1-''t
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Read This Paper Over Carefully, From the First Page to the Last
What Ails Your Stomach ?

Olearblghteil Clairvoyant Holder; thirty years* 
experience. '.Dlagnpafo of case uud pruBiripUon 
for one mouth's treatment, 11.10. Give box, age, 
nume In lull, street and Ko., and one leading 
bymptom. GEO. D. MA^BTON. Stonehuw, MaeB.

Cl&irvoyaat by mull for &0c. Bou
lock of huh*, article* worn or uuy oouveulri 

Bame wlU be retursoa if requested. Quvbuous 
puHwered if written boparately. Hoplicu ucut to 
auy address Puriuaneat uddrOBB, MBS. F. BOSK« 
Box 216 ßi. JuaACB. Louy Ibland, N, Y.

B

THE PROGRESSIVE THINKER need not boast of 
its success io the past; that speaks for itself. 
If need not boast of the influence for good it has 
wielded throughout its existence ; its friends do 
that. It need not boast of its battle for TRUE 
SPIRITUALISM; the Tidal Wave it has produced 
is world-wide and is sweeping the door-yard of 
Spiritualism, and on every wave is carried some
thing that has tended to postpone the progress of 
the Cause.

It is eminently proper and fitting at this time 
for every LOVER OF TRUTH to put a shoulder to

Ibu wheel and assisl in carrying tad the work. 
We have phenomena, philosophy, science, religion, 
and the wisdom of other spheres to aid us as a; 
Cause, but upon this side, in this world there is 
need of unity and strength to acoomillisli the re
form of the religion nf to-day and protect Spirit
ualism from the leeches and barnacles that can 
hinder its progress mure than all opposition from

Look over the great work THE PROGRESSIVE 
THINKER is expected to do alone-so far as the 
Spiritualistic Press is concerned—then look over 
the field of operation, and see if you are net bad-
ly neeW in the work, 

i if you LOVE THE TRUTH,, jull! off your coal
and roll up your sleeves and WORK FOR IT with 
THE PROGRESSIVE THINKER in this GREAT TIDAL

A Psycho-Clairvoyant Beading, 
For 25 cents. The only ‘'strlnga'* to this offer 
are O) thàt you send a sampleLof your writing, 
with full name, and (2) on receipt of the reudlug, 
write me whether or not it Is correct

W. P. William«,814 Twenty-seçond St., N. W.’,Washington, D, Ot 1

MRS. DR. CAIRD,
MEDIUM,

Will Accept Calls for Platform or 
Circle Work,

Near Chicago. Office 628 West Monroe fit., Corner 
Ogden Ave. Hours y to U. Phoue 14îd West.

Circle, Sunday, 8 p. m.

the outside. WAVE, and of victory be assured.
Look this paper over as a fair sample of what Extend by all possible means the circulation ■ ■ ' ■' 1-1 III _ I 1 - _ J

will be given out each week of the year; 
Look over our unparalleled Premium Offer.

of the paper.' Each one should send in an ad
ditional Subscription.

HELÉN STUART-RICHING8, 
Lecturer and Psychic,..

Gives Psychometric and Prophetic
Readings,

By malt foil, (2,00. Concise. $1.00. Bend money 
pQr draft, expreaö, or P. O. money order. No at
tention given to let tors unaccompanied by stamp 
for reply... Address Nö. 81V E. High SL, New Phil- 
udelpldu, Ohio.

“IT IS ALMOST MORNING.”
“find Sarah Glads« DM as the GW 

Struck Twelve.”
The following constitutes a Chapter in VoL L of 

The Encyclopedia of Death, and Life in the Spirit 
Wôrld. This work, besides containing considerable 
original matter, is a vast compilation, illustrating 
Death and Spirit Return in a manner that is highly 
interesting and entertaining ; the three volumes pre
senting data that is valuable to every reflective,mind. 
The two following messages illustrate the transition 
of two spirits, under varying conditions, showing that 
even those, who are in the purlieus of vice against 
their will, and intently seeking a way out, when death 
comes they are right royally greeted on the spirit side 
of life, and their advance is rapid. The three vol
umes of “The Encyclopedia of Death, and Life in the 
Spirit World’’ will prove especially fascinating to those 
who have any fear of death, or those who are inter
ested in remarkable spirit phenomena. Read care
fully the following two messages, the latter having 
been published many years ago in the St. Louis Re
publican:

“AS SHE SPOKE, SHE CLUTCHED 
THE DOCTOR'S ARM WITH DES
PERATION, AND A FEARFUL 
EARNESTNESS WAS EXPRESSED 
IN HER FACE. THE YOUNG MAN, 
HENRY, AT THIS TIME, OVERCOME 
BY THE SCENE, LEFT THE ROOM. 
SARAH DID NOT NOTICE HIS DE
PARTURE, BUT CONTINUED TO 
TALK WILDLY OF SOME COMING 

. PEBIL. ALL AT ONCE, WHEN 
THE DOCTORS WERE ENDEAVOR
ING TO COMPOSE HER AND IN
DUCE HER TO LIE ‘DOWN, SHE 
TURNED HER FACE TOWARD THE 
DOOR AND UTTERED A PIERCING 
SHRIEK. ' IN A MOMENT SHE HAD 
BECOME A RAVING MANIAC. HER 
EYES WERE FIXED ON THE DOOR 
AS IF THEY SAW SOME TERRIBLE 
OBJECT THERE. ‘SO YOU'VE 
COME,’ SHE SAID; ‘YOU’VE COJIE, 
JAMES LENNOX, TO COMPLETE 
YOUR WORK. BUT I’VE GOT 
FRIENDS NOW. I AM NO LONGER 
AT YOUR CONTROL. OH, HOW I 
HATE YOU, YOU BAD, WICKED, 
BLOODY-MINDED MAN! YOU 
RUINED ME BODY AND SOUL, BUT

NOW I'M FREE; • KEEP OFF, YOU 
VILLAIN? AS SHE SPOKE SHE 
SPRANG OUT OF BED AND KAN 
BEHIND THE PHYSICIANS, MUT
TERING TO HERSELF. THEY PUT 
THEIR ARMS AROUND HER AND 
LIFTED HER INTO " THE BED 
AGAIN. SHE RESISTED LIKE A 
WILD BEAST, AND SEEMED TO 
THINK HERSELF STRUGGLING 
WITH A DEADLY FOE. SHE 
HEAPED IMPRECATIONS ON THE 
HEAD OF HER HAUNTING PERSE- 
CUTOR AND DEFIED HIM, ALLUD
ING INCOHERENTLY TO SCENES 
IN HER PAST LIFE. FQR MORE 
THAN HALF AN HOUR SHE RE- 
MAINED IN THIS WAY, AND THEN 
SUDDENLY BECAME QUIET AND 
SEEMINGLY COMPOSED. HER 
EYES CLOSED, AND SHE SEEMED 
ASLEEP. HER BREATHING BE
CAME REGULAR. BUT VERY LOW 
AND FAINT; SHE OPENED HER 
EYES AND SMILED SWEETLY. 
SHE MUTTERED: ‘IT IS ALMOST 
MORNING;’ AND SARAH GLAD- 
STONE DIED -AS THE CLOCK 
STRUCK TWELVE."

whom I will call Carleton, that I 
chanced to meet at an evening party, 
greatly admired me, and under the 
strange weird influence that he exert
ed I was powerless. All the time, 
When lavishing on me his highest 
praise and extolling me for my vari
ous accomplishments, I distrusted him ■ 
—regarded him as a villain, yet, 
strange infatuation! I could not dispel 
his subtle, power, or banish his pres
ence from my mind. He was forbid
den to enter my father’s residence, 
still we held clandestine meetings and 
I was led on, step by step, to the gates 
of ruin! Oh! how I prayed that the 
tempter might be removed, and the 
weird influence of one of earth’s dev
ils be withdrawn, .but my prayers 
seemed to return to me in mocking re
sponse.’

Down, down I went, gradually sink
ing deeper and deeper into the mire 
and filth of degradation, until my of
fense could nd longer be concealed. 
Ah! how my mo'ther shrieked, when 
the facts of my ruin had. been dis
closed to her. Her lamentations were, 
indeed, heartrending, and In tones of 
deep anguish they penetrated my 
heart, and made me nearly Wild!- To 
them it was a deep disgrace to have 
an illegitimate child born, and they 
felt it so Keenly that I resolved to 
leave them forever. They did not 
drive me forth with reproving words 
—oh! no. After my fall they seemed 
to shower on me all the strength of 
thir love, and threw around me all 
those surroundings that would have a 
tendency to'make me happy.

My destroyer, as soon as he accom
plished my ruin, fled, to parts un
known, and left me alone to bear the 
load of shame. Feeling the heavy 
weight of disgrace resting upon me, 
sensing it plainly, expelled from -so
ciety, and looked upon with con
tempt, I .was not lopg to making up 
my mind what I should do. Selecting 
my choicest wearing apparel, and 
carefully, packing it In. my trunk, I 
managed'to get it away, without detec
tion, and soon after I found myself in- 
a large city. I dd not glve nameStoi1 
places, as at this date my parents still

more desolate my last moments. In 
deed, monster, beware! A retribu
tion awaits you. Instead of returning 
to me to make amends, you come actu
ated with the spirit ot revenge. 
Away! I say, ani let me ■ die in 
peace!" ■

■ My denunciations only- awakened in 
him smiles of hate, and' instead of 
leaving, he approached me closer, un
til he could almost lay his hands upon 
me. It was then that my piteous 
moans attracted attention, and caused 
the door to be forced open. My 
friend, naturally tender-hearted and 
humane, and whose only sin consisted 
in visiting a fallen '/woman, burst Into 
a flood of tears as he gazed at me, a 
wreck of my former self. -."Claude 
(name I-assumed), what on earth Is
the matter?” he inquired.- 

"Oh! Charley, I am dying! My

that transpired. Oh! how I cherish in The little tendrils, when first expand- 
1 ing Into vigorous life in the darkmy soul that noble man who, standing' 

by my bedside, dedicated his life to 
me—to save those rendered wretched

brain feels as if ; a thousand needles 
were pricking it, and' I must soon 
pass away.”

' He hastily summoned a physician, 
who administered" opiates that- tempo
rarily quieted me, and T fell into a 
pleasant slumber,, and I dreamed. I 
visited the home of my childhood; 
saw my aged parents, brothers and 
sisters, and the: hallowed influence 
seemed to thrill my soul with joy. An 
angel accompanied: me, and said; "My 
child, be tranquil"! You will soon pass 
to the splrlt world. The worst is over. 
You are not'bad 1'by nature! You 
yielded to the tempter, and fell, but 
you have all lhe éléments of a true 
woman, only itheylare darkly clouded. 
You were ¡tender-hearted, innocent 
and confiding, andtthough led astray, 
and for' a time a-resident of the pur
lieus of vice, yet your experiences will 
lead to magnificent results. Now be
ing acquainted with the true condition 
of fallen women; you can make 
amends for your past conduct by re
turning to earth in spirit andminis- 
tering to. .• them—«trying to elevate 
them in the ¡scale of existence. Be of 
good cheer, then.itor you have but a

by missteps in life. Each day I en
circle his brow with a garland of flow
ers and breathe upon him the benedic
tions of my soul, rendered noble by 
good works. When I; became power
less to move, my eyes gazing vacantly 
in space, with pure devotion he stood 
over me, watching for favorable 
symptoms. Oh! I was then dying! 
My high resolves had brought to my 
dying bed a band of angels, and their 
influence Infused glorious feelings 
within me. My life, in its varied as
pects of lights and shades, was spread 
out before me. I was not rendered 
bad from choice, but by conditions 
which were woven around me until my 
disreputable course in life became, 
seemingly, a necessity to me. I could 
not, while dying, move my body; no 
pain tormented me, but a quiet, peace
ful resignation pervaded my nature, 
and my. whole soul seemed to be il
luminated with a light divine. Every 
incident In my life came up before me, 
and the activity of my mind was grand 
Indeed! Then ! became unconscious, 
and when I awoke again I was in spir
it lite, surrounded by a band of loving 
spirits, who with sweet music wel
comed me.

Those who lead, from choice, a life 
of shame, weave such a dark network 
around their nature that they may re
main in spirit life for years before a 
divine spark can fully illuminate the 
same. Let those who read my sad ex
periences kindly throw the veil of 
charity over the erring, and through 
the' instrumentality of kindness and 
love try to elevate them In the scale

ground, were scratched .with broken 
glass, obstructed by old junk bottles, 
and tramped upon by the rude thief 
stealthily looking for an opportunity 
to plunder, but by and by they 
reached a higher plane, and under the 
genial influence of sunshine and rain 
they bore upon their stems beautiful 
blossoms. Ah! in angel-land there are 
many pure spirits who ascended 
thither from the low dens of vice on 
earth, and they,,,too, had to contend 
with obstructions thrown in their way 
by the "pure,” so-called, mortals of 
earth. The finger of scorn emits a 
more poisonous Influence than the 
fangs of the cobra, and those who 
raise it against another Injure them
selves more than the one to whom It Is 
directed. Sympathy is the sweetest, 
purest, holiest flower in the garden of 
the soul, and could you behold the 
tremulous waves of its beautiful 
leaves when moved with the spirit of 
compassion tor the down-trodden, you 
would rejoice, and could you see them 
droop in sadness, and their beautiful 
tints fade when anyone is contemptu
ously stigmatized, you would shed 
tears of sorrow. But now I must leave 
you for the present.

FRED P. EVANS,
Noted Medium for 

Sl&tewriting, Clairvoyance, Etc., 
Interviews daily from 10 to 4. Readings and de

velopment by mail may be dbtulned Uy writing to 
Mr. Evans for particulars, Famous book on 
Slate-writing, jiM While they luat, Address,

FKKi> P. EVANS.2028 Sacremeuto street, Bau Francisco, Cat

AN ASTONISHING OFFER_________....... vl I *■!!
Send three two-cent etamps, look ot 

hair, age, name and the leading symp
tom, and your disease will be diagnosed 
tree by »pirit power.

Mrs. Dr. Dobson-Barker,
280 North Sixth St.

Baa Jose, Call

Many times there are circumstances । 
that surround the couch of the dying : 
that render their transiton peculiarly ; 
Interesting. There stands before me i 
a young lady, twenty-three years of 
age, whose life experiences and death 
are stamped with many Instances Of a 
startling nature. Her features are 
wreathed with a smile, underneath 
which seems to repose deep sorrow, as 
If a vestige of the troubles of earth
life still cast a shadow over her. Her 
eyes beam with a tender expression of 
delight, yet connecte'd . therewith 
seems' to be a tinge of grief remaining. 
Over her shoulders her hair, in grace
ful, wavy ringlets falls, and resting on 
her head Is a wreath of celestial flow
ers, so arranged ' as to form letters 
which compose sadness. Oh! what a 
strange mixture of contradictory ex
pressions in this angelic figure. Her 
voice has a sound of dreary melan
choly permeating it, as it gives utter
ance to her thoughts. The mind 
never becomes weary in witnessing a 
soul so exceedingly diversified in its 
outward manifestations. She wants 
her life-experiences written, and an 
account of her departure to spirit life 
given, that all may know how a — 
Magdalen—lived and died! As she 
breathed into my mind that word, I 
was startled—she, the angelic spirit 
who stands so nèar me,shedding a hal
lowed influence over my nature, a 
Magdalen in earth lite! Under the 
influence of that announcement, so 
agitated did I become, that the vision 
presented to me vanished for a time, 
but It soon assumed its original brilh 
iancy. ,

“Well, fair maiden» what do you' 
desire? What do you approach me 
for? I have gazed on beautiful forms 
before, but yours, so strangely blend- 
ed’wlth the joÿs'of'the' spirit " world1 
and the sadness of earth, is delightful, 
to gaze upon,' No pen can accurately 
describe "your features, 'illuminated' 
With such a smile, "or give an idea of 
the sound of your sweet voice—there 
is a background of such intense grief 
reflected in both, that they baffle all 
my efforts .to. describe-them. Stand
ing gracefully by my'slde, I seem to 
forget the troubles of life for a time, 
and, bathing In the aroma of your 
pure nature, life seems to be an ec
static dream. Please tell me- what 

' you desire?” .
Spirit:—Oh, child of .ôarth, life Is, 

Indeed, a. drams, and I was one of its 
principal actors. .1 have sought you 
to give an account of my life-expe^l-

ences and, death. How varied, Indeed, 
my life has been, and what a graphic 
picture it presents, having such diver
sified outlines. In my Summer-land 
home, surrounded with all that I de
serve to have, certainly nothing, you 
may think, could prevent me from be
ing perfectly happy.' Happy!. Beau
tiful word, tremulous with waves of 
joy, and brilliant with ecstatic emo
tions, I have seen thee and tasted of 
thy hallowed fruits, but upon me thou 
hast never showered thy richest treas
ures. Happy!. Romantic, thought, 
full of hopes and mystic charms! In
deed, I am not happy! That back-

, ground of sadness in my nature, that 
tinges my eyes, colors my features; 
and moves my voice in tremulous; ac
cents, in consequence of my missteps 
in life, attracts me still to earth, to 
the erring ones there, and with -them 
I.spend a great share of my time; to 
see them in their misery constitutes no 
happiness for me. Within my soul 
there is a deep sympathy that ever vi
brates for those mortals who, like my
self, had temptations presented to 
them in such gaudy colors that they 
yielded thereto, and sunk deep into ' 
the purlieus of vice..-. Think me happy ■' 
when the effects.of my corrupting ex
periences still make their impress upon 
me, though they animate me with 
high resolves and philanthropic pur
poses? Indeed, child of earth, do 
you, whose sympathy is .so keenly at
tuned. think that I can remain in the 
spirit world and not make an effort to 
illuminate the darkened paths of my 
fallen sisters?

Each good act that I do any one as
sists me in making a silver lining to 
my, spiritual pathway ; each'want that 
T relieve, -adds beautiful gems'to my 
soul, and. assists me to rise. In iny 

' early life- on earth I had kind, indul
gent parents, atid they still live In 
their pleasant,-domestic home, where 
nothing exists to disturb their enjoy
ment, but the thought of-my dissolute 
career. I was educated in one of the 
best female seminaries, and stood at 
the head of my class. Always cheer
ful, .iny step ever light and gay, I was 
animated by the innocent, confiding 
spirit of youth! At the age of sixteen 
I seemed like a woman, my physical 
system, as well as my mind, having 
-becdnie'pi'ematurely developed, ana 
being what the world calls beautiful, 
it is not strange that I should -attract 
the attention and admiration of the 
opposite sex.
. sucii

llve, and I' would not add one pang to 
their already wounded hearts. It was 
night, and how lonely I" Was. It 
seemed as if my heart Would burst, I 
felt so desolatp. Selecting a boarding 
house, I secured a room, where .1 re
mained while my money, lasted, in the 
meantime seeking some-employment 
by which I could earn ' a living. 
Strange, my refusal to give the name 
of my parents, or to tell-where I had 
previously lived, threw a shadow of 
suspicion over me, and I found all my 
efforts futile to secure honorable em
ployment in mid-winter.

Finding my resources . gradually 
dwindling away, I was compelled to 
resort for assistance to a house of ill- 
fame! Then I resolved to poison my
self, but was deterred therefrom by a 
singular dream, wherein I saw myself 
laid out in a coffin, and the time that 
was to intervene was only two and a" 
half years. Weary, heart-broken, 
and very lonesome, I became reckless 
and venturesome, and soon found my
self in a room plying the vocation of 
a fallen woman. . The place I occupied 
.was not of the ordinary kind. I orna
mented it with artificial flowers, rare 
paintings, the work of my own hands, 
and finally it appeared like a little en
chanted palace. I then became dis
consolate. True, I had many admir
ers, but only selected a few of those, 
whose contributions, enabled me to 
live comfortably.

Oh, what a life! Carleton, your 
victim never forgot you, and, strange 
to say, he never forgot her, for soon 
after he left her he was shot by the 
brother of a girl whom he had ruined, 
and his spirit was prematurely sent 
to the spirit world, steeped in all.man
ner of wickedness. . But Carleton in 
spirit lite still visited me, and his in
fluence seemed like so much poison 
to my nature. ■'

Finally I .was taken .slck, and lock
ing the door of my room, I resolved to 
die alone, my real name known only 
to myself.; And I-did die. ' Oh! what 
scenes i passed "through! My brain 
reeled, and it seemed as if-the devils 
of hell were let loose upon me. 'The

few hours to-remain.”
■ - LMben 'awoke from any pleasant vis-. 
ddnwAdtenithat Iiflldnot seeiOatleton . 
again. : My ¡interior sight was opened, 
and I fu Uy- realized mÿ true condition, 
and in a half-awake state I saw stand
ing before me a young lady, Innocent 
in spirit, and pure as thé snow-flake 
when borne aloft by the surging 
storm-cloud. Not a taint existed on 
her fair nature, and she seemed like a 
fairy as she moved around. Presently 
she attempted to walk, and through 
some, to me, inexplicable cause, she 
stumbled and fell, and bruised her 
shoulder very badly. She arose, but 
felt the pain severely, and continuing 
to move, I noticed that she stumbled 
again, this time mutilating one of her 
cheeks, and thus she continued to rise 
and fall/until her .whole system was 
one mass of scars—disgusting disfig
urements, Illustrating the -results of 
missteps In Ilfe. 'What a change! A 
lovely, angelic creature, whose mo
tions were sylph-like ■ and whose .na
ture sparkled with the . innocence of 
childhood, had become a hideous-look
ing creature, and-my soul went out in 
sympathy for her.

What means this? thought I., Pres
ently I saw a spirit approach her, and 
tell her that the stars on her person 
could never be erased, only by high 
resolves and philanthropic deeds. So 
this scar-covered creature went forth, 
and devoted all the energies of her 
soul to alleviating the sorrows of 
those that she could influence, and in 
proportion to the good which she did 
the loathsome appearance of her per
son disappeared, until finally she 
stood foyth the same pure soul ab 
when I first saw her. . “Such,” said 
the angel visitant, “is your condition. 
Your spirit Is covered with deep 
scars, and the way to eradicate them 
has been illustrated to you. Be hope
ful! You are -soon to pass through a 
change called,death,.and relieved of 
your .unpleasant surroundings, you 
will quickly, progress; :. to a . higher 
sphere. You have stumbled, and now 
your spirit is disfigured very badly, 
but,rest assured that ¿you can become 

; an angel of .light/iand- be instrumental 
in doing great good.” ,

of existence. How keenly I suffered 
on earth, and I even now still suffer 
from the effects of my misdeeds.
, Oh! would thq.t I had a thousand 
peps to chronicle my experiences, and 
paint in vivid pictures the scenes of 
desolation through which I passed. 
My sickness was accompanied with 
many strange experiences. ’ The one 

,.wt|o, ruined me is fur beneath me in 
spirit life, but I.have forgiven him, 
enveloped him with a bright halo that 
ever emanates from a soul actuated 
by pure motives, and soon, too, he will 
advance to a higher sphere. Though 
a fallen woman, my death, the final 
transit, was painless, and accompanied 
with ..many pleasant circumstances. 
My high resolve before the final separ
ation, however, was a grand step in 
advancement, and attracted towards 
me high and holy Influences. Oh! 
death to me was a desirable change, 
and no one who sincerely wishes to be 
good need fear It.

How true it is, that when a misstep 
is made by human beings they are 
often whirled Into the vortex of licen
tiousness thereby, and being partially 
unbalanced and bewildered, and 
smarting under the full appreciation 
of their disgrace, they continue to 
sink deeper and deeper in the cess
pools of vice—then society condemns
them, and it is almost impossible 
them to rise.

While on earth, yearning with 
the impulses of my soul to lead a

for

all 
no-

ble life, and weave a web of purity to 
to conceal the scars that had appeared 
on my mortal nature, the stigma that 
rested on me. showered there by those 
who had not sinned because they had 
not been tempted, created a black 
dismal cloud, through which my vision 
could not penetrate, and .which I 
could not dispel. Oh! mortals of 
earth, dissipate all such clouds of dark 
condemnation, for in an unguarded 
moment any one is liable to sin. Na
ture’s flowers send forth their heaven- 
born fragrance and develop their 
beautiful colors in the garden of the 
Magdalen equally as well as in the 
fields of . the millionaires. The sweet- 
scented breezes of heaven do not 
avoid the doors of the low and vile, 
blit bathe them in their heaven-born 
influence. The genial sun does not 
withhold its rays from anyone—it con
demns none. Supposing the flowers 
should fade or frown when one sinned, 
or the bounteous stores of nature's

The above narrative, true to the 
letter, demonstrates the fact that all 
can, who so desire, reform and be
come angelic In nature. The experi
ences of Claude resemble, In some re
spects, those of Sarah Gladstone, who 
resided in St. Louis, Mo., several years 
ago, the following account of which 
was published In the Republican of 
that city.

The facts connected with the death 
of Sarah Gladstone have been kept 
quiet, and away from the public, but 
have excited a very ■ deep Interest 
among the medical men and others 
acquainted with them. There appears, 
however, no object in further secrecy. 
The unfortunate woman has been dead 
several weeks, and It Is pretty well es
tablished that she has left no relatives 
whose feelings need be considered in 
connection with the matter.

Sarah Gladstone belonged to that 
class of prostitutes called by the po
lice “privateers.” Her home was a 
small room in a tenement building, 
which she kept furnished with great 
neatness and taste. It was never the 
scene of drunken revels or unruly 
gatherings, and, in fact, Sarah’s visit
ors were so few that it was often said 
she had some private means of her 
own.

A month or so ago Sarah was taken 
111. The fact was first discovered by a 
young map, a clerk who was In the 
habit of visiting her. He went to her 
room late one Saturday night and 
found Sarah kneeling on the rug be
fore the fire-place, her face burled in 
her hands, and weeping bitterly.

The young man states that he en
deavored to persuade her to tell him 
what was the trouble, but that she 
seemed bewildered, and persisted in 
passionate entreaties that he should 
leave the room. Her agitation In
creased, and finally, fearing the sound 
of her voice would attract attention, 
he went away.

The following Sunday, feeling 
courteously Interested In the state of 
the unhappy girl, he again went to her 
room. He found the door locked, and 
could gain no response to his knocks. 
On Monday evening he went to the 
same place. He knocked, and after 
waiting some time, she finally admit
ted him. He states that he found her 
the picture of misery. Her face was 

■ deadly pale, her eyes bloodshot with 
• tears, and her movements indicated 
' extreme weakness. The following is 
। his report of the conversation that 
! took place:

"You are sick, Sarah," I said. "I
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Spirit moorapM

spirit of Carleton seemed to approach 
me, and with words of derision, said: 
“Yea, you are mine, now. I have fol
lowed you day after day, and now I 
have you/ Before a week shall have 
passed away, you wllT.be with me in 
spirit life.”

. “Back! Carleton! You ruined me, 
and now you want to destroy niy soul. 
Back! back! help! help!” I cried, and 
then the door was broken in, and Char
ley H----- r <?ame to my bedside. Oh! 
he was my dearest friend.In my 
loneliness he cheered me, and made 
life more pleasant than it would oth
erwise have been. What a sad pic
ture I then presented. Hair dishev
eled, eyes streaming with scalding 
tears, features. distorted with frenzy, 
while I uttered shriek after shriek. In 
agonizing terror, as I gazed .at my

* tormentor, Carleton! There he stood 
in one corner of my room, his nature 
disrobed of its outer covering, pre-, 
senting his real character in all. of Its 
hideous deformity. I had a. burning 
fever. I was wild—-In one sense; in
sane—yet I realized all. \
- Carleton’s .presence seemed to 
pierce my vitals with a fierce fire, and 
again and again did I reproach him in 
tones of the; deepest anguish for his 
deceltfulness and .Insatiate pei’fidy, 
but he responded only In a demoniacal- 
laugh. Said I: “Oh! look at this 
wreck! Gaze at your victim dying by I 
Inches, and you, monster, have come 
again to torment her! Look at the I 
home you destroyed, and see the sad, 
heart-broken parents still living 
there! Was It not enough to stain 
my soul with foul crimes; to darken it 
until nearly every divine spark there
in was.^xtlngufshed?i~ Indeed, .yen

I comprehended the. lesson. When 
I.awoke from my reverie, for such it 
seemed to be,-I found my friend Char
ley and the doctor standing over me, 
and I heard the ¡latter remark that I 
could live but a few hours. Strange 
creature, Charley-H-his soulwas moved 
with deep emotions of sympathy for 
me, and he Wept like a child,-offering 
the doctor any price if he would effect 
a cure. “I-never ¿knew, doctor,” he 
said, “that I loved ¡her so intensely as 
now. Had 'I felt tthis high and holy 
emotion before, <Ic would have saved 
her.” I then! revived, and he said: 
"Claude, what catirl do for you?”

“Oh! I am dying. Sympathy is 
sweet, expn?whenrflt is manifested at 
the last moments Of life. I have cher
ished for you. a j i: strange love, to 
which I newer gave full expression, 
and now I ain'glad it is reciprocated. 
I am a fallen« woman; and the world 
despises me. it A dark cloud has ob
scured my /pathway, thorns . have 
pricked me, rind broken.glass cut toy 
feet, and to«dhy Fam a wreck. You 
are wealthy. You say you- love me.”

“Yes, Claude, Indeed I do.”. ..
“Then promise «me one thing; that 

you'will never visit a Magdalen, only 
to redeem her, to save her from a life 
of shame. Purity of character is a 
gem of radiant beauty, and It is an or
nament one may be: .well proud of. 
Promise me that and my lovc shall be 
a legacy to you worth more than mill
ions of gold. < Do you promise?”

“Yes, my darling Claude, I promise. 
You'are dying an angel, if you have 
lived a wretched Ute.” - ,

“Now. give me a parting kiss, Char
ley,; and J; shall die;With, the satisfac
tion that one scar is already erased 
from my mangled spirit.” . «

Exhausted ism my effort at talking

blessings be withdrawn, or appear 
disgusted, what encouragement for 
reformatibn? ph! you of earth should 
imitate the flowers, and as they sur
round the fallen with their divine 
aroma, so should you envelop them 
with a network of charity and love, 
and regard them with the highest de
gree of tenderness.

Now In spirit world, breathing its 
pure atmosphere and basking, at 
times; in the hallowed influence of an
gels, J do say that those who con
demned me, spat upon me, and sys
tematically avoided me, placed them
selves beneath me, and their position 
in the spirit world will not be much 
more desirable than mine was at first, 
while those whose souls were attuned 
in sweet. accord with the angels, and 
went forth in tremulous waves of sym- 

:pathy for me, blessed be they, for; 
them there is a crown of glory, and a 
grand reception awaits them here. 
The angel world can see the cause of 
evil, trace its origin, and understand' 
fully its ultimate effects. The re
sults of'sin are deplorable enough 
without having the hateful stigma of 
society resting upon the sinner, crush
ing all the high and holy aspirations 
of one’s nature to reform. Nature 
never becomes ashamed of the crim
inal ;herplants never blush when a 
lonely soul presses them to her cheek; 
her waters never fall to cleanse the 
external ' form—why, then, should 
hatred gleam forth from a human be
ing when a fallen creature appeals for 
sympathy? Why stigmatize them, and 
fro^i them down with the finger of 
scorn?

Nature’s flowers, tinted with
choicest colors, and exhaling a heaven- 
born fragrance to delight tile senses 
of mortals, sometimes may be found 
la the febria of your bm*yards—they 

as «rt»

will get a doctor, and you wilf be all 
right In a few days.”

“It’s of no use, Henry; nothing can 
save me. I’ve been called, and I 
must go. My strength is ebbing away 
fast, and by this day week I shall be 
dead. I’m not sorry,” she continued 
slowly, as If talking to herself; “my 
life has been a bitter, bitter struggle, 
and I want rest. But, oh, God!” she 
cried, starting to her feet and walking 
up and down the room, wringing her 
hands, "why should he be the one to 
call me? He ruined me; he stole me 
away from happy Stamford, and made 
a wretched strumpet of me. He left 
me all alone with my dead child in the 
big city, and laughed at my prayers 
and tears. I heard he was dead long 
ago—shot himself down South—and I 
felt God had avenged me. .. But no, 
no! he has haunted me when, dead as 
when alive. Curse him! curse him! 
my evil star. And now he takes my 
life. Curse him! curse him in hell! 
forever!”

She hissed those last.words through 
her teeth with terrible emphasis, and 
sank on the sofa panting and exhaust
ed. I left her for a short time and 
procured two of my medical friends, 
and returned to the room. .

The remainder of the particulars 
connected with the girl’s death’ .are 
gathered from.-the, physicians who at
tended her. They, stated, that ■ they- 
found the patient in a state of extreme 

' lassitude on their arrival. She'seemed- 
possessed with the idea that her death 
was approaching, and it was evident 
that she considered she . had a super
naturalintimation of the fact. She 
had been called, she frequently said,: 
and then knew she must go. The 
physicians could detect no specific, ail
ment, and treated her as they consid
ered best in order to allay nervous and 
mental excitement, and to support the 
physical strength. On Monday and 
Thursday following she seemed better, 
but on Frlday alarming and.mdst sin
gular symptoms were developed.

■- It appears That on this evening, 
®hen the two doctors visited Sarah to-
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"Cbe Tlational Spiritualists Association Convention.
Report of Harrison D. Barrett, 

President of The National Spiritualists Association of 
- Tlie United States of America, for the Year Ending 

October 15th, 1906.
' “It would be out of place to refer to and passwords as are peculiar to se-

this unpleasant topic in a great Na
tional Convention, were it not for the 
fact that the "Fraud" question has 
been the source of endless annoyance 
and largo expenditure, on the part of 
the N, 8. A. during the past year. The 
emphatic stamp of disapproval placed 
upon counterfeiting in mediumship by 
our last annual convention has done 
our cause as a whole and the N. 8. A. 
in particular, a great deal of good in 
all sections of the nation where the 
facts have been made known. The 
defense of fraud by some leaders in 
the Spirituaiist movement and the 
countenancing of it by certain repre
sentatives of the N. 8. A. at times 
during tlie year have given rise to the 
question of consistency, not to say sin
cerity, not only with regard to them, 
but with regard to the N. 8. A. itself. 
I believe the time bos come for us as 
an organized body to declare with 
forceful emphasis our determined op
position to every form of fraud and to 
the employment of persons of ques
tionable character upon our platforms 
or in our seance rooms as speakers 
and mediums. I plead for a loyal de
fense and support of honest mediums 
of every phase. I recommend action 
on the part of this convention; As 
Spiritualists we should do our own 
house-cleaning to the end that no 
worthy worker may suffer injustice. 
It is currently reported that the coun
terfeiters have formed an organization 
with such forms of initiation, grips

cret societies. The headquarters of
tliis society are in one of our West
ern cities. No one cun be admitted 
who is vouched for by any known op
ponent of fraud, and it is probable 
that any honest medium holding pa
pers from the N. B. A. would be most 
summarily dealt with, should he or 
she presume to approach the sanctum 
sanctorum of. tills, body of pretended 
mediums. This seems to be a corpo
rate trust which succeeds to all of 
the KuKlux methods of four or five 
similar organizations whose jurisdic
tion has covered the entire country for 
a number of years, The pioneer Spir
itualists of the land still live in their, 
successors of to-dày and will ever de
mand full and free discussion, an un- 
intimidated platform and a free press. 
These arisen spirits have no use for 
such secret oath-bound Mafia, and de-; 
mand-that their instruments on earth, 
join them in an earnest endeavor to 
place all work bearing the Spiritual-; 
istic label ini the light of the most 
perfect publicity. Their slogan . is 
“Dark commercial seances to the. 
rear,” and their call is for us to edu
cate tho honest men and women who: 
have been misled by the specious pre
tenses of these modern disciples of 
Machiavelli and , are according them 
their loyal support. We must be on 
guard also against the over credulous 
and unreasoning ones lb our ranks,. 
who believe that fraud is as valuable 
ns genuine phenomena are.”

To the Spiritualists of America— 
Greeting:—In compliance 'with the 
requirements of the Constitution, By- 
Laws, Rules and; Regulations of the 
National .Spiritualists, Association, "! 
beg leave to submit' my thirteenth an
nual report-for your considération.1"

. -: The Year's Work.
. 1 - The, past year has been one of uhus-
^■“".7 uni activity, in .all fl.eids. of Spiritual

istic'endeavor. Especially is this true 
of your servant, the NationàT. Spiritu
alists Association. . It has kept pace 

..; ■ . -to. the stirring-music of Progression’s 
; forward march, and has sought to do

its duty at every point along the wayi 
; Throughout the past year, Spirltual-

. -Ism has had a hearing In every quar- 
■ -ter of the globe. The secular press 

.has teemed with articles bearing upon 
:. . some special feature of its teachings,

couched in the most respectful lan- 
guage, clearly showing that the writ
ers knew whereof they spoke, hence 

? < • had a wholesome respect for the opin-
; ; ions of the Spiritualists themselves.

i It is gratifying to note that these ar- 
; tides havé dealt with the scientific, 
: philosophical, and religious teachings 
.of Spiritualism, and not alone with 
■the phenomenal. _ While phenomena 
-are a very substantial portion of our 
movement, they áre by no means its 
sum total, hence it Is pleasing to real
ize that-non-Spirltualists now - recog
nize that fact and are willing to allow

ulations to the members upon their 
success and assure them of every pos
sible co-operation on our part in the 
prosecution of their work.

' Missionàrÿ Work..
,. Our last annual,convention directed 

that missionary’ work should be car
ried on throughout the year. This or
der. was,carried.into effect, and three 
missionaries, Rev. E. W. and Mrs. C.
A. Sprague and -your president, were 
commissioned as-missionaries at large 
under salary, while several others 
were appointed to serve without pay. 
Mr.' and Mrs. Sprague were'pald one 
hundred and fifty dollars per month 
and all expenses. Your president 
was paid one hundred and fifty dollars 
per month plus expense of travel and 
clerk hire, but he was to defray his 
own hotel and board bills, likewise all 
incidental expenses. Mr. and Mrs. 
Sprague have put In ten .months of 
faithful service while'; your president 
has "served you as missionary some 
eight months during the year.

From their reports and those of 
non-salarled missionaries you will 
learn of the needs of our people in 
various section .of the nation in this

Pieties to get the best and give nothing 
in return. ;>

■ State Associations.
Your attention is respectfully called 

to the .weakness of many of our state 
associations. A few of them already 

> exist only in name, while others are 
so weak as to be unable to do any 
practical work for our cause. Steps 
should be taken by this intelligent 
body of delegates to remedy these ills 
and restore these important allies to 
a state of vigor. Some Spiritualists 
suggest as a remedy for the above-, 
named conditions a inore direct super
vision on the part of the.N; S. A. over 
the state associations. You are urged 
to consider this suggestion. The pur
pose of thia paragraph is to indue? you 
as delegates to do something to 
strengthen our weak and moribund 
sta£e auxiliaries,

Camp-Meetings.
So far as reports have reached me, 

I am able to state that the majority of 
the camps in America have had suc
cessful seasons. The attendance has 
been good, though not so large as It 
was in the early days of the camp- 
meetlng movement. Special ' days 
were granted the N. S. A, at New Era, 
Oregon, Vicksburg, Mich., Lily Dale, 

, N. Y., Onset, Mass., Etna and Madison, 
Maine. No doubt other camps did the 
same, but made no report of the fact 
to me. From those named, most gen
erous contributions were received for 
both bur general and pension funds. 

; The people are willing to. give when 
they are made to feel the necessity of 
doing so, and there is no better place 

: to reach them than at these camps. I 
; recommend that the incoming secre

tary be instructed to secure special 
days for the N. 8. A. at' all the camps. 

. to be held In America in 1907. '
History of Spiritualism.

It is with deep regret that L report 
to-you the sad fact that very little has 
been done ih this particular field dur
ing the past year. The best that can 

. be said 1b that some progress has 
been made, and a few practical results 
attained. Lack of means with which 

: to do the required work has been the 
sole cause of Inactivity In this import
ant department of our work. I wish 
onr people could be made to realize 
their duty in respect to this matter.

One by one veteran • workers’ and 
aged laymen are passing away from 
earth. It Is from them that: much of 
our most reliable data is to be ob
tained. No record has been made Of 
these, evidences, hence the necessity of 
securing oral, testimony. Furge you 
ah delegates and upon all ot the Spir
itualists of America the consideration 
of the vital issues at stake in this re
spect. We can. no longer afford to 
neglect our' history.' I recommend 
that a special, effort be made by this 
convention to stay tlie hands .of ohr 
historian during the.coming year, so, 
that he . may be able to secure; at 
least, the records'of the early, years 
of pur- movement ' I urge you- to give 
your careful attention to Historian 
Howe’s report, and respectfully' ask. 
you to take immediate action thereon.

Legal Battles.
The N. S. A. has been obliged to en

gage in several legal battles during 
the'past year In defense of the rights 
of our people. Nearly all of them

our thought its just dues from 
every point of view. -

There have been some unjust 
tacks made upon our movement

-its

at- 
and

its people by a few secular papers. 
These have been promptly met and 
answered by our able Edltor-at-Large, 
Hudson Tuttle, whose work has al
ways placed Spiritualism at a much 
higher point of vantage than It would 
have had, had the attacks not been 
made. Every one of them served as 
an advertisement and called the at- 

" tention of thinking people to true 
Spiritualism as nothing else would 
have done. These attacks,, however, 
have been few In number in compari
son with the respectful news items, 
and instructive articles that have ap
peared in the columns of the leading 
journals of the land. Editors and 
news gatherers, have been heard to say 
that the people wished to be Informed 
upon all occult questions, hence they 
were in search of facts, and reliable 
expository articles for publication in , 
their columns.

. It may be noted in passing that all 
of the public libraries where I have 

■made inquiries, the books most in de
mand, especially novels, are those that 
bear upon occult topics,.and have a 
thread of mysticism woven into their 
pages. This fact shows the increase 
of interest in psychic studies, while 
the large demand for verifiable phe
nomena on the part of layman, scien
tist, philosopher and minister, is fur
ther proof that Spiritualism is and has 
been a very live subject.for the past 
twelve months. The call on the part 
of the scholars of Europe for medi
ums, and their selection of one whose 

twprk had . become known to- them, 
■ Mrs.. May S. Pepper of, Brooklyn, N« 

Y„ for special investigation this past 
summer, surely shows the trend of the 

• times; and reports of her. work in 
Europe reflect credit upon medium- 
ship and American Spiritualism.

.. Psychic Research.
• This Important branch of occult 

study has assumed larger proportions 
during the past year, and has made 
appreciable progress in every division 
of Its work. The transition of Prof. 
Richard; Hodgson has led to the dis
banding of the American Branch of 
the London- Society for Psychic. Re
search, and to the organization of a 
new society, with Prof. James H. Hys
lop of Columbia University as Secre
tary. This new organization will as
sume legal form, and take its place 
before the public as a regularly insti
tuted movement on or before January; 
1, 1907. It is reported that an en
dowment fund of twenty-five thou
sand dollars or more has been raised 
by.the hard-working Secretary, tho in
come from which is to be used in de
fraying the expenses of the Society. 
? r®commend that we extend congrat-

’{•> ‘Wf rti r, -s ~

concern the conveyance of property by 
will or by deed by those who;- were 
known to be Spiritualists. The ques
tion of undue Influencé on the part of 

-- . mediums upon the testator, unsound
special field of. work, The results on I ness of mind, insane delusions, etc., 
the whole are good, though not satis-1 have entered into thèse contests and 
factory in respect to finance, nor yet . are playing ho small part in the settle
in regard -to the • establishment of , ment of the issues -Involved,, One of ! 
permanent working societies. I rec- these battles Is known as the Goff will, 
pmmend the continuance of mission- in the state of Michigan, the decision 
ary work .''¿ .'ng-the year .next ensu- in which is now pending in the Su- 

” premé Court of that state. Frbm the 
reports of our honored vice-president' 
and secretary, we, shall be -informed 
as to the'history and present condi
tion of the contest. - .

.... .__ v.'ng-the year ;next ensu
ing, but along lines laid down In my 
missionary report. -

Ed’ or-at-Largc.
From. the .report of our Edltor-at- 

Large, the able; and efficient writer 
and scholar, Hudson Tuttle, you will 
be informed of the vast amohnt'of 
work that he hai done as our, repre
sentative in this Important field. It 
is essential that we should have some
one out on the firing line to guard our
interests, to defend our rights, and
ready to warn ub of impending danger. 
Mr. Tuttle has watched the columns
of the secular press very closely 
throughout the year, and has rendered 
the cause of Spiritualism no little aid 
through his able defense of Its claims. 
I recommend the continuation of the 
office of Edltor-at-Large for another 
year, and respectfully suggest that 
Hudson Tuttle be-unanimously chosen 
to fill the position.

Local Societies.
The wide-spread increase of inter

est in the subject of Spiritualism has 
not redounded to the upbuilding of 
our local societies, save In a very few 
instances. As I Said last year, this In
terest is abstract rather- than con
crete. I regret that the great major
ity of our local societies throughout 
the land aré far from being strong 
and healthful. It is for you as dele
gates to:provide means by which these 
conditions may be overcome. To do 
so/ you must first determine the 
causes that make them-so weak nu
merically and financially. A discus
sion to this end would be most help- ; 
ful, and I recommend that a special 
hour be set aside for the consideration 
of this all-important question.- /

I respectfully request you to con
sider tho following as possible causes : 
of the.present deplorable condition of 
many of our local bodies: (a) The em
ployment of speakers whose educa-1 
tional and inspirational qualifications 
are not up to .the demands of the 
times, (b) The engagement of me
diums 'whose psychic powers are 
either not properly unfolded, or whose । 
work is open to question. (c) The 
possible harm that may eventuate 
from the presentation of both phenom
ena and philosophy or religion at the | 
same service, (d) Local bickerings; 
and'jealousies. (e) The failure to | 
employ scttlèd speakers and mediums. : 
(f) The selection of unsuitable offi
cers. (g) Unbusinesslike methods of 
the ; management. (h) Thè employ- 

| ment of sensational speakers and me
diums solely for financial gain. . (i) 

i The lack of young workers to take the 
places of the long-tried local burden 
bearers., (j) The lack; of interest on 
the part of individuals through failure 
to read our Spiritualist papers. Jk) 
The.tendency on tho part of local so-

Another great battle is upon us in 
the state of New Jersey in which we 
are defending a' man’s right to make 
a deed of a portion of his real estate 
and to will' his' money to such organ
izations as he may elect. This case is 
now in court and the outcome will not 
be known for some time to come. •

A possible third Important struggle 
is now upon us in the state, of Wash
ington in which we are asked to de
fend the rights of our honest mediums 
to engage in the work to which they 
have been called by their spirit help
ers. Mrs. Stella Ross and Mrs; Swan, 
both of Seattle, have been arrested un
der the vagrancy jaw of the state, and 
are now battling ’ for their rights in 
the courts. They, are reliable .medi
ums, honest, sincere and straightfor
ward In their work. Their trouble has 
but recently come upon" them. . Pre
liminary stepsjhave been taken by 
your official board to determine the 
merits of the issues involved and to 
extend prompt.aid if required.

'... Definition of-Terms.
The legal struggles in which we are 

now engaged bring us face to face 
with the absolute necessity of placing 
a correct definition of our terms be
fore the courts, also before the people 
of the world. The president of the 
board of aiderman in Los Angeles, 
Cal., declared that that body had no 
wish to discriminate against our medi
ums. Said he, “Define your -terms, 
and we. will fit the law to your defini
tions. You cannot expect us to make 
the law and then define your terms for 
you.” The railroad authorities have 
asked us on several occasions if we 
have established ourselves with re
spect to the terms minister, mission
ary, and religious teacher. Judge 
Gordon asked me for a scientific and 
logical- definition of clairvoyance, 
clairaudience, medium, and prophet. 
Judge Smith requested me to state 
the difference between religious and 
commercial Spiritualism.

In certain trials that have, taken 
place during the-past two years, when 
witnesses have been asked as to the 
beliefs of Spiritualists on certain im
portant Issues, objection has been 
made and sustained on the ground 
that our people had not declared 
themselves with relation thereto 
through their national organization. 
We' should make our definition so 
clear as to render it impossible for
any fair-minded judge to mistake the 
latter for the former. Wo are re
quested: to declare our: hellefs“ with- 
regard to certain/’'®ondittonB mip-

to ob|ato to' worMU
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One of these Is to answer the ques
tion, “Do children grbw to manhood 
and womanhoodwin- -splrif spheres?” 
We are asked to declare ourselves 
with regard to Spiritualité; as a re
ligion and its points in còmmon with 
primitive Christianity.! -{This we can 
do without becoming floginstlc in re- 
spect to any vital principiesjin which 
we believe. Truth is ‘always its own 
apology and defense' for Jts.-presenta- 
tion to the world. . >

Let us have the courage of our con
victions, and state them in plain, sim
ple language for all the world to sep. 
If we hold to tlje idea that Spiritual
ism is a religion, and that its medi
ums are its mouthpieces, therefore re
ligious teachers ami helpers, let us 
say so. If we hold that the discovery 
of gold mines, tlie finding of hidden 
treasure, the giving of tills on stock 
markets, and other equally question
able assumptions, constitute the re
ligion of Splritiiulism;'let us say so, 
and tell all self-respecting people that 
their presence with us is no longer 
desired.

But before taking this last named 
position, I plead for a hearing in be
half of true Spiritualism and its ex
ponents, our honeri .'inedluins, I do 
not believe that tliia 'convention, .will 
turn against it or' th'èm.'Jn favor of 
any form of commercialism and its 
dollar-seeking exponents. I urge the 
adoption of a clear-cut .statement with 
regard to these isspès; .’couched in lan
guage so simple, forcèful and direct 
that no one can hereafter mistake the 
one for tlie other.

I tried to prepare a brief definition 
of the terms above named tor presen
tation to this convention and to that 
end sought the :a|d Ôf, Dr. Andrew 
Jackson Davis and , other representa-.; 
tive teachers. ■ Splendid papers came 
to hand from the,great “Pougbkeepsló 
Seer" and many other noted leaders. 
I recommend that these briefs and all 
others bearing upomthmBame subject, I 
be referred to à appelai committee, 
with iniitructions to /report' to this 
convention siich définitions of our 
terms as will, stand/,thé,tekt of law, 
and meet our requirements -in every 
possible way.

The Monds Pratt( Iii&Otxjte.
From the reports, Icif representa

tives of tliis well .Jrno'wii liistltutipn, 
you- will be informe'dilvlth 'regard to 
its preseq,!;. standing find jiélàtionship 
to the N,. ».-A. In sompliâ'hce with, 

'thè instruétlbus of,, thé'’ Minneapolis 
Convention, .1 'attendefi, ,tj^e .annual 
meeting, of' th^. 'jSéw and am 
pleaspa ta.^pjiort 'that'l found every
thing in u toog'^ ènqoàræiÀg "tondi,Goa. 
Tlie prospects for' thé ^respht’ year 
were reported as -titiBt: btontlalug.. 
both Ip #!to • afteiiijaiito, ¿nd 
flnanclalpffppor.f. , J’came a-tviiy much 
pnthuspd and ejicoiifkgBd’ivith regard’ 
to (tlie.’school. ; From £àlmòst every, 
.state jjj 'thp; Ünion,' I ¿have, ■received 
Jettera askiûg for educat'è.d" speakers 
and-mediums.' We* do'not have them 
:Jn our! ranks, to-day,-' Ànd‘; will riot 
have' them unfll thè. Morris Pratt Tn-! 
stitüte graduates.them a’fter a four 
years’ course of' careful’ study. I 
sense’the need'ot’theÎM, P. I. as 
never- before, and most ; earnestly 
hope that it will .b.e ,filori loyally sup
ported by., theSplritùtòipts of the 
world. , I recommp^d! that'jthis ■ con
vention . malta .knpwri Jn1 some fitting 
manner the fact,-that the Morris 
Pratt Institute -has,, Its’ hearty en
dorsement and .earnest''ihomi support. 
I further recommend that'thé, idea of 
establishing a Manual .Trailing De
partment as a part o/ the/work :of the 
Institute be.considered by!this conven
tion and placedjn pjòpdr form before 
the Spiritualists .of; America to thé 
end that-they .may, bê insplréd to ren
der more generous ^sq^port to the 
school. ■ . ,

Tho Lyceum. , •
From thè report iuf 1 National 

Lyceum ' Supériirfpndeni, " John w.. 
Ring, you; will leafn of the present 
condition of thé ‘Lyceum Jfork in the 
United States andJÇana.'da." ! ask you 
to listen with cqre'to sveiy word Su
perintendent. Rihk;rias /to^ay to ns, 
so that yon mhyLM. ablè to act .wiih 
due consideration^pon"'/His recom
mendations. ; The'JLyceuiir should be 
an important factor In our work, and 
It can’be made so if thé delegates to 
this, convention' dp! their, full duty in 
the premises, . The times demand 
lyceum workersL^npt/ilyceum talkers 
—àndi respéçtfûlly u'tgé üèon you the 
doing of. some ,'müçh needed Work in, 
this field. . The.' .lycepm / should be 
made' the pre^ànltóry, sblibol for 
scholars desiring^to Jit ' themselves 
for a coursé in the !MdrHs Pratt Insti
tute. . j , . .: ri/" / ' ' . ri

and carefully managed,with respect 
to talent, etc., goodly sums were real
ized for the treasury of the N. 8. A. 
With the employment of the same 
methods, I believe they could be made 
to pay in the best sense of the word. 
during the coming year. I, therefore, 
recommend that the incoming board, 
of trustees be instructed to hold at J 
least two grand mass-meetings per 
month in such cities as may seem, to 
them to be in need of a spiritual re-1 
vival. . . ]

Ordination,
Again I call your attention to this 

Important subject. We now have our 
Usages, Rules and Regulations re
garding this matter, yet many of our 
people persistently retuse to be gov- ) 
erned by them and seek every means 
"by Which they can get around them to 
secure the ordination of some favorite 
to the ministry of Spiritualism. 1 

■ feel that It Is the duty of this conven
tion to strengthen the hands of the ih- 
coming board of trustees by the 
adoption of yet more stringent rules 
In respect to this matter.

I recommend that said board be 
instructed to have the educational, 
mediumlstic and moral qualifications 
of eyery candidate thoroughly tested 

[by the state associations ordaining 
such persons, ere he or she is admitted 
into our ministry. Td-day, too many 
persona are seeking recognition who 
are not entitled to it through lack' of 
one or all of the above named qualifi
cations. No man can teach that 
which he does not know. This applies 

1 to excarnate persons as . well as - to 
those who are still in the mortal form. 

| Our workers should be made to feel 
that ordination means ' something of 
greater import than the gaining of 
sonie special position or financial 
favor to themselves. I urge action 
upon this question. In a way-that no 
one can fall to understand. All who 
seek. It’ that they may obtain half 
rates upon the railroads should be re
jected, or should have their papers 
cancelled as soon as that fact Is dis
covered. A minister is, or should be, 
a seryant Of the people—not a grafter 
upon corporations, nor yet upon peo
ple of wealth.

Half Ratés.

' Post Office Missions.
This important branch of our work 

has been carried on most effectively 
-during the past year. Of the num
ber of tracts, books and pamphlets 
distributed, we shall be informed by 
our secretary. Wherever I have gone 
I have found a demand for free liter
ature, such as the N. 8. A. has been 
distributing under this heading. It is 
a means of education that cannot be 
ignored, nor neglected by us. I rec
ommend that this work be continued 
and that the incoming board of trus
tees be directed to expend such sums 
as may seem best, in the publication 

I of articles in pny form that may- be 
necessary, that clearly set forth the 
principles of Spiritualism.

A Pubilshing House,
In response to several suggestions 

from people of high intelligence and 
progressive views, I submit the ques
tion of establishing a publishing 
house for . your consideration. No 
doubt all,of these good friends feel 
that.it is an ideal to be worked up to 
and realized in the not distant future. 
Such a dream will never be realized, 
however, unless it is properly under
stood through public discussion. 
Recommendations do not seem, to
necessary here. The advantage 
such an institution must be clear 
every delegate on this floor and

be 
of 
to 
to 
isevery Spiritualist in America. It — 

not proposed to trespass upon the pre
rogatives of the Spiritualist press in 
this regard, but it is rather the alm 
of its advocates to placp books and 
periodicals within the reach of those 
who are now unable to purchase 
them. I hope this matter will be dis
cussed with due consideration upon 
the floor of this convention. In clos
ing this paragraph I may be par
doned for referring once more to the 
need of the psychic quarterly, .under 
the management of Spiritualists; to 
take the place of “Borderland” once 
published by William T. Stead, but 
discontinued by him because of a 
paucity of reliable psychic data. The 
public Is ready for such a magazine 
now and would support one of the 
right kind.

. ■ ' ■• .j < - - ■ ; •••>
Mass-Meetings.-

Our last annual .-'convention in
structed your board of trustees to 
hold' a limited- number -qC~ntass-meet- 
ings in such cities and towns as might 
desire them. Two" of;siich gatherings 
were held during the year'nnder the 
direct supérvistóntof the Ñ; Si A. in 
Kansas City and-St. Louis, Mo. ..The 
one In Kansas City returned a small 
surplus after all‘ expenses-'had been 
met, which resulL'ls-jargely due to 
the earnest efforts tif Mrs. : Gleñn S. 
Stephens, the pástórtof" thé ’Psychical 
Society of Spiritualists pfThat city.

The St. Louis meeting was held In 
June and was not’ a .-financial success. ¡ 
It did a great deal-of good,'.however, 
in the way of coUhtelactlngrthe bane-| 
ful Influences of; the- counterfeiters! 
and their friends w&rhavdíbeen espe- ¡ 
daily active lipthat city 'during the 
past year. I feel that the Jiolding of | 
this special meetlnff was nioct timely, i 
and am assured that1 no act.-Of the N. 
S. A. during the- year redounds more i 
to Its credit. A, gfdht mbral victory I 
was scored, and -the intelligent people I 
of that city were nuide to'seeThat- le-1 
gitimate Spiritualism is everfeady to i 
present its claims,..despite the machin
ations of those;.who prefer, to Tollow I 
“ways that aresdark and engage in the I 
practice of..tricks that áre vain.” .]

Excellent notings v^ere; held dur
ing the past season by flexural of our I 
cha'rtered"stato/imsociaVons,' all of 
which were productive of. much good. 
This Is especially- truelof 'the mass
meeting held SfiTortlanjd, Oriigon, un
der the efficient leadership of Mrs. 
Sophia B. Seip/the .then Mpte pres
ident. It wns both a financial. and;
spirituar success, and left a marked

I am constrained to refer briefly to 
this subject with the hope that this 
convention will take the lead in work- 

■ Ing' for a much-needed reform in this 
special fleìd. I recommend that we 
pronounce against the continuation of 
the half-rate system and urge our 
.ministers to unite: in an appeal to their 
fellows in other .denominations ; .to 
Join tjiem Im1 afl' endeavor to" secure’ 
.its abrogation as.a èlei'Ày..„p{lyilçga 
thidùghout;- Àtoerlca/ \ Sb- long1 as. 
other denominations receive it, there 
js no valid reason why our clergymen 
should refuse to accept jt, or be de- 
nied It, yet the question of special 
privlié’ges is: one that should be well 
studied ere it is decided in favor of the 
individual. So long as the N. 8. A., 
the state associations and local socie
ties are given the benefit of the re
duction in rates ' by our ministers, 
there Is less objection to their ac
ceptance of clergy privileges than) 
there would be If made a personal- 
requisite. I urge this matter upon 
you for consideration.

The Railroads.
The relationp;Of thé N. S. A. with 

the great, passenger associations of 
Amerlqa have been of the most pleas
ant character throughout the year. 
No, discrimination has been made 
against our'people by reason of their 
religion’and any failure on the’part 
of an individual, to receive what he 
sought has been due to other than 
religious prejudice. . '

We are under obligations to Ében 
E. MacLeod, chairman of thè West
ern Fassenger Association; F. C. Don- 
ald, commlsaioner of the- Central Pas
senger Association,-and J. E. Hanne- 
gan, joint agent of the Southwestern 
Passenger Association fòr many fa
vors Teceived at their hhnds, and I 
recommend that a special vote of 
thank? be extended to all of these gen- 

, tiemen and the associations they rep
resent as a testimonial of our appre
ciation of the courtesies they have ex- 

I tended to us. ,
I Reorganization of Local Societies.

You are earnestly requested to give 
this most important subject your most 
thoughtful consideration. From the 
•states of Massachusetts and Washing- 

j ton come appeals from two well- 
known laymen for a radical change in 
the organic structure of all our local 
societies. Their weak financial stand- 

; ing and the ephemeral character of 
the membership of the great majority 
of them- have led. thèse gentlemen to

1 concludo that Spiritualists do not

i Counterfeit Mediumship.
It would be out of place to refer to 

this unpleasant topic in a great Na
tional Convention, were It not for the 
fact that the "Fraud” question has 
been the source of endless annoyance 
and large expenditure on the part qt 
the N. S. A. during the pastyear. The 
emphatic stamp of disapproval placed 
upon counterfeiting'in mediumship-by 
ojir last. annual convention has’ done

[ prize their Splfitualism' as they should 
by reason of their failure to compre
hend its essential truths. They rec
ommend that all local societies be 

' made lodges, having initiation services 
such as are peculiar to the Masons and 
Odd Fellows, and that due profiqlency 
In understanding be evinced by all 
candidates for membership before 
they are advanced, into' full

6ùr causé as à whole and the N. 8. A. 
■in; pàrücùlàr.'a.great deal of good in 

■ all sections ,of the nation where the
facts have been made known; ' The 
defense of fraud by some leaders in 
the Spiritualist movement and the 
countenancing of it by certain repre
sentatives, of the N. S. A. at times 
during the year have given rise to the 
question of consistency, not to say sin
cerity, not only with regard to them, 
but with regard to the N. S. A. itself. 
I believe the time has come for us as 
an organized body to declare with 
forceful emphasis our determined op
position to every form of fraud and to 
the .employment of persons of ques
tionable character upon our platforms 
or in, our seance rooms as speakers 
and mediums. ' I plead for a loyal de
fense and support of honest mediums 
of every phase. I recommend action I 
on,the part of this convention. As) 
Spiritualists we should do our own 
house-cleaning, to the- end that no 
worthy worker may suffer injustice. 
,It is'currently reported that the coun
terfeiters have formed an organization 
with such forms of Initiation, grips 
and passwords as are peculiar to se
cret societies. The headquarters of 
this society are In one of bur West
ern cities. No one can be admitted 
who is vouched for by any known op
ponent of fraud, and it is probable 
that any honest medium holding pa
pers from the N. S; A. would be most 
summarily dealt with, should he or 
she presume to approach the sanctum 
sanctorum of this body of ‘ pretended 
mediums. This seems to be a corpo
rate trust, which succeeds to all of 
the KuKlux methods of four or five 
similar organizations whose jurisdic
tion has covered the entire country for 
a number of years. The pioneer Spir
itualists of the land still live in their 
successors of to-day and will ever, de
mand full and free discussion, an un
intimidated platform and a free press. 
These arisen spirits have no use for 
such secret oathriound Mafia, and de
mand that their instruments on earth 
join them in an earnest endeavor to 
place all work bearing the Spiritual
istic label In the light of the most 
perfect publicity. Their slogan is 
“Dark commercial seances tb the |

with favor upon a federation of all- 
liberal bodies in America for mutual 
aid, protection and advancement of

. the principles of Liberalism. I felt 
that it would be the safest and best 
for me in carrying out the will of tho 
convention to determine, first of all, 
the attitude of the Spiritualists them
selves, likewise that of their local so- 
cletieB, with regard to this proposi
tion. I wrote letters of inquiry to 
some two hundred speakers, mediums 
and representative laymen and to 
three hundred societies questioning 
them as to their views respecting the 
proposed Federation. Prompt re
plies were received from nearly all of 
them and 1 was pleasantly surprised 
to find that only three societies and 
three speakers were opposed to this 
fraternal union. I then wrote to the 
official representatives of the liberal 
religious bodies and received favor- 
replies from all of them with the sol
itary exception of the Christian Sci
entists. They wished us success in 
our work but declined to take any 
part in it whatsoever. The Theosd- 
phlsts and Quakers have not yet re
sponded to my letters, but I believe 
they will not hold aloof from the pro
posed Federation should it once ba 
formed and placed in working order. 
Some of the most helpful of all sug
gestions received came from Mr. Eu
gene M. MacDonald, president of the 
American Secular Union and Free 
Thought Federation. He and nearly 
all of the progressive minds connected 
with his organization look with favor 1 
upon this proposition. This is like
wise true of the Universalists, Unita
rians, Swedenborgians, Metaphysi
cians, New Thoughtists, Universal 
Religionists and other progressive 
people.

The question is, how to establish 
tills Federation? I do not feel that 
the work done should be allowed to 
go for nothing, hence I recommend 
that this matter be considered at 
length and steps taken to carry the 
plan into execution. With the best 
people in all the liberal faiths, our 
own Included, in hearty sympathy 
With this project, there is nothing in 
the way of making the Union a com
plete success. I recommend action in 
the direction named.

The Latest Word of Spiritualism.
Under the Pruden resolution, reaf

firmed last year at Minneapolis, your 
president was directed to solicit con
tributions from the pens of our 
ablest writers and thinkers upon va
rious topics directly: associated with 
Spiritualism, haying in view the puUt; 
lication of ’air these offerings in book 
form, under the comprehensive title 
"The. Latest Word- . of Spirituallsni.” ' ■ 
I wrote to a large number of our rep
resentative teachers, laymen and' 
most relable mediums for articles 
upon some special theme with which • 
they were most familiar. The re
sponses were prompt and kind in ev- • 
ery Instance. Very few declined to 
write at all and none of them ex
pressed one word of disapproval of the 
plan. Probably a dozen manuscripts 
are already at hand and as many more

। are promised. Our thanks are due 
the generous authors for their splen
did offerings, and I recommend ac-

i tion accordingly. I further recom
mend that the incoming president be 
instructed to continue this work until 
he shall have received papers upon 
every form of thought offered by 
Spiritualism, and upon every estab
lished phase of mediumship, plus the 
phenomena that are presented there
by. I am pleased to report that 
there is already a demand for this 
work In many secttons of the nation 
and I am cbnvinced that it will meet 
with a ready sale when it is upon the 
market.

Our Conventions.
Again I call the attention of the 

Spiritualists of America to the fact 
that too much work is crowded into 
the four days our annual gatherings 
are in session. Business of import
ance must be transacted and there is 
always a Jarge amount of it on hand. 
All of our committees are overworked 
and are either forced to lose the ses
sions of the convention or else must 
toil nights to get their reports' into 
due form. These committeemen are 
needed in our conventions and it is 
their right to be there. By extending 
the time of our conventions, this dif- - 
Acuity could be obviated. All other 
denominations act with deliberation. 
They have papers and addresses from 
their ablest men and discussions upon 
such .vital interests as effect tlie well
being of their several movements. 
We should, in my humble opinion, 
profit by these excellent examples. 
Spiritualism presents subjects of 
mightier import, of weightier moment ’ 
than do any other five religious bodies 
combined. It seems to me that an

fello w-
ship. '

All psychic phenomena are to be 
presented in the lodge room and in 
the presence of members only. This 
would place a premium upon mem
bership and would inspire many, per
sons to unite with such a movement 
.who would otherwise refuse to have 
anything to do with IL A most Im
pressive Initiation service could be 
prepared, replete with spiritual sym
bolisms and rich An suggestions to 
higher and nobler living. People 
would gladly support a Spiritualism 
of this sort, it is argued, even as they 
do Masonry, Odd Fellowship and other 
orders, of which they - become mem
bers. .

: This matter is worthy of your most 
careful study. I recommend, that it 

;be_discussed at length by this conven- 
’tion and steps taken to determine the 
feasibility of the proposition. . I sug
gest.that a. committee of three or five, 
of which Dr. Alex Caird,' of Lynn, 
Mass., and Dr. P.-S. Gardiner, of Sno
homish, ■ Wash., shall be members,- be 
elected by this convention to,reduce 
their suggestions to orderly form for 

présentation at 'the convention of
, spiritual success, a,nd left a marked, 1907. The high standing and promi- 
| Impress for good upon the minds of < nenee of .the two gentlemen who have 
the people of Oregon. ’ In pitst years, I made ibis suggestion entitles It to a 

| when- - Tifcjte -’were" hearing..11 aaika an ieeoaunendiUonfl
■.......

rear,” and their call is for us to edu
cate the honest men and women who- 
have been misled by the specious pre
tenses of these modern disciples pf 
Machiavelli and are. according them 
their loyal support. We must be on 
guard also against the over credulous 
and unreasoning ones in bur ; ranks! 
who believe that fraud is as valuable 
as genuine phenomena are.

It is with deep regret and keen 
agony of soul that I place these un
pleasant facts before. you. The les
son taught at Minneapolis will have 
to be relearned by some of our people, 
while others will have to feel for 
themselves stinging rebuke that hon
esty gavé dishonesty on that occasion. 
The persistency with which the coun
terfeiters and their supporters have 
forced themselves to the front and 
demanded - the ear of the public dur
ing the past year is most surprising. 
The officers of the Iowa State Associa
tion, in utter defiance of propriety and 
sense of right, employed the parties 
disciplined at Minneapolis, nt tlieir 
state convention of this year, For 
this act of insubordination, persisted 
In and not apologized for, your offi
cial board revoked the charter of the 
Iowa State body. I recommend that 
every possible, support, be rendered 
the Hawkeye State Spiritualists Asso
ciation recently organized in that 
state;- ■
> Federatfoii of Liberal Religions. 
: By a unanimous vote the delegates 
at the Minneapolis convention in 1905 
instructed your president to open 
correspondence with the representa
tives of all libera! religious bodies in 
America, Including the American
Secular, Union, and Free Thought 
JWetatlonLte see It they „would look

■ extension of time is an absolute neces- 
'■ sity to the future well-being of these 
■ conclaves. I respectfully recommend 
; action in harmony with the foregoing 

suggestions.
Necrology.

The list of names of our departed 
[ workers whose graduation took place 

within the past year, is a long, one 
and we should place on record some 
statement of our appreciation of their 

) work.' I respectfully recommend that 
, this subject be referred to a special 

committee with instructions to pre- 
i Bent to this convention ’ in proper’ 

form, some suitable recognition of the 
work and worth of our arisen friends. 
Among' the many who have left us 
may be mentioned Stephen D. Dye, 
of our board of trustees: Jerry Rob
inson, the devoted friend of Lookout 
Mountain Camp; Frank E. Bond, well 
known in connection with tamp 
Southern Cassadaga, and such spo Ak
ers and mediums as Allen FraukHn 

. Brown, Dr. E. H. Denslow, Sarah A.
Byrnes, Carrie Firth Curran, A E. 
Tisdale, Louis Schlesinger, James S. 
Scarlett, and J. O M. Hewitt. Let us 

. remember them all at their best, and 
give them a loving thought as they 
take up life’s duties anew Its tho 
world of souls.

Platform Suggestions.
I recommend that this convention 

adopt the following: ’
That, we demand the abolition of 

child labor In America.
That we urge the Importance ot 

prison reform.
That we oppose all legislation re

specting the observance of Sunday us 
a special holy day. , .

(Continued on page 2.)

that.it
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President Barrett’s Report.—Continued
That we are opposed to every at

tempt to unite Church and State. 
That we declare our unalterable op
position to sectarian instruction in our 
public schools.

That we favor a just and uniform 
rate of taxation for -all church and 
ecclesiastical school property. , 

That we are opposed to the em
ployment of salaried clergymen by 
Congress and State Legislatures, also 
in the Army and Naval Service of the 
United States.

That we are opposed to all special 
favors, exemptions from duty, and 
paid prerogatives ; now enjoyed by 
clergymen by reason of their office.

That we favor separate public serv
ices for the presentation of our phe
nomena and philosophy.

That we declare our opposition to 
murder in its every form and urge 
that all international disputes be re
ferred to boards of arbitration for 
adjudication.

That we favor an educational quali
fication for all voters, and demand 
that sex be no barrier from the exer
cise of suffrage.

Finance.
We have expended four thousand, 

four hundred dollars more than .we 
have received during the past year.. 
.One thousand dollars went to the 
Morris Pratt Institute by order of bur 
last convention, while the balance has 
been expended In defense of wills and 
In legal fights to sustain the rights of 
Spiritualism with regard to property, 
or our mediums with respect to the 
protection of their liberties and their 
enjoyment of the sacred right to ex
ercise their powers for the ‘good of 
their fellow-men.

Our Income would . have covered 
all remaining expenses of'this organ
ization had it not been for these spe
cial but necessary drafts upon our 
exchequer. This deficit, while re
grettable, need not discourage us. It 
should rather Inspire us to do more 
for the cause we love and for the or
ganization in which we believe. Had 
our local societies been strong in 
membership, a portion of this loss 
would have been met.

Had all Spiritualists, or those who 
clalm-to be such, but done their duty, 
our treasury would not have been de
pleted one penny. The selfish Idea 
that there was money in the N. S. A. 
treasury, hence there was no need of 
contributing to its support, governed 
far too many of them. Some means 
should be adopted to awaken them 
from this selfish Indifference, and in
duce them to make the N. S. A. finan
cially independent. Please note that 
our loss has not been caused by the 
payment of extravagant salaries to 
your officers nor yet by meeting ex
orbitant expenses on their part.

I ask you as delegates to do some
thing to Increase the revenues of the 
N. S. A. I recommend that you plan 
such measures as will not only re
plenish its treasury now, but will also 
keep a steady flow of contributions 
into its coffers. I am not putting It 
too strongly when I say that this is one 
of the essential problems for you to 
solve at this convention. Solve it and 
thereby prove your devotion to the 
n: s. a. .
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MISSIONARY'S REPORT.

Missionary Report
Repoiä it" Harrison D. Barrett. Missionary-at-large for

the N. S. A„ A. D. 1906

acted as a unit duping the year now
drawing.to a eJose.. .

so made sacrifice

good missionary work, 
occasional tosses under

There will be 
any system,

refuse to 
I urge that 
the circuit 
recommend

visited Portage, 
K. Baker, the

G. H. Brooks' Statement of the VVoj6 
Done by Him.

When state associations 
act, or where none exist, 
the N. 8. A, undertake 
work itself. I ’ further

Ul« no - 
w ■ ; I) ?

to leave vacant, and 
for the same.

In February, I 
home of Rev. Nellie

chance to sneer at our movement by 
reason of any condition associated 
with it. I submit t,hls proposition to 
you for such action as you may tee 
fit to take, without special recom
mendation from me.

Amendments. ;
Your attention is respectfully called 

to the amendments proposed in due: 
form to the Constitution and By-Laws 
of this National body. I urge careful 
stiidy of them all, laying special stress 
upon the one that changes the length 
of the terms of service of the trus
tees. Legal questions of moment 
are constantly arising, and issues that 
demand more than a day’s or even a 
year’s study, are springing up every 
passing day. To properly cope with 
these important matters, it is essen
tial that your official board be a per
petual body. Its members should 
not air be in danger of removal at 
every annual convention. Financial 
success likewise demands stability on 
the part of the management. Dona
tions and bequests will increase when 
it is known that the trustees of the N. 
S. A. are not in danger of being 
stampeded out of office through the 
enthusiasm aroused by the eloquence 
and personal magnetism of some as
pirant for power. I feel that one- 
third of the board should be chosen 
each year, and I trust that the conven
tion, in its wisdom, will see the force 
of these suggestions.

Our Evening Sessions.
So much has been said with regard 

to the selection of speakers and medi
ums for our evening meetings on the 
part of the board of trustees, that I 
venture to place the facts before this 
convention. At the most, but eight 
speakers and eight mediums can be, 
chosen for these services, as there are 
but four evenings to fill. Tbe board 
has, throughout the past thirteen 
years, chosen these speakers and me
diums by ballot. Personal prefer
ence has no weight with any one; it 
has rather been a desire to find par
ties who would do our cause the most 
good before the public that influenced 
the votes of our members. That some 
speakers have served more than once 
is due to the fact that they were 
held to be able to give the special ad
dresses needed by the people, and not 
to undue Influence, nor to favoritism 
of any sort. If you wish other speak
ers to be heard, extend the time of 
your, future conventions, and give 
them’ a chance.

This remark also applies to medi
ums. It is quite a task to find speak1 
ers willing to attend our conventions, 
pay their own expenses, and give up a 
paying Sunday engagement for the 
sake of serving the N. S. A. gratis. 
That is just what our speakers and 
mediums who serve at our annual 
conclaves have to do. If the conven
tion desires to make any change In 
these methods, it can do so by in
structing the Incoming board of trus
tees as to its wishes.

The Spiritualist Press.
Due acknowledgment should 

made by this convention to such 
the Spiritualist papers as have

An Endowment Fund.
Let me once more urge upon you 

the _ Importance of establishing an 
"Endowment Fund” of generous pro
portions in the name-of the N. 3. A. 
It can be done by the delegates of this 
convention if they so elect. A little 
effort and some slight sacrifice on 
the part of each person present and 
the good work is done. The claim 
that Spiritualists are poor is not 
true. They are as well to do finan
cially as the followers of any other 
religion. If each delegate would 
but make himself a committee of one 
to interest himself and friends in 
this project, there is no doubt as to 
the outcome.

A—fund of one hundred thousand 
dollars could be raised within the 
next six months if each one would do 
his duty. One hundred thousand per
sons contributing one dollar, and we 
have the fund we need. Fifty thou
sand persons contributing two dol
lars and the same result is attained. 
One thousand persons giving one hun
dred dollars each, and the Endowment 
,'und is likewise secured.

I ’believe in the democratic plan 
• <l having all our people Interested in 
’.his project, therefore do not feel that 
.e have any right to appeal to the 
•.ealthy few to make up this fund. 
■_n urgent appeal direct to the con- 

-.ciences of all <Tf our people will do 
he work. We have been too prone in 
he past to let outsiders pay for our 

(Spiritualism for us. This selfish and 
wholly unworthy principle should be 
abandoned and I urge upon you the 
necessity of making a start in the 
right direction at this convention.

I recommend that the Committee on 
Finance, Ways and Means be instruct
ed to report to this body some plan 

v which the proposed Endowment 
Fund may be raised. The Universal- 
sts, more than fifty years ago, made 

a house to house appeal for contribu
tions to a much-needed endowment 
..or one of their enterprises, and after 
many weary months succeeded in ob-

be 
of 

de-

president's official correspondence. 
As your President, I cheerfully’ re
sponded to all requests from the secu
lar press for articles setting forth tire 
principles of Spiritualism and sought 
to do likewise for the Spiritualist pa
pers at every opportunity.

Personal.
Permit me to Introduce one brief 

paragraph in which to express my 
personal thanks to all ot the members 
of the board of trustees for their valu
able aid throughout the year. Our 
noble-hearted, generous treasurer, 
Theodore J. Mayer,, is deserving of 
special mention, for his timely advice 
and steadfast devotion to the inter
est's of the N. S. À. Our zeajous vice- 
president, Geo, B. Warne has my 
heprty thanks for his many acts of 
kindness and timely aid during the 
year. He is loyal to Spiritualism in 
word and deed in every phase of its. 
work. All Spiritualists are under ob
ligations to him for his sturdy defense 
of mediumship and his courageous op
position to every form of fraud. On 
this question, your official board has

fended true Spiritualism throughout 
the year and have aided the N. S. A. in 
any way. I recommend that a hearty 
vote of thanks be extended to these 
journals, under the seal of the asso
ciation, duly signed and countersigned 
by the president and secretary;

The New Thought Convention.
It Is with pleasure that I call your 

attention to the annual convention of 
the New Thought .movement to be 
held in Chicago, October 23 to 27. 
Arrangements have been made by 
which the certificates held by dele
gates to our convention can be extend
ed to cover the entire period our New 
Thought friends are to be in session. 
I most earnestly urge all who can 
possibly do so to avail themselves of 
this privilege in order that they may 
become better acquainted with our 
brethren whose progressive views are 
so fully in accord with our own. They 
are people possessed of ' advanced 
ideas, and are at one with us in all 
spiritual work. I recommend that at 
least four fraternal delegates be 
chosen by this convention to represent 
the N. S. A. at the convention in 
question.

. The Outlook.
Despite the fact ’ that some dark 

clouds hang tow over the skies of 
Spiritualism, despite the mutterings ' 
and rumblings of the elements threat
ening seeming storms, I do not view 
the outlook for Spiritualism as at all 
doubtful, nor ip the’ least insecure. 
Even the weaknesses of some of its 
organic aids are not to be Viewed with 
alarm for they can .be made helps if 
Spiritualists will but do their duty. 
New structures can be erected without 
the faults of the old and new methodi 
of work adopted in all fields of re
search.

I am hopeful, even optimistic, as to 
the outcome of our efforts. Defeat 
may seem imminent at times. Fraud 
and rascality may forge to the front 
and hold sway for a time; selfishness 
may control many of our people for a 
time but over all, around aB, and be
neath all, is the benign Influence of 
the illumined minds in the spirit 
spheres, who ai;e' striving for the 
highest, and are endeavoring to im
press susceptible minds on earth to 
keep pace with them, to aid them in 
their work and to place Spiritualism 
where it deserves to be—in the lead 
of all educational, religious and re
formatory movements on earth. Nor 
are signs wanting that such is /the 
fact even now.

The demand for honesty in medium
ship, for ridding our movement of all 
grafters, the work of the Progressive 
Thinkers and the renewed interest in 
spiritual Spiritualism are cases in 
point. What Mayors Adams and 
Weaver, Gov. Folk, Attorney Jerome 
and other reformers are doing, are 
typified by the present awakening in 
Spiritualism and the work that is be
ing done in its behalf.

Every Spiritualist has reason to feel 
encouraged at signs of the times: Old 
organizations and their imperfect 
methods may go—in fact, they are go
ing—but they will only make way for 
the car of progress in the form of bet
ter organizations that-shall follow 
them. A division even may come, but 
it will only be the severing of relation
ships between honor and dishonor, 
hence no alarm need be felt by reason 
of it.

The truth will endure for" ever arid 
will be its own excuse whenever it de
mands a hearing. It-rests with the 
Spiritualists themselves to prbve that 
they are the proper 'persons to act .as 
custodians of the truth; I believe 
there are many who are worthy of the 
trust and feel that they will nobly 
meet every responsibility whenever 
the same devolves upon them.

Through the N. S. A. I look to see 
all of these hoped for results accom
plished. Let us rally to Rs support 
morally, numerically and financially. 
Let us make known to ourselves and 
to the world our adherence to every 
cardinal virtue, our belief in every 
principle of right, and seal, if heed be, 
our very lives to the holy work of co
operation with the angels In an en
deavor to make this world in deed and 
in truth the kingdom of heaven for all 
mankind.

All of which is respectfully sub
mitted, •

HARRISON D. BARRETT,
President.

By vóte o^'the. delegates present at 
the Mlmieap&liB'convention in 1905,1 
was’ r’eàppplnted "as tmissionary-at- 
large fór thfe year-1905-1906.

Front’ Npveitiber 15 to January 15 
•I triedro establish a missionary cir-. 
cult of- thirty towiiB in the state of 
Maine, planning to give each place one 
visit per ipon(irthroughout the year. 
It was wftsteù time, and effort, so far 
as Maine" viali concerned, and had to 
be abandoripH ’as Impractical in that 
state. People'declared they would be 
much pleased to have such an itin
eracy ’ established, but when asked to 
do somethifig itsjjehalf, either,pro
crastinated1 or madé no answer what
ever,. Thete is ,nottate in the Union 
where mlsippnary ^.ork of a substan
tial character is riiòre. greatly needed 
than, in Maine, , The people there 
have fallen Into a condition of indlf- 

-ference toward the .welfare of our 
Cause as a whole th pt is positively dis
graceful. Whenever they are aroused 
to a sense of. their duty, and to the ne
cessity of action, they respond nobly, 
even generbusiy and’ enthusiastically.

I do npt know of a strong local so
ciety in the state of Maine. There are 
six organizations in the state, that are 
supposed to, be local societies, not 
one of whldh holds continuous meet
ings throughout the year. Two ot 
them meet monthly, while one holds 
meetings whenever a speaker or me
dium happens, .to pass through the 
section in which it is located. The 
membership of all of these organiza
tions is an uncertain quantity, and is 
never of a general Working character. 
A few do ali the work that is done at 
all, while the many are either indiffer
ent to it, or wholly indisposed to rec
ognize the necessity of holding meet
ings of any kind, aside from those 
held each year by the various camps 
in the state. ’ No doubt these words 
will apply to the Spiritualists of New 
Hampshire and other states in which 
little or nothing is done to sustain 
Spiritualism outside of one or two 
brief camp-meetings.

Maine has four camps, three of 
w’hlch are auxiliaries of the N. 8. A. 
Three of these are held for periods of 
ten days each; while -the other con- 

’tlnues over a series of weeks, and 
makes its Sundays its speciality. I 
visited two of these camps the present 
year, and am pleased to report that a 
deep interest hr the welfare of the N. 
S. A. was aroused at both points. Ab 
soon asoi had - outlined its work, 
stated its-objects, given something of 
its history,’ and"recounted some of its 
contests; Its successes and failures, 
the peoplè prelbnt rallied generously 
to its support,’ and went away filled 
with the-thougM! that t-be M. 8. A. Was 
their instltutto’n in the best sense of 
the term. Three of the Maine camps 
are largely attended, but the people 
who assemble dlt those so-cftlled Mec
cas of Spiritualism, in the vast major
ity of InsSanceStettend no spiritual 
meetings save an occasional funeral 
during the entire year, aside from 
what they, crowd into the sessions of 
their camps. There are - fifty cities 
and ■tow.ns'i'n¿duine in which live

however perfect it may seem, yet the 
circuit work can be made self-sustain
ing if properly conducted. I feel that 
all such circuits should be established 
by the several state associations, 
where they exist, and be under the di
rect supervision of the state officers at 
all times. Where no state associa
tions have been established, the N. S. 
A., by. proper correspondence, and 
with timely suggestions from the mis
sionaries, can form all circuits and 
manage them. If the missionary is to 
speak every day in the week and twice 
on Sunday, his correspondence should 
be made as light as possible. Re 
should, know the places he is to visit 
eacfi week, go to them in turn, and. 
conservé'all his energies at each point 
visited by him. But the missionary 
qannot .do it all, no matter how hard 
he inay work, nor how great his devo
tion to the Cause; The Spiritualists 
themselves have their share in the re- 
sponsiblllty of making this circuit 
work a success. They should be will
ing to sustain the missionary with 
their money to the end that he may 
no£”have to worry over his Income, nor 
feel that he may not always have 
proper food and shelter

I recommend that all missionary 
work during the coming year be es
tablished upon the circuit plan, under 
the management of state associations.

taining the sum desired. What a 
mere handful of people, less than one
twentieth of our numbers to-day, 
could and did do fifty years ago, we 

, can do if we try. I venture to sug
gest the following as possible plans 
through which we may be able to gain 
the desired end. Each delegate to 
this convention to forward to our Na- 

w tional Secretary the names and ad
dresses of all Spiritualists with whom 
he or she is acquainted, accompanying 

. such list with his own donation, and a 
statement as to the ability of the 
friends named by him to donate to a 
good cause.

Second, the "endless chain letter” 
to be sent by all delegates to interest
ed parties, requesting donations, and 
stating that the same .should be sent 
to the National secretary.

Third, the appointment of finan
cial agents, under bonds, to be paid 
upon the percentage plan, whose duty 
it shall be to solicit personal dona
tions to the fund in question.

Fourth, personal letters from the 
N. S. A. president and secretary to the 
Spiritualists of America, whose ad
dresses are known or can be obtained 
from this body of delegates. Then 
there are other means by which this 
fund can be raised, but I ask the com
mittee to whom we commit our finan
cial interests to pub them into form. 
I plead for the settlement of this 
question through legislation that will 
give us the needed endowment.

Executive Sessions.
So many Issues of a delicate char-' 

acter have arisen during the past two 
years that not a few Spiritualists 
have urged me to recommend their 
consideration in executive session 
whenever they are properly brought 
before the convention. By this meth
od, it is thought that We may be able 
to discuss the fraud question with 
greater freedom, likewise the flnan- 

. clal question, and that of the. status 
of our local societies, when It is known 
'bat the outside world will not have a

The Board of Trustees. 1
The members of your board of trus

tees have worked together in perfect 
accord throughout the year. The 
transition of Stephen D. Dye of Cali
fornia was a shock to all of his asso
ciates, and they took such note of his 
departure as the sad event required. 
The vacancy was filled by the election 
of Arthur S. Howe, also a Californian, 
who is now with us. Your board of 
Trustees has done its best to serve its 
constituents and does not hesitate to 
give you an account of its steward
ship. There are no debts to be paid, 
no outstanding bills to be met. There 
is a small balance in our treasury. 
We have spent more than we have re
ceived under stress of circumstances 
beyond our control, but every dollar 
thus used has been spent In the inter
ests of Spiritualism and not for the 
special benefit of any clique or party. 
We stand by our record, and suggest 
that future appropriations be pared in 
order that we may hereafter keep 
within our Income.

The Home Office.
The work In the home office in 

Washington has been of the highest 
order of excellence, and the Spiritual
ists of America have reason to be 
proud of their capable and conscien
tious secretary. She has labored with 
singleness of heart for tne good of 
our cause as a whole and for the up
building of the N. S. A. as its fore
most representative. Your president 
Is under many obligations to her for 
favors received and takes this means' 
to make public acknowledgment of 
the fact? Her books are well kept, 
her correspondence promptly at
tended to, the library and other prop
erty of the N. S. A. carefully looked 
after. Our headquarters as at pres
ent managed are a credit to our cause, 
and every Spiritualist In America 
should feel honored that his religión 
can be sought In such an attractive 
place.

The Presidentas Office.
The work In the president’s office In 

respect to correspondence has been 
very extensive. Not less than fifteen 
hundred letters have been written on 
N. S. A. business, besides articles for 
the.secular and Spiritualistic press. 
Quite a percentage of these - letters 
went to foreign lands, Australia, New 
Zealand, India, South Africa, Bul
garia, Russia, Italy, Germany, Bel-

• glum, Holland, France, England, Bra- 
1 zll, Argentine Republic, Chili, Peru, 
! and the . Island of Puerto Rico being 
' among the nations whose citizens have 
; approached your president for- in.for- 
: mation with regard to Spiritualism. 
■ This large foreign correspondence is a 
’ testimonial to the .wide-spread la#u- 
: once of the N; ■ S. A, sad is a high 
■ tribute to the value .3? organization, 
i Railroad work and other important 

matters already enumerated ia this 
report made Bp She Mance d® i»ur

OCTOBER.

Now is the Autumn's fairest moon, 
And the royal purple noon

Of all earthly glory;
Now let cares drift far away
While each wonder-workipg day 

Tells to us its story.
Sung amid a thousand hills.
Hymned by “silver throated” rlUs 

Through the meadow straying,
This sweet poem of thé year
Mellows all the atmosphere

Charm on charm displaying.
Scarfs of gold and crimson rest
On each mountain’s plumed crest 

, In a dewy splendor,
While o’er all earth’s dainty things
Nature spreads put gauzy wings 

As of each most .tender.
Hills on which we fondly gaze 
’Neath a soft enriching haze

All day long seems dreaming; 
Curtained from our curious eyes, 
Beauty gives us glad surprise

Through each vista gleaming.
Now her turrets seem to rise
Fair as dreams of Paradise

On our vision stealing;
.Then they float and pass away
Into darkness and decay 

> Death alone revealing.
Now from every tree-top wave
Leafy banners gay as grave

Nature’s mood betraying;
Then these faded, wasted forms
Rent by force of winds or storms

Fall, no use portraying. .
Leaves! what say you to my heart?
Winds! What melancholy art , 

Wakes ye into sighing? .
Wherefore when we hear your moans
Thrill’our heart” with echo.tones 

Chord to chord replying?
Leaves! ah, well I know your power, 
Winds! ye.have a wondrous dower

All the past revealing; ? : ■
Faded hopes, like Autumn leaves
Strew life’s pathway. Nature grieves, 

One with us in feeling. ’
But there is a glory-born
With our life’s empurpled morn. 

Stronger than all grieving;
■ Aye, and brighter than the days ’ 
Scarfed In gold and pjirpïe hazej

'Tls of faith’s fair weaving.
Leaves may fall and quick winds sigh
All.forms of beauty fade and die, 

Still, Faith to us replying
Mounts upward singing toward

Love’s gate,
And blds us calmly work and wait;

All caupe for grief denying.
Áh! If the Autumn of our.days
Finds but the soft ahd mellow haze 

Our fading joys concealing,
Then will our hearts be full of peace, 
And every hour bring rich increase, >

A life of use reveeAng.

working societies can be established',' 
under, proper missionary effort.

What is true of Maine is undoubted- 
ly true of the other northern New 
England States, New Hampshire and 
Vermont. . It requires missionaries of 
unusual ability to do the work that 
can be done through proper effort in 
the states named. : The missionaries 
must be filled with enthusiasm, pos
sessed of unbonded patience, backed 
by sufficient nyeans to provide for 
heavy, storms, ;a continued stress of 
weather, and possible inactivity on the 
part of the people. They should be 
able to "present phenomena In the 
home circle, and not attempt to make 
them special features in public. De
votion to the Cause and self-consecra
tion to.lts advancement should be spe
cial characteristics of those who would 
act as missionaries in New England. 
It may be difficult to find the right 
persons for these positions, but it can 
be done, if pro'per’effort is made, and 
I earnestly recommend action accord
ingly. New England needs missionary 
work, and thè N.S. A. will grievously 
err if it. neglects this important field 
any longer. : It should be undertaken 
and carried forward despite the dis
heartening indifference of the local 
Spiritualists themselves.

Unable'to obtain work in New Eng
land, I -journeyed westward, ‘doing 
missionary work of various kinds 
along tho way,, unti 1.1 reached the 
state of Kansas. With the aid of in
terested friends in that state and in 
Oklahoma, I succeeded in establishing 
a circuit of towns, to which I made 
regular fortnightly visits. On the 
whole, the attendance was good at all 
points, save when a heavy storm was 
raging, or some' public function was 
being held. I asked the local Spirit
ualists to provide place of meeting, 
music and advertising,' giving me the 
proceeds of the collections. No one

that, where the state associations take 
the lead, the N. S. A. enter Into con
tract relations with them, pledging 
certain financial aid, provided the 
states raise an equal amount, with the 
assurance that all profit accruing from 
such work shall be shared equally by 
the associations Involved.

I did no missionary work during 
the month of April. I returned to my 
home in Maine at my own expense, 
and only attended to the routine work 
of the president’s office during that 
entire month.

I resumed missionary work in the 
month of May, and have been con
stantly at my tasks since that time. 
I visited numerous places en route to 
the West, whither 1 was called for 
the months of June and July, also 
'portions of May and August. I spent 
some time in the state of Montana, 
where I find great need of missionary 
labor. The state association is very 
weak, both in finances and member
ship, but its officers are laboring with 
singleness of heart to establish it 
upon a firm legal and financial basis. 
I found marked interest in Spiritual
ism in all sections of the state visited 
by me, and from which I heard by the 
way of letters. Devoted missionary 
work Is greatly needed In Montana. 
Mon . and women of education are 
wanted, rather than sensationalists 
and commercialists, in that progress
ive state: I take great pleasure in re
porting that the Spiritualists of Mon
tana believd in and are loyal to the 
N, 8. A. .„

During the month of June I labored 
in Seattle, Wash., doing occasional 
week evening work in adjacent cities, 
from all of which efforts the financial 
returns were almost equal to expenses. 
1 did my best to interest our friends in 
Spiritualism as a movement in Amer
ica, and in the N. S. A. as its mouth
piece. The people responded quickly 
and. generously, and I am pleased to 
-report that the bond between the 
Spiritualists of Washington and the 
N. S. A. is a strong one, and I hope I 
did some good while there. The peo
ple of Washington believe in the N. S. 
A., and are ever ready to render it 
generous support. Washington has a 
strong, active state association, which 
body is abundantly able to carry on 
the work in that state at present. 1 
feel, however, that the N. S. A. should 
unite with the state body in propa
ganda work in accord with my recom
mendation in this report.

I spent the entire month of July in 
the state of Oregon, in mass-meeting 
and camp work. I gave thirty-five 
addresses in twenty-nine days, and at
tended to all my official duties in ad
dition thereto. The state association 
,held a six days’ mass-meeting in 
Portland, Oregon, tho first week in 
July, at which I was a regular speak-

the official year, I engaged somewhat 
in missionary work in Maine, but the 
financial, returns barely met expenses, 
hence I ‘filled very few engagements. 
My time was occupied .with conven
tion work in the form of correspond
ence, and the preparation of my offi
cial reports.

It is a matter of regret that Spirit
ualists throughout the nation, while 
desiring missionary work, are so will
ing to shift the responsibility of sup
porting the same upon the N. S. A. 
It was openly said in not a few places 
visited by me, "Well, the N. 8. A. 
pays you; why should you care’ 
whether you meet expenses or not?" 
Others said even more bluntly, "Let 
the N, 8. A. foot the bills.” Others 
Bought to extenuate their present neg
lect by recitals of their past sacrifices 
for Spiritualism. There is a desire on 
the part of multitudes of Spiritual
ists to get something for nothing. 
Such a condition auguys ill for the fu
ture pf our Cause. Something should 
be done to eradicate this terrible evil 
from the minds of our people. I ap
peal to this convention to speak In no 
uncertain tones upon this important 
matter, and ùrge that something be 
done to establish a higher order of 
things,

Op four occasions I was refused the 
platforms of local Spiritualist socie
ties, or denied an opportunity to ad
dress the Spiritualists and other lib
eral people. The reason assigned was 
the same in every instance, although 
only one good friend went so far as to 
say that he would silence me as ft 
speaker forever if he had the power. 
It was my opposition to fraud that 
caused all four of the refusals men
tioned. I refer to this matter solely 
as an illustration of the tow spiritual 
level upon which some pretended 
Spiritualists stand. They prefer 
fraud to honesty, illiteracy to scholar
ship, and would, like Torquemada of 
old, torture all who entertain pro
gressive views. These experiences 
would be more provocative of mirth 
were they not so pathetic in their rev
elations of the sad fact that there are 
Spiritualists who can condole fraud, 
and uphold its perpetrators, in prefer
ence to clean, wholesoipe Spiritualism. 
Perhaps these people, like Ephraim of 
old, are joined to their idols, and 
should be let atone until their own 
souls are awakened to a full realiza
tion of the meaning of the truth, hon
esty and spiritual growth.

It is not the province of any mis
sionary to discuss the fraud question 
in his propaganda work, and I do not 
know of one of the N. S. A. missiona
ries who has ever done so. It is his 
duty to tell the people what Spiritual
ism is, and to establish working so
cieties in its name. But, when ques
tions in public or in private with re
gard to conditions that he knows to 
be dishonest, with phenomena that he 
knows to be spurious, and to the coun
terfeiters who produce the same, it is 
the bounden duty of every worker, 
missionary or not, to tell the truth 
without fear or favor. Spiritualism 
and Spiritualists will be respected 
more highly by all Intelligent people 
when they realize that Spiritualists 
have sufficient self-respect to expose 
and repudiate every kind of fraud. 
No medium has ever yet been attacked 
by a missionary of the N. S. A., nor by 
any one of its officers. Fraud and 
counterfeiting have been fearlessly 
condemned by many of our workers, 
and I ask In all candor, is it a crime to 
oppose wrong-doing?

Missionary work is needed in many 
sections bf the coujitry, but I am con
strained to recommend that it be con
fined to such sections as are willing to 
render the circuit system a cordial and 
generous support. Reciprocity is the 
law of life, and it should apply to mis
sionary labor as it does to everything 
else. Spiritualism will go to people 
when they are ready to receive it, and 
they are only ready to receive it when 
they accord it needed support. Mis
sionary enterprises of all kinds, would 
in my humble opinion enjoy_a greater 
degree of prosperity and achieve 
greater success, were the missionaries 
able to entertain themselves.

I am under deep obligations to 
many friends in Kansas, Oklahoma, 
Missouri, Iowa, Illinois, Wyoming, 
Montana, Oregon and Washington for 
favors received. To them, one and 
all, I extend my grateful thanks as I 
conclude this report.

All of which is respectfully sub
mitted,

HARRISON D.. BARRETT, 
Missionary-at-Large for N. S. A.

To the Officers and Delegates of tilt 
Fourteenth Annual Convention of tlu 
National Spiritualists Association oi 
the United States—Greeting:—An
other year has rolled by and once 
more I give my yearly report as one of 
the unpaid missionaries of the N. 8. A.

The. first Sunday A October, I 
opened, by special request of the 
many friends in Milwaukee, an even
ing meeting in Severance Hall. Thera 
was no salary attached, but the friends 
promised to do the best they could 
by me.. The attendance .was large 
from the very first and gradually in
creased, and I thought It wise to keep 
the meeting open, -.which I did from 
the first of October until the first of 
June. ‘ I depended upon a small sub
scription list and collections^ leaving 
the meeting free, that is, charging no 
door fee, all of the season. Some
times I had a surplus left and some
times not. I had weekly socials,'at 
which time a charge of fifteen cents 
was made, and the evening spent In 
tne exercise of my mediumship. The 
attendance was fair at these socials, 
never very large. Once per month a 
dance and social was held at the hall, 
which was largely attended.

I attended to all of the advertising 
and business of the meetings, looked 
after the people by making social 
calls, and being in truth as nearly as 
I knew how, their friend and helper. 
There were a good many sick during 
the season, whom I looked after, and 
from the number who attended, eight 
passed away, at whose funerals I offi
ciated. I felt that Milwaukee was too 
large a city and too important a point

»toy, Moa.

in Kansas and Oklahoma who knows 
of that, circuit work, can accuse me of 
neglect of duty nor pl lack of interest 
in the mqiyemént. í put in ten weeks 
of continuous' labor on this circuit, 
and had tlre satisfaction of seeing 
that the Interest in many places was 
much greater when I was compelled to 
abandon the field than It was at the 
opening.

But, despite riiy exertions,, the work 
whs a financial failure'! The. circuit 
was a- longer Onri’ than' it should have 
been, yet the expense of travel was 
small, taken as & whole, and did not 
cause thed-loss Sustained each week. 
The collections were generally very 
small. At one paint oh a certain Sun
day, whe^I gaVe’two addresses into 
each of Which FjJut One hundred dol
lars wórtK'Of1 energy, the receipts 
from all ¡sources? fifty cents. This is 
the largest-Sum token in one day at 
any given point'bhtslde of Sterling. 
I give sixty-flve’ffiddresses in seventy 
days, thirty-two ol which were in the 
month ofoMarch'-alone, .from which 
the financial returns were too small to 
be namedcas a .whole. The receipts 
for Marchswere same " hundred and 
slxty-threeJi dollars ' and thirty-five 
cents. Taithis, Irmade a personal do
nation of six dollars -and sixty-five 
cents, heneó was: able to report one 
hundred and seventy dollars as my re
turns, from my thirty-two lectures in 
March. The expenses for that month, 
including, of course, the salary of the 
missionary, were two hundred and 
twenty dollars, a loss of fifty dollars to 
the N. 8. far this one month. Pre
vious month; showed even larger 
deficits... I;have taken March as a 
sample,; for the collections steadily in- 
creased. throughout .that month, when 
the people; saw that ■ the . work was 
likely ..to -he: permanent. in character, 
and were able to induce interested 
friends to attend.the meetings.

It is probable that the receipts 
would have constantly increased had 
the circuit work been continued. I 
came out of this experience firmly con* 

that short circuito tot for

er. This meeting did a great deal of 
good, and placed the N. 8. A. in a 
much better light before the Spiritual
ists of Oregon than it had ever been 
before. I gave two addresses, setting 
forth its aims, endeavors and accom
plishments, nearly all of which infor
mation was new to the people who 
heard me.. The Spiritualists -of Ore.- 
gon are loyal friends of the N. S. A., 
and will remain such so long as it does 
not depart from honest effort in all ot 
Its undertakings. The Portland 
mass meeting was a decided success, 
and reflected great credit upon the 
able state president, Mrs. Sophia B. 
Seip.

The attendance at the camp-meeting 
at New Era was fairly good at the 
opening, and steadily increased up to 
the closing- day. A special collection 
and personal offerings to the N. S. A. 
Pension Fund were received in addi
tion to what was paid me. for my ser
vices. President Love is a devoted 
friend to the N. S. A., and an earnest 
worker for organization everywhere. 
His release from official responsibili
ties in Oregon..makes it possible for 
other states to secure his services as 
missionary, or as settled speaker.

In passing, I must, add that the 
state association In Oregon is now 
equipped for work, and that I believe 
it will soon establish Itself in all fields 
of spiritual endeavor. It needs the 
support of the N. S. A. and I recom
mend a close union between the two 
bodies to the end that all errors In 'its 
organic structure may be eradicated, 
and, only true representatives of pro
gressive Spiritualism be sent forth as 
champions of our Cause.

The entire month of August and the 
first sixteen days of September were 
devoted to camp-meetings. I worked 
for the camps- at Surprise Lako, 
Wash., at Vicksburg, Mich., Onset, 
Mass., Etna and Madison, Maine. At 
all of these points, I found only 
friendship arid good will for the N. S. 
A. Vicksburg oil N. 8. A. day re
sponded with a special offering of fif
ty-three dollars and twenty cents 
($53.20), only eighteen of which 
were in pledges to be redeemed later/ 
N. S. A. day had .passed when I 
ireached Onset, but the returns from 
there were most generous. Etna re» 
sponded to my appeal with a special 
offering of thirty-five dollars, while 
Madison came to the front with a col
lection of twenty-two dollars and sbv- 
enty-five cents. These sums were in 
excess of the amounts paid me for my 
lectures, hence indicate the cordial 
support rendered the N. S. A. by the 
generous Spiritualists at the pointe 
named.

From to tbe dose of

Report of Max Gentzke, Mlssionary-at- 
Large.

Since last year’s National Conven
tion, I have been busy in the work 
for our cause among the German- 
speaking citizens of this country.

Accompanied by a test medium, 
Mrs. A. Dodge, of Chicago, I made 
during November and December a lec
turing tour of six weeks' duration 
through the East, visiting the follow
ing cities: Fort Wayne, Ind.; Cleve-
land, Ohio; Rochester, N. Y. Law-
rence, Mass.; New York City and 
Brooklyn, N. Y.; Philadelphia, Pa.; 
Cincinnati, Ohio, holding 32 public 
and parlor meetings, which were well 
attended.

In January,'we held four successful 
meetings in St. Louis, Mo.; and during 
March, April and May held two meet-
ings every week in Chicago. We
made one tour to Springfield, 111., 
holding three meetings there.

During the summer months, up to 
this time, I gave a number of lectures 
and addresses, before different socie
ties and parlor meetings in Chicago.

It may be of Interest to all to in
clude in my report, the fact that ■ I 
have succeeded in establishing a large 
organization ot German-speaking 
Spiritualists, of 178 members, living 
in 23 cities of the United States and 
four members living in Germany and 
Hungary, and that we have good 
prospect of enlarging our membership 
considerably.

Although this organization has 
been established in the form of a 
business stock company, named “The 
Searchers’ Publishing Company,” its 
main aim is, the speaking of the 
truth of Spiritualism by enlarging and 
improving their organ," “The Licht- 
strahlqn,” by publishing and circulat
ing books and pamphlets in the Ger
man, English and other languages and 
by holding well-arranged mass or agi
tation meetings.

This organization has also opened a 
headquarters in connection with their 
business place, where traveling Spir
itualists are welcome. .

I took with best hopes upon the 
work of this new organization and its 
missionary work, carried on in a prac
tical manner, and as President-of the 
same, I wish to state that its mission
ary work Is and will be successful,-and 
believe it should find the co-operation 
of the N. S. A. and every true Spirit
ualist. - MAX GENTZKE,

. Misstonary-at-Large.

then secretary ot the Wisconsin State 
Society. I held three meetings in 
her home. 'They were fairly well at
tended.

On the 23 rd, 24 th and 25th of April, 
the State society convened in Milwau
kee, which I attended and took part in. 
I was elected its president and mis
sionary, and have been working hard ( 
most ot the time since in behalf of the 
State Society, which, I am sorry to 
say, I found was loaded down with a 
debt of fourteen hundred dollars. I 
have been more interested in trying to 
raise the indebtedness of the State 
Society than 1 have been in preaching 
Spiritualism, for I feel that no cause 
can leave a lasting Impress for good 
on the minds of a people when it can 
not pay its debts. Hence I have vis
ited different parts of the state in 
that work. I have been well received 
and a good work, I trust, has been 
done; have reduced the debt some; 
raised all told, up to date, over 3500, 
and have paid some of it on the debt, 
and all running expenses. The pres
ent board has not one dollar of in
debtedness and has In the bank some 
considerable money.

There was held in Milwaukee, Oct. 
6 and 7, a very successful mass-meet
ing, in which the N. 8. A. came to res
cue of the W. S. 8. A. by donating the 
services ot your honored president, 
Harrison D. Barrett, in assisting the 
service and lending an Influence that .. 
will never be forgotten, and an Im- 
press on the community at large thm ' 
is uplifting and spiritualizing.

Just how many meetings will' be 
held this winter I do not know. It all 
depends on circumstances. The de
sire is to raise as much of that debt''-' 
as possible; not only to raise the debt, 
but to revive societies that are al
ready organized, that once did effect
ual work, but now are either dead or 
sleeping; also organize, where advis
able, new societies and to strengthen 
the work all over the state.

Another feature we shall add to our 
work when we can is that ot state ly- 
ceums and young people’s societies, 
and to bring the young up under the 
influence of our thought. I feel too 
great stress cannot be laid on this part 
of our work; that with a good work
ing lyceum there is always a good, 
live society.

To me the missionary field is one of 
the most important features of our 
work, and too much stress cannot be 
laid upon it; that there can be no 
more Important matter before this 
body to discuss and not only to dis
cuss, but to more perfectly carry out 
this glorious work. My entire year 
has been engaged in the purely mis
sionary field, without any stated sal
ary, receiving what I could for my la
bors, sacrificing more than I can ever 
tell before this body of delegates, and 
working from early morn until, many 
times, late at night in looking after 
the needs of the people in a large city. 
Now my field has grown from the city 
to the state, and obstacles to over
come that, looking at them now they 
seem unsurmountable, but with an in
finite trust in the eternal truths which 
our cause represents, I shall work on 
until my year expires next April. But 
no matter where I may be, I shall al
ways try to work for the upbuilding of 
Spiritualism.

This is my report and 1 stand to-day 
more fully convinced than ever of the 
great necessity of organization, of 
honest work, of loyalty to medium
ship, of the hearty support and co
operation with the N. 8. A., and I 
promise on my part to do what I can 
to extend the sphere of Spiritualism in 
the building up of societies and lead
ing the minds to a higher plane of 
thought and to a grander, truer life.

Most respectfully submitted.
G. H. BROOKS.

It will write in full sight- 
yes, in full sight and it will 
write more, write better, 
Write easier and keep on 
doing so longer than any 
other typewriter.

THE MONARCH TYPEWRITER CO., 
200 and 202Wabash Ave.. Chicago, HL

RATIONAL MEMORY TRAINING,

..—i * ’----——.
"New Testament Stories Comically 

Illustrated. Drawings by Watson Hes
ton. With Critical and Humorous Com
ments upon • the Texts.” Heston’s 
drawings aro incomparable, and excru
ciatingly funny. Price, in boards, Ml

“Death Dereateu; or thePsychlc se
cret of How to Keep Young.” By J. M.

Prte&Sl
; -,

Hints and helps in memorizing fig
ures, lists of words, prose and poetlu 
literature, new language, etc. . By B. 
F. Austin, author of several other 
.works. Price, 60 cents.
~"The Spiritual Significance, or, Deata 
ns an Event in Life.” By Lilian Whit
ing. One of .Miss Whiting’s most sug
gestive, intensely interesting, spiritual 
books. It is laden .with rich, thought» 
M spirituality.



5 j. Report.
Report < ttóoMittee on the President’s

Report of Mr. and Mrs. E. W. Sprague, Missionaries of 
the National Spiritualists Association, for the Year 
Ending September JO, iWi

Mr. Chairman and Fellow-Dele
gates—We are pleased to meet ,w th 
you again in convention, and.to give 
an account of our stewardship.

The year just passed has been a 
very active and encouraging one in 
the missionary field.' The cause of or
ganization is growing in favor with

Number of. Meetings,
During the year we held 

Ings and seances, in 44 
places; reorganized and

Etc.1
2G2 meet- 

different 
organized

the people each year. ;
Many Important questions are agi- ■ 

fating the minds of the Spiritualists ( 
of this country, prominent among . 
which are the questions of the best 
methods of advancement of pur move
ment; how to find the true in Spirit
ualism and how to eliminate the false 
or untrue that has been laid upon it.

Our good people are aroused and a 
genuine as well as a spiritual medium
ship is demanded everywhere through
out the land.

- The demand also for a better edu
cated ministry in Spiritualism is in
creasing in our ranks.

Our people are becoming more and 
more favorably Impressed with the 
good work of the Morris Pratt Insti
tute and are looking hopefully for
ward to the time when it will be able 
to supply a large number of valuable 
workers fully equiped to fill the all- 
important positions in which they are 
to labor.

Our cause is in need of many more 
..good and competent workers. There 

R«3jare thousands of towns and cities in 
'the United States where a competent 
Spiritualist minister or medium could 
build up a good, strong society and be 
well sustained.

Th.e demand for competent speakers 
and mediums is a healthy one and is 
being gradually though slowly sup
plied. Tens of thousands of people in 
this country are anxious for the 
teachings and proof of the truths of 

.spiritualism, and many are unable to 
obtain them because of the lack ot 
competent workers.

Many have tried to learn and have 
fallen into the hands of incompetent 
self-appointed speakers and mediums, 
and have turned away in sorrow and 
disgust.

A grave responsibility rests with 
all trub Spiritualists; • they should 
come to the front and lend a helping 
hand in sustaining and upholding our 
National, state and local organiza
tions in their work of providing the 
public with competent and- worthy 
mediums, ministers and teachers.

We must see to it that the wants of 
these thousands of earnest inquirers 
are supplied with the true in Spirit
ualism and that our cause becomes 
free from the suspicion that has been 

’ cast upon it by some of its self-im
posed teachers as well as by' the ig
norance of the unqualified investiga
tors. ,

We always recommend the home 
^‘circle for the enlightenment of the in

vestigator and the development of me
diumship.

and chartered 14 societies, including 
one state association, and .labored in 
14 different states, viz.: Minnesota, 
Iowa, Wisconsin, . Indiana, Michigan, 
Pennsylvania, District of Columbia, 
West Virginia, Ohio, lilllnols, Mis
souri, New. York, Kansas, Oklahoma 
and Canada.
. We held meetings in Alliance and 
Ashley, Ohio; Detroit, Pontiac, Fep- 
ton, Battle Creek, Chesaning, Has
lett and Saginaw, Mich.; Allegheny, 
Smithton, Pittsburg and Lancaster, 
Pa.; Washington,'D. C.; Parkersburg, 
West Va,; Versailles and Lafayette, 
Indiana; Farmer City, Decatur, Ma-, 
comb and Beardstown, • Ill.; White
water, Wis.; Minneapolis, Long Lake 
and Faribault, Minn.; Northwood, 
Clear Lake, Mason City, Edgewood, 
Clinton, Hayesville and Belmond, la.; 
St. Louis and Millersville, Mo.; Moun
tain Park, Okla.; Delphos, Winfield, 
Sterling and Hutchinson, Kans., and 
Windsor, Qanada. >

We also attended the N. S. A. con
vention at Minneapolis, and took an 
active part in the Michigan State' Spir
itualists mid-winter meeting held at 
Detroit. The latter, like the former, 
was a grand success in every respect, 
and proved to be of great benefit to 
our cause and the cause of organiza
tion. .
Flnnncinl Report foe the Year Ending 

September 30, 1000'.

pu? arisen Brother Muager were thus 
far carried out. '

The Spiritualists of Macomb now 
own thte beautiful temple free" from 
encumbrance, and are organized Into 
a working society: under the charter 
from the Illinois State Spiritualists 
Association,

Mr. Munger left a legacy to help 
support this church. He willed this so
ciety the use of 160 acres'ot land for 
the term of twenty-one years; the so
ciety to come into possession of the 
legacy at the death'of Mr. Munger’s 
son. ■ '

It is a fine farm and its estimated 
rental value is from $1,000 to $1,200 
per year. If it rents for $1,000. per 
year for 21 years the $21,000 will be 
a great help to the Spiritualists and 
the cause. It will pay the expense 
of keeping a good speaker in Macomb 
for 21 years.

It is very doubtful whether the 
Spiritualists would have gained, pos
session of the Macomb church if your 
missionaries had not gone there and 
pushed the matter to a successful 
settlement. Missionary .work is of the 
greatest value to our organization 
and the advancement of our cause.

Many things are done by the mis
sionaries for the good of Spiritualism 
that are not published. .

Great crowds attended our meet
ings at Macomb, sometimes twice or 
three times as many were on the put- 
side as there were bn the inside of 
the church, but with windows and 
doors open all cofild hear. The news
papers and the people treated us with 
kindness and respect.

To Officers and Members of National i ters relating thereto shall be referred 
Spiritualists Association in Conven-1 to that special committee.
tlon Assembjed:—Your fommUtee to Morris Frail Institute—Tbe stnte- 
whom was referred the prekideLt’s re- ments to be found in .the president’s 
port tor the year laçt past, beg leave . report to the effect that no educated 
to submit the following report: « •• ' * "

The Year’s Work.—Your committee 
notice with pleasure and qpprovar the 
encouraging review of - amount and 
character of the work accomplished 
in the general field oï. Spiritualistic 
effort and the ' attention’given-.to the 
same by numerous ’writers, ann speak
ers allied with kindred'', piovements, 
as well as the attention igiven the

speakers or mediums are to be found 
in the ranks of Spiritualism, in the

Expenses 
Receipts.

$2,105.43
1,463.98

$ 641.45
State Associations.

While attending the Mountain Park 
camp-meeting, we organized the Okla
homa State . Spiritualists Association 
and chartered It with tho N, S. A. It 
is well'organized and has a splendid 
field for missionary work.

Its officers are composed of some of 
the best men and women among the 
sturdy pioneers of that country, and 
if they build up and develop their 
neW State Spiritualists Association as 
they have developed their ..beautiful 
country, we shall doubtless soon see a 
strong auxiliary to the N, S. A. . in 
Oklahoma.

Our state associations are growing 
stronger and their work is becoming 
more thoroughly systemized.

Each year shows progress in every 
line. State missionaries are at work 
in the states that are organized and 
in some of them they are kept in the
fleld the entire year, 
should be.

The-Indiana State 
soclation which we

This is as it

Spiritualists As- 
organized less

Camp-Meetings.
We filled camp-meeting engage

ments at the following named places; 
Haslett Park, Mich.; Clinton, Iowa;

. Delpnos and Winfield, Kans., and 
Mountain .Park, .OXlahoipp,,. where we 
met several, new workers^ One 'by«one

. the old workers are passing to the 
- Higher•’ life and their loss is greatly 

felt by those left behind. However, 
we are encouraged by the fact that 

. many new ones are coming to the 
front to fill their places.

At Haslett Park we found Miss 
Emma Gibbs, a young and gifted 
worker of Grand Rapids, Mich., who 
was acting as chairman of the. camp
meeting. She has. been serving a so- 

■ ciety in her home town for the past 
two or three years.

At Clinton, Iowa, Mrs. Emma R. 
- Abbott, a graduate of the Morris 

Pratt Institute, was holding classes in 
elocution and physical culture and 
had charge of a large children’s ly- 
ceum. Her work .was highly appreci
ated.

Spiritualist Temples.
Lack of places to hold meetings Is 

a great hindrance to the advancement 
of our cause.

We have been unable to visit many 
places where our services were want
ed, because no suitable place could be 
secured in which to hold our meet
ings. Spiritualists should have more 
temples and halls of their own, ‘ In 
many places the Spiritualists are as 
numerous as-the members of some of 
the smaller denominations of Chris
tians. They are just as good finan
ciers. They have just as much money 
and can build temples in many places 
just as well as these Christians can 
build churches, if they will set them- 

> selves about it.
As Spiritualists v/e are beginning to 

see that, we must have our own tem- 
,ples and , meeting-places. This is 
shown in the fact that we are buying 
churches of the Christians in different 
parts of the country.

Last spring, ■ Within about one 
month's time we held meetings im 
four different Spiritualist churches 
and one Spiritualist college. All of 
those Were paid for but one church, 
and that one is secure in the hands of 
the society that owns it. .

We are hopeful that, the commit
tee on “Temple Fund” that was. ap
pointed by our convention last year 
may present some good and effective 
method of raising funds to help weak 
societies to build temples of their 
own. ।

A large number of Spiritualists in" 
the United States are too busy making 
money to pay much attention to the

same by the popular periodicals and 
other publications of the day.

Your committee suggests your ap
proval of the statements ,pe| forth un
der this, heading, but recoffimend that 
the closing paragraph be amended so 
as to read as follows: . '

"The call on the Fart of, the schol
ars of Europe for '' the past. twelve 
months for mediump.fof the/purpose 
of spécial investigation surely shows 
the trend of the tijnek arid,, reflects 
credit Upon mediumship’ .¿nil. Splrit- 
uaiism." >■; . ' ■'

Psychic Research.—-Yopr committee 
heartily concur in the statement of 
facts set Jorth under thp, above head
ing and recommend its endorsement 
by this convention. 7.’

Missionary Work.—Your committee 
reecommend that the subject . of all 
missionary efforts be referred to the 
committee appointed to consider that 
special line. , ., .

Editor-nt-Large.—The. ' statements 
set forth In the president’s report, 
giving a brief review of the valuable 
work accomplished by . thé able Ed» 
itor-at-Large, are heartily.,; concurred 
in by this committee, and recommend 
their endorsement by this convention.

Local Societies.—-Your committee 
concur in the opinion of the National 
president as to the causes ¿nd lack of 
efficiency of many of our local socie
ties, and deeply deplore the condi
tions thus existing, and your commit
ted are of the opinion that the. earnest 
workers in the causé of Spiritualism 
in the various localities must in the 
main be depended upon to remedy the 
evils complained pf.,- 7

• State Associations.-—For, the pur
pose.of strengthening tlie .various 
;tate associations and , local associa- 
ions now Inoperative,, or»4n a weak-
• eil an<1 iimffective «■oiyjtijon. it Is 

recommended by your, committee that 
.luring the cpmi'pg .xear. inissiunarles 
employed-by the National Spiritual
ists' Association be dlrectej to pay

than three years ago, has a missionary 
engaged by the year. This shows 
what may bo done. With proper 
management every state association 
may keep a missionary constantly in 
the field. .

The Macomb Spiritualists Church.
Last«!winter'Mt. J. ,D. Munger of 

Macomb, Illinois, built a nice little

We also met Mrs. Christine Cooper ! 
and her son at this place, both of ( 
whom are graduates of the Morris ' 
Pratt Institute. Mrs. Cooper is an 1 
efficient officer of the Clinton camp- ' 
meeting, and Eugene is a teacher in 1 
a business college, which position he 1 

: says, is to be credited to his having i 
attended the Morris Pratt School. His 
talks in the conferences showed his 
ability as a thinker and a speaker, ■ 
and were a source of gratification to 
his many friends.

We also met Mrs. Alice Barry at 
Clinton. She filled the rostrum 
while we were at camp, giving a beau- 

- tiful discourse. »She has charge of 
the Clinton society.

At the Delphos camp-meeting we 
met Mrs. Bessie Bellman and Mrs. 
Josephine Brewer, both of whom were 
filling engagements there as speak- 

... ers., All of these new workers are cul
tured and refined and are honoring 
the positions to which they are called.

There are hundreds more in our 
great country who are coming to the 
front to take the places of those who 
are passing away and to fill places 
for themselves.» This is. encouraging, 
but Spiritualists should hasten to or
ganize societies, making them perma
nent by chartering them with the 
state and National Associations, so as 
to encourage our workers and more 
fully utilize the gifts of the newly de
veloped speakers and mediums, that 
our cause may be advanced and the 
hungry multitudes may be fed.

At Mountain Park (Okla.) camp
meeting—the first one ever held in 
the state—the people of the town 
■were quite conspicuous by their ab
sence at first, but by the • persuasive 
genius and sound logic of Brother 
John W. Ring, and the spiritual teach
ings of Mrs. Alice K. Baker, they had 

. begun, to show themselves when we 
arrived; and the .weather having im- 
proved, the latter part of the meeting 
was attended.by nearly everyone in 
town. Many people heard the ’mes
sage of Spiritualism for the first-time. 
Between thirty and forty people ^ame 
together, traveling eighty, ninety and 
some .one hundred miles on purpose 
to attend the meetings and assist in 
the work of organizing the Oklahoma 
State Spiritualists Association. They 
came mostly in covered wagons. The 
quality of the-work done by our 
speakers and mediums at all of these

church in that place. It has a seating 
capacity for about 250 persons. Mr. 
Munger seated It with opera chairs, 
arranged Tor heating, lighting, etc., in 
fact he completed it. in every detail 
and made it ready for use. He then 
deeded it to a friend, Mr. Fred Rex- 
roat, in trust for a Spiritualist so
ciety, when one should be organized.

Then in February last he engaged 
your missionaries to come to Macomb 
on April 21 and hold meetings daily 
for two weeks. In the meantime we 
were to organize a Spiritualist society 
and dedicate the new church.

We were shocked one day by read
ing a notice in The Progressive 
Thinker of - the death of. Brother 
Munger. He died ip. a hospital after 
an operation. - f

We immediately wrote the only
Spiritualists of. Macomb ' whose ad
dresses we possessed. The time for 
our going there was close, at hand and 
after a reasonable time, hot recdiving 
a reply to our letters and becoming 
uneasy, we wrote the postmaster at 
Macomb, asking for information. 
Soon after this we wrote a letter and 
addressed it, “To Any Leading Spirit
ualist of Macomb, Ill.” About that 
time we received a discouraging let
ter from the son of Mr. Munger, who 
is the administrator of his father’s es
tate. He gave us the name, of Mr. 
Fred Rexroat, the trustee in whose 
hands the deed to .the church was 
placed. We at once wrote him but 
before we received bis reply there 
came an answer to our letter ad
dressed to “Any Leading Spiritualist 
of Macomb.’’ It was an encouraging 
letter and said, "Come; we shall ex
pect you to be here on the 21st.” It 
was the .old cry Of the spirit “man” 
that in a vision appeared to Paul in 
the night, and prayed him, “Come 
over into Macedonia and help us." 
Another letter from a good Spiritualist 
read as follows: “Pay no attention to 
any letters notifying you not to come 
here. We have had opposition from 
the first. If you ever did anything 
for the cause of Spiritualism, do it 
for Macomb, and we, with our de
parted brother, J. D. Munger, will feel 
grateful." .

Other letters followed and on April 
21, we reached Macomb. We soon 
learned that there were no funds to 
pay the expenses of the meetings 
there, but . that .the Spiritualists,

camps gave evidence of the fact that 
we are making for a. more spiritual 
Spiritualism. Mr. Barrett’s good 
work in Oklahoma was a great help in 
the organizing of the state associa
tion. • ”’ ■.

The officers and managers of these 
camp-meetings are earnest, self- 

J « sacrificing Spiritualists, who labor un- 
ceasingly and without. compensation 
other than the compensation that 
comes from knowing that they are do
ing good. Great praise is due to

therance of the private ends of an In« 
dividual. Respectfully submitted,

■ GEO. B. HOLBERT, 
WILL J. ERWOOD, 
FLORENCE N. HIBNEK, 
LAURA M. JONES, 
T. GRIMSHAW,

existing between the various members 
of the official board of the N. S.A. is a 
matter that receives our hearty.appre
ciation and your committee is confi
dent that this appreciation is shared 
in a large measure by this delegate 
convention.

Outlook.—We aliare with the na
tional president, the encouraging out
look of tho future ot the causo of 
Spiritualism, and believe that under 
thè benign influence of ’the risen and 
illuminated souls who have crossed 
the border land, together with the 
earnest and hearty co-operation of all 
lovers of the truth, as it is in Spiritual
ism now marshalling for ■ action In 
every portion of the civilized world, 
our cause is destined to conquer so- 
called evil and place humanity upon 
the highest spiritual level attainable 
and Jts .high destiny made secure for 
all coming time.

Conclusion.—In conclusion, wo de-, 
sire to say that we regret that our 
president lias been too strongly influ
enced by the unfavorable conditions 
which prevail in some localities, and 
not brought into a sufficient promt- 
nence those encouraging evidences of 
the solid and wholesome progress 
which has beeii made. Your commit
tee believes that many things have 
occurred and many things have been 
done to give us genuine cause for 
gratification and rejoicing. Many of 
the state bodies are now established 
upon a firm and more business-like 
basis than ever before and are becom
ing powerful aids to-the N. S. A-, and 
among the local societies there 1b a 
marked tendency to a higher, concep
tion of the mlssion. of Spiritualism- 
Men and women of refined tastes and 
strong worthy character are coming 
to the front in our cause and winning 
for it the respect of the communities 
in which they live.

Leaders of religious thought are 
seeking to know more of our teach
ings and manifestations and not infre
quently during the past few years 
have distinguished churchmen made 
heretical declarations in harmony 
with our doctrines, evidently Influ
enced by a test of our'claims. Even 
the Pope of Rome in the interest of

Have You Read
opinion of your committee should be 
modified. Many such are to be 
found among our people bravely bat
tling for the truth, but we heartily 
concur in the suggestion that a more 
general recognition should be given to 
the demand for a thoroughly educated 
ministry and mediumship.

Lyceum Work.—The value of ly- 
ceum work cannot be questioned and 
our sympathy and co-operation are 
cheerfully given to all earnest ly- 
ceum workers. As all matters per
taining’to this subject will be pre
sented in due form by our lyceum su
perintendent,-J. W. Ring, you are re
spectfully referred to liis report for 
further Information.

Mass Meetings.—All matters per
taining to this subject referred to by 
the National President are approved 
by your committee and we recommend 
that the same be adopted by this con
vention.

Half Rates,—As the terra “Half 
Rates” is only another nanie for spe
cial privilege, your committee advise 
that all prqper effort be made looking 
to the discontinuance of this system, 
and when this effort can be made to 
apply to other societies of like nature, 
it is the opinion of your committee 
that all Spiritualists will cheerfully 
comply with the same. ,

The Railroads.—»We are • glad to 
learn of the amicable relations exist
ing between the various railroad com
panies and the National Spiritualists 
Association. We believe a clearer un
derstanding of the merits of our work

especial attention to thisiclyss of state 
associations,-and local« associations, 

« nd if possible, to çontiiiue such ef- 
'irtB until the evils complained of

removed. . - . .
C«.i:up-Meeetings.—The . report 

he president with reference to the

are

by the business world will eventually 
lead to a complete recognition of our
interests as are nqt accorded to other truth has recently refused to con- 
bodies of like nature and purpose. demn the work of his physician, Dr.

Reorganization pf Societies.—Your Lapponi, on Hypnotism and Spiritual- 
committee does not endorse the the- ism, a work which recognizes the facts 
ory or plan of secret organizations as on which our cause is established, 
a method of propaganda in the cause All of which is fraternally submlt- 
of Spiritualism; such methods being ted and duly signed.
Incompatible with the philosophy of 
Spiritualism or our declaration of 
principles.

Postofllce Missions.—Your commit
tee concurs in the suggestions of the 
president and recommends the adop-

J. S. MAXWELL, 
C. D. PRÜDEN, 
MRS. R. S. LILLIE, 
CARRIE E. S. TW1NG, 
MRS. SOPHIA B. SEIP, 

Committee.

, clous camp-meetings,meptipn^d. is 
proved by your committee and

advancement of the sacred cause of 
Spiritualism. Perhaps some of them 
would be willing to furnish the N, S. 
A. with money to loan to weak socie
ties at a low rate of interest to be 
used.in building temples and churches. 
Security could be furnished by mort
gages on the temples, and societies 
could pay Interest easier than they 
could pay rent, and they would have.’ 
places to hold their meetings when
ever they wished without having to 

. ask consent of anyone. . ' ,
' Missionary Work.

Missionary work is very much 
needed in every part of the country. 
Within the last year we have received 
letters from people living in many 
different states of the Union asking 
for our services and requesting thatwe 
let them know if we come anywhere 
near them.

It is a source of great satisfaction to 
learn of the good work of the state 
missionaries, and to know that every 
state as soon as it becomes ■ strong 
enough in its organization appoints its 
missionaries and sets them at work.

The National missionaries are con
stantly receiving calls from states 
that are organized as well as from 
states that have no state organization,' 
but the calls from the states that are 
organized number many more than 
those from the unorganized states. 
This shows that when a state be
comes organized it at once realizes the
necessity for- missionary • work 
proceeds to arrange for It.

The reports of. the National 
sionaries for the last six

though they , were poor, would do all 
they could to help defray the : ex
pense of the meetings, all of which 
they faithfully carried out; though not 
nearly enough, was raised to pay the 
expenses.

There was great opposition to our 
coming to Macomb, and to the Spirit
ualists getting possession of the 
church. « , . v ' ’ ’

« We were delayed in getting the key 
to the church. We consulted a law
yer, and discussed the question with: 
parties concerned in the matter, and 
did not get possession of the key to 
the church until we promised not to 
let any other person have.it, and that 
we would return it when the meetings 
were over. It whs only ten minutes 
before the time set for the meeting to 
begin when we got possession, of the 
key, ¿nd many were waiting at the 
church door for admission.

We remained in Macomb fifteen 
days, held fifteen meetings, and after 
five days’ work there we organized a 
society composed of .thirty-four mem
bers, and a day or two later the deed 
was made by Mr.’ Rexroat, the trus
tee, transferring the title to the trus
tees of the Munger Spiritualists 
Church of Macomb, HL, the officers of

these faithful and unselfish workers. I the’society, that we had organized. 
They are doing a great work for our I We had the deed recorded, and dedl-
Cause.

of 
va- 
ap- 
en- 
re-dorsement of thlq. portjpn. of! the 

port be adopted by thia convention.
History of : Spiritualism.—Your 

«•ommlttee agrees withflthe president 
as'to the amount anfi .yalue of ’ the 
work accomplished byo.this «•.dppart-

OUR

BOOK 
OFFER ?

Truly, the world has NEVER BEEN 
the like before. Search the annals of . 
history, ANCIENT AND MODERN; 
critically examine the history of Spirit
ualism; look here and there, in every 
nook and corner of the world, and you 
CANNOT find a parallel to the offer • 
made in reference to these THIRTEEN 
remarkable PREMIUM BOOKS. They 
constitute a wonderfully valuable Spin, 
ituallstic and Occult LIBRARY, and 
are furnished at a nominal sum. All 
are substantially bound and neatly 
printed, and those who purchase them 
are DELIGHTED WITH THEM.

We have now THIRTEEN magnifi
cent PREMIUM BOOKS which you 
can select from.

GEMS OF THOUGHT, by SEVEN
TEEN leading authors, is our last 
Premium Book.

Any one of the Thirteen Premium 
Books you may order, price 25 cents. 
This Is the price, remember, when you 
order only one book in connection with 
a’ yearly subscription. The paper, one 
year, and one Premium Book, $1.25. 
But if you order more than one Pre
mium Book the price is as follows:

Any two of the Thirteen Premium 
Books you may order, price 70 cents.

Any three of the Thirteen Premium 
Books you may order«, price $1.10.

Any four of the Thirteen Premium
Books

Any 
Booles

Any 
Books

you 
five 
you 
six
you

may order, price $1.50. 
of the Thirteen Premium 
may order, price $1.75.
of the Thirteen Premium
may order, price $2.05.

Aqy seven of the Thirteen Premium
tion of the same by this convention.-------------- ---------------

A Publishing House.—Subject mat- REPORT OF COMMITTEE ON MIS-

. mept of effort. It is the opinion of 
your committee, however, that the

, best Interests of our cause wllLbe pro
moted by combining the officeiof Ed- 
itor-at-Large, .Missionaryrat-Large' and 
that of.Historian in one, and«,placing 
the same in the handsypf one.'.person 
at a fixed salary- for the services ren
dered.- . i • J»-.’!..!,«

Legal Battles.—ItilBftrecommended 
by your, committee that« all ' inatters 
under thia heading be; referred to the 
incoming board with instructions to 
Investigate thoroughly -the status of 
each case; consult competent legal au
thority, and if deemed, advisable, ren
der all necessary assistance.

Definition' of Terms.—As Important’ 
features upon, this subject have been 
referred to a special committee, this 
committee recommends1 that all mat-

plied with them that they may be 
widely distributed. «

A committee might be appointed to 
receive matter for these leaflets, to 
arrange it in proper form . and' then 
present it to the incoming board for 
its approval and publication.

, , Clergy Rates. ]

and

mlB-
_______  __  ___ __ years 
teaches an object lesson and proves

Books you may order, price $2.35.
Any eight of tho Thirteen Premium 

Books you may order, price $2.05.
Any nine of the Thirteen Premium 

Books, you may order, price $2.00.
Any ten of the Thirteen Premium 

Books you may order, price $3.10.
Any eleven of tlicThirteeu Premium 

Books you may order, price $3.44).
Any twelve of the Thirteen Premium 

Books you may order, price $3.85.
Lastly, all of these THIRTEEN Pre

mium Books here announced are sent 
out, aU postage prepaid, for 4.15, 
something never before cquaUcd in 
this country or Europe.

Bear in mincFthat every order for a 
Premium Book must be accompanied 
with a yearly subscription for’ The 
Progressive Thinker, which is $1. We 
repeat that the world has never seen 
the like of it before.
OUR THIRTEEN REMARKABLE

PREMIUM BOOKS FOR $4.15.
The following IB the list of titles of

ter of this heading is of deep interest I . SIONARIES’ REPORTS 
to your committee. / As this subject is _ ' ,, ]
closely allied with the matter coming To the Officers and Delegates of the
under the class.of work Involved in f«onyentlon of the
the publishing of'the History of Spir- National Spiritualists Association: — 
ituallsm, etc., your committee recom- Your committee, appointed to examine 
mend that this be placed in the hands a?ld report on the reports ot the mis- 
of the person selected to perform the ?J.on?ri?s association, submit 
duties mentioned in the recommenda- the following report:
tlons previously made with reference ,w,tJ Pleasure the enthusl-
to the same. asm exhibited by all of our missiona-

Countcrfeit Mediumship.—The sug- }'Ies jn Held, and feel that the 
gestions embodied in the report of the ai\ thanks of the association 
president were carefully considered by I Je tendered them for their un- 
your committee, and we recommend se S?^ devotion to the Cause.
that this convention endorse the ac- We regret, however, to note in the 
tion taken by the National board in several reports, a lack of cohesion in 
recalling the eharterof the State Spir- work done by the several mission- 
itualists Association of Iowa. We arl®B«’ aa<l the 7^! interest nppar- 
also concur with tne suggestion that shown by Spiritualists at large 
all possible assistance be given to the w iF ref0r®nce to this most Important 
Hawkeye State Spiritualists Assocla- subject. We believe with President 
tlon recently organized in the state of Barrett that an entire revision of our 
Iowa. It is also recommended by your missionary methods should be adopted 
committee that a. continued,« uncondi- bY. the association, and would recom- 
tiopaj and uncompromising opposition , 7 , , ,
be raised against all forms of dfshon- Ass(’c*,rtion al’po,nJ y
esty perpetrated in the name and„un-, °ne missionary at large, whose duty it 
der the guise of Spiritualism, but in shall4 be to vlBlt su«h o£ ,tile 
the performance of these duties, we c°untry as may require his services 
advise that the utmost care be taken and poJutSx?Bt!ie n)a,y
to protect all honest workers in our £o y. 0 t by tbe National board. That 
ranks to the end that no Injustice be J“ lieu o£ other general missionaries, 
done to these noble message bearers the association appoint such worthy 
of the spirit world. Ypur committee workers are are now Alling appoint- 
urge that all the safeguards that this tbe var‘ous JocaHties of the
organization can throw around these ^tattest wber® tIlel,r a“Hre4uer'
faithful sensitives be cheerfully and v,ce.18 n,“t an» tha thes?
fully given them. K°^er» be a,utborlJed and empowered

Federation of Liberal Religions— by bbet to !°r!? cl«ulta £m-
Your committee concurs in the sug-. “edlately adjo nlng their respective 
gestions made by the president upon localities and to visit the various 
this subject and advise that present P°lnta *a these circuits regularly, the 
methods be continued. association to assist In bearing the

The Latest Word of Spiritualism.— “ incidental to
This committee endorses the presi- 8UC.b missionary work and tfce salary 
dent’s report under this heading and to ve^ b7^a <FjVOr«<„enS' i *h 
recommends continued effort until the' , We call attention especially to the 
desired purpose is^accomplished. ,r now many worthy

Our Conventions.—Your committee w°rlters pause of Spiritualism 
- - - 1 who are without appointment on the

one hand, while on the other hand, 
next annual convention be continued-|£baF® 7^®“aay Ji1!®!'6 gyoa^
through five consecutive days instead of four small fn numbers that they do not feel

Necrology—Your committee rec- ‘bay ““ baar tbe ®-;pea3e o£ a pema- 
ommends that this matter be referred a®?.1 leaQer- 
to the committee on resolutions. "

Platform Suggestions—This com- cau?ed by
mittee is of the opinion that the sug- 
gestions herein made should be re- 
ferred to the committee on resolu- tlons and appropriate action taken iF^ommunities wheie bpirituatem 
thereon “as already a foothold, rather tnan

Finance.—All of this subject matter«hniiid Ba TAfArrAd fn thn mniTnittPA I through vast stretches of territory on finance ^¡ys and means wherelittle, if any, interest is shown.
rommRtee’so recommends “ In tbls connection let us suggest thatWettel it would be well, in our opinion, tor

National Association to work in 
vnivinii^^atfnn co-operation with the various state
volvlng any question of dishonesty on I acQnpjnf<nne with reference tn the an- the part of individual societies of this ®8!°* OL
association, either local .or state« all “5
such subjects for discussion shall be b® ¡araettly “ecom-

-end “elbjlct;beX fur- 
tber consideration by the convention SAf va„? & an<i such action takei as well indicate
to our National officers the«mittee on finance, ways and means, I ±1, .—,A +« n«irnnn/i' Amendments. — Your committee t0 be purSUed

concur vvith the principle involved in u ig our belJef that he who
1W izes a loCal Spiritualist society shouldth°oD nnwiaihonf nm H«6? 111 constant touch with his organ-

rnnMrm sufficiently, at least, to .con-«n^oottnn^n^’n^nvmp«) P tuo't I tliiue the personal influence that led to 
dentssuggestion.and provided that .Xi./,, h «
such amendment shall take effect im-1orgamzauon. . „ t
mediately after the close of this con- ; In conclusion, we do not wish to —_ liave tiur report taken in the sense of

Evening Sessions—We believe the XOTkert ‘n
selection of speakers, and mediums for «eld- It has not been the purpose ot 
our evening sessions should be left tbe committee to.crliicise, but to rec- 
fully in the hands of the National actJon as !b
board, acting under the constitution tbeir judgment^would, lead to an ad- 
and by-laws vancementof the cause, and the crit-

Spiritualist ’ Press—This subject lclsm ba? been4 .tbe.
should be referred to the committee p0E® of, contrast the good
on resolutions. ' . ' tbat migbt be accomplished by pursu-

x- mu -uu | ing a different course of action. We
T? n I belIeTe tbat every missionary that 

bas ¿¡ven an hour to the causa of.
£ »15 bA1 6 f L? XT6 Spiritualism in the United States 

durlug the last year, is entitled .to the 
appreciation of every true 

^^' Spiritualist, and, as a committee ap-
Lhaa 5 S a C 6 froU1 pointed by your organization, we ten- 

tnis acuon. , . . der to them our most sincere thanks.
Board of Trustees.—The statements A number of applications have been

of the president set forth in this para- submltted t0 UE, 'looking to the ap- 
graph are heartilj concurred in by pOintment of the applicant for posi- 
'^r av°n" tion as missionary of the association,
□nuance of like effort along the lines your committee dbes not feel that 
nraicatea. these applications are within the prov-

Homc Office.—The endorsement of I ¡nce of the committee, hence we have 
the home office in the president's re- taken no action regarding ahy of 
port is cheerfully endorsed by this them., We believe that the National 
committee. Association should, where worthy ap-

Through the kindness and courtesy I agrees to the suggestion made by the 
of the Central Passenger' Association | president, and recommends that our

that the more missionary work that is 
done the better for our cause.

•• Leaflets.' .
The large leaflets sent out by the-- 

N. S. A- are doing a good work; We 
see the good resulting from their cir
culation in different parts of the 
country.
' We would recommend - that this 

convèntion consider the question of 
publishing small leaflets explanatory 
of the teachings Of our philosophy and - 
the generally, accepted beliefs of the 
Spiritualists and enlightening the pub
lic regarding the good work of- our 
organization. This is very important, 
as erroneous statements regarding the 
beliefs of Spiritualists are in circula
tion all over the land.

We are often asked "What do Spir
itualists believe regarding Jesus Christ, 
the bible, rewards and punishments, 
God and'the devil?" etc. Of course 
our workers are constantly enjighten- 
ing those who attend our. meetings, 
and our splendid Spiritualist newspa
pers and periodicals are doing the 
same,,but if these little leaflets were 
circulated freely they would fall Into 
the hands of thousands' who . never 
see a Spiritualist publication or at- 
tend-a Spiritualist meeting. . ; ’ v

If we had such leaflets that we 
could hand out or mall in our corre
spondence, the" public would learn 
that false reports regarding Spirltúal- 
ists and their beliefs are in Circula
tion and the beauty and naturalness 
of our philosophy would appeal to 
many as soon as they were apprised of 
its teachings. •

Many people honestly believe that 
Spiritualists are all atheists; that thèy 
do not believe that we must suffer the 
consequencesof wrong-doing; that they 
are believers in divers inconsistent 
and visionary-doctrines, etc., all of 
which not being true, the public 
should be enlightened.

Spiritualist societies need these 
leaflets for their members and to be 
used in their lyceums, and they could 
distribute them to others to advan
tage.

The Methodists, Adventists, Mor
mons, Unitarians and other denomina
tions aro successfully using this 
method of teaching the world their 
doctrines, why should we not do like-’

and _ the Western Clergy Bureau, we 
have been permitted to travel-on cler
gy half-fare permits. ; This has been 
a help to Spiritualiste and weak so
cieties who were not able to pay our 
full fare. We fully appreciate this 
favor and are certain that the Spirlt- 
ualffits of the country are also thank
ful for the same.

The Spiritualist Presà..
The Spiritualist press has, shown 

your missionaries every kindness. Our 
reports and all, other articles have 
been freely published onievéry occa
sion, . The Progressive Thinker,• Sun
flower, Banner of Light ' and Occi
dental Mystic have • always . extended 
the free-use of their columns,to help 
our work along. Wn. fully appreciate 
this great favor and so dp the Spirit
ualists who read these papers.

Our Co-Workers; ■
To our co-workers throughout the 

entire country we wish,to extend our 
sincere sympathy and good will. We 
well know., the sacrifices necessary to 
the success, of a society.,, We'- also 
know what the itinerant ''.workers 
mlist endure in the strenuous labors 
incident to their ministry. 7

Wherever we have been called to 
labor, we have' been.,, kindlyn^ssisted
by speakers and . mejiiilm^j alike. 
The kindness . extended to us .
by them is an evidence of th^r: good-.| vention. 
nees as well as their; Sympathy-« with ” *—
our work' and. oufrf organization. 
Throughout all the years of pur mis
sionary pilgrimage, we.,have sustained 
the kindliest relations with every 
member of the N. 8, A<7 boaud, with 
never a disagreement dr a misunder
standing. . : There .■ has never, been a 
cloud to dim the horizpn ot perfect 
harmony in our relations.. <3.- '

Many hundreds- ofo letters : have 
passed between our belovcd éccretary, 
Mrs. Mary T. Lorigley.-nandiyOur mis
sionaries, and never a:Mpple«of inhar
mony or unpleasantness hasrappeared. 
Her work and influence wlthc-the so
cieties and individual . Spiritualists 
throughout this vast Country is sim
ply wonderful. She has v the , happy 
faculty of creating harmony« with all
her acquaintances and i other 
spondents, and has. been of 
value in the important .work 
office she so ably fills. *

To all who have welcomed-

cated the church, and the wishes of

iisa.

wise? . ' 
We would suggest that if such

leaflets are printed each one contain 
matter explaining but- One subject, 
and of such form, and size us can br 
put into ordinary-sized envelopes 
and that societies and workers be sup-

the Twelve Premium Books:
1—The Encyclopedia of Death, 

Life in the Spirit World, Vol. 1.
2—The Encyclopedia of Death, 

Life in the Spirit World, Vol. 2.
8—The Encyclopedia of Death,

anil

and

and
Life in Ure Spirit World, Vol. 8., These 
three volumes have been prepared by 
J. R. Francis. They contain Invaluable 
data.

4—Art Magic, or Mundane, Sub-Mun
dane and Super-Mundane Spiritism, by, 
Mrs. Emma Hardinge Britten.

5—Ghost Land, Spiritualism^ Occult« 
Ism, by Mrs. Emma Hardinge Britten.

6—The Next World Interviewed, bi 
Mrs. 8. G. Horn, a most remarkable me
dium.

7—The Occult Lite of Jesus, by Alex
ander Smythe, a medium of rare gilts, 

g—A Wanderer in the Spirit Lands. 
Translated by A. Farnese, a wonderful 
English medium.

g—The Religion of Man and Ethics ot 
Science, by Hudson Tuttle.

10—Seers of the Ages, or Spiritualism 
Past and Present, by Dr. J. M. Peebles.

11—The Great Debate Between Moses 
Hull and W. F. Jamieson.

12—Letters from ths Spirit World, 
written through the mediumship ot 
Carlyle Petersllea.

13—Gems of Thought, by SEVEN
TEEN leading authors, is our last Pre
mium Book.

SIX HISTORIC AMERICANS.

A Book That Every American Free« 
thinker Will Delight to Own.

By John E. Remsburg.

course 
along

organ-

The work consists of two parts, 
“The Fathers of Our Republic,” and 
“The Saviors of'Our Republic.” In 
regard to Paine’s religious views, Mr. 
Remsburg establishes the negative of 
the following (1) Was Paine an Athe
ist? (2)Was he a Christian? (3) 
Did he recant? Page after page of 
the most radical - freethought senti
ments are culled from the correspond
ence and other writings of Franklin 
and Jefferson, which show that these 
men were as pronounced in the rejec
tion of Christianity as Paine and In
gersoll. That, "'Washington was not a 
Christian nd«’^. believer In Christian
ity. In support of Lincoln's infidelity 
he has collected the testimony of more
than one hundred witnesses.

The book is handsomely bound in . 
cloth, giving fine portraits of George 

“ ' — Franklin.

corre- 
great 

of the

us . to
their homes or aided us in our work 
in any way—and-they are many—we 
hereby extend: our heartfelt thanks. 
May heaven’s choicest blessings be the 
nortion of all of these« dear friends.

Respectfully submlted, 
MR. AND MRS. EnW; SPRAGUE;

N.'.S. A. Mlsslonat-e?
1082 Trumbull Awe.i.Detroii; Miqh.

Washington, Benjamin 
Thomas Paine, Thomas 
Abraham Lincoln and U. S. Grant;

Jefferson,

also portrait of the author.
This book . contains 365 pages, 

printed on heavy paper, well bound in 
cloth. Price, $1.25. For sale at thia 
office.

LIFE’S PROGRESSION. 3

“There is no death; there are no 
dead.”
V These words stand out on the cover 

¿of Edward C. Randall’s new book. 
They are a challenge to the orthodox 
world,' and through all of its pages 
runs this challenge to those whose 
Ideas of God, of heaven, of hell, of a 
future life are based strictly upon the 
Bible. Yet Mr. Randall believes in 
life hereafter, based on positive knowl
edge given him from the living 
friends nassed to the life beyond. 
Price $1.50. For sale at this office,,

ANCIENT PAGAN AND
MODERN CHRISTIAN SYMBOLISM.

President’s Office.—«Your committee pllcants appear, provide generously 
«•ecognizes the value and efficiency of for such missionaries, but that their 
the services rendered in an official ca- 1 action should be taken only after a 
naclty by the national president, and I most thorough and rigid examination 
recommend the endorsement ot the of the character and standing of the 
ame by this convention. sppltcants, so that the name of our or-

PersonsL—The. bond of sympathy I ^anization may not be used In the fur-

¿ÄÖÖSÄib

By Thomas Inman,« M. D. ■ Revised 
and enlarged, with an Essay on Baal 
Worship, on “The Assyrian Sacred 
Grove,” and 
Third edition

other allied symbols, 
with tuo hundred illus-

Cloth. 51.

.r, Yn

have.it
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Minnesota,14 different states, viz.:

our last

bodies of like nature and purpose. demn the work of his physician, Dr.

are
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SIX HISTORIC AMERICANS.

A

By John E. Remsburg.

Spiritualists As- 
organized less

and chartered 14 societies, including 
one state association, and .labored in

mis
years

the- 
we

cfr- 
the

that 
the

may order, price $1.50. 
of the Thirteen Premium 
may order, price $1.75.
of the Thirteen Premium

. ,|2,105.43

.. 1,463.98
Expenses,. , 
Receipts. . .

Books you 
Any five

Books you 
Any six 

Books you

tion of the same by this convention.------------ .—------------
A Publishing House.—Subject mat- REPORT OF COMMITTEE ON MIS-

■we are encouraged by the fact 
many new ones are coming to 
front to fill their places.

At Haslett Park we found

field the entire year, 
should be.

The-Indiana State 
sociation which we

Book That Every American Free
thinker Will Delight to Own.

of 
va- 
ap- 
en- 
re-

1—The Encyclopedia of Death, 
Life in the Spirit World, Vol. 1.

2—The Encyclopedia of Death, 
Life in the Spirit vVorld, Vol. 2.

8—The Encyclopedia of Death,

Reorganization of Societies.—Your Lapponi, on Hypnotism and Spiritual- 
committee does not endorse the the- ism, a work which recognizes the facts 
ory or plan of secret organizations as on which our cause is established, 
a method of propaganda in the cause All of which is fraternally submit- 
of Spiritualism; such methods being ted and duly signed.

necessity for missionary ■ work 
proceeds to arrange for it.

The reports of. the National 
sionaries for the last six
teaches an object lesson and proves 
that the more missionary work that, is 
done the better for our cause.

Missionary Work.
Missionary work is very

GEMS OF THOUGHT, by SEVEN
TEEN leading authors, is

may order, price $2.05.
Any seven of the Thirteen Premium

To Officers and Members of National * tors relating thereto shall bo referred tional president the encouraging out- 
Spirituallsts Association in Couven-J to that special cpmmlttee. look of the future ot the cause of
lion Assembled:—Your1 (piimikteo to . Morris Pratt Institute.—¡-The state- Spiritualism, and believè that under 
whom was referred thè prebldblt's re- ments to be found in .the president’s | the benign influence of the risen and

reports and all. other articles have 
been freely published on: every occa
sion. The Progressive Thinker; Sun
flower, Banner of Ligh^* and Occi
dental Mystic have ; always extended

dorsement of thi? portion ofi.the 
port be adopted by this convention.

History of Spiritualism.—Your

Report of Mr. and Mrs. E. W. Sprague, Missionaries of 
, the National Spiritualists Association, for the Year 

Ending September 30, ¡906.
Mr. Chairman and Fellow-Dele

gates:—We are pleased to meet .with 
you again in convention, and to give । 
an account of our stewardship. j

The year just passed has been a ( 
very active and encouraging one in ( 
the missionary field." The cause of or
ganization is growing in favor with 
the people each year.

Many important questions are agi
tating the minds of the Spiritualists , 
of this country, prominent among 
which are the questions qf the best 
methods of advancement of pur move
ment; how to. find the true in Spirit
ualism and how to eliminate the false 
or untrue that has been laid upon it.

Our good people are aroused and a 
genuine as well as a spiritual medium
ship is demanded everywhere through
out the land.

■ The demand also for a better edu
cated ministry in Spiritualism is in
creasing in our ranks.

Our people are becoming more and 
more favorably impressed with the 
good work of the Morris Pratt Insti
tute and are looking hopefully for
ward to the time when it will be able 
to supply a large number of valuable 
workers fully equiped to fill the all- 
important positions in which they are 
to labor.

Our cause is lu need of many more 
good and competent workers. There 

Jaie thousands of towns and cities in 
y'Tlio United States where a competent 

Spiritualist minister or medium could 
build up a good, strong society and be 
well sustained.

The demand for competent speakers 
and mediums is a healthy one and is 
being gradually though slowly sup
plied. Tens of thousands of people in 
this country are anxious for the 
teachings and proof of the truths of 

.spiritualism, and many are unable to 
obtain them because of the lack of 
competent workers.

Many have tried to learn and have 
fallen into the hands of incompetent 
self-appointed speakers and mediums, 
and have turned away in sorrow and 
disgust.

A grave responsibility rests with 
all trub Spiritualists; they should 
come to the front and lend a helping 
hand in sustaining and upholding our 
National, state and local organiza
tions In their work of providing the 
public with competent and worthy 
mediums, ministers and teachers.

We must see to it that the wants of 
these thousands of earnest inquirers 
are supplied with the true in Spirit
ualism and that our cause becomes 
free from the suspicion that has been 
cast upon it by some of its self-im
posed teachers as well as by" the ig
norance of the unqualified investiga
tors.

We always recommend the home 
■circle for the enlightenment of the in
vestigator and the development of me
diumship.

Camp-Meetings.

Number of. Meetings,
During the year we held 

Ings and seances, in 44 
places; reorganized and

Etc.
262 meet- 

different 
organized

Iowa, Wisconsin,. Indiana, Michigan, 
Pennsylvania, District of Columbia, 
West Virginia, Ohio, Hlllnols, Mis
souri, New York, Kansas, Oklahoma 
and Canada.

We held meetings in Alliance and 
Ashley, Ohio; Detroit, Pontiac, Fen
ton, Battle Creek, Chesaning, Has
lett and Saginaw, Mich.; Allegheny, 
Smithton, Pittsburg and Lancaster, 
Pa.; Washington, D. C.; Parkersburg, 
West Va.; Versailles and Lafayette, 
Indiana; Farmer City, Decatur, Ma
comb and Beardstown, • Ill.; White
water, Wis.; Minneapolis, Long Lake 
qnd Faribault,' Minn.; Northwood, 
Clear Lake, Mason City, Edgewood, 
Clinton, Hayesville and Belmond, la.; 
St. Louis and Millersville, Mo.; Moun
tain Park, Okla.; Delphos, Winfield, 
Sterling.and Hutchinson, Kans., and 
Windsor, Canada. . >

We also attended the N. S. A. con
vention at Minneapolis, and took an 
active part in the Michigan State' Spir
itualists mid-winter meeting held at 
Detroit. The latter, like the former, 
was a grand success in every respect, 
and proved to be of great benefit to 
our cause and the pause of organiza
tion.
Financial Report for the Year Ending

September 80, 10O(h

pur arisen Brothdr Munger were thus 
far carried out. '

The 'Spiritualists of Macomb now 
own th|s beautiful temple free' from 
encumbrance, and are organized into 
a working society under the charter 
from the Illinois State Spiritualists 
Association.

Mr. Munger left a legacy to help 
support this church. He willed this so
ciety the use of 160 acresof land for 
the term of twenty-one years; tlie so
ciety to come into possession of tlie 
legacy at the death" of Mr. Munger’s 
son.

It Is a fine farm and Its estimated 
rental value Is from $1,000 to $1,200 
per year. If it rents for $1,000 per 
year for 21 years the $2.1,000 will be 
a great help to the Spiritualists and 
the cause. It will pay the expense 
of keeping a good speaker in Macomb 
for 21 years.

It Is very doubtful whether the 
Spiritualists would have gained pos
session of the Macomb church if your 
missionaries had not gone there and 
pushed the matter to a successful 
settlement. Missionary work is of the 
greatest value to our organization 
and the advancement of our cause.

Many things are done by the mis
sionaries for the good of Spiritualism 
that are not published.

Great crowds attended our meet
ings at Macomb, sometimes twice or 
three times as many were on the put- 
side as there were on the iiislde of 
the church, but with windows and 
doors open all cofild hear, The news
papers and the people treated ub with 
kindness and respect.'

existing between the various members 
of the official board of the N. S.A. is a 
matter that receives our hearty appre
ciation and your committee is confi
dent that tins appreciation is shared 
In a large measure by this delegate 
convention.

Outlook.—We share with the na-

therance of the private ends of an ln< 
dividual. Respectfully submitted, 

GEO. B. HOLBERT, 
WILL J. ERWOOD, 
FLORENCE N. HIBNER, 
LAURA M. JONES, 
T. GRIMSHAW.

$ 641.45
State Associations.

While attending the Mountain Park 
camp-meeting, we organized the Okla
homa State Spiritualists Association 
and chartered it with the N. S. A. It 
is well organized and has a splendid 
field for missionary work.

Its officers are composed of some of 
the best men and women among the 
sturdy pioneers of that country, and 
if they build up and develop their 
new State Spiritualists Association as 
they have developed their beautiful 
country, we shall doubtless soon see a 
strong auxiliary to the N. S. A. in 
Oklahoma.

Our state associations are growing 
stronger and their work is becoming 
more thoroughly systemized.

Each year shows progress in every 
line. State missionaries are at work 
in the states that are organized and 
in some of them they are kept in the

We filled camp-meeting engage
ments at the following named places: 
Haslett Park, Mich.; Clinton, Iowa; 
Delphos and Winfield, Kans., and 
Mountain ParK Oklahoma,, where we 
met several new workers^ bne by one 
the old workers are passing to the 
ü.gher life and their loss is greatly 
felt by those left behind. However,

Emma Gibbs, a young and gifted 
worker of Grand Rapids, Mich., who 
was acting as chairman of the camp
meeting. She has. been serving a so
ciety in her home town for the past 
two or three years.

At Clinton, Iowa, Mrs. Emma R. 
~ Abbott, a graduate of the Morris 

Pratt Institute, was holding classes In 
elocution and physical culture and 
had charge of a large children’s ly- 
ceum. Her work was highly appreci
ated.

than three years ago, has a missionary 
engaged by the year. This shows 
what may be done. With proper 
management every state association 
may keep a missionary constantly in 
the field.

The Macomb Spiritualists Church.
Last winter Mr. J. D. Munger of 

Macomb, Illinois, built a nice little 
church in that place. It has a seating 
capacity for about 250 persons. Mr. 
Munger seated It with opera chairs, 
arranged-for heating, lighting, etc., in 
fact he completed it in every detail 
and made it ready for use. He then 
deeded It to a friend, Mr. Fred Rex
roat, in trust for a Spiritualist so
ciety, when one should be organized.

Then in February last he engaged 
your missionaries to come to Macomb 
on April 21 and hold meetings daily 
tor two weeks. In the meantime we 
were to organize a Spiritualist society 
and dedicate the new church.

We were shocked one day by read
ing a notice in The Progressive 
Thinker of the death of Brother

Spiritualist Temples, -
Lack of places to hold meetings is 

a great hindrance to the advancement1 
of our cause. ■ \

We have been unable to visit many 
places where oui’ services were want
ed, because no suitable place could be 
secured in which to hold our meet
ings. Spiritualists should have more 
temples and halls of their own. ■ In 
many places the Spirltualists'are as 
numerous as.the members of some of 
the smaller denominations of Chris
tians. They áre just as good finan
ciers. They have just as much money 
and can build temples in many places 
just as well as these Christians can 
build churches, if they will set them- 

-selves about it.
As Spiritualists we are beginning to 

see that we must have our own tem- 
, pies and meeting-places. This is 
shown in the fact that we are buying 
churches of the Christians in different 
parts of the country.

Last spring, within about one 
month’s time we held meetings in 
four different Spiritualist churches 
and one Spiritualist college. All of 
these Were paid for but one church, 
and that one is secure in the hands of 
the society that owns it.

We are hopeful that the commit
tee on “Temple Fund” that was ap
pointed by our convention last year 
may present some good and effective 
method of raising funds to help weak 
societies to build temples of their 
own. ।

A large number of Spiritualists in 
the United States áre too busy making 
money to pay much attention to the 
advancement of the snered cause of 
Spiritualism. Perhaps some of them 
would be willing to furnish' the N. S. 
A. with money to loan to weak socie
ties at a low rate of interest to be 
used.in building temples and churches. 
Security could be furnished by mort
gages on the temples, and societies 
could pay Interest easier than they 
could pay rent, and they would have 
places to hold their meetings when
ever they wished without having to 
ask consent of anyone.

port for the yem1 layt past, beg leave 
to submit the ToTlowlng report:

The Year's Work.—Your committee 
notice with pleasure and approvafthe 
encouraging review of ,, amount and 
character of the woi;lf accomplished 
in the general field of Spiritualistic 
effort and the attention/glvefi rto the 
same by numerous writers, and 'speak
ers allied with kindred.; movements, 
as wejr as the attention ¿given the 
same by the popular periodicals and 
other publications of the day.

Your committee suggests your ap
proval of the statements,set forth un
der this heading, but reebnimend that 
the closing paragraph be amended so 
as to read as follows: '/•

"The call on the part of(the schol
ars of Europe for the past, twelve 
months for mediums ..for the, purpose 
of spécial investigation surely shows 
thé trend of the times add ., reflects 
credit upon mediumship and. Spirit
ualism.” .

Psychic Researcji.—-Ypur committee 
heartily concur in thq statement of 
facts set iorth under thq, above head
ing and recommend Jtn endorsement- 
by this convention." "

Missionary Work.—Your committee 
reccommend that thé subject . of all 
missionary efforts be referred to the 
committee appointed to consider that 
special line. . z

Edltor-ut-Large.—The. ' statements 
set forth in the president’s report, 
giving a brief review of the valuable 
work accomplished by. thé able Ed- 
itor-at-Lnrge,' are heartily.,: concurred 
in by this committee, and . recommend 
their endorsement by this convention.

Local Societies.—Your committee 
concur in the opinion of the National 
president as to the causes and lack of 
efficiency of many of our local socie
ties, and deeply deplore the condi
tions thus existing, and your commit- 
teé are of the opinion that the earnest 
workers in the cause of Spiritualism 
in the various localities must in the 
main be depended uppn to remedy the 
evils complained of.

State Associations.—For the pur- 
oose of strengthening tlie various 
tate associations and local associa- 
ions now inoperative, or. In a weak

en nrul ineffective f’andf.Hn. it If 
recommended by your "committee that 
luring the coming .year uuis.uaaries 
employed by the National Spiritual
ists’ Association be directed to pay 
■special attention to thls;class of state 
associations, and local; associations, 
;nd if possible, to continue such ef-
irts until the evils complained of 

removed.
v nmp-Meeetings.—The report 

!i© president with reference to the 
Cous camp-meetings, mentioned is 
proved by your committee and

report to the effect that no educated illuminated souls who have crossed 
speakers or mediums are to be found the border land, together with the 
In the ranks of Spiritualism, in the earnest and hearty co-operation of all 
opinion of your committee, should be lovers of the truth, as it is in Bplritual- 
modifled. Many such are to be ism now marshalling for action in 
found among our people bravely bat- every portion of the civilized . world, 
tllng. for the truth, but we heartily our cause is destined to conquer so- 
concur in the suggestion that a more called evil and place humanity upon 
general recognition should be given to the highest spiritual level attainable 
the demand for a thoroughly educated and |ts fiigh destiny made secure for; 
ministry and mediumship. - all coming time.

Lyceum Work.—The value of ly- Conclusion.—In conclusion, we de-, 
cetim work cannot be questioned and sire to say that we regret that our 
our sympathy and co-operation are président has been too strongly infiu- 
cheerfully given to all earnest ly- enced by the unfavorable conditions 
oeum workers. As all matters per- which prevail in some localities, and
talning to this subject will be pre- not brought into a sufficient promL 
sented in due form by our lyeeum su- nence those encouraging evidences of 
perlntendent,-J. W. Ring, you are re- the solid and wholesome progress 
spectfully referred to his report for which has beeii made. Your-commit-, 
further Information. tee'believes that many things have-

Mass Meetings.-—All matters per- occurred and many things have, been 
talning to this subject referred to by done to give us genuine cause for 
the National President are approved gratification and rejoicing. Many of 
by your committee and we recommend the state bodies are now established 
that the same b’e adopted by,this con- upon a firm and more business-like 
vention. .. basis than ever before and are becom-

Half Rates.—As the term “Half ing powerful aids to the N. 8. A., and 
Rates” is only another name for spe- among the local societies there Is a 
cial privilege, your committee advise marked tendency to a higher concep
that all prqper effort be made" looking tion of the mission of Spiritualism, 
to the discontinuance of this system, Men and women of refined tastes and 
and when this,effort can he made to strong worthy character are coming 
apply to other societies of like nature, to the front in our cause and winning 
it is the opinion of your committee for it the respect of the communities 
that all Spiritualists will cheerfully In which they live.
comply with the Baine. Leaders of religious thought are

The Railroads.—?Wa are glad to seeking to know more of our teach- 
learn of the amicable relations exist- Ings and manifestations and not infre- 
ing between the various railroad com- quently during the past few years 
panies and the National Spiritualists have distinguished churchmen made 
Association. We believe a clearer un- heretical declarations in harmony 
derstanding of the merits of our work with our doctrines, evidently infiu- 
by the business world will eventually enced by a test of our'claims. Even 
lead to a complete recognition of our the Pope of Rome in the interest of 
interests as are not accorded to other truth has recently refused to con-

Incompatible with the philosophy of 
Spiritualism or our declaration of 
principles.

Postoilice Missions.—Your commit
tee concurs in the suggestions of the 
president and recommends the adop-

J. S. MAXWELL, 
C. D. PRÜDEN, 
MRS. R. S. LILLIE, 
CARRIE E. S. TWJNG, 
MRS. SOPHIA B. SEIP, 

Committee.

BOOK 
OFFER ?

Truly, the world has NEVER GEHN 
the like before. Search the annals of . 
history, ANCIENT AND . MODERN,’ 
critically examine the history of Spirit
ualism; look here and there, In every 
nook and corner of the world, and you 
CANNOT find a parallel to the offer • 
made in reference to these THIRTEEN 
remarkable PREMIUM BOOKS. They 
constitute a wonderfully valuable Spir
itualistic and Occult LIBRARY, and 
are furnished at a nominal sum. All 
are substantially bound and neatly 
printed, and those who purchase them 
are DELIGHTED WITH THEM.

We have now THIRTEEN magnifi
cent PREMIUM BOOKS which you 
can select from.

Premium Book.
Any one of the Thirteen Premium 

Books you may order, price 25 cents. 
This is the price, remember, when you 
order only one hook in connection with 
a yearly subscription. The paper, one 
year, and one Premium Book, $1.25. 
But if you order more than one Pre
mium Book the price is as follows:

Any two of the Thirteen Premium 
Books you may order, price 70 cents.

Any three of the Thirteen Premium 
Books you may order», price $1.10.

Any four of the Thirteen Premium

We also met Mrs. Christine Cooper 1 
and her son at this place, both of 
whom are graduates of the Morris 
Pratt Institute. Mrs. Cooper is an 
efficient officer of the Clinton camp
meeting, and Eugene is a teacher in 
a business college, which position he 
says, is to be credited to his having 
attended the Morris Pratt School. His 
talks in the conferences showed his 
ability as a thinker and a speaker, 
and were a source of gratification to 
his many friends.

We also met Mrs. Alice Barry at 
Clinton. She filled the rostrum 
while we were at camp, giving a beau
tiful discourse. -She has charge of 
the Clinton society.

At the Delphos camp-meeting we 
met Mrs. Bessie Bellman and Mrs.

■ Josephine Brewer, both of whom were 
filling engagements there as speak-

. ers., All of these new workers are cul
tured and refined and are honoring 
the positions to which they are called.

There are hundreds more in our 
great country who are coming to the 
front to take the places of those who 
are passing away and to fill places 
for themselves.* This is encouraging, 
but Spiritualists should hasten to or
ganize societies, making them perma
nent by chartering them with the 
state and National Associations, so as 
to encourage our workers and more 
iully utilize the gifts of the newly de
veloped speakers and mediums, that 
our cause may be advanced and the 
hungry multitudes may be fed.

At Mountain Park (Okla.) camp
meeting—the first one ever held in 
the state—the people of the town 
were quite conspicuous by their ab
sence at first, but by the persuasive 
genius and sound logic of Brother 
John W. Ring, and the spiritual teach
ings of Mrs. Alice K. Baker, they had 

, begun, to show themselves when we 
arrived; and the weather having im
proved, the latter part of the meeting 
was attended by nearly everyone in 
town. Many people heard the ¡mes
sage of Spiritualism for the first-time. 
Between thirty and forty people $ame 
together, traveling eighty, ninety and 
some , one hundred miles on purpose 
to attend the meetings and assist in 
the work of organizing the Oklahoma 
State Spiritualists Association. They 
came mostly in covered wagons. The 
quality of the-work done by our 
speakers and mediums at all of these 
camps gave evidence of the fact that 
we are making for a more spiritual 
Spiritualism. Mr. Barrett’s good 
work in Oklahoma was a great help in 
the organizing of the state associa
tion.

The officers and managers of these 
camp-meetings are earnest, self- 
sacrificing Spiritualists, who labor un
ceasingly and without compensation 
other, than the compensation that 
comes from knowing that they are do
ing good. Great praise is due to 
these faithful and unselfish workers. 
They are doing a great work for our 
Cause.

Munger. He died in a hospital after 
an operation.

We immediately wrote the only 
Spiritualists of Macomb whose ad
dresses we possessed. The time for 
our going there was close, at hand and 
after a reasonable time, hot recdiving 
a reply to our letters and becoming 
uneasy, we wrote the postmaster at 
Macomb, asking for information. 
Soon after this we wrote a letter and 
addressed it, “To Any Leading Spirit
ualist of Macomb, Ill.” About that 
time we received a discouraging let
ter from the son of Mr. Munger, who 
is the administrator of his father’s es
tate. He gave us the name of Mr. 
Fred Rexroat, the trustee in whose 
hands the deed to the church was 
placed. We at once wrote him but 
before we received his reply there 
came an answer to our letter ad
dressed to “Any Leading Spiritualist 
of Macomb.” It was an encouraging 
letter and said, “Come: we shall ex
pect you to be here on the 21st." It 
was the old cry Of the spirit “man" 
that in a vision appeared to Paul in 
the night, and prayed him, “Come 
over into Macedonia and help us.” 
Another letter from a good Spiritualist 
read as follows; “Pay no attention to 
any letters notifying you not to come 
here. We have had opposition from 
the first. If you ever did anything 
for the cause of Spiritualism, do it

needed in every part of the country. 
Within the last year we have received 
letters from people living in many 
different states of the Union asking 
for our services and requesting that we 
let them know if we come anywhere 
near them.

It Is a source of great satisfaction to 
learn of the good work of the state 
missionaries, and to know that every 
state as soon as it becomes strong 
enough In its organization appoints Its 
missionaries and sets them at work.

The National missionaries are con
stantly receiving calls from states 
that are organized as well as from 
states that have no state organization, 
but the calls from the states that are 
organized number many more than 
those from the unorganized states. 
This shows that when a state be
comes organized it at once realizes the

'■onimittee agrees with »the president 
as to the amount anfi .value of the 
work accomplished by» this. depart
ment of effort. It is the opinion of 
your committee, howev.er, that the 
best interests of our cause wlllbe pro
moted by combining the. office;of Ed- 
itor-at-Large, Mlsslonaryrat-Large and 
that of Historian in one, and. placing 
the same in the hands/pf one;; person 
at a fixed salary for the services ren
dered. , . w! .1 ■

Legal Battles.—It. Is.: recommended 
by your committee that all inatters 
under this heading be referred to the 
incoming board with instructions to 
investigate thoroughly .the status of 
each case; consult competent legal au
thority, and if deemed advisable, ren
der all necessary assistance.

Definition' of Terms.—As important 
features upon this subject have been 
referred to a special committee, this 
committee recommends1 that all mat

Leaflets. .
The large leaflets sent out by 

N. S. A. are doing a good work; 
see the good resulting from their 
culation in different parts of 
country.

plied with them that they may be 
widely distributed.

A committee might be appointed to 
receive matter for these leaflets, to 
arrange it in proper form and then 
present it to the incoming board for 
its approval and publication.

Clergy Rates.,
Through the kindness and courtesy 

of the Central Passenger' Association 
and. the Western Clergy Bureau, we 
have been permitted to travel.on cler
gy half-fare permits. This has been 
a help to Spiritualists and weak so
cieties who were not able to pay our 
full fare. We fully appreciate this 
favor and are certain that the Spirit
ualists of the country are also thank
ful for the same.

The Spiritualist Presk..
The Spiritualist press has shown 

your missionaries every kindness. Our

for Macomb, and we, with our de
parted brother, J. D. Munger, will feel 
grateful.”

Other letters followed and on April 
21, we reached Macomb. We soon 
learned that there were no funds to 
pay the expenses of the meetings 
there, but that . the Spiritualists, 
though they were poor, would do all 
they could to help defray the ex
pense of the meetings, all of which 
they faithfully carried out, though not 
nearly enough, was raised to pay the 
expenses.

There was great opposition to our 
coming to Macomb, and to the Spirit
ualists getting possession of the 
church. ,

We were delayed In getting the key 
to the church. We consulted a law
yer, and discussed the question with 
parties concerned in the matter, and 
did not get possession of the key to 
the church until we promised not to 
let any other person have it, and that 
we would return it when the meetings 
were over. It was only ten minutes 
before the time set for the meeting'to 
begin when we got possession of the 
key, and many were waiting at the 
church door for admission.

We remained in Macomb fifteen 
days, held fifteen meetings, and after 
five days’ work there we organized a 
society composed of thirty-four mem
bers, and a day or two later the deed 
was made, by Mr. Rexroat, the trus
tee, transferring the title to the trus
tees of the Munger Spiritualists 
Church of Macomb, HL, the officers of 
the'society that we had organized.. 
We had the deed recorded, and dedi
cated the church, and the wishes of

We would recommend that this 
convèntion consider the question of 
publishing small leaflets explanatory 
of the teachings of our philosophy and 
the generally accepted beliefs of the 
Spiritualists and enlightening the pub
lic regarding the good work of our 
organization. This 1b very important, 
as erroneous statements regarding the 
beliefs of Spiritualists are in circula
tion all over the land.

We are often asked "What do Spir
itualists believe regarding JesusChrist, 
the bible, rewards and punishments, 
God and" the devil?" etc. Of course 
our workers are constantly enlighten
ing those who attend our meetings, 
and our splendid Spiritualist newspa
pers and periodicals are doing the 
same,, but if these little leaflets were 
circulated freely they would fall into 
the hands of thousands who never 
see a Spiritualist publication or at
tend a Spiritualist meeting.

If we had such leaflets that we 
could hand out or mail in our corre
spondence, the public ■ would learn 
that false reports regarding Spiritúal- 
ists and their beliefs are in circula
tion and the beauty and naturalness 
of our philosophy would appeal to 
many as soon as they were apprised of 
its teachings. •

Many people honestly believe that 
Spiritualists are all atheists; that they 
do not believe that we must suffer the 
consequences of wrong-doing; that they 
are believers in divers inconsistent 
and visionary-doctrines, etc., all of 
which not being true, the public 
should be enlightened.
. Spiritualist societies need these 
leaflets for their members and to be 
used in their lyceums, and they éould 
distribute them to others to advan
tage.

The Methodists, Adventists, Mor
mons, Unitarians and other denomina
tions are successfully using this 
method of teaching the world their 
doctrines, why should we not do like
wise? ■

We would suggest that if such 
leaflets are printed each one contain 
matter explaining but: one subject, 
and of such form, and size as can be 
put into ordinary-sized envelopes 
and that societies and workers be sup-

the free use of their columns to help 
our work along. We fully appreciate 
this great favor and so do the Spirit
ualists who read these papers.

Our Oo-Workefs.
To our co-workers throughout the 

entire country we wish,to extend our 
sincere sympathy and godd.will. We 
well know the sacrifices necessary to 
the success of a society. We' also 
know what the itinerant workers 
must endure in the strenuous labors 
incident to their ministry.

Wherever we have .been called to 
labor, we have’been,.kindly ¡assisted 
by speakers and. mefiium^j alike. 
The kindness . extended.if to us 
by them is an evidence; ot their good-, 
ness as well as their . gytapafhy.. with 
our work ‘ and . oui\- organization. 
Throughout all the years of pur mis
sionary pilgrimage weghaye sustained 
the kindliest relations wRfi every 
member, of the N. .8. Af. boaqfl, with 
never a dtsagreement or a misunder
standing. . There,.haa nevebeen a 
cloud to dim the .horizgn . ot perfect 
harmony in our relatiqps. '

Many hundreds-. ofc letters ; have 
passed between our beloved'Secretary," 
Mrs. Mary T. Longley,nand (your mis
sionaries, and never aMppleipf. inhar- 
mohy or unpleasantness hnsmppeared. 
-Her work and influence withe the so
cieties and individual . Spiritualists 
throughout this vast Country Is sim
ply wonderful. She has; the. happy 
faculty of creating harmony, with all
her acquaintances and: other 
spondents, and has .'been of 
value In the important .work 
office she so ably fills. ;

To all who have welcomed:

ter of this heading is ot deep interest SIONARIES’ REPORTS
to your committee. As this subject Is „ ,, , ,, , , ‘ 1
closely allied with the matter coming To the Officers and Delegates of the
under the class of work involved In L0“rtee?t^ ^ouyentl7“ ,of tlle ; 
the publishing of'the History of Spir- National Spiritualists Association: 
itualism, etc., your committee recom- Your committee, appointed to examine 
mend that this be placed in the hands an^ report on the reports ot the mis- 
of the person selected to perform the ?Lon?r.?8 association, submit 
duties mentioned in the recommends- the following report:
tions previously made with reference We note with pleasure the enthusl- 
to the same. asm exhibited by all of our misslona-

Counterfeit Mediumship.—The sug- l’les “f'l’ aad £eel Ulat the 
gestions embodied in the report of the thanks of the association
president were carefully considered by Pe tendered them for their un- 
your committee, and we recommend selAsh devotion to the Cause.
that this convention endorse the ac- We regret, however, to note In the 
tion taken by the National board in several reports, a lack of cohesion in 
recalling the charter of the State Spir- the work done by the several mission- 
ituallsts Association of Iowa. We art®s> and the lack-of interest appar- 
alBO concur with tne suggestion that shown by Spiritualists at large 
all possible assistance be given to the with reference to this most important 
Hawkeye State Spiritualists Associa- subject. We believe with President 
tion recently organized in the state of Barr,ett that a“ eatlra re/Mon of our 
Iowa. It is also recommended by your missionary methods should be adopted 
committee that a continued, uncondi- the association, and would recom- 
tlonal and uncompromising opposition : ,v„.° „“FL . . ,
be raised against all forms of dishon- That the Association appoint only 
esty perpetrated in the name and jin-, one missionary at large, whose duty it 
der the guise of Spiritualism, but tn shall be to visit such points of the 
the performance of these duties, v/e country as ma.y require his services 
advise that the utmost care be taken and,s“ch, po‘ntBT,y k6;“0? 
to protect all honest workers in our [° yi8it by tbe National board. That 
ranks to the end that no injustice be *a eu °? other general missionaries, 
done to these noble message bearers tbe assoelat.on appoint such worthy 
of the spirit world. Ypur committee worlferls ar0 are ?ow «1Un,S, appoint- 
urge that all the safeguards that this var‘ous ^““ties of the
organization can throw around these Un,ted States, where their entire ser- 
falthful sensitives be cheerfully and v'ce.is n0t retluir.edj an* these 
fully given them workers be authorized and empowered

Federation of ’Liberal Religions.- by to !'?'? cIreults im-
Your committee concurs in the sug- ®®<Mately adjoining their respective 
gestions made by the president upon localities and to visit the various 
this subiect and advise that present P°iat? ? th0Be ciFc,u ts '^larly. t w 
methods be continued. association to assist in bearing the

The Latest Word of Spiritualism— necessary expenses incidental to 
— • - - - 1 such missionary work and the salary

to be received by said workers.
We call attention especially to the 

fact that there are now many worthy 
workers in the Cause of Spiritualism 
who are without appointment on the 
one hand, while on the other hand, 
there are many societies where great 
enthusiasm prevails^ but which are so 
small tn numbers that they do not feel 
they can bear the expense of a perma
nent leader.

Our recommendation is further 
caused by the belief that greater con
centration of effort should be made by 
the National Organization, an effort 
looking to the increase of membership 
In communities where Spirltuatem 
has already a foothold, rather than 
by promiscuous solicitation and labor 
through vast stretches of territory 
where little, if any, interest Is shown. 
In this connection let us suggest that 
'.t would be well, in our opinion, for 
the National Association to work in 
co-operation with the various state 
associations with reference to the ap
pointment of these missionaries and 
the support to be furnished them, and 
your committee earnestly recom
mend that the subject be given fur
ther consideration by the convention 
and such action taken as well indicate

corre- 
great 

of the

us to
thelr homes or aided us In our work 
in any way—and .they are many—we 
hereby extend our heartfelt thanks. 
May heaven’s choicest blessings be the 
portion of all of these, dear friends.

Respectfully submited, 
MR. AND MRS. E.'iW; SPRAGUE;

N." 8. A. Missionare-
1082 TrumbulJ Ave./.Detrblt; Miqli.

This committee endorses the presi
dent’s report under this heading and 
recommends continued effort until the' 
desired purpose is,accomplished. ,

Our Conventions.—Your committee 
agrees to the suggestion made by the 
president, and recommends that our 
next annual convention be continued- 
through five consecutive days instead 
of four.

Necrology.—Your committee rec
ommends that this matter be referred 
to the committee on resolutions.

Platform Suggestions.—This com
mittee is of the opinion that the sug
gestions herein made should be re
ferred to the committee on resolu
tions and appropriate action taken 
thereon. _

Finance.—All of this subject matter 
should be referred to the committee 
on finance, ways and means, and this 
committee so recommends. I

Executive Session.—The opinion of 
your committee that all matters iti j 
volvlng any question of dishonesty on 
the part of Individual societies of this 
association, either local .or state, all 
such subjects for discussion shall be 
taken up in executive session.

Endowments.—This entire subject 
should also be referred in the judg
ment of your committee to the com
mittee on finance, ways and means.

Amendments. — Your committee 
concur with the principle involved in 
the amendemnt suggested by the Na
tional president and recommend that 
the amendment now pending be so 
amended as to conform.to the presi
dent’s suggestion and provided that 
Buch amendment shall take effect im
mediately after the close of 'this con
vention. '

Evening Sessions.—We believe the 
selection of speakers, and mediums for 
our evening sessions should be’ left 
fully in the hands of the National 
board, acting under, the constitution 
and by-laws.

Spiritualist - Press.—This subject 
should be referred to the committee 
on resolutions. " 1

1 New Thought Convention.—This 
committee agrees to the1 suggestion 
that four fraternal delegates "be se
lected to attend' * the coming New 
Thought Convention, but we are of 
the opinion that no expense to the Na
tional Association should accrue from 
this action.

Board of Trustees,—The statements 
of the president set forth in this para- 
graph are heartily concurred in by 
your committee, and w.e advise a con
tinuance of like effort along the lines1 
Indicated.

Home Office.—The endorsement of 
the home office in the president’s re
port is cheerfully endorsed by this 
committee.

President's Office.—Your committee 
recognizes the value and efficiency of 
the services rendered in an official ca
pacity by the national president, and 
-ocommend the endorsement of the 
■ame by this convention.

Personal.—The bond of sympathy

to our National officers the 
that we desire to be pursued 
this line.

It is our belief that he who 
izes a local Spiritualist society

fed J
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Books
Any 

Books
Any 

Books
Any 

Books

you may order, price $2.35. 
eight of the Thirteen Premium 
you may order, price $2.G5. 
nine of the 'Thirteen Premium 
you may order, price $2.90. 
ten of the Thirteen Premium 
you may order, price $3.10.

Any eleven of (he Thirteen Premium 
Books you may order, price $3.4X1.

Any twelve of the Thirteen Premium 
Books you may order, price $3.85.

Lastly, all of these THIRTEEN Pre
mium Books here announced are sent 
out, all postage prepaid, for 4.15, 
something never before equalled in 
tills country or Europe.

Bear in inlnd'lliat every order for a 
Premium Book must be accompanied 
with a yearly subscription tor The 
Progressive Thinker, which is $1. We 
repeat that the world has never seen 
the like of it before.
OUR / THIRTEEN REMARKABLE

PREMIUM BOOKS FOR $4.15.
The following is the list of titles of 

the Twelve Premium Books:

Life in the Spirit World, Vol. 3., These 
three volumes have been prepared by. 
J. R. Francia. They contain invaluable 
data.

4—Art Magic, or Mundane, Sub-Mun
dane and Super-Mundane Spiritism, bx 
Mrs. Emma Hardinge Britten.

5—Ghost Land, Spiritualism^ Occult
ism, by Mrs. Emma Hardinge Britten.

6—The Next World interviewed, bx 
Mrs. 8. G. Horn, a most remarkable mo- 
dlum.

7—The Occult Life or Jesus, by Alex
ander Smythe, a medium of rare gilts,

8—A Wanderer in the Spirit Lands. 
Translated by A. Farnese, a wonderful 
English medium.

9—The Religion of Man and Ethics of 
Science, by Hudson Tuttle.

10—Seers of the Ages, or Spiritualism 
Past and Present, by Dr. J. M. Peebles.

11—The Great Debate Between Moses 
Hull and W. F. Jamieson.

12—Letters from too Spirit World, 
written through the mediumship of 
Carlyle Petersllea.

13—Gems of Thought, by SEVEN
TEEN leading authors, is our last Pre
mium Book.

course
along

organ- 
should

keep in constant touch with his organ
ization, sufficiently, at least, to con
tinue the personal influence that led to 
its organization. '

In conclusion, we do not wish to 
have "our report taken In the sense of 
criticism by any of the workers in the 
field. It has not been the purpose of 
the committee to criticise, but to rec
ommend such course of action as in 
their judgment would, lead to an ad
vancement of the cause, and the crit
icism offered has been for the pur
pose of showing by contrast the" good 
that might be accomplished by pursu
ing a different course of action. We 
believe that every missionary that 
has given an hour to the cause of 
Spiritualism in the United States 
during the last year, is entitled to the 
hearty appreciation of every true 
Spiritualist, and, as a committee ap
pointed by your organization, we ten
der to them our most sincere thanks. 

■ A number of applications have been 
submitted to us, looking to the ap
pointment of the applicant for posi
tion as missionary of the association. 
Your committee does not feel that 
these applications are within the prov
ince of the committee, hence we have 
taken no action regarding ahy of 
them. We believe that the National 
Association should, where worthy ap
plicants appear, provide generously 
for such missionaries, but that their 
action should be taken only after a 
most thorough and rigid examination 
of the character and standing of the 
applicants, so that the name of.our or
ganization may not be used in the fur-

The work consists of two parts, 
“The Fathers of Our Republic,” and 
“The Saviors oTOur Republic.” In 
regard to Paine’s religious views, Mr. 
Remsburg establishes the negative ot 
the following (1) Was Paine an Athe
ist? (2)Was he a Christian? (3) 
Did he recant? Page after page of 
the most radical. freethought senti
ments are culled from the correspond
ence and other writings of Franklin 
and Jefferson, which show that these 
men were as pronounced in the rejec
tion of Christianity as Paine and In
gersoll. That Washington was not a 
Christian nor a believer in Christian
ity. In support of Lincoln s iufidcllty 
he has collected the testimony of more 
than one hundred witnesses.

The book is handsomely bound in 
cloth, giving fine portraits of George 
Washington, Benjamin Franklin. 
Thomas Paine, Thomas Jefferson, 
Abraham Lincoln and U. S. Grant; 
also portrait of the author.

This book contains 365 pages, 
printed on heavy paper, well bound in 
cloth. Price, $1.25. For sale at this 
office.

LIFE'S PROGRESSION.

“There Is no death; there are no 
dead.”

These words stand out on the cover 
.of Edward C. Randall’s new book. 
They are a challenge to the orthodox 
world," and through all of its pages 
runs this challenge to those whose 
ideas of God, of heaven, of hell, of a 
future life are based strictly upon the 
Bible. Yet Mr. Randall believes in 
life hereafter, based on positive knowl
edge given him from the living 
friends passed to . the life beyond. 
Price $1.50. For sale at this office.,.

ANCIENT PAGAN AND
MODERN CHRISTIAN SYMBOLISM.

By Thomas Inman,* M. D. Revised • 
and enlarged, with an Essay on Baal 
Worship, on “The Assyrian Sacred 

‘ other allied symbols. .Grove.” and
Third edition, with two hundred illus- 

■ a’1 Cloth. 31. ■.
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LEAVE OUR RANKS.
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Louis,

Pro-

the temperance reform. And the

was
that—

Brahmanism,tion was derived from

AS FAR

State

of Cleveland.
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We the undersigned testify that C. 
W. Stewart on the 5th day of Decem-

first! 
with

AND UN- 
following

the 
was

There was speech in. their dunft- 
ness; language in their very gesture. 
*—Shakspeare.

let them quite forget
That the N. S. A. is living! 

it 1b not dead yet.

Denied a Pro Forma Decree of Incor
poration—The Stewart-Folsom Com

ber, 1905, in our presence, 
DER OATH, did make the 
declarations:

“WE WANT TO GET

bine Repudiate Spiritualism.
The Globe-Democrat of St.

gresslve Thinker can be obtained at 
this office. Express charges or postage 
prepaid at the price named unless oth- 
wise stated.

composed of Mrs. Harriett Taylor Up
ton of Warren; Mrs. Pauline Steinem,The above statement made under

Send in YoUi Subscriptions,

... ei oo 
.... Wct-B 
.... ÄCtö 
.... ÖCIS

oath ought to have settled the matter ; of Toledo; Mrs. Lucie C. Harmon, of 
for all time, but instead, Mr. Stewart Toledo and Mrs. Marie Jenney Howe,

Association.
St. Louis, Mo., Dec. fl, 1905.

The Ohio Woman Suffrage Associa
tion has appointed its president, Har
riet Taplor Upton, to serve on the 
legislative committee of the Initiative 
and Referendum League of the state.

To Besiege Congress and the 
Legislature.

Tuesday Morning.
President Barrett opened the 

meeting of the business session

populace. Some scholars claim 
passion plays, in which a god

TAKE NOTICE.
All books advertised in The

variably iu adviuico: 
Odd Year.................. . ................. .............
feixMont-ba............................... ...............
Thirteen WeoUs...................................
Single Copy,,..................................

REMITTANCES:
Remit by Postofflce Moruiy order, Registered 

Letter or »rail on Chleago-or Now York. It 
costs from 10 fo 15 cents to get checks cashed on 
local banks, i so do not eetid them unless you 
wish that amount deducted from the amount 
sent. Address all letters to J. R. FRANCIS, 4u 
Loomis Street, Chicago, III

THE PROGRESSIVE THINKER
Published Every Satori, »y at 40 Loomis Street, 

J, R. FRANCIS, Editor and Proprietor 

Erfiud at ths CM«e» foikfilci M Sw»»MI«w H,1Ur

TERMS OP SUBSCRIPTION :
The Pboobesbivb Tbinbbb will be furnished 

untillunher uollceftt the following teints, lu-

TAKE XO1ICÏ1
tSTAt the expiration ot subscription, If not re- 

new«,!, the paper le discontinued. No Mlle 
will besentfor extra numbers. '

isrit you do not receive your paper promptly 
write us, and any errors In address will te 
promptly corrected, aud missing numbers 

. supplied gratis.
^•Whenever you desire the address of your 

paper .changed, always give the address of 
the place to which It has been going or the 
change cannot be made. '

TO foreign countries.
The price of The Progressi ve Thinker 

per year to foreign countries is J2.

WORDS OF CAUTION.
Vou should not send money In a let" 

ter. You rnffy do so a dozen times safO" 
ly, and then the next remittance may 
be lost or stolen. Secure n postal order 
for five cents, and th n you are per
fectly safe, and will eave yourself an* 
noyance and trouble.

ÎTHEW^IYËÎ^

NOW IS THE TIME TO SEND IN YOUR YEARLY SUBSCRIP
TIONS. THE PROGRESSIVE THINKER IS NOW UNUSUALLY IN
TERESTING. IT IS EDUCATIONAL ALL ALONG THE LINE. 
THE SPIRITUALIST WHO READS IT REGULARLY BECOMES 
WELL EQUIPPED IN EVERYTHING THAT PERTAINS TO SPIR
ITUALISM AND OCCULT SCIENCE, FOB NO OTHER SPIRITUAL
IST PAPER HAS EVER DARED TO DISCUSS THE IMPORTANT 
PSYCHIC QUESTIONS NOW CONSIDERED CAREFULLY AND 
CRITICALLY IN ITS COLUMNS FROM WEEK TO WEEK. JUST 
THINK, TOO, OF THE 13 VALUABLE PREMIUM BOOKS, ELE
GANTLY BOUND IN CLOTH, WHICH WE ARE SENDING OUT 
FOR A NOMINAL PRICE, CONSTITUTING OUR DIVINE PLAN. 
YOU CANNOT FULLY REALIZE THE GRAND WORK WE ARE 
DOING WITHOUT SEEING AND READING THE BOOKS. SEND 
IN YOUR SUBSCRIPTION NOW, AND GET YOUR NEIGHBOR TO 

JOINWITHYOU.

IE Illi _----------- :-------

'KpirltUulists' Reception.
Tho^pirHtl^lists reception, at the 

Palmer Houso parlors, Monday even
ing, October n>, was one of the grand
est and jnoBft important events of the 
session |Of tUg N.- S. A. in Chicago. 
There liiust Ijflve been all of 300 peo
ple in tjiose spacious parlors and there 
was but? a slight effort at formality, 
and even then' the "glad hand” was 
bo common, fraternal and promiscuous 
that it was l;ard to discern who was 
doing the receiving, or in other words, 
it was hard to find those .who were not 
receiving, •

The friends Were called to order at
ari early hour and the following poem 
was readjry President Barrett:

WE ARE NOT DEAD YET.

Hammond, Illinois; Catharine McFar
lin, Wisconsin; Solomon Dill, Michi
gan.

Committee on Definitions—Chas. R. 
Schlrm, Maryland; W. A. Willing, 
Iowa; Geo. W. Kates, Pennsylvania; 
Mtb. G. G. Cooley, Illinois; Miss Eliza
beth Harlow, Ohio.

Committee on Missionary’s Report- 
Geo. R. Holbert, Iowa; W. J. Erwood, 
Minnesota; E. A. Schram, ' Indiana; 
Mrs. It-. S. Lillie, California; Mrs. P. B. 
Hlbron, Washington.

Committee on Necrology—Mrs. R. 
S. Lillie, California; Geo. Tenny, Kan
sas; Julia M. Walton, Michigan..

Reading of president's message con
sumed the last half of the morning 
session and was continued to the af
ternoon session.

1 ' Afternoon Session.
Reading of president’s message re

sumed and ended at 3 p. m., following 
which was read the secretary's annual 
report and financial statement,, the 
financial statement of the treasurer, 
H. D. Barrett’s missionary report, and 
Mr. and Mrs. E. W. Sprague’s mission
ary report

We Remind you that the SPIRIT OF THE PRO
GRESSIVE THINKER NEVER SLEEPS! There is 
need of a WATCHMAN and WE-ARE IN THE 
TOWER and ON DUTY for the best interest of 
TRUE SPIRITUALISM I

Transmigration of Souls.
The belief in a translation of the 

soul after death into another body at 
its birth, has been one of the most im
portant phases in the religions of the 
world. This idea antedated modern 
thought, and was propably Introduc
tory to the idea of the resurrection 
and re-animation of the body at the 
termination of all things to be, fol
lowed by a final judgment. Thife lat
ter was the generally prevailing faith 
until the advent of Modern Spiritual
ism. \

There was scarcely a nation, savage 
or civilized, of which we have any ac
count, where a belief in transmigra
tion did not prevail. The Egyptians 
held to this belief, evidently inherited 
from their Indian ancestry. The 
Brahmans accepted it, as did the Bud
dhists, Gautama himself having be
come the great teacher he was in con
sequence of It, as we shall show fur
ther on.

The Jews seem to have accepted the 
transmigration theory. They believed 
me soul of Adam re-appeared In Da
vid, and would again animate their ex
pected Messiah; that the soul of 
Japhet would reanimate Simeon, and 
that the soul of Terah entered Job.

The early Christians seem to have 
been transmigrationists. The Mani- 
cheane, an early Christian sect, openly 
taught it, as did Origin. Jerome said 
it was a secret faith which was only 
taught to a select few. “The spirit of 
God descending like a dove and light
ing on Jesus,” at the time of his al
leged baptism by John the Baptist, 
betrays this transformation belief of 
him who wrote Matthew 3:16.

The Buddhist belief in transmlgra-

Mo., contains the followlhg:
Judge Taylor yesterday denied a 

pro forma decree of incorporation to 
the Society of Scientific and Religious 
Truthseekers, which was asked for on 
November 21 last, by Josie K. Folsom- 
Stewart, her husband, Charles W. 
Stewart, and Phoebe S. Wolf. Attor
ney J. Llonberger Davis, referee, re
ported adversely upon the application. 
Objections to the organization were 
also filed in Judge Taylor’s court by 
the State Progressive Spiritualists’ 
Association. Judge Taylor heard tes
timony on the case last May.
Rev. Josie Folsorii-Stewart Repudiates 

Spiritualism.
Rev. Josie K. Folsom-Stewart of 

3007A Dickson street last night said 
she had repudiated Spiritualism, and 
denied that she would go to Chicago 
in an effort to have herself reinstated 
at the National Spiritualists Conven
tion, from which she was expelled. 
She admitted she had intended to go, 
but said that was her “own private 
business.” She and her husband, C. 
W. Stewart, are at the head of the So
ciety of Scientific and Religious Truth- 
seekers, which differs from the Spirit
ualistic cult, according to Mrs. Stew
art. She said her organization was 
founded on belief in the Bible, which, 
she asserts, is not the case with Spirit
ualists.

attack of the Stewart-Folsom Com
bine on those who are so kindly min
istering to them. Ah! they can only 
think the attack Ib an outrage, actu
ated by a most diabolical spirit, Now 
that they have renounced Spiritualism, 
we hope their true status 1b under
stood'.

A letter from St. Louis to Paul Mc
Arthur, president of the Missouri 
State Spiritualist Association:

My Dear Friend and Co-Worker: — 
At 2 p. m., I got word of the denial ot 
a pro forma decree for a charter for 
Society of Scientific and Religious 
Ttuthseekers, and Immediately tele
graphed you.

Ab a Spiritualist and former secre
tary 9f board of State Progressive 
Spiritualists Association of Missouri, I 
congratulate'you and its present offi
cers in their great service to Spirit
ualists at large, and the upholding of 
our N. S. A.

Accept my good wishes and best 
'regards to all Missouri delegates as
sembled, and may yop and they stand 
for .what is right in principle and jus
tice, and may glory crown your efforts.

May "FOR CLEANER SPIRITUAL
ISM” be uppermost always in your 
minds.

I remain, yours fraternally,
OLIN D. WHITTIER.

St. Louis, Mo.

Let the World Rejoice. ,
The religious world has aroused it

self to the horrors of war, and has de
termined to unite their forces for its 
obliteration, a thing it should have 
done centuries ago, and would but for 
the retarding influence, by way of ex
ample, of Bible account that the Lord 
directed the Jews to fight and to 
“leave alive nothing that breathes.”

The World’s Peace Society desig
nated October 7 as a day when all the 
churches of the land should extol the 
peace movement. Rev. Dr. H. W. 
Thomas, at the Garfield Boulevard 
Church, president of the Society, on 
request, gave a sermon, during which 
he expressed the opinion that In a few 
years at most, there will be an Inter- 
naUpnal legislature, whose enact
ments will be obligatory on all the al
lied nations.

Dr. Thomas said, “Our government 
Is spending $2 00,000,000 annually on 
its army and navy. England is 
spending ,$300,000,000. The other 
countries spend altogether $1,500,- 
000,000, hence the grand total of an
nual tribute to the war god is $2,000,- 
000,000.”

And all this in a time of peace, that 
the nations may be ready to fight and 
kill each other.

Chrstianlty has boasted of its civ
ilizing power. It is the dominant re
ligion in all civilized nations. Why 
has it not united Its forces, apd direct
ed its energies to stay the ravages ot 
war, and for the perpetuation of 
peace? For the same reason It did not 
rise In its might and put down slavery, 
and intemperance, and the tyranny of 
civil governments.

It is a truth which cannot be suc
cessfully denied, that while slavery 
derived its authority from the Chris
tian Pope, it was from so-termed infl- 
deis opposition was first aroused 
against the Institution. It was the 
same class of people who originated

We have ollmbe^/the mount of prog- • 
less froth the bottom toward the top

And’through 13 years of climbing we । 
have found no place to stop.

We have had to fight the clergy and. : 
the wily'faking set, ;

And the creeded courts and lawyers,!; 
but-—we are not dead yet.

We have climbed the hill of science, 
as an Institution, high, '

Till the world in wonder watches, and 
the Christians look and sigh;

Aye! through prejudice and hatred, 
and all other foes we met,

We have waded and have battled, 
and—we are not dead yet.

The old preachers and old deacons, 
.with tlTetr stock of pious hate, 

Used- to give us to the Devil and to 
brimstone as our fate, 

But we kept right on progressing 
through the knowledge we could get 

Till at last we killed their Devil, 
and—we are not dead yet.

They have shouted to the Master, to 
St. Peter and their God, 

And have ridden down upon us from 
their temples .rough shod, |

But we met them and gave battle with 
determination set, 

And with love subdued their ardor, 
and—we are not dead yet.

It-is strange why they should fight us, 
when in truth they teach the same 

From the book of ancient wisdom, 
that has set the world aflame, ’ 

While we hold the truth before them- 
wlthout creed or priestly net;

And we prove what they are teaching, 
for—we are not dead yet.

They began the battle early; away 
back in ,’48;

The rapping and the tapping then en
gendered Christian hate, 

And It made the pulpits tremble, and 
the preachers foam and fret, 

But they could’nt kill the baby and— 
It is not dead yet.

We just fought our foes from ambush 
till along lq..’93,

And we met j,hem in disorder, with 
each'.man bphind his tree,

But we, filially united, and have sol
diers pow t# let

Till we1 capture all their temples, 
for—we are. not dead yet.

They have dotle their hardest fighting, 
and are muizllng all their cranks;

Evening Session.
This/session opened with sweet and 

beautiful music by Prof. Joseph Sing
er's orchestra, and an Invocation by 
Rev. G. C. Love.

Mrs. M. T. Longley, the worthy N. 
S. A. Secretary, delivered the first lec
ture of the evening and did it with the 
easy grace and fluency of the higher 
influences under whose inspiration she 
took, and dilated upon the subject of 
“Love," and it was the personification 
of love, as It fell from her lips.

Thomas Grlnshaw, entranced, al
most entranced his audience with his 
eloquence, wit, logic and radical enun- 
ciations. It was the general expres
sion by the audience that the guides 
fairly outdid himself on this occasion.

Mrs. Georgia G. Cooley, from every
where, as she was announced, gave six 
messages, all perfectly satisfactory 
and fully Identified, and E. W. Sprague 
brought the house down frequently 
with his clinching messages. These 
two mediums did excellent work and 
were appreciated by all, except, per
haps, the secular press reporters, who 
were apparently there out of curiosity 
and to get sensationalism.

that the Institute was one thousand 
dollars in jlebt. Mr. McArthur ques
tioned what had been done with the 
thousand dollars voted to that Institu
tion at last meeting, but it was well 
explained by the directors.

Convention again took up the mat
ter of president’s report and debated 
strongly upon the matter of putting 
Missionary, Editor-at-Large and His
torian together.

'Report of Superintendent of Lyce
um Work was read and explanations 
made by John W. Ring, thereon.

Mrs. Cadwallader spoke upon the 
subject of lyceums and? the Band of 
Mercy in connection therewith. She 
spoke beautifully of the effect of 
teaching children kindness to dumb 
animals, and the sacrifice of their own 
pleasures for the pleasures of others 
less fortunately situated, and made 
many other good points.

President Barrett read a paper from 
Mrs. Mary Drake Jennie, Bunson 
Brake, Me.

Anna L. Gillespie spoke in an inter
esting and forceful manner upon the 
subject.

Mrs. Elizabeth Schauss, of Toledo, 
a faithful lyceum worker, as .weil as 
an eloquent lecturer, spoke In expla
nation of her methods of operation in 
the lyceum and the effect of them to
wards educating the little children.

Mrs. Louise Loebel of Wisconsin, a 
student of the Morris Pratt Institute, 
gave a splendid talk upon the subject 
as regards the work at that Institute 
especially, and the work in general. 
She made a beautiful little plea for 
parents to send their children to our 
lyceums instead of the orthodox Sun
day-schools.

Mrs. Tillie U. Reynolds read a pa
per on lyceum work.'

Miss Elizabeth Harlow read a paper 
from Mrs. Eager, and spoke for her
self also.

Mr. Campbell read a paper from

which taught all souls have existed 
from eternity; that to acquire Nir
vana, that is, the final deliverance ot 
tae soul from continual transmigra
tion at death, it must have reached a 
perfect life; thatjailing it must pass 
into and inhabit other forms of being, 
passing from one to another for a 
thousand years when it will be permit
ted to reappear in human form; and 
thus each time, failing to reach per
fection, it will be required to return to 
animate beast, bird or worm for an
other thousand years; and thus on 
forever, if perfection is not attained so 
as to fit the soul to return to the 
bosom of Brahm, the supreme God.

Buddha, an heir to the royal throne, 
in profound contemplation, discovered 
and taught how to escape this cease
less round of changing life; hence his^ 
lessons, embracing all the virtues, are* 
believed the best ever given to human
ity, and the most practical. Whatever 
is ennobling in Christianity is believed 
to have been derived from the earlier 
teachings of this philosopher, they 
reaching Palestine, Western Asia, 
and Egypt, by missionaries, 64,000 of 
whom were sent out from India, 244 
years before our era, by Asoka, the 
then reigning monarch, as has herto- 
fore been shown in these columns.

To enter into all the details and 
conditions by which Nirvana—quiet
ude, perpetual rest and absorption 
into the divine, from whom the soul 
came—would only confuse the aver
age reader, without instructing. 
Sometime we hope to make room for a 
brief outline of Buddha’s teaching.

The Theater.
It is a fact worth-knowing and re

membering, that theatrical represen
tations were originally under sacer
dotal control. And religious plays 
constituted the entertainment of the

The Folsom-Stewart Combine have 
flooded the country with malicious 
circulars against the N. S. A. It 
seems as if “those the gods wish to 
destroy, they first make mad.” 
The evidence against them at St. 
Louis was alleged to have been over
whelming, that certain segments of 
their spirit manifestations were of 
earthly origin, hence the decision 
could not be otherwise than against 
them. When the case was decided, 
then they commenced a malicious 
campaign against the N. S. A., and 
now, as a fitting climax to the ma
lignant course of the Folsom-Stewart 
Combine we have the following decla- 
ation of the latter under oath:
State Progressive Spiritualists Associ

ation of Missouri,
Auxiliary to the National Spiritualists

chained to a rock, and later one .was 
crucified on a cross, were copied in 
substance and adapted to a later age 
from the classics of Eschylus. With
out entering into detail, it can be said 
truthfully, those passion plays during 
the Middle Ages became so vile the 
civil authorities were compelled to in
tervene in the interest of decency. 
Then commenced the opposition of the 
church to theatricals; and then they 
let loose all their arts of vituperation, 
so generally successful by priestcraft, 
to crush the actor and prevent his 
personation frequently of kings and 
prelates.

The histrionic art" has been improv
ing in morals ever since it was di
vorced from the church, and now as 
ennobling sentiments as eVer came 
from the pulpit, are being taught on 
the theatrical stage.

, THE N. S. A. CONVENTION.
Full reports of the 'proceedings of 

the late N. S. A. convention In Chicago 
can be obtained by addressing Mrs. 
Mary T. Longley, 600 Pennsylvania 
avenue S. E., Washington, D.- C.

Peace Societies originated, by those 
who were outside the church.

If the church and the ministry are 
now aroused, qnd will unite and work 
successfully to the extinguishment of 
war it shall yet have our blessings, 
though we regret we cannot award 
them the merit of being the origina
tors or leaders in the grand reform.

They hhve palieed to rest and ponder 
and We filling up bur rank?; b

Arii wd' weledine them"among us to 
smooth' down each deep regret,

And will teach them true religion, 
for—we are not dead yet.

We have 13 years behind us and the 
future on before,

As a band of beings working for 
Soul’s triumph evermore.

Let us wish our foes no evil, but not

Wednesday, October 17.
The morning session began by the 

reading of missionary report of Max 
Gentzke.

Report of Hudson Tuttle, Editor-at- 
Large, was read and referred to the 
proper committee.

Report of Historian Lyman'C. Howe 
was read and reported to committee. 
Referred to committee on president’s 
message.

Mr. Dill, of Michigan, offered sug
gestions regarding music books. Re
ferred to committee.

C. W. Burroughs of Detroit, Mich., 
offered a paper relating to ordina
tions. Upon this resolution much dis
cussion was had.

Report of Geo. H. Brooks, mission
ary, was read and referred to commit
tee.

Geo. B. Warne, reading clerk, read 
a dispatch from St. Louis, stating that 
the court had decided against the Fol- 
som-Stewarts, and on a question of 
privilege spoke In no Uncertain sound 
upon the victory won by the commlt-

Mrs. Glosslg of Lob Angeles, Cal.
A paper prepared by Mattle E. Hull 

was read by Moses Hull, relating to ly
ceum jvork. Everyone who knows this 
noble little woman knows her suc
cessful work in the lyceum movement, 
and her paper was a characteristic ef
fusion, both interesting and suggestive 
along the line being elaborated upon.

tion (just supper time) and every
thing was laid upon the table.

Adjourned to meet in an adjoining 
room at 9:30 an£ finish business.

Evening Session,
After some sweet singing, an invo

cation by Rev. Wilson Fritch, an im
promptu poqm, subject, "The Soul,” 
selected by Mr. Fritch, was delivered 
by Mrs. Cora L'. V. Richmond, and 
Mrs. Esther T. Bosley delivered the 
first lecture of the evening and was 
listened to with peaceful attention.

Will J. Erwood delivered the sec
ond address in his usual fluent, witty, 
sarcastic and profound manner.

Mrs. M. E. G. Howe of California, 
was the first message bearer of the 
evening and although your reporter 
had at this time to be in the business 
session in an adjoining room, the mes
sages were reported excellent, as were 
those ot Mrs. G. G. Cooley.

At the business meeting, beginning 
at» 9:30, the business of the conven
tion was hurriedly rushed through 
and after much discussion the conven
tion accepted the invitation to go to 
Los Angeles next year.

Mrs. Twing, as chairman of the - 
finance committee, reported total 
amount of money raised in cash and !1 
in pledges, $1,161.01.

As the convention closed and before 
the lights were turned out a quilt pre
prepared by Mrs. E. W. Sprague, and 
on which sho had raised and turned in 
a goodly sum, was drawn by W. L. 
Lunar, if the name was correctly given 
your reporter, and the lights went 
out, leaving our clairvoyant eyes to 
see our way in the dark or grope • 
around in blindness. By the lighting 
df matches the tired crowd wended Its 
way toward their homes, their beds, 
and presumably, a peaceful rest and 
needed Bleep.

All comments and notes of promi
nent workers reserved until next week.

DIL T. WILKINS, 
Reporter.

After the usual formality of open
ing, Moses Hull spoke, taking for his 
text, "Spiritualism the World’s Only 
Hope.” It was one of Mr. Hull’s in
teresting lectures that always makes 
'a hit.

Miss Layman sang “Good-Bye, 
Sweet Day,” in a sweet contralto 
voice and was roundly applauded.

The second lecture was delivered by 
Mrs. Bessie Bellman, and was a pro-
foundly logical discourse.

E. W. Sprague was the message
bearer, first on the program, and as 

" the kind, wason other occasions of 
full of clinchers.

Mrs. M. Blaner 
Thoughts,” and sang

Dr. C. A. Burgess,

sang "Sweet 
them sweetly, 
a Chicago medl-

um, was the second message bearer, 
and gave real good satisfaction.

LETTER FROM REV. G. C. I,OVE.

He Writes of Matters in Oregon and 
Elsewhere.

«»

tee upon this point, and was roundly 
applauded (which shows which
the wind blows).

Afternoon Session.
On motion a committee 

pointed consisting of Mr. 
Mrs. Lillie and Mr. Kates,

way

ap-
Holbert, 

to devise

AWAY FROM SPIRITUALISM AND 
SPIRITUALISTS AS POSSIBLE." 

"SPIRITUALISM IS NO LONGER 
RESPECTABLE."

“WE WANT NOTHING MORE TO 
DO WITH IT.”

Such statements were made as 
stated above under oath, befor^ Ref
eree J. Llonberger Davis, appointed 
by Judge Taylor of the Circuit Bench, 
the said referee to act on a pro 
forma decree for a new state associa
tion to be known as the Society of 
Scientific and Religious Truthseek
ers, the applicants for the decree 
were Mrs. Josie K. Folsom-Stewart, 
her husband, Chas. W. Stewart, and 
about 40 others.

W. F. PECK,
■OLIN D. WHITTIER, 
T. GRIMSHAW.
OSCAR F. EVERTZ, 
MRS. KLARA T. HARY.

Object Because of False Claim.
It is not to a day of rest objection is 

particularly made to Sunday observ
ance, but because of basing it on sa
cred grounds. The day is no more 
holy than any other day. It was a 
priestly project by which it was separ
ated from other days, and it was made 
sacred to God to give the clergy an op
portunity to exploit their creeds on 
that day.

Luther, in his “Table Talk,” now 
eliminated by his late publishers, 
said:

“If anywhere one sets up Sunday 
observance on a Jewish foundation, 
then I do order you to work on -it, to 
ride on it, to dance on it, to feast on 
it; to do anything that shall remove 
this encroachment on the Christian 
spirit and liberty.”

And The Progressive Thinker op
poses it because those who advocate 
its observance as a day or rest falsely 
claim it was set asidp by God himself 
for that purpose; whereas God had no 
more to do with It than had a man In 
the moon.

At the recent annual meeting of the 
Ohio Woman Suffrage Association two 
definite aggressive lines of policy were 
laid down. First the, Association is 
pledged to work in the legislature of 
1908 for the passage of a bill submit
ting to the voters a proposition to 
grant full suffrage to'women, and sec
ond the members are to besiege con
gress for some action on House Joint 
Resolution 86, which provides for sub
mitting to the state legislatures an 
amendment to the Constitution of the 
United States allowing women to 
vote. The legislative committee is

continued abusing in the most 
shameful manner the N. S. A. -

At Des Moines, Iowa, under the aus
pices of a now defunct state organiza
tion, Mr. Stewart in his address is al
leged to have said that “the N. S. A. is 
not fit for a door mat for a negro 
church,” or words to that effect. 
Alas! “not fit for a door mat for a ne
gro church,” an organization that has 

.pensioned fifteen indigent sickly me
diums, and made them comfortable in 
their declining years. That 'philan
thropic work alone is ' grand, enno
bling, angelic and ought to make the 
blush of shame pass over thé face of 
Mr. Stewart for this malignant at
tack.

We often wonder what the unfortu
nate mediums who lie being tenderly 
cared for by thé N- S.A., think of the

DR. T. WILKINS.
' President Barrett made a few very 

pleasing explanatory remarks upon 
the matter of the reception and the 
harmony, and Mrs. Cora L. V. Rich
mond delivered the nice little speech 
of welcome, following which Wilson 
Fritch, Miss E. Harlow, Mr. Chas. 
Schlrm, Mrs. Georgia G. Cooley and 
G. W. Kates made short talks, and 
again the “glad hand,” the smiles and 
"howdy-do’s” took full possession and 
everyone Introduced himself or was 
introduced to everybody, and kept on 
until almost the midnight hour.

This was a grand and enthusiastic, 
soulful and delightful social function 
long to be remembered.

When all- the -streams of fcuperstl- 
tlon run dry, religion will be found 
dead between their withered banks.— 
Truth Seeker.

In wonder all philosophy [say relig
ion] began, in wonder it ends, and 
admiration fills up the interspace; but 
the firsLwonder is the offspring of ig
norance, the last is the parent of ado
ration.—Coleridge.

Don't laugh over others’ mistakes. 
The banana skin may be under your 
own foot.—McPherson.

Resentment seems to" have been 
given us by nature for defense and fdr 
defense only; it is the safeguard of 
justice, and the security of innocence. 
—Adam Smith. .

a brief Explanation that the N. 8. A. 
was here for business, and the dele
gates began to do business at once.

After an Invocation by Tillie U. 
Reynolds, Mrs. Richmond, a fraternal 
delegate to the N. 8. A., and one of 
Spiritualism’s most noted lecturers 
and general workers, delivered the ad
dress of welcome, and was frequently 
applauded.

The committee on credentials was 
appointed as follows: H. W.'Richard
son, W. A. Willing, Paul McArthur, G. 
C. Love and C. R. Schirm. The com
mittee was sent out at once to examine 
credentials, and as soon as a sufficient 
number for a working quorum were 
found correct the house got down to 
the regular routine of business.

G. W. Kates, chairman of commit
tee on rules, made report, which, with 
a few alteratiolns, was adopted.

The following committees were ap
pointed by .the.president:

Auditing Committee-!-John Weth
ell, Vermont; Mrs. E. L. Nicholson, 
Washington; W- R. Jones, Chicago; 
Mrs. H."S.iiehlijNew York; H. C. 
Dorn, Ndw Jersey.

Committee on Delegates’ Reports— 
Mrs. <M. E. Cadwallader, Pennsyl
vania; HU T. Stewart, Illinois; P. B. 
Hibner, Washington; Anna L. Gilles
pie, California; A. F. Clark, Michigan.

Committee on' Ways and Means— 
Mrs. G. E/S. Twing, New York; Geo. 
H. Brooks, Wisconsin; Mrs. Tillie U. 
Reynolds, New York; R. F. Beavers, 
Missouri. ‘

Committee on. Amendments—L. P. 
Wheelocft,^Minnesota; Laura G- Fixen, 
Illinois; (fecar Edgerly, Michigan; 
Julia A. Beavers. Kansas; Dr. S. H. 
Green, Missouri'

Committee on President’s Message 
—J. S. Maxwell, Minnesota; C. D. 
Pruden, Maryland; Mrs. R. St Lillie, 
Washington; Carrie S. Mong, Indiana; 
Mrs. Sophia B. Seip,- Oregon.

Committee on “Résolutions—Moses 
Hull, Wisconsin; Mrs.' Stella Fisk, 
Iowa; Rev. Wilson Fritch, Massachu
setts; Elizabeth Harlow, Ohio; A. M. 
Griffen, Illlnoisj'Mrs. Christine Coop
er, Iowa.

Committee on Secretary’s Report— 
F. D. Dunakln, Ohio; B. O’Dell, Michi
gan; Edward Brewer} Connecticut; 
Mrs. Esther Thomas Bosley, Washing
ton; Mrs. Îk O. Stephens, Missouri.

Committee on : Correspondence— 
Mrs. Elizabeth Schauss, Ohio; Mrs._E.

ways.and means to make the N. S. A. 
self-supporting.

A communication from Prof. J. S. 
Loveland was read, relating to medi
umship.

The ritual, or form of service, came 
under discussion and the present rit
ual is to be corrected, remodeled and 
reprinted and bound in cloth.

Report of committee on home 
reading course was adopted.

When the hour arrived for raising 
funds for the N. S. A., the enthusiasm 
of E. W. Sprague and G. H. Brooks 
arose to its highest and in pledges and 
money amounted to about $800.

The following committee on revis
ion was appointed: Moses Hull, G. W. 
Kates, Paul McArthur, Mrs. Margaret 
Miller, Mrs. J. P. Whitwell.

A committee on annual conventions 
was appointed as follows: C. L. Stev
ens, C. D. Pruden, A. S. Howe, L. P. 
Wheelock, E. A. Schram.

Evening Session.
“Why Don’t He Lend a Hand?” was 

recited, In place of an invocation, by 
Mrs. Abbott of the Morris Pratt Insti
tute, at the opening of the evening 
session, and it was rendered in a cred
itable manner.

Mrs. Richmond and Mrs. Lillie im
provised a poem together and were 
heartily appreciated and applauded.

Mrs. Lillie delivered tne first lec
ture of the evening, and it is evident 
this grand worker has lost none of her 
old-dme logic, ,wit or inspiration, In 
fact as a lecturer she has the same fire 
as of old. <

' Oscar A. Edgerly delivered the sec
ond lecture. In the trance condition, 
and from first to last his remarks were 
listened to attentively, and they al
ways have an uplifting influence.

Mrs. Sprague delivered marly mes
sages from spirit life to appreciative 
people, and was frequently applauded.

Mrs. Eva McCoy gave sweet comfort 
to many souls with her beautiful mes
sages.

Friday Morning.
Meeting opened at 9 o’clock under 

special order, upon the matter of or
ganization of a Temple Fund Society, 
and this society seemed to strike thé 
brothers and sisters right as a busi
ness organization and the ball was 
started to rolling, with a permanent 
organization, with G. W. Kates as the 
president; Mrs. Mong, secretary; Mrs. 
Anna L. Gillespie, vice-president, and

Thursday Morning.
The ■first business was the reading 

and adoption of the report of the Tem
ple Funi committees, and the same 
committee was* retained to perfect 
plans and to organize a Temple Build
ing Society.

Upon the consideration of local and 
state organization, many spoke, and it 
was .the general feeling that the cause 
of decline and death of so many local 
organizations is from a lack of stam
ina' at home.

■ Mrs. Cadwallader spoke upon the 
subject of the weakness of local socie
ties. Her speech was to the point of 
having the rules and by-laws lived up 
to and a thoroughly systematic organ
ization perfected. ' . -

Report of committee on president’s 
report was read and adopted.ad seri
atim. ' \

Afternoon Session. ,- 
. Repod of committee on president’s 
report was taken up where it was left, 
and finally passed upon.

At 2 p. m., the hour previously set 
tor the hearing of statements regard
ing status, and wants of the Morris 
Pratt Institute, the matter was taken 
up. Moses Hull mudu a statement

To the Editor:—As one of the dele
gates to the N. S. A., I am here In your 
city to represent the second oldest 
camp-meeting in the United States, the 
First Spiritual Religious Association 
of Clackamas County, Oregon, well 
know as the New Era Camp Associa
tion. Last July we held a very profit
able session financially and spiritually, 
in wjiich I closed my work as presi
dent of the association for a second 
term of one year each. The retiring 
board left the association free from 
debt, money in the treasury, beside 
paying $25 on the purchase price of a 
cottage belonging to Mrs, Dr. Flora 
Brown, and an Increased roll of mem
bership. •

Certainly we had a feast and flow «w 
the good things the spirit world hap 
.in store for those of us yet in mortal, 
and the meeting was known as an
other one of the best in the history of 
the association.

The association is the oldest in 
active work in Oregon, and for over 
thirty years has held annual camp- 
meetings, owning the five acres of 
ground where the meetings are held 
at New Era.

Our talent for the camp-meeting in 
July last was the best we could get. 
Harrison D. Barrett was the camp lec-

Mrs. Stevens as treasurer; trustees, ; 
Mrs. J. R. Francis and Paul McArthur. 
The object and plans of thft organiza- 
tion will be found in the report of the 
Temple Fund Committee.

At 10 o’clock the convention proper 
was called to order and at once got 
busy. They limited tne speeches to 
three minutes, and received and heard 
the report of the committee on resolu
tions and adopted the same ad seri
atim. There was much discussion 
upon a resolution to limit the lectures 
that were put upon our rostrum to 
purely spiritual topics. This was 
taken as a direct slap at our socialist
ically inclined speakers and the dis
cussion waxed hot.

Report of the committee on mission
aries’ reports was read, and .with a 
few alterations was adopted.

At 11 o’clock the house went into 
session on the Lyceum question as a 
special order, previously appointed 
for that hour. John W. Ring having 
declined to longer serve as National 
Superintendent, Mrs. Anna L. Gilles
pie was duty elected to the place.

The report of the committee on sec
retary’s report was received and 
adopted.

Report of committee on treasurer's 
report received and adopted.

Report of committee t> devise ways 
ana means to make the N. S. A. self- 
supporting was received and the com
mittee was retained for one year to 
continue their task.

Mr. Richardson, of New York, hav
ing been called to St. Louis to attend 
the funeral services of his brother, a 
resolution of sympathy was passed by 
the convention.

The report of committee on commu
nications was read and adopted.

The committee on definitions was 
not ready to make report and by re
quest was retained for one year, to 
make report to the next convention.

Afternoon Session.
Committee on music was also re

tained.
■ The report of committee on uniform 

organization was read and adopted.
Promptly' at 3 o’clock the election 

of officers was taken up, and here is 
where the fun came in.

Three, candidates were nominated 
for president—H. D. Barrett, Chas R. 
Schlrm and E. W. Sprague. Barrett 
received 114 votes; Schirm, 36; 
Sprague 5, and Mr. Barrett was de
clared the president for the fourteenth 
time. He thanked the friends and 
resumed his familiar gavel.

Mrs. Longley was the unanimous 
choice of the convention to succeed 
herself as secretary, as was George B. 
Warne for vice-president, and Theo. J. 
Mayer for treasurer. The same old 
board, consisting of I. C. I. Evans, C. 
L. Stevens, Thomas Grimshaw, Mrs. C. 

• E. S. Twing and A. S. Howe were re
elected. The entire executive-board 
is the same for the ensuing year.

This done the ^convention began the 
regular routine of business which ex
tended up to almost the time for the 
evening services, principally ¿upon the 
discussion of clauses in the' by-laws, 
but the table was before the conven-

turer, and was ably helped by Mrs. 
Irene Smith, Mrs. Lapworth of Seat
tle, Wash., Mrs. Ladd Finnican of 
Portland, Ore., R. A. Dague of Cali
fornia, and others who came to us 
from day to day.

On my way to the convention from 
my home I was engaged in lecture, 
message and circle work in Baker 
City, Ore., and Omaha, Neb., using up 
my thirty-day ticket with the exception 
of three days. On my return trip I 
again stop in Omaha, Neb., at the 
earnest request of the good friends 
there, for two Sundays. I go from 
there to Sheridan, Wyo., for < per
haps two Sundays, then on to Butte, 
Mont., taking in North Yakima in the 
state of Washington. I am to be sev
eral weeks on my homeward trip, and 
correspondence would reach me at 
Omaha, Neb., until Oc*. 29, and Sheri
dan, Wyoming, until Nov. G, if any 
wish to have my services on my return 
trip. I can arrange dates ofter leav
ing Sheridan, Wyoming. I can thank 
the good spirits that, no matter where 
I go, they want me to stay longer or 
come again. On last Sunday night I 
gave the lecture for the Hyde Park So
ciety in your city.

REV. G. C. LOVE.
Portland, Oregon.

Tiie

THE SUNFLOWER PIN.

Pert It Has Played in Spiritual
ism.

In reference to the question in The 
Progressive Thinker, viz.: “Will you 
explain the meaning of the Sunflower, 
and why Spiritualists use it as an em
blem.?”

The first original design of the 
Sunflower was made by my father, 
Mr. Arthur W. Moore of Rochester, 
N. Y., artist and journalist, if my mind 
serves me rightly, about 1893. He had 
the design copyrighted, after which 
the pins were manufactured, and put 
on the market. Owing to his press
ure of newspaper business, he was un
able to attend to the correspondence 
which the pin involved. He sold out 
his interest to Mr. George Cox, of 
Rochester, N. Y., who in turn disposed 
of it to another party, the name ot 
whom I do not recall.

The pin which is in use to-day is the 
same one that was designed by my 
father.

The design of the pin was suggested 
by the fact that the sunflower turns 
its face to the sun, as all good Spir
itualists are supposd to turn their face 
to the light of truth.

CECIL G. MOORE.
Rochester, N. Y.

"After Her Dean. The “Story ot a 
Summer.” Iry Lilian Whitlng. No 
mind that loves Spiritual thought can 
fail to be fed and delighted with this, 
book. Beautiful spiritual thought, com
bining advanced ideas on the finer and 
ethereal phases of Spiritùalism, leading 
the mind onward into the purer atmos
phere of exalted spiritual truth. Al 
book for thè higher life. Price, cloth, 
|1.00.
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our association and he deserves 
clal mention, as does Mrs. H. 
Stlrrs of Hartford, Conn., who 
held seances and benefits for

to our socie-8. A. is to the worl

rectly benefited by the same. In ad
dition to the foregoing enumeration of 
some of the benefit ofMhich the N.The National Spiritualists. Association

Annual Report of the Secretary of the National Spiritualists Associa
tionof the United States of America, October 1, 1906

To the Officers and Members of the i 
National Spiritualists Association in 1 
Convention Assembled:

Mr. President and Co-Workers— 
Greeting'.—It gives me pleasure to 
¡herewith submit to this honorable 
body, (lie annual report of your sec
retary for the year ending September 
BO, 190G. l J

The work of the year at headquar
ters in Washington has proceeded 
after the usual routine and the large 
piass ot correspondence conducted 
from that office by your secretary, at
tests to the many and varied topics of 
importance to the Cause of Spiritual11 
Ism that have been acted judiciously 
upon, by the N. 8. A.

Our flies show that the influence ot 
our organization has been far-reach
ing for good, correspondence has been 
carried on not only between us and 
the many sections of our own country, 
■where Spiritualism is known, but-also 
In other lands, even Brazil and South 
Africa coming in f6r a share of our 
official attention. Our reports from 
across the seas of the work of Spirit
ualism are highly encouraging, not
ably so in the statenientB of the inter
est being taken in our Cause by 
hundreds of intelligent and cultivated 
people from the various professions 
and from the many denominations of 
religious churches. Your secretary 
feels that there is no need for any 
mental depression on our part, nor for 
any sort of pessimistic view concern
ing our Cause, for she is assured that 
its course is an onward ’and upward

aging prospects for its efficient -work 
in that state.

Auxiliaries,
Were it not for the fact that many 

of our local societies have joined their 
state associations and thus directly 
withdrawn from the N. 8. A,, although 
of course still remaining a part of our 
great body, your secretary would la
ment the fact that while we have 
chartered three hundred and fifty- 
four societies—state and local—she 
can only count one hundred and ten 
at the present time in good standing 
with the N. 8. A. But, as has been 
said, many locals have gone into the 
state' associations, a course recom
mended by our conventions and offi
cers, some few others promise to do 
their best to build up the work in 
their districts and to pay up past 
dues, others have suspended, and 
some we cannot gain any hearing 
from, though we have repeatedly sent 
letters of Inquiry to their officers.

. Our Finances. .
The financial work of the year m 

en-point of receipts has not-been as T._ 
couraging as some other years have
been. Societies have done fairly 
well In sending dues, but many wait 
till convention'1 to send their per cap
ita by their delegates, which makes it 
Impossible for us to tell at this time 
how many will be paid up before 
convention opens. Our financial re
port of treasurer and secretary will 
give an itemized and accurate 'account

progress on till sides.
It gives pleasure to be able to state 

that a mass ot evidence in writing Is 
oh file at headquarters, to the great 
good the N. 8. A. is doing for the en
lightenment of humanity; it seems to 
us that the existence of this great Na
tional body has advanced the interests 
of our Cause In demanding proper re- 
epect for it and its honest exponents, 
In compelling a settlement of its 
rights before the courts, in securing 
the recognition of its missionaries, and 
minister» from the railroads and in 
many other works—for at least half a

of receipts and expenditures. The 
latter has been large, owing to the

"Mary T. I/mgloy,
"Secretary N. 8. A.: ।

"Dear Madame:—You remember of 
my corresponding with you, I think 
last June, In regard to Mrs. B’s. 
wishes that whatever property I saw 
fit to leave, to have it go to help sup
port wornout and needy mediums, 
and I have made my will to that effect. 
The house, barn and 3 % acres ...of 
land willed to the National Spiritual
ists Association to handle as the offi
cers may see .best, either as a Medi
ums’ Home or disposed for that pur
pose-helping mediums. It is hoped 
that the premises will be clear and 
some money besides. The will is in 
the county Merit's office, a copy with 
my executor. You will please not 
use my name publicly.”

Shortly after the close of our last 
convention, Brother 8. D. Dye, our 
trustee from California, was called fo 
the spirit world; articles of condo
lence and resolutions of sympathy 
were, drafted and signed by your 
president and secretary and sent to 
the spiritual papers and also to the 
bereaved widow of our translated co
worker. At the May board' meeting, 
at headquarters, the president of the 
California State Association, and ed
itor of the Occidental Mystic, Arthur 
8. Howe, was unanimously elected to 
fill the vacancy on the N. 8. A. board 
of trustees, made by the transition of 
Brother Dye. '

Ordination Commissions.
After the rules and regulations of 

the N. '8. A. Ordination Usages, the

ties, we can point to tho fact that this 
organization is instMimental in annu
ally bringing togotraer di tost of the 
brightest minds in eur wmks,. whose 
work and united influence go forth 
from our conventiAnij,, through tho 
press-—Secular and fplrltual—and to 
individuals, carried from here to ev
ery section of the United States. Thus 
is a vast amount otuspod ¡done for the 
cause we repres^t. livery char
tered society by keeping in good 
standing with the Nl‘ 8, •A^has a right 
to representation lii those annual 
conclaves and it Is, the du-ty of all to 
sefe that this representation is made. 
In this way tho societies keep best in 
touch with the heaarofgiinjzation and 
do not feel that they are not bene
fited by being a part df the same.”

In every instance 'where your sec
retary has sent thd.Tbregoing state
ment to complaining’societies, good 
seed has been sown ' and tho com
plaints have ceased. '
Charlatans in the Guise of Mediums, 
. Occasionally we heat Of tricksters 
posing as genuine mediums and claim-: 
ing protection from the N. 8. A, In 
all such cases we do. our best to un
mask the frauds and inform the public 
of their nefarious' doings. It is our 
wish always to stand by true mediums 
and we know that such are often ma
ligned, but the utterly false we cannot 
at any time sanction.,;. A case in point 
is that of one Dr. T. White, of Balti
more. This map posed as a medium, 
claimed to develop clairvoyance and 
occult powers generally for, a hand
some money consideration; sold 
charms, love potions and all sorts of 
things in the name of Spiritualism. He
succeeded in amassing a handsome 
fortune from his dupes. ”He was ar-

'-'^ Vv.ï. Y ■

Report of Hudson Tuttle of Literary Work Done by
Him for the N. S. A., from Dec. 1,1905,

to Sept. 1, 1906.
National Spiritualists Association— 

Respected Sirs:—I have the pleasure 
reportjjig.to you the work ot this office 
for the first three terms of the year, 
commencing December 1, 1905, and 
ending September 1, 1906.

I have furnished the following list 
of articles to the press, and in doing 
so have lost no- opportunity to defend 
our Cause and bring its . claims to 
public attention: '
First Quarter, Dec. 1, to March 1.

My attention was called by Hon. R. 
A. JDague to a lecture by Henry Frank, 
delivered before the Psychical Society 
of Los Angeles, in which he spoke in 
language I do not care here to re
peat. My reply in the Banner ot 
Light called out a reply from Mr. 
Frank. He asserted that he had been 
falsely reported by Mr. Dague. It 
became a matter of veracity between
these gentlemen, and Mr. Dague fully 
sustained his report. Mr. Frank, in 
a lengthy response, admitted that 
Mr. Dague had reported correctly and 
made his plea on that line of defense. 
My last reply was based on this ad
mission, and was given in the Banner 

In that reply I held to theof Light. --------- . .
statement that THE TIME HAD-

law cases on hand, the Goff Will Case, i i’5’ar? has granted the application of 
the Sinclair Law Case and others; | following societies for an .ordlna- 
also our heavy distributions of funds 
to our pensioned mediums and tem
porary aid to'beneficiaries. One cause 
of our deficit may be traced to the 
1905 convention. It will be remem
bered that at that time, the sum of 
one thousand dollars was voted from

tlon commission, for the- ordaining of 
their respective pastors or of minis
ters at large: First Church of Balti-
more, 
Mrs.

Md., connniBsion to ordain
Helen Btuart-Rlchings;

Spiritual Union, Norwich,
First 

Conn.,

our treasury to the Morris Pratt In
stitute—usually at conventions, our

century. I
Duying the year just closed your . 

secretary has written and sent out to , 
spifteties and individuals about eight- 
a i hundred letters, all upon subjects , 
pi jtaining to the cause of Spiritualists 
and of Investigators. Our auxiliaries 
have received their annual quarterly 
circular letters, and whenever needful, 

. special letters according to the work 
and demands of the particular society 
calling for attention in the line of ad
vice, information or encouragement.

The Spiritual papers have received 
and printed frequent articles and re
ports from the N. S. A.; the utmost of 
courtesy and aid have been unfailingly 
given to our National Organization 

' and its officers by the Spiritual press 
and we ask a special vote of thanks 
by your convention to the editors of 
The Progressive-Thinker, Banner of 
Light, Sunflower, Lichtstrahlen, Rea
son and the Occidental Mystic for 
their invaluable aid to the N. 8. A.

—At our home office, we have re
ceived numerous visitors—mostly 
from distant states and cities, who, 
when journeying to the Capital City of 
the Nation, take occasion to visit the 
N, S. A. headquarters,, talk over the 
status of Spiritualism and avow their 
interest in it or in liberal subjects 

, >. generally—these visitors never fail to 
show an interest in our National 
work and in the home office, and not a 
few leave some contribution toward 
the general work.

During the year, our Free Library 
has been, as usual, well drawn upon 
by the many who come seeking spirlt- 

' ua! light and instruction, and we have 
loaned hundreds of volumes without

1 Charge, our only request being that 
the books be properly cared for and 
faithfully returned to our office. A

receipts amount to three or four thou
sand dollars. In 1905 the contribu
tions and pledges did not reach one 
thousand, less than the one appropri
ation made at that assembly. The 
evening entertainments were made 
free to the public, thus cutting off an
other source of N. S. A. revenue. 
Hence, we can count on at least two 
thousand dollars less In out treasury 
from that convention than were re
ceived in previous years.

Our Mediums’ Relief Fund
is paying out one hundred and fifty- 
six dollars per month in regular pen
sions. Our beneficiaries, up to the

great deal of missionary .work has 
peen accomplished In this way.

Our library has received valuable 
contributions from J. Howard Mpore, 
Sarah Ford, T. J. Mayer and others, 
all of whom have received our grate
ful thanks and expressions of appre
ciation.

first of October, from the pension 
fund are, Mr. and Mrs. A. Jaqua, 
Mrs. M. E. W. Wright, Mrs. Annie 
Ixird Chamberlain, Mrs. Jennie Lord 
Webb, Mrs. E. Cutler, Belle Bush, 
Mrs. A. Angell, P. C. Mills, Lyman C. 
Howe, Dean Clarke, Abram James 
and Mrs. Hendee-Rogers. Addresses 
of these veterans can be secured'from 
your secretary by all Interested per
sons who desire to aid in this grand 
work. In addition to the pension 
payments, temporary aid in sums 
ranging from twenty to fifty dollars 
have been granted to stranded medi
ums, to enable them to recover their 
financial standing and health. Two 
hundred and twenty dollars have 
been thus distributed, and in addition, 
the N. 8. A. sent one hundred dollars 
to San Francisco, to be used for the 
benefit of needy mediums, who had 
lost their all in the great catastrophe 
of April, 1906. We do not mention 
here the names of those who have 
been temporarily benefited from our 
Relief Fund as they are sensitive, but 
they are registered at headquarters 
for Information of those who need 
to know concerning them.

Two of our pensioners. Dr. B. F. 
Clark and Dr. Henry Slade, have 
passed to the higher life since our 
last annual report. The N. S. A. 
saw to the suitable burial of their

commission for ordaining Albert P. 
Bllnn, paster; Montana State, com
mission for ordination of Mrs. Lilian 
McCormick.

Our Edltor-at-Large reports much 
good work performed in the line of 
his duty, his annual statement to 
convention will give detailed account 
of the many able articles he has 
penned for the spiritual and secular 
press In behalf of Spiritualism.

Our Lyceum Superintendent will 
also bring his detailed report. of 
work accomplished In his special line 
during the year, all our missionaries 
relate their experience, as including 
unwearying and arduous labor in be
half of Spiritualism; close attention 
should be given their reports by our 
assembled delegates.

Camps.
- At an early date in the year the va

rious spiritual camps were solicited 
for a special day at their respective 
grounds for the N. S. A. during the

rested last spring and his lawyer 
wrote to your secretary asking her to 
come to Baltimore to take the stand in 
his defense; that she Was wanted to 
define Spiritualism as a religion and 
generally give testimony that could, 
be used advantageously on the side of 
his client. Promise of being well 
paid was made to her.

Your secretary replied to this legal 
luminary that she could not be in
duced to enter such a case, except on 
the side of honesty and truth; that 
Spiritualism is a religion and a sacred 
one and that its National Association 
stands for honesty and truth only; 
that it denounces fraud and charlatan
ism of every sort and especially so In 
the name'of mediumship; that it does 
not countenance the sale of charms or 
love potions and that If Dr. 'White was 
Innocent of, the charges preferred 
against him, she hoped he would be 
cleared; tqjt if guilty, It would be our 
hope that he be convicted and receive 
his punishment. Nothing further 
was received from that lawyer, but 
we learned that the accused was 
proved to be a sharper and fraud, and 
served according to bls deserts.

Headquarters,

camp season of 1906; but a few re-
sponded. Our president and mis
sionaries represented the N- 8. A. at 
the western camps, and ottr vlce-presi- 
>dent and several trustees had charge 
of the N. 8. A. day at Lily Dale. 
President Barrett ministered at all 
the New England camps that granted 
an N. 8. A. day, except Onset. Your 
secretary presided at the latter camp 
as the representative of our National 
Association on the special day granted 
to us there, at that time with the 
able assistance of'Dr. Geo. A. Fuller 
and Mr. and Mrs. J. B. Hatch. We 
raised the sum of one hundred and 
seventeen dollars, which was after
wards augmented by an additional 
hundred dollars from Mr. I. B. Rich, 
formerly of the Banner of Light, to 
whom your secretary sent an appeal, 
asking him to add to the contribu
tions of N. S. A. day at Onset.

a government evolved out of the Dec
laration of Independence. UFJ8EEN 
POWERS ARE SHAPING EVENTS 
TO THIS END, AND THE FINAL 
CULMINATION WILL BE THE USH
ERING IN OF THE "NEW HEAVENS 
AND THE NEW EARTH, WHEREIN 
DWELLETH RIGHTEOUSNESS.”

N. F. RAVLIN. 
Knnesvllle, Ill.

“The Coming Convention.”-—The 
Progressive Thinker and Sunflower.

“The Convention of the National 
Spiritualists Association.”—Record- 
Herald, Chicago.

"Materialization vs. Ethereallza- 
tlon.”—The progressive Thinker.

“A New Organization.”—The Pro
gressive Thinker.,

Tp this work I may add the prep
aration of an article on Mediumship, 
assigned to me by the president for 
the work proposed to be published at 
the last convention at Minneapolis.

I presume you understand tnat 
this list of subject-titles gives only a 
isllght idea of thé task of tnelr prep
aration, Yet I should acknowledge 
that under the Influences' that have 
controlled me, it has not been a task, 
an effort, but a pleasure, and right 
here I wish to say that whatever 11 RS 
been gained, whatever has redounded 
to the furtherance of truth and knowl
edge, belongs to this spiritual source, 
and the imperfection of utterance to 
their Instrument.

The correspondence has not les
sened but increased, and the office' 
hàs become a sort of information bu
reau for inquiries on Spiritualism and

GONE BY WHEN SPIRITUALISTS 
WERE TO REMAIN SILENT WHEN 
THEIR BELIEF WAS LIBELED, OR 
MEEKLY APOLOGIZE FOR THEIR 
CAUSE.

Review of Passing Events—“Inter
esting to Flesh-Eaters"; “Speak for 
the Creatures of the Wood and Field 
Who' Cannot Speak for Themselves”; 
"A Comparison”; "Straws Showing 
the Trend of Public Opinion"—Ban- 

I ner of Light and The Progressive 
Thinker.

Review of Passing Events—"Devll-
ism”; “Felix Schelling”
Example’ "Magnetic

A Worthy 
Healing”;

relative subjects. Perhaps this Is not
the least valuable part of the work.

“Professor Larkin Hits Out With His 
Shillalah"—Banner of Light, Sun
flower and The Progressive Thinker.

Review of Passing Events—“Bibles 
Are Scarce”; “An Outgrowth of the 
Old Theology”; “The Great Church 
Trust”—Banner and The Progressive 
Thinker.

“In Regard to Kellar.”—Chicago 
Record-Herald.

“Response to Evangelist Daniels." 
—Anaconda Standard, Montana. This 
reply was printed separately by that 
ardent worker, Mr. W. J. Hicks, for 
distribution.

“A Creed.”—Banner and Sun
flower;

“Spiritualism.”—Written by the re-

I wish to say to correspondents

WONDERFUL SUCCESS 
OF “ACTINA”
In the Treatment of

Afflictions of tie Eye
Every person with Impaired eyesight or suf« 

ferlng from weak or diseased eyes should write 
for our latest free booklet, entitled “Positive 
Evidence."

Tao records of phenoi
‘Adii................... ......... '
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1' onowlng ore a tow or 
inu successes produced by 
-Acuna,"described in our 
rree booklet, "Positive 
Evidence." ~

A Chicago gentieman, 
iter suffering 12 months 
iui inflammation or the 
is, used "Aotina" a lew 

ui now see as well and as

Charters.
During the year we have Issued five 

local charters, namely, one each in 
Manchester, N. H.; Philadelphia, Pa.; 
Bunshine Club, Allegheny, Pa.; 
Parkersburg, Va., and Pocatello, Ida
ho. Our missionaries have done 
good work in connection with organ
izing, also in encouraging organized 
societies. Their reports will give you 
evidence of their effective labors.

Rev. H. C. Dorn, of Newark, N. J., 
has done good missionary work for 
the N. S. A.; has also held meetings 
and seances for the financial benefit of

spe- 
W. 
has 
the

funds of this National organization. 
Our thanks are due to them and to all 
•who have substantially aided in our 
work. ■

lown State Association.
During the late .winter or early 

spring, difficulties arose between the 
N. S. A. and the Iowa State Associa
tion, owing to the management of the 
latter securing the services ot Mr. C. 
W. Stewart and Mrs. Josie Folsom 
Stewart for the platform of its annual 
convention and mass-meeting; said 
action being pronounced by the N. S. 
A. board to be in direct contradiction 
to the N. S. A. convention of 1905, in 
sustaining the charges and findings of 
the National board against said par
ties, and in debarring them from the 
privileges of delegates at said eon- 
ven t.ion.

Charges were made against the offi
cers of the Iowa State Association by 
W. A. Willing, of Northwood, Iowa. 
These were filed at our headquarters 
and the Iowa State Association was 
duly notified of the same at the May 
meeting of the N. S. A. board, with the 
result that the Iowa State Associa
tion received notice of its charter 
from our National body being re-

remains. In the case of Henry 
Slade, a project was set on foot to se
cure contributions for the erecting of 
a suitable stone over his remains. 
This resulted In the discovery that 
Dr. Slade himself had owned a large 
burial plot in the cemetery at Albion, 
Mich., and had erected a handsome 
monument there to his wife and rela-. 
tires, leaving a space for suitable in
scription for himself. After some 
delay, the parties in possession of the' 
lot were traced and their permission 
received, also the same from the 
cemetery authorities at Albion, to In
ter Dr. Blade’s body in the same. 
The work of taking the body from 
Belding to Albion and re-burying it 
was accomplished under the able su
pervision of Dr. A. B. Spinney and 
his co-worker, Dr. Grant, to whom 
our thanks are due. About twenty- 
two dollars had been received towards 
getting a monument to Dr. Slade. This 
amount was turned over towards ex
pense of reburial, full cost being sev
enty dollars. Dr. Spinney had about 
six dollars in his hands, which he 
proposed should go towards cutting 
the inscription, and we are glad to 
report the final settlement of this 
project.

Law Suits.
The N, S. A. In financially backing 

the defendants in the will contest, 
case of the Goff estate In Michigan, 
has supplied funds at Intervals dur
ing the year to this Cause as our 
financial reports show, the suit now 
on in New Jersey will also be a drain 
on our treasury;, it is In the case of 
B. F. Sinclair of Lakewood. This 
gentleman and his wife deeded in fee 
simple, some three years since, their 
home, house and nine acres of land, 
to the N. S. A., the place to remain as 
their home during their life. Last 
June Mr. Sinclair passed away. Rel
atives are now entering suit to have 
the deed set aside, also to break the 
will of the deceased. The N. 8. A. 
board has secured an able lawyer in 
New Jersey to conduct its side of the 
case.

It sometimes becomes the duty of 
your secretary to officiate at funer
als In the vicinity of the home office, 
calls for such service being made upon 
her as an officer of this association. 
At such times the word of spiritual 
truth is spoken with no uncertain 
sound and usually there Is present 
some minister of the theological 
creeds, also members of various de-

voked. Our board then made re
quest of W. A. Willing and a number 
of other prominent Spiritualists in 
Iowa, to proceed to the organization 
of a new State Spiritualists- Associa
tion in that section, to be chartered 
with the N. S. A. The result of thesis 
deliberations and labors is, that in 
'August, 1906, the State Spiritualists 
Association of Iowa was organized, 
receiving its charter from our N. S. A., 
the latter part of that month.

Another state charter has been is
sued, this to Oklahoma, interest in our 
Cause and national work having been
strongly created among liberal Spirit
ualistic minds in that section by 
President Barrett in his missionary 
work, followed by Mr. and Mrs.
Sprague with their convincing dem
onstration of our truths. The result 
was that Brother Sprague organized 

y the State Association of . Oklahoma, 
(With a good membership and encour-

Receipts to the Medinins’ Relief Fund.
Among the generous contributions ; 

to the Mediums’ Relief Fund may be 
mentioned the sum of fifty dollars 
donated by the Ohio State Spiritual
ists Association, this act on the part 
of our auxiliary being of much benefit 
to the fund. Another addition to 
the Relief Fund came in the shape of 
a bequest. Several years since, your 
secretary was notified by lawyers in 
Boston, Mas3-. that a- Spiritualist, 
Mrs. Mary E. Harris had passed 
away and that in her will made some 
years before, she had devised a part 
of her state to the Veterans Spiritual 
Union for the help of mediums, and a 
similar part in trust for the benefit of 
mediums, to Mary T. Longley, to be 
used by her according to her best 
judgment, for the benefit of poor me
diums if at the time of 'settlement, 
there should be no mediums’ home in 
active operation. In March of 1906, 
the estate was'settled. Your secre
tary had notified the executors of the 
estate that she desired to make over 
that part of it, in which she was in
terested as trustee, to the National 
Spiritualists Association for Its Medi
ums' Relief Fund; and after the nec
essary legal formalities to that end 
were complied with, the expense at
tached to the same paid, your secre
tary received from said Harris estate 
the sum of $2,160.03, which she im
mediately paid over to our treasurer 
for the Mediums' Relief Fund.-' This 
nice little sum has enabled us to ac
complish more for our, destitute me
diums and it has encouraged us ,to 
hope that ere it is-wholly expended, 
perhaps other generous souls will be 
Induced to contribute to the Mediums' 
Fund.

The following letter received at our 
office, December, 1905, may be intro
duced here with proper effect:

who have sent, clippings from Catho
lic papers, by way of apology, that. I 
.lave not attempted to answer for 
such papers will not admit replies. 
Nor will secular papers admit any
thing opposing Catholicism, although 
articles on Spiritujilism find ready 
hearing since public attention has 
been awakened by the recent Interest 
taken by many men of note in psy
chic phenomena. Criticism of Cath
olicism is barred from every secular 
journal and the spiritual press offers 
the only means for its publication.

In conclusion, I wish to call atten
tion to the wonderful change in the 
secular press and the public mind re-
gardlng Spiritualism. Whatever may

aux tin uu/uuuy.
Au Iowa lauy . writes Ikai alter being under 

treatment of specialUU 5or 15 years, “Acttna” 
completely restored her eyesight and she no 
longer uses glasses.

Astigmatism and granulated Uda impaired 
the eyesight of a Hartford (Conn.) lady. Spe
cialists failed to cure. As a lust resort, against 
advice of friends, she tried “Aetlna.” She 
writes;—"For many months I have written al
most daily without glasses, No pain in my 
eyes and drooping uyelid is restorea."

“Actina" removed a cataract from the eye of 
an Oklahoma lady; relieved the closure of a 
tear duet for a well known Chicago lady, and in 
scores of Instances people have been able to 
discard eyeglasses through the faithful use of
‘Acuna?* To get an idea of the enthusiasm of 

our patients the entire letters should Le read-
“Actina is built on common sense principles, 

Its simplicity, effectiveness a id lasting quali
ties will appeal to any one that will investigate. 
Let u.s send you one on ten days'trial. Use it 
as often a> you please and if vou are not bene
fited. or b r any other reason are not satisfied, 
send it back and no charge win be made. Write 
today. Address New York & London Electric 
Ass'll. Depl. 312 W., 329 Waluul SI., Kansas 
City, Mo.

Our headquarters—the property of I quest of the Iowa State' Spiritualist ( 
the N. 8. A.—consists of a fine house. Association. ।
not a business bulging of halls and “Dr. Funk and His Critics.”—The < 
offices as many of our people seem to Sunflower. j
think, but a brick House, well situ- “Growth ot Catholicism tn the . 
ated in a good locality 'on Capitol United States.”—Banner of Light. ,
Hill, Washington, ■Within à few' min- I Review ot Passing Events—“IlWs- , 
utes’ walk of the Catytol of the United tration of the Test Proposed by Mr. , 
States; our N. S. A.Tree Library, our Meyers”; “Atavism.”—Banner of
offices and store-rooms arb situated in Light and 'I he Progressive Thinker, 
this .building; the 'remaining rooms “Mr. Meyers’ Test Illustrated.”■ 
constitute the residence ot your secre- 1 Banner and The Two Worlds, Man- 
tary, who pays monthly reqjt for'same; I Chester, England.
let’lt be remembere,d that.it seems to I “Messages from the Unseen.”—Bos-
be essential for the secretary to live in I ton Globe.
this building, because It lsm°t deemed “Spiritualism—Do the Spirits of the
proper tojiave tlib kèpplpg. of the, Na- Departed Come Back to Earth 
tional offices and property in. the cAre Again?"—Reply to the Rev. Macfar- 
—-or partly: so—of other residents of lane, in Saint James Gazette, Mlnne- 
the place. These explanations are sota.
made, because inquiries concerning “A Test of Little Importance to
our building are frequently coming to I Spiritualism.”—Boston Herald.
our office. As the world ought to Review of Passing Events.— 
know by this time, the handsome "Source of the Psalms”; "Messages 
structure was a free gift to the N. S. from the Unseen”; "A Hopeful 
A. from Its honored treasurer, Theo- Sign.”—Banner and The Progressive 
dore J. Mayer. Thinker.

The work at headquarters goes on “Status of American Spiritualism." 
quietly; no special assistant in office The Two Worlds, Manchester, 
work is need or engaged, save two or "The Profound Wisdom of Chris- 
three times during the year some as- tian Editors.”—The Message of Life, 
slstance is needed In particular offl- New Zealand.
clal work, the compensation for which Second Quarter, March 1 to June 7.

"Evolution of the God of Spiritual- clorK hire end does not exceed fifty | , . ,,__unrhinrrnr nf i 
dollars per year. To Mrs. Agnes O. Bt8’____________________ 6 ’
W. Fugltt we are Indebted for valu- wnnwiinr___ s»iniable aid In office affairs, also to C. P. James Gazette This dTscussto^ be- 
Longley, whose labors .save expense ot ^ wi^ev McFarlLne who called 
other service in mailing and In work f„a“ „ a hnnrt The
that a porter might be needed for. To ‘ditor of the Gazette after the annean 
these helpers the thanks of your sec- ealtor ot the Gazette, alter ine appear 
retarv are nubllclv due anoe of the flrst artlcles* demandedOur mal? work indeoendent of cor Pay for publishing. The Spirltual- 
re3Xd“nceT&a^ afteT
free,matiin^of°tracts andTbooklete second reply Excused himself from
and “aaU aft^
Mr Lonclcv attends tn fnr Invn nf the no “OW t0 PaX tae bU1- TheY aad 

Cause. Our work has gone smoothly and hat8 lhan ^“nient
wihUM?ee hT “Dr- Rafail on Evolution and the
with societies 1ms been imrmonious I y-mvizk »» 
and relations with the Spiritualistic ..n„rworkers, local and..jt large, have been I - Ke‘lew ot PassLng_ Evente- Our

nominations who then have the oppor
tunity to listen to an expounding of 
the philosophy of Spiritualism. This 
seems,to come in as a part of our 
good work, and It Is one of which we 
can be justly proud.

We occasionally receive» a letter 
from some disheartened or disaffected 
auxiliary saying that the members 
have about decided to withdraw, from 
the. National body, and1 asking of 
what service, the N.S. A. Is to them 
anyway. Your secretary replies in 
the following strain, to-wit:

"We must all realize that a union 
of forces, individually and collectively, 
of societies, such as compose the N. 
S. A. cannot fall to do great good in 
the world of Spiritualism and to 
present a. solid front of spiritual en
ergy to the world at large. When we 
remember that the National Organ
ization is busy in sending out mission
aries' to different parts of the coun
try, mainly to iemote places where 
the Cause has little chance for growth 
Without such aid; that it Is active in 
the. lyceum cause, having a general 
superintendent to look After these 
schools; that it has a salaried Edltor- 
at-Large to meet and reply to the at
tacks of the secular press on Spiritual
ists, or, to proihlnent opposers of our 
Cause; that it gratuitously distrib
utes thousands of spiritual tracts 
yearly; that it has a Medium’s Pen
sion Bureau, from which many help
less and aged mediums are monthly 
cared, for; that it has established a 
system of protection for mediums .by 
demanding recognition of the rights 
of our co-workers from the courts, 
when they are unjustly assailed; that 
It has in many instances protected

. the rights' of Spiritualists to make 

. wills and devise their property as 
, they choose—by aiding in the defense 

of such wills in cases of contest—and 
। that it is a centralized power for 
’ Spirltuali^nj with its own headquar

ters, we mhywell b’elieve that every 
• chartered society is not only helping 
.(in all this good work, but also in 

many ways is being directly and indl-

of the best. Y , r secretary returns 
thanks to all who have contributed to 
the success of her work; tb the edit
ors of the Spiritual papers; our mis
sionaries; to our worthy president and 
each of our trusted officers, and espe
cially to our treasurer. Brother Mayer, 
who has been at work early and late 
in the Cause of the N. 8. A., and been 
an invaluable adviser in each question 
of moment that called for settlement 
and wisdom.

With cordial greetings and love to 
you, one and all,

Respectfully submitted, 
MARY T. LONGLEY, 

N. S. A, Secretary.

THE SWEET BRIAR.

be said in opposition, this la. clear, 
that the fundamental idea of the na
ture of spirit and spirit existence, has 
absolutely changed since its advent. 
It has made possible a science of psy
chology; made ghosts and ghostland 
subject to law, and introduced a new 
philosophy of life here and hereafter.

I am respectfully yours,
HUDSON TUTTLE.

P. S.—This report does not Include 
the last term of thé year, usually 
calling for the most attention.

1 want to repeat that the efficiency 
of this office'mainly depends on the 
assistance furnished by those interest-

Cancer Cured
WITH SOOTHING, BALMY OILS. 
Cancer, Tumor, Catarrh, Piles, Fistula, Ulccrp, 
Eczema and all Skinaud FemaleDiseafiCfi. Write 
for Illustrated Book. Sent free. Address •

DR7BYEI Broadway, Kansas City, Mo.
Rin

riea with ua.
’ 'w Work bdnoruble, csay und agreeable at

home. We want «orno one In your neigbuorhood. Are 
an old eaUbllahedfirm. ‘Writ© to-day. Big money (or von, 
ROYAL MANUFACTURING CO. Box 3iao belrolt. Mich.

ed. They furnish the material, and
point out the occasion for replies to
attacks, and gain by their 
ence admission to articles, 
otherwise would be rejected.
sire to express my gratitude

influ- 
which
I do
to the

many who have made possible the
work I have done. H. T.

THE VIEWS OF A VETERAN.

He Paints a Roseate View of the Fu
ture, Declaring' That the Unseen 
Powers Are Shaping Events and 
There Will Be an Ushering in of 
the “New Heavens and the New 
Earth, Wherein Dwelleth Righte
ousness."
To the Editor:—Your correspond

ent, H. E. Pomeroy, wishes the writer 
to tell who was the original author of 
the definition of Spiritualism, as given

The above is the uumuer of the pres
ent Issue of The Progressive Thinker, 
as printed at the top of the first page, 
right hand corner, if this number cor
responds with the ligures on your wrap
per, then the time you have paid for has 
expired, and you are requested to re
new your subscription. This number 
at the right hand corner of the first 
page is advanced each week, showing 
the number of Progressive Thinkers 
Issued up to date. Keep watch of the 
number on the tag of your wrapper.

MOLLIE FANCHER,
The Brooklyn Enigma.

An authentic statement of facts in the life of 
Mary J. Fancher, the psychological marvel of 
the nineteenth century. Unimpeachable test!, 
mony of many witnesses. By Abram H. Daiioy. 
With illustrations. Price, cloth. 31.50.

NAHOIAET, THE ILLUSTRIOUS.1
By Godfrey Higgins. Esq. This work is one 

of the Library of Liberal Classics. No aiithot 
was better qualified to write an Impartial and 
hones« life of Mahomet than Godfrey Hlgjins, 
and this volume is intensely interostlnn It 
should be read In coniimctlou with Gibum'a

in a recent article published in your • work. Price. 26 cents.
valuable paper, on "Spiritualism and | ' 7 ’ D ”
Its Counterfeit.” | r ‘

Now, Mr. Editor, the writer was not I 
aware that the definition given in that 
article was any different from the 
views held by all truly progressed and 
progressive Spiritualists.

Of course one’s views of the subject 
enlarge and become more and more 
profound as one rises in thought and 
aspiration, till the Innermost of the 
spiritual nature is flooded with hal
lowed light; it is then that all things 
of an earthly nature dwindle into In
significance, and seem far away.

The writer obtains neither his writ
ten communications nor his lectures 
from any mundane or exoteric source; 
but he does not presume to say who 
his inspirers are.

Ancient, or very far advanced 
spirits, seldom give their names. 
With them the message they would 
convey to the children of earth, Is the 
only thing of real Importance.

Mediums may see and describeixuview ui ruauLug r-vuuca— wui - —j
Anniversary.”—The Progressif Ly- them, as they often do.
ceum, Banner and The Progressive 
Thinker.

"The Lyceum.”—The Sunflower.
Review of Passing Events—"Straws 

Showing the Trend of Public Opinion 
Regarding Spiritualism"; "Spiritual
ism and Marriage.”—Banner and 
The Progressive Thinker.

“Revival of the Torture Chamber 
in the Chicago University."—Banner 
and The Progressive Thinker.
' “The Only Guide.”—Reply 
Tlmes-Unlon, Albany, N. Y.

In

"Is Spiritualism Founded on Fraud 
or Truth?”—Providence Journal.

■ "The Proof of Immortality; Reply 
to Bishop Courtlandt Whitehead.”— 
Sent to the Meadville Dally Messen
ger.

They some
times tell me whom they saw back of

„ —~~ Passing Events—"Ghosts to the
The sweet briar with its fragrant rose Front; Dr. Servies on Ghosts"; “The

My memory ever prizes: . Secular Press Yields to -
It smiled on ine one, dewy'morn able.”—Banner and The

Blooming by the ffiedgesi Thinker.
Its breath, still lingers isfdthe song in . the same journals,

That gave, to me his pledges. Paw Reveals the Sharp Talons of The- 
Bloom on, bloom on, tUbu precious I ocvntlc Despotism”; “Father Sherman 

.flower « as a Reyelator.”
In calm or cloudjôîweathiér; - | “Modern Spiritualism." —-Reply to

Your song so sweeje stiW hath the I correspondent in Milwaukee Free 
power i ■ **01^ I * rôss. .

To link our hearts together; ■ I “Ji® Sa? Francisco Disaster- What 
The parting In thiswteil oHtears, “Norwalk Reflector.
-. Twin souls can never sever. I Lesson of the Great Disaster.

; - Banner and The Progressive Thinker,
Oh, rare sweet flower, that thou didst I and changed in form in Harbinger of

the Inevlt- 
Progresslve

'The Velvet

Hofecuíar HuDOtñeóió of Nature :
The Relation of Its Principles to Continued Ex
istence and to the Philosophy of Spiritualism. 
By Prof W. M. Lockwood. Paper. 34 cents.

Fatter Tom and tto Pone,
Or a Night at the Vatican. Written probably 
by Sir Samuel Verguson. From Blackwoods 
Edinburg Mag,.zine. This is a humorous ab- 
count or a roilcksomo visit to the Pope of 
Romo by Fatller Tom, an Irish priest, armed 
With a superabundance of Irish wit, two Im- 
perlal quart bottles ot Irish “poteen," and an 
frisk recipe tor "conwouudlng" tko same. 
Paper, 25 cents: cloth, 50 cents._____

Practical Methods to insure Success..
A valuable Utile work, full ot practical in

struction In matters pertaining to physical, 
mental and spiritual health. Worth many 
times Its cost. Price 10 cents.

Force and Matter «2»
book. A profound work upon a profound sub-
ject- Price, cloth. Sl.óo.

love, - .
Now veiled In silvery spray;

Is its. golden leaves,in redfins above 
As pure as perfect dait

Light.
“The Crapscy Heresy Trial.”—Ban

ner and The Progressive Thinker.

Do zephyrs o'er 
j And bathe it 

ray?

..sweep -, 
I. plnk-whlte

Sing, sacred soul; forever.1 sing, 
Thou hast that flower in keeping; 
Among the anthems that will ring 
Thy voice, my lone heart seeking; 
As the evening’s shadows kiss the sky 
I shair know beloved, that1 thou art 

nigh. . . .. ,
Rose L. Bushnell-DonnElly. 

Los Angeles, Cal.

“The Romance of Jude. A Story o! 
the Life and Times of the Nazarene 
and His People.” Through the medi
umship of Mrs. M.' T. 'Longley. An in
tensely interesting book. Neatly bound 
in cloth and gilt. Only 50 chats.

“Exploitlng. Ghost Stories.”—The 
Argus, Albany, N. Y. .

Third Quarter, Juno 1, to Sept. 1.
“Wah Abraham Lincoln a Christian, 

Infidel or SpiritualIst?”7-TGiiicago 
Record-Herald.

me giving the inspiration during the ; 
lecture. Other inspirational speakers ‘ 
no doubt have many times had the . 
same experience. •

Now, before closing I will say to 
my venerable friend Pomeroy, that I ' 
am Indebted to a very ancient Indian ; 
spirit, whose residence in the spiritual ¡ 
world antedates the biblical record, ' 
for the views I hold concerning the sa- 1 
credness, the vastness and the all-in
clusiveness of Spiritualism. I will 
not disclose his name without per
mission. He may, or may not, be the 
author of the definition of Spiritual
ism previously alluded to.

From his standpoint in the celes
tial world, what is now known on 
earth as Spiritualism, is a very crude 
affair compared with what it will be 
when the children of this planet 
evolve to a higher plane of living, 
and become truly "spiritually 
minded."

Then, and not till then, will fraud
ulent mediumship pass away. It will 
then cease to be for waiit of patron
age. Among Spiritualists all corrupt 
practices will be put away and be 
burled forever with the rubbish of a 
dead past.. Thought, word and deed 
will be inspired by pure celestial love, 
with no element of lust mingling in Its 
composition. What spiritual pro
gression meansand what It compre
hends will then be truly understood. 
Thé truth and the good of all sys
tems of religious thought will be 
blended in the divine - philosophy of 
Spiritualism, like the beautiful rain
bow spanning the dark canopy of the 
passing storm cloud.

The storm is now passing. Sin is 
being finished, and is bringing forth

“A Matter of History”; response to 
Mr. Jenks' criticism. .In The Progress
ive Thinker.

“All That Can Be Said of Spiritual
ism”; reply to Frank Podmore, in 
The Two Worlds (England).

“Benefits of Spiritualism.”—Ton- 
esta (Pa.) News.

“Reply to Rev. Scoville."—Atkin
son Globe.

“Religion in the Public Schools.”— 
Houston (Texas) Chronicle.

"In Re Dr. Krebs.”—Sent to the 
Springfield Republican.

death. , ■
That which SEEMS, |s not; 

which IS, alone remains. 
SEEMING MAN OF HONOR 
UPRIGHTNESS IS DEAD; 
READ MAN OF DISHONOR

>3®

AFTER HER DEATH.
The Story ot a Summer. By Lilian Whiting, 

pervaded wl -,h pure and beautiful spirituality 
ot thought. Instructive and helpful to all who 
love and Beek the higher and finer ways ot 
spiritual experience. Price. 81.00.

TalleuranS's Letter to the Pooe. 
This work will be iound especially interesting 
to all who would desire to make a study ot Ro
manism and the BiNo. The historic facts stat
ed. and the keen, scathing review of Romish 
ideas and practices nhould be read by all. Price 
25 cents.

TOE AGE OF REASON.
By Thomas Paine. Being an investigation of 

and Fabulous Theology. A now and com- 
pleto edition, from new plates and now typo; 
ßo pages, post 8vo. Paper clot'i. 50c.

Researcfies Modern SniriKafism 
By SIR WILLIAM CROOKES. F. R. S., with 
illustrations. Of unusual interest and value, 
by one of the greatest sbicntlsts of the world. 
Price, 50 cents.

The Nemesis of I T,’i8
Chautauqua Lake | X

that 
THE. 
AND 
THE 
AND

CRIME STANDS FORTH. The earth 
trembles and quakes. The old foun
dations of Ignorance and superstition 
are being destroyed. ■ The worthless 
shheke of pretended godlines^ are be
ing scattered like the withered leaves 
of autumn. THE STORM CENTER 
WILL BE THE UNITED STATES, 
and a sham republic will give nlaco to

known Author and Scholar, 
HON. A. B. RICHMOND,

Should bo In the handiot every Spiritualist in 
the land. It Is based on a historioal fact, but 
through the naratlve is woven a psychic line of 
thouc-ht in the stylo so natural to the great 
criminal lawyer that one can feel Vie author’s 
very presence during Its perura L It is certain
ly interesting. Price, cloth. 75 cents.

I TAMAM Lectare Deflveretf to Ladies WU1 inll i Only. 37 Mrs-lDr. Hulburt. On 
the present status ot woman, physically, men
tally, morally and spiritually. The divine law 
of true h&rmqnlal marriage, etc. price, 10c. - 

The Infidelitu of tccfe&iastom, 
A Menace to American Civilization. By Prof. 
W. M. Lockwood. A trenchant and masterly 
treatise. Price, 25 cents.__________ ( _

The Religion of Science.
By Dr. Paul Canis. Ver thoughtful and In- 

teresting. Price, 25 cents.

The Science of Spirit Rehim.T è
By Charles Dawbarn. À eclenttflo rehearas® 

that is truly interesting. Prie«» 10 cents. •

M-an nnA l-fiQ as Disclosed in the Bible." i Wll ana LOB By Bev. Arthur Chambers, 
' Coin'll- I InnM Associate ot King's College; 
OUTIL WOllU London. An excellent book 
for Christian people who would investigate and 
learn the facts of Bible teachings as well as 
modem spirit phenomena. \ Price, doth. 61.10;

?

that.it


and General Progress, the World Over live to a good ripe old age to keep 
' ' ’ ' ’ ‘its

N. S. A, PROCEEDINGS

The Spiritualistic Field—Its Workers, Its Work

W. S. Bassett writes: "I enjoy and 
appreciate your wonderful' pppor and 
the premium books.”

W. H, Leidlgh writes Jrom1- Villa 
Ridge, Ill,: "I seo my last number ot 
The Progressive Thinker reached me 
last week, and I must renew if I wish 
the weekly visits of the best paper in 
the world to be continued, and I most 
certainly wish it to continue to come 
to our home, so long as we are here to 
read It, and may you, Brother Francis, .

' Thé Çédur Jtaplds, people are espe
cially glad ta'hàW Her there, and very 
'sorry to hafe hm leave for they have 
been duped W gruffly by fakirs of all 
descriptions, that it .spems . <ood to 
them.” *J 1

'i?

CONTRIBUTORS.—Each contrlnutor AS A GENERAL RULE, IN THIS 
is alone responsible for any assertions OFFICE WE PAY NO ATTENTION TQ 
or statements ho may make. The editor ANONYMOUS COMMUNICATIONS, 
allows this freedom of expression, be- THE NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE 
Heving that tho cause of truth can be WRITER SHOULD ACCOMPANY ALL 
best subserved thereby, Many of the MATTER, OF WHATEVER KIND, 
sentiments uttered In an article may be SENT TO THIS OFFICE,

CONTRIBUTORS.—Each contrlnutor

The Progressive Thinker up to 
present standard of excellence, 
when you have served out your

and 
al-

V-Iiumuuva Iisunvu <** ____ ___ .. ..
diametrically opposed to his belief,'yet 
that is no reason why they should bs 
suppressed; yet we wish it distinctly 
understood that our space Is inade
quate to publish everything that cornea 
to hand, however much we might desire 
to do bo. That must account for the | 
non-appearance of YOUR article. i

WRITE PLAINLY,—Wa would like 
to impress upon the minds oFbur cone-; 
spondenta that The Progressive Thinker 
is set up on a Linotype machine that 
must make speed equal to about four 
compositors. That means rapid work, 
and it is essential that all copy, to in
sure insertion in the paper, all other re
quirements being favorable, should be 
written plainly with Ink on white 
paper, or with a typewriter, and only on 
one side of the paper. Please bear this
In mind. ’ ' ,ITEMS.—Bear in mind that items for 
the General Survey will in all cases be 
adjusted to the space we have to-occu- 
Py, and in order to do that they will 
generally have to be abridged more or 
less; otherwise many items would be 
crowded out. Sometimes a thirty-line 
Item Is cut down to ten lines, and ten 
Unes to two lines, as occasion may re
quire.TAKE DUE NOTICE, that all items 
for this page must lie accompanied by 
the full name and address of the writer. 
It will not do to say that Secretary or 
Correspondent writes so and so, with
out giving the full name and address of- 
Uie writer. The Items of those who do 
not comply with this request will bo 
cast Into the waste basket.

KEEP COPIES of your poems Bent to 
this office, for they will not be returned I 
if we have not space to use them.

THIS GENERAL SURVEY DEPART
MENT IS ONLY INTENDED TO 
CHRONICLE THE ENGAGEMENTS 
AND WORK OF SPEAKERS AND ME
DIUMS, A REPORT OF WHAT THE 
VARIOUS SPEAKERS SAY WILL 
NOT BE PUBLISHED, AS WE HAVE 
NOT SPACE SUFFICIENT FOR THAT 
PURPOSE.

When wniinff foj>tliis paper 
use a pen or typewriter.

We go to press early Monday morn
ing, hence communications Intended for 
that current Issue should' reach this 
office not later than the previous Satur
day morning, Bear this tn mind.

ALWAYS GIVE YOUR FULL NAMB 
AND ADDRESS WHEN SENDING NO
TICES AND COMMUNICATIONS FOR 
PUBLICATION, OTHERWISE THEY 
WILL FIND THEIR WAY TO THE 
WASTE BASKET,

Mrs. Maggie Vestal will serve the 
society In Wichita, Kansas, during the 
month of November. Any communi
cations addressed to her there In care 
of T. A. Thompson, 812 North Law
rence street, will receive prompt at
tention.

John I}. Chrisney writes: "We con
gratulate you on the stand you have 
taken for purity In our ranks."

Georgia Gladys Cooley will be lec
turer and message bearer for the P. R. 
8. of Rockford, Ill., Sunday, October 
28. The society holds its meetings in 
1. O. O. F. Hall on South Main street.

Dr. Juliet ,H. Severance will lecture 
for the Society of Anthropology, at 
Corinthian Hall, Masonic ’Temple, on 
Sunday, October 28, at 2:30- p. m. 
Subject, “Is Physical Life the Finale 
of Evolution?” Discussion will fol- 

, low the lecture, any person present 
oeing allowed to speak. Dr. Sever
ance is now free to answer calls to 
speak for societies and officiate at fu
nerals. Address her at 578 E. 60th 
street, Chicago, Ill.

Rev.’ N. F. Ratlin was In the city 
last week. This veteran lecturer 
would like engagements for the fall 
and winter. Address him at Kanes- 
ville, III.

Mrs. Carrie Parkhurst of Baltimore, 
Spiritual lecturer and medium, is open 
for engagements In and near Chicago, 
to speak and give messages for Spirit 
ualist Societies. Terms reasonable. 
Address her in care of Mrs. C. Kirch
ner, 22 Jackson Place, Chicago, Ill.

Eva L. Stewart writes: “Rev. G. C. 
Love arrived here in time to speak for 
the Hyde Park Occult Society on the 
14 th, and a goodly crowd greeted him. 
His address was grand and was ap
preciated by all the audience—only 
one regret, that he can’t be with us 
again. Mrs. Georgia Gladys Cooley 
followed Mr. Love with a fine talk, 
which she always gives. Mr.xWln 
x raver gave messages and all were ac
knowledged but one. He is a fine 
psychic and all enjoyed his message 
sages and hope to have him with us 
again. We hold our circle hereafter 
on Tuesday evenings Instead of Thurs
day. On October 25 we give the first 
dance of the season, and every alter
nate week through the season. We 
serve refreshments at these dances.”

S. A. Huntington writes from Mal
den, Mass., in reference to the Pro
gressive Spiritual Society, Mrs. Fan
nie S. Sheriff, ■ president: “At the 
Thursday evening circle, Oct. 11, Mrs. 
Carter of Malden, was introduced, and 
devoted the whole evening to message 
work of a very fine order. The presi
dent. Mrs. F. S. Sheriff, presided at 
both sessions on Sunday, Oct. 14, 
which were both Instructive and very

Allce Sexsmith writes: "At the 
Christian Spiritualists Society, con
ducted by Miss Thomas, in the even
ing, we were greeted by a fine audi
ence, to listen to that soul-inspiring 
lecturer, Dr. Geo. B. Warne. He was 
greeted with a round of applause on 
rising to his feet. He is expected to 
be with us again as soon as time will 
permit. After the address, Mrs. Dr, 
Caird gave some very fine messages, 
all being recognized, as did also Mrs. 
Ella Johpson Bloom, whom we were 

’very pleased to have with us for the 
first time. Brother ’Shurer rendered 
a vocal solo. Everyone went away' 
feeling happy, Remember these meet
ings are held every Sunday afternoon 
and evening, at 3 and 8 o’clock, at 
Conway Hall, Western avenue and 
Lane street, over drug store,”,

G. L. Willms writes: -“The members 
of the North Star Spiritual Union, 
1546 Milwaukee avenue, greeted a 
large audience October_14—no chair 
in the hall being vacant. The best of 
harmony prevailed. Sister Mueller 
came again, having been absent last 
Sunday. She gave- a fine lecture 
which was very interesting and in
structive, as it gave the audience an 
Idea of the life of Christ. Sisters 
Renau and Letzer gave some fine 
messages to those present. Sister C. 
Mueller gave good reading f^om ar
ticles. The Progressive Thinkers 
arrived for the evening. They were 
all taken, and more could have been 
sold.”

. Mrs. Geo. Williams writes from 
Cleveland, Ohio: “Sunday, October 7, 
was a great day at the Ladles’ Spirit
ualist Temple on Fullerton street, 
Cleveland, Ohio. It was a gala day, 
a-memorable one indeed, for it was 
'the anniversary day, and greatly en
joyed. Under the auspices of the La
dles Temple Fund Society, exercises 
were held at 3 p. m. until 5 p. m„ and 
at 7:30 p. m. The temple was taste
fully decorated and was comfortably 
filled In the afternoon, but in the even
ing was jammed to the doors. Sup
per Was served to all members,-and to 
visitors and strangers at a nominal 
cost. Mrs. Garrie Twing of New 
York, eloquently addressed the audi
ence, and complimented the ladies of 
the Temple Fund Society upon their 
success In providing an abiding home 
for Spiritualism. Rev. Nlcum, of Day
ton, Ohio, spoke in an eloquent, mas
terly manner. Secretary Bollinger 
read the financial report for the year. 
It showed the society to be flourish
ing. Over $2,500 was taken in dur
ing the year, of which amount over 
$600 was paid to speakers arid lec-

Interesting. The afternoon
Mrs.

circle 
Mortonopened at 4 o’clock.

gave ashort address, then devoted
some time to message work. Mr.
Baker of Boston, and Mrs. Carter of 
Malden, also gave many fine messages. 
At the evening meeting, the most in
teresting one we have had this fall, 
Mrs. A. J. Pettengill of Malden, was 
the speaker. After the conclusion of 
a fine address, under another guide, 
sne spent over a half-hour-4n giving 
many beautiful messages. Mrs. An
nie R. Chapman of Brighton, occupied 
our platform on Sunday evening, Octo
ber 21.”

Mary B. Hill writés: “The Band of 
Harmony held its regular meeting in 
Masonic Temple, Room 512. The reg
ular programme was given in the 
afternoon, until time to prepare for 
the banquet, to which Mrs. Richmond 
had invited the officers and delegates 
of the National Spiritualists Associa
tion to participate. The hall was 
tastily decorated with beautiful bios-, 
soms and autumn foliage. The tables 
were laden with all that could tempt 
the most- fastidious taste. Everyone 
seemed to be at their best. President 
Barrett’s wit stirred all into the best 
of humor. Mrs. Richmond’s intro
duction of the officers of the N. S. A., 
to such as wêrê^strangers, called 
form toasts and hearty responses. 
Everybody felt the inspiration of the 
hour and the occasion, and it was 
truly a feast of good things and a flow 
ot soul. The Band of Harmony sends 
a vsod speed in all good, uplifting
helpful work for humanity.

turers from abroad. The entire debt 
outstanding is a trifle 'over $1,300, 
which will doubtlessly be wiped out 
this year. The policy of the Ladies’ 
Temple Fund Society is to have the 
best of home talent and outside talent 
to persist in a gradual lifting 6f in
debtedness, until all Is paid, and then 
to improve the property as fast as pos
sible, making it more comfortable and 
attractive than ever. In the evening 
addresses were made by Mrs. Twing, 
Mr. Nlcum, and Mr. Pope. The Tem
ple is here to stay. Expansion Is its 
motto, and its influence for good is 
widening daily. The exercises were 
of a diversified character. The con
gregational singing was fine, also the 
choral selections under the direction 
of Mrs. Flora Henwood. Interspersed 
were solos, duets, and some fine violin 
selections. The Rev. Carrie Twing 
will remain with us during this month 
and crowded houses are expected.”

Mrs. T. J. Newman writes from Al
buquerque, N. Mexico: “We want 
some good, true mediums to come 
here who can give trumpet, slate-writ
ing and materialization. If any one 
comes here, he or she must work un
der test conditions, for there has been 
too many deceived in our work. . If 
Mr. and Mrs. Sprague would only 
come here this winter, they would 
take this place by storm.”

A. Merkel -writes: “The Spiritual
istic Church of Students of Nature, 
461 W. North avenue, had a large at
tendance Sunday evening, our pastor’s 
(Sister Schumacher) subject being elo
quently discussed. Our home message 
bearers with visiting mediums were 
Sister Miller, Sister Smith and Sister 
Bundruk. Their messages were rec
ognized and appreciated. A special 
meeting on the 21st will be devoted to 
spirit communications . by mediums; 
Strangers and skeptics are'requested 
to .visit us.” •

lotted time of usefulness to our great 
and good cause, may there he some 
other good man or woman ready and 
able to take your place, and fill it as 
ably as you are doing. May the an
ge) world be able to hold you In thé 
good work until such time that some 
one will be ready to take up the work 
when your time expires.”

Mrs. C. Kirchner writes: "At the 
Rising Sun Temple, Oakley and Jack- 
son Boulevards, on Sunday, October 
14, an array of talent was present 
which savored of the convention. A 
very fine, discourse by Bro, John W. 
Ring was given, followed by Mrs. 
Howe of California, Mrs. Georgia 
Gladys Cooley, Mrs. Parkhurst of Bal
timore, and Mrs. Help of Portland, and 
others. All gave out some very en
couraging thoughts to the large audi
ence present. In the evening,'' Bro. 
Ring spoke again to a large audience, 
and bis words will be long remem
bered. Sister Parkhurst followed 
with Borne very convincing messages. 
She will remain in Chicago for some 
time, and will lecture and give mes
sages on Sunday evening, October 28, 
at the Temple, Sister Price officiating 
in the afternoon.-,' All welcome."

L. Wilcox writes ;• "The Banner of 
Light Mission, started in the parlors, 
3239 Indiana avenue, Sept, 30. Ser
vices were opened by a dedication 
poem (to our medium) by Mrs. See- 
bolt. Bro, H. F. Arnold was the 
speaker of the evening. Mrs, Q. Gra
ham and Miss Lucÿ Aulbach rendered 
some beautiful music. ' Prof. Leon as
sisted our medium, Ada ZaZelle, as 
message bearer; both gave convincing 
proof of life after death. The meet
ings following this have been most 
successful.”

Mrs. A. Birdsall writes from Jack- 
son, Mich.: “Our society is progress
ing splendidly.. The Spiritualists of 
Jackson have at last united, and have 
been holding services regularly every 
Sunday evening, under the name of 
the First Society ofJProgresslve Spirit
ualists, We opened bur meetings Sep
tember 10, with Mrs. Marian Crowell 
as our speaker. She is well known in 
our city, .and is an able exponent of 
the cause. Our next speaker was Dr.

! Julia Walton, of Jackson, who is 
! among the best speakers in Michigan.
For the first two Sundays in October 
we had Mrs. Jennie Martin .of Grand 
Rapids. ■ She is also an able exponent 
of our cause and,a very good test me
dium. For two Sundays-we have had 
Dr. Johnson of Battle Creek. He 
holds his audience spellbound. Prof. 
Geprgan is a willing worker among us, 
giving readings, and always works for 
the benefit ot the society.”

Dr. G. W. Fowler, 262 Gates ave
nue, Brooklyn, N. Y., writes: “The 
Sunday afternoon meeting at thé Au
rora Grata Cathedral, opened at 3 
o’clock, when, after a soprano solo 
rendered by Miss Elizabeth Wood, the 
chairman, Dr. Wyman, introduced 
Miss Chrissie M. Bartie of New Bruns
wick, N. J., who presented a very ably, 
written paper entitled, ‘The Vibra
tions of Names and Numbers/ after 
which given names and birth ' ¡dates 
were requested from the audience arid' 
personal readings given, all of which 
proved very interesting to the large 
audience who' were allowed to ask 
many questions, receiving ready re-- 
plies, one of which explained that this 
new science has claimed'public atten
tion for only about thirty years, tne 
speaker having been a student about 
two and a half years.' At the close, 
remarks were made by Dr. Topham, 
Rev. May S. Pepper, Judge Dalley, 
Dr, Wyman and Dr. McDonald, who in 
closing called for a vote of thanks, 
which was quite unanimous. The 
evening service followed the usual 
routine, with a masterly'sermon by 
the guides of the pastor, and a seance 
of an hour or more, wherein a large 
number of sealed letters were read by 
Mrs. Pepper and many names of both 
living and deceased friends, with lov
ing messages, all being fully recog-' 
nlzed. These services are attracting 
and evidently pleasing and convincing 
many who are strangers to our philos
ophy and phenomena from both New 
York and Brooklyn. One lady in-

Mrs. Wm. Sawer. writes: “You 
really merit irfany*ilianks and congrat
ulations tor the gobô work you are do- • 
ing, but if 1 should -begin to try to ex
press my thq«Jc», iwfl the pleasure and 
comfort I bavé derlyed from your val
uable paper,/(’he ¡/«pgresBlve Thinker, 
1 would nottiknowi where to begin, or 
when to stopj but.ps you know that I 
have taken Uje papgr nearly all these 
years since Its birth, you will readily 
understand (Uat I^ould not for long 
time bo without it.’] .

A. J. Long writes from Langley, 
\yash.: “Wei'enjoyi your, paper . very 
much, and think it; by far the best 
paper in the cause. Think your deter
mined effort to rout the fake mediums 
the best among Its many good things.”

D. J. HendrickS' writes from Colo1 
rado Springs, Col ;, that there are 
many fakers théré: He says: “There 
was one hère a short time ago. He 
did a paying business. He got sev
eral thousand dollars ;and then left. 
He came/ paid ;hls license, and In -a 
few weeks robbed the people of hun
dreds, and skipped. An honest me
dium can’t pay the' high license.”

Mrs. Mary Roberts /writes: “A re
cent communication I sent, appeared 
in The Progressive Thinker as com
ing-from Rockford, HI] It should 
have been Rockford, Mich.”

Mrs. Hooker McEvoy, formerly of 
Oakland, Cal., is now located at 818. 
Riverside, Spokane, Wash. She can 
be addressed there for engagements.

. Mrs. Maggie Henry .writes: .“Inter-1 
est in Spiritualism must be increasing 
—at least it Is aL (old 77) Spiritual 
Mission Chapel, for the last few Sun
days almost every seat was occupied. 
Prof. Stoller makes lijs lectures short 
and to the point; then we have plenty 
of time for spirit messages by the dif
ferent mediums,present, and all want 
a personal question answered by the 
Professor." . '

Carrie L^ Hatch writes: “The First 
Spiritualist Ladles' Aid of Bogton, 
Mass., held-Its meeting in Appleton 
Hall, 9 Appleton street, as usual, Fri- 

■day, Oct. 19. The president, Mrs. M. 
E. A. Allbe, was absent, so the meet
ing was presided over by the vice- 
president, Mrs, 0. L. Hatch. The 
business meeting was at 4:30; supper 
at 6:15 and social, time until 7:45, 
when an Interesting meeting was held. 
Mrs. A. S. Waterhouse spoke ,df the 
power of the-spirit, and said If we 
would only, be governed by it, we 
could overcome the clouds and doubts 
that assail us. Mrs. Annie R. Chap
man spoke at length along the same 
line, saying the: power within could 
overcome, the clouds without. She 
closed with -messages. Mrs. Hattie C. 
Mason spoke briefly of the power of 
love, and what It Would do for mortals 
if it were rightly understood. She 
also gave messages./ Mrs. Mason sang 
several selections during'the evening. 
Mrs. Mary F? Loverlng presided at the 
piano. The iProgresslve Thinker is 
sold at our meetings.”

'------------ ।-------------------SPIRITUA^DE^INSE LEAGUE.

A Movement' MiideJ to Inaugurate
S'irl:.. >C___: I '

a

Dr. J. K. Newman writes from

Some of
t„e delegates returned to their re
spective work, while others remained 
anu joined with us In our evening ses
sion.” _

Omaha, Neb.: “I would like all good 
Spiritualists to know what a treat we 
in Omaha have had for the last 
eleven days. We have had the Rev.. I 
G. C. Love ot Portland, Oregon, with 
us. He is the first accredited repre
sentative of the N. S. A. In Omaha for 
Seven years, and he opened the eyes 
and cleared the fog from the brains of 
many residents here. His talks were 
interesting enough outside of their in
structive side, to hold spellbound au
diences for an hour and forty-five min
utes and his spiritual messages were 
truly ’spiritual’ and comforting, and 
free from the usual ‘tommy-rot’ of so 
many test mediums. We are looking 
forward to bis return after the con
vention.”

Lucy, S. Carroll writes from Wash
ington, Pa.: “I have just returned 
from a visit, to my Wheeling friends. 
I attended two public meetings while 
there, conducted by G. W. Way, trance 
speaker. He gave good lectures and 
excellent tests. Some five years ago 
1 .was with the Spiritualists in Wheel
ing, and helped to organize the soci
ety, and when I walked into the well- 
filled hair and saw. how they had 
grown I felt very proud of them. I 
met Samuel Hartman there with his 
literature, a good old veteran for the 
cause of truth. They will soon be able 

own their own temple,

formed the writer she 
the way from Boston to 
sage from Mrs. Pepper, 
afternoon conference Is

had come all 
obtain a mes- 
Next Sunday 

to listen to a
paper prepared by Dr. Sahler of King
ston, N. Y., subject, ‘Infinite Intelli
gence.' Dr. Sahler has a world-wide 
reputation as a metaphysician, and is 
yery popular in Brooklyn because of 
ms valuable work, both in practice 
and upon the rostrum.”

Mrs. Dr. Dobson Barker writes from 
San Jose, Cal.: "The First Spiritual 
Union of San Jose, Cal,, Is holding 
regular meetings at Hale’s. Hall, South 
Second street. Rev. W. C. Bowman 
of Los Angeles, filled the platform 
October 7 and 14, taking up a series 
of subjects, ‘The Evidences, the Doc
trines, the Morals and the Institutions 
of Spiritualism,’ making a very in
teresting course. He is an able ex
ponent of thé cause he advocates. The 
Harmonlal Philosophy called forth the 
Interest of his hearers. The good at
tendance and close attention paid to 
the speaker by those present show the 
appreciation of his discourses. Sun
day, October 14, a mémorlal service 
was held in honor of Mrs. Hendee 
Rodgers, the pioneer and veteran Spir
itualist medium of California. The 
service was impressive and earnest, 
being participated in by Rev. W. C. 
Bowman and a goodly number of her 
old and devoted friends. The Sunset 
Lyceum under the management of 
Miss Merle Muntz, is held at 10 a. m. 
Conference at 11 a. m., all being well 
attended. The Mutual Helpers Soci
ety meets every Thursday.”

Guy Eros Ballard writes from Mt. 
Vernon, Iowa: “It gives me great 
pleasure to announce through the col
umns of your valuable paper,- the 
meeting and acquaintance of Elizabeth 
J. Jaquet of your city. She came to 
our. town shortly after the closing of 
the Mt. Pleasant camp in Clinton, and 
where I first met her. She did a goo'd 
work in our town, but her stay here 
was far too short. . She went from 
here to Cedar Rapids, where, -too, it 
has been my privilege to communicate 
with many of the dear departed ones. 
She has met with great favor with 
the people of Mt. Vernon rind Cedar 
Rapids, and especially in Cedar Rap
ids, for her stay with them has been 
weeks, instead of days as with us. 
There is no disputing the continuity 
of life, after having a few sittings with 
her and her most estimable guides. 
She leases Cedar -Rapids to-night for 
Chicago to attend the convention of 
the N. S. A. She also leaves with re
grets of her departure by a host of 
friends, who Wish her success wher
ever she may be sent by the dear angel 
world, and which -we know she will'.

At a méetlàg of the aboye League, 
held at 1923., First;avenue, ' Seattle, 
Wash., September Ï9, it was resolved 
to appeal to ,üie Spiritualists general
ly' through tip Spiritualist papers, for 
assistance, in,'carryJpg a jaw; through 
the. wml^ .igçlslatto ¡tefine Splr-, 
-itua|fein. an^ place-,iu mediums arid 
ministers beyond' tiïë power of bigoted 
and . intolerant persons to persecute 
them and class them with thieves, 
gamblers and prostitutes,' as has been 
done recently in Seattle, through the ! 
action'of the Chief of Police in prose-1 
cutlhg them under the Vagrancy Law, 
whleh enumerates “fortuné-telling” ás 
against Its provisions.

Ten cents Is asked from those 
friendly to this purpose, it.being .well 
understood that we all have calls on 
our purses which keep them empty, 
hence, it was felt that, a dime would 
not be missed.by'many individuals, 
while the dimes from many individu
als would be of help in defraying the 
expenses of postage,, printing, etc., 
which are necessary in the work of 
changing public Opinion and the law.

The case of Mips Rice, pastor of the 
Psychic Society of Séattle, arrested by 
the Chief of Police as a "fortune-tell
er," was decided against us in a Jus
tice Court, and tjhat decision was ap
proved by Judge Àlbértson, of the 
Superior ¡Court. An appeal to the 
Supreme Court is not possible, owing 
to the sentence (three months under 
$100 bonds to keep the peace) having 
expired, hence it is necessary to ap
peal to the legislature and to raise 
funds for the expenses of doing so.

Since Miss Rice’s case was decided, 
Mrs. Stella Ross, one of the mediums 
of thé First Spiritual Society of Seat
tle,-has been arrested tinder the same 
law (as have several others) and an 
injunction was asked’ from the Supe
rior Court, to prevent Mayor Moore 
or- the Chief of Police from Interfer
ing with her. The .injunction was 
heard October. 1,, and Judge Morris 
also held that mediumship comes 
within the provisions Of the Vagrancy 
Law, and uphold^ Webster’s definition 
of “fortune-telling”—foretelling the 
future.

• Send your dimes, either, separately 
or In company, to. D, D; Foster, 112 % 

i Pike street, Seattle,-Wash., Secretary- 
Treasurer of the . Spiritualist Defense 

I League. . J. R. BURTON, Près. ..

INDEPENDENCE^

I ask no thing of any man, - . :
No boon of fate, no gift of God;

I stand alone;as mortal can;
Nor bend beneath.’ the chastening 

rod. - iol . i </
I live my life iriy.own sure way, '

My creed-^-thé simple-strength of 
right; ■.'H ' •» .■ ■ ? ■

And when thé cloudâ shut out my 
day, < 3o ■ U- ■' ■ , -

I wait serenfe throughout the night. 
My wealth? -Thosetwo hands toil 

for it; -S ' ;i - . , ■
I want no riches riot my own.

And luxuries iw. How .shall I sit, 
Reaping where other hands have 

sown? st; - -iq / ■
And friendship? Aye, I earn by 

mine I . « ..
Own powersnf'sympathy to bless; 

E’en love, thatonakes thé .way divine,
I win by mille own worthiness.

l ask no thlnglof anViman,
No gift of God, no' boon of fate, 

Excepting health that I may work, 
’ And strength the good, long fight to 

make. —Grate G. Bostwick.

"Longley's Beautiful' Bongs.” A 
new edition comprising Ie one volume 
the four parts heretofore, published, 
to which 1b added' part" five, also a 
number of the author’s most popular 
songs. Including "Only a Thin Veil Be
tween Us” and its'“Companion Piece.” 
Cloth, 75 cents. . Boards, 50 cents.

•‘The Light of Egypt.” VolumiiB 1 
and 2. An occult library in .its»Ilf, a 
text-book of esoteric knowledge as 
taught by Adepts of Hermetic FHlos- 
cghy-’ Price $2 per'volume.

RÉPORT of committee on aux
iliary SOCIETY REPORTS. '

To the Officers and Delegates of the i 
National. Association of Spiritualists । 
In ConventionABsembled:—-Your com
mittee has received for consideration, 
fifty reports from auxiliary-societies. 
The reports submitted are in many 
cases incomplete, while many societies 
have sent in no statements as pro
vided for in the constitution and by
laws of the N. S. A.

We are pleased to report that quite 
u number show a good healthy condi
tion. The 'reports submitted indicate 
to your committee that many of the 
auxiliary bodies seem to feel under no 
obligation to comply with the require
ments of the constitution and by-laws, 
which give explicit instructions as to 
the character of the reports.

Your committee therefore strongly 
recommend a tabulated blank form to 
be printed and sent to the secretaries/ 
ot the auxiliary societies,,to be used 
In sending reports to the annual con
ventions, whether they send a delegate 
to the convention or not, and your 
committee would call attention to the 
manner in which the Minnesota State 
Association sends in its yearly state
ment. With a few changes it would 
fill the want.,

The Importance of this blank form 
was also strongly urged by the secre
tary of thé Illinois State Association 
in connection with his official report.

Cainp-Mecting Associations.
Three'camp meetings have reported, 

though many more-have shown much 
Interest during the past year in.the N. 
8. A. Grand Ledge Camp and First 
■Spiritual Religious! Association of Ore
gon. >

We recommend that an earnest ef
fort be made to further interest them 
by'having them affiliate as auxiliary 
bodies with the N, S.. A.

We recommend that a complete list 
of the auxiliary societies of the N. 8. 
A. be published, with a view to having 
all auxiliaries- acquainted with the 
conditions of the societies affiliated 

! with the N. 8. A.
We recoinmend that missionary work 

be generally devoted to assisting so- 
! cietles both local and state, in connec
tion with creating societies'and build
ing up the cause.

The circuit plan as adopted in sev
eral states would comply with the re
quirements *ln this regard. We rec
ommend its adoption.

Your committee recommend the 
regulation of thé proxy system of 
voting, and suggest that where socie
ties are not represented by delegates, 
a written report be sent, stating fully 
their wishes in this direction.

Local Societies.
Your committee is pleased to note 

quite a number of local societies that 
are in good financial condition, many 
owning their own temples and the 
amount expended by these societies 
shows the loyal support of the mem
bers. In many cases a noted Increase 
of interest is reported. While it is 
true that many are weak and unable 
(o employ no speaker regularly, the 
urgent call comes from them to have 
the N. 8. A. endeavor to establish cir
cuit and missionary'work, so they may 
be. strengthened in their home work. 
We reepmmend that this be acted 
upon by the incoming board with a 
view of building up the societies al
ready in existence.

State Associations.
State associations have reported to 

the number of 17. Minnesota, New 
..Y.ork;..California, . Texas,Indiana, 
Kansas, Oregon, Nebraska, Washing
ton, Wisconsin, Ohio, Missouri, Massa
chusetts, Connecticut, Illinois.

The incompleteness of some of 
these reports Impresses forcibly upon 
your committee the necessity of a 
more systematic and uniform manner 
of sending them in to the N. 8. A. as 
one.

The importance of keeping on file at 
the office of the N. 8. A. a complete 
statement of the condition of the state 
work does not appeal to many secreta
ries.

There are some notable exceptions 
to this rule, (hough some go to ex
tremes. Your committee wish to call 
the delegates’ attention to the fact 
that it is not necessary to send in a 
verbatim report of the state annual 
convention from the call to order to 
the election of officers, including the 
report of the 13 th annual convention 
of the N. 8. A. One such report was 
handed in for our consideration, while 
tne other extreme was when a state 
association does not even report hold
ing a meeting at all and the single 
item handed to your committee was 
that $2,000 in property belonged to 
tne association.

The California, New York, Illinois, 
Missouri, Ohio and others are worthy । 
of especial mention.

The Minnesota State Association 
uas this year filed a report which ev
ery delegate of a state association 
ought to read. It Is complete and 
gives every needful essential and use
ful it^m of information, which enables 
the secretary of thé N. S. A. to know 
at a glance the condition of Spiritual
ism in Minnesota.

Your committee feel that just rec
ognition is due to the careful manner 
in which this report is made out. -, We 
recommend; that the blank form to be 
presented,, be copies from this report.
; Lyceums.
The lyceum work will be ably re

ported by Mr, John W. Ring. We 
. recommend that the N. S. A. give ev

ery assistance to building up lyceums.
.Educational Institutions.

• The *Morris Pratt Institute of 
Whitewater, Wis;, is the only school 
.chartered by-the N. S. A., and in. fact 
. the only one of its kind under the 
management of the Spiritualists of the 
N. S. A. Your committee recommend 
its endorsement and that effort be 
made to maintain it financially, it be
ing à most important factor In the 
progress of Spiritualism.

We recommend that the auditing, of 
the books be done prior to the conven
tion, so that a complete report of all 
societies entitled to representation 
can be presented at the annual con
vention and so prevent the arduous- 
duties being placed on many import
ant delegates, that keeps them from 
the floor of the convention. The 
election of an auditor in close proxim
ity to Washington, D. C., would ac
complish this end.

Financial Statement.
No' complete report of the financial 

statement can possibly be given.
We recommend that this condition 

be obviated by requesting a complete 
financial statement with each report, 
and, that these reports be sent in ad
vance to the secretary of the N. S. A., 
so that they can be/ compiled for the 
use of this committee, and thus give 
a true idea of the financial standing of 
our auxiliaries.

Respectfully submitted,
M. E. CADWALLADER, 

■ Chairman,
ANNA L. GILLESPIE, 

. ALEXF. CLARK,
P. D. H1BNER,

REPORT OF COMMITTEE ON RESO
LUTIONS.

Whereas, Spiritualism 1b a univer
sal religion enlightening and inspiring 
the soul In Its eternal career and pre
senting a philosophy adequate to the 
scientific demands of our. times, and 
bringing hope and courage to millions 
who tire struggling through material
ism, therefore be it

Resolved, That we regard these an
nual conclaves as benedictions from 
which we cannot afford to part.

Resolved, That as we meet and 
shake each other’s hands and converse 
each with the other and hear the re
ports of the officers and missionaries 
of tho N. 8. A., we take courage and 
feel to renew our devotion to the work 
of enlightening the world in the study 
of that which has taken away our 
fears and made us rejoice In a knowl
edge of immortality.

Resolved, That while our conven
tions enable us to become acquainted 
with each other, and each study the 
methods of each and thus we become 
a college of teachers of each other; 
they also enable us to enlighten tho 
world .on our philosophy, insomuch 
that Spiritualism now stands much 
higher in the world than It did before 
the formation 'of the N. 8. A.

Resolved, That while we maintain 
our independence over all formulated 
creeds which are made to Imprison 
the human mind, we believe that a 
proper respect to the opinions of the 
world should, lead us to publish otir 
leading principles—those upon which 
we are most thoroughly agreed, on 
spiritual and ethical subjects.

Resolved, That as we gain in self- 
respect and spirituality, not by getting 
from others all we can, but by giving 
but to our fellow-beings all we have 
for them, we will endeavor to push 
with more vigor, our efforts to en
lighten the world on the particular 
points we are organized to teach.

Resolvedj That while “the harvest 
Is great and the laborers are few," we 
sadly need more thoroughly competent 
laborers to carry our messages to the 
world. We believe that the cause we 
love is being retarded rather than 
promoted by the work of some who 
are neither morally, nor educationally 
prepared, to lead the world toward 
the higher life; and workers burn the 
ground over and Increase the preju
dice against our philosophy, rather 
than the interest In it. The pure 
truths of Spiritualism should be 
handed to the world In clean vessels.

Resolved, That In the Morris Pratt 
Institute there is a greatly needed 
place for educating those who would, 
prepare themselves for work on the 
platform, or with the pen. It is per
haps the only school which combines 
an Integral education with an effort to 
study psychic science; and It is our 
duty as an association, and as Individ
uals, to do all In our power, by way of 
encouraging words of advice, dona
tions, endowments, and obtaining pu- 
pjls; and thus enable the school to 
more fully do the work for which that, 
grand old man, Father Morris Pratt, 
donated the property in Whitewater, 
Wls., and to which that scholarly and 
genial man. Prof. Andrew J. Weaver, 
and his excellent wife, Lodema 8. 
Weaver, and Moses Hull and his wife, 
Mattie E. Hull, are giving their lives, 
and all without any compensation 
whatever, except that which comes 
from the consciousness of having done 
their duty.

Resolved, That as Spiritualists we 
should give to our cause the best and 
purest of personal conditions for de
sired spirit communion; and to medi
ums our heartfelt gratitude for con
secrated efforts in.behalf ot truth. 
■ Resolved, That spirit phenomena 
have been proven to millions of peo
ple, and no scientific disproof has yet 
been offered in evidence.

Resolved, That we urge allwho have 
received evidence of spirit commun
ion to unite with our organized socie
ties and strengthen our cause for a
better public work.
- Resolved, That we extend 
thanks of this convention to the 
souri State Association and

the 
Mis
Mr.

that have helped to malto this convet 
lion a success.
' MOSES HULL,

ELIZABETH HARLOW, 
CHRISTINE COOPER, 
ALONZO M. GRIFFEN, 
WILSON FRITCH.

fl NEW GflTEGHISM
BY M» M. MANGASARIAN,

Fourth Edition—Six Additional Chap- 
ters—2UO Pages, Bound iu Cloth, 
$1.00.—Containing Likeuets of Ilio 
Author.
“A New Catechism” has enjoyed a 

remarkable sale both in America and 
England. George Jacob Holyoake, 
In ills introduction to the English edi
tion of “A New Catechism,'’ says:

"A New Catechism" Is the boldest, 
the brightest, thè most varied and in
forming of any work of the kind ex
tant. The principal fields of human 
knowledge, which the ehurehes have 
fenced round with supernatural ter
rors, the Catechism breaks into, cher
ishing what Is fair and showing what • 
Ip deformed. The notes, ot which 
there are many, both ancient and con
temporary, are as striking as ths 
text The book is a cyclopedic ot 
theology and reason in a nutshell. ■

Other Excellent Publications
BY M. M. MANGASARIAN.

HOW THE BIBLE WAS INVENTED.

A New Lecture.—Price, 10 cents.
This little pamphlet should be 

placed in the hands of every American 
citizen. The attention of preachers, 
theological students, and all church 
members should be called to the won
derful story of the Invention ot the 
Holy Bible, which this lecture tells.

See that at least one orthodox 
neighbor of yours reads this lecture.

MORALITY WITHOUT A GOD.
With letter to Right Reverend 

Bishop Anderson, of Chicago. Price, 
10 cents.

JESUS CHRIST A MYTH.

A New Book.—Price 25 Cents.
This book examines the evidenceior 

the historical existence of Jesus, and 
finds it quite insufficient to prove that 
such a man as Jesus ever lived. It is 
a most important contribution to 

Jdodern Thought. It is prefaced by 
a letter to the Christian Clergy, and 
concluded by an answer to an editori
al In one of tho Chicago morning pa
pers, attacking Mr. Mangasarian’s po
sition. -.Send your orders at once, as 
the first edition will soon be exhaust-

I ed.

Thdmas Grimshaw for their success
ful warfare against fake mediumship 
in St. Louis, and that we pledge them 
our hearty support.

Resolved, That at this critical time 
when mediumship is under fire, we 
recommend the officers of the N. S. 
A. and The Progressive Thinker in 
their endeavor to expose all frauds 
and to uphold honest and competent 
mediums.

Resolved, That we urge all Spirit
ualists to assist the Temple Fund So
ciety to secure funds to extend our 
ownershop of temples, schools, sanita
riums', hospitals, homes for needy 
and all possible humanitarian efforts; 
also greater aid should be given to 
provide for mediums in need of help.

. Resolved) That with full confidence 
In the spirit world, ourselves and- our 
Cause, we enter upon a decided for
ward movement by perfecting our or
ganizations, local, state and National, 
strengthening our educational institu
tions and teaching and mediumistic 
forces, holding mass-meetings and es
tablishing powerful movements in the 
great centers of population.

Resolved, That the family unrest 
of our times is incident to the evolu
tion of mankind, and that relief is to 
be found not by recurring to * civil or 
ecclesiastical tyranny, but by teach
ing all the true and only basis of mar
riage, which is a soul companionship 
founded on spiritual love. There are 
not too many divorces, but there is too 
much cause of divorce. We deal with 
thé cause Of marital unhappiness and 
so secure the heaven of purity, for 
which souls yearn.

Resolved, That we stand shoulder 
to shoulder with those who are expos
ing grafters, high and low, and work 
to secure justice for the oppressed of 
the earth; that we condemn child la
bor, the sweatshop and the industrial 
oppression and the practical and polit
ical disfranchisement of woman; that 
we will work ceaselessly to make this 
nation in reality a government of the 
people, by the people, for the people. 
We hold' as an .uncompromising prin
ciple, justice for all, special privileges 
for none.' In our opinion the conflict 
between labor and capital will not end 
until competition Is supplanted by co
operation.

Resolved, That we rejoice in the 
more humane treatment, of prisoners 
and Insane persons, that ; we oppose 
capital punishment, declare war infa
mous and stand for thé peaceful co- ; 
operation of all mankind ; as one 
brotherhood. . ' '

Resolved, That we stand' for civil, ; 
religious, social, industrial and soul 
freedom and hold that such freedom 
can be realized only by perfect obedi
ence to the laws of the universe.

Resolved, That as quite a number of 
our old and tried workers have passed 
to the larger field of action; we re
joice.with them in their gain. While 
,we shall miss them here,, we know 
they will continue to work with us 
from that invisible world.

Resolved, That we as a body extend 
our sincere thanks, to the railroads, 
the press—secular .and Spiritualistic 
—also to the Illinois State Association 
and Sunflower Club for all favors and 
courtesies extended. -

Resolved,. That we extend' our 
heartfelt thanks to the officers of the 
N. 8. A. and all speakers and mediums

u.

Prof. Lockwood’s Books,
Store your mind with the great but 

demonstrative truths found In consec
utive order only in these writings.

Prof. Lockwood is tne only writer, 
thinker and lecturer in this country 
who affirms that the evolution of the 
soul of man is in strict accord and 
agreement with the evolution of the 
soul of nature; and that the only proof 
of Immortality Inheres in an analysis of 
nature’s fundamental principles and 
the co-relation ot cosmic elements and 
energies.

These great truths are .explained and 
demonstrated from the plane of the 
Spiritual Philosophy founded on Nature 
itself.

The Molecular Hypothesis of Nature 
and Its Relation to the Philosophy of 
Spiritualism. A scientific demonstrar 
tion of the Invisible principles and at
tributes of nature and Modem Spirit
ualism. A mint of scientific truths as 
the basis of Its phenomena. Price 25 
cents.

The Infidelity of Eccleslastlclsm—A 
Menace to the American Civilization. 
The entire hierarchy of Eccleslastlclsm 
arraigned as infidels for subverting the 
scientific demonstrations of universi
ties and colleges, by substituting the 
immoral phantoms of the Mosaic Hy
pothesis. It is a hot shot. Price 25 
cents.

Historical, Logical and Philosophical 
Objections to the Dogmas of Reincar
nation and Re-Embodiment; A concise 
and masterly review of the historical 
origin of Reincarnation as an ancient 
dogma. Its illogical claims and incon
sistent assumptions. Its glaring de
fects and dogmas dissected. Price 25 
cents.

The Spiritualism of Nature. Mod
ern Spiritualism lias its basic truths in 
nature, and is proven not by the bible 
or any sacred cosmogony, but by an an
alysis of nature’s self-existent princi
ples. Price 15 cents.

Continuity of Life a Cosmic Truth. 
The greatest book, and the greatest 
truth of any age; a book of 212 pages 
with several telling scientific illustra
tions. Continuity of life and the asso
ciation of spirit realms demonstrated to 
be in scientific accord with principles 
of the Co-relation of Force, and the . 
Conservation of Energy. The greatest 
bpok ever written in the defence and 
support of Spiritualism. Price $1.

The Relation Science Holds to Natu
ral Philosophy and Its Conflict with 
Every Phase of Religion. In this essay 
the author shows that science is not a 
thing—a corporation or individual, but 
a process of inductive and deductive 
reasoning, its acceptance means the 
death of Theurgical religions. Price 
15 cents.

Ail of Prof. Lockwood’s publications 
are on sale at The Progressive Thinker 
office, Chicago, ill., and at the rostrum 
when he lectures. These treatises con
tain the wealth of a vast historical and 
scientific research.

ROCKFORD, ELL.

An Important Meeting Will Be Held 
There on October 21.

The Psychical Research Society of 
Rockford, Ill., has invited the Illinois . 
State Spiritualist Association to unite 
with them in the holding of a mass 
convention in that city op October 21, 
1906. President Barrett, of the Na
tional Spiritualist Association, and 
President Geo. B. Warne, of the Illi
nois State Spiritualist Association, 
with probably other speakers, will be 
present, as may be several test medi
ums. Morning; afternoon and even
ing services will be held, and the 
event is expected to be one of great 
interest. It is hoped many ' visitors 
from abroad Will be in attendance.

Wanted—The Names of All the Spirit
ualists in Montana.

For the purpose of establishing 
closer relations between the Spiritual
ists of Montana, will each one please 
interest himself In sending me all the 
names of Spiritualists in their respect
ive neighborhoods? Address the sec
retary, MRS. W. C. SELBREDE, ■

Billings, Montana.

Prayer; Its Uselessness and Unscien
tific Assumption. By Henry M. Taber, 
■price 10 cents. ,

1



Oct. 27. 190«

Report of ta Temple Fund Committee. ANNUAL REPORT

Of National Superintendent of Lyceum 
Work, September, 1005 to 

September, 1V00.

THB PROGRESSIVE THINKER
HISTOBIAN’S^E^bRT.

Mr. President and Delegates of the 
N. 3. A., In Convention AssemUled:— 

J''Youi- committee appointed by the ex
ecutive board, in response to your or
ders made at the annual convention of 
1906, begs leave to report as follows 
with regard to creating some appro
priate means for the creation of a 
temple fund to assist auxiliary socie
ties of the N. 8. A. to erect temples. .

To secure the erection or purchase 
of edifices, or temples, for the use of 
Spiritualist societies, there must be 
pome co-operative plan that will enlist 
the members and friends of organized 
societies. Your committee finds that 
the local society generally lacks some 
encouragement to make a beginning. 
There is possibly no treasury of their 
own created; nor can they obtain 
funds for the first aid from their 
state, or the National Association, un
der existing conditions. They wait 
for.help to get the first nucleus; and 
they who are able to help, wait tor the 
society to sufficiently develop and be 
able to properly handle any funds or 
property for perpetuity of the public 
cause of Spiritualism.

The earnest desire to help the pub
lic cause by donations or legacies, is 
handicapped by the lack of a legal and 
competent body of people to handle 
the funds. No provision is. as yet 
made by the N. 8. A. for such pur
poses. Your committee has been ap
pointed to prepare a plan. The intent 
33 to create a building fund that .will 
aid local societies to erect temples.

Your committee has decided as fol
lows:,

'First.—The N. 8. A. should not Im
pose uuon their officers the onerous 
duty of developing and disposing of 
such a- fund.

Second.—The fund should be under 
the jurisdiction of and in direct as
sistance to the N.( S. A. and its auxil
iaries.

Third.—The temple fund should be 
created by and under the management 
of a society auxiliary to the N. 8. A, 
to be known as the Temple Fund So
ciety, ¿nd the same to be legally in- 

1 porporated and its officers bonded for 
safety in the handling of public 
funds. Said officials to be annually 
elected by the Temple Fund Society.

Fourth.—Each temple shall be 
owned and controlled by the auxiliary 
society erecting the same; and the 
N. S. A. shall then have no jurisdic
tion over the property. But the Tem
ple Fund Society shall hold all mort
gages and promissory notes in its 
name, until reimbursed for loans 
made. „ , x

Fifth.—The Temple Fund Society 
officials shall not make any other dis
bursement of funds except to auxilia
ries of the N. S. A. by loans with 
mortgage security; unless by order ot 
the Temple .Fund Society in annual 

/convention, with approval also of the 
N. 8. A. in convention.

Sixth.—The Temple Fund Society 
shall be constituted of personal mem- 
'bers paying an annual fee, who shall 
also be eligible to the offices of said 
society.

Seventh.—The Temple Fund So
ciety' is hereby authorized to receive 
and handle all funds that may accrue 
for temple building, in any and all 
feasible and legitimate ways to obtain 
such/as may be embodied in the con- 
sUtiitidn- and by-laws governing the 
same adopted by, and hereafter when 
amended; shall'bej approved by the N. 
3. A.- hv convention. -
. Eighth.—The following shall be the 

'Constitution and By-Laws for the or
ganization of the Temple Fund So
ciety: »
Articles of Association of the Temple 

Fund Society of the National Spirit
ualists Association of the United 
State.

Section 4.—rThq president, treas
urer and secretary of this society, 
shall each give a bond annually in 
sums to be fixed by the annual con
vention of this society, to secure the 
safe handling of funds placed In their 
care.

Section 5.—The Temple Fund So-'- 
ciety, by its officials, shall make an 
annual report of its transactions, and 
of funds received, disbursed and on 
hand, to this society and also to the 
N. S. A. in annual convention.

The N. 8. A. officials shall be em
powered to investigate the business 
and records of this society at any time 
they may so desire.

Article 5.—Annual Meetings.—The 
annual meetings of the Temple Fund 
Society shall occur on the evening of 
the first day ot assembly of the N. 8. 
A., in the same city therewith. The 
business of this society may be con
tinued from day to day during the N. 
8. A. convention, but not to Interfere 
with the said N. 8. A. business, until 
all necessities have been completed. .

Article 6.—The Temple Fund.—Sec
tion 1.—The temple fund shall be 
created by /any legitimate methods, 
such as by lectures, seances, enter
tainments, collections, donations, leg
acies, membership fees, etc., subject to 
approval of the society; and said fund 
shall be held In reserve and draw in
terest until loans and bequests are 
necessary—provided that not less 
than one thousand dollars (Jl.OOO) 
shall be held in the reserve fund.

Section 2.—Any real estate deeded 
to the Temple Fund Society, may be 
so held and an income derived there
from; said income to be applied to the 
temple fund, or the same be sold and 
proceeds similarly applied.

Section 3.—The Temple Fund Soci
ety may erect temples and control the 
same only upon approval of said so
ciety and the N. S. A. by members and 
delegates In annual conventions as
sembled.

Section 4.—In event of the/Temple 
Fund Society ever disbanding, then 
any funds in its treasury, or property 
held in its name, shall be transferred 
|o the N.JL A.

Article' 7.—-Quorum.—A quorum 
necessary for the transaction of busi
ness at the annual meetings of this so
ciety, shall consist of twenty members, 
thereof whose annual fee has been 
paid for the succeeding fiscal year.

Article 8.—By-Laws.—By-laws not 
in conflict with these articles of asso
ciation, may be adopted or amended 
at any annual meeting of this society.

Article 9.—Amendments.—Amend
ments or additions to these articles of 
association, may be adopted at any an
nual meeting of this society, provided, 
that said proposed amendment or ad
dition has been submitted to the secre
tary of this society sixty days previous 
to the annual meeting, and by that of
ficer published in at least two Spirit
ualist weekly papers; and further pro
vided, that the N. S. A. in annual dele
gate convention assembled, shall ap
prove the proposed amendment or ad
dition.

Constitution.
Article 1.—Name.—This society 

shall be known as the Temple Fund 
Society of the National Spiritualists 
Association of the United States; and 
shall be chartered by the said Na
tional Association, and if necessary, 
legally incorporated.

Article 2.—Objects.—The objects of 
this society shall be to raise funds by 
lectures, seances, entertainments, 
membership fees, public collections, 
donations, legacies, endowments, etc., 
and loan or present to the N. S. A. 
auxiliaries small sums of money to 
aid said societies to erect temples for 
their use. Such disbursements to be 
regulated as hereafter provided.

Article 3.—Membership. — Section 
1.—The membership ot the Temple 
Fund Society shall consist of all Spir
itualists who shall pay one dollar per 
annum as dues to said society. These 
shall be the active members.

Section 2.—Any person who shall 
donate to the temple fund five dollars 
($5) or less than one hundred 
dollars ($100), shall receive from this 
society an illuminated card acknowl
edging receipt of the same, and the 
name of said donor shall be engrossed 
upon the roll ot honor.

Section 3.—Any person who shall 
donate to the temple fund one hun
dred dollars ($100), or an excess 
thereof, shall be enrolled as an hon
orary member ot this society and be 
given full privileges as an active mem
ber during the earth-life of said 
donor; and also be given an illumin
ated certificate of such membership.

Section 4.—Any auxiliary society of 
the N. S. A. that shall forward to the 
temple fund any sum of money of five 
dollars ($5) or more, may do so in the 
name of its president or secretary, 
and the said person be entitled to en
rollment in this society as provided 
for in sections 2 and 3 of this article.

Section 5.—No one person shall by 
acquiring duplicate certificates of do
nations, as provided for in sections 2 
and 3 of this article, be entitled to 
more than one vote in the annual con
ventions. Nor shall any member have 
more than one vote on any question 
before the society.

Article 4.—Officers.—Section 1.—

By-Laws.
No. 1.—In the event of a failure by 

any cause to elect officers of this so
ciety for an ensuing year, the execu
tive board of the previous year shall 
continue in office until their succes
sors are elected.

No, Tfie executive. board shall. 
haver the right to fill any , vacancy oc
curring in said board, by any cause 
whatever.

No. 3.—The executive board shall 
have power to contract any necessary- 
expense to carry on the affairs of this 
society, and to solicit or obtain aid 
for an Increase of the temple' fund. 
But no salary shall be paid any officer 
of this society unless the same shall be 
fixed by said society at an annual 
meeflng thereof, and approved by the 
N. S. A. delegates in annual conven
tion assembled.

No. 4.—The executive board shall 
have full power to adopt rules for its 
government, when the same are not 
provided for in the articles of associa
tion, or by the by-laws of this society.

No. 5.—Auxiliary societies of the 
N. S. A. desiring financial assistance 
from the temple fund, shall be grant
ed the same only by consent of a ma
jority ot the executive board, in case 
of loans; and by the consent of the 
society and the \ S. A. in annual con
ventions assembled, for bequests.

No. 6.—All parliamentary affairs 
not regulated by the Articles of asso
ciation and by-laws of this society, 
shall be governed by Roberts’ Rules of 
Order.

No. 7.—Amendments or additions 
to these by-laws may be adopted at 
any meeting of this society, and shall
also be approved by the N. S. A. 
convention assembled.

In

GEORGE W. KATES, 
,B. F. AUSTIN,
LAURA G. FIXEN, 
MOSES HULL, 
ANNE T. NETTERFIELD, 

Committee.

Lymau C. Howe Retcj>uutp ;His Work 
for the Year, ,| j

The officers of the Temple 
• ciety shall consist of 

dent, vice-president, 
secretary and three 
whose duties shall be

Fund So- 
a presl- 
treasurer, 
trustees; 

as usual
■with such officers; and as may be fur
ther provided for in the by-laws of 
this society. They shall be elected 
annually at the convention of mem
bers of the society, and each official 
must be a member.

Section 2.—The officers and trus
tees shall be an executive board for 
the purpose of executing all business 
of this society; and shall have charge 
of the temple fund, receiving and dis
bursing the same.

Section 3.—The executive board ot 
this society shall be empowered to 

; make loans of money to auxiliary so- 
> ' , cieUes of the N. 3. A. for the purpose 

- ?DP1 assisting them to erect or retain 
“ '¡possession of a temple. Said loan to 

be secured by a first mortgage upon 
the Said temple, and shall draw legal 
interest.

The executive board shall not make 
any gifts of money to any auxiliary so
ciety without the consent of the ma
jority vote of this society in annual 
convention, and the same be ap
proved by the N. S- A. delegates in an
nual convention.

Another fiscal year draws to a close 
and ,wo recount the experiences with 
which we have met, endeavoring to 
idraw therefrom such courage and 
strength aswill enable us to—GO ON.

The National Superintendent of Ly
ceum Work has faithfully endeavored 
to meet the requirements of the in
creasing band of children, who are 
rapidly learning to depend upon The 
Progressive Lyceum as a lesson paper.

Forty-seven four-paged issues of 
1250 to each issue, with the excep
tion of one issue when the number 
was doubled, making a total of 60,000 
copies; and five eight-paged issues 
with 1550 extra, making 7,800, or a 
grand total of 67,800- copies of The 
Progressive Lyceum which have been 
carefully and methodically distrib
uted over the United States, The read
ing matter which they have borne 
has, in my opinion been of the highest 
spiritual order and judging, from 
many letters, it has found a most 
kindly reception in the homes where 
the Lesson Paper has gone.

The financial statement will indl-

• To the Delegates Assembled at Chi
cago to Represent ©bjeettf'and Aims 
of the National Assttâiatldn of Spirit
ualists of Amerlca-^-GreelJlng:—I re
gret to be obliged "to - report slow 
progress in the worlt'lassigned me as 
your historian, but Illmveo* done the 
best I could with the cfiteumstances 
and conditions whicli- mailu me thoir 
prisoner; chief of which xhas been 
physical weakness, dup to>a' variety of 
causes, prominent among'them being 
a two mouths' rough-and-tumble 
with King la Grippe; last winter, 
.which left me hors du combat; but 
not conquered, though powerfully 
weak. With this exhaustion of vltal-
Ity and nerve 
and struggled 
at last began 
and with new 
and the tasks 
wearying, and

force, 1 have wrestled 
for eight months, and 
to rally a month ago, 
life .came new energy; 
that wore difficult anfl 
seemed like mountains

cate the expense for this work 
the money received therefor.

REPORT OF COMMITTEE ON UNI
FORM SYSTEM ORGANIZATION.
To the Officers.and Delegates of the 

N. S. A. In Convention Assembled: — 
We, your committee of State officers,- 
to whom was entrusted the .work of 
devising a uniform system of organi
zation for state associations, beg to 
report that we have carefully consid
ered the matter, and submit the fol
lowing for your consideration:

1. We recommend that the articles 
covering individual membership, as 
now in force in Minnesota and New 
York, be adopted by all state associa
tions and Inserted in their constitu
tions after their next annual conven
tions. We thus recommend because 
we feel that the adoption of this rule 
would obviate many of the existing 
difficulties.

2. We recommend that all state 
associations be granted exclusive ju
risdiction in the matter of chartering 
local societies, and that societies di
rectly affiliated with the N. 3. A., at 
present existing in states where state 
organizations exist, be recommended 
to withdraw from Buch, affiliation and 
charter under the state associations of 
their respective states.

3. AWe recommend that the N. 8. 
A. urge their state and local auxilia
ries to place upon their rostrums only 
such workers as told valid certificates 
of ordination, or indorsement, issued 
by the N. 8. A. or its authorized state 
auxiliaries; and .who are directly affili
ated with some society organized 
either under the N. S. A. or its auxll-' 
iary state societies. '

All of which Is Tespectfully sub
mitted, WILL J. ERWOOD,

Chairman, for the-Committee.

'lie Truth Seeker- Collection or
Forms and Ceremonies for the Use 
Liberals.” Price, 25Scents.

“Success ana How To Win It”
ot

A
lecture and course of twenty-four suc
cess lessons by Dr.,B. F. Austin, B. A., 
D. D. The titles of some of . the lec
tures are' as follows: ,Self Helps; Fi
nancial Success; Ideals; Economy; 
Planning, Attraction; Courtesy; Kind
ness and Tact; An^l Help. Price 25 
WtS*
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also 
As dl-

rected by the convention last year the 
National Spiritualist Association 
paid the Superintend *?'- of Lyceum 
Work for six months’ work, ninety 
dollars, the-first and only money re
ceived for work done during four 
years. The work of these years has 
beén a constant pleasure, although it 
has with my other duties, many times 
demanded the midnight oil. Sweet 
little faces wreathed in smiles have 
been always before me as an inspira
tion, for the girls and boys have faith
fully written me of their experiences, 
and best of all, of the help which they 
derived from The Progressive Ly
ceum. Since conditions prevent me 
from serving this department of the 
work wjjich I love so well, longer 
than the end of this Volume IV— 
which will be the last of November— 
I claim thé privilege of making some 
statements and suggestions.

.The hope of any movement lies In 
education afforded the children. The 
children’s cause is the people’s cause. 
Spiritualists must become conscious of 
the situation and care for the unfold
ing minds of youth. The Lyceum 
system is a certain solution for the 
problem of ethical and spiritual un- 
foldment rather than theological and 
doctrinal teachings.

In all that the great seer, Andrew 
Jackson Davis, gave to the children of 
earth, there is nothing of greater 
worth than the Lyceum system. His 
visions have been practically adapted 
to our use and Tuttle’s Lyceum Guide, 
and furnishes an excellent foundation 
for a lyceum. The lesson papers, 
Cards, Pins, etc., furnished by the N. 
8. A. through its Superintendent of 
Lyceum Work afford ample material if 
each individual will, recognizing the 
necessity of education, work for the 
establishment and sustenance of Ly
ceums throughout the country.

Spiritual Demonstrations are facts 
established by Nature and if tne 
laws and principles are taught for a 
few generations there will be but lit
tle demand for evidence. Who asks 
for evidence of the claims of science? 
No one who is educated, you will 
agree. Why? Because ..they, have 
been taught that the claims arèYacts?" 
Who asks for “tests” in the claims of 
Spiritualism? These who har? not 
been educated to realize that'. Afrit 
communion is a fact scientït .illy 
proved by the phenomena of Spiritual
ism,” and most of these are people 
who make a pretense of being Spirit
ualists. Educate the children, sup
ply the unfolding minds with facts, 
that they may know and knowing 
they will act. The age demands do-z 
ers. Doctrines are decaying, creeds 
are crumbling, faiths are faltering 
and TRUTH is being recognized. Mo
tion is life and he who would live 
must move. Spiritualists must exem
plify the spirituality of Spiritualism.

The authorized missionary workers 
should emphasize not only the import
ance but the necessity for lyceum 
work. Societies, whose membership 
is principally adults may go down, 
even after years of activity—it is 
stated those who supported this move
ment have passed from mortal life— 
but a well-organized lyceum, after a 
few years’ existence, will live, pros
per and increase for it Is constantly 
supplying material for when its ad
vanced members are promoted.

May you as assembled delegates 
think seriously and act .wisely in the 
selection of some one who will carry 
forward this very important work of 
the lyceum. For every part ot the 
United States lyceum workers are 
looking for order and method. Grad
ually we are establishing a plan of 
operation which will soon cement the 
active forces so that State and Na
tional assembles can be held with 
great benefit to our efforts. I am 
personally grateful for the opportu
nity of doing that which the marks 
made by angel fingers -pointing the 
way, and hearty co-operation of mor
tals, have made It possible for me to 
do. Whatever has been accomplished 
is the result of congenial co-opera
tion. Pleasantly we have worked to
gether, hand in hand .with angels, to 
bring health, happiness and prosperity 
into the lives of children that they 
may look for sunshine and gladness 
from right thinking and proper acting 
rather than salvation and grace from 
conforming to certain creeds. Here 
in your presence I pledge my humble 

.efforts for this cause, ad earnestly as 
ever. May you each consecrate your 
patient determination to do < little 
more than ever before. Stronger 
hands than ours have this work in 
hand; it will succeed,'but wè can do 
much to hasten the time when right 
living will be exemplified dally, when 
nature will be carefully obèyed and 
in turn will afford health, happiness— 
heaven.

Financial Statement.
Balance in Lyceum treasury

Sept 1,1905............... .5 82.20
Received from Lycum lesson

papers................................ 270.46
Received from single sub

scriptions. .. ; .... ...... 38.25 
Received from cards—«lerit

and membership ..... .. ., 
Received from lyceum badge 

Pins.

4.41

33.76
Contributions.

National Spiritualist Associa
tion general expenses.... 150.00

N. S. A., National Superintend-
ent salary.. ........ .. _, 90.00 

Nat’l. Supt., John W. Ring..- 25,00 
Rising Sun Mission, Chicago.. 4.85
J. B. Radford, Texas . . . 1.50
Oscar Evartz, St Louis, Mo... 1.00

welghing me down, became inviting 
and easy, and I felt of’late equal to 
all that my undertaking involves, ex
cept the writing of this apology! But 
many calls upon my time and . 
strength hindered ttye accomplish
ment of my purpose ip making out 1 
this report, and bo I have to send It In 
unfinished; and trust to1 your forbear
ance to accept it généróusly and give 
me more time. . .J '

My purpose has been,, and is; to de
vote the first part to phenomena and ' 
mediumship, ¿nd it is no easy break- : 
fast spell to collect, Blft, analyze and 
decide what to use and'what to reject ' 
—-not because any Of i( is unworthy, 
but because the limits of the book 
will not permit the use of all; and in 
many cases it Is difficult to determine 
what among a mass of facts and tes
timonies,, will make the clearest and 
strongest, and most representative 
proofs and illustrations of the vital 
foundations of the science of life'and 
religion of nature as developed by 
Modern Spiritualism. Some excellent 
representative Spiritualists of supe
rior Intelligence have written me 
about the claims set- up for medium- 
istic marvels, and discriminating be^ 
tween honest mediumship and the 
villainous frauds perpetrated by con
scienceless pretenders;/ I do not feel 
called upon to do this: My aim is to 
obtain the clearest possible proofs ot 
such phenomena as. shall be recorded, 
and In all cases in which the condi
tions attending the seance are such 
as to leave the facts in doubt—thus 
reducing science to faith—to omit 
them entirely; or else,- devote a chap
ter to such, with comments upon the 
possible, the probable/and the appar
ently certain, giving <the subtle soph
istries of honest believers full and 
free opportunity to present 'their best 
claims, supported by such assump
tions as Theosophy and Occultism can 
fairly maintain by facts ‘áhd reason. 
Such a chapter I think might be made 
useful and instructive. .....

There is much in tjie records of the 
first twenty years as .presented by Ca
pron, Hare,, Emma., Hardinge, and 
others tliat do not bold ^gainst the 
more exacting scrutiny of later sci
ence, and the broader' range. of experi
ence, and more, comprehensive inter- 

' pretations of nature and her poBslbll- 
itles. . ' '. /•'

Nevertheless, therenre m’any indub
itable realities that (Mlow'e& the first 
twenty years, that are' as.'definité, as 

’certain’, 'ahOB, Veil:^ttewea ‘ns‘‘iitiy- ' 
thing that nas bben, add?« ijA jhe last 
thirty years. (Mttig; to my infirmi
ties during the most of the past year, 
I have 16ft the first part in suspension, 
and skipped on to part second; and, 
as a recent inspiration, which is not 
worked out to completion,. I send you, 
herewith, a'specimen page, .with re
quest for an expression Of opinion 
from your honorable body,, or from a 

1 special committee hs'you may elect, 
as to the value and propriety Of mak
ing this a chapter in part second. If 
I perfect it, I shall try to arrange the 
parallels and contrasts in systematic 
order, so that each selection will 
stand against the other with a fitness 
such as the Golden Rule ascribed to 
Jesus, and the modern one by the 
spirit that moved Hudson Tuttle to 
write: “Do all for others.” What I 
send herewith have been selected has
tily, and not all of them stahd In such 
related contrasts as the plan requires. 
From my present standpoint, it looks 
as If I shall be able to do something 
more to fulfill my office as historian 
than I have been able to. do in the 
past.

I would inquire what the prospect 
will be of adding to the attractions of 
part first, a variety of illustrations. 
I think a goodly number of the medi
ums might furnish, cuts of them
selves and perhaps some that will 
place before the mind in pictures their 
special phases of phenomena. I had 
some years ago, by the kindness of 
Prof. Sanford of Minnesota, some 
unique illustrations of the “Saucer 
pictures” executed Borne thirty years 
ago, the nature of Which is unlike 
any other I have seen. I think two 
or three cuts of these would be a val
uable accession to the book.

I deeply regret my 1 inability to 
share in your deliberations, ¿nd renew 
the social interest and' sweet pleas
ure that must inspire every session. 
I hope for much to improve the work
ing value of your honorable body, and 
to reach its helpfulness to every 
state in the Union,;and give a new 
impetus to the enterprise of. every so
ciety in the United States. Above all 
I look for a closer.: blending of the 
two worlds through the influence of 
your labors, a lively;, enthusiasm to 
kindle the altar-fires;: In a million 
souls, and add to tha effectiveness of 
the working missionaries la the field. 
From the accounts of missionary work 
in the past, I judge <that Hr is. a valu
able branch of the ■ usefulness of the 
N. S. A.,andl hope itwlll be continued 
and extended; and ifiyow lack mate
rial for the manufacture of new ones 

. to send abroad andmxtendrj the work 
you might, as a forlorn tope, and a 
novel experiment, try me! A liberal 
part of my public work has been of a 
missionary character,-but .without any 
financial backing, ord: anysi organized' 
body to give the support even of sym
pathy and good will. ^Theq-Bcognition 
you are giving me now is "bread 
upon the waters” returning to me 
with heavenly- benedictions, and love
ful inspirations^ forewhichi,please, ac
cept my sincere thanks. ol; am satis
fied with your official, board, and its 
work as it Is, and not anxious for any

REPORT OF COMMITTEE ON SEC» 
RETARY’B REPORT.

To the Officers and Delegates of the 
National Spiritualists Association in 
Convention Assembled:—Your com
mittee begs to report as- follows:

1. It 1b encouraging to note the 
flattering report of the secretary on 
the growth of Spiritualism, not only 
in our own land, but of its .spreading 
to other lands, and foreign countries.

2. We heartily endorse what she 
Bays on the question of the interest 
that is taken in our Cause by hun
dreds of intelligent and cultivated 
people from various professions and 
from the many denominations of re
ligious churches, and we sincerely 
hope (that the good work may still go 
on in this direction.

3. We recommend to give due 
consideration to that part of her re
port, where she extends her thanks 
to the press for their Invaluable aid to 
the N. 8. A.

4. We wish to emphasize that 
part of her report where she endorses 
the good work done by certain medi
ums, especially by .H. C. Dorn and 
Mrs. J. W. Stores by their assistance 
to the N. 8. A.

6. We regret, as your committee, 
that the Stewart-Folsom case should 
be mentioned at tills convention, nev
ertheless we endorse that part of her 
report that vindicates the N. 8. A. 
on this unpleasant question.

6, We note t)ie report of the sec
retary in regard to certain societies 
who have dropped out of their regular 
connection with the N. 8. A., but we' 
find they are still members Indirectly 
by their connection with their state 
organizations, .who are auxiliaries to 
the N. 8. A.

7. We recommend that that sec
tion of our Constitution- and By-laws 
be enforced where state secretaries 
should send In their dues for their 
various delegates, in time for the N. 
S. A. Secretary to make and complete 
her full report before the convention 
convenes, and that those who do not 
comply with the Constitution, on this 
question, shall tye deprived of a seat 
in the convention.

8. We note the pension fund work 
reported by the secretary, and rec
ommend that it be continued, and we 
think that our secretary should re
ceive a vote of thanks for her efficient 
work in the Mary E. Harris case, as 
well as others.

9. Wei would recommend that the 
secretary bq requested to use her 
best efforts to encourage more camps 
to have an N; 8. A. day.

10. We think that while it is a 
drain on the funds of me N. 8. A. to 
defend contested will cases, still we 
recommend that the N. 8. A. continue 
thia good work already commenced.

11. The committee approves 
the action of our secretary in 
White case, at Baltimore, Md.

of 
the

12. We recommend that the con-
vention should thank Brother Longley 
for his good work in assisting
secretary in her office work. 

Respectfully submitted, 
F. D. DUNAKIN, 

Chairman.
DR. B. O’DELL, 
EDWARD BREWER.

our

REPORT OF COMMITTEE ON COM
MUNICATIONS.

Yopr committee having carefully 
reviewed the voluminous correspond
ence placed in its hands, begs to re
port as follows:

1, Upon .the question of “Federa
tion of Liberal Religious Bodies,’’ we 
recommend the appointment of a com
mittee whose duty it shall be to call 
a conference of representatives from 
the various organizations who have
reported favorably, and proceed 
organize the proposed union.

2. Upon the question of

to

the
present need or Issues that confront 
our cause, the consensus of opinion 1b, 
that we need a higher and more ad
vanced education on the part of our 
ministers and mediums. / We there
fore urge upon all to cultivate self 
and endeavor to reach the highest 
standard of life to the end that the 
inherent principles of our Cause be 
adequately expressed and exemplified.

3. That a committee be appointed 
to compile and attend to the/prlntlng 
of the various communications now 
in hand, .written by Hudson Tuttle, 
Cora L. V. Richmond, Moses and Mat- 
tie Hull, Mr. and Mrs. Kates, J. M. 
Peebles, and others, under the title 
of “The Latest Word af Spiritualism” ; 
and that the Incoming president be 
instructed to continue to solicit more 
such essays for the use of said com
mittee. ' '

4. Another communication with 
reference to districting our N. S. A. 
for missionary purposes was well 
worthy of special notice. We recom
ment that circuits be established
throughout state and nation; 

secretaries be appointed to keep 
touch with all auxiliaries, and 
recommend only such speakers 
mediums as are'endorsed by state
National associations; these 
tricts to arrange grove and

that 
in 
to 

and 
and 
dis

mass-
meetings, according to their own best 
judgment, to the end that all auxilia
ries may be protected from imposi
tion, our honest mediums be encour
aged and fraud disappear forever.

Respectfully submitted, 
ELIZABETH SCHAUSS, 

Chairman.
CATHERINE McFARLIN, 
W. E. HAMMOND,

, . SOLOMON DILL.

Total
... Expenses.

Printing forty-seven 4-page 
issues, 60,000 copies and 
five 8-page Issues, 7,800 
copies................  ;!

Mailing lesson paper., .. ..
Postage for letters.. ......
Postage for packages and 

money orders?.

.»701.-42

$446.00
25.00
23.00
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Countess Constance Wachtmeister
Mrs. Cora L. V. Riehmond
Prof. C, W. Leadbeater
Daniel W.Hull
Prof. W. M.Lockwood
Prof. J. S. Loveland
A Mazarine
Rev. Minot J. Savage
Prof. Alexander Wilder
Dr. J. M. Peebles
Mrs, Ella Dare
P. J. Cooley
Prof. Elmer Gates
M. M. Mangasarian
Baba Bharata
Mrs. Helen P. Rus segue
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Never has a more promising, more 
elevating or more satisfying book been 

published (especially as a premium) than this, our 
THIRTEENTH ; a work that will appeal to the cler
gy, to the doctor, to the philosopher, to the theosoph
ical student, and to the young and old Spiritualist. If 
you have no religious convictions, or conception of 
the occult, this book will open your eyes. See spe-- 
cial terms elsewhere in" this MAMMOTH EDITION 
of THE PROGRESSIVE THINKER.

REPORT OF COMMITTEE TO DE
VISE WAYS AND MEANS.

In view of the fact that the National 
Spiritualists Association, during the 
thirteen years of its existence, has 
failed to become an institution of 
financial independence and helpful
ness which was hoped for by its or
ganizers; that instead of this it is de
pendent upon the gifts of the gener
ously disposed who may attend the 
yearly conventions, or who may be ap
pealed to by its secretary through the 
spiritual press, at Buch times as It is 
necessary. Also in view of the fact 
that the work of the committee on 
finance is one that is humiliating and 
mortifying to all concerned and will 
only be undertaken by such as are pe
culiarly gifted in this direction and 
possessed of an unusual amount of 
fervor and love of the cause. Aggin, 
if by all efforts put forth the amount 
required is not obtained, the board of 
directors are sqpt away from these 
conventions heavy-hearted, with a 
burden upon their hands .which can-

REPORT OF COMMITTEE ON 
TREASURER’S REPORT.

To the Officers and Delegates of the 
National Spiritualists Association As
sembled—Greeting:—We, the under
signed, appointed to examine and 
audit the books and vouchers of the 
secretary and treasurer, respectfully 
report that we have carefully per
formed said duties, and that we find 
them correct; and we recommend

1.—That a vote of thanks of this
convention be tendered these 
and efficient officers for their 
work.

falthful 
faithful

2.—That this committee heartily 
endorse the judicious manner in 
which the executive board has ex
pended the funds of this association.

Respectfully submitted, 
JOHN WITHELL, 

Chairman, 
MRS. E. L. NICHOLSON, ' 
W. T. JONES, 

HENRY C. DORN, i
MRS. HARRIET DUHL, '

Postage for contributors____  
Express.. .... .... y. , .
Telegram.
Letter heads and envelopes'., 
Binding six copies Vol III... 
Lyceum badge pins, 1,000. . '. 
Expense of National Supt to 

13 th annual convention ..
Salary Nat'l Supt, November, 

1905, to April, 1906?,... .
Balance September 1; 1905;'.

Totali. .; ..
I am always;

2.00 
2.36

.76 
12:50 
5.40 

■ 17.00

62.00

90.00
14.25

Î 701.42

JOHN W. RING, 
Natl. Supt. Lyceum Work. - 

Crystals, Green Mountain Falls, jCólo
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change; but as change is indispensable 
to progress, if you shall deem it best 
to add some new ones in place of oth
ers retired, I am confident you will 
exercise wisdom in your choice, and 
allow no personal prejudice,'or party 
strife, or selfish ambition; to mar the 
character of your work, or weaken the 
noble efforts-that animate the life of 
tne N. S. A.

The letter from Hudson Tuttle, pub
lished in Thé' Progressive-Thinker, Is, 
in my judgment, an able and .wise 
presentation for the N. §. A. to con
sider, and act upon, so far as it meets 
your approval, and answers the Ideals 
of your enterprise.

Some objections have been made to 
the tendency of the N. 8. A. to-sub
jugate the spiritual science, and. its 
humanitarian application, ' to a rule 
of religious faith and sectarian dogma; 
The objections, I think, are over
drawn, and tend to a misconstruction 
of the meaning and objects of the re
ligious shadings in your enunciations. 
But there may be danger of too much 
copying after, the churches, giving 
force to a bias that the best light of 
Spiritualism does not justify. Let us 
keep clear of all tendencies to dwarf 
the sublime philosophy of life, or to 
circumscribe and cripple the free 
thought and royal reason of free men 
and free women, seeking to sever the 
best interests' of humanity, and the 
most comprehensive and beautiful re
ligious science the world has ever

not be realized. In view of all this . 
and the fact that out work as Spirit- r 
ualists is largely left undone, for want \ 
of means, we believe that the time .; 
has come to place this organization ' 
upon a sound financial basis tiy adopt
ing such methods as are adopted by 
organizations and orders outside of 
Spiritualism. The order of Masonry, 
Odd Fellows, and all Fraternal orders, 
pay dues of amounts equal to the . 
work they .wish to carry forward. . 
When the necessities of the case are 
properly presented to the different so
cieties, by their delegates on their re
turn, and the societies present it to 
their members, that they will respond 
and become willing workers in this , 
great work for the good of the whole.

The thirteen years of organization 
have been an object lesson and an edu
cation. The Spiritualists cannot af
ford to be outside of it. Greater .work 
is yet to be done, in which they will 
wish to have a hand and become a 
part. The president in his message i 
has repeatedly asked for an endow- I 
ment fund. No response is given. < 
Your committee, therefore, ask that i 
measures be taken at this convention 1 
to increase the usefulness of the N. S. 
A., and we suggest that the sum of ; 
one dollar a year be required of each i 
Individual member of all societies con- 1 
sistlng of Individual membership, lyce- 1 
ums excepted; and that members of i 
lyceums pay twenty-five cents yearly, I 
for the support of'the National Asso
ciation. Children even will willingly 
do some little thing to send half a 
cent a week, and any Spiritualist the 
small sum of one dollar a year, when • 
the matter is presented. This sum ’ 
from the Spiritualists already organ
ized would enable the N. S. A. to take 
care of its pensioners without further 
appeals to any one. Not only this, it 
would enable them to increase the 
amount paid them, which we would all 
be glad to have done. Then the 
needy cared for would not necessarily 
be limited to mediums and worn out , 
workers, but could be extended to any ( 
aged and poor Spiritualist who might . 
otherwise be consigned to an alms- j 
house. ।

Societies and Spiritualists will cer- . 
tainly see that this Is the simplest । 
and easiest means of carrying forward । 
this great work and that through the ] 
National Association this work should ; 
be done.

The Temple Fund Society.
Having been elected as president of 

this national body auxiliary to the N. 
S. A., for raising funds to assist in 
temple building, and the membership . 
includes every Spiritualist of the 
United States, I do now solicit every 
man, woman and child to join this im
portant society. The fee is one dol
lar ($1) per annum, for each mem
ber. Will you join and assist this 
Important effort? Please read the full 
published reports of the organization 
in the N. S. A. proceeding.

Send one dollar and your name and 
address, and also all others you can 
obtain, to Mrs. Carrie H. Mong, 415 S. 
Franklin street, Muncie, Ind., or to

Yours fraternally,
GEORGE W. KATES.

Cheyney, Pa.

licsolutions of Sympathy.
Whereas, our brother, H. W. Rich

ardson, president of the New York 
State Association, and Chairman of 
pur Credential Committee, has been 
called away by the transition ot his 
brother, therefore be it

Resolved, That we, the delegates in 
annual convention assembled, tender
to him in this hour of sorrow, 
heartfelt sympathy and assure 
that his voice and influence will 
missed in the deliberations of
l]ody.

our 
him

be 
this

Respectfully submitted,
E. W. BOND,
MRS. T. U. REYNOLDS, 
paúl McArthur, 

Committee.

THE PATHWAY OF
THE HUMAN SPIRIT.

Or, the Pathway of the Spirit Traced.

By J. M. Peebles, M. D., M. A.

Did it pre-exist and does it reincar
nate again into mortal life? When 
did It enter the body? What Is Its 
form—how does it relate to the soul 
body? Can it leave the human body 
and return again? Can it live In and 
control another mortal body? These 
questions and many others- are asked 
and answered by the Doctor in this, 
his latest book, of two hundred pages. 
Price 75 cents; postage, 12 cents.

known. LYMAN C. HOWE.

"Religious and Theological Works cf 
•Thomas Paine,” contains his celebrated 
"Age of Reason,” and a number of let
ters and discourses on religions and 
theological subjects. Cloth binding, 
mpages. PricalL : - - - - < ■= ,

GEO. B. HOLBERT, 
MRS. R. S. LILLIE.

ETERNITY OF THE EARTH.
Electricity the universal Force. By 

Daniel K. Tenney. A valuable book 
of 105 pages. Cloth, 75 cents.

REPORT OF COMMITTEE 
AMENDMENTS.

ON
PIONEERS OF PROGRESS.

To the Officers and Delegates of the 
National Spiritualists Association of 
the United States in Annual Conven
tion-Greeting:—We, the under
signed committee on amendments, 
have carefully considered the pro
posed amendments submitted to us 
and beg leave to report as follows:

We agree unanimously in striking 
oui- the first and second proposed 
amendments.

We agr'ee to strike out the sentence 
“two inches In diameter” in Article 3 
of the constitution.

We recommend that in place of the 
proposed amendment from the First 
Spiritualist Religious Association of 
Clackamas County; Orçgon, Article 4 
of the constitution remain as it is at 
present

We recommend that Articl©lliof 
the By-Laws be repealed and that the 
Ordination Usages, as amended by 
this convention, be substituted In 
place thereof, but that this recom
mendation shall not affect the action 
of this body In referring the whole 
matter to a special committee.

Respectfully submitted, 
L. P. WHEELOCK, .

Chairman,
LAURA G. FIXEN, 
DR. E. H. GREEN, 
OSCAR A. EDGERLY, 
JOSEPHINE A. BRUER.-

By Dr. T. A. Bland.

This new book is a historical review, 
of political, religious, social, economic, 
scientific and philosophic progress ot 
the nineteenth century in the form of 
biographical sketches, personal recol
lections and friendly criticisms of t,he 
lives and characters of thirty-two men 
and women the author has personally 
known among whom are Abraham 
Lincoln, Ulysses S. Grant, Wendell 
Phillips, Lucretia Mott, Gerald Mas
sey, William Lloyd Garrison, Henry 
Ward Beecher, Thomas K. Beecher, 
Lew Wallace, Benjamin F. Butler, 
John Clark RIdpath, Susan B. An
thony, Andrew Jackson Davis, Peter 
Cooper, Hiram W. Thomas, Ralph 
Waldo Emerson, Julia Ward- Howe, 
Robert G. Ingersoll, Francis A. 
Walker, Henry George, Alfred Russel . 
Wallace, John Boyle O’Relllj* and 
Richard T. Ely.

With an Introduction by Rev. H. W. 
Thomas. • '

It comprises 254 pages, is printed 
in good type and bound In best libra
ry cloth.. Price, JI. , For sale at this 
office. ■'

"Discovery oi a Lost Trail.” By Chas. 
B. Newcomb. Excellent in spiritual 
suggestiveness. Cloth, fl.50.
Price, 30 cents.

è».
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Let This Be a Banner Year for Wdfk to Advance Our Cause.
Every true Spiritualist desires to do good and master minrls engage aiiil hold ^e altention and The Progressive Thinker has NO PEER as a! 

be of use to his friends, to the world, and to the eicite the interest of the reader, aai lead to ac- Spiriliialist journal, an exponent and advocate of 
Gause which he loves. This is and must be the lion that corresponds to the sentiments expressed, pure: Spiritualism, and a consistent and earnest op- 
genuine desire of his heart. There are many ways To-day, among all the vehœles of spiritual ponent of Fraud and Deception in guise of spirit- 
of doing good and being helpful toward the better- thought THE PROGRESSIVE THINKER stands PRE- ual mediumship. The friends of true Spiritual- 
ment and uplift of humanity. To write good tho’ts, EMINENT. This fact is admitted by all who are ism and spiritual Progression can in no better 
to publish helpful sentiments, that may strengthen well conversant with Spiritualist periodical litera- way advance our Gause than to extend thecircu- 
Hi0 moat? Mm™» tfa fc» Its broad pages teem with essays, lectures, lation of The Progressive Thinker.

Resides the paper itself, which is cheap at the
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the weak, encourage, the discouraged in the battle tare. Its broad pages teem with essafe lectures, 
of life, enlighten the ignorant, impart hope and in- addresses, anil articles in which the phenomena .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
spire with pure and noble aspirations—these are and philosophy of Spiritualism are ablypresented,'price, SI a year, there is a Magnificent Offer of 
ways of doing good and effectual work to bless ¡also the scientific and religious astects are con-'excellent premium books, for almost nothing in 
a nd aid human kind. ~ ¡sidered and discussed by prominent thinkers. ; 'Connection with subscriptions for the paper.

plelrvoyaul BenaiDKM ty mull for (Co. fiH 
V look of hair, article» worn or any bouveus 
Buxuo will bo reiumea it requcHted. Queutloiu 
answered if written Roparnuuy. Hepllca senlQ 
any uddreHH* Porrnuneut uildruaa, Mils, F. ROSa 
Box 2k> St> JamCH» Lonjf Ulnnd, N. Y.

HUDT CDPH By« Bohemian Gypsy As< UH ARI rRtXU wolwr and Clairvoyant 
Send affe, color of eyes and hair, in own hand« 
wrltlny. AddreaH GEO. WELLES, Lox IJD, New« 
ark, N.J.

K. M, M ITCH HUCK will imawer I 
JH- questions for 25e. Send own hundwHUny and 
lock of hair, Full reading, IE Fern Hill, lUorca 
CO., Wash.

in aid human kind. -_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _Another vary eMual wajti accomplish good The readers of The Progressive Thinker are Friends, let this he a Banner Year in ax
is to get good reading matter into the hands and kept in close touch with spiritual news from all tending the circulation o flhe Largest and Best
homes of one’s friends. Good spiritual literature, over the world, and the spiritual thought of ad- Spiritualist paper in the World, THE PROGRESS-
»nd intoroofina and instnintm artinles nrrnrud hv vanced minds th all countries. IVE THINKER.HUIIIUV VI vmw v - - - - - r

and interesting and instructive articles prepared by1 vanced minds in all countries.

fl Vern Interestinfl anti Instructive Narrati ve.
(Continued from No. 882.)

“Are they all happy?” I wish I 
could say they were; but they will be
come so as they desire to do good for 
its own sake, and are taught by their 
angel helpers.- There are darkened 
spheres, where bouIb who have caused 
misery and suffering to others are 
compelled by its law of cause and re
sult to reap what they have sown, and 
are therefore miserable in the con- 
sciousneBB of the wrong they have 

• created, and the result of it in many 
Ilves, but these shall all atone by help
ing others more miserable than them
selves, and also by returning to earth 
to impress other weak minds with 
thoughts of power and courage to 
overcome evil suggestions. I HAVE 
MET MANY SUCH, AND WATCHED 
THE ANGELS COMFORT, TEACH, 
AND GUIDE THEM, AS LOVINGLY 
AS ONE WOULD SUPPOSE THE 
CHRIST TO DO. --

“What about the religious sects in 
the spirit WQrld?” They are as dis
tinct as they are here, for a time, until 
a larger light dawns upon their con
sciousness, for you know, death does 
hot change a iierson’s ch'aractcr, tem-1 
perament, or opinion; that is a work 
of deyelppment, and progress. • There
fore, 'when a Presbyterian dies, 'in: a 

- full belief in the doctrines hl? church

count of their magnetic.power. They 
worship the Great Spirit; they learn 
to help the weak; they rejoice In their 
freedom, and delight to return to 
earth on errands of mercy. ,

You ask me, "Is there no danger 
in mediumship? Are there no trials, 
temptations, deceptions, to be met 
with in one's progress?” There are 
many, and perhaps a word concerning 
these may be useful; especially to me
diums and sensitives who have possi
bly similar experiences to undergo.

Passing through various. stages of 
development, from impressiona! writ
ing, trance ■ speaking, psychic travel
ing, ' clairvoyance, clairatidlence, and 
psychometry, to pure intuitive percep
tion, normal clairvoyance and con
scious inspirational speaking, and all 
these gifts covering a period of nearly 
twenty years, I have met with many 
controls, many guides, varied experi
ences WITH DARKENED OR 
TROUBLED SPIRITS,__FRAUDU-

treasure, success, influence, power and 
occult skill. ’.Tie abpiit .fourteen 
years since ho first came, with dark, 
insidious arguments, to disturb the 
peace of my spiritual life. ,

I was in very perplexed circum
stances at the time, being widowed, 
and much straitened In means. I had 
been lecturing In the Masonic Hall, 
Balmain, for some weeks, until my or
thodox opponents had closed it to our 
services, and I had to seek another 
field of labor. My circles Were not 
very prosperous, my power but 
feeble, when one night I lay awake 
listening to the language of one 
whom I could not clearly see. His 
language, indeed, appealed to all the 
finer tastes of my nature; being at 
once poetical, logical, and powerful, 
Hour after hour my. spiritual hearing 
drank in this liquid music of oratory, 
wondering who could be thus mlnis-

I

What Ails Your Stomach ?
Clearsighted Clairvoyant Healer; thirty years1 

experience. Diugnojls of oaae and pn u^rlption 
for onojnonth’B treatment, 11.10. Give sex, age, 
name in full, street and No..’ and one leading 
symptom. GEO. D. MARSTON. Stoneham. Masa.

SPIRITUAL MEDIUM
and Psychometrlst.

Clairvoyant descript tons, b pl rl t messages (names 
Often given), character delineations, diagnosis of 
physical, mental and psychic condition, with ad- 
vice on mediumship and all affairs of life when 
desired. Full Heading &1.OO. Two quqs« 
lions answered, 25 cents.

MBS. ELLA HOYAL WILLIAMS,
* 1 412 N. 21st Street, Salem, Ore.

MRS. DR. CAIRD,
MEDIUM,

Will Accept Colls forPlfttform or 
Circle Work,

Near Chicago. Office 6B8 West Monroe 5L, Corner 
Ogden Ave, HoureytoV. phone Wo Weal.

Circle, Bunday, 8 p. m.

HELEN STUAHT-RICHINGS,
Lecturer ¡\ud Psychic,

Gives Psychometric und Prophetic
Headings,

By mail, full, 12.00. Conciaa. H.00. Send money 
per draft, express, or P, O. money order. No «u 
tendon given to letters unaccompanied by stamp 
for reply. Address No. Blu E. High st, New Foil« 
adelpbia, Ohio.

inculcates, he is drawn into a commun
ity of souls whose ideas correspond 
with his own,’ and meets those good 
divines and teachers whom he admired 
on earth. The same in'the case of a 
Roman Catholic; he is not immedi
ately divested of his ideas, but joins 
that particular society or brotherhood 
which he desires, until his views en
large, and he sees the symbol in the 
light of the reality; the emblem giving 
place to the truth It represented.

“And what of the man who had no 
religion; who was, say, a materialist, 
agnostic, while on earth?” “By their 
fruits ye shall know them.” If such 
a one lias loved his neighbor, and done 
his duty; If he obeyed the Instincts of 
divine natural law, and thus fulfilled 
his responsibilities, he also shall reap 
what he has sown, and in that higher 
life he shall receive proof and evi
dence of the soul's immortality, the 
existence of Deity, and the spiritual 
possibilities of man. He will reason, 
remember the words of the Greatest 
Teacher, “The son of man shall sit on 
the throne of glory, and judge." Even 
so, this son of man shall sit on the 
throne of his reason, and shall know, 
and therefore judge; so that he can

LENT INFLUENCES, ETC., passing ; 
through innumerable ‘death- scenes, 
rescuing by magnetic will many sor
rowful, repentant souls from darkness 
.and .evil,, witnessing, many conflicts 
between light and darkness, receiving ; 
many conflicting communications, vis-, 
iting many sorrowful abodes ,ih ''the 
spheres,and temples of glorious beauty 
in the heavens; listening with rapture 
to the musical tones of angel teachers, 
whose words filled thé soul • with 
beautiful inspirations; and subjected 
to many trials and temptations, 
which continually strew the path of 
progressive mediumship.

Should I reveal the secrets of many 
a mental struggle? My heart says. 
Yes! because other souls may take 
hope of cheer as they learn how I 
have been delivered from all and these 
things, how deeply tender is the love 
of our Father, how unchanging his 
care of his children. The grand "I 
will” still remains, as the sun still 
shines, however dark the intervening 
clouds; so, for the assurance of tired 
and troubled mediums comes the 
promise, “I will give ray angels 
charge-concerning thee;” “Fear not, 
little'flock; it is the Father’s good 
pleasure to give you the kingdom.”

Among the dark days ot my life 
(and somehow, the “winter of our 
discontent” seetos always longer than 
the summer of our joy), there stands 
-out few so vividly as those in which 
I encountered a spirit giving the name

1 of “Theosphon,” WHO HELD AU
THORITY OVER A LEGION OF

say to all unworthy thoughts, alms, or 
suggestions, “Depart ye!" and to all 
good motives, pure thoughts, and lov
ing deeds. “Come, ye blessed of my 
Father!"

I will tell you what interested me 
very much during several psychic 
tours: The condition of the little chil
dren who dwell in the Summer Land, 
a vast sphere about- 30,000 miles 
(some one told me) from the earth 
planet, but whether any mind could 
measure the vast places between the 
spheres, I cannot tell. There are 
seven lu all round our earth, and one 
is devoted entirely to children, with 
their angel guardians and teachers. 
It was a real delight to see the mill
ions of happy little ones, gathering in 
bands, schools, and companies around 
their leaders. The scenery Is delight
ful, such lovely flower-strewn val
leys; such limpid lakes; such glorious 
forests; such beautiful fields. Thou
sands of children who, during earth 
life, were obliged to live and labor, to 

■ suffer, and ofttimes sin; aré here gath- 
ereil Into loving carj, and inhabit the 

1 homes prepared for them by angel 
' people; Their delight cannot be ex

plained in words; they are Bimply 
happy, and free to enjoy all the. beauty 
spread forth in abundance before 
them. Those who loved children 
here, and perhaps were never given 
any of their own, can lavish their love 
upon these dear little ones, and teach 
them ail they are so eager to learn— 
children of all peoples, of all ages; but

taring to my wearied senses.
Then he began to promise me large 

audiences, public appreciation, and 
worldly good; . playing upon, my love 
for my children, for the advancement 
of thought, and my own depression of 
spirits. He had discoursed concern
ing the1 various, planets, ., evolution, 
.history, ggqtogy, ppetry,, ,the ,; draipK;.- 

‘ iind sketched out a Une of reform.in 
glowing terms of seeming disinterest
ed brotherhood, or lines of social or 
political thought. And now he strove, 
to win away my allegiance to Spirit
ualism, and plant my efforts on the 
materialistic platform. Very cati- 
tlously, not swiftly, showing the 
cloven foot, but working so skillfully 
to undermine my faith, striving to 
prove that immortality was a myth 
and a delusion. Denying the existence 
of God, asserting the'falsity of spirit 
return; he must have forgotten that 
his own presence there was a proof of 
the same, and my being able to hear

wreath of flowers/and as I stood by 
the grave, I felt he was beside me, a 
radiant presence, having entered into 
"the liberty of the children of God.” 
" The loving sympathy of Melbourne 
friends and felloiv mediums was add
ed to the tender ministry of angels, 
therefore I was strengthened to renew 
my work, and strive to be thé means 
of helping others who might also be 
bereaved; . Since that time, Willie 
has spoken to me through many me
diums, been seen by many clairvoy
ants, and I have had speech with him, 
watched his progress to noble man
hood, been acquainted with his work 
in spirit life, and received much help 
and comfort by his presence.

Oh, there is nothing so comforting 
as spirit communion. It takes away 
the sting of parting, and links earth to 
heaven by tenderest bonds of interest 
and mutual affection. So I have three 
dear Bonsto-welcomeme when I re
turn to their ¡father in spirit life; and 
It is so sweet to 'Slink of that re-un- 
ion, when We shall ¡talk together about 
all the way we have come, and under
stand the will oflthe Infinite Father
hood concerning 5is, each one. Truly 
"those whom we »love God lends us, 
but love itself he gives." Are we not 
all one family, inwr out of the body? 
with only subh aithin veil between.'

"Tell me/Bomething about your

through many progressive pathways 
into the city that has no need of a 
church.

"There is one question I would like 
to asli you, Mrs. Harris," said' the 
anxious inquirer. "Have you found 
that mediumship tends to deteriorate 
health or mental force, or destroy 
one’s individuality in any way?”

I do not think so, In my own case; 
but of course I have no phenomenal 
manifestations to exhaust my 
strength, and the state of trance has 
only been used as an educational un- 
foldment towards the superior condi
tions'of inspiration. I have some
times felt tired, even exhausted, after 
a long evening’s work; but does not 
the teacher of music, the day-school 
teacher, or even the minister, grow 
weary also? I do not think medium- 
ahip has been more exhaustive than 
any other profession would have 
been; and It has been so full of 
pleasure; such a means of enlarge
ment of life, such a constant flow of 
thought being the result of continual 
spiritual companionship, that I feel 
amply recompensed for any trouble or 
fatigue it may have caused.

I have met many mediums who 
have devoted years of faithful, earn
est 'labor to mediumship, and these

N. S. A. PROCEEDINGS

Secretary’s Financial Statement. 
From Oct. 1,1905 to Oct. 1,1906.

Cash on band Ootobor 1, 1905................. »18,486 83
Total amount received from October

1,1905, to October 1, 1900............. 8,404 90

Total......................................... »26,891 78
Total amount expended from October

1,19(5, to October 1, 1900.............. 12,770 24
Cash balance on hand Oct. 1,1906.' »14,121 49

General Fund............................ »8,676 97
Mediums’ Relief Fund.... 4,013 38
Mediums' Defense Fund.. 531 14

»14,121 40

FRED P. EVANS, 
Noted Medium for 

Slatewriting, Clairvoyance, Etc., 
Interviews dally from 10to 4, Readings and de« 

velopinenthy mail may be obtained by writing to 
Mu. Evans for psrUeulave. Famous book on 
Slate-writing, |i,20, while they last. Address, 

FME1> F. EVANS.2928 Saeremento street, Sun Franelaeo, Cal.

ITEMIZED RECEIPTS.
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Charter Fees................................................

Convention (1905) Receipts...................... 
Salo of Books, tracts and printed lit

erature .....................................
Rent paid by Secretary tor Home in 

N. S. A. Headquarters.....  
Ducs and collections iront Societies 

and Camps.............................  
Interest on money Invested.................  

Contributions to Mediums' Defunso 
Fund....................... ...................

Contributions to Mediums' Relief

8

his discourse but the possession of a 
mediumistic gift. For three days 
and nights he followed me persistent
ly, my own beautiful guardians stand
ing back, watching the conflict, and 
praying to the Father for me (as one 
said of Peter of old) “that my faith 
fail not.”

At last, exhausted, sick in soul and 
body, I lay me down to pray that God 
would deliver, when suddenly my vis
ion was illumined, and I saw his mes-

work,’’ said u friend,- oh one occasion, 
“among, societies-¡in different colo
nies.”

•. Yes; therein liés the greatest-hap
piness; and the recollection of several 
¡years’ happy/ worto -lm the- Australian 
colonies,'‘meetingi.-with t'mafiy ’ noble 
workers, ini¡the êhuse, ; and"-enjoying 
the hearty ¡¡co-operation of; loving 
friends is well worth-the effort, or 
whatever trials may have Strewn the 

■way of llfe!s progressive journey. '
Especially do I remember with 

pleasure the -formation and growth of ■ 
a Spiritualistic Society in Lelch'ardt, 
New South Wales, where a faithful 
band of workers gathered round me, 
and many a soul was cheered and 

• helped by -spiritual communion. I 
had been holding services in the li
brary room of the- Leichardt Town 
Hall, : where an appreciative audi
ence were wont ¡to assemble. But

were singularly capable, healthy, 
strong-minded folk, for1 whom the 
wondrous denunciations of the latest 
work on matters psychical would 
have no terrors. For instance, Mr. 
George Spriggs, a king among medi
ums, does not appear at all In danger 
of ¡ending his earthly course in-a luna
tic asylum; or becoming a decrepit 
'wreck of his genial; hearty self. And 
atter about twenty years' work, a 
small matter in comparison with 
some of these grand pioneer workers, 
I feel quite “myself;” not at all in 
danger of being “destroyed” by the 
hypnotic influence of seen or unseen 
operators. I have frequently been 
helpfully magnetized by them; but 
do not think it necessary to give

Fund ..................................
H. D. Barrett, collections, 

&c., General Fund......... I 
Mediums’ Relief Fund ..

Mr.and Mrs. E.W.Spiague. 
Missionaries (collections, 

&c.) General Fund.....  
Mediums’ Defense Fund

Total Receipts..

$1,215 25I
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41 00

240 00

1,203 48
400 00

1 00
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1,201 65
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AN ASTONISHING OFFER
Send three two-cent clamps, Jock of 

hair, age, name and the leading symp
tom, and your disease will be diagnosed ' 
free by spirit power.

Mrs. Dr. Dota-Barker,
230 North Sixth St. 

San Jose, Call

senger come to my aid, who > gently 
magnetized me till I fell asleep, wrap
ping me in his light, through which 
my tempter was powerless to enter.

------------ , Months passed ere he renewed his at- 
SPlRITS, HIS WILLING MINIONS; tack, but my sympathy grew'deep for 
INFLUENCING THE THOUGHT OF 'any one who may be tempted and 
MORTALS, TEMPTING MEDIUMS,' deny spirit guidance, or retreat to 
AND CONTIUALLY TRYING TO IM-platforms of a lower level, where our 
PERSONATE THE TRUE MESSEN- i Father is unacknowledged, and his an- 
GERS FROM HIGHER SPHERES, gels caused to grieve. Through 
Able to read at will the thoughts of1 much trial have these angels led me, 

many souls have they won, much lov-mortals and spirits, he and his band 
(or school) easily deceive, and even 
gain control over the unwary, prayer
less, selfish, or mercenary sensitive. 
Being continually earth-bound, or on 
the material plane of thought, they 
can so influence' mortals as to create

ing patience have they shown to me, 
comforting so sweetly, and inspiring 
my life with faith, hope, and love.

“Yes, the spirit world is very real 
to me. I have heard its voices, I have 
seen its people, and they are equally 
my friends as those on earth. Espe-

owing to some narrow conceptions ot 
some members of the Council we were 
given notice to quit, and were not 
allowed, to hold further services on the 
ground of our unorthodox teaching.

The result of this was-that a meet
ing of the principal ‘members was 
held In the house of Mr. Nettleton, an 
earnest worker in the cause; and it 
was at length' decided that a small 
property should be purchased for the 
society. This consisted of a house 
containing five- rooms, two of which 
were connected by folding doors, 
which, when thrown open, provided 
space for-forty or fifty persons. .Here 
therefore,'we were established in a 
very short time, and many happy serv
ices and circles were held for develop
ment of mediums; and conversation 
on spiritual subjects. ■

Those were happy days. When at 
last our rooms became too small, an 
adjacent building was moved'to the 
side of the house, and' by the united

away one’s own individuality. I only 
hope to grow younger and stronger as 
time proceeds, and thus be able to 
help more, effectually the work of 
propaganda. Prolonged trance is not 
desirable. It is but a means toward 
an end, a method whereby the unseen 
Intelligences bring their sensitives or 
instruments into rapport with, them
selves, enforcing their teachings thus 
into the very inner self or soul of the 
medium.

To hold communion by intuition 
becomes the most satisfactory meth
od; to send thoughts to a beloved one, 
and wait for the answer, being in a

ITEMIZED EXPENDITURES.

R. D. B&vreU, for wvioes, traveltag 
expenses, &g...................

Mr. ana Mrs. E. W. Sprague, Mis
sionaries, for salary and expen

ses............. ................. ....................
Fuel...................................................................
Gas .................................... .................................
Postage................................ . ...........................
Office supplies, charwoman, bonds,

I telegrams, express, etc.................
, Property expenses, for repairs, tax

es. ana insurance..............
Convention (1905) expense...................... 

Trustees’ traveling expenses to con
vention and board Meettugs....

Secretary’s salary.....................................  
Printing............................................................
John W. Ring, for lyceum...................... 
Bditor-at-Large, Hudson Tuttle.......... 
Pensions and temporary aid to aged 

mediums...................................

$ 2,085 00

2,105 48
45 00
12 50
99 00

Ißl 26

142 46
850 67

988 01
1,200 00-

180 75
90 1)0

400 00

2,087 00

Special donatione from General Fund, viz:
To Morrie Pratt Institute.
To Jno. W. Ring, for- lyce- 

um work.............................
For Gott will case, attorney 

fees, etc.................................
For reinterment of Dr.Henry 
.Blade's body............................

For notary fee.,.........J...............

1.000 00

1160 00

11,209 84

70 00 
1 00

prosperous surroundings; give suc
cess in speculations, fraudulent decep
tions, or questionable pioduction of , uceu uc.,, auu m u 
phenomena, through the agencies of is not often turned, so sacred are Its 
their willing slaves, the vengeful, ava-1 memories, yet fragrant as pressed 
ricious, deceiving, undeveloped spirits | ___ j,' ;____ • •

none of them helpless, .weak, de
formed, or suffering. No imbeciles, 
no blind, or deaf, or dumb, or 
troubled.

Can you imagine Buch a sphere? 
No, you must wait until you become 
clairvoyant, or till you enter the higher 
life; when you will be able to watch 
the angels' care and wisdom towards 
their little ones; and how they all 
grow up to perfect, womanhood and 
manhood, to become messengers and 

• workers for humanity. And indeed, 
these little ones often descend ' in 
beautiful bands to the earth, and in
spire mortals with thoughts of faith, 
purity, and happiness.

"Did I ever see any of the colored 
races?” Certainly. ;The forests and 
mountains, plains and valleys, of the 
first sphere, are the delightful homes 
ot the Indians ("happy bunting 
grounds") and other peoples who were 
children of Nature, and could there
fore find happiness In no other heaven 
than Nature's own. These also pro- 

j giess. and become the helpers of hu- 
j inanity, chiefly for healing mediums, 

- or phenomenal manifestations, on ac-

daily in time of sorrow have they 
been near; and there is a “leaf” which

who throng the Immediate atmosplfere । 
of this planet.

Ab the Nazarene controls his dis
ciples, Socrates his following, or any 
other magnetic master of the heavenly 
spheres direct the movements and 
ministries of their particular school bf 
thought or action—whether in the ar
tistic, as Michael Angelo; or the mag
netic, as Mesmer; in the poetical, as 
Milton, and others; in the scientific, as 
Galileo, etc.,—so did this evil one In 
bls own particular-sphere of action, 
(the tempting of mediums) direct and 
will his. servants to do his pleasure, 
which Is to frustrate the efforts, of 
good angels, to control sensitives, to 
prevent the spread of true Spiritual
ism, and win disciples to atheism, ma
terialism, or the use of black magic.

Of course there are many’ dark- 
browed leaders such as he, but this is 
the particular “Mephistopheles” of my 
personal experience, and bitter were 
the trials he has striven to fasten 
upon my life. In appearance, as seen 
by myself and other clairvoyants who 
have described him to me, he is very 
handsome, of commanding figure, in
tellectual countenance, and very fasci
nating demeanor. He came some
times as a knight of "ye olden time,” 
clad in brazen armor, with helmet and 
vizor; sometimes as a cavalier, in 
slashed aBublet and hose, plumed hat, 
and glittering sword; dark, piercing! 
eyes, scornfully curling lip, and proud 
bearing, distinguished him. Some
times he wore a mask, and long dark 
cloak, in which he wrapped himself 
from our vision. IN LANGUAGE HE 
WAS ELOQUENT, SO AS TO DE
CEIVE THE UNWARY; but ever un- 
.derlying his suave manner- was a 
mocking sarcasm, a .clever satire 
against onr holiest thoughts and most 
sacred aims. Ho held tempting baits 
before ¡the souls of his victims; golden

white rose leaves, between, rárely-
opened pages.. My eldest son, Willie, 
who had resided In Mr. Terry’s home 
for some time, met with an accident, 
which culminated In, virulent fever, 
under which he succumbed after less 
that a week’s illness. He,, the hope 
and pride of my widowed . heart, so 
loving, so promising a youth, then 
suddenly removed from my presence; 
it did seem as though the sun of life 
was darkened, and heaven had forgot
ten to be gracious. I had been giv
ing a lecture that Sunday night in 
Melbourne, and on my return I found 
that Willie had left his mortal form, 
and been carried by his father to a 
happier sphere.

During the hours of that "dark” 
night, as I lay awake sorrowing as a 
mother for her first-born ■ son, sud
denly my quiet room WAS AGLOW 
WITH CELESTIAL LIGHT, AND I 
SAW TWO BEAUTIFUL FORMS; 
ONE, OF MY GUARDIAN ANGEL, 
CHRISTOPHER. AND THE OTHER 
OF WILLIE, WHO SEEMED TO 
LEAN ON HIS SHOULDER, AS IF 
STILL WEAK FROM CONTACT 
WITH HIS SUFFERING BODY. So 
peaceful, so bright, were the two fig
ures, surrounded by the magnetic 
glow which lighted all the room, from 
out of which came a voice, distinct 
and clear, saying three times, with 
exquisite tenderness, "Woman, thy 
son who was dead is alive again, and 
Uveth for evermore.”

And this was my son, whom God 
loved, and had called away from all 
trial, pain, and sorrow, or possible 
temptation. I held my breath, ceased 
my crying, my Foul was comforted; 
and soon sweet, restful sleep, conse-

efforts of- all concerned, converted | 
into a cozy little hall. Oh, how hap
pily, how heartily, they-all worked. 
Carpenters, glaziers, gasfitters, gave 
their half-holiday and: overtime; the 
ladies held sewing bees at the “Mis
sion House,”, selling their work to 
procure the timber; for the flooring of 
our hall, ’ Donations of goods were 
given, hymn sheets were printed for 
us by Melbourne friends, books for our 
library were donated by others; and 
pleasant little socials were held’ to 
help the work along.-, -

receptive state of consciousness; to 
receive the answers to questions then, 
as by telepathy, is a constant delight. 
The effort to -place oneself upon the 
same plane, not to drag the communi
cating intelligence down to a human 
plane. This is a progressive educa
tion that anyone cari enjoy, and which 
can never be harmful to mind or 
body. More and still more sensitive 
becomes the instrument; but firmer 
and stronger the will to rise, to ascend 
.to those higher places where real life, 
real love, and real joy are found. 
Therefore the spiritual nature must 
be developed, but no loving duty to 
earthly friends need be neglected in

Such;a happy time!- It stands out 
as an evergreen memory in my mind. 
At last our little halt decorated with 
greenery and.Hoyzers, was ready to be 
dedicated to ¡the;service of Truth; and 
our happy children sang their lyceum 
songs of welcome, c- We were a happy 
people, andvwhenever our friends 
from Melbourne came to' see us, or 
visitors from Sydney joined us 
in our meetings,’they felt the charm 
of the spirit pt) brotherhood, jmd 
were inspired, to help-us in the work 
we had undertaken. . -

Children-ware dedicated; a marri
age service was held among the flow
ers; and such-happy circles and com
munion with Sthe Spirit friends were 

i held as wouldwemiiKl us of those early 
days when the first followers of the 
Master werewtmt to meet together.

Mr. Roberite held ■ circles there; 
many mediums wha'are now scattered 
about doing .--Eood ayork for Spiritual
ism were developed there; and'many 
an earnest speaker stood upon our 
platform to deliver the message of the 
angel world. Yes, I have lectured in 
large opera houses and noble halls in 
many to wns, but ever there will re
main in my heart a tender memory of 
that little hall in Lplchardt and its 
happy band’ of faithful workers. 
Many of-them are ■scattered now; 
many have been called home to spirit 
life; but a work was done 'there 
which influenced many lives, and was 
registered in heaven, .because of the 
earnest effort,। and unselfish toil which

quent on the magnetic influence, fell 
upon me, and so was I strengthened

Miscellaneous expenses, viz
Stenographer for Folsom cnee, 

BL Louis................ I.................. 
St Loula muss meeting........... . .  
Legal fee. Sinclair will case, 

Lakewood. N, J.....................
Traveling evpenses. Geo. B. 

Warne to Whitewater, wis, 
Wurk on rituals .. .........................

Total expenditures

$260 75 
89 86

100 00

4 25 
2 00

HARMONIAL INSTITUTE.
A Spiritual Home,

Where Spiritual, Magnetic and Osteopathic trea» 
mentis administered. Is aituated upon the coy 
nerofThli’d and Grace streets. Baker City, Ore 
gon, under the management uf

Dr. F. W. Underwood,
who la a celebrated

Magnetic Healer and
Osteopathic Physician.

The corps of healers diagnose and treat absent
ly as weliue personally, all diseases. Iffn search 
of heal th write to A, C. McOieHand, Secretary, 
and receive instructions.

j TO THE PUBLIC.
This 1b to certify that I have known Dr. F. W 

Underwood, and know him to be a man of honor 
and an excellent healing medium. Thoee who 
employ him may feel sure ot being greatly benc- 
fitted or entirely cured. Dr. Fowler and their 
other controllinglnteiHgences have proven them
selves to beeminent spiritual healers and work
ers in the cause of humanitj’.

J. M. PEEBLES, M. D.

2,4M] 81

450 3C
112,770 21

MBS. M. T, LONGLEY. Sae’y. N. S. A.

Treasurer’s Annual Report. 
Statement from Oct. I, ¡905 to Oct. 1, 1906.
Oct. 1; 1905. Balance on hand 

Cash received. General
Fund.................................... I

Cash received, Mediums’ 
Relief Fund..............

Cash received, Mediums’ 
Fund............ . ...............

the endeavor. Love becomes more 
universal. Mediumship cannot fail 
to bridge the gulf men call “death,” 
and provide the means of inspiration 
from higher spheres, if prayerfully, 
humbly, and carefully sought. But 
it is not necessary always to be an un
conscious medium, or a phenomenal 
medium.'' Let us Took to humanity’s 
highest' ideal, the life of the Master 
Medium, and see what grandeur of 
character, ‘ what firmness of purpose, 
■what spiritual beauty and grace ac-, 
companied all the manifestations 
which he presented, and then we can 
follow on, unafraid bf "obsession," 
“possession,” hypnotism, or any other 
thing, save tne - fulfilling of love's 
higher law. ' '

Higher Spiritualism demands 
higher consciousness to perceive, eh\ 
joy, and make use of the advantages 
it offers.’ This is the safest method 
and most reliable manner of gaining 
communion with purer minds who 
can truly help us; but whose wish, is, 
not to remove of subdue our individ
uality, or will-power; but*to educate 
and Inspire us with lofty thoughts for 
the helping of all souls.

_ - MRS. HARRIS.

distinguished tt. W>d 'bless all those 
earnest souWi I shall meet them all 
some day In spirit life, and we shall ................................ 1 » -V

118,486 83

J
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Medial and Spiritual 
Development.

Here 1« wbat you need; endorsed by science 
and practical men and women.

|3TMy system, which Is both sclentltlc and in- 
Bpired, 1b the only one endorsed by scientists who 
accept Spiritualism and the spirit world who I 
seek to reach you.
ty Eminent men and women in all walks of ' 

life, farmers, mechanics, lawyers, tesehere. cler
gymen who apply my svsuun are more success
ful, besides realizing In a practical way their 
psychical powers.

tarFMluro is impossible if you apply my sys
tem as directed.

ESTThe cost? Well, a diamond is sm all, but its 
workmanship and beauty of clearness make It 
priceless. My system, like a genuine diamond, 
Is worth something. But its worth imparts great
er worth to your life and beoomes yourmost val
uable asset. At present my terms are easy and 
within your reach If you are in earnest, send 
stamped addressed envelope for Prospectus. De-

। Mncatlon. etc..toJ. C. F. GRUMBINE. B. D.. F. a, 
8. C. (London) 24 Strathmore IVd,,Brookline,Maws.

Cash disbursed, General 
Fund................................ 

Cash disbursed, Medi
ums’Relief Fund......

$5,582 08

2,821 82

1 00
------------- 8,404 90 

»26,79173

»10,683 24

2,087 00
------------ 12,770 24

»14,121 49
RECAPITULATION, ------ --

General Fund.......................... 88,076 07
Mediums' Belief Fund....... «,918 38
Mediums’ Defense Fund.... 513 14 

------------- 814.121 49
THEO. J. MAYER, Treas. N. S. A.

$S5 RewarcL .
Twenty-five dollars reward-'will be 

paid to anyone for the present address, 
if living, or positive proof of the death 
of -Virginia C. or Jennie Andrus nee 
Ferris, who left her home about .1877 
for Chicago,. Ill.; both of her parents 
are dead and it-will .be to her interest 
to appear. Address Will F. Ferris, 

[ Decatur, Ill.

PAY IF CURED. 
Gleason’s Catarrh Cure Is 

: Sold on a Positive
• Guarantee.

If It Don’t Cure You 
It Costs You Nothing.

AN RIPORTANT -WORK.

The N. 8. A.' Ritual for Spiritual 
Services.'

. The N. S. A, Ritual for. Spiritual 
Services, weir printed -and neatly 
bound in Leatherette, is now. in print 
and for sale at the N. S., A office. 6.00 
Pennsylvania avenue S. E., Washing
ton, D. C. Twenty cents per copy, 
postpaid; two dollars per dozen. Ad
dress MARY T. LONGLEY,

■ Secretary.

ANNOUNCEMENT. ,
Immediately to All Students and

Magnetic Healers.
The accomplishments of Electric VibrAtory I 

Therapeutic« will enable you to successfully , 
meet the laity and practice as a healer.

Read and Rejoice I
Give me your name in lull, location, date of 

birth, your favorite colors and songs, with the 
data, I will furnish a Psycho-Physical Chart of 
any individual, by which health, happiness and 
business, success can be secured. To give all 
an opportunity these Charts will be furnished In 
clubs ot ten until January 1. for 25c, each. Each 
subscriber becomes a member of the School of 
Triune Life Culture, entitled to monthly instruc
tions. Address,

School of Therapeutics.
413-415 Grand Ave., Milwaukee. Wis.

“Meaiumsntp and Its. Development, 
■-and How to Mesmerize co Assist Devel- 

' By W. H. Bach. Especially,
GleaBon’s Catarrh Cure has cured thousands of 

chronic case of catarrh and those Buffering from 
deafness, the result ot catarrh. Itlssokl on a ' ipositive guarantee. Sand 11.00 for full «IZedbot- opiueHL **•
Ue, with apaiianco for using, if after using you useful to learners who' seek-to know 
are not perfectly eaUsfled that it will cure you nHlf7A th* law* nf write us and wo will refund your money, fief, ona utilize tne laws Oi meulunisiup.ana 
cronco, any bank in thia city. Gleason’s Catarrh development, and avoid errors. Price,cronco, any bank in thia cuy. Gieaeon 
CureCo,, Battio Crook Michigan. .

“Death, Its Meaning and Results." 
By J. K. Wilson, of the Pennsylvania 
Bar. An absorbingly interesting vol
ume, of decided value. A narrative of 
wonderful- psychical events in the au
thor's-experience. Cloth, 660 pages, 11- 
lustrated, $1.25. ■ . ■ ■ _

“Continuity of Elfe s-Cosmlc Truth,” 
By Prot Wm. M. Lockwood. The work

wt in the St ceswtery, asniâ’sU thsfefigh Jgreeäh^. to, ^Christ,jiwáttót eäcta» ~ ,

k?’’ > 'A' Í@SiibBááíillÍÍíílilliÍÍÍiÍÍÍfci’LÉ^^

25 cents. “Big Bible Stories,” cloth,
60 cents- ~ . •

- “Right Generation the Key to the 
Kingdom of Heaven on Earth." ■ By Dr. 

■fa. B Conger. An appeal to reason and 
man's highest aspirations. A plea for 
justice and equality in nil the relations 
of life between me*, and women.

FRANK N. FOSTER,

Spirit Ptiotoorapher,

"Spiritual Songs tor the Use of dr- 
ides, Campmeetlngs and Other Spiritu- 

By Mattie a, HulL

Sittings by Mail.
í*rom photo or lock ot hatr. . Send for circular 
tree. Box 13, Green Lake au.. Seattle, Wash.

Do You Need Spectacles, 0 noip V“ 

and Better Sight? i w™.ud 
Circular showing styles and prices of my Magnet
ised Melted Pebble LENZ, a photo of Spirit Yar- 
mah, who assisted to briny out the Clairvoyant 
gift with me, to fit your eyes ns perfectly at your 
own home, and send spectacle by mail ns I could 
if you were In my office. Yarmah will form a band 
of helpers that wilt treat your eyes when wearing 
this spectacle and you will have normal vision. 
If needed this baud can Leal your body. We have 
a positive cure for Granulated Eye-Lids, or sore 
eyes. Sent postpaid for fl.oo. A postage stamp 
would' be acceptable. B. F. POOL®.

157 Winthrop ave„ Chicago. Ill.

Be Sure to Read This. ■
Frances L. Louche, one of the greatest nsychio I 

wonders living. I use tho spiritual X-ray to lo | 
cate all internal diseases. A trial will convince { 
you. Nervous exhaustion and lost vigor of both 
sexes successfully treated, as hundreds can tes
tify. Send name. age. sex, complexion, one lead
ing symptom, and ten cents in sumps, and you 
will receive a correct diagnosis of your case free, 
worth dollars to you. Be sure to write your own 
letter? Pr. J. S. Louche; who lately passed on, 
continues to treat the sick through znymeuium- 
ship. Address all letters to

FRANCES L.-LOUCKS,
WarrenSt. S.Mih&a. Unit.

Boston Meetings. j
The First Spiritualist Ladies’ Aid 

Society meets in Appleton Hall,9 Ap- ’ 
pieton street, Boston, i’ass., every 1 
Friday.

The Ladies’ Lyceum Unio.' meets in 
Dwight Hall, 514 Tremont st. ?et, Bos
ton ■, Mass;, every Wednesday.

The Ladles’ Industrial Union meets 
in Dwight Hall, 514 Tremont sveet, 
every, Thursday.
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THE BIBLE ON LYNCHING.

true Searchlight of Waco, Texas, gives 
Some Extremely Interesting Par
ticulars in Réference to It. Apply-

. jug the. Acts of Olden Times to 
Those of tlie Present, I .
I think it entirely safe to sayv that 

•the Biblé has bééh put to more differ
ent uses, noble and Ignoble, than any 
other book. ' - •
; In Georgia, where r'evlvalists like 
.Torrey and Alexander can thrive, 
¡where lynchings are opened ,wlth 
grayer and excursions are run to a 
negro burning, they are now quoting 
tlie Bible in defense of lynch law. 
, ' A correspondent of The Georgian, 
pf : Atlanta, signing himself "Scotch- 
Irish Christian,” published in the Sep
tember 18 issue of that paper the fol
lowing contribution;

■’Almost every day some white wo
man is assaulted by a black brute, and 
frequently there is a lynching there- 
for; ' ' , . ,

“Some denounce such punishment 
of this fiendish crime as very wrong;

■ otherstdefend it as exactly right.
’ "When good men differ th^y ask 
their -Bible to decide. Does the Word

I of God say anything about rape; about 
I the penalty therefor and the manner 
I of its infliction?
I "The Bible gives three instances of 
I rape, in two of which the divinely pre- 
| Scribed penalty of death was inflicted 
[ by a brother’s hand. In the other case 
I the penalty was inflicted by a mass of 
I indignant people, and It received the 

approval of the Almighty . himself. 
This case only is pertinent to our ques-

[ tion. In the twentieth chapter of 
Judges God givey)ibe successive steps

I in the punishment di rape by his peo
ple under his «fre'etn^n.

"1. In verse 6 the fearful crime is. 
stated.

“2. In verse 6 we are told of the 
| ghastly manner In which it was made 
| known to the people.
| "3. Verse 13 recounts the demand
| of the people for the rapists, that 
| death might be inflicted immediately 
I .—without the wicked delay that un- 
I principled lawyers secure.
I, "4. In verse 13 we also have the 
I refusal of the J.ribe, In whose custody 
I the rapists were, to deliver them up 
I far immediate execution.I "5. In verse 14 tlie soldiers were 
I sent to kill any of the ! people who I tried to punish with death the flends I .who fiad outraged the poor woman.
I "6. Verse 21 tells that these sol- 
I filers did murder some of the people. 
I "7. Verses 47 and 4 8 tell how the 
I rapists and those who defended them 
I were punished for their iniquity. Ex- 
I cept 600, who escaped to the wilder- 
I ness, the people under God’s direction 
I nlew all of the tribes of Benjamim — 
I not only the vile rapists, but also the 
■ ' men who procrastinated or refused to 
I fiéliver them up for immediate punish- 
I merit.
j "Now three questions:
I "1. If the Bible does not instruct 
I UB lh moral questions, then what "is 
I .the'Bible for?
I* .”2. • If Judges, twentieth chapter, 
I is not written for our instruction in 
[ eases where this most fiendish of all 
| ¡crimes iff committed, then why is this 
[ (chapter in the Bible?I '!! ”3.’ If God demanded Immediate I ¡punishment when a white woman was 
I Taped by white men, will he demand I .anything less when a white woman is 
I ithus treated by a negro brute?”I Having observed how few people of 
■ our time ever read the Bible, the above 
■ references to it may be lost if it be 
■ allowed to go without comment, so I

Christian state right after a’notorious 
Christian revival, should be "brought 
to the attention of our Christian pres
ident, who, in his next sermon, should 
tell us What he thinks about it. ■

The reasoning of this Georgia Chris
tian, as shown by the three questions 
with which he concludes his article, 
is, that we, of to-day, should adopt thp 
plan above, detailed, whenever ., and 
wherever the crime of rape» is commit
ted, which, in the recent cases report
ed in Atlanta, would be to practically 
exterminate the negro race and de
stroy their habitations.

. Is that the. kind of loyalty to. the 
wqrd of God for which our preaching 
president clamors? He is known to 
be somewhat ruthless in his dealings 
with dumb animals, will he, to be 
consistent as a believer in the Bible, 
recommend that course towards hu
man beings? . .

The recent numerous attempts of 
negro men to outrage white women in 
Atlanta, resulting in the killing by a 
mob of several'men, some of whom 
are believed to have been innocent, 
have shocked the entire country. But 
what would have happened had the 
white people of Georgia slain 26,100 
negroes at a loss of 40,000 white men, 
as ¿Id the Children of Israel to the 
tribe of Benjamin? If "Scotch-Irish 
Christian” means what he says, that 
1b just what he thinks should have 
been done.

Thanks to the Liberalism and free
dom of thought which have been tol
erated In . some portions of Europe 
since the'fifteenth century, and in the 
United States since their organization 
into a republican form of government, 
Christianity has been growing toler
ant and humane. This improvement 
is in direct ratio to the spread of ra
tionalism and the free exercise of in
dividual opinion. The less it adheres 
to the Bible and the biblical idea of 
God, the more humane and the less 
religious it becomes.

But looking back over the hlstoryof 
the world and its awful religions, none 
of them has the record of cruelty and 
brutality that characterized that 
known as the religion of the* Lord 
Jesus Christ.

Christianity, Improved as it is over 
what it used to be, and is yet in Spain 
and Russia, will never be the fit abode 
for civilized people as long as it es
teems godliness as of more importance 
than morality and humanity.

Recent events at Atlanta tend to 
discount the revival methods of Tor
rey and Alexander. Had the recent 
riots there been preceded by a con
vention of Freethinkers, and had one 
of them gone into the papers with a 
recommendation to avenge the out
rage of white women at the hands of 
negro men, by such a procedure as 
that narrated in Judges xix. and xx., 
every Christian paper in the land 
would have charged those disorders 
up to Infidelity.

GOLD TAKEN FROM A ROOM.
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The Inclusiveness ot Spirit Mediumship.
A Paper - Prepared by J. S. Loveland,-, and Read at thé National Spir

itualists’ Convention. . . - ’

Quite a discussion has been carried on here in Califor
nia upon what spirit mediumship includes. On one side 
it is contended that only messages, seemingly of a strictly 
Spiritualistic ^character, are legitimately included in real 
spirit mediumship; while on the other side it is affirihed 
that whatever relates to our welfare, whether it be spirit
ual or material; comes within the purview of genuine me
diumship. ,

The issue is thus definitely made, and It is within the 
province of the historic facts of the modern spirit move
ment to settle the question. That is the purpose of this 
communication.

The first thing demanding our attention is the charac
ter of Moderfi Spiritualism. Is It a part of something 
else? If so, then It is included in that other something. 
What is It .which includes it? The general, if not the uni
versal answer is, that it is not included by anything; that 
it is not a part of anything else. But it is one of the Great 
Eras in the evolution of human progress.' It reveals a 
distinctly new idea in the human consciousness, which Is 
that all spirit phenomena are STRICTLY AND ONLY 
NATURAL. They are the product of natural forces used 
by spirit men and women to converse with those still in 
the physical form. All past spirit manifestations have 
been, in the human consciousness supernatural or mirac
ulous; the producers being some God or superhuman per
sonality.

It follows, as a matter of course, that Modern Spiritual
ism Includes that of the past, so far as the phenomenal 
happenings are concerned, and explains the law of their 
occurrence, thus abrogating the long centuries of supersti
tious belief. ./

The most careful, scientific analysis has shown that the 
force made use of by manifesting spirits is the Ute force of 
the medium, and that this is the life force of universal na
ture. Hence, the proposition that ‘‘Spiritualism is the 
Science and Philosophy of Life” is accepted by the great 
majority of. Spiritualists. THIS MAKES IT ALL-IN
CLUSIVE, and as mediumship has" been the revelator of 
that stupendous fact, it follows that mediumship is all- 
inclusive. It Includes all the powers and attributes of 
man’s real lite. •

Before adducing the historic facts, of modern manifesta
tions it may be well to query about the use of the terms 
material and spiritual, df of matter and spirit. Are there 
two distinct and totally unlike substances composing not 
only our organism, but the universe? Some affirm, all Is

the cpn^taSt teachings of the higher intelligences. It Is a 
very fQall§Jj and puny notion to suppose that by restrict
ing iqeqlu^s’‘ Messages to what is termed spiritual, we 
can curé tKp unfortunate condition of our cauee; the rea
son of fhi'jjli lies in the fact that the great mass of .pro-. 
.fessing Spiritualists have disregarded emphatic require- 
irien,t? of the spirit world for co-operative effort along the 
line'óf altruistic brotherhood. That and that alone is 
real spirituality. And what is attempted to be palmed'off 
as thq pnly spiritual form of message is only the super
stitious doctrine of the old church.

We will Jurthqr consider this historic argument. The 
•advocates of mediumistic limitations to what they term 
spiritual messages, are decidedly foremost in accepting 
and advocating mediumship as talked in the Bible. They 
declare that the Bible abounds with mediumistic manifes
tations. "Our Elder Brother," they affirm, was a most 
wonderful medium. Passing the fact that such medium- 
ship as ,we new have was a penal crime punishable with 
death under Bible law, let us consider the character of the 
mediumistic messages of the Bible. Among the Old Tes
tament mediums the most distinguished was Moses. The 
first five books of tlie Bible constitute the spiritual mes
sages of that remarkable medium, and with the exception 
of the law punishing such mediumship as we have to-day, 
there is not a hint of a future state of existence, nor a 
statement anywhere that man is anything but an organ
ized physical being. The Mosaic code deals only with ma
terialistic relations and acts. The worship of Yahveli 
consists in sacrificing animals on the altar with a constant 
supply of'bread before the sacred box in the Holy of 
Hoiles.

The next great medium, Samuel, we find looking up losl

SOMETHING TO THINK ABOUT.

If Not Spirit Control, What Was It?— 
Strange Story of Lost Identity- 
Memory of Name Fails—Engineer 
Finds Himself in Goodland, Kans., 
Three Weeks After Collision.
From Goodland, Kan., comes a curi

ous story [as set forth in the St. Louis 
Glóbe-Democratj—the story of a loco
motive engineer who forgot bls own 
name and occupation.

While under this remarkable spell, 
be obtained employment as wielder of 
trowel and mortar on a cement job, 
and “made good,” despite the fact 
that it was his first experience in that 
line of work.

G. R. Frey, a Burlington engineer, 
of McCook, Neb., is the man who suf
fered this peculiar mental lapse.

A collision between two engines,one 
of which he was driving, brought 
about Frey’s-strange condition. The 
wreck occurred at Yu/na, Colo., three 
weeks ago. It was pot a disastrous 
wreck—simply two freight trains 
crashed together, causing considerable 
property damage, but no loss of life. 
It was night when the wreck occurred, 
and while others of the train crew 
groped their way about in the dark
ness, Frey was noted as absent. His 
fireman was positive that the missing 
man was at hiB post of duty when the 
crash came, but the most diligent 
search failed to reveal his wherea
bouts, and his comrades came to be
lieve that his body was buried some-
where underneath the wreckage.

A telegram announcing what 
peared to be the facts in the case 
sent to Mrs. Frey at McCook, 
mourned her husband as dead, 
awaited the recovery of the body.

ap- 
was 
She 
and 
The

debris was cleared away, the battered 
engines were removed and still no
trace of Frey.

The case then 1 
tery.

One morning i 
the Yuma wreck,

became a real mys-

about a week after 
, a man with bespat-

A FINE EVENT.

The Dedication of a Spiritualist 
Church in Rochester, N. V.

Remarkable Incident in Connection 
” With Spirit Power.

To the Editor:—The President of 
our Village, a Mr. King, was a manu
facturer of screws and dies, and he 
had them made by hand mostly.

An old mechanic one day informed
him that he (the mechanic)
malte 
work

machine that would do
could 

the
letter and much cheaper, and

: will help this devout “Scotch-Irish 
Christian” to fully explain his posi
tion.

I A better way of presenting the case 
[ would be to reprint here the nine- 
I teenth and twentieth chapters of 
I Judges, but unfortunately, portions of 
(them are unprintable anywhere ex- 
[cept in the Bible, therefore, 1 will 
jprint only a synopsis of each chapter 
■ and ask the reader to peruse, all to 
■ himself and under breath, these chap
iters at his leisure.I Our “Scotch-Irish Christian” has 
I confined his references to a few verses 
lof the twentieth chapter, but to fully I understand the entire situation, one 
I should Had all of both the nineteenth 
land twentieth chapters, comprising 
I the facts he?s given:I Judges xix.: A Levite and his con- 
I cubine disagree, ^hereupon she leaves 
I him and goes to her father’s house. I He follows to bring her back’, add is I kindly entertained by her father five I dhys. Returning to Ws m home, I he lodges a night at Gi'oeah, in the 
I, tribe of Benjamin. The men of Gib- 
L eaU attack the house, and insist upon 
[ abusing the body of the Levite, who 
■ tb'. save himself, delivers to them his I concubine, whose life falls a victim 
i to their brutality. The Levite then di- 
[ vldes her dead body into twelve pieces, 
I aild sends one to each of the/twelve I tribes, who being struck with horror, 
I call a council on the subject. ,I Judges xx.: The heads of eleven I tribes come before the'1 Lord in Mlz- 
■ peh, and examine the Levite relative 
■ to the murder of his concubine, where- 
B.upon he submits a statement of the B whole affair. Resolving immedlate- 
| ly to avenge the wrong, provision is 
B made for a campaign against the'Ben- B jaminites, who were asked to deliver B up the murderer. This the Benja- B minites refused to do and at once pre- 
B pare for battle, having assembled an B army of 26,700 men. The rest of 
■ the Israelites, numbering 400,000, B take counsel of God and agree to send 
■ the tribe of Judah against the Benja- B minites. In the first attack the men I of Judah were routed with a loss of

if Mr. King and his brother would 
pay him for his time if he succeeded, 
he would allow them two-thirds of 
the profits that accrued therefrom.

The mechanic went to work and 
perfected the machine in due time, 
and it proved a great success, and 
they got under full headway, making 
their work pay doubly.

Meanwhile the mechanic died or left 
for the better land, and left the two 
King Brothers sole owners, as there 
was no patent, and the bargain was 
all to themselves; and they, as most 
men do, kept the whole profits, and 
did not pay the one-third over to the 
rightful owner’s family.

During the War (1861), I was out 
of business, and we found a wonder
ful medium In Troy, N. Y., a tii)-work- 
er by trade, and Mr. King and myself 
used to go down very often and have 
a spiritual time.

The spirits, invariably, would write 
us letters and drop them before us in 
broad daylight, and in different hand
writings—the-medium attending to 
his work as usual.

One day we had quite a long com
munication, mostly to Mr. . King, and 
signed by the old inventor, saying:

"Well, friend King, you have made 
a good deal out of your work, and 
have retained it all, and do not seem 
to do much good .with it, 'now I can 

■use some of it in doing good, and I 
want you and friend Thurber, to get 
60 $2 0-gold-pieces, and .we will tell 
you where to put the same, and we 
will take it away, and may not re
turn it again.”

We had many other manifestations 
that day that were strange and won
derful—talking audibly to us, and 
making a good many physical demon
strations—and left.

I drove home, and on the way, Mr. 
King said, ‘‘We will go to Troy to
morrow morning, and we will get the 
gold and see what they will do .with

I 22,000 men. They renew, the at- 
I tacl.t .on thé next day and are routed 
[.With a further loss of »-18,000 men. 
| They then weep, fast', pray, offer sac- 
r'Hfices and inquire of the Lord, who 
I promises to .deliver Benjamin into 
I their hands. They then concert plans 
I attack the Benjaminites, route them, 
I killing 26,100 men and destroy the 
I city pf Gibeah. Only 600 men of 
I Benjaminites escape to the rock Rlm- 
| -mon-'and all their cities were de- 
■ stroÿed.
I iïh. this ghastly recital our Georgia 
I Christian finds a precedent for lynch- 
■ Ing rapists.
I ' The Searchlight is of the opinion 
I that lynching is wrong at all • times 
I and under every conceivable clrcum- 
I Stance, though, the provocation "to 
f adopt that method is often very great? 

however; it be granted that how 
t md then men are justified in reeking 
I fcuch' vengeance upon an individual, 
f crlminaly/who but a. grace-maddened' 

Christian w'ould commend the above 
incident as a divinely given-precedent 
for the twentieth century' people to

! follow.' ■ - —
The recommendation"’of a true 

VirisUnu in a Christian city of a

matter; others all is spirit. Who knows which, or it 
either position be true? The position of the preponderat
ing majority is the monistic, that there is but one basic 
substance which manifests In an infinite variety of forms.

In reconsidering the dualistic notion of matter and 
spirit—two totally unlike substances—it is assumed that 
they act upon each other, but two absolutely unlike sub
stances cannot act upon each other. Contact Is impos-' 
Bible. Their properties, attributes, and functions can 
have no resemblance to each other. If either one be self- 
conscious, self-comprehensive, it can only comprehend 
itself or whht in nature is like itself. The inevitable in
ference Is that we human beings, are units; but like all of 
nature's organizations, plural in our make-up.

The different phases of our complet being are neces
sary to adapt us to the varying phases of organic nature 
with which we are compelled to come in contact during 
our earthly experience, but it is the same I, the same 
self-conscious ego .which forever affirms its selfhood, 
whether grappling the visible or Invisible substance or 
energy of the universe. •

We will now consider the historic phase of our subject. 
What was at first, and what has been the phase of our 
mediumship from the beginning down to the present time? 
Take for example the original mediums—the Fox girls. 
Did.the peddler, the first comniunlcatlng spirit, come with 
spirit messages? Instead he described his murder ahd 
his burial in the cellar under that house. These girls and 
other mediums of that time were born, and not developed 
psychics, and the character of the messages were similar. 
They not only included teachings in reference to the spir
itual development of the seeker, but also what specially 
pertained to the department of our physical life. They 
recognized the fact that here on earth our; welfare as in
telligences is as absolutely dependent upon physical con
ditions as those termed spiritual. Indeed, the physical 
or material are the basic conditions on which the spiritual 
rests. Man is born a pure animal, and it is a long time 
before he can form any idea of what spirituality means. 
And if physical conditions are unfavorable he remains In 
that condition all through his natural life on the earth. 
In those conditions he is often born a thief, robber or 
murderer, and grinding poverty keeps him down in that 
fearful stale.

Is It to be expected that spirits from the higher 
spheres seeing these terrible conditions will come and 
spend their time and energy in giving messages to those 
ignorant of their meaning, or neglect_to point out the evil 
and suggest remedies? By no manner of means. And 
from the very first communications the physical needs 
have been the theme of the manifesting spirits. They 
have not ceased to urge reform in all the laws and in- 
stitutions of humanity on earth. And it needs no special 
capacity to see that the confused and anarchistic condi
tion of the Spiritualist body is due to the neglect to heed

articles.and taking pay for his work. Spiritual, to be 
sure„and where he is compelled to play a part'in connec
tion .With the woman of Endor, we have the only instance 
in the Old.Testament of such mediumship as we have to
day,; in which the medium received a communication 
from ii person in the spirit world, whom she saw and heard 
in the exergise of her psychic gift, and the communicating 
spirij; WRS none other than Samuel, and this, as said be
fore,,. was (ben punishable with death. And the message 
glvejj/was wholly materialistic foretelling the outcome ol 
the Rattle.

Cqpiing down to the New Testament to the "Elder 
Brother," ,we ask; W-hat was the character of his rnedi- 
uinlatic performances? Without assuming that he never 
incujvated .spiritual doctrines it is enough to show that he 
conspmtly.included the materialistic and that sometimes 
in a, most reprehensible njanuer. Take his first-miracle 
where he !,'allowed forth his glory (o his disciples.” He 
changed large quantities of water into first-class wine. 
Hens Was a “spirit manifestation” of a very material efiar-" 
acter. /-AX. .the well in-Samaria ire blended the two 
phases ip his communication to the woman by telling her 
past and present.

On the Mount of Transfiguration we have the only In
stance of what might be spirit manifestation. But there 
are modifying circumstances whleh must not be over
looked. In the first place Elijah never died, and it was 
largely ¡believed that Moses was taken-« away without 
death. . Again only three persons were witnesses and 
they were strictly charged to tell no one what they had 
witnessed. And they were asleep, or sleeping; that is to 
say, their mortal sense consciousness was suspended and 
they saw and heard with a psychic sense when these 
things transpired. Again the message was in reference 
to the death of Jesus at Jerusalem. Peter mentions the 
fact in his second epistle merely as an evidence that Jesus 
was the son of God.

Paul-was perhaps the most distinguished medium of all 
the followers of Jesus. Read his epistle and you will find 
all (Jie phases of physical life discussed and rules laid 
down for its conduct.

The bqok of Revelations is a series of most extraordi
nary communications and apparently covering all periods 
of time.and reaching into the eternal future.^ It embodies 
all the variety of human conduct and all conditions of the 
church and its relations to the world at large. The claim 
is that the spirit revelator was one of the ancient 
prophets.

We should never overlook the fact that the Bible from 
beginning to end deals mostly with people and not with 
persons.- And where persons are the subjects they are the 
rulers or the representatives of the people.

Our modern Spiritualism has been more devoted to per
sons, but at the same time the character of the church, 
state and government has -been aptly discussed and 
statements clearly made that the grand purpose of the com 
trolling spheres of spirit life was the establishment of a 
new system of religious teaching and a. pew government. 
Moreover, it has been clearly shown that the physical .wel
fare of man was an absolute necessity for spiritual cul
ture and perfection, which has ever been and is now; the 
first strong point to me in mediumship. Hehce, as we 
have shown the totality of the messages have embraced the 

; dual necessities of the people—physical and spiritual— 
which have gone hand in hand through all the years, and 

■ from all "the many mediums. And Bo they will continue 
to dp, hot only in time, but through all eternity. ,, ?

Respectfully submitted,

tered clothing, disheveled hair and 
strangely gleaming eles, walked into 
the Adams restaurant in Goodland, 
Kan., J50 miles from the scene of the 
wreck.

"Where is the cement plant?” he 
asked a waiter.

"There Is no cement plant in town," 
the waiter replied, "but the Rock 
Island railroad company is doing a lot 
of cement .work over at the round
house."

“That’s what I want,” said the man.
Out he went, straightway to 

Rock Island offices, where he 
proached Chief Clerk Rolland.

the 
ap-

"I am an expert in cement work,” 
he said, "and I want a jobJJ

"All right,” Clerk Rolland an
swered, "I guess you can get it—go 
over and see the foreman on the 
works."

The man got the job.
He handled trowel and mortar in a 

-manner-eo skillful as»to fully corrob
orate.all that he claimed as to being 
an expert. He worked several days, 
non-communlcative all the while, Bet

The dedication of Plymouth Church 
in Rochester, N. Y., as a temple ot 
Spiritualism? has been a remarkable 
event in that city during the past 
week. Commencing Sunday, -October 
7, the services and exercises have 
been held every day, closing on Friday, 
October 12.

Rev. Dr. Austin preached the open- , 
service as pastor of the church, and 
his subject was, "New Occasions 
Teach New Duties.” His discourse 
was a masterly one and thrilled the 
audience with enthusiasm.

The venerable Dr. J. M. Peebles was 
on the platform and he expressed the 
opinion that the opening sermon was 
worthy of being published in pamphlet 
form, which will be done. Dr. Austin 
being a past Methodist minister, col
lege professor and doctor of divinity, 
it is not surprising; that he expresses . 
his ideas with great eloquence, elegant 
diction and deep thought. There is no 
doubt he has taken a hold on the 
hearts of many Rochester people be
sides Spiritualists.

It is supposed that the high reputa
tion of the pastor of the new Spiritual 
Church, as a Methodist divine, had 
much to do with drawing a large num
ber of people from the orthodox 
churches during the week ot dedica
tory services. One deacon of the 
Presbyterian church became so inter
ested that he donated $100 to help 
the trustees to meet expenses, and 
there have been donations from other 
orthodox sources. A number of con
versions to Spiritualism have been re
ported as the result of messages from 
departed friends through the trance 
ballot readings of S. C. Fenner and 
messages through Mrs. Georgia Gladys 
Cooley of Chicago, and Mrs. C. D. 
Greenamyer of Lily Dale.

, All the services each day, afternoon 
anu evening have been admirably at
tended. The dignified character and 
the very superior music on each oc
casion paused favorable comment 
from all quarters. The church con
tains one of the finest organs in the 
city, and is handled to perfection by 
Mrs. Gertrude Williams, a very ac
complished player. The singers were 
ladies and gentlemen of marked abil
ity, the soloists, Miss Elizabeth Hahnel 
and Thomas T. Swinburne, ranking as 
professionals. The musical pro
grammes each day were most attract
ive features, and it is intended to 
keep up this high standard of music, 
which is largely classical and stictly 
up to date.

The following lecturers and medi
ums took part during’the week of 
dedication: Dr. J. M. Peebles, Frank 
Walker, Lyman C. Howe, Hon. H. W. 
Richardson, Mrs. Tillie U. Reynolds, 
Mrs. Helen P. Russegue, Mrs. Georgia
Gladys Cooley, Dr. Wm M. Lockwood. 

The-lectures delivered by these

%

dem speaking except in answer to
questions, and then he made It as 
short as possible.

At the end of the week the foreman 
asked the man to give his name for 
the pay roll.

"I don't know what my name is,"
the man replied.

“What? Don’t . know your 
name!”

"Nope,” nonchalantly replied 
man. ?

The bewildered foreman went

own

tlie

over

speakers were admirable, especially 
those of Mrs. Cooley, Mr. Howe, Dr. 
Peebles and Dr. Lock wood.

The daily press reports were rather 
cool at first but warmed up later on. 
One paper, the Union and Advertiser, 
did handsomely, devoting considerable 
space each day to the proceedings.

On Friday night the last service oc
curred and the church was packed on 
the ground floor and many having 
seats in the gallery. • Much enthusi
asm prevailed, new converts were 
made through the splendid ballot 
readings of Mr. Fenner.

A. W. MOORE.

Lqs Angeles, Cal. J. S. LOVELAND.

it." .
I agreed to-call for him at nine 

o’clock at the postoffice, ana we would 
go down and buy the 60‘pieces.

On going to the banks we found no 
$50-pidces—but $20-pieces, and we 
concluded to go to Albany and try 
there, but we had the same luck, so 
we bought 50 $20-pieces, which made 
the same amount. Gold had. just be
gun to rise at-that time, and we had 
to pay $1008.76 for the amount. 
We ppt it in ,a sheft-bag, and started 
home, calling;<at Troy oip >ófir ’.way 
home. "No other person knew where 
wé had been, Or'WJiat wé’had done.

We called..o.n the medium on our 
way, "and to my astonishment, a. let
ter dropped before us, saying;

“All, so far, Very well done. Now, 
you get-a Mr-Proper, of Waterford, a 
fine medium, „an^ Dr. Goodrich, of 
Albany,“to mect With us on Thursday 
eVening^ ;W.lth you, Mr. King and the 
medium?-. jBeJo^T you will find a di
agram of the-, bundle. AYe want the 

■gold^sejvè^ Intone!like it, with four 
corners Uke if .qoifeh bale.” '

We J followed .¡instructions, and by 
their dl^ectidQi^ ?piìàì»d!.the gold on a' 
sma[l slielf-7àgaimit;thè wall, and sat 
in À-cirjjìó.'¿gd the spirits said, “We 
wiirtp-kg away.” ? •<•.
""Wo ins' directed, and the medi
um bhcàme deeply entranced by' an 
Indian spirit, and was kept so during 
the short time that they-were ope
rating. Soon.a voice said, "We have 
it." _•

I got the light.at once, -and-there

was no bag on the shelf wheie I had 
put it in full view of all.'

We were in the basement, and 1 
locked the front door myself, and the 
only other ¿oor there was below. I 
searched the room thoroughly, and no 
one could get in or out until I let 
them, as I was determined to have it 
so well done that no one could be sus
pected. We all five, k persons held 
hands during the whole-time.

Now, to those who may doubt this, 
I will wager ? 5.09, that we can-prove 
the truth ot this statement, by three 
responsible and honest men who. are 
still living. -............ i

Thejil)i>ve-WAB-signed by Mr^ A. A- 
Thurber of Pittsburg, Pa.

. JAMES"H. YOUNG;'.
Lake Helen, Fla. ?'; A- v ■ - j-

An Exceptionally Sensgÿfqna^Jncident 
at the Late Convj¿tióln-ot 

the N.'SiMI. !

“I am in hell!” TMt'errfiÿe cry of 
•a tortured soul uttere^hyosgh E. W. 
Sprague, mediumt rnM^put'aita the 
breathless silencê- of tEej Sawituallst 
convention last nlghj,eçlectijlj;[ng ev
ery, man and woman (afésep£'>! The 
words-ot farinent! iWa^ fo|j^ by

every word that you have spoken is 
true. The man you referred to was 
.my partner and robbed me, but it was 
in 1879. not in 1889. . I must forgive 
him. I will add that I come from a 
place 1,090 miles from here and I 
have never seen you until to-night. I 
am .not a Spiritualist, although I be
lieve in some of the doctrines of your 
faith.” J \

the sUU mgre-awful* 
is nd forgiveness of's , 
i The medium¡ lab.ói4iigiundgr”an un
bearable excitement, leaned ’'-forward

M

.oet There

Sir, in carrying-on your“iovern-;. 
ment, why should you useynlling at 
'all? Let your evinced-clesIteaÆe for 
wW-fe good?.and

.good. ' The grass', mlist bend,-, vw^n,'. 
the .wind bloWà ¿'cross? if^tContuciu» 
■•'(to Emperor Ké Wniig}-. ¿¡(À“ 
j- The-true rulq . in' - ?DifBlnes^ Ib to 
guard and do bÿ tlùf things of others 
as.they do by thei,r own.—Hindoo.

In wonder all philosophy [say relig
ion] began, in womler it ends, and 
admiration fills up the interspace;.but 
the first wonder is the'offsprlng of ig
norance, the last Is the puent of ado- 
ration.r- Coleridge:

M

gæ

to the office to consult the chief clerk. 
A moment later W. J. Purvis, a ma
chinist employed in the Rock Island 
shops, happened along. Glancing at 
the strange man, he exclaimed:

! “Hello, Frey, what in the world are 
you doing here?"

The strange man was the missing 
G. R. Frey, and he and Purvis had sev
eral yéars before been fellow-work
men in the Burlington round-house; 
over at McCook. Frey returned the 
salutation in a dazed manner, at first 
simply sayipg:

“Hello, Purvis.”
He looked at the trowel in his hand, 

then at his bespattered shoes and 
trousers, threw down the trowel as 
though he had just awakened from 
hypnotic sleep, and rubbed his eyes 
with his grimy knuckles, looking 
about him in surprise.

"Where am I?” ■
"Why, man, you are in Goodland, 

Kan.—what is the matter with you? 
We heard you were killed in a wreck 
over on the Burlington."

“It is coming clear to me now, and 
I know who I am—I’m Engineer Frey, 

.and I guess I was in a wreck, sure 
enough, but I can't tell when nor 
where.’“-..

Purvis began to get excited, and he 
led Frey away from the cement work 
toward a secluded corner of the yards, 
and as they walked along, Frey tugged 
at a ragged coat sleeve and ex
claimed: “

"These are not my clothes—wrong 
hat, Wrong coat, wrong trousers ^nd 
wrong shoes, wrong everything—and 
where’s my watch and pocketbook?"

Frey’s fingers dipped into the pock
et where his watch ought to be, but no 
watch was there, and a search for 
money revealed nothing.

■ It was evident that somewhere, 
comehow, Frey had changed clothes 
with somebody, for the engineer over
alls and jumper he wore at the time 
of the wreck concealed an up-to-date

The Incident was by far the most 
impressive and sensational of the 
evening. With the exception of a ne
gro spirit, who returned after being 
cut to pieces fourteen years ago; the 
remainder of the stance was devoted 
to messages from spirits in a condi
tion of bliss who returned to notify 
their¿relatives of their happy state.—over Ills silent audienqp^n^ pointing to a man. In the>eafa®a'ia Xvtones ^h,ca8° Chronicle, 

vibrant with: feelineiv '',The spirit, of 
the man.who,speaks is' that 'of one 
vfho was your :fhWaassiJpartner - in 
1889. ;He robBe^’OU'^aiM ruined you. 
For his!stns lie iw Not’
the-hell, of. oi;tli§dqS®i; b)[iit thlk' .still 
more!awful iie^i^eoi^ieni^;'. He' 
¿copies to-night'tbi clatnr-MjrglviBiiess, to! 
ease in some measure his!¡unspeakable 
torment. Is this true,-apa doyou for
give him?” •

Verifies the Statement. :
Every eye in the audience’ 

turned to the.man designated,' 
slowly rose to.his feet, and in

was 
who 

. the
.mtdst of a .silence thgi could almost 
be felt said: "With oge Bxception ev>

There was speech in their dumb
ness; language in their very gesture. 
—Shakspeare. . . -v

- yfhen all. thé streamy of supersti
tion run dry, religion "Will be, found 
dead between their withered banks.— 
Truth Seeker. . ' • . .- . . .

Don’t laugh over others’mistakes. 
The banana skin may be under yotir 
own foot.—McPherson,

Frugality Is founded on the princi
ple that all riches have -limits.—. 
Burke.; ~-

. Childhood itself is 1 scarcely more 
lively .than- a- cheerful, kindly, sun- 
sMn^old.age.—L. ¡M, Chity

‘<AÀ‘

A TRIBUTE.

To the Memory of Mrs. Sarah Byrnes, . 
a Noble Woman.

It is with a feeling of sadness and 
joy that I note the transition of our 
dear co-wor ker, Mrs. Sarah'.: ■ By rn es. 
In her 'Spiritualism had one of its 
best, one that we never had to .make 
any-excuses for; She was a woman of 
character, and every one felt it .when 
in her presence. ; She was a living ex
ample of what Spiritualism (toes for 
those who try to live its teachings as
well as preach' them, i 
st rument for t be spirit.
sm a 11 chi id, and was a 11

She was an in- 
. world from a 
bher. life one of

tliëJ best test mediums we ever mid,
but the world at large did- not know

suit of clothing, and now even
overalls and jumper 
unaccounted for.' 
’ How Frey reached 
miles from the scene

were gone

Goodland,

■
»388

the. 
and

150
of the wreck,

what prompted him to go to Goodland 
at all, how he conceived the idea of 
seeking work on a cement job, what 
became of his clothes, his watch and 
his money—all these are blanks in the 
mind of Frey, and will likely always 

' remain so.
Frey declares that toe time inter

vening between the crash of the col
liding locomotives out at Yuma nnd 
his meeting with Machinist Purvis is 
a complete' vacancy. 4n his memory; 
He has a vague idea ot having been in 
a Wreck, but remembers none of the 
details, and the circumstances attend
ing his exit from the collision, are, he 
says, as muqh of ¿'mystery tb him as 
to his friend?. He may have walked 
into Goodland; or he may have ridden 
there on a Rock Island, train—he can 
not 'tell.' ‘ Yuma is’.on tlie Burlington 
route. "The Rock Island is the only 
.railway running into Goodlqnd, and' 
to reach any of tlio Rock island sta^ 
tions- nearest to Yuma involves an 
overland journey of nearly eighty 
miles.

Purvis sent a telegram ' to ,Mrs.

this, as she did not believeiin«niilHng 
tile individuality of the life that mes- 
sagc work brings out, up to me gaze 
of a gaping public: but her work as 
one of the .! foremost - lecturers is 
¿known by the! public front coast to 
coast. : ““

¿She always spoke: in the trance 
state, and here was an example where, 
trance mediumship did not absorb or 
degenerate the individual, but, on the 
contrary, unfolded it into a noble wo
man, a wise and.loving mother, and a 
staunch friend of progress.

: I shall never forget the first time I 
met her and worked with her. I was 
then just starting. It was in Ludlow, 
Vt. I dreaded to meet her for fear 
of what she would think of me, but 
that fear was till dispelled when the 
meeting was .over; she came to me as 
a mother to her child "and counseled 
me, and forewarned" me, thus fore
armed me, in many ways that have 
proved to be a fortress in times of 
public work. I loved her as a mother 
and teacher, and will miss her genial 
face from the ranks, but she had 
fallen a victim to such a terrible dis
ease, I am truly glad she is at last, re
leased, and with her rejoice, and it 
will be with a heart of expectation, I 
shall look for her loving hand and 
smiling face to greet me when I, too, 
shall go. What a host of dear ones 
are there. And where can we find

Frey, at McCook, and took charge of
Frey. _ Mrs. Frey Wired that she

another life as strong, pure, and
sweet as hers to fill the place in the 
work of the great Cause of.Spiritual
ism? In loving memory.

ELIZABETH HARLOW.

the mean time that elapsed between 
the messages, Frey entirely recovered 
his mental poise, and after arranging 
for new toggery, made possible by a 
draft on his home bank, he^boarded a 
Rock-Island train for Denver, where he 
Changed to the Burlington route tor 
his home at McCook. -

■ Frey’s memory of events prior to 
ihd wreck is clear, and he is normal 
how, but a total blank envelops all 
that happened from the moment of the 
collision up to theztime thaMPurvis r- 
spoke to him and 4®olce the strange 
spell. ■ '< /) _

Resentment seems to have been
given us by nature for defense and fop. 
defense o'nly; it is the safeguard 
justice," and the security of Innocence,

«
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PROF. W. M. ROCKWOOD. PLYMOUTH SPIRITUAL CHUROH. SPIRITUAL MANIFESTATIONS.
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This Eminent Scientist Engaged at: 
Buffalo, N. Y.

To the Thinkers and Investigators 
of Psychological Science, of Buffalo; 
and Vicinity:-—We desire to inform 
the many friends of progressive 
thought in and around Buffalo-that 
Prof. W. M. Lockwood, the widely , 
known physicist and lecturer; former-, 
ly of Chicago, Ill., now of Buffalo, has, 
been engaged to speak for tho First'. 
Spiritual Church of this city during| 
the months of October, November and 
December, also of March, April, May. 
and June, in which time and place he 
will give special courses of class lec
tures upon Natural Philosophy as the 
basis of Spiritualism and its phenom
ena.

It should be generally known that 
he is the only physicist in the United 
States and probably in tho world, who 
lias made important discoveries in 
physical and chemical science who af
firms and demonstrates the continuity 
of life is a truth m Nature’s order ot 

' evolution, and that this truth like all 
cosmic truths is beyond the jurisdic
tion of man, or any synod or syndicate 
of men.

He affirms and demonstrates that 
the mental relation the spirit world 
holds to the physical plarie, íb in strict 
accord and agreement with the rela
tion we hold to each other on the 
narth plane; and that this truth is 
fully proven by an analysis of the hu
man brain, and Its - relation to con
scious processes. ,

He postulâtes a *kpirituâl universe 
of invisible énergies inflnitely co-re- 
Jated by'psychic polarities—hence all 
phenomena in Nature ore psychie-phe- 
noniena from the materialization of a 
visible picture in photographic devel
opment, to the materialization ofa 
leaf, flower or tree; and from the ma
terialization oí a sbadpwMróm’invis- 

’ ible modes of color motiop as is wit
nessed in photographic art, to the ma
terialization of a visible’ form as is 
see' in spirit ethereplization.

Prof, Lockwood demonstrates that 
what is called, visibility in cosmic pro
cess, is the result of a change- of 

• chemical spectrum, In chemical reac
tions, from which data he deduces 
that whpt we call “physical," ls,.Hm- 
Ited to visibility, since its functional 
attributes are known to the scientific’ 
investigator as invisible modes of mo
tion, therefore are psychic.

Prof. Lockwood is the only speaker 
who employs philosophical and scien
tific apparatus-to analyze the princi- 

. pies and demonstrate the facts und'er- 
’ lying the spiritual philosophy and its 
phenomena and he distinctly affirms 
that continuity of individual life, the 
mortal association with ... other 
spheres of existence, ' and continued 
progress áre the inherent birthright of 
every son and daughter of mankind.

The, vast amount of historical, met
aphysical, mythological, philosophical 
and scientific data Introduced into 
these lectures, comprises a school of 
valuable Information to the. auditor, 
and no one can listen to them without 
being benefited.

No system of philosophy or belief is 
true that includes the supernatural.

The old ideals of the duality of mat
ter and spirit, refuted by modern dis
coveries.

Invisible forces the basis of all or
ganization and form in cosmic pro
cess.

The chemical spectrum. What does 
It mean? '

All changes from the invisible to . 
the visible in nature, are induced by 
a change of chemical spectrum;

Nature evolves formative' or shap
ing principles; The form the phe
nomenon of this invisible process.

All nature related by principles of 
electro-magnetism.

Electricity. • What is it?
Its varying states of tension as 

pressed in matter.
Magnetism? What Is it?

ex-

Electro-magnetism, the transmitter 
and recorder of all Nature’s energies.

What is polarity? The natural 
causes inducing positive and negative 
poles In matter.

The brain and consciousness the 
receiving station of the conscious in
tellect, -

The subtlety of human conscious
ness in high states of Intellectual ten
sion, and its capacity to be impressed 
through the avenues of its two thou
sand million nerve cells and fibres of 
sensation arid motion.

Its variation In organic structure, 
and sensibility.

Human beliefs based upon a super
stition or the supernatural, are abnor
mal beliefs.

The term “inodes ot motion" ana
lyzed and explained, and applied to 
the aveiraftg of sensation.

All processes and relations in Na
ture, are psyen'e and invisible. This 
truth the basis oj the spiritual philos- 

' ophy.
The -relation of iMnd to conscious

ness, and of our individual conscious
ness to each other.

The relation of human conscious
ness to individual consciousness, re
mote. ■ ■. . . .

The relation of consciousness in the 
form to individual consciousness be
yond the grave. All of these relations 
of consciousness, are natural rela
tions, depending for expression upon 
states of reciprocal attraction and 
mental polar correspondence.

Scientific proofs of’ conscious life 
beyond the grave, established upon 
the data of natural philosophy, and 
the co-relation of mental and cosmic 
forces, and the conservation of mental' 
energies.

The science of psychology the sav
ior of the world.

During the progress of these course 
lectures Prof. Lockwood will Intro
duce special lessons In "The great va-. 
riatlon of life principles in nature,” 
illustrated by the magnificent spectra 
of a set of dealers vacuum tubes il
luminated with electricity. Also , on 
the relation of the varying condition 
of atmosphere to health, illuBtrated- 
with a full set of Crookes’ • vacuum- 
tubes. Also lectures upon the X-ray 
and wireless, telegraphy. '

The wonders of...the spectroscope 
and spectrum analysis illustrated.

He also expects to introduce some 
of the wonderful phenomena of medi
umship in Its several phases, in the in- ’ 

. terest of local mediums and psycho
logical science.

Prof. Lockwood as a speaker Is 
forceful, but courteous.- He is radi- 
cal, but truthful. The tacts he gives, 
the truths he demonstrates, are for all’ 
mankind—they■ are. non-sectarlan.’ 

i Come out and hear him, and you will 
want to join his class, and leafn that« 
you know, what you know and how 

. you know it 
. ..Prof. Lockwood ■’will occupy the 

rostrum of the First. Spiritual Church 
of Buffalo, corner of Prospect avenue, 

. and Jersey street; on the Sunday 
mornings and evenings . of October, 
November and December, and March; 
April, May and June, 1907, and on 
Friday evenings for class work. ’

Much Interest Manifested by the Pub
lic, in Dedicatory Services-r-Sonie 
Intellectual Treats for Those Inter
ested in the Study of AMychic Phe
nomena—Discourses“vy Rev. Dr. 
Austin, Dr. Peebles and tike Famous 
Inspirational Speaker, Lyman Q.

■ ijtowe, us Reported in the ilniou and 
Advertiser, Rochester, N. Y.

. 'Many ci the leading Spiritualists of 
Rochester are much gratified at the 
success attending the dedication of old 
Plymouth Church to the teachings of 
the Spiritual science and philosophy.

A large number of citizens at
tended the services who are not fol
lowers of the cult, uud some of these 
have expressed surprise at the beauty 
of the service, the eloquence of the pas
tor and the superior class of music 
which characterized the occasion.

•The Rev. Dr. Austin,1 the pastor ot 
the Spiritual Church, is well known in 
Methodist circles, especially in Can
ada, where lie preached the Methodist 
doctrines for many years. His ora
tion at the opening service on Sun
day morning was a masterly effort and 
was listened to with keen attention by 
the large audience present. Dr. Aus
tin still-retains much of what he con
siders essential in orthodox Chris
tianity.

Indeed, the doctor makes consider
able use of the. Bible, using it largely 

,’to sustain his declaration that.-, ihe 
spirlts'of our departed loved ones' can 
communicate with mortals in the 
flesh'by Various manifestations. Ac
cording -to '-Dr. Austin’s argument 
there ought not to be-any quarrel be
tween the teachings of the Spiritual 
philosophy and those of the liberal 
branches of the Christian church. 
Like many other ministers of the gos- 
pel- and" mutltltudes of Bcientiflc men 
and educators, Dr.Austin has had re
markable spiritual experiences in the 
way of manifestation and of so con
vincing' a nature as compelled him to 
entpr the ranks of Spiritualism, aban
don, the remunerative position as an 
orthodox divine to embrace the ostra
cism and worldly dipadvantage that 
the new departure entailed upon him.

The .large audiences which have 
greeted Ulm at Plymouth Church 
since its opening as a Spiritual center 
gives encouragement to thq cause 
here. On Sunday afternoon the fa
mous Dr. J.. M. Peebles, who has trav
eled around the world four times, gave 
a most interesting lecture on “India, 
Her Laws, Manners and Magic.” The 

: Doctor is 8 4-years old, tall arid .ma-' 
jostle in appearance, and has all’ the 
vivacity of a man of fifty. This, dis- 
cotfrse was most interesting and 
threw a new light upon that wonder
ful country, the cradle of Spiritual 
thought and culture, from which has 
sprung nearly all the religious ideas 
in the world. In the evening Dr. 
Peebles again addressed a very large 
audience. ’

.The event of the day, however,’was 
a lecture delivered. In the evening by 
the famous inspirational speaker, Ly
man C. Howe.- No one would imagine, 
on looking at Mr. Howe as he mod- 
etsly made his way to a seat on the 
platform, that he possessed any re
markable qualifications as a scientist 
or that he had any eloquence with- 
which to Impart ideas.

He is of the Abraham Lincoln type ot 
countenance and physique and might 
easily be taken for a retired farmer, 
and when, after an introduction by 
Dr. Austin; he m&de a tew -preliminary 
remarks to his audience. There was 
nothing >in' his language or manner to 
distinguish him from a very ordinary 
person. But, suddenly, his manner 
changed. He brought his two hands 
together, closed his eyes and seeming
ly a new voice came forth from his 
lips. He was no longer Lyman C. 
Howe in spirit, but . under complete 
control by one supposed to have long 
beep a dweller in the spirit realms, 
and Jor about we hour, without fal-

o How « Lady Was CopveHed to a-Be
lief in Spiritualism.

FREE$1. Coupon

J. R. Burton Tells of Spiritualism, defining the Tenn and Its Many Forms, and
“< Ftoie-Tellfog.
V . ta,______ ’ °

in these days of police ' :W i; ÍJ» ■ -, -
regulation of mediums and -the

denial of the right to give evidence of the possession' of 
occult powers, and even of the attempted deportation of 
phrenological demonstrators, it m&y well be s^ied, ^'What 
is Spiritualism, and what are Occult Forces?“ .Another 
question that may .well be asked is, whether it-is tor the 
public good that police officers should presume tp de
clare who shall be teachers and what shall be the^ doc
trine taught. .,'

Spiritualism In some form or another Ip as old>as man. 
Modern Spiritualism is commonly dated from thb Hydes
ville rappinge in 1848, though similar disturbances were, 
noted by John Wesley and others, long before. .■

Spiritualism Defined, ' , ;
Spiritualism is simply communion with spirits,' and, as 

most people understand the world, with those who have 
lived on this earth and have “died”—,-that is, as far «as 
their physical bodies are concerned, but who still live iri 
all the essentials of consciousness and ability to visit' and 
take part in active life, not only as spirits, but altso as re' 
gardB their friends still in the body. .J. / «

Misrepresentation of Spiritualism is responsible for 
much of the odium with which it is regarded by. many’. 
Unfortunately, Spiritualists are not made perfect ^y.thpir 
expression of belief, neither-are Christians or any other 
sectarians that ! am awaire of, arid, strange til. say,1 the 
very, people .who are most in need at being bettered, 
ally and spiritually, are?the ones who complain fbpt'^rijie 
Spiritualists are no better than they ouglitjo be; WhoJs?

Now, Spiritualists, being just ordinary men 'and; Wo-? 
men¿who have received ■ some, evidence that the friends 
whose bodies haye been buried are still living, and able to 
communicate With them; being unacquainted 'With the. 
history or philosophy which underlies all -spiritual' phe
nomena, are too often inclined to enlarge upon their j:e-- 
cent conversion and 'make extravagant claims for'their 
new religion, or ’science, or whatever their mental bias 
may look on it Us being.

Spiritualism and Religion.

Spiritualists, too, having in many cases come frpm some 
religious sect, whose .teachings did not satisfy them, writ 
whose teuchingB have not Jbeen entirely discarded, '¿(ten 
are as intolerant and blgoted„as when they wer’e-in't'heir 
former church, hence it is not strange that many-peculiar 
statements are put forward as proceeding from “spirits” 
through mediums, who ih manyteases are unable'to1 dis
tinguish between spirit -control and are conseqi^htly

leady-to swallow the most astounding statements or to 
credit the "spirits” with powers that are'really supernat
ural. « -

I am well aware that this class of Spiritualista will dó
no mice anything which does not agree with their mental 
bias,; but I am writing to give information on Spiritualism 
according to my experience and not in a ’"know-it-all” 
spirit.

To do this to the best , advantage it will be necessary to 
deal with the subject under several heads, as follows:

■ Different Forms ot Spiritualism.
What constitutes Spiritualism? . ’ ;
What are mediums and what are their functions? , 
Evidence of spirit power under two general heads—in- 

tOHectual and physical. ?
Intellectual—Trance speaking; inspirational speaking, 

inspirational improvisation, clairvoyance and ’ clairaudl- 
ehce, liealiiig and telepathy, writing; drawing and'.paint- 
lug, tests of various kinds. .
. ?Ph)'sical—-Table tipping and yapping,'.movement of ar
ticles,-.independent music—trumpet voices, .materializa
tion of facés, hands,, as.well as of complete form.'
< «Further than this there ts psychometry, or soul meas
urement, 'Which is, a power Inherent in the individual and 
does not depend - on outside spirit: assistance. This is. the 
power which reads ores, and other articles and depends7 
more upon self-development than 'some of the other 
phases. .....

In treatlng some of the-above subjects I shall iefer tev 
writers'and mediums of various kinds to.illustrate the 
.points at Issue, as well as detail my own experience wher
ever possible.

Fortune Telling.

The gift, of prpphecy or foretelling the future (fortune 
telling) wlil also be treated as itmpy be made of great im- 
.-portance to those who are willing to understand the laws 
governing such communications. They are simple, to 
those who are willing -to understand them.

I will close with a quotatipn from T. J. Hudson, author 
of “The Law of Psychic Phenomena”: "He who denies the 
phenomena of Spiritualism is simply ignorant.” Ignor- 
ianee of any subject, partioriarly when knowledge may be 
so easily obtained from ^he books and papers published, Ib 
:hardly to be commended^ as a basis for judgment, yet 
those who are most ignorant assume to judge and coh-
demn Spiritualism. J. R. BURTON.

I have a friend, a little lady whom 
I love very dearly,, yjie is reilued, ed
ucated arid, wealthy; not particularly 
known as a Spiritualist, yet after 
passing through a great sorrow, sho 
became deeply interested-in the sub
ject. She attended one or two so- 
called materializing seances, but came 
to. the conclusion . that, they were 
fraudulent. She had, shortly atter 
passing through her sorrow, been de
veloped as an automatic writer, dur
ing a period when she was recovering 
from nervous prostration; but this 
power left her when sho had fully re
covered her strength.

She became acquainted, with a little 
girl, thirteen or fourteen years of age, 
who had very startling manifestations 
in -her own home. She is not a 
public medium, has nevbr been known 
to the public in any way. Desiring to 
test this matter to the utmost, my 
friend invited this young girl to spend 
a few'weeks with .her lu her own ele
gant home, and if there were any 
fraud practiced she would soon dis
cover it.

Very many wonderful manifesta
tions‘took place while-the girl wa.s at 
her house, such as usually occur; the 
playing of musical instruments,' ring
ing of bells, levitation of tables, rap- 
çings, arid so forth,’’ The shade çur- 

, tains would be s^nt up with a whiz; a 
chair yas, at one time, thrown vlo-’ 
lently across the. ' room, and very 
many other Wass happened; but that 
which Interested me most, I will now 
relate.
"One day, while many things of this 

kind had been taking place, my friend 
determined ’ to settle. the matter once 
for all in her own mind, whether it 
was really spirits who did these things 
or some occult power possessed by the 
medium.

It was on a bright day; the curtains 
up, and thé Bun pouring into the 
room; she called the girl to her, and 
they both stood near a window, the 
girl never leaving hér side for a mo
ment, and they were entirely alone to
gether In the room. There was a large 
rocking chair standing at the farther 

»part of the room. Not far from wiiere 
they stood was a long, light stool, 
such as 1b sometimes used for a seat 
by piano players. My friend, holding 
the girl’s hand tightly, said: "Now if 
that stool will, of its own accord, 
without contact with the medium, 
walk across-tho floor and get up into 
the rocking chair, I shall know that 
nothing but a spirit can accomplish 
such a feat.”

Scarcely had the words left her 
lips, than, the stool deliberately 
walked—or hitched Itself across the 
floor—-the room being a very large one 
—and when it got to the chair, paused
a moment as if in contemplation.

My friend said to the young 
dlum: “How do you think It will 
get up Into the chair?” With

me- 
ever 
that

An Earnest Protest Against Cultivation of the War Spirit in Children.
“Santa Paula has a brand new military conftfany; pass 

the word to Te^dy; may need 'em In Cuba. Thy fargarilza- 
tion might'properly be called infantry asjih^..members 
are In age from eight ;tQ fifteen,years, but« however »that 
may be, they will be known as the-Grammar Sôhool Ca
dets of thirty members, in'uniform'ànd wit#0tflè l^st 
pattern of gunmanufadtured by Captain Fernii^fromirihe 
best gradé of oak. À second or reserve company, likewise 
consisting of thirty, members, will also be drilled for’the 
duties of a soldier. This second company, however, will 
not be uniformed, but will act as a reserve "from which- 
to draw the best material for the Cadets or first com
pany. ♦ » * The movement- is entirely rion-sectarlan hnd 
is in no way connected with any Bundày-school or church,' 
but for the present the large lecture room of the Présbyte-
rian church will be used as a meeting place, until- othertering, the speaker poured forth a 1 ....

stream of eloquence that kept the. quarters can be secured..* ? ♦ It Is proposed to make’this
large and intelligent audience spell-» 
bound. It would be Impossible to 
give even a faint outline of the mar
velous address given through the or
ganism of Mr. Howe in a newspaper 
report. The speaker described the 
evolutionary processes of world forma
tion with its incessant convulsions 
which he called nature’s progress for 
greater perfection—prayers always 
answered. The upheavals of conti
nents, the belching forth of volcanic 
fifes, the raging of the elements with 
electric cyclones, tornadoes rushing 
with whirlwind fury over the surface 
of the new born planet. The forma
tion of the mineral kingdom, the com
ing into existence of the germs of the 
vegetable and animal kingdoms culmi
nating with man In his lowest, most 
abject type, was vividly described.

AH through the unconcelvably vast 
periods-of time, by Infinitesimally 
slow' processes of evolution—man 
gradually .was raised to the intellect-
ual plane. The guiding power 
ing -all these convulsions and 
cesses of development was the

dur- 
pro- 
un- 

the
de-

seen • or spiritual. . During 
lengthy discoùfBe. the speaker __ 
scribed the marvelous composition of 
the human body—and man’s relation

entitling 
any one 

with

Piles
tq receive by return mail, FREE TO TRY uDOLLER PACKAGE of Dr. Van Vle“& 
wauderZul 8,ioW Absorption Treatment 
together with our valuable new book in 
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Addreafl _ ••
Only one tfkt packap to one addrcas.

Every person cutting out and sending: ' 
us the above coupon at once will get-r- 
Free to try—our complete new three
fold absorption cure for Piles, Ulcer« 
Fissure, Prolapse, Tumors, Constipation 
and all rectal troubles. If you are fully’ 
satisfied with the benefit received you 
can send us one dollar. If not, you 
have only to say so, and it costs yotf 
nothing; you decide after a thorough 
trial. It is curing cases of 30 and 40 
years' standing, as well - as all the 
earlier stages. Act now and save your
self perhaps untold suffering,-for piles 
lead to fistula and the deadly cancer 
Our three-fold treatment cures to stay 
cured, because It Is constitutional aS 
well as local, and we want you to try ft 
at our expense. 'Bend no money—just ■ 
the coupon—io Dr. Van Vleck Co.. 
X043 Majestic Bldg., Jacksori, Mjoh, 
.Write to-day. ’

It will write in full sight— 
yes, in full sight and it will 
write more, write better, ’ 
write easier and keep on 
doing so longer than afiy 
other typewriter.

THE MONARCH TYPEWRITER CO., 
200 and 202Wabash Ave.. Chicago, Ill-

"New Testament Stories Comically« 
1 Illustrated. Drawings by. Watson Hes- 
• ton. With Critical and Humorous Com

ments upon the- - Texts.” Heston’s 
,■« drawings:are Incomparable,, and excrn- 
tclaUfi^ funny. Price, in feoards, jlj,

first company the^'crack” boys’ military company In this 
end of the stata/'—Santa Paula Chronicle;

The Catholics, in various parts of the country, have or
ganized boys into nlllitary companies, and now in some lo
calities the Protestants;are following suit. What do these 
actions mean? - ' « . ,i

Are these zealous Christians training the children 'ih ’the 
¿rt of killing each other for-Christ's sake? Now, dlct not 
the gentle Jesus say, “Love your enemies,” “Return gepd 
for evil,” “Do good to those who spitefully use you”?, etc. 
What would Jesus say if he were to again come to earth 
and\find that the churches that are dedicated to Ms serv
ice are being used for drilling little boys in« the art of kill

ing—being taught how they may thrust cold steel through 
the heart of a f§llow-man, cut off his head .with a sword, 
or blow out his brains with a gun?'
- ,fien. Sherman,said’ “Was is Hell!” Every thoughtful 
man knows that the General’s statement is true, and yet 
we'see professing Christians in times of profound peace,

systematically teaching the tender children the war sp’lrlt, 
at a time when true statesmen and philanthropists are la
boring to establish national courts of arbitration and abol
ish war throughbut the world.

In t^e name of limocont children; in the name of the 
wives, and mothers-and-slaters of this land; in the nanie of 
common humanity, I.protest against this growing practice 
of the-bo-called Christian church, teaching American chil
dren the glory of war, and developing In little boys the 
thought that It will be a great, a glorious thing for them to 
go out .with swords and guns, and' like savage tigers, 
pounce upon their fellow-men and cut and shoot and rend 
them, spreading desolation and death all about them, to 
be followed by the tears of widows, and the wail of or
phans, and the heaVt-breaking sobs of fath.ers and moth
ers. Ab a citizen and tax-payer, I enter my protest 
against any public school-house or public play-ground be
ing used for drilling purposes, at which it is sought by 
school teachers or others, tn foster the killing, murdering 
spirit in the Jittle boys.

War is barbarous—is hell, is a disgrace to an enlight
ened people, but has for centpries been encouraged and 
fostered by the orthodox Christian nations. The more 
soundly orthodox a people are, the more warlike they are.

Let Spiritualists, arid Quakers and Theosophlsts, and 
Christian Scientists and Agnostics, and all the other non
orthodox sects, unitedly enter their protest against the ef
fort of the orthodox Christian eeiffs, to . develop In the 
American schoolchildren the killing, murdering spirit. 
If the liberal, progressive, non-orthodpx people, dq not 
stem this rising tide, history will repeat itself, and the 
time will come, when Catholic and Protestant will fly at 
each other's throats, and blood and violence, and desola

tion Will engulf this fair land, and we.wlll again have the 
“dark ages,". R. a. DAGUE. -

Tacoma, Wash. ~

after death, what?

Spiritualist Meeting 
' England.

at -- Barry,

to the realms of spirit, touching upon 
the thousands of religious beliefs 
which have sprung from environment 
and physical conditions during vast 
ages of time. In which, man had to 
combat with the terrific forces of na
ture and win his way to the intellect
ual plane and fit himself for the rec
ognition of things spiritual.

We have passed through the mate
rial and mechanical age into that of 
tne electrical and spiritual. • Every 
act of nature in the past has been a 
prayer. . Every cry or laugh of the in
fant is a prayer to the unseen arid ev-: 
ery prayer has been answered.

All who have attended the services' 
at Plymouth Spiritual Church cannot 
fail to have appreciated the excellent 
music, and singing rendered by Mrs. 
Gertrude Williams,, the gifted organ
ist, and the choir. To-day’Hon. H. 
W. Richardson, president of the New 
York Spiritual Association will deliver 
an address at 2: 30 p. m. Mrs. Tilde 
U- Reynolds, will give spirit messages. 
In the evening Mrs. -Helen P. Russegue 
of Hartford, Conn., will deliver a. lec-
ture at 8 o’clock,:and there will 
spirit messages.

LAID TO REST.

be

An Old-Timo Medium passed to Spirit 
■Life.-

/My sister, .Mrs»zr Jennie' L. Webb, 
passed1 toispirit life; October T5, from 
The. Oakland, 31 E. Newton street, 
Boston; She has been feeble since 
January 14.«- For four weeks she was 
in a coma, state. She is next to the 
Fox sisters in time of manifestation. 
The year after we had the. tappings 
all over, the house, and my sister and 
self have served the public in a way 
ever since. My sister’s remains were 
takeri to Marlon, Mass., where our 
father, and mother are laid.

ANNIE L. CHAMBERLAIN.
16 Chapin street, Milford, Mass.

"Death Defeated; or thePsychic Se- 
cret of How toKeepYoung." ByJ. M. 

Frica ».

•On Sunday last, at
Hall. Barty, meetings were held by 
the local society of Spiritualists, when 
Mr. J.,J. Morse editor of the Two 
Worlds, Manchester, -delivered ad
dresses. The attendances were large, 
and tn the evening the hall was taxed 

. to Ite utmost extent; Taking as his 
morning subject, “Modern Spiritual
ism; Its Foundations," thé speaker, in 
a clear and lucid manner, gave a re- 
sutae pf the. reasons for the Spiritual
ist’s -knowledge. At the evening ser
vice the subject of the ’ address was 
‘.(After Death, What?” and the rapt 
attention of the large audience testi- 
fied to the keen interest manifested 
In this ail-itaportant topic. . '

The speaker, in dealing with the ob
jections to Spiritualism, pointed out 
that the greatest, amount of opposl- ' 
tion arose where ignorance of the facts 
and philosophy of the subject existed. 
It was perfectly reasonable, to .expect 
that the liberated soul would earn-; 
estly desire and strive to return to . 
those who were left behind, and taere 
was absolutely ^nothing supernatural 
in the modus operandi, that it adopted. 
Everything being governed by law ter-, 
résinai and spiritual, the spirit mani- 
fested its existence by. conformity to 
these laws. The ignorance existing, 
accounted for the belief in supernat
ural occurrences. The age, of mira
cles was past and gone for ever; man 
sought the cause which produced the, 
effect, and, having«; discovered it, 
caused a repetition of the effect. The 
suggestion that Spiritualism was blas
phemous and heterodox Was answered 
by an examination of the religious his
tory of the world,-where- we found' 
that the heterodoxy of to-day becamp; 
tue orthbdoxv of to-morrow. The de-1, 
mand for information concerning the

the Masonic

future state was becoming more-and- 
more pronounced; this -was a perfect
ly natural sequence to Intellectual en
lightenment. . :
■ - Mr. Morse -claimed 'that the only 
people capable of satisfying this de-

- Imand were those who had paaeed 
through the change-of death. The 
state ot the soul in the life beyond the

grave was not affected by any belief 
or creed whatsoeer, but was entirely 
conditioned by-the life lived whilst in 
the body.' “Whata man sowed tuat 
he also reaped.” The transition of 
death neither changed a man Into an 
angel nor a devil—it had no other .ef
fect than to liberate the.ego from Its 
earthly tabernhele. The Individuality 
was unchanged by death, tint by a pro- 
gresslve.evolutlon, governed by earn
eststrivings, the liberated soul slowly 
evolved from its faults to: its finality 
which God has prepared for all.— 
Barry News; .'

THE LANb OF PRETTY SOON. ' 
yr—-rC . .

I knower land, where the streets are-
• is • - '

With. ¡0)6 things that we' -Meant to 
achieve.-,o

It is .walls d wij^ the money we meant
, . to hayesay^d,:

And thj pleasures tor. .-which • we 
. ’ grieve. ' s.
The kindbjvOTdflf unspoken; the prom-

. ises]J)fokeB, - - ,
And many a.^ovetadboon,

Are stored' aw^y . there in that land 
.:sompjyheree;-.. «

The la^d of9/|Pretty Soon.” -
There are unctft} Jewels of possible 

fame' ' . ■ ■ -
Lying about ft the dust, 

And manyta nobie and lofty aim
CovetelPwlthteiouId and rust; .

And oh! ’ this, pllice which seems so 
near”1 ■ _ '

Is farther away than the moon;
Though our purpose, is fair, we' never 

get there, "
• To the land 6'f' “Rretty Soon!”

■—Ella Wheeler Wilcox.

“The Romance of Jude.. A Story of 
the Life and Times- of the Nazarene 
and-His People” Through «the medi
umship of Mrs. M. T. Longley,« An in
tensely, interesting .book. ’.Neatly bound 
in cloth «and gilt? /.Only 50 cents.

"Success: ana How To Win It" A

SAN BERNARDINO, CAL.

Spiritualist Society Celebrates 48th 
Birthday.

the Btool whirled, or twisted itself 
around, threw one leg up onto a little 
ledge that marked where the uphol
stering commenced, then, twisted its 
other corner around up Into the chair 
and commenced to rock itself as a 
child might.

When 1 visited my friend, she 
showed me just where everything had 
stood, also where she and the girl had 
stood at the time, then she took me 
over to the chair and pointed to a 
deep indentation that the leg of the 
stool had made Ip its ascent into the 
chair, the same having been made by 
the leg that first rested on the ledge 
of the chair.

Now all this may seem utterly In
credible, and It might seem to some 
that my friend and myself are very 
gullible, but, on the contrary, we are 
very skeptical, and must have posi
tive evidence before we can believe. 
My friend assured me, most solemnly 
that this was absolutely true, as she 
showed me the marks on the chair.

She, herself, is the personification 
of purity and truth; having always 
been deeply religious, she considers 
that an oath by laying the hand on the 
bible is sacred above all things, and 
this oath she willingly would take, If 
I required it.

One other incident I will relate. 
This same lady, desiring to test slate- 
writing, invited a medium to her 
house to spend a number •'of' weeks. 
This medium, I think, was ’ well 
known in the past. His name was 
Perkins—a tall, dark-eyed gentleman. 
He has passed Into the great beyond 

.now, having been taken sick, at- her 
house, and dying at the hospital in 
Los Angeles shortly after. This man 
could produce independent slate-writ
ing at all times by simply holding the 
closed’ slates at arm’s length. But 
my friend, fearing that after all there 
might be some trickery about it, 
thought she would make assurance 
doubly sure.

One. afternoon, while she was out 
shopping, she went into a store where 
school'books and children’s slates 
were kept for sale. She purchased a 
couple of clean slates—as of course 
none of the slates had any writing 
upon them. ■ They were wrapped up

lecture and. rourse of twenty-four suc
cess lessona by-Dr. 'B. F, Austln,‘B’. A./;
D. D. j The. titles- of some -of the lec- 1 
■tures. are as -follows:' Self Helps; Fi
nancial ■'Success; Ideals; Economy; 1 
Planning, Attraction; Courtesy; Kind-

On October 7, the San Bernardino 
Association of Spiritualists celebrated 
the forty-eighth anniversary of the or
ganization of the local society, at 
their Temple, corner Sixth and C 
streets.

This society was organized October 
2, 1858, with the following members- 
Henry Sherwood, ^ni. Heap, Wm. 
Stone, Thomas Hinïy, Geofge Burton-
tand John Brown. They .took the name« 
of The Brotherhood Kindred Manifes
tation, John Brown acting as medium. 
Others joined and on-Nov. 3, 1872, 
the name was changed to the San Ber
nardino Association of Spiritualists 
-, In 1868 they built the Temple now 
ta use...This temple was built just 
•as directed and planned by the spirits 
-who were teaching them. During the 
last two years Mrs. Lily M. Thiébaud 
:has been the pastor of the-society and 
■has worked not only to increase the in- 
¡terest and àdd to membership roll but 
.has done much to win-general .respect« 
«for Spiritualism. .

Lately Improvements have been 
■iilade on the Temple Which have added 
to the comfort in the way of modern 
conveniences. .

The all-day meeting was well af> 
tended, many spoke of the harmonious 
•conditions. Special music, both vocal 
and instrumental, was an attractive 
feature of the day.
■ Mr.. A. S. Howe, president-of the C. 
S. S. A., and Mrs. M. E. Howe, state 
organizer, were present and gave ex
cellent assistance in lecture^and mes
sage work, Mr. James Boyd and 
Miss Maggie Potter of Riverside, also 
added to the interest. ■ Others who as
sisted the pastor were M. D. Thiébaud 
and Mrs. Lemont. The history of 
this society certainly Indicates the ad
vantage hnd strength «given by the 
ownership, of the meeting? place.. .It 
would be interesting. , to know how
many, societies.argrns old. This . so-- 
ciety stands to-rday,ïor. organized-effort- 
and for honest, intelligent modium- 
Bhlp. r- X.

, , ... '"Just Howto Wake the.Solarplexus.* 
nasa and Tact; Angel Help; Price 25 By EllcaMh Town®. Valuable fi» 
mta. , Anata. Fri», 25 «rau.
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THE PSYCHOGRAPH
OR

Dial f laiiGim

as usual, and tied with twine. 
Perkins knew nothing of this.

Mr. 
She

then went Atome, and going into the 
parlor where he was sitting, without 
even stopping to remove her hat, she 
walked across the room and seated 
herself in an arm-chair. She clapped 

. thé slates, without removing the 
string or wrapping, under her, and 
sat down upon them. "Now,” said 
she to Mr. Perkins, “if It is a spirit 
who does this writing, I am going to 
know it beyond the possibility of a 
doubt. Now, sir, come on with your 
spirits and write on these slates.” 
Mr. Perkins never left the chair where 
he was sitting, and she had taken one 
at the other end of the large parlor.

Mr. Perkins laughed 10ng arid-loud. 
“Come on, Bréntwood!"'he said,’“and 
write on thé lady's .slates.” Brent
wood was his spirlt’éontrol. Present
ly, beneath her, as she sat upon-them, 
she heard the sound of writing, and 
then; shortly, three loud zaps.

"It is done!" said■ Perkins. “Un
wrap your slates”—in .a dazed way.

She took them from under her and 
unwrapped them, opened them, and 
both of the inner surfaces of the-slates 
were filled with writing. ■ .

- I would to heaven that:I could wit
ness some pf these things myself, but I 
never have, except those that were 
fraudulent. T)iat Is why I write of. 
that which my friends .have seen, and 
not of that which I have seen my
self. Yours for all that, is good and 
true.

. MRS. CARLYLE PETERSILEA.

THE MYSTERY OF PURPOSE.

This life were brutish did • we- not 
. sometimes '■ ... .» . ‘

Have intimation clear-of wider scope, 
Hints of occasion infinite, .to keep 
The sou! alert with noble discontent 
And -on ward yearnings of unstilled de- 

• sire; , ■ ■;
Fruitless, except-we .now. and then idi- 
" ■ vined ..
A mystery, of purpose, gleaming- thro’ 
The secular confusions of the world, 
Whose will we darkly accomplish, do

ing ours.
—James Russell Lowell.

Thia Instrument is substantially the 
same as that employed by Prof. Hare In 
bls early .Investigations. In its Im’ 
proved form it has been before thé pub
lic for more than twelve years, and hr 
the hands of thousands ot persons has 
proved its superiority over the Plan» 
chettc, and all other instruments which 
have been brought out in imitation, 
both in regard to certainty and correct 
ness of the communications received by, 
its aid, and as a means of developing 
mediumship.

Do you wish to investigate Spirit. / 
ualiem? '

Do you wish to develop Mediumship? 
Do you desire to receive communies.

tlons?
The Psychograph Is an Invaluable as« 

sistant. A pamphlet with full 
directions for the

formation of circles and cul. 
t!vat|ON of mediumship

with every instrument. Many who were 
not aware of their mediumlstic gift, :

aft®,r ,a few 8ittings. been able to 
receive delightful messages. A vol«

t be filled with commendatory 
letters. Many who began with it as an 
amusing toy, found that the intelligence t 
controlling it knew more than them« 
.selves, and became converts to Spirit« u&iism.

Capt D. B. Edwards, Orient, N. Y„ 
writes: “I flad communications (by the 
•Psychograph) from many other friendB. ' 
even from old settlers whose grave
stones are moss-grown in the old yard. 
They have been highly satisfactory, 
and proved to me that Spiritualism is 
indeed true, and the communications 
have given my heart the greatest com« 
tort in the severest loss I have had of 
son, daughter, and their mother.”

Dr. Eugene Crowell, whose writings 
nave made his name familiar to those 
interested In psychic matters, writes as 
follows: “I am much pleased with th«" - 
Psychograph. It is very simple in pita, 
ciple and construction, and I am sura ' 
must be far more sensitive to spiritual' 
power than the one now in use. I be« 
lieve it will generally supersede the lab 
ter when Its superior merits become!
-known.”

Securely packed, and sent postage (. 
paid from the manufacturer, for $1.00t ' ’ 
Address -.

HUDSON TUTTLE, - l
• Berlin Heights, Ohio«- ' 1 ■'

RATIONAL MEMORY TRAINING.

Hinte and helps in memorizing fig« ’ 
ures, lists’ of words, prose and poetiai 
literature, new language, etc. By B< . 
F.’.Austin, author of several othen .- 
works. Price, 50 cents. , .

Can Telepathy Explain?
Results of Psychical Research.

By Minot J. Savage, J
Dr. Savage. In this hook ol 213 pages, discuss, 

es problems that hare vexed intelligent nUniB 
probably to a greater extent than any others ” W 
Baring those of thoreUgious life. Bo statav; T 
great number of woU-authentlcatod InBtanol&x 
ot spiritist rerolatlon or communication, ma 
discussion is frank and fearless,and merits ms - 
widest reading, tor ho deals with tacts and «&■ , / 
perlonces; Price, cloth. Bl.CO. _________ ■ ,

THE WORLD BEAUTIFUL .
- Ssrlesone, two and three. By Lilian WhltlnSt 

Throe choice volumes, each com- kto InltMBA.
In which spirituality inrelatsd.to .varMay UnJ 
in sueha way-M to make Ute world otauUlmg ':
Price. 8tx» tach. «1 - ,
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Deceived by Two.Old Women
Recognized as an East Mark ht the Fakers.

ÏN REPLY to. MR. WILL C. HODGE.

P. A. Jensen, a Prominent SpirituaRst. . 
of Lbs Augelcs, Cal., Replies to His 

. Exploitation of Mis. Bliss-Green in 
the Chicago Fraud Organ—-Her 
Spirit Manifestations Having Been 
Prpved of Earthly Origin in an Ex
posure iu This City.

- Mr.;Hodge, of San piego, is again to 
the front in the Fraud Organ of Chi
cago, exploiting a medium whose spir
it manifestations have been fully lec- 
ognized as of earthly origin, manufac
tured to suit the occasion, as proven 
by her exposure in Chicago. T his 
time he has raked up Mrs. Bliss- 
Green, a materializing medium of Chi- 

■cago. Th® fact, that this .medium has 
been caught parading as a spirit in hex 
dark seance, and her exposure aired in 
The Progressive Thinker, is no dete- 
rioration to her character in the opin
ion of Mr. Hodge. To him, Elsie Rey
nolds and Mrs. Bliss-Green are just as 
■worthy representatives of SpirituaUsin 
as the GREAT TEACHERS OB 
WHOM WE ARE PROUP. Alas!

In support of the genuineness of 
Mrs. Bliss-Green, Mr. Hodge relates 
what occurred in one. of her seances 
twenty-one years ago.

Of “test” conditions he makes no 
mention, h®nce we infer that, none 
were imposed; .

At that seance he “saw" the, 'spir
it”, and the medium at the same time 

■ —the spirit dematerialized in the cab
inet. He also "saw” the spirit of Mb

A New Organization
The New Attempt Io Form a Fraternal (&£0k

aging to the characters of those medi
ums whom he exploits in the Fraud 
Organ, and practlcally stands alone 
against the conviction of every .Spir
itualist, it may be that he has gotten 
infatuated over these two women and 
fascinated by the shining garments 
they use In the seances, or he may ba 
engaged by them to advertise and ex-, 
.ploit them la the Chicago Fraud Or/
gan.'

Anyone allying himself with • the 
questionable element, disguised as 
mediums, cannot long hope to retain 
the confidence and respect of the in
telligent Spiritualists. Were it not 
that Mr. Hodge in a measure is a rep
resentative of Spiritualism, no notice 
whatever would be taken of his views. 
But of- those who are engaged in ex
pounding our. phenomena and philos-' 
opby-WE DEMAND NOT ONLY THAT 
THEY SHALL BE INTELLIGENT, 
BUT HONEST ALSO; that they shall 
know enough about the phenomena 
not to be an EASY MARK for bogus 
mediums, especially not for such de
signing women as Elsie Reynolds and 
Mrs. Bliss-Green. We want them to 
know something about mediumqhip 
and its laws and legitimate uses; we 
want them to kn^w, and to teach, that 
the phenomena are only means to an 
end, and not the end itself. Were this1 
fact generally admitted we should not 

, have so many Spiritualists test-hunt
ing mad.. After fifty years i>f expert-, 
ence the great mass of Spiritualists 

> know little about mediumietic phe- 
. nomena—what is'trlckery and what is

Mion, as Viewed bj Hudson Tufflp.

“wife."’ „ / ,x
<. ■ If Bueh in reality were the facts it

would of course settle the question;
i but we have not to believe .all we see 
} 77: and hear in a materializing seance 
i ' ¿parried on by a woman known to use 

» legerdemain, instead of spirit power.
? jlow much of the evidence recounted 
/. - in Ilie Organ of Frauds 1b worthy of 

credence would be hard to determine;
> - twenty-one years ago is a pretty long
' time to remember trifling incidents;

• besides, such narratives, LIKE
SNAKE STORIES, GROW IN SIZE 

. AND WONDERMENT AS TIME
GOES ON. .

To those who have made an impar
tial Investigation into the phenomena 
of materialization as it is now car- 

i ' rled on in the modern public seance, 
tlie> occurrences cited by Mr: Hodge 

?J. present no evidences of materlallza- 
£ ' ' tion' whatever. That the dematerlal- 
>) ■ "ization of a spirit, which sometimes

real; hence they ARE AT THE 
MERCY OF THE WELL TRACED 
SLEIGHT-OF-HAND PROFESnOR, 
WHEN HE COMES ALONG LOOKING

r?;

takes place in the dark Seance, has 
THE APPEARANCE OF BEING 

' REAL, we admit. It could never 
have deceived so many people were it 

. not so; and that many persons have 
recognized their spirit friends is also 
well attested; but it must be remem
bered that in the dark people look 
much alike, and the deceptions that 

"can be carried on in a medium’s own 
7 house where in a measure all emer- 

- gencies are prepared for, IS PRAC- 
’ TICALEY UNLIMITED.

. Everybody knows that actors play
ing their parts upon the stage, in the 
glare of the electric light, SUCCESS- 

. FULLY PERSONATE VARIOUS 
CHARACTERSAND PARTS,' SO 
THAT. AT TIMES ONE CANNOT 
TELE ’THE OLD FROM THE YOUNG, 
NOR . A MAN FROM A WOMAN. 
Ought we then to wonder at similar' 

, ^eceptlons- being possible in the dark 
•seance,. where investigators get no 

' show whatever of seeing what jakes

FOR DÜPES.
Some of our speakers know little’or 

nothing about the subject and gener
ally become the easiest victims, as fqr 
Instance, Mr. Hodge. He has been 
before the public for many years, both 
as a speaker and writer; to hear our 
brother talk one would suppose that 
he had about got hold of all ' the 
knowledge worth knowing, yet HE IS 
DECEIVED BY TWO OLD WOMEN, 
just because he'-goes with them into 
the dark. I-doubt whether our gulli
ble brother could hold his own with 
them in the light. Spiritualists gen
erally have swallowed the categorical 
list, detailing the phenomena without 
knowing anything’ about the facts. 
They have gotten materialization on 
the list, presented as a fact; yet no 
reliable demonstrations can be had of 
the phenomena, and though some hot
headed- Spiritualist- come along and 
“Thank the Lord!" for ajK®nuine me
dium for such phenomena, some sen
sible Spiritualist is sure to point out 
his error and again put him upon the 
right track. That all the phenomena 
for materialization palmed off by cer
tain public mediums upon Spiritualists 
are fictitious is self-evident. _ The In
telligent public know it, all our secu
lar newspapers know it, and while 
many ill-informed Spiritualists talk 
learnedly about the scientific method 
by which these phenomena are pro- 
duqed.-the mediums who produce 
them are having a good time at the 
expense of the credulous Spiritualists 
who exnloit them. THEY ENJOY 
THE “JOKE” IMMENSELY when 
théy get together to exchange tests,, 

■ and to review the situation.
When a man like Alfred Russel

It is proposed to institute a new' 
fraternal organization on the lines of 
th/ Masons, Odd Fellows, etc., a sort 
oj combine of the best of all secret or- 
Rers, with Spiritualism as the ground
work. In the announcement made in 
The Progressive Thinker, it is said:

“We want the. strongest fraternal 
charge that can be written, and we 
hope that some of the friends that be
long jo the Masons, Odd Fellows, Red 
Men, Knights of Labor and other fra
ternal societies, will sépd us some 
thoughts on this line inspired by the 
forms and ceremonies of. their respect
ive societies, that we may, if possible, 
improve upon their work."

In prder to interest the workers in 
Spiritualism, Invitations -have been 
sent for them to contribute to thé rit
ual. The promises are large:

“Let us build .large enough and 
■brogd enough that each individual 
may have room to grow according to 
his nature. If one brother finds the 
spiritual food best suited to his needs 
in phenomena, why should ,we object? 
The spiritual and mental néeds of an
other may be more fully satisfied by 
the study of the philosophy. "-

This paragraph utterly ignores the 
existence of any organization, Now 
the National Spiritualists' Association 
stands for everything that is proposed 
for this new society.’ It surelyis 
broad enough for the most progressive 
and allows widest latitude' to its mem
bers in their search for spiritual food. 
It accepts an observer of phenomena 
as well as a student of its philosophy.

It is not a secret society. Its mem
bers do not have to use pass-words to 
gain entrance to its meetings or that 
of subordinate societies; there are 'no

brotherhood, extending only, to mem
bers of the order, will jnw probably 
go far outside with his fraternity.

Spiritualism is for, all,'and can no 
more be confined to a Secret "order 
than Darwin’s theory of evolution or 
the integral calculus. y.

There may be no harm Tin the. ex
periment; yet it must be remembered 
that there is a great public order al
ready in the field. The National As
sociation is attempting to,consolidate 
the opposing forces of Spiritualism. 
It is attempting to represent the great
Wause before the world, 
acknowledgement of its 
It is attempting to unite 
of religion, science and 
It proposes to introduce

and compel 
worthiness.

its elements 
philosophy, 
an' educa-

wlth a death-like grip in face of the 
white man's growing dominion.

There was a time to which the In
dian constantly reverts in tradition 
when he spoke ’a better and a purer 
language and when he was under the 
government of chiefs who ruled over 
nations which ;wpre in, turn all united 
into a great brotherhood.

Schoolcraft who for over thirty 
-years lived among the Iroquois and 
the Angonquins, pays them the follow
ing tribute: "Higher principles of de
votion to what they believed'to be the 
cardinal virtues, no people ever 
evinced. They approve themselveh to 
the best sensibilities of the human 
heart by the strong exhibition of those 
ties which bind a father to his chil
dren and link whole forest communi
ties in the indissoluble bonds of 
’brotherhood."

In studying the sacred rites of the 
Indian we find that one of its essential 
features was psychic phenomena. 
Simon Pokegan, chief of the Pottawat- 
amies, who was one of the best edu
cated Indians in America, confirmed 
this in an article in the Forum, writ

ten about ten years ago, on “Spiritual-

tional plan, which .can be made in ev
ery home almost as valuable as a col
lege' course. The true Spiritualist 
who loves the cause for its.own sake; 
who has watched its growth through 
antagonisms, oppositions and disas
ters, which would have annihilated 
any cause not having the strength i of 
truth and the tidal force of th® spirit 
world behind it; who has prayed to 
see it take its true place, will hold to 
the grounds already gamed, knowing 
it is better to give all his. efforts and 
strength to the National Association, 
rather (han be drawn away by untried 
schemes under the name of;. ''frater
nity.” - v. ■' 7- .

grips and forms of Speech by which a 
brother may be recognized. The new 
society is the opposite, It is to meet 
behind barred doors; sentinels at the 
gates, and in the. various degrees there 
are to be "charges” of instruction, and 
the routine of ceremony, so that when 
the candidate is finally admitted he 
will know all that can be taught as to 
"the nature of phenomena,” how ,to 
Investigate, “what is best to investi
gate,” and “what part best to make 
public,” and the “religious side of'the 
nature should not be neglected."

This is a big task for a cut and 
dried ritual. The work of initiation 
will be a formidable affair, and more 
tedious than'other secret orders, and 
is to end with a “charge from the 
spirit world through some inspired 
speaker.” Such “inspired speakers" 
would be the high priests of the or
der. When lie consider that in the 
prospectus it Is said, and given as a 
reason why the organization is neces
sary, that no two writers or speakers 
agree, how are the makers of this rit
ual, the writers of these “charges” to 
make them up so that all can sub
scribe to them? Why is it supposable 
they will all come into a secret order, 
subscribing to a stereotyped 
"charge”?

It-of course will be replied that« the- 
new order will not. necessarily conflict, 
with the National. A moment’s re
flection will convince any 'one that 
the two will be antagonistic. The Na
tional could not receive delegates 
from the secret lodges; nor would it be 
asked to do so, The two would stand 
wide apart as the antipodes.

There is something wlerd, catchy 
and poetic in the ritual of Masonry, 
coming down from the ages when 
such "fraternity” was made necessary 
by-the wildness and brutality of the 
outside world. But Masonry, as the 
“unwritten work” is now given, is a 
sort of burlesque, and attractive—not 
because of the priceless knowledge 
imparted to the candidates, but the 
fun gTowing out of their initiation. 
The Grangers—patronp of • husbandry 
—based their ritual on the Masonic, 
only they substituted country life and 
farm objects for Solomon’s temple, 
and the Sublime and ridiculous are as 
grotesque as a variety show.

The Masonic form of thift work can
not be escaped. It is th® foundation 
of every secret order. There is no 
benefit to be derived by consulting 
others. The spiritual--\trat-ernity 
might jjive it a spiritual ben?, as the 
Patrons did a farm-color, but would 
the result be less farcical? The ghost 
in Hamlet is always a burlesque, that 
would make an honest ghost retire 
from business.

Is it not time that this harlequin 
parade of gates, gate-keepers; jj pass
words, signs, grips and initiatory

[Advertisement.!

DOCTOR 
BIRKHOLZ,

THE HEALER.

ALL ARE RELIEVED
And Many Are Made 
Entirely Whole by 
One Treatment.

ism Among the Indians.’!. Whoever 
studies the .mysteries of the Pawnees 
and a number of other’tribes .will see 
that psYchic phenomena was for the 
Indian'bne of his greatest bonds of 
union. ■

Since I believe that the spirit of the 
Indian has done much to make tlje 
continent of North America the best 
.field in’the World for fraternal orders, 
■I am also encouraged to believe that if 
a lodge' was established which availed 
itself of the powers of mediumship in 
Its rites and ceremonies, , it would at 
.once thrive and prosper and rapidly 
develop into one of the greatest of all 
religious or fraternal orders.

’ Thera are two. good reasons why I 
believe Spiritualism is well adapted to 

’ the lodge form of organization.
First, the reaction of many Spirit» 

ualists to church forms extends natu
rally to its plan of organization. In
deed, to spedk of a Spiritualist church 
grates harshly on the ears of many de1- 
vout Spiritualists. The fact is that a 
subtle and ingrown antagonism is held 
by many of us for anything intimately 
connected with the old forms of relig
ion. Now whilb the church, as a mat
ter of history, has been the main bul
wark of conservatism, the lodge, gen
erally speaking, has veryriargely been 
the mainstay of-the reformer,.. Spirit
ualism as a body is practically made 
up of reformers and as it still has be
fore it a grand and mighty mission, I 
believe it will crystallize naturally 
about the fraternal form of organiza
tion. ,

The second reason is that from the 
very start the literature of Spiritual
ism has been saturated with the broth
erhood idea. The burden- qt A. J.

A newspaper man called oh- Dr. 
Birkholz yesterday afternoon at his 
parlors, 4056 Indiana avenue, on a 
tour of'Investigation. Having talpen 
his place amphg the throng that gat 
awaiting their turn to see the doctor, 
he found plenty of scope for observa
tion, abundance, of food for thought. 
Coming and going continuously peo
ple apparently from all ranks of life, 
from babes in arms to old age—some 
lame,, some partially blind, some 
bowed and decrepit, others seemingly 
without pain, yet malignant diseases 
slowly but surely sapping their vitals. 
Some were willing to talk of their suf
ferings and expressed hope that the 
doctor could cure them. Others were 
loath to speak of their troubles and 
seemed to have abandoned hope, al
though awaiting their turn to be treat-

, । 'place?
¡3/ The. dematerialization of a spirit is 
/ . à simple trick that fn the dark has all 

,the appearance of being real, the 
<: same as all legerdemain tricks suc- 
; cessfully executed. Many investiga- 
7 tors can recognize spirit's in anything

that looks white. We have been at 
a seance where the appearing spirit 

'. : looked very much like a broom-handle 
dressed up in a night-shirt, yet some 
one present readily recognized that as 
his spirit guide.
. When there are no “test” conditions 
imposed, or only such tests as the me-

fc.?

r •

dium suggests, or allows, is it not 
plain to every one that ALL KINDS 
OF DECEPTION' CAN BE PRAC
TICED?
. A few senile old men have, gotten 
infatuated over this phenomena, very 
much like a child over a toy; they 
like to visit such shows where the 
medium is a woman, and FONDLE 

. AND KISS THE FEMALE SPIRITS.
Elsie Reynolds’ spirits have been fon
dled and kissed again and again by 
male investigators, yet she herself 
HAS BEEN THE WHOLE SHOW, ex
cept on rare occasions, when a con
federate has helped out.

Mr.’ KjCsp knowing little or noth
ing about the legerdemain in opera
tion in the seance room, at the pres
ent time, and crit.tAi.g ho desire to 
find it out, is AN UNRELIABLE IN- 

"''VESTI GATOR. He has, however, 
confidence enough to pit himself 

! against the evidence of fellow Spirit
ualists who have MADE A STUDY OF 
THE SUBJECT. In investigating me- 

I diums,-he, according to his statement, 
! iiever exacts “test" conditions. This

Wallace gets catfght by a simple trick, 
well worked, there Ib a jubilee in the 
camp of the falters; that means plenty 
of cheap advertising and success and 
reputation to the swindler who per
forms the trick successfully. There is 
plenty evidence almost everywhere to 
substantiate the abeve assertions are 
true in regard to the phenomena. In 
every town and village throughout the 
.States live victims, who at one time or 
at another, have been imposed upon 
by such bogus phenomena.

In .concluding WE WISH TO EM
PHASIZE WHAT HAS BEEN SAID 
ALL THROUGH THIS LETTER, 
THAT MATERIALIZATION AS PRE
SENTED BY CERTAIN PUBLIC ME
DIUMS,* is no part of spiritual phe
nomena, and that the mediums that 
produce it are not mediums at all, and 
that the Chicago Fraud Organ when 
exploiting such mediums Is AN EN
EMY TO TRUTH AND JUSTICE; and 
that those Spiritualists who help to 
circulate that ])aper, and to exploit 
such mediums before the public, are 
helping to KEEP THE SWINDLE GO
ING. '

NO MOVEMENT IS RICHER 
THAN- OURS. NO MOVEMENT HAS 
BRIGHTER PROSPECTS FOR HU
MANITY; BUT BECAUSE. WE ARE 
MAKING A SELFISH USE OF MEDI
UMSHIP, WE ARE SUFFERING. 

. THE CONSEQUENCES OF OUR 
ACTS NOW HEAVY UPON US. 

. WE HAVE THE REMEDY. LET US 
BE REASONABLE IN ALL THINGS, 

■ AND AS ANDREW JACKSON DAVIS 
. ADVISES, "REEP AN EVEN MIND." 
■ P. A. JENSEN.

Los Angeles. Cal.

Spiritualism from the beginning 
has been unalterably opposed to 
forms, ceremonies,and secrecy. It 
has ignored a high priesthood'of me
dium-teachers, and the • pass-word it 
has given to all its advocates is 
TRUTH; its ritual is' the earnest en
deavor of every human soul for right
eousness; its “fraternal order” is man
kind, and it has taught undevlatingly, 
that all men are brothers, and no one 
deserves greater consideration than 
another.

However broad the "charges” may 
be, and however instructive, how nar
row they must be to the world of out-

ceremonies be relegated to the boy
play of the past? Is it.qlaimed that 
behind the bolted doors of the lodge, 
truths unknown without are to be 
learned? By what rlght‘has an’ "fra
ternity,” much less spiritual» frater
nity, to hide,the truth under, this 
bushel, and forbid those w^q.cannot 
give the pask-word to see its light? 
Well, it is a blessqd assurance' that 
by wardens if there be a dozen gates, 
and "fraternity” that expends itself 
on- the members of ith clique, is an
other name for selfishness.

The spirit world has made a
strong effort to unite and organize 
the forces of Spiritualism, yet such 
has been the intensity of individual-

lying knowledge. Because a man has ism which has broken tfie rank and 
paid the fee and affirmed to the file from their old moorings of belief,
“charges," and can give the grip, is
he more of a brother? Ib Re to re
ceive a fraternal love not given to one 
less fortunate or unfortunate?

You can never narrow Spiritualism 
to such an order. Plan with the 
craftiest cunning to hold it in the 
gates, and make believe it is the glory 
above your little altar, and if you look 
out you will see its splendor as a bow 
of promise arching the heavens!
" Oh! no—a pass-word and grip does 
not go far in making a Spiritualist, 
and a membership that is pleased with 
the secrecy and norrowness of the

Davis’ “Nature’s Divine 
is the organization of 
groups and associations, 
deeply concerned about

Revelations,” 
society into 
“Oahspe” is 

founding the

! is his own statement in recommending 
! Elsie Reynolds in the Fraud Organ, 
■ where he says: “Give her harmonious 
. conditions and wonderful and harmo-

GOD OF THE OPEN AIR.

L ‘ - ■ 'Bions results will be obtained.” This 
I means, in other words, if you give El-
i. sie a show, SHE CAN DO THE JOB! 
IU - ; Not caring for exactness in small,

trifling matters, and not being a suspi- 
?• clous’ man, Mr. Hodge IS.BELOVED

BY THE FAKERS; he is a nice, handy 
; man for them to know when they 
• ■ / want a little cheap advertising from 
’■ the platform or in Chicago Fraud Or

gan. THEY HAVE PEDDLED HIS 
"/ PEDIGREE from state to state, and 

< / from city to city, and used it for 
“stock test” on every occasion, when 
for some reason or other they wanted' 

v to use him; yet he says in his article 
i; . in the Organ of the Frauds: “Without 
: .egotism I think I can state that my
; ... perceptions are correct." This may 
. ■' ’ bgSso; what he needs now Is to change 

I. some of his erroneous conceptions, 
li . ' Out of the “fake” element, Elsie 
I • Reynolds has the greatest admiration
I for him. She admires the confidenceI he has in her mediumship, now that
I she is forsaken by friends and foesI alike. He always was an ideal fnves-
D tigator; he never tried TO GRAB THEI SPIRIT AT THE CRITICAL MO-I MENT, LIKE THOSE FRAUD-HURT-I ERS DID OF LOS ANGELES; he
I never evinced any suspicion whateverI Hint Iler manifestations were of earth-I ly origin; he never looked for ebnfed-
■ erates, personating spirits, nor forR irap-doors, sliding panels, #igs or
H whiskers, paint or feathers, illuinin-
H , ated cloth, or any of the paraphernalia 
® 'needful to give a successful material- 
H ' ization. He. was always content to sit 
H quietly and passively, giving the best 
H conditions for harmony, waiting foV

Thou who hast made . Thy dwelling 
fair

With flowers beneath, above, with 
starry lights,

And set thine altars,everywhere—
On mountain heights,

In woodlands dim with many a dream, 
In valleys bright with springs,

And on the curving capes Of every 
stream; ■

Thou who has taken to Thyself the 
wings '

Of morning, to abide
Upon the secret places of the sea, 
And on fair islands, where the- tide

. Visits -the beauty of- 
shores . . .

Waiting for worshipers to 
Thee

In' Thy great out-of-dors! 
To Thee I turn, to Thee I 

prayer,

untrodden

•come to

make my

God.of the open air!
—Henry Van Dyke.

J

THE BOV THAT LAUGHS.J
know a funny little boy, 
The happiest ever born;

Have You Read

PREMIUM
BOOK

OFFER ?
Truly, thq world has NEVER SEEN 

the like before.' Search the annals of 
history, ANQ3KNT AND MODERN! 
critically examine the.history of Spirit
ualism; look here and there. In every 
nook and,corner of the world, and you 
CANNOT find a parallel to the offer 
mad® in reference to these THIRTEEN 
remarkable PREM+VM BOOKS. They 
constitute a wonderfully valuable Spir
itualistic and Occult LIBRARY, and 
are furnished at a nominal sum. AU 
are substantially" bound and neatly 
printed, and those who purchase theia 
life DELIGHTED WITH THEM.

We have now THIRTEEN magplfl4 
cent PREMIUM BOOKS which you 
caq select from.

GEMS OF THOUGHT, by SEVEN
TEEN leading authors, is ’ ’ 
Premium Book. >

our last

r- tlio "dent", spirits <0 manifest.. Hence 
' v J19 received such stunning "tests," 
|- * ihile jthe "irnud-hunters" received 
7'.’ rothlnjj' whatever.''
•\. •<''Ab Mr. Hodge ignores all evidence

that the process has b’een slow, often 
discouraging.' Now there is promise, 
and I feel- assured that the great 
body of Spiritualists will throw their 
influence with the one organization 
which represents them to-day, and 
not waste their strength on other is-

Father’s kingdom on earth by means 
of lodges and communal colonies. 
From the "Wanderer in Spirit Lands" 
we gather the idea of a mighty "Band 
of Hope” which works in the spirit 
world for the uplifting of bewildered 
and helpless souls. In fact Is there 
any comprehensive work on Spiritual
ism purporting to come from the other 
Bide which is not permeated by the 
brotherhood Idea?

With regard to Spiritualism expand
ing into a church, I have read but very 
little about it. The great body of its 
literature is silent on this point. 
Only in Isolated cases or in recent ac
tivities to a slight degree, do we ob
serve even a tendency to adopt the 
church form of organization. There
fore I believe the spirit world has been 
preparing us gradually, almost uncon
sciously, for the time now at hand 
when there is to be inaugurated 
among-Spirltualists p great fraternal 
order.

The advantages such an order would 
be to the Cause are many and import
ant. Those Spiritualists who still 
cling to the churches could, without 
breaking away from them, find a way 
personally to help the Cause without 
coming into direct conflict with the 
denominational exclusiveness of 
church organizations. A way, also,

ed. It seemed almost too good to be 
true to state that Dr. Birkholz Is re-« 
storing to health and strength every 
day people who have suffered for years 
and long since been pronounced in
curable by medical doctors.

. Yet this is just what this remark
able man is doing in Chicago to-day. 
Remarkable because he employs neith
er medicine nor knife in his treat
ments, but eradicates every vestige of 
disease more effectually than either by 
the healing power given to him by the 
Almighty Creator. Only those who 
have endured agonizing pains for 
years and have lingered on without 
hope and were made whole can fully 
appreciate the value of such a power 
as that possessed by Dr. Birkholz. 
Such a gift is given to but few people 

'in any country, and, perhaps, never 
in the lifetime of any now living will 
such healing power be manifested in 
any individual or so honestly em
ployed as that possessed by Dr. Birk
holz.

Many that were treated and per
manently cured .during the doctor’s 
previous visit’ came personally to 
thank him and. brought with vthem 
friends whose maladies have been 
pronounced incurable, and who have 
been given up to die after all the re
sources of medical .skill had been ex
hausted, and after opiates, nauseating 
drugs and surgeons’ knives had done 
their deadly work, that they, too, 
might be relieved from suffering and 
restored to health and strength. In 
nearly every case the last ray of hope 
had nearly vanished, and in their des- 

,peration, when only the grave awaits
them, their cases are given to 
Birkholz.

Under the life-giving Influence 
parted by the doctor the whole

Dr.

sues.
SPIRITUALISM COMES AS LIGHT

BEARER TO THE WHOLE WORLD, 
AND THE BELIEVER WHO TAKES 
IT INTO HIS LIFE WILL NEED NO 
GRIP, SIGN OR BADGE TO REVEAL 
HIS MEMBERSHIP.

HUDSON TUTTLE.
■ - ........ ■ 

A Fraternal Order of Spiritualists
Strong Reasons Are Eloquently Advanced in Favor of 

Such an Order.
Some suggestions appearing recent

ly in these columns relative to the for
mation of a fraternal order of Spirit
ualists, I found to be extremely stimu
lating and worthy of careful attention.

The problems of‘life may be faced 
either individually or collectively. A 
person may persist in solving them 
alone or he may unite with others, 
and through the’added power of his 
neighbor accomplish results impossi-. 
ble to isolated effort. For in fl place 
where one man is weak, two or more 
by uniting may generate h power that 
can ultimately transform a world. 
Who is there that has not seen a dem
onstration of the reality of this power 
In the fire department or the. life-sav
ing craw?’

Perhaps, at this point, some one will 
be moved to show the futility of co-op
eration by reminding us of that bld 
saying which as boys no doubt many 
of us have heard: "One boy is a whole 
boy, two boys are half a boy, and 
three boys are na boy at all.” But, se- 
.rlously, was not this violation of the 
law of power through combinlrtlon due 
to the fact that we stere then boys and 
not men?

Organization is a power which may 
be used either for evil or good. Com
bination in restraint of trade is an or-

His face is like a beam of joy, 
Although his clothes are'torn. -

I saw Mm tumble on his nose, 
AncHvaited for a groan; •

But. how he laughed! do you suppose 
He struck his funny bone?

There’s sunshine in each word he

‘SÄlJepted by fellow Spiritualists dam-

speaks;
His laugh is something grand;

'th ripples overrun his cheeks, ' 
Like waves on-snowy sahd.

He laughs the moment he awakes, ■ 
And till the day 1b done; •'

The school-room for a joke he takes 
. His lessons are but fun. ■ •'; ■
No matterhow the day may go, - 

. Yoircannot make him^cry,’- .■■ ■ 
He’s .worth a dozefl boys I know 
. Wlfo .pout,.and rhope^and sigh;.. •, 

. .- - 1 .j—Selected.

isted throughout history. This goes 
to show that man is naturally grega
rious. And co-operation whether for 
the inner improvement of the individ
ual himself,, or for the’ conquest of 
some material object is met with in 
all parts of the world. . (

As it is the lodge form of organiza
tion which especially concernp us now, 
let us see what has been -accomplished 
in recent times by fraternal orders.

The Elks organized in 1868. To
day they have over 150,000 members, 
own four million dollars worth of 
property, -and have disbursed, doing 
charitable .work and assisting ■ mem
bers, over two million dollars.

In the last seventy years there has 
been over one and a half million mem
bers initiated into the' Oddfellows 
lodge including the encampmWt. and 
the Rebeccas; $2 40,000,'000 have' been 
.taken in and over $92,0.00,0110 have 
been expended in giving9* relief. 
Needy members of the driier BfiVe been 
relieved over two and hall?1 million

ganlzed power that to-day ' threatens 
the’ stability of the world’s greatest 
governments. Nevertheless, another 
organized force, yrorking for the best 
interests of the most people, has in

times. 3 VI

With the Masons, tlib Khijjhts of 
Pythias, the Woodmen,-find many oth
er orders this same prdBJerodS'and be
nevolent spirii is appAfent. ‘"’Though 
in somei cases the nobto&priitfflples in.- 
culcated by these 'bodies.-iftive not

interests of the most people, . 
Japan,'Austtalia' and New Zealand 
solved the trust problem.

A child may either abuse or use 
wisely each increase in liberty or pow
er given it.bylthe parents. The same 
thing is true with an -organization. 
It inay either abuse or use wisely its 
new found liberty or scope of action
and power. But when we took over 
the world and see what great good 
has been accomplished by some of its 
splendid organizations, It certainly ap- 
nears wiser to make a venture and 
thereby gain at least a chance of doing 

A similar if not bo great a go< d, than 
to never venture and’thus ran the 
risk of doing nothing. , ■ ,

Associations ,of ; individuals for the 
attainment Of a common aim have ex-

Any one of the Tliirteen Premium 
Books you may order, price 28 cents. 
Tills.Is the price, remember, when you 
order only one book in connection with 
a yearly subscription. The paper, one 
year, and one I’remiuiu Book, $1.25. 
But if you order more than one Pre
mium Book the price is as follows:

Any two of the Thirteen Premium 
Books you may order, price 70 cents.

Any tliree of the Tliirteen Premium 
Books you may order, price $1.10.

Any four of the Thirteen Pleuiium 
Books you may order, price $1.50.

Any five of the Thirteen Premium 
Books you may order, price $1.75.

Any six of the Thirteen Premium 
Books you may'order, price $2,05.

Any seven of the Thirteen Premium 
Books you. may order, price $2.85.

Any eight of the Thirteen Premium 
Books you may order, price $2.05.

Any nine of the Thirteen Premium 
Books you may order, price $2.00.

Any ten ot the Thirteen Premium 
Books you may order, price $3.10.

Any eleven of the Thirteen Premium 
Books you may order, price $3.40.

Any twelve of. the Thirteen Premium 
Books you may .order, price $3.85.

Lastly, all of these THIRTEEN Pre
mium Books hero announced are sent 
out, nil postage prepaid, for 4.15, 
sometldng never before-equalled hi 
this country or Europe.

Bear in mind th^j every order for a 
Premium Book must be accompanied 
with a yearly subscription for The 
Progressive Thinker, which is $1. We 
repeat that the world has never seen 
the like of it before.
OUR THIRTEEN ’ REMARKABLE

PREMIUM BOOKS FOR $4.15.
The .following is the list of titles 01 

the Twelve Premium Books:

1m- 
sys-

1—The Encyclopedia of Death, 
Life in the Spirit World, Vol. 1.

2—The Encyclopedia of Death, 
Life in the Spirit World, Vol. 2.

And

and

tern is transformed, the diseased parts 
commence to heal, pains and aches 
cease, the blood courses fasterthrough 
the veins and the body is permeated 
with new life and vigor, thus throwing 
off the germs of diseases and laying 
a foundation for the building of new 
tissues and the perfect restoration of 
health and strength. The doctor has 
treated successfully every disease 
known to the human family, in all 
stages aud complications, chronic and 
acute, malignant and otherwise, none 
barred. He treats under the instruc
tion of Dr. J. R. Newton, now in spirit 
lifel

Office and’ Reception Room at

40% INDIANA AVE.,
would be opened up to bring into the 
bonds of fellowship those comparative
ly isolated Spiritualists who live in 
the small towns. Many people who 
in thdse days do not knqw what to be
lieve would, upon having~presented to 
them a demonstration of spirit return, 
take hold and help along such an or
ganization! I have - been surprised, 
as have many others, that among the 
larger number of people who are 
deeply interested in the demonstration 
of spirit return, only a small percent
age Identify themselves with the 
movement. This should not be the 
case; and I believe a fraternity 
would help solve this problem.

This project appeals strongly to me 
because it will afford better means of 
getting things done. The possibili
ties that such a move would afford 
for the development, purification and 
preservation of mediumship, for the 
qpjs^ttfic study of the phenomena, for 
lifeif.itig the needy both inside and out
side of the order, for developing and 
strengthening character, for'juvenile 
and lyceum work, for getting the lit
erature of Spiritualism before the 
people in greater abundance,- for en
larging thb field of labor for worthy 
mediums and lecturers and many 
other things, would be llmite'd only by 
the strength of the order.

Two improvements I would like to 
see in a'Spiritualist lodge over other 
fraternal orders are first, the use of 
psychic phenomena in its rites and 
ceremonies, and secondly to. nave tne 
degrees stand fbr something moi'e 
than the mere ability to pay for them; 
in other words to have the degrees, 
mean that some definite excellence is 
possessed or has been attained, in 
self-purification, psychic development, 
good works, or intellectual grasp.

If this plan of starting a new fra
ternal order, which will' adopt the 
best, out of existing orders, and then 
improve on-it, seems worthy of active 
effort, I would like to assist in what
ever way I can to get such an organi
zation under way. . . '

B. W. MQRRISON. 
Meadville', -Pa.

been practiced as carefully ,-as they 
might have been, and though Jn some 
instances we find ,th'at,^. pp^t seems 
to have departed frpnu [hevf former, 
glory-of their rites and .■.-.cei^mónles, 
and turned into, a loye og mere form; 
and display, yet, ow'the whole, no qne 
can deny the great good they have ac
complished which could/never have, 
been done if the members had held to' 
thy /.jrincipl® of individual effort.

1.. ave wondered some, why it was 
that North America lias proved .the 
best field in all the world in which to 
build up,internal orders. Thore must 
bo a cauha'ftr this, and 1b it not, at 
least, in som,e measure, fouhd in the 
fact that the Indians of this continent 
have for hundreds, possibly thousands 
of years, been devoted to.thelr medi
cine lodge with its sacred: rites aud 
ceremonies? They had. numerous 
ceremonial functions, as ^e now well 
know, which’even to-day they retain

“After Her Deatn. The . story of _ 
Summer.” liy Lilian Whiting. No 
mind that loves spiritual thought can 
fail _io be fed and delighted‘with this

a

An

book. Beautiful spiritual thought, com
bining advanced ideas on the finer and 
ethereal phases of Spiritualism, leading 
the mind onward into the purer atmos
phere of exalted spiritual truth.

"book for the higher life.? Price, cialh,

and

Corner Forty-first St.

Hours: 9. to 12 and 1 to 5.

CONSULTATION FREE.

PROPHETIC DREAMS

Aged Spiritualist Writes of 
Experiences.

His

8—The Encyclopedia of Death, 
Life in the Spirit World, Vol. 3. These
three volumes have been prepared by 
J. R. Francis. They contain iuvaluabla 
data.

4—Art Magic, or Mundane, Sub-Mun
dane and Super-Mundane Spiritism, by, 
Mrs. Emma Hardinge Britten.

5—Ghost Land, Spiritualism, Occult, 
ism, by Mrs. Emma Hardinge Britten.

6—The Next World Interviewed, by 
Mrs. 8. G. Horn, a most remarkable me
dium.

7—The Occult Lite of Jesus, by Alex- • 
ander Smythe, a medium of rare gifts,

8—A Wanderer m the Spirit Lands. 
Translated by A Farnese, a wonderful 
English medium.

9—The Religion of Man and Ethics 01 
Science, by Hudson Tuttle.

10—Seers of the Ages, or Spiritualism 
Past and Present, by Dr. J. M. Peebles.

11—The Great Debate BetweenMoses 
Hull and W. F. Jamieson.

12—Letters from ths Spirit World, 
written through the , mediumship ot 
Carlyle Peterellea.

13—Gems of Thought, by SEVEN
TEEN leading authors, is our last Pre
mium Book. - , .

To the Editor:—^1 take this means 
once more of greeting you, and letting 
you know’ that I continue to be inter
ested in the great work of The Pro
gressive Thinker, that Is enlightening 
its readers and thinkers on the sub
ject of continued existence for human
ity in the great and stupendous fu
ture.

A short time ago I dreamed I was 
out upon the traveled highway, when 
all at once there was utter darkness 
in front of me, so much so that I be
came fearful of going forward. I 
then stopped at a house by the road
side to get a light. I then came out 
and started onward in my course, 
when a bright light overspread the 
road far and wide on each side, so I 
plodded on over hills and hollows 
that were plain as day.

From the experience that I have 
had" this year, I believe that I under
stand this dream.

Last spring I had aii important 
dream that has already been fulfilled 
in part, and will be completed by 
March 1st, next.

I-get so much»evidence in dreams 
and visions that I realize the intelli
gence comes from the unseen forces.

I am fully convinced that there is 
life beyond the ven, and that spiritual 
teachers influence our lives to a great 
extent, whenever we are in receptive 
conditions for spiritual influence.

In October, 1903, I applied for in
crease of- pension, on account of my 
aflliction, ■ On the 15th of ’ January,' 
1904, I dreamed that I saw .a large, 
portly man in uniform; he showed me 
the figure of my increase, and told me 
to come again. I made a note of this 
dream in my mind, for I believed it 
to be true. On the following 15th of 
February I received a check from the 
Pension Department, with papers'for

|1.00.
“jxmgiey’s Beautiful Stonge.” a 

new edition comprising in one volume 
the four parts heretofore'published, 
to which is added part five,,. also <a 
number of the author’s most popular 
sones, including "Only a Thin Veil Be
tween Us" and-Its "Companion Piece."
Cloth, 76 cents/ Boards, 50/cents.

"The Light of Egypt." Volumns 1? 
and 2. An occult library in itsnlf, a 
text-book of esoteric -knowledge as 
taught by Adepts of Hermetic. Philos
ophy. Price 52 per volume..

"Handy Electrical Dictionary.” A 
practical handbook of reference, con
taining definitions of every ¡used elec
trical term or phrase. Price 2 Sets.

A

allowance of increase. The increase 
was made on the same date that I' hhd 
my dream at flight;-as shown in the 
voucher and certificate I received.

»■ W. S. FRANKLIN.
. Bedford, Iowa.

SIX HISTORIC AMERICANS.

Book That Every American Free
thinker Will Delight to Own.

By John E. Remsburg.

The work consists of two? parts, 
"The Fathers of Our Republic," and 
“The Saviors of Our Republic.” In- 
regard to Paine’s religlorfs views, Mr. 
Remsburg establishes the negative of 
the following (1) Was Paine an Athe
ist? (2)Was he a Christian? (3) 
Did he recant? Page after page of 
the most radical freethought senti
ments are culled from the correspond
ence and other writings of Franklin 
and Jefferson, which show that these 
men were as pronounced lu the-rejec
tion of Christianity as Paine and In
gersoll. That Washington was not a 
Christian nor a believer in Christian
ity. Jn-support of Lincoln’s Infidelity 
he has collected the testimony of more
than one hundred witnesses.

The book is handsomely bound in 
cloth, giving fine portraits of George 
Washington, Benjamin Vr-nnin 
Thomas Paine, Thomas 
Abraham Lincoln and U. S. Grant;

Franklin.
Jefferson,

also portrait of the author.
This book ^contains 365 pages, 

printed on heavy paper; well bound in 
cloth. Price, $1.25. For sale at this 
office. . - ■ ’

LIFE’S PROGRESSION. .

"There is no death; there .are no 
dead." r '

These words stand out on the cover 
of Edward C. Randall’s new book. 
They are a challenge to the orthodox 
world, and through all of its pages, 
runs this challenge to those whose 
ideas of God, of heaven, of hell, ot a 
future life are-based strictly upon the 
Bible. Yet Mr. Randall believes in 
life hereafter, based on positive knowl
edge given him from the living 
friends passed to the life' beyond. 
Price $1.50. For sale at this office.

ANCIENT PAGAN AND
MODERN CHRISTIAN SYMBOLISM. s’

"Spiritism and Mrs. Leonora E Piper, 
and Dr. Thomson J. Hudson’s Theories 
in Regard to It.” By Ex-Judge Abram 
U. Dailey. Demonstrates futility and 
Inadequacy.of Hudson’s.explanations of 
spiritual phenomena. Price, 25 cents. 
Leatherette, 40 cents.' .

"A Conspiracy Against the Republic.” 
By Charles B. Waite, A. M., author of 
"History of the Christian Religion to 
the Year 200,” etc. A condensed, state
ment of facts conpernlng-the efforts of 
church leaders to get control of the gov-! 
ernment. An important work. Paper, 
25 cents-

By Thomas Inman, M. D. Revised 
and enlarged, with ap Essay on Baal 
Worship, on “The Assyrian Sacred 
Grove," and other ■ allied symbols. 
Third edition, with two hundred illus
trations. Cloth, ■ $!. i

I
V'’’The Infidelity of Eccleslaotlclsm. 
A Menace to American Civilization." 
By Prof. Wm. M. Lockwood, lecturer 
upon physical, phyiologlcal and psy
chic science. . Demonstrator of the .Mo
lecular or. Spiritual Hypothesis of Na
ture. Scholarly, .masterly, trenchant 
Price. 25 cents.
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Choose you a man, and let
If he kills me

.Burke. r'

.. . A woman. In.the. rear of ;the 
. arose and wailed ns the spectre 
forward. The woman-cried;'
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per year to foreign countries Is ?2.
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You should' not send money in a let

ter. You may do so a dozen times 
safely, and then the next remittance 
may be lost or stolbn. Secure a postal 

' order for five cents, and then you are 
perfectly safe, and will save yourself 
annoyance and trouble.
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NOV/ IS THE TIME TO SEND IN YOUR YEARLY SUBSORIP- 
TIONS. THE PROGRESSIVE THINKER IS NOW UNUSUALLY IN
TERESTING. IT IS EDUCATIONAL ALL ALONG THE LINE. 
THE SPIRITUALIST WHO READS IT REGULARLY BECOMES. 
WELL EQUIPPED IN EVERYTHING THAT PERTAINS TO SPIR
ITUALISM AND OCCULT SCIENCE, FOR NO OTHER SPIRITUAL
IST PAPER HAS EVER DARED TO DISCUSS THE IMPORTANT 
PSYCHIC QUESTIONS NOW CONSIDERED CAREFULLY AND 
CRITICALLY IN ITS COLUMNS FROM WEEK TO WEEK. JUST 
THINK, TOO, OF THE 13 VALUABLE PREMIUM BOOKS, ELE
GANTLY BOUND IN CLOTH, WHICH WE ARE SENDING OUT 
FOR A NOMINAL PRICE, CONSTITUTING OUR DIVINE PLAN. 
YOU CANNOT FULLY REALIZE THE GRAND WORK WE ARE 
DOING WITHOUT SEEING AND READING THE BOOKS. SEND 

I IN YOUR SUBSCRIPTION NOW, AND GE1 ¿OUR NEIGHBOR TO 

JOIN WITH YOU.

jAre . there 200 Spiritualists in the United 
States who will take a full set of his books when 
published, paying promptly therefor, $30, and 
cheap ‘at that price? If so we can make arrange
ments .with a responsible party to bring them 
out in accordance with a planthat will receive 
the cordial endorsement 01 the Doctor 
Brand of Faribault, Minn., will take one set

0. F.

Dr; Davis him-Let us hear from you at once 
self will be the one principally benefited, finan
cially, in the republishing of his works.

‘J '^The Pro- 
obtained at

. this office. Express charges or postage 
prepaid at the price.named unless oth- 
wise stated. •

THE N. 8. A. CONVENTION.
Full reports of the proceedings of 

, the late N. S. A. convention In Chicago 
can be obtained by addressing Mrs. 
Mary T. Longley, 600 Pennsylvania 
avenue S. E., Washington, D. C.

An Inspired Munchausen.
The boss story teller of all the ages 

is reputed to have been B&rou Mun
chausen, who published his first pro
duction In a pamphlet of 48 pages in 
1785, entitled “Munchausen’s Narra
tive of Marvelous Travels and 
Campaigns in Russia.” The tales I 
were indeed "marvelous," and the ex
pectation the title aroused was fully 
sustained on reading the booklet.. It 
is said the author was a truthful man, 
and that he exaggerated to outdo, and 
humiliate, common liars. This he did 
most effectually; but-he had a rival 
in divine inspiration. Hero is a minor 
tale from that holy book, .paralleled by 
the adventures of Sataeon catching; 

| 300 foxes, tying their tolls together, 
; a fire brand between, and sending

discordant and inconsistent . book In 
material allegations, was never pub
lished. A book of considerable size is 
on the market filled with irreconcil- 
hble and conflicting statements from 
the Bible which even sophists dare 
not attempt to harmonize.

With all these facts theologians 
have the effrontery to stand in their 

I pulpits Sunday after Sunday,-and de
clare, “The book'is Inerrant; it was 
«inspired by Almighty God!” Have 
they never learned to blush? Or- are 
they callous to every moral precept?

A Glaring Inconsistency,
It has often been remarked: “A liar1' 

needs a good memory," The inspired 
historian should keep his wits about 
him when making Bibles, else he is 
liable, to expose his human character.

Matthew, chapter ill, reveals the. 
fact that Jesus was baptized in the

NOTES AND NOTIONS

Of the National Spiritualists’ Conven
tion,

We Remind you that the SPIRIT OF THE PRO 
GRESSIVE THINKER NEVER SLEEPS! There is 
need -of a WATCHMAN and WE- ARE IN THE 
TOWER and ON DUTY for the best interest of 
TRUE SPIRITUALISM I ‘

SPIRITUALISM AND THE LAW
As Presented by Hon. Charles. R. Schirm,’ an Ex 

Congressman, a Prominent La$yyer> and President 
. of the Spiritualist Society of Baltimore, Md, These 

Articles Are Especially Valuable and Should be Pre 
served by Every Spiritualist.

Ancient Pagan Toleration.
.The Japanese Count, Lord Abbot, of 

the Buddhist monastery at Kioto, in 
a letter published in the October num-

•’ bar of the Century Magazine, gives a 
Personal narrative of a pilgrimage he

\ m ide to the-Buddhlsts* Holy Land. 
The editor of the “Century Magazine,” 
in introducing the letter, says:

“The followers of Christianity will 
be particularly impressed by the sin
cerity and reverence of this record of 

! 'a pilgrimage in honor of the founder
■of an Asiatic religion which has much 
In common with the Christian faith. 
Nothing in the narrative Is more sug
gestive than the story of the inscrip
tion concerning religious sects which 
was promulgated in Asia before the 
founding of the Christian religion.”

Lord Abbot says:
"At the village of Shabatzgari, forty 

miles northeast of Peshawar, we saw 
the great rock inscription of the Em
peror Asoka—the edict of religious 

■ toleration which that monarch put 
forth in B. O. 256, and caused to be 
permanently displayed in stich manner 
in even the remotest parts of his em
pire. We made paper impressions, or 

' ‘rubbings’ of this Imperial proclama
tion written in the Karoshty charac
ter, and which declares:

“ ’A man must not do reverence to 
his own sect by disparaging that of 
another for trivial reasons.- Deprecia
tion should be for adequate reasons 

. only, because the sects of other people 
deserve reverence for one reason or1 
another.

“ ‘By thus acting, a man exalts his 
own sect, and at the same time does 
service to the sects of other people. 
For he who does reverence to l)ls own 
sect, while disparaging all other 
sects, from a feeling of attachment to 
bis own, on the supposition that he 
thus glorifies his own sect, in reality 
by such conduct inflicts severe, injury 
on bls own sect.’ ”

There is toleration which moderns 
of. all denominations may learn with 
propriety from what Christians call a 
pagan of two and a quarter thousand 
years ago. • Sixty-four thousand

them afield to burn the growing grain;
Chapter XVII of I. Samuel relates 

the occurrence. Sunday-school ‘boys 
who enjoy a good story will read if 
with delight. He will tell it to his 
Chum, his sister, and probably -hip 
cousin,, and shout, “Bully, for Dave,'., 
as he reaches, the climax.

Behold that great giant, Goliath, 
standing out In front, of an army of 
Philistines. He is over nine feet, in 
height, has a helmet on his head, Is 
armored with a coat of mall weighing 
156 ppunds, to which is added greaves 
for the legs and a target between his 
shoulders, all of brass. In his hand 
he holds a sword like a weaver’s beam, 
while before him stands a knight bear
ing a shield. On a little eminence be
fore him is the army of Israel, In bat
tle array. The giant, in thunder, tones, 
speaks. Listen:

“Ye are come out in battle array to
fight us.
him come to fight me.

monumental inscriptions were set up 
all over As-ska’s empire to perpetuate 
the glorious teachings of Buddha, and 
the above is one of them.

Dr. Brown proposes at an early day 
to add another chapter to his inter- 
tsting articles relating to Buddha, in 
answer to the question, “What Did 
Buddha Teach?” but; sure, he never 
taught anything better than universal 
toleration, quite unlike the teachings 
qud the practice of Christianity, «

An Anecdote in Point.
A prominent medical journal

Demonology in China.
Obsession seems a well-established 

faith in China, but over there they go: 
our American obsessionists one better, 
and have a successful plan for - their; 
destruction./ Even in the days of Je
sus, If theiw were such days, after 
driving the-devils into swine, they, 
were drowned,'..two thousand of them, 
being thus destroyed on one occasion. 
The Bible failed to tell ub what be-’ 
camie at those who were driven out of 
the magdalene, as related by Luke 
8:2. They were denominated ‘ ‘dey- 

■ils" there; bui there is no doubt they-

we will be your servants." ■ And thus 
he cried tor forty days.

The stripling David, merely a shep
herd's boy, heard the terrible chal
lenge, with such odds against him; 
but he was brave,; and had experience. 
While watching his sheep a bear and 
a lion, the latter with a lamb In his 
mouth, appeared in the field. David 
caught the lion, held him by the 
heard, killed* film, and snatched the 
lamb from his teeth. The bear prob
ably made for the woods.

Courageous David, who became 
king, and a man after God’s own 

i heart, -discarding armor, took five 
smooth stones from the brook, and 
went forth with his little sling. The 
good'book tells us, he ‘‘slang” a stone; 
it struck the giant in the forehead, 
and .he fell to. the .earth. David ran 
forward, jumped on the fallen foe, 
drew the Philistine’s immense sword, 
cut off his head, and carried it to Je
rusalem.

Now open that excellent orthodox 
authority, “Kitto’s Cyclopedia of Bib
lical Literature," article David. No 
Christian, priest or laymap will call 
this authority In question. Read:

were the real, genuine Simon-pure eVU 
spirits of which our Brother Peebles 
has discoursed so learnedly,-and which 
Will only down by drowning or burn
ing. Here is the way-the Celestials 
manage to catch and kill 'em, as told 
by a late writer: -

"Recently the Chinese residents of 
the Straits Settlements had a great 
procession, called “wangkang," to.get 
rid of a large accumulation of evil ■ 
spirits. Ceremonies of this sort are' 
held by the Chinese about once in fif
teen years. The plan Is to construct 
a richly decorated junk, fill' it with 
dainty eatables, money, live animals,, 
Incense and other tempting things and' 
then to take It about the City with 
music and appropriate stiiging and 
great pomp generally.

"This causes the evil spirits to. 
-come out to see what is going on. Be
holding the splendid' junk, and its-rare 
contents; they- crowd inside.' Demons 
of sickness are especially sought for 
and shared.

“After the junk has been sufficient
ly paraded so it 1b chock full of de
mons, it is burned and the evil spirits 
perish. 'Formerly the junk was set 
adrift on the ocean, but sometimes it ’ 
was stranded on Bomb island or other, 
causing great- suffering to the inhabit
ants thus exposed to the attacks of the 
marooned spirits. So now the junk is 
burned at the close of each ceremony. 
of the sort,

"The Chinese in the vicinity -of 
Singapore spent about $10,060 In get
ting rid of their demons thia fall.”

i Jordan, by '.John the Baptist; though 
verse 14, says, John forbade him, 
saying: “I have need to be baptized of 
'thee, and cbmest thou to me?" Then 
Jesus received the baptism, the heav
ens were Ópeiiéd, thp spirit of ‘God in 
the form of a dove lighted on hilt,' 
and then the voice, “This is my be
loved son in whom I am well pleased.” 
By that time John should have« been 
well acquainted with, Jesus and his 
miBsidiii

Now, chapter’ 11:2, . 3—John in 
prison heard of the wonders Jesus was 
dolng. so he sent two disciples to in
quire of him: “Art thou he that 
should come, or do we look for an
other?” - ,
á Was not that a strange question 

; after all theiBapttzer had witnessed? 
. The historian forgot himself, aad was. 

too anxious to make his hero appear 
a God, so' hé .pretends ignorance of; 
What-he had related a little further1 
back. . Such discrepancies in any other 
book than,the Bible would bp fatal to. 
its trustworthiness.' I .

■ Slightly Mistaken.
Mr? Tuttje was in“ error ip stating 

the Boston,Investigator Is one of the 
■’bldelÿ and 'widest circulated Infidel 
papers. Tlie Investigator was found-’ 
ed In' lSSl/by Abner Kneeland, who, 
later1,-“was tried, convicted and impris
oned1 ÏOr two months. His offense 
consisted id1 saying: “I do not believe? 
in the-God the Universaliste do.” The ; 
paper^passed into thé hands of Josiah 
P. Mendum, and under the editorial 
management of Horace Seaver, con- 
tinuea Its labors for advanced thought 
for more than forty years. Its old 
patrons thirihed by death, and other 
pape;» occupying a similar field, It 
suspended two or three,, years ago, its 
last editor, L. K. Washburne, being 
now engaged on ’thé New York' Truth
Seeker.

‘Should Be Reformed. ’

has
found its way to our table with an ar
ticle headed "Libraries,” in which 
the editor recites the following as 
characteristic and llluBtrates the value 
some persons place on books:

“Why, Tommy,” exclaimed the 
Sunday-school teacher, reproachfully 
“you don’t seem to know what the
Bible 1b.”

"Oh, yes, I do,” replied 
"It’s the thing you press 
leaves In.”

“Poor Tommy,” continues

Tommy, 
autumn

the ed-
itor, simply exemplifies the knowledge 
of mankind.”

Thé very large majority of those 
who receive the' Bible as . divine have 

’ no better idea of the teaching .of the 
book than had Tommy. And It Is wëU 
It Is so. The preachers find a gem 
here and there In its rude setting, and 
give it as a specimen of the entire con
tents of the book. So long as used 
tor a herbarium, so long the owner of 
the book will remain ignorant of its 
Immoral character, and so long .will 
he and his family cease to be corrupt
ed by its false teaching.

Church .Needs Cleaning.
. Moderator Marquis, of Rock Island, 
III., on taking the chair and address
ing the Presbyterian Synod, at its 
opening at East St Louis, on the 16th 
of October, is reported to have said:

“The church, needs a.general housd- 
cleaning, as rutch-as the insurance 
companies did.”

■ Yes, they, have been accumulating a 
mass of worthless bric-a-brac, In the 
shape .of antiquated 'dogmas,, which 
has’ lncumbered 'antl • concealed ■ the 

‘truth for centurlBs.. They cannot-do 
' better than dump the entire mass In 

.. some out-of-the-way quagmire, and 
' Start anew, the' new selection to • be 
• governed by modern knowledge.

“His [David’s] battle with Goliath, 
ft is well known, Involves difficulties 
of an embarrassing kind. In fact,, it 
represents Saul and Abner as unac
quainted with the person of David, I. 
Sam. 17:55-58, while the. preceding 
chapter makes David the favorite at
tendant and musician of Saul. The 
Vatican Septuagint employs the bold 
remedy of cutting out from chapter 17” 
the twenty verses 12 to 31, and the 
last four, 55 to 58, as well as the first 
five verses of the next chapter. But 
even so, David’s unacquaintance with 
-arms and preference of the sling to 
the sword and spear, which remains in 
verses 33 to 40, is in conflict with 
ch. xvl:18, which represents him as 
'a mighty valiant man, and a man of 
war,’ and Saul’s armor bearer, v. 21. 
It is, moreover,. morally impossible 
that thè verses wanting in the Vatican 
Sept, can have been added to the He
brew text after Its first translation into 
Greek. The same codex has extir
pated verses 9'to 11 of chap. 18, .and 
has remodeled verse 28, obviously in 
order to give continuity and conslst- 

। ency tó the narrative. We must, then, 
¡ look on the text here contained in our 
common versión as having .neither 
more nor jess esternal authority than 
in all the rest’of the first book of Sam
uel. ' As’a softer remedy, .more trans- 
posltfommay be attempted; but.it"will 
not succeed.".
. But .we must not detain the reader

Confederating to Prolong Error.
The plan for a general Christian 

Confederation to unite tn one body, 
“excluding from fellowship no person 
or church where Christian, character 
testifies to the love for the Lord Jesus 
Christ,” was consummated at Hunt
ington, Ind., October 13, at a session 
of the American Christian Convention.

This is at it should be. In union 
is strength. By Protestants of all 
sects and Catholics combining, and 

. working together harmoniously, they 
hqpe to maintain an existence against 
the. continual encroachments of ‘’sci
ence. Their hell gone,- their devil 
gone, their Bible almost as worthless 
as a last year’s'almanac, their dogmas 
¿1 original sin, and the need of 'a 
Savior to redeem mankind froni the 
effects of a fall which never occurred,' 
all point to an early change of base. 
What will be devéloped no-one knows.: 
Our own opinion is, they will finally 
embrace the truths of Spiritualism, 
and crowd its present defenders aside,; 
th’at its late-opponents may come to- 
the front. They .Will find the Bible 
teaches it, and hence will cling to that 
book for a time; with all its errors, as’ 
still thé voice of Infinite Wisdom. ।

Well, whatever our fate, there is 
consolation in knowing the tiny raps; 
at Hydesville, N. Y., hastened the day ' 
to the new order of things soon to be, - 
and which will be hurried forward by : 
a combination of all the churches. Let 
no one despond because of this move-; 
ment, for it is a desperate effort of the i 
churches to protract existence, whilst’ 
their ablest minds are planning a final i 
revolution. -This can be more easily 
accomplished by a-udion of effort than, 
by separate action.

farther , with quotations from’ so 
learned an author who found so many 
discrepancies in thte'Bible stor$, more': 
than one-half of; which wd omit, the 
authority concluding with: - ■ , 
. “THE SAME HAND WHICH HAS 
INTRODUCED THE PASSAGES .WE 
REJECT,- MAY HAVE TAKEN. MANY 
LIBERTIES WITH THAT WE RE
CEIVE.”

It is the same way throughout the I 
“holy book." Wherever it Is opened ; 
evidences are found - of fraudulent j 
translations, of interpolations by I 
transcribers before the art of printing 
came Into use, of alterations to har-. 
moniie conflicting statements. At
tempts at- adaptation-, are everywhere.- 
Translators, eclats, revisors; adapt-' 
ora and commentators, each ;in turn; 
have tried to reconcile,- harmonize; 
and make .the. book consistent with Ito 
:olf, while all b.'.vo f ailed,-and a-more

"An,, eminent London physician 
says 'clergymen live thirty ' years- 
longer than they ought.’ This is a 
radiCai preachment,”—Ex.

It Is only the .crime-engendering 
creed at .the orthodox clergy The' Pro
gressive'Thinker would destroy,.and 
that we would efface root and branch. 
The preachers, with an education lim
ited to Biblical literature, and very 
generally taught by their instructors 
to discard the learning which teaches, 
of the origin of their faith, and sup
posing they are Inculcating morals 
where they are only building- up super-, 
stition, they'are not so largely to 
blame as many would at "first suppose

Our advice id: Don’t kill but reform 
the false -teachers, and set their 
tongues wagglqg in a better direction.

■ An Unfortunate Event? :.
Thou Shalt not ♦ ’ set up any image ; 

which, the Lord thy . God hateth.—' 
Deut.16: 21; 22.- ■ ' i
/ The good Anthony Comstock,’• well 
versed in regard to what tho-^-Lord 
bates, probably bases his dislike dr 
unclothed pictures of the human 
form on the above text
■. How very unfortunate it was that; 
'dear old .Mother Eve ate of that apple 
from the .tree of knowledge! But.for 
that thoughtless act humanity would 
hive remained ignorant that it was 
■not properly costumed as it como from 
the hands of the Creator, and Tony 
would have found other fields in which 
to delve' than destroying—perhaps 
confiscating would bo a-better word— 
the most beautiful works-of modern 
art,. ..,...■ . .

On accoupt of' the tame devoted to ■ 
the convention (four days'and five 
evenings) and the hurry to rush copy 
to the printer; etc,, all comments 
were laid away, to be taken up this 
.Week,. ■ ' ■ . ■ '

• No attempt has been made to pub
lish a full list of the delegates in at
tendance. It were better to learn 
■What' business' was transacted and 
what was not. The latter is claimed 
by many to be in the majority. It is 
hard'tq discover the important legisla
tion enacted, with all due respect to 
the executive head, who endeavored 
to' have solid work done, and who 
urged it to his-own exhaustion.

Committees worked hard, most of 
them, at least, and handed in good re
ports, with important recommenda
tions, only to have them voted down 
or laid upon the table. In fact It is a 
common .feeling that the last N. 8. A. 
convention .did little else than talk, 
and in stating this there is no desire, 
rqportor|aliy, to criticise .any one in 
particular, only to say many preferj^d 
talking to doing business, and as IT 
consequence there was a load of work 
left undone, all of which was dumped 
into the hopper of the board of. direct
ors to be ground out at their pleasure. 
- This might be all right if all were to 
cease kicking the board for not doing 
things that should have been attended 
to in open convention.

It looks-like Mr. and Mrs. Sprague 
would not do their usual amount of 

, missionary work, though they have 
been faithful and efficient. This office, 
editôr-at-large and historian were 
merged into one, supposedly to save 

: expense. Just who will be the triune 
. official it Is qot now proper nor con- 
. venlent to conjecture. It is hoped that 

efficiency will influence the selection.
The convention was well attended 

during the business cessions, of the 
days, and the house was filled to com
pleteness each evening. The total re
ceipts were ?1,543.75, with $200 for 
the hail expense.

The*ladies of the Sunflowdr Club de
serve high praise for their services in 
decorating. The work was well, done 
and the soft sunflower tones were 
pleasing to the eye.

One pleasing feature of the conven
tion from first to last, was the dispo- 

- sition to eliminate fraud and uphold 
: every lota of genuine phenomena to be 
r discovered, be it ever so slight. This 
i spçaks loudly for the stability of Spir- 
- Jtuallsm, and will meet the approval 
; .of a world that has ever hefd us in de- 
. rislon, and were able to lash us with

Number Tlilrteen.—Christian Science. 
/ I will insert here a case involving 
Christian Science which Is the .only, 
case I have been able to find, as yet, 

■ wherein the testamentary capacity of 
a believer in that religion'has been 
attacked.

Brush’s Will, 72 N. Y. Supp. 421, 
decided 1991,

This case decided three points 
which I take froin the syllabus:

1. That b/llef in Qhtifitian Sci
ence, foundedAm religious conviction, 
does not show a want of testamentary 
capacity.

2. That the fact that a sincere 
believer in Christian Science left her 
home because she believed her sisters 
therein persecuted her for her pecul
iar views, to which they were strongly 
opposed, and that she, on that ac
count, revoked a former will she had 
made and gave the bulk of her estate 
to a Christian Science church, did not 
show the testatrix to be subject to an 
Insane delusion, though she may 
have exaggei'ated the conduct of her 
sisters.

3. That a believer in Christian

Trials”; “Nobody but God Almighty] 
kndws what a jury will do.”

This case was most likely compro^ 
mised after it was sent back for re
trial; for, with the express statement 
of one witness to the effect that th$ 
testator had given as his reason fop 
disinheriting his children, that it was 
done at the instance of God himself, 
the Institutions which took the esl 
tate under the will stood on very) 
flimsy ground.

As to the right of the testator to 
dispose of his property as he please^, 
provided he'is not generally Insane
and Is not influenced In the making 
of the will by an insane delusion and 
is in such condition of mind at tha 
time of the making of the will as to 
be uncontrolled by external influences 
and not deluded by mental diseases 
directly affecting the natural- objects 
of his bounty, 1 refer briefly to a few 
cases:

Roger’s Estate, 2 Pa. C. C. 54 5.
A colored woman died at an ago

our own whip. There is no uncer
tainty about it; THE TRUTH WILL 
PREVAIL BUT THE FALSE MUST 
PERISH, or we Will fall as an organ
ized body.

Why would it not be -preterable to 
elect a president for two or four years, 
and save all the nervous, rasping, 
tearing strain of an annual conflict? 
This Is only ¿ query.

When the convention wanted money 
raised, a pleasant Invitation was ex
tended to E. W. Sprague and Geo. H. 
Brooks—a full team.

Were your reporter to dwell upon 
individuals in either commendation or 
criticism these notes would take on a 
personal aim, therefore, while there is 
much that might be said of the ad
mirable,. business-like conduct of 
some of the delegates, there is also a 
feeling prevails since the close of the 
session that much legislation was pur
posely hindered. In fact it has come 
to our ears that a few persons had 
agreed to fight everything that came 
up. We hope this is an error. We 
want to entertain a better opinion of 
Spiritualists than that would produce,

• To the Law Makers.
The nunneries of France are now 

closed against the further admission 
of girls within thejr walls. They who 
wish to become members . of these 
damnable institutions must seek them 
outside of France.

Every convent in the world should 
be closed by law. It is hoped the 
United States, will rise above .Catholic
rule and shut up these relics of priest
ly vice. The .few inmates who have 
fortunately escaped these institutions 
with their lives have shown them to be 
but brothels for celibate priests. The 
press- should rise'in its might—the 
secular and the religious alike—and ! 
bring such an influence to bear -that' 
legislative bodies cannot longer resist 
the'popular will. •

Frugality is founded on.,the. princto 
pie that all riches. have limits.—

ronn- 
camc

LEGERDEMAIN AGAIN.

Spirit Power Demonstrated In the 
. Light. ... ",

and If it be the case we hope 
words will have the effect to 
Spiritualists^ more spiritual.

To the Editor:—The prevalence of; 
legerdemain In-connection -with .Spir-; 
Itualism' is becoming very .marked, as 
illustrated bj? the /following- irpm -the' 
Marftm' (Ind.) Chronicle:

“Dn-iHenry J., Slater, who Is to give, 
a seanpe at the Indiana theater, Bun
day night, Sept. 16, asserts that there 
:is no'^reaten error, than to suppose 
that ¡Spiritualism is mere superstition. 
He says tha^Jie will demonstrate the: 
mysteries of Spiritualistic power and 
occult science,. •
: ' “Dr.' slater, it iS'Bald, .is the only 
mediUHLin:^ country who has. been 
endorsed by the Royal Society of Lon
don, and whose methods have been 
closely scrutinized by eminent scien
tists before whom he appeared, : and 
who defelare that his feats could only 
be accomplished through, some myste-'i 
Tious Wd fltiperhuinan force. Dr. 
«Slater gives ills performance on an 
open and brilliantly Illuminated 
stage and-invites any skeptic in tho 
audience to come forward and make a 
thorough investigation.: In the experi
ment known- as dematerialization the 
doctor is surrounded by a committee 
from the audience, in the midst .of 
which spirit figures appear, disappear 
and agalmappear in the audience.” ' ■ 

There is no doubt, whatever as to.
the character of.“Dr.” Slater’s “dpir-: 
It” .manifestations—theyare -simply 
‘ho result of legerdemain—that and
■nthlng else. TRUTH.

ante Chicago' Examiner says’-of the; 
sisters: ,

Science who ascribes to It certain mi
raculous power and credits it with the 
cure of a disease to which she was 
subject, does not thereby show her 
subject to insane delusions which will 
avoid her will.

The next case is one that grows out 
of the religious belief of the testator, 
and Is an exceedingly close one. The 
jury in the lower court found against 
the will, but on appeal the judgment 
was set' aside and a new trial granted 
on the ground that the courfi below 
had failed to exclude evidence which 
tended to show general insanity, when 
it was clear from all the testimony 
that the testator was not generally 
Insane.

Taylor vs. Trich, 165 Pa. St. 586- 
603, decided 1895.

The testator who was a Baptist, 
said to the witness Blackstone, that 
his children were such as he didn’t 
know whether the Lord wanted to 
have anything to do with them and 
that-because they did not accept his 
views about faith, the Lord had bld 
him to leave them to themselves, that 
he was In business for the Lord rather 
than himself and that he was directed 
by the Lord to give his money to two 
certain institutions to which, -in fact, 
he afterwards by his will, devoted his 
entire estate.

The facts about the testator are 
these: He was a good business man; 
he Relieved in faith cure; he prepared 
and circulated tracts and opened a 
room in his house which he called 
Faith Chapel; he did not generally 
speak kindly of his family and the 
family did not accept his views of re
ligion; he believed in the comparative 
worthlessness of the usual methods of 
church worship and that preachers 
should not receive pay.

It is probable that if the will had 
been contested on the ground that It 
was the offspring of the insane delu
sions of the testator rather than that 
he was altogether Insane, the verdict 
of the jury would have been sus
tained by the upper court. Still, one 
never knows what a court or a jury 
will , do, and this observation recalls 
to niy mind a statement in "Harris on

variously given between sixty and 
ninety. Mental unsoundness was at
tempted to be.proved frota her fre
quent and apparently causeless as
sertions that she had been robbed and 
the equally unfounded statement that 
she was destitute.

In this case the court said: “Thesq 
beliefs, even if they sprang from an 
admitted delusion, throw little light 
upon the question of her ability to 
make a valid will. That question is 
to be determined by her knowledge of , 
the character and value of her estate 
and her appreciation of the purpose to 
which she proposed to apply It. So 
long as the mind of testator is un
clouded on these points, its halluci
nations on other subjects which have 
no connection with the disposition of 
his property, will not be allowed to 
interfere with his right to give that 
property as he chooses.”

A similar doctrine is laid down in 
Lee vs. Scudder, 31 N. J. Eq., 633.

A testator may give his property tq 
unworthy objects if not Influenced bi 
delusion, etc. Dale vs. Dale, 9 Stew!» 
Eq:. 269.

An aged person may be forgetful 
and sometimes labor under slight de
lusions but that does not per se es- । 
tablish testamentary incapacity.

Childrens, etc., vs. Loveridge, 70! 
N. Y. 389.

If the testator does not act unden 
the influence of Insane delusion, bun 1 
from prejudice, in the exercise of hid-’ 
judgment, the will is valid. Chaney, 
vs. Bryan, 16 Lea. (Tenn.) 67, de
cided 1885.

Partial insanity is enough to defeat 
a will when the will is the result o(
such mental condition.

Williams on Excrs. 33.
Tawney vs. Long, 76 Pa. 106.
A man has a right to make what»

ever disposition of his property he 
chooses however absurd or unjust.

Philips vs. Carter, I Dem. 535, de< 
cided 1882.

Seguine vs. Seguine, 3 Keyes, 665.
The right of a man to make what* 

ever disposition of his property he 
chooses, depends neither on the jus< 
tlce of his prejudices, nor the sound* 
ness of his reasoning.

Clapp vs. Fullerton, 34 N. Y. 196, 
Blood relatives have no natural oi 

Inherent right in the testator’s prop
erty. Spratt vs. Spratt, 76 Mich. 384.

these 
make

mon hospitality, energy and enthusi
asm of the average westerners are 
ample notification to the Spiritualists 
of the country that no essentials in 
the entertainment of all who can 
make it possible to gp, will be omitted

Geo. B. Warne, as reading clerk 
deserves special mention for his effi
cient'services. His voice was clear 
and distinct and articulation faultless, ‘ 
and everything read by him could be 
'distinctly heard in all parts of the' 
house.
i One thing noticeable throughout, 
the entire session was the almost, 
overwhelming noise about the build
ing occupied; the repair. hammers 
and the shouting of boys and men in 
other parts of. the building. This 
was hot allowed during the sessions of. 
the New Thought convention the week 
following, and we wonder why 7 We' 
shall have something to. Bay on the; 
Nhw Thought convention.next'week/ 
perhaps. ' . >

President Barrett looked “worse for' 
the'wear” when-the convention was; 
over, as did many others of stronger - 
physique. It was a serious ' nerve, 
strain to try to force or rather urge s 
rapid work among delegates' '.Who.» 
seemed: to be In no hurry,/yet who, 
were ever ready to. jump up to a: 
“point of order,” “the previous ques
tion,” to "lay It on the table;", and ; 
then rescind -and take up ;’a matter; 
passed as a non-essential. These are - 
some of the reasons for lack- pf legis-. 
lations We would not refer to -this' 
were it not the common opinion, Of the ‘ 
majority with whom we have talked.'

The electlon of the entire board and 
executive officers must be taken as a 
general approval of their past efforts 
for Spiritualism, and the unanimity of 
sentiment was certainly expressed by 
the enthusiasm manifest at the result.

The election of Anna L. Gillespie as 
National Superintendent of Lyceums 
was hailed with applause by the con- 
ventlon and inasmuch as Mr. Ring de- 

; dined to continue imthat capacity, no 
■ .better: choice could have .been made 
i,than.this .efficient lady.

• - The ’Calitornia delegation, in carry
ing this (transient phim away, from 

1 -Washington; DI O.,' Should;' and per- 
. haps - will, .make an extra effort to 

leave the impress .upon .the minds of 
.the-next;‘convcntion:that to let them 
have It-was not tn vain, and-the com-

from the proceedings or program 
1907.
It should be the calm intention
Of the N. S. A. Convention, 

When it meets upon the Slope,
To get down to western measures, 
And instead of wasting treasures, 

Fill the westerners-with hope.
Out in nearness to the ocean, 
It should show a new devotion 

To the cause of truth and right, 
By sincerest self-endeavor 
For the purest spirit ever.

To he brought before the light
May the angels bê anear them. 
And the Infinite One hear them.

And let wisdom be their guide. 
May the bright celestial city • 
Of the west extend its pity

To the N; S. A.,'with pride. 
„DR. T. WILKINS, 

Reporter.

DO IT NOW.

of

Perhaps you have a message, full of 
cheery words and hope,.. 

To help some luckless brother who' Is 
struggling up the-slope. ' 

The way is strewn with boulders and 
the night comes on apace—

The dark, dark night, Eternity—the 
last long resting-place.

Go, breathe the message!' ' Drive the 
pain from someone's aching brow.

Wait not for a fitter time;.:but -breathe i 
- the. message now. - j
Sob It not o'er a sotnbre filar _ ;
Into a'cold and listloss ear. •

Perhaps you are a singer who has 
r built a tender song

To thrill some fellow-mortal with its 
accents sweet and strong.

The way. is .long and dreary..and the 
music spells are few,.

Someone Is waiting even now to hear 
that.sons from.you. ■

Go, sing the song!. Raise, up some 
head that sorrow seeks to bow, • 

And wait not till the lines grow cold, 
but sing it—slng.it now!

Sob it not o’er a sombro bler - 
Into a cold and listless-ear. ■ ■

. . -—The Trond. ■

SOME EXCELLENT A . VICE.

“We Must Curb, Govern, and Send 
Forth Into the World Only Such 
Thoughts as We Arc Willing to. 
Again Receive."

- To the Editor:-—Returning to my 
old home after years of absence, I 
found a message given by one of the 
guides of my early developm'enc that 
seems to be worthy of more than a 
passing notice, although the subject 
matter Is not new; it is simply the ex
pression In individualized form. I 
read: “We send,forth our thoughts । 
regardless of their destiny, and yet. aa I ; 
the waves of the ocean follow one thq L j 
other, so do our thoughts vibrato " 
through,space; they pass out from our 
mental vision, go beyond the horizon 
of our Ilves, and drifting as with the 
tide, reach into the great Hereafter, 
Into the infinity of space they go, and 
naught can recall them.

। “We must curb, govern and send 
¡forth into the broad world only such 
thoughts as we are willing to again 

ireceive, for as the world is.in form 
circular, a thought starting from ona 
point widens and widens through vi
bration, finally returning to us 
again, compelling us to reap that 
which we have sown.

“But as one wave mingles with an
other, lodbs its identity oft-times In- a 
stronger wave, so these thoughts .rain* 
gle with other thoughts, aad return io, 
us -in ten-fold. measure of their own 
kind for ’ ’

Thoughts are airy things 
Drifting on fairy .wings, 

aad like the thistle-down waited oil- 
the breeze, swiftly, lightly tossed, out 
words,’ bur thoughts pass out from OUB 
care, carrying seed that, touching 
fruitful soil, takes root and reproduces 
its kind in a gracious harvest of gooff 
or 111." r

i ELLA ROYAL WILLIAMS. 
Saletn, Oregon.
Theology Is but ignorance of nat^ 

ral causes reduced to a system.--» 
D’HolbaVh..

The robin can thank God for the 
Worm, but can the worm thank God 
for the robin?—Truth Seeker.

Thera was a noble way, in formas 
times of saying things simply, and yet 
saying them proudly.—Irving, • • ■

Ho who is afraid-, of asking 4
ashamed of learning.—From the Daw ' 
Ishi t . . ....c: .

■ When all men .say .you ara -nn-aS^ ;«j 
it is time to bray.—From the Spath, -

•sn Noan aavsh mom shv sidy 
-JO putîJdL 03VOTU0 k]oqy tq. mail! Wld

•Xono urnoq u ori SE0OVJ sm' fBh.
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Delivered Through Mrs. Cora L. V. Richmond, Chicago. Sept. 30,1906.
“THE NEXT STEP IN THIS PROGRESS WILL. BE 

BETTER HOMES FOB A LARGER N UMHER OF PEO
PLE, BETTER ATMOSPHERE, AND GREATER SCOPE 
FOR THEIR FACULTIES AND POWERS. BY AND BY 
THE EARTH WILL COME THAT 'WILL BE RE- 
PEEMED FROM THESE PRISONS IN WHICH YOU ARE 
NOW WORSHIPING, WITH SCARCELY A RAY OF 
BUNLIGHT, BUT OWING TO THE NECESSITIES Ol< 
THE TIMES YOU-MUST BE HERE. BY AND BY IT 
WILL NOT BE SO, AND THE WORSHIPERS WILL CON
VENE IN THE COOL AND BEAU'HFULLY APPOINTED 
PAVILIONS WHERE ALL WILL BE FREE TO “WOR
SHIP GOD ACCORDING TO DICTATES OF CON- 
BOIENCE," WHERE THE SONGS OF LITTLE OHIL- 
DREN AND SOUNDS OF LOVELINESS WILL ABIDE IN

1'UHMC FARES AND GARDENS AND TEMPLE, ALL IN 
ONE, AND THE GREAT MASSES,OF.PEOPLE WILL BE 
SET FREE TO WORSHIP GOD A PORTION QF EACH 
DAY OF THE WEEK. ALL THIS IS COMING, BUT IT 
WILL NOT /GOME UNTIL THIS SPIRIT OF SELFISH
NESS CEASES. IT WILL NOT COME UNTIL YOU 
HAVE LEARNED TRE MSSSON OF. BORROW AND 
CHASTISEMENT, IT WILL NOT COME UNTIL MEN 
CEASE TO ACCUMULATE WEALTH FOR THE SAKE 
OF WEALTH, FOR THE SAKE OF.THE POWER THAT 
IT BRINGS. IT WILL ONLY COME WHEN THE HANDS 
SHALL DO AND THE BRAIN SHALL INSTRUCT THE. 
HANDS TO PERFORM THAT WHICH WILL BE SUFFI
CIENT. FOR THE DAILY NEED AND FOR ANY EMER
GENCY THAT MAY AltlSE."

"Watchman, what of the night?”
The Next Great Step of Human Progress being the gen

eral Theme, that which must pervade the minds of the 
people Is the rapid fulfillment, of the predictions we bava

. Often made from this pulpit of disaster of storms, of earth-
-, Quakes' and of terrible floods, and pf the nemesis bf jus

tice overtaking the great wrong-doer. z
- The time has been, in the almost Immediate past,'rwhen- 

the smaller' sinner, the Jesber transgressor has been over
taken and the larger one ban escaped. Closely pressing 
upon human affairs at the present moment the nemesis 
fatot the doors of the great transgressors. Each human 
life has Its nemesis, 'but the great transgressors, have often 
escaped; like the kings who are tyrants and abuse their 
subjects (Ah! but the Czar of Russia is the great object 
lesson of the hour.). The ¿special defaulter who did the 
deed has rarely been taken or punished; now he is the 
one,»-

Whoever may be the Lucifer of modern affairs, it is not 
•his emissaries, his servants, l)ls sycophants alone who are 
brought to account, but he also is doomed.
- Great revolutions are not always wrought by armies; 
great struggles are not always in battles; the nemesis 
does not always come with the sword, but _ with such 
power as is greater than the sword. You are traversing 
these paths to-day!

Alas! we well recall that in history there has rarely

voices from the Weçt since the great voice of Abraham 
Lincoln, during that period of stress and storm, of trials, 
qf whirlwinds, of desolation when mothers were weeping 
for their sons slain in battle. Abraham Lincoln, the 
prophet pf the people, then saw this time. ■

Some one is coming out of-the West, for the new star 
does pot rise In the East any more. Sdme one Is'comlus 
out of the West to set you free. ' You have thought it 
Plight be Bryap,.but he could pot; it Is. appther. You 
.will-know whep the time comes, The great atar rises In 
'the West at the present time. Thé Great Hope of the 
world rises. This Republic.rose; giving to the h'atiojis of 
the earth a standard to follow. They are folio wing when, 
ÿoji are not there;; they are seeking, the light when; you 
have rejected it. • The difficulty of .the next step will be, 
that most likely it will come when you do not know it, and 
in a way that you Jeast expect. . We do not anticipate (hat 
this next step is to be a revolution by armies. When

been a step of progress without .bloodshed. You well 
recall that recently tn your own history the removal of 
chattel slavery was by warfare. You also well recall that 
with that removal of chattel slavery the hatred of a race 
is not removed, It is still a thing to be met, . You are 
looking to Tuskegee and the establishment of vartotis 
schools and universities, to what end? To shoot down 
the negroes? The punishment for crimes exists in your 
laws, and the laws should be enforced. A mob in the 

- South and a mob in the North, should be dealt with 
• equally.

Over there In Russia it Ib not a mob that besieges the 
palace asking for liberty. Out there in Cuba there is 

( eomethlng, wrong. Do not be deceived; annexation .was 
and Is the ultimate plan. It may not be known to the 
heads of your government, but It Is for the interest of 

, many people that Cuba shall be annexed to the United 
,* Btates.. You have given Cuba her freedom only in name, 
I and the name was forced from this government by the 
I voice of the people, by the voice of the American people. 
; But you have not been vigilant; ‘you have- not known 

What the financiers have been doing. ’ You are Instructed 
: that there Is a military Intercession. You do not know

England abolished-slavery it was taken for granted,. 
When England abolished the "corn laws" and the "reform 
Parliament" convened, it was without bloodshed.
- Now when this nemesis, of which we spoke, that la 
abroad In the land, finds the greatest'sinners behind the 
prison bars, don’t you suppose that;wlll be a revolution? 
People who rob you of.your dally bread, of'your daily 
earnings by false representations; people "who take in 
trust your little money, laid'up against a “rainy day,” and 
spend it for their own-pleasure or ambition, thoge whb 
do this to any great number of people finally find the law 
is at their doors, the nemesis is there too. One dozen 
men thus checked would make, the revolution of which we
speak peaceful.

You do notWliat a “provisional government” means.
’ kitow why the president of the republic has resigned.

i

Ufen
Is behind that the fa^t. of some luxury that some one 
la not entitled to. wdejpne is going at too rapid speed; 
there !wlll be a elasn, there will be death, there will be 
bank failures, there will be financial crashes. Aye! you 
are not ao sure about the treasury of the United States; 
Back to the soil! to the-earning of your 3&ily bread! 
back to the “man with rhe hoe" who has not the brand of 
Cain upon him!

Oh! this great earth yearns for her children again, 
yearns for them without affluence of luxury, and the use
less toil that luxury inslsU; upon. And by saying this we . 
do not mean the “simple "life,” we do not mean the 
“strenuous life,” W 4° uotimean anything that by chance 
or usage has come to; be, accepted as a popular phrase. 
We mbaii the life that wiirhave all things beautiful at its 
hand; a life that. Wjll go {up far to see a sunset, like the 
one you had last evening, as to see a daub upon a convas. 
That is what we mean:' a 'life that knows when Nature is 
placing a beautiful picture .before it of clouds and tints 
that give exquisite grandeur to the earth and slty, and 
knows that there fa the Master Artist. True, we believe 
in art to an end; we believe in beauty , to an end, and it 
people must be shut up in garrets and cellars for heaven’s 
sake let them have beautiful pietpres to look at. But why 
must they? There Ib the question, and that is the ques
tion you will be gradually solving/or yourselves, that by 
and by will restore We^pirlt of {Mature to Nature’s chil
dren and the lovers of nature; those who have been long 
robbed of their rightful Inheritance.

The next step in this ¿progress will be better homes for 
a larger number of people, better atmosphere, and greater 
scope for their faculties and powers. By and by the earth 
will come that will be redeemed from these prisons in 
which you are now worshiping, with scarcely a ray of sun
light, but owing to the necessities of the times you must 
be here. By and by it will-not be so, and the worshipers 
will convene in the cool and beautifully appointed pavil
ions where ail will be frep; to “worship God according to 
dictates of conscience,": where the songs of little children 
and' sounds of loveliness 'will abide in- public parks 'and 
gardens and Temple^ .al,1 in one,-and the great masses of 

•people will be set.free to* worship God a: portion of each 
! day of the week. , Al) this is coming, but' it will not come 
..until ihis spirit of selfishness mses. It .will not come 
until you jiaye learned the. lesson-of sorrow and chastise
ment. >it will not qome’ until' men cease to accumulate 
wealth for, the sake bf wealth, for the sake of the power 
that it brings.- It will only-come whan the hands shall 
dbnnd the brain shall instruct the hands!:to perform that’ 
which Will be sufficient for the dally need and for any 
emergency that.rnay arise., - -

^Wlibn all this voice o'f .subversive life shall cease with 
kings and rulers there will be.no aristocracy of wealth in 
a.republic. In Boston‘it is said to be “brains.” In New 
York it is "money." In Philadelphia It Is “blood,” and it 
is blood everywhere, tor it takes your heart's blood often
times to win the daily-bread. -. '

'Let us-Watch for this J^r that .someth out of the West; 
let us see this enUgliteniiiBnt that is creeping-into your 
homes,' into your understandings, let us see you reading

these allurements. They are allurements, they are en
cumbrances, they ar® oppressors. You magnify your de
sires, you magnify your labors in order to accomplish- your 
desires. Your houses, your clothing and all that consti
tute the ordinary necessities of life are magnified into op
pressions. You < a'ro for your things, not for people. "Oh, 
1 cannot go, I must see to my house, my things, my 
horees, my dog, my motorcar, or whatever I possess, will, 
present me from going; I am hampered by all these 
things.” What if father, mother, or children, daughter, 

.son, or friend keeps you, that is a sacred duty, tliat is a 
claim. But this, this slavery to physical things is that 
which India outgrew thousands of years ago, Is that which 
China outgrew thousands of years ago.

When there arises a New Orient, when there is a great 
Republic in the Orient life will be simpler, life will be 
more adjustable, life will be more easily arranged. Ev
ery hiinmn being will be free because not hampered .with 
thp weight of unnecessary things. Why, the tramp with 
all his earthly possessions tied up in a red handkerchief 
might be more free than you, simply because if he had the 
right spirit he would be willing to win his daily bread as 
he goes from door to door, and all the wealth of the uni
verse is his. By and by, between the tramp and the bill
ionaire there will be no appreciable distance. . By and by 
every human life will possess all that is necessary for 
daily maintenance as the result of earning the daily bread 
by hands and brains, you will have .the intuition to meet 
this new prophet that cometh out of-the West to teach 
you how to walk, and'will bear the standard for these 
steps that yeu are to take.

Perhaps you will not know until the steps are already 
taken. You have grown, grown to. the height of-knowing 
that humanity (a the flowering out of the earth and that 
that which God looks'tor Js the Great Lily Garden of hu
man life that shall blossom in a chain of Fraternal Na
tions around the earth, in a chain tof Fraternal Societies, 
from out Qf which nations will be formed; in a Chain of 
•Fraternal People everywhere; in the knowledge that the 
sunshine and. the air and the products of the earth are 
God’» gifts to mankind.

by the lamp-light, if^ou do not have time to do it by 
daylight, that which incoming. Let us see that you grad
ually understand thar.ihe Nemesis Is at your-doors. It

It would mean that your laws are not a„_4oes not mSfimtSat you are to kill this-man who is but-
Wniild monn th<a law acralnafr rnhhöfw 4a i .___ i_ n. . ___ „„„„AnhFi.l 1«. u.,o-dead letter. It would mean this law against robbery is 

as much for the big defaulter as for'the midnight thief

You Will know. .But that is only a feather showing the 
. way of the great tornado that sweeps toward you from

South to North. The elements are raging.
. .' Does nature ever allow mankind to deceive her? Is 
* there not always something that equalizes humanity?

Galveston, San Francisco, the disasters along the Gulf
Coast call unto you with the great voice of Omnipotence.' 

‘ The elements are yet stronger than man. Your republics 
/and your monarchies must alike yield when the earth- 

- quakes and the tornadoes appear. Italy of Mazzini, 
: Greece of all the Greek patriots, these are not powerful

against volcanic eruptions. Russia will not take her les-, 
son. The poor, blind, imbecile Czar does not know that

• the volcano, the tornado and the earthquake (1. e. the rev
olution) are at his door. Siberia is rising in her spiritual 
grandeur. Over there a hundred thousand patriots are

■ looking for Russia's salvation.
England has taken her steps of progress by making 

foreign -nations while the revolutions went
war 

on
peaceaoi/ it home: San Domingo, South Africa and In-
dia. The beii governed country is the farthest away

who tojtes your overcoat. It would mean that the earn
ings of the multitude are not to be wrested from 'them; 
that your money Is safe where you deposit it. ■ Of course 
the treasury of the United States has been looted some
times, but it is considered the safest financial security in 
this country. Everything that the United States throws 
Its mantle over, throwns its sanction over—rthe deposits in 
the national banks—should be as safe as a United States’ 
bond. When that Is so, confidence will be restored, not 
until then. Then people would not hide their money (for 
fear of bank failures), up the chimney to have -the first fire 
in the autumn .burn it-up. - - - • .!

Then all this seeking for wealth, wltii the poor people 
Imitating those a.little better, off, and:those a little better 
■ofc Imitating the wealthy, and the wealthy Imitating the 
millionaire, and the millionaires imitating the billionaires. 
All this will have a check, but the millennium is not com
ing right away. -

We have told -jjpji there are more storms, more tern- 
pesto, more stress Of nature, more stress of nations, JmV 
this-one step is to betaken soon, 1. e., the reign, the abso
lute reign'of the money power as represented by corpora
tions, " Corporations are the greatest object lessons :you 
have ever had; they show you the strength of combina
tion. When the people 'combine they will show you the 
strength of the srorld. And you will do it. You wlllbe 
shown the way; you will be shown the way without an ex
ternal revolution. Not yet is the. great final struggle 
coming, but these steps are coming, and they are coming 
with an appeal" to your intelligence.

More people are interested than formerly. Why? 
First because of thé abuses, next -because of spiritual 
growth and. enlightenment. The spirit must, be first, 
■then the body. It would be folly to make paper fiowers 
to appear like these (flowers on the platform), their forms 
closely imitated, and then expect to breathe into them the" 
breath of life that is in these flowers. ’ The spirit is In the 
germ, the germ demands growth, growth produces the 
bud and blossoming, and finally whatever fruition there

following in the wak^of oQiers, even successfully, but you 
are to watch and see wher^ the Nemesis finds out those 
who claim ’that they .¿re following the voice of God, and 
yet are not loving Hl^phllflr'e'n. And this means everyone,
whatever small begipnlngg you have in this direction, 
wherever your fleslrflp areqthat lead you out Into these- 
.ways', these are allurements, these are temptations and' 
you are warned in the sacre'd book in your early religious 
teaching, against th^| "‘testations of the flesh,” against

ttf

A Funeral Poem.

The folio whig poemxvas written at 
the request jif the writer, of the^e ex
planatory headlines. It is my cus
tom to preface my remarks on funeral 
occasions with the reading of an ap
propriate poem, and wishing to add.td. 
my' list of already many fine poems, I 
asked my venerable friend, j. Clement 
Smith, to contribute pomething .orig
inal to my store. He immediately re
sponded and the poenr so perfect in' 
method and versification—meter, 
rhyme and stanza, is- here given just 
as it flashed from his pen at first 
thought.. And let it be known, Mr. 
Smith Is nearing closely the 89th mile
post of mortal existence. ' Surely 
Spiritualism has many bright and re
fined minds of which, to boast.

CLARA WATSON.
Jamestown, N. Y. z

"I AM THE OHILI^OF A KING.”

. (Impromptu poem, the theme taken being suggested by 
the subject of a song sung Dy Mr. Jules G. Lumbard at 
the services.)
My Father and Mother are Wisdom and Love; • 
They hold all the treasures on earth and above;
Thein riches are jewels of truth and of right, 
•And they sparkle and shine in our glad human sight;

For Love is our savior and Truth is our King, 
We worship nt no other shrine here below. ‘ 

Love and Wisdom, our God, of Thee we must sing, 
For thou art Parent, as each soul doth know.

The "houses and lands" of the earth are but ours, 
They pass far away into dust, into gloom, 

’But the temples above are our heavenly powers;
We build there our mansions; in that blessed room

Each soul finds a place, in the temple above; 
For our God is Wisdom, and our God is Love, 
And Truth is our Savior wherever we be. 
The Light of the World for all humanity.

And when at the last our blest Earth-life Is done, 
Where we learn tne great lessons of life every day.

We have builded our mansions, our crowns will be won. 
And our loved ones will meet us along the blest way;

For our Father and Mother are Wisdom and Love, 
And-Truth is our Savior wherever we move.

/ LEGERDEMAIN.
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Eye Glasses Not Necessary!
Eys Sight cau (,« Strsuatlrenoa. aud „11 

row» or Ällocu»cd K>ei Cured with, 
out Çuttlng or Drugging.

That the eyes can be strengthened ao that oyo 
glasses can be dispensed with lu the groat ma- 
jorLvot casus,’bus been proven beyond a doubt 
by the leaUluony of ot hundreds people who 

• • ■___- publicly claim that they
have neon cured by that 
womlertul little instru- 
meat called “Actlna." Ac- 

t iloo also cures sore and 
1“ •mulated Uis, Iritis, eU’„

’ also removesCataracts sad
’wSSsBarav ■ rihryslums Without cut 

'WHBP'' „i8 P1' drugging, over
Wuembut R U an

letters The followingoeivM>y; ’ “ lhose thl“ wo '

sir Yest l35tb St- New 
The “Actlna.” cured me of 

, t w doctors said there was ho cure

»o&^^ "A-

Neu- v„,i. rAla,"«<la| Cal., March 27th, liioa. 
Neu York & Londcm Electric Ass’a, 

r.c,! . Kansas City, Mo. \
ihe^W^un“ 1?ore than Ploased>lth 

Vyho‘l lre?fclved It I haW been 
mSim W9“ i?,r “ore than 8 year's for Astlg- 
and1 havi dE^Utinued their use
arid have not had them on since. It Is wonder- 
aiVoIoooslderjt worth its weight Ingold. I 

u t0 mauY of uiy friends!
■ Nary truly, (Miss) E. F. Tucker, 
v n r, San Antonio Ave.

Holbrook. Deputy CountyClerk. Falr- 
arirthY?r ^s: i,‘4litma" has cured iny eyes 

mJ without glasses. I very seldom 
aud can study up to elevon 

o clock after a bard day's work at the office.
by old and young with 

K.>!:safety'.?1‘very member of a family can 
EwthFar “?ior anV,f°™ of disease of the

Itoohtor Head. One will lust for 
years, and Is always ready for use "Actlna1' 
will be sent on trial postpaid.

JS? , 1 “Chdyour name and address to the 
Dent ww s<m w S'1011 Eleetvlc Association, 
Dept. MSN., USD Walnut St., Kansas Cltv Mo 
you will receive absolutely FREE a valuable book, Prof. Wilson's Treallseon 'amauie

Cancer Cured
WITH SOOTHING, BALMY'OILS.
Cancer, Tumor, Catarrh, Piles, Fistula, Ulcer.», 
Eczema and all Skin imd Female Diseases. Write 
for illustrated Book. Sent free. Address • 

DRrBYE.Som* Kansas City, Mo.
g|n SalaHes

Work hduoroblu, caiy aud agreeable at 
boinc. We want aoine orb In your neighborhood. Are 
an old eitabhchcd firm. Write to-day. Vig money for you. 
taVAL MANUPACTUaiNO CO. Boi at go Detroll, Mick..

"How to Remember."
Froo lottealera of Ufi» Publication 

WCOOK/dBk

Pä- Stop forgetting
euccusvsF
You'i's no greater Intellectually than 

frour memory. Eaay. Inexpensive. Increaaea 
ncome, gives ready memory for fueea, numea. 

studies, conversation; dovelops will. Send for 
free booklet.
Dickson School ol Memory, 982 Kimball Hall, CbUau

And the Port It Is Playing in Spirit
ualism.

The above is the aumuer or the pres
ent- issue of The Progressive Thinker, 
as printed at the top of the first page, 
right hand corner. . If this number cor
responds with the figures on your wrap
per, then the time you have paid for has 
expired, and you are requested to re. 
new your subscription. This number^ 
at the right hand corner of the first 
page is advanced each week, showing 
the number of Progressive Thinkers 
issued up to date. Keep -watch of the 
number on the tag of your wrapper.

from the home u^untry; Australia and New Zealand, far
thest away from tt,» monarchy. No matter about each 
being a supposed “province” of Great Britain, no king 
rules in Australia, no k-fig rules in New Zealand. When 
it was expedient as'a matter of humanity and for the ben- 

. efit of her exchequer, England abolished slavery in her 
r West India colonies; when it was for the advantage of her 
I exchequer to protect those who were ravaging India (The 
I East India Company) she extended her protection over 

• । India; such protection as this, with its educational sys- 
' - tem and its enlightenment, prepares the way for the

•'New India.” We have told you, there is no-enlightened 
or educated Hindu but will tell you so, India is outgrbw-

■ Ing the mother country as Australia and New Zealand 
have. There will come a'time when .the Brahmo SomaJ

. will rule India, not Great Britain.
. ', We have told you about the Oriental Republics. Little 

■ heathen Japan has come up to give the enlightened world
a lesson in progress. China will open up her vast learn-- 

• Ing until the history of .the world will be revolutionized.
Whdn'the Chinese mystery is known, tomes, and burled 

. volumes of more than two hundred thousand years of hu
man history, what becomes o'f Adam? You’talk of civil
ization as though it was a new thing in the world, and as 
If the world never had any religion until the religion of: 
Olivet—never a better one, never a later'one. But never 

• was there a thought of Olivet such time as the' Golden 
"Rule blazed upon the Himalayas, such time as it gleamed

: forth from the teachings of Zerdudht, s.uch time as from 
China the voice of Confucius resurrected It from past ages!
"Do unto others as ye .would that they sho'uld dp unto' 
you.” “Feel towards others as ye would ■ that the? 
-eiiould feel toward you,” because feeling'right presup
poses the right action; the latter is better ..than* the 
former. Let us remember, that progress is .related to the 
people who are advancing, not always to ages of human 
history. India has done what you are now doing, ages
und-ages ago. China has done what-youqre doing now,
thousands and thousands of years ago. You measure 
this period and that period within the feeble, recollection of 
modern history and call it the world’s history; -

^All slaveries .ale the result of human selfishness, .and: 
to-day, whatever you may think of our word, you-are the 

i niost abject slaves in the world,- because you do not know 
' it You paid the price of your freedom when you con

sented to give the Declaration of Independence and the 
& Constitution of the. United States for Mammon. - ' When:

i0-chattel slavery Of four million .people- was wiped ont

is. Out in the orchard,-out in the vineyard Js the glad 
gathering of what the harvest has yielded. Long ago. the 
grain was put away, long ago the early fruits were har
vested, now the vineyard reSounds' with merry yoices, and 
the,pressing of the wine or the'giving forth of the fruit Is 
the glad result of what nature has yielded.

There is no more beautiful symbdl of this work of spirit
ual growth than that which is produced by the vine; there 
is not another better illustration of the pruning and dis
cipline of the experiences of human life than the prunlhg 
and training of the vine. Allowed to run riot the -<rild 
fruit is valueless; cut away carefully the wild and riotous 
tendrils and lo! the fruitage becomes abundant Who’ 
has appeared pruning the Tine? Who.to cutting off the 
tendrils and branches here-and-ther.e that the greater 
fruitage may come into , humanity. Reform means res
toration, means the bringing into existence the best and. 
highest; that Is in humanity. . z - -
; When you hear this -work going on in. the world you ‘ 
know you have to takq the next step. It is the ¡best next 
step that has to be taken; the next best step for you, for 
your fellow beings, and for all mankind, and-that Is the- 
•last..
• people pursue thèir way, doing the, thing next to be - 
done, that Is. right; the duty that is at their hafids. -'. But 
this great whirl, this everlasting whirl of modern days is 

What produces insanity; the Insanity Of wealth, the insan
ity of spéculation, the insanity of greed,, the insanity dtç 
outdoing and outshining others, the insanity ot traveliiig 
faster than your, neighbor in one ot these Wonderful ;iéo-. 
tor cars/ hut here’eia- crash -and’ there’s a death owing to 
unwarrantable speed. If you Imitated the planets' in their • 
révolutions around the sun and discovered'.the. exact law 
of equilibrium as evidenced in the. pulsing worlds, you 
would adjust your cars to the pulses of Jupiter, Saturn or 
Neptune, for these do not clash, and if there to a meteor or 
aerolite anywhere that occasionally strikes the earth it 
.produces'no ripple of disorder in.this great force of the 
universe. You will have these “accidents,” as they are 
called, these çlashings in human life until you discover the 
moral and the social equilibrium. To be dashing through 
the air. at a great rate of speed when you are going no
where and for no purpose to not a sane way of enjoyment. 
You will find it out by and by. All-the people that are 
rushing madly to the service of earning. tholr "daily 
bread” as they call it; rushing madly to places which they 
cannot.call their homes because .they^do;not’Spend'much

Life Triumphant.
Xhe mill is silent, but the living 

stream • ' ' / -
Flows ever onward < to the silent 

sea; ' . . , ; ‘ /
The setting sun has lost no. radiant 

•beam, a ’
The stars ate-transient in obscurity..

All worlds revolving tfar through end
less space, i

Though shaded oft are ever known 
to glow, > -

There is no pause in time’s eternal 
race

• In the far heavens, or on this 
sphere below.'

That wondrous power we call mysteri- 
ousdife, - : •

Unseen, ■ unheard builds, moves ana 
. - fashions alL .. ■ « ' ^. ■ . .
Worlds dash, stars fall, and forms are 

. lost in strife ' ;
But life Can- never.fade, nor clash, 

nor fall./:
By force ¿involuntary, all its own, ; ■ 

Life builds the'form we call an 
earthly;man; ' ’

’TiB but a resting place, a transient 
throne, - ¡i, ;

Abandonment, .wa^' desfbi'ed in Its’ 
■ plan. I-.:

But In this casket, passionless and 
pale, ;

There 1b no movement of the silent 
form. ..

This mortal body answers . not our 
hall,- -

'TIb deaf to love notes, mute to rag
ing, storm,

Rest!' pallid form, once our dear 
friend’s abode,-

Rest, on the bosom of your mother 
earth,

Your quest now traverses the heavenly 
road,

Welcome to all mankind, of mun
dane birth.

He has passed onward through the 
portal "broad.

To gorgeous spheres ■ ’midst other 
loving friends,

Not to the palace of a monarch God, 
But to a home where love with jus

tice fiends.
Friends, lay aside your garb of sable 

, huh, 
And wipe the tear-drops from your 

weeping eyes,
Your absent friend shall aid to build 

for you
A regal mansion in the placid skies.

Rather rejplce, and in great nature’s 
plan/ '/ . ‘

Know that the transit, ®Bth, Is

To the Editor:—The Progressive 
Thinker of October 13, contains an ar-
tide, “Legerdemain,”' purporting to 
be an exposure of the methods of
Anna Eva. Fay.

, In the first place, Mrs. Fay does not 
pose or claim to be a Spiritualist, or 
medium, or that any part of her enter
tainment Is the work of spirits; such 
being the case I do not think it fair 
to class her among the "fakers,” or 
to attack her in a business, which to 
my mind is just as legitimate as the 
popular magician, Mr. Kellar.

I have been to but one of her enter
tainments, and that one In the city of 
Wilmington, Bel. I was one of three 
to go upon the stage to act as a com-' 
mittee to examine -and report to the 
audience anything: not satisfactory— 
such as wires or other paraphernalia 
coinmonly used by magicians. ' I tied 
her . hands with strips of muslin,'and 
she allowed me to sew them ’ with a 
needle and white thread to the sleeve 
of her dress. I then tied her hands 
behind her back. There was a board 
about 10 by 18 inches and one inch in 
thickness which her assistant brought

Song Books
New and Enlarged Edition of 

C. P. LONGLEY'S *

Choice Collection of

out and nailed to uie stage floor. I

time there. -All this-wlllbe changed..vnuLiei aiuveij ut ivm uiuuuu pwpiu' iyu» Dipuu'um uiuu urtne. xxu tuia- wm-uv vuau&vu»r = •
bloodshed, you speedily sold yourselves into the bond-1 But, in the meantime, the check, the great ’warning 

W' age of that Mammon; the Next Great Step'will be to re- check comes upon you. That is, wherever there IsaaunJ
lease; you. .There have -been voices from" the East and^ just tax-upon the one who

hat is, whe 
labors for•his daily bread-there

-kindly given, 
For -when orf earth, there dies a

..worthy man,
A happy soul .is born in yonder 

heaven. ’
Kind earth, to.thy unveiled maternal 

breast, ‘
■ This'borrowed form we tenderly re

store»- ■•- ■
In tranquil silence, guarded and' ca

ressed, ■ ' o
Be it ttiy sacred treasure evermore.

J. CLEMENT SMITH.
Topeka,'Kansas.’ • ‘ '

■ “BE CAREFUL."

That Is What Elta -Wheeler Wilcox

again tied her securely to this board 
and tied or sewed (1 forget which) 
her elbows together; then a small 
box was placed over her with a hole 
in the top, .just large enough for her 
head- to come through, and in less 
than five seconds hands protruded and 
other, manifestations took place.

1 examined the lady from time to 
time and reported to the audience that 
she was just as I had left her—secure
ly tied. I did not think at the time, 
nor do I know at present that it. was 
the work of spirit intelligences.
. The part of her performance where 
she is enshrouded and answers sealed 
■questions, I could not account for, 
but I do think that Lambourne’s ex
planations are the most ridiculous 
and. nonsensical I ever heard.
" I have a friend here, a , neighbor, 
■who .was an out and out dyed-Ln-the

Beautiful Songs, 
Containing ninety charming songs for 
home, camps, circles and meetings— 
■words and music, Including “Only a 
Thin Vail Between Us,” and its com
panion piece; also beautiful words set 
to choice music, from the poetical 
works of Lilian Whiting. Of the lat
ter, Miss Whiting writes Prof, Long
ley her pleasure at his setting to her 
poems and declares herself honored 
at the dainty music ae has given her 
words. President Barrett of the N. S. 
A. writes that wherever he goes be 
'finds the songs of Mr. Longley sung at 
meetings and by the friends and he af
firms it as his opinion that Longley’s 
musical compositions have ennobled 
the world. Price per copy, 50 cents 
bound in boards;' 75 cents in cloth, 
wholesale rates made to societies, 
and dealers.

Maxham’s Melodies.
Arranged for Solos, Duets, Quar

tets, Also Six Foetus.
This Is a songbook adapted wtho popular 

spiritualistic tsste. and Is emined Uy fitted to do 
good service in the lecture hall ar family circle. 
Price, 15 cents.

SPlRITUflL SONGSTER. ~
By Mattle E. Hull. Thirty-eight of Mrs. Hull'« 

sweetest songs, adapted to popular music, tor 
the use of congregations, circles and famlles. 
I’rlco, 10 cents, or S? per hundred

Says to Those Investigating . 
:' ' Psychic Plienomena.

wool materialist—an able, scholar, or
ator and ‘lecturer. On the last visit

Life has. né rude TJdgln^ig 4md qe 
epd, " ' •(.. >-r < ■ ■

. Its changes are butepvoiutioh’B toil. 
Forces all, powerful #lth pits ; movë- 

.• ; meats blend. ' <("•■ ■“ ! v
And Daneful evils fifomUasight re- 

‘ . COil. •> ' >1H l!q '■ ;
Perhaps thft wond/Ous Spwer, su- 
/ ipremely great. "/ . ,

Gives the vast concave Its cerulean 
'■ hue, -■ '? / " -, 
Assigns all stellar wwld, inelr routes 

' ànd'fate - •
And moves ,air°fcstemS, placid

ether through./ .
We know not where^eyojid the silent 

. tomb - gf tr, :
This human life domicil,

.But fondly trust thajjireqcl from fear 
. or gloom, ;■ /

Love, winsome love, phall guide our 
beings still.

It Ip not cruel that the vital force 
Should leave the forins of those we 

loved bo well; • ■ '
Life to most gracious, and most true 

. its course,
. Grieve not, at "falling clod nor toil

ing bell.
Clasping thro rose buds tender living 

. '• .germ:' - . ■
. .We’ve-seen the springtime's-early, 

melting world.'
A prophecy supreme;- we may affim.
. Of future-bteoin and doveliiwss uu- 

' told. “

. . So soon as any man or • woman 
turns a knowledge of psychic phenom
ena. to financial purposes the highest 
and best influences from the Spiritual 
Realms cease to lend their aid-.: Only 
the earth-bound, those.. who still fe- 
garfl-money .as the chief! blessing, 
come to their call.,

Added to this is the: fact that you 
weaken your own spiritual powers by 
leaning on others to decide matters 
-for ;you. And- that is one o£ the car- 
(linal slns.z . .

No one should investigate the phe
nomena of the realms beyond save 
those who go about it religiously and 
-with the light of a well-balanced mind 
and the staff of self-control to .guide 
them.

It is dangerous for the Ignorant and 
the rash to meddle with electricity; it 
is more dangerous to meddls with the 
psychic world, for there are baseband 
mischievous intelligences as well as

to Philadelphia of Miss Fay, - some 
friends of M. prevailed upon him to go 
down to Keith’s Theatre to ' one J>f

good influences In the world beyond. 
As Heber Newton has said: 
"Thore are fools over there. as

here; the psychic transition makes no 
immediate difference with what we 
call character.”—-Chicago American.

"Talmagean Inanitiea, incongruities, 
Inconsistencies: and Blasphemies ¡a Re- 
tlew of Rev. T. DeWitt and Rev. Frank 
DeWitt Talajege’s oft-repeated- attacks 
upon eplrituaiiam.”. By Moaea, Hull.! 
Price, 10 cents. '

Miss Fay’s entertainments. He-did 
so, and acted as one of a committee to 
go upon the stage with her. Not be
ing altogether satisfied lie asked per
mission to go into the dark cabinet 
with -her. Mr. M. says he had hold 
of her hands the whole time ¡while in 
the cabinet with her, and she, seem
ing to know he was a very strong 
skeptic, told him not to resist the 
“spirits,’’ but to submit to them and 
he would not be’hurt. '■

After he-returned to his home and 
was about to retire for the/night he 
found his collar had been" reversed,, 
also his necktie, and the collar button. 
which holds the collar had been re-'- 
versed also; the small part of the but
ton Inside the larger, and fiat part on 
the outside.

I know he has been studying lately 
along the lines of our philosophy, and. 
two weekiftgo delivered a lecture be
fore the First Association of Spirit
ualists of our city, entitled qThe Pos
sibilities of Immortality."

In conclusion ! will say that there 
were no charcoal nheets between the 
leaves of the pad I wrote on, and I 
never saw anybody else that ever did 
see Anything of the kind.; There are 
hundreds of people .right -. here in 
Philadelphia who will also soy that 
what Mr. Lambourne Bays about Anna 
EvaiFay-to untrue. - J..F, SNOW.,..

Philadelphia, ,Pa-.

> THUMBSCREW AND RACK. ' 
Torture implements employed In the 16th and 

18th centuries for. the promulgation of Chrls- 
Uanlty, with pictorial Illustration. By George 
E. Macdonald. Price. 10 cents.————----a----- —------

. FROM SOUL TO SOUL.
' By Emma Rood Tuttle. This volume 
contains the best peoms of the author, 
and some bf thé best popular songs vrith 
the music by éminent composers. Th® 
poems are admirably adapted for recto 
Hons. 825 - pages, beautiîully bound. 
Trice ÎÎ. _

THE WIDOW’S MITE,
And :

QTHEB PStCHfC PHENOMENA
x BY ISAAC« K. FUNK.

A remarkable book, of Intense inter
est to alb whether Spiritualists-or 
teriall«t»> investigators or believers.

The author has -embodied in this 
book nn account of his wonderful per
sonal .experience, and has culled from 
other sources the experiences of others, 
including scientists of world-wide re
pute, making a volume of great value. 
688 octavo pages. Price, cloth. 12. -

THE SOUL Of THINGS: - 
Or Psychometric Rosoarchos mid Disconsris®. 
By Wm. and Ellcaboth M. F. Denton. A mar. 
veloos work. Though concise ns a text book it 
•tr» as fascinating as a work of fiction. -The 
reader wlll be amazed to-seo ths carinas.Tacts 
hero combined in support vt thin power ol ths 
human mind, .which, will xosolru tt thousand 
douhts nnl difficulties, malto geology-plam ns 
day? tend. throw- light: au all nubjeuts naw o> 
eeured-by U.ne. PiTja. Sl.W In three volumes, 

I doth lx>\md,tl.We*cl>. -Postage. lOcper copy.
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The Spiritualistic Field—Its Workers, Its Work,
and General

CONTRIBUTORS.—Each contributor AS A GENERAL RULE, IN
is alone responsible for any assertions OFFICE WE PAY NO ATTENTION TO 
or statements he may make. The editor ANONYMOUS COMMUNICATIONS.

IN THIS

®-

iiu

I

?

allows this freedom of expression, be
lieving that the cause of truth can be
llgst subserved thereby. Many of the 
sentiments uttered in an article’feay be 

^diametrically opposed to his belief, yet 
that is no reason1 why/ they should be 
suppressed; yet we wish it distinctly 
understood that our space is Inade
quate to publish everything that comes 
to hand, however much we might desire 
to do ao. That must account for the 
non-appearance of YOUR, article. ,

WRITE PLAINLY.—We ' would UkO 
. to impress upon the minds ot our corre

spondents that The Progressive Thinker 
is set up on a Linotype machine tnat 
must make speed equal to about tour 
compositors. That means rapid work, 
and it is essential that all copy, to ifi- 

, sure insertion in the paper, all other re- 
' quirements being favorable, should ns 

written plainly with Ink on white 
paper, or with a typewriter, and only on 
one side of the paper. Please bear inis 
In mind. „ __ ...

ITEMS.- Bear in mind that Items for 
the General Survey will in all caB®® ® 
adjusted to the space we 4iaye Jo occ • 
py, and in order to do that they w 
generally have , to be abridged more 
less; otherwise many items 
crowded out. Sometimes a tbiny-i _ 
Item is cut down to ten lines, ano _ 
lines*to two lines, as occasion may

TAKE. DUE NOTICE, that all Hems 
for this page must be accompanied vy 
the full name and address of the writer. 
It will not do to say that Secreta^?rh. 
C orrespondent writes so and so, w - 

. out giving the full name and address or 
the writer. The items of those who 
not comply with this request will 
cast into the waste basket.

KEEP COPIES ot your poems sent to 
this office, tor they will not be returnee 
it we have not space to use them.

THIS GENERAL SURVEY DEPART
MENT IS ONLY INTENDED TO 
CHRONICLE THE ENGAGEMENTS 
AND WORK OF SPEAKERS AND ME- 

x DIUMS. A REPORT OF WHAT THE 
VARIOUS SPEAKERS SAY WILL 
NQT BE PUBLISHED, AS WE HAVE 
NOT SPACE SUFFICIENT FOR THAT 
PURPOSE.

A subscriber thinks that a good me- 
dium would do weii at Florence, 
Colo. There'are a good many Spirit
ualists there.
/Mrs. Mary A. Price has an engage

ment to serve the First Spiritualist As
sociation of Philadelphia for Novem
ber. She is open for engagements 
at other places. Address her at No.' 
1718 Fourteenth street N. W., Wash
ington, D. C.

Dreaming that she would die and 
be with the angels for four long days 
and then come back to her papa and 
mamma, little Cora May Norton, 
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. John Norton 
of Thirteenth and Hickman streets, 
Vincennes, Ind., did die, at least that 
was the decision of all those who saw 
her; She was laid out and arrange
ments were made for the . funeral, 
having to all appearances quietly en
tered the abode of the dead at 10
o’clock last Wednesday night. She
ndW-Shows signs of coming bapk to life 
and all funeral arrangements have 
been broken off.

Mrs. Lucile de Loux has removed 
' from her old residence, 2952 Cottage 

Grove avenue, to 85 Thirty-first street, 
flat A, where she will be pleased to 
meet her friends. Her circles will be 
held as usual every. Wednesday even
ing. All are welcome.

W. C. Knowlton .writes: “It makes 
the cold chills run down the spine to 
read your prédiction that The Pro
gressive Thinker would probably go 
tne way of the other Spiritualist pa
pers [when its mission shall have 
been accomplished] ; and yet when I 

’ learned some time ago that you were 
over 70 years old I thought, whattwill 
become of your paper after you are 
numbered with the angels? And the 
thought was not entirely selfish, for I 
expect that you will live and publish 
The Progressive Thinker after I have 

on. I think your paper is 
best caicrf.ated to enlighten those 
whose minds have become darkened 
by theological superstition, and most 
everyone has some jf this darkness 
lurking in some of iheir brain cells. 
I narticularly commend you for your 
uncompromising fight adainst fraud 
and fraudulent mediums. It should 
have been done-sooner. I can not un
derstand why any honest medium 
should frown upon your exposure of 
the dishonest ones. No one needs put 
on the coat unless it fits.

Mrs. C. Kirchner writes: “At the 
Rising Sun Temple, Oakley and Jack- 
son Boul., on Sunday, October 21, 
Brother John W. Ring gave a very elo
quent last lecture, which was appre
ciated by all as waâ shown by the con
tinued applause. Sister Parkhurst 
followed by some grand spiritual dem
onstrations. In the evening Dr. O. E. 
Miller gave one of his inspiring talks.
■Sister Parkhurst again gave some 

Shegrand thoughts and messages.
has made many friends since her stay
here, as she is-a very conscientious 
medium. Our speaker for Sunday 
afternoon, Nov. 4, will be Sister Bqrk- 
hurst, who will also give messages,' 
and in the evening Dr. 0.-E. Miller 
will speak on Obsession.”
» A. Merkle writes: “The Spiritual
istic Society Students of Nature, 461 
W. North avenue, corner Robey street, 

• is having unusually large Sunday 
evening meetings. The lectures and 
tests are good. Our own developed 
mediums, with the visiting mediums, 
Sister Schweizer and Bro. Miller,-gave 
us proof of spirit return, which was 

- appreciated by .all. 'Nov, 4, the sub
ject will be 'Soul Unfoldmen't—How to 
Become a True Spiritual Adviser.' ”

Correspondent writes: “The Golden 
Rule Spiritualist Society held very in
teresting meetings the last two.Sun
days. On Oct. 14, Dr. J. H.- Randall 
gave - one of his Inspiring lectures. 
October 21, in the afternoon, Prof.

•s, John McLane of California gave cony 
vincing proof of spirit return, and 
sang the sweet song of ‘When the Roll 
Is Called in Heaven,’ which brought

- tears to our eyes. In 'the evening, 
Hon. Chas. Hughes,gfive us one o£~his 

'' lectures .that- teach the human soul 
how to expand to Itsf ullest expression.

. On Oct. 28, Mrs. Emma . J. Hansen 
will be our speaker; on November 4,- 
ur. Geo. B. Warne, president of the 
I. S. S. A., followed by messages. 
Afternoon as usual, short talks and 
messages. Solo by Mrs. Frank Cole, 

: - ; and Bong by Mr. Coe, 'The Old Musl- 
■; ' ■tian and His Harp.'"

THE NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE 
WRITER SHOULD ACCOMPANY ALL
MATTER, OF WHATEVER KIND, 
SENT TO THIS OFFICE.

When writing for this paper 
use a pen or typewriter.

We go to press early Monday morn
ing, hence communications Intended for 
that current Issue should reach this 
office not later than the previous Satur
day morning. Bear this In mind.

ALWAYS GIVE YOUR FULL NAMB 
AND ADDRESS WHEN SENDING NO
TICES AND COMMUNICATIONS FOR 
PUBLICATION, OTHERWISE THEY 
WILL. FIND THEIR WAY TO THE 
WASTE BASKET.

The statement by the Spiritualists 
that they were trying to forni a.new- 
religious alliance, including several 
denominations, is resented by the 
Swedenborglans, through Rev. John S. 
Saul, editor of the New Church Mes
senger. “The Swedenborglans' deny 
that there is any move on their part 
to unite with the Universalists, Unita
rians, Quakers and Spiritualists," said 
Rev. Mr. Saul. “As the people desig
nated qB Swedenhorgians believC that 
the Lord Jessus Christ was the incar
nate God, and as such the sole object 
of Christian worship, it is obvious that 
they canriot become a part of, any or
ganization holding, utterly different 
views, and therefore that any such 
claim as made by the Spiritualists was 
entirely unfounded, In so far as it re
fers to our church, as likely it waS as 
to the other denominations men
tioned.”—Chicago Post.

A. Booth writes from Rockford, Ill.: 
'"Our mass-meeting was simply grand.
I don’t believe that there has been an
other meeting held in this city that 
brought out so much Interest in our ■ 
cause. The speakers, H. D. Barrett 
(N. S. A.), and'Dr. Geo. B. Warne, 
gave us some of the best thoughts 
that has been my privilege to listen to. 
Our evening service was nearly three 
hours lon.g, and we received several 
new members into our ranks. MrsT 
E. L. Nicholsdn as message bearer.”

Mrs. Sophia B. Selp writes from 
Milwaukee, Wis.: “I held a very sat
isfactory meeting in Severance Hall, 
on October 21. and shall remain here 
to the 28th, for one more meeting. 
There Is no society meetings at the 
present on this side. I shall be glad 
to .work with or for, any speaker for 
platform messages in any city. Ad
dress me at No. 200 Juneau avenue, 
Milwaukee, Wis.”

G. L. Willms writes: “The mem
bers of the North Star Spiritual 
Union, 1646 Milwaukee avenue, had 
quite a large audience, October 21. 
Sister C. Mueller and Brother Van- 
derhoogt gave fine lectures, both of 
which were well appreciated. Sister 
Mueller gave some very line messages 
to friends and also gave readings of 
questions and articles .which were all 
answered correctly, and messages 
all recognized.”

E. R. Fielding writes from Wash
ington, D. C.: “Mrs. M. T. Lopgley, 
secretary for the National Association,- 
will speak for the First Association of 
Spiritualists; messages after each 
lecture, morning and evening, for the 
month of November. J. Clegg 
Wright, who has been lecturing and 
holding classes for this association, 
closes his engagement .here the last 
Sunday in October: The lyceum club 
will give a dance in Gude’s Hqll, the 
27th of October.”

Irving Jackson, president of the 
Psychic Research Society, writes from 
Sandusky, Ohio: “We were fortunate 
indeed to again secure the services of 
J. C. Craig (the Clyde attorney-at-law, 
who has recently entered the Spiritual
istic ranks), on Sunday; October 21. 
The speaker asked the audience to 
furnish d subject, and he delivered a 
masterly and'eloquent address from 
the topic: “In my Father's house are 
many mansions.” It is with sincere 
regret that we learn that Mr. Craig 
will soon, leave Ohio, to locate in 
Southern California, and his many 
friends in Sandusky bespeak for him a 
kindly welcome from the open-hearted 
Spiritualists of that hospitable state."”

Albert P. Blihn writes of the First 
Spiritual Union, Norwich, Conn.: 
“This society re-opened its meetings 
for the fall and winter the first Sun
day of October, with the writer as its 
settled speaker for another year. 
When the meetings closed last spring 
tne society had a substantial balance 
in the treasury after paying all bills, 

-a large and active membership, and a 
thriving lyceum. The meetings- this 
fail have been well attended and the 
socials unusually well patronized. On 
Sunday last, in addition to the writer, 
we had with us R. F. Churchill, presi
dent of the Lake Pleasant Camp. At 
the morning service Mr. Churchill of
fered a very impressive invocation; 
at the lyceum he talked interestingly 
to'the children, and-in the evening his 
address was a splendid demonstration 
of inspired and uplifting thoughts. 
The evening service was a special con
cert service at which the lyceum chil
dren assisted, and a large audience 
was in attendance.”

Izetta B. Sears writes from Boston, 
Mass.: .‘'Izetta B.Seara, Spiritual 
Evangelist will hold services Sunday!), 
7:30 p. m., in Arcade Hall, 7 Park 
Square, Boston, to be aided by musi
cians, speakers and other good talent. 
Please invite your-friends to be pres- . 
ent. Miss Susie Clark to be chief 
speaker, Nov. 1906'. Please notify 
others.. We have The Progressive 
Thinker each week in our home. . It Is 
the most progressive 'paper published 
for Spiritualism.”

Mrs. A. Sexsmith writes: “On Sun
day, October 21, both afternoon and 
evening, the Christian Spiritualist So- . 
clety held two very interesting meet
ings. In the afternoon Miss Thomas 
gave a short talk, following .with mes
sages. Sister Susie Thompson also 
gave some yery accurate messages. 
The evening meeting was, as usual, 
well attended. : Miss Thomas gave a 
yery Inspiring talk, .following with 
messages. These meetings are be
coming more interesting.; .We are 
pleased to announce that’on Sunday 
evening* Nov. 4, w,e will have as speak- 
etand message bearer, • Mrs. Ella’ 
Johnson Bloom. She will have some- 
thing good to tell us and her,messages 
are always of the highest order. Re- 
piember these meetings are held ev
ery Sunday afternoon and evening at 
3 and 8 o'clock* at Conway Hall, West
ern avenue and Luke street.”

Will O. Hodge' writes: "4t the 
pleasant-home ot tho bride, 1161 New
ton avenue, on the evening of October 
19, it was my pleasure to unite in the 
bonds of nmtrimony, Orrin Vinal 
Dailey, late of Hamilton, Ohio, and 
Dr; Rosamond O.-Conger, late of Chi
cago. /With the congratulations of 
their many friends who wish them 
fair winds and smooth sailing over 
matrimonial seas, the happy couple 
will enjoy a short wedding tour to the 
more northern cities of the state, re
turning to make their home In San 
Diego, Cal."

Some one writes as follows from 
Hamilton,, Canada, but omits name 
and address, which should accompany 
every item. That will be necessary In 
the future, or the item will not ap
pear: "The First Spiritual Society of 
Hamilton, Canada, Is progressing very 
nicely. Our membership is increasing 
steadily. It being the only chartered 
society here, we have started a build
ing fund and hope some day we will 
have a hall of our own. Our present 
pastor is the noted champion of Spir
itualism; Lyman C. Howe, known 
throughout America as an exponent of 
truth and denouncer of fraud and dis
honest mediumship. Next month we 
expect to have Mrs. Ripley oj Toronto, 
with us again. . I sometimes call her 
the Mother of our society. I am sorry 
to say we laid in the grave all that 
was .mortal of our late brother, John 
Hill.. Sunday afternoon there was a 
very large attendance and it was very 
noticeable that the Interest that was 
taken by the orthodox friends as well 
as the Spiritualists, in the . very beau
tiful address from. Brother Howe, 

■ywith a flow of language which caused 
many to remark it was the most beau
tiful sermon they had ever heard. 
T he floral offerings were rich and 
beautiful and so profuse that it was 
necessary to utilize a carriage spe
cially to carry them to the cemetery."

The Independent Church of Truth 
will open Sunday, Nov. 4, in Grand

GrandBoulevard Hall, cor 47th and_____ 
Boulevard. Thera, will be an after-
noon service beginning at 2:30, when 
several of our best workers will assist 
Mrs. Cooley in giving ten-minute 
speeches, followed by messages by 
Mrs. Conway of Fort Wayne, Ind.; 
Mrs. Mary Weaver, so well and favor
ably known in Chicago,; Georgia 
Gladys Cooley and others. Following 
the services luncheon will be served in 
the banquet hall. All are invjted to 
bring their lunch and an extra piece 
for a stranger should any come with
out their. The evening services open 
at’7:45 sharp, with lecture and mes
sages by Mrs. Cooley and other mes
sage bearers. A hearty welcome is 
extended to all. Take elevated cars 
to 47th or Indiana avenue and 47th 
street car which brings you right to 
tue door.

Frank T. Ripley -has December, 
January and February open for en- 

"gagements to lecture and give tests. 
Address all letters to Oxford, Ohio, 
P. O. Box 14.

G. A. Wolter, who resides at 182 N. 
May street, Chicago, would like the 
address of Susanna Harris of Buffalo 
—formerly of Chicago. •

Remember that Will' J. Erwood’s 
address Is 216 W. Main street, Peru, 
Ind., where he can be addressed for 
engagements.

J. W. Gill writes: "Large audiences 
and great interest marked the meet
ings of the Christian Spiritualists, 
held at Van Buren opera house, Mad
ison street and California avenue, 
Sunday, October 21. The wrlterriec- 
tured on 'Confucius,’ which was well 
received. Nannie, the control of Mrs. 

..Hamilton Gill, surpassed all previous 
efforts, giving over fifty spirit' mes
sages, all recognized with few excep
tions. The object of these meetings 
is, to put Spiritualism on a higher 
plane, to get people to think for them
selves and so help on the present 
wave of reform, which is qow sweep
ing the country.”

The Illinois Sunflower Club will 
hold a business meeting in Lincoln 
Hall, Fraternity Building, TO East 
Adams street, on November 13. All 
members are earnestly requested to 
be present.

Mrs. Catharine McFarlin can at 
present be addressed for engagements 
at No. 166 Juneau avenue, Milwaukee, 
\Vls. She Is capable of doing a most 
excellent work.

Harry J. Moore lectured In Puyal
lup, Wash., the third and fourth Sun
days of September. On Sunday, Sept. 
30, before the First Society of Spirit
ualists of Seattle, Wash., he united in 
marriage Walter F. Horner and Miss 
Mabel Eleanor Kenney. During the 
Sundays of October he lectured f6r.th§ 
First Spiritualist Society of Portland, 
Oregon. He is now located in San 
Diego, Cal., for a season serving the 
Temple Society of that city. Address 
all letters to General Delivery until 
further notice.

Bishop A. Beals, the lecturer and 
poet, of Summerland, Cal., writes: 
"You are malting a rattling good' 
paper, of The Progressive Thinker.”

Dr. Fowler writes from Brooklyn,' 
N. Y.: "A good audience greeted Dr. 
C. O. Sahler of Kingston, N. Y., upon 
his first appearance this season at the 
afternoon conference held by the First 
Spiritual Churchy of Brooklyn, N. Y., 
on Sunday, Oct. ’21, Dr. John C. Wy
man, secretary, presiding. Dr. Sahler, 
in a very graceful and unassuming 
manner delivered without notes a vbry 
interesting address' upon ‘Divine In
telligence.’ Remarks followed by 
Judge Dailey, Doctors Wyman and 
Fowler, and many questions answered 
by the speaker, .with great» satisfac
tion. Mrs. Pepper opened her "even
ing exercises by reading her own orig
inal poem, following with a ' very 
beautiful discourse upon ‘Immortality, 
What Ip It, an^ What Does It Bring. 
Us?’ The service was unusually im
pressive and was listened to with al
most breathless interest by the large 
audience. A greater number than 
usual of the sealed letters were con
sidered to the evident enjoyment and 
satisfaction of the large audience. 
The writer Improves this opportunity 
to say, necessarily briefly, that he con
siders the last-number of The Pro- 
.gressive Thinker one of the best in 
its'history, containing as it does a full 
report 'of President Barrett’s annual 
report, with much other interesting 
and profitable-matter which all who 
are Interested in our facts of phenom-, 
ena and philosophy should read „and 
circulate and-encourage their friends 
everywhere to subscribe for.” ‘ .
; xMrs. Carffe L. Hatch writes a from 
Boston, Mass.: “The First Spiritualist 
Ladihs’ Aid Society met- as usual at 
Appleton Hall, 9 Appleton street, Fri
day, October 26/ An interesting 
meeting was held-ln the evening.’ The 
meeting was presided over by Mrs. Az 
S. Waterhouse, and the following tal
ent took part, Mr. and Mrs. Howe-of 

' California. Mr. Howe as one of the 
directors of the N. S. A., spoke of the 
convention that has, just'been held'in 
Chicago, and all were much Interested. 
Mrs. Annie M. Chapman spoRe briefly 
and gave messages. Mrs. Sadie Hall 
sang several selections'and Mrs, Mary 
F. Lovering presided at the piano. 
All were sorry that tho president, Mrs. 
M, E. A. Allbo, was detained at home. 
Next Friday an interesting meeting 
will be held. Be sure and come."

Prof. W. M. Lockwood lectured be- 
fpfe'jlw m^^con^eution at Potsdam,

A. E. PraR writes from Delphos, 
Ohio: “On last Saturday e’veping, Qc- 
tober 20, Mrs. Nina D. Challen of To
ledo, gave us a trumpet seance,.and 
another on Monday evening following. 
These meetings'ime fine, and every
one present was nhell pleased with 
them. Mrs. Challen has promised to 
return next mont^ when Mr-. Herrick 
is here, and, ,we will have some fine 
meetings them, .^eae two mediums 
aré both trumpet,¡and gave the most 
convincing proof of., spirit, return. 
The people here a/-p hungry for the 
phenomena,',and jjé)v converts are be
ing 'made atJevér^/meetíng." •

Samuel A/'lIuntington-wrltes froth 
Malden, Maq».: “At, the circle October 

.18. Mrs. Carter.gave excellent mes
sages, and'Mrs. Alice M. Whall made 
interesting remarks, followed by sev
eral messages. AJ the Sunday serv
ices, October 21; the' president, Mrs.' 
Sheriff, presided at both sessions. At 
the afternoon circle, Mrs. Carter1 and 
Mrs. Norton of, Malden, and Mrs. • 
Mary A. Smith of Everett, gave many 
fine messages. ,Mrs. Smith also made 
remarks. At the evening meeting, 
Mrs. Annie R. Chapman of Brighton, 
was the speaker, giving.a very inter
esting address, followed with beauti
ful messages. Our society will hold a 
Hallowe’en party on Wednesday even- 
Oct. 31, the .proceéds of which will be 
added to the church fund, We hold a 
circle every Thursday evening at 7:30, 
and a circle on Sunday afternoon at 
■3:30, and a meeting every. Sunday, 
evening at 7:80,, We always have 
good speakers and mediums. Sunday 
evening, Oct, ¿8, Mrs. Alice M. Whall 
graced our platform.”

Mrs, Dan M, Davidson, Lock Box' 
552, Detroit, Mlóh-, writes: “A'.shoFt 
time since I made a flying trip to Bat
tle Creek, Mich., and found Mrs. Anna 
L, Gillespie doing a grand work, 
speaking twice on Sunday and giving 
an entertainment during the week. 
This is one of the most flourishing so
cieties In the state. On Sunday last, I 
listened to Mrs. Shadow, at»^>etrolt, 
Mich., who occupied the rostrum to 
relieve Mrs. Laura Crawford, who was 
111, Yesterday I visited Pontiac, and 
found the Spiritualists there .greatly 
in need of a speaker, and some mis-S 
slonary work., This is a grand point 
for a good honest worker. , Friends, 
you are doing fine, only continue, to 
send in your subscriptions to ‘The Oc
cult,’ fifty cents per year now; sev- 
enty-fl.ve cents after the first of Janu
ary. Help by all means you can to 
circulate this beautiful new magazine. 
By doing so yo.u w)ll be adding your 
mite "to the great whole and thereby 
spreading the„jij}th to all the world.” -

The Unlucky Number
Lucky Number—Just 13 h Destined to Be Our

Premium Volumes,
By the Following Well-Known Authors
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RHEUMATISM
CURED

Through the Feet 
Anyone Can THY FREE This Be- 

jnarkuble New External Remedy
Which Is Curing 

Thousands, 
Send Your Name To-day 

•Don’t take medicine -.for? Rheuma- 
tism, but send to Jaiksop-to-day for 
a trial pair of the new Magic Foot 
Drafts, .the great, Michigan external 
cure ( for Rheumatism—chronic or 
acute—muscular, sciatic,. lumbago, 
gout, etc., no matter where located or 
how severe. The Drafts will come by 
return mail, -free' and prepaid. Try 
them. Then if you are fully satisfied 
with the benefit received sand us One 
Dollar. If not, you have only to say 
so. You decide,
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ROCKFORD, ILLINOIS.

An Excellent Report of the Good Work 
Done There Xt the Psychical 

Research Society.

"A glorious occasion" is the uni
versal acclaim,'of all who. attended the 
mass assemblage ofr the Psychical Re
search 800161178 meetings in Rockford, 
Ill., under the joint management of 
that organization and the State Spirit
ualist Association of Illinois, on Octo
ber 21.- Though the"speakers all came 
direct from attendance at the N. S. A. 
convention iftiiannual session in. Chi
cago, and greatly fatigue^ by con
stant labor, yet to the listener they 
seemed at their best. President Bar
rett, just're-elected‘for the fourteenth 
time to présidé oYer the National So
ciety for another ÿéar, enthused ev- 
ery/ heafer with his’.powerful delinea
tions of spiritual teaching. Presi
dent Warne Held" hfS audiences almost 
spellbound whenever he had the ros- 
tTum. Rév. A. A. Roberts, a Unita- 
rian"clergyman, resident at Baraboo, 
Wisconsin, both in a short address, 
and in the rendition of a poem well 
fitted to thé occasion, showed he was 
as well adapted to a Spiritual platform 
as to a Christian pulpit. Mrs. M. E. 
Cad'wallader of Philadelphia, enter
tained the audience with i short dis
course which was really a classic, and 
all regretted it was so brief. Mrs. 
C. is an author, publisher, and con
tributor to the Spiritual press, and 
proved she merits a prominent place 
pated in the gustatory pleasures.

The committee on Entertainment 
supplied two good, square meals, at 
noon and evening forYthose who re
mained thé entire day, and received 
the grateful thanks of all who partici
pated i nthe gustatory pleasures.

The audiences were large at each 
service, but the spacious hall and ad
joining room was filled to overflowing 
at the evening service. A resolution 
was unanimously adopted defining the 
principles which guide tbp Psychic 
Research Society in words following:

Resolved, That the cause of Spirit
ualism is thé cause of humanity; that 
to be good and do good is our religion, 
fully conscious that he who serves 
man best serves God most; that hav
ing eliminated the creeds- founded on 
barbaric ignorance and error, and 
substituted knowledge of the continu
ity of life and the certainty of spirit 
communion with mortals in place of 
blind faith in a blood atonement, we 
adopt as a motto, Progress, Onward 
and Upward, with a firm determina
tion to only follow where Truth leads 
the way.

Thanks were extended to. all' the 
committees, managing and subordi
nate, whose generous services ' made 
this, mass-meeting such a brilliant 
success.

Several new members received the 
right hand of fellowship froip Presi
dent Barrett, a full, dozen with the 
last few days.
, With a firm determination of every 
member to renew -liis efforts to ad
vance the interests of the common 
cause, and swell the>membership; and 
make the society the leading one in 
Illinois,' the assemblage was dismissed 
jintil-next Sunitay evening when one 
ot itp favoritésp Miw‘ Georgia Gladys 
Cooley, will minister to the society 
with her factspTogtc, eloquence and 
messages; andiMrs. tRlice C..Barry, of 
Clinton, lowa/swill.océupy the rostrum 
during the entWe mtfnth of November.

0 ' ! t 
—- ...¡¿jut,
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Gems From’ ïfagcisoîl's .Writings.
A lo.ying ÏÛlSs 'tijfi best religion. .
Education- l^Jhe I9|ever that will 

raise, mankind» “ fc-. ■
The right /Crea.j. speech is ■ the

priceless gem of .thejtuman soul..
Gratitude ,1b,thé fairest flower that 

sheds its ierîume' in Jÿe heart.
A republican, gb^arnment Is- the 

very acme and^ hCiglit' of national 
honor. . . -/ ■ L ■ ■ - • '

Let lis say, If b,ur hhiidren do not 
live in a républic, it .shall , not be-our 
fault. .

The more ’liherty*you give away,- the. 
more you; will have—in liberty, ex
travagance Is econoiçy. ' ; /; :

• Fear Is the dungeon of ,the mind, 
and superstition is the daggèr with- 
which hypocrisy assassinates the Boni.

The man who has the love of,one 
splendid, wômari is a rich man.. Joy 
is wealth and love is the legal tender 
o*f the soul.

■I believe that the common school is 
the bread of life, and all should be 
commanded to eat of the fruit of - the 
tree of knowledge.

a

il Never has a more promising, more 
elevating or-more satisfying book been 

published (especially as a premium) than this, our 
THIRTEENTH ; a work that^ill appeal to the cler
gy, to the doctor, to the philosopher, to the theosoph
ical student, and to the young and old Spiritualist. If 
you have no religious convictions, or conception of 
the occult, this book will open your eyes. See spe
cial terms elsewhere in this MAMMOTH EDITION 
of T|HE PROGRESSIVE THINKER.

Don't you want to try a pair on 
this free trial offer? Then send, your 
address to Magic Foot Draft Co., £043 
Oliver Bldg., Jackson, Mich. A valu
able book (in colors) on Rheumatism 
comes free with the drafts. ■ Send no 
money—only your name. Write to
day. •
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PASSED TO SPIRIT LIFE.

[Obituaries to the extent of ten Jines 
only will bo Inserted free. All in excess 
of ten lines will.be charged at the rate 
of lilteen cents per lino. About seven 
words constitute one line,]

the one they had learned to love be
cause of her tender spiritual nature. 
She was laid to rest in the beautiful 
little cemetery at Mason.

W. V. NICUM.

fl NEW GflTEGHiSM
BY M. M. MANGASARIAN.

Mrs. Priscilla Polson passed to the 
higher life at her home in Brace 
Point, Wash. During the latter part 
of her life-she received a great deal 
of comfort from Spiritualism, her 
daughter, Mrs. Jennings, being a me
dium. Her body was brought to Se
attle and buried in Mt. Pleasant cem
etery. The funeral services were con
ducted by the writer from the Butter
worth & Son’s undertaking parlors.

HARRY J. MOORE.

John. -Hill, of Hamilton, Canada, 
passed to spirit life, October 19, agefl 
68 years. He was a loving husband, 
kind and Indulgent father and a de
voted friend. A paralytic stroke held 
him-for some time, finally succumbing 
to it. The Veteran Fireman and Or
ange Order (he being a member) at
tended the funeral. For some years 
he was a staunch adherent of the 
First Spiritual Society. The beautiful 
Spiritual burial service was conducted 
by our pastor, Lyman C. Howe.

COR.

Harriett Crandall passed to the 
higher life from her sister’s home, 
Lapeer, Mich., Oct. 8, at the age of 
93 years. She was a Spiritualist for 
many years, and longed to join the 
loved ones gone before. She leaves 
otie sister and many friends who are 
blessed with assurance of a life be
yond. Services conducted by Laura 
L. Crawford, Detroit, Mich.

Passed to spirit life, October 6, at 
the residence in Battle Creek, Carrie 
L. Bowen, wife of John Bowen. Mts. 
Bowen was a woman greatly beloved 
by alh for her beautiful character. 
She leaves a husband, sister, Mrs. 
Rose Snow, and Brother, George Mil
lard, and a large circle of friends. 
Services conducted by Mrs. Anna L. 
Gillespie.

Passed to spirit life, October 7, in 
Alliance, Ohio, Mi-. Zedic Hoiles, aged 
74 years. Mr. Hoiles was a prominent 
man and held the respect of all for his 
sterling qualities. He was treasurer 
of Lake Brady camp for years, and 
will be greatly missed by the officers 
and members of the board. The wife 
who has been for years prominent in 
camp and homg work for Spiritualism, 
and one son and daughter are left to 
miss the earthly presence of one un
failing in his care for them. Funeral 
conducted by Mrs. Anna L. Gillespie.

A Page From “Antiquity Unveiled.”
To me as a spirit, life is full ' of 

pomp, religious shows and variety. 
Egotism is ever the attendant of pre- 
latial position, because those who ven
erate and follow you, make your think 
yourself great, whether you are great 
or not. The possession of power al
ways makes you arbitrary, because 
you know that, however far you may 
go, you will be supported by the ig
norant masses^ iviy principal business 
here to-night' is to certify that the 
twelve apostles of St. Peters, in Rome, 
are each andtevery one copied from 
Ine twelve gods which were trans
ported from Olympus to Rome in tue 
days of the Emperor Harlan; and 
back of these twelve apostles are the 
twelve signs of the zodiac; and as near 
as it was possible, the figures of these 
apostles were made to correspond to 
the zodiacal signs. From those con
nections, it is proved that they mean 
the same things, as was well Known in 
my day, and as they were completely 
written out and described in all their 
details. But they were . afterward 
burned- by Catharine de Medicii and 
Simon de Montfort, as was told by 
Cardinal Santo de Caro, who lived 
shortly after my time, and w.ho wrote 
a full account of it.

“At the time I lived, Christianity 
was what you might term strictly 
within the control and power of Cath- 
olldsm. There is a place now in Rome 
knSwn only to the priesthood, and not 
to the common people, called the tomb 
of Palatine Apollo, which contains the 
scroll writings from the time of Mar
cion in the second century to Eusebius 
iii the fourth century, which contain 
the secrets of the Catholic church. I 
abjure that church. I go further, and 
if there is authority in a pontifical 
curse, I curse that church for the 
slavery I have gone through in spirit.

"And in conclusion 1 will say that 
I desire all Spiritualists to become 
tree tlfinkers, as therexcan be no pro
gression without full and unrestrained 
privilege to reason upon any and all 
subjects. I have never communicated 
before, and it Is very difficult for me 
to talk in the English tongue. 1 
could not have done so at all but for 
the help I have received from English

Fourth Edition—Six Additional Chap
ters—260 Pages, Bound in Cloth, 
$1.00.—Containing Likeness of the 
Author.
"A New. Catacliism” has enjoyed a 

remarkable sale both |n America and 
England. George Jacob Holyoake, 
In his introduction to the English edi
tion of "A New Catechism,” says;

“A New Catechism" is the boldest, 
the brightest, the most varied and in
forming of any work of the kind ex
tant. The principal fields of human 
knowledge, which the churches have 
fenced round with supernatural ter
rors, the Catechism breaks into, cher
ishing what is fair and showing what 
is deformed. The notes, of which 
there are many, both ancient and con
temporary, are as striking as- the 
text. The book is a cyclopedic of 
theology and reason in a nutshell.

Other Excellent Publications
BY M. M. MANGASARIAN.

HOW THE BIBLE WAS INVENTED.

A.New Lecture.%—I’rlec, 10 cents.
This little pamphlet ' should be 

placed in the hands of every American 
citizen. The attention of preachers, 
theological students, and ail church 
members should be called to the won
derful story of the Invention of the 
Holy Bible, which this lecture tells.

See that at least one orthodox 
neighbor of yours reads this lecture.

MORALITY WITHOUT A GOD.
With letter to Right Reverend 

Bishop Anderson, of Chicago. Price, 
10 cents.

JESUS CHRIST A MYTH.

A New Book.—Price 25 Cents.
This book examines the evidencefor 

the historical existence of Jesus, and 
finds it quite insufficient to prove that 
such a man as Jesus ever lived. It is 
a most Important contribution to 
Modern Thought. It is prefaced by 
a letter to the Christian Clergy, and 
concluded by an answer to an editori
al in one of the Chicago morning pa
pers, attacking Mr. Mangasarian’s po
sition. Send your orders at once, as . 
the first edition will soon be exhaust
ed.

Prof. Lockwood’s Books,

£
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speaking spirits. I was known as 
! Hieronyinous Abescalo, otherwise as
Pope Nicholos IV. I lived toward the 
latter end of the thirteenth century, 
and was Pope in 1288.”

AUTUMN DAYS.

Passed to spirit life, October 10, in 
San Jose, Cal., Mrs. M. J. Hendee 
Rogers, the veteran medium, at the 
age of 88 years and 6 months; a life
time devoted to spreading the glad 
tidings of the spiritual philosophy 
and genuine phenomena. H. L. B.

Passed to his home in spirit life, at 
San Jose, Cal., October 14, “Little 
Harry,” youngest child of Chas, and 
Frances Gorr, aged 9 years; a very 
bright and promising child who was 
the pet of the household, and had a 
good understanding of the life beyond.

H. L. B.

Lewis Fouts of Rockwell City, Iowa, 
passed to spirit life, October 11, at 
the age of 76 years and 10 months. 

'He leaves In earthly life a wife, one 
daughter and four sons. He has been 
a spiritualist for the past 26 years, 
and always a man of deep conscien
tiousness and sterling qualities; a 
sln.cerely ¿devoted husband and a lov
ing, and sympathetic father; a devout, 
Home man, always cheerful and look
ing upon the silver lining of every 
cloud. .

‘ Samuel G. Payne, a veteran Spirit
ualist in his 91st- year, passed from 
earth life,'af the home of his niece, 
Mrs. Hattie Rockwell of Bronxville, 
N. Y., October 14, Funeral services 
were, conducted by R,ev. Dr. Mears, 
Presbyterian, and E. A., Doty, Spirit
ualist; At the home of his .niece, Mrs. 
Howard Payne; 176 North .Pearl 
street, ■Albany, ,N.. Y„ Tuesday, Octo
ber,16. He was beloved by all.

; .' . . E. A. D.

Mrs. Eleanor Moore of Mason, Ohio, 
passed to spirit life, October 15,-1906, 
at the ripe- old' a^e of 91 years, 10 
months and -20 days.. Mrs. Moore‘was 
a pronounced Spiritualist for forty 
years or more and always /ready to 
use her influence in behalf of the 
grandest truth that has ever blessed 
mankind:-. Her request was that she; 
should have a SpirltualJuneral, and 
arrangements' were made with; the 
writer six months ago to conduct the 
funeral services, which were held in 
the Unlversalist church .at . Mason, 
Ohio. She had many friefflls. far and- 
near, wlio came to pay their respect to

These autumn days, so clear and .cool, 
Through which the Father speaks, 

In every hue:and shade of light, 
: A truth' for him who'seeks. ' ... ■
The ripened fruit, the golden sheaf, 

He gives alike to al),
And bright tints of the autumn leaf 

To cheer us ere they fall.
The Father’s care with plenty blest, 

Ere autumn bids good night,
And trusting seeks repose and rest, 

Wrapped In her robe of white.
Oh! who can live these autumn days 

Of beauty, love'and trust.
And not voice forth a song of praise .

To nature true and just!
—Rose M. Williams.

THE WAY OF LIFE.

A flower grew above me on a ledge—

I

-A sweet, majestic bloom,, with per
fume rare;

sought to pluck it—though out- 
reaching far,

My hand closed on but empty air.'
Night fell; I sought my couch, but 

still in dreams
That one fair flower before my vis

ion grew; ,
With morning’s earliest, beams I has

tened back,
Full of desire the treasure to pur

sue. .
Behold! before-my eyes a lesson lay;

Beneath lay pure white lilies,/ 
crushed,,but sweet— '

In my mad struggling foY the things 
. beyond,

I.trampled precious treasures ’neath
' my feet.,

—Irene Littlefield Miner.

. "The Kingship of Self-Control." By 
Wm. George Jordan. It .treats of the 
crimes of the ’tongue, the Red Tape du
ty, the supreme charity of the world, 
the> revelation of reserve power, etc..

"Child Culture, According to" the 
Laws of Physiological Psychology and 
Mental Suggestion.” By Newton N. : 
Riddell. -A mbst excellent work for all 
who have the care or training of chil
dren. Price, 65 cents. 1

“In the World Celestial,” by Dr. T, A, 
Bland. - Interesting, instructive and 
helpful: Spiritually uplifting. Cloth 
hound, price JI.

Store your mimi with the great but 
demonstrative truths found in consec
utive order only in these writings.

Prof. Lockwood is the only writer, 
thinker and lecturer in this country 
who affirms that the evolution of the 
soul of man is in strict accord and 
agreement with the evolution of the 
soul of nature; and that the only- proof 
of immortality inheres in an analysis Of 
nature’s fundamental principles and 
the co-relation of cosmic elements'and 
energies.

These great truths are explained and 
demonstrated from the plane of the 
Spiritual Philosophy- founded on Nature 

¿itself,««
The Molecular Hypothesis of Nature 

an’d Its Relation to the Philosophy of 
Spiritualism. A scientific demonstra
tion of the invisible principles and at
tributesof nature and Modern Spirit
ualism. A mint of scientific truths as 
the basis ef its phenomena. Price 25 
cents.

The Infidelity of Eccleslastlcism—A 
Menace to the American Civilization. 
The .entire hierarchy of Eqplesiasticism 
arraigned as infidels for subverting tho 
scientific demonstrations of universi
ties, and colleges, by substituting the 
immoral phantoms of the Mosaic Hy
pothesis. It is a hot shot. Price 25 
cents.

Historical, Logical and Philosophical 
Objections to the Dogmas of Reincar
nation and Re-Embodiment. A concise 
and masterly review of the historical 
origin of Reincarnation as an ancient 
dogma. Its illogical claims and incon
sistent assumptions. Its glaring -de
fects and ciogmas dissected. Price 25 
cents.

The Spiritualism of Nature. Mod
ern Spiritifalism lias Its basic truths in 
-nature, and is proven not by the bible 
or any sacred cosmogony, but by an an
alysis of nature’s self-existent princi
ples. Price-16 cents.

Continuity of Life a Cosmic Truth. 
The greatest book, and the greatest 
truth of any age; a book of 212 pages 
with several telling scientific illustra
tions. Continuity of life and -the asso
ciation of spirit realms demonstrated to 
be in scientific accord with principles 
of. the Co-relation of Force, and the- 
Consérvation of Energy. The greatest 
book eyer written In the defence and 
support of Spiritualism. Price JI.

The Relation Science Holds to Natu
ral philosophy arid Its Conflict with 
Every Phase of Religion. In this essay 
the author shows that science is not a 
thing—a corporation or individual, but 
a process of inductive and deductive 
reasoning. Its acceptance means the 
death of Theurglcal religions. Price 
15 cente.

All of Pref. Lockwood’s publications’ 
are on sale at The Progressive Thinker 
office, Chicago, Ill., and at the rostrum 
when lie lectures. These treatises con
tatti the wealth of a vast historical land 
scientific research. • ■ . । ■

- Prayer;.ita Uselessness and Unscien
tific Assumption;- By-Henry M. Taber, yrice 10 cents. . ’ /
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tnrblng influence of the circle, «nd 
spnoundlngB. AH these I have 
pointed out, but taken ae.a whole they 
do not form “ninety per cent” of the 
manifestations.. -
• As there are no data on which to

This department Is under the man
agement of

HUDSON TUTTLE.
Address him at Berlin Heights, Ohio.

THE WORK IN INDIANA.

Is Progressing Finely at the Pres
ent Time. .

It

To the Editor:—The work’ in thisnx an estimate of .the absolutely true, I To the Editor:—The work in this 
it would not be possible to make more ( state is beginning to take shape, and 

' ' the writer is meeting with very satis
factory response to the letters sent out 
through the press and: otherwise. Al
ready a number .of town's have been 
visited in the fall campaign. Among 
them are Seymour, Economy, Sweet
ser and Peru, the latter place having

than a rough conjecture- My “opin
ion,” however, Is and always has beçn 
that the genuine Is the rule and the 
false the exception. One fraud' re
ceives more attention than a hun
dred truthful messages. - •

apondents,. that te gi be made ln 
ing compels the answm s Qften
the most condensed “ .^ea to this 
clearness 1Bi.I)elllpr00fa have to be 
forced „tvle becomes there-omitted, and the style becom t(j 
by asbertive.^h^ oUen

TCvprv one has to voidable delay. h*very 
wait his time and place, ana 
^NJmCE-N^/attoSlon will be 
given anonymous letters. Full name 
Ind address must be given, or g the 
inttprs will not be read. II the 
auMt be made the name will not be

ly large, especially letters oUinquW 

am able; toe Ordinary-courtesy of 

correspondents TUTTLE.

If ope is brave enough to say there 
is fraud, he is met with a howl of 
disparagement, and accused of. being- 
an enemy of Spiritualism. If he said 
there was counterfeit money In cir
culation, would he libel the govern
ment mint? After thousands of dol
lars hae passed through our hands, 
we meet with one that is base and 
throw it out. The genuine money is 
pot affected, nor our confidence inthe 
genuine because there araspurlous 
coins in circulation. Nor are we 
obliged.to know what proportion these 
counterfeit dollars bear to the genu
ine. We do not, cannot know, but we 
do know a good coin and accept It, and 
a bad one and reject it.

ANOTHER VIEW OF THE BIBLE.

It Is the Sun Book, or Rooks of the 
. Sun, Rightly Understood.

meditations;
- - : BJ •' -a i

Holding Counsel Owu Soul,
in the Light -fti, H^te and 

■ Fronztse. w '
■ _—aiL-i -B

a

A VERY DISTINGUISHED LADÏ. VftlJÜftBLE. LIBRftRYShe Is Most Emplmtlcally Opposed to j 
Woman Suffrage, Claiming That “If I 
the Privilege Is Granted, It Will 
Not Be Alone the Woman Suffrag
ists Who Will Vote, but Women of 
All Classes from the Slums, the 
Levee Districts and ‘ the Ultra-Fa
natical ’ Societies.”—Plain - Words ! 
for Spiritualists to Consider.' .
To-the Editor:—It is unusual to see '

OF
I was born, into . iaytH1, life 

strictly Orthodox sit&ounaings.............  
father was a Mdtnodfsr clergyman, 
zealous in what lie^beilerod the , no
blest calling inlife,10. 1 '*'1

Years oj luvestlgMion llave led me 
to sever the old tler&d ti> accept the I 
philosophy of Spiritualism;

I am not suffiMe.ntJy1 psychic to 
sense the presence disembodied.'

with 
My I SnRITUñLISTI6 UTERftTURB.

been visited several-times, and good 
meetings held. At all of the above 
towns successful meetings were held, 
gud gave evidence of the fact that the 
interest was not dead—-only sleeping 
—the awakening is at hand,' however, 
and good results will accrue.

Already a number of towns have ap
plied for meetings, and this is written 
to urge others to get in line; if they 
want work it is necessary that the ap
plications be sent in immediately, that 
each town may be scheduled en route/ 
As stated before, the Northern half of 
the ptate will be attended to first. 
Meetings' are now planned at Roches
ter. Elkhart, Flint, Balbec, Hartford 
Cltf, and many other towns In this 
section. •

I wish every Spiritualist to write 
me, and aid in making arrangements

A. B., New'York City. Locomotor 
ataxia The question and answer re- 
ceh’tly given has called forth several 
letters, among which.is the following, 
which Is of profound intetesi, because 
it deals with the spiritual as the 
source of healing, and were the P 
ent able to rise into the sjipreme^spir- 
itual atmosphere of this 
ent, like results might be anticipated. 
Alim! trained as thb mass of mankind 
are; oh the physical plane, it is 
cult, often impossible for the high as
piration to be kindled which to es
sential to spiritual renovation, which 
means physical conformity and that 

- harmony which means health.
“I note in The Progressive Thinker, 

a poor soul asks: ‘Is there help tor lo
comotor ataxia?' Ab I have been af
flicted with the terrible disease for 
the last fourteen years, and been 
treated by some of the best physicians, 
and have been In Heidelberg, Europe, 
for 'treatment, I- received no relief by 
any treatment received. Rut now I 
am as nearly well as one could expect 
to be; can walk, run, and my vocal or
gans are perfectly restored. No one 
¡would think I had boen afflicted. 
Even the doctors are surprised, and 
inquired what I have done to regain 
my health. This has been the cause 

• of my recovery, and I believe .it will 
do the same for all. I have taken no 
medicine. Every morning I take a 
cold bath. Retire at jnne or ten 
o’clock regularly, ana take all the 
-night’s.rest possible. Of all things I 
cultivate peace of mind and live as 
■pure a life am-I am able. I have found 
that by these conditions, and earnest 

. thought', U iflood of strength Comes to 
me. I read grand and good books; 
see the beautiful and it .seems the 
only cure comes down, from the spir
itual spheres with which I strive to be 
In-harmony.

“I am sure that all disease can be

I have taken notice of the many re
ligious criticisms and interpretations 
of the Bible,'.published from time to 
time in your Valuable, paper, and have 
been inclined to reply to ' some -of
them, but could not conveniently take 
»the time, ' '■ ' . .

If I outline what in all reason the 
“Bible" is intended to teach, it will 
turn.the mind frpm the Bible charac
ters themselves, to the principles for 
which they evidently stand.

A universal doctrine must have a 
•universal interpretation, one that 
does not conflict with its several parts, 
and adapts itself to time and space. 
Such, in all probability, the Bible was 
Intended to be.

It has been generally known among 
students, that the title “Holy Bible,” 
interpreted correctly means “Sun 
Book," or plural, “Books- of the Sun," 
which points uadirectly to Nature and 
Nature’s phenomena. It being'of un
known origin, It probably is the prod
uct of many minds, who understood 
the principles treated and vefied in

for future work. Our desire is to ar
range the work on the circuit plan, 
and thus keep the Interest at high tide 
all the time—this can only be done 
with the co-operatio'n of the Spiritual
ists at large throughout the state.

A series of-popular mass-meetings 
is also planned, and will be held in 
the larger cities. The state associa
tion Is in correspondence with some 
excellent workers for this purpose. 
This is a hint tb the larger cities that 
they may send tn their application for 
one of these meetings—they will be 
productive of much good, and I hope 
the Spiritualists will respond to .the 
call. • The cause belongs to all of us— 
We are all responsible f<Jr success or 
failure, therefore it behooves us to be 
up and, doing;

Friende, let us take up the “Now” 
philosophy, and get to work at once; 
If you think ot writing me, , do It 
NOW, for there Is no time to waste.

Fraternally,
WILL J. erwood;

216 W- Main street, Perg, I»d.

' A TIMELY HINT.

BOOKS FOltAIWlRi™ TO PERUSE.. distinguished lady fighting what is I 
generally regarded a,s Woman Suf-1L _______________
toe^\uh&^ Reincarnation. By Walter and Wood. - Price, jeather^te, 75 cents: '
the case, It has especial significance, paper, 50 cents; . _ . ,
and should be spread before your Reincarnation, or the Doctrine of the Soul’s Successive Emhnriimanta 
readers for their special consideration. Examineci and discussed pro* and con by Dr. J. Jf. Peebles vewnw TU ' 
According to the DhtiK News, Mrs- jjeien pensmore and W.-'J. Colville. Paper cover. Pride 30 cents ’ ' 
Illinois Anu-wdman Suffrage Society, Relation of the Spiritual to the; iWdterial Pniyersc, and the Law oj 
sent a letter to thg charter conveh- Control. New edition, enlarged ,.apd revised and greatly improved. • 
tion’s subcommittee on municipal elec- gy paraday. Price 15 centa.'- .',, x
tions, appointments and tenure of of- Religions and Theological works of Thomas Paine, Here is a honk 

light upon her objections to the priv- land. Price. Clou), $1. ;
ilege sought by many prominent suf -I Religion. A prof ound philo^oplucaltreatise on this world- wide suth 
fragists of Chicago, ject of contention. It is a gopdF^k for students preparing for tjieppin.

Resembles European Socialism. itual rostrum. „By E; A Babbitt. Price, cloth $1; paper, 50c ; postage ' 
"I oppose .woman’s suffrage in the l()-cents. • ; ' *

United states because the plan is pat- Researches Into the Phenomena of Modem Spiritualism. By Sir Wm 
terned after European socialism,” de^^ Illustrated. Price 50 cents, ■ ■
Dearborn avenue ’ The"^ the I Rig™ Generation, the Key to the Kingdom of Heaven on Earth. ' An ' 
opponent of woman's right to the bai- appeal to reason and man s highest aspirations. By Dr. M. E. Conger. • 
lot glowed as she spoke. Right Living. This book gives an admirable course of study in eth- ‘

“A great many woman suffragists • and'supplies a long-felt want of ah ethical text-book adapted to the ’ 
“notV^wiT® 1b a dirertouG child-ren' By SusaD H- Wixon. Price cloth, $1.
growth’of the teachings of Carl Marx Rights of Man. Being an answer to Mr. Burke s attack upon the 

________ , and 'Liebknecht—advocates of free- French Revolution; By Thomas Paine. Post 8voj 279 pages. Price, 
ai accountable for mytown-sins"and | love. paper, 30 cents; cloth, 50 cents, ■ '

Doctrines Breed Many Evils. . Romance of Two Worlds’. By Marie Corelli. Price 50 cents.
“in my work in the slums of New Schopenhauer’s Essays/ Translated by T. B. Saunders. Price 75 cts,

' 'Science and the Future Life. By Prof James H. Hyslop. Price, post-' sm was ar tne ooixom oi many .. fin- ■ * - ’
Women can do more good by .paia,_ .
- - - - Science Qf Spirit Return. By one of the scientific minds of TheiPro-

_______ . _ Let them guide gressive -Thinker corps of contributors. Rich with profound thought, 
the footsteps of their , husbands . and Charles Dawbarn. Price 10 cents.
¿n^lluv^the v6tingetoythamenVlrtUe ' Sixth seventb Book oi Moses’ '-Translated from the uncieut He. 

“I cannot bejleve anything but tuat brew. _ Price, ^L^ .. „ , , ,
if the privilege to vote Is extended to I Social Upbuilding, including Co-operative Systems and the Ilappi. 
women political corruption will be tre- neS3 and Ennobling of Humanity. By E. D Babbitt, M. D. Price 
mendously intensified. paper, 15 cents. ' 1

cites Colorado as Example. Some Glimpses of Occultism Ancient and Modern. A series of leo. 
“Reports from Colorado cities in ^res by C. W. Leadbeater. Price, $1.50.

which women are allowed to vote show Spirit Echoes. Poems and Short sketches. By Mrs. Mattie E. Hull 
An attractive little volume, neatly bound in cloth. Price 75 cents.

principled politicians and often forced Spiritism._ Mrs. Piper’s and Dr. Thomson J. Hudson’s theories in re., 
to become ‘repeaters.’ I gard to it. By Lx-Judge Abram H. Dailey, ex-president ot the Medico« 

“If the privilege is granted it will Legal Society of New York. Price 25 cents.
not alone be the woman suffragists standing up for Jesus, or what the editor of the Freethinker’s Maga.. 
dasseTfroTthe^ dui zine thinks of him on general principles. Profound, biblical, sarcastic«
trlcts and tUe ultra-fanatical societies. Price 4 cents; 25 copies lor OU cents. ■

Pitfalls of the Privilege. Spiritual Harp. A collection of vocal muw for the choir, congrega.
. , „ , „ tion and social circles. By J. M. Peebles and J. 0. Barrett: E. H.

many^yewT untllTbeganW^eallze Bailey, musical editor. Price $1.25. Postage 14 cents.
the pitfalls of the privilege to vote. Spiritual Songster. A collection of thirty-eight inspirational songt ■ 
For over twenty years I have talked adapted to popular music, for the use of congregations, circles and-fam« 
and written against the suffrage plan. B Mattie g HuU> price 10 cents.
Puebto and TrinUad, Cah, from rtu- Startling Factor Deeds of Darkness Disclosed, Relative to Auricular 
dents of "woman’s suffrage, as it has Confession, and Its^Relations to Sacerdotal Celibacy, Convents, Monas* 
operated in those places, more than teries, Morality, and Civil and Religious Liberty. By Rev. J. G. "White, 
ever convince me that woman should Price 75 cents.
not seek to vote in political contests. studies in the Outlying Fields of Psychic Science. How to investi- 

Fears the Taint of Politics. gate, form circles and develop mediumship. A test of genuine medium- 
“The privilege to tote would bring ¿y Hudson Tuttle. Price, cloth, 75 cents.

±JLT Success, and How to Win It. A lecture and course of twenty-fourprospered |.involving,all, the ..elements .employed! - * , ’_ ,__ n w t» a n Pn;«« on" ’ by the corruptionists in party strife. | suedeBs lessons by Dr. B. F. Austin, B. A., J. D., Price 2a cents.
Woman,cannot risk the taint of poii- l. Superstition in All Ages, or Le Bons Sens. lestimony of a Cath- 
tlcs. Her inherent sense-of decency I 0]je priest who abjured the Christian religion and asked God’s pardon 
and purity will not permit her doing 1 for jjaving taught it. Price, doth, $1; postage 14 cents.
8°“I urge upon womankind that they . TaUeyrand’s'Letter to the Pope. This work will be found especially, 
devote themselves to their home life interesting to all who would desire to make a study of Romanism and 
and keep aloof from politics and the the Bible. Price 25 cents.
ballot box. . Teachings of Jesus, Not Adapted to Modern Civilization. With the
sphtebenLS K & ¿er “to hme chara cter of Mai^ Magdalene; A book-full of truth. By George 
rearing good sons and counseling W. Brown, M. D. Price 15 cents. n • n-
with her husband. - - Ten Commandments Analyzed. By W. H. Bach. Price, 25 cents.

Good Citizens- Good Voters. The Arcana of Spiritualism. A Manual of Spiritual Science and 
“If we have good citizens' we. will Philosophy. A splendid work by the seer and philosospher, .Hudson 

have good-yoters. A respectable wo- Tuttle. Price, $1.25.
man would shudder to think ot being The A, B, Z, of Our Own Nutrition. An excellent work and guide to 
compelled to go to the polls in the Derfect health. By Horace Fletcher. Price, $1.
levee.district to vote." The Aristocracy of Health. A Study of Physical Culture, and Our
in herantir-wo™uffregercampJigS Favorite Poisons. A masterly work on the subject, by the gifted 
has been sent to every member of con- writer, Mrs. Mary Foote Henderson. 1 rice, $l.ou.
gress, to thousands of state officials all The Bible. New and Revised Edition. By John Bemtourg.

I will turn my thoughts within and in 
the light of hope and promise, hoid 
co.unse! with my own soul.-

I am à spirit in a World of spirits, 
■ It is a-duty l ow^ to my own soul 
and to the world I ari in; that I do aii 
the good I can to others and make all 
that I can out of my own'llfe,. '

The universe Is governed by seem
ingly fixed laws popularly callèd Na
ture’s laws. I am in ttié universe and 
am therefore governed by the laws of 
Nature, which always liave lifted and 
always will left me above "total de
pravity." Total depravity is an Imag
inary condition that has' never existed.

Nature’s laws lead onward and up
ward, giving promise ‘of , a forever- 
changing but pever ending existence.’ 
I will never complete; but will forever 
be living my destiny,, and my destiny 
wlll.be largely what I.make it.

The sacrifice of blood in atonement 
for sin belongs to ah age In' the 
world’s history more barbarous than 
thé present. The tragedy of a noble 
life twenty centuries ago can’not pos
sibly change my relation- to fancied 
sins.that I have nevdr committed. I

wrxaxsr6“ ■***•>»* * »>
Now it .seems inconsistent to my । Spend Some of the Flfty-five Mlll- 

mind, to eventry to-put a modern lit- ions Which He Is Willing to fiacri- 
eral .interpretation to ajjook treating 
of natural phenomena, and written in 
the mystic language of an ancient 
race. The only method open to us is 
a return to the laws s>t Nature, to .un
ravel the scheme, and then, with what 
knowledge we may be able to grasp 
of the ancient mysteries, find out their 
application of the ideas set forth for
the redemption of the .world, or re
deem it ourselves, in our own way, 
which is very likely what. we will 
eventually have tb do.

avoided as well as cured if people 
only knew how to live a godlike, tnat 
is a purely.spiritual life, and then we 
would know apd understand what life 
really is. But, oh! the ignorance of 
man is bo great, he retuse?, to be led 
to--the light.

“Hermes in the divine Pymander, 
says, ‘God is innocent or guiltless, 
but werare the cause of evils, refer- 
ing them to God. If man be led by 
his reason and spirit consciousness be

».will differ in nothing from the immor
tals.’ ”

Evidently, the "Books of the Sun” 
(Bible) would Include, .first, the Solar 
System, over which the Sun is Lord, 
and its relation to the universe, of 
which it forms a part; next, the Earth 
and its relation to the Sun, its Lord; 
and lastly, or finally, mankind, which 
Ie to rule jointly with the Sun?, and 
finally come into possession; o'f the 
Sun Power. -

Thus,. the first' chapter of Genesis 
deals with the formation of the Solar 
System, made In the image - of God, 
that is, a creative mind,” referred to 
frequently as- the “Solar Man,” 
“Grand Man of the Universe,” this is 
thé "Son of God, given to the world."

Then this intelligence “falls to 
Earth," so to speak, and inspires, ani
mates, and creates, the . Earth Man, 
Adam, whose body is of the Earth,- 
but whose spirit is God; .

This Is the “Fall,”Ahe action of the 
Solar System in combination with the 
universal Naturo*produced what we 
call the Natural Man. This Natural 
Man (Adam), must evolve into -the

will have to right every wrong I com
mit. , . ' 'i- • i-: -

place upon my fellow-man,- whatever Sociallsimwas at the bottom of ’nany 
excesses I commit against Nature'slaws, that Divinity will ultimately, hew taking cale of their homes and chi1" 
to the line and exact full restitution.. dren than by voting. Let them guide 
■ The devotees of' ail religions' have 
promised future rewardh to the faith
ful; but ho reward promised by' priest, 
clergyman or' cloisterep- monk- - can 
ever equal the reward- that comes to a 
successful life—successful in ’bestow
ing the highest comfort, and happiness 
upon the greatest number of living 
creatures.

flee for the Suman Race,
No nobler .work'cotild ever be en

gaged in by any man, nor a greater 
benefit accrue to all mankind than by 
assisting the various Institutions- for 
scientific and psychical research in 
finding the cause and cure, for the ever 
increasing numbers of Insane, crimi
nals, murderers and sulcedes, which 
threaten to swamp civilization itself.

Deeply to be regretted is the fact, 
that so little Is accomplished to stay 
this tidal wave of calamity, and that 
we rely on the one side upon Incompe
tent and superficial Individuals whose 
blind zeal or lack of judgment stamps 
their every dictum as a preconceived 
conclusion; and on the other side we 
ignore or deny long established facts 
which indisputably prove- that this 
very cause had long been founds and' 
Its effective cure been practiced' by 
men in all ages, and nothing now re
mains'to bo done than'to unblock the 
wheels on this line of- progress and 
not keep from the world ~a priceless 
knowledge which alone can bring us 
nearer the true solution of this most 
vexed, of. all.problems.

Why not send men, competent, open 
to conviction, and .willing to accept the 
truth when they see it, to observe the 
methods employed by such men as t»r.

Love is an attribute of my soul. In 
whatever degree I pSssess love tor 
mankind and for all’.of God's living, 
breathing, sensitive creatures,-.In-the 
same degree Is measured-my kinship 
to the Divine. -‘ A' f'

Life is a poem. Love is the rhythm. 
The lines are epochs,./^ a career and 
the completed stanza, is the full 
rounded life. It may be a -gem; or 
perchance, love lacking, '¿"'discordant 
jar may through the whole life run.

I will endeav6r toicultivate greater 
love, trusting that I riihy avoid the dis
cord and be “’In tuiie With the Infl-
nite.” • m Ä.--BENSON.

Los Angeles, Cal.’n >1-
>(j

: ’■'■V ■' SEATTLE, WASHINGTON.
------.. -.-i i

Good Re>>pi-t °I thesConflltion of the 
First So&iety? •

The Seattle Spiritual 1st, (Association 
(the First Society),1ApIring. the past 
two years Ms grown an& i _ ; ’ 

■finanqi^Uk' , In.creasqdjHBitendaace 
and lit' Interest. yJhoseKpf the cult 
from outside points ^sitipg our city, 
say It is -the most' representative, 
strongest and harmonious society on 
the Pacific coast, the laurels being dl-
vlded possibly\ between it and the so
ciety at San Diego. The most pro
nounced growth of the society has 
been particularly the .past year, such 
speakers ’and message bearers being 
called to its platform as Will C.

J. M. Peebles of Battle Creek, Mich,,
Dr. Lester Lane of Boston, Mass., Dr. Gladys Cooley, Moses .and Mattie Hull, 
W Yates of Madison, Wis;, Dr. Carl A. Harry J, Moore, Harrison D. Barrett, 
Wickland of Chicago, Ill., and others, Edith E. Cobb and E, F. Cobb.

My policy as president, has been to 
have pn the rostrum :a£ all times tne 
best speakers and message bearers

scattered over, the country Who dan 
demonstrate those facts beyond- a

Spirit Man, (Christ), become a crea-1 Convinced by my own experiences

G. W. G.: Q. How .can I get free 
from the influence which causes me 
disgusting dreams and annoys me with 
bad odors?

A. This Is anothen query which 
comes up as afternfath from the 

- blighting doctrine of obsession. There 
is nothing-more pitiable than the un-' 
fortunates who are deluded into the 
belief that they are controlled by Ir
responsible spirits, to be made their 
jest and sport. Every passing whim 
Ib taken as the “influence," and under 
this suggestive self-hypnotism, the 
obsessing spirits are made the scape
goat of every folly, Idiocy and crime. 
Every physical indisposition is an an
noyance by obsession, and hence the 
responsibility rests not with the poor 
victim. It is vicarious atonement in 

- ’ a degraded form, end gives rise-to the 
. same dependency and want of sturdy 

self-reliance and manly courage 
ready to accept the consequences of its 
own acts. In the case of this corre- 

" spondent, he is Inclined to believe 
some mischievous spirit is bent on his 

. annoyance, while the trouble lies, in 
indigestion, a resultant of vital deple
tion. ■’ If the body is preserved clean 
by hygienic diet and conditions, and 
mind held to high and noble pur
poses, if there were as the “obses- 
sors” legions of depraved spiritSi they 

- - could not-pass even the outer gateway 
• • of the soul. If there is obsession, the 

obsessed" are responsible. They have 
/ , opened 'the door, and by their own 

folly fastened it open. Nd one can 
' close it for them.

tor like his lord, the Sun, or in other 
words, he evolves his intelligence un
til his discovers that he is not an ani
mal, but a God, and the identical stuff 
which rules Creation, then he has 
come Into his birthright, the mastery 
over physical forms and forces. Thus 
these characters portrayed in the story 
are simply personifications of this 
progress of the Natural man, the evo
lution of -the mind of humanity from 
the Natural to the spiritual, and do 
not imply any particular man of 
blood and bones, only as any person 
might represent a character Iuchis ev
olutionary progress.

The Bible from this view, is an ex
position of the evolution of mankind, 
from his first beginnings to his "at- 
one-ment” with the creative spirit, 
which evolved him, expressed in Ue 
symbolism of sex, the symbolism of 
astrology, qr astronomy, the symbol
ism of numbers, and written in mystic 
allegory. Thus, it would not be what 
we call history, but include history 
without chronology, and would apply 
to any age, race, or people, regardless 
of time. In this sense, it might be 
the word of God sent to accomplish 
“whereunto he sent it.” '

I do not see much to be gained by 
fighting the creeds which eventually 
must fall, as rotten fruit falls from

Hodge, Mrs. R. S. lyillie, . Georgia

and observations, I feel safe to- say 
that, if thesepmethods were to become,- 
the rule instead of the exception In
sanity and crime would speedily di
minish and gradually become a thing 
of the past.

The question now is, will the alarm 
as sounded lately by Dr. Forbes Wins
low of London, and Dr. Harold N. 
Mayer of Chicago, be muffled and 
stifled by an all-pervading and prevail
ing indifference, and IuILub into apa
thy and resignment to a. sure doom? 
Or will Its echo circle the globe and 
stir to action someone whose love for 
neighbor Is above sordid self, and who 
can afford to buy balky legislators, 
and Induce honest ones to pass useful 
laws to prbmote this Important in

from-the ranks of. Spiritualism, the 
standard of excellence being merit and 
pronounced ability rather than per
sonality or favoritism. 7WH1 C. Hodge 
is an old war horse in the cause, a 
logical and to the point speaker and 
his lectures on the .phenomena of 
Sprltuallsm, from his ^ctual experi
ence, are the best that we have ever 
heard. Moses Hull is undoubtedly the 
best posted man in our ranks on Bib
lical Spiritualism. He is very popu
lar'in the wesi and carries the broom 
of-drawing the largest audiences of 
any of the speakers. Mrs. R. S. Lil
lie and Georgia Gladys'Cooley were 
with us only a Sunday each, stopping 
over a day, SB It were, en'route to Cal
ifornia.
- During the year Harry J- Moore 

qulry which assures such wonderful | served our society nine months of the 
results? G. A. WOLTER.’ ~ "

Chicago, Ill.
time. He is a young man and speaker 

I in the ranks, but from the first -cap- 
| tured the -Seattle people.. He -has a 
strong personal magnetism, is full of 
force, dramatic ability and versatile. 
For-one of his years he ds fully posted 
on the phenomena and philosophy; 
and has a-way- of weaving his subject 
matter intohls discourses, so that after 
he'.gets through one really -feels that 
sdmethlng.has been.said worth hear
ing. He is the most popular lecturer 
so far -speaking before: the First So
ciety, and deserves to -be adorned with

It Was Written by a Life-long Spirit
ualist.

(Advertisement.) 
A FRAUD-HUNTING ‘

BOOK VINDICATED.

When the book called "Mysteries of 
thè Seance" came out, nearly every
one who read it regarded its state- -. - —
meats as. too sweeping and astounding I a sunflower, as during his service with

“Interested”: Q. I note in a 
pamphlet, entitled “The Great -Con
spiracy,” Mr. B. W. Bond, who writes 
as “one having authority,” and the 
cause of Spiritualism in his keeping, 
you hold that “ninety percent of all 
so-called spiritual manifestations are
fraudulent.”

A.
Is this your opinion?

It is not my "opinion," and

over the nation and to the prominent prjce .
tries'^1 leaders oi a11 Bur0I>ean coun' I jhg handle From Under the Bushel, or Thirteen Hundred wd Six 

Mts. Corbin is very prominent in Questions to the Clergy. Nuts that are hard for them to crack. An in- 
the work in which she is engaged, and teresting book. By Wm. Heart. Price 40 cents.
her words will have great weight with The Constitution of Man. By Elizabeth Towne. Price 50 cents.
a certain class. That the suffrage has yhe Crisis. By Thomas Paine. Price, Sd eeuU
beg?nfiingato b^adXVX W . The Demonism of the Ages. Spirit Obsessions so Common in Spirit- 
prominent thinkers.- See the great ism, Oriental and Occidental Occultism. By Dr. J. M. Beebes. Cloth 
mass' of ignorance in the negroes of bound. Price $1; postage, 19 cents.
the South, and among the foreigners Tho Development of Spirit—After Transition. The origin of relig- 

ions, and their influence upon -the mental development of the human 
norance have any part in controlling ] race. By the late M. Faraday. Price 10 cents. .

- - --• The Divine Pedigree of Man, or the Testimony of Evolution and Psy
chology to the Fatherhood of God. By Dr. Thomson J. Hudson.

the affairs of this nation? However, 
ignorance is no more a menace to free 
institutions'than the thieving, selfish 
propensities of many who are es
teemed as exceedingly wise. »Under 
the circumstances the views of Mrs. 
Corbin- will be read with great inter-
est. C. R..ITIC.

PIONEERS OF PROGRESS.

By Dr. T. A. Bland.

• Thia new book is a historical review

Price $1.50.
The Dream Child. Reads like an inspiration. Treating clearly upon 

the-laws of affinity, love and the attendant pain and sorrow invariably 
experienced therewith. By Florence Huntley. Price, cloth, 75 cents.

The Fairy Land of Science. This beautiful book fills a niche in the 
hearts of the young people. Lyceum library literature. By Arabella 
B. Bucklev. Price 50.

The Greatest Thing Ever Known. A dainty, helpful book. By Ralph 
Waldo'Trine. Price 35 cents.

The Great Psychological Crime, which claims that subjective medium- 
ship is injurious, is edited by Florence Huntley, author of “The Dream 
Child” and “Harmonies of Evolution.” Price $2.

lie Idea of God. By Dr. Paul Carus. Fourth edition. 32 pages. 
“ An effort to purify our ‘Idea of God’ that.it may be greater, sublimer, 
and, more awe-inspiring to -future .generations than it has ever been 
yet ’’—Literary World, London. Paper cover, 15 cents.

The KingaMp of Self-Control. Full of most helpful ideas, and bound 
in white covers with pretty floral design. By William George Jordan. 
Price 30 cents. . w

The Life of Jesus. By Ernest Renan. Translated from, the original 
French; Price, cloth, gilt top, 75 cents. . '

The T.Ha Radiant. For every one in every walk of life. By Lilian 
Whiting. Cloth binding. Price, $1.

The Living Decalogue. From Sinai to Zion. By W. J. Colville. 
Price 50 cents.

The Molecular Hypothesis of Nature. Demonstrates the continuity 
of life and our environment of spiritual influences. Free from all theo
ries of superstition. By Prof. W. M. Lockwood. Price 25 cents.

of political, religious, social, economic, 
scientific add philosophic progress of 
the nineteenth century (n the form of 
biographical sketches, personal recol-

the tree, as fast as man knows they ' 
b^tTnThlghesUtrX? thataCwhich I torbMtoCaul  ̂ l.us-be took-in over twenty-five new
harmonizes most, and attracts, that scathing letters from well-meaning, members and christened twelve to flf- ------- -------- -------------
whioh i» cn-neWant- —j *_ I but. too credulous Spiritualists, abus- ‘ teen children. This iIs- - the record I lections and friendly criticisms of fhewhich is consistent and appeals to the but-too credulous Spiritualists, abus- 
reason. There is'no doubt the Bible *ng £or discredit upon such 
stories will work out . harmoniously “true and tried instruments of the 
along the. lines I have mentioned, first I W1111 voM- Since the thousands of 
the Macrocosm, then the Microcosm’ those books went out into the world, 
“As It is above, so it la below/’ first onei exposure has followed another 
the Natural, then the Spiritual. ' raniflitv. and thB dnri,

. A. B. RUGG.
Minneapolis, Minn.

Since the thousands of

The

AN IMPORTANT WORK.

N. 8. A. Ritual- for Spiritual 
: Service?.- .

never was my opinion or belief. I do: 
not understand why such a.statement 

• should be made by one who surely is 
fully, acquainted with the facts. There 
are certain phases- of manifestations I 
regard as fraudulent, because 1 feel 
assured they are impossible to per
form by spirit power. No evidence 

. could-prove them genuine, any more 
than .that the temperature of a cake of 
Ice was boiling .heat. These manifes
tations form an unessential part 'of 
Spiritualism. There are many causes 
which invalidate the phenomena bri 

. side fraud, as, imperfect' control, • dis-

, The N. 8. A. Ritual for Spiritual 
Services, well printed land neatly 
bound in Leatherette, is now- In print 
and for sale-at the N. 8. A. office, 600 
Pennsylvania avenue. 8. E.; -Washing
ton, D. 0. Twenty cents per copy, 
postpaid; two dollars per dozen. ■ Ad
dress MARY T. LONGLEY, 

Secretary.

ETERNMY OF THE EARTH.
- Electricity the Universal Force. By 
DanleT-K. Tenney. ■ A valuable book 
bf.105 pages. -Cloth;-75 cents. -

with startling rapidity, and the dark 
circle idols and materializing wonders
are. falling in every direction. And 
the end is not yet There are many 
yet in the business. My book tells you 
just how the work is done, and how 
to detect the fakery. And marjt this 
—EVERY STATEMENT I have made 
therein has been FULLY SUBSTANTI
ATED by these exposures. Keep up 
the fight, friends. No true medium 
can be injured by the exposure of the 
fraudulent, and caunot fail to be bene
fited. Let me send you a book, or 
half a -dozen, and help to disseminate 
the only information that can be of 
use in this fight—knowledge of HOW 
IT IS DONE AND HOW TO DETECT 
IT. The price of the book is 25 cents, 
or three for 50 cents. Six for a dol
lar. Address ED LUNT, Roxbury, 
Mass. ' .

-, “BOW SHALL I BECOME A MEDIUM?”
It is fully answered in “Mediumship, $nd Its 

! laws, Its Conditions and Cultivation,” by1 Hud- 
l ‘ , son Tuttle. Price 35 cents. Address him at 

Berlin Heights, Ohio

breaker".
Unquestionably Harrison D. Bar

rett is the best posted and educated 
speaker on the philosophy®! Spiritual
ism that has graced our. pflatfonh. He'
will take a subject.and.hnaiyze it not 
only philosophically (hut htdentiflcally 
from A to Z, and ojvhena he gets 
through'one has been instructed and 
inspired. He servedaourvsociety one 
month during.the year» pridr to-filling 
his engagement with the Oregon and 
Washington state camps.— Mr. Bar
rett has been called,^ qpr platform 
for a nine months' engagement and

lives and characters of thirtyrtwo men 
and women the author has personally 
known among whom are Abraham 
Lincoln, Ulysses S. ' Grant, Wendell 
Phillips, Lucretia Mott, Gerald Mas-

thewe are looking for fils t 
early part of November he

Edith E. Cobb and Mr.- E. F. Cobb 
are serving our society for,the present 
and will hold the platform, until Mr.

"Religious and Theological, Works of 
Thomas Paine,” contains his celebrated 
“Age of Reason,” and a number-of let
ters and discourses on religious and 
theological subjects. Cloth, binding, 
430 pages. Price ?!•’ -

-Rignt Llvmi:-" By Susan H. Wlxon. 
The author shows a wise practicality in 
her method of teaching the principle of 
ethics. She illustrates her ’ subject 
with many brief narratives and anec
dotes, which render the . book more in
teresting and more easily comprehend
ed. It la especially adapted.for.use in 
Children’s Lyceum. In-the hands of 
mothers and teachers it may -be made 
Very useful. Young and old will be 
benefited by It Frise, fl*

Barrett's arrival They -’are the best 
message bearers that haW ever ap
peared on out platld?m, aftd when I 
say this I refer to tll§ .degrbe of adbu- 
racy pf their readings. With Mr. and 
Mrs; Cobb there is , no guesswork. 
Their messages consist of giving full 
names, the description of spirit after 
spirit and a fineness bf- details that 
nlaces: the-message beyond the porad-- 
venture of doubt. One thing that has 
retarded the growth of - Spiritualism 
more than anything else .perhaps is 
the.placing on our. pintforms of uned
ucated and undeveloped speakers and 
message bdarors who;h.re and have 
been simply the laughing s^ock of in
vestigators in particular.

WALTER 'A. HALL,'
• President FJrst«Society. ;

Seattle, Wash. '

sey, William Lloyd Garrison, Henry 
Ward Beecher, Thomas K. Beecher, 
Lew Wallace, Benjamin F. Butler, 
John Clark Ridpath, / Susan B. An- 
thony, Andrew Jackson Davis, Peter 
-Cooper, Hiram W. Thomas, Ralph 
Waldo Emerson, Julia Ward Howe, 
Robert G. Ingersoll, Francis A. 
Walker, Henry George, Alfred' Russel 
Wallace, John Boyle O'Reilly and 
Richard T. Ely.

With an introduction by Rev. H. W. 
Thomas. ,

It comprises 254 pages,-is printed, 
in good type and bound in best libra
ry cloth. Price, ?1. For sale at this 
Office. : „ '

THE PATHWAY OF • >
THE HUMAN SPIRIT.

Or, the Pathway of the Spirit Traced.

By J. M. Peebles, M, D„ J4« A.

"Splrimi Bongs an the Use of Ci?, 
nies, Campmeetings and Other Spirita-, 
aHst Gatlieriags.“ - By Matti* B HoQ.

Did It pre-exist and does It reincar
nate again 'into /mortal, life?7 -When 
did it enter the body? What is its 
form—-how does it relate to the sohl 
body? Can it leave the human body 
and return again? Can it live in and 
control another mortal body? These 
questions: and many others are asked; 
•and answered'by the Doctor in this, 
his latest book, of two Hundred pages. 
Brice 75 cents; postage. 12 cents.

"The Truth Beebe? CoSection ol- 
-Forms end Uercmories for

By the Author of

“ft Wanflew in hands.”
“WE STRANGE STORY OF AHRINZIMAN.”

The Persian flystlc Emperor.

x A weird, powerfully told, dramatib story of the ea|th life and subsequent . 
Experiences in the Spirit World of the “Guide, Abriziman.” Few books 
are more calculated to..hold tho reader’s interest from the first page to the '

•st, and much that is original and new will be. found in the accounts given 
of Abrinziman’d Studies in the Domain of Magic and its relation to obsession« 
'-H ottrar pjtrptaring problems of epiritual intercourse. Price, cloth-

wlll.be
that.it
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Ö THfe- FROGR’EBSïyB THINKBR

The Progressive Thinker Should Have: ¡00,000 Readers Every Week.
. x ' ■ -  ’ ' : C" ----- ;—: -------------------- —- - - 1

Neuer befors in the bistory ef The Progressive that have erieerterefr^^
Wer has there been as much interest io its pa’- Part;^ It is thRMefiged or
ges as at the present time. Its receipts arò Uff *5® respectable elementsn®r ranks, and 

loll tho Qtofn ooonnÏQfinnn rnnrnMl ¡mhAtr nnnAninl

much valuable matter in one week. Dor eight 
large pages were AM to-the brim last week with 
the N. S. I proceedings, and the'data furnished 
should be filed away for future reference. Weownllimr frnm dav tn dau and tnirihialinh nroni- tl>8 Stat» associations.lepiillW  ̂ Bl«« awaj IUI iUlUIB ItHSIgllUH. WBT“ L ’ rll in a sens« their official organ, The N.S. wish now Io extend the scope of oar usefulness,

where are beginning to look to its pages n order sejefife(| ¡j as ¿¡ji ¡^^0 w8 ey8ry reader of the paper to send
to know just what is going on io our ranks. The w|]jG|| r880rfS of |||8. should 88p88r ¡n ¡8 an additional subscriber. THE PROGRESSIVE 
light against the fraudulent element in our ranks f0||. ¡n fact 00 other Spiritualist paper in the THINKER SHOULD HAVE AT LEAST 100,000 
has been long anil furious, and the good effects United States had, the facilities to pnl in. type so READERS EACH WEEK.
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Wm. H. ftllen’s Death Foretold In a Vision
Back of the facts concerning the 

death of William H. Allen, former 
Omaha school principal, at Edgemont, 

. .. S. D., is a story which is of startling 
Interest as related by the World-Her
ald.

About a year ago, according to the 
: > family and friends, Mr. Allen had a 

dream In which a. view of his life was 
presented to him on what was appar
ently a map. This map was divided 

r int<T five sections. Each of them 
• represented some portion of his ca
reer, which he recalled in the vision, 

.but the fifth section of the map had 
only two years marked upon it and 
the vears ram into an indistinct blur.

• Upon his Inquiry Prof Allen was told 
by a voice in this dream that he 
should be very careful about this time, 
which, according to the map, would be 
at the end of his 52nd year. “If you 
live through the crisis which you will 
iinve then,” said the voice, "you will 
live to be 90 years of age. But be 
careful.”

The next morning, Mr. Allen told 
his wife about the dream and joked 
with some of his personal friends 
about it. A year passed and he cele
brated his 52nd birthday in good 
health. “I guSss I will live to be 90, 
all right,” remarked Mr. Allen, on 
that occasion, jovially. His fine 
physique reemed to be in .perfect con- 
tion and he was feeling younger than I 
his years. Seventeen days later he' 

' was taken sick. A physician was 
called. The second day that the doc
tor came he told the patient that he 
was getting along well and would 
probably be able to teach in school as I 

■ usual in a few days. I
Shortly afterward Mr. Allen was I 

seated in an ea#y chair. reading the I 
. newspapers when suddenly he col- 

•lapsed and before his wife in thq next 
room could reach him he was dead of' 
apoplexy. ■

The circumstances of the death im
pressed Mrs..John Evans, whose son 

•’ ’ •'married Mr.'Alien's daughter. At 
her home on Indiana avenue, in Oma
ha, she wrote the verses which appear 
below, -r

A psychic expert of this' city, with 
•whom Mtb. Evans has been studying, 
heard the latter read the verses and' 
when the story of the dream was thua 
related interrupted Mrs. Evans. “The 
waiting was from his son,” she Baid. 
"He Ib oW enough to. warn him. He 
could, not tell his father he would die 
on that date because he was earth- 
bound and not permitted to do so. So 
he gave him all the warning he could 
that he might prepare to die.”

It was at once recalled that Mr. Al
len lost a little baby boy about twenty 
years ago. The verses written by Mrs. 
Evans follow:

A Real Dream.
He had a dream, which was not all a 

dream,
For as it came to pass much truth we 

glean.
He dreamed he saw a light, like the 

full moon.
Come floating out of space into his 

room,
•And as it" came it brighter grew, till 

io!
It lit the whole room up .with brilliant 

glow
That nearly dazzled him, ah he sat 

there--'’
-,(As in his drea'n appeared),* in his 

school chair— , ,
When looking on Ms desk, he then 

espied,
A pile of maps with many ribbons tied. 
Quick with his knife did he the rib

bons rive,
Counted the maps and found tnere 

were but five.
When carelessly he lifted the top 

map—
Putting on his specs, laid It on his 

cap---
When with both hands again the map 

he took.
He tilted back his chair and-at it took 

a look,
And there he saw the first five years of 

his life.
Yes—all his boyhood years of joy 

and strife,
, Those happy years he spent upon the 

,?• farm, / ■
uneventful years—of peace and 

i&qr '/«' calm.
feack on the old farm—(his eyelids 
I' ' quiver)

, . He was back by the Ohio river. .
The selfsame' place, the house, the 

barn and all, ■.
. He listened—yes, he heard his moth- 

. er’s call. .
He saw in each year since his life be* 

gun
:■ His mother—(who still lives,aged81). 
. , He Was her loving son, her pride, her 
r Joy,
1. Each year she guided him while yet a 

boy. "
In orchaH, barm on river he could 

■ trace ; .
The movements of his mother In every

place, .
The map was clear, no spot or blur— 

.: Nothing wrong—rdld...in -these, ten 
'i ■ years occur.
;; ' Reverently he laid the map Aside, . ’ 
¿6 - Rested his head upon his hand, and 
• * .. ■ cried, •>: r - •.
« \ Not,in regret were shed these silent 

tears,
But just.a requiem to those vanished.

For when at 23, on April 8,
He took for life his loving wife qnd 

mate.
She who stood ever r^ady to com

mend *
And'many times she lent a helping 

hand—.
Years of school life anchcollege life.in 

each, \
Preparing himself in 

teach.
days to

He »aw those college, days pass all too 
fast,

He was himself prepared to teach at 
last.

This map read, he then took up No. 3, 
Wondering -what next he would see. .
Ten

The

long years more of his lite this 
mapAold, 
passing of his son, scarce two 
years old.

Leaving them then three small .girls 
to raise.

They bent beneath their, rod, their 
God to praise,

Each action of his life was written 
plain,

And still the map showed a clean life 
again.

Then came years' of teaching he 
could not hide,

As he glanced them over, feelings of 
pride, , f

And in this mood he took up No. 4.
It was with eager eyes he scanned it 

o’er. .
Each day, each week and month, i 

years onward sped
In each of these ten years he plainly 

read
Everything he’d said, or thought, or 

done,
Whether in earnest or in, fun,
In plainest words, line after line it

ran . ■ ■ ■ , ।
Before the eyes of this good Christian i 

man, i
Tho' on the map some mistakes did i 

appear, ■ I
This map like the rest was clean and 

clear. - j
Quickly he .laid the map aside and j

took .
Up No. 5,’that at it he might look.
Another ten years of life here laid;
Ten years of joy and- sadness, light 

and shade. ' -r
This map' was clean, just like the 

other four,
He reached for another—there was no 

more—
But .written on the corner was: "Take 

heed, ,
Turn this map over, and with care 

read.”
Thd many, many years that had all 

passed
Had led him to the present time at 

last ' '/ : ~
And with hot, feverish eyes and trem- 

ling hand
He, followed out the last final com

mand.
Quickly he turned the map over 

see
What the true meaning of this 

might be,

to

all

And there before his wondering eyes 
were spread

Only two years—-and this is what he 
read:

"A sickness will befall you at' this 
place.

It may In its force hurl you into 
space;

If you come out victorious from the 
fray,

Eighty or ninety years on earth you’ll
■ < stay-.”

These words were written with the 
blackest'lnk;

He read them over twice, then stopped 
to think.

"I’m now but 51,” he slowly said;
If this is true, next year I may be

. dead.” . ., ... ■
And as these startling words he ■sadly 

spoke,
By the changed sounds of his „own 

voice he 'woke. )
He lay and wished the night might 

pass away,
The hours moved slowly by—and yet 

no day—
The cold March wind sobbed thro’ the

At

He

moonless air, 
last the morning came all bright 
and fair. .s

told his frfends about the dream 
next day,

years; A'
Thea he picked up the - next -map,"

• No. 2, - /x
And sat and. looked the strange map 

thro’ and thro’. •’
Aye* ten years more of his lite there 
- . saw, .
Ye$r after year, yet on .the. map no 

flaw. . .
’Twas-there he saw on this map of 

his life ■ -
that it snoke of both himself and 

- wife’ ‘ ’ -

Not a word of It to his wife did he 
say

Till his birthday, when he was 52.
Then to his wife he told the dream all 

thro.’.-. -
That was March 7, nineteen-hundred- 

. six, -
Ana they both laughed—that dreams 

should play such tricks.
One moment longer, then, my story's 

• o’er.
Seventeen days later, March twenty-.

. ; four, • —
When sitting in a chair at home that 

k day
He dropped his tired hands and 

- passed away, , •*
With not a word, '*' struggle, or- a 
..-i i .sigh— • 
This .is.the way: that Christians ought 

.■ to die. ••
- 'r MRS. JOHN W. EVANS. 

Omaha, March 30, 1906, , ,
... - ,A.Tribute.

■ W;llUam>H.Allen,bornin Muskingum 
county,..OMo, -March 7, ■ 1854, died 
.^Iarchi2_4, 1906, at Edgemont, S. D.; 
aged 52 years and 17 days; married to 
Ida Ann Thompson, April 8, 1878, 
whq survives him. . >■

There was born to them a son, Or
val, who died aged 1% years; Three 
daughters; all living. The eldest^ 
Irene1 Mae, married in 1899 to Dr. J. 
Stanley'Hill; Jennie Elnora,- second 
daughter, married to Edward Wins
low Evans in 1901; Florence Roletta 
Allen, aged 13.

Of his father's, family there re
mains living his mother, Sarah B. Al
len, over 80 -years of age, residing ati

- . . f ’ ; f’.
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Trae, ns. », ua'j'ciinoioK win »newer t 
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Fu l r‘*diuK. »I. Fem HUI, Merc®

Al YÌnnil Awtum» aureU while yoA l.fi I AnnH 8lTOP- '-Two inoiittiu FrM- 
V911 glptvMB Il^rd cueebpreferred.
E, <LCo.> 1Ö4O VftUByran Ut,,

fHADT POPP Bohemian Gypsy ÀB I UrlAKI rKLc Ìroiogw and Clanvoyapi 
i Bond age. colui* of cyua and Lair, in own hand- 
I writing*. Addresa GEO- WELEKS, Box 130, New« 
lurk, N.J.
I ' < ~ ——y—

I'What Ails Your Stomach?
, Olearelffhted Ciulpioyant Healer; thirty year»* 

I experience. - Diagnosis of ea»e and prescription 
| foron&inonth’a treatment, 11.10. Give bex, a/eu 

name In full, uueut and No., aud one leading 
symptom. GUO. D. MARLTON. Stonebiun, Mwt

SPIRITUAL MEDIUM
and Psychometrist,

Clah'voyant deHcripitonH, spirit messages (name 
often given), character delineations, diagnosis < 
physical, mental and psychic condition, with ad 
vice on mediumahip ana aUaffaiva ot 11(6 whs 
desired, full Meftdluff Hl.OO. Two Qiwi 
tlone answered, 26 cents.

HUH. KULA. HOYAL WILLIAMS,
412 N. 21et Street, Qulem, Ore.

«

Hartford City, Ind.; two brothers and 
six BÌBtei’B.
■ He spent bls boyhood days in Ohio 
and Indiana, with his parents on a 
farm, attending district school during 
the. winter, and when a young man en
tered Ridgeville college to prepare 
himself fdwteaching; which profession, 
he followed during his lifetime, 
teaching in Indiana for a number of 
years. Moving to Kansas in 1884 
with his family, locating and leaching 
in Johnson county, and later moving 
to Kansas City, Kans., he taùght there 
in the capacity of principal for a pe
riod of four years. Leaving this city, 
he moved to Omaha, being identified 
in the schools of the cityin thecapacity 
Of teacher and principal for'thirteen 
years. About four ^ears ago he 
moved to Edgemont, S. D.,« where he 
was employed as superintendent of 
schools, being re-elected for the en
suing year. He was also superintend
ent of the Sunday-school and- choir- 
leader of the Presbyterian church 
there.

Not rich in earthly treasures, but 
rich in a large and kind heart for all 
humanity; a good,son, a good hus-. 
band, a good father, a good brqtaer
and a good Christian.

SOUTHERN

Lake Helen,

As the 'fall 
making their

E.

CASSADAGA CAMP.

Florida News-—Excur
sions.

advances, people are 
way to this healthy

southern home. Among the tourists 
who go by the Clyde steamers are Mrs. 
J. E. Vogt, Mr. and Mrs. W. E. Green
wood and daughter Blanche, Mr. and 
Mrs. J, D. White. A larger delega
tion will leave for Lake Helen in No
vember."

Mrs. Huff is clearing her lot on the 
Stevens property, painting her hotel, 
ana making internal improvements.

The new .windmill proves a success, 
furnishing an abundande of water.

The Spencers have enlarged their 
kitchen and dining-room to meet 
their increasing patronage.

Mrs. Elizabeth Thompson and Mr. 
Johnson, the builder, and son Frank, 
are there, ready to put up cottages.

The Bond Lumber.Co. is getting out 
plenty of lumber for house building.

The Greenwood cottage now has an 
ample veranda on three sides'—a 
pretty home on Prospect Heights.

People should go early to Lake 
Helen to avoid the chills of coming 
winter. It is an excellent climate in
which to recover from 
pneumonia.

The propossed street

the effects of

railway from
Daytona to DeLand 1b partly done, 

s and-now that the rainy season is near- 
, lÿ Over, in the near future it is ex- 

: pected'that the cars will be running.
Lake Helen and Cassadaga should 

I unite in raising funds to build a 
branch to these villages. Street cars 

. through Lake Helen to-the gates of
Cassadaga will make both villages 

• boom.
The saddest event of the past season 

. has been the sudden dbath of Frank 
Bond at DeLand, in September, of 
heart failure. Mr. Bond was a strong 
support to Cassadaga camp in its 
early days, lending credit and funds 
when most needed. He was a great 

: force in Volusia county, and divided 
with the late Mr. Stetson the honor of 
being the chief benefactors of De 
Land.

The orange crop this year will be 
enormous. People can eat oranges in 
Florida at their own price. Mr: and 
Mrs. Bedell are settled in their renq: 
vated home amidst acres of oranges, 
in sight of camp. .

Herbert Hallily reports that the 
rose garden is flourishing in beauty, 
and that his labors in caring tor the 
camp all summer has given him busy 
days and increasing health. He is4 
getting the Association Building ready i 
for the painters, among whom may be 
included Mr. Van Slyke, Who is dally 1 
expected from Lily Dale. i

Miss White and Miss Pritchard arei 
to reign In the. kitchen and dining-1 
room of the hotel this season. j

Mrs. M? M, Witters, who has-passed 
the summer with the Swifts in. Utica, 
N; Y., has bought the Buchanan cot
tage and will transform it into a cozy 
home for herself and friends.

The Hedrick family of Brooklyn, N. 
Y., are to locate In the hotel. ». 
- The proposed new wharf at Blue 
Spring has not yet materialized, much 
to thé disappointment of river tour
ists. . < X

My November excursions to Florida 
will sail on the the 2nd, 6th, 16th, 
23 rd. and 30 th, by Clyde steamers— 

much the best and cheapest -mode of 
reaching Jacksonville.. - ’

Write me for special low rates and 
other Information—enclosing tour 
cents in stamps to " pay postage on 
Clyde - folders, Cassadaga circulars, 
etc. . , " H. A. BUDINgTON.

'91 Sherman St., Springfield, Mass.

“Mediumship' and Its. Development, 
and How to Mesmerize to Assist Devel
opment" By- W/M Bach; Especially 
useful to learners who seek tô know 
and utilize the laws 6f mediiimship and 
development, and. avoid errors.- Price, 
25 cental' "Big Bible Stories,” cloth, 
60 cents.

"Right Generation the'Key to the 
Kingdom of Heaven on Earth,” By Dr. 
M. E Conger. An.appeal to reason and 
man's highest aspirations.. A plea for 
justlce^and equality in all the relations 
of life between- me', and. women.

“The ' Present Age and Finer Life; 
Ancient and Modern Mysteries Classi
fied and Explained.” By Andrew. Jack- 
son Davis. We have a few copies of 
this work by the celebrated ceer. Cloth;
»1.10. : , :■

“The Attainment of Womanly Beau
ty of Form and Features. The Cultiva
tion of Personal Beauty, Based on Hy
giene and Health Culture. By. twenty 
physicians and specialists. - Edited by 
Albert Turner." Of ■. special a interest 
and value. Price 61. ..... ; ■ ,

"Materialization." :.. By -Mmo. ; m. 
d-Esperauce und Rev. B., F. Austin. 
Excellent. Price 1Ô cents, .- ' - ?

A‘ -

66 99 
o

Reflections by George J. Lewis, A, M., No. 550 West WJd St., New York City,
After havlngiipaBBcd through seismic shock and fiery 

furngee in the late destruction of San Francisco, I desire 
to inforpi my readers and many friends that I am-now lo
cated in’the city of New York, and at present, at the 
above address. ■

I have read with much interest, ip The Progressive 
Thinker of September 13, the articlexunder the above 
caption • contributed by the. “California Philosopher,” and 
wish,' at this time, to offer a few thoughts in relation to 
the same. It.seems that a “Dutch girl,” when about ten 
years old was visiting her uncle and aunt. A quarrel arose 
between her relatives, when she, becoming frightened, 
ran down stairs. But on returning to the room she saw 
“a’perfectly strange room, with a large clock hanging on 
the wall, and axemall boy sitting under it; beckoning to 
her.” She thought she had gotten Into the wrong room 
and went out..

But again returning to her uncle’s room, with great 
care that she made no mistake, and on opening the door 
she again saw the same strange room, clock .and boy—this 
and nothing more., But on going back to the same room 
for the third time, she saw that it was her uncle’s room, 
and there sat £er uncle and aunt in their own room 
which was the.identlcal room to which she had made her 
three visits as stated’above.

The "Duloh woman" .wants an explanation of the i 
strange phwomana, an^ Brother Ddwbarn attempts to, 
give it. Off) reading the article, however, it seems to me i 
thât the explanation given by the “California Philosopher" | 
is In greater,taeed-of an explanation than the story Itself. I

He says: JT presume the believer in spirit return who 
reads this experience quietly passes it by.” ♦ * * "Any ex
periences that ana outside A. J. Davis on the one aide, and 

I the Fox girls om.the other,, are passed by as unprofitable 
। for discussion." i
; Well, I believe, inspirit return, but I would not pass 
i the story by; nor- leave the explanation unnoticed. ( Pam 
notllmitediln mot Investigations and researches eitHer by 
A. ' JiiDavlSf the<Fox girls, philosopher or scientist from 
toy state OF'ltrafion. It is trhe duty of each one of us to

। collate the.factk of nature so far as we.can, and-in ac
cordance .with olrr best trained judgment, in the'light of 
natural law, to give, our interpretation'thereof, independ
ent of ism, philoBOpher or scientist. I am convinced that 
spirit existence and spirit return—yes, all spirit phenom
ena—are grounded upon natural and eternal law, and in 
that direction we should turn our investigations, giving 
the thoughts of others due consideration, but never being 
held in .leading strings by A. J. Davis, the Fox girls or the 
philosopher. I would therefore submit the following ob
servations both in regard to the Dutch girl’s story, and its 
explanation;,

In illustrating his theme, he says: “The tiny beings 
that seem as near the beginning as we can .reach, just 
split in two by .way of increasing the family. Thus” * * * 
“thé very first.form is still enjoying a kind of life whlcq, 
knows nothing of what we call death." Science has 
never declared’what inherent transformations take place 
in the moneron’.when its body is divided, and each seg
ment becomes ;a living moneron with a body similar to 
that of its parent. Science announces only the external 
phenomena. And again, there is not so much difference 
between the birth of the moneron and that of the mammal 
as most persons seem to imagine. In the one case it is 
external and in the other it is internal. In the one case, 
in the segregation and birth of the young, the body of the 
parent moneron is extinguished, and its segments become 
its twin children. But.in the other, in the segregation and 
birth of the child, the dàrger segment, the mother, sur
vives, and the smaller-segment becomes her offspring.

This infinitesimal organism, the moneron, as already 
stated, produces its species by a division of its organic 
structure, ;when each half- becomes à young moneron, an 
individual 'living being, endowed with vivifying power, 
whatever the nature of that life-power may be. Here we 
are confronted with one of the deep mysteries of the uni
verse, unsolvedihy science, and perchance Insoluable by the 
finite'mind-of;man. No man, scientist or philosopher, is 
entitled to say that the life of the nioneron is the product 
of matter. Maymot its life be an uncreated entity, eternal 
throughout allithe-aeons of existence? Who, from the 
deductions of-telence, can deny it, or who affirm it? The 
philosopher Is not entitled to say that when the body of 
the parent moneron Is. divided Its life is also, divided to 
form the distinct individual lives of its offspring. The 
division of life-or spirit is.unthinkable. Does, the life of 
the parent at thetmoment of the partition of its body go to 
the God whp gave it? And does a new life enter Into, 
and vivify ehch segment of the parent moneron, and thus

start each segment updn its journey of earth life, as an in
dividual living bding? ' .

Who will solve the problem? Who will affirm? Who 
will deny? If the life of the parent, at the moment of 
partition, goes to the God who gave it, then its death is, in 
all respects, like the death of man when the spirit leaves 
its tenement of clay. And as such, it is identical with 
what we call death."

■ The California Philosopher, therefore, is not entitled 
to say that-the moneron is "enjoying a life which knows 
nothing of what we call death.” He further says: “But 
neither does it know anything of what we call immortal
ity." And further on he says: "We discover living beings 
who are not endowed with immortality." This assertion 
is a broad one, and as reckless as it is broad. How has 
he determined that the moner'on “knows nothing of what 
we call immortality?" And how has he discovered that 
there are “living beings who are not endowed with im
mortality?” '

On what authority does he make the assertion? Sci
ence has not so declared. Science Is modest. Respecting

MRS. DR. CAIRD,
I MEDIUM,
i Will Accept Calls for Platform or

, Circle Work,
«Near Chicago. Officers West Mouroe St., Corner 
Ogden Ave, Hours 0 to V. Phone U7o West.

Circle, Sunday, s p. m.

HELEN 8TUART-RIOH1NGS/
Lecturer and PsytUic,

Gites Psychometric and Prophetic
Readings,

By mail, full, <2.00. Concise. 11.00. Bond money 
perdrah. express, or p. O. money order. No at* 
tendon given to letters unaccompanied by staml 
for reply. Address No. 8W E. High St, New Phils 
adelphla, Ohio.

FRED P. EVANS, 
Noted Medium for 

Slatewriting, Clairvoyance, Etc., 
Interviews dally from W to 4. headings and d e* 

velonment by mail may be obtained by writing to 
Mr. Evans for particulars, Famous book on 
Slate-writing, 11.20, while they last, Address, 

FRED P. EVAN».2&28 Sacremento street, Sun Francisco, CaL

TRUMPETS;
Infallible Fibre Trumpets! Better than metal; 

insulated top and bottom, Tangible with spirit 
forces. Cardinal Enamel Color. Self-developing 
Cabinet and Physical Buttery Combination Cabi
net. Special revised book governing every phase 
of development. A to Z Trumpet and Cabinet 
work in full. Book postpaid, 17 cents. Write for 
Circular.
JAS. MEWTON, ana Dorr Bt,. Toledo. O
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unsolved 
know.” 
when he 
speaks.

problems it does not hesitate to say: "I do not 
Each person is entitled to his own opinion, but 
states it as a fact ho should know whereof he

He relates the visions of an old friend as a criterion by 
.which to explain the phenomena .witnessed by the Dutch 
girl. . : ; \

He says: "His descriptions of the forms he saw—usually 
In bright sunlight—would make profitable fiction for a 
novelist. They were more or less distorted forms of hu
manity, and with features very much unattractive.

i "They possessed and controlled animals somewhat re- 
I sembllng ours, and wielded some force - by which they 
; could rise in the air. Such as saw him spoke to him in a
I V

AN ASTONISHING OFFER
Send three two-cent stamps, lock of 

hair, age, name and the leading symp
tom, and your disease will be diagnosed 
free by spirit power.

Mrs. Dr. Dobson-Barker,
230 North Sixth St.

Bau Jose, Call

language he could not understand.” In the light of
the interesting experiences of the Dutch girl whose letter 
heads this article, we seem to be in contact once again 
with similar intelligences.

' . “It .will not do to call the phenomena spirit return, for 
that would be to suppose the room and the clock as well 
as the boy, to be all spirits, which would be absurd.” 

Now, for the purposes of this tfrticle we wilt assume the 
continued existence of the spirit, and the fact of spirit re
turn." We will also assume the genuineness of the phe
nomena related by the Dutch girl, and also that related by 
Brother Dawbarn’s friend.

From the admitted facts it scientifically and logically 
follows that the spirit after leaving the body remains in all 
the inherent powers, faculties and capacities that It mani
fested in earth life, plus a great deal more. .

The facts of mesmerism (I prefer to use that term) are 
now unquestioned. It is also fact that the mesmerist, 

| here in earth life, can cause his subject to see—or think 
I that he sees—houses, rooms, furniture, boys or girls, ani- 
I male, trees and things innumerable, to think that he is 
| some celebrated personage, or to hear words and language, 
i known or unknown. These are some of the powers 
i manifested by the spirit while in earth life. These are a 
I part of the essential nature of the spirit, whether that 
I spirit manifest itself in earth life or in realms supernal, 
i It would be more In consonance with natural law to sup- 
r pose that the phenomena witnessed by th,e Dutch girl, and 
the visions of Brother Dawbarn’s friend were the result of 
a mesmeric state cast upon them by a disembodied spirit 
who had returned to earth.

But, these visions can be accounted for without invoking 
the aid of departed spirits. ■ They may be accounted for
by the hallucinations of a disordered mind. Dr. J. M.
Peebles, In the ripeness of his experience, in the fullness of 
his scientific and psychic knowledge, has said: “There are 
mental phases and many occult kinds of obsession, those 
immediate, and those shadowy, subtile, invisible forces 
from afar, and others still, that are simply self-induced
halluclnations.” There is a sortjof ideation obses-
sion caused by an unbalanced, weakened organization, and 
these are internal unbalanced forces. Everything ob
jective and subjective affects these persons. They are like 
tremuldfis aspens. They are partly the victims of their 
own disordered imaginations. They are emotional, sus
picious, pessimistic sensationalists, touching the fringe of 
morbidity, hearing the unheard, and seeing fanciful picto
rial representations, instead of general realities.” See the 
Pathway, of the Spirit, page 60, by J. M. Peelties, M. D., 
M. A., a book just Issued from the press, and one of the 
most interesting books, and the profoundest, that has ever 
appeared upon the subject of Spiritualism. See, also, De
monism of the Ages, by the same author, page 199.

New York City., GEO. W. LEWIS, M. A.

Wanted—®J»e Katies of All the Spirit- 
-Montana.

For the ¡Turwe - of establishing 
-closer relatjohs between'the Spiritual
ists of Montana;¿Will, each one please 
interest .hlijaBelf tn sending me" all the 
names of SjiirituiMsts in. their respect-; 
ive helghboAtmdfe? <■ Address the sec
retary, BERS/IW. C. SELBREDfl, ;

;7 ; E Billings, Montana. ।

"Life audit Moral -Axioms of Obn.- 
-fucius,” Is tBti tiilp of a- 62 page pam- 
phlet, whiqfto contains-; many, of the 
moftl aphtaisaiB, and terseologlcal 
teachings of ;the sapient,Chinese- phll- 
bsbpher, who lived 551 .years before 
the Christian Era. and . whose .wise 
■precepts have left a lasting impression I 
upon all subsequentnations. . By 
Marcenus R. K Wright.’ Price 25cts, 

; "Science and.- the .Fuxure Lite.’' By 
James H. Hyslop, is one., of, the most 
valuable .acquisition to ;the literature

"The Molecular Hypothesis of Na
ture/’ By Prof. Wm. M. Lockwood, 
Professor Lockwood is recognized as 
one of the ablest lecturers on the spir
itual rostrum^ (n this little volume he 
presents" in succinct form the substance 
bf his lectures on the Molecular Hy
pothesis of Nature; and presents his 
views as'demonstrating a scientific ba
sis of Spiritualism. The book is com
mended to all. who love to study and 
think; Price, 25 cents.

“How .to Train Children and. Pa
rents.” Mrs. Elizabeth. . Towne takes 
the position that In many cases it is the 
parents that need the. training more 
than the children, and advises parents 
to look, to ; themselves. .Twenty-five 
cents* could Cot be better spent than in 
buying this little book. Anyone that 
has the care of children should read it 
Price 25 cents.
: "Immortality, Its Naturalness, Its 
Possibilities ■ and .Proofs.” By J. M. 
Peebles, M. A., M. D„ Ph. D." Contains 
the address rejected by the Philpsophl-

§25 Reward.
Twenty-five dollars reward will be 

paid to anyone for the présent address, 
if living, or positive proof of the death 
of Virginia C. or Jennie Andrus nee 
Ferris, who left her home about 1877 
for Chicago, Ill.; both of.her parents 
are dead and it wllrte to'her interest 
to appear.- Address' Will F. Ferris, 
Decatur, Ill. '

•'Death, Its Meaning and Reshits.” 
By J. K. Wilson, of the Pennsylvania 
Bar. An absorbingly interesting i vol
ume, of decided value. A narrative of 
wonderfiil psychical events in the , au
thor’s experience. Cloth, 560 pages, 11- 
lustrated, S1.25.

"The Spiritual Significance, or, Death 
as an Event in Life.” -By Lilian Whit
ing.' One. of Miss'Whiting's ipost sug
gestive, intensely Interesting, spiritual 
books. It is laden with rich, thought 
(01 spirituality. Prion H „

of Modern Spiritualism- that. -haa - ap
peared of late years.. It is bci entifle in | 
ita method, profound in.Its-1Igic, and:—— ------..r, --------
above all sympathetic to -ti e trutn 10. cents.

■ whatever It" may be amL.wtereVer it'' "Dlacovery.or a Lost'Trail." By Chas, 
¿ay ba found.' Price,- cloth, $1.5p. 10 B. Newcomb. Excellent in spiritual 
cents postage extra. ■ - < ■ suggedtiveness. Cloth, $1.50.

i “Spirit Echoes.." By Mattle M. Hull. Price, 30 cents, .
¡This pretty volume contains fifty-seven I -“Continuity of Life a Cosmic Truth,” 
of the author’s -latest, .and- choicest po- 'Ey Prof." Wm. M. Lockwood. The work 

■-ems. .Ner.tly bound in cloth,? and with of a strong, logical thinker, on a deeply 
portrait df the author. Price, 75 cents, important’subject. Price, doth, *L

cal Society of Great Britain, with Jn„tro-‘ 
duction and Explanatory Letter.- Price

Boston Meetings.' .
; The First Spiritualist1 Ladies’ Aid- 
Society meets in, Appleton Hall,9 Ap
pleton .street, Boston, Mass.,, every 
.Friday."

. The Ladies’ Lyceum Union meets in- 
Dwlght Hull, 514 Tremont street, Bos
ton , Mass., every Wednesday.

■ The Ladles’ Industrial Union meets 
in Dwight Hall; 514 Tremont street, 
every Thursday.

May *■

HARMONIAL INSTITUTE.
A Spiritual Home,

Where Spiritual. Magnetic and Osteopathic treat 
went is administered, is situated upon the co? 
ner of Third and Grace streets. Baker City, Ore 
gon, under the management of

Dr. F. W. Underwood, ,
who te a celebrated

Magnetic Healer and
Osteopathic Physician? " 

^he corps of healers diagnose and treat absent
ly as well as personally, all diseases. If in search 
othealth write to A, C. McClelland, Secretary, 
aud receive instructions. ,

TO THE PUBLIC. *
This is to certljy that I have known Dr. F. W 

Underwood, and know him to he a man of honor 
and an excellent healing medium. Those whf 
employ him may (eel sure of being greatly bene« 
fitted or entirely cured. Dr. Fowler and thelt 
otherbontrollingintelligences have proven them» 
selves to be eminent spiritual healersand work* 
era in the cause o( humanity.

J. M, PEEBLES, M. D.

Medial and Spiritual 
Development.

Here Is what you need; endorsed by science 
and practical men and women, 
: system, which Is both sdentldc and in
spired, Is the only one endorsed by sclenUsts who 
accept Spiritualism and the spirit world who 
seek to reach you.

tar Eminent men fand women in all walks of 
life, fanners, mechanics, lawyers, teachers, cler
gymen who apply my system are more success
ful. besides realizing’ in a practical way their 
psychical powers.
^“Failure Is impossible if you apply tny sys

tem as directed.
jyThecost? Well.adiamond is small, but its 

workmanship and beauty of clearness make it ' 
priceless. My system, like a genuine diamond, ' 
is worth something. But its worth imparts great
er worth to your life and becomes your most val
uable asset. At present my terms are easy and 
within your reach If you are tn earnest, send 
stamped addressed envelope for Prospectus. De- 
lineation.etc., toJ. C. F. GBÜMB2NB, B. D.. F. S.. 
S. C. (London) 24 Strathmore R’d.,Brookline,Mass,

ANNOUNCEMENT.
Immediately to All Salients and 

Magnetic Healers.
•the nccompllBhmente of Electric Vibrntory 

‘Tlserupeutlcu will enable you to successfully 
meet the laity and practice as a healer.

Head and Rejoice!
Give :ne your name In full, location, dateof 

Wrlh?your favorite colors and sonrs. with the 
data, 1 will furnish a Psycho-Physical Chart of 
any Individual, by which health, happlnoaa and 
business, success can be secured. Toelv^all 
an opportunity these Charts will be furnished In 
clubs of ten until January 1. (or 25c. each. Each 
subscriber becomes a member of the School of 
Triune Life Culture, entitled to monthly instruc
tions. Address,

School of Therapeutics.
413-415 Grand Ave., Milwaukee. Wls.

Do You Need Spectacles. Q nc^° 
and Better Sight ? , I
Circular showing atyles and prices of iny Magrmt« 
teed Melted Pebble LENZ, a photo of Spirit Yar- 
mah, whtf assisted to brinjr out |tho Clairvoyant 
rift with me, to fit yotjr. eyes as perfectly al your 
own home, aud se$d spectacle by mail as I.cbuli 
if you were In my office. Yarmah wid forma band 
of helpers that will treat your eyes when wbarlng 
this spectacle and you win have normal vision. 
It needed this band can heal your b<dyj Wo havo 
a positive cure for Granulated Eye-Lids, or soro 
"byes. Sent postpaid for (hCO. A postaro stamp 
would be acceptable. - V, POOLS. C

157 Winthrop ave„ Chicago. Ill. }

i Be Sure to Read This. |
i Frances U LóuckB. one of thè greatest osyohlq ' 
wonders living. I the spiritual X-ray to la 
cate all internai diseases. A trial will convince 
yon. Nervous exhaustion and lost vigor of both 
sexes successfully treated, as hundreds can tes
tify. Send name. age. sex.-complexion, one-lead- 
ing symptom, and ten cehts in stamps, and yotr • 
'will receive acorrect diagnosis of your.case free, 
worth dollars to yon. Be e«re kb write your own 

.letter. Dr. J. 8. Loucks, who lately passed on. 
continues to treat the sick through my medium'! 
ship. Address all lettera to

FRANCES L. LOU0K8,
86 Warrta 8u Si«ackaœ, JtUfi.

"Cosmlan Hymn Book." A collection 
of.origlnal and.selected hymns, for lib- - 
eral an'd ethical societies for schools - I 
■and the home; compiled by L.'K. Wash- '^ 
burn. This volume meets a publit ' 
want" It comprises 256 choice' select?— 
tions of poetry and music, embodying 
the highest moral sentiment, and free 
from all sectarianism. Price. 50 Cents.

"Spiritual Fire Crackers, Bible Chest
nuts and Political Pin Points.” By J'. 
S. Hafrington.. A pamphlet containing > . 
79 pages of racy reading. Price 25 Ctoj(

j

I


